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Motor Dynamo, A. Illustrated (Foree Bain)
Illustrated
Motors, Eddy Electric.
Illustrated.
Motors, Switch for Constant Potential
Work, Electric, by Dr.
General
Railway
Motors in
Discussion (Chicago Electric
Louis Bell and
Club)
173. 174. 175. 188,
Motor in a Printing Office, Illustrated (Sprague Elec.

Railway

& Motor Co.

104,

A

Carpenter
104, 105,

by A.

38
181

176
310
79
27

J.

Sprague,

and Discussion

iiS, 119. 120
of Practical

Line Insulation from the Standpoint
Experience, by Charles A. Harber
How to Make Arc Light Circuits Safe, by

Lockwood, and Discussion.

120
J.

E.
121

Illustrated. 120,

Report of the Committee on State and Municipal
Legislation and Discussion
Report of the Executive Committee

Address by E. H. Johnson
graph
Phonograph Exhibition

on

121,
122,

the Phono123, 124

124
124
124
Exhibits
124, 125, 126
National Electric Light Association, Eastern Delegates
Electric Light Competition

Convention Notes

Kansas City Convention of the
Light Association, Railroad Arrangements for the Kansas City Convention of
to the

National Electric
the

15, 16, 40, 50, 51, 63, 64,

.

76

National Electric Light Association, the British Association

and the

National Electric

197

I..ight

Association, Twelfth Conven-

tion of the

351
275

Naval Battle of the Future
Navy, Electricity in the, by Gilbert Wilkes, U. S. N.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers) .
295
New England Electrical Exchange, Annual Meeting
.

of the

New

233

-

Hampshire

Electric Light Associations,

Rhcde

Island and

27

317
59
13
at the.

219,

York, Mayor Grant and Overhead Wires in ..31,
York, Practical Working of the Electrical Subways of, by William Maver, Jr. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers) ...
131, 132,

New York Result of Wire Cutting in
New York Board of Electrical Control
27, 28,
New York Electric Club
142,
New York Electric Lighting Interests Combined
New York Electrical Society
45.137, 13S,
New York Grand Jury's Findings
New York Life Insurance Building in Kansas City,
Electric Light Plant in the.

Illustrated

37,

New York Question
New York Situation
Falls, Harnessing
Falls, to Utilize the

17

65
143
50

38
19

84
2S1
26S
200
247
341
244

Power

156
207

of

Ohm

(George Simon), Biography and Portrait, PiacUnits
Oil Burner, Fuel. Illustrated (E. E. Billow & Co.). 4,
tical Electrical

Omnibus,

Electric

56
5

275

Pan-American Conference on Patent Laws and Trademarks
156, 157
Paris Exposition, Electrical Exhibit from the United
States at the, by Carl Hering
33
Illustrated. .......
15
Paris, First Central Station in.
i
To Stop the Issuance of Electric Railway. ...
iSr
Patent Bill, Canadian
Patent Laws and Trademarks^ Pan-American Conference on
156, 157
Patent Legislation, Impending (Communication). 330, 331
Patent Office Decision, Important
144, H5
Patents, Electrical. (Issued in the United States.)

Passes,

12. 24, 36, 48, 62, 74, S6, 140, 154, 166, iSo,
192, 206, 21S, 230, 242, 254. 266, 278, 292, 326,
33S. 350
362
Patent not Affected by the Lapse of Foreign Patents,
United States
19+
Patton Motor Car. Illustrated
244, 259
Peckham Cantilever Motor Truck. Illustrated
45
Perry, Marsden J., President of the National Electric
S7
(With portrait.)
Light Association.
Philadelphia, Plans of Edison Station Boiler Room.

175

Illustrated

H

Johnson's Address on the. (Na1
Light Association.)
23, 124
Phonograph Speech at the Kansas City Convention,
Mr. Edison's
Phonograph Convention
3Mi 329

Phonograph, E.

Report of the Committee on Harmonizing Insurance and Electric Lighting Interests and

,

nS

.114, 115, 116, 117,

Economy, by C. C. Haskins

Prodigality in

Niagara, Utilizing the Power of

-

.

113
113
113
113
114

-sion
Ill, 112,
Report of Committee on Data
Investigation of Electrical Industry for the Census.
Freight on Carbons
Election of Officers
113,
Electricity Applied to Street Railways, by Frank

Niagara
Niagara

Illustrated. .232, 233
National Direct Current Dynamo.
National Electric Ljght Association.
Marsden J. Perry, President of the National
87
Electric Light Association, with Portrait. ...
Electric Limited Train to the Kansas City Convention
87
Chicago Electric Club Reception to the Electric
87
Light Convention Delegates
88
Members and Guests
88,
8g
Mayor Davenport's Address of Welcome
8g
President Weeks' Annual Address
89
Treasurer's Report
Report of the Copper Committee
89,
90
Report of the Committee on Conduits and Underground Conductors
90
Report of the Committee on the Standardization
..90,
of Potential
91

Discussion
91, 92, 93. 94,
Construction of Central Stations, by C. H. J.
Woodbury, and Discussion. Illustrated 95

J.

106, 107, 108

High Voltage in \'irginia
108
Nine Years with the Arc Limp, by AL D. Law,
and Discussion
109, no
Carbon Tests, by E. F. Peck
no
How Our Paths may be Made Paths of Peace, by
H. W. Pope
no.
Safety and Safety Devices in Electric Installation, by Prof. Elihu Thomson, and Discus-

1S3
1S3
211

354

)

Motors with High Tension Currents, Operation of
Electric, by Elmer A. Sperry and Discussion.
Illustrated. (Chicago Electric Club) 66, 67, 82, 83
Municipal Control in Minneapolis, Proposed
Municipal Control of Electric Plants
267,
Municipal Control of Lighting
Municipal Control of Lighting and Power Plants,
Mayor Cregier and, by Municipal
246,
Municipal Ownership of Plants
Muskegon Electric Railway

.

and

103,

Illustrated

Illustrated

The Sperry Constant

Field,

.

New
New

Illus-

trated

Motor Co.)

Electric

99, ICO,
for Incan-

New London, Electric Club Organized at
New York, Electric Wires in
New York, Fire in an Edison Station
New York Lenox Lyceum, Electrical Effects

Illus-

(Thomson- Houston Co )
Motor, Phonograph, Illustrated
Motor, Sprague Fifty Horse Power. Illustrated.
Motor, The Electric, by Foree Bain

for

Discussion. Illustrated. loi, 102,
System of Station .\ccounts. by T.
Smith, and Discussion
Cost of Products to Central Stations,
De Camp, and Discussion

I

Motor, Operating Small Machines by Electric.

Steam

Babcock, and Dis-

.

Development of Generating Stations
descent Light and Power, by C. J.

Illus-

282

Sickles ..96, 97,

Editorial

.

64

Lamps, Japy Arc. Illustrated
341
Lamps and Continuous Current Transformers, Report
201
on Alternating Current Arc
Lamps, The Diathermancy of Air in Relation to the
Efficiency of Incandescent, by F. Higgins
259

The Steam Engine, by Fred E.

311

trated.

tric

Judge
7,

-

(Lunkenheimer

Illustrated.

Motor, Twenty-Five Horse Power, (C.

Portrait

Julien Storage Battery

City,

.

and Por-

Jamaica, International Exhibition at
Jenney Electric Motor. Illustrated

Kansas

Lubricator Spray Feed.
Brass Mfg. Co.)

55

Works)
IL A Death of
Gibbens, Death of Daniel L
Glasier

tric

Magnetizing Iron with the Alternating Current.

Units

Electrical

cal

.

for Metal Mines, Electric (Sprague ElecRail-vay and Motor Co.)
Illustrated
51
52
London, Ferranti's Work in
23S

Locomotive
171

70,

tional Electric

95

96

21^444

Illu<>trated
I'honograph Doll.
Illustrated
rhonograph Motor.
The
Licscgang
Phonograph.
Illustrated
Photography, Aerial.
Photometer. Note on a Ne*r, by Edward L. Nichols.
Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.)
30'.

PhotOfDeler. Portable.

Illustrated

3-\S

231
353
197

303

Queen

(Jas. \V.

^VCo.)

271

Illustr.>ted.
(The E
Pin and Insulator. Duplex.
<.;reelev A: Co.)
Pittsburg. East End Electric Light Company of.

Spragu;

Il-

90. 9*
Postal Telegraph Company, Electric Generators at the
Chicago Office of the. Illustrated
2S0,
2St
279.
With PorPractical Electrical I'nits. by F. B. Badt.
Practical Electrical Units,
Prof. H. S. Carhart

Modifications of

.^f>.

57

by
82

Prodigality in Economy, by C. C. liaskins.
(National Electric Light Association.). .. iiS, 119, 120
Illustrated
Protective Device, The Thomson.
195

Quotations no Longer Furnished

208, 209

St

Generator,

(Detroit

Illastrated.

Electrical

Works.)
243. 244
Illustrated
R.ie Horn Measuring Instrument.
143
162
Rae Motors at Decatur
Rae's Switch for Compounded Railway Generators.
Illustrated
2Sr, 2S2
Railway, Evolution of the Electric. Abstract of an
Address by Joseph Wetzter
238, 239
Railway, In Favor of the Electric
280, 28
Side
of
the
Electric
Railway. Social
168, 169
Railway at the Lenox Lyceum Miniature Electric
Illustrated

Railway
Railway
Railway
Railway
Railway
Railway

253
130
143
247

Contract. Two-M'Ilion Dollar
Litigation. Electric
Illustrated
Pole, Street.

System. Clarke Elevated
II ustrated
System. Short Electric. Illustrated
W^ork,

New

Electric.

Illustrated.

270
40
39,

(Thom-

)

1S9

Railways. Apparatus for Locating Grounds on

Elec-

2S2

Illustrated.

tric.

Railways,

Economy

by Eugene

of Electric.

Abstract of a paper

213

Griffin

Railways, Electricity as Applied to Street, by Nelson

W.

Perry. E.

M

150.

151

.268
Constant

Current Dynamos.

Illus

trated

352

Rents. Electric Lights and
243
Resistance, the influence of the Medium upon, by
Francis H. Crocker
273
Resistance of Conductors to Transient Currents. .209. 210
Resistance Set, Portable Testing. Ill-jstrated. (Queen
&Co.)
315
Illustrated
Rheostat with Submerged Coils.
269
Rhode Island and New Hampshire Electric Light Associations
27
Rice Automatic Tandem Compound Condensing EnIllustrated.
gine for Heavy Duty.
(John T.
316
Noye Manufacturing Co.)
Illustrated
Rink, an Electric.
157
Roads, Elevated Electric
34
Rochester. N. V., Brush Electric Light Station at.
.

.

Illustrated

13

Rochester. N. Y., Another Electric Railway at
Rochester's Electric Railway System

322
223

Sifclv and Sifety D..'vices in Electric Installations, by
Discussion.
(National
Elihu Thorn wn, and
111,112,
Electric Light Association.)
Illustrated
Safety Device, Clarke Automitic.
Illuslrated.
Saginaw, Mich.. Electric Railway .11.

(American

^
Teleg'aph

Illustrated.

-

.

.

.

.

Louis, Electric Lighting in

St. Louis. Electric

Motor Power
Roads for

in

Louis, Public Lighting in
St. Louis, Telephone Service in
St. Louis City Electric Light System
St. Louis Electrical Exposition
St. Louis Electric Light Plant
St. Louis E.\posiiion Elcctr cal Exhibit
257,
St. Louis. Rapid Transit for
76,
St. Louis, Underground Wires in
St. Paul Electric Railways, Minneapolis and
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Rapid Transit in
274,
State and Municipal Legislation, Report of the Committee on.
(National Electric Light AssociaSt.

130
34
215

16

258

181

285

System

by T. Carpenter

of,

.

.

.

.

Electrical ICnglneers.)
306, 307. 308, 309, 310
Electrical Subwajs.
3.S3
Stephenson (John) and Electric Cars ....
145
Stone, Henry B
President of the Chicago Telephone
Company
232

Steam Pipes and

Stone's Election, Henry B
Storage Battery. Carpenter
Storage Battery Cut-Out.
Illustrated ....
Storage Battery in a Dental Tiffice
Illustrated.
(Pumpelly Storage Bittery and Motor Co.)
...
Storage Battery Motor Company
Storage Batteries in Car Lighting
Storage Batteries in the Palmer House. Chicago
Storage Batteries to the Rescue, by J. K. Pumpelly.
and Discussion. (Chicago Electric Club.).. 215,
Street Railways, Electricity as Applied to. by P'rank
(National Electric
J Sprague, and Discussion.
Light Association.)
114 115,116,117,
Subway Explosions, Causes of
Subways of New York Citv, Practical Working of the
.

Electrical, by William
Institute of Electrical

Maver,

Jr.

l-lngineers

)

.

.

261

335
194

Illustrated

Solar Radiations, Electric
Illustrated

1S5
141

274

[18

(American

lO

,

41

Thurston, Benjamin F., Death of
New Telephone. Illustrated
Torch, An Electric.
Illustrated

Switch. Single Contact.

15

Illustrated.

Illustrated.

234

(Central

Elec-

222
Switch and Fuse Box, Diamond Combination. (Knapp
Electrical Works.)
Illustrated
340
Switch for Accumulators, .\utomatic, by Charles A.
PtUiger.
II ustrated
270
Switch for Compounded Railway Generator, Rae's.
Illustrated
281, 2S2
Switch for Constant Potential Molors. Illustrated, ...
27
Switch for Ra'.lway Dynamos. One Movement.
(Detroit Electrical W^orks.)
Illustrated
313
Switch-b'inrd, Combination.
(Western Electric Co.)
Illustrated
197
Switch-board, Short Electric Railway.
Illustrated..
39
Co.).

.'

Thomson-Houston Arc

Light.

Illus-

41
(Vliernate

Current Machines, Method

Illustrated

Tower

of Light.

New

323
265,

3^2
244

Telephone, Warned by
141, 142
Telephone and Telegraph Wires Buried
289
Telephone ICxchange .Switch-board, Testing Apparatus
for.
Illustrated
269
Telephone Service in St. Louis
16
Telephone Signal Bells by Current from a Central
.

Station. Operating.

,

Illustrated

Telephone Toll Box, New. Illustrated
222,
Telephone Trouble in Chicago
Telephone Wires in San Francisco, Burying
Telephone-Electric Railway Suit at Cincinnati D^ci^ion of Judge Taft
135, i j6,
Telephones in (.'hicago. Removal of Police
Telephony, Acoustic Principles Underlying the Art oL
Telegraph (Notes) 12, 36, 48, 62, 73. 85, 139, 154,

—

156
223
169
313
137
53

70

165, 179, 191. 192, 205, 217, 229. 241, 265, 277.

3'2.3-5.337

3''2

Telegraph, Arguing for a Postal
Telegraph, Sending Pictures by.

and the Lottery
Telegraph Line, Proposed
Telegraph Project, Postal

Illustrated...

'i'elegr.iph

New

.

Ejects

Illustrated (Electrical

at the

219
340
69

a Mill, Electric
Illustrated.
(Thomsonlouston Co. )
...
Tramway at Lawrence, Mass.. Mill.
Illustrated.
(Thomson-Houston Electric Co.)
185
Transfer Table, Electric. Illustrated
(Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Co.).
142
Transformers, Report on Alternating Current Arc
Lamps and Continuous Current.
Transportation, Limiatio IS of Steam and Electricity
in, by O. T. Crosby, (.\merican
Institute of
Electrical Engineers) .. 306, 307,308,309. 310

Trap,

.

An

.

.

.

-

Electric

209

Trolley Guard.
Illustrated
233, 234
Trolley Wheel. A Departure in.
Illustrated
282
Tropics. Electric Lighting in the, by Wilfrid H.
Fleming. (American Institute of Electrical En-

Truck, Peckham Cantilever Motor.

296
45

Illustrated

Underground, High Tension Currents and Electrical
Distribution, by H. B. Cobb
44,
Underground Construction for Electric Wires, by Nel-

W.

Perry

45

201, 202

Underground W^ires in Ohio
79
Underwriters, Proposed Inspection of Electric Light
Plants by
207
Units. Practical Electrical by, F. B. Badt, with portraits
55,56,
57
Underground Work at Nostetl Priory. Illustrated.
37
Utica Belt Line Railway.
IllustratedThomsonHouston Co.)
342
Valve Controller.
Illustrated
195
Volta.
(Count Alessandro,) Biography and Portrait,
Practical Electrical L'nits
56
\'oltmeter, Ayrton & Perry's Twisted Strip.
Illustrated
288, 289
Volts and Horse Power Lost in a Mile of Copper Wire 200

Walker Electric Meter. Illustrated
209
Warfare, Electricity in Modern
59
Warner Regulator for Constant Current Dynamos.
Illustrated
268
W'atches, Device for Demagnetizing.
Illustrated. ...
2
Water Power, Utilizing.
Illustrated.
(Stillwell &
Bicrce Mfg. Co.)
274
Watt, James, Biography and
Portrait.
Practical
Electrical Units
57
Weber, Wtlhelm Edward, Biography and Portrait.
Practical Electrical Units
55
Welding. A Wi'inkle in Electric. Illustrated
156
Wielding Machines, Automatic I'^Iectric, by Hermann
Illustrated.
Electrical F.ngineers.)

(American

West End Railway Power Station
165, 217,

257

York Lenox Lyceum)

Lemp.

353, 354

12, 23. 61. 73, 154,

176
222. 223

.

Illustrated

Illustrated

McLennan
Single Contact.
(Knapp Electrical Works.)

317

by.

Illustrated

••;
333. 334. 33.S, 345. 34O
homson's. Sir William, Letter to the Senate Invtstigating Committee.
202, 203
Thomson's Protective Device. Illustrated.
»95
Thomson-Houston Arc Light Switch-board. Illus1

son

-

Sweeper, Electric.
Switch,

325 337. 349. 3'Ji
Telephone, Contracts by

~

Phenomena Produced

Illustrated. 28,

gineers)

27

131, 132, 133 151, 152, 162, 163, 164
Subways, Steam Pipes and Electrical
353
Subway Vaults, Improved Cover for
Illustrated . 331

31-:.

.

periments, by J. A. Fleming.

I

by George II Babcock, and Discussion
(National Electric Light As ociation.). .99, 100.
Electricity in Transportation, Limitations
(American Institute of
of, by O. T. Crosley
of,

Tanning. Electric
Telephone (Notes)

:

58,

)

Sir William.

Tramway at

Steam and

3 '3

303. 304. 305
Magnetic. Illustrated
355
Shells. Device for locating Flaws in. Illustrated ....3x4
Illustrated
Short Electric Railway System.
40
39,
Siemens, Dr. W^erncr von. Biography and Portrait.
Practical Electrical Units..
57
Siemens. Sir William. Biography and Portrait. PracUnits
tical Electrical
57
Siemens' Opinion of the Dangers of Electric Light3S
ing. Prof
Sign.aling Across Rivers in India, by W. F. Mclhuish.
Illustrated
259
Signaling Device for Elevators in the Auditorium.

Engineers

Thomson's (Elihu) Electro-Magnetic Induction Ex-

Train Dispatchers' Convention. ...
Train Lighting by Electricity

oL

ne* rs )
Separator, Edison

Institute of Electrical

Thomson's Ampere Guage,

Association.)
106, 107,
Stations for Incande?cent Light and Powe-, Development of Generating, by C. J. Field, and DiscusIllustrated.
sion
(National Electric Light Association)
101, 102, 103. 104,
.Steam for Electric Stations. Economical Generation

.

Synchronizing

,

315

Toll Box,

'V

29
Science, Borderland of
Abstract of an adScientific Research. Fields for.
dress by Prof, Oliver J. Ix)dge
249
Self-induction, the Industrial Utilization of the Counter PZlcclromotive Force of by Thomas D. Lockwood. (American Institute of Electrical Engi-

Co.)

Review of Modern Electrical, by Prof.
William A. Anthony.
Illustrated,
(.\merican

.

.

Illustrated

&

A

trated

A

Accounts,

Switch-bo:ird,
trated

341
22 J
for Cable.

235

Smith, and Discussion
(National Electric Light
Association.)
104 T05, 106
Stations, Cost of Products to Central, by A. J. De
Camp, and Discussion. (National Electric Light

13

222
in

('^)ueen

Theories,

U5
-M3

tion.)

tric

32S

Rooms in the Western Electric
company's Fdciory.
Illustrated
141, 142
Thomson and Electric Lighting. Sir William, by George
Wesiinghouse, Jr
149, 150
Testing and Resistance Sets, Portable.
Illustrated.

255
133
271

.•558

164
143, 144, 162

Testing and C.tble

269

293, 294

Saginaw Electric Road, Victory for
San Francisco, Burying Telephone Wires
San Jose and Santa Clara Railway.
(Thomson-Houston Co.)

357,

System, Proposed Government
Telegraph Tournament
Telegraph Tournameni at St Louis
Telegraph Woik, Accumulators in
Telegraphing Tournament, Fast
Telegraphy, Delany's Receiving Apparatus
Illustrated

305, 306

Horse Power Motor.

^vay

.

Insti-

.

Railways, Electricity as Applied to Street, by Frank
and Discussion. (National Electric
J. Sprague.
114, 115, ri''>, 117. 118
Light Association.)
Railways and the Census
255, 256
Current
Dynamos,
Warner.
Regulator for Constant
Illustrated
Regulator for

M5

,

son- Houston Co.
317
Railway Woik. Electric Motors in General, by Dr
louisBell. (Chicago Electric Club.) .173, 174,
175. >SS

Fifty-

St. Louis, Electric

Station

Rae

Telegraph Superintendent Compelled to Te.stifv. ...
Telegraph Superintendents, The Association of Rail-

Illustrated

H. F. Pjrsh.Tll. Illustrated.
tute of Electrical Engineers.)

16S

.

55.
the,

Constant Current Motor.

194
331

183
Sperry Dynamo. Ideal Engine and.
Illustrated
193
Spiritualists, Electric Light and Bogus.
Illustratfd. 330
Spokane Falls, Electric.il Progress in, by a Traveling
Correspondent.
2S3, 2S4, 285
Illuslrated
Sprague Street Car Motor. Magnetic Data of the. by
Spert-y

S.

lustrated
25
261
Plea by the Unappreciated, A, by I'ractique ...
Potentials. Report of the Cornmittee on the Standartl(National Elecfic Light Association.)
izing of.

traits

Soldering, Electric.
Illustrated
Soldering Iron, Carpenter.
Illustrated
Spark .Arresters. Central.
Illustrated

200
169 246
331
231
331

at

Institute

of

319,320, 321
Boston.
Illus-

trated

17

Western Electric Company's Factory, Testing and
Cable Rooms in the. Illustrated
141,
Western I'lectric Company High Tension Dynamo.
Illuslrated

Western Electric Railway y\ssociation
Western University, Electrical Engineering in the...
Westinghouse Compound Engine and Alternator.
.

Illustrated

i-(2

50
64
15

52
238
... 275
.

Westinghouse Electric Railway Company
Westinghouse Railway System
Western Union Building at St. Louis Destroyed by
Fire

26

•.

Western Union Telegraph Company. Electric Generators at the Chicago Ollice of the. Illustrated. 127, 128
Wimhurst M.achine.
Illustrated.' (Electrical
Supply

Co.)

81

Windsor Theater, Chicago, Electric Lights in the ... 38
Wire Peeler. Illustrated. (Central Electric Co )
268
Wire Calculator. Illusti'ated. (The E. S. tireeley
.^Co.)

342

Wiring Regulations in Boston. Proposed
Wiring Table, Standard
W^isconsin Electric Club Hanquct

287, 288

World's Fair, The
Worid's Fair Rapid Transit Projects

351, 352

31
19

".

, - .
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perfect

now in the market.
Simple in consttuction, Automatic In action, Perlectly Controlling the Pressare of the hose at whitever speed the eng'ne or pump is working.

AsMonYalyeCo. 271FratliiiSt.

Sole Agents for the West.

Boston.

I

^""^^^y^^-ri'li^^^'i'^l'S^^^o^

ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER COMPANY,

-TOTS

umm

Sole Manufacturers of

CO,

and Weather ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
C

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
NEW

COWLES' PATENTED

Fire -Proof

PUSH-BUTTON

95 CHAMBERS STREET,

C

<"'^ perfect eemrity a?alnBt boiler explosion,
whether Steamboat, Locomotive or StatioEarx.

Sizes

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use
^^''''f''-^^'''^''-"
Concealed Wiring in

All

Boston, Phiiadelphia.Cleueland. Detroit, Chicago,

YORK.

X—

Copper Wire.
ttJutated with a Black,

B

Proof

S

A.

CUT SHOWING STVLB OF INSULATION.
B.

B.— Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C*-Bnia«a Cotti%
,

Samples fumiBned npon OpphcatlOll.

—«^_

Poi» mm^

FACTORIES:
19 and 21 Cliff St.. New York.
WAPrnnnue.
WARtKUUM&. S-j^gg
ANSONIA, CONN.
^^^ ^gg WabasH Ave., Chicago, III.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACIUREBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent, - 19 Dey Street,
WOMK8: SCMENECTADT, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

r
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THE THOMSONiOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,^
Axe and Incandescent
£lectric
Iiighting Apparatus.

"

^^s^Micbigan
bigan Am^cuIcTGo, ill.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y,
315 W. 4th St., Ci.NciNNATi, Ohio;
.

IIG Gravier St., New Oklean.s, La.
503 Delaware St., Kan.sas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

£lectric Railiirav
Electric
Railway-

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
All' l>v 11:11110.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to

b

"

is

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

I'lirrt'iil

incaiKlescent

Like the arc

iihrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Direct

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Altematine Carrcnt Dj'nanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ARBE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

*
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CHAS.

JENNEY

D.

& CO., THE

MITCHELL VANCE
VANCE
&
(Snccsssors to nlTCHEI,!,,

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

Having no Special Agent

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

in

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fiitnres,

Insnlating Joints,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

for

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

One H.

given Motive.

P. Constant Potential Slotor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-ox* i*-^si-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircnits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

ox*x*xcje: :

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

-

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

1

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

St.,

CITY.

!T?HE3=

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

CO.

QOMPANY
NEW

Carter St., Philadelphia.

YORK.

DYNAMOS.

Dynamos, Motors, Batteries,
Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

C.

SCHUMACHER,

Office:

Pres't.

42 Exchange Place.

VICTOR SCHAUER, Treas.
Factory:

p.

>

MOTORS.
CLAUS, Supt.

162 and 164 1.

27tli St.

Switches,

Liaia-

Complete Electric Linht
and Power

Plants.

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.
The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

Chicago

Office,

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combineB indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without

502 Phenix Building.
Detroit- Office,

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

sparking, therefore steady light, and small

San Francisco, 220 Sutter

St.

and commutator.

wear of brushef
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C^I^OOIV CO

IVATIOIVAIL,

CleT7-ela,r3.d., OIilIo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO.

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anlhracile Coal and Coka

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosTOir.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50
make money by acting as our agents.
regarding our new and improved IHultipie Arc,

When

Electrical contractors can

pikes and loformalion

KIIIiMnAX LAMP.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo
|l|iniMFO

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORI-ISSOI* Hlt^H SPEED WITH BOILERS,

rNulNtO
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and

Erected.

For

S.

v,^'

18 Cortlandt Street,

CO..

New

TDBNBB.

J

York

City.

LESTEn WOODBRIDGB.

ITirOODBRIDGi: ^ TURNER,
Electrical Engineers and Contractors.
steam Plants

(or Electric Light

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Designs and KHtlniates iSnbnilttetl.

For Driving Dynamos.

I|

SH.

Etc.

and 8 amperes of current.

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

WM.

LNGL

volts

writing please state voltage and system used.

CUAKLES

lEONARD PAOBT.

J.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KINTNERy

MORSE & CO,'"':zrr:o.
Chemical

and

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

THE KN APP ELECTRICAL WORKS
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMP
NEW YORK

INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

CO,,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Grimshaw White Core,

AND

CABLES,
TAPES.

We

Carry a Full Line of these
Groods at Factory Prices
Write for Quotations.

Best Incandescent
IN

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL.

Highest

THE MARKET.

JEfflciency,

absolutely

54 and 56

Franklin Street,

Lamps

Long

Life,

and

no Discoloration.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

January
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SOUB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS USBQTTAIiED

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

&

CO.,

MIL! ADKEE,

WIS,

ManDfactnrerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOB EOONOMT OF FDEL. BESXTLABITT OF
AHD DUBABrLITY IN V3S.

MOTION,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

W^rlte for our Catalosraes.

41 ail 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MOTORS

INGANDESGENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

§

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGIILATIOH.

SIMPLE. RBIilABLB. DURABLE.
Tlie only safe socket for series lamps,

^E

Send

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F.

COMPOUND.
16 Sizes, 5 to 600 S. P.

GEORGE OUnER,

SIreet,

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

NEW

,

Hot yet equaled iy any form

of

Engine

fop

^Illflgi,"

KANSAS

1!"^.'"

JUNIOR.
AH

6 Sizes

in

stock,

5

to

50

Over 300

Reliable,

G
DALLAS, TEX.

S.

&

&

&

Keating Imp.

Vice-Prep, and

Cons

E. H.

Elec.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

'V^ciiBlilzi.stozi, St., :Bz*oo3s.l3rzi,

& Mch. Co,

E.James &

C.

FRANK A. FERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-8X

Fajf^futo

Prfor St.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Pres.

i-

&

sold the first year.

m

SARGENr,

Union AvenSe.

I

H. p.

ahove bnilt stnctly to Gauge ^th Interchangeable Parts.
Repairs Gamed
Stocb. Send for Illustrated Oatalognes.

D.

.313

'^ '~°1830 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F, C. Ayer,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah
Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St, )
Machmery Co,
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St„ Parke Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, :55N. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co,
CHARLOTTE, N. 0. 36 CoUege St., rThe
(.,,,,„„ . „
!,„„«„
D. A. Tompkins
Co.
ATLANTA, A.
46

AUIOMTIC EH8IHE OBEATES THAH A SLIDE VALVE,
Economical,

CITY,

DENVER,

OMAHA,

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

W.

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
BOSTON,
Hathaway Bxiilding-,
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Building, f Church, Kerr
<SCo.
CHICAGO,
156, ISSXake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA,
608 Chestnut St., M. R. MucklS, Jr. & Co.
3(K, 304 Washington Ave. !„„.,,
ST. LOUIS.
,„

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

STANDARD.
AU^e

STATES.

-

Agent,

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

well Built.

and Economical.

W. HORNE, Manager
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

ATLANTIC AVBNTJB,

620

Highly

and the only

socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

Incandescent Clrcnlts

WOCJfB FOB ASY CUBKEST.

20". "S".,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYAMOS.
ATJTOMATICALLY KEGULATBD, TJNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY
AND DURABILITY.

By Means
RE OBTAINED THAN

Which Higher

of

IS

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

l:^CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

TUBING AL

Pure Sheet
SaiTiple-s and
f^iir^^^

Tfubber' Etc.

prices

^T

upon application.

J»£ B.r.C00Df?/CM Co.
AKffON RUBBER WORKS

AKftON. OHIO.

(Specialties OF all kinds to order
S:> Se/\id for C^TAi-oeuE.
-

Elec.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

The Only Machines Having Laminated

Co.

^—

-
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISIOIT OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889For

Circuit Court of the United States,
the Western District of Pennsylvania.

The amendments

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions

\

\

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY ("'S:;"),
McKGESPOKT LIGHT COMPANY
No. B

& Man

("tVy)

May Term,

sought to be drawn from it. We are not Satisfied that they ever
produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

OI=13iTXO^T

O^ the: OOTJieT.

success."
' The application for the patent in
suit was iiot
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

BRADLMY,

Circuit Justice:

"The explanations made by the complainants

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
stances.
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
"
be dismissed.'
"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim ?
The defendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention wss set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent condustor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such obj°ct in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended appl'cation on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer
Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But -suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that
the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high re-

—

sistance in the conductor with a small illumicating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
method of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and wit ha small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

adro't amendment made in 1885, they say, 'Our
improvement relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
substance, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs

"By an

no comment."

"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

—

PRICE OF LAMPS

MUCH REDUCED.

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOR OUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDI$ON MFG. CO.

}

T^-Ersj\r

65 FIFTH AVENUE.
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CEHTB AL ELECT RIC CO.
LMT

ELECrm

SUPPLIES.

OkoQite Wire, Okonite Tape, Deep Groove Glass Insulators, Silk Incandescent Cord,Candee
Weatherproof Wire, Manson Tape, Deep Groove D. P. G-lass Insulators, Cotton Incandescent
Cord, Underwriters Wire, Qrimshaw Tape, Porcelain Insulators, Okonite Cord in Paragon
Tape, Rubber Hook Insulators, Silk and Cotton White Rubber Tape, Eerite Tape, Soft Rubber
Tubing, Hard Rubber Tubing, Okonite Tubing, Chatterton's Compound, Soldering Salts, Wire
Solder and Bar Solder. Stoddard Rosette Cutout. Wood. Cleveland Arc Light Switch. K.
W. Rosette Cut-out, Wood. Cleveland Incandescent Switch. E, W. Rosette Cut-out, Porcelain.
Paiste Incandescent Switch.

Paiste Rosette Cut-out, Wood. Paste Rosette Cutout, Porcelain.

and Brackets, Cross-Arms, Long Handled Spoons, Long Handled Shovels, Digging and Tamping
Arc Light
Bars, Draw Knives, Comealongs, Wire Stretchers, Pulleys, Blocks and Tackle, Pliers, Vises and Straps,
Lamps.
Lowering
Arc
Windlasses for Raising and
We are direct importers of Stub's Celebrated Side-cutting Pliers, Arc Light Globes, Sawyer-Man and Edison IncanPoles,

Pins

descent Lamps,

Key and Keyless Sockets

for

all

systems. Etc., Etc.

#^01^
Annunciators, Needle- and Gravity Drop, Iron and Wood Box Bells, Wood and Bronze Push Buttons, Annunciator, Office
and Magnet Wire, Le Clanche Microphone, Diamond and Law Batteries,

Electric Railway Supplies,
-

Hard Drawn and

Soft Bare

Copper Wire, Motor Brushes,

Silicon

Bronze for Trolley.

TELEGRAPH SUPPLIES,
Keys, Relays, Sounders, Box Relays, Learner's Instruments, Iron and Steel Line Wire, Calland Batteries.
have a complete stock, and make shipments prompt at reasonable prices, and are always looking for orders.

We

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
42 La Salle

St.,

CO.,
CHICAGO.
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EICKEMEYER DYNAMOS WESTERN ELECTRIC

4.

iSgo

CO..

-AND-

ELECT RIC MO TORS. DISP LeCUNCHE
(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

BAHERT.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

14, 1888.)

DISQUE

LeCLANCHE

BATTERY,
And Guarantee

It

est
THE MARKET.

IN

AMES, OEERAR
N.
''

ST.

&.

CO.,

W. AQBNT8,

PAUL,

MINN.

-

Write for Revised Prices.

STEAm

THE CURTIS

nachlne Complete.

Has been

in general use now about seven years, and has from the
taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
and durability. It is used wherever the pressure of
Steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries of
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency

first

yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance In

ARMATURE

its

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being no magnetism apparent
lines of

at

reliability

The

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

Curtis Regulator Co.,

Beverly Street, Boston, Mas».

NEW

YORK, lOQL.ber.ys?^*^^"*'- *^g,?fG'!^V,8 Lakes,.
PHILADELPHIA. 2035 N. Frort St.
ST. LOUIS, 707 Market st.
MINNEAPOLIS, 210 S. Third It.
NEW ORLEANS. 21 Unloi^

the

force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOR.

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

Western Agent.
I.

W.

Western

COLBURN d

CO.

Actent,

A. F.

Dynamos, Motors, Etc

it.

MOORES
Wire and Cables

HARMOUNL

G. A.

315-321 Wabash

Ave..

CHICAGO. ILL

AGENT FOR ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

NEW HAVEN CLOCK CO
t<ie:^^

:,

crCDI^r^.,

-M.\NIIKAfTrKKU.-i OK-

Telegraph
Mftchloe with one

Bldfl

These machines,

and half tbe

in

all

field

sizes,

coUb removed, showing tha Inelde Errangement of armatoie
and colla.

and of any required capacity, are for general

sale

on

to the Trade, to Contractine; Engineers, to Electric Lleht, Power, and Storas;e Battery Companies, and to
their merits

Instruments, Gas Ligliting Apparatus,

DISTRICT TELEGRAPH BOXES,

REGISTERS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES,
Buzzers, Buttons, Breakwheels, Burners,
Brackets, Buri^Iar Alarms.

ell9, Batteries,

the public, without restrictions or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

Write

Compact Machines.

lectroliers, Eccentric Clamps, Electricians'
Tools, Extension Bells, Elevator Cables,

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

J. H.

BUNNELL 1^ CO.,
SOLE

.A-C3-B]SrTS,

106108 LIBERTY STREET,

Jacks, Signal Boxes,
Cord, Single Relays, Spark

pring
Silk Coils. Switches, Splicing Tools.
I

N. T.

f^^t^l/iniMO
Catalogue.

I

"^elegraph
Supplies,

Thermostats, Ticket Cases, Telephone Tools, Tin Foil.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

.Public Buildings, Hotels
ETC.

.TISES, ETC.,

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTIN&HOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Lessees.)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

111.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Eamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Gbarlotte, N. C.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

of ttie

S^a<son
to

of
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WESTINGIUSE ELECTRIC

CO.'S

FOR-

ARC LIGHTING

H

Improved Waterhoase flpparatas.

-FROM-

AUTOMATIC

OHE LAMP
TO

REGULATION

FIFTY LAMPS.

Estimates Furnislied on Application.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

CO.,

U. S. A.
CINCINNATI.

DALLAS.

SAN FRANCISCO,
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The only

The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Railways.

Eleclrlc

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL
What are

Features

the Essential

Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company will guarantee to operate a ten mile
Thirty Car, Double Track System with

in any Comprehensive
System?

of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

Thereby only can be secured UniforiQ Electrical Pressure.

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non interference with one section by interruptions upon any

Less Engine Power;
Less Dynamo Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;
IT TO THE LETTER.

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St.,

MOTOR COMPANY,

-

New York

CO.

-

Rialto

Chicago.

Building,

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New

and Improved Method of Ecinippini; Bnildlngs nich an Insulated Tabe Conduit for any

SApEXY— A^9oI"*6 immunity from electric

tiybteni of Electric Wiring.

OODVEIBin^O'XXU^G;^:
flres.

/^Cf^ESSIBlLITV— Perfect

ECONOMY—

access to concealed wires.
ot installation, and freedom from fiitare expeDse.
— Abtiolntely moieture-proof tube and appliances, insarinp longevity of wires.
i^ysteniB of electric wiring may be laid out on originiil plans !n a manner similar to that

^loiili <^oi<t

DURABILITY

COft VEN IENCE~

FOK CIRCULARS. PRIC£ LIST

A7f

employed for

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE OITLT COMPLETE BET OF TJ, S.
ELECTalCAI. PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

PRIKCIPAL
0. S.

T.

BROWN,

EXAMINER

156

WEST 27TH

WANTED

Ute

ELECTRICITY,

PATEHr OFFICE,

and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn

m AND

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO,

FRANK

gas, water

"--

Experienced machinists and

Two complete sets

•

[fleaBiire.

Royal Electric Co.,
PEORIA, ILL.

CHICAGO.

of U. S. Electrical Patents.

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY.

MICA

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

tool makers.

•

iit

ALL

Experienced armature winders and incandescent wire men.

Bntterwortli, Hall, Browu & Smitli,
I'atent Attornej'H,
25-26 KONORE BUILDING,

in

D IS STRCCTIOHfS, ADDRBS8,

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 'Water Street,

New

CO.,

York.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

JBsr JEiXSATfrXlNT

656 Pages. 397 lUustrations. Cloth Binding.
Tills Dlctionaiy Includes close

upon 2,500

distinct

Words, Terms or Phrases.

J°.

I^OXTiS'X'OZa',

.A.. 3VX.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.BO.
Each

of the gie»t cUsses or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhiustive troitment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme ol Treatment Is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short, concise
Ist,
definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly employed,
2d.
A general statement then follows of the Principles ol Electrical Science on
which the definition Is founded.

It

When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
3d.
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus U

given.
4th.

so that

i',

To
is

fdcllitat? study,

an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
and aliases are readily detected

as easy to find the definitions as the word<i,

and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the dcfloi'.ions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE
INTELLIGIBLE to
EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall a'sj be SIMPLE
tliose who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices In the art.

AND

ZSXiZSCTRICIAN PUBImISHING CO.
:xlisxz>£] iBXTiXjiDxsa'ca-,

OSCIO..^OO. XXjXjXSO-OXS.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.
Prof.

Henry Hertz.

The accompanying

portrait

is

that

of

Prof.

Henr)' Hertz, whose remarkable experiments
with waves of electric force have challenged the
attention of the scientific world.
A resume
of
his
interesting
appeared
e.xperiments
in
the Western
Electrician during the
months of November and December last. Dr.
Hertz is at present professor of physics in the
Universit)' of Bonn.
He was born in 1857 at
Hamburg. He was the son of Senator Hertz.
He attended a gymnasium until 1875, and then
studied engineering at Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Berlin and Dresden.
He studied physics in
Munich and Berlin, and was graduated from the
university in the latter city in 1880.
For two
years he was the assistant of Prof. Helmholtz,
who first inspired Prof. Hertz to devote himself to the solution of electrical
problems.
In 1883 he was located at
Kiel as "privat docent" for theoretical
physics.
Two years later he was called
to a professorship of physics in the
Technical High School in Karlsruhe,
where he remained four years, resigning to take the place of Dr. Clausius in
the University of Bonn.
The importance of Dr. Hertz's work can scarcely
be overestimated. He has devoted himself to the solution of electrical problems with a zeal which borders on enthusiasm.
He is a young man, and
there are many predictions that he will
render to science services which will
make his name still more famous.

To Stop the Issuance
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No.

passes will benefit the whole company, and then
only by order of the directors.
But the other

having an understanding with Stewart,

directors,
will

order the issuance of passes as before, unless

restrained.

Therefore Evans asks the court to grant a
temporary injunction, restraining the defendants as above stated, till the case can be heard
and it be determined whether the injunction
shall be permanent.

Mr. Edison's Phonograph Speech at the

Kansas
The programme

Citv Convention.
for the Kansas City conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association,
Feb. nth, i2th, 13th, 74th, has been announced.

Mr. Edison

will

address the convention by pho-

It

alleges

any authority to the president
except to employes, or

in

to

cases

issue

passes

where such

hearing before the referee at

New York, many
well-known scientists were called, and there appeared a great diversity of opinion as to

"In the General Term, Monday, JusBarker, Dwight and Macomber
handed down a decision atBrming the
order of County Judge Day of Auburn,

tices

nograph.

Weeks

It

called

is

HENRY HERTZ.

stated

that

President E. R.

upon Mr. Edison and

insisted

on

the latter attending the convention and reading
a paper.
Mr. Edison informed the president
of the association that he could not possibly
comply. President Weeks insisted, and at last

Mr. Edison said:
" I

tell

you what

I

will

do

if it is

satisfactory

to you.
I will talk to my phonograph and send
it
to Kansas City to lecture for me.
It will
make no gestures, but the tone will be perfect,

and

I will

warrant that

it

can be heard

all

over

Opera House."
This agreement was satisfactory to President
Weeks, as very few persons have ever heard Mr.
the

Edison speak

Mr. Evans asserts that the company is one organized solely for the purpose of gain, and
should attend strictly to business. The constitution and by-laws of the company do not give

who

Rochester.
The following special dispatch to the Western' Electrici.ax
from that city tells the story:

PROF.

issued.

of Buffalo,

iSth, at Rochester, N. Y., and the case has since
been under consideration. On Monday
last the decision was handed down at

that

has issued so many passes
to certain persons and parties, or to whole
families, that the revenue of the company
has been decreased §7,500 in 1889; and it alleges that the output of passes for 1890 promises
to be much greater than that for 1S89, and the
loss will be correspondingly greater.
All these
passes, the petition goes on to say, do the company no good, but are for the special benefit of
Stewart and the directors favoring them, and are
issued without authority from the constitution
and by-laws, or from a majority of the stockThe directors, according to Evans'
holders.
allegation, are in collusion with Stewart and receive benefit from some of the passes which are

Kemmler

ment was made October

Superintendent Reynolds from honoring
them.
The petition for the injunction order
shows that Evans is a director of the
company, and hold 750 shares, or onestock.

case of William

Judge Day of Auburn, to
the referee's report was made,
refused to interfere, and an appeal was
taken to the General Term. The argu-

Railway Passes.

its

The

was convicted of murder and sentenced to be
executed by electricity, has occupied considerable attention, as it was the first case to come
under the new law in New York. It will be remembered that an appeal from the sentence was
taken, and a hard fight made to save Kemmler's
life.
The ground on which the appeal was
made was that the new law was unconstitutional,
as the punishment was cruel and unusual.
W.
Bourke Cochran, the eminent New York attorney, became interested in Kemmler's case, and
assumed the direction of his defence. On the

whom

curious suit has just been instituted
in Omaha.
T. J. Evans of the Omaha
& Council Bluffs Bridge Railway company has brought an action against John
T. Stewart, president of the company,
C. H. Reynolds, superintendent, and
the other directors.
The suit is brought
for an injunction restraining Stewart
from issuing passes over the motor line,
to restrain the directors from authorizing the issuing of passes, and to prevent

of

Law Declared

Constitutional.

tric current.

of Electric

John T. Stewart

Execution

the death-dealing qualities of the elec-

A

tenth

Electrical

I.

in public.

The paper which Prof. Elihu Thomson will
read at the Kansas City convention of the National Electric Light association, will treat of
"Safety Devices in Electrical Installations."

dismissing the writ of habeas corpus in
the case of William Kemmler, the Buffalo murderer.
The opinion by Justice
Dwight accompanied
the decision.
\fter briefly reciting the history of the
case, the opinion describes the English
Bill of Rights, its adoption into the
constitution of the United States, and
Its bearing upon legislation.
The question whether punishment by death under the electrical execution act would
be cruel or unusual is then discussed,
and the opinion holds that it must have
been decided in the negative by the legislature.
The opinion declares that the
court is not competent to inquire whether the legislature, while intending to
confirm the statute more closely to the
constitution, has fallen through ignorance of the effect. In concluding, the
opinion says: 'The court agrees with
Judge Day that the burden of proof is not
borne by relator. The evidence is clearly in
favor of the conclusion that it is within the
reach of electrical science to generate and apply
to the convict a current of such known force as
to certainly produce instantaneous and, therefore, painless death. It detracts nothing from the
force of evidence in favor of this conclusion that
we do not know the nature of electricity or how
transmitted to destroy life; neither do we know
the nature, gravitation or operative force in
Experiments disclosed by
death by hanging.
evidence were confined to animals, but the frequency and publicit)' of death by accidental
contact with electric wires during the last few
years, especially in the last few months, have
made the deadly power of electric currents
shockingly familiar. In some cases the victim
has escaped with life, and in some cases death
has been accompanied with burning and contorIn all such cases these effects have evitions.
dently been due to lack of force in current re-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
The general
ceivedr or imperfect application.
of the demonstrations in the light of the
scientific evidence in this case is, we think, to
remove every reasonable doubt that the passage
of a current of electricity of certain well-deterresult

mined intensity through vital parts of the human
and rebody under chosen conditions of contact
"
sistance must result in instant death.'
The result of the appeal will undoubtedly
be a surprise to the electrical fraternity at large,
as it was confidently e.\pected that the law
would bt declared unconstitutional. \n appeal
will now be taken to New York Court of ApThe opposition to the enforcement of
peals.
the death penalty by electricity is growing in

New York
law

will

as elsewhere, and

it

is

believed

The bell
small quick action Bryant switch, .S.
ceases to ring the moment the hand is removed
from the button. The switch, however, remains
closed, keeping the current on the lamp.
The
device which is represented diagrammatically at
E now conies into play for the automatic extinguishment of the lights. This consists merely
of a small roller or wheel which is attached to
the car, and so arranged that the action of a
stout spring causes it to bear out against the
wall of the shaft.
The descent of the elevator

the

January

1890

purpose that can be served. The general public
is in only the
very slightest danger from the
overhead wires, if it exercises reasonable care
over itself. The linemen are almost the only
people who ever get hurt.
And their calling
will be just as dangerous with the wires underground as it is now. It will be more difficult to
keep the wires in proper order after they are buried, and I prophesy that there will be just as much
concern over them then as there is now. Storekeepers will be just as likely to lower their lamps
and the public just as quick to blame the companies for resulting accidents as m the past.
But the city will look better, I admit."

Death of

be repealed by the legislature.

4,

Prof. Luigi Paclnotti.

Luigi Pacinotti, the Italian scientist,
died at Pisa recently, aged 87 years.
His entire
life had been devoted to scientific researches
and his discoveries brought him into prominence
early in life.
From his youth he was much devoted to mathematics, and gave much attention
to this subject.
He pursued his studies at
Pisa, and in 1831 was appointed to the chair of
experimental physics in the university at that
city.
Ten years later the chair of experimental
science was established at Pisa, and Pacinotti,
Prof.

Signaling

Device for Elevators

in

the

Auditorium.

The diagrams presented herewith illustrate a
few of the details of an electric signaling apparatus which is being applied to several of the
freight elevators in the Auditorium building,
Chicago.
In this system the attendant is notified that

the

elevator

is

wanted

at

a certain

by the ringing of a bell and the lighting of
an incandescent lamp at the particular floor. In
order that the action of the apparatus may be
illustrated, it may be assumed that the car is
To give the signal, a
wanted at \V, Fig. i.
small knob near the door is pressed. This rings
an electric gong located in the shaft, and at the
same time lights a lamp at this floor. As no
signal lamp above him is lighted, the attendant
on hearing the bell, knows that the elevator is
wanted at a floor below. As the lamps which
are over the doors opening to the several floors
can be seen by the attendant from a point at
some little distance above, there is no trouble in
stopping in the descent at the proper point. As
will be seen from an inspection of Fig. i, each
floor

who had done much

FIG. 2.

SIGNALING DEVICE FOR ELEA'ATORS.

brings E into action.
This wheel rolls over the
beveled blocks, P, which are set, in the manner
shown in Figs, i and 2, at the end of each
switch shaft R.
As the roller passes over the
blocks, it meets the protruding end of the switch
shaft, forces it back, and opens the switch. This
action extinguishes the lamp.
The apparatus
was designed by C. G. Armstrong, manager of
the electrical department of the New Haven
("lock company, Chicago.

The New York
The gangs

Situation.

under the supervision of
Commissioner Gilroy continued their work of
cutting down poles and removing wires in New

York

of linemen

city, last %veek.

The companies,

it is

to

promote

scientific re-

searches and experimental work, was promoted
to the new position.
The college of Italian scientists in i»4ohad highly praised his work, and
Pacinotti was thus brought into greater prominence in the scientific world, but it was not until
1S64 that he announced to the world his best
known work. This was the Pacinotti ring. The
question of generating electric currents was occupying the attention of scientists at this time,
especially that of procuring continuous currents
with little fluctuation in strength.
Pacinotti's
discovery, the merits of which are now appreciated, was not recognized at the time, and in spite
of its value, the model of his machine lay forgotten among the collection of instruments at
the University of Pisa, until its fundamental
points had been rediscovered, or at least, put
into practice by others.
He devoted much time to the development of
the electric motor, and was one of the earliest
inventors in this field.
Numerous other machines of great value were discovered by him,
and his researches and experimental work were
of great scientific value.

stated,

recover for damages done
to their property.
They are waiting until the
work of destruction ceases so that they can put
an estimate on their losses. AV. H. Kelley of the
East River company made this statement: "I
can say that it has been definitely determined to
bring suit for damages probably against Commissioner Gilroy and the city, too. This wanton
destruction of safe wires is a species of hysteria
and will cure itself. I believe that Mr. Gilroy
is honest, but the
Board of Electrical Control
is imposing upon
him.
He has authority to
remove dangerous wires only. The inspectors
point out as dangerous wires all those which
have been put up in violation of the unreasonable rules of the board.
But the responsibility
falls
upon Commissioner Gilroy. The East
River company will sue for something like
$250,000."
The work has developed a goodly number of
will institute actions to

fe

K

So many of the men are
work that they frequently
get into awkward scrapes.
When a gang came
to remove a pole at Carmine and Bleecker streets
one of the men climbed partway up, and stepped
off upon a shed, so that he might push the pole
in such a way that it would fall into the street.
The pole went down right enough, and with it
went the workman's avenue of descent. There
was no ladder handy and no way of entering any

humorous
entirely

I Wj/.',4»/^'.7^<-/<v

Fin.

I.

SIGNAI-INC DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS.

provided with a push button and a lamp.
These are connected at each floor, as shown at
\V.
The details of the push button are repreA small battery of open cir
sented in Fig. 2.
floor is

cuit cells furnishes current for the bell.
The
lamps are supplied from the Edison system in
The practical operation of the
the building.

system is as follows: The inward movement of
the push button, shown more clearly in Fig. 2,
serves to close the bell circuit and then throw 1

Demagnetizing Watches.
The accompanying

cut illustrates a simple device for demagnetizing watches.
The machine
consists of an ordinary
horseshoe magnet,
mounted as shown, on a short horizontal shaft,
and arranged to be revolved rapidly by means of
The operation of the device is as folgearing.
lows:
The works of the watch to be demagnetized

incidents.

unused

to the

adjoining building except through a very small
window, which was not made to open. A great
crowd gathered and laughed heartlessly at the
situation.
After a time the residents of the adjoining building removed the window, sash and
all, and he .S(|ueezed through.
A New York paper (|uotes a superintendent in

one of the largest electric light works in the
United States as saying: "For aesthetic reasons
I think the wires ought
to come down.
They
badly disfigure the city. But that is the only

DEVICE FOR DEMAGNETIZING WATCHES.

are held in the opening shown at the left in the
cut, within the field of the magnet, the rod being
employed as a support and a guide for the hand.
The magnet is then rapidly revolved by means
of the gearing and the watch-works are revolved
by the hand and slowly drawn away from the
The magnetized works
poles of the magnet.
are thus subjected to a rapid and constant
change of polarity. As the works are slowly
withdrawn from the magnet, each change deThis operation is repeated
creases in intensity.
until the last change is a minimum one, and the
steel or magnetized parts of the watch are reduced to their normal condition, or nearly so.
The plate in front of the poles serves simply as
a guard to prevent the watch from being accidentally brought into contact with magnet. The
device is the invention of F. J. Wilton, Boston.
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An

Electric Clipper.

cut illustrates a most ingenious combination of an electric motor with a
hair clipper.
The little machine is designed to
be operated by current from a iio-volt constant
potential circuit, and is run with a 50-volt lamp
in series.
The cut shows the internal arrangement of the handle, which is nothing more or
less than the motor itself inclosed in a cylindrical rujjber case. The shaft which passes through
the center has fixed upon it the armature and

The end

at the
clipper carries a small eccentric.
This plays between two small pieces which are set into and
form part of the movable blade of the clipper.
By this arrangement the revolution of the armature gives the blade a rapid reciprocating motion.
The most ingenious feature of the machine is the manner in which the essential parts,
magnets, have been
/. e., the armature and field
The field
disposed so as to economize space.
magnets are wound so that consequent poles
It will be
will be produced at the armature.
noticed that the pole-pieces extend the length
of, and form the body of the handle. The motor
is shunt wound.
A small clip or spring, shown
in the cut by the side of the upper brush, conlittle hard rubstitutes the starting switch.
ber plug on the end of the clip extends out
through a hole in the casing. A slight pressure
of the operator's finger upon this little plug or
button serves first to throw the field magnets
into circuit and then turn the current into the
armature.
The flexible cord shown to the right
is attached to a plug which fits into an incandesIt may be mentioned that
cent lamp socket.
this form of motor is also applicable to quite a
number of small tools wnich may be most conThe end of the
veniently driven b)' electricity.
armature shaft, shown to the right, may be utilized in a variety of ways; tor instance, where the
clipping machine is in service a revolving brush
The convenience of
may be fitted on this end.
The machine
such an arrangement is evident.
is the invention of Chas. E.
Jones, Elgin, 111.

A

The

details of the invention

quired for everj- part of the installation.
The
pump was manufactured by the Otis Elevator
company specially for the plant, and the arrangement for reduction of speed between the

devised to prevent.

armature shaft and

life

manifest that legislative action should be invoked at
once to provide a means of preventing further casualties by
ft is

ft was recently shown to the Supreme
court of the state that wires for the transmission of electricity have been permitted to become in a condition dangerous to human life, so that passers-by, in short, were liable
to be struck dead, and therefore that the corporations re-

electric currents,

AN ELECTRIC
extends as shown at both ends.

a diversity of opinion among them as to the danger to
and property, and notwithstanding this, loss of lile and
the destruction of valuable property continues, and if permitted to go on, life and property will be daily menaced—
condition of affairs which no adequate plan has yet been
\yas

The accompanying

CLIPPER,

sponsible for this condition of things were conducting a
business by means of an apparatus and a force which, unless properly controlled, subjected the citizens of this city
Therefore the court held the facts
to the danger of death.
constituted a public nuisance, and directed tbatan injunction
previously obtained, restraining the authorities from interfeiing with these wires, should be vacated and set aside, on
the ground that not only the public authorities but any
citizen would be justified in abolishing the nuisance.
Of
this decision the grand jury heartily approve.
Inasmuch as
the authorities are now engaged in remo\'ing the dangerous
wires and apparatus condemned by the court, the grand
jury have not deemed it necessary to take action in reference thereto; the result to be accomplished by a criminal
indictment for a nuisance— to-wit, the abatement of the
nuisance having already been brought about by the decision of the Supreme court.
The grand jury is convinced that the business of the generation and distribution of electrical currents is one which
should be investigated by the legislature for the purpose of
ascertaining the character of legislative enactment required
to provide a means for carrj'ing on the same without
danger to the public.
therefore recommend that the legislature shall without delay appoint a committee of its members to inquire

—

We

pump

is made in the cointhe illustration.
The
motor operates the pump against a pressure. in
the tank; there is no overflow, and when the
maximum pressure is reached, the motor runs
empt3% automatically cutting down the amount
of electric current taken from the line, so that
only sufficient current is used to supply the energy to keep the motor in revolution.
Before the installation of the electric motor at
this place, a gas engine was used to supply the
necessary power, but gas never proved satisfactory in this capacity, and the Spiague motor
was substituted. The motor is giving perfect
satisfaction, and the plant is one of the finest
running elevators in Ph ladelphia.

manner shown

pact

in

Electric Lighting in St. Louis
stated that the Municipal
Electric Light company's station in St. Louis
was not completed. It had been hoped that it
would be finished by New Year's day, but numerous obstacles were encountered which prevented the operation of the plant on January i.
This was the day set by the contract- for the
It

has already been

commencement

of the city lighting.
It will be
necessary to use gas until the plant is in shape.
The gas bill will be paid by the electric light
company. Last week the gas company and the

representatives of the electric light company met
to agree upon terms but as the former saw that
the next few weeks would be the last period in

which
to

it

would

light the city,

it

was not inclined

name a low price.
It is now stated that

the Municipal company's
plant will be completed sooner than has been
generally thought.
An extension of the contract until April i has been asked for, but one
of the managers asserts that the plant will be in

were worked out by

Foree Bain, Chicago.

The New York Grand

Jury's Findings.

New York, December

27, the grand jury
found an indictment against Charles W. Pierce,
superintendent of the Brush Electric Light company, charging him with manslaughter. The indictment accuses Mr. Pierce of being instrumental in causing the death of Henry Harris, a
clerk in a store on Eighth avenue, November 30.
Harris and another clerk were carrying a showcase into the store. The show case touched a
low hanging arc lamp, and Harris was instantly
Mr. Pierce furnished bonds in the sum
killed.

In

of §2,500.

The foreman of the grand jury handed to the
court the appended presentment which contained the result of its deliberation concerning the fatalities from electric wires:
The grand jury has devoted a great deal of time to the
investigation of the various systems of electrical generators,
and the distribution and transmission of electrical currents
for light and power purposes by means of aerial and underground wires through the public streets of the city nov/ in
operation, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the systems are operated with a due and proper regard for the
lives and safety of the public, and particularly under what
circumstances such systems can be safely operated.
For this purpose the grand jury has considered a great
mass of testimony given by witnesses to casualties occurThere
ring from electric currents, and by scientific men.
appears to be a great diversity of opinion among those best
qualified to testify on every branch of the inquiry and as to
It has been
every detail connected with the subject.
difficult for the grand jury to come to a satisfactory conThe grand jury has listened to a great deal of
clusion.
testimony of so-called experts in the appliance of electricity
for the production of light, many of whom are retained by
or interested in the various electric light companies. There

ELECTRIC ELEVATOR INSTALLATION.
and

upon a plan of legislation designed to prevent furtiier danger to the public from electrical apparatus.
into the subject

A

report

ElGctric Elevator Installation
view is herewith presented of a hydraulic

elevator installation recently made at the building of the LTnited Security Trust &• Safe Deposit
company of Philadelphia by the Otis Elevator

company

of

Hazleton

&

Yonkers, N. Y., and Chadbourne,
Co. of Philadelphia, agents in Pennsylvania for the Sprague Electric Railway &
Motor company. One of the first things which
strikes an observer is the minimum of space re-

readiness before

that

time.

He

said:

"The

Municipal Electric Light company, to which the
contract of Mr. Sutter was transferred, will
probably be in service by February i. The supposition has always been that the company
would lose money on the city contracts. The
new management has had the matter carefully
estimated by the most expert electricians, and

now

confident that the city contracts
almost equal to the interest on
The new
the company's bonded indebtedness.
directors have held several meetings, and have
been so encouraged bv the condition of affairs

they are

will yield a profit

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Fuel

that they have adopted

a definite policy, after
considering making temporary arrangements.
The first of these was to utih'zeihe United Electric company's plant, but it was fouUil that it
first

would require different lamps and different
cuits, necessitating

and

the erection of

stringing of

the

many new

the

strain

its

ni:w wires,

'In addi-

the United
commercial business.

use of

probably

i

cuts illustrate a type of
petroleum burner and setting for it, which are
in use at a number of Chicago establishments.
For the benefit of electric light men who may be
considering the introduction of a fuel oil system, a
few of the more important details are presented.

Under these

cir-

show imperfections and

From

a good idea can be formed of the
construction of the Reid apparatus.
It is of the
injector type, steam being used as the spraying
agent.
Its novelty is found more particularly in
the mechanism by which the admission of oil
and steam into the combustion chamber is regulated.
The regulation is effected by having a
Fig.

FIG. 2.

fifteen to thirty

days.

about fifteen days will be consumed in testing and perfecting the entire plant.
In the meantime the light will be turned on disavoid this

district, as the company feels safe in dowithout possibility of having to suspend."
The United Electric Light & Power company,

trict

ing

to

by

it

sired.

nozzle

REID FUEL OIL BURNER

O

,

oil

pipe

.4

enters

and when

forth as dethe side of the

parallel with

it

on the

in-

REilli V

provided also with a rack, regulated
J/.
Rigidly fi.xed to the reciprocating nozzle C is a lug, which carries a pin
working the connecting rod R. The latter carries
an inde.\ hand, and its left hand end is attached
to the oil cock lever If, an anti-friction roller
being arranged to work in a slot in this lever.
It is

by the lever

— BOILER SETTING.

when

work in uni.son. The graduated strip S passes
around the oil pipe .-/, and its opposite end is
slotted so as to permit free motion of the pin of
the connecting rod R.
The scale rod .V has a
guide, as shown, through which the rod K pass-

operated either to increase or diminsteam, the oil cock also will be
opened or closed. The nozzle is designated by
the letters C C ;
is the steam port.
The nozzle
has the usual funnel-shaped mouth, which fits
it

is

ish the flow of

B

and

lights.

REID FUEL DH. BUR.NKK

— llOILEK SETTING.
D /). It will

jvcr the end of the interior nozzle,
be readily understood that when

C

the e-xterior

moved the opening between its
that of the nozzle J) will vary, and
thus regulate the volume of issuing steam. The
rear end of the nozzle
is threaded
and furnished with suitable packing and a gland to inportion

the Norwalk Light & I'ower company
will build an electric railway in that city.

y

/(A

is

mouth and

C

ef Norwalk,

The

D, and extends

C,

It will thus be seen that the oil cock and steam
regulator are so connected as to be compelled to

.).

whi h has the contract for illuminating the public alleys in St. Louis had a large number of the
ights in the western and northwestern parts of
the city burning for awhile last week, by way of

It is stated that

3.

terior.

Z

testing the circuit

engage the thread of the nozzle
moves the latter back and

turned,

movable nozzle arranged as shown.
This controls the steam supply and is so connected that

^^"Z

1

1090

^kiimm

necessitate a stoppage of

To

i

4,

is i)rovided with an internally threaded
flanged
collar set in a circumferential groove, as shown.
This collar has a wrench socket and is adapted

I'li;.

would seriously

cumstances it was decided to go ahead as rapidly
The maas possible with the permanent work.
chinery, it is thought, will all be in place fifteen
days after the first day of January. To start
then would

Burner.

The accompanying

REID FUKl. OIL BURNER.

FIG. I.

tion,

poles.

cir-

Oil

January

sure steam tightness, while the

fixed

nozzle

D

Z/ /
'

been put together and
suitably graduated to indi-

.\ftcr tile parts liuve

tested, the rod

.S'

is

cate the quantity of oil passing into the burner
The burners are made in four
for a given time.
sizes.

In Figs. 2, 3 and 4 is shown the form of boiler
setting which is recommended for use in connection with the burners.
It will be noticed that
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the grate

bars, firing doors
wall

have been removed.

A

and ash pit doors
built up from the

is

floor to a level with the bearing bar, about eight
inches thick and thirty five inches distant from
From this eight inch wall an
the front facing.
incline is made to meet the top of the old bridge
wall, the space between the walls being filled with
sand. The angle of incline between these walls
should be as near forty-five degrees as possible.
Should it occur that the distance between the walls
is too great to permit of this, it should be accomplished by making the angle of forty-five degrees from the front wall, thence going back in
a straight line to the top of the old bridge wall.
This wall and incline should be faced with the
An eight
best fire-brick, and well cemented.
inch wall should be erected in the rear of and
against the old bridge wall forming a hollow
space of five inches as shown.
This is covered with brick laid edgewise, four
The distance between the upper
inches apart.

sides of these bricks and the bottom of the boiler
should be about eight inches. Two 6-inch air

should be bricked up tightly so as to prevent the
cold air from entering the furnace.
Among the companies using the Reid system
may be mentioned the Brush Electric Company,
Cleveland, Badger Electric Light Company,
Racine, Wi.s, the Illmois Steel company, and a
large number of other manufacturers. The burner is handled by E. E. Billow & Co., Chicago.

connecting with the hollow bridge wall. Fig. 3.
They are run parallel to the side walls, and at
a distance of from fifteen to eighteen inches
from them. They may be made of fire-brick or
tile.
Two supporting walls should be built for
Two air flues should also be built
these flues.
in the ash-pit, as shown in Fig. 2, 7-inch openings being left at the back end of the lower and
Fire-brick
the front end of the upper section.
standing on end is used in these. The whole
The ash-pit
should be thoroughly cemented.
should then be filled with ashes to a level with
the lower section. The firing place and ash-door
openings should then be closed entirely. Dampers may be placed in the air flues to assist in
In using ashes care
regulating the supply.
should be taken to have them as free from coal
dust as possible. When a burner is set under a
boiler it should be connected with both the
steam and oil line by a swinging joint, so that
the direction of the flame can be easily changed

upward or downward, or

to

either side,

as

may

be required to secure a uniform heat. The front
end of the burner should be about six inches
inside of the fire opening, and after being connected up, this opening around the burner

lector near

and the

The accompanying
cipal features of

a

cut
boiler

illustrates

the

prin-

setting, recently pat-

ented by F. Lindrum, Chicago.
In the usual
form of boiler setting, the heat going back beneath the boiler returns to the front arid through
the flues, and thence goes directly up the stack
or chimney.
In the Lindrum setting the heat
is caused to pass along side
flues back to the

chimney

at the rear of the boiler.

The

boiler

is

almost covered, and the heat passages are closed
at the top, the chamber at the rear end being
isolated from the side flue passages.
The flame

STE.'^M

bottom e.vtends through this neck
which it is provided
by means of which the discharge

its

plate, outside of

with a valve,
from the collector may be regulated as desired.
This pipe is threaded near its outer end, and is
provided with check nuts and soft washers on
each side of the plate to form a secure and tight
joint.
Another feature is the method of setting
tubes in the boiler in such manner as to allow
the introduction or removal of any tube without
disturbing any other portion, or injuring the
tubes or apertures.
The old method of clinching the ends of the tubes renders their removal
impossible without injury.
This invention, it is
claimed, facilitates the operation while avoiding
In the small sectional
the common difficulties.
illustration, A represents a tube having taper
ends which respectively fit corresponding apertures in the tube plates.
B represents the manner of tightening the tubes in place.
A rod,
threaded at one end, is passed through the tube,
the threaded portion passing through a cup bearing that is seated around the tube aperture. The

Lindrum Steam Generating Apparatus.

LINDRUM
flues are then constructed, beginning from an
opening at the back wall and extending to and

S

GENERATING APPARATUS.

passes, as usual, beneath the boiler, thence up
and into the flues to the front end, where space
The heat then pours out to each
is provided.
side into the passages, thence meeting in the

nut draws the tube tightly in place, the large
washer at the other end forming a bearing for
the headed end of the rod. The tube sheets are
braced as shown at C. For the cut and de-

chimney, as indicated by the arrows. The back
fire chamber is accessible through a door in the
An interesting feature of
side of the masonry.
the apparatus is the boiler cleaner, which is so
constructed that it gathers the sedimentary matter and disposes of it so that it can be blown
Inside the boiler is a large cylindrical tube
out.
with closed ends, extending nearly the length of
the boiler, and supported a little above the bottom of the latter. At short intervals along the

Lcription

top of the cylinder are vertical tubes with funnel-shaped openings reaching up to just beneath
The water in boiling
the normal water line.
causes the foreign matter to be thrown to the
surface and gather ^long the central line, which
These particles in
is comparatively quiescent.
sinking again are caught by the funnel tubes,
and pass down into the collecting cylinder. A
large aperture is formed in the front head of the
boiler, from which a projecting neck or tube extends to a point in front of the boiler setting.
There it is closed by a plate securely bolted to
the annular flange at the extremity of the neck,
A blow-off pipe from the front head of the col-

we

are indebted to World's Progress.

The Connecticut

Electric

Light

Asso-

ciation.

A

meeting of representatives of central stacompanies doing business in the state of
Connecticut was held at New Haven, December
Eleven companies were represented in
23d.
A
person, and a number of others by letter.
majority of the companies of the state having
reported, and more than a majority of the capitalization in the state being represented in person, it was resolved to effect an organization at
A constitution was adopted, and the folonce.
lowing officers were elected:
President, James English; first vice-president,
A. Manley; second vice-president, J. A.
J.
Stone; treasurer, John C. English; secretary, A.
M. Young. Executive committee James English, New Haven; J. A. Hoadley, Meriden; J.
A. Stowe, Middletown; John C. English, Bridgeport; A. M. Young, Waterbury; L. S. Beardsley,
Naugatuck; F. F. Fuserich, Torrington.

tion

I

—
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The prospect for securing a reof Appeals.
versal of the decision is not particularly bright,
inasmuch as it is a well-known fact that the
Court of .Appeals rarely overrules Judge Dwight
as he is recognized as one of the ablest jurists
It is believed that there is
in New York State.
a growing sentiment against electrical executions, and unipiestionably the legislature will be
Certain it is, if the
asked to repeal the act.
wishes of tlie electrical fraternity are consulted,
the obnoxious law will be erased from the statute
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"La Grippe," which is so disagreeably affecting
many persons in all parts of this, country and

so

Europe, is the result of a disturbance of atmospheric conditions by the generation of electricity,
according to a New Yorker, who thinks he is
This erudite individual says:
quite learned.
"You will observe that the influenza is most
prevalent and malignant in Europe in places remote from the seashore, where the air from the
ocean partially neutra'.izes the baneful effects of
Britain,

London,

electricity.
is

electricity

as yet but
is

in

fact,

Great

troubled.
Artificial
literally changing the very constitulittle

tion of our atmosphere."
tricity,

What

is artificial

elec-

by the way?

The General Term of
New York has

the Supreme court of the
sustained the position of
Judge Day, and pronounced the law providing
for electrical executions constitutional.
.\ brief
summary of the proceedings and decision in this
celebrated case is given elsewhere.
The decision of the court will surprise the electrical fraternity.
Jtidge Dwight in his opinion refers
to the recent deaths in New York in a manner
that would indicate that he and his associates
had been somewhat influenced by these calamiThe fight over the constitutionality of the
ties.
case will, of course, be continued.
.'\n appeal
will now be taken to the New York State Court
State of

facilities have been granted by Parliament, the project is being carried forward with a
boom all over the kingdom. The cheapness of
London gas, as compared with the New York
gas charges, is still an important factor in the
fight against electricity. London gas costs sixtytwo cents a thousand feet, and electricity cannot
yet hope to compete with that price."

improved

3

Connecticut Electric Light Association

artificial

cidents in New York had had a depressing effect
on the English electric light men, but the latest
report contained in the following cablegram presents a dift'erent aspect: "The Board of Trade
has received from England and Wales 170 applications for provisional orders relating to elecOf these twenty-three relate soletric lighting.
ly to London, the order.^ covering practically all
The metropparts of the city three times over.
olis is divided into sections, especially arranged
with reference to electric lighting, so that no
company or, indeed, small syndicate of compaThe city proper
nies, shall have a monopoly.
will be supplied by three companies, and other
sections of the metropolis will fare in a similar
manner.
In laying sub-wires recently in the
Strand the workmen tore up the sidewalk instead
The wires were laid in separate
of the street.
conduits, only about three-quarters of a foot beNow
low the surface of the concrete sidewalk.
that electric lighting has been made cheaper, and

3

Illustrated

EU-ctnc Lighting inSl. I ouis
Reid Furl Oil Burner. Illustrated
Lindrum Steam Generating Apparatus.
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A New Jersey inventor thinks he has hit upon a method of establishing peace permanently
upon the earth by means of electricity. He does
not propose to remodel human nature, but expects to make warfare so deadly that it will be
sheer madness for one nation to attack another.
According to his plan warfare would result in
the substantial extermination of all who ventured
The inventor describes his idea
to engage in it.
thus: "In a word, my scheme is to produce artificial lightning.
Thus far the experiments have
been confined within narrow limits, but with the
use of a small dynamo attached to my invention
a slight shock can be produced, effective enough
I claim, with
to kill the flies in a 20x20 room.
the use of powerful dynamos, under my plan, a
against an
flash of lightning can be directed
army a mile or more away and without injury to
the party operating the gun, scattering death and
With powerconsternation among the troops.
ful

dynamos thousands of soldiers can be killed
and a number of flashes are enough to

at a flash,

It can be used at any time
destroy an army.
If the effect of
except on rainy or damp days.
giving this discovery would be, as I hope, to put
an end to war, I should feel repaid, but I dread
to think of electricity being used in war under
my plan. The consequences would be enormous.
It means nothing less than extermination to the
opposing army. Before going any further with
It I would ask your opinion as to the efi'ect upon
war of an instrument such as I have hinted at.
Would it retard or facilitate war?"

Postmaster-General Wanamaker's

project

that he be authorized by Congress to organize a
limited postal telegraph service, will be consid-

on postofhces and post
Congressman Hopkins, who isa member
of that committee, was asked when he was in
Chicago a few days ago, what he thought of the

ered by the committee
roads.

plan.

He

"Mr. Wanamaker earnestly degovernment try the telegraph busi-

said:

sires that the

and the friends of the postal telegraph
scheme will make a strong fight. So far as I am
concerned I doubt the advisability of increasing
the number of public employes to the extent
ness,

4,

1890

that a postal telegraph system would necessitateIt might, however, be a practical plan to make
some contract with the telegraph companies so

department could have messages
transmitted at a low rate, and deliver the messages by carrier.
If such an arrangement could
be made with the telegraph companies it would
certainly be better than creating several thousand new positions in the civil sen'ice."
The limited postal telegraph scheme does not
arouse any great amount of enthusiasm.
It is
too mild a measure for those who believe in
governmental telegraph and it does not attract
those who are opposed to that idea. A contemporary says: " It is hard to see what practical
end it would serve. If there is a complaint
against the existing telegraph service, the complaint must be that the charges are too high or
the delivery is too slow, or, possibly, that some
small places cannot be reached.
The postal telegraph plan under consideration is restricted to
free-delivery places and consequently applies
only to towns already supplied with ample telegraphic facilities. As to prices, it is not to be expected that existing lines will allow the govern-

that the postal

ment

become

underbid them.
allowed to send messages
by its leased lines at a low rate, it will be because the slower delivery provided for will more
than counterbalance in the mind of the public
the decreased rates.
The sender of a telegraph
message wants it delivered at once. If he wanted
it delivered as mail he would write and not telegraph."
to

If the

their lessee to

government

is

The most sensible article on the electric light
question in New York, which has thus far been
published in a New York paper, appeared in the
New York Sun last week. So much common
sense is shown in the article in question that a
considerable part of it is well worth reproducing.
Speaking of the discontinuance of the
it says: "The interruption
of the electric lighting in so large a part of the
town has served as a practical demonstration
that the new method of illumination has become

electric light service,

a necessity to the community. When the people
had the electric lights in the streets they did not
appreciate their vast superiority to the old gas
lamps, which they had gradually replaced. But
now that they are gone and we are forced to rely
again on gas alone, ever)'body discovers how
much was gained when modern invention utilUnized electricity for illuminating purposes.
doubtedly the precise manner in which the elec-

was made available was bad and dangerous." The dangers arising from poor construction
are referred to, and the necessity of making the
system of lighting absolutely safe is emphasized.
The article cortinues: "But the interruption of
this now necessary illumination will be tempoWe must have the electric light. \\'e
rary only.
It has become escannot get along without it.
sential to business, which has been regulated
with reference to it, and civilization in a great
town would suffer a set-back were we deprived
of it. The only thing to do is to reduce to more
scientific order the careless and experimental
methods of its first introduction. There is no
doubt that electric lighting can be made safe, so
far at least as ordinary contingencies go, and
that its vast superiority to every other for public
and very many private purposes justifies any
cost which such safety will render necessary. It
tricity

a problem for expert electricians to solve, and
which they are capable of solving. A private
individual would have no doubt as to where to
go to get the matter settled, and the authorities
have no reason for hesitation as to their manner
The treatment of electricity has
of procedure.
become one of the recognized professions, and
though so much is yet to be learned as to the
is

agent, enough is already known to make entirely
possible a suflicient remedy of the great evils
due to the make-shift arrangements for the
original introduction of the electric light.
"The period of deprivation, therefore, will be
short, and when the light is again made available
for safe use in all parts of the town the demand
for it will be greater than before, and the cost of

The
the improvements will be recompensed.
companies can afford to incur the additional
expense, now that it has been practically demcommunity
onstrated that they provide the
with what is indispensable to modern life."

Ijinuary
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Brush Lamp Patent Sustained.
Judge Gresham,

the United States Circuit
court at Indianapolis last week, handed down a
decision in which he sustained the patent of
Charles F. Brush, for an improvement in a
double carbon arc lamp. The suit was instituted by the Brush Electric company against
the Fort Wayne Electric Light company and
others.
The full text of the decision follows:

The Brush

Electric

in

company

vs.

The Fort Wayne

Electric

Light company, el al.
This suit is brought for an alleged infringement of Letters Patent No. 219,20s, granted to Charles F. Brush,
September 2, 1S79, for improvement in double carbon
electric lamps of the arc type.
Brush assigned the patent
to complainant before suit was brought.
"When two ordinar)-, pointed, carbon sticks are in contact in an electric current the circuit is closed, and the
current freely passes through the carbons without the production of any appreciable amount of heat or light at the
point of contact.
If, however, while the electric current is
passing through them, the carbons are slightly separated,
the current will continue to flow in crossing or leaping the
small space between the separated carbon points and intense heat and light will be produced.
This is known as
the electric arc lamp, and the one generally used for illuminating; large buildings and hails, and for lighting streets.

The incandescent

electric light

is

produced by causing a

current of electricity to pass through a filament in a glass
bulb, from which the air has been exhausted.
In its passage the current encounters great resistance, and as a consequence it is heated to a degree producing a bright, white
light throughout its entire length.
This light is well
adapted to use indoors.
As early as iSio Sir Humphrey Davy with a battery of
2,000 cells succeeded in producing an arc light between
two horizontal charcoal pencils, insulated, except a small
portion at their ends, but owing to the rapid combustion of
the soft charcoal points, and the great cost of the batter)'
and the short duration of the light, it was of no practical
or commercial value.
But little progress was made in the
improvement of this arc light or lamp until 1S44, when
Foucault substituted pencils made of a hard gas carbon for
the charcoal pencils of Da\'y', and thereby for the first time
produced a persistent but short-lived electric arc light. By
a clock-work mechanism Foucault fed the carbon pencils
toward each other so as to imperfectly regulate their burning away and maintain the arc.
The voltaic battery did
not generate electricity on a sufficiently large scale, the
light was expensive, and it did not go into general use.
Later the dynamo-electric machine was developed, in
which a powerful current of electricity was produced by
revolving coils of wire in a field of magnetic force furnished by powerful permanent magnets, after which the
arc electric light was successfully used in lighthouses in
England, and later (.'S67) in France.
But up to this time
no means had been devised for producing an adequate current of electricity for illumination at a practicable cost, and
it was not until the invention of the Gramme dynamo electric machine, in 1S72, that electricity was produced in a
manner and of sufficient strength to render electric lighting practical and useful.
This machine was afterward
improved in details of construction. In this state of the
art, Brush entered the field of invention, and on May 7,
187S, obtained Patent No. 203,412 for his arc lamp, which
was superior to any lamp that had preceded it. This lamp,
however, was not capable of burning continuously more
than eight or ten hours, and when used for all-night lighting it was necessary to extinguish the light and renew the
carbons; and in order to obviate this defect Brush invented
the lamp in suit.
The invention and the means by which
it is carried out are thus described in this specification:
"JNIy invention relates to electric lamps or light regulators, and it consists, firs^ in a lamp having two or more
sets of carbons adapted, by any suitable means, to burn
successively
that is, one set after another; second, in a
lamp ha^-ing two or more sets of carbons, each set adapted
to move independently in burning and feeding; third, in a
lamp ha\nng two or more sets of carbons adapted each to
have independent movements, and each operated and influenced by the same electric current; fourth, in a lamp
having two or more sets uf carbons, said carbons, by any
suitable means, being adapted to be separated dissimultaneously, whereby the voltaic arc between but a single set
of carbons is produced; fifth, in the combination, with one
of the carbons or carbon holders, of a lamp employing two
or more sets of carbons, as above mentioned, of a suitable
collar, tube or extended support, within or upon which the
the carbon or carbon holder to which it is applied shall
rest and be supported.
I desire to state at the outstart that my invention is not
limited in its appHcation to any specific form of lamp.
It
may be used in any form of voltaic arc light regulator, and
would need but a mere modification in mechanical form to
be adaptable to an indefinite variety of the present forms
of electric lamps.
"My invention comprehends broadly any lamp or light
regulator where more than one set of carbons are employed
wherein say in a lamp having two sets of carbons one
For the purset of cartipns will separate before the other.
pose mereh' of showing and explaining the principles of
operation and use of my invention, I shall describe it in the
form shown in the drawings as applied to an electric lamp
of the general type shown in the United States Letters
Patent Xo. 203.411, granted to me May 7, 1879. reissued
May 20, 1S79. and numbered 8,718. The leading feature
of this type of regulator is that the carbon holder has a
rod or tube which slides through or past a friction clutch,
which clutch is operated upon to grasp and move said carbon rod or holder, and thus to separate the carbons and
produce the voltaic-arc light; and I shall refer to such a
lamp in my following description:
"A represents one set of carbons; A' another set, each

—
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carbon having an independent holder BB'. The carbon
holders BB' may either be in the form of a rod or tube,
and each of them is made to pass through a clamping and
lifting device CC, respectively.
These clamps and lifters
are shown in the present instance in the shape of rings
surrounding their respective carbon holders BB'.
This
form, while I have found it for general purposes the best,
is not necessarily the only form of clamp that may be used
in carr)ing out my present invention.
Each ring clamp
CC is adapted to be lifted from a single point, thus tilting
it and causing it to grasp and lift its inclosed carbon holder.
This tilting and lifting movement is imparted to the clamps
CC by any suitable lifter, D, and this lifter may have its
movement imparted either by magnetic attraction due to
the current operating the lamp, or by the expansive action
of heat upon any suitable apparatus connected with the
lamp, said heat generated by the electric current operating
the lamp.
"I do not in any degree limit myself to any specific

CC

method or mechanism

for lifting,

moving or separating

the

carbon points or their holders, so long as the peculiar functions and results, hereinafter to be specified, shall be accomplished.
The Hfter D' in the present instance is so
formed that when it is raised it shall not operate upon the
clamps
simultaneously, but shall lift, first, one and
then the other (preferably the clamp C first and
second,
for reasons which shall hereinafter appear).
This function
or dissimultaneous action upon the carbons or their holders,
whereby one set of carbons shall be separated in advance
of the other, constitutes the principal and most important
feature of my present invention.
In the lamp shown in
the drawings the lifter D is actuated and controlled through
the agency of magnetic attraction due to the influence of
the current operating the lamp, and this is accomplished
as follows:
One, two or more spools or hollow helices, E,

CC

C

are placed in the circuit, within whose
cavities freely move cores E'.
The electric current passing
through the helices, E operate to strongly draw up within
their cavities their respective cores E', in the same manner
as specified in my former patent, above referred to.
The
cores E' are rigidly attached to a common bar, E-. and the
upward and downward movement of this bar, due to the
varying attraction of the helices E, is imparted by a suitable link and lever connection, E^ E^, to the lifter D.
By
this connection the lifter will have an up and down movement in exact concert with the cores E'; and it is apparent
that this connection between magnet and lifter may be indefinitely varied without any departure from my invention;
and, therefore, while preferring for many purposes the
construction just specified, I do not propose to limit myself
to its use.
"The lifter
may be so consfucled and applied as to
separate the carbons
and A' successively or dissimultaneously by being so balanced that any diflerence. however
slight, between the weights of the carbons AA', or iheir
holders BB', shall result in one being lifted and separated
before the other.
"In order properly to balance the attractive force of the
magnets, a coil-spring F, or its equivalent, may be employed, substantially as shown; and to insure a steady
motion to the magnets and to the Cirbon points, AA', a
dash-pot G, or its equivalent, should be employed, as this
prevents any too sudden, abrupt or excessive movement of
of insulated wire

D

A

parts.

"HH' are metallic cables through which the current is
conducted from above the clamps CC to the carbons AA'.
By this provision is not only insured a good connection
between the upper carbon points and the mechanism above
it, but another important advantage is obtained, and that
is the prevention of spaiks due to any inttrruption of the
current between the carbon holder BB' and its clamp or
bearings.
This spark, if occurring too frequently, is liable
to burn and roughen the rods BB' or their bearings or
clamps, and thereby render their operation uncertain, because it is important that a free movement to any degree,
however minute, may be allowed the carbon bolder. I'hese
cables HH', while operating as just specified, are sufficiently flexible and yielding not to interfere with any movement of their respective carbons or carbon holders.
'The operation of my device, as thus far specified, is as
follows
When the current is not passing through the
lamp, the positive and negative carbons of each set AA*
are in aciual contac".
When, now, a current is passed
through ihe lamp, the magnetic attractions of the helices
E will operate to raise the lifter D. This lifter, operating
upon the clamps C andC tilts them and causes them to
clamp and lift the carbon holders BB^ and thus separate
the carbons and produce the voltiac arc light; but it will
be especially noticed that the lifting and separation of these
carbons is not simultaneous. One pair is separated before
the other, it matters not how little nor how short a time
This separation breaks the circuit at that point,
before.
and the entire current is now passing through the unseparated pair of carbons A'; and now and then the Hfter,
continuing to rise, separates these points, the vcltaic arc
will be established between ihem and the light thus produced.
" It will be apparent by the foregoing that it is impossible that both pairs of carbons AA' should \ urn at once,
for any inequality of weight or balance between them
would result in one pair being separated before the other,
and ihe voltaic arc would appear between the last separated
pair.
This function, so far as X am aware, has never
been accomplished by any previous invention, and by thus
being able to burn independently and one at a time two or
more carbons in a single lamp, it is evident that a light
may be constantly maintained for a prolonged period without replacing the carbons or other manual interference. In
the form of lamp shown, I can, with twelve inch carbons,
maintain a steady and reliable light without any manual interference whatever for a period varying from fourteen to
twenty hcurs.
"It is for some reasons desirable that one set of carbons
say the set A A should be consumed before the other
set commences to burn, although it is not eisential, in
carrying out my invention, that the carbons should be con:

—
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sumed

manner, inasmuch as, if desirable, they
to burn alternately instead of successiveapparent, however, if one set of carbons can be
made to entirely consume before another set begins to
burn, that there will be less interiuption in the light than
if the different pairs were allowed to conscme in frequent
alternation.
I have therefore shown, in the present invention, one method of securing a consumption of one set of
carbons before another shall begin to burn.
This I accomplish through my suitable support K, and in such a
construction of the lifter
that it shall be positive in its
function of separating one set of carbocs before the other;
or in case where more than two sets of carbons are employed, to separate said sets successively.
"In the lamp as shown in the drawings, the support
is in the form of a tube surrounding the carbon holder
B, and this suppcrt
is made of such a length that when
in this

may be arranged
It is

ly.

D

K

K

A' shall have been sufficiently ccnsumed a
head upon the carbon holder B will rest upon the top
of the support K.
whereby the weight of the carbon holder B and its support K. shall at all times and under any circumstances be supported by the lifter D.
"Besides the carbon holder B, with its carbon, and the
support K, the lifter D (when the lamp is in operation) should also be made to carry the carbon holder E^
the carbons

and

its

carbon.

"The lamp

is primarily adjusted so that the magnets
lifter
shall alwa) s carry a definite load, towit {in the lamp shown) the carbon holders E and B' and support K.
The desirability of this construction and arrangement may be explained as follows:
Supposing, as is designed in ihe present instance, the carbons A are first consumed. During this time, of coure, the magnets are lifting both carbon holders BB'.
Now, when the carbons
are consumed, if no provision is made to the contrary,
the carbon holder
B would not be lifted during the
consumption of the carbons A', and this diminishment of
the weight carried by the magnets would be liable to materially disturb the adjustment of the lamp and impair its
operation accordingly.
To obviate this difficulty I have
provided the support K, by which provision the magnets
shall be made to carry both carbon holders BE' and the
support K.
The difference in weight, owing to the consumption of the carbons, is a practically unimportant matter, and does not materially interfere with the operation of
the lamp.
"Inthecaseof a lamp where the carbon holders BB'
are very light and where the weight of one might be relieved from the magnet {or other moving agent) without
material disturbance, the support
might be dispensed
Said support
with.
might also be omitted, if desired,
in a lamp where the lifter is actuated through the agency
of the expansion of the metal wire or bar by the action of
heat generated by the current operating the lamp, inasmuch as the force due to said expansion being practically
irresistible, it would not be so necessary to obtain a balance between the various parts as is the case with a lamp
as shown in the drawings
"Thus far I have mentioned but two ways of impaiting
dissimultaneous motion to the carbons of an electric lamp
viz: Through magnetic attraction and through the expansive
action of heat.
This function of my device may be accomplished by clock work or equivalent mechanical contrivance; and in this respect, as before stated, I do not limit
my inventicn.
LL' are metallic hoods or protectors for inclosing and
shielding the upper projecting ends of the carbon holders

D

through the

A

K

K

'

BE'.
"In the form of lamp shown in the drawing I obtain
very satisfactory results by constructing the helices E according to letters patent No. 212,183. granted to me Feb.
II, 1879.
In each helix E two independent wires surround the lifting magnets E', one of fine and one of coarse
wire, and each placed in the general circuit operating the
lamp.
These two wires (the fine and the coarse) aie constructed and connected in such a manner as to carry current in opposite directions around the inclosed core, thus
exerting 1 neutralizing influence upon each other, whereby a governing function is secured for a better description
and understanding, of which reference is made to said patent No. 212,183.
"The poles of the lamp shown in the drawings are constructed in the form of suspending hoops or loops, from
which the lamp is suspended, and the corresponding hoops
or loops, with which they engage in the ceiling (or other
locality where the lamps are used) are the positive and negitive poles of the current generating apparatus.
Thus, by
the simple act of suspension, the lamp is placed in circuit.
"I will now specify a construction whereby the protecting globe surrounding the light can be raised and lowered
for convenience in renewing carbons and handling the
This I accomplish by making the platform of galllamp.
ery O, upon which the globe rests, vertically adjustable
upon a rod O', attached to the lamp frame in any convenset-screw should be provided, whereby
ient manner.
By this
the globe can be adjusted fo any desired position.
an'angement the work of renewing carbons and the reliable
adjustment of the globe in relation to the voltaic arc are
materially assisted.
"In order to accommodate long sticks of carbon, the
platform or gallery O should be perforated to allow pasI prefer maksage down through it of said carbon sticks.
ing the platform or gallery O of metal, and of such shape
from
coverings
the
of the
that globules of molten copper
carbons, in dropping away, shall not escape to do damage.
"It will be particularh observed that in the form of
dash-pot employed the cylinder is the movable and the pisThis construction
ton or plunger the stationary element.
implies more than a mere reversal of the usual make and
operation of the dash pot, for by making the cylinder the
movable element the general construction of a lamp can
very often be materially simplified, as in the present inThis form of dash-pot is designed to be employed
stance.
in connection with any of the moving parts of the mechanism of an electric lamp where it is desired to retard a

A

downward movement."

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
or

The lamp covered by patent No. 203.411 is referred to
only for the purpose of illustrating the operation of the
invention in suitand the complainants' right, to the relief
prayed for does not depend upon the validity of this patThe lower carbon of this lamp is held in a hxed posient.
tion andii> uppsr carban is carried by a sliding rod which
pisaJS l^rouj;h a ring cla-np ja>t large enougn to permit
clamp lies Hat on the
it to slide freely through when the
floor of the r^-gulator case, but which binds upon the rod
when it is lifted by one edge. The lifter which is upon
the edge of the cl.imp is attached to a soft iron core which
plays inside a wire heli.x, through which the current producing the li;,'ht circulates. The attracting strength of this
coil is proportionate to the strength of the current flowing
through it. When there is no current (lowing through the
lamp the coil has no attraction at all. and the core consequently rests at the lowest limit, and the ring clamp lies
In that situation the carbon rod slips
flat on its floor.
freely through the clamp and the upper carbon rests in
lower
one.
contact with the
Upon the establishment of the current through the
lamp it passes through the carbons with little resistance
The circuit is, therebecause they are in acluii contact.
fore, a strong one and energizes the coil strongly and it in
turn attracts the core strongly and pjlls it downward. This
movement being communicated to the lifter it, in turn,
first liftsthering clamp by one edge; this causes it to impinge closely upon the rod, and then lifts the rod and carThis es'ablishes
bon and so separates the cirbon points.
But the arc introduces a resisiance to the current
the arc.
which diminishes its strength, the resistance increasing as
Hence, as the arc lengthens by
the arc grows longer.
the consumption of the carbons and the increase of the
space betiween them, the current grows weaker, and the

attracting pjA-er of th:

ciil

diiiiaij'iej until

it

lets

the

successively,

substantially

as

and

for

January

purpose

the

shown."
admitted by the defendants' counsel that the patent
in suit describes a new and useful meclianism for which
lirush was entitled to a patent, but it is urged that the first,
second, third and fourtli claims are for functions or results
without regard to mechanism, and are therefore, void.
The claims are not open to this objection. Tlie specification describes mechanism whereby a result may be
accomplished, and the claims are not for mere functions,
nor fairly construed, can it be said that they cover other
than equivalent means employed to perform the same
The first claim, construed in connection with
functions.
the means described in the specification, is for an arc lamp
in which two or more pairs of carbons are used, the adjustable carbons or each pair being independently regulated by
It is

one and the same mechanism, and

in

which there

is

a dis-

simultaneous or successive separation of the pairs, so
effected as to secure the continuous burning of one pair
prior to the establishment of the arc between the other
pair.
Thus construed, the invention claimed is limited to
the particular means described in the specification and their
substantial equivalents.
|

The

second, third and fourth claims also refer to the
mechanism described in the specification for the
accomplishment of results covered by these claims. They
are for combinations of specific mechanisms, and their substantial equivalents, and not for results irrespective of
particular

means

for their accomplishment.

It is true that in the specification Brush declared, "I do
not in any degree limit myself to any specific method or
mechanism for lifting, moving or separating the carbon
point •, or their holders, so long as the particular functions
and results hereinafter to be specified shall be ac-

complished."

core move downward SLfficiently to release the grasp of
.Vs the
the clamp on the rod, so that it slips downward.
upper carbon approaches the lower and so shortens the arc
and diminishes its resistance the current's strength increases, the coil again pulls the core upward and so tightens the clamp upon the rod, and this holds the upper carbon
This
suspended at its norm \1 distance from the lower.
process goes on until the carbons a e consumed.

He did not say, however, that he claimed all mechanisms
irrespective of their construction and modes of operation.
By this language he simply notified the public that he did
not restrict himself to the particular lamp described in the
patent, but that his invention embraced that and all other

be observed from the description of the lamp in
suit that when the current is first passed through it, the
current divides at the lamp and passes through both pairs
of carbons and instantly ene-gizing the solenoids, draws
upwardly the cores, and through the bar K, link E. lever E
The sepand lifter D, separates the pair of carbons A'.
aration o* this pair of carbons does not operate to break
the circuit and for.n an arc between them, but simply diverts the entire current through the remaining and unsepaThe lifter D, continuing to rise,
rated pair of carbons A.
next separates the carbons A, thereby in errup'.ing the circuit and establishing the a-'c between the last reparated
After the arc has been established bepair of carbons A.
tween one pair, the carbons of the remaining pair are held
separated by ihs ring clamp, their initial separation being
such that the idle pair will be retained in their separated relation while the re:^alaior automatically moves and adjusts
the burning pair, to separate or approximate them, as the
conditions may require to regulate the length of the arc, and
also to automatically feed them to maintain the arc. When
the burning p»ir of carbons has been consumed the effective pull of the solenoids is diminished to such an e.xtent
that tie caibons of the idle pair are b'ought into contact
which causes the entire circuit to be instantly diverted
through th;m. thi effect of which is to strengthen the
solenoids and separate the carbons, and au:omatically establish the arc between them.

and that the

It

will

separation of the two pairs of carbons, so that the
arc is established between one pair and maintained be
tween the carbons of that pair until they have been conautomatically established between
sumed,
and then
the carbons of the other pair and maintained between
them until they have been consumed, is a dissimultaneous
and successive arc-forming separation and it is this feature
which distinguishes the lamp in suit from all prior lamps.
The six claims of the patent which it is alleged are infringed, read:

The

"i.
In an electric lamp two or more pairs or sets of
carbons, in combination with mechanism constructed to
separate said pairs dissimultaneously or successively, substantially as and for the purpose specilied.
"2.
In an electric lamp, two or more pairs or sets of
carbons, in combination with mechanism construcred to
separate said pairs dissimultaneously or successively and establish the electric light between the members of but one
pair (to wit. the pair last separated) while the members of
the remaining pair or pairs are maintained in a separate
relation, substantially as shown.
"3.
In an electric lamp having more than one pair or
set of carbons, the combination, with said carbon sets or
pairs, of mechanism constructed to impart to them independent and dissimultaneously separating and feeding
movements, whereby the electric light will be established
between the members of but one of said pairs or sets at a
time, while the members of the remaining pair or pairs, are
maintained in a separate relation substantially as shown.
•
In a single electric lamp, two or more pairs or sets
4.
of carbons, alt placed in circuit, so that when their members are in contact the current may pass freely through all
said pairs alike, in combination with me.-hanism constructed
to sjparate said pairs dissimultaneously or successively,
substantially as and for the purpose shown.
"5.
In an electric lamp wherein more than one set
or pair of carbons are employed, the lifter
or its
equivalent, moved by any suitable means, and constructed
to act upon said carbons or carbon holders dissimultaneously or successively, and substantially as and for the purpose
electric lamp wherein more
carbons arc employed, a clamp, C,
for each said pair or set, said damp C,
and move said carbons or carbon holders

set of

urged that the fifth claim covers the lifter simply,
sixth claim covers nothing but the clamps and
being only for detached parts of the lamp, incapable of
separately performing the functions ascribed to them and
It is

these claims are void.

The fifth claim is for a combination of which the lifter
Is an element, and thus construed, the claim is for a
novel and useful invention.
The sixth claim Is not for the two clamps aside from
It \z for the two clamps in
other connected mechanism.
combination with the mechanism described In the patent
for actuating the clamps and causing them to grasp and
move the carbons dissimultaneously. substantially as and
for the purpose described in the specification.
Patent No. 147,827, issu;d to Matthias D.iy. Jr. February 24, 1874, is relied on as an anticipation of the first,
This desecond, and fourth claims of the patent in suit.
fense is based upon a const uction of these claims that

D

no effect to their concluding restrictive language,
The
which construction, we have seen, is not aathoriz-ed
patent in suit tlescribes mechanism which designedly and
positively effects a dissimultaneous separation of the carbons, and Professor Birker, the defendant's expert, testified that the Day lamp was not so constructed, and did not
It is true that the Day patent describes a
so operate.

lamp which contains two or more pairs of carbons, but not
In the Day
such a double carbon lamp as Brush Invented.
lamp each carbon is split or divided vertically for a slight
distance from the outer end, but so rigidly connected at
the clamp extremity as to act solely as a pair of separate
carbons, and not as "two or more independent pairs or sets
of carbons."

O.ving to th; constant and frequent shifting of the arc
from one pair of carbons to the other in this lamp it proIt was unlike
duced an irregular and unsatisfactory light.
the Brush lamp both in construction and mode of operation.

The answer

also

denies infringement, but that defense,

based on the theory that the claims are
not at all limited by their concluding language. It Is plain
from the evidence that the defendants' lamp was designedly constructei so as to insure the dissimultaneous separation of the two pairs of carbons for the purpose of forming the arc between one pair only of the tarbons, and that
both lamps operate in identically the same way and for the
like the last

one,

is

The patent describes a ring clamp and the
defendants use a hinged clamp, but there is nnt ttie slightBoth operate by
functional
difference
between them.
est
grasping and holding with varying pressure the smooth
rod which carries the carbons, thus allo.ving the rod a slide
so as to secure a continuous feed by Inappreciable degrees,
while, under other conditions, the rod is allowed to slip
suddenly by gravity.
Trie ring clamp was old, and Brush
simply employed it as suitable for his purpose in combination with other elements with which It co-acts, and the
substitution of the hinged clamp, without any change In the

same purpose.

mode

of opsrati in or function, did not

e<)uivalent,

It is admitted ttiat. If the claims are
tcribed in the patent.
construed as embracing the mechanism described in llie

its

mechanism.

An

application

for

letters patent

is

accompanied by a

specification giving a full general description of the alleged invention, and this is followed by what is known and
well understood in the courts, as well as the Patent Office,

What the patentee invents and describes in
his specification, but fails to embrace In his claim, he abandons to the public, unless by timely application he obtains

as a "claim."

a reissue for it, and if in the descriptive part of his Invention he inadvertently, or otherwise, includes as a part of his
invention that which Is old, but does not claim it, his claim
is not theieby invalidated.
Such part of the specification
is surplusage.
It is only when the claim following the
specification

is too broad, in the sense of embracing something as new, which is not new, that the patentee is required
by Section 4922 to disclaim.
He is not required to disclaim anything in the specification not covered by his claim.
The word "specification" isobviously used in the first clause
of Section 4922 as synonymous with "claim." I am aware
of no decision holding that a patentee is re(|uired to disclaim anything in the descriptive part of his invention
which is not fairly eaabraced within his claim.
In Railroad Company vs. Mellein, 104 U. S. iiS, the
court said:
"In view, therefore, of the statute, the
practice of the Patent Office and the decisions of this court,
we think that the scope of letters patent should be limited
to the invention covered by the claim, and that though the
claim may be illustrated, it cannot be enlarged by the
language used in other parts of the specification.
We are,
therefore, justified in looking to the claim with which the
specification of the appellee's invention concludes, to determine what is covered by this letters patent."
It is not material for the purpose of this suit whether
Brush was a pioneer, or a mere improver.
It is sufficient
that he described and illustrated in the patent in suit a
specific mechinism, or double carbon lamp, adapted to
burn its carbons independently and successively; that he
was the first to accomplish this result, and that the claims
are for mechanism substantially as described in the patent
in combination with two or more pairs of carbons or sets of

carbons for producing the result specified.
We have already stated that what is claimed is not functions and
results,
but mechanism for producing functions and
results.

A decree
the

be entered

will

in

accordance with the prayer of

bill.

Cause

of

Subway Explosions.

gaseous mi.\tures in the manholes connected with underground conduits for
E.xplosioiis of

New York iiave
shown the necessity of adopting precautionary
measures of some kind. Just what form these
measures should take has proved a somewhat
electric wires in the streets of

inteiesting problem.

As put down by the Consolidated Telegraph

&

Electric Construction company of New Vork,
the subways under contract
is building
with the Hoard of Electrical Control, the manholes, into which the pipe conduits lead, are
There is
closed practically air and water tight.
no escape into the open air of the gases which
leak into the manholes through the brick walls.
Ventilating the manholes by having the covers
perforated, as in the case of sewer manholes, is
clearly out of the question, since holes left in

which

the covers would admit water and dirt to the
great detriment of the electric cables and conThe Consolidated company is acnections.
cordingly considering the plan of introducing
compressed air into the manholes through a
system of 6-inch air pipes, the air being under
per
pressure somewhere under five pounds
square inch to prevent the entering of the
manholes of gases at a lower pressure. The
air is to be furnished either from one central
compressor station or from a number of district

—

—

stations.

There has been much speculation as to the
in which the gaseous mi.xtures are ignited
the manholes when e.xplosions have come.

way
and the

adapted to grasp
dissimultaneously

than one pair or
or

the defendants use a lamp covered by the
patent insult, and that renders a further description of defendants' lamp unnecessary.
It is finally contended that, while the patent describes
particular mechanism by which the functions stated in the
claims can be performed, the patentee expressly declared
in his specification that he did not limit himself to this
mechanism, or Us equivalent, but claimed that his invention
comprehended all means capable of accompl ishing the results stated, and that having thus claimed more than he
was entitled to, the complainant cannot recover until he
disclaims everj'thing in the specification except the specific

change the combi-

nation

1890

specification,

gives

In the Brush lamp tSe clamps rest on a
arms of the lifter are of unequal length so that when the
lifter is raised, one clamp is tilled In advance of the other,
In the
and the carbons are separatetl dissimullaneou ly.
defendants' lamp the same result is accomplished by supporting the clamps in different planes, and employing a
lifter with arms of the same length, so that in the operation
of the lifter it will tilt one cUmp in advance of ihe other.
Brush did not ilaim that there was invention In the lifter
and clamps disconnected with other parts in the operation
of the lamp, and the defendants cannot escape infringement by showing that they use a lifter and clamps not
identical In construction with the lifter and clamps de-

D

shown.
"6
In an

lamps operated substantially the same way by equivalent
mechanism.

4,

flat floor,

in

Sparks from without could obviously not get inowing to the form of covering used.
Concussion due to heavily laden trucks passing
over the covers, and sparks from the electric
connections in the holes, have been considered
to the holes

One theory is that grains of
sand, having become lodged under the covers
near the inner edges of the manholes, have produced sparks from heavy loads passing over,
tut no definite conclusion has been arrived at.
Eiiginecriiig and BuiUiing Record.
as possible causes.
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Turning now from this branch of the subject to underground work, I must confess that I had a good deal of
difficulty in getting really accurate and reliable information on this subject
at any rate, of a comparative character.
The Edison company have, of course, buried their
wires all along, and their three conductors inclosed in an

—

iron tube, run solid with insulating material inside, are
well known.
As far as I could ascertain, the various systems of conduits have not proved very successful so far,
and, since the proof of the pudding is in the eating, the fact
that the Subway company in New York are, I believe, laying down iron pipes entirely at least, they were in every
place I saw work going on -points to this conclusion.
The system of construction for underground work at
present being carried out in New York is as follows:
Manholes at convenient distances are made in the roadway—not, as a rule, in the pavement, but just on the rise
These manholes are
of the road, and clear of the gutter.
Eelow the
circular, and are covered by a heavy iron Hd.
manhole is a bell-shaped pit S or 9 feet deep, and bricked
for
a
couple of
round, and of sufficient size at the bottom
men to stand fairly comfortably to work. Iron pipes such
as are used for water or gas, are laid in the ground from
I understand that each electric
one manhole to the next.
company will, as a rule, have a separate pipe, so that if
there are several companies running along the street, they
will each require a separate line of piping opening into the
manhole. There will, therefore, often be several pipes
entering at each side of the manhole. These pipes enter

—

the manhole at such a height as, roughly, to come between
at a
the hips and breast of a man standing on ihe bottoai
height, in fact, to bring them in a fairly convenient posiThe cables are drawn through the iron
tion for working
Branches are taken from the
pipes in the ordinary way.
manholes under the roadway and pavement to any house
between the manholes requiring current.
As regards the class of cable tvhich is being largely laid
down in these conduits, the conductor consists of seven
These are insulated by a layer
strands of No. 16 copper.
of a hard but somewhat flexible material, containing, I bewith other materials, but
ccmjunction
rubber
in
lieve, some
the complete material is cheaper than rubber used alone.
The thickness of this material surrounding the conductors

—

It somewhat resemble ebonite,
one-twelfth of an inch.
is of a consistency to stand rough usage and hard wear.
I
It will be interesting to see how it lasts in practice.
must say it seems to me a very suitable material for the
purpose for which it is intended; and as far as insulating
qualities go, I was able to see the records of tests of a good
deal that has been laid, and they were excellent, going up
The insulatto several thousands of megohms per mile.
ing material is covered with a lead pipe about one-sixteenth
of an inch thick, and containing, I believe, a percentage of
These lead-covered cables are usually jointed at each
tin.
is

and

manhole, and a little slack left on them there.
ing is done by a special system, and when it

The
is

joint-

complete

electrically the two lead tubes are drawn together over a
bit of brass tube, which protects the point of junction; they
are then "wiped" together with a hot iron like an ordinary

No doubt this work is heavy and expenplumber's joint.
sive, but it looks as if it should last when once put down.
INTERNAL WORK.

Coming now

for a

moment

to the internal

work

in build-

saw had a rough, temporary look
I
I
evidently being put up as cheaply as possible.
good,
solid work is done, but the prothat
no
do not say
portion of it to the remainder is, I fancy, a good deal
smaller than in this country.
Gas fittings are freely utilized, and I think I am correct in
stating that in the arrangement of lights the gas-fitting way
of managing things is adhered to much more closely than
in this country, where we have rather tried to avoid imitating the ordinary ways of arranging gas lights.
Turning aside for a moment, it appears to me that one
of the great wants all over the world now is. if I may so
term it, a "science of illumination." Up to and as far as
But in
providing light, we are exceedingly scientific
utilizing it when we have got it we proceed in an elemenings,

most of what

about

it,

tary and haphazard manner.
Mr. Preece has, I know, from the first paid a great deal
It
of attention to this point, and appreciated its value.
seems to me that it would really be of great practical benefit if a committee of this Institution, or some other responsible body, would accumulate some accurate or authoritative data on the subject. When once started properly, these
data would increase of themselves, and would soon form a
guide which would be exceedingly useful in drawing up
specifications and arranging to the best advantage the
lighting of either open spaces, public buildings, or private

houses.

We

all have our own indefinite notions on the subject as
the result of experience, but if they could only be put into
and I think the subject does admit of being
definite shape
put into definite shape it would, I feel sure, be a great

—

—

advantage.
Of course there are innumerable patterns of switches
and cut-outs and fittings in America, as here, but none
came to my notice showing any very brilliant conception in

Lamp sockets and fittings are generally somedesign.
larger and clumsier than with us.
The chief difference I noticed was that a switch is almost
Americans, as a
invariably included in each lamp socket,
rule, do not go to the same amount of trouble and expense
that is general here to fix switches in handy places near
doors.
If you want to light on or off, you turn it on or
off at the burner as you would do gas.

what

iRead before the London

station in Chicago, the Westinghouse station in Pittsburg,
the Thomson-Houston station in New York; and I
may add that since my return to London I have had an
opportunity of going carefully over the new Westinghouse
station in Sardinia street, Lincoln's-in-fields, the plant in

and

UNDERGROUND WORK.

_

CENTRAL STATIONS.

Coming now to central stations, those I went over were
the new arc light station in San Francisco, the Edison

ADDENBROOKE.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

which is entirely of American manufacture and pattern,
and arranged in the American manner.
I might easily have seen many
more stations, in some
cases perhaps larger and better arranged than those I did
see.
But those I did see are, I think, all typical of the
latest American work, and all were in the process of making large additions to their plant, so that they were quite
up to date
The station in San Francisco is near the railway station.
It is a large brick building, erected entirely for its present
purpose, about 250 feec long by 80 feet broad, with a ground
and two upper ftoors, and has been finished about eight
months. It is intended to provide accommodations for
about 2,000 arc lights when filled up. At present it is
It is arranged in the
furnishing current for about 600.
usual I was going to say invariable American plan of
pb'.cing the engines and boilers on the ground floor, and
arranging the dynamos, switch-boards, and electrical portion of the station on the first floor. In this instance the second floor is used as a storehouse, and for general purposes.

—

—

The boiler house forms one end of the building, and
It is arranged
for two lines
there was nothing above it.
of boilers, one on each side, one side only being filled up
at present
They face toward the center of the building,
with a large space between for coal and general working
The boilers were of the well-known water tube
purposes.
This type, varied slightly in detail by each
pattern.
maker, seems to be in general use everywhere in the States.
From the boilers the steam is led to a 650 horse power
single cylinder Corliss engine, which, by rope gearing,
I must say I was
drives a single line of counter-shafting.
surprised to find that, in a new station so large as this, and
one in which expense evidently had not been spared, the
engine was neither compound nor condensing, particularly
as there was water within a moderate distance. There was
only this one engine in the station driving all the dynamos,
though space was provided for three more as the amount
The working of the station was
of lighting increased.
therefore dependent on the single engine and line of shaftThe engine drove this line of
ing keeping in good order.
counter-shafting as I have said, the loose pulleys being on
the shafting.
At the stations I visited where countershafting was in use I was struck with the care and completeness with which means were provided for adjusting
plummer blocks and bearings in any direction. The
general idea was somewhat as follows: The plummer
block, or upright, stood in a cast iron shoe with a flat
planed bottom, through which the holding-down bolts prothe

The

jected.

holes for the holding-down bolts in the plum-

mer block were bored large so as to permit a certain movement in the block. The edges of the cast iron shoe were
turned up all round, and through these edges projected
screw bolts, the points of which touched the plummer

By loosening, then, the holding down bolts at any
and screwing or unscrewing the screw bolts as required, the block could be slewed slightly or adjusted to
Une with the greatest nicety and ease. Besides this, the
under bearing worked in guides, being kept in its place by
By worka strong screw projecting up from underneath.
ing on this screw, and on the cap of the upper bearing,
block.
time,

the height of the bearing could, of course, be adjusted with
With these means the brasses are also
great exactness.
quickly and easily replaced; while if they get warm when
the shaft is running, the bottom bearing can be slacked

New

York
in
their dynamos are on the
same floor as the line of shafting. It is, of course, a still
simpler and safer matter to do this when the dynamos are
situated almost right above the shafting, as is the general
Leather belting of the orpractice in American stations.

The Thomson-Houston company

down.
told

me

they did

this,

and

dinary description was in use, except for driving, where
I found leather beltropes are used, as I have mentioned.
ing employed at each of the stations I visited.
These long lines of counter-shafting must, of course, be
wasleful of power; still, it is worth pointing out that such
shafting runs under the best conditions when doing work
right overhead, since both the dead strain and the running
strain on the belts to the dynamos tend to lift the line of
counter-shafting, which, therefore, if the weight is properly
adjusted, must run very lightly in its bearings.
The method of driving from underneath is also economical in belting, since the weight of the belt hanging on the
dynamo pulley causes it to have a good grip, and permits
The belts pass up to the
of a short length being used.
dynamos through holes in the floor, the holes being elongated to permit the belt being tightened, if necessary, by
screwing the dynamo along on its bed rails.
In each of the stations I visited in America the upper
floor carrying the dynamos was entirely of wood, strongly
made, and supported from underneath at intervals by stout
wooden uprights, but still of wood.
The weight of the floor in the San Francisco station is
entirely supported by the wooden uprights, being only
at the old
I was informed that
steadied at the sides.
station in San Francisco, worked by the same company,
and which, I understood, was supplying about 1,200 arc
from the
lights, a good deal of trouble was experienced
vibrating
floor, w^hich was fi.xed to the walls, and which,
with the motion of the machinery, shook the brickwork.
I found the vibration on these wooden floors less than I
anticipated, considering the amount of machinery on them;
but, of course, the motion of a good dynamo is very even,
and if the joints on the belt are neatly made there is no
jerking.

In

Brush
circuit

San Francisco station all the machines were
From 50 to 60 lights in series on one
60-lighters.
seems to be about the general rule for lighting in

this

America when any number of lights is required. As all
the machines are run from the same counter-shafting, and
at the same speed, whatever work they may be doing, it is
necessary to provide an automatic regulator to adjust the
current through the field magnets for each machine when
doing less than its normal output. On the other hand, if
the circuit is a verj' long one and I was told some of the
circuits at San Francisco are as much as
13 or 14 miles
the number of lamps on the circuit must be reduced to
compensate for the extra resistance. These Brush dynamos were all mounted on short iron columns about g inches
high, so that they were lifted entirely from the floor.
I
was told that this arrangement was found very handy for
keeping the machines clear and free from dirt, and for inspecting them.
I did not notice much diff^erence between
the machines and those turned out by our friends on this
side of the water, and the style of the workmanship seemed
to be about the same,
A light overhead trolley, with lifting gear, ran overhead so that it could quickly be brought
over any machine, and I was informed that should a machine go wrong they could replace an armature in half an
hour.
In the older station in San Francisco a large number of Thomson-Houston machines are used, but Brush
machines only are employed in the new station, as they
find the Brush armature is more easily replaced, and is so
much the easier of the two to repair, if anything goes
wrong.
It is worthy of note in
this connection that the
latest advices from America inform us that the ThomsonHouston company has bought the Brush works at Cleveland, Ohio, and, therefore, presumably the ThomsonHouston company will in the future control this interest as
well as their own.
From the dynamos the mains are led to a long, narrow
shelf, where are fixed the resistances and indicating instruments for each machine
The mains next proceed to the
switch-board, which is of the plug pattern
brass plugs,
with boxwood handles, united by a flexible insulated cord.
All the flooring being of wood, as it is in each of the
stations I saw, and being kept clean and dry, the risk of
getting a bad shock is not great, except by shunting the
current through oneself, or getting in series with a main
which are not ordinary accidents.
At San Francisco the motor business is steadily increasing, and forms a welcome addition to the revenue of the
station without a very great additional expenditure.
I will now go on to the Edison station in Chicago. There
is no necessity to describe
it
at length, as the plans on
which Edison stations are constructed have been published
over and over again.
The boilers, which are situated on the ground floor, are
of the water-tube pattern
Heine arrangement. In this
pattern, which seems to be a good deal used, the tubes are
much more nearly horizontal than in the well-known Babcock and Wilcox type. All the tubes come into a large flat
box at each end. and there are small manholes in the boxes
opposite the ends of the tubes for getting at them.
These
flat boxes are prevented from expanding with the pressure
by tubular stays, which pass right through them and are
expanded in their places. These small tubes ser\'e as blowholes for directing a jet of steam on the upper side of the
tubes to clear them of ashes.
They are kept plugged up
with a stopper under ordinary' circumstances to prevent the
gases coming through.
These boilers had a damper projecting downward in the furnace opening for directing the
draught over the surface of the coal when firing, to cause
more complete combustion and prevent smoke. This damper may have been of some use for the purpose, but it certainly made it a difficult operation to fire properly.
The engines were also in the basement, in the next room
to the boilers.
They were of the ordinary ArmingtonSims pattern, single cylinder, and neither compound nor
condensing.
There was one to each dynamo, the dynamos
being situated overhead on the floor above. The dynamos
were of the ordinary Edison pattern for, I think, 1,500
lights each.
Everything was very neatly arranged in the
dynamo room, the current being conveyed about by large
copper bars. The walls were simply lined with resistances
and indicators for the different circuits. In fact, the place
gave one rather the impression of a wholesale clock store,
though the attendant informed me they did not have much
difficulty in keeping their resistances properly adjusted.
All the mains are underground, on the three-wire system.
Indeed, there is a good deal of underground work in Chicago, the telephone company also having a large number
of cables buried.
The next station I visited was that of the Westinghouse
company at Pittsburg. It is situated in a large building
of the warehouse type, quite in the center of the town.
The boilers here are of the water-tube type, but heated
by natural gas instead of coal. This natural gas is brought
in pipes to the town from a distance of thirty-five miles.
The company who own the line of piping of which, by
the way, George Westinghouse is also president— sell this
gas to manufactories, etc., at a rate which is nearly equivalent to the cost of coal, so that, although the convenience
is great
in using it, the economy is not so large as might
at first be anticipated.
Work at the Pittsburg station was in the first instance
begun with two Corliss single cylinder engines of the ordinary type, driving onto a line of countershafting; but this
method of working has not been extended, and one of
The next additions
these engines has since been removed.
to the station consisted of Westinghouse standard engines
of 2501. h. p., driving 2,500-light alternating dynamos.
These engines stand on square blocks of concrete and masonry; the blocks for this sized engine are about 7x5 feet.
The last additions are of the ne v type of Westinghouse
compound engine. From a power point of view, as well as
from an electric lighting point of view, the station has there-

—

—

—

—

fore something of historical interest.

had an opportunity of going careWestinghouse engine factory with
Ralph Bagley, the vice-president and manager, and of seeing all the details of construction of each of the different

While

fully

in Pittsburg I

through the

types of engines.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
The Westinghouse Company make three styles of engine,
each worked by a piston valve and single eccentric.
The standard t>-pc is so well known that I will not say
anything about it. In it as you are probably aware the
steam valve is between the cylinders and set at a slight
angle to them, while the cylinders are set rather over their
work, and not directly in a vertical line above the crankshaft.

and new compound engines are on somewhat
different lines to the standard, while the main principles involved are nearly the same.
In these two later types the

The

junior

piston valve ties horizontally along the top of the cylinder
heads.
It is operated bya single eccentric working outside
the engine case in a vertical direction, the motion being
changed to a horizontal one, by means of an L piece attached to the engine case bya hinge.
The whole movement is of simple character and works exceedingly well. In
fact, there are practically no more working parts in the
compound engine than in the junior or the standard twocylinder patterns, and the one is as simple as the other.
The standard type has now stood the test of several years'
work ver\' satisfactorily, and there is no room to doubt that
the compound engine, constructed in the same shops
by the same method as the standard engine, will wear at
least as well.
The makers* tests show exceedingly good

md

results for this compound engine— viz., from iS^ pounds
to igi pounds of water per brake h.
p. hour with condenser, and from 24 pounds to 25 i pounds without condenser.
I saw the testing apparatus in the makers' shops and engines undergoing their test prtparatory to deliver}', and
feel perfectly confident that the figures given by the makers
are thoroughly reliable.
I will not describe this engine more fully, although to do so
would probably elicit an interesting discussion, as it would
be wandering from the subject of ray paper. On the other
hand, the remarks I have made are not intended to compare the Westinghouse compound engine with any other
engine of at all similar type, but rather to draw the attention
of electrical engineers to the fact that there are now, at any
rale, two large firms of the highest repute turning out this
class of engine, and ready to guarantee economy and efficiency on a par with Corliss engines.
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At 9 o'clock this morning
Bostcn had no communication with any points in Maine.
New Hampshire and X'erniDnt, and the Western Union had

Edward La

S. Caldwell,

Salle.

O. H. Schramme, J.

W.

Mason, M. E. Bates, W. W. Smith, M. D. Wood, H. C.
Sprague and George M. Myers of Kansas City; Mr. Atterbury. .'\. IL Reese, and D. R. Russell of St. Louis; A. W.
Malborn, Ft. S:ott, and

At a meeting of the

Thomas

local executive

Officer,

A. Ross.

Edward La

Salle,

Council Bluffs.

committee the

ing additional committees were appointed:

dite matters.

The

to the

deny himself

to

Sing Sing prison yesterday by a committee

Van

companies incensed against

the illuminating

this destruction, but

ting a sufficient

co.npeIled

is

laboratory

his

execution machines were tested at the

electrical

at

fell.

in that

unable to give proper attention to his experiments."

needs the

poles

down

laid

they have been so numerous lately he has been

visitors, as

that there would be

On

contem-

So many persons have been calling on Mr. Edison that
he was obliged to post up a sign at

illuminating companies suffering, but the whole city, which

Not only are

is

thoroughfare some time ago will not be revived.

Brunt, which dissolves the injunction obtained by the electric

road through Fulton street

plated, but the electrical conduit system

The grand jurj- handed down a presentment fome time
ago stigmatizing the Hoard of Electrical Control as incompetent, but

Work

of a majority

railway, giving

taken

This was referred

cal electricians."

toward the construction of an electric belt railway
to the Metropolitan in size and cost.
upon the road will begin within a month; the consent

,

of

The

to be familiar with insurance matters

Kan

system, second only

and never used are

on Broadway is still under discussion and
scheme is an overhead cable system. Three other

the time required in the fran-

presented before the city council.

Light,

so chosen; one on each side

si.\

regard to danger and

in

of

1S90

4,

company.
For eight months past Amos Mordis, a citizen of Hutchinson, Kan., and a railroad contractorof great
experience,
has been working quietly in this city and in Kansas City,

under consideration by the Board of
Aldermen, but no action has yet been taken. The revival

economy

latter, as to

seven experts, three to be chosen by each company and the
seventh to ue chosen by the

Edison

it

systems were

investigation which the

the

The

"to be conducled by a board of

is

A

safety of electric wires.

pleaded not guilty.

cDnsumers.

carries a wire of

Linemin Clausen's widow was given at
Hardman Hall and over f 200 was realized.
The novelty
of the entertainment was a short address pertaining to in-

company, placing the "converter system" of the former
to the

that

benefit for

drawn

and safety

pipe

Manhattan company into the cellar of a store at the
corner of Twenty-ninth street and Sixth avenue was so
filled with gas as to blow out the wooden plug and an explosion was obviated only through the prompt efforts of
the owner of the store.
He tore off the covers of the coal
holes and let out the gas into the street.
the

sent a formal challenge to the Edison Electric Illuminating

against the "direct system"

his

Halstead, and Orrin A. Halstead, defendants with William

Illuminating

Electric

Judge Lawrence reserved

in authority.

decision.

asserted that electric lighting

could be conducted without them.

The United

premises, and there was no occasion to go further and pro-

duce a clash

subject of electric

the

suggested that a law be enacted

prohibiting the use of electric

destroy

Notes.

— Last Monday

York, December

January

On

follow-

finance, C.

George M. Myers of Kansas

H. Reese, D. R. Russell, St, Louis. On printH. C. Sprague, W. W. Smith, Ira
C. Ilubbeli, Kansas City.
"Through to Argentine" is the banner that hangs on the
A trial trip was
electric cars at Sixteenth and Bell streets.
recently made.
The track was in fine condition, and the
run to the Twenty-fourth street bridge, over a mile, was
made in five minutes, and Argentine reached in seven
minutes more.
When Argentine was reached the entire
city turned out, and cheered the car when it appeared.
After a stay of a few minutes the party on board the car
returned, making the home run in eleven minutes.
The
entire line was in perfect running order.
There are nine

damage was done
many New England

no wires

New

New

B;;dford

York,

either

for

The trunk

New

as

The Boston

to-day as

satisfactory

if

City; A.

storm, a result due to the elVicient system

ing and publications,

telephone

cars on the electric road, six running through to Argentine,

and three

to

Armourdale.

to Argentine,

is

made

in

The

run from Kansas City, Mo.,

Through
Manager McCarly the Ar-

about thirty minutes.

the push and energy of General

gentine extension has been completed and cars are running

conduits

Hrookline and Cambridge

the

guished, leavin ;the streets

were blown down

electric

telephone

underground

of

lights

darkness.

in

th^ Pos-

there had been no

company.

by the

used

with Fall River.
lines of

Canada and the West

\'ork,

escaped with very slight damage.
is

in

commercial or general

cut off

also

and Newport.

Telegraph company to

service

and telegraph wires

cities.

Communication was

use.

tal

to

to telephone

at .Salem, Lowell, Fall

In parts of

were extin-

Electric

wires

River and

New-

and the lUachmont station on the Boston &
Revere electric railroad was blown down and demolished.

port,

worthy of note

It is

that,

notwithstanding the unusual vio-

lence of the gale, not a single wire of the

West End

Street

Railway company's overhead construction was disturbed
the least,

and no interruption

in

to trafiic occurred.

The long expected decision of the Lowell board of aldermen upon the petition of the two horse railroads in that city
to use the
this

overhead single

morning.

on about four miles of
ditions,

pany

trolley

Tlie right to use
line

system
the

was announced

single trolley system

was granted, certain rigid conupon the railroad com-

however, being imposed

The

petition asked

for

the

right to use the single
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on

trolley

the horse railroad lines in the city, but per-

all

mission to do this was not granted.

Mayor Hart is making

now

price

a determined effort to reduce the

paid by the city for

the advice

experts as to the cost of arc light-

several

of

he has held two conferences

ing,

After taking

arc lights.

its

the companies which have

with representatives of

Dudley cable road case, may have some bearing
on the council's action. It reads: "The council has no
authority to grant any company the right to operate a cable

The law under which

or electric line."

pany's charter was granted says

it

shall

the present

com-

use animal power.

This case has gone to the Supreme Court.

M.

view to securing a reduction in their bids.

bids so far

made have been

THE ELECTRIC

All

and the advertising
is due, the mayor
of his investigations on

rejected,

for bids not to exceed 40 cents per light

says, in part at least to the result

The matter will be settled next
when any new bids must be put in. It

LIGHT.

The

plant of the Fremont Gas Light company has been
sold to the Fremont Electric Light company. The amount
paid was $41,000.

his recent western trip.

Monday, the time
is

expected that two companies will present bids for the 40

The Key

City electric railway at Dubuque, la., operated
by the Sprague system, was succesfully started on Decem-

ber 24.

The city council of Boone, la., has been asked to grant
the local street railway company the right to run its cars by
electric

submitted bids for lighting the

city with a

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

in the old

Belvidere, 111., is about to establish an electric light
plant.
The central station will be equipped with Westinghouse alternating current apparatus for a capacity of 750

power.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Merrill
Electric Street Railway company.
Nothing will be done
this winter, except to contract for the material.
The construction of the road next year is assured it is said.

The directors of the Milwaukee City Railway company
have decided to employ electricity on their entire line.
The cost of the change will reach the sum of $400,000.
The change will not be completed before next fall. The
work will be commenced shortly.

cent limit.

lights.

The open winter is most favorable to the plans of the
West End Street Railway company to push forward the
construction of their new power station and overhead lines.
Hundreds of men are at work daily on the Central power

At a recent meeting of the Muscatine, la,, city council
William Bowen was granted a franchise to operate an

street railway line at Atchison, Kan.
line as it is until April, when he expects

electric light plant in the city.

for operation

The city council of Sheboygan, Mich., has awarded to
the Thomson-Houston company a contract for city light-

setting the poles

though

station,

work so

of the

all

and the

of piles,

It

on

the ground and set up in

& Seymour
is

compound con-

300-horse power

Four of these
Thomson-Houston compound

being put in place to-day.

generators are belted

wound generators

12

to

of

the

usual type, while the No.

5

en-

new type which have
just been received from the Thomson-Houston factory.
These are 4-pole compound wound machines with Gramme
ring armatures.
The commutators are of very large
gine will drive three

generators of a

diameter, and there are four carbon brushes for each arma-

These machines are to a

ture.

certain extent experimen-

tal.

Thomson Euro-

purchaser of the

It is reported that the

pean Electric Welding company's patents

the City of

is

London Contract corporation, the purchaser of
Louis breweries, and other industrial enterprises

the St.
in this

country.

George

W.

Mansfield of the Thomson-Houston Electric

company's railway department, gave a very interesting
Wells Memorial Hall, on "Electric

lecture last evening at

Street Cars."

F. C. Child read a paper before the Boston Electric club
last

Monday

night,

River to overhaul the electric wires in that

and suggest the best methods

defects,

city, to

report

stringing the

for

wires.

On

Tuesday,

tlie

day before Christmas, the receipts of the

West End Railway company

for

passenger

its

traffic

were

$ig,ooo as against ^iS.ooo for the corresponding day one

Taking the average

year ago.

passenger at

receipts per

4.961 cents, as given in the company's last annual report,
this gives as the total

number

passengers carried

of

last

Tuesday, 383,000. This is almost exactly 100,000 more
than the average daily traffic for the year ending September 30th

O. H. M.

last.

Indianapolis,

A company

28.

—At

ital, and that
the spring.

The carbon setters of the Allegheny County Electric
Light company of Pittsburgh left their places on a strike a
short time ago.
The company and the men had a meetand the controversy was adjusted.

ing,

The

Electric Light company of Hays City, Kan., has
concluded to enlarge its plant by adding a 500 light Thomson-Houston incandescent dynamo, and a 50 horse power
Westinghouse engine. The work will be completed within thirty days.

withdrawn.

be

charter,

that the press of the city

He

extension of the

and amended

in

life

a

ex-

up

called

original ordi-

the street car

or other power

animal

reason

to granting an

The matter was

way that little of the
The amendments allow

to use either

mainder of the

as

such a

nance remained.

company

assigned

was opposed

tension on the terms named.

for the re-

company to keep the
roadway when double

of the charter, the

streets in repair for sixteen feet of
is

street rail-

letter

the ordinance as prepared, asking for an

track

of

used and for eight feet

in the case of single track

be responsible for any damage resulting
used; to put up wire in such a

way

;

to

the

begin work in

The ordinance was passed

passed the ordinance,

as amended.

amended by the

as

council, without opposition.

Mr. Schaffer declines
will do.

The

to say at present

general opinion

is

that

dinance and go ahead preparing for
electric

it

what
will

the

his

company

accept the orintroduction of

motors in the spring.
one of the judges of the Superior Court,

A decision by

new Westinghouse

The Light & Water company of Tacoma
its old to its new power house.

plant from

arc

light

is

moving

its

The demand

for lights has increased so great that recently the company
had to build a larger power house in order to supply the
demands. The company has two plants at present, and
These two
they will be located in the new quarters.
The
plants are for arc lights and the incandescent lights.
company now have over 500 arc lights in the city, and
there will soon be about 5,000 incandescent lights, varj'ing
from ten to fifty candle power.

The electric light has found a curious use in Russia,
Thus
viz., for illuminating saintly images in cathedrals.
a magnificent figure of the Madonna, just placed in the
Alexander Newsky monastery, loaded with precious metals
and gems of immense value, stands glitteringly in the focus
of an electric beam, which is also the cass with the "Kasan"
From near and afar thouMadonna in St. Petersburg.
sands make pilgrimages to these shrines. It has been decided to so illuminate the ancient monastery of St. Ursula
at Olmutz, the first instance on record cf its use exclusively
monastery.

-

Electric company has closed a conwith the Willamette Falls Electric company of PortThe Portland corporation intends to light the
land, Ore.
streets and houses of that city, and will establish a central
station plant and equip it with Westinghouse alternating
current machinery for a capacity of 6,000 incandescent and
The central station it is proposed to erect
100 arc lamps.
at Willamette Falls, a distance of twelve miles from Portland, as the company wishes to utilize water power in the
From the station the
generation of the electric current.
current is to be carried to a branch station in the city, and
from here it is to be distributed. Owing to the long distance the current is to be carried previous to its distribution, the Westinghouse company will make special appaThe
ratus capable of generating a current of 4,000 volts.
arc light machine chosen by the Portland company is that

electric motor.

and stretching

He

will operate the

to

will

have

put

men

it

at

ready

work

the wires at once.

understood that the enterprise is backed by ample capit is to be a go.
Operations are to begin in

A

Springfield, Mass., paper says: "The proposed electric
railroad between Athol Highlands and
Orange has
taken shape so far as to have begun the formation of a corporation.
President W. G. Benedict of the Boston & Revere Electric railroad, and Mr. Ferguson of the Thomson-

Houston company have been in town, and say that outside
is available if a local corporation can be formed to
secure a charter and the necessary franchises.'
capital

Among

the charters recently filed with the secretary of
Topeka, Kan., was one incorporating the Electric
Railway, Light & Power company.
The incorporators
were D. C. Metsker, R. R. Moore, A. B. Wolverton, D.
The company was organO. McCray and W. E. Sterne.
ized by electing W. E. Sterne president, and D. C. Metsker secretary, treasurer and general manager.
The capital
is placed at $150,000, divided into 1,500 shares of
The company is organized for the purpose of
constructing an electric railway at Sedalia, Mo.

stock

$100 each.

The electric railway at Rochester, N. Y., has proven so
popular that other enterprises of the same character are
now contemplated.
A stock company with a capital of
$So,ooo has just been formed to construct an electric road
from Ontario Beach to Manitou Beach, a distance of seven
These points are summer resorts within easy reach
miles.
of Rochesterians, and the projectors of the new enterprise are confident of success.
A double track will be
constructed, and an overhead system introduced. The new
company hopes to have the line in operation at the opening
of the season.

A

resident of Spokane Falls, Wash.,

who was

in

Chicago

week, said: "That the town is growing so rapidly in
spite of the present disadvantage is an indication that it is
The immense water power of the
the place for a big city.
last

which far surpasses the power at Minneapolis, is being used to run dynamos. Electricity for power is beipg used
all over the city.
It is cheaper to have an electric motor
The >treet cars are run with electhan a steam engine.
tricity and the whole town is lighted with arc and incandescent lights.
The power is practically unlimited, and
electricity can be generated for almost nothing."
falls,

A Minneapolis Sunday paper says: The electric motor
south line will begin running
The company has had its men emto-morrow, probably.
ployed in running the cars for some little time, and the
men are now well acquainted with their workings. Three
cars took the members of the city council out on a trip yesterday morning, leaving the postoffice at 11 o'clock and
arriving at the Thirty-fourth street terminus in 16 minutes
All of the aldermen were
after the time of departure.
highly delighted with the new style of locomotion, and
have no doubts about its success if the obstacles of snow
and ice can be overcome.
cars on the Fourth avenue

A Kansas City paper says: "A trial trip has been made
on the Argentine extension of the Metropolitan company's
The trip proved a success in every
electric street railway.
At two o'clock car No. Su filled with
sense of the word.
street railway officials, started to make the first trip on the
new line. The trip to and from Argentine, a distance of
four miles, was made in twenty-three minutes and everySome trouble was anticipated
thing worked to perfection.
at the several curves and grades, but when the train reached
without
any difficulty whatever.
these points it sped along
As the train rolled into Argentine it was welcomed by a
large

crowd of enthusiastic

citizens

who had

collected

on

brought out by the Westinghouse company, and the
number of lights is to run from one machine.

Regular trains will be
the streets awaiting its arrival.
placed in operation and will run ten minutes apart.''

The Omaha Bee says of the electric light masts in CounBluffs: "The two eighty-foot electric light masts, locat-

It is expected that within a month work will began on a
great electric belt railway system of this city and Kansas
Amos Mardis of
City, Kan., says a Kansas City paper.
Hutchinson, Kan., has been interesting capitalists in this
for some months, and among those who are in the syndicate are T. E. Bullene, L. R. Moore and Geo. Sheidley.
The new line will start at Tenth and Wyandotte, with the
Tenth street line extended from the Main street line to
Wyandotte, extend thence north to Fourth and thence to
the river, on land which has been reclaimed for that purThe river will be bridged so as to let the road into
pose.
Kansas City, Kan., on Seventh street, and on that to the
Quindar boulevard. The line will also take in Armourdale, crossing the Kaw on the old county bridge, running
on around to again cro.«s the Kaw south of Kingan's packing house, and coming back over the bluff, entering WyanThe line will cover twelve miles
dotte street at the north.
and will cost with the bridge, $600,000. The line will run

just

entire

ed

in

from the acceptance of the ordinance, in case
motors are used, and to have five miles of road in

The aldermen

of the

cial election is illegal.

to

sixty days
electric

dynamo

A dispatch from Jamestown, N. Y., says: Several weeks
ago at a special election, a proposition to bond the city in
the sum of $25,000 for a municipal electric light plant was
The council, on petition of citizens, ordered
voted down.
another election, which was held to-day, and those favorIf an attempt is made
ing bonding won by 39 majority.
to issue bonds the matter will go into the courts, as the
local electric light company contends that the second spe-

to interfere with

center of streets for holding conductors;

operation in iSgo.

first

system was sold to the East End Electric Light company
of Pittsburg, Pa.
G. P. Shane, the secretary of the latter
company, stated a few days ago that the running of the
machine has so far been exceptionally even and without a
fault, whether operating a short circuit or its maximum caThe machine is a 60 light dynamo.
pacity of lamps.

cil

as not

by

state at

The

in case electricity is

the telephone company's circuits; to put iron poles

has purchased the

It is stated that arrangements have been completed with
a party of Eastern capitalists for the construction of a complete system of electric street railways in Lincoln, Neb. The
particulars in the case have not yet been made public, but
it is

alternating machine.

tract

session

recent

a

from Superintendent Schaffer of the
Street Railway company, in which he asked that

roads read a

for electric lighting was formed in Lynchsome time ago, and the power house is now sufadvanced to receive one 750 light Westinghouse

The Westinghouse

chairman of the committee on

city council the

Citizens"

Dec.

be erected by local cap-

ficiently

in a

Indianapolis, Ind.

will

la.,

He

burg, Va.,

on the "Loss of Power by Radiation of

Heat from Steam Pipes."
Capt. Edward Brophy of the New England Insurance
exchange, has been engaged by Mayor Jackson of Fall

A plant

ing at I90 per lamp.
italists.

going

is

In the temporary plant near by the No.

the early spring.

densing engine

driving

expected that two of the 1,000-

is

horse power engines will be

Mcintosh

done has been below
foundations

laying of concrete

forward every day.

5

far

Excavation work, the

the surface of the ground.

John Webber of Des Moines,

in the

southern part of the city a short time ago by the
were lighted last evening for the first time.
five feet in the ground, which brings. the

city council,

The

poles are set
lights seventy-six
On
the street.
Sperry arc lights,

feet

and eight inches above the level of
is
placed two 2,000-candle power

each

and the

result of last evening's experiTwo
systein will be a success.
of these masts take the place of a 150 foot tower and four
and a larger territory is illuminated much more
lights,
The light is thrown fully six blocks, and the
brilliantly.
space near the masts is more brightly lighted than the same

ment showed

that the

new

As the cost is much less
distance from one of the towers.
than a tower, the new method bids fair to entirely supplant
President Wright of the electric light
the tower lights.
company was immensely pleased with the result, and the
citizens who reside in that part of the city are jubilant."
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parallel wiih ihc Metropolitan, but will have the advantage
of connecting Kansas City, Kan., and Armourdale.

The following is from a Cleveland paper: The most inspiring sight that has greeted the eyes of the street car
patrons for some time was the recent exhibition of the
Woodland \ West Side company's storage battery. It
was the first trip from Wilson avenue to the lx)rain street
terminus, and the trial bad been anticipated with lively inThere was no lest of speed, but the object was to
terest.
try the power in a trip of half a dozen miles, and to ascertain whether any defect would be developed in such a trial.
The lest proved a most gratifyin-; success. The motor
followed the horse car thai 'eft the barns at Woodland and
Wilson avenues

at 9:52 o'clock.

Incandescent lights were

displayed outside at the ends of the car. and the inThe car reached
terior was also illuminated by electricity.
Kank street al 11:19 o'clock, two minutes behind the schedule time, and the horse car was ahead by more than a
block, but it was easily overtaken just west of the viaduct
draw. The experimental car is an old one which has been
If this test was an ordinary perfitted up for the trial.
formance, the system will probably be adopted by the West
It is said that if the
Side & Woodland Avenue company.
company adopts the battery the road will be equipped with
cars twenty feet in length, and that no tow cars will be
used.

The Rochester, N. V., Sunday Herald speaks to the
point when it says: "Citizens of Rochester are manifesting
considerable interest in

the subject of

more rapid surface

under the management of the new street
The only methods that have elsewhere

transit in this city

car company.

proven to be superior to horses are the cable and the elecTaxpayers who have taken the trouble to
tric systems.
make an independent investigation of these two methods
are not slow in giving their preference to electricity as a
The laying of a cable means a bad tearing up of
motor.
the streets, and it is claimed that East Main street bridge
would be weakened by cutting into it sufficiently to put
Especially diffidown a cable for street car propulsion.
cult would it be also to cross the canal by the cable system.
With electric wires, however, it would be an easy matter to
span the canal crossings and there would be very little
tearing up of the streets, in fact not more than enough to
The new company's committee is
set poles near the curb.
busily engaged on the subject of a motor that will give
the
cars
and
do away with horses. The men
more speed to
who have that matter in hand are charged to make their
If they consult
examination very thorough and complete.
the wishes of a majority of the citizens they will not attempt
to introduce the cable system here, because, as the feelings
of taxpayers now stand, such a plan would meet with very
determined opposition."

THE TELEPHONE.
Pittsburgh Telephone company proposes to institute suits against the Allegheny Electric
against
the company operating the
and
Light company
The allegations are that
electric railway in Allegheny.
the electric light svires are insecurely fastened, and that
they fall across the circi:its of the telephone company and
burn out instruments. It is alleged also that a I'fge number of telephones have been rendered useless by noises
arising from the proximity of the railway wires.
It is stated that the

THE TELEGRAPH.
following was sent by a correspondent of a daily
paper in the City of Mexico: "An English company recently made an offer for the government telegraph lines, which
was refused. The same company now asks for the concession of a line to the Gautemalan frontier, with branches
It also proposes to esthrough the country east and west.
tablish lines throughout Central America."

The

January

50-horse power boiler for the ice factory at Corpus Christi,

pump and receiver in Kansas
and leather link belt to the llolden, Mo., electric
plant, and the St. Louis Smelting ^: Refining company.

by T. R. Tobin, contractor and builder, of Seattle, Wash.,
for $6,483 damages for wrongly transmitting a message.
A telegram addressed to Tobin slating that "Sallie (his
wife) sailed Saturday" was given to the company for delivery, and when Tobin received it the dispatch read "Salfew days later however, Tobin relie died Saturday."
ceived information that his wife had sailed for Tacoma.
Plaintiff had two contracts when he received the misleading message, which he had to give up because of his inability to attend to them on account of the shocking news,
and owing to his loss, tbgether with the mental anguish
endured, he demands satisfaction in the above amount.

A

The women of the Russian telegraph service are raising
a great outcry in the press against the hardship of the law
in force in Russ'a that they may only marry telegraphists,
and that, too, only those who are engaged at the same
station, the official idea being that they thereby, in case of
need, would be able to take the places of their husbands. A
young Russian woman writes to a Novgorod paper: "I
have, therefore, if I do not choose to forfeit my situation,
first to fall in love with an electrical swain, then to manage
that he falls in love with me; next to arrange that he is
This is a hard task for a girl
transferred to my station.
who is riveted fourteen hours every day to her apparatus
her
and doei not wish to lose
p ttance of 720 roubles a
year."

^_„_^_^^^^^^
Business Mention.

Electric company of 45 Hroadway, New
York, has just issued a handsomely illustrated catalogue
descriptive of its electric light system.

The Easlon

The Pond Engineering company will furnish a complete
steam plant of 75-horse poa-er for Murphysboro, 111. The
company has shipped a 150-horse power Atmington ^\; Sims
engine to the Edison Electric Illuminating company of
New Orleans, making the sixth engine furnished the comThe Pond Engineering company is furnishing a
pany.

iSgo

New

York.

Electrical Patents.

Texas, an automatic feed

Issued Dec. 24, 1889.

(.'ity,

The Wainwright

Manufacturing

company

of Roston,
have furnished the following electrical plants with our corrugated copper tube feed water heaters recently: Canada
Electric company. Nova Scotia; Edison Electric Light company, Philadelphia; North Attleboro Steam & Electric

company. Mass.

Marr Construction company, Mass.
Lewiston Electric Light \ Heat company, 111.; Bel'ast
Electric Light company, Maine;
>enver Tramway company, Colo.
'.reensburg Electric Light company, Ind.
The company reports ihat business is rushing in heaters,
condensers, expansion joints and separators.
;

1

417.7^2.

Electric

Cam.

Henry

Prentiss,

S.

N. Y.

By

invention a device fi.xed upon a shaft is
caused to close the electric circuit but once during two
revolutions of the shaft.
this

Device for Suspending Electric Conductors.
1 1. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.
Time-Distributer for Electric Clocks.
Louis

417.747-

Sidney
4'7.753.

II. Spellier, Philadelphia,

(

Pa.

;

John G. Royd of the (^ueen City Electric company of
Cincinnati, O., has been booming the business of that
company recently in St. Louis, Mo.
In addition to the
eleven motors previously placed there, Mr. Royd has recently consummated sales for incandescent lighting plants
as follows: Mound Coffin company, 150 lights; Hall &

Rrown Wood Working Machine Manufacturing company,
150 lights; Logeman Chair Manufacturing company, 168
Campbell Manufacturing company, loi-^ lights. The

lights;

construction work for these plants has been done all in accordance with the recently perfected New England niles;
nothing smaller than a No. i6 wire is used in any case, and
all cleats dipped in P.
B. paint.
The Davis dynamo is
rapidly forging its way to the front and the Queen City
Electric company is compelled to run its factory all night to
keep pace with the demands.
i.\:

The

following letter has been received from A. F. Elundell, receiver of the Midland Electric company of Omaha,
Neb.: ''The business of the Midland Electric company has
this day been placed in my hands as receiver appointed by
By way of making a brief exthe United States court.
planation as to what has led to this rtsult, I would say that
since the business of this company was placed in my hands
last April, when I was appointed general manager, our
books show that we have been doing a very profitable business, but the burden of old indebtedness I finally found
was more than we could longer carry. The company at
present, aside from the old affairs, is in a prosperous condition, having a number of outstanding contracts which
will none of them pay less than a net profit of 25 per cent.,
and in many cases exceed this amount. They have made a
reputation for good and reliable work, the principal employes are thoroughly practical and experienced men and
hard workers. With a little time the business can be
All
cleared up in a manner satisfactory to all concerned.
bills for goods hereafter ordered by me as receiver will be
paid when due. payment being secured by the LInited
States court through my bondsmen."

The

Ball

Engine company

of

Erie, Pa.,

made

fol-

New

one 35-horse power engine;
Trinidad Electric Light company, Trinidad, Colo., one
loo-horse power engine; Edison Electric Illuminating
company. Paterson, N. L, one 150-horse power engine;
The Boulder Electric Ligtit company, Boulder, Colo., one
Preservloo-borse power engine; Garden City Packing
ing company, Chicago, III., one 80-horse power engine;
Paterson Electric Light company, Paterson, N. J., one 100horse power engine; Gottfreid-Kreuger Brewing company,
Newark, \. J., one 80-horse power engine; Ellensburg
Electric Light company, Ellensburg, Wash., one loo-horse
power engine; Jas. Ilearn & Son, New York, N. V., one
60-horse power engine; Bellingham Bay Improvement company, Sehome, Wash., one So-horse power engine; Lebanon Electric Light company, Lebanon, Pa., one lOo-horse
power engine; Citi:^ens' Electric Light company, Covington, Ky., one loc-horse power engine; Republican Publishing company, Denver, Colo., one Oo-horse power engine; D. C. Spruance, Ballston Spa, N. V., one Go-horse
power engine; Athens Gas Light company, Athens, Ga.,
one 60-horse power engine; Buffalo Brewing company,
Sacramento, Cal., one 35-horsc power engine; Richardson
Smith, Moore
Company, Snow Hill, ^Id., one 50-horse
power engine; Edison Electric Illuminating company, Paterson, N. J., one So horse power engine; Poughkeepsie
N. Y., one 100ICIectric Light company, Poughkeepsie,
horse power engine; Schuyler Electric Light company,
Hudson, Mich., one fio-horse power engine; 11. II, Brown,
Denver. Colo., one So-horse power engine; H. il. Brown.
Canon City, Colo., one f»o-horse power engine; Crook,
Horner
Company. Baltimore, Md., one 35-horse power
engine; Edison Electric Illuminating company, Brooklyn,
N. Y., one 250-horse power engine; Ueidsville Cotton Mill
company, Reidsville, N. C, one 200-horse power engine;
R. Mugge, Tampa, Fla., one loo-horse power engine;
Norwalk iV L. S., Norwalk l-'.lectric Light company,
Norwalk, Ct., one So-horse power engine.

company.

Castle,

Pa.,

iS:

i\:

Personal Mention.
John Hooper, a director in the Anglo-American Electric
company, died at his home in New \'ork city last week.
Robert T. Lozier of the Leonard i\: I/ard company's
New \"ork on a business and pleas-

s'afT of engineers, is in

ure

trip.

Automatic Circuit Closer,
fohn von dcr RamYork, N. Y.
Device for Demagnetizing Watches.
417,763.
Francis
J. Whillon, Boston, Mass.
Incandescent-Lamp
417.787.
Socket.
James W. Packard, New York, N. Y.
Incandescent-Lamo Socket, fames W. Pack417.788.
ard, New York, N. Y.
417,75s.
mer,

New

Incandescent Electric Lamp. James W. PackNew York. N. Y.
This lamp is designed for high resistance circuits.
The second claim reads:
"In an incandescent electric lamp, the combination
of the main bulb, together with the tubular portion or
lip inserted and sealed in the end of the bulb, the inner end of said tubular portion being open, and one
or more hooks on the inner end of said tubular por-

417. 7Sg.
ard.

tion."

Armature for Electric Machines. Albert Schmid,
417,794.
Allegheny, and Nikola Tesla, Pittsburg.
The core is composed of plates of magnetizable material separated by insulation; these plates are provided with diverging slots for receiving the armature
conductors, and an opening to the exterior of the
plate at the origin of the diverging slots.
Galvanic Battery.
417,814.
York, N. Y.

Patrick

B.

New

Delany,

Device for an Electric Car-Signal.
Runkel, Milwaukee. Wis.

417,842.

John

P.

Electric Heating Apparatus for I-Ileclric Rail417,920.
ways.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

Claim

I

reads:

"The combination
electrically propelled

of a

suspended conductor, an

vehicle,

a

current-collector ex-

tending from the vehicle to the suspended conductor,
a secondary battery on said vehicle, an electric healer
or stove to heat said vehicle, and a circuit including
said battery and stove,
current collector."

and receiving current from the

Electro-Therapeutic Apparatus.
New York, N. Y.

417,923.
the

lowing shipments during the month of December: The
Brooklyn Street Railway company. Cleveland, O., three
1 2 5-horse power engines; Redonda
Hotel company, Los
Tatum
Angeles, Cal., one roo-horse power engine;
& Bowen, San Francisco, Cal., one 25-hor£e power engine;
Townsend Electric Light company, Port Townsend, Wash.,
one lOO-horse power engine; United States Improvements
on the Mississippi River, one So-horse power engine; Atchison Gas & Electric Light company. Atchison, Kan., one
125-horse power engine; Buffalo Street Railway company.
Buffalo, N. v., one 125-horse power engine; Haverhill
Electric Light company, Haverhill, Mass., one 125-horse
power engine; The New Castle Steel company, New Castle, Pa., one 50-horse power engine; The New Castle Steel

iS:

The Western Union Telegraph company has been sued

4,

Frederick J

Kneuper,

Electric-Circuit Controller.

417.926.

Frederic A. Lane,

New

Haven, Conn.
is an improvement on devices
for limiting or
controlling the time for which an electric circuit may
This

be held broken or closed,

Automatic Electric Clock- Winding
417.927.
Frederic A. Lane, New Haven, Conn.
Electric-Winding Clock.

417.928.

Frederic

Device.

A. Lane,

New Haven,

Conn.
Magnetic Toy.

417,931.

George

W.

Miatt,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Vehicle
York, N. Y.

417,938.

Motor-Gear.

New

Edgar Peckham,

Railway Contact. Francis O. BlackYork, N. Y.
invention consists in providing a rod or arm
extending upwardly from the car with a transverse
slide at its lower end, permitting it to move from side
to side of the car, as the irregularities in the supply
wire may necessitate.
Electric

417,974.

well,

New

The

Underground Electric Conduit. John Dell, St.
417,992.
Louis, Mo.
The conduit has a central passage polygonal in
transverse section, with radial partitions extending
from the angles of the central passages to the outer
wall of the conduit, forming an annular series of passages surrounding the central passage.
William L. Emmet, Wichita, Kan.
Trolley.
I reads:
"The combination, with the fixed plates, of a tube
held between said plates, and a contact roller on said
tube independent of the plates, and free to revolve on

417,998.

Claim

the tube."

Magnetic Rubber-Stock Cleaner.
Nathaniel
418,041.
C. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.
The second claim follows:
combination, with a series of magnetic separators arranged for successive action upon the stock,
said separators being inclosed in a casing, of a pipe

The

having

its

mouth overhanging

the

separators,

and an

air-exhausting device in said pipe."

418.069.

Electrical

Toy.

Henry G. Rogers, Washington,

D. C.
Electrical Toy.
Henry G. Rogers and Andrew
M. Coyle, Washington, D. C.
Automatic Vending Machine.
Henry G.
418.071.
Rogers, Washington, D. C.
Magneto-Electric Machine.
Webster Gillett,
418,120.
New York, N. Y.
Electric Synchronizing Device for Clock-Pendu418,125.
lums.
James Hamblet, Brooklyn, N. V.
Harry G.
418,140. Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
(Jsburn, Chicago, III.
A plate or grid is so constructed that, after the
plastic active material is forced into the peiforaiions of
said plate or grid, and the latter completed and dried,
the material is held securely therein.

418.070.
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Eugene

W. H. Sawyee.

E. Fhtt.t.tps, President.

seo'y

and

HAZAZER
STANLEY,
£lectrical House Furnisliiiigs,
DUST-PROOF BELLS,

Electrician.

<&.

AHEHICAIT ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
J

PROVIDENCE,

/

I

R.

I.

Maoufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

33-34 ^raxilcfort

Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

STANDARD ELECTRICAL TEST

Incandes(?ent Cords,

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBJIAN, Agent.

F. C.

EuGESE

F. Phillips, President.

Ayrton

J.uiES Cooper, Seo'y and Treasurer.

&

Perry,

Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Siemens' Electro-Dynamo Meters,

Eugene F. Phillips Electrical Works,
(UMITKD.)
omee, aoi St. Jaii><>8
-

Cardew Voltmeters.
Queen

St.
ITactory, »t. CrubrielliOcks.

I

)

New

Laboratory Standard Resistance Boxes.

New

^f*

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

JAMES 1. QUEEN &

THE

Portable Combination Test Sets.

Complete Outfits

-

Magnet Wire, Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incande£cent Cords.

924 Cliestnat

CO.,

E. S.

for Insulation

Testing.

Street, Pliiiidelpliii.

CREELEY ^ CO.,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 and 7 DB¥ ST., \'EW 1'ORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "cilark:" ixriRE.
Insulation

s

Queen's

Montreal, Canada.

JIANTTFACTrREKS OF

MEW YORK.

St.,

of Lamps and

Instruments and Batteries of
ths Very Highest Grade,

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Lamp
Novelties

iPrecialon and Constancy. Quality and Fin ah. the
Best in the World.

„

Catalogne of Standard Test iDPtrnmenle

famished upon

,

*ipplicatlon.

ji

Application

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, nnder date of March
Thoroughly Ileliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
be says : *'
In Insulating our wires aud cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and icill not deteriorate^ oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by oue or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when ail- others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insalalion for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from atocK. Cables mad?

A

29, I8S6,

AN© CUT-OFF

COCPIilXGS.

The rubber used

Vise-like grip of clutches optionally grcdoal cr suiSdin.
Large friction suifcces pieaer.t undue ueor.
Disengaaement of clutches is poiitwc.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haue a g^od tecotd running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

to order.

^

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

send for 1»§0 Catalosne.

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

BENHV

A.

CLARK.

HERBERT

Oeneral ManatrPr.

LEONARD

H. EUSTIS.

ECMPSE WJ XD EXGI]NE CO.,

Electrician.

Beloif

.

Mi s

IZARD COMPANY,

<fe

aOHSULTIHG AHD COHTMCTIKG ILECTRICAL MGIHEERS,
For

anj' or all

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Light
Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

A full line of Commercial
Branch

Supplies carried at

all

Plans and Specifications for

times for Plants described above.

all

Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.

BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO
Sherman and
Intinrance Block. Eorm
lVoTtli-west<>ni Manual
Eooma and 9liniicppn]is.-31liin.

Offices: Tlie Ijninhpr Fsolianee.

>lO hi/^

5

6,

Electric Light, Telephone,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Telpphone

1-2't).

llilnaiik'>p. y^in

Philadelphia.

Omaha,

and Telegraph,

-

-

Minneapolis,

TAPE.

MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
-

1

Cincinnati

3 Park

Louisville.

St.

Row,

Louis.

MJLIIX7FJLCrXJH:EH.S

4.

MANSON PROTECTING

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

ATKTARDED A GOLD

MARK.

ILL.

115,

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

TRADE

T-if**

:

Kansas

NEW YORK.

City,

and

San Francisco.

OF

*

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc,
KCimPn nBPirrC' new
DiUUIljn UriillllO,

YORK, 33 church St.;

BOSTON,

KANSAS

m

Arch

St.;

PHILADELPHIA, 506 Commerce St.;
CHICAGO, 42 La Salle St
NEW ORLEANS, 106 Carondelet St.

CITY, Rialto Building:

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.
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ESTABLISHBD IN 1861.
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Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

/

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

'"

Cutaloi^ue on appliciilion,

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGBMFG.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ILSCTEIC

GEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street^

Etc., Etc.,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STone-

2134 Michigan AvenuOy

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

GHICACrO.

-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenne,

D.

prevents

IN

all

Orford Rosette Pendant

"i!"?

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

Cincinnati, Oliio.

-

GO.,

Send

for Circulars.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P.

IIASDFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT

STSTEM

IJVIPROVED
OF

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for June, 1889, Cataloene of (S) Globe Valves, Pop Safety Valves
r,abrlcators, Oil and Grease Gaps. Engine Builders' Brass Goods,
and Glass Oil Cups for Dynamos.

TENSION.
I

1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new ^pe^^y Improved Dynamos can tie coupled in serlee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOiSTOlV,

6,
Patenteil

IfflBFOvefl

circuit,

singly or in gronps, with perfect safety, and without aparkiog at the brushes.
4..
To absorb power Id exact proportion to number of lights bnrning.

Railway

vsrE: 13e:i_ie:\ze::
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

3.
4,

That there is greater economy iu operating the new Sperry System than any other,
That our aatomatic regnlatlon has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
That

if

you will

visit

Roail-lieils.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

THOMAS ASHBCRNER,

dash-pot.

our factory we can show yon the best arcllghting apparatus in existence.

Street

for

CORRES-

BEST MATERIAL.
any other

in eniclency those of

mahc.
'I.

Material

MASS.

Western Agent,

Kansas

Cilj,

Mo.

Sample
Rolled any weigtit deelred. Patent allowed
Chair and Section of Rat! Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Pnrchasere.
.

We

THE

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyerSjand Interested
people everywhere.

invite

WWW

ElECTRIE

Cfl„

\X

195,

198

Soutli

flinton

5t„

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

CHICAGO, ILL

Sioux City Corliss Engine.
so to boo: THE
JJUILT ))V

Sioux; oiT^v
VXV*^

Office and Factory

^»f/

WORKS

ENGINE
2134

to

MaDEfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

Sr. LOUIS, MO,
anil

Sionx City, Iowa.

OUR

Lone Life,
Uniform

BLiCKDI&MOND"

SL'PEBIOR QUALITY,

Guaranteed Second
to

THE.M ALL.

F.

Pres.

&

Oiitlll*

AS7ECIALTY.
Soiid for Circular F.

LARGEST
"eNCINE .WORKS
\V<'st
tlie Mississipiii.

None.

jCtg^Stiito BiiBineHB.

of

FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOE8

PORTER,

roMfi*

for I.iglU iig Sliitloiis
auil KifvatoFM

(llTSflI.\E

J.

Steiiin

Size,

AND

POINTS
AA^RITE

BOILERS

CARBON SPECIALTIES,

GENl

'r^

mgMTSll^^^^^^lli^^

Genl. Manager.

E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST
919

STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street

Bail'vray Plants, Electric Po'wep
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

A

THE STANDARD

CARBOrCOMPMrCLEVErAND,
of

OHIO,

ZLX^zi.ixfa,ct't;iX'erai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

January

4,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED 1VATER

IVHEEI^

is

called to this

CEI^E-

as particularly adapted to their use.

remark: a,bly steady motion, bisrii Speed
and pjreat Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity, for its diameter,
being double the Po^wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
on account of

its

number
ical

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction.
In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

ful effect

c;uaranteed,
FOB CATALOtJlTE

Sfearo

AXD PARTICriiARS.

Our

Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai:: are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
XIIRBII^'ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, eitlier single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them,

VICXOR

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.
9IANVFAGT1TREBS Of

BARXS

AND INSUX«ATX:D IKTIRXS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Ligrht Line wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper, Maernet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent LIghtinff. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT K^
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON
J. L.

BARCLAY,

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

Selling Agent,

THE ROOKERY, CHICAGO,

WIRE

K," LINE

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25 PARK PLACE,

ILL.

NEW

YORK.

CARBON CO.,^AKERS^»:^^^^^^^^^^

GLOBE
Vj^yj^LEVELAND, OHIO. ^^V*^ 1^

llGHTING

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery, [

So. Clinton Street,

CHICAGO JLL, U.S.A.

)

MAITOFAOTUREKS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest XafBciency CS-uaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchangeable
Correspondence Solicited.
Telepiiones and
plies of

Sup-

Agents Wanted

to

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

Every Description.

Elgin Telephone and

ELGIN,

Electrical

-

Even

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING.

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co

U.S. A.

PARIS
HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDJEDAL
llpF^ATip
'd!iiJ'NV,i

-'84.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

^mi

1889
tlGH/lNC, ^cecTRO -PLATING., ANJ)
fOR-EXpeRIMeNrALUSE. AU50 K10TOR5.

60KDA.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

149 West 18th

Street

NEW YORK.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Of every

description, including the celebrated

KieVs Patents

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Primary and Storage

Batteries.

manufactured under

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.
Also
Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Sheet,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
for

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, 111.

DETROIT
Works

Electrical

P

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
ELEChandle the products of the
which have the highest in-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

dorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Stuii<lni-<l llntol fertile AiiiiiiiK-iatoi*,
Wilh OUe J CALL and FIHC ALtRM ATTACHMENTS.

(
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THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCANDESCEtlT ELECTBIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR. DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

StreelPoleaM Fixture

-FORSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Clieapest, even if miles distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Produciion of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Perfectly Automatic.
tions.

SEKD VOR

CIBCriiAR.

COBRESPONDEKCE

Helsler

Loig

DislaDce

INCANDESCENT

I<IGUTll«e

80I>ICITEI>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST.

Sti eet.

LOUIS, MO.

ENGINEERING CO.
707
427

POND

and

709 Market

St., St.

LOGKWOOD AMMETER

Louis.

'-The Roakery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

»°

C'ty.

POLARITY INDICATOR

Omaha.

For Arc and Incandesce nt

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.

91

Co.,

Griswold Street,

BFECIAIiTlJSS :-Th6 AnnlDgton &

Sims Engine, Steel BoUere, Ireson Link Belt, Standard Socklflgand SheiBeld Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

BEKD FOB

I1A.TB8T CATAIiOeUES.

GEORGE

P.

Everybody Should Have One

LAW
OFFICE,
BEABBOBN STREET,

226

CHICAGO,
Patent

and

umm

BARTON

BUBIER PUBLISHING

for Incandescent Wiring.

120 Pages.

Postpaid. Paper Cover, 25 cents.

ILL.

Trademark Cases.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

OP EiiCTRiciTy,

With Glossary of Electiical Terms and Tables
50 Illustrations.

!

Cloth, |1.00.

LYNN, MASS.

CO.,

CO., '''''%tJ^t:S po^l'^"'""

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

^KJSii;'

ISO Bro£id.-<:?ya,37', ^TeT;v "STorHs,
MFG. COMPANY,
SOLAR CARBON

0.fe--.t=--IOES:
J.B.YOUNG, President and Treas.

B.

K.JAMISON, Vice-President.

tt

69 Schmidt & Friday Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Process Patented.
Well Selected and Good CARBONS made from Natural Gas.
BATTERY CARBONS OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES A SPECIALTY.
Office, No.

Western

I

Office, 1

75 Randolph

Special Discounts on Large Orders.

Street, Chicago.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRDCTlOll & SDPFLT
SOLE

N.

CO.,

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOB ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK,

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST.^ ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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January

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
Broadway.

N. Y. Office, 35

I

4,

1SS9

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

I

Summer

Boston, 105

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

St.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to
\

From

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

,

one-half horse-power upward, for oonBtant potential circuits, perfectly seltMotors also for constant current circuits. Motors

regiilating without special mechanism.
wound for any desired potential.

EDISON MANUFACTURING

CO.,

EDISON-LALANDE
Under authority

of

Thomas

A. Edison.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Primary Batteries for Telegraph ''Mains" and 'locals;'

Electric Motors,

Telephone TransmitterSi

Electro-Plating;, Electro-Medical Instruments,

Annunciators and BurglarAlarms
And all classes of Closed and Open Circuit Work.

JAMES

F.

KELLY, °™";r"

9 Dey St.,
FACTORY, GRANGE, N. J.
1

NEW YORK.

Patent Needle Annnnciatort*, Burglar Alarms, Klectric Bells, Bronze, Nickel and Wood Pasties, Door
and Window Kprings, Electric Slatting, Aatomatic, Ratchet and Hand flight Burners,
Spark Coils, Keys (Wood and Nickel), Componnd Poshes, etc., etc.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

FRANKLIN S.CARTER.

TRADING AS

PARTRICK

St

E.

WARD WILKINS.

CARTER,

MANUFACrUKERS AND DEAXEKS IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
SOLE PROPBIETOBS PATENT NEEUL.E ANNVNOlATOBiil.
1

1

4 South Second

Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Established 1867.

Uoor Palls and Attachments, Aatomatic Drops, Magneto Bells, Baiexers, Bat
Foot Pa><hes, Pear Poshes, Desk Pushes, and all (Supplies fur Electric Bell Work

terie8(all kinds).

^^^ Send

lor our

new 1889

Catalogue, and

if in

the trade inclose business card for discount sheet.

January

4,
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAIi AGENTS

Have a

.>lO IV/>

of

FUI,Ii

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

will

make liOW

Prices and

PROMPT

Shipments.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
WHEN YOU BUY A MOTOR NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.
TRAQC

IVIRES

MAriK.

AND

522 DELAWARE STREET,

CABIiES.

From AJSX Manufacturer or

WANT

you

State that

WITH

-

-

A. H.

Dealer,

IT SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham
Automatic

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.
GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.
Pumpelly Storage Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Co.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduit's, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Oats, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Pans and Exhausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundrifci,

Complete Steam Plants.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Switch.

Saves Coal,

Send for Catalogue.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Labor;

Bills,

Automatic, Simple and Durable insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without it; can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con;

Automatic Switch Co.,

vinced.

No. 8 Kejser Buildhig,

If

not Bold In your town write us for lUuetrated circular and prices.

BALTIMORE, MD.
CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

B. D.

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR

WtR<:

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

SIIIiXEAPOLIS,
O. F.

AX>t;tT,

Prest.

S.

F.

PENTON,

Vlce-Prest. and Treat

CO.,

3IIN1V.

CHAS. SIDTirET SMITH, S«tfy

Hotel and House Annunciators.
Electric Gas Lighting.

Safe and Reliable.

Tiie United Electric Co.

Tire and Burglar Alarms.
Electro-Medical Apparatus,

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

1

B.

OnwSE,
Gen'l Supt.

CO,,

649 & 651 Broa

Central St., Boston, Mats.

R. E.
J.

GALLAHER, Secy.

W. GODFREY,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.
Iway.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph InstrumentB,

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

UTAH.

CITY,

Gen'l Mgr.

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

CO..

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

CO,

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
]

DYNAMO
26 to 500

MOTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

EVER
—AND

ECONOMICAL.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

READY.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

STORAGE BATTERIES.

ELEVATORS,

lANS, PUMPS AND

We give an Absolute

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

and EfEoiency.

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

113 La

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

YORK.

OFFICE,

FACTORY AJSD

SALFSROOitI,

Chicags.

58&60Longwortli

St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"C.

&

V

402
ALL STANDARD

$c

ELECTRIC

January
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MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

SIZES

NEW YORK.
OYsr 6,000

How

in

Use

OF—

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office. Plicenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

Office,

32

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Oliver Street, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

L-iis^i-r^rD,

NE-W YORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERaHIJLITIT

<St

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

j

ivTX'i¥r "xrrkTyTT

W-t'W

& CO.,

JCUK,Ji.

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL,

January

4,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt S^Iiipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

PATENT

CHICAGO,

Xalectvical Expert^

DOUBLE

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

WACHINERY

I

.

LIFT-OVER

Large Dyoamos and Motors for Special Work
boiit to Order. Coal Mining Hanlage
a Specialty.

PENDANT BURNER

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

The

Igni ing

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC
15 DEY STREET,

CO,

Gas

or Gasoline by Electricity.

PEN9ANT BURNER

This
has the Double LirtOver Electrode, which saves two-thirds of Battery Power and
av,;ids Short Circuiting, wh'chis liable to occur in many others.
The Double Life- Ovfr Electrode is a very imprrtait featture no other Pendant h£s.

when Cas

Electric fpark or Connection only

is

Ignited.

Electric Cas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

Electrical

Supplies,

]D3maxTio and. Cylincier Oils.
to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.
8.

PROF.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

H. AROIM'S

CHICAGO.

PERKINS
THE
Counter
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

Electric Current

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-89.

The most

rt liable

and simplifled Electric Meter ever invented.
f--r email and large cmrentB.

Guaranteed correct
Built for Direct

Two-Wire,

IhneWire, Fiue-Wire

io

Nine-Wire, and all Alternating Systems

Chicago

from 15 up to any Dumber of amperes. Every
counter measures correctly the amf unt of current consumed from a fraction of an ampere up to its full

Ofl&ce,

in sizes

capacity.

Adopted by Siemens & Halske,
Company. Berlin, Germany;

Edison

Lighting Worl<s, Berlin, Gel-many,

Berlin,

Germany;

Municipal

Electric

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

and others. Exclusand other

ively used in Paris, Vienna, Constanlincple

European

A

cities.

OPINIONS O? AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
Thomson- Houston Co., Lynn, Maxs —"Counters work very satisfactorily."
Edifon nium Co.. Broiklyn.. N. y.— "We have four Aron Counters in use
months, durinr which time no trouble has been experienced in regard

i'are

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionary work
since some
to care of

same, and satisfactory readings have been obtained."
Mather Electiic Lioht Co.. Maochesfer.Conn—'-^e find that the Aron Counters register
as accuratelv as is necessary for the purposes to which such meters would be applied; we have perfectly satisfied ourselves of their adaptability."
B<,i:er(N.E.) Electric Linht Co.—^^e have tested the Aron Counter and have no reaWe beg to inclose order for a few counters of 7o to
son to doubt its reliability.
100 amperes."
Francisco Electric Light Co.— "The Aron Counter is the best instrument we have
have thoroughly tested a Counter of alternating current, and are satseen.

ST.

is

completed.

ELECTRIC LAW,
Edited by

The

Fked H. Whipple.

Price,

handsomely printed aid bound, IIO.CO.

Municipal Lighting.

Electric Railway.

In paper, $1.00, Leather, |2.00.

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.
•

Price, 11000.

-

We

isfied it will

work

correctly."

UnquesIn u'e by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million watts.
tioned superiority. Indispensable for Central station work. Amount of current consumed
principle
as
same
may be ascertained at a glance, the dials being constructed on the
the gas meter dials.

FOE PKICE3 AUD PAE TICTJL AKS, AD3KEES:

W.

HACKENTHAL
Sole Manniaotnrer and Importer,

21

BEEKMAN

STREET,

•

-

NEW

YORK.

Whipple's Electrical Reports.
|3 00 per year.

Published Monthly.

Address

The FRED

H.

WHIPPLE CO.,

I>etx*olt, ACloli.
Or any Bleotrioal Journal

New York

or leading

Book

Store.

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street.
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT
I.IGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. P. Lamps for each Mechanical H. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our TranS'
formers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanicallv and Electrically.

Wi:

GUARANTEi: ITS OPERATION, AND

CORRESFOITDEIICE SOI^ICITEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO« B.

RAU QIaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.. Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO.. General Agents.

Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

January

4,
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A PRACTICAL A ND CGMHE BCIAL SUCCESS.
Tlie Tliflniion-Eo Bstflii Elec tric R'y

Sysiea

^

ECONOMICAL, DURULE, RELUBLE,
^^
M»
~^^ ^^^
..
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NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

:

ll

Ea|sr"T^*=^===.~^

.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRUCK.

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY

CO.:

Alliance Street Railway Co., Alliance, O.

Naumkeag

Atlanta

& Edgewood Street Railway Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Attleboro, Wo. Attleboro & Wrentham Street Railway Co.,

Newburyport & Amesbury Horse Ry. Co., Newbury-

Attleboro, Mass.
Atnericus Street Railway Co., Americus, Ga.
'uburn Electric Railway Co., Auburn, y. Y.
^.anffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.
Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
. elt Line
rooMyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.
Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Citisens' Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
lolerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay- Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.

Derby Sorse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn,
Des Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.

Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.

Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Sarrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co, Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., JoHet, III.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass,
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry-, Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Ross Park Street Ry.

Brooklyn Street Eailway Co.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Jiilien Electric Traction Oo.

Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Co.

port, Mass.

Ottawa Electric

'

IXT

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

St.

Ry.

Co.,

Ottawa,

III.

Ottumwa Street Ry. Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry.

Co.,

Quincy, Mass,

Redbank & Seabright Ry-, Redbank, N.
Richmond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.

Spokane Falls, W. T,
Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. & Power Co., Seattle, W, T.

Riverside

Co.,

and Suburban Ry.

& Plantsville Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St. Ry. Co,, Syracuse, N. Y.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

Southington

ISI
Lynn & Boston Street Railway Co.
Omaha & Council Bluffa Railway & Bridge

Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
Wheeling Railway Co.
West End Street Railway Oo.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

J.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FUSE WIREY
All conditions have been carefully studied in the manufacture of this

and we have successfully devised a system of alloys
or size of wire.

for each different carrying capacity,

This, together with accurate determinations

us an article unparalleled for accuracy and reliability.

be found the fusing current under
OS

all

3

Numbe r
a

1
a

of

lamps which can be
operated.

S
SO,'

p.

i

a
•n

0.

'S^
3
4

6
6.4
7
8.3
10
11

131(1

1818

IB

1310
13i5
1330
1335

20
26

J!9

30
86
40
50
GO
70

42
49
56

75

125
160
175
300

The above

Our

2
4

1

2

100

'is.

"i
1.8

5
»
7

11

i.

8
9
10
12
14
15
16

1340
1350
1360
1370
1375
1100
1425
1450
1476
150O

has given

m

tic

H

tests,

In the table given below will

B

d

1300
1301
ISOi
130214
1303
1301
1305
1306
130r
1308
1309
1310
1312
1314
1315

by careful

conditions:

m

bo S.

Fuse Wire,

12
i3.r

16
18
21
22.6
24
26 6
3'i

6S
80
88
100
130
165
185
218
246

2.2
2.5

cu

$1.90

1

s
4

1

1

4.4
6.5
6.2

2

2
3

3

4

5
6

8

4

6

5
6

5
6
7

S

10

10
IS

6

9

14

H

1(1

16

!l

11

18

10
12

12
16
17
18

IC
24
2-

10
12
18
16
IS

3(1

20

20
22
25

32
36

3«

12
14
16
17
18 6
21
24
27
29
30
S2
40
48
56
64
76
»0
105
112
140
ll<6

195
230

3«0

14
If

16
18
20
25
30
35
40
50
60
70
75
100
125
150
175
200

31

3T
43
49
62
74
86
103
122
1F6
185
215
2:0

40
50
60

70
8P
100
120
140
150

200
260

300
350

400

1

2
3
4

8
«

24
37
33
40
46
53
67
SO
93
100
133
165
200
230
265

1.90
2.10
2.05
a.vi
2.26
2.60
3 00
3.60
4.00
4.50
B.OO
6.00
7.00
7. BO
8 00
9.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
IS.OI
19.00
30 00
21.00
21.50
24.60
28.00
32 00
38.00
40 00

prices are sobjact to dlscoaat to the trade.

Catalogue of Electric Light and Power Supplies, No. 560,
the Most Complete Book of its kind ever issued.
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IM PORTA WT
IBISl FITENT SnSTlffllB.
The broad

Double Carbon Electric Arc
the Brush Electric Company, under

right to the use of

Lamps

declared to belong to
U. S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne
Electric Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24th, 1889.

JUDGE CRESHAM HOLDS
1

That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc

2

Lighting.
That the Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneeer Patent for

Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six -in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

3 That

The Coiirt says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons oi the other pair and maintained between them iintil they have been consumed is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
firom all prior lamps."

The Brush. Electric Light Company

assured by the most competent legal advisers that under this Brush Patent, as interpreted by the U. S. Circuit Court, practically
all

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps

and notice

is

is

now

offered for sale are

hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be

prosecuted and held for damages to the

full

extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
f^ox>t
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

'SAJ'a.-yxxe,

Xudletzxa.

ol the

INDUCTION

SYS] EM

out

The Most Careftilly Workedand Complete Altematliif

System of Electric Idghtinv

OF
INCANDESCBNT LIGH

la

Existence.

IKG,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

and

Oonverten

12—16 Oandle Fowar

Lamps to the SXechanical Hon*
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PHILADELiPHIA

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

185 Dearborn

IND.

J.'

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.
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o
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO..

"'"H'*"-

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Patd. Nov. 16» '88.

No.

ii, 1890.

Send for Ireson's lUnson Self-

all Electric

Adjnatlng Leather Link

ery.

Belting, farnlslied gratuttonely.

TlcHoltzer-Caliil Electric Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
FOB
FAeE

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

Boston. Mass-

AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS.

CATAI/OeUE,

SS6

SJBITD

L

Manfd by CHARLES

BOSTOM, MASS,
ROOrS WATER-TUBE BOILER.^"Kcono^sa.
1 11

Arch Street,

AN EXCELLENT

The Waring Electric Light Wires and Cables.

STANDARD MD ER&ROUND CABLE CO., Mfrs.
OFFICES: 708 Penn Ave., - Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC

543 The Rookery. F. E. DEGENHART, Marasfer.
YORK, 18 Cortlandt St. G. A. WILEY, Manager.

NEW

LotiisviUe,

A. H. GOODE, Kamm Boilding, Portland. Oregon.
THE PAUL SEILEK ELECTKIGAL WOHi^-S. 42! Market St.. San Francisro, Cal.
THE TWIN CirTELECPKICAL SUPPLY CO., Bopton Bloclr. Minneapolis, Minn
THE NEBKASEA ELECTRIC CO., 1531 Furnam St.. Omaha, Ne*.
THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT TEL. AND ELECT. CO., Birmingham, Ala.

SCOTT,

81 Lancaster St.,

-

BOILER.

Edison Electric

and others.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

SUPPLIES DEPOTS.

C. A.

PLANT

-

Idgrlit Com*
panies at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Faul, Colombns
and Cincinnati ; aleo the Brash Electric Light Co., •{

Adopted by the

BRANCH OFFICES:
CHICAGO,

2.

Belting.

trated Treaties

Ssqeclally sdapted for
pnrposee and
other Mgh-BpeBdintichia-

cents per Copy.

1

CO.,

28 OliS Street, ITew Tork.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS-

Boston, Mass.

(as.)

STANDARD
The

ELECTRIC

India-Mlier

anil

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,ooo Megohms per mite.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Wires and Cables,

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety o(

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT Cores.

M.

HABIRSHAW,

to any Millage
Specification up to
iSIegdhms
per knot
9,000

or

MARINE

Two- Circuit Concen-

MANUFACTURERS OF

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

Three and Two-wire Caany specification

bles, to

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

up

to 8,ooo

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

Offices: 159 Front Street,

F.C. S.

NEW

cir-

Megohms per
Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all niil!age»

UNDERGROUND.

cuits, 9,000

knot.

Navy Portables,

knot.

General Manager.

MARINE

Cores

Gmta-Ferctia Insulating Co

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

Cables,
Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

for

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sola iWanufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

-

merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Insulation.
Btetrie Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

^'''Z:^:t^Z^..,.
E.

D.

uM'iwMA^^/^///'W/yyyy/W/

All Sizes

Lead Encased

Subterranean Use.
Submarine Use
W,re.
Concealed Wiring

McCLEES, General Manager,

I6 Dey

Western Electric Co., Chicago, III.,

St.,

A

B

C

Its

Aerial Use.

Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

and high

in all Locations.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STVLB OP INSWI^TIOM.
« , . . « ..
Boidad CoM^
B. S.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
Copper Wire.
itnrated with a B\w^^ Weather-Proof Composition.
. ,
«
,
.
,
»
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples furnished upon ftppbcaOoa. Fvt wmm
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C—

A—

„.„„nnii«j.
WAHCKUuiRs.

«

i 19 »'"' 21 Cliff St..

New

Yoj-Io

^^gg g^^ ^gg wsbash

FACTORIES:

Ave.. Chicago,

III.

ANSQMIA. CONN-

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAjarVFACTURERS OF

Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent, - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
Liighting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave Chicago, Tli,.
115 Broadway, Xkw York, N. Y.
315 W. -Ith St., Ci.NX'iNXATt, Ohio.
IIG Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
50:j Delaware St., Kansas Cnv, Mo.
310 N. 3a St., St. Louis, Mo.
2'M Montgomery St., San Fkancisco, Cai,.
,

No

P

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are- recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

thrown on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Curi*4'iit IiivaiKlcMoent

many

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

others in service.

Direct

its

Like the arc dynamo

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does,

all

— automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

.Vltc-riintini;

economy

the

effici-

of operation.

Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injui'ed by
.Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

January

ii,
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CHAS.

JENNEY

D.

HAWKEYE

& CO., IHE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IO"WA.

-

Complete Central Station
,.3>az3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.

—

One H.

^BC

P. Constant Potentfal afotor.

An xLf«,otx«rors ^T—

OUR

DYITASIOS

are UDSurpassed by any made for efBcienoy,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

Renowned

Licensee of the

-^x* "rjBm-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

PerTeins Incandescent Lamps,

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Stations;

any voltage, highest

Prices Reasonable.

-

for

Railway Circuits and Central

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

STORED ELECTRICITY.
Electrical

OOMPANY,

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,

NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.
C.

SCHUMACHER,

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

MOTORS.
P.

CLAUS, Supf.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
Office:

42 Exchange Place.

Factory: 162 and 164

W.

27tli St.

STREET CAR PROPULSION
Central

Station

Isolatei

LlEitini,

LiglitinE,

Railroai

Car

Long Bistance

TBS

nu

SKTSM WHICH

mnmu mnmi

ui

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,

44 Broadway, New York.
CHICAGO OFFICE,

DETROIT OFFICE,

502 Phenix Building.

San Francisco

30 Atwater

Office,

St.,

East.

220 Sutter

8t.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity -with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest eflSciency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small

and commutator.

wear of biushee
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cakboi^ co

Cle-vela^nd., Ol^io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn Anthracite Coal and Coka

OLIVER STREET,

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

EiosTFoz«r.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ABC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, burning in series, require about SO volts and 8 amperes of current.
make money by acting as our agents. When writing please state voltage and system used.
and information regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

Electrical contractors can
prices

KINt^MAK LAMP.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
WM

LDynamo
ynillEO

NulNtu

Belts Carried in Stock.
°<""-'^^

^^

***^**

New
J.

York

City.

LESTEn WOODBRlDGfi.

& TURNER,

Electrical Engineers
Steam Plants

and Contractors.

tor Electric Light

Arc and Incandescent LIgtits Installed.

and Power.

Designs and EHtlmates Submitted.

•74 Oortl«-xi.ca.t Stx*eo-t, T^g-^^ "ITorl*-

Complete Steam Plants Furnished end Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.
CITY,

TURNER.

COMPIiETE E<tUIP9IENT OF KI^ECTRIC BAIliWATlS.

SPEED WITH boiler:

KANSAS

18 Cortlandt Street,

-

ITirOODBRIDGE

For Driving Dynamos.

[ NGLISH, MORSE & GO.

S.

CO..

For

lEONARD P.&QET.

CUA1U.es

J.

KINTNER.

PAGET & KINTNER^

MO.
Gbemical

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

EDISON MANOFACTORING CO.

EDISON-LALANDE
Under authority

of

Thomas

A. Edison.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Primary Batteries for Telegraph ''Mains" and 'locals;'

Electric Motors,

Telephone Transmitters,

Electro-Plating;, Electro-Medical Instrume/its,

Annunciators and BurglarAlarms
And all classes of Closed and Open Circuit Work.
General Sales

JAMES

F.

KELLY

I

Ajs^ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.
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THE REYNOLDS

SOI-B BVJ^ILOBRS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
FOB ECONOU*? OF

re IS XT3ISQX7AliSD

UOTION,

AKD

CO.,

MILWAOKEE,

WIS.

MsQufactarerB of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

^^
-^^

BEGUIiABITY OF
IN UBS.

FTIEIi,

BTTRflBTTrTTY

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

rite for

CHICAGO BRANCH,

onr CataloeneR.

41 ani 43

SODTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

I

ARC-LIGHT CIRGDITS.

Incandescent Circuits

nrODND FOB ASY CCKKEST.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. BELIABLE. DXTRABLiE.

Highly
The only

safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

620

F.

^W^.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

16 Sizes, 6 to

BOO H. E.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

CONDENSING OR
of

Eoeiie

M

"sISI^^'"

3,000 in nse in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

6 Sizes in stock, 5 to 50 H. p.
AniOHATIC EHaiHE OHEAEEB THAH A SLIDE VAIVE.

Well Built.

Economical,

Reliable.

All the above bnilt stnctlyto
fiepaiTs Oamed in Stock.

W. D. SARGENT,

Over 300 sold the

first

-

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITY,

302, :»» Waishington Ave. )
^„.,.„„t„
FaarbaniB
312 Union Avenue.
I
""
1330 Seventeenth Street, (
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. DiUey & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 2S9 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Machinery Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 28 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke Lacy Meh. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. 0.36 College St., (.TT,„r.
j t„™„k„= n„
ATLANTA, G A.
45S.PrrorSt. } The D. A. Tompkins Co.
DALLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp.
Mch. Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E.James & Co.

*

DENVER,

:

I

&

&

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Vicc-Pres. and Cons E!e3.

E. H.

CUILER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK A. FERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-81

W

CHICAGO.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 w„rf:„„i,„„„
BOSTON,
Hathaway BuUding,
!T?^S?''S^
PITTSBURGH,
* ^°CHICAGO,
156, 158 Lake Street,
J
PHILADELPHIA.
608 Chestnut St., M. R. Muckl§, Jr. & Co.

year.

Gangs with Interchaneeahle Parts.
Send for Illnstrated cfatalognes.

Pres.

-

NEW

ESTINGHD

lot

HICH FUEL DUTY AND SII«PLICITY.

STANDARD.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

Agent

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

COMPOUND.

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

eteliliastoxi St., :Bx'oo3s.l:srxi,

ST.

Elic.

CO.,

'X'.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REQITLATBD, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

It^CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

^^^"-^^^^^^^r^^^^^^^i r-^SQ^^MM}\!^W^^f^
El

J.''J

Purposes

Fo/i
EJ2i^
L
TUBING ALL-SfZfi^ OOOOoo.

Pure Sheet Tfubber
L"

U

v^..

Sarqple-s and
'^i^'^^-''

JHE

prices

Etc

upon

M

application.

B.r.GooDRicH Co.
AKRON

RUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

'

{i\

Hlii^ar^gW>^iar^gjKg^Ii^Jii»ag]iiimjiigagim

Specialties of all kinds to order
"~^ ^-ND FOR C&T/1LOSUE. ^^
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

WESTINGHOU SE COMPAN Y DEFEATED.
8awyer-Maii Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DECISION OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER
For

Circuit Court of the United States,
the Western District of Pennsylvania,

TBE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

j

("SnD.

McKEESPORT LIGHT COMPANY ("to.pa„,)
May Term,

1888.

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with difficulty give credence to the conclusions
sought to be drawn from it.
are not satisfied that they ever

& Man

We

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

o^in^zonsr

1889.

The amendments

\

"VS.

No. S

5,

o^ TiaiE: cottist.

produced an electric lamp with a burner of carbon made
from fibrous material or any other material which was a
success."

"The application for the patent in suit was not
until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."

made

BRADLEY,

Circuit Justice:
whether the patent

"The explanations made by the complainants

valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
laoaps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.

for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer & Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were r ot
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which

"The great question
sued on

in this suit

is,

is

be dismissed.'

"

"Is the patent valid for such a bread claim ?
The defendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention was set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such objpct in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
is disclosed in the original application; we have carefully compared it with
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."

"By an

adroit

amendment made

in 1885, they say,

'Our

more especially to the incandescing conductor, its
BUbstaace, its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs
no comment."
"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object — carbon
made from fibrous and te.vtile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
improvement

relates

•

obviously appears."

"The fact that the whole object of the applica'ion was
evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undiubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and tex'.ile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.
changed,

is

PRICE OF LAMPS MUCH REDUCED.

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his fllamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

method

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered it, it is undoubtedly the great discovery
in the art of practical lighting by electricity."
'The bill must be dismiesed.'
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WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC

Arc and Incandescent Lighting
ON THE TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
An

experience of over two hundred sixty-five Central Stations has demonstrated
the Converter System of Electric Lighting to be the only safe system.

The Converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is so constructed as to absolutely prevent by any possibility a connection between the current of the street wires
and the wires connected with the lamps on the premises.
The converter of this company reduces the potential of the primary wires and
limits the quantity of current to the exact requirements.
It is the

only system which admits of reliable meters.

There is not a single recorded instance of a connection between the primary and
secondary circuits of this company's system.

Two hundred
in sixteen candle

sixty-five central

stations

in operation

with a total dynamo capacity

power lamps of 458,250.

OVER

12,000
Write

METERS IN

USE.

for Particulars.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

The only

Railways.

Electric

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Eleciric Railway and Motor Company, for the

GOLD MEDAL

most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.
What are

Electric Railway

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company will guarantee

in any Comprehensive
System?

Features

the Essential

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Length of

of Cars Operated.

Thereby only can be secured
sure.

Uniform

a ten mile

Capacity
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

Dynamo

Less
of

to operate

Double Track System with

Electrical Pres-

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single Lever

Movement

for

Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St..

New

&

MOTOR COMPANY,

York.

Chicago.

Building,

llialto
;

;

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A

Jiew and Improved aiettaod of KcinippiDic Bnlldlngs with an Insulated Tube Conduit for any System of Electric Wlrlne.

SAFETY— Abeolute iinmnnity from electric

fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect accefs to concealed wires.
cost ot installation, and freedom from futnre expense.
ECONOMY— ^mii'l
QURABILITY— Absolntely raoistnre-proof tube and appliances, inenring lonfjevity of wiree.
CONVEN lENCE— ^y^tenis of electric wiring may be laid out on original plane In a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam
FOR C1RCIJI.ARS, PRICK I.1ST AND INSTRUCTIONS, ADDRKSS,

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

AND

154

CO.,

156

piping; the conductors

WEST 27TH
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I
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[k

AND

Whitings, fnd.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

and machinery

In an electric

1001-3-6-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

light station

about 1200 H. P.

lo the

West, running

Corliss

and High Speed Compound Con-

densing Engines.

State experience, age,

and give references.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
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ELECTKICAI. PATENTS IN CHIOAQO.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

Engineer to take charge of the engines

A

flrstclass

man

can secure steady employment and good
salary.

Address

D. v., Care

Western Electrician.

84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,
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The Brush

Station at Rochester, N. Y.

The accompanying cut
namo room of the Brush
pany

at Rochester,

N. Y.

illustrates the

new

dy-

Electric Light comIt is situated at the

the Genesee River and is operated
Fifteen Lessner turbines under 88^2 feet head, operate the dynamos. There
is also in the station a 650-horse power CooperCorliss engine but this is intended for use in case
of the failure of the water supply.
The company at present is operating twenty-

lower

falls of

by water power.

the remarkable development of electrical interests there is due to the excellent service and reasonable rates of the local companies. The Brush
company, which was established in 1881, was a
pioneer in the field.
It started in with 16 lights
in 18 M.
At that time a 50-horse power engine
was used, but this was only a temporary arrangement, and soon the excellent water power of the
Genesee was utilized.
Numerous extensions
have been made and the present station of the
company has a capacity of 3,000-horse power.

BRUSH STATION AT ROCHESTER.
nine dynamos, supplying current for 1,300 arc,
104 Bernstein, 200 Brush-Swan lamps, and 400
motors.
It has 330 miles of wire, all overhead.
The motor ser^Mce has assumed considerable importance in Rochester.
The Brush company
supplies current to 89 tailor shops that are operated entirely by motors, 9 printing offices, 2 machine si" 5ps, 3 shoe shops, 2 laundries, 2 necktie
factories, 2 horse collar factories.
Seven dental
establishments utilize electricity, and coffee

and

N.

electric

favor with which electric light
been received in Rochester and

The electric and gas companies of Fremont, Ohio, have
been consolidated and are now under the management of
the Electric Light company of that place.

ventilating

by

Fire in an Edison Station,

The

York.

in New York city was destroyed
on January 2d. The fire started at about
o'clock in the morning in the dynamo room.

nating

by
6

New

Pearl street station of the Edison Illumi-

company

fire

Nobody knows how

the

fire

originated, for when
floors of the

was discovered the oil-soaked
old building were ablaze.
it

The station contained 8 "Jumbo" dynamos
with engines and boilers necessar)' to operate
them.
It furnished current for 18,000 incandes-

V.

one of the largest stations in the country
operated by water.
George A. Redman, superintendent of the
company, states that the construction work of
the Brush company in Rochester, cannot be exis

celled.
In support of this claim it may be said
that during a recent wind storm in that city a
huge flag pole was blown down and in falling
struck the company's wires, but did not damage
them.
The force of the blow, however, was so
great that the pole was broken where it struck
the wires.

spice mills, elevators
and
fans without number are operated

motors.
The general
and power has

This

No. 2

ii, 1890.

cent lamps in many of the most important commercial builaings in the city.
The station was
entirely destroyed, the loss being estimated at
$200, 00c.
The Pearl street station was the first in the
country from which current was distributed
The building
through underground service.
was an old rickety warehouse, and was not built
As the demand for light
for a central station.
increased, additional room was secured by annexing smaller buildings of the satrse character
as the original structure.

Temporary arrangements were made to supply
consumers until the company can build
a new station.
lights to

Western electrician.
A New Toy Motor.
At this time, when so much is being written
and said about the electric railway and the stamany who naturally feel
curiosity to learn of the manner in which
the current is applied to produce the various
effects.
The little motor shown in the accompanying cut was designed to illustrate the conversion of electricity into power.
An idea of its
size may be obtained by a comparison with the
tumbler which constitutes the battery jar. The
tionarj- motor, there are

some

very compact;

motor

is

high.

The

lly-wheel

is 2

isonly about 4 inches
inches in diameter and

it

is on the line, B li.
At first sight it would
appear as though the plate was composed of two
grids so placed in relation to each other that the
openings in one coincide with the points of in-

tion

—

tersection of the ribs in the other
as is shown
in the upper figure.
Instead, however, of two
plates arranged as described, the grid is cast in
one piece. I'y this peculiar construction, when
the active material has been jiressed into the
plate on both sides, each little block or square of
paste is, as it were, locked in place by being
united \vith the corners of four of the blocks on
In order to prothe opposite side of the grid.

January
ICis

in

magnet

ii,

i8go

shunt to the arc, and the magnet 7V

M

is in
the main circuit outside the
other connections.
On the admission of current to the lamp the
actions are as follows: The carbons being in
contact, practically no current Hows through the

shunt-magnet

C^urrent

//'.

T

through magnet

attracts the lower armature and locks the train
of gearing.
Current passing through magnet

M

powerfully draws lever X, lifts the frame /-'and
its train of gearing, and
thus lifts the carbonrod and the positive carbon to the full extent to
which the lamp is adjusted say one-eighth of

—

This attractive movement of the armature attached to L is once for all, as it remains
in an attracted position so long as current flows
through the lamp. The frame F, therefore, is
an inch.

rigidly held in a stationary position.
On the
establishment of the arc its resistance causes the
flow of
a proportionate amount of currei.t
through the shunt-magnet 11^ and the latter
will begin to attract the upper armature, not,
however, with sufficient power to overcome the
attraction of magnet
for its armature.
The
adjustment, however, is such that the slightest
increase of current through the magnet IK together with the slight reduction of current
through magnet 7', will cause the attraction of
magnet IT to preponderate to a sufficient extent to release the brake 1> from the wheel, and
permit the latter to rotate under the propelling
force of the weight of the rod and its carbon.
The latter at once feeds downwardly, but is immediately checked by the weakening of magnet
71' due to this shortening of the arc.
The
wheel 7/ is again immediately locked and remains so until a further feed is necessary. While
the operation of feeding has been described as
being, so to speak, intermittent, or step by step,
it is obvious that the
action of the mechanism
can be made remarkably delicate.
A noticeable feature in the lamp is the absence of dash-pots or other retarding mechanism.
In a lamp constructed on these principles,

T

NEW TOY

The

makes about 500 revolutions per minute.
elements of the battery are held

in

any ordinary

tumbler.

As shown

in the cut, the little engine is belted
music bo.\. It may be mentioned in this
connection that the Keckwith Manufacturing
company, Chicago, which is introducing this

to a

novelty, has received a number of amusing letters in regard to the "engine." One inquiry was
as follows: "Please has the small motor power
enough for to keep a Small windmill or pump
a-going, pumpmg water away from a well which

overflows ?"

New

Plate for

Secondary

Batteries.

One

of the greatest difficulties met with in the
construction and use of secondary batteries is
the retention of the active material in the grids

vide additional precautions against the active
material becoming dislodged from the plate, the
outer surfaces or crest of the ribs in the grid are
This
formed with V-shaped gutters in them.
construction, which is shown more clearly to the
left in the lower cut, makes what might
be described as "marginal fins" for each square inclosure.
After the grid has been filled with the
plastic material it is then subjected to such treatment, either by hand or machinery, that the fins
formed by guttering the ribs are upset, as indicated in the sectional cut, over the walls of the
square inclosures. The blocks of paste are thus
made doubly secure. This grid is the invention of
H. G. Osburn,of the Purapelly Storage Battery iV
Electric Motor company, Chicago.

New Arc Lamp.
The accompanying

j Cud

cut represents diagranimatically the general arrangement of parts and
the connections in a novel and simple arc lamp,
which has recently been invented by j. H. Bunnell of New York.
In the cut, in order to simplify the description,
the essential parts of the lamp are shown without all the necessary framing and supports for
It will be readily seen that
the several portions.
the lamp is of the type in which the positive or
upper carbon is fed downwardly by gravity. The
lamp was designed with the view of making the

turhrtrtc tint

3
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arc-forming mechanism practically independent
that is to say, the
of the feeding mechanism
feeding mechanism will operate to allow the
downward movement of the positive carbon
without affecting the mechanism which has been
used for constructing the arc.
Referring to the cut the parts may be described as follows:
is an electro-magnet of the
ordinary form which acts upon a bar armature
The lever X is pivoted
attached to the lever /,.
as shown and adapted, upon attraction, to lift
the free end of the frame, /'', for the purpose of

—

M

ciSiasazssacQESaQCi
NEW
or plates.

I'LATE

ZSZSSI

FOR SECONDARY IIATTERIES.

This active material while

in

a plas-

pressed into the spaces in the grids.
These, after the paste has dried, arc placed in the
Now when the charging and dischargsolution.
ing takes place, or when the batteries are subjected to any considerable jolting or jarring as
would be the case in street car work, the material in the plates is liable to wash out, or fall out,
of the perforations of the plates, thus very materially affecting the efficiency of the battery.
The grid illustrated in the accompanying cut
tic state, is

In
was designed to overcome this difiiculty.
order to understand the construction of the plate

be necessary to refer to the sectional view,
it
This sectogether with the view just above it.
will

^l<^

M

carries the
drawing the arc. The magnet
main current. The frame /•', which rests on the
end of lever L and is pivoted at /', carries a
The slow speed member of
train of gearing.
the train meshes with the rack on the carbon
rod, while the high-speed member, //, engages
This detent, or
as shown with a detent, D.
brake, is attached to the end of the pivoted lever,
K, which also carries two armatures. The mag-

nets //'and 7' are set as shown in relation to
the armatures on the pivoted lever.

which may be
readily traced out are as follows: A' and /' repThe magresent the binding post of the lamp.
net 7' is connected in the main circuit; magnet

The

electrical

MKW ARC
it

is

claimed, there

is

LAMl'.

no tendency

to

"pump-

and

no possibility of the variations of
current in tlie main line causing a chattering
of the feed or oscillation of the arc-forming
ing,"

mechanism.

connections

Electric lighting

popular favor.
street lighting,
this year,

in

Indianapolis,

Last year

and

this

Ind.,

is

growing

in

loo lamps were introduced for
will be largely increased

number
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The First Central Station in Paris.
In a previous issue of tlie \\'k>ti;rx Eli.cTRiciAN a plan of the central station at the
The
Halles Centrales in Paris was presented.
accompanying cut shows a view of the interior
same plant, which is the first central station in Paris.
All the machinery is located in the basement
The engine and dynaof the Halles Centrales.
mo room occupies 2,000 square yards, and the

of this

altogether or to which he returned evasive replies.
Mr. Tubbs was represented b\" counsel,
who argued that the questions to which Randall
desired answers were questions of privilege, and
being between two officials in confidence could
not be construed as a public denunciation of
Randall.
Randall's lawyer contended that the
effect was the same, since Swift's circular was a
constructive charge of unfitness, and prevented
Randall from getting work.

FIRST CENTRAL ST ATION IN

There is also a large coke yard,
Six Belleville
stores, workshops and offices.
boilers are used.
There are three triple-e.\pansion vertical engines by Weyher & Richemond,
giving 140 horse power at 160 revolutions, and
three single cylinder engines by Lecouteu.x and
Garnier, of 170 horse power with Corliss valve
gear.
Each of the last works a Ferranti machine, giving 2,400 volts and 50 amperes, at 500
boilers 350.

Weyher & RicheEdison machines of
the latest type, which are connected on the
Fifteen volts total drop ir.
three wire system.
the feeders is allowed, and two volts on the most
remote lamps, so that the pressure is practically
constant.
The farthest lamps are 1,000 yards
from the station. The largest feeder is only a
revolutions.

mond

Each

of

Electric

the

engines drives two

I'ARIS.

Judge Tuthill thought that inasmuch as
Randall was not an employe of the Western
Union Telegraph company, it was stretching it
a great deal to apply the rule of privileged communication because he might at some time become an employe. The court ruled that Mr.
Tubbs must answer the question, or be attached
and punished.

Sweeper.

The

cut presented herewith shows the general
construction of the new electric sweepers which

IS

the platform of the car.
The sweepers are propelled precisely the same as an electric car.
In Boston there has been a good deal of interest to know how the electric street cars would
behave in a genuine snowstorm.
On the night
of Saturday, December 14th, was the first opportunity for a practical demonstration, and the
result was that it appeared to make little difference whether the weather was fair or foul.
Through all the falling snow the cars are said
to have moved as steadily and as uninterruptedly as usual, and such brief delays as were
met with were entirely on account of the inability of the four-horse cars to keep out of their
way.
That such was the case was largely due
to the successful working of the
sweepers.
These were kept running as long as there was
need.
They worked even more effectively than
had been anticipated, removing the snow so
completely that the rails glistened brightly under
the street lights.
So far as the trolley wires
were concerned, the storm offered no impediment to the running of cars. Even on up grades
with a second car in tow, both heavily loaded,
they could move along, stop and start again,
which four horses could scarcely do with one
half-filled car.
When the sweepers were started
another generator was put in operation, although
its use was not absolutely neeessarj'.
This gave
the power to run thirty-five cars and the three
sweepers, each of which was equal to about a
car and a half.
On the whole, it is stated that
the experience of Saturda}- night demonstrated
satisfactorily that the electric lines will be able
to cope successfulh' with any snowstorm that
may come along. For the cut we are indebted
to the Street Jiailway Journal.

Railroad Arrangements for the Convention of the Electric Light Association.

The Chicago transportation committee of the
National Electric Light association, has selected
the Chicago, Burlington S: Quincy railroad as
the official route for delegates starting from Chicago.
The railroad company will take particular pains to furnish the very best of accommoda-

Provision
quarter of a square inch in section.
60 watt lamps.
is made for from 1,500 to 2,000
The cables are carried in cement culverts built
Every five feet there is a wooden
in the street.
frame built in, which carries a number of enamEach hook carries one cable.
eled iron hooks.
The alternate current plant is intended to supply
the private consumers in the Petits Champs, the
Avenue de I'Opera, and the Boulevard de la
Madeleine.

Telegraph Superintendent Compelled to
Testify.
Frederick H. Tubbs, superintendent of the
Western Union Telegraph company, Chicago,
appeared before Judge Tuthill last week, in
answer to a citation to show cause why he did
not reply to certain questions before the Chicago
commissioners appomted by a Kansas City
court to take evidence in a suit by Edward L.
Randall, against the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific railway

company.

Randall sued the railway for §25,000 damages
in

Kansas City for alleged malicious persecution.

He was

a telegraph operator for the road at
la., but was discharged July 21,
asserts, for participating actively in
the organization of a branch of the Order of
Railway Telegraph Operators. Superintendent
Swift, of the Rock Island, it is charged, sent a
secret circular to all telegraph offices in the
country blacklisting him, and when Randall
came to Chicago and applied to Tubbs for work,
it was refused him.
Mr. Tubbs was cited before the commissioners to testify as to whether he received the cir-

Davenport.
1886, as he

whether it determined
him in his refusal to employ Randall. Mr.
Tubbs answered some of the questions frankly,
but there were others as to matters of which he
Randall's attorney
exhibited dense ignorance.
reported to Judge Tuthill that there was a list
of questions which he either declined to answer
cular of Swift, and

if

so,

-WLLl

were recently for the first time put to a practical
They
test on the West End road in Boston.
were designed by Louis Pfingst, the master mechanic of the West End road. Three of them
have been furnished, and four more are being
They consist of a platform car mounted
built.
on a four-wheel truck, two Thomson-Houston
motors being connected with the axles. L'nderneath each end of the car is a large cylindrical
brush mad= of rattan, set horizontally at an angle
of about 45 degrees, and reaching across the
The brushes are revolved very rapidly
track.
by a 15 horse power electric motor which is on

LI,.

and no pains will be spared to administer
and pleasure of the electric light
men. It is worthy of note also that the Eastern
special train which comes to Chicago over the
Pennsylvania road will go from Chicago to Kantions

to the comfort

sas City over the Chicago,Burlington cSc Quincy,
and it is probable that the Chicago cars will be

The Burlington has a
attached to this train.
first-rate road bed and a thorough equipment
throughout, and the committees have done well
to select this road as the official route between
Chicago and Kansas

City.

Delegates should remember that a special rate

Western electrician.
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plate, 5, and the electrometer needle, jT,
were so connected with the ground that the
potential of the plate and needle became equal
to that of the ground, which was taken as zero.
The support was then insulated from the ground,
and there was immediately observed upon the

of a fare and a third has been arranged for, notwithstanding the fac. that the service and time
Full inforwill equal that of the limited trains.
mation and bookings for berths can be secured
by addressing \V. W. Ring, city passenger agent,
Qulncy Railroad, Clark
Chicago, Burlington

the

and Adams

indicating a
positive charge of the plate, variable with the intensity of the solar radiations and the hygrometric state of the atmosphere.
This deflection was compared with that produced by the Daniell element, />,of which the positive pole was connected with the electrometer
needle and the negative with the earth. Moreover,
I had carefully studied, in some preliminary experiments, the inlluence of the complex phenomena that might vitiate the observations by producing an electric charge independent of that due to
In this way I ascertained that
solar radiations.
by suppressing the Faraday cage, the metallic
plate, being exposed to the free air and shade,
became charged under the influence of the wind
alone.
In the observations, this disturbing cause was
carefully eliminated by the use of the metallic
box, C, the presence of which prevented the
wind from reaching the plate, 5.
I'he other secondary phenomena, such as the
heating of the plate, the thermo-electric actions,
etc., were found to be of no consequence in the
After this
presence of the phenomenon studied.
study of the phenomenon, let us endeavor to draw

&

Electric

streets,

scale, G, a deflection of the needle

Chicago.

Phenomena Produced by

Solar

Radiations.
following abstract of an article by A.
in /.</ .Viitnre, contains an account of
several interesting experiments performed with
a vifw i>f cstalilishin'' the fact that solar radia-

The

N'odon.

some

practical consequences

from

it

relative to

AVe must in the
of clouds.
place admit that these results may be extended to non-metallic bodies, such as the
clouds.
This is a simple though very probable
hypothesis, but one that it will be necessary to
verify the accuracy of.
When solar radiations traverse a pure and
dry atmosphere, they charge the earth that they
strike with positive electricity.
B)' analogy with
actino-electric phenomena we may admit that
the stratum of air immediately in contact with
the earth becomes charged with negative electricity.
This air, heated by the sun, rises and
carries with it its negative charge.
This current
of ascending air follows an oblique direction
under the influence of the wind, and it often
happens that, in its ascent, it meets clouds of
more or less thickness, to which it abandons its
negative charge.
This negative charge continuously increases
under the influence of these masses of electrified
and incessantly renewed air. This hypothesis
would seem to give the explanation of a certain
number of storm phenomena. It would appear
to explain the negative charge of the majority
of clouds.
The positive charges that are sometimes observed in clouds may be explained by
the supposition of two strata of clouds between
which the electric manifestation may take place.
Such charge of the clouds should be so much
the greater in proportion as the solar rays are
intenser, and the hygrometric state of the atthe

electrification

line caused by induction:
"The only absolute remedy for us is to supply each subscriber
with a metallic circuit.
This we expect to when
we put our wires underground.
The existing
plant has neither the capacity nor the conditions
are now, as a
requisite for such a system.
temporary expedient, running a number of common return wires to afford a metallic circuit, one
side of which is common to a number of sub-

on the

We

We expect some relief from this, probably enough to enable us to operate the wires at
night.
Our ordinance, which is in the form of
a consent by the city to our placing our wires
underground, is in the hands of the Committee
on Public Improvements of the Council, with
some amendments suggested by the Board of
Public Improvements, to whom it was referred
by the committee."
scribers.

Electrical Engineering

in

the Western

University.

A chair of electrical engineering has been established in the Western University at Pittsburgh, Pa. Prof. C. V, Kerr will be the instructHe is a graduate of the Western University
or.
and of Stevens Institute, and recently has had
charge of the electrical department in Pratt Institute,

the

New

Work

York.

new department

will

be commenced

in

at once.

Hotel Annunciator.
The accompanying cut illustrates an improved
form of hotel annunciator manufactured by the

first

KI.E' TKIi'

CHKNOMENA

I'ROUUCF.I)

liV

StiLAR KAIIIA TKINS.

tions are the cause of certain electrical

phenom-

ena:
of numerous observations
1SS5, and July, 1SS9, I have
writes Mr. Nodon, to establish

As a consequence
made between May,
been enabled,

the fact that solar radiations are the cause of
certain electric phenomena, the study of which
is summed up in the following laws:
1. Solar radiations, upon meetnig with an insulated conductor (metal or carbon), communicate thereto a positive electric charge.
2. The e.vtent of such charge increases with
the intensity of the radiations and decreases
At Paris,
with the hygrometric state of the air.
its value reaches maximum in summer at about
one o'clock in the afternoon, when the atmos-

phere
3.

the

is

pure and dry.
of clouds near the sun causes

The passage
phenomena

to cease.

The experimental arrangement adopted was
follows:

as

\

large

metallic cylinder,

C

(see

turned toward the sun, was put in communication with the earth and formed a B'ara.\n aperture in the cover permitted
day's cage.
figure),

the solar rays to enter the cylinder and strike a
This
metallic plate, 5. arranged in the center.
plate was of copper and had been carefully inA conducting
sulated upon Mascart's support.
wire, wound with silk insulated with parafifine,
was fixed to the plate, .S', and ran to a room
below, in which were arranged the observation

These latter were as follows: A
apparatus.
Mascart electrometer, F., a. \oo element battery,
/", a standard Daniell element, Z*, a graduated
scale, G, and a sulphuric acid insulating support,

M.
The

box, C, the box of the electrometer, K,
the center of the battery, /", and the negative
plate of the battery D, were connected at the
same point of the earth, whose potential was
taken as zero. The electrometer needle was
connected with the insulated metallic plate.
1 used in succession the I.ippmann electrometer, which had to be abandoned on account
of its too great capacity for this kind of experiments, the Hankel electrometer, and the Curie
and the Mascart. The following is in what the
experiment consisted:
The insulating support, M, to which were
fixed the wires communicating respectively with

mosphere

feebler.

And

this

is

what

should

especially take place in summer and principally
This would be explained
in equatorial regions.
by the frequency of storms during the hot season and during the summer days in which the
Herein, too, should be
solar rays are intense.
found an explanation of the fierce storms which
chiefly prevail in the equatorial regions.

Nocturnal storms would be due to clouds
charged with electricity during the day under
solar influence, and which would become discharged at night in consequence of the descent
of the clouds toward the earth, the explosive
distance then becoming sufficiently small to
allow the discharge to take place between the
Such descent of the
cloud and the earth.
clouds toward the earth at night is due to the
cooling of the ascending currents of air which
sustain the clouds in the atmosphere.
We might, in analogous manner, explain the
frequency of storms over forests, rivers, lakes,
etc., as a con.sequence of the lowering of the
temperature of the air above such regions
lowering that carries with it the descent of the
storm cloud toward the earth.

—

ANN! MIAIOR.

Knapp

Electrical

George
pany,

St.

in St.

Louis.

F. Uurant of the Bell Telephone comLouis, said recently of the disturbances

of Chicago.

It

com-

bines the office annunciator and drop, the return
Many excellent featroom call and fire alarm.
ures in wiring, superior workmanship and the
Almaterial used, make it highly desirable.
ready a large number of these annunciators
have been disposed of and in every case they
have given satisfaction.
have an electric lighting plant in
representative of the Westinghouse Klectric company closed an order at that place for a

OUltown, Maine,

Telephone Service

Works

operation very soon.

i.s

to

A

750-light alternating current dynamo recently, and this machine will be shipped from Pittsburg immediately.
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West End Railway Power

Station at Boston.
The cuts presented herewith show the location
and general arrangement of the new permanent
station for the Wes.t End street railway in
Boston. This plant is being erected on the site
of the old Hinckley Locomotive company's

power

The idea is to have this power station
works.
as regards size, e.xcellence and adaptability for
its work, e.xcel any yet constructed.
The aggregate capacity of the engines will be 13,000These, which are being built by
horse power.
E. P. Allis &: Co. of Milwaukee, Wis., will be
thirteen in number of 1,000-horse power each.

17

Meanwhile these poor girls, earning from
to $lS a week, lost their tiine. and we were put to the
inconvenience of the change.
There was nothing else for
us to do but to stand the e.xpense on our part, and let the
the machines.

ij:S

poor girls stand their loss.
If we had not been pretty
quick about it our hands might have been idle yet.
If we
could get electric power again we would take it."
.Small store keepers who could not afford a private installation, were left in gloom and darkness and their loss during the holiday sea.'on was indeed very heavy.
This class
complains bitterly of the action of the Board of Electrical
Control upon which the blame is placed for the unfortunate
state of affairs
"It is a remarkable thing," said a Broadway merchant, that while New York has had this terrible
scene and loss of life, and its Board of Electrical Control,
and its subway company charging a thousand dollars a mile
for the use of the subway, they have had nothing of the
'

BOIL En

whether the interlocutory decree was properly
entered or not it cannot be made a subject of
inquiry by this sort of proceeding.
The other case decided was that of W, H.
Bush, who sought to escape payment of his stock
liability when sued by the receiver on the ground
that he had bought the stock after it had all
been taken.
In other words, he was not an
original subscriber, and hence was not liable.
The Appellate Court holds that the Supreme
Court passed on that point in the Gray case and
decided that this made no difference.
More-

Bush had waived the right to make this
objection by paying on assessments "40 per cent

over,

HouiE

lo'o

POWER' HOUSE

Cap

rtr'o

STonc House

CnPEMTCn
100 X

60

WEST END RAILWAY POWER STATION AT
of the Reynolds-Corliss triple expansion type
with condenser.
The three cylinders measure
respectively 21, 363/j and 52 inches in diameter,
with a 42 inch stroke.
The fly-wheel which is
28 feet in diameter with a lOyV feet face, and
weighs sixty tons, will make sixty-eight revolutions per minute.
Each engine will drive by
means of two belts, each five feet wide, four
specially designed Thomson-Houston generators
compound wound, four-pole with Gramme ring
armatures.
These armatures are nearly five feet
in diameter, with six inch shafts and will make
The boilers, en400 revolutions per minute.
gines and smoke stack will rest on granite foundations supported by about 700 piles forty-five
feet long.
The stack will be 250 feet high, circular in form, double brick shell twenty-six feet
diameter at base, and seventeen at top, with a
flue of a uniform diameter of thirteen feet. The

— no

kind in Brooklyn
Control, and no

loss of

life,

subway company.

The companies have been

liOSTON,

no Board of Electrical

The

reason

is

simple.

manage their own
business.
If they wanted to make repairs they made them.
The main trouble in New York has been that Ihe Board of
permitted to

Electrical Control has prevented repairs, and has actually
created most of the dangers.
They seemed to be anxious
to make prete.xts for cutting off the wires of certain companies.
They have refused to grant permits to repair
poles and wires in places where there were no subways and
where there will not be any subways for years to come,"
The New York Stin commenting on the present state of
affairs says: "The sudden cutting of the wires has shown
in a striking way how intimately applied electricity has become connected with the business of the city.
Electric
light and power are inseparately interwoven with the necessities of the people.
Electricity has become one of the factors of life.
The problem of the hour is to make it safe as
well as convenient,"

Two Important Decisions.
Judge Gary of the Appellate Court of

Illinois,

of the stock

and not repudiating

his

liabilities

when he might safely and profitably have done
so.
Judge Gary also held that the rosy hues
with which the agent of the telegraph company
tinted the future of the corporation could not
made the basis of the charge of fraud. There
are 3,000 stockholders in this company who will
be affected by these decisions which will materially diminish the loophole
of escape from liability.
Senator Farwell, representing himself
and rhany other stockholders, has a suit pending
to get out of paying stock subscriptions in the

be

He charges
fraud and claims that money enough was raised
to pay the debts of the company without resort
to the stockholders, but that it was misappropriated by certain parties.
The amount due
from the stockholders is several hundred thousand dollars, and the suits of the receiver growGreat Western Telegraph company.

WEST END RAILWAY TOWER STATION AT BOSTON.

reproduced from the Street Railway Journal, New York,
illustrations are

Result of Wire Cutting in

New

The

York.

revulsion of feeling in the question of cutting electric wires in New York city has already become manifest
and each day the newspapers of the metropolis be?r evidence of the resentment of merchants,
manufacturer is
quoted as saying: "\Vhy, when the wires were cut without
notice to us. every one of those sixty machines stopped,
and the girls were thrown out of work.
bad put in an
electric motor and got a wire from the Brush company,
and all the machines were driven without noise or dirt or
the annoyance of escaping steam, all the power being supplied by one wire.
The first we knew, the wire was cut.
There was no subway in the street, no way to have electric
power supplied, and we had to stop our business until we
could buy a steam engine and put it up and connect it with

A

We

handed down two interesting decisions at Chicago last week, in the Great Western Telegraph
litigation.
This institution is in the hands of
Elias R, Bowen, receiver of the Circuit Court

who has sued

the stockholders all over the country for unpaid subscriptions of stock on an interlocutory order which decrees their stock lia
bility.
The stockholders have been making a
fight all along the line, and have started all manner of suits to set it aside,
Eugene C, Bates and thirty-three other owners of stock filed a bill in chancery to review the
interlocutory decree, and the Circuit Court sustained a demurrer interposed by the receiver,
for want of equity.
The Appellate Court has
affirmed this decision, and its ruling is that

ing out of this old litigation have

bugbear

to

long been a

many prominent men.

A short time ago the newspapers of the Westetn cities
were calling upon the authorities to cut electric wires, but
The Cleveland. O,,
they have changed their tune of late.
Plaindealej'Xzsx week said:
"No betterproof that street
effective police agents could be asked
than the great increase of crime in New York City since
The surprising numbr r
the electric light wires were cut.
of highway robberies and kindred offenses of late has at-

lamps are the most

tracted attention, and there is no doubt that it is directly
due to the sudden darkness which has settled down upon
The
those districts until lately illuminaled by electricity.
money a city puts into street lighting is a profitable investstreet lamp is better protection against robbers
ment,
If our streets and alleys were better
than a policeman.
lighted at 'night, there would be fewer women assaulted,
fewer footpads and burglars abroad,"

A
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is found that it is perverted from its original and
just purposes to such unjust uses it should be

repealed.

made

In

the

of the tariff to be
on copper should be

revision

this winter the duties

removed."
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.\ I ASK. which came before Judge Tuthill
in
Chicago, last week, is of special interest to telegraph operators. The question involved was
whether the superintendent of the Western
Union Telegraph company could be compelled
to testify in regard to an alleged "black-list,"
which had been sent to him. The court found
that the superintendent could not fall back upon
a plea of privileged communication, but must
answer the (juestion in regard to the "blacklist."
In an article on another page is given a
sketch of the case.
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A VIEW of the dynamo room of the IJrush
station in Rochester, N. Y., is presented in this
number. The machines are operated by water
power and the station is one of the most interesting in the country.
At

the meeting of the Chicago Electric club
evening.
Dr. I.ouis Bell addressed the club on the "Theory of CompoundAn abstract of his
ing for Constant Potential."
remarks is presented in another place in this
issue.
The club voted to entertain at a
lunch the delegates to the National Electric
last

Monday

Light convention at Kansas City,
remained long enough in the city.

if

Till-.

Cleveland

J.i-ailcr

in

comes out strongly with

rubber

is

to

be materially

in-

creased if reports are to be believed.
It has already been stated that the Brazil authorities
have imposed an e.Nport tax on rubber in favor
of a local company, and this tariff, according to
the latest advices from Para, may be increased.
.\s if this were not enough, a rubber trust has
been organized in Trenton, N. f. The dispatches
say: "British capitalists are to take an interest
amounting to about §3,000,000, and to push the
While the idenstock in England and Scotland.
tity of the capitalists has not yet been disclosed,
they are believed to be the same ones who
bought up a number of American breweries reThe trust will not take the active mancently.
agement of the local concerns, which will continue under the present operation, but will, of
course, dictate a policy of unity of action in all
business dealings.
The negotiations for the establishment of the trust began about two months
ago." The reports seem to tell a pretty straight
story, but the reference to the English capitalists rather makes one distrustful.
It is hard to
believe that these capitalists should be credited
with as many schemes as the newspapers would
have us understand.

their train

In the autobiograpy of Joseph Jefferson which
now being published, appears a paragraph describing the introduction of the telegraph at
is

Cumberland, Md. Jefferson was in the city at
the time and received a dispatch in response to
a letter he had sent to Baltimore on the previous day. The rapidity with which the reply had
come seemed incredible to Jefferson, and he
hastened to the telegraph office to ascertain the
truth.
He continues this story in his inimitable
way: "A small group of people had collected
about the operator, some having received messages of congratulations at the establishment of
the line, others sending them away to the same
effect and all wearing a look of surprise and in-

We began showing one another our
dispatches and looking with respectful awe at
the mysterious little machine that was ticking
away as if worked by some invisible spirit of the
other world, wondering what they would do
credulity.

The whole town was up in arms about it.
People were running to and fro with little messages in their hands and stopping one another in
the street to talk and wonder over the new event.
If I were now to
receive a message from the
planet Mars offering me a star engagement, I
could not be more astonished than I was on that
day. It is said that the man who invented spectacles was imprisoned for daring to improve on
the eyesight that God hatl given us, and that
these comforts of old age were called 'Devil's
eyes.'
So in the height of this telegraphic novelty did many wise old solons shake their solemn
heads declaring that the wrath of Cod would
fall on those who dared to take a
liberty with
lightning.
The people with universal consent
made the occasion a holiday."
ne.xt.

The

an article on the
this statement: "It

was never intended that the protective tariff
should be used to aid a foreign syndicate in
keeping up exorbitant prices, and whenever it

crusade against the electric light compa-

New York city was

carried too far. and of
course a reaction has set in.
In the last issue of
the Western Ei.ec irkiax was presented a
timely and temperate article from a New York
paper in which the subject was discussed. It
was admitted that the loss of the electric light
as a result of the destruction of overhead
nies in

tariff

price of
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wires was proving a far greater evil than that
was incident upon aerial circuits, .^n
equally sensible article a|)peais in the Boston

which

J/era/U, which relates to this subject.
It says:
As we predicted at the time, this sudden
outburst of unreason has been followed by
a recovery of sense.
Not only do the people
of New York city find that gas is but a poor

substitute

the street illumination formerly
lights, but the
proprietor's
of stores, in a great number of cases, are complaining that in consequence of the absence
of brilliant illumination, their business cannot
be carried on in a .satisfactory manner. Nor
is
this all.
Electric motors were used in
a
large number of instances, where other
power was unobtainable, in working sewing
machines and other pieces of light machinery.
Necessarily, these methods have been

given

by

for

electric

abandoned, and many men and women have
been thrown out of work, involving, in individual instance;;, great personal loss and suffering.
Some of our New XoxV. contemporaries who
became panic-stricken are beginning to perceive
the folly of their action.
This return to reason
has not taken place with all of them, but it is
evident that a reaction has set in which will
soon place the municipal authorities of New
York in an exceedingly peculiar position, for,
having destroyed the poles, structures and wires
of the electric companies, and having no other
satisfactory method of obtaining the neeiled
light and power, they may soon be compelled,
in obedience to another aroused public demand,
to ask the electric companies to in some way
re-establish themselves.

In the last number of the Foriiin Prof. R. N.
Thurston, director of the schools of mechanical
engineering of Cornell University, discusses in
an entertaining way the "Problem of Air Navigation."
After reviewing many interesting experiments in aeronautics, Prof, Thurston thus
speaks of the probability of the ultimate solution
of the problem:
"The researches of Langley
have shown the power demanded for flight to
be about 2 per cent, of the amount once supposed a minimum. We know that nature's energy can be directly converted into useful power
through the production of electricity as in the
gymnotus, and possibly in all animal mechan-

We

isms.
know that modern storage batteries
are ten times the weight that science indicates
to be the limit of perfect efficiency; both steam

engines and electric accumulators have been
made light enough and powerful enough to

own

weight, with something to spare.
lemur, the flying squirrel, the rude
sustaining membranes that inventors have constructed, have sustained their heavy weights in
drifting many yards.
Man has imitated such
animals: his predecessors the bats and the great
pterodactyls have llown on membranes.
Why
may not he hope sometime to combine the highest products of his inventive genius in some contrivance which shall enable him to drive his fusiform balloon a hundred miles an hour defying
wind and storm; or why not hope to learn from
the albatross and the condor and the eagle the
secrets of flight, and like them, to soar aloft and
above the clouds, to glide hour after hour on
widespread, motionless wings with the siieed
of gales that vex the earth below, and as far as
the wiid goose or the carrier pigeon or the migratory eagle can lly, crossing continents and
oceans, as certainly and even possibly as safely
as do railway trains or steamships to-day?
It
would be rash as yet to assert that all this is even
po-ssible; but it would be still more rash to assert the contrary. Man has accomplished hardly
less wonderful tasks.
Who shall say that the
limit of his powers of invention and construction has been reached or even approached? The
engineer, like the man of .science, has an infinity
of opportunity still before him.
And it is to the
combination of scientific knowledge and constructive talent of the engineer rather than to
the haphazard operations of the hand anil brain
of the ignorant contriver of olden time that we
raise their

The

flying

are to trust, if at all, for the accomplishment of
thi.s, the most stupendous of his tasks. Scientific
research, e.xact computation, precise adjustment
of means to well-understood conditions are the
lines which lead to final success."

January
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Standard Wiring Table.
At the December meeting of the

this portion of the track, a distance of a quarter

council of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
the following committee was appointed to formulate and submit for approval, a standard wiring
table for lighting and power purposes:
F.
B.
Thomas P. Conant, Dr.
Crocker, chairman;
Louis Duncan, Prof. W. R. Geyer, A. E. Kennelly, Geo. B. Prescott, Jr., Prof. E. P. Roberts,
William Stanley, Jr., Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler.

The committee decided to hold its first meeting at the rooms of the institute, 125 Temple
Court, New York, on Friday, January 10.
It is
not intended by the committee to make any radical departure from the best practice of to-day,
but rather to establish a table which shall be
generally recognized and used as a standard.
Suggestions from persons interested may be addressed to F". B. Crocker, Columbia College,

New York

City.

Operating"

Small

Machines by

Electric

Motor.

The

application of the electric motor to driving small machines is well shown in the accom-

was marked off by fog signals, on account of the mist, and a sufficient space being
allowed for the driver to get up speed, the signal
to str.rt was given.
At the end of the distance
the coaches were slipped, and although running,
as was afterward ascertained, at the speed of
thirty miles an hour, were brought to a standstill
in about 200 yards.
This was considered to be
a very good trial, inasmuch as the rear van was
running free, and would necessaril}'' impel the
first coach over the lines, coated
as they were
with a film of ice. Two or three other trials were
made with almost precisely similar results, and
Stechford was then reached.
As it had been
demonstrated that the electric brake was effective the guard's van was detached, and trials
were made with the single coach.
The results
arrived at were of a more satisfactory character.
A half-mile run was tried, and the coach slipped
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Theory of Compounding Dynamos for
Constant

of a mile

while traveling at the rate of forty-two miles
an hour.
The brake being instantly applied,
brought the coach to a standstill in 150 yards.
No doubt that distance would have been considerably diminished but for the fact that the

Potential.'
Bv Du. Louis Bei.i..

A short

time ago

on the

to bear

I

came across a certain fact that seemed
compouDding dynamos to produce
was sufficiently interested in the fact

theorj' of

constant potential;

I

work it out. It is not complete, for the simple reason
I have not had the opportunity either to revise it or to
obtain such experimental conlirmalion of it as I hope to do
later
In general we can say that the object of compound
winding a machine is to avoid extraordinary trouble.
If
constant potential is desired, it is a possible thing to produce something very like it by a shunt winding alone. It
has even been said that a shunt machine with no resistance
to speak of in the armature would give a constant potential.
That is not quite t'ue, but it is certainly true that a
shunt mach'ne with very powerful magnets and very small
resistance in the armature will give a potential that is very
nearly constant; but to produce such a machine is decidedly difficult.
It is not merely a question of
designing skill,
but sometimes it involves a great deal of trouble, a great
deal of added weight and considerable added expense to
produce a machine whose field tnagnets are so powerful as
to completely overpower the armature and produce with
simple shunt winding somewhere near a constant potential.
As a result compound winding has been devised.
It is at
the same time to be regarded as a labor saving device, as a
device for improving a shunt machine, designed and made
with proper skill and care, and not at all as a device for
making a tolerable compound wound machine out of a bad
shunt machine.
The result of compound winding of that
sort I do not think would be satisfactory from either a
practical or theoretical point of view.
I shall introduce tonight one machine that evidently was built in that way.
One might call it a lazy man's machine a shunt machine
very badly designed and changed tea compound appaieztto

that

—

ly to

make up

for these deficiencies.

We might start the discussion by asking why a shunt
field magnets,
and an armatu-e not very powerful relatively to the field magnets,
should not maintain a practically' constant potential.
The
answer which has always been made to that question, and
not quite the correct answer is, because the armature
has resistance.
If, for instance, we have
a shunt wound
machine which will give 100 volts on open circuit when
worked at its full capacity, the armature will absorb a certain amount of the voltage,
so
to
speak.
In other
words, a certain amount of voltage is necessary to
overcome the resistance of
the armature
when a
powerful cDrrent is being passed through it.
Therefore a
machine which gives 100 volts on open circuit, would not
give the same amount with a powerful current passing
through it, because the armature has an appreciable resistance, and a certain amount of voltage is absorbed there.
There will be then a drop in voltage. That amount we can
calculate readily.
If we have a machine which will give
volts at a certain speed on open circuit, and have an armature with a resistance of R^ and then pass the current, C,
through it, we will get a drop in voltage which I will call
e, equal to R C.
And that is the approximate reason why
we have to resort to compound winding, or why it is sometimes convenient to do it.
Now the first and natural
suggestion is to put on enough series turns to make up for
the loss of ^ volts.
Now that is very simply done indeed,
wound dynamo having powerful

E

and

the result,

takmg

the formula

a=

,

would be

that

A, the number of series turns required to do that work
would produce e volts, and biing the voltage up to the
point where we started.

Now

were necessary I should
Compound winding would
have been worked for all it is worth, and that would be
the end of it.
Unfortunately that is not enough, and for
The voltage at the terminals has dropped on
this reason:
account of the absorption of voltage in the armature.
Now if we are to get 100 volts at the terminals, we must
produce in the machine more than that, because we
In
are using up a certain amount, e, in the armature.
order to accomplish that, the induction through the magnets must necessarily be increased, and the other factors
remain constant; that is, the speed and number of wires
in the armature.
I am
going to use the term "magnetic
lesistance."
I am aware that it is a teini that is not in
good theoretical standing. I see that Mr. Fleming, in his
recent book, has used it, and I am going to make bold to
use that term, because it is convenient. We then meet
the difficulty that this number of series turns, --J, will not do
the work, because by adding the n'ecessary induction,
we increase the magnetic resistance a certain amount.
magnetic resistance ot the
Suppose we
call
the
call the resistance
at full
machine at the start //;
on the maximum
load, the resistance when we put
induction that we are going to use qx. The magnetic resistif

were

that

all

that

not be reading this paper now.

OPERATING SMALL MACHINES BY F.LECTRIC MOTOR.

The motor is of Thomson-Houspanying cut.
ton manufacture, three-horse power, and is
belted directly to the saw.
It has been in use
since October, iSSS, and has given the most excellent results in every way.
The fact that it is
available at any time, and can be started and
stopped so readily, renders it particularly eco-

nomical for this class of work.

Test of

the

Forbes-Timmis

Electric

Brake.
In a recent issue of the Western Electrictan
a description of the Forbes and Timmis electric
brake was presented. This apparatus was recently given a practical trial on a train on the
London and Northwestern railway. The details
of the tests which were made on the London
and Birmingham main line, are given by the
London Electrical Engineer as follows: An oldtype coach, with four wheels only, was fitted
with the apparatus. In one of the compartments
was a battery of seventeen storage cells.
The
brake handle is simply a switch, to complete the
circuit to the magnetic iron disks of the brake,
with a resistance regulating the strength of current.
After the 8:40 London train had left Adderley Park Station a large engme was attached
to the coach, to which an ordinary brake van
was linked in case of emergency.
The line between Adderley Park and Stechford, over which
the run was made, is in every way suited for
such a trial, there being a straight run for nearly
a mile and a half, over an almost level line^ On

wheels, being instantly locked, glided along the
glazed surface.
It might naturally be expected
that the sudden application of the brake would

have manifested itself m an unpleasant manner
occupants of the coach; but the application was only slightly appreciable by the nine
occupants.
This is attributable probably to the
fact that the brake is in no way connected with
the body of the carriage, the magnetic disks being kept in position by stays running from one
to the other.
The trial lasted for about three
hours, the best result obtained being the stopping of the car in sixty yards, when traveling at
The experiments were
thirty miles an hour.
considered by the company's officials to be highto the

ly satisfactory.

qx

The New York Question.
New

York city are slowly
The people of
realizing sense of the folly into which their
subject of electric light wires so suddenly
The systtms of
siys the Boston Herald.

awaking; to a
scare on the
carried them,
arc lights for

and house purposes and electric motors for ordinary
manufacturing uses have been destroyed by municipal

ance then

is

in the ratio of

increased

-—

.

Consequently

added should produce c. volts to
make up for that drop in voltage, we must wind on not .-/
series turns, but a number rather larger than <?, to compenincreased in
sate for the fact that the magnets have
magnetie resistance. In other words, it would be in the
in order that the series turns

street

action through the greater part of the city, a result brought
about by the death of two men who were killed while engaged in the work of repairing electric wires, a fatality for
which the carelessness of the victims was possibly the
But the eagerness of some of our New York
chief cause.
contemporaries to start a sensation which would enable
them to pose in the light of public benefactors led them
to enter upon an indiscriminate crusade against the electric light and power companies, and in a rash moment, in
obedience to a supposed popular demand, the poles and
structures supporting electric light and power wires were
destroyed and the wires themselves removed.

ratio

of

—

.

That

is

the point where

S.

P.

Thom-

son in his well-known book dropped the subject, and that
is the point where, so far as 1 know, nearly everybody else
it.
That is very pretty, so far as it goes, and it
Anyperfectly correct so far as it goc, and that is all.
body who attempts to build a compound wound machine
according to that formula, will find himself very sad when
II not get a constant potential
he gets through, because he

dropped
is

w

by any such machine.
perfectly evident that
I

if

The

next question

is,

why?

It is

that does not give the result there

Abstract of an address before ibe Chicago Electric Club, January
16,0,
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is some good and sufficient reason for it; ihat there is
something^ we have forgotten, and that that something
probably, jut'ging from the results of trying to use the
formuht.-, is a very important something. The first thing is
have increased by adding seiics turns the magnetic
this:
ratio of qx to q. and that applies to
resistance in the
the shunt windings as it does to the few scries turns that
we Have added, for by adding these series turns
and increasing the induction, we have increased the
magnetic resistance. Then surely the number of shunt

We

E

volts, when the magnetic resi^twindings which produce
ancc is q. will not produce it, when the magnetic resistance
We must add then, cither more shunt turns or an
is */.r.

And that is one of the importequivalent in scries turns.
been neglected in the quesant things which has
It is not very difficult to comtion of compound winding.
The shunt ampere turns sulVicient to
pute ihat amount
produce e. when the resistance is ij of course will not produce it when the resistance is ^.v; therefore, we must add
enough series turns to bring the induction up to its proper
value.
If

the iron

is

not nearly saturated; in other words,

if

the

machine were properly designed in the first place from a
magnetic point of view, that quantity will not be a large one.
So that so far as things considered up to this point
are concerned, wc should we have properly the *'. volts
with which we started out. the d:op in the armature
But unfortunately another
having been counteracted.
the question, and one
term has been neglected in
every man who
I think
is still more important.
hss built a compound wound machine, will be able to
have a lx>Ierably clear idea of what that term is. although the value of it has not been taken into account
properly.
It is a term that is caused by the demagnetizThe armature is cross
ing effect of the armature current.
magnetized and the field is disturbed by it, and as soon as
given
lead,
to
get
them
to a point where
a
the brushes are
they will not spark, the effect of the armature begins
to make trouble atd demagnetizes the field magnets.
contrary magneto motive force in
'I'hcre is a
certain
the armature owing to the fact that it is running with
Iei.d. and has
to be run with a lead on acccunt of
the disturbance between the field and the pole pieces.
The demagnetizing effect upon the armature may
rise to such a considerable amount as to cause strious
that

trouble, particularly if the machine is a high potential
machine, and there are very many turns in the armature.
or if the machine has insuliicient iron in the field magnets
That amount has been
the same result will follow.
and is ver\' readily worked out in terms of the number of
Its effect is quite large in
windings on the armature.
some cases, so that instead of saying, as one custcmarily
does, that to build a shunt machine to give a constant

you should have little < r no resistance in the
armature, we should also have to say in addition that it
should not have ary convolutions on the armature to speak
It shou'd
of, or it will give the cross magnetizing effect.
be noted right there that everybody knows who designs
machines that the sparking trouble that compels one to
shift the position of the brushes to get ibem to a r,onsparking point, is very considerably affected by the shape
Sometimes a little tact in
of the horns of the pole piece.
changing the shape of the ends of the pole pieces will enwith
deal
less lead, and get a very
a
gieat
able one 10 tun
much more workable machine. But to return to the demagnetizing effect of the armature. That amount has
been worked out by Hopkinson, although it is not quite compound winding. It was worked out by him in that admiiable paper, published in iSb6, which I was about to say contains the sum and substance of the theory of the dynsmo;
it is a paper which has not been lead as much as it ought to
lie worked out the cross magnetizing effect of the arbe.
mature, the demagnetizing effect, and found it to be the
potential,

following:

The formula

C

is 417

_';'

^'

= 4 Im C.

In other

words, he found the magncti/ed effect in magnetic units depended upon the angle of lead of current, and the number
Now having this demagof convolutions in the magnet.
netized effect of the armature all we have to do to counteract it is to reduce it to ils corresponding number of series
Suppose we call f
turns, and that comes out very simply.
the number of series turns necessary on that account; we

C

have

equals the

simple

quantity

C

=

m

In

-_

other words, the number of series turns which will have to
be added to counteract the demagnetizing effect of the armature equals the number of turns en the armature, divid-

the periodic terms which involve the self induction of sections of thearmaiure and things of that kind.
They are
ver\' small. I think, compared with either of these three
terms, and so :^m3ll that ihey need not cause very much
trouble in practice.
One thing more so far as these terms
are concerned, and the work is complete.
These scries
turns should be wound on the magnet.
Consequently the
numVer of series turns, whatever it is, deduced in this way,
would have to be multiplied by the co-efficient of leakage
of the machine, whatever that may be.
That coefficient
is very seldom as low as 1.25 and not very often as high as
So we will have to multiply the number of series
1.9.
windings derived in this way from these three terms, by
that co-elhcient, whatever it may be, to get the total number
necessary.
There is quite a wide variation in the value of
leakage, and of course any form of magnetic frame that
we are tolerably well acquainted with, we can make a very
close guess indeed as to the actual value of this co-efiicient,
I added these two terms,
and C, and looked to find specifications in some compound dynamo for the sake of
applying this, and seeing whether it actually gave the
proper number of series turns to be applied.
1 was not
very lucky in that search.
1 had little time in which to
look, only a couple of days, and I did not find very much,
and I am compelled to use as an illustration a machine
which shows a necessity for the corrections more than anything else. . It is the machine described by Thomson.
It is a four-pole machine with
a gramme armature.
The armature contains 320 turns with a resistance of
.025 ohm.
The total resistance of the series turns
was .C05 ohm, making .03 ohm the total resistance. The
dimensions of the machine are partly given, but the
machine was built with very much too little iron. The
iron was very much over-saturated.
In fact, the amountof iron was so small as to be very objectionable, the over
saturation being very severe.
The details of the machine
were not given as perfectly as I would like to have
them I had to make a guess for the ratio.
The guess

B

qx
I

made

is

1.6,

for

a

1

is

the angle of

lead.

Now then we have those three factors which go to make
series turns necessary to give a constant potential
machine.
The first one, the one which has been known
for a good while due to the fact that he armature has a resistance. The second one, due to the fact that the magnetic
1

resistance of the machine increases as one computes the
And fin;iliy, still
series turns to take care of the first turn.
more series turns must be added to counteract the demagcome out in
effect
the
armatureAnd
they
netizing
of
The only trouble is this quanrespectively simple foims.

We don't always

know what qx

is,

although

we

q
ought to know very nearly what y is il the machine has
I!ut it is quite easy
been carefu'Iy designed in the start.
to get an approximate idea of ry.v from almost any of the
published curves of magnetization.

Those

in

Ilopkinson's

paper are perhaps the handiest to work with that I know
of.
If any one krows anything about the iron that is used
in building a machine, he can arrive at a fairly good idea of
I
think
ijx.
It is a quantity that is quite obtainable.
that these three terms include ail the terms which are of
suflicient size to be met with in actual dynamo building.
Thcorelically, they arenot all that would have to Ic taken
into account, and I have omitted in the Hrst place all
powers
square
and
higher
terms
involving
the
of the ratio, because the-y are quite small; in the next place

alt

terms involving the differential of that

ratio,

and

The

:i.3.

was

which was not an
four-pole machine

excessive
built

leakage

amount,

on

these

I

I

lake

think,

lines.

It

rather small,
if
anything, considering the character of the machine.
Finally the leakage I took as
n-, which I think is not a large lead
for a saturated
/=^V
machine; a machine where there is too little iron and with
quite a powerful armature.

These three quantities I judged, as far as I could without working them through to see where they would lead
Having taken those I proceeded ts put them into
me.
these various formula- with the resistances given, and the
number of shunt terms given, which was 352, as I mentioned before, on each of the four poles of the magnet.
The result I found was this; Taking these terras one b)'
one .-/=S turns, B^io turns, showing that this factor which
has been completely neglected in most work of this kind
was in this case more than twice the quantity which
Thompson would give for the full number of series turns
And then working out the armanecessary for compound.
ture turn, C^32. it makes a still further increase.
In fact
the amount owing to the armature alone was 4 times the
number given by this old standby formula. Then multiply
the whole by «, the co-efficient of leakage of the machine,
we get 96 series turns as necessary to compound that particular machine.
Having worked that out I turned back
to the description of the machine, 96 was the series
In other words I happentil
turns on that machine.
I
say happened, bi cause 1 did not know exactly
vyhat
were,—
those
to get precisely the number of
series turns that were required as found in practice to
compound that machine. Now, I do not know whether
well compounded
or
badly.
it
\\as
Ji dging from
the general design 1 should say that it was not compounded
At all events, it is quite clear that these three
very well.
terms give a close approximation to the actual number
of turns found to be necessary.
If that is true in a
machine
so thoroughly saturated, a
machine with
altogether too little iron in it, and a machine where the
without
voltage at full load,
compounding, must be barely
o^erhalf the normal voltage, which is 65; if it works properly in a machine of that kind, so as to give approximately
the numbt r of turns retjuired to compound it, it certainly
ought to do so where the number of volts to be acccunted
I have not
for is one-tenth of the total number produced.
been able to get any other machine to which I could apply
that I am convinced that it is a
it, but from the result of

—

good approximation to

the

number

of

terms actually

required in practice.

up the

tity, fl'i.

that

for

is

fairly

ed by the quantity _ where

January

finally

what I said at the
to be
the machine thai gave these
results was designed.
It is too much to ask a machine to
do, to scrimp it on iron, proportion it badly, anci then
expect it to give constant voltage; it simply will not do il.
I win say that these formula; will compound the machine
correctly, I think, when the voltage due to the shunt turn
ConstCjUcntly it will compound correctly when the
is K.
machine is run at such a speed that the shunt turns alone
will give R. volts on open circuit, and that will be the speed
for compounding, and the speed at which these formuhc
represent, I think, nearly the proper amount of series turns.
Of course if the machine is run at any other speed, in
other words, if the shunt windings give more or less than
It
E. volts the machine cannot be expected to compound.
would not compound, and everybody knows very well
that a com.pound machine is tensitivc to
changes of
speed.
In closing

start, that

abused

I

would

I

do

in the

1

reiterate again

01 think the

way

it

compound machine ought

was when

I wish very much I bad
obtained the details of several
compound wound machines, which were properly designed

have faiih to believe thai the results would
be much belter; that these formuhc would represent the

at the start

I

turns necessary much more closely in case of a machine properly designed to start with, than one which I
know was baciy designed. 1 hope to be able to do so in
the future.
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Adukmirookk.

Returning to the Tittsburg station, five W'estinghouse
engines of 250 indicated horse power drive live alternatingcurrent dynamos of 2,500 16-candielight power capaciiyeach
tesidesihe machines elriven from the Corliss engine. The
exciters are run from smaller engines.
The engines driving the alternating d\namosmake 250 revolutions per
minute, the dynamos making 1.050 revolutions per minute.
The power is conveyed overhead by belts to the first llcor,

where the dynamos are placed.
Each of these dynamos is
on a sliding bed, so that the belt can be tightened, and. as
have already said, the exciters are run separately from
The machines are so well known it is baldly necessary to describe them.
I
may. however, with advantage say a few words on the construction of the arm: ture, which is the least easy part to understand from written descriptions or diagrams.
In I'rof. Silvanus Thomj son's book on dynamo machines the diameter of the armature is given at nearly twice its breadth.
While this is true
of the smaller machines, in the 2,500 machine
which is
the standard size for large stations, and is the sizeemploycd
I

the machines.

—

new station in Sardinia
of the drum is considerably
The drum itself is formed of
in the

street in

London

— the length

greater than the diameter.
thin iron plates, just like an
Edison armature, only of larger diameter; and as the iron
near the center is useless, holes are punched in the sheets,
which lightens the armature, and secures ventilation.
Round the outside of this iron core and over the two ends
insulation is laid.
As regards the coils of wire in which
the current is generated, they are made in this way:
beginning at the inner side of the coil the wire is wound on
an oblong frame to correspond with the shape of the
lleld-magnets, one turn on the top of the other.
The
coils are only one wire
thick
that is. there is only one
layer of wire between the drum and the field-magnels.
When these thin flat coils are laid on the drum, the round
ends of the coils are tuined down at right angles over the
edge at each end of the drum, and the connections from
coil to coil are made.
A small piece of wood screwed into
the side of the drum and projecting over the end of each
coil, keeps it in its place.
When all the coils are fixed
in their places, sheets of mica are laid over them all round
the armature and bands o* fine wire with a little thicker insulation underneath them are bound round the whole armature at short intervals, in exactly the same way as is
usual with the armature of continuous current machines.
An armature made in this way has perhaps an amateurish
look about it. but there is no doubt they work well in practice and give excellent results.
It is further worth noting
that as the field magnets are long and narrow
a ratio of
at least 10 to 1 in the large machines— they cannot be
very economical as far as exciting current is concerned.
Still,
since the exciting current anyhow, bears such a
small ratio to the energy which the machine will transform

—

—

into electric current, this is not a very material point.
The mains are run from the dynan-os to the switchboard in troughs cut in the joists supporting the llcor,
which is made to take up over these troughs.

The switch-board

at

Pitlsbuig consisted of a

wooden

frame boarded over, about 9 feet high and 12 feet or 14
feet long, and standing about 3 feet from the wall, so as
to give room to go behind and make the connections.
This, I may say, is the usual way of arranging switchboards in America.
The general type of switeh used in America for alternating-current work, and it is not confined to the Westinghouse company, is exceedingly simple in construction and
In general principle it is
To the top of a small
upright a lever is hinged, terminating in an insulated
handle.
The metal part of this lever has a hatchet-shaped
projection cast on it, projecting in the same plane as the
motion of the lever. When the lever is pulled down the
hatchet-shaped piece sticks in between two spring pieces
set up to receive it, and so makes contact.
If the lever
has two hatchet-shaped pieces attached to it opposite each
other, and engaging in spring pieces on either side, according as the handle is thrown over in one direction or
the other, we have a two-way switch.
Unite two of these
levers together by a cross-bar of insulating material, with
the
middle,
and
we
handle
in
have
a
double-pole twoa
way switch. Place a spring in the columns holdirg the
hinges on which the levers turn, to throw down the levers
when nearing the spring contact pieces on either side, and
we have the complete article. These switches were all
mounted on wooden bases. In fact,
saw no slate used
in America anywhere for such purposes, except at the
Electric club in New York.
In the new Westinghouse
station in Sardinia street, however, the whole of the
switches are mounted on enameled slate, and very nice
they look.
One exciter is used for several machines; each exciter
has a resistance in its field-magnets, which can be varied.
There is, moreover, a separate resistance in the field-magnet circuit of each alteinatirg machine, so that the e.m.f.
of the machine can be varied while its speed remains conoperation, as
like

well

as

efficient.

an ordinary tobacco chopper.

'

1

stant.

Double throw-over switches are connected so that each
altcrnating-cuirent machine can be connected to either of
two exciters, and so that any main cinuil can be run frcm
any machine. The general principle followed is to keep the
machines at work as fully loaded as possible. 'J hus in
the day many circuits will be run off one machine, but as
evening comes on they will one by one be taken off and
The throwing over is so quiikly
put on other mschines.
done as to -^nly just cause aperccptible lUcker in the lights.
All these switches were bare and unprotected.
1 did nof
hear or see much of the method of running
two separate machines parallel on the same circuit. Whatever may be done in isolated instances, it does noi appear
to be practised generally; indeed, with the American system of running a number of small circuits instead of fewer
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heavy ones, the desirability of doing so does not often

and "isolated plants"

come

of internal

in.

here what I see Prof. George
I should like to indorse
Forbes said in his paper on foreign central stations with regard to feeders. The area which can be economically supplied from a central station has certainly been greatly increased by the adoption of 1,000 or 2,000 volts instead of
100.
But at the same time our notions of the area which
can be supplied from one center have experienced a corre-

sponding growth.
If, then, such an increased area is supplied on a high
tension system from one center, we have as great, or nearly
as great, falls of potential to deal with as if the low tension system were used over a correspondingly smaller area.

,

To secure the highest class of lighting, therefore, together with the flexibility desirable in an installation lighling a large area, the whole of the outside work should be
based on as complete and carefully designed a set of feeders as from our present knowledge we should employ with
alow tension system.
On many of the Westinghouse feeders lighting at great
distances, there is a fall of potential of as much as 10 per
cent.
To avoid pilot wires an indicator is used, which, I
There is
think, Prof. Forbes has already described here.
no regular voltmeter for driving the machines by, but an
indicator is used with but one single maik on the dial.
When the machine is giving the voltage which is required
at the further end of the feeder to keep the lamps at their
proper brightness, the hand of the indicator will be right
The loss in the feeder will, of
over the mark on the dial.
course, differ according to the current flowing through it,
so to allow for this a compensator is attached to the indiThe main current flows through the compensator,
cator.
which is arranged to cause a slight back-pull on the needle
indicator;
this pull becomts greater as the current
of the
increases.
As the current increases therefore, a slightly
higher voltage on the machine will be necessary to keep
The instruments have, of course,
the needle in its place.
to be made so that they can be adjusted to the calculated
When once set right, howrequirements of each feeder.
ever, their operation is simple enough.
The Westinghouse company also use a piece of apparatus containing an adjustable converter, which enables
them to supply current from the same machine to two
feeders having a different fall of potential.

New

The Thomson-Houston

station in
York is situated
in Twenty-fourth street East, near the river, and occupies
sugar
refinery.
It is, therefore,
was
formerly
a
large
what

a building of the warehouse class, but very strongly built.
I was told that this station was neither so large nor so well
arranged as their station in Brooklyn, but the latter, I reTwo boilers struck me here
gret, I had not time to see.
The simplest 'way to
as out of the ordinary patterns.
describe them is I think, to consider them as large locoThe tubes are about
motive fire-tube boilers ser on end.
15 feet long, and the water line is about 10 feet up the
This gives a considerable steam space above,
tubes.
through which the fire- tubes pass, superheating tVe steam
At first sight one
generated, and thoroughly drying it.
might suppose this an uneconomical pattern, as the heated
Bnt the gases appear
gases pass so quickly into the fine.
to give out their heat well, for Mr. Foster, the station
superintendent, told me the temperature of the gases going
The lower portion of
into the flue was not above 550^ F.
I cannot very
this boiler is, however, the interesting part.
The outer
well describe it without the aid of a diagram.
and
prolonged
about a
shell of the boiler is expanded out
It is turned up at the botcouple of feet below the tubes.
tom, and united all round to the crown plate of the boiler,
into which the lower ends of the tubes are expanded. This
prolongation of the shell then forms a circular hollow, or
The internal space inclosed
chamber, about 2 feet deep.
by this hollow chamber forms the firebox or furnace, and
Any sediment collects in the
is about 6 feet in diameter
hollow chamber, and can be taken out at manholes. There
were two of these boilers in use, and it was in contempla-

tion to increase their

The engine^and.

number.

—

only one which furnishes
a large compound condensing
It is a
Corliss engine; the two cylinders being in tandem.
It drives on to a
very fine piece of work of its class.
large flywheel with a smooth face of about 60 inches
breadth.
This flywheel transmits its power to a line of
countershafting, which is arranged on the floor above, by
means of a large leather belt 5S inches broad and of great
I think, in all, 17 machines are run from this
thickness.
line of countershafting
15 55-light arc machines and two
alternating current machines; in this case the machines are
on the same floor as the countershafting. The general

power

to

this

there

is

station, is

—

construction of the Thomson-Houston alternating current
machines is on the same lines as those of the Westinghouse
company. The main difference is that instead of the ends
of the coils on the armatures being turned over the edge of
the core, as in the Westinghouse machine, the armature
has a sort of prolonged lip all round the outside at each
end, and the ends of the coils lie flat on this instead of beTo their smaller machines, also, the
ing turned over.
Thomson-Houston company frequently add a commutator,
and commute part of the current to excite the field-magnets, as Zipemowski. Deri, and Blathy are in the habit of
The switch-board here is on much the same lines
doing.
It was all quite open and
as I have already described.
exposed but I was told that in view of an accident which
had happened there a short time before, they proposed to
;

cover the exposed parts up.
This way of leaving the working parts of high tension
alternating current switchboards exposed is not confined
to American manufacturers; a good deal of the ContinenYet all the different patterns of
tal work is even worse.
switches and converters could be protected at a moderate
cost, and by the exercise of a very moderate amount of
I cannot help thinking that not to do
skill and ingenuity.
so, to save money in this direction, is false economy.

ISOLATED PLANTS.
Let us now turn for a few moments from central stations
to

what are

called "private installations" in

this country,

in America.
I have already spoken
construction work, or wiring and fittings, in
connection with central stations. With isolated plants there
is not much difference.
Of course the character of the
work differs greatly in different places, as it does here, but,
taking it as a whole, I don't think it is equal to our standard; whether from an engineering or artistic point of view.
I noticed, by the way, that there is a much greater tendency to turn incandescent lamps upward in fittings, like
gas-jets, instead of downward, as with us the majority of
lamps are turned. Isolated plants are driven by steam and
gas engines, located in cellars and basements, exactly like
they are here.
As you are aware, accumulators are not =0
generally used; I only saw the set at the New York Electric ciub.
With respect to dynamos, the Americans
have been fully alive to the developments, both theoretical
and practical, in our knowledge of the magnetic circuit
which have taken place during the last four or five years,

and

modern machines appeared

all their

to

me

fairly

up

to

date in this particular.
W^hat I may be permitted to call
the Edison-Hopkinson type, the Kapp type, the Manchester type, and the Weston type— the latter with two
magnets placed horizontally— appear to be the favorites,
just as they are here.
The construction and workmanship
of the machines appeared to be much on a par with our
own. There is little to choose between in one or the
other.
As to the way the installations are run, judging by
that crucial practical test, the look of the coinmulator and
brushes, it is much the same as here, certainly, I thmk, on
the whole, not better.
The lamps, as a rule, I did not
find any steadier, nor are they kept nearer their proper
voltage than they are here.
This applies to arc lamps as
well as incandescent: there is no magic about arc lamps
over on the other side of the water; they are subject to the
same vicissitudes and uncertainties as they are here, and
do not burn steadier than those in any moderate- sized station here where the appliances are such that the lamps get
a fair chance.
The switch-boards in these private installations are
nearly always mounted on wood, and there is even a disposition to cut things fine in the strength and solidity of
these wooden basebcards, somewhat, as it seemed to me
in one or two instances, at the expense of efficiency and
lasting qualities.

ELECTRICAL TRAMWAYS.
accounts have been published of everything that has been done in this direction, that there is
In the Electrical IVoih*
really little I can add to them.
for October ig there is published a table of the electrical
tramways in actual operation and under contract in the
United States. The total mileage of both is 1,260 miles,
with I, ?S4 cars, on 179 roads
Of this, 716 miles we?e,
it appears,
actually being operated by electricity at the
Of
date of the return, and 544 miles, were under ccntract.
this total, 21 miles were worked by cars with storage batteries, and ail the rest, with the exception of two or three
miles, by overhead conductors.
Nothing can be simpler than the way these overhead
Two lines of posts, about 20 feet
conductors are put up.
high, are set up opposite each other, one on each side of
the street; light steel wires are run across from one to the
other; a small iron holding piece is attached to the center
of the steel suspender, and this holding piece carries a
bare, hard-drawn copper wire, along which the current
Where feeders are used,
flows, returning by the rails.
they run along one side of the street, and connections are
made at intervals with the central wire. The way the
conductor is carried round corners is on a par with the rest
of the work.
Posts are set at the further corners of the
street, and from each of these two, three, or four steel
wires are run at an angle with each other, meeting corresponding wires run from posts on the inntr side of the
curve.
In this way the wire is made to take the form of
part of a rough polygon, while the horizontal and vertical
movements of the fishing rod connector on the car are
sufficiently ample to keep the contact-wheel on the wire
when the car is going round a corner.
This method of erection does not look very nice, cerSuch
tainly, but it appears to answer the purpose well.
work could, I think, be more solidly carried out here for
about ;i^70 a mile.
In a few places standards with projecting arms placed in the center of the street have been
used for carrying the overhead couductor. If neatly constructed; there is no reason why these should be unsightly,
and they can be used for the further purpose of lighting
the streets.
great point about these electrical tram cars is the way
They can be run at
in which their speed can be varied.
three or four miles an hour in crowded streets and while
suburbs
where there
turning corners, or in broad roads in
is not much carriage traffic, the pace can be increased to
16 miles an hour.
The cars are stopped very qu-ckly and

Such very

full

A

reversed,

and

will, of course,

run either way on the same

track.

The companies

claim a reduction of 50 per cent, in the
cost of working over the employment of horses, putting
aside all the extra facilities which the electrically-propelled
car gives.
very notit cable point about all electricallypropelled cars is the quiet and gradual manner in which
they start and come to rest, and the evenness of their
motion while running. In these points they greatly surI took the opportunity of
pass both cables and horses.
talking with a good many members of the general public
in the train and hotels about the working of these cars.
There is no doubt that the outside public thoroughly apAt present
preciate them, and understand their value.
electrical tramway work is the most "live" branch of the
electrical industry in the States, and every one connected
with it was full of buoyancy and hope at its future prospects.
It is really sad to think that after all the skill and
care which has been lavished on electrical tramway work
here, it should be dragging along in such a half-hearted
and pottering fashion
While in America, through the kindness of Mr. Lockwood, I had an opportunity of going over the telephone
exchange system of New York with him, and of seeing the

A

Cortland street exchange, which contains
more than
3 500 subscribers, and is capable of extension to double
that number. I also visited the W^estern Electric company's
factories, both in Chicago and New York, where all the
telephonic apparatus for use in the States is made.
Although a description of the present, slate of this industry
would properly come under the heading of my paper,
seeing that the paper has already extended to such length,
and that, owing to circumstances, telephony is a matter of
comparatively limited interest here, however important in
itself, I will not say more about it, but will conclude with
a few general remarks.
In the early portion of this paper, I endeavored to convey an idea of the roughness and crudeness of American
outside construction work.
After reading over the proofs
of the pap^r, I do not think I have overdrawn the picture;
rather it is underdrawn, if anything.
At the same time. I
do not wish it in any way to be understood that American
engineers are necessarily rough and untidy in their ideas,
and incapable of different work. Besides their electrical
plant, the numbers of beautiful tools, crowned by the
latest pattern of the phonograph, which came over here
from America, point to an entirely different conclusion.
In accuracy of workmanship and careful finish, when they
consider it suits their purpose, the Americans are our
equals, if not our superiors; the difference lies in the fact
that our ideas often differ from theirs as to where this accuracy and careful finish should come in.
English engineering would hardly dare to appear before its fellow-citizens as the responsible owner and designer of such a terrible eyesore as American outside work is; but the American engineer appears to look at it from a different point of
view.
It is not his business to think of his fellow-citizens.
Each of his fellow-citizens, he considers, is quite compeand
capab'e of taking care of himself.
tent
It is the business of the electrical engineer to forward and extend the
applications of electricity.
If in doing this he does anything disagreeable to his fellow-citizens, it is for them to
protest when it becomes intolerable to them, not for him
to think of it beforehand.
And I would like you to try and think for yourselves,
really feel the enormous facilities which American engineers have in the past enjoyed, and still enjoy, in extending! heir business, by simply being allowed to erect
open wires everywhere through the streets. Even where
wires are now being put underground, they are largely put
underground in order to carry on existing work, and to extend it, not merely to take advantage later of what may
chance to turn up on the route.
Besides this, we have all had it drilled into us by this
time that it does not matter how perfect, how desirable,
how useful a thing is likely to be, before it can come into
general use the public have got to be educated up to it, to
see it, and fee! its desirability and utility, and its practicability
to understand it. each man for himself. Now, the
American system of overhead wires and cheap line construction, bad as it may be in itself, has from the very first
brought electricity home to everybody, right to their very
doors, not so much as a luxury, but as a practical desirable
factor of everyday life, an attraction to public resorts, and
a good advertisement for business. Consequently, electricity is in America no more a wonder, but a fact of everj'day
life to an extent that it is not yet here.
Looking at their plant, looking at their apparatus, and
looking at the facilities which Americans have enjoyed for
extended practical experiments on a larger scale, it does
not appear to me that their actual achievements, simply
from an engineering and scientific point of view, have been
greater than ours have, in spite of the apathy on the part
of the public and investors with which we have had to conStill, the fact remains that they have done more
tend.
business than we have, even considering the difference in
population.
Of what work we have done so far, Englishmen may
feel justly proud, and with better times I trust we may
still be able in friendly rivalry to show that we are competitors worthy of America's best mettle.

and

—

DISCUSSION.

admired the realistic description of electrical
work in the United States given in the paper and fully endorsed the author's account of American electrical engineering, particularly as regards the rough-and-ready way in
which the work is usually carried out. Although this class
of work may be necessary for the rapid extension of electric lighting (as well as of railways) in America, where
great distances have to be covered, yet he thought the
more solid construction adopted by English engineers would
For some time past he had
prove better In the long run.
frequently heard of great advances made on the other
side of the Atlantic, and expected to have heard something
definite about them from Mr. Addenbrooke, but, with the
exception of electric tramways. Utile change seems to have
been made since his visit two years ago. At that time,
however, most tramways were worked by accumulators.
Information about motors and meters would have been
very acceptable, particularly for alternating current work.
Speaking of American factories. Prof. Forbes said that
Prof. Forbes

great attention was paid to testing, and as a result the
efficiency of converters had been considerably increased.
As regards distribution, he was glad to hear of the frequent
use ot feeders, and hoped they would be more generally
adopted in England. In conclusion, he asked what kind
of cable was used for underground work.
H. C. Donovan considered that the apparent disregard
of insulation was to be attributed to the dryness of the
climate, and expected to have seen this brought out in the
paper.

W. P. Granville said the usual method of specifying
insulation resistance of cables (viz., in megohms per mile)
was unsatisfactory, and that the diameter of the conductor
should be taken into account, for if this is not done the
same material used on conductors of different sizes would
He also thought
give quite different insulation resistances.
that the insulation tests of lead-covered cable should be
made before sheathing, and while the cable is immersed
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In his opinion the whole subject required
in water.
reconsideration.
Prof. S. I'. Thompson had hoped to hear that in the five
years since he visited the States improved methods of
wiring, etc.. would have been adopted bu; no great change
seemed to have taken place, except in the use of altern.iling
currents.
On his visit he obtained an insulator even more

crude than the one described by Mr. Addenbrooke. This
he promised to exhibit at the next meeting. .Mler making
inquiries as to the kind of motor used in the constant current arc circuits. Dr. Thompson expressed his opinion that
the alleged greater steadiness of American arc h'ghts was
not due to any superiority in the design or workmanship of
the lamps, but to the greater personal pride and confidence
which the attendants have in the particular system with
which they are connected.
Mk. Swinburne pointed out the great difference which
exists in the management of English and American factories, and thought the system adopted in the latter, where
the perfecting of designs .ind the experimental work are
kept quite distinct from the wholesale manufacturing part
So far.
of the business, was most likely to lead to success.
however, he believed machines of English design bttter
than American, for the weight efficiency of the former is
Referring to Mr. Granville's contention,
generally higher.
he said that instead of insulation resistance being given in

megohms per

mile, they should

be expressed in

megohm

miles for each si/e of conductor.
The President, while deprecating imperfect work in general, thought it advisable that English electricians should
acquire whatever good could be got fiom the "rough and
ready" method adopted in America, and considered that
progress might be retarded by waiting too long to attain
perfection.
He was anxious to know how constant currents were used for motors, and also whether the overt ead
wires used for tramways interfered with the ordinary street

Forbes' question as to recent adAddenbrooke said he had not concerned
them, for his object was to see the systems

Replying to Prof.
vances. Mr
himself with

constant operation, and electric railways are not described.
F.
Reckenzaun concurred in his brother's remarks
about the imfair criticism contained in the paper, and
thought the cifferences of opinion arose from the totally
different idtas as to the way in which electrical engineering
should be carried out. In the American methods, he said,
great skill and ingenuity was shown in combining economy
with simplicity and efficiency. Although the aic lamps are
not ornament.il, yet they are simple and efficient, and
cheap construction admits of them being universally used.

He

agreed in general with Lant Carpenter's remarks
on incandescent lighting, but was inclined to believe its
limited use was due to the people wanting the biggest and
best light obtainable at the price.

As to motors he made no
in common use.
respecting their peculiarities, but as regards
meters he was informed that numbers of the Westinghouse
He agreed with Prof. Forbes
t\pe were in constant use.
alwul the way in which testing is appreciated, and with
Prof. Thompson as regards the interest which the men
take in their work; the latter fact Mr. Addenbrooke attributed to better wages and great chances of promotion.
Speakinj- of the insulation of cables, he thought the absoIn
lute thickness of insulating material should be stated.
reply to the president's question relating to tramway wires.
placed
eight
were
Mr.Addenbrooke pointed cut that they
or nine feet above the tops of the cars, contact being made
by a "fishing-rod" connection. In some cases these wires
are carried by brackets projecting from poles fixed along
the middle of the roadway, the poles being also utilized for
supporting arc lamps and for general lighting circuits.
a hurried visit to America
I. ant Carpenter, who paid
during August and September, said he quite concurred in
Mr. Addenbrooke*s remarks about the temporary character
In many
of the work, particularly in the western towns.
places on the Pacific slope he found that water power was
extensively used, both for arc lighting and tramway work;
one town in Washington, he observed, had laid down elec
Incantrie tramways befo:e making the common roads.
descent lamps are comparatively rarely seen in the far
West, and from enquiries he learned that where they had
been tried, the stations were so badly managed that the
life of the
lamps averaged between 200 or 300 hours.
Passing on to Canada, he said that Quebec, Montreal, and
Ottawa were all lighted electrically by water power. Ai and apparatus
inquiries

other fact that struck him was the large numbers of longHe also
distance telephone wires in use in the States.
noticed that many of the wires were now being put under-

ground.
(_i. S.
Ram said he could not agree with Mr. Addenbrooke on the glaring character of arc lamps fixed on poles,
and added that the tower system had been almost aband-

He greaily preferred
in New York in favor of poles.
the blaze of light in that city to the comparative darkness
As regards the character of overhead work,
of London.
he thought the account given in the paper was not overdrawn, and in support of this he exhibited a photograph
of a building in liroadway. New York, in which hundreds
On careful examof wires were unintentionally included.
ination of the photograph the insulation on some of the
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Pearl street station of the Edison

de-

Thursday, involving a loss of about S150,This plant was the oldest Edison station in the city

stroyed by

and the

fire

the country to use the underground system.

first in

The New Year chimes
phonographs placed

1S90 were recorded by two
tower of Grace Church.

of

in the belfry

it

The

must resume the
comply with the
a summer road and

electric railroad

its

This

is

cars for the season, but the

must be kept
Billings

&

selectmen hold

throughout the year.

in operation

Spencer company

Hartford, Conn., has

at

booked an order from the Edison Machine Works
for 50,000 Billings' patent drop forged commutator bars.
The order will require the use of thirty tonsof Lake Super
ior copper.
During the past year the company has supplied
over 100 tons of these forgings to
ufacturers in the United States.

dynamo and motor manThe Canadian patent of-

has recently granted Mr. Billings a

on

patent

his in-

the other will be used at entertainments during

record rn the cylinders

comes out

tion of the tunes

clear

the season.

and the reproJuc-

excellent,

is

W. H.

and strong.

T.

The

property.

is

adding

necessity

laws for the supervision

wherever they
measures as

exist,

and

is

lo

the

urgent

insecurity of
for

life

and

the

enactment of

of

electric wirts

and regulation
for such othir

carefully

matured

without impairing the use of electricity,

will,

lessen the perils attendant thereon."

doubtless be called upon

upon matters

in

The

legislature will

various ways this winter to leg-

that are of vital interest

and importance

to the electrical industries.

means of arc

Bids for lighting the streets of Boston by
lamps were received by the superintendent

of

on Nov.

29,

Saturday

in place of those received

reported in the Boston letter at that time.
(vere rejected

excessive,

and

lamps

All of those bids

new

bids not

to

exceed

40 cents

per night per light, has resulted in the following bids:

burban Light
three years,

last

which were

by Mayor Hart on the ground that they were
a call for

i^:

Power company,

38,",,'*,

for the city proper,

cents,

and

for

for five

Roxbury
years,

for

Su-

one and

391',,',

cents;

South Boston, West Ro.sbury and Dor-

chester for five years,

391',',,

were
week under neiv management for the manufacture of motors and other electrical apparatus.

reoperied this

H. C. Spaulding, the general manager of the ThomsonHouston Motor company, lectured on Thursday evening of
this week at Wells Memorial Hall upon "Electric Power."
This was one of the lectures in the Lowell Institute course.
Photographs of motors operating

were

in various industries

passed around for the inspection of thos; present.
It is stated in the financial

those

columns

of the

who purchased Thomson-Houston

/Avw/t/ that

stock in the

and I90 per share.
value of the dividends and rights received
1S88 paid between

When

—

Boston, Mass., January 3. The new governor of
Massachusetts was inaugurated yesterday.
In his inaugurpointing out the subjects upon which he
al address, in
deemed legislation desirable, Governor Bracket t said;
"The report that the Boston fire was caused by an electric
wire, and the accidents almost daily occurring from the
same cause, admonish us that, while electricity has been
made so largely subservient to the uses and conveniences
it

at Pea-

sale,

.'JlSo

fall

of

The

actual cash

by

them since

that time, has been considerably in excess of $50 per share.

Boston, Mass.

of civilization,

The Robinson- Foster Motor company's works
body, which were recently sold at a mortgagee's

the church while

of the cylinders will be preserved in

islate

of Revere have decided that the managers

& Revere

vention.

ly satisfied with their day's

The

The fact that
now building
West End com-

is

efficiency

by the State
for the execution of murderers, visited Auburn Tuesday,
killed a calf and an old horse and returned to town perfect-

One

company

recently

of the electrical machines recently purchased

000.

Boston

conditions of the franchise.

fice

commission appointed

special

Electric

operation of their road at once in order to

needed.

The

West

the

because of the

electricians

electric locomotive for the

The selectmen

that

electricity

features of
of

pany also indicates a desire on the part of the railway company to obtain a motor that will be suitable for the drawing
of heavy trains.

source of information shows that eighty persons were killed

This
by street cars or run down by wagons in this city.
would indicate that of all the dangers to tht public, that of

objectionable

expressed intention

of interest to

is

Thomson-Houston

been crip-

shows

This

probably be the motive power for the trains.

of the

death record for last year

offic'al

com-

the undertaking

of

company's enthusiastic adoption of electric motors to replace the horses on all surface roads, a step which indicates
ihat, should an elevated road
be built, electricity would

lioard of E'ectrical

pled by the wholesale cutting of wires.

Whitney, of

President

authority for this statement of the

have not yet been made public.
Last year the company
successfully opposed the plans of all others who sought the
right from the legislature to erect overhead structures in

the

weeks ago by Judge Uarielt, and as a

Railway com-

Street

pany's intentions, but the exact plans

End company

Notes.

— The pole choppers

important a matter.

application to the legislature this winter

railroad charter.
is

mayor

light, indi-

End

West End

the

more than 40 cents per

expected that the West

make an

iSgo

which shall

in so

will

ir,

contracts

go slowly

for an elevated

the

requesting

new

not to give his approval of any

such structures.

have been working steadily since the decision favoring

the Board

oned

wires was teen to be hanging in shreds
C. E. Spagnoletti thought the necessities for insulation
were so different in England and America that the systems
To show the
could not be compared on the same basis
great variation or insulation resistances in the country, he
Creat
Western
said that on the South Wales branch of the
Railway the insulation resistances of the telegraph lines
varies from several megohms to a few thousand ohms according to the weather.
He also mentioned the difficulties
experienced by Mr. Edison when experimeming in London
and at Ealing with his automatic chemical telegraph. The
maximum rate he could attain there was 500 words per
minute, whereas in America he could get 2.000.
Mr. Prcece, speaking of insulation requirements in the
two countries, said that in his opinion the dffferences arise
from the facts that the prevailing English winds are warm
and moislene<l by passing over the Gulf .Stream, while in
America, the shores being washed by Polar currents, the
Referring to his own visits to
winds arc cold and dry.
America, the speaker said he always benefited considerably
by being associated with the 'go-aheadcdness" of American enginceis, and he believed that on visiting this country
American engineers derived similar advantages.
A. Reckeozaun deprecated the wholesale condemn;tion of posts made by Mr. Addenbrooke, and said that
many were not unsightly, while some were ornamental. He
considered the paper chiefly a criticism of the bad work
done in America, and the good work was barely mentioned.
For example, little is said of installations in which secondary batteries are employed, although there are many in

meeting

at the

the streets because of the

CORRESPONDENCE.

victims were employes

traffic.

January

the

Thomson-Houston syndicate made

the original

purchase of the companj', the net earnings were
per share on the outstanding stock.
shares has since been largely

about $5
While the number of

increased,

current

the

net

earnings of the company are about ^15 per share on all of
the iSo.ooo shares of common stock.
The par value of the
shares

is

O.

$25.

M.

II.

Philadelphia, Pa.

—

Philadelphia, Jan. 6. Bids received for lighting the
streets of the city by electricity indicate that the several
companies have divided the city up into districts, one of
which is apportioned to each company, and there is practically no competition in the
bids.
The companies have,
nevertheless,

made

a slight reduction in their charges.

'i"he

lamp per night. The
higher prices are charged in the suburbs where there is
little private lighting, and the interest on plant chargeable
prices range from 45 to 55 cents per

lo the city

is

The

therefore greater.

lights are

to be kept

burning from sunset to sunrise every day in the year. The
prices named above are from one to two and a-half cents
less

per tamp per night than was paid in

now pays about $200,000

A

committee of councils

ject of building

an

per

is

annum

to report next

electric light

Goo per annum could be saved

own

lights

from stations on the

water fronts.

for

pLnt.

if

1889.

The

electric

lighting.

city

week on the sub-

It is said that

the city should

Delaware and

§50,-

supply

its

Schuylkill

F.

cents a light per night; Brook-

Gas company, Brighten district, for five years, 40 cents
a light; Walworth Light kV Power company, for the entire
line

40 cents a light per night. The contract
The city is at present lighted
has not yet been awarded.

city for live years,

by the Charlestown Gas company and the Boston

lOlectric

Light company, the contr.ict expiring on Jan. 7, but neither of these companies made bids under the 40 cent retiuire-

Both of them sent in letters stating their inability to
comply with the terms and conditions of the proposal. The
ment.

action of the board of aldermen, in jiostponing indefinitely

South Bend, Ind., is lighted by electricity. The 'J')ibuiie
of that city says:
'"The electric company was fortunate
in being able to begin its contract for lighting the city on
the date lixeil upon, the first day of the new jear.
It is
probably the only instance on record where a contractor
with the city has not a^ked for extension of time.
Nearly
a hundred lights were turned on New N'ear's night at 6
o'clock, illuminating every part of the city.
Forty of these
burned until 6 o'clcck the next morning.
The city electric
lighting S)steni is now fairly under way, and the light
furnished is a most brilliant one.
Four dynamos are in
operation, and more are in reserve in case of accident.
'
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Rochester, Minn.,
lumination.

LIGHT.

enjoying electric lights for street

is

Seymour, Ind., has contracted

for electric lights for

il-

pub-

illumination.

lic

Work

new incandescent

has been begun on a
Muscatine, la.

electric

light plant at

for arc lights in Bryan, O., has necessitated
increase in the capacity of the station.

The electric railway at Spokane Falls, Wash., will be
illuminated throughout the line by electricity.

A French paper estimates the number of arc lamps in
Paris at 900, and incandescent lamps at 63,000.
The

company at Independence, Mo.,
new machinery and enlarging its plant.

electric light

troducing

The West
increased

its

is in-

Superior, Wis., Electric Light company has
capacity by adding a 50 arc light machine.

The Weeping Water

Electric Light company was incorlast week, capital stock $30,000.

porated at Lincoln, Neb.,

An

English company

plant in Hammerfest.
the globe.

is

about to

an electric light
northernmost town of

install

Norway, the

The Naperville, III., Electric company has been incorporated with a capital stock of $12,000 to operate an electric light plant.

The Evanston.

III.,

rapidly apboiler is on its foundations,
the dynamo foundations are

electric

proaching completion. The
two engines are set up and
completed.

speed.
Each set. so it is claimed, will run a car forty
miles with a single charge.
Tie batteries are charged by
means of a 36-horse-power engine, and the lime occupied
for the double equipment of six cars is only eight hours.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company reports the
following sales of incandeFcent apparatus to central sta-

The Short Electiic Railway company, of Cleveland, O..
has secured the contract for the two divisions of ihe South
Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway company, eight
miles in length, with an original equipment of ten cars.
Work on the overhead construction has begun, and the
road will be in operation in a few weeks.

Sioux Falls, So. Dakota, 50 lights; Tuscumbia,
Ala 100 lights; Mays Landing, N. Y., 400 lights; Portland, Me., Soo lights; St. John, Mich., 500 lights; Boston,
Mass.. 500 lights; Adams, Mass., 500 lights; Middleboro,
Ky., jOo lights; Seymour, Conn., 500 lights; Langhorn,
Pa., 500 lights; Plymouth, Mass., 500 lights; E. Greenwich, R. I., S50 lights; Oswego. N. Y., 1.300 lights;
Hyde Park, Mass., i 300 lights; Andover, Mass.. 650
lights; Winchester, Md., 650 lights; Somerset, Ky., 650
tions:
,

The demand
an

light

station

is

The Duluth, Minn.. Electric Light company has placed
The
a new 50-light arc dynamo in position at the station.
company's contracts with the city for street lighting will
be filled immediately.

lights; Rochester,
lights.

The Thomson- Houston Electric company reports the
following sales of arc and incandescent apparatus for isolated plants:
Arc AUentown Rolling Mill, Allentowu,
Pa., iS: L. F. Bartlett, E. Saginaw, Mich., 18; Pioneer
Mining & Manufacturing Co., Thomas, Ala., 37; Merrimac Manufacturing Co., Lowe-l, Mass., 45; G. F. Blakeraan &: Co.. E. Cambridge, Mass., 30.
Incandescent E.
A. Gyde, E. Saginaw, Mich., 35; National Transit Co.,
Kane, Pa., roc; National Transit Co., Parker Landing,
Pa., 100; Waterworks Building. Detroit, Mich.. 100; St.
Clair Hotel, Cincinnati. O., 100; Louisville Chair Co.,
Louisville, Ky., 200; J. O. Shoup & Co., Dayton, O..
1,600; Norfolk Woolen Co., Norfolk. Mass., 50; Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Maiden, Mass., 50; J. W. Ayer,
Brewer Village, Me., 50; AUentown Rolling Mill, Allentown, Pa., 200; White Cycle Co., Westboro, Mass., 100;
Midgely Wire Belt Co.. Beaver Falls, Pa.. 100; Locke
Bros., Salem, Mass., 200; Woodrough & McFarlan, Cincinnati, O., 200; H. A, Marston, So. Framingham. Mass.,
200; Eastern Manufacturing Co., Brewer, Me., 200.

—

—

The people of Delphos, O., ushered the new year in
with a blaze of glory supplied by the new electric light sysEverything worked well,
for illuminating the streets.
and the people are delighted with the new light.
Denver, Colo., are engaged in a controversy over supplying the city with electric
The aldermen have their own opinions as to the
lights.
appropriations, plans, etc., while the mayor is equally posicity council of

tive in his opinions,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

A. Eendure of Ottawa, Kan.,

Pittsburg Gas Light

is

& Coke company

The city trustees, of Sacramento, Cal,, have voted to
grant a franchise to C. F. Fargo, L. L Baker, J. D.
Redding, H. G. Smith and others to introduce a Westinghouse electric light plant, and have awarded the company a contract
agrees to have

to light the streets.

its

The new company

plant in operation in ninety days.

Chicago merchants on State street and Archer Ave. have
formed an electric light company and hope to have a plant
running at an early day in that locality. They intend to
illuminate the street in front of their shops as well as the
interior of the structures and have adopted the Schuyler
Archer Ave., from State to Stewart streets,
system.
Wentworth Ave. from Archer Ave. to 31st street and all the
branch streets will be included in the territory'.
Citizens' Electric Light & PoA'er company of East
Louis, which has been awarded the contract for
lighting the streets of the city, commenced to place poles in
position, and expects to have them all up in two weeks.
The wires will then be strung, and before the close of the
present month the City of East St. Louis will be magnifiAbout 100 lights, it is estimated, will
cently illuminated.
be necessary to properly illuminate the town, and the cost
will not e.Kceed the price of poor gas to any alarming ex-

The

St.

tent.

The annual report of the operations of the Allegheny
County Electric Light company show that a year ago the
number of incandescent lights operated was 20,145; arc
lights, 240, and there are at present 27,500 incandescent
The present capital is
and 740 arc lights in operation.
$500,000, and its earning capacity for the last six months
In view of the earning
was $30,000 net, 12 per cent.
power of the capital at present employed and the constantly growing demand for service, it was decided to increase
the capital stock to $1,250,000, the prosperity of the company rendering the increase safe in the estimation of the
stockholders.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company reports the
Lowfollowing sales of arc apparatus to central stations:
50; St. John, Mich., 30;
ell, Mass., 25; Rochester, Md.,
Camden, Ark., 30; City of Chicago, 111., 210; Chicago,
III., 100; Litchfield, 111., 50; Fairhaven, Washington. 30;
Chattanooga, Tenn., 100; Toledo, O., 50; W. Superior,
Wis., 50; Cincinnati, O., 200; Macon, Ga., 100; Pottstown, Pa., 50; Spokane Falls, Wash., 100; Huntington,
Pa., 50; Bedford, Md., 50; Long Branch, X. V., 100;
Wilkesbarre. Pa., 50; Austin, Minn.. 50; Weymouth,
Mass., 60; New Haven, Conn., 50; Missoula, Mont., 50;
Cedelia, Mont., 100.

The Westinghouse Electric company secured contracts
for alternating current apparatus during the first three
weeks of December for the following central stations: SaGreenlem, O., 750 lights; Louisville, Ky., 750 lights;
field, Mass., 750 lights; Denison, O., 500 lights; St. Louis,
Mo., 2,500

lights;

March 15th

the appointed time

is

electric railway at

for

opening the new

Covington, Ky.

Traffic on the electric road at Minneapolis, Minn., is so
great that already it has been found necessarj' to order

new

cars.

The work

installing for the
of Pittsburg, Kan.,
a 70 arc light and 750 incandescent light plant; both are
Westinghouse machines. The plant will probably be
started January iSth.
J.

Watertown. N. Y., 650 lights; Catskill, N. Y., 650
N. Y., 650 lights; Huntington, Pa., 650

light-;

tem

The mayor and

23

Pa., 3,000 lights; Oldlown, Me.. 750 lights.
Arc light
machines of a capacity of 250 lamps were sold to Pittsburgh, Kan., 50; Portland, Ore., 100, New Bedford,
Mass., 100.

Hamilton, Ont., 1.500

lights;

Denver,

Kan., 750 lights; Pueblo,
Col., 3,000 lights; Pittsburg,
500 lights; Portland,
Col., 750 lights; McKinney, Tex.,
Lynchburg,
Va., 750 lights; Dansville,
Ore.. 6,000 lights;
N. Y., 500 lights; Batavia, N. Y., 750 lights; Pittsburgh,

of equipping the Union Passenger Railway
Richmond, Va.. with Sprague motors of the latest type,

now in

at
is

progress-

Electric cars for the Crescent City Railroad company.
New Orleans, La., are being constructed, and the line will
scon be in operation.

The taxpayers of Rock Island, 111., want an electric
and are endeavoring to secure the extension of the
Central Street railway of Moline lo the business center of
railroad

Rock

Island.

After considerable argument between the electric railway management and the city council, the Hutchinson,
Kan., Street Car company has decided to place poles for
its electric system in the center of the street.
of the Beaver Falls College & MetaRailway company, of Beaver Falls, Pa., has
decided to adopt the Thomson-Houston electric system.
Work will be commenced early in the spring.

F. J. Baker, manager of the Chicago office of the Daft
Electric company, has recently installed a 7-horse power
motor in the printing office of Geo. E. Cole & Co., Chicago.
Besides running the printing oftice ihe motor supplies
power to run the freight elevator.
Notwithstanding the
fact that Mr. Cole has a 40-horse power engine and a 50horse power boiler in his basement, he has found that he
has effected a saving of $20 per month by using the motor.

The following from a Boston paper will prove interesting to those who have never seen an electric car during a
snowstorm: "The writer had occasion 10 be out at night
for as much as an hour in the worst of the blizzard.
For
ten minutes at least he: stood in Copley square watchirg the
electric cars go by in a rapidly moving string, through the
driving snow and over the encumbered tracks.
It was
simply a procession of fiery chariots.
Frcm the rearwheels
the fire flew out in each direction.
Up on the trolley wire
there were'frequent discharges of fire, accompanied with a
ringing sound
'ping, ping 1'
The greeribh light from
all these discharges intermittently illuminated the facades
of the magnificent buildings in the square like flashes ot
lightning, though the full glare of the light was softened a
little by the masses of falling snow.
It was a weird spectacle, surely.
The writer is told that the fiery discharges
along the track when the cars pass over the snow is due to
the slight lifting of the wheel from the rail by the snow,
and tiiat this separation of the two metallic suifaces produces an arc, as in the electric arc light.
But wiiatever
may be the cause, the effect is decidedly picturesque,
though not to say alluring."

—

The citizens of Denver, Colo., are pleased with the operation of the new electric line in that city.
local paper
"Denver's first electric street railway is a demonsays:
strated success.
It will be the forerunner of the adoption
of the electric overhead system upon every thoroughfare
and to every suburb where already rapid transit is not affoided, and will pay.
It is faster, safer and more easily
regulated than the cable; and it is less noisy
more
comfortable in every respect.
car can be run at two,
five, ten, or twenty^ miles an hour.
It can be stopped instantly.
It can be reversed.
The tramway electric road
was practically tested yesterday.
motor car, loaded with
passenger-, ran the round trip of the line twice, or, in all,
sixteen miles.
The car was well filled with invited guests
on each trip. The result of the test w^as that every pas
senger was delighted.
The speed of twenty miles an hour
was attained, and at the will of the driver the car moved at
sc:arcely a snail's pace.
It stopped and started without jar
or jerk.
It made less than half as much noise as a cable
A <:ingle car will run rapidly with one motor, and two
car.
tr^il Ctiis can be carried at twenty miles an hour with two
motors.
One or both can be used at the will of the driver."

A

md

A

A

The management

mora
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Electric

The Cincinnati, O., aldermen are considering a franchise
enabling the South Covington &: Cincinnati Street Railway
company to substitute electricity for animal power. The
Board of Public Works has recommended its passage.

The Thomson-Houston company is building electric
locomotives for the West End Street Railway company, of
Boston, capable of drawing a long train of cars and on
these the motors will probably have a different position.
With the completion of the Sixteenth street motor line at
Omaha, Neb., the extension of the electric lines in that
city will cease for

the winter.

been a prosperous one

The

season just closed has

for electric roads in

Omaha and

Fire was discovered in the janitor's room of the Chicago
Telephone company's building Saturday morning. It was
extinguished before much damage was done.

The

rate war promises to break out afresh in Kansas
Mo., where it is claimed the city has authority over
the telephone company, though that corporation is organized under the state, and not the municipal law.
City,

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

Sexton,

The
,

build an electric road.

Railway company of Toledo. O.. and the telephone and telegraph companies
doing business in that city have engaged in a legal warfare

The Robinson

Electric Street

over the respective merits of the several litigants to string
wires in the streets of Toledo.

John Weber of Des Moines, la., who purchased the
Atchison, Kan.. Street Railroad company's plant, has taken
possession and is preparing to introduce an electric system.
A power house will be erected at once, and the contract
for the electrical equipment awarded.

The Bangor, Me Electric Railroad company is about
move its plant to Veazie, and will use water power in-

Supply company has been organ-

ized at East St Louis, to manufacture electrical apparatus
and supplies; capital stock, ^1,000; incorporators, H. D.

Council Bluffs.
Pueblo, Colo citizens are not satisfied with horse cars
and they are anxious to have the local street railway com
pany introduce an electric system. Should the company
fail to do so another railway company will be formed to

Citizens' Electric

I.

B. Sager. and Martin D. Baker.

killing of a couple of horses

by

electricity, Christ-

mas, at Pittsburg, Pa., has created quite a stir in that city.
All dead wires are being removed by order of the city
council, and a careful inspection of live wires has been
ordered.

John Morrill, the veteran base ball player, who is now
on the Pacific coast writes as follows concerning an electri:
cal device which it is proposed to introduce into the game" In our

tried the new first base bag. It
of rubber with an electrical attachment, and the
m.inute the runner or fielder touches it a bell rings in the
grand stand. With the hope that it will assist the scorer
or reporter in deciding whether the umpire's decisions on
close plays are correct, I am satisfied that it will not accomplish the desired result, and there is nothing that can
is

game yesterday we

made

be invented that will be an improvement on the old canvas
bag." The inventor of this de\'ice evidently had little regard for the life, health or safety of the umpire.

.

to

It is the intention of the management to
stead of steam,
extend the line considerably during the coming season, and
to make additions to the rolling stock.

The River and Rail company of New York, will construct and operate an electric road at Denver, Colo., and
promises to have it running next summer. This company
has a storage battery system which is highly commended
by leading electrical experts who have tested it.
The storage battery cars used on the new electric railway
between Beverly and Danvers are said to be running without a hitch of any kind. The road is by no means a level
or straight one, but the cars are run at a good rate of

A Cleveland paper says: Copper magnates now boast
that in a short time prices of copper w-ill be as high as they
were under the influence of the exploded French syndicate.
This simpiy means that a new syndicate is getting in its
work, that a new combination is organized with European
This
producers to maintain extravagantly high prices.
movement

is not, like a protective tariff, in the interest of
It is purely for the benefit of
the American working men.
Such a combination,
the stockholders of copper mines.
pervading the entire world, leaves no room for the freedom of competition to regulate prices. The Calumet and
Hecia, Tamarack, Quincy, Osceola, Atlantic, Franklin,
Huron, Kearsage, and Peninsula, nine.great copper companies, each send a representative to confer with the repre-
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sentativis of

European companies and up go the prices of

copper all over ihc world. The companies above named
produced 45/>:>c tons of copper during the first ten months
The wages paid to their men were already estabof iSSq.
lished by the intluencc of the protective tarilT. The prolits
It is a well-known fact that
were certainly high enough.
more than one of the above named companies can sell copThey
per at S cents per pound, and make a fair profit.
want 15, 16 and 17 cents per pound, and to get it they do
not look to the tariff, but seek the protection of a combination with European millionaires, to force up prices to
The moment American producers
.\merican consumers.
u lite with Europeans to e.\tort extravagant prices from
American coQSum;rs. that moment they forfeit all claim to
profeclion from our govern meni.

A

fog signaling apparatus has lately been perfected
is of sufticient merit to attract the attention of all those interested in the saving of life and propIt calls into use
erty at sea. says the New York I/t-niU.
electricity, which admits of the signals being automatically
worked and at the same time records every signal as it is
This paper forms a
given on a band of graduated paper
in

new

England which

complete register of the signals, and is documentary evidence in case of dispute as to whether or not a vessel was
The apparatus consignaling when a collision occurred.
sists of a single switch which is placed on the vessel's
bridge so that the signaling can be controlled by the officer
on watch. When it is desired to blow the signal whistle
or begin the automatic signaling, whatever its nature may
be. the lever is turned to the 'under way" notch if the ves
and the electric current at once begins
sel be moving,
working the valve of the steam whistle at regular intervals.
conforming to what the law specifies. Should the vessel
be at anchor the switch is turned to "at anchor," and the
The register consists of the
bell is rung in the same way.
band of paper properly subdivided and moved along by
clock work.
A traveling pointer, actuated by an electromagnet, pricks the paper at every sound of the bell or
whistle.
The signaling can also be made at will entirely
independent of automatic inechani im by simply pressing a
button which closes the circuit leading to the bell or

dent of the new concern, and K. \V. Wells, general manThe Western department with headtiuarters at ChiIt
cago, will be under the minagement of E. V. Keller.
great important
is expected that by combining these three
class
in
concerns one of the strongest corporations of that
The new concern will be
the coun'rj' will be secureii.
identified closely with the Westinghouse interests.

Personal Mention.
Gale of the r>etroil Storage Battery company was
in Chicago last week.

William S. Turner, of Woodbridge
York, visited Chicago last week.

&

Turner,

New

week.

Electrical Patents.
Dfc. 31. 18S9.

/sstiir,i

418,402.

H.

Business Mention.
Cleverly Electrical companvof lorS Chestnut street,
Phila., has just issued an unusually handsome calendar for
1S90.

The

Pellingell,

Andrews & Co.

Boston, are circulating
office calendar for 1S90.

with

of

192-196 Summer St.,
compliments, a large

their

tricity.

The sales of the Westinghouse Machine company of
Pittsburg, for October, 18S9 an'ounted to 109 engines,
aggregating

5,94 )-horse

power.

The

orders for

Novem-

however were the heaviest in the history of the company.
During this m^nth 104 engine; were sold, agfjreber,

gating 7,iSo-horse power.

W.

B. Pearson hereafter will represent

the Ball Engine

Chicago, with office at 403 Home Insurance
His territory will include Illinois, Iowa. Northbuilding.
ern Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan, to the east shore.
Mr. Pearson is favorably known to engine buyers in Chicago and surrounding territory, and the large and growing
business of the Hall Engine company will no doubt, be
still further extended under his management.

company

in

Huluth. Minn., Electric Light & Power company
has enjoyed a prosperous year and added to its plant two
750 incandescent dynamos of the Westinghouse alternating
current system, purchased the lot and building where it
first located on Michigan street, thus doubling the amount
of real estate owned by the company; increased its steam
appliance by the erection of a large brick slack and by the
purchase of another 173 horse power engine and a 500In the
horse power boiler of the Scotch marine type.
prosecution of its business for the year, it has paid for labor
has
wired
seven
of the
construction
neatly
$60,000,
and
and
finest business buildings in the city, including Temple

The

Opera and a large number of the most costly private residences; has more than doubled its capacity and is still far
behind its orders for new work, being unable to secure a
sufficient supply of material and skilled labor for the rapidly increasing demand for its service.
The Marr Constniclion

company,

the

Keystone Con-

struction company and the Washington Carbon company,
of Pittsburgh. I'a.. have become consolidated under the
name of the North Ame ican Construction company. This
organization will be one of the strongest concerns in Ihe

country.
In addition to the construction work it will continue the manufacture of carbons, increasing the present
Electrical supplies of all kind will be manufact
facilities.
ured and a specialty of this class of work will be made.
The headquarters of the consolidated concern will be at
Pittsburgh, I'a., and the business throughout the country
will be coi'lucied for a time at least, through the same offices as hereiolore.
l-'rank S, Marr will probably be presi-

Addison
William

for Cars.

York. N. Y.

of

The claim reads:
"In an arc lamp, the combination of an electro-magnet and armature for striking the arc, and an independent differential electro- magnet system for elTecting the
feed, one magnet of said system being in series with
the carbons and the arc striking magnet, and the other
magnet of said system being in shunt around the arc,
but in series with the arc striking magnet."

Mass.
Insulating and Waterproofing Composition.
Anthony E. Menuez. Minneapolis, Minn.
ICIectric Exercising Machine.
Edward W. Rob418,227.

418,208.

inson. Boston, Mass.

41S.24S.
Electric Magnetic Motor.
Nikola Tesla, New
York, N. Y.
At the start the magnetic poles of one element or
field of the motor are progressively shifted by alternating currents differing in phase, and pissed through
independent energizing circuits while the coils of the
other element are short-circuited.
When the motor
thus started reaches or passes the limit of speed syn
chronous with the generator, the coils, previously
short-circuited, are connected up with a source of
direct current and by a change of the circuit connections producing a simple alternation of the poles. The
motor then continues to run in synchronism with the
generator.
The first claim reads:
"The method of operating eleclro-magnetic motors,
which consists in first progressively shifting or rotating
the magnetic poles of one element until it has reached
a synchronous speed, and then alternating said poles
and passing a direct current through the coils of the
other element."

Lightning Arrester.

Elihu

magnet or other responsive device

electro

41S.25S.

Electric

dependence,

Electric L'ght Carbon.
Llewellyn
Kingstown County of Dub'.in, Ireland.

418,474.

ground

J.

Edgar C. Wiley,

Railway Signal.

Braun, Chicago,

Electric

Light

kill,

Clarence

41S 550.

41S 551.

The

go,

John

B. Odell,

Chica-

Geo.
Electric Signal System for Letter-Boxes.
418.322.
L. B. Rounseville, Chicago. III.
A number of letter boxes are electrically connected
with a central station to establish communication be
Letter
tween each of said boxes and said station.
boxes thu-i connected to a central station are provided
with automatic means whereby, when the box is
opened, the number of the box will be announced and
registered at the central station, said announcing and
registering taking place automatically, and being beyond the control of the person opening or attempting
to open the box.

418.369.
IlnfT.

Screw-Cleat for Electric
Hartford. Conn.

Wires.

George E.

J.

Frager,

Paris.

Bell.

Edward

Frost. Littleton,

Mass.

Governor for Steam Engines. Louis Bell and
William H. P. Creighton, Lafayette, Ind.

New
1

Electric Light
York, N. Y.

Fixture.

George C.

Baillard,

Generation and Distribution of Electric Currents.
Francis J. Patten, New York, N. \
Claim 5 is given:
"An alternating current transformer h iving two
primary inducing circuits connected to separate leads,
which conveys, respectively, the opposite impulses of
the same alternating current."

System of Electrical Distribution.
Francis J.
New York, N. Y.
Claim 4 re?ds:
"The method of producing and regulating arc lights
which consists in sending alternating currents through
tlie carbon points of the arc lights, and the positive
and negative impulses of the same current inversely
through circuits controlling the regulating mechanism."

418.653.

Patten,

418.654.

Electric Motor.

N. Y.
Claim

"The

follows:
method of

Francis

J.

Patten,

New

York,

1

operating electric motors which
constant magnetization of

consists in producirg the

one element by sending through separate windings on
said element the opposite impulses of an alternating
current in opposite directions, and in giving to the
other element an alternating polarity by sending
through its windings an alternating current."
I)istribulion of Electric
418.655.
Patten, New York, N. Y.

Currents.

Francis

J.

Claim 4 reads:

"The method of charging storage batteries by means
of an alternating current, which consists in carrying to
a middle point of a storage battery an alternating current, and in conveying to the opposite poles, respectively, the positive and negative impulses of the same
current."

418.659.

111.

Alphonse

Meter.

electric

418,602.

Automatic Regulator for Dynamo-Electric MaJames J. Wood. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Type-Setling Machine.

418.321.

418.560.

4 8.652.

Regulator for Dynamo Electric Machines.
James J. Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Of the twenty claims the nineteenth is given:
"In a current regulator operating by the shifting of
the collecting brushes on the commutator, the combination, with an automatic current regulator comprising
differential driving
a shifting mechanism having
pinions, of the main commutator brushes and their
carrier connected to and driven by the larger of said
pinions, and supplemental brushes and a carrier therefor connected to and driven by the smaller of said
pinions, whereby the movement of the shifting mechanism communicates difTerenlial movements lo the
respective pairs of brushes causing the main and supplemental brushes to relatively approach each other
when moving from and separate from each other in
moving toward the position of maximum current."

Martin

111.

meter comprises the combination of the
following instrumentalities: First, an electro dynamometer, which indicates at each instant the electrical
energy expended per second; second, a clock work,
which meairures time and marks off the intervals at
which the energy is counted up; third, a registering
apparatus, which carries into effect the product of the
first two quantities and indicates on dials the total energy consumed.

4(3,636.

Current

418.303.

Manufacture of Gas

for tlie

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Gas by ElecMartin C. Burt, Lake View, III.

Electric
418.559.
France.

Wood,

The last claim is given:
"12. In a current-iegulator operating by the shifting
of the commutator brushes, the combination with the
brushes, of a friction wheel connected to them so that
its rotary movement shall shift them, two oppositely
revolving friction rollers movable into and out of contact with said wheel, an electromotive device responding to changes in the circuit and connected to said
rollers, whereby by its movement in one direction or
the olher, one or the other of said rollers is moved into
driving contact with said wheel, and a bearing for said
wheel movable toward and from said rollers, whereby
the relative positions of the wheel and rollers may be
adjusted."

Apparatus

tricity.

In-

chines.

Peeks-

"In an apparatus for the manufacture of gas for illuminating or heating purposes, the combination of a
vessel for holding the li<.|uid from which the gas is
made, a retort mounted on a movable frame, a means
for causing it to be alternately immersed and removed
from the liquid, a generator of electricity connected by
wires with the framework and retort, and a means for
forming and breaking the electric circuit, whereby the
retort as it emerges is heated sufficiently to convert
the liquid carried up by it into a fixed or permanent
gas."

J.

James

New

of Finding the Positions of Distant ObBradley A. Fiske, U. S. Navy.

C. Burt, L^ke Yiew.
The claim reads:

Healy,

Dynamos.

Woolf,

Method

jects.

L.

Armature for
418.301.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

E.

N. Y.

418,510.

111.

Telegraohy.

Albert

Perforating Machine, Frank Anderson,

418.484.

The

(,)uadiuplex
41S.284.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Battery.

.Saunderson,

York, N. Y.

Fixture.

object of the invention is to have a combined
gas and electric light cock of such a character that the
electric light wires will be entirely concealed, but at
the same time readily accessible without the necessity
for disconnecting the gas fixtures or cock, or changing
the appearance from an ordinary gas stop cock.

Secondary

418.483.

\'a.

Combined Gas and

David

in the

for controlling said circuit-breaker."

Charles A. Pratt, Toledo, Ohio.

Electric Meter.

418,472.

Thomson, Ljnn,

with an electric circuit and a
branch or ground from the same containing electrodes
placed in close proximity but separated from one
another, of a circuit breaker in the said circuit and an

418.302.

K. E. Degenhardt, Western manager of the Standard
Underground t'able company, has moved his office to 542
Rookery Building, Chicago

Electric Brake Mechanism
Darling, New York, N. Y.

Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket.
Krank
Thone, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Mechanical Telegraph Instrument.
418.443.
Jesse H.
Bunnell, New York, N. Y.
Electric .\rc Lamp.
Jesse 11. Bunnell, New
418.444.

Making Collars on Axlesby ElecHermann Lemp and Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

Method

418,198.

418,270.

T. P. Conant, superintendent of construction for the
United Edison coaipany, New York, was in Chicago last
week.

Libbey, Boston,

418,426.

branch

John G. Boyd, representing the Queen City Electric
company. Cincinnati, O., paid a brief visit to Chicago last

W.

Hoseii

Passenger Recorder (or Railway Cars.
418,391.
C. Stone, Chicago, III.

The claim follows:
"The combination,

II.

Railway.

1890

t,

i

Mass.

Mass.

G.

Electric

418,373.

ager.

418,249.

whistle.

January

Jr.,

Dynamo Electric Generator.
Great Barrington. Mass.

Tlie
tential

William Stanley,

method consists in opposing the magnetic poof the held magnet by an alternating counter

magnetic potential of the armature in effective value
approximately equal to the field magnet potential and
varying the opposing effect of such counter-magnetic
potential by varying the position of its phases with reference to the field magnet poles by variations in the
current (lowing.
418,662. Process of Electroplating Dental Plates.
G. Ward, Newark, N. J.
418,664.

Joseph

Electro-Magnetic Type Setting Machine. WjlFrankfort-on the-Main, Prussia, Ger-

helm Dreyer,
many.

January
EilOENE

F..

1 1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S90

W. H. Sawyer,

Phillips, President.

sec'y and Electrician.

AMEEICAU ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandeseent Cords.

HAZAZER & STANLEY,
JElectrical House Furnisliiiigs,
DUST-PROOF BELLS,

FARADAY CABLES.

STAINDARD ELECTRICAL TEST
lETSTE-XJlwlEITTS.

New York

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBITIAN, Agent.

Eugene

F. Phillips, President.

John Carroll,

UE'W' YOUK.

33-34: If^ranlcfort St.,

Magnet Wire,

&

Ayrton

Perry,

Ammeters and Voltmettrs,

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Sec'y. Treasurer.

Siemens'

EUGENE

F.

Electrodynamometers,

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

Cardew Voltmeters.

(LIMITED.)

Ollice

and

Factory,

Queen's

}

f

HANUFACTUREHS OP

Laboratory Standard Resistance Boxes.

New

Queen's

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.
-

New

Portable Combination Test Sets.

Complete Outfits

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

JAMES W. QUEEN &

for Insulation

924 Qestnat

CO.,

Testing.

Street, Philidelpliia.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Office

SPEAKIE TUBES it WHISTLES,

FARADAY CABLES.

Oral, Electric,

THE "CLARK" ^WIRE.
Insulaiion Guaranteed

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.
"

Send

for

New

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

CLARK.

HERBERT

General Manager.

LEONARD

HendforlSSO Catalogne.
Beloit, Wis.

ECI.IPSE \V|]\I>E]!irGIIIfJE €0.,

H. EUSTfS. Electrician

<&;

COUPIilXCiS.

Vise-like grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengaqement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haue a g. od record running through fiue years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
A.

York.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

AM» CUT-OFF

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
'

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FRICTION

"A

to order.

HENRT

OSTRANDER &

W.

Factory, 1461 and 1463
Catalogue, out August 1st.

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Cuion, under date of March
Tlioroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says :
The rubter used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he loalerproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more hralds and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation wilt prove durable lohen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from BtocK. Cables madfl
29. 1886,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

IZARD COMPANY,

coKSULTma ahd cohtractikg electrical ekgiheers,
For any or

all

Systems of Eleetric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Light
Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

A full line of
Branch

Offices:

Commercial Supplies carried

at all

times for Plants described above.

Plans and Specifications for

all

Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.

BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO
Sherman and
Moith-westfrn Uln'ual Mfe In^nrsnce Block, Room
Booms and Minneapolis.-JMinii.

The tumbwr Fxchanee.

5

6,

ILL.

115,

;

Telpphono

1-rfi,

llilwaiik«>c,

Wis

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
vLO'V/>

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
TRADE

MARK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

and Telegraph,

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MANSON PROTECTING

TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis.

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Memarkahle Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

jyVNAJiLO
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
BDimril nCPIPPC- NEWVORK.aSChunhSt.: BOSTON, 111 Arch
DAiinVjIl UrrilfDO.
KANSAS CnV, RIalto

St.:

PHILADELPHIA,

Building:

NEW

606 Ccir.merceSt.:
ORLE/.NS, 106 Carondelet St,

CHICABO, 42 LaSalle St

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

January

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Eiiiircly

^'^^

Steam

in

011 np]ilicatioD.

DAYTON, OH IO.

COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLECTHIC

GEORGE
CUTTER,
CONSULTING
ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

80 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant «!!,!!'*

BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P,

Catalogue

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO.,

ELECTROLIERS,

D.

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

Boilers.

SHADES,

all

1890

ri

THE LUNKENHEIMFR BDtSS MFG,

-

CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

CO.,

PEERY, Vice-President and General Manager,

.MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

Wrlt« for Jnne, 1S89, Cataloene of (S) eiobe Valves, Pop i^sfety Valve
Liabricators, Oil and Orease Cups, Engine Bnl*(ler8* Brass Goods,
and Olass Oil Caps for Dynamos.

TENSION.

i

The new Sperry apparatue free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new sperry Improved Dynamos can he coupled in eerles with perfect safety.
That any namber of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can he cat In or oat of

1.
2.
3.

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOSTOSr, MASS.

6,
Iiproveil

circuit,

Patented

singly or in ^foape. with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the bruehee.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

Railf ay

v\rE:
The new Antomatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps Burpaee

1.

make.
3.

doeb-pot.

THOMAS ASHBURNBR,

That

4.

We

rHE

If

yon

invite

mm

will visit

Roaft-teils.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

any other

Street

for

BEST MATERIAL.
In efliciency those of

That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our antomatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

'^.

Material

Western Agent,

CORRES-

Kansas

City,

Mo.

onr factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intanding buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

electric

cc,

isi,

iss,

m m\

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.
:iinton

st„

Chicago, ill

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Espreee Prepaid, to
Prospective Parchasers.

AUTOMATIC

BALL CUT -OFF ENGINE
VXV^

OrncE AND Factory

2134
Maunfaclnrers

to
of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

STANDARD

^'ff

RELIABILITY,

Sr. LOUIS, MO.

aM CARBON

OUR

SPECIALTIES,

Lone Life,
Uniform

BLiCKDI&MOND

Size,

POINTS

SCPERlORfALlTY,

iinsiii\E

Guaranteed Second

—

THEM

ALL.

\VRITE
J.

F.

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

PORTER,

Pros.

&

=»^^-r-^' DOUBLE
^^^^V^ ^ COMPOUND

ECONOMY,
SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEM
COMPOUND

GOVERNING

EVER OBTAINED.

For Electrical

Lislitinsr, EU'ctrica]

Railways and purit has no equal.

poses Avliere perfect ,aroveriiiiig' is required,

BALL ENGINE

Genl. Manager.

CO.,
E.

ERIE, PA.

RUEBEL,

Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
919

LOCUST STREET,
BRANCH:

ST. LOUIS, MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Electric Power
full line of supplies
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
carried at all times for plants described above. Flans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

A

CLEVELAND,
THTSTANDARD CAWrrcTMPANY,
of

OHIO,

AXaxi.ixZ'A.o'txi.z'er'Si

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

January

ii,
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iSgo

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED WATER WHEEIL. as
on account of

and ^reat
being

its

Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity,

double the

number

CJELE-

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use,

remarkably steady motion,

Speed

hisrii
for

Rower of most wheels of same diameter.

diameter,

its

It is

used by a

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economwater it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

ical use of
ful effect

{guaranteed.

SEND FOB CATAIiOOCE AND PARTICUI-ARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

it

is

recommended, as no geaiZ are

highly

can be belted directly to dynamo.

required,

^^CXOR

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
Xl'RBI.'VE!* arranged on a horizontal sh^, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving F*u]leys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

HAYIDEKS,
BOOTH
&
WATERBURT,

HOI-IilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

BIANrFACTIJBEBS OF

BARZ:

AND INSUIaATZSD "VITIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomeiy finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lightini?. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station WorK, Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

LINE WIRE

K. K.

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

CARBON co.,^AKERs^«:^

GLOBE
vMyj^LEVELAND, OHIO. ^^ ro^ IL
BELDING MOTOR &
[FFIGE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

COMPANY,

MFGl.

Street,

The Rookery,

So. Clinton Street,

ughting

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.
I

MAKUFACnjBERS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

}

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest EEBciency Guaranteed.
^THESTRON&ESTARMATOREMADE, PERFECTLY BALANCED,
All Parts Interchang'eable
Oorrespondence Solicited.
Telepiiones and
plies of
Elgifl

Sup-

Agents Wanted

to

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

Every Description.

TelepboDe and

ELGIN,

Electrical

-

Even

ABSOLOTELT NO HEATING.

Eiectrieai

ILL.,

Supply Co.

U.S.A.

PARIS
HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GOL^MEDAL
FOR
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
N(DV.I6,1880. M'^',
SlW. -•54. JAj'

EXPOSITION

I

AlIlG.II

^5..:-':""

1889

Ai\<:AH;),lNCANJ)£.SCENT^U<.Tf\IC

eONDA.

tlGWINa, ^l.ecrRO-pl,ATINa,ANJ)
fOREXPERlMENrALUSE. AUJO MOTORS.

THF.

LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

149 West 18th Street

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTSICIAN.

XVI

THE

Januafy

ti,

iSgo

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

N£Vl^

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod, and Ttlbinff (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubin<r, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone

Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale bv

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

^3
CO

m
o

o

^™

^
3

to

C-9

3

3 n

5"
OQ

m
X

-a

CD

^
CD
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CD

SO

o>
^3

s

CO., "'""H"*"-

January

1 1,
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JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAIi AeEKTS

COMPANY
GATE CITY ELECTRIC
STOCK
Have a

-vlO

^v>

of

FUL,Ii

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

will

make

IiO>V Prices and PBOIflPT Shipments.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
WHEN YOU BUY AANY MOTOR NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.
TRADE

MARK.
CABIiES.

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WIRES AND

Prom

-

-

A. H.

Manufactarer or Dealer,

State that

WANT

you

WITH

IT

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SDPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.
Pumpelly Storage

Batteries, Standard

Underground Cable

Co.'s Wires, Celebrated

Waring Cables and Conduits, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson- Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures

Automatic

&

Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and Exand Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundiie", Complete Steam Plants.

and Electroliers, Gleason

hausts. Electric Lighting

Switch.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Send for Catalogue.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

Bills,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, Simple and Durable insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without it; can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con;

Automatic Switcli Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

vinced.
If

BALTIMORE. MD.

The GODI.D PACKING GOMPAIffT^

not sold In your town write us for Illustrated circular and prices.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

Bii«Ne:APOL.is, aiiNif.

3G Cambrldse Street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE. - MASS.,

V. F.

ANNETT.

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Yice-Prest, and Treas.

CHAS. SrOtlEY SMITH, SeO^

Hotel and House Annunciators.

MA^iUFACTURE THE

Electric

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing, Pat. June

1,

1880.

Superior to any Packing in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self -Lubricating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None genuine without
fhiB trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Beware of Infringements and Imitations.

Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

SALT LAKE

CITY.

UTAH.

-

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

DAF

All similar Packings are imitations and calculated to deceiTB-

PARTRIGK & GARTER'S
1, 2,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

4

AND

6

CALL

Patent Indicating Bells!

ELECTmC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distriliution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,

4-rALL BELL.
For Prices and Further Particulars see our

FJSANKLIN

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

NEW

Salle St.

,

S.

CARTKR.

CHAKLES

M. WILKINS.
TRAD1>'G*B

YORK.

Chicago.

Manufacturers of

ELECTBICAL

1-CALL BELL.

New

Catalogue.
E.

WARD

SUPPIilES,
PATE ST NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

Sole Proprietors

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

WILKINS.

114 South Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

& C;

"0.

ELECTRIC
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MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

ii,

SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6,000

How

in

Use

OF—

ELECTRIC MOTORS
—
1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office. Phcenix

Cincinnati Office.

S-B.01S.

UNITED STATES,

—

Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.
New England

Building.

99 West Fourth

Office.

32

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Oliver Street, Boston.

Arch Street.

iOHIM STEPHENSON CO.,
NETAT YORK.
i_ns^n~:Eo,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
-^~

ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF IN OANDE SCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

-ivt-ottt -vr\T>Tr
-™-t-W
ICUllJi.

f

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Januar}' ii, 1S90

SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO,

Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Our Specialties.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MABK.

AGENTS.

MATHER ELECTRIC
"'
H.
CHICA60 OFFICE:^^*>™
and Kandolph »t8. Ulia t^alle ^^i'S^**"*?"^*!?*"^'

CO.,
PATENT

B£1I>, Manager.

)

t

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

DOUBLE
LIFT-OVER

PENDANT BURNER
The

Igniting

EMPIRE CITYELECTRIC
15

CO.

DEY STREET,

Cas

or Gasoline by Electricity.

PENDANT BURNER

This
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, which saves two-thirds of Battery Power and
avoids Short Circuiting, which is liable to occur in many others.
The Double Lift- Over Electrode is a very important featture no other Pendant has.
Electric Fpark or Connection only

Supplies,

^3rzia.mo
Second

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

Gold Medal Awarded at Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-89.
r.

By

liable

and simplified Electric Meter ever

inventeci.

Guaranteed correct fur smnll and large currents.
Built for Direct

Two-Wire,

Three- Wire,

Fiue-Wire

to

Oils.

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
Adopted by the largest
reflltering can be used continually.
Electric Plants of the West.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

ARON'S

Electric Current Counter
The most

Ignited.

a.zid C3rlixid.er

Free from

to none.

machinery.

8.

H.

is

Electric Cas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

Electrical

PROF.

when Gas

CHICAGO.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

Nine-Wire, and all Alternating Systems

Chicago

from 15 up to any number of amperes. Every
counter measures correctly the amount of current con-

Office,

in sizes

sumed from

a fraction of an ampere

up

to

its

full

capacity.
Berlin, Germany;
Germany; Municipal Electric
ExclusLighting Works, Berlin, Germany, and others.
ively used in Paris, Vienna, Constantinople and other

Adopted

Edison

Ijy

Company.

European

Siemens & Halske,
Berlin,

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

A

cities.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
Thom-'on-TTouiton Co., Liinn, Ifass —"Counters work very satisfactorily."
"We have four Aron Counters in use since some
Edison Ilium. Q.k. Brn, klyn. N.
months, durin r which lime no trouble has been experienced in regard to care of
Sjme, and satisfactory readings have been obtained."
Mather Elect ic Light Co., Manches<er,Conn—'-'We find that the Aron Counters register
accurately as is necessary for the purposes to -which such meters would be ap
plied; we have perfectly satisfied ourselves of their adaptability."

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionary work

F—

i

work

FOE PEICEa AND PAJITICOLAES, AP3BEES:

W.
21

HACKENTHAL
Sole Manaikctnrer and Importer,

BEEKMAN

STREET,

-

-

NEW

YORK.

Fkkd H. Whipple.

Edi'.ed

by

The

Electric Railway

completed.

P.lce,

landsomily printed and bound, $10.(0.

Municipal Lighting.

In paper, |1.00, L°ather, |2.00.

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.
Price, 11000.

correctly."

UnquesIn use by European Central Stations measuring over 60 million watts.
tioned superiority. Indispensable for Central station work. Amount of current consumed
principle
as
same
on
the
constructed
dials
being
may be ascertained at a glance, the
the gas meter dials.

is

ELECTRIC LAW,

Outer (N.n.) Electric Liqht Co.— "We have tested the Aron Counter and have no reaWe beg to inclose order for a few counters of 75 to
son to doubt its reliability.
lOJ amperes."
San, Francisco Electric Light Co.— "The Aron Counter is the best instrument we have
seen We have thoroughly tested a Counter of alternating current, and are satisfied it will

ST.

Whipple's Electrical Reports.
Published Monthly.

|3 00 per year.

Address

The FRED H. WHIPPLE CO.,
33etx-olt, AXlola.
Or any

Electrical Journal or leading

New York

Book

Office,

1

Store.

8 Cortlandt

Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAWPS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. JP. Lamjjsfor each Mechanical B. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest EfTiciency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GnARANT££ ITS OPERATION, AND

CORRESFOUEEUCE

SOI^ICITEID.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO.

B.

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'I Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent.

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

January

ii,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.

The ThoMsoa-Ho Bston Elec tric R'y Sysien,
ECONOMICAL, DURABLE, RELUBLE.

NEW TYPE THOMSON-HOUSTON

ELEOTRIO RilLWAT TRUCK,

RESULT OF ONE YEAR'S WORK.
RAILWAY CONTRACTS OF THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Alliance Street Mailway Co., Alliance, O.
Atlanta & Edgewood Street Sailway Co., Atlanta, Ga.

&

Wrenthani Street Mailway Co.,
AttleborOj No. AtUeboro
Attlehoro, Mass.
Americus Street Railway Co., Americas, Ga,
Atdrurn Electric Railway Co., Aiiburn, If.Y.
Banffor Street Railway Co., Bangor, Me.

Railway Co., Lynn, Mass.
Brooklyn Street Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Central Passenger Railway, Louisville, Ky.

Belt Idne

Central Railway Co., Peoria, HI.
Electric Street Railway, Decatur, III.
Colerain Avenue Railway Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Danville Street Car Co., Danville, Va.
Citiisiens'

Derby Sorse Railroad Co., Ansonia, Conn.
Dea Moines Electric Ry. Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Eckington & Soldiers Home Ry. Co., Washington, D. C.
East Sarrisburg Passenger Railway, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fulton Co. Street Ry. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hillside Coal Co., Scranton, Pa.
Hoosac Valley Street Ry., North Adams, Mass.
Joliet Street Ry. Co., Joliet, HI.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Myrtle Street Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Nahant Line) Lynn, Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Crescent Beach Line) Lynn,
Mass.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co., (Highland Line) Lynn, Mass.
McGavock & Mt. Vernon Horse Ry., Nashville, Tenn.
Metropolitan Street Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Naumkeag

CO.:

Street Ry,, Salem, Mass.

Newburyport & Amesbtiry Horse Ry. Co., Nembury'
port, Mass.

Newport Street Ry. Co., Newport, R. I,
Newton Street Ry, Co., Newton, Mass.
Nay-Aug Cross Town Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Omaha & C. B. Ry. and Bridge Co., Omaha, Neb.
Omaha Motor Ry. Co., Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa Electric St. Ry. Co., Ottawa, III.
Ottumtoa Street Ry. Co., Ottunitva, Iowa.
Plymouth & Kingston Ry. Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Quincy St. Ry. Co., Quincy, Mass,
Redbank & Sealrright Ry., Redbank, N. J.
Richfnond St. Ry. Co., Richmond, Ind.
Rochester Electric Ry. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Revere Street Ry. Co., Revere, Mass.
Ross Park Street Ry, Co., Spokane Falls, W. T,
Riverside and Suburban Ry. Co. Wichita, Kan.
Scranton Passenger Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Scranton Suburban St. Ry. Co., Scranton, Pa.
Seattle Electric Ry. <& Power Co., Seattle, W. T.
Southington <& Plantsville Ry. Co., Southington, Conn.
Third Ward St Ry, Co,, Syracuse, N. T.
Topeka Rapid Transit Co., Topeka, Kan.
Toledo Electric Ry. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
University Park Ry. and Electric Co. Denver, Col.
Vine St. Ry., Kansas City, 3Io.
Watervliet Turnpike & R. R. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Wheeling Ry. Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
West End St. Ry. Co., Boston, Mass.

IXT"
Brooklyn Street Railway Oo.
Des Moines Electric Railway Co.
Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Oo.
Julien Electric Traction Co.
Seattle Electric

Railway

& Power Oo.

LiSnin

& Boston

Omaha &

Street Railway Co.

Council Bluffs Railway

& Bridge Co.

Revere Street Railway Co.
"Wheeling Railway Co.
"West End Street Railway Oo.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
620 Atlantic Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

148 Michigan Ave.,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE ELEGTRIGiL SUPPLY CO
MANUFACTURERS OF

FUSE WIRE I
Send

for

our

New

Circular List of

11

FUSE WIRE,

No. 596.

r

1

All conditions have been carefully studied in the manufacture of this

Fuse Wire,

and we have successfully devised a system of alloys for each different carrying capacity,
or size of wire.
This, together with accurate determinations by careful tests, has given
us an article unparalleled for accuracy and reliability.
In the table given below will
be found the fusing current under all conditions:
Namber
•

1o
^
a
"3

d

s

s

p.
tm

e

-

at

s.

a

°

a.
a

a

1 £
1^

UOi

2

1308(4
1303
iSOl
1305
1300
1307
130«
1309
I31I1

1312
1314
1315
131(1

1318
13S0

Kta
1330
1385
1340
1350
13«0
1«70
1375
1400
1425
1450
1475
1500

^
4
6

8.3

6

10

9
10
12
14

15
16
18

20
2B
30
35
40
50
GO

70
75

100
125

150
175

SOD

12

0.2
8
10
12
14
15

3

18 6
21
24

13.!

15
18
21
22.6
24
26 5
ao
35
42
49
50
W)
88
100
130
155
185
218
!M5

%

.

30
32
40
48
58
04
76
90
10)
112
140
IhS
195

230
260

1

l|
OS
"

OS

$1.90

1
1

4.4
6.6

11

8

o
la

2.2
2.5

2
4
5
5.4

The a*)0V6

Our

1.8

ll

IS.

s

S

o

SS
l»
S^

Jd

"3

1300
1301

S

h

tm

a

of lamps which can be
operated.

a

4

6
6

3
4
6
li

8

9
10

!)

11

10
12
14
15
16
18
20
25
30
35
40
50
00
70
75
100
126
150
175

12
15
17
18
20

20O

1

1

2«
25

I
5

3
4

8
10
12
14
10
18
!i0

24
2-

30
32
3b
40
50
60
70

5
8
9
10
12
13
16
19

20
24
27

811

38
40
40
53

?J
80
103

100
120
140
160

67
80
93
100

J32

200

1F6
185

230
300
360

31

37
43
49

215
2S0

40O

133
165

200
280
265

1.90
3.00
2.05
2.10
2.25
2.60
3 00
3.50
4.0(1

4.50
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.50
8.10
9.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.0.)

13.00
19.00
20 00
21.00
21.60
24.60
28.00
32.00
36.00
40.00

prices ara gabject to (llecomt to the trade.

Catalogue of Electric Light and Power Supplies, No. 560,
the Most Complete Book of its kind ever issued.

Illustrated
is

171

Randolph

Street,

CHIC^^GrO
FACTORIES,

ANSONIA, CONN.

January

II,
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IMPORTANT.

^%t PA %^
SUSTAINED.
The broad

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
the Brush Electric Company, under

right to the use of

declared to belong to
U, S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,

JUDGE GRESHAM SOLDS^
1

That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
lighting.

the Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4 That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

2 That

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

Company is assured by the most competent legal advisers
Brush Patent, as interpreted by the U. S. Circuit Court, practically
all Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now ofifered for sale are
The Brush

that under

Electric

this

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the full extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
f^oxrt AT^Tetyxie, XxLcaLlAxxa.
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

of tlie

out

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

The Most Oarefolly Workedand Oompleta Altematliif

System of Electric Lighting la

OF

Existence.

IHGANDESCENT LIGHTIRG,

.Wn THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Oonvertsra

12-16 Oandle Poww

to the Mechanical

Honw

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

„
^
Floor,
f85 Dearborn St., First ^.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

^„,„„,. OFFICE,
^^
PHILADELPHIA

IND.

'

SAN FRANCISCO

907 Filbert Street.

.

^ ^ WILBUR. Manager.

I

.niiio o
ClTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS. SUCCESSOR

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanever
ship or material to make them the
put on the market.

BEST

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
ELEChandle the products of the
which have the highest in-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

dorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RE8PE0TFULLV,

Detroit Electrical Works,
standard Hotel Xccdlc .^nnniiciator,

Wm

aU£>T CALL and FIRC ALARM AnACHMCNTS.

z>E3a?xt.oza^,

Axzo:

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

t

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W.
2
Send

for

R.

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

St.

WILEY, 18

A HIGH GRADE

Weatherproof

CATAI.OG1TE,

ase

1 11
Co.,

PA.

Cortlandt St

F. E.

COMBINES
IN

York.

WESTINGHOnSE BLDS, PITTSBURGH,
G. L.

Eleclric Co.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
SKKD FOB
PA«B

CO.,

New

Standard Underground Cable

^^9\

3.

MAUDFACTTJREKS OF AND
^D DEALERS IN

Factory, 1461 and 14.63 DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

New

^^

,

1 ,

No.

i8, 1890.

M WHISTLES,

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral. Electric,

cents per Copy.

1

,

New

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINC CO
JOHN

H.

York.

DEGENHARDT,
Room 542 'Rookery,"

BOSTON, MASS.

Arch Street,
CHEEVER,

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Treas., 15

Oldest and Largest ManafactuierB la the United States of

VULCANIZEDFor RUBBER FABRICS
ITecliaiifcal

Purposes.

Chicago.

Wlre-^

^"^^ m

!IUSSERSELT!NE,M111UH0SE

UACHUIE BELTUie
With Smooth Metallic Robber surface for use
on DynamoB and swift innnlng macliiiies.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

SAFETYIDURABIUTY.

BRANGHEtt;

Bosto", yhiiadelpiiia, Clevsland, Detroit, Chicago, C-ncinnatl, St Louis, "tnneapolis, Denver.

(3131)

Standard
The

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Rueeer Cables,
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

UNDER WATER
AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

Wires and Carles,
varieu- of

very

pliable.

MARINE

Two -Circuit

any

up

to 8,000

ELECTRIC

specification

Megohms

cu'ts, 9,000

UNDERGROUND.

Incandescent Cores.

per

Na\"y Portables, Silk,
Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ot High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Bell Wire, rubber
ered, for Marine

WM.

M. HABIR8HAW, F.C.
General Manager.

Offices:

S.

1

59 Front

NEW

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

knot.

Every

Concen-

tric Cables, both

Three and Two-wire Cables, to

Marine

any Millage

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

or

MANIJFACTURERS OF

to
any
mile.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Cores

and Gntta-Ferclia Insalatiag Co

iQdia-RDlilier

Pliable

Installations

Street,

cov-

Work.'

Cables, for
Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

GOMFANT,
ANSONIA BRASS & COFFERPATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

COWLES*

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather -Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

Standard for durable and high
proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Ttie acknowledged
Insulation. Its merits
B«cItIc Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and

all

Branchei

E.

B.

other

ei Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

V./....v.M|iffiN<«'<«<V''
Concealed Wiring in

I6 Dey st

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111.,

'

A

'

Subterranean Uie,

Submarine Use
j Fncased IVires.
IVirei
'^'"' '"Caseff

all

JEW

A—Copper Wire.

Locationi.

YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

STYI.K OF INSULATIOH.
Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

CUT SHOWING

.

McGLEES, General Manager,

B

C

B.

5.—Two

Unrated with a Bloc*, WEATHER-PRoopCompofiilioD.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriter*.
trie

.

,

..

,- . —
O-^ttidMCoaak
»
«•
PBf»

- ^

.

Sanpfes fiiniished opon ftppBCWOB.

Copper Wire, bare and covered, bf every description.

wARPPonae
wABtKuams..

S 19

and 21

^^33

gjjj,

Cliff St,.

^35

New

York.

»

FACTORIES:

vVabatti Ave., Chi cago.

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAJfVFACTUBEBS OF
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent, - 19 Dey Street,
WOBKS: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave , Cuicago, III.
115 Broadway, Nkw York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La,
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319. N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Jlontgomery St., Saj* Fhancisco, Cal.
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CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai-c

Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnnt'iit Incandesi-ent

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternatiu;; C'liricnt

economy of

effici-

operation.

It.> iiitiiio,

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
notor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-
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CHAS.

JENNEY

D.

& CO., THE

MITCHELL VANCB
VANCE
A
(Sncce.aora to niTCHEI,!,,

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Insnlating Joints,

Combinatioii Fixtures,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Incandescent Ligbting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

One B.

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

P. Constant Potential llotor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^x* rF^x:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

OX'Z'XOX::

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

-

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

1

836-38 Broadway and 1 3th

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, INO,

CITY.

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE GOLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

Dynamos, Motors, Batteries,
Voltmeters

and Ammeters,

CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

CO.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

St.,

MOST EFFICIENT.

Switclies,

LiaxS-

Gomplete Electric
and Power

Lislit

DYNAMO
25 to 500

Plants.

MOTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

STREET CARS EQUIPPED

CAPACITY.

FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

ECONOMICAL.

—iND—

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

and

502 Phenix Building.
Detroit Office,

30 Atwater

MS,

PUMPS AND

&EMAL

MACHINERY.

Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE, FACTORY
St.,

READY.

Motors for Running
We give an Absolute

Office,

Pnwer.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FULLY ERECTED.

ELEVATORS,
Chicago

Horse

AWD

SAI.FSROO]»I,

East.

San Francisco, 220 Sutter

St.

58&60Longworth

St.,

CINCINNATI, 0.
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C30

CleT7-ela<nd., 01:iio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BAT TERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARVS

ENGINEERING CO.,
61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anihracile Coal and Coko

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosa^oio'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, hiirning in series, require about 50 volta and 8 amperes of current.
make money by acting as our agents.
and Information regarding our new and improved Huiiipie Arc,

Electrical contractors can

prices

K..H».;.^P

When

writing please state voltage and system used.

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo
VllOllirO

Belts Carried in Stock.
<^°'''->^^

O"

"><^"

SPEED WITH BOILERS,

CO..

New

York

City.

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Erected.

And Western Agents

Perkins Incandescent

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

EDISON

J

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

rNblNtu
Furnished and
Complete Steam
1
iNGL SH. MORSE & co.'"::rr.ro.
Plants

For

\.,M4

18 Cortiandt Street.

-

'

54

AND

56

Lamp Conipany,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL

M ANOFACT ORING

CO.,

EDISONIALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coiejEe:BSi=03^^)^2sroE:

JAMES

F.

KELLY

I

General Sales
Aeent,
1

sox-icite^).

9 Dey

$t.,

NEW YORK.
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SOLB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

rr IS t79SaUAI<£D

AKD

&

CO..

MILWAOKEE,

WIS.

Manafactarere of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Ccitton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

fob ECONOU? of

MOTION,

ALUS

P.

FUBIj, BEOUIiABlTT OS
BTTSABTLITT IK USE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

rite for onr CatalusnfM-

41 ail 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERN$TE[N ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

INGMDESGENT LAMPS

FOE

FOR

Arc

§

ARC-LIGHT GIRGDITS.
».

SIMPLE. RBMABLB. DURABLE.

F. ^W.

le Sises, 5 to BOO H. P.

GEORGE CUHER.

Street,

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlaiidt Street,
l ttt,^,,*;
»,„ „
Hathaway Building,
BOSTON,
T^S?''g!^
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuilling, h Church, Kerr
">
156, l58Lake Street,
*
CHICAGO,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. K. Muckl§, Jr. & Co.
PHILADELPHIA,

CONDENSING OR

NEW

!

STANDARD.

of

Sngiie

for

SIIVIPLICITY.

ST. LOUIS.
KANSAS CITV,

3tt>, 301 Washington Ave. I
„„. ^ .
{ rmrbanks
312 Union AvenSe.
'^ '-?•
1330 Seventeenth Street, |
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. IL Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITV, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. QraniteSt
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 33 Fremont St., Parke i Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. *!, 35 N. Front St., Parke Lacy Mch. Co.

''5'tJfl5!)H'"'p.'-

DENVER,

3,000 in nse in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

6 Sizes

in

Stock,

5

&

1

to

50

H. P.

AJ7 AnTOUATIC EHSUTE
AJT^AnTOUATIC
EHS:
CHSAPEE TEiH A SLIDE VA17E.
'
Well Built
'
Economical,
"
Reliable.
Over 300 sold the first year.

&
S?L^"N^TiX^•^•^i!°Slt• [TheD.ATompMnsCo.
DALLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E.James i Co.

All the above built stncUy to Gauge -with Interchangeable Parts,
uepairs Carried in Stock. Send for Ulostrated Oatalognes.

D.

STATES.

-

Agent.

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND

W.

and Economical.

HOBNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

COMPOUND.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

FOB ASY CURBEST.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATM.*

Highly

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

620

Incandescent Circuits

'n'OEJCD

SARGENT,

Pres.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Vicc-Pres. and Cons Ele;.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Trea?. and Mgr.

FRiNK A. PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
70-81
.

W

a.sl3.1xiston St., ^zrcsols-l^rxa.,

3^.

EUc.

CO.,

'S'.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OETAIKED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

Eg^CAREPUL IKVESTIGATION IKVITED.

i--fe-

^ert^^^^^^r^^t^^^.
^P

J-'LJ

fb/f
tubing

£l
all'

M. Purposes

Pure Sheet Tfubber
4ddres^ JHE

Etc.

.^J^GOODRICHHAHD RUBBER
G.
'A(s.
i>r,

AKRON, OHIO.

'V\^

Ohio.

JiflQiM^pc-^nrerS 0/

^g^

Br.GoODRICH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER WORKS

%i

Specialties OF all kinds to order—^^^SeND for ^T/tLOGUE. ^^

I'Hi
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPANY DEFEATED.
Sawyer-Man Patent Decided by the Court to be a Fraud and Absolutely Valueless.
EXTRACTS FEOM THE DECISIOIT OF JUSTICE BRADLEY, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
For

Circuit Court of the United States,
the Western District of Pennsylvania,

THE CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

j

("SnD.

va.
McKGESPOKT LIGHT COMPANY
No. 6

May Term,

Edison

(

'

Company^

1888.

BRADLBY,

We

produced an

O^ TSEi ODTJieT.

Circuit Justice:

"The great question in this suit is, whether the patent
sued on is valid, so far as involves a general claim for the use in electric
lamps of incandescing carbon conductors, made of fibrous or textile subIf it is not, the bill 'must
If it is, the complainant must prevail.
stances.
"
be dismissed.'
"Is the patent valid for such a broad claim?
The defendants contend that it is not. First, because no such invention wss set
forth in the original application, but was introduced more than four years
after it was filed, and after the same material had been used by Edison
and claimed by him in application for a patent. Secondly, because Edison,
and not Sawyer-Man, was really the original and first inventor of an incandescent conductor made of fibrous or textile material for an electric
lamp."
"It is very clear to us that in the original application for
the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of
claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor
for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim
we have carefully compared it with
is disclosed in the original application
the amended application on which the patent was issued, and are fully
satisfied that after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published
to the world there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer &
Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different
direction and purpose from what it had in its original form."
;

adroit amendment made in 1885, they say, 'Our
relates more especially to the incandescing conductor, its

"By an

improvement

its form, and its combination with the other elements composing the lamp.' The purpose of this amendment is obvious and needs

substance,

no comment."

"The fact is that Sawyer & Man were unconscious that
the arc was not new, and supposed that they could get a patent for it; but
as their eyes were opened, they changed about and amended their application, and made the material of the conductor the greit object
carbon
made from fibrous and textile material. Compare the original with the
amended application, as first stated in this opinion, and this purpose most
obviously appears."
"The fact that the whole object of the application was
changed, is evinced by the correspondence of the parties."
"This testimony of Mr. Broadnax, which is undoubtedly
to be relied on, in connection with the letter just quoted, shows that the
idea of claiming carbons made from fibrous and textile materials was an
after-thought, and was no part of the purpose of the original application.

—

PRICE OF LAMPS

& Man

sought to be drawn from it.
are not Satisfied that they ever
electric lamp with a burner of carbon made

ON BILL AND FINAL HEARING.

OIF'in^TXOIT

relating to this new and broad claim were made afterwards, in February and March, 1885.
"We are of the opinion that the changes made in the application in
this regard were not justifiable, and that the claim in question cannot be
sustained."
"We are not at all satisfied that Sawyer
ever
made and reduced to practical operation any such invention as is set forth
and claimed in the patent in suit. Their principal experiments were made
in 1878, and perhaps the beginning of 1879.
The evidence as to what they
accomplished in the construction of electric lamps is so contradictory and
suspicious that we can with diflBculty give credence to the conclusions

The amendments

]

MUCH REDUCED.

fibrous material or any other material which was a
success."
"The application for the patent In suit was not
made until January, 1880, nearly or quite a year after all
their experiments had ceased, and after the inventions of
Edison had been published to the world."
"The explanations made by the complainants
for the delay in applying for the patent in suit, fail to satisfy
our minds that Sawyer Man, or their assignees for them,
have not sought to obtain a patent to which they were not
legitimately entitled.
"But suppose it to be true, as the supposed inventors and some of the
other witnesses testify, that they did in 1878, construct some lamps with
burners of carbon made of fibrous material and of an arched shape, which
frova.

&

continued to give light for days or weeks, or months; still, were they a
successful invention? Would any one purchase or touch them now? Did
they not lack an essential ingredient which was necessary to their adoption
and use? Did they go any further in principle, if they did in degree, than
did other lamps which had been constructed before? It seems to us that
they were following a wrong principle the principle of small resistance
in an incandescing conductor, and a strong current of electricity; and that

—

the great discovery in the art was that of adopting high resistance in the conductor with a small illuminating surface
and a corresponding diminution in the strength of the current. This was accomplished by Edison in his filamental
thread like conductors, rendered practicable by the perfection
of the vacuum in the globe of the lamp. He abandoned the old
method of making the globe in separate pieces, cemented together, and
adopted a globe of one entire piece of glass, into which he introduced
small platinum conductors, fastened by fusion of the glass around them,
thus being able to procure and maintain perhaps the most perfect vacuum
known in the arts. In such a vacuum the slender filaments of carbon attenuated to the last degree of fineness, may be maintained in a state of
incandescence without deterioration, for an indefinite time, and with a small
expenditure of electric force. This was really the grand discovery in the art of electric lighting, without which it could

not have become a practical art for the purposes of general
use in houses and cities."
"The principal and great thing described is the
attenuated filament, and its inclosure in a perfect vacuum."
"We think we are not mistaken in saying that
but for this discovery electric lighting would never have
become a fact. We have supposed, it to be the discovery of
Edison, because he has a patent for it. This may not be the
case; it may be the discovery of some other person. But
whoever discovered It, it is undoubtedly the great discovery

by electricity."
must be dismissed."

in the art of practical lighting

"The

bill

SEND FOROUR NEW PRICE LIST OF LAMPS.

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

65 FIFTH AVENUE.
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TRADE HARK.

42 La Salle

St.

CHICAGO.

42 La

Salle St.

taAD£ MABK.

CHICAGO.

KEY AND KEYLESS
LINE EQUIPMENT
-AND-

-FOB THE-

TELEGBAPH

I

-AND-

LAMPS
FOB ALL SYSTEMS.

TELEPHONE.

A FULL STOCK OF

LATEST
Improved

FOR

M

Lighting,

M^my,

EleeWe
And the Use

Specialties

CHICAGO.
4? La

Salle St.

in all

of Electricity

Branches.

CHICAGO.
4? La Salle St.

TRADE MARK.

n
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POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Oilers,

THE MARKET.

CO.

SiKtit i.lnriih.T 1-. liucl with HU'iare wlinlnw
['.ififi, wtiiid ;irt> -..TiTt'd tijf brtuiHt*>'il iilate.t. unil
.ail r-f rnuxvpd tor iDsptL-UuD. cleaolnK t^r repalm
.a 4iiy tliur. witliiiut Mi'ppine the oil feed, wbllo
(Ur lUActiiDtf Is runiilnt;.

MISITALTURKD DT

THE WM. POWELL

CO.,

PLUM STREET,

NOS. SO. 52 AND 54

CINCINNATI,

DISQOE LeCLABCHE BAHERT.

O.

Pleiie send for Prices and Discounts.

We

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427

St., St.

Louis.

'-The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

C'ty.

LeCLANCHE

DISQUE

Omaha.

Building,

are continually

increaslrig the efficiency of our

BATTERY,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

And

Guarantee

It

Erected Ready for Service.
ISPRCf AI.TIE8 :-The AmlDgton &
ftrd

RocklDE and Sheffield

(rrtttes,

SEXD FOB
WM

b.

Sims KoKlne. Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. S'sndFilter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

Lowe Ueater, Hyatt

I.A.TE8T CATAIiOCUES.

Tl/MNER.

LGSTUR WOODBKIUOE.

inrOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

AMES, CHERAR &

and Contractors.

and Power.
D«*Hlgrn8 and

'or Electric Light

ST.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
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THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
EMPIRE CITYELECTRIC
15

PAUL,

Write for Revised Pricep.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

The

CO.,

W. Agents,

N.

[1^

COUPIiETE EqUIPXtENT OF ELECTRIC BAILWAl^S.
Steam Plants

THE MARKET.

IN
J.

CO.

CO., ^'iS^Sie^

Western Agent,
n.

I.

Western Agent,

COLBURH &

CO.

A. F.

Dynamos, Motors,

Etc.

Wires and Cablet.

DEY STREET,

A.

G.

MOORE

HARMOUNT

3l5--32i Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. ILL

Electrical

WHOLESALE DEALER

**
^
Supplies. General Electrical
Manufacturer and Owner of the

IIV

*

Supplies,

NEW PATENT

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

A

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionary work

is

completed.

H. WnirPLE.

l)y

The

Electric Railway.

Price,

—

firE

ALARM

SIGNAL ROXES

WITH PUSH BUTTON

ELECTRIC LAW,
Fkkd

Edited

MESSENGER and

CALLS.

handsomely printed acd bound, 110.00.

Municipal Lighting.

In paper, $1.00, Leather, |2.00,

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

Batteries, Buzzers, Buttons, Break wheels, BurnersBrackets, Burglar Alarms.

ells,

Write

Price, $10 00.

lectroliers, Eccentric

Clamps, Electricians'
Tools, Extension Bells, Elevator Cables,

Whipple's Electrical Reports.

For

|3 00 per year.

Published Monthly.

I

Address

The FRED H. WHIPPLE CO.,
X>etx*olty Z^lola.
Or any

Electrical Journal or leading

New York

Book

Office,

1

Boxes,

Silk Cord, Single Relays,
Spark Coils, Switches, Splicing Tools.

elegraph

Store.

8 Cortlandt

pring Jacks, Signal

Street.

Supplies,

Thermostats, Ticket Cases, Telephone Tools, Tin Foil.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

Mills, Factories, Public Buildings, Hotels
TI^E.^'riSES, ETC-, ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGIODSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Itsstes.)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgozaery

St.,

San Francisco,

Eamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. 0.
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GENERHL- OFFICES:

510 West 23d

Street,

January

i8,
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.
ARC LIGHTING EXTRAORDINARY.
Single Carbons requiring renewals only once in four days.
The mains may be carried under-ground and have no electrical connection
with the circuits and the lamps, embodying the same features of separation
between the current in the street mains and that in the lamp, as is found in the
incandescent system of The WESTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC
through

COMPANY

its

converter.

single carbon admits of a larger and more powerful arc than can be
obtained from the ordinary two carbon lamp.
The system fully covered by patents.

The

day on a short circuit. A short circuit on the
line will not burn out an armature.
The machine is self-regulating from one lamp to its full load, without any
extraneous device.
The saving in cost of carbon renewals In this system in the course of a
short time would justify the entire replacement of any existing arc system by

The dynamo may be run

this

new

Boston,

all

one.

New

York,

Chicago,

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,

Portland, St. Honis, Charlotte, Dallas.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
The only Award given for Electric Railways

Electric

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Elecuric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL
What are

Features

the Essential

Electric Railway

The Sprague Company

in any Comprehensive
System?

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length of
Line, or

Number

guarantee to operate a ten mile
Double Track System with

will

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;
Less

Dynamo

of Cars Operated.

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECA.USE, Thereby only can be secured Uniform Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
sure.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single IJever

Movement

for

Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Wos.

16 and 18 Broad

St.,

NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAQUB
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

&

MOTOR COMPANY,

iiew York.

Rialio
;

Chicago.

Building,

;

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New

and Improved llethod of Eqalppins Bnildlngs Avith an Insulated Tube Conduit for any

t^yateni of Electric Wiring.

OOnVE^BXJSrXJNTG;-:

gy^PEXY — Absolnte

immunity from elec#ic

fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— I*^rfect access to concealed \vires.
coBt ot installation, and freedom from fntnre expense.
ECONOMY— ^inall
DURABILITY— Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, insurin*; longevity of

CONVENIENCE— Syytenia of

electric wiring

may

wires.

be laid out on original plans ;n a manner similar to that employed for gns, water and steam piping; the conductors

may be drawn

in at pleaBure.

FOR CIRCGLARS. PRICK LIST AXD IXSTRrCTIONS, AD0RKSS,

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

154

CO.,

AND

156

WEST 27TH

ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY.

-T^E-

umm

mn

co.,

CHARLES MUNSON.PREsr.

FRANKGMOSSfSECT STRESS.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

FUR

ElectriciaD

Westertt

S

FRANK
PRIHCIPAL
D. S.

T.

.CO.

(

BROWN,

EXiMlNER

BetJ,

of

l'.

-

CHICAGO.

-

YIIRK,

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
Hat^

As

been selected
Koute for paBeengera
to the

National Electric Light Association
To be h*'ld In Kansas City, Pflb. 11, 12, 13
iind 14,

because

It is

PlTTSBUf^GH

.

New York.

the OfQclal

^^^3a
28,30,32,34 & 36. S.

SanFrangisgo.

New

Orleans.

CANAL Si.

the

Best Appointed

I.ine

!

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

LOCKWOOD AMMETER

s. Electrical Patents.

.AI.I.

MICA
For Electrical

SIZES

St.,

Electrical Expert^

AND

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

QUALITIES

Special and Experimental

Pnrposeis.

EUGENE MUN SELL &00„
218 Water

NEW

Sniilli,

AttomcyH,

26-26 HONOREBUILOING.
Twt> complete

-- -

Brofn &

Bntterwortti, Hall,

Late

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE,

I'ntent

TIIR

Now

York.

MACHINERY

.

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
Coal Mining Ilaolage
built lo Order.
a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

- POLARITY

INDICATOR

For Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument
91

Griswold Street,

Co.,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.

East End Electric Light

Company

the day of

its

operation, the business of

company increased very rapidly. The company made a specialty of furnishing electric

the

Since the East End Electric Liglit company
of Pittsburgh, Pa., finished its arc light plant,
that central station of electric lighting has become one of the most important in the country.
Commencing with a very small number of lights
generated by the direct current system about
three years ago, the company has constantly increased its plant until the buildings now cover
an acre of valuable ground, stocked with
machinery which operates no less than 16,000
incandescent lights and 4S0 arc lamps. The
company was organized January 20, 1886. At
that time the plant consisted of a three hundred

FIG.

Westinghouse direct current dynamo and a
45 horse-power Westinghouse automatic engine.

light

In June, 1887, the directors of the company decided to adopt the Westinghouse alternating
current system. A new building for the central
station was erected on Broad street. East End,
and this structure was equipped with Westinghouse alternating current apparatus of a capacity

Two 1,300 light dynamos were
of 3,900 lights.
placed in the structure as well as two 650 light
machines, with two one hundred and fifty horsepower and two seve"nty-five horse-power Westinghouse automatic engines. In addition, two
AVestinghouse No. 8 e.xciters driven by twentyfive horse-power Westinghouse automatic standard engines were used. Four one hundred
horse-power Riter & Conley boilers represented
The most imthe steam battery of the plant.
proved electrical appliances were utilized in
fitting up the plant, and when, in March, 1888,
operations were commenced, it was generally
conceded that the station was a model

From

of

Pittsburgh.

No. 3

i8, 1890.

plant.

lights in private houses and was particularly
successful in that field.
Applications became
so large and so urgent that repeated increases
in the plant were made.
The company then
deemed it advisable to go into the arc light
business.
A lot adjoining the incandescent
plant was purchased, and in February, 1889,
ground was broken for the building of the arc
light plant.
This plant was finished a few
weeks ago. The arc light plant, which is shown
in Fig. I, is located in a lofty, well-lighted hall
of large dimensions.
The floor is covered with

I.

EAST END ELECTRIC LIOHT COMPANY OF PITTSBURGH

by natural gas, which is maintained at a
uniform pressure of twelve ounces. The engines are all of the Westinghouse type.
The
arc light plant has been built to admit of
machinery for a capacity of 1,000 arc lights.
The incandescent plant shown in Fig. 2 is
large enough to hold si.x three thousand light
alternating current machines and two exciters.
The apparatus is arranged in about the same
way as the arc light machinery. Everything is
located on one floor, so that the entire plant
may be seen from any point in the building.
The advantage of this is obvious when it is
considered that on this account the company
only requires one engineer during the day and
plied

—ARC

asphalt. As the view shows, there are two rows
of electric light machines; six Waterhouse arc
light dynamos of thirty-five lights capacity each
At the
are arranged on each side of the room.
farther end of the room is the new sixty light
machine of the Westinghouse arc light system.
Each machine is placed upon a platform of

PLANT.

one fireman, while

at

night only two

engineers

are necessary.

The company furnishes four hundred houses
with
All
customers are fur7,000 lights.
nished an alternating current
meter.
The
company supplies fourteen churches with the
electric

current.
The farthest incandescent
situated five miles from the central

brown colored wood.
Behind the machines runs an underground

lamp

conduit into which all the wires from the dynamos are conducted. From this conduit, they
run to the switch-board and then to the top of
the building into a cupola, from which point
they are distributed over the overhead mains

The switch-board in the incandescent plant
also deserves attention on account of the ease

and

on the streets.
A small door from the dynamo department
There are two
leads into the boiler room.
batteries of two Babcock & Wilcox boilers each.
Each has a capacity of two hundred and forty

The officers of the company are: A. T. Rowand, president; J. R. Van Wagener, vice president; G. P. Shane, secretary and treasurer; J. A.
E. Hoeveler, superintendent of construction;
A. H. Lucas, chief engineer.

The boilers are so piped that
horse-power.
each boiler or battery can be used either independently or together. The boilers are sup-

The Studebaker Wagon company has installed a new
200 horse power dynamo in its works at South Bend, Ind.

lines

is

station.

which it can be operated. Its entire
arrangements are placed in a row on one
with

wall.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Western

Union Building at St Louis
Destroyed by Fire.

The Western Union Telegraph

building in

St.

The
I.ouis was destroyed by fire January 6th.
origin of the fire is attributed to a cross between
the wires of the district messenger service which
enter the building on the first floor and an elecWhether this was the cause or
tric light wire.
not, the fire started in the messenger office, and
the several floors were soon enveloped in flames.
The fire spread to the adjoining buildings, the
upper stories of which were occupied by the
Western Union Telegraph company. It is an
old structure, and the flames spread with such
rapidity that the operators in the upper stories
had a narrow escape. Some of them rushed
down the stairways and others made use of the
fire escape.
The Western Union sustained a
heavy loss. The entire plant was totally destroyed.
All the instruments, together with a
large amount of battery and copper wire and

2.

l-lA.S'r

were utterly ruined by the
Mr. Bohle, the local manager,

considerable paper
fire

and water.

stated that
e.'cact

ried

it

was impossible

damage would

foot up.

to

tell

what the

The company

car-

no insurance.

fire was fairly under control, the
Western Union company began to make preparations for temporary (|uarters where business
might be handled. A building on Pine street
was secured, and the work of stringing wires
For a long time all business
at once begun.
was refused, and as a consetjuence the Postal
company had its hamls full taking care of the
The work of putting in
telegraph business.
batteries and transferring wires and cables was
pushed rapidly by the Western Union people,
and by 3:50 p. m. they had one wire working to
Chicago. It was a very unsatisfactory wire,
however, and no messages were received for
transmission over it unless they were filed with
the distinct understanding that they were sub.Ml the books and messages reject to delay.
ceived during the night were saved, and the
other books and papers were in the vault and
were saved from damage by fire or water.
Two cables of twenty conductors each were

Before the

January

strung into the new quarters, but it was found
impossible to operate them, owing to lack of inThe wires leading to the cupola of
struments.
the old building were all right, but had connections been made, the lack of instruments would
have prevented the working of them. A force
of men was sent to the Relay Depot, in East St.
Louis, where the wires which centered at that
point were cut, connections made and business
dispatched across the bridge by messenger. On
the following day a large number of instruments

from Chicago was received, and the work was
disposed of

in

regular order.

to the Kansas City convention of this association to accept
he hospitality of the Chicago Electric club on Monday,
Kebruar)loth.
I
have accepted this very courteous
in%'ilation on your behalf.
\'ou will receive under separate
1

cover a communication from Clarence IC. Stump, chairman
transportation committee, giving full particulars relative to
the ".Special Electric Limited" Pullman train, which will be
run for the accommodation of delegates and their friends
from New York to Kansas City, leaving New York Sun-

day morning,

TKici.\N it was stated that the secretary of the
Chicago Electric club had been authorized by
the Board of Managers to extend an invitation

ELECTRIC LIGHl" COMPANV, IMT'ISUU RCIl

Light convention

to

Chicago on

Monday, and

Kansas City Elec-

lunch

with

the

will

who

is

C. E. Stump of New York, has issued a circular relative to the special train for the Kansas
City convention, from which the following extract

is

made:

For the

benefit of delegates and others attending the
eleventh convention of the National Electric Light associa-

— .M.TERNA'llNC

club
Monday, February loth. This invitation has
since been extended to the eastern delegates
and has been accepted on their behalf by Allan
V. Carratt, secretary of the National Electric
Light association and Geo. F. Porter, the general manager of the transportation committees.
The acceptance of this invitation will necessitate
a change in the time at which the special train
from the east will leave Chicago for Kansas
City.
The train will now leave Chicago for
Kansas City with the Chicago coaches attached
about five o'clock on the evening of February
loth instead of in the morning, as originally
planned. This will give the eastern delegates a
full day in Chicago and enable them to partake
of the Electric club's hospitality.
It will also
enable the eastern and western delegates to go
on to Kansas City from Chicago on the same
tric

in

communicate with f-red A (_iilbert, of
chairman of the New England transportation committee

England

Eastern Delegates to the Kansas City
Electric Light Convention,
In the last number of the Western Ei.ec-

to the eastern delegates to the

remaining

arriving in Kansas City Tuesday morning.
You are
earnestly requested to promptly respond to the above
named communication, and thereby enable the New York
transportation committee to carry out their somewhat difficult task, to the best advantage.
Delegates from New

Boston,

E.NU

1890

iS,

SVS'l'li.M

be held at Kansas City, February nth- 14th, arrangements have been made with the Pennsylvania railrcad
tion, 10

to

provide a magnificent vestibule train lo be

known

as the

"Electric Limited " to be run through without change lo
Kansas City, via Chicago and the Chicago, Burlington Ov;
Quincy railroad. This train will leave Jeisey City Sunday,
February 9th, at 9:45 A. M., sharp, arriving at Chicago Monday morning at 9 A. M. Monday will be spent in Chicago,
the Chicago f-^lectric club having kindly invited the Eastern

delegates to enjoy its hospitality during their stay in that
city.
The "Electric Limited" will leave Chicago Monday
evening at 5 o'clock, arriving at Kansas City early Tuesday
morning.
Passengers should be careful to take the ferry
at foot of Cortlandt or Desbrosses streets. New York, not
later than 9:30 A. M. .Sunday morning.
No effort has been
spared by the transportation committee in obtaining the
very best equipment, and the committee is assured that
this train will be the finest ever run out of New York.

Western delegates starting from Chicago can
secure berths on the special train by addressing
W. VV. King, city passenger and ticket agent of
the Chicago, Burlijigton iv
Quincy railroad,
Clark and Adams streets, Chicago.

train.

Secretary Garratt has sent the following circular to eastern members of the National Electric Light association:
I

am

in receipt of

an

official

communication from

Kreidler. secretary, invitirg the eastern delegates

W.

t'«

A.

joh/l-

An

effort is

at I^ochester,

being made by the new street car company
Y'., to secure the electric railway between

N.

Rochester and Ontario Keach.

company

$.100,000 and
investment to the owners.
is

it

The

capital

stock of

this

has proved a most valuable

January
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Switch for Constant Potential Motors.
The accompanying cuts illustrate a simple
switch designed to be used in connection with
In starting the ordiconstant potential motors.
nary constant potential motor by means of the
usual form of resistance box, the field circuit is
first made, and then the current is thrown gradThis action leaves the
ually upon the armature.
switch lever on the bo.\ in its final position, /. <:,
with all the resistance cut out of the armature

27

Thursday, January 9th. The response to
meeting w-as almost unanimous.
Nearly every company in the state was represented, either in person or by letter.
A careful
estimate showed that over 80 per cent, of the

push buttons. These are placed on the floor
beneath the back of the chair, so as to be
within easy reach of the operator's foot.
One
button throws the battery on without resistance,
and therefore gives the highest speed at the
motor.
The other button, however, makes a
connection between battery and motor through
a length of comparatively fine copper wire.
This latter arrangement gives a slower speed.

tion

the call for the

just

employed in central station lighting in
the state was represented in person.
The desirability of organizing a state association was
discussed, and the proposal to organize at once
was cordially indorsed.
The organization was
effected by the adoption of by-laws and the
election of the following officers:
President,
Alonzo Elliott. Manchester: vice-president, F.
W. Eastabrook, Nashua; secretary and treasurer,

When

capital

it is
desired to change the direction of
rotation of the engine, it is only necessary to
move the small handle slightly at the motor
brushes.
The battery shown in the cut has been

Edgar Woodman, Concord.

Executive commitAlonzo Elliott, Manchester; F. W. Eastabrook, Nashua; H. W. Burgett, Dover.
A resolution was adopted directing the secretary to
tee:

send an invitation, with a blank application for
membership, to every central station company in
the state. After the adjournment of the meeting
President Elliott's invitation to partake of a
dinner,

was accepted.

Storage Battery in a Dental Off.ce.
The accompanying cut of Dr. T. L. Gilmer's

FIG.

I.

SWITCH FOR CONSTANT TOTENTIAL MOTORS.

In stopping, the operator first breaks
the main circuit and then turns the switch lever
back to its first position ready for another start.
Very often, however, the operator forgets to
turn the lever back, and when the time comes to
start the motor, turns the main switch, and thus
throws the full current into the armature before
circuit.

FIG. 2

SWITCH FOR CONSTANT POTENTIAL .MOTORS.

It may be
running about twenty-three days.
mentioned that the performance of both the
battery and motor has thus far proved most

dental office in Chicago furnishes an interesting
illustration of the adaptability of the storage
battery to dental and other work of a similar
character.
About a year ago Dr. Gilmer decided to put in an electric motor to drive his
As no satisfactory arrangement
dental engine.
with a local electric light company could be
made, he decided to use the storage battery, and
gave his order to the Pumpelly Storage Battery
& Electric Motor company. This company fur-

satisfactory.

Meeting of the

New York

Board of Elec-

trical Control.

After nearly three months' inactivity during
which time the property of the electrical companies of the city was ruthlessly destroyed by
city employes, the New York Board of Electri-

has time to generate its counter electromoand thus reduce the current flowing
through it. The result of this is that either the
armature is burned out or the fusible plugs put
in for its protection are blown.
The switch here
described was designed to overcome this difficulty.
The manner in which the device is rendered automatic, will be readily understood
The contact blocks
from a glance at the cuts.
connecting with the resistance coils are arranged
about the fulcrum of the switch lever as shown.
Attached to the lever is a coiled spring which is
so arranged that it tends to swing the lever
around to its starting position and thus bring
the resistance in circuit with the armature.
In
the body of the switch is set a horseshoe electroThe switch lever is pivoted at one
magnet.
pole of this magnet and is in reality its armature.
The magnet is connected in the field magnet
circuit.
The action of the device will now be
readily understood: As the lever reaches the last
segment, the armature of the electro-magnet
rests upon the other pole of the magnet, and is
thus held by it against the action of the spring,
The coils
which tends to bring the lever back.
of the electromagnet being in series with the
it

tive force,

the lever will remain in this position as
long as the field circuit and main circuit are not
When the main circuit is broken,
broken.
whether accidentally or, as usual, by the operation of the main switch, the motor will gradually
slow down, and when it has nearly stopped the
le.er will fly back to its original position by the
field,

action of the spring.
The switch is the invention of H. H. Blades of Detroit, Mich.

The Rhode

Island and

New Hampshire

State Electric Lighting Associations.

The

central station

companies doing business

Rhode

Island, organized a state
association January 7th. A majority of the companies and about 75 per cent, of the capitalization in the state was represented at the meeting.
Letters were read from the officers of companies
who could not attend, expressing their approval
of the movement, and pledging their co-operation.
The organization was effected by the
election of the following officers:. President,
Samuel P. Colt, Bristol Electric Light company;
secretary, Samuel G. Stiness, Pawtucket Gas &
Electric Light company; treasurer, Marsden J.
Perry, Narragansett Electric Lighting company.
The ofiicers of the association constitute its executive committee.
The central station companies of New Hampshire held a meeting to organize a state associain the

state of

STORAGE 13ATTERY

nished him with two of its 23M type cells which
were inclosed in a neat wooden case, as shown
in the cut.
The two cells together deliver curThe
rent at a pressure of from 4 to 5 volts.
motor used is a }i horse power 8 volt reversible
C. & C. machine. Power from the motor is transmitted to an Elliott suspension engine by means
The
of a cord running over pulleys, as shown.
motor is controlled by means of two ordinary

I.N

A DENTAL OFFICE.

met last week to prepare its report
A truthful regovernor and legislature.
port of the proceedings of this body would prove
a most interesting document, as it would show
the dilly-dallying policy that has been followed
and prove the inefficiency of the board to cope
But it was not the inwith the work in hand.
tention of this ornamental body to present a
faithful report of its proceedings; it is merely a
cal Control
to the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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continuation of a policy heretofore followed.
It does not speak of the injustice of its action in
cutting the wires of electric companies before
providing conduits for them and its refusal to
permit them to build their own conduits when
the .Subway company acknowledged its inability
to keep pace with the demand.
Here is an e.\tract

from

its

report:

fouDil that the condition of the overhead wires in the
The rules and regulations of Ihe Hoard
of Klectrical Control are violated tverjwhere.
UnnecesIt is

city is very bad.
sar)-

of

and "dead" poles and wires make up from 30 to 50^^
those existing.
The poles made use of and the meth-

all

od of construction, as well as the way in which the wires
are strung, are not in accordance with proper principles,
nor in harmony with the character of the buildings along
the sKeets. nor of a ilescription enabling the freest possible
use of the streets for other purposes. The wires are almost
uniformly dangerous, especially those devoted to the electric light service.
They obstruct the lire department: the
poles arc found duplicated by other lines alongside of
them, where one line would be ample for the business of
l>oth.
The wires cross streets anti enter building- irregularly, instead of at right angles, as they should: the poles
crooked,
are
unpainled. ditTcrent in size and shape; the
crosS-arms upon them are irregular, and the entire construction is unsighl'y and improper.
As an instance of the
utter recklessness and carelessness of the companies. Ihty
have in every possible case, e.Kcept where they could gain
or save something, thrown upon the city the burden and
expense of removing the poles and wires which were unnecessary to them.

Mayor Grant opposed

the adoption of this restatements were conflicting, he said,
and he refused to indorse it.
The other commissioners, however, outvoted him.
Henrv S.
Kearney, engineer of the board, presented his
report, in which he said the condition of the subways was satisfactory in the main. This formed
the subject of another spat between lite mayor
and the commissioners. When the mayor called
-Mr. Kearney's attention to the report presented
by the engineer in October, 1S87, in which reference was made to a map showing the progress
of the work on Eighth and Third avenues, and
which he had failed to produce. Commissioner
(jibbens undertook Mr. Kearney's defence. The
mayor persisted in his deinand for an explanation of the manner in which the business had
port.

Its

commissioner, and he hastily withdrew a resolution he had offered in favor of adopting Engineer Kearney's recommendations. The engineer
was instructed to confer with the comtiiissioner
of public works regarding the extension of the
subways.
The report of the electrical e.\pcrt which was
read, is an exhaustive one.
The total mileage of
wire operated underground by the various companies is given as 2,30s.
It contiiuies:
"The
results of the use of the underground conductors
in the subways are very satisfactory.
The tests
of the conductors used for high tension currents
i

Commissioner Gibbens
linallysaid:
"The manner in which this board
does its business, is to be decided bv the board
and

itself."

mayor,
regarded that as a very loose and
careless way of doing business.
I want Ihe records .so kept that a glance will be sufficient to
tell when work was ordered, when it was begun,
how far it extended, and when it was finished.
It is impo.ssible to do this in regard to the Third
.ind Eighth avenue subways.
don't believe
the work there was done under proper regulations, and I want to go on record as being opposed to that system."
This proved a disagreeable surprise for the
"I called attention to it," retorted the

"because

I

I
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made much heavier than
is

for ordinary work.
It
provided with a larger shaft and greater length

of bearings,

and the tly-wheels are made nearly

double the weight of those furnished for ordinary purposes. We are indebted to the Stn-rf

Railway Gazelle
Sir William

for the illustration.

Thomson's Ampere Gauge.

William Thomson's new ampere gauge is
shown in the accompanying illustration.
The
following description is taken fnmi llic London
Sir

show

that there is no deterioration perceptible in
the cables by reason of such use as they have been
subjected to, in some instances, for six months
Whenever imperfections in the underground
circuits have been ascertained as existing, by the
tests furnished
by the companies, they have

proved due to bad workmanship in making
joints and connections, or the exposure of the
ends of cables to the weather." .\ modification

subway rules is recommended in order to
enable the Construction company to compel the
compliance of the companies with the provisions
for the furnishing of tests of underground conof the

ductors.
The report states that the condition of the
overhead wires is still very unsatisfactory and
that an immense amount of unnecessary and im-

proper electrical construction still remains. The
Department of Public Works has removed to
date 3,007 poles and 2,827 iriiles of wire, as
against 1,765 poles and 2,788 miles of wire removed by the companies.
A resolution was adopted requiring Kxpert
Wheeler to report to the board the location of
all dead wires and directing
the Commissioner
of Public Works to remove them.

Compound High Speed Engine.
The accompanying cut illustrates the general
design of a new coinpound high-speed engine,
which

is

being introduced

cuMi'oiiNii inoii

been conducted,

January

mour

by Mcintosh, Sey-

ii'iii-;u

Wll

LI

AM

k.ncim;.

This engine is
Co. of Auburn, N. Y.
of the horizontal tandem type.
Its chief peculiarity lies in the position of the valves and their
gearing; the high pressure valve being on one
side of the engine and the low pressure valve
being on the other. This disposition of parts
makes it an easy matter to reach the moving
portions of the mechanism and avoids what
might otherwi.se be a very complicated arrangement. The low pressure valve is moved by a
fixed eccentric.
The valves are of the piston
type, and are all provided with adjustable seats.
iV-

The governor

Slli

The ampere gauge is of simple
Electrician :
construction, having a vertical base-plate of
paraffined marble, to which are attached
a
solenoid of special form; brass bearing piates
supporting a balance which carries a soft iron
plunger on its one arm and a bra.ss counterpoise
weight on the other; a brass arc having a scale
graduated to give direct readings in amperes:
a hinged arm which bears a light checker. The

is tpiite sim|)le.
Without any tendency to over-sensitiveness, it will regulate the
speed of the engine, it is claimed, within one per
cent.
For electric railway .service this engine is

is built up of copper
plates with mica
insulation between them, and is fixed to the
base plate so that its core is vertical.
The balance is supported on knife edges at such a distance below the .solenoid that the top end of the
plunger is slightly entered into the core. The
plunger is made from a thin soft iron wire about
20 centimeters long, and is supported by a
cross-bar with two hooks on it which pass over
two knife-edge stirrups on the arm of the balance.
It has a brass weight hung on
its
lower
end in order to keep it in a vertical position and
prevent its being attracted against the side of
the solenoid.
An indicating needle, or pointer,
formed from a strip of platinoid, pas.ses down
from the trunnion of the balance to the brass

.solenoid
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arc bearing the graduated scale.
As the plunger is attracted upward this pointer passes
round the scale, and indicates the strength of
current passing through the solenoid.
Several types of the ampere gauge are made
covering a range from .5 to 500 amperes, and
are available as measures of electric current on
either direct or alternating circuits.
They are
standardized by direct comparison with Sir
William Thomson's standard electric balances,
and when the instrument is intended for alternating currents the graduation is made to suit
the period of alternation in use on the circuit
for which it is desired.

Double Carbon Arc Lamp.
The

cuts

presented

herewith illustrate

the

mechanism of the double carbon arc lamp of
the Western Electric company, Chicago.
The
lamp is the invention of C. E. Scribner, of the
Western Electric company. The object of the
designer was, to .use his own words, "to improve
the action of double carbon arc lamps so that a
uniform length of arc may be maintained during the whole time the lamp is burning, and at
the same time render the lamp more sensitive
and certain in its operation."
This is accomplished by relieving the set of
carbons that may be burning, whether one set
or the other, from the weight or influence of the
idle set.
By thus relieving the special regulating
mechanism of the set that is burning from the
influence or weight of the mechanism of the
other set, the arcs of the different sets are kept
practically of the same average length, at the
same time the lamp is caused to burn, whether
one set or the other may be in service, until
both sets of carbons are consumed.
-\ feature in the lamp is that the action of the
feeding and regulating mechanism is precisely
the same whether the arc is burning on one
side or upon the other, and it is matter of indifference determined by the accidental resistance of the two sets of carbons which set takes
the arc when current is first closed through the
lamp.
Referring to the cuts, Fig. i is a side elevation
partly in section.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing
the circuits of the lifting magnet, MM', the carbons and the retaining magnets LL'. The
same letters designate like parts in the three
cuts.

The action of the lamp is as follows:
When
the current is switched on, the armature B, Fig.
I, is pulled down and rests on the magnet MM.

clutch-lever of the idle rod, say A', is brought
within the active influence of the pole of its retaining magnet.
This retaining magnet, as before stated, is now energized and is of sufficient
force to attract its armature, thus lifting the
clutch-lever of the idle rod from the yoke or
central lifting lever. In this position the clutchlever of the idle rod is held, until the carbons
of the first set are practically consumed.
The
arc is shifted to the other set in the following
manner: The rod of the pair first. to burn is
provided with a stop, which comes against the
frame of the lamp, preventing any further feeding of the upper carbon.
The arc increases in
length until finally it goes out.
'l"he arc being
thus extinguished, its circuit is interrupted and
the retaining magnet of the other set is demagnetized, thus permitting the clutch-lever of the

unburned

set to fall.

The

fresh set of carbons

FIG. 2.

DOUBLE CARBON ARC LAMP.

it
lifts, by means of rod R and
another lever, both shown in Figs, i and 3, the
two independent levers N. These levers carry

C and C. The retaining magnets
now come into play. These magnets are

the clutches

LL

provided with circuits arranged, as shown in
Fig. 2; so that when one arc is burning the retaining magnet of the idle pair of carbons will
be in circuit with it.
When the lamp is first
brought into circuit, the central lifting lever or
yoke is raised, and with it both clutch levers, so
as to separate at the same time the- members of
the two sets of caibons.
Now for reasons well
understood, two arcs will not persist in different
sides of the same parallel circuit.
Therefore,
only one persisting arc is formed, the location
as between one set or the other being determined by the accidental resistance in the
different sides of the parallel circuit.
The
members of the pair which do not take the arc
are, however, separated, and the armature of the

lamp

will then continue to burn until the carbons
of the second set are consumed.
Then the rod
of the second set will be held by its stop until

lamp will be again cut out,
permanently, by the automatic cut-out.
finally the

this

time

Border Land of Science.
The

is an extract from Prof. R. H.
Thurston's article on "The Border-Land of
Science" which appeared in the January North
Amcruan Review.
"We are already familiar with the telegraph,
transmitting messages across land and under
sea, around the world; we have even discovered
a method of sending over its wires \h& fae simile
of a written, or a printed, or an engraved page;
the hand which writes a letter at one end of the
line is imitated at the other by the pen of the
lightning, and his every line, curve, and dot and
dash exactly reproduced under the eye of his
waiting correspondent.
Who knows but that
the time may come when his portrait may go
with his letter, or even the words of his mouth,
sent through line of telephone, be apparently

following

the issue of the familiar face speaking, like a
voice from the Arabian Nights, across the World?
The Morses, the Bells, and the Edisons of

coming 3'ears may be relied on to perform no
less wonders than those which now astonish us;
and the phonographs and graphophones of later
days and of future ages will record in their own
voices and their own language, for all the eternities of earth-existence, their thoughts and their
triumphs, in dormant, but ever-living form.
The great electricians of to-day are teaching us
how to convert the energy of the steam engine
into the newer form and to apply it to the illumination of our streets and our dwellings, and to
employ it in the operation of all the machinery
of shop and mill and home.
The time may yet
come when, by the employment of this wonderful conveyer of power, the energy of all the
coal mines, or of the immeasurable tons and
tons of water pouring over that tremendous
precipice of Niagara into the abysses of the
whirlpool and the rushing rapids below over
three millions of horse-power may be transmitted along a copper wire to distant cities to
furnish the motive power of factories, of workshops, and of innumerable home industries,
doing its share of the great work yet to be performed, of breaking up the present factory
system and enabling the home-worker once
more to compete on living terms with great
aggregations of capital in unscrupulous hands.

—

FIG.

I.

DOUBLE CARBON ARC LAMP.

thus brought together, the circuit is again established through the lamp.
The lifting magnet,
MM', performs its function of separating the
second set of carbons, and the new arc is established, while at the same time the retaining

magnet

A

of the first set is brought into service.
of the clutch-lever of the first set,
being brought within the active influence of the
pole of its retaining magnet, is attracted and
the weight of its clutch and rod is taken ofl:'
from the central lifting lever.
Thus the set of
carbons last to burn is relieved from the influence of the rod, clutch, and clutch-lever of
the burned set.
The automatic cut-out and feeding mechanism also serves to shift the arc from one set
to the other when the first set of carbons is
consumed.
This shifting mechanism will be
readily understood b)' reference to Fig. i, in
which are shown the contact points at N. These,
when closed, form a circuit through the resistance shown at the center of the lamp.
In case the length of the arc is increased
beyond the normal, more and more current is
shunted through the feed-magnet S, Fig. i,
until its armature F is attracted sufficiently to
cause the central lever attached to
to descend
below the point at which a feed would take
place if the rod were not held by its stop, and
when this lever is thus caused to descend, the
contacts will be together.
These points being
closed, the lamp is shunted through the resistThe retaining
ance and the arc extinguished.
magnet which was included in circuit with the
arc thus put out will thereupon lose its magnetism.
The armature of this retaining magnet is
thereupon released, and the clutch-lever which

The armature

As B descends

29

R

had been held by this armature falls and rests
upon the central lever, and the carbon-rod is released.
The circuit is thus established through
the second set of carbons.
The retaining magnet L being included in the arc thus established,
its armature A will be raised, thereby lifting the
rod and upper carbon of this set. The central
levers will be thus relieved from their weight. The

I'IG.

3.

DOUBLE

C.-VRBON

—

ARC LAMP.

undoubtedly become
generally the sources of power in our larger
cities, and will send out over the electric wire,
Great steam engines

will

into every corner of the town, their Briarean
arms, helping the sewing woman at her machine,
the weaver at his pattern loom, the mechanic at
his engine lathe, giving every house the mechanical aids needed in the kitchen, the laundry,
the elevator, and, at the same time, giving light,
and possibly even heat, in liberal quantity and
may become a more powerful
It
intensity.
genius than was ever dreamed of by Scheherazade, and described in the 'Arabian Nights'
Entertainments.'

The Citizens' Electric Street Railway cotnpany. ChamII!., has been incorporated to operate a street railway: capital stock $150,000.
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In a recent issue of the Western Ei.EcrRiciAN appeared a statement to the effect that
Prof. Pacinotti had died at his home in Pisa.
We are glad to state that the report announcing
his death was erroneous. The mention was made
on the authority of an English journal. The
mistake probably arose from the fact that the
great electrician's father died a few weeks ago.

The

\

Bueinese Manager.

II.

system has scored anoth-

Rapid transit in Minneapolis
be accomplished by the employment of

Teuple, Manager.

will

The introduction of a large
of cable lines was contemplated, but the
success of electric railways has been so marked
electric motors.

number

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

Illustrated. .^5,

26

The
that all the plans have been abandoned.
steam motor which puffed and shrieked through
several important thoroughfares will soon be a
thing of the past.
A decision- has just been
reached in accordance with which all the lines
in Minneapolis will, be equipped with electric
motors.
This determination was not made
without a careful investigation.
An experiment
was made on one of the lines, and the new system satisfied the people so fully and operated so
successfully in spite of snow and cold, that the
owners of the road were no longer in doubt. In
St. Paul a large part of the street railway system
will be opera'.ed by electric motors.
That the
railway managers found the electric system
wonderfully superior to the cable method is
shown by the fact that they discarded the latter
even though they had purchased considerable
material for cable construction, and much of it
was already on the ground, and will prove almost a total loss. It is the boast of the residents
of the Flour city that in a short time they will be

Louis Destroyed by Fire
Kastcrn Delegates to the Kansas City Electric Light Convention

36

able to ride over loo miles of electric railway.
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importance of the United

.States

the Paris K.xposition is
in an article by Carl Hering, presented on

electrical

exhibits at

another page.
In an article in this issue, .Mien R. l^'oute
speaks at considerable length of the importance
of the electrical department of the eleventh
census, of which he has cliarge.

St. I.oi'is has had a hard time with its wires
Kirst came a storm
during the last ten days.
which demoralized the circuits of all the comThen the destruction by fire of the
|)anies.
Western Union plant rendered useless the great
majority of the telegraph wires.
To complete
the misery of the companies the blizzard of last
.Sunday played havoc with all the wires in the
city.

denied, but

is a far
less
degree of
form of energy than in any

that there

peril in this peculiar

of our other great forces is a simple truth that
can be proved by facts and figures to any person
of common sense.
What dangers do exist can
be so easily minimized by attention to details
if insteail of crying 'Down
with electricity'
those whose duty it is should set about making
and enforcing laws compelling companies dealing in the tluid to surround it with all the safe
guards that have been amply provided, just as
is done with steam boilers and such
things, the
use of electricity would become as safe as the
use of water power in a very short time."

that

er great victory.

Eastern Office: 125 Temple Couet,Ne\vYouk.
W.

electric railway
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-

.\n article in another column dealing with the
copper (juestion merits a careful perusal. .\s it
the duty on copper
is stated in the article, "If
was of more than doubtful expediency' a few
years ago. when the commercial uses of the
metal were somewhat limited, it becomes almost

It seems a strange fact that during all the excitement over wires which has from time to time
attained considerable intensity in New \oxk
city during the last three months, the Board of
Electrical Control has not found it necessary to
hold a meeting.
Vet such seems to be the fact.
The meeting which is reported in this issue is
the first session which has been held since October 15th last.
The commissioners had their
usual misunderstanding with Mayor flrant, and
the latter refused to sign the annual report to
the legislature.
This report states that ''the responsibility for the condition of the wires in
the city of New Vork is a dual one"; that the
providing of subways and making of regulations
is the duty of the lioard
of Electrical Control,
while the enforcement of such regulations is the
duty of the mayor and commissioner of public
works.
The failure of this "division of responsibility" to prove "as successful and effective as
was expected" is urged as an excuse for the
delay in the burial of the wires.
There have
been constructed in New York 73 miles of trench
and 1,007 miles of duct, sufficient for 45,000
miles of telegraph and telephone wires and 2,000
of electric light wires.
The condition of overhead wires in the city is reported to be very bad,
from 30 to 50 per cent, of them being unnecesIt is suggested by the commissary or "dead."
sioners that full power should be vested in one
official or board to carry out the intent of the
laws relating to electric wires.

liosroN is now considering the (|uestion of
appointing a commission which will have full
control of all electric wires in the city.
With
the experience of New Vork fresh in mind the
press of the city protests against the appointment
of "a Hoard of I'^lectrical Control like that of
With the present demands for
New Vork."
electrical engineers the papers see no probability of securing a board composed of experts, but
one of the papers, however, recommends the appointment of ".\ commiss on of men not strictly
electricians, but men of honestyand practical intelligence with a good general idea of the science of electricity."
It is
a satisfaction to see
that the Hoston press views this whole question
in a much more intelligent
way than does the
metropolitan press.
The following from the
Hoston Truiiscn'/'l is to the point; "That there
is an element of danger in electricity is not to be

Chicaci) will have overhead wires after all.
Commi.ssioner Purdy has granted the Lake \'iew
Electric Light company a permit to erect wires
on poles in Lake View. The council of Lake
View, previous to that city's annexation to Chicago, had granted an ordinance to the electric
light company allowing it to carry wires on poles
for five years.
Two years longer was also fixed
as the time during which they were to be put
underground.
The matter has been heUl in

abeyance for several

ilays, as
the ordinance granted by the

was hoped that
Lake View council

it

was invalid. The law department, however, informed the commissioner that the ordinance was
legal, and he hail no alternative but to grant the
permit.

Ir is with a profound feeling of satisfaction
and pleasure that we felicitate the ElectrU-al
World upon its recent issue, containing in
twenty-four copiously illustrated columns such a
generous and appreciative description of itself
and its surroundings on a portion of the ninth
floor of the Nm.' York Times building.
We are
almost unprepared for the modest denial that
the

management

"more
Bacon

of such an institution

demands

any business on earth,"
says, somewhere: "To praise a man's self
qualities than

cannot be decent, evcept it be in rare cases; but
to praise a man's office, he may do it with good
grace and with a kind of magnanimity."
This
admonition has been heeded in the article in
ciuestion, and
while the "office" is lavishly
praised, we are left to judge of individuals by
studying their portraits which are presented for
our instruction in a series of views. The faces
are distorted in several instances, to be sure, but
then modest

men

do secure good pictures

rarely

of themselves.

When

it

comes

to the

"office,"

neither writer

nor engraver spares the magic touch, and everything is revealed.

No

single parts unequally surprise.

All

come united

to

At the very outset an

admiring eyes.

invitation

is

extended

reader to journey leisurely through the
labyrinthine departments of the establishment,
with the author of the article acting as a guide.
This invitation we accepted, and "as imagination bodies forth the forms of things unknown,
the poet's pen turns them to shapes, and gives to
airy nothing a local habitation and a name,
We saunter from the general bureau of information to the press room, where, we are told, the
paper is served "hot." We are shown a consultation in the president's room, but whether the
discussion hinges upon the failure of the paper
Edison lamp patent decision
to secure the
or upon some other "scoop," we have no means
There is revealed to us an inof ascertaining.
dustrious employe engaged in the intricate and
delicate operation of "mapping out an ad.," and
there is exhibited the process of wrapping up
books in all its branches. We pass through the
editorial sancta, "O, what a fund of genius is
pent up in narrow spaces," catch a glimpse of
an inventor who, as our guide tells us. is ''pale,
big browed and glances nervously round," ascertain that the company publishes nine books,
of which one is out of print, di.scover that the
owners of the Times building will let us inspect
their dynamo and engine if we apply to them,
are told if we go to the right places we can see
the firms which set up the type and print the
We have
paper, and then our journey is ended.
tried to emphasize the fact that the chief charTrue it is
acteristic of the article is modesty.
that "modesty is the only sure bait when you
angle for praise."
to the

'
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Underground Work
The

at Nostell Priory.

following description of an

English installation from the London Electrital Rcfiav,
would seem to indicate that our cousins on the
other side of the water may be able to furnish
a few hints in underground electrical construction

:

An

electric light installation of an important
character, and possessing some features of exceptional interest, says our contemporary, was
carried out rather more than two years ago at
Nostell Priory, near A\'akefield, the well-known
seat of Lord St. Oswald.
When it was arranged that the Priory a very
large mansion, built during the last century
should be electrically lighted in preference to
having gas brought in, it was decided that the
power for doing so should be ti.\ed at the collieries owned by l^ord St. Oswald at Nostell,
close to the Great Northern Railway, distant
nearly half a mile from the house. The sale of
the plant and cables at the Exhibition at South

—

Kensington was an opportunity which was utiland the large engine built by Ooodfellow
& Matthews of Hyde, and a quantity of
heavy cables were purchased for the purposes
ized,

of the installation. The cables, all of 19-strand
heavy wires, amounting to a considerable number of various lengths, were found after examination to be of different makes and insulation;

some of vulcanized rubber, some of pure rubber,
and some of gutta-percha insulation. It was
found that, by the addition of some new cable,
one main could be formed of wire insulated with
pure rubber, while the other could be formed of
vulcanized rubber, the gutta-percha portions

allow of a bed of rough clinker and brick, and
up to the level of the top of the pipe, to allow
of drainage.
From the house to the roadway
there was a fall, but at the roadway the cables
to the colliery were in consequence partly of
the depth of the pipes under the road, and of
the height of the bank on that side considerably higher than the others.
It was necessary
here to get down to the level of the pipes under
the road, and a manhole of considerable dimensions, well drained and bricked all round to a
depth of eight feet, was constructed; at the
lower level the cables from under the road came
in, and at the upper level the cables from the colliery; this manhole was well protected with a
stone cover, and then a large amount of earth
put over.
In here the several cables were permanently jointed, and after the lapse of more
than two years we can safely assert that
the cables in this manhole are in excellent
condition,
and the place itself
that
all
could be desired.
When the operation of laying the cables had been completed, the lid or
loose portion of the circumference, of the pipe,
was put in its place after some clay had been
put on the pipe edges.
When pressed home,
the joint was complete..
The trenches were
filled in, and have remained undisturbed ever
since, except at one point for examination lately, when everything was found satisfactory, the
lids being watertight.
As regards these earthenware pipes, it may
be mentioned that as it was only intended originally to place two cables in them, only two
grooves were made in the bridges.
This system of piping for underground cables was devised early in 1887.
For the service of the
mansion there is a Crompton dynamo with an
output of 220 amperes at 125 volts. This is
driven by a Goodfellow & Matthew engine.

Proposed Wiring Regulations

in

31alarm and police wires and "series" electric light wires:
All such wires in any town or city in this Commonwealth
where electric lights or power wires are being operated,
must be provided at the entrance of any building, both ingoing and outgoing wires with some safety device that
shall instantly open the circuit or shunt the current out of
tbe building in case the flow of current shall at any time exceed in quantity or electiomotive force that which is normally used on such wires.
Such safety device must be located as near as possible to
the place where the wires enter the building, and in some
place easy of access.
When the safety device is placed inside of the building,
the wire connecting it w-ith the outside wire must be of
equal or greater carrying capacity.
The device must be mounted on non-combustible material.

All switches, cut-outs, insulators, insulation or tubing for
use in electric lighting or power work, and all safety devices
herein referred to must be approved by the committee or
inspector in power before being used.

Forming Secondary Battery

Plates.

In the process of constructing the plates of
storage batteries it is the usual practice to apply
the active material in the form of paste.
In the
following method, which is the invention of H.
E. Dej of New York, the inventor utilizes the
lead oxides in the form of dry powder. In carrying out the process the plates or grids are first
packed with the active material in the form of a
dry pjwder. The material is pressed into the
spaces in the plate with sufficient force to prevent it from falling out or becoming detached
from the plates during the manipulation necessary to their subsequent treatment.
After a

number of plates have been prepared in this
manner they are made into a pile, and a piece of
some fibrous material such as a sheet of felt

—

saturated with

acidulated

tween each pair of

plates.

water

This

—

is

felt

placed beserves to

Boston.

The sub committee

of citizens
of Boston,
Mass., which has been investigating the question
of insulation of electric light wires since the re-

has made a report in which it recomthat the legislature enact laws regulating
electric lighting, and that the following provicent

I
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being
left
considerable

work KI nostell

sions be incorporated:
I'KIOKY.

mains.
After a
amount of trouble the sevwere jointed up into
four
for

house

cables
lengths, and
forwarded to Nostell.
The route from the Priory to the colliery was
through the park, b)' which the house is surrounded, to the main road, a distance of about
250 yards, thence through a plantation and
some fields, to the colliery, a distance of abou'.
500 yards. The cables were so arranged that
the only joints necessary should be made on
the colliery side of the main road, where a
special manhole had been built, as the cables
came in at different levels. Under the main
eral

special

road iron pipes, well jointed, had been laid,
through which the cables were drawn; for the
rest of the distance earthenware pipes of novel
construction were used. These pipes facilitated
the work of laying in the cables, and as time
has shown, have answered very successfully
the favorable expectations formed of them.
The accompanying illustration will explain
construction.
These pipes are 6
inch earthenware sanitar)' pipes, with about
one-third of
the circumference nearly cut
through before baking. When brought out for
use, this portion of the pipe will, on being
tapped with a hammer, come loose, and can be
The pipes being laid in the trough
lifted off.
prepared for them, and properly jointed, it will
be seen that throughout their length they will
have the upper third of their circumference
open, enabling cables to be easily deposited inside, without either damage to the pipes or the
cables. In additicn to this special arrangement,
there was also provided in the pijies, at short
intervals, an earMienware bridge of the form
shown in the enlarged section, containing two
grooves for the cables to rest in and be kept
separate, and having the under portion cut
away, so that any water which might get into
the pipes would have a free pa.ssage to the nearest drain place.
The trench in which these
pipes were laid was cut sufficiently deep to
their special

For arc light and power wires, or others designed to
carry current of over 250 voits:
That they shall not be placed so as to be concealed from
view.
That they shall not be allowed in contact with wood or
other inflammable building material that may become carbonized, but that they shall be separated from such material
by at least i-inch airspace by use of non combustible, noncarbonizable insulators, p'aced near enough to prevent contact of the wires by sagging or o herwise, but not further
than

FORMING SECONDARY

fire,

mends

six feet apart.

That with such construction wires of opposite polarity
approach each
lamp and switch.

shall not

at the

otrier

If the wires are incased in

ne

irer

than ten inches, except

insulating tubing that

is impervious to moisture, will not support combustion, and of
suffic ent mechanical strength to protect them from injury,
the tubes may be laid as near as tliree inches to each other,
and may be fastened to any building material bv use of
staples or such other means as will not injure the tubing.
All such wires must enter and leave the building at the
same place in order that a non-com-iustible hana switch
may be placed outside for the use of shu:ting off the cur-

rent.

All insulating covering that will support combustion will
not be allowed.
For incandescent light and power wires or others designed to carry currents of less than 250 volts:
If such wires are concealed within partitions or like
places they must not be allowed in contact with wood or
other inflammable bu'lding material that may become carbonized, nor with any conducting material such as piping
or other wires.
They must be rigidly separated from such material by at
least ^-inch air space by the use of non-combustible, non
carboniz-able insulators placed at intervals near enough to
prevent contact by sagging of the wires or otherwise.
The wires must be kept at least six inches apart, except
where they enter junction boxes, cut-ouls or the like.
Wires laid in plaster, cement or o:her similar building
mate iai will not be allowed, no matter what insulating
covering may be used.
In lieu of construction by air space and non-:ombu-tib]e
insulators, wires may be incased in insulating tubing that
is impervious to moisture, will not support combustion, and
of sutiicient mechanical strength to protect ihem from injury, and such tubes may be laid side by side in plaster,
cement or similar finish, or in any concealed space where
they will not be subjected to ir^jury, and mav be supported
by staples, or such other means as shall not injure the

tubing.

No switch or safety cut-out except those made of noncombustible material will be allowed.
For telegraph, telephone, me-senger service and all other
electric wires not heretofore mentioned, except public fire

]!.\TTERV l'L.\rES.

hold the powder in
w'hile being formed.

place in the lead plates
A current is then passed
through the pile of plates until the same are
formed that is to say, until the active material
on one side of each plate has been converted into
spongy lead and that on the other into peroxide
The dry powder, by the action of the
of lead.
current, is so altered in its mechanical condition
as to lose its tendency to dissolve or become detached from the plates. When the plates have
been thus treated, they may be placed in the
regular battery jars or cells, and used in the orIt is preferred in certain cases to
dinary way.
prepare the plates in the manner above described
by passing a current through them in series
while forming them, whereby one side of each
plate wi.l be positive and the other side negato inake each
tive.
If, however, it is desired
plate either positive or negative, connections are
made from opposite poles of the charging or
forming generator to alternate plates in the pile.

—

Mayor Grant and the Overhead Wires

New
In

New

in

York.

the annual message of Mayor Grant of
York, the following reference to the over-

head wires in the metropolis appears:
"For many years our thoroughfares have been
obstructed and disfigured by unsightly poles and
Laws have been
dangerous electrical wires.
enacted providing for the burial of electrical
conductors, but until recently, no apparent effort
had been made to enforce them. In the early
part of the present year energetic and decisive
measures were taken to abate this nuisance.
From some of the leading thoroughfares these
obstructions have been entirely removed, and it
local authorities to
is the firm purpose of the
prosecute this reform to a speedy completion.
By the close of next summer it is confidently believed that every pole will be removed
m the
streets, and that every electrical wi'e \ ill be
operated underground in properly constit.cted
subways.
"Since the first of January, 1SS9, the Bureau
of Encumbrances has removed 2,905 poles, and
about 14,500,000 lineal feet of electrical wires.
"The public authorities have recently fell comr'

,
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pclled to remove from the streets wires which
were believed to be dangerous to human life.
Hy this action some portions of the city were de-

The interprived of the use of electric lights.
ruption of this service will, however, be but a
Already subways have been
temporary one.
constructed in some of the leading thoroughfares, and it is hoped that suliHcient will be constructed during the coming year to accommodate
the electrical industry in the city.
"By the provisionsof law now in force the offilal existence of the Board of Electrical Control
will terminate during this year, and its powers
and duties will become vested in the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund. The duties of any
board charged with supervision of electrical conductors must necessarily be onerous and difficult.
They should be discharged by officers who pos1

some knowledge of electrical science. A
Board of Electrical Control, composed, at least
to some e.xtent, of electrical experts, would be a

sess

great assistance to the local authorities in dealing with those branches of industry which are
compelled to maintain electrical wires in the
streets."

Investigation of the Electrical Industry
for the Eleventh Census.
Kv ..\i.1-i:n R. pill UK.

The

investigation of the electrical industry, to

be reported in the Eleventh Census, offers an
opportunity of great value to ascertain the true
importance that the practical application of electric energy has accjuired in industrial and social
development. This opportunity should be made
In all deuse of to the fullest e.\tent possible.
partments of endeavor an e.xact knowledge of
existing and antecedent coilditions is the necessary base from which to direct future action.
Laws and actions based on assumptions, instead
of ascertained facts, are the pitfalls of civilization.
.\ business policy guided by ascertained
facts,

cannot

fail.

Some managers

of electric lighting and power
stations have intimated to me that there arecertam features of their business concerning which
They
they do not desire to answer inquiries.

have acknowledged at the same time however,
that information regarding those very points, if
given by other companies, would be more valuable to them than any other data that can be obtained.
So strong is the repugnance of some
persons to the invasion of what they consider
their private affairs, that sworn agents of the
census frequently find it difficult to obtain information to which they are legally entitled. I believe the policy of secretion on the part of any
individual, to be a mistaken one, adopted either
under a misapprehension of the facts, or an igIt may be
norant view of his own interests.
stated as a fact that no person will be benefited
more by the publication of an absolutely truthful statement, showing the operation of every
company in the United States engaged in his
line of business, than that person who doggedly
refuses to answer inquiries, or retards the publication of the information to be collected by dilatory compliance with the requests sent him. A
just punishment for his illogical selfishness

would be to make his self-imposed isolation still
more unpenetrable, by debarring him from receiving any benefit whatever from the informaSuch a
tion given and work done by others.
person should be compelled to live where there
are no mails, newspapers, railroads, telegraphs
or telephones.

Information given to an agent of the census
The
cannot be used to the injury of the giver.
interest of the government can be served only by

Every
protecting the interest of the individual.
agent is sworn to secrecy and is under as strict
supervision as are the national bank examiners.
Every publication of the information obtained
is absolutely impersonal, so that it cannot possibly be traced to any individual or company unless it sho'.ild happen that but one psr.son or
is
employed in the occupation dccompa.
While these regulations offer protecscribf
tion to the inilividual, they at the same time offer
him, in full and equal exchange for the information hecan give.all the information obtained from
The exevery person in his line of business.
A considerachange is as a thousand for one.
tion worth an hundred times more to any person
.

.

or company than the cost of the effort they are
required to make to obtain it.
In no department can the benefits that a citizen may derive from a well organized and intelligently directeil governmental action be better
exemplified than by the operations of the census
office.
The main features of the industrial information wanted, are plain statements of facts,
which any well regulated business concern can
furnish easily and promptly, from the accounts
kept by themselves for their own advisement.
for the lack of uniformity in ac'I"o provide
counts and to inform all persons interested as to
what inquiries they will be expected to answer,
schedules are furnished months in advance of
the date on which the information is wanted.
This enables each concern so to keep account of
the items, that on the day from which the infor-

mation must bear date, an accountant can easily
fill up
the entire .schedule and mail it to the
The advantages to be gained by
census office.
individuals and companies in doing this, are a
most generous return for so simple and easy an
undertaking on their part.

The magnificent exhibition of co-operation
with the government, that would be shown by
simultaneously mailing a properly filled schedule
to the census office on the same day by every
company or person interested in the electrical
industry, would mark the advance line of progThose who are placing
ress in census taking.
this great agent of power, electricity, at the service of every citizen and municipality, by doing
so will but sustain their well merited title of
"Lightning f^ngineers." Really it is but a simIt only requires that each one
ple thing to do.
shall demonstrate himself to be the peer of the
j\I1
sun in his ability to do things on time.
things done require time for their doing.
It requires no more effort to do a thing at a
proper time than to do it at any other time. Who
so orders the doing of them that each is done
when required, liberates himself from the law of
necessity and makes himself master of circumAll that is required in this case, is that
stances.
each company shall designate an officer or employe as the person who will furnish the information desired by the census office and hold him
responsible for having it ready on the mailing
date.

The lack of information that may be obtained
through the census report has been felt so keenly that no less than ten individual attempts by
as many central station companies to gain some
part of it, have come under my observation durThese attempts have been
ing the year 1889.
expensive to their originators and troublesome
to those to whom they have made their appeals.
Worse than this, they have been unsatisfactory,
because too limited in the scope of their inquiries; and dangerous, because they have not covered all the factors necessary to a correct statement. Public or private action based on insufficient data, can but be ill-advised and disappointSuch disadvantages may now be overcome
ing.
with the greatest ease, to the injury of none and
the advantage of all, if each person in interest
will promptly and fully supply his own quota of

census data.
not the business of the census office to
correctness of theories.
No person
It is its business to report facts.
should be so eager to know facts, as the man
If the facts are with him, he will
with a theory.
be enormously benefited by their helpfulness.
If they are against him, a knowledge of them
may save him disastrous loss. No man ever attained a success by remaining ignorant of the
The electrifacts pertaining to his occupation.
cal industry is so young it is almost too soon
to attempt to separate the experimental from
the practical.
No feature of the wonderful progress made, which may now be recorded, is removed from its experimental stage by so much
In view of this, it will be
as a single decade.
well to take notice of every experiment that is
Such a record
now being practically tested.
will possess great interest for those who may be
privileged to compare the results of the eleventh
The experiwith those of the twelfth census.
ments of today will furnish the best landmark
for the progress to be recorded in 1900.
The re|)ort o( the investigation with which 1
am intrusted will be the first official chapter in
the history of the practical application of elecIt is

report, or to prove the
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the uses of light and power.
I do not
ability to write a report that shall be
perfectly satisfactory to the 65,000,000 critics in
ihe United States, not to mention those in foreign countries, to whom my work must be submitted.
What I shall do, is to give every person
who may criticize me adversely after my report
has been published, a good opportunity to place
himself on record, by making suggestions to me
while the work is in condition to be benefited by
them. No more time will be required to write a
suggestion before, than to write a criticism after
the work is finished, but much greater genius.
The wisdom of foresight is a far more rare and
valuable gift than the wisdom of hindsight.
To
look ahead to an objective point, and form plans
which, if followed, will make one sure of getting
there, is a work of immeasurablv greater value
than to look backward and tell how present conditions came to be so.
The historian of events,
real or imaginary, can never be a leader.
Who
declines to suggest, deprives himself of the right
to criticise.
Through the courtesy of the electrical press I urge
every one interested in the
electrical industry, each from his own point of
view, to suggest to me every item of information that, in his opinion, should find a place in
my report, together with his idea as to how it
may be most easily and correctly obtained.
In my opinion, the facts to be reported form
tricity to

assume the

two

distinct classes:

First, Facts of present value, the

from which

will

full

benefit

be realized at the time of publi-

cation.

Second, Facts having a future value, the full
benefit from which will be realized ten years
hence, when comparisons are made between the
results shown by the eleventh and twelfth censuses.
There are a multitude of facts of very great
value to those directly interested in the industry, that have no value to the general public, except in a direct manner. The collection of such
facts will be limited by the voluntary co-operation of those to be benefited in supplying them.
if there
I shall be greatly disappointed
is any
failure in this regard, especially since Hon.
Robert P. Porter, superintendent of the census,
has invited such co-operation in the following
cordial terms:
"It

is

the purpose of

this

office,

without seeking data

which may be irrelevant or unimportant, to make the staso that its
tistics of this industry complete and accurate,
real condition and true importance may be known and understood by the general public.
It is confidently believed
that those who are to derive the chief benefit from the remanufacturers and central station
sult of the inquiry viz.
companies engaged in the distribution of electric currents
for the commercial uses of light and power, will lend their
cordial aid to render that result full and reliable. A formal
response to the questions of the schedule is all that can be
insisted upon, but the superintendent solicits beyond this
:

the hearty co-operation of all persons interested in respect
to furnishing information promptly and accurately, in the
procurement of additional facts, and in the suggestion of
^Vithout such
pertinent and useful lines of investigation,
co-operation intelligently supplied, the imiuiry must of ne* *
cessity be limited in its value.
"The census of 1.SS0 makes no mention of the industry
of generating and distributing from central stations, electric currents for the uses of light and power.
The investigation of this industry for the eleventh censu':, will be the
made on the subject, in this or
first official census report
any other country. For this reason it is particularly desirable and essential that the investigation shall not only present a record of the industry as it e.\ists to-day, but that it
shall so classify and arrange the information as to render it
serviceable as a basis for present action and of comparison
In view of these facts, the importfor all future reports.
ance and value of such an investigation and the ofiicial
publication of its results, should in itself be sufficient to
secure from every person addressed, a special effort to anThe exaltation of
swer fu'ly and promptly every inquiry.
the birth of an industry and its growth, to the magnitude
of an inlerest second to none in importance within the
short space of a single decade, is a mirvelous record of
progress.
In no other industry and in no other country,
lias iuch a record ever been maile."
'^^

The Duty on Copper.
A petition

is now in circulation, asking of Congress
the abolition of the present duty on copper, ought to receive the s'gnaturc of everv man to whom it is presented,
Without considering at the outset
says the /'ii'iici-r /'irss.
the strong special reasons for placing this metal on the free
list, it is a notoiious fact that the duty on copper has been
productive of nothing but abuses lor many years past.
This is one of the instances where there never was a reasonable excuse for applying the principle of protective
duties.
The copper mines of Lake Superior, the richest in
the world, are together with those of .Montana, our principal
source of supply. The deposits of copper are so distributed
that the mines can be worked at little cost, and their situation on the border of the great Northern water^route se-

which
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cures cheap and easy transportation to the markets of the
world.
The United States could from the very outset have
distanced competition any where in the world in the production of copper, without the assistance of any duty whatIt always happens that a duty in such a case as this
ever.
is productive of abuse; and the proper mining business has
In the first instance,
furnished no exception to the rule.
this duty was made use of to raise and keep the price of
So extravagant were the
this metal abnormally high.
prices asked under this protection that it is a well-established fact that .\raerican copper has been exported to Europe and ihen brought back to this country, where, after
paying duty, it was sold in the market in competition with
copper brought directly from the mines. It is no part of
the protective system to foster such robbery of the consumer as this.
The natural result, of course, was to throw the business
into the hands of a monopoly, and the trust idea was early
adopted by those interested in copper production. The
greatest speculation of recent times was thus encouraged,
in the formation of the international syndicate or trust that
used the copper market as its instrument to make immense
fortunes out of a market artificially inflited and depressed.
As a matter of fact, it is not certain that the duty on copThe
per to-day is of benefit to any American citizen.
operations of the trust are carefully concealed; but it is uninto
for
the
purhave
been
entered
derstood that contracts
chase, at a stated price, of the entire product of our prinThis arrangement was
cipal mines for some years ahead.
made by the trust for the purpose of making its control of
prices absolute.

It

ill

becomes

this

A better comparison of the real values of the exhibits
may, perhaps, be had from the number and nature of the
awards made by the jury, as that eliminates entirely the
space occupied, and in a measure, also, the number of inThe awards made by the jury were
significant exhibitors.
Grand prize, gold medas follows, in order of their value:
bronze medal and honorable mention.
al, silver medal,
Now. the mere total number of awards given to the different countries ^'ould by no means represent the value or
It is abimportance of the exhibits from those countries.
solutely necessary, if any summation at all is to be made, to
give the different awards some definite relative values.
Such a relative scale is difficult to determine upon, as it is
almost entirely a matter of opinion. Different persons have
entirely different views regarding it, depending on what
award they received or did not receive, as well as on the
It is certain, howaward which their neighbor received
ever, that aa arithmetic scale of relative va'uesof 5. 4. .i> 2.
express the relative values of the different
r, does not
The importance of the higher awards increases
awards.
much more rapidly. A geometric scale of values, would

The

list.

Electrical Exhibits from the United
States at the Paris Exposition.

By Carl Hering.
following compilations will give an approximate idea
of the relative importance and extent of the exhibits from
the United Statfs, in Class 62, "Electricity," as compared
with those from other countries.
The number of exhibitors in this class were as follows:

The

France, about

360

United States
Great Britain

Belgium

Chili

2

2S
ig

Uruguay
Germany

2

13
S

Japan

i

i

5

Luxemburg
Norway

4

I-'inland. ...

Argentine Confeder-

Mexico

3
3

Italy

2

Switzerland
Russia
Portugal
Austria

i

r

...

i

ation

I

Total

455

In a total of 455. France had 360. leaving 95 foreign exOf thtse, the United States had 28, which is.
hibitors.
therefore, about one third of all the foreign exhibits. EngFrance had 79 per
land comes next, having one-fifth.
cent, of the total number of exhibitors; United Slates, 6.2;
i.S; Rus2.S;
Switzerland,
Belgium,
Great Britain, 4.2;
sia, r, and the rest together, 5. per cent.
Of the fifteen members of the electrical jury, France had
(president). Potier (-eporter), Deprez, FonFribourg, Huet, Postel-A^iney, Sciama, Sebert, Tro-

10— Mascart
taine
tio;

United States,

— Preece

2— Abdank,

Hering:

(vice-president); Switzerland,

Great Britain,

—

i

i
Turettini (secBesides this, there were
five supplemental jurors; France had 3, Great Britain and
Belgium, each i.
The floor space occupied by our electrical exhibits was
967.25 square metres, or, in round numbers, about r.ooo
That of the French section was about 2,square metres.
000 square metres, not including the eight or ten stations
We, therefore,
distributed about the grounds for lighting.
had about one-half as much floor space as France itself.
the
other
foreign
countries
occupied
by
space
The floor
cannot be determined with any accuracy, owing to the fact
that the exhibits were together with numerous others, and
From a
were ver>' much scattered about the grounds.
rouo-h estimate, however, it appears that Switzerland comes
next, then Belgium and then Great Britain, the others being all quite small. The space occupied by the United
States was about equal to, if not somewhat greater, than
that of all the other foreign countries combined.
However, the importance of an exhibit is by no means
Neither will the
proportional to the space it occupies
number of exhibitors represent the importance of an exThese figures merely give an approximate idea of
hibit.
the extent of our exhibit as compared with that from other

retary'):

Belgium,!

countries.

— Rousseau.

factor in the

construction of the

The awards made to electrical exhibitors in the different
countries, arid their relative values on this basis, were as

in view when we compounded the machine.
theoretically of course that thing looks very nicely but practically other elements come in.
Suppose we have a perfectly

follows:

compounded machine

much truer value and, therefore, the following scale
be assumed here, as representing a fair average value:
prize, 20; gold, 10; silver. 5. bronze, 2; honorable
By multiplying the number of the awards by
mention, i.
their respective values on this basis, the totals obtained can
assumed
to give fair relative values.
then be
will

won't regulate. The loss or the drop of volts in the conductor must coincide with the characteristic which we had
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ihat will regulate, that will be auto-

any number of lamps can be switched
on and off and it will keep an even potential at the lamps
with a 5 per cent, loss in the wire.
Suppose now our wire
man does not follow instructions very closely; they never
do and we find by actual testing we have 7 per cent. loss.
Well, that machine will be out of place; what must
We must do something in order to get
we do?
matic; that

A

new

that this introduces a

Grand

give a

government to become

created by the industrial applications of electricity. Owing
to its excellence as a conductor, this metal is now in great
Indeed, it is hardly too much to say that a
demand.
cheapening of copper would go far toward solving the
problem of conveying electrical energy without danger to
current of sufficient power for lighting or
human life.
other commercial purposes can be carried with ease over a
large copper wire, but owing to the greater cost of material
many companies continue the use of iron wires, with a
To the future developdeadly current of high intensity.
ment of electrical devices and appliances, the cheapening of
copper, or at least a stable market value, is of the highest
It is not easy to find a single excuse for the
importance.
If there
existence of the duty on copper in the first place.
was such, it is unworthy of consideration in opposition to
day.
Nor
could
the
absence
the
the commercial needs of
of all duty work half as much injur>' io the industry as has
been done by the violent price fluctuations of the past, attributable to monopoly control. If Congress has the slightest conception of the meaning and need of tariff reform, it

copper on the free

not compound dynamos to keep constant potential at the
binding posts of the machine, but we compound dynamos
in order to keep a constant potential at the lamps.
If, for
instance, a 200 light, 100 volt machine should be so built
as to keep a constant potential at the binding posts of the
machine and we lose, let us say five volts in our conductors.
It can readily be seen that in order to get 100
volts at our lamps we must run the dynamo at an electromotive force of 105 volts.
If we now switch out 100 of
the 200 lamps the loss in the conductors will not be five
vol»s, but it will be two and a half volts.
Therefore, it
can be very easily seen that in compounding a dynamo for
constant potential at the lamps we must know what is the
percentage of loss, or the number of volts' loss in the contuctors between the dynamos and the lamps, and the machioe should be compounded for constant potential at the
lamps, and a certain loss in the conductors.
That is pracdically the way it is done.
Now you can very easily see,

dynamo. We mu-t know beforehand within very narrowlimits, what the loss will be.
Supposing a machine is
compounded for the characteristic loss, say of five volts,
and on the wire ten volts loss; that machine won't regulate.
Or again, if we calculate on 2 54 per cent, loss that machine

a party to any such agreement, by maintaining a duty that
closes the American market to any relief that the world
might be able to offer. If the duty on copper was of more
than doubtful expediency a few years ago, when the commercial uses of the metal were somewhat limited, it becomes
almost a crime in view of the demand for it that it has been

will place
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percentage
down to five volts, in order to
the machine run smoothly and regulate propIn order to overcome that the early machines
were always over- compounded; that is to say, if they wanted
to run them for 5 per cent, loss, they were compounded for
seven or eight, or even a higher loss.
Then with the
rheostat we cut down the eflect of the series winding to a
degree to make the compounding just harmonize with the
loss on the wires, which we actually have
not that on
which we calculate. That of course makes the thing a
complicated, and besides, of course, the rheostat
little
causes an actual loss of energy and power; and after all,
we don't get quite all the benefits of the compound wound
machine that we should get. There is another point to be
taken into consideration in a shunt and compound wound
machine. We ail know that the electromotive force of a
machine depends upon the speed of the armature, all the
other properties of the machine of course being the same;
and in the shunt machine we have the rheostat iii the field,
an automatic regulator, and then must make up with the
rheostat for the variations of speed in the steam engine,
the water power or what ever power is employed. In other
words if the speed increases the electromotive force inUnfortunately we have no perfect
creases and vice versa.
power; that is to say there is no power which will give a
If the load on the
uniform speed under varying loads.
engine is changed, the speed will change too.
Now in
that event, it has been found that compound machines are
very much more sensitive to changes of speed than shunt
that

make
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It will also be seen from the above thatthe United States
has one-fifth as much as France, twice as much as England,
and about two and a half times as much as Switzerland and
Belgium. It had four times as many grand prizes as any
other foreign country, more gold medals, and as many silIt received one-third of all the grand
ver, as any other.
prizes, and about 12 per cent, of all the gold medals.
As far as awards are concerned, there were nineteen exEighteen of these exhibits,
hibits from the United States.
orgs P^r cent., were awarded, as in the above table; 21
per cent received grand prizes, 32 per cent, gold medals
and 21 per cent, silver medals.
The awards were as follows (in alphabetical order):
Grand prize: American Bell Telephone company, Edi-

son, Elihu

Thomson, Elisha Gray.

Gold medals: American Graphophone company, Cobb
Vulcanite Wire company, Heisler Electric Light company,
Okonite company, Sprague Electric Railrway & Motor company. Western Electric company.
Silver medals: Commercial Cable company. Consolidated Telegraph & Electrical Subway company, Elektron
Manufacturing company, Sperry Electric company.
Bronze medals: Electrical Supply company, Solar Carbon
company.
Honorable mention; American Nickel Works (Wharton),
Munson Lightning Conductor company.

Some

idea as to the importance of the electrical exhibits,
comparison with the other exhibits from the United
may be had from the number of grand prizes awarded in the other classes. There were in all fifty-three grand
prizes awarded to United States exhibits; four of these, oa
One class received nine;
7.6;^ were for electrical exhibits.
two classes, four; one class, three; five classes, two; twenone.
But
this
is
not
a fair comparison, as
ty-three classes,
twenty-seven (over half) of the grand prizes were for public
Eliminating these,
institutions and government exhibits.
there remain twenty-six grand prizes to companies, manuin

States,

facturers

and inventors.

Out of

these, electricity

was the

Four other
only class receiving four, or 15.4 per cent.
classes received two each, and fourteen classes, one each.
Among the great successful inventions in the practical
application of electricity, the United States may claim the
telegraph, the telephone, the incandescent light and, unquestionably, the microphone^ also; France, the accumulator and the Gramme ring; Italy, the battery and the Pacinotliring; England, the self-exciting dynamo; Germany,
the drum armature; Russia, the commercial arc lamp.
Institute.

Joinnal FiankUn

Chicago Electric Club.
At the conclusion of Dr. Louis Bell's paper read before
the Chicago Electric club on "Compounding Dynamos for
Constant Potential" published in the last issue of the Western Electrician, the following discussion took place:
If I understood Professor Bell corPr(1I"£SSOR Baut:

he s^id that the electromotive force should be kept
constant at the terminals of the machine, and his formula
were worked out on that basis. As a matter of fact we do

rectly

I Althodgh Hughes made the invention in England, he had Jived the
life in the United Statesand had obtained his whole
education there, which led him to the invention.

greater part of his

—

I know that compound machines are largely
raachiDes.
sold by va' ious companies today, and I think it a benefit
extent,
but people who buy them really don't
great
to a
get the full benefit of those wonderful theoretical demon-

strations which agents will make to their customers. Compound machines are more complicated than shunt wound
When we send out laborers to set upplanis
machines.
they get along first rate with a shunt wound machineBut when they set up the compound machine thty require
right.
It is much easier to connect
it
shunt wound dynamos in multiple arc than to connect
compound machines, and any man who has connected
both will agree with me. So I have come to the conclusion from the theory of compound and shunt machines,
and from practical experience as well, that I prefer the
bhunt machines 'f they arereasonably good. There has been
a class of shunt machines which Professor Bell mentions,
which are so bad that they won't regulate at all. They
are compounded by their makers in order to make them
That is a bad compound machine; it simply
regulate.
does not do what a well built shunt machine should do. It
It is simply compounded because
is merely a make shift.

assistance to get

the

man who made

it

didn't

know how

to

make

a good

shunt machine.
Professur Bell: In reference to two or three points
that were called out I hardly agree with Prof. Badt, I do
not think it is either practical or desirable to make a bad
shunt machine into a compound, but I think a good shunt
may sonretimes be made into a better compound machine.
Regarding one point, the trouble with loss and leakage, I
don't know whether it is the proper n:ethod ornot but it is
very clear that if we are working with no loss in leakage,
with the dynamo going up two or three revolutions, or
lowering two or three revolutions, it will do precisely the
same thing that is done with the various shunt parts, and
If the shunt coils have a
probably will do it just as well.
rheostat, as is the casein very many machines, and we are
shift
the
compounding
by that means, and if,
not able to
for instance, a little more loss in the leads must be accounted for, a change of revolutions, because compound
machines are sensitive to a change of a vtry few revolu-

make up for the loss in the leads, and the
lowering of the speed by a very few revolutions would
make up for the decreased loss, if it was less than was exBut I am not sure but that would be a very good
pected.
tions, will

way of doing it.
Professor Badt: Vou can make up for the loss, of
course, but you don't get any more straight lines for varj-ing current; you get a curve there.
Professor Bell: I should think you could get very
practical

.
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gooU regulation provided you did not have two lines
work over, say a change of from 2) to 5 per cent.
I'here is just one point I would like to call attention to
now, and that is whec the changes are so rapid: I have
seen shunt machines in railway work go from 4S5 vultsilown
to 405, and back again, before you could count ten That
is one place where the compound wound machine has a
fairly

to

very decided advantage.
SIr.

Kammf.ver;

heard Professor Kidt and Professor
speed of compound machine

1

Now that is totally at
the compounding.
my experience. Some lime ago I saw the
(|uestion asked in some periodical why a compound machine will compound tolerably well at various speed<:. That
statement seemed to me to be remarkable, so I thought 1
would tr>Mt, and I did; I changed the speed of the machine
It didn't change over
that was compounded fairly well.
two and a half to three volts between full load and no
load. The full lojd was intended to be 125 to 130 amperes.
I ran it at a speed of 1,150. then ran it at 1,200, and found
instead of 104 volts that the machine had been compounded
for. it ran up to 107. and throwing on and off the load, the
variation in the voltage was only two or three volts, the
same as it had been with its proper speed of i i 50. 1 then
ran the speed down to 1,100. 10 1.050 ami to 1,000, and
with 1.000 it only gave S5 volts, when with full load it
would give for instance S5 volts, and with no load it would
give S7 to SS volts.
There was a little trouble as the speed
was not quite constant, but otherwise it compounded just
.IS well at any of those speeds as it did at its proper speed.
Now if any of you gentlemen will explain that, I will be
very thankful.
I'rofessor Bell: Of course it is a machine that had
I don't
not been compounded very well :o start with.
know* whit the actual nature of the variation was; that is
to say, whether the machine gave an equal potential at no
load aid at full load, rising between, or whether it dropped
would

tions through a 'deal,' and have devoted their time and
such talents as they possesess to showing how not to bury

the electric

alTcct

variance with

.

Mr. Kammkver:

With

who saw

enough series
Pkckkssok

acting was passed Nov.

is

Neither the sub-

legislature.

appointed nor the Board

first

them have performed

ing comparison of results:
"This law is practically the
same as the one under which the wires were buried in

other lines.

Chicago, the only city

weather and

country where they are really

in this

Not only are they buried

buried.

Chicago, but they are

in

the Chicago Arc Light

so well buried that the president of

Power company has voluntarily made an afi'idavit in
which he takes issu; with a suggestion that 'no commercially practical method' has been devised for burying high
^:

Ue

tension circuits.
it

says his experience 'indicates that

possible to furnish electric light service by this method,

is

both from a commercial and scienlifics'andpoint.'

work of burying the wires

the

In

fact,

Chicago has apparently

in

New York

— The

u

Jan.

(Irant has lost

confidence

all

in

alleged expert

its

which

has progressed very slowly indeed and when,

mislead the public,

electric

to place

In his message he

the

p:)inis to

experts should occupy the positions

torily that

held

electricil wires.

The

As

14.500.000 linear feet of

and others

The

lights.

The

In order to

do

take the exclusive
duits

it is

this,

entire

electrical

however,

franchise

for

it

will

industry in the

be nccessarv to

the construction of con-

away from the subway company which has proved

utterly incapable of

The uHer
N'c'v

thoroughfares, and

York

the Hoard

failure of

to solve the

of

Electrical

Control of

question of disposing of the elec-

wires in the metropolis has aroused the press ami

pub

upon the legislature to repeil the act under
which the board was organized and wipe out that instituto

call

tion entirely.

board

AH who

will .igree that there

ii sufiicient

X'ulcanite

"Kor over four and

a half years

New York

E. H. Johi s)n resigns the

appointed general

the

Union Square theater

is

The

realistic.

race track moves at the

rate of

horses are running like

mad behind

the

to

more

They obtained

iheir posi-

I

money in the work already begun, but
no use crying over spilt milk.
It seems to be for
the best.
The change of the whole street railway system
to an electric one would not conllict with the proposed
tra .sfer system, and one may ride from one end of the city
is

to the other without

consent,

we

was originally conMinneapolis council gives us

cost, just as

e.^ctra

Provided

templated.

the

push the work as

shall

we

fast as

possibly can

work which was mapped out

All the cab'e line

for this year

be finished at the cime agreed upon, but with electrici-

will

Then we shall also do as much work on the other lines
we can, and get them in shape in the speediest manner
possible."
Mr. Lowry said that the loss to the street railway company, should it abandon the cable lines, would be
ty.

as

about

The two power houses and some

!j!4oo,ooD.

track have already been put in,

material

is

and

of the

amount of

great

a

already on the ground.

Regarding
ter of a char

Lowry

Mr.

Paul,

St.

ge in

that

said

the

mat-

power there was a very simple
The Sr. Paul council had given him the privilege of
one.
using whatever power he pleased, electric or cable, on the
motive

lines so specified ia the

ordinance lately passed.

had selecteJ the former

"The
than

people

tlie

Accord-

and it would be
General Manager Goodrich is

believes

it

power,

be a big success.

will

like the electric line.

It is

much

mo-

lie said:
less noisy

smooth runningand rapid. We handbig snow on the line better than we ever hand-

cable;

led the last

led

He

power.

tive

it

is

snow with horse

cats."

estimated that there will be about one hundred miles

It is

of electric street railway in Minneapolis should Mr. I.owry "s

amoint

in St.

upon favorably, and nearly the same

Paul.

D.

mill

by

reduced to a

electric

This

for

the

Broadway,

bad way

the World's P'air be held here

lack of rapid transit facilities.

the necessity of a

demands upon

it.

The

kept in operation

sentiment so

and should
will

is

too

be a

due to

late to

build

overtaxed with the

only hope

is

left

road*^,

in the

and largely

W.

II.

T.

of wires

13.— All the

system which was projected,
construction had

This decision was

will

Paul.

be abandoned,

commenced and
practically

electricity

material

reached by

with the

The

cable

although

was on hand.
Mr. I.owry on

The havoc
.-Vs

ling in the streets.

possible

in

matter of protection

a

moment. The network
ice and snow that fell

many

Pedestrians
in

wires which crossed an

electric

instantly stricken dov/n.

The

creaseti the fears of the

instances proved too

dynamos
This was done
the

light wire,

report of

accident in-

light

all

day

stations shut

cise of the plant that sup-

incandescent lamps which illuminate the

and public buildings, but the commercial lamps were

ger, telegraph

reported

The messen-

and telephone companies were great

suffer-

Their wires were burned out by contact with the

electric light
tact,

and they were

this

they clamored

the electric

in the

with one of these

contact

people and
in

leaving them dang-

kept clear of these wires,

continued and no accidents were

ers.

among

as to neglect to place their wires in good

but an unlucky team came

alleys

created

week opened the

sagged under the weight of

plies current to the

street cars in Min-ieap-

St,

much

Monday and Tuesday, and

down.

Minnedpolis, Minn.
Paul are to beopera'ed by

was

of improperly insulated wires

heavy, breaking the lighter wires and

to have

St.

It

they cannot disregard public

business interests

condition at the earliest

increasing the rolling slock.

and

down

eyes of the electric companies.

is

adoption of the electric system on surf.ice

MiNNKAi-oi.is, Jan.

cutting

poies about the city.

to iheir

elevated roids. and the present system

had an im-

thorough overh ullng of electric wires

the wires by the heavy sleet storm of this

fence on a tread-

now

It is

this city

ings and

front of the

in

probable there

it is

Louis, Mo.

— The people of

ingeniously devised

handle crowds,

to

1.

portant fact impressed upon their minds this week.

the

This device

level.

1

and the removal of the nu;iierous dead wires from build-

motors underneath the stage.

city is in a

ordinary

St.
St. Louis. Jan.

miles an hour and the

2[>

exception of the Selby avenue line in

Control.

but

"County Fair" now

fence

work of which they possess no knowledge, and
regarding which they have made no effort to actjuirc any
practical information.
These commissioners comprise the
technical

it would
be successful when
have been obliged to change my mind. If

did not believe that

in.

in this city, the
last act of

olis

I^lcctrical

fill

agent

offices at 45

ing three commissioners iJs.ooo a year each for supervising

Hoard of

selected to

company has removed

Wire company with

horse race in the

ff^('//(/says:

has been pay-

we

than any

better

the Sprague Electric

York.

The

cause for this out-

The New York

stand

in

have followed the course of the

burst of popular indignation.

I

put

very

We

public wants, and

the bill

fill

avenue.
the

also quite enthusiastic on the subject of electricity as a

repetition of the experience at the Paris Exposition,

performing the work.

first

put in as soon as possible.

lighting

K. J. Stcen has been

effect truly

leading

believe the electric system will
other.

be

to

it

into our system.

ready to pu: in whatever system the

be thor-

to

Fourth

Western Electri-

Mr. Hjrnham reports excellent business.

street.

electric

be constructed during the coming

power we can put

best motive

Devonshire street and occupies
and basement extending through to Arch

at the

the

a fair test and believe

it

proposition be acted

Gas

and the

year to acco.iimodate the
city."

Electric

playing

sufficient will

have given

on

the

H. Herrick has been

J.

Already subArajs have been con-

siructeJ in somL* of

We

The people seem

electric line

ingly he

comoany.

the large store

felt

some

oughly pleased with the

ornamental board of

assist its

have been made

interruption of this service will, however, be

but a temporary one.

hoped ihnt

action

have come to this decision because we be-

to be for the best.

it

spacious quarters at 195

New

IJy this

life.

to

has been already stated in

Electric

human

to

were deprived of the use of

is

Samuel Insull is elected vice-president. Acting
Manager Sprague continues as executive officer and chit
elictrician
As before stated, the entire stork of the
Sprague company is purchased by the Ceneral Edison

by the po-

public authorities have recently

din»erous

and his salary

Subway commissioners
sum New York pays for engin-

vacancy.

lits

Cobb

portions of the c ty

pole

fraction of the

presidency and

compelled to remove from the streets wires which were believed to be

when

even the electric light companies avail themselves

and only a

*

and about

poles,

fact that

not one-fifth of that paid the three

of January. 1SS9. the bureau of incumbrances has re-

move J 2.495

curious

a

of every opportunity of praising bis work,

who are associated with him in the commisOf the work of the board, the mayor says: "Since the

sion.

It is

menced at the very doors of these companies. A review of
its work is certainly anything but edifying.
The New
York l^orlti ssLys: "The Board of Electrical Control instead of doing the work for which it has been paid has delegated it to others and sought to silence public clamor by
making buncombe pretenses of seeking to bury the wires.
In Chicago an experienced electrician, unhampered by a
Board of Electiical Control, buried the wires so satisfac-

fact that electrical

mw

companies, as there were no conduits in

chopping was begun there was
power staYork, yet the work of destruction was com-

New

tion in

bos5ei

litical

of conducting the business

not a conduit accessible to any electric light or

disgust was evi lent at the meetit.g of the board a few days

ago.

commissioners ordered

the

way

the wires.

the wire cutting and

Mayor

lieve

line has worked splendedly
in cold
heavy snowstorm.
Mr, Eowrj' is quoted

in a

"We

as saying:

there

wire-pulling politicians."

commission and

the

The Eourth avenue

sink a good deal of

\'ork Board of Electrical Control to

Railway and Motor cmpany,

continues to drop lower and lower in public favor.

on the

New

work was

of Electrical Control at .^15,000 a year, but the

of the

Notes.

make

would

he

electricity

done under the supervision of Prof. John P. Barrett, city
electrician, whose salary scarcely exceeds that paid by the

parties

all

Chicago had no Sub.vay Commission or Board

concerned.

the w'.res cut there was no

Hoard of i'Jectncal Control

mistake

cable power instead of

ia

we thought the public would rather have the cable lines we
would put them in, but we believe the public prefers electric lines and would be benefited by them.
Then, too, it
would be belter to go ahead with the change now, before
any further expense is incurred fur the cables.
We shall

been accomplished to the entire satisfaction of

"lAN, changes

New Vokk.

pleased they were, and what a

should he put

turns.

CORRESPONDENCE.

in the new motive power the greatest possible
Ever since the line began to work smoothly they
have overrun Mr. I.owry 's ollice to tell him how greatly

merit.

the work intrusted to them, and this leads to the follow-

eers, experts

lie

\'ork

who were

w.iy commissioners

in order to

I!kli,:
It probably fell down about three or
four volts; I should say that the place to look for the explanation of that sort of a performance was in the change
of the saturation of the magnets. I think if the magnets
were nearly sat">raled, it might be possible, for instance,
that at any rising speed you would not have the same
trouble with the compounding that you would if the magnets bad not been nearly saturated.
T should look first for
the effect on the magnetic qualities of the machine.
Mr. Kammeyf.r: That brings me to the point that I
was going to ask ab^ut when Professor Hadt asked a question; that is to accurate'y determine the quantities, t] x
and q.
Ifyju will give tho;e two quintities I think we
could compound it all right.
Proikssor Dell: Those two quantities can be obtainel
very readily if you know approximately even the quality of
the iron.
At the same time you could get a sufticiently
dose idea, I think, by a knowledge of the published charAfter you have tried a numbar of experiments
acteristic.
with the irrn you can hit close enough tlie average values
to arrive at the total induction.

tric

the board

New

of Kleclrical Control which succeeded

The work

a half or even three volts less than what it should
have been, which would indicate that it didn't have quite

has given in Minneapolis.
A strong pressure was
broughtto bear upon the street railway p-esident by citizens

The law under which

load the potential was say

full

two and

Thursday night after conference with Mr. Goodrich and
it was not until Saturday that
he definitely announced his intention. The consideration that led to the
decision was the satisfaction which the Fouith avenue electric line

by the

1890

iS,

others, but

and lose their $5 000 jobs, but have
been prevented by bad men from carrying out their plans."
ious to bury the wires

adviser."

off.

first

But they have devoted considerable

wires.

energy to efforts to persuade the public that they are anx-

14. 1S84,

Hell state that a variation of

January

companies' lines with which they came

in

and of course the service was gieatly cripp'ed.

con-

But

January
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damage was

the greatest

Tuesday night and noon Wednesday.

midnight

The blame

It

alarm boxes were made entirely useless be-

at least 150 fire

tween

by the Fire Alarm
was estimated that

that sustained

and Police Telegraph department.

with the electric light companies,

partly rests

but a large share of the damage was caused by the circuits
being broken by the sagging of the wires resulting from

The

the heavy sleet.

work

On

alarm linemen are compelled to

fire

beavers to keep the bo.\es and wires in condition.

like

several occasions arc

light

crossed

circuits

fire

alarm

and as soon as the electric lights were turned on,
considerable trouble was entailed on the fire alarm department. The present condition of the fire alarm is a
wires,

A

matter indeed.

serious

may

fire

originate

in a large

business block and the fire-alarm box would refuse to carry
in

Depart-

arrival of the Fire

an alarm, thus delaying the

ment.

The machinery and all

appurtenances of the new electric

railway over the big bridge were

for the

first

time fully

by the storm Wednesday. The snow was removed
from the grade on the eist approach to the bridge, and the
Passengers were accommocar then moved along nicely.

tested

dated with very
that the

first

little

storm,

inconvenience. JNIany have contended

if it

did not directly retard the progress

of the car, would interfere with the wire to such an extent
that a total suspension of business would be necessary, but

such was not the case, although the storm was as severe as

mav be

expected in this section.

Not only

the telegraph but

the telephone service to

also

towns near by was cut out temporarily after the fire in the
Western Union office. At 8:30 a. m., Wednesday, the
manager of the Western Union office at Belleville, III.,
published a bulletin that the Western Union building in
St. Louis had been burned out, and that telegraphic com-

The dispatch
St. Louis was interrupted.
Kansas City to Chicago, then to Cairo and
to Du Quoin by Illinois Central wires, and then by WestIt was the first time since the
ern Union to Belleville.
telephone service had been established in Belleville, six
years ago, that both the telegraph and telephone service
were out of order at the same time. At i:i6 P. M. by
strenuous labors a connection was made with St. Louis.
An order has been issued directing the Board of Public
Improvements to remove all dead wires within the city

it has agreed to have its lights burning in RoxWest Roxburj- and Dorchester in six weeks, in South
Boston in twelve weeks, and in the city proper in sixteen

cation, but

the public lighting contract for a

bury,

an injunction

weeks.

It is

Light company
Light

& Power company

that the

CouN'CiL Bluffs, Jan.

11.

— The

the

company has extended

its line

to the

head of Broadway,

with lateral branches to Fairmount park, the local depots

and the Union
service

is

Regular and frequent

Pacific transfer.

given in connection with the main

bringing

line,

residence property in neighborhoods heretofore inconveni-

company does possess that right. The directors
company are C. H. Clapp, A C. Burrage,

paid-up capital of 175,000, which
at

once to $250,000.

It is

now

miles of road

engine, and

in

now

his

between eighteen and twenty

The

capacity of the boiler,

plant his been

more than doubled, and

operation.

dynamo

the equipmsnt of cars and motors

of Pullman's latest de-

handsomely upholstered, lighted by
heated, has also been nearly doubled.

sign,

Another

electric line

practically a belt

line

is

electricity

projected for iSgo.

giving

populating sections of the

This

first-class service

city.

The

line

will

and

will

be

to rapidly

extend to

on the south and east. A charter has been
granted, and as enterprising and energetic citizens are
behind the scheme it may be relied upon that another year
will see the line completed and inactive operation.
H.
the city limits

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass., January

10.

— Mayor Hart has

awarded

the contract for lighting the streets of Boston by electricity

Suburban Light & Power
company, at the following rates: For the city proper.
South Boston. West Roxbury and Dorchester, 39 74-100
for a period of five years to the

cents per lamp per night; for Ro.xbary, 37 gg-ico cents per

lamp.

This award was made yesterday afternoon and has

been the favorite topic of discussion by electric light men
This morning the Charlestown Gas company put
to day.
in a bid of 40 cents per light for the Charlestown district

and the contract for five years was at once awarded to that
company. Its last bid. on Nov, 29. was 50 cents per hght.
Early in the week the contract for the Brighton district was
awarded to the BrookUne Gis Light company for a period
of five years at 40 cents per light per night.
the city at these prices
less

is

The

estimated to be about

per year than at the old contract price

cost to

$73,000

paid to the

Although the city's contract with the company expired at noon on Tuesday, arrangements were made by the mayor whereby it will continue to furnish lights at the same price as heretofore, until

H. Alexan-

manager of the Sawyer-Man Electric company, has largely aided the company in its efforts to secure
the contract, and that George Westinghouse, Jr., will
lend his personal and financial aid to the work of establishing the necessary plants.
In fact, it is asserted that it
will be a Westinghouse plant, and that special attention

now an open secret that Mayor Hart would like to
an experiment with a municipal plant of about 100
In the

lights capacity.

common

council last night an order

was offered and passed requesting the superintendent of
lamps to submit to the city council an estimate of the
cost of establishing and maintaining an electric light plant
in the city, and a report on the expediency of maintaining
such a plant at the

Under

city's

expense.

mayor of Lynn,
week says that the

the head of street lighting the

Mass., in his inaugural address this

present lighting service of that city comprises 151 arc

and

about 950 incandescent lights, and he recommends that
both should be burned all night, in order to add not only
convenience and safety, but to the efiiciency

In the Massachusetts House of Representatives yesterday a petition was received from the Gloucester, Mass.,
street railway for permission to operate its road by electricity.

Pending the action of the legislature and the aldermen in
providing for the control of the overhead electric wires, the

Boston Board of Fire Underwriters has concluded to make a
series of tests of various stj-Ies of safety fuses and the board
that

Kilby

any device of

this character sent to its office

probable

be carefully tested.

It is

that those which pass

the best tests will be

recommended

for general adoption

n overhead

street will

circuits at the points of

burban Light

iS:

some other way.
The SuPower company has neither phn": nor lo-

ing that he would pay no attention to papers served upon

him while

the council

was

in session.

The

injunction was

temporary, and restrained the council from entering into a

Power company
and was issued by Judge
Brush Electric Light com-

contract with the Detroit Electric Light &,
to furnish the

Hosmer on

public lighting,

the

affidavit of the

pany, James L. Edson,

Clarence A. Black. Allan Bourn,
David O. Paige, William H. Elliott and Wells W. Leggett, which set forth that the bids of the Detroit company
were illegal because not accompanied by drawings and
specifications; that the

Brush company owned

for the double carbon lights
use,

and

that

if

the bid

letters

patent

which the former purposes to

was accepted the

city

would be

sued for infringement on rights of the Brush company.

The

Detroit company's bid

was about $9,000 under that
company. The matter promises to give rise
a long and bitter fight.
B.

of the Brush
to

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Treasurer

Weld

of

The

Burlington, la., Gas
35 light Thomson-Houston

the Edison Phonograph

Toy Manu-

facturing company, has just returned from Mr. Edison's

He is reported as saying that
laboratory at Orange, N. J.
affairs there in connection with the doll industry look more

company has

just

installed

a

dynamo.

Arrangements are being made to supply Laredo, Tex.,
with 100 arc lights and 2,000 incandescent lamps in addition to the 1,500 electric lights already in use.

H. M. Sciple & Co. are just starting a loo-horse power
tandem compound Ball engine at the station of ihe Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Lebanon, Pa.

The Sperry
its

Electric company of Chicago, has completed
installation at Council Bluffs, la., and the plant has

been accepted by the Gas

&;

Electric

Light company of

that city.

The

California Electric Light

company

of

San Francisco,

purchased a loo-horse power tandem compound engine from the Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa.,
Cal., recently

for its station.

The town of Tecumseh, Nebraska, has ordered through
the Omaha Engineering company, of Omaha, Neb., agents
of the Ball Engine company of Erie. Pa., a Ball engine to
run its electric light plant.

The Minonk, 111. Electric Light & Power company, has
been incorporated to furnish light, heat and power; capital
stock,

$15,000; incorporators,

M.

L.

Newell,

A.

B.

Knipp, and G. W. Weber.
Electric Light & Gas company at Macomb,
has been organized to furnish light, heat and power;
capital stock, $25,000; incorporators, Charles Ketteron,

The Macomb

III.,

H. W. Cummings and
In Cincinnati

entrance to buildings.

last

J.

N. Rume.

week the question of putting arc wires

underground was referred to a committee of five from the
councilraen. five from the aldermen, the five members of
the Board of Public Affairs and the city solicitor.

and these will be put together

In the House of Representatives last week RepresentaMcComas made an effort to have a resolution adopted
ordering all electric light companies in Washington to put
their wires underground.
The measure was not passed.

Mr. Edison made a delivery of fifty dolls to the
company on-Jan. 3, and Mr. Weld asserts that within two
months there will ba a large stock of dolls on the market.
The Ne;v England Electric company. New England

The Allegheny County Light company of Pittsburg, Pa..
has ordered two arc light machines, Westinghouse new
system, 60 lights each, of the Westinghouse Electric comThis gives the Allegheny County Light company a
pany.
total capacity of Soo arc lights.

The

business than at any previous time.

stocked with parts of the

doll,

factory is

at once.

agents for the Sprague motors, has established an agency at

Lynn, Mass., at No. 2 Sea street. J. W. Upp, formerly
with the Robinson-Foster Mo::or company, is the agent.
E.

W.

Rice, Jr., superintendent of the

Thomson-Hous-

ton Electric company's factory at Lynn, has been a victim

He

of "la grippe" this week.

was

not

alone,

how-

250 of his employes were off duty from the
same cause, and at the works of the the Thomson Welding
company fifty employes were similarly affected.
ever, as about

At a meeting on Wednesday of this week the executive
Thomson European Welding company
voted to send Elmer Howe, a patent lawyer, to England to close up the contracts in that country and receive
payment. He will be accompanied by Mr. Boland, an
officer of the company.
The West End company's snow sweepers, one of which
was well illustrated in the last issue of the Western Electrician, are out again to-day doing good work keeping the
tracks clear after the light snow which kept falling all the
committee of the

forenoon to-day.

The

inauguration dinner of the Boston Electric club

took place at Young's Hotel
in
fifty members taking part

last

the

Monday

evening, over

proceedings.

Zuboff, James F. Meech, European agent of the

Count

Thomson-

company; Dr. A. De Bausset, of air-ship
fame; Col. B. S. Lovell, Arthur Lord and others, were

Houston

Electric

present as guests of the club.

O. H. M.

Boaton Electric Light company.

the city can be provided for in

of years, secured

but the president refused to notice the document, declar-

It is

try

number

prevent the council from taking action,

to

be given to incandescent lighting.

will

like

cD.Tipiny

proposes to increase

it

stated that P.

der, the general

ent to reach, within easy access of business.

The

corporation

the

Hon. A. W. Tufts, W. A. Paine and Frank Ferdinand, all
well-known Boston business men. The company has a

at 55

motor company made

both

city, al-

of the Suburban

announces

extensive improvements during 1SS9. During the past year

do business in the

to

counsel and the state gas commissioners have assured him

to the public

Council Bluffs.

Suburban

of the

right

though Mayor Hart asserts that

of the police service.

F.

the

will contest

munication with

limits.

Boston Electric

expected, however, that the

came by way

of

35

Detroit.

—

Detroit, Mich., Jan. ii. The city council on Monday awarded to the De.roit Electric Light & Power
company th^ contract for lighting the city for three years
from July i next. The Brush company, which has held

tive

A

New York

Jl'orld
speaking of underIn London the practice has been to
lay the cables directly in the earth or in iron boxes situated
about twenty inches below the surface of the sidewalk, it
being considered preferable to break up the sidewalk than

writer in the

ground systems says:

Jn Paris the cables
are likewise stretched beneath the sidewalk in a single duct
provided for them.
The cables commonly employed are
known as those of the manufacture of Siemens, of Berlin,
and Berthoud & Borel, of Switzerland. In various Continental cities I noted the cables were placed in conduits of
Beton, the practice being to stretch the cables on a
form and subsequently construct the conduits around the
cables by tamping the cement.
By this arrangement no
gas can find its way around the cables, the danger from
explosion of accumulated gas is thus avoided, and the
cables themselves are protected from mechanical injur}'.
to disturb the surface of the street.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An
duce

railroad system is contemplated by
Oakland. Cal. It has been decided to intromotive power.

extensive street

capitalists at

electricity as the

The Citizens' Horse Railroad company of Belleville. III.,
has been granted a franchise to change its motive power
The mayor has approved the action of the
to electricity.
city council and work will be begun immediately.
The Sprague Motor
commenced operations

line,
at Laredo, Tex., which
ago with
four
four weeks
of track and six passenger coaches, has been
crowded with business to such an extent that the company
has found it necessary to double its plant and lay increased
mileage of track.

miles

Consolidated Street Railway company of Toledo,
substitute electricity for horses on all
The company is anxious to secure an economical
its lines.
storage battery system, and is now experimenting in that
direction.
Should it fail to meet with the desired results,
an overhead system will be introduced. At any rate, the

The

O., has decided to

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

30
company promises

to have all it's lines operated by elecwithin a year, and to extend the system to East
Toledo.
tricity

San Francisco. Cal., capitalists arc looking for a franchise to build an electric street railroad on the following
Commencing at Seventeenth^ street,
streets of that city:
where crossed by the Northern Railroad company, to
Center street, to Sixteenth, to drove, to Thirteenth, to
Oak, to Twelfth, to East Twelfth, to Thirteenth avenue,
to East Fourteenth s'.rcct, to Fifteenth avenue, to East
Fifteenth street, to Twenty ihitd avenue, also commencing on Eighth street at Cedar street, easterly to Grove
street, to

Thirteenth

street.

The Wcstinghouse

company has entered

the
field of supplying electric machinerj* for mining purposes.
few days ago the company secured a contract from the
Hercules Mining Machine company of Pittsburg, I'a., for
a large number of motor generators and Tesla motors.
The apparatus is to be used to operate the Hercules coal
mining machine, a new device, which has lately been
brought out by the Hercules Mining Machine company.
The Hercules is said to jwssess the ability of producing
The Hercules is being
coal on a most economical plan.
introduced in the coal mines of the Monongahela valley,
and a Tesla motor goes with each Hercules.
Electric

A

THE TELEGRAPH.
,

The

electric light plants.

capital stock is $50,-

000.

The Chicago Board

of

Trade

practically

suspended

business last Monday owing to the havoc caused by the
wind storm Sunday night. Wires were down in all directions and connection with many important points was
temporarily cut off.

The

ofiicial

since

the

Nov. 23d, was reopened Jan. 8th and as soon as

elected.

The ColumbiaElectriccoropany, at Chicago, has been organized to do a general electrical business; capital stock,
A. P. Willoughby, N. H.
incorporators,
:gi, 500,000;
Hanchelt and N. O. Hunsberger.

Business Mention.
Electric

has issued a calendar for
design.

The

Electrical

company

of

in Arch

street,

iSgo of an unusually handsome

Supply company of Chicago has

is-

The Spraguc Electric Equipment company, Chicago,
has just issued an interesting catalogue descriptive of elecIt also contains considerable valtric railway supplies.
uable information in this important department.
Munson Helling company, has just
J. H. Shay of the
closed a contract with the Central Electric Railway company of Ptona, III., to furnish it a 42-inch belt to run ils
main shaft, and 312 feet of 12-inch belt to run its generators.

W.

Marsh, secretary of the Standard Underground CaPittsburg, will shortly assume the entire
the business of the company, it is understood.
It is well known that Mr. Marsh has, been the lead
ingspirit in this successful enterprise, and to his untiring
effoits may be attributed the remarkable progress that has
been made. The success which has thus far attended his
efforts warrants the confidence placed in him by his assoMr. Marsh's friends wish him continuance of the
ciates.
good fortune he has thus far enjoyed.

company of
management of

ble

year which has just closed has been the most eventthe history of the Wcstinghouse Electric company.
The business done during 18S9 surpassed anything ever
The company has now 266 central stations
anticipated.
distributed throughout the country and abroad, which are
fitted with Wcstinghouse alternating current apparatus.
The contracts for 134 central stations were secured during
last year, making the business of that period exceed the
cDmbined amount of the previous years since the organizaThese 134 central stations
tion of the company in 1 886.
represent an aggregate capacity of 234,250 incandescent
lamps. This docs not include the various increases, which
were also contracted for by various companies already esTo ^how the enormous growth of the concern,
tablished.
the following comparative facts may be interesting: In January. iSSg, the company employed 650 men in its works
on Garrison alley, Pittsburg, Pa. During this year, however, many improvements were necessitated, and to-day the
company employs 1,300 men in Pittsburg alone. A new
building of five stories was built during the year for the
In the dedetail department, a pottery and a laboratory.
tail department the alternating current meters are made.
The production of that article has increased 400 per cent,
In the pottery, which, by the way, is a
during the year.

The

Charles G. Armstrong, Chica-

Claim one reads as follows:
"The combination, with the circuit wire and the
carbon, consisting of a cup and a cover integral therewith, of the knob or extension on said carbon cover
and a surrounding band to which the circuit wire is attached."

Cable Railway Signal.
418.850.
John
Brooklyn, and Andrew Bryson, Jr.,
Tiers. New York, N. Y.
Electric

418,853

H. Pendleton,
and Cornelius

Motor or Generator.

The field magnets
They consist of four

II. O. Woodruff, general agent of the Hawkeye Electric
Manufacturing company of Davenport, la., was in Chicago
last

week.

F. G. Beach, president of the Chicago Electric club, who
has been seriously ill, has sufficiently recovered to attend to
his business duties.

The committee formed at Manchester, England, has decided to erect a white marble statue of the late Dr. Jamfs
Prescott Joule as a companion to that of the late Dr.
Dalton by Sir Francis Chantrey, and also a replica in
bronze to occupy some public place in the city.
A large
number of subscriptions have been already promised.

Electrical Patents.
Issued Jan.

1889.

7,

Harry H. Blades,

Electric Switch for Motors.
Detroit, Mich.

Ear Phone Rest. George E. Christie, PaterN. J.
Brush Holder for Dynamos.
,685.
Peter Claus and
Eugene Gengenbach, New York, N. Y.
Secondary Battery. Harry E. Dey, New York,
,700.
N. Y.
,701.
Cut-Oul for Secondary Batteries.
Harpy E.
V^zy, New York, N. Y.
Cut-Out for Secondary Batteries. Harry E Dey,
702.
New York, N. Y.
Method of Forming Secondary Battery Plates.
,703.
Harry E. Dey, New York, N Y.
,682.

,704.

Bracket

Supporting

for

Electric

Conductors.

John A. Duggan, Quincy, Mass.
,718.

just

sued a complete list of fuse wire. The company is selling large quantities, and it is giving splendid satisfaction.

J.

Battery Carbon.
111.

and bolted

sor,

Secretary Pope of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, reports that since the publication of the revised
catalogue last November, 29 associate members have been

The Holtzer-Cabot

go.

Shain of the United Edison company of New
York, vvas a visitor at the Chicago Electric club this week.

,678.

closed

is

J. W. Marsh, secretary of t>ie Standard Underground
Cable company. Pittsbu'-g. was in Chicago last week.

Minneapolis, has just

great
possible operations will be begun.
tire

ofBce, Chicago,

ill.

report of the eleventh meeting of the National

The Anaconda mine which had been

ductor and another such pivoted discharge plate."
418,837.

'

Wcstinghouse

E. S. Ilewson of the

Miscellaneous Notes.
Telephone Exchange association at
been published in pamphlet form.

tion with this case, inasmuch as it is always used to indicate the path of a current.
It is herein
used for
this identical purpose and to indicate that path of the
current which includes also the open space between the
discharge plates."
Of the fifteen claims the twelfth is given:
"In a lightning arrester, the combination of a pivoted movable discharge plate with a piece which normally holds the same away from the fixed discharge
plate, a fusible conductor which engages such piece,
and a series of circuits, one including such fusible con-

Means for the Electrical Propulsion of Vehicles.
418,843.
Delbert E. Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Personal Paragraphs.
seriously

1890

iS,

Imie E. Storey,

Boulder, Colo.

Telegraph, Telephone,
Electric Light A: Water company has been incorporated to
construct and operate telegraph and telephone lines, water

works and

complete factory, switches, cut-outs and other devices are
made. The laboratory has been titttd up with all those
requisites which make a place of that kind perfect, and the
Westinghouse laboratory is now considered by those who
have visited it the finest and most complete in the country.
The machine shop has been repeatedly enlarged to meet
the demand made upon it by the increased number of conSeveral new engines were put into the building,
tracts.
and a new battery of boilers consisting of two Habcock tS:
Wilcox boilers, 500 hor^e power each. The lamp factory
of the company was removed during the year to New York
to give more room to the converter department.
In March.
1SS9, the comjiany started in the arc lighting business by
absorbing the Waterhouse Electric Ov Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn. They gave a fresh impetus to
that business, and the number of Waterhouse machines
sold since then has been large.
During the year the company also established a br?nch in London, Eng., for the
purpose of taking care of the European business, and the
accounts received from there are verj- promising.

C. D.

An action for :f 10.000 damages has been begun by
Joseph E. Carle of Petroleum, Pa., against the Western
L'nion Telegraph company for non-deliver)' of a message.
The South Brunswick, Ga

January

ning,
,748.

S. Ilen-

York, N. Y.

Distribution of Electricity by

George B. Prescott,

ies

Benjamin

Syritem of Transportation.

New

Jr.,

Secondary BatterNewark, N. J.

The

invention contemplates the use of a primar\'
generator of electricity located at a central station, and
one or more sub-stations, at each of which there is located a secondary battery and a working circuit to be
supplied thereby.
The main and sub-stations are to
be connected by two or more main leads, called the
'

charging circuit."

41S,,757.

Electric

cago,

Arc Lamp.

Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

111.

Claims seven and eleven read:
"7. In a double carbon arc lamp a support for the
lower carbons, consisting of two insuhted sections, one
section for each of the carbon*:.
"11. In a double carbon electric "arc lamp, two carbon rods, each provided with clutch mechanism for
lifting and feeding the same, and electro-magnetic devices in the main circuit and in the shunt of the arc, in

combination with retaining mechanism to carry and
hold out of use one of said carbon rods and its clutch
mechanism while the other carbon rod and its clutch
mechanism are carried and fed by the said electro-mag41S,,758.

cago,

Electric Arc

Lamp

Charles E.

Scribner, Chi-

Conductors

Support for Electric
Smith, Manchester, N. H.
Belt Gearing.

Charies

District Telegraph
Armstrong, Englewood,

The

W.

Alarm

418,,778.

Jo eph B.

Wall. Buffalo, N.Y.

Box.

Charles

G.

111.

claim follows;

"In a district telegraph signal box, the combination,
with a revolublc commutator wheel having a series of
recesses in its periphery, of a brush and the wires of a
divided circuit, cneof said wires being connected to
the brush and the other of said wires consisting of several separate sections and suitable circuit closers connecting said sections, which are normally disconnected
from the commutator wheel, but are engaged by the
same in the course of its rotation."
41S B24.

Lamp

E

Imle

Holder.

Storey

Carrier System. Imle E. Storey, Boulder, Colo.
fourth claim is:
carrier system a tube divided into sections,
an electric motor for and adapted to drive each section, an electric circuit including each
motor and
switching devices, whereby each motor may be cut in
and out of circuit."

418.856.

The

"In a

41S 868.

Annunc'ator.

San

Julius Finck,

Krancisco,

Cal.
Electrical Indicating Apparatus.
418,871.
George A.
Holt, Oakland, Cal.
The object of the invention is to provide for the
electrical transmission of the readings or record of one
indicator located in a given position to one or more
indicators located or distributed at convenient points,
whereby the condition of the first named indicator
may be readily seen without examining it directly.

Electric

418,889.

Deep Sea Sounder.

Cooper

Alfred J.

and Eustace E. Wigzell, London, England.
Electrically Propelled
418.893.
tlunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

418.910.

Cox

Rudolph

Vehicle.

Electrical Signal Operating Device.
and Joseph F. Cox, Louisville, Ky.

M.

Charles A.

Electric Heating Apparatus for Electric Railway
418.911.
Systems.
Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
The dynamo is located on a vehicle or car or one of
the cars of a train, and is driven or operated by the
same source of energy that moves the car.
In some
cases a separate motor from the propelling motor
drives the dynamo.
In other cases the propelling motor drives it.
The heating circuit leading from the
dynamo is of very low resistance and includes one or
more electric heating devices.

Method of Transforming and

418.912.

Utilizing Electri-

Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. V.
The tenth claim reads:
"The method of transformation or conversion of
electrical energy, consisting in charging a member of a
cal I'Znergy.

condenser with electricity, and simultaneously therewith and thereby charging a member of a condenser
with electricity of (.lifferent tension, and then discharging both members."
Electric

418,987.

Arc Lamp.

Edwin

C.

Russell,

Skow-

hegan, Me.
The last claim is appended
"5. In an arc lamp, the combination of a magnet,
an armature, a weighted arm supporting said armature
and operating to automatically maintain it in its relative attractive position to said magnet, a rotatable disk
of carbon, and pawUand-ratchet devices operating
through the medium of said magnet and armature to
cause a rotation of said disk."
:

Electric Bdt.

419,013.

Charles H. Grimley,

New

York,

N. V.

Method of Welding by

419.032.

Charles L.

Electricity.

The

process consists in electrically welding
together in a non-oxidizing medium.

metals

III.

41^.,706.

4>^.,775.

Incandescent
418.855.
Boulder, Colo.

Coffin. Detroit, Mich.

netic devices."

ful in

are included in a laminated ring.
spools radiating from the center

to the inside of the ring.

Lightning Arrester.

Elmer

A

Sperry, Chicago,

lin, r>etroit,

is

thought preferable

in

connec-

I'.lectric

Welding.

Charles L. Cof-

Mich.

The method consists in pressing together the two
pieces to be welded, traversing the point between the
two pieces by an electrical current, and submitting the
joint to the influence of a magnet acting across the
line of the current.
Electric Motor.

419. 0S9.

Harry B.

Niles,

Union Springs,

N. Y.
Electro-Mechanical Time Stamp.
Randall, London. I-lngland.

4r9 o63.

419,094.
ty.

Charles A.

Apparatus for Propelling Vehicles by
Frank Wynne, Westminster, England.

419.111.

Insulated Nippers.

Electrici-

Firmin ^L Casey,

Mount

Vernon, N. Y.
419,166.
liams,

111.

The inventor says:
'The 'word' circuit

Method of

419.033.

Electro-Magnetic Transmitter.
Mount \'ernon. N. V.

Electric Pen Holder.
11,053.
ver, Colo.

Charles

John

W.

T. Wil-

Reitler,

Den-
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Eugene

E.

W. H. Sawyer,

Philups, President.

ESec'y

and

Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

THE

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 and 7 DKY ST.. XEW YORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Lamp
Novelties

Precision and Conaiancy. Quality and Finish, the
Beat In the World.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Office

upon

Cataloeae of StaDdard Tept Inetroments
farniflied

Incandescent Cords.

upon

Application

lipplicatlon.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

of Lamps and

Instruments and Batteries of
ths Very Highest Grade,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

GREELEY ^ CO.,

E. S.

Office. 18 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEB:nAN, Agent.

p. C.

EuGESE

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.

Jons C.\EKOLL,

Sec'y.

Treasurer.

I

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

(LIMITED.)

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.
TaltoVy"!^

:

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MAXt'FACTUBERS

OF

Cardew Voltmeters.

—

Queen's

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

Queen's

Complete

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.
OflBce

cc
Insulation Guaranteed

99

Outfits

f

Special attention

jr Insulation

paid

to

Testing.

recalirrating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

JAMES W. QUEEN &

FARADAY CABLES.

Electro-diramometers,

New Standard Laboratory Resistarce Boxes.
New Portable Combination Testing Set.

924 Ckstnat

CO.,

Street, PhJlidelpMa.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

„*s;i«''T OFF ENGINE

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXT" COMPLETE SET OF IT, S.
ELEOTKICAL PATENTS IN CHZCAQO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

"K^y

In a letter from the Inspectoh of the Boston
Thorouglily Keliable
1SS6, be says :

"A

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
in Every Respect."

AKB CUT-OFF

and Desirable Wire

COUPIilXGS.

The mbber used

In Insulating onr wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and icill not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole Bllcked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable ichen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made
to be

Vise-like grip of clutches ootionaHy gradual or sudden.
Large friction suffices prevent undue u/ezr.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haue a giod lecotd running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

W order.

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

Mend forl8§9 Catalogne.
Beloit, Wis.

61 and 63 Hampsbire Street, Boston, Mass.
HKBTRT A_ CLARK.

HEEBEHT

General Manager.

LEONARD

ECMPSE WIXDEXGIXE CO.,

H. EUSTIS. Electrician

<fe

IZARD COMPANY,

COKSULTIHG AHD COHTRACTIIG ELICTRICAL EHGIHEERS,
For any or

all

Systems of Electric Street Railwaj's, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Lio-ht
'^
Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

A. full line of

Brancb

(Iffices:

Commercial Supplies carried

at all

times for Plants described above.

Plans and Specifications for

all

Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.

BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Sherman and Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO
IVorth^reHtern Slniual
Rooms and Hinnespolis.-Minn.

TheX-umbPr Fxcliaoee.

5

6,

I-ifp

:

Insurance Block. Room

ILL.

115,

Telephonp

l-2'6.

Mil-wan k'-p. TTis

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

vLO/V/^

Electric Light, Telephone,

and Telegraph,

I"ox- .^ex-lal, S'u.lsxxxax-lzi.e, azid. XJaica.orsro-u.n.ca. XTso.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

Chicago.

MANSON PROTECTING

TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COmPANY, - 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

1

Boston,

Philadelphia.

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St.

Louis.

Kansas

Ci ty,

and

San Francisco.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

^

^/^^^

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Megulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Memarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

of

r^^ DYNAIKEO « EHiZZCTRIC « 1¥[ ACHIATEIS
For Electroplating, Eleotrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc.
"C"
RRJNnHnPPTP.PS"
DHanbn UrilUIiO.

yORK, S3 Church St.:

BOSTON, 111 Arch

KANSAS Cny,

St.:
PHILADELPHIA, 506 Ccmmerce St.:
Rlalto SullHing:
ORLEAnS, lOeCarondeletSt.

NEW

CHICAGO, 42
^Laoaneat
La Salle St

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.
-^

January i8 1S90

Stilwell's Patent Live

BT^GGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE HUD RETAIL DEALER

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

IN

prevents

COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELSCTEIC

CO.,

GEORGE CUTTER,
CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

80 Adams Street^

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Avenne,

Fiftli

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant "E,™!™?-

BIUNcn STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

Steata

in

SmWELL&BIERCEMFG.
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

D.

Impurities.

SCALE

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

SHADES,

all

Purifier.

THE lUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFC,

-

CO.,

Cincinnati, Ohio,

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

MANDFACTOHEKS OF THE

SPERRY IMPROVED SYSTEM
Write for June, 1S89, Catalosne of (S) Cilobts Valves, Pop Safety Valves,
Jjabricators, Oil and G^rcaso Cups, fingrlne Bnlfders' Brass liloofls,
and Grlass Oil Caps for Dynamos.

.^ECHIGHLIC3-I^:TI3^Ta-,
OR LOW
TENSION.

I

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve montbe.
That the new ^pe^^y improved Uynamoacan be coupled in aeries with perfect safety.
Thbt any number of lamps from oae to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of

1.
2.

3.

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOSTOSr, MASS.

6,

Improved

circuit,

PatcEteil

singly or in croups, with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the bruBhee.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

Railway

W^]
in eRiciency those of

any

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

ottier

make.
That there ie greater economy in operating the new Sperry Syelem than any other,
That our automatic regulation ha^ no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no eolenold or

J.
3.

THOMAS ASHBURNER,

daeh-pot.

That

4.

We

iBE

if

you

invite

will visit

cor factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywliere.

mm mm

co,,

isi,

iss,

m m\

:iinton

st,,

CORRES-

Western Agent,

Kamas

Citj,

Mo.

Rolled any weight deelred. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospeciive Pnrchfisers.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

Chicago, ill

Street

for

BEST MATERIAL.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

Material
Roail-tieds.

Sioux City Corliss Engine.

so to soo
n.
r».
BUILT
TUU
]iY

Office and Factory

YV*
2134

to

Maunfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

''/ff

aM CARBON

OUR

Sioux City, Iowa.

BOILERS

SPECIALTIES,

— AND—

Lone

Life,

Uniform

BLiCK DIAMOND"

Steam rower

Size,

ASPECIALTY.
Guaranteed Second

iinsiiiM:

THEM

ALL.

to

^VRITE FOR, SAMPLES
J. F.

Otitfilft

for Liglitiiiy; Slsitltiiis
anil Kirviitor.s

AND-

POINTS

—

WORKS

ENGINE

Sr. LOUIS, MO,

PORTER.

Pros.

None.

AND PRICES

^

LARGESTof ENCINE
WORKS
ho i>lississ;i|i|ii
;L

S»)ihI

i'tiv

<'ircvilar

1''.

JOST'Stato liusinuds.

t

GENl WESTERN AGTSIIfra^i^Si^h.'w^?-

& GcnI. Manager.

E.

Ana
1™^^;^

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST STREET,
919

ST. LOUIS,

BRANCH:

MO.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
For any syBtem of Incandeecent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants, Electric Power

A

Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
full line of supplies
carried at all times for plants described above. Flans and specifications for al l kinds of Electrical Construction.

THE

STANDimiMMNTOMPANY,
of

CLEVELAND, OHIO,

IVIazi.'U.fa.ot'urex-iHi

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

January

iS,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED "WATER WHEEL, as
and
being

is called lo this CEL.!:particularly adapted to their use.

remarkably steady motion,

hisrb. Speed
fjreat Efficiency, and lar^e Capacity, for its diameter,
double the Power of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a

on account of

number

its

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economwater it is without an an equal, producing the highest ppi cent, of use-

ical use of
fill

effect

£ II ara 11 teed.

SK\'D

FOB CATALO^rE AXO

Our Horizontal' 'Victor"
and

is

highly

PARTIf'UI.ARS.

recommended, as no

geai:: are required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shait, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
it

VICXOR

Xl'RBl^'ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYUEKS,
WATEBBURT,

HOLIklES,

CONN.

FACIOBIES:

MABfUFACTUREBS OF

BARE AND INSUIiATZSD ^UITIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lightine' Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K K" OnE^WIRE
For

Electric

Light,

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

GLQM£«5i46:<^l"S:3
BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery, 1

So, Clinton Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

I

aLAJSTrFACTTJE.ERS

OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.

^ THE STRONGEST ARIATORE MADE.

All Parts Interchang^eable
Correspondence Solicited.
Telepliones and
plies of

Sup-

-

Even

to

Agents Wanted in

Commutator.

all

the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

Every Description.

Elgla Telephone and

ELGIN,

Electrical

ABSOLOTELT NO HEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

Electrical

^oppij Co.

ILL., U.S. A.

PARIS
HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

l^^^rimm

GOLDMEDAL
N0V.i6,t88Q. Wl'^l
j!|N. t-'54. JA^

EXPOSITiaN
:

Af^«^ aNJ), |NCftNJ)c,SCENT

1889

^Uy^iC

tlGHflNa ^1,'ecTR0-PI.AT1N6.,ANJ)
fOREXpCRlM£NrALUSE. AUJO MOTORS.

eOKDA.

THE LECLANCHEIBATTERY COMPANY,

149 West 18th Street

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN

THE

ELECTutlCIAN.

January

i8,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEAV'

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubincr, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch

Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO., "'"i!!"*''

January

i8,
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
8FECIAI1 AGENTS

Have a

of

FULiL,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

:^L0^'/>

And

will

make liOW

Prices

and PK03EPT Shipments.

KANSAS CITY, WIO.
WHEN YOU BUY AANY MOTOR NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.
MARK.
CABIiES.

TRADE

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WLRES AND

-

-

A. H.

From

Manufacturer or Dealer,

state that

WANT

you

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham
Automatic

ZENNER, Manager.

CONTRACTORS AND JOBBERS.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL CONSTRDCTION AND SUPPLIES.
1521 FARNAM ST., OMAHA, NEB.
Pumpelly Storage Batteries, Standard Underground Cable Go.'s Wires, Celebrated
Waring Cables and Conduit^, Paiste Switches, Stoddard Cut-Outs, Thomson-Houston
Motors and Dynamos, Sawyer-Man Lamps and Specialties, Combination Fixtures
and Electroliers, Gleason & Bailey Mfg. Co.'s Supplies, Wing's Disc Fans and B5hausts. Electric Lighting and Supplies, Electric House Furnishings, Bell Hangers,
Sundries, Complete Steam Plants.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Switch.

Saves Doctor's

Saves Coal,

Send for Catalogue.

Bills,

Saves Laboi;

Automatic, Simple and Durable insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without it; can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con;

Automatic Switch Co..

vinced.
If not Bold in your town write DB for Illnstrated circular and

No. 8 Keyser Building,

pricea.

BALTIMORE, MD.

BRAIDED WIRE.

B. D.

THE POPULAR WIRR FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

NEW YORK INSULATED fIRE
W.

B.

Broalway.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.

DOWSE,

R. E.

Gen'l Supt

AilNETT.

Prest.

S.

F.

FENTON,

Ylce-Preat. and Treaa.

CHAS. SrDTJTET SMITH, Seo^

Electric GaB Lighting.

Fire and Burglar AlanuB.

The United

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparataa,

CO,,

649 & 661

Central St., Boston, Mass.

C. F.

CO.,

Hotel and House Annunciators.

Safe and Reliable.
1 1

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

DJLF

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

Wire and Batteries.

SALT LAKE

UTAH.

CITY,

HOUSE ANNUNCIATORS,

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

s

S "
S

I-

?i

5
s*

S
„

& tE
5
^ m o

^

a

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

<»

S

c
"^

a ^
S w
- S
5-

^

,-.

Style 2.

ts

t>

o

tei

^
a
is

g.

o
^

CO

_-

g

o

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
^
-

Central Stations for

Power

M.

a

Distriliution.
PKANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

Partrick

STATIONARY MOTORS.

&

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

Carter,
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

STORAGE BATTERIES. ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
SOLE PKOPRIETOBS OF THE

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES,

1

115 BROADWAY,

3 South Fourth St.

Factory:

,

NEW

Philadelphia; 11 9 La Salle St.

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

,

YORK. PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNtlATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS.

Chicago.

114

S.

Second St,

Philadelphia, Pa,

ESTABI^ISILED

18G7.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

iS,

18S9

a
C.

£

G." ELECTRIC
402

$t

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
OYsr 6,000

ELECTRIC MOTORS
— F1101.1
1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office. Piioenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

in

Us9

i:n

Running Sewing Machines, Elevatois,
Printing PreBses, Ventilating Fans, Blow

H. P,

ers, Coffee MUls, Polishing
Tools, Etc.

New England

Building.

99 West

Mow

the —
UNITED STATES,

—

Fouiili Street.

Office,

Philadelpliia Office,

32 Oliver
301 Arch

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW YORK.

and Grinding

Street, Boston.
Street.

CO.,

i_iis^nrE:rD,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGKLJLN']^

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO KNY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

\

B,

j

lUTfir
XUHli.
-W-t-W -xTr^-wyTT

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i
|

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

January

iS,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent £xecation of Orders, Our Specialties.

310 North Third

Street,

TRADE MARK*

AGEXTS.

PATENT
DOUBLE
LIFT-OVER
THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP PENDANT BURNER
BURNER
COMPANY,
igniting

Gas

or Gasoline by Electricity.

PENDANT

Tliis
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, wliich saves two-thirds of Batlery Power and
avoids SliortCirculling, which is liable to occur in many others.
The Double Lift-Over Electrode is a very important featture no other Pendant has.

Chicago Office,

Electric Spark or Connection only

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
XBONABD PAGET.

ST.

CHABLES

J.

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Eiectrical

is

Ignited.

Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

KINTNEB.

PAGET <£ KIIffTIVXSR^
Gbemical

when Gas

]D3rxiamo
Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Second to none.
machinery.

8.

aja.<±

Free from

By

Cylincier Oils.

gum

or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

CHICAGO.

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

Cincinnati, Carlisle Bldg.

St.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

ki>laflifli(i)fiu>U'U'tii<Ii'ti *\A*\AfStff

»

»' » »< I i
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From one-half horse-power upward, for conBtant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INaXDESCeilT ELECTNC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the Internat'onal
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

'"Awarded the Highest

StreetPole ail Fixture

-FORSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination frrm Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even If mil^s dittant from
Plan of Wiiirg
the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully detnonetrati d.
Noted fcr the Brillianry ana
Strictly Series.
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most ElBcient.
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Cahdle Power; Long Life without Blaclierirg.
Greatest Produc'lon of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContalned and Pertions.

fectly

Automatic.

SEND FOB

CIBCITI'AB.

COBREISPOIIIDEKCE SOI/ICITED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,iUO'

SOO'Sl? South 7th Sheet,

«

SX. LOUIS,

Helsier

Loog

Dislance
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER lAWPS.

We Gtiarantee 12 16-C. P. Limps for each Mechanical M. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

CORR-ESFOKTIDEITCE SOIvICITEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.

B.

CO.,

EAU QI^AIRE, WIB.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 COLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent.

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

January

i8,
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RMLWA7 S7STEM

ELECTRIC

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ibonison-Ioiisloii Sailwaif

Sysb

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AYE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave

,

Chicago,

111.

fall and

Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 408 Sibley

St.,

St.

Paul, Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE ELEGTRIGAL SUPPLY

i8,

1890

CO,

Manufacturers of Electrical Goods.
ELLIS OIL FILTER.
Current and Pole Indicator.

Indispensable to any one engaged

Arc Globe Protector.
oil as pure as
originally drawn.

Returns the

in electrical work.

when

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS.

HABIRSHAW
RUBBER COVERED

Unsurpassed Brilliancy.
Strength of Filament.

Long

Life.

Undiminished Candle Power.

WIRE.
Acknowledged to be the best Rubber
Covered Wire on the market.

ELECTRIC PORTABLES.

r\

Fletcher's Arc Light Windlass.

Thoroughly protects Arc Globes, and saves
its cost in

a short time.

Will easily 'wind up the heaviest lamp.

Made

of Polished Brass.

171 Randolpli Street,

CHICJ^OO
FACTORIES,

ANSONIA, CONN.

January

i8,
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IMPORTANT.

^%^

PA Ttjjf^

SUSTAINED.
Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
the Brush Electric Company, under

The broad

right to the use of

declared to belong to
U. S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,

JI7DGE
1

GRESBAM SOLDS:
That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
Lighting.

Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

2 That

the

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Are is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have bsan consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained betwaen them until they have baen consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Liamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

that Tinder
all

Company

assured by the most competent legal advisers
this Brush Patent, as interpreted by the TJ. S. Circuit Court, practically

The Brush

Electric

is

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps

now

offered for sale are

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the fall extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

18.

1890

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
fox>t

Manutaclurers

SLATTERY

of

'V\7'ei>rx3.e,

XzidlAXXA.

the

INDUCTION

out

SYSTEM

—OF

System of Electric Lightinff la
Existence.

IHCAHDESCEBT LIGHTING.

THE

ANIi

The Most Garefolly Work«d<
and Complete Altematiiic

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

and

Oonverter*

12-16 Candle Feir«T

Lamps to the Mechanical Hovm
Power Quaranteed.

LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

SLATTERY DYJAMO, LAMP AHD COHYERTEP.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 1^

907 Filbert Street.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE. 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

^ ^ WILBUR, Manager.

J.

I

CiTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanever
ship or material to make them the

BUST

put on

the market.

Dealers who wish to identify themselves with
the best goods and the safest policy, should
ELEChandle the products of the
which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers through-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,
out the country.

Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Standard Hotel Xecille Annnnciator,
WIfh

eve

T

CALL and FIRC ALARM ATTACHMCNTS.

i:>x3a7JE«.oxT, BCTora:.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$S per Annum.

CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Patd. Nov. 10. '86.

Send for Ireson'e

Illus-

Adjnstlng Leather Link
Belting, farnlsbed gra-

otberhlgh-speedmachLQ'
ery.

No.

25, 1890.

tultonely.

TlB Hollzer-Caliot BlBctric

CHARLES

^ ^^
^^3\
^~"~^i^^

IRESON. 97 High

St..

Boston. Mass.

Standard Underground Cable
WESTraGHOnSE BHa., PITTSBURGH,

^^1/^^

L.WILEY.
WILEY,
G. L.

%^4

COMBINES
IN A

L.

^—-^

HIGH GRADE

18 Corllandt
Cor

F. E.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
FOR ^6
1 11

FAC^E CATAL.Oei;E,

BOSTON, MASS.

Arch Street,

ROOT'S

WATER-TUBE BOILEK.^'Wnonap^.
Dvurabls'

PA,
St

,

AN EXCELLENT
New

Yoik.

Adopted by

panies

Chicago.

ttie

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

DEGENHARDT,
Room 542 'Rookery,"

lil^'"
M
/^^9^t

^

Co.,

£dlBOn

Wire-^

'^^^i

at

-

BOILER.

JBlectric

JAsM, Com-

at Fhiladelptila, Detroit, St. Paul,

and Cincinnaii also the
LonlBville, and others.
;

Weatherproof

Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

BBITD

Wanf'd by

4.

Belting.

trated Treaties on Self-

fispeclally sdapted for
all Electric ptuposes and

O cents per Copy,

1

Bmsh

Colambns

Electric Light Co.t %t

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.
28 Cliff Street,

SAFETYIDURABILITY.

New

CO.,

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

(2121)

it

»lDilia-Bnl)lier

ELECTRIC

UMm\i \iiMm Co

Vulcanized India-Rueeer Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

varietv of

Every

Incandescent Cores.

WNI. M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concen-

Three and Two-wire Caup

AND

any

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

Offices:

f

59 Front

NEW

Street,

ts,

9,000

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Liie, all millage.

UNDERGROUND.

cu

Na\^ Portables,

knot.

S.

Marine

any Millage

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

or

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

bles, to

very pliable.

Cores

MANUFACTURERS OF

CONXENTRic Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Standard

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its nr>erits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

El*etric Light

all

Aerial Use,

.

All Sizes

<2<$$i^*J^^

Subterranean Use,

Concealed Wiring in

B.

McCLEES, General Manager,

A

B

C

electrical purposes.

Submarine Use

E.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and higrh
of over

by a record

I6 Dey St.

all Locationt.

NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, m., Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STV1.H OF INSULATIOK.
BwMedClf.
B. .&.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation
Copper Wire.
aturated with a £ICfCft, Wrather-Proof Composition.
., ,
^
.
« ^
n
Approved by New York Board of Fire Undenvntere. Samples fimusbed upon application. Ra«
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

g—

X—

niARrRnnMcWAKtKuuMs.

i '9 a>«l 21 Cliff St..

New

York.

^j33 ^^^ ^3g Wabash

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUBEBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Tinsel
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.
.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBBIS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Cuicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Ci.NCiNNATi, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orlean.s, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

Electric

25,

1S90

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai-c

Wynaiuo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Cnrrrnt Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

efl&ci-

of operation.

Alternating Cnrrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTEK. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

January

25,
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i8go

CHAS.

D.

JENNEY

HAWKEYE

& CO., THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IOWA.

-

Complete Central Station
lINTJCS

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATDS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential aiotor.

OUR

D'VITADIOS

any made

are unsurpassed by

for efficiency,

automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^z* "r^n-

Licensee o£ the

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,
Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

EL£CTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

Stations;

224

Prices Reasonable.

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

for long life without discoloration.

any voltage, highest

-

for

Railway Circuits and Central

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

STORED ELECTRICITY,
Electrical

COMPANY,

Accumulators or

Storage Batteries,

NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.
C.

SCHUMACHER,

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

P.

MOTORS.
CLAUS, Gen'l Manager.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO
OfBce: 63

Factory: 162 and 164

Broadway.

W.

27tli St.

STREET CAR PROPULSION.
Central

Station

Isfllatei

Liglitiiig,

LiiMii,

Railroafl

Car

Wm,

LonOistaDceLiElitiiis.

IBS ONLir SYSTEM 7HICB COMFLETELy DISPLACES

GAS,

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y
44 Broadway, New York.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
502 Phenix Building.

DETROIT OFFICE,
30 Atwater

St.,

East.

T.^^ San Francisco Office, 220 Sutter

St-

Our Dynamo
structible solidity

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and

is cast in

compactness; the highest efficiency 'with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes

and commutator.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

35,
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TTHE iVAmcy
CleTrela-rLd., 01:i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINE CO,

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

^OSTFOI«r.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS

M FOR INCANDESCENT
j

f'
I

Theaelamps, burning in series, require about 30

^

make money by acting as our agents.
and Information regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc,

Electrical contractors can

J

Si-

prices

KI»MM.\>' LAMP.

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION

Dynamo

Belts Carried

Viin lirO

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Ntu For
TNu Complete
Steam

Driving

in

&.

Stock.

When

volts

CIRCUITS
and 8 amperes of current.

writing please state voltage and system used.

For

Jm-v

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

SUPPLY

\

18 Cortlandt Street.

CO..

New

York

City.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

Etc.

Dynamos.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Plants Furnished and Erected.

1

Anil M'esterii Agentiii

LNGLISH, MORSE & co.'"::rr,r„.

Perkins Incandescent

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

EDISON

54

AND

56

Lamp Company,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

M ANUFACT URING

ILL.

CO.,

EDISOH'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

—-MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COISISE3S^03^ID^3SrCE:

JAMES

SOX_ICITEE)-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

I

Ae:ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK.

January
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25,

SOUB BUIL.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

iMPROVE D Corliss Engine

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
tiiis field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

CO..

MILWAUKEE,

Is

WIS,

ManufactnrerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

rr IS UlffiQTJAIiED POB ECOTffOMY OF FUEL, XLEQULABIT? Off
MOTION, AMD DTTRABTT.TTY IN USE.

tv rite

CHICAGO BRANCH,

ror onr Catalo^nes.

41 ail 43

SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOE

FOR

Arc

§

Incandescent Circuits

ARC-LIGHT CIRGDITS.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGDLATM.

SIMPLE RETTATtLE. DITRABLE.
.

The only

sale socket for series lamps,

Highly

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F.

VJ".

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

COMPnilMn
VrVm r't/UIMIJ.
16 Sizes, 6 to 600 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

CONDENSING OR

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

of

Engine

UUT

TTi

6 Sizes

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

^IISIT"

AFIOIIATIO EHSIHE
EHS:
CHEAPEE

Well

Built,

Economical,

Reliable.

Alltiie above built stnctly to
Hepairs Gamed in Stock.

W.

D.

SARGENT,

in

Stock,

5

to

50

Pres.

DENVER,

i

H. P.

OMAHA,

i

Over 300 sold the

first

year.

TheWestinghousBMachinGCo.
PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Vicc-Pres. and Cons Elec.

302, 30i Washingtoo Ave.
Fairbanks
312 TJiuon Avenue.
&0o.
1830 Seventeenth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
,

PINE BLUFFS, Ark.

THAN A SLIDE VALVE.

Gangg with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for IIlti^tTated Oataloeues.

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
I w«=«„„i,„.,™
BOSTON,
Hathaway BuUding,
!^!±S?''Sf^
PITTSBURGH,
'^ '^
156, 158Xaie Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHILADELPHIA,
608 Chestnut St., M. R. MucklS, Jr. & Co.

fop

3,000 in nse in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AM
AS

-

NEW

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

STATES.

Agent.

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

and Economical.

HOBNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

E. H.

CUTLER,

SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N.C.
ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS.TEX.

259 S.

Main

St.

I

Utah

E. GraniteSt.
Machinery Co.
f
and 23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
*!, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
86 CoUege St.,
!-,,„„
, „
w„„r.„
[The D. A.
Tompkms
Co.
Prior
4S
21

S.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Treas. and Mgr.

& Sons.
& Montana

Geo. M. Wiley

St.

Keating Imp.
C.

&

Mch. Co.

E.James i

FRANK A. PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING

Co.

El(c.

CO.,

MANrFACTUEERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAIKED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Magnets

Field

Efficiency, Closer

of Softest

Charcoal Iron

Replatlon and Slower Speed
1^-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.
1

;^

1

— -m

L Purposes
TUBING ALL.-Sfz

Pure Sheet Tfubber
Sarriple-s and

Address JHE

prices

Etc.

«s

l^iUQiilUiBBIIII

upon application.

Br.CoODRICH
Co.
AKRON RUB BE
WORKS
ft

AKRON, OHIO.

(Specialties OF all kinds to order
—z^^ Send for Qtai-ogue. -^

—
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SEND DS A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key

sockets, keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.
t

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

efficiency

up

to

twenty

All mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.
Any size. No heating or arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Meters.

sensitive.

tion.

Any

Dynamos.

size

fit

Very

Vo

Every

Shielded from magnetic influence.

voltage,

from one volt to

1,200.

Never need

Any current from two amperes to

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

Constant.

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

compound wound

3,000.

or shunt wound.

No Epaik

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, seiies srd converter eystems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three -wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plants.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as

M

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

scellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts tor Installation.

No

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

ard are diiectly

re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

9IAIN DISTRICT OFFIOEiS:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
"
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Central
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
Pacific
"
Chronicle Building, San Franciico, Cat.

January
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REMOVAL.
^BHkiHa

We

Our Friends and the Trade
generally to call upon us in

Invite

our

116

new

quarters,

& 118 FRANKLIN ST.,
WHERE WE ARE NOW LOCATED AND DOING

Our very much increased

BUSINESS.

facilities en-

able us to carry a larger stock, a

more

and to make shipments promptly and with better

diversified line,
care,

than formerly.

We invite all to give us a call and if this
cannot be done in person, send us
your orders instead, which
will be appreciated.

ELECTRIC
CENTRAL
H

CO.,

ELESGTRIGAI. SUPPLIBS^h

116

& 118

Franklin

St.,

-

Chicago,

111.
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For Central Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and
Prices. Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

•

CO.

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument

Co.,

Griswold Street,

'.il

DISP LeCLANCHE

707 and 709 Market

427 "The

St., St.

BATTERY.

We; are continually

ENGINEERING CO.

POND

'^ <-'"'> »"-•
o:^roja.ca-c», - iXjiX^.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
»•

CO.,J

increasiBg the
cy of our

Louis.

efficien-

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

DISQUE

City.

LeCLANCHE

BATTERY,

Omaha.

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

And Ouarantee

It

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPECIAXTIE8 :-The ArmlDgton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers, Ireson LIsk Belt, StandBKltP
WM,

».

FOB

I.A.TBgT CATAI^OeUKB.

TUKNKR.

J

.

LBSTfcK WOOUBK[UUE.

ITirOODBRIDGZS & TURIffEIR,
Electrical Engineers and Contractors.

AMES, CREHAR
N.

ST.

COnPIiETE E4(VIPnE»IT OF ELECTRIC RAIIiWATS.

Maddex,

PAUL,

-

MINN.

and KHtlmates Sabmltt«fl.

"74 OortlAxi.ca.t street,
O. E.

CO,,

&.

W. Aqbntb,

Write for Revined Prices.

Arc and Incandtscent Lights Installed.

Staini Planli lor Electric Light and Power.

Oe.lffna

THE MABKET.

IN

ard RocklDg and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, BlakePamp, EortingZnjector, etc.

'Voi-'^..

»a"e-\^7-

E. T. GiLLiLAND, Vice-President.

President.

Western Agent,
I.

n.

Western Agent,

COLBURH &

CO.

A. F.

Dynamos, Motors,

The Empire City Electric
15 Dey Street,

New

Co.,

MOORE
Wires and Cablet.

HARMOUNT

6. A.

York,

Etc.

3I5--32I Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL

EIiEGlHlGJlIiSUPPliIES
OP

AL,L,

KIXDS FOB

W1«»I.ESAI.E

General

^ *

DEALER

Electrical

ELECTRIC LIGHT. TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH
Manufacturer and Owner of the

AND

ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A

.

MESSENGER and

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionarj work

is

IIV

^ *

Supplies,

NEW PATENT

fire

ALARM

SIGNAL BOXES,
WITH PUSH BUTTON

completed.

CALLS.

ELECTRIC LAW,
Edited by

The

Fued H. Whipple

Price,

handsomely printed and bound, $10.00.

Buzzers, Buttons, Breakwheels, Burners.
Brackets, Burglar Alarms.

ells, Batteifies,

Municipal Lighting.

Electric Railway.

Write

In paper, |1.00, Leather, $2.00,

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

lectToliers, Eccentric

Clamps, Electricians'
Tools, Extension Bells, Elevator Cables,

Price, #10 00.

Whipple's Electrical Reports.
Pabllshed Monthly.

For

|3 00 per year.

pring Jacks, Signal

Address

The FRED H. WHIPPLE CO.,
Or any Sleotrlcal Journal

New York

I

or leading

Book

Office,

1

Store.

8 Cortlandt

Spark

I

Street.

Boxes,

Silk Cord, Single Relays,
Coils, Switc hes, Splicing Tools.

Catalogue

|

T-'-'Z:*,,.,..

Thermostats, Ticket Cases, Telephone Tools, Tin Foil.
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LIGHTING SYSTEM
-O^^

The Westlnghouse

Electric Co.

BY ALTERNATE CURRENTS

ASSURES EQUITY, SAFETY, ECONOMY.

n
A PERFECT MEASURING APPARATUS,

THE SHALLENBERGE R ALTERNA TE CURRENT METER
Over

1

1

,000 of These Meters

in

Actual Use.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.
Dynamos

for

500

to

5,000 Sixtscn Candls-Fower Lamps.

THE WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC COMFANZ7
T>ITTS1BTJRG. PA.,
BOSTON.

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.
PO^TUAND.
SAN FRANCISCa.

XT. S. A,.
CINCINNATI.

ST. LOUIS.

CHARLOTTE.

DALLAS.
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GENERHU OFFICES:
510 West 23d Street,

January

25,
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WESTIHGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A,
Safety

in

Electric Ligliting.

All systems having the main wires connected directly with
wires on premises are dangerous.
With an alternating system, the lighting may be done without
any electrical connection between the house wires and the main
converter in an alternating system separates the mains
wires.
from the house wires and constitutes an impassable barrier between
the current in the high tension street wires and that used for
lighting the lamps in the houses.
perfect converter requires two coils separately wound, separately insulated, and separated from each other and the core.
The
converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is the only
device which fills this requirement.
converter not only separates the street mains from the house
wires, but it limits the quantity of current that can be transferred
from the street mains to the house.
In an experience of 265 central stations, employing 25,000 converters, there has been no case in which any connection has been
established between the current carried on the street mains and
the wires in the houses, by lightning or otherwise, and there has
been no case of accident to any consumer or upon the premises.

A

A

A

GeneratlDg Apparatus for over 300,000 Lamps sold this year.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

BRKNCH
Boston.
'

New

York.

Chicago.
Portland.

OF=FICES:

St. Louis.

Charlotte.

Cincinnati.

Dallas.

San Francisco.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful Electric Railways.
The only Award given for Electric Railways at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
GOLD MEDA.L presented to the Sprague Eleccric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect systom
What are

the Essential

Railway Equipment.

of Electric

Features

Electric Railway

any Comprehensive

in

System?

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

Dynamo

Less
of

Length

of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

The Sprague Company

Thereby only can be secured
sure.

Uniform

Electrical Pres-

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

guarantee to operate a ten mile
Double Track System with

will

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
TJniversal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single Lever

Movement

for

Motor Control;

&

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

1

6

and 18 Broad

St..

Kew

MOTOR COMPANY,

York.

Rialto

Chicago.

Building,

;

;;

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New

and Improved aiethod of Kqnlppins Bnildlnss with an Insulated Tnbe Condalt for any

t^yfcteni

of Electric Wlrlne.

OOlVX^BXZU'XfffOs

from electric
SAFETY— -^^sfl'ite immunity
P^r^f^ct access to concfaled wires.
fires.

AC' ESSIBlLITV—

ECONOMY—

fost ot infetallution, and freedom from fntore espenee.
AB'L*Tl^— Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, insurinR longevity of wires.
Syeteme of electric wiring may be laid out on original plane In a manner eimilar to that
^ii»»II

OUR
CONVENIENCE—

employed for

gas, water

and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn in

FOR CIRCULARS, PRICE LIST AXD IKSTRVCTIOXH, ADDBKS8,
15+ N D 156 WEST 27TH
THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO.,

ST..

at pleasure.

NEW YORK

CITY.

-THEuiioi

umm

Eo.

CHARLES MUNSON, Prejt.

^VSH-^

FRftNKGMOSSfSECV Mbeas.

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,

K E/vuLc ana
^^NAMo BELTING

AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW YORK.

,^Gi

.

y

n

Pittsbuf^g'h

1

1

n

H

y

•

TRAD E MARK.

'1

SanFf(angisgo.

.

New York
-MANL'FACTUREH

The Paiste

Switchp.s,

OK-

%

Cut -Outs,

New
28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

CANAL

Orleans.

SL

Gas

Attachments, Etc.,

HAS REMOVED
FROM

1206

STANDARD PAINT

CO.

Manufacturers of the

CHESTNUT STREET,

TO

Twelfth and IKEarket
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sts.,

Celebrated P. &B. Insulation,
59 Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, JANUARY

Vol. VI.
Electric Light Plant in the New York Life
Insurance Building, Kansas City, Mo.
One of the handsomest and most costly structures in Kansas City is that which has recently
been erected by the New York Life Insurance
company. This building is located at Ninth and
Wall streets. It is ten stories high and contains
324 rooms without counting those in the baseThe electric light
ment and sub-basement.
The acplant is located in the sub-basement.
companying cuts show the dynamo room and a
special marble-faced switch-board from which
the vaiious circuits throughout the building are
controlled.
The steam plant consists of four
Babcock & Wilco.x boilers and two Watts-Camp-

out will be appreciated.
Referring to Fig. 2, it
will hi seen that the board
is divided
into as
many sections as there are machines, i. e. six.
Now the building is wired in six sections; in
other words, there are six sets of feeders all of
which terminate in regular order at the top of
the board.
The row of switches placed along
the upper edge of the board indicates this arrangement.
Each set of feeders is independent
in fact, is a separate system.
In
of the other
order thoroughly to understand the manner in
which the dynamos are connected in relation to
the several circuits, it will be necessary to explain, somewhat in detail, the construction of the
main switches. These are six in number one

—

—

-ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT IN THE

The boilers have a capacity of
500 horse power, and the engines together furThese latter are belted
nish 350 horse poweto a main shaft which is in turn connected, as
shown in the illustration, with the Brush dynamos. The plant supplies current to all the cirThe building is wired for
cuits in the building.
bell engines.

3,000 lights.

The dynamos are six in number and each has
The
a capacity of 400 i6-candle power lights.
machines are all compound wound to deliver
current at a pressure of 100 volts and the armaOne of
ture of each is of the open coil type.
the most interesting features about the plant is
the arrangement of the circuits at the switchIn designing this plant the engineers
board.
aimed to avoid the necessity of running the maAs the disadvantages
chines in multiple arc.
of connecting compound wound constant potential machines in parallel are well understood, the
ingenuity with which this problem was worked

No. 4

25, 1890.

NEW YORK

—

—

The two outside conrespectively with the
In other words, each of the six
six dynamos.
dynamos is represented by two contacts in each
switch.
A given set of feeders, however, conConnecnects only with its respective switch.
tion from contacts to contacts is made by two
metal bars or strips, which are carried by the
hand wheel as shown. The switch is operated
by simply loosening with the thumb a small
catch which holds the wheel down in place;
of the system of feeders.
each set connect

tacts of

it

and

machine marked "B" on to all of the six
assuming for illustration that the load is

sets,

—

light but well distributed
it will only be necessary to quickly change the position of the five
remaining switches. Assume, again, that it is
desired to change the dynamo on a given set of
feeders.
It is evident then that only one movement is required. By this arrangement the machines are never run in parallel.
The ammeters
being connected with feeder "bus" bars indicate
when it is necessary to throw on or off the dif-

LIFE INSURANCE DUILDING AT KANSA, CITY, MO.

and are shown prominently in
The
the illustration just above the ammeters.
design of this special switch is somewhat peculiar.
The cont:.cts are constructed in a similar
manner to those of the ordinary cleaver switch
They are arwhich is now so largely used.
ranged about the center of the switch as shown
The two inside contacts of each
in sets of four.
-f and
set connect respectively with the
"bus" barsbelongingto that particular one-sixth

for each system

out and moving it into the desired popushing it back again into place,
where it is once more locked by the catch.
It will now be readily seen that to throw the
pulling

sition

The smaller switches, already
ferent dynamos.
referred to as being ranged along the top edge
of the board, are of the pull or push type; the
act of pulling opens the circuit and pushing
closes it.
Electric

Motor

in

a Printing Office.

The

printing department of the John Morris
Printing company, Chicago, was started up as
usual Monday morning, Jan. 13th, despite the
fact that the engine and boiler had been completely wrecked in the explosion of the previous Friday.
The company found that it would be impossible
to replace the engine and boiler within a month,
and as this would cripple the concern and entail a loss through failure to fill contracts and
necessitate shutting down the printing office,
it was decided to look about for other means of

securing power. The Thomson-Houston Electee company was appealed to and it immediately
undertook the relief of the company. A 40-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
horse power motor was installed, connection was
made with the Edison circuit and within
twenty-four hours everything was in readiness
The' company was highly
to begin work.
pleased with the arrangement as it was relieved
from the necessity of closing its establishment

pending the replacement of
Illinois

its

steam plant.

State Electric Light Association.

A

meeting of representatives of the central
station electric lighting companies of Illinois was
held at the Chicago Electric club's headquarters
January i8th, for the purpose of forming a state
C. H. Wilmerding, superintendorganization.
ent of the Chicago .\rc Light iS: Power company, presided, and Charles E. C.regory of the
Sun Electric company, Chicago, acted as secreAllen R. Foote', chairman of the National
tar>-.
Committee on State and Municipal Legislation
of the National Electric Light association, stated
the benefits to be derived from the proposed orHe also outlined the course purganization.

B. Beal, Rockford, were chosen
e.vecutive committee.
Mr. Foote announced that this

state organization of

members

January

of the

1S90

danger
is such that every possible
contact with conductors and lamps is
Electric light conductors will never
obviated.
cause a fire unless they are carelessly constructed.
A well planned and properly constructed conductor, supplied with the necessary
No death
safeguards, is entirely harmless.
caused by contact with electric wires has ever
happened here in Perlin. A few accidents by
fire have happened in isolated plants, but always
because of faulty construction. Overhead wires
should never have more'tthan 500 volts pressure.
Underground conductors, with transformers, no
more than 2,000 volts. The transformers and
conductors should, however, be tested up to
5,000 volts. My system of insulated conductors,
protected by lead cover, asphaltum and sheet
iron, has proved successful wherever it has been
used in Perlin, Munich, Rome, Milan and
other Continental cities. Some of these cables
have been in use (partly for high pressure and
transformers) for six years and are apparently
good for a long time to come. Their exact duTime only can solve
ration cannot be fixed.
that question.
This system, or a similar one,
will overcome all the difficulties you Americans
have to contend with. In conclusion I will say
that high pressure should never be used, except
where for pecuniary or technical reasons, it is
impossible to introduce low pressure."

struction

from

was the seventh
the kind formed since last

It was
when the work was begun.
hoped that much good would arise from the
Everywhere the plan of the ororganization.
ganization had been received with favor, and
much good was anticipated by the members.

October,

of the Dan
gers of Electric Lighting.
recent issue of the New York World ap-

Von Siemens' Opinion

Prof.

35,

In a
pears a special cable dispatch giving the details
of an interview with Prof. Werner Von Siemens
on the use of electric light in Berlin the correspondent says: "All the theaters are lighted
with it; in fact a law has just been passed compelling all theaters capable of seating eight
hundred or more people to use electric lights.
The palace of the emperor is now being fitted
with electric lamps from cellar to garret. Dang-

—

Electric Light in the

Windsor Theater,

Chicago.
Chicago theaters have attained considerable
distinction through the superiority of their
illumination. Every theater of any consequence
in the city is lighted by electricity and in many
instances the houses are provided withtheirown

The Chicago Edison company which
made a specialty of this class of work, has

plants.

has

brought theater lighting to a great state of perfection.
It has just added another to its list of

The Windsor theater
on North Clark street, Chicago, which was
burned recently, has been rebuilt and one of
installations of this kind.

new features of this attractive
amusement is its electric light plant.
the

FtC.

2.

— ELECTRIC

LIGHT PLANT IN THE NEW VOI K LIFE INSURANCE

organizations that

sued by the several similar
have already been formed.
It was decided to call the organization the Illinois Electric Lighting association, and a constitution was adopted. The objects of the organization are to promote, protect and harmonize the
interests of the manufacturers of electricity for
commercial purposes in the state, the securing of
uniformity in regulations for inspection of construction and inside wiring, also of underwriters'
rules for insurance, and to give such assistance
and advice to the companies in its meml)ership
as may not be inconsistent with the general in.
terestsof the industry and to co-operate with the
state associations already organized for the same
objects.

Central station companies, firms and individuals engaged in Illinois in the manufacture of
electricity for the commercial uses of light,
power or heat are eligible for membership.
The annual election of officers will be held

next May, and temporary officers were chosen at
the first meeting to officiate until that time. The
names of the officers chosen follow;
President, C. H. Wilmerding, Chicago; first
vice-president, A. L. Ide, Springfield; second
Hapemen, Ottawa;
Douglas
vice-president,
secretary and treasurer, Charles E. Gregory,
Chicago. Charles I. Page, Englewood, and M.

er to life or

IlUII.niNG

property

is

AT KANSAS CITY.

never for a

moment

considered."
Prof.

Von Siemens was found at his home in
When asked his opinion he

Charlottenberg.
said

all

dangers of electric lighting could be

easily avoided.

He

continued:

"Py

well

con-

underground conduits the danger of
electric light wires can be totally abolished if
low pressure currents are used, and the dangers
resulting from very high pressure can be reduced to a minimum in the same manner.
There is no doubt at all that the greatest proportion of such accidents as have happened in
New Vork will cease on the day when the last
overhead wire is buried. Gas and water pipes,"
Herr von Siemens continued, "can never act as
conductors of dangerous electric currents from
the underground wires into dwelling houses.
These pipes, if crossed by such a current, would
It is just so
at once divert it into the ground.
with lightning rods, which electricians frequent-

structed

connect with the water pipes because they
the easiest and most perfect distributors
of electricity, diffusing the current over so wide
an area as to make it harmless.
"The insulated wires for street lamps should
be placed inside of hollow lamp-posts. P'or interior lighting (houses, stores, etc.) no high pressure currents should be used unless the conly

make

place of
It is

one

of the best lighted theaters in the city.
The
power plant is located in an excavation in the
rear of the theater, and is entirely separated
from the building' A 90-horse power Russell
engine drives two compound Edison dynamos
in multiple arc.
The capacity of these machines
is 900 lights.
The lights are all controlled
from the stage switch-board underneath which
8 fire proof resistmce boxes are arranged.
In the main entrance to the house there are
61 lights and 75 are arranged about the portico.
A ball cluster at the entrance, containing 14
lamps, forms an attractive feature.
The auditorium and galleries are lighted by 210 lamps.
This does not include the sun light which contains 50 lamps, or the proscenium arch in which
there are 124.
The boxes have 36 lights and
50 more are used to illuminate the painter's
bridge and ground row.
The stage is brilliantly illuminated. There
are 50 lamps in the foot row; and 120 in the
There are also 8 movable bunches or
borders.
clusters of 6 lamps each.
These are arranged
on stands in front of reflectors, and can be
Attached to
placed in any position desired.
each of these is a flexible conductor at the end
of which is a brass plug.
There are a number
of "pockets" in the stage floor arranged
at
convenient distances in which these plugs are
These
placed, thereby completing the circuit.
bunch lights are of great convenience in producing brilliant effects in stage setting. They
are far superior to any other form of illuniination for this class of work.
The management of the house is thoroughly
satisfied with the operation of the plant, and has
good reason to be proud of it.

The Rockford, III., Electric company finds the present
capacity of its works scarcely sufficient to supply the deIt is therefore
necessary to run
mands for apparatus.
At present it is engaged in tilling
nights as well as days.
an order of fifty electric motors for Jones,\: Bros., Philadelphia.
These motors will be used to operate spice and
An
coffee mills and will be one-half horse-power each.
order for three 73^ horse-power and one live horse-power
motor for Blomgren Bros., & Co., Chicago, has also been
received by this company.

•
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The Short Electric Railway System.
The accompanying cuts illustrate a few of the
details of

the

Short

electric

railway

wires should the current increase so as to endanger the generators; controlling switches for
the incandescent lamps used in the station; and
ammeters and voltmeters for each machine, a
glance at which will show the amount of power
Wires
consumed on the line at any moment.
leading from the generators to the switch-board
Those leadpass under the floor of the station.

system.

There are also presented two views of the cars
Clevein operation at Ensign, W. Va., and at
land, O.
design of
general
represents the
I
Fig.
This is a most subof the station switch-board.

3

stantial piece of apparatus.

It is

made

— SHORT

of high-

oak or mahogany, nicely paneled
and is set out from the wall to admit of easy adjustment of wires and connections from behind.

I

large "bus" bars arranged to receive the
current from the generators, and all connectors,
On the
are highly polished and lacquered.
board are all necessary switches for the main
lightning arresters with
line and feed wires;
choking coils; fuses to act as safeguards to the
generators; automatic cut-outs for the main

—ROAD

The system of
ered with insulating material.
lighting extends to the power station, car sheds
and cit)' streets. The necessary current is taken
from the wires at any convenient point. One of
the electroliers, with three lamps, for the center
In
of the car, is represented in the illustration.
Fig. 2, besides the lighting system, there is
shown the general design of the switches which

AT ENSIGN,

ing from the switch-board to the line pass out
through the roof.
In connection with its system of electric traction, the Short Electric Railway company is exThere
ploiting a method of lighting its cars.

ly polished

The

ELECTRIC- RAILWAY SYSTEM

39

are used in connection with the power equipment. The small figure to the left in the cut
represents the fuse bo.xes. These are introduced
when the constant potential system is used.
When an abnormal increase of current from any

— SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEMare placed in a car five incandescent lamps of
The wires which coni6-candle power each.
nect with the lamps are concealed behind the
woodwork of the ceiling as shown in Fig. 2, and
The current
each car has its own lamp switch.
the motor to the trail cars by
is carried from
means of a flexible conducting cord, heavily cov-

cause melts a fuse, another is immediately connected by removing a plug from one hole to the
next.
The time necessary to replace the melted
fuse is thus saved, and with five fuses a series of
accidents would still leave the car protected.
This feature of the system will be appreciated
by street car men.

1
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Special Train for the Kansas City Electric Light Convention.
It

was stated

in the last issue

of the

Wkstkkn

Klkctrician that the eastern delegates to the
Kansas City convention of the National Electric
Light association, would reach Chicago on the

should be addressed to W. W. King, City Passenger and Ticliet .Vgent, C. B. &: Q. R. R., 21
Clark Street, Chicago.

Electric Light for China.

The

introduction of electric lighting in China

January

25,

1890

of.
As soon as the company was
formed representatives went to China and' made
arrangements with the government, to light the
cities of the Canton province.
The franchise
which they secured is to run 50 years. They
have since been devoting their attention to the

disposed

SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY —ROAD AT CLEVELAND.
special train February loth, and would be entertained by the Chicago Electric club at lunch.
The board of managers of the club has appoint-

ed

the

following committee to arrange for the

has marked an important epoch in the history
of that country.
The announcement that permission had been gained to introduce the new
light, created considerable excitement in electri-

SHORT ELECTRIC RAILWAY
entertainment of the guests: W. A. Kreidler,
chairman; F. E. Degenhardt, Alex. Kempt, F.
O, Beach and F. I!. Badt, The special train for

Kansas City
ruary loth.

will leave

Chicago

at 5

p.

m,

Feb-

Application for sleeping car space
in the special cars which are added at Chicago

— METHOD OK CAR I.I..HTIMi — SvMICHES

and the accuracy of the report was
questioned until it became apparent that such
was really the case. A syndicate of wealthy
Chinese merchants at San Francisco was formed
for the purpo.se of introducing the light, and
stock amounting to $500,000 was immediately
cal circles

study of the several systems in operation in
this country.
The first shipment was made a
few weeks ago and another will follow shortly.
The extent of this enterprise has not been fully

realized in this country as the promoters though
they have been engaged in the enterprise fully
six months, have worked very quietly and did
not reveal their plans until they had secured
their franchise from the Chinese government.
The illumination of the public buildings and

January
offices of

25,
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Canton

will first

occupy the attention

of the company, and

afterward street lighting
will be attended to.
At present gloomy little
coal-oil lamps at long distances furnish the only
light that can be found on the streets of Canton.
The Chinese have taken kindly to electric
lighting.
It has already obtained a footing and
the highest praise is extended to it by the Chi-

circuits as local conditions render necessary.

41
It

most desirable that there should be no e.xtinguishment of the lights while these changes
are being made, and that the construction of the
board be such as to insure the operator against
receiving a shock while so doing.
The switchboard, illustrated
in
the accompanying cut,
meets these requirements, as it is incombustible,
is

respectively of the front board, and the circuits
on the rear board in a like manner, the left being positive and the right negative, the bushings
for the dynamos being numbered vertically i, z,
are numbered
3, 4, while those for the circuits
horizontally i, 2, 3, 4.
To connect a machine
to a circuit the plugs are pushed through the
holes on both positive and negative sides of the
board corresponding to the dynamo and circuit
desired.
To connect any two circuits in series

on one dynamo, before the machine is started
the plugs are pushed through the holes corresponding to positive of one machine and one circuit, and then by means of the transfer cable
and plugs at the bottom of the rear board the
negative of this same circuit is connected with
the positive of the second circuit which it is de-

sired to place in series with

FIG.

2.

—THOMSON-HOUSTON

officials

— REAR

ARC LIGHT SWITCH-BOARD

Shanghai, where the electric
light franchise is controlled by an English syndicate.
The Canton officials, however, report
a preference for American machinery and they
also favor dealing with Americans.
It is expected that as soon as the Canton province is
supplied with electric light the company will
nese

in

VIEW.

and is of such construction that additions can
be readily made without
necessitating
any
changes in the part of the board having the circuits already in position.
Fig. i is a front view.
Fig. 2 a rear view, and Fig. 3 a side view.
The

board is made of two rectangular slate slabs,
placed about five inches apart, into which are

the

first,

the

final

connection being made by pushing the plug
through the hole corresponding to the negative
of the second dynamo and negative of second circuit.
To transfer circuits from one dynamo to
another when the machines are in operation
without disturbing the lights, as for instance,
transferring circuit No. i from No. i to No. 2
dynamo. No. i d5'namo is connected to No. 2
circuit by the plug, and No. 2 dynamo to No. i
circuit. The circuit can then be broken between
the dynamos and circuits No. i and No. 2, permitting No. I dynamo to be shut down, and the
positive of circuit No. 2 connected to negative
of circuit No. i, by means of the transfer cables
and plugs. The wall space required for a fourcircuit board is 19x25 inches, and that for sixcircuit board 24x35 inches.

In

the

Chicago Electric Club.
absence of President Beach who was

p^@^

FIG.

extend its
the empire.

field

I

— FRONT

VIEW.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ARC LIGHT SWITCH-BOARD.

of operations to other parts of

Thiomson-Houston Arc Light SwitchBoard.

Of

the appliances used in the operation of
arc light machines none is of greater importance
than a well-designed switch-board. There are
few central lighting stations in which commercial
and street lights are not operated, making it
necessary for convenience and economy to place
two or more circuits in series on one dynamo to
transfer circuits from one machine to another,

and

all

to

make such combinations

of

djmamos and

rows of metal bushings. Those arranged
horizontally on the front board are connectea to
the dynamos, while the vertical rows on the back
are connected to each other and the circuits.
On the back there is one more row of bushings
than on the front; the extra row being used to
connect one circuit with another by means of
fitted

the transfer cables

and plugs.

The switch-board

is made
for four and six
so arranged that additions may
be easily made by which the number of dynamos
and circuits will be a multiple of four and six.
The positive and negative terminals of the dynamos are connected to the left and right side

circuits,

and

is

FIG. 3

— SIDE

VIEW.

unavoidably detained out of town, F. B. Badt
presided at the meeting of the Chicago Electric
club,

last

Monday

reported a balance

evening.
of

§180.93

The
in

treasurer
the treas-

ury.

The secretary reported that the eastern delegates had accepted the invitation of the club,
and would be entertained at the club rooms
Monday, February loth, before proceeding to
Kansas' City to attend the convention of the
Force
National Electric Light association.
Bain read an interesting paper which is presented elsewhere in this issue, and was tendered a
vote of thanks bv the club.
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The investigation
which presses upon you.
should be prompt and thorough; the result
thereof made public; and such action taken as
may in your judgment throttle this evil in its inThe statements which the governor
fancy."
makes are not borne out by the facts, we think;
neither do we consider that this matter of legislating on the subject of electric wires is presented
in the proper spirit.
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At the last meeting of tiie Chicago Electric
Club, Force Bain read a paper on "E.vperience
The
as a Teacher in Electrical Engineering."
It
article is presented elsewhere in this issue.
merits a careful perusal, as it is full of practical
suggestions.
Manufacti'RERS who

use mica insulation
learn that the ways and
means committee of the House of Representatives has been asked to recommend the protecThe producers think that a tariff
tion of mica.
will

be interested to

would perhaps be suffiFortunately the stove men of the country may be depended upon to oppose the adoption of such a measure.
of about $2,000 per ton
cient.

Governor Campbell

of

underground.
.At that time it is
be able to take advantage of
the experience of other cities, and build its own
subways. The council has retained the services
of an e.xpert to look into the matter and consult
with the local companies.
panies to go

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

Prof.

Cincinnati, O., seems to have a city council
At a rewith fair-minded business men in it.
cent meeting, when the subject of underground
wires was considered, the council agreed that it
would be well to wait si.\ months or a year before
taking steps toward retiuiring the electric com-

Ohio devoted

n

few

lines to the subject of electricity in his inaugural
This portion of his speech we reproaddress.

duce, not because we agree with what the governor says, but simply as a matter of news.
The extract is as follows: "The application of
electricity is rapidly opening new fields of legislation.
Unless something be done to prevent
the sacrifice of life daily resulting from defective
electric wires, the companies which put up and
control them will have grown so rich and powerful that the passage and enforcement of proper
Municipalities have atlaws will be difficult.
tempted to enforce regulations for protection
from such dangers, but without satisfactory result.
The duty of investigating the generation
and distribution of electrical currents is one

city will

The committee appointed by the National
Electric Light association to memorialize congress to abolish the copper tariff has just taken
an important step. Ceorge M. Phelps of New
York, representing the committee, appeared before the House of Representatives' Committee
on Ways and Means last week, and presented
the arguments in favor of the abolishment of the
duty.
The United States not only produces, he
said, more copper than it consumes, and therefore exports it, but it possesses the richest and
most easily worked mines in the world, .\merican copper mine owners produce copper, and can
put It on the market at lower cost than the Spaniards or Chilians, and consequently no duty is
needed. The duty is of no value to the treasury, and is not needed for protection, because it
is not imported in any considerable quantities,
while considerable is exported. It is to be hoped
that the committee will earnestly consider the
matter.
No valid argument, it seems to us, can
be framed for the continuance of the duty.
Major McKinley, the chairman of the committee,
an ardent protectionist, but several influential
papers in Ohio, which support him most enthusiastically, have recently printed strong editorials
in favor of the removal of the copper tariff.
is

Explosions in the subways in New York city
The gas comare becoming rather frequent.
panies are not compelled to maintain their mains
in any sort of repair, and until some action is
taken to force them to prevent leakage a continuance of these explosions may be expected.
.\ New York paper, in commenting on the frequency of these explosions, says: "If the gas
mains were properly constructed the gas could
They are not properly
not escape from them.
constructed, and the gas companies should be
compelled to place and keep them in order. It
is an axiom that he who maintains any structure
for his

own

profit

must be althe charge of mak-

ing it safe.
There may be faults also in the
construction of the subways.
They ought apparently to be gas-tight, and they are not so.
For that the Subway Construction company is
responsible.
But the primary source of danger
is in the dilapidated condition of the gas mains,
and that has long been a source of injury to the
public health.
Gas is so cheap a product that
the companies prefer as one of their officers
has admitted to suffer the loss incident to leakage rather than spend the money necessary to
keep the mains tight. Our soil is saturated with
gas and the atmosphere poisoned with it.
Now
that the danger of explosion is added, it is time
for some systematic effort to be made to compel
the gas companies to put their pipes in proper
condition."
In view of the fact that so many
companies are now considering the problem of
burying their wires, the escape of gas from defective mains in the streets of all large cities assumes great importance. New York should lead
in the matter, and force the gas companies to
take some action in the premises.
Here is a note from an English electrical paper, which is interesting in this connection:
"We recommend electrical engineers to consider
this question seriously, for while it is quite possible that leakage from their conductors may
cause explosions, it must not be lost sight of that

—

—
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coal gas has no right in their conduits, and that
its presence, espeirially in wet or damp situations,
is very deleterious to
many otht rwise good insulating materials, and may cause such injury
that, beyond and (]uite apart from the risk of e.\plosions, it will ultimately render necessary the
replacement of cables which have, by its presence, become too seriously lowered in insulating
qualities."

The New York papers have been pouring hot
shot into the Board of Electrical Control for the
last week, and it seems to be the general belief
that the legislature will take some decided action in regard to the board.
Speaker Husted
of the State assembly has appointed a committee
on electricity, gas and water supply. The appointments on the committee constitute a new
grievance. It is contended that the committee's
work will have reference almost entirely to New
York affairs, yet no New York city assemblyman
was appointed.
The correspondents think that
the committee will recommend that the Board of
Electrical Control be discontinued, and that the
control of electric wires be vested in a new commission of some kind.
Politics have more tc do
with the matter than they should. The majority
in the assembly want to adjust matters so that
the present administration in New York city
shall have no influence with the new commission.
.\ bill was introduced in the New York Senate
last week to abolish the present Board of
Electrical
Control of
New York and substitute a State Board of F^lectrical CommissionThe board is to consist of one Republican,
one Democrat and one electrical expert.
It is
the design of Senator Roesch, who introduced
the bill, to create a non-partisan electrical commission.
If the expert appointed is a Democrat
the clerk of the commission must be a Republican.
The board is thus kept equally balanced
politically.
The members of the commission
are to receive salaries of $-<,ooo each, and their
clerk is to have $5,ooo.
ers.

In the last issue of the Western Electrician
was stated that Chicago was to liave overhead
wires.
This assertion was based on the fact that
Commissioner Purdy had granted the Lake View
it

Electric Light company a permit to run a pole line
through the streets of that part of Chicago which
was a city by itself, before the annexation of last
spring. Just previous to the annexation of Lake
View, its council granted an ordinance to the

company, allowing it to carry wires
on poles for five years. Two years' additional
time was also allowed, during which the conductors were to be put underground.
When the
Chicago commissioner was called upon to issue
a permit for the commencement of the work of
stringing overhead wires, he hesitated about
granting it, inasmuch as it has been the settled
policy of Chicago to refuse permission for the
electric light

construction of aerial circuits.
He consulted
the law department and found that the ordinance
was operative as the Supreme court had decided
that all the ordinances granted by municipalities
prior to annexation were to be recognized as
valid by the present city after annexation. This
Lake View ordinance, it was held, came under
this decision.
As other companies possess similar franchises in Hyde Park and the Town of
Lake, which were also annexed, the decision is
exciting consiilerable interest.
There are two
sides to the controversy.
It is said, on the one
hand, that it would work a great injustice if
companies granted franchises by suburban towns
before the annexation should suddenly be deprived of all their rights by arbitrary action by

Chicago

authorities.
It is urged that annexation should not cut off privileges obtained at a
time when the city authorities had no jurisdic-

On the other side, it is urged that it
would be unjust to allow new companies to use
overhead wires within the present city limits
where no such privilege is accorded to the old
Chicago companies.
Prof. Barrett is of the
opinion that the city has police powers that can
be exercised to compel a general compliance
with the underground regulations of the city.
He is decidedly opposed to overhead wires anywhere within the corporation limits, and it is
said he will soon present a communication to the
city council asking the aldermen to tcike action
tion.

in

the premises.
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Experience as a Teacher

in Electrical

Engineering.'
By Foree Bain.

"A

thousand volumes

in a thousand tongues, enshrine
the lesson of experience; yet a man shall read them all
and go forth none the wiser." The experience of a man may
be considered as a book of which each day forms a page
It is a book
and Che finale of life completes the volume.
that cannot be truly translated into any language sufficiently expressive to impart to the reader the fuU text, force
and meaning of its contents.
The five known senses which man possesses appeal to
his reasoning faculties.
In the operation of gleaning information from a book, the sense of seeing only is called
into use, while the experience of many persons has con-

43

invention in the science of electricity and magnetism,
within the last few years has fostered, encouraged and
developed the need of a new profession in the field of industrial pursuits.
The electrical engineer of to-day finds
himself as firmly istablished, and the demand for his services, by the public, to be as enduring and of ss high a
character as that of the civil or mechanical engineer. \Vhat
the future may have in store for him is not within the province of this paper.
I shall endeavor to address myself to the young men
who are young in the study of electrical engineering,
and furnish a few practical illustrations which may be a
means of impressing upon them the necessity of an individuality in method, and read a few leaves torn from the book
of experience, of an electrical engineer.
find that
certain things must be done ^'hich are unusual; we search
our text books, we can not find a precedent, they are one
and all silent on this particular subject, or if they mention
it at all it is in such a vague and indifferent
way that the
information, such as it is, is of little value.
The first illustration of my method of solving some such
problems is shown by Fig. i and it has proven very satisfactory.
The arrangement shows a method of measuring
the difference of potential between the terminals of a generator of high e. m. f.
This can be done using only a
small ammeter, and without the use of a voltmeter of any
kind, and the results will be almost perfectly correct, near
enough at least for all practical purposes.
is a dynamo, -i- and
terminals,
a double pole switch, C a tank
of pure water,
an ammeter reading from i to 10 am-

We

—

The -h terminals of the other group must be connected to
the -1- terminal of the dynamo through the field, and preferably a water and acid adjustable rheostat.
Xow adjust
the rheostat so that no current will flow in either branch
and start your dynamo. Close the circuit at the cut-out,
and the dynamo current should divide through the two
circuits in the direction as shown by the arrows.
The
current will gradually decrease as the e. m. f of the battery increases, and when the batteries have been charged
to the desired point the cut out will disconnect the
terminal of the dynamo, and, as the batteries are balanced,
no current will flow through the circuit
Several series of
batteries may be connected in parallel with the batteries in
branch .-1, limited only by the capacity of the dynamo.
The current of the dynamo will be always proportional to
the sum of the resistance and counter-electromotive force
of the groups.
By this method a defective cell will be
quickly detected by the diversion of current in the two
branches.

—
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— EXPERIENCE

ENGINEERING.
iributed to the accumulation of the knowledge, enunciations of the problems, and to ths expression of
the

th^ughts contained therein.
Our environments are so crowded with mysteries, that it
is hardly safe to say that we can
express a thought that
The capacity,
will convey the exact meaning intended.
the experience and the conditions of the individual must
be considered; the impressions vary as the conditions of the
individual vary.
At one time the meaning will be as clear
as the dawn of a summer morn, while at another time
words seems expressionless.
There goes with experience an impression of reality unattainable by oiher means, the demonstration of a thought
satisfies the mind that the thing is not only a logical conclusion, but an objective entity.
It is su/gested by some
that the mind of man is gradually approaching such a
degree of perfection that eventually all facts may be arrived
at by a system of logical reasoning, and indeed some of
the ancient philosophers believed that they could solve all
of the problems in the universe by thought alone, but the
modern philosopher realizes that meditation is futile unless
accompanied by observation and experiment; in fact the
rise in modern science is due to the adoption of the principle that the discovery of a physical truth consists, not in
the mere logical statement, but in its experimental establishment.
The discoverer of a truth is not he who guesses,
though he may guess aright, but he who pracdcally demonstrates a new fact, and thus compels its acceptance
within the body of knowledge.
Theories can be made to
fit facts, but
facts are inflexible.
Facts form the wall
around the fortress of knowledge, against which the arrows of theories and false conclusions fall harmless. There
may be several theories to explain a single fact, but the
fact remains unattained
The fact is the exponent of the
discoverer's thought, the index to the operation of his mind.
By observing known phenomena he has been able to extract praciically from nature new phenomena; hypothetical reasonings upon which a theory leading
up to that
result may be formed, are themselves valuable and instructive, but the practical demonstration is the true and
greatest value of the investigation.
book impresses the mind like the portrait of a friend;
the finished picture is before you, the outlines of a reality

A

connected in circuit as shown,

electrodes, the

measured
AS A TEACHER IN ELECTRICAL

is

dynamo

resistance

in the usual

with two car-

between the electrodes is
the current from the

manner before

passed through.
Suppose that we know beforehand the approximate e. m. f. of the dynamo say 3,000
volts
then, if our tub and circuit measure 1,500 ohms,
two amperes will be indicated by the ammeter. C x R=E.
The double pole switch is intended for two purposes: first,
the reading should be taken as soon as the ammeter comes
to a rest, and when it reaches the highest point, the circuit
should be reversed by means of the switch, and the readings taken again when the ammeter reaches the highest
poi..t; the second reading is only necessary as a check on
is

—

—

the

first.

The

from

object

is

to eliminate

osmotic

any

error that

might

The

switch also
makes it possible to cut the entire apparatus immediately
from the live circuit as soon as the readings are taken. By
using a hot wire ammeter the method can be used for alternating currents, in which case it will not be necessary to
use a switch tt) reverse the poles.
result

electrolytic or

effect.

Fig. 2 represents what I have found to be the most convenient and most easily adjustable method for connecting
a plating or electrotyping dynamo and tank.
The e. m. f.
necessary in this work is very low, and the current strength
is great, so that when an ordinary wire rheostat in the field
circuit is used for varying the e. m. f. as usUdl, the steps
for adjustment are too great, rendering it impossible to
obtain the exact e. m. f. desired.
As the coatacts heat,
the current going through the field quickly and greatly decreases, causing the voltage to fall rapidly.
Moving the
arm of ihe resistance box to the next segment while it
would temporarily correct the trouble, would finally intensify it by the increased heat of the contacts.
Often the variation of one volt, or a fraction of a volt, from that required in galvanoplastic manipulation will so seriously in
terfere with the process of deposition as to cause entire
failure.
If the e. m. f. be too great the deposits will f e
granular and rough or burned; if too low the deposits will
be slow and uneven.
All modern dynamos designed for
deposition are shunt or compound wound; the latter are
liable to reverse, and the former are net always successful
for the reasons just related.
The cut shuws an ordinary shunt dynamo, the
biush
connected to the anodes and the
brush connected to the
cathodes in the usual way.
One terminal of the field is
brush; the remaining terminal is conconnected to the
nected to a small adjustable cathode, in the same tank.
This small cathode may be placed near any of the anodes
and may be so arranged that it can be conveniently moved
toward or from the anode elements, thus decreasing or inIt will be uncreasing the resistance of the field circuit.
derstood at once that by varying this distance the ampereturns of the field are consequently raised and lowered, and
thus the e. m. f. may be minutely and permanently adjusted.
All contacts may be soldered, and the resistance will
remain practically constant

+
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— EXPERIENCE

AS A TEACHER. IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING.

In the spring of 1S7S or 1S79 I put up a telephone line
gentleman in a little town in Ohio between his residence and a large sawmill about five miles down the river.
A telephone was a question of doubt at that time, and
naturally the event was anticipated with considerable curifor a

osity

and

pleai^ure

by

all

of the town folks.

The

line

was

completed and the instrument was properly connected at
the residence, a number of people assembled to hear the
"machine talk." In company with a boy who could make
a noise with a mouth organ 1 set out with the other set of
instruments for the mill. I got them connected all right
and awaited a reply to my lusty "Hello! All was silent
I soon discovered tha t the diaphragm of my receiver was miss-

What could I do? To return to the town without
demonstrating the success of the apparatus, that night,
would have been as disgusting to the eager and expectant
persons as to myself. A sawmill is a desolate place, and
the only thing that I could find in the shape of a diaphragm
was a circular saw and it was a trifle too large. 1 found
a piece of writing paper, cut two diaphragms of this, got an
old file and managed to tie some bits from the head
of a nail, placed these iron filings between the two paper
diaphragms, removed the cap of the receiver and placed
them in position, when, presto, my instrument worked
I merely mention this to show that many
to perfection.
problems may be easily solved by the application of a few
moments of independent and original thought. The textbooks do not mention the use of a paper diaphragm, to be
substituted in cases of this kind, for one "capable of magNo particunetic induction" to use a familiar quotation.
lar ability is shown by this substitution for the usual form
My object
of diaphragm, for surely it was simple enough.
in mentioning the instance was to illustrate the fact that
experience naturally leads us in paths of practical expedients, and there will be many times when we may come in
on "three wheels" so to speak, if Orst, we understand our
subject well, and second, if we are not afraid to think of it
in our own way and apply such remedies as will be suggested by mature thought and reflection.
It may be interesting to illustrate a few more problems
Fig.
which have been solved in a practical way.
4
shows how a repaired armature may be tested. I frequently have armatures only to repair. Sometimes one or more
ing.

A

FIG. 2.

—EXPERIENCE AS

A TEACHER

IN ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING.
are spread upon the canvas, every feature has been faithfully portrayed, the visage of the friend is recognized at a
glance, the artist's work is complete; butyou can not follow
the various processes of nature nor the surroundings which
have gradually developed the characteristic features of his
subject; he can only present a picture of the work that has
been previously done.
Books are the pictures of many minds, and like friends in
need, they are friends indeed. While they can not impart to
us all that is necessary to enable us fully to comprehend
and understand some of the complex problems of life,
they are as faithful guide boards in the path of knowledge,
and point toward the direction of progress and success,
without which we would wander unceasingly in the wilderness of mystery and ignorance.
The progress due to the activity of investigation and

IRead before the Chicago Electric Club Januar/

20, 1889.

very successful method of charging accumulators or
Without mentioning
storage batteries is shown in Fig. 3.
the objections to the use of series and shunt wound dynamos, I will describe this method in forming and afterward
charging accumulators. The thing desired is a process by
which a maximum current will flow at the beginning of the
charge, or forming process, and will automatically and
gradually decrease in strength as the process proceeds,
until a point is reached when the current must be disconIt is a matter of great convenience if
tinued altogether.
this process can be accomplished automatically, as the
work would be far better performed than if an ignorant
and careless attendant was in charge. In this case the
dynamo must be especially constructed for the purpose.

Suppose

for illustration

lators, arranged, as

we

desire to charge 300 accumuvolts each. Our dynamo

shown, to 2.10

must have a difference of potential of a

little

over

105

volts at the terminals, or the potential necessary to charge,

Connect the accumulators
say 50 accumulators in series.
in the first place in two groups, 50 in series in branch ./.
and as many in multiple to this group as desired, as shown,
and connect a lesser number in branch i9, say 52 or less and
connect the two groups thus formed in series, one group
being electrically opposed to the other. At the point
terminal
where the two terminals are joined connect the
of the dynamo through an automatic circuit breaker having
an adjustable retractile spring or v/eight. Connect the
-h ternainal of one group to the -f terniinal of the dynamo

—

FIG. 4.
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coils are to

be

wound

in.

Tt is

necessary to

make a

no short circuits. The insulation
resistance between the coils may measure up to the required
standard and there may be no "grounds" on the core, but
the only way a test can be made for short circuits is by
actually running the armature as a motor or generator.
Mount the armature between'centers or on frictionless bear
ings and move it up by the side of the energized field of a
dynamo and pass a current from the d\namo or other
The armature will begin to
source through the armature.
It will require only a few moments
revolve immediately.
to discover a short-ciicuited coil if one exists, by the overIt may then be corrected and
heating of such coil or coils.
When an armature has stood this test I
tried again.
am ready to guarantee it. Did you ever know a short circuit or burn-out to occur in a Siemens armature except in
One would think that when this is so it
the lower coils?
test to see that there are
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entirely rewind it. but such is not
the case: take the bind-; olT and with a sharp chisel cut the
injured coiU in two and pull the ends out, lill up the space
on the ends of the arraitures where the old coil came out
with shellac anJ cotton and wind new coils on the outside,
have repaired
I
connect up and test, and thtre you are.
armatures in this way that hive run for years afterward.
Several years ago, I think it was when the first towers
were being used frooo which 10 suspend arc lamp^. I was
consulted by the superintendent of such a plant who com
plained that the carbons of his lamps would not remain in
The wind would jar them so that
line during the day.
When the dynamo was
they would slip by rach other.
started at night they of cour-e would not light up. but
those that did light were not affected by the wind while
This little problem was solved in
they were in operaltoo.
I
made several paper
the most satisfactory manner.
cylinders about i i inches long and a little tapering, and

would be necessary to

^

—

H

^.

*^

¥i

^

^

><

H

JIX,

show

the

magnets.
placed

in

relative

An
a

strengths of

or

electro

January

permanent

Ayrton vV Wriy voltmeter or ammeter, when
magnetic field so that the lines of fuue are

parallel with the length of

its core will dr.-uv the cor^- into
tne solenoid, the needle will indicate a ccila n number on
Now place the instrument in a similar ix)sition in
the dial.
the lield of another magnet and the dellcciion of tie reedle
will Ic greater or lessaccortling to the ccniparative st length
of the second magmt.
This is very hanOy fcr (|ui(.kiy deteiniining the fault of an unequ;d or dis oiteU litld in a
dynamo or motor, and is clo.-e enough 10 enable jou to icpair such a fault and to learn when ic has been correitid. I
have seen "conse(|uent pole" i ynamos with a bacly distorted field in which the ilistoriion was caus^td by a greater
number of ampere- turns en one limb of the niagi et than
on another, or by unequal magnetic permeability cf the
iron of wh ch the htld is composed, or an ineqt al ly of
cro s-section.
l'"or fear that I may weary
you with loo long a paper I
will close with a few words of advice to the young men who
'1
wish to succeed.
he ladder of ambition is interminable
in length, ii extends upwaid from the densest ignorance of
life and is shrouded with a mantle of mystery at the highest pinnacle of knowledge.
There are a greater numberat
giddy heighis of success,
its base than have reached the
If we have begun to
there is more room as we ascend.
climb, and our position makes it possible, we should not
"look down" on those below. They may pass us some
day and tread on our fingers. If we try to climb too many
ladders we may find at the end of life that we have not
reached a very high point on any of them and we will never
get above the crowded position.
Stick to one ladder and
The journey is a pleasant
get as high on it as possible.
one if you will only contribute your share to the pleasure
of others and be guided by the words of the immortal

i'ope:

s

"One

science only will one genius fit,
is art. so narrow human wit."

So vast

Primary Battery.
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AS A TEACHER IN ELECl RICAL

ENi;iNEERING.
placed them between the upper and lower carbons on the
lamps, fitting them tightly on the upper carbon but loosely
on the lower one. These paper stalls were put on the
carbons by the trimmer, in the morning, and they would
hold the' carbons in place against the strongest wind.

The

cut presented herewith illustrates a new
primary battery which has recently been placed
on the market by J. H. Mason, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The inventor claims for the cell great lasting
qualities.
The new zincs for the battery are
prepared in such a way that they keep clean and
bright.
The fluid is of such a chemical nature
it is claimed, that no crystals form and the current is maintained steady and just as strong at

the lamps were started in the evening the paper
would immediately burn off and the lamp mechanism
These stalls or
would then hold the carbons in place
cylinders were made of any kind of thin paper, by the
trimmer or engineer at night, and did not cost anything

When
stalls

but lime to make them.
In 1S6; while a telegrapher in a little country town, it
occuired to me that T could make a self closing telegraph
key. that would cause my name to go rumbling down the
I conceived the
corridors of fame for an indefinite period.
idea of a p.dal attachment to the key. so arranged that a
pressure of the foot would open the circuit and a
The idea was well
counteracting spring would close it.
worked out, and I was getting r<ady to spring it on an
unsuspecting public when unforlunatcly my favorite dog
sprung it for me. Th; space under the tab'e was a favor-

slight

I

superintendent "located" him. and of course the result
in this case experience proved to be
a teacher, for I have not made another pedal attachment

The

was heartrending;

since then.
Kig. 5 shows a very convenient arrangement for comparing voltmeters, or means by which a voltmeter or
with
comparison
ammeter may be calibrated by
one known to be correct. In this case a constant
Several lamps
current djnamo, say 10 amperes, is shown.

I'RIMAKV

1!\

I

ILRV.

It
is' further
claimed
the last as at the first.
that the ac'.ion in this battery is such that the
in other
solution instead of the zinc is used up
words, that it is necessary to replenish the fluid
As the cost of the
more often than the zinc.
than that of the zinc, the inventor
fluid is less
considers this a feature of importance.

—

High Tension Currents and Electrical
Distribution Underground.
By H. B. CoiiB.
So much has been said and written by great
about the progress of

electricity, that the

electricians

subject

is

now

a topic for general discussion. Daily newspapers
are full of well written articles on the subject from engiEvery branch of the
neers, electricians and scientists.
subject has been considered but owing to the frequent ac-

becoming

m New York from electric light wires, writers
have of late confined themselves to a consideration of the
dangers of eleciric lighting. They have argued and explained these dangers and pointed out what they consider to
be tlie proper remedies.
can be shown that the
I take it for granted that if it
high tension current can be carried underground with perin refect safety to life and property, no one will deny it
Let us if possible, get at the facts.
gard to low tension.
Major Chas. VV. Raymond, engineer. United States
army, in a voluminous report to the United States Senate,
onthesubj ct of putting wires underground in Washington,

cidents

FIG. 6.-
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electrodes i, 2 and
between i and 3 is 15
and 3, The movable
electrode ~ is connected with 1 through two voltmeters in
The terminal 2 may be moved from i toward
multiple.
3 and any desired voltage in the most minute fractions may
The unknown may thus
be indicated by the instruments.
Ammeters may be calibrated
be calibrated by the known.
or compared, by this means, but of course must be in series
instead of multiple with each other.
Fig 6 shows a similar device for operating an arc lamp
on an incandescent circuit. Any good arc lamp may be
placed in a circuit of 1 10 volts by placing a tub of water
and acid in series with it; the electrodes should be carbon
and the evaporation should be looked after.
There are no practical units of magnetism and consequently there are no instruments to measure it directly. In
the absence of such I have found that a very useful magnetometer may be devised, which will at least appro.ximaleiy

arc in circuit at R.
The
3. arc shown.

tub with

three

resistance

ohms, hence 150 volts between

i

1890

Of such a cable it would be
.Mr. llray also m.entions the
construction; at Silvertown,
England, cable eight miles long, laid in 1S83, carrying 2.400 volts, alternating current, still in good condition; in
London cable two miles long, l.iid in 1SS7, carrying 2,400
volts with perfect satisfaction, still another in Biussels,
'iw^ miles long, with like results.
Encouraged by the success of these cables, l-'erranli constructed and is operating
a cable in London carrying 10,000 volts alternating current
with great success, but owing to its great cost, probably it
will never be generally adopted, especially in
the United
put on under great pressure.

difticuh to estimate its life."
following cables of similar

Starts.
(Ireat as the

success

has been in

American manufacturers are obtaining

Europe

in this line,

far belter results at

very much lower cost.
Several failures were reported
in the attempt to carry high tension currents in this country in the early days of our experiments.
Large cities had
passed laws requiring wires to be placed underground by
certain dates.
"No time could be wasted or allowed for
experiment, something must be produced at once lo carry
this great and powerful current." The inventor's mind was
turned in this direction wilh such success that we are now
able to carry underground an alternating current of almost
any voltage. I aIU here mention a few cities where high
tension currents are successfully carried underground.
Prof. John P. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, reports
that the city has now nearly one hundred miles of streets
ligh'ed by electricity.
All the circuits are underground
and are working splendidly. There is no fear of accident
and perfect safety to life and property is assured.
He
further says as an instance of the durability and reliability
of underground wires, that those placed in conduits in
iSS/ are giving good satisfaction and are as perfect to-day
He says, "We have never
as the day ihey were put down.
had occasion to touch them since; never had a cross or
break on them and for aught I can see, will continue so."

Washington, Buffalo, Detroit, Milwaukee. St. Paul, and
Denver have had equally as good results, but in New
York, the city where all this trouble has been experienced,
is to be found the greatest practical evidence in the world
that high tension currents can be and are being successfully
carried with absolute and perfect safety underground.
The subways of New York at the present lime contain
upward of 150 miles of eleciric light cable; carrying all
the way fiom i,coo to 7,000 volts.
Thirty-six miles of
cable are carrying 5,000 volts or about no lamps of 2,000candle power on a circuit.
It has been in operation about
five or six months, and during this time not
one case of
trouble has developed.
This cable is not a concentric or double cable, like that
of Ferranti of London; but is constructed on an entirely
different principle.
It is composed of a lube of hard rubber, vulcanized under a pressure of 120 pounr s to the
inside
diameter is about one-quarter of
square inch.
The
an inch with walls about one-sixteenth of an inch thick.
Over this hard vulcanized rubber tubing four cords oneeighth of an inch in diameter are spirally wound, so that
This tubing, after being
they come on opposite sides.
thus corded, is passed through a lead press, and as the lead
covering is being formed on the tubing by an ingenious
device, parafiine is m'de to fiow into the pipe, filling the
The wire
space between the tubing and lead cover or pipe.
As the
is drawn into the rubber tubing, the last thing.
an
inch in
hole in the tubing is only about one quarter of
diameter, it might seem difficult to get a number 4 wire into it, but I have seen it put through lergths of i.ooo feet

with ease.

when he became sleepy. One
was engaged elsewhere he laid down for several
and kept the line cpen.
attachment,
my pedal

ite resort of his, especially

day when
hours on

25,

says he sees "no reason why wires of all kinds cannot be
placed underground," and stales that in Europe the practicability of maintaining both the incandescent and arc lamps
by underground conductors seems lo be uncjuestioned.
Wni. K. Gray, of the India Rubber (lutla Percha \Telegraph company, of Silveriown, I'.ngland, writes that a
cable, seven to eight miles long, was laid in a three-inch
iron pipe in ICastborn, England, in 1885, carrying 2,oco
volts alternating current, and is still in successful opera-

"We

have tried many
Of this cable, Mr. (Iray writes.
insulators but have come lo the decided conclusion that up
to this date no insulator has been found to equal vulcanized
India rubber, if well mi.\ed, of good quality of rubber, and

tion.

I think I have shown conclusively that wires of high tension currents can be carried successfully underground, but
a problem quite as desirable to solve now presents itself,
and as it is a necessity, the inventor must again be called

into service, to leach us how lo distribute this powerful
current.
I wish I could say as much in this direction as I
The subways now built seem to be
can for our cables.
constructed in the most crude and absurd manner, wi h no
They present evidence neither
provisions for distribution.

Imagine
of mechanical, electiical, nor engineering skill.
a water or gas main put down in our btreels with no pro
vision for supplying the buildings, so ihat every time ; curneclion is to be made with a building, the pavement niuat
Such is the plan on which
be dug up to tap the main.
subways are constructed in all our large cities. The subways of New York are probably the worst, though they
They
cost more money than those of any city in the world.
are made of 3-inch iron pipes extending from street to
The pipes
street, terminating in manholes al each end.
are laid in solid cement, thus making it utterly impossible
to distribute from ihem, and connect direct with the buildings.

This mistake in construction was discovered after the
subways were tuilt. This necessitated digging up the
streets again, and another form of conduit was placed on
top of the pipes for the purpose of distribution; but even
this is far short of proper and reasonable requirements,
because to make connection and distribute into a building
il is necessary to dig up the street to tap the wire.
This is all wrong, and the sooner our great electricians
bring to perfection this branch of the art. the more rapid
will be the progress of electricity in iis practical applicaA subway
tion lo pressing wants and everyday needs.
should be constructed, the wires placed therein, and leads
extending lo every building for both the arc and incandescent lighting, in order that tearing up the streets could be
avoided in the future, whenever a connection with a buildManholes should be constructed at the
ing was required.
intersection of every street, wiih the wire arranged as in a
telephone exchange for the purpose of manipulation and
hard rubber tubes exI would suggest the use of
testing.
lending fn m street lo street, just large enough lo receive
street crossings in
manhole
at
the wire, and ending at the
Here they could enter binding posts
place of iron pipes.
of proper construction, and be connected wilh similar wires,
The central wires I would use as trunk lines
as desired.
or feeders, and the outside wires as distributing wires in
House connections should be made whether
each block.

January
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the occupant wished the electric light or not, by looping in
in the basement the yame as water and gas are
These loops could end
carried in with iron or lead pipes.
in a box of special construction that would be entirely safe,
and so arranged that the occupant of a house or building
could be furnished with the electric current almost at a
moment's notice, merely by making connections. Until
some such system is adopted the distribution of the eleclriThis question
cal current will be difficult and verj' costly.
No electrical difficulof detail will undoubtedly be solved.
ties exist; they are purely mechanical, and I predict the in-

and out

ventive genius of this country will master this problem at
once.
The necessity for quick distribution has arrived,
and as we have learned to carry the high tension currents of
5,000 and 10,000 volts with absolute safety to life and property, so will we learn to distribute it with equal safety and

economy.

Peckham's Cantilever Motor Truck.
The

cut presented herewith illustrates an improved form of motor truck, which was designed

by E. Peckham of the Peckham Street Car
Wheel & Axle company. New York. This truck
so built as to prevent the oscillating motion of
and also to strengthen the ends of car
bodies by providing additional support at each
The main double side-bars which carry
end.
the springs, are upheld at their extreme ends by
cantilever trusses.
These are hung from the
journal boxes by means of malleable iron yokes,
to which the main side-bars of the truck are
firmly united.
The motors are flexibly suspended as shown,
and can be disconnected when desired, by the
removal of only one nut. The center portion of the main side-bars can be easily taken
when
off without disturbinor the motor hangrer
it

cars,

New York
On

nth

Electrical Society.

gave before the
New York Electrical society his annual lecture on "The
Electrical Progress of the Year."
After stating that the
task he had set himself was«iot lo criticise but to record in
the

inst.

Joseph

VVelzler

the concisest possible manner the leading electrical evenis
of the year, viewed from a practical standpoint, Mr. Wetzler drew attention to the developments in primary batteries.
He showed the direction in which the old Daniell cell had
been improved, and described the method of Delany. who
indorses the sulphate of copper and the zinc in ]>aper bags,
gaining considerable thereby, bolh in efficiency and convenience.
Gethens, he said, had securtd good results
from putting a porous partition exactly at the line of the
sulphates of copper and zinc, and during tfie year i\Ir. Edison had brought out a primary battery, based on the
Lalande primaiy battery, which dated some years back.
The progress in storage batteries had not been, he said,
so striking as that shown in some other branches, but still
marked developments were to be recorded. In the Lugo

which spongy copper highly absorbent of gases was
employed, the plales weie so prepared as to admit of the actual
storage of the oxygen and hydrogen given off by the decomposition of the electrolyte.
Among the systems of
distribution coming into vogue, where the storage batteries were placed at sub-stations and could be regulate:! entirely independent of ihe main station. Mr. Pfat'scher's
might be mentioned, he said, which entails the use of a polarized relay and the momentary inerruption of the charge
of the circuit which operated the regulating devices.
After
touching on the Webster n>ethod of trta ing sewage electrically, by which the complete decomposition of the organic matter 's promptly elTecled, the lecturer passed on to
the subje-t of telegraphy.
He remarked here that the order in which the various branches of his subject were
treated must not be regarded as indicating in any way their
relative importance.
The recent interesting developments
in synchronous multiplex Iransmission were next alluded
to, beginning with that of Lieut Patten, by which twentyfour messages could be transmitted.
The inventor of this
'ngen'ous system was in the audience, and at the request
cell, in

45
which the positive current is passed over one
wire and the negative impulses are passed over the other,
but both are returned by the central wire.
The result is
that any continuous current apparatus can be placed in
conni ction with the circuit, which may on other occasions
be used for alternating current apparatus. Storage batteries, or motors, or any device that requires constant current for the maintenance of the magnetism, can thus be operated.
The new Edison marine dynamo, which has eight
poles, the four north poles being on the outside ring and
the four south poles on the inside, was here alluded to,
and the lecturer then proceeded to speak of the electric
motor, and requested Mr. Crocker, the president of the society, to give an explanation of his new system of motor
regulation, after which Lieut. Patten described his alternating current motor.
Mr. Wetzler here referred to the
principle recently defined by Mr. Tesla with regaid to the
maximum capacity of which the motor is capable. Though
the originality of the principle had been disputed, Mr.
Tesla was no doubt the first to announce it in set terms.

tribution, in

While on the subject of electric railways, ihe lecturer
described the Eentley-Knight condr.it system, in which the
used at the side of the track, instead of in the center,
as formerly.
Attention was also drawn to Weems' system
of rapid transit, and Mr Wetzler stated that he had timed a
Weems car, watch in hand, when it was going at the rate
of 120 miles an hour.
The pointed ends of the car were
so made as to minimize the enormous resistance of the air
which is met with at such high speed?. The port-electric
or "sucking" system of rapid transit was also descibed
slot is

and

illustrat d.
Brief reference

was made to the measuring instruments
brought out during the year, among which were mentioned
the BIythe electric torsion balance, the Ayrton & Perry
twisted strip voltmeter, Mr. Pfannkuche's alternating current meter, and Prof. Elihu Thomson's method of generating a current in a secondary coil which should be equal to
the square root of the current in the primary
This instrument is used in conjunction with his oscillating electric
meter.
This was followed by a rapid grouping of many of
the improvements made during the year.
The lecture was

among the

very well attended, and
Prof. George Forbes.

speakers at

close

its

was

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New
avenue

Yoric, Jan.
in

two

was the secon

The

disturbince within a week in

subway

large vent in the

the explosioa occurre
force of

last

1

Sixth

in

which occurred Wednesday,

different places
1

Notes.

— The subway explosions

18.

this

Fourteenth

at

subway.

street

where

S i':urday evidently lessened the

Wednesday's disturbances and there were no

The

ous consequences.

seri-

Seven-

arc light at the corner of

was seen to spark and sputter immediately beand immediately after the explosion all
the lights were temporarily extinguished.
The Subway
company claims that it was the electric light wire that
caused an ignition of the gases in the subway while the
electric light company claims that the sparking and sputtering of the arc light was due to the presence of gases in
tenth street

fore the explosion,
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PECKHAM CANTILEVER MOTOR TRUCK.
necessary to remove armatures for repairs.
The brakes are applied to all four wheels, and
it is

by compound brake levers that
can be operated instantaneously, and require but
are controlled
little

power.

The wheels

are provided with malleable iron
hubs, which are forced on the axles at a presThe wheel webs are
sure of thirty-five tons.
interchangeable, and can be renewed by any ordinary workman without the aid of special machinery and without removing the motors from
the axles. Tubular rubber cushions are inserted
between the hub and web. The trucks are
equipped with Adams' dust-tight journal boxes.
The axles are constructed of fibrous steel and
provided with enlarged bearings and screw

threaded collar.
The wheel base of the truck is six feet. The
The car body rests
entire length is twelve feet.
on twelve springs. This arrangement adds very
materially to the easy riding of the car.

Maine Electric Light Association.
The central station electric light companies
in the state of

Maine held a meeting at Portland

and organized a state association, Jan. nth.
The meeting fully represented the electrical

The ascentral station interests of the state.
sociation was organized by the adoption of bylaws and the election of the following officers:
President, Geo. P. Wescott; first vice-president,
J. W. Wakefield; second vice-president, F. M.
Laughton; treasurer, W. R. Wood; secretary,
F. A. Sawyer; assistant secretary, Geo. E. Raymond; executive committee, Geo. P. Wescott,
Portland; J. W. Wakefield, Bath; F. M. Laughton, Bangor; W. K. Dana, Saccarappa; W. E.
Maxey, Gardner. A copy of the by-laws and
an application for membership blank will be
sent to ever}^ central station company in the
state.
It is expected that no company will be
without a membership.

of the lecturer described and illustrated on the blackboard
the principles of his invention.
The line adjusting system
of Delany was described, in which admirable adjustment
is insured, and the de'ay and confusion incident to the
breaking in on the line of an operator in bad weather are
obviated.
In the Delany automatic perforator, instead of
the deep indentations of the Wheatstone system, the
marks, which are not actual perforations, are made directly
by an apparatus worked by a Morse key, and the paper is
afterward passed through a transmitter in the usual way.
After detailing the principle of the telemeter, by which
the height of a receiver at a distance, or the temperature of
every room in the largest building can be recorded and automatically regulated, the lecturer described, under the
head of telephony, the phenomenal exhibition of the degree
of perfection to be obtained in the transmission of sound,

given by

W.

Hammer

experiments between
New York and Philadelphia. On that occasion speech,
after being recorded on the phonograph in New York, was
repeated by a carbon transmitter, transferred over a line to
a motograph receiver in Philadelphia, reproduced into the
phonograph, again repeated by the carbon transmitter,
transmitted to a local motograph receiver, and then given
with clearness and but slightly diminished volume, to the
audience.
The loud speaking telephone of Charles Selden
J.

in

his

was

also explained.
In entering on the treatment of the applications of and
improvements in the use of the alternating current, the
lecturer said he was surprised, in looking over the notes he
for the lecture, to see how largely the applications of the alternating current exceeded those of any
other department.
In connection with the distribution and
generation of electricity, reference was made to Acheson's
calelectric generator, and a comparison drawn between it
and the recent modification by the same inventor, in which
the generating capacity of the transmitter was increased by
the application of heat.
In the matter of transformers,
the complaint of the poor efficiency secured at small loads,

had prepared

Mr. Wetzler

said,

had been overcome by Mr. Swinburne,

who had designed an open

circuit transformer, instead of
the closed circuit transformer.
He called his new type
the "hedge hog," and claimed that for average loads it
showed higher efficiency than the type it is intended to
supersede.
The Paget transformer was also alluded to
Premising that a method of obtaining continuous currents from alternating currents without the intervention of
a commutator, had been the problem of electricians for a
long time, the lecturer described the solutions arrived
at by Mr. Tesla, and reference was made to Prof. Elihu
Thomson's constant current regulator, by which a continuous alternating current strength could be maintained.
Lieut. Patten here gave an explanation of his 3-wire dis-

the subway, which finally put out

Feeks after he received bis

down Lineman

cut

shock on the telegraph
East River Electric

fatal

pole has a suit pending against

a time.

the lights for

all

Lineman John Cunningham who
the

Light company for $2,000 damages on account of an accident to him in falling from a pole.

Harold

Brown's mandamus

P.

denied

is

by the courts

and Judge Lawrence is disposed to think that the act establishing the Board of Electrical Control took away from
the Board of Health "all power in respect to electrical con-

ductors in the city of
plicants have

New

no "clear

The Boird

for" in the writ.

matter and has exercised
respect thereto,

Heclaims that the apdemand what is asked

York."

legal right to

its

of Health

"has acted

discretion

and with the exercise of

and

in the

judgment

in

that discretion the

court cannot interfere."

Mayor Cleveland

of Jersey City has signed an ordinance

permitting the Bergen Electric
poles and string wires

day a wire
the

in

Bay

sagged until

street

company

Light

New York & New

Jersey

eight telephones of the Board of

on a wire of
company and
Public Works were burned
it

rested

Telephone

Three

out by the current from the electric light wire.
it

is

claimed, were started from burning telephones.

Ruggles received a shock

erect

to

The same

through Jersey City.

all

in attempting to

fires

Chief

remove a burn-

ing telephone.

Heinrichs

who was

not permitted to testify

ner's inquest or before the

who met

his death

by an

grand jury

at the coro-

in the case of

electric shock,

Harris

has written Gover-

nor Hill and the legislature, that tbis was a suppression of
evidence

by

District

Schultz and Messemer.

Attorney

Fellows and

The grand

jury rebelled

Coroners

when ex-

was suggested, as they said it was confusing
and they wanted facts and these were presented by Dr.
Moses, R. W. Pope, and Mr. Edison.
Commissioner Gilroy has reported that all dangerous and
badly insulated wires which the B^ard of Electrical Conpert evidence

trol

has designated, have been cut.

Dead wires will now be
the companies in

gotten rid of by the commissioner and
Conjunction.
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The meeting of
Jan.
tive

the

New

Vork Electrical

San Francisco.

society held

Hall was attended by a representa-

ilh at Clinton

I

Sas

body of electricians who listened to the interesting
on "The Electrical Progress of the Year" by Joseph

The

went very exhaustively

lecturer

ings with the exception of the

and any

England where he said clectticians are now emulating the cxaffp'e of their American cousjn«.
The Bwrd of Electrical Control has had its day and the

An

ways.

important

and

favorites

its

Sacramento
osition.

has bren introduced in the state

bill

senile by Mr. Riesch providing for the

comply with the order

to

ordi-

is

punishable by

.Apparently this measure is aimed
Improvement company which, when refused

a franchise, strung

the city in

left

failure

at the Electric

impracticable sub-

its

The

alarm wires.

fire

out in

is

on the

force

electric

prop-

light

W.

the meeting of the trustees Dec. 30,

.Xt

C.

Westinghouse company and representing
from San Francisco requested a franchise for fifty

Clark of

dissolution of the

wires over house tops.

its

the

capitalists
I

New Vork

present Itoard of Electrical Control in

and the

creation of a Slate Board of Electrical Control which shall

have charge of

The

electrical matters in the stale.

all

last

known

that

prices,

and

section to

July, will probably be reorganized.

members of
it is

well

It is

have been cutting

this organization

therefore proposed by leading firms in this

make a number

and twenty-five arc lamps,

of impDrtant changes.

It

is

unless

This proposition, after a very stormy debate
was accepted, with the stipulation that he could not sell
out to the Capital Gas company without forfeiting the
franchise.
The mayor gave notice that he should move to
contract.

reconsider the franchise at the next

combined under one management.

that seems to be

Business in this city was affected seriously

week by

last

During the storm

all

mes-

were sub-

sages that were received at the telegraph offices
ject to delay.

The

Commission has been asked by

State Civil Service

Electrical Control to hold examinations

the Board of

for

candidates forihree inspectorship vacancies.

The

this city,

for

it

and to

now than

matter

is idle

all

appearances there

heretofore.

newspaper

It is

now under way

is

more excuse

no

is

probable that the entire

talk.

Control are

of Electrical

increasing daily, and frequent communications

view:

Here

in the daily papers.

"How

is

from

be the business

Had

board been composed of
would doubtless have been
adopted before this which would have rendered the occurrence of fires almost an impossibility, and saved millions of
Electrical Control.

this

rules

electricians,

In relation to this matter the

dollars."

which has

ll'orid,

now reached

Sacramento, has

ing of the trustees

and an

railroad

make business for the Consolidated
Telegraph and Electrical Subway company." W. H. T.

ing the wires so as to

Louisville, January iS.— By

Gooch expect

have a new

to

ation in the central

part

the Min-

new aspect.
The
mayor and city attorney have taken a hand in the matter,
and if an attempt is mide to start the road with the present
poles and wires, measures will be taken immediately to
sey electric railway line has assumed a

Mayor Brown addressed

a

Elliott

the

communication Thursday,

company with having

in

violated the

terms of the charter authorizing the construction of an electric line,

you

will

and concluded as follows: "I have to request that

the rights

necessary

be

and protect the property of the

The

zens."

may

take such steps as

city

to

enforce

and

its citi-

Mr. Ilinsey

city attorney accordingly notified

would

that he would take such measures as

a com-

insure

company

pliance with the terms of the franchise unless the

immediately complied with the directions of the Board of
Public Works.

The meaning

Hinsey must proceed

once with

at

notice

of this

the removal

new

present poles and the erection of

The mayor,

city attorney

should an attempt be

made

for

metallic cir-

an

It is

and

claimed

by the mayor that the construction thus far has been of an
grade and that the

poles are

not as

On

specifications in the franchise provide for.

hand, Hinsey says he

will

give the people of

best street railway service in the West,

plant will be satisfactory

ported by the council of which he

mayor

relies

which hold

is

other

the

this

city the

that the entire

Hinsey

is

sup-

president, while the

on the board of public works, the members of
through his favor.
This would in-

their oiVice

dicate that the controverry
political

and

when completed.

as the

tall

supremacy.

is

developing

into

a fight for

S.

change

electric

G. C.

Graham Bell of telephone fame responded to
own name at the first banquet of the Ex-

last

the

Hiram &

i,

light plant

city,

oper-

in

between Main and

They have already
lights.
The

streets.

additional plant

and one

needed since

is

streets are

lighted by

electricity

and

will

Two or three

the

on Main,

Fourth

company

Electric

tracted to supply

has only two
squares

I^Iarket, Jef-

The

streets.

other

by gas.

half lighted

still

The Western

the city

of small capacity.

is

Louisville

hotel with electric lights.

rooms with incandescent lamps.
The Louisville (_ias company, which has the exclusive
with gas, will apply to the

charter permitting

present

the

state legislature at

companies now

electric light

session

1

admire the enterprise and push of the citizens; that this city
has grown so fast, is a wonder to me.
have read in the
I
Forum that Colorado has been the home of man for countless ages; men who built houses of strong mortar and ir-

A

rigated the soil before while man made his appearance.
writer for the J-'orttin also said that the length of time man
has inhabited Colorado cannot be measured by centuries.
Man measuri s lime by the light of the world. Greatness
and smallness, nearness and (arness are similar terms; far
is near to wings of light, near is far to wings of sound.
Vou can produce sound by sunlight; you can transmit
speech along a beam of light. It may occur to you that you
would like to know how this is done. T will explain. Take
a disk of metal with holes in the circumference, catch a
beam of sunlight by means of a mirror, revolve the metal,
cut the light by rotation of the disk of metal and the interrupted beams of light will produce sound.
To produce
speech by beams of light, catch the light with a mirror so
thin that it will vibrate, reflect the beam of sunlight a distance from a bottle filled with a small amount of carbon,
speak on the back of the mirror. The vibrating mirror will
be alternately convex and concave.
.V man at a distance
receiving the beam of light, and with the varying of that
beam of light, the sort of speech and audible tones of the
person speaking can be heard by the one at the distance.
If you had a bottle with that sort of solid in it. and should
speak against my radiaphone, you would hear my thanks
for the honor you give me of appearing at this banquet.
P.

Omalia, Neb.

The

in operation

will strongly

op-

pose the application.

The

state legislature has passed a bill

telephone posts or

imposing a penalty

than f 100 for damages to

of not less than Sio nor more
lines.

Telegraph wires are being strung on

Hardensburg t^ Western
The Thomson-Houston company

Louisville,

the

preparing to supply

with electric lights the caisson of the Louisville
bridge, in which

ville

all

the trains were running,

Frederick

Stitzell,

assignee of

killed

electric

gas on the bridge

between Covington and Newport, Ky.

Doe

secretary.

"Do

you see those poles and cross arms

B.

A.

Denver, Col.
Jan. 18.

Omaha, when asked about electric
"Those are the first for our new line.

of

tors for thirty-six wires to feed

—Judge Rising has decided the injunc-

Denver Tramway company against Mayor
Londoner and Chief of I'olice l'"arley. The suit was begun
defendants from interfering with the construc-

The

tion of an electric railway.

to operate an electric

passed

in 1SS5,

railway

and certain

plaintiff

claimed the right

by virtue of an ordinance

ratifications of

that ordinance

was claimed by the defendants that the original ordinance was absolutely void.
The
by the

city council in 188S.

judge decided against the
point.

The

attorney for

It

Tramway company on

the

company

said the

every

company

would appeal from the decision.
J.

W.

They have

insula-

arc and incandescent light,

machinery."

to

lights for the streets.

The company's

contract

with the city calls for the starting of 100 arc lights at street
intersections

by February

A

they will be ready.

and Mr. Wiley promises that

10,

large

number

now

of small factories

using steam or water motors are arranging to put in electric

motors next month, which

son-Houston
J.

B.

will

be operated by the

Thom-

circuits.

Stoddard, respresenting the Sperry Electric Light

company of Chicago, and James Riley, traveling expert for
the same company, were in Council Bluffs. la., last week,
to inspect the new Sperry lights and dynamos.
The work
of setting up the macliinery and erecting the new lines and
lights was done under the direction and personal supervision of Superintendent Harry Evans. The new lights have
The only change that
given satisfaction in every respect.
remains to be made is to "cut in" the three new towers
to the circuits already in operation.

II.

Boston, Mass.

—

Boston, January 18. It is evident thai the Boston
Electric Light company will not release its hold upon the
without a very emphatic protest.

desire to continue
fixed

by the

state

its

Strayer hopes to construct an electric road in that

In

this

service to the city, at a price to be

board of gas commissioners, the company

strongly upheld by the

inlluential business

tion case of the

to enjoin the

:n the alley?"

asked President Wiley of the Thomson-Houston company

is

Dknver.

has been almost impossible

it

of directors of the South Omaha Electric
& Power company met last week and partially
organized.
No president was elected. C. M. Hunt was
elected vice-president, C. W. Key treasurer, and John A.

city contract

semaphore setting apparatus.
of

Telephone

Light, Heat

last

the American Semaphore

of Louisville, has secured a patent on an

Electric lights will take the place

Bluffs, la..

communicate.

week.

company

Council

JefTerson-

..V

workmen were

thirteen

of the

line

railway.
is

— The

Jan. iS.

company is putting up a metallic circuit between the city
and Omaha, There has been much complaint since the
motor line has been in operation, and during the day when

an amended

for

to operate an electric light plant.

it

said:

me, and 1 stopped here to try your climate,
shall return
home without having seen buffalo, deer, or cowboys, and I
have not been shot at while in Denver.
1
can say that I

and supply power
Chicago has con-

of

be supplied with arc lights and the bed-

privilege of furnishing the city

He

week.

Gknilkmkn — I must thank you for your welcome to Denver and Colorado.
I am afraid my object has been misapprehended. A few days ago I was dropped down in Denver on my return to my native state.
The grip attacked

contracts to supply 3,000 incandescent

injunction

to operate the present line,

matter will be fought out in the courts.

inferior

An

and board of public works

held a conference and decided to apply

the

the

of

stronger and

ones,

higher and that he must provide for a return
cuit.

that Col.

is

A.

The board

February

electric

of

Market and Fourth and Fifth

made

The rotunda

Milwaukee, Wis.

I'rof.

the toast of his

Omaha,

having a boom.

is

He

arranged, but that the in-

terested parties arc formulating a scheme.

for subscribers to

Green, Third

.Utorney

of a

W.

ferson,

which he charged

meet-

Louisville. Ky.

now

to City

last

electric light plant are projected.

only are

was sacrificed to the electric light
currents in New Vork until the Board of Electrical Control inaugurated its ignorant and reckless plan of regulat-

prevent the cirs from running.

At the

to find out the cost

Fairhaven a town situated on the Sound about thirty

"Not one human

life

yet

plant sufficient to light the city.

been devoting considerable attention to the subject, says:

— The controversy over

fever for city elec-

Stockton.

was decided

it

plants,

Mii.WAi'KF.K. Jan. iS.

The

plants inaugurated by Oakland, and agitated by

light

citi-

the Board of

point

meeting was

the

Gas company formerly got $51 per

Capital

a conservative

of

The

meeting.
that

is

for a mast of three lamps.

buildings should be wired and electric plants

installed should properly

qualified

The

bid.

month

mites from Seattle, Wash.,

Complaints against the Board
zens appear

in

one

sore

the

called for the purpose of opening bids for the city lighting
and no one except the Capital Gas company had put in
such a b'd, and it is claimed the trustees had no right to
award the contract to Clark without his having put in a

tric

regular annual discussion on the probability of the

organization of an electric light trust

same lime that he
came with the city

it

further reported that several smaller establishments will be

the breaking of telegraph lines.

days at a charge of

at the

stated

did not want the franchise

one hundred

furnish

to

in ninety

He

$14.95 per month.

which was

(ias Fixture Manufacturers' association

formed

same time

years, offering at the

of

is

1890

East Colfax avenue.

part of the ciiy lying north

says that nothing definite

the immediate

for

to ?naintain the wires.

has had a bitter la^ie of politico-electric science.

his lined the pockets of

recommended

city

this

a fine of f 500, or imprisonment of six months or both,
unless the privilege is given by the board of supervisors

tricity in

It

department commit-

nance provides that the wires mu'.t be removed within ten
days after due notice has been given by the chief engineer

Forbes gave an interesting account of the progress of elec-

the worst imiginab*e condition with

Cal.

fire

removal of wires from the house tops and roofs of build-

ground covered by the latest developments in telegraphy,
telephony, primary and storage bittcries. the electric light,
and motor applications, both with continuous and alternating currents.
At the close of the lecture Prof. George

public

'I'hc

an ordinance

recently the passage of

over the

—

board of supen'isors of

tee of the

lecture

Wetzler.

Fka.si.isco, Jan. g.

January

underwriters and nearly 140

fire

men and

firms interested in the district

over which the company's wires are strung.
strances from these business

board of aldermen on

Monday

men were

Two

remon-

presented to the

night of this week, protest-

ing against the transfer of the contract to a new company,

on the ground that the decreased cost of light would be
much more than offset by the increase J danger arising from
the duplication of

all

Ihe overhead high tension wires.

This phase of the protest was met by

"An Open

Letter to

Mayor Hart," which appeared yesterday in all of the daily
papers, and in which the Suburban Light & Power company, to which the contract has been
intention to put
part of the city.

all

of

its

let,

announces

its

wires underground in the business

This has called forth a reply from the

January
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25, 1890,

underground

opposition party proclaiming the dangers of

wires of high tension, the

from the nec-

to the city

As

to the

"The

says:

system to be used by the new company, it
wires will be laid upon a simple system, after

the most approved manner,

new and improved

being the intention to use a

it

apparatus,

free

A

high tension

There being no direct electrical connection between the underground mains and the lamps,
thereby guarding from the danger from fire that is incidental to all systems where direct connection is necessarily
lighting.

made from

the mains to the lamps.''

burn

the lamp to be used will

The system

a single carbon.

is

burn
is

large

It

for 32 to

entirely

claimed that

is

36 hours with

new and

it

said

is

&

destroying the building of Claflin, Co-

As was

Co.

to

be suspected an

accused of starting the

The

company

electric

could have started a
of

Weston
on Wednesday

of this city took place

F. L. Higginson,

of

and

secretary

treasurer;

Moses

Williams. Charles Storrow, and H. L. Higginson.

The

New

England
rooms of
The secretary's report showed
the Boston Electric club.
that since the formation of the exchange there had been
regular quarterly meeting

Electric

exchange was held

last

of

the

Monday

at

the

announced by Mr. Westinghouse some time ago.
The board of aldermen has had its share of electrical
At its meeting on Monday night, in
business this week.
response to a second appeal from Mayor Hart for immediate

343 applicants for license. 247 licenses issue4, thirteen candidates rejected and two not examined.
No business of

an order was passed "that a joint special committee,
consisting of five members of the board of aldermen with

has ordered a

to be that

action,

common

such as the

may

council

join,

be appointed to con-

sider the subject of superintendence of electric wires in the

The Suburban Light & Power company

Boston."

city of

and use 1,000-horse power
engines, and the Walworth Light & Power

petitioned for the right to erect

of stationarj'

company
Boston.

lay or erect wires over or

to

uader the streets of

for

The war department of the United States government
Thomson welding machine for the Watervliet arsenal at Troy to be used in welding wire for the

council order for a report on the
and operating a city plant also came
discussion and was referred to the committee on

lamps, where

it

To

probably "rest in peace."

will

same committee was

amine

men

committee to

a

of

consider the subject

superintendence of electric wires,
this

committee considered

of overhead electric light wires to 500 volts.

The

daily "grist" of the state legislature,

on Beacon
orders.

in session

and

these are one advocating "better protec-

to the public against

tion

danger from

electric light wires

used or kept 'alive" during the daytime," and one for
securing "supervision and control of overhead or under-

ground

such

with

electric w^ires,

safeguards as

may be

required to properly protect lives and property."

were referred

committee on mercantile

to the

Both

An

by

to operate

electricity or other

An

motive power an

was to-day
presented by the "Meigs Elevated Railway company."
The indications are that the West End company is to be
bitterly opposed, and it was reported at the state house
yesterday that representatives of the Manhattan system in
New Vork were in town making plans for an attempt to
capture the charter for

Two new electric

itself.

car lines

on the West End road

will

and the Tremont House, and will hereafter be run past the
Tremont House around the loop to the depots formed by
Hanover, Causeway, Poriland, Merrimac and Sudbury
The cars on this line will be run at intervals of
streets.

The second

minute?.
is

The

will stop

cars

line to

be put into operation

that from Dorchester to the

to-morrow

Tremont House.

to wait for passengers

be used on

coming from a distance."

electric

all

cars

to

'

not

Gates

prevent passengers

getting on or off the cars on the side next the other track.

The advertising agent of an opera company thought he
had played a shrewd trick on the West Etd Street Railway
company on Sunday morning two weeks ago when he had
the span and guy wires of the electric lines on Tremont
and Boylston streets and Park square hung with gay colored posters announcing the advent of the company at
one of

the theaters.

company rendered a
moving the hangers.

After ascertaining the offenders the
bill of

This

f2i, the expense incurred in re-

was paid

at

once and was

promptly followed by the arrest of the two guilty men on
They were to-day
a charge of defacing private property.
fined

$10 each

The

in the municipal court.

price of incandescent lights has been reduced by the

Edison Illuminating
cent per hour for

one of the

O. H. M.

plant

is

electric light plant.

being installed at Bedfo'd,

has been formed to establish an electric light

Tex
The Pioneer Mining & Manufacturing company, Thom-

The

enlarging

its electric

Engine company of

light plant.

has furnished a
complete steam plant of 100 horse power capacity to R.
Mugge of Tampa, Fla. The power is for a Heisler ElecBall

Erie, Pa.,

Central Thomson-Houston company of Cincinnati
pu:ting in a complete electrical plant for the DeCoppet
company of Somerset, K.y. The steam plant is furnished by the Ball Engine company

The

is

company in this city from i^ to i
i6-candle power lamps and for other

ings, so as to secure the

safest

and best construction and

service.

&

Theformal opening of the new salesrooms of Lyon, Potter
Co., Chicago, last week, was an event of more than

usual interest to the music-loving public of Chicago. This
firm has fitted up an immense bui'ding on Wabash avenue,
Chicago, in the most elaborate style, making it one of the
finest establishments in the western metropolis.
The facilities for lighting this large establishment are in keeping
with the other appointments.
The Chicago Edison company, to which the contract was given, wired the salesrooms for 250 lights. These are supplied with current
from the company's central station. At the main entrance
an iS-lamp ball cluster attracts considerable attention. In
the main salesroom on the ground floor the lamps are arranged on pillars. The fixtures are of special design, in
the form of bands about the pillars, and each contains
six lamps.
The other salesrooms are lighted by four light
clusters, also specially designed.
Among the special features that attracted considerable attention on the opening
night was a mound of flowers in which were arranged 20
3-candle power lamps in series.
The effect of these
lights among the flowers was indeed striking, and attracted
considerable attention.

The London FJecbical Review speaking of the w^ire
cutting in New York, says: ''In England, owing to the
liberal policy of the Board of Trade, no similar drastic
measures have been taken, and the 'model order' of Major
Marindin, which stipulates that in future all electric light
conductors shall be placed underground, and that those
already carried overhead shall within two years from the
issue of the regulation be laid underground has, with the
exception of one or two minor points, met with general
approval.
T4ie fact that this policy has been followed in
this country, and that almost similar steps have been taken
in New York, has caused the governments of other
countries to consider the subject.
The German government is now taking action in the matter, and has just decided to put underground all the telephone, telegraph and,
we also believe, the electric light wires. In Paris most of
the electric light cables are laid underground, but in the
French provinci^^l towns they are generallv run overhead.
This state of affairs prevails aUo in Spain, and to a certain extent, in Austria-Hungary.
The most recent to take
action in this direction is the Italian government, which
has just adopted a policy by which the telegraph and telephone wires, the latter of which the government proposes
to acquire, will be protected from the influence e.xerted
upon them both by the induction from and contact with
electric light and power cables."

Ice

The Rapidan Water &

Electric

Power company

at

just

completed Ihe

wiring of the Winslow Bros. Manufacturing company's
building, Chicago, for 250 incandescent lamps.
The contract for an Edison dynamo has been awarded to the same
company, and the machine will be installed next week.

At a recent
in

Mo., the citizens voted
favor of contracting with the Boonville Electric Light &
election at Boonville,

Power company to light the city for ten years. The company will erect a station at once. One of the officers of the
company writes: "What we want now is a good plant."

Mayor Callahan

of San Antonio, Tex., has had a conference with representatives of the electric light, telegraph
and telephone companies doing business in the cilv, and
served notice on them that if they failed to agree on elevating
their wires to a uniform height, he would follow the example of Mayor Grant of New York, and cut their wires. '

Among the contracts for central station alternating current apparatus already reported by the agents of the Westinghouse Electric company for the month of January, are
the following:
For Red Oak. Iowa, 750 lights; Allentown, Pa., 1,500; Elmira, N. V., 750; Jacksonville. 111.,
All of these orders are for new
750; Marj^ville, Mo., 750.
plants except in the case of Elmira, which is an increase.
The original plant was installed there during the latter
part of the year iSSg,
O., Electric Light & Power company is
preparing to make extensive additions to its electric light
plant.
As soon as the weather permits, the electric light
station will be moved to the present gas works.
New boilers and engines of 350-horse power will be put in, new
buildings, dynamos and other machinery will be added,
and the station will be a model one. These improvements
will cost from $12,000 to $15,000,
The company is also

The Fremont,

extending and improving

its lines.

A

meeting of the companies doing business in the stale
of Michigan was held at the office of the Brush Electric
Light company, Detroit, January 17th, for the purpose of
organizing a state association.
The attendance and the
response from companies throughout the state was good.
The desirability of organizing such an association was
agreed to without dissent.
The association organized by
adopting by-laws and electing the following officers: President, Geo. Peck, president Edison Illuminating company
of Detroit; vice-president, Jas. R. Dee, general manager
of Peninsular Electric Light & Power company of Houghton and Hancock; secretary and treasurer, Joseph E. Lock%vood, general manager Brush Electric Light company,
Detroit; executive committee
George Peck, Detroit; Jas.
R. Dee, Houghton; Joseph E, Lockwood, Detroit; W. H.

—

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Rapi-

dan, Minn., has been organized.
The capital stock is
§100,000. The incorporators are Seth H. Baker, Rapidan;
George F. Piper, I\Iankalo; Clarence H, Piper, Garden
City, and J. C. Washburn, Mankato.

only at designated streets about a

quarter of a mile apart, and conductors are instructed

will

at

plant at Vernon,

exactly identical petition

The first will be
be put in operation to-morrow morning.
an extension of the line now running between Grove Hall

fi\e

electric light

The Chicago Edison company has

lature for authority "to locate, construct, maintain, equip

elevated railroad,"

also test a

will

Ind.

affairs.

The West End Street Railway company, through its
president, Henry M. Whitney, has applied to the legisand

commission

tric plant.

now

Hill, also contains its share of electrical bills

Among

its

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

the

advisable to reduce the voltage

it

This

Seymour, Ind., has a new

as, Ala., is

of

and further ordered that

e.x-

flues, etc., for the

George Westinghouse, Jr., was registered
on Saturday last.

concurred in the order given above for the appoint-

ment

welding of boiler

hotels in Boston

this

council meeting last night, the council-

the

cruisers.

A company

common

from the

chain welder for the Charleston navy yards.

a vengeance.
In the

commission

welding process and report upon

electric

government

also referred a rather remarkable peti-

owners and occupans of houses
that gas lamps be
This is conservatism with
that thoroughfare.

A

cannon.

expected in Boston in February to

to

Commonwealth avenue asking

restored to

the

is

adaptability

tion from the aristocratic

on

rifled

na\y department

The common

cost of maintaining

up

impo'tance came before the exchange.

manufacture of

Powers, Grand Rapids. The secretary was directed to
s.'ndacopyof the by-laws and a blank application for
membership to every company in the state. The association will give its first attention to the establishing of a general system of rules and regulations for the wiring of build-

fire."

directors of the

of this week, resulting in the choice

president; A. Robeson,

light wire

because "there was nothing

fire

the board

election of

Illuminating

r.

occurred this morning in the boot and shoe

fire

else in the building that

from the dangerous

accompanied

features that have heretofore
electric

of prices will take effect Februar}'

district of this city

ser\'ice.

The new schedule

candle powers in the same proportion.

and the uncertain nature of such

essarj' street excavations

a

damage
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The Anniston,
an

electric

Ala., Street

system on

Railway company

will

adopt

all its lines.

It is stated that the Union Street Car company of St.
Joseph, Mo. proposes to experiment with a storage battery
system.

A party of Montreal capitalists visited Boston last week
and examined the West End electric railway system, with a
view to introducing similar service in their own ciiy.
The Brooklyn Street Railway Company of Cleveland
Ohio has just installed two 125 horse power engines,
making 14 Ball engines of this size now in its two power
stations.

The Keokuk. la., Electric Street Railway company has
asked for an exclusive franchise for opt rating electric
street cars in that city.
The company has a capital stock
of $100,000 and expresses a willingness to equip a first
class line.

of the Business Men's association of
the annual meeting, called attention to
the fact that the city has a water fall of a capacity of 10,00 Nhorse power, which could be utilized by the use of
electric motors.

President Allen

Davenport,

la., at

The Birmingham, Ala., Street Car company has been
granted permission by the city council to experiment on its
Much interest is felt in the
lines with storage batteries.
development of electricity as a means of propulsion for
street railways.

An effort is being made to introduce an electric street
Grand Forks, Dak. The Northwest Electrical
Construction & Supply company of .St. Paul, Minn., is endeavoring to secure the franchise, and many wealthy local
railroad into

citizens are

The

championing

its

cause.

Pueblo, Col., has granted a franchise
to the Pueblo City Railway company for the construction
of twenty-two miles of road to be operated either by cable
Work is to be commenced within thirty days
or electricity.
and completed through the business streets inside of six
city council of

months.

The

question of rapid transit and better street car facilihas agitated the people of Memphis, Tenn., for years.
present system of horse cars is a miserable
far
as modern accommodations, time and
failure as
service are
concerned.
Three months ago, when a
company was organized to introduce rapid transit into the
It was procity, the movement was hailed with delight.
posed by the new company to build an electric street railway, touching every important point in the city, and a
franchise was granted the projectors of the enterprise by
ties

The

A representative of the Sprague
the legislative council.
company recently invited representative business men to
visit Cincinnati and other cities and examine the electric
roads in those places. In every instance the visitors have
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become convinced of ihc desirability of introducing the
and the outlook for rapid transit in

electric system,

Memphis

is

certainly ver>' good.

The Thomson Houston Electric company has just closed
a contract wiih the Street Railway company of Fort
Worth, Tex., to furnish that company 15 motor cars and
It is provided that the
the requisite generating apparatus.
Under this arrangesystem shall be in operation May isl.
ment the s>stem with which experiments have been maHe
be abandoned.

will

been made and the right of way obtained
from a pomt on Hudson stieet,
Rochester. N. V., to the Sea Uiceze, a summer resort on
Irondcquoit bay. The line will be six miles long, and it
is hoped the cars will be running :it the opening of the sea'1
his will make the third electric road from Rochester
son.
10 summer resorts in the immediate neighborhood.

A

for

Corfu, Corsica. Cyprus, Canary Islands, Greek Islands,
Herzegovina, India, Japan, Java or Sumatra, Liberia,
Persia. Philippine Islands, Siam, are reached by telegraph
direct, and telegrams are mailed from these points to all
known countries. The highest price charged is $11.76
Cipher dispatches are proper word to South Persia.
hibited to Turkey, both in Asia and Europe, Koumania,
several
Tri|X)li, Servia and
other countries.
.Ml messages
It wants but a
to the Orient must be written in French.
irans-Pacilic cable to complete the girdle about the earth."

Personal Paragraphs.

sur\-ey has

an

electric railroad

In an interesting article on coal-mining machinery in the
Black Diamotui the following paragraph appears; The
past year has seen great advances made in the science of
electric power and improvement in the manufacture of
electrical machinery for coal mining and other purposes.
It has opened a prospect in the future of cheaper mining
and an extension of trade by diminishing the cost for
absolute labor, thus placing this country in a far better
position to compete with other lands in the trade marts of
Since the Gramme dynamo was introduced in
the South.
1S70 the development of dynamic power has been steady
and continued, and to-day its value is being appreciated
The number of electrical machines
the wide world over.
that are being placed in coal mines, the great attention
which they are receiving from every operator of account,
and the immediate saving in the working expenses of a
mine which their advent effects, stamp them as being a
common mining factor in the future. With their perfection the cost of coal production will be so lessened that
coal as a fuel will vie in point of economy with certain
fuels which under highly- favored circumstances now displace its use in various sections of the country.

Alien R. Foote,

The Central Electric ccmpany of San Francisco has
been incorporated with ^250.000 capital to construct and
maintain electric apparatus in the cities and towns of the
Pacilic coast: directors; C. F. Fargo. J. Redding, L. IBaker, G. P. Adams and C. H. Wilson.
Oscar Williams, whose death at Hartford, Conn.,
was due to an electric
Wednesday, January 15.
care'essress and
victim of
his own
shock, was a
folly.
Along the west side of the factory w here he
was employed ran two wires of the Hartford Eight iV
Power company, so near a seccnd-s'ory window
'1 he workmen
that one can reach down and gia^p them.
in the factory had been in the habit of thus reaching down
The electric company found
and receiving slight shocks.
this out and sent a warning to the establishment, and the

was ordered discontinued. Williams, however, disregarded the order and Wednc day went to the window,
Ht leaned over a
leaning
out, grasped the wires.
and
Instantly he
steam radiator, and a circuit was formed
uttered a piteous shriek, and two employes ran into the
room, and seizing the unfortunate man by the legs, pulled
him by main force off the wires in through the window.
He was unconscious, and died in less than ten minut'S.
Two lingers of the right hand were burned to the bone.
practice

The

following will be of interest to medical *nen: A.t a
recent meeting of the Harveian Society in London. Dr.
Cagney said that experiments by Eulenburg, von liruns
and Hermann .Vlunk had shown that certain drugs could
be made to pass through animd tissues by the action of a
galvanic current, and he liimself had used iodide of potassium in this way for the cure of lead palsy. Only very
small doses, however, could be administered through the
skin.
The method was best adapted for the treatment of
diseases of the skin and mucous membranes, or of small
In the application of
tumors immediately beneath them.
the method a very strong current was not needed, but a
suH'icient current density was required, and the tissues
under treatment must be brought directly in the path of
The electrodes might be either sponges
the current.
holding solution of iodide of potassium or a modification of
'I"he elecDubois" conducting tubes tided with the fluid.
large surface area.
The fluid
trode should be of
should be a saturated solution of iodide of potassium, and
it ought
to be supplied, where possible, at both poles.
Where this was not possible the solution should bi: at the
The current should be passetl for lu to 15
negative pole.
minutes, and its strength would be determined by circumstances.
Its direction should be reversed every minute.

for

electricity

who

the

has charge of the department of
eleventh census, was in Chicago last

week.
II. Ward Leonard of the United Edison Manufacturing
company. New York, attended the
meeting of the
Chicago Electric club Monday evening.

Paul

Just, formerly with the Thomson- Houston
company, Chicago, has accepted the position of
engineer for the North Chicago Street Railroad

C.

Electric
electrical

company.

Asa T. Soule, who died at Rochester, N. Y., last week,
was the originator of the electric railway between that city
and Ontario beach, which has proved such a boom for electric roads in that section.
Mr. Soule held about half the
stock of the electric company.

THE TELEGRAPH.
Cable comglance at the table of charges of

of the

I'ij^lal

Telegraph

pany, said recently: "A
the Commercial Cable company recall's Puck's declaration
that he could put a girdle about the earth in forty minutes.
There seems to be no portion of the globe where civilizaMessages can be .=ent
tion has not obtained a foothold.
from extreme of the fi.xed rale to New York, and thence by
transatlantic cable to (ircat Britain, Ireland, France and
Germany, to .Mgeria, Morocco, Tripoli and Tunis on the
northern coast of Africa, for from 8c to 27c per word.
Delagoa Bay, Mozambique, Zanzibar and the Transvaal in
South Africa can be reached for %z. 16 per word. There arc
twenty-eight telegraphic stations on the west coast of Africa,
In South
the tariff ranging from $1.45 to i^2 per word.
America, the Argentine Republic, lirazil, Chili, Colombia.
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay are reached from
ICngland by twenty-eight stations, the charges ranging
from $1.40 to ^4-7" perword. AH portions of Arabia,
Australia, China. Cochin China, Corea, Ascension Islands,

Electrical Patents.
Issued Jan.

Hood

it is

now

handling.
the
that

they are about installing an Edison electric light station,
and will need from 15 to 25 tons of bare copper wire

G W.

Electric
delphia, Pa.

Wing

the interest of the Simonds
in his fans, engines, etc.
He

Manufacturing company

\oxV

city.

new headquarters at So John street, New
The Western department will remain in charge
the

headquarttrs

will

be at 96

Electric Steam Generator,
leremiah O'Meara,
York. N. V.
Claim four reads:
'In a heating apparatus, a refractory crucible
adapted to b^ highly heated, combined with a heating
agent applied to the said crucible and adapted to heat
the same, and a vessel within the crucible to ccntain
water to be hea'cd or converted into steam and separated from the crucible by means of an alloy fusible at

a predetermined high temperature."

Conduit for Electric
4'9. 30S.
Black, Richmond, Va.

Fletcher & l-"lelcher Electric company of Cleveland,
(>., recently introduced an improved form of diy battery,
and are receiving complimentary notices of work. Substantial assurance of the success of the battery is furnished
in the targe and increasing orders that have of lale been received.
It is known as the Excelsior dry battery.
It is
compact, perfectly sealed, has a high electromotive force
and low internal resistance. Its power of recuperation is a

The

special feature.

The Central ICIectric company, Chicago, has removed to
new building, iiOand iiS Franklin street, where, with
a larger stock and more
making shipments more promptly

increased facilities for carrying

and

for

it hopes to ascend even
This company has had a
remarkably successful career, and its prosperity is due
largely to the strict business methods which it employs and
the high line of goods it carries.

and with greater care than formerly,

Since the numerous tests and experiments with the

new

arc light system of the Westinghousc Electric company have
attested its excellence, the company has decided to extend
The works in
the arc light business as much as possible.
I'iltsburg are now being enlarged, and all the detail work
is now removed cither to Newark or New York to give more
The new six-story building which
space to arc tight work.
is taking the place of the structure which burned down several months ago, is to be exclusively utilized for the manuThe socket department was last
facture of arc lamps.
week removed to Newark, to make needed room in the

works.

M. A.

Bernard

Electric Street Railwav.
Bernard J. Black
Wilton F. Jenkins, Richmond, Va.

Draft- Annunciator
419. 312.
luck, Centralia, Pa.
Elect lie

Louisburg,

N

Eleclric

419.

N.

for

William Bul-

Mines.

Telegraph.

Railroad

J.

and

Baylus

Cade,

C.

Baylus

Railroad,

Cade.

Louisburg,

C,

419. 355.

Railway Car.

419. 3O5.

Electric Connector.

Albert B. Pullman, Chicago.

John A.

111.

Seely, Brooklyn,

Y

N.

The

workmanship.

diversified line,

Railways.

419. 309.

419. 313,

its

Arthur

New

The Elektron Manufacturing company which manufactures the Perret motor, has just begun the manufacture of
an incandescent machine after the improved pattern of Mr.
Perret, whereby a very low rate of revolution of the armature is reached so that direct couplirg with the many new
high speed engines can be successfully maintained.- 'I'his
is a very ingenious machine and
is characterized by
fine

,

419. 2S2.

has established

of W. H. Wissing. and
l<ake street, Chicago.

Phila-

process consists in heating both the solution
and the electrodes to expel the oxygen therefrom.

business of the Southern Electrical

has purchased

Stanley C. C. Currie,

The

Supply company has compelled them to move from their
old quarters at 310 North Third street, to the commodious
five story brick building at S23 Locust street, St. Louis.
This comparatively new concern seems to be achieving a
L. J.

Motor.

Method of Making Electrolytic Meters.
419. 264.
E. Kennelly, Orange, N. J.

electrical public.

gratifying success.

Daniel A. Culman,

—

Mr. Biddle, who has charge of the electrical department
of las. Queen & Company, Philadelphia, reports a large
and increasing business in electrical testing instruments.

The rapidly-growing

1890.

Multiple field poles are employed, and the changes
of polarity in the poles of the armature are caused to
pass from -i- to neutral and then to
and vice versa.
The fourth claim follows;
"In an electric motor, the combination with the field
magnets of the multipolar armature, the poles of wnich
are each independently wound in different circuits, and
the commutator with the bars of which the armature
circuits are connected.

boiler compound is finding a
the West.
The Magee Brothers of Chicago
and St. Paul have recently ordered two car loads of this
cleansing compound which is being so largely used in all
the steam plant districts of the country.

H. T. Paislc is now located in his new and commodious
quarters at the corner of I2th and Market street, Philadel
phia, and reports an increasirg business.
Ills w ell known
switch is now universally popular.
He is at work upon a
new electrical device which he will shortly present to the

14,

Lamps.

Mo.

clamping ring."

Lord's famous

in-

City,

419,2
2i5.

field in

The new catalogue just issuing comprises many new
struments of iniertst to electricians generally.

for Electric

Kansas

,

The second claim reads as follows:
"In a hood or screen for lamps, the screen-sections
covered with netting, spring-hinges for holding said
sections normally open, and means for fastening the
same in a closed position, in combination with a

The Electrical Supply company, Chicago, has just issued a neat circular calling attention to special lines of

higher in the scale of perfection.

David Dougherty,

ure.

Jr

Hansjn & Linehan, of Dubuque, Iowa, write
Western Electrician under date of January 17,

1890

The National Carbon company of Cleveland, O., has issued the following circular:
"It gives us great pleasure to
state that we have finished rebuilding the portion of our
factory destrojed by lire two months ago, and are now running at our full capacity in every department. We have
spared no expense in erecting special machinery of our own
design, and believe our facilities to be far in advance of
any other carbon factory. We wish to present our acknowledgments to our patrons for their kindness in overlooking the unavoidable delays in the matter of shipments of
carbons, and to say that as we are now running full again,
we are able to serve every one promptly as heretofore. We
feel that we can best show our appreciation of our patrons'
kindness to us during our time of trial by tire by an improvement in the quality of our carbons, and confidently
believe that such improvement will be found in the National carbons which you will receive in the future."

Business Mention.
goods which

25,

Adams street (Electric Club building) Chicago, 1. A.
Grant Jv: Company are a young but vigorous concern which
has made an enviable record for itself.
The firm does
general engineering with the Mcintosh and Seymour engine as a leading specialty.
Mr. Glasier has a host of
acquaintances in the electrical business, all of whom will
unhesitateingly predict him entire success in his new vent-

419, 1S6.

large

Miscellaneous Notes.

January

Glasier, well

known throughout

the

West from

his long connection with the Jarvis Engineering company,
as western manager, has changed his business connections,
and has become associated with the engineering firm of
Company, of Boston, whom he will repre
J. A. Grant &
Mr. Glasier has taken offices at 103
sent in the West.

invention is applicable, principally, to leadcables which are usually laid in conduits
ihrougli the streets, the joints being made at intervals
where lateral branches are run off to buildings.
The last claim reatls:
"5.
coupling or joint for electrical conductors
consisting of a tube or sleeve, in combination with a
conductor, the tube being provided with a longitudinal slit, and solder filling in the slit and connecting
the walls of the two with the conductor."

covered

A

Meter for Alternating Electric Currents. Oliver
B. Shallenberger, Rochester, Pa.
Of the twelve claims we give the eighth:
"In an electric meter having a rotating armature, a
polarizing conductor for the armature, and a second
polarizing conductor placed at an angle to the first and
consisting of continuous rings of conducting material

419 367.

placed side by
419. 4S7.

side.'"

Electric Cut-out.

John

F. Wollensak, Chicago,

III.

The object of the invention is to provide a compact
and substantial device for connecting and disconnecting the wire in an electric circuit.
The claim

reads:

"In an electric cut-off, the combination of a bracket,
an insulating piece arranged in the bracket, a binding
screw arranged in the insulating piece and exposed in
one portion, and a thumb-screw that may be turned
into the bracket until it connects with the exposed
portion of the binding screw, and out until it disconnects therefrom."

419 ,524.

Shade

for Incandescent Electric Lights.

Joseph

H. Huber, Greensburg, Pa.
419 ,58s.

Electric

Railway.

Isidor

Kitsee,

Ohio.
419 ,617. .Socket for Incandescent Lamps.
Lawton, New York, N. V,

Cincinnati,

Charles

H.
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Manufacturers of Patent Finished

25-26 HONORE BUILDING.
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Eucased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Two complete seta of

THOS.

C.

-

ETJGEKEMUSSELL&OO,,

CHICAGO.

-
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M.

E.

Electrical

Sup-

Every Oescription.

plies of

tric

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBMAN. Agent.

Watw St..New Tork.
Telephones and

Hammond Building,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Strain and Electric Power Conetruction, ElecLight PJantp, Lonenltbtion and Soperintendence.
Specifications fumiehed for flret-class
plants.

11

FARADAY CABLES.

AND
QXJAIilTIUS

For Electi'ical Purposes.

Bntterwortli, Hall, Brown & Smitli,
Patent Atlorneyn,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

New York

Ari. SIZES

Ute

ELECTRICITY,

KIgia Telephone and

ELGIN,

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co

U.S. A.

p. C.

EuGESE

JoKN Cakroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.

Scc'y. Treasure-.

s

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
Factory,

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
\

i

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.
-

3IANUFACTUREI{S OF

-

Cardew Voltmeters.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Queen's
Queen's

Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandeecent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Electro-dyramometers,

New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes.
New Portable Combination Testing Set

Complete

Outfits for Insulation Testing.

Special attention

paid

to

re call

crating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

FARADAY CABLES.
" ^SATIRE.

THE "CL ARK
Insulation Guaranteed

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

JAMES W. QDEEN &

924 Chsstnit Stwet, Pijlidelplin.

CO.,

MATHER ELECTRIC
"' MetropoUtan Block, )j
CHICASO OFIICE:] «»»™
I>a Salle and Kandolph Sts.

jj

)

I

CO.,

BEID, Manager.
'

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
''.9,

^.

In a letter from the Inspectos of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
he says *'A Thoroaghly Kellable and Uesirable Wire in Every Respect."
The rnbter used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed

18S6,

waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The iusulatlon is protected frum mechanical Injury by one or more braids and ihe
iFliole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our iTisulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of aU
gangea and diameter of iusulatlon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad«

AJKI> CUT-OFF COCPr-IXGS.
C^.&.S2, .a. C'X'EXSIST'ICS:

to he

Vise-like grip of clutches ootionaily gradual or sudden.
Large friction sutfoces prevent undue ujetr.
Disengaaement of clutches is positive.
Pulleg shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good tecoid running throuch jive yews.
Experts are invited to examine pscuHarities.

M) order,

,
^

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

*>ena for !»*•» Catalogue.

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

frRrp>v

A.

m.ARK.

HERBERT

OoueralManaeP-r.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

:

ECXIPSE WIXDEXGIXE CO..

H. EnsTIS. Electrician

Wis.

Beloit.

LEONARD & IZARD COMPANY,
MD

COKSULTIHG
For any or

all

A full line of Commercial Supplies carried
Branch

COHTRACTIHG ELECTRICAL IHGIXEERS,

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Light
"Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

Offices:

at all

times for Plants described above.

Thetumh-r

i-xchanee.

^^N/^

6,

I.

;

Kinds of Electrical Construction Work.

k.

Boston,

ILL.

lis,

Telfphorp

VI

f..

Milw

aFlc-e. YTfs

and Telegraph,

Philadelphia.

Omaha,

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.
PARIS EXPOSITIOIT.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

A\(rARDED A GOLD MEDAL AX THE

MARK.

Ch'cago,

if*-

Electric Light, Telephone,

THE OKONITE COMPAIMY,
BRANCHES:

all

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

rRAOir

Plans and Specifications for

BUILDING. CHICAGO.
Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO
Sherman and
BfoitbTre*»t«>rn 3ln*ual
ln*^TirPTirp Biflf
RoomsS and Minn'»ppnli«.-3linn.
Room

1

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

3 Park

Louisville.

St.

Louis.

Row,
Kansas

NEW YORK.

City,

gnd

San Francis co.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Sitnplicity, Etc., Etc.

DITNAIVEO ElaZSCTRIC « IXEACHIIffSS
'^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc,
new
RBSKrH
DlUmUn nPPirP?'
UrriUDO.

YORK, 33 church St.:

BOSTON. Ill Arch

KANSAS cur,

St.:

PHIIADELPHIA, 506 Ccrr.merce St .:
CHICAGO, 42 ia
NEW ORLEANS, 106 Carondelet St.

Salle St

nialto Bullalng:

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

BHGGOT,

%E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

^^ ^

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Knlitely

all

1S90

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

Steam

if

Cutjilogue ou application.

Boilers.

8TILWELL&BIERGEMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
GAS AHL ELSCTRIC

GEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street^

CHICACrO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Avenne,

Fiftli

CHICAGO.
BHANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

Stilwell's Patent Live

IN

COMBINATION

D.

January 25

Orford Rosette Pendant

«?!.!«!™^-

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

Cincinnati, Olllo.

CO.,

CO.,

PEERY, Ylce-Presldent and General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

Write for Juae, 1S89, Cataloene of (S) Globe Valves, Pop Safety Valves
LabricatorSi Oil and Grease Cnps. Eng^lne BuI'ders' Brass Goods,
and Glass Oil Cops for Dynamos.

HIGH OR LOW TENSION.
2 Pearl

1

The new Sperry apparatus free from repalre for twelve mooths.
That the new sperry Improved Dynamos cao Decoupled in aerlea with perfect eafety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

1.
-.

3.

Sti-oet.

Room

BOSTOX, MASS.

6,

Impoveil

circuit,

Railway

in efliclency those of

any other

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our antotnatlc regalatlon has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

3.

THOMAS ASBBIIKNEE,

daeb-pot.

That

4.

We

THE

If

you

Invite

\}im

will visit

our factory we can show yoo the best arcl'ghting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

ELECTRIC

:0„

131,

1S6,

198

South

Clinton

St„

Road-lieils.

CORRES-

PONDENCE SOLICITED.

make.
•J.

Street

for

LOWEST PRICES.

BEST IHATERIAL.
The new Aatomatlc Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

Material

Pateiiteil

elngly or In croapa, with perfect eafety, and without Bpartins; at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to namter of ligbta burning.

Eureka construction.

Westero Agent,

Kansas

Cily,

Mo.

Rolled any weifibt desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Cliair and Section of Rail Seat, Espress Prepaid, to
Prospective Purchasere.

AUTOMATIC

CHICABD, ILL.

BALL CUT -OFF ENGINE
Office and Factory

2134

to

Maimfaclnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

OUR

^'f/

Life,

Size,

POINTS

SLTEKirRtLlTY,

oiTsnnE

Guaranteed Second

THLM

ALL.

AVRITE
J. F.

to

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES,

PORTER.

Pres.

I

I

Ji

STANDARD

ECONOMY,

CARBON SPECIALTIES,
Uniform

"

RELIABILITY

ST. LOUIS, MO,
aud

Lone

BL4CKD14M0HD"

—

'^'"

^

VXV

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEM
COMPOUND

GOVERNING
EVER

OBTAINED.

For Electrical

Li.i|?litiii^,

BALL ENGINE

& Genl. Manager.

and purhas no equal.

Electrical KaiUvays

poses Avliere perfect s'overiiing' is required,

CO„,
E.

it

ERIE, PA.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
919 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Electric Power
full line of supplies
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
carried at all times for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Elect rical Construction.

For any system of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

A

THTSTANDARD CARBON COMFANYrCLEVELAND.
ol

OHIO,

IVIa.zx'U.fctot'u.x-ex'ai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

)

January

25,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

and

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

"WATER M'HEEE

BRA'n-:i>

is

called to this

CELE-

as particularly adapted to their use,

remarkably steady motion,

bisrb Speed
s:reat Efficiency, and lars:^ i'apacity, for its diameter,

on account

of

its

Power

double

the
of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

being

number
ical

ful effect

sfiiaranteed.

SE>'0

FOB CATALO«rE AND PARTICFtARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"

is highly recommended, as no gezxZ are required,
can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

and

it

VICXOR

XfRBI.^'ES

We

8T1LWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACIOBIES: WATEBBUBT, CONN.
MASIUFACTIJKEKS OF

BARK AND INSUImATZSD ^ITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magrnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lightlnfr. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

Ome wire

K."

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

/^I

ADC

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26

MADRON CO.,

BELDING MOTOR &
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

MAKERS

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

o-'

HIGH -GRADE

COMPANY,

WF(}.

Street,

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

-

Street, f

MABTJFACTUEEKS OF THK

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest ISfBciency CS-uaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATDRE MADE,

Even

All Parts Intercbang'eable
Correspondence Solicited.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

-

to Comniutator.

Agents Wanted in

all

the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONI.T' COUFIiETE SET OF V. 8.
TtT.BCTmCAI. PATEHTS IK CHICAOO.

ABSOLOTELY NO BEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

PARIS

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

ISQLDMEDAl
FO R
ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPtiSlTiQN

-

1889
I

A(\^lASi),lNCANJ)E5CHNT(U(;j'HlC

t'GHflNG. ei,ecrRO-PLATING>,ANJ)
rOR ExpCRlMENfALUSE. ALSO MOTORS.

CSOSDA.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

149 West 18th Street

NEW YORK.

WESTERN

ELECtollCIAN.

January

25,

1S90

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

33 Mercer Street,

NEW^ YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Sheet,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every

description,

KieVs Patents

including the celebrated

for

Primary and Storage

Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CUcago, 111.

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO., "'"°H«*«-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January'as, 1890

GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SFECIAIi AGENTS

Have a

:nlO

^v>

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

MARK.
AND CAB£,E8.

TRADE

WIBES

FUIili

will

make L.OW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WHEN YOU BUY

-

KANSAS

-

CITY,

MO.

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

Prom ANY Manufacturer
State that

PROMPT Shipments.

Prices and

WANT

you

WITH

or Dealer,

IT

SUPPLIED

standard Underground

Ca"ble Co.'s

the

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham
Automatic

SOLD TS SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"yyestem
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

OMAHA.

AND JOBBERS.

Switch.

S-u.pply- KCo-u.se,
AVrite for Samples, Prices

and Data.

ELEGTRiC HEAT REGULATOR

Send for Catalogue.
Saves Coal,

Saves Doctor's

Bills,

;

No. 8 Keyser BuUdhig,

vinced.

BALTIMORE. MP.

If

The GOUI.D PACKING GOMPAMT^

not sold In your town write ns for illaetrated circular and prices.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING
aHWDTEAPOLIS,

36 Cambridge street,

EAST CAMBRIDGE, - MASS.,

Saves Labor;

Automatic, Simple and Durable Insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without it; can be
applied to any kind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con-

Automatic Switcli Co..

C. F.

ANNETT,

Preat.

S.

F.

FENTON,

CO.,

]}II?iIir.

CHAs. a^)^^ET smith, seo^

Tice-Preat. and Treas.

MANTJFACTURB THE
Hotel and House Annunciators.

Gould Steam and Water Packing
The Original Ring Packing,

Pat. June 1,

1880.

Saperior to any Packing: in the market for Steam, Water
or Ammonia. Self-Lutrfcating, does not corrode the rod,
never grows hard If directions are followed. Sent on thirty
days' trial. Satisfactory or no pay. None gennine without
f;hiB trade mark and date of patent stamped on wrapper.

Beware of infringements and imitations,

ALBION CHIPMAN, Treasurer.

UAFX

Electric Gas Lighting.

The United

Fire and Burglar Alarms.

Electric Go.

Electro-Medical Apparatus,

Electrical

Electric Lighting.

Apparatus and Supplies,

Telegraph Instruments.

SALT LAKE

Wire and Batteries.

CITY.

-

UTAH.

All similar Packings are imitations and calculated to deceivb-

KING BELL

iH|

PATENT APPLIED

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

FOR.

SOMETHIN& ENTIRELY NEW
EASY OF ADJUSTMENT,
SOLID IRON BASE,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

NICKEL-PLATED &ONG,

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

CUT TWO-THIHDS ACTUAL SIZE

Cau be adjusted

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Ibefore op

after placing in
position.

Working Parts
Completely Protected.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

Seat, Reliablf,
and Substantial.
For Prices, See Our Catalogue.

SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING WORKING PARTS.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

STORAGE BATTERIES.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
EI-ECTRICML. SUPPLIES.
Manafactarers of and Dealers in Every Uaecrlption of

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunclatore,

114 South Second Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ESTASLISBBO

1667,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

a
G.

V

&

402
ALL STANDARD

ELECTRIC

January

25,

1890

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET, IMEW YORK.
SIZES
Ovsr G.OOO Now

$c

OF—
IN

in

Uiae

THE

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,

-FROM

Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office. Phcenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

H. F.

ers. Coffee Mills, Polishing
Tools, Etc.

Building.

99 West

New England

Fourtli Street.

Office,

Piiiladelpliia Office,

148
301

Higii Street,

and Grinding

Cor. Oliver, Boston.

Arcti Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iis^i-r:ErD,

YORK.
STREET CARS
ZTElMr

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

BERGlMiLITIT

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT

liiaHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

[

B,

-W-t-W •\ri\T>Tr
JCUHli.
ivrx^iiT-

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

January

25,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

™«*^

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

^«'

823 LOCUST STREET,

TRADE MABK-

TRADE MARK.

A GENTS.

AGENTS,

F0REf(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

PATENT

CHICAGO,

ST.,

XSIectrical Kxpert^
DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

DOUBLE

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

.

LIFT-OVER

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special "Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Haalage
a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago

PENDANT BURNER
Igniting

Office,

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
CHAELE8

PENOANT BURNER

This
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, -which saves two-tbirds of Bm^tj Power and
avoids Short Circuiling, wh!ch is liable to occur in many others.
The Double Lift- Ov,r Eleclrode is a very importaDt featture no other Pendant hss.
Electric Sparl< or Connection only

ST. IDynsLKio
J.

KINTNBE.

Second to none.

PAGET & KlNTNEELf
and

Experts

Electrical

and

machinery.

Engineers,

Electrical

8.

4S JBlToet,€3.-v^a,-y,

-

Dr. Gassner's

is

Ignited.

Dry Battery.
in the

Market,

a.rLcl

Free from

By

TAUSSIG,

gum

CyliiKier Oils.

Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
- ^
Agent,
River St.,
or acids.

refiltering

43

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED

"V^HJ^L.,

l^O'J^Vi'

Acknowledged by experts to be tbe Beet Open Circuit Battery
tbe most durable and convenient for

Electric Bells,

when Gas

WRITE FOR PRICES'AND SAMPLES.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
INTO.

or Gasoline by Electricity.

Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

iEOHABS PAGET.

Ghemcal

Gas

Primary Batteries

Gas Ligliting, Telephones,

FOR

Signals, Electric Clocks,
Stationary Batteries for Physicians

DOMESTIC

and many Other Uses.

ITo Liquid.

Ko Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

Write for Circular.

For

Sa™™rn

And

California Electrical Works,

Ele^ctric

_

San Francisco,

BOLE AQEKT AND MANUFACTTJKEE*

^K^^g^

Oral, Electric,

W.
2
New

an!

WHISTLES,

AND FOR

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463
for

LI6HTIN6,

Ill Chambers Stree*, New York

Cal.

SPEAKING TUBES

Send

ELECTRIC

^ SCHO VERLING,

Co.

Catalogue, out August

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Scientific and other Porposes.

NEW CATALOGUE JUST

OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.
I

)

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO;'
F. A.

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

JAMES

DE MEXICO" is the only electrical paper published in Mexico
circulation ail over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfnliy received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico." Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Paients applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
The "REVISTA TELEGBAFICA

and has a wide
it is

Address:

X*>

./l^.

OITf OF MEXICO.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN,

S^KTX.

P.O. Box 31, orCaltedelRetuoioNo.lR. sntreiuelo.

H.

1

20 Park Avenue,

-

-

BROOKLYN, N,

Y,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

January

25, iS

THE BEST or ALL
THE MHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

We Guarantee 12

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500

1

6-CANDLE-POWER LAWFS.

L%mpsfor each Mechanical S. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Transformers and Dynam,08for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.
16-C. P.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND
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Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
H»ad-B3ok with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Eadt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
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electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or
alarms, electric gas

fire

lighting apparatus,

First

now
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100 pages, 70 illustra-
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tions, flexible cloth binding,

size

of type

page Six 3 inches. Designed for dynamo
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who wish to learn how to operate and care
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for electric light instaliatiots.

of the kind in the English language.

book

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.
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Motor Truck

Cantilever
AGENTS

AGENTS

WANTED.

WANTED.

^^^^pRi^F^^Wi^^W¥^^'^^^^
The Strongest, Simplest and Easiest Riding Motor
Tlie only

Motor Trucii Equipped

witli

Trucli in Existence.

Intercliangeable Elastic Motor Wheels.
Powerful and

superiority of this Truck consists in itn Great Strength,
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
the facility with v.'hich Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load a,nA. positively prevents oscillation of cars.

The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY.

iNSONIA BRASS AND GOFFER
1

33 and

1

35 Wabash Ave

19 and 21

,

MANUFACTURERS

GO.

Cliff Street,

OF-

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Magnet Wire,
Weatherproof Wire,
Flexible Incandescent Cord,
Office Wire.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
,

FIRE PROOF
Approved by

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Underwriters' Wire,

Paragon Wire,
Battery Copper Oongs,

Annunciator Wire,
etc.

,

etc.

AND WEATHERPROOF WIRE.

NEW YORK BOARD

OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS.
CUT SHOWING STYLE OP INSULATK IN.

This Weather-Proof Composition Hardens on Exposure to the Weather, Rendering the Covering Absolutely Impervious
to Moisture, and Enabling it to E£fectually withstand the most Severe Abrasion.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LINE WIRE MADE
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

AND SAMPLE FURNISHED ON

LARCE STOCK OF WIRE CARRIED

IN

APPLICATION.

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.

^
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RAILWA7 SISTEM

ELECTRIC

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A HD COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Sliaht Cost for Repairs,

ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Iloinsoii-IoQsloii tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GKAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave,

Chica^,

III,

Wall and

Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 40S Sibley

St,,

St.

Panl, Minn.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
We

can promise immediate

at'

tention to all orders sent

and prompt ship
ment of goods.

us,

«t*5'

SHIELD BRAND WIRE.

I

MOISTURE PROOF.

We carry

all

No. 43... .Double Braid.
Triple Braid.
No.
No. 45 Quadruple Braid.

a

kinds of

.

We handle all kinds of

.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRIC LIGHT
A Line Wire of Very Superior

HOUSE GOODS.

Insulation.

POW ER SUPP LIES.
Our complete Catalogue
the«e

goods, No.

560,

P.

has

R&B.

been Issued, and will be
mailed to any address

&B.

ILINE WIRE.

of

No. 41.

upon application

The

.

.

Our No. 647 Catalogue of these
Goods Is the most complete ever issued. Send
for

.Double Braid.

it.

insulation will stand

exposure to the weather for
years, and give perfect satisfaction.

•

We
all

••

can quote on

our goods, the low-

est prices

on large or

small orders.

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-A.-O-0.
x:as7srn offigb and factories.
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IMPORTAIMT.

^%^

PA Tt;jfjr

SUSTAINED.
The broad

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
declared to belong to the Brush Electric Company, under
U. S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No.219,S08.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,
right to the use of

JVDCE CRESHAM SOLDS:
That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc

1

Lighting.

Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4z
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

2 That

the

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maiutaiaed betwesn tiie Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
firom all prior lamps."

Company is assured by the most competent legal advisers
Brush Patent, as interpreted by the IT. S. Circuit Court, practically
all Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now offered for sale are
The Brush

that under

and notice
i^rosecuted

this

Electric

.

hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or
and held for damages to the full extent of the Law.

is

users, will

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

be

CO.,
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
f ox>t ^Wetyxie, XudlAzxet.
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

of

the

INDUCTION

out

SYSTEM

The Most Oarefolly Workedand Oomplete Altematlaa

System of Electric Xighting la

OF

Existence.

IHCAHDESCBNT LIGBTIFG,
AX1> TIIK

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Chiaranteed.

OK

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Oonverten

12-16 Candle Power

to the Mechanical

Hon*

Power Ouaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

OFFICi:,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, ManageFf

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

SAN

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA

IND.

J.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

to identify themselves with

the best goods and the safest policy, should
ELEChandle the products of the
which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers through-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,
out the country.

Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
S<nn<lnr<I llotol \oc«Ile Aiiiinnoiator
Wlih

eue

7

CALL and Fine ALARM ATTACHUtf/Ttl.

aOEITH-OIT, Axxo:^.

I

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

FEBRUARY

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

i,

1

O cents per Copy.
No.

1890.

5.

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MA>'UFACTtmEES OP

1

COWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILIOON COPPER ALLOYS,
IN INGOTS. SHEETS, KODS.

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,
STEWART BUILDING,
B3 Chambers

a ^^

St.,

PURE ALUMINUM.

Hew

Bridgepart, Conn.

Standard Underground Cable

^BM,

WESTINGHOnSE BLE„ PITTSBDRM,
G. L.

COMBINES
IN

lil^
Ml^^9^^

Ilre-^

'^^^i *

'

Weatherproof

F. E.

Co.,

PA.

Cortlandt Si

%^4^
^^—

A HIGH GRADE

WILEY, 18

,

New

Ci.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
»ESm FOB
PAes
CATAI,06UE,

356

ROLLING MILLS,
York.

ElBcWc

IIANTJFACTUKERS OP AND
SD DEALERS IN

NEW YORK BELTING ScPACKINC CO
JOHN

York.

DEGENHARDT,
Room 542 '-Rookery,"

BOSTON, MASS.

111 Arch Street,

H.

CHEEVER,

Treas., 15

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Oldest and Largest MannfactnrerB in the Uoited States of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

Chicago.

Rubber

Belting,

Packing

&

Hose

MACHINE BELTING,
With smooth metallic rubber snrtace

for use

Dynaiuos and swift running machines.
VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

SAFETYIDURABIUTY.

BRANOHES:

Boston, Phhadefptifa. Cleoeland, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco. St Louis, *finneapolis, Denver'

(2121)

Standard

nalsdia-Mlier and GnttaPerclia iDsilating Co

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specificatioii up to 8.000 Megohms per mile.
ABSOLUTELY PURE RUBBER CABLES,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety o{

WM.

very

pliable.

Every

Incandescent Cores.

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concen-

Three and Two-wire Caany specification

bles, to

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNDER WATER

up

to 8,000

Megohms

tric Cables, both

ELECTRIC

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C. S.
General Manager.

Offices:

1

cu'ts, 9,000

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

per

Portables, Silk,

Nav*\'

knot.

UNDER6R0UND.

Marine

Cores

59 Front Street,
YORK, U.S.A.

NEW

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ot High insulalion
and Long Life, all millage.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

Cables, for
Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

COWLES'

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

The acknowledged Standard

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Insulation.
Btetric Light and Power,
Telegraph and Telephone,

Its

-

Aerial Use,

All

Sizes

Concealed Wiring in

B.

^v\^'<^^<=C<•'<\^<.'^.^^^<<^^V^5V<.^'^•:.<<^•<^v

A

.

Subterranean Uie,

Submarine Use

E.

B

a

c

McGLEES, General Manager,

I6 Dey St.

"Western Electric Co., Chicago, m..

ill

Location*.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STVLK OF INSULATION.
B. B.—Tvro Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
jI.— Copper Wire,
Mturated with a Blacky Weather-Proop Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples tumisbed npon «pp6eanoa.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C—

Mi&nmnnac.
WAHtKuuiii!>.

i 19 »•"' 21 Cliff St..

New

York.

^jgg ^^^ ^gg WsbMh

^

P«f« Bi»

FACTORIES:

Ave.. Chicaao.

!.

ANSOVtA, CONN

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAirUFAC TUBERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCSMNECTADT, N. Y.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric

lighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Tll.
115 Broadway, Nkw York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

i,

iSgO

CO.,

Electric Railway

Eqnipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai"c Wynaiiio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Current InoandeMoent Djiiamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent

lighting

is

by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternapractically solved

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

does, all the

dynamo

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

AltematiiiK Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
In the construction of our motors

LIGHTNING ARBE8TER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

February

i,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

THE MITCHELL VANCE
A
(Successors to 1IITCHEI.I.,

TABfCE

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.
Architects' and Decora-

Having no Special Agent
in

Chicago for our

we

Goods,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Insnlating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

P.

for

Incandescent Ligbting,

Pendants, Reflectors

One H.

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Constant Potential Motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^i*

Tm:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

-

SALESROOM,

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

St.

and

1

836-38 Broadway and 13th

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

®

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
224

CO.

INDIA

RUBBER INSULATION.

Carter St., Philadelphia.

KTEXT

to

GUTTA PERCHA,

the best

Dynamos, Motors,
Voltmeters

Datteries,

;

necessary for vulcanizirg is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all wires
insulated with rubber compounds where the vulcanized coat is placed directly on the wire).

and Ammeters, Switches,
i-jsrn-

Complete Electric

known

insulator is INDIA RUBBER but it is veryrefractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphur
^

In order to overcome these difla.culties, we
then with a
first coat the copper wire with TIN
Compouncl,
"WITHthen
Rubb(
r
Rubber Cement
OUT SULPHUR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or biaid.
;

Lislit

;

and Power Plants.

It is

STREET CARS EQUIPPED
TOB.

These wires are the best made for

m
ERNST HOEFER,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

Chicago

Office,

AERIAL

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

ELECTRIC PROPULSION.

The Oldest and Most Experienced Electric Motor Company in the World.

then vulcanized with great care so as not

to be liable to crack.

IN

CHICAGO.

THAT VICINITY.

592 Phenix Building.
Detroit Office,

30 Atwater

St.,

East.

San Francisco, 220 Sutter St

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 25th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

IVATIOI^v4.t.
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C^RBOIV CO

Cle-^ela,n.d., Ol2.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINB CO,

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tOSTOKT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50

(
[

prices

KiTrmfAX I.AMP.

make money by acting as our agents.
and information regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc,

Electrical contractors can

When

Belts Carried in Stock.

CO..

For Driving Dynamos.

18 Cortlandt Street,

-

New

York

City.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Erected.

And

'Westei-n

Perkins Incandescent

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

EDISON

For

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

Ntu
TNu Complete
Furnished and
Sleam
1
LNGLISH, MORSE & co;':';:rr.r„.
Plants

and 8 amperes of current.

Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo

volts

writing please state voltage and system used.

54

AND

56

Agents

Lamp Company,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

M ANUFACT URING

ILL.

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDEE AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coi5I5:e:s^03^^)e:i:tce]

JAMES

soi^icite^)-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

Afi:ent,

1

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

February
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cctton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

.

AND DXTRABrLITT IN

TJSE.

rile for

««

CHICAGO BRANCH,

our Catalosut* H.

41 aid 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO, EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
INCANDESCENT

WIS,

Manufactnrere of and Dealers in

USEftUAUED FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL, BEGVT AKTrg OB
MOTION,

CO.,

MILWAOKEE,

Is

Cr IB

&

ST.

CO.

MOTORS

UMPS

—

FOR

FOR

Arc

Incandescent Circuits
WOCND FOB ASY CCKKKST.

I

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

PEEPECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE RELTABLE. DURABLE.
.

^^p
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Send

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F. ^W.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

COMPOUND.
16 Siies, 6 to 600 H. P.

GEORGE CUTTFR.

Street,

HOBNE, Manager

CONDENSING OR

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

of

Ingiie

-

CHICAGO.

-

Agent.

in,

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
IT Cortlaodt Street,
l xito<*;„„i,„„„
BOSTON,
Hathaway Building,
^SSS^SSS
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuiiaing, f ChurcE, Kerr
"^ "-*•
CHICAGO,
156, loSLate Sti^et,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut S* M- E. MucklS, Jr. & Co.

NEW

ll

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

and Economical.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Highly

and the only

!

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

.

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

^IISI.*"^.''

AnrOMATIC

Well Built.

Ecoromical.

6 Sizes

W.

D.

Oamed

Reliable.

in Stock.

SAKGKNT,

stock,

5

to

50

Over 300

)

jr^,,^^

&Co.
laWSevente. nth Street,
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. IL MUey & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 859 S. Tvrafa St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. GnujiteSt.
Machinery Co.
f
I

H. p.

SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 33 Fremont St.. Parked Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. .» .35 N". Front St.. Parke & Lacy 3Ich. Co.
CHARLOTTE. N.C. 36 CoUege St., It^.^^
» t
i™o n^
The D. A.
Tompkms
Co.
ATLANTA.GA.
45 S. Prior St.
f
DALLAS. TEX.
Keating Imp. i Mch, Co.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E. James i Co.

sold the first year.

Ganeewith Interchangeable Parts. I
Send for Illustrated Catalogues. "

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.Av

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Pres.

.gtan Ave.
nue.

DENVER,

CHEATEE TEAH A SUBE TAIVE.

^^^G above built stnctlyto
Bepairs

in

Wash'
JM
Union Af

OMAHA,

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH
EHSME

Mi,
312

Vice-Pres. and Cons Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK A. FERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING

Eltc.

CO.,

MANtJFACTUBERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED TH4N

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Charcoal Iron

of Softest

and Slower Speed

Jt^CAREFrL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

-sr

:^hti

ro/f Elejq:
TUBING ALL,-sri;

Pure Sheet Tfubber
I

'^i^^^"^

JH£

prices

^}^Hptf, OWO: IP

Purposes,

'm.

Etc.

upon

^r""^

ransmE^i

application;

Br.GooDmcH
Co.
AHUON nUBBEfr WOffKS

AKRON. OHIO.

0P£CiALTIES OF ALL

KINDS, TO:

.Send for 'Gr/jLoeuE.

.S^:>':

ORDER

^~—

:_^,,-
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
F exible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key

sockets, keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

ncandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

efficiency

up

twenty

to

All mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.
Any size. No heating or arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

sensitive.

tion.

Any

Dynamos.

size

fit

Very
Volt Meters.

Every

Shielded from magnetic infiuence.

voltage, from one volt to 1,200.

recalibra-

Any current from two amperes to 3,000.

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

Never need

Constant.

Any reading desired.

compound wound

or shunt wound.

No

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds

of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected

methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plants.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and

electric railway,

and

electro-metallurgical plants.

Su2h
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

as tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insvilating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock at

Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty -four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts tor Installation.

New York,

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

ard are diiectly

re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No

division of responsibility.

MAIX WISTKICT OFFICES:
Eastern States,

UNITED EDISON MFB. CO.

65

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

City.

"

Rialto Building, Chicago,

Mountain

"

Pacific

"

730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Central

III.

February
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REMOVAL.
We

Our Friends and the Trade
generally to call upon us in

Invite

our

116

new

quarters,

& 118 FRANKLIN ST.,
WHERE WE ARE NOW LOCATED AND DOING

Our very much increased

BUSINESS.

facilities en-

able us to carry a larger stock, a more
diversified line, and to make shipments promptly and with better
care, than formerly.

We invite all to give us a call and if this
cannot be done in person, send us
your orders instead, which
will be appreciated.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
^ EIiXSGTRIGAI.

116

& 118

Franklin

St.,

SUPPLIES^
-

CO.,

!>-

Chicago,

111.

S

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Fvimpelly Storag-e Sa^tteries
For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

LOCKWOOD AMMETER

or^i'i'cioVn^i,.

CO,,

WESTERN ELECTRIC

POLARITY INDICATOR

'"°

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Circuits.

Lockwood Instniment

Co.,

DISP LeCUNCBE

Griswold Street,

'.11

707 and 709 Market

427 "The

St., St.

BAHEBY.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

ENGINEERING CO.

POND

CO.,

Louis.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

LeCLANCHE

DISQUE

City.

BATTERY,

Omaha.

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

And

Ouarantee

It

COMPLETE STEAW PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
SPBCIAIiTIES :-The AiintDgton & Slme Ensine,

Steel Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt, Sfanaard RockiDKand Sheffield Urates, Lowe Heater, Ilyatt Fitter, Blake Pamp, Kortlng Injector, eto.

IN

THE MARKET.

8EKD FOB I.&TEST CATAliOeVES.
WM

S.

TCRNEF..

J.

LESTIlK WOODBKIUGE.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

'

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers
and Power.
D.>h1k.ih and ENiliiiates

lor E);:ctrlc Light

N.

ST.

OOMPIiETE EqClPMEMT OF KliECTRIC BAII.WA'Si^.
Sleam Planls

CREHAE &

AlIES,

1^

CO.,

W. AOBNTS,

PAUL,

MINN.

-

Write for Revised Prices.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Submitted.

"74 C3ortl«.ia.ca.t S'tiree't, JMo-^^r "STorl*..
O. E.

Maddex,

E. T.

President.

'I. W.

New

15 Dey Street,

Western Agent,

COLBURH&CO.
_

The Empire City Electric

\

Western Agent,

GiLULAND, Vice-President.

Co.,

Etc,

Wires and Cablet.

HARMOUNT

A.

G.

York,

MOORE

A. F.

Dynamos, Motors,

3l5--32i Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. ILL

EIiEGlHlGllIi
OF

SUPPLIES

ALL, KlXn.S

WHOLESALE DE.4LEn

FOR
{

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH

-'

AND

ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

A

NEW BOOK

Will be issued as soon as the Revisionary work

is

completed.

General
'

- Electrical

Manufacturer and Owner of the

MESSENGER AND

IIV

^ *

Supplies,

NEW PATENT

FIRE

ALARM

|

SIGNAL BOXES,
WITH PUSH BUTTON

CALLS.

ELECTRIC LAW,
Fkem

Wuirri,E.

Edited

liy

The

Electric Railway.

II.

Price,

handsomely printed and bound, $10.00.

Municipal Lighting.

Buzzers, Buttons, Breakwheels, Burners.
Brackets, Burglar Alarms.

lells, Batteiries,

In paper, $1.00, Leather, |2.00,

Whipple's National Electrical Directory.

,

The FRED H. WHIPPLE CO.,
Bleotrical Journal or leading

New York

t

\Mr]
pring Jacks, Signal

Address

Or any

'

'

Clamps, Electricians'
Tools, Exten sion Bells, Elevator Cables,

Whipple's Electrical Reports.
|3 00 per year.

.•':-

lectroliers, Eccentric

Price, 1 1 0.00.

Published Monthly.

WriM

[

Book

Office,

1

8 Cortlandt

Spark Coils, Switches, Splicing Tools.

Catalogue

Store.

Street.

Boxes,

Silk Cord, Single Relays,

elegraph
Supplies,

Thermostats, Ticket Cases, Telephone Tools, Tin Foil.

February

i,
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THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By Alternate

Dynamos

for

500

to

Gnrrents.

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

IIWESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Pittsburgh, Pa., V. S. A.
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE,

ST. LOUIS,

DALLAS.

"

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FRAUD! FRAUDI
RECOGNIZING THE POPULARITY OF THE

SAWYER-MAN LAMPS

9

UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS MANUFACTURE LAMPS
IN BASES STAMPED

"SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.
THESE MANUFACTURERS BEING FINANCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
Hereby Cives Notice

that

it

CO.

Will Enforce

THE STRINGENT LAWS
REGARDING FRAUDULENT PATENT-MARKS

AGAINST THE USERS OF SUCH LAMPS.

SAWTER-MiN ELECTRIC
510-534

WEST

23d

ST.,

NEW YORK.

CO.,

February

i,
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WESTISGHOUSE ELECTRIC

Arc and Incandescent Lighting
ON THE TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
An

experience of over two hundred sixty-five Central Stations has demonstrated
the Converter System of Electric Lighting to be the only safe system.

The Converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is so constructed as to absolutely prevent by any possibility a connection between the current of the street wires
and the wires connected with the lamps on the premises.

The converter

of this

company reduces the

potential of the

primary wires and

limits the quantity of current to the exact requirements.
It is the

only system which admits of reliable meters.

not a single recorded instance of a connection between the primary and
secondary circuits of this company's system..

There

is

Two hundred and sixty-five central
in sixteen candle

stations in operation with a total

dynamo capacity

power lamps of 458,250.

Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

OVER

12,000
Write

METERS IN

USE.

for Particulars.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PEHN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

CO.,

U. S. A.
CINCINNATI,
DALLAS.

SAN FRANCISCO,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The only

The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the

GOLD MEDAL

most perfect system
What are

Electric

the Essential

Railway Equipment.

of Electric

Features

Electric Railway

in any Comprehensive
System?

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

of

Length

of

of Cars Operated.

The Sprague Company will guarantee to operate a ten mil&
Thirty Car, Double Track System with
Less Engine Power;
Less Dynamo Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;.

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECAUSE, Thereby only can be secured Uniform Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
snre.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant j
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single Lever

Movement

for

Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St..

New

CO;

NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
OOMPAITY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

&

MOTOR COMPANY.

York.

Rialto

Building,

Cliicago.

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A

New^ and Improved Hethod of £qalppins Boildlngrs TPith an Insulated Tube Conduit for any tSystem of £lectrlc Wirioer.

SAFETY—Absolote immnnity from electric

oo^vc^xia'xsrG^:
firee,

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wires.
and freedom from fiitnre expenseECONOMY— ^I'lii" cost ot installation,
DURABILITY— Absolntely moisture-proof tul>e and appliances, insnrinf:; longevity of

CONVENIENCE— Sy^^tems of

electric wiring;

may

wires.

manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn
CIRC1Tf.A.R8. PRICE I.1ST AND IHSTRUCTIONS, ADDRKSS,

be laid out onoriginal plans in a
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Dynamo Room

in

the Chicago Edison

Company's

Tlie cut presented herewith illustrates the
general arrangement of the machines and conductors in the dynamo room of the Chicago

Edison

station.

plant was started August, 1888, with
eight 1,300 light Edison machines driven in
pairs by four Armington & Sims engines of 200
horse power each. In November, 1889, four new
1,300 light dynamos were added to the plant,
together with two Ideal 2oohorse power en-

The

i,

floor itself is supported on a
By this armassive iron pillars.
of
vibration
transmission
rangement
the
The
throughout the building is prevented.
room as now arranged, contains the twelve large
There is, however, still
Edison machines.
space enough for 24 additional machines. The
Edison three-wire system is used throughout.
From the dynamo room 34 feeders run to difEach feeder has its
ferent sections of the city.

of

meter, and is numbered and lettered
accordance with the street intersection at

own ampere
in

DYNAMO EOOM OF THE CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY
gines.

The steam generating

plant

consists of
are located
in the rear

four Heine safety boilers. These
in a room on the ground floor just
of the engine room.
The dynamo room is situated over the engine room, and each engine belts directly to
two machines. The dynamos are set on bases
which can be raised or lowered by means of
This
screws, each operated by a worm and gear.
construction, which is indicated in the cut, admits of perfect adjustment of belt tension with
A special feature
a small e.xpenditure of labor.
of the dynamo room, and one of considerable
importance, is that its floor is so constructed as
to have no connection whatever with the walls
The weight of the entire
of the building.

No. 5

1890.

machinery and the

number

Station.

FEBRUARY

S ST/

it

from the one station. The Edison underground
system of tubing is used throughout. The conductors of the underground system have a total
length of about forty-eight miles and are calculated for a maximum load of 50,000
to the present time the Chicago

Up

the wiring for 25,000
supplying current to motors,
having a capacity of about 275-horse power.
Besides operating the central station the company, under the management of F. S. Gorton,
has done a considerable amount of outside construction, installing engines and dynamos for

lamps,

and

finished

is

and central

addition the
further its
present system.
In a recent conversation Mr.
Gorton said: "The company is now preparing
plans to cover the South Side district as far out
isolated

company proposes

stations.

to

extend

In

still

T.ON.

Each dynamo also has its
terminates.
own ampere meter, indicating constantly the
Two large ampere
current it is generating.
meters of special design are used to indicate
at all times the total load on the entire system.
Every feeder has a pressure indicator which
shows at any moment the electrical pressure at
A cleaver or knife switch of
its terminus.
special design is in circuit with every feeder.
The entire system is underground, and is fed
which

company has

lamps.

Edison

We

do not know just
as Thirty-fifth street.
where we will locate the new station, but we are
considering the advisability of connecting it
This
electrically with our Adams street plant.
would, of course, necessitate a considerable outlay for copper but we feel that the plan is well
worth our careful consideration. You see," continued he, "by having the stations so connected
the Adams street station could take care of the
This
load of the new station after midnight.
load, you know, will be very light indeed after
12 o'clock."

The 800 light Edison plant in the Oliver Chilled Plow
works, at South Bend. Ind.. is workingto the satisfaction of
The Leonard & Izird company o' Chicago
all concerned.
installed the plant.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
New York

Interests

New Induction Coil and Battery.
The accompanying cut illustrates an ingen-

electric lightIt is reported
ing companies have conibinetl their interests, the
Westinghouse company predominating in the
new concern. 'l"he Edison interests are not in
the combination, but the Subway_ company has
In connection with
passed under its control.
the publication of this consolidation, it is reported that the consolidated companies propose
to reorganize the city into small di.slricts, depending upon various stations, so that the lighting will be so managed that no station will be
required to furnish a circuit for territory beyond
Under the reorganization
its proper capacity.
system it is proposed to light the whole city
from seven stations, one on Washington street
near Cortlandt, one on Yandam street near
Canal, one on Elizabeth street near Prince, one

ious combination of an induction coil, a galvanic
and electrodes. The object ot the invention is to combine the essential parts in the
smallest possible compass.
'J'he ap|)aralus was
designed with this object, and also with a view
to the difficulties of protecting the coil and its
accessories from the battery solution, which is
liable to escape from its cell, and of securing
good and lasting contacts. The coil and battery are contained in a cylindrical case, which is
composed of hard rubber at the ends and of

Lighting

Electric

Combined.
that the New York

Twenty-fourth street and North River, one at
East River and Twenty-eighth street, one at
Eightieth street and East River, and the Mount
Mtrris station in Harlem.

battery,

Electric
sion

Company's High TenDynamo.

The accompanying

cut

illustrates

the

latest

form of high tension arc light dynamo of the
Western Electric company of Chicago. The
capacity of these machines ranges from lo to 60

i,

iSgo

Kansas

City Convention of the National
Elect riC L'ght Association.

The arrangements for the convention of the
National ICleclric Light association at Kansas
City, Februaiy
12,
13 and 14, are almost
1,
completed.
The Special ''Electric Limited"
1

which will leave Chicago at five o'clock
Febaiary loth. will reach Kansas City early
Tuesday morning. The guests will make their
heaaquarters at the Coates House. A number
of delegates will register at the Midland and
Centropolis.
The rooms of the officers of the
association will be on the second floor of the
Coates House. The fact that there will be a
large attendance has been shown by the demand
for rooms at the hotels.
The session of the
train

convention

NEW

at

Western

February

INIJIJCTION COIL

AND

IIATTERY.

the middle, at least on its outer surface.
The bottom or lower end of the cylinder is composed of a hard-rubber receptacle closed by a
Within this is placed the cell; in the
screw-cap.
central or metallic portion of the cylinder is
mounted the induction coil. The automatic
circuit-breaker is arranged as shown just above
it.
The upper end of the cylinder is provided
with a metal screw-cap, to which one electrode,
T, is secured, and the current from the other ter-

metal

in

will be held in
the Coates opera
house, which is located within a few steps of
the hotel.
The opera house is a pleasant hall,
and is conveniently arranged. The Casino in
which the electrical exhibits will be located, is
situated in the same block.
The hall with its
gallery, has an area of 6,000 square feet.
The
work of putting the exhibits in place will be
begun February 9th, by the transfer company
which has the matter in charge. The electric
light companies in Kansas City have agreed to
furnish the necessary cu rent. President Weeks
has made arrangements by which exhibitors can
secure the services of all the workmen they re-

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.MPANVS HIGH TENSION tJVNAMO.

The machine

compact form, is
mounted on a strong, sliding carriage which
holds it firm and steady, and is adjustable for

lamps.

tightening

the

belt

is

if

of

necessary, while

run-

ning.

The machine has a specially constructed
drum armature, the few parts of which are
I'rom the method of winding
armature, it is claimed, highly economical
results, with any number of lights, are obtained,
destructive or damaging heat is avoided under
all circumstances.
Hy a simple movement of
the brushes backward or forward, any number
of lamps, up to the capacity of the machine,
may be run without undue sparking at the commutator.
The field magnets are constructed with a
view to securing a seat for bearings and pole
plates at the same time. The bearings are plain,
and the entire design is so simple that the
machine can be put together without difficulty.

easily accessible.

the

Asheville. N. C. will be illuminated by electric light,
but whether a contract with a local company will be made,
or a city plant be installed, has not yet been determined.

The
in

Barnesville, Cla..

Manufacturing company

an extensive electric light plant in the spring.

will

put

minal of the coil is conveyed by a switch to the
metal surface of the cylinder, which is held in
the hand.
'I'he battery cell is composed of carbon, enameled or varnished on its exterior.
It
is provided with
a perforated carbon top ce-

enough for exhibits, Music hall will be utilized
as an annex; so in any event ample accommodations will be provided for all who wish to make

mented

exhibits.

The East End Railway compnny of Memphis, Tenn.
has decided to enter the electric lighting Held, and will install an arc and incandescent plant.

The committees which have in charge the reception and entertainment of guests, promise
the delegates a thoroughly enjoyable stay in
Kansas City. They are hard at work but their
plans are rot yet perfected.
In a recent conversation Presidert Weeks
said to a representative of the Wks-iern Elec"1 have recently
iKiciAN at Kansas City:
heard from all the gentlemen who have promised
to read papers at the convention.
They all assure me that they will be present except Prof.
Thomson. He has been in ill health lately and
possibly may not be able to attend the meeting.
But he writes that he will make a great effort to
be present. The prospect is that we will have
a large attendance and a very interesting convention in every way.
The exhibits, of which
there will be a large number, will be of interesting character.
We are receiving applications
for space in every mail.
The electric compa-

to the main cup, and in the perforation
a rubber stopper carrying a zinc electrode, is
fitted.
The cell is held in position by a springseat, and when in position the terminals of the
primary coil engage with the carbon cell and a
metal pin that holds the zinc, respectively.
The electrical connections and operations of
this device will be readily understood.
The
ends of the secondary coil are led to the electrode, T, and the cap, so that any one holding
the instrument and applying the electrode to
any desired part of the body will receive a current by pushing up the contact-making slide
until the part in contact with the hand is brought
into connection with the secondary coil.
The apparatus is the invention of L. T. Stanley and is handled by the Stanley Electric company of Philadelphia, I'a.

quire to arrange exhibits. Should it be found
the Casino hall does not afford room

that

February
nies

i,

have
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all

co-operated

making arrangements

enthusiastically

in

for the convention."

two

wires, and extending from the pivoted teleto the pivoted arm A" is a wire, which
includes a battery.
Connected in loop from the

scope

The following companies will make exhibits at
the convention: Edison Machine Works; Sprague
Electric Railway & Motor company; Eddy Electric
Motor company; C & C Electric Motor
company; National Electric Manufacturing company; Gate City Electric company; Okonite
company; National Carbon company; Standard
Carbon company; Charles D. Jenney & Co.;
Charles A. Schieren & Co.; Royal Silk Manufacturing company; James W. Queen & Co.;
Phoeni.x Glass company; Ansonia Brass & Copper company; Detroit Motor company; Weston

Consequently, if the pointer A^be turned on
pivot it will correspond to the positions of the
gun
when it is turned on its pivot.
One arm
of the pointer JV is long enough to sweep over
the area which includes the target, and the other
arm makes electrical contact with an arc O, of
conducting material. At the gun
is arranged
a similar arc of conducting material O' and
sweeping over this arc is the arm P.
The extremities of arc O' and
are connected as
shown. It will now be apparent that these arcs,
the galvanometer Q, and the battery are here
connected in a Wheatstone bridge in precisely
the same manner as are the arcs G G'
It follows therefore, that if an observer at the chart
brings the arm
upon the point F' which is

K

its

E

.

a galvanometer M.
It will now be
evident that the wires referred to, the arcs
G', the battery, and the galvanometer
are
connected in circuit in the form of a Wheatstone bridge, and that ft^o effect of moving the

two wires

is

M

G

E

,

6

.

company; American
Electrical
Instrument
Works; Palermo Jlica company. This list comprises all the companies which have decided
positively to make e.xhibits. The list will doubtless be materiall)' increased in the next few

N

L

Edison Machine Works and the
Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company's
display, will occupy 500 square feet and will condays.

The

Method

of Finding the Position
of Distant Objects.

—

ner.

The method may be

better understood by rerepresents
ferring to the diagram.
In this A
a line of the parapet of a fort or other defensive
work. C, D, and
are guns located in the fort
and commanding the area which includes the
posi'ion of the target F.
Now, the object to be
attained, is to lay all of the guns C, £>, and
correctl}' upon the target, although the gunners
may be unable to see it and be ignorant of its
bearing and distance.
In the description which follows the operations
connected with one gun only will be referred to.
In the diagram
and If are two arcs of conducting material placed symmetrically with reThese arcs are located
spect to abase line /y.
at stations distant from the positions of the guns,
and so situated that a view of the area to be protected by the guns will not be cut off from the
For this
stations by smoke or other obstacles.
reason it is better that elevated positions should
be chosen.
A' and Z are two pivoted telescopes, the free
ends of which move over the arcs
and /f, and
constantly maintain electrical contact with them.
These telescopes may be directed upon the target E, which will therefore be at the intersection of the two lines of sight of the telescopes.
Located at a station distant both from the guns
H, and say
and from the positions of the arcs
at a place safe from the effects of the enemy's
fire, another station is established.
This for
convenience is called a "directing station," in
which is a chart or map, represented by the rectangles W, X, Y, Z.
On this chart the line A'
B' rep^ese^ts the line
of the parapet of the
fort, and the points
D' £' correspond to the
centers above which the guns C
are laterally turned.
The chart represents the area within the range of the guns on some definite reduced scale, so that distances taken on it represent actual distances.
On this chart is drawn a
line /' J' corresponding to the base line / _/, and
symmetrically disposed with reference to this
base line are arcs of conducting material G' and

B

E

E

/

/ \n order that it may point in the
direction of the target F.
At the same time, by
the movement of arm
over the arc O, the observer throws into the circuit a fractional portion of the arc having a resistance proportionate
to the angle, and hence, in order to interpose an
equal resistance in the bridge, the person in
charge of the gun over which is located the arc
O', must move the arm
over a similar angle.
He knows that he has moved it over this similar
angle by the galvanometer
reading zero. He
has, therefore, simply to read the angle from the
arc O' and lay the gun at the same angle.
While the above method has been described
as applied to the training of a gun upon the target, it will now be readily understood that the
adjustment for range may be made in a similar
manner. Lieut. Fiske's invention is shortly to
be put into service on the new cruiser Baltimore.

P

The accompanying cut illustrates a method by
which a gun may be directed upon a target when
to the
its distance from the piece is not known

—

E

N

hall.

gunner, or in fact, when the individual at the
gun is unable to see the target by reason of fog
or smoke or other causes.
The method is the invention of Lieut. Bradley
A. Fiske of the United States navy. In the plan
here described, observers stationed at points distant from the gun itself
but which command a
good view of the area within the range of the
gun are enabled to discover the bearing and
range of a target and communicate it to the gun-

,

base line

stitute in all probability, the largest exhibit in the

Electrical

,

the intersection of lines drawn from the arms A"
he will have established the angle at which
the gun
must be laid with reference to the

Q

ELECTRICAL .METHUD OF FI.NDIXG THE rOSITIO.N OF
DISTA.NT OBJECTS.

telescope A', for example, to the right on arc G
is to increase the resistance in the one
member
of the bridge ard decrease it in the other member, and that the same is true of a similar movement of the arm A" over the arc G'. Therefore,
if the telescope A" be set at a certain
position
oij the arc G, it is simply necessary to set the
arm K' to such a position on the arc G' as that
the galvanometer
shall show no deflection,
when the bridge will of course balance, and
therefore the angle made by the arm A'' to the
base line I' J' will be equal to the angle made by
the telescope
to the base line /_/.
Now, as
the arrangement of the two arcs
H' and the
current connections is the same as that of the
arcs
G' and their associated parts, it follows,
therefore, that if the two telescopes A" and L be
sighted upon the target F, and if a third ob-

M

A

H

G

j

Electric

An

Locomo'dve for Metal Mines-

locomotive for mines is shown in
accompanying cut. It is simple, powerful
and compact, and is built with special reference
to the arduous duties required of such a machine.
The locomotive shown in the engraving
is constructed for a gauge of eighteen inches,
but it can be accommodated to any gauge in
electric

the

ordinary commercial work.
the machine from damage,
are completely boxed in.

In order to protect
all

the working parts
of the

The speed

G

G

G

AB

C

DE

H'.
.^'and L' are pivoted arms similar .to the arms
and L. The free ends of these pass ovei and
make constant contact with the arcs G' and //'.
Arc G' is similar in form and in electrical resistance per unit length to the arc G, and the

K

arc H' is likewise similar in the same particular
to the arc H.
Extending from the extremities
of the arc
to the extremities of the arc G' are

G

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR METAL MINE^.

moves

and at the same
time watches
galvanometers, he will have
placed the arms, when both galvanometers show
zero reading, at precisely the same angles as the
telescopes A' Z.
It will now be evident that as
the chart bears a definite proportion to the area,
including the position of the target, the axes of
the arms A"' Z', if they be prolonged, will
intersect at F'.
This point would, therefore,
represent on the chart the actual position of
the target F.
Upon the chart there are pivOnly one of them, however,
oted three pointers.
is shown at IV.
These pointers are pivoted at
C, Z)' and E, which points, as already stated,
correspond to the centers of horizontal motion
of the guns C,
and E.
server

the
the

D

arms

A'' Z',

is controlled by a switch which throws
the winding of the field into different
electrical combinations, thus varying the speed
of the motor without the use of wasteful resistThe direction of rotation is also governed
ance.
by the same switch. The operation of the motor
is simple, and the mac'liine can be easily handled

motor

down

by an ordinary workman.
Any system of conveying the current from the
dynamo to the locomotive can be used, either
using the rails as one side of the circuit for the
return of the circuit, or employing a complete
metallic circuit by the use of a double overhead
In this latter case, a trolley pole
the view, carrying at its upper end two
trolley wheels for making running contact with
trolley wire.

shown

in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
is attached on the rear of the
locomotive car. The locomotive is now being
manufactured by the Sprague Electric Railway
& Motor company, from designs made by 1. E.

the overhead wires,

Storey.

Westinghouse Compound

Engine

and

Alternator.

The

cut

presented

herewith

illustrates

a

Westinghouse compound engine belted to a
The cut
Westinghouse alternating dynamo.
shows the engine in front view. The dynamo
has already been described in the Wkstekx
Ei.ELTRicux. This type of engine resembles
in
general form the Westinghouse "junior"
automatic engine. In this new compound engine, however, the area of one cylinder is enThe valve
larged 3'; times that of the other.
chest lies across the top of the cylinders as
shown. It is cast in one piece, the various
steam passages being chambered in it. The
valve chest also contains a small valve by which
live steam can be admitted to the low pressure
cylinder.
By the use of this valve the engine

February

appreciate the necessity for the work
which has been assigned him. His time has
been necessarily limited, and for the present he
has found it nei-essary to make comparatively
short visits, at even the most important points.
He is much gratified, however, at the earnest assurances of co-operation he has received from
all whom he has seen.
tricity fully

The Overhead Wire Contrcversy

in

Chicago.
City officials and electric light companies in
Chicago have been exchanging views of late on
the iiuestion of overhead wires in Chicago.
It
will be remembered that several companies were
organized in Hyde Park, South Chicago, Lake
View and the Town of Lake, for commercial
lighting just before these suburbs were annexed
to Chicago.
The authorities of these places
granted the companies franchises to operate

electric lighting plants
tricts

and

in

their

respective

and maintain poles and
companies could establish

to erect

dis-

wires.

Before the
their
plants the local boards of these suburbs passed

panics,

Barrett

i,

1890

and a conference was arranged. Prof.
was unyielding in his opposition to

overhead wires. He explained to the representatives of the companies that he could not do
otherwise without stultifying himself.
He had
fought overhead circuits and had succeeded in
causing Chicago companies to bury their wires,
and he could not consistently follow any otiiet
course than that which he had adopted.
.\ proposition was submitted at the conference
providing for the stringing of wires in alleys and
over house to|is when practicable, and in other
cases on the streets.
It was agreed that the
electric light wires should not be strung on the
same side of the street as telephone or telegraph
wires, and in crossing streets where there are
existing telegraph and telephone lines, the new
companies must go under ground. This will
probably be accepted.
Electrical Executions.
The commission appointed in New York to
inspect the dynamos provided at state prisons
for executing

murderers has completed

its

work.

wkstini;mouse comi'ound engine and AI.TERNATOU.

may be turned
main valve

"off center"

in cylindrical,

when

and

is

starting.

The

actuated by a

single eccentric controlled by a governor carried
in the fly-wheel.
The use of a single valve and
eccentric is a feature in this engine.
As all the
parts of the governor except the eccentric are
inclosed in a case which, at the start, is filled
with oil, it requires no attention for a consideraThe lubrication of the pin connecble time.
tions and eccentric is automatically performed
through feed pipes, which are supplied from
sight feed cups.
The cranks are lubricated the
same way as those in the automatic engine.
These compound engines are designed to be
run at high speed, the piston velocity ranging

from ^;ii feet per minute
stroke of 6 inches, to 700
inches.

The

sizes

range

engines

with a
a stroke of 20
from 5 to 500 horse
in

for

power.

Electricity in the Census.
Allen R. I-'oote reports that hi-, preliminary
work in the census department, which has
brought him in contact with managers of central

and electrical manufacturing companies
throughout the country, has shown him that all
who are interested in the development of elec-

stations

out of existence, and when it became necessary
to secure permits for the establishment of their
circuits the companies applied to the commissioner of public works of Chicago for the
necessary authority.
These permits were referred to City Electrician Barrett for his inspection and indorsement.
It is scarcely necessary
to say that he did not favor the proposition;
on the contrary he flatly refused to sanction
the proceeding, though he was advised by the
law department that under the annexation law,
the commissioner of public works would be
obliged to grant the application.
Prof. Barrett
nevertheless persisted in his refusal to indorse
the application, and under instructions from the
law department the commissioner of public
works, issued the desired permits.
This did not
close the controversy, however. Mayor Cregier
learning of the affair decided to take a hand in
the controversy, and to support I'rof. Barrett.
The companies were notified to discontinue
operations, and were advised to put their wires
underground. The mayor said the police regulations empowered the city to enforce the rule
against overhead wires, and he proposed to see
that its provisions were complied with.
This
unlocked for opposition surprised the new com-

The commissioners, while they have not as yet
made a formal report, have stated in newspaper
interviews their unqualified approval of execuby electricity. A series of experiments conducted by Harold P. Brown, convinced them of
the advisability of the substitution of electricity
for the halter.
Harold P. Brown, in a recent interview, speaks
in this cheerful way of his death-dealing machinery:
"I will guarantee now that the time
from the moment the prisoner ente's the chamber until his death in the chair, will not exceed
thirty seconds.
We have done away with the
helmet, which we first proposed to use.
Now
we have a head-piece, with a strap running
under the chin and over a pad which will rest on
the top of the head.
This pad will consist of a
little brass upright two inches high and an inch
square.
It will be connected with a flat spiral
coil of wire, and above or beneath the wire will
be wet sponges. All the three, upright, spiral
and sponges, will form one compact cushion,
and a band running round the forehead, together
with the strap beneath the chin, will keep it in
place.
l'"or the feet we
have prepared a heavy
brogan, such as prisoners wear, with a copper
insole covered with a sponge.
The toe of the
tion

February

i,
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cut away, and the copper plate procurrent-bearing wires will fasten to
the plate projecting from the shoe and the brass
upright on the head. When the prisoner is in
his cell the shoe will be slipped on and his arms
The moment he enters the death
pinioned.
chamber he will be put in the chair. Two straps
will fasten him in with a snap; the head piece
will go on in a twinkling, as there are only two
straps to buckle there also; the black mask will
be thrown over all and flash! he will cease to
We have made experiments with this new
live.
apparatus, which has not yet been described
anywhere. From the time one man entered the
door until the moment the harmless wires were
connected with him, took but twenty seconds.
We will have any convict ready in thirty seconds."

brogan

is

jects.

The

—

tegrations made by the apparatus may be known
from the horizontal dial, so that the consumer
has under his eyes at every instant all the elements of verification that are necessary to
him.
Clerc's meter, shown in Fig. 2, is in principle
analogous to Blondlot's, but differs from it in
the mode of periodical integration.
The clock
is kept in motion by a derivation from the line.
It carries along, at a uniform angular speed, a
crank fixed upon the principal axis. When the
power expended is nil, the needle fixed upon
the axis of the movable bobbin is in the position
represented in the cut.

Electric Meters.

The

cuts presented herewith represent several
forms of electric meters, the first types of which
were exhibited at the Paris exposition. Fig. i
shows the general design of Blondlot's watthour meter. Fig. 2 shows the construction of
Fig. 3 represents the
Clerc's watt-hour meter.
The two watt-hour
Paccaud-Borel meter.
meters are for continuous current service while
the last named apparatus is for alternating work.
Blondlot's meter is constructed with two essenthe measuring apparatus
tially distinct parts
and the integrating apparatus. The former of
these is an electro-dynamometer whose fixed
bobbin with vertical axis is wound with coarse
wire and is traversed by the total current furn-

FIG.

I.

ELECTRIC METER.

render momentarily interdependent the axis of the bobbin and that of a
revolution counter which, in every operation,
revolves by an angle equal to that made by the
movable bobbin before being brought back to
zero.
The rotations thus given periodically to
the revolution counter are totalized, and may be
read upon a horizontal dial actuated by an
endless screw mounted upon the first axis of the
zontally,

is

to

revolution counter.
The movable bobbin, in passing over a vertical dial placed beneath the clock, makes known
the power, furnished every instant by the apparatus controlled by the counter. The intervals of
time that separate two different gatherings may
be read upon the dial of the clock, and the in-

the value of the resistant couple due to the air.
The number of revolutions registered upon a
counter is proportional to the quantity of efficient electricity furnished to the circuit.
For
the cuts and descriptions of the above apparatus we are indebted to La Nature.

Removal of Police Telephones

FIG.

2.

ELECTRIC METER.

current passes into the two bobbins, the
needle is deflected toward the right by an angle
that counterpoises, properly arranged upon the
axis, permit of rendering sensibly proportional
to the product, e I.
The crank carries the
needle back to zero once per revolution.
These rotations are transmitted to the revolution counter, and totalized by means of a
mechanical arrangement that may be seen in
front in the figure.
This arrangement consists
essentially of a small finger suspended from a
lever fi.xed to the axis of the movable bobbin.
When the lever moves from right to left, it carries along the large wheel mounted upon the
axis of the totalizer.
In moving from left to
right, the finger slides over the felly of the
wheel, and the rotation effected in the preceding
movement continues as in the Blondlot apparatus.
The needle indicates the power in watts,
and the counter, the total of the watt-hours furnished to the consumer.
The Paccaud-Borel meter is designed for the
measurement of alternating currents.
It belongs to the class of motor counters, and is
based upon the special properties of the magnetic
field produced by alternating currents of great
frequency. Suppose there are two bobbins whose
axes are arranged rectilinearly, having an unequal number of spirals, and mounted in derivation, one with respect to the other, so that the
total current traverses them at the same time
and divides itself unequally at every instant in
each of them in consequence of irregularity of
the coefficients of self-induction.
Each of these
bobbins will tend to produce a magnetic field
whose intensity will depend at every instant upon the intensity of the current traversing it.
The resulting field will be rotary in a direction
determined by the attachment of the terminals
between themselves. "A thin iron disk placed
in the rotary field will tend to turn in the direction of rotation of the field, and so much the
more quickly in proportion as the field and the
current producing it is more intense.
Upon arranging vanes, forming a regulator upon the same
axis with the disk, and upon properly proportioning the different parts of the apparatus, it is
possible, as may be seen, to form a sort of electric motor, which, between certain limits, will
revolve with an angular speed sensibly proportional to the efficacious intensity of the total
If a

In

Chi-

cago.
Considerable attention has been given to the
action of the

Chicago Telephone company in
instruments from police staoffices in the city buildings, and in one
instance at least, facts have not only been suppressed or distorted, but statements have been
published which were in direct contradiction of
those that were made to the reporter.
The action of the telephone company was directed by
City Electrician Barrett, who ordered the instruments removed.
To "explain this it is only
necessary to recall the fact that the Chicago
Telephone company under a franchise granted
Januat)', 1889, were directed 'to furnish the
city nine instruments free of charge, to be
located in the mayor's office, the department of
public works, the fire department, the police department, the building department, the office of

removing
tions and

fifteen

city collector, the office of city clerk,

—

The fine wire bobbin
ished to the consumer.
placed within the coarse wire one is mounted in
derivation between the distribution terminals of
each subscriber. The couple exerted upon the
movable bobbin by the fixed one is thus proportional to the product, el, of the intensity, I, of
the principal current by the difference of potenA countial, e, at the terminals of distribution.
terpoise arranged upon an arm mounted upon
the axis of the movable bobbin balances the
electro-dynamic couple and causes a deflection
of this bobbin by an angle proportional to the
The clockwork movement, an orproduct, e I.
dinary timepiece, periodically closes (once every
five minutes in the case considered) the circuit
of a special derivation constituted by two soleThe effect of the first of these solenoids
noids.
fine wire bobbin to zero,
is to bring back the
and that of the second, which is arranged hori-

53

the health

department, and the law department.
The ordinance also required that on the first days of
January and July the president and secretary of
the company should submit a statement of the
gross earnings, upon which a tax of
3 per cent,
was levied. When the bills for the remaining
fifteen telephones were presented, it was found
there was no money to pay them, and the service
was accordingly discontinued.
The occasion served as an opportunity for the
daily papers to abuse the telephone company.
One of these went a trifle too far, however, and
said: "Prof. Barrett intimated that the telephone
people sent in bills for these telephones as a retaliation for the tax of 3 per cent."
This state-

ment the

city electrician

pronounced

false.

"The

telephones had to go because there was no fund
or appropriation to pay the bills.
Under the ordinance the telephone company is obliged to
furnish the city free of charge just nine telephones.
Beginning with nine instruments the
number was increased from time to time, until
twenty-five were in use.
The fifteen telephones
ordered removed cost annually $1,975.
There
is no money for that expenditure."
It appears that these instruments in question
were not used for official business exclusively, in
fact, this formed a very small portion of the service.
The reason the daily papers take such an
interest in the matter is the inconvenience it

1

H

3

niCllvK. MLll

1

put them to.
The official police work is
done almost exclusively through the independent
police and fire service and the instruments that
were removed were used chiefly by the newspaper reporters and persons in the vicinity of the
will

police stations.

It will

therefore be of little inpolice depart-

convenience to the public or the
ment.

current.
It is with a view to obtaining such necessary
proportions as perfectl)- as possible that the
practical apparatus does not entirely resemble
the theoretical one that we have just described.
In the model represented in Fig. 3 one of the
magnetic fields is produced by an electro-magnet; on another hand the vanes of the brake are
movable, and they rise in order to preserve the
proportionality at great distances in reducing

New Arc
in

Light Station in Chicago.

Another central station has been established
The
Chicago, to furnish light and power.

Central

Illuminating

&

Power compan)',

has

an arc light plant on 22d street, between Wabash avenue and State street. The
installed

capacity of the plant

is

120 arc lamps.

Western Electric company
the plant.

of

The

Chicago installed
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Light association at Kansas City, will be successful in every way.
.A.n
article in another place
in this issue give the latest news in regard to
the meeting. President Weeks in a brief interview,
states that the outlook is e.\tremely promis-
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His confident preable and entertaining way.
diction of the solution by electrical engineers
of a number of deep problems will be read with

In an interview given in another column,
Harold P. Brown speaks of the latest arrangements which have been made for inflicting the
death penalty by means of electricity. Doubtthe
"dressed

who wrote

reporter

the

interview

discussed in a

52
5«

52

Chicago

The article is presented elsewhere
The subject is one of great inand it is treated by Prof. Anthony in an

Electricity."
in

53

52

52,

the last meeting of the Institute of ElecEngineers Prof. W. A. Anthony read a
paper on "A Review of the Modern Theories of

53

51,

Illustrated...

Illustrated

Ai

trical

up" somewhat, but certainly the glib
and flippant manner in which the gruesome details of executions are referred to, is in abominably bad taste. Executions even by electricity
hardly constitute a subject which should be

51

Electric Locomotive for Metal Mines.

company. .\11 the exporte-'s protested against
According to
the measure "in good set terms."
a late dispatch the government has yielded to
the pressure, and has removed the obnoxious
tariff.
The news may not be reliable, as reports
from Brazil are not always accurate.

less

Il-

lustrated

It was stated a few weeks ago that the progovernment in Brazil had imposed an
export tax on rubber at the request of a local
visional

interest.

Illus-

i^tation.

trated

New

taken.

n. Temple, Manager.
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.\n interesting interview with Prof. Ale.\anGraham Bell, appears in the Kansas City
letter.
He has evidently been subjected to a
good many of the annoyances accompanying
greatness, as he speaks of a time when
he
thought he had at last reached a town which
was without telephone, but alas, was sadly mis-
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trifling,

frivolous spirit.
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An

illustrated article of

more than ordinary

describes Lieut. Fiske's
method of locating the position of distant obThe system is to be put into service on
jects.
The
the United States cruiser Baltimore,
method which Lieut. Fiske has devised was designed especially to enable gunners to point cannon accurately at distant objects where by
reason of smoke or fog they cannot be seen.
The method is extremely ingenious, and the
practical application will be watched
with
interest in this

issue,

interest.

In the supplement which accompanies this
of

issue

Western Electrician,

the

are pre-

sented the portraits of the eminent scientists,

whose

names are

ignate

the

universally

practical

employed

electrical

to des-

units.

F.

Badt, in an article on another page, gives

short

biographies of these famous men,

who

so zealously and

the cause

science.

It

may

successfully

in

not be out of

place

B.

labored

to

of

state

here that the preparation of the article involved

no

little labor.

names are

In spite

of the

so familiar, accurate

garding the

fact

that

the

information

re-

access.

whose biog-

lives of these scientists

raphies are published in this issue,

Tocomplete these

protracted .search

is

not easy of

brief sketches,required

and an extended correspon-

dence; but the importance of presenting the matter
in

a consistent form seemed to warrant the labor

devoted to the preparation of the article. It
was an equally difficult undertaking to secure
likenesses which appear in the supplement.

the
It

was found necessary

several

to

send

The

abroad

for

and the
we think, to
Wkstekn Electrician.

of the portraits.

article

series of portraits will be of interest,

every reader of the

There seems to
tliat

the

be every reason for believing
convention of the National Electric

The movement

to

rates has again been

secure lower telephone
in Cleveland.
A

has been prepared which the legislature will
be asked to pass. According to its provisions
no telephone company in Ohio is to be allowed
to charge over §3 per month for the rental of
an instrument. The maximum toll charge is
limited to fifteen cents for the first five minutes'
conversation, and ten cents for each succeeding
The measure has a penal clause
five minutes.
providing for fines and imprisonment in cases of
where rates higher than those mentioned are
charged. These provisions are the same as the
majority of telephone bills considered by state
legislatures last winter.
Probably its fate will
be the same as that which overtook those measSuch a wholesale reduction as the bill
ures.
contemplates, is absurd.

people of

New York

are

beginning

to

was done the electric lighting companies by the Board of Electrical Control, when that body adopted its wild
realize that a grave injustice

project of wholesale destruction of property in
order to divert public opinion from the real

—

point at issue
the failure of the board to perits duty.
Business men experienced in
electrical affairs, but in no way connected with
any of the electric light companies, say the damage to those corporations that has been uselessly
and unnecesarily inflicted, will exceed $1,000,000, and that burdens have been put upon the
companies which will increase their deficit by
another million before the end is reached. In-

form

damage

been done by
easy

it

is

New

1890

to electrical progress has also

York's demonstration of

how

to depress electric light securities.

Legislative investigation is becoming more
and more, of a craze. Here is a resolution
which was introduced in the New York senate
last

week.

That the Committee on (leneral
of the senate be authorized to investigate

"J^fst'/iv,/,

Laws

the methods employed in furnishing
for lighting and power purposes as

electricity

now conducted in this state, and such other matters
connected with said business, and to report to
the senate on or before April i, 1890, such recommendations as the committee may deem
proper for the information and guidance of the
senate in framing proper legislation for public
safety.
The committee is further authorized to
summon witnesses, send for books and papers,
employ experts and stenographers and to sit
whenever and wherever it pleases." Senator
Erwin, the author of the measure, defended it by
saying; there was a general demand for such an
investigation as the resolution contemplated.
This statement is more than doubtful; what is
needed beyond that which the census office is
trying to do, it would be hard to explain. A New
York paper says, "This is simply the unloosing
of another pack to make forays on the metropolis."

CiTv Electrician Barrett of Chicago, continues to oppose overhead wires with his accustomed vigor, and his position on this question
has caused members of electric light companies
in the suburbs of Chicago, considerable apprehension.
It
is conceded that the
companies
have a legal right to string wires overhead under franchises granted them before their respective districts were annexed to Chicago, yet the
mayor hoped under the police laws to prevent
them from doing so.
"The law department of
the city government questioned the right of the
city to rescind the ordinances of the suburban
districts, which the annexation act had declared
should be respected, and on the other hand the
mayor and city electrician considered it unfair
to compel the companies in the old district to
bury their wires and allow the new companies to
maintain overhead circuits.
After several conferences, representatives of
the
companies
agreed if permitted to go on with their work, to
string their wires only where they would not interfere with existing lines, and in no case on the
same side of the street with telegraph and telephone wires. Wherever practicable, the poles
and wires will be placed in alleys or carried over
house tops.
In crossing streets on which telegraph and telephone lines are already established,
the new companies will be required to go underground. It is expected this proposition will be
accepted.

started

bill

The

calculable

:,

The work

of organizing state associations of
companies is receiving the enthe movement deserves.
The

electric lighting

couragement

reasons for such organizations are obvious.

The

growing tendency of legislators to make political
capital by enacting, or at least advocating/, laws
encroaching on the rights of corporations, warrants the organization of these companies to
protect themselves

against adverse

legislation.

Those who have followed the course of the Illinois legislature will remember the efforts made
during the

last session, to secure the passage of
laws affecting at least one department of electrical activity, and those who were interested in
this field will remember the struggle that was
required to defeat the passage of the bill.
This
has naturally suggested to those interested in
other electrical fields the necessity of providing
against like contingencies, and it is agreed tha\
the only practical method to pursue is to secure
thorough organization. Therefore the officers
of the Illinois State Electric Lighting association
are endeavoring to interest every central station
company in the state, and secure their co-operation in this important movement.
The enterprise is worthy the attention of managers of
central stations, and should receive their support.
The policy adopted by the electric light companies is commended by Light, Heat and Poiver,
a gas journal published at Philadelphia, and the
attention of the gas companies is directed to the
advantages to be derived from this course.

>••
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Practical Electrical Units.

Bv

The statement

is

raphies of the scientists, whose names are employed to designate them. That this mformation might be readily accessible,
the writer
undertook the preparation of this article.' In
the supplement which accompanies this issue of
the Western Electrician are presented with
one exception the portraits of all the eminent
scientists by whose names the practical units are
or were designated. The portrait of Coulomb is
missing, and it is extremely doubtful if there is one
extant. In the accompanying table is presented a
summary of the information relating to the pracFollowing are short biographies of
tical units.
the eminent men whose work marked signal
advances in scientific attainment, and whose
names are or were the familiar designations of
the practical units:
WEBER.

Badt.

F. B.

made

frequently

calculations of electricians are

the

that

mere guesswork,

because we do not understand the nature of
Such an assertion is, of course, abelectricity.
Mathematics
is
an exact science,
surd.
whether applied to astronomy, hydraulics or
While they do not know
electrical engineering.
what gravitation is, astronomers are able to cal
culate eclipses of the sun and moon, and the
movements of celestial bodies with absolute acThus it is in dealing with electricity;
curacy.
while

we may know

little

of

its

nature,

we

are

enabled by means of mathematics and by a
knowledge of the simple laws discovered by
Ampere. Ohm, Joule and others, to make calculations with entire accuracy.
Gauss first proposed the substitution of absostill

lute units for

measuring

55
(See Ampere.)
He greatly improved the congalvanometer, and invented the electrodynamometer. To these instruments he applied the mirror
scale and telescope method of reading which had been suggested by Poggendorfl and used by him and Gauss in magnetic measurements about 1S33.
In 1846 he tested by
means of his improved apparatus the fundamental laws of
Ampere. The result of his researches was to establish the
truth of Ampere's principles as far as experiments with
closed circuits could do so, with a degree of accuracy far
beyond anything attainable with the simple apparatus of

Ampere.

struction of the

the original discoverer.

Applying his improved instruments he also obtained accurate verifications of the laws of induction, which by this
time had been developed mathematically by Neumann and
himself.
The experiments of Weber must be considered as
the experimental evidence establishing the theory of Ampere, and as such they form one of the comer stones of
electrical science.
Clausius and Siemens proposed the
terra Weber for the practical unit of the strength of the
magnetic pole. This unit is equal to 10^ C. G. S. units.
The term has not yet been generally adopted as a practical
unit.
The term Weber was formerly employed to designate the unit of strength of current.
This term is now replaced by the ampere.

Weber, Wilhelm Eduard, born at Wittenberg, October
In 1831 he was professor of physics at the UniGoettingen and in 1S43 was professor at the
University of Leipzig.
In 1849 he is found again at the
University of Goettingen.
He pubHshed with Gauss from
iS36-'4i the results of observations of the Magnetic association.
(See Gauss.)
In 1840 he published the "Atlas of
the Earth's Magnetism."
From 1S46 to 1878 he compiled
24, i?04.
versity of

electrical quantities in

place of the arbitrary vmits used up to his time.
He showed that all quantities could be referred
to the fundamental units of length, time and
The unit of length now adopted is the
mass.

GAUSS.
Gauss. Carl Friedrich, bom it Brunswick. April 30.
1777; died at Goettingen Feb. 23, 1855.
Gaoss was bom
of humble parentage.
He received an education, thanks
to the notice which his talents procured for him from the

PRACTICAL MAGNETIC AND ELECTRO-MAGNETIC UNITS.
PREPARED FOR THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN, FEBRUARY
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Name
Synonyms.

Quantities to be

Symbol.

cal

F.

B.

of Practi-

Unit

Now

Obsolete Names.

Comparative Values.

iSoO.

Dimensions of
Remarks.
the Absolute Fundamental or absolute or C. G. S. Units
Units.
Centimeter (C) for Length.
L= Length.
Gramme fG) for Mass.
= Mass.
Second (S) for Time.

Value in
C. G. S.
or Absolute
Units.

in Use.

Measured.

I,

BADT.

are-

M

T=Time.

Strength of

M.

Quantity of Magnetism.

Pole.

T STin

VForce X (Di&tance)2

JU^JMs'

iThe pole of unit strength is that which, at a distance of one centi™^^s''. repels an equal and similar pole with a force of one
"iyne
The dyne is that force which, acting for one second on a
body weighing one gramme, is able to move it at a velocity of
one centimeter per second.

rn

il

X

.

I

Intensity of

„

Intensity of Magnetiza-

Magnetic

Strength.

Farad.

Intensity.
Rate of Flow.

Weber Per Second. Coulombs-t- Seconds.

Ampere.

Ampere-Second.

Electromotive
Force.
Difference

of

Coulomb.

Q.

E.M.

Pressure
Tension.

Amperes X Seconds.

F.

Amperes X Ohms.

or
E.

Potential,

'

Joules H- Coulombs.

10

108

^
^

T

Power.
Activity.

^Sect
Work-i-Time.

p

i

.00032959 gramme, or .005084 grain of copper per second on the plate of a copper voltameter.

One hour=3,6oo seconds; hence one ampere-hour=3,6oo ampere-

fi/ti
-L'J—

[Lf Mi

seconds, or=3,6oo Coulombs.

T

One

'

L -'

voIt:=.926 standard Daniell cell.

The

unit of self induction which manifests itself as apparent increased resistance is the Secohm (Second X Ohm), which equals
1U» C. G. S. units.

LT-'

Coulombs-*- Vol t"

Electrical Horse Power
Rate of Doing Work.

I

-^

I

.Volts -4- Amperes.

Capacity.

One Ampere deposits

L*M*T-

Jacobi.
Volts-i-Ohms.
Daniell-H Siemens.

Coulomb Per Second.
Volume (obsolete).
Quantity.

i]\T-l 'T' — i'Thefield&f unit intensity is that which acts with a force of one
dyne on a magnetic pole of unit strength.

T

Force -f- Strength of Pole.

tion

Field.

The Microfarad, one

millionth of a Farad=:10— '^ q_ c_ §_ unjts,
has been generally adopted as a practical unit; the Farad istoo
large a unit for practical use.

T^

One Watt=-^g electrical horse power.
One electrical horse power=YHlH^^^^P£I£5:.

VoltsX Amperes.
i(Amperes)2xOhms.
I(Volts)2^0hms.

746

I

Pw

Watt
or
or ll. P. (Volt-ampere

)

i

L=

MT-

One

electrical horse

power=^^"'P"^>^XQ^'°^-

One

electrical horse

power=:_i

Joule -1- Seconds.

r

One Joule

WattsX Seconds.
Work.
Heat.
Energj'-

'

w-rp
Kower,-.
lime.

^^^^ ^y-

Joule
,Volt-coulomb.) Joulad.

centimeter; the unit of time is the second, and
the unit of mass is the gramme.
These units
which form the means of measurement called
the Centimeter-Gramme-Second system, or the
C. G. S. system, are known as the absolute or
C. G. S. units.
Practical units, however, were adopted for the
reason that the absolute units for the several
electrical quantities were found to be either too
great or too small for practical measurements.
Multiples of the absolute units, therefore, were
adopted as practical units, and the names of the

most prominent scientists who had worked to
build up a practical system of measurement
were selected as terms to designate them.
During the last few years the writer has received numerous letters asking for information
relative to the derivation of these units. He had
hoped that an adequate explanation of the origin
of the terms would be found in Prof. Houston's
"Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and
Phrases," but he was disappointed.
One looks
in vain for derivations of the units and for biog-

VoItsX Coulombs.
(Amperes)3x Ohms :< Seconds.

T

^

*~^

(Volts,2xSeconds-s-Ohms.
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duces the system of absolute units.
In the earlier stages of the science several units were introduced for the measurement of quantities dealt with in
electricity.
In illustration may be mentioned the wire of
Jacobi (25 feet of copper wire weighing 345 grains), the
mercury column of Siemens (a meter long, with a section of
a square millimeter), which at given temperatures furnished units of resistance, and the Daniell cell, which furnished the unit of electromotive force.
Jacobi's current
unit was based on the electrolytic decomposition of water.
One cubic centimeter of oxy-hydrogen gas is formed each
minute.
All these units were perfectly arbitrary, and there
The introwas no connection of any kind between them.
duction of a rational system of unitation, based on the
fundamental units of time, mass and length, was one of
The impulse
the greatest achievements of modem times.
came from the famous memoir of Gauss, "Intensitas vis

Magnetics Terrestris ad Mensuram Absolutam Revocata" in
1832.
(See Gauss.) In conjucction with Weber, heintroduced his principles into the measurement of the earth's
magnetic force.
To Weber belongs the credit of doing a similar service

He

not only devised

three

different

sys-

—

tems of such units the electro-dynamic, the electrostatic,
and the electro-magnetic, but he carried out a series of
measurements which practically introduced the last two
systems.

iSevera! portraits presented in the Supplement were obtained from
friends in the United States and abroad.
large number of books
and periodicals was consulted both for portraits and biographies. The
writer is especially indebted to Encj-clopsedia Britannica;
Jacquez'
Diciionaire d' Eleciricite et de Magnetismc; Olto Sparaer's Conversations Lexicon; Erockhaus' Conversations Lexicon: Popular Science
Monthly: Les Mervcillcsde la Science par Louis Figuicr*'Invcniion;''

A

E

The London Electrician: Trades' Directory; Hartlebens'
cecbni5che Bibliothek, and many others.

Electro-

The

which are in use to-day are simply
multiples of the absolute or Centimeter-GrammeSecond (C. G. S.) units. The absolute units are either too
great or too small for practical use and for convenience the
"practical units" were adopted to which the names of the
most famous electricians are given.
Weber was the most illustrious among the successors of
certain

practical units

\—

Ohms

the work done or heat generated by a

Watt

in

a

second.
the heat necessary to raise .238 gramme of water 1° Cor one Joule=. 2,^8 calorie or therm.
One JouIe=.7373 foot
!pouod in a second-

One Joule

is

I

"Electro-Dynamische Massbestimmungen," (Electro-dynamic measurements.) In this latter work Weber intro-

for electricity.

is

".^

—_-
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reigning duke.
He was appointed director of the Goettingen Observatory in 1S07, an office which he retained to
his death.
The story goes that he alwa5's slept under the
roof of his observatory except on one occasion, when he
accepted an invitation from Humboldt lo attend a meeting
His first work on the
o^ natural philosophers at Berlin.
"Tbeor}' of Magnetism" was published in 1S32 (Intensitas
vis Magnetic;^ Terristris ad Mensuram Absolutam Revocata).
Shortly afterward he constructed in conjunction
with l-'rofessor Wilhelm Weber new appa-atus for obsenOne of these instruments is
ing the earth's magnetism.

With Weber's assistance he
the bifilar magnetometer.
erected in 1833 at Goettingen a magnetic observatory free
from iron.
From this obstrvatory he sent tdegraphic signals to a neighboring town, thus demonstrating for the
first time the practicability of an
electro-magnetic telegraph.
He organized the Magnetic association, whose
continuous observatior s (1S36-41; on fixed days extended
from Holland to Sicily. The results of the observations
were published from 1S36 to 1339. Gauss was well versed
in general literature and the chief languages of modem
Europe, and was a member of nearly all the leading scienHis collected works were pubtific societies in Europe.
lished by the Royal Society of Cioettingen, comprising
seven volumes, 1863 to 1871: (1) "Disquisitiones Arithraetic?e;" (2) "Thtory of Numbers;" (3) "Analysis;" (4)
"Geometr)' and Method of Least Squares;" (5) "Mathematical Physics;"' (6) "Astronomy," and (7) "Theoria
Sir William Thomson
Motus Corporum Coelcstium.''
proposed the name of Gauss for the unit of intensity of
magnetic field. This practical unit has been generally
It is equal to 10^ C. G. S. units.
adopted.
Ampere, Andre Marie, born at Lyons Januarj' 12, 1775;
Ampere is the founder
died at Marseilles June 10, 1S36.

'
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He was enthusiastic
of the science of electro-dynamics.
in the pursuit of knowledge from his childhood, and acout
sums
by means of pebcording to tradition he worked
In later life he was acbles before he knew the figures.
customed to say that he knew as much about mathematics
when he was iS as ever he knew, but his reading embraced
and the natural
history, travels, poetry, philosophy
From about iTw*' Ampere gave private lessons
sciences.
In
at Lyons in mathematics, chemistry and languages.
i8oi he removed to Hourg. where he was professor of
After two years' absence he rephysics and chemistry.
turned to 1-yons as professor of mathematics at the LyIn 1S09 he was elected professor of analysis at the
ceum.
Mere he continued to prosePolytechnic School at Paris.
cute his scientific researches and his niuUifariuus studies.
He was admitted to membership in the institute in iSi^.
He established the relations between electricity and magOn his development of the science of electronetism.
magnetism, or as he called it, "electro-dynamics," his
On the iithof September 1820, heheaidof the
rests.
fame
discovery of Professor Oersted of Copenhagen that the magHe
netic needle might be deflected by a voltaic current.
set to work at once to develop the important consequences
Physicists had long been
which this discovery involved.
looking for the connection between magnetism and electricity, and had, perhaps, inclined to the view that electricity was in some way to be explained as a magnetic phenomenon. Such ideas in pait led Oersted to his discovery.
Ampere proved that the e.xplanation was to be found in an
He discovered the ponderomotive
opposite direction.
action of one electric current on another, and by a series
of well-chos€n experiments he established the elementary
laws of electro-dynamic action. Starting from this point,
by a brlliant train of mathematical analysis, he not only
evolved the complete explanation of all the electro-magnetic phenomena observed before him, but predicted the

On September i9. 1820, he
discovery of many new facts.
presented a paper to the academy, containing a far more
complete exposition of the phenomenon observed by Oerwhich he had in the interval investigated by experiments, and he proved that magnetic effects can be produced without magnets, but by means of electricity alone.
In particular he showed that the attraction or repulsion of
two wires connecting the opposite poles of a battery depends on whether the currents pass in the sa.-ne or in opAccording to his beautiful theory of
posite directions.
magnetism, every molecule of magnetic matter is acted on
by a closed electric current, and magnetization lakes place
sted,

in

proportion as the direction of these currents approaches

parallelism.

This theory of molecular currents gave an explanation
of that connection between electricity and magnetism
which had been the dream of previous investigators.
Hardly any advance in the science of e'ectricily can compare in point of completeness and brilliancy with the
work of Ampere, if we except the discovery of the laws of
induction by Faraday ten years later.
Ampere anticipated the invention of the electric telegraph,
as he suggested in 1821 an apparatus having a separate
wire for each

due the invention of the solenoid and
several other kinds of apparatus which he constructed for
the purpose of demonstrating his theories experimentally.
The great amiability and childlike simplicity of Ampere's
character are well brought out in his "Journal et Correspondence," published by Madame Chevreux. Paris, 1S72.
His most remarkable reports are found in the publications
of "L'Academie des Sciences." or in the "Annals de Physique et de Chimie." The Paris Electrical Congress of
iSSi adopted the ampere as the practical unit of the
strength of the elerfrir current. This practical unit is equal
of the C. G, S. unit.
to 10

—

is

'

rui'i.oMH.

Coulomb, Charles .Auguslin, born at AngouKme. June
Coulomb beat Paris, August 23, 1S06.

14, 1736. died

He chose the
longed to a noble family of Montpellier.
He gained great distincprofession of military engineer.
tion

in

1773

and, where he and De Saussure became intimate friends.
In 1779 a chair of physics was founded in Pavia and Volta
In 17S2 he undertook a journey
to occupy it.
through I'Vance,
iermany, Holland and England, and
became acquainted with nearly all the scientific celebrities
of that day.
In 179I he received the Copley medal of the
Royal Society. In iSui Napoleon, then first consul of
the French Republic, called him to Paris that he might see
A medal was
his experiments on contact electricity.
He was made a senator of the kingstruck in his honor.

was chosen

(

of Lombardy, member of the .Academy of Sciences,
In 1S15 the emand received b.ooo francs as a present.

by his "Statistical

Problems

Applied to

Architecture," which he presented to the Academy of
Sciences in 1779; he shared with Van Swinden the prize for
improvements in the construction of compasses. In 17S1
He was appointed
he was stationed permanently at Paris.
inspector of public instruction in 1S02, but his health was
He had
already very feeble and four years later he died.
His fame
the rank of lieutenant-colonel of engineers.
investigaand
important
rests chiefly on his most elaborate
tions in electricity and magnetism, and on his invention of
This instrument has since his
the torsion balance in 1777.
lime been universally used in all delicate researches, particularly in the measurement of electrical and magnetic
Coulomb proved, by a series of elaborate exactions.
periments, in opposition to the generally accepted theories of Cavendish, that electricity, like gravity, varied in
the inverse ratio of the square of the distance. Adopting the
two- fluid hypothesis, Coulomb investigated the distribution
His experiments on
of electricity on the surface of bodies.
He
the dissipation of electricity possess a high value.
found that a thread of gum-lac was the most perfect of all
insulators: it insulated ten times as well as dry silk thread.
He found that a silk thread covered with fine scaling wax
insulated as effectually as gum-lac when it had four limes
He ascertained that the dissipation of electricits length.
ity along insulators was chiefly due to adhering moisture,
but in some measure also lo a slight conducting ppwer.
His writings were collected by the Societe de Physique,
and thanks to Monsieur Poller, form Volume I of the

The Par's Electrical Conrelating to Physics.
gress of 1S81 adopted the name of Coulomb as the practical
The coulomb is etjual to ;o
unit of electrical quantity.
of the C. G. S. unit of quantity.
Memoirs

—

\OLrA.

Como,

Volta. Count AJessandro, born at
He was appointed prodied in same city, March 6, 1827.
In
fessor of physics in the Gymnasium of Como in 1774.
1777 he left his native city and traveled through SwitzerF'eb. iS, 1745,

i,
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it was stamped by the award of the Copley
This society
medal of the British Royal Society in 1S41.

recognized until

now co-operating with Cerman scientific societies in the
erection of a statue in honor of »hm at Munich, the capital
of Pavaria, his native country.
Since his birth a century
had passed on March 16, 1S89. The Electrical Congress
of Paris in 1881 adopted Ohm's name as that of the practical unit of resistance.
The ohm is equal to 10'' C. (1. S.
is

(

units.

dom

peror of Austria made him director of the philosophical
In 1819 he retired and settled in his
faculty of Padua.
Volta is the inventor of the electrophorus,
native town.
the condenser, the straw electrometer and the electric
Volta's electric pile was first described in a letter to
pile.
This
Sir J. lianks, then president of the Royal Society.
letter, which was dated March 20, iSoo, was read before
the society on June

2(i

of that year.

The

pile consisted of

a number of disks of zinc and an equal number of silver or
copper disks. The zinc and copper plates were in contact,
and each pair was separated by porous matter which was
lie described a number of experimental rekept moist.
sults obtained with this pile, and finally showed that all
the effects produced were the same as those which could be
obtained from electrical machines and that therefore

"galvanism" and "electricity" were

identical.

\'olta

was

Jed to the invention of the electric pile by the astonishing
It is very instructive lo
discoveries of Galvani in 1790.
read the letters and essays in which Volla describes his ob-

servations and his reasoning which gradually led him up to
The muscle of the
the construction of the electric pile.
frog soon appeared lo him lo be nothing but a very delicate
electrometer and not, as was first thought, the source of
electricity.
\'olta lived to see the remarkable development
of his science by Sir Humphrey Davy, Oersted and Ampere, but he was no mathematician and the subject grew

He recognized this fact
his ability lo grasp it.
with that frank honesty which is apparent in all his writings
and during the last twenty- five years of his life he pubThe Paris Electrical
lished nothing on electrical subjects.
Congress of 18S1 adopted the word volt (abbreviation of
the name of \'olta) as the practical unit of electromotive
force.
It is equal to lO** C. G. S. units.
beyond

ohKT.

Ohm, Georg Simon, born

Erlangen, Bavaria, March

at

The exact
17, 1S54.
Ohm was the son of a lockErlangen,
Bavaria,
and
his
boyhood,
following
smith in
in
the custom prevailing in European states, he worked in his
Very early in his life he turned his attention
father's shop.
to physical science, and having been educated in the university at Erlangen and becoming an accomplished mathematician, he was in iSoS appointed professor of physics in
In 1S17 he became professor
the gymnasium in Cologne.
of mathematics in the Jesuits' college in Cologne, and in
1S18 published his fir.t work, on the "Elements of Geom-

Died at Munich,
16, 1789.
year of his birth is in doubt.

July

etry."

letter.

To Ampere

February

After a few years in Cologne he resigned bis professcrship and went lo Berlin. He had become deeply interested
Galvani had
in the phenomena of galvanic electricity.
discovered in 1 790 that the contact of metals produced a
current of electricity which developed muscular contraction
in the frog, and in iSoo \'olta had invented the electric
pile.
Pushing his researches in these directions, by the aid
of his mathematical attainments,
became convinced
that the flow of the electric current was governed by fixed
laws, and he bent his energies to the discovery of those
laws. The result of his studies was embodied in his famous

Ohm

work published in 1827 and entitled "Die galvanische
galvanic circuit
Kelte malhematisch bearbeitet" (the
mathematically determined). This work wps only a pamphlet, but its iniportrince was far-reaching, for here is found
what has ever since been known as "Ohm's Law." In 1833
Ohm became the director of the Polytechnic School at
Nuremberg. In 1852 he was made professor of experimental physics in the University of Munich.
Ohm's law completely changed the methods of measuring
Before his discovery the quantitative
circumstances of the electric current had been very vaguely
electric quantities.

indicated by the words "intensity" and "quantity,'' but
these words indicated nothing definite.
By Ohm's law,
however, it became for the first time possible, accurately,
lo define and measure electromotive force, strength of current

and

resistance.

C=

prenticed in the following year, to learn the business of
bookseller and bookbinder, and continued to work at that
trade till 1812.
During his term of apprenticeship, a few
scientific works occasionally fell into his hands.
These he
read with avidity, and aided by patient study and such
rough experiments in chemistry as could be accomplished
by a youth with little leisure, and still less pocket money,
he gradually mastered their contents.
Among these were
"The Treatise on Electricity," the "Encyclopaedia Britannica," and Mrs. Marcel's well-known "Conversations on
Chemistry " The perusal of the former led to the construction of his first electrical machine with a glass phial,
on which he afterward improved by constructing another
with a proper cylinder, and added other simple apparatus
for the purpose of making a variety of experiments with
electricity.
Through the kindne.ssof Mr. Dance, a member of the Royal Institution and a customer of his master,
Faraday was enabled to attend the last four lectures delivered in that building by Sir Humphrey Davy in the
early part of i8i2.
Of these he took careful notes, from
which he wrote out the lectures in a fuller form, interspersing them with such drawings as he could make to illustrate
their contents.
His strong desire for some scientific occupation, even of the humblest kind, induced him to write
in the December following to Sir Humphrey Davy, inclosing his notes and illustrations as a proof of his earnestness in the cause of science. The reply was prompt as well
as kind and favorable, nor was it without its results.
Early in 1S13. his patron, acting for the managers of the
Royal Institution, offered him the situation of chemical
assistant under himself, as honorary professor, and Mr.
Brande as professor of chemistry. This post he accepted,
and shortly afterward entered upon his duties, taking up
his residence at the Royal Institution, where he chiefly
resided.
In the autumn of the same year Mr. Faraday
went abroad as assistant and amanuensis of Sir Humphrey
Davy, and returned to England in 1815. when he resumed
his place at the Royal Institution.
After a number of
varied experiments, of which he published accounts from
time to time in scientific journals, in 1820 he discovered
the chlorides of carbon, in 1S21 the mutual rotation of the
magnetic pole and an electric current, and in 1S23 some
new and important facts as to the condensation of gases.
In 1S29 he labored hard, and as he thought at the time
fruitlessly, on the production of optical glass; but though
unsuccessful in his immediate object, his experiments produced the heavy glass which afterward proved of great
assistance to him in his magnetic investigation.
In 1831
the series of "Experimental Researches in Electricity,"
published in the "Philosophical Transactions." began with
the development of the induction of electric currents, and
the evolution of electricity from magnetism.
He took up
the investigation of the chemical decompositions effected
by the electric current.
In 1S33 he announced his great
law of electrc-chemical equivalents, which made an epoch
in the history of this department of electricity.
He recognized and for the first time thoroughly explained the
essential features of the phenomenon.
Faraday's discovery
gave a new measure of the current, and he invented the
In 1S46 he received at one time the Royal
voltameter.
and the Rumford medals for his discoveries in diamagnetism, and of the influence of magnetism upon light.
In
1847 he declared the magnetic character of oxygen, and
the magnetic relations of flame antl gases.
It should be observed that the "Researches," though
termed "Experimental," contain many hypothetical ideas

and many inquiries into theories generally adopted up

Ohm's law states that the current strength is directly
proportional to the electromotive force, and inversely proportional to the resistance.
This is generally written as a
formula

Faraday, Michael, born at Ncwington near London
September 22, 1791; died at Hampton Court, Sussex, on
August 25. i?<Oy. His father, James I'araday, a native
of ^"orkshire, obtained his livelihood as a working blacksmith.
Faraday's education as a child, was of the most
ordinary description, comprising little more than the rudiments of reading, writing, and arithmetic, obtained at a
common day-school in the neighborhood. At 13 he went
to Mr. Riebau, of Blandford street, to whom he was ap-

E
;

in

which

C

represents current strength

R
amperes), E electromotive force (in volts), and R resistance (in ohms.)
It may be doubted whether Ohm's investigations could
have been made without the aid of the magnificent work of
Fourier on the conduction of heat. In fact. thee(|ualion for
the propagation of electricity formed on Ohm's principles,
is identical with that of Fourier for the propagation of heat;
and if in Fourier's solution of any problem of heat conduction, we change the word "temperature" to "potential"
and write "electric current" instead of "llux of heat," wc
have the solution of a corresponding problem of electric
(in

conduction.

Ohm introduced for the first lime into the theory of the
galvanic pile the equivalent of the modern word "potential." Ohm's word was "electroscopic force"or "tension,"
and he showed that with the same current strength the fall
of potential is uniform along a homogeneous linear conductor of even cross-section.

Ohm continued a long course of experiments with the
thermo-electric pile, and when he had become thoroughly
satisfied as lo the correctness of his theory, he published his
Like almost all other discoverers he was ahead of
book.
his time.
The value of Ohm's work was but imperfectly

to

Among

these may be specified the consideration respecting static induction, atmospheric electricity
and those relating to lines of force, both representative and
physical, which, having sufficiently stated his views, he was
content lo leave for solution to time and future experience.
It may be added that his last hypothetical view relates to
the conservation of force, a generalization which later
researches have established; and that one of his latest
papers treats of the division of gold and other metals. The
researches of l-araday were pursued almost exclusively in
the Royal Institution, Albermarlc street, London, where
he delivered lectures on scientific subjects every year from
1S27, when he first appearcti at the lecture table in the
their time.

In conjunction with his friend, Mr. Brande.
he had. for some three years previously, delivered early
morning lectures to students in the laboratory. In 1833.
when Mr. Fuller founded the chair of chemistry called
after his name, in the Royal Institution, he nominated
Mr. Faraday the first professor, expressly desiring that he
should hold the chair as long as he was attached to the
institution without being required to give lectures or having
any other duties exacted of him in consideration of the
In Novalue of his researches to the cause of science.
vember, 1835, Professor Faraday received from Lord
Melbourne's government a pension of /^300 per annum as
a recognition of the importance of his scientific discoveries.
In iS3fi he was appointed scientific adviser on lights to
great theater.

the Trinity House, and became a member of the senate of
In 18.^5 Professor Faraday
^^e yn\versity gf London.

—
February
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elected corresponding member of the Academy o
Sciences, a Paris; in iS2(;, a fellowof the Royal Society'
and in 1S32. the University of Oxford conferred upon him
Numerous
the honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Law.
foreign orders were showered upon him, and he was a
bodies.
He might
member of many learned and scientific
have had a title, but his ambition did not lie that way and
The Paris Electrical Conhe always refused such offers.
gress of iSSt named in his honor the practical unit of electerm was also applied preThis
"Farad."
the
capacity
tric
viously to the unit of current strength which is now
of theC.
measured in amperes. One Farad is equal to 10

was

.

''

G.

S. unit.

died
His father was a small
at Heathfield, August 19. 1819.
who
lost
his
little
fortune
by
unsucGreenock,
merchant at
cessful speculation, and the son at an earlyage was thrown
on his own resources. He devek-ped when a boy a taste
for mechanics and at the age of ig went to London to learn
In 1756 he
the trade of a scientific instrument maker.
visited (/ilasgow to obtain work in repairing astronomical
instruments and subsequently tried to establish himself as
an instrument maker in Glasgow. As he had not served
the full term of apprenticeship, the City Guilds refused him
The college took him under its protection and
permissiou.
in 1757 he possessed the title of mechanical instrument
Here Watt became acquainted
maker to the university.
with Black, the discoverer of latent heat, then a lecturer on
student
by
the name of Robinson, who
and
a
chemistr}'.
The
afterward became professor of natural philosophy.
three frequently discussed the possibility of improving the
which,
at
that
time,
Newcomen's
was
the
engine,
of
steam
His engines were at that time apmost advanced type.
They
plied only to pumping water, generally in mines.
were so clumsy and wasteful of fuel that they were but litWatt commenced a very close study of this
tle used.
In 1769 be
steam engine and of the properties of steam.
took out his first patent, which covers nearly all the featWatt's second steam
ures of the modern steam engine.
It describes five different
engine patent is dated 17S1.
methods of converting the reciprocating motion of the pisrotation
as
to adapt the engine for
motion
of
so
into
ton
The simplest way of accomdriving ordinary machinery.
plishing this is by a crank and fly wheel, a method which
Jn 17S2 he took out the third patent
is still used to-day.
covering a double acting engine; that is to say. both ends
of the cylinder were alternately put in communication with
the boiler and the condenser; up to that time, only one end
Watt also covered in
of the cylinder was thus connected.
this patent, the system of expansive working in which the
admission valve is closed after a portion only of the stroke
is performed and the steam inclosed in the cylinder is then
allow^ed to expand during the remainder of the stroke, thus
In 1784 he took
doing additional work upon the piston.
out his fourth patent describing the well-known "parallel
motion," an arrangement of links, by which the top of the
piston rod is connected to the bottom so that it may either
pull or push, and is at the same time guided to move in a
Watt is considered to be the father
sensibly straight line.
He invented the throttle
of modern steam engineering.
valve and centrifugal governor by which the speed of rotaHe is also the
tive engines was automatically controlled.
inventor of the steam engine indicator .which draws a diagram of the relation of the steam pressure to its volume
This instrument has played the
as the stroke proceeds.
most important part in the evolution of the steam engine.
No engineer of to-day underestimates its value, and it is a
surprising fact that the inventor of the modern stearn engine also invented the instrument by which the working of
Watt was the inventor of
the engine can be determined.
the letter copying press; he patented the device in 17S0.
In the year iSoo he retired from business and spent the remainder of his life at Heathfield Hall, his home near Birmingham, where he devoted his time to mechanical purThe late Sir William Siemens proposed in 1S82 to
S'dis.
name the unit of activity or power exerted by one volt-ampere the Watt, in memory of the name of the famous inventor.
This practical unit has been generally adopted.
It is equal to 10'" C. G. S. unitsig,

1736;

JOULE.

James Prescott, born at Salford, near Manchester, December 24, 1S18; died at Sale, near Manchester,
October 11, iS8g. When he was fifteen years of age he became a pupil in chemistry of DaUon, who first established the
atomic theor}' and the principle of the indestructibility of
matter. He entered into his work with enthusiasm, and not
many months elapsed before he commenced a series of experJoule,

iments with rude apparatus of his own contrivance. One
of his first papers related to an electro-magnetic engine. It
was published when he was nineteen years of age. Some
idea of the

any alcoholic liquid passing through the instru
ment.
Dr. Siemens has been appointed a member of the Prussian Order "Pour le Merite," and has become the recipient

tained in

many other distinctions and honors. The German
He is honorary- member of
the English Institution of Electrical Engineers and is corresponding secretary for Germany.
His many papers read before scientific societies up to

of

omperor created him a noble

iSSi were published in book form, "Gesammete Abbandlungen und Vortraege," published in Berlin by Julius
Springer in iSSi.
SIEMENS.

A

Watt, Tanies. born al Greenock, January

.

learned societies many communications on the subject.
These preliminary papers were summed up in an elaborate
paper which be read before the Royal society in i84g. He
summarized his investigations as follows: "The quantity
of heat produced by the friction of bodies, whether solid
or liquid, is always proportional to the quantity of force
expended, and the quantity of heat capable of increasing
the temperature of a pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit, requires for its evolution the expenditure of a mechanical force expended by the fall of 772 lbs. through the
space of one foot."
Seguin in France and Mayer in St. Petersburg had also
made noteworthy advances toward the establishment of
the mechanical equivalent of heat.
hot controversy
arose, especially in England, as to the relative merits of

immense amount of work performed by him may

be gained when

it is
stated t4iat in the Royal Scciety list
of ninety-seven papers prepared by him bethere are
sides twenty other important papers relating to researches

titles

undertaken by him in connection with Sir William Tbom-.
In these papers a
son. Sir Lyon Playfair and others.
In many
great variety of scientific subjects was treated.
of his experiments he had met with great difficulties arising as he said "from incomplete descriptions of apparatus,
and from the arbitrary and vague numbers which are used
I have therefore
deterto characterize electric currents.
mined for my own part to abandon my old quantity numbers, and to express my results on the basis of a unit which
The unit
shall be at once scientific and convenient."
quantity of electricity according to his- method was the
quantity necessary to decompose nine grains of water.
As
a unit of resistance he adopted a copper wire of specific diHe devised many improvements in galvanommensions.
eters and as a result of a series of experiments laid the
The
foundation for the department of thermo-dynamics.
statement of his discover}' of the mechanical equivalent of
meeting
of the British associaheat was made at the Cork
During the next few years he presented to
tion in 1841.

Mayer and

Siemens. Sir William (christened Carl Wilhelm);

Joule distinguished himself also by his experiments with
motors or, as they were formerly called, electromagnetic motors. Early in iS4[ he gave a lecture in the
Royal Victoria gallery in Manchester, in which he gave
electric

the results

of

his experiments, referring also to

what had

Petersburg in the way of applying electro-magnetism as a motive power (see Jacobij.
Joule also found experimentally that the quantity of heat
developed by an electric current in a conductor is directly
proportional to the resistance of the conductor and to the
square of current strength and to the time that the current

been done by Jacobi in

St.

lasts.

This law known as "Joule's law"
pressed by the formula:

is

now

generally ex-

W|^ C^XRXt

„,.

4.2

Where

represents the quantity of heat or work; C
the current strength in amperes, R the resistance in
ohms; t the time in seconds and 4.2 Joule's equivalent.
Dr. Joule has figured but little in the fields of popular
science.
He became a fellow of the Royal Society in
1850, received the degree of B. C. L. from Oxford, of LL.
D. from the Universities of Dublin and Edinburgh, and
was president of the British association in 1S73.
His work in pure science whieh was followed by practical
results has been appreciated and gold medals and other
marks of honor have been showered upon him.
In 1878 a
pension of £200 a year was conferred upon him by the
British government.
He lived a retired life as the result
both of great modesty and poor health.
Siemens proposed in 1SS2 the "Joule" as a practical unit
of electric work (heat or energy).
This practical unit has
been generally adopted. It is equal to ip^ C. G. S. units.
^^'j

Siemens, Dr. Werner von;

born at Lenthe in Hanover,

Dec. 13, 1S16.
He is the eldest and most famous of four
brothers, namely:
Carl Wilhelm (Sir William Siemens,)
born at Lenthe April 4, 1823, died in London Nov. 19,
18S3; Friedrich, born at Menzendorf in 1825, and Carl,
born at Menzendorf in 1829. Werner was educated at the
Lubeck Gymnasium. He joined the Prussian artillery in
1834, ivhere his eminent talents soon attracted notice, and
having pas'.ed through the military schools, he obtained
While still holding this
the rank of lieutenant in 1S37.
appointment in the army he applied himself with great zeal to
the study of practical chemistry and physical sciences, and
became the inventor of the process of electro-gilding, the differential governor and the electro-automatic recording telegraph, for all of which patents were granted him in
Prussia.
As member of a commission of the Prussian
General Staff for the introduction of the electric telegraph
system in place of the optical telegraphs, he proposed, in
1S47, the application of subterranean conductors, insulated
by gutta-percha. Successful experimental lines were operated, the wires of which were coated wiih gutta-percha by
means of a press invented by him for that purpose. The
press is still used in the manufacture of cables.
With the
help of these insulated wires he first succeeded, with
the
assistance of Prof. Himley, in firing submarine
mines by electric ignition in the spring of 1S4S. These
mines were designed for the protection of the harbor of
Kiel from the Danish fleet.
In the same year he directed
the construction of the first great telegraph line in Germany, between Berlin and Frankfort-on the-Main, and in
the following year planned the subterranean line between
Berlin and Cologne.
Dr. Siemens left the government service in 1850, and
subsequently devoted himself exclusively to scientific studies
and private enterprises. In 1S47 he had already laid the
foundation of the telegraph manufactory conducted by him
under the firm name of Siemens & Halske in Berlin, the
celebrated establishment which was destined to become,
and at present is, one of the chief centers for the application of electricity to the industrial arts.
Its world-wide
reputation, acquired within a short time, led him to open
branch works in London and St. Petersburg, which soon
developed into large independent concerns under the management of his younger brothers, Wilhelm and Carl.
Dr. Siemens' personal achievements are to be found in
the fields of science as well as in the technical arts.
His
scientific merits induced the University of Berlin to confer
on him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, honoris causa, in

He was honored by admission to membership in
]86o.
the Academy of Sciences in Berlin in 1S74. and subsequently in many other academies and societies.
Among
his many and varied achievements in matters relating to
science and technical arts may be mentioned as particularly
noteworthy, the invention and practical application of a
standard unit of resistance known as the Siemens unit, the
development of methods for testing underground and submarine cables and of determining the position of faults, the
invention of polarized relays, of the so-called Siemens armature, and of the dynamo-electric machine, the principle
of which he published first at the meeting of the Berlin
Academy of Sciences on Januar}' 17, 1867, the electric
railway, and of numerous other appliances, including the
pneumatic dispatch tube system, and the Siemens alcoholometer for registering the quantity of absolute alcohol con-

bom

at Lenthe in Hanover, April 4. 1S23; died in London November ig, 1533. He was educated in the Polytechnic
School of Magdeburg and the University of Goettingen.
He visited England at the age of 19, to introduce a process
of electro-plating, which he had jointly invented with his

Joule.

j

brother Werner.
He subsequently returned to Germany
and entered as a pupil tte engineering works of Count
Stolberg at Magdeburg.
IniS44he went again to England to introduce a new invention of his brother Werner,
the differential governor for steam engines. He then made
England his home, and in 1S59 became a naturalized
British subject.
In 1851 he established himself as an
engineer; he worked mainly in two departments, in the
application of heat and the application of electricity.
He
gained great reputation in both fields. The scientific
papers which he published from time to time would have
alone sufficed to establish his reputation.
He was elected
in 1862 to membership in the Royal Society and later he became president of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers,
the Society of Telegraphic Engineers, the Iron and Steel
Institute and the British Association. He was given honorary degrees by the universities of Oxford, Glasgow, Dublin
and Wueitzburg. He was knighted by the Queen in 1881.
Siemens originated a great number of valuable inventions.
Among others he introduced in 1S56 the regenerative furnace, the idea of his brother Friedrich, with whom William
had associated himself. Siemens was a strong believer in
gaseous fuel, and he anticipated that its use would in time
supersede that of coal for domestic and industrial purposes,
cheap gas being supplied either from works or directly from
the pit.
One of his last inventions was a house grate, in
which to burn gas and coke. This combustion he
regarded as a possible cure for city smoke. Another of his
inventions is the Siemens electric furnace, in which the intensely hot atmosphere of the electric arc between carbon
points melts refractory metals.
He also invented a watermeter, an electro-thermometer, a pyrometer, an attractionmeter, and a bathometer, by which the depths of the sea
can be found without a sounding line.
A number of his most valuable papers were published
under the title, "Einige Wissenschaftlich-Technische
Fragen der Gegenwart," issued in Berlin by Julius
Springer, 1879.
D.ANIELL.

John Frederick, born at Lonaon, March 12,
London March 13, 1845. Daniell received

Daniell,

1790; died in

from his father, a barrister, an excellent classical education.
He displayed from his early years a great liking for nat-

He studied chemistry, and started, in 1S16.
wiih Professor Brande, the Quarterly Jounial of Science
A}t.
In 1S23 he published h's meteorological essays.
In 1831 he was appointed first professor of chemistr}' at
King's College.
During the succeeding years he was engaged in investigations of beat and electricity. In 1S32
he received the Rumford medal of the Royal Society. In
1S37 he was awarded the Copley medal for his invention of
the sulphate of copper battery, which bears his name.
In
1842 he received the Royal medal.
He is the only person
-who ever received all three medals in the gift of the Royal
Soci ty.
The Daniell cell is still used as a standard of
electromotive force, and was at the time of 'he invention
a great improvement over other primary batteries.
The
name Daniell was formerly used for the practical unit of
electromotive force, being equal to the electromotive force
of one Daniell cell.
This name has become obsolete now,
and is replaced by the volt, which is equal to .926 standard
Daniell cell.
ural science.

ami

JACOBI.
Jacobi, Aforitz Hermann von, b'nrn at Potsdam September 21, iSoi; died at St. Petersburg, March 10, 1S74.
Jacobi received a good common school education. .\t the
age of 28 he went to Russia, and soon attracted attention
by his researches in physics.
He invented electrotyping
simultaneously with Thomas Spencer, in Liverpool, in 1837.
In 1839 Jacobi first succeeded in propelling a boat on the
river Neva at St. Petersburg by means of a galvanic battery and an electro-magnetic motor.
His motor was constructed aftei the Ritchie principle, and consisted of four
stationary and four movable
electro-magnets arranged
around a horizontal shaft, with a paddle wheel on each end.
The battery consisted of 64 zinc-platinum cells. This
scientific triumph was, however, not cronned by commercial success, for the simple reason that primary battery
power then was and still is too expensive. Jacobi laid
down the fundamental theories of electric motors. He proposed practical units of resistance and current strength.
(See Weber.
He constructed electric telegraphs in St.
Peterst urg; the most extensive line being 18 miles in
length betwten two of the imperial residences.
He conducted many experiments on these lines, and made the important discovery that by using the earth as a "return" the
circuit was completed. In 1S40 he published "Die Galvanoplastik" (The Art of Electrotyping), a work which gained
him admittance to the Imperial .\cademyat St. Petersburg.
His principal works were published in the " Poggendorff 's
Annalen" from 1S34 to 1S57.
The most important are:
"Applications of Electro-AIagnetism," "The Phenomena
of Induction in the Voltaic Pile," "The Laws of ElectroMagnets," Reports on the Application of Galvanism to
Electrotyping," "The Ignition of Gunpowder,"' etc.
I
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A Review of Modern
Hv

Electrical Theoriesi

I'kui, \Vm. a.

Anthony.

The general phenomena of electricity are familiar to us
As children we learned of the attraction and repulsion of electrostatic charges, of condensers, of insulators
and conductors, of electric currents and electro-magnets,
of telegraphs, and electric fire alarms and electric btlls, of
the heating of conductors, and even electric lights.
have long been familiar with the effect of the current on a
magnetic needle, and with the attraction and repulsion of
currents for each other.
have seen thai these effects
all.

We

We

arc manifested at a distance from the conductors which
carr)* the currents, and we have been willing to believe
that the distances at which these phenomena could be recognized were limited only by the want of sensitiveness of
the apparatus through which the effects were manifested.
I'robably not many of us stop to think ho:,- these effects
were brought alx)ut.
were content with a general
statement of the relations of the phenomena, or. at least,
with the determination of the direction and intensity of the
forces due to a given conformation of current.
We talked
of the attractions and repulsions as acrion across space, and
if we thought of them at
all as requiring any mechanism

We

through which to act, we still felt satisfied when we had
discovtred and formulated the laws that govern the action
of these forces.
It did not matter to us that attraction across empty
space was unthinkable; it was enough that action took
place and that we could measure and. to a certain extent,
We constructed instruments and computed
control it.
forces acting under certain conditions; we multiplied experiments, and thought we had developed a vast science.
But there have not been
wanting, even among the
earlier philosophers, some who could not feel satisfied with
the idea of action at a distance.
Kxperience gives no clue
to any explanation of action of one body upon another at a
distance, except through some intervening mechanism,
and if we (ind cases where such intervening mechanism is
not apparent, to say that in these cases action at a distance
is taking place, is only to say that
the action is unexplained.

Gravity acts upon the distant planets and, we believe,
upon the most distant stars; but it is not enough to say
that gravity acts, that it decreases as the square of the distance increases: we want to know /lo-.r it acts.
By what

means or through what medium does our

earth reach out

CL-

I
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sure that the action begins with the wire?
Is it not possible that the action begins with the medium, and that the
wire merely separates portions of the medium and so permits action that could not otherwise take- place?
Maxwell
has proposed a mechanical illustration of the action taking
place in space when electrical phenomena occur, and

Lodge have elaborated
reach of non-ma thcmat leal

Fleming and
Aithin the

it

and brought

readers.

Let

it

us

suppose all space to be tilled with wheels connected by
idle wheels in such a way that when one turns all must
turn In the same direction, except that the elasticity of
the syclem permits a small movement of one wheel
before the others In the vicinity begin to move.
Electromotive force Is then something that tends to turn ihe
wheels.
Let /' in Fig. i repre ent some source of electrcmolive force: </ and
conductors not forming a closed
citcuit but having an opening at (/.
The electromotive
force at
lends to turn the wheels, but so long as the gap
exists at U the wheels are connected through all space, and
the e. m. f. at h can effect nothing e,Kcept to turn the wheels
through a small angle until Ihe elastic resistance balances
In the conductor the wheels are not supposed
the e. m. f.
to be rigidly connected. The\' can turn by slipping on each
other, and the wheels in space may turn by slipping on the
wheels in the conductor; hence, as the ends of >i and c
approach ejch other, the connection between the wheels
within the inclosure and those of outside space becomes
smaller and smaller, and when the conductors touch, there
is no longer anything to prevent the wheels within from
turning, and they begin to spin In obedience to the e. m, f.
at /'.
The conductor is heated by the friction due to the
slip of the wheels around and within It.
The spinning of
the wheels constitutes the magnetic forces if we assume
the wheels, originally spherical, to become llatlened spheroids by the spinning, and to be forced to remain in contact
at their poles.
Assume the wheels to have inertia, and it
will require tijiie for them to reach their full velocity, and
the time will be greater as the number of wheels
is
greater, that is, as the magnetic forces developed are
greater.
On the other hand, the wheels will not at once
stop If the electromotive force is removed, and If the conductor be broken at some point, allowing the rapidly spinning wheels inclosed by it to come in gear at that point
with the stationary outside wheels, there will be, for a
brief time, until the moving wheels can be brought to rest,
a clashing and disruptive action known as the extra spark.
I have spoken of the heating of the conductor as due
simply to the friction of the spinning wheels upon the
wheels within the conductor.
The greater the friction
the greater the motion imparted to the wheels within
the conductors, and the greater the heating.
The less
the friction the less the heat, and if there were a substance whose wheels could revolve among themselves and
against the wheels of space without friction, such substance would form a perfect conductor which would offer
no resistance to the motion of the wheels in the space
inclosed by it, and however rapidly those wheels might
revolve they would have no influence to produce motion
within such a conductor.
We are led then, to this, that a
perfect conductor, instead of being a substance in which
any e.
f. produces an infinite flow of electricity, maybe
<
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tutes an electrical ch.^rge, the tendency of the wheel work
to spring back is Mffeu-niC of poleulial, and this difference
of potential is maintained by thee. m. f.
Here allow me
to call attention to the distinction between difference of

potential and e. m.
that the distinction

f.
I often see statements that indicate
is not clearly kept in view.
In that excellent little volume, the "Dictionary of Electrical Terms,"

the statement occurs that electromotive force Is (/;/. to
difference of potential
It should
be rather difference of
potential is due to e. m. f.
Difference ot potential Is ///;
electromotive force, but not all electromotive forces are
difference of potential; and, furthermore, 1 can think of
no case of difference of potential that does not owe its existence to some other electromotive force, not difference of
potential.
Difference of potential is a moving force acting
from within.
ICIectromolive force acts from without.
Difference of potential results from a changed electrical
distribution, an eltctiic strain, and represents the tendency
to return to the state of equilibrium.
Electromotive force
is the something
from without that produces the electric

Consider our wheelwork

strain.

Illustration.

I

may

seize

a wheel here and turn it, but I can only turn it through a
small angle before the elastic forces, brought into play by
the distortion, balance the force that \ am able lo exert.
My lorce is electromotive force, the elastic forces are difference of potential.
Let I- ig. 2 represent a voltaic cell
with its copper and zinc plate-, and dilute acid; we know
that something takes place by which the copper becomes
positive and the zinc negative, and, if the copper and zinc
be joined by a wire, electricity is said to flow from the
copper to the zinc through the wire, and from zinc to copper through the liquid.
The flow through the liquid used
to be explained by assuming the zinc to be positive and the
copper negative within the liquid; just the reverse of
what we find without. But connect the copper to ihe zinc
by a wire under the liquid, the current flows through the
wire from the copper to the zinc.
The copper, therefore,
is not negative, but everywhere positive.
Then why does
the current set from the zinc to the copper through the
liquid?
Because there is an electromotive force, not difference of potential, mind you, for the difference of potential
tends to cause a flow the other way, but a something that
forces the current through the liquid against the electric
pressure.
The cell is an electric pump that pumps electricity from the zinc into the copper until the pressure becomes so great the pump stops. Open a passage from the
copper to the zmc by connecting the two by means of a
metallic wire, the electricity flows and relieves the pressure, the pump begins to work and so maintains a continuous flow.
No, e. m. f. is not difference of potential,
although difference of potential is e. m. f.
It is even possible to produce an electric current without any difference
of potential whatever in any part of the circuit, just as it Is
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These
to the distant planets and affect their movements?
are the questions that the dissatisfied few have asked in
the past, and to day it is not the few but the many who
Faraday
would be glad to have the question answered.
early taught us that the mere statement of the law of electrical attraction or repulsion was no explanation, and he
sought the explanation in the action in the intervening
medium. He demonstrated by experiments, that have become classic, that the effect of induction depends upon the
nature of the medium intervening between the conductors;
a demonstration that here, at least, the intervening medium
took part in the action and helped to determine the result.
Magnetic and electro-magnelic phenomena were to Faraday also effects propagated through the medium; and Maxwell, following Faraday's work, subjected the whole matter
It was necessary,
to a searching mathematical analysis.
in order to complete the theory, to assum'e the existence of
a medium In which the forces were exerted; but as a medium had already been assumed to account for the phenomena of light, it would hardly be scientific to assume anBut would not
other to account for electrical phenomena
one medium suffice for electrical and optical phenomena as
.Maxwell showed how the question of the identity of
well?
the two media could be tested, and our modern views of
What do we
electricity are mainly the results of his work.
know that pieces of
kno'c oi electrical phenomena?
glass and silk rubbed together and then separated attract
each other: that the property of attraction can be imparted
to metals if they are insulated; that if two such masses of
metal be connected by a wire the power of attracting each
other disappears, and at the same lime the wire is waimed
and for an instant exerts magnetic force at right angles
Numerous other facts we know, but these
with the wire.
When a
will suffice as illustrations of the phenomena.
metal conductor is discharged by touching It with a wire,
we say the wire carries a current, and we have been accustomed to ascribe the heating and magnetic effects to that
have looked upon the thing, whatever it is,
current.
that takes place in the wire as the origin of all that lakes
The current warms the wire, and it conplace around it.
fers upon it the property of acting upon magnetic needles;
but hoii' does it act? \Vc cannot conceive of the action of
that wire on that needle, e.xcept through something extending from the wire to the needle, through which the
All around that wire
wire can exert a push or a pull.
at considerable distances
the
the needle is affected
effect can be exhibited, and we believe it is only want of
apparatus
that
prevents
our
discovering
it
at
delicacy of our
If the wire acts, it acts through a
the greatest distances.
medium in which it creates a disturbance, and the disturbBut are we
ance in turn acts upo 1 the magnetic needle.
York, January

February

New

a substance in which no effect whatever is produced.
I do not present this as representing the
real activities
involved in electrical phenomena, or as a theory by which
phenomena may be explained. I give it as
bringing prominently into view the activities In the medium
surrounding the conductor; whereas, the language in which
we usually describe electrical phenomena points to the conductor itself as the seat of the electrical forces.
Whatever our theory, we know that something does lake place
in the medium that surrounds the conductor.
know
that were a heavy current to flow through a conductor in
the most distant part of this room a delicate needle here
on the tabic would show that a magnetic field was produced here.
are certain that magnetic lines of force
from the electric currents on our streets, whether overhead
or underground, permeate this room, and traverse our
bodies even, though we have no sense through which we
can become directly conscious of them.
Take in your
hands two wires connected to the poles of a battery or
dynamo and touch their ends together. Vou see a flash of
light, the
wires become warm, they attract Iron filings;
coiled into a spiral they will attract with great force large
masses of iron; two such spirals will attract or repel one
another.
What more natural than to say: Here in the
wire is a new activity which warms it and confers upon it
magnetic properties? What more natural than to forget or
fail
altogether to recognize the activities in the space
around; activities that do not impress any of our senses;
that do not wrench oui arms, or burn our flesh, or blind
our eyes; and yet it Is well to fix our attention for a while
upon the space that the conductor incloses, and recognize the
fact which the little delicate needle demonstrates to us, that
something else Is going on in that space, something quite
as important, perhaps more important, than that which
takes place in the conductor?
Whatever the magnetic forces are, we know they cannot
be called into existence Inslantaneouslv. Time must always
elapse before the full effect of an electric current is felt,
and the greater the forces developed the longer are they in
reaching the maximum.
Moreover, the current in the wire
cannot be at once developed; it keeps p^ce with the maj;netic force and reaches a maximum only when the magnetic
forces reach a maximum.
This is exactly what would
follow if magnetic forces result from the setting In motion
of wheels possessing inertia.
Whatever magnetic forces
may be, they begin and end like the motions of massive
all electrical

We

We

bodies.

Continuing our hypothesis, an electromotive force would
The
be anything that tends to set the wheels in motion.
wheels are set in motion If a limited number acted upon by
the e. m. f. are separated by a conductor from the other
wheels of space: but, even if they are not separated, that
is,
if
the conductor does not form a closed circuit, the
wheels are rotated through a small angle depending on the
elasticity of the wheel work.
This displacement consti-

^^=^
FIG.
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possible to produce a flow of fluid without any difference
of pressure.
Whatever difference of potential may be, it behaves like
a force developed by an elastic displacement in a solid
Whatever magnetic forces may be. they behave as
body.
thtjugh produced by the motions of inert masses.
An
electromotive force, suddenly brought to bear at a given
point, lias to overcome not only the elastic force but the
magnetic inertia.
In other words, an electromotive force,
tending; to produce current. Immediately develops a difference of potential against which it must act. and also develops magnetic forces which retard its action: so a //«/'</niovi)i^ fore- meets opposition in the elastic force of the
fluid and in the inertia of Its particles.
But the effect of
any such force is propagated through the medium with a
finite velocity expressed by the well-known formula,

E"
1/X
D
displacements ought, therefore, to be propagated
which should have some relation to
between the electrostatic effects, analogous to
elastic displacements, and
the electro-magnetic effects
analogous to the effects of moving masses,
^'ou all know
that it is shown that this velocity is expressed by the ratio
of the magnitudes of the electromagnetic and electrostatic units (juantity, and you know also that determinations of this ratio show it to be the velocity of light.
This lietermination gave a very strong support lo Maxwell's electro-magnetic theory of light, and, coupled with
the fact that observations, so far as they went, indicated
that magnetic effects are propagated from the sun to the
earth with the same velocity as light, made the theory at
least extremely plausible.
Bui within two years the wonderful experiments of Hertz have demonstrated beyond
question that eleclro-niagnctlc waves travel through space
from every source of allernallng currents or potentials,
and thai the waves travel with the velocity of light. In
this city there are, I suppose, many alternating current
When we think of these in action we are apt to
systems.
think only of the activity in the conductors of the machines,
the lines, the transformers, the lamps, and yet we know
Waves are
that in all the space around there is activity.
chasing each other through this room, through our streets,
our houses, ouroffices.
They are everywhere present. We
are bathed in this agitated medium every moment, and yet
we live, and not only live, but are totally unconscious of
Electric

with a
the

finite velocity

ratio
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the activity that surrounds us; no sense responds to the
wave motion that fills this space. And yet, when these waves
become short enough and frequent enough, they do affect
our sense of vision and a vast array ot phenomena that otherexistence for us, are made known
wise would have had
But the eye only responds
to us through this special sense.
of an inch in length, while the
to waves of by
one of our alternating
waves
emitted
length of the
The waves that affect the
current systems is 600 miles.
eye must occur at the inconceivable rate of at least 400
millions of millions per second, while less than 300 waves
per second are emitted from our alternating systems. These
waves come very far short of the number necessary to affect
any of our senses; but we have been able to demonstrate
their existence, at least we have been able to show that
something possessing all the characteristics of wave motion
exists in the space around a source of alternating currents
It is something to know that waves of such
or potentials.
enormously different lengths and frequencies exis' in the
medium that is agitated by waves of light. It is something
to understand that our sources of alternating currents are
centers of radiant energy, differing from light only in
wave length: and since we have begun to appreciate this
fact, we have often asked ourselves the question: Can the
rate of alternation be increased until the whole apparatus
Although the enormous rapidity
shall glow with light?
required seems to render this direct solution impossible, it
seenis to me there must be a way to obtain the light we
want without all this waste of energy. I cannot believe it
will always be necessary to develop waves of all lengths
from many miles down toa hundred-thousandth of an inch,
in order to obtain the narrow range of wave length bv
which we see. I do not know of any practical way of
obtaining the few wave lengths that constitute light without, at the same time, producing the others, but it is done
Tbe glow-worms do it, the fire flies do it. the lantern beetles
do it, and I believe the time is coming when man can doit.
Instead of getting 10 i6-candle lamps per horse-power,
we ought to get 200. I don't know how it is to be done.
I don't expect we are going to make alternating machines
to produce 500 millions of millions of alternations per
But possibly we may solve the problem indirectly
second.
by the use of some substance having a special rate of vibraPossibly we may be able to excite
tion, such as the gases.
Possibly we may be able
electrically the fluorescent salts.
to charge and discharge a condenser and take advantage
of the oscillatory discharge to set up vibrations of the frequency required. Possibly we may discover the secret of
the glowworm and the fire-fly and substitute electric for
I
know it wiil take several fire-flies to
the insect energy.
equal a i6-candle lamp; but it will also take a good many
fire-fiies to develop a horse power.
But although I do
not see at present any practical solution of the problem,
I repeat, I believe the problem can and will be solved.
are not going on forever burnmg a coal mine whenever
we want a It'tle light. Neither are we going on forever
converting the energy of coal into heat when it is mechanFrom the very nacure
ical or electrical energy we want.
of things not more than oae-fonrth or one-third the heat
produced
can
be
transformed
into
any other form of
so
energy.
The energv of fuel can be converted into mechanIt is so converted
ical energy without tir~t becoming heat.
The way exists; let us find it.
in every animal movement.
Find this, and the way to make light only when it is only
light we want, and we shall have lengthened the life of
The man who solves
our coal depoiiEs five or ten times.
either one of these problems will be the greatest discoverer
If he gets a broad patent on it,
of this or any other age.
he will have seventeen years of tbe grandest litigation the
world ever saw.
I can imagine that some electrician will consider
that the first part of this paper dealt with matters that are
consequence in the use of electric currents.
practical
of no
Of what practical consequence is it whether force is conveyed to a distance by means of a medium or simply acts
What does it matter whether electric energy
at a distance?
is conveyed by the conductor or through the dielectric?
know how to proportion and dispose our conductors to
produce a given effect, and that is enough. But consider
what we have learned already of the intimate connection
between light and electricity, and I think you will agree
that the more we know of the ultimate nature of electricity
the nearer we shall be to the solution of the great problem
to which I have referred, and the solution of either one of
those problems would revolutionize some of the most imMay not the solution
portant industries of the world.
of at least one of these problems be accomplished and the
results exhibited at the great exhibition to be held in New
York in 1892? What a wonderful achievement it would be
to light all these great buildings without heat, or drive all
that vast array of machinery' without a fire!

m

.-

We

Now

We

Electricity in

Modern Warfare.

In an interesting address before the Franklin
on "Electricity in Modern Warfare,"
Lieutenant Bradley A. Fiske traced the development of this department during the last five
years, at the beginning of which time only one
war ship was illuminated by electricity. The
lecturer referred to the improvements made in
Institute

He told of submarine mines
and the Spar torpedo. In the case of the Lay
torpedo, he was of the opinion that little improvement had been made. The Sfrnms-Edison
and Halpine-Savage, on the other hand, are much
more effective to-day, he thought, than they
were a few years ago. He next took up the
electrical devices.

military telegraph service, balloon observation,
and balloon propulsion. Among the more recent
applications of electricity to warfare, Lieut.

S9

Fiske spoke of the hauling of heavy guns by
electric motors, electric

ammunition

hoists,

and

motors as auxiliary engines.
Firing
he considered a great advantage over the old system, if for no other reason
electric

guns by

electricity

than that the piece was fired at the instant the
button was pressed. This obviated the delay
incident to the lanyard and the primer, between
the actual pulling of the lanyard and the discharge.
No subject of the evening was of more
interest than that which had to do with electric
communication between ships at sea. In the
development of this practice the lecturer had
taken a prominent part.
Recently experiments
on this subject have been carried on extensively
at the Brooklyn navy yard.
In these experiments a large dynamo was used as a source of
power, and in one case the criaiser Atlanta was
converted into the largest electric magnet
known, being wrapped with heavy wire through
v.'hich the dynamo current was sent, while the
iron tug Nina was made a receiver, she being
wrapped with fine wire having a telephone in

his company would take down its wires,
the department go ahead with the work.
If it was decided that the company should take
them down, dates would be submitted. The
representatives of the other companies also
agreed to submit reports to the Board of Electrical Control at an early date.

whether
or

let

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, Jan.

25.

sioner Gibbens of the

Where To

Get

The News.

The

substantial agreement between the two
items given below is so marked that they are

presented

in parallel

The paragraph

columns.

column appeared in the Western
Electrician of December 28, 1889, and that in
the second column in the New York Electrical
in the first

Revieiv of January 25, 1890:
In an entertainment given
In an entertainment given"
at Englewood, 111., a few at a village in Illinois a fe^^
nights ago, a novel use of nights ago a novel use of inincandescent lamps was candescent lamps was made.
made. Several young ladies Several young ladies gave a
gave a drill in military costume.
Their helmets were
surmounted with three in-

military costume.
helmets
were surmounted with three incandescent lights, with red, white
drill

in

Their

candescent lights, with red,
white and blue globes.
In

and blue globes.

In certain
parts of the drill the lamps
were suddenly illuminated,
and the effect was striking.

certain parts of the drill, the

lamps were suddenly illuminated and the effect was

The means by which

striking indeed.
The deof
the
installation,

this

was accomplished

was extremely simple.
A converter
was placed on the outside of
the building in which the

tails

which was in charge of Chas.
T. Page of the Westinghouse station in Englewood.
were extremely simple.
A
converter was placed on the

was located.
The secondary wires ran under the
outside of the building in floor to brass plates about
which the hall was located. three inches square, arranged
The secondary wires ran un- in twos on the stage floor.
der the floor to brass plates, From the lamps on
the
about three inches square, young ladies' helmets conarranged in twos on the cealed wires ran down to litstage floor. From the lamps tle brass plates in the heels
on the young ladies' helmets, of the shoes After concludconcealed wires ran down to ing a series of evolutions
brass plates in the each young lady would come
little
heels of the shoes.
After to a stand in the front of the
concluding a series of evolu- stage and plant her heels
tions each young lady would firmly on the plate on the
come to a stand in the front stage.
The lights would
of the stage, and plant her flash
up and contribute
heels firmly on the plate on greatly to the general effect.
the stage.
The lights would
Electrical Reiiidi.0, January
flash up,
and contribute 25, 1S90.
hall

—

greatly to the general

— Western

effect.

Board of

among

well as

The war on

electrical concerns,
It

gether with the terrible scoring that the daily papers have
given the board since its proceedings have been exposed,

had

led to this action, but

now

it

appears that the ex-com-

missioner had another object in view.

is

claimed that

secure

his appoint-

It

havj been endeavoring to

his friends

ment under the act providing for a State Board of Electrical Control, and that in order to secure him in this position
he was forced to resign from the New York board before
it was abolished and save the humiliation of
being thrown
out of office.
The New York papers have done the public
a great service in exposing the work of the board.
It is
confidently hoped by the electrical concerns of the city as
well as those interested

that no one

in the illumination of the streets,

who has had anything

do with the present

to

board shall be appointed on the State
present commissioners have shown

incompetent

to deal with the

The

Commission.

themselves thoroughly

subject

aside from the fact

that the people have lost confidence in them.

thought that the city

It is

will

again

be thoroughly

lighted in the course of sixty days as the electric light

panies are putting forth every effort to place

The very

subways

large call for wires

com-

cables in the

and

cables

is

so

great that several wire companies are running double forces
in order to

fill

thei''

contracts.

A

complimentary dinner was tendered fo E. H. Johnson
at the Hoffmin
House, Monday evening, by H. McL.
Harding an J J. E. Barclay of Chicago. The occasion was
the resignation of Mr. Johnson as presidentof the Sprague

company. Messrs. Irisull, Vail, Sprague, Muir, Hobson,
Wise, Frank Johns;n, S. Dana Greene. C. T. Hutchinson,

H. W. Blake. T. C. Martin and W. H. Temple responded
to interesting toasts.

Dr. A. D. Rockwell of the State Commission to test the

machines,

efficiency of the electrical killing

thusiast for this

mode

of execution.

is

another en-

The commission has

been killing cows, dogs, bulls and horses.

The annual meeting

American Copper Manufactby a banquet, was successful in

of the

urers' association followed

men. but unlike former
meetings there was no very serious question to be discussed

in

electric

re-

and various reasons were
was believed that Mayor Grant's
refusal to have anything further to do with the proceedings
of the board as long as Gibbens was the guiding spirit, to-

and the

Wires

had

Electrical Control

signed, caused considerable surprise in local political circles as

bringing together representative

Electrician,

28, i88q.

Electric

Notes.

— The announcement that Commis-

suggested for the action.

circuit.

December

gested that they ought to go into the Sixth
avenue subway.
Superintendent Humstone
said it would be a great inconvenience if the
company had to build subsidiary lines to connect with the Sixth avenue subway.
He added
that he would submit to the Board of Electrical
Control a report, in which it would be stated

New

Yorl< City.

companies

in

New York

has proven an expensive pastime to the tax-payers, Commissioner Gilroy of the Board of Public works says the city has spent $46,000 during
the last year and if the work is continued on the
same scale it will require an expenditure of
three times that sum this year.
He is anxious
to have the companies do the work themselves
hereafter, and accordingly held a conference
recently with Commissioners Hess and Gibbens,

and Expert Wheeler of the Board of Electrical
Control, Expert Jones of the Department of
Public Works, Superintendent Humstone of the
Western Union Telegraph company, Superintendent J. H. Emerick of the Postal Telegraph
company, and W. H. Eckert, General Manager
of the Metropolitan Telephone company.
Expert Wheeler said that all the wires in the streets
where subways were built should come down,
and advised the companies to combine their interests in some way so as to remove all unnecessary wires and poles on side streets.
He called
particular attention to the wires of the Western
Union company on Seventh avenue, from
Eleventh Street to Fifty-ninth street, and sug-

last year's

schedule of prices and terms

tinued for the present

year.

President George A. Pope of the Baltimore

ing

&

will

be con-

'Phe officers elected were:

Copper Smelt-

Rolling company; vice-president, Joshua Hendricks,

of Hendricks Bros, of

New

William H. Mathews of the

York; secretary and treasurer,
New Bedford company. Other

gentlemen present were A. A. Cowles of the Ansonia Brass
& Copper company, S. G. Snow, Boston; H. F. Bassett,

Taunton; William

A. Duval,

Brooklyn;

E.

T. Dravo,

Pittsburgh; L. H. Jones, Detroit; J. S. Hazleton, Rome,
N. v.; E. D. Tuttle, Chicago; L. Lewisohn. N. Y., and

Thos. Wallace of Ansonia, Conn.

The

directors of the

graph company have

New England

just declared

Telephone

a dividend of

&

Tele-

$1.25 per

share payable February 15.

Dr. Henry A. Rowland, director of the Physical

LaboJohns Hopkins University, has been made a
member of the Royal Society, London.
The only other
American members are Prof. Dana of New Haven and Dr.
Simon Newcomb of John Hopkins.
Prof. Rowland was
ratory of the

member in recognition of his work in the electri
and the aid which he has given to the progress of
physics in America and other countries.
The first meeting of iSgoof the Stevens Engineering Society was held last Friday and a paper on "Electroplating"
elected a
cal field

was read by Carl Graf, illustrated with experiments. A pa"Steam Indicators'" was also read by E. H.Whitlock.

per on

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The

Havana tanner had discovered

recent report that a

an electric process for tanning hides
chants of this

a leading leather

S. Shultz.

Jackson

city.

by mer-

doubted

is

as is actually known,
Worms-Bale process, which
the alleged Havana discovery,
is probably the parent of
the motion or agitation of the tub was sufficient to cause
the rapidity of the tanning proccs* without the use of any
electricity.
All this hue and cr>' about electrical tanning
I have
is about on a par with electrical sugar refining.
say that the other agents used,
studied the matter, and
together with the agitation of the hides and liquids, will
The
produce the same results with or without electricity.
Frenchmen wished to sell me their patent for this country*,
and my offer was that if they would come ht-Te and demonstrate to any of us that electricity would produce other results than the tanning acids naturally produced when continuously agitated, we would take the patent at their price.
The plan is not feasible
Hut they declined to come here.
in any way. for the immense amount of power required to
agitate the tubs or drums would more than offset any savThere
Now, as to the Havana discoverer.
ing in time.
is but one tanner in Havana, and he is not likely to make
"It really, so far

merchant, said:

amounts

In

to nothing.

discoveries.

startling

scheme

So

visionar)'.

is

no

lake

I

stock in

actually

little is

The

it.

known

the

of

uses of electricity that anything can be claimed through

agency, but

b'.isincss

men want

The same results

demonstration be-

actual

The whole

fore they invest their capital.

here.

Grimes.

B.

W.

Jr.,

At a meeting of property holders along the
proposed Kansas City Suburban railway

Hicks.

I'.

equipments,

The

J.

the

details

re-

be traversed, length of road, grades,

to

The

etc.

stock

capital

week, E.

last

active in advancing the scheme, explained

garding the route

line of the

and H. M. Merriwether, who is most

I-awless, the engineer,

is

was granted

franchise

June.

last

The proposed

$100,000.

route

is

from the present terminus of the Troost avenue cable road

on the Waldo

to Forest Hill cemetery,

distance of about i^ve miles.

an

this road

branch

electric line.

It

I'ark race track,

the

It is

intention

now proposed

is

a

make

to

to build a

line to Albion, a settlement northeast of I'oresl Hill

cemetery, by either Davis and I'rospect avenues, or straight

Troost avenue to Albion, over a finely built

across from

There will also be a branch line extending
from Troost avenue into Forest Hill cemetery, through the
main avenue of the cemetery, if the trustees will permit.
The actual beginning of the road is at Grand and Fussell
avenues, the latter being the same as Thirty-third street.
This branch will receive passengers from ihe Grand avenue
and Holmes street cars and at Troost, from the Troost
country road.

Transfer arrangements ha\e been concluded with

cars.

President Smith of the Kansas City Cable company.

The

The

stock-

is

right

new

the

same

holders siy that the cost of constructing this

thing

be attained under

will

its

Dean. \V.

H. North, E. R. Weeks. Inter-state Electric company
—Wash Adams. E. P. Brook, W. H. \Vinants, Winfield
Freeman, J. D. Cruse, Robert Moody and F. K. Moody.
J.

the

I

any

Chick, O. H.

Februar)'

charge a fare of 10 cents.

electric line will

electric line,

engineer from carrying out the threat contained in the res-

and a temporary order restraining the city from
any manner molesting the company's

olution,

interfering with or in

property

until

granted.

The

the

determination of

final

Kansas

lo operate in

Kan. The Missouri corporation

City,

has been operating under a franchise granted the Kaws-

mouth Electric Light company several years ago, but the
city and the Consolidated company have claimed all along
that a Kansas corporation had no authority to transfer its
vested rights or franchises to a foreign

manager

for the Consolidated Electric Light

that the case will be taken
city's line of

defence

argument on the demurrer.

W.

B. Knight, an

engineer of this

and the work

The system is to be
and divided into three separate
extending south, east and north from a common
begin at once.

will

thirteen miles in length,
lines,

power house. The engine will be of the Corliss manufacture, and with a capacity of 600 horse power.
There will
be double tracks laid through

ail

cisco.

resident of this city offered

The

general public does not appreciate the influence of

many

the telegraph on business of the counlrj*. but there are

men

who during

in this city

week have had

the last

The

portant point impressed on them forcibly.

members

the offices of
ly

this im-

tickers in

of the stock e.xchange which former-

Telegram company started
being silent for two days, with

belonged to the Commercial

up yesterday morning, after
this message: "This instrument will hereafter be operated
by the New \'ork Quotation company, and will distribute
quotations exc'usively to members of the New York Stock
Exchange."
This

is in

accordance with an arrangement by which the

Stock Exchange comes into the control of the plant, instruments,

etc., of

The

the Commercial Telegram company.

gold and stock tickers will also deliver quotations, but they
be sent out several minutes

will

A

has been introduced

bill

than the Commercial.

later

the

in

assembly

at

Albany

providing that ''the rental of ducts for the reception of
wires under ground

in the

main subway and

for subsidiary

or distributing ducts and wires shall be fixed by the Board

Fund." Of course, this
refers to the ducts, wires and subways in New York city.
The mystery regarding the two fires which occurred recently in the rooms of the New York Telegraph club, is not
yet solved, but there is little doubt that both fires were
The last one began in front of the bookstarted wilfully.
cases, and the spot on the floor is even now redolent of
of Commissioners of

kerosene.

Many

"a

F'rof.

Morse and old books

Some

cannot be replaced.

to the club

by

relating to the

were presented

of these

D. Keid, and others by Andrew Carnegie,

J.

St.

fellow craftsman" as he signed himself.

Their money

a messenger boy.

loss the

He

used to be

club

members

hope to more than make up from the proceeds of a big reception which they are going to give in the Central Opera
House, on Sixty-seventh street, on Feb. 3.
W. H. T.

Justice

Mo.

City,

—

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25. All the talk
circles now relates to the coming convention.
mittees in charge of

Now

meeting almost daily.
fully

recovered from

to the meeting.

I

la

grippe, he

le says

I^resident

that

devoting

is

The com-

arrangements are

the

details of

the

in'electrical

Weeks has
all his

lime

every mail brings him assurances

of the success of the convention in every way.

The

recovery

is

announced also

of I'aul Bossart, electrical

agent, and of T. F. Clohesy. Inter-state

company manager,

from the same disease.
trip,

lie will remain here as the

J.

M, Kent

pany.

is

now superintendent

Directors have been

City Electric Light

company

— W.

comKansas

of the Inter-state

elected
li

as

follows;

Grimes.

J. S.

Chick,

North, J. Scammon, F. K. Hoover, O. H. Dean, F.
N. Chick, E. K. Weeks. W. B. Grimes. Jr.; Edison Elec-

J. J.

tric

Light

company^W.

B. Grimes, F.

H. Hoover,

J. L.

he would

telephone by

the

to

accept

bail

be used

and equip the

receive $400,000 of

city

was elected: J. S. Chick, W. B. Clarke, T. A.
Walker of St. Joseph; J. R. Mulvane and T. B. Sweet
of Topeka; George Albree and C. D. Crandall of Chicago;
John E. Hudson of Boston; E. E. Cook of Davenport, la.
The directors re-elected the officers. The company has in
use 7,000 telephones, 2,800 of which are in Kansas City.
The Ivanhoe Park Electric Railway company is circulattending

among

As

from Vine to WyWyandotte from Seventeenth to

and on

andotte street,

Second.

property owners, preparatory to ex-

on Seventeenth

its line

far

street

the petition has been circulated, there

as

Bell arrived in this city last

Saturday

from Denver, Colo., en route to his home in Washington.
He was accompinied by his wife. "I have had nothing lo

do with telephones for three or four years," said he to the
Wrstern EUErrRiciAN representative, "and I am now
engaged

company which
stockholder.
The use

the

telephone

has increased

first

placed upon the market.

of

year since

it

was

in the

merely that of

a

to

now

interest

my name

is

bears

1

My

in a different research.

telephone

from year

do not know the yearly percentage of increase, but

tele-

phones are universally used. It is hard to get away from
which happened to me a
I remember an incident
them.
.\ly wife and I
few years ago while traveling in Italy.
were crossing Italy, and one afternoon we slopped at a
We had been in the hotel but
small town in the interior.

few minutes, and I was congratulating myself on having
found one place where telephones were not known, when a

a

my room

was the card of
the manager of the town telephone exchange which, it
For the last three
seems, had its office in that very hotel.
years

have devoted

I

with a card.

my

mutes' intermarriage and

Judge O. L.

attention
its

results

subject of deaf

to the

their offspring."

Miller, at last Friday's silting of the

the

Kansas

City,

Wyan-

Mo., Flectric Light com-

pany asking a perpetual injunction to prevent the city authorities from removing its poles and wires in KansasCity.
This

Kan.

is

the probable culmination in the Wyandotte

court of

a war against

the Kansas City IMectric

Light company, waged by the city

at the instigation of the

t'onsolidated Electric Light company,

defendant's attorney excepted

to

a rival corporation.

rulings of the

the

Supreme

court,

and the case

Some

time ago the council adopted a lesolution instructing

will be

the city engineer lo notify

company
street

to

remove

its

taken

the

to

the

Kansas City

poles and

wires

court.

Electric Light

from

Slate

Line

within a certain period, or they would be torn ilown.

The company

at

once instituted proceedings

will

company's bonds. The line will
Mr. Knight is now in New
July.

for the line.

P.

Boston, Mass.

in this state,

24.

—

have gleaned some very inter-

I

from the

and

annual report

fifth

electricity

The

of

State

Board of Gas and Electric Light commissioners, which was
presented to the legislature to-day.
In the state there are
75 gas companies, 26 of which have the right to supply
both gas and

electricity, and TOO electric light and power
During the year 7 gas companies have been
authorized to engage in electric lighting business, and

companies.

new electric light and power companies and
new companies for the manufacture of gas and electricity

there were 44

4

incorparated.

It is

estimated from reports received

various sources that there were 107 deaths

from

United

the

in

States in iSSq from inhaling illuminating gas, 30

of which

weresuicidal.

gas was

In iS of the accidental cases

the

in 8 cases death was caused
by a leaky gas pipe and 3 by defective
keys, where ihe gas is turned on at the burner.
The aver-

by gas stoves,

to enjoin the

r

age price of gas

in the state is

$1.4935 per thousand

feet,

compared with $1.72 in 18S6, $r.66 in 18S7 and $1.56
in 18SS.
While the consumption of gas for private lighting is constantly on the increase its use for street lighting
as

decreasing each year,

is

electric

taking

liglits

During the year the coal gas companies have

place.

its

lost

999 lights.
The board says there is a demand for a simple and economical means of testing the candle power and quantity of
electricity supplied to

gas and electric light

vance

The

consumers.
is

in electric lighting

The demand

for

both

constantly growing,

and the ad-

has b;en especially

noteworthy.

following table shows the

various

number

of electric lights

candle power in use in the state in

of

1SS8 and

1889.

lim.
16 candle po A-er
"
'*
20
....

It

upon

will build,

payment

in

the

on business

Boston. January

15

"

"

'*

"

'•

"

7,000
1,300
I
600
1.500

'

,yoi

J

* '

800

**

1

dotte county, Kan., District Court, overruled a demurrer to
the petition of

and

blown out by ignorant persons,

has not been one opposing property holder found.

Alexander Graham

Mr. Knight

esting statistics in regard to the use of gas

rectors

ing a petition

but the plant will have

line throughout,

not be completed until

York

at first,

from that

The annual meeting of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone
company was held last week. The following board of di-

The

company's agent.

called

ordered Mather's release.

I)istrict

Charles Rusling of the Thomson-Houston company, has
returned from an eastern

A

The justice said that he would if the sheriff of
Buchanan county should approve it. The sheriff said he
would approve the bond, and Justice Long accepted it, and

waiter entered

Kansas

if

week.

bond before Justice Long, by

Long was

Joseph, and asked

this

will

distance.

the Sinking

of the articles which were destroyed, such

as the portrait of
craft,

telephone.

Joseph

in St

the city streets, while in

the suburbs for the present only single tracks will be used.

furnish

William Mather was arrested

has secured a

city,

contract to construct an electric railway in Memphis, Tenn.,

track alone

$50,000.

court, as the

case was clearly set forth in the

in the

Western Union company at one time having
only one line operating between New ^'ork and San Fran-

is

company, says

Supreme

the

lo

Only ten cars

cation, the

The

corporation.

demurrer having been overruled by the court, the case will
come up next week for hearing on the petition asking for
a permanent injunction.
Benjamin I'"reidberg, general

a capacity for double that number.

communi-

interfered with western telegraphic

Electric

Light & Power company, entered a demurrer to the petition
denying that the Kansas City, Mo., company had the right

000 a mile, while the average cost of building a cable road

The storm

was

case

the

by the Consolidated

aided

city,

including equipment and everything, will not exceed ^25,-

conditions, with or without the use of electricity."

1890

i,

"

'

880
6 97B
4,106

no

130

35
40
1^0

Thomson
"What

delivered an interesting and

Cabot

Electricity?" at

is

Lynn on Tuesday evening

The

of this week.

given under the auspices of the

which Professor Thomson
their

3800

8o3
51846
z 757

•'

Prof. Elihu

its

80,075

"
"

able lecture on

as

1889.

.$i 075
t,2oo

is

Thomson

valu-

hall

lecture

in

was

Scientific club of

president, and

the

club

had

Lynn High school and
Professor Thomson entertained the im-

guests the students of the
friends.

mense audience

for over

two hours by a

brief

the theories of electrical action including the

discoveries of Dr.

Hertz,

explaining

these

review of

now famous
throries

by

blackboard diagrams and experimental demonstrations by
mechanical models.
the

unique and

Thomson gave

in

This was followed by a repetition of

beautiful

experiments

which

Professor

connection with his exhibit at the Paris

exposition last summer, together with

many new

experi-

—
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ments of the same character, some of which. Professor
Thomson said were not more than a week old. For all of
the experiments an alternating: current of 200 volts was
used, being taken from the city lighting; circuit of

and reduced by a transformer to

volts

1,000

one-fifth of that

amount.

On Wednesday evening of this week the members of
Boston Boot & Shoe club at its monthly dinner at
Parker House in this

city, listened to

the

the

a discussion of the

The guests
subject, "The Practical Uses of Electricity."
and speakers of the evening were Professor Elihu ThomR. Cross of the Mass. Institute of

son, Professor Charles

Technology, F. S. Hastings of the Edison Electric com-

M

pany, N. v.. President Henry

Whitney

of

West

the

company. BDSton, and Capt. Eugene
Griffin, general mmager of the railway department of the
Among other
Thomson- Houston Electric company.
president, and
C.
A.
I'evear,
guests were H. A.

End

Street Railway

Coffin, vice-president

ihe

of

Thomson-Houston

Electric

company, and vice-president J. N. Smith and general
manager H. A. Royce of the Thomson Electric Welding
Capt. Griffin in his speech stated that the
company
reports of the fire marshal for three years showed that in
Boston in 1SS7 only three out of 344 fires here were atThat in iSSS there were about
tributable to electric wires.
the same proportion, and that in 1SS9 only two per cent, of
the fires were from electric causes

The

report

of

Fire-marshal

Whitcomb

of this city

the investigation

the baildiug and the Electric

He

cuits.

Time Clock company's

his been unable to derermine the cause of

fire dafinitely,

and there

is

no adequate proof that

all its

it

cir

the

was

The complete

destruc-

contents, entirely

removed

originated by the electric current.
tion of the building with

traces of the fire's origin.

all

The

situation of the various parties interested
electric

city's

lighting

remains

contracts

in

the

unchanged.

The Traveler
Neither party has given up the contest.
aptly says, "With the BDSton Electric Light company rollits coat sleeves for a fight to save its business, and
Suburban Electric Light company contracting to furnish
lights at about half price, and Alderman Smith proposing
that Boston should do its own electric lighting, there is a

ing up
the

probabilit}' of considerable excitement before
is finally

settled."

The Suburban company

the question

has petitioned

for the right to erect electric light poles in the city.

The "blue-blood

aristocracy" of

Commonwealth avenue

are not to have the electric lights removed from that avenue

A
without a protest from some very influential citizens.
remonstrance was presented to the aldermen this week by
Ames and a long list of other taxpayers and
on the avenue, asking for the continuance of

e.ii-Governor

residents

electric lights.

On Thursday afternoon

of

this

week there was a prac-

tical trial of the electric train signal exploited

by the John-

company of 620 Atlantic avenue
The trial was made upon a special train on
in this city.
the Revere Beach and Lynn Railroad, and was ai tended
by many prominent railway managers and electrically inston Electric Train Signal

terested gentlemen

from Boston and Lynn.
Jr., and family are at the Brunswick
O. H. M.

Geo. Westinghouse,
in this city.

•

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
A 1,000 light plant will be installed in the Tacoma,
Wash., hotel by the United Edison Manufacturing company.
Victoria, Tex., has an electric light system, and most of
the business houses of the town are illuminated by arc
lights.

special election held at St. Charles, Mo., last week,
voted to incur an indebtedness of $15,000 to estab-

At a
it

was
an

lish

capacity,
of Erie, Pa.

is

furnished by the Ball

61

Engine company

It is expected that an Edison plant will be erected and
put in operation in Springfield, Mo., the coming spring or
summer. Besides furnishing current for lights the plant
will provide the Sprague electric motor cars with power for
running cars on the Citizens' railway lines; also power for
running light machiner\'.

The Hudson Electric Light comjiany of Hudson, Mich.,
started its plant about the first of last month, under a
thirty days' trial by the Schuyler company, from which the
was purchased. With the exception
some slight delay owing to the blowing out of a handhole plate on the boiler, everything has been running with
perfect satisfaction.

electrical machiner)'

of

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the Chicago
Edison company, the following directors were elected: A.
F. Seeberger, John E. Drake, Lambert Tree. E. L. Brewster, R.
C. Clowry, Byron L. Smith, R. T. Lincoln, J.
W. Doane, F. S. Gorton, A. A. Sprague, E. M. Phelps.

A

president was not elected.
J. W. Doane was re-elected
vice-president and F. S. Gorton secretary' and treasurer.

The

contract for lighting the city of Boston with arc
been awarded to the Westinghouse Electric company. The contracts call for 653 arc lights, and the entire
plant must be running within four months.
The Westinghouse Electric company will, in consequence, work day and
night to complete the apparatus for this plant.
The newly
brought out Westinghouse arc light system will be introduced in the plant.
lights has

W. Trawick

of the Excelsior Electric company, Chicago, has recently closed a contract with the city of St.
Charles, Mo., to furnish a complete electric light plant.
The equipment will consist of three 30-light Excelsior arc
machines which will be driven by two Russell engines of
The plant is to be in
30 and 6o-horse power respectively.
operation by May ist, and will supply at the start 50
double lamps. The new type of Excelsior dynamo will
be used.
S.

which he has made into the circumstances attending the origin of the Thanksgiving day fire,
was presented to the Board of Aldermen on Monday night.
The document is long, and is accompanied by diagrams of

upon

power

eLECTRlCIAW.

The Pennsylvania

Railroad company, having decided to

increase the capacity of the electric Hghtiog plant at its
main offices in Fourth street, Philadelphia, has shifted its
storage batteries to other commodious quarters in the front
of the building, in order to utilize the old battery room in
the rear for a Corliss engine, to be used as an auxiliary to
the present power plant.
The Electric Dynamic company
has been awarded the contract for making the necessary
alterations in the battery plant, switches, wiring, etc.
The
system will be changed from 60 to 100 volts, the present
capacity of the plant being about trebled.
The original
wiling by the Electric Dynamic company for 1,200 lights
is ample for the additional requirements.

The London Daily Telegraph recorded a few days ago
the proceedings at the annual meeting of the Metropolitan
Electric Supply company, of London, England.
The corporation has contracted with the Westinghouse Electric
company for cen'ral station plants of 50,000 lights' capacity
and the first installment of i ^,ooo lights has been in operation for several months.
The central station is situated
in Li( coin Inn Fields.
Several of the most famous Lonedifices
don
are lighted from this plant, among others
Drury Lane Theater, the Gaiety Theater, Exeter Hall,
Terry's Theater, the Royal College of Surgeons, the
government record office and the Holborn restaurant. At
this meeting. Sir John Pender, the president of the company, stated that from the day the plant had coranrenced
operations, there had never been the least interruption in
the system.
He emphasized the fact that the company had
performed everything which had been promised at the
time the contract was made.
Burlington, la., is the scene of a controversy between
two companies engaged in furnishing electric lights. Some
months ago the Burlington Gas Light company obtained a
franchise from the city council to erect poles, string wires
and operate an electric light plant in the city. A week ago
the cotrpanies' lamps were lighted for the first time.
Now
the Burlington Electric Light & Power company, which has
been in operation about three years, files a petition for an
injunction to restrain the gas company from operating its
ele. trie light plant and to declare its lines a nuisance, and
to have the poles removed; also to annul its franchise on
the ground,

among

others, that

the ordinance granting

it

had not been approved by a vote of the people.
This last
is the interesting point in the controversy, as no ordinance
granting a franchise b}' a municipality in this state has
ever been submitted to a vote of the people, and should the
point be sustained it would operate to annul all franchises
granted by municipalities to corporations in this slate, that
ol the plaintiff

company

The Sun Electric Light company of Chicago has elected
the following officers: President, D, P. Pen-}'; secretary
and treasurer, H. C. Parmelee; manager, Geo. Rollins.
The Chicago Edison company has closed a contract with
the Fairbanks Canning company of Chicago to illuminate
plant of 2,600
its establishment at the stock yards.
lights' capacity will be installed.

A

The Pomeroy & Middleport Electric company, Pomerroy, O., which began operations in October, has already
placed its entire arc lighting capacity, and contemplates
adding an alternating incandescent plant. E. S. Trussell
is the general manager and treasurer of the company.
The Northwestern Electrical Supply & Construction
company of Seattle, Wash., has recently furnished the
Ellensburg Electric Light &: Power company a ThomsonHouston plant. The steam plant, which is of loo-horse

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Electric Railroad companj' operating between
Rochester. N. Y,. and Ontario Beach, has elected the following officers: President, Arthur Luetchford; secretar}-,
J. Breck Perkins; treasurer Chauncey C. Wood worth; executive committee, Arthur Luetchford, M. A \'erner, J.
Breck Perkins, Chauncey C. Woodworth, William C. Barry and John N. Beckley.

An

electrical engineer, representing the

Edison company,

visited St. Joseph. Mo., recently, and conferred with the
managers of the Union Street Car company about the enlargement of the power station or its removal to another

part of the city.
Some change will be made soon, and the
nature will probably be decided by the report of the expert
who is at present examining the situation.

On January 17th, the Jenney Electric Motor company
at Indianapolis, Ind.. with a capital
stock of $35,000.
The incorporators are Addison Bybee,
Julius F. Pratt, Chas. D. Jenney, and Edwin W. Jenney.
was incorporated

more than doubled.

H. B. Prindle, writing in
for domestic purposes, says:

BitiUiug oi the electric motor
The electric motor in its present form is efficient, economical, safe and sure; yet all
these advantages would amount to but little were it not for
the fact that the range of the adaptability of the motor is
so wide.
The comparison with a steam plant may perhaps

show

this clearer.
The installation of a steam plant requires heavy foundations, expensive boilers, with their auxiliaries, coal bins, which are a source of heat and dirt. The
engine requires the best skilled attendance, and owing to
its complicated nature, necessitates repairs to which the
electric motor is not subject.
The electric motor is complete within itself, requiring no auxiliaries
except the
wire for supplying the current— needs but little attention,
and runs practically without noise. While there is competition between steam and electricity for isolated plants,
there is no direct antagonism between the two. as, with
the exception of cases where water power is used, steam is
a necessarj' factor in the generation of the electric current.
Electricity, therefore, advocates concentration of steam
plants, an arrangement the economy of which cannot be
denied and distribution by means of wires or cables,
which has been found by thorough practical trial to be the
most economical method yet devised.

—

.

Friends of electric railways will be glad to Jearn that
during the recent storm in St. Louis the overhead wire sys-

tem worked admirably. The Globe-Deii/ocraf says: "The
electric motor system of the Lindell came out of its first
snowstorm most creditably.
While the Lindell's horse
cats on the down-town lines were detained as is usual during the first few hours after the storm, the electric overhead
wire extensions operated merrily throughout the afternoon
and evening, and were not perceptibly hampered, either in
their speed or in the facility with which the plant was handled."
This has had much to do with increasing the popularity of the system.
In speaking of the projected extensions of the Lindell railroad, the bill for which has passed
the council. United States District Attorney George D.
Reynolds said: "Vou can say for me that I am one resident upon Lindell avenue who is in favor of a double track
railroad there, and an overhead wire electric outfit besides.
Five years from now the very men w'ho are opposing this
project will be ashamed to own it.
They say the overhead
wires will be dangerous to people going to mass before
dajlight.
If the wire is in the m'ddle of the street, and
they are able to keep on the
sidewalks I guess it won'c
hurt 'tm much.
I've got little children to lock after, just
as well as any of the other residents of the street, but I'm
not afraid of their getting hold of the wire.
I don't think
there's half as much danger of their getting hurt by the
electric wire as on those bobtail cars that the boys are so
fond of hanging upon. And as for the double tracks, if
there are going to be any tracks at all on a street there had
better be two."

An electric railroad has bern under consideration at
Rochester, N. V.. nearly two jears, and now the chance
for securing the introduction of an electric system is excellent.
The re-organized Rochaster City iN: Brighton
Railway company, which controls all the lines in the city,
has decided to introduce an electric system and is now endeavoring to reach an agreement with the city as to the restrictions that will be imposed upon it.
In its detailed
statement to the city council the company says it was found
impracticab'e to introduce the cable and the only means of
securing rapid transit, it concluded, was bv the adoption of
electricity. It continuts: "If rapid transit is to be afforded
to the people of the city of Rochester, we are satisfied that
electricity must be adopted as a motive power for the propulsion of the cars.
As is well known, electric railroads
are now in operation in nearly every city of importance in
this country."
The success of the West End company's
lines in Boston, the popularity of the Euclid avenue line in
Cleveland and the example of Rochester's sister cities
Buffalo, Syracuse Troy, Albany. Binghamton, Ithaca and
Brooklyn are cited in support of the statement that the
electric system is the most popular and successful known to
What has done more, however,
street railway managers.
to convince the people of Rochester of the desirability of
the change is the operation of the electric road between
the city and Ontario Beach.
The company proposes to

—

begin work immediately and promises to have forty
cars in operation before August i, and to continue
tension of the system until every line in the
equipped, agreeing to have the entire change made

electric

the excity

is

within

two years.

included.

electric light plant.

The use of the electrical accumulators at the New York
Electric club, which was discontinued about three weeks
ago, is to be resumed, it is stated.

This company succeeds to the business of Chas. D. Jenney & Co., and will carry on the manufacture and sale of
electric motors and other electrical machiner}'.
The manufacturing will be continued at the present location in Indianapolis, where machinery is being added, and the space

THE TELEPHONE.
to the Rochester, N. Y.. Herald, the longdistance telephone line has been extended to Baltimore and
Washington.
line will also be constructed along the
Lehigh Valley road. There are now as many as a dozen
long distance teltphones in use in Rochester,

According

A

An illustration of the necessity of suitable communication with lifeboat stations was given recently off Holyhead,
on the Welsh coast, where a vessel was wrecked and eleven
It is more than probable that had
people were drowned.
the coast guards been able to send a message by telegraph
or telephone, all the victims might have been saved,
for they were carried off one by one by the heavy seas as
The London 7^imcs, in commentthey became exhausted.
ing on the occurrence, says: "It is, indeed, a disgrace to
us. as the greatest maritime nation in the world, that not
alone the lighthouses of America, but also those of Denmark. Russia, Sweden. Holland and France, are fitted with
telegraphs or telephones, yet Great Britain still remains
without this aid to live-saving appliances."'

.
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THE TELEGRAPH.
A

telegram troni r%an Irancisco rcgardip).! the snowstorm which raged in the West last week says: "The Western I'nion Telegraph company has a large lorce of men in
Telegraph tines
the mountains clearing the wires of snow.
in some places are entirely buried under the drifts, notwithstanding the wires are strung on poles thirty- live feet
high."

The newspaper men sent out by the New \'ork U'mll to
meet Nellie lily at San Francisco and escort the fair globe
were snow bound for a time on
the way out and learned of an interesting case which
served to give them an opportunity to display their philantrotter to the metropolis,

"The
story is brielly told in this telegram:
thropy.
saddest feature of this blockade is at Cascade, John Coghlan, a telegraph operator, twenty-eight years old and unmarried, is imprisoned in the station alone, dying of pneuThere is a two-mile break in the sheds, and Casmonia.
Eighteen to twenty
cade is in the middle of the break.
feet of snow surround the station, and the only person
The rotary
near is a boy. halfway at another station.
The

plow and crew came from Cascade last night, when CoghThe Nellie Bly
lan was very low and suflFering intensely.
escort corps tried to make plain to the railroad men that it
Dr. John F. Foulkes of
was their duty to save Coghlan.
San Francisco, is on our train, and a member of the corps
offered to secure his services, and the H'c? A/ agreed to pay
It
all expenses of going to the relief of the poor lellow."
was impossible to do anything, however, as there was no
one in authorilyat that point, but the persistent newspaper
men succeeded in shaking up the officials of the railroad
and the operator was rescued and removed to a place where

he could be cared

for.

Miscellaneous Notes.
An

ordinance is pending before the Chicago city council
granting a franchise to the Electro-Motor Fire & Danger
Alarm Signal company to operate in Chicago, and use the
In return the company agrees to allow
city's subways.
the city to use its subways for its fire alarm and police telegraph service.
stated in the Western Electrtcian of January
nth, an important consolidation of electrical interests
took place recently in Pittsburg, Pa. At a joint meeting
of the stockholders of the Keysiooe Construction company,
the Marr Construction company and the Washington Carbon company, it was decided to amalgamate the interests of
the!-e concerns, and call the new organization the North
American Construction company. The consolidation went
into elTect on Jantiary 21st, with head ofnces in the Westinghou^e building, Pittsburg. The officers of the NorthAmerican Construction company are James S. Hunibird,
president: F. S. MaT, vice-president and general manager;

As was

M Doubleday. general superintendent, and E. H.
The company will do exploiting
Wells, general agent.
electric construction both for central stations and railway work; and also build, lease and operate central station
plants.
The Marr Constiuction company has been in existence for six years, being originally organiztd to do the
construe ion work for the Edison Electric company. About
four years ago. howeve''. the company commenced to do
construction work for the Westingbouse Eiectrc company.
The Keystone Construction company was established a
few years ago as an adjunct of the Westingbouse Electric
company, for which it has done construction work ever
H.

.

and

The Washington Carbon company was organized
by J. S. Humbird about a year ago for the purpose of
manufacturing carbons for general electric use. The new
company employs about 400 men, and has a capital stock

since.

of S500.000.

The Kockford, 111., Electric Manufacturing company has
issued a catalogue desciibing the Mayo system of electric
lighting and transmission of power, with copious illustrations.

New

York, manufacturers of gas and electric light fixtures, has issued a circular
announcing its withdrawal from the Gas and Electric I/ght
Fixture Manufacturers' a'socialion.
Mitchell -Vance

company,

Mr. Keid. of the Bishop (lutta Percha & India Rubber
Insulating company, says that the factory is just now turning out several miles of cable for the conduits which is insulated with rubber compound and then encased with lead.

The National Carbon company

Cleveland. O., has
just issued a handsome calendar which will prove valuable
On the face of the calendar
to electric light companies.
are given the hours of the rising and setting of the sun and
moon
On the reverse side of the calendar for each month
is given the moonlight schedule.
of

The Eastern Electric Cable company has just installed
a new .Vrmington A: Sims engine at its works in Boston to
run an incandescent machine which supplies light to the
factory.
The company is exceedingly busy, having been
obliged to double the force for night work. It is now manufacturing a cable one million two hundred and forty thouNegotiasand feet long, which goes to (he I'acitic Coast.
tions arc in progress for extensive improvements and a
new building which will enable the company to take care
of its con-tantly increasing business.

claimed for the Clark automatic saftty device that
in the event of the wire breaking or becoming disconnected
and falling upon other wires, or upon the ground, or upon
persons or animals, or coming in contact with any conductor of the electric current or with combustible material,
ibis device absolutely removes all danger, as it renders a
broken wire perfectly harmless; for the reason that the instant the wire separaies, ihe tlectric lunent is shut i^fT by
It is

this

ceases to generate electricity until the line is repaired and
the automatic safety device is again placed in its proper
position to work when needed.
The device is manufactured by the Clark Electric company, U)i Broadway, New
York.

The Columbia

Lamp company

Incandescent

of

incorporation of the Walker Electric company under the laws of the State of New Jersey with a capital of
This company
$200,000, was effected January 14., iSqo.
hss already begun the manufacture of the new electric
\'ice-president and general manager, Geo. W.
meter.
Walker will be found at the New York office, 50 Broadway, where a complete explanation of the merits of this
The comingenious though simple meter can be had.
pany will also manufacture general electrical supplies.
The other ofticers of the company, Mr. Edwin Scott, president and Lewis (.'>. Tewksbury, secretary and treasurer, are
wall known business men of New York.

appliance.

At

the

same

instant

the

dynamo

Wayne,

The

wire and the
cost of construction would be very much
less for the reason that telephone companies could use a
smaller silicon bronze wire than they could copper wire,
therefore less weight per mile, and at the same time could
As examples
place their telephone supports farther apart.
of the highest telephonic engineering using silicon bronze
wire with marked economy in Europe, can be mentioned
the long distance line from Paris to Brussels and the lines
throughout Austria."
lirst

The adjourned

stockholders' meeting of the Standard
Underground Cable company was held in the office of the
in
Westingbouse
building, Pittsburgh, last
company,
the
week. The report of the company shows a business of
f 61 5,000 for the year iSSg. with a net profit of nearly Sno,000, or II per cent, of the par value of the capital stock,
which brings the present surplus of the company to upward
The company starts upon the new year with
of $140,000.
The
orders on hand at this date aggregating $135,000.
cables and wires of this company have been sold during the
These customers are situated
year 1889 to 255 customers.
the United States,
in almost every state and territory of
and in Canada. New Mexico, Cuba, South America. AfriThe cables of this company are
ca, India and Europe.
Geo. Westingused for every form of electrical service.
house, Jr., was elected president of the company for the
ensu'ng year, and the following gentlemen were elected as

Westingbouse, fr-, Robt. J. Pitcairn, Caleb
H. Jackson. Mark W. Watson^ John H. Dalzell, J. W.
Marsh and Henry Snyder. Owing to the heavy earnings

company, the stockholders made a fight for a dividend, but owing to the immense amount of business on
hand it was decided to hold their surplus funds for a short
time.
A dividend, however, will be declared by .\pril ist.
The company expects to double its business during the
present year on account of the great demand for under-

of the

ground wires.

Electrical Patents.
Issued Jan. 21,

iSgo.

Thomas E. Adams,
Cleveland, Ohio.
The invention relates to electric railway systems and
line switches, its object being to provide a series system for such roads with switches for simultaneously
breaking the circuit of one conductor, and closing the
circuit of the other conductor.

4iq,C)i8.

419,633.
Pa.

Electric

Railway System.

Galvanic Battery. William Burnley, North East,

Fort

is

Electric
Ind.

Ludwig lutmann, Fort

Commutator.

<

Wayne,

This invention relates to a method for converting
continuous currents such as are generated by primary
or secondary batteries or by continuous current dyna-

mos

into alternating currents similar to those which are

generated by the ordinary typ^ of alternating current

dynamo.
419.663.
rents.

Method of Producing Alternating Electric CurLud*ig Gutmann, Fort \N'ayne, Ind.

Ludwig

Alternating Current Motor Regulator.
Guimann, Fort Wayne, Ind.

419.664.

The

first

claim reads:

"In an alternating current motor, the combination
of an arma'ure having an independent circuit, a subdivided field magnet wire, both the ends of each subdivision being open, and contact slides for coupling all
or less of the said subdivisions in multiple arc with
one another to the work circuit."

Thomas H.

Electrical Railway System.
419. '^TSDetroit, Mich

Shield or Protector for

419,674.

Combined

Conductors of
John C. Hol-

Electric

and Electric Fixtures.
Boston, Mass.

lings,

Hicks,

(ias

Electric Railway System. Charles Richler, Cam419*709.
den, N. J
4!9,7io.
Electric Protective System. Arthur C. Robbins,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Method

419.727.

of Treating Secondary Battery
New \'ork. N. Y.

Plates.

Charles Sorley,

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
York, N. Y.

419,72s.

Charles Sor-

New

ley,

Claim one reads:
"Iq a storage battery electrode, an
consisting of ma-sicot."
Lucius T.

Galvanic Battery.

419^730.
lyn,

material

active

Stanley,

Brook-

N. Y.
Lucius T. Stanley,

Portable Faradic Battery.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

419,731.

Cut-Out. Charles B. Story, Brunswick, Me.
4^9.733Phis invention has for its object to provide a novel
cu'-out especially adapted to be employed on incandescent electric light and power circuits.
4

Electro-Thermal Current Regulator. Frank C.
Wagner, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Claim two follows.
"The combination, with an electro-thermal meter,
of an electro-thermal current regulator operating to

9.7-10.

vary continuously the tlow of current to said meter."
Electric Locomotive.
4'9.753York, N. Y.

419,766.

Electric

William H. Darling,

New

Door Opener. Ado Glaeser, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Overhead Contact and Switch.
Uawkesworth, East Orange, N. J.

419,771.

Galvanic Battery.
419.774Ohio.
Claim two:
"In a voltaic battery
acid and mecca oil."

William E.

cell,

Electrical Clock.
419,776.
Ohio.

a

W.

Irish, CI veland,

solution of

Ansel B.

Robert

Jones,

sulphuric

Cleveland,

Machine for Making Clay Conduits.
James J.
Powers and Robert Van liuren, Brooklyn, N. Y.
E ectric Motor. Le Roy S. White, Walerbury,
419,868,
Conn.
Electric Lamp.
Sam B. Cobb, Chicago, III.
419,829.
Claim one:
"An incandescent electric lamp comprising the usual bulb, carbon, and conducting wires, and provided
on the exterior of the bulb with a non-conducting liquid contained in a single chamber, and surrounding
419,793.

both the wires."
419,841.

Electric Railway.

Mark W. Dewey, Syracuse,

N. Y.

The

last

claim

is

appended:

In an electric railway, a line working conducan electric motor to propel said vehicle,
connections between said motor and working
conductor, and suitable means to create counter electromotive force or a tendency thereto in the line conductor between the connections."
''2o.

tor, a vehicle,

Insulator for Electric Wires.
419.642.
Philadelphia, Pa.
4'0.'>45-

seventh claim

conductor."
419.662.

from hard drawn copper

results could be obtained as

Ludwig Gutmann,

or Motor.

Ind.

appended:
"In a dynamo electric machine, the combination of
a stationaiy ring armature, insulating grooved pieces
on each side of the core of said armature, and a conductor wound through said grooves and back and
fo'-th upon the inner surface of said armature, and retaining bolts passing through said armature and provided with projections whicn press against the said

We

good

Dynamo

419.661.

The

The Aluminum Brass & Bronze company of New York,
writes the following in regard to silicon bronze wire: "The
resistance of the wire remains about the same either in hot
or cold weather and it is not liable to break where it is
For telephonic purposes the
scratched or cut in handling.
supports can be placed two or three times as far apart as
the supports for ordinary hard drawn copper wire, and in
cities specially long distances can be made on house tops
There is a very common error among
without supports.
telephone people that the superiority of copper wire over
iron wire is owing to its higher conductivity, but the real
value of copper wire is in the absence of magnetic lag and
in the different qualities of induction that take place in
do not hesitate to state
copper as compared with iron.
that we could furnish silicon bronze wire from which as

1890

and so arranged that on breaking contact by the
brush the current is less than normal."

St.

Louis, which was formed by J. II. I<.hodhamel and others
summer, has just been reorganized and incorporated
with largely increased capital.
Within the next sixty days
the company will move into a new building which was
specially erected for it, and which, when fully equipped,
will enable it to make a larger output than any lamp factory
in the west.
The pumps and other apparatus are of the
The company has met
last and most approved design.
with great success in the manufacture of a brilliant and
long-lived lamp.

i,

side

last

directors: Geo.

Business Mention.

The

February

Telephone

Circuit

Culbertson, Buffalo,

N

and

Isaac P. Cornog,

Apparatus.

John

N.

Y.

Claim ten;
"A metallic telephone circuit having a plurality of
sub-stations, the telephones at the several stations being connected in multiple arc branches between the
two main wires, and the signaling appliance of the
several stations being

all in

series in the

said circuit."

Commutator.
Ludwig Gutmann,
Electric
419.660.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Claim three:
"3.
commutator or pole changer whose contact
plates are each Fubilivided, and consist of a good conducting teiniinal placed centrally and conducting terminals of inferior conducting capacity placed on either

A

electrical

419,861.

Electric Reciprocating Tool.

vin, Syracuse.

419 862.

Harry N. Mar-

N. Y.

Secondary Battery.

Jacob F. Mehren, Chicago,

III.

invention relates to improvements in secondary
though certain details may be used to advantage in primary electro-galvanic batteries.
Claim one:
"A perforated plate for electric batteries, having its
perforations llaring in one and the same direction
toward one surface of the plate, and provided between
je forations on the side toward which they taper with
ridges or stops."

The

batteries,

February
Eugene

E.

i

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
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FmLui^

W. H.

President.

FRANX

SiWYEIt, BCO'y and Electrician.

AMEUICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

"-

Office

25-26 HONORE BUILDING.
Two complete sets of U. S.

Incandescent Cords.

TH05.

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. AGB^EBlflAN, Agent.

EUGENE

1

EUGENE MUiSSELL&

CHICAGO.

SMITH,

Jr.,

M.

E.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR

of

ELECTRICAL PATENTS

ONIiY COMPLETE SET OP TJ. 8.
ELECTBICAI, PATENTS IN CBICAQO.

WORKS

young

mechanical

wishes position

engineer

salesman

as

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

with

Telephones and

an Electrical Company.

plies of

Address SALESMAN,
Care Western Ei,ECTKiciA>f.

ELGIN,

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.

ElgiD Telephone and

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co.,

US. A.

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANTTFACTUREKS

OF

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

FARADAY CABLES.
it

t

ffi

Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Cardew Voltmeters.

Electro-dynamometers,

Queen's New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes.
Queen's New Portable Combinatbn Testing Set.

99

Complete Outfits
Insulation Guaranteed

CO,,

2 1 8 Water St. New York.

Electrical Patents.

Hammond

A

(LiniTBD.)
'^Fll^t.'r^?

-

QTJAi.iTn:s

THJfi

Sec'y. Treasure'

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL

F.

C.

•

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

StPam and

New York

John Carkoll,

^"o-

Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Electric Fewer Conetruction, Electric Light Plants, Consnltation and Snperintendence.
SpecificationB funiiahed for flratHilasB
plantB.
11

FARADAY CABLES.
F. PniLLiPS, President.

MICA

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT. OFFICE,

Bntterwortli, Hall, Brown & Siitli,
Patent Attorneys,

and ADnunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wife, Telephone and

Eugene

Ai.1.

Late

I.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
**

BROWN,

EXAMINER

PRIHCIPAL
D. S.

Maoufacturers of Patwit Finished

Magnet Wire,

T.

ini

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Special attention

Ur

Insulation Testing.

paid

to

recalicraticg

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

JAMES W. QDEEN &

THE
"A

5

Frecislon and Constancy, Qnality and Fin'.sh,
Best in Ue World.

CLAEK,

HEKEERT

General Manager.

LEONARD

CO.,

Lamp
No ue I ties

tlie

upon
Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

H. ETTSTIS. Electrician

<&;

tt

of Lamps and

Catalogue of Standard Test InPtramenta
fnrniabed upon application.

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
A.

GREELEY

and 7 DJEX ST..

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,

""eastern electric CABLE COMPANY,
HBNRT

E. S.

Street, Philidelplili.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
NEW T'OBK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular

In a letter from the INSPECTOK of the BoBton Fire Underwriters' Union, mider date of March
Tiioroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
'.9. 1886, he says:
The rubber aaed In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guarariteed
cold weather
to be waterproof, and VJill not deteriorate, oxidise or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
wliole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our iTisulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of lusulalion for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad«

"^

924 Chestnat

CO.,

IZARD COMPANY,

COKSULTIHG AMD COHTEACTIHG ELECTRICAL EHGIHEEES,
For any or

all

Systems of Electric Street Railways, Electric Motors of all Kinds, Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Electric Light
Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Electric Transmission of Power, Train Lighting Plants.

A full line of Commercial
Branp.h OfliceH:

Supplies carried at

Th« I.Dmb»r Bxchanee.

slO

all

^v>

5

6.

MARK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

all

Kinds of Electrical Construction Worl(.

Chicago,

Boston.

Illl'iiai I.lfp

:

ILL.

115,

Telpphono

la'e.

Jlilwankof. ^TiN

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
TRADE

Plans and Specifications for

times for Plants described above.

BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Van Buren Sts.-RIALTO
Sherman and
aloithwesffm
InOTirsiipe Blnrk. Boom
Eooms and l!Iinn«»DnllH. Mlnii.

and Telegraph,

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITIOX.
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COWIPANY,
1

Philadelphia.

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St. Louis.

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect RegiHation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DirNAmO % SlaZSCTRIC « « ACHINXSS
For Electroplating, Electrotypbg, Copper EefiBing, Etc.

RniNm
DHAnilfl

new YORK,aSChurchSt.: BOSTON, ni Arch St.! PHILADCLPHIA, 506 Commerce
nPPlrU?'
UnibElO.
KANSAS OITY, Rlatto Building: NEW ORLEANS, 1 0S Oarondelet St.

St.;

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ESTABLIBHKU

Ibtji.

I.N

BAGGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

"^'^>^«r "'^^

Removes
Entirely

all

Impurities.

SCALE

preveots

IN

Steam

'>

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD SLICTHIC

GEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

80 Adams Street^

Etc., Etc.,

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant "E,™?™^Send

BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

CHICAGO.

-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

P.

1890

i,

Stilweirs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Boilers.

1m^

D.

February

THE LUNKENHEIiyiER BRASS MFG.

-

CO.,

for Circulars.

Cincinnati, Oliio.

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
OF

HIGH OR

LOW

Write for Jnoe, 1M89, Catalosne of (S) Wloba Valves, Pop Sateiy \'atv<:8
Iiubricators, Oil and Cirease Cnpa, Enelne Builders' Brass Goods,
and Olass Oil Caps for Dynamos.

TENSION.
I

1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve montbB.
That the new .--perry Improveil Dynamos can 1)6 coapled in eerlea with perfect safety.
Tbat HDy Dumber of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cat la or out of

2 Pearl

Street.

Room

BOSTOar, MASS.

6,

Imroveil

circuit,

singly or In ^roopp, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of liRhte burniDy-

Patented

Material

Railway

Roai-lieils.

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST MATERIAL.
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos aLd Lamps surpass

in efliciency those of

any other

in&he.
'.i.

S.

That there la greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That oar automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boses, no eolenold or

THOMAS ASEBDRMK,

dash-pof.
4.

That

We

if

you will

invite

visit otir factory

we can show yon

the best arcl'ghting apparatus In eslatence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

m mil imm

co„

%

iss,

m

yii

ciinton

st„

Office and Factory

2134

to

Mannfaclnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

ELECTRIC LI&HT CARBONS

'•/f/

OUR

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

SyPERlORpilTY.

«ns[ii\E

Guaranteed Second

THEM

to

ALL.

None.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOE8,
J. F.

PORTER.

Pros.

&

Oy THE—

Well known East ns the 'Rusaell."
Espfciiilly adapted to

Size,

POINTS

—

JIo.

^SINGLE VALVE

SPECIALTIES,

Lone Life,
Uniform

BLICRDI&MOHD"

Citj,

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

Sr. LOUIS, MO,

aM CARBON

Kanias

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BUII.nEKS

^XV"

CORRES-

Rolled any weight deelred. Patent allowed. Sample
Chnlr and Section of Rail Sent, Expresa Prepaid, to
Prospective Pnrchasers.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

Chicago, ill

Western Agent,

Street

for

Millingt nianuriictiirinj;, £tc.

Steam Power

Outfits for LiRhtlns Stations

and Elevators a Specialty

GENl WESTERN AGTS.lil^^SPLBHi
ENCINE.WORKS
LARGEST
W,'St of the ^.Ississippi.
-,

Genl. Manager.

C.

......

}

"^^

M. OIDDINOS. Oen'l Manager, Sionx City, low*
E.

RUEBEL, Superintendent.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
LOCUST
919

STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRANCH:

NASHVILLE, TENN.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Electric Power
full line of supplies
Plants, Electric Light Wiring, Storage Battery Plants, Train Lighting Plants, Pole Line Construction.
c arried at all t i mes for plants described above. Plans and specifications for all kinds of Electrical Construction.

For any Bystem of Incandescent Electric Light Plants, Arc Light Plants, Street Railway Plants,

A

TirStMOlR^rCARBON COMPANYrCTEVELANDrOHIO,
or
IVXctXL'Ufa.oti

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.

)

February

i,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

BRAXED

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

"WAXJER IVHEEL.

CEI^E-

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use,

remaT-k:a1>ly steady motion, hlsrli Speed
a.iid great Efficiency, and larg^e Capacity, for its diameter,
on account

of

its

double the
of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

Po'wer

being

number
ical

ful effect

guaranteed.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE AND PARTI CUI^AltS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

it

can be belted directly

is

to

recommended, as no

highly

gea>:: are required,

dynamo.

VICXOFt

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

XURBIi%ES

Tubes. End
a substantial cast-iron bed

plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

,

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
«& HiLYDEHS,
WATEBBUBY,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

HASrUFACTIJBEBS OF

BARE AND INSUIiATZSD l^IRXS.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worlc. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

LINE WIRE

}}

K.

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCO VI LL, New York Agent,
25

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

CARBON co.,^AKERs^«:^^^^^^^^^^^

GLOBE
vMVli^LEVELAND, OHIO. ^^%aV^

Llghting

BELDINO MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

-

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

MAKUFACTUSERS OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

}

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

Even

All Parts Intercbang^eable
Oorrespondence Solicited.

COB TKS
festern

-

to

Agents Wanted in

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

Commutator.

all

the Principal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

n

Electrician

$1.00.

^iKmmm

ABSOLOTELT NO HEATIN&.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

PARIS
HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GOLDFOMEDAL
R
ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

1889
^

AR.<;AM;)/lNCANJ)E.SCENT^l,tg'f\iC

UGHTING £keGrRO-Pl.ATING.,ANJ)
FOREXpeRIMeNrALUSE. AUS0MQT0R5.

eONOA.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

AXO'
149 West 18th

Street

NEW YORK

WESTERN

THE

ELECliJllCIAN.

February

i

,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.
33 Mercer Street,
o

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

<>

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
for
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
Also
Primary
Batteries.
and
Storage
Kiel's Patents
Patent)
purposes,
(Kiel's
for
electrical
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
Sheet, Rod and Tubing
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SFECIAIi AGENTS

Have a

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

401^/;^

And
TRAD E

tVlBES

MAR K.

AWD

of

FlJliIi

will

make

IiOTV Prices and

522 DELAWARE STREET,

CABI/ES.

WHEN YOU BUY

-

KANSAS

CITY, WIO.

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

From ASTY Manufacturer or
state that

-

PK03IPT Shipments.

WANT

you

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham
Automatic

SOLD

IN"

SIX

MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
'SATestem Siipply
ELECTKIC.II.

EXGtSEEKS

OMAHA.

AND JOBBEKS.

Switch.

ECo-u.se,
Write for Samples^ Prices

and Data.

ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATOR

Send for Catalogue.

Saves Coal,

Automatic Switch Co.,

Sayes Doctor's

Saves Labor;

Bills,

Automatic, Simple and Durable insures uniform temperature
throughout the house; no heater complete without It; can be
applied to any bind of heating apparatus. Try one, and be con;

No. 8 Keyser Building,

vinced.
If not Bold In your town write ns for illnetrated circular and

BALTIMORE. MP.

NnW KODAK CAIYEZSRAS.

prices.

CONSOLIDATED TEMPERATURE CONTROLLING

CO.,

iiI»jrEapoi.is, Misjr.

'You press the button,
we do the rest."
(Or you can do

it

AJiJ*

Seven New Styles and Sizes
Transparent Films.
^^ForSale

by

all

Hend

Send for Catalogue.

Photo. Stock Dealers.

CUT-OFF COUPIilXGS.

Vise-like grip of clutches ODtionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces preuent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positluc.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haue a good record running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

ALL LOADED WITH

THE EASTMAN COMPANY,

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

yourself.)

for ISSO Catalogue.

ECI.IPSETyi]yPE]SGiyE C;0,,

Rochester, N. Y.

Beloit,

Wis.

BURGLAR ALAR
ANNUNCIATORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

^Mi^

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.
5.

Central Stations for

Power

% a %

FOR
FRANKLIN

S.

FRICESli

CARTER.

119 La Salle

St.

,

.

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

IN

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators,

Chicago.
I

Factory:

3l

ELBGTRIGAL SUPPLIES,

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

St., Philadelphia;

3.

ETC SEE OUR CATAIOQIJE.
CHARLES M. WILKINS.

MANUFACTUREE3 AND DEALERS

AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

>.

TRADING AS

STORAGE BATTERIES,
MS

S.,

Distribution,

STATIONARY MOTORS.

Executive Offices:

-

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET,
BSTABLISHBD

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
1867.

:
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1 EVANS SYSTEM OF DRIVING
DYNAMOS.
CHEAP!
NO
RELIABLE!

EFFICIENT!

SLIP!

SAVES

GIVES
Setter
of

POWER.
Clutch Pulleys, Loose

Pulleys, Belt Holders

SATISFACTION.

and

We

and Power of our
due to the use of a

Efficiency

system

is

^37"3:xa.zic:Lo,

Each Dynamo may be started and stopped without slowing; th9 engine, by simply turning
a hand 'wheel.

Countershafcs Dispensed With.

The

CoiD.trol

|

Dd
DtL T

^\^\OP

k^#\#wEL

I

Guarantee More Poixrer ivith the Same Pressure
on the Bearings than Can Be Obtained
With Ordinary Belting;.

J^d.d.ress

THE EVANS FRICTION GONE COMPANY, 85 WATER STREET, BOSTON.

BERG-KLiLMIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCBNT LIGHTINO.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

-ivTX^Tir -vn-Dxr
JCUilJ:%.
-W-t-W

f

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL,

February

t,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments

anil Intelligent

CO.

Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

F0REEC4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

PATENT

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^

DOUBLE

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental
As

MACHINERY

Has been selected
the Official Route for paeseDgera
to the

National Electric Light Association
To be held In KanssB City, Feb. 11,12, 13
and

14,

becaaee

it ie

a S[iecial(y.

the

Best Appointed

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
I.ine

LIFT-OVER

Large Dynamos and Motora for Special Work
built CO Order. Coal Mining Hanlage

!

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago

Office,

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

ST.

CHAfiLES

tEOHARD PAGET.

J.

PENDANT BURNER
Igniting

PENOANT BURNER

Electric Spark or Connection only

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

wlien Gas

is

Ignited.

Electric Cas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

SYITO'SriJLIa.zici Cylincier Oils.

D3niamo

to none.
Free from gum or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
machinery.
By refiltering can be used continually. Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

Second

KINTNBE.

8.

and

or Gasoline by Eiectricity.

This
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, which saves two-thirds of Battery Power and
avoids Short Circullingr, whfchis liable to occur in many others.
The Double Lift O v.. r Elec'rode Is a very important featture no other Pendant has.

PAGET & KINTNER^
Cbemical

Gas

Engineers.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRtTE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

-t:^e!-

REDDING ELECTRIC

CO.'S

Primary Batteries

CELEBRATED ELECTRIC BELLS, ANNDNCIATORS

FOR

AND LECLA^CHE BATTERIES

TO BE SOLD AT ACTUAL COST.

DOMESTIC

Having a larger stock of these goods on hand than we need at this
season, we have decided to sell them at prices lower than were ever
offered before.

ELECTRIC

All in need of ihe^e goods should apply at once to avoid disappointment, the price being eg low that they are sure to be all sold in a very
short time.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO., 48 HANOVER

ST.,

LIGHTING

BOSTON, MASS.

AND FOR

"REVISTA TELEGRAFIGA DE MEXICO,"
F. A.

Scientific anil oilier Purposes.

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

DB MTEXTCO" is the only electrical paper published ib Mexico
and has a wide circulation all over ihat country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
it is unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexican trade is cordially
in\-ited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegranca deMe.'sico," Mr, Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
The "KEVISTA TELEGEAFICA

Address:

.

I".

.A.-

NEW CATALOGUE JUST

OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JS^:KrX,

P.O. Box 31. or Calle del Refugio No. 15. entresuelo.

CITV OF MEXICO.

JAMES

H.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN,
1

20 Park Avenue,

-

-

BROOKLYN, N.

Y.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMBR
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANOLE-POWER LAV PS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. P. Limps for each Mechanical M. P. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Tranaform,ers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Ajijmratus upon its Satio/actory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

CORRESFOUCEUCE

SOIvICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO.

B.

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern
UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Agent,

February

r,
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QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

COMPANY
NEW

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.
MOST EFFICIENT.

MOST EFFICIENT.

C.

Office:

DYNAMO
36 to 500

SCHUMACHER,

J

YORK.

DYNAMOS.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

Prest.

63 Broadway.

P.

MOTORS.

CLAUS, Gcn'l IWanjger.

Factory: 162 and 164

W. 27th

St.

MOTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

CAPACITY.

Horse

Power.

EVER
—AND—

ECONOMICAL.

READY.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FDLL! ERECTED.

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

MS,

PUMPS AND

&EMML

MACHINERY.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indeAbsolute Guarantee regarding Materials, "Workmanship structible solidity -with the greatest simplicity of design and
wid Efficiency.
compactness; the highest efllciency with a total absence of
OFFICE,
A]\M* SALESROOM,
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore

We give an

FACTORY

58&60Longwortli

St.,

in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes

CINCINNATI, 0.
]

and

comm.iitator.

DETROIT
Electrical

Works

P

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanever
ship or material to make them the

BEST

put on

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

and

to identify themselves with

the safest policy, should

handle the products of the

DETROIT ELEC-

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Standard Hotel Needle Annnnciator
tVilh

eUE

T

CALL and FIRE ALAUM ATTACHMtHT6.

x>£:'xr£t.oxa7, 3vcxozx.
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ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
j

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

Cloth Binding.

PrI ce,

Tbis Dlctionaiy Includes close upon 2.500 distinct Words. Terms or Phrases. Each
of the gieat cl«ses or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exliiustive treatment.
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
The Scheme of Treatment Is as follows:
Isl.
The words, terms iind phraces are invariably followed by a short, concise
definition, giving Ibe sense in which thfy are correctly employed.
'2J.
A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
whU-b the deflniUon Is fourded.

e

It

postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it Is as easy to Iind the definitions as the wordi, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who

they shall also be

have had no training

Oral.

Electric.

anl

Pneumatic, and

B. D.

ifflechanical

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W.
2

1

OSTRANDER &

R.
.

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1401 and 1463

Scad

for

Nbw Catalogue, out

Augusi

New

01

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

York.
1 1

1st.

W.

Forest City Electric lATorisLS,
H3nui>ctur.r.

WiA':

and Reliable.

CO.,

St.
DcKalb Ave., Brooldyo, N. Y.

to

ix^uxiaoTs.

o:iH:ro-A.cao

WHISTLES,

THE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

at all In electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSIiSCTRICIAN PUBIiISHING CO.
x^uSL:is.:FJSxx>«3 :BTTix^3z>T]Nro,

SPEAKIN& TUBES

iV

SIMPLE

B.

CO,

649 & 661 Broadway.

Central St., Boston, Mats,

DOWSE,

E.GALLAHER,Secy.
W. GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.

R.

Gen'l Supt.

J.

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.
IVIake and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

Quick

CorreBpOQdeace
Solicited

Electric

with

Llebt

CompaoieB.

S-CXOIJIS.MO.

Alsd Rawhide UcEUATHQ^'Hitf'

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

N.

ALL CITIESh

;-:'^.!'^

CO., ^*°"lirn^l.7

CO.,

W. ELECTRIC CONmUCTIOR I
SOLE

IN

a

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
N.

—lAGENTS

-'^

^KJ^S

WVl

CO.,

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
-

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOOE.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403 AND 405 SIBLEY

ST., ST.

& SUPPLY

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

February

i,
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"C.

&

V

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

SIZES

NEW YORK.
OYsr 6,000
IS

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Kow

in

Us9

THE

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing MacMnes, Elevators,

1-8
Chicago

H. P.

TO

40 H.

Printing Presses, VentUatiDg Fans, Blo-w
ers, Coflfee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

P.

Tools, Etc.

Office. Phcenix Building.

Cincinnati Office.

99 West

New England

lOHIM

Office.

148 High

Philadelphia Office. 301

Fourtli Street.

Street, Cor. Oliver. Boston.

Arch Street.

STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_ir«^i'r:E3Z),

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
lIlCAllDESCEin' ElECmC UGBT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal^ by the Internat'onal
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Street

PoluDlFlxtnrE

-FORSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, ard Domestic Illumination from Central Stations.
Plant may be located where Power can be securt d Cheapest, even if milps distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiiirg
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient.
Stiictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without BiackenlDg.
Greatest Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Perfectly Automatic.

SEND FOR CLBCTIiAB.

Helsler

Lode

Dislancf

INCANDESCENT

lilGHTIBie

COBBEHFONDfialCE SOIilClTED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

Stt eet,

MO.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

Niiiif<if<ii'ii >tj'u>u( uf iijiu'ii

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.
iri.'ti'i(t,iii>i(<.n.>ii*ttit'u<i^

yi^i'tininit'i/nfnininrfii i>M*i/n »»».

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Motor Truck

AGENTS

AGENTS

WANTED.

WANTED.

^^S^^^^^PFffl^^PFPPPmv^^^
The Strongest, Simplest and Easiest Riding Motor
Motor Trucl( Equipped

Tlie only

witli

Trucit in Existence.

Intercliangeable Elastic Motor Wheels.
Powerful and

superiority of this Truck consists in itft Great Strength,
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
the facility with vrhich Motors, Armatures and Wheeli can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
Cantilever trusS supports ends of cars,
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load a.nd positively prevents oscillation of cars.

The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY,

ANSONIA BRASS AND GOFFER
133 and 135 Wabash Ave.,

19 and 21

0^x0.^0 o.

MANUFAOTUREKS

GO.

Cliff Street,

OF-

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
Magnet Wire,
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Underwriters' Wire,
Weatherproof Wire,
Flexible Incandescent Cord, Paragon Wire,
Annunciator Wire,
Office Wire.
Battery Copper Gongs, etc etc.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
,

rESlNTT?

AND WEATHER PROOF WIRE.

FIRE PROOF
Approved by

NEW YORK BOARD

W^^gZTD

CI

OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS.

CUT SHOWING STYLK OF INSULATION,

This Weather-Proof Composition Hardens on Exposure to the Weather, Rendering the Covering Absolutely Impervious
to Moisture, and Enabling it to Effectually withstand the most Severe Abrasion.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LINE WIRE MADE
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCUL.4R AND SAMPLE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

LARGE STOCK OF WIRE CARRIED

IN

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.

February

t,
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ELECTRIC

RAILWA! S7STEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SHCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

noDson-louslon tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
-MAKING A GKAND TOTAX OF-

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 MicWgan Ave,

Chicago,

111.

Wall and

Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, Minn.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
We

can promise immediate

at-

tention to all orders sent

and prompt shipment of goods.

MB,

!?

ff'

^

°i^
SHIELD BRAND WIRE.
MOISTURE PROOF.

We carry all

^\-^

kinds of

No. 43... .Double Braid.
Triple Braid.
No. 44
No. 45 .. Quadruple Braid.

We handle all

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRIC LIGHT
A Line Wire of Very Superior

HOUSE GOODS.

Insulation.

POWER SUPPLIES.

kinds of

P.&B.
Our No. 647 Catalogue of

Our complete Catalogue
these

goods, No.

560,

jLINE WIRE.

of

has

P&B.

been issued, and will be
mailed to any address

No. 41

upon application.

Goods

la

the

most

plete ever Issued.

for

Double Braid.

these

comSend

It.

The insulation will stand
exposure to the weather for
years, and give perfect satisfaction.

We
all

est

can quote on

our goods, the lowprices

on large or

:# J"

-^"

*«

small orders.

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

C-H-I-C-A-O-O
EASTXSRN OFFICE AMD FACTORIES,

ANSOMIA^

COIVIff.

February

I,
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IMPORTANT.
SUSTAINED.
The broad

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
declared to belong to the Brush Electric Company, under
U. S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,808.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,
right to the use of

JUDGE GRESHAM SOLDS:
1

That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
Lighting.

the Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

2 That

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically eS'>
tablished between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is tbis feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

Company is assured by the most competent legal advisers
Brush Patent, as interpreted by the U. S. Circuit Court, practically
Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now offered for sale are
The Brush

that under
all

Electric

this

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the full extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE
W ELECTRIC CO M
a,-yxxGm

]F*c3xrt

Manufacturers

of

Xxidletzxa.

the

The Most Oarefolly WorkadSLATTEftY

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

Oompleta Altemattnt

System of Electric liighting la

OF

Existence.

IHCMDESCEfr LIGHTING,
.\NI>

and

THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

Power

and

Oonverten

12-16 Oandle FowM

to the Mechanical

HorM

Ghiaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE!:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

r\IN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANcisco OFFICE72F7 Sansome

St.

I

CiTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

SPERRY ELECTRIC CO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS

OF the

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Efficient.
Easily understood. Most Economical to operate and maintain.
Seventy (70) per cent, less wire in Armature divided into more sections than is found
in other systems. Producing a NON-FIJIiS AXING OUfiRENT.

Simple,

DYNAMO.

{

r

REGULATOR.

LAMPS.
We

Invite

The only Regulator that will maintain a steady light through all changes—
from one light to a full load— without the necessity of maintaining a resistance

coil.

SAVING POWER

in exact proportion to circuit lequiiements.

Either Double or Single of neat design, very simple and
MATIC in operation, Easily understood.

Comparison in Respect

to the

PerM

efficient.

ENTIRELY AUTO-

Steadiness of the Light Prodaced by Onr Systei.

A||n CpcpiAl Tire
dynamos tor 1,000, 1,200, i.eoo,
UIPU TCyCinM
Lights
Fowei
UUIl OrCulllL I ICOl
Candle
I CllOlUll
or 2,000
nlUtl

SPERRY ELECTRIC

CO.,

195 to 207 Canal

St.,

Chicago,

IIL

„

$8 per

EVERY SATURDAY.

Annum.

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

VI.

rol.

Ireson's

Leather- Link

Self- Adjusting

Patd. Uov. 16, '86.

8,

I

No.

1890.

Send for Ireson's
on

txat«d TteatJIeB

itber tilgti-speBamachijiry.

Belting,

1

Illns-

Adjusting Leather Link
furnished gra-

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
8EKD FOB
PACK
CATAliOeUE,

%36

IRESON, 97 High

L.

St.,

Boston. Mass.

HESE PEOPLE

ElBCtric Co.

MANDTACTTJRERS OP AND DEALERS IN

Self-

in Itonaly.

CHARLES

BOSTON, MASS.

111 Arch Street,

ROOT'S

WATER-TUBE BOILER^'w^-.
AN EXCELLENT

IXIXjXj t-ieczi

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES and CABLES

LoalSTille,

IVestfiicboiise Bnildlng,

CSOBC^E TVIXEX, Wew Yorb.

CO.,

PlTTSBUBCrH, PA.
FBBO. DRGEINHJJBBT,

-

BOILER.

Edison Electric

I<igh.t Companies at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, ColnmbnB
and Cincinnati ; also the Brnsh Electric Light Co., tf

Adopted hy the

MAJ>B BT THE-

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC
-

6.

Belting.

Bapeclally adapted for
Jl Blectrlc purposes and

lanfd by

O cents per Copy.

and others.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

Chicaeo.

A. H. Good*. Portland. Oregon. The Paul Seller Electrical Worfes. San Francisco. Cal. The Twin City ElecSnpplj Co.. Minneapolis. MiLn. The Nebraska Electric Co., Omaha, Neb, The Southern District Tele& Elect. Co.. BiimiDgham, Alt>. C. A.Scott, Boston, Mass.

trical

graph

CO.,

28 OliS Street, ITew York.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICACO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

(8121)

Standard

^iQdia-Biiliiier

ELECTRIC

and Gntta-Percla Insulating Co

VUXCANTZED INDIA-RUBBER Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

UNDER WATER

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety ot

very

pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT Cokes.

MARINE

any

bles, to

up

Two-vn'SiE.

Two -Circuit

to 8,000

Ca-

specification

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

cuits, 9,000

M. HABIR8HAW, F.C.
General Manager.

Na\t Portables,

knot.

Offices:

S.

1

Concen-

59 Front

Bell Wire, rubber

Installations

Street,

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables oi High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

ered, for

WM.

Marine

any Millie

tric Cables^ both

Three and

AND

UNDERGROUND.

to

Specification up to
9,000 j\Iegobms per knot.

or

MANTJFACTURERS OF

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Cores

cov-

Marine Work.

Pliable

Cables, for

Search Lights.

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANT,
Sole Manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledged Standard

for durable

and

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.
higrh

C

Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
•ctrie

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Branche* el Signaling.

E.

B.

B

B

A

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Uie,
Concealed Wiring in

Lead Encased Wires.

McGLEES, General Manager,

le Dey st,

Western Electric Co., Cliicago, 111.,

all

Locationt.

new YORK.

Sole Agents for the Weat.

CUT SHOWING STYLE OP INSUl^TION.
O^Bcumd CoMift
B. 5.— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
.4.—Copper Wire.
Mturated with a Black, Weather-Proof Composition.
- ^
«
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples tnmished upon appBcanoB* rwa
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description,

—
»*

wADcpnnuc
wftBEHOOM!).

i

W

^1

B.ni 21 Cliff St..

33 and

1

FOB BARB AKD

New

York.

FACTORIES:

35 Wabash Ave., Cliicago, III. ANSONIA, CONN.
HTSUIiATED IVISE SBE PACrE XXTl.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANWACTUBEItS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

MW,

General Sales
19 Oey Street,
WOBK8: 8CHJENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave., BostojJ, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Cuicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

8,

1890

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Dynamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off"

without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Cnrront IncuiKlcMocnt Mynanio.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

does, all the

make a perfect dynamo

— automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

AIt<

economy

effici-

of operation.

C'nrrent I>>-nanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

February
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

HAWKEYE

THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

CO.,

IOWA,

-

]3T-JII_rD^F=5^ CDF"

Complete Central Station
Lua-xs

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

F. Constant Potential Motor.

OUR DYNAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for eflSciency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-C9F iT^x:-

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,

Licensee of the

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-S to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

for long life without discoloration.

£IiECTRIC MOTORS

Railway Circuits and Central

for

Stations; any voltage, highest efficiency,

all sizes.

OFX*XCX::

224

ILLINOIS ST,

S,

Clark's
For the

-

INDIANAPOLIS, INO.

-

Prices Reasonable.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

New Improved Tublne Machine
MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER TUBING,

and also the

COVERING OF

INDIA

RUDBER INSULATION,

ELECTRICAL AND

^EXT

TELEPHONE WIRES.
p.

g

S:

w

a

(n

^^

<
K..

5"

g

B

fO

S.

a

era

g

eg

^

O

H-^

p,

(as

a
o

=

very

may be

3

ira

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

to be liable to crack.

B

These wires are the best made for
a

K-

S o
a
"• 5I

&-

»

known

but.it is

In order to overcome these di£Q.culties, we
coat the copper wire with TIN; then with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOUT SULPHUR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.
It is

^

the best

INDIA RUBBER;

first

a

W

is

observed in samples of all wires
compounds where the vulrubber
insulated with
directly
on the wire).
placed
coat
is
canized
copper

n

SCO

GUTTA PBRCHA,

refractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphixr
necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to

i|
09

to

insulator

AERIAL

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

re

®
ERNST HOEFER,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

Manufactured by

ISTo.

3X

EDRED W. CLARK,

MACHINIST,

Kabber Monltls and Rubber Bracbinery a Specialty,
"^^elXs street. "'^ ^ "R T""*"*"° """^

OOXO'Sa'.

IN

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 25th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

1
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i^jknnoivj^T^
Cle'v-ela,r:Lci, Oitiio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO,

JARTIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

^osrrona'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS

JU FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS..
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50
Electrical contractors

1

1

O

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo

Belts Carried

in

Stock.

HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,
vim lirO CORLISS ORDriving
Dynamos.
For
NtO
iNb
and
Complete Steam
B|
Plants Furnistied

LNGL

SH.

volts

and 8 amperes of current.

can make money by acting as our agents. When writing please state voltage and system used.
regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc. Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

18 Cortlandt Street.

CO..

prices

and

New

lifoimalion

York City

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

Etc.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Erected.

And

MORSE & GO.":rsr,r„.

Agents

"W^estern

Perkins Incandescent

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

EDISON

For

54

AND

56

Lamp Company,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

M ANUFACT URING

ILL.

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COieiSE3S^03^^)E32SrCE]

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales
Agent,
1

SOI^ICITE^)-

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

February
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SOUB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Corliss Engine
[MPROVE D
*—
!

Is

of

in

I

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS USEQXTAIjED

AND

&

ALUS

CO.,

MILWAOKEE,

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

DTTRABTT.TTY IN USE.

efor our

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Catalngruet*.

41 ail 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
INCANDESCENT

WIS.

ManafactnrerB of and Dealers in

fob economy of FOEL, HEaTTliASITT OB

MOTION.

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

UMFS

FOR

FOR

Arc

i

ARC-LIGHT CIRGDITS.

PERFECT ADTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABIiB. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

and the only

Send

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F. ^W.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

COMPOUMn

\y\/lnr'\/UI«U.
16 Siies, 5 to 500 H. P.

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.
of

Sngiie

fop

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.
AJT ATITOliATIO
Well Built.

T

''5'tSH'%'.'-

EAST ADAMS STREET,

T

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 wo^„„h„, „
BOSTON,
Hathaway BuUding,
!^!SS?''ff^
PITTSBURGH,
Westinghouse Buiiaing, f ^""J??; ^<=^
"''''•
CHICAGO,
156, 1S8 Lake StreetT^ J
PHILADELPHIA.
608 Chestnut St., M. E. MuckIS, Jr. & Co.
ST. LOUIS,
302, 304 Washiugton Ave.
T,..,v,.„t„
F^banks
.312 Union Av-jiSe.
KANSAS CITY,
'^ *-*•
DENVER,
1830 Seventeenth Street,

NEW

)

(.

|

1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. GraniteSt.
MacbineryCo.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 33 Fremont St., Parke i Lacy CoPORTLAND, OR. 3;), K.>I. Front St., ParkeiLacvMch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 CoUege St.,
.
t.„,„„k„=
The D. A.
Tompkms f^„
Co.

in

Stock, 5 to

50 H.

&

P.

Reliable.

Over 3 00 sold the

first

year.

Pres.

I™„„

ATLANTA,GA.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Vice-Pres. and

Cons

E. H.

Elec.

45S.PriorSt.

DALLAS. TEX.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

}

Keating Imp.
C. E.

78-81"'%7\7'ci,sl3.1n.stoxi St., ^x^oolS-l^rix, 3V.

"ST.,

MANT7FAC TUBERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

ro/f

Elejq;

Which Higher

SaiTiple-s and

L Purposes

prices

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Pure Sheet Ffubber
iddres^ jHE

Field

Etc.

«^

upon application;

Br.GooDmcH
Co.
AKffON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

1^-CAEEFUL INVESTIGATION IKVITID.

& Mch. Co.

James

&

FRANK A. FERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING

%

CHICAGO.

-

OMAHA,

EHSBTE CHBiPEE THAU A SLIDE VALVE.

Economical,

SAEGENT,

-

I

6 Sizes

lAJl the above bnilt stnctlyto Gangs -with Interchaneeable Paris,
fiepairs Camed in Stock. Send for lUastrated Oatalognes.

"W. D.

HORNE, Manager

WESTINGHOUSE

3,000 inuse in aU parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

1

GEORGE CUHER, Agent

Street,

Sot yet ejnslei ly any form

and Economical.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Incandescent Circuits

TPOCHD FOB AST CURKBST.

Co.

Elec.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SEND DS A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key

sockets, keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.

Cut-Outs.
To

fit

All

mounted on

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.
t

and style for two op three-

porcelain.

efficiency

up

to

twenty

Absolutely incombustible.

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Meters.

sensitive.

tion.

Any

Dynamos.

size

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

Very

Vo

Every

wire system.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

voltage,

from one volt

to 1,200.

Any current from two amperes

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

Never need

Constant.

recalibra-

Any reading desired.
to 3,000.

compound wound or shunt wound.

No

epaik-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants,

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plants.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts tor Installation.

No

for complete installation, construction

ard

all,

ax d are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

MAIX DISTRICT OFFICES:
Eastern States,

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

65

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

City.

"

Rialto Building, Chicago,

Mountain

"

Pacific

"

730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Central

III.

February

8,
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REMOVAL.
We

Our Friends and the Trade
generally to call upon us in

Invite

our

116

new

quarters,

& 118 FRANKLIN ST.,
WHERE WE ARE NOW LOCATED AND

DOING BOSINESS.

Our very much increased

facilities en-

able us to carry a larger stock, a

more

and to make shipments promptly and with better

diversified line,
care,

than formerly.

We invite all to give us a call and if this
cannot be done in person, send us
your orders instead, w^hich
will be appreciated.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC
H EIiECTRIC All

116

& 118 Franklin St.,

CO.,

SVPPUESS,)-

Chicago, lU.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for, Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

LOGKWOOD AMMETER

" POLARITY

STORED ELECTRICITY.

INDICATOR

For Arc an d Incandesce nt

Accumulators or

Electrical

Oiixuits.

Lockwood Instniment
Ill

^^^^'I'^'J:r'i^^.

CO,,

Co.,

Storage Batteries,

Gkiswold Street,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market
427 'The Rookery,"

St., St.

Louis.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

STREET GAR PROPULSION.

City.

Omaha.
Central

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Station

Isolatei

LlEhtins,

Liiltini,

Erected Ready for Service.
SPKCIAIiTIEB :-The AimlDgton A Sime EDgine, Steel Boilers,

Ireson Link Belt, Sfandard Rocklngand Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

HCXD FOB
WM.

8.

I<A.TE:8T

Railroad

TURNER.

.1.

C'OSIP'^KTE E<(ITlP]IEi\'T OF KliECTRIC BAILrWATS.
Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

D.'Hil^ii.

and

"74 Cortla-ixclt

Loni Distance Liihtini.

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers
for E'jctric Light

SubmltteU.
fil-tireet, BTo-oiTK^tiiiiutes

TBE ONLir SlfSIEH 7HICH C01!FLET£L7 DISPLACES GAS.

Tforls..

E. T. GiLLiLAND, Vice-President.

O. E. M.vDDE.v, President.

The Empire City Electric
15 Dey Street,

New

Co.,

THE ELECTRICAL ACCUMULATOR COMP'Y,
44 Broadway, New York.
DETROIT OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

York,

30 Antwater

502 Phenix Building.

EIiEGlHlGflli
OF

Liglitini,

LESTtK WOOUBRIDGB.

V700DBRIDGX: & TURNER,

Steam Plants

Car

CATALOGUES.

San Francisco

SUPPLIES

XIAj KIM>!S

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH

With Glossary

of Electrical
.'50

LEWISOHN
81 and S3 Fulton

BROS.,

St.,

New

York.

BUBIER PUBLISHING

12(1

DYNAJIOS AND

DOLLAR BAY, MICH.

!

for Incandescent

Wiring.

Cloth,

:|;i.oo.

LYNN, MASS.
WKSTKHM AJJKMT

W. iOl.Bl'RM'S

G. A.

St.

Pages.

CO.,

IVESTBRK A«JKXT
IIIOTOK8.

KIiKCTIIIt^Al, DKP.\RTMEWT
SIJEW ll.VVEN CliOCK CO.

H ARMOUNT,

3I5--32I
TAMARACK OSCEOLA COPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Terms and Tables

lUuslratlons.

Postpaid, Paper Cover, 25 cents.

1.

East.

HAND-BOOK OP ilECIRICITF,

AND

ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

220 Sutter

Evarybody Shonld Have One

immWi

for

Office,

St.,

WABASH

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GKNBRAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

BARE COPPER WIRE
HARD DRAWN WIRE ALFRED

IfEt^TERir

Guaranteed made from Best Lake Superior Copper.

For Telephone and Electric Railway Use a Specialty.
for

ELECTRICAL PURPOSES

F.

MOORE'S

ELEGTEIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

Electric Light, Annunciator

SOFT ANNEALED WIRE

AGENT FOR

fact,

and

Office Wires.

every kind of Wire

known

Incandescent and Battery Cords; in
to the Electrical Trade.

February

8,
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festern Electric Co. s
ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
WITH ALL NECESSARY APPURTENANCES.

INCANDESCENT.

ARC,

Hia:h or

Low Tension,

HIGH TENSION ARC DYNAMO.

Arc Lamps, 2000, 1500, 1200 Candle Power.
SINGLE OR DOUOLE.
HIGH OR LOW TENSION.
Simple

construction, economical in operation, and perfect in regulation.
are prepared to estimate on plants, either with or without power.

in

We

Western Electric Company
CHICAGO.
LONDON.
NEW YORK.
BERLIN.
ANTWERP.

9
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

H

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTmeEOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

LesBees,1

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

CO.,

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

February

8,
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

THE-^TISES, ETC., ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Ltssets)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable BuildiDg, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C.
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FRAUDI FRAUDI
RECOGNIZING THE POPULARITY OF THE

SAWYER-MAN LAMPS

)

UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS MANUFACTURE LAMPS
IN BASES STAMPED

"SAWYER-MAN PATENTS."
THESE MANUFACTURERS BEING FINANCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
Hereby Gives Notice

that

it

CO.

Will Enforce

THE STRINGENT LAWS
REGARDING FRAUDULENT PATENT-MARKS

AGAINST THE USERS OF SUCH LAMPS.

SAWTER-MAN ELECTRIC
510-534

WEST

23d ST.,

NEW YORK.

CO.,

February

8,
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WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.
ARC LIGHTING EXTRAORDINARY.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

Single Carbons requiring renewals only once in four days.
The mains may be carried underground and have no electrical connection
with the circuits and the lamps, embodying the same features of separation
between the current in the street mains and that in the lamp, as is found in the
through
incandescent system of The WESTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

its

converter.

The

single carbon admits of a larger and more powerful arc than can be
obtained from the ordinary two carbon lamp.
The system fully covered by patents.

day on a short circuit. A short circuit on the
line will not burn out an armature.
The machine is self-regulating from one lamp to its full load, without any
extraneous device.
The saving in cost of carbon renewals in this system in the course of a
short time would justify the entire replacement of any existing arc system by

The dynamo may run

this

new

one.

Boston,
'

all

New

ITork,

Chicago,

Portland) St,

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,

£oTiis, CbarlQtt^* Pp,Uaii,

,
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Electric

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

The only

GOLD MEDAL
What are

the Essential

Features

Electric Railway

in

any Comprehensive

System?

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

The Sprague Company

Less

Dynamo

of

of Cars Operated.

guarantee to operate a ten mile

will

Double Track System with

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
BECAUSE, Thereby only can be secured TJniform Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
sure.
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
Absolute Reliability of Service.
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

AND WHY?

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAQUE
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
Flexible Yielding Support for Belief of Strains;
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single Lever

Movement

for

Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St..

New

&

MOTOR COMPANY,

York.

Chicago.

Building.

Rialto

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A Tiew and

Improved Sletbod of Equlppin;; Bnildfaes n'UH an Insulated Tobe Conduit for any

SFi^tent of Electric Wlrlne,

OOT^lBIIS^IsaGrs

SAFETY— Absolute inirannity from electric Gree.

ACCESSIBILITY^P^rf^ft access to concealed wires.
ECONOMY—-'^'""" coBt ot inptailation, and freedom from

OURABILITV— Abpoliitely moisture-proof

CONVENIENCE— '^y^t^nis of

fiitore expenee.
tub« and appliaiicee, insuring ]onf.'6viry of wires.
may be laid out on original plane In a manner similar to that employed for gae, water and isteam piping; the conductors

electric wiring

FOR CIRCVLAR8. PRICK LIST AND

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

154

CO.,

ONioH

umm

may

be drawn In at pIPUBUre.

IN STRDCTIONiS, A.DDRKS8,

AND
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WEST 27TH

ST..

NEW YORK

CITY

CHARLES MUNSON.Prest.

fRftNKQMOSSfSEcr &TREAS.

CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

g>^ SANFf^ANGISGO.

SPECIAL.

New
28,30,32,34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

THE PAISTE SPECIALTIES

Switches

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

short lap,

& B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS.

Thorougtily

OVERCOAT POCKET.
The
LOOK HIM UP.

Found

SL

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

CELEBRATED P.

(new), Etc.

Exhibited at Kansas City Electrical Convention by Mr. Wm. P. Hood.
Exhibit

CANAL

USE THE BEST INSULATION,
The

CUT-OUTS (new), GAS ITTACHMENTS

to its special

Orleans.

MOISTURE

and

WEATHER

Proof, resist

tlie

STRONG-

EST ALKALIES. STRONG ACIDS, FUIWES and GASES; also
P. & B. WATERPROOF WRAPPING and INSULATING PAPERS.

We

manufacture a special VAR^ilSH for

ARMAtURES, and

FIELD COILS.

in his

Standard Paint Co

59 Majfien Lane,
NEVy YORK,

I
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Consolidated Electric LigJit Company's
Plant at Kansas City.
The accompanying cut shows the dynamo
room of the Consolidated Electric Light &
Power company's plant

at

Kansas

City,

Kan.

with Excelsior maArc lights aie furnished for streets,
chines.
public parks and commercial purposes, and an
It is
alternating system is also in operation.
proposed to introduce a motor service at an
The success which has attended the
early day.

The

station

is

equipped

FEBRUARY

capacity has already been increased twice. At
present eleven 30 light arc Excelsior machines
are in operation and two Westinghouse alternating dynamos of 750 lights' capacity each, have
been added. These are operated by two engines— a 300 horse power Corliss and a 75 horse
Babcock &: Wilcox
power Armington & Sims.
boilers are used.
The city plant consists of 250 lamps. These
are distributed through the principal streets and
the parks, one of the latter being six miles away

CONbOLEDAliD ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

company thus

encourages its officers in the
belief that within a year the capacity of the
plant may be doubled.
The company operating the plant was formed
about two years ago. In June, iS8», it secured
an exclusive franchise for twenty years, and at
the same time the contract for the city lights.
At the present time the capitalization is §100,000 and the officers are: President, I. D. Wilson;
far

Mark Harris; secretary, Ben
vice-president,
Schnierle; treasurer, B. Friedburg; general manager, B. Friedburg; attorney, F. C. Hutchings;
superintendent, G. W. McCan.
In February, 1889, operations were begun,
and the plant has proved so successful that the

S

No. 6

1890.

8,
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Kansas City Convention of the National
Electric Light Association.
is every indication that the convention
of the National Electric Light association in
Kansas City, February 11, 12, 13 and 14, will be
successful in every respect.
Reports from the
East are to the effect that the ''Electric Limited"
train will have a large number of passengers on
board when it leaves Jersey City on February
Certainly the attendance of Western dele9th.
gates will be large if the interest now generally

There

Al KANSAS CITV.

from the station. The tower and mast arm systems of distribution are used, and the result is
highly satisfactory.
The company claims to be

manifested in the meeting signifies anything.
The Eastern delegates will reach Chicago shortThey will be
ly after 9 a. m., February loth.

operating over 100 miles of circuit. The conductors are all overhead, and the construction is

the guests of the Chicago Electric club. Lunch
will be served at the club rooms from 11 -a. m.
until the last guest departs for the train, which
will leave on the C. B. & Q. road at 5 o'clock.
Music will be furnished by an orchestra.
The Commercial club of Kansas City, last
week decided to tender a reception in honor of
It will take place on the
the visiting delegates.
After the club had
evening of February nth.
decided to give the reception, E. R. Weeks,
president of the National Electric Light asso-

The

excellent
it, especially the street service, that it is expected the
gasoline lamps will all be replaced by arc lights
The system also meets with
at an early day.
favor among the merchants of the cit)'.
of the best character.

service

is

and the people are so well pleased with

The Ohio Ifgislalure has adopted a joint resolution providing for the appointment of a committee to inquire into
the desirability of lighting the statehouse by electricity.

ciation,

made

a brief speech, in which he thanked

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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the organization for

its

hospitality.

He

said:

"When you remember how much

the commerce
of the world owes to electricity the resolution
just passed by the Commercial club of Kansas
In view of the
City seems most appropriate.
fact that the press is now teeming with what are
often sensational reports of our shortcomings,
and in view of the fact that the public seems disposed, like Hrutus, to set all our faults in a book
to be learned and 'conned over by rote,' and
seems inclined to either forget or ignore our
past services and present usefulness, your action
is most timely and will be fully appreciated by
the electrical fraternity of the whole country. In
the National Electric Light association both the
scientific and commercial elements are repreThe association may be said to be like
sented.
the shield in the fable both gold and silver.
We have the gold of pure science and the silver
There are men who
of practical application.
without a commercial consideration devote their
lives to study and experimental researches.
There are also men of affairs who have put hundreds of millions of dollars into applied electricity and who lose sight of no commercial considKansas City is now throughout the
eration.
civilized world
a synonym for enterprise and
progress, and Kansas City bids fair soon to become as generally recognized as a synonym for
By your action you have honored
hospitality.
the National Electric Light as.sociation, and have
done that which will redound to the honor and
Kansas
profit of the commercial interests of
City.
On behalf of the National Electric Light
association I thank you."

February

than at any 'previous convention but are of more than
ordinary value, treating as most of them do with the practical cjuestions

which demand an immediate solution

at the

hands of the electric lighting fraternity; and also on account of the very elaborate and complete exhibit of apparatus by the associate members, it is desirable that everything be done which will facilitate getting the convention
quickly into working shape.
Nothing will facilitate the
work of the convention more than for each delegate to
Ai.i.an \'. Garrati'.
come properly accredited.

Hood

for

The accompanying

Arc Lamps.
cut

illustrates

the

new

hood for arc lainps adopted by the city
of Chicago for its street system.
This novel

CREI»ENTIAI.S AT

IIIE

lamp is lifted, gravitates. When the cord from
the smaller pulley is unrolled, the slack of the
cord on the larger pulley, is rolled up, the balancing effect of the two pulley-surfaces serving
to hold the lamp to any adjustment without
special appliances.
There is no spring used in
the device.
The differential pulley is inclosed
in a bulb, which for a 16 candle power lamp
with shade, is about three inches in diameter.
The device will be put on the market by B. D.
Sanborn of Creeley, Colo., who will exhibit it at
the Kansas City Electric Light convention.

Western

Electric Railway Association.

The Western

Electric Railway association
held a brief session in Chicago, January 29th.
No business was transacted. It was decided to'
adjourn until June iith next.

Chicago Electric Club.
At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club
last Monday evening President Beach called
upon F. E. Degenhardt for a report of the
entertainment committee.
Mr. Degenhardt said
that the committee had completed arrangements
for the entertainment of the eastern delegates to
the Kansas City convention during their visit in
Chicago next Monday. He gave a detailed account of the preparations referred to elsewhere,
and the club accepted the report, and at the
same time referred the matter of invitations to
the committee.
Elmer A. Sperry read an interesting
paper,
presented elsewhere, on the
"Operation of Electric Motors with High Tension Currents."
A vote of thanks to Mr. Sperry
was unanimously passed.
'J'he
discussion
of the paper was one of the most interesting of
the season.

Lijjht

KANSAS CITY CONVENrlON.

undersigned is receiving many
with electric lighting
letters from gentlemen connected
central station companies in all parts of the United States,
requesting information as to what credentials will be re-

From

1890

style of

—

A. V. Garratl, secretary of the National Electric
association, has issued the following circular:

S,

the fact that the

Mayo
The Mayo

Lightn'ng Arrester.

lightning

accompanying

arrester

is

illustrated

This device is extremely simple in construction, is automatic in
operation, and requires no attention whatever,
as there is no winding up or setting.
By reference to t'le cut it will be seen that there are two
carbon pencils suspended from rods passing
through coils. These pencils hang above ground
in the

H001> I'OK ARC

cut.

I.AMI'S.

manufactured by the Western Electric
company of Chicago, and possesses, many points
design

is

of merit that will

commend

it

for

this

class

of

work.
It is made of heavy galvanized iron,
japanned, supported by a single arm in a cast
iron ba.se. It will be noticed that the curve and
shape of this arm, gives the lamp the appearance of being hung therefrom. The principal

advantage from this style is the absence of
shadows. This arm may be placed between the
lamp and the corner of the building, when the
lamps arc placed at short intersections, and the
light from the lamp is then distributed without
shadows from the framework.

MAVO

DEVICE

l-OR

ADJUSTING THE POSITION OF INCANDESCES

I

I.AMI'S.

quired to obtain the full privileges of active membership,
at the Kansas City convention Keb. 11-14, I desire to say
that there is no constitutional provision nor written by-law
covering this question.
Any deliberative assembly, composed of individuals representing corporations, undoubtedly has a right to require
any delegate to prove that he is authorized to represent the
corporation under whose name he votes.
For this reason
and because of the fact that the coming convention will be
attended by a large number of new members it is very desirable that every gentleman who lakes an active part in
the convention bring with him a letter from the central station company, under whose name he votes, naming him as
representative.
I''or the reason that the papers and committee reports to
be read at Kansas City are not only greater in number
its

Device for Adjusting the Position of Incandescent Lamps.
The accompanying cut illustrates an ingenious device for adjusting the position of an incandescent lamp. The appliance was inventtd
byl)r. W. F. Hradner of Creeley, Colo., who,
when working at his dentist's chair, realized the
desirability of soine device which would enable
him easily to raise or lower an incandescent
The device consists of a suspending
lamp.
cable or cord, having interspersed in its length a
differential pulley composed of two drums of
different diameters, from one of which the cable
extends up to the ceiling or other point of support, and from the other of which the cable descends to the lamp or other object. The differential pulley forms a weight which, when the

LlGlllNINC ARRESTER.

shown, when they are in position.
In
the cut it will be seen the point of one of thesa
carbons is raised to one side. This is done when
The discharge is of course
the coil is energized.
instantaneous, and the pencil drops back to the
plates, as

If a number of discharges follow each other in rapid succession, the desirability
of this device will readily appear as the instrument is instantaneous in its operation and adjustment.
The device is manufactured by the
Rockford, 111., Electric Manufacturing company.

original position.

The I.eGrande
Ore., nceived

l^dison

I'-lecIric

company of LeGrande,

horse power steam plant

from the IJall
This plant was put in by
Engine company of Erie, I'a.
the Northwestern IClectrical Supply and Construction company, of .Seattle, Wash.
lO'i

February

8,
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Tramway

at a

Electric
need of better facilities for tlie transportation of supplies and manufactures has led to the
adoption of electricity as a motive power in
many large mills and factories.
This has usually been easy to accomplish
owing to the fact that nearly all the important
Mill.

A

duit and to have the work done in time to let
the commissioner of public works pave the
streets before next winter.
This proposition
rather surprised Mayor Grant, and he instituted
an inquiry that revealed the fact that the Subway company was contemplating sub-letting its
contracts for construction.
The mayor decided

65

Eighth avenue, from Eighteenth to Thirtyeighth street; Twenty-third street, from Second
to Madison avenues; Fifty-eighth street, from
Tenth avenue to Hudson River; Seventy-ninth
street, from First avenue to Avenue A;
124th
street, from Lexington to St. Nicholas avenue;
Twenty-first street, from Lexington to Fourth
avenue; Lexington avenue, from 129th street to
Harlem River; Third avenue, from 129th street
to

Harlem

River.

Before the meeting adjourned, the mayor had
a slight dispute with Engineer Kearney, and
then took occasion to deliver himself rather emphatically to the representatives of the

company,

telling

Subway

them what they would

be ex-

pected to do.

Mather-Platt

Alternating

Current Dy-

namo.
The cut presented herewith illustrates a new
alternator which is now being manufactured by
Mather

ELECTRIC

TRAMWAY AT A XULL

provided with lighting plants, so that
from the same dynamo which supplies the lamps
sufficient current can be taken for the operation
of an electric tramway.
The accompanying cut gives a view of the
mills are

to consult the law

department of the city govhis approval to the
scheme. Henry S. Kearney, the engineer of
the board, submitted a plan for work which was

ernment before

giving

&

Piatt,

Manchester,

England.

As

is

the ca'ie with most alternate-current machines
in which the armature contains iron cores, the
armature revolves, and the magnets are fixed.
The magnets are wrought iron and are arranged
round the armature, exterior to it, and are attached to a massive cast-iron ring which forms
the yoke connecting the limbs.
The attachment is so arranged that any of the magnet
cores can be removed without disturbing the remainder, 01 taking out the armature. The armature is constructed of two plates or disks
keyed on to the shaft, between which the armature cores are held by bolts.
As with the magnets, any section of the armature can be removed without disturbing the remainder.
Apertures in the disks allow free ventilation in
the interior of the armature cores.
The mag-

tramway recently installed by the ThomsonHouston Motor company at Salmon Falls, N.
H. The total length of the track is about 2,000
feet,

yard;

and

extending the entire length of the mill
it is of standard gauge, 4 feet 8^2 inches,

laid

with

T

rails.

The same method
employed on

of

overhead construction

railways is used here,
the trolley wire being suspended from cross
wires and brackets. In order to make the return
circuit more perfect than would be the case if
the rails only were used as conductors, a supplementar)' wire is run between them and connected
as

is

street

by tie wires, one end being riveted to the rail
and the other soldered to the supplementary wire.

The generator used

for supplying the current
a shunt-series machine, wound for 500 volts,
and capable of delivering 15 horsepower. It
is placed in the basement of the mill, and is
driven by water power.
The motor car is 14
feet long and 6 feet wide.
The truck which
has a wheel base of 4 feet 6 inches, is equipped
with two 3 horse power railway motors capable
of taking a load of 6,300 pounds up a grade of
5 per cent, without the least difficulty.
The advantages to be obtained and the saving
in handling supplies and finished goods effected
by the use of electric tramways, cannot fail in a
short time to bring them into general use. They
is

are just as applicable to interior work where a
truck can be used to collect material, transport
it to the elevators
and to the various parts of
the mill.
The Thomson-Houston Motor com-

pany has already made several installations of
and has many new ones under con-

this sort,
tract.

New York Board
The

first

of Electrical Control.

meeting of the Board of Electrical

New York since the retirement of
Commissioner Gibbens, was held last week and
was signalized by the change of attitude of the
subway board. It will be remembered that the
representative of that company some time ago
announced that it would be impossible to build
at once subways enough for the wires that were
condemned by the city inspectors. Thereupon
the mayor asked that other companies be given
an opportunity to compete with the Subway
Control of

compan)'.

To

this the latter

company

objected,
and was supported in its opposition by the commissioners. Mayor Grant alone voting to let the
other companies in. Now the Subway company
volunteers to build any number of miles of con-

MATHER-l'LATT ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMO.

considered, and then permission was granted to
telegraph and telephone companies to use subways which will be built in these thoroughfares:
Greene street, from Spring to Canal; Eighteenth
street

between

Seventh and Eighth avenues;

excited by a Manchester dynamo,
carried on a bracket bolted to the bedplate of the alternator, the armature shafts being
nets

which

are
is

coupled direct.
The machines are manufactured under the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Drs. John and Kdward Hoplcinson.
For working with transformers they are constructed either for 1,000 or 2*000 volts, and
from 8,000 to 12,000 alternations per minute,
or with a "periodicity" of from 66 to 100. The
machines, it is claimed, can be run in parallel
and may be thrown into parallel working without the least danger, even when there is considerable difference between the electromotive
forces at the terminals, or the machines are run-

patents of

ning at different speeds.

The dynamo illustrated is for an output of
1,000 volts and 30 amperes at 800 revolutions
The armature resistance is .55
per minute.
ohm, and the resistance of the magnets 2 ohms.
.\n efficiency of 95 per cent, is claimed for this
machme. The cut is reproduced from IiiJiistries.

Operaiion of Electric Motors with High
Tension Currents
'

Bv ElMEK
The

recent advance

electricity in this

.\.

Sl'ERRV.

transmission

of

power by

country and abroad and

its

adoption

in

Ihe

on a more or

less extensive scale for the utilization
of
distant water poweis in the mining districts, indicate
that the slate of the art has reached that point where
it has ceased to be an experiment, and where the
most
direct methods and the betterment of the various dctai-Is
of consttuction are matters of paramount importance.
The present widespread interest in high tension currents
and the discussion in connection with their use in the
distribution of electricity for electric lighting, lead me
to the few remarks which follo.v, hoping to direct attention to their employment in the transmission of power,

1000

Soo

SCO

I'SO

FlC.

I.

—OPERATION

OT ELECTRIC MOTORS WITH UUAl
TENSION CURRENTS.

that this field for the use of high tension currents may
not be n°glected and may also receive whatever benefit
may result from the general discussion now in progress.
Kor the transmission of power from one point to another there can be no question as to the utility and
great advantage of employing high potentials.
I
speak
now of the transfer of power from one point to another
as contra-distinguished from the distribution of power for
domestic or like purposes on a wide-spread scale.
I,
however, see no reason why in the near future, this latter
system also should not be prosecuted along the lines of high
tension currents, inasmuch as the phenomenal progress
which has characterized electrical engineering enterwill
prises in
the past
bring the question of insulation to a point where danger to life and property will
almost entirely cease to be an element to be considered. This
will doubtless be brought about, too, by the utilization of
safety devices in the central plant, as well as throughout
the construction.
In the consideration of high potentials as applied to the
transmission of power, I propose to take a practical instance and carry it out along the line of each of the two
foremost plans known lo electrical engineers, namely, first
by constant current, and second by constant potential,
hoping by this means to point out the principal differences
and ascertain, if possible, which is the better, cheaper and
more desirable method.
Hefore starting with the examples it is desirable to settle
the fact that the work of each of the plants shall be satisfactory in so far as practical operation is concerned.
This will depend upon economy and regulation.
will assum*, so far as the practical operation is concerned,
that with shunt, compounded or over-compounded generators, and with shunt or compound wound motors, the matter of reguhtion maybe sJtisfaftorily worked out.
liut
can the regulation be equally well maintained upon the
constant current plan?
It will be granted by all who have investigated the matter that constant current generators can be regulated automatically, as to their potential, from zero to full load, in re-

We

sponse to demands thereon for work, and this is done in a
5ati^:factory manner.
liut referring to the motor, the argument urged against
the constant current method is that the field coils, each have
to be divided into a great many parts, each of these parts
led to sections of a stationary commutator, and contacts
driven backward and forward over this commutator by
means of the centrifugal forceof the varying speed-tendencies
of the motor.
That the potential difference of a constant
current motor may be made lo meet the varying demands
iRead before the Chicago Electric Club, February

^, iSqo.

thereon for work, has been demonstrated. IJut it has been
further demonstrated, that the method of simply rotating
the brushf-s about the commutator, between the points of
zero and maximum potential difference, in a constant current motor, may be satisfactorily employed to regulate the

energy absorbed
The problem here is to obtain a sparkless commutator.
This has received its solution and the mathematics of the
various functions is known, and holds e(|ually in motors or
generators of any size.
Furthermore, the sparkless region
for varying currents has been broadened out until it is
made to comprehend a variation of 50 per cent, of the
normal current either side of the normal current point By
this is meant: Suppose the normal current to be 40 amjieres.
then there is a region of 20 an.peres Ijing half each side
of the 40 ampere mark through which range the commutator is entirely sparkless.
This seems to me to be by far
the simplest way by which to adjast a constant current
motor,
\'arious devices may be employed to accomplish
the mechanical rotation of the brushes in response to varying speed-tendencies, but that which will recommend
itself as being
the
best is the
one in which the
varying centrifugal forces
are
called
upon to do
the least amount of mechanical work.
These forces are
not great until the speed differences are great, hence for
close regulation they should be called upon to perform only
electrical

functions involving light duty: for instance, calling into
action mechanical forces which in and of themselves perform the ultimate duty of rocking the brushes, especially in
heavy machinery where these elements are more or less
large and ponderous.
The question may be asked: Can centrifugal force ever
be employed to hold the motor within the ^ame speed
limits as shunt or compound winding?
I answer, it can.
There is no rea=on why the same degree of perfection
should not be attained in this as in steam engineering.
There are steam engine builders who will con'ract to hold
the speed within if^ per cent from full load to zero.
No
better result than this need be desired in any motor.
Electrical science has advanced so rapidly and the theories have changed so radically that statements put forward but comparatively a few years ago naming impossibilities in the art have been often exhumed in the present
day as marks of advancement. Writers on dynamo machinery are so modern that, profiting by the errors made
by former writers upon other subjects, they have been
rather wary in pointing out impossibdities.
But sweeping
assertions must be made, and writers who are considered
as high authorities have pointed out the impossibility of
making a sparkless commutator under th; conditions
named above. Since it now has become an accomplished
fact, it may be said that doubtless these statements denying
the possibility of results of great importance are useful as
incentives to those working along the line, who do not agree
with the author.
There is, however, one point with regard to a sparkless
commutator, uuder conditions of constant current which I
wish to point out, namely: That from the maximum to the
minimum point of potential the brush must always be
handled in the direction it points from the former point
toward the latter, and not in the opposite direction.
The
distribution of potentials about a commutator is shown in
Fig. I.
From this figure it will be seen that the distribution is equal on either side of the maximum line and there
seems on the face no reason why the brushes should not
reduce the potential if rotated in either direction irom the
maximum point. Either toward the left or toward the right
the minimum point or position
or B'.
While the brushes
in their movement to the left are perfectly non-sparking,
if attempt is made to move them in the opposite direction to
position B' they spark seriously.
No reason for this has
been put forth to my knowledge.
The following is offered
as a possible explanation of this phenomenon.
Allow
Fig. 2 to represent either a dynamo or motor with commutator at center and arnxature cord disposed between jV A',
the north pole pieces, and 6' ^" the south pole pieces; / / /
and
show the windings; /i indicates the polar ax's
When this armature is used as a genof the armature.
erator it will rotate in the direction of arrow C a,:d when
used as a motor it will rotate in the direction of arrow A/.
The small arrows under the pole pieces, indicate the
direction of the lines of force to or from the armature
core.
Suppose the
system to
operated
be
as
a generator and
the
brushes to
be
rotated
over towartl the right.
The polar line n or the pole in the
armature will be held by the overmastering magnetism of
the pole pieces to a position which constantly lends to be
back of or toward the left of the brush contact, thus leaving the brushes among the coils /"/"y".
The current in
these coils is in the direction going from the observer and
hence is antagonistic, if the expression be permissiole, to
the direction of the lines of force emanating from the poles
A' iV, therefore there is no tendency to the development of
abnormal electromotive forces between the adjacent coils.
However, if the brushes be rotated to the left the displacement or tVe drawing of the pilar line fr bvthc south pole and
its being repelled by the A' A' will still keep it to the left of
the commutator brush contact. As soon as the windings//*/,
come within the range of the pole p-eces S their currenUlirection is in harmony with thcdirection of the lines of (orce
into the pole pieces S S, thus giving an exaggerated value
to the potential developed in adjacent coils.
I'hese coils
being directly under the contact of the brush develop local
currents acting through the brushes producing the tremendous sparking obse ved.
When the system is used as a motor and is revolved in
the direction of the brushes and arrow ,1/ the converse of
this law operates, inasmuch as the polar displacement is reversed which would require, as is found in prdctice, that
the brushes ,1/ should be rotated to the left for non sparking instead of to the right as in the case of the generator.
I'o proceed with the example.
Let us take a transmission of 50-horse power three miles distant upon a circuit of
3i.6So feet.
Place the total economy of transmission at
the low figure of 66 per cent, which will be distributed 14
per cent, each in dynamo and motor, and 5 per cent, in the
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We

line.
will adopt as potential 3.000 volts; transmissions
are used twenty-four hours a day with this voltage as well
as scores of arc light dynamos with no practical inconvenience.
This voltagu would give about 1S.7 amperes in the
constant current distribution.
Let us assume that a constant potential may be worked upon the same voltage.
Now let us e.Kamine the two plants.
The line wires are
the same size; with this difference, however, that in the
constant current they are only subjected to 3,000 volts at
such times as the plant is working at its maximum; during
all other times the voltage is below, thus subiecting the insulation to a far less >train with less liabdity of breaking it
down; whereas, in the constant potential system this 3,000
volts is maintained constantly whether there is any power
being used from the motor or not, even if the motor is

The heavy stress upon the insulaconstant.
are practically the same, because for the
same speed and same field intensities, the number of onvolutions and sizes of wire will be equal.
Ltt us examine the fields. Taking 3 per cent, of the
total energy required in the fields, we have in the field of
the constant current machines merely a series wire measuring 10,000 feet with a difference of potential at its ends
of 100 volts, running 100 feet to the volt, being a large
wire easily handled and on^ that will withstand shocks,
jars and rough handling indefinitely.
Taking the same
number of square mils per ampere for the wire in the field
of the constant potential machines, we find that an extremely small wire has to be employed.
find that this
wire must be 62 miles in length; we find that the difference
of potential between each successive layer upon the fields is
200 times that which exists in the constant current fields,
taking at least forty times as long to wind the same.
This
great increase of po'entia! difference between the successive
layers should require double covered wire.
Let us see
what bearing this has upon the case. With double covered
wire of this size the ratio of insulation to copper would be
44 per cent., whereas in the constant current the ratio of
insulation to copper is only about 3 per cent.
This redriving

itself solely.

tion therefore,

is

The armatures

We

KIG.

2.

— OPERATION

OF ELECTRIC MOTORS WITH HIGH
TENSION CURRENTS.

quires about 40 per cent, more field space in the case of the
constant potential, which means a larger machine as compared with the constant current generator.
The actual net
cost, pound for pound, of wires in this instance would be
3^j times as great in the constant po'ential as in the constant current machine, making the total cost of insulating
wire for the field of the constant potential machine over
four times that of the constant current machine.
These details indicate plainly impractica* ility on the part
of the constant potential and perfect practicability in the
case of the constant current.
This impracticability is not
decreased as the complexity of the machine is increased by
being compounded or over-compounded.
In fact, an eminent writer on coostant potential machinery, no earlier than
November last, in discussing a pressure of only i .000
volts states "that where high pressure generators are used,
it is very expensive to wind
a shunt field of high enough
resistance to stand the electromotive forces of the armature.
It is much cheaper to w'nd a shunt field for low pressure,
say of 1 10 volts, and separately excite it by a small constant potential dynamo." This, of course, would add to the
plant another item of expense which would be slightly more
expensive though far more practicable than the field winding described above on the 3,000 volt basis.
In the practical operation of constant potential motors,
the use of an artificial resis'ance is imperative, by means of
which the lack of counter electromotive force in the armature of the motor, as the speed starts and increases to the
normal, is made up by dtad res'.stance.
This resistance
for large motors occupies much space ami in case of high
potentials is expensive.
In the constant current plant,
however, a switch shunting the motor is opened and there
is at once thrown upon the motor only its normal amount
of current, and as the same starts and its counter electromotive force increases, the electromotive force of the
generator also increases in proportion, until Its normal speed
is reached, without at any time any
increase of current
whatsoever or tendency to burn.
On tfie other hand,
with the constant potential should an accident happen
and the machinery be brought to a stand suddenly,
there is serious danger of overheating and burning the coils
of the armature and series coils of the field'^.
In this emergency the constant current is cared for automatically by
the regulator on the generator which diminishes the potential upon the line, correcting the current intensities almost instantaneously.
Upon both constant potential motor and generator as the load increases and diminishes a
mmual adjustment is also required to keep the brushes on
the non-sparking point
It is found in p.'actice that if constant po'ential
motors,
as ordinarily constructed and connected in circuit, are belted
to the same shaft or otherwise connected to the same work so
that they must revolve together the result obtained is unsatisfactory because of the fact that the load will be unequal and
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This is due to the factthatit is
disproportionally divided.
impossible to construct two electric motors, the armatures
of which, shall have precisely the same counter-electromotive forces, therefore if two motors coupled together in
this way are supplied from the same main the armature
which produces the lowest counter-electromotive force will
The effect of
take a larger current than the other motor.
this increased flow is to greatly exaggerate and enhance the
difference existing betwetn the motors because the fields
of the motors are disturbed by the increased flow and its
counter-electromotive force is still further reduced resulting
ultimately in burning or destroying one of the motors.
Prof. Rice has recently devised a system to overcome this
effect, but at best it is complicated, and still further increases
Another way would be to
the complexity of the machine.
run each motor connected to a separate generator with sepaAny
rate line wires, but this, to say the least, is expensive.
number of constant current motors may be attached to the
same power; in this case their regulators are dissimultaHaving thus pointed out some of the
neously operating.
differences, let us look into the stations provided with
In the constant potential
these two sets of apparatus.
Upon
generating station we find a very large machine.
the wall are an ammeter, a voltmeter, a large rheostat for
controlling the fields, and most probably an exciter and
Connected with the
duplicate set of station instruments.
exciter, at the motor end of this line, we find the motor,
probably
exciter.
Going over
rheostat
and
another
a large
now to the generating station of the constant current machine, we find an automatic generator which is smaller than
On the wall we simply
the constant potential machine.
.-Vt the motor station
we find a motor
find an ammeter.
supplied with a small and durable mechanical regulator for
its fields or preferably for its brushes, and perhaps an amThis constitutes the entire plant;
meter upon the wall.
nothing about it but what can be easily comprehended and
successfully operated by an engineer of ordinary intelligence, and we observe an entire absence of complexity of
connections in the machines, or circuits running back and
forth from the machine to the various devices upon the
switch-board or wall; and the first cost and cost of installation of these various devices is decidedly in favor of the
constant current system.
It may be said that some of the objections above will be
eliminated by reducing the e. m. f. of the constant potenLet us reduce it one-half, that is, to 1,500
tial plant.
Now, it is true that the fields are less difficult to
volts.
wind, the length of the wire is less and the wire somewhat
larger, enough so, perhaps, to do away with the necessity
An increase, however, will have to be made
of an exciter.
The current is
in the size of wire on the exterior circuit.
now increased to 37-^ amperes, and for the same loss in the
exterior circuit the wire will have to weigh 14,000 pounds

FIG. 3.

instead of 4,000, costing !^-.8oo in place of $800; and if
the potential is still further reduced to 1,000 volts, in
which case there would be 56:^ amperes, the wire would
weigh iS tons and cost $7,200, as compared with ^Soo, for
the constant current plant, with poles in the former,
all
heavier
construction
at much less . intervals and
through.
these
It is hoped that free discussion will be had upon
points and that additional facts may be developed which
will aid in arriving at the most direct method of distributing power electrically.

Electric Limited Train.

Two

extra sleeoing coaches are to be added in Chicago
to the "Electric Limited" train by which delegates to the
National Electric Light convention will go to Kansas
number of applications for
-A. large
City, Feb. loth.
Westberths in these coaches has already been received.

who have not already done so, should make
application at once to W. W. King, city passenger agent
of the C, B.
Q., Clark and Adams street, Chicago.
ern delegates,

&

New Valveless Compound Engine.
The principal features of construction of the
Triumph compound engine are herewith illustrated.
The machine is valveless and a leading
feature is the simplicity of its construction and
the interchangeability of many of the parts.
Fig. I is a vertical longitudinal section through
the engine.
Fig. 2 is a vertical cross-section;
Fig. 3 is a horizontal cross-section through the
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edge of port ,»", passes the upper edge of pipe,
at which point it passes to cylinder L'"
At
the same moment live steam passes from a.
through port l>" and pipe a" and port .;,''" to cyl-

£•",

.

inder H'".
At this point, also, piston H, moving upward, closes the connection between cylinder U' and L" and the steam expands alone
in L" for the remainder of the stroke. .\s piston
L" reaches the lower center, port d', comes opposite pipe c\ and the exhaust steam passes
through this connection into pipe f, which communicates with the atmosphere or condenser.
When piston H' reaches the upper center live
steam passes from a, through port b'", pipe a'",
and port^', to cylinder H' and the partly expanded steam, passes from cylinder H'" down
through port, g'" and pipe e'" to cylinder L'.
Cylinder L'" exhausts through pipe, e", port d"
into e and cylinder TJ through pipe c'", port d"',
into e.
is merely a live steam connection with
the low pressure cylinders for heating up and
starting.
Thus with the exception of the cut-off
each set of pistons controls the steam in the cylinder next preceding, in the order of rotation,
and when acting as a valve is at or near its maximum speed, while the pistons in the preceding
cylinders are at or near their slowest speed.

X

FIG. 2.->

NEW

VALA'ELESS ENGINE.

steam ports; Fig. 4 is a horizontal cross-section through the expansion ports, and Fig. 5 is a
front view of the engine complete.
H' H" H'" are high pressure and L' L" L'"
are low pressure cylinders and the pistons acting
in each will be referred to by the same letters.
The pistons are connected directly to the shaft
by connecting rods without the intervention of
piston rods and the cranlcs are set at an angle of
120" with each other, in which position all the
moving parts, which consist merely of pistons,
live

NEW VALVELESS

FIG. 4.

connecting
anced.
Pistons

rods

and

AW lubrication is perfectly automatic, consisting of a sight feed lubricator on the steam pipe,
a drop sight feed cup on each end bearing of
the shaft and a mixture of oil and water in the
crank case, perfectly lubricating all parts within.
The cylinders are cast in one piece and bored at
the same time on a tool especially designed for
the purpose, by which means they are made absolutely parallel and the danger of leak}' joints
avoided.
The bearings for the shaft are bored
out while bolted in place, insuring perfect
alignment, and all wearing surfaces are exceptionally large so that internal friction is reThe only adjustments
duced to a minimum.
consist of two ke)'s on the connecting rods which
The prestake up all the wear in both boxes.

FIG.

ENGINES.

shaft, are

perfectly bal-

H"

and L" are shown on the upper
center, pistons H' and L' being 120° in advance
In
and pistons ff'" and L'" 120° in the rear.
from the
this position live steam is admitted
main steam pipe, a which is connected with the
boiler, through port, b' pipe a and port, g", to
,

H", and at the same instant, steam
which has been partly expanded in cylinder, H\
to cylpasses down through port g\ and pipe
inder L", thus admitting live and low pressure
steam on one set of pistons at the same moment.
Under the action of the steam pistons H" and
L" move downward, live steam being admitted
until the upper edge of port.o-" passes the lower
edge of pipe a', at which point it is cut off and
expands alone in this cylinder, until the lower
cylinder,

<:',

5.

sure being always downward these adjustments
The machines are manuare seldom necessary.
factured by the Triumph Compound Engine
company, Cincinnati, O.
It was the intention of the Joliet, 111., street railway to
formally start the electric cars on Feb. 3, but while making
trial trip the evening before the electric cars were stopped
by the sheriff and another injunction was served on J.
The injunction
A. Henry, the president of the company.
was taken out by the Chicago & Alton railroad restraining
the street railway company and the Thomson-Houston
company from running the cars or charging the trolley wire
with electricity, because the wire was placed at a less
height than twenty-five feet above the Chicago ^: -Alton
At present the wire is about twenty-three feet
tracks.
above the railway crossings, and it is claimed that
placed
at a height of twenty-five feet the trolley pole
if it is
on top of the electric car will not reach the wire. The action of the Chicago & Alton is causing much unfavorable

comment.
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plied to the commissioner for permissions and
Since it
usually followed its recommendations.
has been asserted that it has no right to enforce
its orders, it has decided to
have all its future
proceedings referred to the board of public improvements for approval, and institute measures
to secure a legal e.'iistence.
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place, have constructed an ample underground
viaduct big enough for a man to walk through
it.
As it is, they have deranged the business of
every body, multiplied disasters and got nothing
The politicians have been growfor the money.
ing fat at the expense of the corporations and
the people."

In the Boston letter this week considerable
space is devoted to the subject of legislation on
electrical matters in the Massachusetts assembly.
It is
remarkable how many electrical
measures, good, bad and indifferent, are now
under consideration in state legislatures. Doubtsubject will receive considerable attenconvention of the National Electric
Light association next week. The fact that
legislation on electrical matters is becoming so
common shows how timely is the earnest work
of the association's committee on state and

municipal legislation.
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The Ohio

legislature

is

considering

a

bill

which has for its object the protection of the
traveling public.
It prohibits, under fine of $2^
to $100, the employment of train dispatchers or
railroad telegraph operators for other duties than
those connected directly with their instruments.

Reports are all to the effect that the convention of the National Electric Light association at
Kansas City next week will be of the most successful character.
In an article in another col-

umn

is given the
latest news in regard to the
meeting. Secretary Garratt in a letttjr addressed
to the members of the a.ssociation, asks them to
])rovide themselves with credentials from companies which they will represent at the conven-

tion.

The electrical commission of Cleveland, O.,
which has for several months supervised electrical constructions, suddenly found itself without
power last week. The commissioners discovered
that their orders had been disregarded in several
instances.
They applied to the police authorities for assistance and asked for the apprehension of those who were guilty of action contrary
to in.struction.
The police refused to make arrests, as the officers held there was no authority
vested in the commission which enabled them
The electrical commisto enforce their orders.
sion was appointed by the local board
of improvements, and received its authority from the

The

In one of his letters "Gath" quotes Hector de
Castro, one of the managing men of Mackay's
Telegraph company, as saying: "They have
made a precious mess of it in New York attempting to bury the telegraph wires with a poThey should, in the first
litical commission.
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The Electric Light

this

of more than
usual interest.
Mr. Imhof states that the horns
of the pole pieces of opposite polarity maybe
magnetically connected without short-circuiting
The advantages
the magnetic lines of force.
which it is asserted follow from the magnetic
connection are that the induction in the armature is increased and diminished gradually, and
that eddy currents are avoided.
The result is a
sparkless commutator.

electrical

companies

generally ap

Another murderer
New York state under
law.

Joseph

has been sentenced in
the electrical execution

Chapleau was found guilty

of
ciegree at Plattsburg, anti was
sentenced to die at Clinton prison. It will be
remembered that a clause in the electrical execution act provided that newspapers should not
publish accounts of executions beyond giving
The New York pathe mere statement of fact.
pers generally found fault with the provision.
Last week an amendment was introduced in the
New York state senate which contemplates a
modification of the law, making it the duty of
the agent and varden of the prison where the
death .sentence is carried out to be present and
to invite, by at least four days' notice, the presence of a justice of the Supreme court, the district attorney and the sheriff of the county where
the conviction was had, two physicians, twelve
reputable citizens, and seven assistant or deputy
sheriffs.
This provides for the admission of reporters and the description of the execution, as

murder

in

the

first

at hangings.
When he was in RochN. Y., recently, Mr. lirown expressed to a
reporter his entire confidence that the Court of
Appeals would find the electrical execution act
The ca.se will be argued Februconstitutional.
When asked whether he would attend
ary 24.
the first execution, he replied in the negative.
"He would like to," he said, "but there had
been so much newspaper gossip about his connection with the matter so far, that he preferred

was done

ester,

keep in the background at that time.
papers," he said, "had asserted that it was

to

Some
in

his

1890

contract with the state that he was to superintend the execution.
The law makes this the
duty of the warden of the prison."
Mr. Brown
said "There was no foundation for the charge
that death by electricity was a cruel punishment,
and there would be no foundation for such a
claim until a victim had succeeded in resisting
the shock and afterward recovered so a^ to give

an account of his sufferings."

At the last meeting of the Chicago Electric
club, Elmer A. Sperry read a paper on the "Operation of Electric Motors with High Tension
Currents."
The tenor of the paper, which is
presented elsewhere in this issue, is in favor of
the constant current motor.
Mr. Sperry first
points out that there can be no question as to
the utility and great advantage of employing
high potentials in power transmission.
He follows this statement with a discussion of the relative merits of the constant current and constant
potential systems.
An example is taken of two
similar plants operating at the same high potential; but one supplying a
constant current and
the other delivering current at a constant pressure.
The generator and motor of the two systems are considered.
Mr. Sperry asserts that
the centrifugal governor can be constructed to
such a degree of sensitiveness that, through
its use,
the constant
current
motor may
be held within the same speed limits as where
shunt or compound winding is
employed.
He advocates the method of government by rotating the brushes by means of a centrifugal device, about the commutator between the points
of zero

and maximum

potential.

That the com-

mutator may be sparkless in constant current
work Mr. Sperry points out that from the maxi-

mum

to the minimum point of potential, the
brushes must always be handled in the direction
they point. Numerous other advantages of constant current power distribution are presented.
In the discussion which followed, the constant
potential motor received its share of attention,
and a number of important points in its favor

were brought
67

Electric Lighlingand Public Safety, by Pir William

A

in
is

65

6g

Thomson. 6g,
Underlying the Art of Telephony

An article by C. L. Imhof
"New Features in Dynamos,"

S,

out.

Whatever

Sir William Thomson writes is of
every electrician.
At the present
time, however, an article from his pen, which is
published in another column in this issue, is of
interest to

special significance.

has provoked no
last

His subject

is

that

which

controversy during the
few months — "Electric Lighting and Publittle

Safety."
The article is brief, and relates
particularly to England.
He takes up the English board of trade electric light regulations.
These regulations, he asserts, if thoroughly and
permanently fulfilled, will effectively secure the
protection of the public.
In speaking of the location of circuits, he says it has been resolved in
all the large cities of the United Kingdom that
the distribution shall be underground.
The exception to this rule is the telephone system.
These wires are to remain in the air, and as Sir
William says, "Long may they hold their place
there."
Doubtless the telephone companies
In the country the distribution
will say amen.
must be overhead, says Sir William, as the cost
of putting the wires underground would prohibit the use of electric light.
The regulations of
the board of trade are, he thinks, an ample
guarantee against danger in country districts;
lic

he thinks they may be relaxed someIf strong wire guyed poles are used and
what.
the spans from pole to pole are short enough, he
thinks bare copper wire can safely be used.
Still he is not ready to advise
at the present
time any relaxation of these rules.
Before that
is done the possibility of insuring the security of
poles and wires at a moderate cost, must be
demonstrated. The timely expression of opinin fact,

by Sir William Thomson will, it is to be
The common sense
hoped, be widely read.
opinions expressed by him should tend to correct many of the erroneous ideas which have
obtained especially of late, on the dangers connected with electric lighting.
The authorities
in a great number of small towns throughout
America who are at the present time seriously
considering the question of forcing local companies to bury their wires can find an immense
amount of good solid advice condensed into a
ion

small compass

in

the article.
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New

Features
By

C. L.

in

Dynamos.^

stationary magnets. Fig. g.
The result is approximately the same when the ring is placed over the movable

more

Imhof.

poles.

The efficiency of dynamos is always decreased by the inducrion caused in the stationary pole pieces by the revolving armature, by the self induction in the armature coils
and the sparking of the brushes on the commutator.
These faults are especially noticeable in dynamos having
armatures of the Brush and Weston types, with projecting
In consequence of the varying position
teeth on the cores.
of these projecting teeth in relation to the pole pieces, the
field will be subjected to periodithe
magnetic
intensity of
cal undulations; these again will produce induced currents
in the coils and cores of the field magnets.
In order to avoid these interferences Wenstrom and

Fig.

69

This thin ring must not be confounded with the extenwhich are attached to the pole pieces of some dyna-

sions

>Fis.2.,

1.

the wire coils of the armature not in grooves
between projecting teeth, but in longitudinal holes, Fig. r.

Brown put

Crompton and Swinburne use the same method in their alternate current dynamos, and claim as a result a steady
Lahmeyer puts the wire coils
current and little heating.
in grooves, and then winds a thin layer of iron wire over
the armature, Fig. 2.
During the exposition of devices for the prevention of
accidents in Berlin, a new dynamo was exhibited by the
Allgememe Elektricitaets Gesellschaft, in which the faults
Although the early
mentioned were entirely avoided.
method of building dynamos with little iron and much wire

which he has been using electric lights on trains
he has not yet encountered the "element of
danger" in the wiring of cars, nor has this claim
been presented by the competitors of electric
lighting before.
As to the cost of the systems
it may be added
that it has been found much
cheaper to utilize electricity. One instance will
serve to illustrate this point.
The L., N. A. &
C. railroad recently ordered twenty cars from
the Pullman company, and the Pintsch system
was presented for consideration. So far from
underbidding the electric company, however, it
was found that the Pintsch system would cost
§100 per car more than the electric lights, while
the latter would furnish one-third more candle
power. It is not anticipated, therefore, that gas
will "supersede" electricity.
It is furthermore
contended that the system in its present state is
not reliable. Only a short time ago a car on
which it was being tried came into Chicago without any lights. The oil lamps had been removed, the gas system failed to work, and the
passengers were compelled to travel the entire
night in darkness.

FIG. 7.

mos. These solid wrought or cast-iron extensions, Fig.
10, cause a very different result than that following the
use of thin iron rings.
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Electric Lighting and Public Safety.^
By Sir William Thomson.

the ring. Fig. 11, a
is obtained.
The
zero and increases to
induction on an

The

England and America are the freest countries in the
Hence a remarkable feature of almost every city
United Kingdom and the United States, which
strikes with wonder all visitors from the continent of Eu-

world.
in the

—

i

FIG. 4.

FIG. 3.

was abandoned a long time ago, and to-day, imitating
foreign countries, we use enormous masses of iron in the
field and armatures, there still prevails the idea that the
horns of the pole pieces must not surround the armature
for more than two-thirds of the circumference.
Contrary to this idea in this new dynamo the pole pieces
are magnetically connected by a closed iron ring A, Figs.
3,

4 and

moving from position

i
along the iron
increased until it reaches position 2;
gradually decreases until the
electro-magnet reaches position 3, where it again becomes
zero; then again the induction gradually increases to a
maximum in 4 and decreases to zero again in i. Fig. 12
shows the arrangement of the ring with radial electro-

electro-magnet,

ring, is gradually

from

this point the induction

magnets.

6.

Fig. 3 shows this method for a two-pole machine, and
Instead of being conFig. 4 for a multipolar dynamo.
nected by an iron ring, the pole pieces may be cast in one
bored
out
for
the armature. Fig. 5.
then
be
solid piece, and

Train Lighting by Electricity.
Safety Car Heating & Lighting company
New York city, which has acquired the rights

The

of
of introducing the Pintsch gas hghting system
in this country, recently announced that the

CZ)

a

FIG. 5.

short-circuited from

pole to pole, a

number

of

holes are

bored which decrease the cross section of the iron materially in the "neutral" line. Fig. 6.
These new features are minutely described in the German
patent No. -J7,757.
It states that these improvements are
made for the following purposes: "To utilize the magnetic
field to the best advantage, to obtain an even and gradual
change of polarity in the armature, in order to avoid Fou
cault currents in the armature and field cores, and in order
to decrease the self-induction in the armature coils when
passing the neutral line, and to decrease the sparking on
the commutator caused thereby."

Pullman company had adopted this system and
would introduce it in its vestibule trains in place
An exof electric lights which are now used.
change says: "One of the most important railway improvements of the time is the lighting of
drawing room and sleeping cars, as well as ordinary passenger coaches, with gas under the system known as the Pintsch light. The dangers
of kerosene are thus averted, and the electric
light superseded. So long as the storage battery
remains in

its

method excels

permitted, sweep all electric cobwebs from the sky, and
not concern itself with the question of expense involved in
banishing all telegraphic, telephonic, and electric light
wires to below ground.
Public work in most cities of Europe is tremendously under authority, and, as a rule, authority, except in America
and England, is very timid, even in respect to matters of
taste.
The more serious questions of public safety which
the large development of the high pressure alternate current system with transformers for electric lighting has
forced upon us, in the last four years, have scarcely hitherto come into account in determining the rules and usages
of continental cities as to overhead and underground wiring.

FIG. 9.

In order to prevent the magnetic lines of force from being

rope cirrus clouds of electric wire hovering perennially
over the streets and houses.
These clouds do not, to any
sensible degree, diminish such light of heaven as the liberty-loving owners of domestic fire-places and steam-boilers
allow to reach their fellow- citizens through the volumes of
black smoke pouring from their chimneys.
Some persons
of taste object to the aerial wires as diminishing the beauty
The same people would complain of a forest
of our cities.
of ships' masts seen from London bridee, or completing
the vista of some broad avenue of New York, or relieving
the dullness or the squalor of some little old city by the sea,
if ships were an invention of this century and shipping industry not fifty years old.
Ruskin eloquently admires ships with their masts and
sails as the most beautiful and picturesque of the works of
man. Some future Ruskin will no doubt be equally enthusiastic about the beauty of the gossamer lines of telephone wire, with their gentle curves stretching away by
hundreds from stately standards fixed aloft over our
houses, or from high cathedral domes, or from future
Eiffel towers,
and ornamenting whatever they touch.
Hitherto, however, conservative lestheticism has barred
many cities of the continent of Europe from the larger benefit of electricity in the service of man already enjoyed by
America and England; and would, in England, if it were

experimental stages, the Pintsch
others, both in brilliancy and

all

In Paris, the electric lighting companies, bound under
stringent regulations of the city authorities, have all their
There are no exceptions to this;
conductors underground.
Both telenor are there any overhead telegraph wires.
graph and telephone wires are insulated in electric cables,
and are placed underground in the excellent sewer system
of Paris, except in some very rare cases where a subscriber
lives in the outskirts of the town, and has an air-line to the
nearest point of a cable -car rj'ing sewer.
In Berlin, all the electric light wires are underground,
and the lighting is all dene by continuous currents at low
by arc lights in
potential, much of it for out-of-doors,
bridges of pairs, between conductois for the supply of inlOO-volt
lamps.
No rules have
Edison
door lighting, by
been laid down in Germany to provide against personal
danger, there being practically none to provide against
with lOO-volts' potential; but rules to prevent danger from
of electric light infire are imposed on makers and users
stallations.

FIG.

6.

Imhof designed in 18S3 a dynamo in which the horns of
the pole pieces formed a ring which was slit in the neutral
line, as indicated in Fig. 7.
The slits werejnade oblique,
so that a "gradual" change of polarity in the armature
would be the result. Imhof did not take a patent, as he
found that Niandet and Raynier had a German patent
No. 16,629. ^^ connecting the poles of electro-magnets.
Fig. 8, by means of a thin iron ring. This ring, of course,
must be of a small cross-section, smaller than the crosssection of the iron cores of the field magnets, otherwise
the ring would form a "keeper" for the magnets.
The
thin iron ring may be put on the poles of either one or
1 Translated for the Western Electrician from an article
Elektroiecknisker Zeitschri/t.

in

the

FIG.

10.

FIG.

II.

FIG.

12.

Even storage batteries are heavy
convenience.
and unwieldy, while the wiring of the cars is an
element of danger of a very serious nature, and
On the other hand, the
the cost is enormous.
Pintsch system is at once effective and reasonThese statements are erroable as to cost."
neous.
It is scarcely necessary to say that, so
far as the relative merits of gas and electricity
as illuminants are concerned the latter is inA. H. Bauer, electrician
comparably superior.
of the Pullman company, says in the three years

In Belgium, the telegraphic department issued, in 1SS7.
a careful code of rules for the establishment and use of
electric light wires above ground in all parts of the Belgian
dominion, and especially in the neighborhood of telegraphic
and telephonic lines. Not one of these rules has reference
to possible danger from conductors at high potential, because, in fact, in Belgium, as in Germany, there have been
hardly any high pressure electric installations of alternate
current with transformers, and electric lighting work has
been done chielly by continuous currents at 100 volts or
other low potential.
In
In Italy there is no law restricting electric industrj'.
Milan and many other towns of Italy there are small stawires
through
underground
supplied
tions for electric light,
In Milan and Turin there are installaat low potential.
tions of aerial wires at 2.500 volts for forty arc lights in
series.

These

isolated

installations

have no

doubt been

put up with great care, and do not seem to have beenhith-

^XoHh American JievUw.
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crto found dangerous to the public.
for electric light in

A

grand

Rome, by water power

installation

of the

Tivoli

Falls, at thirty-seven kilometers' distance, is now projected
It is designed
and will no doubt be realized before long.
to use 2,500-horsc power at the falls, which is to be trans-

mitted by alternate current, at s.txw volls, through aerial
There, by a
conductors over the country to the city j^ate.
transformer, it is to be first reduced to 1,000 volts, and
supply
conductors
to numerous
distributed by underground
transformers in different parts of the city, by which it is to
be further reduced to the safe i»x) volts for use.
may remark th.it 100 volts in the house is
In passing.
perfectly safe to the user, whether the current be alternating or continuous, as is proved by large and varied experience in Kngland.
I

There is, so far as I know, just one city in the world,
outside of Kngland or America or Italy, in which high
pressure overhead wires are used, and (hat is Temesvar, in
Ilungar)-, which has been thus supplied with electric light
for

many

years.

In England, any individual or company wishing to carry
wires above the houses and streeis of our towns, or anywhere over the country', and having obtained permission
from the proprietors to place the requisite bearing poles on
roofs or other parts of buildings, or on unoccupied ground.
has perfect liberty to do as he pleases in the air over town
and country; provided that he comply with whatever conditions may be prescribed to protect the public safety and
the convenience of previous occupants of the air.
Two years ago the Board of Trade issued, under the
electric lighting act of 1S8S, very s'.ringent regulations for

throughout the United Kingdom, in
everj'case of placing an electric conductor otherwise than
They have been apwholly inclosed within a building.
proved by the Institution of Electrical Engineers in conIf they
sultation with the otVicials of the Board of Trade.
are thoroughly and permanently fulfilled in every case, I
believe their object--"the proreclion of the public safety
and of the lines and works of the postmaster-general, and
safety, to be observed

—
—

will
be effectually seof other electric lines and works"
cured.
So much being admitted and I believe so much
the question remains, "Can
will be generally admitted
these regulations of the Board of Trade be thoroughly and
All that is essential for public
permanently fulfilled?"
safety is provided for in regulations i, 3, 7, and 9. [These
are printed at the end of the article.]
Regulation 3 places a problem belcre engineers which is
The bearcertainly not beyond their powers of fulfilment.
ing poles and standards, the strength of the porcelain msulators, and the tensions of the wires can certainly be so
arranged that the whole structure of a set of aerial conductors will be as safe against breaking down as any railway

—

'bridge.

regulation 7, it may be remarked that the "crossing conductor" is the invader of a previously occupied
province.
The fulfilment of rule 3 by both the preaerial
vious occupant and the invader secures, ipso facto, the fulBut rule 7 imposes on the new-comer
filment of lule 7.
understood, no doubt, to be a provider of conductors for
the obligation of guarding against an
electric lighting
electric contact, even though the previously existing telegraph or telephone wires violate rule 3 and break down.
If rules 1 3, and 7 are fulfilled, rule 9 is unnecessary,
If the two conductors,
unless for the protection of birds.
side by side or one over the other, constituting the mains
10,circuit
of
volts, say, or of
-pressure"
2,000
of a "high
000 volts, be bare copper, it would be instant death to a
bird standing on one of them to touch the other with tail,
But no other creature could be endangered
wing, or beak.
by bare aerial conductors, even at 10,000 volts, if they fulThe protection of birds was certainly
fil rules I, 3, and 7.
not thought of by the Board of Trade and we infer that
that the fulfilment of rules 1, 3,
suspicion
implies
a
rule 9
and 7 may occasionally fail in practice. The fulfilment of
But
these mles can. indeed, be made practically certain.
at what costf What of the cost for perrnanent maintenance
of standards, suspending wires, "non-metallic ligaments?"
.\nd what of the "durable and efficient material" required
by rule 9 as an insulating coating for the copper conductor,
when we consider that every hitherto known insulating mawire experiences
teria! that could be used for coating the
destructive deterioration in the course of years, especially
and
the
variations
of outside atto
light
to
exposed
if kept
mosphere in our climate?
are forced to conclude that in laying down these
regulations, and in airanging for careful inspection to secure their fulfilment as far as pr.icticable, the advisers of
the Board of Trade felt the danger from high pressure
This
overhead wirei could not be absolutely annulled.
view is confirmed by the fact that in most or all cases in
which provisional orders under the electric lighting act of
1888 have been granted to companies for the electric lighting of cities or districts of cities, it has been stipulated that
the conductors shall be altogether underground, except in
cases in which aerial wires have already been placed and
brought into action; ;md that even in these cases the conductors, if for high pressure supply, shall be removed from
the air and replaced by underground conductors within

Under

—

more of them in the air. The Board of Trade rules given
herewith are amply sufficient guarantees against danger to
man or beast in country districts, from aerial electric light
conductor, whether for high or low pressure; high pressure they must generally be for long ranges over country.
Indeed. I believe these regulations may be largely relaxed
for electric light wires in the country.
Provided only that
strong enough and sufficiently well-engineered standards or
well-stayed poles be placed for carrying the wires, and provided the spans from standard to standard be short
enough, it will. I believe, be found quite unnecessary in respect to public safety to have any cost of insulating material on the copper of conductors for electric light or power along a country road.
Fifty years may well pass, with
all their gales
and snow storms, without a single breakdown, and there are no telegraph or telephone wires to fall
upon the deadly copper with its lo.ooo volts. Until, however, the security of the poles and wires, which I believe to
be attainable, is satisfactorily demonstrated, and until it is
also proved that this security can be attained at moderate
enough cost, I would not suggest the slightest relaxation of

any of our Board of Trade regulations for the protection of
the public safety, whether in town or country.

The rules to
follows:
I.

An

aerial

Thomson

which Sir William
conductor

in

refers are as

any street shall not in any part
from the ground than twenty

thereof be at a less height
feet, or where it crosses a street, thirty feet, or
feet of any building for the purpose of supply.

within six

Every support of aerial conductors shall be of a durable material, and properly stayed against forces due to
wind pressure, change of direction of the conductors, or
unequal lengths of span, and the conductors and suspending wires (if any) must be securely attached to insulators
3.

fixed to the supports.
The factor of safety for the suspended wires shall be at least six and for all other parts of
the structure at least twelve, taking the maximum possible
at 50 pounds per square foot.
No addition
need be made for a possible accumulation of snow.
7. Where any aerial conductor is erected so as to cross
any other aerial conductor or any suspended wire used for
purposes other than the supply of energy, precautions shall
be taken by the owners of such crossing conductor against
the possibility of that conductor coming into contact with
the other conductor or wire, cr of such other conductor or
wire coming into contact with such crossing conductor by
breakage or otherwise.
9. Every high pressure aerial conductor must be continuously insulated with a durable and efficient material, to
be approved by the Board of Trade, to a thickness of not
less than one-tenth part of an inch, and in cases where the
extreme difference of potential in the circuit exceeds 2,000
volts, the thickness of insulation must not be less in inches
or parts of an inch than the number obtained by dividing
the number expres'.ing the volts by 20,000. This insulation
must be further efficiently protected on the outside against
iniury or removal by abrasion. If this protection be wholly
or partly metallic it must be efficiently connected to earth,
so, however, as not to cause undue disturbance to other
electric lines or works by electrostatic induction or other-

wind pressure

wise.

,

We

two

years.

may be considered, indeed, as now definitely reIt
solved that the distribution of electric energy for light and
power in towns of the United Kingdom shall be by underground conductors, and plans for carr)'ing this into effect
safely and economically are engaging the anxious considerThe telegraphic department
ation of electrical engineers.
of the postoffice has already replaced nearly all the aerial
telegraph wires of the larger cities by underground conductors.

The telephone wires alone remain in the air. Long may
they hold their place there; they are perfectly harmless to
the general public, and they are enormously less expensive
where they are than they could be if placed underground.
As for the country, telegraph, telephone, and electric
The cost of placlight conductors must alt be in the air.
ing them underground would be absolutely prohibitory of
the great public benefit to be obtained by placing more and

Acoustic Principles Underlying the Art
of Telephony.
At the meeting of the New York
i6th. Prof

Electric club January
Charles R. Cross of the Massachusetts Insti-

Technology made an address on "Acoustic PrinciAfter giving a
ples Underlying the Art of Telephony."
tute of

large number of simple experiments w'hich illustrated the
principles of acoustics, Prof. Cross continued his address
as follows:
If, then, we are going to reproduce quality, we must reproduce these various elements that I have spoken of.
If
we reproduce quality by an acoustic telephone, like the
lover's telephone, which I have here, of course it is merely
necessary to have a membrane to take up the vibrations
produced by the voice, which communicates its little pulls
and relaxations of pulls to the string, which acts upon
the other membrane and reproduce corresponding vibra-

tions.

—

Suppose we have to do this electrically we have to do
what was sugges'.ed in 1854 by Bourseul.
We must have
a disk capable of taking up the vibrations of speech from
the air at one end of the line, and at the other end of the
line a disk which is so excited by electricity as to vibrate in
substantially the same manner.
The air at the transmitting station is caused to vibrate, and you reproduce, at the
receiving station, the speech produced at the transmitting
But how to make use of electricity was not sugstation.
That, of course, was going but a very little way.
gested.
but it seems to me to be deserving of a great deal of credit,
which any one, in a distinct
it being the first instance in
published statement, seemed to have appreciated the physical anil acoustic conditions which must obtain in order to
reproduce speech.
But we see that we must go very much farther than this,
because we must find in some way how to bring about the

diaphragm at the receiving station. Can
by simply making and breaking the circuit at each
Making and breaking the current
thus can simply give you the pitch simply produce at the
further station a note of the same pitch as that which is
produced at the transmitting station. Considering simply
the opening and closing of the circuit and nothing else, it
can do nothing further, because the diaphragm or disk is
merely pulled in the one direction when the circuit is closed,
and released when the circuit is open, so that motion takes
place in the opposite direction
a sudden violent pull, and
an equally sudden release.
\'ou can reproduce thus a note
having a pitch identical with the pitch of the sound at the
sending station.
It cannot reproduce the intensity.
It
does not and cannot reproduce the amplitude of the form,
vibration of the

we do

it

principal vibration?

—

—

because

all

obliterated.

of these variations of the curve [indicating] are
You simply have the rate of motion deter-
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mined, whatever the vibration of the diaphragm may be,
while the circuit is broken or while it is made, is really of
no account. Suppose we can arrange it so as to make and
break on the partial tones.
That seems very specious, but
there is a fallacy underlying it which calls for notice.
It
is very easy to see if you think of a simple vibration like
that.
We will imagine some arrangement to make and
break on each full vibration, and each overtone also, and
reproduce those two partials, and thus reproduce the quality.
Setting aside one important point, and admitting, for
the sake of the argument, that you could do it with a tuning fork curve like that, what are you going to do with a
curve having no sinuosities, like a curve from the organ
pipe? Or, in a vibration representing the form of vibration of a violin strii^ or a stop organ pipe rich in harmonics?
Or, admitting that you can do the thing mechanically, you do not solve the problem.
That is not the end of
it.
Suppose we admit that you do make and break the
current as suggested.
The sound produced by making
and breaking a circuit a given number of times per second,
has no relation to the quality of the sound of the instrument that produces it. It makes no difTerence whether it
is the sound of a kettle drum, fife, the human voice or the
tuning fork.
If it is so many times per second, you will
get one and the same sound from the receiver, providing
you have only this circuit breaking action I am talking
about.
To illustrate by an experiment. Here is a tuning
fork vibrating 128 times a second, giving a note identical
with the resonator.
Here is an ordinary telephone, whose
circuit the same fork makes and breaks 1 28 times a second.
The tuning fork, as you hear it, whose sound I can
strengthen by bringing this resonator near the fork, gives
us the quality of the sound characteristic of such a fork,
which we are trying to transmit by circuit-breaking. Notice what the result is when we send the intermittent current through the telephone.
You get a sound totally
different in quality from that of the fork strengthened
by the resonator.
That which I have shown you to be
true, so far as a single illustrative experiment can prove it,
note, must be true, however many
you may have; you will simply have more of these
wheezy sounds added to one another, and, undoubtedly, a
greater noise, but nothing in any way resembling the
original note. There is nothing peculiar to electrical action
in that.
You cannot use a set of ordinary sirens corresponding to a set of forks to reproduce sound. If you
sounded the sirens you would not have the clarinet or
the trumpet quality, because the impulses of air blown
through a set of apertures £uch as are found in the ordinary
siren, give a harsh noise.
But if you use a wave siren —
a disk having a sinusoidal curve cut on its edge, the air
being blown against the disk through a little slit you
find that you do reproduce the quality of tone, and you can
reproduce with one of these, as well as with the tuning
if

true for the single

partials

—

folks, the quality of the various sounds.

To transmit speech we have got to produce electrical
waves; we must throw the current into a state of change
corresponding in rate to the pitch of the sound we wish to
transmit, in extent corresponding to the intensity of the
sound; and the form of the curve representingthese vibrations must correspond to the form of the curve representing the sound vibrations which we wish to transmit.
Whether we use variations in the electromotive foVce in the
circuit, or whether we make use of a variation in the res'Stance, as with the microphone, or vary the capacity of the
circuit, as in the unused condensing transmitter, makes no
difference as far as the theory is concerned.
If we can
cause in these ways, or in any other ways that may suggest
themselves, these variations in the strength of the current
to take place, we can reproduce quality; if not, wecannot.
You can have all variations of reproduction, from the greatest perfection to the reverse of that, but you will get perfect reproduction in proportion as you approach this condition ot things.
I havesometimes heard the term, "electrical undulations,"
characterized by well-known scientific men.
It has been
said that we cannot properly speak of the waves of a substance regarding whose nature we know so little, as of
electricity.
The reasoning seems to me very false, although I have oftentimes heard it from persons from whom
I should not expect to hear
it.
The early idea of the
wave was the water wave; but in the case of water there
was the up and down motion. When Mersenne and others
studied sound waves two centuries ago, finding that the air
particles went through a periodic change, such as we have
seen in the particles of this model, they borrowed the term
"wave" from the water wave, and applied it to the case in
which you have a longitudinal motion of the particles, a
condensation and rarefaction, there being a gradual passage from one phase, maximum condensation, to the other
phase, maximum rarefaction.
Now pass to the current of electricity. Suppose you
have a long line of air wa\es, and suppose that in some
way you could congeal the air, freeze it, keep it permanently in its momentary shape; and imagine then you
could have a little series of pressure gauges arranged along
from inch to inch; or suppose you could tap off a portion
of air and measure its density, you would get some sort of
If it was the sound of a tuning fork through the
a curve.
transmitter, you would get some such figure as that.
Now, suppose you use a telephone and consider the distribution of electricity along the wire,
^'ou have variations
in density from point to point; and suppose you use a set
of electrical gauges, keeping the electricity in your imagination unchanged for an instant; suppose you could tap off
little charges, a foot, or a mile or 100 miles (passing from
inches of the sound wave), and find what the density is,
and then draw a curve representing the density and making the scale of the two curves different, reducing the
length of the horizontal line when we draw our electrical
curve, in order to make up for the enormously greater velocity of electricity, and then draw another curve, the two
curves will have the same form.
[Indicating].
From
such considerations it seems to me we could not ask for a
fitter term to describe these changes
than the expression
"electrical undulations."
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Incandescent Lamp Shade.
The shade illustrated in the accompanying
especially for use in places
is designed
where a more expensive porcelain or glass shade
is liable to be broken or damaged. It is stamped
out of a single piece of tin painted a light green
on top, having underneath a bright tin or re-

cuts

flecting surface.

fuse

the

light

The
evenly,

corrugations help to difand give the shade a

finish.

Fig.

illustrates a shade designed especially
Edison socket, which it fits perfectly

I

for the

room and remain in it for the balance of his days, he
never would for one instant conceive that this earth was
moving with such enormous velocity as it does. It is
simply by comparing it with other objects that it is possible for him to arrive at a conclusion.
In fact, the
world

at large thought tl: at this earth stocd still until
Copernicus changed their views. So that we can readily
think that there are many and ms.ny applications that
are only waiting for us to apply them by comparison
with known thiogs. These things have to be discover d.
Now there is one thing I would like to add as a brief
supplement to Professor Anthony's predictions. It is
in no critical spirit that I mention it, because I will be
running somewhat counter to the mechanical hypothesis
upon which he developed many of his remarks. One,
with great humility, must undertake to oppose himself
to a theory emanating from such a mind as that of
Clerk Maxwell, but one of the dithculties in the minds
of all great mathematicians is that thty must put their
thoughts into mechanical methods in order to be able to
weigh and measure directly. If we could only divest
ourselves of the idea that all nature is composed of
molecules, we would then come into another range
thought.
myself no
of
I
see
necessity
for
nature
imagining
all
split
up
into
infinite
particles
infinite
in
number, and infinitely small
and large in size
readily
conceive of
I can
a continuity of matter
In fact, that thought is
of no novelty. It has been woven through all science,
only we are so accustomed to limitations in our contact
with nature that we are apt to conceive that those limitations actually exist beyond our mere perception of
them.
As Professor Anthony said very properly,
there is an immense difference in our sense observations
between a wave length of electricity and one of light,
but that is no reason that there is not a perfectly insensible gradation from the wave of electricity into that of
light. In fact, we see it when the current changes from
heating effect into light. Why should we say that it is
necessary lo change suddenly from one point to another?
Can we not imagine a wire six hundred miles long and
vibrating and gradually commencing at one end and
damming it up to the other end without a break? Why
is it necessary to assume that there are nodes of vibraKow, that leads me to a point which
tion through it?
The wonI think will furnish some food for thought.
derful analogy between the velocity of electricity and
It is
light is something that is no mere coincidence.
true tha*: light and electricity make themselves known
to us through different senses
we have no electrical
sense, to be sure, but through mechanical appliances we
become aware of the existence of electricity; and
through the mechanical operations on our retina we become aware of the existence of light. It is only a dif-

—

FIG. 2.

INCANDESCENT LAMP SHADE.

without a holder.
Fig. 2 illustrates a shade
which fits any socket in the market. There is a
brass collar closely fitted around the rim of the
shade shown in Fig. 2, having adjusting screws
arranged to securely fasten the shade to the
socket.
These novelties are introduced by the
Central Electric compan)^, Chicago.

A

Review of Modern Electrical Theories.
Part

I.

At the conclusion of Prof. Anthony's interesting
"A Review of Modern Electrical Theories,"
which was published in the last number of the Western Electrician, the foUowicg discussion took place:
Dr. Otto A. Moses: I presume that all of us here
have been very deeply interested in these speculations,
because though they may be speculations, they are the
scaffolding upon which the whole science of electricity
paper on

has been based. It was the pursuit of a hypothesis that
led Keppler year after year, through very patient inresults which revolutionized
vestigations,
to the
astronomy. The same course led Faraday, step by step,
to those determinations which finally culminated in
what we are now first re:ognizing the identity of
e'ectricity and light.
So that 1 can say that we have all
been gradually accustoming ourselves to these speculations, even ihough many of us may be engaged in the
There are some remarks in
practical uses of electricity.
Professor Anthony's very interestiog observations to

—

I would like to call particular attention, more
especially the last, as bearing upon our practical applications of the speculations. He spofee of the possibility
of using the molecular action of gases as a means of
memory serves that
transforming wavelengths. If
has been done ever since ihe Ruhmkorff coil has been
in operation and the Geissler tube has become so perIn that refect an analyzer of the electrical (urrent.
spect we have already anticipated some of these results.
Let us consider what we already have. In the Geiss'er
tube you have the attenuated gases; you have two discoonected poles; you have a current passing, and the
wave lengths broken up and the light produced. So
AVhether
that we have rieht there before us the facts.
we can ever utilize the Geissler tube so as to be able to

which

my

immense economies that the professor so
pleasanOy prophesied is a cxuestion to be determined. It
has been experimented upon. I have found in my short
experience in life that these things come when they are
needed. There are certain groups of ideas that must
be exhausted before people will adopt others and investigate them.
We have seen it in the development of
We
all the different branches of electric appliances.
have seen it in the telegraph. We have seen, for instance, Morse using Wheatstone's method of transmission; we have seen him abandon it.
We saw him commence with underground conductors; we saw him
abandon them simply because the art of that day was
not perfect enough to allow him to apply ihem with
profit, so that we can unearth many and many a theory
now which already existed, but only awaited the development of the arts to be put into practice. There is
one thing I would like to mention here with regard to
the theory of electricity that may set our thoughts
working still further. Could a child be born in tjiis
effect these

—

If now
ference of degree, so far as that is concened.
we can conceive that there is an identity of cause, and I
prove
one
will throw out a hint here that I think may
We are but a member of the
step toward the solution.
solar system.
The earth circulates with its sister planThere is no doubt it is admitted
ets around the sun.
that the sun and its solar system are circulating around
some other central point. We are utterly unaware of
the speed with which we are going through space together with the sun.
Now, I can readily conceive that
the speed with which we pass through the sea of ether
can be the speed with which light and electricity affect
our senses. In other words I can readily conceive, and
of the imagination,
it does not require much stretch
that we are passing through ether at a speed approaching two hundred thousand miles a second. If you consider that hypothesis it will immensely simplify the relations of electricity and light.
find that electricity
is converted into light by two or three degrees increase
little below a thousand deof the transitory heat.
grees light is invisible to our eye; a few degrees above a
thousand it becomes visible; in both cases caused by
elec'ricity.
So that electricity and light maybe considered as having an identical cause. Now, that hypotheis
one which I
sis of the most attenuated character,
think should be dwelt upon, because it may lead finally
to a solution of the question as to what is the cause of
electricity and of light.
Is it possible that this enormous solar system can be projected through space without our being able in any way to get evidence of the
fact?
may be blinded to the facts; the facts may
have existed as long as the knowledge that the world
was moving around the sun existed, bef«.re it was determined.
may be blind, and that may
be the medium by which we may arise finof
the
identity
determination
of
ally
at
a
electricity and light.
I will put a limit to the
solar system's speed of circulation, but there are no
doubt other systems within systems, and all the forces
that operate upon us in nature may be the resultant of
Sir Willthe varyicg speeds around different centers.
iam Thomson's theory that the whole of matter can be
summed up in a vibration is getting to be more and
The fact that matter itself is
more well received.
simply and infinitely small vibration and circulation of
atoms upon itself, leads us to believe that there are
enormous forces at work, that change whatever it may
be ether or what not into form. With that we must
look for some enormous development of force to promailer should be chained to
duce these results.
its place requires a conception of some enormous force
acting upon it— a force greater than any that the minds
of physicists have heretofore allowed themselves to believe to exist, and I con-ider that force lo be based on
some enormously increased velocity of circulation of tlje
This may be somewhat wandering from
solar system.
the theme, but still it is a speculation orawu from a
speculation, as an induction spark from one sparkME3IBER: There is one question I would like to
ask in regard to the wbeel hypothesis: that is, whea you
wi-h to increase the current of a conductor without incre&sing the heat wasted, it is necessary to increase iLe

—

We

A

We

We

Now

—

—

Why

A
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area of the conductor. Without knowing much about
it, I should think that would
increase the number of
wheels inclosed in a conductor, and therefore increase
the friction by increasing the amount of sMp, and therefore increase the heat developed instead 01 decreasing
it
I am not very familiar with the theory, possibly I
am making a great error, but it occurred to me that
&nch would be the case.
Prof, j^js'thony:
As I understand it, the more
wheels there are in a conductor the less is the amount
of energy spent in causing tbe slip over them, because you have got more suri"ace for slips in it
What we call a given current is accompanied by certain
magnetic effects.
That would mean that the wheels in
space, inclosed by the conductor, are revolving at a
certain rate.
Now, supposing those all to he revolving
at that same rate and increasing the size of the conductors and increasing the number of wheels there are in it,
the wheels that are in the conductors will be set revolving at a less rate instead of a greater one, because there
will be greater surfaces where the slip can occur.
Whatever slip there is will occur over a larger surface,
ard consequently produce less motion.
Prof. M. M. Garvir:
It is rather curious to me
that in the matter of the heat developed in conductors,
generally speaking, all the heat developed in the conductor, as Mr, Heaviside looks at it, is an action arourd
the conductor. In that connection I cannot see, if it
takes place around the conductor, why the law of temperature should hold as it does in the case of metals.
Take for instance, the c^se of copper.
I believe the
variation is about two-tenths of one per cent, for 1^ F.
If the same law holds, for 500" there should be no resistance and no heat developed in the conduc'ors. I believe
some experiments have been made in regard to the conductivity of copper at very low temperature.
I would
be glad to hear from any one who has had experience
in this line of investigation.
E. Kexnelly: There is one point, I think, that
may be brought forward that is the great difference
between what might be called a working theory and an
ultimate theoiy. Tracing back the history of any of
the sciences as they are called to-day, we see how very
widespread they were, how numerous the sciences were,
how in the Greek days every activity, the motion of a
cloud, the motion of a body in the air, or of a body
leaving the hand, was supposed to proceed from some
superior cause. Gradually, as knowledge increased and
as investigation pursued its quiet path, those forces
were singled out and found to be fewer and fewer, and
to-day we stand with a certain number which we still
hope will be reduced and finally embodied in one. Dr.
Moses has given us a very beautiful, I might almost say
a poetic view of what he calls the infinitude of nature,
but I think it would be a finer expression, perhaps, if
he will allow me the correction, that infinitude be considered as proceeding rather from the unit}^ of nature.
In fact, if we go back to the days of polytheism, the
old Mahometan cry ''There is one God" stands very
aptly by comparison
In the theory of heat, for example, there were what we call now the crudest notions
prevalent about 400 years ago as to what its nature
might be. Slowly those views have become clearer,
and now, perhaps, heat is in its theory more complete
than any of our other sciences. But the trouble with
heat has been the same as it is now with electricity the
difficulty of getting first a theory that was workable
and then a theory which would account for the facts
have listened to the exclearly :and consistently
planation of a beautiful theory, a theory worthy certainly of the master minds that originated it, but somehow it does not appear as though that theory were
going to be the ultimate one which would satisfy us
when we come to consider nature as a whole, ancl although it is a good working hypothesis a peg upon

A

—

—

We

—

—

which we can hang our thoughts after all, we may
hope for some better, some clearer, some simpler and
more universal distribution of matter than pulleys, and
spinning wheels ia space. When a vacuum was supposed to be the absence of everything from space, and
nature, as we read inthe old books, abhorred a vacuum,
gradually people began to find out there must be ^omething left, because phenomena, which took place in
places that had apparently been divested of contents,
could not be accounted for if there were nothing there,
and I do not suppose that any of us have any other conceptions of a vacuum further than this one thing, that
actions go on there through a space devoid of ordinary
matter, which we cannot conceive of acting through
nothing. Gradually as light came to be considered no
longer on a corpuscular theoiy, it became necessary to
invent a new ether and finally the question came again,
if we unite the two ethers, will not the same ether do
for both? Then came the electro magnetic theory of
light and that required a special ether, and that again
hns been united. Now from the brilliant experiments
of Bertz and Maxwell we see clearly that those two ethers
are one and the same; at least, we cannot distinguish beween their properties. The ether that we suppose will
propagate light, is surely not one that we can readily
The
unite with tlie idea of spinning wheels in space.
mere fact that the thing is difiicult to conceive is no
But surely we are entitled
bar, of course, to its proof.
to the expectation that nature in her infinity in infinSurely it is in this ether that we have to
itely simple.
investigate something which unites more readily the
functions of gravitation of light and of electricity. If
we have for example a large vessel full of incompresswater will answer and we introduce into the
ible lluitl
water two little jets, small by reference lo the whole vessel, and we cause the vessel to be hermetically sealed, full
of Waaler, with these two jets in it; then if we force water
out of one jet. back through the other, causing a circulawith
tion to take place through the liquid, we shaJl find
the one reservation that there shall be no vortex motion
in the liquid, that all the particles shall advance in

—

—

—
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—

mnks. shoulilcr tosliouliUr. ami ryes fndit tlic lines that
will 1h' pursiieil by llu* iiulividiDit particles arc strangfly ennu>;li. llu* lines wliit-Ii are fdlloWfil. we have evi-ry
heat, in its peireits'in to I)clievf. by majriK-lisni. by
iiuinent state, through solid bixlies. and by gnivilatiim.
Surely there is some gnuid principle unilerlyin^' that
^real'class of phenomena, which some day in the future
will join them all into om- eohen-nt mass by which we
8hall

stt'

forces of

not only electricity, but all the other

nature unitcil.
The point that the gentleninn dose by me mentioned
about the coiidutiivily of cop|>er at a very low tenipeiuture is one which has certainly » very great practical
interest, although we arc not likely to be able to live in
a climate where for the sake of our conductors we can
subnut to two or three hundred degrees below /uro.
Hut 1 think that the experiments that have been made,
and I have no doubt olliershere will correct nie if I am
wrong exiK'riments have been made at minus 4l) clegrees centignide. and they showed a very large increase
in the conductivity of copper, and the coethcient of
temperature w:is very much larger at that point than it
was higher np the scale. The late Sir AVilliam Siemens
had a very interesting theory in which he assumed that
the resistance at a very low temperature was a limited
amount which was very small indectl, and rose rapitUy
This is eonat (irst and slower and slower afterwanl.
Imry to our orthodox views about conductivity of cop
per for high tcmpcni lures, but it is a view which is in-

—

teresting in

itself.

thorities; for

amending the public

ways; for allowing

—
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trical Control would be
political
at

work

looks as

It

if

Albany

given a new lease of

the board, but will

Klec-

plaintiff's business, the court
it

The

noxious institution.

commissioners.

electric light

most desirable method
somewhat mixed.
We

the ideas of our legislators as to the
for controlling electric wires

are

may

next look for the appointment of an "electrical instruc-

tion

committee" which

New York

the

prolong the

that ob-

of

life

sinking fund commissioters, un-

will assume control of the subways
was expected when this law was enacted that
the question of underg'-ound construction would be settled
in this city, and the work of burying electric wires accomplished or at least well under way by this lime, so that the
completion of the work could be safely left to the Sinking
Fund commissioners. But to-day, so far as a practical so-

is

farther from settlement than at

pointment of
that

work

the

if

this

any period since the ap-

Nobody doubts

mischief-making board.

burying the wires was

of

placed in charge of the Sinking

immediately

Fund commissioners and

the Board of Electrical Control abolished, $25,000 or 1^30,-

000 would be saved

in salaries

and the work

intelligently

and earnestly pushed. The Sinking Fund commissioners
would employ a competent man 10 actively supervise the
work, as the Chicago authorities did. and it would be done
in a

manner

electrical

to the public, as

satisfactory

as to the

well

companies.

'l"he Fast River Electric Light company, which operates
and controls the Thomson-Houston systems in New York

emphatically denies the report that

city,

has consolidated

it

with any electric lighting company.

The Consolidated Cas

company

Fight

of

New

York; llanford M. Henderson, Port Chester, and
Leonardo. Levy, Newark, N. J. The operations of the
company will be carried on in the (owns of Kye, MamarcRochelle, Harrison, and Scarsdale.

fective

is

interesting several cities,

system of mains

New

in

^'ork

and the de-

keeps the subject

constantly before the people of this city.

Monday

Last

John Filzgibbons, while working in a subway at the corner
of Fifteenth street and Third avenue, was overcome by gas

___

11.

Jan. 31.

have

its

own

petition fail

fate, as

it

The

present electric system.

much

to the distribution and use of

electricity

common

the

light,

power

city council to establish a

An

maximum

speed for electric cars.

an ordinance

report

company from running any

"rapid

in favor of

The

street car

and

&

ban Light

When

uncertain.

company

A

M.

aldermen

inghouse, Jr.,

may

is still

expected and

in the city

permission to carry out

its

be granted

commissioners over electric wires

full

in this

from Homer Rogers, chairman

control of

all

appliances

used

for the

transmission of electricity in Boston; and from the Edison
Illuminating

company

of Boston, for leave

capitalization to $2,000,000.

at 2

the interests

to study the

Chicago

will visit

derground wires

was held

and

fore the state gas

Light company

in

is,

brief,

in that city.

public hearing

,\

This

more than likely that the alworking of the un-

It is

dermen

in Chelsea

to increase

its

.\mongthe orders adopted

were the following: For preventing the state board of gas
and electric light commissioners from granting franchis-s

persons in Sacramento

is

of

the

causing

to furnish

be-

commissioners on the
compel the Chelsea Gas

incandescent lights to

The company claimed

by meter.

that

custom-

its

knew

it

of no

On Thursday afternoon of this week the New England
Phonograph comp::ny gave an exhibition of the working of
the perfected phonograph and graphophone to representatives of the Boston daily papers.
The North American
Phonograph company is offering for sale here 20,000 shares
of

its

capital stock at

a share, par being $100.

Jj^ys

scriptions will be received from
A. M.

till

Saturday,

I''eb

8, at

Wednesday,

h'eb

Sub5,

at 10

12 o'clock noon.

O.

Burlington,
BuKi-iNiiTON, la., Jan.

ollicials.

ings,

and

11.

M.

la.

31.— Electric

street railways in

may be considered an assured

The ordinance passed
will without

doubt be

The

fact.

city

upon

now occupied by

it,

present lines, and
that

I

an

and

and second read-

adopted

at the next

By the terms of

the ordi-

electric railway

for

on the

for

streets

two blocks on either side of

its

given the preference in any extensions

is

may be decided upon

not later than April

its first

(inally

granted the exclusive franchise

is

i,

in the future.

Work

is

to begin

and cars must be running by Nov.

next.

Judge

I'helps in the

his decision in

District

Court yesterday rendered

the suit of the Burlington Electric Light

iV

Power company against the Murlington Gas Light company
and to have the lines of the latter company declared a nuisance and to have their removal decreed.
for an injunction,

The judge denied

all

whom

The

stir.
it

franchise

was granted.

It

quite a

is

bonanza to

runs for 50 years, and

The franchise was passed at the last meeting
amendment that §60.030 be spent on the plant in
two years. The Capitol Gas company has been trying to
get an injunction restraining the

owners of the franchise

W.

from proceeding with the work.

G. C.

THE ELECTRIC
The Angola Schuyler
Ind., started

the prayers of the

plaintiff.

The

its

Electric Light

plant on January

Mt. Sterling, Ky.,

will

LIGHT.
company of Angola,

.^olh.

be lighted by

electricity.

Thomson-Houston company has been awarded

The

the con-

tract.

The

Burlington, la., Electric Lights Power company is
its present capacity, making the plant five times
the orginal size.

doubling

The Ball Engine company has just installed a steam
plant at Somerset, Ky., for the Central Thomson-Houston
Electric company of Cincinnati, ( >hio.

The Chicago Edison company is wiring the new thirteen
story building of C. C. Ileisen on Dearborn street, Chicago, for 500 lights.
Current will be furnished from the
central station on Adams street.
The New Cumberland, W. Va., Electric
& Power company, has received a contract for
and

Immediately install an arc plant
incandescent plant will be enlarged.
city

will

Two new

central

stations are

now being

Light, Heat
lighting the
The present

installed with

Westinghouse alternating current system, the one at
Uxbrldge, Mass., and the other at (iouverneur, N. Y.

the

Each

plant will have a capacity of 750 lights.

The Westinghouse

Electric

company has shipped

a 125

dynamo, Westinghouse new arc light system, to
New York city. The machine will run in connection with
converters, and the Hat carbon lamp will be used.

light arc

The Carnegie library building in Allegheny City, Pa.,
to be lighted by the Westinghouse alternating current
system.
This is the ediiice which was erected by Mr. Carnegie, and presented to the citizens of Allegheny.
The
structuie is composed of granite, and its arrangements are
very handsome throughout.
The total cost was about half
a million dollars. A plant of 900 incandescent lamps will
be operated in the building.
is

Monday

last

light

electric

residents to

thirty years to operate

of the board of aldermen for i8S(}. that the board of alder-

men

San Francisco, Cal.
Jan. 20. —The granting

with an

George West-

looking after

the situation at present.

or three days

city to the city authorities;

Monday

thought by some

it is

contract.

two

electric liKht

week, they

Suburban company, which will use his system of
The Suburban company has been awarded the
contract for the city lighting and now awaits the aldermen's

petitions received in the last

Mayor Hart of Boston, for a
now exercised by the board of gas

a

restrictions.

lighting.

nance the company

From

Roxbury and

of the

Meacon Hill

transfer of the authority

is still

hearing had been

two or three days.

last

on

are the following:

are

the Subur-

this

set for this hearing is next

lively time is

that the hearing

contract

the petition of

refused to grant the right until a public

The time

street

The councilmen

to erect poles in

Dorchester came up before the

given.

a greater

at

transit" at seven miles an hour.

(?)

i'ower

street

any public

matter of the city's electric lighting

unsettled

any

"restricting

within the limits of the city proper."

I'.

enable the

will

order was also passed requesting the committee on or-

dinances to

in session

quite

is

O.

Francisco,

electric light franchise to

regard to run-

Boston as

in the streets of

regular meeting of the council.

Massachusetts legislature now

and

for

pertaining

law to recover.

elevated road scheme was

council for such legislation in

ning surface cars

popular with the

and other purposes, seems to be

.\mong the

the others

all

if

prefers to develop

by the judiciary committee of the council and the railway
matters

property by defendant, the proper remedy

permits the use of any alley or street necessary, without

council has considered an ordinance mutually agreed

— Legislation upon

plaintiff's

suit in court of

house,

would be very glad of a chance to prevent, through technicality in the rules, any of
the petitions from being acted
upon at this session of the legislature. It would be per-

Burlington

T.

Boston, Mass.
Htisio.N'.

holds that if such is the case
can only be through competition, of which a court can
not take cognizance, and as to any actual damage done to

those to

and removed to Ilelievue hospital. The poor construction
of the gas mains has been a serious hindrance to the electrical subway, and is still a threatening danger.

W.

there-

destroying

is

a considerable

meter accurate enough for practical use.

New

re-,

West End and the Meigs'
They have all been laid on the table in the
and it is now hinted that the West End company

ers

B. Elbecke,

its lines

to the allegations that the defendant

petitions.

wig, Brooklyn; Harold S. James and Arthur

The gas problem

As

ceived in the senate besides the

Westchester county has been organized by Charles B. Lud-

neck.

has not committed a wrong in erecting

on.

in the

Several petitions for elevated road charters have been

petition of twenty

Electric

i'ii

fendant, having been granted the use of the street by the
city,

San

rate of speed than seven miles per hour in

in this city is concerned, the question

sub-

In regard to

declaring the lines a nuisance the court holds that the de-

mysteries of electrical science.

railway

It

problem

posted

legislators

Nov.

lution of the

mltted to a vote of the people, did not apply.

committee of

similar

the

will, like

senate, keep the

der the present law.
1st.

evident that

It is quite

to petition the legislature at its present session in behalf of

legis-

a

of course have a tendency to

pubwithout securing a franchise, and therefore the recent

lic

for the

it

the act of the year 1S85, establishing the state board of gas

been hard

The

board.

company

the gas

that

and could use

and

At the meeting of the city council last night an order
was passed directing the president of the common council

as

electric light plant

act of the legislature which requires a franchise to be

cities or

the

life,

show of examining the affairs of
hardly go below the surface.
This will

make

lature will try to

street rail-

denied on the ground

is

owned an

taken up largely for self-defense.

the Board of

in the interest of the

by

junction

1890

8,

towns in granting any francompany, to exact gratuitous services
from that company; for granting cities and towns the full
control of poles and overhead wires used for the transmission of electricity for any purpose; for the establishment of
a state board of electrical control, and linally for repealing

its

backers of that ornamental body have
at

power

chise to a telephone

were to receive a similar

New York Notes.

as to provide

statutes so

tor the use of electricity as a motive

fectly willing to

CORRESPONDENCE.

February

been refused by the proper city or town au-

after such have

;

in-

The

increase of two fioo light machines in the plant of the

Pennsylvania railway company, Fourth avenue plant in
Philadelphia, is being made by the United States Electric
Lighting company of New York.
These machines will
light the building, the storage batteries having been lemoved to another part of the building to make room for a
Corliss engine and two United States dynamos.
There
has been no change in the wiring, switches, etc.

The annual meeting of the Norwalk & South Norwalk
Electric Light company was held at Norwalk, Conn., January 13th.
The year's business showed a most encouragThe station has been very materially ening increase.
larged; a new 90-horse Ball engine with boilers has been
installed; 1,300 Thomson- Houston incandescent alternating current lamps have been added, together with a 50light Schuyler arc dynamo.
The plant was put in by the
Schuyler company in 18S6, and since the day of starting
has paid regularly a quarterly dividend of 2^.
At the
stockholders' meeting, the following directors were chosen:
Chas.
Olmstead.
lion.
K.
Hon
G.
Cowles and John H.
Hoyt of Norwalk, Chas. E. Dustin of Hartford and
Edward T. Jackson of Middletown. The officers for the
j'ear are;
Hon. Chas. Olmstead of Norwalk, president
Hon. Ci R. Cowles, Norwalk, vice-president; Chas. E.
Dustin, treasurer, and John H. Iloyt, Norwalk, secretary.
St. Louis has a physician who claims to have given much
lime and attention to the study of the effect of electric light
I lis
Chicago
on the eye and he pronounces it Injurious.
brethren pronounce him a crank, and llally deny the state-

Among these is Dr. James M. Lydston, who said:
ment.
"I consider the electric the best artificial light we have. It
should be of the best manufacture and ihould be moderately used.
But then the same is true of every other light.
There are flickering eltctric lights, to be sure, and they
should not be used by persons reading, wojking. or writBut a steady incandescent electric light is the best
ing,
obtainable.
1 have just seen a case of weak eyes
a young

—

-

February

8,
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He
at night under an electric light.
thought the light was injuring his sight, entertaining the
But I found
same idea as the St. Louis doctor, evidently.

man who works

was a refractive error in his eyes which would
have been affected by any other light in the same way. By

that there

that the lenses of his eyes were so constructed
He was 'farthem involved a painful effort.
I corrected this by the use of a pair of glasses.
No, I have
The electric light had nothing to do with it.
never heard of any special optical disease resulting from the
there
cannot
be
any,
because,
new light and am quite sure

this I

mean

that to use
sighted.'

as I have said, the electric light is a pure white light, 'softer' and more agreeable to the eye than a lamp or gas."

made considerable progress on the
and the outlook in that field is certainly
According to the Pacific Ekchician in 1S7S the
light made its appearance in San Francisco, and

Electric lighting has
Pacific coast

bright.
electric

till 1S79
June 30th of
that year the California Electric Light company was incorporated, and immediately thereafter commenced furnishing
Brush arc lights from the central station built in the rear"
This was the
of where the Flood building now stands.
from a
first station erected for the distribution of lights
common center. These works were entirely destroyed by
The company immediately erected
fire on April 24, iSSo.
In less than two
a new station at 117 O'Farrell street.
years the business grew beyond its capacity, and new
works were erected on Jessie street. These were greatly
enlarged in i?S5, and in less than three years were found
A new building has since been constructed
inadequate.
on Townsend street near Third. Nearly $1,000,000 is
invested in the p'ant; and the number of arcs furnished in
Arrangements are now being
this city is nearly 2,000.

was exhibited at the Palace Hotel; but
that it came into practical operation.

w^as not

it

On

the number of
This
10,000, by means of the alternating apparatus.
company has not confined its business to San Francisco,
individuals and
"sub companies," has
but, through
established electric lighting plants in seventeen other cities
and towns, besides erecting some fifty private plants.
The company is also engaged in the business of the distribution of electric power, and in establishing power
Starting with one small sewing machine electric
plants.
motor in 1SS7, the business has increased, till it has assumed very large proportions.

made

to introduce iucandescent lights

to

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Jackson, Tenn., wants an electric power plant.

The Card Electric Motor & Dynamo company of Covington, Ky., has been incorporated by Robert J. Smith,
Alexander Montgomery, Alfred Mack and T. F. Corry for
the manufacture of electric motors, dynamos, regulators,
The authorized capital stock is $200,000.
etc.
Cleveland, O., capitalists announce a project for the extension of the Collamer branch of the East Cleveland Railroad through the villages of Wickliffe, Willoughby, Mentor, Painesville, Perry, Madison, Unionville, Geneva, SayIt is claimed that a single track
brouk and Ashtabula.
with the necessary- switches can be put down cheaply, that
wooden poles wmU do for wire supporters, and that a line
operating on thirty minutes' time from car to car will pay.
It is quite probable that the Collamer line will be extended
The constructen or fifteen miles during the present year.
tion of this line to East Cleveland served to boom residence
property in that locality.

A

correspondent at Rochester, N. Y., writes that the
proposal of the street car company to operate its lines by
electricity is favorably received and that a committee from

common council, wHich is arranging details, has had a
Continuing
conference with the officers of the company
he says: "It is expected that there will be electric cars running here in April. The intention of the company is to
run the Charlotte cars up town first. The Lake Shore
road from Charlotte to Manitou Beach is a fixed fact and there
is also some talk of an electric road from Webster and Sodus
via the Glen Haven route to connect with the Northern Cen-

the

The

and motor business of the several
booming and all are busy. The seven
story building, "Forsyth's," on Spring street for families
will be lighted throughout by the Edison company, and the
The large elevator in the
elevators will be run by motors
American Express building is run successfully by a Brush

tral railroad.

electric

companies

light

is

arc motor."

The marvelous and substantial development of the electric systems and the fact that wherever they have been
properly built they have almost entirely conquered the unreasonable prejudice and opposition which confronted them
is a matter for congratulation, says the Street Railway Join
tial.
Notwithstanding the victories they have gained, however, it seems necessary to fight the same battles over and
over again in nearly ever)'^ city in which application is made
to install an electric plant.
The old absurd objections have
to be met over and over again; the element of danger to
human life, the fear that the poles and wires will disfigure
the streets, that horses will be frightened and others equally groundless, are among the list.
It is not denied that
there are some things about electric traction that its advocates wish were different.
Thus far the business has been
in an experimental state: but it must be admitted that
railroad and electric men have been doing the very best
they know how to get out of this state into that of assured
success.
It is now so near that we mar\'el that it has been
done so quickly.
It is safe to say that the abuse now
hurled against electric traction is prompted by greed or
malice, or done through ignorance.
Hereafter any city
council that opposes an application to build electric roads,
on any of the old grounds, exposes its own ignorance and
lays itself open to the suspicion that it is waiting to "see
something" or that it is unwilling to profit by the experience of others.
have seen what electric traction has
done in the face of strong opposition; it has now earned
the right to have fair play and we say stop now and lend a

We

helping hand, and at the end of the next five years the
world will wonder that it ever needed an article in its defense.

The development of the electric motor has progressed
rapidly within the past few years, until little seems to be
left for future accomplishment in the way
of efficiency,
regulation and reliability, says PoTco-Stea///.
Notwithstanding the fact that this system of power distribution has
attained to such perfection, the development of the field
for its application has just begun.
To one who is inclined
to be speculative upon this subject, the future opens up an
attractive vista of application of this convenient, ever-ready
and portable force to lightening the labor of existence, and
enhancing the conveniences and comforts of life, which is
truly marvelous.
What numberless little operations now
performed by hand will be delegated to the electric motor;
what modifications of the shop and factory system will
come with powtr in every man's home, and what conveniences, now unthought of, will be accomplished as a matter
of course, with power to spare, and accepted by following
generations as matters not to be dispensed with, can better
be imagined than specified.

The midwinter is not generally considered by street
railway construction companies the most active and busy
time of the year.
The conditions of soil and weather are
unfavorable for outside work, and the amount of business
to be performed by the street railway companies is not so
great as in the summer months, and does not encourage
extensions.
The Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, however, announces that during the last few
months an unusually large number of contracts has been
closed for electrical apparatus, and that construction work
will go on right through the winter.
list of the roads
which have ordered equipments from this company illustrates in a striking way the remarkable confidence which
street railway managers feel in the electric system, and
is indicative of a widespread adoption throughout
the
country by street railway companies, of electrical apparatus.
Among the most recent contracts of the Sprague
company may be mentioned the following: Salem, Ohio,
Capital City Street railway, two cars; Davenport, la..
Electric Street Railway company, four cars; Dubuque,
la..
Electric
Street
railway,
four
cars;
Dubuque,
la., Electric Light & Power company, ten cars; Chicago, 111. Cicero & Proviso Street railway, twelve cars;
and the following orders from railway companies already
equipped by Sprague or other systems: Sioux City, la.,
Electric railway, three cars; Milwaukee, Wis.. West
Side Street-railway, nine cars; Des Moines, la., Electric

A

railway,

two

ment is to run for fourteen years from the time
drawn up two years ago.

it

was

The action of the Great Northwestern Telegraph company against the Montreal company was dismissed at Montreal Januar}' 31st. When the telegraph amalgamation took
place in Canada some years ago the Great Northwestern
Telegraph company in leasing the Montreal Telegraph
company, agreed to pay it a rental of S per cent, on its
capital.
Recently, through competition and the Montreal
company giving the Canadian Pacific Telegraph company
privileges which decreased the value of its property to the
Great Northwestern, the latter has found it impossible to
earn with the Montreal plant the rent demanded for it, and
recently entered an action against the Montreal company
for s;So,ooo damages for the trespasses of the Canadian
Pacific company, and to secure a reduction of the rent.
The court held that the action should have been begun
against the Canadian Pacific.
Carelessness on the part of employes frequently involves
the telegraph companies in litigation.
In Findlay, O., a
suit has just been begun for $5 000 against the Western
Union Telegraph company by John Allen. Allen in his
petition alleged that he sent a telegram to his wife at
Groveland, N. Y., March 12, 1SS9, telling her to leave for
Findlay the 14th, that he would be at Fremont to meet her
He charges that the operator changed the message to read
"to-morrow," which was the 13th, When Mrs. Allen arrived at Fremont she could not find her husband.
She
then came to Findlay alone, arriving there at midnight.
She made inquiries regarding the whereabouts of her husband, but could find no one who knew him. Being unacquainted with the city she remained at the station until
morning. She was so badly frightened over the affair that
she took to her bed where she remained several weeks.
The petition states that she never recovered her health.

THE TELEPHONE.
the meeting of the Chicago city council last Monday
a resolution was adopted instructing the mayor and controller to direct the Chicago Telephone company to replace
the instruments removed from the police stations and pub-

At

lic offices.

The ofiicers of the Nebraska Telephone company entertained Prof. Alexander Graham Bell at Omaha, Neb., on
his recent visit to that city.
banquet was ser\'ed at the
Union club and many distinguished guests were present.
Gov. Thayer and Mayor Gushing were among the speakers
and Prof. Bell made a fitting addre.ss.

A

cars.

The Wisconsin Telephone company recently applied for
an injunction against the Eau Claire Street Railway company restraining the

from operating its electric line.
In dismissing the petition Judge Buady says the telephone
company has violated the law which it had the legislature
This law provides that any persons transmitting
enact.
electrical energy must insulate or put in return wires to
prevent damage to persons and property, and that persons
injured by neglect of the act shall be granted a preliminary
injunction
The judge said the telephone company was
largely responsible for the trouble, to remedy which an injunction was asked; that it should put in return wires instead of using the earth and then sue to recover the cost if
caused by %vrongful acts of the defendants; that this single
trolley system of street railway, by which the electricity returns through the track, is of reasonable perfection and
defendant can not be required to put in the double trolley
system, and that an injunction would practically destroy defendant's property, which the court was not prepared to
Another case of this kind was recently passed upon by
do.
Judge Lane of the Third judicial district court of Utah,
when the case of the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company against the Salt Lake City Street railway company
was tried- The plaintiff sought to enjoin the defendant from
latter

operating its lines parallel with the telephone wires.
The
evidence put in by the telephone company was to the effect that the service was so greatly impaired by the interference from the single trolley S3'stem used by the railway
company as to be, in the case of many subscribers, practically useless, and the defence of the railway company was
that the double trolley system was impracticable on th'eir
routes, and that the adoption by the plaintiff of the "McCluer system," o'', at any rate, of a metallic circuit system,
would be a complete remedy for the evils complained of.
The decision of the judge denied the prayer of the comIt concludesas follows:
plainant for an injunction.
"Assuming that the use of the metallic circuit would remedy
the evil complained of, and that its use is equally practicable by either party to this action, the court will not enjoin
the use of the ground circuit by the defendant while the
It appears from the preponplain'iff continues to use it.
derance of evidence that the use of the metalic circuit
by the plaintiff is practicable; while its adoption by the defendant would be an experiment, its practicability does not
appear to be established. The prayer of the complainant
for an injunction is denied."

THE TELEGRAPH.
South American dispatches announce that a defalcation
of go, 000 pesos has been discovered at Rio Janeiro, in the
Telegraph Department, of which Baron De Capanema was
chief.
The baron had been arrested and lodged in prison.
It is asserted by the cashier of the department that De Capanema disposed of the money, and that he was assisted by
others, against whom warrants of arrest have been issued.

The cable announces that the Chefoo Telegraph ConvenIt
tion has at last been ratified by the Tsung Li Yamen.
is an agreement between the Chinese Telegraph Adminisand the Eastern Extension and Northern Telegraph
companies to act in concert in the matter of telegraphic
A uniform rate of S2 per word from
rates to the far East.
The agreeall parts of China to Europe will be charged.
tration

n

Personal Mention.
David Chalmers of the Empire City
New York, was in Chicago last week.

Electric

company of

Dr. Werner Von Siemens of Siemens & Halske. Berlin,
has retired from active business and hereafter will devote
his entire time to scientific pursuits.

Business Mention.
of New York city, reports

Henry A. Rogers

a large

trade in electrical supplies.

The Butler Hard Rubber company report an increasing
business in their hard rubber jars for primary and storage
batteries under Kiel's patents.
The Williams Engine company of Beloit, Wis., has recently sold two engines of 500-horse power capacity each, to
the Detroit Electric Light Sc Power company,
Jas. W. Queen & Company of Philadelphia, will have a
large display of their electrical goods at the Ka:nsas City
convention of the National Electric Light association.

The Okonite company of New York, reports large sales
of cables and insulated wires.
The new building of the
company will give it facilities which will enable it greatly
to increase its capacity.
James F. Kelly, general sales agent for the EdisonBatter}' company, reports an unusual business so
The company has had orders and shipped over 1,000
far.
Lalande

cells

during the

last

few weeks.

Landing Machine company of Fishkill-onthe-Hudson, N. Y., is finding that its Fishkill-Corliss engine is growing in popularity with electric light companies

The

Fishkill

throughout the country.
cient

The engine

is

economical,

efli-

and durable.

The Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company

of 28
York, are receiving large orders for their
sectional steam boiler.
The company recently issued a
Cliff street.

New

new

catalogue containing information of value to
sons interested in steam plants.

all

per-

R. T. White of 12 Pearl street, Boston, reports large
orders for his patented material for street railway road beds,
Mr, White is
including the well-known "Daisy" chair.
meeting with gratifying success in the introduction of his
devices, which, it is understood, are satisfactory to users in
all

cases.

The National Pipe Bending company

of

New

Haven,

Conn., has just issued a little pamphlet descriptive of its
The little book contains a partial list
feed water heater.
of firms and companies in the United Stales and foreign
As the list occupies twentycountries using the heater.
eight finely printed pages it may be seen that the heaters
have had an extensive sale. It is a splendid showing.
Messrs. Lyie & Lee of Do jpagiac. Mich. have just startThe Ball Engine company of Erie,
ed their electric plant.
,

The Waterhouse Electric comPa., furnished the engine.
pany of Baltimore, Md., has just installed its fourth 100
horse power Ball engine. Messrs. Chas, R. Vincent & Co.,
15 Cortlandt street, New York City, agents of the Ball
Engine company, have just delivered a thirty-five horse

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

74
power engine

to the Itrooklyn

Navy Yard

for the

new

elec-

The Eclipse Wind Engine company of Ileloit, Wis., has
recently received larpc orders for rope sheaves, friction
clutch pulleys, cut-off couplings, shafting, stands, e(c.
great number of cleclric light and power companies have
The company is obliged to run its
recently sent in orders.
factor)- day and night.

A

of Lewisohn Bros.. New York, will represent the firm at the Kansas City Electric Light convenTheir very ingenious circular calendar will be cheertion.

Kosentamm

mailed to any in the trade, and should be appreciated
by the possessor for its artistic beauty. They report exceedingly large sales and double working hours to keep up
with orders.
fully

The

Cincinn.iti. O., Elcclric Engine comp.iny's latest
catalogue illustrating its electric motors, contains much val-

uable information on the transmission of power and the relThe catalogue is
ative merits of the several systems.
handsomely illustrated and contains a good description of
the machines which the company is placing on the market
as well as numerous complimentary letters from those who
have used thom.

The Concord, N. M.. Horse Railroad company, which
has adopted electricity as a motive power, has contracted
with the Tripp -Manufacturing company of Boston for antifriclional journal bearings which will be furnished with
These bearings are giving perfect satthe truck complete.
isfaction on various roads, and ihey are rapidly coming into
general use.
The severe tests given them place their durability beyond the field of experiment.
The Jewell Belting company of Hartford, Conn., recently received an order for lOO feet of 37-inch belt to replace a link belt which had been running about six months,
This company is one
but which had broken several times.
of the oldest and most successful in the field, and has made
a specialty of furnishing electric lighting and power plants.
^V. H. SalisIt has been very successful in this respect.
bury & Co. represent the company in Chicago.
Since E.
tric

Railway

many members

of which spent the greater part of the day
Even the American minister, Mr. Lincoln,
was on hand to see the American eagle properly comforted
and encourageil in its hour of trial. Being called away on
important business, he returned at a later hour, in order to
make sure that American interests and American dignity
were being properly upheld. The engines in question are
running regularly under a very heavy service, and the experls subjected them to many severe tests during the day;
but they behaved so splendidly in all respects that the Englishmen were agreeably surprised.
Some of the .\mericans
who took such a lively interest in this test really know very
little about steam engineering, but they were wildly enthusiastic at the way in which these engines upheld .America's
reputation for good machinery in London.
Already orders
have been sent to the Westinghouse Machine company at
Pittsburgh for four more Westinghouse compound engines
for the same London station, so that it is fair to assume
that this type of engine is giving satisfaction.
There are
also rumors afloat that the other London station of the
in the station.

tric light installation.

L.

Metropolitan company, which is now equipped with Engengines, will soon be supplied with Westinghouse
compound engines from Pittsburgh.
lish

Electrical Patents.
Issued Jan. 28, 1890.
420,057.

Incandescent
420,077.
Hartford, Conn.
420.079.
420.080.

Jas. W. Ouecn & Co., the well-known makers and importers of electrical test instruments, report rapidly increasing and encouraging sales of their large resistance
boxes.
Among the recent purchasers of the high grade
boxes, are the University of Cincinnati, New York Arsenal,
The California Electric Light
and Lehigh University.
company writes in reference to a large sef, Brof. Anthony's
design, recently purchased: "The set is simply perfection."
A megohm box of special pattern with all the metal portions mounted on corrugated pillars for most effective inTheir magnetic vane
sulation, has just been introduced.
instruments, which were recently described in these columns,
are very satisfactory, and are now being put upon the mar-

ket in large (|uanlities.

The Brush

Electric

company

of

New

York purchased nineteen of these instalments for
work during the summer, and have recently bought
six more for their new plant in Minneapolis,
(^ueen
Co. report the sale during the past week of their large new
standard Bvinsen photometer to theSchacffer Electric company of Boston. They have also gotten up a new form of
portable photometer for street wcik.
station

is:

The Metropolitan Electric Light company operates a
number of large central stations in the city of London,
Eng. One was recently ccjuippcd with an outfit of seven
Westinghouse compound engines. Another station operated
in the same city by the same company is equipped with
single-acting engines of English make.
(^uite a good
natured rivalry exists, of course, between the men who are
charge of these stations.
Recently, the .American engines were j>ul through their paces by British experts, on
of
the
Metropolitan
company,
in a lest lasting twelve
behalf
It was amusing to see the inhours without intermission.
terest taken in this lest by the .Vmerican colony in London,
in

Ilaight,

New

Lamp

Socket.

Hermann Lemp,
Harry N. Mar-

Reciprocating Tool.

Harry N. Mar-

N. Y.

Lightning Arrester.
420,096.
cago, 111.

Charles

A

I'fluger, Chi-

Conduit for Electric Street Railways.
Reno, Boston, Mass.

420.101.

Jesse

W.

'

Electric Arc Lamp.
Charles E. Scribner, Chi4:0.109.
cago, 111.
The invention relates to electric arc lamps in which
a regulating magnet is attached rigidly to the frame of
the lamp, and a suspended lifting magnet is employed.
The last claim follows:
"3. In an electric arc lamp, an electro-magnet in the
shunt of the arc, a pivoted armature lever responding
to the changes in the s'r..ngth of said shunt-magnet,
in combination with a magnet in the main circuit and
a pivoted armature lever responding to the changes
in strength of said main cirtuit magnet, a carbon
rod. and clutch for
the sjnie, said clutch being
carried and controlled by the said armriture levers,
whereby the movements of either a* mature lever
may be communicated to the clutch to feed and
regulate the lamp."
1

17.

IClectric

Motor and Regulator Therefor.

A. Sperry, Chicago,

iSgo

"The combination, with a dynamo

regulator of the
shifting mechanism is connected in
either direction to a source of power by the action of
an eleclro-magnelic device, of a retarding device for
resisting undue movements of the mechanism connected thereto through the medium of a friclional
connection adapted to slip in the case of a quick and
forcible movement."
class wherein

420,171.

a

Casing.

Insulating

John A.

.Seely,

New

York,

N. Y.
420, 173.

Electric

Fire

Jersey City, N.

Alarm System.

John Speicher,

J.

Telephone
420,183.
Beach, Chicago,

Exchange Apparatus. ErankUn G.
and Frank B. Cook, Toledo, O.

III.,

Automatic Safety Cut-Off for Electric Circuits,
420,198.
tieorge M. Cuerrant, New York, N. Y.
The object of the invention is to short-circuit the
electric current as soon as any rupture occurs in the
main circuit, and bring into action mechanism that
breaks the main circuit at the dynamo, thereby preventing injury to individuals or to other electric circuits, because the current is entirely cut off from the
main line until the break can be repaired, and the current again sent over the external circuit.
Electric Meter. Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia,
420,214.
Pa.
Ocean Signal. Walter Thompson and Alfred
420,217.
Gartner, Newark, N. J.
The object of the invention is to enable the commander of a steamship or vessel to ascertain the
course or direction of an approaching ship in a fog or
under such circumstances that the approaching vessel
cannot be seen, thereby avoiding danger of collision at

The third claim reads:
"In an electric ocean
danger-signal or metallic revolving drum, an arm connected with said drum, a diaphragm connected to said
arm, a metallic brush secured to said diaphragm, a
funnel secured to said arm, and means for revolving
said

drum."

Plate for Secondary Batteries.
420, 234,
son, Boston, Mass.

Printing Telegraph,
420, 240.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Elmer

111,

420,13s,
Regulator for Dynamos.
James J. W'ood,
Brooklyn. N. Y,
In this regulator the shifting mechanism is driven
from the armature shaft through friclional gearing.
The shifting mechanism may be used to effect any
change by which the dynamo may be regulated or governed, and in this instance is used to shift the collecting brushes arountl the commutator.
The first claim is:

James

Electric Signal,

420, 300.

Therapeutic Magnet.
Mich.

troit

Electric

420, 314.

George A. JohnE.

McLaughlin,

John D, Taylor, Piketon, Ohio,
Thomas H. Hicks, De-

420, 255.

Arc Lamp,

Rupert Schefbauer,

New

York, N, Y,

Magnetic Separator,
N, Y,

420, 334.
Falls,

Advertising

420, 351.

George Music,

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Automaton
Germany.

for

Store-Windows.

Berlin,

Printing Instrument or Apparatus for Telegraphic or Other Uses. James H. Rogers, Bladensburg, Md.
The feature which mainly characterizes the invention is that the letters or figures to be produced are
formed by a system of rods or levers, the acting ends
of which are brought closely together, so that the mark

420, 358.

made by one may

Telegraphic Transmission of Index Movements.
420.102.
Felix Richard, i'aris, France.
The object of the invention is to provide a system
for transmitting to a distance the indications furnished
by an instrument comprising an index or needle movable over a dial, these indications on their transmission
to the receiver being reproduced by the movements of
an index or needle.
Vox a recording instrument the
ii dex of the receiver
moves with reference to a band
of paper, which is moved under the action of a clock
work.
The tracing point of the needle traces on the
moving band of paper a line, the successive ordinates
of which indicate the successive positions of the needle
of the transmitter.
Claim 10 reads as follows:
In a system for telegraphically transmitting the indications of a movable
index, the combination, as a receiving instrument, of
two clock works, an index movable in one direction by
one clock work and in the opposite direction by the
other, a reteiving electro-magnet or magnets adapted
when operated to liberate the one or the other of said
clock works, and two circuit-closers, operated upon the
release of the respective clock works."

420,

S,

sea.

Reciprocating Tool.

N. Y.

invention consists in the
improvements in
switch-boards whereby the spring-jacks are in large
part replaced by plain switch-seats, while the test battery is removed from the circuit of the telephone outfit
10 that of the connecting plugs or switching appliances,
and is so organized with the other parts as to prevent
the false click signals and calls, which in the old relation of the test battery would follow the use of plain
socket terminals.
The first claim reads:
"In testing apparatus for telephone exchanges, the
combination, with the telephone line and its terminal,
of the separate switch appliance therefor, a test- battery having a ground branch, and on its opposite side being connected up with said separate switch and through
it to line when such line is
closed by the switch for
conversation, and the operator's receiver having independent switch connection with the telephone line,"

anticipated that the
will excite interest among the

building at the works of the Westinghouse
EleCric company was completed a few days ago and the
It will be
necessary machinery is now being installed.
This is the strucready for occupancy by February ist.
ture which has been put up in the place of the one burned
in September last.
The new factory is a six-story brick
structure, 60x150 feet, and its space will greatly add to the
The ground floor is to be used for
capacity of the works.
On the
the storage of dynamos, exciters and motors.
second floor will be a draughting room and the rear portion is to be set apart for the winding department for large
converters.
The third floor will be used entirely for the
manufacture of converters, 100 winding lathes being put
on this floor. On the fourth floor the manufacture of the
and five hundred
flat carbon arc lamp will be carried on
lamps are to be the weekly capacity. The fifth floor is set
arc
lamp
manufacture,
for
the
same
purpose
of
while
apart
The new building
the sixth floor will be used for storage.
will form an addition to the works which the company, on
account of its constantly increasing business, has been
greatly needing.

|.

The

It is

The new

Henry

Testing Apparatus for Telephone Exchange
420,091.
Switches.
Joseph J. O'Connell, Chicago, III.

render the present organization wholly inadequate. A new
company has in consequence been organized and will not
only acquire the stock and properly of the Interior Electrical Conduit company, but as welt certain new and valuThe new comable inventions in the same general Una."
pany is called the Interior Conduit & Insulation company;
capital $[,000,000.
The incorporators are E. H. Johnson, E. T, Greenfield, Siegmund Bergmann, J. H. Mc-

company

Electric

vin, Syracuse,

which now promises to develop
Mr. Johnson reports that
into considerable importance.
Interior
Electrical Conduit company
operation
of
the
"the
his been enlarging so rapidly and the application of 'ts insulating processes has become so general and diverse as to

electrical trade.

Electric

vin, Syracuse,

est awaiting his attention,

Jr.

Indicator.

Electric Detecting .Apparatus for Coin Actuated
420,070.
Boxes.
William J. Howey, New York, N. Y.

H. Johnson retired from the Sprague ElecMotor company he has found another inter-

Clement and Philip H. Klein,

Wind-Vane

York, N. Y.

iS:

operations of the

February

join or nearly

join

the

mark made

by another, and which at these ends carry each its appropriate element, by the conjoint use of two or more
of which the representation or approximate representation of the desired letter or figure can be impressed or
marked upon a strip of paper or other receiving material.

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
Merle J. Wightman, Lynn, Mass,
Electrical Communicating System.
Alfred G.
420,384.
Holcombe, New York, N. Y.
Gas-Pipe Insulating Device.
Edwin W. Rice,
420,391,
Jr,, Lynn, ^[ass.
420,370,

4-o>303-

New

Telegraph Apparatus.
York, N, Y.

420,396.

Electric

Transformer.

Ebenezer B. Shafer,
Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

Mass.

The

claim is appended:
"A transformer or reactive coil for circuits carrying
alternating or otherwise varying current, having a core
consisting of a laminated structure made up from
sheet-iron plates coated with an eleciric insulator, and
plates of zinc or other non-magnetic metal interposed
at any desired intervals, all being bound together as a
solid core structure,"

Governor for Dynamos or Motors.
Waterhouse, Hartford, Conn.

420,398.

The claim reads as follows:
"The combination in a dynamo
main and derived

electric

Addison G.

machine, of

applied to separate legs
of the field magnet, and an armature rotating in the
magnetic Held in a plane such that a shift of the consequent magnetism by variations of exciting current
will cause the field magnetism to move transversely to
the armature."

Current
.(20.422.
ner, Chicago,

circuit coils

Direction

Indicator,

Ernest P, War-

III.

The invention consists in an electromagnetic device
having return poles on opposite sides of the central or
main pole of the core, in combination with a permanent magnet having its polar extensions inclosing the
end of the pole of the core, so that each polar extension will come between said core and one of its polar
extensions, this permanent magnet being pivoted and
adapted to vibrate in dilTerent directions, according to
the direction of the current through the coil of the
electrc-magnel.
The invention also consists in a local circuit, containing a signaling device, said circuit being adapted
to be closed by the movement of the permanent magnet in a particular direction.
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W. H. Sawyer,

EiiGENE E. Philijps, President.

FRANK

sec'y and Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

0. S.

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBMAR, Agent.

EUGENE

F.

John Carroll,

and

Factory,

)

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

s

-

MANTJFACTUREKS OF

ute

AI.I,

MICA

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE, ---

°-

THOS.

C.

SMITH, Jr

,

M.

SIZES

AND
QDAI.ITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

EUaENEMUNSELL&00„
218 'Water

St..

New

York.

E.

Hammond

GEORGE
Sec'y. Treasurer,

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
(LmiTBD.)
Oflice

BROWN,

Building,
Cincltrati. Ohio.
Steam and Electric Fewer Construction, Electric Light Plantp, Conanltfltion and Superintendence.
Specifications furniehed for first-claeg
plants.

FARADAY CABLES.
F. Phillips, President.

T.

EXAMINER

Bntterwortli, Hall, Browii & Mli,
Patent Attorneys,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING.
CHICAGO.
Two complete sets of U. S. Electrical PaWntt
11

New York
Eugene

PRlKCIPiL

XV

P.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLY COMPLETE BET OF XT. S.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

BARTON,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO.

LAW OFFICE,
S35 DEARBORN

STREET,

CHICAGO,
Patent

and

Telephones and
Elgia Telephone and

ELGIN,

Trademark Cases.

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.

plies of

ILL.

Snpply Co.'

Elettrical

ILL.,

U.S.A.

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

r

Magnet Wire,

OfSce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Ayrlon and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier A mmeters and Voltmete rs.

FARADAY CABLES.
cc

Cardew Voltmeters.
Queen's

99

Queen's
Insulation

Complete Outfits

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Electro-dyramometers,

New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes.
New Portable Combinatun Testing Set.
fjr Insulation Testing.

Special attention

paid

to

r<.calirrating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

JAMES

Ill
'19,

-

FRICTION

a letter from the Inspectoe of the Boston Fire Underwriters' 'Pnion, under date of March
Th.oronghIy Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says :

"A

1686,

The rnbter nsed

A]V]>

In Insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaroTiteed
will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather

waterproof, and
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, -rblch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables mad«
to be

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire
A-

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

Street, Philadelphia.

CLUTCH PULLEYS
CUT-OJFF COUPIilKGS.

Vise-tike grip of clutches ootionafly gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
_,
They have a gcod record running through five yea/s.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

H> order.

HENRY

924 Ckstnat

-

Blend for 1^*<0 Catalosne.

ECMPSE WIXDENGIlllfE CO.,

Electrician

Beloit,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON -HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

Street,

Wis.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies ol all Kinds.
]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND

vLO'V/>
MARK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Ch'cago,

Boston,

.

Plants.

Quick Shipments.

i

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone,

X*or .^erla,!,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
TRADE

Power

bottom Prices

and Telegraph,

Si;t.l3axxax:lxi.e, a.x3.d XJxi.cS.ex'sr-oxt.xid TTise.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MANSON PROTECTING

TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati

Louisville.

St. Louis.

Kansas

City,

and

Sa n Francisco.

Automatic Electric Motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect MegtUation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Iiem,arkable Sim^pUcity, Etc., Etc.

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
"^WrORK.SSChunhSt.: BOSTON, 111 Arch St.; PHILADELPHIA, 606 CommerccSt.:
RRlIVriinPPTr.PS'
DIUinVjfl UrriVlCiO.
KAHSAS cm, Plalto Building.- NEW ORLEANS, 106 Caromlelet St.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., WINDSOR, CONN.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

February

Stilwell's Patent

Live

BT^GGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
Entirely

IN

prevents

Boilers.

COMBINATION

Purifier.

SCALE

Steam

in

Catuloi^ue on ajiplieation.

CO.,

GAS AHD ELSCTRIC

GEORGE CUTTER,

FIXTURES.

CONSULTING ELECTRICIAN,

80 Adams Street,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

CHICAGO.

-

Etc., Etc.,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

MadisoD Street and Fifth Avenne,

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant ",!»i™^

BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan AvenuOy

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

1S90

Impurities.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

D.

all

S,

THE LUNKENKEIMER BRASS MFG.

CO.,

-

Cincinnati. OI1I0,

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF

Write for Jane,

HIGH OR

LOW

Cataloene of (S) Olobe Valves, Fop Safety Talves
and Grease Cnps. £ng:ine Builders* Brass Ooods,
and Criass Oil Cnps for Dynamos.

1!«80,

liabricators. Oil

TENSION.

BOSTON, MASS.
1.
*.
3.

The new Sperry apparatuB free from repairs for twelve moDthe.
That the new hperry Improved Dynamos can be coupled in aeries with perfect safety.
That any number of laiiipe from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

Inmrovea

circuit,

eingly or In sroups. with perfect eafety, and without Bparkiug at the bruehes.
4.
To absorb ifower In exact proportion to number of lights barniDp.

PatcEteil

Material

LOWEST PRICES.
PONDENCE SOLICITED.

BEST IMATERIAL.
1.

make.
vJ.

3.

The new Aatomatlc Sperry Dynamoa and Lamps enrpass

In efliclency those of any other

That there is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation ba3 no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

TB05IAS ASHBURNBR,

daab-pot.
4.

That

We

If

you

invite

will visit

Street

for

Railwa? Roayeils.

Weslem Agent,

CORRES-

Kansas

City,

Mo.

our factory we can show yon the best arc lighting apparatus In existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

m mm mm:

:i

isi iss,

m m\

ciiston

st,,

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

mm,

ill

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Purchasers.

AUTOMATIC

CUT-OFF ENGINE

VXV

Office and Factory

2134

to

Mamfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

"'f/
Sr. LOUIS, MO.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES.

OUR

Lone

Life,

Uniform

'BL4CK DIAMOND'

Size,

AND

POINTS

SyPERlOK QUALITY,

iinsmxE

Guaranteed Second

—

THEM

to

ALL.

None.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRIOE8

STANDARD
RELIABIUTT,
ECONOMY,

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY.
THE MOST PERFECT

TANDEE
COMPOUND

GOVERNING
EVER

OBTAINED.

Lijyrlitiiig-, Electrical Kail ways and purposes where perfect g-overniug is required, it has no equal.

Foi* Electrical

BALL ENGINE

CO=,

ERIE, PA.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARDON COMPANY,
of
3VXdx3.iifa.ot'U.x-«rs

B-

-B

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
V
lEPAIREDlJ^ REWOUND ®® ^ ^ -;
^

^K^i

-T%

-^^^^^^^
'

T^"-

=

DVHa/v^o R^fAihiNgSc Jobbing

c^JONES D^VOS- IlLECTIlIC Co?

Cincinnati/Ohio.

)
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED W^AXER
on account of

and

is

called to this

CEL.!:-

^VHEEL. as particularly adapted to their use,
remarkably steady motion, bi£:li Speed

its

;;reat Efficiency, and lar;fe Capacity,

for its

diameter,

double the Po-*ver of most wheels

of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

being

immber

ful effect

guaranteed.

i^KXD

FOB CATALOGUE AND PARTICrLARS.

Our Horizontal
and

"Victor"

is

recommended, as no geai; are

highly

required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
it

VICTOR

XU RBi;\ES

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATEBBXTBT, CONN.
aiASIUFACTUKEKS OF

BARS AND INSUIiATZSD l^IRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Llghtinsr. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work, Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT

.=«,.™=™-A^A-.^A^.T.™„.™-.,™=.:,=™»

For

Electric

Light,

K
IM

I

LINE WIRE

K.
IM

I

Electric Railways,

..............A..,...™.,A....„.».

.A.A.A.....A.A

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

L.

MAKERS

HIGH -GRADE

o^

•rT^CTRIC^^:
fo^ V^ Ughting

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
GFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

street,

PUIPARn
oniUHUU,

The Rookery,
"

So. Clinton Street,!

III
II
Q h.
A
ill.,
u. o.

MiNUFACTTXRERS OF THE

BEIDING ELECTRIC MOTORS y
Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest ElfBciency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATORE MADE.

All Parts Intercbang'eable
GorresDondence Solicited.

FOB Tiri:
Western

s

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

-

Even

to Comiuutator.

Aeents Wanted in

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT

all

the Princinal Cities,

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

Electrician
1

.00.

MRIS
HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GDLDMEDAL
EXPOSITIOII

.1889

^\\i^\^:s^
-tlGH/lNC, ^kEcTRO

-PLATING, ANj)

FOREXPCRlMeNrALUsE. Al-50 MOTORS,

eosiDA.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

AXO.
149 West 18th

Street

NEW YORK.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW^ YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
the market.
Also
KieVs Patents
quality
Sheet,
(Kiel's
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
Rod,
Tilbing
Sheet,
Tubin<T, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every

description, including the celebrated

for

Primary and Storage

Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, 111.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

^-y

X:X3T7^XS>r O". XXOTTiSI'OSa', .A.. 3VE.
656 Pages. 397 Illustrations. Cloth Binding. Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.
This Dictionary Includes close upon 2,500 distinct Words. Terms or Phrases.
Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
Tlie

Scheme

ot

Treatment

is

as foUovrs:

The words, terms and phrases

are invariably followed by a short, CDncise
giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
2d.
A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition is fouided.
1st.

definition,

o

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care-has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the defloitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO
ELECTRICIAN, they shall a'.so be SIMPLE
INTELLIGIBLE to
those who have had no training at all In electricity, or are novices in the art.

EXPERT

THE

AND

ZSXiXSCTRICIAN PUBIalSHING CO.
Xii.^s^xi3si]3si :B-criXji>XKro,

0^10.^00.

XXjXjIZO'OXSI

SCHOYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSM
CD

CO

~ <S
C3
=3

CO

to

=

CD

S?

CD*

|-

c5-

o

CJ
LL.

O

03
re

en
CO
(O
CO
CO
CD
CO

ca

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

m
X
=
CO
CD
CO

CD

oq

sr

~

S
3
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
i^PECIAIi AGBMTS

Have a FULL,

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

.4.0 ^'/>

And
TRADE MARK.
WIRES ASin CABLiES.

will

make

LOW Prices and PROHFT Shipments.

522 DELAWARE STREET,

-

KANSAS

-

MO.

CITY,

WHEN YOU BUY AAXY MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
From

Mannfacturer or Bealer,

State that

WANT

you

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED

standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham
Automatic

SOLD

SIX

DNT

MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"V^estern. Siipply Hoiise,
ELECTKICAI, ENGINEERS

OMAHA.

AND JOBBERS.

for SauipleSf Prices

'^''rite

and Data.

Switch.
Send

for Catalogue.

Automatic Switcti Co.,
No. 8 Keyser BuildhiK,

BALTIMORE. MP.

THE CURTIS
PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

IT

no'iseiess, positive, rapid, will re-turn all condensation back into the
boiler, and works equally well in connection wJTh reduced pressure or
exhaust steam, also when the return is below the water line of the boiler.
is

THE CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,
93 BEVERLY

WYCOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT. 196 La Salle

St..

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.,

GENERAL AGENCIES.
NEW YORK. 109

CHICAGO, 218 Lake

Liberty St.

PHILADELPHIA, 2035

N. Front St.

MINNEAPOLIS, 210

St.

N. Third st.

J31i.

HOTEL ANNUNCIATORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
g^^gJCr^gyAWXTAf^^l^

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Jt 2t

8t

S* 6t ft

3V4t

9h6MiM2n3M4t

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
22*23<24l 25* 26»27* 28»

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

2oT36T3i»32T33*34»35t

ii

36t37T38f39f'46T4iM2(
;

43T44H5T46T47^^

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

i|

56T5iT52t53T54f55t56*

57|58f59T66T6iig2T63T

i

j;

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,

FOn PRICES,

FRANKLIN

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

1

19 La Salle

NEW
SI,

,

YORK.

JER§EY CITY,

N.

J,

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.
M. WILKINS.
TRADING A3

ETC.,

CHARLES

CARTER.

EC

I» .A. H. ^r H. I C;

e«3

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

IN

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

O .A. DEt T EI It,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Sole proprietors o£ the Patent Ne:dl6 ADnun'iatore,

Chicago.
EsTXBiijaBBO

Factory:

S.

iSSy,

"

I

14 South SeoQnd street,

PHU-ApeUPHIA
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ii

G.

& C;
402

ALL STANDARD

«c

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6,000

OF—

in

Kow

Use

in

THE

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,

FROIwI

Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8 B, P.
Chicago

Office. Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

TO 40

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Orinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

99 West Fourth

New England

Office,

148 High

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street.

Street. Cor. Oliver. Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_ir«Ti-r:Er3,

YORK.
STREET CARS
NEIAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
mCANDESCEHT ELECTRIC UGET SYSTEM,
UNEQUALED FORIDISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Street Pole

aMFiitnre

-FOltSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations.
Plant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even If mllf s distant from
Plan of ''.Vliiiig
the Llehtlng.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully domonetiatid.
Noled ftr the Brllllaniy ana
the S mplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series.
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without BlsckenlDg.
Greatest Produc Ion of Candle Power per Horee Power. Dynamo Self Contained and Ptrfectly

Heisler Loiii
;

Distance

INCANDESCENT

I^ieHTINC)

Automatic.

HKNU FOR

CIROri<A.K.

COKREt^PONDESICK 801.IC1TEI>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
S09-S17 South 7

ST. LOUTS,

HI: eft.

til.

MO.

THE LEONARD & IZARD
G-ENEPJ-JLL JLO-EKTS

CO.,

"CENTHAXv STATES EISTRICT."

(CASH I.'KBTALI.ATIOXS DIVIMION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries tor

in Stock.

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES

ana, lUiaois, Wisoonslu, Minnesota, Missonri

ILPONARD ^ IZARP CO,,

in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, IndiDistrict") should be addreeeed to

and Kansas ("Centra^ gtates

Rialto Byilding, Chioa|o,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments

anil Intelligent

CO.

Execntion of Orilers, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,

<-

-o"^

TRADE MARK-

W

ILLARD'S HOTEL,
WASHINGTON,

STAPLES,

O. C.

84 MARKET

naebeen
the Ofllcial

Proprietor.

Special and Experimental

selected

MACHINERY

to the

aod

14,

becaose

it la

.

Large DynamoB and Motors for Special Work
boiit CO Order. Coal Mining Haalage
a Specialty.

the

Best Appoi'Dted

Litxe

DOUBLE

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Route for paaaengers

National Electric Light Association
To be held In Kansae City, Feb. II, 12, 13

PATENT

CHICAGO,

ST.,

Electrical Expert^

Q.R.R.

C.,B.<£
As

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

D. C.

The Old Reliable. First-Class in a'l Respects.
Send two etamps for Gaide, FREE, to

!

ELECTRIC LICHX REPAIRING.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago

Office,

PENDANT BURNER
Igniting

CHAKLES

J.

KINTNEB.

PAGET & KINTNER^
and

Electrical

Experts

and

PENDANT BURNER

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

REDDING eUcTRIC
in LUmCIS

is

Ignited.

Electric Cas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

Second to none.

Free from giim or acids. Especially adapted for all fast runnning
refiltering can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.

By

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED
CO.'S

Cslebratsd Slectric
MIUKCUTORS

when Gas

Electric Spark or Connection only

machinery.

Electrical

or Gasoline by Electricity.

This
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, which saves two-tbirds of Batlery Power and
avoids Short Circuliinp, which is liable to occur in many others.
The Double Lift Over Eleclrode Is a very important feattiire no other Pendant has.

8.
Gbemioal

Gas

ST. ]D3niaixioSYXTOlTIiLIa.rLcl CylixKier Oils.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
lEONARD PAGET.

LIFT-OVER

Primary Batteries

Bslls,

FOR

BITTtBIES

TO BE SOLD AT ACTUAL COST.

DOMESTIC

HaviDg a larger stoik of these goods oa liand than we
need at this seaaon, we ^^ave d'^icidea to sell them at prices
lower than were ever offered before.

ELECTRIC

All in neel of lliese goods should apply at one? to avoid
disappointment, the price telng so low that they are sure
to be all sold in a very short time.

REDDING ELECTRIC CO., 48 ANKGVER

ST.,

LIBHTINe,

BOSTON, MASS.
-

AND FOR

"REVI8TA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO."
F. A.

Scientific and otiier Purposes.

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

The "REVISTA TELEGKifl FIOA

DB MEXICO"

is the only electrical paper published in Mexico
Avide circulation all over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
it is unequaled in its special fieldAdvertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacture's desiring KTexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection w-th the "Revista Telegranca de Mexico " Mr, Soni is solicitor of Mexicaa Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.

and has a

Address:

^*,

NEW CATALOGUE

JUST OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

.A— SI^'Dr^X,

P.O.Box 31. orCailedel Refugio No. 15. entresuelo.

CITlT

OF MEXICO.

JAMES

H.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN.

120 Park Avenue,

-

-

BROOKLYN, N.

Y.
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clevelands electric light cut-outs,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES,

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

ELECT RIC

MOTORS.

(United States Patents, Feb. 22, 1887; Feb.

14,

trolled

by the Handle.

1888.)
Correepondencc

witb

Solicited

Electric

Ll^bl

Companies.

W.

CLEVELAND,

B.

B. D.

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,
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Proprietor,

a

BRAIDED WIRE.
THE POPULAR

WH"

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NE¥ YORK INSULATED WIRE
1 1

W.

B.

CO,,

64» & Bb

Central St., Boston, Mass.

DOWSE,

1

Bioadway.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.
R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

Kaeblne Complete.

Combine the simplest Construction and Highest Efficiency
yet obtained in Dynamo-Electrical Apparatus.

PERFECT ELECTRICAL

Balance

in

ARMATURE

COILS.

NO RADIATION OF FIELD MAGNETISM.
There being no magnetlam apparent
lines of

at

any exposed surface of the machine,

all

the

force are concentrated within the machine, and pass through the armature.

NO SPARKING AT THE COMMUTATOK-

^^K:^-^ /;:2i-^^§^

-FREE-

-V

-HAGENTS

SPEAKING TUBES

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and

Oral, Electric.

IN ALL CITIESf-

IVIechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS
W.

R.

21. 23
'

Send

for

New

OSTRANDER &
and 25 Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DcKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N, Y,
Catalogue, out Aucust 1st.

MATHER ELECTRIC
Block, j
CHICA«IO OFFICB:J"""™ "' Metropolitan
liB Salle and Uandolpli liilts.
>

}

,j

CO.,

KKID, Uansgrr.
~

)

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
UactalDe wltli one aid« and halt the

These machines.

In

all

field coila

sizes,

removed, sbowlog tba Ineide arrangement of armatarQ
aud coils.

and of any required capacity, are for general sale on

Dry

Dr. Gassner's

to the Trade, to Contractina; Ens^ineers, to Electric Lisht, Power, and Storage Battery Companies, and to

Battery.

their merits

the public, without

Acknnwipdgpd

liy

oxpPrtH tn he
111.,

restrictioiis

or royalties as to territory or patents.

Low Prices.

m.. si

tlit^

Host

Opon

Oirniil Iljiltiry in tlip Market,

iliinihl.. :iim1 i;()iiv.-iii..nt fi.r

Electric Bells, Gas Lighting, Telephones,

Compact Machines.

Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

and many Other Uses.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

Ho Liquid.

J. H. BUNNELL^ CO.,
SOLE
76

CORTLAND

^CS-ElsTTS,

ST.,

NEW YORK.

Highest Testimonials.

""^'tricagoTiii!''"'
AmUVilironii.i

Kl.'tiri?al W<M-ks,

San Francisco,

Cal.

A.

Ho Glass.
"IVrite for Cii-cnlnr.

SCHOYERLIKG,
SOLE

AQENT AND MANTIFACTUREK.
HI Chambers Street, New York.

j

:
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8,
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DRIVING DYNAMOS.
1 EVANS SYSTEM OFECONOMICAL!
DURABLE!
EFFICIENT!

SIMPLE!

SAVES

GIVES

ROOM,

STEADY LIGHTS

,

Entire Control

BELTING,

of

POWER,

Dynamos,

SATISFACTIOH

REPAIRS.

WHEREVER USEO.

EACH DYNAMO MAY DE STARTED and STOPPED WITHOUT SLOWING the ENGINE.
The

Efficiency

and Power of our system

depends on theluse

We Guarantee

as

of our

much Power,
than by

JLd_ca.ress

I HnQT TO I PTI HM PCI TQ
T nl U i I Ult DLL I O'
LUUOC.

with no more Pressure on Bearings

Common

Belting.

THE EVANS FRICTION GONE COMPANY, 85 WATER STREET, ROSTON.

BHRaiKLiLITIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, GOMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTINQ.

ALL APPLIMCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

1

XUit,!^
-W-tiW TTTk-oxr
ivTX'Tir

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

1

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he ivanting in style, workmanship or material to make them the
ever
jput on the market.

BEST

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELEC-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
•

Standard Hotel Xeedle Annnnriator
Wilh gUE->7 CALL ana FIRE

UF!^

RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
33:E:a?xi.<3xa7,

ALARM ATTACHMtNTS.

THE GENUINE LORD'S BOILER COMPOUND

IS

MADE BY

acxo^.

GEO.

W. LORD ONLY.

•

February

8,
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NOW

NOW READY!
Dynamo

READY!!

Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additioaal chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Eadt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
... 2,500 Copies.
lacandescent Wring Hand-Book 2d E lition
.(Just ready.).
2,500 Copies.
Dynamo Tendera' Hand-Book, Ist Edition

Third Edition

.

"

1st

"

"

3d
3d
Incandescent Wirlrg

BY
PRICE

$1.00.

tions, flexible cloth

binding, type

page

2i3 Inches.

Just the book for people

5,500 books printed to date, con-

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators.burglar or
alarms, electric gas

fire

lighting apparatus,

moonlight

taining additional pages and

schedule for 1890.

engaged in

BY

PRICE $1 00. First and second editions exhausted; third edition now ready
making

5'

Jvist

to learn

the book for

how to

book

of the

The only

kind in the English language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

VOLTAIC BLKCTRICITT,

ELEMENTAKY DATA.
The Electric
Work.

Contact Series.
or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.

The Voltaic

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

DESCEIPTION OF EATTBEIEa.
Battery.

Nickel- Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercurj' Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Carbon Battery.
The Law Battery.
Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DTUAMO ELECTRIC MACaiHEB.
Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuotis Current Dynamo.

New Dynamo

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

once

The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected In Series.
Cells Connected In Multiple Arc.
Eecapitulatlon.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

Data Regarding Batteries.
Divided Circuits.
Induction Colls.

Electric Bells.

Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call BeU System.
Push Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.

®

The Hess System.
The Western Electric Company's System.
The Double Wire System.
Partrick & Carter System.
The Electro-mercurial Alarm.

The Metallic Thermostat.
Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gras Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences.
A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.
Heat Regulators.

Suspension of Arc Lamps.
'Irimmlng and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Same

wires, location of safely devices, splices,
insulation, testing for faults, wire gauges,
general electrical data, calculating sizes of
wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station plants.
The only book of the kind published.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTORY.

Work.

Moulding Work.

When

a.

—
Building

the

is

Being Con-

structed.

In a Completed Building.

b.

Switches.
Safety Devices.

OP SAFETY DEVICES AND
SWITCHES.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.
Safety Devices.
Switches.
Splices.

Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.
Wire Gauges.

.

Conductors and Insulators.

Ground Detector.
CEBCtnTS OR lI;ads.

Inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

TESTING mSTBtTMENTS.
Detector Galvanometer and the Magneto

Board of

Electrical Control.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

Wire

tem.
Construction Tools.

Tables.

Wiring a Hotel.

of Potential

and Loss of Energy.

Safe Carrying Capaeily.

Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools.
Specifications for

Drop

English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

BeU.

—

TABLE OF CONTENTS,

Shunt and Series Dynamos Com-

Alternate Current Dynamos.
Principles of the Alternate Current DynamoThe Siemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The Westinghouse Dynamo. The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos.
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo.
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Dynamo.
The Thomson-Houston Dynamo. The WestThe Ball Dynamo.
ern Electric Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele DyThe Hochhausen Dynamo
The
namo.
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units.
Electric Potential. Electromotive Force.
Current.
Electric Induction.
Resistance.
Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and IntensitvEleciric
lation.
Units. The Volt. The Ohm. the Ampere.

The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.
Electric Measurement.
The Potential Indicator. The Deprez-Carpentier Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Ammeter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter. Ayrton
and Perry's Spring Voltmeters and Ammeters.
The United States Electric Lighting Co. 's Ammeter. The Western Electric Co.'s Ammeter.
The Curdew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Perry's
The
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light
Unit. The Bunson Photometer.
The Arc Lamp.
Principles of the Arc Lamp.
Arc Light
Carbons. The Jablochkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.
Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serrin
Lontin Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.

Renewal of Lamps.
The Storage Battery.
Plante's Secondary Cell.

Wires.

The Three-wire System.
Explanation of Tables.

Cell.

The

Fluid.

Electric

Form-

Plates.
Electromotive Force.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of
Cell and Thickness of Plates,
Cause of
Buckling. Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
The Julien Accumulator.

ation of the

Electric Distribution,
Arc Light Distribution. Series Installation.
Hefner von Alteneck's Regulator. Incandescent Light Distribution, The Direct CurMultiple
Parallel Installation.
Series Installation.
Series Multiple Installation.
Combined Arc and Incandescent Installation.
The Edison Three-wire System.
rent System.

Table No. 1, Gauges in Circular Mills.
Table No. 2, Electric Light Conductors.
Table No. 3, 50 Volt Lamps.
Table No.-4, 75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 5. 1 10 Volt Lamps.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

in

Battery.

Secondary

CALCtJLATING SIZES OF WIRES.

Practical Rules for Determining S zes of

New York

current

the Plante Cell. The
Faure's Secondary Cell.
Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell. Faults
The Improved Faure
of the Faure Cell.

ATION OP ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REGULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the

alternate

Electricity a SIode of Molecular Mo
TiON. Principles of the DTNAiio.
The Armature. The Commutator. Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Magnets, The Dynamo's Mode of Ac-

Plante

Plans and Symbols.

ACCCMnLATOEB.— DESCRIPTION AKD OPER-

and

principles of direct

Chemical Reaction

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

Arc Circuits

Testing.

treatment

lighting.

Electric Storage,

stallations.

EtnraiNG ELECTBIC WIKES.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.
Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best 'Kme for Wiring.
Extra Insulation.

full

dynamo, the storage battery and the

Lamps.

Ohm's Law.
Conductivity.

Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.

of the

The Incandescent Lamp.

Ohm.

Switch-Board.

lighting giving the latest practical facts

Reynier's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison Carbons.
The Lane Fox Carbons. The Cruto
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons. The Bernstein Carbons. General DeConstruction
tails of Filament Construction.
Position of
of the Incandescent Lamp.

CotJomb.
Ampere.
Volt.

Lightning Arresters.

A

.

GENBBAL ELECTBICAL DATA.

Current Regtilator.

Westebn
title.

with the least amount of technicality and

of Action.
pared.

METHODS OF RUNNING WIRES.
Cleat

same

tion. Difference of Potential. Reversed CurCommutation, The Armature's Mode
rents.

The Multiple Arc System.
The Three- wire Sys'em.

rSSTKUMEHTS.

meter.

of articles which ran through the

mathematical formula?; with

The Alternating System.
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Volt-

Price?! .50

tric

FIXTURES AMD ELEVATORS.

Circuit.

104 lIlaEtrations.

a revision of the popular series

A timely booE, containing full Illustrations
for incandescent wiring and complete informatii n concerning methods of running

LOCATION

Arc Lamps.

is

complete and comprehensive treatise on elec-

The Conamutator.

Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for
Contact agalDSt Iron.
DISEASES OF DYHAMOS.
Non-Generation of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.
LAMPS.

This book

First edition exhausted, second edi"
tlon containing additional matter now
ready, making 5,000 copies printed to date.

loss.

for Opera-

New Dynamo.

mo.

250 pagee, 12

A. M., PH. D.,

Electkici.vn under the

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order.
Brushes.

Elements of Electric Lighting.

requ red in each case for any percentage of

Concealed Work

The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
The Alternating Current Dynamo.
Slatting a

BLEMESTABT DATA.

Electro-magnets.

BADT.

tion.

Dry

Electric

AKRANGEIIENT OF POWKK.
The Dynamo Room.

Preparation of a

Gravity Batteries.

F. B.

PRICE

Ohm's Law.

Current.

'

2,500

13,000

$1.00. Type page SixS inches,
flexible cloth binding, 72 pages, 41 cuts,
and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18
and
inches. These tables give at
without any calculations, the size cf wire

Conductors and Insulators.

Polarization.

The Smee Battery.
The Grenet
The Daniell Battery.
Grove
Battery.
The
The Bunsen Battery.
The Carbon Battery.

men

operate and care

for electric light installatior s.
electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

of type

size

page 5ix 3 inches. Designed for dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and ma-

who wish

. .

"

93 pages, 70 illustra-

tions, flexible cloth binding,

rine engineers.

1st

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

BY F. B. BADT.

106 pages, 97 illustra-

"

Total -within Eighteen months

Dynaio- Tenders' Hand -Book.

BADT.

F. B.

"

Bell Hangers'

"

1,000

2,500

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

"

...3,000
(Just ready.)

The Storage Battery System. The Induced
Alternating Current System. The Primary
Alternating Current System, Meters, Fuses.
Switch Boards. Lighting Mines.
Installs'
tion Rules.

CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Cantilever

The Strongest,

Simplest
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Motor Truck

MOTOR TRUCK

and Easiest Riding

l»irWARRANTED TO PREVENT

in

I

Existence.

OSCILLATION OF CARS.
and

Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
superiority of this Truck consists in itn Great Strength, Powerful
the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truss supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents OSCHlation of cars.
The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL
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&

AXLE COMPANY,

iNSONIA BRASS AND GOFFER
133 and 135 Wabash Ave.,

19 and 21

GO.

Cliff Street,

-MANTJFAOTUREES OF-

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE
For Electric Light, Electric Kail ways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Magnet Wire,
Weatherproof Wire,
Flexible Incandescent Cord,
Office Wire.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Paragon Wire,
Battery Copper Gongs,

Underwriters' Wire,
Annunciator Wire,

etc., etc.

FIREPROOF AND WEATHER PROOF WIRE.
Approved by

NEW YORK BOARD

OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS.
CUT SHOWING STYLE OP INSULATION.

This Weather-Proof Composition Hardens on Exposure to the Weather, Rendering the Covering Absolutely Impervious
to Moisture, and Enabling it to Efifectually withstand the most Severe Abrasion.

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST LINE WIRE MADE
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

AND SAMPLE FURNISHED ON

LARGE STOCK OF WIRE CARRIED

IN

APPLICATION.

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.

*
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAI SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY
PANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

COM

A PRACTICAL A HD COMME RCIAL SnCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,
No Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,
^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ihomson-loiislon tailway

Sysb

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
-MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF-

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan A?e,

Cliicago,

111.

Wall and

Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, Minn.
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JEWELL BELTINC CO
nUTFORD, CONK,

Jellico Tannery, Jellico,

Tenn.

I

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK

Leather Belting
WESTERN
W.

H.

SALISBURY &

H.

GARDNER &

ENGLISH & MORSE,

CO.,

Chicago,
A.

AGENTS:
Kansas

III.

City,

Mo.

CO.,
E.

Milwaukee, Wis.

C.

ATKINS & CO.,

MAIN HOUSE:

TODDS & STANLEY

Indianapolis, Ind.

MILL FURNISHING CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES :{S,SS,Tenr
St.

Louis, Mo.

BELT FACTORY, HARTFORD, CONN.

LIGHT DOUBLE

DYNAMO

BELTS

ARE ALWAYS MADE FROM

CENTERS OF WHOLE HIDES

Extra Stretched.

Rome

Tannery, Rome, Ca.

I
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALTERNATING CURRENT

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAWPS.

We Guarantee 12 16-C. F. Lamps for each Mechanical M. JP. applied to Dynamo. We Guarantee our Iransform,ers and Dynamos for two years, and sell our Apparatus upon its Satisfactory Performance.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest EfTiciency, Mechanically and Electrically,

WE GUARAXTi:!: ITS OPERATION, AND

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.

CO.,

EAU QIaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

EASTERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Eastern
33 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK.
BAKER, BALCH & CO., General Agents,

Agents,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,

UNION DEPOT HOTEL,

SEATTLE, WASH.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

T^ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
We

can promise immediate at

tention to all orders sent

and prompt ship
ment of goods.

us,

^^
•••

9^

% v\

w

SHIELD BRAND WIRE.
MOISTURE PROOF.

We cany

all

No. 4.3... .Double Braid.
Triple Braid.
No. 44
No. 4-5 Quadruple Braid.

kinds of

.

We handle all

ELECTRIC LIGHT
A Line Wire

AND

of

Very Superior

Our complete Catalogue

HOUSI GOODS.

Insulation.

POW ER SUPP LIES.

P.

goods. No. 560, has
been issued, and will be
mailed to any address

k

B.

WEATflEB-PROOF

ILINE WIRE.

of

the«e

P&B.

The

Our No. 647 Catalogue of these
Goods Is the most complete ever Issued. Send
for

Double Braid.

No. 41

upon application

kinds of

ELECTRICAL

.

it.

insulation will stand

exposure to the weather for
years, and give perfect satisfaction.

•

We
all

••

can quote on

our goods, the low-

est prices

on large or

small orders.

171

RANDOLPH STREET,

EASTBRN OFFIGB AND FACTORIES,

ANSONIA, CONN.

February

8,
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IMPORTANT.
PA
«ijiSiSft
%>.
SUSTAINED.
Double Carbon Electric Arc] Lamps
declared to belong to the Brush Electric Company, under
U, S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,

The broad

JITDGE

right to the use of

CRESHAM HOLDS:

1 That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
Lighting.

Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.
2 That

the

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

The Brush. Electric Company is assured by the most competent legal advisers
that under this Brush Patent, as interpreted by the U. S. Circuit Court, practically
all Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now offered for sale are

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the fall extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO M
f^OX>t 'VIT'a^XLe,

Manufacturers

SLATTERY

ol

X33.CL1AX1.£».

the

INDUCTION

The Most Oarefally Workedout and Complete Altematlaa

SYSTEM

System of Electric Idghtins

-OF-

la

Existence.

INCAMDESCBNT LIGHTIHG,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

-OF-

and

Oonverten

12-16 Candle Few*r

Lamps to the Mechanical Hon*
Power Guaranteed.

ARC LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE':
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

BTMN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

CHICAGO OFFICE, 85
1

W.

J.

Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

SPERRY ELECTRIC CO
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS
I

DYNAMO.

{

We

Invite

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Efficient.
Easily understood. Most Economical to operate and maintain.
Seventy (70) per cent, less wire in Armature divided into more sections than is found
in other systems. Producing a NON-PUIiSATING CURRENT.

Simple,

REGULATOR.

LAMPS.

of the

The only Regulator that will maintain a steady light through all changes—
from one light to a full load— without the necessity of maintaining a resistance

coil.

SAVING POWER

in exact proportion to circuit xequiiements.

Either Double or Single of neat deslga, very simple and
MATIC in operation, Easily understood.

Comparison in Respect

to the Perfect Steadiness of the Light

efficient.

ENTIRBLY AUTO-

Prodnced by Oar Systei.

HIGH TENSION ''''''-^^oo^fS^^liT.;.'^^^^.. OUR SPECIALTIES.

SPERRY ELECTRIC

CO.,

195 to 207 Canal

St.,

Chicago, III

,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

Vol. VI.

I

O cents per Copy.
No.

15, 1890.

7.

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MANTTPACTCREBS OF

t

COWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOYS,
IN INGOTS, SHEETS, KODS,

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,

PURE ALUMINUM.

S3 Chambers

St.,

New

ROLLING MILLS,
Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

THESE PEOPLE

JOHN

CHEEVER,

H.

Treas., 15

FB£I>.

Cbicago.

C.

A. Scott. Boston. Mass.

Hose

sivift

mnning-

niatliines.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS. RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

The Paul Seller Electrical Works. San Francisco CaJ. The Twin City FlecBliDn. The Nebraska Electric Co., Omalia, Xeb, The Soathern District Tele-

Biimingham, Ala.

&

Packing

"With smooth metallic rubber surface for use

on Dynamos and

OBGENBABBT,

H. Goode, Portland. Oregon,
,

Belting,

MACBINE BELTING,

'Westinshoase BnilfUns, PITTSBURGH:, PA.

«BOBGB TV^UiEX, XewXorb.
Supply Co.. ilinneapolis.

RUBBER FABRICS

HADE BY THE-

Rubber

sraph & Elect. Co

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Oldest and Largest Mannfactniers in the United States of

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO,
trtcal

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK BELTING &PACKINC CO

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES and CABLES VULCANIZED

A.

CATAI.oeiTE,

ase

111 Avcb Street,

sz:xjx< t2

-

Co.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
FOB
FAes
8Kin>

STEWART BUILDING,

Etelric

MANUFACTtTREKS OP AJUD
SD DEALERS IN

BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia. Cleaefand, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis. Minneapolis, Denoer.

(2121)

Standard
Tie

ELECTRIC

India-Bnlilier

and

Giitta-Ferclia InsnlatiDg Co.

Vulcanized India-Rubeer Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

UNDER WATER

Wires and Carles,
variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

MARINE

tric Cables, both
bles, to

any specification

to 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

cuits, g.ooo

per

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Navy Portables.

Silk.

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Pliable

installations

Offices: 159 Front Street,

S.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

Marine

any Millage

Two-Circuit Concen-

Three and Two-wire Caup

AND

to

or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

manufacturers of

CoNXENTRic Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

Cores

Cables, for
Search Lights.

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER COMFANT,
Solo Manufacturers of

COWLES' PATENTED

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledired Standard
Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to

BnUlc

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

E.

B.

for durable

and high

by a record

of over

all

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.
C

B

B

A.

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use.

All Sizes

Subterranean Use.
Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

McGLEES, General Manager,

Ctrr

^—Copper Wire.
all

Locationc

i6DeySt.,NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., Chicago, HI.,

Sole Agents for the West.

B.

5.— Two

SHOWING STVLB OP INSULATION.

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

ntaiated with a Blacky WeATHER-PRooP Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

C—Btftldcd CoMift
...

Samples fhmisbed upon ftpphcatiOB.

^.,,
PvnBi^

FACTORIES:
New Yorlu
ANSONIA, CONN.
(133 and 135 Wabash Ave., Chicago,
BAB£ AKD IWSIJI/ATED TfUCE SBE PAGE XXTIU.

WAREROOMS:

i 19 an'' 21 Cliff St..

1

FOB

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANWACTTJItEItS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales As[ent. - 19 Oey Street,
WORKS: SCSXHTECTJJDT, If. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
Ligliting Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
IIG Gravier St., New Oklean.s, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
310 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Fuancisco, Cal.

15,

1890

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc l>yiiamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without ia the least aflfecting the
others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current IiioundoitceBt

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Altci ->.tmi;^ Cmrt'iit

I).>

economy

effici-

of operation.

iianio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
chinery

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters

fail to

operate.

The
light-

:

ebruary

15,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, THE MITCHELL VANCE
&
(Snccessors to miTCHEI.1,, Tji^NCE

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Insnlating Joints,

Combination Fixtures,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

for

Incandescent Ligbting,

Pendants, ReHectors,

One H.

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

P. Gonstant Potential 9Iotor.

%

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-ox* TD

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

St.

and

1

SALESROOIVl,
836-38 Broadway and 13th

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

©

®
StsYGns Institute

of

Technology,

Hoboken, N.

BISHOP, GDTTA PERCHi

J.,

Feb.

I2, 1S89.

CO.,

^

Gentlemen :— I have made an extensive series of tests of your

^VHITE COBE ISDIA RUBBER

IKSlTLrATIOST,

under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion

OF PITTSBURGH,

INSULATION RESISTANCE

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

in

water, with the following results

PA.
OF

T"

Temperature

ELECTRIC LIGHT

—

Resistance

Time
Temperature
Kesistance

....

IN

MEGOHMS PER

MILE:

5 miu.
60= r.
3.200

1 hour.
60° F.

34 liours.
60= F.

10 dars.
60= F.

3,300

3,300

3,300

30 min.
40= r.
3,900

30 min.
115= F.
162

30 min.
167= F.
13

60= F.
3,300

30 TOLin.
200= E.
5.2

times given in the upper table are those between the immersion of the wire in
water and the making of the test.
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at which the tank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the lest was made.
The cable had been immersed in water for a month before the first temperature test

The

BlOBESfW SHADES

was made.
It will be observed that the temperature being at 60^ F. the resistance remained
constant at its highest point for .24 days, and than raised greatly on lowering the tem
peratureThe lowering of resistance by a rise in the temperature is a common characteristic
of all such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more affected
by this cause than was this one.
This wire also showed no deterioration from exposure to moist air, fresh plaster,
damp earth, etc., after several months' exposure. Its insulating power also was unafVery truly yours,
fected by alike exposure to illuminating gas.

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

(Signed)

m

HENRY MORTON.

AXiAFTlWD XO ALL,
729 BROADWAY,
(COH.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK,

c

PLACE), «nd

43 SIXTH AVE.,' PITTSBURGH, PA.

^.

©
ERNST HOEFER,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO,
r420'42e Ea9t:2eth:st./

NEW

yorKi

)
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CAKBOIV CO

Cle-vela-rLci, 0!b.io.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO.

JARVIS

ELECTRIC LIGHT

OLIVER STREET,

61

& POWER STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Anihracile Coal and Cokt

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tOSTOKT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

BOONOMIOAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contiactOTS can

make money by

acting as our agents.

regarding our

vx

new and improved

Wlien writing please state voltage and system used.
Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

Dynamo
|||A iirn

Belts Carried

in

Stock.

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

TNu Complete
Nbu For
Steam

Driving

CO..

SH.

18 Cortlandt Street.

New

information

York

City.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
And Western Agents

Perkins Incandescent

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

NI

and

Etc.

Dynamos.

MORSE & CO.'":rsr;ro.

EDISON

prices

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

Plants Furnished and Erected.

LNGL

-

For

54

AND

56

Lamp Company,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

ANUFACT ORING

ILL.

CO.

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COieieE:sr02^T^E]3:TCE3

SOnLiICITEID-

General Sales

JAMES

F.

KELLY

I

Ae:ent>

19 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

February

15,
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

P.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

CO..

MILWAUKEE, WIS,

Mannfactarers of and Bealere In

OjBEQUAJiED FOB ECONOMY OF F"DEIi. REGUTiATlTTY
MOTION. AND TiTrp A BTT.TT V IN U8K.

IT IS
I

BUILDERS

SOI-B

THE REYNOLDS

Pulleys, CSears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Off

CHICAGO BRANCH,

for our Catalosaes.

41 aii 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.
»^-

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

1

n^
m

FOR

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

1

^^—'^^A

/

Send for

620

F. ^^.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

COMPOUND.
16 Siie:, 5 to 500 2. P.

GEORGE CUTTER,

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND

of

Engine

for

well Built,

All
^

Economical,

6 Sizes

in

Stock,

5

to

50

H. P.

CHEiPEE TEAH A SlIBE VALVE,
Reliable.

Over 300

sold the first year.

above built strictly to Gauge -with Interchangeable Parts.
BepaiTS Gamed in Stock. Send for Xllustrated Catalogues.
tile

W. D. SARGENT,

Pres.

JOHN

A.

STATES.

-

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 ar,«,t;«™i,
™
BOSTON.
Hathaway Building,
T^g'^SS?:
PITTSBURGH,
WestinghouseBuaaiDg, f '^"Tf,;.^
*'"•
*
CHICAGO,
156, ISSXake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St.. M. R. Muckl4, Jr. & Co.
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW

!

ST. LOUIS,
KANSAS CITY,

Vice-Pres. and Cons Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Washington Ave.

)

^..,ho„i™
Fairbanks

Union Av-jiue.
\
'^ *-*
1330 Seventeenth Street, )
1619 Capitol Avenue, F. C. Aver.
OMAHA,
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Dilley & Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
TTE, MONT.
E.Granite St. f
Jlacliinery Co.
I

M

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

S<K, 304
.312

DENVER,

TheWestinghouseMachineCol

BARRETT,

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

IMEIi

3,000 in nse in all parts of the Civilized World.

AJT AnT01!i.TI0

Efficient

Agent.

WESTINGHDUSE

h'.*"^.'"

CCRKKNT.

AS'S^

HORNE, Manager

SIIVIPLICITY.

STANDARD. 'US
JUNIOR.
EHSME

Highly

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN
1 1

Street,

Incandescent Circuits

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

B ^^^^g ^^

Illustrated Catalogue.

I

WOIJND FOB

^^K

^22f_^

and the only

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Arc
/

^1

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

MOTORS

1

FOE

j

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

»'

rTijTj

N FRANCISCO,

21

RTLAND, OR.

33,

and23 Fremont St.. Parke .S: Lacy Co.
35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
lARLOTTE. N. 0. 36 College St., (.TT,„ri a T„„„irf„o nn
KThe D. A. Tompkins Co.
LANTA.GA.
45 S. Prior St.
LLAS, TEX.
Keating Imp. & Mch. Cor
ATTANOOGA,TENN.
C. E. James & Co.

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

A.

PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-8X W
£Lsl3.1nstorL St., IBxrooSs-lT-xi.,

Eltc.

CO.,

20". "S".,

MANUFACTtJEEES OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

"^oi-rf^^j^^-S^i^^^:

Sarriple-s and

Address JHE

pricQs

Etc. ^s^^css

apon

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

E^-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Pure Sheet Jfu53er

of Softest

erS^^

.4 J^GOODRICH

HAHDTVBBER G

%Hf\H^}^UBBEi};J^Q,mS

application.

B.r.G00DmCH
Co.
AKffON RUB BE
WORKS
ft

AKIfON, OHIO.

(PECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO

—^^ Send

for

Cst/ilogue.

ORDER

—

^:

1
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February

15,
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

flninh.

Key sockets, keyless

sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Ampere Meters.

any

lamps
All

Switches.

flt

socket.
to horse

Dynamos*

size

and style for two or three-

All candle powers, any voltage, and any efficiency up to twenty
power.

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

Every

tion.

influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Eveiy good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insiilating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation.

for complete installation, construction and
sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No

all,

and are diiectly re-

division of responsibility.

MAIK DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Central
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
Mountain "
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

February
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REMOVAL.
niiii^um mmiiiiriiuBiBiiii

We

Our Friends and the Trade
generally to call upon us in

Invite

our

116

new

quarters,

& 118 FRANKLIN ST..
WHERE WE ARE NOW LOCATED AND

DOING BOSINESS.

Our very much increased

facilities en-

able us to carry a larger stock, a

more

and to make shipments promptly and with better

diversified line,
care,

than formerly.

We invite all to give us a call and if this
cannot be done in person, send us
your orders instead, which
will be appreciated.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO
^ XSLECTRIGAI.

116

& 118

Franklin

St.,

SUPPLIBS^!^
-

Chicago,

111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

1890

15,

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices,
Correspondence Solicited.

229 La

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO,

LOGKWOOD AMMETER
»°

QUEEN CITY ELECTRIC

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

Circuits.

Lockwood Instniment

Co.,

TWO

FIRST PRIZE COLD MEDALS 1888.

—or^E:

Griswold Street,

91

CO.,

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

POLARITY INDICATOR

For Arc and Incandesce nt

Salle Street,

MOST EFFICIENT.

—

F-CDF?
MOST EFFICIENT.

ENGINEERING CO.

POND

707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"

St., St.

Louis.

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

City.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

Erected Ready for Service.
BPBCIAI1TIK8 :-Tbe ArmiDgton & Sims Engine, Steel Boilers,
ard Rocking and Sheffield Grates,

WM.

S.

CAPACITY.

I1A.TB8T CATAl,OGirE8.

TUBNBR.

.T.

LESTER WOODBBIDGE.

for Electric Light

—AND—

ECONOMICAL.

E. T. GiLLiLAUD, Vice-President.

President.

Motors for Running
ELEVATORS,

FANS, PUMPS AND

We give an Absolute

The Empire City Electric
15 Dey Street,

New

Co.,

and

York,

EltEGlHlGJlIi
ALL,

SAL.ESR001H,

CINCINNATI, 0.

St.,

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AWi> CUT-OFF coiTPiiiares.

-

vise-like grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Dlsengaqement of clutches Is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good record, running through five years.
Experts are Invited to examine peculiarities.

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH
AND

ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Send for 1889

BROS.,

81 and 83 Fulton

St.,
MOI.E A6ENTH

TAMARACK OSCEOLA COPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

New

York.

DOLLAR BAY, MICH.

Cataloflfne.

ECI^rPSE WIXDEXGJrNE CO.,

Beloit, l^Tis.

WESTEKSI A«iEXT
EliECTKICAl, DBPARTMESIT
W. COI/BVRSI'S
MEW HAVRSI CLOCK CO.
»YNA9IOt» AXD 3IOTOBS.

IVEt^TERN A«ES!T
I.

LEWISOHN

FACTORY AIVD

& 60 Longworth

SUPPLIES

HINDS FOK

OENERAL MACHINERY.

Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

58

OF

READY.

ISOLATED PLANTS and C ENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

C3or-tla,xxdt Stx-eel:, STexn^ '7'orls..

Madden,

Power.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Designs and KHtlmates SnbBilttefL

7-3i

O. E.

Horse

and Contractors.

COMPIiETB EQUIPMEIVT OF EltECTRIC BAIIiWATi^.
Steam Plants

50

ETEB

IKTOODBRIDGB & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

1-8 to

LIGHTS'

Ireson Link Belt, Stand-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Famp, Kortlng Injector, eto.

Bgyp FOB

MOTOR

DYNAMO
25 to 500

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

HARMOUXT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC
G. A.

MANAGER

3I5--32I

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.

BARE COPPER WIRE
ALFRED
HARD DRAWN WIRE

FOK

WE»iTEitN A4.ENT

Guaranteed made from Best Lake Superior Copper.

^^^^B

For Telephone and Electric Railway Use a Specialty.

SOFT ANNEALED WIRE

ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

MOORE'S
IS'iO.

i

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

Electric Light, Annunciator

for

F.
(K.STABLISIIKD

fact,

and Office Wires.

every kind of Wire

known

Incandescent anJ' Buttery Conls;
Trade.

lo the Elcctiica)

in

February

15,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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^^^^^S

'JSS'^iCr''

i Co^'y"^-

IMPROVED CORLISS "ELEOTRIG LIGHT"

HORIZONTAL ENGINES.
The Best of Mate-

ROOT'S

NEW WATER TUBE

ABSOLUTELY SAFE, SIMPLE

IN

CONSTRUCTION, EASILY ERECTED, VERY ECONOMICAL.

rials only are used
in their construction,

resulting

-^

great

in

Durability,

while

the

"Cut-Off"

de-

vice

insures

the

most Economical use
of Fuel yet acc:
plished.

m-

Recent lojproveraents in the Construction of these Engines
Place Them Decidedly in the lead as an Engine
Specially Adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS,

A.
H.
10

ROGERS,

j'oixxL St., oKTE-^T^r

-sron^.

General Manufacturing and

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
AGENT FOE THE

Celebrated Tanlte

EMERY WHEELS.
Sole Agent in the

XJ.

MONCREIF'S

SCOTCH GAUGE
CLASSES.

IRON BARROWS,

IN

USE FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

S. for

JACKS, LEATHER BELTING.

Adopted by

thi;

Electric Light Companies of Cincinnati, Louisville, Detroit,
bus, Pliiladelphja and many otheis.

ABENDROTH

^

ROOT MFC.

28 CLIFF STREET,

NEW

CO.,

YORK.

BRANCHES: BOSTON, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA,

NBW

Colum-

ORLEANS.

—

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
JOB. B.

MOOBS,

WM.

Freaident.

-fiOS

_

H.

FITZQUBALD,

aod S7

gg

(

PBICE

FISHEB,

Seoretary.

DETROIT, MICH.

''®'

\

and

Contracting.

ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.

Fort AVaj ne EleotrU- Co.
"C & C" Electric Motor Co.
The Okonite Co.
Sawj er-Man Eleeti-ic Co.
Star Iron Tower Co.
Benedict-Bnrnham Mfg. Co.
Rockford Electric Mfg. Co.

THE CORRECT THING AT LAST.

Wires

Send for Oar

^a

"COIiDENSED

E.

Gratiot ^^^*^

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS.
j

GEO.

Treaaurer.

ElBClrlcal EnglaBBilng
REPRESEXTIXG

Februar)' 15, 1S90

-AMD-

LIST'

Cables.

I
Are BO well known, comment is unneceeeary. Samples of any of the
above famished on application. These wires are put

np on

reels or coils, as desired.

WIBE highly pollBhed, fire-proof
OVB UWBEB'WBITKRS'
and durable— eqial to any In the market.
is

WEATHER-PROOF

4
Combination Incandescent Shade.
jrO SHADE HOI.DER REQUIREB.

WIRE

An Elegant Dispersion

la triple-braided, aatarated

No

with

proof material,
finished, and will
withstand chafing, and is
equal in all respects to the
best weather-proof wire
made; has stood the test
of years; is made by one
of the oldest and most reliable manafaclitrersln the
bofllneaa. Tlile wire is in
use In all 'argecltieewhere
a good grade of insulation
flre

-

Neat, Tasty and Ornamental.

MISCELLANEOUS WIRES.
WE CAN FURNISn
JHAGNET WIBB.BAKe COPPBB
IVIBE, CiEBUAN HILTER WIBE,
EtC^ UPON snORT NOTICE.

PRICES

ON APPLICATtON.

if

Immense Magnifying Power.
you use this.
Can be used with any system.

Non-breakable, nothing to get out

smoothly

is

of Light.

Light Wasted,

you require anything Electrical, confer with

PER DOZ.

llectrlcal Construction,
Electrical

FOR ANY SYSTEM.
Over 40,000Sold by ns in Three Montlis.
TfBITK FOB PBJCE8, ETC.

We are alwaysglad lo name sreclal prices on lartre ortlerfl.
our arraDRementB being such that we can invariably meet
manufacturers' prices. W© hope to receive a share of your
valuable patronage, and assure you of prompt shipment
and lowest market prices. Our customers will always receive the benefit of any decline In the market.

WIRE GUARD

FOR

ELECTRIC LAMP.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)
The advsntsges of this Guard can be seen at a glance. le prevents the breakine of laniDS.
ca3te comparatively no sliadow, reqttlres no shade holder, is inexpenBlve, and can be placed
on the socket withoat

PRICES:

difliculty.

One Dozen Lots, - - $2.60 per "Dozen.
225
Two " '" "
a.oo
"
Three "
"
One Hundred or Over, 1.76
-

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER.
Electrical Supplies and Specialties.
A LARGE STOCK OP
LAMPS, SOCKETS,
8W1I0HEB,
OUT-OUTS,
TAPES, GLOBES,
SHADES. PISS,
BEAOKETS,
INSULATOES,
CLEATS, TUBING,

AND ALL
APPLIANCES FOE
ALL ELEOTEIC
LIGHTING

INCANDESCENT

IVood.

"K.

IN

Hardwood

IVOOB

The Cap

35
of

26 or

WEATHEEPEOOr

in

WIEE,

or Porcelain.

Cents Each,

less, net.

60, X<y'

100. 15i
200. 20^.
300, SO;: and 6:i
600, 20,i and 10?

.

40 Cents EachPORCRL.«IK
(Porcelain.)
In Quantities of 2S or less, net.
"
"
Discount.
60. 10;£
"
do
" lOO, lO^andD:^
"
" 200, 16:i
do
"
do
" 300, 16 and 6;;
"
*'
do
600 or over, 20;^

ALL SIZES,
OKOSITE WIRES
AND CABLES,
OEFIOE,

DISCOUNTS

DISCOUNTS (Wood)

In Quantities
"
"
'
"
"
*'
*•
"
"

WIBE,
ALL SIZES.

THE MARKET.

Beautifully Finished
Is Detachable. Contact Firm and Durable.
Adapted for Cleat Mouldln^f or Concealed Work. They
Are an Ornament to Any Koom or Building'
liVeare the Manufacturers' Ae:ents for llichivsD. Ohio and Indiana.
:
ii=>i=ei

It ia Double-Pole.

SYSTEMS
UNDEEWKITEES'

W." CUTOUT AND ROSETTE,

THE NEATEST AND BEST INDIVIDUAL CUT-OUT

..Discount.

do
do
do
do

Merchandise.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

required.

Porcelain.

us.

Electric Light Wiring.

of order.

25c. EACH, OR 82.7S
SPBCIAL DISCOUNT TO THB TRADE.

NOTICE THE PRICE,

If

Electric Lighting Plants,

AHNDNOIATOE
AND

MAGNET
Write us for

"WIBES.

Prompt Sbipiiient]Gnaraiiteed.

I

February

15,
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Western Electric Co. s
ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
WITH ALL NECESSARY APPURTENANCES.

INCANDESCENT.

ARC, Hieh

or

Low Tension,

Arc Lamps, ?000, 1500, 1200 Candle Power.
HIGH OR LOW TENSION,
SINGLE OR DODOLE,
Simple

economical in operation, and perfect in regulation
are prepared to estimate on plants, either with or without power.

in construction,

We

Western Electric Company
CHICAGO.
LONDON.
NEW YORK.
ANTWERP.
BERLIN.

9

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

15,

1890

MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

MOTOR WITHOUT

H

MOTOR WITH ADJUSTABLE

BASE.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

CO.,

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

BASE.

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

The

Special

Form

of

Power

Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

February

15,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

s

SXKIVI

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By

Dynamos

for

500

to

Alternate Currents.

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

mWESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Pittsburgh, Fa.,
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

XT.

S. A.
CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE,

ST. LOUIS,

DALLAS.

"
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FRAUD! FRAUD!
RECOGNIZING THE POPULARITY OF THE

SAWYER-MAN LAMPS

3

UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS MANUFACTURE LAMPS
IN BASES STAMPED

"SAWYER-MAN PATENTS.
THESE MANUFACTURERS BEING FINANCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
Hereby Gives Notice

that

it

CO.

Will Enforce

THE STRINGEIMT LAWS
REGARDING FRAUDULENT PATENT-MARKS

AGAINST THE USERS OF SUCH LAMPS.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
510-534

WEST

23d ST.,

NEW YORK.

CO.,

February

15,
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA.,
Safety

in

U. S. A.

Electric Ligliting.

All systems having the main wires connected directly with
wires on premises are dangerous.
With an alternating system, the lighting may be done without
any electrical connection between the house wires and the. main
converter in an alternating system separates the mains
wires.
from the house wires and constitutes an impassable barrier between
the current in the high tension street wires and that used for
lighting the lamps in the houses.
perfect converter requires two coils separately wound, separately insulated, and separated from each other and the core.
The
converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is the only
device which fills this requirement.
converter not only separates the street mains from the house
wires, but it limits the quantity of current that can be transferred
from the street mains to the house.
In an experience of 265 central stations, employing 25,000 converters, there has been no case in which any connection has been
established between the current carried on the street mains and
the wires in the houses, by lightning or otherwise, and there has
been no case of accident to any consumer or upon the premises*

A

A

A

Generating Apparatus for over 300,000 Lamps sold this year.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

BRKNCH
Boston.
'

New

York.

Chicago.
Portland.

OF=FICeS:

St. Louis.

Charlotte.

Cincinnati.

Pallas,

San Francisco,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

15,
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The only

The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Electric

Railways.

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL
What are

the Essential

Features

Electric Railway

in any Comprehensive
System?

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent
Line, or

Number

Less

Length

of

Thereby only can be secured
sure.

Uniform

guarantee to operate a ten mile
Double Track System with

will

Thirty Car,
Less Engine Power;

Dynamo

of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

The Sprague Company

Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
Electrical PresMore Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

Absolute Reliability of Service.
Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
OOMPAirr CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
GXTARANTBB, AND ACCOMPLISH
IT TO THE LETTER.

Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
Single Liever Movement for Motor Control;

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St..

New

&

MOTOR COMPANY,

York.

Building,

Rialto

Cliicago.

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
S^pEXY

A New and Improved Metbod of Eqnlppine Bnlldlnes with an Insulated Tube Conduit for any System of Electric
ooAc^xzia'ixia'G;-:
— Absolate immnnlty from

WlTiiig;>

electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY — Perfect access to concealed wires.
futnre expenee.
ECONOMY— ^nial! cost ot installation, and freedom from
OUPABIL'TY— Ab«oluteiy moieture-proof tabe and appUancee, insnrinf; longevity of

CONVENIENCE— ^y^teme of

electric wiring

may

be laid out on original plane in a

FOK

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

CXBCCI.AJR8,

wiree.
elmilar to that employed for gas, water and eteam piping; the conductors

manner

PRICE riST

A.NI>

may

be drawn in at pleasure.

HfSTRVCTIOBTS, ADDRESS,

154

CO.,

AND

156

WEST 27TH

ST..

NEW YORK

CJTY.

^'^-^

CHARLES MUNSON.Prest.
FRANKGMOSSfSECY &TREAS.

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

PlTTSBUF^GH

SPECIAL.

.

^^S^tiy^

Ni^YORK.

28,30,32,34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted
to be pure

THE PAISTE SPECIALTIES

Switches
CUT-OUTS (new), 6<S tTTAC HMENTS (new),

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

Orleans.

SL

work, ard guaranteed
and to give perfect

USE THE BEST INSULATION,
& B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS.

The CELEBRATED P.
Etc.

Exhibited at Kansas City Electrical Convention by Mr. Wm. R. Hood.

OVERCOAT POCKET.
The
LOOK'] HIM UP.

Found

New

satisfaction.

STRONGGASES; also
WATERPROOF WRAPPING and INSULATING PAPERS.

Thoroughly

Exhibit

CANAL

SanFfjangisgo.

MOISTURE and WEATHER

EST ALKALIES, STRONG
P.

&

B.

We

ACIDS,

manufacture a special

Proof, resist the

FUMES

VARMSH

for

and

ARMATURES,

and

FIELD COILS.

59 Maiden Lane,

in his

Standard Paint Co.,

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Electric Lighting in

Kansas

City.

well supplied with electric lights and several of its stations are of more
In the last few numbers
than ordinar_Y interest.
of the Western Electrician several of these

Kansas

stations

FEBRUARY

CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

City, Mo.,

have been

is

illustrated.

The engravings

which are presented herewith, illustrate the other important plants in Kansas City.
.\MERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.
Fig. I gives a view of the arc light plant of
the American Electric Light company, which

FIG.

I.

located at the intersection of Twentieth and
Central streets.
There are eight dynamos in the
station, four Ball machines and four American
generators. Only five of the machines are shown
in the cut.
The plant has a capacity of 250 arc
lights.

Fig. 2 gives a view of a corner of the plant in
which a Heisler dynamo of a capacity of 300 32The cut also
candle power lamps is located.
The dynamo
shows the new Heisler regulator.
The steam
was installed about a month ago.
generating plant consists of three boilers which
have a combined capacit)* of 300 horse power.
The dynamos are operated by two New York
safety engines and one Armington S: Sims engine.
The American Electric Light company
was organized in February, 188S, by M. S. PorM. S. Porter, H. M. Porter and O. W. Ditsch.

No.

1890.

is president and
general manager; H. M.
Potter is secretary and treasurer, and R. McThe company proMillan is superintendent.
poses soon to e.xtend and improve its plant.
A
franchise is now before the Kansas City council
giving it the privilege of extending its system,

and of bidding for

city lighting.

INTER-STATE ELECTRIC LIGHT COJIPANV.
Fig. 3 presents a view of the station
Inter- State Electric Light company.

namos

are

si.K

in

number

as

—AMERICAN

of

The

follows:

Two

&

States

The 800 cells are loa storage battery system.
cated in five sub-stations.
The Inter-State Electric Light company was
organized in 1&88 with Frank K. Moody as president; John D. Cruse, secretary; M. L. Sargent,
treasurer;
Paul W. Bossart, superintendent.
Other members of the company were: Samuel
E.
F. Scott, E. L. Martin, and Geo. M. Myers.
P. Brink is the present president, Robert Moody
is secretary, and T. F. Clohesy
is
the general

110- volt

incandescent

dynamo

of 300-

and one Brush 60-light arc machine.
The incandescent lamps used are of 16candle power. The engine which may be seen
lights capacity,

baclc-ground in the cut,

is

belted

directly

dynamos, the main shaft being extended
so as to accommodate the two pulleys.
The
middle pulley, to which the incandescent mato the

ELECTRIC LIGHT COJIPANY

Hawkeye, two Fort Wayne Jenney, one Rae and
one Fisher. These machines supply with curThe steam plant
rent 2,000 incandescent lights.
consists of five Buckeye boilers of loo-horse
power capacity each, three Buckeye engines of
200, 150 and 35-horse power, and one Ideal enThe company operates
gine of 75-horse power.

manager.

Fig. 4 illustrates the electric light plant in the
packing house of George Fowler
Son, Kansas
City.
The two machines in service are a United

in the

the
dy-

7.

ISOLATED PLANTS.

ter

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN KANSAS CITY

is

15,

S

ARC PLANT.

chine
clutch.

is

belted,

is

provided

with

a

friction

of this, the last named mathrown into of out of action as

By means

chine can be
desired, without affecting the arc dynamo.
The Centropolis hotel electric light plant contwo Edison dynamos which are illussists of
The plant consists of one
trated in Fig. 5.
Heine boiler of loo-horse power, one Heine
boiler of 75-horse power and one tubular boiler
of 50-horse power, and one Ide engine of 100horse power.
The new dry-goods house of the Doggett Drygoods company, is lighted by 60 arc lights and
215 incandescent lamps of the Brush system.

The plant which is shown in Fig. 6, is located in
a space under the sidewalk, 42x9 feet, and was
The current was
installed in just three weeks.
turned on just two days after the plastering in

"
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The boilers,
the building had been finished.
which are three in number, are of the tubular
type. They are of So-horse power capacity each.
The engine is a Reynolds-Corliss of 75horse
power. There are two 30-light arc dynamos and
one incandescent machine. All the circuits, both
arc light and incandescent, are connected with
one ash switch-board. S. J. Rosamond, the engineer in charge of the plant, superintended
every detail of its installation.

Kansas City Convention of the National
Electric Light Association.

On

account of the Kansas City convention of
National Electric Light association the
Westkkn Electkici.\x is published this week
several days earlier than the date which it bears.
There is every reason to believe that the meetFor the
ing will be successful in all respects.

FU.. 3.

vention, the

programme

is

will

KLI-

attend the con-

appended:

Subject; "Safety Devices in
Prof. Eiihu Thomson.
Electric Light Installations."
Subject not yet announced.
Prof. Henry A. Rowland.
Prof. Rowland has consented to present a paper based
with
the
members of the association,
upon a correspondence
now being carried on by the secretary, for the purpose of
ascertaining with what technical c|uestions connected with
the art of electric lighting they find the greatest difiiculty.
Thomas A. Edison will give an address the subject of
which is not yet announced by phonograph which will reproduce Mr. Edison's voice loud enough to be heard in all
.\s but few persons have ever heard
parts of the house.
Mr. Edison speak in public, this address from the phonograph will be of unusual interest,

—

—

Frank

struction."
Subject:
Recent Edison Central
C. J. Field.
Station and the Results thus far Obtained."
Menry W. Pope. Subject; 'How Our Paths May be
Paths of Peace.
C. C. Haskins. Subject; "Prodigality in Economy."
E. F. Peck, in the discussion of M. L. Law's paper,
will give the results of his numerous tests of arc light car.
bons.

"A

Reports wil be made by the

following corn-

mittees:

the

convenience of those who

T. Carpenter Smith. Subject: "\ Universal System of
Central Station .Accounts."
A. J. De Camp. Subject: "The Cost of the Products
of Central Stations."
Subject: "Central Station ConC. J. II. Woodberry.

Sprague.
Subject: "Electricity as .'\pplied to
Street Railways."
Subject; "The History and Theory of
F. E. Sickles.
J.

Steam Engine."
George H. liabcock. "Subject: "The Economic Generation of Steam."
Myron D. Law. .Subject; "Nine Years with the .\rc
the

Lamp."
Subject; "Line Insulation from the
C. A. Harber.
Standpoint of Practical Experience."

The executive committee, (",. \V, Hart, chairman: committee on patent legislation. Arthur Stewart, chairman;
committee on underground conduits and conductors. E. T.
Lynch, Jr., chairman; committee on harmonizing electric
and insurance interests, I*. H. .Vle.xander, chairman;
committee to confer with Mavor Grant in regard to the international e.\posilion of l8g2. Dr. Otto A. Mos'S. chaTlight

CTRIC I.ICEirlNC IN KANSAS CrrV

man; committee on

— INTER STATK

electrical data,

EI.F.CTRIC LIC

February

comn.ittee to memorialize congress on the abolition of cus.\. IJrown, chairman; committee on
electrical execution, E, W. Maher, chairman; committee on
standardization of potential on electric street railways, E.
T. Lynch, Jr., chairman; national committee on stale and
municipal legislation, A. R. Foote, chairman.

In order to do this it was found necessary
to secure possession of an old franchise for put
ting down cables.
This franchise was granted

two years ago and

will e.vpire in a few months
unless the company takes advantage of it.
The
residents of St. Louis are not satisfied with this
arrangement. One instance of this opposition
is related in
the following dispatch from St.
Louis; "A pronounced opposition to the laying
of cable tracks on Broadway is springing up in
North St. Louis among the property-owners
along the route, who prefer the overhead electric
wires to cable tracks on the street.
'I'l.e objectionable feature of the cable track is the open
slot and flat rail in the middle of thetrack which
the North Broadway people consider would
prove injurious to the vehicle traffic on the
This is the line which is owned by the
street.
Holmes .syndicate of Chicago, which decided a
few days ago to cable theentire line."

HT SIAriON.

The
Street

The announcement

St. Louis.

that a powerful

company

had been organized to furnish a complete rapid
transit system in St. Louis, served to awaken
considerable interest in the scheme, and when it
was further announced that elevated roads would
be constructed for the business portion of the
city with cable or electric lines
for cross town
traffic, it was agreed that St. I^ouis
had solved
the rapid transit problem.
It now appears that
the announcement of this scheme was premature.
The elevated road project fell through for want
of financial backing, but it was afterward announced that cable lines would be introduced by
Chicago capitalists, known as the Holmes syndi-

directors of the Benton- Bellel'ontaine
railway, St. Louis, held a meeting a few

ago and decided

days

e(|uipment of
er.

The company
it,

to solicit bids for the
with electrical inotive powhas a franchise to et|uip its

its line

line with electricity

and

Rapid Transit for

1890

cate.

A. R. Foote, chairman;

toms duty on copper, C.

15,

from Cass avenue northward,

like that of the

Broadway

line, will e.vpire

unless work is begun by .April 4.
It is
the intention of the company to e.xtend the tracks of
this line northward to the cemeteries in the near
future.
F.Iectric motor cars will be used on the
full lenirth of the line.

Joint

Ownership of Poles

The board

in

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati has
adopted a novel rule in regard to the erection of
poles for electric wires in that municipality.
Under this rule but one line of poles for electric
light and power purposes can be put along each
street, and so far as possible, the lines must be
confined to the side streets and alleys.
The
company which first secures the right of way can
of

public affairs

in

February

15,
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i8go

its poles under the direction of the board,
and place upon them such cross irons and wires
Should a second company wish to
as it desires.
run a line along the same street it has the priv-

locate

ilege, after

obtaining the

necessary

from the board, of attaching
wires to the

poles

second company

is

company one-half

of the

obliged
of

the

its

first

to

permission

and
company. The
pay to the first
cross irons

value

of the poles.

duction balance for studying the

changes

77
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resistance and impedance of wires carrjnng alternating currents, and the like.
In my own
case, having an Excelsior dynamo running at
1,050 revolutions per minute with sixteen sections to the armature coils and double brushes,
I have 1,760 fluctuations
per second, which I
utilize as follows: In any convenient place on
the dynamo line I place a helix of heavy wire

primary

coil interfering with that heard in the
telephone.
In view of the annoyance caused in
our telephones by adjacent electric light wires,
there is a sort of justice in utilizing their fluctuations in this way whenever their wires come
within reachable distance of one's laboratory, or
workshop, as they frequently do. On testing an
adjacent Thomson-Houston line in this manner
I get a much lower note, due of course to the
slower speed and their three-part commutator.
One need not insert a coil even in the dynamo's
circuit, but merely wrap a sufficient number of
turns of thoroughly insulated wire around the
straight wire of the dynamo and connect this
with the telephone coil.
The induction will be
sufficient for most purposes, and no injurious
induction or impedance will be thrown back on
the primary line.
As a source of alternating current of small
strength easily obtained, and
avoiding the
trouble of batteries, induction coils, etc., and
having moreover what is so desirable in many
experiments, that is, a definite periodicity whose
value is quickly determined, it occurred to me
that although many of your readers had doubtless resorted
to it and used it for a long time,
there might be others to whom the suggestions
would not be without interest.

Electric Lighting in Chicago.
By John P. Barrett.

FIG.

2.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN KANSAS CITY- -HEISLER

DYNAMO AND REGULATOR
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THE AMERJCAN ELECTRIC LIGHT

STATION.

The board acts as arbitrator in fixing the value
Should a third, company desire to
of the poles.
string wires along the same street and occupy
the same pole, it can do so after obtaining the
board as before acting
as arbitrator in fixing the value of the pole, and
the new company pays each of the other comThis rule to be
panies one-sixth of the value.
extended to the limit of the carrying capacity of
necessary permit, the

and many turns, and within this I put an iron
Over the core I slip a sec:)ndary coil of
any convenient size, according to the loudness
of the current I desire, and conduct the secondary current produced in this coil by the pulsacore.

dynamo in the primary, to an ordinary Kohlbrausch cylinder bridge where I use
tions of the

The inception of our underground system iu Chicago
The city electrical department erected a
occurred in 187S.
new pole route through one of Chicago's select residence
districts.
The residents strenuously objected to the pole>-,
and a committee of their number waited upon me in reference to the matter.
I stated to them that the line might
be placed underground, but that the city did not furnish
for
placing
it.
the
means
so
They
volunteered to defray the e.\pense and the poles were removed and S40 feet of two-inch wrought iron pipe was laid
about three feet below the surface and the exterior of the
pipe treated with a liberalamount of tar and linseed oil.
In this pipe two kerite wires were placed.
These wires
are in service to-day, and are giving as good service as the
day they were placed under ground. We have had no occasion to touch them and they have not deteriorated to any
appreciable extent.
From this date on the underground
question was agitated, and in 1S83 the common council
ordinance
requiring
all electric conductors to be
passed an
placed underground.
In accordance with this ordinance
the various companies doing business in the city, after exhausting all means to evade it, adopted various systems for
placing the wires underground, z'/c. . Dorsett conduit,
Johnstone conduit, iron pipe, wooden boxes, in which cable was placed and the space between the box and cable
was filled with bituminous concrete, conduits of creosted

Should that be exceeded, the pole
the pole.
must be replaced by a new and larger one. The
theory is that each company occupying poles
should have equal ownership and equal rights
on all the poles along any right of way. Great
opposition is made to the policy by several companies, who assert that the rule will work an inA number of injunction suits
justice to thera.
have been filed by the Brush company against
the Jones Bros.' Electric company, and others
are in contemplation by the light and power
companies of the city. The outcome and practical operation of this rule will be watched with
interest

by the

entire electrical fraternity.

A

Makeshift.

By Prof. J. E. Davies.
Possibly many of the readers of the Western
Electrician who have tried the usual method
of Kohlrausch for determining the resistances of
electrolytes with an alternating current and a

telephone bridge, have experienced the annoyance arising from the noise of an induction coil.
When used as a source of alternating current,
even if placed at a distance or in another room,
the coil is often loudly intrusive when one is
trying to judge accurately of the neutral point in
Having no access to any other
the telephone.
source of alternating current, like myself, they
may not for that reason have used the method
as much as they otherwise would. I have thought
a simit might not be uninteresting to describe
ple makeshift which I have for some time found
In view of the present plentiful
convenient.
distribution of so-called continuous current dynamos, this makeshift may prove useful for many
other purposes where a gentle alternating current of almost perfectly steady periodicity is required; as for example, in Lord Rayleigh's in-

LIGHTIM^, IN

any self-made telephone receiver as a detector
In this way one can
instead of a galvanometer.
resistance of
determine very rapidly the
batteries, polarizing solutions of all sorts, and of
The primary
course ordinary wire resistances.
coil on the dynamo circuit may be placed only a
few feet from one's table, being thrown in or out
by a switch as desired, without the noise of the

;i<'
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wood and

the fowler IWCKINO
The

H(.>t"SE.

took the initial
steps, and up to the present date has placed underground
feet
of
iron
pipe,
1,200 feet
20,441 feet of conduit, 474,097
of wood trough. 126,443 feet of cable from 5 to 4oconductors, 120 miles electric light, 65 miles single wires, with
263 manholes, 16S handholes. The various companies have
placed underground 65 miles of conduit, and 5,000 miles
vitrified

sewer pip^.

city

of wires.
The wire so placed underground embraces all branches of
the service, r/:..- telegraph, telephone, police, fire alarm.
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la 1879 I installed a two-arc dynaNorth Side water works, and placed two arc
on the cupola of the water works tower, with a view
to experimenting with electric lights from an elevated point.
This, I think, was the origin of ihe present tower system
in use in this country, and was the first public electric light

was decided to light the entire city in a similar manner.
The city was divided into twelve electric light districts.
Each district is to have a power station located as near the
center as possible; from each power station a main subway
district from
boundary
is to be built extending across the
line to boundary line, decreasing in duct space from power

operated in the city of Chicago.

station toward the boundarj' line; from these feeder conOn all streets where fire
nections are made to the lamps.
or police boxes, engine houses or police stations are located,
enough duct space has been provided to accommodate the

electric lighting, etc.

mo

in the

lights

was installed in iSSi, with
increased (o date to b,2'0
lights, representing an investment of over $2,000,000.

The

40

first

lights,

central station plant

and

that

number has

15, icc,o

for electric light cables a guarantee was required that the
insulation resistance should not be less than 500 megohms
per mile and that they should not materially deteriorate
lor the space of two years after being in service on an electric light circuit having a voltage of from 2.500 to 3,000
volts and a current of from g to 12 amperes; or a voltage
of from 1)00 to 1,200 volts and a current of from iS to 20
amperes.
The cables are placed in the conduit by manufacturers,
,\n electric light post possessing some peculiar
advantages, has been designed and adopted.
It consists
of a hollow iron base extending from the sidewalk to a
height of seven feet.
hollow wooden pole extends
through the iron base to a height of nine feet above the
iron base; the iron post is tlrmly secured to the top and
bottom of the iron post.
There are two doors on opposite
sides of the iron base, at a height of five fett from the sidewalk and a removable panel is located near the bottom.
frame and hood extend from the top of the wooden pole
and have but one standard or support. Inside of one of the
doors if placed a wooden box containing a double-pole
arc light switch.
In the other door is a receptacle for a fire
alarm box.
The panel can be removed to facilitate the
handling of cables.
The advantagesof th's pole are many:
first and pre-eminent in importance is the safety it offers to
human life, as in case of accident to the lamp, the workman can entirely disconnect it from the rest of the circuit
without a poss'bility of contact with the conductor, by
throwing the sw itch near the base of the pole. The wooden
pole is a semi-insulator and is much safer to work from
than an iron pole, should it be necessary to regulate the
lamp while burning.
The hollow space between the iron
and the wooden pole offers a receptacle not only for an
electric light sviitch and fire alarm box, where the latter is
needed, but if in the future the city should need incandescent lighs for city or private use, tlere is room for a
convtritr by which a high tension current can be changed
i. to a low tension current for incandescent lighting.
The
sii gle siandaid or s pport for the lamp only gives off
one
shadow and that can be directed against the part of the
i.et.rest building \\ here it will be the least objecticnable.
have ventilated our South bide conduit by running a
pipe from the niculh of the conduit to the chimney in the
This has proved lo be the most practical
Cily Hall.
scheme for ventilatirg conduits that has come within my
experience, and is oi.e that can be readily and cheaply
The lights operated by
applied in any portion of tl e city.
the city are operated all night every night in the year and
I
consider it practico't about iS or 19 cents per night.
cal to place electric conductors underground and think it
the only safe place for heavy conductors such as are reOur
quired for the transmission of light and power.
experiments with underground wires commenced in the
early stages of the art, and up to the present time we have
been very successful, and I have no hesitation in asserting
that we can work them to as high a voltage as would be
The only objection that
considered safe on aerial lines.

A

A

We

ELFXTRIC I.ICIITING IN "KANSAS CITY— DOGGETT COMPANY
All electric light and power wires are subject to a rigid
inspection under city ordinance—the inspector being apAll elecpointed by the superintendent of city telegraph.
tric light wires in the city are underground. Telegraph, teleconduits,
placed
in
the
same
phone and electric light wires are
In 18S3, a franchise was granted the Sectional Electric Lfnderground company to build underground conduits for

This company built about seven
miles of conduit in the business district of the city and
rents space in the same at the annual rale of $1,000 per
mile per ouct, the city being allowed the use of one duet
free of charge.
In 1S87 it was decided to install an arc plant for lighting
The cable was placed
the bridges and the Chicago River,
in a two inch iron pipe and laid underground between the
dock and building line, and divided into four circuits from
three to five miles in length operating 105 2,000 candle
The following year a street lighting
powerarc lights.
plant was installed anu consolidated with the original plant,
making twelve circuits from one to five miles in length.
The potential of the original four circuits was from Soo to
The twelve present circuits range from 350
1,100 volts.
Each conductor canies a current of from 18 to
to 1,100.
20 amperes. The apparatus used is of the low tension
have in use five different sizes and makes of
pattern.
cable, viz.: Patterson, Ccbb. Waring Keith and Okonite.
The cables for the street lighting plant were placed in conIron pipe laid in the earih
duits of various kinds, viz
without other protection, iron pipe laid in concrete, iron
pipe cement-lined laid in concrete, Dorsett conduit ^hich
consists of multitubular blocks of bituminous concrete
about four feet long. Manholes are built of brick and are
placed from 230 to 450 feet apart, of a rectangular shape,
averaging about 46 inches long by ^o inches wide by 4^
to 9 feet deep with double iron covers one of which is set
below the grade and made water-tight by packing, the
All the iron pipe was
other set on a level with the street.
carefully plugged to remove burrs and reamed at ends.
All the conduits and pipes are laid with a pitch or difference of grade from 6 inches to i foot, so as. to drain into
the manholes, thus disposing of all drip from condensed
The conduits are practically gas and water
moisture.
In support of the practicability and safety of untight.
derground wires I desire to submit the following facts; We
have had in service one of the city telegraph lines for the
past twelve years 840 feet of undtrground wire placed in
iron pipe, which has given us excellent service and has not
We have had in successful operamaterially deteriorated.
tion for the past two years a circuit about five miles in
length, carrying a current of iS amperes at a potential of
have had in successful
from 1,000 to 1. 100 volts.
operation for the past year 53 miUs of eltctric light cable
which has given us no trouble. In the various circuits
used for the ciry telegraph, telephone and electric lighting,
we have wires and cables made by five different companies,
over six miles of conduit, manholes, handholes, etc., and
have not had a burn-out or gas explosion. In 1S87 a company, known as the Chicago Arc Light & Tower company,
was incorporated, and purchased all the plants then operating in the city and also the franchise of the Sectional
commercial purposes.

underground wires necessary
ing the past year this

S

PLANT.

for these departments.

depadment has

built 13,838

Durfeet of

main subways; some consisting of multitubular blocks of
bituminous concrete laid on concrete foundation of Portland cement, sand and limestone screenings; some consisting of multitubular blocks of bituminous concrete surrounded on all sides with three inches of concrete composed of Portland cement, sand and limestone screenings;

We

:

We

Electric

Underground company.

This company does com-

mercial lighting, exclusively underground, and issuccessfully working circuit* at a potential of from 2, 500 to 3,000 volts.
The longest circuit in use by that company is seven miles
and is carryuig 2,500 volts. Two circuits have been connected by the company and, carrying 3,741 volts, have run
Encouraged by the success of
all night without injury.
the street lightirg plant which was installed last year, it

5.
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KANSAS CITY— CENTROPOLIS HOTEL ELECTRIC

some consistirg of wrought iron cemenl-lined pipe laid in
concrete composed of Portland cement, sand and granite
screenings. There have also been laid 292,552 feet of twosidewalk space for feeders.
iron
pipe, under
and feeders
There have been drawn into subways
posts
cable, 366 lamp
f6 miles
light
of electric
houses
erected
and three power
have
been
equipped with the necessary machinery and electrical
Three-fifths of the electrical
apparatus have been built.

inch

apparatus

is

of the high

tension pattern.

In contracting

I

KIIIT PLANT.

can be raised against underground wires, to my mind, is
simply the matter of first cost. As an off-set to this objection, the service is more reliable, being removed from
atmospheric influence or interference, needs less repairing
and consequently is cheaper in the end. I have found this
to be true aftei a long experience with both.

The Time Electric company has been incorporated at
Cleveland, O., with a capital stock of $10,000.

February

15,

Eddy
The Eddy
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Electric Motors.

Electric Manufacturing

company

has recently brought out a new form of motor,

which embodies all the best features of
Many of the details
the well-known ring form.
Fig.

I,

of construction are the same as in the ring form.
The main difference is in the shape of the magnet. This has been altered so as to permit of windThese motors are
ing it for high voltages.
made reversible, when desired. Where it is ne-

with the car acts as a positive stop for it should
the current fail or should any of the gears be
broken.
Its action is independent of the operator.
The motors are put on the market by the

Eddy Manufacturingcompany of Windsor, Conn.

Underground Wires

in

Ohio.

In the Ohio legislature last week Mr. Benfer
introduced a bill in the House, which compels

79

Reception at the Chicago Electric Club.
The "'Electric Limited" train from New York
with the Eastern delegates to the Kansas City
Electric Light convention, reached Chicago last
Monday morning. The party was joined by a
considerable number of delegates in Chicago,
and the entire delegation was entertained by the
Chicago Electric club at its club rooms. Lunch
was served from 11 o'clock until the guests departed for the train for Kansas City.
Music

EDDY ELECTRIC .MOTORS
cessary to have them mounted on a metal base,
they are set in a position different from that
represented in the cut /. e., reversed.
Fig. 2 represents the new Eddy reversing
motor in combination with the Holyoke hoist.
This hoist is very light and efficient, and is well
adapted to mine, dock and building work. It
In
is made with both single and double drum.
Fig. 3 is represented the new Eddy slow speed

—

electric light

to

conduct

companies erecting plants in Ohio
wires under ground, and when

all

necessary to elevate them to street lamps, the
wire shall be incased and have perfect insulation. All wires now conducted on poles must be
put under ground within six months after the
passage of the act.
A failure to comply is punishable by a fine of not to exceed $100, and a
second offense is subject to a like fine and im-

FIG.

reversing motor in combination with Holyoke
With
safety freight and passenger elevator.
this combination, which occupies a floor or ceiling space 2j4 feet by 5 feet, the amount of friction is reduced to a minimum, no belts, pulleys
or countershaft being used.
For passenger service, it is claimed, a speed of 200 feet or more
By the use
per minute can easily be obtained.
of an Eddy reversing motor, which starts or
stops with the elevator, the same smooth, easy
motion is secured, as by the use of hydraulic
power. The ratchet wheel and pawl engaging

3.

electric light wire

came

in

contact with a telephone

and besides frightening the
number of drops. The damage,

line at Cincinnati, O., recently,

a
however, was easily repaired.

operators burned out

The Phonograph.
Wiman. who never sseras happier than when
e.xploiting something, has come out as a champion of the
phonograph and graphophone, says the New York Sun.
Tnisis what he poured into one of them the other day: ''For
Erastus

EDDY ELECTRIC MOTORS.

prisonment from thirty to sixty days. A singular fact in connection with this bill is that Mr.
Benfer comes from a county in which there
never has been an electric light, and it is said
of the author of the bill that the first electric
light he ever saw was when he went to Columbus a month ago to be sworn in.

An

was furnished by a mandolin orchestra. The
reception, which was entirely informal, was attended by over 250 guests and club members,
and was successful in every respect.

an over-worked business man like myself I consider that no
greater boon could be furnished than to have beside him a
silent but ever ready receptacle for what he has to dictate
or say.
I am using one of the phonographs in my house,
and often when I am pressed with correspondence or with
some literary work I turn to it and dictate what I have to
convey to my friends; then bring the cylinders to the city
with me. An expert typewriter interprets their contents.
At my side at my business in the city a graphophone
always ready, and the piles of correspondence which
crowd my desk are disposed of in no time at all. I look
forward to the period when one-half the correspondence of
the countr}' will be not only dictated to the phonograph,
but absolutely conveyed by cylinders in bo.'ces through the
mails."

—
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recommending the

abolition of the
instances the articles were
published in papers which are noted for their
unfaltering support of the doctrine of protec-
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Light association was to be held
was believed that these views and
accompanying descriptions would be of

in that city,

Hip ^'ntirf condnts of
each niiint>»*r of t\w W'esteun Elkitiucian are copyri-jhted.
Thi? paptT in i-ntered at the Chicago Poatolllce as nmil matter of

<

In the last few numbers of the Western
Electrician a series of views of electric light
In
stations in Kansas City has been presented.
view of the fact that the convention of the Nait

the
special interest.
In the present number views
of five additional stations are presented. These
complete the list of the more interesting plants
in

Kansas

Citv.

been introduced in
which are
given in another column.
Ths author of the
bill proposes to compel electric light companies
|ienalties of
in ()hio to bury their wires under
No distinction is made
fines and imprisonment.
between city and country. It is an interesting
fact that the author of the bill hails from a
county in which no electric lights are operated,
and that he never saw an electric light until
weeks
It
is
unfortunate but
a few
ago.
has
.\ siNi-.iM.AR bill
the Ohio legislature, the

ju.st

outlines of

but nevertheless true that a great many of the
measures relating to electrical matters are proposed by men who know as little of the subject
as this

Ohio

A report

legislator.

of the discussion of

Elmer A. Sper-

paper on "Operation of Electric Motors
with High Tension Currents," is presented in
this issue.
It will be remembered that this paper was read by the author at the last meeting
The discussion
of the Chicago Electric club.
was quite spirited. The tenor of the paper was
in favor of the constant current motor, hence,
as a matter of course, the constant potential
ry's

men came to the front as champions of the last
named system. A number of interesting points

8i.

82

Modification of Practical Units by i'rof. H. S Carhart
Op -ration of Eieclric Motors with High Tension Currents— Dis-

82

concerning both the generator and motor of the
The report
two systems, were brought out.

84

merits the careful perusal of all those who are
in search of information as to the relative merits
of the two systems of power distribution.

Elmer A. Spcrry's
Chicago Electric Club

cussion of

['aper

by

Members

of the
82,
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Patens

The ('hicago Electric Club on Monday last
entertained at its club rooms the Eastern delegates to the Kansas City convention of the NaThe delegates
tional Electric Light association.
thoroughly enjoyed this pleasant break in their
journey.
The

next issue of the Western Electrician
contain a stenographic report of the eleventh convention of the National Electric Light
.'Vs a large
number of important
association.
topics are to be discussed at the meeting, the
will

number

will

be of marked interest.

On

account of the Kansas City convention of
National Electric Light association, the
Western Electrician is published this week
several days earlier than the date which it bears.
By the early publication we are enabled to publish before the opening of the convention several
matters of interest to all the delegates. According to the latest reports, there is every probability that President Weeks' predictions concerning
Those who have
the meeting will be fulfilled.
agreed to read papers have sent word, with possibly a single exception, that they will be present.
The programme which is given elsewhere, shows
that many matters of importance to every one interested in electric lighting will be taken up and
the

discussed.

Companies are making good

representatives of the

New York

appointed at the

last

in the history of the association.

electric

light and subway companies have conferred with
the corporation counsel, and the result is a complete back-down of the subway company in its
position that the board could not grant a permit
to any other construction company to build its
conduits.
The corporation counsel is considering the question, and it is hoped that his decision
will permit the building of enough subways to
accommodate the wires of the electric companies.

The committee

their

promises to make exhibits. Lfniessall signs fail,
the convention at Kansas City will be one of the

most significant

The

would be "cruel and unusual." .\stwo courts have
approved the act, the case is certainly not ashopeful now.
The unanimity with which the association

condemned

electrical executions last
doubtless was instrumental in turning
public attention to the objectionable features in
the measure, but the organization has a deal of
hard work before it if it hopes to secure the repeal of the law.
.\s far as we have noticed no
measure looking to the repeal of the law has yet
been introduced in the New N'ork legislature.

summer

tional Electric

'-Aesoclate Editore.
Busineset Manager.
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and
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The committee hasworketl

tion.

EVERY SATURDAY.

In

15,

conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association
to memorialize Congress to abolish the duty on

copper, has performed its duties admirably.
It
has presented the matter to the House Committee on Ways and Means, before which body one
of the members made an address summaiizing
the arguments in favor of a removal of the duty.
One of the results of the committee's work has
been the appearance in a number of newspapers

One of the subjects which will doubtle.ss be
discussed with considerable vigor at the Kansas City Electric Light Convention, is that of
executions by the application of electricity.
Probably no topic excited greater attention at
At that time
the last meeting at Niagara Falls.
it was voted that the most earnest efforts should
be put forth to secure the repeal of the law
which substituted electricity for the halter. A
committee was appointed to take charge of the
work.
Its report will be submitted at the presSince the last meeting the
ent convention.
New \ork electrical execution law has been
passed upon by two tribunals, and in each instance its constitutionality has been affirmed.
The law is now to be considered by the Court
At the last meeting several memof Appeals.
bers were confident in the belief that the law
would be declared unconstitutional because it
was asserted execution inflicted by electricity

An article on electric lighting in Chicago by
City Electrician Harrett is presented elsewhere
in this issue, and contains much that will interest the delegates to the National Electric Light
convention at Kansas

t'ity.
It is a conci.sc history of electric lighting in Chicago, the progress
of the underground system and the experience
of the city and the commercial companies in operating electric light conductors underground.
It is with no little feeling of
pride that Prof.
Barrett reiterates his statement that the city
plant is working satisfactorilly, that it is commercially successful and that he has great hopes
for the future development of his pet hobby
the city plant.
".Ml electric light wires in this
city are underground" he adds, and
then follows a brief history of the construction of the
conduits in which many pr.ictical hints are given as to the construction and maintenance of an
underground system. An idea is also conveyed
of the magnitude of this industry in Chicago,
which has so rapidly developed during the last
few years.

In another column an article by Prof. H. S.
Carhart on the "Modification of the Practical
LTnits," is presented.
The author takes as his
text F. B. Badt's article on "Practical Electrical
Units," which appeared in the Western Electrician of February ist. Prof. Carhart first
takes exception to the employment of certain
symbols in the table which is embodied in the
article, and criticises Mr. Badt's definition of a
volt as ".926 standard Daniell cell."
The main
portion of the article, however, is devoted to a
consideration of important modifications to

which several of the

electrical units are subject.

Referring to the unit of resistance Prof. Carhart
says,

"We

have in use
Following

at least three

units of re-

thought,
the author points out that we must consequently
"have also as many modifications of all units
which are defined or measured by means of the
unit of resistance."
Prof. Carhart concludes
by calling attention to -the fact that although
the difference between the legal and B. .'\. unit
may seem an indifferent matter, it is too much
of an error to be permitted in measurements of
sistance."

in

this line of

any importance.

Newspaper

enterprise

is

commendable when

confined to proper limits, but American newspapers are not always satisfied with good natiired
rivalry or legitimate enterprise. Writers on daily
papers in their anxiety to outstrip their competitors, throw off all restraints, resort to sensationalism and indulge inallsorts of wild statements,
that a moment's reflection will prove inconsistAn example of this kind was furnished
ent.
last week by a Cincinnati newspaper. A careless
lineman had received a shock from an electric
light wire in that city, lost his balance on the
pole he was climbing, and fell to the ground. He
was conveyed to an hospital and was soon found
injured.
Under ordinary
to be only slightly
circumstances, it would .seem that the fact that
an accident had occured in which electricity
played a part, would be all that could be deThis would satisfy an ordinary reporter,
sired.
but the zeal of the Cincinnati press cannot be
measured by ordinary standards.
A few hours
after a two column story with a "scare" head
told the trembling residents of Cincinnati in a

most exaggerated style the details of the accident.
Not satisfied with this, a sketch by a
special artist on the spot, was printed purporting
to illustrate the unfortunate lineman performing
his acrobatic feat.
The readers of this paper
must have felt inwardly gratified to the accommodating lineman who was so considerate as to
wait until the "special artist" was present, before
.

taking the shock.
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Wimshurst Machine.
An improved form of the Wimshurst machine
the accompanying cut.
It conprimarily of two revolving glass disks near
together, each having an equai number of tinis

illustrated in

sists

ELECTRICIAN.

Si

mutator wheel which corresponds to the relative
position of each push button, the brush may be
shunted.
Hence, the number of dashes will be
sent in, which will correspond to the button

which has been pushed down.

The box

is

so

been sent in, the operator at the cenby pressing a double contact button, breaks the circuit, depriving the line for an
instant, of all current.
This causes to appear
in the other window in every bo.v on that line,
the word "Answered," which remains in the window for an instant, and then disappears, the
words 'Tn Order" appearing at the other window. This notifies the person who sent the
message and all others on that line, that a certain call has been made and has been understood.
This makes the box practically non-interfering, as when any box is in use, the indicators in all the other boxes will be moving.
The
answer back is given in all the other boxes, after which, the box will show the words "In
Order." Then any other subscriber who may
have been waiting will know that the line is
in order, and can be used.
The mechanism which short-circuits, the box
is simply a small brush
attached to each push
bar.
This brush when the bar is pushed in is
held down to such a position that when the proper
place on the commutator wheel has reached the
signal has

tral station,

brush, it will make a contact that will short-circuit the breaking mechanism.
The box is put
on the market by the Monitor Electric company,

Chicago,
WIMIIURST

These disks are revolved in opposite
directions by means of belts and pulleys controlled by a hand crank.
The glass disks are
inclosed between two stationary glass plates
firm!)' set in the frame, which protect the generThe acators from injury, dust and moisture.
cumulation of charges is rapid, and the spark
large and strong.
It is well adapted for e.xperimental purposes, multiple gas lighting and in a
foil sectors.

medical way for the
fections.

treatment of nervous

The machine

is

:\I.\CHINE.

constructed that when one button is pushed in,
any and all other buttons which may have been

111.

Evans System of Driving a Dynamo.
The accompanying cut represents an engine
dynamo by means of the Evans fric-

driving a

af-

handsomely mounted

in cherry with brass trimmings.
It
the market by the Electrical Supply

is

placed on

company

of

Chicago.

District

To be

Telegraph Box.

any business which deals
with the general public must be popular, and to
be popular, it must be able to meet every requirement of an over-esacting people. To avoid
the little annoyances which have attended the
use by many of old patterns of district telegraph
bo.xes, a new box shown in the accompanying
cut has been placed on the market.
The chief characteristic of this box is a series
of push buttons, the name of a "want" being
printed on each button.
The principle on
which it works is that of a divided circuit.
It
contains the ordinary mechanism of a district
telegraph box, having but one commutator
successful,

pushed
turn to

This device was exhibited at the
t elt
Maritime Fair recently held in Boston by the
Evans Friction Cone company. At this fair a
ic,ooo-candle power search lamp was operated
and its light was seen for miles about the city.
The dynamo which furnished the current was
driven from a Westinghouse engine by means
of the Evans system.
This is not an ordinary
tion

frictional

device,

but differs very materially,

and results, from any other
The power is
that has before been in use.
transmitted from one pulley to another b}' a series of loose belts, which encircle one pulley,
and run between them both. Owing to the use
of this loose belt there is brought about an action peculiar to the system, and it is to this feaboth

DISTRICT TELEGR.-IPH BOX

wheel, with the notches in its periphery corresponding to the number of the box, and ten
notches to correspond with ten different wants.
At a given point in the revolution of this com-

The return signal on this box is very simple,
yet complete.
There are two windows, at one
of which, will appear when the box is in working order the words "In Order.".
When the

in principle

ture that its efficiency is due.
In the common frictional devices, the driving
and resisting forces are both applied at the line
In the Evans
of contact of the two pulleys.
system, it is explained, the belt cannot be considered a part of the pulley on which it is placed
and while the driving forces are applied as before, the resisting force is applied on the inside
of the belt.
The two forces will constitute a
couple of which the thickness of the belt is the
moment arm. Since the belt is loose and free
to move under the action of these forces, the rotative effect of the couple will incline that part
of the belt which is passing between the pulleys
in such a manner that the pressure will be transMMth this exmitted in an oblique direction.
planation it can be understood why there is no
slip when a load is suddenly applied, for the
application ol the load is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the driving and resisting

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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This increase will cause the belt to "trip"
with more power and hence diminish the liabiliforces.

ty to slip.

a load
is entirely automatic, and
applied to the full capacity of a belt and
easily carried without slip, although when at
rest, the pulleys and belts touch so lightly that
they can be easily slipped by each other with
the hand.
The cut shows at a glance one of the advantages that this system possesses, that is, the
small space occupied. In the instance referred to
above the test was severe, for since there was
but one large light, the full load was necessarily
thrown on at once. Moreover, when the carbons
the
lamp were in contact, as was freof
(juently the case, the dynamo was short-circuited
through the carbons, and the load greatly inNo slip could be detected.
creased.
Besides the saving of room there is also a
Clutch pulleys and
great saving of belting.
belt-holders are dispensed with, for each dynamo in a station may be started or stopped by
creating or relieving the pressure on the belt
by moving the dynamo on its base in the ordi-

This action

may be

nary manner.
The system

to small
is equally well adapted
and large plants. One or more dynamos may
be driven from the lly-wheel of an engine, or
they may be arranged on both sides of a long
For marine
shaft, carrying the driving pulleys.

required

less space
it is stated,
for a plant of a given capacity than would be
occupied were the system of direct coupling emis

installations,

.\lthough this system has been in use
ployed.
but a comparatively short time it has been applied on installations which are now making
for 2,000 horse power.

Modifications of the Practical Electrical
Units.

Bv Prof H.

S.

Carh.\rt.

readers of the Western Electrician
are indebted to F. B. Badt for his article on
"Practical Electrical L'nits" and particularly for
his entertaining biographical sketches of some
The importance of the
of the great physici.sts.
subject in e.tact electrical measurements leads
me to add a small contribut on in order to e.xplain what must often be a source of perple.xity
to workers in the electrical field.
Before proceeding to the main topic may I venture to make a correction or two on points in
Mr. Badt's table which do not appear to conform
I
remark
exactly to the most general practice?
of pole is w
first that the symbol of strength
The capital letter is
and not J/ as printed.
quite universally used, at least in Knglish, to denote magnetic moment, or the product of
.\gain,
strength of pole by length of magnet,
C is unfortunately used both for strength of
The letter A', which
current and for capacity.
Mr. Badt has used for capacity, is ([uite generally used to denote "specific inductive capacity."
It would be an improvement to adopt the usage

The

of

some

writers

who employ

/*'

for capacity.

should not venture to define a volt as "0.926
It would be necessary
standard Daniell cell."
to define what standard Uaniell is referred to.
If zinc sulphate of density 1.4 and copper sulphate of density i.i are used, then the electromotive force is 1.072 legal volts, and the volt is
If equidense zinc
about .933 of this standard.
and copper sulphates are used the electromoI

tive force

and the
iell.

1.

is

The

of the

first

102, or possibly

1.104 legal volts,
of the standard Danmore usual practice is to use solutions
pair of densities, in which case the

is

volt

only .907

voltage

is 1.072.
unit of self-induction, which is simply a
length, the recent Paris Congress agreed to call
a "Quadrant" and not a "Secohm," as Professors

The

Ayrton and Perry had proposed.
But I did not set out to make corrections, but
to speak of some important modifications to
which several of the electrical units are subject.
Since we have in use at least three units of resistance (not to mention the Siemens unit) the
B. A., the legal and the Rayleigli ohm, we have
also as many modifications of all units which
are defined or measured by means of the
absolute
Independent
resistance.
unit of
measurements have been made of the ohm and
of the ampere. The volt is then made to depend

upon the current and the

resistance.

February

Hence,

the current being given, the number of units of
the electromotive force varies directly as the
number of units of resistance; and therefore,
the values of these units themselves vary in the
same ratio. Hence, as the legal ohm is equal
to 1.0114 B. A. units, according to Lord Rayleigh's researches, the legal volt is equal to
The legal ohm being the
1.0114 B. A. volts.
resistance of a column of mercury one square
millimeter in cross section and 106 cm. in
length under standard conditions, and the true
ohm, according to Lord Rayleigh, being represented by a resistance of a similar column of
mercury 106.21 cm. in length, it follows that
the Rayleigh ohm is 2 per cent, greater than
the legal ohm, and the Rayleigh volt 2 percent,
greater than the legal volt.
Lord Rayleigh's
form of the ('lark standard cell has an e. m. f.
of 1.435 Rayleigh volts at 15° C.
Hence, it is
equal to 1.438 legal volts at the same temperature, since the number of volts in any source
of e. m. f. is inversely as the value of the unit
employed. This is e.\pressed by saying that the
numeric is inversely as the value of the unit.
Hence, if a potential difference is expressed in
B. A volts it is necessary to divide by i.oi 14 in
order to reduce the legal volts, since one legal
volt ecjuals 1.0114B. A. volts.
Similar perplexities follow with the numerical
value of a current if while B. A. ohms are employed the e. m. f. is expressed in legal volts.
Such cases may easily arise in practice.
More perplexing still, perhaps, is the question
of the numeric of a capacity.
If in the absolute measurement of capacity B. A. units of resistance are employed, it is quite as necessary to
take into account the corrections to be applied
to the resistances as the correction of the clock
in getting the vibration frequency of the tuning
fork or circuit breaker used to charge and discharge the condenser.
It will be seen from the
table of "dimensions" that capacity is inversely
as a velocity (Z
T-), that is, inversely as a resistance, since a resistance in electromagnetic
units is a velocity.
Hence, the microfarad is
inversely as the ohm employed, and the numeric
expressing the capacity in microfarads is directly as the unit of resistance.
For instance, a
one-third microfarad condenser, measured in
terms of B. A. units, equals
'.5x1.0114, or

—

'

Conversely a
.3371 microfarad in legal units.
]i legal microfarad equals about 0.33 B. A. microfarad.
The older condensers were all adjusted in conformity with the B. A. ohm, and
hence they are larger than their nominal value
when their capacity comes to be expressed in
legal units.

Suppose again that we are using Maxwell's
method of comparing a coefficient of self-induction with the capacity of a

case

condenser.

Z = Q R C/\n which Q and R
C is the capacity of the

In this

are resist-

ances and

condenser.
The resistances varying directly as a length and
the capacity varying inversely as a length, it
will be seen that the coefficient of self-induction
Z, varies directly as a length, or has the dimensions of a line.
Hence, the numerical value of
the coefficient of self-induction of a coil will
vary inversely as the unit of resistance employed
or directly as the numeric of the resistances.
If B. A. units of resistance and capacity are employed, the self-induction will tome outi.0114
times larger than if the resistances and capacity
are expressed in legal units.
Whether electrical quantities are expressed
in legal

or B.

.»\.

units,

may seem

to

many

<|uite

an indifferent matter; but the difference is over
I per cent., and no such error as that should be
permitted in making electrical measurements of
any importance, taking into consideration the
precision which modern methods permit.

The Operation

of Electric Motors with
High Tension Currents.

.\t the conclusion of Elmer \. .Sperrv's paper before the
Chicago Electric cUib on "The Operation of Electric Motors with High Tension Currents." which was published

number of the Western Ei.EcrRiciAN, the following discussion took place;
Mr. DKCKNllARln
1 would like to ask Mr. Sperryif, in
referring to the breaking down of that insulation on the'
armature under strain, he meant the exterior circuit or
winding of the armature.
Mr. Sl'KHRV: No;
merely menlirned that the strain
in the con:,lant potential system was constant, and always
in tlie last

;

I

15,

1890

The strain on the insulation, of course, exists
line, ho matter whether the line be a part of
the exterior or interior circuit.
The strain on the line in
tile case of the constant current, of course varies according
to the amount of energy transmitted.
The strain I had
reference to is on the exttrior circuit.
existed.

throughcut the

Mr. Dow:
points that

I

have made memoranda of two or three

would

like to inquire about;
First, the differin the commutator and that
of the greatest difference of potential.
That has been referred to by Piof. Silvanus 1!. Thompson, but it has not
been worked out and explained as Mr. Sperry has done.
Trofessor Thompson linds the non-sparkirg position to be
not the position of the highest potential, but a point so far
in front that a slight reversed current is generated in the
coil coming under the brush.
As regards the rotation of
brushes, there has teen a motor running in Chicago for
about eighteen months, and it haswoiked as well as motors
generally.
The commutator rotates; it is rotated by a ctrtrifugal governor, and there are a great many others in
other parts of the couctiy.
It is easier to lotale, having
only 8 connections to take care of, and the bnshesbting
rather heavy.
As
regards compound machines,
a
compound wound generator of 1 25. horse power was leferrtd to, and a paper concerning it was read at the last
Niagara convention.
The characteristic of the machine
was very good; as good as that of any compound constant
potential machine that I ever saw; the highest potential
was about 1,500 volts. The compound winding part of
the machine makes tie least trcubie.
The machine is in
use to some extent, and will be in u-e to a greater extent.
So that a problem which as lately as within a \esr has been
announced as impossible of solution, the compoundirg for
a constant current geneiatcr of over (our or nve hundred
volts, is actually in process of solution, and probably will
be completely solved before another twelve months.
Sl'ERKV:
I
am very glad to hear the report of
progress. I am sure.
The first point the gentleman referred to. however, is not a point 1 referied to in my paper
the difference in position between the
non-spaiking
points in the commutator, and those of the greatest diffeience of potential thereon.
That point does not exist when
the armature and fields are so balanced that the non-sparking point is carried around, as explained.
T he non-spaiking point upon the commutator has more particular reference to any machine where the brushes remain stationary,
and where the energy is adjusted by leaving the potential
constant and adjusting the amperes.
Of course the energy
is the product of the pressure into the quantity.
Now you
can work either way.
\'ou can leave the pressure equal
and adjust the quantity, because when ycu come down to
the zeio quantily, this quantity multiplied with any amount
of pressure would be zero; therefore there would be no
power at the zero potential, and zero pressure into the
greatest quantity you can attain, would also be zero,
j'here would be no power.
Take for instance. Ihe Edison
machine, which is as well known as any, or belter prcbably, there as the load increases the potential or pressure
remaining constant, the amperes or quantity vary and come
up.
This increases the magnetization of the armature and
carries over the point at which the brushes operate test,
and are non-sparking. Silvanus Thompson points out that
that point is not the point at which the greatest potential
can be obtained from the machine. Here we are talking
about an enlirely dilTerent state of facts.
are speak
ing about rendering a commirtator sparkless throughcut
the entire range, from zero up to its maximum e. in. f. In
varicus works upon the subject this has been pointed out as
an impracticabilily, and people say that it would be a raagnifrccnt way to sdjust a machine or motor, could it be rendered sparkless.
Now the solution is found by means of
a certain mathematical function between the lorce in the
armature and in the field.
find that that thing can be
done, and we lind not only that, but that the range can be
broadened cut. as 1 said in the paper, so that there is qui'e
a little range through which it is perfec y non sparking; so
that if the current at the point at which it cught to be nonSfarking varies either side of the point, still it is sparkless
ard works perfectly. I have been very much interested in
1
what the Brush motor has done.
think this is the one
referred to; the commutator is rotated under the brushes.
Of course it is perfectly practical from the fact that the commutator sections and ceils upon the armature which havelo
be coupled with ihe cnmn.utator. are few in number.
liut
in the (iramme armalure or Siemens armature, or any armature, in fact, where there are numerous coils, I think you
will agree wilh me that the eurrent is generated under the
most favorable circumstances, inasmuch as in that armature alone is the current perfectly uniform and continuous.
Wfcre, however, the coils are only few upon the armature,
the tendency of the eurrent is to pulsate.
Take a mediumsized Brush machine of eight coils.
The coils ate coupled
across, making four coils.
Then as they sweep across the
field, one of that four is always eliminated from the circuit.
'I'herefore there are only three coils which are doing the
entire work.
A whole third of the working capacity of the
machine is taken out at a time, and another third inserled,
making a current very pulsatory, which can be very easily
determined by holding a bunch of keys near a magnet,
charged with such a curient. when you can feel a tremor.
Where the current is generated under the most favorable
circumstances, and a large number of coils are coupled to
the commutator, then the trouble comes in attempting
the rotation of the commutator, because all those connections have to be flexible to admit of the movement. Then it
becomes much more practicable to rotate the brushes,
leaving the commutator stationary.
However, I wish to
say that in the Comstock Icde the IJrush company has several dynamos and large motors in operation under its constant current plan with high potential, and the operation
is deemed by that company to be very satisfactory and successful in every particular.
Mr. Dow; I wish to say, as I mentioned in the beginning, the reason that the commutator was rotated in the
automatic motor is sinply the tact that there are only eight
connections to take care of.
The rotation of the commu-.
I

ence between tte biush point
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an automatic motor in stationary work has been in
On street car and similar
constant use for some years.
motors the brushes are rotated by hand to attain the same
I did not understand that the displacement of the
end.
point of best work from that to maximum potential was
the exact equivalent of the observation made by Mr. Sperry,
and I see that his observation is largely on the displacement of armature polarity. He says also that the displacement he observes is not the displacement commonly known
as resultant magnetism between the armature and fields,
but is special and peculiar possibly to a machine with
I will have to take that in; I thought the
double cores.
three obsen'alions— the resultant magnetism, the displacement of non-sparking point, and Mr. Sperry 's observation
were results of the same cause. Now, 1 must consider

tator in

—

them

different.

Mr, Ferguson: Mr. Sperry, in speaking of the comparative complications in constant potential stations and
constant current stations, stated that the generators in the
constant potential stations were separately excited, as I understood him, and in the constant current stations the genI think that in the best designed
erators were self-excited.
modern stations operated on constant potential, the gennot
separately excited.
And as far
are
self-excited,
erators
as the complication of the switch-board is concerntd, tie
question of one pressure indicator for every central station,
and for every feeder end, does not make a very complicated
There was another point that I wish to
switch-board.
bring out in regard to the self-regulation of a machine.
Mr. Sperry stated that constant current machines were selfregulated, whereas constant potential machines were not.
Now, there are power stations in this country, operated
under considerable loss too on the line, in which I have seen
the load change from 20 amperes to 160 amperes, without
necessitatirg any change of the biushes, or without alterThis was on a 500 volt sysing the e. m. f. on the line.
tem; and the engineer in charge lold me that he had no
They were
trouble whatever in operating these machines.
compound wound, and are being used to-day in one of the
systems
in
the
country.
largest railroad
Prof. Badt: I have no doubt that in the transmission
of electrical energy from one point to another, at long distances, constant current machines might be used very advantageously.
But the example that Mr. Sperry selected
in which the distance, I thii k, was three miles, is hardly a
fair basis upon which to judge the adaptability of constant
If we take for inpotential, and constant current motors.
stance the transmission of power, as we have it in cities,
at longer or shorter distances, and using motors of different
sizes (very large and very small motors on the same lines),
I think that the constant potential system is preferable to
In the fiist
the constant current system, for two reasons.
place, if we come down to very small motors, say quarter
horse power, or one-eighth horse power, we must send the
whole current through that motor. The current, for inIt must
stance, may be 20 or 30 amperes, or even more.
be sent through a very small motor. You \iould necessarily have to have a comparatively large commutator to carry
the current, which would make the motor quite expensive.
It would hardly give satisfaction as a constant current
motor for another reason, which is safety in handling it.
Those little motors, of course, are used for domestic
purposes mainly, and it would be objectionable to introduce a very high voltage directly into the houses.
there is another point. Mr. Sperry showed how the amoont
of copper increases, and of course the cost of copper inYet, strange to say, it
creases by reducing the e. m. f.
cuts very little figure in the total estimate of cost, at least
I have been figuring
that is my practical experience,
lately on quite a number of power transmission planis, and

Now

I find that

even with 500

volts,

a comparatively low volt-

age, at a distance of four or five miles, the cost of copper
so small an item of the total cost of the plant, that I
you take a plant, for
would not stop to consider it.
instance, for the transmission of 200 or 300 or 400 horse

is

Now

power, the difftrence of cost of the copper, say between
2,000 volt system, and a 5,000 volt system, would not be
sufficient to induce anybody to select one or the other
I say it seems very strange at first, and it seemed
plant.
very strange to me; but after figuring quite a number of
examples, I found it to be the case that the cost or expenditure in

power transmission plants

is

in

the power

itself,

whatever it may be, a steam engine, water power and =0
The line itself is a very
on, and geuLrators and motors.
There is another applicasmall item of the total expense.
tion of the transmission of power in tiectric street railways,
where the constant potential system is far superior to the
I know of no electric railway in
constant current system.
operation in the United States that is operated by the con-

stant current system.

I

may be

mistaken, but

I

doubtedly an e.xci'.er is cheaper than winding the field with
extremely small wire.
You understand you have to have
wire extremely small when you get up to as high potenthose named.
For instance, in the transmission
that I have referred to, you have to have 5,000 ohms in the
field, and you must have a No, 22 wire.
Prof. Badt: I haveseen machinesof the United States
company of 3,200 volts, and they used very fine wire, a
good many miles on the field, but I think not as fine as
tials as

that.

Mr. Sperry: In this case there were 62 miles of wire
field.
As I said, one reason why an exciter is preferable when you get up to high voltages, is that the wire
is £0 extrtmely fine and hard to handle that it would be
liable lo get out of order.
In the case of the high potential again, the ratio of cotton to copper or the ratio of insulation to copper is great— this requires an immense space.
You have to have a large machine as compared with the
series mat hine.
It cosis more for copper; it costs more
for iron; it costs more to build a machine, because it has to
be a larger machine.
The ground I took with regard to
the exciter was not that the 220 volt machines that you have
here, or
volt machines would necessitate the use of the
exciter; it is merely because with ihe high potential, in

on ihe

no

the case I cited here in th& paper, an exciter would be far
preferable in rough and inexperienced hands, or in tiyicg
to maintain it at no very considerable cost
In regard to
the switch board, take the ordinary high potential machine,
constant current, the dynamo is Iccated in ihe station, and
the wires are taken from the two binding posts of the dynamo, one to a small ammeter on the wall, and both out of
the station; no switch-boards, no rheostat for the control
of the fields, as in the case of an ordinary shunt wound dynsmo, or even in the case of a compound or over compounded machine, as they are now made.
have to
have an adjustment even on that; and as I say, the switchboard arrangements are similar. But with constant current
there is no switch-board necessary.
The wires merely go
from the dynamo out on to ihe main line lo the motor, or
whatever translating device may be used. Whereas in the
constant potential there must be a rheostat, and there
should be also an ammeter, and the high potential voltmeter is a very expensive item, because it must be made to
withstand the txtreme potential, of course. With regard
to the point that Professor Badt brings forward, that with a
constant current, small motors cannot be operated— he
meant that it was impracticable, perhaps there are many
in place to-day, quarter horse power, in operation very satisfactorily with ten amperes,
Pkof, Badt: If you transmit a couple hundred horse
power you will have more than ten amperes in your line,
Mr. Sperry: I have taken here the transmission of
power from one point to another; I have covered that point
in my paper by saying that undoubtedly for widespread distribution a constant potential system is more practical at
the present time, but in the near future I see no reason why
it should not give place to the constant current
Prof, Badt: If you want to transmit say 200 horse

We

—

power?

Yes.
In such a case it is almost impossible
to employ little motors.
I do not speak of arc light circuits, but of transmitting a couple of hundred horse power,
where the power is distributed all along the line. That I
say

There is one. It is an exceptional one.
Prof. Badt: There are certainly a good many railways
in operation in the United Slates, and so far as I know
they all operate on the constant potential system for obvious
reasons.
The main reason is that it would be, in my opinion, quite a hard thing to transmit power to the cars on a
series system.
And in the second place, if you employ a
series system, you must have overhead lines for both outgoing and returning circuits, as it would be objectionable
to have high potential returned by the rail.
Mr, Sperry: You couldn't do it by the rail and have
more than one car on the line.
Prof, Badt: Even if )ou could, it would not be advisable.
So I think, after all, that the application on a
large scale, for great power transmission planis, the constant potential will hold its sway for a long time yet
The
two main reasons are, safety in low potential, and I think
that constant potential plants for transmission of power can
be operated easier than constant current plants.
;Mr, Sperry;
I do not wish to prolong this discussion,
but I am very much interested in constant current machines,
Mr. Ferguson said he understood me to say that
in a constant potential dynamo an exciter was necessary;
that is exactly what I said.
With a constant current dynamo of 3,000 volts or i,50o volts, or 1,000 volts even, un-

is

impossible.

Mr. Sperry:

I

do not look upon

it

as impossible.

Badt:

Take a one- eighth horse power
motor, with 60 amperes passing through it?
Mr. Sperry; I hold that in a distribution of that kind
where a constant current will be employed, there should be
no motor used as low as one- eighth borse power.
Prof, Badt: That shows that small motors cannot be
used in such transmission.
Mr. Sperry: In the case of transmitting power fiom
one point to another there is no comparison in the practicability all arcund, between the constant current and constant potential,
I can show you by actual figures as to the
cost of the apparatus, as to the cost of the installation of
the line, including the construction, as to the cost of the
motor, that there are no advantages in the comparison.
I
do not agree with you that, as compared with the electrical
out-put, or as compared with the money invested in the
Prof.

money invested
named by you.
That item is quite large as compared with the amount of
money invested in the electrical part of the plant. It makes
total plant that the particular portion of the
in the line is small, especially at 500 volts

a great deal of difference whether it is $7,200 or |Soo.
Prof. Badt: Not if the whole station was to cost

$200,000.

Mr. Sperry:

don't

know of any.
Mr. Dow:

"

Mr. Sperry:
Prof. Badt;

In that case the same ratio would hold,

figures.

Mr. Ferguson: I would like to say a word about regMr. Sperry said in the constant potential machine
there was something on the back of it tlat you had to regulate in an over-compounded machine. I think Mr. Spe ry
will remember that in any constant current machine, if he
has a regulator on it, he has to set it when he first starts
ulation.

machine. In an over-compounded machine, if you set it
it holds good forever.
You don't have to change it
There are over-compounded machines running in
this country, which require no hand regulation or changing
of the brushes under changes of load.
Mr. Sperry:
Allow me to say one thing about
over compounded
machines
there
is
one trouble
about
An
over-compounded
machine
them.
is
supposed
to
hold
the
potential
constant,
at the ends or at the center of distribution.
Now then, we
start and take off various transmitting devices along down
his

once,

all.

;

That is often done in transmission, especially in
mining processes where you distribute, for instance. 80
You have the mains that
to 150 horse-power in a mine.
the line.

go down the shaft and out the main entry, clear to the
center of distribution, and from that point distnbuting to
the main room and main entries where the work is in
operation.
It is very desirable to have light, and perhaps
a motor or two in use as you go down.
The trouble with,
using an over-compound motor is that where it is set for
holding the potential constant at the center of distribution,
only, the potential is not constant anywhere else.
Just
the moment you increase your power in amperage on the
machine, the speed will naturally fall. We have tried
both.
We have put them under the same conditions, and

where any particular practical advantage arises
from the over-compounded machine under those conditions.
Of course, it is a beautiful thing in figures. But as it
operates practically, it does not seem to have any particular
advantage over and above an ordinary shunt machine.
And one more word upon that line.
I want to say that
the ordinary shunt machine, when built with a good high
armature velocity, and with Ihe low resistance in the armature, very few turns compared with the electromotive force,
that it can be so constructed that it can be made almost
I fail to see

perfectly automatic.
For the successful operation of machines it is essential
that all complexities should be done away with, when they
are to be put out in the hands of the ordinary engineer to

As soon

be operated.

commence

to

come

in,

as your machine is set up the letters
is this for?"
"How do you

"What

adjust this?" and "How^ do ycu adjust that?" All thoje
things should be avoided,
F. L. Perry: I would like to ask one question in regard
to constant potential motors, which was suggested by Prof.
Badt's remarks in regard to the relative advantages of the
constant current system and the conslatt potential system.
Isn't there a decided advantage in the constant potential
motor on account of its ability to handle a load in excess of
its rated power?
Now, the point I refer to is this; I remember in St. Paul at onetime I installed a three-horse etc
motor for elevator work, and that motor at times had 10
take a load in excess of thiee horse-power.
Of ccurse, it
failed: yet the company furnished a three hcrse-power
constant potential motor that did Ihe work.
Now, the
consumer couldn't understand this, and thought it was
vei^ peculiar that he couldn't do with a three horse-power
constant current motor what could be done with a three
horse-pow-er constant potential motor.
Of ccurse, the only
answer to that question is the three horse-power constant
current motor was sometimes ovcloaded in elevator 5er\'ice, and the other motor was capable at times of furnishing
more than three horse power.
Isn't that a point in favor
of a constant potential motor?

Mr, Sperry:

I will answer that that is one advantage.
advantage that the constant motor has, itiat
you can load it up to almost 50 per cent, over its normal
capacity for a short time.
Of course, it commences to heat
rapidly, and the extra loads must be shortly taken ofi", or
the motor will burn up.
But the constant current motor
to meet those extra requirements will have to be built
larger.
Even then with high potential it is not rearly
as large a machine as the constant potential motor.
Mr, Ferguson: From a commercial standpoint it is a
well known fact that all the motor companies, if they pos-

It is the o/ie

up a constant potential motor. Companies sellir g both will sell a constant potential motor
every time in preference to a constant current motor.
It is
well known in this city that the companies are taking out,
the constant current motors and installing constant potensibly can, will set

motors
would like to say that it seems to me that the question
of regulation is simply coming down to a question of
wiring.
Mr. Sperry speaks of an over-compounded machine keeping the pressure at the center of distribution the
tial

I

same as

at the

dynamo.

That

is

just the point.

It does.

If your wiring system is properly designed, your pressure
throughout the entire system will be constant, and the

potential in

the

center

of

distribution

constant.

It

is

simply a question of wiring, construction and design.
As far as the complexity of the machine is concerned, I
do not understand why an over-compounded machine is any
more complex than a shunt machine, after it is once set by
the expert.
The expert sets the rheostat on the back of
the machine, or wherever it may be, and after that is once
set, you don't have to do anything with ihe machine at all.
It takes care of itself.
There is no sparking, and you
The endon't have to move your field resistance at all.
gineer doesn't have to do anything at all to the machine
except to look after the bearings and keep the biushes
clean.

Mr. Sperry: The trouble with the compound machine
that after you put it on the engine, when you load up
If the engine is reguthe engine, the speed comes down.
lated by a centrifugal goverror of any kind, it does not
matter how it is worked, so long as it is worked by centrifugal force, as soon as the load increases steam must be
let on in some way, which means that the governor balls
must come in, and the centripetal force must be allowed to
That means that there must be a loss of speed someact.
where. Now, of course, that loss of speed affects the
dynamo, and that means that the dynamo is not run with
The moment your load comes up. your
a constant speed.
speed is crippled to a certain extent. Where the method
of transmission of power to your dynamo is by means of
the belt, when the load is increased, the belt will commence
to slip.
The machine works beautifully in theory and in
mathematics, but when you commence to calculate the
trouble and to see the practical conditions under which it
must operate, you will find, as I have done, that it does
not work much better than an ordinary shunt machine; it
is

but you would be dealing with far larger quantities.
I say
that in a station costing $200,000 for the transmission of
energy from one point to another, the constant current is
the only thing that ever ought to be employed for economy;
that is the ground I take, and I can maintain it with

at

83

It has been
costs more to make it; it is more complex.
said in regard to the central point of distribution, if the
wiring is done right, as it ought to be done, the machine
Of course, you notice that in the
will work satisfactorily.
instance that I have given here, the mains come down the
shaft and go along the entries, and have to go out to the
central point of distribution, many times a long distance.

Now, you would have to start a long wire away out there
and bring it back, when you could as well utilize the energy

'
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on the main wire. The first thing the mining engineer
would say woald be, "Why do you take that wire from the
distant point and bring it clear back to this point again?
In the ordinar>- distribution the best way

mains with

little ilrop.

and

to use

them

is to use large
for all purposes as

they pull along.
K. L. Perrv: I notice that Mr. Sperry said in his paper
that he thought in the future the centrifugal governing machine would be brought to the same state of perfection, so

concerned, as the shunt-wound or compound-wound motor. It seems to me that the remark he
makes about our best steam engine would apply as well
to the best constant current motors.
Mr. SpkrrY: I spoke of ihe average engine.
Mr. Fergisos: I do not think the mechanical engineers would agree with Mr. Sperry in his remarks; .iny
good engine will give a regulation within two per cent.,
and with that regulation you ought to get a m-ichine that
The question of
will operate well on constant potential.
wiring for mining, it seems to me, is a very extreme case.
The mining business is not the only business in which we
use the transmission of power by electricitvThere are instances in this country, in Boston especially,
to-day, where there are over-compound generators that run
at 500 volis. and keep the pressure at 500 volts without
changing the brushes at all.
Mr, Hi.iss: I did not intend to e.xoress an opinion as
to which is the belter current to use for motors, whether
the constant potential or constant current but I am interested in a small electric street railway which is operated
under rather aggravating circumttances. For instance,
It is a
there is a rise in grade of 300 feet in two miles.
fact that the person who has charge of the dynamo room
says that he gets a great deal less spaiking if he stands
right by the generator and moves the brus-hes as the load
comes on the dynamo. Now it is siill further a fact that
voltmeter, and havj tried the voltage
I have stood by the
on the line repeatedly, and sometimes for long periods of
very
decided change in the potential on
found
a
time, and
Now I suppose to a certain extent that may be
that wire.
due to some tlight variation in the engine, as the load
comes on the machine, but I don't think that is enough to
account for the variation in the voltage on the line.
And furthermore, it is a fact that we have had quite a
Now the
number of burn-ou;s in the motors themselves.
point that Mr. Sperry raises in regard to two motors
worked upon the same car, or connected together, is a very
important one in electric street railways at the present
far as

governing

is

time.

In a street railway system, if we had a
constant current motor, and the car was overloaded, and
was trying to climb up a grade, and the motor was capable
of developing five-horse power only, the car will not go
In the case of the constant potential motor the motor
up.
will do whatever is necessary, but of course if it has to do
more than the woik it is built for very often, the armature
The difficulty with the majority of electric
will burn up.
strtct railways has been that the motors employed were too
track, can be
small.
.V car. as a general rule, on a level
run with three or four horse power easily, but the moment
it is heavily loaded and it has to go up a grac^e or around a
sharp curve, it will take ten or twelve or fifteen horse
power for the fraction of a minute, or even for a few minA very simple rule is to make ycur motors large
utes.
enough, and then you won't be burning up armatures. In
constructed durlrg the
all the railways that I have seen
last six or seven months, they have put in motors which
were called five-horse power motors, while in fact the motor would easily do fifteen horse power work if required.
So I do not think that there is any advantage in the constant current motor over the constant potential motor at
all.
It simply shows that the constant potential motor will
If it
is
overloaded of
do whatever ic is required to do.
I would
rather it would
course it will heat and burn up.
do that than simply to kt the car stand in the street on account of a little incline.
Mk. Hli-s: I don't want any mi-.understanding as to
(he capacity of the motors on these cars, becau-.e rtiey are
twelve or fifteen-horse power motors.
Mr Uow: 1 want to spring a bunch of heresies and
then sit down. The first here>y is, that over-compounded
machines, not for power, but particularly for incandescent
'I hey
don't
lighting, have been in use for some time.
have any rheostat on the backs, not even a switch someThey are put into the hands of planing-mill en
times.
gineers and wood-choppers, and the directions are simply
10 keep them running steadily, and rock the brush backward and forward, so that they don t spark. Those machines work. There over-compounded generators have
been a great success; no trouble, no lepairs, very little
'I he second
heresy is, that series
trouble in operating.
thought I heard I'rofessor
I
railways arc in nperation.
IJadt say that there was no street railway working under
w.int to say
I
normal conditions of heavy city work.
there is such a raiUay in operation, with a series system,
the
difTiculiies
arising in
compticalcd,
and
and it is not
connection with it arc not such as to be di* courage ng at all.
As far as commercial results arc concerned, it is a great
There are several oihers in opcraiion, but I will
success.
have
I think from what
not refer to them at present.
seen of street cars operated by the series system that that
It can be worked as
system has a great future before it.
an automatic block system, so there is no possibility of a
collision, and so operated will be specially useful in mine
work and work of that kind.
The third heresy is, that the question of change of lead,
not only in constant potential motors and generators, but
in constant current motors and generators, is a matter 10
There are constant
be got over by proper proportions.
current motors running up to medium size— say ten to fifthat don't spark, and don't rtquire an
teen-horse power
adjustment of the brushes. A constant current compound
wound generator with constant lead is not yet on the margoing to be put on the
ket.
I don't know when it is
market, but it is going to get theie. I have no doubt.
It has been stated here that a company in
Mk. Fish:

Trof.

li.KDT:

February

Chicago has been taking out constant current motors and
I
represent the
putting in constant potential motors
largest company in this city, and I wish to state that the
main reason for that has been thit the effort has been
made to run these motors with an ordinary lighting generThat generator is satisfactory as far as the autoator.
matic regulation for lamps is concerned, but it is too slow
for a motor.
At present though, we have a motor generator of the capacity of So-horse power, and we can run 100
lights on it, so that I know I am safe in saj ing that it has
in opera8o-horse power capacity.
\\"n\\ that generator
tion I feel safe in saying thar itiere will be no more constant current motors taken off of that circuit, and constant
potential motors substituted.

demand a
not

feel capable of undei taking to do it all satisfactorily,
and hence the proposition under consideration. The Standard company, he said, was not only to build future subways,

but also to take,

'

consideration," the subways

at a fair

built.

ly

York, Feb.

8

Notes.
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the streets

all

lighting

electric
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such subways as

months

are ready

yet before

for use; but

even

the lights

all

may be two

it

in the

where

streets

At present, the only

there are subways will shine.

electric light

may be crowded

this city are an.xious-

awaiting the return of the electric lights in

said

it

few on Sixth avenue,

Harlem under the control of the ManThis company was fortunate enough to
hattan company.
have availed itself of the completed subway in 125th street
early and when the (leneral Term of the Supreme Court
and those

street,

in

dissoWed Judge Andrews'

roys raiders were unable

the

Gil-

simply as to the

promises a
dis-

tricts and the high tension alternating current will be main-

tained underground, while

used for

converter

the

system

new

incandescent lighting as well as a

all

be

will

convert-

ing device for arc lighting.

become a

lighting for

and the entire

necessity,

Bowery, Third

teenth, Twenty-third,

Fifiy-ninth streets

have

many months

only

subways

Houston, FourForty-second, and

avenue,

Twenty-ninth,

and Sixth avenue, from Fourteenth

Fifty-ninth streets can be lighted.
streets

streets has

the

city will eventually

the benefit of such illumination, but for

IJroadway, the

have to

will

be

to

In the entire remaining
built, as all

attempts for

overhead wires for lighting has been abandoned.

A

verv important decision affecting street

handed down by

accident on

Commissionthe cable road which

cansed the death of Bernard Sieber on

January

The

25.

board found that the Third avenue road which runs a cable

on i-5th

street

had neglected to equip

guards as required by the board

its

cars

with

li

e

in April, 1SS7.

and C. H. Jackson,
vice-president of the Standard Car Heating & Ventilating
company of Pittsburgh, have become directors and stockholders in the Consolidated Car Heating company of AlGeo. Westinghouse,

The

bany.

and

idated

two companies are thus consol-

the field of operations has

The

larged.

Jr., president,

interests of the

addition of a

number

become

greatly en-

valuable patents of

of

improved devices for healing, ventilating and eleelric lighting of railroad cars is insured and an automatic regulation
which

will

obviate sudden changes of temperature in steam

This device

heated cars.
cylinder,

and

an attachment to the air-brake

is

being tested upon the

is

such conditions as
panies equal

make

Low was inaugrated

Seth

Pennsylvania

president of Columbia

stitution of learning.

system.

The

Bergman

Electric

teresting time

test

by Edward H. Johnson^
of the New Safety Conduit

exhibition will be held at the factory of

is

& Gas

Fixture company, and

a very

the
in-

expected.

Dr. Otto A. Moses, the well-known electrical expert, was
elected chairman of the stockholders

pended Lenox

Hill

meeting of

bank, the affairs of which are

the sus-

now

be-

ing closed up.
It will

last

meeting of the

Board of Electrical Control, Mayor Grant announced his
Subway comin the

matter of sub- letting contracts to the corpora-

tion counsel.

This was done early

in the

week, and a con-

Edward Lauterbach, for the
Consolidated Telegraph tV Electrical Subway company;
Wheeler H. Peckham, for the Standard Subway company;
ference was held, at

which

Paul D. Cravalh, for the Westinghouse company;
Root,

was nothing

could, there

to

the work.

H. T.

Omaha, Neb.
Feb.

—This

7.

city

can present to-day an excel-

West
new organiLight company has

lent illustration of the enterprise characteristic of the
in its electric lighting

Under

companies.

Thomson-Houston Electric
become one of the strongest corporations
zation the

has

In order to keep pace with

grow-

this

city, the

ficient for the

plant

wants of

Omaha

years

for

will

soon be ready for occupancy.

be three stories

in height,

The

come.

to

located at the foot of Jones street on the

is

ton and Missouri River railway, and

to

It

Thomson-Houston company is now engaged
conttrucling new works of a size and capacity suf-

ing
in

men.

in the city.

and furnishes steady emploj-

a capital stock of ^600,000,
to thirty

its

Burling-

expected that

it

This large building

is

it is

118x135

f^^t

in

dimensions,

constructed of brick and stone, and supplied with every

will be

electrical

convenience

.

There

a battery of steam boilers of a combined capacity of

The

2,400-horse power.

automatic

stokers

boilers

and other

will

labor

be

supplied

saving

with

inventions.

Three ponderous engines will be set up, two of 5co-horse
power each, and one of 200-horSe power. Fourteen new

dynamos have been ordered. They will be able to furnish
power to small manufacturers having light machinery to
run, such as sewing machines, small printing presses, maOmaha's city council has entered into a
chine shops, etc.
contract with the New Omaha Thomson-Houston Electric
Light company to light the city by electricity. On Feb.
15 the contract goes into force, and over loo arc lights
The company e.xpects to be in
must be in operation.

To

readiness to comply with the contract.
circuits for street lighting

construct

the

$50,000 has been expended, forty

men have been busily employed and seven miles of wire
The company is backed by the strongest capitalist
used.
O.

in the city.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Hyde Park lOlectric Light & Power company at
Chicago, has filed a certificate of decrease of capital stock
from ^500,000 to .$100,000.
I'he

The underground
George

L.

Ladtl

declared forfeited

franchises granted P. H. Canavan,
and their associates in 1S81, has been
by the supervisors of San Francisco.

V

recently, a five
At a town meeting in Mexico, N.
years' contract was made with the local lighting company
The company is using the Schuyler
for ::5 arc lamps.
,

system.

Sacramento,

A

Cal.,

is

at

last to

have an

electric

light

alternating current apparatus for
1,500 lights has been given to ihe Westinghouse Electric

plant.

contract

for

company.

be remembered that at the

intention of submitting the proposition of the

pany

it

prevent any of the electric light companies competing for

College

Opera House, amid the cheers
of the assembled students and promoters, of the great in-

announcing an exhibition

question was, could the board

If

rail-

at the Metropolitan

Invitations have been issued

The

rights.

a second contract?

road.

Monday,

for future considera-

it
came to making
company was prepared to accept
would guarantee all electric light com-

modern mechanical and
was

railroads

the State Hoard of Railroad

regard to the

ers, in

was a matter

before

the contract the Standard

ment

admitted that electric

It is

question

^V.

down town

the

electric light in

Cor-

ducts.

tolls for

him was
make a second contract and

city's right to

125th

of

lighting

& Power company

Electric Light

given the contract, car-

Mr. Peckham said that when

Omaha,

The United

if

He

tolls.

and consequently there

perfect

from

of Electrical Control to

proposition to reduce

the form of the contract

street.

speedy return of the

own

by excessive

business
the Board

of

result

continuance

to interfere with the

of the electric lights in that street

has been no cessation of

Commissioner

injunction,

companies might

poration Counsel Clark said the

public

near Fourteenth

out of

in be-

insisted that great

controlling the subways, as they

see that the Standard company,

tion.

electric lights are a

company

was the duty

ries out its

Mr. Root,

Thomson-Houston company,

injury to other electric light

one

New York
New

al-

The Subway company claimed that the Board
of Electrical Control had the power to make another contract with the new company, although it held a dilTerent
opinion when Mayor Grant wanted to give the competing
ready

half of the

CORRESPONDENCE.

to public

amount of work would have to be done in
subway building the coming summer, and his company did
great

companies a chance a few months ago.

I

—

Mr. Lauterbach said that in obedience

hand.

1S90

15,

De Lancey

Elihu

NicoU, ex-Judge Kelly, ex-Senator Cirady

and several other attorneys, ior the Thomson-Houston interests, and also a number of electric light oflkials were on

The Pacific Electrical Storage company recently furSan Francisco an electrical
fire department of
lantern for use in cases where ordinary lamps would be of
no value.
nished the

The Bear Electric company has been incorporated at
Chicago, to furnish electric lights and power; capital
stcck, ^3,000,000; incorporators, S. J. M. Bear, N. II.
Ilanchelt, and A. P. Willoughby.

The city of Dowagiac, Mich., is congratulating itself on
the fact that it has an excellent electric lighting plant
which it terms first class in every respect. It is the Westinghouse system and is used for street lighting as well as
'Phe city has
the illumination of stores and residences.

February

15,
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1890

100 32-candie power lamps distributed at street

James Heddon, mayor of the
plant is giving satisfaction and adds:
tions.

the best

lighted

resident

streets

of

intersecthat the

city, writes

"We
any

think

we have

city in the

coun-

try."

The Westinghouse

Electric

company

received

orders for

from the following places during
January: Allegheny County Light company, Pittsburg.
Salem,
O.,
Oldtown, Me., 35; Uxbridge,
20;
Pa., 125;
Mass., 20; Boston, Mass., 653; New York, N. Y., 125.
arc lighting apparatus

The Edison Electric Light company of San Francisco
has petitioned for a franchise to construct underground
conductors for electric wires in that city for a term of
twenty live years. A representative of the Edison company
has petitioned the Oakland, Cal., trustees for a fifty years'
franchise.

The Metropolitan

Electric Supply company, limited, of
London, Eng., is about to add a large increase to its elecThe \Vestingtric light plant in the English metropolis.
house Electric company was awarded the contract a few
days ago for alternating current apparatus of a capacity of
•

15.000 lights.

Kan., Gas Light &: Coke company's elec, The Pittsburg,
plant, installed by J. A. Bendure of Ottawa,
Kan., consi?ting of two 25-light Waterhouse arc dynamos,

tric light

and a yso-Iight alternating machine of the Westinghouse
system, was started Feb- ist.
The company has a large
city contract for lighting the streets with arc lights.
It appears that the question of cheap light for public
buildings and streets will prove an important matter in the
municipal elections at Milwaukee. It is proposed to establish a city electric light olant and the advocates of this
project suggest that only such candidates for city councilmen
as are known to favor the plan receive their support.

The
was

city electric light plant at St. Joseph, Mo., which
installed by the E.xcelsior Electric Light company, has

through a satisfactory trial, and has been accepted by the city.
City officials and electrical experts employed by the city council have subjected the plant to
a severe test, and have reported their findings.
These reports aie highly satisfactory to the city and complimentary
to the Excelsior company.
The plant consists of seven 30just passed

machines and an additional dynamo will be installed
at an early day.
The residents of the city are anxious to
have the plant increased, and the lights placed in all the
light

streets of the city.

Mansfield, Ohio, is contemplating the establishment of
electric light plant to be owned and operated by the
city for lighting the streets and public buildings, the city
having been unable to make a satisfactorj' contract with
the local gas and electric light company.
Authority will
be asked from the state legislature for the issue of bonds
sufficient to meet the expense.
The advocates of the plant
claim that it can be established for $20,000, but others
hold that it can not be built and equipped for less than
§50,000. and it is probable that a vigorous fight and protest will be made against the bill asking authority for the
issue of the bonds, whatever the amount.

an

Probably the only Chinaman in pursuit of electrical knowledge in this country is Bert C. Lee of Canton, China, who
has been employed at the works of the Westinghouse Electric
company, Pittsburg. Pa., for several weeks
Mr.
Lee was sent to America at the expense of the Chinese
capitalists who have contracted with the Pittsburg firm for
several large electric light plants in the Flower}' kingdom.
Mr. Lee is here to study the \Vestinghouse alternating current system of electric lighting, and make himself sufficiently acquainted with the apparatus to take charge of the
central stations in China.
Mr. Lee is a very intelligent
looking young man, and his English is also superior.
It is generally agreed on the other side of the Atlantic
that electric lighting conductors of every kind must eventually be placed underground, says the London Electrician;
but nobody at present seems to see how it is to be done, for
none of the experiments tried so far on a considerable scale
have proved wholly satisfactory.
In the meantime the

opinion is gaining ground that it would be comparatively
easy to devise an overhead, or above-ground system that
would be unexceptionable both to eyes and nerves; and we
can see no reason why such should not be allowed in many
instances.
As to their unsightliness they should be kept
out of view as much as possible by running them over
housetops, or, as in many cases would be practicable,
along the sides of the buildings on suitable brackets, crossing the thoroughfares only at right angles and at suitable
heights.
Warned of the objections that are likely to be
raised, the companies must respect, and not recklessly
provoke them, as some of the telephone companies have
done. The safety of the wires is a problem of still easier
solution.
Conscientiously done, the work need give no
grounds for apprehension either from risk of fire, breakage
on to the streets, or contact with human beings.
The experience of the London Electric Supply corporation is sufficient proof of this, although their system does not in all
respects come up to our ideal.
Only one serious accident
has occurred in connection with this company's \\'ires, and
that by no means conclusively traceable to the electric current.
are rather more sanguine than our American
friends about the success of the underground experiments
which are now about to be tried in London; but it is evident that only in large towns can underground systems be
constructed at all.
In the small towns, which are just now
loudest in their denunciation of the overhead system, they
will have to accept that system or none; for it would never
pay to put down an underground system to supply a few
hundred lights. There are ways of doing the overhead
work, however, that would be at once inoffensive, inexpensive, and safe; and electric lighting undertakers will be
wise to take the utmost pains to conciliate public opinion

We

on these points.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Omaha, Neb., has

'

The

railroad at Laredo, Tex., was formally
week with due rejoicing. An elaborate banquet
was served, and all the prominent men of that section were
electric

last

Among

those who responded to toasts were:
United States Consul General W. P. Sutton, Mexican Consul Rafael Varros, Mayor E. A. Atlee, Laredo, Tex.;
Santiago Belden, Mayor of New Laredo, Mexico. Col.
Albert T. Srackett, commander Fort Mcintosh; Col. E.
H. Roper, Prof. G. J. Buck, C. F. Yaeger, Hon. Thos.
W. Dodd. A. W. GifFord, Col. C. F. Drake of Foit Scott,
Kan.; Wm. T. Mottram, representing the Sprague company.
The Laredo electric railway, ivhich is operated by
the Sprague overhead system, has been in practical operation since December 6, and has given entire satisfaction.
It is five miles in length, extending from the Grand Union
Depot to Hotel Hamilton, on Jarvis Plaza, now the business center of the city, and thence to the artesian well on
From Jarvis Plaza the road runs also to the
the heights.
International foot passenger and tramway bridge over the
Rio Grande, connecting the two Laredos, the distance between the business centers of the two towns being less
than three-fourths of a mile, and will be immediately extended across the bridge to the Mexican custom house,
where the change is now being made to electrical equipment,
la the business portion of the city the supports of
the overhead wires are of iron, painted black, and are very
handsome and substantial. The power house, 50x150 feet,
is of brick with iron truss roof and fire proof.
The boilers
and engine were purchased of the Pond Engineering company, St. Louis; the engine, manufactured by Armington
& Sims, being of 1 10 horse-power. The Edison dynamo is
belted directly to the engine.
At present there are in operation six cars, 24 feet in length, each equipped with a fifteen
horse power motor which is under such perfect control that
the car may be stopped within 12 feet when traveling at a
speed of six miles per hour, with a load of fifty people
The cars were manufactured by the J. G. Brill Car company, Philadelphia, and each is lighted by five twentycandle power lamps.
Ten new coaches have been ordered
including a palace car for private parties.
Two large
coaches are now on the way from the factory, each capable
of seating eighty people.
These additional cars are rendered necessar)' by the^ rapidly increasing business, the'
capacity of the cars now in use being often insufficient to
carry the passengers, and so crowded that it is frequently
impossible to collect all the fares.
present.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The

following note has been received from .F. CatHn,
manager of the National ' Fast Telegraphing Tournament:" "The coming tournament will be held in April.
Money for prizes is being raised by subscription on the
part of the press associations, manufacturers of instruments
and similar interests.
The tournament will be held in
a convenient hall, and several hundred dollars will be offered in six prizes."
'

The Western Union Telegraph company was sued

comes from

it

The machine can be worked by hand,

The city council of Rochester, N. Y., has finished its investigation of the several systems of street car propulsion,
and the committee has prepared a contract acceptable to
the street car company, providing for the immediate
introduction of the overhead trolley system throughout the
In recommending the adoption of this contract the
city.
council committee says:
That electricity as a motive
power for the propulsion of street cars has come and come
to stay, is a fact which no well informed person will
deny." The press and people of Rochester have co-operated most heartily with the council and the street car company, and the assistance thus given has been very valuable
to the project.
opened

on the bread as

lays a thin layer

32 miles of electric railroad.

re-

cently by R. W, Crawford of Houston, Tex., for $10,000
actual damages, and S2o,ooo exemplary damages, and a
jury awarded $350 for plaintiff.
The cause of action was
the non-delivery of a telegram announcing the death of
plaintiff's sister and the fact that the body had been sent to
plaintiff's house for burial.
The first intimation the plaintiff received of his sister's
death was when the body was
brought to his house.

Miscellaneous Notes.
At the annual exhibition

of the products of ingenuity and
mechanical skill of the pupils of the Cleveland, O., manual
training school last week, a number of dynamos, motors,
induction coils and electro-magnets were displayed.
The
progress of the boys was highly applauded by all who examined the products of their labor.

The supervisors of San Francisco are considering a petition recently filed by the San Francisco Underground Conduit & Electric Light, Telegraph & Telephone company
for permission to construct and operate for twenty-five
years conduits and pipes, wires, cables, etc
in the public
streets for the transmission of messages, sounds and signals, and for the production of power, heat and light by the
aid of electricity.
,

Advices from Minneapolis announce that E. C. Hughes
has lately been experimenting with the heating capacity of
electricity, and has demonstrated that almost any degree
can be produced with comparative ease.
He has gotten up
an oven for baking and for testing gluten.
The gluten is
placed in a cylindrical glass case, about an inch in diameter, which in turn is placed in the oven, the latter also being in cylindrical form, and under a heat of about 500 degrees the gluten is baked in about twelve minutes.

The London Eledrical Etigi^ieer is responsible for the
following: "The latest and most unique invention is a machine for buttering bread.
It is used in connection with a
great patent bread-cutter, and is intended for use in prisons, workhouses, and other reformatory institutions. There
is a cylindrical shaped brush which is fed with butter, and

the cutter.
steam, or electricity,

and has a capacity of cutting and buttering 750 loaves of
bread an hour.
The saving of butter and of bread and the
decrease in the quantity of crumbs is said to beverj' large,"

Omaha, Neb

has a fourteen-year-old amateur electrician
already turned his attention to introducing electrical novelties to his friends and neighbors.
His latest
device was introduced while he was engaged in coasting,
and evidently attracted considerable atttntion to his
,

who has

"traveler," as he calls his sled. He writes: "On my travI have a 4-inch skeleton bell to ring from the rear
front both.
I have four flat dr.* cells and have them
in a small box in front of the back sled.
It is used to clear
the track when we are going down the hill.
It is great
fun to see the people look at the bell when it rings; they
cannot see the box because it is so small "
eler

and

The

following

is

from the London Electrical Reznew;

"In the Western Electrician of the nth inst.. there
appears a drawing and description of a new form of grid, or
secondary battery plate, which is said to be the invention
of H. G. Osburn of Chicago.
At first sight it would appear as though the plate were composed of two grids, so
placed in relation to each other that the openings in one
coincide with the points of intersection of the ribs in the
Instead, however, of there being two plates, the
grid is cast in one piece.
.Some time during last year J.
S. Sellon showed us some plates of his own identical in
every detail with that of Mr. Osburn.
Which of these
gentlemen claims priority of invention?"
other.

A dispatch from Philadelphia announces that a syndicate
has been formed in that city in which it is said English
capital to the amount of $50,000,000, and even more
American capital is engaged. One of the objects of this
trust is to purchase electrical patents.
The syndicate is
working under the name of the National Construction
company.
It has asked the
Canadian parliament for
power to acquire by construction, purchase, lease, or otherwise any lands, railways, mines, tramways, gas, and electric plants and works, docks and warehouses.
The petition as presented to the Canadian parliament by Mr. Mills
of Annapolis, bears the signature of E. F. Clements, general manager of the Yarmouth (N. S.) Electric Light company; C. F. Frazer of Halifax; fohn White of Dartmouth,
N. S.; the Hon. J. E. Addicks'of Philadelphia; the Hon.
L. M. Child of Boston; F. L. Clements of Yarmouth, and
P. W. French of Boston, secretary of the National Tube
works.
An interesting experiment is being made in Paris. Seven
furnished with seven different and rival
methods of ascertaining the length of ten different fares.
The systems will be on probation for a month, and at the
end of that time one will be selected for universal adoption.
They vary but little in design and the system which will
work with the greatest accuracy and at the lowest cost will
be adopted. As you enter the vehicle a dial faces you
which registers your liabilities. The verj' act of entering
sets free an electric current and the dial announces that
you already owe half a franc for taking the cab.
Then
when you start on your journey the dial shows every kilometer you go, with a charge of twenty-five cents for each.
The rotations of the wheel supply the means of ascertaining
the distance, which is of course the same whether the speed
is great or little.
At any moment the hirer can tell exactly
how many miles he has gone and his exact fare, and the
cabman who is thus paid by mileage with a fixed entrance
finds his own interest in driving fast and getting as many
cabs have been

jobs as possible.

George

New

S.

Persona! Mention.
New Haven Clock

Searing of the

York, was

in

Chicago

company,

last .week.

F. W. Roeblings, treasurer of the John A. RoebHngs &
Sons company of Trenton, N J., was in Chicago last week
and visited the Electric club as a guest of Mr. Geo. C.
Bailey, the Chicago manager of the company.

Business Mention.
The Gate

City Electric company was established in Kansas City in August, 1SS9.
Mason is the manager.
J. W.
The company deals in electric light, telephone, telegraph
and electric railway supplies. It makes a specialty of
okonite.
It has been doing a good business ever since its
establishment and Manager Mason sa) s prospects are
bright.
recent contract secured by this company was
that of furnishing 40. coo feet of okonite for the Washington apartment house now being erected in Kansas City.

A

The company's
The

office is at

522 Delaware street.

TcJegraJica de Mexico, F. A. Soul, editor
and publisher, is a very creditable publication, emanating,
as its name indicates, from the City of Mexico. The paper
is well put together, and we welcome it to our list of exchanges.
Besides containing much matter of interest in
regard to Mexican electrical affairs, it offers a splendid opportunity to American advertisers to reach the Me.xican
electrical fraternity through their own language.
It is the

Revista

Mexico, and claims a
and Central and South

only electrical paper published in
large circulation in that

countr}'

America.

The

Ball

Engine company of

Erie, Pa., reports the fol-

lowing shipments of engines during January: California
Electric Light company, one 100 horse power; Charles
Black, Denver, Colo., one So horse power; Dayton Coal &
Iron Mining company, Dayton, Tenn.. one 100 horse
power; the Okonite company, Passaic N J., one 50 horse
power; Edison Electric company, Le Grande, Ore., one 50
horse power; B. F. Africa, Huntingdon, Pa., one So horse
power and one 60 horse power; Brooklyn Street Railway
company, Cleveland, O., two 125 horse power; Central
Thomson- Houston Electric company, Sonieiset, Ky., one

—
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80 horse power; I.yle & Lee, Dowagiac, Mich., one 60
horse power; Denver KIcclric Illaminating company, Denone So horse power: Waterhouse J'lectric company, Baltimore, Md.. one 100 horse power; K. S. Greeley
& Co., Hrooklyn. N. V.. one 35 horse power; Owcmboro
Eleciric I.ighl company, C)wensboro, Ky.. one So horse
power: I^rcdo Electric Light company, I-aredo, Tex.,
one 60 horse power; Pueblo Steam Heat i^ Power company, Pueblo, Colo., one 100 horse power; Alex. Jacobs &.
Co., Mt. Clemens, Mich., one 100 horse power; iJrooklyn
Navy \'ard, one 35 horse power; (^)ucen City Electric
company, Cincinnati. O., one 150 horse power; City of
Tecumseh, Neb., one 50 horse power.
ver, Colo.,

One

of the oldest firms engaged in the electrical business,
one of the pioneers of the business in the West, was
the firm of C. E. Jones \ Bros, of Cincinnati, which has
recently been succeeded by Jones Bros. Eleciric company.
For several years their factory was located on Longworth
street, in the heart of the business district of the city, but
being unable to secure the accommodations necessitated by
their rapidly increasing
business, they have recently
moved to a large and more convenient factory on Court
street.
This building is admirably adapted to their purp.ises.
They have a frontage on Court street of almost
100 feet, which extends back 10 the middle of the block.
On the first floor are located the general offices of the firm,
the rest of the Hoor space being used to carry a large stock
of sQppties of all kinds of electrical goods.
A part of the
second floor is occupied by a printing office, the rest being u?ed as a stock room, the third and fourth floors,
which are light and well ventilated, are used as the
manufacturing department of the concern.
Here are
made all kinds of special electrical and model work,
and on the same floor are located a brass foundry, plating
room, and a large room filled with lathes of different sizes
and styles. The draughting room which is situated in a
half story built above the fourth floor and lighted by a skyIn the baselight is admirably adapted for this purpose.
ment is a large electric light plant. Power for this plant
is furnished by a 200-horse power Hamilton-Corliss engine,
which is at present running two 6 0-light Mather old style
dynamos for motor use and one 600-light Mather of the
newest type for lighting also a special style of dynamo
manufactured by the Jones Bros, company. Two additional 600-light new style Mather machines .ire on the way and
will be in position in a few weeks.
The foundations are
also laid for two Beck high speed engines, and the plant
will be further increased as the demands warrant it.
The
boilers, two in number, are the Mcllvaine Spiegel tubular
type.
The switch-board, which is a very handsome piece
of work, is equipped with a Weston direct-reading voltmeter and four Thomson-Houston current indicators. The
switch is a new special double-locking style mad.; by the
Jones Bros, company. The mains are all bunched and
brought up to a room on the second floor, where all the
plugs and switches are located.
The light and power system which will extend throughout the business district is
being pushed to completion as rapidly as possible and the
service given will be of the best possible kind.
At present
the full operation of the plant is being delayed somewhat
by injunction su'ts which have been filed by other companies to prevent the Jones Electric company from using
their poles under the rules adopted by the city department
of public works, but it is believed that these delays will
not prevent the projected extensions longer than a few
in fact

weeks.

The Western

Electric Construclion company was established in Kansas City in 1886. and since then has had a
most prosperous career. Ford S. Caldwell is proprietor

and M. E. Ba'es

company has

is

manager.

established

the

Since it began business this
following central station

Edison Illuminating company, Topeka, Kan.;
Hutchinson Water A: IClectric Light company, Hutchinson, Kan.: Abilene Water »S: Electric Light company,
Abilene, Kan.; S. B. Pierce & Son, Lawrence, Kan.; Edison Electric iJght & Power company. Kansas City; I'ort
Scott Electric Light & Power company. Fort Scott. Kfln.;
Citizens' Electric company, Wichita. Kan.
Pine Bluff
Water \- E'ectric IJght company. Pine Bluff, Ark.; Trinidad Electric company, Trinidad, Colo.; North East Street
plants:

;

railway,

Kansas

Isolated plants,

City, .Mo.

Kansas City

February

Insane asylum; Kansas City Dressed Beef company, RoseKan.; National Manufacturing company, Nashville,
Tenn.; De Soto. Mo., central station:
Kansas City
Smelting \ Refining works, Argentine, Kan.
The company has its offices on the second floor of the Electrical
exchange, the National Bank of Kansas City building at
Fifth and Delaware streets.
dale,

Electrical Patents.
4,

Conduit for Electric Railways.
Johnson, Atlanta, Ga.

Thermal Cui-Out.

420,444.

1890.

George

New

Faireli,

York,

Regulation

N.

|.,

Lemuel

Motors.

of Electric

Serrell, Plainlield,

and Harvey L. Lufkin,

W.
New

York, N. Y.

The

first

claim follows

The combination,

"i.

:

with

the

main

e.xciiing coil

of an electric motor, of a differential coil in parallel
with the main exciting coil, both coils being in series
with the armature, and a speed-governor controlled by
the motor and controlling the current flowing through
the differential coil in accordance with the work done."

420,500.

Imle E. Storey, Boulder, Colo.

Electric Drill.

New

Electric Street Car Gear. Edgar Peckham,
420.543.
Yoik, N. Y,

Electric

420.545.

New

York,

Car Axle. Edgar Peckham,

New

York,

N. Y.
Extension Electrolier. James E. Brown and
John F. Brown. Brookl)n, N. Y.
Automatic Bolt Work. Oliver F. Pillard, Cam420,563
420,552.

bridge, Mass.

Thomas A.

(Juadruplex Telegraph.

420,594.

Menio Park, N.

The

J.

Edison,

Filed Aug. 22, 1S77.

third claim reads as follows:

•'3. The combination, in a quadruplex telegraph of
an eltctro-magntt in the main line circuit and an armature set to respond to maximum and medium strengths
of current and a sounder brought into ac ion by such
armature, a second electro-magnet in the main line
circuit, and an armature set to respond to medium and
minimum strengths of currents, and a sounder and
local circuit brought into action by such armature."

John E. Stephens, Cincinnati

Electric: Brush.
420,611.
Ohio.

Jr.,

Edward N.

Lock Switch.
York, N. Y.

Electrical

New

Dickerson,

The

claim is appended:
'"The combination of the switch making opposite
connections and moved by two controUirg magnes
with an independent mechanical lock locking the said
switch in each of its two conntciions, the mechanical
lock being controlled by an independent magnet in the
circuits with bo:h of the controlling magnets.''
420.635.

Luther

Staple for Electrical Conductors.

New

inger.

420,63s.
Pa.

Stier-

York, N. Y.

Cable-Hanger. William A. Conner, Pittsburgh,

420641. Method of Electric Refrigeration. Mark W.
Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y,
The main object of the invention is to distribute
cold produced by electricity in a certain locality to or
through one or more localities from where the cold is
produced.
"42. The method of electrically changing
Claim:
temperature, consisting in removing heat from or disengaging heat in a medium by or through the convection
or conduction of heat produced by an electric current
or currents, aad circulating or passing said medium
through a locality wherein the temperature is to be

changed."
Insulating
420,648.
Francisco, Cal.

Compound.

James B. Williams, San

The

first and last claims follow:
"i. An electric insulating compound which consists
of India rubber, paralfine. and a resinous body.
"6. The processor making the insulating com-

building, Bonaventure house, Gibraltar building. Metropolitan Street railway, Ninth and Wyoming. Metropolitan
Street railway, Twelfth and Charlotte, Grand Avenue rail-

rubber

way. Grand avenue and l-'ifteenth street, Kansas City
Cable company, Eighth and Woodland, Kansas City
Cab'fe company, Ninth and Washington, Landis Court,
Eighteenth and Broadway, Kingan \ Co., packers, Ar"hapln Hi. Gore, restaurant, Martin
mourda'le,
Regan,
saloon, Gus Behr, restqurant, M. B. Wright, store, S. M.
Jarvis, residence, 1'". M. Howe, residence, W. W. Arnold,
residence. Blossom house*. V. 11. Bell, residence, Frank K.
Hoover, residence, Rail^y Mail Service, St. Mary's
Church.
Isolated plants, St. Louis Su Ixiuis Exposition,
Anheuser-Busch Brewing association, Belcher Sugar reP'airbanks t\: Co. '5 lard works.
finery, l.indell
hotel,
(

—

Beers'

hotel,

Pope's

(

Opera house,

Irantl

Kennard

Olympic

theater,

Sons' carpet house, Victoria
Baldwin's exchange. Steamer
N'isbet, Frank \ .Sons. Park mills. Camp Spring mills,
Blackmer A: Post, Deidrich Furniture company, Bcmis
Bagging company, .\nchor mills. Dr. Ehrhardt's residence.
Woodward \* Tiernan, printers and stationers. Meyer Bros.'
flour

theater,

mills.

Southern

^V

pounds which consists

company. Grand Opera house, (ilohc-Demoiritt.
Isolated plants, miscellaneous— Fort Scott. Kan.; Foundry
Machine company, Dallas, Te.\., Ilerahi; Howard Oil
^:
Kansas State Penitentiary, Lanscompany, Dallas, Tex
ing, Kan.; Henderson, Ky.. Cotton mill; Border City Ice
Ark.; Perry Hutchington
^: Coal company. Fort Smith,
Flour mill, Marysville, Kan.; Crystal Ice company. Little
Kock, Ark.; Topeka. Kan., Insane asylum; Fulton, Mo..
;

first,
dissolving the India
second, dissolving paralfine

rubber solution thus obtained; third, distilling f'om the solution 0/ India rubber and paratfine
the volatile solvent, and, fourth, incorporating the
resident compound of India rubber and paraffine with
one or ail of the remaining ingredients."

Eleclro-Magnetic Car
420,693.
Elroy, New York, N. V.

420 697.

Burglar Alarm.

420.705.

Electric

Lamp

Brake.

Noah M,
Adapter.

Daniel

Powell,

S.

Mc-

Rcger, Mo.

James Stewart,

New

James Stewart,

New

York, N. Y.
Electric

Lamp

Adapter.

York, N. \\
Bipolar Prostatic
420,710.
Bache, Philadelphia, Pa.

mills.

Drug

in,

in a volatile solvent;

in the India

420.706.

420,740.

Electric

Belt.

ICIectric

Meter.

Klectrolyzer.

Richard M.

Reciprocated

Delbert

E.

Harry N.

Tool.

I.

Shefl'ield, Griggsville,

James D- Bishop, Chicago,

III.

The

object of the invention is to provide an improved registering-meter for electric currents which
shall serve to register with accuracy the quantity of
current passing through it and indicate ihe same in a
manner intelligible to the general consumer, as in case
of a gas meter.

Thermo

Electric Generator.

Yonkers, N. Y.

Autographic Telegraph.
420.833.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

James H. Robertson,

Electric Door-Opener,
420.834.
York, N. Y.

George A.

420,850

Electrical

Recording

Instrument.

.Seib.

New

Frank

B.

Wood, New York, N. Y.
420, 851.
Method of Electrically Recording Signals. Frank
B. Wood, New York. N. ^^

The claim is as follows:
"The method of electrically recording signals, which
consists in imprinting upon a recording medium the
figures indicating the time at or about which the signal
recorded in a succession of impressions corresponding in number and relative location to and representing
the number of the signal."

Apparatus
Frank B. Wood,

4:10,852.

for

New

Electrically

Recording Signals.

York, N. Y.

420,858.
Electric Railway
Minneapolis, Minn.

George W.

Signal.

Bess,

Claim four:
"In a railway signal sjstem the combination of a
main wire having contact strips and ground connection at both ends and having resistance coils between
said contact strips and the ground connections, local
circuits provided with suitable signals, and circuit
closer magnets for said local circuits arranged in said
main wire."
Electric Railway Signal.
4:0,859.
George W. Boss,
Minneapolis, Minn.
The object of this invention is to provide an improved block signal system for railroads, in which
as a train passes into each section, it will set a signal
at each end of the block to indicate danger, and as it
passes off from the block to indicate saftty, and which
is adapted for use either with a single or double track
and which operates equally well whether the train is
passing in one direction or the other.

Filament for Incandescent
Langhaus, Berlin, Germany.

420.881.

Lighls.

Rudolf

The

claim follows:
filament for incandescent electric lamps, conor core composed of salts, the basic
component of which consists of an oxide or oxides of
earthy metal, and the acid component of that class of
oxides which in the presence of the former and on
exposure to a high temperature assumes the character
of acids, the vein or core being coated with material
of higher electric conductive capacity than the core."

"A

sisting in a vein

420.882.

Electric Regulating

and Merle

The

J.

Mechanism.

Herman Lemp

Wightman, Hartford, Conn.

invention

consists in the combination with
motor mechanism of a retarding device having a variable retarding effect in both directions of moverotnt of
said mechanism which effect is governed or adjusted
automatically by the controller magnet or by a magnet
in circuit therewith or controlled thereby, and either
directly or indirectly in such way that the magnitude
of the change in the power of said controller magnet
shall effect a corresponding change in the adjustment
of the retarding mechanism so that with a large change
the latter shall retard the motor mechanism to a less
degree, and therefore allow a quick or rapid movement of the same in either direction. The retarding
mechanism consists in a dash pot with a variable
resistance.

420.884

Multiple Telegraphy.

Ernest

J.

P.

Mercadier,

Paris, France.

The fundamental

feature of this invention is based
upon the fact that if upon a continuous current in a
line a particular set of rhythmical
undulations is
superimposed, the latter may be made to actuate a
suitable receiving instrument constructed to respond to
that particular rhythm of current undulations, and to
no other, and that if at the same time electrical undulations of diiTerent rhythms are superimposed upon the
continuous current, receiving instruments constructed
to respond each to one of those added rhythmical undulations may be used for the reception of messages
spelled out by the added undulations.
Electric Time Alarm and
420,890.
A. Randall, London. England.

Indicator.

Charles

Rheostat.
William Thomson, Glasgow, County
420,894.
of Lanark, Scotland.

Apparatus for Charging and Discharging Secondary Batteries. \\'arren S. Johnson, Whitewater.
Claim one:
"In commutators for secondary batteries, the combination of a slide having upon it two or more series
of contact pieces arranged, so that a change of position

420,906.

.Mbert

111.

420,762.

420,764.

Electrically

is

Edgar Peckham,

Electric Car Gear.
420.544.
N. V.

42"!, 622.

420,816.

Marvin, Syracuse, N. Y.

N. V.
420,469.

Kansas City Times, Dime Museum, Centropolis hotel,
Richardson
Heines Star Planing mills, New England
buildmg, Board of Trade building, Kialto building. Exposition building, Woodlarid hotel. Coates house. Journal
<.\:

Elevator.
John H. Clark, Boston, Mass.
The invention consists in the combination with an
elevator car and a motor mechanism to move it, of an
electric device to control the operation of said motor
mechanism, a switch carried by the car provided with
circuit-terminals, and a speed regulating device connected to said electric device and to the circuitterminals on the car, whereby the speed or rate of
movement of the elevator car may be regulated as
desired from the car.

420,771.

420,804.

Issued Feb.

1890

15,

Charles S. Bradley,

of the slide in relation to the terminals or poles of the
secondary batteries will commute the current differently, the poles or terminals of a series of secondary
batteries, and an electro-magnet or solenoid in circuit,
so that the starting of the current will commute it
differently."

System of Generators.
420,924.
Hartford, Conn.

;

Addison G. Waterhousej^'

February

15.
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W. H. Sawyek,

EifOENE E. Phillips, President.

FRANK

Scc'y and Electrician.

AMEUICAIT ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

PATENT

D. S.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

BROWN,

T.

EXAMKER

PRINCIPAL

I.

Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

Two cnmrletp

THOS.

SMITH,

A msn thorougbly

EUGENE

F.

Treasurer.

Sec'y

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
OP

00.,

New Tork.

A

20 to 25 H. P. 110 volt generasecond-hand, must be in firstclass condition.
Address with full
particulars, "Generator," "Westeen
Electrician, Chicago.
tor,

elephones and Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

ELECTBICIAIV,

and Electrical hpplj

Care Western Electrician. GJiiceeo.

ELGIN,

ILL.,

Co.i

U.S.A.

—

i

Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandeeeent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

it

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

FARADAY CABLES.
Insulation

St.,

E.

acqualnled -wi'h the

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

cc

M.

Sprague Railway molorp, line wcrk and
wiring of cars, to t ke charge electrically
of a Sprague rord and the bulding of an
extension. Must be thoroughly competent
and temperate. Address

SPRAeCE

''Factory? [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANUPACXnRERS

Jr.,

218 'Water

Steam and

Office. 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBI>IA.N, Aeent.

John Carroll,

EUGENE MUNSELL &

CHICAGO.

sets of U. S. Elprtrical Patents.

C.

QVAXITTES

For Electrical Purposes.

Smitli,

Building,
Cinciindti, Ohio.
Electric Kower Construction, Electric Light Plantp, * onenltation and Snpe'inteodSpecifications furniahed for firet-clasB
ence.
plants.

FARADAY CABLES.
Phillips President.

&

SIZ£S

AND

Hammond

11

New York
F.

MICA

OmCE,---

Patent AttorneyB,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING.
-

Magnet Wire,

AU.

Late

ELECTRICITY,

Bitterwortli, Hall, Broffi

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Eugene

xvii

Cardew Voltmeters.

Electro-dynamometers,
Queen's New Standard Laboratop' Resistance Boxes.
Queen's New Portable Combinatiu.i Testing Set.

99

Complete Outfits far Insulation Testing.

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submartne,

paid

Special attention

to

recalidrating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

JAMES W, QUEEN &

THE
"A

HERBERT

H. EHSTia.

of Lamps and

Lamp

Frecisloa aod CoDstaccy, Quality and Tin'.A, the
Best ia the World.

Novelties

I

upon

Catalogne of Standard Test Inetrnmenle
furnished upon *ipplicatlon.

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
Oeneral Manager.

Illustrated Circular

Instruments and Batteries of
tks Very Highest Grade,

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
CLARK.

GREELEY ^ CO.,

5 and 7 DE'S' ST., 9fi: W VORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

» order.

A.

E. S.

Street, PhiladelpMa,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

In a letter from the Tnspectos of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
Thorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
W, 1886, he says :
The rubber used In Insulating our "wires and cablea 1b specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterpronf, and loill not deteriorate, oxidize or cracfc, and will remain flexible In e.\treme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is pro'.ei^ted from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, vhich is water, oil, add and, tea very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gangea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables made

BENKT

924 Ckstiint

CO,,

Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

RiBctrlclaii

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

CO.,

215 West Fourth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO.

President.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Bnilders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.

]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND

nLOW/>
..TBADE

tdABK.

BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Power

P""^-

Plants.

0"'°" shipments.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
and Teleg:raph,

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

THE OKONITE

[

B"*"""

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWAHDUn A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,
Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ILICTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MANUFACTUHIKG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

M OTflBS

AUIOMJUIG. E tECTBIC
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, RemarTeable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Efficiency, Perfect JRegulation,

of

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc,

DDmrn
DKAnvU

The

nDUirro- new
UrtlLCii).

roRK.aachurciiSt.:

KANSAS

boston,

m

CITY, Rlalto Building:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

Arcii

Philadelphia, bos Ccmmerce
ORLEANS, TOO Carondelet St.

St.;

NEW

CO.,

-

st.,-

Windsor, Conn.

—

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

February

Steam-Feed Water

Stllwell's Patent Live

BAGGOT,

E.

Removes
Knlirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

/

IN

Boilers.

GAS AHD ILICTRIC

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Steam

i"

Cataloixue on application,

STILWELL&BIERGENF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBIN ^"TION

all

prevents

1890

15

GEORGE
CUTTER,
CONSULTING
ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.

80 Adams Street^

GHIGACrO.

-

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

Etc., Etc

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenne,

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant ««!,!«i!5

BRANCH STORE

THE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

LUNKENH IMER BRASS MFG.

CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

LUNKEMHEIMER'S

CO.,

SENIOR
D.

P.

MANUFACTUREKS OF THE

Are Buperior

to all
others.
Especially
ndapted for Electric Light Machinery, also
Heavy Regrinding Globe Valves, Gate Valves,
Pop Safety Valves, Etc. A]\ goods strictly
liret-clafi?, aiul guaranteed in every particular.
Write for catalogue and prices.

-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.
I

1.
3.

FEED LUBRICATORS

INDEX SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL CUPS

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

2.

SIGHT

PERRY, Vice-President aid GeDeral Manager,

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve monthB.
That the new >perry Improved Dynamos can ije coupled in aeries with perfect safety.
That any namber of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

2 Pearl

Street,

Room

BOSTOW, 3IASS.

6,
ImDroveil

circuit,

singly or In croups, with perfect eafety, and without eparbing at the bruBhes.
4.
To abeorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burnlug.

Patentefl

The new Antomatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

in efticlency those of

any other

That there Is greater economy In operating the new Sperry Syetem than any other.
That our antomatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

TBOMAS ASHBUKNER,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

if

you

invite

will visit

LOWEST PRICES.

CORRES-

PONDENCE SOLICiTED.

make.
J.
3.

Street

for

Rail¥af Roayeis.
BEST MATERIAL.

1.

Material

Western Agent,

Kansas

Citj,

Mo.

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus In existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. tntQndIng buyers^and Interested
people everywhere.

m mm rnim

co„

i9i

iss,

m

u

ciiston

st,,

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Express Prepaid, to
Prospective Parchaeers.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

Chicago, ill

Sioux City Engine Works,
— BUILDEUS OK THB—

VXV^

Office and Factory

2134

to

Mainfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

^Iff

OUR

Lone

Size,

Milling, niaiiufiicturlii;;. Ktc.

—POINTS

SUPEEloiliiALlTY,

Steam Power Oulflls

Guaranteed Second

(insaixE

ALL.

"WRITE

•

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

Life,

Uniform

VAI.VE

Well known East as the "Ruesell."
Kspecially adapted to

ELECTRIC LI&HT CARBONS and CARBON SPECIALTIES,

'BL&CK DIAMOND'

THEM

SlNtil.B

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,

ST. LOUIS, MO,

lo

None.

FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

and Elevators a Specialty
EKIK KNGINK WORKS.
CIKCITLAKS
SHII'MAN OIL KNtilNK.
FREE.
AG'T8.liILLKK DUl'LEX STJ3AM ril.MP.
for Lightine Scations
1

GEN'L WESTERN
ENCINE.WORKS
LARGEST
West, ot the .MlsMlssippl.
-^

C.

M. GIDDINOS. Qen'I Manager, Sioux

City, Iow«.

CLEVELAND. OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARDON CDMPANY,
ol
IVXctxiiiX'a.ot'vi.z'eiTS

B-

-H

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
-^
REPAIRED|5^ REWOUND®® ^^ -

MATURES

•^^'^^^^'^

DYfJ/^/V^O I\efAl^HG^ JOBBING'
T)
T^
C/ONES t)l\OSttECTI^IC(^(^ CiNGiHNATi, Ohio.

?^he?r
^^

)
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

attention of

BRAXEO WAXER
on account of

and

being

"WHEEL,

is called to this CE11.Eas particularly adapted to their use.
iiisrli

remarlcably steady motion,

its

g-reat Efficiency, and larsre C-'apacity.

Speed

for

double the PoAver of most wheels of same diameter.

diameter,

its

It is

used by a

number

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent of use-

ical

ful effect

;::uaranteed.

SE\'D

FOB CATA1.0«UE AXD PARTICrXARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

it

can be belted

is

directly to

recommended, as no geaj^ are required,

highly

dynamo.

VICTOR.

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

XURBI^iES

Tubes, End
a substantial cast-iron bed

plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their lise. we recommend them,

We

strictly first-class in

8TILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

HOLItlES,

CO..

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

HJLYIDEITS,
BOOTH
&
WAIERBUST,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

aiAKrFACTIIREKS OF

BARE AND INSXTImATZSD ^WITIRE.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for. Incandescent Lightinsr- Round and Fiat Copper Bars for Station Worlc. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

LINE WIRE

K K

Light, Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

\

/NDir r^ADRON

LQM.£^rND

NEW

YORK.

CO., MAKERS orHlGH -GRADE

OHIO.

BELDING MOTOR &
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

<^«°r. a^",ss.^5

COMPANY,

MFCl.

Street,

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

Street,

MANTJFACTTXREBS OF

THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

?

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency G-uaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts InterdLangeable
CorresTDondence Solicited.

-

Aeents Wanted

THE STANDARD OPEN CIRCUIT
s

1

.00.

\|"*i

x^ «17^

to

Commutator.

in all the Princinal Cities.

BATTERIES OF THE WORLD.

PARIS

ra
^f M'^
174

Even

ABSOLDTELT NO HEATIN&.

^>^

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GOLDF MEDAL
O R
fm

ELECTRIC BATTERIES
N0V.i6,l88O. MWJi.

EXPOSlfiaN

AlIlG.ll

1889
-tiGH-TlNa, Ei,ecTao-Pl,ATlN6.,ANi)
FOR EXPERIMENrALUSE.- AL-SO MOTORS.

I

eONDA.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COMPANY,

AXO
149 West 18th Street,

NEW

-B5.

^

YORK,

WESTERN

ELEC13::CIAN.

February

15,

1890

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
cheapest
and
best
Cells in the market.
Also
for
Batteries.
Primary
and
Storage
Kiel's Patents
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
(Kiel's
Tubing
Sheet, Rod and
TubintT, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch

Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale bv

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
j

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

Cloth Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Words, Terms or Phrases.
Each
of the gieat classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilizatiou comes under
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopsdia than a dictionary.

This Dictionary 'ncludes close upon 2.500

The Scheme

ot

Treatment

is

as follows:

The words, terms and

let.

distinct

phrases are invariably followed by a short, concise

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
2d.
A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition is foucded.
definition,

e

it

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELEGTRICatAN,
those

who have had no

THE

they shall also be

SIMPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all In electricity, or are novices In the art.

ZSXiZZCTRICIAN PUBIalSHING CO.
3:i.^^s]siz>s] :BX7XXjX>xisr<3-,

os:xo.^c»o, zx^XjIio'oxs.

SCHeYLER ARC LMTINfi SYSTEM
o»
CD

m-^

C3.

CO
CD

C3
e-5
t/3

CO

CO

C-3

o

to

CD
n

^"
^.^

=»

as

c3

CO

00
cu
CO
03
CO
CO

^

"*

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

3
;3
tu
^
5" n
OQ

m
X

CD

en

CD

CO
CD
CO
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a
u
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

UOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPHCIAIi AGENT!^

Have a

alOIv//

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

TRADE

of

FlJIiL.

MARK.
CABI.BS.

will

make

liOliV Prices

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WIRES AND

-

and PROHTPX Shipments.

KANSAS

-

CITY,

MO.

WHEN YOU BUY AANY MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
From

Manufacturer or Dealer,

State that

"WANT IT SUPPLIED

you

WITH

standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham
Automatic

SOLD

nsr

SIX

months by the

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
^ATestem, S-vipply Ho-u.se,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
AND JOBBERS.

OMAHA.

Write for S£.mples, Prices
and jData.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MD.
POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

Oilers,

THE MARKET.

Sight Chamber Is fitted with sqaare window
panes, wtiicli are secured by brass ei>d plates, and
can be removed for iospectlon, cieaumgor repairs
at any time, without stepping the oil reed, while
the machme Is rimniDg.

MANUPACTDBED BY

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT. 196 LaSaile

CO.,

St.,

PLUM STREET,

CINCINNATI,

O.

PARTRICK L

Please sf^nd for Prices and Discounts-

T3JLF

ZAMIKZ

WOOD BOX

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

BELLS.

ASH AND WALNUT BOXES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distriliution.

SEXD FOB
And

STATIONARY MOTORS.

1889

CATAL09VE,

if in the Trade, inclose Basiness

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

—TRADING

Card for Discounts.
H.

WARD

WILKINS.

AS

STORAGE BATTERIES.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in Every Description of

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

YORK.

Chicago.

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annxinciator,

114

SOUTH SECOND STREET,

-

EST A-BXiiaHrEIIJ

PHTLADELPHIA, PA.
18S7.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

"C.

V

&

402
ALL STANDARD

ELECTRIC

February

SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6.000

OF—
IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS
TO 40

1-8 B. P.
Chicago

Office. Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

How

in

Use

THE

UNITED STATES,
RunniDg Sewing Machinee, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow
ers. Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. F.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

165 Walnut

1890

MOTOR COMPANY

404 GREENWICH STREET,

ti

15,

New England

Street.

Office.

148 High

Philadelphia Office. 301

Street. Cor. Oliver. Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_irvTi-r^rD,

NE-W YORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
INCAMSCENI ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

StreetPoleanilFlxlnre

-FOUSpecially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
^.i/ Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
', Greatest Producilon of Candle Power per Horse Power.
Dynamo Self-Contalned and Pertions.

—

Helsler

Long Dlslaace

INCANDESCENT

i.ieHTiNe.

fectly Automatic.

SEKD FOB CLRCUIiAB.

COBKESPONDBKCE BOIilCITED.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

Street,

THE LEONARD

<&

MO.

IZARD

CO.,

G-ENER-J^L AG-ENXS "CENTRAIv STATES DISTRICT,"
(C/VSH

INSTALLATIONS DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD

^ IZARD CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indi-

and Kansas ("Central States

District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

"

February
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom

Prices.

Prompt Shipments and

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Oar Specialties.

^^

823 LOCUST STREET,

i.»!a«.

CC.

TRADE MASK-

AGENTS.

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both

and

Advertiser

mentioning

WESTERN

the

TRICIAN when

by

Publisher

ELEC-

writing to advertisers.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

PATENT

CHICAGO,

Xalectrical Expert^

DOUBLE

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.
Has been

As the

Official

Special and Experimental

selected

MACHINERY

Ronte for pasBengGrs
to the

National Electric Light Association
To be held In Kansas Citj;, Feb. 11, 12, 13
and

14,

becanse

.

a Specialty.

the

it ia

Best Appointed Line

!

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago

LIFT-OVER

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
boixt to Order. Coal Mining Hanlage

Office,

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
lEONABD PAGET.

PENDANT BURNER
Igniting

PEN9ANT BURNER

Electric Spark or Connection only

J.

Second to none.

KINTNER.

machinery.

8.
Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

Engineers,

is

Ignited.

a.zid.

Free from

By

gum

CylindLer Oils.

Especially adapted for all fast runnning
can be used continually.
Adopted by the largest
Electric Plants of the West.
or acids.

refiltering

TAUSSIG, Agent,

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

REDDING eUcTRIC

when Cas

Electric Cas Lighting Apparatus.
Electric Bells and Annunciators.
General Electrical Supplies.
Electrical Specialties to Contract.

ST. ]D3maino

CHARLES

and

or Gasoline by Electricity.

This
has the Double LiftOver Electrode, which saves two-thirds of Battery Power and
avoids Short Circuiting, which is liable to occur in many others.
The Double Life Over Electrode is a very important featture no other Pendant has.

PAGET <£ KINTNER^
GbemiGal

Gas

CO.'S

Dslebratsd Electric

Primary Batteries

Eells^

FOR

AKSUHCIATORS AND LECLANCHE BATTERIES

DOMESTIC

TO BE SOLD AT ACTUAL COST.
Having a larger sto3k of these goods on hand than we
need at this season, we have decided to sell them at prices
lower than were ever offered before.

ELECTRIC

All in need of these goods should apply at ones to avoid
disappointment, the price helng eo low that they are sure
to 1)6 aU sold in a very short time.

REDDING ELECTRIC

CO.,

48 ANHOVER

ST.,

LIGHTING,

BOSTON, MASS.

AND FOR

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO.
F. A.

Address:

I*, .A..

^0^

NEW CATALOGUE

JUST OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JS^TO"!,

P.O. Box 31, or Calledel Refugio No. 16. entresuelo.

Ujg^gyg

Scientific and otiier Purposes.

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

The " BEVISTA TELEGRAFICA DB BTEXICO " is the only electrical paper published ia Mexico
and has a wide circulation all over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
it is unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfally received and kepi at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico " Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.

CITY OF MEXICO.

JAMES

,.™-^

^^^' '\^!^

H.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN.
f"^

$^RffiM

1

20 Park Avenue,

-

-

BROOKLYN, N.

Y.
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Forest City Electric 'yyork.s,
Manuiacturers

01

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

OOMPANY,
Office:

trolled by the Handle.

NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.
C

Quick Make and Break Uncon-

SCHUMACHER, PrcsT

VICTOR SCHAUER, Trcas.

MOTORS.

P.

CLAUS, GenI Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

63 Broadway.

19

W.

2m

CorreBpondeDce
St.

with

Solicited

Electric

LIE til

Companies.

W.

CLEVELAND,

B.

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,

SPEAKIN& TUBES

OOHTINe/VT.^

Oral, Electric,

a

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and

Meclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS

DYNAMO ELECTRIC

MACHINE.

W.

R.

OSTRANDER &
and 25 Ann

21. 23
Send

for

New

DeKalb Ave,

Factory, 1461 and 1463
Catalogue, out August 1st,

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity -with, the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small

wear of brushes

and commutator.
C.

.1.

THOHPIslOII. ion Ka«t

B. D.

l<'ODrth Kt..

I^t.

Paul. nion.. 4 cent.

BRAIDED WIRE.

Also Rawhide

ST.LOlJIS.MO.

Uce LeatherT"^

—lAGENTS

IN ALL

—
CITIES^

THS POPULAR Wl«= FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

Safe and Reliable.
NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE
1

W.

1

B,

649 & 651

Central St., Boston, Matt.

DOWSE,
Gen'l Supt.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

CO,,
Broadway.

GALLAHER, Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'l Mgr.
R. E.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF U. B.
ELECTBICAI, PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

T3.Sm

1007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

CO.,

"""IfaS^y^J^o^n^r!'^^"''

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

^SiJoS
THE MATHER ELECTRIC CO.,
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

35 Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cfnoinnati, Carlisle Bidg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From, one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

:

February
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1 EVANS SYSTEM OFECONOMICAL!
DRIVING DYNAMOS.
DURABLE!
SIMPLE!

EFFICIENT!

SAVES

GIVES

ROOM,

STEADY LIGHTS

,

Entire Control

BELTING,

of

POWER,

Dynamos,

SATISFACTION

REPAIRS.

WHEREVER USED.

i('»»»»i'»."»i»".("i(»u("Mn<nin«n.«.»'rf'»n«*»tt"w«w\iw<^

EACH DYNAMO MAY DE STARTED and STOPPED WITHOUT SLOWING the ENGINE.
The

Efficiency and Power of our system
depends on the use of our

We Guarantee

as

much Power,
than by

iLd.d,ress

I ntlQC CD I PTI nHI DCi TO
LUUOL
rnlU I lUlt DCLiO>

with no more Pressure on Bearings

Common

Belting.

THE EVANS FRICTION GONE COMPANY, 85 WATER STREET, BOSTON.

BERaiaJLITIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOAlfDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

f

J^-t-W "v/^-Dxr
XUHli.
ivt'e^itt'

i

|

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,
65

Fifth

Avenue.

CO., 227 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES IN THE NORTHWEST.
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DETROIT

m

Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECwhich have the highest in-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

dorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
standard Hotel Keedle Annnnciator
Wllh QUEST

CAU

and FIRE

AURM

ATTACHUENTS.

THE GENUINE LORD'S BOILER COMPOUND

IS

MADE BY

GEO.

W. LORD ONLY.

—

.

February
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NOW

NOW READY!
Dynamo

READY!!

Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Third Edition
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo

Tenders' Hand-Book, let Edition

2d
"

Incandescent "Wiring

3d

'•

Ist

"

(Just ready.)

BY

Copies.

2,.500

2,500

Total within Eighteen months

-

Book.

"

13,000

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book

BY P. B. BADT.

BADT.

P. B.

(Just ready)

"

1,000
2,500

Dynamo - Tenders' Hand

Incandescent "Wiring Hand-Book 2d Elition
"
"
"
Ist

BellHangers'

.....2.000

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

Copies.

2,500

"

BY

P. B.

Elements of Electric Lighting.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON.

BADT.

A. M.,

PH. D.,
»

PRICE

106 pages,

11.00.

tions, flexible cloth

97 illustra-

binding, type

page

Just the book for people

53^x3 Inches.

PRICE

tions exhausted

making

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

;

and second

now

third edition

ready,

moonlight

taining additional pages and

93 pages, 70 illustra-

f it 1890.

tions, flexible cloth binding,

size of type

Designed for dynamo

page 5Jx 3 inches.

tenders and linemen, stationary and

house or hotel annmiciators,burglar or

fire

electric

gas

lighting apparatus,

to learn

the book for

how to

ma-

men

of the kind la the English language.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Work.

Gteneratlon of Current.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

Polarization.

DESCRIPTION OP BATTERIES.
Battery.

Nickel- Plating Battery.
Puller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Carbon Battery.
The Law Battery.

Gravity Batteries.

ARRANGEMENT OF FOWBR.
The Dynamo Room.
Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foimdations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.
Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuous Current Dynamo.
The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
The Alternating Current Dynamo.

Preparation of a

New Dynamo

ELEMENTARY DATA.
Current.

Conductors and Insulators.

Work.

Moulding "Work.
Concealed "Work

"When the Building

a.

is

Being Con-

structed.

la a Completed Building.

b.

Salting a New Dynamo.
Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order.
Brushes.
The Commutator.
Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets
Testing the "Wire Colls of a Dynamo for

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected is Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Becapitulatlon.
"Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

Data Regarding Batteries.
Divided Circuits.
Induction Coils.

Electric Bells.
Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.

Push Buttons.

DISEASES OF DYNAMOS.
Non-Generation of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.

A

RUNNING ELECTRIC WIRES.
Proper Installation.
How to Pish "Wires.
"Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
"Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best Time for "Wiring.
Extra Insulation.

TESTING IHSTRUMENTB.
Detector Galvanometer and the Magneto

Arc Lamps.
Suspension of Arc Lamps.
'Vrimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the Same

Wiring a Hotel.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.
Safety Devices.
Switches.
Splices.
.

FIXTUKES AND ELEVATORS.

"Wiring of Elevators.
"Wire Gauges.

ATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REGULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

Laws.
Rules and Regrulations of the

Board

New York

of Electrical Control.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

—

tem.
Construction Tools.

mathematical formulce; with full treatment
of the

dynamo, the storage battery and the

principles of direct

and

alternate

current

lighting.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Electricity a !Mode of Moleculae Mo
TiON. Principles of the Dtnaai?.
The Armature. The Commutatoi. Closed
The
(Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes.
Field Ma^ets, The Dynamo's Mode of AcShunt and Series Dynamos Com-

pared.

Alternate Current Dynajios.
Principles of the Alternate Current Dynamo.
The Siemens-Halske Dynamo, TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The Westinghouse Dynamo. The Converter.
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Cantilever

Motor Truck
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7^7
Simplest

The Strongest,
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and

MOTOR TRUCK

Easiest Riding

in

Existence.

WARRANTED TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF CARS.
and

Simple Brakes, IntercJiangeable Elastic
The superiority of this Truck consists in itH Great Strength, Powerful
TF/ieelSf and the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents oscillation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

230

&

AXLE COMPANY,

I^ES^UV

ANSONIA BRASS AND GOFFER
1

33 and

1

35 Wabash

19 and 21

Ave.,

XtfJiJ

-MANUFACTITRERS OF-

W

GO.

Cliff Street,
'X'Ofl.XSL.

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE
For Electric Liglit, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
Insulated Iron Pressure "Wire.
Magnet "Wire,
Underwriters' "Wire,
Weatherproof Wire,
Flexible Incandescent Cord, Paragon "Wire,
Annunciator "Wire,
OfBce "Wire.
Battery Copper, Gongs, etc., etc.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.

FIRE PROOF
Approved by

AND WEATHER PROOF WIRE.

NEW YORK BOARD

OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS.
CUT SHOWING STYLE OF INSULATION.

This Weather-Proof Composition Hardens on Exposure to the Weather, Rendering the Covering Absolutely Impervious
to Moisture, and Enabling it to EflFectually withstand the most Severe Abrasion.

LINE WIRE MADE
THE BEST ANDofCHEAPEST
AXlXes
Sa,tisfa.otoi*y
TPlio-u.sa.x3.ca.fii

KTottst" Ixx

"CTs^e.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND SAMPLE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

LARGE STOCK OF WIRE CARRIED

IN

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM
BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Tlionisoii-Sousion tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave,

Cliicago,

111

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a,

403 and 40S Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, Minn.
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JEWELL BELTING CO
HUTFOM,

GOmi,

P

lilamafact.'u.rers of
Jellico Tannery, Jellico,

Tenn.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK

Leather Belting.
WESTERN
W.

H.

SALISBURY &

CO.,

Chicago,
A.

H.

GARDNER &

AGENTS:
Kansas

III.

CO..

MORSE &

ENGLISH.

CO.,

City,

Mo.

f-Z-^v >

;i^il

Milwaukee, Wis.

E.

C.

ATKINS & CO.,

MAIN HOUSE:

TODDS & STANLEY

Indianapolis, Ind.

MILL FURNISHING CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES:

\

I

St.

Chattanooga and
Memphis, Tenn.

Louis, Mo.

BELT FACTORY, HARTFORD, CONN.

LIGHT DOUBLE

DYNAMO

BELTS

ARE ALWAYS MADE FROM

CENTERS OF WHOLE HIDES

Extra Stretched.

Rome

Tannery, Rome, Ga«

February

15,
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMO-CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAWPS.

Our Apparatus

is of

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to TTncIeitake the Ccnstrretfon

of ElcetTicelPlsnts of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG, CO M
GEO. B.

RAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH &

CO., Genl. Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern

Agent.

Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

City,

305 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
CO., Gen'l. Ag'ts..
393 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Mcdonald &

E.

WILSON, Agent,
315 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

CHAS. M. BLANCHABD, Agent.

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,

LITTLE,

C.

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
J.

H.

WOOLSEY,
34

L.

Agent,
Qilfillan Block, St. Paul,

Minn.

N. COX, Agent,
2038 I

St.,

Washington, D.

0.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

Electrical Goods.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF LINE WIRES.
The best weather-proof and only moisture-proof line wire made.
glossy insulation," for it cracks in winter and melts in summer.

Jirand.

FOa CIRCULAR
HABIRSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRES.
SE.^D

I\o.

Beware of "smooth,
Take only Shield

S»».

Recognized by the U. S. Government as the best insulated wire for marine purposes
and adopted by it for the incandescent plants on all the new cruisers.

FUSE WIRE.
Accurately determined as to

size, alloy,

FOR
WIRT STANDARD VOLTMETER.
SErvD

J^irect readings

and conductivity.

i>isx No. son.

may be made with

great rapidity, and without possible chance for
of readings is wider than ever before attempted, reading from 1.5
It has a very low temperature co-eflloient.
No springs or permanent

The range

errors.

to 250 volts.

magnets.

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
A thorough water and electrically fire-proof
buildiogs.

Gives perfect security from

system.

SE.lfD

FOR CIRCULAR

channel for running incandescent wires in
fire, and no higher in price than the old

L,ISX No. 5WS.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Great strength of filament, long

life

and brilliancy without blackening.

Made

to

any socket.

Our Catalognc

No. 560 of Electric Uiglit and Po^ver ^inpplies
plete l»ook or its kind ever issued.
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TRADE SUPPLEMENT.

CHICAGO,

Trade Supplement.
Central Electric

FEBRUARY

15, 1890.

in Chicago.
A visitor cannot fail to note the excellent taste displayed in
the selection of colors and the general arrangement of the furnishings.
The decorations and
finishings are exceedingly attractive and cannot
fail to favorably impress the observer.
The executive offices are at the front of the building
and are represented in Fig. 2.
They are well
lighted, handsomely furnished in oak and cherry, and are fitted with all modern conveniences.
An extra desk with writing materials has been
provided for visitors and patrons of the company. This is an innovation and one that should

Company, Chicago.

any business house

building, offices and salesroom occupied
by the Central Electric company of Chicago, are
illustrated in the accompanying cuts. The headquarters of this company are nov at n6 and 118
Franklin street, and it can safely be said that
there can be found no more complete line of

The

The facilities for
goods in the West.
handling goods are unsurpassed and all things
considered, the company has quarters unexcelled
by those of any electrical supply house in the West.
The building which the company occupies has
been specially designed for their business and
electrical

No.

nor are the arrangements for the reception of
stock less complete.
An immense chute conveys the freight from the wagons on the street
into the cellar, making it possible to receive an

immense amount

of freight daily.
Part of this
freight is stored in the cellar
huge coils of cable and such articles as might suffer from handling. All other articles, however, are transferred
to the upper floors, where they are arranged in

departments.
So thorough is
the system inaugurated by this company that
the stock keepers by a glance can tell the condition of each department.

Electricity pervades everything
about the establishment.
It furnishes light and is utilized to call

messengers, establishes communication between the several departments and the offices, and connects
the place by telephone with the
rest of the city.
But it does more

—

furnishes power and one of
applications is the operation of
the freight elevator by a 5-horse
power motor which is stationed in
the cellar.
The machine thus far
has given entire satisfaction. During the warm summer months
small motors will be utilized to
operate ventilating fans, which
will keep the offices and salesrooms

comfortably cool.

this

that 8,000

space

single

is

when

it is

make

in

illustration

this

of

Columbia City, Ind., in which
manufactures pins and brackets
for telegraph and telephone construction work, turning out over
at
it

department

known

square feet of floor
occupied in the store

appli-

establishment an
the numerous departments of the wonderful power
which has been the foundation of
the success of this company.
It
is therefore hoped in a short time
arrangements may be perfected
for the heating of the establishment by the same subtle agent.
In addition to the establishment
on Franklin street, Chicago, the
company has an extensive factory
to

try.
It is moreover, the intention
of the company to continue as it
has begun and always keep a complete stock of this celebrated wire
on hand. It will have no trouble
whatever in filling its orders, no
matter how large they may be, as
the facilities of the new factory at
Passaic, N. J., are such that it can
on short notice turn out immense
•quantities of wire.
The importance and magnitude of the busi-

realized,

As new

cations of electricity are discovered, they will be utilized here, as
it is the intention of the company

wire which the company claims
cannot be reproduced in the coun-

of

it

its

A

may be

—

their respective

contains, perhaps, more floor-space
than any other house in Chicago,
selling electrical supplies excluWith a frontage of 50
sively.
on Franklin street and a
feet
depth of TOO feet, the building secures ample light from three sides
as there is an alley in the rear and
another on the south side of the
structure.
In addition to the advantages for light, the situation has
unequaled facilities for shipping.
glance at Fig. i, which represents the front of the building,
will convey an idea of the magnitude of the business which occuOn approachpies this structure.
ing from the south, the most conspicuous object on Franklin street
susis the immense wire sign
pended over the street bearing the
word "Okonite," curved to represent the well-known trademark of
The Central
that excellent wire.
Electric company is general western agent for this staple article,
and in fitting up its new quarters
has made special provisions for
handling the largest stock of "Okonite" in the country.
The spacious storerooms assigned to this
department contain a stock of

ness

I

Fig.

rooms of the Okonite and Candee wires: alone
and that the stock is piled in tiers to the ceiling.
The offices and salesrooms, as well as the
shipping department, are all on the ground floor.
Large plate glass windows furnish ample light
under ordinary conditions, but in order to secure
perfect illumination on all occasions the entire
building has been wired for incandescent lights
and connection made with the mains of the Chicago Edison company. As can easily be imagined the effect of this excellent light on the well
appointed offices and salesrooms is indeed striking.
Neither pains nor expense has been spared
to make the offices and salesrooms as handsome,
convenient and attractive as can be found in

I.

2,500,000 annually.
In this connection, a few words
about the company and its history
would not be amiss, though both
are so closely identified with the
recent advancement of electrical
interests in the AVest, as to need
no introduction.
The Central
Electric company has been organized only three years, but that it
is a vigorous infant and gaining
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO FRANKLIN STREET BUILDING.
strength every day, can well be
appreciated by all who know the extent of the
be appreciated, as it is certainly a convenience
that has long been needed.
The executive offi- business it has built up in so short a time. The
excellent business principles which have been
ces are separated from the other offices and from
followed since the organization of the company,
the s.alesrooms by partitions, the upper portion
cannot but concinue to press it upon public
of which are of plate glass.
In Fig. 3 the main
The projectors of the enterprise were W.
favor.
salesroom is shown, in which it will be seen
H. McKinlock, who at that time was secretary
there are well-stocked shelves containing everyof the Detroit Electrical company of Detroit,
thing desirable in the supply Hne.
At the rear
Mich and George A. McKinlock, formerly auof this salesroom is the shipping department,
To
Along the
ditor of the Michigan Telephone company.
which is a model of convenience.
them is due the credit for building up one of the
walls are arranged bins and above these shelves,
largest electrical supply houses in the country.
the latter partitioned off into boxes, in which
So rapid has been the advancement of this consmall articles are kept so as to be close at hand
cern that it was found necessary quite recently,
and convenient for shipping. The facilities for
to reorganize the company on a larger scale.
packing and shipping goods are unsurpassed,

—

—

,
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Accordingly the capital stock was increased to
§250,000, the new building which is herewith
described was secured, and many other importThe officers of the
ant changes were made.
new company are: President, W. H. McKinlock;
treasurer, George A. McKinlock; secretary, F.

FIG. 2.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES.

W. Gushing.

Mr. Gushing, the new member of
the company, entered about the time of the reorganization and was elected secretary.
He is
well known in electrical circles and his familiarity with the business

makes him a valuable addi-

tion to this enterprising concern.
He
over, thoroughly
acquainted
with

departments of

the care which the company has exercised in
the selection of its line.
The success attained
in establishing a reputation for this line has enconraged the company to create a special department, which will be under the personal supervision of an experienced man.
Information

is

all

morethe

has a practical
knowledge of construction work, and his wide
experience in this department, well qualifies him
for the supervision of the departmentof furnishing estimates and information.
He will give his
personal attention to this work and will also act
His former work in this
as consulting engineer.
field was in connection with the establishment of
the present system of underground conduits in
Chicago, the construction of which he superintended.
He was instrumental in organizing the
Chicago Arc Light & Power company, and was
superintendent of that company for a long time.
Later he was associated with Prof. Elisha Gray
electrical science,

Highl-nd Park and the Western Electric company of Chicago.

of

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.
all

effort

is

Referring to Fig.
surplus charge

line,

discharge,,

the electro-magnet
J^, acts upon the
same and attracts
the
armature of
the lever D, which
in
turn
releases
the lever £.
The
moment the lever
£> starts on its
journey, the carbon points C begin
to separate, thus

all

wonderful growth
of the electrithe

no

better opportunity
than an inspection
of the new headquarters of this
young and enterprising concern.

preventing their

fusing together,

be

they would

as

liable

were

B

Lightning Ar-

FIG. 2.

CENTRAL LU.m .MNG ARRESTER.

Few who have

not had experience in the elecsupply business can fully appreciate the
importance of this branch of the industry, the

trical

amount

of capital invested and the number and
variety of devices which must be always carried
in stock.
The Central Electric company's headquarters is rightly called a supply house, for
there all the electric construction companies find
the numberless devices required in the several
departments of their business.
Electric light
companies, both arc and incandescent, have recourse to these warerooms foi fi.xtures, wire, etc.,
which they themselves could not keep in stock,
but which can always be found here.
It is the
same in all other departments of electrical activity.
Telephone, telegraph and motor companies can find anything that their particular
line requires, but there are many
other instruments required by the amateur and expert in
their experiments and tests, which can only be
found in such houses as this. The Central Electric company has made a special feature of this
department and its stock of testing instruments,
whether for laboratory experiments or central
station use, cannot be excelled.
The number
and variety of these devices and the necessity of
securing only standard instruments, will explain

£

lightning ar-

rester

sufficiently, the

arrester circuit is
entirely broken by
the lever
flying
out of engagement

rester.

The

do,

fi.xed.

the armaapproaches

ture
I

to

they

When

The Centra

leaves the

i,

passes around

Those who

find

on

pheric

desire to see
an example of the

will

be seen that the

will

SALESROOM.

may

West,

in

same at A, passes around the electro-magnet,
C, passes
-5, jumps across the carbon points,
through the levers, Z> and £ to ground.
The dynamo current following the atmos-

conveniences
possible during
their sojourn in the

cal interest in

a, it

coming

the

city.

1890

rester circuit.

made

them

to afford

15,

the points begin to separate the instant the
magnet is acted upon, and immediately there
follows a complete and absolute break of the ar-

FIG. 3.

subjects connected with this department
will be readily furnished.
Visitors to Chicago are always welcomed at
the headquarters of the Central Electric company, and every

on

February

illustrated

with D, where it is
held by the weight

in this article presents
some new
features that are
worthy of attention.
It is necessary in the application of this arrester, as with other types, to place

7s,

suspended

by

string
wound
around the drum
G. Upon this break
ing of the arrester circuit,
loses
a

£

its

magnetism,

D

one instrument

the

on

back into position
and engages the

each

side

of

the dynamo. With
certain
forms of
arresters the
objection to this has
been the danger
of short - circuiting the
dynamo
through the two
grounds in case
the arrester points

lever

ed a

be

The

overlook-

feature,
therefore, of this device

circle.

and can take
charges

The

dis-

rapid
succession, until the weight runs
in

down.

When

occurs,

it

this

can be

quickly and safely
wound up again by
turning the lever
in the reverse direction, the
lever being provided with an insulated handle
for that purpose.
This action also applies to
line No. 2, the connections on both lines being
identical.
This arrester is being introduced by
the Central Electric company, Chicago.

CENTRAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

which will be thoroughappreciated by those who have used most of
the arresters now on the market, is the impossibility of an equilibrium being established between the magnet and the arc drawn at the
point of separation.
When brought into action
ly

after the

£',

arrester is thus automatically set for
the next discharge

became fused

ed.

falls

same has describ-

together^ a danger by no means
to

lever

£

February

15,
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IMPORTANT.
SUSTAINED.
The broad

Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
the Brush Electric Company, under

right to the use of

declared to belong to
U. S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,

JUDGE GKESHAM SOLDS:
1

That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
Lighting.

Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.

2 That

the

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Lamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

Brusli Electric Company is assured by tlie most competent legal advisers
that Tinder this Brush Patent, as interpreted by the U. S. Circuit Court, practically
all Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now offered for sale are

The

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the full extent of the Law.
.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC
f*ox*t
Manufacturers

SLATTERY

'w a,-yxxG,

15,

1890

CO.

Xxi.cLlAu.a.

P

ol the

INDUCTION

The Most Oarefally Worksdout and Complete Altematiai

SYSTEM

System of Electric Lightintf

OF

!•

ExiBtence.

IMCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

AND THE

ArmattireB

WOOD SYSTEM

Quaranteed.

OF

and

Oonvertert

12-16 Candle Fewn

Lamps to the Mechanical Hon*
Power Guaranteed.

CARC LIGHTING.

GORRESPONDEMGE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE!:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

KMtt OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrox'*

OMfCACO OFFICE,
W.

J.

186 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

8AN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

SPERRY ELECTRIC CO.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS

OF the

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

Efficient.
Easily understood. Most Economical to operate and maintain.
Seventy (70) per cent, less wire in Armature divided into more sections than is found
in other systems. Producing a NON-PULSATINQ CTJRRENT.

Simple,

DYNAMO.

-{

REGULATOR.

LAMPS.
We

Invite

The only Regulator that vrill maintain a steady light through all changes—
from one light to a full load— without the necessity of maintaining a resistance

coil.

SAVING POWER

in exact proportion to circuit lequjiements.

Either Double or Single of neat design, very simple and
MATIC in operation, Easily understood.

Comparison in Respect

HIGH TENSION

Dynamos

SPERRY ELECTRIC

or

to the Perfect Steadiness of the Light

for

1,000, 1,200, 1,600,

efficient.

Produced by Onr System.

flllD

2,000 Candle Power Lights UUIl

CO.,

ENTIRELY AUTO-

195 to 207 Canal

CDCPIill TICC

OrCulAL

St.,

I

ICOl

Chicago,

IIL

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY

Vol. VI.

3Patd.

Wov. 16,

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

cents per Copy.

1

22, 1890.

No.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MAMJFACTURBBS
AND DEALERS
OP

'86.

Send for lieBon's lUnstrated Treaties oa SelfAdjusting Leather Link
Belting, famished gra-

Bepedally sdapted for
all Electric pnrpoaes and
otber hlgh-Bpeea ach Ln-

m

e.j.

taltooBly,

IRESON, 97 High

L.

St.,

ase-FACtU

SPECIAL AGENCIES

Boston, Mass-

:

\
t

A fnlll'ne

THESE PEOPLE
S£:XjXj

ROOT'S

^-^KER,

BOSTON, MASS.

WATER-TUBE

Seatlle,

Wa.h

BOILER.^"-£S?^«a.
AN EXCELLENT

^s,

CO.

PLANT

-

BOILER.

Edison

JBlectric lilglit Com>
panics at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. FanI, Colomtxis
and Cincinnati also the Brush Electric Light Co., •!
Loniflville, and others.

Adopted by the

r^
PITTSBUKCrH, PA.
FB£I>. DJBG£KHABI>T,

-

ELECTRIC

T3BCE-

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE
irestinffhouse BoUdingr,

,

l^AtL bEiLEBs Electeical WORKS, Sa^ Francisco, Cal.

0*3

KAJDE BX

CfEOBGB WIIiEV, New Xorb.

BALCH & CO

of our mannfartures can be found at our Agencies.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES and CABLES
-

CO.,

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL.
»KSO FOa
CATALOeuE,
111 Arch Street,

Manfd by CHARLES

8.

;

lABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

Cliicago.

H. Goode. Portland, Oregon. The Paul Seller Electrical Works. San Francisco. Cal. The Twin City Electrical Supply Co., Minneapolis. Minn.
Tbe Nebraska Electric Co., Omaha, Neb, The Southern Dlfltrict Telegraph 4: Elect. .0 Bl>minehani, AJa. C. A. Scott, Boston, Mass.
,

CO.,

28 OliS Street, ITew York.

A.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO. BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

(2121)

Standard
Tlie

ELECTRIC

India-Bniiiier

and Gntta-Perclia Insnlatiog

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

UNDER WATER

Wires and Cables,
variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M. HABiRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

Offices:

S.

B.

All Sizes

1

Conce.s'-

TRic Cables, both circuits, 9,000 Megohms per

ELECTRIC

knot.

per

Na\^' Portables, Silk,

Cables oi High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

59 Front Street,
YORK, U.S.A.

LIGHT
Installations

Cotton and Hemp.
Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Pliable

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

KNSONIK
BRASS & COPPER CO

'

?

Chicago.

Subterranean Uie,

^«''''^''''«'''' *»'''•«*

McGLEES, General Manaier,

Western. Electric Co., Chicago,

specification

Megohms

New York and

Aerial Use,

"'trh«;i Scaling.
E.

Its

Light and Power.

any

to 8,000

NEW

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
all
electrical purposes.
Adapted
to
quarter of a century.

Telegraph and Telephone.

up

UNDERGROUND.

The acknowledged Standard

BmMc

MARINE

knot.

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION.
Insulation.

bles, to

AND

to any Millage
or Sptecification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

Two -Circuit

Three and Two-wire Ca-

Marine

Cores

MANUFACTURERS OF

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dyjiamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

Co,

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

I6 Dey St,

all

Locationi.

For Bare and Insulated Wire

NEW YORK.

111., Sole Agents for the West.

SEE PAGE XXVI.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAirUFACTUBEBS OF
|WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Cables.
Light
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric

PARAGON TAPE.

IJAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Agent. - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHUNECTAItT, N. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectrie

rdghting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Cuicago, Xix.
115 Broadway, New Yobk, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oeleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

22,

1890

CO.,

£lectric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Wynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lightiug men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

others in service.

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Cnrrent Incandescent Djiianio.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed

what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

does, all the

dynamo

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alternating Cnrrent Djiiamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. —All

of our installations arl
protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, whicf
we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance. Th|

Company guarantees
Motor.

to repair or replace apparatus injured by light

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

:

February

22,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

HAWKEYE

IHE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

CO.,

IOWA.

-

^T_riI_EDE:P=?^ CDF-

Complete Central Station
L.^X3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential Motor.

OUR DYXAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

ADTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
Licensee of the

•r^n-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and IncandeBcent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

C3X<E<XOX:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

Clark's
For the

-

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,

Famous

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

for

Railway Circuits and Central

Stations; any voltage, highest efficiency, all sizes.

:

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Prices Reasonable.

-

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

New Improved Tublns Machine
MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER TUBING,

and also the

StsYsns Institute

COVERING OF

of

Tschnology,

Hoboken, N.

ELECTRICAL AND

BISHOP GUTTA PERCHA

TELEPHONE WIRES.

J.,

Feb.

12, 1S89.

CO.,

Gentlemen :— I have made an extensive

series of tests of your

rubber

i;viirrE core: i^jdia

rKSurATionf,

under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion

in

water, with the following results

^

B

h3

INiULATION RESISTANCE IN

p.

Time
Temperature
B

.

Resistance

o
B

-2

min.
G0° F.
3.300

1 liour.

30 min.
40= F.
3.90O

iy

Time
Temperature
Resistance

MEGOHMS PER

MILE:

3,300

24 lionrs.
60= F.
3,300

10 days.
60= F.
3,300

30 min.
115= F.
162

30 min.
167= F.
12

30 min.
aoo= F.

60° F.

I

34 days.
60= F.
3,300

5.2

The

6?

?

so

times given in the upper table are those between the immersion of the wire in
water and the making of the test.
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at which the tank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the lest was made.
The cable had been immersed in water for a month before the first temperature test

S
n

^

was made.
-

It will

constant at

be obser\-ed that the temperature being at 6o* F. the resistance remained
its highest point for 24 days, and than raised greatly on lowering the tem-

perature.
resistance by a rise in the temperature is a common characteristic
such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more affected
than was this one.
This wire also showed no deterioration from exposure to moist air, fresh plaster,
damp earth, etc., after several months' exposure. Its insulating power also was unafVery truly yours,
fected by a like exposure to illuminating gas.

The loweringof

i?

O.

1^

o

of

all

by

this cause

(Signed)

e 7
a 3.
OJ

EDRED W. CLARK,

Rubber

3Ion.lds

and Kubber Machinery a

Specialty.

HENRY MORTON.

t?
s.

03

3.

0)

•1

t:

CD

ERNST HOEFER,
Manufactured by

I

MACHINIST,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
r420-426 East 25th:St.,'NEW:YORK.

CO.,
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CO

Cle-^ela,n.d., 01i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

EN6INEERINB CO.

JARYIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and

Cok»

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

KosaT'oia'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ABC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contractors can

make money by

acting as our agents.

regarding our

Z/

new and Improved

When

writing please state voltage and system used.
and Search Lamps, address

For

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

CO.,

-

1

8 Cortlandt Street.

New

lEONARD PAGET.

Dynamo

Gbemical

NGINES

Information

York

CUAALES

J.

City.
iaNTNBB.

PAGET <£ KINTNER,

Belts Carried in Stock.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

and

prices

IHultiple Arc, Multiple Series

Etc.

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

For Driving Dynamos.

Completi
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
1221-1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

MORSE &

GO.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULARS.

EDISON MANUFACTURING

CO.,

EDISON'LAUNDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

—-MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COI5ISE:SI=02:TnZ)EinsrCE3

JAMES

S03L-ZCITE3Z>-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

I

Assent,

19 Dev

St.,

NEW

YORK.

I

February
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SOLE BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

nr IB inraaTiAiED

AND SUBABmCT

m

ALUS

&

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

ManDfacturers of and Dealers in

Puireys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

fob KooNourr of bdel, bequiiAbitt op

MOTION,

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

17BE.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write f«r oar Catalogrnes.

41 aii 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOE

FOR

Arc

ARC-LMT
SIMPIiE.
The only

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

KELIABLE. DURABLE.

safe socket for series lamps,

Send for

620

Highly

and the only

F. VT.

ATLANTIO AVENUE,
1

COMPnilMn

GEORGE CUTTER,

CONDENSING OR

^^^JvnT'\J\3nlJm
le Sizes, 5 to BOO H. P.

Street,

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled ly any form

of

Sngiae

fop

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
L7 Cortlandt Street,
I ^estinghouse.
BOSTON,
Hathaway building,
Church, Kerr
Westinghouse Builmng,
PITTSBURGH,
&Co.
CHICAGO,
156, ]58 Lalie Street,
PHILADELPHIA
608 Chestnut St.. M. R. MucklS, Jr. & Co.
30i, 304 Washjigton Ave.
ST. LOUIS,
„„.,!,„ i.„
F^banis
3ia Union Av,nSe.
KANSAS CITY,
1330 Seventeenth Street,
* *-"•
DENVER,

WESTINGHOUSE

)

J-

^

1619 Capitol Avenue, F. 0. Aver.
PINE BLUFFS, Ark.
Geo. M. Diliey
Sons.
SALT LAKE CITY, 359 S. Main St.
Utah
Montana
BUTTE,. MONT.
E.Granite St, f
Machinery Co.
SAN FfiANClSCO, 31 and S3 Fremont St., Parke Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. 33, 35 N. Front St., Parke* Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 College St., rThe
.
I™,„„
^^ irf„„ Co.
r.„
D. A. Tompkms
A.

Economical,

Reliable.

Stock,

in

5

to

50

H. P.

Over 300

sold the first year,

ATLANTA, G
DALLAS. TEX.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

D. SARGEiNrr, Pres.

&

&

*

THAU A SLIDE TALVE.

tile above built strictly to Ganeewith Interchangeable Farts.
Repairs Gained in Stock. Send for lllnstrated Oatalognes.

VV.

|

OMAHA,

I

6 Sizes

AH AUTOMATIC ENGIHE
AH__AnTOMATIC
ENGI
CHEAPEE
All

CHICAGO.

-

NEW

''5tol5!)l."'p.'3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

Well Built,

STATES.

-

Agent.

STANDARD.
JUNIOR.

and Economical.

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN

-

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

Illustrated Catalogue.

toso^oxiar,

Incandescent Circuits

TVOUND fob Alfr CURBEXT.

socket having Insulating material for the outside
parts.

%

CIRCUITS.

Vice-Pies,

E. H.

and Cons Elec.

45S.PrforSt.

KeaHng Imp. <t Mch. Co>
C. E. James & Co.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK A. PEKKET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-81 W Aslalustou.
St., ^irools-lT-xx,

GO.,

IJO*. "S".,

MANTTFACTUBERS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DUEABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
A.RE

By Means

of

OBTAINED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

1^-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

^^errf^^^^^|-S^i^g^p"|'M
TUBING

ALL,S1Z^

PURPOSCS^^

IT
OC

Pure Sheet Tfubber

IB

Saniples and prices
4ddres^ JHE

Etc.

upon

.111''^

JifLantAfcctMrerS of

<e^

application.

B.r.G00DmCH
Co.
AKffON RUBBER WORKS

AKftON, OHIO.

f^XW

iPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS TO
S:>

-

Send

for

Gt/ji-ogue.

"^

E.tc.

—ORDER
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to hlgheet grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Ampere Meters.

Dynamos.

and style for two or three-

up

to

twenty

power.

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very
Volt Meters.

to horse

size

All candle powers, any voltage, and any efficiency

£iny socket.

lamps
All

Switches.

fit

Every

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three- wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock

at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation

for complete installation, construction and
sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No

all,

and are diiectly re-

division of responsibility.

MAIN IHSTUICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, (hicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

February

22,
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REMOVAL.
We

Our Friends and the Trade
generally to call upon us in

Invite

our

116

new

quarters,

& 118 FRANKLIN ST..
WHERE WE ARE NOW LOCATED AND DOING

BUSINESS.

Our very much increased

facihties enable us to carry a larger stock, a more
diversified line, and to make shipments more promptly and -with
better care, than formerly.

We invite all to give us a call and if this
cannot be done in person, send us

your orders instead, which
will be appreciated.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO
-^

BLiSGTRICAI. SUPPLIRS^h

116 &; 118 Franklin

St.,

-

Chicago,

111.

'

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

February

i8go

22,

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, o:^loi^orr'ix.x..
WM

-.

WOODBRIDGB

Sleam Plants

'or E'jctric

V4

TURNER,

<£

Electrical Engineers
<'031PtjETE

l.ESTEIt W001)B[tlDGE,

J

Tl'ItSEfl.

and Contractors.

EqriPHE.VT OF KLKl'TRIC RAIliWAVM.

Light and Power.
I>f mIj^iih un<l Ext

I

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
at es t^nl^inltt^d.

111

Stz*eet,

CJc^rtl**. licit

:Da"oxJ^

POND

427 'The

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas
Building,

City.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPECIAXTIE8 :-The Armington & Slme Eneine. St<>el Boilera, Treeon Link Belt. Standard Rockineand Sheffield Gralea,

Lowe Heater, Hyatt

8EXD FOB

Filter,

New

St.,
SOLE AGESITS

TAMARACK OSCEOLA COPPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

York.

DOLLAR BAY, MICH.

Louis.

St., St.

Rookery." Chicago.

319 Ramge

BROS.,

81 and 83 Fulton

"yorlK..

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

LEWISOHN

BARE COPPER WIRE
HARD DRAWN WIRE
Guaranteed made from Best Lake Superior Copper.

For Telephone and Electric Railway Use a Specialty.

Blake Pamp.Korting Injector, r to.

SOFT ANNEALED WIRE

IiA.TE8T CATALOGITEt^.

ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

foi

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
.White Core Wires,

D
n

D
I

«^
^
^p
|L'^^^4^JW

111-

•

Competition Line Wires,

GrimSiiaW Tapes,

R. E.

GALLAHER,

Splicing

AND

ST. LOUIS

works,

ELECTRIC CO..

Chicago,

SI. Louis.

southwestern electric supply and
construction CO., Kansas

Cily,

J.

'"^'^„a,
KCNDALL & SUDE,

Boston, Mass.

W. GODFREY. General Manager.

W.

DOWSE,

Superintendent.

AWB CUT-OFF COCPLINGS.

CH A-ES £l CTEiaiSTICS

Circuits.

Lockwood Instrument

:

Vfae-Uke grip of clutches oDtiona'ly gradual or sudden.
Large friction surf ces p'euent undue wear.
Dlsengaqement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good r$cord, running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

POLARITY INDICATOR

ill

B.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

LOCKWOOD AMMETER
For Arc and Incandesce nt

mo.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

651

Secretary.

"'

III.

Mo.

,7"'"""''"''°' ""

^St^^^y
COrnpOUnd.
^(lyg^P^

Grimshaw

649

y^H^PP electrical

^P^««vn^#f9^
^R5v^ ^^^^

Wires

*•»•

selling agents,

.^ffSI^.

Send

for 1880 Cataloffue.

ECIilPSEWIJfD EXCISE €0.,

Co.,

Griswold Street,

Beloit,

Wis.

WESTKKSI ACJKKT
AWEXT
EI.ECTKICAI. DEPARTJUESIT
W. COI.lHJK!«'S
NEW IIAVBIV CLOCK CO.
DYSIAIIOM AMI) IHOTOBS.

«VE!«TERI«
I.

O. E.

Madden,

President.

E. T. GiLLii.ANi), Vice-President.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

ia?!PG.

A.

MANAGKK

The Empire City Electric
15 Dey Street,

New

Co.,

York,

315-321

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

EIiEGlHlGflli
OF

AL,L,

SUPPLIES

WESTEKM

KINDS FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE,

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.

TELEGRAPH

ALL BRANCHES OF ELECTRICAL WORK.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

ALFRED

A<,iENT

F.
IKSTABLISIIED

FOK

MOORE'S
IsiO.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
l-Ilcctric

I.iglil,

ami OHiie Wires. Incandescent and Battery
every kind of Wire Itriown lo tlie IClectriciil Trade.

.\nniMicialor
fact,

February

22,
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OPEN
FEB,n,I2,I3,&,I4

WONDERFULL
ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES
ELECTRIC MOTORS

OKONITE
WIRES & CABLES
'^'i/irjcryi azff^-^cy;'

;''^*:rfr,r,

7^!^

IMPROVED CORLISS "ELECTRIC LIGHT"

HORIZONTAL ENGINES.
The Best of Mate-

ROOT'S

NEW WATER TUBE

ABSOLUTELY SAFE, SIMPLE

IN

CONSTRUCTION, EASILY ERECTED, VERY ECONOMICAL.

rials only are used
in their construction,

resulting

great

in

Durability,

w iii le

the

"Cut-Off"

de-

vice

insures

the

most Economical use
0/ Fuel yet ace mplished.

ISecent IiuproTeraents in the Construction of these Engines
Place Them Decidedly in the Lead as an Engine

Specially Adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS,

H. A.

ROGERS,

General Manufacturing and

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
AGEST FOE THE

Celebrated Tanite

EMERY WHEELS.

IN

USE FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

Sole Agent in the U, S. for

MONCREIF'S

SCOTCH GAUGE
CLASSES.

IRON BARROWS, JACKS, LEATHER BELTING.

Adopted by

thi;

Electric Light Companies of Cincinnati, Loulsvilie, Detroit,
bus, Philadelphia and many ethers.

ABENDROTH

^

ROOT MFC.

28 CLIFF STREET,

NEW

Colum-

CO.,

YORK.

BKANCHES: BOSTON, CHICAGO, I'HUADELPHIA, NBW OBLEAKS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

V

1. &

402
ALL STANDARD

$t

ELECTRIC
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MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET, IMEW YORK.

SIZES

Ovsr 6.000

OF—
IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS
TO 40

1-8 H. P,
Chicago

Office. Phoenix

Cincinnati Office.

in

Uss

TUB

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow
ers, Co£fee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

165 Walnut

How

New England

Office.

148 High

Philadelphia Office. 301

Street.

Street. Cor. Oliver, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

]_i]s^nrE:rD,

NE-W YORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
mCANDESCEin ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

SWPolE and Future
—FOR-

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from
Plan of Wiring
the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Noted for the Brilliancy and
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient.
Strictly Series.
Power;
Long
Life
without
Blackening.
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle
Greatest Producion of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo SelfContained and Pertiona.

Helsier Loig

Dlslaice

INCANDESCENT

LIGHTINO.

fectly Automatic.

SJEKD

FOB CIBCDI^AB.

COBBEtslPONDEKCE SOIilClTBD.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

Street,

THE LEONARD

<&

G-EISTEHJ^L JLG-EUTS "CENTPULXv

MO.

^ ^^

IZARD

CO.,

STATES IDISTE.ICT,"

(CASH INSTALLATION! » DIVIMIUN.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD

^ IZARD CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, IndiDistrict") should be addressed to

and Kansas ("Central States

Rialto Building, Chicago.

February

22,
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Western Electric Co. s
ELECTRIC LICHTING SYSTEMS.
WITH ALL NECESSARY APPURTENANCES.

INCANDESCENT.

ARC, High

or

Low Tension.

Arc Lamps, ?000, 1500, 1?00 Candle Power.
HItN OR LOW TENSION.
SINGLE OR DOUBLE,
Simple

construction, economical in operation, and perfect in regulation.
are prepared to estimate on plants, either with or without power.

in

We

Western Electric Company,
LONDON.
CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.
BERLIN.
ANTWERP.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

:

UNITED STITESEIECTIICUCHTIHII CO,
(WESTINeHOUSE ELECTEIC COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

The

Special

Form

of

Power

Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

February

2 2.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

Mills, Factories. Public Buildings, Hotels

TZZE-^TISES, ETC-, ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(lESTIN&HOUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

9

Lessees)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

February

22,

1890

FRAUDI FRAUD!
RECOGNIZING THE POPULARITY OF THE

SAWYER-MAN LAMPS

3

UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS MANUFACTURE LAMPS
IN BASES STAMPED

"

SAWYER-MAN PATENTS."

THESE MANUFACTURERS BEING FINANCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
Hereby Gives Notice

that

it

CO.

Will Enforce

THE STRIIMGEIMT LAWS
REGARDING FRAUDULENT PATENT-MARKS

AGAINST THE USERS OF SUCH LAMPS.

SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
510-534

WEST

23d

ST.,

NEW YORK.

CO.,

February

22,

^^^^^B
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

Arc and Incandescent Lighting
ON THE TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

An

experience of over two hundred sixty-five Central Stations has demonstrated
the Converter System of Electric Lighting to be the only safe system.

The Converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is so constructed as to absolutely prevent by any possibility a connection between the current of the street wires
and the wires connected with the lamps on the premises.

The converter of

this

company reduces the

potential of the

primary wires and

limits the quantity of current to the exact requirements.
It is

the only system which admits of reliable meters.

not a single recorded instance of a connection between the primary and
secondary circuits of this company's system.

There

is

Two hundred and sixty-five
in sixteen candle

central stations in operation with a total

dynamo capacity

power lamps of 458,250.

OVER

12,000
Write

METERS IN

USE.

for Particulars.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

CO.,

U. S. A.
CINCINNATI.
DALLAS.

SAN FRANCISCO.

-
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SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.
The only

The Pioneer of Successful
Award given for Electric Railways

Railways.

Electric

at the Paris Exposition of 1889 was a
presented to the Sprague Electric Eailway and Motor Company, for the
most perfect system of Electric Railway Equipment.

GOLD MEDAL
What are

the Essential

Features

Electric Railway

in any Comprehensive
System?

Main Feeders from Power Station.
Main Conductor Feeding in Trolley Wire.
Uniform Size of Trolley Wire, Independent of Length
Line, or

Number

of

of Cars Operated.

AND WHY?
BECAUSE,

Thereby only can be secured
sure.
Absolute Reliability of Service.

Unifonn

Electrical Pres-

Non-interference with one section by interruptions upon any

The Sprague Company will guarantee to operate a ten mile
Thirty Car, Double Track System with
Less Engine Power;
Less Dynamo Capacity;
Less Weight of Conductors;
Less Loss in Distribution;
Less Loss in Motors;

OR IN WORDS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD BY ALL, WITH
More Car Miles per Ton of Coal Consumed;
More Miles of Line with a Given Loss;
More Territory Covered by a Given Outlay;
More Reserve Capacity in a Given Plant;

THAN CAN BE DONE WITH ANY OTHER SYSTEM.

other.

FEATURES OF A CORRECT MECHANICAL DESIGN OWNED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE SPRAGUE CO:
Centering the Motor on the Driven Axle;
NO COMPETITOR OF THE SPRAGUE
Flexible Yielding Support for Relief of Strains;
COMPANY CAN MAKE A SIMILAR
Universal Movement of the Trolley Pole;
GUARANTEE, AND ACCOMPLISH
Single Lever Movement for Motor Control;
IT TO THE LETTER.

& MOTOR COMPANY,

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Nos.

16 and 18 Broad

St..

New

York.

Building,

Rialto

Cliicago.

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A New and ImproTed Method of Equippins

Boildlngrs with, an iDsnlated

Tube Conduit for any System of Electric

Wirinfi:.

OOm^ZSO'ISO'G;-:

SAFETY—AbaolQte Immnnity from electric
ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wires.
ECONOWIY— ^njall cost ot inetallation, and freedom from futore expense.
DURABILITY— Absolutely raoistnre-proof tube and appliances, inaurinf; longevity of wires.
CONVEN IE MCE— Systems of electric wiring may be laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and eteam piping; the conductors may be drawn In at pleasure.
FOR CIRCCE(AR», PRICK LIST JLJIi> IBfSTRCCTIONS, ADDRRSS,
THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO.,
154 AND 156 WEST 27TH ST.. NEW YORK CITY.
-i>^x:fires.

mn umm

CHARLIS MUNSON. PresT.
FRftNKGMossfSEcr STreas.

co.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

XE,

PlTTSBUf^GH

SanFf(angisgo.

.

New

Nty/YORK
"^

.MANL rACTlHEli OF-

28,30.32.34 8.36. S.

Every Belt adapted

The Paiste Switchns, Cut- Outs, Gas
Attachments,

1206

CANAL SI.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

Etc.,

HAS REMOVED
FROM

to be pure
satisfaction.

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

Orleans.

&
COMPOUNDS.

The CELEBRATED P.

§^|[^^

Wk>

CHESTNUT STREET,

•^-^

TO
PA.

Sts.

STRONG
GASES; also
WATERPROOF WRAPPING and INSULATING PAPtRS.

Thoroughly

MOISTURE and WEATHER

EST ALKALIES. STRONG
P.

&

B.

We

Twelfth and lYIarket
PHILADELPHIA,

USE THE BEST INSULATION,
B. ELECTRICAL
ACIDS,

manufacture a special

Proof, resist the

FUMES

VARMSH

lor

and

ARMATURES, and

FIELD COILS.

59 Maiden Lane,

The Standard Paint Co,, ''J EW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Marsden

J.

Perry, President of the

Na-

depot.
board.

tional Electric Light Association.

The accompanying

portrait

is

that of

Marsden

FEBRUARY

No.

22, 1890.

The

party passed a merry night on
Early in the morning the reception

committee from Kansas City boarded the train
and extended a warm greeting to the party.
On arriving at the depot the delegates found
carriages in waiting, and were driven to their

Perry of Providence, R. I., who was elected
president of the National Electric Light association at the convention at Kansas City last
week. Mr. Perry is an enthusiastic member of
the association. He has taken an active interest
in the discussions, and has performed no little of
He is a thorroutine work in the committees.
J.

hotels.

The

on the "Electric LimEickemeyer dynamo and

electric light plant

ited" consisted of an

a Brotherhood engine which were located in the
composite car; storage batteries of the New

ough believer in electric lighting as a business,
and he is an ardent advocate of the best pos-

York Accumulator company's make were used

in

construction in central
Mr. Perry was born
stations.
in Rehobeth, Mass., one of
the oldest towns in the comsible

Electric club

reached the

met the train ten miles before it
and extended a preliminary

city,

welcome

to the delegates. Carriages were in
waiting at the depot and the delegates were
driven to the rooms of the Chicago Electric
club.
After an informal reception the delegates
and club members gathered in the main hall.
President F. G. Beach rapped for order.
In a
brief speech he extended to the visitors a cordial welcome to the rooms of the club.
He was
not, he said, authorized to bid them welcome to
Chicago, but the executive officer. Mayor Cregier, was present and could
speak for the municipality.

Mayor Cregier said in substance:
"On behalf of the
city of Chicago I am here to
bid you thrice welcome. I
have had occasion to visit the
Chicago Electric club before,
and if you are treated as I

monwealth, Nov. 2, 1049. On
the site of this town his ancestors settled in 1641.
He
received
his
education in
At
schools in the vicinity.
the age of twenty Mr. Perry

Providence and
soon after engaged in banking, with which business he is
still
identified
under the
original firm name of Perry &
In 1S83 Mr. Perry purCo.
chased a controlling interest
located

in

have been you

will

the

hospitality.

heartiest

meet with
I

am

sorry you are not going
to stay longer, for the longer
you stay in Chicago the more
you like it. I am glad of this
opportunity
of addressing
men who have done so much
for electrical science.
It is
true that this science is still
in its infancy, but when I look
about this room and see the
great number of young men
here, I feel confident that
even I will live to see a great
advancement. I am glad to
see so many friends from New

in the central electric light
station in the neighboring
city of Fall River, iVIass.
In
November of the following
year he
had become
so
thoroughly convinced of the
profitable character of electric
lighting, that, notwithstanding the fact that the Fall
River company was having a
hard struggle, he bought a controlling interest in the Narragansett Electric Eight company of Providence.
Mr.
Perry has frequentl)' referred
to the operation of that compan)', so that its station is
familiar to the great majority
of members of the National
Electric Light
association.
He is vice-president and general manager of the company
and president of the company
in Fall River.

York. I have no doubt you
have brought with you the
warrant for the World's Fair

Chicago in 1S92."
Dr. Robert Amory of Boston was called upon for a response.
He expressed his
appreciation of the club's hospitality and assured the Chicagoans that if they ever
in

should go to Boston they
would be cordially received.
George M. Phelps of New
York was called upon. Chicago and New York were, he
said, near relatives.

The

Electric
Limited
Train to the Kansas
City Convention.

The

east-

ern delegates found, that upon
every visit they liked Chicago

on each visit they
received a heartier reception.
Or. A. F. Mason of Boston,
A. J. DeCamp of Philadelphia,
better;

Perhaps

the
finest
train
ever drawn out of Jersey City
was that which carried the
delegates of
National
the
Electric Light association to
Kansas City. A jolly party
M.\RSDEN
of over sixty persons occupied the cars.
The coaches
were lighted by electricity, and all the cars were
heated by steam. The train consisted of a
composite car, dining car, three sleepers, and
an obsers'ation car. The party left Jersey City
at 10:20 A. M. February 9th, and reached Chicago shortly after noon on the following day.
The reception in honor of the delegates at the
rooms of the Chicago Electric club is referred
to under a separate heading.
Two sleeping
coaches and a second dining car were attached
to the train at Chicago, and about 5 p. jr. two
C, B. & Q. engines drew the coaches out of the

8.

F.

and
J.

satisfactory.

Chicago Electric Club Reception for the
Electric Light Convention Delegates.
The Electric Limited train from New York,
with the eastern delegates to the Kansas City
convention, reached Chicago soon after noon,
February loth. A committee of the Chicago

Degenhardt, Chicago,
Sunny of Chicago,

B. E.

followed with short addresses.
Lunch was served by Kinsley, after which the informal
A large number of
reception was continued.
club members and ladies were present, the parlors were thronged and the reception was in every
One of the ornaments of the
respect successful.
hall was a large star formed of incandescent
lamps in the center of which had been placed an
During the reception a manarray of flowers.
dolin orchestra furnished music.
The party left the club rooms about 4:30 for
They were accompanied by many
the depot.
Chicagoans who bade the delegates God speed
as the special train pulled out of the depot.

PERRY, I'RESIDENT OF THE N.\TIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION

connection with the generating plant. Thirtytwo cells were carried under each of the cars.
The incandescent lamps gave a brilliant light
and the electric light service was in every way

E.

.
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THE CONVENTION

H. A
Grimes W. B
Gregory, C.
Gray. M.J

Kansas

V.

li

eleventh convention of the National Electric Light
association was held at Kansas City. Mo., I'cbruary nth.
The sessions were held in Coatcs
1 2th, 13th and 14th.
Opera house. Following isa list of the membcrsancl guests
in attendance:
Mk.miif.rs

H

Alexander, P.

New

M

.-\ccvedo. K.

and Guests.

Brookline, Mass.

Milwaukee.

Andrae. Henry
.\rmstrong, E. A.

Chicago, 111.
Pine Blufl, Ark.
Chicago. 111.

Aitkin. J. II
.\tkinson. Ceorge

AusiinG L

lioslon.

liatcs.

Maurice

Baird.

M. E

E

Kansas City.
Windsor, Conn.

New

A

Bentoo, Charles
Barker. F. E

York.
Boston.
Boston.

Brophy. William
Brady.T. 11

Bowman.

New

Britain,

H

J.

Chicago
Kansas City.

C

I.

E

Boston.

H

Newark, N. J.
Kansas City.
Chicago

A

Hutchinson. Kan.

Baker, Cyrus 0.,Jr

W.

Bossart, P.
.\.

l.eebe, L.

Hailev, ('.. C
Baug'her, F.
Bell. C. C

Bridgeman.

Chicago.
Louis

W

St.

Wilkesbarre.

Hrowne. R.

11

M

Clower. D.

Dallas. Te.\.

New York.

Candee, W. L
Cooke, E. J
Caldwell, Ford S
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Tuesda>'s Proceedings.
The convcniion was

called to order about I o'clock by
President E. R, Weeks.
About 150 members of the as.':oand guests were present.
Over the slage of the
opera house was suspended a frame in which were arranged
red, while and blue incandescent lamps representing the
ciation

formula

C ^=

—

The design was

striking

and the

ef-

R.

was brilliant. President \Veeks introduced the mayor
of Kansas City, J. J. Davenporl, whodelivereil the followfeet

ing address of welcome;
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Chicago.

Glasier,

Of the National Electric Light Association at Kansas City,

Fay,

.

.

To

boil iissignol the iilca.siinl nnd mhivo
1110 liiis
duty of wclcoiniiig you to our city. wIiitc liiunv
niiisl
iniporlallt and iiilcrcslilii; (niiv('nti,'iis thai
of the
have bucli held Ihidii^lioiit the liiildl Slates clMrin-;
the year of \H !l ami 'IK) have sal in ili'lilieralioii.
'I'o
none, however, h'lve 1 extended in behalf of our eitizens, u more cordial and hearlfell greeting- Iluiii it is
now my pleii.sure and privilege to offer you. whose
ablit

has been 11 .soiiree
f pleasant
mingled perhaiis. with the hope thai here

ciiiiiiiiH;

aiilieipalinn.

in tin' eeiller
this great .Viiierieun I'nioii. Ihe \-erge or iii;irgiii of
that border land ot seicnec. wliieli Mr. Tliiir.ston .so
gnipliicall, depiels. may .some day liiid its beginning, a
land, where it is said, the portrait of the si'iider f each
telegraph dispatch will aeeompaiiy the message, where
suli-inarine and aerial iiin-igation will be eurrle on siiceessfully by Ihe |)o\ver derived from stored eleelrieily;
where the soft lighl of Ihe liie-lly or glowworm will
rd'

1

be jirodueed by man. and IIk- direel, eoin-ersiou of heal
\\\]\ be sol\-ed.
The result of yruir delie anxiously .iwailed by the whole eommereinl world, as well as the .seielilitie. because eleelric
ily has given an iiiipelus to the former, that has driven
and impelled it I'onvanl with wonderful rapidilv and
sigiiiil sueeess lo its present
high stale of iierl'eelion
into eleetiieily
liberatious will

lis civilizing iiilliii'iiei s h.'ue eMendid the lunlini's of
edliealiou, retineuieiil anil etillure, lo IIk' iillenuosl part
of the earth,
^'oil. gentlemen, are the expoiieiils of
laws whieii govern one of Ihe most powerful forces of

nature, iiiuhu- the aclion of which energy heeomes ajiprceiali'e.
You leai'li 11s that like heal light or work,
it is measurable and can be prodiieeil. or eomerted iiilo
other fiu-nis of energy.
By means of lliis marvelous
.

agency you have already presented lo .science most
wonderful aids by which she has been jilile to make
visible whal has liilherlo been invisible, to make audible
what lias been inaudible, and lo (liseo\er \\Iiat has not
been dreamed of in Ihe philosophy of mankind, for
wild her its maiiifeslnlions be considered under the head

—

of slatie. galvanic or faradie, il is all elect ricil y
il
is
all wilcherafl with lis future iiossibililics euIircL- ineolicei\';ilile. except to such research as may lesiill j'runi
disliliguished and able genllemeil such as compuse
this assembly.
As we liearof these mysterious ciirrenls
iiieasiired in amperes, and of the powJ-r by whieli v;irious bodies resist these eurrenls iiie.-isiin.'d in ohms, we
.seem lo be allainiiig Ihe eoiidiliou of life cif whieli Mr.
Thursltin s|ieaks. or thai socle\-erly prol rayed liy IJulwer
in his 't'oiiiiiig Kaee." in which all are liappyand har"

..

;
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monious, seeming 10 have reached the millennium, evil being held in bondage by the potent "Vril" wand, which
gives to all alike motive, defensive and creative power, with
also the perfect knowledge of how to use it for the greatest

and best good of all. Electricity is our magic 'Vril" wand
and ycu are teaching us its capabilities. Six years ago it
had not been used upon the broad ocean that difficult and
dangerous field of warfare. When the Xavy department
'

,

out the frigate Trenton, v.ith an electric incandescent
plant, the eyes of the world were upon her. eager to see
the mooled question settled as to how the glass bulbs and
carbon filaments would bear the firing of the frigate's
guns. The three years' successful cruise proved so much
to the United ."^lates and to those foreign countries who are
learning lo follow in her footsteps that now a man-of-war
lighting plant,
is not equipped wichout the incandescent
and the ''arc" for the search light, which reveals not only the
dangers of the surface of the mighty ocean, but pierces her
biiny deeps, detecting death-dealing torpedoes that have
been laid for destruction. This faithful servant of man,
now not only guards the vessel from the inventions of the
enerav, but aims and fires the guns, illuminates the sights
that the ain. may be sure, discharges torpedoes, measures
her speed, is the most successful motor for submarine boats,
and renders possible a system of visible telegraphy by
which communications may be flashed against the clouds
and understood at a distance of sixty mi'es. \Ye we'corae
you as true benefactors of mankind, the etrancipators of
the human race from darkness.
hat you and those cf
your profession have accomplished
within the past
years, reflects credit upon your country, borders close
upon the miraculous, and entitles ycu to imperishable
honor and renown. I will not detain ycu in enumeraiing
gained
the
faithful
your achievements,
by
most
and unremitting labor. Cost, or doIUrs and cents
is the great obstacle in the way of the speedy and universal adoption of many of your most important discoveries
and perfected inven ions. Electricity to-day is at its highest cost, and we look forward lo the lime when, being
cheaper, it will accomplish for humanity all that it now
promises.
It is estimated that at the beginning of the year
iSgo. $600,000,000 was invested in the electrical industry
in the United States, and that 250,000 persons depended
upon it for their means of living; that a millicn miles of
telegraph wires were in operation, enough, it is said, to encircle the globe forty times; 300,000 telephones were constantly talking, and an average of 1,05^,000 messages wtra
sent daily, requiring the use of 170,000 miles of wire. The
longe::t distance over which conversation is maintained is
750 miles, from Portland, Me., to Buffalo, N. V. Just
how many of the musical kind are in use, that Mr. Bellamy
speaks of. I do not know. Four hundred miles of electric
railway are in active operation in, America.
The fastest
speed attained in the transportation of passengers has been
believe
20 miles an hour. I
Mr. Weems has quite recently
at Laurel, Md., upon an experimental track, made 2 miles
There were no passena minute or 120 miles per hour.
gers upon that train, however, it being used exclusively for
baggage, which is hereafter to be sent in advance. At
your annual meeting at Niagara Falls, the statement was
made that there were in use in the United States 237,017 arc
U nips and 2,704,76s incandescent. I hope that the increase will be so great ftithin the next few years that the
various companies will ficd it possible to furnish light and
motive power at much lower rates. Electric light is certainly the only form of artificial illumination not injurious
to health, and therefore it is our hope that all classes may
soon, in consequence of its cheapness, be enabled to enjoy
its
benefits.
The mysterj' which seemingly surrounds
electric seniice will in lime be dissipated, and it will come
to be regarded with less suspicion and fear.
Perfection
cannot be expected in the use and distribution of such force
and power immediately. Danger to human life and property interests are questions in which we are all concerned,
but it will not do to condemn without comparison and investigation, else we may deprive ourselves of valuable
agencies and servants, when to understand is to bring us
health, wealth and prosperity.
Immense poles, that make
unsightly our most beautiful thoroughfares, over which hang
a dense mass of wires to obstruct access to our buildings in
case of file, and almost shut out the light of day, will in
time disappear. It was necessary that they should precede
the subways now coming into use, but not yet, I believe,
admitted to be universally successful, though the Bell Telephone company had in iSSy 6,0.^0 miles of wire underground; in iSSS, 8,oog, and in 1SS9 had increased it to
Taking into consideration, however, the
17,038 miles.
ser\'ice performed and work done through the means of this
unseen power, it is pleasing to note that the casualties resulting from its use are less than from any other service.
To the future we can only look with wondering eyes and
bated breath, and to you as the workers of miracles.
May
your deliberations, gentlemen, while here, be as harmonious
as the laws which govern the -marvelous and wonderful
philosophy of electricit)'.
fitted

W

PRESIDENT "WEEKS' ANNUAL ADDRESS.
President

Weeks made

his annual address as follows:

At our first convention, held in Februarv% 1SS5, there
were eighty-seven delegates, full of enthusiasm for the
good to be accomplished. I believe, gentlemen, that they
have not been disappointed in the work of this association.
As one of the original eighty-seven, I point with pride to
five years of broadening and harmonizing influence; and I
believe that everj' central station, ever^' factor}', every supply company in the country has felt its impulse toward im-

provement.
To-day, gentlemen, we number 304, representing not
only a ^vider extent of territory than ever before, but all
the leading systems of the United States. A more frater-

ization of potential

on

electric street railways, the report of

be submitted through its chairman, Mr. Lynch.
As the growth of our industry must be chiefly in the direction of incandescent light and power, the discussion to
be presented by Mr Field is of the greatest importance
both to central station men, and to all who desire electric
service in their homes.

which

will

The watchwords

of

the future are certainly

economy of

and perfect insulation, and, while there may be improvements in designs for apparatus and in methods and
means of distribution, and while we still hope for the direct conversion of the energy of coal, the advance of the
immediate future should be in the direction of economizing
fuel,

present waste, rather than in the discovery of new facts or
principles. Americans are proverbially prodigal, and there
is an absolute and growing need that waste and loss should
While the demand for the necessary elements
be arrested.
the supply of many of
is increasing with the population,
Messrs. Babcock
those elements is steadily diminishing.
and Sickles will doubtless point out lines of economy in the
and Mr. Smith will pred-. pariment of steam engineering,
sent for our consideration another phase of the same quesUniversal System of Central Station Accounts."
tion,
The many problems arising in the electrical and mechanical departments of the operation of central stations have
But now that we are
left this question to general neglect.
becoming passably familiar with the tricks cf our apparatus,
attention is more and more directed to data for comparison,
'

A

with a view to economic methods.
The topic of the hour is certainly safety. It would
in view of the relatively small number of serious
accidents connected with electrical industries, we have
grounds for some impatience with the present outcry
It is true that
against electricity as a dangerous servant.
compared with those which have accompanied the introduction and use of steam and gas, the number of accidents
But in
in the use of electrical apparatus is very small.
this age, comparative rates will not be accepted as answers;
public
demand
that
devices
for
people
have
right
to
the
a
safety keep pace with development in other directions. The
discussions of Prof. Thomson and Messrs. Haskins and

seem that

Harber

will present this current topic in its various phases.
that each speaker will enforce the importance of
good construction and maintenance, on the part of producers
and proper inspection on the part of the municipality.
It is hoped that the committee on "Underground Conduits and Conductors" will be able to report some facts regarding the actual operation of high pressure currents
underground. Thus far, discussion of this topic abounds
in theory and speculation, but contains little experience.
During the past twelve months, there has not only been
a greatly increased activity in the electrical industries
abroad, but many millions of foreign money have been inIt is also
vested in the electrical properties of America.
worthy of note that our brethren in Great Britain have set
the example of adjusting differences amicably, instead of
Such a
carrying litigation to the court of last resort.
policy in America would not only have saved hundreds of
thousands of dollars now charged to profit and loss; but
would have greatly enhanced the value of electrical securiI

trust

Expenditures as per accompanying
vouchers
....
Balance, cash on hand Dec. 31,
1889

$1,506 66

610 17

Total
The indebtedness of the association
is an unpaid bill of
The total receipts for the year 1889
have been, including the balance from the previous account. $5,845 55
Total expenses for year of 1889.
Balance, cash on hand Dec. 31,
1SS9
Total
The expenditures of the year 1889,
may be classified as follows:
Old bills incurred previous to
1889
Salary of Secretary and Treasurer,

$2,116 93

§ 259 60

$5,235 38

610 17
$5,845 55

.

$1,483 82

12 months.

1.999 92

Clerk hire
Postage
Printing and stationery
Official stenographic reports

Rent

40 00
_. .

176
712
246
207
loi

.

of office

Advertising in Electrical Journals.
National Committee on State and
Municipal Legislation
Not otherwise specified above

98 65
168 21

--..

Total

48
ig
62
50
99

$5,235 38

The net income for i8Sg was
$5,545
The running expenses for 1889

S2

were

3,751 56

Excess of net income over running
expenses

it

Total

794 26

$5, 545 82

Meptbership.
Total number of members Jan. 31,
1SS9
Members added between Jan. 31
and Dec. 31, 1889

Total

21

272

Members resigned between

Jan.

31 and Dec. 31, 1S89

Making a

251

total

13

membership Dec.

31. 1SS9

25g

Secretary Garratt read a communication from the Commercial club of Kansas City, tendering the delegates a reception.
The courtesy of the Commercial club was accommunication from W.
cepted with a vote of thanks.
H. Briethaupt, president of the Engineers' club of Kansas
read,
tendering
the
privileges
of the club room to
City, was
the National Electric Light association during the convencommunication from J. H. Veitch, general agent
tion.
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway, was presented, extending an invitation to the members of the association to visit Excelsior Springs, and offering a special
train for that purpose on Wednesday, the 12th.
communication from Howard M. Holden, president of the
Excelsior Springs company, extending an invitation to the
same effect, was also read. The secretary also read a communication from W. Wiley Smith, secretary and superintendent of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone company of
Kansas City, extending congratulations lo the association,
and offering telephonic facilities between the halls and the
central office, and also extending to the delegates an invitation to visit the central office of the Telephone company, in which, as was stated, nearly 2,600 wires were
handled in one room, and over 32,000 calls per day were
made. The invitations were accepted with thanks.
Invitations to visit the National Military Home and to
attend a reception to be held at the Warder Grand Opera
house on Friday evening, were referred to the executive

A

A

A

committee.
F. E. Degenhardt, W. L. Candee and Secretary Garratt
were appointed a committee to prepare resolutions upon
the death of C. Mclntire and Miles W. Goodyear.
The convention adjourned to 9 o'clock Wednesday momins:-

Wednesday Morning's Proceedings.

ties.

The past 3'ear has furnished instances in which the value
of local electrical properties has been greatly depreciated through the invasions of territory already fully ocPrices in most
This policy is shortsighted.
cupied.
cities, are fair and just, both to consumer and producer.
To depreciate them, will not only ruin the business of
pioneer companies who have invested large sums, and
borne the brunt of introducing a new and valuable industry', but cannot fail to result in great loss to the invader.
Although electric lighting in this country has seemed to
receive a check, a look ahead would not be discouraging.
The law that "action and reaction are equal and in opposite directions" applies not only to mechanics, but to public opinion.
As America is the birthplace of the commercially successful electric light; and as Americans are the
foremost people of the world to recognize improvements;
we may well believe that with proper attention on our part
to our duties to the public, the present popular and largely
sensational agitation against us will give place to a feeling
of confidence.
In the meantime, let the outcry teach its
proper lesson to all engaged in the electrical business.
Secretary Garratt presented this report as treasurer:

now prevails between

the electric light and power
men and ©ur elder brothers of the telegraph and telephone
interests, a pleasant proof of which has been given by the
hearty co-operation of their representatives in this city, in
preparing for the entertainment of the convention.
The past work of the association speaks for itself; but

nal spirit

our number has so increased, and our sphere of usefulness
has so advanced, that we must look for work of a better
character than was possible in earlier days, when most of
our members were new to the duties which they had undertaken.
\\'e now need work of more direct practical value
to central station men, and theoretical work of a higher
grade than that of the past, good as that has been
With
this in view, we have endeavored to prepare a programme
of such importance both practically and theoretically that
you will find it good to be here.
The committee on state and municipal legislation will report the organization of slate associations with a view to
developing among legislators a full appreciation of ihe importance and needs of the electrical industries, and to preThe urgent need
sent these industries in their true light.
is for organization along the lines of legislation and popular education.
This can be best accomplished by state associations, whose conventions could advantageously take
the place of the semi-annual meetings of this association.
Ten of these state associations have been formed, and I
hope that before the close of this convention steps will be
taken toward Ihe organization of many more.
The increasing interest in railroad work and the immense field for future development in the motor department will render especially pertinent the discussion by Mr.
Sprague, and also the work of the committee on standard-

treasurer's report,

y)

Balance from account rendered
July 31, iSSg, at Niagara Falls. $1,096 93
Dues from 51 members
1,020 00
Total

$2,116 93

The convention was

called to order in Music Hall at 9
President Weeks in the chair.
Secretary Garratt read a communication from R. J. McCarty, manager
of ihe Metropolitan Street Railway company of Kansas
City, extending to the members of the association the privilege of riding free over its lines.
The company also invited the members to take a trip over the Arraourdale elecThe invitations were accepted.
tric line.
A. M.,

A

communication from the Missouri State Association
m Kansas City was presented, ex-

ot Architects in session
tending to the members of

the Electric

Light association

the courtesies of Missouri State Association of Architects,
and inviting them to inspect the exhibit of architectural
drawings.
The invitation was referred to the executive

committi

e.

President Weeks: The first thing on the program this
morning will be the report of the committee for the abolition of customs duty on copper, which will be presented
by George M. Phelps of New York.

report of com.mittee ox copper.
G.

M. Phelps: The committee appointed

at

the last

meeting of the National Electric Light association to petition the proper committee of Congress for the abolition of
duly on copper, appeared at Washington January i6th,
through Mr. Phelps, who presented the following petition
to the Committee on W'ays and Means with the subjoined
address:
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Pcliiion

to

the

Honorable Committee on

Ways and

Representatives, U. S. A.: The subscribers were appointed a committee lo petition your honorable body for the abolition of duty on copper ingot, plate
\Ve represent the National KIcctric
bais. rod and wire.
Light association, a body composed of representatives of
electric lighting companies throughout the United Stales,
and also manufacturers of and dealers in electric lighting
The resolution appointing this
apparatus and supplies.
We,
committee was passed without a dissenting vote.
therefore, have the honor to present this petition, earnestly
requesting that the action asked to be taken as a measure,
will be approved by the great body of users and manufactCharles A. Hrown,
urers of copper.

Means, House of

George M. Phelps,
f.

F.

Morrison.

The

National Electric Light association consists of corporations, firms and individuals, ownmg and operating sta-

and plants for the distribution of power by electricity.
At the time of the last convention of the association, Aug.
tions

SSg, the capital then invested in the industries above
estimated, from statistics collected by the secretary of the association, to be not less than $275,000,000
This sum represented mainly electrical apparatus and electric conductors for the supply of 235,000 arc lamps and
2,700,000 incandescent lamps, in all which apparatus and
conductors, copper is an indispensable and chief material.
In the total cost of electric plant for light and
power distribution, it is estimated, by competent experts,
that from one-fourth to one-third is expended for copper.
The foregoing figfures and statements sufficiently indicate
the magnitude of the interest of electric light and power
companies in the price of copper. In the opinion of the
petitioners the proposed abolition of the copper tariff does
not touch the question of protection to American industry.
The duty on copper appears to be wholly superfluous as a
protection to American producers of that metal, the United
States not only produces more copper than it consumes,
and consequently exports that metal, but it possesses the
richest and most easily worked copper mines in the world,
and its mining companies produce the metal and put it in
the market at a lower cost than is possible to the Spanish
Obviously the American producers of
or Chilian miners.
copper require no duty to protect their domestic market,
and their exports of copper furnish sufficient evidence of
The
their ability to meet competition in foreign markets.
existing duty is of no appreciable value to the national
treasury-, because copper is not imported in any considerAs a source of national revenue the copper
able quantity.
returns from it could
tariff is practically useless, and the
not be increased materially under the conditions of production throughout the world by any modification of the rate
of duty, if the government needed increased revenue, which
it confessedly does not.
It would appear, therefore, that the duty on copper can
only be efficient in enabling the mining companies and dealers in copper to establish and maintain excessive prices
through combination for that purpose. It is believed that
the United Stales duty of four cents per pound was a
considerable factor in the operations of the syndicate, established in France in the autumn of 1887, and which syndicate, aided by its agreements and contracts with copper
mining companies in this country, succeeded in controlling
the copper production and markets of the world for more
than a year, doubling, for a considerable period, in London
and New \'ork, the price existing just previous to the beginning of its operations. This was effected, moreover,
For some
in the face of an abundant supply of the metal.
months after the break-down of the French speculation, the
American companies maintained the price in this country
considerably in excess of that of European markets.
Touching the relation of the dutj' on copper to combinations for maintaining excessive prices, the following quotation is subjoined from an editorial in the New York Tribune, May 15, i88g:
"The mine owners have publicly stated that they are
able to produce more than all the copper this country consumes, and a large part of it at a cost not exceeding 6 cents
per pound, and that they propose to the French bankers,
who hold an enormous unsold stock to fix the selling price
more than double the cost.
at about 1 3 cents per pound
Nothing need be said about the right of the producer to
get a profit of more than a 100 per cent, on his copper,
provided he is not a beneficiary of a national policy intended to protect and encourage American productions.
But the mine owners are beneficiaries of that policy, and
owe to the public a certain consideration and service in return.
If they enter into a combination for the benefit of
foreign speculators and bankers against the interests of
American producers, the duty on copper may not last long.
There will in all probability be a revision of the tariff
.
next winter. * The party in power being anxious to defend
all industries that need and merit defense, appears to be
needed or where it seems to be deserved. Combinations of
speculators lo corner the markets of the world are not
highly popul.-ir, and will not appear to members of Congfress to merit particularly favorable consideration.
Under
such circumstances the demand for a removal of all duties
on copper ore, pig and bars, will be difficult to resist. It
is safe to say that, had the Mills bill proposed no change
more unpopular or unobjectionable than that, its public support would have been incomparably greater."
In short, and to recapitulate, in the opening of the National Electric Light association the duly on copper, being
6,

I

named was

—

.

useless for revenue and unnecessary for protection, should
not be suffered to remain on the statute book of the United
States, since its only remaining function is to serve as an
ally lo the promoters of combinations for putting up prices,
a process to which the government should not lend iis assistance.

The committee has circulated an auxiliar}' in support of
the petition presented in behalf of the association.
It has
been intended to solicit the signatures of all companies,
firms or individuals engaged in electrical industry, and to
offer opportunity for signing to all other persons accessible
to the committee who are in sympathy with the proposed

February

measure.
On the Slh of hebruary 440 signatures to such
auxiliary petitions were forwarded to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives.
Your
committee are still engaged in circulatmg copies of the auxiliay petition, and hope to collect several hundred more
signatures.
The committee would earnestly request any
members of the association or others inclined to sign the
petition, who have not received a copy, to address either
members of the committee, viz : Chas. A. Brown, 227
South Clinton street, Chicago; Geo. M. Phelps, 150
Broadway, New York; J. F. Morrison, 15 South street,
Baltimore.

wish to suggest further that members who feel deeply
interested in this matter would, I think contribute to the
success of the petition, by addressing communications to
I

their several representatives

national congress.
It
whether any discussion
of the subject or revenue at all will be permitted to lake
place on the floors of congress this session.
But, if such a
discussion can be brought about there, it is the opinion of
your committee that the success of their petition is exceedingly probable.
There is practically nothing to be said in
favor of retaining the duties on copper.
I have not heard
a word in defense of it; The only persons who have been
at all d sinclined to sign the petition, have been those who
have said substantially, "Yes it is all right; the duty on
copper ought to go, but we make something else, and our
friends make something else that are protected by tariff
duties, and we do not want this thing stirred up."
feel that the greatest difficulty will be in getting the thing
"stirred up:"
If it can be "stirred up" and brought to
the attention of the national congress on the floors of the
house of representatives, it is my individual opinion and I
think the belief of the rest of the committee, that the copper tariff will not last long.
I ought to say I am but one member of the committee
present. Mr. Brown, the chairman, is unable to attend, and
Mr. Morrison, we all know, is unfortunately prevented
from being here. I have made out this report after conference with Mr. Brown, but have not been able to see Mr.
is

somewhat problematical

in the

I

think,

We

Morrison.

ought to say further, perhaps, as a matter of record
that there was no appropriation made for the work of this
committee. Your committee have expended a considerable
sum of money, and a great deal for printing and postage
was required. In due time when we are through with our
I

work, we may present, for the information of the association, a record of this matter.
President Weeks: Gentlemen, this subject is a matter of great moment.
Aside from its national, I might say
international interest, it is a matter that comes right home
to every one engaged in the electrical business; and it illustrates very nicely the community of interests that prevails,
and we should all appreciate and understand it. Whatever
affects the manufacturer of electrical apparatus, affects the
user of that apparatus, and what affects the user of that
apparatus must necessarily come right down to the user of
the product of that apparatus
the general public.
A motion that the report be received and the committee
be continued, was adopted.

—

Secretary Garratt stated that the report of the committee
on underground conduits and conductors was in the form
The chairman, Eugene T. Lynch, Jr., stated
of a letter.
that the committee had been unable to hold sessions.
He
suggested that "the convention appoint a committee with

some of the 'New Blood' of the association into this active and interesting field. The experience to be gathered from the operation of such wires that
have been buried in New York City (most of which have
p oved failures up to the present time) can be easily gathered in time to report to the next meeting of the convention."
The report was received, and the committee discharged.
I'REs. Weeks:
will now receive from Mr. Smith,
the report of the committee on standardization of potentials, on street railways.
the idea of bringing in

We

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON STANDARDIZING OF POTENTIALS.
In behalf of the comraitte3 appointed at your last
meeting for thn standardizing o( potentials for electrical apparatus for street railway systems, I would
present to the association the following report:
It was deemed advisable by the members of the
committee to send oui a circular to all railway companies operating their systems of car lines by elec
trieity notifying them of the appointment of this
coraniitteo, and asking nut only their co-operation,
but also drawing their attention to a number of questions that we desired they should reply to. Acting
upon this conclusion the committee drew up and
mailed to all these coinpanies the following circular:
GeiitU-nwn:—Al the aemi-aQniial mei-'ting of the* National
Fjhctric Light associatioa, held at Niagara Falls on Aut,'UBt
Gth, tho

foUowiDgreBolution was

oflfortd

and adopted

:

"WnHREAs, It i» the belief of thu inemberfl of thie aseociaion tbat th»' <'l<!Ctric motor service upon street railways will
roquiro a service of electric current for the motor that will bo
reliabln and constant, and that the various electric light stations are capable of generating,' and diHtributing such current.
•Itfsiilvftl. That a comiiiittce of three bi' appointed by the
prrsidLiil, whii Hhall endeavor to make Buch arranceincnts with
iht' man ufactu ring coinijaniea that they Mhall acliipt some
Btamhird potential to be uaod upon the various railways. Tincoruniitteo also to collect such data regarding the supply of
current to railways as maybe deemed of Interest to the assoclatloD."
The prfflldent appointed Messrs. Eugono T. Lynch, Jr., of
New York T. Carnenter Smith of rhiladelphia, and iMarsden
J. I'erry of Provi<li'nce, an mcmberti of that committee.
1

It bas been thought advihablo to collect and compile the
opinions and the exiieriences of such street railwava as have
iidupted el'ctricity as a motor power. Will you, therefore,
khidly fill tint and answer such of the following questions as
you tvel you can answer
r

What system do you uflr'V
Wliat proportion of your cars arc equipped with motors
Do yt)u geuorato your own electrical power, or are you
aupplied by an electric light station?
4, What proportion does your greatest average horse power
in UHi- bcur to the total horse power of engines and boilers
which you havein8lalle<ri'
5. What Is the voltage or pressare of your generatore ?
1.

2.

'.i.

'?

I'..
1

23,

iSgo

Is there any other railroad in your tovra usmg an electric
If so. what system do they use, and do you hnow the

system V

pressure at which they run ?

We have received replies from 85 per cent, of al!
the electric street railway companies. They liavo
one and all showed every disposition 'io give us full
reports upon the questions that we have asked thera,
and have stated that they would afford us every facility that lay in their power, and that they desired us
to c<>nvey to the National Electric Light association
their hearty

indorsement of this plan.

We think it advisable to divide our report into
three parts: First, a statement of the conditions under which the various railways have been operating
up to the present time; second, the report of your
c^immittee upon the aiTangements made with the
manufacturing companies; third, all of statistics
carefully compiled from reports made by some of the
most prominent central stations showing the advantages that will accrue to the investor bythe combined
operation of the electric light and electric street railway interests ^^^orking under the agreements that
have been promised to your committee.
First. Under the first question we do not desire to
give any statements regarding the number of railways that may be operated by any particular company

beyond the fact that fully OH per cent, of all the railways now in successful operation arc operated under
the systems controlled by the Thomson-Houston and
Sprague companies.
In answer to our second question we And that at
least three-fourths of the railways have equipped all
their cars with motors, and that the sizes of the motors upon the cars vary from Ih to 15-horse power.
Third. Only nine electric light companies have been
brave enough to agree to supply the street railway
companies with their power, although in nearly every
case when the railway was in operation there was at
least one central station company who could have
contracted to supply the necessary current.
The answers to the fourth question give to your
committee the information that will prove of value to
the association. In all railways operating over fifteen
cars only one-third of the total horse power with
which the plant has been equipped, has ever been
On all roads operating becalled for at one time.
tween five and fifteen cars the greatest average load
has not reached 50 per cent, of the total horse power,
and upon smaller roads the average load has varied
from 50 to 80 per cent, of the total horse power. All
roads that have met with heavy grades have raised
the average very considerably.
We find that the potential varies from 220 to 800
The greater number of companies, however,
volts.
report using a potential between 450 and 550 volts.
sixth.
question was directed partly as a check
Our
upon our being furnished correct information upon
the names and locality of the various roads, but
mainly to ascertain whether an opportunity was
afforded to operate several street railway companies
from the same central station plant.

The answers

to this have been

many and

curious.

In some cases they have disowned all knowledge of
the existence of any other company, and in nearly
every case they seem to be imbued with the rivalry
quarrels or misunderstandings of the various patent
or manufacturing companies whose apparatus they
are using. They agree, however, that they would be
willing to use the power supplied to them from some
central station, provided that they be assured by the
company who equipped their road that the potential
of quantity of current used would not be detrimental
to their apparatus.
Copies of the circulars, together with a letter explaining more fully the plan suggested by your committee were sent to all the manufacturing companies.
They were also requested to furnish the committee with
a list of the particular railways operating under their
systems. After much correspondence and many personal Interviews, your committee would announce
that they have written authority from both the
Thomson-Houston and Sprague Street Railway companies that they will agree hereafter to use a standard potential of 500 volts upon all electric street
railway equipments that do not require any special
apparatus for their successful operation.
In recommending electric light companies to add
to their regular central station business the business
of furnishing power to street railroads, we wish it
fully understood that we do not base any hopes of
profits to be made upon the old-time idea that the
same machinery can be used for furnishing light at
night and power in the daytime. This specious argument has led many companies into large expenditures
for motors, etc., and they have discovered later that
it costs very nearly twice as ranch money to run the
same machinery night and day as to run it at night
alone, and that it pays better in the long run to have

an entirely different class of apparatus to produce
light and power.
The true direction from which returns may be expected in the massing in large stations of the generation of electricity for both light and power, is found
in thii fact that an electric light station to be sure of
a continuous running, requires a reserve of from 15
to 25 per cent, of its average load in boilers, engines
and dynamos; the per cent, being larger in small stations and diminishing as the station increases in size.
This same reserve in capacity is required for the
power station, but on street-car work in most of the
stations hitherto installed, this percentage runs very
much higher, being from 50 to 80 per cent. It will
be manifest to every one on a little refiection, that a
station which is generating current for two street
cars, is compelled to have power enough provided to
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allow of the throwing on at the same instant of both
these cars, that is to say, generating capacity of fully
twice the average amount of power, or 100 per cent,
reserve; as more cars are added, the chance of any
particular number being thrown on at one time becomes less and less, until in a station operating two
hundred cars, a single spare generator to take the
Dlaee of any one which might be disabled, would
probably be all the reseiwe needed. This feature is
shown very clearly in the running of the ordinary
three-wire electric station, where when the total load
is lifeht a few lights thrown off or on either side will
make a big difference in the balance, but as the total
load increases, the number of lamps thrown off or on
either side at any one instant is so small a percentage
of the total load that the station needs practically no
balancing. Wow if any one station supplying electricity for all purposes in a town, we have say 25 per
cent, reserve iu boilers, and 25 per cent, reserve in
steam engines iu excess of the average load, we shall
only require to place 25 per cent, reserve, each, on
electric light dynamos and power generators to have
practically the same result, as though we had two
complete and separate stations for electric light, and
for electric power, each with its proper reserve of
25 per cent, extra in engines and boilers and dyna-

mos.

Another important point to be considered, and one
well worthy of consideration by electric light stations, is, that in many cases they could furnish this
current delivered at the walls of their stations; that
is, the car company will take care of its overhead
lines and connections, and the electric light companies
be paid a rental simply for the electricity delivered
to the car companies' lines.
As an instance of what may be done in increasing
the output of a station, without corresponding increase in expenses, we quote the case of a small station, which, as nearly as can be determined from results, shows the following condition of affairs:
The station increased its business in 1889 over
1888, 23 per cent., and in the same time the total expenses including the extra line work and distribution
expenses 10 per cent., which 10 per cent, meant 10
per cent, increase in running expenses, and 10 per
The company contemplates
cent, in fixed expenses.
a further increase of 27 per cent, on the same basis;
being
for power furnished
this increase, however,
alone, without any line work involved; the most careful calculation shows that this will only increase the
present running expenses 10 per cent., without increasing the fixed charges at all.
In 1888 the proportion of fixed charges to running
expenses were 25 per cent., and 75 per cent, respecIn 1889 this same protively of the total expenses.
portion held good, each having been increased 10 per
cent.', as above stated, and the total expenses having
increased the same amount. The further expected
increase being 10 per cent, of 75 per cent, will mean
an increase in the total expenses in 1890 over 1888 of
17^V per cent., while in the same time the total output
of the station, and consequent gross receipts, will
have increased 50 per cent.
These figures are all taken from the case of a
small station, with a total output of some 350-horse
power and a fresh increase in this station (above this
point) will result in an entirely different condition of
affairs, so that a readjustment will take place in the
proportion of fixed expenses and running expenses.
We therefore present the report of another station
which is operating 1200-horse power, in which the total operating expenses are divided into 80 per cent,
running and 20 per cent, fixed. On increasing the
station to an output of ISOO-horse power the increase
to be entirely in the furnishing of power, the increase on total operating expenses would be about 14
per cent., and the ratios of fixed and running expenses would be as 15 per cent, and 85 per cent.

The report of another large central station operating at least 2o00-horse power has been divided somewhat differently. The fise<l charges are 1-1 per cent,
All labor and pay-rolls
of the total expenditures.
amount to 41 per cent, and all material, such as coal,
carbons, lamps, wire, oil, etc., amount to 45 percent.
Taking in account all their past calculations and
experiences, they are very confident that they can
operate at least double their present output, be it
light or power at one-fifth more for fixed chai'ges,
one-third more for all labor and pay-rolls and say
three-fourths more to their present material item,
making a total additional charge of say 50 per cent,
upon their present expenditures and giving them in
return at least double the gross income. As stated
before it will not be found advisable to calculate upon
using the same engine, boiler, and dynamo power.lor
the double service for lighting at night and power
during the daytime, except of course in some few isolated cases.
The great saving for the central station company
lies in the reducing in labor and fixed charges and
also that the reserve power for one will suffice for the
other.
Your committee feel that a great step has
been taken in the right direction in securing the indorsement and co-operation of the largest and leading companies, and they would suggest to the association that some measures be taken to secure from
the stationaiy motor companies the adoption of some
standard potentials for their use upon constant potential circuits.

Pres.

Weeks:

We

have a general discussion of
this topic at the same time that we have a discussion on
Mr. Sprague's paper on electricity as applied to street railways. We will hear from P. H. Alexander of New York,
the report of the committee on harmonizing insurance and
electrical interests.

will

Mr. Alexander then read the report of the committee as
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ihuuid be ready at

all times to act, and should very careudy the question, so that they may outline the proper
seems to me the question divides itself praciically
into two parts: one, the insurance of the central station, in
which the situation becomes simply that of buyer and seller;
and second, insurance outside of the central station. There
our interests are identical. The electric light companies
want that work well done, so that they will have nounnecessary expense, and so that the public will feel that they
will have no accidents.
The insurance people also want
tl e same thing.
Their interests are identical, and it is in

fully SI

follows:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON HARMONIZING INSURANCE
AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING INTERESTS.
The committee on harmonizing the insurance and electric lighting interests was continued at your session, held
at Niagara Falls last August, and requested to confer once
more with the fire underwriters regarding the best means
of preventing fires from electricity, and to try and bring
about a reduction of insurance on the buildings lighted by
electricity.
The committee has had many sessions, and a
great deal of correspondence with fire underwriters, andean
only reiterate the recommendation made at the last meeting of this convention regarding the desirability of examining and licensing men employed in electric lighting and
would further recommend all electric light companies to
contribute toward the remuneration of several expert electrical engineers in different parts of the United States, who
should instruct special agents or inspectors of insurance
companies in the necessaiy knowledge to discern between
good and bad electrical installation. The committee thinks
that special agents and inspectors of insurance companies
ought to qualify themselves in inspecting electrical installation, as far as fire is concerned, the same as they qualify
themselves in inspecting other appliances put up in buildings, and judge of their relation to fire hazards.
The committee realizes that as long as inspectors are employed at
the expense of the electric hght companies, underwriters
will take no pains to acquire for themselves the necessary
knowkdgeto inspect such risks. The committee would
therefore recommend to electric lighting companies the appointment of an instructor to special agenls for a period
not exceeding one year, feeling certain within that time
every special agent and inspector of fire risks could acquire
ail the necessary knowledge to enable him to judge of electrical installation as far as it applies to fire hazards.
The
committee has communicated this, its ideas, to underwriters'
associations and insurance boards, but must confess that it
has not met with the favorable responses to this proposition that it anticipated; however, the insurance interests
seem to be willing to take some steps to bring about the
harmonious relations so much desired. Your committee
was also instructed to report upon the advisability and
feasibihty of a mutual insurance company for insuring central stations.
plan (vas proposed by S. E. Barton, and
Captain William Brophy, boih of them well known to you,
for the establishment of such a mutual insurance company,
a prospectus of which is filed herewith, and has been for-

A

The committo the members of this association.
tee after carefully considering the plan of operation as prewarded

pared by these gentlemen, has unanimously indorsed their
ideas, as have a great many central station men of note,

members of this association, as well as of the association of
The plan proposed, will
not only reduce the cost of insurance, but will aid in perfecting the construction of central stations; and by frequent
inspections will aid the managers of such stations in the
knowledge of modern appliances. Your committee would
be glad to have this matter freely discussed here to-day to
see if the project is not worthy of the official indorsement of
the National Electric Light association.
Edison Illuminating companies.

DISCUSSION.

George Cutter

We

have looked east for
information as to harmonizing electric light and insurance
interests.
feel to-day that this is necessary, and that
we will derive a great deal of good, both the insurance interests and the electric light interests, from action of this
kind.
A thing of great importance to us in the west is to
have this moyement pushed rapidly forward, so that our
electrical engineers will know what is best for the best
class of work.
We find constantly people who want iheir
work done according to insurance rules. We have no insurance rules.
I should say we have a variety, but one
engineer works upon one line of insurance rules, and anothFor instance, a short
er engineer follows another fine.
time ago, a movement was started in Lake Yiew to secure
As a sort of comprothe putting of wires underground.
mise, it was published in the papers that a compromise
was made by which the wires were to go under the street,
and then over the housetops. In some insurance rules
special mention is made that the wires should be kept away
of Chicago:

We

irom the buildings; ard this appears to us as all-important.
I feel that if a cortmittee composed of electric light men
and insurance men would work together to outline a national line of rules to influence the

electric installations all

over the country, we would all be benefited by it.
The
necessities of the case have given rise to the growth of
another Hne throughout the west that of consulting engineers.
The uncertainty among purchasers of electric
I'ght plants, from the many contradictory statements ;nade
by salesmen, has made a demand for consulting engineers
in the west, and this demand is being filled in a very unsatisfactory manner.
These engineers are opening officts
in different places, and traveling about as consulting engineers, and among them are many who have no practical
experience whatever in putting in installations.
They
drift around and talk with one party and another, and in
that way we get a little information.
I feel that in connecLion with this committee, in the same line of thought
which is advanced in the report, a superintendent of installation should pass an examination.
This would sift out
these so called electrical engineers, whose knowledge extends, perhaps, to the putting up of a vibrating bell somewhere, and who know absolutely noPhing about electric
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inspection of an electric light plant requires experience in installation and in handling the apparatus, and that would be one point to betaken into consideration by a joint committee working in harmony. Now,
the thought that I wanted to express is as to the value of a
standing committee composed of electric Hght and insurance
people working in harmony, to keep pace with the growth
of our industry, so that we may know the best method of
installing the apparatus.
New ideas are being advanced
constantly, and there is a diversity of opinion as to the correct use and installation cf epparatus.
This committee
light plants.

rules.

It

particularly that a committee, consisting of mem*
hers of both branches working in harmony, would accomplish a great good.
Therefore the consideration of the
this line

question could be

left to a committee appointed oy the NaLight association and repTesentarives of the
insurance companies. In all probability that committee
would consist of members in different sections of the country, so that the tendency of sentiment in e:ch section
would be represented in that committee. Such a committee
would soon get a thorough knowledge of the various rules
for installation throughout the country among the electric

tional Electric

light people, the underwriters and the architects, and this,
together with the knowledge of the members of the committee, would bring about the adoption of a set of uniform
rules which would control our installations all over the
country.
In this way the people of the small towns in the
countiy would have ihe advantage of knowing what the insurance rules were, and would have the means of knowing
what proper installation is. The result would be that the
public would finally gain that confidence in electric lighting
which it deserves, and the purchaser of an electric light apparatus would have information as to w^hat good installation is.
Therefore, this committee which we appoint now,
should work in connection with the insurance people, looking to the establishment either of a standing committee or
some board which would be a body to which should be referred important questions for final reference in relation to
installation.
I think such a body as that would ultimately
become a great power in the land, and with careful work
would make our business known totheptople and do away
with the scare which exists to-day, and would also check
the growing tendency among politicians to interfere with
our work. They are finding that it is profitable, and the
more they find that out the more will they interfere with us
and our rules unless we have a power derived from an influence obtained through public opinion, which v.'ill check
this interference by politicians that will be disastrous to our
industry unless it is checked.
T. Carpenter Smith of Philadelphia: I am very much
in favor of such a committee as has been recommended.
I
represent a company in what is usually called a pretty slowgoing town, but notwithstanding that, we have made progress there.
In Philadelphia we have an insurance inspector, who has taken a very original course.
He absolutely
reiuses to lay down any rules for wiring, on the ground
that just as soon as an absolute rule is made, just so soon

be found the means to evade it.
He has also been opposed \ery much to the licensing of wiremen on the ground
that while you may very easily control by a licerse system
the extent of a man's knowledge, you cannot control his
trustworihiness.
We have men who are doing wiring as
contractors in Philadelphia, who can pass any examination
wh'ch can be made. Yet these men will deliberately splice
underwriters' wire on the inside of a building, and splice
waterproof wire on the end of it where it comes out, and
they will even wrap tin-foil around it, so that it looks as if
it were soldered.
Now, no licensing system will control
men like that. These are the points which I think the
committee should take very carefully into consideration
when they try to draw up any set of rules. After all, it
comes down a great deal more to common sense than electrical knowledge in doing wiring, especially about central
stations. At one time in the early hi'^tory of the art underwriters" wire was cleated to the floor and run through A
house without sny rubber around it, and it was thought
that was good enough.
Then we got a great scare about
the water-proof business, and everybody lumbered up space
wi.h rubber- covered wire and other things.
Then we got
wire on glass insulators,
to running rubber-covered
and thcught that was just the thing; but a day came when
we found that the lubber cover carried the flame better than
Now we have got down to porcelain
the electricity did.
and glass insulators. We have begun to find that our old
will

despised friend, the underwriters, is'not a bad thing to go

through a building, because while it may get wet, it will
I think 90 per cent, of the little
not carry the flame.
troubles occurring in Philadelphia come from the flexible
has
cord which
been handled until all the strands are
broken.
All at onc:^ a little blaze is discovered in the
ceiling.
The people, then, instead of knocking it down
and throwing a bucket of water on it lun out of the room,
and before anything is done to check it, it has got a great
Now, in Philadeldeal of headway, and makes trouble.
phia, a scheme has been formulated which has the germs of
a very good system in it.
The electric light companies
cannot compel a customer to have his building wired properly.
If they attempt to do anything of that kind, the
customer says: "I will get some other company to do
this," and after the work has been once done in his building, no matter how dangerous it is, you cannot get him to
change it. There are so many advantages in coming under
the law of common carriers, that I think it will be found on
examination to outweigh the disadvantages, if we can only
get some way of compelling customers to put the wiring in
their buildings in a safe condition.
There is no quesrion but that the insurance people can
The worst class of
compel a customer to do anything.
customer we have to deal with is the very one who is
scared the most about having insurance taken off his build-

and a mere suggestion or hint from his insu'ance company that it will not continue his policy, will bring him to
I think, therefore, that we should atterms in a moment.
tempt to throw the onus of all compulsorj- work on the ining,

It does not affect their business a
surance companies.
They can put a man's premium up 2 percent.,
oar':icle.
They can get his insurance
and it makes no difference.

.
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just the same, because they are a strong body, and when
they have agreed to do a certain thing, they do it, and no
man can afford not to have his place insuicd.
are talking of an arrangement which 1 think will go

We

through, whereby the electric light companies are to pay an
annual sum to the insurance companies for ever)* arc light
installed, and for ever\- incandescent light installed.
This
is to apply to the maintenance of a staff of skilled inspectors, wno Shalt not merely inspect alt new work, but
periodically inspect all work already installed,
shall
so thai any changes may be examined and iiny man
who is found stiekiiig 5U-caiuUt' lamps on a wire that
was meant for ten, can be detected. This practice
win be stopped by a power that is greater than the
power of the electric light men, th»* thrt-at of withdrawing insurance. The matter really comes down
That a certain sum has to be paid every
to^thls:
year for skilled supervision and inspection of all new
work and all work already installed, the costs of this
Inspection tt> be divided pro rata among every user of
Incandescent and arc lamps, the only ililTerence being
In the case of people who are supplied from central
stations, that the central station shall bear that expense. Xow, as a central station man, I think that
the cost of such a system would be ten times paid to
an electric lighting company every year, ni the satisfaction they would have of knowing that somebody
else was responsible for the condition of their numerous wires. We must remember that the electric
lighting business is a lighting business; and if you
make money in it, you do so, not because the lighting
is

done by

electricity,

as a great

many

people seem

to think, but you make money in it if at all, because
electric lighting is a very good business.
Now the
gas companies have got to a certain condition after
forty or tlfty years of hard experience.
They did not
get their experience from having somebody sit down
and figure it out for them. They started, just as we
have, by piping people's buildings and doing everything of that kind. Gradually they begau to cut off
these little luxuries, and now they have gut down to
delivering gas at the customer's premises. They put
their meter in and are responsible for it. and beyond
that they are not responsible; and the electric lighting company must get there too just as quickly as
possible.
M.J. Francisco, Kutland, Vt.: In regard to this
matter that Mr. Smith hus referred to, he has overlooked the fact that in Xew England we have an association of the ver3' kind that he desires in Philadelphia. It is the New England exchange; that is, the
electric light exchange, and we have also the New

England Insurance exchange.

The two are working

together as one body, practically; that is, the orders
of one go into the other and they are enforced by one
organization. Now, then, in regard to this wiring
business. If they have the proper men in Philadelphia to examine the wiring, J do not think they will
put much tin-foil in place of solder. At least if they
ever try that with Captain Brophy as inspector, they
He is the inspector for New
will get teiTibly left.

England.

But

there,

we have

this plan:

These men

are licensed. One of the conditions that has to be
considered is the moral character of the man. That
man must have a record; he must have a standing, or
else he cannot procure a license to do this business.
And here is another thing which is a very important
item in regard to wiring houses and buildings: All
such buildings have got to be wired, in accordance
with the rules of the Insurance exchange. After they
are wired, the electric lighting company invites the
exchange to send its inspector there U* make an inspection of these wires. It' they are in accordance
with the rules of the exchange, as well as of the company, they are passed; if they are not, they must be
taken out and be put in as they should be. The moment they refuse to do that, not only do they receive
the electric lighting company's order to discontinue
the current, but they have the Insurance exchange to
deal with, which cancels every p4)licy on that propThat is the basis on which all this business
erty.
should be carried out through the whole United
States. These organizations of exchanges and insurance companies should be effected throughout the entire United States.
That was the plan discussed at
Niagara Falls, and that is one of the objects of this
commltt<M! in making this arrangement. I have been
engaged in the insurance business for about twentyfive years, and I have had a good deal of diniculty in
getting the companies to believe that electric lighting
plants were good risks. In the discussion of this exchange business, this matter of these mutual companies has been brought up. We will of course run
on a stock basis. I have always been a little skeptical, but In this present Insurance association, the one
that has been inaugurated here at this association and
practically indorsed, we have at the head two men
who have had as long and as varied experlenci' jii-obably as any men in the I'nited States. When you put
those men, with their experience and knowledge, iit
the head of an association of this kiufl. U> effect and
carry out these plans, I consider that we have got a
plan that we can all heartily indorse, and one which
will give us insurance at its actual cost, and give us
insurance in a shape whereby we can cover property,
and not have, as a large number of stations arc now,
our property without any protection whatever. In
the last year I have received loO, if not 200 letters, in
reference to this insurance matter, asking: "Why
cannot we get our propetty insured, and how can we
arrange these stations so we can- insure them? Can
Well, of course it can be so arit be so arranged?"
ranged, but under pre.-icnt arrangements there is no
inspection.
The new companiesart^ g"ing t<» put in a
Station, but they do not understand the rules of the
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insurance companies, and they do not understand howto arrange these stations.
They may proceed in such
way as t^» destroy their insurance at once. Now, if
there is a proper inspector, he goes there and sees
these plans and points out the defects, and says:
"Now, you llx that matter there in proper shape, and

you are

all right;

diflicultv;

it

will

you can get your insurance without

come

all

right."

And that

is

just the

understand it, of this mutual coniblna'^ion.
I have had letters, numbers of them, from parties wiio
said:
"The Insurance companies are charging us 5
per cent, on our station." Well, of course there is
some reason for that, as companies do not do such a
thing unless there is some reason; but in many inst-iuices, it is because the companies do not understand the rules and principles to apply in arranging
the stations to properly protect insurance companies.
And, of course, the insurance C()nipanies in a
large number of eases have inspectors of insurance
risks, who know little or nothing about the electrical
part of it. Now, in this case, Jis I understand it, this
inspector is to be a man who thoroughly understands
the electrical part, and can explain all of those dangers that ever}- station has to meet, in running its
current, and in arranging its station. And I am
heartily in accord with the idea, and I trust every
station man will investigate the matter and look the
thing up, and take hold ol this subjt ct in the proper
spirit and carry out finally, not only the insurance
part of it, but also this matter of organizing societies
or exchanges, for the purpose of combining the interests of the electric lighting people and the insurance
people in regard to wiring.
Dr. Mason, of Boston: Do we understand, Mr.
plan, as

I

Francisco,
that
you object to the idea suggested, that there
should
be a national
insurance exchange, as there is a New England Insurance exchange, and as there are other exchanges?
Mr. Francisco: The idea of that is simply this:
A national exchange would be too extended to be
practical.
As suggested by the committee, we have
now the New England exchange, then we will take
in the Middle States, then the Western States, the
Southern States so as to make a department each by
itself, the same as the insurance companies do at the
present time. Now under this arrangement of this
matter, we can carry it forward on precisely the same
plan.
Divide them up, but have them all under one
head in the National association.
Mr. De Camp: The same as the National Board of

Underwriters?

Mk. Francisco: Just the same;

this National astakes the place of the National Board of
Underwriters.
J. E. LocKWOOD of Detroit: I would like to suggest in support of the idea that has aU'eady been advanced, of the harmonizing of the electric light and
the insurance interests, a step that has also Iieen

sociation

taken, in the direction of forming state electric light
associations.
This, it seems to me, is the proper
time for the electric light association to make use of
the state association for the purpose of getting direct
communication with each local organization in the
country. The importance of this question depends,
I think, in each state, upon the question of the organization of the electric lighting interest in each state
and city. As there are electric light interests in each
city, so also are there companies in each city and the
National association is represented in the local organization.
I think if this committee is formed, its
function could be more properly performed by creating and formidating the ideas derived from men of
experience all over the United States, and which information could be gathered and furnished by the
state association. Then let each state association
apply in its own state this information and instruct
ail of the electric lightning companies and the insurance men throughout the state, with the proper rules
and then through its own members, resifor wiring
dents of every city of the state where there are electric light plants, see that these rules are carried out.
In Detroit we have had the same thing to look out for.
We have just formed a state association. There are
probably at present, not less than a half dozen different companies doing wiring of buildings, In one of
which that I know of, th<^ wires are being concealed
within the mortar and for a single light they are putting in No. '20 wire whieh I know is smaller than is
thought propi-r. We have fortunately n(»t had a great
many llres but we have had our attention called to
these tacts and the number of accidents in other
cities which have been published in the papers.
Our
state association intends making its best effort to
thoroughly investigate this matter of wiring and to
formulate rules and endeavor to practically carry out
these rules. We shall look over the work of the state
and see that no work is done in I'utuie that will not
be strictly good electrical work. I trust that when
this committee is formed that it will cany out this
work in such a manner as to nuike the state associations the mediums of rommunication between the
National Electric Light association and the people
whom we are going to reach.
;

;

;

T.

Cari'ENTER Smith:

I

do not want Mr. Francisco
such a state

to suppose for one instant that we allow
of things as I spoke ol' to exist when we
The point I wanted to make was that the
acter of the wire man was only good wIhmi

know

of

it.

moral charyou know it.
We have had a good many bank presidents and cashiers who were very worthy, responsible and trusty
men until they went to Canada. Ami it is the same
way with the wire man; He Is all right until you
And in order to catch a man's moral
catch him.
character you have got to have someway to defend
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yourself from that man after you have found him out.
Now, as I say, our record in Philadelphia on the question of llres shows we have a good system of inspection there
that is, that the work has been well done.
But where a wire man is at work on the sixth or
seventh floor of a building and he has got one more
joint to solder, it is an awful temptation to that man
to twist a little copper wire and let that slide in a
place where it will never be opened.
Vou take a
building with 3,U(M) lights in it, and there are a good
many of such, wliere every foot of wire is concealed,
you would have to put half a thtzen inspectors on
that one building, the whole time the work was being
done to know that every joint was soldered.
I
am
strongly in favor of a committee of this kind; but the
point I want to make is. tiiat we nnist look more to
getting honest work, than to laying down rules that
can be evaded.
You must make it a question of
principle.
I would like to see some system devised
which would be practicable, and leave the question
of rules as much in the background as possible.
;

With regard to electric lighting stations, there,
is no necessity for concealing work of any kind.

there

The
ply

rules that govern ordinary (ire risks, I think apto central stations than to any other build-

more

ings.
I think there is infinitely more danger in the
electric lighting stations from the boilers, engines and
heating apparatus, than from the electric lighting
wires, except, of course, the habit of throwing water
on machinery that gets heated up, and I guess none
of us would think of tliat, although we have heard of

such things being done.
Mr. Cutter of Chicago: About four years ago, I
think, the New England exchange was started.
I
like the idea of it. Butmust we wait four or five years
for an exchange in the West, and then another lapse
of time for one still further west, and then finally join
them in the National exchange? Can we not start the
ball rolling to-day and from the National Electric
Light association have a national exchange that will
establish the necessary organization?
We do not
want to wait longer in the West for the good results
that you are getting in the East. We want if possible to start some sort of bureau or exchange, or association, whatever you may call it, that will be a national affair, that will be the center of information for
the best class of work and the best policy to be pursued in putting in our plants. And we want, if possible, to start from this association and at this meeting.
Now, -the New England exchange has a sound
policy, and it certainly seems to me that the ideas
expressed by Mr. Francisco are excellent. We want
this to be on a national and broad basis.
I feel that
if the wire men of experience and the men who
are
working on important parts of construction are required to have a certificate from certain associations,
and that when any wire man carrying such a certificate is placed on work, and is caught leaving an unsoldered joint, or covering a joint with tinfoil, that
he must lose his certificate, that is something more
than a moj-al power. It is bread and butter for the
next week or six months, and he will not want to lose
that certificate. We want this committee to be appointed on a basis, if possible, for prompt action, to
organize the National Electric Light exchange, if you

want to call it so.
Mr, De Camp:

It has occurred to me that the comdoing a great deal of imnecessary work.
That is, it is work that will come before them in the
future. As Mr. Cutter just remarked very pertinently,
we do not want to wait four or five years to educate
up a corps of competent construction men. There is
one point in this that ought to be considered: The
old axiom, no rule is without its exception, is particularly true in this ease.
What is necessary to be done
in one class of work is not so necessary to be done In
another.
Therefore I think that the true way for
getting at this, in the first place, is for this very admirable et)mmittee to devote its attention to the education of a corps of first-class inspectors and let them
Now
be taken from among the construction men.
that works in this way:
As long as you are engaged in any business which has the cupidity
of
the general public to deal with, j-ou are
going to be utterly unable to control it by anjset of rules and regulations which you nuiy lay down.
In the case of the arc light company in I'iiiladelphia

mittee

is

at least, and I think it is so generally, the cupidity of
the user of the light is not appealed to from the fact
that the company itself does the wiring; but in the
case of the incandescent company it cannot afford to
do the wiring, and happily the rule has not been established.
There the consunu^- pays for his own construction.
The lighting company inf<u-ms him that it
is necessary for him to do a certain amount of work and
For my part I would
that he will have to pay for it.
prefer that that should be done by outside parties.
I do not consider it strictly in the line of the business
He immediately sets out
in which we are engaged.
to find whom to get to do that work; hewlll give it to

the

lowest bidder

ninety-nine times in a hundred.

Now

the man who makes the most plausible statement and makes the lowest bid will almost always get
the contract. The party who is letting the work has
no means of knowing whether it is a proper piece of
work or not. He is not oduc^ated up to that, and you

cannot educate him, but he will believe what he is
told by the insurance fraternity. He has an inter-,
est in his insurance.
If it is a question whether he
will dispense with insurance or dispense with our
light, he will dispense with the light every time; but
if it is

with

generally known that the insurance company
he is doing business has a corupetent inmust do that work under

whom

spector, then that contractor
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an educated and thoroughly competent inspector; it
makes no difference in that cane whether he employs
a good workman or a bad workman until the inspector
passes upon it. Another duty that I think is an important one is to educate the insurance companies
themselves to know just how much there is in this
business. I think it is Mr. Woodbury who is responsible for the assertion that where establishments were
properly wired, the insurance companies expressed a
preference for that kind of risk: that they considered
it decreases their risk rather than increases it.
Now,
that is just exactly what wo want. There should be no
difference between the lighting companies and the insurance companies on that point, but there is a gross
inconsistency about this matter between the lighting
companies and the insurance companies. AVe have
in Philadelphia. I think, three station risks that are
first class as risks, barring out anything electrical,
but stillthe insurance companies discriminate against

"We ask why ?
an electric light plant;" that is the only
answer we can get. We have to submit to that, because otherwise we cannot get insurance. We get
our insurance down to one-half, and then it gradually
begins to crawl back again. There can be no better
proof than that that the insurance companies want
our risks, although every once in awhile they go up
in their rates, and I think that just as soon as we have
a corps of inspectois in which the lighting companies
and the public have confidence, you will get rid of a
great deal of diihcultj-. It is one of the best ways of
rooting out incompetent workmen. I suppose there
so-called construction
ai'e fifty, maybe a hundred,
companies in the city of Philadelphia to-day, and
when we have occasion to discharge a workman, the
chances are two to one that he will turn up in time
as an electrical engineer; that is the class of men we
have going ai'ound. Without a dollar of capital they
will take a bid on a contract amounting to a thousand
dollars, perhaps, without the ability to carry it out.
They manage in some way tt) get their goods; they
will say they have such a contract, and want §400 or
SoOO worth of goods and cannot pay for them until
they finish the job, and when they get paid for it they
Now, if those men are
will turn the money over.
watched and cannot get their work passed, and they
cannot pay their bills, their creditors will find that
out as soon as anybody, and in consequence there
will be no bills to pay and they will gracually drop
out of the field. That plan will result in raising up a
good corps of competent men. We have in Philadelphia one inspector who has done all the good work
that has been done there up to this time. He works
by no set rules. He goes by common sense, and that
he is pretty near right I do not think requires any
better proof than the fact of the little trouble we have
had up to this time.
M. J. Perky of Providence, E. I.: One verystrong
point has been brought out by Mr. Smith and that is,

those risks, and give us a higher rate.
'"Well, it is

-

that the combined insurance

interest, rich in its ag-

gregate capital of hundreds of millions of dollars, this
morning requires to liave the hat passed around in
this convention to the tune of two cents to each lamp;
that is a fact I am very glad to learn, and I shall
take that back to my people with a great deal of satisfaction.
You appointed a committee a year ago, of
which I had the honor to be a member. Its report
has been before you for discussion. We labored during the year and brought forth our report, and I am
quite proud of it. If we go on formulating exchanges
and working down through school districts and up
through counties and states and finally having this
grand National Insurance exchange, we shall have a
grand institution, but what will become of the wiring
and the general progress of the business while we are
waiting for that concern? If one year ago, when this
committee was appointed, you had simply recommended to the insurance companies that they send
their inspectors to first-class, reputable electrical engineers, and they had spent one week in connection
with those gentlemen inspecting the installations in
almost any town, at the end of that time or a fortnight they would have sufficient knowledge to enable
them to decently inspect almost any ordinary installation, and the whole thing would have been settled.
That is where it has got to come finally, and we might
just as well begin at that point as to spend a year getting there. There does not exist any necessity whatever for this grand and intricate organization; not the
slightest.
Why should our business be made a special exemption from the ordinary routine by which
such matters are accomplished? Why is it that we
are compelled to pay 80 cents for an arc light while a
gas company is called on to pay only 10 cents for a
gas burner? There is not the slightest occasion for
it.
There is no mysterj^ about the carrying capacity
of a wire.
For one cent you can buy a set of tables
which acy mechanical engineer will indorse as being
perfectly safe to follow. It is a very simple matter,
and it is a matter that rests entirely with the insurance company finally to say that they will or will not
accept the installation. The question of poor workmanship will be settled by that very definitely. When
a man or a construction company has made a bid so
low that it is necessary- to put in inferior work to protect against absolute loss, and the work has been rejected by the insurance inspector, and the man with
whom he h£is contracted has thereliy been given a
just reason for refusing to pay the bill and he is
obliged to reconstruct it and make it meet the demands of safety, there will be no trouble; he wiU not
repeat the dose. I do not believe that there is the
slightest necessity for going into this work at all.
I
think that this convention should carry out to a great

extent what we have recommended in the reports,
that the insurance inspector who steps into a building
and is competent to inspect everything in it except
electric wires, should make himself competent to inspect that risk and accept or reject it for cause.

Mr. Aem.stkong of Camden, N. J.: I do not believe
that this convention ought to employ an instructor
of insui'auce inspectors.
If we are to go into the
business of employing schoolmasters for the populace, the first thing we will have to do is to employ
a schoolmaster to go to Ohio. I saw in a paper here
in town that a member of the legislature of that
state had introduced a bill requiring all the dangerous electric wires to be buried throughout the whole
state, and yet confessed in introducing the bill that
he had never seen an electric light wire or an electric
light until four weeks ago when he went to Columbus to
be sworn in as a member of the legislature. I am sorry
to have to admit it, for the sake of the argument,
and I trust it may not be held against me, but I hive
been a member of a state legislature and I know
something of the wisdom and intelligence of state legislatures, and if it is proposed by the aggregation of
the electric light companies of the United States to
endeavor to instruct men in what they ought to
know, and in what they pretend that they are competent to do. we might as well surx'ender to them at
once our whole plant and go out of the business. The
insurance companies are to insure us, and as Mr.
Smith well said, "I think they will very readily
and speedily find means to ascertain whether or not
the work that is done is properly done." I happened
to be the president of a company that had constructed
a hotel within about thirty miles of Philadelphia.
We gave the contract to the lowest bidder, and so we
ought to do. We would have been unfaithful to our
stockholders if. when a man came, a reputable business man, and offered to do certain work for the least
price, we did not give it to him.
The insurance companies sent their inspector to see the work, and the
work was condemned. We have not paid for it. We
immediately notified him that we would not accept
his work and gave the contract to some one else; the
insurance companies did that; we did not pay for it;
we do not propose paying for it. We do not propose
paying for this inspection; they are the ones to do
the inspection and tell us whether the work is done
satisfactorily or not. We do not know anything about
it, and we do not want to know anything about it.
I
am president of an electric light company. I do not
propose to have my company either inspect or pay
for the inspection of buildings; we will furnish them
the ligut; they are to ascertain for themselves or for
the people who underwrite them whether or not the
work has been done properly. Now, certainly I cannot agiee with that part o£ the report which recommends the employment of instructors for a year, for
a month, for a week or for a day for the general or
the special agents of insurance companies. Let the
insurance companies look to that.
Now, as to the recommendation of mutual insurance companies for electric lighting, I should be very
sorry to see this convention representing that it does
advocate the establishment of any company to manufacture wires or any company to manufacture dynamos or any company to manufacture lamps or switches
or anything of that sort, because, as an eleqtric light
company oflQcer, I want to get the best at the chespest possible cost to my company, and I do not propose to start something myself or in connection with
other electric fight men to beat down those prices. I
have one branch of business, and while mutual insurance companies are a great benefit sometimes and
in some places I want to indorse them to that extent
most heartily, yet I feel that this convention would

be mailing almost a fatal mistake if it adopted this
report as it stands, recommending the institution of
this mutual insurance company. Let us see ourselves
that our work so far as our plant is concerned, is done
with regard to our own safety. Let us see that it is
properly done, and then we may rest assured as one
gentleman on the committee, Mr. Perrj-, I think, said,
that this great aggregation of millions of capital in
the insurance companies will furnish to us insurance
and underwrite us much cheaper than we can do it
ourselves, so do not let us adopt that part of the report.
I want to adopt every one of the remarks of
the gentleman. One gentleman said that they had in
the New England Electrical exchange so bright inspectors that they will never pass tin foil joints for
solder.
I did not suppose the pirates in the electrical
wiring business would ever attempt to impose upon
the people who know how to construct bass-wood
hams and wooden nutmegs, but down our way near
Philadelphia, where we have been honest for more
than two hundred years, so that we have grown used
to it, we have not had an accident by reason of defective wiring. It seems to me that the plan adopted
there where the companies pay to induce the insurance companies to do the inspection, is the most profitable one. I am not in favor nor will our company pay
anything to the insurance inspector. The insurance
inspectors do well. We will have nothing at all to do
with the wiring; we do not want to have any responsibility for it, and will not, and for one I am not willing to indorse the organization of any electrical
mutual insurance company.
Mr. Perry of Providence: My remark relating to
insurance companies applies specifically to wiring
done outside of our stations, but I do unreservedly
want to put myself on record as indorsing the plan
for a mutual insurance company for central stations.
Mr. Alexander: New Jersey, as you all know, is
different from any other state in the country, and
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therefore the insurance men there may be entirely
different from the insurance men in other states; but
wo in New England have had the experience that insurance men refuse to insure us. Now, what are you
going to do about it? Are you going to go without
insurance because you think they are wronging you?
No, you would not do that. They do not know anything about electric light. I do not blame them.
They think it is a dangerous element. They say:
"We are writing an understood risk, and we ought
not to be put to the expense of providing a competent
authority to ascertain how to estimate this new risk,"
They talk vei-y fairly about it, much more fairly than
you would believe. When they found the risk was a
good one, they reduced the rate and to-day every
building in Trenton that is lighted by electricity has
a reduction of ten cents on its insurance rates.
I believe the money paid by the lighting companies is
fiowing back into their pockets: their business has
increased rapidly on account of the good inspeetfoD.
That inspection cannot be done away with anywhere,
because you will stumble over the same stone that
we did. The companies will say they won't insure
the building; that they didn't know anything about
it.
Now, we want their insuiance inspectors informed on this subject, and that can be done within
six months or a year, and therefore the committee
thought it would be better for the electric light companies to expend a small amount of money all over
the country within the next yeetr to provide the knowledge necessaiy for proper electric light inspection,
and then reap the benefit that we are reaping now in

New

England.

E. Barton of Boston: I am very glad that this
association has at last dropped the question of underground or overhead wires, or of quibbling where we
should hold our next convention, and has come down
to the business of considering the subject before this
committee, of which I have the honor of being a
member the question of harmonizing insurance and
electrical interests.
I was very much interested in
the remark of the gentleman from New Jersey, but
he evidently does not know what is going on in the
United States. I have been an insurance inspector
myself for fifteen years. I would not consider myself competent to be an inspector to day; I would not
consider myself an insurance inspector in all that that
term implies if I did not consider myself competent
to inspect an electrical installation as well as a gas
installation, and that is the very point that we are
hammering at in the report of this committee. Now
we have had fhe industry of electrical lighting going
on in this country ten years or more, and to-day out
of the nearly one thousand inspectors employed by
insurance companies in this country I do not believe
you will find two of them that pretend to know anything about the inspection of electrical apparatus.
Why is it? Simply because they have let that alone
as a subject too deep for them and left it to work out
its o^Ti salvation, and in letting it work out its own
salvation you have made the mistake. The instaUations all over the countrj^ abound with errors that are
incident to first construction; things that could not
be avoided, but things that can be avoided and remedied in the future. Good inspection you say is what
you want; you don't want to pay for it, but you cannot get anything in this beloved country unless you
pay for it, or give an equivalent in some way. Now
we have examined this matter, and we have taken the
position that the man to inspect the insurance business is the insurance inspector who inspects every
other hazard. He is not competent to do it to-day.
Ton yourselves who have been in the business all
these years know that he cannot be competent to do
it without more instruction.
He cannot qualify himself in a day; he cannot qualify himself in a year
S.

—

without an instructor. He is busy day in and day out
from one end of the year to the other in his regular
line of business.
Now we have taken the stand and
hold to the proposition that it is wise for the electric lighting people, not this association, but the
electric lighting people throughout the country, to
put their hands into their pockets and say to the insurance fraternity: "We will provide the instructors,
not to instruct the people of the country and the legislators, that would be a hopeless task, but to insti-uct the insurance inspectors in what is necessary
to qualify them in their inspection." By the appointment of a sufficient number of instructors you could
furnish object lessons to these insurance inspectors,

show them what

is necessary when they have to discriminate between good and bad work by showing
the good and the bad to them, and have the understanding that we do this perhaps in a missionary
spirit.
Tliis committee was appointed, not to point
out what ought to be done, or what are the rights of
the electrical people and what are the duties of the
insurance people, but its very name says what it is
for; it is to harmonize the interests of the insurance
and the electric lighting people, and the way we believe they can be harmonized is by conceding on the
part of the electric lighting people in the first place
so many dollars and cents, to be paid out by the insurance people to the end that at a given time, giving
them fair notice in the beginning, they are expected
to have theu" men qualified and competent to do it,
and take my word for it they will be so. Then you
have your inspectors; you need not to create them;
they are already created, and they have been given
the necessary instructions to do just exactly what
you want to be done. Now in Philadelphia, as Mr.
Smith says, we are doing a grand work, but they are

doing simply what we have been doing in New England for years, and'you are reaping the benefits of it.
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You are

getting lower rates of insurance on proper-

ties liglited exclusively by electric lights tlian liy any
other class, and while the insurance side is losing

nothing by

It.

we

are

making money. From my stand-

point, as an insurance man, I wish evry other kind
of illumination was driven out. and that electric light-

ing

was the only thing used.

We

would have a great

many

less fires.
I believe the voice of this ccuiventiun ought to be unanimously for it. and I believe I
can safely speak for the insurance ci>mpanies and say
that they will heartily co-operate with anything in
that direction. Now then I want to say a few word.s
in relation to the project of an electrical mutual in-

surance company.
time.

If

I

have had

it

in

my mind

rt>r

sonic

you

will call to yi)ur minds one year ago at
in speaking upon electrical lighting stations

Chicago,
as lire hazards, I said then that I believed the establishment ultimately of an electi leal mutual insurance
company, or something of that sort, would he the
only solution to the question of insurance on central
.\nd I also
stations.
I believe it more fully to-day.
said at that time that I lielieved that those few companies who are doing business in insuring electric
lighting stations to-day, even in their deplorable conXow I know they are.
dition, are making money.
Since this prospectus has gone out no less than
eight of the large and prominent English and American stock companies have asked to have a hand in it.
That is just what we want; something that shall prepare the stations to make them good risks, and conduct them so that they will give us a part of the insurance. That is the plan that is contemplated by
the mutual company: it is not intended to antagonize
the stock interest at all, but on the contrary to take
Eight of them
in with it all those who want to come.
have manifested that desire, and a representation of
the largest .\merioan company stated to me recently
that it ha I been insuring electric light plants, central
stations, for several years at nothing less than two
per cent. They have made that the minimum rate
and they have taken alnnstanything at two percent..
They have kept it
and have made money out of it.
to themselves; they now come forward and say they
do not want to lose that class of business, but we
want to come into this plan and take our share of it.
A representative of one of the smallest companies in
the country, a company which started a tew years
ago, told me that it took electric lighting stations
simply because it wanted business and could not get
anything else, and within two weeks he told me that
its premiums in two years were over 6^01), OUO and
their losses less than $:tOO on electric lighting central
stations. The companies want a hand in it; they have
found that it was a good business, not because their
wisdom taught them in the beginning, but because
their necessities taught them. I think that you, Mr.
President, advanced the idea to me that you thought
your idea of harraoniz ng these interests did not coincide with the formation of an electric mutual insur-

ance company, feeling that that would perhaps antagonize the stock companies' interests. That is not
60, in the first place, and in the second place even if

were so, I would favor the mutual insurance company, because it is undignified in the electric lighting
association to throw to the stock companies their insurance business as a sop to keep them satisfied. It
is not necessary.
It

want to say a few words in relation to the examination and licensing of men employed in electric
lighting installations, the work being done by the
New England Electric exchange. I cannot agree
with my friend Mr. Smith, that that method does not
give a guaranty of the character of the man. On the
I

is one of the important features of it.
examines him technically first; it then considers
his moral aspect and not a license is issued until it
has been laid before and countersigned by the man
who knows him personally and knows his habits and
everything pertaining to him better than anybody
else, and that is the inspector of the New England
Insurance exchange.
Ecery license has to go before
him, and receive his countersign, and thereby the exchange has the guaranty that that man is all riglit in
every respect.
I know it is so, because I know that
more than one man has not received a license simply
because he did not meet the requirements in thatone
particular phase while he did meet them in other
points. Now, Mr. Smith says we do not need rules

other hand, that
It

for the installation

of electric lighting apparatus.

I

can hardly agree with him there. I myself feel that
the rules that we have in New England are on the
wrong tack, that if thitse rules were turned around,
and Instead of saying what should bi^ done in the line
of safety, they said what should notb*' done. It would
be more In accordance with my Ideas. But we could
not start that way. We did not know In the beginning what shou'd not be done. We knew in a erude
way what should be done; we have gone on, and
from time to time, as experience has lirought out
things, we have added to those rules until they are
complicated, ami cover a great deal, not of ground,
but of paper, and I believe, as Mr. Cutter said in the
beginning, that it would be to the advantage of the
electric lighting industry all over the country. If
some sort of committee could be formed to draftaset
of rules of some sort.
It could be made a standing
conmilttee whose duty It sliould be to consider and
revise the rules from time to time; then we would have
some rules that would obtain not only in New England, but in California, and even in Chicago. "When
we first started the method of examination in NewEngland, we had a different inspector for eacii locality, one at Boston, and one at Portland, Maine, New
Haven, Springfield, Mass., and at Providence. What
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was the result? A party installing a plant in Maine
was subjected to one set of rules; when he went to
New Haven or Providence or anywhere else, he had
conform to a different set of rules, and that is the
of things ail over the country to-day.
ought to have some general rules, so that
the party installing In New England would meet
the same rules when he went to any other part
of the country.
I w<uild like to see a committee
app'iated for taat purpose, and I would like to have a
gojd part of that commiltce made up of inmrance men
who are the only men who can enforce any rules you
make. I would have a certain number of pratic:il electrical experts on the committee, and these men could be
selected
one or two by this association, and one or two
by your sister Edison asso^hi'ion, and let II19 committee
be large enough to cjver the entire country and small
enough so as not to be cumbersome, and let it govern
the queation of rules and let thcs3 rules be condensed
and solidified and brought right down to what Is useful
for safety, and then have the rules so framed that the
inturance Inspector who can tell you all about everyto

condition

We

—

thing except electricity,

can understand them; then
over the country to see that
those rules are enforced, and before you know it you
will not need any further Inspection.
You will have
then a great governing committee who will stand behind this national commi tee on rules and amend them
from time to time as need be, and the committee will
be useful In many ways. Going back to the subject of
mutual Insurance, 1 want to Impress upon you the imporiance of the fact that the Inspectors of your mutual
insurance company will be excellently qua'ifled to give
valuable ideas to the insurance companies. The com-

you have mea spread

all

will break down all the barriers of prejudice; it
show to the country that you are not alraid to insure

pany
will

your
ous

own

plants, thit they are not thos3 terribly hazard-

lird

generating esta*>IIshments that they are com-

monly understood
tions of the

to be.
I hope that the recommendacommittee will prevail.

Pbesident Weeks: We have with us Captain
Brophy of Boston, of whom we have all heard much,
and I am quite certain from whom we would like to
hear more on this occislon.
AV1LLIA.M Biiopiiv
I am pleaTcd as one who has no
pecuniiry interest in any elcc ric lighting company tn
have the p.-ivUege of saying a few words to this convention. I began, as you know, with the New Eagland
exchange four years ago to supervise and examine the
work done by elcitrical people. I am hippy to say
thai from the start I had the hearty co operation of
:

We

man engiged In that business.
have done, I
think, a work ihat has been of excesding great value to
the elec'ric light fraternity in New Eagland. I think
any one here who represents New Eogland will bear me
out in making that statement. The icsurance people
were entirely Ignorant of this new element that waslntrcduced Into buildings Ihat they insured, and naturally
were wary of it; they felt that it was no part of their
duty to maintain this Inspection at their expanse, as all
of the risks at that time were insured and rated before
electric light was introduced.
Consequently they made
arrangements with the elec'ric light manufacturing
com])iny to bear a portioa and a large portion of that
expense. They did so reluctantly at first; they did so
with a great deal of doubt. To-day more than one of
them have testified to me that the expenditure thus
made has be3n returned tei, yea a hundred fold.
have been exempt from injury to life and person in a
remarkable degree. The three or four accidents that
occurred there occurred purely and simply on ac:ount
of the negligence and recklessaess of the unfortunate
victims.
Our losses f rem fire have been s 5 small that
they are hardly worth noting so far as the loss to Insurevery

We

ance companies was concerned. I wish to state here
emphatically that the report made by the worthy fire
marshal of the city of Boston to the board of aldermen
that in his belief the disastrous fire of Thanksgiving
day was due to electric wires, was made without due
deliberation and with a wonderful lack of necessary Information. Any one who knows anything about the
condition of alTa'rs ther.^, must know that that was not
I ceitaioly do, and if I had any
the cause of that fire.
respect for the electrical knowledge of the worthy fire
marshal ot the city of Boston previous to his report, I
have since lost It. Now, something as to the work of
the New England Electric exjhange. I was one of the
promoters of that Institution. Now, as to Mr. Smith's
0' jectlon that a technical examination will not reach
the moral character of the man examined, I will say
that I know every man engasrfd In the electric light
construction work In New Eagland. They are all
frlerds, and when I find a man whose moral character
or whose habits unfi', him to be In a responsible position, I do not hesitate to tell him soil plain and vigorous
English If necessary, and withhold my signature from
his certificate, no matter how great a knowiedg-i he
possesses or how expert a workman he may bs so thit
have had
we have no trouble from that source.
since the organiz ition of that exchange a set of men
employed In construction work that In point of Intelligence and In knowledge of their business cannot be exThe time is fast approaching
celled In this country.
when tlisdutlesofthe Inspector must ceise In New Eogland unless he wishes to be a pen- loner upon the bounty
of the electric light fraternity and he has not reached that
age as yet. This Is owing to the hearty co-op srat Ion of the
men engaged in the electric lighting business in New
England. As I have stated to our executive board only
a day or two before I came here, the woik Is now done
so much better than when we began, that in many cases
the duty of the Inspector is simply a matter of routine;
we have arrived at that happy stage by a rijorous inspection, by rejecting every piece of poor work that we
could find, by imp esslng on the minds of those engaged
in construction work the futility ot attempting to palm

my
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anything that was nit first class, and in all this work
we have not been obstructed in the least by the men
most interested, the electric light companies and conoff

struction companies. In regard to these men who spring
up in every village who have strung a telephone wire or
absU wireoragaslighting wire, and attempt to enter this
business, we have aliitlerule that putsa stop to them at
once.
Issue a circular giving the nsmcs of men
authorized by the New Englard Insuracce exchange to
d 5 construction work.
man who wishes to get on
that list must sa^sfy us beyond a doubt of his competency and his responsibility before hisnameisput on,
and now a person whose name is noton thatcliculsrhas
rather a poor chance to get rich in the construction
business.
There Is a prejudice in the minds of the
people that never shojld exist. Many people believe
that death is present in every foot cf lUclric wire.
Many people believe that when it is intn daccd into
their buildings th^ir property Is liable at any time to be
destroyed by fire. There Is no just reason why this should
be believed. The men engaged in Ih < electric lighting
business in New England are as honest and as unwilliog
to hazird the lives and property of any n; their customers
as they would be to imperil their own, and the feeling
that has been engendered In the minds of the public
has been created largely by the sensational press of this
country and is one that never should have existed and
is a gross injustice to the men engaged in the business
of luraishlng the best
light excepting sunlight,
that ever glimmered on the face ot this earth.
It is unjust that they should be subjected to such an outrageous raid on their business by the sensational press of
this country, by men who write artlc'es. but do not
know the technical difference betwten a wheelttsrrow
and a dynamo. The tlm will soon come when the inspector of the
England exchange will have to
find some other field in which to exercise his talents.
The only regret he will feel will be to miss the fiiendly
greeting he has received at the bauds of the men engaged in this business; I feel though, that in justice
to the men engaged in that business; his duties will te
no longer called for.
T. Carpenteb Smith of Palladclphia: I am afraid I
have not made myself as clearly understood as I should
wish. I am not opposed to rules
The only obj -ction
I make to the rules Is that they are too complicated.
What we want Is a few general rules ot what should
not b3, rather than a great many small rules of what
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should be done.
In regard to the other point mentioned by Mr.
Brophy, I am heartily In f avc r of having the insurance

man

the Insptctor. I bslieve there are many fires that
are attributed at once to the eleclrlc ligli'Ing, when if
the building had been properly inspected the accident
would not have occurred.
have had three rasts of
that kind in the last two months. In one case Mr. McDavitt went into a mill the proprietor of which was In
the state of mind tha', the public genei ally is, and

We

thought he was liable

to

burn out

at

any moment.

The

thing that he saw was a Isrge bundle of greasy
waste, and he said, "You are in more danger from that
pile of waste in one day than you would be from electric lights In ten years."
The man we want as inspec
tor Is a man familiar with fire risks of aU kinds, and I
think our companies at Piilladelphla show an appreciation of that fact In making it a condition ot subscribing
to the expense of this inspec ;lon that no matter how
many o;her experts are employed, Mr. McDavilt shou'd
be at the head of the bureau.
Mk. Williams: Although I do not profess to any
practicil knowledge cf this subject of Insurance, ytt I
happen to be interested In several insurance companies
who In the past few years have had a large number of
central stations on their books, and we endeavor to get
thsm peiicdically Inspected.
have found ourselves
firs',

We

confronted with very many dlfflcultii s. We have found
tuat while our directors in several companies wee practicalbusiness men and manufacturers, en rnfstly inquiring
into the advantages and disadvantages ot eleclric light,
yet the business Itself has developed so rapidly that It
has been almost impossible tor us as a small combination
of companies, to keep pace with that development.
Your committee to harmonize electrical interests with insurance interests is well named. I do not know whetbir
It will evt r be accomplished, perhaps it may be, ceilainly
at present these interests are very directly opposed.
As
one gentleman has remarked, you ask for Insuiance on
a station, and the compiny simply says the rate is so
much, without entering Into any calculation at all. If
you don't like it, you can go without insurance. On
the other h»nd, our friends from the New Eng'and
States have advanced very many strong argu men's in
favor of the reduction of rates. The question of the
rate on the central station has not, it appears to me,
been very much touched upon. There Is this consideration that I would like to present. We are not altogether
dependent In this country on the stock companies. I
am glad to sec that our friends have presenti d proposals
for a mutual company.
I hope i; will crystallize into a
good, solid, substantial company. The plans and purposes are in the direction of haimonizing these interThey have taken pattern from the New England

ests.

Manufacturers' Mutual companies. Perhaps it would
b3 well to look back to those companies. We may learn
ssmething from them. About forty years ago t bey
commenced experimenting, and they have gradually
followed It along, maintaining their Inspectors and
confiuing their operations mainly to the New England
States and now progressing out into the far AVest, and
our western manufacturers, recognizing the advantnges
obtained from their Inspectims. are writing their insurance with them very largely. But ;i'l this has been
done at the expense of the insurance company. They
started out on the basis of the rate charged by the Insurance company for Insuring their mills, and they
charged the Insurance at these rates. They laid down

.
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schedules, and they have gradually raised their standard
until to-day, after foity years of experience they are
able to return to the members insuring with tbem 75 or
80 per cent, of the cost. At the same time that basis
rate has been reduced over 50 per cent, so that the cost
of insurance as stated in this prospectus is correct.
the New England Insurance exchange, and I
want to fender these gen tlem€n my mos-: respectful acknowledgments for what they have done and they
have certainly done a great deal followed in the footFor
steps of the New England Mutual in this matter.
twenty-live years tbese cou\panies have been favored,
and are now willing to step in and take advantage of
what the mutual companies have done. If we take the
same ground the'stock companies have taken, with the
rates as they existed, it would take twenty-five or fifty
years to accomplish it, because they don't want the
Those companies want simply to look back
business.
twenty-five years, or read the experience of the mutual
companies. It seems to me and you will pardon me
for speaking as a Mutual man, havmg spent some forty
years in it it seeme to me that they are altogether too
old they move slowly and you w ant companies thai will

Now
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;

move with you

developing and progressing as you
progress and develop. AYe maintain a system of inspection.
We insure only manufacturing classes, and
of course our inspectors necessarily have to acquire
in

some knowledge of the electric light system. We endeavor also to have those men specially instructed by
our own inspector on that very subject of the electric
light and its dangers.
We cannot possibly enter into
the installation of wires in other buildings. It is not a
manufacturing hazard with us, and so with every other
insurance company.
take it that the question narrows itself down to the
insuring of central stations and power stations; and if
that system of Inspection is to be adopted, it seems to
me the only reasonable way in which it can be done will
be at the expense of the companies. The central station
should be willing to pay a fair rate at the outset, and
let the insurance company get its statistics from the inspectors and ascertain the exact rate at which the insurance can be carried. This is the plan that has been followed successfully in the East, and I think it can be
followed in the West. Then you avoid the necessity of
educating inspectors. It seems to me if this association
were to undertake that it would be a very hard question.
Who is to educate your first inspector and your
sub-inspector?
Tou have a mass of work on your
hands that would be interminable, and certainly would
not tend to harmonize the insurance and the electrical
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which was wholly inconsistent with their simpurpose.
In accepting the invitation of your president to present a
paper for consideration at this meeting, it appeared that the
subject of central station construction might be a profitable
one not by reason of what may be contained in such a
paper, but on account of the valuable experience which
acteristics
ilarity of

—

would surely be offered by the members participating in
the general discussion of the subject, and in such a connection this paper is to be regarded as the opening of the discu?sion, hardly more than a parliamentary necessity, in
order to bring the subject into a debatable form.
Many of the electric lighting stations in large cities have
been built under easy financial conditions, where it was
feasible to adopt suggestions for convenience, strength and
safety offered by the engineers in charge of such work.
Notable examples of such stations have been presented before this association, or illustrated in the electrical journals.
The opportunities for large stations have thus far been so
few. and the governing conditions so diverse, that the
problem requires in each instance an independent treatment, and is therefore unsuited for a general paper on the
subject.
The larger part of the electric light stations are of moderate size, and were constructed under conditions of limited

resources which often compelled parsimony in the reduction
of first cost, and did not permit the exercise of that judicious economy which yields the greatest return on invest-

ments.

A

most important element in the arrangements of a censhould be guarantee of continuous operation,

tral station

in order to give patrons a necessary confidence in the stability of the service, which must be instantaneously equal to

the

maximum demands

known that beginning with one-story machine shops
over twenty-five years ago, foundries, textile and paper
mills, on the same general idea of construction, have been
widely introduced, wherever the cost of land was low
enough to permit the erection of a one-story structure without raising the whole cost of the floor area, including the
expense of land, to a price exceeding that of a high buildis well

ing.

The question of foundations does not pertain to this
paper, but the importance of suitable foundations is too
often slighted.
Franklin once said that next to a good foundation, a
good roof was the most important part of a house. The
question of roof will next be considered, leaving the intervening pillars and walls for later reference.
The most convenient width for stations using an engine
dynamos is forty-three to forty-five feet,

to every pair of

and the length of the

station is in proportion to lis capacroof should be of three-inch plank, each twenty
grooved and splined with hardwood splines
one-half by one and a half inches, and laid on roof limters
breaking joints every three feet. In colder parts of this
country, liable to temperatures below zero, it is good
economy to lay a course of inch boards upon the plank,
with roofing felt between.
Pine is preferable to other
lumber for roofing, as it does not warp so much as other
soft lumber, and the roof covering will last better.
The
roof covering may be of any material for covering flat
roofs, but its value will depend upon the quality of the
mateiial and the character of the work.
If these methods are followed, such a roof can be relied
upon not to give trouble by condensation of moisture in
cold weather, but care must be taken not to drive nails up

The
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interests.

The organization of a state association seems to me
be in the direction of harmonizing these interests,
but there are other things to be harmonized. If you
organize a single company and send it out with the
stamp and the indorsement of this association, will that
tend to harmonize the other companies throughout the
country.
Can the association afford to do it? It is for
you, gentlemen, to decide.
I would suggest that it would be perhaps well to find
what companies would adopt that system of inspection,
and whether that system of inspection would be such
as would meet your own requirements, or whether those
inspections would reach the standard that would be
agreed upon by that committee on insurance. If that
committee were appointed, it would be competent for
them to ascertain such companies as would follow out
that plan and give the members the benefit of the advantages of an inspection.
It is not merely a question of wiring.
While I can
indorse all that has been said by the gentlemen in regard
to the defects of wiring, many devices are being introduced, some of them possibly very good, some of them
excellent and some otherwise, and yet they are put in
and dependence is placed upon them and the result is
bad. That committee, it seems to me, should have
before them, also, the question of deciding upon the
value of theae devices; for instance, the question of
inside wiring. Very many methods are adopted. If
the committee laid down a standard, of course from
time to lime it would be modified as the business developed, and as the means were shown that standard
would be raised and companies would be encouraged,
and there would be advantage reaped on all sides.
There would be a means of producing harmony.
As to rules that have been spoken of, we are in favor
of riiles.
We want rules. Nothing can work without
rules, but they should be as simple as possible and be
reduced to a clearly understood basis.
Those rules
could be formulated In this association by that committee, that should be composed of Insurance and electrical
men, and then every state association could adopt them
and there would be no difficulty in arriving at a beneto

ficial result.
shall be glad
electrical mutual.

,

We

to aid in the organization of the
will furnish the result of our
inspections and will endeavor to ascertain the dangers,
and we shall expect you to assist us in avoiding those

We

dangers.
Tile report of the committee was adopted.
On motion of George E. Palmer it was voted to restrict remarks in the discussion to five minutes to each
person
Secretary Garratt read the following paper:

Construction of Central Stations,
by
While acting

c. j.

h.

woodbury.

with a committee of the
National Electric Light association, several years ago, it
was necessary to examine into the matter of the construction and surroundings of a large number of electric lightin£
stations.
Although these stations were built for the same
object, and contained machinery and motive power devoted
to the same industry, yet there was a diversity in their charin co-operation
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CONSTRUCTION OF CENTRAL STATIONS.

Many of the stations are in close proximity to other
buildings of a miscellaneous character, and are built with
hollow frame walls and thin roof, forming a structure
which is hot in summer, cold in winter and combustible all
the year round which disadvantages diminish dividends.
The location to be desired for a station should be, first,
away from a proximity to other buildings, and therefore
It
free from a fire hazard due to surrounding exposures.
is important that the engines should be provided with an
independent condenser, but it is not necessary that the
station should be near a water course to obtain a supply of
water for the condensers, as is the universal custom in this
country.
reservoir of suitable capacity, and not over
eight feet deep, will furnish a supply for condensers, which
can be used over and over; the condensed steam and hot
water entering one side of the reservoir, and the supply for
If the
the condenser being taken from an extreme side.
water should not cool rapidly enough, it could be delivered
from the condenser upon the top series of several nearly
level platforms, and thus flowing upon one and thence to the
next in turn. In this way the water rapidly cools. Although
the condensing capacity of such reservoirs might differ in
this country on account of climatic differences from European practice, yet it is well to note that in winter when the
short days cause the greatest demands upon a central
station, the condensing capacity of such a reservoir would
be greatly increased by reason of the more rapid loss of
heat during cold weather.
In its general arrangements, a central station may be regarded as an engine room, and if well adapted to engines
and the delivery of power, there cannot be much difficulty
in providing accommodations for dynamos.
The type of
building suggested for consideration in its application to
central station service in small cities, is the one-story slow
burning construction, with flat roof, lighted by a longitudinal monitor, one end of which extends high enough to
form a wire tower.
It is not claimed that there is anything
original in this design beyond a few minor modifications
pertaining to its application to this specific purpose, for it

—

A

'

into the plank, because, being good conductors of heat, the
heads wculd be cool and moisture collect on them.
Alcn!^ the middle of the roof, a monitor ten feet wide,
extending to twenty feet from the ends, will afford light
and ventilation, while an exiension of this monitor at one

end to a suitable height will form a most convenient wire
tower, if the monitor, in connection with an outrigger,
should not be high enough for the purpose.
The roof timbers should be of southern pine, ten by
twelve inches, and laid ten feet on centers.
They should
project eighteen inches beyond the walls, and the ends be
cut to form brackets supporting the overhanging roof and
forming a solid cornice. At the ridge, the two beams
should be secured together by a junction bolt, and supported by column and bolster.
The walls of the station may be built of brick or of wood.
If of the former, a twelve-inch wall will answer, with windows arranged as may be desired; but if of wood, each
roof timber should be supported on an eight by eight inch
timber reaching to the sill, and secured to the roof timber
by an iron brace, and to the floor timber by iron dogs.
If the building is to be used for apparatus generating
low tension currents, the best floor would be made by laying coal tar concrete on a foundation of broken stone or
cinder, and then laying three-inch plank upon the concrete,
and covering this plank with one and a quarter inch hard
wood plank laid across the bottom plank and blind nailed
to it.
Such a floor would sustain any weight liable to be
placed upon it, but where there is need of a mass to hold
rapidly moving machinery, it could be cut away wherever
it might be necessary to lay heavy foundations.
On the other hand, if the generation of high tension
currents in the station imposed electrical conditions requiring a higher insulation of the floor, such as could be obtained only by an air space underneath, then it would be
necessary to enter into a larger expense, and to lay a mill
floor by placing the two thicknesses of planks on beams in
a manner similar to the method described for the roof.
If the dynamos were placed on independent foundations,

.
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would be strong enough, but if it should be required to sustain very heavy loads, there should be a line
of piers supporting the b«ims under these loads.
The
lower portion could be made into a supply room; or otherwise, the front of the building could be divided by a light
she.ithing partition into a supply room and an office.
In its appointments the building should be heated by
two coils of three lines of one and a quarter inch pipe,
each hung .tbout th'ee feet below the roof limbers, the arrangement of piping using exhaust steam for such a building being about one foot of one and a quarter inch pipe to
this floor

every seventy cubic feet of space. Two coils are suggested
because the side occupied by the steam engines would
rarely need any heal from the pipes.
The roof timbers afford easy means of securing a trolley
track for making any changes and removing the apparatus
or parts of the engines.
The protection against fire consists principally in keeping the establishment in a clean and orderly condition, the
use of good lubricating oil and careful attention to the
bearings; and beyond that, numerous fire pails kept tilled
with water, and hose connected to hydrants ready for instant use, form the means for protection against fire.
If the boiler house is placed at one corner of the station.
the latter can be eMcndcd by increasing its length; but if
the boiler house is placed at the end of the station, the
division wall should be made of brick and extend through
the roof, entirely cutting off all wood communication between the station and the boiler room.
The wires could be rtin from the dynamos diagonally
upward to the roof limbers, thus clearing the trolley track,
and thence under the monitor from beam to beam to the
switch-board on the floor under the front end of the monitor which forms the wire towe'.
This switch-board would
be at the end of the unavailable floor space used for belts,
and being in the middle of the room is away from the
walls, where any combustible material is likely to be placed.
It is important that the switch-board should be
made of
soapstone or other incombustible material.
It is submitted that a station built in
accordance with
these general suggestions would embody the merits of convenience in operation, slight need of repairs, and, whether
built with brick or plank walls, would possess a
resistance
to fire which would reduce the fire hazard to a nominal
ainount;and although not so cheap in its first cost as

might be made by using a lighter construction, yet, as a
whole, it would conform to the strictest conditions of
economy in a building to be used for a central electric
lighting or power station.

Discussion.
M. J. Perry of Providence, R. I. It seems to me
that this papar might bs more prop wly entitled permanent construction of central stations. It is about
lime that we begaa to look ab3ut and consider what
sizsd ceatrdl stations we shall have and where we shall
lot^te them, with a view to permanently developing the
business of producing electric currents to be distributed
for whatever purposes used throughout the communi:

ties

On

where we are severally Interested

in this business.
that point alone I shall f (Tec a single suggestion.

I think I speak advisedly when I say that almost
every central station man throughout the country finding his station too small has enlarged it to meet the requirements of all time, got it not (juite completed, and
then found it was still to 3 small. I think we have rebuilt tlires times, but the last time we determined to
settle that matter for a considerable period, so we bought
a plat of ground 20O.';300, covered It about half, which
with the ordinary fifty light machine would develop
the dynamo room, which is U0x200, so that we would
easily handle the 4.000 lights in our city.
We find now

we must

just duplicate tSat.
I think there are some general lines on which It Is
safe for us to proceed. It Is a very Important point If
possible to so locate your central station that if you are
Inland near a railroad you can run a track in and
switch your coal in right by the car, or If coal transportation can hz reached by water you can locate as
near the water as possible and get the advantages of
water transportation.
suggestion has been made here that can be accomplished If you locate Inland, to locate near the water
side, so that you can erect your apparatus right alongtide of the station.
But the one great Imporiant point
Is f) determine how large to build the stalion that It
may permanently serve Its purpose for not less than
twenty-five years In the development of this business.
One of the Ideas that suggested Itself to me In solving
this problem was to take the total gas output of the city
and on the basis of I'i-candle lamps reduce it to steam
power and provide for from two to three times the total
gas output.
Speaking to you as Intelligent men, I
would eay buy your land now for the buildings you
win erect in the future, and you will find it much
cheaper. You will save more than 6 per cent. I will
be bound. If I am any judge of human nature. No

A

,

how

publicspirlted your neighbor may be, he
price for his patch of land.
It
when you have selected your plat of
land, you can build on some general lines and lay out
your station to cover the whole plat, and then leave a
portion of It so that it can be added to. and in the end
be a completed station. So far as we know today, we
have got to rely on steam power. There are a good
many things in the air. You can say what you please

matter
will

;

want a good round

seems

to

me

that

about raising cbickens from feathers, but when you
really want clilckens the best thing you can do is to
depend on the eggs.
Now a word in regard to boilers. Locate your boiler
with reference to this whole plat of land. Make arrangements with your engine la the same way. Then
put In your first ones and follow that plan out on general lines.
Now, the question as to engines U a very
lmp:)rtant one.
^ly idea abjut this, that when you
have determined by the rule of taking your gas outputs
and divide them into about ten units, those ten engines

are equally adapted to delivering the power on jackshafts and belling up overhead, which I believe Is the

way.

By and by when you

get along with your
uo to a thousand horse-power engine, you can drop
your jack-shafi and belt right up.
As to what engine to recommend, I do not believe
that I shall attempt to otler any suggestion on that
point.
After a careful investigation of the whole matter, and consultation with some of the more prominent
mechanical engineers of the country, expert engineers,
we decided to adopt, and have erecled a lrlplee.\pansliin engine built by AUIs
Company of Milwaukee.
have had It in operation now for about four months.
beat
unit

&

We

and we have never had thi- sllgetcst trouble with Ii. It
has done admirable service, and although it has not
yet been tested. It gives great promise.
The type of boiler Is a very dillicult thing to determine. They are very much alike, and it mtkes very
little difference so far as the evaporation of water Is
concerned.
four-i.ch tube, whether It cjmes from
one factory or another, will do the work
One point I want to emphasize Is this: When you set
about constructing your station. It should be of a permanent character, and there should be made very large
and liberal arrangements for the growth of your business.
It that is neglected, there will be the universal
Inconvenience which has already been suffered from
starting up In a hen roost or under a shed outside.
I
believe the loss of money In this direction Is greater
than in any other In central station experience. The
fact is, the day has gone for that sort of thing.
The
man who had a common wood-saw would carefully
grease it and wipe It and hang it up on a nail in a dry
place, but he didn't hesitate to pay four, five or six
thousand dollars for an incandefcent light plant and
then put the whole thing out In a shed almost without
cover from the weather. The thing has been so utterly
absurd that it Is hardly necessary to discuss it.
The strong po'nt I wish to bring out is the providing
of ample space or ground. Buy it and own It. It is
what you want for future growth and development.
That is certainly a pertinent lesson that has been taught
us by the universal experience of all men engaged In
central station construction.
M. J. Framcisco I would like to ask the speaker If

A

;

he recommends independent condensers?
Mr. Perry: We had designed for our station an
Independent condenser operated by an independent engine, and it had some unusual features.
It Is the first
cut-off cylinder that was ever put on a condenser that
I know of.
We have been operating with that since
about the middle of December, and it has been very
satisfactory.
We have a guaranty as to the steam or
water consumed In developing a certain amount of
power, so that it Is to be brought down to the same level
of economy as the main engine.
The condenser which
we are operating Is a condenser designed to handle easily
2000 horse power. Our first engine is in and we have
worked It up to 750-horse power, and have never had a
minute's uneasiness. It has never been shut down an
instant.
It has operated so satisfactorily that we have
now contracted with the builders, and they are at present constructing for us another engine of the same
stroke, the same diameter of fly-wheel and intended to
drive on the same shafting up to ISOO-horse power.
The following paper was read:

The Steam Engine,
isy

pred

e. sickles.

The theory

of the steam engine has been so fully explained and Is now coming to be so well understood,
that it Is scarcely profitable to take up the time In reiterating it here; but there are some mechanical defects
in the steam engine which are yet to be remedied and
which it will be well to mention. I shall not mention
any one device which is covered by any patent In anything I have to say here now.
Every device that has yet been used to admit the
steam and to exhaust it from the cylinder, under the
general name of valves, has had its especial defects.
The old-fashioned slide valve, Involved a great deal
of friction, and while this is meant to be remedied by
balancing the valve, contrivances which have been applied to this purpose, though more or less complete,
have not yet balanced the valve, as the pressure
upon It varies with the position of the valve. All attempts to balance the old-fashioned slide valve with
the rigid fit, without elasticity or some yielding arrangement, have proved failures. As in first applying
the steam and warming the engine, the valves will
warm faster at first than the surrounding steam chest
and win jam If care la not taken to give ample time for
the equal warming of all parts, any want of care on
the part of the engineer in this respect will tend to work
Injury by the cutting of the valve when first starting
the engine. lu that form of piston valve, which has
piston range, either one or two, the liability of leakage,
past the ring is encountered, especially as those rings
cross the ports of the cylinder; and when attempts are
made to work pistons with solid rings, then the dllllculty of expansion Is encountered.
If a solid piston is
used In the piston valve. It becomes necessary to make
the piston slightly smaller than the bore of the seat to
allow for the unequal expansion when first starting the

engine.

The many ported slide valve gives

amjile opening with
motion, but it has extended edges to permit
not carefully fitted. The rotating slide valve
with a raised seat Is difficult to gel at, to keep tight
although it presents some advantages in connecting the
valve motion to It. With balanced poppet valves the
dlffurence of expansion between the valves and chest is
liable to create a leak, but If great care Is exercised in

but

little

leaks,

if

kind of valve, and an ample guiding .surallowed above and below on the stem, and the

fitting this

face

Is
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of not more than an angle of 22 degrees

from the

vertical line, wlih the valves and chest cast of
metnls of substantially the same rate of expansion, the
valves can be made to remain reasonably tight. Yet,

great care Is not taken In the adjustment and shape
of the rock shafts for opeoing aid shutting tlic valves,
they are liable to make an unpleasant noise when running at any rate of speed. The single p' pp»t valve can
readily be made to work tight for a reasonable length
of time, but thire is Ihe same objection to it as in the
double poppet In regaui to making noise at higi speed.
In addiiioD to this It requires heavier vilvegear, because, just at the instant of opjning It cITirs great resistance.
They do not waste as a whole, as much
if

steam as Ibc double pop.iel valve. They can be arranged to have less clearance between the cylinder and
valve. Indeed, single poppet valv. s have been placed
directly upon the cylinder heads, thus giving very
slight clearance.
This p^an has not come into use,
owing probably, to want of proper adaptation of the
details of the mechanism. The whole subject of valves
for s'eam engines presents a field for ingenuity.
It may be expected ihst the speaker will give some
account of the trip cut-off valve, with which his name
has been identified for one half of a century. To do so
fairly I shall have to slate the requirements of a perfect
cut-off, which really cannot be secured, and the trip
cut-off is only an effort to reduce the loss occasioiied In

To describe this loss I will state
be assumed to have two different powIs derived from the f.rce it exerts In
pressing against the piston as it escapes from ihe boiler
Into the cylinder.
The other is the force It exerts after
communication has bten cut off between the boiler and
the cylinder In expending and continuing to exert a
diminishing pressure upon the piston. When the steam
has exerted nearly the whole boiler pressure at one-fourth
of a stroke, and it is then desired to cut It ihe steam
so as to obtain all the power that can be derived from
the expansion of the steam already in the cylinder, the
communication between the boiler and the cylinder
would have to be instantaneously closed, so that Ihe
power derived from expansion in the cylinder might
begin at nearly the boiler pressure and continue to exert a diminishing force to the end of the stroke.
Any
mechanism yet devised cannot instantaneously close the
opening, for two reasons. First, it wou'd be Impossible
working the
that steam

ers.

cut-off.

may

One power

c

as far as we know, to put any machinery in motion
sufflciently rapid to Instantaneously close the opening
and second. If this rapidity of motion could be obtained,
it would be Impossible to absorb the momentum of the
parts in arresting this very rapid motion. The best we
can do In this regard Is to devise some arrangement
which will move as fast as it is practicable to move

mechanism, and then absorb the momentum of these
parts In such a manner that no destructive violence will
occur in arresting their motion. In the trip cut-off, the
valve is liberated from the opening mechanism and Is
forced shut by a spring or elastic force, as shown In the
original patent;

and

in

fact, in the original patsnt,

the

elasticity of the spring and the elasticity ot the steam
are used to force the valve shut as rapidly as it is prac-

ticable to

do

momentum

so.

The mechanism

of the parts

may

for absorbing the
be explained by referring

We

to what we see every day.
see that water and air
in their action upon the earth disintegrates and destroys
Its surface. In time, while neither the water or air la Injured by the violence. All the storms that have beaten

upon the ocean have not injured one drop of water,
while the air and water have washed and disintegrated
of all the cjntlnents. Hence, It Is reasonthat if the violence of the momentum
the use of the trip cut-off on rapidly
be absorbed In the motion of a fluid,
whether water or air, a practical working machine
would then be secured. It is only necessary that the
valve ia closing shall work some device like a plunger
or piston which sh.iU have this property, viz: That It
shall move freely in the fluid while the cut-off valve ia
closing, but at the moment of the closure It shall encounter the fluid by confining a portion of it. How Is
the power lost in the case of a locomotive that at one
moment Is developing -103 horse power with full boiler
pressure and having been suddi uly flagged to slop Is
during the next minute exerting no power through the
cylinder (in the meantime the pop valve has jumped
wide open and steam la escaping violently through Uyi
The power of the steam is lost after the engine is shut
off In forcing the particles of steam past the blow-off
valve Into the open air. In the same way, while the
cutoff valve Is slowly closing, the power Is absorbed in
forcing the particles of steam past the cut-off valve. It
might be well for those who have yet to believe In the
efficiency of the trip cut-oJf, and among these aic some
of the very best mechanics of the present day, to try the
part which I presnme they will have the most doubt
about, that is. the checking apparatus or dash-pot. If
they will make a controlling vessel so arranged that It
will permit the fluid to escape freely until it is desired
to arrest the momentum by confining a portion of it
and forcing It through a narrow orifice of any sort, and
will watch its action by letting it run in a shop or other
place for any length of time, they will be entirely satisfied as to the reliability of the checking apparatus.
In
regard to the tripping apparatus, one objection is the
use of a spring in the valve motion of a steam engine.
It may be well to mention that it Is not necessary to
have a spring, as a weight will answer to re-engage the
trip, or a positive molijncan be secured; but springs
or weights are generally used and as springs are shown
in the original patent, it may be well to consider the
question of springs. The elasilcily of metal is one of
tne laws of metals, as fixed as the law of gravity, and
much of the prejudice against springs has been
created by using them beyond their sate elastic limit;
and when this Is done, then the spring becomes
the shore line
able to infer
occasioned by
closing could

;
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an unreliable means of working meclianism. This fact
may be illustrated by referring to an ordinary watcb.
The main spring of a watcb frequently breaks, but the
hair spring, never. Yet the hair spring is put in tension and compression fi'om three to five huodred
thousand times in twenty-four hours. And the
is
reason Is,
the main-spring
taxed beyond its
spring
is
not
safe elastic limit, and the half
are used, it
so taxed.
In cases where springs
this consideration
is
kept in
mind the spring
can be made reliable within a reasonable limit. By
applying this mode of reasoning to the trip cut-off, the
remt'dy is obvious. The force necessary to re-engage
the catch is so very slight, it is quite easy to maKe a
spring that in performing this ofiice, while not nearly
taxed to its sate elastic limit, can therefore be relied
up:)n with reasonable certainty, to work the catch. It
any good mechanic may yet be in doubt as to its certainty, it is an eisy matter to add another spring and
catch, so that one will act in case of failure of the
other. This was the plan adopted in the original patent
to overcome one objection that was anticipated against
the use of the spring in working any part of the valve
motion in the steam eneine. An examination of the
model in the Patent Oflioe under date of May 30,
It is difficult to
1842, will show these double springs.
change the opinion of any mechanic except by illustrating. As there are now no patents upon it, it Is
public property. Probably the best way for inquiring
engineers would be to test the catch or checking apparatus, and it will be found that they are entirely reliable as a practical question.
In cases where the tiip cut off is required to act at
all points of the stroke it is best to use Ic in connection
with the patent of Sept. 19, 1845, granted to the
speaker, which has been variously termed " Independent Motion," " Universal ilotion " etc., as it works the
This in.
trip at any point of the stroke of the engine.
ventlon is in use on the steamers of the Fall River Line
running on the route between I^ew York and Boston,
and many other vessels. It has lately been used on
some boats on the Western rivers under various names.
When the trip is worked by the valve motion, as shown
in the patent oi May 30, 1S43, it is best to limit the
motion of the tripping piece so that the cut-off will
always act and not allow the steam to follow the full
stroke by the excessive vibra'.ion of the governor.

The speed at which a trip cut-off can be made to work
depend somewhat upon the arrangement of the
mechanism. The lighter the parts involved in the
motion, the more rapidly they can be made to work
with ease. A large steim engine with large heavy
valves has been made to work at the rate of 130 revolutions per minut=>, and indeed it would be hazardous to
limit the speed at which a trip cut-off can b3 made to
work as, with the proper closing force and the proper
will

absarblng vessel for the momentum, the speed of closing caa be carried far beyond anything yet in use. But
the cut-off is only a part of the engine. The motion of
the steam valve in opening to work smoothly with the
greatest power should be such that, while it moves, to
give only a slight opening at the beginning, so as to
gradually apply the steam as the engine passes the
center, this gradual opening should change into a rapid
one followed by a rapid motion of the valve in cutting
off the steam. The mo '.ion of the exhaust valves should
be rapid in opening and rapid in closing, and one exhaust valve can op;n bafore the other close?, providing
soms means are secured to gradually apply the steam to
the engine as it cr jsses the center. But in practice there
are only a few instances in which this gradual application of the steam has been used.
I will mentioa one
case in ihe speaker's practice. The Steamer Pilgrim,
having an engine with a diameter of cylinder of 110
Inchei and a stroke of 14 Seet, carrying pressure of
steam as high as 45 pounds per square inch, was required to be altered from a S'evens valve gear to a trip
cut-off, and it was necessary to retain the faulty steam
connection between the boiler and the cylinder and the
faulty surface condenser and do the best the circumstances would permit. To remedy the faulty condenser
in part, the exhaust valves were arranged so that one
was open iM inches before the other closed, to afford
the greatest possible time in which to condense the
steam from the cylinder, and this prevent any attempt
at cushioning.
It was necessary In working the steam
valves of the new arrangement to so graduate their
opening at the beginning of the stroke as to avoid any
shock or jar that might come upon the engine by reason
of the application of steam. As the valve gear was
very heavy, involving tons of metal, the spring of these
p irts would tend to increase the sudden admission ot
steam, notwithstanding any gradual movement that
might be attempted upon them.
plan was resorted
to of opening the steam valve an adj ustable distance, say
of
an
inch,
and
then
stopping
all
further
motion for a
^s
snort time so that the spring of the heavy parts of tbe
machliery should not act by their elasticity 10 increase
the opening. After the engine had crossed the center
the farther opening ot the valve was commenced and
ontinued umil the cut-oB acted. The entire distance
of opening bo'h steam and exhaust valves was 6^
laches in this case. The indicator card still showed a
detective condenser and defective steam connection, and
it also showed what appeared to be a slight cushioning
but this appearance was deceptive, as the real cause was.
the steam passed around from one side ot the piston to
the other as one exhaust valve opened rapidly before
the other closed, and the slight delay occasioned by the
use of the faulty condenser increased this apparent
cushioning upon the card. There could be no cushioning, bscause both exhaast valves were open, until the
piston arrived at each end of its stroke. But the problem of applying to an engine of this sizs in the hull of
a steamer without creating a jar had to be solved and
this was done, as before stated, by a careful adjustment
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ot the steam valves in opening so as not to apply the
whole of the pressure at once. The first admission ot
steam in this case is marked by the sound ot a f queal,
indicating wire-drawing at the first motion ot the steam
valves.
The indicator card shows a curved line on the
admission end, proving the gradual application otsteam.
This was the best that could be done under the circumstance?, and it was found effective in making ttie engine
work smoothly while the main connections were quite
loose, and saved a large amount ot fuel by the rapid
cut-off.
No doubt she may still ba seen running In the
summer between
York and Boston on the Fall
River Line.
Any Inquiring mechanic who desires to test the question of wnether it is possible to prevent a jar by the
gradual admission of steam, can do it In this way. He
may put a very small valve upon one end ot the cylinder
of a steam engine and make arrangement to give it su
opening and closing motion. Then, it he will set this

New

engine to pound on both centers and subsequently
adjust the opening ot this valve he will find that It will
take the pound off ot one center, in which it admits
steam, by properly adjusting it, and in this way be
convinced of the efficacy of the gradual application of
steam to prevent a concuss'on upon acenter. Mechanics
as a rule must depend upon themselves. The assertion
of a fact by another is no proof to them, and hence I
have sta'ed a way in which they can satisfy themselves
of the efficacy ot the gradual application ot steam.
There are, however, many forms ot valves in which
this method of the gradual application ot steam cannot
be well embodied without too much complication and
for very large engines it might be well to apply separate
small valves to ease the engine on the center.
la most cases dependence has baen placed upon what
Is termed cushioning to make the engine work smoothly,
by shuttiog the exhausts before the completion of the
stroke and allowing the steam jct remaining in toe
cylinder to be c impressed. It may be said that all high
speed engines of tbe present day use this plan to avoid
pounding on the center. Locomotives and high speed
stationary engines depend upon the compression of
steam to avoid a pound in the reciprocating parts. This
compression necessarily absorbs a certain poition of the
power of an engine, but it can be relied upon to secure
smooth working. The price of coal, the Interest upon
money, and the cost of reliable attendance are to be
considered in determining the best plan as a money
consideration. This last remark is true in considering
the constrnction of every part of the engine. A perfect
valve has not yet been made, a perfect cylinder has not
yet been made, a perfect packing ot cylinder has not
yet been made, a perfect valve motion has not yet been
made, ec, etc. The packing of the piston should be
such as that it will work without friction, automatically
adjust itself to the wear and to the irregularities in the
bore of the cylinder, and also to the d'fferent temperatures of the piston on the cylinder upon first starting
the engine, and it must be light. If the rings are made,
as the speaker has sometimes made them, with an
adjustable catch to hold them from being thrust out by
a spring so hard against the cylinder that the steam
could not force them back, then as soon as any wear
takes place, this catch will act to prevent the rings from
following out the wear, and thus a leak will be created.
Great care is required to manage an adjustable catch.
Now, if the catch is not used and some force is applied
to keep the rings out against the cylinder as is usually
the case, then if the steam leaks by the rings and gets

between the cylinder and
back and create a leak.

h may

force the rings
is set so as to
hold the rings out against the cylinder, and to resist the
tendency of the pressure ot the steam to force them
back then a great friction will be encountered between
the rings and cylinder and if the steam should pass behind the rings, it will force them out against the cylinder with additional pressure and thus add to the friction.
IE

rings,
If the

spring

an arrangement such as has been made

is

used to

present a smaller area to the s'esm behind the rings,
than exists on the face of the rings, then the steam In
passing behind the rings and forcing them out, may be
met by the steam which has passed down between the
rings and cylinder, this steam acting upon a greater
area, may overcome the steam forcing them out and
forcing the rings back, thus creating a leak. Indeed it
may be said that mechanics are almost in despair of
producing a perfect piston packing. They have turned
grooves in the piston, and in these grooveshave inserted
other packing rings but after all the difficulty exists, in
that the steam is liable to torcethem in or out. It tkey
are forced out it creates undue friction.
If they are
forced in, a leak is permitted. It any attempt is made
to have a fixed ring, in tlie sense of preventing it from
being made either larger or smaller, then the danger of
more rapid expansion of ttie piston is met upon starting
the engine.
The difficulty of obtaining proper
adjustment with ordinary attendance Is met, so
ihat is
automatic
piston,
one
that a perfect
in its adjustment and comparatively frictlonless and
tight, as before stated, has yet to be made; all parts of
realization of the imperthe engine are Imperfect.
fection of any machine may lead to the way to make
an improvement upon it it is therefore instructive to
search for defects in the steam engine
perfect lubricating arrangement for the journals,
one that can be relied upon in all cases, has yet to be
made; of all the various forms of valves each has its
particular disadvantage, and there yet remains to the
inventor a wide scope in which to engage his efforts.

A

;

A

But in determining upon any plan, he is met at once
by the consideration, that a plan that might be good In
one place would not be good in another because of the
difference in the interest on money and the price of
and perhaps in another place the difference In
fuel
;

the price of fuel, and the price ot efficient attendance.
In another place the difficulty of securing proper re-

pairs, as for instance

an engine in the mining regions,

may be

is

So

met.

quite impossible to give any
of what might
be called a universal steam engine.
Perhaps in some
future day some one will make a sleam engine which
will secure fully, economy In construction, economy in
regard to fuel and efficient attendance, but certainly no
such machine has yet been made.
As the cost of efficient attendance diminishes, probably an increase of efficiency ot the steam engine can
be secured.
machlue that will work well in the
hands of one person wUl sometimes prove a failure in
tbe hands of another, and a construction engineer is constantly harassed by the question
Who is to take
care and run this engine which I am now planning? "
"and how far can I rely upon cflieient attendance?" and
as often as he decides these questions he decides to
some extent the character ot the engine which he considers best for the purpose.
Users of steam engines
naturally desire to have their engines so constructed
that they need not continue in their employ any particalar engineer, but can change employes without
danger to the success of their engines. Users consider
this f jct in determining the kind of engines to purchase.
perfect governor lor general adoption has not yet
been made.
All forms of governors in use depend for
their action upoa the change of speed of the engine,
and when a small amount of steam is required to drive
the engine, the governor must necessarily move faster
to diminish the supply of steam, either when applied to
a cut-off or to a throttle valve. When the governor receives the impulse to run faster, the working parts ot
the governor are restrained to some excent by tne force
transmitted through them to increase its speed, and
hence at that momen*, it is not as free I0 act as it would
be if no such resisting friction were applied to it, and
yet at that very time the governor is required to move
and the residt is it does not move at first, until sufficient additional speed has Deen imparted to it to overcome the friction created by applying the force necessary to create this additional speed and when the
governor moves the triction having been diminished
by reason ot the driving force being les*", it has a tendency to move freely and shut off the steam to too
grea. an extent.
Various appliances have been made
to correct this by preventing the governor from moving
rapidly in any case, but when this is done the governor
may not move with sufficient rapidity to check the engine when the load is suddenly removed.
Then again
the parts which have to be moved have more or less
friction in themselves, and the greater this triction, the
greater the tendency to obstruct the free movement of
the governor.
see in practice that unless a comparatively large amount of momsntum is secured either
by high spsedor by a large fly wheel, there Is a great
tendency of vibration in the motion above and below
the required point.
To overcome this the speaker at
one time combined a governor arranged to receive its
Impulse through a driving arm and roller, so as not to
materially impair its sensitiveness, and then this governor acted upon tbe differential mo'ion patented by
the speaker, which in fact separated all the force necessary to work the parts operating on the governor, and
thus the governor was as sensitive as the pendulum.
But this arrangement was too delicate for ordinary attendants and was only resorted to in this case becauseof
The patent
the peculiar surrounding circumstances.
on this arrangement has expired.
It may come into
use in some future time when the advantages of a very
accurate running engine are more appreciated, and
when the cost of efficient superintendence Is less than at
present. I may mention that so perfect was this engine
that on one occasion when the driving belt broke the
engine continued to run so nearly exactly on speed that
the difference could not be noticed.
It is possible to
make an engine do this, but it rec[uires great care in
the construction of the parts of the governor and the
differential motion and power cylinder attached to it.
It also requires that all the incidental slack that may be
in the parts between the first motion ot the governor
and its final application through the differential motion
and power cylinder shall be provided against, by either
a weight or a spring which shall hold all this slack
constantly in one direction, for this slight slack will
still affect the action ot the governor if it is allowed to
Perhaps the best practical solution ot
act irregularly.
the governor question at present, is to provide a very
large governor, running at high speed, so that a very
little change in the motion of the governor will effect
a very great change in the amount of steam applied to
the engine then if this governor is driven by arms
wh^ch bear against rollers Inserted in the balls or
weights in the case of centrifugal governors so that
these arms drive the balls or weights faster or slower
through the interposition ot a delicately-made steel
roller, that permits the balls or weights to move freely,
when any additional force is applied to them, a much
greater accuracy of regulation can be obtained than is
usua'ly found in practice, provided care is taken that
all parts necessary to be moved to control the motion
it

specific directions for the cons'ruction

A

'

:

'

A

;

We

;

wheel have very little friction. It would be difficult to
explain lb? while matter without drawings, but I have
eodeavored to sta'ethe principles, which can, of course,
be carried out by different mechanics. Governors for
steam engines have been made in various ways, but
nearly all of the kind which I am about to allude to
have passed out ot use, and I can best describe them in
a few words by stating the principle upon which they
were built and leaving the special designs out of the
One form of governor was made by first generatcase
ing a uniform motion, and this uniform motion was
generated In different ways by different persons. One
used a uniform motion acting upon a uniform resistance another used a varying force upon a varying resistance and secured a nearly uniform motion by a gov(fioRtiiiued on page 99 )
;
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One of the most significant papers read at the
convention was that of Frank Sprague on "Klectricily as -\|)plied to Street Railways."
The
paper is well worthy of a careful perusal. The
jjoints which he makes in reference to the merit^j
of the litigation between telephone and electric
light and power companies will be read with
special interest at the present time.
Ir has been stated on what seemed to be competent authority, that the conflagration in Boston on 'I'hanksgiving Day was due to the crossing of electric wires.
Such, however, was not
the case.
Capt. William Brophy, the inspector
of the New England Electric e.xchange, stated
in the convention that although the fire marshal
of Boston had announced the cause of the fire
to be due to the crossing of wires there was absolutely no reason for believing that such was
the case.

Ar the National Electric Light convention
Cieorge M. Phelps reported for the committee
appointed to memorialize congressto abolish the
customs duty on copper. After speaking of the
work accomplished by the committee, he advised
the members to address to their representatives
in congress letters calling the latters' attention
to this important matter.
If a discussion on the
merits of the question on the floor of the house
cou'd be brought about, Mr. Phelps thought the
success of the petition for the removal of the
tariff would meet with success.
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In this issue will be found a complete stenographic report of the Kansas City convention
of the National Electric I,ight association. The
convention was in every way successful. It
seemed to be generally conceded that the meeting was one of the most interesting and instrucseveral

by the

as.soriation.

financial principles.

and will undoubtedly be approved by experienced managers as it is thoroughly practicable.

133,

Correspondence

tive ever held

on sounil

that will tend to
of electric lighting will therefore be received with attention. T.
Carpenter Smith's paper on station accounts
points out a way in which the expenses may be
reduced and the receipts largely increased. His
system is carefully worked out in all its details,

16, 117,

Prodigality in

Discussion

stations

At this lime any suggestions
add to the commercial success

and

The

papers,

of which are mentioned in succeeding

TiiF annual address of President Weeks „t
the I'^lectric Eight convention, was listened to
with interest.
After speaking of the good work
done by the Electric Light association and of
the necessity of discussing practical subjects, he
referred to the organizations of state electric
light associations.
These organizations, he
said, could hold meetings which could with advantage take the place of the summer conventions of the National association.
This suggestion met with general approval of the delegates.
Referring to the prospects in the electric light
field, Mr. Weeks said advancement
in the near

in

of
the

presiilcnt

economizing
discovery of
then alluded

popular to|iic, safety and electric
was not enough, he said, that electric lighting was comparatively safe.
The public, he thought, had a right to demand that regulations for .safety keep pace with the development in other directions.
.Mr.
Weeks' final
suggestion was that electric light companies
settle their controversies amicably, and so save
the expense connected with protracted litigation.
lighting.
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MAT'rER of no

little importance to central
the report of the committee which
was appointed at the Niagara Falls convention
for the standardizing of potential for electrical
apparatus for street railway sy.stems, in which
the announcement is made that the Thomson-

men

is

Houston and Sprague companies have agreed
500 volts upon all

to use a standard potential of

railway lines that do
not
require
special apparatus for successful operation. This
is certainly
an important concession, and the
committee is deserving of much praise for the
persistence displayed in collecting data, etc., and
urging the advisability of this course. There
are many other excellent points in this report,
which will prove valuable to central station
electric

managers.

"Economical Generation
tric Stations," is

the

title

of

Steam

for Elec-

of a paper presented
before the convention.

by Geo. H. Babcock
In view of the author's high standing in his
profession and also of the fact that the present
tendency is toward a refinement in the construction of the steam generating apparatus in electric light plants, Mr. Babcock 's paper merits a
careful perusal.
In the beginning attention is
called to the peculiar conditions which control
the (|uestion of economy in the generation of
steam

an electric light

in

station.

"F"or the pro-

duction of steam," says Mr. Babcock, "we rethe last
quire fuel, furnaces, boilers and brains
not the least, by any means, when economy is
Referring to the trying position in
the aim."
which many buyers of boilers must be placed on
account of a want of scientific knowledge, a
number of valuable suggestions are offered.
The writer urges that in theselection of the elements of an economic plant the "co-efficient of
common sense" should be fully employed, and
that "facts gained from long experience are a
far safer reliance than were assertions not
backed by years of practical results."

—

Those

search

in

of

information

as

to

the

and danger of fire from electric light conductors, will do well to read Prof.
Elihu Thomson's paper on "Safety and Safety
actual risk to

life

It is evident
preparing his paper
an effort to treat the subject with imparti-

Devices
that

made

Managers

H. W. Pope.

of Peace, by

Safety and Safety Devices in Electric Installation, by Prof Elihu
'I'homwjn, and Discussion
iii, iia,

Discussion.

plants are beginning to realize that in order to
operate a station successfully the machinery
must he placed in a suitable building and given
proper care.
At present much attention is being given to the architectural design of central
stations, and many interesting and timely suggestions are
presented in Mr. Woodbury's

line

than

1R90

briefly to that

ality.

Made Paths

Report of the Committee on

summer, cold in winter, and comwhole year round," is C- J. H.
Woodbury's description of many power plants
in his paper on "Construction of Central Stations."
Happily investors in electric lighting
in

the

paper.

CirbonTests, by E. K. Peck

How Our

"Hot

bustible

the

The

principles.

station

Kastern Office: 125 Temple Coitrt,New York.

i.i

present wa.ste, rather

22,

in

Prof.

To

Electric Installations."

Thomson

(|Uote his

in

own words from

the intro-

duction of the paper, he has "no sympathy with
any effort tending to impress a false estimate
of such risks, or tending to give the impression
that they are absent when in reality they are
existent."
Prof. Thomson takes the position
that the high tension current has a place which
"We
the current of low pressure cannot fill.
must," writes the author, "convey electrical energy by moderately high electrical pressure, so
The evils of
as to avoid prohibitive losses."
poor construction are pointed out, and the usefulness and necessity of safety devices to provide forabnormal conditions, are emphasized. A
number of safety appliances are referred to, and
their merits discu.ssed.
In the low potential
multiple arc systems, Prof. Thomson considers
it an excellent plan to run the two branch wires,
excepting the larger ones of the system, close
together, provided they are encased in insulation and covered in.
By this construction in
case of leak from main to main, the fuse is
liable to blow before the small amount of combustible matter between the wires can ignite.
As it has been the usual practice to keep the
wires apart rather than close together, Prof.
Thomson's suggestion is a departure. Whether
it
will
meet the approval of insurance men
is a question.
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{Continued from ^nuje 97.)
eTDor; then this unifoim molion thus generated, was
applied to control the motion of the engine by interposing between the uniform motion and the motion of the
engine a lever or cam so arranged that the steam engine varying this lever or cam in sldftlng its position
would apply more or less steam, and thus the engine
was controlled to run with the speed of this independent uniform motion. Another form of governor was
made on the principle of moving a body in a fluid, and
as the resistance increased by reason of the increasrd
velocity of the steam engine, a spring or weight was
moved and Dy its motion the admission of steam was
But it is questionable
adjusted to control the speed.
whether it is not the best principle to have what
amounts to a substantially powerful governor, as before stated, so that a very slight molion of this governor
will be sufBcient to regulate the admission of steam to
conlrol the speed cf ihe engine; care being taken to
secure almost frictionless action of the governor In Its
movements, and to separate any load involved In the
action of the parts to control the steam so that the
governor may act as nearly as may be like a pendulum
beating time. And, indeed, the point to be reached as
before stated. Is to cause the governor to be as sensitive
as a

pendulum

of a clock,

and

to

be free from disturb-

ing influences.
cut-offs fiom the
As the
early par' of this century; as early as 1813.
trip cut-oil required but little power to change the rate
of expansion, it was well adapted to be operated by the

Governors have been applied to

governor, and its frequent use for that purpose has
stimulated users of the different kinds of cut-offs to
connect them to the governor with more frequency
than was the general custom before the tiip cut-off was
invented. Almost any form of cut-off can be controlled
by the governor, provided changing Ihe cut-off does
not bring too great a disturbing force upon the governor.

In regard to the steam engine of the future, if a metal
found that will enable steam of, say, 1,000 degrees
to be used and the escaping heat from the first boiler to
be used in evaporating water to feed a second engine
at 500 degrees, and then to a third engine that will
make the draft by drawing the heated products of combustion through water whose evaporation will supply a
working cylinder that derives its power by receiving
the steam below the atmospheric pressure and expands
it to the lowest effective limit before discharging into a
condenser, then we will have a combination using
much less water per horse power than any engine yet
made; but it does not follow that such an engine will
be the most economical, as that will depend upon the
interest charged fcr the use of money and the price of
fuel, as it would c3stmore per horse power to build
such an engine than one working under ordinary conditions.
With money at 6 per cent, per annum and the
cost of fuel to evaporate one ton of water at |1, a certain plan would be advisable. Again, with the money
at 3 per cent, per annum and the cost of fuel to evaporate one ton of waterat.50cen's, the same plan would be
good, but as the cost of money and ihe c;st of evaporating water change relatively, the best plan for economy
in a steam engine would necessarily change to obtain
the most economical result in the use of money. The
cost of room for the plant and the cost of water for
condensalioij, together with other contingencies, must
be considered In any plan for a steam engine that is to
be adsp'ed to the surrounding circumstances under
which It may be required to work.
The cultivaed human eye and ear are wonderful
natural indicators to determine the working of many
parts of a steam engine.
By watching any moving
part of the engine and listening to the sound of the
steam in the steam pipe, a good idea can be formed of
the point of cut (il.
By a closer attenllon to the
peculiar sound of the rushing steam, the efficiency of
the cut-off can be partially determined. By listening
to the sound of the exhaust and watching the crankpin, a good idea can be formed of Ihe lead then by a
closer attention to the peculiar sound of the exhaust,
such as the lime during which It can be heard, a lair
Idea can be formed of the exhaust line as It will appear
upon the indicator card in this case. By a close attention to the motion of the reciprocating parta of the
engine ia crossing the center, the effective lead on the
steam valve can be ascertained, particularly if the
engine is not set to cushion largely on the exhaust.
The human touch will reveal relative motion In continguous parts of machinery that is beyond detection by
the eye or ear; as, by placing a finger on two pieces
that are apparently firmly lo contact, a motion will
sometimes be felt that is not visible.
By cultivating the eye and ear and human touch to
help In judging machinery, every engineer will be
filled with a reverence for the marvelous powers of the
is
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human machine of which he is master.
Same blind persDus cin b^ the sense
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with fertile Imaginations and ingenuity. The
speaker has only endeavored to present a few views of
the case In a short statement. The subject Is too vast
for complete treatment, and the life of an ingenious Inventor can be occupied with efforts to Improve only
one part of a steam engine, and at the end find a vast
space is left for further Improvement.
The use of words to describe machinery, without the
aid of drawings, must at present be unsatisfactory as
all
of these words have meanings at' ached to them
formed during a former civilization in which but little
machinery was used, and the special sense in which
they are necessarily employed In this statement must
be understood before the Intended meaning can be apprehended. A knowledge cf the ancient and modern
languages will afford no certain assistance in deteiminIng the meaning of words as used by mechanics in
the absence of knowledge of the special meanings attached by them in describing details or mechanical
operations.
The dictionary depends mainly upon ihe
leading authors for the meaning of these words, and
probably they only knew them as associated with ideas
entirely onlslde ot all engineering or mechanical connections.
When In the progress of improvements, a
complete dictionary is established, giving the meaning
attached to words as applied by mechanics or engineers in describing machinery. It will then be easier to
defcrlbe by the use of words alone any mechanical
operation so as to be more readily understood. At
present it Is like taking a cold chisel to do the duty of a
screw-wrench in many cases when employing words to
describe machinery. In the decisions in the patei t
cases before the court it has been wisely held that every
patent Is to be construed as meaning what is to be
gathered from taking the drawings ana words together,
or, in other words, each patent furnishes Its own dic-

And It is reasonable to assume that the words
the speaker has used In an effort to describe some parts
of the steam engine will be taken to mean differently
to some extent, by different engineers or mechanics.
It is with some regret that the speaker Is obliged to
consider what he has stated as necessarily unsatisfactoiy, the pressure of professional engagements having
prevented a careful preparation. Aconference like this
is well adapted to bring out facts, when, by the exchanging of views on various points, a much belter understanding of the oplnlors of members can be secured
for the btnefit of themselves and all other Interested
tionary.

parlies.

On

motion of Mr. Francisco the meeting adjourned

until 9:30 A, M. Thursday.

Thursday Morning's Proceedings.
The convention was

called to order by President Weeks
Mr. Weeks announced that the badge
of the organization entitled members to free passage on the
lines of the Inter-State Rapid Transit company, and the

about 10 o'clock.

Metropolitan Street Railway company.
George H. Babcock's paper "On the Economical GenerSteam for Light Stations," was read by George E.

ation of

Palmer as follows;

Economical Genekation of Steam for Electeic
Light Stations.
by george h. babcoce.
In the early days of thelnlroduction of water-tube boilwe were irequently met with the remark " Oh, they
may do very well for woolen mills, but have you any In
use in a cotton mill? How do I know they will answer
for that purpose?" or: "Yes, they maybe very economical In a sugar refinery, hut when you come to driving
engines and steam hammers that Is another thing; they
won't do for that." Of course, the answer to such ob
jections was that steam was steam, and that which
made steam most economically for one purpose would
do the same for any other purpose the steam caring
nothing whether It was used for refining sugar or driving engines tor making flour, cotton or woolen cloth,
orroUing Iron. But, notwithstanding the plauaiblllty of
this argument, it is not quite true, for the work to which
steam is to be put, and the circumstances under which
it Is to be used do In a measure control the conditions
under which economy In Its generation is to be secured.
For instance, the most economical steam generator for
railway locomotion would be a wasteful and Inefficient
appara'us for ocean navigation; steamship boilers and
furnaces could not be recommended for factory purposes, nor would the best of stationary toilers answer
for a steam fire-engine.
There was, therefore, good common sense in the
choice of the subject upon which I was requested to
address you.
The equations which determine the
highest economy in generating steam for electric lighting
purposes are different from those which would solve
the question of economy on a steamship, a locomotive,
a fire engine, or even for an iion works, or a cotton
ers

:
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though many of the same quantities and much of
the notation may be the same.
need therefore first. In considering this subject,
to ascertain the peculiar conditions which control the
question of economy in electric light plants, and wherein they differ from those of other power stations.
These conditions are:
First. The amount of steam required is not only
quite variable, but is subject to unlocked for and sudden changes, which changes are In no way under the
control ot the management.
In places like rolling
mill,

of touch

In their tongue guide a thread into the eye of a needle.
Some watchmakers can ascertain if a watch is tunning
accurately
within reasonable limit
by holding
the watch to their ear and at the same time watching
the vibration of the pendulum of a standard clock.
The carefully trained pilot in a fog or dark night will
depend up'n his hearing to tell him when he is approaching an invisible object of any con£iderab]e size
which projects above the water, as he will instantly
notice a change of echo of the noise made by his vessel.
Some engineers, trained to the sound of their engine, will notice a very slight difference in the working
of any part by tl e change of sound, even when they
are engaged in other work and apparently not listen-

ing to any noise.
To speak upon the steam engine generally Is to endeavor to embrace a subject that has almost infinite
aspects and embodying innumerable plans of different

We

sugar refineries and dye works, where sudden
changes in demand are frequently met, these variations
are quite under control, and may be frequently delayed or avoided to favor the boiler house, but In electric lighting they can only be met by either supplying,
or falling to supply the demand. The steam plant must
therefore be one which will permit of quickly changing
the supply to meet the varying requirements.
Second. The maximum demand Is for a short period
mills,

99
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in each day, at the best.
curve plotted to show the
output of electricity in a station having a good patronage will show considerable variations day by day, but
always a mountain peak at about the same hour. This
Is peculiar to electric lighting and has much to do with
Ihe question of economy.
Third. An electric light station must be always on
hand ready for work. It cannot take a vacation at the
pleasure of Its proprietor, the whim of its operators,
or even the attending of repairs.
break eiown not
only stops Its own work, but that of many others, and
jeopardizes often great and grave Interests. Providing
a plant therefore with apparatus liable to breakdown
or difficult to repair, no matter how cheap in first cost,
or economical in the use of fuel, would be In the homely
language of the old adage, "saving at Ihe tap and
losing at the bung-hole."
In studying the question of economy In generating
steam for electric light plants, it is quite necessary to take
all thr se con dltlons into consideration, in order to arrive at
a proper solution, ard to that end we must consider
their controlling effect upon certain ether elements which
are common to all steam plants.
For the production of steam we require fuel and furnaces, boilers and brains the last nut the least by any
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means, when economy

is

the aim.

Let us take these

up In order and Inquire what the effect of the environment has upon their selection.
First, Fuel.
This is a word which covers a multitude
of substances, and Iccality has very much to do in determining Ihe choice as to what fuel Is best to use. For
instance, in Bogota rosewood Is found economical, in
some parts of California peach s'ones are used, while In
other places sawdust, peat, wood, bagaise from sugar
cane, spent Ian bark, straw and numerous other subtances compete with coal on the score of economy. Of
coals we also have a great variety, and great differences
In price.
Anthracite, for instance, varies in price from
|16 per ton in some South American Iccaluies, to 10
cents per ton, the price which the electric light station in
Scranton pays for Ihe use of Ihe mountain of fine coal
at its tack door.
Of bituminous coals there are
numerous qualities, some of them worth fully double
others for steiming purposes tut frr quently the local
coal of poor quality Is cheaper than belter coal brought
from a distsnce. It is therefore necessary to determine
this question for each individual, tearing In mind always that the cueapest in price is not always the most
economical, and leaving the local circumstances to
decide.
Second, Furnace. The kind of fuel having been
decided upon, the furnace needs to be adapted thereto.
No one furnace Is best for all fuels, and rarely for
more than one. For anthracite a plain furnace isilh a
grate fine enough to suit the size of the coal, and with
the greatest possible air space, Is excellent, and amply
sufficient when intelligently fired.
When however,
you attempt to burn bituminous coal in this same furnace you get poor results and abundance of smoke.
The same furnace, however, may not be suitable for
two different bituminous coals, audit requires great experience to be able to determine just what furnace is
best In each esse. And just here one of the controlling
conditions already referred to of the peculiar environment of an electric light station comes in to modify the
selection.
It Is to the furnace we must look largely for
the ability to meet the sudden fluctuations in demand
After the fires have been sluggish for a
for steam.
lime on a small demand, It becomes necessary to almost
Instantly freshen them up to vigorous action. Hand
firing and natural draft do not easily meet this requirement, and here arises also the greatest difficulty in the
employment of automatic stokers in electric lighting
stations; they as a lule do rot admit of sudden changes
in the activity of the fires.
There is much to be said In
their favor for all places where the load is comparatively
constant, and in electric lighting they will become a
source of economy If ihey can be adapted to the sudden
changes in demand and can be worked with the same
economy when firing for largely variant rates of combustion. To meet the controTlIng conditions some form
of forced draft regulated by Ihe steam pressure seems
to be essentia], so that the moment the pressure begins
to fall the fire may be quickened automatically to
meet the requirements. This has been done by attaching a pressure diaphram 10 the throttle of Ihe blower
engine.
"Smoke consumers," so called, are generally wasteful of fuel, but frequently they are demanded to meet
the requirements of local laws. It is well to understand that there is no such thing as "burning smoke"
but furnaces can be made to produce a minimum
cj;uantlty.
In this, however, as remarked of furnaces
In general, one coal is not any criterion for another.
furnace which will burn a given coal without smoke
will frequently be found to smoke badly when supThis whole question of smoke
plied by another coal.
production Is generally more a question of brains In
the fireman than of construction of furnace.
Automatic apparatus for handling coal and ashes is
generally a step in the way of economy In electric
But this Is
Heht stations as in other steam plants.
alio controlled somewhat by locality, as fcr Ins'ance
when, as at the Edison station in Milan, they pay but
twenty cents a day for firemen, the addition of a few
extra ones for handling coal and ashes does not add
greatly to the running expenses.
Third. The. boiler is perhaps the one thing which
requires the most careful consideration in deciding upon an electric light plant. When we consider that in
constant running a boiler, to speak figuratively, eats Its
head off every three or four months. It Is plain that a
reasonable additional cost for an economical boiler
In other words a
is a first-rate business investment.
boiler which would save 10 per cent, of Ihe coal would
pay 30 to 40 per cent on its cost annually and would be
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cheap

at a

round price as against another

But how may we know what boiler 1b most
when every boiler maker swears, with
reason, that his

the

Is

Usually, in

one'.'

as

a gift.

economical,
or

fact,

without
the one

with the least foundation makes the loudest claims,
even going sometimes to the extent of bombastic challenges and olTercd bets, on the principle, probably, that
that will enable him to rank among the belter class.
Preposterous claims are freely indulged in by the
ignorant. I knew a case some years ago where a maker
of a new boiler offered to guarantee under heavy forfeiture that he would evaporate nineteen and a quarter
And within
pounds of water to one pound of coal.
two months I have seen a letter stating that a certain
boiler, having no single el'.meat of econ'^my, would
double the work in the same time, and with the same
coal, that another boiler, wnich is known to give 75 to
SO per cent, of the theoretical elHclency of the fuel,
could do.
Voforlunately, buyers are not all scientists, and too
frequently the Diggest story, however preposterous and
unsupported, if unblushlogly made, is permitted to
weigh more thao real merit. But as I asked above, how
are we to judge and decide this ijuestlonV Here are

some general

rules:

(a) Bet down all claims to the evaporalion of over
twelve pDunds water per pound of combustible (unless
it be oil, gas or hydrogen) under any conditions as made
ignorantly or with an intention to deceive, and avoid
such boilers as are claimed to do this, as either humbugs'or soda water factories, (b) See If the boiler has
the elements which are necef s iry to economy, such as
a rapid and thorough circulation of water, thin heating
surfaces, a well distributed flow of the hot gases, of
sufScient duration to secure thorough absorption of the
heat, and ample disengaging surface to permit the
steam to be drawn off free from entrained water.
In this matter of circulation of water a caution needs
to be given, also, as against many unfounded Ideas and
claims.
To secure an effective clroulation of water the
currents mu-t not only be separated from each other,
but they must combine to form a continuous circuit
(without interfering eddies or matcriiil enlargements),
until the steam is ready to be separated from the water.
Thus a series of horizjntal or slightly inclined tubes
open only at one end have many interfering currents
and but a very slight circulation. Return bends cdunecting two or more Inclined tubes cause such a collision of currents going In opposite diieci-ious as to
effectually destroy the circulation, and when tubes open
into an uptake wide enough to admit a downward current within It, the most efflcieat factor of circulation is
taken away.
(c) ObseVve the record of the boiler for a term of
years.
Single tests may b8 made to show superior results with a boiler which is anything but desirable for

actual use. Tests made In regular work are best, if
disinterestedly made by compatent engineers, but even
here one needs to be on guard, as not infrequently tests
case In
purpo3ely distorted are pui forth as correct.
point:
Near Manchester, Eag., a firm having put in a
water-tube boiler, employed a well-known engineer of
a boiler Insurance society to test it. He made out that
it was evaporating only about six pounds water per
pound of coal— less than the ordinary Lancashire
boilers.
Suspecting that the test was colored by the
well known antipathy of all boiler insurance companies
to any boiler claiming to be safe, on the ground that
people may therefore not desire to have it insured,
Prof, ivennedy of London, the best known expert ii
the kingdom, was employed to make a test of the same
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and though It was, as he states, handicapped by
the working conditions, he obtained under actual conditions of practice ten pounds evaporation p3r pound of

boiler,

coal.

not necessary to enlarge further on this
being admitted that In wisely choosing a
economy are not necessarily to have the most weight.
There is here as else-

Bat

it Is

point,

it

boiler, the heaviest claims for

where in the problem ample room for a coefFcient employed by the late Hamilton E. Towle. At one time he
read a paper baforc the Institution of Civil Engineers
in England and In all his calculations as placed upon
the blackboard there appeared a peculiar and unexplained quantitative character. When he was through
one of the members rose to inquire the meaning of that
mathematical sign, which was quite new to them.
'•That, gentlemen," answered Jlr. Towle, "reprCECOts
the oeRicient of common sense, which we find neiessary to employ in all such calculations."
But In considering the choice of a boiler for electric
lighting purposes economy of evaporation is not the
only nec2ss3ry element. There are three others of as
great importance, if not greater. (Jne of thije is the
ability to be forced for a short time while the maxiload is on. This is very important, otherwise it
Is necessary to put in a plant large enough for the maximum and run it at great disadvantage exiept for the
two or three hours a day when the demand is at the
greatest.
But if the boiler, while adapted to the
economical generation of the average amount of steam
reqidred, can be forced readily to meet the greatest de-

mum

if It should be at a reduced economy for the
time bjing, the average ecocoaiy will be better and the
account will also be less.
Another pointof importance Is safety from explosions.
An electric light plant, as a rule, must be erected In the
center of thiclily populated communities, and therefore
it is more important, ptissibly. to secure safety from
explosions In them than In most o'.her steam plants.
Now, while a common boiler may nut be liable to explode under good care, vet one of the most ditlicult
things to secure under all conditions Is this good care.

mand, ovci

Interest

men become

Even

the best of

times,

and hence good

least expected.

boilers

It is far better

careless or forgetful at

sometimes explode when
economy, even at a greater

put in a boiler safe from destructive explosions,
Ihan to run the risk of a blow-up, wilb loss of time and
mention human life. Instance the Edison
company at t'hester. Pa., where the explosion of a new
and well made return tubular boiler kllhd seven and
wounded eight persons, besides demolishing the building.
Even at a much higher first cost a safe boiler
would have been good ecoaomy. But it is necessary in
this matter also to employ a c ellicient of common sense
because so many claim safety for their constructions
when they violate every element of security frciai explosion.
As a rule a water-tube boiler properly constructed should be a safety boiler, but the mere presence
of water tubes may be no surety whatever.
For instance a boiler with a large shell bored full of holes like
perforated card-board and strained almost to burs'lng
by reason of water-tubes bi-ing expanded into these
holes an exceedingly unsif? construction is advertised as "Safety Bjller.''
Perhaps If the law in this
country made the boiler maker criminally responsible
for accidents In such cises, as It does in Prance, there
would be fewer such reckless statements. In applying
cost, to

capital, not to

—
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the coefliclent of

common

to this problem ot
that a large shell exposed
of the fire and all flat surfaces,
stayed or unstayed, are elements of danger, atd that
this danger Is gteatly augmented by Insulliclent circulation of water whereby unequal expansions are permitted to occur wllh coas2quent straining of the metal.
The third important question to consider in selecting
a boiler for economy is its liability to repairs.
boiler
which is under frequent repairs is dear at any price, and
one in which repairs are not quickly and cheaply made,
is in the same category.
Tnis point is best determined
by along and extensive experience. Nothing else can
decide it with any certainty. While tubular boilers
may last for years in favorable circumstances, their
iictragc lite is usually stated to be not over ten or
twelve ytars, and their average repairs are usually
estimated at 10 per cent, per annum on their cost.
Many go years without repairs, and I do not vouch
for this estimate, only giving It as one accepted In
ordinary calculations. As for water tube boilers, the
makers of the best known example publish the. results

safety, one needs to
to the direct action

sense

remember
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of experience with an aggregate 100,000 horse power
which have run from 3 to 'i\) years and on which the
average repairs to the boiler proper had been but about
one-half one per cent, per annum. They claim, moreover, and it cannot be successfully disputed, that in
over twenty year's experience not a single boiler of
that kind has been worn out in use, and that of all
which have ever besn sold in twenty-three years not less
than ninety eight per cent, are In use to-day. It is unfortunate, however, that the same cannot he said of
water tube boilers in general.
Last, but not least, we come to the element of brains.
No matter how good or cheap the fuel, how perfect the
furnace, or how exceptional the boiler, unless brains
are placed in charge the prenaratioa goes for naught.
It is not difficult to find a difference of twenty-five and
even more per cent, in economy between the extremes
of fireman with the same plant, to say nothing of repairs and stoppages caused by a little carelessness.
It
pays to have men of brains as well as brawn and muscle,
even for firing fuel and watching water.
We have thus hastily considered the necessary conditions of economy in generating steam for electric
lighting plants.
Let us review them as a whole.
First. The use of the fuel which gives the best results for the least money. This varies with the locality.
Second.
furnace which will burn the said fuel to
the best advantage, and at tbe same time permit of the
rate of combustion to be quickly changed to meet the
greatly varying demands without serious loss of economy between the highest and the lowest.
Thiid.
boiler which will utilize the heat to best
advantage; which will give dry steam which will permit ot being forced much above its average ra Ing for
short times, without serious loss of economy which is
safe against destructive explosions, and which is not
liable to frequent, ditlicult or costly repairs.
Fourth. Foreman and firemen with brains enough to
employ all these things to the best advantage, and keep
the apparatus at a point of maximum elliciency.
In selecting these elements of an economical plant it is
urged that the co-elllclent of common sense should be
fully employed, and that facts gained from long experience are a far safer reliance than mere assertions
not backed by years of practical results.
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APPENDIX.
The following

Items, having more or lees reference to
the subject matter of this paper, will, I think, be found
of interest by the memb^r.s of the association.
J uvperiaJ (Jtihliitunl'il Gas Ai*i<orifiti'ni, Vienna This
plant, which has been at work since August, 1887, is
very CDmplete and ellicient.
Its principal work Is
lighting the Opera House and Hofburg Theater, which

contains the equivalent of nearly 15,000 incandescent
lamps of IG candle power each. At the station there
are H Babcoek & Wilcox water-tub boilers, each
having a heating surface of 131 square metres, which
are tired entirely with coke, and supplied with water
from the Danube Canals which, however. Is filtered and
chemically purified before being fed into the boilers.
Four Worthlngton pumps are so arranged that the
water may be pumped direct into the boilers or first
through an exhaust steam heater, all connections being
Indupllcate. The enginesarc Wlllan's direct-acting highspeed, 3 of 170 indicated horse power each, and 5 of
about loO-horse power each, and -i smaller ones.
These
engines
to
700
I'cvrun
from
4C0
olulions
each,
according to size.
The engines
are coupled direct to dynamos of the vertical double
magnet type made by Crompton & Co., the 3 larger
ones giving 200 amperes at 400 volts and the 5 smaller
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ones 130 amperes at 4r)0 volts.
The small engines
running at 700 revolutions per minute, give 150 amperes
each at no volts and are only used for exciting the magnets of lire larger machine.
The engine room is fitted
with 8-ton overhead traveler to facilitate repairs, etc. In
the central station is also a workshop supplied with
lathes, winding head and other tools necessary for effectlng all repairs, as also a laboratory photometer room
and the nscessary ofllces of the building. In the cellars of each of the buildings lighted are placed large
batteries of accumulators having 100 tons of plates In
each, which are charged during the day from the
central station.
At night and during the performance
the current from both the machines and the accumulators is used, the latter serving both for storage and
regulating purposes. An elaborate test of this plant
was made by Inspe;tor Ehrendorfer and T. W. Mehlnlsh, A. M. I. C. E., a graphic representation of some
of the results of which is hereafter given. The following Is a summary of econom'cal results obtained, the coke
and the chlmnej^ gases having been carefully analyzed
to determine the avallab'e heat In the coke and the
amount carried off in the chimney.
The theoretical evaporation with one pound
of coke ot water from 32° to steam

pounds
11.}^.
are used for generation of
steam
79.21 per ct.
There was lost in the chimney gases
15 47 " "
88" "
Waste of coke in ash pits
By conduction and radiation
"
4,44 "
313'=, in

Of which there

Total
100
per ct.
77.59 per cent, of the indicated horse power was delivered in electrical horse power.
The consumption of
feed water per electric horse power per hour was 38,05
lbs.
The consumption of coke per electric horse
power per hour 3. 78 lbs.
The largest proposed electric lighting plant in the
world is that of the London Electric Supply Corporation at Deptford.
The buildings now erected are intended to contain when finished 80,000 horse power of
boilers with the corresponding engines and dynamos.
At the present time there are erected 34 Babcoek
Wilcox boilers of 350 horse power each, 3 compound
Corliss engines of 1.500 horse power each.
There are
now being erected 4 engines of similar design of 10,000
horse power each; that is to say, these engines are
double, one-half of which are at first to be erected, to
work at 5,000 horse power; afterward a second eng ne
to be coupled to the same shaft, making them full
10,000 horse power each.
Each engine Is to drive
directly a single dynamo sufficiently large to employ its
entire power.
The smaller engines, 1,.500 horse power
each, are to give off 1,350 electric horse power, after deducting loss in mains, switches, flues, etc., and the
10,000 horse power engines with their single dynamo
are to give off 10,000 electric horse power each. The
exhaust from the engines will be connected into one
main, with separate condensi rs worked by independent
engines. The dynamos are constructed for the alternating current.
The exciters are driven by triple expansion engines running at 380 revolutions. The feed
water for the boilers is taken from the hot well and
pumped through economizers, of which there is one in
connection with each battery ot G boilers.
Steam
pipes are of copper throughout; feed pipes partly
wrought iron and partly of copper.
The pressure of
steam carried, 200 pounds to the square inch; all exhaust, not only from the main engines but from the
feed pumps and blower engines, is carried Into the condensers.
The plans for this station contemplate its
enlargement at a future day, when it is expected to contain 120,000 horse power ot boilers and engines.
It Is
to be worked on what is known as the Feiranti system
with 10,000 voltage.
The same company has another station at the
Grosvenor Gallery, which has been running for some
years.
It contains 4 Babcoek & Wilcox boilers of 164
horse power each, carrying 140 pounds pressure, which
are worked continuously day and night to upward of
1,000 horse power. The engine room contains one Corliss
engine ot Hargreaves' make, 4 foot diameter.ot cylinder,
running at a. piston speed ot 780 feet and coupled by
ropes to a Ferranti dynamo, with a capacity of 15,000
8 candle power lamps.
Three other horizontal, highpressure engines witli ordinary slide valve expansion
cut-off gear, are connected to a counter-shaft from
which anolher dynamo ot smaller capacity Is driven.
Another engine and dynamo is kept in reserve for
lighting the Grosvenor Gallery or to act as an exeHer to
either of the above dynamos.
The exciters of the large
dynamos are attached to an armature shaft and form
really part of the macblnc Itself.
The next most Important electric llghl ing company In
London is the Metrnpolitan Electric Supply corporation, limited, who have at present four stations, of two
of which dala are given: Sardinia street Slation.
This
contains 4 Westlnghouse engines of 250 horse power
driving
by
each
belts alternate current dynamos, and 2
smaller Westlnghouse engines, of 50 horse power,
driving exciters l:)y means of belts. There are 5 Babcoek & Wilcox boilers of 350 horse power each, carrying 150 lbs. pressure per square inch.
Rathbone Place
Station.
Five boilers of 100 horsepower each, carrying
300 lbs. pressure per fquare inch, and 6 Wlllan's triple
expansion engines, coupled directly to Elwell Parker
dynamos, giving 1 000 volts and 100 amperes at a speed
of 355 revolutions per minute; number of alternations
13,000 at this speed.
Two smaller similar engines are
coupled direct to continuous current ElweU-Parker
dynamos, giving 150 volts and 180 amperes used for
exciters.
All the connections, both steam and water,
are made on the multiple arc principle.
The Kensington & Knigbtsbridge Electric LIgth com-

&
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pany have two

stations,

one at High

street,

Kensington,
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and the other at Chapel place, Knightsbrldge. In the
former are 2 Babcock & Wilcox boilers giving 500
horse power indicated, and two high pressure compoand
Willan's engines directly coupled to Crompton dyna
mos. This station is soon to be increased to about
Iq the Knightsbridge
2,000 indicated horse power.
Station there are 2 Babcock & Wilcox boilers giving
700 indicated horse power, the engines and dyoamos
being substantially the same, wnich is a]so to be increased to ab3ut 1,900 indicated hors3 power. Iq the

two

stations there are, therefore,

after

making allow-

arc3 for spares, about 1,900 kilowatts available, or the
equal of 57,000 10 candle power lamps lighted simultaaeously. As, in the Crompton system, accumulators
are employed as a means of distribution and reserve,
these stations will be equal to the supply of 75.000
lanops burning simultaneously, and according to London practice 150,000 lamps can be rented out.
The cost of producing a unit has steadily decreased
in this station until it is claimed that the cost for fuel,
oil, water and all wages and material used for working
the station and other general repairs, being divided out
to the number of units sold to consumers during the

only l^a'd (3^) per Metropolitan
Crompton & Co. would be very much interested
unit.
to know whether in America or any other country
where the work is being carried out on an equal scale,
any economic efficiency approaching this has been ob-

month, amount

to

tained.

Discussion.

would say in regard to Mr. Babcock's
paper on boilers which has just been read, that I agree
with it in the main; but I object to one statement, which I
think it is right I should mention, and that is the statement
We have tried long
that stayed surfaces are unsafe.
enough to know whether stayed boilers are unsafe; and we
have had for fifty years in the world thoussnds of locomotives with a large amount of stayed surface running into
stations every minute, and not one of all these has ever
F. E. Sickles:

It

failed.

is

I

true that stayed surfaces are unsafe.
unsafe, but they are not necessarily un-

not

They may be made

But the general scope of the statement I think I can
The idea that you must put a very rapid curagree with.
rent through a tube and subject it to the passage of the
A.11
at
right angles to this tube, is correct.
heated gases
experience shows that the best results have been obtained
that position where the current will
by placing the tube
pass rapidly through it with the heated gases impinging
But of course common sense
against it at right angles.
This
when we come to reflect, will tell us some things.
tube must be made so as to carry high steam, and be reasonably small, so that we can get a large amount of surAnd it only comes then to the quesface in a small space.
I
tion of what is the best way to get that general result.
do not think it would be proper for me to mention any particular form of boiler that would be likely to come into use
But I will mention one plan that
in an electric light plant.
will never come into use in an electrical plant, which illustrates, however, the value of very rapid circulation, with
the gases impinging upon it at right angies and that is the
Herischoff boiler. That is an apparatus of enormous ability for the surface and gets a very wonderful result, of
course, at disadvantages that would be utterly impractica-

safe.

m

ble in

an

electric light plant.

able to force a boiler is conI believe, so far as being
It
cerned, I think Mr. Babcock's statements are correct.
can be forced
is important to so arrange the boiler that it
carry
a
large
numbe
obliged
to
emergency,
and
not
an
in
ber of boilers that would be available, perhaps, only an
It is better to sacrifice a little econohour in twent}-four.
my rather than have too large an amount of money lying
idle, as would be the case in having too large an amount of
boiler surface.

Carpenter Smith;

that the question of
I think
important we
is one of the most
are two or three
think
that
there
have
points about central station work that should be taken into
consideration, in discussing the form of boiler to be used.
With regard to the question of being able to force your
boilers, that proposition has another side to it. beyond that
There
of the mere question of having money lying idle.
are very few central stations doing incandescent work, in
which the bulk of the load does not come within two or
three hours in the day, and the load at that time will be enormously in excess of the average load. If you can force your
boilers during these two or three hours, by keeping the fires
clean, and being ready for the heavy load when it comes,
you not only save the cost ot a surplus boiler plant, but
I know
you save very largely in your fuel consumption.
of a station where the fuel consumption is increased 50 per
cent, by the necessity of having to fire up the second boiler
for the two or three heavy hours' duty between four and
The banking of your fires during the day
eight o'clock.
A
must be done or you have either to make a fresh fire.
banked fire takes a good deal more coal than would be
sufficient to run that heavy load, than if you were able to
For that reason I think
force your boiler a little more.
that a larger source of economy will be found in central
stations, putting in a forced draft apparatus, than in inI know there is strong prejucreasing the boiler capacity.
dice against forcing boilers on the score of danger, but I
do not think that any electric light station should be run
by any man that cannot be trusted to force a boiler without
endangering it. I do not mean to force a boiler, of course,
With regard to the remarks
beyond a reasonable degree.
on flat stayed surface, I have only one thing to say. I was
brought up on big shell boilers, boilers of anywhere from
six to seven feet in diameter, with one or two big flues
through them; and there are several points in favor of
such boilers, that ought not to be overlooked, such as easy
Now it seems to me that when
cleaning and examination.
we once leave the large shell and come down to the use of
tubes, we might as well throw out the whole thing, and get
rid of every objectionable feature in a boiler that we can.
Now it is true that flat stayed surfaces have been used for

T.

boiler surface in a station
to deal with;

and

I

many

years.
It is true that the majority of the locomotives in the world, are using flat stayed surfaces in their
firebox; but I think that ever since the flat stayed surface
was put on locomotive boilers, there has been a constant
It can be made safe, but
it if possible.
is always liable to deterioration, and to become unsafe.
do not know anything that is easier to get in a bad condi-

desire to get rid of
it

I

tion than a

flat

stayed surface.

Therefore,

I

think

if

we

If there should be
it, it ought to be done.
two boilers, one of them which has the flat stayed surface,
and the other of substantially the same construction and
principle,
which is without it, I would always use the

can get rid of

latter.

Mr. Sicki.es: One element of safety in the flat stayed
surface is this, that where you are carrying a regular pressure of steam, it yields very gradually, and it will give you
notice weeks or months ahead that it is going to give out.
Hence there is a certain measure of security in the flat
It yields slightly; you can see the boilers
stayed surface.
running with a flat stayed surface, with a notice, you
might say, painted upon them. They will still run for a
while but of course there will come a time when the stayed
But the practical fact is there are
surface will give out.
hundreds and thousands of locomotives with flat stayed
surface, that have been running for half a century, and
have not given out.

made of hardwood and should be kept free from
by washing at least once a week, or twice a week, if
have any quantity of stations in that connecessary.
dition to-day, where you could scarcely soil a cambric
handkerchief on the floor except from the coal that is
tracked in.
As far as oil is concerned they are absolutely free, and
there is no danger of fire in such stations.
If a fire starts

should be
oil

We

cannot make any headway.

"When a station is condesigns, it would burn slowly.
The keeping of a station clean by washing the floors in
some instances cannot be well and safely done with the
present practice that prevail, almost universally of running
wires from dynamos down through the floor, for no purpose that I can conceive of except for the purpose of bringing them up from the floor again.
I know of no reason
why wires eannot go direct from the dynamo overhead in
plain sight.
Mr. Sickles; The Cunard line of steamers ran for
thirty years without having a fire, but they always had the
hose stretched on the deck. That was the thing to do.
The great thing to do is to have your hose ready for the

it

structed as

i\Ir,

Woodbury

fire, and if it is ready you will not have much of a fire.
If
you make preparations for fire and sustain them, and if the
superintendent will strike the alarm once in a while, and
see how quickly it is responded to, you will have no fire in

T. Carpenter Smith: I would like to ask Mr. Sickles,
whether he has any figures showing the cost of keeping up
I have been emthese flat stayed surfaces in locomotives.
ployed for a short time in locomotive shops, and I know

the station.

when engines come off the road the flat stayed surface
always have to be tinkered with.
Mr. Sickles: I can say that every part of the locomotive boiler deteriorates very rapidly and the gentleman will
find if he will look over his memoranda, that he tinkered as
much with the tube as he has done with the flat stayed sur-

M. J. Francisco of Rutland, Vt.: If the
will build a concrete floor and put bis dynamo

that

face.
I do not think we
C. J. Field of Brooklyn, N. Y.:
ought to pass over Mr. Woodbury's paper submitted yesterWe all
day, without looking at it a little more carefully.
know what Mr. Woodbury has done in New England mill
construction, which in the last few years has done more to
bring up the standard of buildings of that class and make
them safer against fire, than any other class of construction
And when we see that these principles can
in the country.
be applied to small station construction, I think these
points are such as the electric light company ought to know

and give attention to.
M. D. Law of Philadelphia:

In the management of
one point that has not been
specified by Mr. Woodbury which is very important as reI have discovered the same
gards safety against fire.
electric light stations there is

trouble in Kansas City in the plants that are located here,
especially in some of the private installations, and that is
the packing of waste underneath the machine for the abIt perhaps looks to you like a little matsorption of oil.
ter, but in nearly every case, especially where high tension
currents are employed, you have to use a wooden floor for
the measure of safety. By packing waste under the machine
you place a tinder box there. It may run for years without
any trouble whatever, but in the case of an armature's

burning out, and armatures will burn out, and throw fire
for a long distance, this ignites at once, and you have a
I speak of this because I
nice little fire to take care of.
had the same trouble several years ago in packing waste
under a machine; an armature burned out and dropped
The consequence was
some melted copper on the waste.
that all four field magnets had to be re-wound on the outvery
near
having
a
nice fire in our stawe
came
side and
tion.
It was only by having water buckets in close proximity to the machine and rubber blankets we were saved.
The rubber blankets I think did more toward putting out
They were immediately
that fire than the water buckets.
thrown over the fire and smothered it. Mr. Woodbury has
It is of hardly
given us an explanation of a baby station.
In our experience
sufficient size for even a country town.
it is far better to build a two-story station having your dynamos on the upper floor in order that there shall be no
posts or wires projecting up from dynamos to interfere with
the rapid moving of machines from one portion of the room
As the continto another, or the changing of armatures.
uity of your lights is the criterion of your success, you
want to have your machines in such shape that an armature
can be rapidly changed, and also that if the machine flashes
that the dynamo man can get there quickly, and that that
Flashes mean remachine may not flash the second time.
bates, and they are very expensive.
S E. Barton; In reply to Mr. Law I think the reason
why Mr. Woodbury has not referred to waste and things
of that sort, is because he thought that was beyond the
His purpose was to descope or intention of his paper.

method of the true construction of the sration,
and not the methods to be employed in the care of the staThe question as to the danger of waste is
tion afterward.
purely a question of care, and gross carelessness or negligence may occur in the most modern and best constructed
I
station as well as in the most poorly constructed one.
agree with Mr. Law that the cleanliness of the station is a
In fact, I go farther, and say it is the
very vital thing.
most vital thing as affecting the fire risk of the generating
I believe that more than three-fourths of
station to-day.
the fires that have occurred in stations have been due to
carelessness, to want of cleanliness, and little bits of
carelessness in the same line as those of which Mr. Law
has spoken, from spontaneous combustion, and other

J.

A. Seely:

thing that is very sadly
I believe further that a
overlooked in the care of central stations is the condition
A large amount of oil
itself.
the
waste
from
of oil aside
is allowed to accumulate on the station floors about engines
and dynamos, so that when once a fire occurs from any
cause whatever the material of the most inflammable nature is there to spread the fire in a perfect flash from one

end of the station
filled

to the other.

The

air

and

floor

are

I
with volatile inflammable substances from the oil.
floor of a generating

believe it is just as easy to keep the
station as clean as a kitchen floor.

I

believe the

floors

would like to know if there is any oband what has been the previous experigentleman
it,
and

on

then try to handle the floor, he will get an illustration of
what it is. In regard to Mr. Sickles' remark about the
hose, it is the old saying that an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure. My idea is to put the station in
such a condition that there will be no occasion for fires,
and then you will not have to have any hose.

Mr. Torrev: Almost everything that has been said on
these three papers, came from men who are in charge
of large plants or owners of large plants in cities, where if
a good plant is not set up in the present light of mechaniI have
cal engineering, there is some fault somewhere.
spent most of my time for the last five years among the
plants of our country brethren, where they do not have the
The problem there I
facilities that you have in the cities.
I have never heard in any elecclaim is totally different.
tric light association, or read on the subject anything that
would throw any light on the construction of stations in
Of course a little station of 25 lights is a
the country.
small thing, but it is going to grow, and a great deal of the
support of electric lighting is going to come from the counThe boiler question is an absolutely different questry.
tion if you have a city with a good soft water supply that
comes in hydrants, and where you can have the water
brought into the building, from what it is in places where
the year round there is nothing to depend upon but an intermittent supply of water that is hardly fit for use in
boilers.
I saw a station the other day of about the size
that has been spoken of, where the load runs up to perhaps
Along
500 incandescents during one part of the evening.
after 12 o'clock the engine runs with a maximum load according to the indicator, of about sy^g-horse power, of
which 18.5-horse power is friction load. In the early part
of the evening when the whole load is on, the load piles up
Where is the econoto as high as So or 90 horse power.
my in that? It is unnecessary to say to any man who
knows anything about electric lighting, that the station has
never paid a cent, and it is still more obvious that it never
I remember
will pay a cent under those circumstances.
another station that I visited last summer, where I was reIt was one of the very
quested to overhaul the engine.
best engines, and the only trouble with it was that when it
got out of order, they gave the job of repairing it to any
After about three tramps had
tramp that came along.
worked on it, the engine was in such a condition that no
mechanical engineer in creation, unless he took a whole
machine shop with him, could put it in good condition. I
tried for three days to set the valves, and the engine ran
well for about an hour, and when I came back the next
day it was in just as bad a condition as ever. No man in
The
creation could put it in good order and make it stay.
mechanical part of electrical construction is substantially
ail

of

all

I will

it.

venture the assertion, and

I

can back

it

up

my

experience that the maby any amount of figures from
jority of country stations do not pay. and the reason is because of the fault in mechanical engineers.
C. J. Field of Brooklyn, read the following paper;

Development of Generating Stations for Incandescent Light and Power.
by

scribe the

causes.

I

jection to concrete
ence in that line.

c.

j.

field of

new york.

present to you a brief review of the present
and prospective future of central power plants in the larger
cities, taking as an illustration one of the more recent types,
describing its general arrangement, then proceeding to the
consideration of its initial cost, earning capacity, output,
operating expenses and economy, and in conclusion, trying
to indicate the immediate future development in this class
I desire to

of work.

The immediate points to be considered and carefully
weighe i in the designing of a central power plant for a large
city are many, and they should receive careful survey before
any work is proceeded with. We will briefly summarize
them as

follows:

First.
liability in

Second.

Recognition of the importance of safety and

re-

operation.

Obtaining the true economy of output under

conditions.
Installing of plant in a building entirely suited
working of same, and as far as human ingenuity can
provide proof against destruction.
Adaptability to proper and economical working
Fourth.
of the plant.
Division of the generating power into the proper
Fifth.
all

Third.

to the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
number of

and

units for the safe

reliable

operation of the

These have given perfect

plant.
Sixth.

results

basement ash

We

fall

and

is

now

in successful

operation.
With the aid of illustraiions which are included here, I will give a general outline of the arrangement of this plant and apparatus used.
In the arrangement of this plant there was somewhat of
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exists practically a constant ratio of variable and
fixed operating expenses.
By variable expenses we mean

those obtained on a variation in load and increase of business; this includes coal, oil, lamp renewals and small increase from time to time in the amount of labor employed.
The fixed expenses include those items which remain practically constant under varying conditions of income.
careful analysis of all the items covered in these expenses
in such n station as this one. gives the following result:
That the fixed expenses are 75 per cent, of the whole, and
the variable 25 per cent, approximately, or in language
which may appeal more directly to you. if we double our
income or business, we only increase our expenses 25 per
cent.
This shows that a station's possibilities and profit
lie in increasing this business from the unit point.
The average income per light in stations of this class vary
in different parts of the country and with different loads.
have illustrated a load diagram taken from this
station, which gives jou a fair idea of the changes and variations here taking place. The maximum number of lights
lighted at any lime in proportion to the number connected
is very ijood for such work, and shows a good class of business.
The load diagram through the day. however, shows
a new station on a clear day with a small number of lights

A

We

and power work only just commencing. It is this
power work that wacts attention, and the securing of which
means the bringing up of this average load during the daytime to a good paying basis.
The curve for the evening
hour indicates a good, broad, solid load, which shows the
lighted,

combination of six o'clock business with the addition of a
solid evening load.
Many stations after reaching the
maximum point around six o'clock, rapidly fall off and
never regain this point again for the evening.
Here we
have the illustration of clubs, theaters, churches, concerts
and residences, lighting after supper, bringing up the load
to its maximum point between eight and nine o'clock. The
average load for the twenty-four hours, which is about 25
per cent, of the maximum, is a very fair one, and with the
addition of the day load that will come on with the addition
of power, will make this a model load diagram.
The general run of .'Jtations shows as an average for the twenty-four
from
hours,
20 to 40 per cent, of the maximum load; the
latter figure is very sehlom reached.
The writer knows of
one station in which we have the latter figure and where, if
we eliminate one short half hour around six o'clock, we have
the remarkable showing of 75 per cent, average load for the
twent)'-four hours.
I also wish to illustrate here some remarkably fine indicator cards, which show the workings of the engines of the
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DEVELOr.MENT OF GKNKRATINC STATIONS

The

1-OR

and engines are located on the first floor, the
engines being on the front half and the boilers at the rear,
thereby bVinging everything on this pare directly under the
eye of the chief engineer, making it much better than
where the boilers are located- two or three stories up; this
was obtained by spreading out a little more on the ground.
The boilers arc Babcock & Wilcox's largest type of sec-

The engines are 300-horse power,
horizontal, automatic engines, manufactured by
Each engine is directly belted

tional water tube boilers.

compound,

the Ball Engine company.**
to two generators.

Ascvndingto the second floor, we reach the electrical
part of the plant.
Here are located in the front part of the
building, directly over the engine room, 24 dynamos, each
with a capacity of 750 amperes and 140 volts.
Each dynimo weighs about eight tons. Overhead traveling cranes
are installed here and in the engine room for ready and
quick handling of all apparatus.
Through the center of
the dynamo room is located the eltctrical gallery.
Erom
here are controlled the workings of all the cynamos and
other apparatus, also all outside lines, everything in connection with handling, generation and furnishing of current, is directly under the eye of one man in this gallery.
and from which he has a gtncral view of the dynamo room
lloor and the workings of the dynamo, a second man being
on the floor to sec to the bearings and brushes. From this
gallery run all the feeders, which connect into the net work
of maini covering over an area of about one and one half
miles square.
The ampere meters are located on each
feeder, so as to show the load in each part of the district.
This plant maintains its distribution and regulation thereof

by balancing within

itself.

No

8

INCANDESCENT LIGHT ANEf TOWER.
all

boilers

feeder ecjualizers are here

used for feeder regulation; the uniting and tying up of the
system together with the use of the auxiliary 'bus affects
this regidation.
.All circuits of this plant are underground,
there being about 25 miles of underground conductors.

electrical

apparatus,

10

— LOAD
as

11

1;

DIAGRAM.

switches.

etc

Underground system, material
Excavation and labor installing same

.

.

.

40, 000
115,000
35,000

lamps, meters, tools,
instruments, engineering and architectural expenses,
wiring, ser\'ices and

(leneral, including

office furniture

50,000

Total
$426,000
This includts the entire cost for the plant as it stands today, which, as far as the building is concerned, is complete
for the entire capacity.
At present there is installed generating capacity of boilers, engines and dynamos, for onethird of the final output of the plant.
The electrical apparatus is complete for the entire output, with a very few
additions in the way of a few switches, etc. The underground lines have a capacity for 20,000 lights. The woik
necessary to complete the plant for its entire capacity would
amount to about $200,000 additional.
For this amount there has been obtained here a plant,
which is considered equal, if not superior, to any of this
class, and at a cost of 20 to 30 per cent, less than is ex-

pended

I.

H. P

23S,-'„

"

P.

"
"

H.

P.

of its
its

normal capacity.

Having in the above given a general outline of this plant,
cost and operating expenses. I now wish to call your at-

tention to the pcintsin connection with the type of engines,
dynamos, underground system, etc., to be adopted
in a station of this class.
will first consider the question of the engine.
As
already staled, in proposing the engine power of a station
of this kind, we first have to consider the question of using
either the Corliss or high speed engine. Regarding the use
of Corliss engines in a plact of this kind, we are frank to
state our objections.
Excessive first cost, ponderous machinery, counter shafting, pulley, clutches, etc., lead us to
believe that these things are uniieccssary when the problem
is carefully considered from an unbiased standpoint. What
we are after is results, not theory, but actual practice. Assume, for the sake of argument, that we can save 5 or 10
per cent, in steam economy, if this is obtained at a cost,
the interest of which amounts to more than this, we are obtaining it for no good whatever; furthermore, there are
many other problems in electric light stations which we have
to carefully consider in thi^ question of steam plant, one of
which liar, been enumerated before, the question of reliability in operation, and always being ready for service. One of
the latest types of stations combining arc and incandescent,
where we have the Corliss engine in all its perfection of detail and apparatus, is that of the Narragansett company in
Providence.
If one will carefully look over this plant, as I
had the pleasure of doing a short time ago, with others, and
consider all these ptoblems carefully, and then examine a
station similar to the Brooklyn one. I think he will be
forced to admit this fact.
want to obtain our power as
direct from the engine to the dynamo as possible, and at
the same time as cheaply, and obtain the best economy
under the variable loads that we are going to have.
cannot design our plant for that capacity which is reached
as shown on our load diagram, for only a short time in the
twenty. foLr hours, but we must so design it to give this resuU for the average that we have during the twenty-four
hours.
Even where we have a more constant load, as in
exclusive arc lighting on municipal circuits, I think even
here we need to carefully consider the problem as wtll.
High spc'.'d engines, so-called, although they are not in
piston speed any higher than the Corliss, but merely in rotative speed, have shown a considerable development and
marked advance in the past year, and the next year is going to see even more ilevclopment in this line.
Owing to
better workmanship, better designing and building than
formerly, the prejudice which largely existed among old
engineers against this type of engine, is rapidly wearing
away.
^Vlth the single cylinder engine under variable
load, we often obtain poor economy, but as compared with
the Corliss, under similar conditions, allowing for the dis-

We
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1

total
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boilers,

/
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as fol-

with a boiler pressure of no pounds, revolutions 223 and
load 1,200 amperes, which is the equivalent of 2,725 lamps,
therefore giving for the indicated power furnished, eleven
and one-half lamps per horse power. This isforpower
developed, making no allowance for friction of engine and
dynamo. The friction of the engine is less than 5 per cent,
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a departure from previous general practice in this line, the
company tr>'ing to secure the benefit of past experience in
the larger stations of this class, both in the arrangement
and kind of apparatus used. tr)-ing to secure at as economical a cost as possible, the best plant for the purpose.

J

smoke

room, two large coal
storage vai'lts. giving a total capacity for storage of over
1,00c ton^. r.ir blast for force draft, and other details in
connection with the steam plant.
We have, therefore, here in a building 75 x 100 feet, appariius and I'l departments comnk-'e for the generation
and supply of current and power for a capacity of 40.000
lights, or the ctiuivalent in light and power, and so arranged
as to secure, as far as can be foreseen, continuous working
of the jj'ant and entire reliability in the furnishing of its
current. It is only thus that wc can hope to obtain a business and establish ourselves on the commercial basis which
gas light companies have placed themselves in the p.ist
years, and thereby secure to our stockholders the returns
for which they have invested their capital.
Having thus generally outlined this plant, we will now
turn our attention to the consideration of other points in
connection with it.
One of the most important items is
the cost of such a plant. I j^ive you below, in round figures,
the cost as shown by the construction accounts and esti-

A

last

reliability in their

On the rtar of the second floor are located the coal storage, water tanks and feed water heater.
On the top lloor
we have the oHlces. supply rooms and workshops of the
company. Uclurning down-stairs again, we find in the

therefrom.
Seventh.
Not installing the plant for mushroom growth,
but laying it out for comprehensive business, thereby securing, at as early a date as possible, the entire confidence of
the-inveited capital.
true and cjreful considcratioa of these points will prevent trouble later on.
Much of the trouble of stations at
the present time, in their standing with the community, is
due to neglect of this point, and tht majority of their fail
ures as weli.
have got to recognize the fact that the
public, to a certain extent, have become prejudiced, in a
measure, somewhat unjustly, but this is all the more reason
for better and more conservative management, and giving
them good construction. No more inviting lield is offered
for either investing capital or good engineering than central
stations for lighting, power and railway work.
1 propose to take as a representative type, showing the
present development and first-class work, the station of the
Edison Electric
Illuminating company of
Brooklyn,

which was completed

and

workings, miintaining to-day an insulation on the system
as a whole of over half a megohm.

Flexibility of system, that is, adaptation to furnishing current for tight, power and other sources of revenue, the obtaining ol the largest return per dollar invested,
and not canning to excess for the mere salce of engineering,

by any part of the plant for the obtaining of proper

satisfaction

February

for similar ones.

I will take up the next consideration of
the operating expenses of such a plant.
In order to place the company on
an earning basis wc have to secure I0 start with a certain
number of lights or an er|uivalent in lights and power to
clear the necessary general and operating expenses, which
will exist regardless of the smallness of the load; in other
words, wc must have for such a capacity plant not less than
5,000 lights with an average income of $S per light per year
to clear the general incidental and operating expenses.
This figure we may consider as our unit of operating caFrom this we can figure the increased earnings
pacity.
and profits for the larger number of lights connected.

We

We
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cicpancy in price, the result is not so disparaging. Now
they are going further, and building compound and even
triple expansion engines of this class.
In the Brooklyn
station we have one of the representative types of this class
of engines, being horizontal, compound engines, which we
here illustrate to show their general design in more detail.
These engines are built for higher economy and economical work, and the guarantees made on them I think compare favorably with the guarantee on compound Corliss engines; at least three or four of the manufacturers of this
class of engine stand ready to-day to guarantee from 22 to
I
25 pounds of water per indicated horse-power per hour.
do not know of any Corliss manufacturers who are willing
to do any better.
This is for non-condensing, condensing
from 17 to iS pounds of water per horse-power per hour.

Engines of this class are as well built now in workmanship,
and as reliable in operation ts can possibly be desired.
Added to this, we have the advantage of direct connection
our generators, avoiding all The intricacies of shafting,
and the unreliability they entail. Tests made at the
Brooklyn station have shown that the engines have actually
come up to the guarantee made on them, and that the
plant there is showing, as compared with single cylinder
engines, an economy of coal per unit of output from 25 to
30 per cent, better. In a station of this kind, the actual
coal consumed per unit of output at the dynamos is considerably larger than is shown on a direct test where we charge
the engine only with the coal it uses directly.
The weekly
records from stations of this class charge the horse-power
output with all the coal used by the engine, pumps, condensers, well pumps, cleaning fires, blowing off boilers,
etc., and where the former item is about three pounds of
coal per horse power per hour, we have in the latter case,
making no allowance for the engine running empty, a result
Economy in this line, how50 per cent, greater than this.
ever, is not going to stop at compound engines, as there are
being built by at least two manufacturers, triple expansion
high speed engines. I have not been able as yet to obtain
drawings of this engine but illustrate here a type of engines
of this class, which has been imported from France by
Thomas A. Edison.
Something similar to this is what we may obtain to-day
if encouragement is offered from such engine manufacturers
to

etc.,

as

Arminelon

&

Sims, Bail

Engine company, Mcintosh &
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local distribution from every 20 feet without
any way
affecting the insulation on the main line, and being able at

any time

way of working the operating force, etc. but it is
about the figure in stations of that class.
A. J. DeCamp: In my judgment I see no reason at all
why mere Isany cccasion for any estimate as to what expenses are; the expenses of running stations are fixed facts;
the

disconnect these ser\'ices and restore the main
to its origioal condition.
In any other system we have the
problem of splicing and cutting of cables, which at its best
is bad work.
What we desire is not such a high insulation,
as good, mechanical protection
As long as we can hold a
moderate insulation with good, mechanical protection, that is
all we
want.
In Paris they have used bare copper
conductors,
supported
on porcelain in
a concrete
conduit.
This
h;s worked
satisfactorily
in
the
main, so far,
but, of
course,
is
very
expensive.
They are now proposing for all their increase, the Edison
tubing for this class of work.
In any system of cables
drawn in we have the selection of a large class of concluits,
but in my mind all we need and desire, as I have before
stated, is mechanical protection for these cables, and the
cheapest conduit that will afford this protection is all that is
necessary.
What is wanted especially is some system of
local distribution for these higher tension circuits.
The
underground system installed in Brooklyn has a- network of underground conductors in the mains and feeders
of over twenty-five miles.
This entire system is so arranged, distributed and connected
a net-work that, with
a drop or resistance of i per cent, on the mains and 10 per
cent, on the feeders, we are able to maintain in the system
practically a perfect regulation in the distribution of the
current.
This system stands to-day representing one of the
most complete and perfect examples ot work of this class.
The largest problems that we know of in underground
work are the proposed new extension of the Edison company in New York, and the underground system of feeders
proposed to be installed for the West End railway of Boston.
The copper alone for the latter amounts to over St,000,000; and this question of the cost of the copper calls
my attention to a fact which I desire to notice, that much
of this question of bugbear on copper is uncalled for when
we are considering the underground system.
The entire
copper used on the system in Brooklyn is less than one-fifth
of the cost of the uncerground system first installed.
I do not desire to claim that the ideas for the class of
work here represented and described, hold or represent all
the perfection to be obtained in central station work.
There are many points contrary to the ideas here out'ined.
to

;

they are ever present with you.

W^hiie

you may control

your income absolutely, you can't control your expenses;
that is you have to accept them as they appear to you using
due economy. But there are certain things that must be

done.
My own experience in arc stations is that they are
very regular indeed, and any variation from a prior month's
business can be noted at once without much trouble.
I
think that the theory of the ratio of the increase to expenses. Is not properly appreciated.
I believe the ratio of
increase to the ratio of expense is very much greater than
is genera ly supposed.
I have had a little experience in
that d rection and I draw my conclusion from that and
from considerable observation.
Mr. Field: I have not drawn these conclusions from
one station, or from theory. They are drawn from facts as
they are represented, and facts as represented in a large
number of stations of the same class, based on actual results in them, in different lights, at different times in their

m

hislory.

A. P. Seymour, of Syracuse:
It seems
to me,
there is one rule that can be applied to ail Iccalities. That
is the lule of using common sense which can be applied
everywhere and under all conditions, to great advantage.
Another rule that can be applied everywhere is to do your

work

well. If jou can't afford to do it well, dcn'tdoitat all.
If you start out under the rule that you must do your work
well regardless of expense you are sure to get economy
and good results in the end.
In our station we are using Corliss engines. "We used to

use high speed engines but we took them out and put in
the Corliss engine and we have found that our saving is
about 52 per cent, in fuel. Of course we are in favor of
the Corliss eugine.
Our conditions of course are different
than they would be in an incandescent station.
I desire to ask Mr.
J. F. MuNsiE of Brooklyn, N. V.:
Field a question.
You claim that the Edison is the best
for distribution?

Mr. Field:

I said for certain classes

of work.
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are coming to a recognition of
the fact that if we want the high economy, we can obtain
it as cheaply and as
well, not to say more cheaply and
belter, with an engine of this class as with engines similar
to those installed
the Providence station. In guaranteed
economy, it will equal the Corliss engine as installed in the
Narragansett station, and give it to you under a wider
rarge, the load.
In connection with the triple expansion engines mentioned, we have to consider, again, the problem of the dynamos to be used.
can slay as at present, and belt to
our dynamos, but I believe that the next large incandescent
stations will not only include compound or triple expansion
others.

m

We

engines of 300 or 400 horse-power, but w 11 also have multipolar dynamos, one or two being direcily connected to the
engine.
By this I do not mean belted, but direct shaft
connection through a flexible coupling. This, of course,
necessitates the multi-polar machine, in order to secure ihe
output with a slower speed.
Engines and dynamos of this
type can be installed in the space at present occupied by the
engines alone. This means not only economy in building
and real estate, but also in operating expenses.
In regard to boilers for j^uch a plant, we do not know
that we have any new et onomy to be hoped for in the near
future.
All we have to look for at present is improvement
in detail of manufacture and the securing of better and
We have two classes of boilers prominently
drier steam.
before us for this work.
W^e have, in general, tirst, horizontal tubular boilers, which we find in general factory use,
to a large extent, throughout the countrj'. W^here we have
plenty and cheap real estate, poorer attendance and moderate steam pressure, this class in general fills the bill.
We
find, however, that they are now even building them lo
work up as high as 125 pounds' boiler press^ure. When we
come to construction of the boiler plant on expensive city
property, where we are cramped for space, we are almost
limited at once to some one of the types of sectional water
tube boilers.
In the Brooklyn station we are practically
limited to the consideration of this class, and we have net
only 125 pounds, but 150 pounds boiler pressure, and even
higher.
We have also the advantage of quick steaming
under heavy changes in load.
We have, to-day, brought before us in the underground
systems, the consideration of what is to most of the companies their most serious problem, to the proper solution of
which the best talent is being devoted. In the Edison underground system we have what is generally recognized as
the most practical solution for circuits of less than 400 to
500 volts.
here obtain at a minimum of cost the most
flexible system and local distribution from house to house,
which has no equal. It enables you to take off services fcr

We

which are very desirable;

I

have merely

tried to

call

5

Mr. Munsie: Well, for electric lighting distribution?
Mr. Field: On lower tension circuits.
Mr. Munsie. Indivdual circuit disirlbution, we have

our

what I consider good woik In this particular
line, and hope that it will result in bringing forth ihe dis
cussions and additions which are very beneficial in the conattention to

on exhibition here, which I think will clear up that assertion, without any more talk on it and one which I think

sideration of these problems in the results to be obtained,
and I would only add a tribute to the powerful and master

the members of the association should examine.
A J. DeCamf: Now, I have often said that the business of electric lighting was either one of progression or
retrogression; that is based upon my experience and obser
vatlon.
If )ou will watch a company that comes to a
all

mind whose work, from the commencement of

this field of
central station distribution, has covered the leading problems and points, and whose ideas to-day represent much of
the good and very little of the bad problems which we
have in this work. I refer to Thomas A. Edison, whose
work, commencing In this field on the old Pearl street station in New York, over eight years ago, when the majorit}'
doubted, and but few believed in its successful carrying
out, and while we find that station until within the past
few months, when it was partially destroyed, successfully
working, and even antiquated as it was, earning large dividends.
He has still continued actively to impregnate his
ideas in the work from that day to this, although he has
not taken such an active part in its carrying out, but I
think we may see him at no distant day, again taking a
hand in this work, and bringing forth many new ideas in
advancing the progress of the future.

halt,
t

;

and

settles

down to a certain point, you
The pressure upon you

retrograding.

lights

and power

is

will

observe

for electric

such that you have got to go on pro-

grtssing.

Mr. Field:

When

you come to make your estimate
for the increase of capital to increase )our plant, for your
plant is capital, the question will arise, what are going to
be the terms.
If you base It on what I term, and I still
think is largely theoretical, that the output of capital will
give you an increased income at such an increased expense,
that can be ascertained approximately.
I think that there
are a great many mistakes made in that direction.
I do
not think there is a single portion you can figure down in a
single plant.
Mr. Armstrong; Let us assume that we were only
earning enough to pay our expen-es. I supposed by the
expenditure of a little more of that which he has termed
"variable expens s." that I could double my receipts, and
that seems reasonable.
I could double my revenue, by an
increase of say 25 per cent, in my expenses; that was my
understanding.
If that is not so, then it seems to me,
that electric hghting Is rather a peculiar business.
Of
course I do not profess to know anything about electricity,
or much about the mtchanical part of it.
The only thing
I am particularly anxiously looking for is the dollars and
cents; that is what I am in the electric lighting business
for.
I am not a scientist.
I do not profess to understand
anything about that, but it seems to me that this is going to
be one of the great businesses in the future.
This association represents one of the great businesses of the
country, and therefore this point is something that we
ought to have particularly cleared up. I am more pleased
with this paper than anything I have heard here at the
convention.
Mr. Field: Some gentleman brought up the point
about increasing your plant, you have got to make an additional outlay: that outlay I have not considered at all in
my papers. That outlay is going to vary under different
conditions.
If you increase your plant you of course get
an additional income.
I have assumed that increasing
your outlay, your capital is going to increase proportion-

Discussion.
A. J. DeCamp: I think in the early part of the paper
the statement was made that the fixed expenses of the station were 75 per cent., and the variable expenses 25 per
cent.
May I ask just what was meant by "variable expenses?"
Mr. Field: Variable expenses are coal, lamp renewals,
any increase in oil, and any addition to the labor account.
Mr. DeCamp: Do you not keep extra pay rolls?
Mr. Field: No, sir; if we double our output, of course
our pay roll would increase to a certain extent.
Mr. DeCamp: My understanding of it was that your
fixed expenses were 75 per cent., and the variable expenses
But
25 per cent. and I inferred that was the actual fact.
there are what you term "variable expenses."
Of course
there is an average on which you made them up?
Mr. Field: These are based on 5,000 lights connected,
and are based on natural facts. But the labor account for
that number of lights connected, goesiuto the fixed expenses.
There Is no variable labor account or extra labor, or anything of that sort.
We have i o per cent, operating expenses, of which 75 per cent, is independent of the number of lights connected.
If we double that number of
lights connected, making it 10,000, our operating expenses
will increase approximately 25 per cent.
I recognize the
fact that estimates will vary in different stations, and
to a different extent, according to their management and

is
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and that you will not add a dfL>t on which you must
pay interest. That question of that proporlion will be
found in the class of work which I have outlined for incandescent stations. I know stations which I could give by
name where results are actually obtained, where many of
them have gone on the false idea that has been prevalent
Thfy
for many ycais. of working just on the border line.
had a j^ood business, but did not have the capacity to in!n these
crease their business, or lacked manaeement.
cases no increase of plant has been made but an increase
of plant would have been followed by good lesults to the
It is a proposition
station and directors and stockholders.
Vou
you have got to meet
^"ou must get to business.
ately

which thfy blew cut. I suppose he meant that they burned
it out.
I want to ;.sk whether the third wire was grounded
and secondly, whether he considered it safe to blow out a
cross?
I think if you do that you increase the
danger of
electric lighting considerably.

Mk. Fikl[): The question of grounding the neutral
wire on a ihree-wiie system has not, I think. Yeen thorrughly settled. I!ut it is a thing that has to be left to the
individual judgment of each manager.
It varies in difTerent systems
\'ou strike some old systems where they practically have not grountled their neutral wire owing 10 defects in their underground system.
They have done that
to avoid a cross between their two outside wires.
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A SvsTEM OF Station AcrouNxs,
BY

T.

CARPENTER SMITH.

Having asked and been asked many times as to tho
cost of producing electric lights, and having received
and given answers which varied widely, without having any means of reducing them all to a common denomination, I have thought that some system of
doing work and keeping cost, might be devised which
could be used in stations of any size, and at the same
time enable us to make fair comparisons between
them. To do this it means that wo ought to have
some general principles of doing work, and carrying
on the routine duty of the station, which principles
should not be burdensome to stations of small capacity, but the details of which could be elaborated as
the station increases its business, until it should
fairly result in a company being able l>y a simple inspection of its boobs to tell what it costs to do its
work from day to day, arid on just what items of its
business it was making or losing money.
We all know that in the electric light business there
are certain contracts which must be taken and which
must be done, from which no real return can be expected, and the problem is to know just how much we
make or lose on each particular contract, in order tw
decide quickly whether the "game is worth the candle" for such cases. To find what is necessary to be
done in the highest development of this method, I
think the easiest plan will be to describe a system
organized some years ago. which has stood the test of
time and service, with the need of but few changes.
I do not wish to be understood as claiming that this
system presents any great originality, since the most
of it is only the application of methods of carrying on
business which have been worked out from time to
time. The application of some of these methods, however, to electric light station work, is, I believe, new.
The first main principle is dividing the staff into
two distinct branches: the station and the office.
This may not seem practicable in small stations, but
I would explain that this has reference simply to the
ofiicial capacities of the men.
In small stations it is very likely that one man will
be a sort of "Pooh Bah" who fills many orTices, but the

duty must be kept clearly distinct from one
another.
Without doubt all companies have been
more or less annoyed by the continuous waste of time
and money fi'ora customers sending complaints to tho
station or having little odd jobs attended to for which
they never think they should pay. For such service
it would cost the company more to collect the money
due then the whole affair is worth: at the same time
one does not want to run tho risk of offending an
otherwise good customer by refusing to do an apparently trilling service.
By s-^parating the office from the station, and having all complaints sent to the office, it simply makes
it not quite so easy for the customer to demand anything of this kind, and any employe of the station
lines of

who

is

doing work in a customer's establishment has

for an answer to any request to do something outside
of his regular duty, that he cannot do it without an
order from the office, at the same time saying that no
doubt that it will bo all right if the customer will make
proper application.

The nflice can very easilj', when such inquiry is
made, volanteer the suggestion that the work will
cost but a trifle, not more than so many dollars and
cents, which gives the customer at once to understand that he is expected to pay for it, and the customer who bargains is lost.
The office under the direction of the secretary or
general manager, and their subordinates, makes all
contracts, orders all supplies, and receives all complaints; in fact is the only communication of the company with the outside world.
The station under the superintendent, or chief engineer and his subordinates, does all work, and is
responsible oidy to the ofiice, and has nothing to do
with any one outside of the company.
The second main principle is that no work is to be
done, except on a definite order", and all supplies used,
all men's time, and all expenses ar-e to be charged to
this number-, without any reference to what kind of
job it may bo on. Duplicate books are kept in tho
oflice, and in the superintendent's olfice at the station,
in which the orders as they are determined upon are
entered in regular routine, and the men woi-king upon
them do not need to know in the least who is to pay
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cannot go on the border line. Vou must do the same as
the gas companifs and you will cut your operating expenses
down to the small ligure to which they have reduced theirs,
compared lotheir income. It is only in that way that you
will get the good re ult in jour pay roll, in your labor account and all those points that I hive tried to outline.
They are all very largely dependent on your business, on
your plam.
Mr. Alexander: I think Mr. DeCamp and Mr. Field
are right in their respective ways.
Mr. DeCamp's experience has been with arc lights wher« an increased business
does involve a large increase<l cost for labor for repairing
suppl)ing carbons, etc., things that Mr. Field
circuits,
does not hive in the incandescent lamps. The operating
expenses need not be increased very much, or so much in
Mr. l-'ie d made one remark in
the incandescent station.
his paper, that within live months they had but one cross

for thi' work, or in whose name it is being done; but
order's, requisitions, bills, etc., are charged to
order No. "X." Any man doing work, for which he
has not a written authority, and a pr'oper number to
charge t\n\ same to, is not paid for the woi'k, and thus
men will very soon leai-n that this system will save an
immense amount of time and trouble to themselves.
The thinl pi'inciple is that all supplies must be I'eall

In answer to the question Mr. Alexander asked, about
blowing off the ground, I think it is like this, whtn you get
a heavy cross on your underground system, what are you
going to do? ^'ou must shut down or blow it ofT.
I do
not think you are taking any great chances.
I have seen a
good many blown off, and I never knew them to give
trouble.
They will make the lights shake for a few
minutes, and then you will go on serving your customers
just as you did before, and take your time to hunt up the
cross.

Mk. 1>k Camp: I once sent $2.50 in response to a circular of a gentleman who advertised a perfect way to find
mistakes in a trial balance sheet.
I got his rule
of which
there were five or six columns, but there was a note following that wherein he said, "If this don't sufTice, hunt for it."
r. Carpenter Smith
rhiladeiphia addressed the
of
convention on the subject of Central Station accounts, etc.

ceived, ami issued by the stor'e-r*ootn; whether it be a
new engine or dynamo, or a sheet of crocus cloth, the
store-room must have the proper orders and receipts
for such issue.
These principles being established, and the station
ready to star*t, let us see what the lust opci-jition
would bo. A new order book being opened, order
No. 1 made out in the office of the company, would
rea<l:
"Operate boiler room"; number '2. "operate engine room"; number 3, "operate arc apparatus"; number -1, "operate incandescent apparatus"; numbers,
"operate power plant."
These orders would practically cover the running
of the station, if it be desired to itfnii/-(^ as is shown
above. Where it is not desired lo separate the cost
of each of the plant, the whole might be elassed under

one order,

—"Opei'at<! the station."
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say miiuber

7,

being madu with a cus-

aiiU ilie i-xact amouut uf work to
the conipauy ouier».*d upuii the form uf the

tyiiiL'i* Liy lliu uiBct.',

be

tioiiu

by

contract, the customer's signature ib attached. A
copy of the contract, detailing the amount of worli
and supplies to be furnished, is attached tn a blank
form, which is sent to tin; superintendent, and which
is headed,
"General order No. 101," and might read.
"Wire up John Jones' store for GO incandescent
lamps, as per terms of contract number 7, hereto at-

—

—

tached."

When arranging to make this
may have found that tht-y have no

contract, the ofTice
pole line extending
up the street on which this customer's store is located,
and they will therefore have to make arrangements
to build this pole line and riui the wire up to reach
him, at the same time they may find they have
reached their limit of load on the various machines, in the station. As the building of this line
would probably give them a number of other customers upon it, they decide tliat they will at once
proceed with the placing of a new 150-horse power
engine and dynamos for it, ami they accordingly proceed to order the new engine and dj'namo and make
out two more orders, which might read: "General
order number 102. Build pole line and siring arc
and incandescent circuit on Twenty-first street,
corner of High," and "Order number lOli: SSet up
new loO-horse power engine in engine-room, and connect it with the main steam pipe."
The other orders for setting up the dynamos and
connecting to switch-board would follow in a like

for instance, as, if the company should have an account with John Jones as a customer, in John Jones
account it would only be necessary to say, "Construction as per general order number so and so," and the
items of the bill can then be taken directly from the
order which had originally been given to the superintendent, and which he would have returned to the
office, with items of material and labor entered upon
it.

"While electric light companies should undoubtedly
endeavor always to got rid of construction work, and
simply sell current of a certain voltage at the customer's premises, up to date and for some time to come
they will probably have to do a large amount of inside work.
In such cases the superintendent's order
returned, with the material and labor itemo as above

—

Machinery and Fixtures. All dynamos, and parts
same; belting, station instruments, and switches;
and all other movable apparatus in the station.
of

—

Motors. AVhere the company
Office Fixtures and Furniture.
ture in and about the station.

own

such.

—Including

all furni-

—

Station.
All real estate, buildings, engines, boilers, loundatioris, pumps, piping, shafting, and any
fixed scales or machinery.

Patent and Legal Expenses.

— Of

every nature and

kind.

—

Store Room. All material and supplies of whatever kind to \.>e charged to the several departments
as issued. These various items should be, of course,
considered as unavailable assets.
In what are known generally as the "Expense Ac-

manner.
These forms signed by the secretary and general

manager are the superintendent's authority
ceeding with the work, and he proceeds to

for pro-

fill out
other forms which he delivers to the proper foremen.
In this case these forms would read:
"Superintendent's ofQce To Mr. Blank, foreman

—

incandescent wiremen:
"Do the following work: Wire up Mr. John Jones'
All labor,
store, etc., as per slip attached hereto.
material used, to be entered up on this form. General Order No. lol."
This is placed upon the proper hook for the incandescent foreman, and constitutes his authority for all
The superintendent would then
labor and supplies.
make out another order on the foreman of linemen,
as follows:
"Mr. Blank, head lineman:
"Do the foiiowiug work: Extend pole line, and run
arc and incandescent wires up Twenty-first street to
corner of High. All materials and labor to be
entered up on this form. General Order No. 102."
Also a third order to the chief engineer;
"Mr. Blank, chief engineer Set up new 150-horse
power engine in engine-room, and make proper connections to steam line. General Order No. 103."
If it is desired that this last work should be done
by contract, the superintendent, it will be observed,
can make this order instead of to his own chief engineer, to any contractor whom he may desire to employ; but he would make his order read: "Set up new
150-horse power engine, etc., as per contract hereto
attached," and would then have a regular contract
drawn and attached to this form, which would still
keep order number 103 as the one to which all expenses, etc., are to be charged.
Following out these three representative orders,
we would say that each foreman carries a small
"Foreman's order-book," with the leaves divided into
two parts. Any order written on the first half of one
of these leaves, for materials, will be honored at the
store-room by whoever presents it, as long as it carries the foreman's signature, and the foreman for his
own protection writes a duplicate order on the stub,
which he keeps. These orders form the store-keeper's voucher lor all material issued, and the foreman
"Who issued the order becomes responsible for the material as soon as it has passed the counter of the
store-room.
It is found very convenient to have these "Foremen's order-books" printed on different colored paper, for the different departments.
The fireman, engineers, dynamo tenders, trimmers,
etc., in fact all who are employed en the regular
routine work of the station, each receiA^e a number of
numbers from the foreman of their department, to
which they charge their time from day to day, according to the hours spent on each separate item.
The book-keeper in the office, as soon as an order
is entered in the order-book, and the proper orders
sent to the superintendent to have it caiTied out,
opens an account on his ledger with his order number, to which account are charged all material, supphes, etc., to be used, whether the company is to receive any money for the services or not.
When the foreman in charge of the work reports
the order completed, the superintendent returns to
the office the original order which he issued to the
foreman, which has entered upon ic all material,
labor, etc., usnd; after taking a press copy in a letter book, which he retains as his record of the cost.
The ledger account is then closed up, and the company knows precisely what this work has cost them.
If they are to be paid for, it forms a basis of their
bill; if they are not to be paid for, it lets them know
how much money they have sunk in their construc-

—

tion account for this particular item.
This system of numbering orders does not extend
to the accounts of the company, as entered in the
ledger, except that in entering up accounts in the
ledger it may be convenient sometimes to use order
numbers for entering up items in an account; such

development OF GENERATING STATIONS FOR INCANDESCENT LIGHT AND POWER.— TRIPLE EXPANSION ENGINE.
as folcounts " a convenient division will be found
stated, can be filed directly with the contract, and
interlows* Advertising, carbons, fuel, insurance
in case of any question being raised by the customer,
interest on bonds and
est and discount (if any)
as to what material belongs to him, or to the comincandescent
.

pany, a simple reference to the file will give this information.
All work of whatever kind done should be charged
to some account in the ledger, and a convenient division of accounts to which items should be charged,
will be found to be as follows:
Construction. AH poles, wire, insulators, crossarms, and other material used in the construction of
lines, whether overhead or underground. All fixtures,
cranes, sockets, or wiring for incandescent lamps;
and in general everything attached to a customer's
premises, including any tools used for this work.

—

mortgages, lighting supplies, including
lamps,
lamps for renewals, shades, globes for arc
this
ot
and dynamo brushes, and other material

dynamos,
nature. Machinery Eepairs.— All repairs to
arc
armatures, station instruments or switches,
BeRepairs.—
Maintenance
lamps or parts of same.
sexvice,
ing repairs to poles, lines, etc., conveiters in
outmeters, and other appliances used or located
Repairs
Repairs.—
side the station. Shop and Station
or any fixed
to buildings, boilers and engines, piping,
kind
machinery. Printing and Stationery.— Of every
of
the comand nature. Salaries— To the officers

—

.
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Wage*?— Of the employes to he tlivlded proportionately to each tlepartment. as explained above
Oil and Waste
6yHtt>in
of order luiiiibers.
by the
Of every kiml. Taxes. Of every kind.
Of course many of these items can b<' put together
under one head if desired. The extent to which the
various accounts are to be itemized is a (juestion for
the decision of the companyt but It must be remembered that In work of this kind, the mon* that is done
in the way of saving labor, by having the bonks and
forms printed, the less then- will be left to till in by
the employes, and the more chance then- will be of
Especially should Uiis be
their doing so correctly.
taken care of in arranging the forms for line foremen,
since it is often very inconvenient for these men to
fill out their forms when out in wet or dirty weather.
A convenient arrangement for this purpose is to give
the man a li-athor case, which will just liold one of the
superintemlent's ordei-s. when doubled through the
center, and an indeiiblo pencil with which to sign
their ordei-son the storekeeper.
The only other account which is kept separately, is
the storekeeper's account. lie should have what is
practically a ledger, in which he enters up, on on*>
side of the pag*^ all material received, to the d- bit of
the storeroom, and on the other side, all material
He can thus
issued, to the credit of the storeroom.
have a page to each item of supplies, and having a
column for the amount in stock, deduct as he issues
each order, the amount of the order. He can tell at
a glance how low his stock is running, which enables
him to issue a requisition on the ollice and have the
material ordered in time to prevent running out, and
insert returned items.
pany

—

In order t<» prevent the necessity of foremen spnding in three or four orders for small lots of material,
better to have a system of returning material
credits, so that a foreman who requires five or six
hundred feet of wire, can give his man an order on
the store for a reel, the weight of which is taken
when it leaves the storeroom. The work being completed, the balance of the wire can be returned to the
storeroom, and the storekeeper makes an entry on
the stub of the order remaining in the foreman's
order-book, crediting him with so much material returned, and makes, of course, a corresponding entry
In the same way any
on his report of the office.
material which is taken down and returned on the
'onclusion of a contract, is returned to the storeroom,
and a credit given for it.
If the material is simply to be counted as scrap, it
is sold, or set aside for sale, and entered up in the
storeroom book in that way; but should the material
be fit for other use, such as cranes fur arc lamps,
etc., they can be simply entered up as returned
It is

tools.

An excellent plan is to ha\e a record book for all
material, etc., in the station the engines being distinguished by numbers; the dynamos ditto, and all
converters. The location of the engine is entered in
the book, and the duty which it is doing, and any repairs made to It are charged up against it in this
book. This may not seem of much importance, but
in the case of converters, arc lamps, meters and such
mattjfdals. it will be extremely valuable in keeping
track of them.
Cases have occurred where converters have been
removed from buildings when repairs have been
made, and have been lost sight of for months, but a
book of this kind enables them to be traced, sint-e
every change of location or repairs are entered in the
book, consequently it is easy to follow them through
their wanderings. Not only this, but it occasionally
happens that one gets a lamp or something of that
kind, which is absolutely bad, that is, it seems to be
perpetually needing repairs, and it may be that in
such case it will be a good deal cheaper to simply
consign it to the scrap heap and get rid of it entirely.
In such cases the one which takes its placp can be
known by the same number, and it will make no difference in the correctness of the record, since the
fact that it is a new lamp will be found recorded on
the page of the book devoted to that particular number.
'
In order to enable accounts to be kept correctly in
the ledger there must be, of courst;, some regular
division of duties, which the men themselves should
thoroughly understand, in order that lit charging up
their time they may be able to charge the proper
number of hours to the proper accounts. In a large

station, moreover, tiiere must be, and will be always
a certain amount of jealousy between the different
gangs of men, and there is very apt to be some clashing owing to fancied encroachments of one gang on
duties properly bfdonglng to another. Arising as this
generally does from an entirely mistaken notion, it is
all the harder to combat, and the best way is to prevent its arising at all if possible.
The division of duties, somewhat as follows, may
be found of some iissisUince to this end: The superintendent is in full charge of the station, and all work
dime by the company of any kind or description. If
the station Is large enough for the superintendent to
rcfiulre assistance in his duties, he should have u man
who can attend generally to the making out of his
orders, examining reports, etc.. so as to take as niuch
of ihe routine work as possible od his hands.
In
this way, during the superintenrlent's absi-nce, his
assistant, who needs bi' little more than a clerk,
immediatclj' takes his place, und while he may not be
able to <le(;ide jiist how any purticuhir piei^e of work
should be dcme, he can often de(.--ide whether It shall
bo done at all or not. or whether It shall wait for the

superintendent's return. Under the superintendent
comes the chief engineer, chief dynamo man. chief

Under

lineman, and chief Incandescent win-man.
the chief dynamo man come the various dynamo runners, although the chief engineer may also be able to
take ehaige of the dynamo room, in which case it
Would be uuule a department, so to speak, of tin' engine staff.
Under the chief engineer come all the
engineei-s, foremen, coal handlers, etc.
In the absence of the chief engineer the engineer
on watch t-akes his place, and the same w^ith regard to
the dynamo man. The chief lineman should have
under his care all pole lines and outside construction
of all kinds, including all arc lan:p8 and all high tension wires of any description; also the care of converters to the lirst cut-out on the secondary side. He
should also have charge of the carbon setters and
The chief wireman should have
arc patrolmen.
charge of all inside wires in buildings where such are
under the control of the company, the care of all
lamp renewals, incandescent patrolmen, and generally of all material and work from the first cut-out on
the secondary side of the converters. The storekeeper, of course, has his own duties separate from
all of

these.

The only reports necessary to be made will be
found to be the engineer's log, for which there should
be two books provided; one lor the day run and ouq
for the idght run, to be filled up by the engineer on
watch and turned in to the superintendent's office
every monung for examination. In this should be
entered the amount of coal burned, at what time each
engine was started and stopped, and the other usual
items; the name of the engineer on duty, etc.
The dynamo room log should be much of the same
style, but include a reading of the load on each machine, taken at twenty minutes' intervals throughout
the whole run. This report, with the amount of eoal
burnt, gives an excellent check upon the fireman and
upon the quality of the coal.
In one station, which is purely incandescent, this
record has been so well kept that it has been the
means of saving the company hundreds of dollars,
since any perceptible increase in the amount of coal
burnt per ampere hour, as shown by the engineer and
dynamo room reports is blamed at once upon the coal.
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Mr. Garratt said the American Instihad named Prof. Ilering as
President Edwin K. Weeks was then selected

Louis Exposition.

tute of Electrical Kngineers

member.

its

as the representative of

National Electric Light asso-

the

ciation.

The convention adjourned

to .^130

T'.

m.

Thursday Afternoon's Proceedings.
The

convention was called to order by President Weeks
M.. who introduced .\. J. De Camp of Philadelphia,
who addressed the association on the subject of the cost of

at 3

t-.

products to central stations.
Mr. IJe Camp referred to a
form for recording products, which was as follows:
A\'KKAr,E COST.

Lights

Other sources
Total revenue
Less rebates, etc

Pay

department.
molive power "

roll, electrical

"

"
(

ofiice

If nigral

stationery

"
"

cartaKe
expressage
horses

"

tools

,

*'
miscellaneous
Taxes, licenses, etc

Interest

E.xlraordinary

Total geneial expenses.
Coal
Carbons
Enfiines, oil (machinery) ....

"

(cylinder)

"

waste

"

belts

"

shafting
miscellaneous
furnaces, ...
tubes
piping

''

Boilers,

"
'

pumps
"

miscellaneous

Dynamos, oil
"
waste
"

This has resulted in several instances in the detection
of a poorer quality of coal being furnished when the
firemen using the coal were not able to detect the
difference, but the coal dealers on being taxed with
the matter, fully owned up.
The various inspectors and patrolmen should fill
out a printed form, giving the number of arc lamps on
Uie circuits tliey luiv*^ uliarge oi; it any oi ui^se
lamps are out or burning badly, and between what
hours, and the probable cause, as far as they can
judge. It will be found much cheaper, however, to
keep constantly on hand a few lamps known to be in
good condition, and wherever an arc lamp does not
work correctly to take it out at once and bring it to
the station for repairs, rather than let the inspectors
attempt to fix it in place.
The storekeeper should make a report daily of all
material received and issued, which report can be
used by the office as a check upon bills reeeived for
material, since the bills will be laid away until the
storekeeper's report shows that the material ordered
has been I'eceived and in what condition, and if any
expenses have been incurred which should be charged
against the bill. The use of forms for all these various purposes will make the actual bookkeeping of the
station very simple.
If the company is fortunate enough to be in a posilion to simply sell current and nothing else, their cost
accounts will really be the bulk of their work. Should
they, however, have to sell arc lights the matter then
becomes a trifle more complicated. The customer's
account and bill will always be made up from his contract, renewals of lamps being charged up against
his account as he receives them unless the company
furnishes renewals, in which case, however, it is well
to keep a record of renewals made, in order to put a
check upon any excessive breakage. In some cases
the customers who receive renewals for nothing have
been caught supplying a customer, who had to pay
for them at half rates; or boys will bring in broken
lamps for renewals from customers who are not entitled to them, giving the name of a custt)mer who is,
A convenient
in order to get them for nothing.
check upon this latter scheme is to have asmall stamp
to mark the butts of lamps were it possible, or to
have some secret mark upon the lamps to find whether
they are issued from the company's office or not.
This little device in one station has resulted In finding two or three people who made a regular practice
of this kind of business, which of course was all dead
loss to the company.
The forms for all theso accounts will be found to
vary greatly, according to the amount and kind of
business Uih cmnpany is doing.
If a sufficient number of members of the association think well enough of this method of keeping accounts to agree t4> use it, if it shall bo put in workable shape for them, I shall be pleased to get up such
a system of forms and furnish them to them. In
many cases It is the aniount of detail required to
think out and work up such forms that prevents their
being adopted, where if they could bo obtained for
use they would be gladly used.
.Secretary Garratt stated that a letter had been sent to the
association by Fred 11. Whipple, general manager of the
Its purport was that the
St. I.ouis K.-cposition company.
American
.St. Louis K.xposition company had requested the

22,

belts

'
"

brushes
armatures
commut'itors

"

segments

"

miscellaneous

•*

Lamps, spools
"
cut-outs
"

armatures
carbon holders
carbon rods

"

"
•'

insulations

"

globes...

"

uiiscellaneous

'*

incandescent

Line, poles

'
"

wire
miscellaneous

Net results.

...

>

.

Previously reported
Total for Ihe year.

Daily average (Sundays excepted)
Sunday average
Total hours burned

Average

Mr.

De Camp's

address

was

as follows:

Cost of Products to Central Stations.

.

Institute of Klectrical Kngineers, the National Electric
Light association and the electrical fraternily at large each
to appoint one of a committee of three to pass upon the
awards of merit and the medals to be given at the St.

HY
It occurred to

me

A.

T.

DE

at the first of

CAMi'.

1S86 that we were a manu-

facturing company, differing in no essential from any other
manufacturing company; that our business was the proTherefore we
duction of light which we sold as a light.
wanted to know the cost of that production, on the same
principle that a manufacturer who made a yard of cloth
and sold it on the market at a given price, wanted to know
what it cost him as a whole. Further than that, in order
to conduct his business property, he wanted to know In
what that cost consisted. It therefore remained for me to diIn doing that I bore in mind there
vide that cost up.
was a fault or a defect, in too much detail. That any concern should at least have one head who should be able at
all times to appreciate and understand the condition of its
business; one in whom it should confide to the uttermost.
Otherwise, I should have spread this thing out in greater
detail.
In our own cases as it existed then we had three
The first were day
classes of products, all of them alike.
lights running from 7:30 in the morning until 6 and some
Next, evening lights, starting
of them up to 10 at night.
at 3 or 4 o'clock in the afternoon and running until !2.
Next, all night lights, starling at 6 in the evening and runEach one of these
ning until say 6 o'clock in the morning
It was utterly imposthree classes lapped into the other.
sible so far as I could see to find just exactly what was the
Not seeing
relative cost of those three classes of products
a way clear to do that, I knew of no better way than to
I think we have a pretty good
strike a general average.
way of doing it; I do not know as there is a better way.
Out business is divided up into the three classes of busiThose reports come into me at the ofiice, and the
ness.
report shows that we rent a certain number of lights from
7 in the morning until 6 in the afternoon, aggregating a
number of hours so much, the same with the evening and
This report is made
the same with the all night lights.
In order to make that, we
out at the end of every month.
take

ttie

aggregate

number

of

lights

and the aggregate

We

put in our first line the number of
carry into the second column over to the left,
lights.
for
those lights, what our light acwhat we had charged
have there
count stands charged with for that month.
other sources that are hardly worth mentioning; but it is to
have;
it
only
amounts
which
we
cover a little motor service
We convert that
to four or five hundred dollars a month.
These motors
into what is equivolent to lamp service.
are all run in the service rendered by the day service or its

number

of hours

We

We
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Then we deduct from that amount which we
have charged against the lamp account all rebate, all discounts, and all claims of whatever character that have been
presented to us during that month, and which have been
accepted, and deducted from that amount, a-.d carry into
our outside colunm the remainder, which gives us our
charge against the light account.
Now, we have in our
method the charge for lights and schedule of price?. It is
based on the service rendered; for day service we charge so
much, for evening service we charge so much, and for all
night service so much per light.
Kut that rate is again
charged according to the kind of contract the party gives
us.
The best contract we can get, in our estimation, is a
contract that runs for twelve months, in which we make the
lowest price, as the short contracts are almost invariably
made to cover the winter months, which are the most
valuable
months of the year.
For instance, if we
have a contract for si.x months, from the tirst of October to
the tirst of April, we have put out of our possession a
lamp, and get only a certain revenue for si,\ months. At
the end of six months that lamp is thrown back on our
hands again and we art deprived of any additional revenue.
Now. for that class of 5er\'ice we charge a higher price. In
order to get the averge we take that total amount
charged against lights, take the total number of lights
charged during the month, and divide it into that number,
and it gives us our average cost and average price received
for lights during that month.
So much for the starling point, which is our revenue acOf course, to get at that we have to deduct our excount.
equivalent.

Our method of arriving at the cost of these lights
penses.
is precisely the method of arriving at our revenue. It is an
average cost. By dividing our total expenses by the total
number of lights, which we have divided into our total inThat
come, we get the average revenue from the lamps.
certainly as a whole I think is an undisputed way of arriving at the cost of that product, and the average revenue received from it.
In regard to arriving at the average price received, that
There can be very little chance of making a
is arbritrarj'.
mistake in that, but in the other there is great room for
mistakes or discrepancies.
Now, having arrived at that cost of production, no man
can prosecute his business and take care of it without being
familiar with the various items of which that cost is made
I have seen fit to divide that under, first, pay roll;
up.
second, general expenses; third, taxes, fourth, interest;
carbon; eighth,
fifth, extraordinary; sixth, coal; seventh,
engines (I meaa by that, repairs and maintenance); ninth,
dynamo; tenth, lamps; eleventh, lines. Now, those are
our general heads of items under which we group our costs.
This statement is made up for my own particular use, and
for any other who sees fit to use it; but as they go into a
detail which the average officer of a company has not the
time or disposition to take up, they are not material to this
statement, but for explanation here I will say we divide the

pay rolls into three classes. First, the electrical department, which pertains to all matters under the electrical
Second, the motive
head, or general superintendence.
power department, which pertains to all matters in charge
Third, office pay roll, which has
of our chief engineer.
been in my own particular department. The general expense we g oup into stationery, cart?, expressage freights
horses, tools and miscellaneous items. This generalizing
can be extended almost indefinitely. Taxes, we cover into

—

—

water rents, insurance, our license
They appear on our
charges, and I believe that is all.
books not under separate heads, but as separate charges,
they
understanding
that
go
into
the general books
with the
The interest account covers any fixed charges
of account.
of interest either as against us, or credits where we have
made discounts. The extraordinary account means simply
certainly
this:
It is the experience of every corporation
my experience for a number of years that we have never
yet had a year in which we have not been subject to some
expense, some charge, which we could not foresee at the
commencement of the year, such as legal expenses, damages and such things as that.
Now, I will stop there, as our expenses are divided there,
and calf them all the general exp3nses. In regard to these
three items, I will have to go back a little to explain.
When we get to the end of this month, and our books are
ruled in sheets for that purpose, you can get the result.
I
am prepared to say that I will give any of our board a
return
any
at
time.
They can have
check or ca h for that
They can keep it. 1 do not want it. That is what I
it.
mean by the absolute net revenue of the corporation.
That yju may make comparisons from one year to another without trouble, you have got to in some way eliminate these three unknown factors, taxes, interest and exIn the city of Philadelphia the bulfc
traordinary expenses.
of our taxes, in order to get the benefits of what discount
can be had by prompt payment, should be paid or at least
three-fourths of them should be paid in the first three
months of the year, and it is a very considerable item
I
think that our taxes in Philadelphia, coming under that
head amount to about $15,000 in the course of a year,
and the result would be, if you had them charged off
at the time that they were paid, that you would have a variThe
able result from month to month on your returns.
same way with the interest account and the extraordinary
account; therefore, at the commencement of the year f
think this is a wise and convenient way of handling those
I refer to the j-ear previous. I see what
three subjects.
the taxes were. If the tax account has been so much, I divide it by twelve, as there are twelve months in a year.
That one-twelfth I charge off every month, having an account on the ledger with these three iieras, and debit and
Experience enables me to see how
credit these accounts.
I seldom get
I am coming out at the end of the year.
more than $300 or ^400 out of the way, one way or the
the proportiooate
n-hat method of charging
other.
amount off every month enables you to keep the correct
run of your business.
The total account we divide the same way by the number
Engines I have
of lights, and the same way with carbon.
that, state, municipal,

—
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subdivided again into machinery oil, cylinder oil, waste, belts,
Shafting and miscellaneous expenses.
have to draw the
line somewhere on the charges on this expense, and therefore we make a rule where this line shall be drawn that is
known to everybody whose business it is to make these
charges.
For instance, on the engine, all belts, such as
counterbclts, main belts on the engine and anything up to
bells that go to the dynamo, is charged against the engine
account.
The shafting expenses and all repairs to
the shafting are charged to the engine, and so with the
pulley and everything of that kind.
Boilers and all repairs to furnaces, the repairs to tools, piping and the
pumps and all other items, which are innumerable, are
classed under the head of miscellaneous.
The dynamo
expense is subdivided into oil, waste, bells, brushes,
armatures, accumulators, segments and
miscellaneous
items.
I^amp expenses are divided into spools, cutouts, armatures, carbon holders, carbon rods, insulation,
globes, miscellaneous and incandescent expenses.' The incandescent expenses are put in there because our expenses
on that are so small that they do not amount to anything.
The line expenses we divide into poles, wire, and miscellaneous items.
Our books are so ruled that they correspond to every
one of these items. The storekeeper has charge of all these
supplies, which he has obtained by making the proper request of the purchasing officer.
\Vhen ihis account is
summed up at the end of the month, we take each one of
these departments, having found what the total expense is.
have to pay that amount. Now, it is to be divided
among these different beads. The result of it is, that I
think any one who would go over these statements, for the
last two yeais particularly, would be struck with the uniformity of the expenses under these different heads.
If
any one month shows a marked increase of expenses on
any particular item, it is very short work to put your finger
right on it.
I do not think it is worth while for me to go
into the starting points of these.
Mr. Smith gave you that
very clearly,
flis idea, as expressed in his paper, of
handling that part and getting his stock out into the proper channel is very good, and does not differ verj' materially
from our own way of doing it, but when we get this
through we have got in that statement every manner and
form of expense that it is possible for us to incur, and certainly all the money that we have spent.
You may have an
expense item against your engine this month of five times
what it was last month, and five times what the average
has been. It may be caused, as it was in one of our statements, recently, by having to rip out the cylinder.
There
was an expense oi $300 or ^400 in that particular item,
more than it had been for the year previous, but that
immediately goes into the expense account; it is not a continued expense; it is not, as JNIr. Field termed it, "variable
expense." It is an extraordinary expense in one particular
item, and such expenses are bound to come sooner or later.
If I see that the cost of our lights is running along uniformly from month to month, my interest in that statement is a general one. IE I find that the increase in cost
for one month has been 10 percent, or 15 percent., I
want to know why. I immediately go to these points and
If it is not a legitimate increase I cannot help it, but
see.
I do know that it has gone into the expense account, and
ihat is the end of it.
If it shows a decrease, I am inter
ested, because if it is a legitimate decrease in the cost of
that product, I want to see if it can be maintained.
If it
is a decrease in some little peculiarity in that month's business, of course I regret it is such.
If you follow that out.
and subdivide the expenses, and have your two columns of
average cost and average revenue, and compare them from
month to month, I know of no better way of keeping track
of your business, nor any better way of educating jourself
up to the true state of your own affairs. Of course, these
results are governed somewhat by the amount of service
you are rendering. If we find from the statement of one
month that so many lights cost so much, and our average
run on those lights is twelve hours, and next month our
average run for the same number of lights is ten hours, and
our cost is reduced correspondingly, then we have made no
particular progress.
The expense item has got the benefit
of a shorter run.
The purpose of this sheet is the use
that I make of it in turning it into a board of directors who
know what they want, and what they want is the net result
But for the guidance of others, who
of your statement.
are responsible for running the station, you must go into
further details.
You take the whole number of hours
burned as an aggregate. In some of our statements it is
6oo.ooO. That will enable you with very little work to
find out what it costs you per hour to run your lights.
I
do not think it signifies anything at all so far as enabling
you to fix the price of selling your product, but it does en"Last month our coal cost us
able the engineer to say:
half a cent an hour, or ten hours five cents," and next
month he comes and says it costs four and a half. That
is all right, but if it has been because of the relative difference in the nature of the service he has rendered, it does
not amount to anything, but it is a point which aids the
party who is to do this work to carry it out.
All of our supplies are drawn out of what we call the
merchandise account.
Of course, we sell some little things, and sell them at a
profit when we can, but in charging these things out for
our own use the instructions are to charge them at cost, in
one sense, but a perfected cost, to give the company the
benefit of a little margin to cover waste and things of that
kind.
For instance, it is our custom, if wire costs 16^4
cents, to charge it to our own account at 17 cents, making
nomioally a profit of one-quarter of a cent on that wire.
fix the value on our merchandise slock at such an
amount only as is necessary to keep us supplied in our
business. For instance, we say f 5,000 of stock is enough fc r
have a merchandise account on our
this purpose.
If we charge everything
ledger.
It stands at if 5,000.
out to it at cost, and put everything into it at cost the difference between our sales and what we put in should represent the difference between our two balances at the end of
each month. I cannot always do it, but if a rule of that

kind is followed, and I look at our merchandise balance, I
go to the storekeeper and say; "You seem tohave $1,000
more stock than you had last month. What has been

We

boughi?

If

it

cannot

be

accounted for without

much

want an account of that slock taken." If it isthe
other way, and shows the decrease of ^i.ooo, or some
amount which I think is out of ihe usual order of things,
I want to know in what particular it has been reduced.
If
it cannot be pointed out, an
account of stock ought to be
taken.
take an account of stock every six months.
The custom of charging a slight margin on the stock
against ourselves has always resulted, and always should
result, in a credit balance at the end of the year, or six
months, when we take stock. In the eight or nine years
that I have been running business in that way, there has
always been a margin over and above what I have reported
trouble, I

We

from month to month.
Another thing, if you keep your stock down to the minthey throw the whole thing overboard, they can
not hurt you much.
My policy is to keep a low stock,

imum and

enough not to interfere with the means of running the business. That method of keeping your books
gives you a certain basis for the cost of your lights.
It
gives you certain returns which you can rely upon as accurate, and it is very easily kept, and if Mr. Field is he-e
I want to say again that I see no harm in that method of
keeping your accounts for variable expenses.
The expenses vary from month to month undoubtedly, but nothing
that should enter into a general report.
It is a mistake that your income from increase in business so far outstrips increase in the cost of production.
I
am giving this from memory, as I did not think the matter
would come up, and have not my notes, but I am not a
great ways out of the way.
I say, take a respectably
sized station.
Suppose that an increase of f-om 600 lights
to 800 is made, and results in an increase in cost of 10 per
cent. ; an increase of 25 per cent., that is, from Soo to
i,ooo, results in an increase of S per cent, in cost;
an increase again of 20 per cent, results in an increased cost of 7 per cent.
Now; that is pretty
nearly correct.
have thought of it.
I know
there was
a time in our history when
we started
with 320 lights, I think, and we had so much expense.
It was thought when we doubled it, we would have a very
slight increased expense.
did double it, and we did
not double the expenses; but it did treble the expenses we
e;;pected to have; and that has kept right along, and I do
not know how to check it.
Mr. Francisco: I consider this matter of central station accounts as one of the most important subjects that a
central station man has to deal with. During the past year
I traveled over quite a section of country, extending from
Boston to Washington Territory, and as far south as this
city, taking in nearly all the stations, numbering several
hundred.
In the course of interviews with the station men
at the different places, I looked up this matter of accounts.
T found that a large number, in fact the greater portion of
the ordinary stations, what we call the smaller stations,
kept no
account whaj:ever.
They would start their
plants, their engines
and lights, and at the end of
the year struck a balance.
In a great many cases
they found the balance on the wrong side, but they
could not tell where it went to, or anything about it. Now,
of course, in running an electric light plant, these things
must be considered. I have adopted almost identically
the plan presented by Mr. De Camp.
For two years I
have worked on this plan. I have it arranged for the incandescent light.
At the end of the month the figures can be inserted, and that is all there is to do.
Now, of course, if I am running an arc light
just large
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plant, and I find that Mr. De Camp is running his light
for a certain cost per light, while mine costs me one-third
more, there must be some reason for it.
In keeping an ac-

count

like this, you can trace out where your leak is and
it.
For illustration, I take an acccunt of coal
Every pound of coal that goes into my furcace everj' night
is weighed, what we burn from the time we sta t to 12 o'clock
is weighed, and also what we burn from 12 o'clock until
morning, and we get the average per hour.
Now, awhile
ago I was away from home. When I came back I found
that the coal accounts were far above what they should
have been. I called upon the engineer for an explanation
of it.
He said: "I do not know what the reason is; we
have been running just the same way." I went to work,
after I had investigated the thing awhile, and telephoned
(or the coal man and asked him if he would not call at the
office, and when he came up I showed him the result.
I
said
There is so much money that you want to give us
credit for on our coal account."
He could not, of course,
see it as I did, but nevertheless he gave us credit, and there
we saved several hundred dollars.
It is just as Mr. Smith
stated this morning.
There is one benefit to a central station man in keeping an account.
I know in running
these small staticns the men cannot keep an account as
they do at the large ones, because there are many stations
where a man has to perform all the duties, from president
to errand boy.
Of course, he can simplify the matter to a

solve

:

'

great extent.

In keeping his account he can collect the

and get some idea of v;hat it costs. If the
centra! station men will adopt this plan throughout the
United States, it will be of great assistance. There are
some of us who may not want to give away our secrets,
but if I found one man whose lights are costing
while mine are
him a certain amount of money,
deal more, he would afford me an
costing a good
give me the benefit of his expeexplanation, and
rience.
In this way, if there is a leak in my business, I
can stop it. I believe that every central station man. above
I have seen the
all things, should keep these accounts.
benefits to be derived from keeping accounts many times,
and especially in this business, because there are so many
places where, if you do not keep track of your expenses in
those things, they are going to eat you up.
The stations which I have taken my basis
C. J. Field:
from have been incandescent stations, while the stations
Mr, De Camp has referred to are arc light stations. That
different items,
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will explain much of the apparent difference in the results.
Mr. De Camp doesn't say where on his list he gels his fixed
expenses and his variable e.\penscs.
I will say the stations
I have been familiar with that kept such an account as this,
are incandescent instead of arc stations, but the principle
is largely similar to the basis on which I
figure the fixed
expenses and variable expenses.
I did not put in variable
expense any expense of a break-down, or for armatures and
dynamos or anything else. That is all in your general
operating expenses.
My variable expenses were those
which you got by taking a station account, for instance,
last year, when it had 10,000 lights, and taking it again
the 1st of January, when it had 2o,coo lights on, and seeing that there was a fair comparison, and seeing that there
were included all those other charges which it is practicable
to observe, and charging up an average over the twelve
our station, and have
months.
1 know we have done it in
made an average. The month I have taken is a fair representative month, and shows a comparison on which we
can rely without any danger of incorrectness. It shows us
the practical information which we want.
There is one company that takes reports from 100 or 200

of its central stations, not of details, but of general expenses, operating expenses and earnings, and publish it
From
each month for the benefit of their other stations.
this it will be seen that one station is using so much coal.
and producing a given result. Of course, there are local
t)ne place gets coal at 10 cents per ton and
conditions.
another p:»ys ^5 per ton, and these are things that must be
IJut when you take into considtaken into consideration.
eration all these things, you aie trying to get a result that

show where your mistakes are, show where your men
are not doing right, and point out the remedy to correct the
will

errors that witl enable you to get the result you are after.
In regard to the proportion of variable and *ixed expenses. I
will say, that since this morning I have been looking up a
few facts and data, and I find one large station is down as
low in variable expenses as only 21 per cent, of the total
In other words, that station has doubled its
expenses.
business, and has only increased its expenses 21 per cent.
Of course, these things are going to vary, but there will
not be so great a variance that the matter cannot be equalized, and a pretty fair result can be reached. I think at the
was a committee aplast convention at Niagara there
Mr. Foote, if I remember right, of Cincinnati,
pointed.
who was going to prepare for the benefit of the association
I do not
a simple set of operating accounts and expenses.
know what has been done with that; but it seems to me
that the Edison association has done that, and has found it
It seem^ to me it is going to be of much
a great benefit.
use to the members of this association; it is going to bring
this association to a basis where it can be supported more
and more, and give the true benefit to its members for

which

it

was established
Lkonari* of

Ward

New Vork: If I understood Mr.
De Camp correctly, he gave as an instance that a station
running 600 lamps, which increased to Soo lamps, increased
Is that correct,
ils operating expenses about 10 per cent.
Mr. De Camp?
11.

'

Mr. DkCami":

The operating expenses

decreased 10

per cent, per light.

Mk. Leonard:
Mr. Oe Cami':

A

decrease per lamp?

Yes.

sir.

I think if we want to get comT. Cari'ENTER Smith:
parison between central stations, there is one thing that
must be eliminated, and that is the dollars and cents of the
question.
It is all very well for us to meet here to help
one another, if we can. Hut there is an inborn objection to
If another central
letting anybody else know our business.
station man comes to me and says, "I low many cents or
fractions of a cent does it cost you to produce one sixteen
candle power for an hour?" it is very likely I won't tell him.
But if he says to me, "Taking your fuel, your rent, your
taking these different items
taxes, your affairs and so on
as amounting to loo how many of that 100 do you charge
for fuel?" I am perfectly willing to give it to him, because
that don't tell him what it is costing me; it is giving the
percentage of cost, and I have no objection to doing that.
Now, if central stations all over the country work in that
way, the man in Albany Hnds his lamps are costing him 20
Another
per cent, of the total operating expenses for fuel.
man in some other town, who pays precisely the same price
for coal, finds his fuel account is 30 or 40 instead of 20, he
redi/es there is something wrong, and in this way he can
It may be in the one case that the man is
correct the evil.
using a compound condensing engine and in the other a
In one case he may be using coal that
high speed engine.
cost him ^t a ton, and in the other case coal that cost him
and
man who is using a high-price coal
a
Ion,
yet
the
t-l
We use a coal which costs us ^i
will get the best result.
a ton more than some others we could get, and count it the
cheapest, because the item of hauling away the ashes with
I have been aiked several times how to
us is very heavy.
I
do not know of any
handle the depreciation account.
better way of doing that than by having no extraordinary
account, but one repair account; the repairs cost so much
from year to year. The fact that we have had a smash-up
and that repairs cost us a little more for one particular
month ought not to have any effect with the directors when
IJut if at the end of the year it wuuld apit was explained.
We
pear they were too much, they should be looked into.
should want to keep our accoimt near the point which was
That is to say, every
settled upon us about the true basis.
lime there is put in a new engine or a new dynamo or a
new boiler as an addition, it should be charged to construction account.
But when you find that the engine is worn
out, and you want to change it, you charge the new engine
to repairs and sell your old one for what it will bring. The
only increase in your capital account are your legitimate
If a
It is the same in a pole line.
construction expenses
new pole goes in where there was a pole before, that is
charged to repairs.

—

—
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Prksidknt Wf,i-;ks:
what do you do if there
material?

you will pan^on me, Mr. Smith,
a change in the market value of

If
is

Mr. Smith: That you will have to charge to repairs
same way. Vou will get the bmcfil of the cost when
you put in a new machine.
The new machine is going to
the

cost

you

than the oK! one did; consequently you wil

less

not charge so

much

for depreciation.

We

Frf.siijknt Wkkks:
can all remember when a sewing machine cost from ^100 to ^150 while we can now buy
them at from $10 to I30. Will nut the s.inie be true, to a
considerable extent, with regard to electrical ajjparalus?
What will you do with that shrinkage?

Mk. Smith:

If you bought a dynamo for ^1,000, the
worth $1,000.
Fvery year >our djnamo deit gets worn
out.
When jou get your
new dynamo in, you get it for less money.
\'our capital
account remains the same,
^ou have otherwi'^e to make a
gradual drop in the value of jour i)lant in making your annual statement.
I want to get rid of
the depreciation account by making it all repairs.
first

year

it is

creases in value;

Mr,
is

A

1)k Cami':

this depreciation

an unknown

rule which,

account

(|uantity;

I

think,

is

a good one in

The depreciation account
a conservative way of guess-

is this:
it is

A

ing at things, or keeping account.
rule like this will alto be on the safe bide.
Merely incidental
repairs are not things that affect it one way or the other.

ways enable you
Hut when

comes

and you work on
made, is your engine
or your dynamo or your boiler as good as new? Then your
construction account is not affected.
Overlook all charges
or all depreciations, if not connected with any general expenditure of money.
it

to the general repairs,

this principle, if after these repairs aie

Mr. Smith:

would explain, in speaking of the capital
account, that it is always a Habiiiiy, I mean in estimating
your assets. It would be a simple way to keep these assets
from year to year to put them in at the value for wi ich you
think they could be replaced.
I

De Camp: An arc plant is made up of engines,
dynamos, lamps, lines and general station constructhink this would be a good plan to maintain your
construction account: Calculate what your plant is worth in
the income power per lamp, because your lamp is what
produces your income, and nothing else. Ascertain what
it costs per lamp per dynamo capacity, boiler power, engine
and dynamo. Fix it in some way say your plant is worth
$300 a lamp. Well, you may have an engine capacity of
twice as much as you have lamp capacity: credit that with
that amount.
Now, on your construction account oh your
books fix the basis of $300, or any other amount, which
you, in your judgment, think is a proper amount, or that
the construction account can stand.
Charge to your construction account any addition during the year, and give it
due credit. Then take your balance at the end of the year
and see whether you have exceeded your estimate of what
you thought >our construction account would be. If it is
increased 10 per cent., why. charge it off.
It will make
your surplus or your profit and loss account that much less.
If you assume that the market value of your plant is a certain amount, do not imagine it can always remain that way.
If the price of construction is decreased, then you have to
reconstruct your construction account, because your plant
is not worth that much.
Now, the rule is to charge that
amount of depreciation into your expenses and get rid of it
every day, instead of having a yearly account, and you cannot make any very great mistake.
A.

J.

boilers,
tion.
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Mk. Wnman: Do you think that the* inside wiring
should go into current ixpense or construction account?
Mr. Dk Cami': We put the wiring that goes in there
into our construction account.
That is a matter in which
I sit in judgment.
Anything that is likely to be lost and
all the labor is charged to expense.
Mr. Burleigh of Camden, N. J.: I think there
should be no such an account
as
a
depieciaiing
account.
In
arriving
at
that
calculation
I
was
interested
in watching the
plan of the I'ennsylvania
Railroad Company, who have given a great deal of atten
tion to accounts and the best plan of arriving at values,
and they do not have any depiecialion account. They aim
to keep their road and its e(|uipment up to the standard all
the time, and charge it to expense.
Anything new that
aids their railroad is charged to capital, and that which leplaces what is worn out is charged to expenses.
The Chair: What do they do in case of change in
market value? Do ihey make any allowance for that?
Mr. Buki.KiuH: No sir. Take the case of a locomotive which is valued as scrap at perhaps $1,000.
That
is replaced with a new engine
costing ."llS.ooo which is
charged to expenses.
Mk. Wvman: I would like to ask Mr. Burleigh if the
I'ennsylvania Railroad company has established the value of
its roail on its earning capacity?
Mk. Btiiu.EiiiH: They know exactly what they have
and so can we know. They want to know whether
they have a railroad worth what they have it capitali/,ed
for.
want to know the same thing. They have to
take an account of stock, just as we do.
They know just
what the value of their railroad is, and it is not the earning capacity in that sense.
We are so patticnlar in our

got,
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in Camden that we have everything in that direcgo to expense. If we find by an account of stock
that the values of what we have on hand are not what we
are capitalized for, the board takes action and charges
it to expense,

company

tion

I
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F. A. \Vyman of Boston:
experience has been that
this so-called construction account should be called a de
This running of expenses into the construction account.
struction account destroys or ruins more people than any
other item in the business.
It does not seem to me right
to build a new station, run it ten years, let it pay 10 per
cent, per annum, and at the end of ten years have to build
it completely over again; so that your plant
is only worth
It seems to me it is better to start
50 cents on the dollar.
out and pay a 5 per cent, dividend and charge the other 5
per cent, to depreciation.
Of course, it takes courage to

charge this up. A party making lights very cheaply, and
having exclusive control of a city where they are getting a
high price, tries to make his operating expenses as large as
they possibly can be made; but in a smalltown where there
is only a small dynamo capacity, they try to make their construction account as large as it can be.
Vou have to steer
between the two. I wanted to give you a practical illustwenty
tration.
About
years ago there was a gas-plant
started in a good-si/ed town in the East with $100,000 capital.
The other day in looking it up, we found they had a
'I'hey had '^35,000 worth of
paid-in capital of !§35,ooo.
proper!)' left.
The other ijlGs, 000 bad been paid away in
dividends.
They hadn't kept any depreciation account; it
all went into the construction account.
I wanted to ask
I
understood him
Mr. De Camp in regard to the taxes.
Now, I would like to ask if he buys
$15,000 a year.
water by meter?

Mr, De Cami': Yes, sir.
Mr. Wvman: Why should not that be charged every
month the same as you charge your coal?
Mr. De Cami': There is no reason why it should not
be done.

It is

a matter of

detail.

Mr. Wyman:

Does it cost you more to run a light in
summer?
Camp: It costs us more in winter, because

the winter or in the

Mr. De

:

I

Mr. Wvman:

Where you have

to

put wires inside and

do you keep separate accounts of them?

Mr. DeCami':

am

interested

in this

subject

be-

I

believe that in this

way we

will better

know how

to

make

improvements from our investigations.
One point spoken of is how to charge up inside wiring.
We did it this way, and we may be right or wrong: We
determined to charge consumers for their inside wiring at
a fixed price unless the amount of wiring was very largely
out of the usual course
We put it up for live dollars a
lamp, and though it may cost us ten dollars, we charge
that up, and if there is a loss, it goes to profit and loss,
and if there is a profit, we make the proper entry of it.
Then it can be carried as a merchandise account, and I
think that is a very fair way of doing it.
As to repairs, I
think the right way is to keep your station in every respect up to the highest standard.
If you simply make up
ior what is depreicated by wear and tear, I believe every
cent of that should go into the running expenses and be
divided up on the system of the balancing sheet and be

mean hour by hour?

I do
not think I could answer that
not think it does, but mainly for this
question,
I do
reason:
The month of July is our short month; that is, we
are running at the smallest number of lights.
During the
month of I >ccember we are running everything we have,
and we have the benefit of having everything utilized; and
consequently, taking the month of December for the last
six years and comparing it with July, I would rather be inclined to think that the average cost was less per light for
the month of December than for July.

outside,

I

distributed through the different-months of the jear.

the hours are longer.

Mr, Wvman
Mr. Dk CA^^':

Mr. Lockwood:

cause about a year ago I asked Mr. De Camp of I'hiladelphia. and one or two other members of our association for
information about their methods of keeping accounts, and
in what manner they found just what they were doing and
knew what to count upon as the result of the electric
light business.
I believe, from what I have heard of Mr.
DeCamp's method and what I have heard people read
about it to-day, that the plan of going down to the basis
per month is the best.
1 believe the nearer we can bring
the expense down to that basis, so that we know each
month what we do, and not have to wait until the first of
January or whatever date we take our inventory, the better
we wili be informed and the better we can carry out the
improvements suggested by the results, I had a case in
point in a company with which I was connected.
We
found just what the major part of our accounts was per
month, such as coal and labor and accounts of that character and we charged this into the lotal running expenses
for that month. Then we found that the interest and taxes
and accounts of that description, repairs included, varied
very greatly.
The interest and taxes, it is true, we had to
pay only once a year, but the repairs we studied over and
arrived at this solution:
We created what you might call
a balancing sheet, and we estimated at the beginning of
the year how much we would likely have to charge up
during the year for taxes, insurance and accounts of that
description, and then we started in and charged up each
month in our monthly bheet what we thought w as the proportion that that month would have to the total year.
If
we did not pay our taxes until the ninth month in the year,
there was accumulated upon this balancing sheet during
those nine months certain amounts, and we credited the
same amounts in the montly sheets as in the balancing
sheet and then takiiig the proportionate amount of that
nine months we charged up the proper proportion in the
remaining month.
We adopted the same system for repairs.
Instead of charging up each month just what the
repairs were, we estimated as nearly as possible what they
would amount to in tacli )ear, and then charged up onetwelfth of the amount we had estimated for Ihe year, and
as the end of the year drew near, we could see on our balancing sheet what was going to throw us out of our estimate.
We divided it among the remaining months, and
charged it up proportionately to each month in the year.

Yes,

sir.

Mr.

High Voltage in
New Vork, read

I'helps. of

"New

Virginia.
the following telegram;

Vork, Feb. 13, iStp.

fust relurned from Richmond where bill for restriciion of voltage in Mrginia has
been reported adversely by the unanimous vote of the
senate committee after two days' argument.
It was sup-

ported by ICdison in peri^on. and the electrical executioner;

was opposed by Westinghouse representatives ait ed
most efficiently by local companies at Norfolk, Alexandria, Petersburg, Lynchburg, Fredericksburg. Richmond,
Liberty and others,
K. W. I'ope.
M. D. Law of Philadelphia, presented the following paper:
it

February

22,
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movable magnet cores work freely at thefr
no binding of the parts may be possible.
The spring which partly supports the magnet cores

Nine Years with the Arc Lamp.

finger with the
joints, so that

nv M.

D.

LAW.

In beint^ honored with an invitation to read a second
pap r before the National Electric Light association, I
cannot heip but (eel that there were points of interest to
some of )Ou in my other paper presented at the Niagara
P'ails convention.
The subject of this paper is one that is
of interest not only to every central station man, but also
to those who handle arc I'ghts in isolated plants; and if I
can give you but one point that is of value, I shall feel
amply repaid for ray labor. There are a large number of
irregularities in arc lamps that can be remedied by a judicious study of their actions, and, after the cause of their
trouble has been found, St should be remedied, even if the
lamp has to be rebuilt.
In order to find the special trouble that arc lamps are
subject to, a careful record should be kept of each and
every lamp. To do this give each lamp its individual number, which should be firmly attached to the lamp box and
never removed, then by the use 01 a numbered book, allowing a page for each lamp, a record may be kept of all
lamps, where they are, when changed, with the kind and

amount

of repairs.

This method of keeping a lamp record allows of finding
the peculiar trouble that the lamp is subject to, and the
remedy can then be applied, preventing any further trouble
until the washers, clutches, rods or bushings, have to be
removed. If a lamp is continually being changed for the
same cause, there is some one thing that is radically wrong,
which is causing the trouble; this should be found and
rectified; for instance, a lamp may work perfectly on the
test rack, but, after being in use for a short time, would
have to be changed for dropping. If from the records of
that lamp this is found to be its general complaint, then
look for the trouble, if a Brush lamp, in the winding that
is. there may not be the proper resistance of wire on the

—

magnets, or there is too great a difference in resistance between them, which should not be more than one ohm or
the result is a side puller.
The resistance of the magnets should be kept as near as
possible I0 eighty-live ohms; never allow more than three
ohms variation from that amount.
Binding ot the mechanism, large washers, or too high
adjustment of the arc, will cause dropping; in hunting for
the cause of this trouble in the Brush lamp, I found that,
with proper construction, it could be marie to work without
dash pot or spring, belter than the old style with dash pot

and spring.
I assume that in a differential magnet there must be a
point of equilibrium between the two magnetisms, and
that, if the cores were accurately suspended at the center of
this point, that any variation of current would affect the
core quicker if so suspended than if it weie forced to or
from that point by a sprinj;; this I have fcund lo be the
Then by making the lamps so that the core could be
fact.
adjusted to or from the c<^nter of magnetism and get the
proper separation of the carbons at that point, would eff< dually prevent dropuing of the carbon rods; and after a
Brush lamp is once adjusted in this manner, it will not get
out of adjustment until the washers are worn too large.
Ihis can be done without glycerine being used in the rods,
which is a great source of trouble.
Another point wherein expense is saved in the Brush
lamp is in the winding o* the cut-out magnet. Divide the
magnet in two parts by an extra fiber Lead, and then by
winding the fine wire at the top, with a resistance of fifteen
ohms, and the coarse wire can then be wound on at the
bottom, allowing the end to make connection with the cutout ai mature at least one-half an inch from the head of the
magnet this will reduce the chances of burning out. If
there U a bad contact when the lamp cuts out, even if it
does burn out, only one wire will have to be removed.
If
the following rulesare strictly adhered to in the putting together of a Brush lamp, it will be found to burn correctly
with but little adjusting:
See that the device carrying the lower carbon holder is
parallel with the side rods; also that the screws, etc., at its
base work freely, and allow it sufficient lateral motion in
all directions to affect the adjustment for which this device
is provided,
bee that the lower carbon holder is in line with its support, or the carbons will not center.
bee that the brass tube carrying the upper carbon holder
is straight, smooth, and free from small or flat places, and
that it moves Ireely in lis bushings, which should not be
too loose, as this will allow the carbon too much lateral
motion, and li.ible to slip past or wedge.
Ste that the upper carbon holder is in line with the rod.
This last adjustment is very important, and is made by
clamping a stet I rod of the same size as the carbons to be
used in the holder, ai:d revolving it between the thumb
and the finger, noting whether the lower end of the testing
rod revolves on its own axis or 'wabbles;" in the latter
case, pu^h the holder up to the lamp box, and, by means
of the testing rod, bend it shghtly in the proper direction
to correct the error, then see that the carbon holder has
not become loosened; test again, repeating the process
until the desired adjustment is reached.
Examine the lifting washers which surround the carbon
rod, see that the hole is counter sunk on each side, so as
to make the available thickness of the washer where it
touches the rod but little more than a sixteenth of an inch.
See that the hole in the washer is of such a size that one
side of the washer may be raised one-sixteenth of an inch
from the horizontal floor on which it rests, before it claraps
and commences to lift the rod. See that the holes in the
washer and bushings are nicely polished. The lifting
finger, designed to lift the washer, should move freely in
its guide and get a good bold under the edge of the washer,
and allow the latter to rest flat on the floor under it when
the finger is down.
In the case of double lamps, the lifting finger shou'd be so adjusted as to lift the second rod
one-sixteenth of an inch ahead of the first.
S^e that the movable brass parts connectirg the lifting
;

should be made of steel "pianoforte wire,'' twenty-seventhousandths of an inch in diameter, wound closely over a
mandrel of such size, that the spring when released shall
have an external diameter of seven-sixteenths of an inch,
and shall consist of about thirty-eight turns of wire exclusive of the hooks at the ends.
See that all the parts of the dash pot are free and do not
bind.
See that the armature of the cut-out moves freely
on its pivot, and when it is down its end is about onequarter of an inch from the core of the cut-out magnet,
and when it is raised and makes contact with the copper
wire projecting from the cut-out magnet, that its end
comes about three-thirty-seconds of an inch from the cutout magnet core.
The brass spiral leading from the cut-out armature is
It must be
not used as a spring, but as a resistance.
pulled out or pushed together as the case may require, that
it shall exert neither a lifting nor depressing influence on

the armature.
This spiral is made of brass wire twenty-nine-thousandths
of an inch in diameter and about thirty inches long before
being coiled. The size of this wire is important as it should
be of just right resistance, that the lamps may cut in when
the carbons come together; for this same reason the armature is not allowed lo come close to the core of the magnet, but should be made to come as close as possible that
a better contact may be made, thus reducing the liability
of burning out.
The principal improvements that can be made in the
Thomson-Houston lamp are the making of the clutch of
German silver or some more durable metal than brass, as
the bearing point of the clutch against the rod is so small
that it very soon wears and thus throws the lamp out of
When one of these lamps is found dropping,
adjustment.
remedied by lowering the adjusting
it can very often be
a
trifle, when the lamp will again burn cornut No. 6g2
rectly, and, in some cases, this may be repeated several
times without any other change in the lamp.
Another great point of improvement in this lamp is increasing the thickness of the insulations, which are too
small in nearly every case; especially is this the case with
those under the binding hooks at the top of the lamp box,
which 1 find work excellently well when made of porcelain.
When the insulator in part No. 701 gives out, the current shunts through the cut-out magnet, causing what the
men term "cut-out armature magnetized." This is a very
important point which produces flaming and dropping.
The general causes cf the '1 homson-Houst on lamps dropping arenumtrous, but if all the working points move freely
and without kst motion, it will reduce ihenumberto the few
Badly worn spots in the carbon rods;
following points:
The clutch or
this is a common fault of all arc lamps.
lilting fprings may have lost their tempei these s-hould be
made of bright instead of black s'eel. Clutch arm bent.
The
Clutch or carbon rod bushings may become worn.
adjustment nut No. ''92 may be too high, the clutch or
Crooked frames, bent
tension spring may be too tight.
rods or rods striking the chimney, tight bushings, fine
wire broken, dirty rods, or the adjustment nut No. 692
being too low; brush in the bushing may be too tight or
become corroded or burned, and the magnetizing of the
armature before spoken of will cause the lamp to flame and
drop.
With the United States or Weston lamp the principal
cause of trouble is the tripping from first to second set,
and when this happens so that the second set burns first,
new set of contact springs and new
it generally means a
magnet if the lamp burns entirely out of carbons; some of
the causes for tiipping are, rod sticks or wants new contact brush, lever hook loose, rod scrapes chimney on first
set or loo much hook on first set, adjusting screw on long
hock set too high, lost motion in rccker shaft.
Causes of long arc are, platinum collar dirty or worn out,
trip lever sticking or too loose, carbons not burning in
proper proportion, burning holder before the carbon rod is
down far enough lo make contact with trip, small hook
dirty, rod crook- d near the top, weak magnet, fine wire
burnt, clutch holder or armature slicks, rod a little thick
at the top and brush too tight.
Causes for dropping out are, weak magnet either fine or
coarse, lost motion in rocker, stiff clutch, too much clutch,
not enough clutch, s'ight nigger in coarse wire, plunger
too stiff or too locse, plunger bent, broken or crooked
plunger rod. bad carbons, which may on starting become
solf'ered together and cannot lift.
The globe holder or carbon holder of the arc lamp is a
very much neglected part that is, the insulations are not
made heavy enough, but that the carbon dust or copper
droppings lallirg over the insulations will give sufficient leak that a person standing on the ground and
touching the bottom of the lamp may receive a very bad
shock, this insulation should be made heavy and so placed
that the c.rbon dust may not fall on it, as it is sometimes
impossible to hang lamps under awnings high enough but
;

—

whin a person passes under them, they may be
touched by any conductor which they may have in their
hands.
No part of the lamp outside of the globe should
be allowed to have current in i'. Arc lamps should be
suspended by some perfect insulator, the regulator porcelain insulator snd hook being the best in our experience;
this is a very in portant point and is often neglected. Lamps
being hung frnm an ordinary screw eye by a piece of wire
are frequently seen, when it is as important that the lamp
should be as w til insulated as the balance of the circuit.
Dirt must not be allowed to accumulate on any part of the
lamp; rods, switches, bases and globes should be kept well
cleaned, and all binding screws kept tight; the rods should
be kept thorou-hly well wiped every day with a clean cloth
or waste. Never allow crocus or emery to be used, as it
badly wears the rods in the center. A better plan is if the
rods become ro"'gh or dirty bring the lamp in and polish
on the bufiing-wheel, which will allow of its being kept of
an even size its entire length. A properly tended lamp will
that,

need but little adjusting, but when it is required a regular
appointed man should attend to it, or the lamp returned to
the station for repairs.
The longest record for any one lamp in a constant street
service is three years and nine months without any adjustment other than the ordinary cleaning by the trimmer.
In order to get a good lamp record, no lamp should
leave the test rack until it is perfect in all parts.
The most vexatious part ot the arc lamp is the globe; it
swells the item of expense in spite of the utmost care, besides being a great source of complaint, for I never knew
one to be well enough cleaned but there would be a
complaint that it was not polished. The fused copper
dropping and burning onto the glass makes them look
dirty in spite of the best cleaning.
I have found, after a careful experiment, that it pays to
put wire nets, which should be made of copper on all
globes, even for street lighting; having them covered with
wire nets, prevents pieces from falling out even after they
are badly cracked, and if the globe entirely gives way, the
net will prevent its falling on some one's head.
Undue heat after the carbon has burned close to the
holder, is one of the greatest causes for broken globes.
This can be partially overcome by leaving the globe about
one and one-half inches from the carbon holcer.
In looking over the reports of former meetings of this
convention, it is easy to see that nearly all of the discussions have been on how to save coal. Of course, this is a
point where large money may be saved by use of proper
boilers and settings, but the best of these will do no good
without proper firing.
Tneie are many uther poin s in the management of
an electric li^bt station which are just as Important; the
most serious of thtsa is the pay roll, as two men more
than is necessary will cost nearly as much as a ton
of coal per day, and thirty tons of coal per month
would be quite a saving, and yet while keeping the
number ot men as low as possible, none but first class
men should be employed, that all work may be done in
a first-class, substantial manner. Especially must trimmers attend to their duty well, as the quality of their
work dictates the amount of rebatf s to oe allowed duringthe month. Another important man in this respect

the dynamo-man. He should give the dynamos the
most assiduous attention, that the strength of the current may be kept constant, while flashings and iaterruptions of the current may be reduced to a minimum,
tor no matter how well every other depai-tment of a
station is carried on, if the current is allowed to vary
from the standard, complaints will follow, and they are
is

expensive.

There

nothing that aneers a user of electric lights
as to have them flash; it may be only one or
two seconds that they are out, but it always seems like a
much longer time, especially If in a crowded hall.
Rather have the record for continuity of lights so good
that even the gas fixtures may be removed this can
only be gained by close attention to the machines, wires
so

is

much

;

and lamps.
I call to mind one place that we have lighted continuously, without any other method of illumination
than arc lampi. for over eight years, and during that
time the lights have never been out during lighting

hours.

The waste

in the

u«e of carbons

is

a very important

Th-ss should he dealt out and every stump
returned; the amoant saved in laying by the four and
five i^ch stumps to be u?ed in the summer months will
make a saving of at least ten thousand carbons per year
for a one thousand light station.
At the time I first started dealing out carbons and
bringing in stumps, I saved on an average over thirty
dollars per month, and then only trimming about four
hundred lamps per day.
feature.

A

very important feature of arc light stations is the
inside wiring and line construction which is very much
neglected; all inside wiring should be of best quality of
insulation, and run on glass or porcelain throughout
their whole length.
An arc light wiie should never be concealed.
The use of soft rubber tubing for passing through
floors, ceilings, walls, etc, should never be allowed: the
only suitable material for such work is hard rubber
tub'ne.
While I am a great believer iu the use of the best
quality of insulation, for line construction, yet it is not
best to depend entirely on such insulation for safety.
Put up the best wire there is, and then apply a rigid
system of inspecion and tests, not by that abomination
of tests, the magneto bell. Not only should the tests

be made on deal lines, but should be made at least
once in two hours on all live wires, and when grounds
or bad leaks are discovered, they should be immediately
cleared, by that means preventing the gecood ground,
which is the element of danger.
I have repeatedly had liups that would test clear at
the time f putting on c'icuits, but two h'-'urs after,
solid grounds have b^en disc:)vered. located, and found
to be wiras broken down, hanging over the electric light
wires and reaching down to the sidewaU, where they
are a source of danger to every passer by; besides every
(

boy

that passes

electricity in

must

feel of

it

to see if there

is

any

it.

i\Iy orders are to drop all
necessary to clear grounds.

work

that

is

not absolutely

receive great help from the Elecby their promptly reporting
all wires discovered that are down on us.
All lines should be cut by one man. who is especially
instructed and detailed for that work, as then you are

In Philadelphia

trical

we

Bureau of the

city,

enabled to pick out a thoroughly reliable man and drill
him in the work that he is to do, then, by never allowing a circuit to be opened, and teaching all men to never

depend on any insulation, but to treat
lamps as if they were charged with an

v»i es and
electiic light

all
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current, danger to employes will be reduced lo & miui-

mum.
Supplementing the paper, Mr. Law said: In presenting this paper, 1 have done so with a view to benefiting
You will lind in the
if possible, the central station men.
paper a few rules for (he operation of the IJrush, Thomson-Houslon and Weston arc lamps, which have come
If these rules
dirtclly under my jicrsonal suptrvision.
are strictly fol'owed out in the repairing of lamps, you
wilt find bui little trouble, and but litiie necessity of put
ting them on ihe the lefling rack" Another point to which
attention is in the matI would like to call your special
wilhin
It has only been
ter of ;esling arc light lines.
the last si.x or eight months that we have been putting
Since the time of the
a thorough test to line wires.
Niagara convention we have perfected the system which
I can
now positi\'ely locate a
I specihed at that time.
ground at the station before leaving to hunt it up. These
tests are made at regular Intervals of about two hours
As soon as
during the night and day on all live circuits.
lho«e grounds arc discovered my foreman is notified and
I
also receive notice myself, and the proper men are tictailed to remove them as soon as possible.
In Ihe absence of E. F. Peck of Krooklyn, N. V., his
paper on "Carbon Tests" was read by Colonel C. M.
Hansom of Boston.

Cabbon Tests,
by e. f. peck.
The first electric light of any consequence was used
by Sir Hiunphrey Davy in INIO. He had discovered
that wheri the two terminals of a charged electi'ic circuit were separated a short distance, an electric spark
would pass betwettn these ternilnals by evaporizing
the material of which the electrodes were composed,
and that the vapor thus produced would continue to
carry the current between the electrodes, and that
these vapors, together with the highly incandescent
solid ends of the electrodes would emit a powerful
The vaporized material bridging the .space belight.
tween the terminals of the electric circuit he denominated the electric arc for the reason thatthese vapors
would pass in a curved path between the two elecSir

Humphn-y Davy demonstrated

this ingreat variety of

teresting phenomenon by using a
material for the electrodes, and he found that Ihe
brilliant effects were prodiiceil when the electrodes were made of carbons. The carbon used by
him was charcoal made from various woods. It was
Iniind, however, Ihat the cliarcoal from whaievi r
wood it was made always had a considerable electrical resistance, and was so rapidly consumed that it
could not be used for the production of arc lights for
practical purposes, such as gentral illumination.
Other electricians took hold of Sir Humphrey Davy's
discovery and their efforts were directed toward the
discovery of material for the production of electrodes
It was
of greater durability and better conductivity.
finally discovered that carbon deposited in the neck
degree
of
conductivof gas ri'torts possessed a high
ity, and was exceedingly hard, and therefore would
be very durable when used as electrodes for arc
lights. Kods or pencils of this gas retort carbon were
made and shaped at great expense and trouble, and
they were found to be e.Kcellent substitutes for the
charcoal electrodes, still these gas retort carbons
could never be used on l. large scale for the reason
that they could be shaped to the required form only
at a very great expense, being exceedingly hard. The
next step in the improvement of carbon electrodes for
arc lamps was made in 1842, when Bunsen invented
what he called the "Plastic" carbon as the negative
electrode of his battery. This carbon electrode was
made of various mixtures of powdered charcoal, molasses, sugar, etc.
It could be shaped to any desired
form, and was made by Bunsen in the shape of hollow cylinders and flat plates. When it was found that
this carbon electrode could be used to advantage for
the production of electric arc lights, it was at once
substituted for the gas carbon. This substitution
was not a universal one, for as late as 1H7:J and 1874,
Profi^ssor Tindall was in the habit of using gas retort
carbons in the production of electric arc lights, althougli he complained bitterly to his audiences that
the production of his carbon electrodes involved great

most

ami trouble. Th*^ carbons burned at the
Centennial Exposition in 187(1 were of this material,
I'Ut we have no data of their life or resistance.
They
were made by Carr;-, of France, and the current was
from a Gramme machine. From 18-43, when Bunsen
invented his "Plastic" or moulded carbon, to 1871),
many inventors of this country and Europe tried to
improve on his discovery. Their chief obji-ct was to
produce a carbon of greaterand more uniform density
and of higlmr conductivity. The English patents
were especially numerous during this period, and
their mLxturc in the more enlightened state of th<^ art
seems very ludicrous. Though some labored at the
prohh-ni nearly lifteen years, on tlie whole no great
improvement was made. This poverty of result was
largely due to the fact that the dynamo apparatus of
the day was unknown. All arc lights were produced
by currents generate<l by Ijattt-ries. The modern sint
lamp, with its simple but effective mechanism, was
unknown. The arc light was only a curious laborabiry plaything generated expensively, and burned
disiidsantageously. 1'hc proper experimental condition to enable iin invenlor to produce good carbons
(lifl liol exist, and the
financial stimulus of cpmmcrlial demands was wholly absent.
The modern arc
li^lit ciirbon of commerce is hanlly ten years old.
It
became a necessity as soon as the modern dynamo
apparatus was completed and commercial lighting by
electricity was seen to be (doming in the near future.
I'xpetise

The problem nuiy be said to liave been undertaken in
187x.
The lH"st point was to discover crude carbon
was both pure and cheap. At the suggestion of

that
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Fayette Brown, of Cleveland, Ohio, his son, A. E.
Brown, then experimenting for the Brush Electric
company, tried residue from petroleum. Careful experiment proveil this to be the long-sought-for crude
material, nor ha\'e the investierations of the past ten
years found aiiy better. The next point was to manufacture carbons of the i-eipiisite (puility. Nearly
three years \nU;r the Brush carbon was produced.
The first cost of these was very liigh and the deiuand
small. Where carbons are now sold by the hundred
thousand they were then sold by tho dozen. Like
most new articles the process of manufacture was
round-about and tedious, consequently both tlic cost
and market price of carbons ten years ago was very
high, the fir.st carbons selling as high as 8125 per
1,0111).
I cannot learn that any tests were made of
these carbons for resistance, brilliancy or even exact
life.
In those days manufacturers were well satisfied
if they could make carbons that would biu'n fairly
well, and gave other considerations very little thought,
because they w<'rc relatively very unimportant. Besides Mr. Brush and his associates, th^re were several others in different parts of the country working
fl*. Ihe carbon business on different lines.
At Ansonia,
Conn., the Messrs. Wallace were oxperlmenting with
forced carbons, with much success, following the
process of Carrie of France. This carbon was very
dense and hard, and when sounded gave forth a ring
almost like a bell. Not to mention many others, Mr.
of Newark, N. J., was also in the field,
but clinging to gas retort carbons for his crude material, did not meet with the success achieved by his
competitors. Since those early days of experimental
work, manufacturers have paid special attention to
reducing the cost, lowering the resistance, and increasing the brilliancy and life t)r the carbon. Early
in the spring of 188U, at the suggestion of a representative of onf^ of the large carbon manufacturers. 1
decided to base a year's contract I'or carbons on the
comparative test of the best known carbons in the
market. I made two or three tests, taking into consideration simply the life and resistance of the carbons as adapted to the system of lighting we were
using.
The tests were rather crude and not made I'or
the purpose of booming any particular carbon, but to
satisfy myself as to what carbon I could best afford to
The final test was made with a group of
bia-n.
Thomson-Houston lamps on a six and one-half ampere
circuit.
Two sets of carbons of each make wi re
placed in the lamps and each lamp adjusted to tli
lowest point at which a quiet arc coukl bo maintained. A record was made of the time of starting
each lamp and they were then allowed to burn until

Thompson,

-

the lamps had cut themselves out automatically,
by the burning out of the carbons. The electromotive force at the terminals of each lamp was then recorded at intervals of half an hour through the (Uxy.
The result of the test stated brielly, was as follows:
all

Laiups.

Aver ago
e. m. f.
Average

1

and

2.

and

3

4.

5

and

G.

7

and

8.

9

and

10. 11

and

12.

42.23.

42,73.

47.16.

43.37.

47.70.

49,06.

1.23.

1.46.

1.44.

157.

1.72.

1.69.

1890

prevent damage to electrical interests by false representa
tionsof the press by giving them no foundation for any re
port than by any other means that we have at our disposal'
While I think the Law system is a very good one, I think

we have now

command one which

at

is

much

better.

Mk De

Cami':
I would like to ask a question.
In Mr.
Peck's paper he speaks of an arc lamp being burned at the
Centennial in 1876.
I will ask if
any gentleman present
saw that Hghi? I was at the Centennial probably a hundred times, and never saw it.
Sixv. (lARKAiT: I did not seethe lampat the Centennial
but as a matter of early history in regard to the arc light
industry in this country, 1 did see an arc lamp run in Boston in 1865; that, however, was not to be called commercial
in the sense in which you use it to-day. It was an arc lamp
with clockwork feed.
Mr. LocKWdOL); While 1 did not see any lamp at the
Centennial, I will state that Krank li. Rae of Detroit, will
give the gentleman the information he wants.
My reason
for thinking so, is that Mr. Kae gave me not long ago an
account of an interesting experiment he made at the Centennial.
He found that by making a llat helix of fine wire
and connecting it with the receiver of a telephone, that he
could approach a dynamo and before he got within, say
five or six feet, and sometimes fifteen or twrnty, by holding
it out ahead of
him, and moving it through the air, he
would get induction and then by comparing that with the
tones of a flute that he had attuned to respond to a cerlain
number of vibrations, he could tell the number of revolutions the dynamo was making by multiplying by the com-

mutator sections.
F.

,S.

Terry

of Chicago:

lamp in Philadelphia.
President Wkeks:

I will

say that

I

saw

that

The

next order of business is
"How (.)i]r Paths may be made Paths of Peace," by Mr.
Pope of New \'ork. This paper has bten distributed to
the members of the convention, and having been lead by
title, is now before you for discus'-ion.
The paper of Mr. Pope is as follows:
Ili.w (juk

I'm

IIS

May

hk

RY n. w.

Madk Paths

01"

Pciack.

I'ui'i-:.

Previous to the introduction of ihe telephone, the standard of out-door or pole line construction may be said lo
have been that established by the Western Union Telegraph company, or organizations that from time lo lime
came under its control by purchase or consolidation. 1 he
lines of these companies were never of a superior character,
nor in any way comparable at the time with those erected
in Europtan countries, and it was not until after thorough
inspection and exhaustive tests \^ere made by a prominent
English electrician, employed for the purpose, that extensive alterations and improvements were made, greatly increasing the efiiciency of the wires, and, naturally, their
more econcmical operation.
The construction of a most excellent line along the route
of the Pennsylvania railroad, between Jersey City and
Philadelphia, by the management of the American Union
Telegraph company, previous to the absorption of that
company, maiked a new era in line construction, but, notwithstanding the brain that inaugurated this departure
afterward controlled the grsat competing company, the
standard thus established was never closely followed by

them.

incbefl

However parsimonious

burned per
hour.

22,

As will be seen by this table, there was a difference
of 7.43 volts or a saving of about 15 per cent, in the e.
m. f. of the best over the poorest carbon tested, and
a difference in life of .49 inchs per hour or a saving
of 21) per cent.
In a station burning a thousand arc
lamps this means a saving of (j4. 73 electrical horse
power witliout considering the saving in caibons. The
figures given above show very plainly the importance
of such tests, and I would recommend that superintendents and managers of central lighting stations
give this matter their consideration before adopting
any special make of carbons.
DISCUSSION.

Mn. Francisco:

If

it is

not a secret of the business,

the Western Union company
in their construction and maintenance expenditures, telephone, electric light and similar corpora
lions would have been greatly enriched by literally following in their footsteps.
They encouraged and provided for
increased conductivity and tensile strength and fair insulation, and established a department of competent and reputable electricians and experts, to insure a systematic
compliance with specifications and requirements, destroying the evil that had grown into prominence, which permitted officials to exploit hobbies of their own to the detriment of the business and the ridicule of electricians. To
those of us who have beer, identified with electrical interests for the last quarter of a century, there seems to have
been no notable improvement in line construction, except
as shown in the recent interstate lines of the American
Telephone iS: Telegraph company. The introduction of
the telephone brought into the electrical field a very large
class of workers devoid of electrical knowledge or experience.
To this class, the methods employed and the standard of construction prevalent, were superior to the necessity and requirements of the telephone.
This opinion and
the lack of sufficient capital to properly exploit the telephone business was primarily the cause of the introduction
of poor material and workmanship, as well as the small
wire and insulators, together with porcelain knobs and

may have been

I

would like to ask Mr. Law with what instrument he tests
grounds at the stations.
Mr. Law: I do not know that there is any'.hing about
our station that we call private. The manner in which 1
have been testing grounds at our station for the past year
or eighteen months, is by the use of a set of incandescent
lamps in series; that is, I use 47-volt lamps for a 60-light
machine; these lamps are put up out of the way and awiic
run from each one of these lamps lo the switch plate.
There is a lever arranged to turn around in a circle making
a short c'rcuit of one, two, three, four, five, etc., to cut out
one or all of these lamps. Now, if a wire drops down on
an electric wire grounding it, the distance which that wire
potentials.
is away from the station is simply a measure of
Every two hours we test each one of our circuits in Ihe
The number of
first place by testing across the circuit.
incandescent lamps then burning up to 4S volts indicates
the number of lamps that are actu.-Hy burning on the ciruhich I tind amounts lo
cuit, less the reh^istance of line,
about len miles of number 4 wire for every arc lamp;
then we lest by placing one side of the incandescent circuit
by turning olT
to ground and the other side to line; then
my incandescent lights until I bring the voltage up to 47,
will say ten
burning.
number
lamps
I find a certain
of
lamps on the positive side; now 1 turn my attention to the
negative side and go through the same operation. If I find
that I have fifty lamps on the negative side, I know that
the ground is ten arc lamps away fiom the station on the

We

positive side, and if yourcircuir books and diagram books
are correctly kept, you can tt-ll in two or three moments'
In 1)9 limes out of
time exactly the location of that lamp.
100 we go to the right lamp.
subject that deserves
J. E. LocKWoon: I think this is a
I think more would be done to
a great deal of attention.

cheap insulation.

With the experience of our predecessors in the electrical
and with the knowledge of the character of the current we were handling, it would seem as if a superior character of construction and insulation would have been
field,

deemed imperative;

yet, with the exception, perhaps, of
conductivity, everything in connection with the conducting of the current was inferior to that previously used by
corporations employing harmless voltage.
That such was
the case is due somewhat to causes similar to the introduction of the telephone
but the use of cheap insulation,
"
what is popularly and properly known as "undertakers'
wire
was due wholly to the ignorance and stupidity of

—

—

underwriter officials, to
peatedly against its use.

whom many

of

us protested re-

The accumulation of poles, the inferior character of
the materials used, and the utter disregard of public considerations or the character and bea'uly of ihe surroundin^^' gradually molded public opinion against poles and
wires in general, and electric lighting in particular.
The desire of electrical manufacturers to crush their
competitors, was accelerated by distressing accidents, until
every publication throughout the land magnified the
dangers of electricity, depreciated our property, and retarded the progress of electric lighting and electric propul-

;
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beyond our comprehension. 'I'o this condition of
we must now devote our attention adverse legislacropping out in nearly cvery^ state in the Union,
tending to regulate voltage to bury the wires, and to accomplish other reforms too numerous to mention. In view
of all this, it should be the aim of electric lighting corporations to so reform the existing methods of construction as
to show a decent regard for public opinion as to safety and
the appearance of their structures in the public thoroughsion

—

things
tion

is

—

a sincere effort in this respect, beneficial improvements can be introduced without necessitating large
expenditures, and the clamor for the removal of overhead
Where there happens to be
wires reduced toa minimum.
an unnecessary aggregation of poles, endeavor to perfect
an arrangement whereby poles may be occupied in unison,
and as many poles removed as circumstances will admit.
Such a course will reduce your maintenance expenses, and
In the erection of
create for you favorable public opinion.
poles, considerable attention should be devoted to their defares.

B}'

sign and proportions, and the character of finish, to the
end that the structure may be made pleasing to the eye.
The removal of a pole because of deterioration, or with a
view to the erection of another with greater capacity, should
be followed by the substitution of one in every respect superior in strength, design and finish.
The question of
expense, as compared with common poles, should not be
allowed to deter you from the ultimate purpose of replacing your entire line, especially in cities or towns where the
burial of wires would be a financial impossibility.

To those familiar with the recent excellent structures of
the Long Distance Telephone company, or those of some
of the electric railways, the possibility of improving upon
the present meth' ds of construction wiil rtadily suggest
itsett.
While it is not advisable to use iron poles, combination of wood and iron can be used to adv .ntage in many
instances.
The practice of introducing wires into the front
of buildings is an objectionable method and should be
discouraged when possible.
This can often be obviated,
as well as hundreds of other similar disrenntahlc- and nn
sightly practices, if given a little personal attention and
consideration by the general manager.
It will be frequently discovered upon investigation, that
lines of poles erected in the streets in front of buildings
can be removed to an alley or street in the rear, or constructed over private rights of way by the payment of a
nominal consideration
Where such a condition of things
is possible, it will be found desirable and preferable to incur the expense and make the change voluntarily.
Reduce, rather than augment, the number of poles which
at the best cannot be else than unsightly.
Provide every
pole with iron steps and paint the poles as thoroughly as
you would a house, and select colors that will not make
your poles more conspicuous than they really are.
In so far as a 4ieat, well-designed and substantial brick
station reduces your rate of insurance, gives character and
substantiability to your investment, so will the improvements suggested however small and insignificant at first
if properly and sincerely carried out, win for you favorable consideration and fair treatment and enhance materially the value of your property, besides tending to postpone
indefinitely the removal of overhead wires.
It should be the aim and policy of all electrical corporations to constantly improve the condition of poles and lines
giving as much attention to their strength and beauty as
to their perfection electrically.
The assumption that such
a course is unwise, because of the theory that sooner or
later all wires must be buried, is wrong, because it is questionable whether such an extreme will be reached, especially in cities and tox-ns of small population.
Every day that you delay these improvements you en-

—

—

—

courage adverse criticism and hasten adverse legislation,

and municipal.
Subways and underground structures are not pleasant
things for the strongest of us to contemplate, and where,
heretofore, you have had only the gas interest to advocate
these measures, you now have competitors in the electric
state

light business, urging legislation against overhead wires
with the same earnestness as inventors and manufacturers

of cables and subway appliances.
These interests are
belter equipped with facts and figures than has been the
case heretofore.
policy such as outlined, and a vigorous state organization of electric lighting companies, will protect our
interests from any severe measures at the hands of the general public.
President Weeks: The next order of business will be
a paper by Professor Elihu Thomson on "Safety and Safety
Devices in Electric Installations."
The paper has been
distributed to the delegates.
The paper of Professor Thomson was as follows:

A

Safety and Safety Devices in Electric Installations.

BY PROF, elihu THOMSON.

The development of the electrical arts, particularly
in the direction of lighting and motive power transmiasion, has, in the past few years, bean very great.
It has
brought with it a demand for very much work
of a
novel
character,
as
regards the
details
cf plant and methods of installation.
It ha=i also
entailed, in many casss, elements of risk to life, and
danger of fire.
far these risks have been or can
be removed by proper attention to details and care in
installation, has become an importaat subject for discussion.
far such risks have been increased by
reckless installation of conductors, by faulty materials
and supervision, it is not easy to deteimlre. There can
be no doubt, however, that electricity, as an agent, in
itself is not to be charged with bringiog about the results for which recklessness in its use is sufficient to account. That under favorable conditions for discharge
through a person's body, electric currents of comparatively hi^h pressure may injure or kill, is not to be
questioned for a moment. I have no sympathy with
any effort tending to impress a false estimate of such

How

How

risks, or

tending to give the impression that they are

when in realitv they are existent. I have no
sympathy with any eiJort to exaggerate such risks,
efforts which have not been wanting, indeed, as is well
known. The Are risk, as well as the personal risk, involved in electiic work is present in a greater or less
degree, in accordance with the perfection of the work
of installation and maintenance, the provision of the
absent,

proper safeguards, and selection of the best conditions.
These are matters which are, every day, of grossing
importance In all the electric industries, not even excepting ttlephonic systems and other such work, which,
if badly arranged and not properly maintained,
may
cause crosses due to falling wires, elc, to become
sources of danger, trouble and annoyance in the distribution of lighting or other currents.
There is one
fact which is of the greatest importance in this connection, and it is that safe installation means, also, good
service.
There can be no question that the risk to life
from shocks, even with bad work, would be removed
by not using high potential currents, as they are called,
either alternating or direct. There can be no question,
also, that a shock obtained from certain characters of
current, such as alternaling current, is much less safe
than in the case of continuous currents of equivalent
pressures. Nevertheless, I am just as iirnily convinced
that the fire risk is very much less with alternat ng than
with continuous currents of equivalent potential, assuming the work of installation equally good. The fact
that it is diflicult to sustain an arc, or rather that it is
easy to select conditions which will prevent arcs forming with the alternating system, as compared with the
continuous current systems of much less potential,
is greatly in favor of the former.
Hence switch* s',
fuses, bad joints, ruptured wires, are much less liable
to arc and incur risk of fire with alternating than with
continuous currents. Would it be possible to work successfully, using only low potential currents of either
character? Would we be able to utilize water powers
for lighting, without employing pressure of potential
suflncient to convey the energy to a distance over a conductor of moderate or non-prohibitive cost ? In most
cases we would cerlalnly notbe so able. Again, to utilize
water frontage for cheap coal supply, and to employ
compound condensing engines, to insure small rimning
expenses by massing the machinery at one station, to
make use of railroad facilities, etc., in short, to work
under the most advantageous operative and economical
conditions, we must convey electrical energy by
moderately high electric pressures, so as to "avoid
prohibitive
losses
or
prohibitive
cost
of
conducting wires. If ever our great natural resources
in water powers are to be developed and utilized
it wUl be by the employment of comparatively great
electrical pressures for conveyance of energy to distant
points.
If great saving of cost of fuel and other expenses in operating one large steam plant, instead of a
number of separate plants, with their attendant risks,
in large cities, is an object worth seeking, it will be
found in the conveyance of electric energy at fairly high
pressures. It must not be forgotten in this connection
that even with very low pressure currents, safety from
file risk is only to be secured by careful construction

and supervision, and that risk of fire often involves
personal risk. Subway and tmderground conductors
have caused manhole explosions, with both low and
high potential currents. Such accidents are generally
explained by accumulations of coal gas formed in the
manhole and subsequently fired by the electric arc or
spark of a leak. This may be and probably is sufficient
explanation, but another may be given the evidence
of the possible correctness of which I have witne-sed.
A heavy leak or overheating occurring at some point of
the conductors near the manhole may generate directly
a large volume of inflammable gas from the distillation of asphaltum or other substance used as an insulator, and this gas, mixing with the air of the manhole,
may be easily fired by the heat of an arc or spark subsequent to its production, and cause a violent explosion.
The remedy is thorough and continuous ventilation of the spaces in the manhole and subway.
An
instances of a storage battery car being wrecked, from
a similar cause, is on recard. In this case the battery
conductors were probably overheated by a short circuit
and filled the compartment in which the battel iss were
with inflammable gases, and the further heating fired

—

the mixture, the result being a violent explosion which
greatly damaged the car.
Such accidents always involve personal risks, and are to be prevented by simple
means properly applied.
But the popular mind is so used to gas explosions that
the newspapers have only a few lines to devote to them,
while an accident in which an electric shock is obtained, although it has taken place through disregard
of some simple precaution, is more than likely to be
copiously provided with head lines and harrowing detai s.
I even find one of the j 'urcals, whose name
states is scientific character, attributing both the Lynn
and Boston fires to electric wir^s. There is on exhibition at Lynn as a curiosity, the oil stove whi h caused
the fire, and inquiry into the cause of the Boston fire has,
so far as I can learn, rather tended to discredit the
theory than to confi:m it. Notwiths'anding these facts
it is true that under faulty conditions of lines or plant,
fires may arise, and hitherto have arisen, traceable directly to the heating effects of elsctric currents. Perhaps If the accidents which happen serve to enforce ihe
fact that the best work, the iLost thorough provision for
emergencies, and careful consideration of details of
electric work will be requisite to secure proper safely in
the electrical field as in other classes of work, their mission will b3 fulfilled. Severe ani inconsiderate as has
been the dealing with the wire question by the authoritiss in New York city, yet it canaot be denied that the
condition of the overhead circuits there had been in the
past few years going from very bad to much worse- In

many

cases considerations of safe working would seem
have been neglected in the competition for business.
The lines of four or five different companies competing
in the same territory might be found, the result of this
condition being, without doubt, to enormously increase
the risks,
There have been hints of the coupling up of
dynamos in series, and so increasing the potential of
lines already worked at t
high pressures in relation to
their condition of insulation, and to the placing of the
lamps or other work supplied from suchlines. Along
with this we find the air full of telephone, telegraph
and signal wires, of various sorts, none too secure from
to

rusting out or breaking. Many of these latter wires
could, no doubt, be easily burled underground, with
advantage to the service, but it is certain that to attempt to bury the electric light wires In a hasty, illconsidered fashion, merely for the sake of getting rid of
overhead lines, would be productive of no good results,
either in avoiding risks or bettering the service.
The
placing underground of very many of the wires now
foimd overhead in our large cities is, in my opinion, a
matter which must come In time, but It should be done
carefully and gradually, so as to secure the best work.
Meanwhile, the reorganization of existing wires, the removal of unused wires or redundant wires, as where
two systems or circuits in the same territory overlap
while serving substantially the same purpose of supply
and the use of first-class insulation on the wires would
go far to securing safe working and uniformly good
Besides all these precautions, and outside of
service.
them; whenever the conditions are and have been
favorable to safe installation of overhead or underground circuits, there are to be found a class of appliances which are called "Safety Devices," inasmuch as
it is their purpose to provide for abnormal conditions
and to remove 1 isks which, with perfect working and
maintenance, are usually absent, but may be brought
into existence by accident or unforeseen defects.
Such
risks may bs by outside interference with lines, or by
lightning, by falling or poorly constructed signal and
other wires upon overhead wires, by unusual wind or
sleet storms, by failures of aU kinds, as in the working
of lamps, switches, etc. It is here that the safety device is found to be useful.
Such devices are to the
electrical systems what check valves, overflows, traps
and safety valves, are to hj draulic systems. There is,
of course, no room for doubt that if the insulation of
all paits of the plant, as dynamos, lines, lamps, etc.,
were maintained always at its best, and if the mechanical strength of lines, hangers, poles, etc., could be always relied upon, and further, if the effects of lightning
induction were never present, there wou'd be but little
use for any purely electrical safety appliances, such as
those for guarding against leaks and diversions of curTo expect such perfection of conditions is to exlent.
rigid system of frequent testing can,
pect too much.
however, go far to anticipate And to discover the departures fiom such safe conditions, and enable the disturbing conditions to be removed. Nevertheless, there
will always remain opportunity for tmskilled or careless
handling, so altering the condition as to provoke trouble
there will always remain chances of undiscovered defects, chances of interference from outside.
The effects
of lightning are an important factor during the thunderstorm season. I am driven to conclude, therefore, that
safety devices are, and will continue to be. Important
factors in electric work. The more thoreughly they
are adapted to their intended fimctions, the greater the
security, and the more extended their application.
That
system of distribution will surely survive, which, while
involving economy of first cost and maintenance, at the
same time secures the greater safety and embodies the
I assume, of course, that the rungreatest fiexibility.
ning economy is practically gocd in every case.
In the very early days of arc lighting, with a single
lamp only on a circuit, the Idea of safety from fire or
shock did not present itself
When such lamps began
to be run in a series of eight or ten, or more, the need
of an efficient cut-out was felt, so that a defective lamp
failing to feed Its carbons should not bum with a long
arcor flame, and so involve risk of fire, or extinguish
(he ether lights. This need was met in 1876, by Lontin,
who used the shunt circuit to actuate a shunting swi ch
around the defective lamp. The Brush cut out followed,
and was a decided improvement on Lontin. Fuller and
others early went over the same ground. The film cutout, or shunting switch, depending on a small thickness
of a high resistance insulator, such as oiled paper, to
present its closure, which paper film is overcome by the
difference of pott ntial cr pressure between the carbons
when a long arc forms, was brought out by the writer
and later, the "vacuum cut out," a modification which
rendered the device self-setting for repeated action if
needed. It is scarcely necessary to add that sparkcatchers and inclosing globes with wire nettings, were
early additions to arc lamps to prevent sparks reaching
iBflammabie material near by, and the globe also in adCurrent regulators
dition served to diffuse the light.
were additions to arc machines, and acted to prevent
undue current, and secure thereby not only safety, but
good service. The fact tha'. gocd service in most cases
is assisted by appliances which insure the safety, or is
eveu dependent on them, is a fact which ought not to
be lost sight of in connection with the general subject of
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electric Installation.
The early installations
building.",

for arc light in

were made with bare wire

and out of
and it is

circuits,

a satisfaction to me to recall in these days of forgetfulness of the bsneflts conferred by electric industries, and
exaggeration of the dangers of proprly Installed
plants, a case which occurred la conn-ction with one of
the earliest commercial plants of the Thomson-Houston
arc lights in 1879. The machine of about eight or nine
lights' capacity, with bare wire lines, was put up in a
large brewery in Philadelphia; two arc lights lighting
the stables in which were thirty, or more, valuable
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One evening a. fire started in the hay-!oft3 in
horses.
the story above, and where there were no lights ot any
liind ussd, and soon the Hame and smoke spread to the
stable room and menaced the horses. The proprietor
happened to think to start up the electric lights at this
juncture. Their br.Uiant rays saved theanlmals, which
were removed without trouble, and the lights were
kept burning during the progress of the lire. lis spread
was limited by the efficient work of the lire department.
The arc lamp globes were at times full of water, but to
the surprise of the firemen, the lights were not extinguished, but assisted them in their eiljrts very materially.

As the number of arc lights placed in a'clrcuit grew,
the necessity for thorough Insulation was appreciated;
theeffoil to secure which, for arc llghtiug line?, has
resulted in very great improvements being made in the
past few years.
So far as electric wires go, the best
In order that
"safety device" Is a perfect Insulation.
this matter shall not assume the condition of a trial of
strength between armor and armor-piercing, as In naval
affairs, with a constant growth of both, the advantage
always being on the side of armor-plcrclng or Insulatlonpierdng. I think that efforts to run more than a
certain limited number of arc lights In series should be
discouraged. Eighty, or one hundred lights, or even
more, have been run and could doubtless be run safely
uoder favorable conditions, but I doubt that such conditlons can be found In city work; the Interfering
actions are too numerous, while the maintenance of
Without
good conditions wcu'd be too expensive.
such good conditions, there would be grave dangers involved.
It has become a practice to u;e incandescent lamps of
low resistance in series on arc light circuits or other
constant current lines and much useful work is so accompliihed.
Here, again, safety from fire risks denends on certain safety devices, the most important of
which is the shunt-forming device, when the carbon
number of very simple and
lamp conductor breaks.
effective devices are employed for this shunting action.
Without t\v:h devices the tendency to arcing would be
very great. It is advisable also not to rely on any one
device alone for this purpose, especially if the lights
are used indoors. Here the film cut outs may supple
ment the action of a shunting device operated by the
heat of an arc set up when the lamp carbon becomes
discontinuous.
These latter are the fusing cut outs,
twisted wire cut cuts, and others which connect the
lamp wiris together in the lamp, and so form a comOther forms exist, notably the third wire
plete shunt.
cut-out, acting by diverslcn of current from the arc to
a third or intermediate wire between the lamp conductors.
As in case of the other devices mentioned, the per
fection of operation of one, or a combination of several
of these shunting contrivances, conduces not only to
uniform service but to absence of risk. Absolute cutoff switches are now In common, if not in universal, use
to cut out loops of series circuits, and in a measure may
therefore be regarded ss safety devices, but not of
an automatic character. Oatside of these factors just
mentioned, safely In such circuits rests in insulation
and maintenance, avoidance of leaks, or crosses
proper placing of wiles and lamps, avoidance of partial contacts or partial ruptures of the current at joints,
binding posts or switches. In series circuits, the main
object is to avoid a concentration of, or establishment
of, large differences of potential at points in the line
where the currents find or can lind a path in low
potential, multiple arc systems as used in direct incandescent work, the object is to avoid concentration of
current at points where such current cannot find a suffiHence there is required
ciently low resistance path.
cut-offs for current when excessive in any part of the
system. Short circuits of accidental character must be
provided against. If the safeguards are not ample, a
more potent fie producer than a short-circuited section
of an extended multiple arc system, is hard to find.
Take out your fuse wires and replace them with copper
wires, a practice, instances of which were not diflicult
to find In times past, and a short circuit may quickly
heat a long line of wire In a building, so as to set fire to
the insulation of the wire and surrounding woodwork.
The fusible wire cut out, if properly made and used, is
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an effective preventive of such risks, though magnetic cut-rffs are preferred by some, though more expensive. The magnetic cut-offs, whlcb are simply opencirculllng switches, controlled by magnets in the branch
or line so as to cpen it on excessive cuirent, have the
advantages of promptness, avoidance of the fcittering
about of fused melai, and can lie reset without any renewal of m terlal, so differing from the case of a fuse
wire. Another risk in such systems is that of creeping
of current from main to mainover moist surfaces, or
partial conductors, in amount insuiliclent to blow a fuse,
but sufficient to convert enoueli energy into heat to set
a fire. Good waterproof insulation of wires avoids this
I consider the
risk if the insulation remains Intac*.
plan of tunning the two branch wires, excepting the
system,
near
together
or clo^e toof
the
larger ones
gether, as excellent In avoiding this risk, provided the
wires are encased in in.sulatlon and covered In, or run
In case of a leak from main to main, tlie
Id a tube.
mere quickly the fuses blow the better, and the proximity of the wires assists this speedy action, while between the wires there Is not at any time enough comInbustilile matter to set a fire by the short circuit.
closuie in a tube cfTectually shuts off possibility of
flame reaching combustible matter befure Ihe fuse
blows. This does not apply to the heavi:;r mains, capable of carrying thousHiids of amperes, so well as It
dce3 to the smaller branches. I am glad to note here
that the tube or conduit system appears to be well
worked out for inside wiring by the Interior Electrical

Conduit company.

Another thing to be avoided in extended systems of
multiple arc work is grounding or leakage to ground of
current over resisting surfaces or materials. The lube
system is useful here as well, at d the placing of two
wires at difference of potential, near together, assists
somewhat, but does uot entirely rtmove liability of
grounding. Testing for grounds in the system, taken
in sections, is the proper procedure, although this does
not provide against ail suddenly formed leaks. It may
be argued that iu this case two groimds are necessary to
cause a leak, one on each side of the system, and this
Is true, but In very extended systems of overhead work,
more or less general leak exists which may provide
sufficient current to feed, as it were, a local leak to
ground from either maiu.
Let us now deal with what is called the alternating,
or induction system of supply, In which the local or
house mains, are separate from tbc primary mains, and
of much lower potential. For lighting purposes the
system is very flexible, and enables distance to be over-

The secondary

or should to, entirely
out of connection with the primary mains of high
potential, and the potential differences of the secondary
circuit may be so low as to be incapable of giving a
severe shock under the conditions of use, and to be
almost Incapable of setting a fire, on account of the
absence of arc forming tendencies. This is, indeed, an
important factor iu alternating current work, and conduces to the perfect working of switches and cut-outs,
and the prevention of diversion to ground. Good work
Is all that is needed in this case to abolish all risk, if
we leave out the main high potential current. The
local line is unaflected by leaks or grounds at other
parts of the system, and is, therefore, in this respect, in
a better condition than is found with the consumer's
On the other
lines in any direct system of supply.
hand, all the cases in which persons have received a
shock from an alternating current of 1,000 volts or upward, without being killed, are fortunate accidents,
for there cannot be the slightest doubt that such current can and will kill under conditions favorable to its
passage through the body. Theie are many cases of
severe shocks having been obtained from such currents
without permanent injury. On the other hand, there
is a sufficient number of fatalities on record to sastain
The risks with higher than 1,000
the position taken.
volts alternating current are, of course, greater.
It
must not be forgotten, in this connection, that the
actual potential differences in an alternating current of
1,0C0 volts are higher than that figure, and may be, at
every wave, upward of twice as much. This confers
on such currents an actual and measurable striking distance between the two mains. As -with arc lighting
lines, the main or primary wires, if overhead, require
to be kept thoroughly insulated and free from leaks to
ground. The covering for the wire should be capalile
of resisting moisture, and the wire used be strong
encugh to prevent any possible breakage. If the primary wires break and come down, they are still kept
charged from the dynamo, which is not always the
case with arc light lines.
If, however, the insulation is
strong and perfectly good, the risk to life Is small In
such case. There is one fact I wish to impress, however, and it Is, that, with a perfectly insulated set of
alternating primary mains feeding transformers, there
still remains the static capacity of the line or cables and
transformers, and this may be of an amount sufficient,
it a person is grounded and touching the piimary line,
unlnsidated, to give a severe if not a fatal shock. This
inductive shock or discharge is, of course, far more pro-

come.

circuit

is,

nouicedwith ordinary underground conductois than
with aerial lines, and increases with the size and number of Iransformers and the extent of the line.
It also
Increases as the voltage of the primary line is increased.
Hence, it is quite important that no leak or connection
exist between the primary line and a secondary in such
system, or otherwise there may be a transfer of potentials of the primary line to the secondary, so as to involve risk of shock to the consumer, or risk of fire from
iealis to ground indoors.
It will not do to say that
such connections do not often form, for they may form
from defects in construction, from moisture, and parperson standing
ticularly from lightning discharges.
on a damp floor, leaning on a steam radiator, touching
a gas pipe grounded, or in other ways, may, If he
handles or touches the secondary line at any part of it,
What was
be in peril of severe, if not fatal shock.
without this condition a most harmless local line, be-
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comes most dangerous.

The writer early recognized this danger, and felt
the induction system
It was provided for,
was not advisable for general use. As a consequence,
that unit S3

the expedients of grouidlng the secondary, or of surrounding the secondary by a grctmded sheath, or of
cutting off absolutely by automatic means the local line
when connected with the main line, or of automatic
grounding of the secondary by insulating films or spaces
which are punctured or overcome by the potential of
the primary when connected with the secondary, were
devised as safety devices. The crounding of the secondary is the most imple and effective if good grounds
be made. It must, however, be done with certain precautions to insure the best results.
The second expedient of a grounded metallic sheath
betwei n the piimary and secondary is persistently cdled
"Kent's sheath" when a'luded to by our Enitlish
cousIls, despite the fact th'.t it is American in its
It is effective as a protector, as it carries to
origin.
ground any discharge leaving the primary before it
reachts the secondary. The sheath is easily made by
placing a somewhat open wrapping around either tte
primary coil or the st condary coll of the transformer
ma(?c of flat metallic ribbon or insulated wire, Ihe
ends of which are grounded when In use. The course
taken by the wrapping is around the wire of the
coils at right angles to its direction of winding.
1
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the

con-

between the transformer coils is
also
effective, and baa undergone several mcdifications
in other hands.
The last protective device mentioned
abovi^ leaves the seccndary insulated from tbc grcund
until a contact or leak trem the primary takes place,
when an automatic ground is made. One of the forms
consists in the interposition between the ground and tlie
nection

secondary coil or line of a film cut cfl', or thin paper
film between two metal buttons pressed together, one
button connected with the grcund, the other with the
transformer secondary. This device is very effective
in securing a safety ground connection of the secondary
when the primary leaks to it. A well constructed transformer properly installed will not, except by accident, lose
its insulation between primary and secondary, and such
insulation should always be many times that otherwise
requisite, so as to have a margin of safety; but the
safety device is none the less a necessity in its use.
I consider that a properly arranged double wire cable,
well insulated, constituting the primary line; laid in
ventilated pipes underground, transformers coLuecttd
therewith, also Inclosed In a grounded metal case, as In
the cellar of abuildin?, a secondary line of low potential grounded, or provided with safety devices as mentioned, embodies as safe a system of incandescent
electric light distribution as can be devised, both as to
risk to life and danger of fire.
It insures complete
safety
to
all
the consumers, and to
each one
individually.
It
enables long
distance work to
be undertaken,
and allows low voltage lamps
to be used with their increased economy,
"The risks
are confined to the electric station and the primary lines
which should be handled by men who know their busiThe non-commutation of the current at the genness.
erators is another advanta.£;e, of course. The disturbing influences, which In the best organized plant may
be Introduced by lightning, are serious and sometimes
destructive.
It is not that the lines are struck by lightning in causing such trouble, but the mere inductive
current or discharge from a flash of lightning is quite
sufficient.
It puts upon the line potentials of many
thousands of volts, and tends to break down insulation
everywhere. Lightning arresters are therefore important safety devices in more senses Ihan one. They save
the machines in the station and the apparatus outside.
In the alternating system they save from puncture the
insulation between primary and secondary coils ot
transformers and between the turns of the primary coil
itself.
Every plant, then, should, it subject to lightning induction, be provided with efflcient lightning arresters or dischargers.
discussion ot this general subject, however brief
and necessarily restricted in scope, would be very incomplete -jvithout allusion to the subject ot contact with
telephone or telegraph wires by electric light conductors.
Underground and in conduits such contacts
could not easily occur, though leak might readily take
place between lighting conductors and other wires. In
any case, there is a risk ot such wires carrying current
into buildings or to positions bringing about shocks to
persons, thus Involving risk ot fire or danger to life, 'or
both.
As acocsequence, a set ot safety devices has
been brought out under various names whose purpose is to cut off dangerous currents when they reach
or traverse lines, such as those of the telephone or telegraph. It is
opinion that in cities the provision of
approved devices ot this kind should be compulsory.
Most of those which I have seen are not well enough
designed or made to be ptr.'ecily relied upon, but are
much better than nothing and may possibly suffice.
Such apparatus, however, should be made so as to be
perfectly reliable and undergo a regular inspection.
jMere fuses, even if made long, are not enough. There
should be placed In every c'rcuit liable to contact with
lighting or such like conductors and at a place in the
circuit where it enters a building, a protective device
which, to be complete, should shunt or absolutely cut
off Ihe sec'.ion ot wire indoors, or ground the same in
case of abnormal current on the wire, or abnormal po-

A

my

tential.
is much more to be said on this subject, and I
conscious of only having touched upon certain important matters in this paper. If I have succeeded in
pointing the way to better conditions in any case, I
shall be more than Sitisfied.
To sum up briefly, safety in outside work means care
in placing, maintaining, and insu'.ating conductors,
whetherused overhead or below ground. This means
the employment of only good linemen, and not men
who are ready to incur risks through a reckless disregard of conditions of failure to comprehend their importance.
Men who have done telephone or telegraph
line work are not necessarily prepared to undertake
electric light and such other work with the best success.
Safety in inside work means, primarily if admissible,
separa'.Ion ot the insicJc circuit absolutely from ihe general supply mains, and in any case it means that good,

There

am

careful workmanship Is re(iuislte, and that the employmert of safely devii es, amply sufficient to do the
work required of them in case of accident, is imperative.

Safety from current entering buildings uprn telephore, telegraph sud other wires, means first, a more
systtmatic placing of such lines apart from electric
mains, whelber above ground or below, guard wires and
Insulated wire for such lines, stronger wire, especial'y
for telephones, and the employment of safety devices
in ca'e ol accidental leaks or or. sses occurring ivlth
electric mains, ot either low or high potentials, and a
periodical inspection by proper cllicers.

Discussion.

Mk.

I,i)(

K\V()r>i):

I

am

sure that every member of this
condition of electric
I hope
that by the

convention must feel in the present
lighting the need of safety devices.
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time this convention adjourns, we will all get ideas enough
regarding all possible means for safety, so that when the
next annual convention meets we will have a year's record
that will compare with any record that could be asked for.
I do not want to be understood that I am now using in my
station every device that I advocate, because I am not.
But they will all go in there with the greatest possible haste
that I can get them in, and do the work thoroughly, and
from that period I am going to keep our station in the matter of safety devices at the head of the list as far as lies in
my power.
On this question of lightnirg arresters, it is not so much
a question of preventing accidents to the employes and to
the public.
I do not think it is as necessary as some other
devices, but it is one of the simplest and best things that
provided
for safety, with our present knowledge.
can be
Professor Thomson speaks of the advantage of using
high potential as a measure of economy in fuel and other
e-Kpenses.
I think that we all agree that the more we can
centralize our work, the cheaper we will be ab'e to operate
our lamps, and the more carefully can we supervise the
work that is being done and maintain everything at the
proper standard.
He speaks of the face that the dealing
with the wire question by the authorities in New York city
has been very severe, but yet thinks it will lead to final
I think the question as
benefit to the electrical interests
to whether that would be so or not, depends upon no one
thing more than how we keep our circuits supplied with
I think that doing so
safety devices from this time forth.
I
will do more to solve that question than anything else.
think if we do not pay great attention to adopting means
circuit
and
then
for denoting a ground when it occurs on a
locating it and finding how it can be removed in the shortest possible time, and seeing that in all ways they are kept
clear and free, we will not have the success that we should
have.
Mr. Law: In the matter of lightning arresters, I think
we have a very important species of safety devices for central station work.
Not only does it protect the dynamos,
but it protects the insurance companies against loss by fire.
Before the adoption of lightning arresters in our station in
Philadelphia, we had three fires in buildings in different
sections of the town which were caused by lightning coming
in on our lines, but since the introduction of lightning arresters

we have

lost

no dynamos and have had no

fires.

Another important feature of lightning arresters is their protection to underground cables in taking up the so-called static
dischargeof the dynamo on the interruption ofthe circuit. I

The matter of cut-out
very valuable in that respect.
They should be
is another very important feature.
placed on every part of the circuit where it goes inside of a
going over any
to
building
or
a
loop
building or is attached
a
street.
It gives you perfect control of that circuit in case
That was clearly demonstrated to me about two
of fire.
I was at the
months ago at a fire we had in Philadelphia.
and found we had a loop
fire very soon after the alarm,
I
discovered there
going up in the rear of the building.
was no box upon that pole, for which my foreman received
ver)- severe censure.
I .vas obliged to put in a cut-out to
cut those wires loose.
Had I had a cut-out box there it
could have been done much quicker and much more safely.
find

it

boxes

CArXAiN William Brophy:

I

wish some one who had

better control of the king's English than I, would do justice to the barbarous treatment the electrical fraternity has
received at the hands of the so-called underground commisThomson in
sion of New York.
I agree with Profe.ssor
few men selected
all he says in regard to that subject.
without any regard to their qualifications for the positions
they hold, sit in judgment and throw a laige city in total
darkness without making any provision for any other form
of light, and as it were, turn the whole city over to the
hands of thugs and ciiminals.
I believe myself that the
insulation of overhead wires is only a question of dollars
and cents saved to the parties who are operating the central station.
I
do not believe it solves the problem of
preventing accidents to life and accidents by fire.
An unused wire that no one cares about can drop down and saw
will come
its way through in half an hour, and some one
along and complete the circuit from the wire to the ground
and be the victim, and the press sends the news all over
the land, giving no e.xplanation of how or why it was done.
So far as safety to ttie public is concerned, if you will run
your wires well up in the air, if you can get the right of way
to do so, it matters little whether they are bare or insulated; but if you want to carry on a successful business it
is your duty to properly insulate
your wires.
Until the
municipalities or some other power will protect you from
tramp wire, the poorly constructed wire, and the many
other roads through which death and destruction may be
carried as they say, you cannot be held responsible for
these accidents, and until you have the right and the clear
right to run your wires without being menaced by such
things as these, you cannot prevent accidents of this kind.
The secretary read the report of the committee on data
as follows:

A

Report of the Committee

o.\

Data.

The membership of the committee as now constituted

is

as follows: A. J. De Camp, C. R. Huntley, E. F. Peck,
This committee has
Edwin R. \Veeks, Allen R. Foote.
printed in pamphlet form and distributed to central station
companies, the paper read at the tenth semi-annual convention of the association on "The Yalue of Economic
Data to the Electrical Industry." Accompanying this
pamphlet, a circular of inquiries was sent, inviting suggestions as to the items of data which those addressed considered desirable to be collected, also the forms of accounts,
reports, which may be used to establish a uniform system
of accounts with a view of rendering the data obtained
from them reliable and valuable.
The responses received, by correspondence and personal
interviews, leave no doubts in the minds of the committee
as to the general appreciation of the value of the work to
be undertaken and of the cordial co-operation of central
station companies in carrying it to a successful consummation.
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In view of the fact that the United States Census ofiice
noA' engaged in preparing schedules for obtaining certain
data relating to the electrical industry, this committee
thinks it best to suspend the work of formulating reports
for the purpose of obtaining data until after the work of
:he census ofhce shall have been officially published.
The
committee can then devise such reports as may be supplementary to, or a continuation ot, the work done by the
census office, thus increasing very greatly the value of the
is

work

it

may

do.

^Yith the above object in view the committee has given
special attention to the work of assisting the formulation of
a special schedule for central station companies for the use
of the census office.
The outlines of this schedule have
been submitted for sugg-stions to upward of thirty of the
representative
largest
companies in the country.
of each company has gone over the entire subject in detail
individually, and made such suggestions as seemed to him
to be pertinent.
The entire schedule is now in process of
revision in the light of these suggestions,
^^'hen this work
is accomplished it will be again reviewed by this committee.
In case the schedule as then submitted is satisfactory, this
committee requests the authority of the association to approve of the schedule in the name of the association
The first decade of the history of the electrical industry
was necessarily the decade of theory and experiment.
decade in which large sums of money have been invested
on the basis of representations made by manufacturers as
to what their apparatus or construction was expected to do.
During this period, the time of the conventions of this
association has been largely consumed by long, and sometimes exciting discussions over this or that feature of the
business in which all were engaged. No satisfactory solution has been reached by such discussions,
because
arguments were based on what was expected to be, instead
of upon what was.
In entering upon the first year of the second decade of
electrical history, it will be well for the association to draw
a sharp line of demarkation and cease to discuss subjects
It should substitute therefrom the standpoint of theory
for the standpoint of facts.
Not that the days of theory
and experiment are over, that will never be. But the days
are over when to have an electrical service at all. it must
be accepted on faith in promised results.
The time has
come when we can afford to wait for the adoption of a new
idea, or new application of an old idea, until it has been
put into practical use for sufficient time to enable their
claims for general adoption to be based on accomplished
results.
Whose cause cannot be served by truth, should
not be served.
The report of the committee was adopted, and the committee was continued.

A

A

Investigation of Electrical Industry for the
Census.
Mr. De Camp presented a resolution, which, after a
preamble, read as follows:
First
That it respectfully petitions the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States Congress to
authorize and direct the superintendent of census to collect
the following data in relation to the electrical industry, in
addition to the general statistics of manufactures already
provided for by law:
(a)
Details pertaining to underground and aerial construction, underground and aerial currents, the character
and voltage of all currents, and their uses. Lamps in use,
arc and candescent, and how wired for residence, commercial and municipal service; motors in use for stationary
service and motor cars; income and expenses, etc.
(b)
An inquiry through sources independent of those
interested in the industry, as to the casualties resulting
from the use of electric currents, both as to fire and
personal injuries; this invesiigation to be made in ail cities
of 10,000 population and over; the information to be
obtained from underwriters, the records of fire departments,
coroners' statistics, health boards or commissioners, or
from whatever source of information that may exist in
any city; the investigation to make a comparative
statement between the casualties resulting from the use of
electric currents, and the use of other agents employed
for similar purposes.
Second.
That we hereby petition that an appropriation
of not exceeding $50,000 be made for the purpose of this
investigation.

Thjd. That the National Electric Light association
hereby tenders its thanks to the Hon. Robert P. Porter,
superintendent of census, for the recognition he has
given to the importance of and wonderful progress
made by the ekctricdl industry, in the appointment of
a special agent for its iaveatigation, and we hereby
pledge our cordial co operation with the census ofiice in
its efforts to make the investigation thorough, reliable
and complete in every detail.
Fourth. That a copy of this preamble and resolutions be properly engrossed, officially signed by the
president and secretary of the association, and transmitted to the chairmen of the committees on census of
the Ssnate and of the House of Representatives, and
to Hon. Robert P. Porter, superintendent of census.

The

resolution

was adopted.

Freight on Cabkons.
llr. Lawrence of Cleveland offered a resolution which
was handed to the secretary, whereupon F. A. Wyman
made the point of order that all resolutions should go
to the executive committee to be approved by it before
being presented to the association. The president announced that the resolution was referred to the executive
committee. President Weeks, when asked upon what

ground he ordered the reference, said the constitution
provided that the executive committee should arrange
aad provide for the programme and order of exercises.
He said he might add the resolution was submitted by
an associate member but it should be offered by an

member.
Mr. Weeks subsequently reconsidered his decisico in

active

regard to the necessity of referring the resolution, and
the resolution offered by W. H. Lawrence was presented as follows:
"Whereas the present classification of electric light
carbons Is much nigher than other commodities of corresponding weight, bulk and liability to damage; packages less than car lots being rated as first class, and
car loads lots as third class; and this classification was
made years ago when few carbons were manufactured,
when they were high priced and supposed to be very
liable to damage; but are now among the cheapest
shipped, are compactly and securely packed, easily
handled and not liable to damage in the ordinary risks
of transporlation, which is demonstrated by the fact
that no claim for breakage of, or damage to carbons
has ever been preferred to the railroad.
"Therefore be It resolved that the National Electric
Light association in convention assembled, considers
the present classification unjustly burdensome, and believes the interests of all electric light companies will
be promoted by reducing the classification, and that
greater volume of traflic and corresponding gain to
the railroad companies will accrue:
'And be i I further resolved that this association ind orses
the efforts of the committee of carbon manufacturers
appointed to make application to the general freight
cla:sification committees of the L'nited States in lurtherance of this resolution."
The resolution was adopted, seconded and carried.
The following committee on nominatinn and place
of meeting was appointed, Mr, Huntley, Mr. Francisco,
Mr. Beck, Mr. De Camp and Mr. Btebe.
'

Place of Meeting.
Mr. De Camp: I move you that when this convention adjourns at Kansas City, that it adjourn to meet in
the month of August, 1890, at such a day as the executive committee shall decide upon to meet at Cape
May, New Jersey.
The motion was adopted.
The convention adjourned to meet Friday momine
^
at 9:30.

Friday Morning's Proceedings.
President

Weeks

called the convention

to

order at

ii.
C. R. Huntley presented the report of the
committeecon nominations, as follows:
President, M. J. Perry of Providence, R. I.
First Vice-President, E. W. Maher. of Albany, N. Y.
Second Vice-President,
C. L. Edgar, of Boston,

9:30 a.

Mass.
Executive Committee. C. R. Huntley, chairman; E.
R. Weeks, Kansas City, Mo
James English. New
Haven, Conn.; S. A. Armstrong, Camden, N. J.; M.
D. Law, Pliiladelphia, Pa.; M.J.Francisco, Rutland,
Vt.;
F. Mason, Boston, Mass.; John A. Seeley New
York; H. K. Thurber, New York.
Dr. a. F. Masox: I desire, sir, in aword of explanation to make a nomination.
I think that everv member
of this association recognizes, with somethiug akin to
gratitude the very felicitous, the very remarkable services of the present president of the association.
I belive that I do not speak for myself alone, but for every
member of the association, when I say that we have had
an exceptionally profitable as well as'enjoyable meeting
here in Kansas City; and that very largely this is due to
the efforts of our president, E. R. Weeks.' I, therefore,
desire to put in nomination for the presidency of this
association for the ensuing year, E.R. Weeks" of Kan;

A

sas City.
A. J. DeCamp of Philadelphia:
That nomination
being made, outside of the committee, I think it requires a second.
I arise to second the
nomination.
Whatever we may be glad to do as a body of men, we
certainly owe one thing, and that is a proper appreciation for those who have already served us.
I think I
am justified in saying, of all 'the meetings that this
association has held, there has been evidence of a
healthy growth. But like the growth of our country,
we have in that total growth made a stride The step
from our last meeting to the present, comes under that
class:
It is a stride!
This is the most largely attended
meeting that we have had. There has been the greatest
interest taken in it, and our work has been of the most
practical kind, and I think that it lias been due very largely, if not entirely, to the efforts made by the president
of this association. He has been, during the last six

months

at

work

constantly, or the results that

we

see

could not have been accomplLshed.

I would be glad to
have him fully appreciate the feelings of this associ-

ation.

President Weeks: Gentlemen, your action in this
matter is gratifying to me, in that it evinces your approval of the administration just drawing to "a cl se
Next to the consciousness of having done one's best
comes the approval of one's friends and associates but,
gentlemen, my views of the presidency of this association have not changed.
It is my opinion that the president of the National Electric Light a sociation should
be a citizen of one of tlie larger Eastern cities, one of
the great electric centers, if I may so speak, of the
country, where he can carefully watch all movements
;

affecting the interests of the industries that we represent. Kansas City is not such a center, although Kansas
City will sometime undoubtedly be just sucli a place
and the place where, for this very reason, the president
of some future convention of this association, might
well be located; it is not so now. I, myself, have during my admini-stratiou, felt frequently the disadvantage
of distance; and if tlie interests represented in this association have not suffered, it has been due largely to the
zeal and support of the Eastern members: it has been
due largely to the vigilance of our secretary and the
earnest watchfulness, to the zealous application and industry of our Eastern committee. The success of this
convention, gentlemen, which has beeu so kindly at-
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tribiited to me, is due very much more to the combined
ffforls of thos<' gentlemen wlio have supporte<l the adniinistnitiuii, ami have looked out for the interests of

the ass(H-ialii)n su rarefullv.

Knr thes*' reasons, gentlemen. I feel, much as 1 upprcciale the honor that you offer me. that the best inter(«ts of this ass(xiation require the election of the oHiIn the expression
cers nominattii 1)V your committc*'.
that has b'-cn made and in the increasing ]irospenty of
assiH'iation.
of
the associaiion
this
in the strengthening
throughout the West, wliicli was the reason for my acI tiiaiikyou.
ceptani-e of this office, I find my rewanl.
gentlemen, for your offer, but for the reasons stated, I
must respectfully decline the nomination.
K. A. Armstrong staled that it wcndd he unwise,
both in justice to ihe duties of the position, and unwise
from a in-rsonal standpoint, to accept a place on the excMMitive committee.
He suggested the name of SirUurleigh as a suhsiitnte.
to
substitute
motion
J. .1. Burleigh in place of

A

Judge Armstrong on the executive committee, was then
put and unanimously cairried. The secretary was instrncleil to east the balUtt of the association for the
orticers and members named in the report as amended.
York followed with a paper
Fnnik J Sprague of

New

on "Kleclridly

11s

Applied to Street Itjulways." as

fol-

lows:

Klectricity as Applied to Street R.\iLw.\ys.

BY FRANK

.T.

SPKAOrE.

Scarcely fifteen years, a period of time yet within the
memory of the youngest of us, have jiassed since the
beginning of a new em. the em of Ihe transmission of
energy for light, power and the reproduction of speech
Of the progress of the first I need not speak, for the
delegates of this convention arc well cognizant of its
history ami the advance it has made within that time.
The spread of the telephone to nearly- every town and
handel in the fourteen years since it was exhibited as a
scientific toy at Philadelphia, and the financial success
of the parent company are facts continually before
your minds, or ringing in your ears. But that great in
dustry, the tmnsmis.sion of electricity for power, with
its possibilities of all kinds, is of very recent development. Si.\ years ago there were scarcely a hundred
electric motors in operati jn in the United States for any
purpost;.
To day there are no less than lo,0)U motors
in use, applied to not less than 200 different industries,
and an industrial revolution is taking place equaling,
if not surp;ussing, in importance that attending the intHMiuclion of the steam engine, and marvelous in the
rapidity of its growth.
It is not my pu'-pose to dwell at length upon the
subject of the transmission of power l)y electricity in
its general application, but to touch upon one branch
only, that of railway work, reviewing very briefly the
development in the I'nited States, pointing out the salient features of successful operation, noting what has
been already accomplishetl. and after some remarks
upon the legal questions which have arisen, considering the possibilities of the future.
The modern electric railway may be said to have

been born in Europe; its babyhood was in Europe; but
in its youth and younger manhood it is purely American.
In 18S1. Dr. Siemens of Berlin, established the
pioneer railway on the Lichtenfelde line in the suburbs
of Berlin, and I believe it is still running.
It was followed by other roads, some commercial and otbers for
exhibition, erected by the firm of Siemens, and by work
done by other electrical engineers. The Siemens also
established a line at Frankfort. The Doctors Hopkinson
established one at Portrnsli, Ireland.
Another was established at Blackpool.
This last was a conduit system,
metallic overhead system was established in
ISHM ht Vevey, Switzerland, and comparatively recently
the Siemens have established a coniluit svstem at Hnda
Pesth.
The first line which was established in the United
States for actual commercial service was a surburban
line of two miles in length, built by Mr. Daft just out
side of Baltimore, in the latter part of 1885, using a
central rail.
Other lines were established by Mr Vanderpoele in various parts of the coinitry, using the single and double trolley systems, with the trolley traveling
ni)oj and carried by the wire and connected to the car
by a Ikxible cable.
In all this pioneer work the system used was that of
direct su|)ply, but most of the mechanical features as
well as lh<' electrical details have now given way to
other and more ellicient methods of operation.
Of the more recent work three classes demand attention,
one being the sy.stem of indepemlent units
operated by the storage battery, and the other two being direct systems of supply, one under ground the
otiier overhead.
I shall not enter into dctailsof these
ihri'c .sy.stenis or their moditications, for it wonld be a
tf|irliiion of much which has already been written, but
will brielly stale the facts, and the conclusions
have
I

A double

ing buckling, have nuule a rougher- usjige of the battery
mechanically possible, and have in some instances
greatly reduced its co.sl of manul'aclure. so that the eh'menl of maintenance is a less serious one than it was a
year or w() ago; but the capacity of the battery, while
it Inis been somewhat increased, remains such
that it is
still necessary to have about ;i.')OU pounds to propel an
ordinary street car. This means an excessive weight.
It takes up space and
is a serious extra weight
to lie
carried arotuul.
It recpiires frequent shifting, and its
capacity as well as diseharge rale are so limited thai it
is simply
impossible to work such a battery upon
grades which are at all severe. I believe it is possil)le
with care to operate a storage battery on grades not
exceeding, say. 4 per cent., and with linuted speed and
daily mileage at an expense about equal to that of
horses, ora little less; but .still at about double the expense which is nccessjuy upon a suitably erected and
properly operated overhead system.
Nowhete in the United States, that I am aware of. is
there sorious storage battery work being done at the
present moment. The nearest attempt was where recent
exijcrimcnts were made on the .Madison a\cnuc line.
New York City, where about a dozen cars were being
run up until s o'clock in the evening; but owing to legal complications, only two cars are now riuioing there;
with wlnit daily mileage. I do not know. But nowhere
is the work done at all, equivalent to what is constantly
practiced on the overhead line.
On that service motor
cars start out at 5 or (J o'clock in the moi-ning. ami run
until midnight. Many cars make loO or Kid miles a day,
and s()nie ears have even made 180 and lUO miles a day.
Half of this for storage batteiy work is good duty, but
it is not up to the demands which street railway managers make, and until radical improvements are made iu
it, the field of application will be limited.
The cou.uit system of direct supply has been at
tempted iu several places, notably at Denver, Cleveland, Allegheny City and Boston, but at all the places
mentioned these experiments have proved disasti'ous and
hn\e been abandoned save the short section at Allegheny City.
In England, th-; Blackpool line under
special conditions lias been 1 believe fairly successful
and at Buda Pesth, tlie Messrs. Siemens have a conduit
I

system in successful operation.
Tliere, however, the
drainage is very perfect, and in addition a aian is detailed for given sections of the track, and is conlinunlly
emploj'ed in patrolling his section and clearing it
out.
Assuming good sewerage, the conduit can unquestionably be made to work. It becomes then a quesi on of cost; but
for general application, especially in
view of the fact that most of our cities do not have a
sewerage system which can take care of the street
drain ge. the expense is prohibitory save on large systems under exceptionable conditions. I look forward
to the time when many existing, "well constructed and
well drained cable conduits will become electrical conduits, and electricity will then score another victory.

The .system, however, which has made such a marked
is tlie single trolley overhead system with universally flexible undeniealh contact, and this has been
the growth of the past two antl a half years
1 think I
can fairly claim for the Sprague company the pioneer
place in this development, but the commercial development on the lines it laid down 'nas been with great
energy pushed forward, principally by both it and the
Thomson-Houston company. The tir.st woi'k done by
the Sprague company, otiier than experimental work on
the elevated railroads, was made but a short distance
from this city.
single car was started in 1887 00 the
advance

A

Union Passenger Railway company's line in St. Joseph,
with a small 7^-horse power motor, single geared, and
adapted to run at a very high speed on a suburban extension.
It is a matter of interest tliat that line has
seen nearly every change made in the sysleni.
Its
lines have been extended twice, and it has both tlie old
style motors and the more modern equipments.
But
all the work done on that line iu 1887 was, it may be
said, purely experimental; audit was not until the 2d of
February, 1H8S, that the Kichmond road was ollicially
opened to the pidilie
I speak of tliis road not so much
because of my personal interest in it, but because it
marked an ei'a in tlie de\elopment of electric railways.
A radical departure was made from the
work which had
prior
been
done
to
that
not
only in
time,
the amount and extent of
the system equipped and the number of the machines
operated, but also in the disposition and control of the
ichines, the system of overhead wiring, and the
method of getting the current from the wire. The

m

now pretty well known.
was a road of about twelve miles in length, with
thirty curves, some of them of exceedingly short radius,
characteristics of that line are
It

in Ihe pro-

with grades rnoning as high as 10 per cent and with a
roadbed utterly unfil for the traflic which it had to .support.
The ffiuipmcnt was for forty cars, requiring
eighty (nachines, and was to be operated from one
central station.
When fir.st proposed the attempt w:is
Icoked upon with a good deal of ridicule, not only by
The
street railway men but by ek'(;trieians themselves.
.street railway men thouglit tliat the ordinary condition

po.sed application of .storage batteries to the propnlson
of cars.
To be able to conveniently store up a large
amount of energy in a box, jnil it aboard of a car,carry it
antund with us, and take fronf it a greater or less
amoiuit of work, offers, wln-n jiraclicable. a solution of
the street car problem for which we are all devoutly
hopeful.
But look at it commercially. The storage
battery is still a long ways from being a serious compctitiu- of the direct .source of supply.
True, great
itn]>roveuu-nts have been made in it. but these improvements have not very much altered its character, or the
w(fight which is necessary, or the can- which must be
exercised in getting an economical return from th-- battery.
These improvements have made it possible to
take a hejvvicr charge from the battery without produc-

of street cur service would make it impossible for a self
propeller car to ascen
a grade exceeding 5 or 6 per
cent., and as for attempting a 10 per cent, grade, that
was out o the bounds of reason. As regards the electrical i)roblenis, the motors instead of being placed on the
car body flexibly, connected by chain gearing or belts
to the axles, were placed uoderneath the car, and flexibly and concentrically geared to the axl s. They were
uncovered and exposed to the mud and moisture, and to
all the loose combinations which might accunudate in
They were built to run on a 400 vnlt
the street.
grounded circuit, and to run in either direction with
Insanity was a mild term to designate
fixed brushes.
the mental condition of one who nuidc these proposals.
The motor man was confined to his ordinary platform,

1

formed concenung them.
There is something exceedingly attractive

,
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and the regulating devices there

situated.
wire of
one-fifth of an inch in diameter was extended over the
track, ami supplied at intervals of its length by a wire
carried alongside the street where tJie strain upon the
poles was least, and this main conductor was supplied
at Ihrte or four central points by feeders, which came

from the central

station.
The current, moreovi-r, was
t by a traveling
carriage upon
the wire, llexibly connected" with the car, but by an arm
reaching upward and pressing urdernealh ihe wire.
This contact arm, which is now technically known as
the trolley pole, was placed in the center of the car and
had a universal movement, rtsisling up and down
movement sulllciently to make a good contact with the
wire, but at the same time free to follow all vertical
deflections.
In addition it had a lateral movement of
considerable reach, oifering little opposition to an}' side
deflections by the wire itself.
Well, Ricnmond has passed into history. It has had
its vicissitudes— it has had its victory as" well.
But it
remains with all its crudities, and with all the accidents
which have marked its career, as the ore great step in
advance, whose features, in the main, have been
followed in almost all the recent c'eclric railways.
Machines have been made larger, they have been made
mei'hanically and electrically more perfect.
Changes
of detail have been frequent, but most of the characterisiic features there outlined, mark to-day nearly every
electrical railway which is either in operation, in process of construction, or under contract.
Taking our work alone, and that of 1^87 as a basis, in
1888 it was trebled. The work of 18e8 was quintupled
in 1889.
As to what it will be in 1890 I will not hazard
a guess. Two years ago it was in an exjierimental age,
and it was difficult to get a dollar for investment; ^oday it demands the best thought and the most active
energies of two great <'orporations and a number of
smaller ones. The contracts for electrical equipments
involve larger amoimts than almost any other electrical
enterprise.
The business done in this year will probably De not less than ^6.000,000. Every street railway
in the United States is watching with eager eyes the
developments of the rival electrical interests.
The
advoca es of the cable system are on the defensive. The
advocates of tbe electric system are reliant and aggressive
Its llexibiltty, the ea?c with which it is extended,
its adaptability to various conditions of service, its freedom from a long continued break-down, ihi marvelous
advances which have been made in perfecting its
apparatus, all insure its supremacy.
As illustrating the progress of electric railways, I
may state that there are about 130 towns in the United
States with one or more electric railways in operation,
construction or under contract, and that these roads
comprise about 1,500 miles of track, equipped with
about 1,700 motor cars, requiring 3, 00 motors of an
aggregate capacity of 45,000 horse power, and steam and
electrical generating about 100,000 miles per day, and
within three months the mileage wfll be doubled.
"V^e still hear occasional discordant cries about the
possibility of breakdowns, the cost of operation, the
danger of the current or the unsightliness of overhead
wires.
This latter question is rather e-thelical than practical,
for as now erected, the railway lines are among the
most costly, and with care can, in view of tte service
reudertd, be made very unobtrusive.
As regards danger, the electric car is the safest
possible vehicle, because of the remarkable facility of
control, and as to the objecii ns to the overhead line on
th-^ score of danger which have been raised, sometimes
by the authorities, and which have been c ted by the
telephone interests, they are, we may safely say, imaginary rather than real. Some two years and a half ago I
settled upon 400 volts as a fairly satisfactory slandard of
potential for whch the motor tor street ra Iway service
should be built, allowing about 10 per cent, drop in the
distribution on the line, making Ihe potential in the
station about 440 to 445 volts.
In some cases, where
th heavy work on extended lines and small
dealing
conductors, we have raised tlie potential at the motors
to about 450 volts, making no change whattver iu the
machine, and have run llie central station at 480 to 500
volts.
There arc iu the United States about 8 electric
railways in operalien. Almost every employe of the
contracting companies, and a great many cinployes of
the railway companies themselves, including not only
the lincra<'n, and those whose business it is to work
upon the electrical equijiment. but also the conductors
and drivers, have received shocks from these lines of
luidcr almost every
greater or less duration, and
possible condition.
Yet, in no instance which ever
came imder my observation, or of which we have any
reliable record, lias serious injury resulted from the
shock of the. current itself
When we consider that
thcFC shocks have occurred to persons of all ages, and of
all physical eonditimis, and for varying periods, the
experience seems to be ipiite ample to warrant the
assi-rtinn that as ordinarily constructtd a constant
potential I'ircuit of 500 volls is not dangerous to human
li'e, and we candisnuss that <picslion.
Keviewing the work of the past two years, that which
was promised for electricity has been in the main entirely fullilled.
It has proved itself capable of doing
the most extraordinary work under the most unfavorGrades of 12J^ per cent, and more reable conditions.
cently of 14 per cent, have been asceuded with loaded
cars.
Grades three miles long varying from 4 to 8 per
cent, have been ascended by a motor car pulling a low-

taken from this wire, nr
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It has done this work where it wotdd have been
impossible to have done it by horses.
It has enabled
the running speed of cars to be increased even in
crowded cities 50 per cent.; and on suburban routes
speeds of 20 miles or more have been made. Experimental runs of oO miles an hour on the ordinary street
car with the narrow flange wheel have been attained;

car.
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and on special experiments a speed of nearly 150 miles
an hour has been attained for a short distance. The
electric car has shown that it can run faster on both up
and down grades; that it can be gotten underway and
stopped more quickly than a horse car; that with any
given number of cars the mileage has been increased
and at the same time intervals made with a less number
of cars. Many cars have made from 180 to 190 miles in
one day. Horse space having been saved, the equipments occupy a third less space, and this fact, coupled
with the ability to back when necessary, and again
quickly gain headway, has enabled an electric railway
car in crowded and narrow streets to work its passage
where a horse cai would be at a dead standstill. Not
only has the possibility of running down grade faster
been established, but that possibility with a high degree
of safety, because in the event of losing control of a car
the instant reversal of the motor
This
has
car to
a
standstill.
will bring the
frequently been the experience, and in one case, which was
recently reported to us, the inspector stated that a car
was going nearly thirty-five miles an hour on the down
grade before the driver attempted to reverse his machine; but when he did reverse it, he brought his car to
a standstill with the loss of only one gear. Making due
allowance for the possible excitement of the inspector,
I think the car was moving at least twenty-five miles an
hour when the reversal took place.
The riding of an electric car is unqestionably easier
than on the majority of cable or horse cars, starting and
stopping more easily and being in a very large measure
free from oscillation.
It is scarcely necessary to say
that the cars are cleaner, that they are brilliantly lighted,
and that it would be possible even to heat them by electricity.
The sanitary conditions are entirely altered,
and the health and comfort of the people conserved by
doing away with stables with all their unsavory characteristics and resultant injury to the value of adjacent
real estate.
Branch lines of every possible combination
of grade, curve and ill-conditioned street, which have so
often proved prohibitory to any other system of propulDission, have been operated by the electric system.
tances up to six miles or more away from a single station
have been operated without difficulty, and large numbers of cars from one station. It can very properly be
said that there have been many break-downs; that machines have depreciated; that there have been exasperating troubles. True, these things have happened; and in
case of defective workmanship and of careless inspection
or management, they will happen again, no matter what
system of propulsion is adopted. The accidents which can
happen to a motor come within a very limited category,
and the liability of a motor to these accidents is being
very rapidly reduced to a minimum, till it is becoming
to-day the most perfect piece of machinery, capable of
the longest continued use, of a large amount of abuse.
The very accidents which have happened, as simple as
the causes are and I may say here that nine-tenths of
electrical troubles are due to mechanical defects
and
the very makeshifts which have been temporarily resorted to to overcome the troubles and keep the lines in
operation, are the best evidence of the flexibility of the
system and the perfection to which it will arrive. No
other machine in existence has, in so short a period of
development, been brought to such a degree of perfection, is capable of such varied application, and can be
so quiclily and easily understood.
The cost of operation has proved entirely satisfactory,
and
early claim has been substantiated. In a paper
read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers in August, 1888, and also in some earlier communications, I made an estimate as to the expense of operating a thirty-car road, dividing these operating expenses
under two heads; (1) those belonging to the central station; and (3) what may be called the road operating expenses; the sum of the two constituting the total cost of
motive power. In making this estimate I used extreme

by the brakes,
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care, and while preserving its accuracy, made every
reasonable allowance that I thought necessary. The
conclusion at which I arrived in the estimate under the
conditions there given, wag, that the total cost of motive
power per car mile should not exceed 4 3-lOc, each; and
this included everything except executive and salary
expenses, taxes and insurance, and other matter not

connected with motive power.

I also stated that this

was about 40 per cent, of the cost of operating by
horses for the same number of cars and under the same
conditions,
ily estimate was then considered altogether
too liberal in favor of electricity. Without going into
details I may state that the most reliable possible records
of roads, under every possible condition of service, bear
out the claims that I then made as to the economical operation by electricity.
I have the records of only a portion of the roads which we have equipped. Some roads see
fit to make public these records; others, and with a good
show of reason, do not care to do so because of the feeling that municipal bodies in considering the granting of
franchises will not look at the increased cost of investment, but, ignoring the manifold advantages to be
gained by thelntroduction of electricity, for the public
as well as for the company, are inclined to make unreasonable demands in the way of the reduction of fares, or
require unnecessary and unprofitable extensions of lines.
They forget that the reduction of one cent in a fare
means a cut of 20 per cent, in the receipts of the
company, and that a very remarkable saving of expenses
must be made in order to meet this reduction of revenue,
especially where there is an increased equipment on
which interest must be earned. But suffice it to say
that careful investigation will convince any candid man
that the economic claim has been entirely supported,
and the best evidence of it is in the rapid adoption of
this method of propulsion.
few remarks may be in place relating to the interferences with other established interests which this new
application of electricity ha§ developed
Such conflicts,

A

as electricity

is

applied to different industries, necessa-

and result from the claims made by two or
three enterprises to the same area of occupancy, whether
of air or earth.
There have been, long before electric
railways became at all common, conflicts of a more or
less limited nature between the electric lighting and telephone interests. In the early days of electric lighting,
and more particularly in that branch known as constant
potential distribution, an attempt was made to use the
earth for one-half of the circuit, precisely as was done
and has been done for years in telegraphy. Practical
experience, however, demonstrated that this was a mistake where incandescent lights were concerned, and it is
manifestly a mistake where arc lights and high potentials are used.
The objections on the constant potential
incandescent circuit were pertinent because of the liability of fire in the buUdings where the ground circuit was
used; and the element of personal danger very quickly
put an end to an attempt to use a ground circuit for an
rily arise

arc light system.

The same cautionary reasons applicable to these
two classes of industries do not, however, apply to
overhead electric railway systems. The electric railway
circuit is purely an external circuit.
Its derivations are
through the cars which it supplies. It is led into no
dwelling; its fixtures are not within the ordinary reach
of any being. It is can-ied in the open air, in full view,
in the most direct possible lines, and with only such
supports as are necessary to make its construction safe
and to keep it in alignment. The whole construction of
an overhead electrical system is materially simplified,
and, in
opinion, made, mechanically as well as electrically, far s;ifer by the adoption of a single wire, using the rails as a return circuit. The practical proof of
the wisdom of this decision is the fact that about 90
per cent, of all the electric railways, either in operation,
construction or under contract in the United States, use
only the single wire underneath contact. It scarcely
seems necessary at this stage to go into the defense of
this system.
Its simplicitj'", the lightness of construction, the symmetry of outline, the size and strength of
the poles, the fewness of the supports, the simplicity of
all curve work, turn-outs, crossings and sidings, and
especially of all switch work and switch operations, are
so manifest that elaboration of these features is unnecessary.
The use of the grounded circuit has unquestionably
interfered with another and widespread application of
the use of electricity, and that is the operation of telephones which likewise use the grounded circuit. So
long as electric railways were in an experimental stage,
running perhaps in suburban districts, out of the way of
telephone circuits, little or no attention was paid by telephone companies to their existenca. The strides which
have been made in the past two years and a half, bringing the railway system into the very heart of towns and
cities and into the forefront as a commercial enterprise,
the rapid increase in the extent and use of the telephone
system, have brought the two interests in direct conflict,
which conflict is solely because of their common use of
that great reservoir of electricity, if we choose so to
term it, or rather that great common medium for conducting it which has been used alike by railways, telephones and telegraphs since these industries were started.
The claim of the telephone company in biief Is, that
by right of prior occupation and because of their vested
interests, no electric railway or other circuit shall so
use the earth if interfering with their lines in any way.
Their claim la far-reaching; It is of the broadest possible character, and, strictly interpreted, is an exclusive
claim on the use of the earth for transmitting energy
by electricity. That there is an interference with the
telephone circuits by an electric railway circuit is undeniable, and the interference is one which is annoying.
The character of the Interference Is two-fold. Part of
the trouble arises from induction, that sympathetic response in the telephone circuit to any changes in the
electrical condition or leakage, and is caused by the
diverting through the telephone system of a part of the
current which has been discharged into the earth and is
on its way back to the central station
The relative amount of these two interferences has
been variously stated. On the part of the telephone
company it is admitted that conducliou or leakage is a
source of trouble. They also admit that the use of any
metallic return circuit, it matters not what, whether it
be an individual circuit for each telephone, or a common metallic return for all the telephones, will obviate
this or most of It.
Even this much is admitted by tbe
telephone interests with a great deal of hesitation,
despite its perfectly apparent truth. But they go further.
They claim that this Is not the principal cause of
trouble, but that most of it Is due to induction, and
that if a return metallic circuit overhead were put up
by the raUway company that is, If a double trolley
system were used then the telephone troubles would
all cease.
The various attempts they have made iu
the courts have been with a view to either compelling
the railway companies to cease operations or to so
change and erect their entire system as to abolish the
use of the single trolley and erect in Its piece the double
trolley system, or, on the other hand, to compel the
electric railway company to pay for the necessary
changes required In the telephone circuit to avoid the
interference. No sooner was this issue presented than
it was promptly met by the railway interests which I
represent.
what are the facts? First, as I have stated,
there is unquestionably an interference between the
electric railway and the telephone service; but of the
character of this interference, it seems to me that no
intelligent man who honestly makes an investigation
seeking after truth and truth only, and not biased by
the commercial interests which have retained him, can
have any reasonable doubt. The assertions made by
the telephone interests leave little room for exaggera-
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tion on their part. Not only has the
interference been misrepresented, but
changes made necessary on the part
company to avoid trouble, or on the

character of the
the costs of any
of the telephone
part of the r^system, have teen

way company

to change over its
grossly misstated.
As a matter of fact the trouble from induction is of
the very slightest character, and that must be patent to
any one who is familiar with this particular electrical
action. Generally the trolley wire is situated in the
middle of the street, anywhere from twenty to thirty or
forty feet away from the telephone lines. I-; rarely
runs parallel to them except for a comparatively short
distance, possibly two, or even three miles, but more
often less.
The current used upon this wire is not of
that character which distinguishes some of the arc light
circuits, but Is of roore or lejs even flow, and the
abrupt and large changes due to change of load on
the motor are comparatively infrequent. There is a
very small change due to the variation of resistance of
the armature of the motor, because of the different
relative positions of the commutator blocks under the
brushes, and there is likewise a variation due to the
slight but rapid changes of counter-electromotive force
set up by the motor when running.
But although
these changes can be detected inductively, provided
the conditions are favorable, for instance, if both the
telephone and raflway circuit were wound around a
common bar of iron, the character of the disturbance is
not so serious as to preclude conversation. But the
trouble which doe3 really become pronounced Is that
which Is due to the actual difl'erences of potential which
exist on different parts of the track circuit, in other
words, at the terminals of the grounded telephone circuit.
There is discharged into the earth, as I have
pointed out, a slightly varying current. It may be at
some point considerably removed from the staton and
in close proximity to the ground termioal of a telephone whose exchange is likewisd grounded at another
point much nearer, electric illy, to tha station than the
point of discharge. The current reaching the rail has
to travel back to the station, partly by the rails and
partly by the earth. Both offer more or less resistance,
and there is an actual difference of potential between
the point of discharge and the station, arising at times
to as high as 20 or 30 volts; but it is, of course, a variable potential, and the current which flows over that

path Is one which varies in its character. Having discharged the current in the earth, there is absolutely no
limit to its diffusion.
We desire of course that it
should return by the rails, but no boundary can be
placed upon it.
part of it goes through the rails,
but some portions will go through the earth, through
waterways, mineral veins, gas and water connections,

A

electric light tubes, telephone circuits, rivers and canals,
and In fact, over any and all paths which offer it opportunity to return to the source from which it orig-

The

shortest geographical line between two
be a thousand feet. The paths of the current between these two points maybe anything from
a thousand feet to flfty thousand or more. But preinated.
poiijts

may

cisely as the rail current is thus disseminated or diffused
in its return paths, so also is the telephone current.
True it is only a current of small capacity, so small as
to interfere with no other enterprise or translating device except others of like character, but its diffusion is
of precisely the same character and over the same territory and through the same classes of conductors as that
of the rail current.
Could the telephone current be
limited in its path, and the claim of the telephone comnarrowei
down
pany be
to a specific section of earth,
then possibly there might ba some basis for the claim
to the use of that section, but such a restriction is, of
course, manifestly impossible.
Hence, any claim the
telephone interest makes to the earth must be vague; it
must be all reaching; it must be exclusive. It would
seem that it has no more legal right to make a claim
which prohibits a railway In the town In which the telephone circuits are operated from using the earth, then
it has to make a claim that a railway In any othei city

with which the telephone maybe remotely coanected
shall be prohibited likewise from using tne earth in
that particular city, although it may be a hundred
miles off. It m a well-known fact among electricians
and probably no better known than among the telephone people themselve?, that, perfectly independent
of railway enterprises, a far better service can be reodered the patrons of the telephone where a complete
metallic circuit is used and the use of the earth abolished. The telephone is the most jealous detector possible of all disturbances of electrical condition on the
circuit which includes it.
Its very function as a transmitter of speech depends upon this marvelous delicacy.

As now

operated in the majority of telephone exsubject to continual interference not only
from the ralway circuit but from every electric light,
power, or telegraph with which it is brought into proximity.
It is subject to Interference from atmospheric
changes and discharges. The telephone circuits them-

changes

it is

selves interfere with eich other.

Crosstalk and false

signaling are common. Almost all these troubles can be
avoided and the telephone service made far more per
feet by using either the individual metallic return with
the switch-board properly constructed for It, or the individual return, the return wires comlog to a common
terminus, which would make absolutely no change in
the telephonic switch board; or what has become
known as the ^IcCluer device, the use of an artificial
metallic ground or common metallic return that is,
by breaking the ground connecaons of the individual
telephones and connecting them aU to one common
copper return of a resistance which shall be low compared with the resistance of the instruments themselves.
Tne lower the resistance of this common return the
less any interftrenca of the telephones with each other.
The cost of this latter method is a bagatelle. It should
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be put up by th e telephone companies for the sake
of their patrons, independent of whatever other electrical enl-rprlse they may be brought In contact with.

Wherever intu'lige'-lly put up the relief from outside
interference has teen almost alisolute, and the testimony
of parties who mide couplaint when telephone com
panles first souglil to obtain an Injunction against the
railways is now emphatic to the relief which has been
obtained by this change in the method of running the
telephone circuits. It Is unquestionable that tlie telepliciie company Is wagini; the warfure from the standpoint of economy, pleading the rights of vested Interest.
Notwithstanding every telephone expert knows the
great advantage to be gained from a metallic circuit and
notwithstanding the fact that sundry papers read at
telephone 1 onvenlions not only admit that the metallic
circuit is best but give testimony from the exchange
superintendents that whereve their patrons once use
the metallic ciicnlt and long distance telephone, they
are never satisfied thereafter to use the grounded circiJt.
It Is likewise suggestive that the Bell Telephone
company to day advertise no less than about 1.jO local
stations In New York city equipped with the long distance telephone and the metallic circuit. Since there is
not an electtic railway in the city of New York, their
action In this locality could not have been dictated by
Interference from that interest.
The position from a legal standpoint seems to be
something as follows: As between telephone and electric light and power companies there may te a question
concerning respective rights, becatise the electric light
and telephone companies may both occupy the highway
But even In such a case neither
as of eciual dignity.
one of the Interests can have just right to an injunction, because the proper way of redress is a suit at law
to determine the amount of damagca for which the one
party Is liable on account of a violation of the other's
rights, permanent injanctlon being granted, I believe,
oaly where the troubles are irremediable, or where the
damage cannot be readily computed. Wherever the tele•

phone company, however, seeks

to

trammel

electric

railways In their free use of the public highways, and
especially where they have been granted the right of
such use, an entirely different question is presented.
The public highway wa^ originally and primarily dedicated to public travel, whether by foot, by horse or by
It was contended
vehicle, and for no other purpose.
some years ago that street railways ought not to be
allowed upon highways bacause they had tracks, but
wherever courts have been ciUed upon to make a decision, it has been held that street railways were but an
improvemeat upon the old methods of travel. It was
even at one time questioned whether there might not be a
distinction between the rights of a street railway where
the public owned the fee and those in which the title

was in private individuals, but even this distinction was
not allowed. When electric railways were developed,
an attempt was made to claim that they were a perversion of the highway; but it was then held that electric
railways were an improvement only upon street railways propelled by horses or other motive power, and
should occupy the highways with the same rights as
were enjoyed by the street railways using the other mopower before electric propulsion was resorted to.
Since bo'h the telephone and the railway companies
occupy public streets by public license, it is of course
necessary to examine Into the source of their respective
titles and the character of their occupancy, because
otherwise it would be impossible to understand what
The electric railway has
are their respective rights.
proven a great advance upon any method of street car
propulsion hitherto known. It ha? been shown to be
economical, safe and advantageous as a method of public travel.
It certainly cannot be said to be objectionIt interferes less with the travelers upon
able ]irr «.
the highway than many other methods of pr pulsion,
and its very extended use shows that It has been sanctioned by public authorities as a safe and proper method
of travel. The single trolley system beiD;j: used by
nine-tenths of the street railways in the United States
using electric motor p iwer, as against all other methods,
certiinly .shows that practical experience is In favor of
that parilcular method. As an improvement upon the
method of propulsion it would seem that an electric
street railway uses a public highway, cocupies the
same, and enjoys the right of travel theron as of equal
dignity with any or all other persons or vehicles upon
that highway, and that this right olenjoyment is within
the original purpcsp for which the highways were
opened. On the other hand, it Is pertinent to inquire
what right or title a telephone company has in the
street.
By virtue of the original dedication of thehighway they have no rights except that of toleration.
Telephone and telegraphs are Identical in contemplation
of law, and have been held to be an additional burden
upon highways. In almost every c;rc where this qtieitlon has come up In the matter of telegraphs, such has
been the decision. The statutes under which telephone
or teleeraph lines are permitted to be erected In highways provide that while they may be so erected, the
poles and wires shall not interfere with public travel
upon the higliways. Since this is true the telephone
companies are upon a public road not by virtue of right,
but of toleration; not as the equals of the street railway, but subordinate to it. They occupy a .secondary
position, and this being the case, where conll'ct arises
between the two, it would seem that the telephone
company must eventusily yield, for lis claim against
any competitive enterprise Is nothing legs than a claim
to "the exclusive right of the earth, not to some section
of It, because there are no limits In which the telephone
wires msy not reach boundaries to the portions of
the earth which form a part of their circuits. Certainly
no statute gives an exclusive privilege to a telegraph or
a telephone company; and any claim for such an exclusive right, to be substantiated, must show an express
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or Implied grant from some source, and the boundary
expenditure within reason can devise, is made to meet
as well as the source of that title.
Not only this, but
this demand.
I think I can safely say that as steam
It must show that the title Is exclusive.
In view of the
railways are operated,
a
maximum
speed of
fact that the telegraph companies had u?ed ground cirninety miles per hour, and a running speed of sl.xly to
cuits for thirty years or more before the telephone was
seventy. Is all th.at can be hupeel for in steam railway
discovered, and that pa'.eni.s were refused for such use.
traveHinder the best conditions which can be provided.
It will be somewhat dlllicult for the telephone company
The limitations are too many. The maximum speed
to show the source of its title, and it Is manifestly immade by a locomotive to-day Is but little more than
possible to show the limits of the territory from which
was made 20 years ago. True, engines are larger and
other
must
be
excluded
so
that
it
will
any
enterprise
in
more powerful, but the Increased weight of trains has
no way interfere with the operation of the telephone
made this necessary, 'i'o get pulling power there is a
system; for the telephone circuits being attached to gas
limit to the size of the drivers, and whatever their size
community
and water systems <»f the
In which it is lothere is a limit to the economical rate of piston speed
cited, the ramifications of such systems and of all the
and to the number of revolutions per minute. As the size
subterranean electric conductors of the earth In contact
of the driver increases the center of gravity of the enwith these me'alllc conductors are unknown to science.
gine is raised. As the steam demands become greater,
How other electric currents entering the earth may do the difficulty of taking water and firing grows more
so without invading the charmed area of the tc'ephone
pronounced. Even now It requires the best work of a
and disturbing Its grounded wires no man can say, much
fireman when his engine is pulling a heavy load to prelesscan the telephone peojile themselves. The boundaries,
vent the engine "dying" on the road, or a', least falling
then, of their claim being so vague. It would seem that • far short of its duty.
The increase of running speed
their claim itself must necessarily fail.
has been (btained principally by cutting down grades,
"Within the past two years there have been, I believe,
straigh'enlng
curves, filling up ravines, replacing
eight attempts made by the telephone interests to get an
wooden structures by permanent way of iron or
injunc'lon.
The first was In Akron, Ohio, In the latter
stone, the use of heavier rails, safer switches, improved
part of 1888, where the Central Union Telephone commethods of signaling, the Interlocking of switch and
pany of Chicago attempted to restrain one of the
signal system, roid-crossing gates, the abolishing of
Sprague roads by injunction. This was denied. The
grade crossings; In short, by Improvements in detail
next suit wis against the Ilarrlsburg road and the
and management which permit a higher safe speed over
Sprague company by the Penn Telephone company.
a more extended section of road because of greater innumber of common stockholders, I believe, were intertrinsic safety, and of the greater degree of confidence
eated in both companies, and although the attorneys of
inspired In the engine driver, rather than by marked
the railway companies were fully prepared and desirous
advance In the speed capacity, which should not be
of seeing the case brought to trial, the case was abanconfounded with the pulling capacity of the engine
doned and compromised for the very sensible reason
2}er se.
that It would cost less on both sides to compromise than
With respect to the electric motors the question is not
The next atnow, can a motor of sullicient capacity tc built, or
to carry the case to the higher courts.
tempt on the part of the telephone interests was in the
efficiently and positively controlled, but rather how
application for an injunction against one of our roads
can the electricity be produced and supplied to the
This injunction was denied.
at Chattanooga, Tenn.
motor and at what potential can we work. We all hope
Then came a conflict In Silt Lake City, where many of
to s=e the time when electricity can be produced econothe people were so Interested that they said, as between
mically from coal without the intervention of engines
the telephone and electric railway interests, if the deor dynamos; and It may be Ihat something
akin
cision was against the railway company they would
to the present steam practice will be common; but I
abolish the use of the telephone. Such heroic measthink that even then it will be quite likely that a cenures apparently were unnecessary, for the injunction
tral station method of distribution will be the more adwas twice denUd. Then application for an Injunction
vantageous. On the other hand, there are those who
was made in Cincinnati, and this will probably become a
hope to see the storage battery so reduced In weight and
caiisL ccklire, lor an Injunction, on what ground I do not
Improved in other particulars as to warrant its use in a
yetknow, was granted, and the case will be carried to the
large way In locomotives.
For myself, I prefer to
higher courts.
consider the possibilities of another method, the amIn Eau Claire, Wis., an attack was made on the railplification and
development to Its full capacity of
way Interests under cover of a state law which the
present street railway practice, and for that purpose I
telephone companies had quietly gotten passed reciulrwill briefly consider a suppositious esse, namely, an
ing a return insulated conductor for any circuit
express betwien New Y'ork, or rather, Jersey City, and
carrying electric energy. The injunction was there
Philadelphia. But before considering this problem let
denied, for the telephone company had somewhat
me point out a feature or two about steam roads. When
overstepped i'self and found itself quite as much
first laid through a new country they usually consist of
In the mud as the railway company might be in
a single track which must do the manifold duty of prothe mire so far as the law was concerned beviding for through and local freights, and local
cause they were themselves the carriers of electric
and express pass-nger traflic in "both directions,
energy and were using grounded circuits and consewith what success those who are called upon to travel
(luently had no standing before the court. The last case
In new countries are well acquainted.
The route of
with which we have been directly concerned is one at
such a road is determined mainly with the idea of getting from one place to another by a more or less direct
St. Joseph, which has not yet been tried.
In Albany,
where another electric railway company is operating,
line, but especially by one which shall not require too
the telephone Interest has succeeded in getting a temcostly construction.
Once determined, new towns
porary Injunction. I believe this case. In which my
spring up along the line of the road, and old towns
own company Is not particularly interested, except grow until the demands of traffic make a double trick
sympathetically, has been recently reheard and a denecessary, and as civilization grows apace the freight
cision on the merits Is now pending.
trafllc demands a track by Itself and four tracks constiWith the records thus given. It would seem that the
tute the equipmen'.
So, following the development of
electric railway companies have little to fear from the
the road, we will find that in time the express end local
passenger trains may require Indlvidusl tracks and a
attacks made upon them by the Bell Telephone company. They are well within their right and that being
six-track road will be a necessity. But it must be borne
so their position must sooner or later be established
In mind that the express Is not intended to cater
beyond all peradventure. The cases which I have
to local travel, but Its
route is subordinated both
enumerated are not the only cases In which there have
In the matter of curves, grades and crossings to the requirements of the early construction.
been Interferences between the electric railway and teleThe highest (Jephone; but in almost all others both the railway and
mands of such a service would require hat, independtelephone companies have recognized each other's
ently of the local travel, a through express trsck should
moral, If not legal, rights. Often the same stockholders
be constructed by the most direct route possible between
have been in both companies and a sensible compromise
the principal localities, and every effort made to reduce
which
been
effected,
in
the
telephone
company
has
the curvature and grades as much as possible.
had
No
matter how much it costs to build such a road, when
sometimes changed the rente of Its circuits, or put up a
common return, or the companies have used each the traffic Is sufficiently large, it will pay to do if.
other's poles, and a just division of expense has been
Suppose such a road to be an electrical cue, and Ihe
settled upon.
This would seem to me to be the better
method of supply to be from one or more ceu'ral staplan wherever conflicting Interests arise, and Is one
tions, the current being taken by a universally fli^xlblc
whicli I would recommend In all cases where the teleunderneath contact from a rod carried above the car,
and the return circuit made by means of the rails. This
])hone companies are willing to recognize the justice of
method, using of course a wire Ins'ead of a rod. having
ihe legal position of the railway company, instead of attempting, as they have been in the cases mentioned, to
been almost universally adopted wherever street cars
just compromise, but no surrender,
are propelled by electricity, its characteristics are well
deny that right.
known.
What the structure of the roadbed would be
should be the motto of the railway company.
might use the standard T
need not here concern us.
So much for street car practice; and looking forward
roadbed,
rail and
avoiding as much as possible curves,
we naturally ask what will be the future of the appligrades and grade crossings, and the overhead rod can
cation of this remarkable agent? Already we have
gone from one car units to t'ains of '2 3 and even 4
be used simply for supplying the current; or some form
cars in the street, and 40 cars have been operated from
of a double or single track road slightly raised above the
The next step will be the operation
ordinary level, and with the upper red forming a
a single station.
steadying and centering cord as well as a current supof some of the cable roads; then systems like the underplyer may be used. 'These are mechanical questions
trround railway of Ijondon, the elevated railways of
Nev York, tlie Brooklyn Bridge system, aud then with which we need not concern ourselves at present.
suburban lines will be operated. But Is this the limit?
What does concern us, however, as electrical enalneers
I have been frequently asked whether in my opinion,
is, whether the cost of copper, the potential required,
will
ever
used
on
trunk
lines
through
electricity
be
for
the losses on the line and the number of stations are
passenger or freight trallic? 'My answer Is, probably
such as would be prohibitory.
not, according to present notion of trunk line transporAs regards the potential, other things being satisfacni
hods
tation, and
of train dispatchtory, whatever pressure is demanded in the interest of
t by present me
ing.
economical and effec ive service will be used, and means
But In these qualifications I admit my hope and
will be found, consisting mainly in cars of construction,
expcctition of rapid through transit under certain conditions.
Let us for a moment consider a few facts.
which will make its use for the purposes, and as inKillroad managers are constantly meeting with a dehave in these matters to
tended, safe and proper.
mand for more rapid and luxurious methods of transit,
face the same (lueslions that we have in the matter of
To accomplish the
and every effort which executive ability and financial
steam pressure, or of railway speed
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larger engineering feats necessary to meat llie demands
of economy and commerce, we will be governed more
by belief in our power to fully subordinate a good servant to our will than by our fears of Its vagaries when
allowed to become a master.
From S a. m. to 9 p. m., a period of thirteen hours,
twenty-one regular trains leave the Jersey City station of
the Pennsylvania road to run through to Philadelphia,
twelve of these make but one or two stops.
The balance
make more or less stops according to the running schedule.
In addition to these there are a number of local trains serving way stations.
Taking the through trains only, and
allowing an average of say five cars to a train, there are in
the thirteen hours about 105 through cars dispatched from
Jersey City, or at the rate of one car every 73^ minutes, and
of the through trains not making over one or two stops
there would be one every 13 minutes.
will suppose an
additional express track has been built, leaving the distance
about what it is now, say ninety miles, but that the grades
have been eased and the worst curves rectified. For the
practical purposes of this paper I will consider that the
road is level, that the cars are to be dispatched in 2-car
units on a perfect block system, and to run through to
Philadelphia with not more than one stop, at fixed intervals, and at a high average rate of speed, say sixty miles
per hour.
In the systems that I would propose, practically that with which I experimented some years ago,
slight grades would make little difference in the general result, especially if the grade percentage, if expressed as a
whole number did not exceed the quotient of the traction

We

in

pounds per ton divided by

20; because

when

C= —
20

where

c=

t=

traction in pounds per net ton and
grade
percentage expressed as a whole number, the work of traction and of lifting are equal.
For example, suppose t^io
pounds and c=^}i per cent, and that we had on a double
track one unit coming down the grade and the other ascending it. both at the same speed. Then gravity would
be supplying just enough power to propel the car on the
down grade at a fixed speed, and enough power to supply
the lifting and traction work of the other car would have
to be supplied, which would be just the amount required to
propel both cars on a dead level.

Suppose the grade to exceed the ratio expressed above,
then the car on the down grade w^ould have an excess of
falling energy, and this could be used in accelerating the
speed of the car, or on the brakes, or it could be used by a
process of reconversion for the purpose of supplying at
short range part of the extra energy required by the ascending train. Just how this can be done is pretty fairly understood by electricians, but I will touch upon it again, because it is a feature of vital importance in determining the
matter of motor control in a large system such as we are
now considering and because it illustrates one of the most
beautiful features of this method of converting energy. No
matter whether a machine be used for a motor or a dynamo,
whether to convert mechanical energy into electiicity or the
reverse an armature develops an electric pressure or potential which is dependent upon its speed and the effective
strength of the magnetic field in which it is used.
If this
field is in shunt relation to the armature and in connection
with the track circuit, we have by any of the well-known
methods. a means for independently varying the strength of
that field.
When such a machine is geared to a car, it can
either drive the car, acting as a motor, or be driven as a
dynamo, and in connection with any other similarly connected motor, or the central station generators, will form
an electrical couple, either of which may be driven by, or
drive the apparatus to which it is connected. If the couple
thus established is between the motor and the cenral station dynamo we have at one end a machine driven by a
constant speed engine and generating an approximately
constant electromotive force, and at the other end a machine of greatly varj'ing speed and with facility for increasing or diminishing the electromotive force which it gener-

The

an electrical differential which will
establish a current between the two in one direction or the
other according as the pressure developed by the motor is
lower or greater than that developed at the generating station.
If the pressures are equal no current will pass.
If
the couple consists of two motors thus connected, then we
have two apparatuses each of which is generating a variable electromotive force, and there will be a current between these or not according to their relative electrical
pressures.
A large system is tied together in the most inates.

result

is

timate manner possible.
The tracks are cross-connected,
the overhead conductors cross-connected, and you would
have, in effect, what would correspond to two large planes
before which was moving at varying speeds a number of
independent units, these two planes kept at a fairly constant potential by means of the generating station.
All
motors starting running on a level, or ascending a grade,
would be requiring currents. All motors running on a
down grade with just that velocity which the force of gravity' would give them would require no current; and motors
running on down grades of greater percentage than is required to give them power for traction, or motors slowing
down, would be generating currents to aid in the general
supply. No other system of distribution can by any possibility have this very remarkable interchange of energy.
When running at a particular speed a slight movement of
a regulating handle would make the motor receive from or
give to the line currents in any desired quantity.
The
braking power of a motor thus acting as a generator is very
powerful and the most perfect imaginable, because unlike
the ordinary methods, the brake does not operate if the
wheels stand still, the very essential of the braking operation requiring the wheels to turn.
It is a well-known fact
that the most effective brakework is when the wheels do not
skid upon the track, but when they are turning under the
pressure of the brake; and contrary to the ordinary braking
practice the energy of the electric train instead of being
thrown away in the form of heat and using up our wheels
and brakeshoes, can be made useful in the propulsion of
other trains. I have tried this method of braking with such
a degree of refinement that a heavily loaded car would
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creep on a down grade at a pace so slow that an egg could
be put under the wheels and cracked and removed before
the wheel would pas<: over it.
Having thus touched upon the characteristics such as I
would propose for a railway system of this kind, let us resume the consideration of our proposed line between New
York and Philadelphia, and try to form some idea of the
electrical pressure which would be required, the service
which could be demanded, the number of cars which could
be handled, the speeds which could be maintained, and
the number of stations which would be required to operate
the stations.
We will assume for the purpose of this investigation an overhead conductor in the form of a solid
rod one inch in diameter over each track, or, if you please,
a smaller rod over each track and a main conductor making up the equivalent capacity proposed, and a track of
equivalent capacity.
I take this arbitrary- size because it is
convenient for the purposes of our calculations and because it falls well within the limit of expenditure which
such a system would warrant. For instance the American
Bell Telephone company has a line of long distance telephone wires rounding from New York to Boston, a distance of about 300 miles, nearly three and a half times the
distance which we are considering.
On these poles are
about 70 wires each of No. 12 copper. The aggregate
area of these conductors Is over 800, COO circular mills,
aod the total weght of copper on this line, which is
used simply for telephonic purposes, is about 40 per
cent, more than the weight of two copper rods an Inch
in diameter running from Naw York to Philadelphia.
If the investment is a reasonable one In the telephone
system, cannot we certainly consider it a reasonable
one in that larger field of the transmission of power of
which we are now speaking?
As I have stated, of the number of trains which in 13
hours leave Jersey City for Philadelphia, twelve usually make only one or two stops. Allowiog 60 cars this
would be about one car every thirteen minutes. This
interval of thirteen minutes is nearly as short as would
be desirable between cars running at an average speed
of a mile a minute, no matter how perfect the block
system, and it would be necessary, possibly, to run
these cars in double car units.
will assume for our
purposes the size of a car such as is used on the elevated road of Brooklyn bridge In
Y^'ork, which
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5322240

CM=

wmL

We have assumed for our conductors two rods an
inch in diameter, and that the rail has the same reaistance.
Hence substituting for cm its value 2.000,000,
we have

2 66112

E=

L63I

E

g—

wmd

wmd
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It will be no'ed that m, w, and d, that Is, number of
miles per hour, weight handled, and distance over
which operated, are all affected in the same way.
Hence with any value of E and S we can vary the relative values of w,
and d so long as we do not disturb
the product.
That is, we can halve the number of
miles and double the speed, or double the distance and
halve the running speed, keeping the weight hauled the
same, and so on. For the total weight we can substitute
the weight of each unit, c, and the number of units, h,
thus making the formula

m

1.631
'

For the

line

E=
Taking our

4^mbcd

proposed d=-90, and

we have

15.56

unit of

two

cars at 50 tons, the time inter-

between them as ten minutes, and 60 miles per
as the mean speed, we have on the whole system
eighteen active units of two cars each, and
b c=54000
vals

hour

m

which substituted in our formula

is

3616

New

would with motor and passengers weigh from twenty
to twenty-five tons, or
unit.

The formula

to

a total of say 50 tons for our
determine the size of conductor

for a single transmission of car

is

15666 n

CM=
e V p
where n^the number of horse power.l the distance In feet,
E the potential at the motor, v the fall in potential an d p the
commercial efficiency of the motor.
If we assume the
station situated in the middle of the line; that is, at the
best point, and the work divided equally at the middle
section on each side, then L being the length of line we

have the formula:

NL

1566

CM=

4erp
This wiU be practicaly the same
tributed over the entire line.
If more than one station
will become

M^

if

the

work

is

dis-

used then the formula

is

4Evf5^
that is, the size of the conductor would vary inversely
as the square of the number of stations, if properly distributed.
may he expressed as a fraction of E, and
for practical purposes we will let Yr=l-9 of
and P
such that

V

E

15666 _16800

~

P
that

is

P=about

93^.

Then we have

L

37800 n

CM=^
thus, that the size of the wire
varieB Inversely as the square of the product of the number of stations and the electromotive force.
may also note that with any fixed size of conductor the electromotive force and the number of stations vary inversely, a somewhat important fact to re-
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m

in net tons,
the miles per hour,
c the percentage of grade expressed as a whole number,
and t the traction in pounds per net ton.

As I have stated, we will assume In this formula that
c equals zero, a consideration in which I am justified
in express service on a road of the character I have
outlined, with the relation of grades and traction
given, and with the method of braking I have described.
Our formula would then become, using 10
per ton as our average traction,

hp=^ w m
which substitu'ed for n in the distribution formula
gives us

1008

E^

wmL
S2

or substituting for L, 5280 d,
miles between stations,

quartered. Now use the S-wire system and the weight
is again quartered.
So that by tiiese very simple processes the original weight has been reduced 1-256 of
the original.
I do not think I need to point out further the value of
a proper determination of electrical values in a problem
of this character.
see then that the suppositious case is well within
the range of possibilities.
60-mile express service
every ten minutes Instead of 40 to a 15 mile service every
hour, would revolutionize travel. Of the comforts of
such a mode of travel, I need not spsak.
That it will
in the not very distant future be a fact, I know you all
agree with me in hoping for.

Me. Armstrong

of

,

Camden, N.

J.: I

want personally

thank Mr. Sprague for one of the most interesting
papers to which I ever listened. The figures that he
has given us, the explanations that he has made and the
statements throughout his address, have been to me of
the most Intense interest. I was pleased with the legal
position he took.
As a lawyer I must commend
him as a very good lawyer. Some of the matters he has
stated were novel to me in the statement of them, but
he stated such general principles, that I had to say I
knew it all the time, but didn't think of it.
to

t \

„„
CM=

and number of stations and the potential used.
Suppose we had a station at Jersey City to supply the
entire line as a certain potential over a conductor of the
required size. If the station be moved to the center,
the weight of copper necessary is only one quarter. Use
two stations properly spaced and the weight Is quartered
again. Dot^ble the potential and the weight is further

power required

»

lbs.

2wire.
3 wire.
3616
1808
2
45
1808
904
3
30
1205
603
4
221^
452
904
which last brhigs us down to ordinary street-car practice, which is only the beginning of what will be done
In the effective handling of potentials.
So, after all. It does not seem such a serious electrical
problem, and certainly not one to shrink from.
We can in another way illustrate the influence of the
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for the

4
hp=—
wm(/c-f20)/
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where w=the weight

Potential.

Miles apart.

A

which may be expressed

,

Motor

Stations.
1

We

E^ S2

member.
We have another formula, one
by a moving car, which is

following table:

Number.

position

mL

15666

which means that with one station in the middle, the
potential at the motor farther from the station would
tie 3616 volts, and near the station one-ninth higher.
Can we handle it? Yes, in time, but. perhaps, not yet.
Nor is there any necessity for doing so; for if we increase the number of stations and go to a 3- wire, instead
of a 2 wire system, making the track the bdance circuit, we would have motor potential as expressed by the

d being the number of

Mr.

Sprague:

As

to

the

s'atement

of the

in-

the
vestigation we have made particularly Into
motor power which has been used in central stations,
the amount of power used, of course depends upon the
amount of traffic, the number of cars run, the schedule,
the intervals between the cars, the grades. In fact,
there are a great many questions which determine it.
But we have very recently had an Investigation made
on five roads embracing every possible condition, and
in a short time those will be published in detail, and the
result which will be interesting to you as central station
operators, in the amoimt of operating power, the max-

imum per car, the minimum of current used. All
these figures will be very exact and they will be useful in determining the contracts which are sometimes
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entered Into between *UctJic railwaj companies and
electric lighting iissoclattons.
The cost of the operation of railways, is very much
Whenever we have asked
less than we hiive claimed.
the railway >mpanies to give us this cost of operating
their roads, ihe}' reply. " Well when we were in the
early stages of this business and it was necessary to
bring U9 I0 a satisfactory condition of mind to sign a
contract, it was ditTerent.
find ttere are a great
many elements of economy now we have reached
there, aiid we would be glad if you would keep that
element of economy out of sight, and do not publish it
broadcast, because we do not want sotne legislative
body 10 come down 00 us and say 'Reduce your fares
to four cents or sell seven or eight tickets for twenty
cents.'" So we have had, commercially speaking, to
accede to that request
Theic will be gradually in many of our cities an
amalgamation of the electric ligbl and raiiway InterIt seems to me that is the natural outcome, and I
ests.
know that oftentimes the same stockholders are interested in both the electr.c light and railwa3' companies.
I am going to have very soon, in a little town in South
Carolina, what I think is ihe mcst complete electrical
fetation in the United S a'cs.
S )me associates and myself, being ccnvincci that not only the electric light but
the electric railway business was a good thing, from
the experience we have had with it in the past two
years, got hold of an electric lighting company that
was earning a very reasonable dividend on its cost.
The company bad an electric railway franchise which
was exclusive for thirty years, and which had been
«

We

granted both by municipal and legislative action.

It

had the general railroad privileges of condemning
public and private property. The lights being exclusive not only in the two towns, but for the vicinity,
for thirty years, and there being no railroad there, and
there being established an electric light interest there,
and there being no gas company, we thought the opportunity was an excellent one 10 carry out that idea
which is alwiys ia the minds of electrical peaple. namenot
ly, the consolidating of electiical interests.
only consolidate the electric part of ir, but we consolidate the elements of management and personnel.
have different systems, the arc light system, theincandescent system, the power circuit and the railway circuit, all in the same building and under the same roof
of the car sheds, and with all respect to the telephone
Interest, I think pretty soon we will have the telephone
circuit.
We are going to run telephone wires on the
ate going to demonsame poles with the others.
strate that it Iscjuite possible to run a telephone circuit,
an electric railway pole line not only In conjunction
with it, bat In conjunction with electric lights and incandescent lamps.
hope this enterprise will be
profitable and that there may be a great many other
places in which the same thing can be done.
Professor Eaton of Liberty college: I would like
to ask >[r. Sprague if he has any objection to stating
what his princlpil reasons are for his conclusion that
the storage battery system will not succeisfolly compete with the overhead or direct wire system?
Mr. Si'UAorE: It is this, the simple reason is that
you cinnot three limes convert energy, at the same
economy that you can once. That is the first reason.
Secondly, because you cannot cany a dead load of two
tons around, unnecessarily, without energy you cannot carry it around anyway, necessarily or otherwise,
without energy. You must carry your storage battery
and you cannot get rid of that useless load. It weighs
nearly two tons. It weighs as much as thirty-five or
forty passengers.
It weighs more than your motor
equipment; it weighs more than your car body considered by itself; it weighs more than your iron trucks
considered by themselves. We have to carry our motors
around, we have to carry the trucks, the passengers,
and the car bodies; but to carry our storage battery Is
another thing. Theie are no storage battel ies in existence furthermore whose storage capacity wiil permit
of more than 2'j or 30 horse power being taken out of
It.
If you limit the weight or size of your battery, you
redcce its capacity. On grades of eight per cent, and
that is about the maximum which the adhesion of the
rail will permit, you find a great difficoliy; you will
xise abnut 30-horse power of mechanical energy, and
the ni'.tor must develop that.
There is no storage battery that you can put on a KJ foot grade to diy, out of
which you can take that power for thirty minutes at a
time; the capacity Is not there.
But when you
get the overhead line or the underground conductor,
provided It is connected with a big engine and a lot of
dynamos at the other end, you can demand
also
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all
your
motor
can carry.
storage battery which a compiny dare
recommend for operation upon a G per cent, grade, or
that you could run 100, 170 or 180 miles a day.
The
maximum work of a storage battery per car, per day, ia
about 80 or possibly DO miles, and there are very few
cars doing that. There are no storage battery cars in
the United States that I am aware of, that arc working
18, 1!) or 20 hours a day, as ia the case with the direct
system of supply.
I hope, as cordially
as any other man can, that the
storage battery is going to be a success, but there is no
question that its limitations are pretty clearly fixed and
that it can never compete with direct sources of supply
in capacity. There Is no limit to the capacity of the motor
or the amou nt of current you can use from a direct source
of supply. There Is certainly awell defined narrow limit
In the case of the storage battery.
I say that with all
friendliness to the storage battery, because I am interested financially in one— or rather I should say one is
floancially interested in me.
C. C. Haskpns of Chicago then addressed the convention on the subject of "Prodigality In Economy," as
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The ciutious man of business, when the dull season
carefully over his past record, scans his
methods, weighs his successes and fjilurcs, and endeavors
10 'O arrange his future .is to increase the former, and to
If he tinds
the greatest possible cxttnt diminish the latter.
that by a liberal expenditure of energy or money in some
(xatticular dirtciion he has made satisfactory advance, he
seriously considers whetlicr more extended effort in tliat dicomes round, goes

rection will not siill further aid in the general
which he is striving; and he as carefully passes

result

for

by and igwhich have proved either dis-

nores those plans and
astrous or very moderately successful.
There are times and occasions when such retrospective
examinations of methods and systems are demanded by
circumstance-^, and
as in religion and politics a revival
seems to be required to bring the record of the past up to
the programme of the future, that the one may be used for
In
the improvement of the other, by direct comparison.
such a connection I have thought that possible good might
resuh from canvassing the question whether there has not
been in the past, whether there is not now, among the electrical fraternity, an inclination to practice a sort of delusive
economy in many directions, a policy, which, to use an old
and homely proverb, is '"penny wise and pound foolish."
few years ago, when the arc light was hardly more
than a possibility, the fraternity, composed wholly of those
whose electrical education had been acquired while handling nothing heavier than a quadruple.\ telegraph battery,
brought such knowledge as then existed to the work. One
line that I call to mind wa*; put up with dr>* cotton-covered
wire magnet wire and the terminals of the line were
It was
carried to ground through the gas and water pipes.
a commendable job, for the best was done with the knowlavery
not
have
been
Truth
tell,
it
would
edge at hand.
to
dangerous affair if it bad got away entirely, for it was a
very small plant, and like many another nursling, quite
It was not long until the owner demanded an imfeeble.
proved circuit, and again the best wire in the market was
used.
second lime the plant was overhauled, and the
second wire was not considered good enough, but there
was substituted for it the best rubber wires known to the
the plant, on
trade.
I should add that in each instance
being overhauled, was increased in size as well as improved
construction.
in
I once asked the owner of the property if the alterations
and improvements in that plant were not very expensive.
His answer showed me true economy in coal bills, wear
and tear of engine and boiler, increased immunity from
danger to person and property, and a better, both brighter
and steadier light at less cost, with fewer rebate bills and
fewer unpleasant inter\*ie\vs with his patrons.
efforts
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I have in mind
a second plant, where it was deemed
wise by the management to purchase ever)'tbing which
could aid in tabulating expenditures, in the more readily
handling the work to be done in the dynamo room, in the
engine and boiler rooms, and in the office. No inconsiderable amount of money has been expended in the purchase
Every
of instruments for procuring the various data.
pound of coal and ever}' bushel of ashes is weighed, and
the results are as carefully kept and as faithfully e.xact as
The performthose of a bank bookkeeper's balance sheet.
ances of the engines and dynamos are duly recorded for
every day's run.
The lines are measured, not only for insulation, but for copper resistance as well, and a record to
the minutest particular is made up daily for the eye of the
manager. The most minute leak is thus discovered in
time to prevent a great waste, and is repaired before sunset
if possible, so that no greater strain is set up when the dynamo is again set in motion. Since the first revolution of
renewals of
that engine there have been paid in repairs
less, during over twelve
parts damaged by electricity
months' constant running, than on many a plant of onequarter the capacity, is wasted in the item of oil alone.
A plant not unlike the one last mentioned, one in which
all these vital matters are recorded daily, and tabulated for
the manager's eye, has been cited to me as an example of
what may be accomplished by a study of such information.
In this plant there are fourteen dynamos in daily use, conThe
suming an average of 1,900 pounds of coal per day.
record shows that of this there is about 15 percent,
The manager shows that he is using four and onewaste.
And for the
half pounds of coal per horse power hour.
engines, shafting, dynamos, etc., one barrel of oil is consumed per month. I would gladly mention names in these
cases were it not that my lips have been sealed by parlies
furnishing the information.
Oils for lubrication are as plenty as blackberries, and 12
cents, 15 cents, 20 cents per gallon has a fascination for
him who searches for bargains in oil. An apt illustration
of the economy of cheap oil was lately giv'en in a railway
publication.
According to the writer, on an Ohio road
the newly appointed superintendent of motive power
learned that the valve oil in use, a mixture of black oil and
tallow, costing 32 cents per gallon, was giving an average
run of 100 miles per quart.
He found, also, that an average of one valve seat per day was being faced at the shop.
I le ordered an oil used that cost 50c per gallon, which gives
an average of 200 miles run per quart, with only five valve
tifleen valve seats to face
seals to face in four months
in a year, as compared with 365, and half as much oil to
In other words, 25
do the work of the cheaper lubricant.
cents against 32.
Oils costin
our
line.
Another case comes more directly
ing 12 to 15 cents were found to answer well enough in an
engine and dynamo room, so far as heating was concerned,
but no pains were taken to look beyond that effect, until,
afier a time, it was discovered that the journals had a silvery while instead of the polished, mirror-Uke appearance
they should present.
Calipering the ^haft showed that
«ith the cheap oil the shaft had worn away more in three
months than it should have done, with a pioper lubricant,
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In cheaper oils might be more economically used by the
purchasing agent in athletic development, to the end that
oil fiends and other greasy tramps might better comprehend
the words "no admittance," which should ornament the
door of every dynamo room.
Present company is, of
course, always excepted.
.\s it is true ihat no man knows more than the rest of the
world, so it is true that no one man can do all that is to be
done in the various departments of a central plant. But
human nature is weak, and the range of human eyesight is
limited.
It is not by any means seldom that the principal
official of the plant endeavors to transact his business from
the table of his roll top desk, without ever getting his legs
from under it to see personally how matters are progressing.
Jones calls and arranges to have half a dozen lights put in
his store.
The manager orders the superintendent to have
it done.
The superintendent passes the order to the foreman of construction from thence it goes to the foreman of a gang, and he gives the order to a couple of his
"Indians" to do the work. From the manager down to the
foreman of the gang, inclusive, no one knows anything
more about that installation than the king of Sandwich
Islands.
If it goes all right, nothing is heard of it, but If
a fire occurs, or some person is injured, the whole fraternity,

—

the electric light and power sen'ice of the entire world,
has received a black eye which requires months to heal.
What is ever}'body's business in this case should be the
business of an inspector.
Different methods of managing plants are illustrated by a
couple of centrals not very far from Kansas City.
They
represent extremes.
In one of these there is a general impression that some one has done it himself.
The dynamo
is in a building which seems rather to have grown under
adverse circumstances than to have been constructed intentionally.
It stands on posts, the space between these
boarded up from the ground to the sills.
It has all the
advantages to be derived from ventilation, and it is well up
from the ground.
In one portion of the room stand the
engine and boiler, threatening destruction to the establishment by either shaking it down or blowing it up, if one may
judge by the second-hand appearance of everything. The
line is in excellent keeping with the rest.
informant
says the wire lies on roofs and against buildings, and is a
constant menace to person and property.
Connectors in
place of soldered twist joints are so constant as to give the
idea of the company's having secured a great bargain by
purchasing all some concern had, and the consequence is
that the lights are unsteady, weak and blear-eyed, while the
dynamo has assumed a sad, unhappy cast of countenance,
such as one sometimes meets the day after Christmas. The
reason for all this unhappy condition of affairs is found in a
false economy; the employment of incompetent engine and
dynamo men and other cheap ignorance. The result may be
foreseen— the plant for sale.
But a short distance away from this disgrace to the fraternity and the art, there is a successful plant run as it were
by a one man power. There are over 100 arc lights, and
one of two persons sees individually every one of these
each day. The parties are father and son. The dynamos
are as thoroughly cleaned as possible every twenty-four
hours, and there are no corners for the accumulation of
dirt that are not carefully looked to.
There is no greasy
sawdust under foot, no oiled rags stowed away for spontaneous kindling material. Everything is kept snug, clean
and in order throughout the entire plant, and the total
amount of repair expenses for one year was merely nomThis plant is not on the market.
inal.
These are no fancy sketches.
They are taken from life.
I fear the first named case has no representative here
it
would be well, perhaps, if it had.
case of false economy I copy from the Electrical World
of December 14th, last.
In this instance an electrical engineer, compelled by a
railway accident to remain over night in a small town visited the lighting station to kill time, and found a mere lad
in charge, who told him the plant had not turned out as
profitable as was expected, and the stockholders were growling about the prospects.
Inspection of the circuits showed
that while they were in excellent order, with the e.xception
of a loosened connection or two. the lights were not giving
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out their normal brilliancy.

Returning to the station, he
located the trouble in the boiler room, where he found the
grate bars covered with a mass of hardened clinkers,
through which but Hltle air could circulate, and which remost severe exertion to remove, while further
examination showed that neither the flues nor the tubes had
been properly cleaned for months. All this was remedied
the following day, with the result of plenty of steam, good
light, and a saving of about one-third the fuel.
The writer
goes on to say that even this pointed and striking lesson
quired the

in

economy was

lost

tained and permitted to

own

on the

go

The boy was reon running the plant in his

directors.

right

feeble way.

many points of present saving
not the certainty of future loss.
It costs
much less to use the ordinary porcelain drawer knob for
out-of-doors insulation.
Yet even with the best insulated
cable there is positively no real economy in such construcNeither should a wooden cleat be made to do ser\'ice
tion.
for retaining a cable in position.
The former, holding as
it does by a single screw, is incapable of sustaining the wire
or cable securely, and the repeated replacing and renewing
consequent upon the use of these knobs, if the line is kept
in proper condition, soon far outbalances the price of
glass insulators firmly fixed on iron or wood brackets.
Nor should wires crawling along the face of buildings be
fastened to the cornices or water tables.
Carried out from
the wall by an iron bracket, and attached to glass, two
great advantages are gained.
There is no contact with the
wall, and the window washer cannot stand upon the wires
to break the insulation and thus increase the danger of
accident, and the possibility of the conductor being reached
by occupants of offices or flats is greatly diminished.
The objection to an iron staple over a heavy wire or cable
is that sooner or later the weight of the conductor will sag,
weakening the insulation, if not cutting it through comIn construction there are

at

the risk,

if
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pletely.

magneto crank, the effect was marvelous. He made several florid remarks on the occasion, and bought a bridge set

retention

has since told me repeatedly, that the
investment has paid him several times over in line econ-

The wooden cleat is scarcely better. Exptrienct
has shown that upon a line where such cleats are used, tin
of moisture by the wood is almost certain to
weaken that point, so that when a ground is developec
elsewhere, adding to the strain already existing, the cleai
aids materially in the development of the second grouhd
wiih its consequent unpleasantness.
It costs a little more at the time, but in all such positions the farther we get from the wail or ihe wood, with
air for both ventilation and insulation, the greater the
economy in the long run.
No inconsiderable expense is sometimes incurred in covering arc light conductors within a building with a near and
ornamental moulding. It is pretty, but expensive, ivhen,
as in an instance where I was a witness after the fact, an
unnoticed leak from an imperfect sky-light developed a
second ground on a heavy circuit, and the insurance fell
short of the damage done.
In another instance, where
wooden cleats were used lo confine a cable in a sidewalk
area, grounds were developed in half a dozen places almost simultaneously from a very similar cause, and an
expensive piece of conductor was ruined.
In the fir^t ot
these two instances, painting or even bronzing the wire
with varnish bronze would have been sufiiciently orna
mental, and the pcrcelain knobs could have been treated
similarly.
In any event, but a few days after a line of
wire is run through a room it has ceased lo be a nineday's wonder, and is seldom ever thought of again.
So
of lines outside.
When first placed every one sees hem,
and all sorts of criticism and comment are the order of
the day.
In a few days the gossipers have some other
target for their witticisms or remarks, and the wires are
pe'mitted to rest.
There is one exception to this rule. In the experience of
almost every central plant management, there is one i- dividual who says that under no circumstances can any electric light wire pass his premises.
He seems to have been
born a coward, and nothing on the surface of the footstool can make him brave unless it is one free lamp.
The economy here is compulsory, and is not to be quesl

tioned.
Is not the unfortunate condition of affairs at the East,

with

all its

concomitant newspaper and magazine

literature,

bickerings, injunctions and other legal entanglements,
traceable either directly or indirectly to a mistaken economy? Is it not fair to presume that at the outset, with a
reasonable expenditure in first-class material, much rf the
business unhappiness and the mental bitterness which the
electrical fraternity and the outer world, metaphorically
speaking, have been forced to swallow, would have been
spared them?
difference of forty, perhaps fifty dollars
per mile of conductor, I believe, would have worked wonders as a peace and harmony panacea, and left fewer rawspots and blisters on the electrical animal to be gradually
nursed back to health and vigor.
I may be wrong, but
I strongly incline to the belief that where the false or
dangerous systems of economy have clashed with legal
authority, the savings so accumulated are more than balanced by rebates, legal expenses, loss of patrons through
stoppages or poor service, or both, in the long run.
Every new industry is compelled to fight for an existence.
If, like the electrical enterprise, it must elbow its
way into notice, taking the place of a competitor in the
front rank, it must make enemies, and of a necessity antagonize those whom it discomforts and crowds to the
background. It is not an attribute of the descendants of
Adam to submit tamely to rebuffs and usurpation, and
no opportunity is ever lost of disfiguring the countenance
of the new-ccmer.
To give occasion for and encourage
these opportunities by our own acts seems to me to be shortsighted and illogical.
It is true that electric lighting and power have made
wonderful and monstrous strides in popularity, considering
ihe jouth of their existence, and they will continue, despite every opposition, to grow in grace and strength, till
they have relegated to the rear ranks every other form of
illumina ion, and crowded the present clumsy, hot, ungain
ly engines from their vantage ground, as the circus elephant
clears the tanbark ring for the riders.
But the public
has some voice in the matter, and the higher the standard
of excellence to which the electric light and power man
brings his work, the more rapidly will the circle of usefulness widen and the more tranquil will his enemies have
its

A

become.

The parties in whose interest legislation on the installaand use of electricity for illumination was first invoked
were unwittingly chargeable for the many set backs and
the want of progress which checked the enterprise in its
early days, and are not wholly free from blame, though indireciy, for the present troubles.
These were the fire insurance people.
These men deal only with combustion.
There is to them a magic in the word incombustible. Say
fire proof to an undenvriter, and his heart leaps with joy.
tion

It was a sharp trader
who exhibited a cotton -covered,
painted wire to the insurance people and demonstrated that
It did not readily burn.
"Just the thing," said the actuary,
and the president, and the inspector, and they all smiled
at the honor conferred when the cunning merchant baptized it for its godfathers, and called it "The Underwriters' Wire."
There is a class of hard citizens who usually
have an alias. The underwriters' wire is to-day best known
by its nickname.
Another misfortune has been handed down to us from
the early days of electrical illumination, which I look upon
as one of tte original sins of the business,
the magneto
bell
I have wiitten and scolded and begged to have this
abomination sent out of the realm, but likeEanquo's gliost,
it will not down.
I find it everywhere, and if I ask the
party in charge of a plant what his insulation is, I am quite
olten told that it is "first-class, my bell won't ring no matter how fast I turn it."
A short t me ago I took occasion
to measure the resi tance through which I could ring the
bell of one of these guaranteed for 15,000 ohms.
With a
nally ?mart grinder, we did manage to get a slight response
through 6,500 ohms, and when I included the manager
v.-ilh the firj.t class Lne Le claimed to have, and turned the
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magneto has no method of giving information beyond
the fact that there is or is not a bad condition of affairs on
the line.
If there are two or more faults, there is no possible way of distinguishing when the linemen have found
one of these, except in a negative sort of manner. So soon
as the insulation is raised to a point where the bell refuses
to ring, its maximum of usefulness is reached.
Take the
case of the line just mentioned.
maximum insulation of
less than O.oco ohms' resistance would be the best that instrument would show. The waste of current, the unsatisfactory lights both as to brilliancy and steadiness, the useless labor of the generator, the coal waste, the danger to
life and property, all those faults which follow in the wake
of such weak insulation, certainly confer no honor on an
economy which persists in using an instrument that can
virtually do no more than show up a dead ground.

A

Nor is it any better as a method of testing the insulation
of fields and armatures.
It is far more potent for mischief
than is generally suspected, for the spark generated is of
very high tension, and is quite likely to cut across and open
the way for a short circuit when next the machine is used,
by weakening the insulation.
And again, the magneto being the sole dependence of
the station the services of an expert are far more often
required than they otherwise would be, while the vexatious
delay the annoyance, and afterwards the bill which seems
outrageous, cannot be placed to the credit of the economy
account.. Yet the magneto seems almost as persistent and
hereditary as John Calvin believed original sin to be.
The dynamo man and the engineer, when these are two,
are often refused, on the score of expense, the most reasonable demands.
case which struck me quite forcibly,

A

to illustrate my meaning.
The attendant
found that a portion of the paper driving pulley
was becoming loosened, and that in order lo restore it to its
normal condition he needed a peculiar form of wrench.
The manager was notified, but refused to allow the purchase, although the sum required w^asbut a few cents.
He
said the company could not afford it, and the engineer
must get along the best he could. He did the best he
could, and .'o did the pulley.
It went to pieces.
The dynamo belt went into the engine governor gearing, and the
entire plant had a three days' vacation.
The lost time, rebates and repairs bills, would have paid for several bushe's of such wrenches as were needed to
repair the
I

may mention,

at a plant

pulley.

There are other and many simple, but necessary appurtenances of use and convenience, too often refused on the
score of economy, which repay the original investment
many times over during their existence.
Coupling up high potential dynamos in series to save
wire is doubtful economy, to say the least.
Insulation is
subject to damage from within as well as from without, and
two lines of thirty lamps each will last longer and pay better than one with sixty lamps run by two 30-light dynamos
in series.

When renewing the belting of a plant is sometimes a
matter of considerable anxiety, occasionally the desire to
get a few more days' ser\'ice out of an old one involves
possibilities which may be extremely hazardous.
The
chances in case of a break, of the belt becoming playful
and familiar, always suggest to me that belts are like oil
paintings made lo look at, not to smell of. Yet many a
belt has been thrown away as useless because of its having
become accidentally greased to that extent that it refused
lo hug the pulleys.
This may be remedied by covering the
driving |_uliey with a leather band, the width of its face,
fastened on with counter sunk bolts.
In a comparatively
short time the belt, provided it is not again greased, will,
by centrifugal force, and evaporation, rid itself of the oil,
and wear to a good old age.
There is excellent economy in the encouragement of the
expert and his assistants, who are, when worthy, the prime
support and king-bolt of the business.
The hours of such
anemplo5e are almost undefined undefinable.
He is,
perhaps, taxed beyond his endurance, and many such a
man has been lost to his employer through attempted economy in riding a free hor.-e loo hard.
It is, however, no trouble to supply the place of one who
desires to leave a situation.
The woods are full of electrical shoddy, and there are plenty of men who claim the
title of electrical engineers and sport a card showing them
10 be both mechanical and electrical experts.
They generally have a place
they call it a position where a plant
is run on an assumed economical basis.
Usually these do not
last longer than to have made themselves imduly expensive
to their employers.
Outside men, too, are often weighed in the balance and
found wanting. It is competent for an employe in electrical work to do almost irreparable mischief, and yet not
be aware of the fact.
There is no gauge by which his
claims lo knowledge and experience can be measured, except by trying him.
The only way I can see to govern
this difficulty is to put a thoroughly competent, reliable
man over the bell-hanger and shoemaker electricians, to
watch and discharge them.
The watchful eye of a highpriced man for foreman or superintendent has saved many
a dollar to the contractor, which would otherwise have been
paid after the plant was supposed to be finished, and before it was accepted.
An extraordinary demand for labor always brings to the
front a class of men as unskilled as it is unscrupulous
men who never get up to their maximum of speed until
about supper time. Practical electricity is suffering to-day
from the wisdom of men who talk learnedly of "galvanometers" and "computators'" and seem to think that an insulator, likea tumbler, is most likely to be of some service
when placed with the open end up.
Yet, the theoretical without the practical ability and education, is no better.
It would be poor economy indeed lo
depend solely on what the expert may have learned in
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young man who is at present in a position of considerable importance, in addition to small amount of education
theoretically, had combined with this a practical experience
in handling circuits and dynamos.
combination of circumstances, such as you all know by experience, called all
the experts away from the job which was a new plant of
considerable pretensions just as it was about ready lo run.
The engines were started, but soon after the lights were
switched in, the dynamo showed an imperfection which
rendered it utterly useless.
The time for the grand opening was fast approaching, and there was no other dynamo
to be had there, while the factor)- was so far away that to
get one was impossible.
The trouble lay in the fact that
the centrifugal force of the armature had thrown the insulation between the commutator sections out just far enough
so that the brushes touched only occasionally.
With a
very fine file he dressed down the projections, and with another tool, improvised from a second file which he ground
down, he burred the edges of the sections to prevent a recurrence of the trouble, started his machine and made the
opening run with perfect success, and ate his supper ihe
next morning. That kind of a man is a jewel at any
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contrast to this is a case where the hero is a graduate
of an Eastern college, who has himself been a teacher, 1 ut
he is only a book electrician. The construction of a central plant has been placed in his hands, he being the electrician of the locality, which is situated in one of the
Northern States.
Reasoning, apparently, that a wire
which is covered with a material which the books he studied said was an insulator, that should settle the question,
and consequently he said in effect "No glass or porcelain
can be necessary. To purchase these will cost more than
staples, so we will use staples."
If the fire department and
the underwriters keep hands off until that plant is fully
under way, there will possibly be some fun right near
:

home.

The day of dark, ding)', unhealthy and damp dynamo
rooms, with their dangerous surroundings, is fortunately
fast passing away.
The false economy which induced the
selection of such sites has become self-apparent.
It has
become Ihe rule to prefer clean, light and airy rooms, and
an occasional crank on the subject has even gone to the extent of kalsomining and painting the walls, timbers and
ceiling.
The great advantage, however, in the latter day
dynamo room, is the safety which comes oi distance from
the ground.
I look upon the omission, in these days of
progress, of any possible safeguard against danger to property or person, as criminal, as contrary to the principles of
true economy and extremely impolitic.
The public is not
near-sighted, nor is it either tongue-lied or weak in the
lungs.

1 here is an expense attending the change of a circuit or
the removal of one, often a no inconsiderable expense, the
saving of which may not always be true economy.
I refer
to the common habit of allowing wires to remain after the
change
wires.
No. 18
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is made, and thus become "tramps"
homeless
These vagabonds, w^hether of No. 6 underwriter or

annunciator, are capable, like other tramps, of un1 mited and incalculable mischief.
It is not directly in the
power cf the electric light man to control the telephone and
telegraph and ticker people, but he can. and should, for his
own good, gather up the remnants of discontinued circuits
and clear himself as far as possible from chance of blame.
The public jumps at conclusions, and right or wrong, there
must be a cause given at once for every abnormal condition
of affairs, every untoward circumstance, or otherwise the
people's greedy appetite for sensation is unsatisfied.
Ic is questionable if more is not lost than gained by running incandescent lamps above their proper pressii e, with
the idea of obtaining more light.
The increased light thus
obtained is indeed great, proportioned to the increased
pressure, but the. life of the lamp is alarmingly shortened.
It is belter to run a volt or two below than a volt above

normal pressure.
It is false

sume more

economy

to

purchase cheap lamps, which conproduction of standard candle

current in the

power, rather than to buy

lamps of higher efficiency at
In addition to the fact that an
more advanced figures.
efficient lamp is an able economic lieutenant to the coal pile,

may be less, other things equal,
with an efficient lamp. And, of course, as a natural consequence, more lamps may be used to a given number of
square millimeters of conductor, and more lamps can be
run from the same generator.
Cheap lamps too often go upon the same circu'ts as
the better ones, and want of uniformity of voltage
throughout the plant is the natural and unfortunate result.
This condition, of course, is only found on isolated plants, but it is worth considering as an argument
against the peddler of inferior merchandise.
Inferior
lamps are poorly constructed, the candle power and voltage are not measured by proper instruments and methods,
but are guessed at by the eye, and no two consecutive
lamps are similar as to candle power under the same
the sizes of wires needed

pressure.

In connection with the matter of lamps, a method of
keeping track of lamp renewals has been shown me,
which is claimed to be giving excellent results. The plant
where this plan was inaugurated is one of magnificent
distances
some Ihree miles separating the extremes of
The company's contract with its
the territory occupied.
is
patrons
to renew only such lamps as have burned out.
All broken globes are paid for by the patrons.
The

—

company

—a

places

at regular stations

— usually

few lamps, with a blank, ruled

size,

lamps

in drugstores
for particulars as to

date, etc., and a receipt to the custodian, for
delivered.
The depositories are visited weekly and

price,

settlements made.

The advantages of this p'an must
The consumer buys his lamps as he

be

apparent to

all.

needs, without having cither to go far, or keep a considerable number on
band, and the managers are enabled to discover a weak
spot in the system if the breakage is excessive at some par-
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This plan has been in operation someticulir locality.
fhing over a year, with the most satisfactory results to all
parties concerned.
In conclusion, the prosecution of electrical enterprises is
like that of almost any other business, and will be most

when based on and coniucttd with tiue. provtn
economy, when the most approved appliances and materials
are used, and the best ability in each department is emsuccessful

ployed..
An incompetent fireman is a very expensive luxury, a careless lineman 'S a drain which saps the prolit
account of its treasur>'. while a dynamo man or an engineer who watches the cl' ck more closely than he docs the
gauges or the biushes, is sure to be a heavy brake
on the wheels of prog'ess.
liul where all the little aimy is striving, each individual with his own dbilily, to aid in the general success of
the undertaking, when each feels that he possesses the
conlidence of his suixrioTS and that appreciation of his
efforts is a sKpping-stone 10 preferment, the current of
success (lows more evenly, the resistance which generates
wasteful heat disappears, and the field of personal magnetism is strengthened and extended, until it permeates

the entire or^zini/.'ttion

Charles A. Harber of Kansas City, read a paper on
line insulation as follows:

Line Ihsclatios froji tue Standpoint of Practical EXPKRIESOK.
liV

Cll.VRLES A. lIAriiEK.

The question of the day for electrical Induslrius Is
InsuUtioD. and believing that any Information bearing
thereon, and derived from experiencp, may be valuable,
1 preSiUt a brief record of measiiremen s to determine
the relative resistance cf several forms of Insulaliin.
In what follows I lav bjfore you the results cf daily
measurements tnide in the interests cf the company
whose central stations I have in charge; but I assume
to draw no cmi-luslons save the urgent need of cousfant
vigilance.
It bfing my object to draw out rather than
exhaust discussion, I leave to others the matters of
proper construction, in-pection, etc., ail of which are
equally important.
Djring the hst 24 months I have personally tested
The instrument used is
the insulation of our circuits.
the Electilcal Supply company's standard testing set,
composed of a silver ba'.tery of 24 cells and combination of Whea'slone'a bridges with galvanometer
and variable ie3i£tance. I have measures from 1-100
Messaremenls are taken shortly
to 1,111,000 ohms.
befoie closing circuits, first the precaution being taken,
however, to fsc^rtain it the circuits to be tested are
crossed by live wires; which if not producing sufficient current to erdanger the instrument might give
an incDrrect reading.
These measurement) are then averaged daily aid also

February

this time forth see that nothing Is left undone
to prevent a recurrence.
the first tiling to do is to locate the causes of
dangers and troubles, and then next to show a way to
avoid them. As to the cause, we all know that the
prime cau'e in almost every Inslnnce is a grounded
circull. and though there are other thiags to guard
against, I think that if we can elTc^tually guard against
grounds, cr to almost the same end, be sure that the
instant a grjund appears, that fact will be known, and
the ground located so that it can be quickly removed,
the other causes will not be likely to result In much
trouble.
This can be more properly and etrectuall}'
taken care of by issuing good and complete instrue'ions
to our employes, an<l then seeing that the}' arc enforced,
than by means of appliances at our stations. Now, to
avoid the dangers resulting from grounds, we must
first provide some means or system to enable us to kinw
where a "ground" comes onto a circuit. It has l"e3n
suggested to make a permanni ground in each circuit
through a high resistance with an annunci ilor drop in
circuit, so that when a second ground occurs a portion
of the current will be shunted through the high resist-

and from

ance and

diop and thus <ause the drop

to fall

and

:

i:TW

should be borne in mind that the measurements are
limited to the capacity of lb 3 instrument used; this,
however, i^ a ma'ter of minor importance as the value
of insulition In practicil work depend) not on its
highes^ but on its lowest resistance.
Among our circuits operating Thomson-Houston aic
lamps (ibout 10 amperes at .JO volts) we have four
covered respectively by P. & B., simplex, Grimshaw

E'

It

and okonile.

The

same.

&

E,
paper:
J.

Lockwood

of

Detroit, then read the following

How TO Make Ahc
BY

J. E.

Light Circdits Sapb.

LOCKWOOD.

I came before you today to speak upon a subject
which I am 8atl8li*?d la of such lmportanc3 as warrants
a very careful investigation, and I am satisfied that if
we make it in a ihorou ;h m inner and theo apply It to
the best of our ability, by the knowledge thus gained,
we will have done more toward ending the cry of the
press and people about the dingers of electric lighting,
than could pjaalbly be done in any other manner.
The subjiC, of my niper Is, "ilow to Make Arc
Light Circuits Sife." Now, I do not mean to convey
the idea that arc light circuit i are not, and will not
always be dangerous, under ceitain circumstances, but
I mean that with our present knowledge and with the
appllcatlcn that can cow be obtained to enable us to
make our arc circuits so safe to
apply the same, we
our employes and the general public, that accidents
win be of such rare occurrence as to attract no adverse
criticism from either the press or the people.
a'l know that the past yea-- has been productive
of more harm to electrical Interests thaa any other
year since we started, and there is no gainsaying the
fact that fill the results of accidents are from arc lights,
such as are usually termed "high teasion circuits"; for
although there have been a few accidents due to other
causes, they of themselves would have caused no comment. Let us then benefit by the lesson we have had,

cm
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it ajiiieai-s. and we then have before usthe pro!)it.
If, however, the above system is
not adijpt'd, the ne.\t best thing to do is to test every
circuit reirularlv each day at eeilahi speeilied hours,
and should a(l vise a test every two or three hours
while the <-ircinl is in operation and two tests while not,
the last tw(t to !>c maile. one llic lirsl thirti:' in the morning, the other just al .isunicicnt ime efore starling up
to give lime to remove the ground if our is lound to
exist
If any circnitsarc operated all the time or nearly
so. all four tests shouTd be made while in operation at
regular intervals.
Asa result of my experience and ol)Servations, 1 believe thai the majority of grounds occur wiiilc circuits
arc in <iperalion and that the best lime lo test for the
In mosl cilies tliere are many cir-^ame is at this time.
cuits that never have all their loo|)s thrown on exccj>t
when the circuits are in operatii)n. and therefore this is
the only time when the circuits can be Icslcd in their
entirely.
Ti> make these lestswmdd rci{iiirea|)pliaiu^es
to Icsl both live ;uid dead eirciiits. or in ntlu-r words,

inslaiit

lem of iocating

I

I

l

circuits in o|)i-ialioii

and circiuls

I

not in opcr.alion.

For

Ihe Mrs! or li\e circuits I \V()uld aiUise the use of any
of the appliances whi<h 1 will describe further on, (hat
can be useil to locate the grounds. For the second, or
'dead" circuit, I wouldadvi.se any of the testing .-ie'.s
now made by I'lectrical iiistnnnent manufacturers,
which arc a eomliiiialioM id' rheostat and galvanometer
on the Wln-alsiiinc briilgc principle, and which will
test satisfactorily up lo at least one megohm.
brass
plale at the swilehbo.ud should then be provided and
the same connected well \\\\\\ the earth.
Now. by connecting one wire from your tesling .set, lo this groimd
plate and the other to a terminal of a circuit, your circuit and the earth become portions of Ihe circuit and
the ground connection bel ween those two can then he
measurcil.
The total icsislani'c less Ihe resistance of
the jiorlion of the circuit lietwecn Ihe set ami the
ground will be the resistance of ihe ground connection.
N} eonneclion of less resistance than lUO.dDO ohms
should ever be allowed to exist, and preferably not less

A

than one megohm.
AVe now come to the locating of groumls when they
are found to exist, and wc will tirst take up grounds (Hi
dead circuits. To carry out this W()rk we need the
combined galvanometer andrheiLstat already spoken of,
and the principle upon wliich the same should be ap-

for the month.

external conditions of these circuits are nearly the
The okonlte circuit in us2 13 months, is 2^
miles long and operates .io lamps, the P. tt B. circuit
in use 1.") months, is 2',; miles long, and optrales 40
lamps; The Gritnshaw circui'. in use 18 months, is
2 11.5 miles long and on it are 24 lamps: The simplex
circuit in use 13 months, is 3 7-10 miles long and
op°rat€s 40 lamps.
During the 12 months ended January 1, 1890,
measurement; of insulation of these circuits have
averaged: P. &B. 48.'i,702 ohms; Grimshaw 891,392
ohms; simplex 89.'5. 123 ohms; okonite 900.212 ohms.
The average lowest resistance for the 12 month=i Is as
follows: P. A: B 3.5,200 ohms; Grimshaw 160,400
ohms; simplex 10:3,871 olim.s; okonile 172.913 ohms.
Loss of service during the yeir directly attributable
B. 301 lamp-hours; Grim
to grounds, is on the P.
Shaw, Simplex and okonlte, none.

troduced at ^1 and -1'. so that in the event of two or
more circuits being connected together, only two condensei-s arc left connected, and those are Ihe two that
represent the two terminals of circuits to which the
dynamo is directly connected.
If lliis system is used a ground will be indicated the

Now

Indicate the coming on of the ground.
Au apt suggestion in regard In trying these devices has been made,
viz.
that before asking toheis to try it, the Inveutor
should be first conncced to a high tension arc circuit
and then make the second ground through his body.
If this suggestion Is carried out, I do not think this particular Inventor will bother us any more
Many olli»r ideas have been advanced and schemes
tried to accomi>liah this result, but to-day I -know of
but one fystem that will automalically indicate a
ground the instant it appears on a circuit, and
that of itself
creates
danger.
This is the
no
Kadd ground alarm, the Invention of Professor Rudd of
the Wf slern
E'ectric
company of
Chicago, and it is in use at the station of llie

22, 1890

plied is to divide ytiur circuit into two parts by means
of a cut-out box provided for this purpose or other convenient means, and then to tiiid upon which of tiiese
two parts the ground exists After having determined
this we can then connect the two parts of the circuit
together and test next from a point about midway in
the part upon which the ground exists, Ilrst .separating
the portion of the circuit leading to where the tirst lest
was made from that portion leading beyoml this point;
if the ground is still beyond this point, wc mvist close
the circuit here and again open il farther on and thus
But if the ground is located
finally locate the ground.
on the portion of the circuit leading to where the lirsI
test was made we then know the ground to be between
that point and Ihe point where we are now tesling
can thus by dividing and subdiviiling the circuit
locate the exact portion ujion which the ground exists.
As an adjunct to Ihe foregoing, and as a convenient
means ()f cutting the cuirent oil from a portion of the
circuit without alVeeting the whole as is sometimes necessary on account of a lire, it is advisable to divide
each circuit up into four or more secl'ons and to provide eul-out boxes s{) llial any one or more of these seelions can be cul entirely out of circuit.
In testing for grounds each section could then he
tested separately and thus locate llial U|)on whicli
the ground exists so thai if iieces.sary all of llie cireuil
but the grounded seciion coulil licslarled up and Ihen as
soon as the ground is removed this section could be

We
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JU'DU
Cliirngo Arc,

Li.i,^lit
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GHOINU ALAKM
Towor

(iini|);iiiy,

and

I

lii-Iiovc'

at

olIicT ]>l;i(es.
Tlio Kmlil system is as Iftllows,
description and cut licing taken Innn he Westeun
KLKcruiciAN of August 24ri-'^>*i'.
(Cimtinuing, jNIr. Loekwood said, reading from Ilie
AVHSTEEtN Kl.ECTIUCIA.N:)
represents the dyiunno;
"Kcferring to the iliagram,
''theeireiut of lamps; A" and E' condensers; S a tele-

:i

iV-w

IliL*

I

D

phone drop:

i> a

vihratiiig

hell.

It

will

he observed

worked hy one cell of
closed when the shutter

batlcry. and the
of the telephone
hell circuit is
drop falls. The details of the droj) arc not shown, hut
they are the same as those which are found in ordinary
The shutter is held by a eatcli which
telepli""e work.
AVlien the catch
is lifted when the magnet is actuated.
is lifted (he shutlcr falls hy its own weight, and thus
Tlie dmp is operaied hy current
closes the lieli circuit.
from lie ilynamo in the foHuw nig manner: ( >nc pok;
of condenser A' is jiltached to one pule of the dynamo,
and one pole of the condenser hi' is attached to the opThus a free pole, is left in
posite pole of tlie dynamo.
each condenser. These free Jioles are joined together
and ake a common jtalh to llic ground through th<'
drop a. In using the apparatus ihr- slmllerniay fall
at tlic same lime <if eonni-cl ing uji. on accoiuil of the
may he igslati<- capacity of theeircnil. tml this fall
nored and tlie shuller he set hack again. Tlie legitimate fall of the shutter will take place upon a sudd(*n
disturhaiice of the insidation of tlie circui'. if the d istnrlKinee is marked and coiiMncd to a small jMirlion of
Ihr eiri-iiit. as is the case when a ground comes on.
While the insulation of llw cin-uil remains as il was
wln-n llie apparatus was set. the conductors dr) not perHy Ihe n.sc of
mit any appreciable passage rd" current.
his device instant notice will he received of the coming
thai the

liell is

cut

in.

In addition to ]U"o\iding these cut-out boxes hiop circuits only should be put u|). their advantages being too
well known to neeil any explanation.
now come to Ihe locating of grounds upon live
will tirst describe Ihe system used by Mr
circuits.
I

We

I.aw in Fhiladelpbia. it being the .same as 1 have used
in testing high voltages fo.* the last three year* and, if I
make aiiy errors 1 trust Mr. Law wilt correct them.
The principle of his system is that high voltages can
I

tlie

be easily li'sled with ordinary appliances, such as incandcscVnl lamps and ordin ry voltmeters, if we test by
To do which as many ineaiideseenl lamps (d' as
.steps
nearly as ]tossible a unil'oi'm resistance should he connected in series as there are arclain|»son the longest cirIf, then, this series of incandescent
cuit to helesled.
lamps he eonnecled across Ihe tenniual of the dynamo
or circuit where Ihe gnalesl ditTerence of poleiiti;d
exi.sls. as Ihe incandescent lamps are connected in series
and as there are as many as there are arc lamps on tlie
circuit, each incaiideseeiit lamp will gel the same mini.Mr. I. aw slates that he
her of volts as each are jainii.
prefers using incandescent lamps of as nearly as possible
lamps,
.say of from 45 to 50
Ihe same vollagc as his are
volts, so that when they burn al llieir normal candle
power he will know Ihal they lU'e each getting tlies;une
number of volts as his are lamps average. Now. before
wish to exjiiain Hint as llie cnrrenl
going farlhcr.
leaves the positive terminal of llu-dyn.imo il is al its

It will be seen from the diagram and descriplinn tlud
this device does not ground the circuit, but acts from
the static elTect due 1o a disturbance in tlu^ insulation
In applying this dev'cc switches arc inof the circuit.

maximum voltage, which we will call ;i(ll)0 volt.s,;uid that
it pa.sses through each arc lainj) and is lowered at an
average of about ."lO volts per lamp, we Inivc only to
liiid liie voltage of the current at the point of the circuit where the ground exists and then lo divide Ihc

I

on of a ground and valuable lime
matter of removing it."

may

be saved in

1

as
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difference between the maximum voltage and, tlie voltage at this point by the average voltage per arc lamp
to find how many lamps are between the ground and
the end of the circuit at winch the test is being made.
If, then, we have a list of the lights on this circuit arranged in the order in which they are connected, and
stating which is the jjiositive and" which the negative
end of the circuit wa have only then to count ctf the
lights and thus locate the ground.
This Is substantially what is done by Mr. Law, with
the simple difference that as he has means for cuttiDg
down the number o£ incandescent lamps In the series,
he therefoie connects cue end of the series to a ground
plate and the other to one end of a chcuit. and if there
is any indication of a ground .he then cuts down the number of incandescent Umps inlheseiiesuntil those left in
number
the circuit burn at thtir normal candle power.
of these then correspond to the number of arc lights
between the end of the circuit fiom which the test is
being made, and the ground to prove the test from the
other end of this circuit, and then he adds to the result
of his first test the resuli of his second one, and their
sum should equal the Lumber of arc lights on the circuit.
If, however, the numter ccnies short he adds
half the shortage to the result of each test, and thus
locates the ground.
The ground having been located
it simply remains to send a competent man to examine
the circuit at this point and to discover and lemove the
cause.
jMy objection to this system of testing is based upon
two reasons, first, because low voltage incandescent
lamps are used that take about one and one-fcuith
amperes to bring up to normal candle power, and thts
create a danger by the liability of this amount of current when passing through a light ground to cause fire,
and the possibility of accident to persons \^ ho may come
in contact with the circuit, being tested at a point far
enough removed from the end at which the test Is being
made to cause serious results. "What we want is to remove all the danger we can. not add new ones.
second objection is based upon the very point
wherein Mr. Law ficds his system dees not work satisfactorily, viz.
that his system is cot suitable to locate
a weak or high resistance ground. "When we want to
make any certain resistance that may be in series with
other leiistances as small a factor as possible of the
whole, we use high resistances for the others, not low
Even 00 lamps of a
ones, such as low voltage lamps.
voltage of about 50 would only have hot a resistance
which
would only make
each of about 40 ohms or less,
a total resistance of about 2,400 ohms, and as to make
the t€st it is necessary to have these lamps or a portion
of them up to candle power, we can see that the highest possible ground resistance that could be tested would
be by ohm's law, which, in this case, will be 3,000
divided by IJ, which would give us 2,400 ohms, the
highest resistance ground that we could test.
we should at least be able to test up to ICO, 000
ohms, and as with a voltage of 3,000 we could only get
a current through this high resistance equal to 3,000,
divided by 100,000, we could thus only get three onehundredths of one ampere, and we could consequently
use a system that could he operated by this amount of
Now, to make cur ground the least factor in
current.
the test, and as we would have only about one-half our
incandescent lamps or high resistance coils in circuit in
most tests, we must use resistance coils, and make them
of such a resistance that 30 will equal at least one
megohm, and thus each one would be about 33,000 ohras
As this high resistance is necessary to apply this system
satisfactorily, you can all see plainly why I do not approve of the incandescent lamp system. If, however.
Incandescent lamps are used for ground testings only,
those of the highest possible resistance and that use the
smallest fiaction cf an ampere are suitable, and of all
the styles now on the market the 8 candle power 110volt lamp is the most suitable, because if, as many of
these lamps are used as there are arc lamps in circuit,
they will each only get abou'. 50 volts, and consequently
about one-tenth of one ampere, and will thus enable us
to test up to a certain resistance equal to the maximum
voltage of OUT circuit, say 3,000 volts, divided by the
amperage, one-tenth of an ampere, which would be
30,000 ohms, a great increase in range from the low
resistance lamps, which only enabled us to test up to 2,400
ohms. If lamps are used we should also use a deadbeat volt-mcler, such as is made by the Weston Elec-
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My

,

Now

Instrument company, and shouM be connected
in shunt around the first lamp of the series, which should
be of enough higher resistance than the rest of the series
to make it a resistance when connected in multiple with
the volt-meter just equal to that of each of the other
lamps of the serie?. "We could then, when making our
test, cut out of circuit the incandescent lamps until the
trical

volt-meter indicated as nearly as possible the voltage
which oar aic lamps average. The number of incandescent lamps still remaining in circuit would then correspond to the number of arc lamps between the end of
the circuit being tested and the ground. I would much
prefer thus usinga volt-meter andhighresistance lamps
to using low lesislaace lamps and Iringing them up to
normal candle power. This ouifiit could also be used,
to find the average voltage of arc lamps on any circuit
and having once determined this point and also how
many lamps the line is equal to, and then test and find
out at any moment how many lamps are being used on
any circuit, and, if we are running a number of circuits
from one dynamo, we could then find how many lamps
are burning on each circuit, and plan our changes and
combinations understandlngly.
great improvement
on this system would te a voltmeleito read up to five or
sisthousand volis.such as Mr. Law says can be made by
the Weston Ekclrical Instrument Co., and the amount of
the improvement would depend entirely upon the fracticn of an ampere used to operate this instrument. The
smaller the fraction the greater theimprovtment. With

A

such an instrument the coming on suddenly of a ground
test is being made, even if at the opposite extreme

when a

of the circuit,

would do no harm

to the

Instrument.

This instrument should be as nearly as possible dead
beat, so that in testing for a swinging ground the In
strument would indicate accurately the voltage at the
ground, even if the connection only existed lor a moment. We now come to a system of testing which I
think a great imprjvement over those already mentioned, except in one particular, viz.: the testing for
swinging grounds. For thispurpcss the extremely high
resistance and high capacity, dead beat vclt-meter I
consider better than anything else. This new sjstem I
had the fond belief up to a few dajs ago to be original
with myself, but I find the old saying, that "there is
nothing new under the sun," has been ggain exemplified by my finding that practically the same system is
in use at the stations of the Arc Light & Power company in Chicago, it having teen put in, I understand,
by Professor Rudd of the Western Electric company
The system In brief, is similar to the
of that city.
Wheatstone bridge, as the principle is to form a shunt
circuit between the terminals of the arc circ uit by means
of from GO to 100 coils of high resistance connected in
series, and then by means of any very high resistance
galvanometer finding the point on the shunt circuit
from which no cm rent will flow to grounds, then by
noting at what point on the shunt or testing circuit for
which this neutral point is the ground, it can easily be
located. In applying this system I would provide means
for cutting out of circuit any number of these coils with
the idea of using at each test only as many coils as there
are arc lamps burningon the ciicuit at thetime of the test.
Then when the neutral point is found you can see at
once, without figuring, between what lamps on your
The advantages of this sys
circuit the ground exists.
First, it creates no new dangers; second, the
tern are:
question of how high a resistance ground can be tested
depends simply upon the sensitiveness of the galvanometer; third, it is quick and accurate and cannot be

damaged by grounds suddenly coming on when testing.
Now, as a necessary adjunct to any of these systems of
should be prepared a list of the I'ghts and
service on each circuit arranged in the order in which
they are connected in the circuit, and stating which is
the positive and which the negative end of the circuit.
With such lists a competent lineman, when notified
that there is a ground so many lamps distant from the
neg;ative ^r positive end, as it ma}' be, of a certain circuit, should have no diflQculty in quickly locatlngthem,
and to enable him to safely and quickly do this, he
should be provided wiih a high reading volt-meter, so
that by going directly to the point where he thinks the
ground exists and testing from the circuit of the
ground with his volt meter he could tell whether the
ground was very near or not, and if not, about how
many lamp3 weie between this point and the
ground.
Then by testing again a little further
whether he
immediately
see
on
he
wou?d
was approaching or leaving the ground, and
thus could quickly locate same. In conclusion I would
SUV that I llnnly believe that f we use such a system of
testing as hist mentioned and equip our circuits with
good lighting arresters, and some such device as the
circuit openers lately brought out to disconnect the
dynamo from the circuit when the current ceases for an
instant through the breakage of a wire or any other
cause, and then see that our employes use these appliances and do their utmost to keep all lines clear of
grounds we will liave few accidents, and the press will
have little or nothing more to say aliout the dangei-s of
testing, there

electricity.

DISCUSSTOX.

Law

of Philadelphia: I have listened with
reading of the paper pregreat interest to the
have been espesented by Mr. Lockwood, and I
to the
cially interested in that part of it relating
The explanation that I
central
station work.
gave of testing for grounds is one of the first that
It is a very
has ever been presented to the association.
good method, but still probably not as good as the one
It is a method that lies
That vou have just listened to.
within the reach of all. 3[y reason for using a low voltage lamp was simply because it was easier to locate the
ground, and in the undemonstrated way in wliicli we
were doing it, it was easier for the men that were in
I
charge of the station at that time to grasp the idea.
use at the present time a simple method of diagrams
I print a
which might be interesting to some of you.
sheet of paper which is, I think, about twenty inches
siiuare. and is ruled In red lines one half an inch apart.
These lines are marked up, by the streets, both north
and south, in the section or territory through which a
In constructing that wire we
certain circuit will pass.
started out on these red lines and followed them by
corners and routes, the entire length of the circuit, marking at the terminal or station cud the positive and negative side of that circuit.
At the present time I am
keeping the locations of lamps on that circuit simply by
pencil,
that
they
may
be
easily erased and changed.
lead
a
I have a blank, called a line report, which I require my
foreman of lines to hand in, with the complete report of
the condition and changes in lines from day to day. As
that comes in to my desk it is very easy to rectify any
changes that have been made upon that circuit.
jMr. Broput: I believe any system of testing grounds
on an arc light circuit, by a low voltage resistance in
The plumber
tlie circuit of the ground, is dangerous.
and the gas-fitter, those worthy individuals who are a
terror to all electric light men, get in their work, and an
imperfect ground is established possibly between a gas
pipe and an arc light circuit. It is desirable in testing
to reduce the amount of current traveling over that
part to the lowest possible amount. In addition to having a proper method of testing and clearing the line of
the ground another very good thing to do is to clear
jVI.

D.

your lines of everything in the shape of obstructions.
There may be a wire run by a boy who has set up a bell
somewhere, and whose fond parents believe he knows
everylhiDg about electricity
Do not enter into any arrangement by which any grounded circuit can be run on
your own poles and fixtures.
Charles E. Gregory of Chicago: We are running
300 arc lights in Chicago. We have our chief linemen go
over that circuit and see every foot of it at least once or
twice a month.
We use the galvanometer to take our
measurements by. We think by going over it frequently
the linemen can oftentimes see defects and observe repairs whicli can be made in the line where they would
not be affected luitil a storm occurs. In that way out of
seven circuits, for a period of overseven months, wchave
had no, occasion to shut down for any line trouble. We
haven't any newly devised schemes for locating grounds.

Our circuits are
ways.

We

all underground, running through alleymeasure from one side of the street to the

intersection of another.
We occasionally pull those
wires up. fix them and put them back again.
In that
way we save a great deal of trouble. We have no air
circuits at all. except where we come out of the alleyways.
We come out and run into a building, and if it
is onl}- one or two numbers on the street we go right
back into the alleyways.
We think we have saved a
good deal of money in that system
Any indication of
trouble is readily discovered, and we at once send a man

who removes

it.

Lockwood: I omitted one point in my paper.
we have put up cur lines in the best manner
we know how with our present knowledge, and ecjuip
them with the best appliances we can geT. using those
appliances in the be-t way. we should keep a record of
JMr.

After

our knowledge of the grounds and their causes
and
after a short time in studying those causes I think it
will be found where we can improve upon our method
of construction
JIe. Law: In reply to Mr. Lockwood I will say that
I have prepared for my ground testing a sheet on which
a report is kept of every two-hour test made during tlie
;

day, and if a ground is discovered, if found upon the
circuit, the time at which that ground is removed and
the character of that ground is specified.
jMr. BRoriiY:
I would like to speak upon one topic
touched upon yesterday, and that is the desirability of
some method of breaking the line without cutting it
with an ax: some method of disconnecting the lines in
front of a building which is on fire, for the benefit of
the fire department.
There is no man who has studied
up the sensational reports printed in regard to electric
light matters so thoroughly as the average fireman.
is no man who dreads an electiic wire more than
After a wire is cut and let into the street though
be as dead as a door noil, he does not know it. If we
had some method of disconnecting the lines from the
dynamo by a systeni of switches, so fir men shall
know the wires AVi perfectly harmless, it would be of
great value to everybody interested.
Mr. Law: I can say that is practiced at the present
time with us, and that every central station should send
a competent man to every tire with the fire department.
That has been done in Pliiladelpliia now for nearly nine
years.
In some cases it has become necessary to shut

There
he.
it

down

a complete circuit, where there was any danger
down the wires. I have
provided in our fire wagon a cut-out which will hook
over the wire, with steel pointed screws with a large
wooden knob at the top, that a man can handle it with
Using that you do not
perfect safety on any wire.
have to cut away ttein.sulation. but the point of the
screw will penetrate through and make contact with the
Then by the use of properly insulated cutters a
wire.
man can cut loose any wire that is liable to give trouble.
AVe have done it in quite a number of cases in
Philadelphia.
We cut the wires so there is no
The firemen
possible danger to the firemen.
They know if they
undei-stand this thoroughly.
come to a fire in which a wire is passing in front of
a building or into a building, as a rule, the foreman of
the hook and ladder companv will ask me if everything
is all safe.
A man is generally on duty who stays by
the hook and ladder Compaq, its, so they know where to
pick him up at any time. The firemen have orders from
the chief of the department to allow any of the electric
light people, to ride uprn the apparatus if it becomes

of walls falling and breaking

necessary to get to the fire quickly.
Secretary G^rratt then read the report of the
tee

commit

on Stale and Municipal Legislation, which was as

follows:

Report of the Committee on State and

5Iunici-

PAL LEOISLATtON.
For the sake of convenience and brevity, this com
mitlee recommends that its name be changed from "The
National Committee on State and Municipal LegislaThe
tion" to 'National Committee on Legislation."
present membership of the committee is as follows:
Alabama, no member; Arkansas, no nienbeT; California, George H. Roe; Colorado, C. H. Smith: Connecticut, John C. English; Delaware, no member; Distiicl
of Columbia. Allen R Foote (chairman): Florida, no
member: Georgia, II E. Palmer: Illinois, C. H. Wilmerding; India a, John Caveu; Iowa, no memher: Kansas, L. A. Beebe: Kentucky, no member: Louisiara. no
memljcr: Maine, AA'm. R. Wood; MarUand, J. F. Morrison: Massachusetts. F. A. Gilbert: Slichigan, J. E.

Lockwood: Minnesota, no member; Mississippi, no
member: Missouri. Joseph Ccrby; Montana, no member; Nebraska, no member: Nevada, no mend er: New
Hampshire, AlonzoEl iott, Xew Jersey, Henry W.Pope;
York. ]^. A. Maker: North Carolina. D A. Tompkins; North Dakota, Vincent S. Stoce; Ohio, Chas. R.
Faben, Jr.; Oregon, P. F. storey: Pennsylvan:a, A. J.
De Camp; Rhode Island, ilarsden J. Periy; South Carolina, George B. Edwards; South Dakota,"no member;

New

.

WESTERN
TeDnessfc. nn nieralKr: Texas, no member; Vermont.
M. .1. Francisco: Vir^nia, co member; West Virginia;
John IS. (ianlncr; Wisconsin, S. S. Badger; WiisliingIon,

A

no nu

nil)iT.

being mnde to complete llie
mi mbershfp, so Itiat every stale shall be reprejeiittd. It
is hoped tlint a leading <-enlral station man in each of
the slates not represenU-d will St on be found wLo will
iKTsisient

((Walify a^ a

efTort

member

of

i%

if not already a
as the repre^eula-

tin- asstu-iaiion,

member, and accept an appointment

committee.
The assistai:ce of
every raemlier of the association, and of all others interested in its welfare is solicited, to secure Ibis consummation.
Ei.»cTHir ExECiTiONS.— The resolution adopted at
the tenth semi annual convention, directing this committee to use its elTort.s lo secure the reitcal of the eltc
trie execution law in the state of New Vork. has not
The commiltec thought it best lo
been actetl upon.
make no move in that direction while the question of
the cocslitulionulity of the law was imdetermincd.
While re-allirming our belief that the law should be repf aletl, w- are of the opinion that if it is lo be enforceJ,
it
should lie done in the most ilTective and humane
manner. That the law may be so enforced, we believe
it necessary that il be so amended as to reijuirea special
apparatus to lie ilevised for the purpose, that shall genIn this
erate a current of not less than 10.(100 volts.
behalf this conimifee recommends the association to icstruct it to cii-o|)erale with the New York State associali<^n in securing such amendnent of the law.
St.vte Associ.vtions, Since the tenth semi annual
convention this committee has engaged in Ihe work of
promoting he organization of state associations.
The
reason for this action is based ou the fact that all legislation alTecling the interests of tenlral slalion comA stale associaiion
panies, is either slate cr municipal.
is cecessarj' in ortlcr to provide a medium through which
the central station companies doing business in a stj le
can act to aceompli>h a purpose in which they have a
common interes'. As there is no uniformity in legislation as tetween states state associaliocs are necessary to
enable the national association to carry out the "plan of
work" adopted for this commitlee in the most eliedive
manner. Through the grouping of central station com
tive of his state

on

this

—

1

panics into slate a-ssociations, and of slate associations
into Ihe national :issociation, the full strength of the
prestige and inlluence ( f the entiicindu try of the country can be brought to the support of any state association or of any central station company needing assistance.
In pursuance of this policy slate associations have

been organized in the following states:
Massachusetts, Maryland, including the District of
Columbia. Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
Maine, ^lichigan. Illinois, New Yjrk. New .lersey.
This work will becontinuetl until all the slates are organized. Membership in these associations is confined lo
central station companies doing business within the

Any such company may become a member and
be reprsentcd in the meetings of the state association by
any one or all of its otHcers or employes, one of their
number being designated to cast the vote of the comstate

pany

at the ineeting
\Vhile subjects of legi lation have been the exciting
cause for these organizations, it is expected that in the
course of time the devcbipment of the work that may
be accomplished through thuni, will render Ihe legislaThe
tive feature of the least importance or beceBt.
eleclr'ca
business
in
methods
improvements
that cin be init'ated or pirfected through the bring
ing together of Ih (e L!.\i; g a common interest in such
subjects cannot well be overestimated.
In view of the number of state associations now organized, and the pr. spcct of the organization of a
number of ailditional slates in the nearfulure, this committee rec^mtrends the associaiion to instruct it to report for the action of its next convention, such changes
in the constitution as will, in its opinion, best provide
for the membership and representation of slate associations in Ihe national association
DaKOKIIS to I.WESIMENTS IN CF.STR.M. StaTIO.N
Closely allied with the subject of legisCoMI'.KNIHS.
lation i.s the sjbject of the business methods by which
manufacturing companies seek to make sales of their
As this commitlee w;is ireateil for the pur
apparatus
pose of instituting measures for the protectic n of Ihe
c-apital invested in eleclrical central stations, it conside s
the subject of the competition of manufacturing companies with central station comp:inies for public li.ghtinsj contracts, to be a most proper subject for the consideiation of the a.*-sociation.
Within the last six months every dollar inveslcd in
electric central stations Inis felt tiie depreciating influence of an excited and misinformed public opinion.
From such a cause tbesc inveslffients must continue to
suffer until the means is fouml of furnishing the public
with information th:it it can accept as being reliable,
While the damatre done
impartial and authorilative.
The evil csn
in this direction is great, it is not vital.
be corrected.
Of a different character is the damage done to central
station investments by tho.se manufacturers who have,
either openly nr under cover of other nanus, sought I(»
create a market for their apparatus by underbidding an
established local company in its pTf>pos;d for a public
A low bid for public lighting is invarilight conlnict.
ably used as a means of obtaining a franchise and the
right to do business in a eily or town in opposition to
.Alanufaeturers have acquirrd
an existing company.
their power tty do this through Ihe wealth and prestige
thiy have gained by supplying exisling coiupanies wiih
No dematd can be more just than
their appiU'atus.
this:
"The value of investmerrls in electrical apparatus
and coustrtrction that have been made on the basis of
representations of earning capacity
manufacturers'
(

—

ELECIlv-CIAN.

must not be depreciated by the cutting of
It rough the assistance of manufacturers."

prices,

by or

This evil is vital. In destroying Ihe profits of the
business, the reason for its existence is destroyed.
It is
folly to discuss the mechanical f r eleclrical elllciency of
a plant, if its linancial (lllciency is to be destroyed by
cutting the price to be received from Ihe service it is to
render, to a point which destroys all possibility of securing a fair protit for the use and risk of the capital
invested in it.
For Ihe correction of this evil the association must
rely upon the work to be done by the cooperation of
all ccnlral station companies to secure reasonable legislation and just conciliation.
niscussioN.
take up the report by sections. (In
Ihe matter of ekctrlcal executions the discussion was as
It

was voted

to

follows:
C'Ai'TAiN Bhoi'hv:
The methods used to throw dlrcrtdlt on the elecliical execution business by parties interett'.d In securing the adoption of certain devices for
that purpose are well kcown and 1 need not recite them;
but 1 th:uk we had better go slowly and not leav*^ the
associaiion open to attack.
As this resolution reads, It
means nothing. "A current of 10,000 volts," is meaningless and the statement could be used greatly to our
disadvantage by Interested parties.
Sec'iietarv Gariiatt: I was about to speak on that
point. Electricity may kill people in two ways, by
nervous shock or by cooking. It this is to be adopted,
I would suggest two things:
First, that in speaking of
If the
a current of 10,000 volts, these words be added:
machine be devised to deliver an alternating current,
the pressure of that current shall be considered equal to
the i eating effect In a thin wire or carton filament
under a pressure of eqaal potential.
That prevents
this being thrown out on lechnicallty.
I would also
add that this machine deliver through 2,000 ohms of
resistance, not over two amperes nor less thaa one.
That will kill a man In accoi dance with our ideas of
humanity.
lO.OOO-volt machine might be devised
which would be equal to the tortures of the Inquisition
multiplied by a great many powers.
Mn. LocKwooD: I move that the recommendation
read that spscial constant potential apparatus be devised
to furnish a current of not less than 10,000 volts potential and capable of delivering not less than 20 amperes.
Mk. Fabbn: The committee did not feel that it was
part of Its province lo specify a bill for passage by the
'

'

A

New York

legisla ure.

The

suggestion was

simply

made

that the voltage be placed high enough to represent a blow and not a burn
Mr. Perry: It seems to me that it would be belter
The fact is
to let the state take care of that matter.
that the liw has been adopted by ihe state and stands,
and for political and other considerations It will stand,
and it Is Impossible to procure enough votes to repeal
so, you would be obliged to pass It
It, and If you did
want, if they are going to use elecover again.
tricity, to make a machine strong enough to kill and
not have odium attached to an ordinary machine. I do
not think we ought to say anything ab:ut alternating
or direct currents.

We

Secretary Garu.itt:

I

withdraw

my whole rec-

ommenelalion.

Mr

Lockwood:

I

move

to

amend by adding

the words, "and capable of delivering a quantity of
current unciuestionably sufflclent to kill."
CAPTAtN Brior'HV: With one amphere of current
and 10,000 volts It Is a good deal like killing a mosquito
with a ten-ton hammer, to attempt to execute a criminal.
If you take any notice of this at all, it seems to
me you are pirttlng yourselves In the position of killing
a fly with a club, by recommending the adoption of
special devices for killing criminals.
Dr. a. F. Mason: I like what Captain Brophy has
said, but 1 hope that if they will use electricity for this
purpose they will do it by mschines specially devised for
the purpose of killing and not for light.
Mr. Perry: This committee had In mind the very
thought which Dr. Masou has expressed. I am here as
the exponent and champion of no system. The fact
that thestateof New Y'ork had adopted cerlaln machines
to do this work, would be a serious disadvantage
Make the law
to that piillcular make of machine.
state that It shall be 10,000 volts, and then that cannot
be trifled with, for no executioner acting under the law
would dare to announce that he had fulfilled its mandate in any other way except as provieled by the statute.
That is what we had in mind. If we leave this open
they will construct a machine of such vcltage as they
choose, and they can come out and strike the very blow
frcm their spheral machine that they originally meant to
strike by securing an ordinary standard commercial
machine With that change we are in a position to relieve any elec'rlc lighting company from the odium of
furnishing an ordinary Instrument of execution for
criminals. I hope the section will stand as It has been
presented with the simple amendment, If Mr. Lockwood
desires lo add it, of a ciuantlly of current that will Insure the desired result beyond a ijuestlon.
Mr. l)t-: Camp: I think Mr. Perry expresses very
clearly the sentlmenis of the whole committee and the
cannot alter
Idea that it had In making that report.
the law. The committee which has had the matter in
to keep It
tendency
there
Is
strong
flcil
that
a
charge,
on the statute book; electric execution must be the law
bungle of an electric exeof the slate of New Yo:k.
cution, or one or two of them, means the repeal of that
law just as sure as we are here to-day. The sentiment
worked up on that subject Is purely on the ground of
the humane method of the execution of criminals. Just
as soon as the public sees that It is not humane, it Is
very easy for us, if it is necessary to take any action at
Therefore, I think, if
all, to have that law repeiled.

We
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Ihe resolution stands as
ject we have in
in any way.

it is, it will
accomplish the obview just as effectually as we can do It

Dr. Mason: Can't we work just as strongly without
any ac;ion on the part of the asscclalion?
Do the committee need our action?
PRESitiEST Webks; I wlll Say that that matter was
presented in s'rong language to Ihe authcrltles in the
slate of New Y'ork on former occasions, and my idea in
raising Ihls point wts, that the action of tl

is

association

which fsa seml-sclentlflc body be not unscleutlfic; It
seems to me that this section can, by a very simple
amendment, be made to meet all the requirements. The
committee thought it shoirld receive some support.
Mr. Perry: I think there is something here to
guard, and that is the Interests of electric lighting
throughout Ihls land. No one can deny that It Is important, if it is ptsslble. to draw a broad line between
the killing machine and the commercial lighting machine. The commitlee arrived at the conclusion after a
very careful examinalion. that we caunotstop thcact on
of the law, but the next best thing

is

so far relieve

to

commercial apparatus from the odium of being used
for that purpose.

PRr:siDENT WEEr;s: I wish to say that a few months
ago I visited JIaycr Maher of Albany, who was the
chairman of the committee appointed at our last convention to present this matter to the governor of New
Ycrk. with a view of findlugout what hsd been Eccomplishtd and what might be done. He told me that hi
had seen Governor Hill and the latti r had expressed
himself very positively against doing anything in the
line of the peiilion which we had submitted 10 him.
I
then suggested to Mr, Maher that in order to relieve the
commercial apparatus and avoid any strife between
commercial interests, a recommendation te made to the
authorities that speiial apparatus be devised upon
the speciUcations of some eminent scientist who had no

connection whatever with any commercial
Mr. Maher said that he thought something

interest.

couM be
accomplished in that line and that he had no tloubt that
if that line was followed up properly the desired result
could be reached. While I have heard nothing from
him on this subject I understand from the cb.atrman of
this committee that this matter has been followed up
and that Ihey have hopes of accomplishing by this
means the desired results. I only want to have the
action of the convention go out as technically coi rect.
The motion of Dr. Mason to adopt the section as read
was then put and unanirrrously carried.
The reading of the report was then continued atd upon Its conclusion Mr. Dj Camp moved the adoption of
the recommendation to appoint a committee on revision
of the cor}slitutlon and on the formulation of by-laws.
The ntotlon was adopted.
The whole report of the committee was then adopted.

Report ok the Execotivk Com.«ittee.
W. Hart then read the report of the exectitive

Gerald

committee as follows:
The executive committee has confined

its

work

large-

convention; other matters connected
with the associa'ton having been delegated largely to
special committees.
The following committees have
made reports at this convention, and the reports have
been accepted and spreiad upon the minutes: Committee on underground conduits and conductors, E. T,
Lynch, .Jr., chairman; committee on harmon'zlng
electric light and Insurance interests, P. H. Alexander,
chairman; committee to confer with Mayor Grant in
regard to the International Exposition of 18112, Dr.
Otta A Mcses, chairman; committee on electrical data,
A. R. Foote, chairman committee to memoialize congress on the abolition of cititom duty on copper, C. A.
Brown, chairman; committee on standardization of
potential on electric street railways, E. T. Lynch, Jr.,
chairman; the national committee on state and municipal legislation, A. U. Foote. chairman.
The work upon which these committees have been
engaged is of great importance to the assoclatli n, and
ly to the present

;

the reports show that the subjects entrusted to them
have been carefully considered, and a great amount of
work has been accomplished. The secretary Informs us
that the number of communications from these committees which have gone out to the electrical public exceeds 12,(00.
The following committees have not reported: Committee on patent legislation, Arthur Steuart, chairman;
committee on electrical execution, E. W. Maher. chixlrman- Owing to the fact that the members of the executive committee are so widely separated, bttt one
meeting has been held prior to the present session, since
the Niagara Falls convention, altlough the members
have been in constant communiea'ion.
At the above named meeting held at New York on
October 2.'3, the date of the present convention was
decided upon, and a general prcgrsmme was outlineel;
also an Important resolution upon the cjmpulsury use
of underground system for high potential circuits was
passed.
The finance committee, a sub-comirrlttee of the executive committee, has audited and approved the accounts of the treasurer. A committee on credentials
has beeu appointed for the purpose of examining the
credentials of the active members.
The finances of the assoclatit n have never been In
better condition than at present, or the future more
promising. The experiment of the past year of having
the headquarters of the association at New Y'ork, has
proved to bs an entire success.
Since the last convention there has been a net gain of
01 members; the total membership being now over
At a recent meeting the following
three hundred.

names were unanlmortsly recommended
membership In the assocl.atlon, agreeable
tutlonal provisions therefor:

See article

for honorary
to Ihe consli3,

section 4,
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Sir 'WUliam Thomson, Prof. Henry A. Rowland, Chas.
F. Bush, Thos. A. Edison, Prof. Elihu Thomson, and
Frank J- Sprague.
The report was then voted upon by a standing vote
and unanimously adopted.
The association on motion then adjourned until 3
o'clock p. m.

Friday Afternoon's Proceedings,
The announcement that an exhibition of Ihe phonograph would be given and that a phonograph speech
by Mr. Edison was on the programme attracted a large
audience to the Coates Opera house. Almost every
seat on the maia floor was occupied.
The convention
was called to order at three o'clock. President Wetks
called upon Marsden J. Perry, the new president, and introduced him to the canventlon. He was received with
applause.
ilr. Terry:
I am deeply sensible of the honor which
you have conferred upon me, by electing me as your
president.
I know at our convention in Chicago, there
seemed to be a critical moment, a year ago, when a
strong man. and a true one, was needed for the position
of president of this association. Then it came to me on
the instant that we had with us at that time the very
man; a man of scholarly tastes, exceptional business
ability, sound scientific acquirements, and the necessary
firmness for an executive otlicer.
His name was Edwin
Mr. "Weeks accepted
R. Weeks of Kansas City, Mo.
the honor, and I assure you that when he did so it took
a man of considerable courage, and out of some confusion has arisen the present occasion, our annual convention, by all means the most successful, the most instructive one that we have ever held.
The history of
the National Electric Light association is but five years
old in point of time, but the science and its application
commercially are 100 years in point of advance, as compared with the previous hundred years.
have assembled here to discuss the topics of interest to us.
"have now about concluded our labor, and shall return
to our toil.
I wish to thank you in behalf
of the
National Electric Light association for the wealth of
hospitalities which we have ecj^yed here in your city
and at your hands.
Vou, Mr. President, have nearly finished your ofl&cial
course, and are about to lay down the duties and
responsibilities responsibilities, sir, in the acceplance
of this office of which I am not unmindful. But in
separating yourself from the office, jou leave this
association under a debt of gratitude and obligation that
it will take long to repay.
Tou take with you into
your unofficial life, a bond sf sympathy, a warmth and
depth of feeling that will not soon be broken, marred
or forgotten.
Gentlemen of the convention, the grand results which
have been achieved from so small a beginning, have not
been accomplished by a single hand. It has only been
by unilei effort, and I shall rely on you during the
coming year for a strong united ffiorc as well as on
your indulgence with me, that we may repeat again,
if possible, the glorious record of the past year.
PrestdEjST Weeks:
are foitucate in having
with ufl on this occaisoa one who has been for years
intimately connected with Mr. Edison, one whose name
has stood for the Edison interest ttroughout America;
one whom I have, on urgent solicitation, succeeded in
inducing to address you. I take great pleasure in Idtroducing to you, Edward H. Johnson of New York

We

We

—

We

City.
ilE. Joiixso>":
President Weeks has sufficiently
apologized for
appearance before you, to speuk
upon a matter, that comes in the nature of a surprise to
me: and he has also explained why I am called upon to
«pei>k
concerning Mr. Edison's phonograph. Having
been associated with Mr Edison, in the laboratory and
out of it, almost constantly now for the past twenty
years, I am necessarily more or less familiar with everything that he has done. The phonograph, however, is
an invention with which I am particularly familiar.
Therefore it would seem appropriate that I siiould comply with the request of your chairman and say a few
words to you on that subject. At first he only called
upon me to exp ain the operation of the instrurDcnt, the
principle upon which it acts, and to that I assented.
Then he broadened out his request until finally he
wishes me to go at some length into the history of the
instrument and the whole subject.
To do Mr. Edison
justice, and to do myself justice, I could not well do
that.
I have agreed, therefore, simply to relate the

my

—

circumstances under which the phonograph had its
origin, to explain the instrument to you and ihen call
upon the gentlemen who have the device in charge to
operate it for your benefit.
When Professor Bell brought out the magneto telephone with which you are not only familiar, but which
your children now know, Mr. Edison conceived the
idea of amplifying the voice of the telephone, so to
speak, by producing a transmitting apparatus which
would generate a much stronger current than Mr. Bell's
instrument did; and thus by operating upon Mr. Bell's
instrument as a receiver, produce a much more audible
and distinct vocalization, and render the instrument of
much wider commercial value. Theseexperiments ultimately led to the carbon telephone transmitter now
universally used throughout the world and which you
all recognize as the instrument to which j^ou address
yourselves when you are speaking in the telephone; and
it was in the course of his experiments with that instrument that he conceived the idea of the phonograph.
It did not dawn upon his mind, or for that matter upon
the mind of any of us associated with him at the time,
just what he had done, that is. produced a talking machine.
He remarked to me one evening when he was
pressing his finger lightly against the diaphragm of a
telephonic instrument, and feeling those vibrations,
"Johnson, if I was to put a needle in the center of that

diaphragm and make

Mr, Edison's

like the point

atively limited

a point there, an indenting point
on the old time Morse telegraph register."
with which you arc no doubt all familiar, "then draw a
slip of paper or other easily impressed substance underneath that needle, the vibrations of that diaphragm
would be accurately recorded on that paper."
Being
an old telegraph operator myself, I immediately saw
the force of that apparently not very sa.e remark, and
I said, "CertaiDly it will, but what of that?"
Well, he
said, "If we take that paper and start fresh with it, and
draw it under the point of that needle or diaphragm
put a slight teution on the needle and pull the needle,

will follow the ins and outs of these indentations that
naturally would be in the diaphragm, precisely as it did
move when it made the original indentations." I said.
"That is true; but what of that?" "Well, only this, that
would be a telephone repeater. Of course if I speak in
the telephone and that produces a vibration on the receiving telephone's diaphragm, that receiving instrument
is made to record these indentations on that
piece of
paper, and that paper is afterward drawn under that
needle, that diaphragm re-vibrated, without the action of
the human voice, I have only to make that second dial)hragm another transmitter and I will carry
message
on again to another station
Thus instead of telephoning within the limit of the c^^pacity of a single instrument, I will telephone to these limits, and then automatically repeat the speech over another circuit to the
limits of the second circuit.
In other words, you will
make a telephone repeater that will be the exact counterpart of the telegraphic repeater so well known in
general use " I said, "It looks feasible; it looks practicable." That was the end of it for the time being.
Xeither one of us or 3Ir. Batcheller or the ether laboratory associates of Mr. Edison thought any more about
it for a long time.
I was in somewhat straightened circumstances at the time, as we all were, owing to the
fact that Ave had spent some six years in developing a
system of electric automatic telegraphy which we sold
to our friend Mr. Gould who was several years paying
for it and has not yet settled up entirely. The situation
s that we had to look around and see what we could
do to earn our bread and butter
3Ir. Edison has since
fou d a way of earning his. I had to strike out in some
new direction; and it occurred to me it would be a very
good idea to go around to the leading water places, this
being summer time, and exhibit Edison's telephone and
apparatus, particularly the musical telephone;' describe
it to the public, who seemed to be very much interested
in these acoustic experiments of Mr. Edison and Mr.
Bell at that time, and make a little money that way.
I did it by having
singers stationed in the Western
Union Telegraph building in
York, having
re
ceiving apparatus in a house like this at Snra'oga.
Buffalo or Rochester, four or five hundred miles distant
from
York, and reproducing the voices of these
singers to
audiences at these distant points. It was
vt ly successful.
A great interest was being aroused in
the subject just at that time.
In the course of one of
my lectures, or improvised talks, it occurred to me it
would be a good idea to tell
audience at Buffalo
about Edison's telephone repeater, which I did.
audience seemed to have a much clearer appreciati n of
the value of the invention than we had ourselves. They
gave me such a cheer as I have seldom heard.
I did
uot comprehend the importance of the device at the
time; but the next morning the Buffalo papers announced in glaring headlines,
Great Discovery:
it

my

w

my

New

my

New

my

my

My

"A

A

Talking Machine by Professor Edison,
ill'. Edison's
Wonderful Instrument will Produce Articulate Speech
with all the Perfection of the Human Voice." I realized
for the first time that Edison had, as a matter of fact.
invented a talking machine. The immediate importance
to me was that this created a sensation, and I had very
large audiences in all my entertainments thereafter.
Realizing that and having had sufficient experience by
this time to profit by such things, I made a special
point of this feature in my next entertainment, which
was at Kochester, and I had a crowded house; one that
did my heart good and my pocket too.
There was a
most magnificent enthusiasm. That satisfied me that I
had better go hom'e and assist in preparing this instru-

—

ment.

knew from

my own

experience
in
comparatively simple
thirteen
engagements ahead and went back home with these newspaper
I

the
matter that
thing to do,
so

was a

it

I

canceled

I went straight down to the laboratory,
which was then at Newark, and I said, "Mr. Edison,
look here. See the trouble you have got me into."
He read these things over, and said: "That is so; they
are right.
That is what it is a talking machine." I
siiys:
"Can you make it?" He says: "Of course.
Have you got any money?" I says: "Yes.Ihavea little."
And I had a little- He says: "Go to New York aud
get me three feet of stub steel an inch and a half in diameter, and get me a piece of brass pipe four inches in
diameter and six or eight inches long, and bring it
down here, and we will make it." I took the next train
to New York and got the material, took it back and
went to work. Within twenty-four hours we had a
cylinder, turned with a crank, and a
little revolving
simple diaphragm needle, which I will explain presently, wrapped a sheet of tin-foil around the cylinder, and
gave it the original phonographic sentence, "Mary
had a Little Lamb." Then we set it back, to see what
the instrument was going to do about it.
It came out
to our entire satisfaction.
Not as clear as it does today, but it was "Mary had a Little Lamb," sure enough.
That was the original phonograph, and the starting

clippings.

—

—

point of an invention, which, notwithstanding all that
Mr. Edison has done since, notwithstanding my high
appreciation of what he has accomi:)lisbed, notwithstanding the commercial value, the vastly greater relative commercial value, of his subsequent inventions, is
to my mind the greatest thing he ever did, and which,
as a matter of fact, is the invention which has carried

fame and name outside of the compartechnical circle in which he was then
known, throughout the civilized world, and makes today t!ie simple announcement that somebody, it makes
no difference who he may be, known or unknown, is
going to make a few remarks about Edison, quite sufficient to crowd the largest auditorium with the most
intelligent members of any community, iu this country
or abroad.
And I speak from experience when I make
that statement.

Now, a few words in explanation of tids instrument,
and then you shall hear it. In the first place, tbere is a
mistaken idea as to the character of this instrument. It
is popularly supposed to be an electrical iustrunieut,
because

it is

the invention of the greiitest of

trical inventors.

It is

not

an

electrical

all

elec-

instrument at

a mere bit of mechanism.
It is a mechanical
arrangement, pure and simple.
It is necessary to have
a revolution of the cylinder, aud to get that mechanical
motion you must have some motive power
As I explained the original machine was turned by hand.
Others have been turned by water motors, gas "motors
This instrumeot on the platform is operated by an electric motor.
That is a matter which has no significjuice
in relation to the machine; it is merely the motive poweito turn the iostrument, and is no p"^rt of it.
The instrument is simply mechanical. Its principle is this:
A^'hen I speak I throw the air into vibration of a giren
form. That strikes upon the ear and produces on the
auditory nerves certain sounds, or rather they couvuy
to the brain certain sounds, that is, what we term
sounds. Those sounds are infinite in variety, but they
have an intclligeut meaning to the brain, that meaniuir
being simply a matter of educiUion. It follows, therefore, that if
I C4in produce
those vibrations on
the air by other means than my own voice, but
precisely
and
identically
those
vibrations.
I
will
produce
upon the ear and consequently
upon the brain, precisely the same sensations
and they cannot mean anythmg else in ihe one Instance
than in the other. Therefore, ihi3 Invention is nothing
more or less than an instrument which will accurately
receive and record those vibrations, and retain their
character, form and number with absolute precision,
and then mechanically do the work by operating semething which will contribute again to the air, all tbo^e
pecurar wares of the vocal chords of precisely the character and form of the vibrations that it originally received.
If it can be done, you will, of course, at orce
psrceive that the instrument, although a bit of mechanism, if it has the capacity to reproduce these vibrations,
it necessarily has
the capacity to produce upon the
br6iQ precisely the same tound that the vocal chords
produced in the first Instance. Therefore, what we
want is an instrument that will do that. Now let us see
how we make an instrument of that kind. You take
an} thing, no matter what, apiece of paper like this
(iDdicatiog) and utter a sound, the mus'cal note "do"
for in&taDce, and in touching it with your finger en
the opposite side, you feel the vibiaticn.
Very well,
we will call that the diaphragm, a paper diaphragm.
will put that in a suitable frame, aud hold it in
such a position as we want. Then we will attach 10
the center of that ciaphragm, because the center is the
point of the greatest amplitude and the greatest vibration
necessarily, a needle, not a sharp pointed needle, but a
needle whose point is compiratively sharp, one that will
not scratch, but will simply produce the indentations
upon that yielding substance. Take and arrange that
in such a way that this diaphragm that has this needle
point against the surface of the revolving cyh'nder.
Now, we will put around that revolving cylinder ttat
substance— paper is a little too haid for the needle tn
indent, of course; but tin foil which is much het'er, and
it was therefore used
for a long while, so we will say
tin foil for the time being
we will put around that
cylinder a sheet of tin foil, and we will adjust this instrument, so this needle will press slightly against that,
tinfoil.
Now, we will revolve the cylinder with a
screw attachment at the end, so that the cylinder shall
go past, transversely, in front of this needle, very gradually, so as to present a constantly new surface of tin
foil to the ne( die.
Now, you speak against that diaphragm and cause a vibration of this needle, while that
tin foil is passmg in front of It, and you will necessarily
produce on that tin foil indentations of precisely the
same number, and of a depth corresponding to the amplitude of vibration of the diaphragm, prtcisely the
same as the diaphragm yields, and thai will yield precisely the same vibrations as the air yields that has been
put in motion by the voice. Consequently you have an
absolute record on the tin foil of the vibi ations of the air
affec'ed by the vocal chord, not only in number, but of
the same character in all other particulars.
Now, if
you will reverse the action of this cylinder, turn it
backward, if you please, then drag the needle back
again, onto these Indentations just where they began»
and do nothing but simply rotate that cylinder, so as to
cause the needle to traverse the ground over again,
thus going in and out of all the little indentations, you
get precisely the same effect upon the diaphragm as
you had originally, because It now being moved by the
rough path, so to speak, which it previously created. It
must necessarily follow the same ups and downs. So
that you get the diaphragm in motion again as it was
before, with the net result that the diaphragm contributes to the air precisely the same movement that the
air had sent out from the diaphragm.
Consequently
you get perfectly articulated speech. That is ail there
is to the Instrument.
This instrument lay dormant for
all.

It is

_

We

—

about twelve years. Mr. Edison wei t from his telephonic experiments immediately into his electric light
experiments, and consequently gave no attention to the
phonograph, always saying to those of us who would
urge him to take the matter up: "When I get through
with this I will take that up. That shall be the next

.
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thing." But the electric light came along, and before
he got througli the carbon transmitter he took thHt up,
and the phonogra|ih was ignored. Then he promiseJ
to take

It

up when the

Before he hud

satisfied

eltcliic light in:itter wa.'* settled.
himself with his work in that

up

the phonograph and worked
on it to considerabi? purpose, namely, Messrs. Tainlor
and iSill, i'fofcssor Bell of telephone fame, lie and
his a^ociaies took the matter up and endeavored to
make a phonograph which was then merely n fclentlfic
novelty.
In other words, to do for Edison's phonograph what iv.iison had done for Bell's telephone, make
Tiiey
it a commercial as well as a
scientific success.
succeeded in developing what has proven to be the correct principle, namely: that instead of making indentadirection others took

tions in this plastic subs'.aDce, wa.x, which is now the
thing used, they m<de a little culling knife, and
actually cut the mateii al out with each vibration, thus
effecting two tilings, a more decided re.ord iLan
was made by the indentation method.
The result of that was an instrument which while It
did not speak and was not intended to speak in the
original voice, as the old tin loll phonograph did, yet ii
spoke with such distinctness that if you placed the tubes
to your car, while the voice was low, it was wonderfully clear an:l the utteranc!; was easily compRhended
I'hey brought out 03 the ba^is of that improvement what
:inow uniwrsidly known as the graphophonc which is
simply the phonograph turned tie other way arouod.
They did not claim to have anticipated Mr. EJison in
this great iliscovery.
They simply claimed to have
perfected Mr. Kdison's instrument acd thus brought it
Into the realm of commercial utiliiy
but they did not
make the progress that they expected, and >lr. Edison
then took tbe subject up again, and the reSult of bis
efforts in that direction was the perfected phonograph.
Coasequtntly wc now have the graphophone and the
;

phonograph.
A very shrewd gentleman in

New

York, recognizing

going to call upon it now to do, namely, 10 lalk loud.
It is designed to address ilself to the individual ear.
That is because tbe instiument is intended for commercial use, and we do not want Ihe message or letter
which I have diclated In my sludy at home and sent to
the cilice to have the type writer put it In writing, to
be heard by everybody in the room.
Consequently
the Instrument is designed to speak in a low, clear tone
to the car.
We can make them speak as loud as we
please, but at some loss of clearness of articulalion. Inasmuch as it Is lir possible for everybody to assemble
around tbe instrument closely, we will endeavor to
make the Instrnment speak loud enough for vou all to
hear.
In this connection I will say that Mr. Levy
played in that instrument many years ago and frequently since, and invariably took pains to inform the
audience that the phonograph was his only competitor

on the cornet.
into action, and
solos by Levy,
it

after icprodiicing several cornet
presented the folloning message from Mr. Edison

"

by

the incoming

were supported by Dr. Mason of
Mr Armstrong of Camden, N. .1., Mr. Loe'kof Detroit and Mr. Francisco of Rutland, Vt.,

Boston,

wood

and were unanimously adopted.
The chair announced the appointment

of the follow-

ing committees:

On

and Conductors— J.
E. Lockwood of Detroit; C. H. Wilmerding of Chicago; Schuyler
S. Wheeler of New York, T. C.
Smith of Philadelphia, and David E. Evans of BaltiI'nderground

Conduits

"When I had the pleasure of meeting you at my
laboratory In IJecember last, ycu suggesitd that I
should send to tlie Kansas City convention, which
commences next wtek, a phonograph dlicussion upon
the subject of my five wire sjstem of distiibutlon,
which you were gocd enough to assure me would
prove of Interest to the delegates, and ever since that
time 1 have been trying to find an opportunity to prepare the data.
" .^ly failure to do so has been Ihrougli no fault of
yours, as your letters have constantly kept the matter
before me, nor has It been through want of inclination
on my part tbat I am obliged to substitute this explanation.

"Certain urgent matters of busicess which I was unable to anticl|<ate have occupied my attention to such
an extent that I have even had to neglect the important
work of my experiments.
Willie I could not have contributed to the success
of the convention, which is already assured thiough
its location In you enterprising ilty, I regiet that I am
send samethlng which would at least be more

Interesting than this apology.

'Yours very

truly,

"TiiOB. A. Edison."

.\fterMr. Ed'son's message bad been uproariously
acknowledged by Ihe audience, the phonograph was
persuaded to furnish a x>lophone solo with a piano accompaniment, which received an enthusiastic reception.

Electric Lioiit CoMrKTiTioN.
The business of the convention was then taken up,
and the following was offered by Mr. De Camp
Wdereas, more than $100,000,000 have been invested in central electric light companies In Amerlca.and,
:

wailing and the visilcrs were driven to the hotel, about a
mile dislanl. After a brief reception, dinner was served.
Over 300 persons sat down at the tables. Music was
furnished by a string orchestra.
.\ll the delegates at the convention were provided with
badges which were of a unique design. They were silver
and in Ihe form of an ivy leaf. On llie face of the leaf

K

were the

letteis

"N. E.

I,.

.\," the

formula

C=—

.

and

K
words "Kansas City l.Sijo."
The badges were not
only ornamental, they were extremely useful, inasmuch as
they enabled the wearers to ride without paying fare on
the Kansas City street car lines
the

The chief ornament in the Coates Opera 1 louse when
Ihe convention was called to order was a design in incandescent lamps arranged over the stage. The globes,
which were red, white and blue, represented the formula,

C=—

The lamps were

115 in number.
The globes
were colored by Mrs. G, W. Ilarl. M. E.
Hates of the Western l-^Iectric Construction -company did
Ihe consliuction work, and the Kansas City Edison company furnished the lamps and tbe current.
1\

more.

On Hevi.siDg Constitution and By-laws— Dr. .T. W.
Mason of Bcston; A. .1. De Camp of Philadelphia;
E. A. Armstrong of Camden, N. J.; M. .J. Francis o,
of Rutland, Vt., and E. R. Weeks, ot Kansas Cliy,
Mo.
On Relations Between Parent and Sub-com-

—

Marsd™ J. Perry of Providence, R. I,
chairman; .1. A. Morrison of Balimore, Mel.; J. E.
Boston; E. A.
Lockwooii ot Detroit;
Gilbert of
Armstrong of New Jersey and E. R. Weeks of Kanpanies

sas City,

Mn.

ot
Chicago, presented a resolution providing for the appoinimeni of a committee of
five to choose tbiee representative electrical men to act
ona commitlcf for the purpnse ot devising and adopting national insurance rules, and considciing any other
matters sUecting the joint interests ot Insurance and
electrical companies, further, also providing, that the
committee of five be requested and au'horizid to nego-

with the general insurance organizations throughout the country with a view to securing the appointment by them of representatives on a natii nal electric
insurance committee, and that the committee of five report the result of its deliberations and actions at the
next meeting of this association.
Du. Mason ot Boston: I wish to introduce the
customary resolution, which if ever offeied would be
most fitting this occasion. I move that the National
Electric Light association exjjiess to the people of
Kansas City generally, to the railroads, the surface
roads, the local reception committee, the transportation
committee and all others who have extended us special
courtesies, our heartfelt thanks as an evidence of our
appreciation ot all their generous treatment.
I might
add very much more, but no words that I a uld use
would more clearly express my deep sense of appreciation ot their kindness.
The resolution of thanks was adopted unanimously
by a rising vote.
Secretary ttarratt announced the reception of a letter
from the chairman of trustees ot Guthrie, Oklahoma,
inviting Ihe association to visit that cily.
Dr. Mason suggested that the association instruct
Secretary Garrett, if possible, to visit Guthrie, and express to the citizens ot that city the good will ot the
association, taking with him any members who wished

tiate

accompany him. Dr. Mason's motion was carried.
Closing the convention, Chairman Weeks said: "As
finished our business, I now declare this
convention adjourned."

we have

:

"Kansas City, Mo.

to

filled

president.
The resolutions

Weeks, Esq.,

Mv Dear Mr. Wehks,—

unable

for the pre\entior. ot the evils referred to, lies'decd,
that tbe president iippoint this committee, and tbat

any vacancies occurring be

to

PnoNOdiiirn E.xniniTioN.

The phonograph was then brought

It.

WnEBEAs, Ihe stocks and bonds of these companes have
been and are being depreciated and jeopardized by a
reckless anei clsastrous eoiiiepctition encouraged and
fostered to a large extent by rival paient companies;
and, WiiiiHiiAs, this course ot conduct threatens the de
structlon alike of ccntnd station ci mpacies and of
parent ccmpauis, the prctitable continuance of whose
business depends upon the healthy life of the central
station companies, therefore, Jie.wlred, that the National Electric Light association appoint a committee of
seven whose duiies shall be to devise and execute plans

Gjorge Cutter

the great possibliitiei ol this thing, went to work to
acquire the ownership of both. Consequently llie
North American Phonograph company to day is tte
owner of alt tlie rights of the graphophone and the phonograph, and there do:v being but one common instiu
ment, the aim in this instrument is to give you all that
Is known of the last and best development of this wonderful apparatus which is to record what we say, keep
it for any length of time, and then reproduce it for any
I>urpose we may wish with as perftct a retention of the
character and nuality of the original voice as the telephone to-day in its best form. 1 want to say that this
Instrument, although it is fitted up here with a rather
elaborate contrivance so that you may hear it.
Is designed expressly not to do that which we are

" Edwin

I'cliruary 22, 1890

Convention Notes.
The

headiiuarteis ot the association at the convention
at Cajio May next August will be at the Stockton.

The weather in Kansas City was all that could be deThere was a dash of rain one evening, but it did
not continue long enough to keep the delegates within
sired.

doors.

Mrs. E. R. Weeks, wife of President Weeks, of 1409
Cherry street, and Jlrs. F. B. Tiffany, of 1818 Tracy
avenue, were at home on Thursday morning and received
a number of ladies
vention.

(juile

who were

atteneliiig

the con-

A

special train on the "L" road was tcnelcrcd the dclega'es and a pleasant ride was had by many of tliem to
Chelsea Park and return Tue.sday afternoon. The Board
of Trade committee on reception accompanied them on
their trip.

aud Mrs. E. R. Weeks gave an informal rehonor ot the delegates at their rc?ielence on

Picsideiit

ception

ill

Cherry

street

Thursday evening.

A

large

number

ot

called during tiie evening anel t:ougratulatcd
Mr. Weeks on the success of the eleventh convention.

elele.ixatcs

The residents of Kans.is City ought to be thoroughly
familiar with e_)hni's law.
In all the newspapers, on all the
hotel menus, in shop windows, on hangers over the street,

.MKETIXG UK

KECEl'TION

formula

On the afternoon of Wednesday, February 12th, a large
parly of delegates visiletl Kxcelsior Springs, a resort about
30 miles from Kansas City, at the invitation of the Chicigo, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway company and the
Excelsior Springs Hotel company.
The railway company
put at the service of the delegates a special train.
On
reaching Excelsior Springs the party found carriages in

THE KANSAS CITY COMMERCIAL

CLUIl,

of Kansas City tendered a reception to the delegates of the National l']lectric Light association on Tuesday evening, l''ebruaryii.
The reception
took place at the club rooms iu the Exchange building.
-\
large representation of the most prominent business men of
Kansas City was present. -\ large number of electric light

delegates were present and were given a cordial reception.
.\fter an informal reception of an hour or more, President
V. A. l-'axon called the assemblage to order.
He said:
"We arc always glad to meet those who are carrying on
the world's great work.
When we begin to realize what
has been done in electrical science since I'^ranklin's time,
we are almost bewildered- Among the treasures of science
none are more precious than those which have been obtained by those who have learned to control the lightning.
It is a pleasure, therefore, for us to have such a distinguished body of scientists meet in our city.
To .\merica
belongs the honor of discovering most of these treasures,
and it always seemed titling to me that the statue of Liberty
at the entrance of New York harbor should bear a torch of
W'e have a city here which in its hustle and
electric light.
growth is perhaps without a parallel in the country. \'i u
must remember we are young.
By the side of the buildings which tower to the sky are still to be seen the cabins
of the pioneers, and the pioneers are still with us.
In
building up the city we want the best, and if you have the
best then we want to buy it."
President Weeks made a brief address in which he acknowledgcd the courtesy of the Commercial club. In the
course of his address he said- "To the minds of the guests
the meeting of the I'!lectric Light association brings many
recollections of good-fellowship and of service in the cause
In the minds of the people. I
of science and commerce.
am afraid, we are thought of as misers and magicians who
are operating with a deatli-tlcaling agent,
Such remarks,
Mr. President, as you have made will lead to correct
these impressions and to show that our work is essential to
the best interests of the community."
1'".
A. Wyman of Iloston made an address in which he
urged the necessity of harmony among electric light
men, anel argued against the practice of some companies
of speaking of their competitors' apparatus as dangerous.
.'\fter the speeches the informal reception was resumed.
The gathering was thoroughly enjoyable.

THE
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The Commercial Club

E.
could be be seen the

e'AIIIION .M.VMK.VC'fllltlCUS.

During the sessions ot the convention In Kansas City
there was held a very important meeting ot the carbon
manufactun r.^ There were present G. W. Parker, D
R. Russell, C. W. Hazeltine of the Parker-Russell Mining et Manufacturing company ot St. Louis; J. B.
Crouse ot Standard Carbon companv of Cleveland,
Ohio; W. C Hayes, B. F. Miles, W. H. Lawrence of
the National Carbon company, Cleveland, tlhio; Geo.
F. Porter and A. E. Carrier o"f Faraday Carbon company ot Pittsburg; H. B. Lucas of the Washington
Carbon ctmpany, Pittsburg; CD. Richmond ot the
Thomson-Houston Carbon company.
The meeting
was held for the purpose of taking certain action
toward obtaining a lower classification in the freight
schedule on carbons. When electric light carbons
weie first placed on the maiketthe idea was prevalent
that they wonld be a very ditUcult class of freight to
handle and a large percentage ot loss through breakage
would have to be borne by the railroad companies.
Consequently they were rated as first-class freight and
up to date no change has been made in this classification.
It was stated that the railroad companies had
never yet been called upon to pay a loss from breakage
or any other cause upon carbons. This of course makes
tbe classification still more unjust.
A committee was
appointed to consult with the railroad oflicials and endeavor to have carbons class c3 in the h.west grade of
freight, where they properly belong.
The committee
consisted of G. F. Porter, A. B. Richmond and G. W.
Parker, who will take the matter in hand and report to
the various companies at an early day.

The

EXHIBITS.

exhibits of electrical apparatus of all kinds were
made in the Casino Hall, a building situated a few steps
The exhibition
from the headquarters of the association.
was an extensive one, and it attracted the attention of a
large number of residents of Kansas City.
The hall,
lighted by scores of incandescent and arc lamps, presented
l''ollowing are brief descriptions o£
a brilliant appearance.
the exhibits:

February

22,
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Fred H. "Whipple of Detroit, distributed the February
edition of his electrical reports both at the Casino and in
the Convention ball.
Louis, had on exhibition a
model showing bis new iron pole for electric light and
electric railway purpcsfs.
J.

H. Heverling of

St.

&

Machine company of Kansas
Centtopolls Car
City, distributed a large number of note books among
the delegates and visitors at the convention.

The

Capt. Willard L. Candee was present as usual to descant on the merits of the Okonite wire, which formed
a prominent feature of the exhibits in the hall.

Gla=s company of New York, was
by E. B. Patterson, with a small but
manufactured by them for

The Phceaix
represented

tasteful display of glassware
electrical purpo; es.

(Jeo. C. Pyle, electrician of the National Electric
Headlight company of Indianapolis, had a number of
photographs showing the results obtained from the use
of his new electric headlight.

'

Bernard H. Schmidt of Chicago, the western
agent of the J. G. Brill Car company of Philadelphia,
showed in Caslio hall a very handsome truck of their
new type for electric motor service.

H

.Jones of the Jones Bros. Electric company, of
W.
Cincinnati, Ohio, was an interested listener to the discussion in the convention and a close observer of the
new exhibits in the Casino building.

Chas. A. Schieren & Co. of New York, were represented by C. A. Schieren, .Jr., and P. W. Baugher.
They showed a fine line of their special link belts, perforated belts and regular electrical belts.

Paul "W.Bossart of Kansas City, had charge of the exhibit of the Rcckford Electrical Manufacturing company, which consisted of two of their latest type of elecMr. Bossartis abo agent for tne National
tric motors.
Electric Traction

company

of Detroit.

H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia, was well represented in
the person of "Wm. R. Hood, whose exhibits were much
too a'traciive to be kept ia his overcoat pocket and
were therefore nicely displayed in the space allotted to
him. The exbibit consisted of all the new Paiste
specialtle?, switches, cut-outs, and pendants.
Col. J. H. Shay as usual had charge of the exhibit of
the Chas. Munson BeltiDg company of Chicago, which
consisted of a forty-two-inch leather belt with a number of smaller sizes arranged so as to show the peculiar
Mr.
adaptability of these belts for electrical purposes.
Sbay also distributed among his friends at the Convention a number of leather canes.

The Central Electric company of Chicago, was represented by W. H. McKinlock and F. W. Cushing.
They showed a number of their new spark arresters for
arc lamps and a new tin shade and the central lightAlso a large stock of Okonite wire of
ing arrester.
They distributed large numbers of
all kinds and sizes.
the attractive calendar which they recently issued.
In the gallery was located the exhibit of the Kansas
City Engineering company, the agent of the Sprague

&

Motor company. Two machines
were shown, a^o-horse power and a i^s-horse power moElectric

Ra ilway

The

operated a 24-inch ventilating fan. The
switch for the larger machine was the "Whittingham
automatic, which has a deservedl}' high reputation.
tors.

latter

The Ansonia Brsss & Copper company of New York
and Chicago, were represented in the Casino hall by
their western manager, Gilbert M. Smith of Chicago.
Their exhibit consisted of a full line of samples of all
kinds of bare and insulated wire manufactured by
them among wliich was a new special brand called the
"A. B. C. line wire " which they are now bringing to
the front.
,

The Jenney

Electric Motor company, which recently
succeeded to the business of Chas. D. Jenney
Co. of
Indianapolis, wasrepres nted by Ch^is. D. Jenney, who
showed a one-horse power motor of their latest type
driving a coffee mill, and explained with a rare exhibition of patienc3 the merits of what he modestly claimed
to be the very best of the many inventions he has
given to the public.

&

The Hill Clutch "Works of Cleveland, had in the
space allotted to them one of their largest Hill friction
clutches in charge of S. S. Leonard of Chicago, manager of their western department. Mr. Leonard has recently moved to Chicago from Minneapolis to take
charge of this business, and his large acquaintance
among electricjl people will certainly bring much
trade to any interest with which he may connect
himself.

C. H. Cone of Chicago, took advantage of the convention season to pay a visit to his old home in Kansas
City, where he formerly represented the Electrical SupMr. Cone has recently
ply company of Chicago.
opened an office in the Electric Club building in Chicago and has secured a number of agencies of prominent eastern manufacturers. His large number of
acquaintances will wish him unbotmded success In his
new undertaking.
C. E. Newton, secretary of the Jewell Belting company of Hartford, Conn., hsd charge of the exhibit of
this company, which was located to the right of the entrance In Casino hall. It consisted of a full assortment
of all kinds of main and ordinary driving belts, as well
as their

new

light

double dynamo

belt.

The

special

feature of this exhibit was their dynamo belt which
made of whole hide perfectly even in thickness and
treated to their water-proof dressing which renders

Is
is
it
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This company cariirS a full
line of all their various grades of belling at their branches
represented by Eoglifh Morse
Co. of Kansis City.;
"W. A. Salisbury
Co. of Chicago; Todd
Stanley
very pliable and noiseless.

&

&

&

company

Louis; A. H. Gardner company of
Milwaukee, and E. C. Atkins & Co. of Indianapolis,
of

St"

Chattanooga and Memphis.

&

it entirely moisture-proof and would make it
especially applicable for mining purposes, packing
houses, and such work where the continued exposure to
the gases and acids has a very injurious effect en all
kinds of insulation. One of the special features of this
brand is, that it is electiically welded ard can he furnished to customers in any desired length.

render

The Interior Conduit
Insulation company of New
York, had a most interesting exhibition in tlie gallery
of Casino hall.
On a large board on the wall were located a number of the company's conduits, in which
were conducted wires carrying current for several lamps.
The exhibition w^as a pr.actical demonstration of the
completeness of the company's system and of its great
ability in the location of wires in buildings.
The ex
hibit was inspected by a great number of electric light
men who found the system full of great interest.

The Royal Silk Manufacturing company of New
York, was representend 'oy A. J. JIayer. This firm is
manufacturing a silk machine towel to take the place
of cotton waste and claim that it has many advantages
for wiping purposes over any other article in the mariet in that it absorbs every particle of oil en the machinery and leaves no lint. The towels are non combustible; can be washed from twenty to thirty limes
after use, which makes them cost fifty per cent, less
than waste. In practical use a bale of these towels Is

The Evans Friction Cone company of Boston, was
represented by J. R Conant, who brought with him a
number of photos thowing the working of their apparatus a3 appl'ed to the different mesns of driving
electric generators.
It happened thatieveral manageis
of stations who have this system in operation were
present at the convention and were loud in their praise
of it and quite a number of the superintendents of the
large stations in the west were so favorably impressed
with the system that they have sigaitied their intention

claimed to be equal to 3,U0O

to adopt

it

shortly.

Southwestern Electrical Supply company under the
management of Edward LaSalle, msde a very creditable display of all their electrical sundries atd the various manufactures they handle. The exhibit consisted
mainly of a large display of Grimshaw wire foi* which
they are the southwestern agents. All kinds of electrical batteries, arc lamp globes, insulators, magneto bells,
made up a very flue Display.
one-horse power Ferret motor was in this exhibit and
attracted a great deal of attention owing to its recent
introduction in the west.

A

pushes and gongs

The Standard Carbon company of Cleveland, Ohio,
made an exhibit of all their different sizes and styles of
carbons, arranged in very a'tractive style upon a large
blackboard.
The display included every size and style
of carbon manufacturea by them and represented a
This company are
large and variegated a-sortment.
also manufacturers of the excelsior belt oi', sample
bottIe3of which were arranged in their exhibit and disThe exhibit was in charge
tributed among the callers.
of J. D. Crouse of Clevelard, and "W. "W. Low, the
Chicago agent of the company.
J. A. J. Shultz of the Shultz Belting company of St.
Louis, occupied a space in Casino hall exhibiting a new
leather link belt upon which he has just been allowed a
This belt differs from the other leather link
patent.
belts on the market in that no iron is used in its construction.
The thongs which hold the links together
are made of leather, which it is claimed giv€s the belt a
greater pliability and yet retains all the advantages of
those connected by iron. Mr. Shultz also exhibited a
section of his new leather covered pulley which was described and illustrated in a r ecent issue of the "Westeen

Electrician.

The National Carbon company of Cleveland, Ohio,
was represented by "W. H. Lawrence, B. F. Miles and

Tne exhibit consisted of a display of the
C. Hayes.
carbons manufactured by them ranging in size from
that of a knitting needle to those 2v inches in diameter
and four feet in length, the latter being used for aluminum smelting purposes. There was also a gcod display of their battery carbons, carbon plates and carbon
brushes. The gentlemen in charge distributed large
numbers of their directory of arc lighting plants and
also a calendar which they publish containing the
moonlight schedule.

W.

George Cutter of Chicago, had one of the most

at-

It consisted of the
tractive exhibits in the Casino hall.
several lines of specialties handled by him arranged in a
Bernstein series
manner calculated to interest all.
lamps and shades, formed a prominent feature, while
reflector,
safety plugs,
shade
and
Cutter's new tin lamp

switches, fuse boxes and other sundries filled the show
The
case and the tables which occupied the space.
Simplex wire, for which Mr. Cutter is the Chicago
Mr. Catter was asagent, was prominently displayed.
sisted in the care of his display by D. T. Everts and
Dr. Mason of the Simplex "Wire company.

The Gate City Electric company of Kansas City, oc
cupied the southeast corner of the Casino hall with a
This comfine display of all kinds of electrical goods.
pany was recently organized in Kansas City but has
already established itself among the leading concerns in
its line.
They are agents for the Okonite wire, a number of reels of which served as ihe boundaries of their
space, while a pile of Manson tape occupied a prominent
position on the table in the center.
number of electrical sundries in a

They

exhibited a

handsome show case,

while on the wall at the tack were arranged the various
specialties handled by the firm such as annunciators,
magnetos, and the Lockwood ammeter and polarity Indicator.
The exhibit was in charge of J. "W. Mason,

manager of the company.

The Bishop Gutta Percha company

of

New York, was

represented by Ernest Hoefer of Chicago, who is their
"Western representative. Mr. Hoefer talked up their
new double coated white core insulated wire and he
created a very considerable demand for them. It is
claimed that they are specially adapted for incandescent
The insulating material being applied by
light work.
hydraulic pressure makes a perfectly homogeneous insulation which adheres so firmly to the wires that it cannot be removed unless scraped off. Of course this would

The Eddy

Electric

lbs. of

cotton waste.

Slanufacturing

company weie

represented by A. D. Newton and M. E Baird. They
had on exhibition one horse, two-hoise and five-hors©
power motors all of their new type, the five -horse
power motor beln^ equipped with their new reversirg
apparatus making it especially adapted for elevator
work.
five-horse power Eddy motor of the ring
type occupied a position in the exhibit of English
Morse & Co., running a 3.5 horse power Ideal engine
The reversing apparatus of the five-horse power Eddj
motor attracted a great airount of attention and certainly marks an advancement in the use of electric
motors for passenger elevator service. Th? Eddy company since moving their shops to AVindsor, Conn., have
by reason of the excellence of their apparatus and their
increased facilities, done an enormous business. They
have recently increased their capital stcck to i>100,000
which will enable them to push the bustaess more extensively than ever before.

A

The Edison Manufacturing companv of Newark,

N

had on exhibition

in charge of James F. Kelley,
agent, several of the new Edlson-Lalande batteries. The elements of this battery are zinc,
oxide of copper and a caustic potash solution. The
oxide of copper is made up in the form of a plate and
is clamped in a copper frame.
The zinc plates are suspended from a binding post resting on the cover and
hanging on either side of the oxide p]ate. The caustic
potash is furnished in shape of sticks, two sticks accompanying each cell.
"Ihese sticks are placed on
either side of the zinc and the cell is filled with water
within an inch of the top, a thin layer of oil is then
poured over the top of the water In order to prevent
formation of creeping sails. The internal resistance of
the cellonexhibiiion was only .025 of a ohm. Thee.m.f.
on open circuit Is about one volt, .8 of a volt on light
closed circuit work and about .7 volt on heavj closed
circuit work.
Mr. Kelley stated that over 1.000 of
these cells have been sold since January 1.

J.,

their

New York

A

very handsome display beard of polished mahogany
containing some fifty dillerent samples of Habirsbaw
cores from J^-inch to 2}^ inches in diameter, and from
,'5,000 to 700,(100 circular mills wase.xhibitedby the India
Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulating company of New
York. There were also shown standard cores of 00,
000 and 0000 for naval land cores, naval marine cores,
feeder cables, three circuit underground cables, three
circuit parallel and under-water cables.
very prominent core of this last kind was 2^4 inches in diameter,
lately made and laid across the Delaware river at Easton,
Pa. The company makes a specialty in addition to fine
grades of wire for house wiring, of making co:es and
cables for power use, central station use, and also installations for all government work.
Among the recent
installations for the navy department are those made for
San Francisco, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Chicago, and
all recent cruisers equipped by the navy department.
Among the recent large installations in New York are
a number in which the specifications required that only
the Habirsbaw wire should be used, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art in Central Park, where the installation cost over 1-50,000. and other buildings among
the finest erected in New York City this year, such as
the Farmers' Loan and Trust company's building, corner Beaver and Union s' reels. Union "Trust ccmpany's
building, Broadway and "Wall street. Merchants' Bank
building and others. Mr. Habirsbaw, the general manager of the company, is a well-knowu chemical engineer
of high reputation, who has for many years, and is now
acting chemist of the Produce Exchange in New York,
and the New York Agricultural society.

A

The Electrical Supply compaiy of Chicago, made a
special effort in Ihe display of their goods, confining
tne ent re exhibit however to elec ric light materials.
They occupied the room called "Department A" 35x20
feet onthe right of tl e hall entering the Casino building.
P. S. Terry was present and was assisted ty Geo. F.
Hewes. At the further end of the room was Icca'ed a
solid mahogany bcitd containing a numb r of samples
of urderground cables, three circuit portables, sub-marine cables, naval land cores, three circuit unc'erground,
all of the celebrated Hahirshaw rubber covered wire.
This wire fully meets the United States specifications for
marine work and is used on tbe new cruisers Chicago and
Baltimore. The interior electrical conduit tubeswerea
prominent feature in the exhibit. Incrndescent lamps,
white and colored, Fletcher lamp hangers, non sparking
switches, detachable fuse boxes, arc light globe protectors,
pocket current and pole indicato; s. electric portables, detachable rosettes and cutouts, Ellis oil filter, fuse wire of
all kinds, high insulating brackets, standard testing sets
and Wirts s'andard volt meter were a few of the specialties tastefully arranged in the room which was elaborately carpeted with Brussels and supplied with handsome antique furniture. Suspended from the ceiling
was a Japanese umbrella on which were hung twenty-
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tire incandescent lumps of dllTerent colors forming a
very pleasing effect. The room was perfectly ventilated by a small Electrical Supply company's ventilating
fan motor. The messenger boys In attendance were all
in uniform with a band on their caps marked in gilt
letters "Kleclrlcal Supply
company.'
Mr. Ilewes
brought with him a large number of posters and spent
some time In billing the town. They also distributed a
large number of their circulars as wirll as 20,000 samples
of their shield brand wire, fur which several large orders
were taken during the se^^ion of the convention.
The display of the Edison Machine works of
Schenectady. N. Y., was located in the north corner of
Ihe gallery. The exhibit was in charge of .lames F. Kel-

New Voik

agent.
The exhibit ctuslsted of
kinds of cohered wire for houce and line

ley. their

samples of all
work, double braided and rubber covertd w.re with
smooth surface for house and line work, and the same
wire with hard rough surface for outside, principally
for tree work
Flexible cords, rubber covered with silk
or coltdQ outside in gr. at variety of colors; annunciator
and office wire; cotton covered magneto wire all sizes,
silk covered magneto wire from No. 1(J to a wire .002
of an inch in diameter; also samples of telegraph cables

made op

of 100 wires laid

up

in

reversed

layers,

and

samples of central station cable consisting of 931 No.
17 U. <ic S. wires; telephone cable with paper Insulation
consisting of 100 wires twisted In pairs and laid up in
reversed layers; new solid rubber core wire not yet on
tlie market, but which will shortly be ready for sale.
Samples of paragon tape In all widths formed a part of
the exhibit.

English, Morse & Co. of Kansas City, have taken
great interest in this exhibition of the National Electric Light association which was practically shown by
handsome exhibit in Casino hall. This firm Is
one of the pioneer houses in the machine supply business and contracting engineers for building power

their

plants in that section of the country.

The

present firm

was organized in 1886, although all the members had
been In the same business for ten or twelve years.
They have a large and well arranged live-story building with basement, with the best of switchlog facilities.
They repn sent a large number of prominent eastern
manufactureis, among them A. L. Ide -k Son, manufacturers of the celebrated Ide and Ideal engines; the
Atlas Engine company of Indianapolis; Jewell Belling
company; Shullz Belting company; American Leather
Link Belt company; Hill Clutch works, and many
others, and always carry on hand a full supply of the
goods of all these houses. Their business extends
throughout the entire southwest and territories. In
their exhib'.t, which was locate! tc the right of
the entrance in Casino hall, the first thing that
struck the eye was a handsome Ideal high speed engine
of 3.>horse power in operation, being driven by a small
Eddy electric motor, there being no eteam connection
One of the fiy wheels wa^ fitted with Inin the hall.
candescent lamps of different colors, current for which
was delivered from a commutator on the engine shaft.
^yhen the engine was in motion the effect produced
was that of alternate ribbons of light of variegated
small model of the Ide engine waa also in
colors.
operation, being run by a miniature motor.
There was
also on exhibition a complete stock of the Jewell belting of the various widths arranged In a pyramid. The
various steam specialties handled by the firm were
carefully arranged In their space and a large show case
Steam
of their tools occupied a prominent position.
packing In large variety was a feature of the exhibit.
The exhibit attracted a good deal of attention and
showed completely the very excellent facilities at the
command of this firm for the erection of all kinds of
steam plants set up ready for use.

A

Noyes Bros., who are manufacturers of small electric
and 87 Fifth avenue, Chicago, had sample
boards showing their lines of goods, in the northeast corner
of the room.
The Vulcan Manufacturing comp.iny of Kansas City and
Hutchinson. Kan., showed one of its new patent grate bars
fixtures, 85

which

it

is

introducinET to electrical

companies

K. A. Magee of V. S. (irceley & Co., was in attendance at the convention, passing most of his time in the
Casino If all, greeting old acquaintances and talking up the

company's

specialties.

The New Haven Clock company had representatives
from both of its leading houses, (ieorjje S. Searing of New
N'ork and Charles G. Armstrong of Chicago.
The Jaccard Jewelry company of Kansas City exhibited
a showcase, containing Paillani non-magnetic watches.
Kmil Kahn represented the Cincinnati Electric Engine
company, of which he is president, and was always ready to
speak of the good points of their arc-light machine.
The Elektron Manufacturing company of Urooklyn had
on exhibition a -horse power I'errct motor, which uas inspected with interest by visitors. It is handsome in design,
and performs its work well.
E. L. Clark of Chicago was a little late in getting to
Kansas City, but upon reaching the city he lost no time in
speaking enthusiastically of the Walworth company and the
other concerns, of which he is Chicago agent.
The ISaxtcr Electric Motor company of Haltimore have
reorganized their business, and were ably represented at
the convention by David E. Evans.
The Western Electric company was represented by John
i

Young, a veteran
J.
hall,

in electric lighting,

new

Febnuirv

journal, yy/** W'estfnt /ui^hi^t-i and had on exhibition a number of photographs of the Armington & Sims*
engine, for which they are the Western agents.
The Monitor Electric company of Chicago, which has
recently succeeded to the business of G. A. Harmount exhibited a number of its electrical specialties.
C. G. Arm-

C

(."liicago

manager.

Parker- Russell Mining & Manufacturing company
were represented by G. W. Parker, D. K.
Kussell and C. \\'. Ha/.cUine.
A. E. Ide of Springlield, III., manufacturer of the Ide
and the Ideal engines was present, not only as a representative of the Springfield Electric Light company, but also
to look after the interests of his engine firm.
j. C. Hobart, secretary of iheTriumph Engine company
of Cincinnati, brought with him to the convention a handsome model of the new Triumph engine, which was fully
described and illustrated in the Wkstern Elhctkician of
February Sth. The model was exhibited in Casino hall,
and was inspected with interest by the delegates.
The National Electric Manufacturing company of Eau
Claire,»Wis., exhibited a complete outfit, consisting of a Soo
light Freeman alternating current dynamo, with transformers, and a switch-board with all necessary
appliances.
Carl Kammeyer, .superintendent of construction, was in
charge of the exhibit.
The Standard Paint company of New York, the manufacturer of the celebrated P. iS: B. for insulating purposes,
was represented by F. M. Hoover of Kansas City.

The

of

St.

l.ouis

The Weston
N. J

Electrical Instrument

company

of

Newark,

exhibited a very complete line of all the standard
instruments made by the company, including the celebrated Weston direct reading voltmeter.
The
exhibit of these well-known instruments of course attracted
generally.
M.
the attention of the electric-light men
Garver, manager of the company, v.as in charge of the ex-

M

^'ork

was

The interests of Holmes, Booth A; Holmes of New York,
were looked after by H. P. I.ucas.
The Pond Engineering company of St. Louis was represented byE.H. Pond of St. Louis and O.H. Schramm of
Kansas City. They distributed a number of copiesof their

VdKK, Feb,

ues, but there

The
men

The Detroit Motor company's exhibit was in charge of
A. A. Robinson, and consisted of a 7^ horse power motor
equipped with the Blades' automatic rheostat and switch
combined.
J. W. Godfrey of the New York Insulated Wire company, was present at the convention, as usual.
A fine exhibit of the company's wire made by the Kansas City repSouthwestern
Electrical
resentative, the
Supply company,
Mr, Godfrey's time was largely taken up in greeting old
acquaintances and in making new friends.
William Baragwanalh ^: Son of Chicago, displayed several neat banners setting forth the advantages of their feed
water heaters.

The Crocker-Wheeler Motor company

of

New York

was

represented in Casino Hall by Dr. S. S. Wheeler, who ex
plained to all visitors the new regulating device which is
now attached to all C.-W. motors.
The Eureka Tempered Copper company of North East,
Pa had a small but complete exhibit in charge of A. L
Daniels.
The exhibit consisted of commutator segments,
journal bearings, rolled brushes and the Washburn trolley
wheels and many other special drop forgings.
The Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston was
represented by Charles S. Rusling. Kansas City agent, and
George Atkinson, Edwin Floyd and J. H. Stedman of the
Chicago office. Though the company had no exhibit in
the hall, its representatives invited delegates to call at the

15.

is little

Notes.

— The cry

prospect

for rapid transit contin-

any

of

agitation for the World's Fair

wonder what

to

in this city

immediate

has

relief.

many candid

led

done with the

could be

great crowds that such an attraction would certainly gather.

This

is

not the most unimportant

The monopoly

Fair problem.

road opjTOses

feature of

the World's

controls

that

the elevattd

improvements and has thus

all

tric

roads out of competition.

like

speed and comfort, and

Electric cars

kept elec-

far

would not serve the purpose

it

Another blot on the

commodations.

subway conductors.
has such

city

show

city politicians
in the

with

no other
Here again

that

conductors.

its

their hands.

such ac-

city is the question of

a singular thing

It is

difliculty

much

look too

of this rich corporation to get the public to expect

Already the excavations

thoroughfares of the city have caused four-fold more

deaths, by disease contracted from breathing the poisonous

gases arising therefrom, than were killed
wires attached to poles.

by handling the

New York

had lived up to her
privileges as Chicago has done there would be no chance
If

for such humilialing confessions of neglected duties.

Mayor Grant

sent to the

commissioners Tuesday a

fire

of the telegraph poles that

list

now

bear only

wires and

fire

some of them being department poles and
some poles abandoned by their owners, and useful only to
carry department wires.
The mayor says: "You will readpolice wires,

ily

see that the above, together with

will

a few

1,000 poles which could be cleared from the
department and the police department could
wires.
its

make

much

The

as possible.

nearly
if

your

remove

their

streets

wish you would take up the matter and

I

disposal as

which

others,

be furnished to you by Mr. Wheeler would

facilitate

representatives of

the telegraph and telephone companies frequently ma', e the

down long

excuse that their wires aie

before those belong-

W. H.

ing to the city."

hibit.

T.

Boston, Mass.
Bo.sTON, Feb. 14.
in this city last

— The principal event

in electrical circles

week, was the public hearing before the

board of aldermen on the petition of the Suburban Light

Pow.

r

company

suburban
ilege

Ro.xbury and Dorchester.

districts of

was considered

fact that

it

&

to erect poles for electric light wires in the

would,

if

to

This priv-

be of great importance from the

granted, open

way for obtaining
The advent of this

the

similar privileges throughout the city.

company was strongly opposed at the hearing, which continued through Monday and Wednesday afternoons, by the
Boston Electric Light company now operating all the arc
lights in the

city,

by the Edison Illuminating company,

largely controlling the incandescent lighting of the city,

hy many intluenlial members of

tlie

and

Boston Board of Fire

,

Thomson-Houston central station in Kansas City.
The Royal Electric Specialty company of New York exBy its
hibited Lang's patent automatic current cut-out.
use the company claims all accidents from broken wires may
The company also showed a safety floor inbe avoided.
large

sulator for carrying wire through lloor partitions etc.
H. A. Glasier, who has recently opened an office in the
Chicago Electric Club building on Adani^ street, Chicago,
representing J. A. Grant & Co. of Boston, was of course at
the convention, and was A'armly greeted by old-time ac(luaintances, who predicted that his new business connection will be successful in every resp.ct.

R. J. Randolph represented the
Excelsior Electric company.

The

representative

convention was P.

of the

otlice of

the

Sawyer-Man company

Alexander,

II.

Chicago

who

at the
took an active part

work of the association.
The Wcsiinghouse Machine company was represented
by II. E. Longwell, the Chicago agent.
The C. <V C. Motor company of New York had an excellent location in Casino hall, at the left of the main entrance.
The company showed n.ost of the size^ of motors
H. L.
built by them, ranging from '« to 20 horse power.
Lufkin represented the New York olhce, and was assisted
by Floyd I'latt, the Kansas City representative.
S. H. Tallmage of Kansas City, exhibited an electric
The device was of the appearance of an ordinarj'
heater.
steam radiator.
The heater was connected with the secondary wires of an allernaling system. The potential was
100 volts.
Mr Tallmage says the heater will take about
as much current as a -horse power motor.

in the

1

New

New York
Nkw

,

electrical testing

A. Pent/, exhibited his electric meter at the Casino
and explained its merits.

The Empire City Electric company of
represented by David H. Chalmers.

CORRESPONDENCE.

,

strong was the representative.
Charles E Gregory was present to speak of the merits of
the Sperry dynamo and to represent ihc Sperry Electric
company of Chicago.
The n presentatives of the Hrush Electric company were
Alex. Kempt of Chicajio, and
C. Curtis of Cleveland.
The me- its of the Hall Engine company were presented
by W. It, Pearson, the Chicago manager of the Ball company.
George C. IJailey of Chicago, had a small but complete
exhibit of bare and covered wire, made by the John A.
Koebling iV Sons company, of which concern he is the
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The Westinghoiist: Electric compiny has inslared a
750-light plant, alternating current system, at Sioux
Falls.

Wi

South Dakota.

iutn sport. Pa
has now an electric light plant of
a capacity of 2,'2~}') incandesc-ent lamps. A new 750light machine, WcstinghouHc alternating current system,
hiis Just been added.
11

,

underwriters, and

a

large

number

business

of

men and

prominent taxpayers. Quite an imposing array of legal
talent was drawn up on each side
Among the most prominent witnesses called were Prof. Henry Morton of the
Stevens Institute of Technology; F. II. Johnson, ex-president of the Edison Electric I-ight company; Mr. Spencer
of the Westinghouse Electric company, and Thomas Bicknetl.

president of

the

New

I'Jigland

I'orteleciric

company

and representative in the State legislature from the DorProminent among the council was exchester district.
Governor Gaston, who ably supported the Suburban comAt the close of the hearing the aldermen took the
pany.
matter under advisement.
Two more corporations have sent petitions to the legislature for the right to construct elevated electric railways in
the streets of Boston and vicinity.
This makes about a
half dozen such petitions now before the street railway

committee
The Boston Electric Light company has applied

to the

proper authorities for permission to increase its capital
stock by 20,000 shares, making its. total capital stock ifs,
000,000, divided into 30,000 shares of i^ioo each.
Dustin Killicutt, inspector for the Boston Board of Fire
underwriters,

is

advertising for electrical

safety devices to

By an arrangement
be submitted for test to the board.
with the various companies owning and operating electric
wires in Boston, whatever devices are submitted will be
subjected to tests upon circuits carrying the most powerful
currents now in use in the city.

On December

iS, iSStj, the

stockholders of the

Thom-

son-Houston Electric company authorized the directors to
issue and dispose of $3,000,000 of its 7 per cent, preferred
stock.
A pari of this is now offered to holders of the com-

mon

stock, the terms of

subscription

being that holders

shall take at least $1 ,000 at par ($^5 per share) and 25 cents
interest, and that the Thomson-Houston company shall

have an option on the stock at 2S at the expiration of one
ye ar.

Among

the papers

announced

for the

coming season

fore the Boston Electric club are the following:
"Legisla
intelligence, light and
power by electricity," by Arthur Lord; "Induction and interference with telephone service from electric light and
power circuits, from a telephonic point of view,'' by W. J.
Denver; "Single and double trolleys for electric railroads,"
by W. J. Mansfield; and "The relations between fire inlion relating to the transmission of

surance and electric interests from the underwriters' standpoint," by S. E. Barton,
O. II. M.
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Eugene

22,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

iSgo

W. H. Sawyer,

E. Phillips, President.

sec'y and Electrician.

AMEEICAIT ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

•

R.

I.

REDDING ELECTRIC

CO.'S

Manufacturers of Pat«it Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Dslsbratsd Electric

Magnet Wire, Office and ADHunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

ANNUHCIATORS

Eglls^

LECLABCHE BATTERIES

AliD

Incandescent Cords,

TO BE SOLD AT ACTUAL COST.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

Office. 18 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBinAN, Asent.

Eugene

John Carroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

Having a larger sto3k of these goods on hand than we
need at this seaaon, we have decidea to sell them at prices
lower than were ever oilered before.

'

p. C.

Sec'y.

Treasurer.
All in need of these goods should apply at once to avoid
disappointment, the price being so low that they are sure
to be all sold in a very short time.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

(I.I]IIITBI>.)

^'pl^t.ryf [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANTTFACTUKEBS

OP

REDDING ELECTRIC

CO.,

48 HANOVER

BOSTON, MASS.

ST.,

-

Standard Electrical Test Instruments.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Wire, Rubber
OfiBce and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Corde.

Magnet Wire,

Ayrion and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Electro-dynamometers,
Queen's New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes.
Queen's New Portable Combination Testing Set.

Cardew Voltmeters.

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CTLARK" IXTIRE.
Insulation Guaranteed

Complete Outfits
Special attention

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

for Insulation Testing.

paid

to

Ammeters

recalibrating

and Voltmeters.

&

QUEEN
C. J.
In a letter from tbe Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Cnlon, nnder date of March
19, IBS6, he says :
Thorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
The rabher used In Insalating onr wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waierproof. and itill not det^ioraU, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, Thich Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Out insulation will prove durable token all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric LigQts from stocK. Cables made

FIELD, M.

c J.rsi.,

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

MAC QUEBTEN.

W. D.

E.,

President and Gen'l Manager.

E. F.

WHITE.

M.

E

,

Secretary and Treaanrer.

Engineer.

"A

FIELD ENGINEERING CO.,
C0NSDLTIN6 AND CONTRACTING ENGINEERS.

to order.

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

-'

BBNRV

A.

CLAKK.

-

Ocneral Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEKEERT H. EUSTIS.

Electric

Elei^trlclan

15

Street

Railways.

CORTLANDT

Electric

Light

Power

and

ST.,

Steam

Plants,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON -HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

Street,

Plants.

NEW

-

YORK.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric Power Plants.
Electrical Supplies of

all

Kinds.

]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND-

vLON/^
MASK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

B°»°m

Prices.

Quick Shipments.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
and Telegraph,

Electric Light, Telephone,

X'or .Serial,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
^THADE

\

S'u'bzxxa.rlxi.e, a.aic3. XTzi.cl.ers^O'U'Hc^ T~se.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - - •
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ELECTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUBIHG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AUIOMAIli E LECTRIC MOTOBS
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Wigh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Base of
Management, RemarkaMe Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DITNAIKEO SlaECTRIC
'&

<^

MiLCHINES

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
DDHnril nCmPPC- hew

DMnUO

The

UrrilEii}.

YORK, 33 church St.:

kaHSAS

boston,

ur

city, malto BuHHIng:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

PHILADELPHIA, 606 CcmmerceSt.;
ORLEANS, lOe Carondelet St.

Arch St.;

HEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

E.

Februarv

StiiweH's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

B7XGGOT,

Removes
E lUircly

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

^'

COMBINATION

all

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

Boilei-s.

ELECTROLIERS,

i"

Steam

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGEMFG.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

-J^tiftTE ^l
^

CUTTER,
GEOROE
CONSULTING

GAS AHD SLSCTRID

ELECTRICIAN,

FIXTURES.

80 Adams Street^

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

1890

Etc., Etc.,

CHICAGO.

-

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenae,

CHICAGO.

Orford Rosette Pendant ",!«!!??«

-BaANCH STORB-

LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

THE

2134 Michigan AvenuOy

ilB

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

84 MARKET

ST.,

Electrical Expert^

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.

DESI6N ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

As

Ti&8 been selected
the Official Route for p&BBeDgers
to the

14,

because

It

1b

11

Hammond

Steam

C.

SMITH,

Building,

M.

E.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Power Construction, Electric Light Plants, Conenltation and SaperinteodSpec ill cations furnished for lirel-clasB
ence.
plants.

ELGIN,

Electrical

Sup-

Electrical

ILL.,

SIZES

AI.I.

MICA

QTJAI.ITIES

ENGINES.

St.,

Voinpound-Condensing.

00.,

New York.
HANCOCK INSPIBATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Etc.
"We make a Specialty of Erecting Complete Cfnqm
Plgntc

Supply Co..

U.S.A.

i^^ia^

FRANK
PRISCIPAL
D. S.

BROWN,

T.

Ute

EXAMIHER ELECTRICITY,

PATEHT OFFICE,--"&

Bntterwortli, Hall, Broffii

BOILERS,
Smith-Vailm Steam Pumps

U. S. Electrical Patents.

CHICAGO.

l!^T.I>OlII».

OHAHA.

I>KNT£R.

W

HOTEL

ILLARD'S
WASHINGTON,

The Old Reliable. First-Class
Send two Btatnps for

O. C.

,.|NE>S\V
tlGHTiNG. ^UcrRO-PLATING..ANJ)
fOREXPffilMENrALUSE. AhSO Mf>T0R5.

D.
in a'l

Giiide,

STAPLES,

C.
Respects.

FREE,

^H

SPEAKIN& TUBES
Oral,

W^iW

to

Proprietor.

Electric,

ElectriciaD

SI. DO.

Send

for

New

CITY-.

ST. PACl.

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

( ,

Factory, 1461 and 1463
*

and

KANSAi*

CO.,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

FOU TSK
festera

&

FAIRBANKS, MORSE

CHICAGO.

-

-

/"- e,e,;,
7/ purpose.

Snitli,

Patent AttorneyH,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING.

Two complete seta of

Compound,

Sinvple,

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 "Water

AUTOMATIC

RICE

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

Every Description.

plies of

ElpB Telephone and

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

!

uiid Electric

Telephones and

to all otliers.
Especially
adapted for Electric Liglit Machinery, also
Heavy Regrinding Globe Valves, Gate Valves,
Pop Safety Valves, Etc. All goods strictly
Jiret-cla's, and giiaranteedin every particiihir.
Write for catalogue and prices.

the

Jr.,

-

Are superior

a Specialty.

Best Appointed Line
THOS.

FEED LUBRICATORS

INDEX SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL GUPS

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

SIGHT

SENIOR

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Haulage

National Electric Light Association
To be held in Kansas City, Feb. 11, 12, 13
and

1.T7^KE1DHEIM£R'S

CHICAGO,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXT COMPLETE BET OF U S.
ELECT BJCAi PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.

CO.,

CrDTCnSTNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue, out Aupust

St.

CO.,

New

York.

DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N, Y.

1st.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
of
AXa.u'ufa.ot'ux-ex-ai

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
.EPAIRED^ REWOUND ®® ^ ^ -

—

^^ cJiONES^
DFVOStJLECTl^ICO;^
•^^^'^^'^^^

r^Ke?^

T^

DYfJ/^/wo F^ePAiHlHG^

Jobbing

Cincinnati, Ohio.

"
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

of

"IVAXER

its

and ereat
being

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

attention of

BRAXEO
on account

'WIlKi!:!^

remarl<a.bly

is

called to this

motion,

Efficiency^and larsre C'apacity.

double the PoAver of most

CEL.E-

as particularly adapted to their use,

•^tca.dv'

Speed

hiirli

d'ameter,

forits

wheels of same diameter.

It is

used by a

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economwater it is without an an equal, producing the highest prr cent, of use-

number

ical use of
ful effect

Our
and

it

STuaranteed.

SEXO FOB CATAI^O<-rE AXD PARTICri.ARS,
Horizontal "Victor"

can be belled directly

is

to

recommended, as no geaiZ are

highly

dynamo.

required,

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

Xl'RBI.'\ES

Tubes, End
a substantial cast-iron bed

plate.
The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

•

DAYTON. OHIO.

HOLMES,FACTORIES:
BOOXH
<& HJLYIDEKS,
WATERBVBT, CONN.
HAKVFACTCREBS OF

BARS AND INSUIiATZSD WIRES.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for. Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

a

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

LINE WIRE

K K

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
CO., C&RBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

Electric Railways,

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

25

^JIDROM

r\T^T^

I

CO., MAKERS

o^

HIGH -GRi
-GRADE

UgHTING

BELDING MOTOR & MFO. COMPANY,
rPFICE 144 Adams

street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery

J

So. Clinton Street,

rHIPAfin
uniunuu,

"

III
ill.,

Q h.
A
u. o.

II

i

'M'ATJTTFAiyiTT K'P'.Tt R

OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS,
Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest EtBciency Guaranteed.
TBE STRONGEST ARMATORE MADE.

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

Even

All Parts Intercbang'eable
CorresBondence Solicited.

MATHER ELECTRIC
nwii'Fr'R
rHTr ABO O*
(.lUCACiO
* lOK -. J^

CO.,

BEID. Manager.
^ ""

**'"™ H' Metropolitan Block, I j
j^
Kandolpll 8t8. f •
j^ g^y^

^^

•

^37Ta.ai3ao
Second

to none.

machinery.

Wanted

Asrents

to Comiuutator.
in all the Principal Cities.

and. Cylincier Oils.

Free from

By

ABSOLOTELT NO HEATING.

gum

refiltering

or acids.

can be

Especially adapted for

lised continually.

all fast

Adopted by the

runnnlng
largest

Electric Plants of the West.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
"GONDA"
uu HUH

THE GREAT
TELEPHONE

8.

43 River St.,
WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

TAUSSIG, Agent,

"

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECTRIC

BATTERY FOR GJS LIGHTING,
Etc.. Etc
IT IS UNEQUALEO.
,

EXPOSITION,

GOLD MEDAL
:„{

"

TRADE

Vr

GONDA
MARK
PATENTS

NOV.l6.l8aO. Mfrf?^

JAN.
AUG.

1

11

-'84.

BATTERIES.

r889.

JAI*-.'!^

-85. ftUf?

fi Alill

A The

UUIlUA
TblB

Standard Batteries
of the

World.

AXO

are aTeo the eole mannfacturers of The Gonda Poroae Cap Battery, which Is, alone the Gennine Leclauche, and Is
Reject every cup nnleae ttampea with the
the Bo-call*>d Disqne Leclanche Batteries, with wbith the marhet ie flooded.

CompaoT

graatJy superior to"
trade mark 'GONDA

.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W. 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

4X0
"'^"

TYPE.
BELLS,

CHICAGO.

" THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE.
Etc., IT IS UNRIVALED

WESTERN

ELECTp-lCIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
the market.
Sheet,
(Kiel's
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Rod,
Tuhing
Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Rod and

Sheet
Tubini'-,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Forest City Electric 'WTorl^s,

Dr. Gassner's Dry Battery.
Acknowledged by experts lo be llio Bps^t Open Circuit Battery
the most durable and convenient for

in the

Manufacturers

0!

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

Market,

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled by the Handle.

Electric Bells, Gtes Lighting, Telephones,
Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicisms

and many Other Uses.
Correapondeoce

ITo

Liquid.

ITo Glass.

Solicited

wltb

Electric Llfrbt

Highest Testimonials.
.„rSaJe^by^Tbe^^..rnK,...ricCo.

Ami

l-aliturnia Eleclriml

Companies.

SCHOVERLING,
SOLE AOENI AND MANtJFACTUIlEE,

Works,

San Francisco.

^_

M^rite for Circular.

Cal.

Ill Chambers Street,

New

York.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor.

183

SENECA STREET. CLEVELAND,

a

SCHDYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD

03

^-

^

-»

CD

Cp

CD*

CO
C3
CO
OS

o

OS

B>
O)

C3

OQ

m
X

M COt

CO
CO
CO

CD

OQ

~
g
=»

cu
CO
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

""•H"*"'
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SPECIAIi AGENTS

Have a

of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!

-4.0 ^'/>

And
TRADE

FUIili

MARK.
CABI.es.

make

will

I^OTV Prices and

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WIRES AKD

WHEN YOU BUY

A
you

Sbipments.

KANSAS

-

MO.

CITY,

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
WANT

From ANY Mannfacturer or
State that

-

PROHFX

Dealer,

IT SUPPLIED

WITH

standard Underground Calle

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD

nsr

SIX

months by the

NEBRASKA Supply
ELECTRIC CO.,
y^estern

Automatic

ELECTKICAI. ENGINEEKS
AND JOBBEKS.

Switch.

Ho-u.se,

OMAHA.

Write for .Samples^ Prices

and

iOata,

Send for Catalogue.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS

Automatic Switch Co..

MANUFACTURERS OF

No. 8 Keyser Building,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

BALTIMORE, MD.

And

"Western Agents

BOSTON, MASS.
MBrovei

Patented

Railway
BEST MATERIAL.

Material

Street

for

54

Roail-lieils.

LOWEST PRICES.

Lamp Company,

Perkins Incandescent
AND

FRANELIN STREET, CHICAGO,

56

CORRES-

Both Advertiser and Publisher
l;y mentioning the WESTERN

PONDENCE SOLICITED.
TEOHAS ASHBURNEii,

Western Agent,

Kansas

Citf,

Mo.

ILL.

Yoo Will Oblige

ELECTRICIAN when

writing

to advertisers.

Rolled any weight desired. Patent allowed. Sample
Chair and Section of Rail Sent, Ezpresa Prepaid, to
PrOBpective Purchasers.

EUREKA CONSTRUCTION.

13JLF

HOTEL ANNUNCIATORS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

l1 2I 3I 4\ 5» 6* 7

8* 9*10
ih6MiM2M3il4*

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
II

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

isT-^TiyTisTigTad^aiT
PalsSt 24f 25» 26t 27t

2M

26T3uT3i»32T33*34*35t

43T44M5M6T47T48T49}

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

i

57T58T59T66T6il62T63T

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
FOR PRI0B3,

FRANKLIN

Executive Offices:
AGEN CIES,

1

3 South Fourlh

115 BROADWAY,
St.

,

Philadelphia;

1 1

3 La Salle

NEW
St.

,

S.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.
M. WILKINS.
TRADING AS

ETC.,

CHARLES

CARTER,

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

YORK.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

Chicago.

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Ajmanciatore,

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

EsTuusHis 186?.

-

1 1

4 South Second street, PHILADELPHIA.
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1SIMPLE
EVANS SYSTEM OF DRIVING DYNAMOS.
DURABLE!
ECONOMICAL!
EFFICIENT!

J •#•»> U

U* t** <>'

GIVES

SAVES
ROOM,

STEADY LIGHTS

,

Entire Control

BELTING,

of

POWER,

Dynamos,

SATISFACTION

REPAIRS.

WHEREVER USED.

EACH DYNAMO MAY BE STARTED and STOPPED WITHOUT SLOWING the ENGINE.
The

We

Efficiency and Power of our system
depends on the use of our

I nHQC CD I PT I nHI PCI TQ
F ill U i I Ult DLL i O'
LUUOL

Guarantee as much Power, with no more Pressure on Bearings
than by Common Belting.

Ad. dress, THE EVANS FRICTION GONE COMPANY, 85

BERaiKLiLITNr

WATER

<Sc

STREET, BOSTON.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

tvtttit- -vrfc-Dxr

-^-t-W
j

& CO.,

XUHJl.

i

|

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,
65

Fifth

Avenue.

227 State Street CHICAGO,

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description

at

CO.

Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MABK.

AGENTS.

AUTOIVIATIC

CUT -OFF ENGINE
STANOAfiD

RELIABIUTY,
ECONOMY,
SIMPUCITY,
DURABILITY.

DOUBLE
COMPOUND

TANDEH

THE MOST PERFECT
'

Alsd Rawhide Lace

LeathV

-'^SqfiDVOR

"*?^

OUR VALUABLE BOOKT

GOVERNING
EVER

'~

For Electrical Lighting, Electrical Railways and purposes where perfect governing is required, it has no equal.

COMPOUND

OBTAINED.

.MO.
AGENTS

LN

BALL ENGINE

ALL CITIESl"

CO.,

ERIE, PA.

,^,BOH «l»HUFACT(;««e

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

,,^^^
^fXV

Office and Factory

2134

to

lannfactnrers

of

2140 DeKalb

St.,

^iff
Sr. LOUIS, MO.

-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

M CARBON

OUR

Lons

Size,

ASD

POINTS
—
THEM

SUPEEIOE

fALM.

Guaranteed Second
to

ALL.

Office,

Life,

Uniform

'BLiCKDISMOHD"

omsHKE

Chicago

SPECIALTIES,

None.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

ST.

IMPROVED

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC

CO.,

Primary Batteries

D.

P.

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

FOR-

MANUFACTDKERS OP THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM

DOMESTIC

-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

ELECTRIC
Tbe new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new r^perry improved Dynamos can "be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cut In or out of

1.
2.
3.

circuit,

singly or In groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

LIGHTING

'vste: ]3e:i_ie:\7e::
The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

1.

AND FOR

in efliciency those of any other

make.
That there is greater economy in operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation hag no equal; no rheostat, no wall boses, no solenoid or

2.

3.

Scientific and oliier Purposes.

dash-pot.

That

4.

We

TSE

if

yon

invite

mm

will visit

onr factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers, intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

ELECIHIC

CO,,

19S

lo

W

Soulh

M

Street,

NEW CATALOGUE

JUST OUT.

CHKA^O ILL

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,"
F. A.

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

The "BJEVISTA TELEQEAFICA
it is

DE MEXICO"

15

JAMES

the only electrical paper published IQ Me.xico
As an advertising medium

circulation all over that country and Central and South America,
unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.

and has a wide

Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring- Mexican trade is cordially
and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kepi at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revisia Telegrafica de Mexico " Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
1*.
Address:
P. 0. Box31, orCal)edelRefugioNo.l6, entresuelo.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN,

invited,

CITY OF MEXICO.

H.

1

20 Park Avenue,

-

-

BROOKLYN, N.

Y.
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DETROIT
Works,

Electrical

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he ivanting in style, workman-

make them

ship or material to

put on

the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

and

themselves with
the safest policy, should
to identify

handle the products of the

DETROIT ELEC-

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,

standard Hotel Needle Annunciator
W///I

euCil CALL and fWf ALAUM AUACHMtNTS.

>^

THE IDEAL ENGINE
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
Perfection.

F^(ZDF=e

CENTRAL STATION AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
Unequaled

Our

Regulation.

Cylinder Relief
is Positive.

Economical,
Reliable

No
Cylinder Heads
Blown Out.

Service.

Universal
Satisfaction.
Self- Oiling.

Runs

for

Send for

Months

IllnNtrated I'atalogne

without
Adjustment.

and
!»0
i'6o

A. L.

IDE

H.

p SPECIAL clcctrc

SON,
&Olxloaso

uoht aud sjaiioh clcctric railway

Mannfactnrers,

OdEBLo©:

cm
SULCC

APCMTG- ENGLISH, MORSE &
Autnio.

CO., 122

1

laX

of

engine.

SPRINGFIELD,
XjO,

LiiNt

USERS.

ILL.

Setlle Stx>eet.

J. H. SIECRIST,
Union Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
C. W. POST, Fort Worth, Texas.

JR.,

&

CO.,

313

Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

February
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMBR
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

"WE

GUARANTEE

ITS OPERATION,

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstrtictfoii

AND

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO U
GEO.

B.

EAU QLaAIRR, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH &

CO., Genl. Agr'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern

Agent,

C.

E.

315 N. Ninth

POLGLASE, Agent,

LITTLE,

805 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
CO., Gen'l. Ag'ts..
g93 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Mcdonald &

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

CHAS. M. BLANCHAED. Agent,
Girard Building-, Philadelphia, Fa.

TTnion Depot Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.

P. H.

WILSON, Agent.

J.

H.

WOOLSEY,
34

L

Agent,
ailflllan Block, St. Paul,

Minn.

N. COX, Agent,
2038 I

St.,

Washington, D.

0.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Cantilever

22,

1890

Motor Truck

I

4^frh^r^^f\^\^tm¥r^^\<^^^^^^

/A7

The Strongest,

February

-1-.

Simplest

and Easiest Riding

fiirWARRANTEO TO PREVENT

MOTOR TRUCK

in

Existence,

OSCILLATION OF CARS.

Powerful and

superiority of this Truck consists in, it* Great Streng'Ji,
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable JElastic
the facility with which Motors, Armatures and WheeL can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents OSCHlation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to

The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

233

&

AXLE COMPANY,

ANSONIA BRASS AND GOFFER
133 and 135 Wabash Ave,

19 and 21

GO.

Cliff Street,

MANUFAOTtTBEES OF-

BARE AND INSULATED WIRE
For Electric Liight, Electric Rail'ways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.
Weatherproof Wire,
Magnet "Wire,
Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
Underwriters' Wire,
Office Wire.
Flexible Incandescent Cord, Paragon Wire,
Annunciator Wire,
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work.
Battery Copper, Gongs, etc., etc.

FIRE PROOF
Approved by

AND WEATHER PROOF WIRE.

NEW YORK BOARD

OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS.
CUT snOWINO STYLE OF INSULATION.

This Weather-Proof Composition Hardens on Exposure to the Weather, Rendering the Covering Absolutely Impervious
to Moisture, and Enabling it to Efifectually withstand the most Severe Abrasion.

THE BEST ANDofCHEAPEST
LINE WIRE 9IADE
AXlXes
Sa;tlsfeiotox*y
^Pla.o"u.s»a,xica.s

KTott^ lix

TJse.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCL'LAIl AND SAMPLE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

LARGE STOCK OF WIRE CARRIED

IN

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.

February

22,
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAI SISTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A HD COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,

Sliaht Cost for Repairs,
ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ihomson-Iouslon tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GKAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC
148 Hicbigan Ave,

Gbicago,

111.

Wall and Llojd

Sts.,

AVE.,

Atlanta, 6a.

CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
403 and 409 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

Minn,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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JEWELL BELTING CO
mitfoud, conn,

Jeltico Tannery, Jellico,

P

Tenn.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK

Leather Belting.
WESTERN
W.

H.

SALISBURY &

ABENTS:

CO.,

ENGLISH,

Chicago Jil.
A.

H.

GARDNER &

MORSE &
Kansas

CO.,

City,

Mo.

CO.,
E.

Milwaukee, Wis.

C.

ATKINS & CO.,

MAIN HOUSE:

TODDS & STANLEY

Indianapolis, Ind.

MILL FURNISHING CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES
St.

Louis,

:{£S:?r.«'

Mo.

BELT FACTORY, HARTFORD, CONN.

LIGHT DOUBLE

DYNAMO

BELTS

ARE ALWAYS MADE FROM

CENTERS OF WHOLE HIDES

Extra Stretched.

Rome

Tannery, Rome, Ca.

—
February

22,
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NOW READY!

XXIX

NOW

READY!!

Third Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo

Tenders' Hand-Book, Ist Edition
"
"
2d
"

"

3d

Incandescent Wiring

"

Ist

(Just ready.)

BY
PRICE

BY

BADT.

F. B.

106 pages, 97 illustra-

f 1.00.

tions, flexible cloth

binding, type

page

Just the book for people

5J^x3 Inches.

PRICE

|100.

tions exhausted

making

F. B.

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators,burglar or
alarms,

electric

gas

fire

lighting apparatus,

tions, flexible cloth binding,

The only

for electric light installations.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
ELEMENTAKY DATA.

VOLTAIC BLKCTKICrrY.
Contact Series.

The Electric
Work.

The

Conductors and Insulators.

Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.
Polarization.

Battery.

Nickel Piating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
Battery.

Gravity Batteries.

Dry Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.
ELEilENTAKT DATA.
Current.

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Coimecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Work.

ARRANGEMENT OF POWBB.
The Dynamo Room.
Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DTNAMO ELECTBIC MACHINES.
Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuous Current Dynamo.
The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
The Alternating Current Dynamo.

Preparation of a

New Dynamo

New Dynamo.

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order.
Brushes.
The Commutator.
Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OF DYNAMOS.
Non-General ion of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Blushes.
LAMPS.

Arc Lamps.

Data Regarding Batteries.
Divided Circuits.

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.

Electro-magnets.
Induction Coils.
Electric Bells.
Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Push Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
The Hess System.

Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

The Western Electrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System,
Partrick & Carter System.
The Electro-mercurial Alarm.
The Metallic Thermostat.

Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences.
Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.

A

Electric

Heat Regulators.

PRICE

These tables give at once and
Althout any calculations, the size cf wire
'ooulred In eaf.h case for any percentage of
loss.
Firet edition exhausted, second edition containing additional matter now
ready, making 5,000 copies printed to date.
timely book, containing full Ulustrations
for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning methods of running
wires, location of safety devices, splices,
Insulation, testing for faults, wire gauges,
general electrical data, calculating sizes of
wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station plants
The only book of the kind published.

of articles which, ran through the

Westebx

Electeician under the

title.

inches.

A

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTORY.

METHODS OF EONNTNG WIRES.
Work.

Cleat

Moulding Work.
Concealed Work

When

a.

the

Building

is

Being Con-

structed.

In a Completed Building.

b.

LOCATION OP SAFETY DEVICES AND
SWITCHES.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best "rime for Wiring.

Extra Insulation.

TESTING INBTBnSIEHTS.
Detector Galvanometer and the Magneto

Switches.
Splices.

Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

Same

INSTRUMENTS.
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter.
Current Regulator.
Switches.
Safety Devices-

GENEBAL ELECTRICAL DATA.

tric lighting

giving the latest practical facts

with the least amount of technicality and

mathematical formula?; with full treatment
of the

dynamo, the storage battery and the

principles of direct

and

alternate

current

lighting.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TiON. Principles of the Dynamo.
The Armature. The Ck)mmutator, Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Bruohes. The
Field Magnets, The Dynamo's Mode of Acof Action.
pared.

Shunt and Series Dynamos Com-

Alternate Ccrsest Dynamos.
Principles of the Alternate Current Dynamo,
The Siemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The Westinghouse Dynamo. The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos.
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo,
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Dynamo.
The Thomson-Houston Dynamo. The Westem Electric Dynamo. The Ball Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele Dynamo.
The Hochhausen Dynamo. The
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units,
Electric Potential. Electromotive Force.
Current.
Electric Induction.
Resistance.
Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and Intensity.
Electric
lation.
Units. The Volt. The Ohm. The Ampere.

meter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter. Ayrton
and Perry's Spring Voltmeters and Ammeters.
The United States Electric Lighting Co. 's Ammeter. The Western Electric Co.'s Ammeter.
The Curdew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Perry's
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
The
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light

Switch-Board.

cmctnTS OR l6ad8.
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor Ltads for Incandescent Lighting.

The Incandescent Lamp,

Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law.

Lamps.

Conductivity.

Plante's Secondary Cell,
Chemical Reaction in the Plante Cell. The
Plante Battery.
Faure's Secondary Cell.
Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell. Faults
of the Faure Cell.
The Improved Faure
Secondary Cell. The Fluid. Electric Form-

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

CALCULATING SIZES OF WIRES.
Plans and Symbols.

Testing.

ACCDMULATORS.— DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REGULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light
Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the New York
Electrical Control.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

Drop of

Potential and Loss of Energy.

Practical Rules for Determining S.zes of

Plates.
Electromotive Force.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of
Cell and Thickness of Plates.
Cause of
Buckling. Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
The Julien Accumulator,

ation of the

Electric Distribution,
Arc Light Distribution. Series Installation.
Hefner von Alteneck's Regulator. Incan-

Wires.
Safe Carrying Capacity.

The Three- wire System.
Explanation of Tables.
Table No. 1, Gauges in Circular Mills.
Table No. 2, Electric Light Conductors.

Table No. 3, 50 Velt Lamps.
Table No. 4, 75 Volt Lamps.
Table No. 5, 110 Volt Lamps.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Renewal of Lamps.
The Storage Battery.

Electric Storage.

Arc Circuits

inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serrin,
Lontin Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.
Reynier's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison Carbons.
The Lane Fox Carbons. The Cruto
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons. The Bernstein Carbons. General Details of Filament Construction.
Construction
of the Incandescent Lamp.
Position of

Coulomb.
Ampere.

Ohm.

I)e lector.

—

A

complete and comprehensive treatise on elec-

Principles of the Arc

Volt.

Lightning Arresters.

tem.
Construction Tools.

same

The Bunson Photometer.
The Arc Iamp.
Lamp. Arc Light
Carbons. The Jablochkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.
Wire Gauges.

Alternating System.

Board of

Price $1.50

a revision of the popular series

Unit.

BeU.
Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools.
Wire Tables.
Specifications for Wiring a Hotel.

is

The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.
Electric Measurement.
The Potential Indicator. The Deprez-Car
pentier Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Am-

Safety Devices.

stallations.

BinraiNG ELECTBIC WIBES.

This book

tion. Difference of Potential. Reversed CurCommutation. The Armature's Mode
rents.

The Multiple Arc System.
The Three- wire System.

FIXTUBES AND SLEVATOBS.

Circuit.

Ground

A. M., PH. D.,

260pagee, 12 mo. 1C4 Illaetrations.

Suspension of Arc Lamps.

The

"

Elements of Electric Lighting.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

BADT.

for Opera-

External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

®

F. B.

tion.

Starting a

Copies.

Type page 5ix3 Inches,
SI. 00.
flexible cloth binding, 72 pages, 41 cuts,
and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18

Ohm's Law.

Current.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

DESCRIPTION OF BATTERIBS.

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

size of type

page 5ix 3 inches. Designed for dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and maJust the book for men
rine engineers.
who wish to learn how to operate and care

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The Diamond Carbon
The Law Battery.

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustra-

book of the kind in the English language.

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

The Smee Battery.
The Grenet
The Daniell Battery.
The Grove Battery.
The Bunsen Battery.
The Caibon Battery.

edi-

ready,

5,500 books printed to date, con-

schedule for 1890.

engaged in

now

taining additional pages and

2,500
2,500

13,000

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

BY

and second

First

.(Just ready)
.

Total within Eighteen months

BADT.

third edition

;

lacandescent Wiring Hand-Book 2d EJition
"
"
"
Bell Hangers'
1st

"

1,000
2,500

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book.

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

Copies.

2,500

....2,000

•
"

descent Light Distribution. The Direct Current System. Parallel Installation. Multiple
Series Installation.
Series Multiple Installation.
Combined Arc and Incandescent Installation.
The Edison Three-wire System.
The Storage Battery System. The Induced
Alternating Current System. The Primary
Alternating Current System. Meters. Fuees.
Switch Boards. Lighting Mines.
Installation Rules.

CO.. 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

Electrical Goods.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF LINE WIRES.
The hest weather-proof and only moisture-proof
glossy insulation," for

Mr and.

it

line wire made.
cracks in winter and melts in summer.

FOR CIRCULAR No.
HABIRSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRES.
SErVD

Beware of "smooth,
Take only Shield

589.

Recognized by the U. S. Government as the best insulated wire for marine purposes
and adopted by it for the incandescent plants on all the new cruisers.

FUSE WIRE.
Accurately determined as to

size, alloy,

FOR
WIRT STANDARD VOLTMETER.
SEIM>

and conductivity.
I\o. 5»C.

I.ISX

Direct readings may be made with great rapidity, and without possible chance for
errors.
The range of readings is wider than ever before attempted, reading from 1.5
It has a very low temperature co-efficient.
No springs or permanent
to 250 volts.
magnets.

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
A thorough water and electrically fire-proof channel for running incandescent
buildings.
system.

Gives perfect security from

SF.ND

fire,

FOR CIRCULAR UISX

and no higher
Tio.

wires in

in price than the old

SOS.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Great strength of filament, long

life

and brilliancy without blackening.

Made

to

any socket.

Our

CataIog;ue

IVo.

560 of Electric LigUt and Potrer Supplies
plete book of its kind ever issued.

m RANDOLPH

is

ST.,

the most com-

C H I C A Gr O

fit

22,

1890

February

22,
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IMPORTANT.
PA
^ipSiSft

%^

SUSTAINED.
Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps
declared to belong to the Brush Electric Company, under
U, S. Letters Patent to Charles F. Brush, No. 219,208.
In the suit of The Brush Electric Company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric
Light Company, decided at Indianapolis, Dec. 24, 1889,

The broad

right to the use of

JUDGE GHSSSAM SOLDS:
1

That Brush was the Pioneer Inventor in Commercial Arc
Lighting.

Brush Patent in suit is the Pioneer Patent for
Double Carbon Arc Lamps.
3 That the Patent is Broad and Fundamental.
4:
That all its Claims (six in number) are valid.
5 That the claims of the Patent are all infringed by the Defendant.
2 That

the

The Court says: "The separation of the two pair of Carbons, so that the Arc is established between one
pair and maintained between the Carbons of that pair until they have been consumed and then automatically established between the Carbons of the other pair and maintained between them until they have been consumed, is
a dissimultaneous and successive arc-forming separation, and it is this feature which distinguishes the Liamp in suit
from all prior lamps."

Company is assured by the most competent legal advisers
Brush Patent, as interpreted by the TJ. S. Circuit Court, practically
all Double Carbon Electric Arc Lamps now offered for sale are
The Brush

that under

Electric

this

and notice is hereby given that Infringers, whether manufacturers or users, will be
prosecuted and held for damages to the full extent of the Law.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
CLEVELAND,

-

-

OHIO.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric

Apparatus.

liigliting

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, Nkw Yobk, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Oblbans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

Electric

i,

1890

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Wyiiamo.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

others in service.

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Current Incandescent Dj'nanio.

The problem of long distance incandescent
practically solved

lighting

is

by the alternating current dynamo, and to
this character we have

meet the demand for a machine of
constructed

what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as
features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

does, all the

dynamo

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternntiis^

«

iirrent

economy of

effici-

operation.

Dj'namo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so weU
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABRE8TEB. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail to

operate.

The
light-

:

.

March
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., THE MITCHELL VANCE
&
(Successors to HITCHEI,!^, -VJLTICm

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

Designs and

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

Combination Fixtures,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

for

Incandescent Ligbting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

One B.

given Motive.

to the

Promptly Answer.

P. Constant Potential Motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^i" Ta

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24and25thSt. and

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

1

SALESROOM,
836-38 Broadway and 13th

0th Ave.

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

St.,

CITY.

StGYsnjS Institute of Tschnology^
Hoboken, N.

BISHOP GDTTA PERCHA

Gentlemen :— I have made an extensive

WHITE OOR£

J.,

Feb.

I2, 1S89.

CO.,
series of tests of your

RUBBER

MffBIA

EXSUIiATIOy,

under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion

OF PITTSBURGH,

INSULATION RESISTANCE

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

OF

Resistance

Time
Temperature
Kesistance

.

MEGOHMS PER

60= F.
3,300

60° F.
3,300

3,300

30 min.
40" F.

SOinin.

1 liouif.

Temperature

r^ SHADES

IN

34 hours.
60° F.

Time

ELECTRIC LIGHT
GLOBES

in

water, with the follo'wing results

Pft.

3,900

30 min.
167= F.
13

115° F.
163

MILE:

10 days.
60= F.

34 days.
60= F.

3,300

3,300

30 min.
300' F.
5.3

The

times given in the upper table are those between the immersion of the wire in
water and the making of the test.
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at which the tank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the lest was made.
The cable had been immersed in water (or a month before the first temperature test

was made.
It will

constant at

be observed that the temperature being at 60'' F. the resistance remained
its highest point fcr 24 days, anv. than laised greatly on lowering the tem-

perature.

The lowering of resistance by a rise in the temperature is a common characteristic
of all such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more affected
by this cause than was this one.
This wire also showed no deterioration from exposure to moist air, fresh piaster,
damp earth, etc., after several months' (xposure. Its insulating power also was unafVery truly yours,
fected by a like exposure to illuminating gas.

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

(Signed)

AD-A.PTED TO

729 BROADWAY,
(Cor.

HENRY MORTON.

ALL

WAVERUY

NEW

YORK.

.

®

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

^.

ERNST HOEFER,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-486 East 25th

St.,

NEW

YORK,

CO.,
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CO

CleT7-ela-n.ca._ OIb.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

JARVS

ENBINEERING CO.
61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
JARVIS BOILER SEHING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Cokt

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKIiHG AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

rosToiir.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require cibout 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contractors can

make money by

acting as our agents.

regarding our

'^

new and Improved

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

[NGIISH, MORSE & GO.
ILLARD'S HOTEL,
D.

G.

The Old Reliable. First-Class in a'l Respects.
Send two etampa for iiaide, FREE, to

STAPLES,

Proprietor.

EDISON

1

8 Cortlandt Street.

and

prices

New

Information

York

CHARLES

J.

City.
KINTNER.

PAGET A KIIffTNER^
Cbemical

1221-1223 Union Ave.

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

C.,B.<£Q.R.R.
Ae

WASHiKSrON,

-

For

lEONABD PAGET.

Etc.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

O. C.

CO..

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

w

When

writing please state voltage and system used.
Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

HflB been selpcted
tbe Official Roate for paaeengera
to the

National Electric Light Association
To be held In KaneaB City, Feb. 11, 12, 13
and

14,

becanee

it le

tbe

Best Appointed Line

!

M ANUFACT URING

CO.

9

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coi5ie:E]sroisrxDE33^TCE]

JAMES

sonLdiciTBO.

General Sales

F.

KELLY

^

Ae:ent>

1

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

March
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SOUS BUILDBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

Cr IS UJHK QXTAIiED

FTJEIi, BEOTnLABTF?
T^TTTtA-RTT.rrV IN USS.

FOB ECONOBTS" OF

AND

MOTION,

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

&

CO.,

MILWAOKEE, WIS.

Mannfactnrera of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

OP

Write for onr

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Catalo^nieN.

41 aii 43 SOUTH JEFFEESON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOK

FOR

Arc

I

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

Incandescent Circuits

WOnSCD FOK ASY

CIJRBEirT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. REIilABLli. DTJBABIiE.
Highly
The only

and the only

safe socket for series lamps,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

socket having Insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F. 'W.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

OmUIDOIIMn
OVIVI
fUUNU.
16 Sizes, 5 to 500 a. P.

ITot

yet equaled

Street,

HORNE, Manager

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

GEORGE CUHER,

EAST ADAMS STREET,

1

of

E&giBO

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.
"sIo^S'h^p.'"

EconomicaJ.

SARGENT,

'^•

"^
156, loSLake Street,
J
608 Chestnut St., M. E. Mucklo, Jr.

5 to 50 H.
A SLBE TA17E.

Sizes in Stock,

Co.

ST.,

II CO.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah i Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
MacLineirCo.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St.. Parke & Lacy Co.
35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy 31ch. Co.
PORTLAN D, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36 CoUege St.,
x^e D. A. Tompkins Co.

Reliable.

TEA2T

Over 300

P.
|

3:i.

soid the first year.

i

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Pres.

ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

Vice-Pres. and

E. H.

Cons Elec.

45 S. Prior St.

Keating Imp.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

C. E.

FRANK

A.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-81

W

ci.a33.1i3.stozi. St., :]Bx>ool3Ll7Z3.,

& Mch- Ca
& Co.

James

FERRET,

3Nr. "S".,

—-MANTrPACTnREBS OF THE

AUTOMATIC ALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Magnets

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

ru^er Tape

Pure Sheet

•

upon

T n

tr

and Slower Speed

«*

r~

§^-

w,

HHRDiiRuBBER^

Goods

e^T^^- ^^

application.

Br.GoODRICH
Co.
AKHON RUBBER WORKS

Charcoal Iron

l^i-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

fi\\cVO!L^_\^S-=-

Tfubber Etc. cr:;^IS^
prices

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

TUBING ALL SiZJE^ OOOOOooooo.=.

SaiTiple^ and
4ddres^ j„,

Field

AKRON, OHIO.

(Vli

'
(7
-^^^

^•^-

\
\

(Specialties OF ALL KINDS TO order
j::^

Send

for ^T/ji-oeuE. -^

Elec.

CO.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.

Pure

&

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR

All jUie above bnilt stnctly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.!
Hepairs Canied in Stock. Send for XUnstrated Catalogues.

D.

STATES,

1^,??^?''SSS

I

6

AN AOTOaiTlC EHSIHE CHEAPES

W.

liuilding,

NORTH FOURTH

511

3.000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

Well Built

Hathaway

ST. LOXJIS,

STANDARD.
J U N lOR.

CHICAGO.

-

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED
17 CortJandt Street,
NEW YORK,

CONDENSING OR
as7 form

-

Agent

NON-CONDENSINe.
Ijy

and Economical.

Efficient

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
Wire.
Flexible Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.
always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets, keyless

sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.
t

Meters.

Dynamos.

size

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

fit

efficiency

up

to

twenty

All mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.
Any size. No heating or arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very

Vo

Every

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

Constaiit.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

£lectro>deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compovind, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock

New York, Chicago,

Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

at

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are

dii ectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-coatractors. No

division of responsibility.

MAIX DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

March

i,
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
1 1

6

1 1

8 FBAHKLIH STREET, CHICteO,

Stock.

Full
We

A

have been busy during the

Quick Shipments.
last

few weeks in

filling

our

new

store-rooms with

full stock of everything that goes into the construction and maintenance of electric
light, electric railway, electric bell, and electric plants of every description, and can

a

now

confidently announce to the trade that
found anywhere in the West.

Among Our New

our stock of these goods

Specialties

THE UNIVERSAL TIN SHADE

-^^^

We may

^•>

« --

THE CENTRAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER
fciiMiiif

^mmt^'T

is

the largest to be

Mention:

-*«»

t^"'"'

*>^

--»'*=

-^-^ o"

the market.

flUAA *^® most graceful, as well as the most convenient
^^^^^^ ^°^ suspending arc lamps over street in-

TUp RRAuY MJiST ARM

ljOI*S6C lIOB S>

THE BRADY POLE IRON AND HOOD.

THE BRADY STORM PROTECTOR
wiii^

MMaM««

akflM

iiAi MP-M

THEBRADY lamp holder

'- -«

-p-

*^ ingenious device to keep arc lamps from
^^^^e^^S where they are placed at the top
Ox pOlGS*

We

are exclusive Western Agents for all of the Brady appliances, which have been
so universally adopted in electric light construction throughout the country.

VnilMPJC
1

UUIlll O

We

also
ureters of the

DATCMT
flllT
rA Cll I CACCTV
OHrC I l*IIT
uU ~UU
I

I

I

I

for use on all Wgh tension circuits
to insure safety against accidents.

have constantly on hand a stock of the excellent Ammeters and Volt,
Weston Instrument Company, as well as a full line of other test instruments.

We are always glad to send our illustrated catalogue upon application, and in
ing your trade can guarantee satisfaction.

solicit-

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO.

:

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, o:^xoi^o"r*±x.i..
WM

S.

tBTtK WOOUhUIUUK.

TUKNEK.

WOODBRIDGB & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

C031P^ETE EQ1J1PHE.%T OP KLECTRIC BAII.WA'VS.
Steam Plants

lor EL-ctrIc Light

and Power.

DeMlg-TiH

and

]2 to

EMtliuaf en Sabntltted.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

Edison Lamps,

Arc and Incandescent Lights InslaMed.

427 'The

candle power;

3fi

i^'/j

li» -10

volte.

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.
THESE LAMPS

Louis.

St., St.

can be used in series
on dynamo circuits

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

City.

for all Isinds of decorations and displays.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE
OF LOW VOLT

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPRCIAXTTES :-The AnnlDgton i Sims EoKlne. Steel Bollera, Ireson Link Belt. S'andard RocklDK and Sheffield Gratea, Lowe Heater, Uyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector,

SEND FOR

LAMPS.

eto.

I<A.TEST CATA.I.OeiTES.

EDISON

LAMP

HARRISON,

CO.,

N.

J.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
SELLING AGENTS,

White Core Wires,
8. D.

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS,

Wires,

ST. LOUIS

Competition Line Wires,

GrimShaW TSPBS,

^^

GALLAHER,

^^^i^^^V

IflL

AND

111.

Mo.

ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND

construction CO., Kansas

Splicing

city,

mo.

CO.,

Cincinnati. 0.

^^m^^^^

Compound.

R. E.

^^SOUTHWESTERN

Clilcaga,

SI. Louis,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON

GrJmshaw

649

ELECTRIC CB.,

Boston, Mass.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

651

Secretary.

KCNDALL & SLADE,

J.

W. GODFREY, General Manager.

W.

Be RAE "HORN" AMMETER.

B.

DOWSE,

Superintendent.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AKO CUT-OFF

COUPIiINQS.

c:sc.^x& .^cr sz^xs'Txcs
Vlae-llke grip of clutches ootlonaHy gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfuces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is poslttue.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good rtcord, running through fiue years.
Experts are Inulted to examine peculiarities,

High-Beading, Measuring Instrument.
Send

for Circular

Send for 1889 Catalosne.
Beloit, IVis.

and Price-List.

ECMPJSE^VIXBEM^GIXECO.,

LOCKWOOD INSTROMENT
O. E.

Madden,

CO.

J

DETROIT. MICH.

01 Griswold Street,

E. T. GiLLiLAND, Vice-President.

President.

WESTERN AOESIT
I. W. COIBURS'S
DYNAMOS AND

WESTERS A<iESIT
DEPARTMENT
NEW HAVEN OLOt^K

EliKCTKICAIi

3IOTOBS.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

C«.

G. A.

M.VNAGER

The Empire City Electric
15 Dey Street,
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MOST EFFICIENT.
This improved form of Dry Battery having been thoroughly tested
comparison with all others, is presented to the Electrical Trade and to
users of Open Circuit Battery as the

MOST EFFICIENT.

in
all

VERY BEST YET PRODUCED.
compact form,
than any
other of equal capacity, and
very

Its

being

DYNAMO
25 to 500

smaller

its

MOTOR
1-8 to

50

LIGHTS'

GREAT

CAPACITY.

Horse

—ASH—

STRENGTH,

ECONOMICAL.

Power.

ETEB

'

READY.

ISOLATED PLANTS and CENTRAL STA TIONS FOLLY ERECTED.

Motors for Running

Durability
-AND-

ELEVATORS,

EANS. POMPS AND

We give an Absolute
and

Efficiency.

OFFICE,

FACTORY AlVD SALESROOIH,

& 60 Longwortii St.,
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POWER

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Guarantee regarding Materials, Workmanship

CINCINNATI, 0.

are its chief merits.

Being in all respects a
Batteky, without

Dkt

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

liquids, it is not subject to

freezing

in

winter,

or to

any

time,

evaporation at

and

DYNIHOS.

is

ABSOLUTELY

CLEAN.

SCHUMACHER,

C
Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER,

Treas.

P.

CUUS,

Factory: 162 and 164

63 Broadway.

MOTORS.

Gen'l Manager.

W.

27tli St.

Its connections are so ar-

ranged that no creeping
salts whatever are at any
time developed.

For portable
Railway Signals,

where

is

often placed

it is

especially rec-

the battery

out doors,

purposes.
etc.,

ommended.

As the
Batteet

successful makers of over 400,000 Cells of the best
sold in

attempted, the

America we have become

Buenlet Dky Batteby

is

Lbclanche

satisfied that of all

forms yet

the only one yet produced which

capable of successfully competing with our form of Leclanche Battery;
hence we are presenting the former to the public as a

is

FIRST-CLASS
for Electric Bells; Tel; phones.

DRY BATTER*?

Gas Lighting, Burglar Alarms, and

PRICE,
Samp'e

J. H.

BDHMELL &
76

op' n circuit work.

go CENTS PER CELL.

Cel's will b3 furnished to Dealers
af plication to us, free of charge.
Tria'i

all

CO., Sole Ag'ts

CORTIANDT

ST.,

Our Dynamo

and to Telephone Exchanges upon structible solidity

NEW YORK,

and

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and

is cast in

compactness; the highest efficiency -with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
Mfrs., sparking, therefore
steady light, and small wear of brushes

and commutator.
p, J,

TSQItPSOW, 100 Fast Fowtll

St,, pt, ^aiil, aiiiii)„

Agent,
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAWPS.

the Highest EfTlciency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION. AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the ConBtrnctlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.
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GEO. B.
BAKER, BALCH &

EAU QLaAIRK, wis.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.
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Seattle, Washington.
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Seneca
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THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By

DjDamos

for

500

to

Alternate Currents.

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

MWESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

17.

S. A.
CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE,

ST.

DALLAS.

LOUIS,
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FRAUD! FRAUDI
RECOGNIZING THE POPULARITY OF THE

SAWYER-MAN LAMPS

I

UNSCRUPULOUS PERSONS MANUFACTURE LAMPS
IN BASES STAMPED

"

SAWYER-MAN PATENTS."

THESE MANUFACTURERS BEING FINANCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

THE SAWYER-MAN ELECTRIC
Hereby Cives Notice

that

it

CO.

Will Enforce

THE STRINGENT LAWS
REGARDING FRAUDULENT PATENT-MARKS

AGAINST THE USERS OF SUCH LAMPS.

SAWTER-MO
510-534

WEST

23d

ELECTRIC
ST.,

NEW YORK.

60. P

—
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WESTINGHOnSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA., U. S. A.
ARC LIGHTING EXTRAORDINARY.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

Single Carbons requiring renewals only once in four days.
The mains may be carried underground and have no electrical connection
with the circuits and the lamps, embodying the same features of separation
between the current in the street mains and that In the lamp, as is found in the
through
incandescent system of The WESTINCHOUSE ELECTRIC

COMPANY

its

converter.

single carbon admits of a larger and more powerful arc than can be
obtained from the ordinary two carbon lamp.
The system fully covered by patents.

The

day on a short circuit. A short circuit on the
line will not burn out an armature.
The machine is self-regulating from one lamp to its full load, without any
extraneous device.
The saving in cost of carbon renewals in this system In the course of a
short time would justify the entire replacement of any existing arc system by

The dynamo may run

this

new

Boston,
'

all

one.

Ne'w Ifork,

Chicago,

Portland, St.

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,

Ziouis, Charlotte, Dallas.
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FOR DURABILITY, ECONOMY, RELIABILITY AND CONVENIENCE
THE

SPRAGUE MOTORS

Street Railways Equipped

onthe

Spraa:ue Electric System,

Motors of special types and desis:ns for the driving of all kinds of Mining Machinery,
such as Concentrators, Crushers, Hoists, Drills, Pumps, etc.

STATIONARY MOTORS

IN

USE

IN

MORE THAN

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR

150 INDUSTRIES.

CO.,l6&l8BroailSt..N.Y.

Rialto Building', Chicago, and all Commercial Centers.

The Interior Electrical Conduit Co.
A New and Improved Method of Equlpplns Bnlldlnes with
SAFETY— -^bsolQte immnnity from electric

fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wlreB.
ECONOMY— Small cost ot inetallatlon, and freedom from futare espenee.
DURABILITY— Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, ineuring longevity of

CONVENIENCE- Systems of

electric

an Insulated Tnbe Conduit for any System of Blectrio Wiring.

— O^l^^BIIO'IKra-a
wires.

wiring may belaid out on original plans In a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors

FOB CIRCCI.A.RS. PRICK I,1ST ANO INSTRVCTION8, ADI>RB8S,
THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO.,
154 AND 156 WEST 27TH

may be drawn

ST..

In at pleasure.

NEW YORK

CITY.

CHARLES MONSON.PREsrr.

DIIDll

HiEIWm

FrankCMossI

[0,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW

Ml
PlTTSBUF^GH

THE

SanFf(angisgo.

.

'WSiii^

NiwYoRK

PAISTE SNAP SWITCH

.?"

28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

to its special

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

New

Orleans.

CANAL SI.

work, and guaranteed

short lap, and to

give perfect

Recognized as the best, simplest and

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

USE THE BEST INSULATION,
The

H.T. PAISTE,
12th and Market Sts

MOISTURE and WEATHER Proof, resist the STRONGEST ALKALIES, STRONG ACIDS, FUMES and GASES: also
P. & B. WATERPROOF WRAPPING and INSULATING PAP. RS.
We manufacture a special VAR ISH for ARMATURES, and

Thoroughly

,

Philadelphia, Pa.
P*T.

MAKcn

e/STtat-

12, 1889.

KEPT IN^ STOCK AND FOB SALE BY ALL
PBOMJNEXI SUPPLY BOUSES.

& B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS.

CELEBRATED P.

FIELD COILS.

59 Maiden Lane,

The

Standard Paint Co.,

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.
Electric Generators at the Chicago Office
of the W. U. Telegraph Company.
The cuts presented herewith illustrate an interesting; installation which has recently been
made by the Western Union Telegraph company at Chicago. For several years the management at this point has been desirous of substituting dynamos in place of batteries as a means
of supplying current for the operation of the
Owing to the fact that the WesternUnlines.
ion offices are located in the heart of the city in

FIG,

in

MARCH

i,

No. 9

1890.

one room and are driven by motors

Fig.

i.

The

plant consists of nineteen specially wound
N0.2 Edison machines and three Sprague motors.
Of these lattertwo are of fifteen horse-power and
the third is of ten horse power. They are supplied
with current from the Chicago Edison company's system.
In addition to the ordinary
starting switch, each motor has a special set of
resistance coils which may be connected in
shunt with the series coils of the motor. By the
use of this resistance it is possible to compen-

I.— ELECTRIC GExNERATORS AT THE CHICAGO WESTERN

UNIO-N

sate for the increase of speed due to the heating
The speed of the motors is 1,400
of the fields.
The countershaft, two and oneat 220 volts.

arrangement of the Western Union main

apparently
size
and
are
same
the
1 hey are
the ordinary Edison No. 2 machines.
however, as was before stated, specially wound
Referring to the diafor telegraph service.
gram. Fig 2, it will be seen that the dynamos are
arranged in three groups designated by A, B,

ofiices

Chicago, it may be stated that the batteries,
to the total number of 25,000, are distributed
about in the Union block and the building adjoining.
From these battery rooms the current
operating room on an
is conducted to the main
upper floor. The dynamos which are to take the
place of the batteries are

all

located,

as shown,

half inches in diameter, runs at 400 revolutions
and drives the dynamos at 1,250. The dynaall
of
are
in
number,
nineteen
mos,

and
In

C.

group

A

there are

fifteen

identical with

load,

seventy»five .amperes

at

twenty

volts.

TELEGR APH OFFICE.

a building already well filled, it was a difficult
matter to find a suitable location for the proposed plant. Rooms were finally secured in a
neighboring building, and work oh the installaFor the
tion was immediately commenced.
benefit of those who are not familiar with the
in

horse power motor.
Group B is
group A. The set of machines
marked C, is coniposed of a ten horse power
motor and five dynamos. The voltage of each
dynamo is indicated in the diagram. The fifteen machines marked seventy are wound for
125 volts at 1,800 revolutions, but in the present
instance they are run at 1,250 and supply forty
amperes at seventy volts' pressure. Two of the
four remaining machines deliver, under full

one

seven machines and

while the-other two have each a capacity of 125
amperes at seven viAis.
The seven-volt dynamos are for local service,
that is, for sounders, pole changers, single
transmitters, etc.
It may be mentioned also in
this connection, that the local instruments are

now wound for fifty ohms' resistance instead of
ohms as was the usual practice where the

four

batteries were used.

The twenty-volt dynamos furnish current forthe "loop circuits,." that is, such circuits as run
important branch
to the Board of Trade and
Western Union offices.
The sounders and other

local

instruments are

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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connected in multiple. Each operating table,
upor\ which there are from four to six instruments, is provided with a "Plush protector,'
e., magnetic cut-out, and each wire which supplies several tables, is provided with a fusible strip.
The seventy-volt machines are used on high
.-Vn inspection of the diagram
resistance lines.
i.

March

The

brush-holders are supported in the usual
The brush yoke, however, is cast on
the front bo.\ and is held rigidly in one position.
This arrangement dispenses with all clamping

i,

1890

mo

manner.

is manufactured by the Fisher Electric company of Detroit.

and
adjustment screws, and simplifies the
machine greatly. The tension springs controll-

Electric Railway at Chicago.
ordinance will be introduced into the
Chicago council at an early day granting a

ing the brushes are placed in a tube

franchise to a street railroad

thoroughly

513
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company

to build
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ELECTRIC GENERATORS AT THE CHICAGO WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH OFFICE,

give the reader a general idea of how
these last dynamos in groups -\ and B, are connected for service. Tracing out the connections it will be seen that the machines of both
sets are in series.
It will be noted, too, that the
+ terminal of series A is grounded, as is also the
terminal of series B.
Between each dynamo
a connection is made and a conductor is led
thence to what might be termed a "bus" bar.
The wires from the main switch-boards connect,
through incandescent lamp resistances, with
By this arrangement, it will
these "bus" bars.
be readily seen, it is possible to work a line at a
potential ranging from, say, seventy to 280
generator tervolts and from either a -I- or a
.\ portion of the current from each maminal.
chine marked E, is used to e.xcite the field magnets of dynamo, E, and those of the remaining
dynamos in the set. In other words, E is shuntwound and the field magnets of the other machines in the series are connected in multiThe grouping of
ple across E's terminals.
the machines in the manner described and providing a set, C, as a reserve, makes it practically
impossible for an ordinary accident to cut off
T^e Western
the current from the system.
Union company estimates that a saving of about
§16,000 per year in the cost of maintenance
alone, will be effected by the adoption of this
new generator system. The specifications for
this plant were drawn up by L. L. Summers, assistant electrician of the central division of the
Western Union Telegraph company, and the entire installation was made under his supervision.
will

protected from mechanical injury, and when
tension is once applied can not be tampered with
The machine is provided with sight feed oilcups and the terminal connections are all made

and operate an
third street.

among

A

electric

street railway

petition

is

now

in

on

Si.xty-

circulation

the taxpayers on the route which it is
to take, and it is said the plan is meet-

proposed

—

—

Fisher Incandescent

Dynamo.

Fisher Automatic incandescent dynamo
The
IS shown in the accompanying engraving.
machine is mounted on a heavy cast-iron bedplate, a strong oak base being interposed be-

The

tween the dynamo and bed-plate. The machine
is moved in either direction by the hand-wheel.
The generator is a single field machine, the
shunt coil being placed below the armature as
shown, and the regulating coils being wound
on the pole pieces embracing the armature. The
shaft bearings are supported by heavy cast-iron
projections which are bored concentric with the
The bearings proper are made of
pole pieces.
s r.a'l brass cylinders which are lined wilh babbitt
and can be removed from the machine at any time,
and new ones substituted at slight cost. The bearings are secured in position by heavy clamping
nuts which compress the cast-iron e.xtensions upon
the bearings, rigidly securing the upper part of
the machine.

FISHER INCANDESCENT DYNAMO.

on a hard wood base which is covered with a
second hard wood base, exposing only the
line binding posts.
There is no sparking at the
brushes, and the machine is automatic from full
to no load, and the use of rheostats and other
manual regulators is not required. All the parts
The dynaof the machine are interchangeable.

ing with the approval of all who are interested
in the
development of that part of the city.
The territory through which the road will pass
lies between State street and the Stickney tract.
It is hoped the road will be completed by June
ist, and it is said that a storage battery system
will be employed.
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Automatic Electric Heat Regultaion,
In dwellings and moderate sized buildings,
heated b}' hot air. hot water or a small steam
boiler, it is usual to secure regulation by means
unless
the
of
draughts
and
dampers,
heater uses some gaseous or liquid fuel, as
natural gas or petroleum, when it is proper to
In extensive high
control the supply material.
pressure steam heating plants, the steam is
admitted or excluded from each radiator, in ac-

mostat the switch operates first to start the
motor, then to cut the thermostat entirely out
of circuit; then to cause the motor to move independent of any control of the thermostat
properly to shift the valves or dampers, when
it finally breaks the circuit, the motor stops and
the thermostat is put into control again.
Fig. I shows a moderate sized thermostat
containing a bar of steel and rubber, one end of
which is firmly held; the other end plays be-

129

one at Fig. 4, a box like casting called the
"draught" door, which is clamped to the ash pit
door of the furnace, and serves to control the
admission of air to the fire.

in detail,

Fig. 5 shows the "check"' door, fastened to
the discharge flue, which when opened, materially checks the force of the draught.
These
doors are connected to the motor crank so that
one is open when the other is shut. They balance each other, so the motor has onlv to over-

FIG. 4.

FIG. 3.

FIG.

5.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC HEAT REGULATION.

cordance with the temperature of the
heated by it.
The system here described abandons

space
all in-

Its several parts are
direct sources of power.
a mercurial or metallic thermometer, arranged
to make electric contacts whenever the temperature varies from a given degree a four cell
battery, of ordinary open-circuit sal ammoniac

—

tween two suitable contact screws, and moves to
the right or left in accordance with the rise or
fall of the temperature.
By means of an arrow
and scale, the thermostat may be set to any desirable degree, and whenever the temperature
varies slightly from this point, the proper electric contact is made.
From the thermostat, wires are run to the^disc

FIG.

7.

AUTO.\IATIC ELECTRIC

FIG, 6.

zinc-carbon type, and a small electric motor of
a familiar type, or of a specially designed "ratchet" form. The motor is geared to a short
shaft.
The shaft at one end carries a crank or
moving valves,
other device suitable
for
draughts and dampers; and is so constructed at
the other end as to operate a disk switch, which,
though extremely simple, is perhaps the most
inportant feature of the system.
To this switch
are connected the thermostat, battery and motor.
Whenever a contact is made at the ther-

HEAT REGULATION.

switch of the motor shown in Fig. 2. It is an intermitting magnet "ratchet" motor, weighing ten
pounds, and with the current of four cells will
raise

from

fifteen to

twenty pounds dead weight

three inches for each half turn of the shaft.
The disc switch used in this device is constructed so that for every contact of the thermostat
the shaft will make half a rotation, and then

come

to a stop.

From

their friction.
Now suppose these are
parts attached to a hot air furnace and the
thermostat is set for seventy degrees. As long
as the rooms are too cold, the crank remains
at rest, holding the draught door open and the
check door shut, and the fire is livened. As
soon as the temperature reaches seventy degrees,
the crank makes a half revolution and rests with

come

the crank of the motor, chains are run
as indicated in Fig. 3 to two swivel doors, shown

check door open and draught door shut, deadening the fire. When the temperature falls onehalf degree, the draught door is again opened,

and thus the regulation proceeds.
In a hot water heater the temperature of the
water must be taken into account. If a regula
tor is applied just as indicated for hot air, and
the weather is unusually cold, the draught door
The temperawill be held open continuously.
ture of the water rises to 210 degrees, and is
then distributing all the heat it can as water.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Increased temperature means steam and the
generation ot steam mvolves the forcing of the
water out of the system, and the heater becomes
uselrss.
Fig. 6 shows a supplementary device
The other parts of the
for hot water heaters
regulator are applied as described for hot air.
This contrivance is a jacketed thermostat, which
the water.
is subjected to the temperature of
Should the apartment thermostat for any reason
keep the d aughts on continuously so that the
water is near boiling, the fire will be checked
by the interfering action of this device. If neccessary on a cold day, the water will be maintained at 205 to 210 degrees without danger uf
boiling.

A somewhat

condition

similar

found

is

steam boiler heating by low pressure,

in

not
When that
higher than three or four pounds.
pressure is obtained the radiators are doing as
good work as they would do on twenty or thirty
pounds. Suppose a steam boiler has been reguIn
lated through the night for si.xty degrees.
the morning, the thermostat is set at seventy
degrees, and the draughts are at once opened.
Now, the temperature of the house is to be
raised ten degrees, and this will require much
longer time than is necessary to get three or four
pounds steam pressure. If the draughts are
kept open continuously till the house is warmed,
thirty
the pressure will attain to twenty or
poiKids, or even more, and it is necessary to use
the device shown in Fig. 7 to hold the steam at
three or four pounds while the house is warming.
Steam heating boilers are provided with a "diaphragm" regulator, which maintains a constant
pressure, however much the requirements may
vary from hour to hour. When the house is
sligh:ly

cold, a

little

steam

warm enough, no steam

is

i.

e.,

This short circuiting or grounding is
guarded against in the regulating system above
describeil, by the ui-e of a cut-out, which is
automatic and sure in its action, and acts to
completely break the circuit if it be maintained
continuously longer than about thirty seconds.
The system of heat regulating described is that
of F. M. Sparrow, Boston and Mattapoisett,
cells.

Mass.

Sprague Fifiy-Horse Powder Motor.
The tendency among the leading electric
motor companies seems to be toward increasing
the size and capacity of their machines.
It was
not a very long while ago when a 30 horse power
Since that
electric motor was considered large.
time the Sprague F^lectric Railway & Motor
company of New York has put upon the market
a 75 horse power motor, which is probably the
largest electric motor in ordinary commercial
In the accompanying cut is illustrated a
use.
new 50 horse power motor manufactured by the
Sprague compan)', which has given very good
As can be seen by the illusresults in practice.
tration, the motor is similar to other machines
manufactured by this company. The efficiency
of this machine is high, and great attention has

March
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as saying that he would not recommend the appropriation of a dollar for the electrical department until that of last year was accounted for.

The same

article contained what purported to be
an explanation by I'rof. liarrett and to give the alleged interview an air of reliability figures were
introduced but these to any one acquainted with
the facts would excite
.'•uspicion.
.Vlderman
Dixon has since denied all responsibility for the
statement personally to I'rof. Barrett and this
seems to be sustained by the fact that the .statement attributed to I'rof. Barrett is without
AVhat the city electrician did say,
foundation.
was, "If Dixon wants to know anything about
the affairs of this office, he knows where to get
the information.
As chairman of the finance
committee he has access to the accounts of the
department, and he knows it,
I don't
propose
to make any account through
the newspapers,
and I am surprised that Dixon should make
such a statement." It is evident that the whole
affair

is

the

outcome

of

political

differences.

The paper which contained

the article is opposed to the present city administration and has
persistently attacked every department of the
city government.
Mayor Cregier forbade the
head^ of departments furnishing statistics for

needed; when

and when decidedly too cold, three or four pounds, but no more
these variations may occur
is rei|uired, and all
during the course of two or three hours.
To accomplish these results on steam heaters, the

regulator

is

at all;

applied as indicated

in Fig.

and as described for hot air. In addition the
"diaphragm" lever is left connected with the
"check" dampers, and is also utilized, as in Fig.
7, to actuate an interfering device, which causes
the motor to check the fire if the pressure exceed the amount for which the weight AV is set,
and also acts in conjunction with thermostat

3

in the apartment, to maintain that pressure as
long as the house is too cold.

.SPRAGUE FIFTY-HORSE POWER MOTOR.

When

the heater uses a liquid or gaseous fuel,
two pipes are run to the burner. In one pipe
valve, which is permanently
is placed a hand
opened only sufficiently to maintain a small
In the
second pipe
fiame at the burner.
is placed an "electric valve," which is controlled
by a thermostat, and is either fully open or
completely shut, causing the intensity of the
flame to vary according to the changing temperature, and limiting the quantity of fuel burned
Fig. o shows a valve
to that actually required.
which may be used for that purpose, but this
valve is more particularly adapted to be used
with a thermostat for temperature regulation of
Its coi>struction is suffihigh pressure steam.
A motor is
ciently well indicated in the cut.
geared to a shaft which bears at one end a cam
for opening and shutting a valve, and at the
other end is a disk switch of little different
construction from the one used in I'ig. 4, but
performing similar duty. The valve proper is a
globe valve of ordinary construction. The
steam pressure is admitted above the valve, and
prevents any leakage by holding it fairly to the
seat when the valve is shut.
In regulating high pressure

steam, a thermo-

stat is placed in the apartment heated by a coil
or radiator, and an electric valve is placed in
If it is a
the corresponding steam supply pipe.
two pipe system an ordinary check valve is
When the room is
placed in the return pipe.
too warm, the electric valve is closed and the
check valve shuts automatically by pressure so
that the steam is excluded from the radiator,
and when the room cools slightly the steam is
admitted again. Thus the steam supply to each
radiator is governed by the temperature of the

space

it

Open

heats.
circuit

circuited

and

batteries sometimes are short
spoiled, and this fact constitutes

the weakest point in any appliance

using such

been paid to the mechanical and electrical construction in order to allow the machine to give
a high output as well as to make it as durable
and reliable as possible. The motor is automatic
in operation, regulating for a constant speed
The governing device is
with varying loads.
entirely in the winding of the motor, and consequently there are no mechanical governing
Self-oiling bearings
parts to get out of order.
are used, by means of which a thorough and
complete lubrication of the armature shaft is

maintained.

Chicago City Electric Light

Plant.

.An addition of 150 arc lamps was made to the
plant of the city of Chicago last Saturday night.
These lamps are located in the north division of
Chicago and are supplied with current from the
new station on Chicago avenue. Six thirty-five
machines are already
light ThoiiLson-Houston
will be
in position and more
added until the
number of lamps supplied from this station

reaches 500. The circuits already connected
with this station are arranged so that 400 lamps
can be supplied without additional conduits. The
two remaining power houses are not yet completed and they have not therefore passed into
As soon as
the control of the city electrician.
they are turned over to him he will install the
electrical

machinery and as

erected and everything

is

the lamp posts are

in readine.ss,

connec-

tions can be made and the station started up
within a week.
The finance committee of the Chicago city
couucil has been considering the estimates furnished by the several city departments includProf. Barrett said he
ing the electrical branch.
could conveniently use §750,000 in extending
The chairman of the
the city plant next year.
finance committee was reported in a daily paper

publication and ordered the officials to report
City Electrician Barrett in common
with other city officials has made his report and
as the newspapers were thus deprived of several
valuable items they are not feeling very friendly
toward the present administration.
to him.

Two

Million Dollar Electric Railway

Con-

tract.

During last week Thos. Lowry, president of
one of the largest street railway combinations in
the world, showed his confidence in the electric
system of street railway propulsion by deciding
to equip all the lines of St. Paul and Slinneapolis by electricity.
The contract was awarded to
the .Sprague F^lectric Railway & Motor company,
and the investment required for the equipment
is said to be in the neighborhood of $2,000,000.
The contracts for the partial equipment of the
road by cable were cancelled, and negotiations
were entered into with the Sprague company
for the entire electrical equipment.
By the terms of the contract the Sprague
company is to fully equip and put into w'orking
order the entire mileage owned by the railway
company, the work to be completed by June ist,
and the first delivery of electric railway apparatus, which will include 400 Sprague improved
motors for the equipment of the rolling stock,
will be made shortly.
This is one of the largest orders ever given
for electric railway motors, and evinces the confidence which prominent street railway managers
feel in the electric

system.

Tfie Marquette Electric Construction company. Chicago,
has been formed to operate electric machinery for the
purpose of furnishing light, heat, and power; capital stock,
^25,000; incorporators. Alfred L. Baker, Samuel S. Parks,

and Eben F. Runyon,

Jr.
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Working of the Electrical Subways of New York City.'

Practical

Bv William Mayer,
Part

Jr.

I.

Knowing verj- well the widespread interest that has attended the placing of wires underground in New York city,
and pi-epare
T have been glad of the opportunity to gather
for presentation to you this evening, such data and information relating to that subject as I have thought would be
and as I hope may be found of the most value.
has announced me
I observe that our worthy secretary
on the notice of the meeting as the electrician of the Conand
solidated Telegraph ^\: Electrical Subway company
I dssire to say,
however, perhaps unquite correctly so.
necessari'y, that I have prepared this paper in my unofficial capacity and am of course alone responsible for what
may be contained therein.
The customary reply to an inquiry as to what is the best
arrangement for an electrical subway is, "Build a tunnel
under the streets and place the wires on the wall within
easy access of workmen and into such a tunnel put also the
gas and water mains, etc."
Assuming that this would be a satisfactory solution of
the underground question it" it could be arranged, let us
consider what the cost of such an arrangement would be.
It has been estimated that a subway suitable to contain
gas and water mains of New York
all the electric wires,
This for Broadway
city would cost ^^1430,000 per mile.
alone from Bowling Green to Central Park would mean an
outlay of about .$2,150,000, and if such a tunnel were to be
built throughout the entire route of the now existing elec-

—

trical

subways of

New York

city,

the

bill

would

foot

up

to

nearly ^30,000,000.

This amount,

it

will, I think,

virtually prohibitory of

that

is

be

generally admitted is
at present, and if
make those who have

any such subway

the case, the fact will perhaps

the opposition offered by the different electrical companies
to placing their wires underground and in so far as I have
just alluded to it I have done so for the purpose of quoting
ja general way some of the reasons given by the companies for this opposition and this only that we may see how
far the surmises of those who were thus averse to placing
wires underground have been verified by actual results.
a speciIt is told of a certain noted geologist that when
men of gold quartz, which had been found in a locality
where he had stated no gold would ever be found, was
shown him. he remarked that if it really had been found
there, nevertheless it had no right to be there.
perhaps not
I can imagine that there are many persons
in this room
but somewhere, who, if told that telephone,
telegraph, high and low tension electric light circuits, and
even the "deadly" alternating circuits are to-night in this
city working successfully underground in the same streets
and on the same side of the streets would reply, "If they
really are working successfully there thev have no right to

—
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be."
In preparing this paper I have found that the subject has
almost naturally arranged itself under the following generThe type of conduits used in the
al headings, namely:
subways; the drawing in of cables; the methods of distribution; the cables employed in the subway?; pre.>ent conlead covdition and probable duration of cables; joints;
insulation and tests; alleged dangers of the
ered cables;
subways; gas in the subways; general remarks.
accuI have been unable to obtain with any degree of
racy the extent of electrical subways or the amount of wire
placed in them in the cities of Europe, and, therefore, I
cannot say definitely how New York to-day compares with
cities as London, Paris and Berlin in that respect.
But I incline to the belief that it may be found that New
In
York will fall but little if at all behind those cities.
New York city to-day, there are 73 miles of electrical subways and 1,017 miles of ducts. In these ducts there are

such

10. 90'')

miles of telephone wire, 945 miles of telegraph wire

PRACTICAL WORKING OF THE ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS OF
had preconceived ideas in favor of a universal tunnel scheme
more tolerant of the electrical subways we have, the practical working of which I am to endeavor to describe this

including

evening.

miles of electric light wires.

When the first whisperings of a desire on the part of the
public or press to have electric wires in the large cities go
underground, were heard in this country, it will be remembered the telephone people with one accord admitted that
feasible for the telegraph and electric
it would be quite
light people to operate their wires underground, but
for
them
to attempt to operate their circuits
claimed that
Equally convinced also
meant irretrievable ruin.
were the telegraph people, that while it would be very easy
companies
to work their circuits unfor the electric light
derground, it was quite out of the question that telegraph
wires could be operated successfully in subways, since the

thus,

increased electro-static and electro-magnetic effects would
-completely destroy quadruplex and fast automatic telegAnd no less emphatic was the opinion of the
raphy.
high tension electric light peop'e that the telegraph, the
telephone and the low tension electric light systems could,
detriment, but it
if required, all go underground without
was utterly impossible for them to do so, and at the same
circuitssuccessfully.
operate
their
time to
New York city was no exception when the time came to
Gradually, however, the
place the wires underground.
telephone yielded more gradually the telegraph, but more
tenaciously the majority of the high tension people clung
to their statements, and the experiences of the cities of
Chicago, Philadelphia, especially Philadelphia, and elsewhere were cited as evidence of the futility of any attempt
These exto operate high tension currents underground.
periences were held to show that no insulation could be
procured which would withstand the pressure of the high
electromotive force employed on high tension circuits.
In
addition to this it was also asserted that the requirements
of the Subway company regarding the insulation resistance
of the underground conductors was high beyond all precedent and unobtainable in practice, and that even if such
insulation could be obtained it would be impracticable to
make tests of the conductors showing them to possess the
insulation resistance required by the rules.
It is very far from my intention to go into a history of
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alarm telegraph wires, and 457 miles electric
light wires.
These subways have a capacity for about 45,000 miles of telephone and telegraph wires and 2,000
fire

There are in the New York electrical subways eight different conduit systems, namely, the Dorsett, the Wyckoff,
zinc tubing in hydraulic cement, sheet iron cement lined
pipe, wrought iron pipe in hydraulic cement, wrought iron
in asphaltic concrete, the Edison iron tube and the Johnstone sectional cast iron conduits.
All of these conduits
have been frequently described; I shall therefore just briefly refer to each.
The Dorsett system consists of blocks formed of a material, the ingredients of which are pitch, coal tar and fine
gravel.
The blocks are moulded, with tubular openings
about 2}^ inches in diameter, from end to end. The blocks
are about four feet long and one foot across.
The
blocks are placed end to end in the trench and are joined
together by pouring between the ends a liquid compound
of pitch and tar which speedily hardens.
This compound
is prevented from entering the ducts by
sleeves which are
placed in each duct between the junction of every two
blocks.
There is about one mile of this conduit, containing 16 miles of ducts on Sixth avenue.
It is used for telephone and telegraph conductors.
This conduit was laid
three years ago.
So far as I can learn it is in a fair state
of preservation to-day— but not perfect, the blocks having
in some instances sunk and thus put the ducts out of alignment.
It may be noted here that guide ropes consisting of
one-quarter inch tarred hemp, which were laid in these ducts
when this system was constructed, to be in readiness when
cables were to be drawn in, show plainly in numerous
places, signs of deterioration said to be the result of dry
rot combined with the gases found in the ducts.
The zinc tube conduits are laid in Fifty-eighth street
The zinc tubing was intended to serve simply as a mould
around which hydraulic cement concrete was to be placed,
with the expectation that when the zinc had corroded, the
tube formed by the solid cement would remain intact.
About one mile of this conduit has been in successful operation for three years, but the difficulty attending the construction of a conduit formed in this way was so great, owing to the frailty of the zinc tube, which readily gave way

its use has not been further
extended.
The sheet iron cement lined pipe conduits are made in
single or multiple tubes of 2, 4, 6 or more ducts, as may be
required, and in lengths of eight feet.
The tubes are coHt
These connected together by a ball and socket joint.
duits are made as follows:
A sheet iron tube eight feet in
length is held vertically; inside of the tube is placed a
smaller brass tube, semi-liquid cement is poured into the
annular space between the brass and sheet iron tubes.
When the cement has solidified the brass tube is withdrawn. The cement tube is then ready for the subways.
There are about 113 miles of ducts of this conduit in the
subways, and during the coming summer it is expected
many times this amount will be laid in New York city.
There are about fifteen miles of creosoted wooden ducts
in the subways, known as the Wyckoff conduits.
These
ducts are formed of wooden piping similar to ordinary
pump logs. There are lead covered telephone cables in
these ducts and the action of the creosote upon the lead
covering is being carefully watched.
These ducts have
been in operation for three years.
I am informed that
detrimental effects are noticeable in the lead covering of
the cables, which is alioyed with 3 per cent, of tin.
The bulk of the subway conduits consists of wrought
These pipes
iron pipe laid in hydraulic cement concrete.
are twenty feet in length and vary in diameter from two to
three inches, Fig. i. The thickness of the iron is .217
inch.
In laying all of these pipe conduits the bottom of
the trench is first leveled to grade; planks are then set
A layer of conagainst the side of the trench to sustain it.
crete is then laid and rammed in the bottom of the trench.
On this is placed a row of iron pipe next a layer of concrete
then another row of pipe, and so on, until the desired number of layers is attained.
The number of pipes
in a row depends upon the topography of the street and
the location of existing gas and water pipes which it is desired to avoid, and the number of rows upon the total num.

under moderate pressure, that
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ber of pipes desired to be laid in a given subway.
order to add strength to the mass and to protect the ducts
from mechanical injury, the concrete is applied more thickly on the bottom, top and sides of the subway than between
There is placed over all a two inch yellow pine
the pipes.
planking, heavily creosoted, to further protect the conin the
duits against injury, from picks, crowbars, etc
event of future e.xcavations in the streets.
The \vrought iron pipes are joined end to end by a coupBy
ling screw joint with a tapering or vanishing thread.
the use of this form of thread, I am informed the rate of
These tubes
laying this piping is increased 50 per cent.
are delivered free from burrs and have a smooth inner surface.
The pipes are sometimes asphalted to prevent
rusting, but should they in course of time rust, it is expected, as in the case of the zinc tube, that the concrete
There are
will preserve the shape of the duct intact.
close upon 550 miles of wrought iron piping in the subways.
The facility with which a pipe conduit conforms to the
varying condition of the crowded streets of large cities, as
found in the process of trenching, is one of its chief advan,

tages.

The main reasons which have led to the extensive use
of wrought iron piping in the subways are its great
strength, its adaptability to varying conditions of the street
and the rapidity with which it can be laid.
The Edison system consists of wrought iron pipe in
These
which are placed the copper conductors or rods.
conductors are wound with rope and the pipe is filled with
an insulating compound of Trinidad asphaltum, resin, paraffine and linseed oil.
These iron pipes are laid directly
There are about fifty miles of this pipe now
in the earth.
laid in

New York

city.

are in many cases on both sides of a street,
and as a rule the telegraph and telephone wires are assigned
to ducts on one side of the street and the electric light
wires to ducts on the opposite side, but in numerous instances the electric light wires are operated in distributing
ducts on the same side of the street as the telegraph and
telephone wires, and without detriment to the latter.

The subways

MANHOLES.
had to the conduits of the New York subways
by means of manholes, placed at an average distance of
Access

is

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
about onc-twenty-fifth of a mile apart. The manholes are,
with a few exceptions built of brick laid in concrete cement,
with hydraulic concrete bottom.
The outside of the walls
is coated with cement to prevent moisture
and gas from
penetrating.
Access to the manholes from the street is had through
the cast iron head which is set on the brick work and
which is provided with double covers. The upper or street
cover weighs about 350 pounds; the lower cover is provided with a rubber gasket to prevent ingress of street
water into the manhole.
This cover is funnel shaped in
order that any water which may enter through the upper

are employed as being the

more expeditious,

all

March

things con-

sidered.

There is also another method of rodding sometimes employed, which consists of a long spiral steel rod, the spiral
of which is about one inch in diameter.
On the circumference of the spiral small wheels are mounted, to ease the
friction.
This rod is also placed on a reel and wound oil
as it is fed into the duct.
This spiral while quite elastic is
yet capable of withstanding considerable pressure.
This
rod is pushed into the duct In the usual way.
The expense
and the weight of this form of "rodder" Is somewhat
against it, although I am informed that by its use a duct
can be rodded In one half the time required by the screw
rods.

Before those employed in the work of drawing in conductors into subways had devised and settled down to the
forms of rods just described, many bright minds were at
work on the question of how to rod the ducts. The scheme
of tying a string to a rat's tail and sending him through the
duct with a ferret after him was tested practically In Brooklyn, I believe, but the plan was not generally adopted.
In
the case cited, it is stated that the ferret overtook the rat
and stopping to eat him was overcome by the gas and asphyxiated.
This necessitated tearing up of the street to
get at the remains.
In Chicago it was seriously suggested that a wooden ball
with a string attached to it, be placed in the duct and that
then a hose connecting with a neighboring hydrant be inserttd in the duct. The wa'er was to force the ball through
the duct.
This plan was found to work successfully, so
far as getting the ball through wjis concerned,
but It
flooded the manholes, and was not put into general use.
even in Chicago.
Another inventor devised what he called a mechanical
creeper which was designed to advance Itself through the
ducts by putting out arms against the walls, and thus pushing itself along.
Sometimes in rodding. obstructions are met with caused
by pieces of cement, stone, dirt, etc., gaining access to the
ducts.
Sometimes also obstructions are caused by uneven
joints in the conduits.
Ordinary obstructions are removed
by a mandrel placed on the first rod.

DRAWING

FIG. 2.

— PRACTICAL
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SUB-

cover may be drained away from the gasket.
The lower
cover is screwed down upon the gasket by a gun metal bolt
and cross bar.
The upper cover is loose upon its bearings.
The ducts enter the manholes at a point easily accessible to the workmen while standing on the bottom of
the manhole.
The average width of the manholes is about
five feet and varies from five to ten feet in depth.
Fig. 2
shows
a
standard
manhole of
the
New York
subways. The hand blower used for driving out gas from
the manholes is shown, also the iron framework or cage
which is placed around the opening to the manholes when
the cover is removed.
The foregoing mentioned conduits
may be considered as belonging to the regular subway system of New York city.
There are however, several other conduits in operation
in this city, namely, the Brooks, the Western Union and
about five miles of telephone cable laid in wooden bo.xes
filled with sand.
The Brooks system has been so repeatedly described I need not further allude to it.
The Western Union subway consists of an iron pipe about six inches
in diameter into which wires have been drawn.

The electrical subways of New York city with the exception of the Edison system, are of the class known as the
drawing in and out systems. The first process in drawing
a cable through a duct which is not easily accessible except
at its ends in the manholes, is obviously to provide a means
of drawing in the cable.
This is done by a process technically termed "rodding," which consists of pushing rods
from
through the duct
one manhole to the next.
A rope
is then attached to the end of the rod and the
rod is wi^.hdrawn bringing the rope with it.
This rope is then emAs some of the manholes are
ployed to haul in the cable.
over 500 feet apart and it would not be convenient to procure a continuous wooden rod of that length rods of
about four feet in length furnished at one end with a screw
and at the other end with a screw socket, are used. These
are placed in a bunch in the manhole and are attached by
the screws one to the other, as many as are required to
The rods are then
reach to the distant end of the duct.
detached as they are drawn out by unscrewing the ends.
The time taken in rodding a duct of 300 feet in length is
about twenty minutes.
Continuous steel wire rods about one-quarter of an inch
thick and from 300 to 500 feet long are also used for rodding the ducts. These rods are mounted on a reel about
six feet in diameter, which is placed adjacent to a manhole
and from which it is reeled off as the rod is pushed through
When this operates freely, it is more expeditious
the duct.
than the wooden rod methods just described, as the lime
taken in jointing up the rods is saved, but it is found that
the wire occasionally buckles on the duct and furthermore
or uneven
it is more apt to be caught by any obstruction
ness than are the wooden rods, so that by many the latter
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rests in a groove in the lower section.
Each section of
the conduit is divided into two. six or more compartments
or ducts.
depending upon the size of the section the
ducts being formed by removable partitions or slats held in
position by suitable channels or grooves wiihln the sections.
Opposite each house or every alternate house a handhole is
provided in the upper section of the conduit.
This handhole consists of a removable cover, about two feet in
length, on the upper section, and the side of the section at
this point is provided with a branch or spigot.
This conduit is laid directly in the earth, not In cement.
When it is desired to obtain access to a conductor to tap
or loop the circuit into a building, the paving and earth are
removed from the street and the cover of the handhole is
lifted, thus exposing the conductors in the ducts. A 3-inch
iron pipe is run from the branch at the handhole to the
basement or vault of the house or lo the lamp post with
which connection is desired to be made.
This iron pipe
fits on to the spigot at the side of the
conduit.
The connection is then made with the conductors by splicing on
short lengths of cable leading through the iron pipe to the
house or lamp. Should the conductor which it Is desired
to tap be at the side of the section remote from the spigot,
the intermediate partitions are removed to permit the passage cross-wise of the connecting cable.
Af'er the joints
are made the cover of the handhole Is replaced, and the
earth and paving are restored to their normal condition.
When a handhole has not been provided originally at a
point where access is desired to a conductor in the conduit,
the entire upper section is removed and replaced by a half
section containing a handhole cover and spigot.
This
work can be done in a short time. The sections in use for
this purpose are in some instances somewhat small for ease
in joint-making, especially, as but very little slack is available when T joints are to be made, and, In future, larger
handholes will be provided. These conduits are presumably made air and water tight at the junction of the two sections and, and at the ends of the ducts, by the use of
plumber's putty.
In view of the number of supposed opportunities for the entrance of moisture at these junctions
it would be naturally
expected that this type of conduit
would be in a chronic moist condition
Indeed, it has
been predicted of it that the ducts would act as canals for
the surface water,
but, as a matter of fact, these ducts are
almost invariably dry.
There are two theories given to
explain this fact.
The first, that in reality the plumber's
putty makes an air and water tight joint.
The second,
that if the joints are so imperfect as to admit water, they
qui'e
are
capable of permitting its escape also.
It must
be said that this system has been found of much utility in
the practical distribution of electric light current in this

—
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After the rope has been attached to the cable, the latter
is then "threaded" throu ;h the duct.
The attaching of
the rope to a cable Is a matter of some skill.
The connection Is so made that the strain comes chiefly in the conductors.
To prevent the cable or cables from twi ting as
drawn in, a swivel is inserted in the rope near the cable.
The manner of applying the force necessary to pull the
cable through the duct depends upon the size and length of
the cable.
If it is a small cable, say 300 feet in length, It
can be drawn in by two or three men.
If it is a large
cable, or If four or six small cables are to be drawn into
one duct as Is frequently done, more elaborate drawing-ln
apparatus Is used.
This generally consists of some form of
winch such as is shown in Fig. 3 which very well illustrates
the method.
The largest telephone cables are drawn in by
a v.inch of special construction In which the power is transmitted through the intervention of wheel gearing.
As a
rule it rnay be said that in the
matter of drawing cables
into the ducts the work has been satisfactorily performed.
In q few instances mistakes have been made as in the attempt to draw too many cables into one duct the old
problem of putting a 3-Inch bung into a 2-inch hole, and
in the attempt several lengths of cable have been jammed
in the ducts and injured.
As many as six electric light
cables. No. 4 B & S conductors have been repeatedly drawn
at once Into a 3-inch duct.
It is not deemed advisable to
draw cables into or out of ducts over cables already laid,
but in cases of necessity it has been done without injury to
the cables.
As the weight of a No. 4, B & S lead covered cable Is
for 300 feet, say 250 pounds, an idea may be obtained of
the force required to draw In six such cables.
I am informed that cables weighing in the aggregate 5,510 lbs.,
have been drawn at one time into one duct.

—
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More recently a method of distribution in which wrought
iron pipes are use! has been employed. Fig. 5. Thisconsists
of a roy of three orf our iron pipes laid, like the Johnstone

—

conduit, as near the surface as possible,
In the earth without concrete.
Opposite every party wall or, in other words,
at distances of about fifty feet apart, iron, boxes about
eighteen inches square are placed.
Then these boxes have
removable covers. The ducts enter at the ends of the box
but do not pass through it.
The boxes are provided with
side openings also for the entrance of the subsidiary iron
-^--jjj^^:g:^5:?^^»;iAj.J^s;^^

—

METHODS OF DISTRIHUTION.
of course, a comparatively easy problem to arrange
subway for trunk line circuits.
The difficulty
arises when the question of distribution of the current from
the main conduits is to be considered, as when, in the case
of the telegraph and telephone service, it is desired lo furnish city customers with circuits; and in the case of electric
light service when It Is required to make house to house or
street lamp connections.
In the case of telegraph and telephone distribution subsidiar}' pipes or ducts are generally led from
an adjacent
manhole to the front or side of buildings, whence the cables
are continued to the roof of the building or to the back
yards, from which latter points the circuits are radiated as
required.
The cable of the telephone company is generally made
up into fifty pairs. When this number of circuits is not
required In one b!ock or series of blocks, the cable Is forked
in the manhole, one portion of the conductors being led in
a smaller cable in one direction, another portion elsewhere
This method of distribution has been
as may be required.
It is,

an

electrical

found convenient and satisfactory.
Distribution of the electric light current is effected in
several different ways in the New York subways. For street

lamps the circuit is usually looped from the manhole to
lamp post through a subsidiary iron pipe.
For easy access to houses and to lamps in the middle of

arc
the

blocks distributing ducts are laid above the trunk ducts as
near the surface of the street as practicable, the average
distance from the surface of the street being perhaps eighteen inches.
The Johnstone sectional conduit, Fig. 4, has hitherto
been the most extensively employed for this purpose In
New York city. This conduit consists of sections of cast
iron ducts about five feet in length.
The sections are
placed directly above each other and are held together when
in position

by removable clamp pins.

The upper

sectibn

FIG. 4.

— PRACTICAL
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pipes.
Access is had to these boxes, also, by the removal
of the street paving and earth.
This method of distribution has, like the one just described, been found satisfactory.
Certain mechanical improvements in the construction of both are however desirable and are contemplated.
When It Is desired to cross a street to reach customers
subsidiary ducts are constructed.
It is frequently remarked, presumably derogatory of the
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^35

The average number

existing electrical subways, tbat no system of house-tohouse distribution can be considered perfect which requires
the tearing up of any portion of the street to obtain access
This will be granted by any one. The
to the mains.
same is equally true of the house-to-house distribution of
gas and water from the street mains. In all of these cases
if the connections were made from the street mains to every
house and vacant lot along their routes when the mains are
streets to make
first laid the necessity for reopening the
But I have yet to
house connections would be avoided.
learn that this is done by either the gas or water companies, nor have I heard that their neglect to do so has been

of conductors in the telegraph unfifty.
The size of the wire used
W. G. and the outside diameter of
a conductor including the insulation is ^%.
The insulation
resistance of the okonite insulation is about 2,500 megohms;
that of kerite 500 to Soo megohms, and that of the Standard
and Patterson, about 1 500 megohms per mile for the thickness of insulation just mentioned.
Outside of the injury to the cables due to the presence of
the steam heating pipes, no undue deterioration of the telegraph cables in the subways has been noted.

seriously animadverted upon.
addiIt would, therefore, seem unreasonable that the
tional expense of making these connections, which may
never be required, should be urged u;ron the users of the
subways by any who have the interests of electrical industhe failure of
tries at heart, especially while they ignore

underground

the gas and water companies to

make corresponding con-

nections.

CABLES -\ND INSUL-\TI0N USED IN THE SUBWAYS.'
In the telephone service in this city, the cables used are
The insulachiefly of the type knowii as the Patterson.
tion of this cable is constructed as follows; Ordinary cotton
After the wires
covering is tirst placed around the wires.
are cabled a lead covering is placed over them and parafline is then forced into the interstices between the conductors

and

lead covering.

This cable has a electrostatic capacity of about
farad.

The

insulation

resistance of

jointed in the subways, averages about

the
1

.

cable,

16 microlaid

and

00 megohms. The

FIG. 3.

longest stretch of cable, used by the telephone company, in
The greatest number of conthe subways is seven miles.
ductors in any one cable is 100 or 50 pairs.
The telephone ser\-ice on the underground conduits was
impaired somewhat, so long as ground circuits were used,
but since the adoption of metallic circuits the service is
satisfactory.
On the longdistance telephone circuits, the
seven miles of cable is of course somewhat detrimental. It
is said the loss of efficiency on such circuits is 30;^.
The telegraph companies have thus far used chiefly for
underground service, kerite, okonite. Standard underground and Patterson cables. The kerite and okonite insulation, it is well known, are homogeneous compounds.
Of course they could
These cables are not lead covered.
be
The Standard and Patterson are fibrous cables and
are lead covered.
Except in the vicinity of the underground steam pipes,
the unprotected homogeneous cables have given uniform
sarisfaction. But as might be expected, the effect of escaping steam upon them has been detrimental.
Fortunately the heated area in the vicinity of the electrical subways is limited to a portion of the down town districts.
Investigation has shown that the heat only reaches
a harmful temperature in the neighborhood of actual leaks
in the steam pipes.
Measurements of the temperature of a
manhole in the worst section of the heated district have
shown as high as 150' to 200' F.
Since the starting of
the blowers on this district, to ventilate the subways, a
noticeable decrease in the temperature is observ'abie, and
inasmuch as the steam heating company is achieving some
success in its efforts to close up all leaks in the pipes, it is
anticipated that the heat difficulty will be eventually removed from the subways.
The users of the Standard and Patterson cables state
that those cables are ginng very fair service in the heated
portions of the subways, although the high temperature of
course lowers the insulation resistance of the cables.

derground cables
as a rule, Xo.

is,

is

about

16, B.

,

The

effect of the increased electro static

capacit}' of the

has not caused any marked inconvenience in the operation of the telegraph circuits.
The comparatively low mileage of telegraph wire in the
subways is partly explained by the fact that the bulk of the
circuits

telegraph circuits in New York city are suspended from the
elevated railroad structures.
The fire alarm telegraph cables in the subways do not differ very materially from those
used by other telegraph companies.
The fire department
thus far has used Standard underground cables.

St.

Louis Electrical Exposition.

The second annual
be held

tober iSth.
successful.

13,000 daily.

— PRACTICAL

electrical

exhibition will

September 3d to OcThe exhibition last fall was entirely
The number of visitors was over

in St.

Louis from

It is

confidently expected that the

will be even more successful.
charge is made to exhibitors for floor space
or for steam or electric current required for machinery.
All articles exhibited are returned
without charge to the exhibitor for freight. Gold,
silver and bronze medals and diploinas are to be
awarded for the best arc and incandescent systems, the best dynamos, motors, storage batteries,

No

instruments,

wires

and

cables,

and

will

apparatus generally. A special award
also be made for the best electrical display,

and

inven-

electrical

for the most meritorious electrical
tion patented since October 19, 1889.

The awards will be made by a committee of
three gentlemen, one of whom the National
Electric Light association has named; one of
whom the American Institute of Electrical Engineers appointed at the recent convention; and
the third will be voted for by the electrical fraFred H. Whipple of Detroit,
ternity generally.
Mich., will be general manager of the exhibition.
Electric Railways in Milwaukee,
expected that a complete electric railway
will be in operation in Milwaukee at an
Already an excellent start has been
early day.
secured by the equipment of two important lines,
and it is hoped that the others will soon be inMilwaukee has
duced to follow this example.
It is

system

where they might have reasonably hoped
Complaints have been circulated
and petty grievances have been aired through
the Milwaukee newspapers and dispatches have
been sent to papers in other cities creating an erroneous impression of the work of the companies
in Milwaukee.
It has been
asserted that the
electrical machinery had been condemned, and
that the controvers)' between the city authorities and the street car companies threatened to
tie up the lines permanently.
In relation to this
matter, John .\. Hinsey made the following
statement for the
Western" Electrician':
"There has been no controversy between the
authorities of this city and the street railway
companies as to electrical machinery. The only
question
in
dispute was
the
height and
sition

for assistance.

WORKING OF THE ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS OF NEW YORK.

coming exhibition

electrical

long needed rapid transit and its residents have
agitated the subject, but to no purpose, until the
present movement was made for electric roads.
The West Side Railroad company and the Hinsey lines will be equipped with electrical apparatus.
The work is now well under waj'. but the
companies, despite their efforts to introduce an
improvement, have met with considerable oppo-

strength of poles which had been erected.
In
granting the electric railway franchise the Board
of Public Works was invested with power to act
for the city when it considered any portion of
the construction of the road unsafe or improper,
and as it decided that the poles erected were not
of sufficient height and
strength for public
safety, the electric railway company is compelled
to replace them with poles which will meet these
requirements."
Thomas J. Durnin, secretary of the West Side
Railroad company, gave the following statement
of the condition of that corporation's lines: "Our
poles are 6", 5 "and 4"; each section is telescoped
into the other for iS inches and stirruped, and
all standard wrought pipe.
The same style of
pole is now in use in Cleveland and elsewhere,
but they are not strong enough to take the
strain of the curves without considerable deflection.
Consequently we used guys, just as all
electrical companies do.
It was not a question
of safety, but it was offensive to the taste of the
citizens in front of whose property the guy poles
were set. The city authorities ordered stronger
poles put in that would singly take the strain.
Rather than have any trouble the Sprague company, which is putting in our plant, ordered and
put in for curves poles made from 7 pound
angle iron, four sections latticed, 13,'.' inches at
the bottom and 6}i inches at the top."
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the convention and was handled with such

patch that
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Western Electri-

cian containing a stenographic report of the
Kansas City nonvention of the National Electric
Light association, reached

its subscribers so soon
meeting that the fact ocsurprise.
Forty pages were

after the close of that

casioned no

little

devoted to a report of the proceedings.
association adjourned Friday afternoon.
following

Monday

was mailed so

that

the

The

On

the

Westf.kn Bleci'rician

reached

its readers even in
the East a full day before they could have obtained an eastern journal containing a complete
it

report of the proceedings.

Inasmuch as the enElectrician has
caused considerable comment, a brief reference
to the work involved in the publication of the
terprise

of

last issue

may

the

Western

not be without interest.

ing to a rough

estimate, the

report

.Accord-

comprised

double the amount of reading matter contained
in an average daily issue of a metropolitan
daily

New York Sun, and twice that printed
a volume like "John Marshall" of the "State-

like the
in

men's Series." The proceedings were reported
by three stenographers whose notes were transcribed by asTOany typewriters.
The copy was
edited in Kansas City and mailed to Chicago
where compositors were kept at work day and
night putting
of matter, as

it

in type.

much

^

\

pach number of the Western ELEtTRictAN are copyrighted.
This paper \s entere<l at the Chicago Poatoftlce as mail matter of

em

The

Business Manager.

Trade Supplied by Western Ne'ws Co.

— Not

page of

first

be out of place.

not

photograph from which the cut was made was
taken in Kansas City Friday afternoon. On the

change
COPTRIGHT.

may

and privileges of electric
companies must receive a check. He said: "It
should be the aim and policy of all electric corporations to constantly improve the condition of
poles and lines giving as much attention to
their strength and beauty as to their perfection
electrically. The assumption that such a course
is unwise, because of the theory that sooner or
later all wires must be buried, is wrong, because
it Ib questiunable whether such an extreme will
be reached, especially in cities and towns of
He counseled immediate ac»
femall population;"
"Every day that you delay
lion, and added:
these imlJi-ovenients you encourage adverse criticism and hasten adverse legislation, state and

Perry,

J.

of the National Electric Light

block was ready for the form.

VAesoclate Editore.

EasternOffick: 125 Temple CourTjNewYork.
W,

new president

in proper condition
they would remove all cause of complaint, and that
the inclination of legislatures and town councils

to restrict the rights

Marsden

association, which appeared on the

An immense amount

as that contained in an aver-

age novel, reached Chicago the day following

municipal

may

to electrioity,

aBseliibly

tt)

ah important victory for the electfic motor.
It will be
remembered that the companies at first decided
to introduce cables, but the people objected-.
They had witnessed the operation n{ the electric
roads and found them successful, while it was
equally apparent that the cable road had not
given satisfaction in many instances. In a Wortl,
the patrons of the roads expressed a prefertenefe
for an electric system and tlie ittunlcipAl council
can only grant the petition if it has the intetest
bt"

considerfed

municipal,''

In

In the last number of the A'tUriAu
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes in "tlVet

Mdnthl\
tea-

thfe

cup" ridicules
Vei'y
effectively
Bellamy'^
"Looking tiackWard." In thfe course of Dr.
Holmes' sketch 'one of the characters relates a
dreaih of a journey through space.
In speaking
of the moon the dreamer makes this very pretty
reference to the incandescent lamp,
"The
Lunites do not breathe; they live without waste
and without supply. You look as if you do not

understand this. Yet your people have as you
well know, what they c-U incandescent lights
everywhere. You would have said there can be
no lamp without oil or gas or other combustible
substance to feed it; and yet you see a filament
which sheds a light like that of noon all around
it, and does not waste
at all.
Bo the Ltiniles

by

divine energy, just as the inCandescent lamp glows glows, and is not consumed; receiving its life, if we may call it so,
from the central power^ which wears the unpleasing name of dynamo.''
The most eiithusiastic
admirer of the incandescent lamp would not ask
for a happier reference to its light than that of
"a filament which sheds a light like that of
influ.V Of

—

Light association. The fact
attention was given to iiialiy imjjortant
features, and that no fecofds Wefe kept showing
the life, fesistaiifce; fctt., of thfe Carbdns in thfe
early days of arc lighting, was exjilaihed by the
satisfaction which the manufacturers evidently
felt when they were able to produce carbon's
that would burn, no matter how unsatisfactory
the light might be.
As soon, however, as it be-

efcise

that there would be a demand
commercial arc lighting, there was keen competition, and the cost of carbons was materially
reduced while the quality was greatly improved,
Mr. Peck gave the result of tests which he
had
made, though, however, for obvious reasons the
names of the manufacturers were not presented,
and he advised superintendents of arc light

its

privileges

to

operate cars

if

in

doiog'

it

ouflay fof

the

grounded

line.

The court agree*
device is extremely effective.
with Mr, Sprague that the single trolley is used
on nine-tenths of the electric railways, but says
that the reason is to be found in the fact that
this system is cheaper and because it does not
He finds the
involve so many complications.

course were generally followed there can be noj
It would tend
to reanimate the competi;tive qualities of the companies,
and even bettejr
carbons would be the result.

system is perfectly practical and
although its use would entail a substantial expenditure he thinks the company should adopt
Mr, Sprague enumerates a vast number of
it,
reasons why the single trolley system is vastly
superior and on this point his views are diametThe derically opposed to those of the court.
fendant will appeal and, as Mr, Sprague says,
this will doubtless be a celebrated case.
two-trolley

In H. W. Pope's paper which
was read at the
convention of the National FlWcttic
Light
as.sociation,
the

recent

little

Mf,-

circuits,'*

device, he saVi?,. would perhaps
remove the trouble from leakaj/c! M't not that
produced by the induction from which he finds
that half of the disturbance arises, but which
Lieut, Sprague says is of the slightest character;.
The latter is of the opinion that the McCltJeif'

doubt

l;ha.lt

%<»\-

telephone

The McCluer

stations to follow his example and
base tli^eir
purchases on the results of these tests.
If this

public

gfeunfJed

than the original

came apparent

companies

(n-

and again, ths!
does become pronounced is

encroached upon the former's rights, unless there Were a special legislative provision warWhile admitting
ranting it in its interference.
ihdt th6 metallic circuit would remove all evils
induction and leakage, Judge
arising fr*)h1
Taft says the e.tp^h.qe vyould be perhaps greater
so

for

arousing

He says, "The trouble from

of the slightest character,

Sprague says (*(ef)'hOne companies should pL'lt
up a metallic retufH or Sse the McCluer device
for the general good of <heif ser-cice rsgardless
of the operation of electric railways. Judge Taft
decided to enjoin the railway company on the:
gfotifld that the plaintiff was the prior oseupant
of the streets and the defendant could not sx--

little

to

the

of

National Fjlectrie

contributed

is

trouble whidh ffeafly
that which is due to tbfe' aictual differences of
potential which exist on diftereni p'affs of tJ)«
track circuit, or in other words, at the tefftiiinafe

traced through its experimental stages to its
present commercially successful basi» by E, F.
Peck in his paper on "Carbon Tests," which was
read at the Kansas City cOnVelitiofi of the

ing

intferfefences arfc e.*trettiely seriotlS.

tn feference to ihdtietion ahd leakage Judge Taf«
says, "speaking in a general vVay" the diStufbaHc*
on the lines may be attributed half to leakage
and half to induction, Lieut, SpfagMe's idea is
entirely different.

Beginning with the discovery of Sir Humphrey
Davy in iSio, the development of arc lightingwas

iiave

The

tical.

dMctien

noon."

Ihat

published in full Tudge Taft'S
thb Celebtated suit of the telefihong
C'ompaiiy of Cincinnati against an electric railway ih that city, Thfe action was ihstituted to
enjoin the defendant company ffom ilsing the
felHglte
tfolley with tile rail afe tl retuf n.
This
method of operatibn, by reason of leakage ahd
ihductibn, it Was alleged, ihterfered Sferiotisly
with the citcUits of the telephone cbmf)ahy, and
rendered many bf the liHesalmbst useless. The
6H.it liaS beeh watclied *Vith llie greatest ihtetesi
by elebtrical railway and teltphbhfe rej^rfesfilltatlve^, as it bas bfefen tbgarded
as i test t^sfe'.
It Will bb
remembered that Lieut, j^'rank \.
Sprague in his paper presented at the Kansas
City convention of the National Electric Light
association referred in considerable detail to the
"conflicts," to use his word, between the telephone and electfic railway interests. As a representative of a motor company he naturally
viewed the subject from the electric railway
standpoint.
It
compare his
is interesting to
opinions as expressed in the paper, with those
of Judge Taft, whti feachea in his decision a
radically different concltisiotl,
In regard to the
disturbanfces Sn the telephohe lines generally, the
views of Lieut. Sprague and Judge 'f'aft are identhis IsS.Ue is

deci'siiln ih

of the ciiy at heaft, artd considers the Wishes Of
the people.

live

i8gb

ij

thdt by kl;teijlng their lines

dis'early

proceedings.

entire

reference to the portrait of

the

ah

Mafch

\

against
overhead wires, will .fund hi,i|lr I
consolation,
Mr. l^pe pointed oqt the fact j

,
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Decision in the Telephone-Electrie
Railway Suit at Cincinnati.
Judge Tafc's decision in the suit of the City & Suburban
Telegraph Association of Cincinnati against the Cincinnati
Inclined Plane Electric Railway Company will be found below.
The action was instituted lo restrain the defendant
company from operating its cars by the single trolley system. As the suit has been looked upon as a test case, the
decision is of special interest to telephone and electric railway companies. Judge Tafl's decision is as follows:
This is an action to enjoin the defendatt from using a
SI stem of electric railway propulsion known as the single
trolley system, in running its cars upon the streets of this
city and the roads of the county, because, as plaintiff
claims, it do°s a great injury to the conduct of the public
business in which it is engaged, /. c, the maintenance for
profit of telephone communication between a large number
Plaintiff alleges that
of subscribers in the city and county.
it has been condurting its business under lawful grants of
the legislature of the state and the municipal authorities,
and by virtue thereof has lawfully ereced many lines of
telephone wires on the streets upon which the street railway
of defendant is constructed and operated; that the defendant has no lawful authority to use electricity as a propulsive power for its cars; that the single trolley system in use
by defendant conducts upon and induces upon the wires of
the plaintifT erected on the same streets, currents of elecricity, which make it impossible to use those wires for the
purpose of telephone communication; that the resu't is,
that many of the subscribers of plaintiff have made complaint and threatened to discontinue the use of the telephone,
and some have refused to continue payment for the same,
all to the great injury of the plaintiff; that the damage is
ifreparable and continuous, and that plaintiff notified defendant before the erection of the single trolley system that
it would result in a serious injury
to plaintiff, and of the
objection to the system.
The defendant answers, denying plaintiff's lawful right
to operate telephone lines; avers its own lawful right to
conduct a system of electrical railway propulsion, avers
that the single trolley system is the only practicable one in
tlse, and secures advantages to the defendant not afforded
by any other; that plaintiff's difficulties arise from the defects of its own telephone system, in that, for economy, it
uses the earth as a return conductor, and so invites onto
its lines m^ny disturbing currents, both natural and artificial, although the mechanism of the telephone is so delicate
that any proper system would make the return circuit metallic; that plaintiff's claim amounts to a claim to the exclusive use of the earth as a conductor, which is without
warrant of law; that the use by the defendant of the earth
as a return circuit is a material assistance in propelling cars
up heavy grades; that it could not alter its system so as to
avoid the use of the earth as a return circuit, except at
great outlay and loss of efhciency. The answer denies that
the operation of its road produces interference with the
telephone lines of plaintiff, and says that, if any injury has
been produced for which defendant is liable, the damages
are capable of exact ascertainment, because they can all be
remedied by an additional expenditure by the plaintiff, and
that therefore there is no ground for equitable relief.
Plaintiff, by its reply, denies the allegations of the
answer.
First. The plaintiff company was organized in 1873 as
a magnetic telegraph company, to conduct a telegraph business on lines within the city and between here and Hamilton, under laws which have since been incorporated in
Chapter 4, Title II, concerning magnetic telegraph companies.
Section 3454 provides that "a magnetic telegraph
company hcetofore or hereafter created may construct
telegraph lines from point to point, along and upon any
public road, by the erection of the necessary fixtures, including posts, piers, and abutments necessary for the wires;
but the same shall not incommode the public in the use of
such road." Section 3461 provides that, "when any lands
authorized to be appropriated to the use of a company are
subject to the easement of a street, alley, public way. or
other public use, within the limits of any city or village, the
mode of use shall be such as shall be agreed upon between
the municipal authorities of the city or village and the company; and if they can not agree, or the municipal authorities unreasonably delay to enter into any agreement, the
probate court of the county, in a proceeding instituted for
the purpose, shall direct in what mode such telegraph line
shall be constructed along such street, alley, or public way,
so as not to incommode the public in the use of the same;
but nothing in this section shall be so construed as to
authorize any municipal corporation to demand or receive
any compensation for the use of a street, alley, or public
way, beyond what may be necessary to restore the pavement to its former state of usefulness."
In 1S7S, the telephone, as a practicable commercial instrument, came into use, and the plaintiff became the
licensee of the American Bell Telephone company, with
exclusive right to use all its patents in this city and county.
Before this time, in 1S73, the common council had passed
resolutions fixing the terms under which the plaintiff might
From 187S until the
occupy the streets with its poles.
present time, the business of the plaintiff has grown to such
an extent that it now has over 3,000 subscribers in the city
and vicinity. The pole lines of the plaintiff along the
streets occupied by the defendant's railway were erected in
iSSi and 18S2.
In 1S80, the following section was added
to the telegraph law, 347I: "The provisions of this chapter
shall apply also to any company organized to construct any
line or lines of telephone; and every such company shall
have the same powers, and be subject to the same restrictions, as are herein prescribed for magnetic telegraph com-

panies."

The pole lines of the plaintiff are so erected under the
ordinances of the city as to leave a bar at the top of each
pole on which to string the wires of the fire department
telephone lines. The fire department and police department are each given a separate exchange, operated by city
employes.
The city strings its own wires upon the tele-

phone

poles, but pays nothing to the plaintiff for the use of
the itlstrumcnts. or for the general exchange work of the
fire and police departments.
The poles have been erected
at such places as directed by the engineer of the Board of

Public Affairs, and under his supervision.
The plaintiff
has always used the earth as the return circuit.
This has
been the case with all the telephone systems in this country
down to the present day, with the exception of certain long
distance lines from New York city, and the connecting subscribers who frequently use those lines in that city.
The
telegraph companies used and still use the earth as the return for the circuit.
The most complicated part of the
telephone business is the mechanism by which temporary
connection is made between any two subscribers' lines.
It
is called a ^vitch-board, and each one of the exchanges,
of which there are five in this city, is furnished with one.
It is a very expensive instrument, and could not be
adapted to use for a system of metallic circuits.
It will thus be seen that every step taken by the plaintiff
was authorized by law, and that all that has been done by
it has been
with the consent of the proper authorities.
From this statement, there can be no doubt that the plaintiff has a lawful right to occupy the streets upon which defendant's track is laid, with the poles and wires erected for
the conduct of its business, and that the use of the earth
as a return is not a violation of its franchise.
It was organized and still is called a telegraph company.
It began
its telephone business before section 3471 was passed, and
perhaps some of its poles and lines along the streets occupied by defendant were erected for such use.
But this circumstance is immaterial, for it has been held, both in England and in this country, that the telephone system, which
is communication over long and short distances through the
agency of currents of electricity on metal wires, is really a
magnetic telegraph system, and that an exclusive right to
operate the telegraph includes the exclusive right to operate
telephone lines. (Attorney-General v. Edison Telephone
company, 6 Q, B. D. 244.
Wisconsin Telephone company V. Oshkosh, 62 Wis. 32.)
Nor does the passage of section 3471. which expressly
makes the chapter on magnetic telegraph companies applicable to telephone companies, affect this conclusion.
It
was passed simply to remove the basis for an argument,
and not because the chapter was not already sufficient to
include telephone companies without it.
(Chesapeake, etc.
Telephone company v. B. & O. Telephone company, 66

Md.

399.)
But, even

that, when the plaintiff comit was
seems to me that the subsequent
legislation of 1880 would have validated what before was
tiitra 7 ires.
(See Spring Grove Avenue Railway company
V. Cumminsviile, 14 Ohio St. 523.)
I have not discussed, in this connection, the question
how much the abutting property owners' rights were affected by the erection of the poles and wires of the plaintiff,
because their rights are not in issue, and it is to be presumed, from the fact of plaintiff's occupation for so many
years, in the absence of other evidence, that if any of the
rights of the property owners were taken, they were ceded
if

it

were true

pany, in 1878, began to use the telephone system,

beyond

its

charter,

it

or sold to the plaintiff.

Having determined,

then,

that

plaintiff's

use of the

on which defendant operates its road, is lawful, the
next question which arises is, whether defendant has the
streets,

right to use electricity for the propulsion of its cars.
If it
has not, and it thereby interferes with plaintiff's franchise,
it is very clear that such interference gives plaintiff a right

of action.
Defendant's counsel seems to contend that the
question of iilira vires cannot be raised against the defendant in this case; but that such an issue could only be
made in an action by the state, or its delegated representatives, to oust the defendant from the exercise of such unThis contention can not be suswarranted privilege.
tained, for while it is true that if defendant is violating the
limitations of its charter, plaintiff might request the attorney-general to institute quo 7C'a?Taiito proceedings, nevertheless, it may rely on the fact of defendant's violation of
its charter in
a private litigation to show that the acts
causing loss are unlawful.
(City of Zanesville v. Zanesville Gaslight company, Supreme Court of Ohio, 23 W. L.
B. 8.)
The larger portion of the line now occupied by the defendant, was once operated by theMt. Auburn Street Railroad company, under a number of grants from the common
council, the iirst of which was made September 2, 1864,
and the last, November 14, 1873. All these grants were
subject to the provisions of the general street railroad ordinance of 1859, that no motive power except horses and
mules should be used on any road without the consent of
common council. The franchise and property of the Mt.
Auburn Railway company was purchased by three persons:
George A. Smith, J. M. Doherty and Jos. S. Hill. On
April 21, 1871, the Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway company was incorporated under the general corporation act
passed May i, 1S52, for the purpose of constructing a railroad whose termini should be in Cincinnati and the village
of Avondale, and then constructed the inclined plane, still in
use. connecting Locust street, Mt. Auburn, with the head
By ordinance, December, 1871, common
of Main street.
council gave the company the power to lay tracks on certain streets which connected it with the Mt. Auburn street
railroad tracks, with the express proviso that no motive
power except horses and mules should be used on said
tracks.
A similar proviso was contained in an ordinance
passed October 27, 1875, granting it the right to extend
the tracks of the Mt. Auburn street railroad tracks to the
In 1S76
north corporation line, at the Zoological Garden.
an act was passed (73 Ohio L. 229), providing for the organization of inclined plane companies, and authorizing
them to construct, operate and maintain an inclined plane
railroad for the conveyance of passengers and freight, or
either, with such offices, depots and other buildings as
they may deem necessary; also, to establish and maintain
a park or pleasure grounds, and for such purposes to hold
Section 10 of this act, provided that whenever
real estate.
the part of the roadway of such railroad operated by steam

^3?
power

shall cross a public highway, such part of the railroad's railway shall pass either over or under such street
or highway, and shall be constructed in such a manner and
at such a distance above or below such street or highway
as not to obstruct the ordinary uses of such street or high-

way.

March 30. 1877, the legislature passed a law providingthat any inclined plane railway company organized under
the General Corporation Act of May, 1852. should have
"the power to hold, lease or purchase and maintain and
operate such portion of any street railroad leading lo or
connected with the inclined plane as may be necessary- for
the convenient dispatch of its business, upon the same
terms and conditions on which it holds, maintains and
its inclined plane. Provided, that no other motive
power than animals shall be used on the public highways
occupied by such street railway company without the consent of the Board of Public Works in any city having such

operates

a board, and the common council, or the public authority
or company having charge, or owning any other highway
in which such street railroad may be laid: and. provided,
that no inclined plane railway or railroad company shall
construct any track or tracks in any street or highway without first obtaining the written consent of a majority" of the
abutting property holders."
June 19, 1S77, George A. Smith, James M. Doherty and
Joseph S. Hill leased the Mt. Auburn railroad perpetually
to the Cincinnati Inclined Plane Railway company.
On
September 24, 1885. the Board of Public Works passed a
resolution consenting to the use by the defendant either of
electricity, cable or compressed air as a motive power
"upon the highways in which the street railroads connected
with its inclined plane, and held and operated by it are
laid," on condition that defendant gave bond in $25,000 to
hold the city harmless from any damages to persons or
property arising out of the use of such motive power.
On
October 24, 1888, the Board of Public Affairs gave the
defendant permission to erect along the entire length of its
road the poles, wires, and appliances necessary to operate
and maintain its entire line from Fifth and Walnut streets
to the Zoological Garden as an electric road, in accordance
with plans and specifications submitted to the Board
The
poles and wires were erected under the supervision of the
engineer of the board.
On February 23d the stockholders
of defendant extended its terminus to Glendale, Hamilton county, Ohio, and certified the same to the secretary of
state under section 3306 of the General Railroad Chapter
and under such extension are now constructing a line >!
road along the Carthage pike under the consent of he
county commissioners, given March 23, i8?g, to use anc
occupy said pike with double tracks and with necessary appendages and appurterances of an overhead electric street
railroad system.
This consent contains the provision that
the county commissioners are to cause the removal of any
or all telegraph or telephone poles which may interfere
with the operation of said electric road.
The grant thus
given was modified in September, 10S9, but only with respect to the part of the street to be occupied.
Plaintiff's counsel maintains that on this record of the
title of defendant, the present operation of this road is unlawful for several reasons.
First, That the act of 1876 providing for the incorporation of inclined plane railways requires that in passing over
streets it should be conducted on bridges or in tunnels, and
the act of May, 1877, provides that the operation of the
railways to be leased shall be subject to the conditions upon
which its inclined plane is operated.
Second. That the road connected with the inclined plane
to be leased and operated by it under the act of 1S77, was
to be a "portion" of some other road, and that here the
defendant is operating the entire road, nor is it shown that
the road as used is necessary to the convenient dispatch of
the business of the inclined plane.
Third. That a proper construction of the first proviso of
the act of 1877 requires that the consent necessary to permit the use of animal power shall be given by the Board of
Public Works and the common council of the city.
As to the first reason, it should be said that it is doubtful whether the section referred to in the act of 1S76 applies to defendant, for it does not appear that defendant
ever accepted the provisions of that act as therein provided.
Conceding, however, that the provision is of suLh a general character as to apply to any company running an inclined plane under whatever law organized, the restriction
obviously applies only to places where the inclined plane
itself crosses the streets, and not at all to what may be
called surface street railroads which the Inclined Plane
company is given power to lease and operate as street railroads are usually operated.
The conditions upon wliich
the inclined plane is operated, and lo fthich the operation
of street railways by the Inclined Plane company is to be
subject, must, of course, be such conditions as a'e applicable to street railroads, of which the condition insisted on
Nor h&s the second reason, in my
is obviously not one.
The original Mt. Auburn Railroad
opinion, any weight.
company ran up Liberty, Price, Josephine ard Saunders
streets.
This portion of the road is not used now, but being taken away, it leaves the part of Libeity to Fifth a
portion, and that from Mason to the north corporation line
As to the objection that such roads are not
a portion.
necessary to the dispatch of the business of the inclined
plane, I think it may be presumed that they are.
It is
common knowledge that the great difficulty lo be overcome
in reaching the plateaus about the city was in climbing the
hills, and that the instrumentality by which that was accomplished became the principal feature of any such plan.
The approach to the bottom and the departure from the
top were incidental, and were certainly necessary to get
passengers to the place of ascent or descent.
In so far as the third reason depends on the restriction
in the grants to the Mt. Auburn railway to the u»e of hi rse
and mule power, it is quite clear that subsequent legislative
action enlarging the right of the lessee in this respect has
been had, and no reason is apparent why it is not valid.
The chief argument is based on a construction of the
proviso, "provided that no other motive power than ani:

'36
mals shall be used on the public highways occupied by
such street railway company without the consent of the
Board of I'ubiic Works in any city having such a board,
and the common council, or the public authority or company having charge, or owning any other highway in which
such street railroad may be laid." Counsel for plaintilT
argues that the body usually invested with the power of
granting franchises for a municipal corporation, is the common council, and that it is not to be presumed that, in this
case, the legislature intended to confer final power of that
kind on the Board of Public Works, which is a body for
the initiation of measures, not for iheir final legal sanction.
Therefore, it is said, the word "and" before "common
cruncil"* unites these two words with Board of Public
Works, and the disjunctive "or" is the dividing word of
the clauses, so that by a proper transposition it might
be made to read "without the consent of the common
council and of the Board of Public Works in any city having such a board, or of the public authority or company
having charge, or owning, etc." This construction might
be supported but for the use of the word "other" in the
second clause. The clause is rather obscurely drawn, but
the expression "any other highway in which such street
railroad may be laid." means any highway additional to
those already mentioned in which the same street railroad
The law is defining the consents required
has been laid.
for one railroad passing through several jurisdictions.
Therefore, we have the conjunctive luiti be ore common
council to indicate that where a railroad has its beginning
in the highways of a city having a Board of Public Works,
and extends onto another highway beyond the city jurisdiction, it must have the consent of the common council or
the public authority or company having charge, or owning
such other highway in which such street railroad may be
The bill was evidently passed by the legislature with
laid.
this city in their minds, for this is the only city in the state
where an inclined plane would be necessarj*, and for this
reason the peculiar phraseology is used. It would apply by
virtue of the last clause after "<;«./"' to any other city, but
as bearing on the effect of nn</, the probable and possible
application of the law may be considered.
Vvhile it is true that to the common council is usually
given the right to grant franchises, it is certainly within
the legislative power to give it to the Board of Public
Works or Affairs, and of late years there have been many
instances where other powers, like those of passing ordinances to assess, and to make certain improvements, have
been transferred from council to the Board of Public
Works. Moreover if. by this law, the legislature intended
to make the consent of the Board of Public Works and
council necessary, it was wholly superfluous to have mentioned the board at all, because, under Section 2227 Rev.
Stat., the common council could not grantsuch consent exSome point is made
cept upon the approval of the board
of the presence of a comma after the words "common
council" in the certified copy of the bill obtained from the
secretarj- of state's office, which does not appear in the
I cannot see
that this materially affects the
printed law.
construction given above, for the certified copy shows the
board
and
the following a)id just as the
comma between
piinted law does, and that is the point where the question
of a separation is important in ccnstruing the proviso.
On the whole, then, I am of opinion that the legislature
conferred the right upon defendant to use any other motive
power than animals, whenever the Board of Public Works
Now, the board did consent, on October
should consent.
24, 18S5, that defendant should use either a cable, comIt has chosen electricity and
pressed air, or electricity.
has procured the necessary authority to erect its poles and
string its wires.
Such being the condition of the franchises which the
plaintiff and defendant are lawfully entitled to enjoy, considered each without reference to the other, it becomes
necessary to inquiie first whether any loss has been inllicted upon plaintiff by defendant, and if so. how it has
occurred: second, whether such loss, if any, is justified by
defendant's franchise, so as to be dn/ninun nhsijuc injuria,
which involves the preliminary question whether the legislature, after having given the plaintiff the right to construct its telephone system, on the faith of which right it
has expended large amounts, can confer a franchise on
another, the exercise of which will seriously impair the
pl.iinliff's franchise as heretofore enjoyed.
First, a current of electricity cannot be produced without a circuit, that is, unless the negative and positive poles
of the generating battery or instrument are connected by a
continuous substance, capable of conducting the current.
Such a substance may be a metal wire, or if both poles of
the battery be connected with the earth by metal wires, the
current will find a circuit through the wires and the earth.
The earth, by reason of its immense mass, makes an exBy what paths the current discharged
cellent conductor.
into it over the wire from one pole finds its way throughout
other pole, is not capable of deterwire
from
the
to the
mination.
The telephone is a mechanism by which the sound of
human speech is reproduced over long distances. Without
attempting to describe the exact mode in which this result
is brought about. I may say that the sound waves of the
human voice produce vibrations in a thin ferrotype plate,
which, by means of a magnet and an induction coil, are
converted into corresponding variations in. an electric current on the connecting wire, and these variations are. in
turn, by means of the inducing coil and magnet at the
other end, converted into exactly corresponding vibrations
on a plate there, reproducing the sound waves of the voice
of the speaker in such a manner as to enable the receiver
The current on the connecting wire is a
to understand.
slight one, and the circuit is completed, not by a return
wire, but by a ground wire brought into contact with the
earth.
This contact is usually made by attaching the wire
from the negative pole of the single cell battery in each
telephone, to a gas pipe or water pipe running down into
the earth.
In the Sprague system of electric railways, which is the
kind used by the defendant, the electricity used to operate
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the motors under the cars is conveyed to them by a single
overhead wire suspended over the middle of the track,
along the under side of which runs a trolley wheel on a
single mast attached to the car, making electric connection
between the overhead wire and the motor of the car, and
allowing the current to pass down through the motor :md
onto the track, whence some of it returns directly to the
dynamo generator at the power house.
large part of the
electricity leaves the track, however, and by other and
various paths, also finds its way through the earth back to
the dynamo.
In addition to the overhead trolley wire,
which is supported by guide wires from iron posts erected
on the curb at regular intervals, there is what is called a
feed wire strung along on these posts for the purpose of
keeping up the required quantity of electricity on the trolley
wires.
On the streets where are telephone wires and electric railway wires, their general course must be parallel.
The evidence in the case establishes beyond a doubt that,
since the defendant began the operation of its line by electricity, in June, 1SS9, down to the time of trial the usefulness of all the ttlephones along the line of the railway have
been more or less impaired; that, in many cases, the buzzing noise, which seems to be the chief form of the disturbance, has been so loud and continuous that communication over the lines has been impossible.
Nor has the disturbance been confined to telephones on the line of the
railway.
Telephones several miles from the city, whose
connecting wires ran parallel for any distance with the rail-

A

way, were similarly affected, and the buzzing no!se, in
many of these, seems to have been quite as deafening as
in telephones along the line.
Altogether, more than two
hund'-ed lines have been affected in this way, to a greater
or less degree.
The cause of the trouble is undoubtedly
the operation of the electric railways, and the way by
which it is brought about is two-fold. First, the escape of
the electric fluid from the rails, which is called earth distribution or leakage, near where the wire from the telephone
is connected with the earth, brings upon this earth connection wire of the telephone varying currents of electricity
of much greater quantity than that necessary for the telephone current, and produces upon the magnet and inducing
coil an effect which results in vibrations of a very different
character from those produced by the human voice, and
makes a noise like the buzzing of a saw; second, a similar
noise is made by induction.
It is a physical fact of much
importance in electric mechanism that, where two wires of
two circuits are parallel to each other, and there is a current of varying intensity on one of them, this will produce
in the other, in the opposite direction, a current ot electricity of similar variation.
The insulation of the wires has
no effect to reduce the current produced in this way. The
amount of induction depends upon variation in the current,
the distance of the wires from each other, and the length
of the parallelism of the wires.
The current upon the trolley wire and the feed wire of the railway is quite variable
in quantity and intensity, owing to the drain upon the
store of electricity by the moving and stopping of the car.
Nor is the electricity, as generated, exactly uniform in its
The result is that, wherever the
flow from the dynamo.
telephone wire is parallel with the trolley wire and the feed
wire, there is induced upon the telephone wire a current
whose variations correspond with the variations of the electrical current on the electric railway wires, and this, acting
upon the inducing coil and magnet, produces vibrations of
the tin plate, which makes the buzzing sound
It is not
possible, in listening to the sounds produced by the electric
railway, to say whether it is the result of induction or earth
Some of plaintiff's subscribers, notably Proctor
leakage.
& Gamble, have loud buzzing sounds upon their telephones,
the ground wires of which are at such a distance from the
railway track as to make it quite unlikely that the disturbance could have been caused by earth leakage, while, on
the other hand, their wires are for some distance parallel
with the trolley and feed wire of the railway company.
Other telephones are disturbed on the line of the road,
though their wires are not parallel with the trolley wire.
Expert evidence attributed the disturbance about one-half
to induction, and one-half to conduction or earth leakage.
This, of course, is only a rough estimate, and the fact may
vary much in particular instances.
The injury to plaintiff's
service is produced then, speaking in a general way, onehalf by the defendant's pouring electricity into the earth,
which finds its way into the property of plaintiff's subscribers, and thence into the wire of the telephone, and onehalf by a creation of a current on plaintiff's wires in the
street by the parallelism of defendant's wire and the varyThe result has been a very
ing character of the current.
substantial interference with the plaintiff's business, and if
the present condition continues, it will end in a serious loss.
Is it a loss for which defendant is liable?
The contention on behalf of the defendant is, that because it has full
power to operate by electricity under the law, the loss resulting to the plaintiff is iiitmuum absque injuria, and if
the plaintiff wishes to avoid the loss, it must adopt safeguards in the shape of a metallic circuit to avoid the diffiTo this plaintiff replies, that, by virtue of its
culty.
grants it acquired, before the defendant had a right to use
electricity as a motive power, a vested interest in the telephone system as it now operates it, with a grounded circuit, and that not even the legislature of the state could
take away from it or injure this franchise, on the faith of
which it has expended so much capital and labor.
I
am inclined to think that, under the constitutional
provision that all laws for the forming of corporations may
be altered or repealed (Sec. 2, Art. XIII), it would be in
the power of the legislature to grant a right to other corporations for a public use to so use the street as to require
the plaintiff company, if it wished to continue in the telephone business, to change its system, and that without any
right of action against such corporations.
The case of

Railway company v. Railway company, 30 Ohio St. 604,
shows that, where one railway company condemned a right
of way across the track of another, that other cannot
cover for an injur)- to its franchise as a railroad, or for
increased expense entailed upon it in obeying laws of
However
state with reference to railroad crossings.

re-
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be, I am ver\' clear that no intention on the part of the
legislature to abridge the granted rights of one corporation

may

by a new grant

to another will be recognized by the courts
unless such intention plainly appears in the law.
In England the power of parliament is unlimited, and it may even
confiscate private property, and a fortiori may abridge
and destroy chartered rights and franchises. Nevertheless,
we find in that country, that where one corporation is
granted a right which may be so exercised as to injure or
interfere with a right previously granted to another, the
presumption of law is that parliament intended only such
uses as were consistent with the rights of the first corporation.
In Oas Light & Coke company v. Vestry, 15 Q. B.

D. I plaintiff was a gas company which had laid its gas
pipes by virtue of a public grant under a street which the
defendant, a public corporation, was charged with keeping
in repair, and upon which it used such heavy rollers as to
injure the pipes of the plaintiff. The rollers used were economical and well fitted for the purpose, but it was held that,
unless the defendants were expressly authorized by statute
to use rollers of the size and weight of those which did the
injury, the defendant could not justify under a duty to keep
in repair which might be discharged by rollers of less
weight and without breaking the pipes. Says Findley, L.
show that an action lies for
J.: "The authorities
injur)' to property unless such injury is expressly authorized
by sta:ute, or is, physically speaking, the necessary consequence of what is authorized. If in this case the defendants were expressly authorized by statute to use steam
rollers of such a weight as necessarily to injure the plaintiffs' pipes
the plaintiffs would have no ground of complaint.
The case would then be one of damuuvi absque
injuria.
The same consequence would follow if the defendants were expressly authorized by statute to repair in
some way which necessarily required the use of heavy
steam rollers or other machiner)', which could not be
worked without injuring the plaintiffs' pipes.
There
again, although such rollers or machinery were not expressly mentioned, their use would be authorized by necessary implication, and the plaintiffs would be without redress.
But unless some statutory enactment can be shown
to authorize the defendants to injure the plaintiffs' pipes,
the plaintiffs are entitled to redress."
This case is peculiarly applicable to the case at bar, because here was a case
of a public grant to the gas company enjoyed in a certain
way, followed by a grant to the defendant to exercise
another right, which if exercised in one way would injure
plaintiff's enjoyment of its right, and which if exercised in
another would not.
The same principle is here applied
that courts recognize wherever private property is injured
by the exercise of authority granted by the parliament.
(See Hammersmith, etc.. Railway company v. Brand, L.
R. 4 H. L. 171. Queen v. Bradford Navigation company,
6 B. & S. 631.
Geddis v. Proprietors of Bann Reservoir, 3
App. Cases, 430. Att'y Gen'l v. Colney Hatch Lunatic
Asylum, L. R. 4 Ch. App. 416. Att'y Gen'l v. Gas Light
& Coke company, 7 Ch. D. 217.
Managers Metrop.
Asylum District v. Hill, 6 App. Cases, 193.)
Even then, if franchises to occupy the public streets conferred by the legislature may be subject to modifications
of their use and enjoyment by other public grants of the
legislature, it is certain that unless the legislative intent to
make such modification clearly appears, either by express
words or by necessary implication arising from the impossibility of enjoying the second grant without such modification, it will not be inferred.
But it is said that this principle can have no place here
because the right to occupy the street for the purpose of
travel is a superior right to that of using it for the telephone poles. Defendant's counsel, to establish this, rely
.

.

.

on The Spring Grove Ave, v. Cumminsville, 14 Ohio St.,
Smith V. Telephone company, 2 C. C. R. 259, Mt. Adams
& E. P. R. company v. Winslow, 3 C. C R. 425. R. R.
company V. Williams, 35 Ohio St. i7t, Pike's Ex'rs v.
Western U. Tel. company, decided by this court.
These cases have no bearing upon this case at all, as it
seems to me. They involved a discussion of whether the
erection of certain structures in the street could be considered a new burden and use, not included in the easement,
which the abutting property holder had originally granted
to the public, and whether therefore he was ei titled to
compensation.
It is unquestionably within the,puwerof
the legislature, so far as the public is concerned, to enlarge
the benefit to be derived from the streets, so as to include
other public purposes than those of mere travel.
(Railway
company v. Lawrence, 38 Ohio St. 45.) If this takes more
from the abutting property holder than he originally gave,
then he may have compensation, but the public cannot
complain, for their representative, the legislature, has
spoken and granted the use. When the telephone company is granted the right to use the streets, its right is as
well founded as that of a street railway company, and in
the absence of express legislative direction to the contrary,
there is to be no yielding to any other.
The provis'on
that the telephone and telegraph lines shall not incommode
the public in the use of the street, in Section 34^1, does not
The inconvenience must be deterhelp the defendant.
mined when the enjoyment of the franchise is enteied upon.
After rights have been acquired by the outlay of capital
and user, there must be express legislative sanction, at
least, to warrant a court in finding a use of the street to be
an interference with public travel, which was not so when
It should be no'.ed in this connection, loo, that
it began.
the plaintiff performs a very impoitant quasi public duty,
and is in fact a common carrier of messages.
It is given
(Pierce
the power of condemnation on that ground alone.
Ilockett v. State, 105 Ind. 250 )
v. Drew, 136 Mass. 75.
Coming now to apply the principle just under discussion
For ten years the
to the case at bar, what do we find?
plaintiff has exercised the franchise of occupying the streets
along defendant's lines with its poles and wires conducting
a telephone business with a single wire circuit and an earth
return.
This mode of return was universally employed
when it began, and is to-day in general use. It has constructed a valuable plant, many parts of which will have to
be changed at great expense if it is to adopt the only sys-
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tem which will obviate the difficulty it no-.v encounters
from the operation of defendant's railway. I refer to the
metallic circuit.
It is admitted by every one that if the
telephone company were to make every one of its lines a
complete metallic circuit, with the return wire parallel
with the outgoing wire, the disturbance both from inducIt
tion and earth leakage would be completely removed.
is obvious that if the circuit never came into contact with
the earth, the electricity dumped into the ground by defendant could not reach the telephone wire, and so no disturbance could arise there. And it is also a well-ascertained fact that if the two wires of the circuit, the outgoing
and the return, are parallel and the same length, no effect
will be perceptible from induction by a third parallel wire
of another circuit, however variable may be the current on
This is because the induction, which actually
that wire.
takes place upon each of the wires of the circuit, results in
currents of equal intensity and variability in opposite directions, which, being on the same circuit, exactly neutralize
each other. To construct such a circuit for every subscriber would entail an expense upon plaintiffs, perhaps,
even greater than the original outlay. Nor does it seem
practicable to have metallic circuits in disturbed districts
and allow the other lines to remain grounded because of the
difficulty in arranging the switch-boards at the exchange

by which subscribers are connected with each other, and
order to connect a metallic
a grounded circuit, the return wire of the memust be grounded at the exchanges. The
result is that the circuit then made between the two subscribers is a grounded circuit with a long leg and a short
for the further reason that in

circuit \vith

tallic circuit

leg of wire parallel in the

disturbed district.

The

differ-

ence in the length of the two wires prevents the neutralizing
effect of the induced current in one wire upon the opposite
induced current in the other, because, by reason of the different lengths, that part of the induced currents said to be
'produced by static induction is unequal. Moreover, to put
up metallic circuits through the disturbed districts, and to
iiake the necessary alterations in the switch-board, would
entail an expense, not nearly so heavy, of course, as a complete conversion into a metallic circuit, but which would be
There remains to consider what is
quite substantial.
called the McCluer device, which consists in a large wire
carried into the disturbed district with which are connected
This main wire is
all "the return wires of the telephones.
grounded at a point away from danger of earth leakage.
It is likely that such a device would get rid of earth leakage,
but it would have no practical preventive effect upon the
disturbances by induction, which, as I have said, make up
The expense of such a device
a]&out half of the troubles.
would not be large, still it would be something. It follows,
said,
that
if the defendant is permitted
been
f^m what has
to'use

its

present single

plaintiff either to lose the

trolley system,

busine

s of

it

many

will require the

subscribers, or

it will have to go to an enormous expense to obviate
difficulty, or to a less expense to get partial relief.

all

The plaintiff invested large capital on the faith of its
It has conpresent mode of enjoyment of its franchise.
tinued in such enjoyment for some ten years. To change involves loss and expense. Clearly, then, it cannot be deprived
of what so nearly approximates a vested right without clear
The defendant cannot be the instrulegislative intent.
ment by which such loss is occasioned unless it clearly appears, and upon it is the burden to show that, in no other
way, can it enjoy the right to use electricity for its cars.
--(Atty. Genl. V. GascDmpany, 7 Ch. D. 217 ) It is true that
the resolution of the Board of Public Affairs approved its
plan of structure, but as the legislature in allowing the defendant to use electrical propulsion upon consent by such
board is not presumed to have intended a use which would
injure plaintiff unless no other use is practicable, so it cannot be presumed to have given the board power to consent
Moreover, the consent upon which defendant
to such use.
relies was the resolution of the Board of Public Works in
defined
no system of electricity.
1885, which
Is it impossible, then, for the defendant to run an electric railway along its streets without making these disturbances? It is practically conceded, although there was
some slight evidence to the contrary, that if instead of a
single trolley wire and an earth return, two trolley wires
were used, one for the positive and the other the negative
current, the difificulties would be just as completely obviated as if the telephone company used a metallic circuit.
There is such a system in use in a number of cities of the
There are two in operation in this city, and two
country.
In such a system the
or three more are projected here.
electricity is carried from one wire down through one trolthe moving car, and
motor
of
mast
to
the
ley wheel and
returns from the motor to the other wire by means of a
It is said it is wholly imsecond trolley wheel and mast.
practicable.
The single trolley system is in use on nine-tenths of the
This arises
electric railway systems in the United States.
doubtless from two facts: First, that it is perhaps one-

fourth cheaper in its outside construction; and second, because in single track railways, of which there are many
more than double track, where it is necessary to have many
switches and turn-outs, the complications of wires overhead
increase much more rapidly with a double trolley than a
But in the case at bar we have a double
single trolley.
track from one end of the road to the other, so that no
Mr. Short, who is a skilled meswitches are required.
chanician engaged in a company which bears his name,
siagle and the double trolley
both
the
and. which erects
systems, says that he recommends the single trolley for
single tracks, and the double trolley for double tracks. He
seems the only witness on either side that is free from suspicion of bias.
It is admitted by many of defendant's witnesses, that
electrically the double trolley system is exactly as good as
the single trolley, and this must be so, because a return by
The
wire makes quite as good a current as by the earth.
claim that electricity in the wheels passing to the track
gives additional traction is conjectural, and is not apparent
in a practical comparison of the grades ascended by the
The objection to the double trolcars on the two systems.
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is the mechanical difficulty in making proper
switches and in supporting the superstructure.
In the
double-track road like the defendant's, the first difficulty
does not arise, and the second difficulty has in fact been
overcome in every double trolley system which has been
erected.
On the whole, then, it seems to me that there is
no serious obstacle to defendant's using the double trolley.
A change will no doubt involve the defendant in substantial expenditures in the overhead structure, which will have
to be made heavier.
But nearly all of the material can be
used again, and no material changes need be made, either
in the dynamos, engines or motors.
The defendant cannot rely on an estoppel. It was notified by the plaintiff as early as March 12, i88g, some
three months or more before its electrical plant was put
into position, that the use of the single trolley system would
interfere with and injure the use of the plaintiff's telephone
lines.
Defendant prom'sed plaintiff that the system was
an improved one, which would give rise to no trouble. In
so doing, it relied on the assurance of its vendor, the
Sprague company, and the peril of the fulfillment of such
assurances must lie with it.
But it is said that the injuries here occasioned are not
cognizable in the courts, even if the telephone company is
to be regarded as a private property owner in the enjoyment of the telephone franchise, and the case of Frazier v.
ait'hetn, 16 Ohio St. 614, is relied on in this connection.
That was a case between adjoining proprietors, where the
defendant dug a well on his premises and knowingly diverted percolating waters which made a spring on the
plaintiff's premises, and dried the spring.
This was held
to be damnitin absque injima.
There is no parallel between that case and the one before us. There the spring
owner had no ownership in the percolating waters until they
appea'ed on his property, and the injury he suffered arose
simply from his neighbor making his own that to which,
while it was on his premises, he was lawfully entitled.
In
the case at bar. the disturbances, in their two-fold origin,
present slightly different circumstances, but call for the
application of the same principle.
The earth leakage
arises from the defendants pouring electricity into the
earth, which, following a course as natural for it as the
seeking of a lower level is for water, comes upon the
premises of plaintiff's subscribers, and by getting upon the
wires cf the telephone, does harm.
The plaintiff, by contract with its subscribers,
has a right to have its wire
where it is, and, for the purposes of this discussion, has
exactly the same right to object to the presence of electricity on his premises caused by defendant and resulting
It is imposin damage, as would the subscriber himself.
sible to distinguish such an injury in principle from the
case of one discharging filthy waters into the ground so
that it shall percolate into another's premises and there do
damage, or of one's causing smoke and cinders to be constantly thrown into one's windows and injuring one's enjoyment of one's property. These are all examples of
nuisances which have been held to give a right of redress.

ley system

—(Ballard

V.

Tomlinson, 29

Gardiner, 45 Ohio

In Reinhardt

v.

Ch.

D.

115,

Ry.

considering the case at bar, first, because there are no
substantial disturbances shown, other than those caused
by defendant, and second, because the case itself is not
sound authority. (See Crump v. Lambert, 3 Eq, Cas.
414, Crosky v. Lightowler, 2 Ch. ^78. Walter v. Selfe, 4
De Gex & S, 315.) In the last case, the court said that
because one man was maintaining a nuisance against the
plaintiff, was no reason why defendant should
set up an
additional nuisance.
find, then, that defendant is inflicting a legal injur>'
upon the plaintiff in the nature of a nuisance from which
has already arisen loss, and which must inevitably cause
loss in the future, constantly recurring.
It is said that the
damage is not irreparable, because the plainriff can expend money and avoid it, and, in the same way, can arrive
at its exact loss, and that, therefore, its remedy is not by
injunction, but at law.
Neither of these claims can be
sustained.
The most frequent exercise by a court of
equity of the power of injunction, is to prevent the continual recurrence of injuries from nuisance.
The ground is
that the plaintiff should not be put to a multiplicity of
suits and endless litigation.
To say that in order to entitle a man to obtain an
injunction against such an injur}'.
that he should not be able, by the expenditure of even vast
amounts, to avoid the injury, is to say that no injunctions
can ever issue for such a cause. The point is that he is
not obliged to e.xpend money to protect himself when a
neighbor injures him, but he may appeal to the courts;
and when upon the law side, he finds that the remedy
there afforded is inadequate because of the necessity for
bringing a separate suit for each injury, he may fairly say
that by appeals to legal tribunals, he can not repair his
damage, and therefore his loss will be irreparable. As to
the ascertainment of damages, it is by no means true that
in each suit the entire cost of introducing a metallic circuit or a McCluer device would be the measure of damages
for this sort of interference, and the very reason for goirg
into a court of equity, is to get into a forum where all the
injuries can be considered together.
The authorities are overwhelming that for such injuries
as those arising at the bar the proper remedy is by injunction.
(Imperial Gas Co., v. Broadbent, 7 H. L. C. 6ot.
Ciump V. Lambert, L. R. 3. Eq. Cases, 409. Crawford
V. Rambo, 44
Ohio St. 2S7. Attornej--General v. Cambridge Consumers's Gas Co., 4 Ch. App. 7'.
Gas Co. v.
Vestry, 15 Q. B. D. i. Cook v. Forbes, L.
5 Eq. Cas.

We

R

166.)

The order of the court will therefore be that the defendant be enjoined perpetually from the use of the system of
electric railway propulsion as now operated by them, or any
other which will occasion similar disturbances to those now
caused by defendant's single trolley systtm.
The order
of injunction will not take effect until six months from
this day, with leave for the defendant to apply to the court
hereafter for further time, if necessary, in a bona fide effort to make the necesary changes
The costs of the action must be paid by the defendant.
Decree accordingly.

Co. v.

St. 309.)

Mentasti,

42

Ch. D. 6S5, it was held
a pastry cook, to put

New York

to be a nuisance for the defendant,

which adjoined a room of the
plaintiff long used as a wine cellar, a stove so large that,
,when it was being used, it heated the wine cellar, and
in a

room

made

it

in his

house,

useless for that purpose.

In Attorney-General v. Gas Co., 7, Ch. D. 217, the creation of noisome gases was held a nuisance.
How can injury from electricity be distinguished from an injury by
water, gas, smoke or heat? The term nuisance signifies
anything that causes hurt, inconvenience, annoyance, or
damages. Columbus Gas Co. v. Freeland. 12 Ohio St.
392-

As was said in Reinhardt v. Mentasti 42 Ch. D. 685,
"The principle governing the jurisdiction of the court in
cases of nuisance does not depend on the question whether
the defendant is using his o «n reasonably or otherwise.
The question is, does he injure his neighbors?"
The disturbance by induction is of similar character, except that the force is applied from one wire to the other
through the air instead of the earth. If, as we have found,
defendant is not entitled to interfere with plaintiff's enjoyment of the telephone franchise, here is a direct act of
I presume that, if one man arranges a set
interference.
of mirrors, with reference to the sun, so as to concentrate
burns and
its rays upon his neighbor's poperty, and so
damages that property, no question would be made of his
liability.
What difference can there be between such a
case and the inducing of a damaging current on plaintiff's
wires? The way in which the force acts may not be as
well understood in the case of the mirrors and the rays as
in that of electric induction, but the fact of the cause and
The contention by the dethe result is quite as clear.
fendant that the plaintiff, in resisting injury which reaches
it through the medium of the earth and the air, where the
defendant is the known moving cause of such injury, is
making a claim to the exclusive use of the earth, is misleading, unt 1 it is examined, when it becomes apparent
that the same claim might be made as to percolating
The
waters, as to heat, as to smoke, and as to odors.
fact is, nuisances are generally injuries arising from a
cause which is not in contact with the property injured,
and which must have come through the medium of the
earth or air, or the waters under the earth.
Then it is said no claim can arise for disturbances
by the defendant, because there are similar disturbances
from other causes, for which the defendant is not responsible, and Wood v. SutcHff, 2 Simons N. S. 163, is cited
upon this point. That was a case where the injury sought
to be enjoined was the pollution of a stream from which
plaintiff had in time past, drawn water for his business.
One of the reasons given by the vice-chancellor for refusing the injunction was that others than the defendant were
The real basis of the decision was
polluting the stream.
the laches of the defendant in asserting its right, for he
had provided a new supply of water, and had not used the
This case presented no difficulty in
river for some time.

Electrical Society.

Webb

lectured before the New York
on the 12th inst.. on '"Puck's Girdle
the Earth."
In opening his lecture Mr. Webb said
that the subject of submarine telegraph} was one of such
wide scope that it could be only incompletely trea'ed in one
evening.
In point of fact, an entire lecture m'ght well be
devoted to the consideration of the manufacture of cables,
another to their submersion, a third to repairing, a fourth
to operation, a fifth to testing, and even then the subject

Herbert Laws

Electrical society

Round

would by no means be exhausted.

The construction of the conductor was first described. It
consists of a strand of seven copper wires, weigh'ng 106
pounds per nautical mile, the center wire being passed
through a compound before stranding the outer wires
round it. The dielectric consists of at least three coatings
of gutta percha; between the conductor and the first coating, and between the successive coatings, which are to adhere perfectly to each other,

is applied a layer of ChatterThe dialectric weighs 140 pounds per
ton's compound.
mile.
The cable, called in this stage "core," is coiled on
reels in mile lengths, weighed and tested, before being
passed for the application of the outer protection.
The
electrical conditions required are as follows:
The conductor resistance is not to exceed 12 ohms per nautical mile at
75' Fahr.
The electrostatic capac'ty is not to exceed .37

microfarads per nautical mile at the same temperature; the
dielectric resistance after one minute's electrification is not
to be less than 250 megohms per nautical mile at 75" Fahr.
The outer protection is as follows: The deep sea type is
served with tarred jute, put on wet, and sheathed or armored with fifteen No. 13 B. W. G. steel or homogeneous
galvanized iron wires.
Outside the armoring goes a layer
of Russian hemp impregnated with tar or compound, and
finally an enve'ope of tape soaked in compoun'', two ta_ es
This makes a pietty
being put on in reverse directions.
good cable, strong and light. The weight wet in air is if
tons per knot, and the breaking strain 5^ tons, the specific
The "light
gravity compared with sea water being 2.5.
intermediate," "a heavy intermediate" and "shore end"'
The speaker also gave a detypes were then described.
scription of the heavier type of shore end cable with double
armoring weighing up to twenty tons per knot, which is
used for very rocky ground. The completed cable is coiled
into large store tanks, and is frequently tested up to the
The capatime of its submersion and placing in service.
bilities of principal cable ships, the "Dacia," the "Scotia,"
the "Faraday," and the "Silvertown'' were next passed unOn the expedition for the laying of the Cender review.
tral & South American company's system of cables stretching from Lima, Peru, to Saiina Cruz on the coast of Mexico; the Silvertown cairied 2.370 knots of cable, weighing
4,881 tons, and the entire length was shipped in twentytwo days, or at the rate of over 100 knots per day, the
greatest length coiled on board in twelve hours being 65
In the laying of thecaknots, nearly si knots an hour.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

us
speed of pa>ing out olten reachciJ 9 knots an
hour, an unusually high figure, due chiclly to the ease with
which coiis of such large diameter unwind.
The ship's company of a cable steamer is a considerable
one, seldom numbering, on a ship of about 2.0C0 tons, less
ihnn 140 otTicers and men.
The engineer-in-thief is the
principal Hgure, as he has entire charge of the wliole expedition.
He is supposed 10 know the whole business thoroughly.
He must be able to navigate the ship, take charge
of the paying-out or pi\.'king-up gear, localize a fault in the
cable from the testing room, ht up a telegraph cftice, and,
if necessary, send or receive the message
himself.
Then
ccn-cs thecaptain and the usual ship's olTicers and engineers.
The cable staff consists of engineers and electricians.
The engineers look after the mechanical part of the
work, and the electricians keep a close watch on the electrical conditions of the cable.
Besides these, who are all
"officers," there are trained jointers, whose special duty it
is to make the electrical joints in
the cable, and a large
number of cable hands and foremen, together with the
usual crew of liremen and sailors.
.Vs a general rule, too,
the interests of the government or company for which the
cable is being laid are watched over by one or more special
representatives, who scmtini/e every operation with the ut-

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

bles, the

most minuteness.

A description of the various sounding instruments was
given by the lecturer, who illustrated the importance of a
thorough survey of the ground before the submersion of
a cable by an account of soundings made by the Dacia between Cadiz, Spain and Canary Islands \n 1SS3. Several
banks were encountered where deep water was believed to
exist.
One of these banks nearly escaped notice, as the
soundings were just then being made at long intervals; but
a suspicious shoaling was noted on comparing one sounding with the previous one, and a little further on deeper
water was found.
The ship was put back, stopping to
sound every few miles. The depth decreased very rapidly
and excitement ran high when the sinker finally found bottom at OS fathoms. They bod found a submarine mountain, raising its crest to within a few hundred feet of the
surface, rising precipitously from a depth of nearly 2,000
fathoms. This bank was exactly on the proposed course
of the cable, to the existence of which it would have proved
fatal had the intended
line been
followed.
Three days
were spent in surveying and determining the limits of the
bank, which is now marked on the admiralty charts as
"Dacia Bank." The cable steamer Seine found a similar
bank in the same part of the Atlantic some years previously, but she did not find it by sounding.
She was
laying a cable from Madeira to Lisbon, and discovered the
existence of the bank when laying the cable right across it.
The cable festooned and broke and something wrong was
naturally suspected on board the Seine.
When making
the repairs soundings were taken, and a shoal, now known
as the 'Seine IJank" was discovered.
The first shore end of a cable is genera'Iy laid a few
miles out to sea and the cable cut and buoyed.
The ship
then makes for the other terminus of the line, lands the
shore end there, and starts paying put toward the buoy
on the first end.
The modus operandi of these operations, with all their
intermediate steps was detailed by Mr. West, in a very interesting manner.
The duties of the electrician
tests are very responsible, and

who makes

the continuity
frequently the source of

consideiable anxiety.
Kor exchanging messages between
^hip and shore, if the cable is a short one, a double current Morse instrument is used, but with longer cables the
mirror is employed.
During the laying of the tinal seclion of one of the Central and South American cables, as
the electrical staff had been much reduced in numbers
owing to necessity of detailing some of them for extra
shore work, the secretary of the expedition was pressed
into service to do a little "spot watching" in the ship's
testing room.
Paying out was being carried on at a pretty high speed and a slight accident happened in the tank,
a couple of turns coming up together and fouling a lantern
at the side of the tank.
The turns, however freed before
reaching the machinery, and it was hoped that no damage
had been done to the cable. The newly-recruited tlectrician, who felt the responsibility of his position very
keenly, was particularly cautioned by the engineer in charge
to keep a very careful watch, and to advise him without a
moment's delay if the least unsteadiness in the spot manifested itself, as it was feared the slight accident might have
resulted in a fault. Ail went well for a short time. Suddenly the secretary came rushing out on deck with
the information that the spot was off the scale.
The ship was
promptly put to full speed astern, paying out was stopped,
and the cable was made fast, and all hands repaired to the

was found that the galvanometer
When it was refilled the spot re-appeared in its proper place, and the secretary never afterward failed to see that his lamp was properly trimmed.
Mr. Webb closed his lecture by some remarks on repairing, which he said is the most thankless and difficult part
of a cable engineer's work.
Landing shore-ends and paying-out are m^sre pastimes compared with repairing in deep
water.
There is a considerrble element of luck in it too.
Sometimes the cable is hooked at the first drag, and at
others wear)- weeks are spent dragging to and fro over the
line of the cable, without ever getting a bite.
These long
dela)s sometimes render repairs immensely expensive.
where
lamp had gone out.

testing room,

it

Some

repairs to one of the Atlantic cables not many years
ago cost over $4tX), coo. The ship was out for weeks on
the Atlantic, and had to put back to port for coal without

having accomplished anything.
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endeavored to adjust difTerences and come to some understanding but just as the public was expecting something,

another injunction was obtained, the case must be argued

and the

remain

city roust

The Standard

darkness.

in

Subway company, which

Electrical

the West-

represents

company obtained

the following orders during January for central station plants: Alternating current apparatus, Jacksonville, 111., 750; Allentown, Pa., 1,500; Klmira, N. V., 750; Red Oak, la., 750;
Gouverneur, N. Y., 750; Uxbridge. Mass., 750; London,
J^ng-i 15,000; Sacramento, 1,500; Hampton. Va., 750.
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electrical expert.

evidently

the lord high executioner.

in

electric lighting of the

by the isolated Edison plant

Museum

Metropolitan

very few days the grand collection of the famous
will

show

forth in a splendor that

of Art

completed and

nearly

is

in a

masters

was never dreamed of

by their creators.

Mr. Jenks, assistant to Major Eiton, counsel for the
Edison Electric Light company, gave a very interesting lecture with the use of

section of

the

The

Altoona.

the stereopticon before

employes of

company

railroad

the electrical

the Pennsylvania

railroad at

has built a handsome

inghouse interests expected to

club house, with a large library and other interesting fea-

tract for the construction of the

tures for the

receive the award of consubway but the temporary
injunction obtained by the Manhattan Electrical company
restraining the Board of Electrical Control from awarding
the contract to the Standard company, must have a hearing before further action can be taken.
The mayor said
that it was not his intention to make the contract exclusive,
but the right to build extra subways could be granted at
any time.
The legislature is at work in the direction of turying

the wires and Senator Erwin's

Senate committee met

Saturday to examine witnesses.

companies there were present
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D. Cravath,
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In the interests of various

electric
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will be taken on the question of regulating high
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testimony
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tension alternating current.
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electric lighting
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head wires with the subways,
their lines.
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rendered

recently
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in a

patent case of long standing, occurred Wednesday.
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Johnson, whose headquarters were at the John Stevenson
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important electrical

was passed early in the
week provided for placing the electric railroads under the
same protection as other roads, making it a felony to tamper with the wires, tracks or fixtures.
The second measure was a telephone bill introduced by Assemblyman
bills
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Clarke.
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his interesting lecture.

the sound steamer, "The City of
Worcester, "it has been decided to place large electric search

Since the stranding of

lights

on

all
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Sound steamers, making

possible to dis-

it

tinguish objects at a distance of half a mile.
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urer;

Metropolitan Telephone

officers of the

company, recently

Charles

elected, are:

Telegraph

^V

E. Cutler, presi-

John H Cahill. secretary; William R. Druier, treasJoseph Kavanagh, assistant treasurer; William T.

Benchelle, assistant secretary; S. T. Guerry, auditor;
William H. Eckert, general manager.
A dinner was given E. O. Madden of the Empire City

company

Electric

Hoffman House before

at the

The

parture for Europe.

tables were

his de-

trimmed

artistically

with smilax and cut flowers and in the center of the table,
was a fioral design of a ship with the motto, "Bon Voyage

O. M." II. L. Storke presided, and the following
named gentlemen were included in those who responded to
to E.

sentiments:
J. J.

W.

C.

Price, E. T, GilUland,

W.

Cooperstown; E. A. Leslie,
son, T.

S

Coggeshall Chamberlain.

Carter, B.

W. Toppan,

nck Lines, Chas.

Wheeler,

T.

D. Sargent, A.

D.

P. Bruch,

Killecutt, G.

celebrated

Brady,
Patter-

IT.

L.

Austin,

44th

birthday anni-

the

Edison Phono-

his

The employes

versary recently.

S.

P.

F. B. Crocker, F. C. Timpson, Frede-

W. L Candee.
Thomas A. Edison

of

graph works

in honor of the occasion decide 1 to make for
him the most perfect phonograph possible. They have
been working on the machine for the last two months.

Every part of the instrument capable of
gold and

silver,

and the parts are
Attached

possible limit.

machine

to the

is

it

plated with

finished to the utmo.st
is

a water-motor

of improved constiuction that has been one of the recfent

triumphs of the great inventor, and that runs the machine
steadily

and noiselessly with a minimum consumption

water.

The

case

of rare

is

inlaid

of painstaking workmanship.

It

woods, and

was placed

is

c

f

a marvel

in the library

during Mr. Edison's temporary absence, and was accompanied by a suitable note requesting him to accept it from
the

employes of the works.

The members

New

York Electrical society reby Herbert Laws Webb on
"Puck's Girdle around the Earth." The lecture was a
thoroughly practical explanation of the construction and
laying of ocean cables, and will form a valuable addition to
the literature on that subject.
W. 11. T.
of

the

to a lecture

cently listened

Indianapolis, Ind.

also

of not less than

Special

exemption law.

entertainment and

Altoona.

ployes at

made

is

violator

$50 nor more than $500
One-half the amount to be paid to the
for each otTense.
slate and the remainder to the county where the offense is
liable in the

tation

Electric

elec-

They have

Electrical Control.

quirement that any of these persons shall accept the

The Weslinghouse

is

an

is

confidence

little

The

problem of

week

p.ist

one who

find

has

1890

i,

medi-

shall try to

Indianapolis, Feb.
tric

20.

—The Edwards

Railroad Elec-

Light company of Indianapolis has been incorporated,

stock of $1,500,000 in fioo shares.
The
Edgar A. Edwards, Charles G. Jenner, Charles L. Doughty and W. N. Gray of Cincinnati, and Walter
T. Cox of Indianapolis.
The object of the company's

with a

capital

directors are

formation

is

the manufacture of dynamo-electric machines,

arc and incandescent lamps, electric

locomotive headlight

apparatus and machinery for lighting cars.

Manager Schaffer

of

plete for

the

Illinois street

com-

all

has been selected as the

The

to be equipped.

line

Base Ball park and Crown

The

first

to run from the

is

station to Fairview park, a

the route.

Street Railway

Citizens'

arrangements were now combeginning work on an electric street railway line.

pany, said recently that

thoroughfare

Union railway

distance of six miles.

The

cemetery are included in

IIIIl

contract has been completed with the

Thom-

son-Houston Electric company. The company intends to
put on 10 motor cars at the start, each equipped with two
15 horse power motors.

It

is

able to haul two additional cars

mental iron poles

will

expected each car
in

be erected

in the

railway station, to

street car stables near

make room

be

center of the street

between the tracks to carry the overhead conductors.

work of tearing down the old

will

case of necessity. Orna-

for

the

The
Union

power house, 100

begun soon. Two generators of 80
horse power each, a 250 horse power engine, and 500 horse
feet square, will be

March
power

i,

doubtedly

the Armourdale Electric road almost completely demoral-

un-

ized the telephone

other lines will be equipped with the elec-

we took measures

If

will,

New iron

first.

for track

proves successful, and

line

this

it

M.

system.

exchange

Kansas City, Feb.
a letter from

J. S.

the business

men

22.

Mo.

City,

— Major Davenport

has received

Deckle of Cleveland. O., stating thai
of that city were actively engaged in an

for information.

The first of this year in the two Kansas Cities, there
were 2,580 telephones, almost 100 more than a year ago.
Sixty operators are employed in the central ofiice.
A movement similar to the one in Cleveland is afoot in
There are

nothing definite has been done.

complaints that the ratei are

but the charge

e.\:orbitant,

who

denied by the telephone companies,

claim

is

the rates

if

are reduced, they cannot afford to continue in business.

The

rates

Kansas City are the same

in

business

for

The charge is $72 a year for each
houses and residences.
telephone within three-quarters of a mile of the central office.
Outside of this radius there is a charge of $6 for every addiThe

tional quarter of a mile.

fire

The Vine

to find a remedy.

lines

Our plan of avoiding trouble

a redaction in telephonic rates, and asking

effort to secure

in that part of the ci"y, until

street line

department telephones

and wires are kept up by the telephone company free of
The manager's ofiice and three police stations are
charge.

turn wire, and
lines with a

is

to make any difference.
known as the common re-

formed by connecting the ends of

is

common

the

all

wire instead of completing the circuit

This has been done
Armourdale line, and in our Topeka and
St. Joseph exchanges with fairly good success, and affords
A perfect remedy would
a partial remedy for the difficulty.

by running the wire into the ground.
rn the case of the

be a double insulated wire connecting the central exchange

The Thomson- Houston system

with each telephone.

both single and double trolley wires, and where the
is

used no

mon

difficulty is

come

finally

experienced, and

into general use.

return wire answers

In

I believe,

uses
latter

they will

the meantime the

the purpose to a certain

com-

extent,

and where the roads have interfered with our lines, which were
on the ground first, they have stood the expense of the
wire.

I

think the matter in every case will be settled ami-

cably as faras our

company

is

The new North-

concerned.

common

east Electric road has provided for the

vance of beginning operations, and

I

wire in ad-

believe a spirit of

fairness willl control all the matters of this kind

up

in connection with our

that

company."

come
P.

supplied with telephonic communication without cost.

company here

Instead of a reduction, the
increasing the

except

rates,

THE ELECTRIC

talking of

is

telephones in

for

The Fernandina,

branch of the United States Military Telegraph corps last
week, Day K. Smith was elected president, J. D. Cruise,
vice-president and D. A.Williams, secretary and treasurer.

J

is

the old staff of

Kansas City

officers,

except the vice-president.

W. H. Wooding.

Cruise succeeds

The members
the

of the Old Timers' association have joined

and they now

Electrical society,

The

that organization.

act with

national meetings of both these

week of
At the meeting, the entertainment and
reception of the delegates to that convention was discussed.
During the meeting letters were read from Senator Cockrell and Congressman Tarsney in reference to a bill to be
organizations will be held in this city during the

September

S.

for propar recognition of the

introduced in Congress

graphers

who were in

good

authority, will be called

quo

ii'ai-7-anto

Electric Light

and wires

is

it

upon

it

Is

upon

stated

day or two to

in a

in-

proceedings against the Kansas City

company

what authority
poles

tele-

the federal service during the war.

Attorney General Kellogg of Kansas,

stitute

to

compel the company

to

show by

privilege of placing

the

exercising

in the streets of

Kansas

City,

Kan.

This

action will probably be taken in view of the recent defeat
in the district court of the city, on
tion of the

its

demurrer to the

Kansas City Electric Light company,

peti-

for

an

commissioners from

order to perpetually enjoin the street

removing the company's poles and wires from the

streets.

Councilman Phelps has received a call from a representative of a company having a new electrical invention which
Mr. Phelps in speakit desires to introduce in this city.
" The gentleman called upon me
ing of the matter, said:
to see about obtaining a franchise from the council, allow-

An

A number of

Work must begin

met

at the

last

within sixty days after the grading

pleted on South Troost avenue.

That

week.

is

com"

be finished before

will

week. Already $21,500 worth of stock has
been subscribed. The road could be finished by July i, just
The entire
in time to meet the heavy summer patronage.
cost of constructing the five and one -half miles and the

The

line will

be

double track in Brush Creek, and from there on single track
The meeting resulted in the appointment
with turnouts.
of two canvassing committees to visit the property holders

and get further subscriptions. The plan is to put the entire stock, $100,000, in the hands of the property holders
along the line; the committee are: First W. N. Sloan and
P. E. Hatch; second
W. S. Woods and H. M, Meri-

—

—

The street railway
government worth about $200,000.
company was also sold to Eastern capitalists at a price
supposed to be in the neighborhood of $225,000."
Capital Electric company has purchased the NashTenn., Lighting & Power company plant and franfor
chises
$60,000 and will, it is stated, increase the capital stock' from $75,ooo_to 8200,000 to make proposed improvements and furnish working capital. It contemplates,
erecting a building iSoxioo feet, and boiler
it is said,
house 50x120 feet, and equipping with two 1,500-horse
power Corliss engines and about 24 dynamos, also genera-

The

ville,

and motors, increasing the capacity of the combined
plants from 200 arc to 600 arc lights and 3,000 incandestors

cent to 6,003.
Electric lighting on the Pacific coast has progressed
rapidly during the last year. The Thomson-Houston Electric company installed eleven alternating plants with a capacity of of 6,900 lamps in California and Nevada, seven
direct incandescent plants aggregating 1.930 lights and
One electric railway
nine arc plants operating 445 lights.

was also installed by this company. The Edison company
also had a prosperous ytar, for its report shows that sixteen central stations were established on the coast with a
capacity of 11,94.5 lamps. Twenty-four isolated plants
were also installed. The combined capacity of these plants
is

6,6go lamps.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
electric street railway is

The San Jose & Santa

Considerable

comment has been caused here by

cision of the Cincinnati court in the

case by which the railroad

W.W.

singletrolley system.
&:

is

.

the d'-

telephone-electric rail-

enjoinedfrom using the

Smith, general manager of the

Kansas Telephone company,

experienced the same

difficulty that

has

says:

"We

have

been complained

of in every place where the telephones and electric railways

we have

have been contiguous.

In St Joseph and Topeka

had especial trouble, for

in these places the electric railways

are very complete.

In Kansas City

the construction

the company's statement,

operation about March

contemplated

at

of

amounted

ro $600,000.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The

question of establishing a postal telegraph under
governmental control came up before a congressional committee last week in a modified form.
Post master- General
Wanamaker argued in favor of the establishment of a
limited postal telegraph.
Dr. Norvin Green, the president
of the Western Union Telegraph company, and Mr.
Chandler, the president of the Postal Telegraph company,
had been invited to attend the meeting, but neither of them
was present. Mr. Wanamaker said he asked the support
of the committee in favor of a short bill investing the postmaster-general with authority to enter into a contract with
responsible persons to connect a certain number of postoffices with each other by telegraph, bv leasing wires and
instruments to be operated by postoffice employes.
He
was not proposing he said, that the government should
purchase or build a telegraph line, nor the appropriation of
a large sum from the treasury, nor the creating of a new
body of employes, but simply the utilization of the office
buildings, clerks, and carriers now in use, and by convenience and economy of service greatly to accommodate the
public in a business that should not be divorced from the
postoffice, as it was nothing more or less than the carrying
of messages.
He said he proposed a union of post and
telegraph on a basis that, in his judgment, would not interfere to any appreciable extent with any existing rights, but
that would offer incalculable service to classes not now enjoying the use of the telegraph to any large degree.
He
asked that he be directed to negotiate for and secure a set
of leased wires, such as the great newspapers have from
city to city, or brokers and bankers have connecting their
offices in the different cities, so that "the common people"
might communicate through their business offices (the
postoffices) from city to city, or by messages dropped in
the mail boxes.
The postmaster-general believed Lis proposed scheme would not conflict with the business of the
Western Union or Postal companies, but would create a
new line of business such as was established in Great
Britain, where 50 per cent, of the telegrams handled are of
a social character against 5 per cent, in th's coun ry. At
a second meeting of the committee the postmaster-gen
eral continued his argument in favor of the government
assuming control of the telegraph lines, though at first the
service be but limited.
Mr. Chandler gave an account of
the extent of the system of the Postal Telegraph company
and the relations of his company with the Western Union.
These relations are mutually protective, but would not prevent his company from entering into a contract with the
government for postal telegraph service.
He was entirely
opposed to the establishment of telegraph lines owned by
the government, for that would seriously injure if not destroy millions of dollars invested in the property of his

company.

Personal Mention.
Charles

W. McDaniels

phone company, Kansas

of the Missouri
City,

was

in

& Kansas

Chicago

last

Teleweek.

W. H. Van Sickel, manager Edison Gas, Light &: Power
company of Sault Ste Marie, Mich., was in town last week.
Thomas Evershed, a distinguished engineer, died at Rr Chester, N. Y., last week aged 73 years. The deceased at the
time of his death occupied the position of division engineer
of the western division of the Erie canal.
He was one of
the most prominent men in his profession, and in iSSr was
candidate for the office of state surveyor, receiving a highly flattering vote.
Among the numerous projects with
which he has been identified, none occupied more of his attention than his efforts to solve the problem of utilizing the
power of Niagara. He was interested in a company which
was formed with a view to establishing ai electric power
station at the falls, and was personally interested in the
preparation of the plans and specifications for this undertaking.
As he was an enthusiastic believer in this project,
his death will undoubtedly be a set back to tlie company.

Jackson, Ga.

Business Mention.

Clara Electric railroad will be in

i.

Bunnell & Co., of New York, have taken the sole
agency for the Burnley dry battery for this country, and are
meeting with considerable success in presenting it to the
J. PI.

The Los Angeles electric road has been purchased by
Topeka, Kan., capitalists.
The Oakland &
will

Berkeley, Cal., Rapid

soon begin the construction of an

Transit

company

electric road.

The

Fairhaven, Wash., Electric Railway company has
been formed to construct a road through Fairhaven, Bell-

ingham, Sehome and Whatcom.

The Sprague

Electric

Equipment company

of

Chicago,

has installed an electric railway plant at Sioux City, la.,
and fifteen cars will soon be in operation. J. Marshall Atkinson superintended the construction.
Rochester, N. Y., capitalists bou^^ht the franchise for
valuable railroad lines at Buffalo last week, and will introduce an electric line. The success of the Rochester investors proved a bitter pill to Buffalonians.
City Street Railway company of Milwaukee,
which recently secured a franchise from the council to
transfer its plant into an electric line, has been offered
$778,200 by a Philadelphia syndicate, the capital stock beThe line has not been a paying investment
ing S5iS,ooo.
as operated bv horses, but the permission to change it into
an electric system increased its value, and it is now considered a first-class investment.

The Cream

weather.

Missouri

negotiations are

A

this time next

equipment, would not exceed ^85,000.

and

in progress looking to that end.

An

Midland hotel

Montezuma, Ga.,

plant.

among the probable

"The Evansville, Ind., Gas &
press dispatch says:
Electric Light company's plants have been sold to the
Standard Oil company and Jenney Electric Light company
The capital stock of the company is S600,for $700,000.
000.
With the sale goes a six- year contract with the city

persons interested in the Kansas City Subur-

Electric railway

at

& Power company

its

Cordelia, Ga., has decided to erect an incandescent plant
and the contract has been awarded the United Edison
Manufacturing company of New York.

"

denominated the "talking telegraph.'

way

Light

electric light plant for the city is

improvements

now

ing the company he represents the right to erect poles and
string wires along the streets for the putting in of what he

ban

Fla., Electric

has decided to inerease the capacity of

At the adjourned annual meeiing of the Kansas City

D

LIGHT.

private

houses.

This

1 per cent, on its gross receipts for fifteen years, and 2 per
cent, after that time.
The receipts la' t year, according to

does not interfere with any telephones, because there are

few near enough to the

Kansas

this city, but

159

has

boiler will be put in at

been ordered.

tric

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

The common council of Rochester, N. Y., has granted
the petition of the street railroad company extending the
franchise of the corporation and granting permission to
establish the overhead electrical system of propulsion in
The company agrees to pay to the city
place of horses.
.

public.

The Knapp Electrical Works, Chicago, has been shipThis house
ping large orders of telegraph instruments.
has also had a large run on its annunciators for hotels and
residences.

The Western

Eiiginee}' oi Si. Louis, devoted to the

in-

steam and hydraulic engineering presents a creditable appearance, and will undoubtedly meet
terests of mechanical,

with favor in

its field.

The Triumph Compound Engine company
sold to Gen. Andrew Hickenlooper, president
cinnati Gas, Light

& Coke compan)^ two

engines for use in the

new

has recently
of the Cin250 horse power

station.

The progress which the Interior Conduit
company of New York is making, shows the

iS:

Insulation

interest that is

everywhere felt in this most important branch. Recently,
on invitation of President Johnson, electrical experts from
all the large cities in the countrj' witnessed a test at the
Bergman company's factory, and ail expressed themselves
not only satisfied but surprised at the progress that has
been made so recently by this company. Mayor Hart of
Many aldermen and
Boston was an interested spectator.
members of the city council of that city, together with the
Fire Marshal
following named gentlemen, were present:
Whitcomb. Superintendent of Fire Alarm Flanders. Dustin Killecutt, inspector of the Boston Board of Fire UnderAfter the test had been completed Mr. Johnson
writers.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

I40
in\ited the visitors to a lunch at the liolTman

House, where

the system was thoroughly discussed and acknowledged an
I'rof. Barker of the
excellent move in th- right direction.
t'niversity of rcnnsyUania, Mr. Murphy of the lire commission of Boston, \Vm. II. Sayward, president of the
Builders' Association of Boston. F. \V. Whiting, secretary
of the Philadelphia Board of L'ndcrwTilers, Mr. Hastings
of the Edison Electric Light company, Col. Parker of the
Boston Common Council. Mayor Newhall of Lynn. Mass..
and P. H. Alexander of the Sawyer-Man company, expressed their approval of the steps that were being taken
to insure fire-proof insulation and expressed their belief in

work of the Conduii company thus far. Mr. Johnson
while in Chicago last week expressed himself as thoroughly
the

com

convinced of the appreciation of the electric light
panics, as
etc.

He

it

would insure them against

believes the prospects of

from

liability

company

the

fire-

excellent.

Electric Patents.
Issued Fibruary

and

1 1

18, 1S90.

Oliver S. Hall, Marion.

Electric Body- Battery.
420,936
Iowa.

Samuel E.
Movement.
Electro- Mechanical
420,9:4Nutting. Chicago. III.
The object of the invention is to make an electromechanical movement that will be proportioned at all
limes and under all circumstances to the quantity
of the electric current. var}'lng with ever)' variation in
the quantity of such current.
Electro-Mechanical
420,9^5.
Nutting, Chicago, 111.

Movement.

E'ectric Vote Indicator
William H.
lative Bodies.

420,961.

Samuel

E.

and Recorder

for Legis-

Robinson,

Rochester,

N. V.

The

sixth claim is given:
record-sheet for an electro-chemical recorder
having a serie* of names printed thereon, and pro
vided with spaces opposite said names, said spaces
being saturated with a material which will discolor under electric transmission."

"A

York,

N. V.

George

Lightning-Arrester.

420,934.

G.

Fre-

Bayne,

mont, Neb.

Telephone Transmitter and

421,006.

W.

Hosea

Receiver.

Libby, Boston, Mass.

421,011.

Attachment

for

George F. New-

Telephones.

land. Detroit, Mich.

Regulator for

421.04S.

Edward Heymiann

Dynamos.

and Frank W. Heymann, Boston, Mass.
Thcrmo-Electric Resistance Regulator. Samuel
421.053E. Nutting. Chicago, IllClaim four reads as follows;
The combination of an electric circuit, a spring
coilable or uncoilable by the agency of heat, a resistance coil, and a current conductor conn'^cted to the
spring and conveying a current of electricity to the resistance coil and moved to different positions on the
coil as the spring is coiled or uncoiled."
'

Art of Making Cores for Electro-Magnets.
421,067.
Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.
421,081.

Jacob F. Mehren, Chicago,

Galvanic Battery.

111.

421 o83. Conduit for Electric Cables.
Boston, Mass.
421,090.

Smarting Switch

for

W^illiam

Electric

P. Tyler,

Motors.

William

A. Anthony, Manchester. Conn.
421 114.

Electric Battery.

Telegraphic
421,214.
Huntsville, Ala.

Sounder.

George

Ernest M. G. Hewett.

New-

ion, Mass.

The

first

claim

for

is

given:

Safety Device for Electric Circuits.

Hermann

Lemp, Lynn, Mass.
421,179.

Cut-Out.

Everett

W.

Thermal Cut-Out.
York. N. Y.

421, iSo.

New
Everett W.
Little.

York, N, Y.
Little,

New

The invention consists, essentially, of a block of
material, into the ends of which coninsulating
ductors project and arc secured, the block being
provided with a spiral groove on its surface, in which
is placed the fusing strip connected in a peculiar manner from one conductor to the other.
421,18=:.

Electric

Soldering-iron.

Willard

M. Miner,

Piainfield.N. J.

Transmission of Power by Electricity. Edwin
W. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
Of the ten claims the second is given:
"The combination, with an alternating current elecsupplied from an
tric motor having its armature
alternating current circuit, of a continuous or direct
current electric motor having its armature on the same
shaft with the armature of said alternating current
motor."

421,193.

Motor for Electric Regulating Apparatus. FriedRoss and Asmus Franzen, \'ienna, AustriaHungary.
Cut-Out for Incandescent Lamps. Elihu Thom421.207.
son, Lynn, Mass.

411,195.

rich

System of Distribution for Alternating Currents,
421.208.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Claim one reads:
"The combination, with the same constant potential
source, of a transformer whose secondary supplies a

The

"In a commutator, a segment or

plate having a
double bevel at its end, in combination with independent clamping-seals or bearings engaging, respectively,

Thermal Cut-Out. Philip Cardew, Chatham.
County of Kent, assignor to liernard Mervyn Drake
and John Marshall Gorham. Westminster, England.
Electrical Spray and Vapor Bath.
Nathaniel
421,254.
421.240.

Lyke, Williamsport, Pa.

Frank

B. Rae,

Overhead Trolley for Electric Railways.
421.305.
B. Rae, Detroit. Mich.

Frank

Trolley

421.304.

for Electric Railways.

Detroit, Mich.

Collecting-Contact for Electric

421,320
bert

Machines.

Al-

Schmid and Edward C. Means, Allegheny, Pa.

The

invention consists in applying a flexible contact band composed of a woven wire or "linked belt"
to the conductor or collector plates.

John F. Wollensak, Chicago, 111.
object of the invention is to close the electric
connecting with an alarm door-bell and cut off
same automatically as the door is opened or
Door-Alarm.

421.339.

The
circuit

closed.

Electric Compound Push.
John F. Wollensak,
421.340.
Chicago. Ill
Tne first c'aim follows:
"In electric pushes, the combination of a plate of
insulating material, binding-screws for holding the
ends of the circuit-wires arranged on the front of the
plate, and a face having buttons and springs holding
the buttons in place and adapted to be pressed into
position by the buttons to complete the circuit, and a
frame surrounding the plate and holding the face the
proper distance from the plate."
Electrical Communication.
James L. Cutler,
421,371.
Piketon.
The invention relates to the art of electrical communication by means of a series of signals or other
devices connected with and operated from a central
station; and its object is to provide mechanism whereby each of a series of visual, palpable, or audible
signals at various points on a main circuit may be
operated or called into action, or other work performed
from a central station without operating or calling into
action the signals or performing the work at other
points or stations on the same circuit.

James

Railway Telegraph.
421,394.
Ontario, Canada.
421,396.

Cut-out.

421,398.

Conduit

Griffin, Buffalo.

Gustav
for

A

S. Foley,

Frei, Boston,

Electric

Railways.

Toronto,

Mass.
Patrick

H.

N. Y.

invention consists in a metallic conduit for
conductors, having an inner lining composed of silicate of soda and sand attached to the
inner surface of the metallic body by means of prongs
on said inner surface.

electrical

Thomas H. Shipway and James
Annunciator
R. Dowdell, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Electro-Magnetic Valve-Controller.
John V.
421,449.
Stout, Kaston, Pa.

The apparatus embodying the invention is primarily
designed for the automatic regulation or control of
temperature in buildings or apartments, but may be
advantageously employed to regulate or control a valve
or like device in other connections, either in response
to the action of a thermostat or upon the completion
of the necessary electric circuit by a manually operated switch.
421,457.

Electric Belt.

Merian Wadleigh, Kansas City,

Mo.
invention consists in the combination, with an
railway car or vehicle, an electric motor carand a main conductor exterior to the
car, of one or more lamps connected in series circuits
with the main conductor and the motor, and a storage
batter}' carried by the car and having one pole connected to the main conductor, to be charged thereby,
and its other pole connected with the motor, the circuit of the said lamps being in multiple arc with the
said storage battery charged by a current from the
main conductor, and an electro-magnet connected to
the storage battery, and controlling a switch in the

The

obj

motor
421,464.

Electric Railway Car.

Robert C. Wirt, Boston,

Arc Light Carbon. Walter E. Adeney and
421,469.
Llewellyn Saunderson, Kingstown, County of Dublin,
Ireland.

The

of the four claims is as follows:
"i. The method of manufacturing electric arc carbons, which consists in mixing togetlier powdered gas
first

to obviate the neces-

is

field

magnets or armature

The second claim is appended:
"The combination with fixed

field magnets
two or
having
laminated polar
projections wound,
one or more, with armature
coils, of laminated magnellzible masses moving in a
plane perpendicular to the magnetic force between the
opposing laminated poles and successively closing the
magnetic circuit between successive pairs of poles."

wound

with

more

i

magnetizing

coils

of

fixed

opposing

pairs

I

Camera and Electrical Flash Light Attachment.
George E. Davis, Dubuque, Iowa.
Apparatus for Healing Water and Generating
Steam by Electricity. John C. Hubinger, Keokuk,

421,484.

421,49s.

Iowa.
The object of the invention is to heat water held or
contained in vessels and to generate the steam therefrom by the introduction and transmission of one or
more currents of electricity into and through greater
or less portions, columns, or sections of water to be
heated, causing currents in the water in consequence
of the colder portions rising to fill the phce of the
warmer, so that the entire mass of the water is brought
within the influence of electrical current and is rapidly

and uniformly heated and steam generated therefrom
Art of Heating Water aud Generating Steam
by Electricity. John C. Hubioger, Keokuk, Iowa.

421,499.

Annunciator.

Electrical

421,508.

Albert

Parks,

F.

Troy, N, Y.

Time Alarm.
Rhode Island.

A

Giorge

421,530.

Straight,

Kingston.

Switch for Systems of Electric Locomotion.
Frank Wheeler, Meriden, Conn.

421,535.

Electric Lock
William Grab, Jr
Toledo,
421,567.
Ohio.
The invention relates to locks, and has reference
to that class in which the nose-piece of the sliding
ball is pivoted and adapted to swing backward.
.

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
421,586.
gey, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mining

421,594,

William P. Kookc-

Moses A. Michales,

Machine.

Alle-

gheny, Pa.
421,630.

Lamp

Electric

Adapter.

James Stewart,

New

York, N. Y.

C

Erastus

Teleplione Switch.

421,636.

Titus, Catskill.

N. Y.

Machine

421 654.

W^ McNeal.

for

Turning Telegraph

William

Pins.

Stockton, N. J.

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
421,666.
Carpenter, New York, N Y.

Hiram

H

The

invention relates to an improvement in the art
making secondary battery electrodes which consists
forming a thin strong casing or support for the active material by submitting metal in a suitable mold to
a heavy pressure, whereby a casing or support of great
of
in

density and durability

is

obtained.

Claim two reads:
'Tn secondary or

electric storage batteries, an external case of inactive maiter having an insulating and
acid-resisting coating applied to its surface.''

John H, Cunning-

Support for Trolley Wires.

421,677.

ham, Chelsea, Mass.
Caibon for Arc Lamps.
421,733.

Edward

L.

Liedke,

Sand'isky, Ohio.
Electric Conductor.
42 ,781.
Hartford, Conn.

John A. Sloughton, East

This invention consists of a metallic wire

in

com-

bination with a series of mutually-articulated glass
cylinders, in closing the same.

Motor.

Electric
phia, Pa.

421.790.

Electric

421.791.

Philip

B.

Railway Signal.

Walsh, PhiladelWillie

C.

Walter,

Richmond, Va.
Ruel W. WhitMouth-Piece for Telephones.
ney and Byron K. Cowles, San Francisco, Cal.
Electric
Battery.
Charles
Willms
and Gustav
421.801.
A. Liebig, Jr., Baltimore. Md.

421.800.

Flexible Electric Connection.

421.802.

sak, Chicago,

John F. Wollen-

III.

John W. Davy, Pittsburg, Pa.
Leo Bock, Jr., New York,

421,819.

Insulator.

421.851.

Electrical Indicator.

N. Y.

The invention is designed to indicate in the office of
the building superintendent, the running and position
of the elevator in its shaft.
Thermostat.

421.852.

George F. Bulen, Tompkinsville,

N. V.

circuit.

Mass.

of the invention

proper, and also of thus obviating in certain classes
of machines both commutators and brushes.

electric

ried thereby,

'ct

sity of rotating either the

with the two inclines of said bevel."
Paul D. Cable, St.
Railway Electric Signal.
421.239.
Lojis, Mo.
Claim six reads as follows:
"In a signal for railways, the combination, with a
suitable circuit, including a distant signal and a local
relay, of a second circuit controlling said signal-circuit
and having a suitable relay and torpedo-signal whose
circuit is controlled by the above said relays, whereby
it will only be operated by a succeeding train after the
train has passed."

421,439.
421,177,

and heating it under mechanical pressure.''
Gas Engine. Harrison J. Baker, Chicago, III,
Dynamo-Electric Machine.
DeWlit B Brace.
421,479.
Lincoln, Neb.
421,473.

Dynamos, Motors, etc. George
H. Alton and William O. Wakefield, Lynn, Mass.

Commutator

421,222.

1S90

i,

coke, powdered coal, and an infusible or difficultly
fusible material, inserting the mixture in a mold, heating it under mechanical pressure, removing the carbon
pencil thus formed, immersing it in hot coal tar. and
healing it, then taking it from ihe coal tar and cleaning its surface, and again introducing it into a mold

W. White,

The

Switch-Board. William M. Stewart, Schenectady.

N. V.
42t,i69,

constant current circuit having electric lamps or o'.her
final energy users in series thereon, and a transformer
whose secondary supplies translating devices arranged
in multiple arc. the primaries of both said transformers
being supplied in multiple from the said source."

the

New

Charles Sorley,

Storage Battery.

420,975.

March

421.853.
len,

Automatic Fire-Alarm System.
Tompkinsville, N. Y.

George F. Bu-

Automatic Fire-Alarm Transmitter.
421.854.
Bulen, Tompkinsville, N. Y.

George F.

Hanging Device for Electric Lamps.
H. Layng, New York, N. Y.

421.864.
421,882.

\'isual

Annunciator

San Francisco, Cal.

for Call-Boxes.
-

William

Paul Seller,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

i,

1S90

Etoene

E.

PHttuPS, President.

W. H. Sawyer,

sec'y and Electrician.

AMEHICAU ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

FRANK
PRUCIPAL

I.

T.

BROWN,

EXAMER

S-PATEKTOFnCE, '-''-

0.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Bntterf ortli,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords,

Magnet Wire,

Eugene

John Carroll,

EUGENE

M\\

Brown I

FOR

and

ELGIN,

100

Electrical

ILL.,

^npply

NEW
20

SAI.E.

BERNSTEIX LAMPS,

Caudle.

6}^

Ampbbes.

Co.<

U.S.A.

J. C. O'DOJf KEL,!/, Sheldon, Iowa.

Sec'y. Treasurer.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXT COMPI^TE BET OF U. S.
TTTiKCImCAI. PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

o-

elephones and Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

York Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACBEBinAN, Agent.

F. Phtlups, President.

Hall,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO.
Patent AttomeyB.
2G-26HON0RE BUILDING,
CHICAGO,
Two complete sets ol U. S. Electrical Patents.

FARADAY CABLES.
New

Ute

ELECTRICITI,

"THE IDZSAIa XSNGINZ:.

(1.1S11TED.)
Office

Self Oiling.

and

Factory,f ^St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.
-

MASUFACTCKEES OP

Unequaled Regulation.

—

Simpliciiy,

Perfection.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

SBIfD

Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

FOR CATALOGUE.

Magnet Wire,

L.

IDE k SON, Manufactureis

SPRIWeFIEIiD,

FARADAY CABLES.
4C
Insulation

llili.

Chicago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street.

93

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Standard Electrical Test Instruments.
Ayrion and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Cardew Voltmeters.
'-9,

In a letter from thelNSPHCTOB of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of Marcli
Thorouglily Sellable and. Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
he says :

Electro-dynamometers,
Queen's New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes.
Queen's New Portable Combination Testing Set.

The mbber used

Complete

"A

1886,

in Insalatlng oar wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and will remain flesible la extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole sUcked with Clark's Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation icUl prove durable when all others fail. "We are prepared to fumieh Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad«
to be

Outfits for Insulation Testing.

Special attention

paid

to

recalibrating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

:o order.

^

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

BENBY

CLAKK,

A.

THE

E. S.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS,

-

General Manager.

GREELEY

Electrician

CO.,

tt

C. J.

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,
jj

'//"Straterf Circular

"^ '-'""P^ '"''

Lamp

Frecislon a&d CosstaBcy, Qaalit7 aod ?iDlBh, the
Best in tie World.

Catalogne of Standard Teet Instrnments
fornished apon application.

PHILADELPHIA.

St,

W. D. :MAC QUESTEN,

E.,

E. F.

WHITE.

M.

E

,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Enginee.-.

FIELD ENGINEERING CO.,

i

'

FIELD, M.

CO., cte".t

Preaident and Gen'l Manager.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 ana 7 DB'K ST., SUIT YORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

&

QUEEN

A

CONSULTING AND CONTRiCIINe ENGINEEBS,

Novelties

upon
Electric

Application.

15

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Street

Railways.

CORTLANDT

Electric

ST.,

Light
-

and

Power

-

Plants,

-

Steam Plants.

NEW YORK.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
slOIV/;.

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
«.TBAQE

tdABK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Ch'cago,

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY, - - -

Boston,

1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUniHG COMPANY,

EDDY ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

niOMATIC E LECTRIC MOTORS
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Wigh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, JRemarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

jyS'NA.'SiLO

^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
new
DDinrn
CKaHvU nomrOCUrrlllBo.

The

roait,

33 church St:

kANSAS

cm,

boston,

m

malto BuHalng:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

Arch

PHILAD£LPHIA, 606 Commerce St .:
OBLeAMS, J08 Caronitelet St.

St.,-

HEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABLISUKD IN 1861.

Stllwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water

BHGGOT,

^ E.

WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL DEALER

/

March

Removes
Kntircly

IN

all

iSgo

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

i

iu

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSCTRIC
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

GEOROE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,
80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

Etc., Etc.,

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS
ON ARC

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

CIRCUITS.

CHICAGO.
BRANCH 8TORB

3134 Michigan Avenue,
Q.H. NOTES.

W.F. NOTES.

NOYES BROTHERS.
^lANrFACTCREPS OF

ELECrKlC LIGHT

WniTE FOR Information.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG

CHICAGO,

CO.,

CtNCINNATI, OHIO.

Electrical Expert^

LUM KE M HEIMER'S

DESIGN ER AND MUNUFAC TURER.

Combination and Gas Fixtures.
Electric Pottible Brackets and Small
Fixtures a Specialty.
Office

85-87
CHICAaO, ILL.

and Facliry,
S.?nfl

r".:.:

.l^^^crlptlv^

.

Fifth Ave.

SENIOR

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

NDEX SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL GUPS
Are superior

to
all
others.
Especially
adapted for Electric Light Machinery, also

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

iyM4»l!M

AI.I.

MICA

FEED LUBRICATORS

.

Large DynamoB and Motors for Special Work
baiit to Order. Coal Mining Haulage
a Specialty.

ir.-^' »r^

SIGHT

Heavy Regrindiiig Globe Valves, Oate Valves,
Pop Safety Valves, Etc. All goods etrictly
first-cTase, and giiaranteedin every particular.
Write for catalogue and prices.

SIZES

AND
QUALITIES

For Electrical Purposes.

ETJGENE

MUNSELL &

218 Water

St.,

00.,

Now York.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
Free from enm or aride. By refilteilngcan be
used continnallv. Adopted by the largest ElecPlantaof the West.
S.

TAUSSIG.

Agt.,

45 Fiver

Wrllr fnr i'ricis ami

and Mechanics interested and experimenting
can talce time by the forelock
and prevent the waste of money in useless experiment by
in the subject of Electricity

tric

FORExPCRlMeNrALUSE. AU50 M0T0K5.

%

?2lectricians

SECOND TO NONE.

UGtifiNG.. ^kecTRO-PI,ATING..ANJ>

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PUBLIC SAFETY.

St., Chicago.

Saniplt's.

acquiring the information covered in the article of Sir
William Thomson, the greatest European authority, on

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

SAFETY,

in the

PUBLIC

and

February number of

The North American Review.
OTHER FEATURES OF THIS NUMBER ARE
THEGLADSTONE-BLAINE CONTROVERSY
.St.\te

Righ

I

is

Ouida.

By Rev.

1

Margaret

FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS.

Mills.

By Erastus Wiman
By Gail Hamilton.

ITALY AND THE POPE.

A

NiAV View of .Shki.i.ey.
HI- Amekican Bishop ok To-day.
The Pkkvailino EriDEwic,

Q

By JefiFerson Davis.
By E, L Godkin.

s

Newspai'krs Here and Abroad.
British Capital and Amekican liNDUSTRits.

Final Words on Divorce

:

conlinuedhy Hon. Roger

J.

H. Ward.

By Cyrus Edson, iM D.,
Chief Inspector N. V. Hoard of Health
I.ee, the

Rev

Philip S IVIoxom.

FIFTY CENIS A COPY.

$5.00 A YEAR.

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, NEW YORK.
WYCKOFF. SEAMANS & BENEDICT. 196 LaSalleSt.,
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'

REPAIREDI^

^MMUTAT0F\O
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•

,

.

\ •5peciAL fy\(;iL!i'ie3S^Giu-rv-
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^H^ clOHES DIOS'tJLECTHICO;^ Cincinnati,

Ohio.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

of

its

CELE-

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use.

RRAXEU 'WATER WHEEE as
on account

remarkably steady motion,

liisrli

Speed

ancl sr^aX Efficiency, and larjje i'apacity. for its (i/aroeier,
being uonble the Po"\ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by ^
number

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, oi use-

ical

ful effect

guaranteed.

SEN1>

FOB CATALOGUE AXD PARTItr LARS.

Our Horizontal
and

"Victor"

is

highly

recommended, as no gea^z are required

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victoi
it

VICXOK

XURBII^ES

Turbines, either single or

pairs

in

on horizontal

shafts,

and where the

situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
UANVFAGTUBEBS OF

BARE AND INSUIiATXSD ITITIRIS,
Underwriters' Copper Electric Llgrht Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for. Incandescent Llghtine- Round and Plat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K
For

Electric

Light,

K."

Electric Railways,

uNE wIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CtRBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

CO-^AKEF^^^^^
CARBON
LOBE
*4yj^LEVELAND,
OHIO. ^^>n

tk^^

NEW

YORK.

ILGHTING

BELDINGI MOTOR & MFO. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery, (

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

So. Clinton Street, f

MANTJFACTTJRERS OF

TKK

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Xa£Bciency Gruaranteed.
PERFECTLY BALANCED,

TEE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

All Parts iDtercIiang'eable
CorresDondence Solicited.

-

Even

ABSOLUTELY NO BEATING.

to Comniutator.

Aeents Wanted in

all

the PrinciDal Cities.

THE STANDA RD CARB ON COMPAoXNY, CLEVELAND, OHH IO,
'

g)

XWIa.xi.'uXa.otxi.x'enB

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
GONDA "
BATTERY
Etc.. Etc

THE GREAT
TELEPHONE

GAS LIGHTING,
IS UNEQUALEO.

,

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECFRIC

GOLD MEDAL

'

MARK
PATENTS.

NQV.I6.I88O.

M^ff

-'84. JAN-'I
JAN.
AU6.il -.85. friJffa
I

A
Ann
A
UUnUA
TMb Company

EXPOSITION.

BATTERIES.

1889.

The Standard
of the

Batteries

World.

AXO

are also the sole mannfacturers of The Gonda Porone Cup Battery, which ie, alone the Genuine Leclarche, and Is
Reject every cup unless etamped with the
the eo-callPd Dieqae Leclsnche BatferieB, with which themarKet ie flooded.

grastly superior to"
trade mark 'GONDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W.

18lh Street,

NEW

YCRK,

" A Yn " THE PERFECTION OF
""" THE POROUS CUP
TYPE.
FOR MEDICAL USE.
BELLS, Elc, IT IS UNRIVALED
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Of every

description, including the celebrated

Primary and

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Storage Batteries.

manufactured under

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
KieVs Patents
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
(Kiel's
prices.
Tubing
Sheet, Rod,
Switch
Handles,
Telephone
Receivers
and
Battery
constantly on hand,
Key
Knobs,
Syringes,
Hooks,
Tubino-, Insulator
for

and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

Improved Primary Batteries Forest City Electric lxrorl5.s.
FOR

Manufacturer.

DOMESTIC

01

CLEVELAND'S ELECTRIC LIGHT CUT-OUTS,

GANG SWITCHES, FROM 5 TO 40 AMPERES.

ELECTRIC

Quick Make and Break Uncontrolled

by the Handle.

LIGHTING,
-Afa FORScientific

and Other Purposes.

CorreBpondence
Solicited

NEW CATALOGUE

Electric

JUST OUT.

Companlea.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JAMES

H.

MASON,

with
Light

manufacturing electrician,

120 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

W.

B.

CLEVELAND,

Proprietor,

183

SENECA STREET, CLEVELAND,

a

SCHDYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC CC, "'H'*"-

.
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
ISPECIAIi AGENTS

Have a

:4.oNv>

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

TRADE

TRIBES

of

FlJIili

MARK.

will

make IiOW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

AWD CABLES.

WHEN YOU BUY

Prices

-

-

and

PROMPT

Shipments.

KANSAS

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION

A

AKX Manufacturer or Dealer,
State that you WANT IT SUPPLIED
From

WITH

standard Underground Catle

the

MO.

CITY,

FEET

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham
Automatic

SOLD HT SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO..
"S^yestern S-u.pply Ko-use,
ELECTRIC AI, KNGINEEKS
AND JOEBEKS.

OMAHA.

"Write for Satiiples, Prices

and

!L>ata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MP.

R. T.

WHITE,

";rr

boston,

iviass.
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54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
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increasing the efficiency of our
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8ioux City Corliss Engine.
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I.CIECliLAKS
J

N.

ij

CO.,

2(5 West Fourth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO.

President.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Bailders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Elcclrical

Supp

ics ol all Kinds,
j

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW ROBBER COVERED WIRE AlWAYS ON HAND

THE JULIENELECTRIC

Power

Bottom Pnces.
!

CO., "°'^l?a?i^ory^;°o^';f!'*^"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

CO.,

^'iSSel'

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office,

Plants.

Quick Shipnients.
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I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

ail

others

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

:
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ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
i

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary 'ncludes close upon 2,500

Cloth Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50,
"

Words, Terms or Plirases.
Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.
Tlie Sclieme of Treatment is as follows
distinct

The words, terms and

phrases are invariably followed by a siiorf, concise
giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition Is founded.
1st.

definition,

A

8

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily
detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

THE

they shall also be

training at

all

GEORGE

2o4

BARTON,

P.

LAW OFFICE,
225 DEARBOKN STREET,

Dearborn Street, Chicago.

CHICAGO,

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

Patent

ILL.

N£Sl7ir

The

F. A. SONI, Editor and Publisher.
"KEVISTA TELEQKAFICA DE MEXICO" is tbe only electrical paper

and has a wide

circulation all over that country and Central and South America.
in its special field.
Advertising rales are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.

Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Uexlcaa trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico " Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.

I*. .A..

aOlSTI,

P.O. Box 31, orCalledelRelugioNo.15, entresuelo.

button,

we do
(Or you can do

published ia Mexico
advertising medium

As an

unequaled

Address:

You press the

CO.,

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,"
it is

Trademark Cases.

and

to

CICA-OrO, XXiXjIZO-OXS.

tTJUL,x>i:Nar,

WILLIAM S.BATES,

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

In electricity, or are novices In the art.

ZSIiZZCTRICIAN PUBIalSHIIffG
Xj.A.^X]SXX>S]

PATENT LAWYER,
17

it

CITY OF MEXICO.

the rest."
it

yourself.)

Seven New Styles and Sizes

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

ALL LOADED WITH

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Transparent Films.
r

Sale by

all

Send for Catalogue.

Photo Stock Dealers-

THE EASTMAN COMPANY.

And

Rochester, N. Y.

"Western Agents

Perkins jncandescent

THE CURTIS

54

AND

56

PATENT RETURN STEAM TRAP.

IT

FRANELIN STREET, CHICAGO,

SPEAm&

noiseless, positive, rapid, will return ail condensation back into tiie
and works equally well in connection witii reduced pressure or
exhaust steam, also when the return is below the water line of the boiler.
is

Lamp Company,

TUBES

Oral, Electric.

ILL.

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and IVIechanical

boiler,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

THE CURTIS REGULATOR COMPANY,
90 BEVERLY

St.,

boston, mass.

W.

GENERAL AGENCIES.
NEW YORK. 109

CHICAGO. 218 Lake

Liberty St.

PHILADELPHIA, 2035

N. Front St.

MINNEAPOLIS, 210

2

St.

1

R.
.

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann
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N. Third St,
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New

Catalogue, out August

St.

CO.,

New
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DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.
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New and

ELECTRICAL BOOKS OF ALL KINDS.

for

Complete

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

I

W. ELECTRIC

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

CONSMCTl h
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N.

(

catag'
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CO.
?

W. AGENTS FOR-

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPIilBS

FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.
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Third Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo

TenJers' Hand-Book, Ut EJltion

2d
3d
Incandescent Wiring

BY
PRICE
tlonp,

11

.(Just ready.)

11.00.

bicdiog, ty;:e

page

Just the book for people

5J^x3 inches.

PRICE
making

;

First

selliog, installing or

handling

ele:tric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

BY

and second edi-

now

third edition

ready,

5,500 books printed to date, con.

taining additional pages and

schedule {)t 1890.

engaged in

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustra-

cloth binding, size of type

tion'', flexible

Designed for dynamo

page 5ix 3 inches.

tenders and linemen, stationary and ma-

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or Are
alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus,

rine engineers.

who wish

the book for

JtiSt

to learn

how

to operate

book of the kind in the English language.
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^UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LI6HTING
(WESTINSHOUSE ELECTEIC OOMPAHT,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

GO.

Lessees,)
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Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
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Powerful and

Simple Brakes, Interchingeable Elastic
superiority of this Truck consists in iti Great Strenff'Ji,
anil the facility with v/hich Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connectioas.
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of bad and posit i rely prevents oscillation of cars.
The

Wheels,

THE PECKHAM STREET GAR WHEEL
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&
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MANUFACTURERS.
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the

BEST ever
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Dealers

who wish

themselves with
the best goods and the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECto identify

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Standarfl Hotel Xeodlc Aiinnnciator
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ELECTRIC RAILWAI SETEM
BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME BCIAL SDCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Tbonson-lousloii tailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
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ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
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403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, lainn.
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JEWELL BELTING CO
HUTFOm,
Jellico Tannery, Jellico,

GOIIN, P

Tenn.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK

Leather Belting
WESTERN
W.

H,

SALISBURY &

CO.,

Chicago,
A.

H.

GARDNER &

AGENTS:
MORSE &

ENGLISH,

III.

Kansas

CO..

City,

Mo.

CO.,
E.

Milwaukee, Wis.

C.

ATKINS & CO.,

MAIN HOUSE:

TODDS & STANLEY

Indianapolis, Ind.

MILL FURNISHING CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES
St.

Chattanooga and
Memphis, Tenn.

Louis. Mo.

BELT FACTORY, HARTFORD, CONN.

LIGHT DOUBLE

DYNAMO BELTS

ARE ALWAYS MADE FROM

CENTERS OF WHOLE HIDES

Extra Stretched.

Rome

Tannery, Rome, Ca.

March

i,
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V

&

"G.

402

tc

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6.000

How

in

Use

OP
IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS
1-8 H. P,
Chicago

TO 40

UNITED STATES,
Runniug Sewing MacMnes, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow
ers. Coffee MUls, Polishing and Grinding

H. P,

Tools, Etc.

Office, Plioenix Building.

Cincinnati Office,

1

65 Walnut

TBB

New England

Street.

Office.

148 High

Philadelphia Office. 301

Street, Cor. Oliver. Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

YORK.
STREET CARS
ZTE'W

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
laMSCENT ELECTRIC UGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.

"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domratie Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Bellablllty, and Financial Success fully demonstratt d. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Produc'ion of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Pertions.

fectly Automatic.

SENS FOR CIBCUIiAB.

COBBE8FOKDEWCE 80I.ICXTEI>.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

Street,

THE LEONARD

<&

MO.

IZARD

CO.,

ci3:ic.^a-o.
(CASH IirSTAr,X.ATIOKS DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regnlar Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES ta

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, IndiDistrict") should be addressed to

and Kansas ("Central States

Rialto Building, Chicago,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

tp^e:
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO,,

Electrical Goods.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF LINE WIRES.
The hest weather-proof and only moisture-proof line wire made.
glossy insulation," for it cracks in winter and melts in summer.

brand.
SE.^'D

FOR CIRCULAR IVo.

Beware of "smooth,
Take only Shield

5S».

HABIRSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRES.
Recognized by the TJ. S. Government as the best insulated wire for marine purposes
and adopted by it for tbe incandescent plants on all the new cruisers.

FUSE WIRE.
Accurately determined as to

size, alloy,

and conductivity.
50G.

FOR LISX INo.
WIRT STANDARD VOLTMETER.
JiiEIVD

Direct readings may be made with great rapidity, and without possible chance for
errors.
The range of readings is wider than ever before attempted, reading from 1.5
I0 250 volts.
It has a very low temperature co-ciBoient.
No springs or permanent

magnets.

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
A thorough water and electrically fire-proof channel
buildii gs.

Gives perfect security from

system.

SEIXD

fire,

for running incandescent wires in
and no higher in price than the old

FOR C1KCM.AR LIST TSo.

SOS.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Great strength of filament, long

life

and brilliancy without blackening.

Made

to

any socket.

Our

Ca(alo;;iic ^'o.

500 oT Electric I>]g;lit and PoM'er Supplies
plete 1»ool£ or its liind ever issued.

171

RANDOLPH

is

the most com.

C H I C A Gr O
ST.,

fit

i,
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

The enjoining clause
Brush

company

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
Light
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"Wayne Electric
successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
officers,
"together with the
and
they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
be,
"defendant corporation,
vending
any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
selling
or
"making, using,
and
regulated by one and the same regulating mechanindependently
adjusted
"carbons are
burned
successively,
to secure the continuous burning of one
and
"ism, and are separated
establishment
of
the
arc
between the other pair, substantially
prior
the
to
"paiRof carbons
and
claimed
in
the
first claim of said letters patent. No,
specification,
"as described in the
"219, 308. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"in? the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 308, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."
"6.

And

it

la

ARC LIBHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARDONS FOR ARC LIGHTING. ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE
W ELECTRIC CO P
f^ort

Manulaclurers

SLATTEBY

ol

ek.-yxxe,

XxxdlAzxa.

Ihc

INDUCTION

The Most Oarefolly Worked*
out and Complete Altematinf

SYSTEM

System of Electric Lightins

OF

Existence.

IHCUDESCBHT LIGHTIHG,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM
-

!

Gxiaranteed.

— OF

and

Oonveitert

12—16 Oaudle Fewer

Lamps to the Mechanical Hone
Power Quaranteed.

ARC. LIGHTING.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
15 BROADWAY,*
I

Boreel BIdg.
SUTTEfiT DYKiHO,

HIP

m

COHTERTES.

KMN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE,
SAN

~

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

••
^mm.^m
w
a.
^1
OFFICE, .«»
Dearborn
St., First Floor,
186 .»
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.

0>.ut0,^0^^
CHICAGO

90T Filbert Stpeot,

..

„

I

I

^
w.

^

^
w **..d u «,, Manager.
-.. WILBUR.
ja»ii»iffwr.

CiTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

^^TlGWLILNl!!

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
y
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT UOHTINQ.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOU ELECTRIC LISHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

j

XUHl^
-W-t-W -vrfc-Dxr
-rtx^iyt'

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

55

pifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO,
Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Leather-Link

MARCH

Belting.

8,

1890.

No. 10.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AND DEALERS
MANTjFACTtTEERS OP

Patd. Wov. 16. '86.

Send for Ireson's lUaetrated Treaties on SelfAdjnBtlng Leather Link

Bspeclally sdaptecl for

parpoBea and
otberhigh-Bpepamachinall Electric

Belting, furnished gratattOQsly.

ery.

L

Manfd by CHARLES

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

356-PA€iIS

SPECIAL AGENCIES ['^^^^^' l^ALC'H & CO., Seattle, Wa^h
I Paul Seilers Elecibical Works, San Francisco,

ROOT'S

WATER-TUBE BOILER.
ELECTRIC
Adopted by the

A.

Economical,
STirabls

panics

PLANT

-

-

BOILER.

Bdison Electric

at Fhiladelphla, Detroit, St.

liisht Com*
Psol, Colnmbas

and Cincinnati also tlie Binsh. Electric Light Co., •!
Louisville, and others.
;

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO,
PB£1>.

& ROOT

ABENDROTH

PITTSBURGH, PA.

DEGEMHABBT, Chicago.

H. Goode. Portland, Oreeon. The Paul Seller Electrical Worfce. San Francisco. Cal. The Twin City ElecSupply Co.. Minneapolis. Minn. The Nebraska Electric Co., Omaha, Neb. The Southern District TeleBirmingham, Ala. C. A. Scott, Boston. Mass.

trical

graph & Elect. Co

Safe,

AN EXCELLENT

UADE BX THE-

IV^estlnehODse Bnildlns,

Cal.

A fnll line of onr mannfacuires can be found at onr Agencies.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES and CABLES
WIIi£¥, IVewXorb.

BOSTON, MASS.

111 Arch Street,

SZSXjXj Tl

-

CO.,

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL
8EWD FOB
CATAIOGCE,

Boston, Mass.

THESE PEOPLE
GKOBGE

O cents per Copy.

]

MFG.

Hev

23 OliS Street,

CO.,

York.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

BRANCHES: CHICACO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS.

.

(2L>1)

Standard
The

ELECTRIC

luiia-Siilikr and Untta-Perclia Insnlating Co.

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

^

variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Three and Two-wire Cables, to any specification
up to 8,000 Megohms per

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords. Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

cuits, 9,000

UNDERGROUND.

INCANDESCENT Cores.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

S.

Offices:

1

59 Front

NEW

Street,

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

Na\-y Portables, Silk,
Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

YORK, U.S.A.
Sola manufacturers of

Cables, for
Search Lights.

COWLES'

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

B«e<rlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
all

Branches of

B.

ELECTRIC

knot.

Every

The acknowledged Standard

E.

Two- Circuit Concen-

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED
Insulation.

Railway and

MARINE

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.

Marine

Cores

A

Aerial Use.

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

anH ="easeo
Fnfnvatl niret.
Wina* Submarine Use
'°''"
SignaUng.
concealed Wiring

other

B

B

C

Its

I

McCLEES, General Manager,

I6 Dey st,

Western Electric Co., CMcago, HI.,

in all LocaUont.

new YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT 5HOWIKG STVLE OF INSUl^TIOW.
BniiMColMk
B. B,— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
Copper Wire,
Mtorated with a Blacky Weather-Proof Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samfdes fijmished open ftppficatlOB.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

a—

X—

WAREROOMS:

19 and 21
|| 33 and

Cliff St..

New

York.

135 Wabash

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTWREItS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Ofilce Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Tinsel Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Aiieiit, WOBK8: SCHENECTAIfT,

19
N.

Dey Street,
T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric

Lighting Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Cuicaqo, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
lie Gravier St., New Okleans, La.
603 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. Sd St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

S,

1890

CO.,

Electric Rail-way

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Jlynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

thrown on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

life.

Direct Carr<'iit Iiicnndescent Djiianio.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternator offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

does, all the

dynamo

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternntine Cnrrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which
we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance. The

Company guarantees
notor.

to repair or replace apparatus injured by light-

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

.

March

8,

:

.
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

HAWKEYE

IHE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IOWA.

-

-

of^

:Bi_rii_rDE:F?^

Complete Central Station
.A.sa-33

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential Motor.

OTTR U'lTNAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-ox*

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-0iling Boxes.

m

Renowned Perkins Incandeseent Lamps,

Licensee of the

a>:i^x:-

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Stations;

any voltage, highest

Railway Circuits and Central

for

efficiency, all sizes.

C>FX*XCX::
S.

llUNtlS

ST.,

-

INIIANAPOLIS, IND.

•

Prices Reasonable.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

r>JVF
StsYsns Institute

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

of

Tschnology,

Hoboken, N.

GUHA PERCHA

BISHOP

J.,

Feb.

12, 1S89.

CO.,
\\

Gentlemen :— I

Iiave

WHITE CORE

made an extensive

FBTDIA

series of tests of your

RUBBER

ESSULATIOIf,

under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

in

vrater, vrith the follovring results

INSULATION RESISTANCE

Time

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

Temperature
Resistance

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

—

Time
Temperature
Ket*istance

. .

IN

MEGOHIVIS PER MILE:

min,
60° F.
3,300

1 hour.
60° F.

24 Iioars.

3,300

3,300

30 min.
40° F.
3,900

30 min.
115° F.
163

30 min.
167° F.

it

60° F.
I

10 days.
60° F.
3,300

34 days.
60° F.
3,300

s

30 min.
200° F.

12

The

times griven in the upper table are those between the immersion of the wire in
water and the making of the test.
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at which the tank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the lest was made.
The cable had been immersed in water for a month before the first temperature test

Central Stations for

Power

was made.

Distriliution,

It will

constant at

be observed that the temperature being at 6o* F. the resistance remained
its highest point for 24 days, an>^ than raised greatly on lowering the tem-

perature.

The lowering of resistance by a rise in the temperature is a common characteristic
of all such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more affected
by this cause than was this one.
This wire also showed no deterioration from exposure to moist air, fresh plaster,
damp earth, etc., after several months' exposure. Its insulating power also was unafVery truly yours,
fected by a like exposure lo illuminating gas.

STATIONARY MOTORS.

(Signed)

HENRY MORTON.

STORAGE BATTERIES. ©
ERNST HOEFER,
Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119

JERSEY CITY,

U Salle
N.

J.

NEW
St.

,

Rookery,

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

YORK.

Chicago.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 25th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

—

—
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CAKBOiv CO

CleTT-ela-nd., 01:i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING

JARTIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Cokt

Screenlngt.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tOSTOIfl-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ABO IjAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50
Electrical contractors can

make money by

regarding our

^'

new

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

Complete Steam
Completi

Plants Furnished and Erected.

1221-1223 Union Ave.

NGUSHJORSE&GO.
GEORGE

P.

BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,
226 DEAHBOEN STREET,
CHICAGO,
Patent

and

CO..

ILL.

Trademark

Cases.

and 8 amperes of current.

KANSAS GITY, MO.

-

1

For

8 Cortlandt Street.

and

prices

New

JEONABD PAGET.

information

York

CHABLES

J.

City.
KINTNBB.

PAGET & KIIffTNER,

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

volts

When writing

please state voltage and system used.
and improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

acting as our agents.

and

Gbemical

rao.

45

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
:

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
—
IS

THE

Best Appointed Line

—FOR REACniXG THE

West, Northwest and Sonthwest.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

?

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coi5ieE!s^oiT3D:BnsrcE]

JAMES

sou-iciteid.

General Sales

F.

KELLY

I

Ae^ent.

1

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

March
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SOLE BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

WIS,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.
tVrlte for

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC
INCANDESCENT

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

USEQTJAIiED FOB ECOWOMY OP FDEL, REQULAKITT OP
KOnON, AND DXTRABH.IT'y JN USB.

Cr IS

P.

CO,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

nnr CataloneB.

41 anl 43 SOnTH JEFFERSON

ST,

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

UHPS

roH

-FOR-

Arc

§

Incandescent Clrcnlts

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

The only

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

REUABLB. DURABLE.

SIMPIiE.

safe socket for series lamps,

Mighty

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

F.

COMPOUND.
16 Sizes, 5 to SOO S. P.

Street.

STANDARD.

for

SIIVIPLICITY.

5

to

in

AIT

6

Built,

D.

5

to

50

E

H. p.

AUTOMATIC EHBIHE CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE 7A1VE.
Economical,

Reliable.

I All the above limit srtnctlyto
HepaiTS Oamed in Stock.

W.

Sizes in stock.

SARGENr,

Over 300

-

-

SELLING DEPARTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES.
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 ^xt^<^^^^^„c^
Hathaway Building,
BOSTON.
l^gS^g'^^
Westinehouse Buiiding, f "^"^f; '^^'^
PITTSBURGH,
"^
166, 158 Laie Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St., M. E. Mucklfi, Jr. & Oo.

^

ST. LOXJIS,

NORTH FOURTH ST.,
SI
WESTINCHOUSE,CHURCH,KERR&. CO.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Machinery Co.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke* Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. ai, 35 N. Front St., Parke ,S Lacy Mch. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. 36 College St., I™
^ A. Tonmkiii,;ro
thetJiompansbo.
ATLANTA. GA.
45S.PriorSt. f
DALLAS. Vex.'
keatinff Imp. & Mch. Co
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
E.
James & Co.
C.
I

I

.

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

JOHN A. BARRETT,

Vice-Pres. and Cons Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK A. PERRET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-81

W

asl3.l3astox3. St., DBr-oolS-l^m,

SO". "S".,

MANUFACTUEBRS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALIiY REGULATED, UNEXCEIXBD IN SIMPLICITY
AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

CHICAGO.

NEW

sold the first year.

Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Send for lUnstiated Oatalognes.

Pres.

EAST ADAMS STREET,

M *

Stock.

250 H. P.

3,000 in Tise in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

1

m:STIN GHDUS

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

13 Sizes

HORNE, Manager

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

Hot yet oinalei I7 ai7 form of Higiiie

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND

and Economical.

WESTERN AND SOUTHERN STATES.
1

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Well

\(r.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

680

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and tiie only

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

I^i-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

sS^Eiisi.

Elec.

CO.,
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.

F exible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets, keyless

sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Ampere Meters.

any

lamps
All

Switches.

fit

socket.

to horse

Dynamos.

size

and style for two or three-

All candle powers, any voltage, and any efficiency up to twenty
power.

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Any size. No heating or

arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

Every

tion.

influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock

New York,

Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty -four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

at

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No

division of responsibility.

MAIX DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. GO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
A

116

Sto ck.

Full
We

118 FRANKLIN STBEtT.CHIMeO.

have been busy during the

Quick Shipments.
last

few weeks in

filling

our

new

store-rooms with

a full stock of everything that goes into the construction and maintenance of electric
light, electric railway, electric bell, and electric plants of every description, and can

now

confidently announce to the trade that
found anywhere in the West.

Among Our New

our stock of these goods

Specialties

We may

THE UNIVERSAL TIN SHADE -"» »» " -^

THE CENTRAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER
i^iianw

AAAO^ ahia

THE BRADY MAST ARM

is

the largest to be

Mention:

'-^^'

»•>«"»» t"-"*-' "=->-» »"
the market.

*^® most graceful, as well as the most convenient
^"'»""*"'«' *'= '^'"p^ ""' ''™°* '°"

JS?*ecMonT

THE BRADY POLE IRON AND HOOD.

THE BRADY STORM PROTECTOR '- - '-p»
*^ ingenious device to keep arc lamps from
^^ «»««« >«% iiAiM^M ^^^^smg
THE BRADY LAMP HOLDER 01 poiwS* where they are placed at the top
I

We

are exclusive Western Agents for all of the Brady appliances, which have been
so universally adopted in electric light construction throughout the country.

VniiyP9C
I

UUNU

DATCMT
CACCTV
flllT
til
oArC I PUT
bU ~UU

O rA

I

I

I

I

I

for use on an high tension circuits
to insure safety against accidents.

We also have constantly on hand a stock of the excellent Ammeters and Voltmeters of the Weston Instrument Company, as well as a full line of other test instruments.
We are always glad to send our illustrated catalogue upon application, and in
ing your trade can guarantee satisfaction.
<3X-\7-sa -erst .a. o'st-i.^Xj

solicit-

oh-t^^ih..

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAKPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanicallv and Electrically.

is of

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the OonstmctJon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORE-ESFOITIDEIICE SOXvICITEr).

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
GEO.

B.

EAU QL.AIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH & CO., Genl, Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.
THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

City,

141 Bast

Omaha, Neb.
CO., Oen'l. Ag'ts..

Seneca

Buffalo, N. Y.

WILSON, Agent,
315 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

H.

WOOLSEY,

Agent,

34 QilflUan Block,

St.,

St.,

E.

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,
J.

205 N. 17th

Mcdonald &

C.

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,

LITTLE,

•P

L.

St.

Paul, Minn.

N. COX, Agent,
2038 I

St.,

Washington, D.

O.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

,

Public BDildings, Hotels
ETC-

,TISES, ETC.,

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTIN&HOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Lessees.)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.
coe.el:e:3fokidekc:e: sox^iciteid.
Equitable Buildiog, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

111.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

828 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Eamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C.
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps

of the

Sawyer-Man

pat-

tern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record

from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."—
Extract from report of Commander R,

of

B. Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of

Navigation,
(page 27).

Navy Department, for 1889

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d St,

NEW YORK.

March
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PA,,
Safety

in

U. S. A.

Electric Ligliting.

All systems having the main wires connected directly with
wires on premises are dangerous.
With an alternating system, the lighting may be done without
any electrical connection between the house wires and the main
wires.
converter in an alternating system separates the mains
from the house wires and constitutes an impassable barrier between
the current in the high tension street wires and that used for
lighting the lamps in the houses.
perfect converter requires two coils separately wound, separately insulated, and separated from each other and the core.
The
converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is the only
device which fills this requirement.
converter not only separates the street mains from the house
wires, but it limits the quantity of current that can be transferred
from the street mains to the house.
In an experience of 265 central stations, employing 25,000 converters, there has been no case in which any connection has been
established between the current carried on the street mains and
the wires in the houses, by lightning or otherwise, and there has
been no case of accident to any consumer or upon the premises.

A

A

A

Generating Apparatus for over 300,000 Lamps sold this year.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

BRKNCH
Boston.
'

New

York.

Chicago.
Portland.

OF=FICeS:

St. Louis.

Charlotte.

Cincinnati.

Dallas.

San Francisco.
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Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Louis.
THREE MORE LARGE CITIES FALL INTO

LINE.

Minneapolis and St. Paul and between those two cities, comprlsine:
miles of track, are to be equipped with the Sprague Electric System.

All the lines in

200

{Statement of Mr. Thos. Lowry, Prest. of the Mtnneapolia Street Railway.)
Feb. 19, 1890.— I have to-day closed contract with Sprague Electric Railway & Slotor Co. for the
Electrical Equipment of the Street Railways in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and between those two cities."
"

NEW

YORK,

(Signed)

an order for sixty-eight car equipments
St. Railway in that city.

St. Louis follows with

Total

number

of

Street

TBOS. LOWMT, Preat.

Railway Motors contracted

Jannary

for since

for

the Lindell

1890.--810.

1,

&

Electric Railway
Motor Co.,
16 & 18 Broad St., New York.

Sprague

Rialto Building, Chicago, and

all

Commercial Centers.

The Interior Electrical Conduit Co.
A New and Improved method of Kqnlppine Bnlldlnes wltli
S/XPEXY — Abaolote Immnnity from electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wires.
coet ot installation, and freedom from futare expense.
ECONOMY— ^niall
DORABILtTY— Abaolotely raoistare-proof tube and appliancee, insaring longevity of

CONVEN lENCE-^y^tPms of

THF INTFRinR

FJ

electric

wiring

an Insulated Tube Condnlt for any System of Electric Wlrlngr.

OC^AX^XZO'XXia-Gl-:

may

be laid out on original plans in a

COR

wires.

manner similar

CIRCCI^ABS. PBIC£ lilST

to that

employed

for gas, water

and eteam piping; the conductors may be drawn in

at pleasure.

AND IMSTRrCTIONS, ADDBBSS,

EfiTRICAL CONDUIT CO.,

154

AND

156

WEST 27TH

ST..

NEW YORK

CITY.

-THi:-

nm

umm

CtlAflLES

MUNSON, PREST.

FRANKGMOSSfSECY &TBEAS.

co.,

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

PlTTSBUF^GH

IKE

PAISTE SNAP SWITCH

SANpf^ANGISGO.

^M^^l^^^
28,30,32.34 8.36. 5.

Every Belt adapted

FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

to be pure

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

CANAL

New

Orleans.

SL

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

satisfaction.

Recognized as the best, simplest and

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

USE THE BEST INSULATION.
& B. ELECTRICAL
COMPOUNDS.

The CELEBRATED P.

H.T. PAISTE,
1

2th and Market Sts

MOISTURE and WEATHER Proof, resist the STRONGEST ALKALIES, STRONG ACIDS, FUMES and GASES; also
P. & B. WATERPROOF WRAPPING and INSULATING PAPiRS.
We manufacture a special VARNISH for ARMATURES, and

Ttioroughly

,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pat. M.^niii

1-3,

FIELD COILS.

1S89.

KEPT IN STOCK AND FOB SALE BY ALL
PROMINENT SUPPLY BOUSES.

59 Maiden Lane,

The

Standard Paint Co.,

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. V.

Rooms in the Western
Company's Factory.

Double Carbon Lamp

Testing and Cable
Electric

The accompanying

cuts

give

two

interior

views of the Western Electric company's factory
in Chicago.
Fig. i illustrates the lamp testing
room. As will be seen, the lamps are arranged
in rows on racks and each group can be separated from the others when desired, by dropping
curtains provided for this purpose.
This is desirable at tmes when large numbers of lamps are
being tested as the glare from one set often interferes with men engaged on another set. This
will be appreciated when it is mentioned that

FIG.

150 lamps at one
time in this room. Wires reach the lamp testing rack in lead-covered cables, and circuits are
arranged with a double pole cut-out for each
lamp.
Fig. 2 shows one side of the cable room in
which the core is pulled into the lead pipe in
The lead
the manufacture of Patterson cable.
pipe is made in lengths of about roo feet, while

there are facilities for testing

the cable core is made in any desired length,
and then pulled through the necessary number
of sections of lead pipe to make up the desired
length, the ends of the lead pipe being afterward joined with a plumber's wiped joint. The
cable is subsequently filled with paraffine wax
under pressure.

r.
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No. ID

Litigation.

The

recent decision of Judge Gresham in the
case of the Brush company against the Fort
Wayne, Ind., Electric Light Co., in which the
patent number 219,208, granted to Charles F.
Brush Sept. 2, 1S79, for improvements on double
carbon arc lamps was sustained, has led the
Brush company to follow up the advantage thus
gained, and mstitute similar actions against
other companies which it claims infringe the
patent.

Judge Jackson
him which it

fore

— TESXnS'G

ROOM

IN

of Toledo, O., has a case beis expected
will soon be de-

pany's apparatus.

Two actions have been commenced by the
Brush company against the Sperry company of
Chicago and the Belvidere, III, Electric Lighting company and others.
In both actions the
Brush company seeks an injunction and asks
for damages.
The Belvidere company is using
the old style of the Sperry lamp.
Both actions
will be submitted to Judge Gresham April 2.
An order was entered Monday directing the
Sperry and Belvidere companies to file their
answers on or before March igth and the Brush
to

from

Storage Batteries

in

Car Lighting.

A

chair car attached to a Union Pacific train
was so brilliantly illuminated by electric lights
that it attracted considerable attention in Chicago
last week, as it stood in the Northwestern train
house.
Current was supplied from Carpenter
storage batteries manufactured at Denver.
It
is claimed by the projectors of the system that
they will supply current for thirty consecutive
hours.
There were ten incandescent lamps in

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY'S FACTORY.

The Brush company has instituted an
cided.
action for an injunction and damages against a
local company using the Western Electric com-

company

cases will receive considerable attention
who are interested in electric lighting.

all

make

its

reply

March

31st.

The

The Union Pacific and Northwestern
experiment with the batteries.
The result
of these tests will be awaited with considerable
interest in railroad and electrical circles.
the car.

will

IWarried by Telephone.
The telephone had been used for almost every
conceivable object, it was thought, but it remained for a couple of Indiana operators to
discover another application, much to their sorThe night operator of the South Bend
row.
exchange is described as a very pretty younggirl of 23 years, but whether she is
or not, it is
certain that she proved a very entertaining companion, over the wire, for the impressionable
young man who held a similar position at Mich-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Last week the young man proposed
igan City.
a mock marriage and the young lady readily assented.
A justice of the peace was taken into
the deal, and .when the legal formality had been
observed, the questions asked and answered, the
young lady at South Bend and the young man
Michigan City were pronounced man and
at
and so they were, as it afterward proved,
wife

—

The speed of the electric motor is governed
by a switch which throws the winding of the
field
into
different
combinations
By this
arrangement the motor is worked without the
use of any external resistance.
The control
over the speed of the motor is perfect, and
no complicated gearing for changing speed is
required.
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the table, and more conveniently and directly
than with steam.
The two end capstans shown on the table are
fixed; the center one is revolved in either direction, by a simple clutch gear.
It is used, of
course, for working cars on or off the table without locomotive power.
The capacity of the table is 100,000 lbs. Ordinary car axles, bearings and wheels are used
throughout for the running gear. Its speed is
about 150 feet per minute, the same as the old
wire rope table which it replaces.
The old pit

was lengthened somewhat, and accommodates
ten tracks.
The rails are carried on wooden
longitudinals resting on small masonry founda-

The

tion walls.

pit drains directly into the city

sewers.

The

table

beams and

is

12

constructed with 15 inch cross
inch longitudinals, thoroughly

braced with a rigid iron lateral syst.em. It was
designed and built by the Yale & Towne Manufacturing company of Stamford, Conn.

The

small cabin,

shown

at

the

center of the

provided for the operator. Electric
transfer tables have now been adopted by the
Pennsylvania Railroad company, Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad company, Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Railway company, Wisconsin Central
Railroad company, and other corporations, and
they are now recognized as an essential feature
of every extensive and well-equipped railway
switch yard.

table,

is

New York
The members
to

Electric Club.

New

^'ork Electric Club listened
an exhaustive paper on 'Patent Law and What ConstiInvention," by Grosvenor P. LoATey, February
of the

tutes an

FIG. 2.

according

—CAHLE

ROOM

IN

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY'S FACTORY.

laws of the state of Indiana.
I'or a time the couple did not realize the position they had placed themselves in, but some of
their friends learning of the proceedings, consulted the best legal authority in the state it is
alleged, and it was agreed that the marriage
to the

would stand.

The motor

supported at one end according
Sprague method by double compression springs playing upon a bolt which rests
upon the platform of the transfer table. This
method has been developed in street railway
work and other places where it is desirable to
start slowly under a heavy load, and has proved
is

to the regular

The introduction of the first British patent act in
20.
parliament was opposed by many so called philosophers,
the speaker said, on the ground that it would prove detrimental to the progress of art and manufactures, and even
in this enlightened age representatives in congress of rural
districts are always ready to support a movement against
patent laws.
The manifold benefits which they reap are
lost sight of; they forget that the protection afforded inventors in their discoveries has made vast improvements in
the condition of the farmers: that the patent law enables
them to be western farmers instead of eastern pioneers;
that it places within their reach many of the advantages of
metropolitan life.
In reply to the statement that inventors
will continue to invent without patent law protection, and

Here, then, was a nice state of affairs.
The
bride and groom had never met and they knew
nothing of each other excepting that they had
exchanged everyday greetings and commonplaces over the wire.
But this was not all. The

man was engaged to be married
and
the
arrangements for
the
wedding
were completed the ceremony being fixed for
some time next month. The young man immediately arranged for a vacation and decided to
visit South Bend, but not to greet his bride with
outstretched arms.
Far from it, his pilgrimage
to the home of his bride was anything but a mission of love.
He will endeavor to secure a separation and marry the girl to whom he is engaged, provided of course, she will take him
second hand.

young

—

Electric Transfer Table.

An

by
com-

electric transfer table, recently installed

the Sprague Electric Railway
pany for the New York Central
is

shown

This table

differs

railroad,

in

the

& Motor
& Hudson

River

accompanying

cut.

from earlier ones, chiefly in
the electric motor, which is of 15 horse power
instead of y'^i horse power, and also in the contact arrangement.
The contact is obtained
from a couple of heavy copper wires stretched
out about 3 feet apart over the second of the
four parallel tracks.
The wires are carried on
insulators fixed to light cast iron cross beams, so
as to be a few inches above the rails.
The conductors are kept taut under all changes of temperature by springs at one end.
Over these
wires two contact rollers travel beneath the
tables, being kept in contact by gravity only. In
the Aurora electric transfer table installed by
the Sprague company for the C. B. & Q. railroad, there is an under contact maintained by
springs, while at the Waukesha electric transfer
table, installed by the Sprague company for the
Wisconsin Central Railroad company, there is
an overhead contact. The current used is 220
volts.
The current is taken from the same dyThe
namo that furnishes light for the station.
full current capacity of the table motor is 60

amperes.

ELECTRIC TRANSFER TABLE.

On the other end the motor
very satisfactory.
is sleeved on a rigid support.
By means of this
flexible attachment, all danger of stripping the
gears is eliminated, and the strain upon the
gears is always progressive.
The advantages of electric power for this work
The ecjuipment is very
are claimed to be great.
much lighter than if steam power were used,
and there is no expense of operation when the
table is not in use.
One man can easily handle

the advantages they obtain over their competitors in
business will amply repay them for their labor, attention is
called to the fact that many of the great inventors were
not trained or engaged in the art to which their invention
relates.
Watt was not a maker of steam engines; Arkwright was a barber; Cartwright was a preacher; Wheatstone was a manufacturer of musical instruments, and
Ilessemer was in no way connected with the steel industry.
Following out this line, Mr. Lowrey says: "Let us try to
conceive, now, of IJell keeping his process secret, or Edison
hiding his light under a bushel! How could Bessemer
have reaped the reward due to the great economy in fuel

that

—
March
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and capacity for high heat which his generative furnace
introduced except by patent protection ? Should he have
taken up the working of it ? The universality of its application makes that impossible.
His furnaces are in use for
the making of wrought iron, of steel, of plate and flint
glass, for copper melting, and for a great many other industrial objects requiring furnace power.
In short, the
suggestion shows ignorance of the inventor's practical
needs during the growth of his invention, and of the kind
The last
of security he must give to capital to obtain it.
report of the Edison General Electric company states that
Imagine
their patent rights show a cost of ^1,032,010.17.
Edison in 1S79 going to even the richest man in the world
and saying: 'I think, but am not sure, that I can invent
v.hat is necessary for a new system of domestic lighting.
If we succeed, it will be necessary that you should first
and wait for a dividend of 2 per cent.
lay out $
And your getting even that return
until December, 1 SSg.
of your capital will depend upon our being able to keep
the art a secret while going into the business of supplying
electric light ourselves in competition with the great and
powerful gas industry. If I fail, your money will be all

end, opposing the ring where an opposite pole is
induced.
Since there is a complete magnetic
circuit, broken only by the space between the
ring and the tips of the horn,
the ring will be
deflected and tend to creep up the horn in order
to shorten the magnetic circuit.
This it does
until the magnetizing force is balanced by the
pull of gravity.
These instruments are practically dead beat, are reliable and strongly made.
It is practically impossible for them to get out of
order. They are made in sizes from 60 amperes

143
canal the proper shaped loop with its attached
point, is put into the socket and the platinum
point inserted into the canal. It is then only
necessary to close the circuit by pressing upon
the button.
In addition to the drying device
the inventor has also designed an attachment,
consisting of a small incandescent lamp and
reflector.
This is found quite useful and can be
readily attached when desired in place of the
drying point. The instrument is the invention
of Dr. Thos. L. Gilmer, Chicago, and is used by
him in his practice with great success.

,

Electric Railway Litigation.
In the legal controversy between the Hudson River Telephone company and the Watervliet Turnpike & Railway company in which the former sought to enjoin the
latter from introducing an electric system of propulsion on
its lines, Judge Landon of
the Supreme Court of New
York has handed down an interesting opinion.
He finds
that " by the grant of the state the plaintiff lawfully uses

lost.'"
If any further justification

were needed, the experience
Crompton, who endeavored to keep his discoveries
would clearly demonstrate the necessity of protecting inventors in the enjoyment of the benefits of their imMr. Lowrey reviewed the patent laws of forprovements.
eign countries as well as the United States, and instituted
instructive comparisons.
The discussion which followed
Before the
the reading of the paper was also interesting.
meeting adjourned the following resolution was adopted;
of

secret,

fully uses
its

Resolved, Ttiat the Electric club of New York is in hearty sympathy wiih the effort of American authors, pubhshers, employing
printers and worlimen in the printing trades to obtain from congress a
just

recognition of the rights of intellectual property,

and we

hail

with satisfaction the prospect o£ an early passage of the International
Copyright Bill.

Death of Charles

L. Mitchell.

Charles L.Mitchell who died last Saturday was at the head
of the firm of Mitchell, Vance & Co., New York.
He was
born at New Haven, Conn., August 6, 1844, and received his
education at Yale.
He was interested in many enterprises and took an active part in all public movements.
He represented his district in the Forty-eighth and Fortyninth Congress and took an active part in the proceedings
of the house, acting as chairman of the committee on
patents.
His wife and son survive him.

RAE HORN MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
reading,

to 400 amperes, they are placed in
cases, with beveled glass fronts, and
metal parts are highly polished and

hardwood
all

the

handsomely plated.
They are manufactured
by the Lockwood Instrument company of
Detroit.

Rae Horn Measuring Instrument.
In electric measuring instruments it is of first
Importance that the controlling force should not
be liable to changes, due to variations of temperature, position, etc.
It is a well known fact
that no controlling force is so suitable in this
respect as that of gravity.
The most serious objection to its adoption, however, has been the
difficulty in making the deflecting force increase
p-'oportionally with
that exerted by gravity,
which increases rapidly as the pointer and armature leave their vertical or zero position.
It
is therefore evident that, in order to obtain an
even scale, the force exerted by the current to
be measured must keep pace with the increasing
action of gravity.
This can be accomplished in
either of two ways, or by a combination of both.
In the first, the armature is so situated or shaped
as to move into an increasing field of force due
to its situation or shape, in relation to such field;
in the second, by suitably proportioning the
mass of iron to the magnetizing current, the
magnetization being made to increase more rapidly than the current.
brief description of the instrument shown in
the cut, invented by Frank B. Rae, will show
that he accomplishes the result by a combination
of these conditions.
In this instrument he has
a tapered, well annealed, iron core of relatively
large dimensions, bent so as to be concentric
with the arc of the swing of the armature. The
upper portion of this tapered "horn," is wound
with wire to carry the measured current; the
lower portion protrudes from windings and
tapers down to a cross-section, considerably
less than that inclosed by the helix.
To the
upper pole of the horn and against the cheek
of the windings is fixed a bearing, also of soft
iron, from which is freely suspended a rod of
iron; the rod is attached at the lower end to an
iron ring, the inside diameter of which is such
as to allow it to have about one-eighth inch clearance, when at the largest part of the horn.
To
the lower edge of this ring is fastened rigidly a
light pointer which passes in front of a scale
upon which are marked the values of current
in amperes.
When this ring armature is in its
zero position it hangs vertically and just incloses the tips of the horn.
It will be readily
understood that on the passage of a current, a
certain degree of magnetization is imparted to
the tapered horn so that a pole is formed at its

and the defendant lawit for railway propulsion,
and each company has
respective rights and privileges along the same streets
and highways." These grants, however, do not give either
company exclusive domain, but on the contrary "the grant
to each company is to employ upon the same street the invisible energies of nature, and since it is impossible to
define the fields that confine them we are perforce constrained to seek for methods which will neutralize or reduce
to a minimum the injurious effects of their contact or interference with each other."
It is conceded, the court
says, that the employment of a metallic circuit by one
company will remove the difficulty, and " the problem
seems to be which company, under the circumstances,
ought to use the metallic circuit, and if the plaintiff ought
to use it, ought the defendant to pay the expense thereof
wholly or in part."
The franchises of these companies
make no provision for the method of construction, and do
not give to either company the exclusive right to employ
" The public motive inthe earth for the return circuit.
ducing the respective grants was to promote the public
welfare and to enlarge the public benefits to be derived
from the streets. It is plain that if these grants can be so
construed as to permit both companies to occupy the same
streets beneficially to themselves and to the public such
To accomplish this each
construction should be adopted.
company should adopt upon equitable terms such reasonable methods and safeguards as shall most prevent interferThe same rule
ence with the other or injury to itself.
which binds them to care to avoid injury to third persons
Both companies can mainbinds them as to each other.
tain and operate their respective plants upon the same
streets; each should do what is reasonably necessary to
avoid interference with the other and to protect itself."
The court further finds that the single trolley system
the best now
employed by the street railroad company is
electricity for telephonic purposes,

Gilmer's Electric Root Canal Drier.
of the difficulties experienced by dentists

One

is the drying of the root canals of teeth in which
To treat sucthe pulps have been destroyed.
cessfully such teeth necessitates the removal
from the canals of all dead pulp and moisture.
The canals being very minute as shown in the
cut, it is almost impossible in many cases to
perfectly cleanse them by the ordinary method,
that is by wiping them out with cotton fibers

'

'

known, regard being had

mechanical, electrical and
It is much cheaper to construct
financial considerations."
a metallic circuit for telephones than electric railwa}'s and
as this appeirs to he the only practicable way of obviating
to

A

GILMORE

S

ELECTRIC ROOT CANAL DRIER.

To heat and apa jeweler's broach.
ply a broach and dry the canal by this means, is
also unsatisfactory on account of the quickness
The neceswith which the tool loses its heat.
sity for something better with which to overcome
these difficulties has led to the production of the
instrument which is illustrated in the accompanying cut. The body of the tool is made of
hard rubber as indicated. Within this handle
are set two conducting rods which are in conThe
nection with two Pumpelly storage cells.
ends of these rods are provided with sockets,
into which a small platinum loop may be inserted. An inspection of the cut shows the form
of this loop and also a slender platinum point,
which is attached to it. As is indicated, the
wire of which the little loop is made, is reduced
at the bend, and at this point the slender end is
In adattached by soldering with fine gold.
dition there is melted on the point, near the
By this
joint with the loop, a globule of gold.
construction the heat is concentrated at the bend
and in the point.
The action of the device will now be readily
understood. When it is desired to dry out a
wound on

the injury, the court says, the question arises whether
the telephone or railway company ought to bear the expense.
This is an equity action in which upon the trial the court
will have jurisdiction to administer all the relief which the
Concluding the
nature of the case and the facts demand.
court finds:
"We cannot place the burden of this expense
in the first instance upon the defendant, since the plaintiff
ought not to yield control of its lines to the defendant.
The necessities of the case compel us to require the plaintiff to assume it in order to protect itself against the defendant."

Telegraph Tournament.
The National Fast Telegraphing Tournament will be
opened at Hardman Hall, New York, April loth, when
the following conditions will be enforced:
From a.So to
I.
Number of words to be transmitted:
2.
Speed combined
500, according to number of entries.
The instruments to be used will be fur%vith excellence.
nished by the leading electrical manufacturers who have
contributed money for prizes.
Class B
Classification.
Class
Open for all.
Open for all, barring those who have a record of better
than eleven minutes on the ,soo words used in the last con-

—

—

—

test.

Ladies' Class.

Old Timers'

A—

— Free for
— Open

Class.

service prior to 1S65.

all.

for

those

who were

in the
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fee $2, except in the ladies' class.
transmission by each operator will be recorded with
a caligraph in the hands of an expert operator, thereby illustrating the value of the writing machine worked in conjunction with the telegraph.
Under date of Fcbruar>' 17, C. W. Summers, manager of
the Western Union office at Schriever, La., addresses the

Entrance

of the Fourth Avenue
Electric Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.

Power House

The

The accompanying cuts illustrate the power
Thomson-Houston electric railway

station of the
in

Minneapolis, Minn.

This building,

in

which

March
from the

third, in

i8go

S,

order that a better view of

may he given. These three dynamos are
compound wound, and have each a capacity of
So horse power.
They deliver current at a
engine

pressure of 500 volts.
Steam for the plant is
supplied from a single Hazelton **porcupine"
boiler of 250 horse power capacity.
A Harr
duplex steam pump furnishes water to this
boiler through a Lambert heater.
The engine
used was designed by Russell & Co. of Massillon, O., and develops 250 horse power at a speed
A 36 inch double leather
of 150 revolutions.
belt couples the engine to the countershaft over
On this countershaft
a double clutch pulley.
are three similar pulleys for driving the generators.

Important Patent Office Decision,
A

recent decision by the commissioner of patents bearupon the inclusion in one application of claims for the
method and claims for the apparatus by which the method

ing

may be carried out, is attracting considerable attention
This decision classifies the cases in
among inventors.
which

this question arises Into three

branches

—

first,

where

impossible; second, where division is optional;
third, where division is imperative.
Under the first class the commissioner discussed those
cases where the invention was concrete and hence indivisible, as where a product and a process are so related to
each other that the product can result only from the process and the process can only result in the product.
The
commissioner holds substantially as follows: While separate claims may be made for the product and process,
there can properly be but one patent and hence but one application should be required by the office.
So, also, where
some of the claims cover a machine and others a supposed
process, the latter being merely the function of the machine, one application is sufficient to secure the invention
and is exhaustive of the applicant's rights.
The same
doctrine is also applicable where claims are formulated
upon the same structure, some to cover It broadly, or in a
general form, while others are specific in character.
In
all such cases a failure to fully or adequately claim a given
invention can be In proper cases corrected by reissue, but a
second original patent cannot be allowed under any cirdivision

is

cumstances.
FIG.

I.

—POWER

HOUSE OF THE FOURTH AVENUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY, MINNEAPOLIS.

manager of the Western Union Telegraph company, New
York, as follows:
"I will challenge the winner of the first prize in the
coming contest to be held in your city in April next, to determine the shortest time a given number of words can be

FIG. 2.

— rOWER

telegraphed, in a like contest of 100 words for $500 a side.
Please
Same to take place at any given place and time.

inform committee."

The Commercial Illuminating company, at Chicago, has
been incorporated to furnish electric light, heat, and power;
capital stock, $25,000; incorporators, C. E. Acker, R. L.
Gibson, and

M.

B. Austin.

the machinery of the Fourth avenue road is
was formerly the property of the Pray
Manufacturing company, and recently came into
the possession of the Minneapolis Thomsonall

located,

Cases of optional division exist where the subject matter
includes distinct inventions dependent upon each other and
mutually contributing to produce a single result.
In such
cases it is optional with the applicant whether the several
inventions should be claimed in one application or separated into as many applications as there are distinct inventions.
The patents granted upon such applications are

HOUSE OP THE lOUKTU AVENUE ELECTRIC RAlLWyW, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Electric Light iS: Power company.
shows the exterior of the power house
which is a substantial and well-lighted building.
The engine and generator room is illustrated in

equally operative and valid.
The inventions falling most
frequently under this class are those relatinjj to improvements upon machines, the pro.ximate result of each and all
of the improvements being to Improve or modify the operation of the machine as a whole.

Fig. 2.
In this room are three generators, engine and switch-board.
Two of the generators
are in motion, while the belt has been removed

In cases arising under the third class the office is governed by an imperative rule requiring division whenever an
attempt is made to include in one application two or more

Houston
Fig.

I

March

s,
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inventions which are independent, and which are not connected in design or operation, and do not mutually conThat process and aptribute to produce a single result.
paratus constitute distinct inventions is too clear for argument, and it has been so decided over and over again by
the Supreme Court of the United States, but whether they
may be included in one patent depends upon the determination of the question whether they are dependent upon
each other and mutually contribute to a single result.
number of decisions are cited and discussed in which
the Supreme Court has sustained patents covering both inventions, one of the latest being ihat in the telephone
cases, in which the patent covered both the magneto and
variable resistance methods, and the particular magneto
apparatus described, or its equivalent.

A

Coal Consumption

Electric Ligfit

—

It is too

One barrel of oil in thirty days is
bad that the name and location of

cannot be furnished to interested parties, of
whom I am one. I can not imagine anything but modesty
Will
that could keep this light shining under a bushel.
some one please turn the measure over?
this

The device is made to fit any inside
frame lamp, and all outside frame lamps where
the cylinder is suspended from the inside of the

Chicago, it is not strange that an effort to introduce the
cable system in which these gentlemen are interested was
made, nor is it strange that the people immediately repudiated the arrangement.
So pronounced and widespread

top of the frame.
Fig. I shows the arrester removed while the
lamps are being trimmed. Fig. 2 shows the arrester in position upon the lamp.
A rubber
flange or apron fits tightly around the top of the
globe, and the body of the arrester being of
wire cloth, there is a free escape for heat.
The
device is introduced by the Central Electric
company, Chicago.

was

The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
ciation of Boston,

May f ask if you have
Editoi Western Electrician.
not made a mistake in your printed report of the proceedassociation, just adElectric
Light
National
ings of the
journed at Kansas City? The error, for such I take it to
be, occurs in the article of C. C. Haskins on "Prodigality
The writer in the course of his remarks rein Economy."
fers to a fourteen-dynamo station, the operation of which
has come under his observation and credits the plant with
a coal consumption of 1,900 pounds daily. There is room
Nineteen hunhere for the correction I am in search of.
dred pounds daily can not be correct, while I, goo pounds
the
figures
given are
I presume
hourly seems too much.
wrong and respectfully ask to be enlightened further. I
disclaim any intention of quibbling over trifles, and do not
ask for the information sought, out of idle curiosity.
I am deeply interested in this question and read with
avidity any figures that claim to represent actual working
results achieved in the operation of electric lighting plants.
Such published statements are entirely too few to suit the
I run an isolated
searcher for knowledge of that kind
station in this territory, not a large one, but still large
to
make
a
fairly successful
enough to enable me
operation.
I
must
coneconomical
attempt at
regretfully
that
my plant
and
candidly
fess
in
economy this
to
approach
begin
not
does
Haskins

of carbon.

Industrial Exposition at Boston.
in

Plants.

one of Mr.
reinarkahle.
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plant

Engineer.

Central Spartc Arresters.
cuts illustrate a device to
prevent the dropping of sparks from arc lamps.
Complaint has frequently been made that sparks
have fallen and damaged or destroyed goods

The accompanying

nial exhibition

in

is

preparing to hold

that city.

held its first fair in
seventeenth in 1890.

its

assotrien-

This association

and

hold its
located
on one of the broad avenues of the city, with
1837,

will

The building

is

this opposilion to the cable that the projectors of the
enterprise were compelled to change their programme.
The people demanded electric roads, and the company
hastened to introduce bills in the municipal assembly granting the right to substitute electricity for animals on all its
lines, excepting a few unimportant routes which have already been equipped with the cable system. It is probable
that as soon as the chanees now contemplated are made,
the cable lines will be obliged to fall in and adopt the electric
system, so strong is public opinion on this point. The proposed changes will require an expenditure of at least

$?,ooo,ooo.
The Lindell street line of St. Louis, Mo,, has awarded
a contract to the Sprague company to equip its entire line
with electric apparatus.
Double bracket iron poles placed
between the two tracks will be used, and will be of an ornamental and tasteful design.
Each pole will carry an arc
lamp and so will act for the double purpose of lighting the
street and carrying the trolley wires.
The only wires overhead will be the trolley wires. The main feeder and arc
The last orlight wires will all be carried underground.
der of this company for electrical apparatus includes one
hundred and thirty-six motors, and it is intended to have
the road in operation as soon as possible.

John Stephenson and

Electric Cars.

In an interesting sketch of John Stephenson, the Sun
says while speaking of the wide development of his business:

fig.

1.

CENTRAL SPARK ARRESTER.

street cars in front and steam cars in the rear,
with acres of floor surface, powerful engines and
multitudinus conveniences for the accommodation

and visitors. In this exhibition will be gathered together the latest improvements in all classes and kinds of machinery,
much of it in operation. The managers in their
circular announce among the attractions: "Most
wonderful of all, perhaps, such an exhibit of the
latest devices in electrical science as shall show
to all who attend, the marveloiis progress which
a few years have wrought in all that pertains to
our everyday life, by the introduction of
mechanism required to utilize that subtle unisymbol of unbounded concentrated
versal force
of exhibits, exhibitors

energy

—

—

electricity."

Chicago Electric Club.
At the meeting of the Chicago Electric club,
March 3rd, the library committee reported that
it had been
successful in making an arrangement with the American Electrical society, by
which the latter's library will be transferred to
the rooms of the club.
This is an e.'Jcellent arrangement for the Electric club, as this library
contains some rare volumes, some of which have
a present market value of forty or fifty dollars
each.
Mr. Kempt, the chairman of the library
committee, reported that it was the intention of
the committee to add to this library every desirable book published, and make it the best and
most complete electrical library in the country.
The meeting was largely attended, and the

"The

electric car business is

becoming the

largest

branch of car building now, and the very newest of the
cars are made for the Fourth avenue line in this city.
It
makes an interesting showing in comparison with the old
"John Mason," and placed actually side by side, the difThe old cars used to
ference would be still more startling.
Nowadays $1,000 buysan
cost about $800 on an average.
ordinary car, but the best cost as high as $1,600, and the
electrics, with their motors, cost $5,000,
not to speak of
$2,000 more for batteries, if they are that kind of cars.
They are built of the finest and strongest wood, elaborately
carved and painted, and all the "fixings" are bronze or
brass, while almost as much care is taken with their doors,
windows, shades, seat^, and other features, as if they were
palace cars.

New Belding Fan Motor.
The accompanying cut illustrates a new

fan

motor which is being introduced by the Belding
Motor & Manufacturing company, Chicago. In
general design the motor is neat and tasty. The
fan is six-bladed, measuring fifteen inches from
AVhere it is
tip to tip of two opposite blades.
not desired to have the fan attached directly to
the armature shaft a belt may be used, and an
eighteen-inch fan substituted.
The fan itself is of peculiar construction. By
an ingenious curvature of the blades, it is
claimed, the air is delivered in a solid column,

utmost enthusiasm prevailed in regard to club
Dr. Paul Schoop of Zurich, Switzerland, read the most valuable paper on accumulaThis
tors that has appeared in this country.
paper will be found on another page.
The secretary reported that seventeen new
members had been elected since the last meeting of club, each application for resident membership being accompanied by $26. The finances
affairs.

of the club are in a flourishing condition.
The committee on the banquet to the eastern
delegates to the Kansas City Electric Light

convention reported that their funds showed a
surplus of $20.13 after all bills connected with
the entertainment are paid.

NEW

Rapid Transit
The problem

fig. 2.

CENTR.^L SPARK ARRESTER.

over which the lamp was suspended, and in
cases the use of arc lamps for indoor lighting has been discontinued for this reason.
The
arrester rests upon the top of the g'.obe, and
reaches up to and around the cylinder of the
lamp, inclosing all the intervening space, and
thus prevents the escape of the heated particles

many

in St. Louis.

rapid transit for St. Louis has
of
occupied the attention of the best street railroad engineers of the country during the last year, and the
determination of the people to secure better means of
transportation has led the street railroad companies to make
It may be that the
an honest effort to improve the service.
recent movement favoring elevated roads increased the
anxiety of the surface road managers to improve the service,
but at any rate there has been a perceptible awakening on
the part of the management of the local companies to the
necessity for prompt action.
Inasmuch as the principal
street car lines are controlled by the Holmes syndicate of

BELI'INi";

FAN MOTOR.

SO to speak, instead of being scattered.
motor, it is claimed, develops fully }%

This
horse-

The armature
is of high efficiency.
shaft runs in self-oiling boxes and the machine
special feature of the
is practically noiseless.
motor is the novel arrangement of the brushes.
It will be noticed that both are supported by
Carbon brushes are
one brush holder stud.
The speed is changed by shifting the
used.
volt cirThis motor is wound for
brushes.
power and

A

no

uits.
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March

the law is affirmed every one will be interested
learning of the circumstances attending the
first execution.
It is therefore to be hoped that
a measure recently introduced in the New York
legislature which repeals the prohibition against
the publication of anything in regard to an e.xecution beyond the mere statement that death
was inflicted, will be adopted. It has been asked
repeatedly and very pertinently, "How are we to
know whether the electrical method is cruel or
not, if we are not allowed to learn of the details?" The bill repealing the prohibitory clause
has reached a third reading, and it is said will
probably be adopted by the legislature.
in

i»TTBi-icji.Tioir

6 Lakeside Building.
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New

law

is

now

'\'ork state.

before

tlie

The

ar-

guments of counsel on the appeal are summar-

The appeal is
ized in the New V'Qrk letter.
principally ^Msthe ground that the law
providing for thei^Tction of death by the ap-

made

jfjjcation of
.

electricity

is

unconstitutional

be-

The
c^nse the penalty is cruel and unusual.
''^rierar opinion seems to be that the court of
appeals will sustain both the county court and
general term, which have both affirmed the conIt will be
stitutionality of electrical e.xecution.
remembered that the committee on state and
municipal legislation brought this matter before
the National Electric Light association at the
It was voted
recent convention at Kansas City.
that an effort be made to .secure an amendment
to the electrical execution act to the effect that
special appar.ntus be devised for death dealing
purposes capable of generating current at a potential of 10,000 volts.

Schoop

calls attention to the fact that cells

may

be constructed of high capacity by the use of
lighter metal than lead.
But he also states that
it is his conviction that there is much more to be
looked for in the development of the lead cell.

In another column there
entitled,

"Sir

is

presented a paper

Wm. Thomson

and

Electric

Lighting," by George Westinghouse, Jr. Those
familiar with current electrical literature will
not be much surprised at the tenor of the article.
In the introduction the author refers to
Sir AVm. Thomson's recent article on "Electric
Lighting and Public Safety," and calls attention
to the evident determination of the authorities

Great Britian to virtually prohibit serial wires.
Following in this line of thought the writer
points out the danger attendant upon the use of
electrical energy.
The advocates of the various
continuous current systems will note with interest Mr. Westinghouse's reference to the late fire
in the Pearl street Edison station in New York,
and also his remarks concerning the incident,
related in the North American Review by Mr.
Edison, where paving stones were "reduced to a
molten mass."
Mr. AVestinghouse concludes
his paper by proposing a set of regulations, the
follows:
first of which reads as
"No direct
electrical connection shall be permitted between
in

mains and wires within buildings for
and power." It is hardly necessary
to point out that there are a few of the electrical
fraternity who would oppose such a regulation.
street
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Storage Batteries in Car Lighting
Married by Telephone

A

interesting paper on the

cumulators," which appears elsewhere in this
issue,
was presented at the last meeting of
the Chicago Electric club by Dr. Paul Schoop
The author premises
of Zurich, Switzerland,
his paper with an explanation of the sulphate
theory.
He describes briefly the mode of making lead accumulators and discusses the action
This is followed
of charging and discharging.
by the statement of a theory which, he explains,
has already been suggested "by Faraday fifty
years ago in his celebrated Experimental ReDr. Schoop tiases his
searches on Electricity."
views on "the power of metals and other solids
to induce the combination of gaseous bodies.''
This he claims explains known facts in a more
simple way than the sulphate theory.
Dr.

It

was also stated

at the

convention that Governor Hill was averse to the
repeal of the act, so it is extremely unlikely that
he will interpose a pardon in order to prevent an
If the validity of
execution under the new law.

Judge Landon

of the

Supreme court

of

New

York, has written an interesting opinion, summarized elsewhere, in the injunction proceedings in which the Hudson River Telephone
company endeavors to restrain the Watervliet
Turnpike & Railway company from introducing
the electric system on its lines. The judge finds
that under its franchise the railway company has
a right to operate by electricity, and while it
may claim an equal right with the telephone
company to use the earth return, it cannot do so
interferes with the operation of
if it seriously
established telephone lines.
The judge bases
this decision on the ground that neither company has an exclusive right to use the streets.
Judge Landon thinks that the proper method
of removing di.sturbances on the telephone line
the adoption of the metallic
is to be found in
circuit by the telephone company.
In this respect he differs with Judge Taft, whose decision
in

the telephone-electric railway suit at Cincin-

was published last week. The latter thought
the problem would be solved when the electric
railway company adopted the double trolley system.
He, therefore, enjoined the railway company from continuing to use the single trolley
system.
Judge Landon says the question who
shall pay for the metallic circuit should be deternati

mined
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Another point upon
from Judge Taft,
relates to the merits of the single trolley system
as compared with the double trolley system.
Judge Landon says the former is superior to the
latter when the mechanical, electrical and financial features are considered.
In view of the
fact that both the telephone and railway companies can operate their .systems on the same
streets, Judge Landon says they should adopt
upon equitable terms such methods and safeguards as shall prevent interference with each
other, and protect themselves.
He, therefore,
in

a court of equity.

which Judge Landon

differs

orders the railway company to file the necessary
bond guaranteeing the possible damages until
the case in equity

is

decided.

In an article in another column, views

which

Lieut. Sprague expressed in his paper at Kansas
City, are considered by Nelson W. Perry, E. M.
Mr. Perry testified as an expert in the electric

railway-telephone suit before

Judge

Taft

at

Cincinnati, and it was upon his statement,
as an electrical expert, that the judge based
his
opinion, which was published in
these
columns last week. Mr. Perry takes exception to the statement of Lieutenant Sprague
that, "as a matter of fact, the trouble from induction is of the very slightest character, and
that must fie patent to any one who is familiar
with this ])articular electrical action."
On this
point Mr. Perry says: "We cannot say that in
one case either induction or conduction will be
the predominating disturbing element until we
have actually tested the case in question. This
is so, not because the nature of or laws governing induction are imperfectly understood, but
because there are many modifying causes that
cannot certainly be predetermined, either as to
their existence or extent."
Mr. Perry then relates his experience in tracing the causes of disturbances on telephone lines in the same street
with the electric railway, and the conclusions to
which these examinations have led him.

Articles on the general subject of safety in
the distribution of electricity continue to find a
prominent place in the magazines. In the March
number of the Atlantic Montldy, Prof. John
Trowbridge treats of this general topic under
the title of "Dangers from Electricity."
He
refers to the sources of dangers and to the necessity of employing safeguards.
He dwells
particularly upon overhead wires for electric
cars and expresses his decided preference for
the double trolley system.
In this respect his
views coincide with those of Judge Taft, who
recently enjoined the defendant in the telephoneelectric railway suit in Cincinnati from continuing to use the single trolley.
Electric railway
men will almost without exception disagree with
both Prof. Trowbridge and Judge Taft on the
advisability of using the double trolley.
After
pointing out the dangers to be guarded against
in distributing the electric

current. Prof.

Trow-

bridge reaches the following conclusion which
"In general, electricity
every one will indorse:
may be said to be the safest natural agency
which man employs. Steam boilers burst, and
gas mains explode.
There is nothing explosive
in an
electric generator or an electric motor.
The wires conveying the current can rend nothing, and become heated only through gross carelessness.
The ease with which electric plants
are installed testifies to the ready adaptability
This ease has a
of electricity to man's uses.

tendency to make

electrical
also leads to the

working men care-

employment

of igcarelessness and tendency to employ ignorant persons, to which
Prof. Trowbridge refers, are becoming less and
recognized that
It is generally
less common.
carelessness in construction in New York city
led to the scare which created the demand for
articles on the dangers of electric lighting.
At
the Kansas City convention of the National
Electric Light association, the necessity of securing the best possible workmen was repeatedly
emphasized; in fact, one of the most interesting
discussions turned upon the very point of obtaining workmen who would not be careless.
There certainly is no tendency at the present
day toward the employment of ignorant persons or
toward the encouragement of careless methods.
less, an(i

it

norant persons."

The

.
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A Theory

of Accumulators.'

DR. PAUL SCHOOP.

Though

the development of science, and especially that

of the electrical branch, has shown that practical results
obtained more easily by exact observation and experiment than by theoretical speculation, and that theories
commonly are built up, after a discovery has already been
thorouohly proved by actual experience, still the value of
theories is not trilling, even if we consider only the impulse which a theory may give for further investigations.
When we see how the theory of Gisbert Kapp has facilitated the proper construction of dynamos, why should we
not look for a better theory- of accumulators? Consult the

may be

books and periodicals and you will ascertain how contradictory and how confusing are the explanations of the action of
the accumulator.
Indeed, it seems to be a fact that the first
investigators at the beginning of this century had a clearer
idea regarding the electro-chemical changes in the lead accumulator than we now possess. As the knowledge of the
properties of the lead secondar)- battery was extended, the
more difficult it was found to encompass all the phenomena
in a single theory.
Chemistry has certainly become an extended science, so also has electricity, but electro-chemistry,
founded by the genius Faraday, has developed but little
It is for this reason, perhaps, that the
since his time.
present theory of accumulators is still ver>* objectionable; it
is equally true that the opinion expressed here will not be
the best that could be wished, though it explains the
known facts in a more simple way than the "sulphate
theor)^" as

I will call

the old one.

OLD OR SULPHATE THEORY.
Without going into the
cumulators,
read books.

historical

development of the ac-

us consult one or two of the most widely
Referring to "The Management of Accumu-

let

by Sir David Solomons (1890), page 53, we find
that the charging of the lead accumulator is alluded to as
follows:
"The result of charging is to convert the PbSO^
on the positive plates to PbO.,, which change is thus efSOo
fected:
goes to the electrolyte in exchange for O, the
liberated H^ of the water, joining with the SO4, form
H2SO4. The next action is another atom of
joining the
PbO, making PbO^, and the liberated Ho of the H^O going
to the PbO of the negative plate, forms Pb-H^O." Do not
get scared.
I do not expect you to understand this explanation. I am sure I am unable to comprehend it myself.
Emil Reynier in his "The Voltaic Accumulator," transla'ed by A. Berly (1SS9), says on page 13:
"The double
reaction thus enacted (by the discharge) is the fixation of one
equivalent of sulphuric acid upon each electrode, and the
carriage of one equivalent of oxygen from the positive to
the negative."
And on page 14: "When the voltameter is
charged anew, the reverse chemical reactions take place,
bringing the sulphate of lead to a state of reduced lead on
the one part, and of peroxyde of lead on the other part."
That is. at least, a clearer explanation, and it represents
the modern opinion, as all researches made in the last few
years refer to a similar or the same view. You will remember
a paper read by Prof, Frankland last October before the
Royal society, London. His researches lead him to the
opinion that in the electrodes of a lead accumulator there
were active two new compounds, one in the negative plates
and another in the positive plates; both consisted of combinations of lead, oxygen and sulphur, but arranged in a
verj' complicated manner.
Though the method by which
the investigator obtained these two new substances may be
considered suspicious by chemists, it is of little consequence,
the important point being that the sulphuric acid is the
material necessary to produce "active material" in combination with lead oxides.
As the opinions of three authors
have been cited, it may be said that a few electricians do
not share the general belief.
Mr, Filzgerald of London,
was unable to find lead sulphate in the positive plate in his
lithanode battery, and Mr. Bandsept of Brussels, modestly
believed that we know nothing certain about the chemical
reactions in a secondary cell.
I shall attempt briefly to describe the mode of making lead
accumulators, the action of charging and discharging, and
to point out the facts which support or seem to support the
present theory.
I shall then try to explain the phenomena
lators,"

O

way, and will endeavor to support this view by
by well-known processes, but prinby "Faraday's Researches."
Two lead foils, say ^\, of an inch in thickness, are connected, the one to the positive pole, and the other to the
negative pcle of an electrical source; both foils are suspended without touching each other in a vessel filled with
water acidulated by sulphuric acid. We have then, suitable

in another

facts well established

cipally

apparatus for making
turned on it must be
being from three volts
servation that during

—

a lead accumulator. If the current is
a continuous current, the pressure
upwards it is found by careful ob-

—

few moments no visible
takes place.
Soon, howbecomes visible, gss
bubbles appearing on both foils.
Faraday calls the electrode, at which the hydrogen appears, the kathode, and the
other, at which the oxygen is developed, the anode.
The
main result of this experiment, which we may call 'charging of the cell," consists in the development o' hydrogen
and o.xygen gas; but after a few minutes the anode loses
its greyish
lead
color, and
becomes dark brown;
while the kathode no longer presents a bright metallic sur
face, but shows the same grey color as before.
If the
charging is continued for a considerable time, say a fortnight or a month, the superficial brown substance will become a coating on the anode surface of a cei'tain thickness,
perhaps -g-J,, of an inch; the kathode looks rather smooth.
By means of a voltmeter we find during the charging, and
we could have ascertained the fact at the beginning, that
between the two lead foils there is an electromotive force
of 2i volts, and breaking the charging current, the difference of potential will be found to be exactly two volts.
Further it is found that when the two poles of the element

change

the

in the electrolytic

ever, the decomposition of

first

vessel

the

fluid

iRead before the Chicago Electric Club, March
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connected an electric current is flowing, but exact
measurement will prove that the quantity of current is very
small, and by no means in proportion to the amount of current employed during the charging period.
A chemical
analysis of the anode, the black electrode, on which the
oxygen has been df'veloped, will prove that the black ccmpound contains not only lead but oxygen, and if the water
and the sulphuric acid have not been removed before ihe
analysis by washing and drying, these ingredients will be
found.
An analysis of the kathode, after washing and dry-

are

ing, will only prove the presence of lead.
Having charged cur lead accumulator for a month, we
will reverse the current. After an hour, the former kattode
assumes a brown color, and the former arode loses more

and more

its dark appearance, the color turning from black
to chocolate brown, then to yellow, and at last into a grey
lead color, perhaps a little lighter grey than at fiist.
No

gas bubbles appear on this plate, till it has turned entirely,
while the other plate develops gas soon after the reversal
of the current.
Let the current be maintained for a month.
After this time, the forn:er kathode (now anode) has a
black coating of the same thickness of -.r}^ of an inch, and
the former anode (now kathode) has a soft, grey surface.
We have now a good accumulator, the electromotive force
between the two foils during charging is, as in the first
period of charging, 2^ volts; where the current is broken,
the difference of potential is exactly two volts. The sulphuric
acid is a Httle more concentrated, as water has removed
from the solution by the decomposition. The only difference between the present cell and the cell before the reversal of the current is, that we can take out of it a consideral amount of current.
And further, if we charge the cell
again at the proper rate of current, and if we stop the
charging as soon as gas-bubbles appear, we can obtain in
the discharging from So to S5 per cent, of the total electric
energy expending in charging. Why is it that the accumulator nearly inactive at first, turned out so well in the sec
ond reversed charging?
It is, apparently, because the
kathode has now a coating of spongy lead ^J,j of an inch
in thickness, for this is the only difference between the two
states.
This is a complete description of making an effective accumulator.
But where is the "paste," that material interesting for
more than one reason? It will be seen from the above that
effective accumulators may be obtained without paste, tut

why

is

that all

"paste"?

those in

practical

operation contain that

to you the fact that the first batterhad no paste whatever, and the use of
that materia] was first made much later by Faure.
Faure
thought that, instead of forming at first a layer of oxydized
lead, the black compound, which is veiy costly, considering the enormous amount of current (work) and time necessary for its production, it would be more economical to
make it at a small expense by chemical means, and to apply
it mechanically to a
lead plate or grid
He found that
other compounds of lead, like litharge or minium, would
be equally serviceable. He filled two perforated plates
with
a paste made
by mixing minium (red lead)
ies,

I will recall

made by

with a

little

Plante,

dilute sulphuric acid in just such

quantities as

to form a pasty mass.
After the "paste" had been allowed
to dry a little anH become bard, the plates were immersed
in water, acidulated with sulphuric acid and current was

turned on.
The lead oxide on the anode become darkthat on the kathode was changed into spongy,
metallic lead.
This element will, after the first charging,
give a large amount of electrical energy, owing to the large
quantity of spongy lead obtained by this means.
This is
the method of making accumulators followed by the Electrical Accumulator company, and by the other companies,
which do not own all the Faure patents. I hope these
companies will pardon me for revealing their secrets, as
they are of little value without the additional knowledge of
a great many practical points without which accumulators
cannot be manufactured and successfully operated.

brown and

We must now consJderthe

lead-accumulator more closely,

especially in respect to the chemical changes, which are the
same in the case of either a pasted or a non-pasted p'ate.
The specific gravity of the dilute sulphuric acid in the
cells is ordinarily i 1 75 (corresponding to about 25 per cent.
.

concentrated acid), and during charging we see that Ihe
specific gravity increases, after fully charging to perhaps
1.220 (corresponding to about 33 percent, concentrated
acid).
Every ampere-hour, as the common expression is,
sets free about ^Z,,,- pound of concentrated sulphuric acid,
so that a 200 ampere-hour charge would evolve one pound
of acid.
Of course this acid must have been in the plates,
for 200 ampere-hours' discharge a pound of acid seems
to have disappeared.
Suppose the cell contains about 27
pounds of dilute acid of 1.220 specific gravity after charging, and 27 pounds of dilute acid of 1.175 specific gravity
after discharging 200 ampere-hours, exactly a pound of the
concentrated sulphuric acid "has gone into the plates," to
use the common expression.
Again, on charging the cell
with 200 ampere hours, we find the old specific gravity of
1.220 restored; that speaks for the old theory, which has
still other arguments in its favor.
Lead plates, charged in
pure water, an operation difficult to accomplish, as w^ater
scarcely conducts the current, present an entirely different
appearance both in electrical and chemical conditions from
those dipped in acidulated water.
One theory of electrolytes, which consists in assuming, that only that only those
bodies which conduct the current under decomposition,
and water does not conduct current, are electro-active in a
voltaic cell, again supports the view that it must be the
sulphuric acid which is decomposed in the secondarj' cell
and the water only incidentally.
Further, it has been
found that the plates of a lead cell, especially after a discharge and subsequent rest of several months, contain
large quantities of real lead sulphate, called white sulphate,
on acci;unt of its color. This can be observed on both
negative and positive plates.
Before the so-called discoveries of Prof. Frankland we knew other forms of lead
sulphate, such, for example, as gray sulphate which, on
account of its color and for other reasons, cannot be readily
distinguished.
The gray sulphate, however, must be in
the
plates,
because the whi:e sulphate is not de-

147
composed

by
mere
charging,
but
remains
unchanged.
This does not conform to the theory. On page
76 of Solomon's "Management of Accumluators"' there is
this interesting paragraph:
"To return to the cure for
sulphating (this means the elimination of the white sulphate
from the plates) a continual charging below the maximum
rate, half to start with, for a prolonged period, will gradually reduce the unhealthy ( !) sulphate to the healthy form."
By the way chemistry knows only one sulphate of lead,
the very white sulphate.
It must be admiiied, that the analysis of lead electrodes
is diflicult, on account of the chemical changes which take
place even if electrodes are surrounded by air or water
only.
But still another reason speaks for the old theory;
some investigators succeeded in calculating the caloric rebetween sulphuric acid and the lead compounds so
as to obtain an electromotive force of nearly 2 volts for a
cell.
And how nicely they develop the analogy to a primary cell, the Daniell element for example thus;
"Replace
the kathode by a zinc plate, the anode by a copper plate,
and the sulphuric acid by a solution of sulphate of copper,
or even start with the same sulphuric acid.
The chemical
reactions during discharging are:
Sulphuric acid combines
with the zirc (kathode), forming sulphate of zinc.
During
charging sulphuric acid dissolves the copper of the anode,
combining to form sulphate of copper."
Let us now investigate the failures and contradictory
character of the sulphate theory.
first
encounter the
striking fact, that if the theory is correct we should obtain
seven times greater capacity out of a given weight of
plates than we now are able to secure.
may put forth
every effort to utilize the active material in the most favorable way indicated by theory and experience, but we are
still unable to get
around this awkward fact. The best
illustration of the truth of the statement is found in a comparison of the cells of different inventors.
It has been
found repeatedly that the capacity is practically the same
in all these makes and is found to be just about one-seventh
of what it should be according to the sulphate theory. One
pound oi active material in the negative plates should allow
us to store up about 125 ampere-hours, and we find, as a
matter of fact, that we need seven pounds for this purpose.
If we Eccept this theory we must dispense with chemical
laws, which till now at least have been regarded as exact
and unchanging. They have taught us that for each atom
deposited by electrical energy a certain and invariable
amount of electricity was requisite.
Faraday determined
the atomic weight of many elements by comparing the
quantities of current necessary for the deposit of equal
weights of the elements.
Does this law of electro chemical
equivalents, which holds good for all primary batteries,
only fail in the case of the lead accumulator? That is incredible.
Another awkward fact is, that the electromotive
force of a lead accumulator var'es during charging and dis-charging.
It may be that the variation of the resistances,
both of the electrolytic fluid and of the plates may partially
account for the variation; but there is also a variation in
the difference of potential.
may say. that where a
lations

We

We

We

chemical compound is decomposed by electricity the energy
required to effect the decomposition is invariable; for example, in depositing copper in electrotyping the necessaryelectromotive force is constant, provided the current is constant
A good primary cell, say Grove's, retains the same
difference of potential nearly to the time of its exhaustion.
The difference of potential between two chemical compounds cannot be variable. And yet in the discharge of
our lead plates we obtain at first 2 volts, aftera certain time
1.9 volts, and later, before the accumulator is exhausted,
1.86 volts.
Further, it is still doubtful whether sulphuric
compounds are present in the electrodes, the kathode as
well as the anode.
The difficulty of analysis has already
been conceded; indeed, if there were other sulphates of
lead in existence we should be able to isolate and piepare
them in a state of absolute purity. Nobody has ever accomplished this; on the contrary there is an absolute uncertainty concerning the constitution of such lead sulphates.
The sulphates of Prof. Frankland were obtained in a way,
which disregards all known methods of preparing definite
chemical compounds; an analysis of a mixture of lead oxide
and sulphuric acid will never prove the existence of a new
chemical compound.
It has already been proven that the
only white lead sulphate is unfit for storing up electricity.

Compounds of lead similar to those found in an accumulator, but obtained by purely chemical means cannot be
effectively used for constiucting a lead accumulator.
Even
peroxyde of lead, obtained by chemical action, is not the
same substance as that black compound on the charged
anode, though both agree in containing relatively great percentage of oxygen; but the physical properties (colored,
crystal form and specific weight) and the chemical properties (power of osydation, difference of potential with
liquids and constancy) are different in the two peroxydes of
lead.
No one has ever tried to obtain a charged kathode
by chemical means.

ANOTHER THEORY.
There are surely
other theory which

sufficient reasons for looking for anwill harmonize with ethers.
I will endeavor briefly to state my own view, which is based on the
theory suggested by Faraday fifty years ago in his celebrated "Experimental Researches on Electricity." (Second edition. Vol. 1, 1849.)
On page 165 is the following Sec.
I-.
"On the power of metals and
other solids to induce the combination of
gaseous
660.
I intended to have followed this section by
bodies."
one of the secondary piles of Ritter, and the peculiar
properties of the poles of the pile or of metals through
which electricity has passed, which have been obser\'ed by

Ritter,

Van Marum,

and

Velin.

De

la

Rive, Marianini, Berze-

me, that all these phenomena
bear a satisfactory explanation on known principles, connected with the investigations just terminated, and do not
require the assumption of any new state or new property.
If a platimun-foil is dipped into a mixture of 2 volumes
of hydrogen-gas and i volume of oxygen-gas. a sudden exlius

others. It appears to
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plosion occurs, just as if an electric spark or a flame had
The experiment is made with hydroignited the mixture.
gen-gas only, no explosion occurs, but if the platinum is
now taken out of the hydrogen and exposed to the air, it
becomes red hot within a few seconds and then the foil
The platinum may be put again into the
again cools off.
hydrogen and when taken out the same phenomenon will be
This experiment can be repeated indefinitely.
observed.
If the platimun, af'cr the exposure in hydrogen, is now
dipped into a solution of certain chemical compounds, for
instance ferric cyankali, (iron peroxide of potassium) the
chemical combination of the solution is changed and the
latter contains after a little time a new substance, ferrocyankali, a compound containing less oxygen than the

compound. It was observed by Faraday, that
during the heating of the platinum in the air. steam was
and he concluded that the platinum must previously have absorbed a considerable quantity of hydrogen gas.
If the platimun foil is made the kathode of a voltameter
filled with dilute sulphuric acid it will absorb the greatest
The hydrogen, which is developed
quantity of hydrogen.
by passing a current through the fluid is at first completely
platinum,
as is also the oxygen-gas, and
absorbed by the
only after the saturation of the kathode with hydrogen
does the gas appear in visible bubbles. Such a charged
kathode will become instantly red hot when exposed to air
The kathode is found to develop more
or to oxygen.
energy than the same plate, simply immersed in hydrogen
gas and not acted upon by an electric current. The platinum-voltameter with dilute sulphuric acid, often used in
calibrating ampere meters is an accumulator; an expensive
one to be sure, considering its small capacity contained in
If we first charge the
a certain weight of platimun.
platinum-voltameter by passing through it a current and
then connect the two poles, a reverse current, the so-called
original

there are many others, such as palladium iron, and mercury.
Talladium absorbed even more hydrogen than platinum. The following data will be of interest:
It was
found that palladium wire, about one-fiftieth of an inch in
diameter, used as the k;ithode in a voltameter, would absorb 1,000 times its volume of hydrogen gas, or 3 percent,
Hence a pound of palladium wire would
of its weight.
store enough hydrogen to deliver about 36 ampere-hours.
This is not an encouraging fact
And though the volume
In Fig. 3. the
of hydrogen is large, the weight is trilling.
circles, illustrate the proportional cubic dimensions of equal
weights of platinum (.>r palladium), water and hydrogen.
Assuming the weight of i volume of hydrogen as one
pound, the weight of the same volume of platinum will be
Zinc is ten times more effective than
256.774 pounds.

*et free

"polarization current" or '"secondar}' current"

is

obtained.

Faraday constructed a gas battery and at the same time a
platinum accumulator as follows: Two glass tubes. A
Figs. I and 2,
and B, each provided with gas cocks,
Each tube
are so made as to be easily filled with a fluid.
The tubes are placed in a
contains a platinum wire.
The tubes are
vessel K containing dilute sulphuric acid.
filled with the same acid and the current turned on, Fig. i.
is partly absorbed by its
Hydrogen liberated in tube
platinum-wire; oxygen liberated in tube A is also partly
absorbed by its platinum-wire. After breaking the charging currents and connecting the poles of the voltameter
through a galvanometer, we observe a current in the reverse direction, while the gases in both tubes disappear
gradually. This is our fundamental experiment in support
It proves that between the hydrogen
of another theory.
absorbed by the platinum and the dilute acid, there is a
certain potential difference, and that the hydrogen disappears in just the same ratio that the current is taken out of
Of course, there is absorbed on the other
the voltameter.
side oxygen in the platinum-wire, which has a potential of
opposite
sign
in relation to the dilute acid, otherwise
the
we could not get as high a potential difference, over 2 volts,
Faraday proved in a similar way, the
in the voltameter.
absorption of oxygen by a platinum-foil.
Such a foil,
charged as an anode in a voltameter acquires great oxydizWhen such a foil is put into solutions of
ing qualities.
certain salts, say for instance, of thallium, the brown peroxyde of thallium is obtained, which could not be formed
by the mere exposure of the same solution to ordinary oxygen gas. Faraday stated, that certain impurities on the platinum foil could prevent the absorption if the foil was not
clean, or perhaps oily on the surface, no absorption occured; while a foil, thoroughly heated to a white heat and

B
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immediately after cooling,
sorbed rapidly. The same
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into
put
hydrogen,
abfoil, after having been in the
period, did not absorb half the hydrogen
Impurities of hydrogen could
as in the former case.
hinder the absorption; small quantities of dethylen gas or
vapors of turpentine would prevent the absorption.
To
obtain a clear platinum kathode, it was found advisable
to make it first, the anode, the oxygen burning all impurities
away, and then to make it the kathode.
Platinum is by
no means the only metal capable of absorbing hydrogen;

air for a longer
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prepared platinum-sponge by heating a compound, which
contained 4.4 per cent, platinum (the so-called platinumsal ammoniac.)
I
obtained another platinum-sponge by
healing a similar compound, but which contained only
obout 2 per cent, platinum (platinum-chloride-strychninchlorhydrate.)
If put into illuminating gas, the temperature of the iirst kind of sponge sLnuiy rose to a red-heat,
while the temperature of the second kind of sponge under
the same conditions ot oiicc- rose to a white-heat.
This
was probably due to the fact that the platinum particles in
the second sponge were in a more finely divided state than
in the first.
Now what is our experience in manufacturing
accumulators with .pasted plates?
The capacity of the
cells depends directly upon the degree of finenessof the
powder employed for the paste.
Lead sponge obtained
for example by heating tartrate of lead can absorb more
hydrogen than can lead-sponge obtained by reducing oxide

The highest capacity is found in lead sponge in
all the particles are most finely divided within the
largest space.
If we press lead-sponge under a high
pressure, we find a decrease of its capacity, and if we
of lead.

which

finely press

o

FIG.

3.
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THEORY OF ACCUMULATORS.

palladium, charged with hydrogen; one pound of zinc
It has also been found
giving about 400 ampere-hours.
that the palladium wire expands during the charging, and
that in a saturated condition, it has a volume 3 per cent,
After the discharge, the
larger, than at the beginning.
Palladium wire absorbs
wire resumes its original volume.
only a trifle of hydrogen by dipping it into the free gas,
Between the palladium and
about three times its volume.
the sulphuric acid (sheet, wire or sponge) there is a variable
to
potential
the
potential varying according
the
amount of hydrogen already absorbed by the metal.
It has also been observed, that the potential rises suddenly
when the point of saturation is passed; there is also a continuous fall of electromotive force during the discharge of
We may say in short that the
a palladium accumulator.
whole behavior of a palladium or of a platinum voltameter
is in every way so similiar to that of a lead accumulator,
that we would be at a loss to point outessential differences.
The hydrogen is supposed to be held in the palladium, as
for example, mercury in copper or zinc, and physicists
speak nowadays of an alioy of palladium and hydrogen. I
"The charged
now propose the following theorem:
kathode of a lead accumulator contains an alloy of lead and
hydrogen, and this hydrogen-alloy is the true active material,"
If platinum, palladium, mercury and iron combine with hydrogen, why should not lead do the same?
Take a charged, so-called "negative" plate out of an acAfter a few minutes vapors will rise from
cumulator cell.
become so hot that the solid
it and soon the plate will
Who can help remembering
metallic frame will melt.
Faraday's platinum foil? Lead may be prepared in a
most finely divided state, by reducing lead salts, say
chloride of lead with zinc in an acid or salt solution; but
this lead would not heat spontaneously as in the first excan easily see how the charged lead acperiment.
cumulator acts; the kathode contains hydrogen alloy and
between it and the acidulated water there is a certain
potential.
The anode contains oxygen, however, not in a
condensed state or as an alloy, and not firmly united, in a
chemical compound namely that dark, black, most highly
oxydized peroxyde of lead.
Now let us consider the discharge. As soon as the discharging commences the kathode loses hydrogen, and the
black compound on on the anode loses oxygen; these gases,
however, are combined and form water, which again is
For each pound of
dissolved in the dilute sulphuric acid.
water formed in this manner about 700 ampere-hours are
delivered.
At the end of the discharge we have then the
kathode containing lead nearly free from hydrogen and
the anode, a chocolate brown compound containing less
oxygen, then the black compound, and the electrolytic
fluid containing a pound more water
than before.
The
specific gravity of the acid of course must have fallen, because pure water has been added to it by the discharge.
Now let us consider once more the discharge. The current
decomposes the water. (It is a well known fact that
bodies which scarcely conduct electricity become comparatively good conductors if mixed together, such as alcohol
and water, hydrochloric acid water, sulphuric acid and
;

'
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water.)
The hydrogen is absorbed by the spongy lead on
the kathode, the oxygen is absorbed by the chocolate
brown compound on the anode; a part of the water of the
decomposed and furnishes
dilute
sulphuric
acid
is
After complete charging, the
hydrogen and oxygen gas.
kathode again contains the saturated hygrogen alloy, the
anode, the black compound, and the dilute acid less
bewater than at the beginning of the charging,
cause a certain quantity of pure water was decomposed
and removed. The specific gravity of the acid must have increased.
The addition of about one-fifth of a pound of
water to twenty-seven pounds of dilute acid of 1.220 specific gravity will give us the same specific gravity as the
removal of one pound of concentrated sulphuric acid.
These views, it is thought, will explain in a simple and
satisfactory way all the phenomena connected with the
action of lead accumulators.
The theoretical amount of current, obtained by a given
weight of lead-sponge on the negative plate does not depend upon the atomic or molecular weight of the lead, but
upon the capacity of the lead sponge to absorb hydrogen.
This capacity is not constant, but depends upon different
factors, viz:
The more or less divided condition of the
particles of lead, the temperature of the lead-sponge, and
Some years ago
the manner of charging and discharging.
I made an interesting experiment with platinum-sponge. I

it

into a solid

plate

of

lead,

we

will

have to

commence again with

the old Plante forming-process.
Before closing my paper let me add a few remarks about
accumulators in gctural.
Besides the practical accumulator par cxcelkuce
there
exist
other accumulators.
Every primary element, which permits a restoring of the
status quo aiitt' by simply sending through it a current of
reversed direction after it is exhausted may be termed an
accumulator. We know of zinccopper accumulators and
zinc-lead accumulators, not to mention a variety of less
important kindred cells. Only a year ago it was announced
that the secondary battery of Commelin. Bailharte and Demazures was superior to the old accumulator in such a degree
The principle of
as to be fatal to the latter's existence.
this new combination was based upon the Lalande battery
now known here as the Edison-Lalande battery, for the
commercial exploiting of which Edison has joined with

One electrode consists of zinc (amalgamthe inventor.
ated to prevent the dissolution of the zinc during the time
of rest) and the other of highly oxydized copper, a black
compound.
The electrolytic fluid is caustic potassium,
During the discharge, zinc is disdissolved in water.
solved and the black copper compound reduced to a red
substance.
During the charge the dissolved zinc is again
deposited on the remaining zinc electrode and the black
copper compound is restored. This is the working action
of the copper-zinc cell.
zinc-lead cell was constructed by Meserole; it consists
of an amalgamated zinc electrode, in a most spongy condition, and an electrode coated with the well-known black
The exciting fluid is a solution of sullead compound.
phate of zinc in water with small amounts of sulphate of
sulphuric
Zinc is dissolved and
and
free
acid.
mercury
black lead is reduced during the discharging; zinc with a
little mercury is deposited and the black lead is restored
M. Reckenzaun of London expressed
during charging.
some doubts about these two forms of accumulators soon
He
after the announcement of their invention was made.
pointed out that the deposits of zinc obtained in either
equal
process
were
not
of
thickness
by
the
charging
case
over the entire surface of the electrode, thus producing
ridges which in time reach the other electrode and estabBut even if this difficulty could be
lish short circuits.
In every
overcome, there still remains another objection.
case, where chemical changes take place, changes of a
The volume of bodies, underphysical nature also occur.
going chemical action, is also varying according to circum-
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Stances.
Recall
for
example the
expansion
of
the palladium wire during the absorblion of hydrogen.
The surface of the electrodes becomes "corroded." we
may say, and in time, the corrosion penetrates the interior
of the pl^te until all mechanical cohesion is destroyed and
the plate crumbles into pieces,
This is a well-known fact
in relation to the positive electrodes of lead accumulators,
but it is not a specific feature of the lead; but it
takes place in every material and there is absolutely no
reason to believe that one metal is better in this respect
than another.
Generally both copper and zinc plates are

—
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subject to corrosion in the same manner as lead plates.
There is no doubt that by the use of raetals lighter than
lead a high capacity of the cells may be obtained at considerably less weight; but in order to make such accumulators a commercial success the cost of the material and
the manufacture must be the same or less for a certain
output in ampere-hours.
I
do not believe that this has
been accomplished yet and it is very doubtful whether a
copper-zinc accumulator will ever fulfill these practical conditions.
An iron accumulator may possibly supersede the
old lead accumulator, but I have no fear this substitution
will take place in the next ten years and disturb the manuI do not believe that
facturer of the lead accumulators.
the lead accumulator has yet reached its highest point of
perfection in manufacture, neither do I think that our
knowledge of the best methods of employing it is yet
complete.
I am convinced that the best efforts of electricians should be directed toward the perfection of the
lead
in

are doing good service now
to be hoped that the scope of
be greatly enlarged in the near

Lead accumulators

cell.

many instances and
application

their

it is

will

future.

Wm. Thomson and

Sir

Bv George

Electric Lighting.^

Westi.n'Ghouse, Jr.

article on "Electric Lighting and Public Safety,"
William Thomson, in the February number of the
American Review, possesses unusual interest by reaits clear and forcible presentation of the precautions
which have been adopted by the authorities in Great Britain to secure to the public the utmost possible degree of safety
from electric currents conveyed by overhead conductors, and
especially because it furnishes an adequate explanation of
the unusual number of difficulties and fatalities which have
occurred in connection with such conductors in the city of
New York and in certain other localities, where the attempted municipal regulation of electric cirjuks has been

The

by

Sir

N'orth
son of

of such a character as to aggravate tenfold the very evils
Of the points discussed
it has been designed to remove.
in this article, the one which should receive the most careful attention at the present time, on account of its bearing
upon the immediate future of the electric industries in the
United States, is that which has reference to the recent action of the authorities in Great Britain concerning the
granting of "provisional orders" to companies proposing
to undertake the electric lighting of municipalities and
It is only necessary for my purpose to
municipal districts.
quote his conclusion, which is as follows:
"It may be CDnsidered, indeed, as now definitely resolved that the distribution of electric energy for light and
power in the towns of the United Kingdom shall be by
underground conductors, and plans for carrying this into
effect safely and economically are engaging the anxious
consideration of electrical engineers."
An examination of the Board of Trade regulations appended to Sir William's article discloses one fact of controlling importance, and that is that not only must electric
light and power conductors, even when safefy and securely
erected and perfectly maintained, be surrounded by costly
safeguards, but every telegraph, telephone or other wire
must be equally well protected, of course at a correspondIn localities having an extensive network of
ing expense.
these wires, an attempt to secure safety by the rigid enforcement of the Board of Trade regulations may well
cause Sir William to remark that "the fulfilment of these
But at
rules can, indeed, be made practically certain.

what

cost?''

In view of the experience already had in this country,
th'at no sane person would
it may be taken for granted
now undertake to erect aerial electric light and power wires
in any locality in which telegraph or telephone wires were
numerous, if compelled to comply strictly with the regulaIn fact, the evident detertions of the Board of Trade.
mination of the authorities in Great Britain to virtually
aerial electric light and power wires
may be construed as a final determination that the
problem of safe electrical distribution can be solved only by
One
resorting to the use of underground conductors.
might almost go so far as to say that these regulations are
in themselves sufficient, by rendering aerial electrical distribution in a commercial sense impossible, to do away

prohibit the use of
in cities

with the necessity for their existence.
The enormous pecuniary damages which, in obedience
to public clamor, have been inflicted upon those electric
lighting companies in New York City having their conductors overhead, mainly because of ill-secured and abandoned telegraph and telephone wires, which persisted in
falling

down upon them, have

sufficiently

emphasized the

not worth while for any electric company doto give further consideration to
the problem of distribution for light and power service,
Hence
other than by means of underground conductors.
remains to be done toward the
it will appear that much
solution of the real problem; the necessary regulations,
and even in a great measure the considerations on which
Instead,
these are to be based, are yet to be formulated.
therefore, of devoting further space to the discussion of
the Board of Trade regulations, it would seem more desirable to consider how we may guard against some of the
difficulties and dangers which are liable to occur in the distribution of electric light and power currents by means of
underground mains; not unmindful of the fact that the
constant march of improvement may render regulations
which are ample and sufficient for to-day totally inadequate
or even worse than useless for the condiiions of to-morrow.
Before undertaking to frame specific regulations for
guarding against the danger which is to be apprehended
from electric currents traversing underground conductors,
ascertain with as much accuracy as
it is important to
So far as concerns the
possible its character and extent.
consumers of electric energy in any form, or the general
public, the danger may obviously be divided into two
classes:
First, the risk to persons from physical contact
fact that

it is

ing business in that city
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with a conductor charged with electricity at a high tension
or pressure; and, second, the risk from fire originating
from the heat-energy of the electric current under certain
conditions.
Concerning the first class Sir William Thomson says:
"I may remark that 100 volts in a house is perfectly safe to the user, whether the current be alternating
or contiouous, as is proved by a large and varied experience
in England;" hence the only precaution necessary to guard
against injury is to prevent the possibility of contact with
a conductor charged with a high-tension current.
Before proceeding to discuss the danger from fire, it is,
perhaps, desirable to give the reader some idea of the difference in this respect between the behavior of the alternating and the continuous current.
It is now quite generally understood that in the generation of electricity for
electric lighting and similar purposes a coil of w^ire with
united ends is caused to approach a magnet, by which
operation a pulsation of electricity flowing in a definite .direction is produced in the wire; and when the coil is withdrawn from the magnet, another similar pulsation is produced, but this time in the opposite direction.
The repetition of this operation produces a succession of pulsations,
alternating in direction, which is termed an alternating
current; and in what is known as the alternating system of
distribution these natural currents are used in the distributing mains directly, as they are produced by the generator.
The production of what is known as a continuous current
involves the changing of every alternate pulsation by a
complicated mechanical contrivance called the commutator,
which, through two sets of brushes one set taking all of
the positive currents, and the other al! of the negative
causes the successive pulsations all to flow in the same direction, constituting what is technically termed a direct
current and usually spoken of as a continuous current. This
current is similar in character to that generated by the

—
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well-known chemical batteries.
Although the alternating current is really the natural
current, and has been known as such for half a century,
yet it is only within a very few years that the appliances for
its utilization have been brought to sufficient perfection to
be of practical utility, and it is only still more recently
that its inherent advantages over the direct current for all
purposes of electrical distribution are becoming reoognized
and appreciated. The fundamental and all-important advantage, in this respect, which the altercating current possesses ovir the direct current resides in the fact that an
alternating current, when made to traverse a coll of wire,
is capable of inducing; or creating in an independent coil of
wire in the neighborhood of the first coil a similar alternating current of equal energy, but capable of having its pressure or its quantity modified to any required extent a result
which the continuous current is utterly incapable of pro-

—

ducing.

This important characteristic of the alternating current
renders it possible to generate an electrical energy of any
desired low pressure in a local system of conductors situated at any point, yet having no electrical connection of
any character whatever, with the main conductors. By
means of an apparatus known as a converter or transformer, which consists of little
else than a miss of iron and
copper inclosed in an iron box, the electrical energy traversing the main conductors is converted into magnetism
a perfectly inert and harmless form of energy, capable of
producing neither heat nor shock, nor of being appreciated by
any of our senses and this is reconverted into electrical energy for local distribution. The interposition of this absolu'ely
harmless form of energy as one link in the chain of effects
secures, under proper and well-understood conditions, an
absolute safety from fire, which it is impossible to obtain
when the continuous current is used, for the reason that
the latter necessarily involves an unbroken and direct electrical connection between the distributing and the consumption circuits.
That the distribution of electricity by alternating currents of high tension, the transformation of the
same by converters into low-tension currents, and the absolute disconnection of the two systems of conductors, are
becoming generally recognized as features of controlling
importance, is abundantly testified to by the almost universal adoption of these characteristics in the modern electric lighting plants in Great Britain, Continental Europe
and South America, while in the United States more than
four-fiths of the central station plants which have beeo
erected during the past year are of the alternating system.
The recent distressing calamity in Washington, which
resulted in the death of the wife and daughter of Secretary Tracy, again enforces the lesson that of a'l the dangers which confront us none are so imminent and none so
difficult to guard againit, as those which arise from fire; and
it is scarcely necessary
to say that the continual apprehension that a fire may originate at any moment from
wires connected to underground electric mains, may become almost unbearable. We are but too frequently reminded of this danger by such occurrences as the recent
destructive conflagration at Boston, which is believed to
have resulted from an electric current, or other fires in
New York City during the past few months due to the
same cause, among which may be mentioned the sudden
and complete destruction of the Pearl street electric-lighting station, which is understood to have been caused by
an imperfection in the low-tension underground mains receiving their supply therefrom.
These disasters, as well
as the incident related in this Review by Mr. Edison, who
stated that a contact between the mains of his underground
circuits, at the corner of William and Wall streets, resulted in burning up the iron and copper of the conductors,
and the reduction of the paving stones for several feet
around to a molten mass, show that it has become imperatively necessary to reconsider and revise the present

—

and regulations, and to adopt such new ones as may
be found necessary to remove this omnipresent danger
from fire caused by electric currents.
In considering this source of danger it should be borne

rules

mind that electrical fires are results which are due
directly to the quantity or volume, and not to the tension
or pressure, of the current.
The welding together of massive iron bars is quickly and perfectly accomplished with
in

an

one volt, although the volume
of course, enormous.
In the case cited by
Mr. Edison, had the same electrical energy been conveyed
at a pressure of 2,000 volts, instead of no, nr> such destructive development of heat could have been possible; or
had the mains of the system referred to by him been subdivided, instead of being interconnected into one enormous
network similar to that of the gas-pipe system, the volume
of current at any one point would have been wholly inadequate to produce effects like those described
It scarcely
need be demonstrated that so long as vast systems of
electrical pressure of only

of current

electric

is,

mains continue

to be

interconnected underground

and

all the electricity of low tension and great
quantity
that can be supplied by engines of 1,000 to 2, con horsepower is poured into them, so long may we confidently expect from time to time these destructive conflagrations
originating in underground conduits.
No more effective
plan to insure great destruction whenever a contact takes
place batween two wires could possibly be devised than the
interconnection of all the mains, for the reason that it
enables the aggregate energy of the whole station to be
suddenly concentrated from every direction upon some one
pDint; and this is equally true, whether the contact occurs
in the street or within the walls of a building.
very important, but little-understood, source of danger
from fire arises from the leakage of current from underground mains, which is taken up by water or gas-pipes.
Where the amount of wire interconnected is large, this
leakage is sufficient to light a considerable number of
lamps as effectively as if they were attached to the wires
in the usual manner.
If,
therefore, any \v\ve having a
direct connection with an underground main is accidentally
brought into contact with a gas or water-pipe, a fire may
be instantly started in a place wholly concealed from observation: or if the electric wires are laid underneath a
floor, and their insulation is defecti\e at any point, even
the solution of soap and water used in scrubbing may
establish a path for the electric current, which will be followed in a few minutes by a well-developed Are. As the
wires in buildings become older, their insulation is likely
to become more and more defective, and with the lapse
of time wires once well insulated, especially in situations
in which inspection is difficult, will, when in connection
with an imperfect system of distribution, become sources
of danger.
It is conceded by all familiar with these matters that contact with a conductor charged with an electrical pressure
of one hundred volts or less is not in the least dangerous to
persons, whether the current be direct or alternating; but
so far as the fire risk in buildings is concerned, it makes a
vast difference whether a pressure of one hundred or of fifty
volts is used.
In experiments which have been made expressly to determine this difference, it was found that a fire
could h^ easily starced between two wires with one hundred
volts of direct current by the moisture from such water as
is commonly used for cleansing, while it was quite impossible to do so with a pressure of fifty voles of alternating current.
It would, therefore, seem to follow from
these considerations that the abandonment of the practice
of connecting the street mains directly with the wires in
buildings will remove at once and absolutely the most imminent hre-risk which otherwise is ever present; white by
taking one step further, and reducing the pressure on the
wires in buildings to, say, fifty volts, we shall so diminish
the possibilities of the occurrence of a .^re that there can
no longer be any ground for the slightest apprehension on
this score in the minds of those enjoying the benefits of the
electric current supplied from underground mains.
The sufficiency of transformers or converters to absolutely prevent electrical connection between the street mains
and the wires within buildings, has sometimes been questioned.
An investigation has shown that in the converters
constructed by some manufacturers the coil connected to
the high-tension mains is wound upon a form of bobbin,
and the second coil connected to the house wires is then
wound directly upon this first coil.
It is not strange that
with converters of this construction contacts have sometimes been formed between the high-tension and low-tension wires, from which, at lease in soma instances, serious
results have followed.
In a properly-constructed converter
a wholly different course is pursued the two coils are wound
separately upon separate forms, each layer of each coil being effectually insulated from all others, and when completed
each coil is carefully wrapped with insulating material, after
which they are placed in position, but at such a distance
apart that it is impossible for the current to pass from one
coil to the other, even if the insulation were not perfect.

A

;

Many thousands

of such converters have been put in use by
first introduced the alternating sj-^tem
in
there has never yet been a single instance recorded of an accidental connection between the
high and low-tension coil.
All converters are, or should
be, placed in fireproof situations at the point where the
wires from the street main enter the building, and accessible
only to authorized persons.
Under these conditions it is
evident that it will be impossible for any person within the
building to come in contact with wires carrying a greater
pressure than fifty or one hundred volts.
It is scarcely
necessary to point out that, so soon as the requiremants for
safety are fully understood, the use of insufficient and dangerous forms of converters or transformers will be prohib-

company which
this country, and

the

ited.

One point which should not be overlooked, while considering the question of electrical distribution, is that with
reference to the space now available in our city streets for
underground work. One of the ducts in the subivays as now
constructed in New York city will accommodate a pair of
wires capable of carrying, say, 100 amperes of current.
If
the pressure were to be limited to 200 volts, as some have
pair
of
proposed, such a
wires would supply in ordinary
practice only 400 incandescent lamps, and those must be
within a limited distance from the station
but if the pressure were to be increased to 2,000 volts, these same wires
;

would supply no

than 4.000 incandescent lamps; and.
moreover, these might be at a distance from the station
many times greater.
Hence with low-pressure current it
less
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at leist ten ducts to provide for the same
of lighting ovir a small area as could be effected
at a pressure of 2,000 volts, and this is true
duct
with one
even In an extensive distribution.
The immediate dangers froai undergojnl conductors are
will require

amount

of two kinds; one arising from contacts which may occur
between the electric wires, and the other from explosions
The
of gas which may accumulate within the manholes.
frequency of the first will deprnd upon the number of
wires, or, speaking more accurately, upon the quantity of
current carried; while the latter are more liable to occur
It seems
where there are many conduits and manholes.

by using hish-tension currents the
extent and area of the main conduits can be reduced to
one-tenth of those re<iuircd for low pressure, that there is
every reason to expect that, when all the advantages are
therefore,

clear,

if,

understood and appreciated, the use of high-tension
will be enforced purely from considerations
of safety, without reference to economy.
Concerning the violent explosions of mixed air and gas
in the subways and manholes, it has been observed in New
\ork that they are quite as liable to occur in cases where
the wires are used exclusively for the telegraph or telephone service, or for low-tension currents, as where they
fully

main current

This is not surprising,
are used for high-tension currents.
as an explosive mixture will ignite quite as readily from a
spark of half a volt as from 100 or i.ooo volts' pressure.
Experience has shown, however, that no explosions have
occurred when the manholes have been properly ventilated.
If electrical (ires can be absolutely guarded against by a
complete electrical separation between the street-main
wires and those within buildings, with a limitation of the
pressure in the last-named to fifty volts, and if such conditions can be readily complied with, may it not be advantageous to make those conditions compulsory? If conduits, subways, and even sections of street pavement can
be destroyed by large quantity currents, ought not the
If the
((uantity carried by each conductor to be limited?
practice of interconnecting all the mains in a district is
practice
to
be
abated?
not
the
ought
danger,
fraught with
To these questions my answer is: The system of alternating currents and converters admits of these measures
electrical
separation of
of safcty.namely. an absolute
the street mains from the wires in all buildings; the reduction of the pressure of the current to fifty volts within
all buildings; the limitation of the quantity of current
carried by street mains; the running of each pair directly
from the station without interconnection in the streets,
thus securing the highest degree of safety, irrespective of
the economical advantages, which are neither few nor unIt is much to be desired, in the interest of the
important.
public, that a thorough investigation of this whole subject
should be made at the present time by competent and disIt is my own belief that such an
interested authorities.
investigation would lead to the adoption, among others, of
regulations substantially as follows.
be1. No direct electrical connection shall be permitted
tween street mains and wires within buildings, for either
light or power.
2. The electrical pressure

on the wires within buildings

shall not be permitted to exceed one hundred volts.
3. Each pair of street mains shall be limited in load

the
the

authorized load.
4.

Within buildings, the load for any one pair of wires
exceed that required to supply one hundred six-

shall not

teen-candle-power lamps.

To these tundimental regulations it is, of course, apparent that many subsidiary ones must be added; but it is
certain that such a system as that above outlined may be
made to conform to such regulations as I have indicated, not
without additional expense, but with a great and positive
gain in economy, both in construction and operation.
Electricity as
I'.v

I

Applied to Street Railways.

Nki.son

W.

I'KRkv,

H.

M.

have read with great interest your report

of

any one who

familiar with this particular electrical acis
tion."
The italics are mine. Mr. Sprague. while making
his remarks general in character, is referring more particularly to the Cincinnati case which has but recently been
decided.
At the time that the Mount Auburn electric
(Sprague system) commenced operations, I was employed
by the City N: Suburban Telegraph association of Cincinnati to investigate the alleged interference of the electric
For the
railroad with the Cincinnati telephone service.
sake of argument, I am going to assume that I am fairly
intelligent and moderately honest, and if you will grant
these two premises I will make the statement that my conclusions do not in this case coincide with Mr. Sprague's.
One thing I found out, and that is that it is not safe to
cannot say that
generalize, as Mr. Sprague has done.
in one case either induction or conduction will be the predominating disturbing element until we have actually
This is so not because the natested the case in question.
ture of or laws governing induction are imperfectly understood, but because there may be many modifying causes
that cannot certainly be predetermined either as to their
existence or extent.
Had Mr. Sprague specified a particular case, and said
that induction produced either chief or insignificant effects. I would not. with my present knowledge, think it
safe for any one not having investigated the case in question to make any very positive contradiction; but when he
speaks of the Cincinnati case, with which I am familiar, I
am prepared to state that he would be wrong if he stated
that either induction or conduction were the sole cause of

We

the disturbance.
As there are a number of points of interest in this case
which, as Mr. Sprague suggests, is likely to become a

cause

Mr.

Sprague's excellent paper, entitled, "Electricity as Applied
to Street Railways," read before the recent convention at
Kansas City. In fact, anything relating to this subject
coming from his pen carries with it the weight of authority,
and challenges the attention of electricians and others generally.
I remember once to have he3rd a most eminent physician
quoted as saying that his life had been full of regret.
During his earlier professional career it was a deep regret
that the public in general, and his own patients in particular, had so little confidence in him as a physician, and the
Certain it h that
latter part of it that they had so much.
success begets confidence and imposes upon the individual
greater responsibilities, which he should not weigh too
What I refer to is that while a careless or unlightly.
weighiid statement on the part of an individual unknown to
fame may be condemned or passed without comment, it
becomes of the greatest importance if made by a recogIt becomes then capable of doing harm.
nized authority.
and it then becomes the duty of those capable to correct

the statement.

Mr. Sprague is quoted as authority for one or two statements in regard to the conflict between the telephone and
the electric railroad interests that seem to mc to require at
tention. for the simple reason that they were made by one
of the recognized pioneers and leaders in the application
With your permission
of electrical science to the arts.
and his I will point them out.
He says: "Now what are the facts? First, as I have
stated, there is unquestionably an interference between the
electric railway and the telephone service; but of the character of this interference, it seems to me that no iuuHi-ent
man who hont-sth makes an investigation seeking after
troth, and truth only, and not biased by the commercial

ceie/'re, I will

go somewhat

The Mount Auburn

into detail.

electric street railroad is

a double-

For about half
length, which we will call the Main street line, it runs
through the business portion of the city, where the buildings form solid blocks, coming up Hush with the sidewalk.
This portion is generally quite level, though in crossing
the canal a short, steep grade is encountered, and at another point there is a grade of several hundred feet, which
The other half runs
at one point reaches 13 per cent.
chiefly through a suburban-like settlement, where the
houses, chiefly residences, are considerable distances apart,
and almost universally set far back from the street. This
we will call the Mount Auburn line.
It is evident from the situations of the houses that the
grounds in the Main street line are necessarily near the
line of the railroad, while those on the Mount Auburn line
are considerably removed.
would therefore expect

tracked road, about three miles

in length.

its

We

much more disturbance from ground leakage on Main
street than on Mount Auburn, but as the streets are of approximately the same width, we would expect about the
same inductive effects in both cases. Since the electric
cars ran for some time on Mount Auburn before they were
started on Main street, my first experiments were made on
the

or

volume to an amount not exceeding one hundred amperes,
and every such wire shall be provided at the generating
station with a device which will automatically disrupt
increase above
circuit in the event of a sudden

interests zvhiih have retained him, can have any reasonable
doubt.
As a matter of fact, the trouble from induction is
of the very sHxhtest character, ^lud that must be patent to

hill.

For the purpose of my experiments I had an ordinary
telephone wire strung along the telephone poles for about
half a mile, supported on glass insulators attached to
brackets on the poles eight or ten feet above the ground
and about twenty feet below the lowest line wires of the
telephone company.
Let us designate this extra wire as

number

A

i.

was now made by grounding both ends of
telephone in circuit was very noisy, as was
Next, one
to be expected, when an electric car passed.
of the telephone wires, about 35 feet above the street, was
tapped and grounded at the terminus of the road. The
noise was again very loud.
The next experiment was to make a complete metallic
circuit by connecting number i and one of the regular telephone wires. In this circuit we had two wires, each half a
circuit

number

i.

A

—

—

mile long, connected together a metallic circuit
but the
two sides of this circuit were separated by a distance of
about 20 feet. The day was fairly dry, and the two wires
were as well insulated from the earth as is practicable in
Leakage, therefore, was practelephone line construction.
tically eliminated; but as the outgoing and return wires,
though parallel, were so far removed from each other that
they must necessarily be unequally acted upon by inductive
influences, I expected to hear noises due to this latter
in fact, they seemed to
cause, and was not disappointed
be quite as loud as in many of the telephones of complaining subscribers.
I next discarded wire number i, and made a complete
metallic circuit of the same length of two contiguous tele
phone wires. In this case the wires were not only parallel,
If there had been faulty insulabut quite close together.
tion to account for a part of the noises in the case where
wire number i formed one side of the circuit, the same
would hold in this case also, as the other wire was the
same, and the circuit was of the same length and on the
same poles. On the contrary, should the noises in the former case have been wholly due to unequal induction on the
two sides of the circuit, they should very nearly disappear
in this case because of the pro.simity of the two wires — and
so I found it to be.
The telephone was not. indeed, perfectly silent.
Noises could still be heard of such a character as to be attributable, without doubt, to the electric cars,
but they were unobtrusive— not suHicient to interfere materially with the US2 of the telephone, and not comparable at
all with any of the telephones in use along the line of the

—

railroad.

Now the McCluer device is one by which it is sought to
remove the telephone ground to a point so far removed
from the seat of disturbance that conduction currents canIt is not claimed by
not enter upon the telephone lines.
Mr. McCluer. nor is there any theoretical reason whatever
for claiming that the McCluer device can or will abate in
any way disturbances due wholly to induction.

A

telephone subscriber located at a considerable distance,

^[arch
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say a mile or two, from the electric Railroad, will, if his
telephone have a ground at that point, enjoy the fullest
benefits of the McCluer device.
As many of the telephone
lines running parallel with the electric railroad extended to
this distance,

and

in

some cases

to

much

greater distances

from the line of the railway, and were still exceedingly
noisy, I thought it not worth the while to attempt an exIn fact,
I>eriment with a specially prepared McCluer wire.
as /('//; of the wires extended to Hamilton, Butler county,
Ohio, a distance of not less than 17 miles beyond the terminus of the railroad, and were still exceedingly noisy,
would have had to go a long distance, indeed, to have
found a better point to ground my wire.
It was proof
conclusive that the McCluer device would do no good in
I

that particular case.
I also demonstrated another point that
I
did not know
before, but which, it seems, was known to others more
familiar with the subject than I, and which afterward

came out
two quiet

in

the

circuits,

expert testimony at the trial, viz., that
united into one, may become quite

when

noisy.

At a point beyoad the terminus of the railroad I cut one
of these four wires running to Hamilton,
The part running to Hamilton, being removed from the railroad, was of
course quiet; but the part running into the Cincinnati telephone exchange, a distance of about three miles, was
noisy.
Since both of the grounds were removed from the
railroad, this noise was due solely to induction.
Over this
noisy wire I called up the e.\;change, and had them connect
me with Hamilton by another parallel wire. Now, from
the point where I tapped the wiies, both of them going
toward Cincinnati were noisy if taken separately, but
almost perfectly quiet if forming the two sides of the same
circuit; also the wire running from me to Hamilton was
perfectly quiet, because it was nowhere near enough to the
railroad to be affected; but when I connected these two
silent wires the noise was immediately reintroduced.
In
other words, by adding about 17 miles of perfectly quiet
wire to another circuit of 6 miles that was quiet, because of
the balanced induction, the whole 23 miles became noisy
were thrown out of balance, as electricians say.
Now since many of these telephones, far removed from
the line of the railroad, were quite as noisy as any of those
in its immediate vicinity, and as there was no complaint of
false calls in the latter, there seemed no use in putting up
a McCluer wire to abate conduction, which was manifestly
an unimportant disturbing element on Mount Auburn.
But I was very much mystified by the dliTerence in degree to which telephones seemingly similarly situated were
affected.
Every rule and probability seemed to be set at
defiance.
As I have said, some telephones, whose grounds
were furthest removed from the railroad, were noisier than
some whose grounds were nearer to it. A telephone whose
wire ran parallel with the road for a quarter ot a mile was
sometimes noisier than one whose wire ran parallel for
half a mile; but what was more perplexing, it was not
always the case.
Two telephones, whose wires were parallel for equal distances, were usually affected to perceptibly
and often markedly different degrees.
Sometimes, of two telephones leaving the street at the
same pole, the one going east was th; worst, at others
that going to the west gave most trouble.
Sometimes.it
was the one whose earth connection was in high ground,
sometimes it was the one that ran into low ground that responded the loudest. Wnether the circuit was completed
through made ground newly made or well settled, or
whether it was through the undisturbed virgin soil, whether
it
were
made by gas or water pipes or by
other
means no
law
could
be
discovered
or
suggested that might not be
violated
by the next
telephone inspected.
Indeed this question of what caused
the very great variation of disturbance in neighboring telephones on Mt. Auburn was one that perplexed me for a
long time.
At last a fortuitous circumstance led to its

—

—

solution.

By an arrangement with

the telephone

company

the

for their own purposes the
the telephone poles that are necessary.
I had
noticed, in listening to the various telephones in the disturbed district that the instruments in the Corryville police
station and lire engine house
both on the line of the Mt.
.Vuburn electric railroad
were unusually free from disturbance.
At first it occurred to me that this was due to
their being, from their positiou on the pole, further removed from the inducing current, but subsequent investigation developed other wires tjuite as favorably located as
far as distance was concerned, but which were very much

police

and

tops of

fire

departments use

all

—

more

—

noisy.

Another solution must therefore be sought, and

I

noticed

in the latter cass there were never many wires between the disturbed wire and the trolley wire, whereas in
the case of the fire department and police wires, there were
perhaps forty or fifty wires below them.
With this hint
that the disturbance was due less to the absolute distance
than to the relative distance,
I made another round of
Mt. Auburn, tracing up and locatin.; exactly the relative
positions of the various wires on the poles, and in every
case I found that the wires on the lower cross arms of the
street side of the telephone poles, where the screening
effect of other wires was absent, were the loudest, as thosp
so situated as to have many wires between them and the
trolley wire, were quieter and seemed to be relieved in proportion to the number of intervening wires which seemed
to act as a screen.
In fact, so invariabl)' was this found to
be the case that by noting the position of the vvire on the
pole relative to the others, I could tell with almost absolute certainty what would be the condition ol the telephone
to which it led.
I thought for a while I had found one marked exception
to this rule.
There are two drugstores on the opposite
sides of a street intersecting the one on which the Ml.

then that

Auburn

street railroad runs.
I
predicted that the telein both of
the drugstores would be found very
loud, but examination showed that while one was verv
noisy the other was perfectly quiet.
I could not account

phones

for the silent

one

at all

— they

were both directly on

the

—
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and both made their earth connection by means of the gas pipes, and yet one was perfectly silent.
In tracing up the wires again that led to the
telephones I found that while in the case of the noisy one I
had gotten the right wire when I made my prediction; in
the case of the quiet telephone I had been mistaken, and
that it was connected with the exchange by an entirely difline of the electric railroad

rapidly moving, and in case the electrical connection between the motor and the track be by means of the gear,
by the unavoidable variation of contacts between these
parts.

Working of the Electrical Subways of New York City.'
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ferent wire, that came up the intersecting street, and which
Since
at no place was parallel with the electric railroad.

the ground connections of these two were equally near the
electric railroad, if leakage were the prime cause of the
disturbance it would have been equally active with both.
Since it was not, we must conclude, especially since the
noisy wire was parallel with the road for a considerable
distance, and the quiet one was nowhere parallel, that conduction not only had nothing to do with the case, but that
There were many other
induction had everything to do.
experiments too numerous to mention here that seemed to
point incontrovertibly to the conclusion that the trouble on
the wires leading through Mt. Auburn and beyond was in
almost every case almost wholly due to induction, and as
such could not be obviated or mitigated by the McCluer
or any other similar device.
In the city, however, on the Main street line, we find a
different state of affairs.
There the bells would ring and
the annunciators in the exchange would frequently drop on
Here was evidently a case of trouble
the passing of a car.
by conduction or leakage and an instance where, as the
doctors would say, the McCluer device was indicated.
Mr. Robinson, the efficient superintendent of construction
of the Telephone company, thereupon put in a McCluer
device, carrying it down to the Ohio river for a ground
connection.
He tells me this entirely remedied the trouble
from leakege, and what was to me at first surprising, left
the service of the telephones along Main and Walnut streets
in much better condition than the best of those on Mt.
Auburn. Since the wires were not further removed from the
cause of disturbance than those on Mt. Auburn, and were not
in any perceptible way more effectually screened, I had expected that they would at least be equally affected by induction.
That they were not however, was evident. My
explanation of this, is that the effect of static induction
came in as a mollifying agent in this way:
As the current passing along the trolley wire varied in
strength, it would induce on the parallel telephone wires a
varying static charge of opposite sign to its own.
I
should not be at all surprised if this static induction played
as important a part, or nearly so, in telephonic disturbance,
Now in the city where the
as the dynamic induction.
house fronts are as high or higher than the telephone wires,
they would be statically charged also with a sign of the
same kind as the static charge of the telephone wire,
and the opposite to the trolley wire, and being of the
same sign as that of the telephone wire would
tend to induce in the latter a charge of the opposite
sign, or in other words to undo the static effect of the
hence the notably
trolley wire upon the telephone wire
lessened effect by induction on the Main street line. On

—

Mt. Auburn

this reflected effect

must be wanting because

of the paucity of houses and their much greater distance
from the inducing wire; hence we have here what at first
sight, might appear to be a lessening of inductive effects by
an instrument (the McCluer devicej that can from the nature of its employment ha^'e absolutely no such effect.

think it is evident from the foregoing that in the case
in question, it is highly improper to lay the whole or even
a large part of the blame exclusively to either induction or
conduction.
I think on the contrarj', it would be perfectly
proper to say that on Mt, Auburn and beyond, the trouble
is almost wtioUy due to induction, whereas on the Main
street line one could with almost equal propriety say that
it was largely due to conduction or leakage
Mr. Sprague argues that the induction cannot become
prominent, because the wires are not nearer than from
20 to 30 or 40 feet, and seldom parallel for distances
greater than two or three miles.
One of my experiments
shows that if they are parallel for half a mile at this distance, the disturbance is quite marked.
And furthermore
there are several patents ttiat have met with more or less
success experimentally, for telegraphing to and from moving trains. This is accomplished in exactly the same way
as the telephonic troubles under discussion are caused, and
in such appliances of the principle of induction the length
of parallelism is not two or three miles, but limited
to the length of a single railroad car, or at most to the
length of a railroad train.
I think he must admit this point is not well taken.
He furthermore says: "'Ihe current used upon this
wire (the trolley wire) is not of that character which distinguishes some of the arc light circuits, but is of more or
less even flow, and the abrupt and large changes due to
change of load on the motor are comparatively infrequent.
There is a very small change due to the variation of resistance of the armature of the motor, because of the different relative positions of the commutator blocks under
the brushes, and there is likewise a variation due to the
slight but rapid changes of counter electromotive force set
up by the motor when running."
I suppose in speaking of the arc light currents he is referring to those generated by dynamos of the Brush and
Thomson-Houston type which have but few commutator
segments and compares them with that derived from the
Edison type of armature with many commutator segments,
but since in the two former types the currents of toe several neighboring coils lap over each other, and in the latter
they practically do not lap at all, in the same sense, I apprehend the musical tone due to one type would not be
materially louder but materially lower than that due to the
other.
Nor do I imagine that the varying load or the
varying counter electromotive force, the change of speed
or starting or stopping of the electric car has any material
effect upon the telephone. The variation in current due to
such causes is many times too slow to produce an audible
sound, but I do think it is largely due to the very rapid
and inevitable changes of current due to the varying contact between the wheel and the dirty track over which it is
I
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By William Maver,
Part II.

Jr.

In the electric light service in the subways, and I
it

is

around

am

this that the greatest interest cen-

Edison system, four different types of insulation used
namely, the Bishop rubber compound, the Standard underground cable, the Safety
insulated, and the Cobb vulcanite-paraffine cable.
All of
these cables are lead-covered as a precaution against me-

ters, there

are, exclusive of the

—

chanical injury, action of acids, etc., or moisture.
The sizes of conductors used in the electric light service
vary with every company and with the character of the
ser^'ice
for feeders, the conductors range in size from No.
000000 B. & S. to No. 2 B. & S. for mains, from No. 2 to
No. 6 B. & S. In many instances No. 10 B. & S. is used for
connecting from the mains to lamps through the subsidiary
:

;

ducts.

THE STANDARD UNDERGROUND CARLE.
The

Standard underground

insulation of the

cable is
obtained by first wrapping thick cotton thread or cord
around the wire, to any desired thickness. The wire thus
covered is then placed in a cauldron of boiling insulating
compound a product of petroleum. This treatment displaces any moisture that may be in the cotton thread.
After the cotton has been thoroughly saturated with the
compound, the whole is then lead-covered. Care is of
course taken by soldering up the ends of the cable to prevent absorption of moisture in shipment, and in drawing
into the ducts.
There are now in actual service for electric lighting
purposes in the New York subways over 95 miles of this
cable, carrying currents of an e. m. f. of from 300 to
3,000 volts, including many 1,000 volt alternating currents,
and an additional 50 miles of the same cable will shortly
be in operation. The thickness of insulation used in these
cables is ^^5^, -^^ and
of an inch.
This refers to
the thickness of the insulation from any given point of the
circumference of the conductor.

—

^

THE SAFETY CABLE.
The

insulating material of the Safety insulated cable is
an India rubber compound. It differs somewhat, I believe, from the ordinary run of India rubber compound
cables, in that the compound is placed over the wire without
seams or laps of any kind. This compound is vulcanized
to a moderate degree of hardness sufficient to prevent decentering of the heavy conductors which it insulates, but
yet it retains a high degree of flexibility.
The thickness of insulation used in No. 4 Brown & Sharpe
The weight of this
wire, .204 inch diameter, is .108 inch.
conductor, lead-covered, is 4, 861 lbs. per mile
Of this
the wire weighs 665 lbs., the insulation 669 lbs., the tape
95 lb5 , the lead covering 3,432 lbs.
special thickness of this insulation was made in one
instance in response to a call for cable to withstand a strain
The thickness of the inof 7,000 volts for arc lighting.
sulation is .238 inch.
The conductor is No. 4 B. it S.
This
gauge.
cable is now in the subways.
Its length is
about three miles.
I am not aware that it has yet been
called upon to withstand the prescribed 7,000 volts.
There are now over 65 miles of the Safety cable in actual
use in the subways assigned to electric light circuits carrying continuous and alternating currents of from 1,000 to
2,500 volts e. m. f., and about 15 miles additional are now

A

being placed in subways.

THE BISHOr RUBBER COMPOUND

CABLE.

The Bishop rubber compound cable is of the well-known
Silvertown type, having first a coat of rubber without
sulphur; then a coat of rubber compound with sulphur,
and over this a lapping of rubber cable, which is then
taped.
There are two sizes of this cable in the subways,
namely. No. 4 B. & S. and No. 6 B. & S.
The thickness
of the insulation is 4-32 inch; the thickness of the lead
an
covering is 5-64 of
inch; the outside diameter of the
cable is .65 of an inch, and the weight of the cable is about
There are of this cable in successful
3,432 lbs. per mile.
operation about 10 miles assigned to alternating currents
of 1,000 volts, and 5 miles to arc circuits of 2,500 to 3,000
volts e. m. f.
Double this amount of this cable will soon
be laid for a similar purpose.
The Cobb vulcanite-paraffine cable is of a somewhat
unique construction and design. It also materially differs,
in one respect, from the other cables described, in that the
conductor is freely movable within its insulating medium.
The cable is made in practically the following manner: A
vulcanite tube is first made in lengths of about 300 feet.
This tube is moderately flexible. The tubing is vulcanized
The wire is then threaded through
in boiling paraffine.
the tube, after which the sections of tubing are joined tothick cord is then wound spirally around the
gether.
vulcanite tube.
The whole is then lead-covered, and the
space between the vulcanite and lead formed by the
spirally wound cord is filled with paraffine.
There are about 25 miles of this cable in the subways.
In the case of the Bishop, Safety, Cobb and Patterson
cables, the lead is alloyed with about 3 per cent, of tin.
The lead covering of the Standard underground cable is
unalloyed, but it is covered with a thick cotton braiding
soaked in P. & B. paint (the latter a product of petroleum), which, it is claimed, will protect the lead from acid
gases, etc
and the braid also acts to protect the lead from
mechanical injury.

A

,

CONDITION OF THE CABLES.
I
1

may

say that

all

of these cables are guaranteed by the

Read before the American

This was a circuit in One Hundred and Twentybelonging to the Harlem Electric Light company.
The insulation resistance of the cable, as measured
just before the turning on of the current, showed it to be
ways.

fifth street,

1,750

ELECTRIC LIGHT CABLES IN SUBWAYS.
aware that

manufacturers for three years.
This term, however, is not
to be taken as signifying the limit placed upon the life of
the cables by the manufacturers.
It is over a year since cunent was turned on the first
high tension electric light circuit in the New York sub-

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

megohms

per mile.

A

test

made

of the

same

circuit

last week, after one year's continuous service, showed it to
have an insulation resistance of 1,516 megohms per mile.

Since the installation of the circuit just referred to, electric
light cables of the various types described have been drawn
into the subways almost as rapidly as they could be manufactured, and tests made of the conductors months after
the initial test, have shown them to be in the same electrical
condition as when first laid.
There have been several burn-outs in cables in the subways within the year, but with the exception of an abandoned type of cable, to which I shall refer later, these
burn-outs have been traceable in every case to defective
joints or to mechanical injury.
In all, according to the
records and best obtainable information, there have been,
exclusive of those in the abandoned cable, but five burnouts in over 185 miles of electric light wire during a period
of active service of the conductors ranging from one

month

to thirteen months.
In the case of 27 out of 34 of the electric light circuits
in the subways not a single defect of any kind has occurred
since they were placed in the ducts.
There have been several instances when faults not
amounting to burn-outs have been discovered by the regular tests, which have brought the insulation resistance of
certain conductors below the requirements of the rules of
the subway, but these defects have generally been located
and removed without serious delay to the circuits. Where
this has not been the case, it can be fairly attributed to the
employment of untried insulation, unfamiliarity with underground service, or to the inexperience of the men to
whom the work of connecting up circuits, etc., has been
intrusted.
For instance, in a number of cases grounds
have been traced to contact of the conductor with the lead
covering, and the linemen so connecting them have explained that they were not aware the lead covering would
cause a ground.
On several occasions grounds have been caused by the
driving of nails through the lead covering of the cables or
leading-i|i wires, under the moulding inside of buildings,
and on another occasion a ground was caused by a
laborer's pickaxe while excavating for a new subway
which crossed an existing subway. It is related of the
laborer that when he saw the smoke arising from the burning insulation, he first tried to put out the fire by throwing
water over the cable, and subsequently by throwing wet
mortar around it.
It is perhaps not remarkable, in view of all the circumstances, that anything in the shape of an electric wire is
looked upon by outsiders with serious apprehensions.
It
has sometimes been amusing to notice the wide berth given
even the leading-in wires used duririg the making of tests
of cables by the occupants of buildings from which the
test is being made.
On one occasion, while a test was being made in the
basement of the Hotel Brunswick, it happened that the
lead wires were lying on the floor, near by a small pool of
water in a hallway.
A servant, seeing the water and the
wires in close proximity, called out in alarm to one of her
companions who was approaching, " Take care, Mary, the
"
electricity is running out!

DEFECTIVE CABLES.
In the case of the cable previously referred to as having
been abandoned, the burn-outs were of almost nightly
occurrence.
The delays to the company using this cable
were necessarily vexatious, and I may say that in my references to burn-outs, defects, etc., occurring in underground
cables, I have not included those that were due to the use
This was a
of this evidently inherently defective cable.
lead-covered cable, with a vulcanite tube as an insulating
medium. This special type of cable has been abandoned
and is no longer in service in the subways. What may appear a singular feature in connection with the burn-outs in
this cable was the fact that the cable had a higher apparent
insulation resistance than any other cable in the subways,
and would frequently, on a test, show an insulation resistance of over 4,000 megohms per mile a few hours before
The same cable showed
the occurrence of a burn-out.
even a higher test at the factory, namely, about 20,000
megohms per mile. In the latter case it was tested with
400 volts. Burn-outs on this cable have occurred when
the pressure employed on the circuit did not exceed 600
volts.

The explanation of this may be that, owing to the nature
of the insulating material, and to the fact that it was not
tested under water before being lead-covered, there may
have existed fractures in the vulcanite tubing, or such
fractures may have been caused in process of drawing the
Under the tests made with the 100
cable into the ducts.
and 400 volts e. m. f. of the testing battery, the fault would
not develop; while under the high electromotive force of
the dynamo and the current of 10 or 12 amperes the fault
would develop perhaps as a result of moisture, of condensation of the air in the tube caused by the heating of
This explanation is apparently confirmed by
the wire.
the fact that 25 miles of a somewhat similar cable
namely, the Cobb cable, which I have described, but in
which paraffine is placed between the lead covering and
has been in operation in the subways
the vulcanite tube
for high tension currents for over two months without any
indication of a defect having cccurred.
It was rather unfortunate that the cable which I have
said has been abandoned as unsatisfactory, and which has
indeed been withdrawn from the subways, appears to have
been the only type of cable used for electric lighting purposes in the New York subways which came to the notice

—
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of an

English electrical engineer during a fl)ing

visit

to

this country, and a description of which cable iie presented
to our sister society in London in a recent paper, with a
favorable prediction as to its probable success.

LOCATING FAULTS.

The method employed

for locating faults in electric light

is to lest the conductor from
point to point until the defect is placed between two lamps
When a fault is located between two lamps
or manholes.
or two manholes, if it is in the cable proper and not in a
joint at a hand-hole or box. the defective section is withdrawn and a perfect section put in its place. With the e.xception of the hard rubber cable referred to, this has, I
believe, been necessary but on three occasions after curIn two of these the
rent has been turned on the circuit.
In the
defects were caused by improperly made joints.
other case by a mechanical injur)-.
In the case of arc lights or series circuits, defects in ttie
cables are more readily located than in multiple arc circuits, because of the facility afforded by the openings at
In the
the lamps for testing the conductor in sections.
case of multiple arc circuits there is at present no means of
locating faults but by cutting the conductor in manholes.
For as the house connections are made from the cable by
joints, it is obvious that the only effect of disconnecting
the lamps or converters from the cable is to separate the
two conductors of the circuit. These remarks, it is understood, do not apply to the Edison conductors, to which,
it is well known, access is had at the ends of each pipe by
removing the paving and earth.
No attempt is made to '.ocatc faults in electric light circuits in the subways by electrical measurements, for the
reason that the obstacles in the way of obtaining accurate
data are so numerous that it has not been considered exFor
pedient to rely on the results of such measurements.
instance, the uncertainty as to the distribution of the resistance of the conductor, owing to the numerous joints in
the circuit; the variations in temperature of the subways
and the difficulty in ascertaining it, etc.
To facilitate locating of faults, should they occur in the
subways, several forms of accessible joints have been suggested for use in the manholes.
One of these, known. I
think, as the Dillon joint, consists of a metal cup, having
in its bottom apertures through which the cable ends pass.
The lead covering of the cable is soldered into the cup;
the conductors are connected or spliced and insulated,
when a water tight cover is screwed over the cup.
Another accessible joint, known as the Cob^ joint, is
made as follows; A copper disk is soldered on the ends of
Over the disk a vulcanite
the conductors to be connected.
Two shoulders, having respectively a
sleeve is placed.
right and left-hand screw, are placed near the sleeve, over
The sleeve is provided
the insulation of the conductor.
with a right and left hand thread.
The forward movement
of the shoulders is checked by disks on the ends of the
conductors.
Thus, when the sleeve is screwed on to both
shoulders, the tendency is to press the two disks together
tightly.
This joint can be made very quickly; but as to its
practical utility, it is not possible to speak definitely as yet,
since it has not been in actual service in the subways, so
far as I am aware.
The same is true of the Dillon joint.
It is perhaps a debatable question whether easily accessible joints are desirable in the manholes of subways, as the
tentlency in such cases might be to lead to accidents by the
exposure of live wires.

conductors in the subways

T

March

the condition of the weather does not affect the

fact, thai

will be readily understood when it is stated
that a recent test, made during the prevalence of a drenching rainstorm, of an arc circuit in the subways, four miles
in length, showed an insulation resistance of 2,400 megohms per mile. The lamp connections were disconnected from the cable proper during the tests, so that the
entire cable was under cover, except at the pole.

This

circuit.

New York
Nf.w ^'oRK, March
era! laws

which

is

now

and power, as employed in the cities and
towns throughout the state, is engaged taking testimony at
the Hotel Metropole.
When the committee reports to the
electric lighting

senate in April such recommendations for public safety as
it is

hoped

any future

that

He

thinks that good construction underground and

good insulation

will prevent all

danger

use of high

in the

low tension currents, and that the subway companies

or

and the

companies are

electric lighting

a position to

in

The much argued Kemniler

case

came up in the Court
While this is nominally

Albany this week.
an appeal from an order dismissing a writ of habeas corpus
obtained by Kemmler, it involves the whole question of the
of Appeals at

W.

constitutionality of electrical execution.

Bourke Coch-

penalty

Kemmler argued that the proposed
was unconstitutional, as no man knows the exact

amount

of current required to cause death,

ran in his appeal for

knowledge would necessarily subject

He

violation of
lic

and

this lack of

to

his client

policy

demand

its

law passed by the legislature

provisions unconstitutional and void.

It will

The

upon

sentence

and therefore void.
face

its

it

The

is

by

Concerning the much discussed question as to the relative durability of rubber compound and fibrous cables, I
do not think sufficient time has elapsed in the case of the
cables in the New York subways io enable one to arrive at
In the case of both types of cable,
a definite judgment.
as I have already said, many circuits have been running
continuously for over nine months, and in some instances
for over one year, without a defect of any kind, electrical
or mechanical, having occurred, and the slighter defects
that have occurred on other circuits have as yet been so
few in either type of cable as not to certainly show any
marked superiority of one type over another. Specimens
of cable that have been examined after nine to twelve
months' service show no physical or electrical signs of de-

relator to the

terioration of the insulation.

of an unusual

provides for the infliction

Tabor presented the following
prohibition must be

The

intended to act

not

is

only question

tion of constitutionality, the evidence so far from indicating

such method

be cruel, demonstrates that

would

painless and instantaneous.

will

be certain,

Both the county

judge and

Opinions of famous

the general term have so held.

experts show that such a death

not nearly so cruel as hanging.

is

—

in fact,

this

means

not cruel

If execution

by

then death by hanging or any other
is unconstitutional,
The whole question was
means must be unconstitutional.
upon constitutionality, and if the law was found constituBriefs
tional the man must be executed by electricity.
were also presented in the case of Kemmler's appeal for a

new trial.
The dense fog which settled over New York
day night gave Dwight Wiman an opportunity

last

nary arc

—

—

display

to

ingenious adaptation of this

light to the use of navigators has

the circuits.
As to the use of multiple cables for electric lighting:
One such cable a fibrous cable having eight conductors
under one lead cover, was placed in the subways, but has
not been operated as yet, trouble having been found in
making perfect joints. I have no doubt that with the experience since had in joint making this difficulty would be
overcome, butit seems to be the general opinion that the
use of multiple cables is not advisable in electric lighting.
On the subject of loss due to increased electrostatic
capacity, or to increased self-induction of conductors in
the subways. I may say that I have made careful inquiry
of superintendents of stations where the alternating current is used, and learn that no perceptible difference in the
operation of the circuits, as compared with similar circuits
overhead, is noticeable.
I have been informed that in wet,
stormy weather a decided improvement is observable in

—

An

illuminate the ferry sHpi.

and

pilot house,

is

The

been made on

light

is

the

located on top

Sound

is

horn, and both

also the steam fog

of these are operated from the pilot house through

bination of switches.

It is

remove

thought that

this

danger of

a com-

system when
at

sea.

fully

developed

It is

proposed, when the experiments are satisfactorily con-

will

all

collision

cluded, to place these lights on the ferry

beams thrown

vertically the pilots will

without being blinded by

beam

the glare,

With the

slips.

be able to approach

and

yet

the

of light will be as plainly seen in the fog

nary lamp

is

vertical

as an ordi-

on a clear night.

William E. Lewis, superintendent of telegraph on the
Long Island railroad, has issued an order directing operaroad to withdraw from the Order of Railway
Two officials of the order who were emTelegraphers.
tors

on

of
It

seems

ployed under Mr. Lewis were removed

over the country.

The

of

it is

last

indignant

organization

by railway companies, as

know how

me

to

to operate

semaphore,

a

that the sooner an order

recognized by the

is

railway officials of this country, and none but

hold positions on their

Secretar)'

the

lines,

members

its

quicker accidents will

opposed

only reliable operators; in fact, on

is

week, and this

protests

generally

to strikes

many

Moss, of the Board of Electrical Control,

Mayor Grant

re-

Union Telegraph
company and the Fire Departmenc were making rapid
headway in removing poles and wires. Since their last
report 68 poles and 98 miles of wire have been taken
down.
An adjourned meeting of the Board of Electrical Control will be held next Monday, and the subway contract
it is likely will be awarded.
The fight over the subway is
ported to

that the \Vestern

delaying the extension of electric lighting, and a speedy set-

may be properly lighted.
The E'ectrical Accumulator company has been denied

city

and storage

the patent calling for a combination of motor
batteries

propulsion, but the original Faure

street-car

for

patents are not affected by this decision.

The

Newark

syndicate which purchased the

surface

rail-

ways

at

the enormous

equip

all

the lines with overhead system of electric propul-

Now

sion.

of $3,400,000 proposes

figure

that the value of the property

is

to

known, the

proposes to realize about $50,000 more tax, as the

city

valuation last year was only ijlgoo,coo.

Commissioner Gilroy has decided that the injunction
restraining the Board of Electrical Control from awarding

subway contract to the Standard Electrical Subway
company shall not interfere with his work of repaving the
streets, and work will begin March 15.
The Commonwealth club, at the last meeting, discussed
the

''The Construction and Care of

Commissioner

Streets.''

"I confess

Gilroy, in his speech, said:

I

am

very despond-

In the matter of electric subways

from

be annoyance, for

to

is

every twenty-five

in

an armhole for making con-

nections with buildings; and after the subway

hole

relaid,

controlling

ration

We

will

it

is

constructed

be in order for the corpo-

to tear

up the pavement

of the

building desires to put in an

it

tenant

the

if

electric light.

cannot be secure

at

every arm-

our streets until

in

the laws are radically changed."

New

Probably the largest concourse of people which the

York
ed

Electrical

a

to

has

society

paper by M.

ever gotten

The

together

listen-

"An Evening

Sullivan on

J.

Edison I'honograph."

the

of

illustrations

with

the

re-

reproducing power of the phonograph were

cording and

and amusing, and the whole performance a most

varied

effective one.

The Sawyer-Man
last official report

Electric

The

descent lamps.

average

long

life

of

way

is

States

mentioned
navy

in

5,000

to

the

in the

the most

for the superiority of its

report says that

of from

life

Omaha and

company

of the United

highly complimentary

incan-

lamps have an

7,000 hours on both the

Atlanta steamships, and that this exceedingly

lamps

The Beckham

is

certainly unusual.

Street-Car

Wheel & Axle company have

to use the Meneely rollThese bearings save alt lubrication, and it
is said
that a car fitted with them can be moved upon a
level track with less than one-fourlh the power required for
lately secured the exclusive right

ing bearings.

ordinary bearings.

St. Loins,

St. Louis, Mo.
Marchi An interesting incident

—

is

recalled

by

the action of the Board of Public Improvements in calling

Chas. Sutter to account
of

favored

all

roads no applicant

bound

and the pavement

all

and admits

is

along the subway there

feet

this

action has raised a storm

in

many

of the

connected with the regular incandescent

system of the boat as

are satisfied to let

the wrecks that have occurred would have beeii averted.

correctly or

Tues-

was the fog that it was impenetrable to the ordiand incandescent lamp; that on ordinary occasions

steamer Rhode Island.

we

content

fatal acci-

competent men are required

from among the members

there

fibrous cable is superior to the homogeneous cable not
lead covered.
Lead-covered rubber compound cables have
not as yet been tried in the he.ited districts.
CAISI.ES.

If they are

they can be had
good standing of our organization.
If men would occupy their spare time in practising
and becoming adepts at their work in place of teaching
students for the paltry sum received for such services and
recommending them for duty before they can copy an order
If

ent about our streets.

the superiority of the electric search light he has invented.

MULTII'LK

event of trouble to

in the

elec-

As regards the question as to which kind of cable will
best withstand the heat from steam pipes adjacent to the
subways, it would appear thus far that the lead-covered,

There are no concentric cables in the subways in this
city.
The mains of multiple arc circuits are operated in
It is contemplated,
separate lead covers in the same duct.
I believe, by some of the companies to use one lead cover
One objection on the part of
for such circuits hereafter.
the companies to the use of concentric cables is the anticipated difficulty in making joints, especially where frequent
This objection
connections for distribution are required.
should not h^ld good m the case of the feeder portion of

posi-

fepresentative

come to us to be placed elsewhere,
company and the travelling public to

for the

it

them.

can be

that

gone into on the return of the writ is as to the jurisdiction
Even concedof the court that pronounced the judgment.
ing that the testimony taken was competent on the ((ues-

great

The

to

dents and 'bulled' business generally,

appeal to constitutional

against legislative action.

Sd

"We intend
men

the

in

install

held by the older members.

refused

desired to

up with cheap labor and possibly a few

to put

the consti-

unconstitutional because

ineffectual because such prohibition

trical

and eventually

office,

members

that its

whom Mr. Lewis

tlement of the differences ought to be made, so that the

Pub-

the judicial

in violation of

It is

penalty." Attorney-General
points:

boys

contend with the 'scrub oak' element.

in

be conceded that

expose the

the infliction of the penalty will
risk of torture.

in his

now

tions

and the security of the constitutional system alike

the enforcement of this provision

department of the government.

tution,

place

on the ground

instructors to

to act as

torture.

continued; "Constitutional inhibition of cruel orunusual

punishment renders any

in the order,

cease."

provide such construction.

that the infliction of the death penalty by electricity

DURABILITY OF CABLES.

legis-

may be founded upon unbiased and impartial judgment. Last Monday ex-Commissioner Gibbens gave his
experience as a member of the Board of Electrical Conlation

trol.

considered unless he .can

jection to the order

leaving

committee on gen-

investigating the several systems of

they have concluded upon,

is

good standing

in

simply allow our

Notes.

— The Senate

i

show that he is
though the organization has
never advocated such a measure.
Mr. Lewis based his obfor a position

of the order says:

CORRESPONDENCE.

1S90

8,

his

for failing to

agreement with the

who were interested

when awarded

in

city.

comply with the terms
be remembered by

It will

the contest at the time that Sutter

the contract for city lighting, announced his

intention of installing a low tension system.

He

convinced

:

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S90

8,

intrusted with the supervision of the plans

the city officials

what was needed in St.
he might have convinced them with equal facility

was

that a low tension system

Louis

—

just

tension machines, as

of the advisability of putting in high

know

they

absolutely nothing of the

merits of the

relative

award the contract for the lights to a low tension company, but before
the lamps and machines were completed the company was
absorbed by a larger corporation, and the manufacture of
the style of apparatus which Sutter ordered for St. Louis
was discontinued A high tension system was substituted,
Sutter accordingly proceeded to

systems.

but when the rivals of Sutter learned this they raised such
a howl that

awakened

it

the city

When

called to account.

officials,

and Sutter was

he appeared before the board he

proceeded to extol the merits of the high tension system
substituted for the discarded low tension machines to the

amazement of everj-body.
light on the subject, and

He

asserted

It is quite possible that there

wildered.

able legal quibbling before the question

The

be had new

that

board completely be-

the

left

be consider-

will

is finally settled.

Mutual Telegraph company has

Pacific

filed

its list

of taxable property in the office of the city register, placing

amount of the telegraph company's taxable property at
$630 for poles and wires. The Postal Telegraph company's
list places the amount of that company's taxable property
the

153

Half the wires in Louisville

"underwriter's" insulation.

have that inferior insulation.
In regard to the construction, he says that the poles

"I find," he says,

should be strong and not tOD far apart.

"wires carrying intense currents over housetops, within a

few feet of

tin roofs or insecure fixtures,

tion that persons passing over

some

in

such posi-

can barely escape contact

Griffin, of the railway department of theThomson-Houstojn
company, upon the subject of "Electric Railways." In

the afternoon they inspected the construction

West End
tion

"In conclusion," he

"I have

says,

the custom that prevails of running arc light circuits along

The committee on

The

St.

Louis Electric Power company has installed two

Watt dynamos

in

on Morgan street, between Second and
The machines and engines in the old building,
Third.
recently destroyed by fire, have been repaired and placed
The company is now
in position in the new structure.
supplying power for 60 electric motors ranging from i to

new

its

station

The

company

Missouri Electric Lighting

reports a

loss

to the frames.

insulation perse,

it

is

While this

is

regarded good

questionable whether the attachment

awning frames should be perthat no harm can result
other than, perhaps, that in the event of contact between
a frame and a wire, a passer-by, standing on a brick pavement, may, in touching an awning post, set in a block of
granite, receive a shock more or less severe, but not sufficient to do severe harm, but even such a shock is a sensation that no one cares to experience involuntarily and withm'tted at

At the dinner of the Boston

Light, Power and

i.

—The

annual order in regard

to the

final

week.

The

question of an isolated incandescent plant for the

and other municipal buildings is being agitated by
the city council of Boston, and similar measures are to be
taken in Chelsea, Mass., where $3,000 is to be spent procity hall

made

for a plant at that

price.

taxation of the state legislature re

unprotected

by insulating material. He directs attention to the manner
in which the wires are strung in the open streets, and states

a sufficient number of motor cars equipped to replace the

declares that he will

show no clemO.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, February 27.

— The

report of

Charles

Smith, the Louisville manager of the Western Union, reinspector, has created some-

cently appointed electric light

He

what of a sensation.

calls

especial attention

to

the

matter of insulation, and says that, where the wires have

been

it is

in ns2 for

Wires, he says, are sagging over signs, and in

"The

now being

wires

put up are in most part, at

reasonably insulated," says Inspector Smith in his

report, "the insulation material covering
ally moisture
little

are a great

occur, as there

cases are attached to awnings without proper insula-

tion.
least,

to

kinds of wires crossing each other in close

all

proximity.

some

time, they are virtually

for accidents

possible

number of

some

of

of the highest grade.

it is

them being gener-

proof and reasonably durable, though very
protected by

All are

servings of cotton braid, the braid being put on to protect
the insulating material that

put on next to the wire to

is

The composition
hold the substance used by absorption.
of these various insulating materials is not generally known
beyond the

factories that supply them.

All

probably em-

brace in their composition parts more or less of rubber,

some

resin,

products.

more or

less of

animal

All of such insulation

—the recognized

ity

here,

coal tar,

only

and coal

medium

in qual-

high grade materials, such as

okonite and similar substances, are

work

oil,

is

little

kerite,

used for outdoor

and not generally anywhere, because of the

rel-

make their expurposes prohibitory." The report

atively high cost, the price being such as to

tensive use for outside

goes on to say that the insulating material in use here
is

that generally used,

costlier material; that

though

not nearly as safe as the

it is

no insulation

is

proof against the

change of weather, which soon causes decay;
that there is danger in defective manufacture, accidental
The majority of wires
abrasions and unprotected joinings.
do not carry dangerous currents, "but,'' he says, ''some
Those that apare without question dangerous as a rule.
pear the least harmful are the most dangerous for the cureffects of the

rents of the highest intensity are generally

the smallest wires.

even though

it

is

Furthermore, the best of insulation,

whole and new,

tector against currents of the
will not

do

to conclude that

For reasonable
is

conveyed over

is

not an infallible pro-

highest intensity.
insulation alone

safety, substantial

is

Hence

it

necessary.

and proper construction

necessary in addition to good insulation,

if,

in fact,

it is

not superior in importance to insulation."

The

inspector found that most of the old wires had

Club

last

by Electricity."

Monday night.

Monday

The

dis-

O. H. M.

nience to the public, as the

tow

LIGHT.

Belt Electric Light & Power company,
Baltimore, will erect an electric light plant this spring.

The

&:

Shreveport, La., Railway

will install

& Improvement company

a Thomson-Houston electric

light plant

imme-

diately.

A

contract for a 600 light 16-candle power plant at Mar-

Tex., has just been closed, and the installation will be

The Westinghouse Electric company has been awarded
the contract for a 3,000 light plant of the alternating current system in Lexington, Ky.

hearing before the Board of Aldermen in this city

It was quickly disposed of by "indefinite postponement," which means that Boston wants no city plant.
this

on the order concerning the taxation
of foreign corporations, especially as to changes in the law
relating to taxation of telephone companies.
Hon. G. A.
Bruce opposed the order in behalf of the Bell Telephone
company.
On Tuesday evening of this week the Board of Aldermen in Cambridge passed an order prohibiting the running
of tow cars by the West End Street Railway company. All
cars must be run singly instead of in trains, as heretofore.
This unexpected order, which went into effect upon its
passage, has caused considerable confusion and inconve

Mayor Noonan

stock to

made immediately.

Boston, Mass.
Boston, March

The committee on

they are captured.

Electric

THE ELECTRIC
The Woodberry

B. A.

out notice."

cently gave a hearing

if

Intelligence

cussion will take place next

may be contended

It

all.

stones at and breaking the glass globes of their lamps in

ency

city, to increase its capital

.^2,000,000.

of the arc light circuits to iron

during the past month of $150, caused by boys throwing

alleys.

legislature

a paper on "Legislation Relating to the Transmission of

knobs attached

vided a satisfactory contract can be

20 horse power.

of the

Edison Electric Illumi-

charging of the frames than to run okonite wire or porcelain

establishment of a municipal lighting plant was up for a

Russell engines and two Edison So, 000

mercantile affairs

authorizing the

night Arthur Lord, a prominent a ttorney of this city, read

f.-ames,

St.

Mr. Guernsey.

bill

nating company, of this

lin,

E. P. Vail, of the Edison-Sprague company, visited

in

awning frames, the lights being suspended from the
no other precaution being taken to prevent the

iron

at Si, 735-

Louis this week to consult with the local representative,

piles

at its

generating electricity for the railway system.
has reported a

call attention to

to

where hundreds of

work of the

new power staare being driven into "made"

Railway company

land for the foundations of the machinery to be used

with the wires, and others so placed as to be within the

easy reach of persons standing on the roof.

Street

cars.

The summary

railway

company did not have

of the aldermen

action

is

very

widely criticised and condemned.

The Bell Telephone company makes the following statement of output of its instruments: December 20 to Feb-

The Binghamton Gas & Electric company of BinghamN. v., has increased its electric lighting plant by the
addition of Westinghouse alternating current apparatus of
ton,

The Binghamton station
750 lights' capacity.
have a total capacity of 3,000 lights.

will

now

The alternating current central station at Savannah. Ga.,
has for some time been overrun with business, which has
necessitated additional facilities.
A contract was made a
few days ago with the Westinghouse Electric company for
a- 750 iight machine.
This gives the plant a total capacity
of 3.350 incandescent lights.

The Suburban Light & Power company of Boston. Mass.,
rapidly progressing with the installation of its machinery.
The arc light apparatus, Westinghouse converter system,
has nearly all been shipped, and the company contracted
a few days ago for a 750 light dynamo of the Westinghouse alternating current incandescent system.
is

A

London, England, has had tbehappy thought
of moss over and around the electric
Nothing could be more gracefully
pretty than their soft environment.
The green and yellow
tints of the delicate leaves form a lovely veil for the light,
which glimmers through them without being diminished.
florist in

hanging

of

lights in his

trails

window.

Among

the latest contracts of the Westinghouse Electric
are a 60 light arc machine for Denison, Tex., and
another from Saratoga, N. Y., for the same kind of a dynamo. The plant in Saratoga Springs is a new one, and
it will be furnished exclusively with Westinghouse apparatus, the incandescent light capacity amounting to 1,500

company

lamps.

ruary 20, gross output, iSSg-90, 7,640; 1888-89, 8.087. I^e-

cember 20

to

February

20,

output, iSSg-go; 3,138;

net

1888-S9, 3,949.

The Thomson-Houston

company has

Electric

sold over

$1,500,000 preferred stock under the offer to shareholders
at 2534, the company having an option to buy it back in a
year at 28.

There

still

remains unpaid on the Brush pur-

chase |i, 300, 000, maturing in monthly installments, the
last in

The

January, 1891.

become a

subject of "Electricity" has

with the various clubs in Boston.

favorite one

On Wednesday

The Business Men's Club of Evanston, 111., at their ball
recently illustrated the death of the old mode of illuminaAs the guests fell in line
tion and the birth of the new.
for the opening march, the orchestra commenced playing
the " Dead March in Saul," and as the solemn dirge was
wailed forth, the supply of gas with which the hall has
hitherto been lighted was shut off, and darkness reigned.
Suddenly the jubilant strains of " See, the Conquering
Hero Comes," rang out from the orchestra gallerj', and in
an instant the room was flooded with the soft radiating
light of
ing, or

300 incandescent lamps, suspended from the
grouped in clusters around the hall.

ceil-

evening

G. E. Cabot of the HoltzerCabot Electric
company, led a discussion on electric fittings at the rooms
"Electric Lighting"
of the Boston Architectural club.

of this week

was the subject of the discussion at the dinner of the Chickatawbut club, at Young's, on Thursday.

Boston, February

Monday last

27.

—A very sad accident occurred on

the death of George H. Bradyoung business man of Boston. The horse which
he was riding along Beacon street became frightened and
jumped in front of an electric car, and the rider and the
In the investigation by the
horse v/ere instantly killed.
railroad commissioners no blame is attached to the driver
resulting

in

ford, a

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
St Louis Electric Street Railroad company
has been incorporated to operate a railroad; capital stock,
$150,000; incorporators, D. Sullivan, H. F. Bader, and
H. D. Sexton.

The East

O. M. Hubbard, Cincinnati agent for the Jenney ElecMotor company of Indianapolis, recently installed a
mammoth organ at the Odeon and
Cincinnati College of Music.
tric

motor for pumping the

however, strongly urge the adoption of suitable fenders for

One of the most important actions ever taken by the city
council of Pittsburgh was the granting of ten franchises for
street railroads last week. The proposed lines \vill traverse
the principal streets of the city and afford rapid transit.
It is proposed to equip eighty miles of road with electric
and cable systems, and it is estimated that the cost will ex-

both the front and sides of the wheels upon

ceed ^3,000,000.

of the car or to

the electric system.

when run at high speeds.
The twentieth annual meeting

The commissioners,

of the

all electric

cars

New England

as-

Gas Engineers was held in Boston this week.
by Samuel J. Fowler, of the Westfield
Gas Light company on the "Management of a Small Gas
and Electric Light Plant." Charles F. Pritchard, general
superintendent of the Lynn Gas & Electric company,
Lynn, Mass., was chosen president of the association.
The Boston Society of Civil Engineers was favored at
theirmonthlydinner this week by a paper from Capt. Eugene
sociation of

A paper was read

City councils and daily newspapers would do well to
emulate the example of their brethren in Rochester, N. Y.

Here is an extract from the Sunday Herald of that city in
which the true spirit of enterprise and local pride is shown
"There should be a general co-operation among citizens to
aid the company in getting the requisite consents and concessions so that the long-needed rapid transit shall not be
The feeling of citizens toward this comfurther delayed.
pany should be guided by motives of public policy and no
one should show a disposition to harass the promised improvement by frivolous objections, such as are sometimes
made more in the spirit of personal cussedness than be-
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cause there is a valid excuse for such obstructive tactics.
Let us all join hands and earnestly aid this progressive
movement for the betterment of Rochester and its residents."

A

new

snow-plow, manufactured by the Sprague
Electric Railway vv Motor company is operated on the Troy
Lansingburgh Street Railway company's lines. This
A:
plow is fitted with two 15 horse power improved Sprague
motors, and is so arranged that it can be run either forward or backward, similar 10 an ordinary Sprague electric
car.
The reduction in gearing betwien the motors and
the car axles is greater than in the ordinary Sprague car,
so that a large amount of power Is available from the moIt is estimated that this plow
tors in case of necessity.
will clear the track more speedily and effectually than an
ordinar)' snow plow drawn by twelve horses.
electric

THE TELEPHONE.

this

sum.

The Memphis. Tenn., exchange of the Cumberland
Telephone \" Telegraph company, is reported to be the
best equipped in the slate and one of the llnest in the
The plant is worth half a million dollars.
country.

THE TELEGRAPH.
'Frisco sharpers have of late been playing tricks on the
pool sellers of that city, and by resorting to the old method
of lapping the special wire and holding back reports, it is
telegraph
said the book makers were fleeced of $50,000.
lineman made the discovery that the line had been tampered with.

A

for the National
I-n addition to the list of subscribers
Fast Telegraphing Tournament, which have been published,
the Western Union Telegraph company and its general
man.iger have contributed liberally, as will be seen from the
following extract of a letter frc m General Thomas T. Kckert, vice-president and general manager of the company to
Fred Catlin, manager of the tournament: "It gives me
pleasure to send you herewith a check for one hundred dollars, as the company's contribution to the prizes to be comI
peted for, and to add thereto my own check for $25.
need not say to you, and through you to the operators
generally, that I take a great interest in the tournament,
which will show Ilattering evidences of their skill, and of
the possible achievements of the best equipped men on the
It has been suggested that a prize be offered to
lines."
operators who were in the service prior to 1SG5, as it would
give some of the old timers a chance to show how well
they have maintained their grip.

Miscellaneous Notes.
announces a membership of
It has just
This organization was formed in 1887.
200.
An extaken possession of new rooms at 7 Park St.
programme
has
been
prepared
for
the sealiterary
cellent

The Boston

Flectric club

son.

An ordinance is now in force in San Francisco, Cal,,
against the stringing of electric wires over buildings, and
the chief of the fire department is authorized to enforce its
provisions, and cut aU wires that are permitted to remain
ten days after noti'ijaiion has been given to remove the
Under its provisions no person or corporation can
same.
suspend electric wires upon the roofs of buildings, unless
the wires are in use to supply the occupant of the building
with electric light or power, or telegraph or telephone serI."nder all circumstances permission must first be
vice.
Wires used exclusively for
obtained from the supervisors.
fire alarm and city and county purposes are e.xcepted.

Personal Mention.
E. T. Bubier of Lynn, Mass., was in Chicago

Frank Rae
cago

last

of the Detroit Kleclrical

week, and was entertained

at

last

week.

works, visited Chithe Electric club.

Daniel C. Hcmingray, of the Hemingray (ilass company
of Covington. Ky., and Muncie, Ind., was entertained at
ihc Chicago Flectric club this week.

Business Mention.
Partrick

&

Carter, Philadelphia, in a

recently

published

pamphlet call attention to their new covered cell, disque
battery, and many other excellent electrical devices which
they have just placed on the market.
The Knapp Electrical works of Chicago has the Western agency for the Hurnley dry battery for telephone and
telegraph work, electric bells and electro-medical use. This
battery

is

signs and improvements to achieve best results in this line.
The high standing of this firm is a guarantee that all goods
handled by them are exclusively of first quality. Their
houses are located at Chicago, St. Louis. Kansas City. Denver, Omaha and St. Paul, where they will be glad to see all
interested in these lines.

The

Mason

primar)' batterj' is receiving most
complimentary testimonials to the effect that the battery
does more than is promised.
Its use in lighting with minature incandescent electric lamps designs of flowers, trees
and other arrangements for artistic settings in entertainments, is increasing.
For an entertainment in Brooklyn
tree lighted
last week W. T. Knox designed
afi electric
with many tiny incandescent lights and over the tree a
large star at each point of which were small lights.
At the
foot of the tree were two owls whose eyes shone with the
electric light.
All these lamps were run with the J. H.
Mason primary battery.
Jas. II.

W. M. Donaldson, an

Superintendent Miles, of the District Telegraph tV Telephone service finds that it will cost S30.700 more than the
$^50,000 of the original estimate, to place the telephone
and fire alarm wires underground in Washington, D. C,
and he has recommended the additional appropriation of

giving general satisfaction.

C. R. Vincent \ Co., of 15 Cortland St., New York.
Eastern agents for the Ball Engine company, secured the
contract for 12 of the engines in the new Brooklyn Edison
station, of which a description was given by C. J. Field at
the recent electric light convention.

The Inman & International Navigation company has
recently purchased of jarvis I!. Edson, 87 Liberty street,
New ^'ork, two pressure recording gauges for the chief
engineers' rooms in the City of Paris and City of New
York. The Hamburg-American Packet company has also
ordered two of these gauges for the new steamers Russia
and Normannia.
Fairbanks, Morse &: Co. have recently perfected arrangements to handle the well-known Rice automatic
They also make a specialty of Smithengine in the West.
Vaile steam pumps for tire purposes, having special de-

March

engineer of Baltimore,
has recently entered into the business of distributing electrical energy by means of storage batteries in connection
with small motors for household and office use in the cities
In Baltimore his batteries
of Baltimore and Washington.
are charged by the arc light wires, and in Washington by a
Perret dynamo.
Mr. Donaldson's business seems to prosper, judging by his recent orderon the Elektron Manufacturing company for forty I^erret motors to operate graphophones, which he has adopted for this work. In some recent
tests with this motor on graphophone work, using a 2-volt
battery, when recording the motor took 2.3 amperes, and
when reproducing, 2 amperes. With the ordinary 100 ampere-hour storage cell, the motor will drive the graphophone from forty-five to fifty hours continuously, which
lasts an ordinary business man about one month, the bat tery being then replaced by a freshly charged one, and the
discharged battery taken to the charging station.

ark,

Connector.

Charles

Thomas A.

Edison, Menlo Park.

N.J.
Telegraphy.

Thomas A.

Edison, Menlo Park

N.J.
Telegraphy.

422.074.

Thomas

A. Edison, Menlo Park,

N.J.
Telephone-Line Vibrator. Hermon W. Ladd,
422,082.
Boston, Mass.
The invention consists in a telephone line having,
distinct from the instruments, suitable spring vibrators,
and it is embodied in its best form in a re-enforcing
chamber connected to the line wire outside of the
transmitting instrument, and provided with one or
more inclosed vibrators, which co-operate with and
give continuity to the vibratory currents traversing the
line-wire.

Claim

"The

I reads as follows:
combination, with a properly supported

line-wire, of suitable spring-vibrators connected
thereto distinct from the instrument."

Device for Suspending Electric Conductors at
422,096.
Crossings.
Sidney II. Short, Cleveland, Ohio.
Voltaic Shoe.

422,107.

Clark H. Ayer, Boston, Mass.

Itllectric Switch.
William E. Parker and Harry
422.147.
E. Temple. Buffalo. N. Y.

Machine or Electric Motor.
Woburn, Mass.
Motor.
Edward B. Parkhurst, Wo-

Dynamo-Electric

422.148.

Edward

B. Parkhurst,

Electric
422.149.
burn, Mass.

Support for Overhead Electric Conductors.
4^2,164.
Charles K. Stearns, Newton, and George K. Wheeler,
Boston, Mass.
422,174.

H.

Grinding Electrodes for Microphones. Samuel
and Henry E. Waite, New York, N. V.

Bartlett

Method of Electrically Heating Bars, etc., for
Welding and Working Purposes. Mark W. Dewey,

422,190.

Syracuse, N. Y.
The last claim reads;
"12.
The method of electric welding or metal
working, consisting in generating an irregular electric
current in a conductor, including a coil of insulated
wire, locating an iron core within the coil, placing the
work in proximity to one or both of the poles of the
core, suitably holding or supporting the work, exposing said work to the magnetic action until sufficiently heated, and then performing the desired operation upon the same."

way
for

on hand a

422,196.

Electric Lighting Device.

and Philo R. Hoy, Chicago,

Ellsworth E. Flora

III.

The

invention relates to that class of
vices wherein a spark is produced by the
an electric circuit, and the object of the
to produce a lighter suitable for use as a

421,887.

New

Feb. 25,

lighter.

Electiical Apparatus for Driving Artesian \\'ells
George G. Fryer, Philadelphia, Pa.
422 216. Secondary Battery. William B. Hollingshead,
Bron.wille, N. Y.
'

Exhaust Apparatus for Incandescent
422,219.
Herman J. Jaeger, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Globes.
Switch-Box.
Mark R. Muckle,
422,244.
C. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electricall)'-PropeIled

J.

1890.

James Adair,

Vehicle.

N. Y.
design or object of the invention

\'ork,

The

is,

primarily,

to produce what for convenience is designated an
"electrical rink"
that is to say, to provide an economical and practical plan for the automatic propulsion in any desired direction of bicycles or any other

—

similar vehicles over a given area.
The claim reads:

"The combination, with a conducting surface forming a bed over which one or more vehicles may be run
in any desired direction, and a conducting surface
above the same parallel to and coextensive with the
bed of one or more eleclro-magnetically propelled
vehicles; devices for connecting the terminals of the
motors on said vehicles with the two conducting surfaces, and a generator of electricity having its poles
connected to the two surfaces."
421,911.

Regulating

Apparatus
N. J.

for

Electric

Motors.

Philip Diehl, Elizabeth,

Jr.,

Secondary-Battery Plate. Justus B. Entz and
William A. Phillips. Schenectady,

The first
"As an

claim follows:
article of manufacture, the wire core covered with a braid or net-work of finer wire, and
adapted for use in a battery element."
421,967.

Dynamo-Electric Machine.

Mathias Pfatischer,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Claim I reads as follows:
"In a dynamo-electric machine or motor, the rotary
armature and a commutator therefor, combined with
one or more bars or brushes composed of carbon, and
one or more bars or brushes composed of metal."
421,96s.
Electric Conductor.
dence, R. I.
The first claim is given:

"An

electric

Eugene F.

Phillips, Provi-

Automatic Railway Alarm and Signal.

M. Souders,

Litiz, Pa.

Chas.

Of the ten claims the sixth is given:
"The combination of one or more carbon contacts,
a commutator, a holder for sustaining the said carbons
in endwise contact therewith, and through which the
carbons are movable, and springs for preventing vibration of the carbons."
Electric-Railway Motor-Car.
Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The most important features of the invention relate
to the application of electrically developed motive
power to the propulsion of the vehicle, incident to
which is the .,^sposition of the parts to secure the
greatest mechanical advantages, and also the utmost
facility and convenience in the matter of regulating
and controlling the movements and speed of the car.

-^22,266,

Pyromagnetic Generator and Motor, \^'illiam
422,295.
B. Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa.
The eighteenth claim follows:
"In a pyromagnetic generator or motor, composite
lamin;c,

422.300.

which consist of magnetic laminx', having
non-magnetic laminiv."

Electrode

for

Storage

Hartmann, Summit, N.

Batteries,

Charles J.

J.

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
422.301.
Hartn.ann, Summit, N. J.

Claim

in-

Charles J.

reads:
"The carbon pencil for electric lights, made from a
compressed mixture of from So per cent, to 50 per
cent, of powdered gas-coke; from 20 per cent, to 50
per cent, of powdered coal; from i per cent to 10 per
cent, of refractory material, and from i per cent, to
20 per cent, of coloring matter."
1

Carbon for Electric Lamps. Henry H. Head,
422.302.
Saunderson,
Dublin, and Llewellyn
Kingstown,
County of Dublin, Ireland.
Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
Farnham
M. Lyte, London, County of Middlesex, England.
Electric-Motor Car.
Isaiah H. Farnham, Mai422,339
422,308.

conducting wire having an inner and

outer coating of insulation, and an interposed woven
or braided layer composed of mingled twines or cords
and metal wire."
431,983.

Lamp

and Thomas

Carbon Commutator-Brush and Holder.
Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

teriiosed

421,916.

lighting debreaking of
invention is
cigar or gas

422,201.

422,265.
Issiifii

tele-

phone

heavy contract work, such as architectural iron work in
cast iron, as well as wrought iron street and cable-car rail-

Electrical Patents.

New-

Mclntire,

J.

Telegraphy.

422.073.

in

castings, standard railway castings, and contract work
manufactories.
The Sioux City Engine Works have
large number of orders for engines, mostly in
larger s'zes, which they will push forward just as soon as
possible in their new works.
They have fitted up their
machine shop with rope transmission throughout, also with
one of the Buffalo Blower company's large heaters and
blowers for warming the buildings, and will put in one of
the Hawkeje Electric company's dynamos for lighting the
works.
They have already placed orders for new tools,
and are selling off quite a number of their old tools, to be
replaced by heavier and stiffer machines of later designs,
the object being to thoroughly equip these works with the
most improved machinery, and thereby put them in condition to compete with any works of the kind in the country.
They have recently issued a new boiler circular, showing
They will make
the types and sizes of boilers they build.
They have also in
a specialty of high grade boilers.
preparation new circulars of both types of their engines,
viz., the Sioux City Corliss, and the Giddings automatic
engines, and also of their boilers.

N.

432.072.

electrical

The Sioux City Engine Works are just starting up work
their new buildings at Leeds, Sioux City's new manuThe foundry, which has been in operafacturing suburb.
tion for some little time, has fully four times the capacity
The increased facilities will enable
of the old foundry.
the company to make a specialty of foundry jobbing and

Electric

432,058.

1890

8,

Milton

den, Mass.

422,354.

Safety Cut-Out.

Frank B. Rae,

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
and Elmer II. Werline, York, Pa.

422,360.

Detroit, Mich.

William F. Wollin
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EuOENE

E. Phillips, President.

1890

W. H. Sawykk,

FRANK

Scc'y and Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,
"

R.

Two complete sets or

Incandescent Cords.

ACKERmAN,

p. C.

KuGENE

r'.

fHiLLiPs,

plies of

ELGIN,

Agent.

JoHH Carroll,

ir^pesiueut.

F.

Sec'y.

Trtasurer.

100

Supply Co.>

U.S.A.

NEW

BERNSTEIN LAMPS,

20 Candle.

and
Factory,? [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

Office

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Amperes.

Wanted— Position

PiplD^, Stack, Fistares, com-

nsed only one year, by Uie Mia9onri
Valley Elecric Li^ht A Power Co , to whom
plete;

By an

experienced traveling sile3man of
Can give best of

electric light apparilus.

we gladly refer. For eale at a great bargaiu.
Also one 12x18 Lansins; Automatic Bngine, compile. One Standard 50 H.P. Return Tabular
Boiler; Front, Stack, FUtnrdB, all complete:
In perfect working order; has ran but 18
moaths; practically as good ae naw. Will be

Address

references.

SALESalAW.
'Western Electrician, Chicaso, 111.

sold at a great sacrifice.

FOB TILK

ADDRESS

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Magnet Wire,
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.
Office

Western

SIOUX CITY EN&INE WORKS,

Electrician

SI.OO.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

THE

FARADAY CABLES.
cc

6}^

J. C. O'DOBTNEL,!., Slieldon, Iowa.

35-H. p. Rosaell Self-ContaiDed Aatnmatic
Engine, with one t-tandard 40-H. P. Boiler,

Pnmp, Heater,

(LIMITED.)

OF

Electrical

ILL.,

FOR SALE-CHEAP.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
— MANUFACTURERS

FOR SALE.

Sup-

'

One

EUGENE

Electrical

Every Description.

Elgia TelepboDe and

Officer 18 Cortlandt Street,

1001-8-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO
CHICAGO.

U. S. Electrical Patents.

Telephones and

FARADAY CABLES.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE Oin.Y COMPLETE SET OF tj. 3.
ELECTRICAL PATEKTS IN CHICAQO.

Snitli,

Patent Attorneys,
26-26 HONORE BUILDING,
-

Magnet TVire, Ofllce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

New York

Brown &

BntterTortli, Hall,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

PATEHT OFFICE,™-"-

D, S.

I.

Late

EXAMINER ELECTRICITY,

PRISCIPAL

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

BROWN,

T.

ID

XSNGIIffZ:.

jj

Self Oiling.

Unequaled Regulation.
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial,

Underground or Submarine.

Simplicity,

Perfection.

SEND FOR CATALOGCE.
.

L.

IDS & SON, HannfactDreis

bPSIVePIELD,
Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of
Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."

Id a letter from tbe Tnspectok of the
?9, 1886, lie

says

:

"A

Tbe rubber nsed In Insnlatlng oar wlrea and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and icill not deteriorate, oxidise or crack, and wtu remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
iphole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, add and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation imll prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and dlamerer of insolation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad^

Cbicago

Oflice:

121 La Salle Street.

St. Louis Office:

to he

'JO

IliL.

Marcli

313

Olive Street

Standard Electrical Test Instruments

order.

,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

ffBNRT A, CLARK.

HERBERT

-

General Manager.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Onr

li^ht Doable

Ayrlon and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

H. EUSTIS. Electrician

HARTFORD,
CO.; CONN.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

I

^ESTEXSJST .A-S-EWT;

I

Chlcaeo,

-ATKINS

jOIV/>

Special attention

&,

t Main House, Ind'anapolls.
CO.,] Branch House, Memphis, Tenn.
"
"
Chattanooga, Tenu.
(

THE OKONITE
Boston,

for Insulation Testing.

paid

to

recalibrating

Ammeters

QUEEN

&

CO..

c

J.t St, PHILADELPHIA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
and Telegraph,

Electric Light, Telephone,

.A.ex'lal, S-u.lsaaia.rixie, cLzxci. TTxi.ca.er-siTOTj.-n ri T~se.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
MAHK.

Laboratory Resistance Boxes.

and Voltmeters.

III.

Z*or

Chicago,

Combinatio,i Testing Set.

A. H. GAKD'SEK CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
TODD i STANLEY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ENGLISH, MORSE * CO., Kantae City, Mo.
E. C.

BRANCHES:

Electro-dynamometers,

New Standard
Queen's New Portable
Complete Outfits

Belts are alnrays made from centers of -whole
hides extra stretched.

W. H. SALISBURY & CO.,

Cardew Voltmeters.
Queen's

Synama

f

_TBADE

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,
Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDLY ELECTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas City, and

St. Louis,

San Francisco.

MAKUFACTUHIHG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

a uTOMATic E lectric moioss
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiencyf Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, RemarTioble Simplicity, Etc., Etc.
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'^
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-
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Purifier.
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all

SCALE

prevents

8,

in

Steaia

Catalogue on application,

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGBNFG.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.
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COMBINATION
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FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,
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80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.
Etc., Etc.,.
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CIRCUITS.
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Send
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OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

CO.,

New

York.

AUTOMATIC

RICE

CHICAGO,

ST.,

St.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. V.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

M WHISTLES.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
W.

|NCANJ)E3CENT ilfSSfifC

Dearborn Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEJ^ATENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

TUBES

Oral, Electric,

/'

Especial ly

.

adapted for Electric Liglit Machinery, aleo
Heavy Eegrinding Globe Valvee, Gate Valves,
Pop Safety Valvee, Etc. A]\ goods etrlctly
first-claes, and guaranteed in every particular.
Write for catalogue and prices.

Free from Ktim or arldB. By refilteting can be
need continnally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plaot^of the West.

TAUSSIG.

SIGHT

INDEX SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL GUPS

New Vork.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL

S.

CO.,

CINCXNlSrATI, OHIO.

QT]AI.ITIi:S

Fop Electrical Purposes.

We niako

Send

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

SIZES

ENGINES.

Electrical Expert^

CompoiiiKl,

Simple,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Compound-Condensing.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

Large DynamOB and Motors for Special Work
ballt to Urder. Coal MlDlng Usalage
a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

.

Nen- ^leasiirlnc InHtrnment.
fc'ond

for Circular

and Price

Llet.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
91 Griswold

St..

CO.,
DETROIT. MICH.

-

MATHER ELECTRIC

BOILERS,

S311TH- Vaile

CO.,

"• MetropolltM Block, )j ^ bEIB,
CHICAGO OFI.'ICK:i"?»™
1,8 tialle and Kandolpli Hta.

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Etc.
We make a Specialty of Erecting Complete Ofpom Plgntc

Steam Ptjmps

FAIRBANKS, MORSE

Manasrr.

^e;/

p..

&

CO.,

t

I

8T.K,OIIII«.

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
E

^Ko^V

f»-

^tS

T^

^'^y

ItKiVVEK.

CHICAGO.
OMAHA.

PAIRED 5^ REWOUND-®®
•^'^'^^^^^

^^

^

KANSAS

CITV.

ST. P.lCl.

^^^

-

DVHA/V^O R^FAlf^NGSc JOBBING'

^VOHES t5I\pS-tLECTIlICC0r

Cincinnati, Ohio.

B

)
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO WATER 'WHEEL

CEI^E-

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use.

on account of its remarkably •steady motion, mcrli Speed
and £;:reat Efficiency, and larjj-e Capacity, for its diameter,
being double the
of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
number of the leading eleclric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

Power

ful effect

cfuaranteed.

HfS.^D FOB CATALOGTE
FARTICUT-ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai:; are required

and

it

can be belted

AXD

directly to

dynamo.

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal sh ait, with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

TURBINES

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG;

CO., •

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
UASrVFACTIIBEBS OF

BARZ:

AND inrSUIiATED WTRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maernet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

K." LINE

SIIIc,

Cotton and

WIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

Electric Railways,

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

SCO VI LL, New York Agent,

L.

25

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

ADIT r^ADRON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
UQBE^.VS OHIO. <^«°S EaXoS™=
BELDINO MOTOR & MFO. COMPANY,
or

I

OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery,

So. Clinton Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.
I

MANTTFACTHaEES OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest IStBciency Cruaranteed.
PERFECTLY BALANCED,

THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

All Parts Interchang'eable
CorresDondence Solicited.

-

Asrents

Even

Wanted

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING

to Comiuutator.
in all the PrinciDal Cities.

IO,
THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPAofNY, CLEVELAND,—OH
——
AXaxxiifa.o't'u.x'vx'S

flj

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
'GON DA"
""

THE

GREAT

TELEPHONE

eATTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc., Etc
IT IS UNEQUALED.

"

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECTRIC

,,

GOLD MEDAL,
„.

J

TRADE

-

'"patents
JAN.
AUG.

I

1

1

r889.

BATTERIES.

.

'GOND/S
^^
MARK
NOVJI6.IS8O.

EXPOSITION,

M'^'^ft

-'8+. JAN-'i'
-'85. AU6.3

ISniinA The Standard

UUIlUA

of the

Batteries

World.

AXO

are also the aole mannfactarete of The Gonda PorouB Cup Battery, which is, alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
greatly eaperior to the so-called Di=qne Leclsnche Batteries, with which the market ie flooded. ^ Keject every cup unless etamped with the
trade mark "GONDA."

TMb Company

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO.,

149 W, 18th Street, NEW^YORK.

4X0"

TYPE.
BELLS,

THE PERFECTION OF
POROUS CUP

FOR MEDICAL USE.
Etc., IT IS UNRIVALED
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
wa

n.

TURNEll.

229 La Salle

Street,

CO,

LEt>TEIt WOOimitlUlit

mrOODBRIDGi: & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

rOnPliETE E^l'IPMF.XT OF KLECTRIC
Slean Plants

lor E'.-ctrIc Light

and Power.

I>..«lriiH

and

BA.Il.WATt!).

Arc and Incandescent Lights
Khi Imates SnbBiltted.

Installed.

"74 CJor-tlancit Stx-eet, X^o-v%r "yorlK..

Acknowledged by experts to be the Best Open Circuit Buttery
the most dmiible aiul convenient for

ENGINEERING CO.

POND

707 and 709 Market

St., St.

427 "The

f

Ronkery

"

Electric Bells,

Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians
hicagn.

and many Other

ty.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPECIAIiTIES :-The AimlDgton £ Slme

EnKlne, Steel Boilere, Ireenn Link Belt. S'andHeater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pump, KoTtlng Injector, eto.

Ho Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

M^rite for Circular.

ForSal^l^TheW^^entEle^ctricCo.

And

TJseB.

ITo Liquid.

Building, Omalia.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

trd Rocklsc and Sbetfleld Urates, Lowe

the Market,

in

Gas Lighting, Telephones,

Louis.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas C

319 Ramge

Dry Battery.

Dr. Gassner's

^^

California Electrical Works,

San Franc

SCHOYERLING,
SOLE

AND MANTIFACTUEEBi

AftEHT

m

SCO, Cal.

«EXD FOB IiATEST CATAliOGUES.

Chambers

Street,

New

York.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The neceeeKv of measDriD<j the Electric Current by a correct and reliable meter haB long been felt, and varloae Instrumente have been put on the market and in actual nse, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be Inefficient and unreliable. The Electric Current Counter, Invented byProfeeeor H. Aron, Ib undoubtedly the oest and most reliable meter for the purpose. They
have been adopted by many e'eciric lii^ht companies in Earooe, aming which are Edison Company, of Berlin : ^iemens^St Halske : llunlcip j1 Elecirlc !LI«ht Works, of
Berlin : and are exclnsively used ii almost all principal cities of Europe. They were awarded the Iwold Sledal at the .Helb >nrae Es.hibi>ian, ISSft, aad have recently been
award'^d the flrat prize by ihe MnalcipalUy of Parisi. France, in competition ^vlth different other Counters. Anieriean Companies who have tri> d and nee the Aron Counter
epeat -.ery hl'hly of them. The opIn'oDB of some of them are printed below. The Aron Electric Current Conntere are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine wire
Every count 9r measnces correctly the amount of current conMumetf. from afract'on of an amoere
currt'Dts, in sizes from 15 amueree op to any nombsr of amperee.
to ItM ful' eapaclly. They are now in nee by European central stations meaanring over HeTenly Million Watts. Tue amount of current consumed may be aacertalned at a glance
the index being cod atructcd on the same principle aa the gas mete: di Ue.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We have
donbt

teeied the

ita reliability.

Dover, N. H.
Aron Counter, and have no reason to
H. W. Bdbgett.
Treaa. Dover Electiic Light Co.

8an FRANOiaco, Cal.
the best Instrument we h%ve ever seen.
have thoroughly tested -he Counter for alternating cur-

Ltnn, Mass.

The Aron Counter works very

The Aron Counter is

We

tent,

Te0M-ON-HoU8T0N Co.

and are eatisfled that it will work corractiy.
Geo. H. Roe, Sec"y San Francisco Electric Light Co.

New York,

Prof.

ability.

Wm.

H, Anthony.

Mather Electric Light Co-

Brooklyn, N. Y.
soma raonths, dir-

We have f jur Aron Counters in U3e for
Ing which time no trouble hai been eiierien ed In regard to
careof sime end ea'isfactory readings bava bean obtained.
C. J. Field, Gen. Man. Edison IllomiDating Co.

ISf PORT.V^T.— Owin? to the iocrdHflsd demand for the Aron Count !ra in Europe, fie coat of mmufacture
which will enibie any company to enploy t lera In preteraoce to any ottier m^t^r. For pricea and particular-",

figure

A.

BARTHMANN,

Manager. 2t Beekman

St.,

ha;;

I

am now

in a

poiUion

to offer

them

at a

:

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

New York.

22, 1889.

and Qad that It is very aensitlve ti sniill as well as large cur*
rents, and from observatto^a made I find it correct in every
particular.
L. IT. Landy, Ph. D.

bejn considerably reduced, and

a-'dresp

July

I have In u -e at the *'choDl of Mines, Columbia College, one
of Profeador Aron'a Coalonib Counters for rhree-wire eyetem,

Manchbstee, N. H,

We

find that the Aron Countera reglsier as accurately as is
neceaearv for lie poipoae to which such metera would be aoplltd. Vy^e have perf-*ctly Bsti- lied ourselvBsof thilr adapt-

satif factorllv,

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

CUT-OFF COUPIilNCiS.
CH.A.ia A CXEiaiSTICS:

A5fl>

Vtae~Uke grip of clutches ooiiona'ly gradual or sudden.
Large friction suif ces p event undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good record, running through five yea>s.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

The Empire City Electric Compmy,
15 Dey Street, New York.
MANnF.\CTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

C:lcctvical

Eiend for 1889 CatalOKue.

ECMPSE WIT^^DEXGIXE CO.,

l^uppHw

WESTERN A«EXT
I.

3gOK

W.

C0I.BI;RX'!$

DYNAlIOtS A!VD

EVERY DESCRIPTION.'

SEND FOR CATALOGUE & QUOTATIONS.

IIIOTORIS.

Beloit, IVis.

WKSTEKX AGflKT
ELKCTKICAI. DEPART3IENT
NEW HAVEN CI.OCK CO.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC
G. A.

MANAGKR

3I5--32I

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLES.VLE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WEtiTEKN A«iENT FOR

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
And

^Vestern Agenti-i

Perkins Incandescent

ALFRED

AND

'

56

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

ILL.

MOORE'S
\^1(\.\

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.

Lamp Company,

Electric Light,

54

F.
(KST.VBLISHEI)

Annunciator and Oiru-e Wires.
every kind of Wire known

fact,

Incandescent and Battery CordS;
Trade.

lo the Klectrical

in

March

8,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom

Prices.

Pioiiipt

CO.

Shipments and Intelligent Execation of Orders, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,

O^^ ^'^^
TRADE MAEiC

AGENTS.

V

&

"C.

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 « 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

NEW YORK.

SIZES

Ovsr 6.000

OF
IN

How

in

Use

TBE

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,

—Faon—

Ruuniog Sewing Machines, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow
ers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

TO 40

1-8 H. P.
Chicago

Office, Plioenix

Cincinnati Office,

1

H. P.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

65 Walnut

New

Street.

England

Office.

Philadelphia Office,

148 Higli Street, Cor.
301 Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

Oliver, Boston.

CO.,

i_i]s^i-rE:rD,

YORK.

JSX'EJfr

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
STUART,

A.

2(5 West Fourth

President.

Street,

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric Power Plants.
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.

^SIMPLEX WIRE AND 6RIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.

\

bottom Pnces.

THE LEONARD
<& IZARD
cxzic^a-o.

OuIcK shipments.

CO.,

(CASEC IN8TAI.L.iTI03r8 DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock,

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD

^ IZARD CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indi-

and Kansas ("Central States

District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubinff (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
TubincT, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Improved Primary Batteries
ELECTRICAL BOOKS
DOMESTIC
OF ALL KINDS.
ELECTRIC

For Sale bv

KOH

LIGHTING,
-A^D FUR-

Scientific

NEW CATALOGUE
H.
1

for

New and Complete

Catalogue.

JUST OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JAMES

Send

and Other Purposes.

MASON,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO,,

manufacturing electrician,

20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO,

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

ILL,

"""H"*"-

.

March
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GATE CITY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
FUMi STOCK

JOHN W. MASON, Manager.
SFECIAIi AeEKTS

Have a

4-0 fV//

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES!
And

MARK.
AND CABI.es.

TRADE

WIRES

of

will

make l<OW

522 DELAWARE STREET,

WHEN YOU BUY

A

state that

IT

you

-

-

PROaiPT Skipments.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
WANT

AIVY Manufacturer or

From

Prices and

WITH

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

standard Underground

the

Ca"ble Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD

nsr

months by the

SIX

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO..
"SZVestern Siipply Ho-u.se,

Automatic

ELECTRIC A I. KKGIKEEKS
AND JOBBEKS.

OMAHA.

\Vrite for .S&mples, Prices

and JOata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE.

R. T. W^HITE,

RAD.

in Pearl at.,

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP

BOSTON, MASS.

Room O,

COMPANY,

Manufacturing Facilities Unlimited.

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago Ofl&ce,

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
Patented Jan. 28lh, 1890

BEST MATERIAI/.

No

.

420,1S3

.

liOlVEST PRICES.

CORBESFONDENOE SOLICITED.
THOMAS ASHBURNER,

Western

Ag't,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

54 AND 58 FRANKLIN

ST.

Lai'ge or small orders promptly filled. Sample Chair and Section of
Itail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Purchaser's.

DIASr CH4IE.

"REViSTA TELEGRAFICA DE NIEXICO,"
F. A. SONI, Editor and Publisher.
The "REVISTA TELEGKAFICA DE MEXICO" Is the only electrical paper

published in Me.\ico
circulation all over that country and Central and South America, As an advertising medium
unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexica.n trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegranca de Mexico." Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexicaji PatentsPatents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terras.
Address:
I". .A..

PARTRICK

&

CARTER'S

NEW COVERED CELL

and has a wide
it is

DlsijUB LBDlancIiB BattBllBS.

SOKTX.

P.O. Box 31, or Calle del Refugio No. 15. entresuelo.

CITY OF MEXICO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.

DISftOE LeClABCBE BATTERY.

We

are continually
increasing the eflBciency of our

And Guarantee

Circuit Battery Made.

([^"Special Prices to the Trade and to those using Large Quantities.
I!^"Ssnd for Battery Circular giving Prices and Testimonials.
lE^Inclose business card for Catalogue and Discount Sheet.

BATTERY,
it

FRANKLIN

IN

Open

LeCLANCHE Best

OlSQUE

LEAD TOP CONNECTION,

CLAMP CONNECTION.

S.

CHARLES

M. WILKINS,
TRADING AS

CARTER,

PARTRICK

THE MARKET.

$c

AMES, CKEEAH &
WESTERII EIBTRIC
to 251 s. ciinlon

SStH^^,

SU CI

N.

ST. PATJL,

MINMT.

Write for Retdsed Prices.

WILKINS,

IX

CO.,

W. Agents,
-

WARD

CARTER,

MAXUFACTCRERS AND DEALERS

^27

E.

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Aiinuiioiator.

114JSouth2Second

St.,

established

ise?.

PHILADELPHIA.
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS

MOTOR WITHOUT

H

MOTOR WITH ADJUSTABLE

FAN MOTOR.

BASE.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGHOUSE ELECTBIC COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

size,

CO,

Leasees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power Fan Motor up to any

BASE.

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in EflBciency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

—
March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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NOW

NOW

READY!

READY!!

Third 'Bdition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo
'

Tenders' Hand-Book, lot Edition
"
"
"
"
2d
"

"

3d

•

Incandescent Wiring

"

1st

"

(Just ready.)

BY
PRICE

106 pages,

$1.00.

tions, ii.xlble cloth

bl4^S Inches.

PRICE

97 illustra-

2,500

'

binding, ty;:e

page

Just the book for people

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

|1

First

00.

now

house or hotel annunciators.burglar or

fire

lighting apparatus,

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

edi-

ready,

making 5,500 books printed to

date, con-

taining additional pages and

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustrationg, flexible cloth binding, size of type
f jr 1890.

Designed for dynamo
marine engineers.
Jtist the book for men
who wish to learn how to operate and care
for electric light installatio-s. The only
book of the kind in the English language.
page 5ix 3 incbfs.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Work.

VOLTAIC ELECTEICITT.
Contact Series.
or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.

The Voltaic

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto BeU.

DESCRIPTION OP BATTEBIB8.

The Smee Battery.
The Grenet
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^WARRANTED
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Motor Truck

and Easiest Riding

MOTOR TRUCK

in

Existence,

TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF GARS.
Powerful and

Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
Buperiority of this Truck consists in its Great Strength,
the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents oscillation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL
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AXLE COMPANY,

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

to identify themselves with

the best goods and the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELEC-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Stanflnrfl Hotel Xootllo Aiinnnciator
Wllh

eUEal CALL anH FIRE ALARM AnAOHMiNTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,
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ELECTRIC

RAILWA7 SISTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ibooison-lousloii tailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GKAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished

to Prospective

Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Micbigan Ave,,

GMcago,

111.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, Minn.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO,,

Electrical Goods.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF LINE WIRES.
The hest weather-proof and only moisture-proof line wire made.
glossy insulation," for it cracks in winter and melts in summer.

/brand.

SEND FOK CIRCUI^AR

TSo.

Beware of "smooth,
Take only Shield

SS».

HABIR8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRES.
Recognized by the U. S. Government as the best insulated wire for marine purposes
and adopted by it for the incandescent plants on all the new cruisers.

FUSE WIRE.
Accurately deteimined as to

size, alloy,

and conductivity.
No. 590.

SEND FOR LIST

WIRT STANDARD VOLTMETER.
Direct readings may be made with great rapidity, and without possible chance for
errors.
The range of readings is wider than ever before attempted, reading from 1.5
It has a very low temperature oo-eiEoient.
No springs or permanent
to 250 volts.

magnets.

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
A thorough water and electrically fire-proof channel
buildings.

system.

Gives perfect security from

SEND FOR CIRCUL.AR

fire,

for running incandescent wires in
and no higher in price than the old

L,ISX No. SOS.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Great strength of filament, long

life

and brilliancy without blackening.

Made

to

any socket.

Our

Cataloffne No. 560 of Electric liiglit and Po^ver Supplies is tbe most complete book onts kind ever issued.
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The enjoining clause
Brush

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

company

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry Or. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

And

it is

Electric Light

"in thesecond, third, fourth; fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com-

"plainant have execution therefor."
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ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,
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AND DEALERS
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OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPEK ALLOYS,
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STEWART BUILDING,
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Belting, Packing & Hose
MACHINE BELTING,

"Witli smooth metallic rubber surface for use
on Dynamos and STvift ninning: macbines.

PXTTSBURCrH, PA.
FBEI>.

DBGKNKABDT,

CMcaeo.

H. Goode, Portland. OTegon. The PanI Seller Electrical Worto. San Francisco. Cal, The Twin City ElecSupply Co., Minneapolis. MItin. The Nebraska Electric Co,, Omaha, Neb. The Southern District Tele& Elect. Co BiimlDgbaiD, Ala. C. A. Scott. Boston. Mass.
,

RUBBER FABRICS

Rubber
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MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.
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graph
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NEW YORK BELTING ScPACKINC CO
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Paul Seilebs Electbical Works, San Francisco,
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ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES and CABLES VULCANIZED
-

II.

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL
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CATALOGUE,

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,

Copy

cents per

1

BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleiieland, Detroit, Chicago. San Francisco, St. Louis. Minneanolis,

Dmaei.

(2121)

Standard
Tie

ELECTRIC
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UNDER WATER
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very pliable.
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Every

up

UNDERGROUND.

any
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ELECTRIC

cuits, 9,000

Cables
and Long
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per

Navv Portables,

insulation
Life, all millage.
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Offices:
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1

59 Front Street,
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NEW

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

High

cir-
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-

Bell Wire, rubber covered, foi

WM.

Marine

any Millage

tric Cables, boih
bles, to
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INCANDESCENT CORES.

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

Two -Circuit Concen-

Three and 'Rvo-wire Ca-

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

Cores
or

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Co.

Marine W'ork.

Pliable

Installations

Cables, for

Search Lights.

GOMFANT,
ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledgred Standard for durable and hierh
Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
Insulation,
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Iltetric Light

Branches of Signaling.

E.

B.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased Wiret.

*"''c'","a"rwirin8

McCLEES, General Manager,
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"Western Electric Co., CUcago, LU.,

in all Location..

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

X—Copper Wire.
•attiratcd with a Black.,
trie

Ctrr

B.

5.—Two

SHOWING STVLB OF INSUIATION.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
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19 and 21
|j 33 and

Cliff St..
1

O^-BnidadCaMi^
-_
»_
^ ^
rw* mt^

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof Composition.

New

York.
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.

.

,
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—

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
mawufactujrebs of
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Ofllce Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales km\.
19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENBCTADT, N. Y.
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148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.
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£lectric Railway
£qnipnient.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc

l>ynaiiio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

on or

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

C'lii'i't'iit

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

others in service.

Dir«rt

many
dynamo

its

life.

Incandescent I>ynanio.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
practically solved by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of
constructed

what

is

this character

we have

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as
features that combine to

it

does, all the

make a perfect dynamo

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy of

effici-

operation.

Alternating Cnrrent D>-nanio.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBE8TER. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
llotor.

ning where these arresters

fail

to operate.

The
light-

—

:
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, THE MITCHELL VANCE
&
(Snccesaors to Sf ITCHK!.!.,

XABTCE

CO. >

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

we

Goods,

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

CoMbinatlon Fiitnres,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Pendants, Reflectors,

—

One H.

given Motive.

Incandescent Ligbting,

F. Constant Potential Motor.

^IMCetzi-ufcict-u.x'ex's

of

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-C»I»

T3

HICHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-0iling Boxes.

ox*z*xcx:

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST,

-

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

and

St.

1

SALESROOM,
836-38 Broadway and 1 3th

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

StsYsns Institute

CITY.

o!

Technology,

Hoboken, N.

BISHOP 6DTTA PERCHA

St.,

J.,

Feb. 12, 1S89.

CO.,

Gentlemen :— I have made an extensive

series of tests of your

^VHITE COBE IKDIA RUBBER INSirLATIOST,
under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion

OF PITTSBURGH,
MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

PA.

INSULATION RESISTANCE
.

LINE

in

water, with the following results

OF

Temperature

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Resistance

—

5
60 « F.
3.300
mill.

30 min.
T" e
Temperature.... 40* F.
3.900
Resistance

IVEGOHMS PER MILE:

IN

1 hour.
60= F.

<;o' F.

3,300

3,300

30 min.
115 " F.
16a

30 min.
167° F.
12

24 days.
60= F.

10 days.
60= F.
3,300

!il liours.

3.300

30 min.
300° F.'
S.3

times given in the upper table are those between ihe immersion of *Jie wi. e in
water and the making of the test*
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at wh^th the '.ank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the lest was made.
The cable had been immersed in water for a month before the first ten'perature test

The

eiOBESr^ SHADES

was made.
It will

constant at
perature.

be observed that the temperature bemg at 60*^ F. theresistar.ee remi med
its highest point for 24 days, an^ than raised greatly on lowering the tem-

...
m

.

,

the temperature is a common characteristic
lowering of resistance by a rise
such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more aftected
by this cause than was this one
This wire also showed no deterioration from exjDosure to moist air, fresh plaster,
damp earth, etc., after several months' e.xposure. Its insulating power a.:so was unafVery truly yours,
fected by alike exposure to illuminating gas.

The

of

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

all

(Signed)

HENRY MORTON.

ADAPTED TO ALL

®
729 BROADWAY,
(Cor.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK.

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426iEast 26th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

—

—
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Cle-vela-rLd., 01:iio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING CO,

JARVIS

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

IBOSTON-.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

BOONOMIOAL ARC LAMPS
ItiFOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
t

I

I

i

f

I
I

These lamps, burning in series, require about 50

\
.

Electrical contractors can

1

make money by

regarding our

I

new

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

[ NGLISH, MORSE & GO.
SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

OIL.

SECOND TO NONE.
Free from srnm or aclda.
iieed contioaally.
tric Plants of the

S.

TAUSSIG.

West.

Wnl.'

45 Fiver

221-1223 Union Ave.

KANSAS

St., Chicago.

and 8 amperes of current.

GITY,

-

For

18 Cortlandt Street.

and

prices

New

lEONARD PAGET.

Infoimatlon

York

CUARLES

J.

City.
KINTNEB.

PAGET & KIIffTNXSR^
Cbemical

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

MO.

Q.R.R.
CB.dg
—
IS

By

refilterlDRcan be
Adopted by the largest Elec-

Agt..

CO..

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

volts

When

writing please state voltage and system used.
and Improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

acting as our agents.

THE

Best Appointed Line

— FOR KEACniNi; THE

West, Northwest and Sonthwest.

f.>r l-'rir.-.i.ii'l S;.ni|il.--.

EDISON

M ANUFACTURING

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BATTERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COISI5E]Sr01>TIDE]n^CE3

JAMES

F.

KELLY

I

General Sales
Asent,
1

SOU-ICITEID-

9 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK.

March

WESTERN

1890

15,
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SOUB BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Js

of
IT IS

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled,

&

CO.,

MILfADKEE,

WIS.

Manufactnrere of and Dealere In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

nareaUAlED for ECONOMT of FDED, KEQUIiAItrrT OB
MOTION, AMD DUBABILITT IN USB.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catal ones.

41 aii 43 SOnTH JEFFERSON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

i ri-^

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

:^=^.

The only

safe socket for series lamps,

and tie only

Send

parts.

^osaroN',

-

/

PERFECT ADTOMATIC RE6DLATI0N,

JJfe^'
^r

Highly

_.

Efficient

and Economical,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

680

Incandescent Circuits

^WADSTVORTH, Manager

H.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

i

WOBSID FOB ASY CCKKENT.

1P"

socket having insiilating material for the outside

FOR

Arc
-~'-^''

Wii:^fii

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

MOTORS

^

m

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

WESTEKX AX» SOlTHER\' STATES.

nii;..A.ss.

1

EAST ADAMS

1

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams Street, GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

COMPOUND.
IG Sizes, 5 to 500 Z. P.

27ot

yet equaled by anj foim of Lngiae

HIGH FUEL DUTY

AI\!D

STANDARD.

m:STIN GHDUS

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.
foi

SIMPLICITY.

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH AUTOMTIO

6

Sizes in Stock,

5

to

50

M ^^

E

'I'Sh'!"^.'"
H. P.

EHCIMB CHEAPEE THAU A SLIDE VAITE.

Well Built,

.All
I

W.

Economical,

Reliable,

Over 300 soid the

first

SARGENT,

Pres.

JOHN

A.

BARRETT,

kS

ST. LOUIS,
511

NORTH FOURTH

&. CO.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Utah & Montana
BUTTE, MONT.
E. Granite St.
Jlacliinery Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Ftemont St., Parked Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. i), 35 N'. Front St., Parke & Lacy JIcU. Co.
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36 CoUege St., t^h^n
j T,imT,Wns Pr,
45S.PnorSt.. J The D. A. Tompkins Go.
ATLANTA. GA.
DALLAS. TEX.
Keating Imp. & 3Ich Co
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
C. E. James £ Co.
(.

)

'

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.
Vice-Pres. and Cons Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

Treas. and Mgr.

FRANK

A.

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
78-81

W

asl3.lzi.ston. St., J3rcyoTsJL-yxi.,

SO". "S",,

MANUFACTDEEES OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY

AND DURABILITY.
The Only Machines Having Laminated
By Means

of

ARE OBTAINED THAN

IS

Which Higher

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

ST.,

WESTINCHOUSE,CHURCH,KERR

year.

tile above built stnctlvto Gangs with Interchangeable Parts,
f
Bepairs Oarried in Stock. Send for Bliistiated Oatalogaes. I

D.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
1 Wp^-ns-hra.a.
Hathaway Huiiding,
BOSTON,
I TjwSh
"^
Westinghouse Buiiaing, f
PITTSBURGH,
^r.„
^^°156, 158 Lalce Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHiLAOELPHIA, 60S Chestnut St.. M. E. Muckle, Jr. & Co.

NEW

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

I^-CAREFUL INVESTIGATION INVITED.

f>>'-7>st*'i:

I'EKKET,

E.ec.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

VI

FRANKLIN

S.

CHARLES

CARTER.

—

March

M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD

1890

15,

WILKINS.

TRADING AS

-

& CARTER

PARTRICK

MANUFACTiJ"RERs"ANb'DEALERS.

Supplier

—Sole Proprietors of the—

PATENT SEEDLE ABHDHCIJTOR,

114

South Second

St,,

Philadelphia, Pa.,
March

NOTICE TO THE TRADE:

S,

1&90.

For the convenience of the trade at points far distant from Philadelphia who desire to use our goods more extenbut are deterred from doing so on account of the transportation charges and delay in transit, we have arranged with
the parties named below to carry a stock of our Patent Needle Annunciators, Alarms, Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries
and a full line of Electrical Supplies of our manufacture. When in want of the Partrick & Carter Instruments and Supplies, you can obtain them by applying to the firms named at very near the Philadelphia Trade Prices, and effect a great
saving in time, freight charges, etc.
sively,

SOUTHERN DISTRICT TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC CO., Birmingham, Ala.
L. W. WOLFE & CO., Omaha, Neb.
UNITED EDISON MFC. CO., Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION
The above-named

firms will cheerfully

prices, etc., of

answer any inquiries regarding

our goods.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

\^ery respectfully,

BALL

CO., Seattle, Wash.

AUTOMATIC

CUTOFF £|)^Q||||£
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

15 Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

&

CO.,
H. M. SCIPLE
Third and Arch Streets, PHILADE LPH

I

A

,

Pa.

COOLEY & VATER^

Cross Cowipound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

W.

Triple Expansion.

B.

PEARSON,

Room 403 Home Insurance

Build'g,

CHICAGO, ILL"

OMAIWA ENGINEERING COIWPANY,

_

Tandem Compound

Sheeley Bu|lding.

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEB.

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lighting.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

CHANGES OF LOAD

all

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC
Chicago Office,
N. Y. Office, 35

Broadway.

I

I

CO.,

Metropolitan Block.

Boston, 105

Summer

St.

Cincinnati, Carlisle BIdg.

THE MATHER INCANDESCENT SYSTEM.
Superior to

all

others

y>'»i*<inif*tr>i«*t^t(m »»i#»i#»»«»» fM^.

in efficiency

and

reliability of

Lamps and Dynamos.
•ittiitt*i'*iftrt»i>(ti'iiy

From one-half horse-power upward, for constant potential circuits, perfectly selfregulating without special mechanism. Motors also for constant current circuits. Motors
wound for any desired potential.

March

15,
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THE-

BDRNLETm BATTER!
Patented January 21,1 890.

aOMPANY,
NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C.

This improved form of Dry Battery having been thoroughly tested in
comparison with all others, is presented to the Electrical Trade and to all
users of Open Circuit Battery as the

Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER,

Treas.

CLAUS, Gen'l Manager.

P.

Factory: 162 and 164

63 Broadway.

MOTORS.

1.

27tli St.

VERY BEST YET PRODUCED.
compact form,
than any
other of equal capacity, and
very

Its

being

smaller

its

GREAT
STRENGTH,
Durability
-AND-

Our Dynamo

one piece, and combines inde?'
with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
is cast in

structible solidity

POWER
are its chief merits.

C. J.

THOaiPSON, 100 East Fonrtb

St., St.

Paul, Mlnii., Agent.

Being in all respects a
Battekt, without

Dkt

liquids, it is not subject to
'|iij||

freezing

in

winter,

or to

any

time,

al

evaporation at

'-^'"

and

IS

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO,

ABSOLUTELY

CLEAN.
,'Its

connections are so ar-

ranged that no creeping
salts whatever are at any

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

time developed.

For portable
Railway Signals,
the battery
out doors,

purposes.
etc.,

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

where

is

often placed

it is

especially rec-

ommended.

As the
Batteet

successful makers of over 400,000 Cells of the best Leclanche
sold in America we have become satisfied that of all forms yet

attempted, the Buenlet Det Batteey is the only one yet produced which
is capable of successfully competing with our form of Leclanche Battery;
hence we are presenting the former to the public as a

FIRST-CLASS
for Electric Bells, Telephones,

PRICE,

DRY BATTERIT

Gas Lighting, Burglar Alarms, and
-

all

J.

H.

BOmil
76

circuit

work.

,

be furnished to Dealers and to Tele-

Sample
phone Exchanges upon application

Trial

open

STATIONARY MOTORS.

90 CENTS PER CELL.

DISCOUNT TO THE TEADE.
Cells will

Central Stations for Power Distribution,

STORAGE BATTERIES,

to us, free of charge.

Executive Offices:

&

CO., Sole Ag'ts and Mfrs

CORTLANDT

ST.,

NEW YORK.

AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a fall stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets, keyless

sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

fit

All

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

Dynamos.

size

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

Any size.

Accurate, constant,

tion.

efficiency

up

to

any range

desired.

influence.

Constant.

Ifever need recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,800. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

twenty

TSo heating or arcing.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

Every

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Art cles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insiilating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock at

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

for complete installation, constmetion

and

all,

and are dizectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.
MAIIV DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian District, Toronto, Canada.

March
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
1118

lie

FBANKLIN STREET, CHICABO.

Full Sto ck.
We

have been busy during the

Quick Shipments.
last

few weeks in

filling

our

new

store-rooms with

full stock of everything that goes into the construction and maintenance of electric
light, electric railway, electric bell, and electric plants of every description, and can

a

now

confidently announce to the trade that
found anywhere in the West.

our stock of these goods

is

the largest to be

We may Mention:
THE UNIVERSAL TIN SHAUE --'''« "> " -^ »*«'
Among Our New

Specialties

"«""*

«''-^ of us

«nd

on

THE CENTRAL LIGHTNING ARRESTER the market.
*^® most graceful, as well as the most convenient
TUC *%%%# BflaA"r AHAA ^^^^^^ ^^^ suspending arc lamps over street inRRJinY

MAST ARM

uOlrSOC ulOlJ S>

THE BRADY POLE IRON AND HOOD.
THE BRADY STORM PROTECTOR '- - -p^
Miiv »»%»«
««
ii^ftiM^M *^ ingenious device to keep arc lamps from
where they are placed at the top
THE BRADY LAMP HOLDER ^^^^^^^^^
01 pOlGS*
We

are exclusive Western Agents for all of the Brady appliances, which have been
so universally adopted in electric light construction throughout the country.

VnilMPIC DATiryT CACCTV
I^IIT nilT for use on an Wgh tension circuits
I
bU I ~UU I to insure safety against accidents
A
I
oArC
I
I Cll
I UUIlU O r
We also have constantly on hand a stock of the excellent Ammeters and Voltmeters of the Weston Instrument Company, as well as a

full line of

other test instruments.

We are always glad to send our illustrated catalogue upon application, and in
ing your trade can guarantee satisfaction.

solicit-

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANOLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency^ Mechanicallv and Electrically,

WE GUARANTEX: ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstruction

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORE-E^SFOUIDEITCE SOLICIXEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO

•P

ElAU QLAIRE, WIS.
GEO. B. SHAW, - General Manager.
BAKER, BALCH &

CO., Genl. Agr'ts..
Seattle, Washington.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern

Agent,

Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

City,

Omaha, Neb.
CO., Oen'l. Ag'ts.,

Mcdonald &
141

Bast Seneca

315 N, Ninth

Buffalo, N. Y.

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

H.

WOOLSET,

Agent.

34 GilfiUan Block,

St.,

St.,

WILSON, Agent,

CHAS. M. BLANGHARD. Agent,
J.

205 N. 17th

E.

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,

LITTLE,

C.

L.

St.

Paul, Minn.

N. COX, Agent,
2038 I

St.,

Washington, D.

0,

March
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THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bt

Dynamos

for

500

to

Alternate Currents.

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

leiWESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Pittsburgh, Fa.,
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRA.NCISCO,

IT.

S. A.
CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE.

ST.

DALLAS.

LOUIS,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps

of the

Sawyer-Man

pat-

tern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record

from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."—
Extract from report of Commander R.
of

Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
B.

(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d

St.,

NEW YORK.

March

15,

^^^^^^Hl

1890

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
J.

Arc and Incandescent Lighting
ON THE TRANSFORMER SYSTEM.
Manufactured under Patents of Stanley, Wallace and Others.

An

experience of over two hundred and sixty-five Central Stations has demonstrated the Converter System of Electric Lighting to be the only safe system.

The Converter of The Westinghouse Electric Company is so constructed as to absolutely prevent by any possibility a connection between the current of the street wires
and the wires connected with the lamps on the premises.

The converter of

this

company reduces the

potential of the

primary wires and

limits the quantity of current to the exact requirements.
It is the

There

is

only system which admits of reliable meters.
not a single recorded instance of a connection between the primary and

secondary circuits of this company's system.

Two hundred and sixty-five central
in sixteen candle

stations in operation with a total

dynamo capacity

power lamps of 458,250.

OVER

12,000
Write

METERS IN

USE.

for Particulars.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENN.,
BOSTON,
1

NEW

YOEK,

CHICAGO,

PORTLAND,

U. S. A.

CINCINNATI.
PALLA§,
CHARLOTTE,
ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

SAN

FRANCISCO,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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St. Paul, St. Louis.

THREE MORE LARGE CITIES FALL INTO

LINE.

Minneapolis and St. Paul and between those two cities, comprisinG:
miles of track, are to be equipped with the Sprague Electric System.

All the lines in

200

{Statement of Mr. Thos. Lowry, Preat. of the Minneapolis Street JRuUway.)
Feb. 19, 1890.— I have to-day closed contract with Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co. fur the
Electrical Equipment of the Street Railways in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and between those two cities."
"

NEW

YORK,

(Signed)

St. Louis follows with

Total

nnmber

THOS. LOWRY, Preat.

an order for sixty-eight car equipments
St. Railway in that city.

for

Street Railway Motors contracted for since January

of

Sprague Electric Railway
16

&;

18 Broad

St.,

Rialto Building, Chicago, and

all

the Lindell

1890.--810.

1,

& Motor Co.,

New

York.

Commercial Centers.

The Interior Electrical Conduit Co.
A.

New and Improved

SAFETY—Absolute immnnlly from electric

Slethod of Equlpplns BoUdlnes wltb sn Insulated Tube Conduit for any System of Electric Wiring,

O^AX^XIfl'IJJa'O-:
fires.

ACOE8SIBILITV— Perfect access to concealed wires.

cost ot Installation, and freedom from futare expense.
ECONOMY— ^mall
OUR ABILITY— Absolately molatnre-proof tube and appliances, Insuring longevity of wiree,
CONVEN lENCE— Systeme of electric wiring may be laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn in-ut pleasure,
FOB CIBOVI.AB8, PBIOE I/18T AND INSTBCCTIOHS, ADDBE88,
THF INTFRinR Fl FrtRirAi. noNDUIT CO.,
15+ AND 156 WEST 27TH ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

-T^Biiiiioii

lisiwm

CO,

CHARIiSMUNSON.PREsr.
FRANKGMOSSfSECT &TREAS

PUSH-BUTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

PlTTSBUF^GH .
Ne\/York.

THE

PAISTE SNAP SWITCH

SanFf(angisgo.

New

FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

CANAL

28,30.32,34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

to its special

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

short lap,

Orleans.

SL

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

Recognized as the best, simplest and

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

USE THE BEST INSULATION.
The Celebrated

H.T. PAISTE
12th and Market Sts

^2^^'
*^^
''W'»'

A/.
PiT. Mahcu

12, 1889.

KEPT IN STOCK AND FOB SALE BY ALL
PROMINENT SUPPLY SOUSES.

&

rUMES

,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P.

B. Electrical

Compounds.

MOISTURE aod WBATHEEPEOOF, resist
STEONGEST ALKALIS, STEONG A0ID3,

Thoroughly

so r.

WKArPIXe
We manufacture a special

VAJiNISH

The Standard Paint

lo"

ror

&

the

and GASES,

WATEKPKOOF
INSIII.ATING PAPERS.
B.

ARMATURES and FIELD

Co.,

COLLS.

59 Maiden

Lane, ^•ew York,
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Electric Carpet-Sewing Machine.
cut presented herewith illustrates a novel
machine which is in operation at Marshall Field

The

& Co.'s, Chicago. The apparatus might be
described as a traveling carpet-sewing machine.
It is driven by electricity, and is arranged to
feed itself automatically along the edge of a
carpet, the lengths of which it sews together as
The carpet is laid upon a
it travels along.
long table, shown to the left in the illustration.
Previous to the introduction of this machine,
which is the invention
of Franklin ."Vmes, manager of the carpeting

MARCH

15,

No. II

1890.

There is also an upright standard connecting
with the treadle, which may be operated by a
lever to set the machine at any required speed.
This last-named attachment makes it unnecessary for any operative to ride upon the carriage.
A self-feeder is also connected with the front of
This attachment renders it unthe machine.
necessary for the operative to touch the work
with his hands.
It may be further mentioned,
too, that there are fitted into a groove running

When it is desired to turn the
breadths, the hooks are fastened into the edge
of the carpet and a small windlass, which is connected with the main rope, is wound up.
By
this operation the carpet is raised on edge, and
held there until another breadth is put in place.
As the hooks are designed so as to release themselves from the carpet when they are brought up
into contact with the framework above, an extra
turn or two of the windlass is all that is required to release the
end of each.

The

carpet.

practical

working of the machine
is

as follows:

is

stretched

The

carpet

upon the
by means of the

department of Marshall

table

Field & Co.'s wholesale
house, it was found to
be impossible to sew ingrain carpets except by
hand.
An operative
ordinarily was able to
sew about 25 yards per
day.
By the use of this
apparatus, it is claimed,
a speed of 2,500 stitches
per minute, which are

two blocks sliding in the
groove in the table, one
being made stationary at
any desired point, the
other containing a winda s s with ratchet to
stretch the carpet at any
desired tension, and hold
1

it

and basting
about three
feet apart.
These basting pins are connected
with small cords, shown
pins put in

is
attained
with ease.
In addition
to this, the seam pro-

of carpet,

duced is perfectly
and elastic.

to the

flat

of

table,

a

about 100 feet long, a
track

and a traveling
which supports

carriage,

the sewing machine,
proper.
The table and
track extend the length
of the room.
The carriage is fitted with four
bicycle wheels, and is
light but strong.
Upon
this are
arranged, as

small

&

no

is

set

volt,

it, all the
pins are pulled out as
fast
as the
carpet is
sewed.
The pins are
drawn up by the small
weights at the other end
to a convenient height,
and are prevented from
going through the pul-

The motor
and machine are belted

machine.

and the

as

indicated,

leys

are connected with the wires from the Edison
which lights a portion of the building.
Current is supplied to the motor from these
wires through trolleys carried by the slender T-

plant,

shaped arm which extends upward. Connecting
with the rheostat arm is a pedal which is hung
beneath the seat so that it may be operated by
the foot of a boy, seated upon the carriage.

above by another

wooden stop placed

latter is set so

that its needle plate is at
exactly the same height
as the top of the table.
Suspended tightly above
the carriage are two ^-s-inch brass wires. These
extend over the entire length of the track, and

V-

guard strikes

under

the forward axle of the
carriage, while the rheostat is supported at the
rear end under a shelf
which carries the sewing

together,

A

in contact with
the cords a few inches
above the carpet or pins,
and as a small wooden
disk or stop is made fast
on the cord just above
the
point where
the

incandescent
mot.or,
with its resistance bo.x.

The motor

weight.

comes

%

C,

illus-

shaped guard is placed
back of the needle on the
machine.
This, as the
machine travels along,

shown, a sewing machine and a
horse

power C

the

extending up
and through two small
pulleys which hang from
wires strung overhead
along the entire length
of the table.
To the opposite ends of each of
the cords is attached a

will

sentially

left in

tration,

Referring to the cut,
be seen that the
apparatus consists esit

The

sewed.

matched,

sew 8 yards

sufficient to

until

figures in the carpet are

ELECTRIC CARPET-SEWING MACHINE,

the entire length of the table, a

number

of blocks

which any number of
short carpets can be connected together and all
stretched at once, and the machine run through,
sewing them all without stopping. The handling
of long and heavy carpets is greatly facilitated
by the rigging hung just above the table. This
consists of a rope extending over pulleys the
entire length of the table, and having attached
to it at intervals small cords with a. hook at the

and clamps by means

of

at

the proper point on the
cord.
From the above
it will
be seen that a
small boy can start the
machine and then go ahead of it, matching the
carpet and pinning it, and the machine will follow him, sewing the carpet and taking out the
pins, as has already been stated, at the rate of 8
yards per minute. When a different stitch is
required, as for instance, when the apparatus is
to work on Brussels carpet, another sewing machine may be attached to the carriage with but
trouble.
The inventor also proposes,
little
when it is required, to place two carriages on the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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By this adUition, both Brussels and ingrain carpets may be sewed on the same table at
the same time.
\l a busy season of the year,
by the use of another pair of stretchers and adding one more operative, the entire capacity of
the machine may be more than doubled.
As
Mr. Ames states that, with the two machines
and six boys, an amount of work equivalent to

A

track.

Wrinkle

in

Electric Welding.

In the process of welding hoops by electricity
when the ends of a hoop are brought into contact and the current is turned on, the resistance
at the joint where the weld is to be made is
usually greater than the resistance of the hoop
itself, owing to imperfect contact at the joint, or

that performed by 300 girls may be accomplished, the great saving effected through the
use of this machine will be realized.

Operating Telephone Signal Bells by
Current from a Central Station.

a

dynamo is lost. That is practically
Even if the power were transmitted
sixty miles, there would-be only 50 per cent,
lost.
The cheapness of the power would more
than make up this loss."

cuts presented herewith illustrate a simingenious method of commuting
yet
continuous
incandescent current so that

it
may be utilized for telephone service.
This method has recently been put to a practical
test by the Chicago Telephone company with
the most satisfactorj' results, it is claimed.
By
this system 61 operators, practically the whole
exchange, draw the current for the operation of
the bells on their respective sets of lines, from
the Edison system through a commutator similar to that shown in Fig. i.
A diagram of the
connections is presented in Fig 2. By this commuting device, which is driven by a small water

—

A WRINKLE IN ELECTRIC WELDING.

the ends not being in contact when the heating
is done by springing a voltaic arc between the
ends.
The current will therefore traverse the
hoop from clamp to clamp, through the body,
unless some means be provided to render the
resistance of the hoop greater than the
resistance of the joint.

The accompanying cut illustrates a simple
method of raising the resistance of a hoop by
means of a gas-jet. Referring to the cut, B represents
a gas-jet adapted to throw a flame
against the continuous part of the hoop between
the clamps.
The object of this is to heat a portion of the hoop until the total resistance of the
hoop becomes greater than the resistance at the
joint.
By thus increasing the resistance, the
bulk of the current will traverse the joint, and
thereby raise the ends of the hoop to a welding
heat, instead of being short-circuited.
When

are the following: Williamsport, Penn., 750 lights, increase; Butte, Mont., 750 lights, increase; Fort Worth,
Tex., S50 lights, increase; Sioux Falls, S. D., 750 lights;

Ky., 500 lights; Lexington, Ky., 3,000 lights;
Creston, Iowa, 750 lights; Snidznoka, Japan, i,5co lights.
Fineville,

Pan-American

Conference on Patent

Laws and Trademarks.
The

action of the Pan-American conference at Washingwhen the report of the committee on patents
and trademarlvs was considered will be of great interest to
inventors throughout this continent.
The report was approved by the conference. The tenor of the document can
be seen from the following extracts:
"The person who discovers new industrial products, or
invents new processes for their preparation or manufacture,
or improves upon the processes already known, contributes
by his discovery or invention to the development of industry and to the increase of public wealth; and has a right
thereto as clear and incontrovertible under the laws of ail
civilized nations as that which the manufacturer has to the
products of his factory, or the laborer to his daily wages.
Very great importance has lately attached to the emblems
and devices employed by the manufacturers to distinguish
the products of their factories, and by traders to distinguish the wares which they select and place upon the market, and which are commonly called
manufacturers' and
dealers' trademarks.
The tradesman or merchant who obtains a reputation for the superiority of articles which he
distinguishes by a certain trademark, acquires a right to
this mark, which the law should foster and protect; and it
should punish those who violate this right, either by making unlawful use of, or by counterfeiting or forging, a
mark belonging to another."
The report reviews the history of the movement in
Europe for the protection of inventors, etc.. and then
dwells on the action of the recent Congress of Private International Law of Montevideo, assembled in response to
an invitation issued by the government of the .Argentine
Republic and the republic of Uruguay to the other nations
of South America. 'To this conference is due, it is claimed,
the establishment of international protection of literary, artistic and industrial property.
Three treaties were subscribed by representatives of the Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Brazil, Chili, Paraguay,
Peru, and the Republic of
Uruguay, in which the principles set forth in international
law are recommended by the committee of the Pan-American congress for adoption. On this point the committee
says:
'"In the treaties referred to, literary and artistic
works, trademarks, and patents of invention are clearly and
precisely defined; in the same manner are prescribed the
rights of authors and artists, proprietors of trademarks, and
inventors, which the contracting powers guarantee and
protect, the formalities to be observed in obtaining this
protection and guarantee, the limits of said rights, and the
ton, IVIarch 3,
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Among the contracts for alternating current apparatus
for central station lighting obtained by the Wcstinghouse
Electric company during the first two weeks of February,

of the

nothing.

-OPERATING TELEPHONE SIGNAL BELLS BY CURRENT FROM A CENTRAL STATION.

motor, the current is alternated from 400 to 700
times per minute. Referring to the diagram the
construction of the apparatus will be readily understood.
To the left are represented the three
mains of the Edison system, with fusible plugs in
The commutator C is connected with
circuit.
The two brushes of the comthese as shown.
muting device are connected respectively with
main of the incandescent system,
the + and
while the neutral wire runs to one segment of
In series between
the two-part commutator, C.
the plug terminal of the neutral wire and the
commutator, is the primary coil of a transformer 7] and an incandescent lamp.
One end
of the secondary coil of this transformer, which
is of special design, connects with the earth,
while the other runs to the switch-board in the
operating room.
The keys at the switch-board
are represented at A'.
The action of the device
is as follows:
The commutator C is kept in
constant motion by the water motor, and the
one segment which is connected with the primary
of the transformer, comes therefore alternately
into contact with the + and
brush.
In this
manner the direction of the flow of current in the
primary is changed at every revolution. The result is that an alternating current of like character is induced in the secondary coil. As one end
of this coil is grounded and the other runs to
the switch-board, it is only necessary to press a
key, represented at A', to send an alternating
current over a line.
This method of operating the signal bells of
a telephone system by central station current is
the invention of J. J. O'Connell, electrician of
the Chicago Telephone company.

1S90

15,

explained Mr. Coffee, "is illustrated by the execution of a similar project in Oregon.
The
Oregon City Falls are twelve miles from Portland on the Willamette river.
These falls are
controlled by an electric company, and from the
power, transmitted by wire, all of the electric
lights in the city of Portland are run.
Not only
is the city lighting obtained from the falls, but
power for four electric street railways, elevators,
small manufactories, and other mechanical industries.
If this is done with our sma'.l falls
twelve miles from the city, such a plan to utilize
the waters of Niagara is not in the least problematical. In the twelve miles of transmission only 10
per cent, of the initial power given at the ter-

minus

The
ple

March

-Q-

\£^Tcnr/ tisCTB/c/Apf,
FIG.

c/-/i

2.— OI'RRATINi; TELEPHONE SIGNAL HELLS BY CURRENT FROM A CENTRAL STATION.

the ends are brought to a welding-heat, the weld
is made by forcing the ends together by means
of the movable clamp.
This method is the invention of C. L. Cotfin of Detroit, Mich.

Harnessing Niagara
A.

_^

O-

Falls,

J. Coffee, city electrician of Portland, Ore.,
was in Chicago last week investigating the
municipal fire alarm and police telegraph. The
system will probably be adopted in Portland.
Speaking of the scheme of harnessing Niagara
Falls, Mr. Coffee said the plan was entirely
feasible.
"That the scheme is practicable,"

manner in which they may be exercised. All the conlllcts
on these subjects which may arise from diversity of legislation between the contracting states are settled by clear and
precise provisions, which are formulated with all due respect to the sovereignty and lav/s of each state. Thus, for
instance, in respect to literary and artistic copyrights, it is
provided that authors and artists shall enjoy the rights accorded them by the law of the state in which the original
publication or production of their work took place; but
that no state is obliged to recognize such rights for a
longer time than that allowed to authors who obtain the

same right in that state.
"With regard to the duration of patents the same

prin-

is established, and it is, moreover, provided that the
duration of the patent may be limited in each state to the
period prescribed by the laws of the state in which the
patent was first granted, if such period be the shorter.
It

ciple

—
March

15,
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also provided that questions arising on the priority of invention shall be settled according to the date of the application for the respective patents in the countries where
they were granted.
Finally, in all these treaties the principle is established that those who violate the rights of
property therein recognized and guaranteed, can only be
legally arraigned before the courts of the country in which
the offence may have been committed."
is

An

Electric Rink,

The accompanying

cut illustrates a novel application of electricity, which has recently been
The inpatented by J. Adair, of Xew York.
vention might be described as a rink in which it
is proposed to propel bicycles or other vehicles

157

the lighter, as shown in Fig. i, differs but slightly
from that well-known form, which has a place in
The chief feature of the
so many cigar stores.
device is that the alcohol on the end of the dip
is ignited by an electric spark
no gas jet, no
matches or oil lamp are required. The sparkproducing apparatus consists merely of three
cells of open circuit battery and an ordinary
spark coil. In that style of lighter represented
in Fig. I the wires from the battery and coil terminate in close proximity at the extreme end of
the torch or staff held by the figure.
When the
dip which is fitted at its end with a small metallic brush, is taken from the alcohol cup at the

—

always be a delightful reminiscence.
Having ceased
to regard as a joke the pressing in\*itation extended by
Mayor Cregier at the reception to the Eastern delegates
while en route to Kansas City, electricians here will now
cordially accept it. T\it. Electrical World h€C\ty\^% that the
World's Fair, if held in Chicago, should be made a
great national success, has subscribed S500 toward the fund
being raised in its aid."
will

The Use

of Electricity in Mines.*

By M. Chalon,

C. E.

The

applications of electricity to underground work are
becoming so numerous that it is possible to predict that in
the near future the electric current will be used nearly everj'where in the place of mechanical power. Even in coal
mines, which are now so admirably equipped with mechanical appliances on account of the economy necessary in order to sell their output, steam, compressed air and water
under pressure are being slowly replaced by the electric
current.
It may be employed for lighting at the bottom of
the mine, and at the same time for a similar purpose on the
surface, and for the communication by signals, and for
the telephone. It will furnish at any depth,at different levels,
and various distances, the motive force for underground
haulage, by cable or inclined planes; for the removal of
material thrown by blasting: for pumping water; for ventilation; for drilling; for coal cutters, and indeed, for running motors and machines of all kinds. All these many
applications require only a dynamo, engine and conducting
wires.
It is in metalliferous mines that the application of elecis becoming most valuable.
Such mines usually
possess many disadvantageous conditions for working, because they are almost always situated in districts that are
not easily accessible, where fuel is expensive, and where
transportation is an almost insurmountable difficulty.
In
such cases there is usually in the vicinity some waterfall, a
swift river, or even a simple stream, whence the natural
power may be transformed by the aid of a turbine and a
dynamo, into currents of electricit}' which may be used for
lighting, for the breaking and transportation of the ore,
and even for the treatment of the ore at the mine by electrolysis or heat.
In some cases, it is possible to sink an
artesian well to produce an artificial waterfall by means of a
reser\'oir more or less elevated.
Indeed, it is possible to
predict that the time is not far distant when it will be possible to work all mines with profit, especially those which
from their inaccessibility have been thus far allowed to remain unproductive.
The use of the electric current for igniting charges of
powder is perhaps the oldest application of electricit}' in
mines.
It is much more economical to fire charges by
means of electricity than by the use of fuses. The comparison between the prices obtained from the ignition by
the use of a gutta-percha fuse or by electricity is altogether
in favor of electric fuses.
If, in addition to the fact of its
economy, that by the latter process perfect security from
danger is obtained, a much greater advantage is gained,
and, finally, a better utilization of the explosive material is
tricity

AX ELECTRIC RINK.

The

plan of the inventor is to
have the floor of the rink made of a conducting
material, such as sheet iron or copper, and have
electrically with one pole of an
It connected
The ceiling of the rink is
electric generator.
also to be made of a conducting material and
to be connected in a similar manner with the reOn the surface
maining pole of the dynamo.
of this rink there are to be placed a number of
bicycles, each provided with an electric motor.
These motors will be so arranged as to be under
the control of the riders, and will take current
in a manner similar to those in use on electric

by

electricity.

base and applied to the terminals projecting
from the torch, the spark produced on
breaking the circuit, ignites the alcohol. In Fig.
2 one wire from the coil and battery terminates
at the end of the torch, while the other wire connects with the dip through the flexible cord.
The style of lighter represented in Fig. i differs
from the one just described, in that the dips do
not require a flexible cord connection. Where
these lighters are in actual service, the box conslightly

taining the coil and battery may, of course, be
placed out of sight under a counter or elseThe device is introduced by Roper
where.
& Baxter cigar manufacturers, Chicago.

The World's

Fair.

The New York Elechical World in its issue
"The indications are that the World's
says:

of

March

Fair and
International Exposition, regarding which the country has
been so stirred up, will be held in the cit)- of Chicago. It
is time, therefore, that those connected with the great electrical industries of America should carefully and calmly
consider the importance, character and scope of this giIn common with most New Yorkers,
gantic undertaking.
we had the idea that our own city possessed many advantages that would render it the proper place for a world's
Now, however, that the prize has been awarded to
fair.
the energetic Western competitor, we believe that all sections should co-operate heartily with the citizens of Chicago in making the fair the success that it ought to be.
The Electiical Jl'o/ld, being a national journal, aims in
matters of national importance to be as broad as the con8,

be found to work as energetChicago as it would
have done had it been held in New York. We commend
to electricians, electrical manufacturers, inventors and
tinent,

and

it

will, therefore,

ically for the success of the Fair in

FIG. 2.

ELECTRIC CIGAR LIGHTER.

railways employing the overhead single trolley
The general arrangement of this
wire system.
"electrical rink" will be understood from an inindicates the
spection of the cut, in which
electric generator.

D

Electric Cigar Lighter.

The

cuts presented herewith represent two
The
styles of an ingenious yet simple novelty.
device is an electric cigar lighter. It is the invention of E. E. Flora of the Franklin Electric

company, Chicago.

The
but

entire apparatus is so simple as to require
explanation.
In outward appearance

little

others connected with or interested in electricity, the neIn
cessity of timely action in the matter of preparation.
no single department of applied science will there be more
interest shown or more good results attained than in that
The industry' is new, the field is almost
of electricity.
unlimited, and the world, looking on in wonder and admiration at what has already been accomplished by the aid
of electricity, is eager to increase its meager knowledge of
the nature and operation of the various electrical applianThe World's Fair will offer an opportunity of bringces.
ing electrical apparatus, machinerj' and devices in a practical manner before all classes of the community, and also
before many purchasers from abroad, that will not, we are
Held in Chicago,
sure be allowed to pass unimproved.
the Fair will be national and international in its scope,
and must be no less a complete e.\hibition of our products,
These great national
industries, arts and manufactures.
The Centenfairs are educators, and develop commerce.
directly
as a stimulus to
1S76
operated
Exposition
of
nial
The World's Fair in
trade, both domestic and foreign.
New Orleans, although from its disadvantageous situation
it did not score a success in point of attendance, exerted a
decided influence in aiding the wonderful development of
the natural resources and wealth of the new South, which
for the past six years have attracted so much attention. To
the Paris Exposition (the most successful ever held) is
given the credit of reviving the flagging industries of
In fact, many say that it has done as much toFrance.
ward enhancing the security of the Republic of France as
Chicago
any other political event in its recent historj'.
will always be popular with electricians, and is already the
Memories
center of no small amount of electrical work.
of the electric light convention of iSSg linger pleasantly
The hospitality of the Chicago Electric club
with all.

FIG.

I.

iAR LIGHTER.

LLL..

secured in consequence of the simultaneous explosions;
hence it can be safely accepted that the use of electricity is
necessary, and soon will be used for all working in mines.
especially in the excavation of shafts.
Electric lighting in mines consists of two kinds:
ZJghliug.
First, permanent lighting by stationar)- lamps, and second,
In the first case arc lamps are
lighting by portable lamps.
used for all work on the surface, while incandescent lamps
It is underground
are employed for underground work.
that the advantages of electricity are particularly appreciable.

—

The work becomes more

sure,

more

regular,

more rapid

and, a circumstance which seems strange to relate, it appears that the moral nature of the miner improves ^ith the
environment of an agreeable light. Permanent lighting is
The use of portable
not applicable to the working faces.
lamps attached to the principal conductors, as was tried at
inconvenient.
The comabove
all.
and
dangerous,
first, is
lAbslracC o£ paper read before the Mining and Metallurgical Congress, Paris.

-
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ing in contact produces a spark, and besides, the moving of
the switch-board offers considerable difficulty, as a false
mo\'ement may crack the glass, break the cable, or expose
It is therefore necessar)- in the drifts and
the insulation.
working facts to make use of a lamp that is independent
of all conducting wires, easily transported, capable of being supended from the roof, attached to the walls, placed
on the ground, or, in a word, a lamp that can be moved in
To
all directions without losing its luminous intensity.
the same degree that the problem of permanent light is
simple and easy to solve, so is that of portable lamps comThe following are the requisites for
plicated and difficult.
a good electric lamp for miners: It should first be of simple construction, and solid; second, as light as possible;
third, easy to take care of and recharge; fourth, furnish a
light having an intensity nearly constant for eight hours;
fifth, having a lighting power of i to i ^ candle power as a
minimum; and sixth, be inexpensive. In making comparison, we use as standard the Davy safety lamp (Clanny, Marsaut, Muescler, Fumat, etc.). and it will be recollected that
they are simple and solid, the weight does not exceed i to
they yield a constant light from J^ to ^
I i kilograms, that
candle for 10 hours, at an average expense of 15 centimes
One of the first portable electric lamps
for each filling.
was that made by M. Trouv(5, in which the generator of
electricity is a bichromate battery, but the incandescence is
only produced when the lamp is carred in the hand or suspended by a hook. Unfortunately the Trouvfj lanjp is
heav)*, its light is not steady, and it does not last longer
than two hours. Numerous models of lamps, with primary
and secondarj' batteries, were submitted to the English
Commission on Accidents in Mines (1S79-1SS6), but none reSince 1SS6, however, considerable
ceived approbation.
progress has been made, and good accounts have been received of several lamps that are used in English mines,
such as the Schanschieff and the Friedlander lamps, with
primary batteries, and the Swan, Pitkin, and Higson
Swan has constructed an
lamps, using storage batteries.
indicator which he adds to his portable electric lamp.
He
takes advantage for this purpose of the well-known property that red-hot platinum wire has of becoming more brilIt is difliant in a fire-damp atmosphere than in pure air.
ficult to say which variety of portable lamp is the best.
It
is certain that in mines where there is already a good electric plant a lamp with a secondar>- battery may be used
with advantage, but in all other cases a primary lamp is
It is true, however, and must be said, that as
preferable.
yet no lamp with a primary battery, exists that is really
practical and adapted to the exigencies of portable lighting
The lamps actually in existence are far from fulin mines.
Some are too expensive, too
filling all of these desiderata.
heavy, too cumbersome, or have too great a resistance,
while others contain corrosive liquids or are subject to electrical leakage.
Signais.
In mines where an electric current is in use all
of the working places in the mine and the surface are connected by bells ora telephone system. The code of signals
is generally very simple, and consists onjy of one, two, or
By means of signals and the telephone, a perthree bells.
manent and instantaneous communication is established
between the bottom of the mine and the surface. The
mine ceases to be isolated, and it may be said that all its
movements, all its pulsations, are registered above ground.
In cases of accident, aid may be called for and sent to the
The combination of signals, and
exact locality at once.
the electric light in the workings, make possible a greater
rapidity in the method of mining.
Machine Drills. The operation of drilling by percussion with electricity offers g^eat difficulty, but nevertheless;
some interesting experiments have been made in the United
Slates by the Sprague Electric Motor company, the Union
In all the exElectric company, and various engineers.
periments the bit is connected by a crank to the armature of
an electric motor, in which ever>' revolution corresponds to
The application of an electric
a blow struck by the tool.
motor to rotary drilling, such as a steel cutter or diamonds,
is much easier, for the motion of the armature may be
communicated directly to the gearing that controls the

out means being provided for readily revolving
the armature and bringing it up to a speed to
coincide with the alternations in the current.
The reason for this is that the machine dues not
develop power until this movement synchronizes
with the reversals of the current.
In that type
of the
Ferranti alternating current
motor,
which is represented in the accompanying cut,
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conductor of the armature and the other to the
opposite end of the conductor.
Against the
rings are pressed rubbers, which are coupled to
the main conductors and convey an alternating
current to the armature coils.
The axle also
carries two insulated contact rings at //, to
which a continuous current is conveyed by
brushes.
By this arrangement the current passes
from one ring through the coils of all the field

magnets

jSI to the other ring.
operation of the motor is as follows:
When the field magnrits are excited by c:)ntinuous current,and the alternating current is supplied
to the armature conductor,
the armature is
started in motion by hand.
The armature can
ipiickly be revolved at the required speed, as it
is very light, and when moving at the speed
at
which the current will drive it, will be kept revolving by the current at this speed, the magnets and the axle which carries them remaining
practically at rest.
Now if the brake-block be
gradually pressed against the ring
the armature will be gradually stopped and the magnets
and axle will commence to revolve and will gain
in speed as the armature loses. When the armature is absolutely stopped the axle will be up to
speed and the motor will be in a condition to
perform work.
It is proposed by
Mr. Ferranti that the field magnets be excited by current from a secondary battery, and that this
battery may be charged by means of a dynamo,
driven by the motor from time to time when it
is at work.

The

rr

—

x..::;:i

^

I-ERRANTI ALTERNATING

the armature

on one

and

field

—

CURRENT MOTOR.

magnets are both made

capable of revolving on concentric
may be revolved without doing
work. When the armature is moving synchronously with the current it may be gradually arrested by a brake, while the field magnets on the
driving axis of the machine start gradually, the
relative movement between the two being always
maintained the same by the current.
Reference to the diagram will show the genaxis,

axes, so that one

R

New

Excelsior Constant Current Generator.

cuts presented herewith illustrate a new
type of electric generator, which has recently
been placed on the market by the Excelsior
In general
Electric company of New York.

The

—

—

tool holder.

Taverdon has made some attempts

in this di-

rection with his diamond crown drill.
Tedesco has also
sought to apply the use of electricity to his drills.
Mechanical Cutting. The electric cutting machine of

—

-

Messrs. Bowes, Blackburn and Mori has been recently
The part carrj-ing the tool(1887) tested in England.
holder, which consists essentially of a plate provided
with blades or knives in the form of a star, receives its
force from an electric motor located in the same frame and
having a force of 6 tog horse-power. This motor is connected by flexible conductors to a dynamo.
The cutting
wheel describes a quarter of a circle in a coal mass, which
it cuts away to a depth of about a meter.
The carriage is
attached to a wheel and axle, by means of which it can be
moved along the face. It is possible to dispense with attaching the motor to the carriage, but then
it
is
necessary to move it by chains, or by means of a rope
The
Lechner
and pulley.
cutting machine tested in the
coal mines of Pennsylvania is att.iched to an electric motor transmitting power by means of a cord.
A single
motor will do the work of three cutting machines operating
successively, thus permitting continuous working, for while
the second or third cutting machine is in operation, the
coal cut by the first can be loaded.

The

Ferranti Alternating Current Motor,

known that an alternating current
dynamo may be used as a motor on an alternatIt is well

ing circiritj and it will run synchronously with
the alternations of the current that is, each
part of its armature will pass from in front of
one magnet pole to in front of the next magnet
pole of opposite polarity coincidently with the
alternations in the current. Practically, however,
such a machine cannot be used as a motor with-

—

ITG.

I.

NEW EXCKLSIOR CONS I'ANT CURRENT GENERATOR.

machine. The armature
is made up of flat coils, which are carried withThis ring rests between pairs of
in a ring R.
flanged
rollers,
P,
placed
at
intervals
around its circumference so that it can revolve
jl/and ./1/are two circles of electro-magfreely,
nets on the two opposite sides of the armature,
with their poles ranged alternately north and
south.
These are carried by an axle, which is
concentric with the ring R, and carries the mo/> is a brake-block, which can be
tor pulley.
to stop it from rotatpressed against the ring
ing.
This ring carries two insulated conducting
rings, one of which is coupled to one end of the
eral construction of this

R

dynamo is a radical departure from
the well-known type of Excelsior arc machine,
and it embodies a number of novel and interesting features.
The generator was built to run at
a speed of 700 revolutions per minute and supply
So arc lamps, or an e<iuivalent in motors, with a
current of 10 amperes.
In proportioning this
machine, an effort was made to attain the closest
regulation under great changes in load.
The
necessity for this la.st-named feature which, it
is stated, the machine possesses to a remarkable
degree, will doubtless be thoroughly appreciated by those who have had experience with
constant current dynamos supplying current for
design this

.
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both arc lamps and motors. The two illustrations represent the machine complete with the
exception of a small controller. While the general method of regulation of this machine is the
same as that employed in the old type of Excelsior

arc

dynamo, the regulating

mechanism

has been greatly modified. By this change,
together with the remodeling of the body of the
dynamo, an entirely new machine, practically
speaking, was produced.
In the ordinary type of Excelsior machine,
regulation is effected by varying the strength of
the field magnet, and at the same time revolving
This, as it
the brushes around the commutator.
is well known, is accomplished automatically by
means of a small motor, whose direction of rotation is controlled by an electro-magnetic device, which responds to changes in the strength
With this new type a
of current on the line.
This operates as the
wall controller is also used.
current on the line varies from the normal 10

arranged to be moved over these contacts and
according to its position cut in or out the
sections of the field-magnet coils. This "cut out
block" connects, as shown, with the brush yoke.
A most important feature of the machine is
indicated in Fig. 2.
A glance is sufficient to
reveal with what ease an armature might be
removed from the machine. An absence of
excessive sparking under changes of load is another noticeable feature. A generator of this type
has recently been installed by the western department of the Excelsior Electric Co., in the
station of the Chicago Arc Light & Power Co.,
and, it is claimed, the machine is doing excellent service on both lamp and motor circuits.
is

A Theory

of Accumulators,

meeting of the Chicago Electric club Dr.
Paul Schoop's paper on "ATheory of Accumulators," was
presented.
The paper appeared in the last number of the
Western Electrician.^ After the reading of the paper,

At the

last

the following discussion took place:
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much

AVe want a battery of which we can
lighter battery.
say, "Do so and-so, and such will be the result."
At present we are all trying to make a storage battery that will
run a street car. It is not made yet, and I do not know
when it will be made, but we are all trying to do it.

Prof. Carhart: I have had some experience with
storage batteries and some that has not been altogether
am sorry to say. I have no doubt that there
is a good deal of truth in the theory that the writer of the
paper has advanced, but I cannot accept it fully. There
seems to be a great many facts on the other side. I did
not notice any reference to the quite exhaustive work of
Gladstone and Trybe on the chemistry of storage batteries,
in this paper.
It will be remembered by some of you that the
latter, by methods which are regarded, I think, as legitimate
in chemistry, made a chemical analysis of those plates which
seem to prove beyond controversy that one of the plates
was sulphated during discharge, and was again reduced
during the charging process.
It is a long time since I
have looked at it, but if I remember correctly it stated that
the sulphate of lead could be reduced by hydrogen, a process which the theory seems to require.
I have made a
study of this point, but it does not appear to me that the
propositions the gentleman has advanced, are sufficient at
least, to say that it is a new theory.

satisfactory, I

One other point occurs to me which has been referred to
already, the high potential which is observed immediately
after charging the storage battery.
I supposed that it had
been quite generally admitted this high potential was due
to the small amount of hydrogen and oxygen absorbed by
Undoubtedly the absorption of hydrogen
the two plates.
on one and oxygen on the other contributes to this high elecforce.
It lasts, as you know, only a short time.
tromotive
The potential drops to its normal value after the circuit
has been closed for a brief period.
It appears that during
that brief period while the electromotive force is higher
than its usual value the hydrogen and oxygen would
contribute to the high potential.
It does not appear to me
that beyond that point the absorbed hydrogen serves any
special function.
a

my own

I have a
is 125
ampere-hours. They had that capacity, I think, when
I first obtained them, but after treating them some time,
because they had become dry from standing, they were not
in any way satisfactory. They never have buckled, butto all
appearances they have lost a little of their active material,
because there is a small collection of material in the rim of
the cells, which has to be knocked off occasionally to prevent short-circuiting. Those cells have been in use only a
year, and at present they have not a capacity exceeding
about 18 ampere-hours.
They have been treated with
very great care nursed I may say, to prevent any accident
happening to them.
They have not been overcharged,
except once or twice slightly. I know of no explanation for
their loss in capacity except the fact they have not been used
enough. They have been charged and left standing too
much perhaps. I have written to the company about them,
but do not get any satisfactory answer. Certain reasons
are proposed to account for this loss of capacity, but they
are not reasons which apply to the battery, unless it be
that the cells have sulphated more than I supposed they
had.
There is no great appearance of sulphate. There
is a little scattered over, but the fact remains that the electromotive force has fallen to about 54 or 55 volts for the 31
cells, with a current at the beginning of not more than
15 amperes, and reduced somewhat in the space of an
hour and a half the outside shells will boil so much
with a current of not more than S amperes, that it is impossible to keep up the current.
I should like an explanation on this point why these cells have depreciated so

I will

state

little

of

experience.

Their represented capacity

battery of 31 cells.

—

;

much

in value.

Dr. Schoop:

I wish to say in answer to the remarks of
Prof. Carhart, that I did not refer to Gladstone and Trybe
because in the books of Salomons and Reynier, the valua-

ble researches
certainly have

sons

NEW

EXCELSIOR CONSTANT CURRENT GENER.\TOR.

amperes, to send a current through the armature
of the motor in such a direction that the brushes

be revolved, and the intensity of the magchanged in a manner as will hereafter
be described. On the new machine the motor
is concealed in what might be described as a
brass case just opposite the front end of the
armature shaft. In order to better understand
the arrangement, it may be well to state that the
two bearings for the armature shaft are both on

will

netic field

the furtherside of the body of the armature. The
yoke, therefore, which extends from pole-piece
to pole-piece constitutes the field magnet for the
motor, and has no mechanical connection with
Connection between the
the armature shaft.
motor and brush yoke is made through a train
Each limb of the field magnet of the
of gears.
dynamo is wound in two sections, as indicated in the cut. That portion of the coil on
each limb, which is nearer the hinged pole
piece, is divided into sections which connect with
the row of copper contact pieces shown to the
metal piece
left, just back of the armature.

A

Mr. Pumpelly: The suggestions that the doctor has
There are
presented to us in this paper seem practical.
tacts in the paper that can be easily proved, and a part at
least of his theory: for instance, in reference to the absorpIt is well-known that after charging a
tion of hydrogen.
battery to its full capacity, that is, as far we can get it by
theory, the electromotive force may be over two volts;
perhaps two and four- tenths even for a few moments, when
Why ? Evidently because there
the current is turned on.
is a superabundance of hydrogen in the kathode which acts
as electromotive force. Don't you think that is so doctor ?
Dr. Schoop: The lead-sponge is saturated over its
normal capacity if the potential is higher than two volts.
It loses this high potential only when a certain amount of
current corresponding to the amount of the normal absorption power has been taken out.
Mr. Pumpelly: Now, that is almost proven by actual
Plante, who spent years of study on the
experience.
subject, says that as far as he can learn the most commerIt maybe possible that when aluminum
cial metal is lead.
is sold at 25 cents a pound we may be able to get a light
I do not
battery which has as great an efficiency as lead.
think we will get a more efficient battery, but we will get a
Several inaccuracies occurred in Dr. Schoop's paper, as published
week.
Jn the first column on page i^H, in the description of
have been transposed. In
I and 2, the letters A and B should
the second column the sentence in ihe second paragraph should have
read; "For each pound of water formed in this manner about 1400
ampere-hours are delivered."
1

last

Figs.

of these

no desire

investigators are

referred to.

I

names of any perand their
be remembered that I spoke

to withhold the

who have supported

the sulphate theory,

It will
names are numerous.
of Prof. Frankland, whose researches are the latest in this
Prof.
department.
Carhart says it has been stated that
the sulphate of lead can be reduced by hydrogen.
As no
other forms of sulphate of lead, beyond the white fulphate,
obtained
have been
until the present time, at least, in such
a state as to indicate a definite new comtwund. I infer that
his remarks have reference to the white salt.
It is found,
by investigators, that this salt cannot be reduced to metallic lead by the mere action of hydrogen in dilute sulphuric
acid; while others are responsible for the statement that a
reduction takes place, but very slowly.
I have found that
white sulphate of lead is exceedingly difficult to reduce by
making it the kathode in an electrolytic vessel containing
pure sulphuric acid but weeks and months elapse before it
is possible to detect the slightest reduction. If the battery of
Prof. Carhart has only lost a trifle of the oxides and still
the capacity of the cells has diminished to about i-io of
the original capacity, this seems to me to be proof that the
active material has changed into real sulphate of lead, as
this substance is acted upon only incidentally in the ordinary charging, as I stated in my paper. The black compound on the anodes in a charged cell is not changed by
dilute sulphuric acid; but the chocolate-brown substance
which is on the anodes after the discharging of the cell
combines more readily with the sulphuric acid forming the
battery should never be left standing
sulphate of lead.
in a discharged condition for any considerable period.
This most important of all rules for the care of storage
batteries is contained in the directions of every manufactThe facts which Prof. Carhart presents in regard to
urer.
his battery, support, it seems to me, the theory which has
been advanced here this evening. They prove that as soon
as sulphate of lead is abundantly present in the plates of a
I have not asserted that
cell its storage power is gone.
the theory which has been advanced is new, inasmuch as it
was the outgrowth of Faraday's suggestion.
;
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In another column

by I'oree
While
tricity."
article

is

presented an interesting

on the "Mystery of Elecnot denying that electrical

liain

phenomena are in a certain sense mysterious,
Mr. Bain comes to the conclusion that the mystery of electricity is no more profound than that
of steam; that the theory of the dynamo is as
readily understood as that of the steam engine.

An interesting illustration of the peculiar
adaptability of electricity as a motive power,
will be found in the description of an electric
carpet-sewing machine presented in another column, r.rielly, the apparatus might be described
as a .sewing machine, so arranged as to travel
along the edge of a carpet, sewing as it moves
along, and driven by an electric motor taking
The decurrent from overhead trolley wires.
tails of the machine have been most ingeniously

worked

and

simplicity

noticeable
feature.
The apparatus will doubtless be somewhat of a revelation to many in the carpet
out,

its

is

a

trade.

The electrical press of the country has received a great many compliments on the enterprise displayed in reporting the Kansas City
convention of the National Electric Light association. The Xew York weekly electrical papers
however, up to the pre.sent time, have not

1S90

ing for companies which might own subways in
Gla.sgow.
This subject of the ownership of
illuminating plants is one of great interest to
those who are investing their money in central
stations. .As a rule, we think such plants should
be controlled by private corporations. There
may be exceptional cases, but the rule holds
good. The aldermen of Boston took this view
of the case a few nights ago when they very
sensibly shelved a measure providing for the
purchase of a city electric light plant.
In the Century article, to which reference has
been made, it is stated that Glasgow has had an
interesting experience in lighting common stairs
in tenement houses.
It is said that stair lighting costs the city more than street illumination.
The experiment has proved successful in an
eminent degree, and has resulted in a marked
The use of incandescent
decrease of crime.

far left behind?"

lamps would probably be even more effective.
Electric lights might be used with good results
for such a purpose in many sections of large

The utilization of the electric current from
central stations for various purposes outside of
light

and power

more general.

service,

is

becoming more and

a noticeable fact that there
is a gradually increasing demand for current in
comparatively small quantities.
Electric light
plants in the larger cities are kept running day
and night, and the current is therefore "on tap,"
so to speak, at any time during the twenty-four
hours.
This fact is beginning to attract the attention of many who have hitherto been supplied from other sources.
Among those who
have recently found it advantageous to utilize
the current from a central station system in
preference to the employment of a number of
isolated generators, may be mentioned the ChiIt is

cago Telephone company.

This company now

rings the greater number of the magneto signal
bells by current taken directly from the mains
of a well-known incandescent central station
system.
The apparatus by means of which the
continuous current is commuted and may be
sent out over the lines as an alternating current,
is described in another column.
The simplicity
of the commuting device is its most noticeable
feature.

158, 159

Editorial

15,

printed the entire proceedings.
One of the
journals in that city is printing an abstract of
the report in serial form, and the other has
omitted altogether one of the most important
papers.
The following paragraph is taken
from our esteemed contemporary, Praflical
Ekttiicity, of Boston.
"Our enterprising contemporary, the Western Electrician, certainly deserves a goodsized medal.
The Kansas City convention
closed its proceedings on the 14th of February.
On the 19th, a copy of the Electrician was
received at this ofiice, containing a full stenographic report of the proceedings, together with
all the papers that were brought before the meetings.
Nothing affords us more pleasure than to
recognize enterpri.se and push when they come
What is the matter
so manifestly to the front.
with our New York journals, that they were so

COPTRIOHT.

ciae, well written articles are especially welcome; and conimimication><, vi»*w3, news items, local nt'ws'paper cliupinga. or any information likely to interest electricians, will be thankinlly
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use of electricity in mines is becoming
the greatest importance to the electrician.
It is a common prediction that in a few years
mines will require the attention of electrical
engineers to a far greater extent than any other
field.
Such views are not confined to this side
of the .Atlantic. In another column is presented
an article on the use of electrical apparatus in
mines by M. Chalon. The paper was read recently in Paris.
The writer emphasizes the advantages attending the use of electricity for
illuminating, breaking and transporting ore, and
for the electrolytic treatment of the product of
mines.
He speaks of the last application as of minor importance, but in this respect all American electrical engineers would
Many predict that in
not agree with him.
America at least the electrolytic treatment of
ores will form perhaps the most important application in mining.
Ijy way of prediction, M.
Chalon says that "the time is not far distant
when it will be po.ssible to work all mines with
profit, especially those which from their inaccessibility have been thus far allowed to remain unproductive."

of

In another column is given an abstract of a
paper read by Dr. Amory before the New England Cas association.
He gives reasons why
gas and electric light plants should not be
owned and operated by municipalities. He
thinks that the business should be in the hands
of private corporations, and he is doubtless correct in his views.
Not every one, however,

would admit

writer in the
question incident-

their correctness.

March Century takes up

the

.A

an article on "Glasgow: a Municipal
In that city the gas works were transferred from private hands to the corporation
about twenty years ago. During this period the
consumption of gas has increased 140 per cent,
and the price has been reduced about 40 per
cent.
It is stated that good management has
wrought such changes that only 10 per cent, of
the gas is lost in leakage.
That is still a sufficient escape, it would seem, to make it interest-

ally

in

Study."

cities.
New York's experience
darkness has shown how great a protection

.'\merican

in
is

the electric light.

Chicago

has been chosen as the site for the
The choice is satisfactory to a
great majority of electrical workers throughout
Looking at the matter from a
the country.
purely business standpoint, they have come to
the conclusion that they would be more substantially benefited by a 'VVorld's Fair held in Chicago than an international exposition in any
There is an enorother city in the country.
mous amount of work to be done by way of
preparation for the exposition, but it is only fair
to say that the Chicagoans who have the matter
in charge express the utmost confidence in
their ability to complete all arrangements within
Whether they particularly
the required time.
appreciate the fact or not, the representatives of
electrical interests of this country will soon have
a mighty responsibility put upon them. The
most important feature of the exposition will be
It must
the exhibition of electrical apparatus.
be complete in every department. Americans
saved the electrical exhibit of the Paris exposition from being a complete failure.
They will
now be expected to show what they can perform
when they have an ample opportunity for making a display. Throughout the world Americans
are recognized as distinctively practical electricians.
They will be calletk upon to maintain
that reputation by a magnificent exhibition demonstrating by apparatus in actual operation,
what has been accomplished by American
This is the responsibility which will be
genius.
laid upon the representatives of American electrical interests, and we doubt
not that this
enormous task which the public demands- of
them will be performed in such a way as to reflect credit upon themselves, and upon the nation.
The World's Fair of 1S92 or 1S93 ^^'i" doubtless
be the most important international exposition
ever held, and the electrical exhibition will be
As we have already said,
its crowning feature.
the great majority of the electrical workers has
from the first favored Chicago as the World's
Those who did not, now that the
Fair city.
question has been determined, will doubtless be
as energetic in advancing the interests of the
fair in the western metropolis as if the city of
their choice had been named.
This liberal
spirit is manifested in an editorial in the New
York Electrical IVorhl, which is quoted in anWe are glad to see that the
other column.
Il'tir/il rises above the petty spite
which is so
marked at the present time in the metropolitan
dailies, and proposes to do its part in making
the World's Fair in Chicago a magnificent suc-

World's Fair.

cess.

The Scientijic American falls into line also
and says, "The fair will apparently drop down
upon Chicago almost self-made, under the
magic touch of her enterprising people. But
we hope this may prove true, and that Chicago
will show to the world she really deserves the
proud distinction she claims, that of being the
most liberal, practical, and active city in the
There is every reason to believe that
world."
Chicago will sustain its reputation. Its enterprising citizens are preparing for an exposition
which will surpass all of its predecessors.
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The Mystery

of Electricity.

By Foree Bain.
Nature

is

motion's mother.

The spring whence order flows; that all directs,
And knits the cause with the effects.
In viewing tlie question of mystery as pertaining to electricity, we can only treat the subject
relatively.
Webster's definition of mystery is
"that which is beyond human comprehension until explained."
It is not my intention to try to
present a full and lucid explanation of just what
or to inculcate the belief that there
in connection with the manifestation of that peculiar form of energy known as
electricity.
The manifestation of that invisible,
and we may truly say mysterious, mother of moin the
tion, which makes itself known to us
form of one of the various modes of motion
electricity
is

is,

no myster)'

known

as heat, light, electricity,

chemical

affinit)^ is

in

magnetism and

a mystery.
teaches us to form
itself

Our

our
ever)"-day experience
ideas on a m.aterialistic basis.
If we wish to
draw a vehicle over a road or rail we have found
that it is necessary to make a mechanical or maThe phenomena
terial contact with the vehicle.
of action through space,as illustrated by gravit)',
induction, magnetism, chemical affinity, etc., are

by no means understood, and notwithstanding
the great advances of the last few 3'ears the dark
mists of doubt and ignorance yet hang like a
pall over some of the secrets of nature, which
will only be cleared away by the penetrating
Until we can
sunshine of a higher education.
comprehend the causes of all these effects, our
consciousness, not knowledge, can only be relative: for instance, in the endeavor to comprehend
the existence of heat, it is necessary that we
should know something of the sensation of cold.
Darkness, we are taught, is the absence of light,
hence, we could never have known of the existence of light if we had never known of darkness,
and thus by this method of relation, we are able
to satisfy the mind in regard to a few of the vast

problems of nature.
It is

sufficient for this

article

to

accept the

theories of our most recent philosophers.
Until the
close of the past century the profound
philosophy of the most erudite students of phenomena was only speculative. About the beginning of the present century the great principle of
the indestructibility of matter was announced and
it was demonstrated by Joule, Faraday and others, that the great principle applies also to the
To those who do not underforces of nature.
stand the principles of the theory of the conservation and correlation of energy, let me say that
it is the foundation upon which all modern science is based.
Heat, light, electricity, magnetism and chemical affinity are no longer regarded
as having independent existences, subtile fluids
with peculiar properties, but simply as modes of
motion in ordinary matter, forms of energy which
are capable of mutual conversion.
Heat is a
mode of motion manifested by certain effects; it
may be transformed into another mode of motion, electricity, which manifests different effects.
Electricity may then be transformed into still
another mode of motion, light; and light into
chemical affinity, and so on ad infinitum.
Chemical affinity is probably the least understood of all the modes of motion.
Its action so
modifies and alters the character of matter that
the changes induced thereby are called chemical
affinities in contradistinction to physical changes.
Water in process of freezing expands; the expansion is a form of energy which is one of the
manifestations of chemical affinity.
It is a process by which the heat contained in the water is
transferred by chemical affinity into motion. The
arrest of motion is force.
If the water be confined in a vesel composed of a material not
capable of withstanding the expansion of the
liquid, then the force which is developed will
break the vessel.
If the vessel is capable of
withstanding the pressure then a certain amount
of force will be developed which again will be
converted into heat by the compression of particles due to rapid expansion.
Now should the
water be confined in a rubber bag or other flexible vessel which will readily yield to the rapid
expansion then the resultant effect will be to increase the cold, as there is no further conversion
of this motion into another form of energy.
As
resistance to motion or friction develops heat,

therefore without the resistance there would be
no heat, as an effect of motion.
Bearing these facts in mind let us see whether
we cannot be convinced that there is no greater
mystery in electricity than there is in steam; in
the dynamo than in the engine.
Coal possesses
that element of power or motion known as potential energy, that is by certain processes it
may be converted into other forms of energy.
When coal is put under the boiler, heat is developed by a process of chemical affinity known
as combustion.
The heat is applied to the
water which in turn is converted into an elastic
aeriform fluid, steam.
The process of converting water into steam, is one of expansion or it
may be, that the water through the application
of heat loses a part of its cohesive attraction
and its particles exerting a mutual repulsion,
tend to occupy more space.
The confines of
the boiler hold the particles of steam in a
strained state of potential.
When a clock is
wound up the spring is in a state of potential,
that is, it has the power to do work when released, so the steam, wound up as it were, by
heat is conveyed to the cylinder of an engine
and there released. The piston is driven out,
when the steam is ejected into the atmosphere,
and another supply of steam drives the piston in
the opposite direction.
These reciprocations of
motion are easily converted into a continuously
rotary motion.
It may be thought that the processes that set a steam engine in motion are
easily understood because the agencies that ac-

complish this effect can be seen. Such however,
is not the case.
It is not the steam that does
the work; it is the condition that has been conferred upon the steam by the process of the conversion of heat into motion, that causes the engine to move; steam simply acts as a vehicle by
which these transferences can be accomplished.
A mainspring will not keep a clock in motion
unless its condition is favorable.
It must hold
in potential strain, the energy necessary, and
steam without this potential energy will not move
an engine. Therefore, by analogy it follows that
it is not the steam that does the work.
There is in all nature a tendency toward equilibrium, an effort to restore all matter to a natural condition. If, as in the case of steam, matter
has been subjected to an unnatural condition,
the effort of nature will be to restore it to its
former or normal condition. As a further illustration, if we bend a tree so that its top may
touch the ground, it will require energy to perform this operation, but nature will give back
the energy in its effort to return the tree to
Water flowing over a dam
its former position.
may turn a wheel by which machinery may be
set in motion, or by which electricity may be
evolved.
This is an effort of nature to restore
an equilibrium. The water in its elevated position is in a state of potential.
The water itself
does not cause the wheel to turn, but in its
effort to satisfy the condition of equilibrium,
gravity acting through the agency of the water,
as pressure acting through the agency of steam,
causes the motion.
In the former case sand
would answer the purpose as well as water, when
acted upon by gravity in the same way, and gas
or air under the same conditions as steam will
drive an engine.
Now let us see how electricity is generated ?
First let me make the statement that I believe that
all matter is in a state of
electric equilibrium,
which is co-existent with matter; that it is in a
static or latent condition, just as all matter is
surrounded by a certain definite pressure, due to
gravity acting upon the atmosphere.
To make
my meaning clear, let me illustrate: If I take a
tube and by means of a suitable suction pump
decrease the pressure at one end by extracting a
part of the air or atmosphere, the pressure there,
in will tend to equalize and more air will rush in
at the other end of the tube to satisfy the disturbed or destroyed equilibrium, and this will
continue until the equilibrium is established.
Let us suppose that we have the elements of a
battery and a complete metallic circuit; we will
include in this circuit a galvanometer which will
show the direction of the current. Our elements
are copper and zinc, the
and -H elements respectively.
Without an electrolyte there is no
deflection of the needle, and yet the entire cir«Ht contains as much electricity, if the expres-

—

i6i

may be allowed, but in a state of equilibrium or balance, as it will after the excitant has
been introduced. Like pressure, it is in a static
condition, equalized on all sides and consequently, since there is no "difference of potential (an
electric term) existing, no current will flow." It
is the dift'erence of potential between the inside
of a boiler and the atmosphere, produced by
chemical aflinit)-, that causes the engine to move.
Now let us pour into our battery the excitant.
Immediately we will notice by the galvanometer
in which a portion of the electric energy is converted into magnetism and motion, that a current of electricity is flowing.
Is there any mystery connected with this phenomenon?
The
excitant has established a chemical relation between the zinc and copper.
What the exact
nature of the transference of chemical power
across an electrolyte is, we do not at present
know, nor have we any exact knowledge as to
the nature of chemical action.
For the present,
we must leave it as an obscure action. We know
however, that an equivalent or proportionate
electrical effect is produced by a given amount
of chemical action, the result of which is to cause
the electric condition of the zinc end of our circuit to fall below the normal electrostatic pressure and that of the copper end to rise above the
normal, and hence the effort to equalize the
sion

electric potential of the entire circuit will cause
the flow of electricity from the higher to the

lower condition.

The

battery acts in this case
act upon the air in the
pipe or tube.
Without going into the details of
electro-magnetic induction, let us see whether we

just as the

pump would

how motion is converted into
by means of a dynamo.
First, we
must know what a dynamo is.
Abstractly it is
a machine for converting motion into electricity;
concretely it is composed of bundles of insulated
wires wound around properly disposed masses of
iron.
It has long been known that when a magnet is brought near any metallic substance so
can determine
electricit)^

that the latter will cut the lines of force of the
magnet, a current of electricity will be produced.

This phenomenon is accompanied by a resistance to the motion of the magnet or the body and
this resistance tends to bring the moving mass
to a standstill.
The current evolved by a metallic body, cutting the lines of force of a magnet, is a manifestation of a physical force

known

It is to induction that we are inas induction.
debted for the dynamo. Suppose I have a per-

manent magnet and a small copper thimble

like

a spool, having an iron core through the center,
now if I cause this to approach a certain end of
the magnet, a current of electricit)' will flow
around the copper thimble.
During the time
that the copper thimble is in motion in the vi^
cinity of the magnet or while the magnet is in
motion in the vicinity of the spool, we may multiply the pressure of the current flowing in the
spool by multiplying the number of turns
around the core. This can be more conveniently
done by using insulated wire.
Copper is used
because of its comparatively low resistance and
therefore there is in copper comparatively little
heat evolved by the passage or flow of the current.

The object of the iron core is to concentrate
the lines of force of the inducing magnet.
In
practice a continuously rotary motion is more
economical than a reciprocating motion, therefore, we wind the coils of wire on a drum or
ring and rotate it for mechanical reasons instead
of reciprocating it as referred to in the example.
The manifestation of electricity in coils of wire
maintained in motion in the neighborhood of a
magnet, is due to induction. .A magnet acting
upon moving coils through space disturbs the
electric equilibrium and causes the current of
electricity to flow from a higher to a lower potential just as gravity acting on the atmosphere
causes air to rush in one end of a pipe when air
Hence it is no
is taken from the other end.
more difficult to comprehend the action of induction than it is to understand the manifestaThat it seems more difficult to
understand induction arises from the fact that
we do not number an electrical sense among our
senses, and therefore, we do not possess an
intuitive perception of electric phenomena. During childhood we had years of unconscious experimenting with the other forces of nature,
tions of gravity.
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connected with the sensations of light and darkness, heat and cold, lightness and heaviness,
contraction and expansion, but we knew nothWe begin life as
ing of the force of electricity.
experimental philosophers with regard to the
other forces of nature, and the long association
seems to divest them of mystery, but as a matter
of fact, there is no greater mystery m the manifestation of electricity than there is in gravity.
We must begin the study of it as a child, as we
began the study of gravity and all the other more
familiar forces.

Rae Motors

The first of the new motors of the Decatur electric street
railway was run out yesterday, and it worked excellently.
Once or twice it was necessary to stop to oil the journals,
It took on all the curbut the motor did excellent work.
rent which was given \K without sparking, and got up and
walked away with the car in a way that was surprising.
Up gjade the speed did not diminish. Stopping and startOnce or twice
ing on a curve the motor showed its power.
when the current was turned on suddenly the car jumped
forward at a fast pace, the limit switches at the power
station were turned out, but the motor took the current withF. B. Rae, the inventor, had the car in
out a spark.
The car is as noiseless as it seems possible to
charge.
make a street car. and the working is apparently as satisThe truck is as good
facton- as that of any other motor.
The new trolleys are excellent in
as it can well be mide.
The wheel journal is surrounded by graphite
ever>- way.
put in by hydraulic pressure, and is thus self-lubricating.
The wheel is held in place by clamps in such fashion that
if the trolley jumps the wheel falls to the ground upon
striking the first guy wire, thus obviating the danger of
As the car ran with rapidly
tearing out the trolley stands.
accelerating motion, E. J. Martin lifted up his voice and
He is only anxious to get the franchises for
whooped
proposed extensions, so that the road may be made long
enough to run with profit. He is now intending to prepare
for the summer business, and says that he can easily hitch
on trailers to the new motors. He is looking for a new
When all four of the new
era in the business of his line.
motors are in working order, he will run three cars under
the five minutes' headway between Lincoln Square and the
Union depot, leaving one car for North Edward street
business.

Municipal Control of Gas and Electric
Lighting.

New England

Asso-

Engineers, at Boston, Mass., Dr. K. Amory,
of Brookline. Mass., read a paper on -Municipal Control
His experience, he said,
of Gas and Electric Lighting."
indicated that better service and rates were obtained when
He
the illumination was done by commercial companies.
cited the experience at Dresden and Munich where the
government controlled the gas works, and the rates were
so high and the service so poor that only a small percentAt present there
age of the city was illuminated by gas.
is a general movement for placing gas and electiic lighting
under municipal control. Dr. Amory said- "The present
outcry is to save the payment of profit to private capital
invested in gas undertakings by means of the municipal

younger brethren in the electric light business will copy
our policy, and thus put an end to the popular demand for
municipal gas and electric lighting."

National Fast Telegraphing Tournament.

Class A
Class B
Ladies' Class

First prize, $100.

"

prize,

"

"

50-

"

Old Timers

Second

85.

"

"

50.

$75
65
4°
40

tournament is shown in the followThe
ing excerpt from a communication from A. B Chandler,
'T am
president of the Postal Telegraph Cable company:
much interested in all that tends to improve the work of the
operating department of the telegraph, and have no doubt
that the trial of skill which you inform me is to take place
in this city next month, will stimulate the efforts of all
interest in this

I inclose herewith
operators to excel in their profession.
our company's check for $50 in furtherance of that object.
letters or the
I do not find any reference, either in your
printed notices on this subject, to any other feature of skillDesirable as it is to
ful work than that of fast sending.
attain high speed in transmission, it is still more desirable that
the work should be strictly accurate, and the copy of the
I have no
receiving operators clean and in right form.
doubt that this is well recognized by all operators who are
sufficiently expert to take part in such a test as is proposed
to be made; but, for the benefit of the younger operators,
and of the telegraph service, I take the liberty of suggesting that, in dealing with this subject, its promotors shall
make it plain that a firm touch, and absolutely correct
work and clean copy, are to be sought for, as well as swift
I will give a prize of ten dollars (^lo) to the
sending.
operator who in this trial shall be adjudged to be the
clearest and best sender regardless of speed; and another
prize of ten dollars ($10) to the receiving operator who
shall make the clearest and best 'pen and ink' copy including all the 'earmarks' required for the identification
and record of messages."
In relation to this mode of receiving. Mr. Catlin ex"The matter has been thoroughly canvassed and
plains:
the opinion expressed by a large number with whom I have
consulted, that it is only in rare cases where an operator
on trial, under the critical inspection of hundreds of experts, has sufficient control of his nerves to make a creditaSome of our very best operators, under the
ble showing
severe trial would fail, while in a less conspicuous position
It is
they would copy these rapid transmissions with ease.
Arrangements have been
largely a question of nerve.
made to have the transmissions received by an expert typoHowever,
telegrapher and recorded on the caligraph.
should any operators desire to compete for this prize and
the honor attached, the opportunity is offered them." The
prize offered by Mr. Chandler for the best transmission regardless of speed will also be placed before contestants.

(.las

ownership and management of new plants built upon more
modern processes of gas manufacture; and hence, supposed economy in cost of manufacture.
"My purpose is to show the fallacy of this popular outcry, for I doubt if we appreciate how strong this demand is
growing; and yet we know that the result of acquiescence
and submission to this sensational effort will be as in private competition a duplication of invested capital to supply
consumers within the same geographical limits. Wc all
roust recognize the fact that the same axiom prevails in our
business as in other mercantile undertakings.

company

disposilion to crowd down the throats of the civic authorities a reasonably large price for street lights and for puba cat and dog fight which
lic buildings has resulted in
would be ridiculous if it were not dangerous to our existThe older gas companies have profited by a long
ence.
experience in meeting this issue. I sincerely hope that our

Fred Catlin, manager of the fast telegraphing tournaat New York, announces the allotment of prizes as

We believe
written by a person on the ground.
the Rae system is now giving satisfaction wherever it is in use, the Pacific Lumberman to the
contrary, notwithstanding:

of the

at the lowest possible cost, or else suffer the
The lamentable exhibition in Boston of a

follows.

The attention of the croaker on the Pacific
Lumberman is invited to the appended item concerning the operation of the Rae motors, supplied by the Detroit Electrical Works at Decatur,
The clipping is from a local paper, and
111.

ciation of

consequences.

ment

at Decatur.

During the recent meeting

and buildings
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that can

make

the

largest sales

The man
of daily

or

com-

modities can afford to do this at a smaller margin of profit
than his competitor who makes small sales at larger profit.
Long bills of sales and small profits will result in turning
over invested capital more frequently every year; for instance, one cent made out of a dollar used ten times a year
see an exmakes 10 per cent, profit during the year.
emplification of this in the larger drygoods and grocery
These do so much
stores in our more populous towns.
more business on capital invested that the small shops disappear vcrj' rapidly, and the large shops grow annually
Apply this principle to a city which lights its own
larger.
streets from municipal gas works and consequently makes
small sales at less profit. The same main which carries the
gas of the private corporation to the shops and houses of
its people could just as well supply gas to the street lights,
and the private corporation can afford to do this at less cost
on account of the larger amount of gas manufactured."
Dr. Amory advises gas plant managers to make concessions to the municipalities and avoid the controversies
'"I again reIn conclusion he adds:
otherwise apparent.
peat that we as gas managers must down this monster of
public opinion by concessions, and must try our luck at
economy of management to increase our prospects of small
must do this by offers to light public streets
earnings.

We

We

Working of the Electrical Subways of New York City,^

Practical

Bv William Mayer,
Part

Jr.

III.

JOINTS.

When

it

was being urged upon the

electric

light

com-

panies of this city that they were not using due diligence
in placing their wires underground, the companies retorted
that they were doing so as rapidly as it was possible, consistent with good workmanship, and they cited the fact
that it was not possible to joint up the cables more rapidly
than was being done with the number of capable jointers

To

this an official of the city replied
at their command.
that this did not, in his opinion, constitute a valid excuse,
while so many poor men were idle who would be only too

glad to be given work at jointing the cables.
This was the view of a layman, but it would seem that
in a number of instances in the electric H'J^ht service in
this country a similar view, namely, that any one could
make joints, and that any kind of joints might be made,
was held by those who should be supposed to know to the
contrary.
In this city

I think it is now fully recognized, by the
companies at least, that it pays to employ
underground work.
Several forms of joints are used on the electric light
cables in subways, among them one known as the rubber
sometimes termed the half marine joint.
It
is
joint.
This joint is made practically as follows: First the lead
covering is removed for about three inches from the end of
About one inch of the insulation is then
the conductor.
removed from the ends of the conductor; the ends of the
conductor are then "sweated" together, generally a split
When a T joint
copper sleeve being placed over the ends.
This facilitates the
is to be made a T sleeve is used.
making of the joint by dispensing with filing the ends of
the conductor, and then wrapping them with small wire.
Xo acid is used in the making of the joint. Resin is commonly used as a slag. After the wire has been spliced,
the insulation is scarfed for about three-quarters of an
inch, when a layer of pure rubber strip is wrapped around
the wire spirally back and forth about three times, and
each time the rubber is brought further up the scarfed inA few laye rs of white rubber strip is then
sulation.

electric

good

I

light

jointers in

Read before the

New York

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

wound above

15,

1890

and after that a layer
layer of fibrous rubber
all.
Between each layer of rubber strip a small quantity of rubber solution is put on to
make the rubber adhesive and practically homogeneous.
lead sleeve is then placed over the joint and wiped on to
the pure

two of pink rubber
tape is then put on over
or

rubber
strip.

strip,

A

A

This joint can be made in about twenty
minutes, exclusive of time taken in wiping the lead sleeve.
This joint is used altogether on the Bishop and the Safety
cables, also occasionally on the Standard and Cobb cables;
but as a rule the Cobb people make a special joint somewhat as follows: the ends of the conductors are spliced in
the usual way, a hard rubber ferrule having first been
p'aced over one end of the conductor and a brass ferrule
A machine
over the other conductor above the insulation.
like a double vise is then placed over the lead covering of
A tightening device next
the cable and made fast thereto.
draws the ends of the vulcanite together, taking up slack
in the cable.
The vulcanite sleeve or ferrule is then welded
by heat to the vulcanite tube, after which the brass ferrule
mold is then placed around the
is drawn over the tube.
joint, into which molten lead is poured, thus casting a solid
lead sleeve.
This is quickly cooled by the application to
The mold is then removed and
the mold of cold water.
the joint is complete.
This form of joint has been found
satisfactory, I believe, and it is claimed that it can be made
in much less time than a half marine joint.
The joint chiefly used on the Standard underground
cable is made differently from either of the foregoing.
After the conductor has been spliced as usual, and the lead
covering has been cut back from the insulation, a few
A leaden
turns of tape is passed around the splice.
sleeve is then put on over this and wiped firmly to the lead
cover of the cable.
When this has been done a couple of
small holes are punctured in the lead sleeve, through
which a boiling insulaling compound used in the manufacture of the cable is poured, filling up the sleeve comThese
pletely, after which the holes are closed by solder.
joints have been found to give excellent service on this
form of cable. The time taken in making this joint is
about thirty minutes.
the lead covering.

A

LEAD-COVERED CABLE.
cables used in the electric light service in the New
York subways are, as I have elsewhere stated, without exIn the case of fibrous insulation, this
ception, lead covered.
is essential to exclude moisture, but not in the case of the
rubber cables, except as a protection against gas and acids,
and, to a certain extent, mechanical injury.
The use of
In
this lead covering is not required by the subway rules.
addition to being a protection against the attack of acids
and gases, the lead covering is considered a safeguard
against accidents to men working in the manholes among
live wires.
For, in the first place, if a defect should occur
in the insulation in the manhole, the presence of a ground
furnished by the lead covering would make tfie defect
known at the regular test, which, if the defect were of a
serious nature, would insure its being located and elimiIf the conductor were not lead covered, there is a
nated.
probability that a defect in the insulation might occur that
would not be indicated by the test, but which might expose
the conductor and render it impossible for workmen in the
manholes to make contact therewith. It would be quite
possible for a workman to handle the lead covering of even
a defective conductor without injury, since the lead covering is grounded throughout the length of the subway.
It will hardly be credited by some people, but it is a fact,
that live electric light w res conveying the alternating high
tension arc currents are handled and moved about in the
manholes by means of the lead covering without the
In fact, it is
slightest indication that such wires are alive.
quite a common occurrence to start up alternating circuits
after
a
rubber
joint
has
been
made
in order to
immediately
save time, and then to have the plumber adjust and wipe
the sleeve on the lead cover while the current is in full
operation.
Another fact is this, that in the subways no shocks whatever due to induced currents in the )ead covering are felt
by the workmen in handling the lead-covered cables conIt is quite conceivable that
veying the alternating current.
such shocks might be noticed, as I believe they are, where
the cables are suspended from point to point and insulated.
In that case, any one handling the lead covering of the
conductors would doubtless receive the accumulated induced charge.
It has been stated frequently that such induced currents,
where the lead covering of the conductors is insulated,
have been known to injure the lead covering and eventually
So far as I have been able to
to destroy the insulation.
ascertain, not in a single instance has such an action taken
place in the subways.
As a matter of fact, close personal observation and careful inquiry on all sides have failed to discover thus far any
sign of deterioration in the condition of the material of the
conduits, the lead covering of the insulation, or of the
insulation of the cables in the subways, with the exception
of the effect upon the lead covering of the telephone cable
I may add that,
in the creosoted wood conduit referred to.
even in the latter case, personal investigation and inquiry
made of workmen have not confirmed the statement that
At all events, theie
the lead covering has been attacked.
is no evidence of any such wholesale manufacture of white
lead as has been reported from other places where leadcovered cables have been placed in creosoted wood boxes.

The

INSULATION AND TESTS.
of the rules of the Subway company
as regards insulation are such that none but a first-class incan
well
be
employed
on the conductors conveyirg
sulation
These rules requiie
currents of high electromotive force.
an initial insulation resistance of 15 megohms per mile per
100 voUs electromotive force employed on the circuit, and a
minimum of 5 megohms per mile per 100 volts. The initial test is made when the conductor is first laid in the subway and prior to the turning on of the current. The minimum requirement is allowed after the circuit has been in

The requirements

—
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This insulation requirement refers to the conductor
proper in the subway, and does not include the lamps,
The rule does not apply
Krial connections or converters.
to conductors conveying currents of less than loo volts
In the case of alternating circuits the uniform
e m. f.
electromotive force employed in this city being i.ooo volts,
the conductors to be employed in this service are required
to show an initial insulation resistance of 150 megohms per
mile, and a minimum insulation resistance afterward of at

use.

megohms

per mile.
The average e. m. f. of the arc light circuits in the subways is about 2,000 volts, but in some instances it runs up
In the latter case the initial insulation reto 3,500 volts.
sistance required by the rules is 525 megohms per mile;
minimum 175 megohms per mile.
least 50

indicate that the fall of insulation is due to the lamps or
converters.
In quite a number of cases the tests with converters included show an insulation resistance up to the

requirements.
Tests of circuits are not made inclusive of house wiring,
because of the generally low results of trial tests.
Some
such tests that I have made showed an insulation resistance of the house wiring of less than 1,000 ohms.
The following record of actual tests may be of interest:
Circuit A.
Arc.
Initial test 5SS megohms per mile.
Last test of same circuit 3SS megohms. Present length of

—

circuit 9.5 miles.

ent,

of the impracticability of the proposition that they should
The representative of one such comutilize the subways.
pany very naively stated that it would certainly be impossible for his company to maintain this insulation if compelled to go into the subways, as the insulation his company
used in its ser\'ice was "underwriters'." One of the experts of the same company, in his evidence, repeated the
ver)' common remark that one megohm, if it could be
maintained, would be quite sufficient for practical purposes.
I do not think this statement will be seriously contradicted,
but the difficulty is to maintain the insulation resistance at
one megohm in practice. Experience in the New York
subways has shown that it is vastly easier to maintain the
insulation resistance at 150 and even 500 megohms per
mile than it has been in the past in other cities to maintain
gentleman, WTiting of
them at one megohm per mile.
the Chicago underground system not quite two years ago,
remarked: "It was found that although the insulation
measurement of the lead covered cables in the conduit was
very high, considerably above a megohm, a short circuit
would form generally within 1,000 feet of the station between the two sides of the circuit."
The explanation for this short-circuiting under such connamely, that if
ditions would appear to be very simple
the insulation resistance of a conductor is but one megohm
per mile, the covering being of the ordinary thickness, it is
clear enough that it is decidedly inferior insulation, and if
the normal insulation resistance of the conductor is very
much higher than one megohm per mile, but the measurement nevertheless shows it to have an insulation resistance
of but one megohm, it is or should be sufficient evidence
that a fault has developed in the insulation which need surprise no one when it produces a short circuit or burn-out.
As I was in no wise responsible for the promulgation of
the subway rule, which places the initial and minimum insulation resistance of the electric light conductors at the
figures given, not having been connected with the company
in any capacity at the time the rule was authorized, modesty
need not restrain me from saying that experience of over
a year has amply proven the wisdom of those requirements.
For these requirements not only necessitated the use of an
insulating material possessing high specific insulation, but
also compelled the exercise of the greatest care in the details of placing the conductors in the conduits, in the making of joints, etc.
When it is stated that these conductors are jointed at
ever^' manhole, and in many instances at several places
between manholes, the need of such carefulness in order to
maintain a high insulation will be understood.
If for example, the method of making joints that, it is
related, was employed some years ago in Philadelphia
namely, to strip the ends of the lead covering for 2 or 3
inches, and then to place 3 or 4 turns of tape around the
ends of the conductor, had been followed in the New York
subways, and had been permitted in the absence of the
rules referred to, I have no doubt I would have had to report to-night a continued series of failures in the electric
light ser\ice similar to those so often quoted as having happened in Philadelphia. I am confirmed in this belief by
the fact that the first electric light conductors laid in the
New York subways were found to possess an insulation resistance of but little over 100,000 ohms.
This, notwithstanding that the insulation resistance of the conductors at
the factory was over 2,000 megohms per mile.
There were
about 40 joints in these conductors. Where these had been
cut out and new ones made by an expert jointer, the insulation resistance rose to over 1,500 megohms per mile, and
a very recent test of the same circuit shows it to still possess
virtually the same insulation resistance.
Under the methods once in vogue in other cities in this
countr}' with regard to underground work in which no tests
for defects were made, excepting for such as would be indicated by an ordinary magneto, the circuit I have referred to
would have been put into operation without question, and
there is. I think, not much doubt as to what the outcome
would have been.
The high tension electric light conductors are tested
weekly for insulation resistance.
The tests are made by
the direct deflection method, a Thomson reflecting galvanometer being used, and as a rule loo cells chloride of
silver battery is employed as a testing battery.
The tests
are generally made from some room or basement adjacent
to the terminals of the conductors in the subway, in order
that the subway portion of the circuit may be tested exclusive of serial portions.
At present the subways do not extend to the electric
light stations, although in a very short time they will do so
in the case of the Stanton Street United States Illuminating

per mile.

—

company's station.

When the conductors emerge from the subwavs they are
run through subsidiar\^ iron pipes up the side of a pole.
From this pole the testing lead wires are run to the testing
rooQi.

The subway conductors are, as a rule, tested exclusive of
arc lamps, converter and inside wiring, but frequently also
the tests are made inclusive of arc lamps and converters.
These latter tests are only accepted when the results fairly

—

B,
Alternating.
Initial tests 141 megohms.
test 1250 megohms.
Length 9.6 miles.
The first
was made when circuit was much shorter than at presand doubtless the terminals of conductor were ex-

Circuit

Last
test

It was at first thought by many that it would be impossible to maintain even the minimum insulation resistance
required by the rules, and this supposed impossibility was
cited by some of the electric light companies as an instance

A
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posed during that test.
Circuit D.
Initial test, January 6, 1SS9, 424 megohms
per mile.
Subsequent test, Jannary 2, 1890, 484 megohms

Length of circuit, 2 miles.
January 4. i8Sg, 1750 megohms per
January 4, i8go, 1516 megohms per

Circuit E.

Same

circuit

Length

i

mile.
mile.

mile.

Circuit F.
July 7, i8Sg, 264 megohms per mile. JanuLength 6.6 miles.
3, i8go, 343 megohms.
The readings for these tests are generally taken after i
or 2 minutes' electrification.

ary

Tests with converters included in some cases show very
One circuit with 34 converters included
showed II megohms insulation resistance. Another with
II converters included gave a total insulation resistance of
It is not uncommon to get an insulation
I5g megohms.
resistance of from 2 to 5 megohms with 30 and 40 converters in circuit.
These tests did not include serial portions
of circuits.
It should be said that the insulation of the
converters and connections is being constantly improved
and in ray opinion the tirae is not remote when the underground circuits will test up to requirements at all times
with converters included.
As all of the conductors of the same company do not terminate at any one point, and the instruments have to be
moved from place to place, the apparatus used in making
The entire outfit can in
the tests is of a portable pattern.
an emergency be carried by one person, and very readily by
fair insulation.

two persons.
Contrary to the expectations of some people, the actual

making

of these electrical tests has not been attended with
any serious difficulty. The most troublesome factor has
been that due to surface leakage at the battery or other parts
of the testing equipment during the \'ery humid weather,
which prevailed so continuously last summer and winter.

The time for making these tests is as far as possible
chosen to suit the convenience of customers. The major
ity of the tests are now made in the early mornings.
All
circuits are tested once a week at least.
About 130 miles of the subway electric light converters
referred to are

employed as

carriers of alternate current for

incandescent lighting. About 60 miles as carriers of arc
light circuits, and incandescent continuous current.
These
circuits varj' in length from i mile to 11 miles, the longest arc light circuit is 10 miles in length, the longest alternating circuit is
miles in length.
In 10 miles of alternating or arc circuit there are from 450 to 500 joints.
The
greatest number of converters on one subway circuit is 65.
There are 14 arc light circuits and 25 alternating circuits
in the subways.
Quite recently an alternating circuit has been installed
in the subways which is intended to be the pioneer of numerous such circuits. I may say that it is ultimately intended to operate at least 125 lamps in such circuits.

n

the electrical subways and from the placing of the high tension wires therein, according to those who are perhaps more
or less inimical to that action, are varied. In general terms,
they say that the dangers which menace the public and
employes from the presence of wires overhead will be multiplied manifold when the wires are underground.
But
when asked to specify those dangers, the reply is limited
to the following
namely, first, that the linemen will be
killed by coming in contact with live wires in the manholes;
second, that high tension currents will leave the subways
and enter buildings by way of water and gas pipes, etc..
and third, that accidents due to explosions of gas in the

—

subways

will be numerous.
As regards accidents to workmen in the manholes due to
contact with live wires, no one will say that such occurrences are impossible, but inasmuch as not a single accident of this kind has occurred in New ^'ork city, or so far
as I can learn elsewhere in electrical subways, it is fair to
assume that with the exercise of proper super\-ision of the
wires this is not likely to prove a frequent source of accident.
I was present at the inquest of one of the unfortunate linemen who was killed last year in New York city
by contact with an overhead wire, when a witness who had
just made the statement that he apprehended more accidents from the placing of wires underground than had occurred overhead, was asked if he was aware that there were
at the time about 100 miles of electric light wire underground in New York city conveying high tension currents,
and that not one accident had thus far occurred in the
manholes; to which he replied that this state of things was
explainable in his opinion by the fact that the electric light
wires underground constituted but one-tenth of the electric
wires of the city, and that when all the wires were underground the accidents in the subways would increase in the
same proportion— which reply caused the foreman of the
jury to remark that the public would probably not complain
of an increase of accidents from nought to 10 times
nought.
I have already suggested in another place that the fact of
the wires being metallically covered may have conduced to
the immunity from accidents which the workmen in the
manholes have enjoyed. I may interpolate here that it is
recognized that the efficiency of the manholes would in
many instances be increased if they were larger, and wherever the surrounding condition of the street will permit, it
is, I believe, contemplated to enlarge the manholes.
So far as the statement is concerned that danger is to be
apprehended by the entrance of powerful currents into
buildings by way of water and gas pipes by contact of a
grounded conductor in the subways, it would scarcely be
worthy of notice before a body of electricians, but for the
persistency with which it is said to be urged by men of
prominence in the electrical profession. It is conceivable
that if a conductor within a building should by accident
come into contact with a well-insulated gas pipe also within
a building, one might receive a shock by contact with the
gas pipe if in some manner he should complete the circuit,
but in what manner, in the event of a ground in the subways, any dangerous current can be conveyed to the inside
of a building by means of gas and water pipes which have
the entire area of the city's foundation as a ground or return circuit, is more difficult to understand.
But whatever may be the dangers, stated and unstated,
so freely predicted as liable to occur with the wires underground, it may certainly be said that with the electric
wires underground, men will not be injured by falling off
poles in the subways.
Wires when in the subways during
the prevalence of sleet storms, will not fall upon people
or horses in the street, nor be torn down by elevated rail-

way

trains, street cars, etc.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

GAS IN THE SUBWAYS.

In the case of many of the

electric light circuits that were
subways of New York city, lightning arresters were used at street lamps and at the terminals of the
cable, and in a number of instances the same apparatus is
still used.
These "arresters" are those known as the
Acheson cable protector, and are intended to protect the
cable against disruptive discharges from any source.
The
principle upon which the device is intended to act is that
the disruptive discharges, or what would be the disruptive
discharge, will jump the air space between the points of the
needles, thus relieving the cable from the strain.
The
first laid in

the

purpose intended has yet to be
demonstrated in this city, inasmuch as the frequency of
burn-outs in unprotected cables in the subways has been
no greater than in those which are equipped with the protector, the percentage of burn-outs on cables in either case
being, as I have before intimated, very low.
It is as yet
I think, an open question whether the use of this or any
equivalent device is warranted. There is no record of any
of the cables in the New York subways having received
injury from lightning during the past year.
It is commonly supposed that the freedom from burnutility of this device for the

outs which the successful electric light cables in the New
York subways have enjoyed, as compared with the earlier
experience of other cities, is due to an increased thickness
of insulation around the conductor.
This may be the correct explanation, but the fact is worthy of attention in connection with this subject that certain electrical condensers
have for years been placed in positions where they are exposed to the full effect of lightning discharges on telegraph
lines, without, in a single instance, having sustained injury
therefrom.
Similar instruments have also been placed
across the poles of 1,000 volts alternating dynamo machines
for days without perceptible harmful effect.
Since it is
diflicult to imagine a better opportunity for a disruptive
discharge to effect its escape to earth than that presented
by the extremely thin tissue paper used in those condensers,
the thought is suggested that if this paper can be so constructed as to act as a barrier to the passage of such
charges there may be more to be considered in this matter
of insulation than the mere question of thickness of the insulating material

ALLEGED DANGERS OF THE SUBWAYS.
The dangers to be apprehended from the existence

of

In

my

opinion, the presence of gas is the most serious
defect of the electrical subways in cities; of course it is not
an inherent defect in the subways, but it is nevertheless
a very troublesome one, not only because of the danger
of explosions therefrom, but also because of its ill effects
upon workmen employed in the subways
As previously remarked, the ducts used in the subways
are not only joined together as nearly hermetically as possible, but e.Kcept in the case of distributing ducts, they are
laid in a solid body of cement from manhole to manhole.
It is supposed that the gas obtains ingress to the manholes
through the place where the iron manhole cover rests upon
the masonry of the manhole.
But at whatever point the
gas enters the subways, its unwelcome presence is acknowledged, and while it is self-evident to any one who will
investigate the matter for himself, and is actually admitted
by the gas companies that the gas emanates from the gas
mains in the streets, nevertheless the subway engineers
have been constantly at work devising means to remove
the intruder.
To this end various methods for ventilating the subways
have been suggested and tried, the most successful of
which thus far nas been the ventilation of the subways by
the use of blowers stationed at inter\'als along the subways,
and arrangements are now in progress to place 15 such
blowers in operation to cover the entire subway system.
As the ducts become filled with cables, however, the free
passage of air through them is prevented, and in this way
the utility of the blowers is diminished.
In order to evade
this difficulty a 6-inch wrought iron pipe has been laid
above the subway ducts in the more recently constructed
subways. This large iron pipe has openings at each manhole.
The openings are graduated as to their extent, as
they recede from the source of the air pressure.
The large
openings are at the points remote from the blower. It is
intended by the nse of these large pipes to furnish a counter pressure in the subways somewhat exceeding any tendency of a pressure from the outside, rather than to produce a strong current of air through the ducts, and in this
way to prevent the ingress of gas through any crevices that
may exist in the subways.
It has been frequently suggested that good results might
follow a suction method of ventilation, but experience has
shown that this would rather aggravate the evil, as it would
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into the subway all the accumulated gas in the streets
besides inviting a larger leakage from the gas mains.
The only beneficial effect to the subways of this resort to
blowers to drive out the gas is that the air dnes up the
ducts and manholes within quite a distance of the blowers.

draw

The cause of these explosions in the subways has not in
It is known that they
every case been definitely located.
are due primarily to the ignition of an accumulation of illuminating gas mixed with atmospheric air in explosive proportions, but the difficulty has been to ascertain by what
means the gas has been ignited. It is on record that these
explosions have occurred in sections of the subways in
which there were at the time no wires whatever. And in
cases where there have been live wires in the Wcinity of an
explosion, tests made immediately after the event have
shown that those wires were in perfect condition as regards
There arc but three instances on record in
insulation.
which a defect in an electric light cable has occurred simultaneously with an explosion in the subways, and in one
of these cases the defect occurred so nearly incidentally
with the explosion, that while it is quite possible that the
defect may have caused the explosion, it, the defect, may
have been due to mechanical injury due to the explosion.
Among other theories it has been suggested that the gas
may be ignited by induced currents, induced in the lead
covering of alternating current conductors. This might be
the case if, as I have before suggested, the cables were
supported from beam to beam, as on a bridge, on insulated
stands, and if the lead coverings only approached each
other at intervals, but where the lead coverings of the conductors are not only grounded throughout their lengths as
in the subways, but are also joined metallically, in fact,
arc practically one cable in the duels, it seems unlikely that
a quantity of induced electricity sufficient to produce a
spark could be accumulated at any one point.
In the case of at least two explosions in New York City
the evidence showed that the gas in the subways had been
ignited by a lighted lamp or match in the vicinity of some
In other insubsidiar>' duct connecting with the subways.
stances, by a match or lighted cigar thrown in a manhole.
It is known that in Chicago an explosion was caused in
the subways by a live coal from a passing fire engine, falling upon the cover of a manhole.
With but one or two exceptions the explosions have not
injured the cables in the subways; which is probably due
to the small and round surface which the cables present.
It has frequently been suggested that if solid ducts were
employed instead of tubular ducts, these explosions would
be avoided. While this would be, if correct, a strong
argument in favor of solid conduits that is, ducts in which
notwithstanding the
the conductors arc not removable
generally admitted fact that such ducts are not practicable
for subway work on a large scale, experience has demonstrated that explosions have occurred repeatedly in manholes and in small junction boxes of subway systems in
which there were no hollow ducts.
in
I may add that pending the installation of blowers
certain of the subways men are employed day and night
opening manholes to permit escape of gas.
I had intended to comment briefly on the comparative
expense of maintenance and reliability of underground
wires in cities as compared with overhead wires, but as my
paper has far exceeded the limits which I had placed upon
it, I shall leave that and other features in abeyance for the
Perhaps something bearing on those points may
present.
be brought out in the discussion.
The following are some of the ru!es of the subways of
New. York City, which have been promulgated as precautionary measures, or as a result of actual experience:

—
—

No bare

whether in or out of
Every conductorin the man-

cnclsorb.'irc portions of conductors,

permitted in the maoholes.
ticated as though it were operative.

ser\-icc, arc

hole

is

No

joints except such as are protected by a metallic covering are
pcrm'tted in the manholes.
NfUij^hts aie allowed in manholes.
All conductors in manholes are required to itc arranged symmetrically around the walls and to be plainly tagged with the designating
mark of circuit and the name of the owner.
switch boxes are allowed in the manholes. The reason for this
(hat in the first place a switch box for each company would take up
too much of the limited room; and Secondly, in the case of electric
light circuits It is feared that attempts to change live circuits might

No

U

produce dangerous sparks

in

the manholes.

In conclusion, I think it may be said that the experience
derived from the practical operation of the electrical subways ot New York City has either made apparent or con-

among

firmed,

other things, the following:

That it is possible to successfully operate all classes of electric conduc|or-« undergroun<l in cities.
That, at least for conductors conveying hijih tension currents underground it is advisable to set the standard of insulation high.
That regular insulation te^ts of the conductors are very valuable.
* That Itl^ral thickness of insulation is desirable for high tension
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postal telegraph shall be constructed and kept in repair
under the direction of the secretary of war, through the
corps of engineers, and the postmaster-general is authorized to employ all persons necessary to conduct the business
of the proposed system.
The rate for transmitting messages shall be, for 500 miles or less, 10 cents for twenty
words; from 500 to 1,000 miles, one cent a word, and a
corresponding decrease for greater distances.
Press dispatches are to be taken 1,000 miles or less at one-third of a
cent a word, and greater distances at proportionate rates.
.MI persons shall have the right to the use of the telegraph
lines for the purpose of corresponding at the r.ites fixed by
the postmaster-general.
There is nothing in the act to
prohibit individuals or corporations from carrying on the
business of operating telegraph lines.
Eight million dollars is appropriated for the purposes of the bill.

That

all

sharp edges

in

ducts should be avoided.

That until the gaslight companies are required, like the electric
light companies, to maintain their mains in a fairly sound condition,
unncrground,a means of ventilating the subwaysshould be provided
simultaneously with the construction of the subways,
And lastly, that while other features may be accessories thereto,
the employment of smooth, strong conduits- acccs ibie ducts for distribution of the current- first-class insulation— constant expert attention to details and thorough organization in every department, arc
essential to the production of a successful electrical underground
system,
^^^^^^^

Proposed Government Telegraph System.

New York
Yokk, March

S.

which

subject

of

is

from Judge Patterson

The

week.

this

the regulation of high tension currents.

mayor and the Board
subway contract to

to restrain the

of Electrical Control from awarding the

Subway company was argued before Judge
Andrews on the 5th and 6th insts. The motions of the
petitioning companies to make permanent the injunction
the Standard

were presented by Elihu

These

De Lancey

Root and

petitioners include the

Mount Morris

Nicoll.

Electric Light

company, the Manhattan Electric Light company, the
East River Electric Light company, the Northern New
York Electric Light company and (leorge B. Armstrong,
taxpayer.
Edward Lauterbach and William N. Cohen appeared for the Consolidated Telegraph \: Subway company
which has hitherto been authorized to build the subways.
W. Bourke Cockran and Paul I). Cravalh appeared for the
United States Illuminating company and the Brush Electric
Light company and David J. Dean for the mayor and the
Board of Electrical Control. Wheeler IL Peckham, counsel for the Standard
Electric Subway company, also appeared in behalf of the mayor and the Board of Electrical

The

Control,

whether the mayor and

real point at issue is

Board of Electrical Control

have the legal right to enter

company

into a contract with the Standard

the

for

con-

subways for electric light and power wires.
Judge Andrews has reserved decision and announced that
it would be ten days before it would
be presented.
The
people of New York want electric light at the earliest possible moment and now that no overhead wires can be used,
the subways cannot be built too rapidly.
The senate committee on general laws, which is intrusted
struction of

with an investigation of the present regulations governing
the use of

continued

electricity,

during the week, but

The

amination was commenced.
called investigations

sessions

its

absurdity of

apparent to

is

Truly

bers of the committees.

all

is

it

this city

in

when

not a bit wiser than

is

the ex-

these so-

who know

mem-

the

an edifying spectacle

to see the legislature of this great state represented in

an investigation by a

such

who have no more

of farmers,

lot

idea of what the witnesses are talking about than they had
of electric lights until they were sent
sent their rural constituency.

of this board of inquiry the

to

Albany

During the

fiist

to

repre-

few sittings

members endeavored

to famil-

themselves with electrical terms, but at the end of the

iarize

second week they despaired of mastering their tasks and

Meanwhile they
assume an air of profound wisdom, keep their mouths shut
except when they cannot restrain an inclination to yawn,
and with the aid of an expert, they will make a report lothe
discontinued

their

elementary lessons.

legislature of their deliberations

State of

New

—

from the nature of the committee,
the people.

It is

of which will cost the

all

York many thousands

of dollars,

result in

and cannot

any benefit

a howling farce, and the sooner

it is

to

dis-

continued the better

will

it

be for the dignity of the senate

and the purses of the tax payers.
Chief Justice Durfee of the Supreme

station for the

Island has just handed

down an

injunction action in which

Rhode

interesting decision in
S.

I'hilip

and other
Newport Electric

Railway company's proposed system, endeavored

restrain the construction of

an

Taggert

property owners along the line of the
Street

of

an overhead

line.

to

The judge

holds that the poles do not encumber the streets, that they
facilitate travel,

and are a great

benefit to the

ccmmunily.

The decision is a decided victory for electric railways.
The Philadelphia syndicate which purchased the Newark
street railroads

is

also reported to have secured the control

Newark and

Elizabethport

through

Waverly

Elizabeth

to the Paterson

tric

system

The

at

all its

lines with the elec-

formal opening of the Progress club, corner of Fifth
street, will

committeemen.

Mr.

A

horse to death,

proved unavailing.

calf

This,

second

at-

though unan-

nounced, was undoubtedly an illustration of his manner of
bungling cases.
In view of this fact the necessity of
adopting the amendment to the law providing for the admission of newspaper men at electrical exeuutions and
the

publication

the

of

once present

at

details

the same,

of

should

New

every legislator in

itself to

York.

W.

R.

Pope and William Maver, Jr., presented argumeuts against the bill and several Ohio companies were
represented by Columbus attorney.?.
The committee has
not yet completed

labor.

its

Commissioner Gilroy has sent to the Board of Estimates
a list of the streets which he deems it necessary to repair at
once.
He accompanied it with a letter in which he recounts some of the
quently

difficulties of

thoroughly improving the

Among

these difficulties are

the excavations fre-

made by

private corporations

and individuals, the

streets.

building of electric sub-ways, and the center-bearing rails

used on the surface railroads.

W,

1 1.

T.

Boston, Mass.
Boston, March
electric cars

was experienced
left fully

8.— The most

have had since

Monday

last

eight inches of

times that depth on

all

severe

test

which the

their inauguration in

after

snow on the

a

level

this city

snowstorm that
and banks many

The way in which the
from* now and proved them-

the streets.

overcame the obstructions
worthy of all the confidence that the railway company has put in them, is well put in the Boston Jleraid of
the day after the storm:
"The storm gave the first real
test of the power of electricity to contend with the snow,
and the result has been a most gratifying success to its
most sanguine friends, and at the same time a sad surprise
to those who have been predicting a sure defeat when a
snowstorm came.
Although all the horse cars have had
cars

selves

four horses attached to them, they have had

a hard time
heavy snow, and have
crawled along at a snail's pace, even where the tracks have
been cleared by the snow plows.
While the poor horses
have tugged and strained to pull the heavily laden cars the
laboring through

the

drifts

and

have glided along with scarcely a noticeable
diminu'ion of speed, and even where the snow on the
electric cars

t4-acks

has been up even with the pans under the motors,

the cars have gone along as though such a thing

was unknown, the

as

snow

plows cleaning the way in
front of the wheels as readily and cleanly as could be desired.
The electric cars were found much more reliable
rail

little

than the horse cars, and where the electrics were not detained by horse cars on the same track, they were on time
every time."

The snow sweepers

did good work in clearing the tracks,
was found that the necessity of running them at the
time of day when the cars were carrying their heaviest

but

it

loads

— between

5

and

7 in the

evening— called

for a greater

expenditure of power than the company has at

The power now

command.

however, not far from 2,000
horse power, produced by eight Edison dynamos of So, 000
available

atois
will

of

is,

and

fifteen

Thomson-Houston gener-

60,000 watts' capacity each.

be furnished after

Additional power
week by the Cambridge Electric
the load of the two West End

this

Light company to relieve

power stations whenever such relief may be necessary.
President Whitney very sensibly says:
"As four horses
are required to move a car in a snowstorm, instead of two
as ordinarily, and as an additional number of horses are required for the snow plows and other appliances

for

clear

ing the tracks, just so on the electric lines, a large reserve
of

power

will

be rc(|uired for such emergencies.''

The Thomson

l^lectric

Welding company has

just re-

pointed some weeks ago by tlie secretary of the navy to examine and report upon the advisability of adopting the
Thomson welding machines for use in the government navy
yards and on board the government cruisers.
The report
recommends the adoption of the welders for these purposes

an early date.

avenue and Sixty-third

of the

Edison

Lyons Farms, and
gauge runs through
Newark. It is the into

depot in

edification

Brown

at the

ceived a highly gratifying report from the naval board, ap-

line

of a different

tention of this syndicate to equip

Ilaruld P.

runs from

This

l-lizabelh road.

thence another line

latest

magnificent

Brown showed how he intended to execute murderers in
New York state, according to the laws of that common-

watts' capacity each,

court

the

all

had arranged for killing a couple of animals

the

injunction obtained

with

and presents a

(^>uitc a number of New York experts attended th- hearing before the senate committee of the Ohio legislature on

wealth, by "shocking" a

keenest interest to the people of this city has had a pretty

thorough discussion

magnificently fitted

is

The Tucker Electrical Construction company
have had the installing of a Mather plant in charge, and
every detail has been carefully looked after.

Notes.

— The

club house

be present, and

will

spectacle.

j

of the

Representative Wade of Missouri, introduced a bill in
congress Tuesday, h'ebruar)' 18, providing for the estabThe
lishment of a government postal telegraph system.
bill creates a bureau under the control of a fourth assistant
postmaster-general, with a salary equal to that of the other
This officer shall cause to
assistants postmaster-general.
be constructed through the states and territories a trunk
line of postal telegraph, to reach and connect all cities and
The
towns that now have telegraphic communication.

The

1890

new departure uptown.

this

electrical devices for lighting,

tempt on a

currents.

That it is inadvisable to place underground new types of cable or
iostiUtina until they have ticcn subjected to tests and conditions analogous to those to which they will be subjected underground.
That for electric lighting conductors— especially distributing mains
—many conductors under one cover are not advisable, owing chiefly
to the difTiculty in making joints in such cables.

give a distinguished tone to

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

Gov. Hill and Mayor Grant

acter.

15,

be of a

brilliant char-

and says:

"It

is

the

unanimous opinion

of this board that

such a system as that which has been investigated by us,

;
;

March
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15,

becomes not only desirable, but a means to economy of expense, time and labor, and would add to the efficiency of
the vessel under any condition of service."
Another report which the company is mailing to its stockholders along
with the report of the naval board, has been received from
Prof. Alex. B. W. Kennedy of LondOQ, Eng., who was

by the English welding syndicate

sent to Boston

Thomson

gate the merits of the

to the present

made

Thomson
been

Kennedy

Prof.

time.

and

welding; apparatus

port upon the progress and development

up

to investi-

in

re-

this art

"the

says that

welding process has already in America

electric

fairly carried

beyond the experimental stage, and has

achieved sufficient success in regular commercial work of

somewhat varied kinds
future

trial

The
were

to warrant the belief that

shares of the Edison

Phonograph Toy company

capital stock

The Boston

Electric club will hold

next weekly meet-

its

dinner

Monday

night.

be followed by a discussion upon the

to

is

"Transmission of Energy,"

in

which Prof. Elihu Thomson

At the State House, on Beacon Hill, considerable interweek in the hearing before the committee on manufactures of several petitions for legislation
authorizing cities and towns in the commonwealth to manufacture gas and electricity.
The Massachusetts Electric
Lighting association was represented as a remonstrant by
est is manifested this

W.

The

Biirdett.

The board

hearing will be continued next week.

of aldermen has passed an

End

ing the West

sand upon the

will use

ordinance requir-

Railway company

Street

to equip all of

cars with sand boxes, so that the

its electric

Church, Kerr

with Westinghouse,

will

soon be forwarded to the Sibley laboratory.

Hon.

J. F.

Cluck,

'74, is interested

utilize the

power

of

life

of

W.

An

interesting experiment ts

on growing

A

plants.

small

greeneffect

dynamo

Two

used to supply the current for an arc lamp.

may

driver

by pressing a lever with

rails

at
his

of the experiment are kept

is

Dr. Norvin Green, president of the Western Union Telegraph company, does not believe in the practicability of
the scheme proposed by the postmaster-general, and when
called before the congressional committee on postal telegraph, stated his views in an emphatic manner. Dr. Green
believed that the United States government had no busi-

sets of

under exactly the same condi-

tions during the day, but at night,
light rays of the arc

one

Boston board of aldermen, the company

suit against the

make

preparations to carry

hoping

out

contract

its

when

to secure a favorable decision

the case comes before the full bench

on the appeal.

Last

company gave a public exhibition of
the workings of the new Westinghouse arc light system at
the new plant of the company on Norfolk avenue, in this
city.
Kearly fifty lights were burning, twelve of them in
neighboring stores and the others in the station.
The test
was a perfect success. The plant at present consists of
night the Suburban

sixty-five arc light

machines and one 750

light incan-

M.

O. H,

descent dynamo.

Cornell Notes.

set

is

exposed to the

lamp.

P.

management of the telegraph; it could not
as cheaply, it could not do it better, and none
of the senders of telegrams had asked it.
It was prepared
to make a rate of one-half of the cost of sending messages
and the deficiency would have to be made up by the 57,000,000 people who did not use the telegraph. The receipts of the New York office of the Western Union inness with the

THE ELECTRIC

manage

LIGHT.

Decatur, Tex., will introduce electric lights

for street

il-

lumination.

An electric light plant for illuminating the streets of
Pallous, Wash., has been purchased. Commercial lighting
will also be done.
The

Berkeley, Cal., Development

company has been

electric light plant.

two

in the

house near Prof. Bailey's residence to determine the
of electric light

It will establish

or-

an

The directors of the Westinghouse Electric company have
elected P. F. Kobbe treasurer, and W. L. McCallagh assistant treasurer, to fill the vacancies caused by the resignation of John Caldwell and A. T. Rowand.
During the recent floods

in

Oregon the works of

8.

— Four Edison

dynamos have

been obtained for experimental work in Sibley College.

The Westinghouse
a set of small

Electric

company is building

power alternators

in

its

for Sibley College

shops
to be

used in experiments in connection with thesis work in the

A

university.

number

and dynamos of other

of motors.

makes have been contributed or ordered.
writes

Houston
ble

company

will

the

Thomson-

soon send several valua-

machines to the university.

The
just

Electric

Thomson

Prof.

Thurston, that

director, Dr.

the

schedule for the annual inspection tours of i8go has
Professors Ryan,

been issued.

Canaga

will

Nichols,

have charge of the different'tours.

to be four sections, substantially as follows:

to Cleveland,

the

Willamette Falls Electric Light company at Oregon City
could not be reached on account of the high water.
Electric lights in Portland were temporarily cut off.

The Heisler Electric Li^^ht company of St. Louis reports recent contracts from the following companies for
long distance incandescent electric lighting apparatus
Staten Island Light, Heat & Power company. Port Richmond, Siaten Island, New Jersey; Johntown & Gloversville
:

THE TELEPHONE.
The Dade Telephone company

Gas Light company, Johnstown, New York; Germantown Electric Light and Power company, Germantown,
Pa.; the Electric Light company, Milledgeville, Georgia.
Messrs. Rheubottom & Bond
U nion City, Michigan
Pierre Eleotric Light & Power company, Pierre, South

Rome,

Buffalo,

One going

Rochester

west

and

and Orange; and the fourth to Philadelphia, ^Yashington and Baltimore.
Among the prominent

lyn, Jersey City

electrical

establishments and corporations visited by the

students on the eastern
electric

Harvard

trip are

Boston West End

railway, Massachusetts Institute

College,

Thomson-Houston

Brown & Sharpe's works, American
various lighting stations of
tory,

the

New

Electrical

Scranton's

works.

works and the

England, Edison's labora-

Weston's laboratory. United

pany's factory,

of Technology,
electric

electric

States

Electric

railway and

com-

lighting

equipment, the Edison plant in the Broadway theater, and

On the Western
and Southern trips the students will visit the works of the
Brush Electric company. Swan Incandescent Lamp. Manufacturing company. Ball Engine company, Cowles Electric
Smelting company, Baldwin Locomotive Works, Beraent
& Miles, and William Sellers & company. The inspecother places of interest to electricians.

tion tours for this year will probably be the

most

interest-

ing and profitable ever taken by Cornell students, as Dr.

Thurston has spared no pains

in preparing for

them.

Prof. Alex. G. Bell delivered a lecture before the electri-

and the other students of the university on
Friday evening, February 2i. He spoke in Barnes Hall

cal engineers

has been incorporated at
Ga., with a capital stock of $25,000.

The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph company has been
granted a franchise by the supervisors of San Francisco to
construct conduits for burying electric wires.

Dakota.
President Flad, of the Board of Public Improvements,
St. Louis, says that the action of the council in the Sutter
matter will not materially change the attitude of the board
toward Mr. Sutter. The board will still insist upon the use

Business Mention.
The new shops

of the Sioux City engine works will have
a yearly capacity of 100 engines of 100 horse-power each.

of the best of the two lamps now under consideration, and
will hold Mr. Sutter to his contract.
No date for the final
test has yet been made and the board's trip to Cincinnati
has been practically abandoned.
The extension of time
granted by the council, it is said, has enabled Mr. Sutter to
raise in New York City funds which have been withheld
during the pendency of the threatened immense liability of
the Municipal Electric Lighting company.

Smith and
There are

Lockport, visiting all the prominent electrical manufacturing
establishments and lighting stations; another going east to
Boston, Lynn, Manchester, Ansonia and New York and
vicinity, a third by way of Scranton to New York, BrookPitlsburg,

it

cluded ^700,000 annually from pool rooms and sporting
places.
A large class of telegraph users were stock
brokers and speculators.
Were those the people who were
to be protected?
Dr. Green contended that if the government wanted to go into the telegraph business it should buy
the lines outright.
It should not fix losing sales for existing companies.
The present movement was an entering
wedge to break down the present companies and establish
a complete government telegraph, and against that he protested.
He contended that it would require 21,875 miles
of wire to supply a single connection to 447 places comprised within the postmaster-general's plan, and to do business practically would require at least 100,000 miles of
wire.
At the press contracts the rental of this wire would
be $3,600,000. Whoever undertook to do the telegraph
business over this system would do it at a loss.

,

Ithaca, N. Y., March

—

incidental benefit accruing from the erection of the
Forth bridge is that telegraph and other electric wires
crossing to the north of Scotland, which have heretofore
been laid in cables under the Forth, can now be run along
the bridge.
This will avoid the expense caused by damage from anchors. When the communication by the viaduct has been properly established it is proposed to remove most of the cables in the Forth.

A. Anthony, a former

being made

are to be erected in the two
Electricians say that if the
is carried out
as it undoubt-

An

In a recent issue of the Elccific A^ews appears a likeness

and short account of the

dams

Island.

THE TELEGRAPH.

a company that

in

Niagara Falls.

Although Justice Field, of the Supreme court, has decided against the Suburban Light & Power company in its

city,

will

upon their work at the close of the college year.
PL H. Westinghouse, general manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake company, and a former Cornell student,
informs Dr. Thurston that a complete set of machinery,
consisting of air pump, pump governor, and attachments,

ganized with a capital of §200,000.

with the

company; and

enter

foot.

continues to

—

accepted positions

&

sets of

Meeker

Villard-Meeker dam scheme
edly will be local manufacturers can then be supplied
with power at a price equivalent to the ^2 per ton now paid
by the Eastern manufacturers for coal. It is not the citizens of St. Paul and Minneapolis alone that are Hkely to
be benefited by Villard's great scheme when consummated.
The demand which will be created for iron and steel in the
equipment of steel railroads, the making of electric motors
and the machinery required for the immense number of
factories to be secured, will materially aid the settlement
of Northern Minnesota.
The iron ore in the counties of
St. Louis, Lake, Cass and Itaska is almost inexhaustible,"

Five of the senior mechanical engineers and two of the
senior electrical engineers have already

Three

miles below

plants which are as nearly alike as possible at the beginning

to take part.

E.

scheme.

professor of physics at Cornell.

$1,000,000, in $10 shares.

is

ing around the table at Young's Hotel next

is

The

on the Boston Stock exchange yesterday.

on account of lack of accommodations in the physical lecture room, which is generally used for such purposes.
He
spoke on "Radiometry," a subject of especial interest, and
one which has been investigated mainly by Prof. Bell.

propoies to

one of the greatest practical importance."

is

listed

The

indus-

its

16s

C. A. Daigh, who has been for some time associate manager of the Northwest Electric Construction company,
has taken a position with the Westinghouse Electric company.

The phenomenal success which has attended the introduction of the Burnley battery is the best evidence of the
merits of the article.
J. H. Bunnell & Co., New York,
who introduced it to the American trade, announce that
they have been far more successful than they anticipated.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

The Electrical Construction company of Chicago has just
finished installing a plant of 700 lights at the Madison
opera house, and a 200 number return call and fire alarm
annunciator at the Julian house, Dubuque, la.
The same
company is overhauling the electrical equipment of Clem
Studebaker's house at South Bend, Ind.

The

question of electric railways is attracting considerable attention in Buffalo, and the relative merits of the
overhead and storage battery systems have been earnestly
discussed in that city.
valuable paper on the Sprague
system was read before the Buffalo Electrical society last

A

week by E. E. Higgins.

An

The multiplicity of overhead electric wirts in large cities
has made it necessary for electric lighting and power companies to provide safety devices against the possibility of

interesting application of electricity to the dairy in-

dustry has been made in Italy.
The Count of Assata,
whose buildings are fitted up with electric light, has installed a 12 horse-power motor in his dairy. This machine
drives a Danish separator and a Danish churn of considerable size, at the rate of 120 to 160 revolutions per minute,
the butter being brought in from 30 to 35 minutes.
pump is also worked in the dairy, and various other operations are conducted by electricity.

accidents which might endanger life and property.
One
of the latest devices placed on the market is the improved
form of Young's safety cut-out. The instrument operates
automatically, and when placed in circuit renders the wire
harmless, it is claimed, should a break occur. The Knapp
Electrical works, of Chicago, are putting the deWce upon
the market in the West.

A

The Tacoma, Wash., Sunday Times speaks of the
newly constructed electric street railway in that city in the
following complimentary strain: "There is probably not
an electric street car system in America where the difficulties to be overcome in the way of street grades and curves
with short radii are so numerous as in this city, or where
the extremes between no load and full load on the circuits
fluctuate so rapidly.
But these conditions have been fully
met by the construction company, and Tacoma can pride
herself on one of the best electric street car systems in the

Mr. Whittingham, the inventor of the automatic switch
for electric motors, says he is meeting with splendid success, and that in every instance the switch has given perBoston man reports that by the use of
fect satisfaction.
this switch he saved enough in electric current to more
than pay for the switch in two months by actual rebate
from an Edison local company which furnishes the current.
Motor company have
The Sprague Electric Railway
adopted this switch for motors, having made a contract for
The Chilian government is about to adopt this
the same.
switch in all government plants.

A

&

country."

Henry Villard is organizing a big
in New York for the purpose of erecting an
manufacturing house at Meeker Island, near
Minneapolis. It is proposed to manufacture electric moIt is reported that

stock

company

electrical

tors for street cars,

and also

to

operate

all

kinds of ma-

Other electrical devices will be manufactured.
A Minneapolis correspondent writes: "The erection of
these works is the outcome of the Villard-Meeker dam
chinery.

|

Shay, Stephens & Co. of Chicago have just brought out
a new style of insulated holder which they call No. 35
glass knob.
It is designed to take the place of the porcelain knobs now so largely in use in all kinds of electric
light construction, and as it is a perfect insulator sold at a
price only slightly above that of porcelain, it is certain to
Although this specialty has been
receive a very large sale.
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sale but a few days the firm has already made a sale of
100,000 to one supply house alone. The firm also reports

on

large sales of their ditTerenl styles of insulators and a greatly increased demand for all kinds of glass goods manu-

factured by them.
Detroit. Mich., Electrical company has increased
stock to :|::5o,ooo and absorbed the National
Traction company. Many improvements are contemplated
and additional room will be secured to accommodate the

The

its capital

growing demands of the business.

The

of the
president;

officers

Hugh McMillan,
consolidated company are:
W. A. Jackson, vice-president; W. H. Wells, secretar)',
and John G. Kuniney, treasurer and manager. These officers and I-evi Barbour, Cornelius Corbett, C. E. Warner.
Frank E. Snow and Fremont Woodruff, comprise the board
of directors.
The company is now equipping an electric
street railway at Sagina*. and making experiments with a
view to supplying motors for the cars of the Detroit
Railway company.

C ity

E. Baggot of Chicago has found it necessary on account
of his growing business to remove his headquarters from
Fifth avenue and Madison street to 169 and 171 Adams
street, where he has ample room for displaying his large
and well-selected stock of electroliers, combination electric
and gas fi.xlures. incandescent shades and globes of ever>'
description.
Special designs are furnished when desired,
The
in fact, a specialty is made of elaborate fixtures.
business of this house, which was established in 1S61, has
grown steadily and since the introduction of electric lightMr.
ing the addition of a new depnrtment was necessary.
Baggot realized the importance of this branch and gave it
of
best
departattention,
and
to-day
it
is
one
the
special
ments in his business. A full line of his specialties is also
carried at his branch store, 2134 Michigan avenue.

According

to the

X<rws Btmait, of Boston,

the

forth-

coming report of the Thomson-flouston Electric company
will show net earnings for the year of above $2,000,000.
Half of this will be paid in dividends and the remainder
The same authority says:
The comheld as a surplus.
pany at present is earning about ^15 per share upon its

common stock, or at the rate of 60 per cent., the par value
The authoof the shares now selling at $5 1. being $25.
rized common capital of the company is pio 000,000, of
which :|lj, 500,000 have been issued, and ^5.500,000 are
company. The authorized
still in the treasury of the
amount of the preferred stock is $5,000,000, of which $r,000,000 was issued in July of last year. Recently $3 ooo,000 were placed at the disposal of the directors by vote of
portion of thi^ stock has just been
the stockholders.
While it
offered to the stockholders at ^25.25 (par $25).
was not expected that subscriptions for more than $1,000,000 would be received, at the time the subscription closed
The prothey were considerably in excess of $1,500,000.
ceeds of the remaining $1,500,000 will not be required unplacing
year.
Negotiations
for
this
at a
til later in the
The annual
considerably higher price are in progress.
business of the Thomion-Houston company is now in exThe net income per month amounts
cess of $10,000,000.
to $250,000, besides which there accumulates about $50,000 p2r month of undivided profits from this company's
ownership in other companies. The company employs 2,50D hands at its factory in Lynn, and a force of 150 at its
Boston office. The Lynn pay-roll amounts to $'7,000 per

A

week.

Rudolph Eickemeyer, Vonk-

Electro Magnet.

4:2,512.

N. V.

ers.

The

first

a chambered shell composed of magnetic metal affording interior pole-faces,
an exciting-helix within said shell for developing opposite polarity at said faces and a vibrative armature
located between said faces and completing a magnetic
circuit which traverses the wall of said shell from
one end to the other, and thence internally through the
armature to the opposite end of said shell."
of

Automatic Circuit-Breaker.
poldt. Providence, R. I.

422,524.

422.533. Secondary Battery Plate.
Brooklyn, N. V.

Marion C, Hap-

William P. Kookogey,

The

invention consists of a pocket or envelope of
sheet- lead perforated to allow of circulation, having its
edges closed by folding the edges of one side or sheet
of the plate, over the edges of the other side or sheet,
and containing active material or material to become
active.

Jacob H. Linville, Philadel-

Galvanic Battery.

422.534.

phia, Pa.

Compound

422,550.
Elihu

Insulating Layer for Electric Coils.

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

terposed compound layer of insulating material comprising a layer or base of a fibrous insulating material,
and an external layer of a hard non-porous material
fastened upon the first.
"5.
compound layer of insulating material consisting of a base of asbestos, a protective and fastening cover of a stronger material, a supsrposed layer
of mica, and an external protective insulating-cover
over the mica."

A

Henry E. Walter, Schenectady,

Electric Motor.

N. Y.

The invention relates to electro-dynamic motors
which are arranged to be controlled from a distant
point, as from a central generating station, and the object is to provide simple and effective means for startsuch motors, so that the current shall not pass
through the armature coils until the field magnet is
charged, whereby injury to the armature or excessive
sparking f>'om the passage of current when the field is
This is accomplished by
not energized is avoided.
making use of a switch for the armature circuit
whose operation is controlled by a magnet energized by the current,
such switch being constructed or provided with means for retarding its
movement, so that it will not act to close the armature
circuit until the field magnet is sufficiently charged.
ing

It is

make use

preferred to

magnet

of the attraction of the
itself for operating the switch.

The single magnets, or those which it is desired to
have always in circuit are provided with a body of
non-magnetic conducting material which will absorb
the inductive force of the magnets and prevent wholly

Armature.

Supporting Frame for Electric Railway Motors.
Edward D. Priest, Lynn, Mass.
George C. Pyle, Indianapolis, Ind.
422.446. Arc Lamp.
The invention, while it relates to electric arc lamps

Menlo Park, N.

The

Walter F, Smith,

New

for Storage Battery Plates.
York, N. V.

Secondary Battery.
422.504.
adelphia, Pa.
Secondary Battery.
422.505.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dynamo

Electric

New

Stanley C. C. Currie, Phil-

Edison,

last

J,

York, N. V.

Stanley

C.

C.

Machine.

Rudolph

Nolan, Chicago,

for the Blind.

Edward

III.

Incandescent Lamp Socket. Frederick C. Rockwell, Hartford, Conn.

Currie,

Eicke-

in\ention relates to multipolar dynamo-electric

Armature for Electric Machines.
John C
Wray, Peoria, III.
Switch.
422,705.
Adolph Berrenberg, Somerville, and
Jacob Umbehend, Cambridge, Mass.
422,722.
Automatic Telephone Call.
lienry L. Carpenter, Minneapolis, Minn.
Claim 1 is as follows: "In a telephone-call, the
422, 6Sr.

combination, with a switch-board having a series of
openings and a series of circuit wires, of a hollow plug
adapted to connect any one of said wires with the main
circuit-wire and containing separable circuit-terminals,
a plug adapted to be inserted in said hollow plug and
disconnect said terminals, and a constantly-running
mechanism provided with circuit-closers arranged to
close the circuits through the wires of the switchboard.''

Method of Electric Welding.
Detroit, Mich.

422,732.
Falls,

Electric Railway.
Sidney H. Short, Cleveland,
422,645.
Ohio.
The invention relates to an improvement in electric
railways, the objfct being to provide means for automatically switching out of operation a section of the
conductors which might be accidentally or maliciously short circuited, and thus insure the operation of the
remaining portion of the road.

Magnetic Separator.
N. Y.

Charies L. Coftin,

Gurdon Conkling, Glens

Electrical Induction Apparatus or Transformer.
Michael von Dolivo-Dobrowolsky, Berlin. Germany.
The invention may be described as follows
A
plurality of pairs of coils, each pair consisting of a
primary and a secondarj'coil, are placed upon as many
cores of iron, forming three or more closed or nearly
closed magnetic systems, and preferably arranged in a
circle, and the primary coils are connected to a dynamoelectric machine which produces a number of alternating currents whose phases aie shifted in respect to
each other by a fraction of a phase, so that the maximum impulsions acting in the individual coils succeed
each other, and which currents on leaving the dynamo
unite to form a single current or groups of currents.
422,755. Electromotor Engine. Sebastian Z. de Ferranti,
Hampstead, County of Middlesex, England.
Telephone Switch System. Claude C. Gould,
422,765.
Batavia, N. Y.

422,746.

:

The object of the invention is to provide a simple
switch system whereby connections between the subscribers can be made.
Electro Magnetic Annunciator.
Hamilton. Philadelphia, Pa.

422,773.

Cornelius

Low Water Alarm for Steam Boilers.
422,803.
E. Kildoyle, Yokohama, Japan.
Pulsating Electric Generator.
Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

422,855.

J.

Edward

Charles J.

Van

The invention is embodied in a dynamo electric
machine having an armature of any desired type and
having a commutator for straightening the currents
therein, stationary commutator
brushes upon the
normal line of commutation and in electric connection
with the exterior working circuit, and an additional
traveling commutator brush or brushes in circuit with
the return terminal or terminals of the working circuit
and arranged to be moved around the commutator
with a degree of rapidity corresponding to the number
of current waves required to be delivered to the working circuit, which may vary from several hundred per
minute down to zero.
The

fourth and last claims are
An electric generator having a sectional armand commutator, and a set of stationary
brushes therefor, and an additional brush or brushes
constantly moving upon said commutator to raise
and lower the potential in the working-circuits of the
:

"4.
ature

machine.
"19.
The combination, with a source of pulsating
or rising and falling currents of relatively high potenof an electro-magnetic reciprocating engine having a motor coil or coils, and a magnetic piston
moved within the coil or colls in synchronism with the
rise and fall of energy therein, and tension-reducing
devices in circuit with the said motor-coils and the

tial,

supply circuit."
422-856.

Charles J.

Van De-

Pulsating System.

Charles

Pulsatory-Current Motor.

Lynn, Mass.

poele,

Alternate-Current

422.857.
J.

Type Writing Machine

422,634.

machines and consists in the combination of a shell or
casing having four or more interior pole-faces and
longitudinal recesses alternating with said faces, an
armature within said shell, and exciting coils or helices
occupying said recesses, developing alternate polariy
at said faces, directly polarizing the armature, and developing opposite each of said pole-faces an opposite
polarity in the armature, and having ends which overlie and magnetize segmental portions of the ends of
said armature.

A.

Reflector for Incandescent Lamps. Frank IIolman, Brooklyn, N. V.
Printing Telegraph Receiver. Henry Mahnken,
422,604.

422,614.

meyer, Vonkers, X. V.

The

Thomas

422,592.

Chas.

The invention consists in a supporting frame for a
battery plate or element, provided with a receptacle
having vertically-inclined walls lined with a conducting material, and said receptacle adapted to receive
and firmly hold the plate or element.
422,511.

Repeater.

J.

battery from either line independent of differences in
resistance of such lines, and normally-closed keys for
operating such switch."

A

Treatment

Edison,

claim is given:
"16.
In a telephone repeater, the combination,
with repeating-instruments, of a centrally-located
switching battery, a two-part switch operated by such

lights.

Sorley,

Telephone

422,579

One

422.457.

A.

object of the invention is to provide simple and
means whereby electric telephone undulations
be relayed from either of two line circuits to the
other without the use of switches for changing the
line and local circuits in the relay apparatus, and with
the result of clear and loud articulation in the receivers of the connected lines.

generally, is particularly designed for use in connection with those employed with locomotive electric

of the two claims are given;
"2.
compound filament or pencil for an electric
lamp or light having a dried core of fibrous material
saturated with zirconium, and a moulded carbonized
material thereon.

Thomas

Repeater.
J.

may

422.445.

Lamps.

consists in an electro-magnet having
a circular core and terminal poles which are one above
the other, and a flat and tapering armature which is
counterbalanced and mounted upon a non-magnetic
pivoted arm and is adapted to swing horizontally between said poles, in combination with a retractile
spring, a pointer, and a graduated scale.

efficient

N. V.

Carbon for Electric
Philadelphia, Pa.

the

The

Charles D. Jenney, Indianapolis.

Automatic Switch for Regulating the Power of
George B. Pennock, Brooklyn.
Electric Batteries.

head

Telephone

Menlo Park, N.

4, i8go.

422,435.

422.456,

upon

speaking currents.
422,578.

422,419.

field

Apparatus for Speaking Telephones.
Thomas
4-2,577.
A. Edison, Menio Park, N. J. and Ezra T. Gilliland,
Boston, Mass.

or to a practical extent the injurious effects

March
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Galvanometer. John Waring, Manchester, Conn.

422,672.

422,730.

Claims one and live follow:
"i.
'I'he combination, with electric coils and the
core or support upon which they are wound, of an in-

422,556.

15,

The invention

claim reads:

The combination

"I.

Electrical Patents.
Issued

March

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Converting Continuous into Pulsating Electric
422.858.
Currents.
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
422.859.

Pulsating-Current System.

422.860.

Charles J.

Van De-

Lynn, Mass.

poele,

Multiple-Current Pulsating-Generator.

Charles

'

Claim two follows:

"The combination, with a dynamo electric machine
and a feeding conductor connected therewith, of a
sectional trolley-line, conductors connecting the
trolley line, a
line located adjacent to the trolley line, and
fuses included in the conductors between the
and trolley line sections."

and the insulated sections of the

422,651.

Insulator.

422,654.

Electric

feeder

guard
safety
feeder

George E. Stanley. Whitman, Mass..

Time Alarm and Annunciator. Nathan

H. Suren, Fort Worth, Texas.

J.

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

Regulating Electric Motors.
422.862.
burn, Cleveland, Ohio.

George A. Wash-

The first claim is appended:
'*In an electric motor, a field-magnet constructed to
operate with an armature having the form of a
frustrum of a cone and an armature movable longitudinally in the field, in combination with a governor
controlling the position of the armature, and an adjustable stop to limit the longitudinal movement of the
armature, substantially as set forth."
Armature for Dynamos,
422.863.
burn, Cleveland, Ohio.
422,885,

Inductorium.

etc.

Adrian H.

George A. WashHoyt,

Manchester,

N. H.
Manufacture of Carbons for Electric Lamps.
Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia, Fa.

422,895.

.
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Eugene

F..

W. H. Sawyer,

Phillips, Pteaident.

seo'y and Electrician.

AMEHICAU ELECTEICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

S.A.IjE3.— One

3F'0''=«
lamps.

One 16 H.-P.

Make

oiler, will

Ten-light Spcrry 'dynamo.
Eight Sperry
engine, upright.

One 14 H.-P. high speed

boiler.

be sold cheap.

W. M. TAIiCOTT. S^O-SSS

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

FOR'SALE-CHEAP.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

One

35-H. p. Russell Self-Oon tamed Aatomatic
Eofflne, with one standard 40-11. P. Boiler,
Pump, Heater, Piplnp, Stack, Fixtures, complete; need only one year, by the Missouri
Valley Elec ric Li^ht iC- Power Co , to whom
we gladly refer. For sale at a great bargaiu

Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

FARADAY CABLES.

Ijincoln .Vve_ Ghlcaso.

FOR SALE.

I.

100

NEW

BERNSTEIN LAMPS,

20 Candle.

Aleo one 12x18 Lsneing Automatic Bngine, complete. One Standard 50 H P. Return Tubular
Boiler; Front, Staci, Fixturee, all complete;
in perfect workine; order; has run but 18
moathe; practically as good as new. Will be

6K Ampeees.

O'DOSTNEliL,, Sheldon, Iowa.

J. C.

.

New York

Office. (8 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBIHAR, Acent.
'

ADDRESS

Eugene

John Cakkoll,

F. Phillips, President.

Wanted— Position
By an

sold at a great sacrifice.

experienced traveling saleaman of
Can give Ijest of

electric light apparalua.

Sec'y. Treasurer.

references.

Address

SIOUX CITY ENGINE WORKS,

EUGENE

F.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
(LiniTBD.)

THE

'yi^t.ry^ ^St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— HANTJPACTDREES

OP

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Ofl&ee

CO.,

tt

Lamp
Novelties

PreclsloD and Constancy, Quality and Ti^'.ih, the
Beat in the World.

upon

Catalogue of Standard Test Inetroments
furniehed upon application.

Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAIMPS.

THE

FARADAY CABLES.
cc

hicBso, 111.

of Lamps and

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,

Rubber

and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

GREELEY

(

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 and 7 DEY ST.. >EW YORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular

—

Wire,

E. S.

IVestern Eleelriciai*,

99

IDZSAI. ZSNGINIS.
Self Oiling.

Insulation Guaranteed

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfeclian.

SEND
L.
In a letter from the IN8PKCTOK of the Boston Fire Underwriter^' C^toii) under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable WirP in Every Respect."
he says :
The rubber used In Insulating onr wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and tcill not deteriorate, oxidize or cract, and will reipa'ln flexible (n extreme cold weather
and Dot affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clarts Patent Compound, vhieh is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, flre proof.
Onr insulation will prove durable lohen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of aU
Baugea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights fropi slocK. Cables mad«
u) order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

,

61 and 63 Hampshire

HSNRV

*.

CLARK.

-

Oeneral Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HBBBEKT H. EUSTIS.

IDS & SON, Hannfactareis

»F8[VUPIEL,D.

"A

^9, 1836,

P-OK CAT.VLOGUE.

Cbicago
St.

Office:

II.L.

121 La Salle Street.

313

Louis Office:

Olive Street

Standard Electrical Test Instruments.
Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

BlecWclan

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

light Doable

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Electro-dynamometers,
Queen's New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes
Queen's New Portable Combinatian Testing Set.

Cardew Voltmeters.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Complete Outfits

Dynams

Belts are always made from centers of -whole
hides extra stretched.
f

W. H. SALISBURY *

CO., Cblcaeo,

for Insulation Testing.

Special attention

paid to recaliorating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

111.

A. H. G\RD1>'B;e CO., Milwaukee, Wla.

I
'

V7-ESXEISW

.^a-JBN'Ti

TODD & STANLEY CO., Sf. Loaia, Mo.
BNOLISH, MOBSE & CO., Kanf as City, Mo.
Main Uoaae, lodiaDapolls.
E. C. ATKINS & CO., Brancll House, Memphla, Tenn.
(

.{

Chattanooga, Tcnn,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Ch'cago,

CO., cbesu

Electric Light, Telephone,

Fox* jSLerlal,
MASK.

&

St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

INSULATED WIRES AND GABLES,

vLOW/;.
_TaADE

QUEEN

Siilaaaiax-lzie,

and Telegraph,

a,xx<3L TTsidex-si^O'u.zi.ca.

T~se.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - - 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.

Boston,

1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ILECTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AujoMAiic. E lectric MflioRs
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Megulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

of

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
BRANCH OFFICES:

The

New

YORK, S3 Church St.:

KANSAS

BOSTON, 111 Arch

CITY, Hlalto BulUIng:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

PHILADELPHU, SOB Commerci
ORLEANS, 108 Carondelet St,

St.:

NEW

CO.,

-

St.:

Windsor, Conn,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABLISIIBD IN 1861.
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Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

^'^'^y^jtX^r'^-^-k^

^^«^

IN

ail

1890

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

15

in

Steam

Cataloi^ue ou .ipplication.

Boilers.

SmWELL&BIERGEMF&.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD EliSCTHIC
FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,
80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ON ARC CIRCUITS.

MadisoD Street and Fiftb AYenne,

CHICAGO.
-BRANCH STORE-

NOYEs Bros.,
MASCFACTl'RKKS OF

Electric Light

and Combination

MICA

Fixtures.

f-jr

218 'Water

FRANK

ILL.

T.

St.,

New

SENIOR

K E M HEIMER'S
FEED LUBRICATORS

SIGHT

AND

CO..

IND^X SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL GUPS

Vork,

BROWN,

Are superior

to
all
others.
Especially
adapted for Electric Light Machinery, also
Heavy Regrinding Glohe Valves, Oate Valves,
Pop Safety Valvee, Etc. All goods etrictly
first-c!a-e, and giiaranteedin every particular.
Write for catalogue and prices.

Late

PATENT OFFICE,---

0. S.

CO.,

cisrciiorATi, ohio.

I.n N

EXAMIKER ELECTRICITY,

PRIKCIPAL

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
Send

T|

|~gil

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &

a specialty of f iirniehing tbe trade with
Electric Brackets. a.leu Elect-olieis, Portables,
runibioat no Br&ck^tB, and Small Fixtates of all
klOLB.
Beln^ manuficiurer?, we can give lowest prl'ee.

& 87 PIFTH AVE, OHIOAGO,

THE LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

For Electrical Purposes.

We make

85

White for Information.

2134 Michigan Avenue,
AIX SIZES
AND

(lescripttve mitter with net pricaa.

Bntterworth, Hall, Brown & Sinitli,
Patent Attorneys,
26-26 HONORE BUILDING,
CHICAGO.
Two cnmr lete seta of U. S. Electrical Patents.

174
^AAIN

WILLIAM S.BATES,

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

PATENT LAWYER,

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE OVnjY COMPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELEOTRICAI, PATENTS IN CHICAGO.

flTtHBUKC

2o4
7

1001-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPATENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS-

SPEAKIE TUBES

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

Oral, Electric,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
X.I1TE .^Xj-vr.&.-zs iiT stock:.

e-ctijIj

/:/v(ACrt1NES
^

Fo}%

Aa<:AH;)|^(CANJ)E5cE^4TfU«J'f\lC

UGK-riNG.,

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

Factory, 1461 and 1463

^UCTRO-PLATIN&.ANJ)

13^ Send

for

Nbw

Catalocuh, out August

St.

CO.,

New

York.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Isl.

fOREXpeRlMENrALUSE. AU^O M0T0R5.

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

Dynamo

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

THE BEST

Electrical Expert;,
MACHINER Y.

MANUFACTURED DT

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A New

Large Dyoamoa and Motors for Special Work
boiit to Order. Coal Mining Ilaulage

^ellll

THE WM. POWELL

lUeasurlDK IflHtrnnicnt.
fur

NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

Circular and Prlco LiEt.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
FOR THK
Westero

Oilers,

THE MARKET.

aigbt Chamber is (lited with square window
panes, nhlcb are secured by bras-^o il plates, iind
can be removed fur tnsp»-ctl<iu, cleaning i,r repairs
atany lime, witho'itsti Piling tbo ull feed, while
tbe machine Is tunning.

DESIGNER AND MANUFACTURER.

Special and Experimental

IN

91 Griswold

St.,

Telephones and
Elgll Telpphone and

SI. GO.

ELGIN,

Electrical

Electrical

ILL.,

Both

Sup-

topplyCo.t

YOU WILL OBLIGE

^

V'

'^^'^

'

-^

^^

Publisher

WESTERN

by

ELEC-

writing to advertisers

'

'

-

DVHA/VvO R^FAIHIHgSc JOBBING'

^- Jones bRosl^ECTniccG'T%

the

TRICIAN when

U.S. A.

and

Advertiser

'"entloning

.EPAIRED# REWOUND ^®

^Ko^^

O.

Please s^nd tor Prices and Discounts.

Every Description.

plies of

ElectriciaB

CINCINNATI,

CO..
DETROIT. MICH.

-

CO.,

PLUM STREET,

cincihnati, ohio.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO WATER
on account of

and

'IVHEEr.

remarkably

its

CEE^E-

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use,

motion, bisrh Speed
larg-e Capacity, for its dtameter,
!>iteady

s:reat Efficiency, and
<louble the PoAver of most

wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest p^r cent, ot use-

being

number
ical

ful effect

s;uaraitt.eed.

SEX1>

FOB CATALOtitlE AXD PARTICrL,ARS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

is

recommended, as no gea,~ are

highlv

required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume. Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
ii

VICTOR

XtRBI^ES

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

DAYTON, OHIO.

CO.,

BOOTH
HiLYDEKS,
&
WATERB1TBT,

HOLIklES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

BIAiniFACTIIBEBS OF

BARZ:

AND INSUIiATZSD ITITIRXS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent Lighting- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT K,
For

Electric

Light,

K/' LINE

Electric Railways,

WIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

MAKERS

NEW

YORK.

HIGH -GRADE

iPM^Mo;
BELDINO MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
CFFICE 144 Adams

street,

FACTORY 128-130

The

Rookeri|,

So. Clinton

.

.

.

Of

CHICAGO, ILL, U.

S. A.

Street, I

MAITOPACTUHEKS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

J

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATURE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

All Parts Interchang'eable
CorresDondence Solicited.

-

Even

Agents Wanted

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING.

to

Commutator.

in all the PrinciT3al Tities.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARDON COMPANY,
of
-a

JMCaxi.'ufa.ot'u.x'ersi

iB-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
GRE«T
GOu nNDu HA" THE
u
TELEPHONE

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

ONLY

PARIS

BATTERY FOR GAS UGHTING,
Etc.. Etc
IT IS UNEQUALEO.

" A

FOR

,

GOLD MEDAL
;.

TRADE

J

'"

PATENTS.
I

NQV.I6.I88O. M'ff^

JAN.
AUG.

I

II

-'8+.

JAlJl-'i'

--'as.

AU6>

MCH.Z7-86.

EXPOSITION,

/^F"-"*:

UUnUA

BATTERIES.

1889.

ISA 11 HA The Standard

5

;gondMARK

ELECTRIC

of the

Batteries

World.

AXO

are also the eole maanEar:tarers of The Gonda Porons Cap Battery, which Je. alone the Gennine Leclanche. and Is
praatly snperior to the so-called Disqae Leclanche Uatteriea, with which the market is flooded.
Keject every cup unless etamped with the
trade mark "GONDA."

This

CompaDy

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO.,

149 W. 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

" THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE

Xn

TYPE.
BELLS.

Etc.. IT

IS

UNRIVALED

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

M.irch

rq.

iSo"

For Central Station Idghting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

POMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
WM-

CO.,

o:^oi'ciorrix.x..

Tli'KNKK.

8.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

rOMPl.KTE B^UlPaiEKT OF KLKCTRIC RAIliWAYN.
Steam Plants

lor E'.-ctrIc Light

UthIiciin

Edison Lamps,

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

'

nnd EMtlmnteH Submitted.

V-a C7ortl«,»a.cit Sltx*eet, ^Tox^cr

Tr<i>rlx.-

427

St., St.

to

'.iff

candle pow^r; 2'4 to

10 volte.

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

ENCINEERIIMC CO.
707 and 709 Market

4

THESE LAMPS

Louis.

can be used in surlei
on dynamo circuils
for all kinds of dcc-

'-The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

City.

and

oratlODS

319 Ramge

Building,

Omaha.

dis-

plays.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

OF LOW VOLT

Erected Ready for Service.
SPRCIAIiTIEB :-The AnDington & Slme EoKine, Steel Boilers,
ard

RocUoe and

Sheffield Grates,

UMPS.

Ireson Link Belt, Stand-

Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOB

I/A.TE8T CATAIjOGIIES.

EDISON

LAMP

HARRISON,

CO.,

N.

J.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The neceeelty of meaenriof^ the Electric Current by a correct and reliable meter has long been felt, and various InatrnmentB have been put on the market and in actual nee, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be Inefficient and unreliable. The Electric Current Connter, Invented by ProfesBor H. Ardn, ie undoubtedly the oest and most reliable meter for ihe purpose. They
Hnlske: If iialoipul Klertiric Iil«hC Works, of
have been adopted by manye'eciric li<'ht companies in Europe, among which are Edison Company, of Berlin; Niemens
Berlin ; and nra excloMively used in almost all prioclpal cittee of Europe. They were awarded the *io\d Ue<la1at the .Melb)urne I'^KUIhii.ioD, iHSft and have recently been
award.^d ihn flrMt DPize by the tlaolcipaHty of Pari"*. France, In competition with different other Counters. American Companies who h-ive trUd and nee tiie Aron Counter
-peak very hi^'hlv of them. The opInJooB of eome of them are printed below. XtteAron Electric Current Counters are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
R very counter measures correctly tbeamonut of current consumed, from a fraction of an amoere
rurrHnta. in ei/^s'from 15 amoeree up to any numbar of amperea.
to itM fnl< rapBclty. Thev are now in nee by European central BtatlonB meaeurlng over BeTenty Blllllon Watts. Theamountof current consumed may be ascertained at a glance,
Uie index being conetraoted on the same principle as the (raa meter diils.

&

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
Dover, N. H.

We
doubt

have leoted the Aron Connter, and have no reason to
ita reliability.

H. W. BonnErr.
TresB. Dover Electiic Light Co.

MANCnB-''TEH, N. H.
We find that the Arnn ConnterB regiBter ae accurately as is
necessary for the puipoee to which such meteis wriuid be appU. d. We have pert-ctly satl- lied ourselvKs of tlulr adaptritiUlty.
Piof. \Vm. 11. Anthonv.
Mather Electric Light Co.

San Francisco, Cal.
the bpst Instrument we have ever seea.
have thoroughly tested ihe Counter for alternating cur-

The Aron Connter works very

The Aron Counter is

We

rent,

THOMrON-IIOUSTON Co.

and are satisfied that it will work correctly.
Geo. II. Rob. Sec"y San Francisco Electr.c Light Co.

New York, July 22, I8S!t.
have In uae at the School of Mines, Columbia College, one
of Professor Aron's Coulomb Counters for three-wire system,
and find that it Is very sensitive to small as well as lar^e currents, and from observations made I And it correct in every
I

Brooklvn, N. Y.
We have four Aron Counters in use for some m juths, daring which time no trouble has been eigerien ed In regard to
care of Bime snd sa'iBfactory readings havj been obtainsd,
C. J. Field, (ien. Man. Edison Illuminating Co.

particular.

L.

IMPORTAT*IT.— Owing
figure

A.

wblch

Ltnk, Mass.
satlpfactorllv.

to the incransed demand for the Aron Counters in Europe, the cost of m'tnufacture has be^n considerably reduced,
will *?n4bie any company to employ tiem In preferdoce to any other metdr.
For {irices and particulars, a'^dress

and

I

am now

II.

Landy, Ph. D.

in a po3ltlon to off9r

them

at a

:

BARTHMANN,

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AMI> CUT-OFF COITPJLIN«S.
CEC.a.13

^ CTEiaiSXICS

:

Vfae-tlke grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction sutf- ces p'euent undue wear.
DIsengaaement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good record, running through five yea' s.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

The Empire City Eeectric Company,
15 Dey Street, New York.
MANUF.\CTURERS OF AND IJEALEUS IN

Nend for 1889

Cataloffue.

ECLIPSE WI:NDEN«IXE CO.,

Beloit, ^^is.

---—"- -WKSTKKN AliKKT
KLKCTRICAIi DEPARTDIBSIT
MKW IIAVBN CLOCK CO
DYKAMOtl AXD IIIOTOB8.

VESTBRIS-AeEXT'
I. W. COI-BURSC8

«

-^^oi'' i;vi;uv I)f:scuipti()N\^~

SENO FOR CATALOGUE &• QUOTATIONS.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC
G. A.

MANAGER

3I5--321

KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WEtiTEKN AGENT >'OK

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
An<l ^VcHtorn AgontM

Perkins Incandescent

ALFRED

AND

56

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL

MOORE'S
IS2I1.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

Lamp Company,
Kltctric

54

F.
ihXrAULISllKI)

Liglit,

Annuuc-iator anil Olliie Wires.
Inciindescuiit nnd Buttery CorilS;
every kind of Wire known ro the Klirtrieal Trade,

fiict.

i"
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"G.

£ C:

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

402 ^ 404 GREENWICH STREET,
ALL STANDARD

SIZES

-^-

I

Chicago

' "s.

4-0 TT

P

'^

,

'^^^^^^^mBj^^^g^^^

^-.^^^.^^a^KHH^^BHiM

16S Walnut

How

in

Uss

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowera, coffee MUIs, Polishing and Grinding

Office, Phcenix Building.

Cincinnati Office,

6.000

x
united states,
fag^
Runniog
Sewing Machines, Elevators,
,^i^ .^B^^^^^BBBa^BBlSy

s'-b.o:lil

H P TO

iQYsr

^^wH

ELECTRIC MOTORS
1.R

NEW YORK.

New

Street.

England

Office.

148 High

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street, Cor. Oliver, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iis^ite:id.

NEIAT irORK.

STREET CARS

nLii

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

*

CO., '^^'^Ifrnl;? ^-^^'f

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

^'lEJSL^

CO.,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

Street,

and

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric Power Plants.
Electrical Supplies of

all

Kinds.

]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND-

bottom Pnces.

QuIcK Shipments.

!

THE LEONARD & IZARD

GO.,

CT^IO-A-O-O.
(CASK

I!ir8TAI.I,A.TIOirs

DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indi-

and Kansas ("Central States

District") should be addressed to

Riaito Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEAV YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

manufactured under
Also
Patent)
electrical
purposes,
(Kiel's
for
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
Tubing
SJieet,
Tubino-, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market.

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Improved Primary Batteries
ELECTRICAL BOOKS
DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC
OF ALL KINDS.

For Sale by

FOB

LIGHTING,
-AHD FORScientific

NEW CATAIiOQUE
H.

for

New and Complete

Catalogue.

and Other Purposes.

JUST OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JAMES

Send

MASON,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

manufacturing electrician,

120 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO., "'»»H«*"'

March

15,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Oar Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MASK.

TRADE MARIG

AGENTS.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

Prom ANY Mannfacturer or
State that

WANT

you

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

Standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD IN SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"VSTestem Siipply- Ho-use,

Automatic

ELECTRICAL ENGINE EBS
AND JOBBERS.

OMAHA.

"Write for SampIeSf Prices

and Data.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switcli Co..
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE.

R. T.

WHITE,

la Pearl St.,

IMD.

BOSTON, MASS.

Room G,

Manufacturing FacUitlea Unlimited.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
PatentedJan.

No.

28lh, 1890.

BEST BIATERIAI,.

liO^TEST PRICES.

CORKESFONDEHOE

^THOMAS
DIASy CHAIB.

Ofl&ce,

420,183.

ASHBURNER,

SOI.ICITED.

Western A^'t, Kansas

City,

Ko.

54 AND 58 FRANKLIN

ST.

Large or small orders promptly

filled.
Sample Chair and Section of
Bail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Purchasers.

PARTRICK

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,"
F. A. SONI, Editor and Publisher.
The "REVISTA TELEGBAFICA DE MEXICO" is the ooly electrical paper

published in Mexico
circulation all over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
ucequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring* Uexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica deMexico." Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
Address:
£•. .A..

&

CARTER'S

NEW COVERED CELL

and has a wide
it is

DlsijuB LBDlancIiB Batteries.

SOIffX.

P.O. Box3l, orCalledelRefugioNo.lB. entresuelo.

CITY OF MEXICO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

DISP LeCUNCHE

CO.

BATFEBY.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

LeCLANCHE

DISQUE

Best Open Circuit Battery Made.
(tS^SpecIal Prices to the Trade and to those using Large Quantities.
l^"Send for Battery Circular glWng Prices and Testimonials.

BATTERY,
And

Guaiantee

LEAD TOP CONNECTION.

CLAMP CONNECTION.

llg"Inclose business card for Catalogue and Discount Sheet.

it

FRANKLIN

S.

CHARLES

CARTER,

M. WILKINS,

E.

WARD

WILKIN'S,

TRADING AS

IN

PARTRICK

THE MARKET.

ti

CARTER,

StANDTACTCTRERS AND DEALERS IS

AMES, CRERAE &
N.

ST.

PAUL,

CO.,

EIKEIGTRIGAL ©UPPLIEIS.

W. AeBNTs,
-

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Meedle Anmmoiator.

MINN.

Write for Bevtaed Prices,

114

South Second

St.,

establishes

isa?.

FHILADELiPHIA.
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

MOTOR WITHOUT

H

MOTOR WITH ADJUSTABLE

FAN MOTOR.

BASE.

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGHOUSE ELEOTRIO COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

GO,

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

BASE.

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by
man»ship,

and Unequaled

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars,

Superior in Design and

in Efiiciency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

:

March

15,
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ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

3VE.

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

Cloth Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50,

Words, Terms or Plirases.
Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopsdia than a dictionary.

This Dictionary <nclude3 close upon 2,500

TlieSctiemeof Treatment
1st

is as

distinct

follows

The words, terms and phrases

are Invariably followed

by

a

short,

concise

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition is founded.
definition,

e

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate studv, an elaborate system of Cross Relerences has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the deflnitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

they shaU also be

training at

aU In

PUBImISHING

XSI«Z:CTRICIA]N

SIMPLE

THE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

electricity, or are novices in the

to

an.

CO.

:xo..^Gto, zxjX^xm'oxs.

Xi.A.Sk3E]szx>s] iB'crzxji^xxa'Gh,

THE HEISLER PATENT LONB DISTANCE
IHCMDESCEBT ElECTMC LIGBT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Street Pole

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations.
Plant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if mUes distant from
the Lighting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Eflicient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Production of Candle Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Per-

Helsier

n

am

Fixtnre

Lodi Distance

INCANDESCENT

lilGHTINC)

fectly Automatic.

SEKD FOB CIBCVI<AB.

COBBESFONDEXCE SOUCXTES.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

Street,

ST. LOUIS,

-

MO.

MM-

Sioux City Engine Works,
—BCILDEK3

OF

THE—

—SINGLE VALVE

•

AUTOMATIC ENGINES,
"Well

known East aB tbe

"Rusaeli."
Especially adapted to

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
Milling;,

Outfits for liifthtins Stations

Steam Power

Qlanufacturing, Etc.

and Elevators a Specialty

GENl WESTERN AG'T8.}iif5?E3PLf^&.P..P.
":* vSf SJthe'jFllSisSi^?'"*®

C.

"?^

}

M. GIDDIBOS. Gen'l Manager, Sionx

'

Aisn Rawhide:

UcE Leathi

—iAEENTS.IN

ALL CITIESF

City, Iowa.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By

LiEiT. F. B.

Badt and Prof. H.

S.

Carhakt.

]F=F=2:^F='i=^irD' :?^s
This

is

traits and

a very liandsome boolc of 6o pages, printed on fine lieavy paper, with neat

Bio(;raphies of

Volta,

Ampere,

relati\

i'alu£

In

Daniell,

Ohm,

\\'att,

Faraday, Joule, Gauss, \\'eber, Sir

:isn-<
cloth binding.

It

contains Por-

William Siemens, Dr. \\'erner von Siemens,

von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical

Units,

with

their

no other Single Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECrRlCIAN PUBLISHIXG CO,

6 lakeside

Building-, Chicago, III.
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Cantilever

The

Strongest,

Simplest

fi^WARRANTED
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Motor Truck

and Easiest Riding

MOTOR TRUCK

in

Existence.

TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF CARS.
Powerful and

simple Brakes, IntercJiingeable Elastic
superiority of this Truck consists in its Great Strength,
the facility with Vi'hich Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truss supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents oscillation of cars.
The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET GAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY,

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers

who wish

the best goods

to identify themselves with

and

the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELEC-

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Standard Hotel Needle Annnneiator

WM

eUCiT CALL and flRE ALAHU ATTACHHINTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,
z3£:a7ct.oxaT, -bjulg-^.

March

15,
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ELECTRIC

XXV

RAILWAI SISTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^AEE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

nonsoD-kslon tailway Systa

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A QKAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AYE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 HiGbigaQ Ave,

Gbicago,

III.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO,,

Electrical Goods.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTURE-PROOF LINE WIRES.
The hest weatherproof and only moisture-proof
glossy insulation," for

trand.
SC:nr»

it

line wire

cracks in winter and melts

FOR CIRCULAR

I\o.

in

made.

summer.

Beware of "smooth,
Take only Shield,

S8».

HABIRSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRES.
Kecognized by the U. S. Government as the best insulated wire for marine purposes
and adopted by it for tie incandescent plants on all the new cruisers.

FUSE WIRE.
Accurately deteimined as to
!«EI>I>

size, alloy,

and conductivi'y.

I'OR I.1ST No. 5»6.

WIRT STANDARD VOLTMETER.
Direct readings may be made with great rapidity, and without possible chance for
errors.
The range of readings is wider than ever before attempted, reading from 1.5
It has a very low temperature coefficient.
to 250 volts.
No springs or permanent
magnets.

INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
A

thorough water and electrically fireproof channel for running incandescent wires in
Gives perfect security from fire, and no higher in price than the old

buildings.

system.
!i>i:i\D

rOR CIRCULAR LIST

ISo.

5»8.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Great strength of filament, long
any socket.

Oar

Cataloa:"^

I^'o.

life

and brilliancy without blackening.

500 or Electric lAgUt and Porcr Supplies
plete book of its kind ever Issued.

171

RANDOLPH

is

ST.,

Made

to

the moot com-

CHIC^^GrO

fit

15,
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The enjoining clause
Brush

of tlie Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

company
And

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry Or. Olds, Perry A, Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"Wayne
successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
o£S.cers,
with
the
"together
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 308. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"in? the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claim3, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"6.

it is

Electric Light

"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof CDnstracted substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered-,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS ANO GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
>,

OIHLICD.

CO.,
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FORT WAYNE
w ELECTRIC CO M
et^rrxe, XrLca.lAzxa.

f*c3x>t

Manufacturers of the

SLATTERY

The Most Oarefolly Workedout and Gomplete AltematlBt

INDUCTION SYSTEM

System of Electric Lighting la

OF

Existence.

IKCANDESCENT LIGHTIHG,

AND THE

Armatares

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Oonverten

12-16 Oandle Fewer

to the Mechanical

Honw

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
I

15

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

KAIN OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFIC£,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, VLanager,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE, 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

BERGI2LJL1TIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
y^

ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCEWT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOI ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

SCUHJi.
-W-t-W -^rrvDrr
ht-e^ttt

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

—

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

Ireson's

Leather- Link

Self- Adjusting

MARCH

Belting.

lO cents per Copy.
No.

22, 1890.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANWACTTRERS
AKD DEALERS
OP

Patd. Wot. 16, '86.

Send for Ireson's Illastrated Treaties oa SelfAdjastlng Leather Link

Especially adapted for
.11 Electric pniposes and
otber high-Bp«ed machin-

Belting, fnmlslied grataitonsly.

ey.

L.

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

SEBID

aSe-PAeiS

BOSTON,
MASS.
Wash.

1 11 Arch Street,

Boston. Mass-

i
.

-j

BAKER, BAICH & CO

,

Seattle,

p^^^^ Seilers Electbical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A full line of oar manafacturee can be found at onr Agencies.

ROOT'S

WATER-TUBE BOILER.^"
Adopted by the

and

BOILER.
IJifirlit

Com-

at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Panl, Colambaa
Cincinnati ; also the Brush Electric Light 09,, 9t

& ROOT

ABENDROTH

Co.

MFG, CO.

28 OliS Street, ITev 7ork.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

(FRED. DEGENHARDT, Wanager, CHICAGO.

Or

-

Edison Electric

Looleville, and others.

Westinghouse Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Manager. New York.)

Svirabl*

panies

FOR ELECTRICHL PURPOSES.

standard Underground Catle

PLANT

-

ELECTRIC

MILLION FEET OF CABLE AND WIRE

6E0RGE WILEY,

ilconomiod.

AN EXCELLENT

AN ORDER FOR
17

CO.,

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL.
FOR
CATACOeUB,
iPFPiai Aucni^ica
trruriFi
orci^ixL

Manfd by CHARLES

12.

BRANCHES: CHICAGO, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA & NEW ORLEANS^
DALLAS

(2121)

Standard

"'India-Biililier anil liiitta-PercIiB losnlatisg Go.

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Rueber Cables,
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

to
any
mile.

Absolutely Puke Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

Incandescent Cores.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

to any Millage
Specification up to
g,ooo Megohms per knot.

or

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concen-

MANUFACTURERS OF

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

Three and

T\vo-\vire Cables, to any specification

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Marine

Cores

up

to 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

Offices:

S.

1

59 Front

Street,

Silk,
•

Bell Wire, rubber covered, foi Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

YORK, U.S.A.

Cables, for

Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED

v/"^.

cir-

Megohms per

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ot High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

NEW

ts, 9,000

knot.

Navy Portables,

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

cu

Sola Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and hish
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledeed Standard

Insulation.
Bictrie Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.

B.

A

Aerial Use,

All

Sizes

"^'Zi^^y^^n.,. L^-d Encased
E.

B

C

Its

Subterranean Use.

ir,res.

McCLEES, General Manager,

Submarine Uie
Concealed Wiring In

I6 Dey St,

all

Locations.

NEW YORK.

Western Electric Co., CUcago, HI., Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STYLB OF INSULATION.
—_,- .., .._
a-^«aidad CoOM^
B. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof IiuQiatlon.
Copper Wire.
»tarated with a .fflocfc, Weather-Proof Composition.
.. .
,
»_ Wt^,
«f„j.
rwf
iq>pDCatlos.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Samples fonusbed upon
trie Copper Wire, baro and covered, of every description.

X—

uf&pcQnnMe.
WARERODMS.

—

i 19 and 21 Cliff St..

New

York.

^,33 ^^^ ,35 y^^^^^^

^^g^^

FACTORIES:
cilil
icago, III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTTTREBS OF
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Eubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBKB: aCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric
liighting Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yoek, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
.319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Electric

22,
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CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Arc Ojnanso.

Our

direct current incandescent

dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

to be thrown

is

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

on or

others in service.

off without in the least affecting the

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

many
dynamo

its

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
practically solved

constructed what

is

unquestionably the most perfect alterna-

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternatiiiji

(Liirit'iii

economy

effici-

of operation.

llynaino.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTER. —AH

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

motor.

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
ning where these arresters fail to operate.

The
light-

:

.
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO,

HAWKEYE

THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

CO.,

IOWA.

-

Complete Central Station
k.KrX3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential aiotor.

OUR DYNAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,

Licensee of the

-^x* t^i:e-

Famous

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-3 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

Stations; any voltage, highest efficiency,

224

Prices Reasonable.

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

-

Railway Circuits and Central

for

all sizes.

Write us for Cataiogue and Price List.

StsYsns Institute

o!

Technology,

Hoboken, N.

BISHOP GUTTA PERCHA

Gentlemen :— I have made an extensive

WHITE COBE

J.,

Feb.

12, 1S89.

CO.,

rSfDIA

series of tests of your

RIBBEB

IKSUtATIOUT,

under various conditions of temperature and times of immersion in

OF PITTSBURGH,

water, with the following results

PA.

INSULATION RESISTANCE

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

OF

Time

5

Temperature

ELECTRIC LIGHT

Resistance

60» F.
3,200

—
.

Time
Temperature
Kesistanee

.

mm,

.

30 min.
40° F.
3,900

IN

VEGOHMS PER

1 lioar.
60° F.

il Iiours.
(i0° F.

3,300

3,300

SOmiD.

30 min.
167° F.
12

115° F.
162

MILE:

10 days.
eo= F.
3,300

24<laj-s.

60= F.
3,300

30 min.
300° F.
5.2

The

times given in the upper table are those between the Immersion of thewi.ein
water and the making of the test.
The times of the second table indicate the time between that at which the :ank
reached the indicated temperature and that at which the test was made.
The cable had been immersed in water for a month before the first temperature test

filOBESr^ SHADES

was made.
It will

constant at

be observed that the temperature being at 60*^ F. the resistance remained
its highest point for 34 days, and than raised greatly on lowering the tem-

perature.

The lowering of resistance by a rise -in the temperature is a common characteristic
of all such insulations and indicates no defect. Most insulations are much more affected

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

by

cause than was this one.
This wire also showed no deterioration from exposure

this

damp

earth, etc., after several months' exposure.
fected by a like exposure to illuminating gas.

RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHEQ, ROUGHED, ETC.

to moist air, fresh plaster,

Its insulating power a^so was unafVery truly yours,

(Signed)

HENRY MORTON.

ADAPTED TO ^LL SYSTEMS.
729 BROADWAY,
(Cqr.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK.

®

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE./ PITTSBURGH, PA.

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-4961 Eastrseth

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

—
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cakboiv

CleTrela-rLd., Olxio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BAT TERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINe

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Cokt

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosa^ona'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

BOONOMICAL ABO LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.

111
I

J

These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contractors can

acting as our agents. When writing please state voltage and system used.
regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

make money by

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY

K^'

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Etc.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Completi
221-1223 Union Ave.

MORSE & GO.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

OIL.

SECOND TO NONE
Fwe from enm

used continaally.
Plantiof the Weal.

TAUSSIG.

Agt..

45 Fiver

CITY,

1

8 Cortlandt Street.

New

information

York

CBARLE3

J.

City.
KINTMEB.

PAGET A KIIffTNERy
Cbemical

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

MO.

C.,B.c£Q.R.R.
— THE
IS

By refllterlDgcan be
Adopttdby the largest Eiec-

or aclde.

iric

S.

KANSAS

-

and

prices

iEONARD PAGET.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES
NGLISH,

CO..

For

St., Chicago.

EDISON

Best Appointed Line
-FOE KEACniKG THE-

West, Northwest and Sontliie&t.

M ANUFACT URING

CO.

J

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
OOI5I5E]SrO^T3Z)E32^CE3

JAMES

SOX-ICITEHD.

General Sales

F.

KELLY

p

Ae:ent,

1

9 Dey

$t.,

NEW YORK.

.
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SOUB BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

Is

especially adapted for electric plants

of

all Itinds,

this field

&

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

CO..

MILWAOKEE, WIS.

MannfacturerB of and Dealers in

and has made a record in
which cannot be excelled.

IT IS tJSEQTJAIjED FOR ECONOMY OP FT3EI*, EEQTJLAKITY
MOTIOlf, AND DXTBABUjITY rN USB.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

09

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalones.

41

M

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST,

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

I

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

Incandescent Circuits

WOCJTD FOB ASY CUKKEST.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. EEIilABLB. DTJRABLB.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send for

parts.

and Economical.

WADSWORTH,

H.

Illustrated Catalogue.

AVENUE,

620 ATI^ANTIO

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and tlie only

Manager

WESTERX AXD SOUTHERX STATES.
1

EAST ADAMS

1

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams Street, GEORGE CUHER, Agent

COMPOUND.
15 Sizes, 5

to

BOO H. P.

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES,
YORK,
17 Cortlandt Street,
Westinshouse,
Hathaway iiuildiiig,
BOSTON,
~
[ Churcli Kerr
WestinghouseBmiaiiig,
PITTSBURGH,
*- '-^
156, 158Laie Street,
CHICAGO,
J
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St.. SL E. lluckle, Jr. & Co.

CONDENSING OR

NEW

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled by any form of Engine

I

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

ST. LOUIS,

511 NORTH FOURTH ST.,
WESTINCHOUSE,CHURCH, KERR

^Ilflgi,"!!"?.'"

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.

6

Sizes in Stocli,

5

to

50

AJI AnTOliATIC EHSIHE CHEATEE TEAH A SLIDE 7ALVE.
Well Built,
Economica].
Reliable.
Over 300 sord the first year.

All

W.

tiie above bnilt stncUy to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
Bepairs Carried in Stoct Send for nlastiated Catalogues.

D.

SARGENT,

JOHN

Pres.

A.

SALT LAKE C1TV,
"ITTE, MONT.

H. p.

259 S.

Main

N FRANCISCO,
iRTLAND, OR. M, .35
Front
IARLOTTE,N.C.36CoUegeSt.,
LANTA, GA.
45 S. Pnor St.
LLAS. TEX.
.S'.

TheWestinghouseMachineCo.!

^

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

BARRETT,

Viee-Pres. and Cons Elec.

E. H.

CUTLER,

St.

St.,

St.,

Co
lompkms Co.
" ^ TnirmlHT,.!

f

0. E.

A.

,S

Jloh. Co.

James

PERKET,

THE ELEKTRON MANUFACTURING
70-81 W
a,sl3.1zistc3ia St., 3Sz>c30ls.l7-Z3.,

.

Keating Imp.

FRANK

SO". "S*.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
ATJTOMATICAIiLT REGULATED, UNEXCELLED IN SIMPLICITY
AND DURABILITY.

By Means
ARE OBTAnraO

Which Higher

of

THAl-T IS

Field

Magnets

of Softest

Efficiency, Closer Regulation

POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.

Charcoal Iron

and Slower Speed

UNCAREFUL INVESTIGATION

INVITED.

-^ert^^^^^rG^^$^
y-^lj
'

rtff

ELEQ^^cf^L Purposes
_

ro/f
TUBING ALL--Sl3,E^ OOOOoooooo...

Pure Sheet
'Iddres^

j„E

Tfubber Etc.

«^^

B.r.C00DmCH
Co.
AKRON RUBBER

WORKS

AKRON, OHIO.

Specialties OF all kinds to ord€R
—^^^ Send for (St/il.ogue.

^—

,5:

Co.

E.ic.

CO.,

MANITFACTUEERS OF THE

The Only Machines Having Laminated

CO.

Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.

j.nT,.n
^"^

ATTANOOGA, TENN.

Treaa. and Mgr.

.S^

& Montana
MacbineryCo.
Parke & Lacy Co.

Utah

/

E. Granite St.
f
21 and2:i Fremont
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

FREEMHN

K.

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACfTY, 500

1

6-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS,

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

W£ GUARANTEi: ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstmctlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORRKSFOITIIiKITCE SOXvICITEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.
BAKER, BALCH &

EAU QLaAIRE, wis.
SHAW, - General Manager.

CO., Genl. Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.

THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern
Hotel,
Union Depot

P. H.

CO.,

Agent,

Kansas

City,

St.,

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

L.

N. COX, Agent,

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th

OHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

Omaha, Neb.

Mcdonald & CO., Gen'l. Ag'ts..
Buffalo, N. Y.
141 East Seneca
Western
Agents,
&
CO.,
METCALF.REED
LITTLE,

16 Fifth

W.

N.

GRAY.

St. S. B.,

PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC

0.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

CO.. Special Ag'ts,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

St.,

Denver, Col.

Washington, D.

Special Agent,

C.

E.

WILSON,

Agent,
315 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louis, Mo.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAaO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegrapli Cable Co.

The New Factory of the Okonite Company has Commenced
.QPERATIONS; AND THE FiRST OrDER FiLLED WAS OuRS FOR!

1,000,000

FEET 1 OKONITE WIRE

300

JVIIIvK» OF"

GiNDEE WEiTHERFROA' WIRE.
IN
This stock

is

SIZES TO SUIT THE DEMAND.

ACTUALLY OX HAND, and orders can be promptly

filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRANKLIN STREET, GHIGARO.

.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
All kinds

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

from bare

to highest

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

grade of insulation made.

We al'ways carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

j;^_^

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

fit

All

mounted on

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

size

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.
porcelain.

Any size. No heating or

efficiency

up

to

twenty

Absolutely incombustible.

arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

tion.

one volt to

1,200.

Constant.

Never need

Any current from two amperes to

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

influence.

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from

Dynamos.

Every

compound wound

3,000.

or shunt wound.

No

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every "way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
method^^and devices.
^^v'"*' ^"'^ i'h*
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants

Such as

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-Eurms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock

at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

No

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectiy |-e-i

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

fj

*'

'

'

*!

ibim

M.\IX DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
Mountain "
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Gal.

Canadian

District, Toronto,

Canada.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

Mills,Factories,PDblicBuil(lings,flotels,
TKIE-A-TieES, ETC-, ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

(WESTINGHOnSE ElECTSIC COMPANY, Lesita)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.

Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Fa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, "Ohio.

"^'

«Jui

^
'^'

328 Montgomery
"'

^''

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C.
'
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps of the Sawyer-Man pattern in use on board (S. S. Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remark'

ably long life, several having a record
of from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."—
Extract from report of Commander R.
B. Bradford, Inspector oif Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d St,

NEW YORK.

March

22,
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WESTINGHOOSE ELECTRIC
Alternating"

Arc Lighting System.

A

Horizontal rays and a perfect distribution of light for street purposes.
contrast to the continuous current
directly

lamp which throws the most of the

light

marked
on the ground

under the lamp.

The most

satisfactor)' arc

Machines from 25

to

light ever oifered for street lighting purposes.

125 lights' capacity.

Single carbon lamps running forty hours without renewal.

A

full

arc light for 7-ioths of a horse-power applied to

Perfect automatic regulation of

Machine may be run on

No

commutators

dynamo from one lamp

dynamo.
to full load.

a short circuit continuously without heating or damage.

to get out of order.

The greatest amount

of light for a given

amount

of power.

In underground work, cost of circuits reduced to

2-5 ths of that

required for

continu-

ous current.

Converters used when lamps are run

to

buildings, giving low tension

where lamps

are accessible to users.
Particulars furnished on application.

System

fully

covered by patents.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

PITTSBURSK
Boston.

New

York.

Chicago.
Portland.

CO.,

PA,, U, S, A.

St. Louis.

Charlotte.

Cincinnati.
Dallas.

San Francisco.
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St. Paul, St. Louis.

THREE MORE LARGE CITIES FALL INTO

LINE.

Minneapolis and St. Paul and between those two cities, comprising:
miles of track, are to be equipped with the Sprague Electric System.

All the lines in

200

(Statement of Mr. Thos. Lowry, Prest. of the Minneapolis Street Ralivay.)
Feb. 19, 1890.— I have to-day closed contract with Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co. for the
Electrical Equipment of the Street Railways in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and between those tw^o cities."

"NEW

YORK,

THOS. JLOWBY,

(Signed)

an order for sixty-eight car equipments
St. Railway in that city.

St. Louis follows with

Total

number

the Lindell

for

Street Railway Motors contracted for since Janaary

of

Prest.

1890.--810.

1,

Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co.,
16 &; 18 Broad

St.,

Rialto Building, Chicago, and

all

New

York.

Commercial Centers.

The Interior Electrical Conduit Co.
A.

Heir and ImprOTed Slethod of Equipplne Bnlldlngs with an Insnlated Tnbe Conduit for any System of Electric Wiring.

SAFETY— Aoeolote immnnlly from electric

GO-RHL^IJimrGrs
firef.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wiree.
cost ot installatioo. and freedom from future expense.
ECONOMY— ^niaU
DURABILITY— Abaolutely moistare-proof tube and appliances, inaarins longevity of wiree.
CONVEN lENCE— Systems of electric wiring may be laid out on original plane in a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam
FOR CIRCCIiARS. PRICE LIST ANi> IHrSTRrCXIOSTS, ADDRKS8,

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

154

CO.,

AND

piping; the conductors

WEST 27TH

156

may be drawn

ST..

in at pleasure.

NEW YORK

CITY.
?

c?

SanFf^angisgo.

THE

New

PAISTE SNAP SWITCH
FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

CANAL

28,30,32,34 & 36. 5.

Orleans.

SL

Every Belt adapted to its special work, and guaranteed
^^ P^^® Oaktanned, short lap, and to give perfect

*°
satisfaction.

Recognized as the best, simplest and

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

H.T. PAISTE
1

2lh and Market Sis

USE THE BEST INSULATION.

#*^

The Celebrated

,

.;/.s()

Philadelphia, Pa.

KEPT IJf STOCK AND FOR SALE BY ALL
PROMINENT SUPPLY HOUSES.

P.

&

B, Elsctrica!

GompGunds.

MOISTURE and WEATHERPEOOF, resist
STRONGEST ALKALIS, STRONG ACIDS,
FUMES and GASES,

Thoroughly

/'.

WUAPriXG
iiiif.'K-tiiic

;i

.s),irial

\,\l;MSIi

The Standard Paint

(J®

I. II

.,-

U.I rF.h'i'Ki'oi-

/.'.

IXSri.ATIN<,i

\HM AH

Co.,

tliu

l;r;s

;iii(l

1'ArKU.S.

I'lKLIl I'nILS

59 Maiden Lane, New

York.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Chicago City Electric Light
The North
city

Side power house of

completed,

The

plant, which
illustrated in the
light

electric
is

station

accompanying

is

and is
and Sedgwick street. The engine room is on
the ground lloor, and the dynamos are arranged
on the floor above. This portion of the building
roof, supported on iron
is covered by a slate
trusses.

In the rear

boiler room,

and

of the engine

room

is

the

ne.xt to this are the coal sheds.

view of the dynamo room, showing the position of the machines now installed,
The station was conis given in the cut.
structed with a viewof arcjmmodating machines

An

No.

22, 1890.

The new Throop

Plant.

the Chicago
was recently

a two-story brick structure,
located at the corner of Chicago avenue

cut.

MARCH

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

and

street station has been combe put into service immediately.

Missing Electric Light Contract Discov*

clude 20 dynamos of the Western Electric comThe six new machines were
pany's make.
tested Monday night, and proved in good con-

ered.
During the year 1882 two companies were
working to secure franci.:=es from the city council of Cincinnati authorizing,
'hem to conduct
an electric light business with ," ^ privilege of
erecting poles and stringing wires jn certain
streets.
These companies were the Brusn Electric Light company and the Cincinnati Electric
Light company. 'The struggle for privileges became so warm that it was impossible for one

dition.

company

pleted,
It

is

Prof.

will

Barrett's intention

now at the
Van Buren

electrical apparatus,
at

Jefferson and

station,

which

electric

machines.

power station

e.Kcellent

is

in

Lamp

transfer

to

old

the

power house

streets,

to

this

equipped with Western
This will be the largest

also

the

city service, as

it

will in-

Patent Litigation.

The Western

Electric company of Chicago,
has besfun an action in the United States Circuit

CHICAGO CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT I'LANT
for a 1,000 light plant, but at present there
are only eight Thomson- Houston dynamos of 35
lights' capacity each.
These machines are

12.

— DYNAMO

ROOM

IN

to secure a franchise without the consent of the other.
A compromise was therefore
agreed upon. Each company agreed that after
it had erected poles it would
allow the other to
use them upon the payment of a certain portion

THE NORTH SIDE TOWER STATION.

Court, Northern District of Illinois, against the
Sperry Electric company of Chicago, for alleged
infringement of the plaintiff's patent, 420,109.
This patent was granted to Charles E. Scribner
for single carbon arc lamps. It appears that the

The Brush
of the expense of erecting the poles.
company proceeded shortly after the granting of
this franchise to construct a station and furnish
electric light in certain portions of the city.
About a year ago the franchise granted to the Cin-

was sworn to Nov. 29, 1S82, and
the application was filed in the Patent Office
Jan. 2, 1S83. Owing to an interference and other
delays, however, the patent did not issue until a
little more than seven years later, Jan. 28, 1890.
George P. Barton represents the plaintiff.

cinnati Electric Light

belted direct to four automatic high speed
engines, built by A. L. Ide & Son of Springfield, 111.
These engines are of 150 horse
power each, and run at 230 revolutions per minute.
Each has two double belt driving pulleys
of 68 inches diameter, and 22 inches face.
-"Vt present there are 25 miles of underground
cable operated
from this station, of the
Standard, Patterson and Cobb types.
At
present there are 194 lamps on these circuits, but it is intended to increase this number to the full capacity of the plant as soon
as the appropriation for the ensuing year is

Electric Impro\'ement company of San Francisco,
Cal.. reports the installation of plants during iSSg of a
capacity of j50 arc and 4,250 incandescent lamps.
It has
two important contracts which it has not ytt completed,
one is with the Palace hotel for S.ooo, and the other the

made.

San Jose plant of 4,200 lamps.

specification

company was purchased by
Gen. Hickenlooper and his associates, and the\'
proceeded to install a large plant and erect poles.

On

the strength of the old contract entered into

by the Brush Electric Light company and the
Cincinnati Electric Light company, the purchasers of the franchise of

The

the latter

company

at-

tempted to use the poles of the former company.
The Brush company, on looking into this matter, was unable to find a contract in its records
or in the minutes of the meetings of the board of
directors, and no reference to an)" such contract

1
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Strange to say, the Cincinnati company's records were almost equally deficient in
There was in the minutes of the
this respect.
meetings of the board of directors only a slight
It was also unable
reference to such a contract.
to produce the contract alleged to have been
entered into by the two companies and signed
by the respective presidents of the companies.

was made.

March

papers of Post & Co., and had never been
opened since it was moved from the lower vault
When its imjiortance was
to the upper floor.
discovered a systematic search was made for it,
but it did not turn up until just in the nick of
time.

Duplex Pin and Insulator.
The accompanying

cuts

illustrate a

new

style

of insulator and pin, being introduced by the
In Fig. i
E. S. C;reeley & Co. of New York.
are shown the pin and insulator as they apFig. 2
pear when detached from the cross-arm.

ir

22,

1890

lying property, while by the encouragement of retail trade,
enhancing the profit of the area lying within the region
thereafter more legitimately restricted to business occupancy.
I have watched with much interest the manner in
which electric roads have already thus developed suburban

Booms are not a particularly healthy feature of
progress, but they may be, and not infrequently are, genuine and real, and I know nothing more likely to bring on
a real estate boom of the best character with permanent
results than the installation of a well-managed electric road
enabling a man to leave his work at 6 o'clock and be sitting down to his supper, seven or ten miles out, if he wish,
areas.

imder his own rooftree

"Having thus

at 6:30.

discussed the effects of electric roads on

represents the manner in which the insulators
are set, so as to facilitate the changing of the
relative positions of the lines toward each other
at every fourth or fifth pole, or as often as desirable.

The advantage

when applied

of

this

arrangement

to telephone lines for

anti-induc-

tion purposes, is evident. The application of the
device to a testing pole is shown in Fig. 3. The
wire is fastened to the top insulator, and a continuation of it fastened to the lower insulator.
Connection between the two is made by a short

/L.

piece of soft copper wire, which can be readily
for purposes of testing, and restored
again to close the circuit.
In Fig. 4 the device is applied as a ''breakarm" for the establishment of loops. Fig. 5
shows the application of the system to elevated

removed

railway and other similar

structures.

It will

be
FIG. 4.

DUPLEX

PIN

AND INSULATOR.

community and on the individual citizen, 1 will add a
word as to their effect on the wonderful impersonal entity
the

that I have said be true as to the genthat the wealth and ease of the
it follows
are materially increased; hut what I refer to
now is not the direct enhancement of values, so hard to
trace out, though so palpable, but the stimulus given to
saving habits by the better opportunities of investment.
Careful analysis of the working of electric roads goes to
prove that when operated with skill and discretion rtiey are
fifty per cent, less expensive to run than horse railroads
are.
What does this mean? One thing it means is that
many roads can be built that would be out of the question
with horses.
Another is that roads not paying can be
In iS88 out of nineteen horse
placed on a dividend basis.
roads reporting in New York City, ten showed a deficiency.
Last year their net earnings were much better, but it is
evident that a horse road is not always a mine of wealth,
though it may be of fertilizers.
third point is the establishing of a new class of investments of a solid, enduring nature.
It is within everybody's knowledge that
the accumulation of capital tends constantly to the reducThere was a time when
tion of interest to a minimum.
the long stocking and the iron chest were the common
bankers for the savings of the timid; and the capital that
was bold earned 'he double reward of its bravery and
scarcity.
As Walter Bagehot, the economist, has remarked, the English people have always wanted to put
their money into something safe that will yield
per cent.;
If all

'capital.'

eral benefits,

community
KiG.

r.

nuri.EX

pin'

and insulator.

presidents in the meantime had died.
However, there was an abundance of testimony
regarding the e.xistence of such a contract at
one time. The Cincinnati Electric Light company, on attempting to use the poles of the Brush
company, was promptly enjoined from so doing.
When the case came up for trial the advantage
was clearly with the Brush company until, most
unexpectedly to both sides, a clerk in the house
of Post ^: Co. found the missing contract filed
away among some old papers. The contract
was brought into court, the genuineness of the
signatures was established, and the decision of
the court, of course, was given in favor of the
The judge
Cincinnati Electric Light company.
took the occasion to state that he considered the
Brush company entirely innocent of any attempt
to suppress facts, as its records showed no contract of the kind claimed by the Cincinnati com-

The two

A

no.

3.

nuri.EX pis

and insulator.

noted that not only is the distance between the
various wires precisely the same with the use of
this device as when the old style pin is employed
with double the number of arms, but the strain
of the wire is balanced so that there is no torsion

upon the cross-arm.

=;

undoubtedly one reason why English capital,
and fluent, is so much a power in the finance of the
world, and why so much comes this way.
As Mr. Bagehot says:
'In most countries most men are content to

and

this is

free

Social Side of the Electric Railway.
the last meeting of the New \0Tk Electrical society

.\l

T. C. Martin read a paper on the "Social Side of the Electric Railway."
Speaking of electric motor cars, he said:
"They help a man get further away from his business, and
yet bring him nearer to it. 'Rapid transit,' by their means,
is no longer a deceiving phrase, or the proud
monopoly of
one or two big cities.
The smallest city in the country is
at once given a command it never had before over the territory around it.
The smallest storekeeper or the humblest
clerk can revel in the sweets of rural life, if he wish.
His
electric car, running at fifteen or twenty miles an hour, will
give him more of home life a few more golden minutes
with the children in the morning, an earlier return to the
wife at nightfall.
The whole social atmosphere of the

—

place is vivified, and the social bonds are knit closer, as
fhey always must inevitably be where the facilities of travel
are increased and the opportunities of intercourse are multiplied.

"Nor is this all. Rapid transit of this nature opens up
a number of districts that before were practically inaccessible for residential purposes.
There are few of us who

I'lO.

2.

DUPLEX PIN AND INSULATOR.

pany.
It is not yet determined whether the
The missing concase will be appealed or not.
tract it seems was formerly filed away among
some private papers of Post i\: Co. of Cincinnati,
Durin a vault in the basement of their store.
ing one of the floods in the Ohio River it was
necessary to move these papers to the upper
floor, and they were hastily taken up in packThe electric light contract happened to
ages.
be in the center of one of the packages of private

care to practice the ancient form of dissipation known as
early rising, agreeing rather with Charles Lamb in the idea
that to rise with the lark or to go to bed with the sheep is
There are still fewer of us who, even
a popular fallacy.
for the sake of rural delights, care to isolate and immure
In
ourselves in remote suburbs, reached with difficulty.
vacation time, it is true, we often seek the loneliness of the
woods, or the solitude of the mountain, that we may commune with Nature and hear the still small voice of our better self; but when we are doing the world's work fifty
weeks in the year we want to be handily situated for reaching our desk or bench.
If a man lives in the city, he pays
a high rent and takes Irish views of the landlord question.
If he lives far out, and wastes his time in travel, he is in
I
look
hearty sympathy with the eight-hour movement.
upon electric roads, therefore, as likely to prove a beneficial
agency in the more equal distribution of a happier population around any center, thus increasing the return on out-

KIG.

5.

DUPLEX

PIN

AND INSULATOR.

forego interest, but in more advanced countries at some
times there are more savings seeking investment than there
are known investments for.'
It is thus in America, so far
as 'safe' investments are concerned, and by safe I mean
such as do not require the active care and ceaseless thought
of the capitalist, but may be held by trustees, widows,
hospitals, universities, savings banks and the like.
The
competition of capital for the best class of government
municipal
has
reduced
bonds,
bonds, railroad stocks, etc.,
the earnings on these to a very low figure, whether in
.-Vmerica or England or Germany; and the result is that
we see to-day, as never before, the planning of enormous

—

March

22,
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Sending Pictures by Telegraph.

and gigantic industrial enterprises, which represent in
no small degree the endeavor of capital or savings still to
Now I look
enjoy its wonted income, but in newer fields.
upon the street railway business of the country, under the
of
the
best
opporof
electricity,
as
offering
one
regime
tunities for local capital, and for what may be called the
organization of local savings, which might otherwise lie
around in napkins, like the unjust steward's talent, and be
The capital in street railways in
of no use to anybody.

trusts

may be

The accompanying

cuts illustrate a method of
transmitting sketches by telegraph. The advantages of such a method of communication lie in
its applicability in time of war to telegraphing
the position of an enemy, etc.
It would also be
useful in tracking a criminal, for his portrait
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earning capacity of this investment, how much greater are
the attractions held out to construct the hundreds of new
roads that are still wanted and will be called for as our
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SENDING PICTURES BY TELEGRAPH.

America to-day reaches from S|i75,ooo,ooo to $200,000,000.
If the statement I have made as to the superior economy
of electrical power be true, how much greater becomes the

,
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that further comment is unnecessary.
It may
be of interest to add that the scene depicted in
the specimen illustration is a view from Whitby
Harbor. The cuts are reproduced from Industries.
Following is the table giving the data for
the construction of the diagrams, Figs, i and 2:

A3R3— A5R1— EiRi— B2Q4— B4Q1— B4JI
Qi — BsPs— B5JP5— IJ2(J1— C4O1—
I.
PS-D3P4-U3P2-EiU5-EiP5-E2 f Foreground

1

IT
~

filled in by the aid of the descriptive
words added. The diagrams and table of the
telegraphic message so fully explain the method

'.'.'. '.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.

Seagull.

Chicago's Influence

could be transmitted rapidly from place to place.
The method of working will be understood from
the illustrations and the table.
sketch is divided up into squares

The

original

by means

of

in Electric Circles,
"Chicago has been a disturbing element in

City Electrician Barrett
of Chicago, last week, after dismissing a delegation of visiting officials, who had been inquiring
electric lighting," said

towns and cities grow? Of course, I am aware that it may
be said that this showing might lead to a demand for lower
fares.
It might but the public is intelligent enough to

know

that other things are more necessary, such as better
imheat
and
better
light,
with better
shorter
faster
running
time
and
proved tracks,
passengerson
the
street
headway, so that the 1, 500,000, 000
railroads every year may travel in all safety and comfort.
Street railroads are peculiarly suitable as a field for local
investment.
Their operation can be watched all the time.
They run under a man's eye when he is on the street, or
cars,

He knows something
past his window when he is home.
of their officials; he can influence the domestic legislation
they are subject to; he can assist in more ways than one to
swell their earnings."

Telephone Trouble in Chicago.
The Chicago Telephone company has notified
Prof. Barrett that the patrons of its service have
been complaining of trouble on the line since
the city began operating its North Side plant,
and that the company is satisfied that the interference is due to the operation of the city plant.
It was at first thought that the trouble was due
to leakage, but examinations by experts of the
telephone company have led to the discovery

FIG. 3.

University of Notre Dame, at .South Bend, Ind.,
be lighted with 12 Thomson-Houston arc lights.

The
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that the trouble was caused by induction. Prof.
Barrett replied that he would consider any statements the company would make, as well as any
suggestions as to the best method of avoiding
He is of the opinion that the
the difficulty.
trouble is not due to induction.

will

FIG. 2.

ordinates and abscissae, and each square is identified by the letters which are ranged along the
sides of the chart.
Each of these squares is
again divided into five parts, which are identi-

fied by the numbers i, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and each
such part is divided into two, and half the part
Any point in the picis denoted by the letter j.
ture thus has two co-ordinates, as in analytical
geometry, and these co-ordinates are communicated by telegraph. A broken line is, of course,
identified by a number of points taken along it.
When the sketch has been reproduced by join-

ing the points constituting the

lines,

the

details

about the operation of the electric system
that city.
"In the

in

place," continued the head of the
department, "the position of
the city on underground wires started other
communities in the same direction, and the telegraph and telephone as well as electric light
companies were obliged to do something in the
The next movement
way of experimenting.
that attracted attention was the establishment of
a city electric light plant. It is now an established fact that electric lighting is the only
proper means of street illumination, and I think
we can safely say that we have demonstrated
the fact that the city can do that kind of work a
little better and at less expense than the comSince these two features
mercial companies.
were introduced into the electrical problem in
municipal service, we have had delegations
Chicago has been a sort of a Mecca for
galore.
council committees, and they are always ready
to make the pilgrimage when the Garden City is
I think that the position which
to be visited.
we have taken here has raided the city in the
estimation of the people throughout the country;
they have come to respect the stand we took,
which is in such striking contrast to the policy
Of course, the electric comof New York.
panies which have been put to considerable expense through this action would be better
pleased had they been let alone, but I hardly
think it seriously interfered with them, for none
they are still
of them has been badly crippled
in business, and I guess they are not losing any
money. At any rate, they maintain a prosper-

Chicago

first

electrical

—

ous appearance, and appear
their lot."

contented

with
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The committee of Buftalonians, which visited
Chicago last week, carefully examined the underground system and the city plant, and secured considerable data from I'rof. Harrett relative to the operation of the department and the
best methods of construction.
The committee
present these facts to the people of Buffalo
return.
The question of underground
wires is again disturbing the minds of the electrical companies, and the interest manifested in
a city electric light plant is anything but reassuring to the commercial companies which now
furnish the street lights.
will

on

its

Theory

of Accumulators.
Bv Prof. H. S. C.XKiiAki.

Every theory must stand or fall by the facts
which support or oppose it. The theory of accumulators advanced by Dr. Schoop in his paper
read before the Chicago Electric club, and
printed in the Western ElectriciAiN of March
S, appears to fall so far short of e.xplaining the
facts that I propose to submit only a single consideration which renders it entirely useless to
pursue that line of explanation further.
We shall take our point of departure from the
change of density of the electrolyte during
charge and discharge: and to make a concrete

we

take

the figures given in Dr.
a 200 ampere-hour cell contains 27 pounds ol liquid of density 1.220 when
fully charged, then the liquid contains 29.6 per
cent, or 7.992 pounds of concentrated sulphuric

case

shall

Schoop's paper.

If

acid.'

If the density is 1.175 when the cell is discharged, then the acid constitutes only 24 per
cent, of the weight.
If this change is due to
disappearance of the acid, then about one and
one-half pounds disappear during the discharge
of 200 ampere-hours.
But if Dr. Schoop's theory is correct it
must account for the dilution of the licjuid
by the addition of the water formed by the
union of oxygen and hydrogen during the
the
discharge,
oxygen
coming from the

453-3ixio'-V72xio"=6,296 ampere-hours. If,
is due to occluded oxygen
and hydrogen, then such a cell, containing 27
pounds of liquid, should have a capacity of
about 7,000 ampere-hours. The actual capacity
is only one thirty-fifth of this.
Or again, the
electro chemical eejuivalent
of
hydrogen is
0.00001035 gms. per coulomb.
Hence,toproduce 317 gms. of hydrogen from water would
require 317-^0.00001035^30,628,000 coulombs
of electricity.
One ampere-hour etiuals 3,600
coulombs.
Hence, 30,628,000-^3.600=8,500
ampere-hours of charging would be required to
produce the 317 gms. orseven-tenths of a pound
of hydrogen from 6.3 pounds of water, which,
by its withdrawal from the liquid, would raise
the density from 1.175 to r.220.
The volume of this gas under standard conditions would be 3,538 liters, or 778 gallons.
This would come from three-fifths of a gallon
of water, which would have to disappear and
reappear in every 200 ampere-hour cell with
each charge and discharge.
Is it not apparent
that Dr. Schoop's theory does not " hold (enough)
therefore, the storage

water"?

The reactions in a storage battery are undoubtedly very complex. It is altogether probable that occluded oxygen and hydrogen take
some slight part in the process; but that the
potential chemical energy of dissociated oxygen
and hydrogen accounts for any considerable portion of the energy in the form of an electric
current, furnished by an accumulator, no one
can believe when he looks at such facts as I have
presented above.

Accumulators for Galvanoplastic Work.
Bv Dr. Paul Schoop.

Many

interesting facts are to be found in the
application of the storage batteries to galvaiio-
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wide, were formerly connected with one of the
dynamos, the other machine being kept as a re.serve.
The electrolytic vessels, each of which
has a capacity of about 100 gallons, contain a
solution of sulphate of copper with a density of
20 degrees Beaume acidulated with sufficient
sulphuric acid to raise the density to 21 degrees.
Fig. 1 illustrates the method of conducting the
current by means of heavy copper bars to the
electrolytic vessels, which are all connected in
parallel.
A sheet of copper N, about to 5
millimeters in thickness, is suspended on a cop-

FIG.

I.

ACCIIMUI.ATOKS

1-OR

CALXANUI'LASTIC WORK.

per rod C, which lies on the positive branch P.
Contact with the negative branch N, is prevented by the glass insulator G, which is slipped
over the copper rod.
The matrices T. which
are to be coated with copper, are attached
to a lead plate about 2]- millimeters in thickThe spaces which remain uncovered on
ness.
the plate are filled with wax.
The lead plate is
also suspended on a copper rod C, which is in
contact with the negative branch, and insulated
from the positive branch by a glass insulator.
Each bath contains half a dozen copper sheets
(anodes) and five matrix sheets (cathodes). The
distance between each anode and cathode is
3'- to 5 cm.
The pressure between the two
poles in the electrolytic vessel is constantly

maintained at from .80 to i volt. The exposure
is continued
from 12 to 24 hours, the thickness of the coating ranging from .75 millimeter

plate and the
hydrogen from the
negative, the two gases being occluded or absorbed during the charging process.
Dr.
Schoop has made a singular mistake when he
says:
"The addition of about one-fifth of a
pound of water to twenty-seven pounds of dilute
acid of 1.220 specific gravity will give us the
same specific gravity as the removal of one
pound of sulphuric acid." No statement could
be wider of the mark than this. Let us see how
much water must be added to 27 pounds of
the dilute acid of density 1.220, containing
about eight pounds of acid, to reduce the density to 1.17s, or so that the acid will constitute
24 per cent, of the whole mass. The simple
question is, 8 pounds are 24 per cent, of how
positive

many pounds?

The answer is, 33.3.
Hence,
pounds of water must be added to the 27
pounds in order to effect the reduction of density from 1.220 to 1.175.
This is in accordance
with the tables, and
have verified it by experiment. It amounts to 23.3 per cent, by weight,
6.3

I

or an addition of 28.4 per cent, by volume.
-Now, in the first place, no appreciable change
in the volume of the li(|uid in the cell has ever
been noted; certainly no such preposterous
change as 28 per cent, ever takes place. But if
the change in density is to be accounted for by
the addition of water formed in the reaction accompanying the discharge, then there is no way
to avoid the above conclusion.
Let us consider further the energy involved
One-ninth of the weight of
in this transaction.
water added is hydrogen, e(iual to seven-tenths
The heat of comof a pound or 317 grammes.
bination of one gm. of hydrogen with oxygen is
Hence
34,000 gm. degrees, or 1.43x10'- ergs.
the 317 gms. of hydrogen by union with oxygen
will produce:
317 X i.43xio'''=453.3ixio" ergs of energy.
Two ampere-volts for one hour equal 2X3600X

io'^72xio" ergs, since the product of one volt
by one ampere e(|uals 10' ergs.
If, therefore, the 317 gms. of hydrogen unite
with oxygen and the energy is all transformed
into that of a two-volt current, the number of
ampere-hours furnished by the cell would be:
iRos^'oe

and Schorlemmer's Chemistry, Vol.

I,

p, .142.

I

l<;.

3.

ACCUMULATORS FOR CALVANOI'LASTIC WORK.

In the works of Benziger &
Co., Einsiedein, Switzerland, an electrotyping
plant is operated, consisting of two dynamo.s,
each with a capacity of 300 to 400 amperes at
from 1.5 to 2 volts. About a dozen galvanic
baths are used. These stoneware vessels, each
of which is 3 feet high, 4 feet long and 2J2 feet
plastic

work.

I'lC. 4.

to 1.5 millimeters.
Theamount of current flowing in the different electrolytic vessels depends
entirely upon the surface of the electrodes con-

tained in them.
The greater the number of
matrices exposed in a vessel the greater the
amount of current consumed. It is not necessary, therefore, to regulate the current, as the

.
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surface exposed rfegulates it automatically if
Fig. 2 shows
constant pressure is maintained.
the arrangement of the plant before accumulators were used.
The storage cells were added
to the original plant so that it might be possible
By the
to continue the work during the night.
present arrangement the first dynamo, as previously, provides current for the electrolytic
bath.s during the daytime (300 amperes for 12
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forcing out the plug, and the circuit is then
of course broken.
The following table gives the data of charging the cells in series:

7 A.
10 A.
I

P

4 P.
7 P.

of starting.

ment

amperes.

M

M
M
M
M

200
200
190
I So
150

...

Ele-

Ele-

Current,

Time

I,

ment

II,

Volts.

Volts.

2.00
2.05
2.10
2.15
2.20

2.00

Dynamo,
Volts.

4.10
4-15
4.20
4.40
4.50

2.05
2.10
2.15
2.17

Interrupted at 7 P. M.
Tension at 8 P. M., Element
1. 95 volts; Element II. r. 95 volts.

I,

The whole charge is 2 250 ampere-hours (4 volts).
In the following table are given the data of
discharging the cells in parallel:
Current,

Time

ampeies.

of starting.

M.

8 P.

300
280
270
240

M

6 A.
10 A.
12 A.

M.
M.

Interrupted at 12 A.

ment

II,

The

IZ

I

Ele-

I,

ment

II,

Volts.

Volts.

1.70
1.67

1.70

1.65

1.63
1.65

T.70

'67

M. Tension, Element

I,

Baths
Volts

I. go;

ele-

go.

discharge

No

Ele-

ment

is

4,460 ampere hours

{2 volts)

was found in the deposit efby means of the accumulator current
compared with the deposit obtained by direct
dynamo current. It is only necessary to keep
difference

fected
II
-I

10

^BflrH.Si\

7
FIG. 2.

ACCUMULATORS FOR GALVANOPLASTIC WORK.

hours).
The second dynamo, which was used
as a reserve, is now employed for charging the
At night
accumulators during the daytime.
dynamo No. i is disconnected and the accumulators are connected to the electrolytic baths.
By means of a special form of switch it is possible to charge the two cells in series and to discharge them in parallel. Fig. 3 shows the connections of this switch with the charging dynamo and the two accumulator cells and the elecIn Fig. 6 is shown the position
trolytic vessels.
of the switch when the cells are being charged;
Fig. 5 shows its position when they are discharging. The switch was designed by Mr. Huber of the
Oerlikon %vorks. In the negative branch of each
accumulator. Fig. 3, are inserted the ampere meters
and A^, which read up to 250 amperes, and
and R^. In the positive branch of
resistances
each cell are inserted lead safety fuses i^and F^.
and 7?' are necessary in
The two resistances
order that the current of each cell may be discharged at exactly the same rate. They are
made of an iron tube Yx of an inch in diameter
and 3 feet long. One end of the tube is con:

A

If there is a dethe baths properly acidulated.
ficiency of acid, the deposit is a dark reddish
brown instead of a bright yellow reddish color,
which is obtained in a bath of good solution.
These accumulator-cells made by the Oerlikon
works, Switzerland, are of a somewhat difterent
construction from those usually employed.
The
plates are so made and the means for introduccurrent
the
to
plates so disposed that
ing the
a perfectly equal distribution of the charging or
discharging current over the whole surface of
each plate is obtained. The current enters in
the center of the negative plate, and leaves the
All the positive
positive plate on its edges.
plates are connected together at the four corAVhile the effect of this arrangement is
ners.
scarcely noticeable in ordinary slow charging or
discharging, it is plainly seen when the rates are
four or five times greater. When the plates are
without this feature and a high rate of charge
or discharge is necessary, the contrast is marked.

by the addition of a proper amount of

silicate

of soda or potassium to the dilute sulphuric
acid.
The resistance of the gelatinous electrolyte is practically the same as that of the dilute

sulphuric acid.
The chemical reactions are the
same in the cells as those containing the ordinary dilute acid electrolyte. The m'anagement
of these accumulators does not differ essentially
from that employed in the case of other types of
cells.
The charging of these accumulators,
however, should be done with a constant pressure at the poles of the cell, and not with the
usual constant current- By this method the tension of current from beginning to the end of charging is the same, say 2.15 volts per cell.
As the
cell or battery is supposed to be discharged, a
large amount of current flows at the start.
As
the plates become saturated the charging current diminishes until at a certain point the counter electromotive force of the cells is equal to
the charging tension of the current.
The further entering of current therefore is stopped.
By this method charging may be completed in a
shorter time than by the more common plan of
charging with constant current. The employment of automatic apparatus in charging is unIf the electronecessary in the former case.
motive force of the dynamo is maintained constant the charging regulates it.self automatically.
The development of gas bubbles is also entirely
prevented.

The method of gelatinizing the electrolyte
many advantages. The scaling of the

presents

plates and the falling awaj' of particles and the
consequent short-circuiting of the plates are all
prevented. A break of the glass or ebonite vessel does not interfere with the discharging curUnder the same
rent, as no fluid can escape.

conditions a cell filled with gelatinized electrolyte permits a higher rate of charge or discharge
than a similar cell filled with dilute acid. The
gelatinized electrolyte is of course convenient in
cases when it is necessary to move the batteries.
The expense connected with gelatinizing the

amounting to about
is
trifling,
double the cost of the dilute acid. The efficiency varies from 80 to 95 per cent., according
electrolyte

The reliability of
to the amount of current.
the cell is far greater than with the fluid electrolyte.
During the last year a considerable number of batteries have been made with the new
electrolyte in England and on the Continent,
and, in the opinion of the writer, there is no

R

R

nected with the ampere meter and the other end
copper clamp which leads by means of a
In
thick cable to the negative pole of the cell.
the positive branch of the charging circuit from
the dynamo is inserted an automatic cut-out,
the general appearance of which is shown in
Fig. 4.
The iron core 5 is surrounded by
in the coil C
The current enters at
a coil C.
and leaves at Z, which point is connected to the
copper tube T. The end of this copper tube is
to a

E

closed by a copper plug, from which a cable
cylinconducts the current further on.
dric piece of iron moves freely up and down
When the plug is slipped into
in the tube T.
the tube the current flows through the coil Cand
the iron core 5 becomes magnetic; the iron
cylinder is lifted to the top of the tube and
The screw
is held there by magnetic force.
makes it possible to keep this little cylinder
at the proper distance from the magnet in
accordance with the amount of current. If for
any reason the current should tend to flow from
the cells to the dynamo, the magnetism momentarily decreases and the cylinder falls,

A

FIG.

5.

ACCUMULATORS FOR GA LVANOPLASTIC WORK.

28 centimeters square and 5 millimeters in thickness. The battery is composed
of III plates, 55 positive and 56 negative. The
total weight of the plates and the connections is
405 kilos; the weight of the electrolyte is 2ookilos;
the weight of the lead-lined wooden box is 100
kilos, and the capacity in ampere hours is 2,200.
A feature in favor of these cells is to be found
in the fact that the containing vessels are filled
with a mixture instead of dilute sulphuric acid.
In this mixture, which becomes solid after a
short time, the dilute sulphuric acid is converted
This result is effected
into a gelatinous mass.

Each

plate

is

FIG.

6.

doubt that after a short time the use of the
liquid acid will be entirely superseded and the
gelatinized form used exclusively, both for paste
accumulators and for accumulators which are

made

without the use of paste or cement.

Decision

in

Favor of the BrusFi Company.

following dispatch has been received from the Brush
"Judge Co.xe has handed
Electric company of Cleveland:
down a decision in our case against the Julien Electric
our foundation
broadly
sustaining
company in New York,
rights to the control of all practicable forms of secondar>*

The

batteries."
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Thk. recent negotiations in electric railways
give evidence of the faith of capitalists in the
new system of street car propulsion. One capis
stated, has invested over
italist alone, it
§5,000,000 during the last few months in street
railways which he proposes to convert into electric roads.
The subject is alluded to in the New

York

is

association paid a tribute to the ability of those
engaged in electric lighting, both in the commer-

and scientific departments. He also admits
that electric lighting is what the people want,
and that they will insist upon having it. In
cial

fact,

gas companies are urged to lay

aside their prejudices
lighting while the field

and engage
is still

in

electric

open.

H. Temple. Mana<;er.

—

of Measuring

in the same
that there is nothing to
evading the issue between gas and

of these

be gained by
arc lamps, and there is no denying the fact, says
Mr. Fowler, that the arc lamp is far superior to
gas for street illumination. In the discussion
on this interesting paper another member of the

view of this

Basinets Manager.

Temple Court,New Vobk.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
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no more so than others
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Accumulators

is

letter.

The New York assembly has refused to adopt
the amendment to that section of the electrical
execution law prohibiting the publication of any
of the details attending the inlliction of the
death penalty. This action can only be e.\plained by the statement that the legislators of
New \'ork are opposed to the liberty of the
press. The "moss-back" representatives of rural
districts thought this would be a good chance,
undoubtedly, to square accounts with .some of
the papers that have exposed their ludicrous
views.

Managers of gas companies give additional
evidence each year of their growing conviction
that the electric liglit is in the ascendancy.
At
the last meeting of the New England Exchange
of das Engineers, an officer of a gas company
read a paper on the management of electric
light stations in connection with gas plants. An
abstract of the paper is given in another column.
He says the gas company with which he is connected purchased an electric light plant, and although it was careful to guard against the enlargement of the electric business at the expense
of the gas, yet in eighteen months the increase in
the electrical output of the plant was 60 per
This is certainly a remarkable admission,
cent.

Ei.sKWHr.KE in this issue is presented a paper
by Dr. I.ouis Bell on "Electric Motors for
General Railroad Work," which was read at the
The
last meeting of the Chicago Electric club.
subject is treated in a thorough manner, and the
The fact that
problems are wjll worked out.
in electric railway work there is a tendency in
the direction of increasing the size of moto-s
and of adding to the number of trailers, has led
naturally to the consideration of the problem of
operating electrically regular railroad trains.
The question whether motors can be built sufficiently powerful and reliable to handle trains at
railroad speed is answered generally in the af-

The immediate solufirmative by Prof. Bell.
tion of the problem of distributing the power is
to be found, he says, in the operation of a railroad in reasonable sections.
Just what the
proper divisions should be must be determined
separately in the case of each road which is to
be equipped with the electric system. Prof.
Bell works out one example in which he finds it
entirely practical to locate power houses in the
center of sections of twenty miles. As a further
illustration, the problem of operating by electricity the "Big Four" road from Chicago to
Cincinnati, a distance of 300 miles, by electricity
is considered. The road is divided into sections
of thirty miles, in the center of which generat-

According to his
ing stations are located.
estimate the system on one of these divisions
which is selected as an example, would have a
At this rate
general efficiency of 50 per cent.
no special economy would be found in the use
of electricity, but still its adoption might result
inasmuch as a cheaper
in reduced expenses
grade of coal might be burned, as better firing
would be possible, and the weight of the motor
might be made less than that of the locomotives, as according to Prof. Bell's view, the electric current tends to increase the traction. This
operis the general conclusion in regard to the
ation of long lines, but in the case of short lines
between two neighboring

cities

and suburban

roads the substitution of the electric motor system would present substantial advantages, not
the least of which would be reduced expenses.
The use of electric motor trains on elevated
roads is not only perfectly practical, says Prof.
Bell, but there is no excuse at the present time
for the operation of a single locomotive on such
He refers to the "I." roads in New York
lines.
City, and estimates that the substitution of elecbills from
tric motors would reduce the coal
$700,000 per year to $300,000. The use of electric motors on elevated roads is only a question
of time, says Prof. Bell in conclusion.

Electrical journalism promises to be exceedingly interesting in New York for the next
few months. .Mready significant changes have
occurred, which, although not entirely unlocked
for, still in many respects are of a surprising
nature.
T. C. Martin and Joseph Wetzler, for
years the editors of the Electrical WorlJ, have
retired from the staff of that journal, and rumor
has it that their retirement was somewhat suddenly and unceremoniously effected. 'I'his re-

port was followed by the

announcement

that Mr.

Martin and Mr. Wetzler had cast in their fortunes with (leorge M. Phelps, of the Electrical
Engineer, and that this journal was to appear as
The company which is
a weekly after April i.
to publish the new weekly has selected Mr.
Phelps as president and Mr. Colvin as secretary
and treasurer. Messrs. Martin and Wetzler will
It is to be
have the editorial management.
hoped that the new company will not, as has
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been rumored, allow its stock to be taken by
supply and manufacturing men. Nothing would

more seriously operate against the success of the
new venture.
That the Electrical Jl'orlJ has lost strength
and prestige by the enfored retirement of the
gentlemen who for years have had editorial
charge of the paper, seems to be the prevailing
impression.
Those who share in this impression
are unkind enough to refer to the last number

World

of the

as proof positive of the truth of
last issue of the paper in
question certainly was not up to the mark, but
it is hoped
that this sudden lowering of the
standard will be only temporary.
It certainly
would be a matter of general regret if the iVorld
should assume permanently that indifferent
character which is so noticeable in journals conducted by managers without newspaper experience.
The leading electrical newspapers have,
up to the present time, maintained a high standard of excellence compared with publications
representing other fields of industry, and this
standard should not be lowered.
Changes in addition to those mentioned are
Messrs. Colvin and Shaw, of the
reported.
Electrical World, have left their positions and
have joined the staff of the new Eleclrieal Engineer.
Dr. Louis Bell of Chicago, has assumed
the position of editor-in-chief of the Jl'orldm
place of Mr. Martin.
Dr. Bell is a cultivated
gentleman who has an ample technical knowlHe has been a college professor, but his
edge.
newspaper experience, we believe, has not been
extensive.
their

belief.

The

To remodel the eminently respectable but
slow, easy-going Electrical Engineer, to change
it into an enterprising, wide-awake weekly, able
to hold its own in a field in which the sharpest
will be felt, is a task of no mean
proportions, amounting, as it does, practically,
to the establishment of a new paper.
Still the
new weekly has many advantages.
Messrs.
Martin and Wetzler are accomplished newpaper
men and genial gentlemen, and their ability
and popularity will now be supplemented by a
liberal policy on the part of the new management, an advantage which the editors, by way of
contrast, will very keenly appreciate. Mr. Phelps
is a gentleman of great personal popularity, and
he enjoys a wide acquaintance in the electrical

competition

field.

His newspaper experience has been

in

the right direction to enable him wisely to manage the affairs of the new weekly. The Electrical Engineer has our heartiest wishes for its
entire success.
The task which its projectors
have before them, however, is not one which will
excite envy in the heart of the average newspaper man. It is a fact, not generally understood perhaps, that there will never be more
than two entirely successful electrical newspapers published in the country. One of these
journals, as a representative of the west, will be
issued in Chicago, and the other, representing
the east, will be published in New York city;
they alone will be strong, vigorous, influential
papers, with large circulations and a heavy advertising patronage.
There will be other feeble
publications which will struggle along and perhaps finally die, and their places will be filled by
other journals whose existence will be equally
precarious.
The physical characteristics are
such that these two papers, one published in
Chicago and the other in New York, one west
and one east, are bound to do the bulk of the
electrical newspaper business of the
Ihiited
States.
It would not be a difficult matter to
name the paper which is destined to be, and is,
in fact, the western representative; but in the
present complicated condition of affairs in New
York, with the prospect of a bitter struggle for
supremacy, the name of the representative of
the eastern field might not be selected with equal
success.

While

complications

electrical journals, the

beset

the

New York

Western Electrician,

with the great central and Western states for its
goes steadily ahead, serving its patrons
better than any other electrical journal in the
world.
For all its electrical contemporaries,
big and little, successful or unfortunate, the
Wkslkkn Electrician entertains a hearty regard, and desires to see them all secure an
territory,

abundant measure of success.
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of

Measuring Grounds on Arc

Electric

Light Circuits.
BV J. J. O'CONNELL.

The diagram presented herewith

By Dr. Louis Bell.

a
method of measuring the insulation resistance
of an arc light circuit while the current is on the
The plan, which will be described, sugline.
gested itself to the writer after experiences in
telephone work with a differentially wound coil
While the method has not, as
and condensers.
yet, been subjected to a practical test, it is submitted to the readers of the Western Electri-

cian for

illustrates

criticism.

Referring to the diagram, A represents an arc
is the dynalight circuit with a ground at S
.1/and -A"
mo, with its poles marked -1- and
are two condensers equally exposed to the earth;
A" is an auxiliary set of condensers; / is what
might be termed a differentially wound inducthat is, one in which the secondary
tion coil
coil is divided into two parts, in which if equal
currents circulate in the same direction they will
oppose each other and neutralize any inductive
The primary of
effect on an outside conductor.
the coil, /, is connected with a telephone, /. At
A is represented a special resistance which will
be referred to subsequently.
To explain the action of the apparatus it is
;

B

—

;

—

that the cable is well insulated and is
of uniform capacity
that is, the same kind of a

assumed

Motors in General Railway
Wori<^

—

The

of this paper makes it sufficiently evident that
I do not intend to indulge in retrospection, except in so
far as is necessary for illustra ion, but shall turn my attention to what is now a probability of the future.
The electric motor for street car service is an accomplished fact, as some hundreds of miles of road in daily
operation bear witness. So far as practical success is con
cerned, the electric railroad is past the e-xptrimental stage,
and is in the beginning of the commercial era. Many improvements will be made in the future, as they have been
in the past, and the directions which some of the improvements have taken suggest and emphasize the probabilities
I am going to discuss to-night.
First we must notice that, in a large measure, the running of single cars has been abandoned, except on small
roads and heavy grades.
gocd proportion of electric
railroads now regularly use trailers attached to their motor
cars, and sometimes trains of two or more; to meet this
demand for trains rather than single cars, a heavier type of
motors has been introduced, and even heavier ones are
being projected.
powerful motor, with a couple of
trailers attached, cannot fail to suggest to the mind a possibility of a still more powerful car at the head of a procession of a coup'e of baggage cars, two or three day
coaches, and as many more sleepers.
Enough experiments have already been tried to show that motors nearly,
or quite, as powerful as an ordinary locomotive can be
readily made and handled.
The power is in cur hands,
the possibility of using it on a grand scale seems nearer
day by day, and we call up the aforesaid procession of
cars to our minds' eye, and instinctively ask ourselves, why
not?
Beside knowing the general properties of our present
electric railroads, we are now in a position to make a fairly
good estimate of their operating expenses. The best discussion- of this which has yet appeared, is the recent paper
His results are worth the careful study
of O. T. Crosby.
of any one interested in the particular study now before us,
and while some of his data were necessarily imperfect, they
give a very good general idea of the facts.
Some recent changes in street railway practice may prove
suggestive in this connection. First, we must notice the growing use of large and powerful compound wound generators.
An ordinary shunt wound machine is ill suited to railway service, on account of the very great variations in load, and consequently in voltage; nothing short of compound winding
can or does keep the voltage reasonably constant, and the
title

A

A

change is a most decided improvement. Beside this, voltLess than
age in general use has been constantly rising
two years ago, a well known electrician said that he did
not favor the use of more than 4C0 volts for railway
work; there are now a few roads on which from 525 to 550
volts at the station is the rule, and pressures as low as 400
This increase
volts at the station are quite the exception.
In the early
of voltage is probably a distinct advantage.
days of electric railroading, a couple of jears ago, the art
field
was
of insulating armature and
coil
by no means as
highly ceveloped as it is now, and I think we shall soon
reach the point where the voltage used for railway work
w'ill only be limited by considerations of public safety,
and only therefore when overhead circuits of bare wire
gratifying to learn that at the Kansas City
convention it was agreed to adopt as far as possible a
uniform standard of 500 volts for railway work. Weare
quite ceitain now that 5C0 volts cannot be classified as a
dangercus potential, at least if the current is a continuous
one; how much higher than this the limit of safety lies we
do not know, though it is quite certainly below i 000 volis.
Increased voltage means increased efficiency in distribution
and increased efficiency of motors if we can secure the
necessary insulation.
If we are ever to use poAerful
motors at a long distance from the generating station, the
The possib lity of
necessity of high voltage is apparent.
using high voltages need not be questioned, for in the experiments of Deprez. ar.d the more recent experiments at
Kriegsteten, potentials from two to nearly six thousand
vols were quite successfully u=ed. The necessity for high
voltage ma) compel us to use Gramme armatures to secure
insulation, but there is no serious obstacle.
Another recent important improvement in motor woik is the very general use of carbon brushes, which has facilitated the operation of railway motors in a most remarkable manner.
I
mention these various improvements becauEe they apply
directly to the problem we are to discuss: The transmission
of large amounts of power over considerable distance to

are used.
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METHOD OF MEASURING GROUNDS ON ARC LIGHT

CIR-

CUITS.

used throughout the entire length of the
conditions if a person listens
The
at the telephone no sound will be heard.
reason of this is evident, for an electrical balance exists. If, however, this balance be disturbed by the coming on of a ground, say at the
point S^ the iron core of the differential coil will
become magnetized by the preponderating influence of currents in one of the secondary coils.

cable

is

line.

Under such

The

result of these slight variations in the magnetic condition of the core will be a humming

sound

the telephone.
Condensers, each of a
capacity, are now plugged in at K.
By
doing this a balance is again brought about and,
as it has been found that the resistance of the
ground connection varies inversely as the capacity of the condensers, the insulation resistance
of the circuit may be approximately estimated.
In order to locate the ground, resistance in the
form of '*dead" arc lamps is switched
at
until no sound is heard in the telephone.
The resistance cut in, in a case similar to the one
under discussion, will equal the insulation resistance of that portion of the line which extends
from the -\- terminal of the dynamo to the leak
The object of employing at
at S.
as resistance, the "dead" arc lamps of a similar make to
those in ser\'ice on the line, is to eliminate as
much as poss ble the error which would result
if no account w^as taken of retardation.
in

known

m

R

R

Force Bain of Chicago, sold last week a 7-horse power
motor to the Chicago Paper company.

fast

It is

running

trains.

In looking at the possibility of handling trains with
motors, two questions naturally arise before we can even
First, can we
consider the advisability of attempting it.
readily build a motor to handle railroad trains at railroad
speed? To this question, I think we can unhesitatingly
answer, yes.
The experiments of Mr. Daft on the New
York Elevated Road make it very clear that we can build
motors large enough to do the work w ith every hope of
success.
In those experiments trains of the ordinary
weight for elevated work were readily handled at a speed
higher than that required by schedule time. Aside from
this, stationary motors of equivalent size are already in use
in mining operations. In face, with large motors, say from
50 to 150 horse power, we should expect to obtain rather
greater efficiency than in the sizes more generally used.
We should expect, theoretically, to obtain a rather higher
weight efficiency with the larger machines.
In practice
very many manufacturers do not increase the weight efficiency with the size of machine.
The reason for this I do
not know; possibly because a machine of lower weight
This question
efficiency is sometimes cheaper to build.
aside, there are certain advantages of a practical nature in
When a motor becomes too
using these large motors.
large to be put under an ordinary car body, and a special
iRead before

the Chicago Eleciric club,
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motor car

is constiucted to hold it, it works under coj dimuch more favorable to smooth and succi s^ful
running, for it is far less exposed to accident and continual
small troubles arising from dirt, than an ordinary street car
motor.
Then, too, it is possible, not being cramped for
spEce, to arrange the whole motor outfit in such a way
that it can be given close and careful attention.
The second question before mentioned is, can we ri iy
on a motor with anywhere near the same feeling of cerlaii.ty as on a locomotive?
couple of years ago we ihculd
have been compelled to answer this question in the negative, but the great and rapid improvements that have been
made in insulation and the various details of construction,
make one hesitate in giving that answer.
mu=t remember that dynamos of corresponding size are in daily
use, and frequently run months many hours a day, without
the necessity of shutting down for any purpose whalever.
Given a powerful motor, placed in a motor car, where it can
have as close attention and as watchful care as any dynamo
in a central station receives, and I know of no reason why
it should be subject to break-downs, or require frequent repairs; to be sure, a motor is subjected to sudden and violent changes of load, but if well made to begin with acd
well taken care of, I do not think we should haveg cd
reason to fear its being unreliable.
The case is not at all
comparable with that of ordinary street car motors, which,
reasonable
beside lacking even a
amount of care, are subject to dirt and dampness to a degree that makes it wonderful that they do not break down oftener.
A motor placed
in a special motor car, and properly protected, ought to
run as successfully as a stationary motor, and thus unkss
grossly overloaded, give singularly little trouble.
Putting aside then these questions, as those can reasonably be answered in the affirmative, we come to another
vital question: Can the requisite amount of power be transmitted, with a tolerable degree of economy, to the distances required? This question we are now in a position to
answer.
It is apparent, I think, at first sight that we cannot expect to distribute over very long distances withcut a
The electromotive forces
frightful sacrifice of economy.
used are sorhewhat limited by the possibilities of insulation,
and economy of long distance transmission can only be secured by very high electromotive forces or an enormous
The immediate solution of this
expenditure of copper.
difficulty is to operate the line in sections of reasonable
length, and thi?, uf course, can easily be done.
This at
once raises the question, what is reasonable length? And
to answer this question, we should have to investigate each
special case in detail, for the mcst economical length of
section would involve the relation between the loss of
power in transmission over a long distance and the increased expense of shortened sections a ratio which evidently involves too many variables to admit of a general

tions very

A

We

calculation.

Let me take for illustration a special case; Suppose we
wish to deliver 100 horse power to a distant motor, let us
assume QO per cent, efficiency for both dynamo and motor,
and we wish to transmit the power to a distance of ten
miles on either side of the generating station, using a number o copper wire as a distributing conductor. We could
deliver too horse power at either end of the line, with an
efficiency of somewhere about 50 per cent., and we should
require about twenty-four tons of copper wire for a complete metallic circuit.

form speed over the

If the

line

we

creasing efficiency until the

motor were moving

at a uni-

should have a gradually

in-

motor reached the generating

and gradually decreasing efficiency after that, until
The efficiency as it
it reached the further end of the line.
passed the station Mould be Si per cent., and the mean
efficiency over the whole line consequently about 65 per
cent. In this case, I have assumed, in addition, an electromotive force of 1,200 volts at the motor terminals at he
end of the line, an electromotive force not at all imstation,

l

It is therefore clear that a
practicable for large motors.
twenty-mile section can be worked with a fair degree of
efficiency, even using a conductor no larger than a Xo. o
wire.
Using a large conductor, it would be possible to
woik a section cor siderably longer. I merely mention this
instance to give an approximate idea of the losses of long
distance transmission and will introduce a computation for
a section of more practical length later.
question that naturally comes up in this connection is,
whether it might not be possible to obtain the best results
by means of a constant current motor and generator. I am
aware that I am trenching here on dangerous ground, but
unless the doors are locked before I close this paper, I
have hopes of escaping in the melee. The mechanical
difficulties of keeping a long line in order for real series
transmission, aie. I think, too formidable to make this
aspect of the question worth discussing until they shall
have been effectively disposed of for short distance work.
If we were only operating, however, one motor per section
of line; in other words, transforming the system into a
real block system, I am not at all sure but that the constant
current motor could be very successfully used, although its
application to railroad work is as yet new.
curious complication is introduced by the fact that if
we were to operate a long line in sections, we should find,
as the inspection of any time table will show, that on certain sections no more than one train could be running at
one time, while on others several trains would have to be
operated simultaneously. On these last sections larger
distributing conductors would be needed, and a little study
of the time table might result in a very considerable saving
of copper.
As the motor used would be a series motor in
any case, I see no objection to working it at a constant
current on one-train sections, if anything were to be saved

A

A

by

it.

now consider the power which would be required
and the economy that might be obtained in an actual case,
taking a single section for an illustration. The case which
I am going to suppose is a transformation of the Big Four
Line, from Chicago to Cincinnati, into an electric road, so
I will

far as passenger trains are concerned.
line is a trifle over three hundred miles,
it

The

length of the
shallsuppose
to be divided into some ten or twelve sections, each with

and

I
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This ariangepower slaticn at its mtJdle point.
mcnl of the power siatiocs evidently will secure the greater
The road is a single trcck one, and the

a

average economy.

hypothetical section which I shall investigate is the section
between Kankalcee and Sheldon. Indiana, a distance of
this sort to show what will
I take a case of
thirty miles.
be the actual power re<|uired and the proximate economy,
in the case of an actual railroad running its regular train
on its present schedule time.
In looking over any lime tabic \i will be noticed that any
^uch given section will only require powerat certain hours of
the day, and a varying amount according as one or more
Having worked
trains may te operated at the same time.
out the time for supply power and the probable amount,
a bypc1 sh.ill then investigate the probable economy of
ihcticat electrical equipment.
'>

l-ookirg ovt^T the time table of the Ilig

h'our

Line, be-

tween Kankakee and Sheldon, it apptars that passenger
trains were on the section during the following hours:
10:25 A. M. to 12:35, 1:40 to 3:10, 10:25 to 1:32 1-. M., and
Kiom 1:40
again in the early morning from 3:20 to 4:30.
to 3:10 two trains are simultaneously upon ihe section; at
all other times only one train would have to be operated at
a lime. Looking further, we should find, that by changing
the time of the two local trains from Kankakee to Sheldon, which do not connect with anything, and by changing that lime only a few minutes, it would never be necessary to operate more than one train on a section at a time.
Making these changts, the hours of supplying power
would be 10:25 A. M. to 3:10 r. m., 10:25 to 11:32 i'. m.,
3:Jo to 4:30 A. M.
The problem then resolves itself into
supplying power enough to operate an ordinary train at the
usual sf>eed, and at a maximum distance of fifteen miles from
the power station.
l-ct us now suppose the motor to work at 1500 volts at
The power reits terminals at the end of the sECtion.
quired 10 operate the train would be about 200-250 horse

power

at the average speed. cons((|uentIy the current transmitted over the line would be about 100-125 amperes.
Of course we might suppose any number of hypothetical
line equipments, but I shall confine myself to one in which
the amount of copper required will not be specially foibidI shall suppose
a line wire No. o, connected at
ding.
short intervals to a bare trolley wiieof silicon bronze, or some
similar alloy, size No. i.
The conductivity of this system
is more than equivalent to a single wire No. coo, on which
I should base my calculation.
I should suppose track and
The
ground systems to be made in the ordinary way.
length of conductor on each side of the central station
would be about 70.000 feet, and the fall of the potential
for 100 amperes over th's distance would be a little over
5C0 volts; the -generator therefore wculd have 10 develop a
little over 2,000 volts and the line efficiency at the termiThe avnals of the section would be nearly 75 per cent.
erage line efficiency for the entire section would probably
amount
of
The total
be somewhere nearly 85 per cent.
copper required for the section would be about no 000
lbs, including insulation, or about 3,600 lbs. of copper per

mile.

With therefore
at all excessive,

this

amount of copper, which seems not

we should have an average

line efficiency

of about S5 per cent., and assume for the efficiency of the
motors and gears 80 per cent., which for motors running
at high speed and infrequent stops, does not seem an exThe mean ccmmercial efficiency of the
cessive estimate.
combination wculd be a little above 60 per cent.
In other
words, taking into account all sources of loss, we should
probably have an efficiency of a little ever 50 per cent, from
the indicated horse power at the engine to the power supplied at the axles of the car.
Now let us look a little further and see the amount of
power which would have to be supplied to the section
which we have been considering.
Looking over the time
schedule we see that power is required for almost exactly
seven hours, and to supply 200 horse power necessary at
the train, we shculd have to furnish about 400 horse power
should therefore
indicated at the power station.
furnish 2,Soo horse power hours to the section under consideration, and we should have the advantage of being able
These engines
to use compound condensing engines.
ought to be able to furnish the indicated horse power on
2 lbs. of coal; the coal required for our supposed section
then would be 0,yj<) lbs. for the twenty-four hcurs. Banking fires between runs would consume some little coal beside,
but with proper engines and good firing the 2,Soo horse
power hours ought to be furnished on three tons of coal.
For express speeds, of course, 200 horse power would be
too small and the coal consumption would be larger, while
the line efficiency would be slightly lower. Still in our supposed case we could count on a mean efficiency of 50 per
cent, from indicated horse power to Ira'n, for while fast
trains would entail greater loss in the line, the average
This amount is
figure would not be seriously lowered.
probably a tritle less than would be required by the locomotives doing the same work.
Seven to eight lbs. of coal
per car, which is a fair estimate for passenger trains, and as
we may lake the trains to average five cars, the amount required on the section per train would be from i ,(jooto 1,20.1
There
lbs., or for the six daily trains probably 7.000 lbs.
would probably be even in this extreme case a slight saving
of fuel.
\Vc are now in a position to form a tolerably clear idea of
the probable cost of equipping such a section as wc have
shall require for equipment a 400
been discussing.
horse power compound condensing engine, and dynamos
we
shall require, as before mentioned, a little
to match, and
In return for the
less than two tons of copper per mile.
investment in these items, we get an average commercial
efficiency of a little over 50 per cent., and the question to
be raised is the exceedingly practical one, will it pa)?
gain the advantage of being able to use a very economical
engine.
gain a certain number of employes who may
To make these gains we have conbe dispensed with.
tented ourselves with an elficicncy of 50 per cent.
It is worth noting, loo, that the mean efficiency of such
a section cannot be raised to a very high figure, for the

We

We

We

We

reason that even with the small amount of copper specified
most of the loss is in the double transformation effected by
dynamos and motors, and not in the line. If the amount
of copper were doubled we shculd still have to be contented
with a total commercial efficiency of about (So per cent.
In Mr Sprague's very able paper before the National
Electric Light association, he has pointed out the economy
secured by multiplying power stations and using shorter
sections.
The practical way to put the ([uestion of economy to be thus secured i* this; Will it pay to double the
expense for power stations to save three-quarters of the
outlay in copper; or will it pay to double the cost of power
stations for the sake of saving the above proportion of the
power lost in the line? This view is nece sarily somewhat
limited, for in the case of compact systems the saving can
be eflfected without anj thing like doubling the cost of power

Without going into detailed estimate, it would
seem doublful whether there would be much practical economy in an extensive system of power stations. The threewire system suggested by Mr. Sprague. in the same paper,
is a much more practical way of securing economy,
and

stations.

may come into extensive use. On a double track
we have in suburban or elevated roads, this

as

road, such
three-wire

system could be operated to very great advantage.
Let us now look at the locomotive a little, for the purpose
of seeing whether we are going to gain enough in saving
of coal and wages to pay for 40 or 50 per cent, energy
transformations of the electric system.
to be a widespread popular delusion to the
locomotive is an exceedingly uneconomical

lost in the various

There seems
effect that the

machine. On the contrary, the figures of actual tests show
that the locomotive compares very favorably with ordinary
non-condensing engines of similar size. Several locomotive
tests made in New England, a few years since, gave the
horsepower hour on between four and five lbs. of coal, or
with the evaporation of less thai? thirty lbs. of water. Figures obtained with the Strong locomotive show even better
results, some of the runs being made on less than four lbs.
of coal per indicated horse power hour, and the average
results being most remarkable.
\"arious foreign experiments point In the same direction,
to show that a well cared for locomotive will give the horse
power hour on twenty-seven to thirty pounds of water, even
the small engines on the New \'ork Elevated road, workingas they do with an average horse power only 3S per cent.
fo the maximum, still consume only six and two-tenths lbs.
of coal per horse power hour; and no engine could be put to
more trying service, for nearly 16 per cert, cf the power
used on a round trip is used in getting up headway at stations.

As it is now. the locomotive sppears to be more
economical than the average non condensing single engine,
but if the locomotive is ever pushed hard by any other motive power it will be developed in the direction of compoundirg. We have already enough tests of compound
locomotives to form a pretty distinct idea of the saving that
In the series of experiments first tried in
can be effected.
Russia, several years ago, to determine the efficiency of a
compound locomotive, the average of the results obtained
shows the horse power hour was obtained with the evapoThe
ration of a little less than twenty-five lbs of water.
indicated horse power ranged from 160 to 2f^o, and the
mean saving in steam over an ordinary locomotive was ;o
Some of the experiments gave the horse power
per cent.
hour on less than twenty-three its. of water. Reports from
compound engines tried in India are not quite so favorable, the economy in fuel being only 13 per cent.
A long
series of tests of the \'on Borries corr pound locomotives in
Germany gave an average economy in fuel of 16 per cent.,
so that on the whole, we must conclude that in the matter
of efficiency the compound loccmolive gives about the
same results as any other compcund non-condensing
engine.

would appear then that the saving of fuel effected
system wculd practically be that due to the
difference between condensing and non -condensing engines.
The saving in fuel wculd probably be about oneThe saving in employes would be comparatively
half.
small; two or three men would be required to opeiale each
power station.
The margin of economy, therefore, between a long distance electric system and locomotives, appears to be just
about enough to balance the losses in the transformation in
This latter, however, has two addithe electric system.
tional advantages that tend to economy. In the first place,
a somewhat cheaper grade of coal can be used with a staIt

in the electric

In the
tionary engine, because better firing is possible.
second place, an electric locomotive would have a decided
advantage in the matter of weight efficiency, which insures
I should say
that electric loa slight economy in powder.
comotives of the power we have been considering, would
weigh from 30 to 50 per cent, less than an ordinary loccOne instinctively asks, if this
molive with its tenders.
lighter weight does not mean decreased tractional power?
.\nd hence does it not work to the disadvantage of the
This opens the question of the effect
electric locomotive?
of using the rail return for the" current which supplies
power.
Most of tnose who have studied the subject, think
that the adhesion is somewhat greatly increased by the
passage of the current from the wheel to the rail.* So far
as I am aware there are no experiments under anything
like working conditions, which give us a definite idea of
That the general opinion is well founded, I
the facts.
have little doubt, and in looking over some of my note
This
books, I have found some experimental evidtnce.
was a fact well known, I presume, lo others who have experimented on electric cars, that the ratio between the
power required to start a car and that required to keep It
in motion, is quite out of the proportion with the results
one would expect, judging from dynamometer tests on ordiI am of the opinion that
the increase in
nary street cars.
adhesion, even under ordinary working conditions, is very
Where very heavy currents are used, we
•considerable.
know, from actual experiment, that such is the case, as
has been shown by Mr. Ries.
This naturally raises the question as to the possibility of
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reaching very high speeds by the use of electric locomotives.
Of course, in any case, increased speed means
great'y increased power, and the question then becomes
one of comparative weight. cftiLiency and adhesion; this

comparison

is

certainly to

the

advantage of the

electric

motor, but we must remember that the limitations upon
railway speeds to-day are not those set by mechanical
difficulties, but considerations of safely and economy, and
these do not change in any marked degree with a change
in the motive power.
If it would pay to run railroad trains
at an average speed of a mile a minute, it would have been
done long ago, and there is no reason to expect that the
use of electricity would quicken the lunning time, unless
the public demanded it and fell quite safe and reassured at
the prospect of being hurled through space at the rate of
luo miles per hour or thereabouts.
If there ever should
be an imperative demand for very high speed I think that
one may roughly estimate that the use of electricity would
nearly double the spteds now in use, but the question of
these verj- high speeds is purely a question of dollars and
cents, for as a rule very fast trains are not found to pay
particularly well.
In the case of a suburban road, the
saving in wages would be considerable, since one power
station would suffice fcr the whole system, and the same
is true, of
ccurse, of any large system operated from a
single station.
The Illinois Central suburban trains for
example, might run electrically with great advantage to the
public, and probably to the company.
Smaller and more
frequent trains would work wonders in the suburban traffic
and the absence of smoke and dust would be a blessing to
residents along the lake fi-ont.
I have been considering up to the present the sort of railroad work mo5t unfavorable to electricity, that is. general
railroad work over long distances.
There are, however,
certain cases in which even now electricity could be employed to a great advantage.
For example, take railway
lines between neighboring cities, where the passenger
traffic is large and frequent trains are lun.
If there were
two competing roads, one operated by electricity and the
other by steam, I should expect at least 50 per cent, more
travel on the electric road by reason of its freedom from
dirt and smoke, and attendant inconveniences. The same,
I think, would be true in the case of
very many suburban
roads, and these cases where the distances are comparatively short, I should expect lessened running expenses by
the use of electricity.
More especially would this be true
if electric braking should ever be put into successful use;
up to the present, however, it has bten one of the things
very besutifu! in theory and attrjciive in experiment, but
whxh no one has cared to attempt employing.
The case, however, where an electric system would
work to the very best advantage, is the elevated railroad. In
such a case we have a compact system which could be sup-

from a single power station in the most direct and
economical way.
The damage to neighboring property
would be enormously lessened, and the present objections
to an elevated system would be in a great measure replied

moved. Of the success and economy ot an elevated electric s>stem there can be no reasonable doubt, and I would
far as to say. that in view of what can be accomplished by electricity, there is no reasonable excuse for
peimitting the use of ordinary locomotives on an elevated
system.
The question has never been properly agitated,
but if it were, I can see but cne possible result.
The
difficulties of running an elevated system by electricity aie
immensely less than those encountered in the operation of

go so

a great street car system, like that in Boston.
In particular, the bugabco of electric lailroad men, repairs, would
dwindle into insignificance; for, lifted from the dirt and
mud of the street, an electric motor can readily be given
such care as would reduce the repairs to a comparatively
small figure.
Let us look into the gain that could be made by using
electricity on an elevated line.
It is, I think, a peculiarly
favorable case, and we fortunately have the facts and figures
at hand to determine its probable advantages.
I will put
aside for the moment ever)thing except considerations of
economy and running expenses, and I will turn to the New
York elevated system for our facts.
The locomotives on the Manhattan railroad work under
conditions anything but favorable to economy.
They are
on duty twenty hours per day, and of that time steam is
admitted into the cylinder but six hours.
The full horse
power of the engine is 1S5, the mean horse power is said
to be seventy and three-tenths; as a natural result of this,
the coal consumption is high, being six and two-tenths lbs.
Now let us count the cost of
per horse power hour.
fuel for each engine, and we shall have an average consumption of 435 lbs. of coal per hour. What coal consumption will be required to furnish seventy and three
tenths horse power mechanical on an electric system of distributions?
In the first place we shall have the advantage
of being able to use triple expansion condensing engines,
and the corresponding coal consumption is about two lbs,
This would mean something like
per horse power hour.
I shall
fifteen lbs. of water, certainly a reasonable figure.
allow 125 indicated horse pdwer to furnish the seventy and
This certainly is a
three-tenths horse power required.
liberal estimate, meaning as it does, an efi'iciency of only
This allows qo per cent,
50 per cent, from engine to car.
efficiency for the dynamos, go per cent, efficiency for the
line, and a little less than 70 per cent, commercial efliciency
for the motors.
This estimate is surely within safe limits,
for if 90 per cent, is high for the line, surely 70 is low for
the large motors, for at least this figure can be secured with
a good street car motor.
Against then 435 lbs. per hour of coal required for the
locomotive, we have 250 lbs. of coal per hour required to
And befurnish the same power to the train electrically.
sides, the coal required for the locomotives is of a higher
grade than that which would be used with a stationary engine, for it has been found best on these small locomotives
to use a rather high grade of coal, whereas I have estimated
the coal consumption for the stationary engine on the basis
of a cheap coal, having an evaporative power of seven to
seven and one- half lbs of water per lb. of coal, and costing
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New

York.

Bearing

in

mind

we see that the saving of coal must be conThe coal for the New York elevated Toad cost

these figures,
siderable.

In view of the facts I have just
over $700,000 per year.
set forth. I think on a conservative estimate, thtre will be
a saving of 8400,000 per year by generating the power at

This
the central station and distributing it electrically.
means lessening the operating e.\penses of ihe system by
Aside from the bare cost of
a very perceptible amount.
fuel, the saving and handling of coal and ashts and furnishing water, will be no small item.
But even this great saving in operating expenses would
not represent the saving which could be effected in opeiatIn the first place
ing a new elevated road by electricity.
the damage to adjoining property would be enormously
lessened by avoiding the noise, smoke and dirt of a locomotive.
In fact, I believe that the saving in the cost of
right of way would go far toward payirg the expenses of
equipping the road electricaily. But this is not all. The
use of locomotives makes necsssaiy the use of larger train
Larger train units mean, on the score of safety,
units.
running at rather less frequent intervals, and that in turn
means giving up that as yet unrealized ideal of rapid transit, small trains running at such frequent intervals that it
would never be wonh while to run for one.
With lighter trains running at more frequent intervals,
the strain on the supporting structure would be greatly
Ussened and the load more uniformly distributed, conse•quently the whole structure would be made light in appearance and reality, costing considerably less and being far
less unsightly than those now in use.
Taking this into account it seems very probable that an
electric elevated road could be built and equipped at a less
The great
cost than if it were to be operated by steam.
ease with which small train units are handled on an electric
system, should of itself be the strongest possible recom-

need have no fear of the economy cf an electric elevated
s)stem. and there is no good reason therefore why it should
not be tried.
People do not look forward with pleasure to
having a smoking, hissing locomotive spluttering by their
front windows, nor do ihey contemplate with delight its
train of cinders, ashes and grease deposited on the head of
Property owners do not enthe long suffering passers by.
joy the prospect of such a noisy, dirty neighbor as an elevated road operated with locomotives is even at its best.
and there is no reason why they should be cal'ed upon to
tolerate the abomination, when nearly all the objectionable
features can be removed, not by sacrificing anything, but
by gaining at almost every point.
The reform cannot be delayed; it is only a question of

who

will be the first to display the necessary enterprise and
energy, and give this city a system of rapid transit suited
to its needs, and to the age in which we live.
To sura up, I would state my firm conviction that the

^75
and at its close prepared
an electrical statement which was used in the oral argument, and which, at the request of Judge Taft, was included among the papers submitted for his consideration.
I did not testify on the stand."
the trial of the case throughout,

Edison Station, Philadelphia, Pa,
Ttie accompanying cut represents the plan of
the boiler room at the Edison Electric Light
company's station, Philadelphia, Pa. The station is designed for 10,000-horse power, the
largest in the United States.
The engines are
of the Armington & Sims manufacture, and it
is proposed
to install 20 of 500-horse power
each.
They are on the first floor. Directly

mendation.
question naturally arises, how could we equip an
elevated road so as to secure the best results ?
This opens a wide field for discussion, and I can only enter
it to give you my own personal views on some point which
might be of advantage. Personally I do not believe in the
Firstly, that it insingle car as the unit of transportation.
creases the cost of equipment enormously, and secondly,
because in running at a high speed it is inconvenient to
run independent cars as close together as is necessary to
On the other hand, I do
secure proper accommodation.
The necessary speed
not believe in long and heavy trains.
for the service being known, I think the general result
would be obtained by using as many small trains as could
be conveniently operated at the required speed. By small
trains, I mean trains consisting of a motor car, and say two
or three light passenger coaches. I am a firm believer in
a motor car. rather than motors piaced under esch car, for
the very practical reason that motors isolated and placed
in a separate car can be given immensely belter care than
would ever be received by a motor hidden beneath ordinary
ears.
If we are to secure the minimuwi of repairs and the
fewest possible number of break downs, I think it must be
done by giving the motors steady and careful attention,
and I believe this end can be reached by a separate motor
car, so constructed that the motors and all the running
gear can be under constant inspection. I see no objection
to a composite motor car containing compartments for
passengers, provided the above conditions are fulfilled, tut
I should hesitate to use on a system requiring high speed
and very frequent trains, motors so placed that they cannot
readily and immediately be reached in case of accident.
As to electrical equipment, I think the problem is not particularly difiicult.
The size of motor to be used must be
regulated by the train unit proposed.
Perhaps for the
unit suggested, two thirty horse power motors would ananything.
It
should
be
lemembered
that
swer as well as
isolated, as the elevated tracks would be, it would be practicable and safe to use the higher potentials than is custom-

The

electric

ary

in ordinarj" sireet railroad practice.

The distributing conductors on an elevated system could
be arranged whatever way would prove most convenient,
<^uite irrespective of the present limitations.
Neither
would the amount of copper required be at all prohibitory.
For example take ten miles of double track with the power
station somewhere near the middle point. The wiring would
of course correspond withthe number of trains to be lun.but
working on a three wire system, with track and balance circuit
the equivalent of two copper rods one inch in diameter, would
serve to handle a very large equipment, and still give a
high efficiency for the line.
The weight of this conductor
would be about sixteen tons per mile of double track, certainly
not a prohibitory amount.
By using two power stations
If
this amount of copper could be reduced to one-fourth.
the amount should stilt setm too large another interesting
Would it not be possible to operate
possibility appears.
an automatic block system of series distribution ? By
dividing the double track inlo_ sections and supplying these
from one or more power stations, it would be possible to
avoid most of the difficulties of series distribution without

We

much in the way of line efficiency.
must
that in this connection the principle of electrical braking is easier to apply on such a system than it is on
a system of distribution at a constant potential as ordinarily
practiced.
Electrical
braking has not been put into
operation in a commercial way, but some competent authorities have estimated that a saving from its use might
bt as great as 40 per cent, in power required. Such saving would be well worth effecting, even if it were less than
sacrificing

— PLAN

EDISON STATION, PHILADELI' HIA

remember

the above amount, unless there should be good mechanical
leasons to the contrary, and inasmuch as working upon
the block system would do away with many of the objections to series traction, I think, to say the leas'", this line of
operation is well worth careful investigation.
In a great
like this, rapid transit is becoming more and more a
necessity, and now before great investments have been
made, is the time of all others to try to forecast the future
and see to it that the rapid transit to be given the city, is the
very best that modern enterprise can secure.
I think we

city

may

feel sure

from what has already been done, that we

most of US

come

into very extensive use in general railway work, certainly for special and
suburban roads, possibly (or long through lines.
will live to see electricity

Cincinnati

Electric

Railway Telephone
-

Suit.
In reference to a recent editorial on his article on
"Electricity as Applied to Street Railways," Nelson W.
Perry of Cincinnati, writes the Western Electrician:
"As stated in my reply to Lieut. Sprague, I was employed
by the City and Suburban Telegraph association to investigate the interference of the Mt. Auburn Electric road with
the Cincinnati telephone service, and to suggest a remedy,
should any be found.
conclusions were that on Mt.
Auburn the McCluer device would be of no avail. By
special request of the senior counsel forpUintiflt, I attended

or BOILER ROOM.

above them are the dynamos, -40

in

number.

On

the third floor are the boiler flues, inclosed ash
track and ash pit, chutes from the floor above,
blowers, blast pipes, a machine and repair shop,
and storerooms. The fourth floor will contain
the boilers, of which there will be an aggregate
capacity of 5,000-horse power. Of these, i,ooc-

by Abendroth
Root Manufacturing company of New York,
and a second installation of i,ooo-hoi'se power
horse power have been installed

&

is

now being made.
The Allegheny County Light company,

My

will erect
its

needs.

a new plant, as the present one

Allegheny, Pa.,
too small for

is
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Death of Benj.
Benjamin
lawyer, died

New York

F.

March

city.

F.

Thurston.

Thurston, a prominent patent
14, at

the I'niversity club,
senior mem-

The deceased was

ber of the tirm of Thurston, Ripley & Co., of
Providence, R. I., a trustee of Brown l^niversity,
by which he was graduated, a director in the
Rhode Island National Bank, and chief counsel
for the tVovidence and Western Railroad company, as well as attorney for many prominent
His death was
concerns in patent litigation.
caused by pneumonia after an illness of but 24
He had delivered a lecture at Utica a
hours.
few nights previous and caught cold, but this
did not deter him from appearing in court in
New York city Monday to make an argument.
On Tuesday he consulted a physician, and for
His wife and
the first time realized his danger.
daughter were summoned by telegraph from
Providence, and were with him at his death.
The deceased was 60 years old. He was a
member of the class of 1849 Harvard Law
school, and from the time of his admission to
He was an
the bar was eminently successful.
arbitrator for the Providence Tool company in
the latter's controversy with the Turkish Government, growing out of the great contract for
rifles, and
was largely the means of getting a

He was
satisfactory adjustment of that claim.
senior counsel for Edison in his litigation with
Westinghouse company, and occupied a
prominent part in the litigation of the Bell Telephone company, and the Pullman Palace Car
company.
the

least possible danger of breakage.
By a hand
screw within convenient reach, the table can be
moved rapidly on the column, and can be
clamped firmly at any desired height. All bearings and wearing surfaces are especially fitted
for durability, and ample provision is made for
taking up wear.
On account of the variations of speed and
power being so completely under the control of

the workman, great effectiveness of operation
claimed by the makers.
This drill is manufactured by the W. F.
John Barnes company, Rockford, 111.

Drill.

The

sensitive drill, illustrated in
possesses several
panying
cut,
features.

The

interesting

tool, as is indicated in the cut,

is
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Alternating Current Motor Tests.

—

alternating current

motor examined requires
into the

i

.

ber of plates.
The smallest alternating current motor produced sparks
in so trifling a degree that they do not need mention. This
production of sparks must be considered both as regards
the wear and tear of the commutator and brushes, and also
as regards the danger of tire.
In the first respect the alteration is very insignificant.
The metallic dust collected on starting the large motor is,
on an average, each time .26 grain.
To prevent the danger of fire a sheet iron plate should
be laid under the commutator.
An alternating current machine works, of course, more
noisily than a continuous current machine.
This noise is
unimportant for manufacturing establishments and for
working tram lines, but it will exclude the use of large motors in inhabited houses.
The noise of small alternating
current motors for the purposes of domestic industry is not
great.

The

alternating current motor examined is synchronous,
runs in complete accord with the primary machine
at the central station.
The speed of continuous current motors depends on
their load, but in gcod motors the fluctuations do not exceed 3-4 percent., if the tension at the terminals is constant.
Hence, in practice, there is no important difference
between the two motors as regards self-regulation.
While the continuous current motor allows of the regulation of its speed by the introduction of graduated resistances, such a regulation is not possible with the synchronous intermittent current motor.
Hut as in permanent work with diminished speed, in
most cases, stepped driving discs are brought into use. no
essential difference can exist in this case between the two
systems.
Still, the above-named property of the continuous
current motor will be of value in all cases where a transitory change of speed is desired.
For deciding the behavior of the alternating current motors of Ganz ^: Co., on overloading and on sudden unloading and loading, both the large and the small motor were
submitted to a series of experiments.
It was first determined what maximum work the motors
called by the firm of 25 horse power and 5 horse power
i.

IIAKNES

SENSITIVE

IJRILI,.

,

were capable of performing.

Repeated tiials showed that
the larger motor, if its load was gradually increased, did
not cease its synchronous movement and come to a stop
until it reached an effective duty of more than 40 horse
power, that is. about do per cent, above its normal performance.
Corresponding experiments on the 5 horse
power motor showed that it could be worked up to S effective horse power, also (^o per cent, above its normal performance.
In the experiments to ascertain the behavior of the Ga- z
alternating motors when suddenly loaded or unloaded, care
was taken that the number of rotations of the machine producing the current should remain, as far as possible, constant in all the sudden changes of load undertaken at the
motor.
To this end the load was once thrown upon a tertiary dynamo, driven by the secondary machine, and at
another lime directly upon the primary machine; the latter
worked therefore approximately regularly with an un-

The following results were obtained with the 25 horse
power motor:
Whilst running free, or with a load below its normal
standard, any increase of load up to 26 horse power can be
thrown suddenly upon the motor without affecting it<i
synchronous movement.
But if a load of more ttan 26
horse power is suddenly thrown upon the motor, it loses
its synchronism and comes to a stand.
If the motor is working with a normal load it can bear
a sudden increase of 8 horse power in addition to the 26
effective horse power, with which it was working, and then
further sudden increases, making up
horse power, i. e
together 40 effective horse power.
Any sudden loading
beyond this point throws the motor out of its course, and
''»

,

—

brings

it

to a stop.

A sudden unloading of the motor from its maximum performance (40 horse power) down to o, occasions no change
course of the motor.
In the 5 horse power molor it was found that it could
bear an extra load of o to 6 horse power, and that even in
the case of the sudden addition of 9 to 10 horse power, the
motor was able to run on by means of the coupling.
in the

'for,

circuit, a

second manipulation. The continuous current motor requires merely introduction, a displacement of the brushes
being rarely needful.
Of the three alternating motors examined the 25 horse power never starts automatically; the
5 and the 1-5 horse power start automatically only from
certain initial positions.
The manipulations needed are so
simple in comparison with those required for steam and gas
motors that the commission does not consider this point a
disadvantage of the alternating as compared with the contiuuous motors.
No attempt was made to start the alternating machines
when loaded, since, according to the instructions of the
makers, this is generally impossible.
The continuous current motor starts in any position without help, even when loaded beyond its normal power.
In
this respect the continuous current motors have a considerable advantage over the alternating motors those, at
least, of the types examined.
The lime required before an alternating current machine,
with the driving band on, reached its normal speedj was
from 30 to 40. sometimes 45 seconds.
The starting of the two larger alternating current motors
was attended with a brisk production of sparks at the
brushes and commutator, lasting until the speed became
normal, i. e.. synchronous.
With the 25 horse power
motor the sparks were about i 97 inches in length, and with
the 5 horse power, 79 inch to
1 8 inches.
When the normal
speed was reached, the length and intensity of the sparks
was reduced to the slight signs which are seen at the commutators of continuous current machines with a small num.

simple construction.
One important feature
is that the speed of the drill spindle can be increased or diminished instantly, or the motion
reversed, without stopping the machine or shifting belts.
More or less driving power can be
applied to the drill spindle, as the size of the
drills or the nature of the work may demand.
The feed lever is provided with a very sensitive
adjustment which, with the perfect control of
the operator over the speed and power, makes
it possible to
use the smallest drills, with the
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changed load.

municipal authorities of
Frankforl-on-the-Main,
Germany, appointed some time ago a commission of experts to e.xamine the plant and machinery proposed for the
purpose of introducing the electric light.
Among the
questions which were considered by the experts was the
general applicability of the competing systems.
Concerning alternating motors, the commission made substantially
the following report, which is taken from the London
Eic-i/rical Revi^-w:
In the experimental measurements o!
the commission a 25 and a 5 horse power Ganz ^: Co. alternating current motor were examined as to their degree
of performance.
The results were very favorable. The
efficiency of the 25 horse* power motor, if working up to 15
35 effective horse power, gave returns of 82 to 88 per
cent., and if loaded up to 35 horse power, it still gave 85
per cent, of useful work.
The small motor, with a normal
load, gave 78 per cent, of efficiency, and for work of from
3 to 8 horse power, the efficiency fluctuated between 60 and
80 per cent.
Hence the efficiency of the motors of Ganz
& Co. falls short by a mere trifle of the efficiency at present
attained by continuous current motors.
In adjudicating
on the competing projects this difference has no practical

starting, in addition to its introduction

the accom-
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Management
S.

J.

of Small Gas
Light Plants.

and Electric

Fowler of Westfield, Mass., read a paper on the

management of small gas and

electric light plants beNew England Association of Gas Engineers at its
twentieth annual mealing at Boston.
Mr. Fowler's experience was in connection with a gas company which purchased a small electric light plant.
This was immediately
enlarged, new business secured, and economy was practiced

fore the

The gas and electric light commisall departments.
said
the
rates
of this
company were the
cheapest in the state for the service.
The cc mincreasing
ihe
electric
pany avoided
business
at
business,
the expense of the
gas
yet
during the
last eighteen months the electrical output of the station htd
Speaking from his experience, Mr
increased 60 per cent.
Fowler sajs: "For street lighting it is now gererally admitted that arc lamps supply the popular demand for light
better than anything else.
We have on our streets foTlynine arc lamps and six Sims 25 candle power incandescent
are
illumira'ed
lamps, and our streets
to the genera^ satisWe have no public gas lamps t.\faction of the citizens.
cept fifteen on the main thoroughfare of the town, which
burn from i A. m.. when the electricity is turned off. ui.til
For inside lighting arc lamps are in use in cermorning.
tain places, but in our small towns, where there is net a
great extent of mercantile business, the cost— the necessary
is practically prohibitory to many of the business
cost
men, and, therefore, the arc lamp cannot be generally
adopted, even if it were in all cases advisable."
Of the comparative cost of production, Mr. Fowler says:
"Our experience shows the relation between the cost o
furnishing electricity and of furnishing gas, to be this: The
steam and labor required at the station to produce the electric current are cheaper than the coal and labor required to
put an equivalent amount of gas into the holder, but in
general the other expenses of manufacture and the cost of
distribution, including all outside repairs under this head,
are much greater in the case of electricity than in that of
gas; and the expense of distributing electricity increases
not according to the light supplied, but according to the
possibility of supplying it to the various customers. It costs
us about .iiiU direct, immediate outlay for each and every
lamp that we put in. If a converter is fully loaded, somewhat less; but if it is but partially loaded, somewhat more.
Our average is 1^14 inclusive of the lamp. If the wiring on
private premises were not done at our expense, but at the
expense of the customer, of course, the cost would be less
to us. but would certainly not be less than Sio per individual lamp even in that case, and this does not include any
allowance for the proportionate capital in the station and
steam plant. To surely meet all charges for interest, depreciation and repairs, we assume that at least %2 per year
must be allowed, therefore, it is our belief that if wecannot
get enough in excess of S2 out of a lamp to more than
meet our manufacturing expenses, it is not toour advantage
We have, therefore, not
to have that lamp on our line.
endeavored to do any private house lighting by our electric
department, simply because we do not see how that department ccu'.d possibly make any money by it. Its income might be increased, but it would be at the expense of
the capital account, which is already more than as large as
we care to have it. We actually make a discount to our
consumers for the electric light used during that portion of
the evening when the demand would otherwise be small.
We are obliged to furnish the largest quantity of electricity
at a certain time and almost all the expense of the incandescent plant would be incurred if the current were to te
developed only during the short time referred lo, therefore,
at other hours we can afford to charge our customers less
This is a carrying out of the principle so
per lamp-hour.
familiar in the gas business of charging less for gas of day
in

sioners

—
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consumption. We charge less for electric light used during
the time when the mains are not fully utilized, and in this
way we are enabled to compete with kerosene."
The paper advocate * the adoption of fi.xed charges rather
than meter service in small towns where the electric and
gas plants were under one management. This it was said
would avoid all confusion and conflict between the two departments and would remove the lost vestige of competition
On the discussion that followed a member said:
"The people must recollect and these gentlemen who are
concerned in or inierested in the business must remember
that it makes no difference what we do; we have got to
furnish what the public calls for, and if the public demands
As I said
the electric light, that demand must be met.
one year ago, I looked forward with anticipations of hope
that the future of artificial illumination will be far advanced
at the end of the next decade of years from what it is today.
By one speaker this morning it was said that there is

a great deal of push in these electric light men. That is
exactly what I admire in those gentlemen who have control
of the electric lighting interest, not only in New England,
but all over the country they are men of push, they are
men of energy; and, above all, there are men of scientific
attainments standing behind them who rank with any men
I listened on Monday eventhat the world can produce.
ing to a paper re^d by one of our Massachusetts Civil SerThe electric lighting
vice commission. I think Mr. I^ord.
interests of Boston are taking gentlemen of that character,
and are educating the public up to the benefits of electric
lighting; and such a course will prove to be of great benefit
I will not go any further in the elucidation of
to them.
Vou have to meet
electric lighting; but it is a large field.
in active competition, unless you take it into your own
1 believe, as Mr. Fowler says, that the alterhousehold.
nating system is not antagonistic to the company, but that
they work together."

—
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change

all its latest inventions, and the Phonograph company has done the same. Another feature of the exhibition, which will be entirely novel, is a glimpse of the twen-

tieth century,

a

but will

yet,

The

la

This has not been completed

Bellamy.

be electrical in

necessity

of

character.

its

New York

legislature of the state of

has refused to

revoke the provision in the electrical execution law prohibthe

iting the publication of

One

particulars

tion of the legislature, says:

press but to secure

best

"There is nothing

this ac-

left for

the

reports of executions in this state as

its

The

can.

it

the execution.

of

newspapers commenting on

of the leading

presence

reporters

of

at

executions

would insure accurate and prompt records.
The law may
deny the right of the press to be represented at these soli
^ary sacrifices, but

it

cannot prevent

And we

printing reports of the same.

which as

test of

The com-

said to be remarkable.

manufacture tubing for interior work

to

The

a low price.

is

Boston for the

at

manufacture of an insulating material, the
to electrical resistance

organization

Fiber Goods company.

The

H. A. Rueter,

is

officers

at

known as the Laminar
are; Henry H. Rueter,

Banna, superintendent of the factory at North Cambridge, and C. H.
Several prominent New York capitalists
Whall, manager.
are interested in the new company, among whom is Heary
Clausen. Jr.
W. H. T.
president;

treasurer; T. S.

Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, March

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, March

15.

ways throughout the country by private

of

street rail-

capital,

converting of these roads into electric systems,
cation that the time

is

when

not far distant

is

and the
an indi-

this metropoli-

tan city will adopt electricity as a motive power on many of
It is reported that negotiations were
its street car lines.

ended here yesterday for the purchase of the Syracuse street
railways by H. Sellers McKee of Pittsburgh. The Newark
deal of last week, of which it was reported that a Philadelphia syndicate had become the owner, was already the

McKee, although the syndicate
The Birmingham street railway at

did bid for the

property of
lines.

the street car tines of Buffalo, as well

as

Pittsburgh,

all

the extension of

become the properan enthusiast on the

the electric, rail way at Rochester, have
ty of

Mr. McKee.
and

e'ectric system,

McKee

Mr.
will

is

equip as far as

possible these

is

which he owns with such a system. Thus
far the Thomson-Houston system has been selected by him
The Buffalo aud Newark contracts will be enormous, and
different roads

whatever
full for

electric

some

company obtains them

have

will

its

hands

time.
in

obtaining control of

the Sprague electric railway, added to

its

resources in a

warmest friends and admirers
The Sprague company individually has always
expected.
pursued a liberal policy, and now the combined Edison interests are reaping a large reward on the side of electric tracThe Sprague company reports so much work ahead
tion.
of them that its combined forces will be taxed to the utmost for the next few months. Samuel Insull, general
manager of the company, returned to-day from a short trip
larger proportion than

its

in Europe, and renews his personal

attention in the future

policy of the company.

The Western Union Telegraph company
ular quarterly dividend of

1,^4

declared a reg-

per cent, at a meeting of

its

In the place of John Jacob Astor, his

son, William Waldorf Astor,

was elected a

director.

It is

estimated that the net revenue of the quarter ending March
31st will be ^1.550,000, the interest and sinking fund,
#234,955; the dividends of $1,077,391 will leave a surplus
of 1237,654, which will make a total surplus for 1S90 of

nearly ^1,000,000, or a total surplus of over $9,000,000.

The number

of murderers awaiting the result of the legal

controversy over ihe

matters in Cincin-

The

Kemmler

case,

is

increasing.

This

handled, over i^ million being city messages received and

been leased by the
an extended exhibition partaking
Mr. Edison has been a hearty
of an electrical nature.
His contributions of money in
supporter of the society.
the past have been supplemented by an offering of his entire
social gatherings during the winter, has

for

Paris exhibition for the present display.

This

is

the private

exhibition of his inventions which created so much comment among the Europeans and Americans who were forThe Bell
tunate enough to attend the Paris exposition.
Telephone company has placed at the disposal of the ex-

business there are

women; 39 messengers. 23

are

1

54 operators,

and a
This great volume of business comes into the
over 120 separate wires, and 54. loops extending to
clerks

manager.
office

aided in

city offices

facilitating

Kansas City

it.

times as

many messages

in

The Card

Electric

& Dynamo company

Motor

cently been incorporated and will succeed to the

has rebusiness

Card Manufacturing company.
The company is located at the corner of Front and Johns streets,
and will push the sale of their goods with all dispatch. H.
H. Walters is the manager of the new company,
of the Geo. F.

Chas. Hill has sold his entire interest in the

works

tric

to Chas. E.

They

and H. G.

Hill

Elec-

Francis and John A.

moving their factory to a large and commodious building on North Eighth street, where they will
manufacture a number of special types of motors.
Wm. Powell, of the Wm. Powell company, who has
been confined to his house for almost two months past by
la grippe, has about recovered and is able to be at his
Smith.

are

The company

portance west of this point.

of

Bros. Electric

company

lighting station

its

is

on Court

extending the fa-

street,

and has

re-

added two Mather dynamos of 600 lights each,
necessary attachments, which are to be operated
by a Beck loo-horse power high speed engine, especially
cently

with

all

designed for this class of work.

Kansas
Kansas Citv, Mo., March

D.

City.
15.

— Messrs.

S.

M.

Jarvis

and R. R. Conkltn have just returned from a business trip
to Augusta, Ga., and a general tour throughout the South.
One of the principal objects of their visit was business in
connection with an electric railway company which has just
been organized
Dyer, a well

the

in

city of

Augusta.

Colonel D. B.

known Kansas

for several months,

City man, has been in Augusta
and has strongly favored the invest-

ment of Kansas City capital in an electric road at that city.
W. B. Knight accompanied Messrs. Jarvis and Conklin to
the South as civil engineer, to look over the ground with
The result of the visit was that a railway company
them.
was organized with Colonel Dyer as president. The two
existing roads in the city were bought out and arrangements completed

for building

an additional

The company

double track road.

name

is

fifteen miles of

organized under the

of the Augusta Railway company.
to

Mr. Knight has
New York to make arrangements for electrical
The gentlemen who have returned are enthusi-

astic over the

new

Scuth, and say the Southern

boom has

reports an in-

main

The

Noiseless Auriphone

incorporation.
facture, sell

The

and

object

company has filed
of the company is

lease earphones for telephones.

articles of

manuThe cap-

to

The incorporators are A.
M. Sloss, Max Weil and Julius J. WoUf.
M, D. Wood, manager of the Western Union telegraph
stock

is

fixed at $100,000.

office in this city,

has been connected with

the office here

He was then the only operator,
since the spring of 1866.
and E. B. McDill was the manager. Both were operators

office

Fifteen

than a year

The stockholders of the Kansas City and Blue Valley
Railway company held an important meeting last week, at
which they decided to begin work immediately on the road.
It is to be an electric line.
The company is made up of
men who will make it a first-class road from the
The directors are T. J. Green, L. E. Davison, Morstart.
rison Munford, S. P. Twiss and O. H. Queale.
The

are T. J. Green, president; L, E. Davison, viceand O. H. Queaie. secretary and treasurer. The

officers

president,

road, which

be six miles in length,

will

will

be double

tracked throughout, and will be built in first-class style.

has not been decided yet what system will be used.

It

The

franchise requires that the road shall be completed in six

months, but

it is

in ninety days.
tric

road will run

the city, and

it

proposed by the company to complete it
The country through which the new elecis

a high

beautiful residence portion of

will also bring the

within a short ride of the

manufacturing

districts

city.

filed

for the

Galena

Power iJc Mining company, to be located at
Galena, Kan. The directors for the first year are William
B. Stone of Galena, A. W. Walburn of Fort Scott, Chailes
E. Hart of Baxter Springs, Arthur E. Stilwell, Delbert T.
Haff, Ira C. Hubbell and Charles S. Rustling of Kansas
City,
The capital stock is fi.xed at ^200 000, and all is
The company proposes to locate a motor in front
paid in.
of each mine and operate its machinery by electric power.
They will also establish an arc light system in Galena.
The Thomson-Houston company is back of the concern.
Galena is an enterprising, wide-awake coal-mining town of
Electric

2,000 or 3.000 inhabitants in the southern part of Kansas.

W.

B. Stone, one of the directors of the

a wealthy mine owner, and

it is

for his

new company,

is

mines more than

any others that the company was formed.
T. F. Clohesy, electrical engineer, has been asked to
read a paper at the forthcoming convention of the Western
Association of Insurance

men,

to

be held at E.xcelsior

March iS, 19 and 20. The subject will be " Insurance Companies and Electric Light Interests.''
Springs,

A

meeting of Seventeenth street properly owners, who

object to the proposed electric line on that street,
laft

The

week.

was held

objecting property owners are confident

that they will defeat the proposed electric line franchise.

At the
City,

ne.xt

meeting of the Electrical club of Kansas

T. F. Clohesy

will

introduce a resolution to the effect

that the city school teachers

and high school pupils who

take an active interest in electricity be invited to attend any

and

just begun.

ital

in the

Incorporation papers have been

The Jones
cilities

three

and sent for the city proper.
In no year since its establishment in this city has the
Postal Telegraph done as much work in extending its lines
westward as in the past twelve months.
Lines are being
Denver will be connected by
built throughout Kansas.
With this connection by northwestern wires the
April I.
company will reach from the Atlantic to the Pacific. At
Topeka it gets a Texas connection to the gulf. From the
main line the company intends to reach all towns of im-

ago.

the country.

one of

are relayed here as are received

more operators are employed

eration Cincinnati will be one of the best lighted cities

is

More than

the greatest relay offices in the country

company and the new Thomson-Houston company have
attracted a good deal of attention.
Both of these stations
will be models of their kind, and when they are' put in op-

supplies.

place for

whom

being relays and press special

5 million

To transact this

dispatches.

ing of large central stations by the Cincinnati Electric Light

effect in this state.

favorite

and the other

sent

crease of 25 per cent, over last year's business.

gone on

Lenox Lyceum, which has been the

office.

Kansas City now stands fifth among cities in the amount
of Western Union telegraph business handled, and seventh
in amount of receipts.
During the past year the receipts
have increased about I13, 000. Over 6^ million messages were

injunction suits between the different companies, the build-

week saw another convict added to the list. It was James
murdered his wife Dec. 31. This is the
J. Slocum. who
fifth conviction since the electrical execution law went into

Woman's Exchange

patches are received in another

office.

The General Edison company,

directors yesterday.

— Electrical

nati have been very lively for the past several months.

Notes.

— The acquisition

15.

,

50 of

new company has been incorporated

pany propose

guarantee that

will

good history."

they will be pretty

A

newspaper from

this

and alternated in receiving the night press dispatches,
which amounted to between4, 000 and 5,000 words a night.
During the first year that Mr. Wood was in the ofiice he
frequently did the entire work, from 7 a. m. until i A. M
for a week at a time, when Mr. McDill was sick.
In 1870
Mr. Wood was made manager of the office, and has held
it ever since
It now requires 217 persons to do tlie business which he once did alone, and the Associated Press dis-

all

meetings of the club.

Chief Hale and

Elbert Barrett have just perfected an
improvement on the Hale fire alarm system. The chief
has a number of machines arranged around the walls of
the third floor of the fire department building.
Bo.xes
provided with a police and fire alarm to be placed at different points are connected with

the

fire

department.

The doors

police headquarters

but in case of an emergency a glass in the door
broken, and

the

alarm turned

and

of these boxes are locked,

in.

may be

In addition to a

leie-
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1

phone

department headquarters there

at the

number

register which, noting the

is

a telegraphic

of the box turoing in

partook of the hospitality of the ciub and
sion of Electrical Energy."

location can be definitely determined.

Prof. Elihu

was

round

first

successfully

over the Northeast Eltclric railway

trip

made

week, and the road was found

this

A

to be in excellent condition for regular travel.

and

the officers of the road

house of the

Thomson, who

The

discussion was opened by

treated the question in a simple

and practical way, speaking of some of the fundamental
Jevelopment of

rapid

the

principles,

and more extended applications of

special

the

industry,

power^

electric

streets

only.

A

new

electric lighting project forihe

made public.

Boston was recently

meet with as much

hostility

It

is

Back Bay
one that

district of

likely to

is

from the companies now

in bus-

company experienced. The new combe kno.vn as the Back Bay Incandescent T.ight

inessas the Suburban

pany

to

is

pointing out the possible dangers and risks in the trans-

company, and

Prospect avenues, and

mission of electric energy, and indicating the lines along

a plant on the water front with a capacity of 10,000 lights

met

at the

equipment of

which progress

transportation

possible that in ten or fifteen years

united in expressing gratification at

will

He

be made in the future.

the

the road and the excellent facilities for the

all

the

Washington and Tremont

the city, probably on

of

1S90

22,

power-

their friends

Lexington and

line,

score of

listened to the

on the subject of the "Transmis-

after dinner discussion

the alarm, and in case the telephone does not work, the

The

March

said

was

it

we might hear of 1,500

and

all

proposal

will, if its

carried out, establish

is

The

wires will be put underground.

project

is

backed

by such men as ICx-governor Oliver Ames, Fred M, Ames,

many

large dynamos,

or 2,000 horse power electric generators in as general use

John A.

representing a combined capacity of over 500 horse power,

as those at 100 horse power are now, and expressed a hope

Two 300 horse power Habcock
installed.
Wilcox boilers furnish steam power. The equipment is
more than enough for any possible emergency, with sufFive cars are running, and others will be
ficient reserve.

of

meeting Samuel N. Aldrich was elected president and Stephen M. Crosby, treasurer, and a board of directors was
chosen consisting of twelve of Boston's most influential

In the engine-room

of passengers.

five

have been

put on as

iS:

The

as received from the factory.

fast

road will

transfers with the Metropolitan system without extra

make

An

charge.

officer of the line stated

has

that Jfaso.ooo

some day seeing

steam roads

and

that legislation in this matter should be in the

ing 100 by 50 feet in size will be constructed near the
power house to be used as the general office of the com-

car system of Boston

Work

pany.

The

ure.

will

be

commenced

once upon the struct-

at

road extends three and a third miles from Mar-

beyond the Porter read.
Winant^. president;
vice-president and gereral manager; W. C.

ket square in a northeast direction

The

officers of the

E. A. Phillips,

C

secretary: S.

Scarritt,

Ripley, auditor, and

cannot

electric line

There

M.

through which

territory

in the

f asses

it

to believe that

W.

J.

The new

electrician.

prove an important factor

abundant reason

is

superintendent;

Claik,

K. Bates,

fail to

development of the

W. H.

are:

line

Kansas City

soon have one of the largest and best equipped electric
A company 15 now being organized
roads in the country.
will

an

to build

ence,
will

and

road from Kansas City to Independ-

electric

that a

intimated

is

it

be held by Eastern capitalists

good share of the s'ock
who have become inter-

the enterprise through the representation of dele

ested in

gates to the recent convention of electric light men.

who

stated by those

the line will be twenty miles in length

ject, thai

plans are
line,

is

and

will

equipments and right of way, almost ^i,-

cost, including

000,000.

It

have been given an outline of the pro-

The Sprague system will be used. If the present
carried out the company will construct a belt

but the route has not been positively decided upon.

K. C. Clowr)', vice-president and general sup-

Colocel

Kansas City last week. He stated to the Western Electrician correspondent, that the company was contemplating the removal of its local office from the present location on
Fifth street to some building further up town.
He was asked conceining his company's policy on the
subway ordinance now before the council, but on the question as to whether it would comply with its terms, he was
in

He

complained of the interference of the electric
silent.
light wires with telegraph wires, and thought that the high
Colonel
tension wires at least should go underground.
Clowry expressed much satisfaction with the experiments

new system of tran<-mitting electric currents by
substituting dynamos for the battery system.
The city council of Kansas City, Kan., by a unanimous
with the

vote passed an ordinance granting to Norton Thayer of this
city

and T.

J.

Enright, the big contractor of Argentine, a

and operate an

franchise to construct

way, beginning

at the

northern

city

city,

to Argentine.

Pacific viaduct

and running

and over the new
The ordinance was

through the central portion of ihe

Union

electric street rail-

limits

one of the most important measures ever passed upon by
that body, inasmuch as it will tend to bind together the

North and South side
that

the

company

and have the
period

to

the

shall

The ordinance

put

provides

begin work within three months

completed ard put

of fifteen

requires
insure

line

districts.

up

completion

a

in operation within a

The company

months.

bond

cash
of

time specified in the ordinance.

the

will

of

road

be

also

to

$5,000
within

the

Mr. Enright stated

Criffin of the railway

bodies.

that,

hands of the

President

the surface roads.

Cram called the attention
many of the past evils

that

the legislators to the fact

be avoided

electrical matters could

of
in

the legislature would

if

depend upon practical electricians for information when
A, E. Rohrer, one
they were called upon to frame laws.
of the club's vice-presidents and the chairman of the house

and enterta'nment committee, was the presiding

officer of

material for such repairs in a recent cited instance for one

month was

to the office of the

New

England Phonograph company

in

and delivered his address before the phonograph.
The phonograph cylinder was then transmitted to the
chairman of the meeting to be used in reproducing the
this city,

speech of the governor at the meeting.
The Bell Telephone company has declared a regular
quarterly dividend of 3 per cent, to be

stockholders of record

opened April

The

"We

March

paid April

The books

31.

15 to

will

columns of

the

I/crahi yesterday said.

are informed that important patents

have just been

Thomson

Welding company. These patents promise to be
company and may cause the eariy organization of a subordinate company, paying tribute to
stockholders of the Electric Welding company."
Col. E. H. Hewins is announced to lecture on Thursday
evening, March 27. before the Society of Arts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on the "Application of
Storage Batteries to Street Car Propulsion."
of great value to the

The Boston
Mr.

Sias,

company, through its
has petitioned the board of aldermen

Electric Light

right to locate eighty additional

Jamaica Plain

electric

treasfcr the

light poles in the

district of the city.

from leaving the car

persons

upon the dangerous side.
At the State House this week the committee on manufactures has had two more continued hearings upon the
petition to give cities and towns the authority to manufact-

The Nationalists are
ure and furnish gas and electricity.
advocating the scheme and supporting the measure before
Closing arguments will be made in rethe committee.
monstrance next week by Hon. John C. Crpsby and Mr.
E.

W.

Burdette, representing

Some

Lighting association.

the Massachusetts Electric

interesting

arguments are ex-

pected.

The committee on street railways of the legislature this
week gave a hearing on the petition of R. T. White of 12
Pearl street, Boston, for an elevated railway c^arter in the
streets of

among
The

Paul West appeared as Mr. White's
Mr. White exhibited drawings and models to
Mr. White has become well known
system.

Boston.

counsel, and

street railway

men through

his

devices

for

road-

street railway tracks.

various schemes for elevated railways in Boston are

being presented to the street railway committee of the leg-

friends, over

one hundred being present

to partake of the

dinner, over twenty-five of these being guests.

senators and seven representatives

were

among

Five state
those

who

poses to unite an elevated track with

in

one system to the other.
only

in the

its

streets

cent per car mile.

of Providence and the managers of the horse railroads in
that city,

came

to Boston

on Wednesday of

examine into the working of the

week, to

this

electric railways here,

and

were favored with a special car by the West End company
in which they made a trip over the Biighton line to Allston

and there inspected the power plant. The city
Brooklyn, N. Y., recently examined the system

officials

of

a similar

in

manner, and were highly pleased with the remarkable sucO.

cess attained.

THE ELECTRIC
A
lish

company has been organized
an

II.

M.

LIGHT.
Attala, Ala., to estab-

at

electric light plant.

& Power com-

The

Clifton Forge, \'a.. Electric Light
pany has been incorporated.

The Natchez, Md., Gas company
gine for

is

new

installing a

en-

its electric light plant.

The Louisville, Ky., Electric Light company has added
an incandescent dynamo to its plant.

The Fort Smith Gaslight company of Fort Smith. Ark
has purchased a Thomson-Houston 35 light arc plant.

,

The Auburn Mining company

Auburn, Ind..

of

a 300 light alternating plant of the
system.
stall

Yorkville, S.
tric light plant,

C,

will in-

Thomson-Hcuston

contemplates the erection of a city elecJ. F. Hart, is investigating

and the mayor.

in

The town council of Columbia, Ala., has appointed a
committee to investigate the cost of an electric light plant
for the city.

A

petition has been presented to the city council of Newport, Ark., for a franchise for an electric light plant for
twenty years.
It is

probable that a company will

be

formed

C.

at

soon, to erect a Westinghouse central
for an alternating system.

ville, S.

Yorkstation

A Thomson-Houston 650 light alternating machine has
been added to the capacity of the Boulder Electric Light
company. Boulder, Colo.

The

installations of the Pacific Electrical Storage comlast year for erectric light-

pany, San Francisco, during the
ing, aggregated 266 lamps.

Capitol Gas company, Sacramento, Cal., has inits capacity by adding a 50 light arc machine of the
Thomson-Houston system.

The

creased

A. Bendure of Ottawa, Kan., has leused the electric
He will
Kan., for five years.
make many improvements in the service.
J.

light plant at Pittsburg,

The new owners of the Tampa, Fla., electric light and
power plant will enlarge it immediately. Additional arc
and incandescent machines will be installed.
John Featherstonc

^S:

Sons have contracted with the

present system of

by an inclined plane,
use being thus transferred from
The track would be elevated

most crowded

i

The Thomson-Houston Electric company, through its
agent at Salt Lake City, has closed a contract with the
Osceola Gravel Mining company, Osceola, Neb., for an

furface tracks, the two to be joined

now

than

Electric company for a 20 arc-light
plant, to be installed in their iron foundry at Chicago.

by their several advocates.
Railway company had its turn recently, and its case was
It proably presented by President Henry ^L Whitney.

the ordinary cars

less

Street

The West End

islature

—

March 15. The most important local event of
the past week to lioston electrical men was the dinner oi
the Electrical club at Young's Hotel on Monday night. It
was a notable gathering of the club members and their

o per cent,

the matter.

The Shawmut avenue line of electric cars in this city is
now provided with platfoim gates on the inner side, next
the other track, to prevent

i

party of twenty or more, composed of the city officials

be

Electric

urer,

A

lO.

financial

beds of

liosTON,.

and wealthiest men.
The West End company has notified the ThomsonHouston company that it will hereafter do its own railway
construction. This has reference merely to the line work on
trolley wires, feed wires, spans, pull ofTs, guard wires, etc.
The pole setting ha? always been done by the West End
company. The Thomson-Houston companywill continue
The Herald in its finanto equip cars and operate them.
cial columns says that the West End company was to pay
the Thomson-Houston company a graduated rate per car
mile for repairs and maintenance, beginning at 2 ^ cents and
running down to \\ cents in the case of single motor cars.
It is now less than 2 cents per car mile, and amounts
in the aggregate to about S*J.ooo per month.
For double
motor cars the rate is higher and for two cars less. It also
says that the cost to the Thomson-Houston company for

Governor 13rackett recently was invited to deliver an address at a meeting of the Mutual Building Loan association
to be held in Cooper Union, in New York, last night.
Finding that he could not comply wjth the request, he went

illustrate his

Boston, Mass.

At the organization

others.

the evening.

pany and work would be begun on the construction
line as soon as the weather would permit.

P.

Eugene

department of the Thomson-Houston

company, made a brief speech upon the electric
and advocated a high rate of speed on

Electric

although the franchise was the most stringent one ever
passed by 'he council, it would be accepted by the comof the

legislative

Capt.

allowed by the United Stales patent office to the

erintendent of the Western Union Telegraph company, was

in

handling of the electric current, believing

state instead of being left to local

last

power as exemplified

the telephone system and of the need of certain
restrictions in the

of

isolated steam en-

Thomas D. Lock-

motors.

of the transmission of

summer. It is
the intention of the management to make it one of the
A buildbest equ'pped electric lines in the United States.
been expended in the enterprise since

and

small

all

gines superseded by electric

wood spoke

taking the place

electric railways

entirely,

Pray, and

the business portion

Thomson-Houston

arc-light plant.

The movement

to secure

a

city

electric

light

plant at

Milwaukee appears to be gaining popularity, though it is
opposed by the organized companies of course, which have
invested large sums of

money

installing

a plant for street

March

22,
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This plant will lose much of its value and have
to be changed i[ the street lighting is conducted by the
city in the proposed manner.
lighting.

Consolidated Gas & Electric
Light company's station was destroyed by fire recently.
The damage is estimated at ^10,000. The origin of the

The

fire is

Faribault,

Minn

,

unknown.

000.

It is

such method as to induce the suspicion that a conspiracy is
afoot.
The local press seizes upon every opportunity to
advertise and dilate upon every petty casualty that is reported from America as a penalty of the electric light system.
Even the London edition of the New York Hera'd
lends its columns to the promotion of the silly heresy, yet

home office of the New York Herald the electric
been in use so long as to have come to be regarded
as a necessity.
So far as electrical plants are concerned
The agent of
Edison practically has the field to himself.
another patent was telling me last week that since Edison's

It will be a brick structure and will cost $35,expected to be ready for cccupancy May i.

Electric company has been awarded
the contract to furnish an alternating current central staThe
tion plant, with its apparatus, for RIethuen, Mass.
station will have a capacity of 750 incandescent and 45 arc

The Westinghouse

The

syndicate proposes to establish electric plants in connection with the gas plants.

The

following

new Heisler

plants have just been started.

Holden Water company, ?Iolden, Mo.; Bonham Electric
Light & Power Company, Bonham, Te.xas; H. H WilAt Holden and Wauseon
liams & Co., Wauseon, Ohio.
these plants are doing the city lighting

The first central station electric lighting plant on the alternating current system for Japan is about to be established.
corporation of Japanese capitalists in Tokio has
awarded the contract for the apparatus to Westinghouse
Electric company of Pittsburg, Penn., and the machinery
consisting of two 750-light dynamos, as wtH as exciters,
lamps, sockets, switches, cut-outs, etc., will be shipped

A

The company which purchases

immediately.
also

engaged

city of

this outfit is

in the installation of a lighting plant

for the

Canton, China.

The

Chicago Edison company has just finished wirNew Metropolitan Block, Michigan avenue,
Current
street, Chicago, for 400 lights.
The second and
will be supplied from the central station.
third floors of the Rand &: McNally building, on Adams
street, which will be occupied by the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railroad company for ofiices, will be lighted by
500 incandescent lamps, the current for which will be supplied from the Edison main?.
Tbe Chicago Edison coming

the

comer Monroe

pany has finished wiring the

offices.

One

of the earliest Heisler electric light plants was installed for the Leavenworth Kan. Coal company.
For
some years the company has been operating two large Heisler machines, and have just added a third.
short time
ago the Tampa Fla. Electrical Illuminating company,
ordered an outfit, and before starting up, found such a
demand for lights that they placed an order for additional
apparatus, doubling the original capacity.
The company
operating a Heisler plant at Orange, N. J., has also found
it necessary to add another large machine.

A

An excellent testimonial to the superiority of electric
lighting from a point of safety, is given in a circular issued
by the Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance company, which say's: "Since April i, 1S82, a period of nearly
eight years, we have received no notice of any fire which
could be attributed to electricity in any risk insured by this
company. ^ " Our experience, therefore, justifies the
conclusion to which we came after the first two years of
electric lighting
that under proper safeguards it is the
safest method of lighting that can be introduced."

—

The Heisler Electric Light company of St. Louis recently forwarded two car loads of electrical apparatus, including dynamos, regulators, sockets, lamps, street and
indoor fixtures, wire, insulators, pins, etc., etc., for the
complete installation of Heisler long distance incandesceat plants in the cities of Durango and Aguas Calientes,
Mexico.
Roth of these cities are to be lighted exclusively
by the Heisler system, and sufficient dynamo capacity
will be provided for a large amount of commercial lighting.
It is expected that these plants will be in operation
by May i. On account of the high cost of fuel, compound CDndensing high speed engines are being used.
The National Meter company and O.

Tirrill of

New

York, have recently effected a combination of interest to
those persons who use gas machines.
The combination
consists in a Tirrill equalizing gas machine, a Nash gas
engine and a Perret dynamo.
The arrangement is automatic from first to last, the light is much steadier than gas,
to say nothing of its other advantages.
The dynamo used
is the Perret automatic compound machine, the efficiency
of which could not be better illustrated than by its many
recent combinations with small engines of this kind, where
the power supphed is very limited as compared with the
results to be attained.
25-light plant of this description
is now in successful operation at 39 Dey strett. New York.
The installation is of special interest to persons living in
the country who use gas machines.

A

Eugene Field of Chicago, who is enjoying a protracted
London, finds many disadvantages in living in the
English capital
He says the people of that city still stick
to many old customs which have been forgotten in this
country.
In a recent letter he says:
"Candles are going
out and gas is rapidly gaining in popularity as an artificial
light; there is talk of introdacing the electric light, and
wires have been put down in parts of London, but the
fight in certain quarters against the introduction of the
electric light is CDaducted with so great obstinacy and with
visit to

city,

to

agreement.

Europe it seemed quite impossible to get anybody
With his ingenious
examine any system but Edison's.
talking machines and showy devices the shrewd wizard of
Menio Park appears to have captured the native population,
from royalty down to cockney."

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

The Incandescent Gaslight & Oil Lamp Manufacturing company at La Grange, 111., has been incorporated to

The English syndicate has closed with the United Gas
Improvement company of Philadelphia and the gas plants
controlled by that company will immediately be transferred.

recently

take the tickers out of the bucket shops of that
but the motion of the board's attorney to set aside the
injunction secured by the bucket shops, was denied.

to

visit to

lights.

manufacture lamps and burners, etc.; capital stock, $100,000: incorporators, A. G. Morey, C. E. Thornton, and F.
E. Morey.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Chicago Board of Trade made another move

The St. Louis papers claim that another "fake" school
was started in that city by E. Bailey Roeth,
and the labor commissioner of the State is now investigating the charges preferred by alleged victims.
The usual
inducements wereoff^ered to all who should join the class,
but the members now claim Mr. Rosth failed to keep his

in the

light has

The Edison Electric Light company of Rochester, N. Y.,
will build a new power house, 40x175 feet, and- two stories
in height.
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The Galena, Kan.,

Electric

&

Power

Mining company

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000, to
establish an arc light system in Galena, and operate mining
machinery by electric power; incorporators, William B.
Stone, of Galena; A. W. Walburn, of Fort Scott; Charies
E. Hart, of Baxter Springs; Arthur E. Stillwell, Delbert J.
Haff, Ira C. Hubbell and Charles S. Rusling, of Kansas
City.

Thomas Lowry on his return to Minneapolis from his
eastern trip, reported that the statement that he was desirous of selling the railroads in the Twin Cities, which he
On the contrary, he
control was without foundation.
said he had purchased additional stock while in New York.
He said he had investigated the claims of the Sprague company and was well pleased with the workings of all the
roads he had seen operated under that system.
Frank B. Rae of the Detroit Elecirical works, has gone
to Fort Worth, Texas, to superintend the work of extending
The Fort Worth road
the electric street car service there.
is now equipped with nine cars of the Rae system, which
are running regularly and six more cars are to be added
The road has about fifteen miles of track.
immediately.
The Rae system has just been put in use at Saginaw, Mich.
Twelve cars are now running on that road and eight more
This road has seventeen miles
are soon to be put in use.
of track.

A

Covington, Ky., correspondent writes: The legislature emphatically rebuked the high handed attempt that
was made to deprive the Street Railway company of this
city of the right to use electricity as its.uotive power. The bill
introduced for that purpose is defeated by the unanimous
recommendation of the special committee to which it was
It is credreferred, and the unanimous vote of the senate.
itable to that body that it so promptly and effectually disthis unrighteous and unfair legislation, and its
course has the hearty approval of the business men and citizens of Covington.
It insures that there will be no delay
or obstruction in the securing of rapid transit for all parts
of the city; and especially its assurance to outside business men and capitalists who invest their money in the development of Covington^s interest that they can rely on fair
and equitable treatment from the city and state. This assurance seemed necessary, but it comes in a way that leaves
no doubt for the future.

posed of

The

report of

Motor company

East Reading;

Pa.,

Electric Railway

&

emphasizes the fact that
a commercial success, and that even
during the first year of their operation, they show gratifyThis road was installed a little more
ing financial results.
than a year ago. upon the Sprague electric system, and although its location is not particularly advantageous, the reThe number of
sults have been extremely gratifying.
cars equipped is four, and the annual report of the
treasurer issued on the 1st of January, shows that dividends
at the rate of S per cent, per annum upon the working capital were paid, besides leaving a large balance in the treasAnother interesting fact in connection with this reury.
port is that it shows that during the last year the number
of passengers carried was more than double the entire popNothing can more convincingly show
ulation of Reading.
The operthe popularity of electric railway motor power.
ating expenses during that time were ^4,380.81.
for the year iSSg,

electric railways are

When

electric railways

were

first

introduced,

it

was

of the Erie ElecMotor company. One motor car on this line has run
A
iq,300 miles without requiring repairs of any kind.
second car, equipped with only a single motor, has run
15,000 miles without repairs being required, and other cars
When the arduous
have records very nearly as large
work required of these street railway motors is taken into
consideration, this is truly a remarkable record, and one
tric

is

most gratifying to

all

interested in electric trac-

The Erie electric railway has been in operation
a number of months on the Sprague electric system,

tion.

for

is said to be giving satisfaction to the managers of the
The equipment of the
road, and to the general public.
At the station the
road is complete in ever)' respect.
power plant includes two iso-horse power Ball engines
with i6in. X 16 in. cylinders, each engine to be belted directly
to two 50,000 watt railway dynamos which furnish the
The motor car equipment consists of
current to the line.
fifteen electric cars, equipped with the Sprague improved
motors and all the latest atttachments and devices used by
the Sprague company upon its cars. When the installation
of this electric line was proposed, there was considerable
opposition from property owners along the route who were
The road
not acquainted with electric railway systems.
has become very popular, however, on account of the rapid
transit facilities afforded, and has carried large numbers of
passengers since it has been in operation.

and

Personal Mention.

A

A. Anderson has sent to the Paris salon a
Mr. Edison perfecting the phonograph.

portrait of

T. C. Hughes of Kansas City, was an interested visitor
Chicago Electric club meeting Monday evening.

at the

F. S. Schallnberger of Pittsburg, and Geo. B, Prescott,
New York, recently visited Chicago.

Jr. of

The following named gentlemen visited the Chicago
W. J. Lloyd, Chicago; S. H.
Electric club last week:
Klinger. St. Louis; Jas. A. Lounsbur)', Chicago; Theo.
C. Ives, New York; R. I. Sloan, New York.

by

operation of electric cars upon the line

which

Postal telegraph bills are accumulating in the House of
Representatives and Postmaster General Wanamaker may
find it impossible to secure any one to support his measure
now before the committee. The latest bidder for popular
favor in this line is Representative Taylor of Illinois who
introduced his bill last week.
It provides that the "Board
consisting of the secretary of state, Secretary of War, and
the postmaster general, shall cause to be built or shall
buy lines of telegraph where, in its opinion, such are needful.
It shall be the purpose of the government that these
Government telegraphs shall yield no earnings, be)ond the
cost of operating the same, and at all times to keep the
outgo and income as nearly equal as may be. To this end,
as soon as may be, the postmaster general shall name such
rates at which messages may be sent as shall keep the total
earnings and expenses as nearly equal as may be. or as
shall make the lines self-sustaining, and the postmasterGeneral shall from time to time so change the rates that
they shall comform to this requiremen'.
It is provided
further that until it shall
be known what rates must be
charged in order to carry out the above requirement, the
rates shall be as follows:
All government lelegrams or
private telegrams sent over a single circuit or unbroken line
of telegraph without relay, and requiring but one operator
at either end, without regard to distance, one cent for each
word, counting the address and signature, but not the date;
but no telegram so sent shall cost less than 15 cents. For
each additional circuit or relay requiring an additional dispatcher and an additional receiver, an additional charge
equal to the charge for sending the same message over one
circuit without relay should be made."
The New York /rt'r/,/ di>approves the scheme proposed
by the postmaster general in a strong editorial from which
" The proposal of the postthe following is an extract:
master general to establish a Postal Telegraph system is in
many respects a seductive one. But there are objections of
the gravest character to the taking of any step in the direcThe chief of them is that the tention of state socialism.
dency in the direction of that form of despotism is already
much too strong to be comtemplated with equanimity by
lovers of democratic liberty under a state with restrictive
The Postal telegraph might easily develop
functions.
into a government monopoly of telegraphs to be followed
in natural course by a government monopoly of railroads,
express lines, mines, factories, and the like.
That way
danger lies. Apart from these dangers there is the immediate objection that the institution of government telegraphs
in any form must involve a great increase in the number of
government officers and employes, whose number is already
a source of embarrassment and a cause of corruption.
It
is also to be borne in mind that under a Postal Telegraph
system the people opposed to the party in power must be
in effect shut out of the pri\'ilege enjoyed by their antagonists of communicating with each other on political matters
by telegraph. It has never been deemed salutary to give
so great an advantage as that to the possessor of power."

be-

street railway men that the motors were not sufThis cannot be
ficiently durable for street car service.
said of the motor of to-day, as is aptly illustrated in the

lieved

of telegraphy

Miscellaneous Notes.
Foree Bain of Chicago, is building a dynamo of a capacity of 3,000 amperes and from 6 toS volts, for Winslow
The machine is to be used for electroEros., of Chicago.
plating.

The Manufacturers' club, Philadelphia, is one of the
most magnificent club houses in the world. The building
with the most approved electrical appliances and
the isolated plant of the United States company furnishes
lamps with current. The Allen-Porter
incandescent
650
engine is a model in its way, and the entire system is a most
The club publishes a journal
satisfactory arrangement.
fortnightly called the Manufacture} whose influence is being widely felt in extending the social and commercial inis fitted

,

terests of Philadelphia's leading organization.

Among the remarkable examples of bold engineering in
the great sugar refinery of Ciaus Spreckels, at Philadelphia,
Pa., one of the most unique is the hanging or aerial steam
The engines used in this establishengine foundations.
ment are distributed practically all over the buildings, a
Some of
large proportion of them being on upper floors.
these engines are bolted to iron beams or girders on second
and third stories of the building, and are consequently innocent of all foundation. Some of these engines run
noiselessly and satisfactorily, while others produced more
To correct the latter, the engior less vibration and rattle.
neers simply suspended foundations from the bottoms of
looking
at them from the lower
that,
in
so
the engines,
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i8o
they were literally hanging in the air. A foundation
docs service to an engine, or any machinery, it seems, by
its weight alone; hence, it makes little difTerencc whether
the foundation be tirmly embedded in mother earth or in
floors,

the

air.

Business Mention.
The Kclipsc Wind Engine company, of Beloit, Wis.,
has just completed waterworks for the city of Monroe,
Wis., and has taken contracts amounting to 4'1<>^*^'<^ for
waterworks plants at Sioux Rapids and Hawarden, la.,
and at Geneva Lake, Wis.
The Central Klectric company, of Chicago, has had a
private wire run into its office, connecting it with the Postal
Telegraph system. This company seems to be constantly
on the lookout for new methods of improving its facilities
and giving its patrons the promptest possible attention.
Eclipse Wind Engine works, of Iteloit, Wis,, is now
prepared to e.xecutc orders for the complete equipment of
power plants, including steam engines, sheaves, whole or
split with friction clutches, for rope transmission. Eclipse
friction pulleys, stands, shafting, elc, for electric light
stations: everything, in fact, is furnished, except dynamos

The

they continue so satisfactory in their present condition.
This cable has been in daily use since about the first of
last

May."

&

Tatham
Brothers, 226-228 South Fifth street, Philadelphia, are now manufacturing a standard three-wire cable
for the Edison company, Philadelphia.
This is one of the
largest cables ever turned out, and includes a main cable
and feeders. The main cable is 2* Inches in diameter and
the feeders are 2 inches.
The cable is quite pliable and
lead incased.
The lead is protected with the P. & li.
paint.
The process of manufacture is quite original, and
is claimed to turn out a superior cable.
The lead is put
on continuously and will not split, being forced around the
core in such close contact that all moisture is excludcil.
Before the core is lead incased it is thoroughly dried out in
an oven and then boiled in the Tatham electrical compound, which protects it from moisture and cold.

The Aluminum

Battery Electric Light iS: I'ower comrecently gave a test exhibition of their
primary cells.
large party of experts were present and a
number of tests were made, which were highly satisfactory
to the promoters of this new enterprise.
The solution used
in the biltery is an 'aluminum compound," and the ele
menls are carbon and a compound of zinc, tin and alum-

Noyes Bros, of 85 Fifth aveoue, Chicago, have recently
perfected their facilities for turning out a very high grade
They make a specialty of elecof brass work of all kinds.
electroliers, electric portable combination
tric brackets,
brackets, and small electric light fixtures of all kinds.
They are preparing a new circular of their goods, which
will be mailed to the trade tn a few days

New York

pany of

A

The

inum.

and conducting wires.

electromotive force per cell is 2 volts, and the
internal resistance less than .03 of an ohm.
It Is said thai
in the development of this battery some phenomena were
observed that were never before met with, and the result
was not only a highly efficient battery, but the opening up
of new fields of investigation which may lead to important
discoveries.
The company reports a lively demand for
their goods, and they now have over eighty orders to fill.

Kerr & Co. have opened an
Five years ago this company began
operations by opening olfices in New York, handling almost
exclusively the Westinghouse Standard engine.
Ttie company immedintely gained public favor and success was soon
assured.
The development of the Wesiinghouse Junior
and Compound engines has greatly increased their business, and from lime to time other engineering specialties
have been approved and purchased by them, forming ?
large item in their business.
They confine themselves
wholly to the generation and distribution of steam power,
in which department their experience has perhaps been as
extended as that of any other concern in the country. The
continuous growth of their business has required the successive establishing of branch offices, first in Pittsburg and
Philadelphia, and later in Boston and Chicago.
The office
at Chicago IS conducted independently of the New York
office, and has been equally successful.
The Chicago and
St. Louis offices are now controlling all the trade throughout the West and Southwest, to the Rocky Mountains.
Westinghouse,

Brass company of Cincinnati reports an unusually heavy business during the past three
months.
It is getting out a n;w sight feed lub icator, fo"
It will probably be
which it is making great claims.
The business during the
on the market in a few weeks.
past year has increased to such an extent that it is now employing forty more men than a year ago.

The Lunkenheimer

At the Birmingham International exposition, a first prize
medal was awarded for the Crocker-Wheeler motor. This
apparatus is popular in England, and the Crocker-Wheeler
of New York have
thirty-four complete motor and

company

lately

fan

received orders for
These small

outfits.

motors have decided advantages in etliciency, durability,
simplicity and design, and it is claimed that they are the
most successful small motor made.

Mr. Corey of the Electric Construction

&

Supply com-

New York, is highly pleased with the success of the
arc lamp, which is now on exhibition at its store. The
lamp presents a solid appearance and gives a steady and
volts.
beautiful light on an Edison current of about
This new lamp is the invention of Mr. Ward, the electriThe lamp is entirely new, and is the
cian of the company.
result of experience with the old Kinsman lamp.
pany,

new

no

The Union Iron works, of Erie, Pa., has been organThe incorporaized for the manufacture of steel boilers.
tors are:
F. F. Cleveland and William Hardwick, of
Cleveland A: Hardwick: L. G. Skinner and Frank Cornell, of the Skinner Engine company, and H. R. Barnhurst, of the Stearns Manufacturing company, all of Erie.
substantial brick building, Goxrso feet, is now in course
It will be completed in a couple of weeks
of construction.
and the new company will be in possession and operating
in about sixty days.

A

The Williams Engine company, whose works were

re-

cently completed at Beloit, Wis., is now at work on steam
engines for the Detroit Electric Light and Power company,
and for the Laclede Gas Light company, St. Louis. This
company now has on its books unfilled orders amounting
The success of the Williams
to more than f 100,000.

expansion and compound condensing engines which
in use two years, is so pronounced that the
capacity of the works will soon be doubled by the addition

triple

have

now been

of new buildings and
chinery.

the

installation

of additional

March

Church,

oftice at St. Louis.

The Northwestern

&

Supply

Electrical

Construction

company

of Seattle, Wash., has closed a contract with the
Willamette Bridge Railway company of Portland, Ore.,
for a complete steam plant to consist of one 150 horse
power Ball automatic cut-off engine, two 100 horse power
boilers, with heater, etc.
The Field Engineering company
of New York city has placed an order with Chas. R, Vincent & Co., agents for the Ball Engine company, for two
150 horse power automatic cut-off high speed engines.
These engines are to be used in an electric street railway
at Winston, N. C, now being constructed.
The Pennsylvania Normal school at Lock Haven, Pa,, has placed an
order with 11. M. Sciple & Co., Third and Arch streets,
Philadelphia, Pa., for a 50 horse power Ball automatic
cut-ofT high speed engine.
The Denver Electric Illuminating company of Denver, Colo., has recently purchased
from the Ball Engine company one 125 horse power Ball
engine making ten engines of this manufacture, aggregating 1,000 horse power sold them by the Ball company.
The First Cincinnati Edison Electric Illuminating company of Cincinnati, has recently purchased a 150 horse
power Ball automatic cut-off high speed engine. The
Rittenhaus Manufacturing company of Passaic, N. J., has
just bought a 25 horse power Ball automatic cut-otT engine.

ma-

Electrical Patents.

The Diamond

Prospecting company, of Chicago, has
recently brought out a type of drill which is designed to
be operated by electricity. The machine is driven by a
Thomson- Houston 3-horse power motor of special design.
The drill is compact, is easily handled, and it will cut at
In addition to the drill
any angle to a depth of 300 feet.
Referring to the Diaproper the motor operates a pump.
mond drill the Kir^i/Uirrit!^ and Mining Journal says:
"The adoption of the Diamond drill to be operated by
electricity cannot fail to widen largely the already rapidly
growing field for these machines."

Franklin Electric company of Chicago has been
The deenlarging its quarters at 120 Randolph street.
mand for the new dry battery, which this company has recently developed and an increase of business in the experimental department, has necessitated the enlargement.
E.
E. Flora, president of the company, has recently patented
the novel electric cigar lighter, which is being introduced
by the Roper & Baxter Cigar company. A description of
this specialty appeared last week in the Wkstekn Ei.kcTKiciAN.
Mr. Flora reports that the efforts to introduce
this lighter have been most successful, and that the manufacture of this one article alone would almost be a business

The

Issued
422.910.
ing.
1885.

ir,

1890.

The object of the invention is to provide a means of
automatically shunting a greater or less portion of the
current around the group of incandescent lamps, according to the number of lamps in use in the multiple
arc group at any one time, so that whatever may be
the number in use, each Incandescent lamp will always receive its normal amount of current.
The second claim follows: "The combination, with
a group of multiple working circuits and electrical devices included therein, of a resistance circuit around
said group and an electro-magnet in a shunt or derived
circuit to the group of working circuits, and
to vary or control the resistance circuits."

Electromotor.

422.911.
ville.

Henry

K.

arranged

Butterfield,

Water-

invention relates more especially to that kind of
electromotors, in which a vibratmg pivoted armature
is

employed.

Georges

Zinc Electrode for Galvanic Batteries.
New York, N. V.

D'Infreville,
in a letter addressed to the Cenof Chicago, speaks of the excellent
results attained in using okonite wire in mines. In one case
he refers to an okonite cable used for conducting 60 amperes
at 220 volts lo a mining machine, situated too feet from the
main conductors. "These wires," he says, "were laid

Force Bain of Chicago,

tral Electric

company

along the ground in the mud, and were being daily trampled
upon by mules and miners. It is useless to say that I
have protested very strongly against such treatment, but
they fail to construct their circuits differently as long as

422.948.
II.

System for .Stopping
Kilbourn, Olean. N. Y.

Machines.

Electric Valve-Controller.
422.956.
borg, St. Louis, Mo.

422,968.

Electrically-Controlled

Paine, Boston, Mass.
The invention may be

The movement

Coupling Electric Motors.
Lynn, Mass.

422.975.

The

lirst

so desired, from

Edwin W.

Rice, Jr.,

claim reads:

"In a system of power

distribution,

two or more

compound wound

electric motors simultaneously in
use on the same work and each ha\'ing its series field
magnet coil connected with a point in the circuit to an
armature of another, where the potential varies with
changes In the counter electromotive force or resistance."

Henry P. Roberts, RochesReversing Trolley.
N. Y.
Claim I is as follows:
"In an electric railway, an overhead conductor supported at intervals by suitable means, one or more of

422.976.
ter.

the supporting points being at a different elevation
from the other supporting points, in combination with
a moving vehicle and a trolley-arm secured to the
vehicle and carrying an under contact-trolley, said
trolley-arm having the tendency to assume a position

perpendicular, to the line of

movement

to the vehicle."

Automatic Electrical Annunciator.
422,981.
F. Shafer, New York. N. Y.

Benjamin

Field- Magnet for Dynamos.
Elihu Thomson
and Albert L. Rohrer, Lynn. Mass.
Overhead Electric System.
423.004.
William Vogler,

422.999.

Somerviile, Mass.
The invention has for its object to suspend the trolley wire over the roadbed, so that the strain upon the
same is diminished, and the said wire prevented from
coming in contact with the ground in case it should
become broken, whereby the danger which besets the
present method of suspending the trolley-wire is obviated or reduced to a minimum.

Trolley-Wire Supporting
423.005.
Vogler, Somerviile, Mass.

Apparatus.

William

Casing for Electric or Other Apparatus.
423,014.
ander S. Woodbury, Calumet, Mich.

Underground

Le-

Augustus Bru-

Klectric Conduit.
ner, Indianapolis, Ind.
The claim reads:

423,023.

"The

process of constructing conduits which conplacing a layer of concrete in a trench and setting one or more series of independent cores therein
above each other, held in position at one end by a
head-board, the other end of the cores being supported
by the openings of the last secrion made, and filling in
about the cores with a mass of homogeneous cement
or similar material, allowing such mass to settle, and
then withdrawing the cores."
sists in

423.026.

Armature.

423,091.

New

for Sec-

York, N. Y.

Process

of Electroplating Non-Metallic
William H, Winsiow, Chicago, 111.

423.101.
ticles.

423.102.

Charles Sorley,

J.

Generators.

Method of Preparing Active Material

ondary Batteries

N

Robert L. Cohen, Camden,

Regulation of Alternate Current
423,029.
Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thermal Cut-Out.

lames

J.

Ar-

Wood, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
Laying Electric Conductors.
423,134.
Philadelphia, Pa.
4-3.207.

Portable Electric

Chicago,

The

Lamp.

Thomas

J.

Cope,

Alexander H. Bauer,

111.

objec; of the invention

is to provide a portable
which shall be particularly adapted for
use in lighting the interior of passenger cars.

electric lamp,

Electric Meter for Alternating Currents
423,210.
T. Blathy, Buda-Pesth, Austro-IIungary.

Otto

Electric-Heating Apparatus.
Mark W. Dewey,
423,223.
Syracuse, N. Y.
The object of the invention is to provide a simple
and efficient heater that will expose a large, radiating
surface and occupy a very small space, so that it may
be placed in waste room, as under the seats in cars and
other vehicles.
423,229. Telegraphic Repeater.
ton Centre, Mass.

Sidney

Electric Shaft-Controller.
423,245.
Boston, Mass.

423,286.

Emery, New-

Stationary Fire-Extinguishing Apparatus.

iam C. Smith,
423,299.

S.

Anthony W. Hart,

New

Ear-l'hone

Will-

Haven, Conn.

for

Telephones.

Julius

Kansas City, Mo.
Holder for Commutator-Brushes.
423.309.
Chamberlain, New York, N. Y.

J.

Wolf,

Jacob C.

Connecting
Device
for Battery-Terminals.
Rufus N. Chamberlain and Jacob C. Chamberlain,
York, N. Y.

423.310.

New

Secondary Battery. William A. Johnson and
James N. Smith, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Dry Galvanic Battery.
Louis Moorthamers,
423.335.
423,324.

Ernst

Elevator.

Coin-Operated Electric
423,361.
Wallace, Belfast. Ireland.
423.385.
Ohio.

Alarm

for Gas-Pipes.

Appar.itus.

John

S.

Americus Miesse, Lima

Trolley for Overhead Electric Railways.
Frank
B. Rae, Detroit, Mich.
Of the six claims, the fourth is given:
"In a contact-arm for electric railways, the combina-

423,391.

Washington
R.

Malm-

with the shaft and a disk-shaped socket-piece
mounted thereon, of springs mounted on the
support and bearing laterally against the opposite sides
tion,

Walter

loosely
J.

applied to elevators or carof the vehicle may be automatically controlled from any one of the series of stariages.

also, if

Brussels, Belgium.

Me.

The

422,925.

in itself.

March

System of Arc and Incandescent Electric LightHarold P. Brown, Chicago, III. Filed Nov. 23,

and

tions or stopping points,
the car itself.

1890

22,

of the disk."

423,400.

Mass.

Electric

Motor Car.

Detlef C. Voss. Medford,

March
EuQENE

22,
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W. H. Sawyer,

E. Phillips, President.

iseo'y

and

AMEUICAU ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

offer, will

fit

IWT

FOR SALE-CHEAP.

A

One

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Office

Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

Make

S-A-XjEI.—

One Ten-light Sperry dynamo. Eight Sparry
16 H.-P. boiler. One 14 H.-P. high speed engine, upright.
be sold ch eap.
W. M. T AliCOTT. .> 16-56 I^incoln Ave Ctaicaeo.

lamps.

I.

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

t=*
1^0
One

Electrician.

Office. 18 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBMAN, Agent.

F, C.

35-H. P. Russell Seif-Contained Automatic
Engine, with one Mandard 40-H. P. Boiler,
Pump, Heater, Piplog:, Stack, Pistures, complete; used only one year, by the Miseonri
Valley Elec'ric Lii^ht A: Power Co , to whom
we gladly refer. For sale at a great bargain.
Also one 12x18 LanBino: Automatic Bngine, complete. One Standard 50 H. P. Return Tabular
Boiler; Front, Stack, Fiitares, all complete;
In perfect working order; has run but 18
moDthe; practically aa good ae new. WiU be

cities

John Carroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.

Sec'y.

agent for each of the large
the U. S., to represent a

PARTNEK.—

I have shop, power, tools and
a flrBt-clasB line of incandescent dynamos and
motors. I wane as partner a young man who will
Invest $1,000 to S'. 500 equally with me, and who
has had experience In selling- appsrstns in
Chicago and West.
Address PARTNER,
Care Western Electrcian

sold at a great sacrifice.

Treasurer.

SIODX CITY ENGINE WORKS,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

in

AMT ED,

leading Electric Motor and Dynamo
Co. Address E. M. & D. Co., care
We.steen Electkiciax, Chicago, 111.

ADDRESS

Eugene

live

(tmiTED.)

^'F^^t.ry?

f

SPEAm&

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANUFACTTTRERS

OF

TUBES ai WHISTLES,

Oral, Electric,

—

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

W.

Magnet Wire,

2

r

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

^^ Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

St,

CO.,

New

York.

DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Factory, 1461 and 1463
1st.

FARADAY CABLES.
cc

99
Self Oiling.

hsu/af/on Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SEND FOK CATALOGUE.
L.

In a letter from the Inbpkotok of the Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, under date of March
''9, 1B86, he Bays :
TIioroag:liir Reliable and Desirable Wire in £very Respect."
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole Bllcked with Clark's Patent Compound, .vhlch la water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation wilt prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gaugeM and diameier of Insnlallou for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignta from stocK. Cables mad«

"A

'.o

order.

IDE & SON, Mannfactnrers

8PHISieFIEL,D,
Chicago
St.

Office:

II.I..

121 La Salle Street.

Louis Office:

313

Olive Street

Standard Electrical Test Instruments

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

,

61 and 63 Haiupsbirc Street, Boston, Mass.

-'

BENRT

A.

CLARK.

HERBERT

General Manager.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

light Donllle

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Queen's

Belts are always made from centers of whole
hides extra stretched.
I
I

W.H. SALISBURY a CO., Chicago, 111.
A. H. Gardiner OO., Milwaukee, WlB.
TODD S! STANLEY CO., St. LoolB, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOESE & CO., Kanfas City, Mo.
( Main Honee, IndtanapoUs.
E. C. ATKINS A CO.,.] Branch Honse, Memphis, Tenn.
"
"

nLON/>

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chicago,

Boston,

paid

to

recaliorating

Ammeters

and Voltmeters.

QUEEN

&

cuim,

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

and Telegraph,

Electric Light, Telephone,

TTn «^ ersroTx-n <f\ T~se.

.A.ex-J.a,l, S-u.'bsaa.ax-lai.e, clxxcI.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

THE OKONITE

Special attention

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Z*ox-

MASK.

Electro-dynamometers,

New Standard Laborator" Resistance Boxes.
New Portable Combination Testing Set.

Queen's
Complete Outfits for Insulation Testing.

Dynams

V7ESTEISiT .^S-ENTS:

BRANCHES:

Cardew Voltmeters.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

f

_TBADE

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.
Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

H. E0STIS. Electrtelan

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,
Philadelphia,

Omaha,

EDDY

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EIlSCTRIC

Louisville,

St.

Kansas

Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG COMPASY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

A UTOMATIC F lEETRIC MOTORS
In all Sizes

High

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Superior Workmanship, Ease
Management, Bemarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Efficiency, Perfect Regulation,

of

jy^NATaO ^ XSIxECTRIC « MACHINES
For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
DDHnrn
0MS\ia nDPirPOUrrllliiO,

The

IVSW rORK, 33 church

St.:

KANSAS cnv,

BOSTOH,

lU

RIalto Building:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

Arch

PHILADELPHIA, 608 CommerceSt.:
ORLEANS, 106 Carcndelet St.

St.,-

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn,
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Established in 1861.

BAGGOT,

B.

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

^K/

March

IN

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

'"

.'^teata

('utaloguc on jipplication,

Boilers,

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

iiWiiii"rf^-'''^'"~-''in--i

ELECTROLIERS,

all

prevcnt.s

1890

COMBINATION

'>^*-

QAS AHD IlxSCTRIC
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

G^EORGE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,
80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and Fifth AYenae,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ON ARC CIRCUITS.

CHICAGO.
URANCli STORE

^^?IW!^

NoYEs Bros.,
>i.vni:f.vi.turkus

or

Electric Light

and Combination
Fixtures.
We make

aepeclaliyof f(irnleh[Q<^ f-e trade with
Also Kiectroliera, Portablee.
tis. aad Sta^U Pixtareeof all

Electric Brdtkets.

Udub.

we can

t;lve

lowest pil es.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
85 & 87 FIFTH AVE OHIOAGO,
,

Send

MICA

THE

I'-oK

Information.

LUNKENHEIMER BRASS MFG.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

I.UNKE9»H£IM£R*5

For Electrical Purposes.
SENIOR

218 Water

FRANK

T.

St.,

Now

Are

ttii|nTior

lo

all

iidapted for Electric

ELECTRICITY,

first-c!a93,

Write for

Broe

Bntterwortti, Hall,
Patent A-ttonieyH,

tispecially

and guaranteed in every particular.
and jn-ice-).

rataloijiie

SfflitL

CHICAGO.

-

•

olUery.

Liglit Slacliinery. also

Heavy Regrindiiig Globe Valves, Wate Valves,
Pop Safety Valves, Ktc. All j^oods etrictly

O.S.PATEliT OFFICE,--"^

Two complete seUs of

FEED LUBRICATORS

ND5X SIGHT FEED GLASS OIL CUPS

Ute

for ileacriptlvn circiilare.

25-26 HONORE BUILDING,

SIGHT

00..

York.

BROWN,

EXAMER

PRISCIPAL
ILL.

WiiiTK

QUALITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &

t:ombiDatioQ Brack

Belli; m\nafictiirer?,

2134 Michigan Avenue,
AU. SIZES
AND

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

YOU WILL OBLIGE

U. S. Electrical Patents.

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONLT COMPLETE SET OF tr 8.
ELECTKIOAI. PATENTS IN CHICAGO.
100T-3-5-7 Opera House Block. CHICAGO

Both

'

and

Advertiser

mpntinninn
menilOninQ

Ihp
XflB

TRICUN when

Publisher

WESTERN
nLSICHre

Writing to advertisers.

MATHER ELECTRIC

CO.,

"• MetropolltBii Block, j „ beIO,
GHICAWO OFFICE:) »»"™
liU Italic and Kandolpli l^ts.
)

THE BEST SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,

Fof%

UGHTINC, £l,ecrRO-PI.ATING..ANJ)
fOREXPERIM6NrALUSE. AL.50 MOTORS.

RICE

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Simple,

ISlectrical Kxpert;
Special and Experimental

M ACHINERY
DyoamoB and MotoFH
balit to Urtler.

for Special

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A New

.

Work

Coiiipoiiml,

Com poll inl-Cotiileitsing,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFA CTURER.

Largt)

AUTOMATIC

ENGINES.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

UlaDaser.

)

I

'>^^ACHINES

by

ELECELCL-

yeiid

MeuHiirlDK InHtronipnt.
f'T

Clrculfir

antl

I'rlct-

Llel.

Coat MlDlog llanlat;6

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Etc.
Wc m:iko a SiieciiiUy ol Erucliut' (.'onipliti' Cfpom PlantC

BOILERS,
Smith- Vaile Steam Pumps />" 'cm

/....-po.,,..

LOCKWCOD INSTRUMENT

a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
FOK THK

91 Griswold

St.,

CO.,
DETROIT, MtCH.

-

Telephones and

Western

Electrical

Sup-

Electrlclaii

»)T. I.OIIIt>>.
Elgll TelopboDe aD<]

SI. 00.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE

Every Description.

plies ol

ELGIN,

Elrftriral

ILL.,

tiup|)ly

t'o.>

ni-'.NVKII.

U.S. A.

.E

PAI RED #

REWOUND

^^Jones DI\OStLECTIlIC0(^

CHICAGO.

KANIiiAtii

CO.,
CITY.

ST, I'.vri.

OIIAII.I.

(g

&

ja

p

Cincinnati, Ohio.

March
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
CELE-

ELECTRIC COMPANIES
BRATEU WAXEK
"WHEEL, as
The

altention of

is called lo this
particularly adapted to their use,

reiii:irk:il>ly !<«teady motion, liisrU Speed
and great EOic-iency, and large C'apac'ity, for its diameter,
being double the
of most wheels of same diameier. It is used by a
number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is witliout an an equal, producmg the highest p^r cent, of useon account

of

its

Power

fill

effect

guaranteed.

»K\t>

FOB CATALOOliE A\D

Our

PARTIC'IIjARS.

Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no gea.; are required,
and it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substanliai cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation

VICXOR

Xl'RBII^ES

We

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBTTRT, CONN.
MAWrFACTBKEBS OF

BARE AND INSUI^ATZSD ITITIRXS.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lightinfr. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worlt. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT
For

Electric

Light,

LINE WIRE

K. K.

Electric Railways,

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25

ADC^

I

r^

ADR ON CO.,

MAKERS

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

Of

HIGH -GRi
-GRADE

Ughting

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

So. Clinton Street,

MANUFACTUREKS OF THK

BELDIN6 ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE.

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchang'eable
CorresBondence Solicited.

-

Even

Aeents Wanted

to

ABSOLDTELY NO HEATING.

Commutator.

in all the PrinciDal Cities.

THE STANDARD CARBON COMPAorNY, CLEVELAND. OH IO,
IVEauxifa.ot'u.x-ex-s

gj

BJ

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
"GON
uuiiUH
D A'

THE GREAT
TELEPHONE

BSTTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc.. Etc
II IS UNEQUALEO.

"

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECTRIC

.

GOLD MEDAL
MARK
"

PATENTS

Novjis.iaao. M^tfc
-'84. Ji^f^l
JAN.
I

Atl6.ll-.8S.

MCH.27-86.

fiUCfij
/^PL-I^

EXPOSITION,

fiAMIIA The Standard

UUHUA

BATTERIES.

1889.

of the

Batteries

World.

AXO

This Companj- are also the eole manufacturere of The Gonda Poroas Cup Biittery, whlcli Is, alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
Heject every cnp unless atamped with the
greatly Huperior to the eo-callecl Di=qne Leclanche Batteries, with which the market ie flooded.
trade

mark "GONDA.'"

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO.,

149 W. 18th Street,

NEW YORK.

AXO "
"""

TYPE.
BELLS,

THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE
Etc.. IT IS UNRIVALED
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

oBxoi^or-"ix.x..

CO.,

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCAHDESCEST ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
Jury at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central StaPlant may be located where Power can be secured Cheapest, even If miles distant from
the Lighting.
Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success fully demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring
the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient.
Strictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy and
Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening.
Greatest Produc'.lon of Candle Power per Horse Power.
Dynamo SelfContalned and Perfectly Automatic.
tions.

SEND FOB

COBBEBPONDEKCE SOIilClTED.

CIBCIII.AR.

HEISLER ELECTRIC LICHT CO.,
809-817 South 7th

ST. LOUIS,

Street,

MO.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LICHT COMPANIES.
The neceaeltv of measurlDi,' the Electric Carreot by a correct and reUable mefer lias long heen felt, and varloua Inatrnments have been put on the market and in actual uee, which, however,
have Invariablv proved to be Inefficiant and anreltable. The Electric Current Connter, invented by Profeeeor H. Aron, Is nndonbtedly the Dest and most reliable meter for the purpoee. They
have been adopted by raanyeieciric li;:;ht companieri in Earooe, am ^ng which are Kdison Companj'. of Berlin; >^iemeo8
Halske; Miinlp.ipal Elecirlc I/lcht Works, of
Berlin; and are excinslTely used ii almost all principal cities of Earope. They were awarded the fvold (tledalat the 3Iell>4iirne Kxliibition, ISSO.and havo recently been
awarded the first T>rlze by the .if nnlcipallty of Pari«i. Prance, in competition ^vlth different other Counters. Anieriean Companies who have tried and use the Aron C'ounter
speak very hl^'hlyof them. The oplnlone of eome of them are printed below. Tli« Aron Electric Current Coantera are buiU for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine wire
Every eount=*r meannres correctly the amonqt of current conNnnied, from a fraction of an amoere
corrente, in sizee from 15 amueres up to any namber of amperes.
to Its full capacity. Tliey are now in nee by European central stations measuring over Seventj' llitlion Watts. The amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the index being coDBtrncled on the same principle as the t;aa meter dials.

A

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
Dover, X. H.

We have
doubt

tested the

Aron Counter, and have no reason

to

H. W. Bubget-t.
Treas. Dover Electric i.lght Co,

its reliability.

San Fkancisco, Cal.
is the best Instrument we have ever seen.
have thorouiihly tested 'he Counter for alternating current, and are satisfied that it will worlc correctly.
Geo. n. Roe, Sec'ySan Francisco Electric Light Co.

Lynn, Mass.

The Aron Counter

The Aron Counter -works very

We

Thompon-Houston Co.

New York,

Mamcuestbe, N. H.

We

ability.

Prof.

Wm.

H. Anthony.

Mather Electric Light Co.

Beooklyn, N. Y.
some months, dur-

A.

which will enable any

We have four Aron Counters in use for
ing which time no trouble has been erperienf-ed in regard to
care of same snd eatisfactory readings have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Gen. IMan. Edison Illuminating Co.

to the increased demand for the Aron Coantirs in Europe, the cost of manufacture has bean considerably reduced,
company to employ taem In preference to any other meter. For prices and particulars, address

and

I

am now

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

in a position to offer

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

AMD CrT-OFF

at a

Dey

Street,

M.\.\rF.U;TlliKRS OF

(t^lectvicul

New

York.
AND DEALERS

COirPIiIX«}S.

Viae-like grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutclies is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a gcod record, running through five years.
Experts are incited to examine peculiarities.

The Empire City Electric Compmy,

SENH KOR

them

Send for 1889

l.V

Cataioffue.

ECI.IP)SEWIK^I>E]VGI]!irECO., Beloit, Wis.

^

^upjiliw

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

^

188!).

:

BARTHMANN,

15

uly 22,

of Professor Aron's

IMPORT AWT.— Owing
flgore

d

have In use at the School of Mines, Columbia ColIej;e, one
Coulomb Counters for three-wire eyetem,
and find that it is very aensittve to small aa well as large carrents, and from observations made I find it correct in every
particular.
L. H. Landy, Ph. D.
I

We

find that the Aron Counters register as accurately as is
necesaarv for the purpose to which euch meters would be applied.
have perfectly satiefled ourselvEs of thair adapt-

satlefactorlly,

tVE!»TERN
I.

W.

AWEKT

WESTBKSI AWESJT
EmCTtllCAI. DKPARTIUENT

COI'BVRIICi!)

NEW HAVEN CLOCK

DYNA7H08 ABID IIOTOBS.

^01' EVERY DESCRIPTIO.N.i
CA'rA.I.O<^l ;K i~ QUOTATIONS.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR. ELECTRIC

CO.

G. A.

MANAGEB

THE BARNES WATER EMERY
Tool Grinder.
has no pumps. No
No piping lo
sii])ply it with wiitcr.
It

valves.

to

It h:is nntliin}.;

out of order,

is

as easily

gi;t

.ilwav>

ready for use.

It is

iiint)agt.'d

f.mt or H /.>..t
bed. 'I'hc^c iniicliints are made
a specialty in our factory.

Send fur fuH

descriptionand

jirite.

ti

other

in

line.

desirin:^

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WEiiiTEItN

.-Mill

i--y

F.
iKSTABLISHED

pay parties
'o jmrchase or knou
full

to

BARNES
III.,

ALFRED

in

inaeliineii

A«ENT FOK

MOORE'S
IsiO.

i

It will

lllr.rr ;ll.r.lll. tllL'SC

pii.
III..

.swini.',

They have advantages mu
thi.';

& John Barnes Co., Rockford.
Address No. '61 Ruby Street

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

i:><;im; i.atiii:,
K) inch

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Barnes' Patent

foiiiid

.ip-

WABASH

DRILLS.

•J0to:j2in<-h .suinj;, wilh holli
worm and levL-r feed, self ft- id
and l)aek-ne;ired.

sults.

proviil.

W.

m\m

n (rr]'^''^tone ;tnd will
give vastly butter reSold subject to

F.

ns

315-321

Barnes' Patent

IIi;icllMll-K

dfs.Ti|.t'u.n

W.

F. &.

t<

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

i

:tn.l

JOHN

CO., Rockford,

Address No. 7fl|Uubyi,t.

filectric

Ugbt, Annunciator and
fact,

Oirice Wires,

every kind of Wire

known

Incandescent and Battery Cords;
Trade.

lo the Electrical

in

—
March

22,
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"G.

C." ELECTRIC
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$t

MGTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET,

ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
How

Ovsr 6.000

in

Use

OF

ELECTRIC MOTORS
—

B-B.01X.

Chicago

Office,

—

TO 40

1-8 M. P.

UNITED STATES,
Ruimisg Sewing Machined, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow
ers. Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H, P.

Tools, Etc.

Phonix Building,

tinclnnill Office,

165 Walnut

Mew England

Street.

Office,

Philadelphia Office,

48 High

1

301 Arch

Street, Cer. Oliver, Boston.

Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i^ns^iT^o,

irORK.

ZTEIMT

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
^.
GARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

THE JULIE N ELECTRIC

CO.,

^^'llaSrV^Jgo^ir^""

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

^KgleS

CO.,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
STUART,

A.

President.

215 West Fourth Street

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Inoandesoent Lighting Central Stations and Electric Power Plants.
Eieciricai supptie. of aii Kinds.
\

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW ROBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND-

THE LEONARD

<fe

«"»<'"'

P""»

!

IZARD

O"''" shipments.

CO.,

O-EKEE-AL AQ-EUTS "CEHTE.JLI^ STATES DISTRICT."
(C^SB: INSTAI.I.ATIONS DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lanips, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.

All InqnirieB for EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES ia Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

LEONARD

ti

IZARD CO.,

Rialto Building, Chicago.

••
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
the market.
Also
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
Rod,
(Kiel's
Tubing
SJieet,
Tubinc', Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale bv

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

NEW YORK ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

ELECTRIC LIGHT, TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH APPARATUS, DYNAMOS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, PRIMARY

AND STORAGE BATTERIES, ETC.
MANUFACTURING AGENTS FOR THE

©-^

-

ALUMINIUM ILECTRIC LIGHT BATTERII5,

T-illoozt-y Street,
:i^ED F^CDI=?

SCIYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
CD
03'

i-

^

—'

CD

CO

CO
03

CO

£?
CO

CD*

—

03

03
O)

C3

m

ea

CO
cu

^

CO

"*

X
-^

CD
cna

c
=
a
—
CO
CD
5
3
CO

(13

CO
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

ai

CO., """HI'*"-
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of £very Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK-

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

Prom Aai
State that

Manufacturer or Dealer,

1l

WANT

you

WITH

IT

SUPPLIED

standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD

nST

SIX

MOUTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
TATestern. Stipply Hoiise,

Automatic

ELECTRIC.* L KNGIXEERS
AND JOBBER.S.

OMAHA.

Write for S&tuples, Prices

and

i>ata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyaer BulldlnK,

BALTIMORE. MD.

R.

T.WHITE,

IS Pearl St,

BOSTON, MASS.

Boom G,

Mannfactnring Facilities Unlimited.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
Patented Jan. 28ih, 1890.

BEST filATERIAL.

No.

I.O'WEST PRICES.

CORRESFONDEHOE SOLICITED.

^THOMAS
DIASY CHAIR.

ASHBURNER,

Large or small orders promptly

Office,

420,133.

Western Ag't, Kansas

filled.

Sample

Cliair

Cit;,

Ko.

and Section

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

ST.

of

Bail Sent, ISspress prepaid, to Prospective Pnrchasers.

PARTRICE & CARTER'S

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,"
F. A. SONly Editor and Publisher.
The "BEVISTA TELEGBAFICA HE MEXICO" is the only electrical paper

published in Mexico

and has a wide circulation all over that country and Ceatral and South America, As an advertising medium
it is unequaled in its special fieldAdvertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Uexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kepi at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegranca deMexico," Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
-Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
Address:

X*. .^..

"UNIQUE"

Electro-Medical Apparatus.

JS^KTX.

P.O. Box 31, or Calle del Refugio No. 15, entresuelo.

A FIRST CLASS ELECTRO
MEDICAL OUTFIT, WHICH

CITY OF MEXICO

WESTERN ELECTRIC

IS

CO.

PRACTICAL, RELIABLE,

DURABLE, AND L Q

W

IN

PRICE.

DISP LeCUNCHE

Full description and trade

BATTERY.

prices

upon application.

We

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

Send business card

for

our

Catalogue

and Discount Sheet.

LeCLANCHE

DISQUE

BATTERY,
And

Guarantee

FRANKLIN

It

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

E.

WAKD WILKINS.

THADING AS

IN

AMES, CKERAE &
N.

ST.

PARTRICK « CARTER,

THE MARKET.

PAUL,

Manufactnrera of and Dealers in Every Description of

£31eotx*loetl
CO.,

STxp>i>lies,

Sole Proprietors of the PateiiL Needle Annunciators.

W. Aqbntb,
-

MINN.

Write for Revised Prices.

1

14 SO.

SECOND

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BSTABLI8HKD

1867.

M
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MOTORS

AND GENERATORS.

ma

STITES ELECnilC LKIIMI
(WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,
Maniifactui'ers of Direct Current Generators

eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to any size,

Lessees,)

NEW

and Motors

YORK.

for all purposes,

from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

The Special Form

of

Power

Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

March

2 2,

Western electrician.

1S90

xxi

Knapp Electrical Works.

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE,

THE WIRE.
INDORSED BY THE LEADING COMPANIES.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
THE YODNG AUTOMATIC CDT-ODT.

Knapp Electrical Works,
54-56

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CmCJLaO.
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DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
Hv LiKiT.

F.

15.

Badt and Pbok. H.

S.

Carmart.

J^F=i^J=' I\IZD, :?'S

F=>I=?IC=^.

60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains PorFaraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

This

traits and

is

a very

handsome book

Bkickapiiiks of

Ohm,

of

\\'att,

relative values.

no other Single Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

In

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,

6 Lakeside Building:, Chicago,

111.

Improved Primary Batteries
FOB

aOMPANY,
NEW YORK.

STNAMOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C
Office:

Pres'l.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Trcas.

63 Broadway.

P.

DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

HOTORS.

GLAUS, Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

W.

-AKD FOR-

27tli St.

and Other Purposes.

Scientific

NEW CATALOGUE

JUST OUT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

JAMES

M^ SON,

H.

manufacturing electrician,

I20 Park Avenuo, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WM.

9.

TDRNER.

J

LESTER WOODBRIDGC

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers

€091P^KTE BqVlPUEAIT OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Steam Plants

and Power.
D«iBlgii8 and BHtlniates

for Er;:ctrlc Light

74

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Submitted.

Oc>x"tlA.X3.dt Stx-eet, ^a'o'^^ '7'ox-ls..

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

Our Dynamo

POND

427

St., St.

Louis.

'-The Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

C'ty.

319 Ramge Building, Omaha.
ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
C. J. THOMPSON, 100 KaHt Fourth Ht.. Ht. Paul, ninn„ Asettt.
is cast in

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPRCIAIiTIES :-Tbe AnnlDgton & Sims Boetiie. St!>el Bollera, Ireeon

Link Belt. BtandBid RockiQKand Sheffield Gratee, Lowe Ueater, Uyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, eto.

8KND FOB

I.A.TB8T CATAliOGITES.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
i

^y E ra-^D^T-IKT
656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

Clotti

J.

Binding.

XZ

Each
Tills Dictionary 'Deludes close upon 2,500 distinct Words. Terms or Phrases,
of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
careful and exhaustive treatment.
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
called an Encyclopsedia than a dictionary.
The Scheme ol Treatment is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are Invariably followed by a short, c
lat.
delinition, giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
2d.
A general statement then follows of the Principles ol Electrical Scieni
which the definition Is founded.

o

O XT S 0*0^0',

jA.- Zkil.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, S2.50.
it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an llluslration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facllltat<; study, an elaborate .system of Cross Refereoces has been adopted
so that it Is as easy to find the definitions as tbe word.t, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTOHY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

THE

they shall also be

training at

all

SIMPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

In electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSIaXSCTRICIAN PUBIiISHING GO.
iM.A.^ia»ixivi ^TrxxiX^xso-o,

cxoj^cfro, xxjXjiz>a-oxs.
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Dry

Dr. Gassner's

Battery.

AcknovvJedged by experts to be the Best Open Circuit Battery in the Market,
tlie most dm-able and convenient for

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

Electric Bells, Q&a Lighting, Telephones,
Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

and many Other Uses.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

ITo Liquid.

ITo Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

>Vrite for Cirenlar.

For Sale by The Western Electric Co.

Chicago,
And

A.

111.

SCHOVERLING,
SOLE AGEHT AND MAMTirACrDBBE,

California Electrical Works,

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

San Francisco.

111 Chambers Street, New York.

Cal.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
Central Stations for

Power

D.

Distribution.

P.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President ami General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF

STATIONARY MOTORS.

LOW

HIGH OR

STORAGE BATTERIES.

1.
2.
3.

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new ?iperry improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safely.
That any nomber of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cat In or out of

circuit,

singly or in groups, with perfect safety, and without sparking at the brnehes.
4.
To abeorh power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

NEW

Salle St.

,

w^e:

YORK.

Chicago.

1.

make.
2.

Factory:

JERSEY CITY.

N.

3.

J.

]3e:i_ie:\7e::

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps sorpasa

That

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
OF ALL KIN DS.
B.
IBE

We

if

you will

invite

Stun

visit

our factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in esiatence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyerSjand interested
people everywhere.

U M;
BRAIDED WIRE.

Eirait

D.

EI.,

ISS

to

217

THE POPULAR

for

New and Complete

Catalogue.

EHI!iEO

South

WIRi:

and Reliable.

CO.,

< 1

W.

Bo

Centriil St.,

.

CO,,

649 & 651

Boston, Mass.

DOWSE,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

PEf^FECTLY RELIABLE NO QAN6EROUS

ILL.

FOR INCANDESCENT WORK.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

any other

dash-pot.
4.

Send

in efficiency those of

That there ie greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our antomatic regulation has no equal: no rheostat, no wall hoses, no solenoid or

Broatlway.

GALLAHER,Secy.
J. W. GODFREY, Gen'IMgr.
R. E.

Gen'l Supt.

CURREm(^

WILLIAM S.BATES,

PATENT LAWYER,

\-electric-li(3ht1 8c poWEf\ Co.

2o4
17

Dearborn Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEfATENTOFnCE
AND THE COURTS.
.

94liBe/^Ty St

MCUiCDADCD

l-^hEditon NowReariy.

lltVliJrArLn Abo.krf over 2i0 pagep,
^"^"^
to (dveitleeis
irH/rnTIPIlIO thanaDyclher
f^^

AMVrn
IMNh
nu
I Ull
lUIIIU^ver
I
I

name

of every

rubli<-an.

issued.

newspaper publiehi

(I,

n

It pivts

ihe

havii

rir-

ga

culBtlon rating in the AmPr can ^ewf'Il8^e^ Directory of more than '.5,rOu copies ea(h Issue,
with th*> cott perllce for ^dve^^IeiDpin ihem, A
list of Ihe beet papers of local circu'ation, In every
clly and town of more ihan .?,00n population, wi'h
prices by the iucb for OBe nimili. >pe'-lal lie s of
dailv. countrv. Tillage bnd class pejieis.
Fars^Jn
offers of value to srosll advprf.lspie or Ibo^e witUinp to esperlment judiciously wiih aemailamoni t
'nfmonpy. Shows coDClneiveiy •now to Eet the
most service for the money .'" etc., etc. Pent postpaid loaoy address for 30 cents. Addrees Geo.
P. KowELL & Co., PnbltsteTB and General Adver;

!

"smim

^£D

AT VEf^yToW

,

Pff/CfTS

j

tising Agents, 10 Spruce Street,

Kew York

City,
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Motor Truck

MOTOR TRUCK

The Strongest, Simplest and Easiest Riding

KirWARRANTEO

March

in

Existence.

TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF GARS.
and

Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
The superiority of this Truck consists in its Great Strength, Powerful
^V heels and the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truss supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
equalizes weight of load dmd positively prevents oscillation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to

THE PECKHAM STREET GAR WHEEL

230

&

AXLE COMPANY,

ISTESVIT'

DETROIT
Electrical Works,
MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be ivanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them

the

BEST ever

the market.

who wish
goods and

Dealers

themselves with
the safest policy, should
the best
handle the products of the
ELECto identify

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
KE8PECTFULLY,

Detroit Electrical Works,
Standard Hotel Needle Annanciator
Wllh

eueH CAU

and

FIK.AUHM

ATTACHMeflTS.

I>JSITJEt.OIV,

AXX03
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ELECTRIC
BY"

RAILWAI SYSTEM

THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SDCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Sliaht Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ilioinsoii-Eouslon tailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GBAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished

to Prospective

Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Micbigan Ave

,

Gbicago,

111.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl, Minii.
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SHIELD BRAND LINE WIRE.

\gm

WEATHERPROOF.

A

HI6II

GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

r'orElectric

MOISTURE-PROOF.

/)t

Liirlit,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

"1

1

J

anftSflfln
wViMlvU
Itiiixi

IFor

/yt

OffiS
\J\J
L VUi

ConcMled Work,
Under Water, Underground.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM.

^

ELECTRICAL .C^
C0t4^

For Electric Lisht Installation.

The

Electrical Supply
171

Company,

RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO.
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

The enjoining clause
Brush

company

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the ofllcers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

And

it is

Electric Light

"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com-

"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIBHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND BENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIBHTINB, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC
>,

Ol-iICZ).

CO.,
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO M
]E*ox>t "STSTek.-yjXG, Xn.ca.lAxxa.

Manufacturers

of

tfie

The Most Oarefolly Work«dout and Oomplete Altematliia

SUTTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

— OF—

System of

IICANDESCBNT LIGHTING,

Existence.

AND THE

lilectric

Idghting la

and

Oonverten

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

18—16 Oandle Power

to the Mechanical

Hon*

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

15

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,
Boreel Bldg.

KMN

OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

186 Dearborn St., First Floor,
o
BUCKLEY, Manager.
OFFICE. 217 Sansome St.

SAN FRANCISCO

~

I

CiTY OF MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

BERaKtJLITIT

<Sc

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LiaHTINQ.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

ICUUJ:^
-W-t-W "vrfc-oxr
ivt'e^itt'

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i
\

LIEHT.

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

MARCH

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MANrFACTUBEHS OP

STEWART BUILDING,
B3 Chambers

St.,

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AXD DEALERS
%56-PAGK

tocniii Hbcni^icis
AnFurii:<!
ii-LUHL

i
.

^

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, Wash.
p^^j_ Seilers Electhical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A fQli line of our manafaclnres can be found at onr Agencies.

Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

CO.,'

IN

PURE ALUMINUM. 111 Aroli Street,
ROLLING MILLS,

New

13.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL.
»KSO FOB
CATALOGCE,

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,

No.

29, 1890.

HASUFACTTJKERS OF

OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOYS,
IN INGOTS, SHEETS, KODS,

10 cents per Cod*

NEW YORK BELTI NG ScPACKINC CO

AN ORDER FOR

JOHN

CHEEVER,

H.

Treas., 15

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Oldest and Largest Mannfactniers in the United Statea of

17

MILLION FEET OF GABLE AND WIRE

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS

FOR ELECTRICHL PURPOSES.

MACHINE BELTING,

Standard Underground Catle

Witli smootli metallic rublMr surface fornse
on Dynamos and swift running' machines.

Co.

VULCANITE EMERY WHEELS, RUBBER MATS
MATTING AND STAIR TREADS.

Westinghouse Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
€EORGE WILEY,

Manager. New York.)

Or

(FRED. DEGENHARDT, Manager, CHICAGO.

(2121)

Tie

ELECTRIC

Iniiia-Biililier

to any
mile.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

Wires and Cables,
variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

Boston, Philadelphia. Cleoeland, Detroit, Chicago.San Francisco, St. Louis, Minneapolis. Dcjiin"*

STANDARD

Insnlatiog Co^

UNDER WATER

to any Millage
or Specification up lo
9,000 Megohms per knou

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concen-

THREE and Two-wiRE Caany

bles, to

up

AND

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

S.

Offices:

per

1

59 Front

Street,

knot.

Navy Portables, Silk.
Cotton and Hemp,

LIGHT

Cables oi High insulation
and Long Liie, all millage.

NEW

tric Cables, both drcu ts, 9,000 Megohms per

ELECTRIC

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

MARINE

Cores

MANTJFACTURERS OF

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, hemp. Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

BRANCHES:

M kMmk

Vulcanized India-Ritbber Cables,
specification up to S.ooo Megohms per

LIGHT,

&Bose^

Rflbber Belting, Packing

AX3X)ia:ESS

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

GOMPANT,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

.

OAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proo!
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
Btetrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

and all other
Branches of SlgnaUng.

Railwajr

E.

B.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and high
of over

all

a

c

by a record

A

electrical purposes.

Aerial (lie,

All
I anrl
'°'"'

Sizes

Subterranean Use.

Fnnn^aH Winam
niret.
=""0580

Submarine Uae
concealed Wiring

McCLEES, General Manager,

i6 Dey St,

Western Electric Co., Chicago, HI.,

in all Locationt.

new York.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWTNG STYLE OF tNSULATION.
a-SnUtdOoMPCopper Wire.
B. 5.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insolatloa.
ttnrated with a itacfc, Weather-Proof Composition.
*
. .
,
,
w ^
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters, SaiD^es fumislied upon appDcaooB.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

A—

B,.nppnny<s.
WABtKuuM*.

«

19 and 21 Cliff St..

1,

33 and

1

New

York.

35 Wabash

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MJjrUFACTUItEBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. OflBce Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables,

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Aiient. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectrio
liigliting

Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., CuiCAOO, Tll.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
315 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St.,
Orleans, La.
503 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

1890

CO.,

£lectric Railx^ay

Equipment.

New

334 Montgomery

29,

Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston. The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai-c

Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the
others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

life.

Diifot t"uriM»nt Iiifaiidi-Mcent Sjiianio.

The problem of long distance incandescent

lighting

is

by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternapractically solved

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

make

a perfect

it

dynamo

does, all the

— automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

Alternating; Cnrrent

economy

effici-

of operation.

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small mais becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
chinery

we feel that we have reached
a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

In the construction of our motors

LIGHTNING ARRESTER. —All

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injured by
Motor.

ning where these arresters

fail to

operate.

The
light-

March

29,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

THE MITCHELL TANCE
VANCE
A
(Sncceaaora to

SITCHEtl,,

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors' Designs

Solicit Cor-

and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fiitores,

Insnlatlng Joints,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

Pendants, Reflectors,

—

One H.

given Motive.

for

Incandescent Llgbting,

P. Constant Potential Motor.

^BC Ciu -u.fctct'U.X'oirjs

^T—

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-OE» T^XZ-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

m

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

S.

St.

DAK

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

INDIA

^EXT
^^

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

1

SALESROOM,
836-38 Broadway and 1 3th

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

ILLINOIS ST, - INDMNAPOLIS, INI.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

and

to

St.,

CITY.

RUBBER INSULATION.
QUTTA PEROHA,

insulator

is

the best

INDIA ETJBBEE;

but

known

it is

very

refractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphur

necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all wires
insulated with rubber compounds where the vulcanized coat is placed directly on the wire).

In order to overcome these difficulties, we
coat the copper wire with TIN; then 'with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOUT SUIiPHTJR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.
first

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

It is

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

I

to be liable to crack.

These wires are the best made for

AERIAL

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
Executive Offices:
AGEN CIES,

1

115 BROADWAY,

3 South Fourth St.

Factory:

,

Philadelphia

;

1 1

9 La Salle

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW
SI.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 26th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO..
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IVATKOI^AL C^%.RBrO

TI^HE

CleTrela-rLd., 01:Lio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINB CO,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

JARVIS
boonomioaIj arc lamps
61

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenlngt.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

rOSTOKT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contractors

C/

can make money by acting as our agents. Wtien writing please state voltage and system used.
regarding our new and improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

[

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

Complete Steam Plants Furnistied and Erected.
Complet<
1221- 1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

MORSE &

GO.

18 Cortlandt Street.

-

84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^

KANSAS CITY, MO.

MACHINERY

.

a Specialty.

York

City.

175:11 Edition Now Ready.
book of over -210 pages,
giving more information
value
to advertleera
"^
I
IaINIi t^^^n any other publicaiion
Ull II lUIIIUgvQp
Issued.
plvee the
name of every newspaper publlahtd, havii g a rlrcuUtlon rating In the American Newspaper Directory of more than :j5,0U) coplea each sane,
with the CD&t perUne for advertlBingia ihem. A
Uatof the beetpaperaof local circniatlon, In every
city and town of more ihan ii.OOO population, wirh
prices by the inch for one month, special lia'a of
dallv, country, village and class papera.
fiargsin
offers of value to small advertlaers or those wlahine to experiment jndlclouely with apmall amonnt
of money. Shows conclneively "how to net the
most service for the money," etc., etc. Sent postpaid o any address for 30 cents. Addre?B Geo.
F. RowELL & Co., Pnblishera and General Adver-

A

NEWSPAPER

nt/rnTIPIUO

U

I

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING*

CHARLES

CARTER.

New

Infoimation

I

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Large Dynamoa and Motors for Special Work
balit to Order. Coal Mining Haulage

S.

and

AIIVrK
nUf

Special and Experimental

FRANKLIN

prices

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

CO.,

For

tlaing Agents, 10

Spruce Street,

M. WILKINS.

E.

New Yurk

WARD

City.

WILKINS.

TRADING AS

& CARTER

PARTRICK

ESTAELISKED

t867,

MANUFAcfuRERrTNo'DEALERS.

—Sole Proprietors of the

—

PATE8T SEEDLE ANSDHCIATOR.

Sutppll^«

11-4 South Second St., Philadglphia, Pa.,
Marcli

NOTICE TO THE TRADE:

S,

1890.

For the convenience of the trade at points far distant from Philadelphia who desire to use our goods more extenbut are deterred from doing so on account of the transportation charges and delay in transit, we have arranged with
the parties named below to carry a stock of our Patent Needle Annunciators, Alarms, Bells, Disque Leclanche Batteries
and a full line of Electrical Supplies of our manufacture. When in want of the Partrick & Carter Instruments and Supplies, you can obtain them by applying to the firms named at very near the Philadelphia Trade Prices, and effect a great
saving in time, freight charges, etc.

sively,

SOUTHERN DISTRICT TELEGRAPH AND ELECTRIC CO., Birmingham, Ala.
L. W. WOLFE & CO., Omaha, Neb.
UNITED EDISON MFC. CO., Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION
The above-named

answer any inquiries regarding
our goods. Very respectfully.

firms will cheerfully

prices, etc., of

CO.

Seattle,

Wash.

PARTRICK & CARTER.

—

March
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BUILOBRS

SOI.B

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

IT IS UaiEaiTAIjED

FOB ECONOM"^ OF FDEL.

MOTION,

AND DTJBABrLITY IN

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

GO.

MILWAOREE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

BEGTTIiAXtITT
"US^.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for onr CataloneB.

41

ei

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

These instruments are the most

FOR

accurate, reliable and sensitive portable

instrument

ever

offered.

A

Arc

large variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of

all

Incandescent Circuits
WOUND FOB AMY CUKKJBST.

%

kinds of work.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATIOH.

Highly

SeM

for Illustrated

Efficient

and Economical.

Cataloine,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

ADDBEI^iS

WADSTV^ORTH, Manager

H.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
Newark, N.

J.,

'WESTERN

CO.,

Quit man near Baldwin Street.

1

A3iT>

EAST ADAMS

1

SOUTHEBSI STATES,

ST.,

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

2(5 West Fourth

President.

Street,

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.
\

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
SECOND TO NONE.

TAUSSIG,

Agt.,

45 River

St., Chicago.

Best Appointed Line
—FOR REACHING THE
West, Northvest and Sontbwest.

W. D. Sargent,

President.

Johk A. Barrett, Vice-PreeldeLt and Cons.

Plants.

quick shipments.

CUABLES

J.

KINTNEB.

PAGET & KINTMER^
and

Gbemical

Write for Prices and Samples.

B""-"" P"ces.

lEONARD PAGET.

IS

Free from gnm or acide. Bj' refilteiirgcan ba
used continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.
S.

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

\

Power

BSo.

Electrician.

45

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers,

Electrical

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.
:

B. H. Cdiler, Treas. and Mgr.

yRAHS

A. Pbkret, Electrician.

^lie Klel5:tron JMf g. Co.,
79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK,

MANUFACTUKKKS OF THE

FERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

in

Simplicity and Durability.

The OnlyJVIachines having

LaiiDated Field Hagnets of Softest Cliarcoal

Iron.

BY MEANS O? WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ARE OBTAtniJGD THAK IS POSSIBIiE OTHERWISE;.

HICiHESX

AWAR» AT

PARIS EXPOSITIOIV.

Sizes and for all Purposes. Automatic DyEamOB for Incandeecent Electric Ligblirg.
Plants for S^orea, Factories, eic, a Specialty. Moislure-Proof Motors and Bynames
for use in Mines and Damp Places.

Automatic Motors of

all

Isolated

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
17 Cortlimdt Street,
YORK,
WestinKhouse,
Hathaway building,
BOSTON,
Church, Kerr
Westinghouse Building,
PITTSBURGH,
&0o.
156. 158 Lake Street,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA. 608 Chestnut St., Jtt. K. Muckl6, Jr. & Co.

NEW

ST. LOUIS,

511 NORTH FOURTH ST.,
WESTrNCHOUSE,OHURCH,KERR &. CO.
Utah & Montana
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St.
Maclitaery Co.
E.Granite St.
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and23 Fremont St., Parke Lacy Co.
PORTLAND, OR. M, 35 N. Front St., Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.
College
St.,
CHARLOTTE, N. 0. 36
j.ti,pT) a Tomnk-in<i
Co
lomptinsco.
45S.PriorSt. MheU. A.
ATLANTA, GA.
I

(

ii:

DALLAS, TEX.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Sseating Imp. i Mch Co
C. E. James & Co.
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

H

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC LIGHTING
(WESTINGHOnSE ELEOTEIO COMPAHY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,
'

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for

eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

CC,

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-
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Knapp Electrical Works.

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE,

WI
INDORSED BY THE LEADING COMPANIES.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
THE YOUNG ADTOMATIC CDT-ODT.

Knapp Electrical Works,
54-56

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CMICiLaO.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE MHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

Wi: GUARANTEi: ITS OPERATION,

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonfltructlon

AND

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

corhlEsfohideitce: solicited.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO. B.

RAU QL.AIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH & CO., Genl. Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.
THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

City,

205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
& CO., Oen'l Ag'ts
East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
CO., Western Agents,
Denver, Col.

Mcdonald
141
METCALF,REED &

Girard Building, Fhiladolphia, Pa.

L.

N. COX, Agent,

Mo.

POLQLASE, Agent.

LITTLE,

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

.

16 Fifth St. S. E.,

Washington, D. C.

W. N. GRAY, Special Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Ag'ts,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
C.

E.

WILSON, Agent,
316 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louis, Mo.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.
Connected by Private Wire

witfi

Postal Telegraph Cable Co.

The New Factory of the Okonite Company has Commenced
Operations, and the First Order Filled was Ours for:

FEET! OKONITE WIRE

1,000,000

300

]VIII^E>» OF"

GAPEE WEATHERPROOF
IN
This stock

is

WIRE.

SIZES TO SUIT THE DEMAND.

ACTUALLY

O.V

HAND,

and orders can be promptly

filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
lit

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHIGACO.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
All

Wire.
F exib e Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Socl(ets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

fit

All

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

Every

size

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

efficiency

up

to

twenty

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very
Volt Meters.

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oUing bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No sparking. Perfect in every detail.

Any voltage, from

Dynamos.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compoiind, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty -four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Insta lation.

No

for complete installation, construction and
sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

all,

and are directly re-

MAIN MISTKICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. GO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
RIalto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Canadian

District, Toronto,

Canada.
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THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By

mm
Dynamos

^'MMmmmmmimmmmmti

imM
for

500

Alternate Currents.

to

lillilliililili

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

MWESTINeHOUSE

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Pittsburgh, Pa.,
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

IT.

S. A.
CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE.

ST.

DALLAS.

LOUIS,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps of the Sawyer-Man pattern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record
of from 6,000 to 7,000 hours each."
Extract from report of Commander R.
B. Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d

St.,

NEW YORK.

March
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WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC
±.

System

fllterDatlng

of

in IiigbtiDg.

DODBLG CARBON LAHPS NO LONGER NECESSARY.
lamps running forty hours without renewal of carbons.
The rays from a lamp operated by an alternating current are horizontal.
Horizontal rays give twenty per cent, better illumination than can be ob'

Single carbon

tained

from

lanip'i

operated by a direct current.

The generator gives constant current without regulating devices. It has no
commutators and may be run on a short circuit continuously without injury.

All companies threatened with litigation on account of the use of double carbon arc lamps may profitably replace their existing apparatus by the new form.

An

alloivance

It is

made for

worth your while

the generators

to investigate the

and lamps
claims

ive

We

nating current arc lighting apparatus of ours.

replaced.

maJiefor

solicit

this

new

alter-

correspondence.

MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS:

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
;Bx'£i,zi.o13.

BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CINCINNATI.

PORTLAND, OREGON.

OfBLces

S.

A.

£11;-

CHICAGO,

DALLAS, TEXAS^

TJ.

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE.

N. C.
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Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Louis.
THREE MORE LARGE CITIES FALL INTO

LINE.

Minneapolis and St. Paul and between those two cities, comprfsine
miles of track, are to be equipped with the Sprague Electric System.

Ail the lines in

20O

(Statement of Mr. Thos. Zowry, Prest. of the Minneapolis Street Rai'ivay.)
Feb. 19, 1890.— I have to-day closed contract with Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co. for the
Electrical Equipment of the Street Railways in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and between those two cities."
"

NEW

YORK,

TMOS. LOWRY,

(Signed)

an order for sixty-eight car equipments
St. Railway in that city.

St. Louis follows with

Total

nnmber

of

the Lindell

for

Street Railway Motors contracted for since Janaary

Prest.

1890.--810.

1,

&

Sprague

Electric Railway
NIotGr Co.,
16 Sc 18 Broad St., New York.

Rialto Building, Chicago, and

Commercial Centers.

all

The Interior Electrical Conduit Co^
A New and Improved Ilethod of Equlpplne Bnlldines with
S/^PEXY — Absolate immnnity from

an Insulated Tabe Condnlt for any System of £lectrlc Wiring;.

ooAx^xzaxxiarca-:
electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Ppr^ect acceee to concealed wiree.
cost ot installation, and freedom from fntnre expenee.
ECONOMY— ^mall
DURABILITY— Ab.'solutelv moisture-proof tabe and appliances, Inenring longevity of wires.
QONVEN ENCE-^y totems of electric wiring may be laid out on original plans in a manner eimilar to that employed for gae, water and steam
FOR C1BCIJI<AB8. PBXCB I.1ST ANO INSTBUCTIOKTS, ADDRESS,
I

THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT

AND

154

CO.,

piping; the conductors

WEST 27TH

156

may be drawn

ST..

in at pleasure.

NEW YORK

CITY.

CHARLES MUNSON. Prest.
FRflNKGMossfSEcr STreas.

PUSH-BUTTON

AND
95 CHAMB ERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

cAGLEand

K.

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

^

^

i^^AMoBELTlHO1

1

t

ii

::

I

I

I

II

1

1!

II

1

1111
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TRADE MARK.

I

PlTTSBUF^GH

THE

SanFj^angisgo.

N^WYORK.

New

4

PAISTE SNAP SWITCH

28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

to be

pure

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

Orleans.

CANAL Si

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

satisfaction.

Recognized as the best, simplest and

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

USE THE BEST INSULATION.
The Celebrated

H.T. PAISTE
IZth and Market Sts

,

Philadelphia, Pa,
Pat. Mamc n

\i, 18S9.

KEPT IN STOCK AND FOR SALE BY ALL
PROMINENT SUPPLY MOUSES.

P.

&

B. Electrical

Compounds.

ThorougHy MOISTURE and WEATHEEPEOOF, resist the
STEOiraEST ALKALIS, STEONG AOIDS,
FUMES and GASES.

ALSO

WKAPPIKG
Wo ni:inuractiire

a special

VAUNlSll

The Standard Paint

for

TERPROOF

J'.

&• B.

»"

IJflSlIL,ATING

II'.;

PAPERS.

AltMATUKES ami FIELD COILS.

Co.,

59

IWalden Lane,

New

York.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

Excelsior Arc Motor

The

in

fact that there are

a

a Shoe Factory.
number

of

Excel-

motors running in Chicago
not generally
is perhaps
About a year ago the western depart-

sior constant current

on arc-Hght circuits

known.
ment of the Excelsior Electric company began
an active canvass in Chicago for the purpose of

A number
introducing this type of machine.
of motors were installed in the city on the circuits of the Chicago Arc Light & Power company.
These lines, it may be stated, are all
laid underground, and the motors operate with
a lo-ampere current supplied from the new
type of E.xcelsior constant current generator.
A description of this last named machine was presented in the Western Electrician of March

MARCH

mission to investigate humane methods of death
punishment and the enactment of the statute
under consideration, and adds:
•'The legislature proceeded with care and caution, and with unusual deliberation.
It would
be a strange result if it could be now charged
and held that they had obtained a more cruel
method. Whether or not electricity is more
humane was a question for the legislature alone
to determine."
There are now five convicts awaiting execution under the new law in New York state, and
in
the tombs alone there
are nineteen untried prisoners charged with murder. Kemmler's
was the first conviction under the new law and
his will, in all probability, be the first execution.

15. A view of one or the most interesting installations made by this company
in Chicago is presented in the accom-

panying

illustration.

The motor

as

of

18

heavy shoe machines

of

50 boys half this number working in
the forenoon and the remainder coming
on in the afternoon. As the motor is
now running it is not worked up to its
full capacity, and it is intended to add
more machinery to the plant.
;

Electrical Execution Constitutional.

The Court of Appeals at Albany,
March 21, declared the electrical execution act constitutional and affirmed
the judgment against William Kemmler,
the Buffalo murderer.
Judge
O'Brien who wrote the decision, says;
"The only question involved in the appeal is whether the statute relating to
electrical executions is in conflict with
the provision of the state constitution,
which forbids the infliction of cruel and
unusual punishment. The statute de-

court."

The

court finds that the mode proposed is not
within the meaning of the constitution,
though unusual. On the contrary, all agree with
the court below that it removes every reasonable
doubt that the application of electricity to the
vital parts of the human body under such conditions and in the manner contemplated by the
statute must result in instantaneous and consequently painless death. The decision refers to
the appointment by the legislature of the com-

Rail-

special

company.

The two com-

named

are at the present time
full of orders.
If it were only a matter of letting the whole contract and
allowing the company to take its time
about getting them out, it would be
different.
But we want the motors
ready as soon as the tracks are down,
and the work of laying the tracks
will, as I have said before, be pushed
forward with the utmost rapiditj-.
I
can see nothing in the situation which
would make me think there was any
possibility of not having the new lines
in operation by July i.
We are going
to put in our own shop and do our
own work. We will supply the needs
of each company.
We are going to
put up our own wires, lay our own

various types, and 39 sewing machines.
The factory furnishes emplo)'ment to

must be presumed to be in harmony with the
fundamental law until proved contrary. The
decision of the legislature is conclusive upon the

St. Paul Electric
ways.

It is now stated that the Minneapolis & St.
Paul electric railway systems will be equipped
with both the Sprague and Thomson-Houston
motors.
Mr. Lowry, in a recent interview,

panies

is

scribes no new punishment for this offence.
The punishment is death, as heretofore, the only change being in the mode of
carrying it out. The relator attempts to show
that the new mode is torturous.
This argument would apply with equal force to any untried method and if carried out would prohibit
the death penalty.
Every act of the legislature

Minneapolis and

any

supplied with power by the motor, consists

instead of by the minister of agriculture, or his
deputy, as provided by the existing statute.
Section 37, referred to, provides that disputes
must come before the minister of agriculture or
his deputy, and that their decisions are final.
They have not the right to swear witnesses.
According to the new bill, there will be the
usual rights of appeal to higher courts.

"We have made a contract
with the Sprague people for a large
number of motors.
We can also
contract
with the Thomson-Hous
ton company for motors.
We will
probably require ;jt least 20c motors
for the two cities. We are looking for
the very best, and the best will be had.
We will not discriminate in favor of

The mawhich

13.

said:

represented, is in operation in the
factory of the Waifs' Mission Training
School, 4:: State street.
The capacity
of the motor is lo-horse power at a
speed of 1,600 revolutions. In addition
to a main shaft So feet in length this
machine drives one countershaft 40
feet long and three other lines of shafting, each 30 feet in length.
chinery in the factory, all of

No.

29, 1890.

EXCELSIOR ARC MOTOR IN A SHOE FACTORY.

Slocum, the last convict condemned, was sentenced by Judge Martine on the day the law
was declared constitutional. The prisoners are
all from the lowest walks in life, and the murders of which they were convicted were of such
a revolting character that not the least sympathy was exhibited toward the prisoners personally.
The whole effort to have the law set
aside was on account of the manner in which
the executions were to be conducted, and the
evident intention of turning the law to account
in commercial transactions.

cruel

Canadian Patent

An

Bill.

the Canadian
act, the terms
validity of a
of
patent is questioned under the provisions of
Section 37, such dispute shall be decided by the
E.xchequer or other competent courts of Canada,

important

bill is

pending

in

amending the patent
which provide that when the

parliament,

tracks, and have our own electricians.
While the Thomson-Houston company has not yet got an order from our
company, the chances are that the
work will be pretty well divided between that company and the Sprague.
There is no special difference between
the systems so far as I can see.
Both
are first-class.
However, each combines features which, if combined in
each other, would make a motor which
would be perfectly faultless."
Foree Bain of Chicago, has been

selected as consulting electrician of the
eapolis & St. Paul roads.

Minn

Kansas State Electric Light Association.
Representatives of the electric light companies doing business in Kansas met at Topeka
March 19th, and organized a state association of
central station companies under the name of the

Kansas State Electric association, to promote
the legitimate growth of the business; the securing of uniformity in regulations for inspection of
construction and inside wiring; also underwriters'
rules for insurance, and to give such assistance
and advice to the companies in its membership
as may be consistent with the general interests
of the industry and the benefit of consumers.
Officers were elected as follows: L. A. Beebe,
Hutchinson, president; G. F. Parmelee, Topeka,
vice-president; J. C. Fuller, Winfield, second
vice-president; R. C. Johnston, Lawrence, secretary and treasurer.
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Michales Electric Mining Machine.
The use of electricity in mining seems to give
promise of the solution of many perplexing

Atarch 29, i8go

bar /, is placed a thumb 6, on the end of which
prevent friction as
is a small trolley wheel ti, to
By the rotation
the cam F passes in front of it.
of this cam /', its inclined surface F. Fig. 3,
passes in front of this trolley wheel a. Fig. 3,
forcing it back and up the incline /'', Fig. 3,
drawing with it the drill bar /, against the tension of a ])owerful spring A', which encircles it,
passes beuntil the vertical wall of the cam
yond the trolley wheel «, Hig. 3, when it is auto
niatically released and forced violently forward
bv the action of the spring A', the trolley wheel
returning to the bottom of the incline
''•
'o- 3>
/'.
In order to lessen the effect of a shock, to
which the machine would be subjected, in case
the pick /v* should not strike against the coal,
a powerful spring i\' is interposed between the
shoulder /I/ on the drill bar /, and the front end
The springs
of the tube /,, which surrounds it.
A' and A' can be changed in a moment, as the
The machine
character of the work requires.
strikes 120 blows per minute, with a force of
9,000 pounds to the blow.
To convey the current from the dynamo at the
entrance of the mine to the motor on the machine, well insulated wires are strung along the
side of the entries near the roof, being fastened
to the props or plugs placed in the coal for this
Switches are placed opposite the enpurpose.
trance to each room in order to facilitate the
changing of the machine from room" to room.
Wires are coupled to the main circuit in the entry to convey the current to the machine.
The Tesia alternating current motor, manufactured by the Westinghous-e Electric company,
has been adopted for operating the machine.
The most unique and especially valuable feature
claimed for this motor is that the current in the
armature is an induced current.
The ends of
the armature wires are soldered together, and
there is no electrical connection between them
and the outside circuits. No brushes are re-

in transmitting power. The arguments
favor of its use in mines are many, and its introduction for many kinds of underground work
a most important branch
IS destined to form

problems

in

I.ights can be taken off the circuit at any
point desired. When a room, or mine is finished
the wires can be taken down c|uickly. and re,

moved

to

another room.

)ne unique feature of t' is machine consists
in the fact that at whatever point in the stroke
the pick is arrested, it is instantly returned ready
(

F

''

KIG. 3.

MICHALES MINING .MACHINE.

The accompanying
of electrical engineering.
simple machine,
designed
cuts illustrate a
The inventor is Capt. M. A.
for coal cutting.
Michales of Pittsburg. Pa,, who was assisted. in
perfecting his invention by Dr. O. S. Weddell of
.McKeesport.
Fig. i is a side view with oneFig. 2 is
half of the machine proper removed.

6

9

"\

(^

MICHAI.KS NUNING MACHINE.

FIG. 4.

for the next blow;
ered, even though

and when the blow

is

deliv-

be arrested in its course,
instead of the machine pushing itself away from
it

rather inclines to it, owing to the
of the drill bar. It will not interfere
with the working of the machine where it is nec-

the coal,

it

momentum

fP%

"1:3^
FIG.

a top plan view with motor removed. Fig. 3 is a
detailed view showing revolving cam F, thumb l>,
and cross-head ^' /'of the drill bar. F"ig. 4 is a
rear and elevation.
.'\s will be noticed from the
engravings, the machine is mounted on a twowheeled truck. It is nine feet in length, one
and one-half feet in width, two feet eight inches

I

2.

MICHALES MINING MACHINE.

The absence

quired.

of

commutator

and

brushes allows the armature, which is the only
moving part of the motor to be completely inclosed and protected from mechanical inju'y.
No regulator of any kind is used, and the only
piece of apparatus in connection with the motor
is a simple switch.

essary to place

it

The machine

being

handle;

close to the face

is

light,

it

composed

is

of

the

coal.

claimed easy to
principally

of

is

^H rfutkwuM9Mmmmmm»»i^-m^fn:;:^^
^

it

strong
durable.
The
and
method of operating the machine is as follows:
The machine having been placed in
front of the coal, the operator takes his seat
steel,

-

1

and

s^S^ffl*

.0.
'^

^c^MV wori

.^^^•''l''-'.'
FIG.
It is
in height, and weighs about 850 pounds.
supported with sliding axles A' A' for the purpose of balancing when a shorter or longer pick

It is mounted with a 2 horse power
Tesla motor A from which the power is transmitted through a combination of gear wheels,
C and shafting j9 to a cam F, surrounding
Within '.his cam F, on the drill
the drill liar /.

A? is used.

B

E

I.

MICHALES MINING MACHINE.

The motor has been operated with

a pressure
of 250 to 300 volts. It can easily be constructed
for use with either a higher or lower ])ressure,
according to the requirements in special cases.
The extreme sim])licity of the electrical part of
this mining machine made it possible to put it
into the hands of miners who have had no previous experience with electrical machinery.

behind it and locates each blow as would the
hand miner where it will be most effective, cutting from four to six feet deep.
This cut is
made on a level with the floor, being of a V
shape, eight inches in front and tapering back
to two inches in the rear, making an average
cut of five inches. When the under cut is made,
the operator in like manner can shear the end.

—
March

One

29,
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great advantage of
when the coal falls

V-shaped cut is
roll over and
out of its original position, where it can be very
advantageously loaded. It requires one man
and helper to operate the machine.
The machine has been thoroughly tested in
the hardest coal in Western Pennsylvania and
the results have been of a most gratifying
The machine is introduced by the
nature.
Michales Mining Machine company, Pittsburg,
that,

,

this

it

will

Pa.

183

of selenium cells, a million in number, arranged like the
squares of a chess board, or like the cells of a honeycomb,
side by side
if each is only of
the size of one square millimeter this electric retina will occupy a square meter of
space: in front of this, a combination of lenses to form an
image, which combination could not well have a less focal
length than one and a half meters. 'Tis a gigantic electric
eye.
But the transmitter is only half the apparatus. At
the other end must be a receiving apparatus to reproduce
the image.

The Sparry Constant Current Motor.
The accompanying

cuts illustrate a new type
motor, which has recently
been invented by Elmer A. Sperry of Chicago.
In this new machine the inventor employs a
stationary armature and a revolving field magnet
in combination with a peculiar form of centrifof constant current

Ferranti Armature.
The method of constructing the armature of
the Ferranti dynamo is represented in the accompanying cut. The armature is composed of
a series of flat coils, which are made of copper

ture,

consequently the polarity of the ring

is

de-

E

pendent upon the position of the brushes
E.
The well-known repellant and attractive force is
therefore e.xerted in a ma.ximum degree, and
tends to rotate the field-magnet in one direction
or the other, dependent upon the respective
there are intense poles at M, M'
2. Changes in the speed of the
field-magnet, however, through the agency of the
centrifugal governor. Fig. 3, as before stated,
affect the position of the brush-yoke relative to
the field-magnet, consequently any slight change
of speed due to variation in the load on the
motor is met by a corresponding change in
"pull."
A practically constant speed is the
result.
In addition to the method of regulation
polarities

when

E and

in Fig.

F'

Each

layer of the copper is insulated
The coils are shown at L
in the cut.
They are attached in pairs on a
bronze strap E. and are insulated by means of
the porcelain support, P, and sealed in C by
sulphur run into the openings /. The body of

ribbon.

by means of paper.

FIG.

FIG. 3.

2.

SPERRY CONSTANT CURRENT MOTOR.

ugal governor.
In Fig. i is shown the general
construction of the motor.
Fig. 2 is a sectional
view of the annular stationary armature, inclosing the core of the revolving field.
The core is
represented in this cut without wire.
The coils
of the armature are connected to the segments
of an annular commutator C, as represented in
Fig. I.
Bearing upon the face of this commutator are the contact-brushes
and E. These
brushes are carried by a yoke, whose position
relative to the revolving field, is controlled by a
centrifugal device, similar to that represented in
Fig. 3.
The manner in which this device connects with the brush- yoke is shown at L in Fig.
I.
Current is supplied to the revolving field
magnet by means of brushes in contact with the

E

just described,

Mr. Sperry employs other means

of varying the intensity of the rotative action between the armature and field-magnet. For instance, this intensity may be varied by cutting
out by means of the centrifugal device all or

portions of the field-magnet coils from circuit.

Combination Stationary

Motor

and

Fan'.
-V new combination of electric motor and fan
which has recently been brought out by the
Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company, is
shown in the accompanying cut. As shown in
the view, the motor and fan are both on the same
stand, the motor being belted directly to the fan.

KERRANTI ARMATURE.

attached directly to the shaft
Ventilation is effected by the
wings A. which are on the bronze casting. The
ends of the armature coils are connected to two
rings at the end of the shaft by two thickly-insulated conductors.
Special forms of collecting
rings conduct the current to the outside circuit.
The collecting rings are inclosed in a glass
case, so that danger of an accidental contact is
averted.
The cut is reproduced from Electhe armature, C,
of the machine.

is

tricitc.

Seeing by

Electricity.

In the course of aa article on seeing by electricity, the
London .^"/trtVr/t/tzw siys; At present the main difficulty
lies not so much in the design of transmitting or receiving
organs as in the necessary complexity of an apparatus
which sha'I enable innumerable points in the transmitting
and receiving retinas to be actuated simultaneously in
perfect independence, but also in perfect correspondence.
If it were not desired to obtain actual views- if, in fact,
simultaneity of action weie not insisted on then one line
wire, successively connected to the separate corresponding
points of the picture at the transmitting and receiving
endi by some appropriate synchronizing raechmism, might
be made to do duty for a large number of cells, instead of
employing a separate line for each. But this is not seeing
by electricity; it is merely reproducing a pattern or print
automatically, point by point, by electricity. And, indeed,
this was done nigh ten years ago by Shelford Bidwellwhen
he devised his telepho'ographic apparatus.
Since that
time the subject of electric transmission of pictures has not
advanced a single step. We do not, of course, forget that
is itself an electric phenomit is now proven that light
enon that waves of light are. in fact, electric waves
But,
and that all seeing is really seeing by electricity.
since it is a fundamental point in the modern science of
electricity that all conductors so-called are necessarily

—

—

opaque to

electric radiation, the recognition that light

waves

are electric waves adds nothing to the possibility of seeing
through an electric wire.
Now, consider what sort of an electric mechanism could
possibly act as a far-seeing eye, in the same sense as a
telephone acts as a far-hearing ear. The transmitting part
must resemble the retina of the eye in being differentiated
into a vast group of minute independent structures, sensiTheoretically these could be contive electrically to light.
structed out of selenium cells, selenium being, as every
electrician IcLOws, sensitive to light.
Imagine, then, a set

COMBINATION srATlONARY MOTOR AND FAN.
rings

N.

motor

will

The

electrical

connections

in

the

be understood by reference to Fig.

The

i.

operation of the machine is as follows:
It
be readily seen that any movement of the
weighted arms,
oi the centrifugal device,
or governor more properly speaking, due to a
change of speed, will swing the brush-yoke.
The circulation of current in this armature is
the same as that in any ordinary Gramme armawill

£B

The

motor, on account of its winding, can be
operation by the simple movement of a
switch, and stopped as easily; there is no necessity of using a rheostat in connection with the
motor.
put

in

The Northern Trust company of Chicago, has advanced
^500,000 to the Milwaukee Electric Railway company,
Hinsey's lines, to complete, improve and extend the equipment

of its system.

1
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Ovor-Comwith
Potential
pounded Dynamos.

Constant

r.v

The

AlKX.

II.

iW.

constant potential ilistribution is
that which maintains at the terminals of the
lamp, motor, transformer or other translating
ideal

device, the same potential difference under all
working conditions. This ideal is attained today in many installations within 1 per cent.
The nsual specification now reiniires that the
manufacturers guarantee against a greater variation than I per cent, from the standard, thus al-

»

>

n=

>i

culated without allowing for the increased effect
of the shunt.
There are two methods of connecting the
compound fields, familiarly called "short shunt,"
Fig. I, in which the shunt coil parallels the armature only, and the "long shunt," l-'ig. 2, in
which the shunt coil is connected to the terminals, and parallels the armature and series
coil.
desire to point out another method of
connection which eliminates the disturbing factor, illustrated in the preceding paragraph. The
shunt winding may be connected "on the system," Kig. 3, that is, on the mains, or lamp leads,
or trolley wire and ground, which are to be kept
This method
at a constant potential difference.
obviously will give the shunt winding a constant
instead ;;f a varying value, and the series winding can be calculated of full magnetic value to
compensate for the transmission loss a very
simple matter.
As to the practicability of this plan, it may be
said that there are few constant potential plants
in which the distributing mains do not return to
the power station.
Even where the mains need
not for commercial reasons be led back, they are
so returned as "pressure wires," or to light the
1

'a I- AS

II

WttfCKi/ Sliej-jtic/HA/^CMl.
FIG. I.

CONSTANT

l'OTENTI.\L

WITH 0\ER-CO.MrOUNDED

DVNA.MOS.

from permissible minimum to
permissible ma.ximum potential of 2 per cent, of
the total.
Given a generator that will maintain constant
potential at its terminals, the loss of potential
due to the resistance of the conductors between
lowing a range

ENITAL

IH OVER-CO.Ml'UUNDED DYNAMOS.

1

—

—

of the tenlative meeting held two weeks
ago at the Brooklyn Institute for the purpose of organizing
an electrical department has been more than fulfilled, and
the main hall of the Institute building was crowded on the
2 1st inst. to discuss further steps and to hear the first lecture of the series which has been arranged.
Prof. Samuel .Sheldon was Ihe lecturer, and his subject was "The
Requisites of Good Batteries,"
.\
constitution was
adopted which embodied provisions for systematic courses
of lectures, accompanied by experimental demonstrations
on electricity and its application in the arts and sciences;
a laboratory equipped with instruments of precision for
electrical measurements and for the other apparatus necessary for the study by cxperiraent and research of electric
and magnetic phenomena; and the establishment of a

made by

additional outside construction,
necessary.
The shunt is simply
disconnected from the dynamo or feeder bars,
and connected to the mains.
This method of connection can often be applied with advantage to dynamos which have been
already fitted with a series coil, and the value of
the latter adjusted to a standard. Such dynamos
are usually over-compounded 5, lo or 15 per
cent.
These are convenient percentages, and no
manufacturer can afford to furnish individual
dynamos of other than standard winding.
With a compact building and the dynamo
centrally located, the question that usually arises
is not how to deliver the current at full pressure.

fteaens

\\

Brooklyn Electrical Society.
The promise

No

<i

I'OI

be a small mitigation of his ever

is

rfTT

CONsTAM

will

therefore,

n-.-Oi /fs

Mti. 2.

it

numerous sorrows.

station.

TTT

the generator and translating device is the only
In practice this
factor to Le taken into account.
call it "transmission loss"
is
loss of potential
a variable, the current changing with the work
done in the system. Varying the conductor rtsistance to maintain equal transmission loss is
not readily practicable, nor is it economical.
Varying the potential difference at the generator
.-Ks the potential difference
is the usual method.
must increase in accordance with the increased
current output, a method of increase controlled
by the current will be automatic. The generator
being a dynamo, with its field not saturated,
what method is more appropriate than a supplementary series winding of proper proporAnd the "over-compounded" dynamo is
tions?
evolved, which is the dynamo par c.xcellencr of
to-day.
The calculation of the value of the supplementary winding has been discussed lately in
It has been shown
the \VK,>rK.RN Ei.KC KicTAN.
that there is a disturbing factor in the calculanapiely, the variation of the value of the
tion
original "constant potential' winding by the
increased e. m. f. due to the supplementary
To illustrate: A dynamo is originally
winding.
wound to maintain no volts at its terminals. It
is then over-compounded so as to give iioto
But
T15 volts in proportion to current output.
the value of the original winding, presumably a
shunt coil, is enhanced by its receiving a terminal pressure greater than designed; and the
supplementary or series winding cannot be cal-

that

29, iSg

course of lectures for the presentation and discussion of
electrical questions.
The following standing committees,
each consisting of five or more persons, will be elected on
nomination by the executive committee:
r. Committee on
electrical standards and measurements; 2. on laboratory
electric
lighting;
and apparatus; 3. on
4. on electric motors; 5, on telegraph and telephone; 6. on electro-metallurgy;
7. on the applications of electricity in surgery and medicine.
Prof, Hooper, who was elected to the chair, stated that
Prof, Robert Spicer had promised to deliver a gratuitous
course of lectures on electrical measurements.
These lectures have already been given at the Cooper Institute beAnother most interesting statement
fore large audiences.

—

re

March

but

«>

FIG. 3.

how

"drop"

to get the feeders small enough for the
without heating.
But with a plant that

a little too large, 5 per cent, is too little; 10
per cent, too fnuch for economy; and so on.
The man who has not longed for a dynamo
"between sizes" has not been long in the business.
is

the chairman

was

that the

new department would

not only start with a membership of over 50, but had
been already provided with the means of fitting up its laboratory by the munificent gift of Dr, P, H, Vander Weyde,
of his entire electrical apparatus, consisting of over 500
pieces, and valued at several thousands of dollars.
Prof. Sheldon's lecture was a model of a clear, concise
talk on the elementary stages of his subject, and all his
experiments were striking and effective.
1

The Standard Megohm BoxThe

rapid growth of electric lighting and the

consequent competition of manufacturing companies has necessitated the closest attention to
The close
the smallest details of installation.
interest displayed by the public has also compelled the adoption of all accessories tending to
greater safety in operating plants and central
One of the greatest sources of peril
stations.
is well known to be poor insulation, and high insulating qualities are now almost the prime desiderata among makers of electric light wires.
The most careful measurements are taken by
them and used as evidences of the greater or
less value of any particular brand.
In making reliable instruments of this kind
one of the most essential requisites is a firstclass and accurate standard of high resistance.
The megohm bo.x shown in the accompanying
cut has been especially designed so as to prevent all leakage while measurements are being
made. The coils are 40 in number, each of 25,000 ohms' resistance, and are united in sets of
The terminals of each set of four coils
four.
are mounted upon corrugated rubber pillars,
very highly polished, an inch and a half high,
the corrugations making the pillars equivalent in
insulating surface to pillars 3 inches high. The
rods passing from these outside terminals to the
extremities of the coils within the box do not
touch the rubber pillars except at the top, the
pillars being cut away inside for that purpose,
The
so as to inclose the rods without contact.

1

—

STANDAKI) MECOH.M UOX.

'lake the shunt of 3 .standard over-compounded dynamo off its terminals, and connect on the
mains.
You will find the machine is still overcompounded, but to a percentage about half
what it was before. So the 5 per cent, will become 2'1., and the 15 per cent., 7 '_, This suggestion is dedicated to the long-suffering expert
who has had to run feeders up-stairs and down
again "to work off that 5 per cent,," in the hope

binding posts or terminals maybe so connected,
by means of the metal straps, as to throw any
number of the coils together in series or in mulThe coils themselves are wound of plattiple.
inoid wire and adjusted by Prof. Wm. A. Anthony to the highest degree of precision, while
the mechanical finish throughout is of the very
best.

The megohm box

James W. Queen

&

is

manufactured by

Co., Philadelphia.

March
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Tramway

at Lawrence, Mass.

Conclusive proof of the fact that electricity
can be used to advantage for mill tramways is

shown

in

the accompanying illustrations of the

installation at the

Washington

Mills,

Lawrence,

Mass., which has recently been completed by
The
the Thomson-Houston Motor compan3\
tramway is used exclusively for carrying coal
from the coal pockets to the boiler room, a disThe track is level the
tance of about 400 feet.
entire length, and for the most part straight,
there being but two curves; an S-cur\^e just
after leaving the coal pockets, and a similar

push the manufacture of storage batteries for
traction as well as for lighting purposes.
In a
short time it expects to have several storage
battery cars running on street car lines in Chicago.
For a couple of weeks past it has had a
car in successful operation at Pullman, 111.
It
is intended to bring this car up to Chicago within a few days, and test it on several street car
lines.

Tests of Alternating Current Arc

Lamps.
In the last issue of the WESTERN Electrician there
.vas presented an interesting account of a number of alter-

185
tension at the terminals.
The Ganz lamp consumed on the
average 330-335 watts, with a current of S.i amperes.
While three observers read off the data needed for calculating the energy consumed in both lamps, the five members
of the commission, each independently, valued the proportion of the luminosity of the two shops, comparing the two
west sides, the two south sides, the two east sides, the two
ceilings, and the two floors, each surface being repeatedly
compared by each observer. The mean proportion of illumination of the five pairs of surfaces compared could,
therefore, be taken approximately as the proportion of the
mean special illumination of both lamps. As the luminosities to be compared did not differ greatly, and as the majority of the observers had acquired experience and accuracy, by frequent photometric practice, in valuing differences
of light, it was to be expected that their conclusions would
not differ very widely from each other.
In these observations it was found that the small alternating current lamps did not give so white a light as the
small continuous current lamps.
With alternating current lamps for stronger currents
this difference did not appear.
The conclusion of the five observers was that the mean
special illumination of the alternating current lamp was to
that of the continuous current lamp as 1:1.23 (approximately as 4:5).

The lamps used in these trials had been supplied respectively by the firms
Schuckert ^: Co. and Ganz ^ Co.,
who had been requested to construct their lamps normally,
and who declared at the close of the trials that the lamps
had burnt normally during the whole time.
For examining the open air effect of the two kinds of
lamps four high masts had been erected at the corners of a
square plot of level ground, each mast supporting a lamp.
The two southern masts carried alternating current lamps
by Ganz & Co., and the two northern masts continuous
current lamps by Schuckert & Co.
The height of the
lamps from the area to be illuminated was arranged according to the instructions of both firms.
In the experiments the four lamps were regulated in such
a manner that they consumed the same electrical energy
between their terminals. The Schuckert lamp, worked
with II. 8 amperes, and a tension at the terminals of 55
volts, consuming, therefore, 650 watts.
In order to bring
the consumption of energy of the Ganz lamp to the same
level it had to be fed with a current of about 16.4 amperes.
After thus obtaining an equal consumption of energy, the
attempt was made to value the mean difference of the illumination of the ground by the two kinds of lamps, as
well as the circumstances permitted.
According to the
unanimous judgment of the commissioners, the mean illumination of the ground given by the alternating current
lamp fell short of that of the continuous current lamp in the
proportion of 4:5.
It appeared that, in order to consume equal energy, the
alternating current lamp had to work with a strength of
current in excess of that assumed as normal for the carbons, so that the above result is not directly applicable for
calculating the illuminating effect.
In the above fact, and the further theoretical and practical considerations relating to the utilization of that moiety

—

ELECTRIC MILL TRAMWAY.
less sharp turn where the track
enters the boiler house.
In the electrical construction the overhead
system has been used, brackets being employed
to support the trolley wire, which runs in height
from 12 feet where all is clear, to 6 feet where
the track passes underneath a belt box between
two of the mill buildings, the springs on the
trolley arm being so adjusted as to maintain an
even pressure of the trolley against the conThe current
ductor, irrespective of its height.
for the operation of the motor car is supplied
from a no volt dynamo which is used for mill
lighting, the rails and a supplementary ground
wire being used for the return circuit.
The car equipment consists of one ordinary
dump coal car, and one platform car provided
with one three-horse power 1 10 volt series
wound motor geared to the car axle, capable
of developing sufficient power to haul a load of
5,000 pounds, at the rate of six miles an hour.
At one end of the car are placed two levers,
one for the special type rheostat used for governing the motor, the other for the reversing
switch.
Both of these as well as the brake
handle are under the immediate control of the
operator, who stands upon the platform in
front.
The floor of the car is made so that it
can be readily removed to allow an easy inspection of the motor and appliances, which,
though covered with a thick coating of coal dust
at all times, have not failed to operate satisfactorily since the tramway was first put in opera-

one through a

nating current motor tests which were made by a commission of experts appointed by the municipal authorities of
The commission also
Frankfort-on-the- Main, Germany.
experimented on alternating current arc lamps. An abstract
of their report, which is taken from the London Electrical
Review, is as follows: In opposition to the numerous and
very contradictory assertions as to the difference in quantities and the distributions of light given by alternating current and continuous current arc lamps, the commission car-

tion.

ELECTRIC MILL TRA.MWAY.

The Storage Battery Motor Company.
The Storage Battery Motor company has recently been incorporated with headquarters in
Chicago. Its officers are as follows: President.
P. E. Hinckley; vice-president, G. H. Gale;
treasurer, G. M. Greenebaum; secretary, H. T.
West. This company, which recently secured
the patents and property of the Woodward Electrical company of Detroit, has purchased a tract
of ground at Hermosa, on the C, M. & St. P.
railroad, just outside the limits of Chicago.
There are several fine manufacturing buildings
on the ground and the company now proposes
to remove the entire plant of the AVoodward
Electrical company from Detroit to this location.
It also has secured a number of valuable
patents on motors and gearing, and proposes to

ried out some experiments so as to obtain a fairly accurate
and practical value for the proportion of the mean special
Accurate photoillumination of the two kinds of lamps.
metric determinations of the intensity of the light emitted
by both kinds of lamps in different directions would have
required more time than was at the disposal of the com-

mission.

In order, therefore, to determine the illuminating effect of
both lamps for rooms, there were fitted up two contiguous
size, alike in shape, and of the same color within and provided on the north side with two show windows
each.
One of these two spaces was lighted up with a
Schuckert continuous current arc lamp, and the other
Each
with an alternating current arc light by Ganz & Co.
lamp was suspended at the same height from the middle of
shops, equal in

the ceiling.

These lamps were set in normal action, care being taken
that both, inclusive of the so-called "steadying resistance,"
consumed almost exactly the same electrical energy. The
Schuckert lamp worked with 5.8 amperes and 56.3 volts

of the light which is radiated upward in the alternating
current arc lamp, we may assume that for an equal expenditure of energy the brightness of the two lights is about
as 4:3.
It was at once seen that in the alternating current arc
lamp the chief emission of light does not take place horizontally; on the contrary, the horizontal radiation has the
lowest intensity; and the distribution of light in the alternating current lamp differs from that in the continuous
current lamp in the circumstance that in the latter almost
the entire light falls downward at angles of 40° to 60*^
with the horizon, whilst in the alternating current lamp
half the light falls obliquely upward and half obliquely
downward. Thus, in an alternating current arc lamp,
there exist two conical surfaces of maximum eradiation, the
one downward and the other upward at approximately
equal angles to the perpendicular.
Hence for an equal consumption of energ)' the performance of an alternating current arc lamp is less indoors by
20 per cent., and in the open air by 25 per cent.

1
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the mains into the earth and permeates the ceP
lars and basements of the buildings and residences throughout the city. In addition to the
injurious effect this has on the health of the city,
evident that there is great
it is also manifestly
danger to life and property through explosions
which must follow the introduction of gas into
sewers and subways. One thousand million feet
of gas contains more danger than the electric
conductors in New York city, yet this is the
amount that leaked from the mains of the gas
companies of that city last year.
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The fact that electricity will perform an important part in ail kinds of mining operations is
The inven
becoming generally recognized.
tions in this department of electrical engineerIn this issue appears the
ing are multiplying.
description of a new drill for use in coal mining, which presents several interesting features.
Judge Coxe's decision in the Brush-Julien
storage battery litigation will be found on anThe opinion is long
other page in this i.ssue.
and goes into the details of the claims of the
The plaintiff's
patent aliegeu to be infringed.
patents claims are in the main sustained, .Some
of the probable results of the decision are noted
in the New York letter.
In the Kansas City letter is given an abstract
of a paper read by T. !•". Clohesy at a convention of representatives of insurance companies.
His subject was that which provoked so much
interest at the Kansas City convention of the
National Electric Light association, the relation
insurance and electrical companies.
He believed that insurance companies should
enforce compliance with safety rules, and that
with thorough inspection by competent men
electric lighting plants and buildings where
electricity was used for light or power would be
classed as most desirable risks.

A si'ENOGRAPHic report of the discussion of
Dr. Louis Bell's paper on "Electric Motors in
General Railway Work," which was read at the
last meeting of the Chicago Electric club, is
given in another column.
It will be remembered that Ur. Bell stated his conviction that
electricity would eventually come into very extensive use in general railroad work.
In the
discussion of the paper the majority of the
members expressed belief in the truth of the
The most important point brought
prediction.
out, and one it may be remarked, often not
realized apparently,

was the

fact that electricity

simply an agent, and that the question of the
adoption of electric motive power is after all a
question between large stationary engines working at the highest economy, and comparatively
small locomotive engines operating at a less
economy, taking of course into consideration

recently read at the Chicago
the theory of compounding
dynamos for constant potential, it was pointed
out that there exists a disturbing factor in the
calculation of the value of the series winding in
an over compounded dynamo as ordinarily connected.
This factor, it was shown, was the
value of the shunt coil.
From the fact that the
magnetic influence of this winding changes in
such a machine, necessarily with every variation
in e. m. f. at its terminals, the supplementary
winding cannot be calculated without allowing
for this increased effect.
It is, therefore, most
desirable to eliminate this variable.
In an article printed elsewhere in this issue, entitled
"Constant Potential with Over-compounded
Dynamos," a method is described by which such
a result may be brought about in an exceedingly
simple manner.
The method is worthy of the
consideration of practical men.

In an

article

Electric club on

In
tion

an
the

able

editorial

New York

on the copper quesTimes refers to the

action of the electric interests in pressing this
question upon the attention of Congress. Here is
an abstract:
"There are many reasons why
even a republican and protectionist congress,
with the extremest views as to the beneficence
of taxation as a source of national prosperity,
should promptly and eagerly grant this modest
prayer.
Indeed, if the republicans could pry
their eyes open wide enough to see the signs of
the times that lie just beyond their noses, they
would not wait to be asked to take such a step.
There is not the shadow of an excuse for a duty
on copper. If there ever was one, and that is
not true, it has long ceased to exist." The Times
continues its editorial as follows, speaking of
electrical interests:
"The fact cannot be disputed that the tax on copper is a tax on the

human life, and that its repeal is
much demanded by reason and justice as
safety of

as

the

abatement of any other dangerous nuisance maintained for the
persons."

profit

of a

limited

number

of

Chemist Martin of the New York Board of
Health, made an important statement before the
Senate Investigating committee last week in relation to the comparative dangers ot electric
He says that lo per cent, of
lighting and gas.
the gas manufactured in New York escapes from

In making the test the commission compared the intensity of light emitted
by an alternating current arc lamp and a lamp
supplied by a continuous current. Care wastaken
that both lamps consumed almost exactly the same
electrical energy.
The conclusion of five observers was that the mean special illumination
of the alternating current lamp was to that of
the continuous current lamp as 1:1.23.
The
difference in the distribution of light from the
two lamps, however, was also pointed out and
in forming a conclusion after a perusal of the
report, this difference should be borne in mind.
While the commission acknowledges that accurate photometric determinations were not made,
the reader will appreciate that the commission
went deep enough into the matter to give the
results a value to practical electrical engineers.
It is not a surprising fact that the New York
Court of Appeals has sustained the electrical execution law.
Few persons have anticipated that
the court of last resort would overrule the decision of the General Term.
.-Vn
abstract of
the finding of the Court of Appeals is given in
another column.

The

Rlskwhere in this issue is presented an account of a number of comparative tests with
alternating and continuous

The experiments were made

current arc
in

Germany

lamps.
for

a

well-known municipality by a commission of experts, to obtain a fairly accurate and practical
value for the proportion of the mean special illumination of the two kinds of lamps.
In view
of the fact that the alternating current arc lamp
is now being exploited on this side of the water,
and that as yet our electrical engineers have
had, necessarily, but a limited practical experience with the system, the report will be of con-

court disposes of the assertion that the

method of execution was
"Whether or not electricity

cruel, in
is

this

way:

more humane was

a question for the legislature alone to determine, and they had more chance of so determining than any appe.late court.
The decision of
the legislature is conclusive upon the courts."
The conclusion of the court in brief is given in
these sentences from the opinion:
"The court
finds that
the
mode proposed is not cruel
within the meaning of the constitution, though
unusual.
On the contrary, all agree with the
court below, that it removes every reasonable
doubt that the application of electricity to the
vital parts of the human body under such conditions and in the manner contemplated by the
statute must result in instantaneous and consequently painless death."
There seems to be no reason to doubt that
Kemmler and other murderers now awaiting

punishment in New York state will be executed
by the application of electricity. The enactment of the law was we think, the greatest of
mistakes. We question greatly whether in actual
practice the new method will prove more

humane than

hanging.
If the apparatus is
properly handled very likely it will do the work
for which it is intended, but if manipulated by
persons who do not comprehend its operation,
electricity may cause the victim the greatest
suffering.
It seems to us that only the best of
electricians should be trusted to handle electrical machinery at executions, but of course their
services cannot be secured.
An ordinary individual does not covet the position of Jack
Ketch. It is for just this reason that the passage
of the law by the legislature was extremely illThere is not now a competent elecadvised.
trician in the country who is willing to sacrifice
his reputation by becoming an executioner.
It
looks now as if the apparatus would be handled
by bunglers, and if so the legislative purpose
providing
for
more humane execuof
tions is not very likely to be accomplished. And
here another objectionable feature of the law is
met.
How are we to know whether the new
method is successful, as the law provides that
no details of execution shall be published? The
luckless victim may suffer every torture that a
blundering electrician may inflict, and yet under
the law no one will be the wiser.
The law is
tyrannical and as a contemporary says, is perhaps
the most offensive legal provision in the books
in

between
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is

the loss in transmission.
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New York
At the Kansas City convention

Electric Light

association the

of the National
matter of elec-

executions was brought to the attention of
delegates by the committee on state and municiThe association voted to inpal legislation.
struct the committee toco-operate with the New
York State association in order that an amendment to the law might be adopted providing
that special electrical apparatus should be built
for use at executions.
It is to be hoped that
the committee will eventually succeed in securing the construction of special apparatus, though
the prospect at the presenttime is not encouragtrical

ing.

.
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Brush Company

vs. Julien

Company-

Appended is an abstract oE Judge Coxe's decision,
handed down March iS, on the storage battery suit of the
Brush Electric company against the Julien Electric com-

The history of the case is given at the outset of
the decision, as follows:
This is an equity action for the infringement of four letters patent, granted to Charles F. Brush for improvements in secondary batteries, and now owned by the comThese patents are dated and numbered as folplainant.
lows:
Nos. 337,29s and 337,299 were applied for June 13.
iSSi, and were granted March 2, 1SS6. No. 260.654 was
applied for June 13, 1S81, and was granted July 4, 1S82.
No. 266.090 was applied for June 9, 18S1, and was granted
October 17, 18S2.
The first of these, No. 337,298, which is distinguished as

pany.

These two patents, Nos. 237,298 and 237,299, are fundamental patents designed to cover the broad inventions of
Mr. Brush.
No. 260,654 is a division of Case J and is distinguished
by the inventor as Case J, Division A.

I, relates to secondary batteries and consists in a
plate or support, provided with a mechanically applied
coating of absorptive substance adapted to be transformed
into an active coating; also, in a plate or support provided with a mechanically applied coating of granulated,
It further consists in the
spongy or porous metallic lead.
method of constructing plates for secondary batteries, consisting in mechanically coating lead, or other suitable
plates, with an absorptive substance adapted to be transformed into an active coating. The drawings attached to
the specification represent the supports in various forms.

honeycombed, corrugated and

plates with angular corrugations, arranged
singly or in pairs, and plates with slots or perforations exThe active material consists
tending through the plates.
of granular, porous or spongy lead, which is held in posi-

ribbed plates;

tion

upon the plain

cardboard, cloth or

by a sheet of heavy paper,
which may be secured to the plate

plate of lead
felt,

by rivets, ties, or binding strips of wood or m^tal. The
paper or felt may be dispensed with and the spongy lead
held in position on both sides of the support by subjecting
In the cotrugated
it to pressure, hydraulic or otherwise.
grooves, ribbed, perforated, studded, or cellular plates,
the spongy lead may beheld in the grooves, cells or cavities by paper or felt, or it may be rammed or pressed into

them.
specification states that "When a pair of plates
associated together to form a secondary battery,
and immersed in dilute sulphuric acid and charged by the
passage of an electric current in the usual manner, one of
the plate absorbs a large quantity of hydrogen, while the
other plate has its spongy or granular portion peroxidized, and thus forms the oxygen element of the battery.
The claims alleged to be infringed are the first, fifth,
They are as follows:
eighth, tenth and eleventh.

The

are

'

"i. A suitable plate or support, provided with mechanicallyapplied absorptive substance and adapted for use as a secondary battery element or electrode after being rendered active by an electric
current, substantially as set forth.
"5. An improvement in the construction of a secondary battery element or electrode, said improvement consisting in a plate or suitable
support, provided with grooves, receptacles, or perforations primarily coated, combined, or filled with mechanically applied absorptive
substance, substantially as set forth.
"S. In the process of making plates or elements for secondary batteries, primarily and mechanically applying or combiningwitha suitable plate or support an absorptive substance adapted to be transformed into active material, substantially as set forth.
"10. In the process of making a secondary battery piate or element, combining by means of pressure an absorptive substance and
suitable material to form a support therefor, substantially as set
forth.

"ir. In the process of makinga secondarj'-battery plate or element,
constructing a suitable plate or support, with grooves, cells, receptacles or perforations, said plate or support having an absorptive
substance primarily applied thereto or combined therewith, substantially as set forth."

second. No. 337.299, which is distinguished by the
inventor as Case J, is for the same invention, substanThe drawings of the two are identical
tially, as Case I.
and the language of the specifications is very similar;
where it differs, equivalent expressions are employed.
Perhaps the principal differences are the substitution of
the words "active material" for the expression "absorptive substance adapted to be transformed into an active
coating," of Case I, and the words "lead o.xide" for the
"granular or porous lead," of Case I.
The specification in question contains this additional

The

the best oxide of lead to use in the preparation of the
is rather expensive to prepare, red lead or minium
may be used. Some sulphate of lead is liable to be formed when this
oxide of lead is employed, by the action of the sulphuric acid of the
Protoxide
battery on it before peroxidation or reduction is effected
of leid or litharge may also be used, but is objectionable on account of the large quantity of sulphate of lead which is unavoidably produced by the action of the acid."
is

plates; but as this

,

And

also the following:
"I would have it understood that I do not restrict myself to any
particular form of active or absorptive material, or to any particular
method of applying it to or combiniog it with the plate or support,
as my invention consists, broadly, in a secondary battery plate or
element having active or absorptive material primarily and mechanically applied thereto or combined therewith, as contradistinguished
frpm a plate or element having the active material produced by the
disintegrating action of electricity, as in the well-known Plante pro-

cess."

claims alleged to be infringed are the first, second,
sixth, seventh, eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth.
as follows:
are
They
"i. A secondary battery element or electrode, consisting of a plate
primarily coated or combined with mechanicallysupport,
or suitable
applied active material or material adapted to become active, sub-

The

third,

stantially as set forth.
"2. In asecondarj' batterj-, an electrode consisting of a plate or
support, provided with a coating or surface layer of an absorptive
substance, such as metallic oxide, applied thereto, substantially as

set fgrth.

A

...

plate or suitable support primarily coated or combined with
"3,
mechanically-appHed oxide of lead, or equivalent lead compound,

substantially as set forth.
"6.
plate or suitable support, provided with grooves, perforations or receptacles and primarily coated, combined or filled with mecfaanically-applied active material or material adapted to become
active, substantially as set forth.
plate or suitable support provided with grooves, perforations
"y_
or receptacles, and primarilv coated, combined or filled with mechanically-applied oxide of lead, or equivalent lead compound, substantially as set forth.

A

A

"I. In a secondary battery, an element or electrode
of a series of ribs, substantially as and for the

made up

purposes set forth.
"3.

A secondary- battery

element or electrode, having

body support or frame provided with
"4.

its

ribs.

In a secondary battery, the combination, with one
two or more ribbed plates or elements, sub-

cell thereof, of

stantially as set forth.

"5, In a secondary battery, a plate, frame, or other sustaining body provided with ribs or their equivalent, of a
less general thickness than the said plate or support, substantially as set forth.

"6. In a secondary battery, a plate, frame, or other sustaining body, provided with ribs or their equivalents, said
ribs or their equivalents being thicker at their bases than
at their free edges or ends, substantially as set forth.
"7.
secondary battery element or electrode, having
its frame, support, or body provided with cells or cavities,
the walls of said cells or cavities, or the septa between
them, having an increasing thickness from their outer or
free edges inward.
"8. In a secondary battery, plates or elements, provided
with comparatively thin ribs, or their equivalents, for
surface-exposure, and thicker ribs, suitably disposed for
supporting or stiffening purposes, sHj^stantially as set

A

forth.

statement:
"Peroxide

invention "consists in the method of making the
plates of a secondary battery, consisting in forming receptacles for oxide of lead in its surface, then applying
oxide of lead to the plates, and within such receptacles and
afterward subjecting the o.xide of lead to pressure."
The drawings of this patent are identical with those of
the preceding patents, except that Fig. i, showing the use
of card board or felt, is omitted.
The specification contains the statements above quoted
from Case J, relative to peroxide being the best oxide of
lead to use, and says, further, that the oxide of lead may
be retained in place by being rammed or pressed into its
receptacles, cells or grooves.
The single claim is as follows:
"The method of forming the plates of a secondary battery, consisting in forming receptaciea for oxide of lead in
its surface, then applying oxide of lead to the plate and
within such receptacles, and afterward subjecting the
oxide of lead to pressure."
In No 266,090, distinguished as Case C, the invention
consists in a secondary battery element, constructed of cast
lead, or other suitable substance, having cells, receptacles,
ribs, or projections on its surface, whereby an extended
surface of metal is exposed to action.
The drawings are the same as those attached to the preceding patents, with some new ones added, showing the
plates arranged ready for charging.
The specification says of Fig. 4 that it shows a modified
form or ribbed plate resembling an ordinary window blind
It may also be regarded as a thick
with the slats open.
And of
plate perforated with a series of parallel slots.
honeycomb form of plate, resemthat
it
shows
the
Fig. 5,
bling in construction a simple or double comb of beeswax.
It may have its cells extending entirely through the plate.
The plates may be made by pressing plain sheets of
lead, or other suitable metal, into dies or forms by hydraulic or other means; also by slotting, punching or otherwise perforating suitable plates, and also by casting the
melted metal into snitable moulds.
The claims alleged to be infringed are the first, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, twelfth and
They are as follows:
fourteenth.

The

Case

plain, studded,

187

"11. In the construction of secondary -battery elements^ or electrodes, a plate or suitable support primarily cpated or combined with
mechanically-applied red lead, substantially as set forth.
*'i2. The method of making plates or electrodes for secondary batteries, consisting in primarily combming active material with suitable
plates or supports mechanifally. in contradistinction -to forming the
active mai erial by an electrical disintegration of the plate or support,
substantially as set forth.
'13. The method of making plates or electrodes for secondary batteries, consisting in coaling the pUtes or supports with red lead prior
to iheir immersion in the battery fluid, substantially as set lorth."

Decision of Judge Coxe.

They show

:

same invention, and finally that they are for the same
ventions, and that one of them is, therefore, void.

in-

also insisted that No. 266,090 is limited by the
Italian patent. Invalidity and non-infringement of several
claims are alleged.
Are Cases I and J for the same invention, and if so,
what coarse should be pursued regarding them? It will
simplify the controversy to answer this question at the
outset.
Judge Coxe reaches this answer to the question he has
It is

propounded
There can be no question, if "absorptive substance"
and 'active material" are equivalent terms that these claims
Each has the following eleare for the same invention.
ments: (i) A secondary battery support plate (2) mechanically coated with fs) an absorptive or active material.
'

The question, then is can a patentee who has received
a patent for a plate coated with absorptive substance obtain another patent for the same plate coated with active
material?
Can an inventor obtain two patents for a broad
invention because in one he practices the invention with
one substance, and in the other, he practices it with an
Manifestly not.
equivalent substance?
After Case I no one else could have had a patent for Case
solely
even
if
confined
to the points wherein the two
J,
are said to differ.
The former includes the latter. 1 am
constrained to say, therefore, that the two patents are, in
Although the possibility
legal contemplation, the same.
that the court might reach this conclusion was stated at the
argument, neither counsel offered any solution of the diffiThe situation is,
culty and none has been offered since.
Here are two patents for the
certainly, an unusual one.
same invention applied for at the same time and granted
It is true that no injury can result in
at the same time.
this particular instance, but what would be the situation if
one of these patents were owned by a third party and a
suit were brought on it against the defendants for the same

infringement, or if the second patent were granted years
If the principle is once established that an
after the first?
inventor can by such inconsequential changes, as here are
obtain
two patents for the same inventiou, the
shown,
greatest injuries may be done, both to competitors and to
the public.
It would seem that as the inventor has given Case I the
preference and as his expert regards that as the broader
of the two patents the difficulty might be met by a surrender of Case Ti or perhaps, by a disclaimer of similar claims
in Case J, leaving those which have not been brought into
controversy or considered, and possibly, the red lead
But, as neither counsel has expressed
claims, to stand.
his views on this subject, the method of carrying out the
opinion of the court can best be arranged on the settlement
of the decree.
The claims of what Faure and Brush accomplished are
referred to and Judge Coxe answers the question, "What
did Brush accomplish?" as follows:
In brief, it is this: Inthesummerof 1 8 70 he made secondary battery electrodes by applying to suitable plates an active or absorptive coating consisting in three instances respectively, of metallic lead in the form of fine powder, red
These coatings were held in
oxide of lead, and litharge
place by a piece of blotting paper, a strip of wood and a
In July. 1S80,
string wound tightly around the whole.
he made lead plates with deep grooves; into the grooves of
some he rammed yellow oxide of lead, and in others sulphate
In September, 18S0, he made six plates grooved
of lead.
by a gang of circular saws and filled the grooves of two
by ramming them full of litharge, and two of others by ramming them full of sulphate of lead. The electrodes thus
constructed operated successfully in secondary batteries

and produced

satisfactory results.

Many

other structures leading up to the invention were
made, but it is not necessary to consider them in detail. It
may be said, however, that from the time the idea first entered his mind until the applications were filed Mr. Brash
was engaged almost constantly, in progressive experiments

and investigations.
For the reasons stated

in the Accumulator Case it is
this invention is not anticipated by the testiof Professor Van der Weyde, the article from the
Electrician^ the Smithsonian report, the Grove batter}'
or the patents to Kirchof of Pulvermacher, (39 Fed. Rep.

thought that

mony

490).

A

"q.
secondary battery having a body frame or support
of cast-lead.
"12.
secondary battery element or electrode having a
supporting body or frame of cast-lead for the active coating or substance, said body or frame provided with ribs or
projections.
"14.
secondary battery element or electrode having a
supporting body or frame of cast-lead for the active coating
orsubstance, said body or frame provided with slots, perforations, or openings."
The defendants have made, used and sold secondary or
storage batteries composed of a series of electrodes consisting of a cast metal support plate, 96 per cent, being
metallic lead, and an exterior spongy or porous coating of
mechanically applied active material consisting of lead
oxides.
These electrodes are placed in an electrolyte of
The charging current condilute sulphuric acid in water.
verts the lead oxide coating upon the oxygen plates into
peroxide of lead and reduces the lead oxide coating upon
the hydrogen plates to the condition of spongy or porous
metallic lead.
The battery is capable of numerous charges
and discharges, in the course of which the active material
undergoes successive reductions and reoxidations.
The
lead oxides used consisted generally of mimium and litharge, the former largely predominating in the mixture applied to the oxygen plates and the latter predominating in
the mixture applied to the hydrogen plates.
The defenses to all of these patents are anticipation, want
of novelty, lack of invention, abandonment (except of No.
260. 65^) and that the claims have been fatally broadened.
As to Cases I and J it is said that the scope of the original
applications has been unlawfully enlarged; that the patents
expired with an Italian patent to Brush containing the

A

A

On the question as to whether the Percival battery patent
53,666 granted in 1SS6 was an infringement, the court
says there is no evidence that a Percival batterj- was ever
used or could be made operative. His invention does not
seem to be on the line subsequently followed by Brush.
He has no plate or support at all resembling those of the
Brush patents. He has no coatings. His two copper conThe pulverized gas carbon
necting slips support nothing.
is not mechanically applied *^o them; they are simplv in
Their presence is not necescontact with the gas-carbon.
Persary; they are putthere forgreater convenience only.
cival's electrodes are not coated supports at all; they are
powder,
cells filled with coarse conducting
and divided by a
porous partition.
Further, the court says of Mr. Brush's work:
It would seem then that nothing in the record anticipates
the Brush patent, Case I, when a construction commensurate with the invention is placed upon it. He did not invent
secondary batteries, or electrodes for such batteries having a layer of active material, or the use therein of a conducting powder, but he seems to have been first, in this
country, who held the absorptive substance, in the form of
dry powder, in place on the supports by paper or equivalent material, and the first who rammed or pressed it into
grooves or receptacles in the plates.
The court finds that the invention of Case I was not
abandoned, and adds:
It is thought no authority can be found holding an invention abandoned upon such facts as are here developed.
I should be sorry to make a precedent now which can have
little but the most technical reasoning to support it.
The question whether claims 5 and 11 of Case J have
been unlawfully expanded by the insertion of the word

1
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"perforations'* is answered in the negative. Judg^e Coxe's
conclusion is as follows
It is true that the ordinarily accepted meaning of the
word " perforation " would imply an opening extending
entirely through the plate, and such an opening the inventBut
or could not engraft upon the original application.
the word may also have a meaning synonymous with " cavities or cells:" it may mean a hole not passing entirely
through, but into the center or interior, and a plate with
such perforations the inventor was at liberty, it would seem,
to claim under the original application.
Such a construction does not interfere with the rights acquired by the public for it does not permit a broadening of
It holds the inventor strictly to what he asked
the claim.
for in the first instance.
When, by a liberal construction, a patent may be sustained, is it not the duty of the court to adopt it rather
than one which, though possibly more plausible, will deprive the patentee of the fruits of a meritorious invention
:

to which he is fairly entitled*?
these
\Vith considerable hesitation I shall hold that
That they are inclaims, as thus construed, arc valid.
The defendants, elecfringed there can be little doubt.
they maybe improved receptacles,
trodes have receptacles
These claims do
but they arc receptacles nevertheless.
not cover the improvement.
pressure
on
making storage
reference
to
the
claims
for
In
battery plates the court says there can be no doubt that a
construction as broad as here demanded would invalidate
cover a well-known and exIt would
the claims.
It would cover the meceedingly simple operation.
It
is hard to conchanical application of the coating.
some
ceive how it could be made to adhere without
Even the blotting paper, stick and
degree of pressure.
Pressure such
string of the 1S79 electrode would infringe.
as this, it is believed was not contemplated by the inventor.
He had in view pressure, plus the mechanical application,
by means of which the coating would adhere more perfectly not only, but by which better conductivity could be obtained.
But if the narrower construction is given these claims
the defendants do not infringe at least they have not been
;

present purposes, to state that the mind of

proved infringers.
Case C, No. 266,090, contains two classes of claims.
first class (claims i to S inclusive) relate to the form
of the plates, the second class claims 9. 12 and 14 )to the
Claim 7 relates to
material of which the plates are formed.
a secondary battery electrode having its support provided
(

The

other claims of the first
ribs."
Claim ij, in addition to the element
class relate
of cast lead, has also the element, not elsewhere claimed in
this patent, of " slots, perforations, or openings."
The court says of these claims
The defendants use a support filled with rows of uniform square holes. The court is not prepared to say that
The ordinary
the walls between these holes are ribs.
meaning of the word would have to be strained and distorted to make it cover the " partitions or septa between
the cavities," and especially so in an art where a restricted
careful reading of the specificameaning is required.
tion confirms the impression that the patentee intended to
use the word, not as now asserted, but in its ordinar)' sense,
He intended
as synonymous with projections or ridges.
to draw, and does draw, a sharp distinction between plates
with ribs and those with cells, cavities and perforations.
Claims g and 12 are clearly void for want of patentable
novelty.
Their only distinguishing feature is cast lead.
The complainant, if its position is correctly understood, does not assert that there is anything patentis
able in cisting lead.
It
not alleged that the eleventh claim, which covers the process of casting, is infringed.
Xot only every skilled mechanic, but ever)school boy who has experimented with molten lead, who
was shown a model of defendants' grid, and asked to make
a series of them would at once suggest the idea of casting
*
*
* What, then, is the
them in moulds. *

with "cells or cavities."
to "

:

A

novelty upon which these claims are sought to be sustained ?
It would seem to rest solely on the theory that cast lead
produces better results on a secondary battery than rolled
or pressed lead.
A patent cannot stand, for a moment, on
ground so narrow.
Claim 14 may be construed as covering a combination
one element of which, the slots, etc., is new and useful,
and is not covered by the other claims. Regarding the infringement of this claim and claim 7 there can be no doubt
and the same Is true of the claims, in controversy, of Case
I.

Judge Coxe then discusses the questions arising on the
Hir conclusion is:
the Italian patent.
It should be remembered that we are dealing here with
a mysterious and occult power of nature, the science of
expiration of

which

is still

in its infancy,

the

phenomena

of

which are

but little understood, even by those who ha\e made its
l*'or one who has but a casual and
study rheir life work.
superficial knowledge to place a construction upon a patent
this dewhich is addressed those who are educated
partment of scienci and which constantly employs terms
of art. in opposition to the opinion of the only electrician
who speaks upon the subject, would be unwarranted, especially when such a construction will destroy rights and
In very many 01 the patent
interests of great value.
causes which come before the courts, where the device is
so simple that any man of ordinar)' capacity can understand
an expert is wholly unnecessary, but
it. the presence of
when the invention relates to a subject where even the
pioneers are still groping in shadows, the court needs the
instruction of those most competent to advise and without
such assistance should proceed with the utmost caution.
The law does not favor forfeitures. A patent should never
be declared invalid because of the expiration of a foreign
patent, if there is doubt about the inventions being the
same. The Lurden is upon the defendants, and the doubt
should be resolved in favor of the patenr.
After such study as I have been able to give the subject,
I am not satisfied that the Italian patent is for the same
invention as those in controversy.
It is sufficient, for

m

is

in

doubt upon the question.
No. 260.654 is not, in any event, affected by the Italian

The former

patent.

August

8. 1S82, find

bears dale July 4, 1882, the latter,
was not applied for till July 28,

it

1SS2.
It follows that upon filing a disclaimer of the invalid
claims the complainant is entitled to a decree in accordance
with this opinion, but without costs.

In connection wiih this decision the following statement
should, I think, be made:
.\ suit similar to this is pending against the Electrical
Accumulator company. Sometime after the oral argument
in this cause was concluded, the counsel for that company
after due notice to all parties interested, called the attention of the court to the following facts
On the 2Sth of March, ten days after the decision on
the Faure patent was filed, the president anti the secretary
of the Julien company, without the knowledge or consent
of counsel, obtained from the complainant an option to
take an exclusive license under the patents in suit, provided
they were sustained.
In view of these facts the court was asked either to refuse to decide the cause altogether, or to postpone the decision until the cause against the Accumulator company is
ready for argument.
The court urged upon counsel the importance of having
the issues passed upon in a controversy which is in all respects, genuine and earnest, and expressed his own /disinclination to decide an action where a suspicion to the
Several plans were suggested, but
contrary might exist.
none on which counsel could agree.
As a decision in the
other cause will not be reached for a year, and as the option
alluded to is not regarded as a settlement of the cause, the
conclusion has been reached that justice to the parties demands that a decision should be made at this time.
:

Electric

;

The

the court

March

Motors in General Railway
Work.

At the last meeting of the Chicago Electric club a paper
by Dr. Louis Bell on " Electric Motors in General Railway
Work" was presented. The paper was published in the
last number of the Western Electrician.
After the
reading the following discussion took place:
Mr. DeLand: We have with us this evening the chief
engineer of the elevated road in this city who bad a great
deal to do with constructing the elevated lines in New
York city. He was present when experiments were made
I think that
with electric systems on the elevated lines.
Mr. Sloan can give us some interesting (acts.
Mr. Sloan: I have been very much interested in the
paper which has been read, and the figures are quite correct as to the proportion of coal consumed to the horse
power generated. We think in New York, or did think
when I left, that we could not get along without
On the Third avenue line we have,
the locomotive.
between 5 and 6 o'clock in the evening, sixty-three
Each one of these
trains in motion at one time.
of
an engine and five cars.
trains
consists
The
The engines weigh
cars are loaded to about twenty tons.
twenty-three tons each.
These five cars weigh 100 tons
and they go up grades which are about '- per cent, at the
The rate of speed averrate of about ten miles an hour.
ages about fifteen miles an hour, including all slops.
On
the west side between the stations our speed is about
twenty miles an hour.
I was present at the time Mr. Sprague made his experiments on Thirty-fourth street, and Mr. Daft made his on
I was with Mr. Sprague when he
the Ninth avenue road.
ran one of our cars filled with people, the car and load
weighing about nineteea tons, from Thirty-fourth street to
Third avenue at twenty miles an hour on a very wet, rainy
night.
I asked him what power he had, and I
think he
He has made no experiments
told me about i 000 volts.
Mr. Daft made several experiments. I
since that time.
understand that he is building a new motor which will
have a greater wei|ght on the drivers. There did not seem
to be weight enough in his motor at that time to get the
necessary tractive force.
The stationary engine at Fourteenth street has developed 175 horse power, and he ran a
train of four cars up to Fiftieth street, a stretch of 800
feet, over a 2 per cent, grade, at ten miles an hour.
The
One car was filled and
cars were never filled with people.
He has made no
the other three cars were lightly loaded.
It was necessary, he
experiments in the last four months.
thought, to have a copper wire of greater diameter than
I think the one that
he had was about
was then used.
five-eighths of an inch in diameter. I was much interested
experiments, but he did not seem able to get up the
speed.
The train started off very nicely, and stopped at
all the stations, but whenever it would start from the station there would be of course a great increase of horse
power developed at the stationary engine; still there seemed
to be difficulty in getting up the speed that we got up with
the locomotive.
Mr. Blcki.ev: I should like to ask the gentleman
whether Mr. Daft came to the conclusion that the reason
he could not get up his speed was because the motor was
Did he think that if he had a motor car of suftoo lights
ficient weight to get the necessary traction force, that he
could get up the speed?
Mr. Sloan: 1 think that was his opinion. I think he
is building a heavier motor now. On Third avenue we have
63 trains in motion at one time, and each train weighs 100
I have often wondered
how much power it would
tons.
take, how much power it would be necessary to develop by a
stationary engine to move all those trains at one time.
Suppose you have a road five miles long, and you want to
make that time in twenty-five minutes; you run your trains
at two minute intervals.
\'ou have, say, twenty-four trains
in motion at one time, twelve going up and twelve going
in his

down.

I

would

like to

know how much power would have

be developed

to

the stationary engine to

at

1890

29,

move those

trains.

Mr. Buckley: From Prof. Bell's paper I should judge
he would estimate in a hypothetical case, such as the one
it would be
necessary to allow about seventy
horfe -power for each train.
The Chairman: Mr. Baker of the Daft company may
be able to give us some information on this subject.
Mr. Baker: Most of these experiments on the New
York elevated were made when I was away. I can only
say that we have begun to construct a 250 horse power
motor which is partially finished and is intended for use on
staled, that

the

New York

elevated.

Do

Mk. Buckley:

you know the

size of the

motor that

Mr. Daft used?

Mr. Baker: It generated 12S horse power.
Mk. Dow: It seems to me that the question of the
adoption of electricity as a motive power is exactly a question between large stationary engines working at highest
economy, and comparatively small locomotive engines.
\Ve have in practical use in lighting stations to-day, engines
of twelve to fifteen hundred horsepower with a fuel economy within two pounds per horse power hour. If the conditions would allow such engines to be used, and the power
that they generate so economically to be transmitted to the
motor without such loss as to nullify the economy, then the
advantage is with the large engine, and with the electric
motor.
We must look at it in the light that our electric arrangements are simply a method of transmitting economically
generated steam power, and that the competition between
the locomotive and the electric motor, is between the transmission of economical power to a distance with loss, and
the generation of power not so economically or safely generated at the place where it is to be used.
It is not a fight
in favor of the large engine to-day, because there is a continual improvement in smaller engines.
This last year has
seen the introduction of high speed compound engines as
low as 60 horse power, and loo and 150 are being made
and used right along, and are called for very frequently.
The locomotive has been compounded and put exactly on
the same level of economy as the stationary compound noncondensing engine for nine years past. I think the first
compound locomotive that was put in regular use was the
Webb locomotive on he London tfc Northwestern railway,
which to my knowledge, was pulling express trains between
London and Liverpool in the year 1S82, possibly 1881. I
don't know to what extent the use of that locomotive has
extended.
But I saw one of those same locomotives complete, with its English driver and fireman and English
name-plate, in the Pennsylvania yards at Harrisburg about
a year ago.
I found that the Pennsylvania company was
experimenting on the same principle. I was riding the
other day on a Michigan Central express, and was told
that the engine pulling it was a compound.
The steam
economy was something like twenty-three to twenty-four
pounds of water under favorable conditions. Of course
these locomotives have only been put on for continuous
runs.
A considerable portion of the capacity of the engine
is developed for long periods, standing idle and chilling
down the cylinders, being eliminated as far as possible. I
do not know that we are looking at it as we ought to. We
always keep forgetting, as electric tight people, that the
whole question ends in the coal pile, and that the electric
motor is not the power, but it is simply a means of transmitting steam power economically generated.
Mr. DeLand: I would like to ask Mr. Dow whether
he can answer the question asked by Mr. Sloan, whether it
would be possible with series or constant potential to operate on a five-mile circuit, that is a five-mile run, twelve
trains going down and twelve trains returning, at intervals
of two minutes, which Mr. Sloan spoke of.
I

Mk. Dow:
trains in

ivir.

Sloan's question referred to sixty-three
line.
He asked. 1

motion at one time on the

how many

power it would be necessary to
generate at the station for that purpose.
I take it that the
figures he has given us allow for such a number of trains as
will be starling at the same time, consequently calling for
the highest horse power.
If I am right we would have
sixty -three multiplied by seventy-five as the amount of horse
power to be delivered. We must add the amount of horse
power expended in transmission; and add to that the friction of our generating plant.
Then we have the amount
think,

that

horse

we must show in our indicator diagram for the steam
There is no trouble whatever in getting a station-

plant.

ery engine that will develop 10,000 horse power.
It is
done every day in marine work; the Etruria, the Normandie and others having engines which indicate 10,000 horse
power.
They work on the steamship very economically.
Such engines could be set up in New York and be operated just as cheaply as these vessels at sea.
The question
would then be between the relative economy of a cheap development of power, plus the loss in transmission, and a
comparatively expensive development of power without
the item of loss in transmission added. To cover five miles
with such enormous horse power would entail a tremendous transmission loss. It seems to me from my recollection
of the New York elevated railroads that one station could
be arranged in the south end of town to handle a number
of diverging lines.
The total length of lines operated by
that station might be five miles, and yet the distance to the
furthest point not be very great.
In a long straight line,
such as the uptown lines are, with sixty-three trains put on
five
miles, the transmission loss would be considerably
greater.

Mr. Sloan: I would like to ask the gentleman how
much wire he would have to have?
Mr. Dow: It depends on the power you can afford to
expend

in transmission.

If

two pounds of coal are

re-

quired for your stationary engine, and six pounds for your
locomotive, then you can afford very well to operate on 50
per cent, efficiency, and use comparatively small wire.
Mr. Sloan: Where does this great loss of power occur?

Mr. Dow: From the time it leaves theengine cylinder.
Our indicator diagram shows the amount of power devel-
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The first loss is the friction
in the engine cylinder.
That is the amount of power reof the engine itself.
weight
of metal in motion. The second
quired to keep that
The third loss is usuloss is usually the slippage of belts.
ally the power required to keep the counter shafting in
motion.
The third loss again is the slippage in dynamo
The fourth loss is the conve'sion loss, as we call
belts.

which would be six times 75 horie power, per horse
power hour, as against four times 75 horse power and reducing that to horse power hours, it would seem then that
in the electric motor we fall in horse power hours 33^;! per
cent., and have 33^;} per cent, maximum power at the station.
Now the experiments so far gone into by Mr, Daft

oped

coal,

have shown that he does not get his traction force with his
128 horse power motor and has to have a larger one.
Therefore ihe probabilities are that we would have to have
fully the same capacity at the station as you have in your
entire capacity of steam.
But we would make a saving of
33^:j' per cent, in the coal pile,
besides doing away with
dust and dirt.
Hence, if 1 were a director in the Manhattan company, which fortunately for them I am not, I
would take exception to the doctor's figures as regards his
saving of $400,000 per year at the coal pile and make it
That would show to my mind
33^:j per cent, of ^700,000.
very clearly that apart from this point the doctor's paper is

The
ten per cent, with modern dynamos.
fifth loss is usually in a long distance system, the loss of
all losses, that is to say, the amount of power required to
pump that amount of current through so many miles ol
copper mains. The loss is directly proportional to the
length of the mains, and inversely proportional to the size
That is, the distance you go increases your
of the copper.
loss as the distance, and what money you can afford to
spend for copper brings down your loss. I would point
out that it would be economy to develop twice the horse
power required for these elevated roads at two pounds of
coal per horse power, and to spend one-half of the power
developed in transmitting it to the motors, making a total
cost for effective horse power at the motors four pounds
per horse power as against six pounds now required. That
is

may be

It

it.

where the economy would come in.
Mr. Cook: Mr. Chairman, I fear that

veiy practicable and his figures are veiy nearly correct.

Mr. Sloan:

wasted

We

dynamo?

Mr. Dow: No, sir
I can tell you what cau be done
with that dynamo, and the same thing can be done with
constant potential dynamos as they are constructed to-day.
Fifty to 75 per cent, of the load can be thrown off or on,
or the entire capjcity of the dynamo, and the regulation
will be so quick that there is no perceptible jerk on the

the extent of the trouble in case the car does
The blocks can be made as short as
happen to overrun.
you please, so they be long enough to let one train in.
There ought to be room enough in which to stop the train.
If you do that it will be impossible to have collisions, because a car running out of its block not only stops itself,
but stops any other car that may be on the same block, and
until one is disconnected from the block the other cannot
The blocks need be no longer than the length
proceed.
of the train plus a safe stopping distance.
Mr. Griek: Will Mr. Dow explain in regard to the
regulation of the constant current motor when it leaves
That is, in regard to the regulation
the end of the block?
of the dynamo in throwing the power on and off the
dynamo. Is there any difficulty in the regulation?
Mr. Dow: The dynamo is compound wound and the
electromotive force and brushes are controlled auiomatiThe system permirs the realization of another theocally.
Hand brakes
retical advantage, that is the electric brake.
The series motors working at constant
are never used.
current are not affected ns are the constant potential motors
by having the current on when they are at rest. In fact
car
will
they always have the current on them.
stand still with the current running through the motor
due
the
potential
beyond
that
to
resistance
of
without fall
The fall of
of the copper wire of a fraction of an ohm.
potential, when a car is moving, is exactly proportional to
is

belt.

Mr. Grier:

Mr. Terry:
don't

The question of investment will cut
know what comparisons would show

quite
if

on

I think by Mr. Daft on the elevated road in New Yoik.
power returned to the line would just about balance the extra power required to start trams, so that the
total power would be just about what the trains would take
while running at their ordinaiy speed on a level.
Prof. Badt: I th'nk it wai itated that the manufacturers of electric light machinery guaranteed as high effiIn
ciency as 90 per cent, in dynamos and electric motors.
the large dynamos I think 92 per cent, is guaranteed. Let
us assume that it is 90. We have then 90 per cent, of
energy.
We can make the line wire as small or as large
as we want to; we can use a copper wire of large or small
We have a
diameter; it is simply a question of money.
loss of, say 20 per cent., in the line, and we lose again 10
I think it is preity fair to assume
per cent, in the motor.
It will prob
that the efficiency will be about 50 per cent.
ably be more.
If we compare those figures I think it will
be shown that we would save in the coal pile about oneBut
third, as between stationary engines and locomotives.
there is nothing 10 prevent our making the loss in the wire 10
per cent, instead of 20 per cent, in a well laid out system of
feeders and mains.
I think Sir William Thomson's law
will apply; n^hether it is advisable to spend more money
for copper or whether it is cheaper to spend a little less

that the

going up heavy

it

coal pile.

Mr. Sloan: Sometimes they get as high as 120 or 125.
Where there are a large number of
and sometimes iSo.
stations on our 2 per cent, grades, sometimes on wet days
developed.
iSo horse power is
Mr. Buckley: Then as X take it, if you require an
average of 75 horse power per train all the time, you would
have to have an aggregate for the 63 trains of 63 times iSo
You must have that capacity for those
horse power.
Now with an electric railway, equipped to do the
trains.
same work, we should require a capacity in the motors of
63 times 75 horse power going all the time. The motor
then would have to have a capacity of iSo horse pon er if it
As we lose 50 per
should be necessary to use that much.
cent, in transmission, we would have to have engines developing twice 63 times 75 horse power in the station.
Now the steam railway takes an average of six pounds of

I

the one hand we have a lot of small engines, and on the
other, we have large engines, together with the necessary
generators, etc.
1 don't know at ything about the comparative figures; that has not been touched on very much,
but it appears that this would be a very important item.
Mr. Grier: There is another question to be taken into
consideration, and that is the possibility of using water
power along the line of the railroad. In this way the
total operating expenses might be reduced very materially.
And there is still another fact which wou'd be of comparatively small consequence perhaps, and that is the return of
the power to the line.
It has been shown by experiment,

required an average of about 75 horse power.
Mr. Buckley: Taking the 63 trains I presume the
developed for starting the heavy trains with
power
horse
one of your locomotives, can only be computed from the

grades

be with a change of 100 per

for that.

a figure;

trains.

trains were

it

Throwing the whole load off is exactly
equivalent to short-circuiling, and the shunt field discharges itself.
The compound winding provides perfectly

work done.
Mr. Buckley: I would like to ask Mr. Sloan whether
required an average of 75 horse power for each of those
Yes when the

would

Mr. Dow;

the

Mr, Sloan:

How

cen'.?

A

63

lose

We

haps he has something to say.
Mr. Pearson: Mr. Smith and I have concluded that
as far as engines and copper are concerned it is a standIf you don't buy engines you have got to buy copper,
off.
and if you don't buy copper you have got to buy engines.
We await your decision.
Mr. DeLand: Dr. Bell in his paper spoke of a series
I would like to ask Mr. Dow his opinion of the
system.
nse of a series system on a line similar to that Mr.
Sloan has referred to.
Mr. Dow: I am already on record as saying that the
series system has advantages and Prof. Bell has gone on
record in favor of the series system. There is no trouble
whatever in running series system if you work it as a block
The block system is a perfectly similar affair, and
system
even in its most perverse workiogs it may be rectified by
the conductor getting off and hitting the switch with a

it

how much power you

sulation to prevent the loss
Mr. Sloan: It occurred to me that they were not
properly insulated.
I thought there was a great loss of
power, lack of proper insulation.
Vou have got to have weight to get traction, ^"ou have
got to have just as much on the drivers as we have now.
Mr. Lounsbury: It seems to me that in this discussion
we have only considered the economical results in the coal
pile
do not consider that in running an electric road
we would save at least a fireman on every train. That is,
the difference between a fireman on every train, aid the
number of firemen required to fire a stationary engine at
the station.
And another thing, we have to consider at what pressure
to make the constant potential motors.
The loss between
the station and the motor could be materially reduced by
improvement in our methods of insulation.
Mr. Grier: One question I would like to ask Mr. Dow
is, whether in regulating those constant current motors the
regulation is made at the motor by changing the position
ot the brushes.
Mr. Dow:
move the brushes; you must remember
that these motors so far have been constiucted as open coil
machines in exactly the same manner as the Brush machine, having the advantages of a large diameter of armaThey can
ture and slow shaft speed consequent thereon.
be very easily regulated by the position of the brushes.
Mr. Grier: There is one more question, and that is,
when the train enters the block, the load coming suddenly
upon the dynamo, wouldn't it throw the belt from the

is to retain the laige amount ot power that is
in transmission back and forth along the wire.
PerI see that Mr. Pearson is here.

That

certain

Mr. Buckley: It can be figured exactly. The question of loss, such as you speak of, in the return rail, by the
spikes in the wood, soaked with resin, and eventually thoroughly saturated with moisture, is simply a question of insulation.
That is one of the problems that has been
solved, and it is simply the mechanical appliance of that in-

I

The Chairman:

club

Are you

in transmission?

can add nothMy informition in regard to motor
ing to the discussion.
railroad engineering is very slender, but it has gained by
what I have heard to-night. It seems to me that the paper
is very conservative and contains a well-informed statement of the position of motor service in railroad work. It
does not seem to me a partisan statement at all, but a statement of one who is well informed. I know that Dr. Bell
has done some very careful testing of motor systems, and
I think he has made some of the best tests so far in practiI have lust taken the figures
cal electrical railroad work.
that have been given us in regard to the horse power resixty-three
trains,
and I make it 9.450- Of
for
the
quired
course you can do it with the 10,000 horse power engines
nicely.
I would like to ask one question in the case of the
trial of the Daft motor whether the electricity was relurued
to the rails or not so as to cause any extra traction force
which we expect under those circumstances.
Mr. Sloan: Yes, it was returned to the rails. It
seems to me that the problem to be solved by electrical engineers
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money for copper, and
Mr. DeLand: As

,

a

little

more

for fuel.

understand, the gentlemen who
are going lo put in the alley elevated line, have come
here with the intention of making that road satisfactory in
every respect; I also understand that they are willing to
expend say $75,000 or ^[00,000 in expeiiments (or the
benefit pt the city of Cnicago.
I do po^ know of anyI

thing that would benefit us more than to see electric motors
running there in place of steam locomotives, which scatter
smcke, cinders and ashes, and distribute oil along the line.
I understand that Mr, Ives, who made the drawings for
the elevators in the Eiffel tower, is with us.
He has also
been connected with several of the elevated roads, and perhaps Mr. Ives will give us a few remarks on that subject.
Mr. Ives: It was mentioned that I had been connected
with the designs for the Eiffel tower elevators, and though
this woik was entirely separate from electricity, it formed
a most interesting problem in a strictly mechanical line.
As perhaps you all know, there was presented a different
elevator problem from any which had ever arisen before,
and if the term elevator is used, as we use it every day, I
doubt whether it is correct in this case. The Eiffel tower
elevator might very properly be called an inclined railway
with an ever-varying gradient caused on account of the
architectural effect desired by the designer of the tower. It
was demanded that the central arch, which was thrown between the four converging legs should be kept clear, that
the view might be unobstructed.
Consequently a vertical
rise was out of the question, and we were confined to the
legs of the tower.
We had to do the best we could to get
up in the air in some manner. An entirely different arrangement from that used in an ordinary elevator was necessary and the work brought forth some very beautiful
problems, but the only one which I will mention, is that of
the counter balance.
It is well known that it is desirable
in elevators, as well as in electrical work, to do nothing
more than you have to. Consequently if you can make the
laws of nature, the law of gravity, do a port'on of your
work you are very glad to do so.
Our car weighed 37.000
pounds, and a large portion of that was dead load, so that
the question of ccunter-balance became one of great importance.
But as the car ascended on this varying
gradient, going through a difference of twenty-eight degrees in incHoation, it is very readily seen that there wac a
constant variation in its resistance as it proceeded.
In addition to this it was partly counter balanced by the fact
that the rope which were a very considerable item in such
a high lift as that, continually goes over a sheave at the
top, and that relieved the load 10 be lifted, but it did not
relieve it to anything like the extent that the change in
gradient, increased the resistance of the load.
Now the
question arose, whether it would not be possible to make a
counter-balance which would carry this dead load on a reverse curve to that on which the car ascended; so that as
the car presented more and more resistance in ascending,
the counter-balance getting on to the steeper grade would
present more and more effectiveness in counter-balancing.
That was a subject which was very carefully considered,
and the use of the counter-balance was fcund to be perfectly practicable, even Though it was geared.
Some idea
may be gained of the tremendous powers we have to deal
every
with when it is stated that for
foot movement of the
piston in the cylinder there vas twelve feet movement in
the car, and that the pull on the two large piston rods
which formed the connection between the piston and the
multiplying sheave, which was a great car in itself, was
200,000 pounds.
There is one other point which was interesting in this
matter, and that is, that Mr. Eiffel would not allow us to
take hold and pull on the tower; consequently we had to
construct inside of the legs of the lower independent iron
work for this multiplying traveler to move on, so that the
multiplied pull ot twelve to one might go directly back to
the foundation, and ihat all the pull the tower would have
to sustain would be simply the exact weight of the liv^
Mr. Eiffel simply alload, without any multiplication.
lowed us 10 hang in the a^is of his tower, this additional
iion work upon which the multiplying traveler moved up
and down, and through which it transmitted its multiplied
It was. of course, a matter
stress back to the foundation.
of very considerable consideration, and I should judge that
never again will such a problem arise.
I think anybody that has had the experience that Mr.
Eiffel has had, and that we had, who wants to go so very
high up in the air in the future, will first build his elevator,
and then he will build his tower around it.

Tempered Copper.
development of the modern method
Aimer Thomas is the
of tempering copper is interesting.
discoverer of the process now in use, and it is the result of
his close study and observation. Having satisfied himself by
experiment that the desired results could be accomplished,
he so informed Eugene Merket, one day in 1SS5, when

The

history of the

they were engaged in boring a Pennsylvania oil well. The
confidence of Mr. Thomas made such an impression upon
Mr. Merket that he soon after informed Alfred Short, a
successful business man of Northeast Pennsylvania, of the
possibility,

Mr. Short was very incredulous, for he was somewhat
familiar with the great efforts which had been made to rediscover the art ot tempering copper, which had been lost
for

hundreds of years.

About

ment.
Mr.

Manufacturing company of
had a great deal of trouble with a journal bearmain shaft of I heir manufacturing establish-

this time the Jarechi

Erie, I'a.,
ing on the

remedy the difficulty with a temclaimed copper lo be the only fibrous material in its natural state, and if it could be tempered sufficiently hard, without alloys, the result must necessarily be a better box than any crystalline material, causing little friction and operating with less oil.
The casting was finally made at Bradford, and was
taken into the woods and tempered by Mr. Short in the
presence of Mr. Merket.
When the box was placed in position on the shaft of the
.Vianufaciuring company, it proved to be comfartchi
pleiely succes^^ul. and has continued in use to the present

Thomas

offered to

pered copper box.

He

lime.

This was followed by niimerous other successful experi-
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mcnts on locomotives, high-speed stationary engines and
machinery of various kinds.
This result led to the organization of a corporation
known as the Kurcka Tempered Copper company of
Northeast Pennsylvania, in which the Hon. \Vm. K. Scott
and other capitalists became largely interested, and of
which Alfred Short became president.
The business was started with a small foundry and other
The use for tempered copper rapidly
limited facilities.
increased, and recently the company has erected substanwith ample accommodations for the
buildings,
tial brick

demands of the trade.
was soon discovered that tempered copper is admirably adapted for electrical purposes, and its use has already
assumed large proportions.
Tempered copper ts used in commutator bars, electric
brushes, trolly wheels, trolly wires, street-car pinions and
gears, and for similar purposes.
present
It

.\s

copper

tempered

suffer the loss of

remains perfectly pure it does not
is the case when alloyed.

conductivity, as

.Samples of tempered copper submitted to Dr. F. A.
Genth. lit South Tenth srreet. Philadelphia, Pa., for analiSSg. resulted as follows:
Edge pieces,
99-9^1 pure copper; castings. 99.914 pure copper.
Recent tests made by (>. W. G. l''erris& Co.. civil engineers at Pittsburgh, Pa., show the breaking strain ot a
piece of tempered copper wire .04S7 inches in diameter
pounds, as against 34.S40 pounds for a comis 64.430
mon copper wire .0511 inches in diameter. The e.ttension
of the tempered copper wire under the strain was 20 per
cent, of its length, when an inch sample was used, and ^
The e.vper cent, when an eight-inch sample was taken.
tension of the common copper wire was 37 per cent, when
an eight inch sample was taken, and 44 per cent when a
two inch piece was tested
Recent tests made by Tiniees. Olsen & Co. of Philadelphia for the Franklin institute show the breaking strain of
a piece of tempered copper having an area of .465 of a
square inch to be 61.290 pounds to the square inch, and
the elongation to be 4.3 per cent of thi length of the wire
They also tested a
tested, which was six inches long
piece of tempered copper one inch long with an end area of
.4312 square inches by subjecting it to a pressure of 92.700 pounds with a compression of .4 of an inch.
ysis
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Disque Le Clanche Battery.
shows the new self-sealing
Le Clanche battery, recently put upon the
market by the Western Electric company of Chi-

The

illustration

tiisqiie

The jar has a shoulder projecting inward; on its paraffined surface rests a paraffined
ring of wood, through which the porous cup and
The zinc has a rubber ring both
zinc pass.
cago.

I>ts(.ti

I-.
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«
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TEUV.

above and below the wooden ring, and the
porous Clip a paraffined shoulder, making it
practically self-sealing.
Three holes about half
an inch in diameter in the bottom of the porous
cup,which hangs entirely clear of the bottom, allow
the .solution to penetrate the ingredients as soon
as immersetl, and makes the battery (juick acting.

The

battery

will

give

i

'

•

volts

e.

m.

f.

within one minute after being connected up.
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New York Notes.
22. — Judi^e Amircws of

March

the

Supreme

Court has dccitled in favor of the Hoard of Electrical Control in the matter of awarding the subway coniract.
lie
has carefully gone overihe whole ground and his decision
seems to be based entirely upon the right of the Hoard of
Electrical Control legally to award a contract to any company who can c-irrv intoefTcct the provisions ami intent of
The judge says: "As the purthe acts of the le^islalurc.
pose of the act was to provide subways in which to place
overhea<l wires, and as th's purpose has not been effeded,
up to
it seeras to me that the contract h&s been inefTeclual
the present time.
In order to provide accommodations the
board desires to have between 50 and f>o miles of subways
constructed as soon as possible, and it is of great impor-

tance to the public that that many miles should be completed during the year. The city is in partial darkness and
the sooner subways are constructed the sooner will the
public be provided with electric lights and power."
The
Standard Subway company has agreed to complete the
work in one year and there is no other company which is
in a position to do so, therefore it looks very much as if
the Standard company would get the contract and the city
will have electric light at the earliest possible moment.
When the Hoard of Electrical Control met to execute the
contract for subways, a postponement was necessary, as the
order on the decision of Judge Andrews vacating the injunction obtained by the Manhattan Electric Lighting company, which prevented the signing of the contract, had not
been settled and entered.
First Assistant Corporation
Counsel Dean appeared and stated that on the application
of Klihu Root and De Lancey Xicoll. representing the
Manhattan company. Judge Andrews had made aprovisional
order staying all action until an appeal taken to the General Term of the Supreme court is decided.
The General
Term has agreed to meet and hear arguments on the appeal next
ednesday or Thursday. The signing of the
contract and the building of additional subways is thus
again delayed.
An attempt was made on the part of the
Harlem and East River Electric Light companies to appeal
to the board in relation to a failure to provide them with
accommodation for their wires in the subways, but Mayor
Grant decided that the meeting was called for a special
purpose and could not consider their complaints. A meeting for the consideration of general business will be held
next Thursday at 11 o'clock a. m.

W

The Gas Commission met

to-day and passed upon specithe city with gas and
be for a year, beginning

fications for contracts for lighting
electricity.

May

The

contracts will

I.

The

entries for the National Fast Telegraphing tournalast week with 12 in class A, 24 in class
old
timers, and 15 ladies.
Thomas A. Edison has
5
contributed 5^25 toward the prizes.
Another important decision was handed down last Tuesday by which Judge Co.\e, indirectly, gives the Julien P-lectric Traction company the right to operate its system
under the Brush patents, which apply to the mechanical
application of the active material to the plates in a storage
battery.
Now that the Julien company has the use
is its intention to equip the
of
the Brush patents, it
Madison and Fourth avenue line, and other lines in the
with
the
system
which
gave
such perfect satisfaction
city
Fifteen cars will
last season on the Madison avenue line.
be added to the Madison avenue line immediately, and new
cars will be built as fast as possible. The Julien company,
Brush patents prior
it is claimed, obtained control of the
to this decision and has been awaiting the result with considerable interest.
The meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers last night called together a very large assem
blage of electricians and those interested in electricity. Dr.
Louis Duncan, of the Johns Hopkins University, read the
paper of the evening on "Some Tests on the Efficiency of
Alternating Current Apparatus." These tests were made
at the university by the students and instructors, and the
paper was a most valuable one. The di=cussion which followed was entered into with a marked degree of interest
The scheme to tunnel the East river and unite the New
York Central and Long Island railroad systems is taking
Resolutions of the chamber of commerce to gain
shape.
permission from the city for constructing this tunnel were
draughted and referred to the committee on harbor and
shipping which will report at the next regular meeting in
two weeks, .\ccording to the plans of the company organized to construct this huge tunnel, a double track railroad with a system of electric traction is to be used and
The air
the heaviest grade will be but 65 feet in a mile.
will be kept fresh by a system of motor fans, and electric
light will make the interior as light as day.
The Interior Conduit ^; Insulation company has been
incorpor.ited by l'"dward H. [ohnston, Sigmund Eergmann, l',dwin T. Greenfield and Philip 11. Klein as trusThe capital stock is 1^1,000.000.
tees.

ment were closed
H,

At one of the recent hearings of the ."^enate committee
invesiigating the electrical conditions in this city the members of the committee showed that if they knew littlenbout
electrical matters they had managed to become acquainted
with the character of some of the alleged experts and citizens who desired to appear before the commission, anti
that they ilid not intend to be imposed upon any more than
Asa result, a lively war of words was
they could help.
Among the witnesses who have appeared
the order.
George A. Hamilton, of the Western Electric
were:
company; George H. Benjamin. Prof. George W. Plymplon. of Brooklyn; E. W. Martin, chemist of the Health
Department: Wm. Maver, Jr., of the Consolidated Tele-

graph & Electrical Subway company, and Schuyler S.
Wheeler, expert of the Board of I'lectvical Control. Paul
D. Cravath read letters (rom Sir William Thomson, Prof.
George Forbes. Dr. J. Hopkinson, W, II Preece and I'^.
The witnesses as well as the letters
Fc<(|uet of London.
all agreed that high tension continuous or alternating currents can with perfect safety be transmitted underground,
and can also be carried with almost absolute safely overThey also agreed that underhead if properly insulated.
ground was much the better p'ace for electric light wires in
'-rhe local experts, like all others who have
large cities,
appeared before the committee, favored a state commission
and proper laus to regulate electrical currents. In Europe,
of 2,it appears from the letters that alternating currents
500 volts are carried on the underground and overhead
I'rof
wires >nd no lives have been sacrificed to ihem.
l'"orbes in his letler said he had been in New \'ork recently

and noticed the condition of electric lighting after the raid
on the wires, and he remarked this would all have been
prevented "if the Board of Electrical Control had been
composed of able and unbiased electrical engineers, or if
Chemist
the civic authorities had not lost their heads."
Martin said ten thousand million cubic ftct of gas were
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manufactured in this citv last year, and nearly to percent.,
or one thousand million feet, leaked into the ground, and
a large part of this comes out again, to the injury of
health.

Harold P. Brown has once more assumed the title of
"electrical expert," and it is reported he is engaged as such
street railroad company of a small city in the interior
of the stale.
As the new law providing for electrical exebv a

cutions has been pronounced constitutional it would appear
that his time would be pretty thoroughly occupied wiih
the du;ies of his "official" position, as there are now five
convicts awaiting their doom.

A meeting of ihe stcckholders of the Postal Telegraph
Cable company was held Wednesday for the purpose of
\oting upon an increase in the capital stork of the company from !J;5, 000. ooa to if 10.000,000, as recently recommended by the dircctor5.
About 70 percent, of the present issue of $5,000,000 of stock was represented at the
meeting, being for the most part that held by lohn W.
&

Mackay and George W, Coe
Bank.

It

was

ditional capital
facilities

all
is

of the

American Exchange

voted in favor of the increase.
said to be needed

and betterments, and

and extensions of the

lines

now

The ad-

pay for increased
take up local branches
held by Mr. Mosher.
to

to

W. H.

T.

Duluth, Minn.
DiLUTH, Minn.. March

::2.

— President Samuel

Hill

and

General Manager A. S. Chase, of the street railway company, met the members of the city council two days ago
and discussed the electric railway right. Nothing was accomplished, as the aldermen and the street railway magnates held widely different views concerning the ordinance
required.
The crmmittce on ordinances submitted the
draft of an ordinance giving ihe right to the company to
its poles and string its wires on the
and which had a good many conditions.

erect

streets of the city,
It closely follows
the St. Paul ordinance in its general provisions, makes the
maximum speed six miles an hour in the city proper and
eight to ten in the suburbs, provides that the equipments
shall be of the very latest and best kind; that the cars shal
be properly lighted and heated; that the last car must not
leave the terminals before 12 midnight, and that after S r.
M., to that hour they must be run at intervals of not more
than 30 minutes in each direction over the entire line, and
from 5:30 A. M. to S P. M. at intervals of ten minutes, and
that the tracks must be standard gauge.
The company refused to agree to the ordinance, not recognizing the right
of the council to make any, as the company already had its
charter.
Mr. Hill said: "I am glad to be here.
My
company wants to build up Duluth.
have all the
money we could get and will invest it here.
all believe
Duluth is to be a great cily. I believe the aldermen are
doing right, but they don't quite understand the situation.
have an old charter that we are ivilling to live up todon't believe it necessary to ask this permission, but
simply do it as a courteous act."
It is stated also that the
company will not put in the electric line if the council insists on passing an ordinance making regulations, but continue the horse cars.
D.

We

We

We
We

Nashville, Tenn.

—

Nashvili-F., Tenn
March 22. The electric light companies of this city have consolidated. The Nashville Light
and Power company has transferred its franchise, wires,
poles, plants, etc., to the Capital City Electric Light comThe consideration of the sale was ^60,000 in stock
pany.
and A50.000 in first mortgage bonds. The new company
will at once provide $40,000 working capital, and proceed
to increase the plant.
W. Russell and H. Holderman, representing the
J.
Thomson-Houston Electric Light company, propose to establish an electric light plant at Gallatin, Tenn.
They
propose to light the town with 60 lights, of 1200 candle
power, for $1,000 a year.
A.
,

Kansas
Kansas

City.

—

Mo.

Ci IV, Mo., March 22.
The semi-annual meeting of special agents of insurance companies, doing business in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska, closed at Excelsior
In a paper read by Thomas F. CloSprings last week.
hesy, electrical engineer of this city, on "The Relations
P)etween Insurance and Electrical Companies." he briefly
adverted to the fact that the introduction of electricity in;o
the field of illumination and power had caused the insurance companies to demand higher premiums, and he deprecated such action as not well founded.
By statistics he
showed that from 15 to 25 per cent, of all the fires in the
larger cities were occasioned by the use of coal oil, and
maintained that electricity, so far from being hazardous in
use was rather safer than anv other illuminating agent if
Mr. Clohesy warmly advocated the
properly handled.
adoption of simple rules of safety, based upon reasonable
principles and experience, determining the degree of in-

—

sulation for wires antl their safe carrying capacit)
rules
that would permit none but thoroughly competent and
trustworthy men 10 do the work of wiring, and that would
require the examination of the wiring by inspectors, well
Proceeding on the
informed as to approved methods.
lines of his suggesiions, Mr. (.'lohesy said that the insurance
companies could enforce wiih case compliance with safety
rules in electrical distribution, with the assurance of better
risks, less trouble and greater profits than could be now
h.id with high premiums and no inspection.
The great
hue and cry of the hour were "down with the dangerous
The municipal authorities and insurance people
wires."
should see to it that the wires be made harmless if they

were dangerous. The former should appoint an electrical
inspector competent to judge of the safety of the external
overhead wiring of all kinds, whether electric light, teleHe advocated the adoption of the
gri-ph or telephone.
meihcds of inspection eniplo\ed under the authority of the
New V^igland Insurance exchange, and described it in deThen, al some length, he discussed the evils arising
tail.
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from the present irregular methods, and declared that with
inspection, thorough inspection, by competent men, the resulting conditions would be such as to justify the insurance
companies in classifying electric lighting plants and buildings where electricity was employed as an illuminating

erection of an electric light
Tenn., is projected.

The

LIGHT.

The

plant

Dyersburg,

at

Culraer block, at Salt Lake City, Utah, will
by 50 Thomson-Houston incandescent lights.

be

lighted

thrcughoat with incandescent electric lights. The grounds
will be lighted by arc lights.
The Edison company received the contract for all electric lighting,
and wires are now being placed throughout the house.
The contract has been let for the construction of an electric railway from the terminus of the (irand Avenue Railway company's Fifteenth street line through to the Blue
river.
W. B. Knight, the engineer, will build the line,

A Thomson-Houston 650 light alternating current
dynamo has been added to the capacity of the Denver

which is to cost 1175,000. It is e.vpected that the line will
be completed by September r. A number of teams and a
strong force of men have been put to work on the road,
and the force will be rapidly increased until it is sufficient
to make the construction of the road one of the quickest
pieces of street railroad work ever done in the city.
The ground was first broken at the intersection of Carrington avenue in the Blue Valley, where the Manchester
branch will leave the main division on Fifteenth street.
At the same point the Northeast division of the road will
begin.
Within ninety days over twelve miles more of splendid rapid transit road will be added to the 150 miles or
more now in operation, and it will open up a section of the
its facilities as a residence portion
several other sections recognized as the manufacturing
Nothing will be spared, says the
districts of the city.
managers, to push the road to immediate completion, and
mike it a first class electric road in every respect.

city

unsurpassed for

and

Ever since the Kansas City. Kas., council granted a
franchise to the Consolidated Electric Light compauy to
of the city with arc and incandescent
lights for a period of twenty years, there ha* been a conThe
tinual howl among certain citizens of the South Side.
people claim that by the action of the council that company
was granted an exclusive right to light the city for a period
of twenty years, and although the prices fixed at present
are considered reasonable, vet it is thought that the time is
not far distant when electric lights can be furnished for
light the streets

less.

The facts are that nearly two years ago this city, being
one of the few important citits in the United Slates not
lighted by electricity and having no electric light st ition, for
the purpose of inducing the consliuclion of such works,
granted to this company a franchise for a term of twenty
years, which coniaiaed a clause requiring the company to
immediately construct a station and to establish and operate
street lights whenever and wherever the city should direct,
and binding the city to take of the company all electric
street lights it should require during the term of the franchise.
To comply with the conditions of this ordinance,
the company expended about $130,000 in erecting its
plant, and has in operation nearly 100 miles of wire, furnishing light cheaper than it can be obtained in any other
The prices fixed
city where the same coi ditions obtain.
in the original ordinance for street lights lo be furnished
the city are, however, 33 per cent. less ihan the prices paid
by Kansas City. Mo., and for private lights the company
charges less than the prices paid in all important cities of
The fact is that the ordinance recently passed
the countr)'.
neither granted new privileges nor increased those previously granted the company, but rather curtailed them.
The city for years has been paying for fourteen candle gasoline lamps, operated only twenty nights in the month,
$22.50 per year each. In the amended ordmanceihis company proposes to introduce all the incandescent street
lights of 25 candle power that the city may require, all
night and every night in the year and all to be lighted at
the same instant every night, for i^ig.g; per year, thereby
furnishing a street lamp of nearly douule the power of the
gasoline lamps for 365 days instead of 245 days, and for
This company in order to keep pace
^2.50 less per lamp.
with the rapid growth and development of the city and indemand
for
lights,
is now arranging to double the
creasing
capacit}' of its plant, and while already having the largest
plant of its kind in the state, will
in the West.

make

it

stcond to none

The Missouri-Kansas Telephone company contemplates
at an early date an extension to Kingman from Wichita,
and also a line from Wellington to Harper and Anthony,
which will put Wichita in talking reach with thrte more
important towns in the Southwest.
For some time past the Kosedale council has been
wrestling with an ordinance which, if parsed, would grant
to the Consolidated Electric Light company a very liberal
The people seem to think it much
franchise at that place.
too liberal, so that when the ordinance was passed at a recent meeting popular indignation ran so high that the counLast week the aldermen were
cil reconsidered its vote
about to pass the ordinance again, when a delegation of

200 people checked legislation by breaking up the meeting
and creating a riot on a small scale, even severely administering punishment to ofiicers of the law who attempted to
interfere.

The Kansas City Electrical society met last week. A
paper on "The Telephone" was read by W. M. Pruitt,
"The Quadruple," by H. M. Scholes. T F. Clohesy continued his paper on "The Possibilities of Electricity."
P.

seems that the Paris telephone authorities have to protect their operators from the "impatience and anger" of
The penalty for an offence is the cancelling
subscribers.
of the offender's subscription and repayment of the money.
This would appear to be somewhat detrimental to the reputation of the French, who are generally regarded as the
excel.Unce.

The

ladies in the state

are excessively exasperating.

only

inierence

to

C, will be illuminated by electric lights.
contract for street lamps was recently awarded the lo-

company.

cal

Electric Illuminating

company, Denver, Colo.

Dr. W. C. Clark's new apartment building at Thirtyninth street and Ellisavenue, Chicago, will be lighted from
a Thomson-Houston 300 light motor type dynamo.

Canton, Mass.

gaged

will

have an

is

the
en-

750

ectric

in installing alternating current

plant

apparatus for a

light

electric

The Westinghouse E

near future.

company

in

The Chandiere

Light company of

Ottawa has
just completed the installation of a Westinghouse plant of
incandescent
lights.
Prior
1,500
to this the company had
in operation a United states plant running 2,500 lighis,
which makes a total of 4,000 incandescent lights now in
Electric

use in Ottawa.

An English paper states that the employes of the Continental Edison company are shortly to receive uniforms.
with indication of their grade, and that a whole army of
electricians may be, therefore, expected shortly in Paris,
each distinguished by the color of his cap and the amount
of gold lace, indicating partisanship with the Edison,
Popp, and Rothschild companies, as well as that of the
What a Chicago Edison man's
municipal electric service.
feelings would be, if compelled to go uniformed, is left to
the imagination of the reader!
Eraser & Chalmers of Chicago, have just placed orders
an incandescent electric light plant ot a capacity of 35,000 8 candle power lights to be installed in Japan. The
entire orders were captured by Chicago agents.
The orders
were distributed as follo^vs: F. E. Degenhardt, for the
Standard Underground Cable company, 17 tons line wire,
which it was agreed should be shipped in five days; Westinghouse Electric company, dynamos, converters, lamps,
etc.; Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., engines, etc.;
Central Electric company, electrical supplies.
for

William Hood, the Chicago representative of the New
York Accumulator company, has closed a contract with
Potter Palmer of the Palmer House, Chicago, by which 120

The accumula15 L. eel s will be installed in the hotel.
tois will be used for illuminating ihe Turkish bathrooms
in which gas is now used and for lighting the halls and

The

cells will supply with current about 200
accumulator installation was made about a
year ago for lighting the private residence of Mr. Palmer
and the cells have given such satisfaction that he determined

laundry.
lijihts.

to

An

employ similar

batteries at his hotel.

A

correspondent of the Western Electrician writes
"It seems to me
in regard to the venlilaiion of subways;
that a few well-distributed \\ inch ventilating pipes, carried from manhole to a building, and up the side of building to roof, would greatly reduce, if not altogether over-

come these frequent explosions which some day may
terminate in serious results. Gas, being twice as light as
would find its way to the ventilating shaft, and ascend
its own gravity; a fan or
it found an atmosphere of
blower at one or more points in the line of conduit would,
no doubt, facilitate operations."
air,

until

Power company has
The Missouri Electric Lighting
begun an injunction suit against the Postal Telegraph U
Cable company, to restrain the latter company from interiS:

wires in the alley west ot Iwelfth street,
streets, St. Louis.
The Missouri Electric Lighting company is doing the municipal
alleys,
and
alleges
that
the
Postal,
lighting in the
having
Constructed poles in the alley named in such a way as to
prevent the construction of other poles, it. the plaintiff, proceeded 10 place its wires upon them uader the direction of
the Board ot Public Improvements and in accordance with
the city ordinances governing such matters, but that the
Postal company has threatened to tear them down.
fering with

its

between Maiketand Chestnut

The Westinghouse alternating current arc light system,
the special features of which are that it is used in connection with a single flat carbon lamp, is now being introduced
Last Sunday night about sixty
in the city of Pittsburg
of the lamps were operated in the east end of the city, and
a number of prominent men and the representatives of the
local papeis uere invited to witness the innovation in street
lighting. In speaking about the inatter the next day one of
"The new system of arc lightthe Pittsburg j'aprrs said:
ing of the Westinghouse Electric company was successend last night. In this system but
required to each lamp, which lasts 42 hours.
lamps
is 20 per cent, brighter than
The light fr._m these
that Irom the arc lamps, and much steadier. The machines
can be manufactured lo generate electricity for 1 50 arc lights,
The
thus affording a great deal of economy of space.
system is also claimed to be perfectly safe because it is
operated with the converter, which reduces the voltage of
the current to such an extent as to render any accidental
fully tested in ihc east

one carbon

ia

be

employment over there
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Capt. Eugene Griffin, head of the railway department of
the Thomson-Houston Electric company, will address the

Harvard University, on "Electrical
club, of
Transmission ot Power," Monday, March 24, at 7:45 i-.
M.
The lecture will be given in the lecture room of the
Jefferson Pnysical Laboratory, and the public is cordially
Electric

invited.

is

A

The displacement

light plant.

shock perfectly harmless,"

It

po ite nation /a/drawn is that the

J

Goldsboro. N.

The

old fashioned way of mining coal with the pick and
rapidly becoming a thing of the past in the Monongahela coal region. The mining machine is constantly
making headway and it will not be very lonj until it will
have entirely superseded the old method. Wich the introduction of these machines, however, electricity is also receiving a great boom, because demonstrations have proved
beyond a doubt that it is the most suitable motive power
for the machines.
In the Monongahela valley the Hercules mining machine has gained extraordinary popularity
with the coal operators.
In connection with the Hercules
mining machine the Tesla alternating current motor is
operated.
few months ago the first Hercules machine
and Tesla motor were introduced in the first pool of the
Monongahela coal field.
Since then, however, the orders
for this machine have greatly increased.
The last mine in
which electric power is utilized for the production of coal
is the Armstrong mine.
The contract for an equipment
was concluded only a few days ago, and the installation of
the machinery will take place within a very ^hort time.

shovel

The

a^ent. as being safe risks.
The University club will not be able to get into its club
It will be one of
house this month as had been expected.
At its last meeting the
ihe finest club houses in the West.
house committee decided to light the new club house

and porte-cochere

'
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of steam engines by the electric motor
become so common an occurrence
upon as a matter of course, and it is
Only the application of electric power to work which could
not be done by any other means, that elicits more than ordinary attention.
case in point is the movement and
for general work has
that it is now looked

A

control of hydraulic gates at a distance of several miles
from the point of operation. The Elektron Manufacturing company, of Brooklyn, have recently built two Perret
motors for this purpose, one to be used at Marion, O., at
a distance of three miles, and the other to be used at Decatur, Ala., at a distance of a mile or more from the operThe dynamo used ineach case is asmall constantcurator.
rent machine.
By changing the direction of the current at
the dynamos the motors, which are series wound, are run in
either direction at will.
It is of course well known that
with an ordinary series motor, a change in the direction of
the current on the line does not change the direc-tion of rotation of the armature, because the current in both field
and armature is reversed at the same time. In the case referred to the reversal is effected by an ingenious automatic
device, invented by Frank A. Perret. the electrician of the

Elektron Manufacturing company.
It is at'ached to the
motor and keeps the polarity of the fields unchanged
regardless of change in direction of the current on the
line, waile the current in the armature, and consequently
its direction of rotation is reversed with each change in
The water gates are thus controlled and
the main current.
placed in any desired position at the will of the operator,
miles away, by simply turning a switch lever.

A description wa<; given some time ago of a large instaltransmission of power, which was
being manufactured by the Sprague Eif ctric Railway &
Motor company for Forbes Reef Gold Mining company,
of the Transvaal, South Africa.
This plant will transmit
power from a waterfall, where are situaied a number of
Pelton wheels, to the mine, more than three miles away.
The wires connecting the power house at the water wheels
with the electric mo ors at the mine, will be carried upon
poles right across country in a direct line.
The amount of
power transmitted will be 140-hoise power.
The Forbes
Reef company is now so thorouohly •satisfied that electricity is the most c-nvenient and eco' oraical agent for transmitting po«tr uiig distances, and applying it at its point
of use, that tli- managers of that company have ordered
additional apparatus, including dynamos and motors, with
wires for the transmission of 75 more horse power.
This
will make a total of 215 horse power to be transmitted
from the water power, which will be used on the mine
premises.
The efficiency of the whole electric system will
be about 70 per cent.; that is, out of every ten units of
power delivered from the turbine to the dynamo, seven
units will be delivered from the motor pulleys for work, and
only three lost in the transmission in both machines
Part
of the apparatus has already been shipped to the Translation for the electric

vaal, and rest will follow soon.
The construction and installation of this plant will be under the direction and su-

Wm.

Rydler. of the Sprague EUctric Railway
When this is finished it will be one of
the Urgest, if not the largest and most extensive electric
mining transmission plant in the world.
It will probably
not be long before many of the water powers in America,
which now run to waste in many mining localities, will be
utilized with advantage.
pervision of

Motor company

lit

THE TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company

has invited the

house committee on postoffices and post roads to visit the
company's headquarters in New ^'ork. This is the committee that is considering Postmaster-General Wanamaker's
scheme for a postal telegraph.

Edward Rosewater of Omaha, appeared before the congressional committee at Washington last week to advocate
the cause of the government telegraph.
He desired to
secure a lower rate for messages and staled that a ten or
fifteen cent rate would be remunerative.

The Pa n--Vm erica n conference received the report of the
committee on communication on the Pacific ocean March
2ist.
Government aid is recommended to be given to the
company which shall connect the principal ports of the nations bordering on the Pacific by means of sub-marine telegraphic cables.

It is also

recommended

that

the nations

which are now members of the universal postal union
adapt existing conventions as to postal drafts and the exchange of postal money orders, or that they enter into
special conventions having the same ends In view.
1 he
conference has adopted the repoit of the committee on
communication on the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean
sea, already published.

A

Boston dispatch under date of March 21, says: "Jas.
Converse, who was president of the American Rapid
Telegraph company as long as it had an active existence,
and who now has charge ot its affairs, in speaking of the
transfer of United Lines property said to-day: 'The trans-

W.
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fer of the lines
ciently secured

bttweeo Cleveland and Chicago was

suffi-

lous by the order of United Slates cou't of
i88j. but our attorneys ihouKht it better to obtain dced^ of tbe property with the ju Jicial urder for a
consideration.
The Western L'nion pays us r monthly
rental (or the lines.
It has offered to buy the proi>crly. but
Kor all that, howupon terms that we could not accept.
ever, the outlook for a sale is favorable."

March

6.

The Van-American

conference is consiclcring the report
of the committee appointed to consider the best means of
extending and improving the facilities for commercial,
postal and telegraph communication between the several
countries bordering on the tiulf of Mexico and the Caiibbean Sea. The committee says that the telegraphic service meets all requirements, and is to be considered satisCable communication is by two lines from the
factory.
Present rates
United Slates to the republics of the south.
impossible to do business over these
practically
make it
lines, and the commiitec recommend that steps be taken
This falling,
to secure a moderate scale of charges.

then charters, il says, should be granted to independent
cable companies, the maximum tolls to be ti.xed in the

__^^^^^^_^__.
Miscellaneous Notes.

charters.

The first action in St. Louis growing out of damages
Miss Tillie Smith
from electric wires is now in progress.
has sued the St. Louis Illuminating company for $ro,ooo
damages, alleged to have been sustained by coming in contact with an electric wire of the company's system.
Electricity has stepped in mercifully to alleviate the misAn arcries of the early riser on dark winter mornings.

rangement has been devised by which a connection is made
between the room clock and the stove. The clock indicator
is set over night to any required hour, and when the hour
hand reaches thai lime in the morning an electric connection is established with the stove, which is then lighted by
an electric spark. The sleeper in the meantime is not dis.As the temperature of the room rises, however,
turbed.
by a small thermostat, and when it has
it is indicated
reached a point of summerlike comfort an alarm is sounded.
The sleeper, of course, is awakened, but the act of jumping out of bed has no* no teirors for him. and the morning ablutions are performed A'ithout a shudder.

Ex-Congressman John M. Glover of St. Louis, spends
of his time new in New Vork and Washington, but

much

according to advices from those cities he has ceased to take
in politics, being wholly absorbed in busiA contemporar)' says: Mr. Clover has recently
ness.
He found in St. Louis a
met with a rare stroke of luck.
few ye 11^ ago a Swedish inventor who had made some
wonderful discoveries in the way of electrical and steam
appliances among ih'm a new microphone and a rotary
He investigated them, had faith in them
steam engine.
He is confident that
and secured a fine siring of patents.
he has a million dollars in sight for himself, while the poor
Swedish inveotor, who seemed unable to do anything without a partner with capital, has been placed beyond even the
dream of avarice.

at Wallingford, Conn., which will operate
horse power motors in a machine shop.

a plant

stalling

two

March

five

The BisSop Gutta Percha company

adding to the
capacity of ils factory on Fast Twenty-hflh street by installing a new 1,000 horse power boiler of the Bigelow
make. This enlarges the boiler capacity 101,700 horse
power.
In a letter to the conipanyihe Manhattan I-^leclric
Light company reports that the cable in (_>ne Hundred and
Twenty-lillh street, now in use fifteen months, carrying a
direct current of 2,500 volls shows no deterioration of insulation whatever, and that the cable in Union Square carrying an alternating current of i.ooo volts three miles for
over a year, shows the same splendid results.
The Bishop
company is now manufacturing a very superior line wire to
be used

in the

is

Brooklyn service.

*

Among the recent orders of English. Morse ic Co Kansas City are the following installations: Manitou. Colo.,
Electric Light company; Antlers Hotel, Colorado Springs,
Colo.; G. D. Shultz iV Co., Independence. Mo.; the National Smelting & Refining company, the E.\change building. Long Bros., and ihe Kansas City Packing \ 'ha^e
Ketrigeralor company of Kansas City.
This company has
sentseveral hoisting engines to I^uebl), Denver.and special
machinery and supplies to numerous other points recently.
It will furnish a complete Rock Crusher outfit to the Fort
Scott railroad, consisting of a No. 4 Gates Crusher and a
30 horse power Atlas engine and locomotive boiler.
Another interesting outfit soon to be shipped is a steam
equipment for the Wire Dredge Manufacturing company at
It includes a 45 horse power boiler and
r»alveston, Te.v.
a 6-inch centrifugal pump.

Mr. tJoodrich of the i>maha
cago labt week.

electric railway,

A. H. Lewis, of the C. & C. motor
turned from New N'ork this week.

office,

was

in Chi-

Chicago, re-

The

Motor company

is preparing to do a large
well equipped shops at Baltimore, covering
five acre>. containing the best and latest improved tools
and machinery south of New Vork, handled by the most
skilled mechanics, the Baxter Motor company will maintain
its reputation for efficiency, reliability and workmanship of
its machines.
Arrangements for furnishing duplicate parts
of motors are perfect; every part of the motor is worked
and completed to a standard gauge, thereby insuring per-

Ba.ster

With

business.

fect

workmanship.

Every motor

is

thoroughly tested, both

and mechanically, and a minute report is made
of the machine before it leaves the shop.
All motors aie
electrically

guaranteed.
This company is now determined to push
forward and avail itself of the latest improvements made
under the Baxter patents, notably in electric elevator
motors. The 156 horse power generator will also be
placed on the maiket at an early date.

Frederick Hathurst of London, England, reached New
York recently. Me intends to remain some time in -Xmerica, partly on business and partly to inspect electric Hj;ht
installation.

following named gentlemen were among those who
visited the Chicago P-lectric club last week: Jean A. Wetmore. New ^'ork; James Godfrey, New ^'crk; P. C. Ackerman, New Vork; IL P. Lucas, New \'ork.

The

Electrical Patents.
Issued

Apparatus

423,421.

Maich

for

Light by Electricity.

gan

iS.

Producing Steam, Heat, and
Theophilus 1). Farrall, Michi-

City. Ind.

applicable to locomotives and stationary and marine engines, and also to buildings, and
is useful for other purposes where heat, steam or tight
is required.
)f the twenty-si-K claims the last is given:
"For generating heat, steam, and light by electricity, the combination of an tlectric-heating cartridge,
and a steam-generator adapted for conjoint operation,
electric lighting apparatus electiically connected, and
operative connecting mechanism."

invention

is

Flectric-Wire Moulding. John A. Seely, Brooklyn, N. V.

The
in

invention consists of a flexible moulding,

made

any length desired, and preferably of waterproof

material.
The wires are securely placed in the strip
during its fabrication.
The moulding is therefore in
one piece, thfere being no necessity for a capping. The
invention further embraces a novel joint block or section.

Claim one reads as follows:
".\n article of manulaclure cot sisting of a flexible
and non-elastic moulding in which are embedded one or

more

electric Wires.''

superintending the re-equipment of the Fisher-Kae electric
road at that place.

423 468. Electrical Connection with Car Tracks. George
G. Campbell, Milwaukee, Wis.

L.
B.
Stilwell, electrician
of
the
Westinghouse
Electric company, read a paper on the subject, "The Distribution of Light and Power by Electricity," before the
Kngineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, at Pittsburg,
Pa., on the evening of March iS.

plate or rail adapted
portion of a car-track, in combination with a
wire and a sleeve or plug thereabout secured in the
plate permanently."

in that corporation.

Electric Switch.
timore, Md.

George H. Whittingham, Bal-

The second claim is given:
"The combination of a metal

Fire or Police Telegraph.
423.487.
lough, Richmond, Ind.

being placed on the market by the Novelty Electrical Supply company of Cincinnati, O.
It is thoroughly insulated
and protected from sleet and snow.

Jean A. Wetmore of the Norwich Insulated Wire company was in ('hicago last week. Mr. Wetmore is now enthusiastic over the paper insulation which covers the wires
sold by the company which he represents
Its insulation
resistance, he says, is high and its static capacity low.

The Aluminum
branch

They

office

at

are receiving

Battery

company have

94 Church

many

street.

New

established a

Haven. Conn.

orders in that vicinity and are in-

Gtorge C. McCul-

The

invention consists of a repeater for use in fire
police telegraph systems, whereby a break in any
connected therewith will be insiantly known in
the stations of ail the circuits, and s:nd repeater also
insures the correct transmission of tlie signals from one

and

circuit

423.488.

A

Joseph Sack, Dus-

Germany.

Galvanic Battery.

42^,sq4-

Martin M. Clark, Chicago,

Ampere Meter. Gustav A.

423. (^(x>.
423.6ir».

Wm.

Frci. Boston.

Mass.

(lalvanic Apparatus for Dental Surgery. Charles
Manker, Nebraska City, Neb., and George F.

Manker, Bedford, Iowa.
Electrical Device for Use in Dental Operations.
423,617.
Charles W. Manker, Nebraska City, Neb., and George
F. Manker, Bedford, Iowa.

Electric Wire Supporter.
423.632.
berg, Denver, Col.

Carbon-Rod

423,637.

ner, Chicago,

for

William F. Rothen-

Arc Lamps.

Charles E. Scrib-

111.

The invention consists in a wire securely connecteu
with the clamp proper, and extending up into the inside of the tube which forms the rod, the wire being
bent so as to form sure sliding contact with the interior of the rod.

423,63s.
Cut-Out for Electric Ate
Scribner, Chicago, III.

Lamps.

Charles E.

The

invention consists in a differentially wound
lifting magnet, with circuits and switching apparatus
connected therewith, and so arranged that when the
descent of the rod is arrested, or, in short, when for
any cause the arc becomes abnormally long, it will go
out and the circuit will be maintained through the different coils of the lifting magnet, so as to neutralize the

same.

Edward

Coin-Operated Display Apparatus.

423.654.

Amet, Chicago,

II.

III.

Water- Level Indicator
423. 6S0.
Fuller, Pepin, Wis.
Louis M. Pinolet,

423,697.

Bell.

423.707.

Electric Bell.

and Alarm.

New

Ira

A.

York. N. V.

Arthur F. Stanley,

New

\'ork.

notwithstanding breaks

same.
Electric Switch.

Thomas McEvoy, Waterbury,

Conn.
423 494.

AnnuDc'ator.

Charles

E. Scribner,

Chicago,

III.

423,495-

Crossing for Electric Conductors.

Henry A.

Seymour, Washington, D C.
Claim one reads:
"In an electric railroad system, the combination,
with two or more conductors, of insuhiied plates, each
plate having a conductor secured thire o, said plates
being supported at an angle to each ollitr and in different horizontal planes."

423.527.

Electrical Conductor.

Mass.

Hugo Tirmann.

Machine.

Method of Welding Metals
423.732.
Charles L. Coffin, Detroit. Mich.
Method of and Apparatus

423.733.

by

Electricity.

for Electric Weldiiig.

L. Coffin, Detroit. Mich.

The process consists in connecting the articles lo be
welded with the poles of a generator of electricity in
open circuit, closing the circuit by causing an electric
spark to pass the break in the circuit, and bringing the
articles together to form the weld when sufficientiv
hiaied.

Method of
423.734.
Charles L Coffin,

\VeIding Metals
Mich.

by

Electiiciiy.

l.letroit,

The process consists in separately healing the edge
of each article to be welded by passing a heating current through said article in p'oximily to the edge 10 be
welded, and forming the weld by pressing the heated
edges together.
Method of Welding Metals
423.735.
Charies L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

by

Elec.rcity.

The method consists in inclosing the articles to be
welded between conductors, electrically healing the
inclosing conductors, and forming the weld by pressing
together the articles to be welded when brought to a
welding heal.
Method of Welding Metals Electrically. Charles
423.736.
L. Coffin, Detroit. Mich.

The method consists in bringing the edges to be
to a welding heat by the action of an electric
current and pressing them together by the attractive
force of a magnet.
423.753.

a

for

in the

new form of suspension pulley for arc lamps in street
service has been invented b> Elmer P. Morris and is now

seldorf.

welded

circuit to all the other stations,

Business Mention.

Individual Telephone Call.

423,575.

^..Iharles

The

423, .162.

Noc's position

six follows:

"The combination, in an electric converter, of a
subdivided coil, and pole-changers connected in circuit
with subdivisions of said coil."

Static Electrical
423.708.
Cleveland, Ohio.

iSqo.

Frank Kae of the Detroit Electrical works, was a visitor
club last week. Mr. Rae has just
at the Chicago Klectric
returned from Fort Worth, Texas, where he has been

E. C. Noe, assistant superintendent of construction with
the Leonard A: Izard company. Chicago, has accepted the
position of superintendent of construction with the United
Edison Manufacturing company at Toronto, Canada.
W.
M. Hand, of the Leonard & Izard company, has taken Mr.

Claim

Ludwig

N. Y.

423,449.

A. N. Bauer, electrician of the Pullman Palace Car company. Chitago, rtiurned from an eastern trip last week.

Ind.

Alternating Current Electric Regulator.
tiulmann. Fort Wayne, Ind.

423.553.

.

I

Personal Mention.

Wayne,

Fort

Ludwig Gutmann,

Railway System.

Electric

111.

any active part

—

423.5t;2.

1S90

Charles E.

Appliance.

Electro-Therapeutic
Brunning, Stockton, Kan.

423,549.

29,

George E.

Miller,

Lynn,

New

EIec:ric Burglar and Fire Alarm.
York. N. Y.

Lightning Arrester.

423,788.
isville.

George

Maxwell. Lou-

Ky.
Arc Lamp. Henri IMeper,

423,807.

S.

William Gee.

Fils.

Liege. Belgium.

The

invention relates to electric lamps in which the
light is produced by means of an electric circuit, a
Carbon rod. and two or more electrodes being in
contact with one end surface of the said rod. so that
when the electrodes are excited the current will pass
transversely through the carbon— i. e. vertically to its
length.
The second claim follows:
"In an electric lamp, the combination of a carbon
rod, an electric circuit, and two or more electrodes in
contact with one end of the said rod. one or more of
the said electrodes being tubular and inclined upward
from their points of contact with the carbon."
423. 573.
ert

Elevating and Lowering Electric Lights.
RobP. Ilebendahl. Weatherly. Pa.

Kinney and John

Means for Supplying Electricity to Tram-Cars.
Alexander L. LinefF, Chiswick, County of Middlesex,

423. 574.

ICngland.
Electric Railway Gate.
423,336.
timore. Md.

423.891.
rielt,

Morton Toulmin. Bal-

Switch for Electric Apparatus.
Orleans, La.

New

Samuel L. Bar-

.

March

29,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S90

EtfGENE E. Phillips,

W. H. Sawyer,

Ptesideiit.

IWT AlffT ED,

sec'j and Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

A live agent for

PABTNEB.— I have

Bhop. power, tools and
dynsmos and
want as partner a young man who will
invest SI.OOO to SU500 equally with me, and who

each of the large

a first class line of incandeBCent

motors.

the U. S., to represent a
leading Electric Motor and Dynamo
Co. Address E. M. & D. Co., care
Western Electrician, Chicago, 111.
cit'es in

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finisbed

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

I

had experience
Chicago aad West.

has

in Bellins: apparatne in
Address PARTNER,
Care Western Electrcian

Magnet Wire,

SPEAm&
Oral.

FARADAY CABLES.
New

York Office,
p. C.

EuGESE

Agent.
Scc'y. Trtasurer.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

(LiniTED.)

Cd'" Send

MANUFACTDREKS OP

for

THE

New

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

E. S.

GREELEY

CO.,

«t

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

*Flctoryf [St.Gabrlel Locks, Montreal, Canada.
-

WHISTLES.

ani

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

Cortlandt Street,

John Cakroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

18

ACKEBmANt

TUBES

Electric.

5and7I>E¥ST..KEW YURH.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

—

>

'""^'^ferf Circular

of Lamps and

instruments and Batteries of
tiie Very Higiiest Grade,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Lamp
Noveities

Frecislos and CoHBUncy, Qaalit? and Fln'sti, the

Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

BsBt ia tbe World.

upon

Catalogue of Standard Test Instroments

Appiication

fornlshed upon application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CLARK" IXriRE.
Insulation Guaranteed

Self Oiling.

Unequaied Regulation.

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Simplicity,

Perfection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
A.L.lDE&SOIl,Maimfactnrers
In a letter from the iNePEcroE of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of MarcU
?9. isa6, he says : "
Tlioroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in £very Respect."
The rubher used In insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clarks Patent Compound, "vhlch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of al)
gaagea and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone Eind Electric Hgnts from stocK. Cables mad«

BPKISOFIEIiD.

A

M) order.

121 La Salle

Chicago Office:
St. Louis Office:

313

II.I1.
Street.

Olive Street

Stan'^ard l!.lectrica1 Test Instrnments.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hanipsbiro Street, Boston, Mass.

GENRY

J^.

CLARK.

HERBERT

-

General Manager.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers

Our

light Doallle

of

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Cardew Voltmeters.

Electro-dynamometers,
Queen's New Standard Laboratory Resistance Boxes
Queen's New Portable Combination Testing Set.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Complete Outfits for Insulation Testing.

Belts are alirays made &om centers of %rllole
hides estra stretched.
H SALISBTTRT &, CO., Chlcaso, 111.
f
.

A. H. GARDINER CO., Milwaukee, WIb.
TODD & STANLBT CO., St. LoaiB, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOBSE & CO., Kansas City, Mo.
Main Honee, Indianapolis.
E. C. ATKINS & CO., ^ Eranch House, Memphis, Tenn.
"

.a.a-E3SrTS

"

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Ammeters

paid to recalibrating

Special attention

and Voltmeters.

.

(

I

Carpentier Ammeters and Voltmeters.

Dynamo

W

T^TESTXIKIT

Ayrton and Perry Ammeters and Voltmeters.

H. EUSTIS. Electrician

QUEEN

&

GO., cunfst., PHILADELPHIA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
nLON/;.

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
-TSADB

blABK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Ch'cago,

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

mry

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

elictrid

Louisville,

San Francisco.

Kansas City, and

St. Louis,

manufactuhihg company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

M flTflRS

UTDMATIC E LECTRIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Semarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DYNAIVIO XSIbSCTRIC « IVI ACHINZSS
<^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.
DDIVrn
DKMI/O

The

ADUirj?.
UrriUIi.

New

YORK, 33 church St.;

BOSTON, 171 Arch

St.:

PHILADELPHIA,

KANSAS Cny, mmta BulUIng: NEW ORLEANS, 10S

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

-

606

Commerce

St.:

Carondelet St.

Windsor, Conn

(VESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTXBLISUEO IM 1861.

March

Stilwell's Patent

Steam-Feed Water

Live

^B. B7XGGOT,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Removes
Entirely

all

prevents

IN

Boilers.

29,

1890

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

Cataloj^'ue

'n Steam
on application.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AND ILUCTHIC

K'

FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,

Etc., Etc.,

Madison Street and

Fiftli

80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Avenue,

ON ARC CIRCUITS.

CHICAGO.
BBANCH STORK

2134 Michigan Avenue,

FRANK
PRIHCIPAL
0. S.

T.

BROWN,

EXAMIBER

Wkite for
ai^Ij

Late

MIGA

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE,---

sizes

AND

NoYES Bros.,

Q11AI,ITIES

WANUFACTUHBRS OP

Electric Light

For Electrical Purposes.

Bntterwortli, Hall, Brown & Smitli,
I'atent A.Ctorneyt,
26-26 HONORE BUILDING.
Two comflete sets of C, S.

Inform.\tion.

EUGENE MUNSELL &

CHICAGO.

218 Water

St.,

and Combination
We

make a epeclalty of f urnlatiins the trade with
Electric Brackets. Also Eiectcoliers, Portables,
Combination Brackets, and Small Fb^tnres of a'l

Electrical Patents.

relephones and
IgiD

Telephono and

ELGIN,

MAIN

kinds.
Beiuij manafdcturere,
Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.

plies of

Fixtures.

CO..

New York.

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co.,

we can

give lowest prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
85 & 87 FIFTH AVE., OHIOA&O,

U.S.A.

Send

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P,

ILL.

for descriptive circulare.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A
A((cAM]),|NCANJ>E5CENTatCL^f\lC
tlGK-TING, tkecTRO-Pl.ATING,.AN;)
fOR ExpffilMENrALUSE. Al.50 MOTORS.

'S.e.-w

Send

-OF-

^leasurins Instrnment.
and Price

for Circular

Llat.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

I

91 Griswold

St.,

-

LOW

HIGH OR

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repaire for twelve monthe.
That the new ^pe^^y Improved Dynamoecan be coupled In series with perfect safety.
That any numher of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut in or out of
singly or in eroups, with perfect safety, and without sparkin^r at the brashes.
4.
To absorh power In exact proporllon to number of lights burniDR.
1.

JULL

2.
3.

Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

Clutch

1.

make.
:;.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps aurpass

circuit,

In eiliclency those of any other

That there ie greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our sutomatlc regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

EASTERN OFflGE.
ISforllandtSl.,
Engint-ering Odlce;

]4fi

Fmnklin

St.,

BObTON.

CBICAGO:

:J05

KANS.\H
]-i'il

aod

THE

MINNE.\POLIS:

2H bo. LBDai St.

CnV:

n. w. niLL.

lor

EuTled ami

new

you

invite

will visit

our factory wo can show yon the best arc lighting apparatus

In existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers, Inttfnding buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm imm

CO,,

m

to

207

WILLIAM S.BATES.

1'.^ I'oion Aveout-.

PATENT LAWYER,
2o4

Dearborn Sfreet, Chicago.

Furnisiieii.

17

Spiid

COl'VniGnTED BY

if

south

M

street,

CHICAQO

ILL,

Kasuta Building.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
HesignoiJ.

That

We

NEWVURK.

-

Catalogue Power

TriiDBmieeInn Marhim^ry.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THB ONI.Y COMPLETE SET OF U. S.
ELEOTKIOAI, PATENTS IN CHIOAOO.
1001-3-5-7 Opera House Bloch, CHICAGO

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

andTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

•WEATHER PROOF- SIMPLEX- OKONITEGRIMSHAW WIRES SINGLE^nodoUBLE COTTON FIELD^Hi^ARMATURE WIRE
•

•FLEXIBLE CORD•R0SE:TTCS•CLEAT5•TAPE<'F"'^KlNDS•SWITCHES•CUT-0UT5•PINS-BRACKETS^f°|NSULATORS•
.*
THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANYWHERE. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

"^^dnesBros Electric Co.

^»308,»w,.tc.u„t5t

March

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

29,

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
ELECTRIC

CELK-

COMPANIES
BRAXED M'AXER AVIIEEL
as
The

attention of

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use.

remarkably steady motion,

bisrh Speed
and ffreat Kfliciency^and largfe 4'apacity, for its diameter,
being double the I'o'wer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
on account

of

its

number of the leading
use of water

ical

ful effect

it

is

Our Horizontal
and

electric companies with great satisfaction.
In the economwithout an an equal, producing the highest pf r cent, of use-

s^iiaranteed.
SKXI> FOB CATAI-O^-irE
"Victor"

is

highly

AXD PARTICriiARS.

recommended, as no geaiZ are required

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12 inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Drafr
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substiintiai cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
W'e are now prepared fo furnish Victor
it

VICXOK

XIIRBI.^ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO.. -

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
MASIIIFACTIJREBS OF

BARE AND INSUI^ATED WITLE,
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

K."

Electric Railways,

Sille.

Cotton and

unFwTrE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

L.

SCO VI LU New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,^AKERS^^^^
CARBON
LOBE
MVi^LEVELAND,
OHIO. ^^°ro^V^ UGH
BELDING MOTOR & MFG^. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

So. Clinton Street,

MANTJFACTUBKKS OF THE

BELDINB ELECTRIC MOTDRS

t

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest EtBciency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

All Parts Intercliang-eable
Correspondence Solicited.

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

-

Even

to

Agents Wanted in

Commutator.

all

the Principal Cities,

CLEVELAND. OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
^I
XkiXa.xi.iifa.ot'u.z-erai

B-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
BKEAT
-li
U II
N u
DH
A" '"^
uu
TELEPHONE
BATTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc.. Etc.,
IT IS UNEQUALED.

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

ONLY

PARIS

GOLD MEDAL
l^

'

j

MARK.:

I

'"

PATENT%

N0V.I6.ia80.

MA#|

-'84.

JAlJ-!g'

JAN.

I

.77

-88.

AI"-'"

A
11 HA
UUHUA
12

"

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION,

1889.

The Standard
of the

Batteries

World.

Company

are also the sole mannfactQrers of The Gonda Porons Cap Battery, which Ib alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
greatly Boperior to the so-called Dieqne Leclanche Batteries, with which the market is flooded.
Eeject every cnp imleBa etamped with the
trade maik "GONDA."

This

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W. 18th Street,

4Xn
*"*"

TYPE.
BELLS,

NEW

YORK.

" THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE

Etc.. IT

IS

UNRIVALED

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

March 29

i8c)o

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Rtinning Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, c.^l^^I^^'Jrr\^^.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

COMPANY.

INGANDBSGENT LAMPS
FOK

New England

Office

BIdg. 180

Summer

St.,

ARC-LIGHT GIRGOITS.
SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.

Manufacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechani

and

caf purposes requiring Strength

ance

to

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having Insulating material for the outside
Send

parts.

620

Resist-

Wear and Tear.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Street,

GEORGE CUTTER,

Agent

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The neceselty of meaenrlng the Electric Current by a correct and reliable merer has long been felt, and various Inetrumente have been put on the market and In actual use, which, however,
have invariably proved to be Inetticient and anrellable. The Electric Current Counter, invented by Professor H. Aron, 'e undoubtedly the Dest and most reliable mett-r for the purpose. Tcey
have been adopted bj many eleciric li^bt companies in Eurooe, among which are Edisoo Company, of JBerlln ; hiiHrnens A, HalSke; ^laoicipdl £lertiric LilshC Works, of
Berlin ; and are excinslvely used ia almost all principal cities of Europe. Tbey were awarded the 4irold Medal at the Melbonrne Kxhtbi<lon, 1NN!>, and bavn recently been
awarded the flr«t prize by the nnoioipality of Parity, France, in competition with different other Couuters. Aniericaa Companies who have tried and nee the Aron Counter
f peak very bii:hly of them.
The opinions of some of them are printed below. The Aron Electric I'urrent Coa«ters are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine- wire
currenis, fn sizes Trom 15 amperes up to any numb-^r of amperes. Every count ir measures correctly the amoaot of current coufinmed, from a fract'on of an ampere
to ItH fnl* raparily
They are now in u?e by European central stations meaeurlDg over tseTenly JUlllion Watls. Tue amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the indtx being conetruet*d on the same principle aa the gas meter di-Us.
.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:

'

We
doubt

DoVEB. N. H.
have tested the Aron Counter, and have no leaeou to

H. W. Buboett.
Treas. Dover Blectiic Ught Co.

its reliability.

San Fbancisco. Cal.
is the best Instrument we h tve f^ver seen.
have thoroughly tested 'he Counter for alteinatlng car-

Ltnn, Mass.

The Aron Counter

We

tent,

The Aron Counter works very

Thom-on'-Hou9T0N Co.

and are satiaSed that, it will work correctly.
Geo. H. Roe, Sec'y San Francisco Electric Light Co.

New York, July 22, 1589.
have in use at the School of Mines, Columbia CoLe^p, one
Coulomb Counters for three-wire system,
and And that It is very sensitive Co small as well as large currents, and from observatloas made I Qnd It correct in every
particular.
L. H. Landv, Ph. D.

M*NCnE9TER N. H.

We

I

find that the Aron Countera regis'er an accurately as is
oecesearv for the purpose to wblcb eucb meteie would tie applied.
\Ve have perfectly saiifiied ourselvESof thilr adaptability.
Prof. \Vm. H. Anthony

Mdther E.ectric Ll^ht Co.

.

Bbookltn, N. Y.
eome monthe, dar-

of Professor Aron's

We have fjur Aron Counters in use for
ing which time no trouble has been experieu'-ed In regard to
careof Bime end sa'iefactory readings have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Uen. Man. Edleon Illuminating Co.

IMPOKT.V^T.— Owinc;
fiL^'iire

A.

wblcb will

euiii^le

any

satiffactorllv,

ti tb*^ incrensed demand for the Aron Countirs in Europe, the cnst of minufactare has be^u considerably reduced,
company to employ taem in preference to any other meter. For prices and particulars, a'drifs--

and

I

am now

in a position to oft^r

them

at

i

:

BARTHMANN,

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AND CUT-OFF

COlJPIiIi\«}8.

c^:.a.^^.A.cxEIw:s'TICs:
VIse-lIke grip of clutches oothnally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
Thay have a good record, running through fiue years.
Experts are Invited to examine peculiarities.

The Empire City Electric Company,
15

Dey

Street,

New

York.

Bend

MANUK.\€TUUEKS OF AND HEALERS IN

^upplic

(tMcctvical

for 1889 Catalosne.

ECMPSEWIXDEXOIKKCO.,
I.

W. COI.BVR!V'S
DYIVA9IOIS ANI> IIOTOBS.

TJ^OF EVEIiY DESCKH'TKiXi

Beloit,

EMICTHICAIj DEPARTIIBNT
]«KW IIAVKIV CL.OCK CO.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

SEND FOR CATALOGUE & QTJOXATIONS.

Wis.

G. A.

MANAGKK

THE BARNES WATER EMERY

^m^

Tool Grinder.

iSf^-^
WW^~—
^^
^
^-^-

^

.r-JR

It

has no pumps.

valvc^i.

No

supply it with water.
It nasnothint; to kl-I
out of order, is -ilways

ready for use.
nsc.'isilv

n
jH
ftMh-AJH

—

No

piriini: to

^

fcPJ

fi#

'

managed

m\m

W Hi

U> :12 iti<h s\\ iml;. with [...111
uc,rin:in.l l.v> r feci, scKfo.l
l.;nk iii;iic.l.

-S)

Barnes' Patent

"1

KNOINK LATHK,
inch swing, fl foot or H fiml
bed. The^e inailunt s are made
a sptcialtv in our factory.
Ifj

ns

Tbey have advantages

found
^^
^*tliis

in

line.

^9ttflHJ^~

Sold subjt'rt

^^BflB^^^SB)

^^^^^^^^
W.

&

John Barnes Co.. Rockford.
A ddress No. ^*>1 Ruby Sttcci

F.

to.-tp-

proval, St;nd f<ir fti
duscription ami priif.
1

"^

III..

A

not
other inai'hines in
It

will

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
IN

GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WEMTEKN

ALFRED

A<;EXT

F.

FOK

MOORE'S

pay parties

{Kfiy desiring to jturchase or

know

W*^ more about these machines to
stnd for full desirintion ami
r
y^nri.L-s tn W. F. &. JOHN

PWbARNES

WABASH

WHOLESALE DEALER

DRILLS,

;inil

It is

a grindstone antl will
give va--<tlv better re-

315-321

Barnes' Patent

CO., Rockford,

Jl^lll., Address Nu.;(i|lU.bv

st.

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Incaiuk'scont anri Battery CordS;
Kk'Olric Light, Annunciator atui Ollue Win;s.
fact, every kiinl of Wire knowti lo the I^li-ctiiciil Tnide.

in

March

29,
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\& V
402

«t

ELECTRIC

MOTOR COMPANY,

404 GREENWICH STREET, IMEW YORK.

ALL STANDARD SIZES

OYsr 6.000

How

in

Ujss

OP

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,

-FB.OiI

Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

TO 40

1-8 H. P,
Chicago

Office, Phoenix

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Slills, Polishing and Grinding

H. P.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

New England

Cincinnati Office. Smith Building.

Office.

Philadelphia Office.

148 High Street, Cor.
301 Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

Oliver, Boston.

CO.,

]_ii^n-E:iz>,

ZTE-W irORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^o\\ft

l^-

Roeblings'

Sons Co.
*

MANUFACTURERS OF

R E>

BARE AND INSULATED

^?\r I
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

ELECTRIC SOFFLT CO,
MANUFACTURERS. IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
£lectric Iiight, Telephone and Telosrapfi Apparatos. Dynamos. Electric
Motors, Primary and Storage Batteries. £te.

THE WEST AT OUR

"^""'/gen'sTor the

Warehouse,

171-173

Lake

WORKS, TRENTON,

St., Chicairo.

Aluminum

94 Liberty Street,

Electric

Light Batteries

N£T^ YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

N. J.

THE LEONARD & IZARD
(CASK

All inquiries for

CO.,

I!irSTAI.I.d.TIONS DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in

IN

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indi-

and Kansas ("Central States

District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

•

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.

THE

33 Mercer Street,
"

NEW
YORK,
—

MANUFACTURERS OF

<>

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch

Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.

DAlili

'c"uTo*^|r'ENGINE
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.
15

Standard.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

Cortlandt Street,

&

H. M. SCIPLE
CO.,
Third and Arch Streets, PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

COOLEY & VATEB,

Cross Con^pound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W.

Xriple Expansion.

B.

PEARSON,

Room 403 Home Insurance

Build'g,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

^mamFengineering company,
Sheeley Building,

Tandem Compound

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEB.

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lighting.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

SCHDYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
09

</9

uy

i-^

O

—*

CD

£?

CD*

i-

"

C/3

S O
to

<0

C3

cnj

m cnaCD
X
cr
CD
=r
=
54
—
CO

ce

CO
to
CO
09

-C3

^

CD
CO

ro

S0

CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

2
3

CO.,

""E"*"-
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO,

Intelligent Execation of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK.

TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
WANT

A

Prom ABfY Manufacturer or
State that

IT

you

WITH

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

standard Underground Catle

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD nf SIX MONTHS BT THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"KTestem Su-pply Hotise,

Automatic

EtECTKICAr, ENGINEERS

AND

OMAHA.

JOBBER.S.

"Write for .Samples, Prices

and

i>ata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MP.

R. T,

WHITE,

^Koro"' BOSTON. MASS.

Mannfaclurinj:; Facilities Unlimited.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
No.

Patented Jan. 28lh, 1890.

BEST MATERIAI,.

LOMITEST PRICES.

CORRESPONDEHOE

^THOMAS
DIASY CHAIB.

ASHBURNER,

Ofl&ce,

4a0,133.

SOI.ICITED.

Western Ag't, Kansas

City,

9Io.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

ST.

Laige or small orders promptly

filled.
Sample Cliair and Section ot
Rail Sent, 3Express prepaid, tu Prospective Pnrcliaiiers.

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,"
F. A. SONI, Editor and Publisher.
The "KEVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO" is the only electrical paper

PARTRICK

CARTER'S

NEW COVERED CELL

published io Mexico

circulation all over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
unequaled in its special held.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Klexican trade is cordially
invited, and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kepi at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegranca de Mexico." Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
Address:
I", .A..

&

and has a wide
it is

DiSQUB LecIaiiDliB Batteries.

JSOZCTX,

P.O. Box 31, or Calle del Refugio No. 15, entresuelo.

CITY OF MEXICO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

DISP

CO.

LeClABCEE BAHERT.
We are continually
increasing the eflaciency of our
LeCLANCHE

BISQUE

BATTERY,
And

Guarantee

Best Open Circuit Battery Made.
(^"Special Prices to the Trade and to those using Large Quantities.
for Battery Circular giving Prices and Testimonials.
ll^"Inclose business card for Catalogue and Discount Sheet.

(^"Send

It

FR.ANKLIN

IN

LEAD TOP CONNECTION,

C'-AMP CONNECTION.

S.

M. WILKINS,
TRADING AS

CHARLES

CARTER,

E.

WARD

WILKI.VS,

PARTRICK ^ CARTER,

THE MARKET.

MANDPACTUHERS AND DEALERS TS

AMES, CKERAR &
N.

ST.

PAUL,

CO.,

W. Aqemth,
-

MINN.

Write for Revised Prices.

ElLEXGTRIGAn SUF»F»LIE1S.
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciator.

114 South Second

St.,

esiaeushed

ise?

PHILADELPHIA.
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POm COMFK

To ARC^-iNCiiNDESCENT

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Motors for Arc and Incandescent

Electric

Circuits.
The su2>reniacy of "THE

THE ONLY MOTOR

BAXTER MOTOB"
others

all

GIVING PERFECT

are

SATISFACTION.

has

been

established,

otiffhly

noiv jtrepared

orders

over
thor-

and we
to

fill

j)t'oniptly.

ALL SIZES FROM
1-16

H.

P.

TO 50

EVERY

H. P.

MOTOR
Vfe

sliall 1»e

prices, and
ibrination.

IS

pleased to qaote

;;:ive

any

4leMii'ed ia-

A--THE BAXTER

GUARANTEED.
Office

ELECTRIB MOTOR CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Stree's, and
Collington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

?

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coi5ieE!sr=03sr^E]isrcE]

JAMES

sou-icitexd.

General Sales

F.

KELLY

||

Afi:ent,

1

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

March
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Edison Lamps,
i; to 36

caudle power; ~yz to 40 volts.

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

BATTER!

(Patented January 21, 1890.)

can be used in series
on dynamo circuits
for ad kinds of dec-

and

m

BDRM

unrs

THESE

orations
plays.

TIE^E-

LEADS EVERYTHING

dis-

YET PRODUCED IN DRY BATTERIES.

SEND FOR
CATALOGUE
OF LOW VOLT

—IT IS—

UMPS.

LAMP

EDISON

HARRISON,

CO.

N.

One-Half

J.

the Size

PERFECTLY RELIABLE MO DANGEROUS CURREfiT^
.

and has nearly

m

Twice the

i,\-ELECTRIC-Ll(5MT-

,M'
J

8c

JNCANDEjCEnr

PoWEf\ Co

>

S4|lBf/^TY St

EJ-CtTf^lC,

y

Strength

'A

OF THE BEST LECLflNCHE.
'KY.

f/£0

AT l/£ffylLom

Two Cells of BUENLEY
Dey Battekt will fit the
regular Bell Telephone Battery

WM.

a.

TUBNBB.

J.

mrOODBRIDGE

Electrical Engineers

<£

LBSTlin WOODBRIDGE.

TURNER,

for E'^ctrlc Light

Sample Cells

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and Power.

Desigrns

as usually

made

to

and Contractors.

COMPLETE EQTJIPHEIVT OF EliECTRIC RAIIiWATS.
Sleam Plants

Box

contain one Cell Leclanche.

for Trial

Free to Telephone Exchanges and to Dealers.

and Estimates Submitted.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

St., St.

As

Louis.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

Building,

bestLECLANCHE BATTERY
sold in America, we have

C'ty.

Omaha.

become

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

forms
is

Erected Ready for Service.
srd BocMne and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt

8E3rD

FOB

Link Belt, StaadBlake Pomp, Korting Injector, etc.

Full Size of the Battery.

For Electric

Bells, Telephones,

ELECTRIC

and

PRICE,

-

all

open

90

hence we are presenting the
former to the public as a

Dry Battery

First Class
LIGHTING,

capable of success-

competing with our
Disque Leclanche Battery;

Improved Primary Batteries

DOMESTIC

is

fully

Ii«.TEBT CATAI/OeiTES.

FOB

attempted, the

the only one yet produced

which

Steel Boilers, Ireson

Filter,

satisfied that of all

yet

BURNLEY DRY BATTERY

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
8PKCIAI1TIEB :-ThB Armligton & SlmB Bnpns,

the successful makers

of OTsr 400,000 Cells of the

Gas Lighting, Burglar Alarms,
circuit

work.

CENTS PER CELL.

DISCOUNT TO THE TEADE,

AKB FOB
Scientific

NEW CATALOGUE

and Other Purposes.

JTTST OUT.

COERBSPONDBNCB SOLICITED.

JAMES

H.

MASON,

manufacturing electrician,

120 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N.

Y.^

J. H.

BUNNELL £ GO.

}

Sole Agents and Manufacturers,

76 Cortlandt

Street,

-

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Cantilever

-/^Syg^i;^^

The Strongest,

Simplest

March

29,

i8go

Motor Truck

htn-f

-tVWtv-?"?^-

if-pi-f

and Easiest Riding

MOTOR TRUCK

in

Existence,

WARRANTED TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF GARS.
The superiority of this Truck consists in its Great Strength, Powerful and Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
heels, and the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truss supports ends of cars,
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
equalizes weight of load a.nd positively prevents Oscillation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
If

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY,

DETROIT
Electrical

Works

P

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to

put on

make them the

BEST ever

the market.

Dealers
the best

who wish

goods and

themselves with
the safest policy, should
to identify

handle the products of the

DETROIT ELEC-

TRICAL WORKS,

which have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughout the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Standard Hotel Ifeedle Annanciator
Wllh eUE&J CALL and FIRC.

ALARM ATTACHMINTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,
xy-jEim.oi.rc,

acio:

March

29,
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RA1LWA7 SISTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND CflMME BClAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Thomsos-Eouslon tailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
U8

Michigan Ave,

Cliicago,

III.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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SHIELD BRAND LINE

Vml

WEATHER-PROOF.

29,
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WIRE

MOISTURE-PROOF.

A HIGH GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

r'or*
Electric

j

LiirhU

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

g>i

1

"^

anfiSann
wViMlVk/
liii\4

<.\0B

^

J

flM
V/vl
vUi

UtW Inilallatioii.
|

Under Water, Underground.

^

CO^

Electrical Supply
171

concealed work,

A COMPLETE SYSTEM.

ELECTRICAL
Fir Electric

The

r'or

/V

Company,

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

March

29,
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The enjoining clause
Brush

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

company
And

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

it is

Electric Light

"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor,"

ARC LIGHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANUESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARRONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

ETC.

CO.

•

WEStERN ELECTRICIAN.

March

29,
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FORT WAYNE
W ELECTRIC CO M
X^ox*t

a,-yxxem

XncLlAxxa.

Manulacliirers ol Ihe

The Most Oarefolly Worked-

UATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM

out

Oomplete Altematiat

and

System of Electric lighting

OF

!

Existence.

IHCAKDESCEHT LIGHTMG,

AND THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OK

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Oonvertert

12-16 Oandle Power

to the Mechanical

HorM

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

115

Boreel BIdg.

KMN OFFICE AND WORKS,
FORT WAYNE,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

St., First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCISCO OFFICE, 21 7 Sansome St.
W.

8AN

185 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA

IND.

J.

c

I

CiTY OF

OFFICX!,
907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manager
,„,„o „
MEXICO OFFICE, F. ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

BERaiSULITIT

<&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT UQHTINa.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

iitx«ti7 -vrfc-Dxr

-W-t-W

SCUJU^

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAQO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, APRIL

ireson's

Self-Adjusting

Leather-Link

Belting.

5,

O cents per

I

No.

1850.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AND DEALERS
MANUFACTTJRERS OF

Patd. Nov. 16, '86.

Send for Ireaon'a

Illae-

on

Self-

trated Treaties

BspecIaUy sdapted for
all Electric pnrpoBes and
other Ugh-spepa machin-

Adjaeting Leather Link
Belting, famished

ery.

gra-

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIGAL.
SENS FOB
CATAtOGCE,
856-PAGlS

SPfPlil /iuc/.i.#i:o
ilflf/VC/f 9
oz-coi/iL

L

Manfd by CHARLES

IRESON, 97 High

St..

J
.

-J

Boston, Mass.

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON,
MASS.
Wash.

CO.,

WATER-TUBE BOILER.^"w^a^
AN EXCELLENT

AN ORDER FOR

ELECTRIC

MILLION FEET OF GABLE AND WIRE

panles

AnDUiaaBSS

Manager. New York.)

Or

;FRED. DEGENHARDT,

IV^anager,

BOILER.

others.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG. CO.

Co.

Westinghouse Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

-

at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, Oolambns
also the Brnah Electric Light C«., 9lL
;

and Cincinnati
LoolBville, and

Standard Underground Cable

PLANT

-

Adopted by the Bdlson. Blectric Ijislit Ooxii-

FOR ELECTRICHL PURPOSES.

CEORGE WILEY,

Seattle,

p^^j^ Seilers Electrical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A foil line of our mannfactures can be found at our Agencies.

ROOT'S
17

14.

CO.,'

IN

1 11 Arcli Street,

tultonely.

Copy*.

28 Oliff Street, ITew York.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

CHICAGO.

BRANCHES:

Boston, Philadelphia,

New

Orleans, Dallas.

(2121)

Standard

n'liiiia-RDliijer

ELECTRIC

and

M-Percba iDsnlaig

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

UNDER WATER
AND

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very

pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT Cores.

up

any

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

MARINE

M. HABIRSHAW, P.O.
General Manager.

Offices:

1

tric Cables, both circuits, 9,000 Megohms per

ELECTRIC

knot.

per

Na^'y portables, Silk,

knot.

59 Front Street,
YORK, U.S.A.

NEW

Cotton and Hemp.

LICHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

UNDERGROUND.

Marine

any Millage

Two -Circuit Concen-

Three and Two-wire Cables, to

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

or

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber

Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 iVIegohms per mile.

Cores

Co,

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

Cables, for

Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
iMtric

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Branches «l Signaling.

£.

B.

for durable

and

by a record
all

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.

higrh

B

B

C

of over

A

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes
,

Subterranean Use,

j Eneased Wirai Submarine Use
"•'"SB" "irst.
Wiring

'•°'"'

concealed

McCLEES, General Manager,

I6 Dey St

Western Electric Co., Chicago, HI.,

in ail Locations.

JEW

YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

A—

X—

CUT SHOWING STYLtt OF INSULATIOK.

CoM^

<£—Bnid«d
Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
Copper Wire,
B.
«
Mturated withaB/ac*. WEATHER-PROOPCompoBition.
-.
-.
., ^
„ .
^
,
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwntera. Samples famished npon appHCa tloa. Fw»BH»
tric Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

y,.„„„n„-.
wAKtBooiii!>.

(19 and 21

^,33 ^^^

Cliff St..
^

New

York.

3g Wabash

FACTORIES:

Ave., Ctiicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAWUFACTUBEBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Airent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric

lighting Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
116 Gravier St., New Ori,ban.s, La.
503 Delavfare St., Kansas City, Mo.
319 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Electric

5,

1890

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

No better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus
can be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps
operated by Gas Companies in this country, over 11,000, or
52 per cent., are Thomson-Houston." The dynamo is entirely
automatic in its regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in operation.
The lamps burn steadily
and uniformly, and hold their adjustment better than any
other lamps on the market.
Ai"c

Dynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo

is

rapidly gain-

ing favor with practical electric lighting men, as
features of excellence are recognized.
its

regulation

is

many
dynamo

its

Like the arc

automatic, permitting any number of lamps

to be thrown on or off without in the least affecting the

others in service.

Our incandescent lamps have an un-

equaled record for long

Direct Current Incande!>x-eBt

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is
by the alternating current dynamo, and to
meet the demand for a machine of this character we have
constructed what is unquestionably the most perfect alternapractically solved

tor offered the public to-day, embracing as

features that combine to

it

make a perfect dynamo

does, all the

—automatic

regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

ency, and

economy

effici-

of operation.

Alternatine Current Dj-namo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well
known, that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction.
In the construction of our motors

we feel that we have reached

a point where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBJESTEB.—AW

of our installations are

protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which

we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every instance.
Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus injm'ed by
Hotor.

ning where these arresters

fail to

operate.

The
light-

April

s,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

HAWKEYE

THE

ELE6TAIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IOWA.

-

Complete Central Station
<.Kn3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential motor.

—^ACau-u.fa.otu.x'ex's

—

^T-

OUR

AMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
D'Ylf
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS

Menowned Perkins Ineandeaeent Lamps,

Licensee of the

-oi' Ta

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Famous

ELECTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

Stations;

224

Prices Reasonable.

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, INO.

for long life without discoloration.

any voltage, highest

INDIA

^EXT
'^

to

•

for

Bailway Circuits and Central

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

RUDBER INSULATION.
aUTTA PEROHA,

insulator

is

the best

INDIA RUBBEB;

but

known

it is

very

refractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphur

OF PITTSBURGH,
MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

PA.
LINE

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all wires
insulated with rubber compounds where the vulcanized coat is placed directly on the wire).

In order to overcome these difficulties, we
coat the copper wire with TIN; then with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOUr STJIjPHITR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.
flrst

GLOBES

F^ SHADES

It is

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

to be liable to crack.

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.

These wires are the best made for

RICH CUT, OPAL. CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

AERIAL

OR TTNOERGROUND WORK.

Ti-DAPTED TO ALL, SYSTEM;
;:i^ 729 BROADWAY,
Cor.
^"-^

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK.

^t^m.

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

^

ERNEST HOEPER, "The
SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 26th

St.,

NEW

tfQRK.

CO..

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

IVATEOI^^t,
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C^RBOIV CO

CleT7-ela.n.d., Olti-io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINe

JARVIS

61

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracitt Coat and Coka

Screeningi.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tosToir.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

BCONOMJOAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require ahowt 50
Electrical contractors can

make money by

regarding our

new

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

[

For Driving Dynamos.

MORSE &

CO.

KANSAS

and 8 amperes of current.
For

CITY,

CO.,

18 Cortlandt Street.

-

and

prices

New

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^

MO.

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

.

Large DynamoB and Motors for Special Work
built [o Order. Coal Mining Hanlage
a Specialty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

York

City.

Now Ready.
UrUIPDlDCD aITSlhEditlon
book of over atO pages.
nrWiir
AlCn
Ilk
II VI ni
kii giving more Informaiion

ntfpnv|n| tip

AllVrn
nU
I Lll

I

I

IXINIl
IU111U

of

value

ever Issued.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
"l-

Pres't.

gives the
of every newspaper ptibllehed, having a circulation ruting In the American Newspaper Directory of more than v5,000 copies each Issue,
with tne cost per line for advertlBlng in them. A
lletof the bestpaperaof local clrcnlation, In every
city and town of more than 5,000 population, wlih
prices by the Inch for one month. Special lists of
Bargain
dallv, coantry, village and class papers.
offers of value to small advertisers or those wishing to experiment judlcloncly with a small amoant
of money. Shows conclnslvely "how to get the
most service for the money," etc., etc. Sent poetpaid to any address for 30 cents. Address Geo.
P. RowELL & Co., Pabllshers and General Advertising Agtints, 10 Spruce Street, New York City.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

P.

CUUS,

MOTORS.

Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

Oice: 63 Broadway.

U

name

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

C SCHUMACHER,

udvertleere

to

than any other publlcailoQ

DYNAMOS.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

information

Etc.

Complet Steam Plants Furnishied and Erected.
Complete
221-1223 Union Ave.

NGLISH,

volts

When

writing please state voltage and system used.
and improved Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

acting as our agents.

1.

27tli St.

i

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,
Our Dynamo

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
NEW YORK. the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
St.
Chicago.
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
C J. TH0HP80S, lOO KikSt Fonrtta »t., St. Panl, ninn., Agent.
structible solidity

Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY.

AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth SL, Philadelphia; 119

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

U Salle
N.

J.

,

Is cast in

April

s,
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SOL.B BUII^DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

RBUANCE WORKS.
especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

WIS.

MaDDfactnrers of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

njrEQUAI.ED FOB EOONOtTT OP FUEL, BEQUI.AXI7Y OV

UOnOK, AND DUBABTLITT rN

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

Is

IT tS

&

ALUS

P.

JJOK.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

'Write for nnr Catal oues.

41 ail 43 SOUTH JEFFEESON

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC GO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

ST.

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

—

FOK

FOR

Arc

%

ARC-LIGHT CIRCUITS.

Incandescent Circuits

Tfc'OIjStt

FOB A3SY CURB£XT.

PERFECT AU TOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMFIiE.
The only

RELIASLE. DUKABI^.

safe socket for series lamps,

Sighly

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send for

620

and Economical,

T^ADSWORTH, Manager

H.

Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

TVESTERX AjnB.'SOUTHCEBX^STATES,
1

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

GEORGE CUTTER,

Street,

1

EAST ADAMS

ST.,

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

Agent.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON -HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Street,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORSf
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds,

]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.

Brnsh Copper, Commntator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.
W.

General Western Office:

Johs A. Babbett,

D. Saegent, Fresldent.

Yice-Prealdent and Cone. Electrician.

Pinions,
St.,

Trolley

[

BoHom

Power

Plants.

Quick Sliipments.

prices.

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

CfiicagoJII.

Feask A. Peebet,

E. H. Cutlee, Treas. and Mgr.

Electrician.

TrL& KlelsitrorL JVIf g. Co.,
79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK,

MANUFACTUHBKS OF THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

Lainaied

Fielil

in

Simplicity and Durability.

Magnets of

The Only Machines having

Softest Cliarcoal IroD.

BT MEANS OP WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ABE OBTAIKKD THAIV IS POSSIBI/E OTHBBWISE.

HIOHEST ATFARD AX PARIS EXPOSITION.
—=

^gl^ai^^j

CHMPmiMn
Vy\/IVIr'VUnilJ.
IS Siies, 6 to 500 3. P.

Hot yet

eijualed

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.
ly aay torn

of

Etgiie

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

QT
A MnA Dn
OIANUAKIJ-

13 Sizes in Stock.
5 to 250 H. P.

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH

6

Sizes in stock.

5

to

50

H. p.

"-

"^1=

Sizes and for all Purposea. Antomatic DyramOB for Incandeecent Electric Lightirg.
Plants for Storee, Factories, etc., a Specialty. Moistiire-Proof Motors and Djiiainos
for aae in Mines and Danap Places.

Aatomatic Motors of

all

m

:sTii«GH[lUS

E

ES

AUTOUATIC EHGIHE CHSAPEB THAH A SLIDE VAITE.

Well Built

Economical,

Reliable,

AJlJQie above bnilt strictly to
Bepaijs Carried in Stock,

Over 300 soid the

first

year.

Gangewith InteTchangeable Parts,
Send for nltistxated Catalogues,

SELLING DEPARTMENTIN THE UNITED STATES,
17 Cortlandt Street,
NEW YORK,
Westinehouse,
Hathaway Building,
\Vestinffhouse Builaing,

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

156, 158 Lake Street,
608 Caiestnut St.. M.

ST. LOUIS,

^

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

Isolated

511

NORTH FOURTH

Ciiurcbi,

ATLANTA,^GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

,£

Co.

ST.,

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH^ KERR
SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT,
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N.

Kerr

&Co.

R Muckl^, Jr.
&.

CO.

&

Montana
MacbineryCo.
St.. Parke & Lacy Co.
SJ, :BX. Front St., Parke& Lacy Mch. Co.
Course |t^, [ The D. A. Tompkins Co.
259 S.

Main

St.

t

Utah

E. GraniteSt.
)
31 and 33 Fremont

eg

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

keating Imp.
C. E.

&

Mch.

James

&

Co
Co.
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MOTORS

ELECTRIC

AND GENERATORS.

H

UNITED STATES ELEGTRIG LIGHTING
(WESTIlfGHOUSE ELECTEIO COMPANY,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to

any

size,

CO.,

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish apparatus of its

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and IJnequaled in Efiiciency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-

April

s,
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Knapp Electrical Works

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE,

THE WIRE.
INDORSED BY THE LEADING COMPANIES.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
THE YODNG AUTOMATIC CDT-ODT.

Knapp Electrical Works,
54-56

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CmCJLaO.

—

^

.
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE MHLTER

FREEMMN

K.

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
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DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION. AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstractlon

of Electrical Plants of

CORK-ESFOmDENCE

Whatever Magnitude.

SOI^ICITEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO.

B.

EAU QL.AIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manager.

BAKER, BALCH & CO., Qenl.Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.
THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

CO.,

City,

St.,

Omaha, Neb.

Mcdonald & CO., Oenl Ag'ts..
Buffalo, N. Y.
141 East Seneca
Western
Agents,
METCALF,REED & CO.,

LITTLE,

St.,

Denver,

Girard Building, Phlladnlphia, Pa.

L.

N. COX, Agent,

Mo.

POLOLASE, Agent.
205 N. 17th

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent.

Col.

16 Fifth

St. S. B.,

Washington, D.

O.

W. N. GRAY, Special Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Special Ag'ts,
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO Pittsburgh.
Pa.
,

C.

E.

WILSON, Agent,
316 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louis, Mo.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
lit

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHIGA6O.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Co.

The New Factory of the Okonite Company has Commenced
Operations, and the First Order Filled was Ours for:

FEET

1,000,000

300

OKONITE WIRE

JVIIIvKS

OK

G&NDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
IN
This stock

is

SIZES TO SUIT THE DEMAND.

ACTUALLY ON HAND, and orders

can be promptly

filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
11fi£ 118 FRANKLIN STREET. CHICARO.
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$END US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything
Most
Wire.

Flexible Cord.

Electrical,

Corriplete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.
always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key

sockets, keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

fit

All

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.
t

and style for two or three-

efficiency

up

to

twenty

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Meters.

Dynamos.

size

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

Very

Vo

Every

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts tor Insta lation,

No

for complete installation, construction and
sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

all,

and are diiectly re-

MAIN DISTKICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. GO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian District, Toronto, Canada.

April

s.

1890
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ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
-IN-

5

TISES, ETC-, ETC.

THE UNITED STATES
COMPANY

ELECTRIC LIGHTING

(WESTINGHOUSE IIECTRIC COMPANY, Lsssta)

More than One Thousand Plants

in

Operation.
COKLTIESFOHIDEIICB^

SOXvICITIEjr).

Equitable Building, New York City.
Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Rookery," Chicago,

III.

American Central Building,

St.

Louis,

Mo

Mitchell Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Kamm

Cal.

Building, Portland, Oregon.
Dallas, Texas.
Charlotte, N. C
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps

of the

Sawyer-Man

pat-

tern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record

from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."
Extract from report of Commander R.
of

Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
B.

(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d

St.,

NEW YORK.

April

5,
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WESTINGHODSE ELECTRIC
A.

Illtemting system

of

m

LightiDg.

DOUBLE CARBON LAMPS NO LONGER NECESSARY,
lamps running forty hours without renewal of carbons.
The rays from a lamp operated by an alternating current are horizontal.
Horizontal rays give twenty per cent, better illumination than can be obtained from lamps operated by a direct current.
The generator gives constant current without regulating devices. It has no
commutators, and may be run on a short circuit continuously without injury.
Single carbon

on account of the use of double carbon arc lamps may profitably replace their existing apparatus by the new form.
An allowance made for the generators and lamps replaced.
It is worth your while to investigate the claims we make for this new alterWe solicit correspondence.
nating current arc lighting apparatus of ours.
All com,panies threatened with litigation

MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS:

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
:Bx*eiZ3.c33.

BOSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CINCINNATI,

PORTLAND, OREGON,

0£B.ces

S. A.

slX

CHICAGO,

DALLAS, TEXAS>

TJ.

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.
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ToARG^^^nraTFOMCOUFMIES.
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Motors for Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

The sujiremacy of '^THE

THE ONLY MOTOR

BAXTER MOTOR"
others

all

GIVING PERFECT

has

over

been

thor-

oughly established, and we
are

SATISFACTION.

now prepartd

to

fill

orders promptly.

ALL SIZES FROM
1-16

H.

P.

TO 50

EVERY

H. P.

MOTOR
We

IS

shall be pleased to 4|uote

price»>,

and

ffive

any desired

in-

GUARANTEED.

lormation.

A-es4HE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

Office

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Streets, and
Collington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.

The Interior E lectrica l Conduit Co.
A.

New luid ImproTed Metbod

SAFETY—Abflol ate Immnnity from electric

of Eqalppine Buildings with an Insulated

Tnbe Conduit

for any

System of Electric Wiring.

^OOIMCIBIZia'XXirG;-:
fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect access to concealed wires.
cost ot iDstallatioD, and freedom from fntnre expense.
ECONOMY— ^^^^1
DURABILITY— Absolutely moisture-proof tube and appliances, inauring longevity of

wiree.

CONVENIENCE— Systems of electric mring maybe laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn in at pleasure.
FOR CJtRCVl^ARS. PBXCK I^IST ANO INSTBITCTIOIirS, ADDRESS,
THE INTERIOR ELECTRICAL CONDUIT CO.,
154 AND 156 WEST 27TH ST.. NEW YORK CITY.

-THE-

mu

luiwiSE

CO,

CHARLES MUNSON.Prest.
FRANKQMOSSfSECY &TREAS

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

w PAISTE SNAP SWITCH
FOR INCANDESCENT

WORK

SanF^angisgo.

($i£^^'
28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

to its special

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

short lap,

most durable

breaker

in

circuit

existence.

H.T. PAISTE

m

SL

—

^'^M Celebrated P.

''U4

^

"^S^v^

^^i/

Orleans.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

THE

Recognized as the best, simplest and

CANAL

New

f^"

B.

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS.

12th and Market Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pat.

Mauch

12, 1889.

KEPI IN STOCK AND FOR SALE BY ALL
PROMINENT SUPPLY SOUSES.

THE STANDARD PAINT

CO.,

ISOLE N.lMWFACTUKBllB,

59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL
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Combined Engine and Dynamo.
illustrates a neat

cut

The dynamo is a 225-light Sperry incandescent
machine. The engine was made by .\. L. Ide

& Son

of Springfield,

III.,

and

is

of the

Ideal

It is of 25 horse power, and is coupled
tvpe.
in
fact, the
directly to the armature shaft
armature is built on an extension of the engine
volts at
shaft.
The dynamo is wound for

—

no

500 revolutions, which

is

the speed of the en-

gine.

Damage

to Electric

Wires

in

Chicago

The storm which swept over
week

the country last
did considerable [jamage to electric wires

wherever

it

visited.

No.

1890.

These are the Lindell, Union Depot,
Southern, Missouri, Mound City, Benton &
Bellefontaine and Broadway.
Franchises have
been granted to all of these companies for lines
whose aggregate length will be too miles.
Many of these lines are now well under way,
and will be in readiness at an early day. The
Southern Railway company is finishmg its
line work and will probably begin operating under the new system April 15th. This company
has alread)' thirteen miles of road equipped.
Therd are twice that number of miles of track
in the Union Depot lines which will be formally
The
transferred to an electric system May ist.
Mound City line which now has seven miles of
track will replace its bob-tail cars with handsome
The Benelectric motor trains about July 4th.
ton and Bellefontaine line will be constructed

tion.

and
compact combination of engine and dynamo,
which was built for the Springfield, 111., Electric
Light & Power company.

The accompanying

s,

In

many -places communication with the outside
world was necessarily
suspended for a time,
as the telegraph and
telephone wires were
The railroads
down.
too, felt the effects of
the storm on the tele-

graph

Future of the Electric Motor.
Joseph Wetzler concludes his article in Scribners on the "Electric Railway of To-day" by
making the following prediction: "AVith the advantages of the electric railway so clearly
pointed out, and so unquestionably demonstrated
in actual practice, it would not be unsafe to
hazard the opinion that, in ten years, at the
farthest, there will not be a horse railway in
operation, at least in our own country.
The
horse will then be once more returned to his legitimate field of labor, and the street car passenger will be transported at an increased speed,
and with all the comforts of easy riding, in cars
propelled and lighted by electricity; while it is
by no means improbable that, with further work
on the line indicated, the passenger may step
aboard a train in New York at ten in the morning, and eat a fiveo'clock dinner in Chicago on the same day.
Enough has indeed

been accomplished to

show

that electricity

is

destined to be one of
the most powerful factors entering into our
conditions, and
that the ease of distribution and convenience of power affordsocial

The

service.

14.

damage sustained by
Western Union
the
and Postal companies
was enormous.
In comparison with
other
cities Chicago
had little reason to

by it must bring
changes in the
social order which are
even now hardly reed

forth

alized."

complain of the effects
storm.
Of
of the
course, the trouble
which affected the service generally throughout tha country was
felt by the telegraph
companies, as it beto
ca
e necessary
handle business sometimes in a roundabout

Minneapolis
tric

Street Railway company is completing its
arrangements to transfer its entire
system

m

into an
It

in

the wires

excepting

suburban disare underground,

COMBINLU ENGINE

the

trouble was experienced in the telephone and telegraph service
than elsewhere. Wherever the wires were in the
air, however, there was considerable trouble, and
in many places poles were blown over and wires
tricts,

less

broken.

The amount

of

the

storm is not known, but
even in Chicago.

Electric

damage caused by
will

Roads for

the

be quite extensive,

St. Louis.

miles of street railroads will be
equipped with electrical apparatus and be in operation within six months in St. Louis, Mo.
That city has recently granted numerous franchises to new companies to build new roads to

One hundred

and has also granted
old companies to change their sys-

be operated by
permission to

has

electric

just

road.

awarded

several large contracts
for material and will
begin the work of line
construction
at an
early day. The system

way, but by persistent
labor it was found possible to avoid serious

As
delays.
in the city,

Elec-

Road Con-

tracts.
The Minneapolis

electricit)%

tems into electric roads. The people of St,
Louis are to be congratulated on the strides
they have made in the establishment of this sys-

tem of rapid transit.
There are now seven systems using electric
power or preparing for its immediate introduc-

DYNAMO.

.\ND

during the summer, and will probably be ready
about the middle of the season. This system
covers an excellent portion of the city.
It will
equip eight miles with electrical apparatus at
once.
The progress that has been made in
equipping the Lindell system is well known.
There has been a decided change in the public

mind

relating to electric street railways.

Two

years ago the people of St. Louis would not give
the subject any thought whatever.
They absolutely refused to consider the subject seriously,
but now they have the greatest confidence in the
system.
The action of conservative Boston in
adopting the electric system did more than anything else to convince the St. Louis public that
there was little to fear.
If Boston could stand
that was the arguit, certainly St. Louis could
ment, and itproved efficient. In every case the
overhead system has been adopted here.

—

The Olathe, Kan., Electric Light
been granted a franchise to build an
and establish
tal

electric light

& Power company has

and power

electric street car line

service.

The

capi-

stock of $75, 000 has been subscribed, and work will be-

gin at once.

will be an innovation
feeders will be buried in
conduits and a single line of poles with a cross
piece on top wilt he erected in the center between the tracks. The trolley wires will be
suspended from this arm over the tracks. On
Saturday, March 29, the contract for the
wire was awarded to the John A. Roebling's

in electric roads.

Sons
ager

&: Co.,

of

The

through George E. Bailey, manChicago branch of this con-

the

The contract calls for 100 miles of
lead encased cable for underground feeders and
100 miles of weatherproof insulation line wire
for overhead work.
There will also be required
several car loads of copper fixtures to be supThis single item
plied by the same company.
of expense for wire, etc., will amount to over
The shipments of wire and cable
$250,000.
will begin in May, and be continued until the
completion of the road. Mr. Bailey estimates
that there will be 70 cars of cable, wire and
fixtures in this order aggregating 14,000,000 lbs.
This is one of the largest contracts for wire
ever made in this country, certainly the largest
ever made for electric railway purposes in the
The necessary poles will be supplied
world.
cern.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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by the Walworth Man uuictu ring company of
Boston, and the ties, 85,000 in number, by W.
F.

Brown

cV

Co., NFinneapolis.

Electric Soldering.

The development

of electric welding, illustrating as it does the tremendous heating power of
the electric current, has naturally led to ;the invention of devices by which heat may be applied in a somewhat similar manner in other
In the accompanying
processes in the arts.
cuts are represented a method and apparatus,
recently patented by Elihu Thomson of I.ynn,
Mass., by which the heating power of the current

April

by reason

of failure to pay the tax recpiircd by
The Cnited States
the foreign government.
patent is good to the full end of the original
term of the foreign patent, though the foreign
patent may become void or lapse for any reason
whatsoever prior to the end of the original term
This is the judgment of
of the- foreign patent.
Justice Blatchford of the Supreme court, who
wrote the opinion on both the Bate case and
that of I'ohl et al against the .Anchor Brewing
company, which has ju.st been decided. In the
latter case the Supreme court says:

"There is nothing in the statute which admits of the
view that the duration of the United States patent is to be
limited by anything but the duration of the legal term of
the foreign patent in force al the time of the issuing of the
t'niled States patent, or that it is to be limited by any
l.-ipsing or forfeiture of any portion of the term of such
foreign patent, by means of the operation of a condition
In saying
subsequent according to the foreign statute.
that 'every patent granted for an invention which has been
previously patented in a foreign country shall be so limited
as to expire at the same time with the foreign patent.' the
manifestly assumes that the patent previously
granted in a foreign country is one granted for a definite
term; and its meaning is, tltat the United States patent
shall be so limited as to expire at the same time with such
Such term was held in the
term of the foreign patent.
IJate Refrigerating company vs. Hammond to be lifteen
statute

and not five years.
"This view is made conclusive by the requirement of
section 4SS7, that if there be more than one prior foreign
patent, the United States patent shall be 50 limited as to
e.xpire at the same time with that one of such foreign patents,
having the shortest terra.
This means the foreign patent
which, at the time the United States patent is granted,
has then the shortest term to run, irrespective of the fact that
the foreign patent may afterward lapse or become forfeited by the non-observance of a condition subsequent
prescribed by the foreign statute.
"In the view that section 4SS7 is to be read as if it said
that the United States patent is to be so limited as to expire at the same time with the expiration of the term of the
foreign patent, or if there te more than one, at the same
time with the expiration of the term of the one having the
shortest term, the interpretation we have given to it is in
harmony with the interpretation of the words 'expiration of
years,

c:>4t^^=0^=^H:
KLKCrRiC SOLDERING
is

IRO.N*.

utilized in the process of soldering the covers

The essential apparatus where the
alternating current is to be used, is extremely
simple.
It consists merely of a peculiar form of
connected as
converter T, with its primary
shown, and the secondary 5 made of very low
resistance and shaped with a loop or ring
shaped end extending horizontally as indicated.
This extension is so made that its lower edge or
surface will coincide with the line of solder about
This constructhe edge of the lid of the can.
tion will be understood by reference to figures
J and in the cut.
the
In order to insulate the ring from
The mica is protected
can, mica is interposed.
from injury by being itself faced with a thin
To operate the device the curring of metal.
rent is switched on until the ring is brought to
The tin can C, carried
the proper temperature.
by the weighted lever Z, is then pressed up
While the proagainst the heated conductor.
cess described relates to the soldering of cans,
Prof. Thomson has applied the method in other
processes where materials are united by the employment of heat to fuse or melt the uniting
of tin cans.

P

in aralogous casts.
(t'Jakley vs. Schoonmaker
Wendell, 226; Beach vs. Nixon 9 N. Y., 35; P'arnum

term'

15
vs.

5,

1890

Chicago City Electric Light

Plant.
considerable delay the city council of
Chicago passed the a|)propriation bill for the
ensuing \ear last Monday evening. The tax
levy contains an item of §510,000 for street
.After

lamps and electric lights, and to this sum will be
added $200,000, which is derived "from other
sources.
llow much of this will be used for
"

additional construction for the electric light
plant cannot be determined until the estimates
for street lamps are overhauled.
The reports of
the several departments were so high that the
estimates, as presented to the council, e.vceeded
the sum that could be raised by taxation by $i()9,000.
It was therefore found necessary to cut
down the appropriation for several departtnents,
and one of these was the electric department.

Storage Battery Cut-out.
The accompanying cut illustrates a new form
storage battery cut-out, designed by Force
Bain of Chicago.
In certain forms of cut-outs
employed to prevent a reversal of current in the
process of charging accumulators by means of a
constant current dynamo, an armature, controlled
by an electro-magnet connected in the charging
In this type
wire, is used to break the circuit.
of cut-out the armature is, as a rule, directly connected to movable contact pieces. This arrangement has been found to be inefficient, owing to
the fact that any considerable fluctuation in the
charging current is liable to cause the device to
operate prematurely. AVith a view of overcoming this trouble, Mr. Bain has constructed a
switch of the form shown in the cut.
In this
device the armature A is entirely disconnected
from the conducting bars of the switch that is
to say, the electro-magnet has to support no additional weight.
A glance at the cut will show
just how the device operates.
When the current falls to a point where its effect on the electro-magnet is hardly appreciable, the armature

of

—

£

material.

United States Patents not Affected by
the Lapse of Foreign Patents.

An

important patent decision was handed
the United States Supreme court March
24, in which the points at issue in the celebrated
In the
Bate refrigerating case are revived.
Bate case the court decided that a United
States patent granted after the issue of a Canadian patent for five years for the same invention did not expire at the end of the five years,
provided the Canadian patent had been kept
alive, that is, extended for further terms of five
years each to fifteen years under the Canadian
law. -At the time this case was under discussion
it
was asserted that a United States patent
would expire with the lapse of a previous
The
foreign patent for the same invention.
Wkstkkn Ei.f.c TRiciAN in an editorial March
23, iJjSq, contended that this view was erroneous, but Circuit Judge Wallace of New York

down

in

and District Judge Thayer of

St.

Louis, subse-

Now, howquently, however, held differently.
United States Supreme court steps in
and reverses the decision of Judge Wallace, and
describes the point at issue, taking the same
view as that expressed in this paper a year ago.
It is
now an established rule that a United
States patent is not affected in any way by the
lapse of a foreign patent for the same invention
ever, the

Sl'ORAGK BATTIiRV CUT-OUT.
riatt S Pick, 338.^
In those cases it was held that the
words 'expiration of term' do not mean expiration of term
through a forfeiture by breach of a condition, but mean
expiration by lapse of time.
^I'he decree of the Circuit
that court
is reversed, and the case is remanded to
with a direction to overrule with costs, the plea of the defendant, to assign it to answer the bill, and to take such
further proceedings as shall not be inconsistent with the
opinion of this ccurt."

court

Six miles of electric street railroad will be constructed
at Albany, Ore., during the present season.

and equipped

drops and hits the stud /'. This upsets the
knuckle connection and permits the two springs
to throw the arms 5 and A' into the contact clip
A/.
.As binding posts Z) and Z) connect with
the dynamo, and
and j5 connect with the battery, it will be readily seen that the battery will
now be cut out and left on open circuit, while
the dynamo circuit remains unbroken.
.-'/

B

In Italy there are at the present time 13 central stations
run by water power and supplying alternating currents.

April
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Alternating Current Motor.
Tiiose of tlie readers of tlie \^'estern Electrician wtio liave watclied tiie progress made
by alternating current workers toward the development of a motor for that system, are aware
that N. Tesla of New York, invented what

FIG.

19S

cuts there is shown but one of the fields,
each element of the motor really constitutes a
field, wound with the closed coils, the currents
being induced mainly in those convolutions or
coils which are
parallel to the main coils.
Where this type of'motor is to be driven by curin the

FIG.

I.

which might

arise from contact with the secondary circuit.
Three conditions must simultaneously arise
before this possibility can be said to exist: First,
there must be a ground on the primary wires;
second, there must be a contact between the
primary and secondary coil in the transformer;
and third, the person must be in contact with
the secondary and the earth at the same time.
The existence of the first condition is of common occurrence, but the presence of a ground
can be easily detected, and means can be at once

2.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

might be termed a "magnetic lag" motor. In
this motor the armature, which is of the closed
coil type, is mounted within the magnetizing influence of a certain number of field magnets of
different magnetic susceptibility— that is to say,
poles of unequaled length, mass or composition.
When an alternating current is pa.ssed through
the coils of such a motor, the field magnets or
poles do not appear to manifest their attractive
effect upon the armature simultaneously, the
magnetic attraction of some appearing to lag
behind that of others, with the result of producMr.
ing a torque and rotation of the motor.
Tesla recently invented another form of motor,
which for similar reasons may be called a "magIn operation, however, this
netic-lag" motor.
type difl'ers from the one described, in that the

rent from generators yielding a very high
ber of alternations, the inventor employs a
ification of the form described.

The Thomson

nummod-

Protective Device.

While sensational articles in the daily press
have done much to exaggerate the danger of the
electric current, especially of the alternating
system, and while these stories happily cannot

phases of the poles, while
lagging behind the phases of current which produce them, are manifested simultaneously and
attractive effects or

taken to remove it. The second condition is
met with seldom, and is only liable to occur if
transformers have been injured or subjected to
rough usage in shipment. The third condition
rarely obtains.
The remoteness of liability to
accident is quite apparent when it is remembered that these conditions must simultaneously
exist; and even then the extent of the injury depends upon the relative position of the contacts
with reference to the two primaries.
As the coincidence of the above conditions is,
of course, not beyond the range of possibility,
the device herewith described has been designed to prevent any injury resulting from a
contact with the secondary wires, when those requirements are fulfilled. It consists of three
brass terminals, to the central one of which is
rigidly attached a flat brass spring pressing
against the two outside terminals, but normally
held out of contact with them by slips of Thomson paper film. That paper film is ver)- carefully prepared, so that it readily withstands the
pressure of the spring, but is instantly ruptured
when the first and second conditions mentioned
above, are satisfied.
To the central terminal is
attached, by means of a binding screw, a wire
connected with the earth. To the inside terminals the secondaries are led directly from the
transformer.
AVhen the diflference of potential
between the earth, with which the brass spring is
in contact, and either one of the outside terminals, to which the secondaries are attached,
should rise beyond the normal pressure, the
paper film is at once punctured. This results
in short-circiiiting the secondary, which causes
the fuse to blow, thereby cutting out the entire
installation.

not successively.

In this last-named type the principle embodied is that both the armature and field receive their magnetism from a single energizing
a plurality of coils acting as one.
The accompanying cuts illustrate this motor.
Fig. I is a side view, and Fig. 2 is a sectional
The machine
view at a right angle to Fig. r.
may be described as follows: Bolted to the upright supporting-fiame are two laminated iron
The armature body, as will be
pole pieces.
seen, is of the circular disk type, built up of
plates of iron and mounted in the frame between
This armature is wound with
the pole pieces.
The main energizing
a number of closed coils.
coils shown supported on the frame, are so disposed as to include within their magnetizing
influence, both the pole-pieces and the armature,
the pole-pieces projecting out beyond the coils
on opposite sides, as indicated.
Now, if an alternating current be passed
through the main coils, the armature will be

Electric Valve-Controller.

The

coil or

main energizing
in the motor.

B

THOMSON PROTECTIVE DEVICE.
be substantiated by facts, it is useless to maintain that high potential currents can be handled
with impunity.
On the other hand, however, it
is unquestionably a fact that they can be handled
without danger to life or propert)' if ordinary

common

sense precautions are taken.
In the use of electrical apparatus of any description whatever, it is the best, and therefore the

B

The

caused to rotate.
plains as follows:

device illustrated in the accompanying cut was devised by Prof. Elihu Thomson for
operating a valve by electricity. The operation
of the appliance is simple.
In Fig. 1
B' are
two glass receptacles which are filled with a
vaporizable liquid, such as alcohol or ether, and
then securely sealed. They are connected by
glass tubes, as shown in the cut.
The device is
pivoted at T, at which the receptacles are in
equilibrium.
In the chamber
is arranged a
resistance H, connected with wires, which are
sealed hermetically in the bulb.
When current
is allowed to flow through
the resistance, heal
will be generated and vapor will be formed,
which, as it cannot escape, will press downward
upon the surface of the liquid and force it
little

An

rotation Mr. Tesla eximpulse of current in the

coils establishes

two

The protruding end

polarities

of one pole-

piece, for instance, will be of one sign, and the
corresponding end of the other pole-piece will
be of the opposite sign. The armature also exhibits two poles at right angles to the main coils
like poles to those in the pole-pieces being on

—

While the current is
the same side of the coils.
flowing there is no appreciable tendency to rota
tion developed; but after each current impulse
ceases or begins to fall, the magnetism in the
armature and in the ends of the pole-pieces lags
This action proor continues to manifest itself.
duces a rotation of the armature by the repellant force between the more closely approximating points of maximum magnetic eft'ect. This
effect is continued by the reversal of current,
the polarities of field and armature being simply
One or both of the elements the
reversed.
armature or field may be wound with closed

—

induced

coils to intensify this effect.

—

Although

FIG.

FIG.

I.

FIG. 3.

2.

ELECTRIC VAL\' E CONTROLLER,

only proper practice, to use in construction, such
care and devices as will eliminate entirely all
liability to accident or injury.

The Thomson-Houston
all

Electric

company

in

installations of alternating current apparatus

for incandescent lighting employs the Thomson
protective device, shown in the accompanying
It is a simple but effective apillustration.

pliance, for

removing the

possibility of accident

through the connecting tubes toward the chamber B' thereby causing that end of the receptacle to tip downward and, by means of the lever
In Fig. 2 the general
G, to close the valve /'.
arrangement of the apparatus is the same, but in
In Fig. 3
this case the valve is to be opened.
metal boxes are substituted for the glass globes
and the heating core is placed on the outside of
the receptacle containing the vapoiizable liquid.
,
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New

Baxter Constant Current Motor.
Thf accompanying cuts illustrate a new con-

stant current

motor which has recently been delia.xter, Jr., of the Baxter Motor

veloped by W.

company, Baltimore. Md.
In this new type of constant current motor the
inventor regulates the speed by varying the
strength of the field magnets to correspond with
the changes in the load on the motor the current In the armature being practically constant.

—

R, and also passes out through the armature. .\
study of this circulation will reveal that under
such conditions the motor will have a well energized field as well as full current through the
.\ powerful torque at starting is the
armature.
however, as the armature
result.
.As soon,
reaches a speed sufficient to give it the requisite
counter electromotive force to maintain the cur-

it

Ill

Cl'KNENT MOTOR.

consequently the "pull" of the motor, is made
to vary to correspond with the changes in load.
The manner in which this current is made to vary
in strength, thus causing changes in the inten-

his criticism of

P.MJi. Sciioop.

my

paper on "A Theory of

.Vccumulators," a recent contributor of the
Wkstkkn Ei.H.c rKici.AN has followed the method
of killing flies with a .shot gun.
In writing my
paper I was unfortunately obliged to depend for
data upon my memory, as I had no memoranda
at hand, and in this way a few errors crept in.
It is an illustration in point that the specific
gravity of the acid referred to in an example in
the paper, was incorrectly given.
It has been
the object of several recent researches to determine the amount of acid set free in an accumulator by the charging current, and to compare
the results with the figures worked out by Faraday's law.
It has been
found that there is a
substantial agreement in the figures obtained in
these two ways.
The quantity of current repreone ampere-hour deposits .0376
sented by

gramme

htm^it

KIR. 2.

IIAXTKK CONSTANT Cl'RRENT

MOTOR

of

hydrogen; .300 gramme of oxygen;

shows the general design of
is a side view of the commutator end of the machine, showing the upper
brush and the e.xtra, or third brush, which is the
most novel and important feature of the motor.
In Fig. 2 is shown the outside of the governor
Without going into the details of this
proper.
to the cuts, Fig. i
Fig. 2
the motor.

part

it

will suffice to

ft'

FIG. 3

be understood from the
following description of the machine: Referring
will

say that a slight increase of

speed causes the case or shell, G, to move along
the armature shaft toward the commutator.
As
the beveled surface of this shell, G, bears upon
a roller, /i'. Fig. 2, and as this roller is a part of
the swinging lever which carries the third or
regulating brush, it will be readily seen that an
increase in speed results in the moving of the
third brush back toward the top brush of the
motor.
A spiral spring within the governor shell
and a flat spring, H, effect the reverse movement
when the speed decreases.
In order to understand the operation of the various parts illustrated
and 2, it would be well first to study the
in Figs.
connections, as shown in Fig. 3.
In this diagram, which represents not only the motor connections, but also a peculiar form of switch
which is employed in starting, the lever is shown
in the position it occupies when the motor is cut
off the line.
It might be well also to state that
the third or regulating brush, iV, is represented in
the diagram just above one of the two brushes,
and i)/,' which are essential to the motor, and also
that the coil, marked yV, is a resistance used only
in starting the machine.
To start the motor the operator first movesthe
This throws the current
hand ke to contact, .-/.
into the machine in such a manner that a portion flows through the fields to the third brush,
and thence passes out through thearmature,while
the other portion flows through the resistance.

gen.
The absorptive power of the lead sponge,
as in the case of platinum or palladium, is dependent largely upon the amount of surface presented, upon the degree of division of the sponge
and
probably also upon other conditions.

of Accumulators.

\ittjtitiiitetfP4Ctfifl c///

sity of the field,

Hence the sponge conown volume of hydro-

its

/>'.

By Dk.

l:.V.\fEK «;<>.NSTANT

400 cm.

tains about 210 times

5,

rests at the

A Theory

magnets are energized by a current
shunted from the surface of the commutator by
means of a third brush attached to one terminal
By changing the position
of the field circuit.
of this third brush by the agency of a centrifugal governor, the current in the field circuit, and

is

same time on both contact A
In this position it will be seen
that the connections are such that the field circuit is in shunt to that portion of the commutator between the third and top brush. Thespeed
is now maintained constant
in the manner alreadv described.
that

field

volume

rent in the field indepei'deut of the resistance,
K, the switch lever is moved into .such a position

and contact

The

April
Its

BAXTER CONSTANT CURRENT MOTOR.

3.88 grammes of lead, and .338 gramme of water
or 1,870 gramme of sulphuric acid are decomposed in one ampere-hour. A current of 200
ampere-hours decomposes 67.6 grammes of
water or 367.2 grammes of sulphuric acid. The
27 pounds of electrolytic fluid of a specific gravity of 1.175 would be raised by the addition of
367 grammes of sulphuric acid to 1.193 specific
This last figure is the
gravity and not to 1.220.
specific gravity of the most concentrated acid
used in accumulators, and has the highest con-

EI.F.I

TUIC CRANK.

Though

the exact figures obtained by calculations do not make it necessary to change the
principle of the theory which I advanced three
weeks ago, I have given them for the benefit of
those who take an interest in the subject.

Electric Light In England.
Much

attention has recently been given to the development of electric lighting in England. In this connection
the following press dispatch from London will be of interest:
"Now that electricity has been successfully shown to

possess immense advantages over older methods, both as a
motive power and as a luminant, the English, who have
been rather slow in accepting the new departure, are demonstrating their faith in its availability by its widespread
One has but to instance the new electric railadoption.
way, which was opened the other day, and the lighting of
the British museum as evidences of the auspicious inauguration of electricity in its chief functions in England.
The
streets of Eondon have }-et to be supplied with the powerful arc lights, but a walk down the .Strand or O.tford street
after dark will give an idea of the rapidly increasing empioyment of electric lights by shopmen.
Hotels, especially Ihose frequented by Americtins, are fully supplied with
incandescent lamps, and although far behind New \'ork in
this respect, London is coming rapidly to a general use of
the brilliant rival of gas
The fact that gas is much
cheaper here than in America is almost the sole remaining
reason of its supremacy.
The electric movement is not
conhned to the metropolis. Many places in the Kingdom
are using electricity, the seaside resort, Brighton, perhaps
being in the first rank."

Electric Cranes.

where it is desirable to move
heavy machinery, the electric crane is becoming
popular.
The ease with which the apparatus
can be operated and controlled makes its use extremely advantageous.
In the accompanying
cuts are sh.^wn two forms of cranes used in the
In

factories

I

M

ELECTRIC CRANE.

The hydrogen contained in the porous
lead of the kathodes is by weight 7.520 grammes
or by volume 84 litres.
The weight of the
spongy lead in the kathodes of a cell of 200
ductivity.

ampere-hours' capacity is about 2.8 kilos. This
figure is based upon the calculations made at
The specific
the Oerlikon works, Switzerland.
gravity of the lead sponge is supposed to be 7.

shops of the Cleneral Kleclrical company in Berlin.
They are each available for moving loads
of over a ton.
They are operated by a 3-horse
power, Becker motor. A general idea of the
construction of the cranes and of the mode of
operating them can be gained by referring to the
cuts.
The illustrations are reproduced from
the Elcctrotcchnislic Zcitscltrift.
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Combination Switch-Board.
The

switch-board employed by

style of
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of Electrical Engineers
company. As a handy volume
of reference the book is admirably arranged.
rules of the Institution

the

Western Electric company in installations in
which a single incandescent dynamo is to be
operated, is represented in the accompanying
Mounted upon a finely finished hardwood
cut.

and the

Phojiii.-c

Sion's Tables and
J.

Memoranda for Engineers

Tenth Edition.

T- llurst.

New

don and

York.

E.

140 pages.

^;

By

F. N. Spon, Lon-

Price 40 cents.

The scope

of this well-known tiny volume is
sufficiently indicated by the title.
Crowded into

minute pages are tables containing the very
information on a thousand and one subjects,
which every one desires to know at some time in
his life, and frequently finds it difficult to obtain.
At such a time this little encyclopaedia,
whose pages are not much larger than a postage
stamp, will prove invaluable.
its

Pr-Actical Electrics. Published by E. & F. N. Spon,
London and New York. 135 pp. Price 75 cents.

The author
volume

the preface that the
"is addressed to the very large class of
states

in

amateurs who dabble in electrical matIt is intended as a convenient book of

scientific

ters."

If busy men can find time to come togethe- in a
country of such extent as .America, it is strange we have
not yet practically recognized the possibility and importance of a similar association here. This might be done by
the establishment of an Electrical Engineering Section of
the British association.
The formation of an Electrical

ory.

Section of the London Chamber of Commerce is certainly
a move in the right direction, although such a body is too
local to be altogether satisfactory."
It finds many points
of interest in the report of Ihe proceedings and commends
the action in relation to the standardization cf potential
especially.

Aerial Photography.
The apparatus shown in the accompanying
cut

A

is

designed to

number

facilitate

made

cently been

But

is such
except as a pastime?

sults.

serial

photography.

e.xperiments have rein this field with excellent re-

of interesting

photography interesting,
.\mateur photographers

reply in the affirmative.
It is frequently desirsecure a view of an object

able, they say, to

reference.

Honor

In

of

Myron

D.

Law.

The many

friends of Myron D. Law, for nine years ihe
superintendent of the Brush Electric Light company of
Philadelphia, gave him a barquet at the Colonnade hotel,
Philadelphia, on the eve of his departure for Denver. The
following gentlemen were present: Myron D. Law. F. A.
Lee, T- C Sager, F. \V. Whiting, H. A. Cleverly. J. E.
Pentz, W. E Mellor, C. W. Spear, W. .\. Porter. A. J.

DeCamp. W. K. Fox, W.

A. Drysdale, M.D., C. E.
Wm. McDevitt, L. H. Spellier, A. W. Griffin,
B. Cutter, \V A. Sherer. J. E. bbaw, W. S. Griffith, W.
D. Marks, Dr. Walker, F. R. Colvin.
Letters of regret were read from C. W. Price and W. H.
Temple of New Yoik. The toasts were unusually hearty.
The first toast to the guest of the evening was: "What is
better than gocd law?
Without it we have confusion; with
it, all runs smoothly, and
system takes the place of disordtrMay our guest be a good law unto himself.
Parting is pain, but our good wishes attend him.
May his
new fifcld be a happy one to him, happy to many more,

H

Slump,

whose happiness depends on him."
This was responded to by H. B. Cutter, who formally
presented Mr. Law a handsomely engrossed letter of regret, signed individually by the entire party.
After the response to the toast. "The Electrical Engineer," by F. R. Colvin, .\. J DeCamp was called on, and
expressed h'mself in regard to the loss of one who had
worked with him intimately during the last nine years.
Attheclcseof his remarks, Mr. DeCatnp presented -Mr.
Law a handsome gold watch on behalf of the officers and
directors of the Brush Electric Light company of Philadelphia.

The remaining
Walker

of
Lee, Prof.

COMBINATION SWlTCH-BOARn.

board are the rheostat, ammeter, voltmeter,
ground indicator and main switch. All connecThe
tions are made at the back of the board.

The coils
rheostat is not cased as ordinaril}'.
are mounted on porcelain insulators on a castiron frame.

Hawkeye Double Pole

Cut-out.

A

neat and practical double pole cut-out,
mounted on a porcelain base and having- a porcelain cap, is shown in the accompanying cuts.
Fig.
shows the inside arrangement of the device.
Fig. 3 shows the cut-out, with the cap in
The cut-out is put on the market by
position.
the Central Electric company, Chicago.

F.

W.

The

were responded to by Chief
Bureau of Philadelphia; F. A.
D. Marks, William McDevitt, C. W. Spear,
C. E. S;ump and H. A. Cleverly.

the

W

Griffin,

toasts
Electrical

British Association

and the National

Electric Light Association.
The London

Elcctrlc'on deplores the fact that there is
in England corresponding to the National
Electric Light association, and presents an excellent review of Ihe work performed at the Kansas City convention
?s an illus' ration c f the purposes setved by that body.
Theie are many points of resemblance between the American institution and the British a=sccia*.ion, but the latter is

no organ'zition

aerial iHOTdRAPUY.

which is absolutely inaccessible, and a photograph may be obtained by the use of apparatus,
such as is shown in the cut. It can readily be
believed that a practical means of securing
views by atrial photography might prove of great
The apparatus
utility in military operations.
shown in the illustration, which was devised by
M. Triboulet, consists of a captive balloon, in the
car of which are arranged six boxes containing
cameras with lenses projecting through the sides
A seventh camera is located in the
of the car.
center of the car commanding a view directly
under the balloon. The shutters of the cameras
are connected by fle.\ible cables to a dry batThe cable is paid out as the talloon rises
tery.
from the reel shown at T. When the balloon
reaches the desired height the plates may be exposed by pressing a button. A series of panoramic pictures and a bird's eye view are obtained.
The cut is reproduced irora La JVaiure,

I

The Book

Table.

The

Electrici.w Electrical Trades DdECTORY and
Handbook for 1890. PuUi^hed ty The Elec rician
London:
Printing & Publishing Company.

This annual

is

even more complete than any

Besides giving the names
predecessors.
and addresses of electrical workers throughout
the world it contains a vast amount of valuable
information in the way of summaries and statiscontaining
brief
The usual section
tics.
biographies of prominent electricians has been
amplified, and among the new portraits is a steel
engraving of Dr. John Hopkinson.
of

its

By
Pr.actic^l Electrical Notes and Definitions
W. Perren Maycock. Published by E. & F X. Spon,
London and New York. 130 pp. Price 60 cents.

This handy

book

written for the benefit
of those who desire a vest-pocket reference book.
The definitions are clear and concise. The sections devoted to lightning conductors, units,
electro-magnets, dynamos, transmission of power
and telpherage include a considerable amount
of valuable information in addition to the defiIncluded in the book are the safety
nitions.
little

is

HAWKEYE double POLE
The Elecnot of such a practical character as the former.
trician says:
"GoDd fellowship is promoted among the
social entertainment, while the
numerous papers read at the meetings afford the opportunity for a most valuable interchange of ideas between men
drawn from all quarters. The American association is,
however, far more commercial in character than either the
British association or the Institute of Electri:al Engineers.
Its delegates are actively engaged in electrical industry, the
papers read are very practical in character, and the resulting discussions straightforward and devoid of abstract the-

CUT-OUT.

which states that arial photography
have an interesting future.

is

bound

to

members by various kinds of

The Newark (N. J.) city council recently granted permission to the local street car company to change its lines
to an electric system, but some of the slow going residents
The council
object to the introduction of rapid transit.
wisely overlooked their objections and the old fogies have
nullify
the
action of
the
legislature
to
invoked the aid of
the council.

The

subject

is

now under

consideration.
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the problems connected with burying wires are
The keynote of the article is found in
these sentences: "There are some dangers from
electric wires that will e.\ist whether they be
buried or placed on poles, but 1 do not think of
any new ones that are introduced by putting
them underground. There are certainly many
causes of danger removed by so doing."
soluble.
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The question of what constitutes a model city
has been treated by a number of writers recently.
It seems to be generally agreed that
the plan of a municipality to be a model must
embrace a scheme of disposing of electric conductors.
A recent writer says that if any competent engineer were to draw a comprehensive
plan for development of a city, he would make
his arrangements in such a way that the pipes
for water and gas and the wires for electric
service should be placed in a culvert under the
street, with an opening two or three feet wide
that could be easily uncovered without disturbing the pavement on either side.
Even if the
development of a city could be foreseen, it is
little likely that any city councillors would be
willing to pay for culverts for the use of future
generations, especially if the cost of construction
were as great as the figures given in the recent
paper read by Mr. Maver before the Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
According to his estimate a tunnel large enough to contain the wires
used in a great city would cost about half a
million dollars per mile.
Of course, such an
amount is practically prohibitory of this scheme
of disposing of wires, even for the present gen-
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Elsewhere in this issue is presented in substance the opinion of Justice Blatchford of the
United .States Supreme court on an important
patent case, just decided, in which it is established that United States patents are not affected by the lapse of foreign patents for the
same invention, by reason of failure to pay the
ta.v reijuired by the foreign government.
The
United States patent, it is decided, is good to
the full end of the original term of the foreign
patent, though the latter becomes void or lapses
for any reason prior to the end of its original
This question was in controversy when
term.
the Bate Refrigerating case was decided a year
ago.
Then it was held by the Electrical lingiiiiiT that this was not the correct interpretation
of the patent law.
Many prominent patent lawyers sustained this position, and rulings were
made by Judge Wallace of New York and
Judge Thayer of St. Louis on the same line.
A case was appealed to the Supreme couit
for a ruling, and it
will be seen from the
opinion published elsewhere that Judge Blatchford takes the same view of the case as this journal, and has reversed the decision of Judge
Wallace, from which the appeal was taken.
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The Boston letter contains an abstract of the
annual report of the .\merican Bell Telephone
company. The figures make a splendid showing.
There are in use in the United States at the
present time almost a half million instruments,
and the total number of calls aggregates 400,000,000 per year.
The "reform" movement which appears in
every large city just before election induced the
Chicago aldermen to call upon the law department for an opinion on the question of the right
of the city to exact a ta.v or license fee from the
telephone company for each instrument in use.
.'\ssistant Corporation Counsel Darrow says the
city has no right to do this, and he has accordingly notified the aldermen to that effect.

In another column is presented an article by
Nelson W. Perry on the subject of putting conductors underground. The paper was presented
for the enlightenment of a senate committee of
the Ohio legislature.
Mr. I'erry believes that

CoNsiDERAiiLE spacc

York

letter this

week

is

dcvotcd

in

the

New

to the report of the senate

committee investigation of electrical interests.
This inquiry naturally has attracted much attention.
The fact that the members of the committee knew absolutely nothing about the subject which they had
under consideration, of
course proved a drawback, but through the
good offices of an able expert they managed to
secure much valuable information.
The committee says:
"We do not think it possible for
the legislature to form satisfactory rules and
regulations for application to an industry that
is not only highly technical, but constantly developing and presenting new conditions."
It

recommends, however, "First, that no electric
light or power current of over 250 volts' pressure
be allowed to enter any building; second, that
after, say January i, 1892, no overhead conductors carrying currents for lighting or power
purposes be allowed in any street, highway or
l)ublic place in any city of the state having a
population of 125,000 persons or over, and that
the local authorities in the various cities coming
under this description, in the absence of any
state authority, be empowered and directed to

make proper

provision for the burial of such
wires."
.\ bill is now in preparation providing
for these regulations.
It is evident from this that the committee made

5,

1S90

Without being
in the right direction.
hypercritical, however, in rejjard to a wire "carrying 250 volts," or dwelling upon the fact that
an effort

made suggestions after having
admitted that "they did not think it possible for
the legislature to form satisfactory rules and
regulations," one natu'-ally wonders at the exact
meaning of the restrictive expression in regard
to voltage.
The fact that six arc lamps, each
working at a difference of potential from terminal to terminal of 40 volts, might be operated
the committee

in a building, and there still exist in that building a potential of only 240 volts, would seem to
indicate that the opening statement of the summary of the report, given in the New York letter, was
The committee evidently
correct.
realizes its position.
It is hardly necessary topoint out that this general suggestion apparently
relieves the committee of future responsibility.

and thoroughly practical paper
IKincan and W. K. C. Hasson on
"Some Tests on the Efficiency of .\lternating
Current .Apparatus," is presented in this issue.
The paper was recently read before the .American Institute of Electrical luigineers.
The
tests referred to were made by the authors at
the Johns Hopkins university.
Referring to
the results obtained, which are presented in
tabulated form, Dr. Duncan points out among
other things what a very large amount of power
is absorbed in the armature and what a comparatively small loss there is in the converters
when working on an open circuit. .After giving
the results of the tests, the authors consider
comparatively a continuous and an alternating
system. They also point out the fact that, owing
to the great difference in the territory which is, as
a rule, necessarily supplied by the two systems,
it
is hardly fair to
make comparisons. Dr.
Duncan is of the opinion that unless the losses
in converters can be greatly decreased, a houseto-house distribution with a converter in each
house would hardly pay.
If gas is to be really
displaced, "we must," says Dr. Duncan, "replace the numerous small converters with one
large 'converter, supplying a comparatively e.\tended district." Practical designers of converters
will do well to study the last portion of the paper.
.\n interesting

by Dr.

The

I.ouis

World's Fair

is

to be held

in

Chicago,

and very sensibly Congress has postponed the
great exposition until 1S93.
Three years is certainly a short enough time in which to prepare
for an exhibition of such magnitude.
Foreign
nations seem to think it will be utterly impracticable to complete the arrangements by 1893.
but the Chicagoans who have the enterprise in
charge, are now thoroughly satisfied with the
time at their disposal.
They assert that three
years will afford them ample opportunity for
arranging the grandest international exposition
that the world has seen.
We have already expressed our belief that the electrical section of
the fair will be its most significant feature.
An
abundance of time is now given to the representatives of

American

electrical

interests to pre-

pare for the great event.
It is hoped that they
will heartily co-operate in making the electrical
exhibition
a
striking
demonstration
of
what
they
have
accomplished
in
the
last
few years.
In
the course of time
a commissioner will doubtless be appointed
to take charge of the department of electricity.
His responsibilities will be manifold and his labors will be of the most arduous character.
The selection of this official should be made
with the greatest care.
Whether the electrical
department is to be excellent or indifferent will,
to a great extent, depend upon the capacity or
incapacity of this commissioner to discharge the
Before
onerous duties of his important office.
the selection is made the opinions of electrical
workers throughout the country should be as
far as possible consulted, for the officer should
be a man whom they know thoroughly, and in
whose judgment they have entire confidence.
We advert to the subject in order that it may be
brought to the attention of the electrical fraternmonths they
ity, and that during the next few
may give the question of this important appointment the thought that it deserves. The appointee should be a sound, practical man, with
an international reputation.
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Tests on the Efficiency of Alternating Current Apparatus.'

Bv Dr. Louis Dl'xcan and W.

HORSE PCWER ABSORBED

Hasson.

F. C.

the experiments made by Ur. Hopkinson and Professor
Adams on a de Meritens machine used for lighthouse work.
Even the con\erter te;t5 have given such vaiying results
that one can hardly be certain as to the real efficiency.
The in'.roduciion of ihe alternating system has been so
rapid and is so rapidly increasing that people are appareotlv well enough pleased with the resuUs not to bother
But
about the smaller question of the reasons for them.
whatever the results may be it is of value to know just
where the losses in any system may come in, so that we
may seek how (0 avoid ihem; if we are succeeding it may
enable us to increase the profits if we aie losing it may
help us to avoid further loss.
The apparatus, the raessurement cf which is the main
subject of this pap r. consisted of a Westinghouse 750-light
No. I dvnamo. with a No. 2 e.xclterand anouttitof 40-!ight
This apparatus has been presented by the
converters.

—

Westinghouse E'ectiic company to the Johns Hopkins
The
university, and was tested a coup'e of months ago.
workmanship of the machine^ is excellent.
Armington
horse
power
&
of
a
The plant consisted
75
Sims' engine dri\'ing the dynamo and e.xciter through a
Tatham transmission dynamometer. Engine, dynamometer and djnamos were firmly secured to heavy parallel
The co.iveiters
timbers which ser^-ei as a foundation.
were bankej on a wooden framework at a distance of some
primaries were
their
thirty yards from the dynamo, and
permanently secured to the dynamo circuit, a switch in the
The ammeter
latter serving- to cut them off when desired.
belonging to the plant was put in this circuit and was read
when efficiency measurements were being taken. The
secondaries of the converters were tsken to a switch-board
and then to incandescent lamps mounted on racks.
The Armington &: Sims' engine
Poz.lj M<iisu>\mciils.
supplying the pDwer worked regularly and satisfactorily,
and the governor could be adjusted to give the speed reThe Tatham dynamometer was
quired at the dynamo.
the one used for power measurements at the Inttrnational
Electrcal exhibition, held in Philadelphia, in 18S4, where
its accuracy was checked by making with it a determina-

—

of

the

mechanicil equivalent of heat.

The
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VARYING

Hoise po\ er for exciter, field not made
"
field made
" dynaitij alon'
" dvn.ino and exciter...
"

„

no
Q

"

"

'

*'

'

"

"

"

'

"

(I

.L

Ll

"

107
124
104
105
105
105
I0|
104
104

'37'^

"
'•
"
primaries of con cr5 on
.

F.'S.

40-light converters.
If, as in cur test plant, these converters are 40-lighters,
or 30-Iighters
for the efficiency of these two sizes is about
the same we would have a mean loss in in our plant, say,
10 horse power in our dynamos (g.6-|-C- j*?), and in the
converters about 3 horse power (2.3-f-C- A*); or all together about 13 horse power.
From the above table we
will have 750 lamps supplied, and taking the data from
the load curve the average load would be in the neighborhood of 1.300. This corresponds to about 20 horse pov.er
and the efficiency of the plant for 24 hours would be 5-^=
61 per cent., minus tne percentage of loss on the lires.

H. P.

—

1.68
locg
104O
1216
1171
I
07
1048

-34

75
2-73
3-04

351
J25
lO.I

9.60
q

—

This, in a propeily installed system, should not average 2
per cent., so that the final efficiency would be 59 per cent.
n.12
continuous current dynamo supplyirg the same outfit
"
L(
"
it
tl
10.64
of lamps, with a maximum loss in the mains of, say. 15
per cent., would have a greater average efficiency.
TAKLE OF EFFICltNCY OF VARYING LOADS.
But I wish to point out that the maximum efficiency of the two plants would be about the same,
so
that they would require the same capacity of
Exciter.
Dynamo
Converters.
ll
1
station outfit, boilers, engines and dynamos, etc.
primary.
s t:
When more than one dynamo is provided the effit=.
1
tc
K a
«
as
u
d 4j '
ciency is increased by using only one of them
E
g
a.
is
during the times of minimum supply, and always
il
<
3
3
ti
1
working as far as possible only a little below the
maximum capacity of the machines.
ij
I.
1107
10 21
10,
i.a9
It. 62
9-4
2i.8s
49 5
46.8:
.a.
22. 50
Ltt us consider these results in view of the pres•^
10.5
1107
104
496
338.4
11.50
34 4
65.4;
coo
II.
1113
10(
520.7
480
»3-i
34.9
*i
72.7^
ent cordition of incandescent light distribution
.';o.=s
tull 1J2
" i M2l' 38.1
50.9
''4-44
73" 8
.396
.8.3S
in the United States.
I take it that what may
be called domestic electric lighting is largely a
EFFICIENCY OF CONVERTERS
matter of the future— it is certainly not a matter of
the present.
The majority the great majority of the
N'o. 8.
SeO-lighl converter.
lights in use are in shops, saloons, theaters,
offices,
etc.
Most of the lights wired are in use at one time
Volts.
Walts in
Lo-s in
No- of
Loss in
Efliciency.
Watts.
or
second' ry.
another during the 24 hours, and the proportion
lamps.
of energy supplied to the total capacity of the lamps con2001
50,0
109
40
94.8
nected is much greater than it would be in the case of
'"si"
;o.q
I
84
house lighting, where, on the average, only a small fracNo. 4. zo-li^ht Converter.
tion of the possible lamp-hours are actually in use.
Under
these circumstances the scheme of alternate current distriLrssin
Wa't- in
No. of
Lo=s in
bution is very different from what it will be when the
Volts.
Efficiency.
lamps.
second'rv- watts in
iron
attempt is made to supply an entire city with 1 ght, as they
second'ry.'
watts.
are attempting to supply London at the present time.
If the object of the lighting company is to supply the
20
106,
48.8
9."
95.2
90.0;
52-2
114 8
1(8.9
817
15
87 iS
demand that exists at present, then a system employing a
"

"

"
'

"

..

t.

ti

((

u

>>

izo

11.8

A

11

—

—

j

'

i

;

;

1

10

5

5-1

101.7
109,4
i'o.5

505
264

50 3
5t-44

The

-3

99-2
108.

no

5

70 Ti
0. S

was measured by placing
them in a metal calorimeter, between the double walls of
which water was allowed to flow. The temperatures of
exit and entrance were observed, as well as the weight of
water which passed through; at the same time the current
and p. d. in the secondary circuit of the conveiter were

A

S

,c

^~\

.M.

load diagram of this plant, selected from a number of diagrams as giving a fair average cur\'e. If we have our
dynamo workiDg to its full capacity then from the above
data we would have a converter capacity of twenty-three

DjTi'mo Exciter

obtained in the latter measurement was 772. S foot-pounds

A

E.

E. M. F.

result

W
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The following tables show at once the order in which
the tests were carried out and the results:

Several papers have appeared lately on the efficiency of
akernating current transformers, some of which have been
of a more or less theoretical nature, \vhi!e others have
I have never, however,
given the results of actual tests.
seen any tests on alternating current dynamos, excepting

rion

.

yt)

efficiency of the converters

A

gave the radiation,
for, although it was made as
A number of converters were experismall as possible.
mented on, but I give but two of them; a 40-lighter, such
as was used in the tests, and a 20-light converter which
was very carefully tested by two of my students, Messrs.
In the latter case the observations
Bliss and McKean.
were made at slightly different p. d.'s, and the results
show that the loss in the iron varies as we would expect it
to vary, that is, very nearly as the square of the voltage.
The variation will not be exact, as the losses due to the
reversal of magne.ism do not vary quite as fast as the
square of the induction.
I would like here to call attention to the fact that in an
excellent paper read before this institute. Professor Ryan
of Cornell, found that the losses in the iron of a lo-Iight
converter decreased greatly as the load increased.
This
was accounted for by the fact that there was a jar (evidenced by the singing of the converter) at the higher
loads, due to the attractions of the secondary and primary
While it is true that the losses in the cores of very
coils.
small converters are not exactly constant, yet they are
nearly so, and a large part of the decrease found by Professor Ryan is due to the voltage being greater at the low
than at the high loads.
Looking now at the figures given in the tables we are
struck by two things; the very large amount of power
absorbed in the core of the armature, and the very small
The dynamo losses
loss in the converters on open circuit.
due to reversal of magnetism and eddy currents, at the
e. m. f. used in the test are no less than six horse power,
while the energy due to reversal of magnetism and eddy
currents in the 16 converters Is only 1.6 horse power. Another rather striking thing is the almost constant ratio of
primary and secondary currents over a considerable range.
The maximum efficiency is about 78 per cent. It would
seem that the losses could be divided into a constant part,
and one varying with the current, but this is not true with
the older style and smaller converters of the Westinghouse
compan]'.
SuDpose we have a plant such as is described above, and
Taking data from one of
use it for commercial lighting.
the Iccal companies employed in supplying incandescent
lights on this system we have, for two 2,500 light dynamos, the following outfit of converters:
measured.

separate observation

which was of course allowed

''s,^

(^
(a

Fahr., and shows that the dynamometer is
description of the espeiiments ai,d
practically accurate.
of the instrument may be found in the report of the test
made to the Franklin institute, but it will not be out of place

per degree

A

to briefly describe the apparatus here.
An endless belt, as thown in Fig. I, passes over the
driven pulley, S to the shaft of which the engine is belted,
and B, to the driving pulley A and
round the pulleys,
back over jS, and 5,. to 6' again. The hearings of the pulleys
and i?, are in cradles pivoted on knife edges, C, at their
outer ends and at the inner ends are connected by links at
equal distances on the two sides of a knife edge which
The outer side belt passes
supports the fcile beam, /F.
through the line of the knife edges, C, and therefore has no
tensions of the inner parts
the
effect on the scale beam, but
of the belt act directly on the scale beam, and as they are on
opposite sides of the fulcrum they act against one another.
The beam is so graduated that this difference of tension is
read off directly in pounds, and this quantity the diflference
of tension of the belt on the two sides of ../—multiplied by
its circumference and speed, gives the horsepower delivweight travels on the beam. W, and readings
ered.
can be taken with great accuracy.
The energy in the secondary
EUctrlcal Mc-zsurem^n's.
circuit was measured by means of a Cardew vohmeter and
As it is not the custom to
a Thomson ampere balance.
put a number of secondaries in parallel, each converter had

&

£

—

A

—

separate lamp circuit.
Before mak'.ng an efficiency test, the potential difference
there being a Cardew voltin the primary was regulated
meter in thit circuit, and a separate measurement of the
potential difference and current in each secondary circuit
was made. When the test was actually in progress the
voltmeter and ampere balance were used in one of the cirits

—

cuits

and the currents and potential differences

in the others

were calculated from the readings in this circuit together
Both the voltmeter and
with the previous measurements.
ampere balance were accurately calibrated, the former being checked after each test, while the latter had its constant deteimined with both continuous and alternating curThe potential difference at the terminals of a nonrents.
with the balance was observed, when a continuous current was flowcurrent
of
the same
alternating
an
also
with
ing, and
The current in each
period as that employed in the test.
case was calculated from the resistance and potential difference, and the results gave no appreciable difference in
the constant for continuous and alternating currents.
inductive

I

cal

German

silver resistance in circuit

Read by Dr. Duncan btfore the Ameriran
hng ne rs, March i8, 18^0.

Institute of Electri-

Size

Capacity.

I

Conveners.

No
No
No.
No.
No.

I

I.

Number
in use.

5

16

c. p.

lamps.

44
61

2.

4.
6.

30

8.

40

43
49
64

Total

Lamps.

220
610
S60
1,470
2,560

Total lamp capacity
5. 720
Number of lamps supplied
4,557
understand that the converters being added are of the

larger s'zes.
The effic.ency of the 30-Iight converters does not differ
The following is a
greatly from that of the 40-lighters.
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number

of small converters is preferable.
Such a system
and can be installed with a minimum expense
for the more or less scattered demand which is presented
in even the most closely settled town.
I take it that this
is the great difference between the alternating and direct
is flexible,

j

I

j

i

systems as at present installed in this country.
The forrcer skims over an extended district, taking advantage of
the great flexibility to absorb any business which can be
got; wl ile the latter settles itself in a densely built center,
installs a larger plant than is primarily demanded, and
works up a business within the limits of economical distribution.
Therefore, it is hardly right to compare the present systems of direct and alternating supply, as the latter
has not been reduced to a point where entire districts are
to be supplied.
To show the disadvantage of the present system for domestic supply, suppose we have an ordinary house such as
one of us would live in; it would be necessary to have a
converter of at least 20 light capacity.
The constant loss
is, say, too watts; so. leaving out the C- R loss, we would
have a total loss in 24 hours, of VsV- o^ about 3-horse
power hours, corresponding to, say, 45 lamp-hours. Taking my own experience the actual number of lamp hours
used is about 30 lamp-hours during 24 hours, so the efficiency of the converter would be something like f§ =: 40
per cent.
It is evident that unless the losses in converters
can be greatly decreased, a house-to-house distribution
with a converter in each house would hardly pay.
It would seem, then, that if gas is to be really displaced
and serious competition with it is to be attempted a different system of distribution must be worked out.
We must
replace the numerous small converters with one large converter, supplying a comparatively extended district, thus
decreasing the converter capacity, since the law of average
can be taken advantage of, and greatly increasiijg the efficiency.
If an extended secondary network is employed
some of the converters may be disconnected from the

mains at the turn of minimum demand.
Let us inquire for a moment how the increase in the
capacity of converters will modify the designs with which
we are familiar.
In the first place, if we increase the
linear dimensions of any type, since the radiating surface
only increases as the square while the volume increases as
the cube of the dimension, then we cannot suffer the same
loss per cubic centimeter of the iron for the large as for
must decrease the intensity of magthe small sizes.
netization or we must decrease the periodicity.
Let us take a typical case. Suppose we have a trar.s-

We
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B & S wire. In the table at the intersection of
the two columns, '*io amperes" and "6 B tS: S,"
we find 20.9 volts and .336 horse power. In six
miles we would lose 20.9 X 6
125.4 volts and
.336x6
2.016 mechanical horse power.
In a series system with incandescent lamps requiring 3'_* amperes of current, there is to be
distribution over 10 miles of circuit of No. 12
li iS: S copper
wire. We fmd that we lose 293

former and double all of ils dimensions. If we cmp!oy the
will need but one-quarter the number
of turns in the coils, and as the cross-section of the space
occupied by the wire is four times as great, the area of the
wire may be sixteen times as much. As the length is
twice as great, the resistance in this case is one-eighth.
But the losses in the iron are, roughly, tight times as
g^eal; this we cannot allow, since the radiating surface is
bat four times as great; hence we must diminish the
induction. In fact, we must so arrange things that the loss
in the larger converter is only four times that
in
the
smaller, in order to work at the same temperature
As at
the low induction used the loss due to hysteresis varies
nearly as the square of the induction, we may lake it
roughly that the large converter should have an induction
of three-quarters of the smaller one. This will modify our
figures.
Instead of one-quarter the number of turns we
will have one-third, and the resistance of the coils will be
one-sixth instead of one-ei^hih, as we can allow four times
the loss that we suffered before we can have, roughly, five
times the output.
As a total result we have five times the ou'put with four
times the loss. or. as the C- A' effect is not important as
compared with the other Icsses, we can have six times the
output with the same fall of potential in the secondarj-.
That is, the efiiciency of the larger converters will t-e
greater than the smaller ones of the same design, and
working at the same temperature, but the output per pound
of metal will be less.
Suppose when we increase the size we decrease the
number of reversals.
Take a ca"e. for instance, in which
the dimensions are doubled while the reversals are halved.
the maxixum induction remaining the same.
could
have half the turns in the coiis. and as they occupy four
times the space and are twice as long, the lo'al resistance
would be one-quarter, and (or the same heating effect we
would have four times the output.
If we take losses by eddy currents into account there
will be a constant per cubic centimeter, provided the pe-iod
and maximum induction are constant and the thickness of
the plates is unchanged: otherwise they will varv as the
squareof the induction, with a constant frequency, or inversely as the square of the period with a constant maxiinduction.
This in practice would make the values
of the output for the larger currents given above, somewhat
greater.
What I wish to show, however, is that we are
limited by heating considerations and considerations of fall
of po'eatial in our secondary in the output of large converters.
If we consider the properties of the materials of
which converters are made we would, I think, find it most
economical to make converters that reach the temperature
limit, e.xcept for the very smallest sizes.
Maov of us have, I suppose, read James Swinburne's
papei read before the liritish association at Newcastle last
year on the "Design of Converters," and have been struck
by the fact that almost all of the converter dimensions
given by him are impracticable, either on account of the
disproportionate heating of the larger sizes, or the excessive fall of potential in the secondarj-.
In increasing the
size of dynamos we usually increase the output per pound
weight, but there is the vital distinction between dynamos
and converters that losses occurihrough the entire mass of
the latter, and as we increase the volume we increase the
losses in the same proportion. In the dynamo, on the contrary, there are practically no losses in the heaviest part of
the apparatus. /. e., the field magnets.
As a result, while
we gain in efficiency in the larg^er sizes, yet we must decrease either our induction or the rate of reversal, and the
output per pound is not increased.

same induction we

—

the newer light will find a place.
removed, or relegated to the humbler
otfices of the house or mansion.
Any one who has money
and taste enough lo adorn his principal rooms with valuable

The gas

In find1.65 mechanical horsepower.
ing such data, the table will be found to be
extremely useful.

Electric Heater.
cuts illustrate a form of
radiator which has recently been patented by H. R. Butterfield and W.' Mitchell of
Waterville, Me.
Fig. i represents the heater as
it appears when ready for use.
In the other cut,
Fig. 2, the device is shown with the exterior

Municipal Control of Lighting.

electric

In a paper read before the Ohio (las association on
Municipal Control of Lighting." II. WiJkiemeyer said:
"The capital of a city is derived primarily from the pockets
of the people; secondarily, from the vaults of the city treasurer.
It is not an exercise of solid political economv to allow the people's money to be invested in a commercial undertaking," and "no man should be willing to be taxed in
order that a city should secure capital with which to
strangle private enterprise."
In commenting on this, a
contemporary says; "If the political stranglcrs who are
now agitating for the supply of gas and electric light by
the cities and towns of Massachusetts could, through the
medium of the constituents whose interests they misrepresent, be shown the potency of this argument, they might
not be so willing to engage in an attempt through corporate foice 'to strangle private enterprise.'
Labor cannot
look to its just due from public employment, for private
capital has always been its saviour."
'

This apparatus was designed

We

Arguing for a Postal Telegraph.
The

discussion at Washington over the establishment of
a postal telegraph system was continued last week. Gard-

mum

Volts and Horse Power Lost
Copper Wire.

FIG.

ELECTUIC HEATER.

I.

V

84.
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Gas and

—

tiectric lighting
in fact, the recent numbers
of many of these journals are abcut equally divided between
the electrital and gas interests.
Moreovir. representatives
of the gas interests thrcughcut the country wlunever they
meet in convention, devote about as n.uch t"me lo the
consideration of electrical problems as the gas business.
As an example, the following abstract of an addiess by
President Henry Peaty to the Midland Association of Gas
Engineers, reported in a gas journal, is presented: "During
ihe past year many things have happened which compel us
to examine seriously the conditions of stability of our gas
undertakings.
Our rivals, if they have not actually increased in number, have developed in strength and acSome of them may be passed by without much
tivity
consideration; to othcs, we must give our respectful attention.
The language used formerly in describing elec-
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estimating i!s value and prospects of
success, must be considerably modified.
Many of the defects which ha\e been pointed out in past years, no longer
exist; and those that remain have the attention of accomplished engineers, who are exerting every energy to effect
their removal.
\Ve can no longer speak of the impossibility of bringing the light down to an illuminating power
that would be generally useful; that it does not admit of
regulation; that it is variable and uncertain (I am now
speaking of the glow lamp supplied from accumulators);
and that the color is more trying and wearying to the eyes.
In many respects, it is a most beautiful light; and the way
trie lighting,
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The English system,
ated successfully in this countiy.
while it had not been satisfactory lo the Postoffice departsatisfactory
the
people.
In conclusion >
ment, had been
to
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Purchasers
are lost in one mile of copper wire.
of electrical apparatus generally wish to learn at
what loss they can successfully and economically
operate arc light lines or series incandescent
lines.
For this purpose the accompanying table
has been calculated, giving at a glance the required data.
Suppose an arc light lo ampere current is to
be distributed along a six mile circuit of No. 6
volts or
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The government

a fact worthy of note that the sc-calkd gas journals
of the country are giving considerable attention to the de-

nM
4

Western Union company.
business wculd be largely social, while the
Western Union would do a stock jobbing and gambling
business.
There were two systems proposed, said Mr.
Hubbard. These were the postal system and the system
It had been proved in England,
of private companies.
where both systems had been tried, that the government
system was in every way better. The English government
F. B.
had paid about $50,000,000 for the private lines.
Thurber, representing the New York Board of Trade, also
argued in favor of the establishment of a postal telegraph.
He wi"shed to rebut the statement of Dr. Green that nobody who patronized the telegraph cared for the establishment of a government system. There had been no question
so generally discussed and none so generally approved by
Mr. Thurber read a resoluthe National Board of Trade.
tion adopted by the National Board of Trade, asking ConMr. Thurber
gress to establish a postal telegraph system.
stated that he had written to commercial institutions in
England concerning the workings of the postal telegraph
system in that countrj', and had received answers that
caused him to believe that a similar system could be operinterfere with the business of the

It is

CAucim
4-

Hubbard concluded his argument Tuesday, when
he contended that the telegraph companies had built their
lines and maintained them out of the tolls of the public,
and therefore had no right to their plant. He continued:
Since 1S64 the telegraph companies had collected $+,250,Their net profit was $97,000,000,000 from the people.
000, and a surplus of $S, 000, 000 remained. The establishment of a government telegraph, he believed, would not
ner G.

2.

tinuous conductor.

In arc lighting and series incandescent lighting it is often very desirable to ascertain how

z ^4 d sa

FIC.

with a view of providing a simple electric heater
suitable for warming rooms, halls, etc.
As will
be noticed the wire which is heated by the passage of the current is wound on frames or supports in such a way as to form a wire network.
This netting allows a free circulation of air
about itself, but is arranged in circuit as a con-

a Mile of

in

still is,

be

will

pictures ard other decorations, would not hesitate to illuminale them, wherever practicable, with the light that
would least interfere with their valuable contents."

The accompanying

casing removed.

and

self to be,

and

volts

1890

in which it can be adjusted to any portion of a rcom
ornanieniing as well as iliuminatirg commends it to those
who have a delight in beautilul adaptations, and who are
not confined to the economical aspect alone.
At present it
cannot compete with coal gas in economy; it is to some e.\tent a light of lu.xury.
Em many people like luxurious
appliances, and can afford to have them.
There is such a
thing as fashion.
What is fsshionable will be sought after:
and in many places, good and useful as gas has proved it-

=

=

5,

Mr. Thurber stated that he believed the Wanamaker bi/
was a step in the right direction, and he read a resolution
adopted by the New York Board of Trade recommending
the passage of the measure.

The following officers of the Green Lake Electric Railway company have been elected at Seattle, Wash.: President, \V. O. Wood; vice-president. James I.eddy; secretary, C. 1'^. Chapin; treasurer, Y. Hugo Smith; manager,
Br. E. C. Kilbourne; trustees, W. D Wood, E. C. Kilbourne. James Leddy, L. II Griflith, \'. Hugo Smith.
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Report on Alternating Current Arc Lamps
and Continuous Current Transformers.
It will

be remembered that in the

last

two

issues

of the

Western Electrician

there were presented abstracts
from a report made by a commission of experts appointed

by the municipal authorities of Frankfort-on-the-iNIain,
Germany. The last abstract pertained to comparative
and continuous current arc lamps.
The continuation of this latter portion of the report was

This degree of efiiciency represents a loss of iS per cent.,
as against the loss of 5 to 6 per cent, in the alternating
current transformer.
"As to the certainty of the work Schuckert's plan contemplates a reserve transformer at each of the nine subordinate stations.

Underground Construction

as follows:

"This inferior performance of the alternating current
arc lamps is compensated in their use for illuminaling
shops, halls and streets, by the circumstance that they reless by 20—30 per
quire a considerably lower tension
Thus the
cent.
than do continuous current arc lamps.
alternating lamp used to light one of the shops required a
52
between
its
carbons,
while the
tension of
35 voUs
Schuckert continuous lamp, acting with the same consumption of energy, required a tension of 43 — -14 volts between
the carbons.
Hence, in an installation with a tension of
105 volts, which permits the insertion in series of only two
continuous current arc lamps, three alternating current
arc lamps may be inserted io series, and may work up to S

—

—

—

amperes.

"The frequent change in the direction of the current occasions, in the alternating lamps, a vibration which proThis
duces a gentle, and not/-./ jv annoying, humming.
humming in a lamp carelessly constructed or badly manAccording to our
aged may become a disturbing noise.
experience this noise may be prevented if the lamps are of
and are kept in good ordtr.
were held in a room of a wooden laboratory erected by the Board of Works, and lighted by one of
the alternating current arc lamps under examination. How
very trifling was this humming of the lamp, appears from
the fact that, in spite of the great resonance of the wooden
sides and ceiling of the room, no annoyance or disturbance was e.xperienced during our deliberations, and that to
perceive it general silence had to be observed for a time.
.,
Once only the lamp occasioned a disturbing noise,
when a part of the regulating mechanism got loose and
acted imperfectly.
After the removal of this irregularity

suitable construction,

"Our

sittings

:'-

the noise subsided again into the ordinary faint humming.
"This property of the alternating lamp does not, in our
judgment, present any reason for excluding its use, the
more so as arc lamps, whether fed by continuous or alternating currents, sometimes emit a hissing noise; and
further, there exists a series of types of continuous current
arc lamps which produce loud rattling noises by their regulating machinery.
"As regards the consumption of carbons in the two*
kinds of lamps the alternating current lamp requires about
20 per cent, more than the continuous lamp.
But as the
expenditure in carbons amounts only to about 10 per cent,
of the total working cost, assuming lamps of the customary strength of 6 to 12 amperes, this larger consumption of
carbons does not raise the cost of the alternating arc light
by more than 2 per cent., as compared with the continuous

arc light.
"The rapid periodic change of the direction and strength
of the alternating current involves as many rapid changes
of the strength of the alternating arc light. These changes
are not perceived in the lamp itself, or in objects at rest or
in slow motion.
But in objects in rapid movement they
appear manifold. Glow lights fed with an alternating current do not produce this peculiarity."
The views of the commission on continuous current transformers, as compared with alternating current transformers, were substantially as follows:
"Continuous current transformers which have found extended use in lighting cities have not come to our knowledge.
"Continuous current transformers in which both coils are
arranged on one and the same armature, as it was provided
in Schuckert's earlier proposal, and, as it is projected in a
more recent offer of Herr Lahmeyer, cannot be recommended en account of uncertainty in working, although
they promise a somewhat higher efticiency than the transformers proposed by Schuckert & Co., in which the primary and the secondary coils are arranged on two separate
rings.
There is no apparent reason for assuming that a
continuous current transformer of the latter construction
would not hold good as regards safety of action and trustworthiness.
To our regret we have had, during our e.-cperiments, no opportunity of seeing and testing a transformer of this kind. As no project for Frankfort has been
laid before us which seeks to employ continuous current
transformers in the same manner as the alternating system
proposes to apply the alternating current transformers, a
direct comparison of the first cost and the working outlay
of the two systems is out of the question.
The application of the proposed continuous current transformers is to
be combined with an installation of accumulators.
Hence
the working costs required can neither be separated nor
compared at once with the working costs of the alternating
current transformers.

"It must further be remarked that the continuous current transformers— unlike the alternating transformers, the
operation of which does not involve the movement of masses
necessitates rapidly rotating masses, and has hence to be
set up like a dynamo in especially constructed rooms,
where it requires continued attention. The new Schuckert
plan requires nine such subordinate stations distributed over
the city for the installation and management of the transformers.
In the alternating current installation, as proposed, there will be 150 groups of alternating transformers
to be placed in those quarters of the city to be supplied
with electric light, and requir'ng no attendance of this kind
but merely a periodical inspection.

—

"The degree of efficiency of S2 per cent, claimed by the
firm of Schuckert & Co. in their prospectus can, in our
opinion, be attained with a normal load of their continuous
transformer bordering on the upper limit of its capacity.

for Electric

Wires.'
Bv Nelson W. Verrv.

tests with alternating

Among the objections raised against burying electric
wires has been the fact that in many forms ot conduits it
becomes necessary to introduce the wires in more or less
limited lengths and that the points at which these lengths
are joined, are points of weakness inherent in the system
To this I will say that while joints of this kind do constitute weaknesses to a system, and have baen the cause of
almost untold trouble in years gone by there are difficulties
that can be and have been surmounted by the exercise of
proper care and intelligence.
It is readily apparent that if
the resistance of a joint exceed the average resistance of
the line it will cause heating at that point, deteriorating
and perhaps ultimate destruction to the surrounding insulation.
Since the ordinary solders are much poorer conductors of electricity than the pieces of copper ihey are intended to unite, it becomes a necessity in order to reduce the resistance at the splice to make the section somewhat larger than that of the line wire. Such a joint is not
objectionable electrically in overhead construction, but in
the case of conduits where the wires are crowded together
in the smallest possible spice, this enlargement of the wire
at a given point can only be done at the expense of the
insulating material between it and its neighboring wires
and we have avoided Scylla only to run dangerously
near Charybdis.
In the widening of armatures and field magnets for
dynamos and motors, splices are unavoidable, and great
care is always observed in making them properly.
It is usual in such cases to use pure silver to unite the
beveled ends of the two wires, silver being a better conductor of electricity than the copptr.
The joint may be
made no larger than the wires joined, and yet offer less
resistance to the passage of the current
This presupposes
a perfect sclder, and involves the expense of the silver,
which I think in this country at least, has been but little
employed in line construction, either above or below
ground.
I

dwell

upon

this so

systems of placing

long because in the majority of
underground, the number of

wires

must necessarily far e.xcced those required in over
head construction, and because it is probable that it is the

splices

strongest point yet raised against the feasibility of burying
the wires.
I want to show, however, that while the splice
has heretofore been a most fruitful source of trouble, it
never was necessarily so, was so in fact only because of
lack of proper skill and attention in making it, and that
now the trouble has been conveniently and cheaply overcome. I refer to the process of electrical welding. By
this process absolutely perfect joints, much better in all
respects than were possible by soldering, can be made with
the utmost certainty in a very few minutes; the sections of
such joints need be no greater than that of the pieces joined,
their electrical resistance need be no greater and their
fiexiblity and strength need not differ in any way from
that of other sections not welded.

COST OF LAYING WIRES UNDERGROUND.

Where

there are but few wires

there

is

no question as

economy of overhead construction and maintenance.
It is true also that the economy of suspension of wires also
increases rapidly with the number of wires strung, and
to the

within certain limits it may be almost proportional to the
of wires strung.
This is particularly the case
with light wires, such as telephone and telegraph wires,
and least with those carrying large currents at low potential.
A point is soon reached with the latttr class of
wires where the expense of maintenance commences to increase very rapidly with the addition of other wires until it
may become so great as to require the erection of other
lines of poles.
When this state of affairs is reached it will
in most cases, be equally cheap to put the wires under-

number

ground.

As regards maintenance: It has been the experience of
those in England and elsewhere, where the greatest success has been met in burying wires, that with proper insulation and sufficient care in placing the wires underground, the expense of maintenance amcunts to but a
small fraction of that usually to be met in aeiial cases, and
I think it has been demonstrated that the decreased cost of
maintenance after the wires are once laid will in some cases
more than counterbalance the diflference on the original
cost of construction.
The citing of instances to the contrary avails nothing in argument in the face of the fact of
many actual successes, not only in England where the conduit system is admitted by all to be already an accomplished success, both electrically and commercially, but
also in the United States, where we find wires in good
working order to-day that were buried years ago. That
there have been many failures, is what should be expected
when we consider that every one or any one was at liberty
to experiment according to his own sweet will.
It is a
most encouraging fact in this connection that the causes of
these failures are, in almost every case, apparent, and
while we have in this country had but comparatively little
experience in successful conduits, we have had a considerable experience in unsuccessful ones.
That we have
passed by that e.vperimental stage needs no stronger evidence than the fact that capital is now ready to invest in
conduits, depending for a return upon rentals paid by voluntary occupants.
In the case of overhead wires the chief causes of danger
to the public arise from the breakage or crossing of wires
due to the wind, rain, snow or sleet, or the giving way of
1

A

paper submitted to the Senate committee, Ohio Legislature.
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It is apparent that none of these agencies
can be effective for danger if the wires bs placed underground.
I have said nothing about defective insulation in
this connection, for the public have no business on the
poles, nor have they any inside the conduits.
Whatever
dangers may be brought to the public that are attributable
to faulty insulation, would be the same whether the wires
were above or below ground.
The question has been asked, and I am glad it was suggested, "What would be the result in case a buried wire
came electrically in contact with the gas or water pipes?
Would they not carry danger into every house connected
with these systems?" I answer unhesitatingly, "No." The
reason is this: That the gas or water pipe before it has
leached the house is for its whole length in contact with
the earth, thus forming an electrical contact with it that is
nearly perfect.
It is a law that electrical currents take all
paths to w^hich they have access in proportion to their con-

the supports.

ductivities.

In the case of a gas or water pipe in contact with a live
buried wire, the conductivity of the path offered through
the earth is almost infinite as compared to any that could
be offered by the human body connected, both with the
pipe and the earth; there would therefore be no possible
danger in such a connection. On the contrar)-, if the wires
were overhead wires, conditions might arise where it
would
be
extremely
dangerous
for a
person to
come in contact with any metal such as the gas or water
pipes connected with the ground.
Overhead wires are so
frequently struck by lightning that it is a universal custom
to place in all circuits devices for diverting such currents
to the earth.
These are considered necessar)' safeguards
but are nowhere deemed radical preventives against
danger arising from the source. In the case of underground wires the element of danger from this source is
practically eliminated.
With overhead wires the danger
due to the causes first mentioned, very* rapidly increase.
With the number of wires strung upon the poles, it would
be difficult to arrive at a law that would apply in all cases.
Still, if the danger increases directly as the number of
wires, a limit must soon be reached beyond which it is not
safe or proper to go.
If the wires be underground. I have stated that no danger
can arise from any of these causes, therefore an increase of
their number need not be limited by any such consideration.

There are some dangers from electric wires that will
whether they be buried or placed on poles, but I do
not think of any new ones that are introduced by putting
them underground there are certainly' many causes of
danger removed by so doing.
It has been stated that telephone wires cannot be placed
in conduits on account of the retardation due to the neighboring conductors.
This claim has some foundation in
fact; it is found that this retardation materially interferes
with the long distance service, but does not perceptibly
affect the municipal service.
Witnesses have stated that
while it was possible to put low tension currents below
ground, it was not practicable to place high tension currents
there.
Now, it is only a ver\' few years since 200 volts
was considered about the limit of safety in the transmission
of currents.
committee of electricians have recently
decided upon 500 volts as a safe and uniform pressure to
employ in street railway practice; 3.500 volts is now a ver)'
common figure to be met with in this countr}- in arc light
circuits, and all of these currents may now be found underground, working satisfactorily.
It was next claimed that
although direct currents of such electromotive forces as
these could be successfully buried, the line must be drawn
at alternating currents.
These latter currents are almost
universally of high tension in the primary or distributing
mains, and have been supposed to present difficulties not
encountered in direct currents of the same potential. In
this country' the primary circuits of the alternating system
usually carry electricity under a pressure of about 1,000
volts, these currents to have been successfully placed underground, and it is believed that the question of practicability
of the burial of such circuits is no longer considered a
doubtful one by electricians anywhere.
In England they have been much more conservative
in electrical matters than we have been in this country, and
repressive laws have been passed and enforced to such an
extent as to have retarded the wider application of electricity to the arts.
It may be said that no step has there
been taken in a public way that has not been first duly and
thoroughly considered and finally approved by competent
If experiments were to be tried they must be
authority.
io private and not in public, as has too often been the
case here.
Public property could not be used until the
authorities after the fullest investigation became convinced
of at least the probability of its success.
The result has
been that there have been fewer failures and more successes there than here.
exist

—

A

Some one has

"Show me the man who has made no
a man who has made no successes." I believe it is an admitted fact that while we have
made by far the most failures in electrical matters we have
also made the most successes.
Vet. if we are to look for
the most uniform success, we must go to the other side of
failures

and

said,

I will

show you

the water where their steps have been uniformly more carefully considered, and where greater attention has been
paid to the details than has been customarv here.
Now, what do we find to be the practice there?
find not only the direct current high potential circuits
buried, but the alternating currents also
and the latter
not at the maximum electromotive force of 1,000 volts as in
this country, but at an electromotive force of 2,400 volts,
(Vide electric light stations at Grosvenor Park and at
Nancy) nearly two and a half times as great as we are accustomed to use, and what is pertinent to the question
under discussion, these high potential alternating current
are buried in conduits and have proved themselves no
only a commercial but an electrical success.
But conservative London did not stop here. So marked
was the success of distributing electricity by the alternating
current at 2,400 volts potential by means of underground

We
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conduits, that the world was startled a year or so ago by
the proposition to distribute electricity to the portions of
the city of London through a scven-naile main from Deptford by means of the alternating current at a potential of
Let us see who it was
10,000 volts in the primary wires.
who proposed such an undertaking. Was it to be attempted by inexperienced parties? Was it the outgrowth
of ignorance of the question, cither financial or electrical?
it certainly was not. as it was the undertaking of those
having the widest practical experience in the distribution
of electricity by means of the alternating current and under
ground conduits, viz; The same parties who had long ago
Uut bebeen making a success of the Grosvenor station.
fore a franchise could be granted for such an undertaking,
a most thorough investigation under the title of "The
Board of Trade inquiry of electric lighting provisional
orders** was instituted, before which tribunal such men as
Piof.

George Forbes, Dr. Alexander Siemens.

Sir

William

Thomson. James Spencer Balfour and Silvanus Thomson

A

large maiority of these and other eminent elec
although the new project conllic cd with the
tricians.
personal interests of some of them, testified as to the
So oxerwhelmfeasibility and practicability of the plans.
ing in their favor was the testimony of those examined
that Major Merindcn brought in a report favoring the propIt is true
osition, and the franchise was tinally granted.
that for a considerable distance the mains are not placed
underground, it being provided that at street crossings
they must be so carried, but the fact is that all of the
testified

go undergiound and is
d sributed throughout the district as-signed to th's
company bv means of undciground conduits.
To show the magnitudeof this undertaking, unparalleled
in the histor)- of elecirical progress, I will quote a few
current generated ultimately does
tinally

figures.
The authorized capital of the company is ^1.250,000.
Of this tiiere was subscribed April 5. iSSg. ^"Soo,There had been ex000, and paid up iSSg, XS^S-OOO.
pended on works at the same date, jCAjO.ooo. The plant
now erecting at I>ep:ford is to have a capacity of 250,000
lights, and it is so planned that with future extensions, its
In August
capacity may be increased to 2.ooo,oco lights.
last there had been erected twelve 500 horse power Bab
cock and Wilcox boilers; there were twelve more of equal
capacity being installed, and twenty-four additional boilers
are contracted for, making 24 ot)o horse power of boilers
There were at the same
for the building now erected.
timr, August. iSSy. already erected, two 1,500 horse pawer
engines, each of which drives a dynamo of the DeKerranli
And there was at
type of 1,250 electrical horse power.
that time in process of erection two more alternating current dynamos of 10,030 electrical horse power capacity

idea of the relative magnitude of this underobtained. I will say that so far as 1 know
the largest single electrical generator thus far attempted in
this country was constructed by the Brush Electric company of Cleveland, O.. for the Cowles Electric Smelting
company of Lockport. N. V and ils capacity was conIt seems
siderably less than 500 electrical horse power.
to me that the investment of such large capital on the advice of the best electrical engineering talent in the world.
by parties who have already had a wide experience in the
distribution of electricity by means of underground conduits, is testimony of the most eloquent kind of the feasibility of such an undertaking.
And the fact that the London authorities have passed favorable judgment upon the
safety of the underground method upon this hitherto unheard of scale, leaves little to be said upon that score.
The danger from explosions due to collection of gases
This danger is one that has to be met in
in subways;
other cases, and has been successfully met.
When natural gas was first introduced in the streets of
Pittsburg, explosions due to accumulation in sewers and
cellars were of the most frequent occurrence, but the difficulty has been met and almost completely and entirely
I believe that
explosions in electric subways
overcome.
can be entirely avoided by means of ordinary precaution in
ventilation.
It does not seem to me that this is a ditficulty
worthy of the name at all, and has arisen chielly because of
ignorance on the part of those constructing the subways
which they have occurred. With our present knowledge
and experience it seems tome there can be no possible excuse for trouble from this source in the future.
In the eatly part of my remarks. I spoke of certain
natural limits to the practical extension of the overhead
construction of wires.
I
leave for the last mention of
another limit that will perhaps be more apparent than
either of the others. It is an electrical law that to preserve
the same chiciency or economy of distribution, the weight
of the conductors must increase as the square of the cur
rent transmitted, if the distances remain the same
they
must increase as the square of the distance if the quantity
of electricity distributed remains the same, and must vary
as the s<|uare of the quantity multiplied by the square of
the distance.
If both arc caused to change, and
same

That an

taking

may be

.

m
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percentage elViciency is to be maintained, that is to say
if within a given area it
be necessary to supply ro
times as many incandescent lights as before, our conductors must be 10 times 10=100 times as heavy as before.
If the same quantity is to be distributed to 10 times the
distance, the conductors would have to be loX 'o times or
a lorj hundred times as heavy, or if 10 times the current is
to be distributed to ten times the distance the conductors
must be increased 10 limes 10 times 10 limes 10=10.000
times to maintain the original eflicicncy.
It is therefore
apparent that a praclir^il limit may soon he reached beyond
which neither the poles nor the streets can hold the conductors necessary to supply the demands.
This limit will
soon be reachcj in centers of dense population, and an
for
wires
outlet
the
other than by means of the poles is imthat,

peratively

demanded.

The argument

that the lime has not yet arrived for the
construction of subways, and that if constructed they would
only be used by co npulsioii, is answered S3 far as Cincinnati is concerned by the fact that the Edison company has
within a few days, asked permiision to construct subways
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own voluntary use that upon being refused the
permission by the city council, it has gone before the pro-

be carried out, whether with direct or alternating currents,
successfully, and with every promise of durability of the

bate court, the last resort, and demanded the right, and
has there been given permission; thai since that permission has been granted, two other electric light companies doing business in Cincinnati, have voluntarily taken
steps to obtain the same privileges.
In reply to your question as to my opinion as to what
conditions should be imposed upon such privileges,
I
will say that I am emphatically opposed to the granting of
such privileges to any comp.iny to have the exclusive use

materials.

for its

Should subways be constructed it should
of any subways.
be only upon the condition that they may be used in common, under proper restriction, by all comers. As to who
are th;; proper parlies to construct the subways, whether it
should be done by the city, by electric light and power
companies, or by corporations existing for the purpose, is
a question for the political economist rather than the electrician.
Bat that they should be constructed by some one
il seems to me there can be but one opinion.

A

great variety of plans may beu!ed safely and suc3.
cessfully for both direct and alternating currents.
One
method for alternating currents consists in placing the two

conductors as coaxal cylinders, having sufRciently thick
space between them filled with insulating material; surrounding the outer conductor with a less thick layer of
insulating material, and inclosing the whole in a lead or
iron pipe.
The conductors for this system may be copper
tubes, but it is generally preferable to make tfiem of wire
strands laid with a moderate twist on the proper cylindric
surfaces. The inner conductor should be of six strands laid
spirally as close together as possible, on a hempen or other
non-metallic core.
Kach wire should be prevented from
metallic contact with its neighbors by slight insulation.
This method gives practically absolute security against

danger to the public.

effectual safeguard to protect the user of electric illumina-

4. With properiy laid mains the high tension alternating
currents in the street mains underground, involve I believe,
no danger whatever, to the public at large. The converter
or transformer system can, I believe, be made absolutely
safe to the consumers by proper arrangements.
It has
already been largely practiced in London, Glasgow and
elsewhere, and as far as I know no instance has occurred of
any consumer having met with an accident.
5. In the event of the escape of gas, in the neighborhood
of the high tension mains, the high tension alternating current may set it on fire; but probably not so with the low
tension direct current.
Within a house or building in
which the electric light is used, the danger of fire is not
materially different in the two cases, and in either it may
be practically annulled by proper arrangements.
I believe
also, that the transformer itself, when properly constructed,
and properly mounted and guarded, does not cause any
danger of fire.
<).
In my opinion, the transformer, when properly made,
properly mounted and supplied with proper safeguards, is
thoroughly effective to protect the user of electric illumination from danger from shock or fire.
7. The present development of electric lighting in Europe
seems to be in favor of the transformer system on the
whole, because of the facilities it gives for transmitting the
electric energy over great distances with moderate amounts
of copper.
S.
The mass of copper required for the economical
transmission of electric power to distances of more than a
mile is so great, relatively, to the value of the work done,
if the potential be limited to
100 or 200 volts, that in my
opinion it would be fatal to the electric light and power industry, and to the interest of the public in general to abandon the use of much higher potentials than 200 volts.
g. Ves, I believe perfectly and easily, except in cities;
and even in cities by the observance of the rules for public safety which have
been imposed by the British Board
of Trade.
For the transmission to great distances over the
country I believe electric energy can be canveyed by currents, whether direct or alternating, through a pair of bare
copper wires, at a distance of from five inches to a foot
from one another; insulated by porcelain or glass insulators, and supported on poles,
with perfect safety to the
public.
The requisite security against the possibility of
electric damage to man or beast, through breakage of a
wire or blowing down of poles, can, I believe, be made
practically perfect by proper appliances.
10. The comparatively small
currents required in the
mains on the high tension alternate current system give it
many advantages over all low tension sy>lems; as, for instance, the smallness of the conductors and consequent
ease of laying as well as economy of prime cost; and the
security against any current strong enough to do damage
underground or elsewhere being allowed at any time to
pass through them, through any accidental short-circuiting

tion from danger, shock or fire?

at crossings.

English Opinions of Safety and Electric
Lighting.
recent discussion in the United States
regarding the safety of electric lighting led
to the appointment by the senate of the New
York legislature of a committee to investigate
the general subject of the distribution of electric
The report of the
current for light and power.
committee will be found in the New York letter.
It
was decided to solicit the opinions of
several noted European electricians on the subIn order that they might treat the same
ject.
topics a series of ten questions was prepared
and they were asked to reply to the queries.
The series of questions and the answers of Sir
William Thomson and Dr. John Hopkinson are
herewith given:
'I'iie

(jUEsnONS.
and alternating currents for
lighting and power purposes bs safely and successfully distributed by means of underground cables?
If so, up to
what voltage can this be done?
1.

Can high tension

direct

your answer to question r is in the aftirmative,
whether your opinion is based upon theory or upon
If ihe latter,
knowledge of what has actually been done.
give a full statement of the facts upon which you base
your opinion, showing, as far as possible, the extent to
which high tension currents, both direct and alternating,
have been distributed by means of underground cables in
the various cities of the United Kingdom and the Continent; the length of time during which cables now in successful operation have been in use; the voltage of currents
thus distributed in various cities, and the approximate
number of lights operated in various cities by means of
such cables
2.

If

state

3. C.ive some idea of the character of the cables used
and the manner in which they are laid.
4. What is your opinion as to the safety to the consumer
and the public at large, of the converter or transformer

system of electric lighting, involving the use of high tension
alternating currents in the street mains?
5. What is your opinion as to the relative fire danger in
the transformer or converter system and in the low tension

direct current system, respectively?
6.

In your opinion,

is

the converter

what extent

or

transformer an

converter or transformer
system is now being used in London and other cities in
Europe for lighting from central stations, as compared with
the low tension direct current system, and in favor of
which of the two systems the present development in electric lighting in Europe seems to be?
7.

State

to

the

S. ICxplain to what extent high tension currents, direct and
alternating, are necessary for the successful and economical distribution of electricity for lighting and power purposes, and state what, in your opinion, would be the effect
upon the electric light and power industry, and the interests of the public in general, in case the use of high tension
direct and alternating currents was abandoned, and all
lighting and power work done exclusively by means of the
low tension direct current system?
I).
Can high tension, direct and allernating currents be
If
safely distributed by means of overhead conductors?
so, under what circumstances, and by means of what pre'
cautions?

10. Kindly make any other suggestions which occur to
you which will bear upon the present discussion in the
United States as to Ihe conditions under which electric
lighting from central stations can be most safely, successfully and economically done?

Sir

WiliianvThomson

.sent

the

fullowing

re-

plies:
1.

Yes,

My

I

believe so,

up

to 2,500 volts.

primarily based on general knowledge
of the insulating power of the materials used for insulating
the conductors of submarine cables and electric light systems, and on measurements made in my own laboratory of
voltage ret|uired to break down insulations of different
A very small thickness of insulation sull'ices to rekinds.
practically moderate thicknesses are
sist 2.500 volts, and
not broken down with 5,000 or 6,000 volts, and are very
There has
safe with 2.500. whether direct or alternating.
not hitherto, so far as I know, been very much practical
experience of 2,500 volts on underground conductors in
electric lighting, but I have great confidence that it can
2.

opinion

is

Dr. Hopkinson's replies to the cpiestions were
as follows:
1. h has been conclusively proved that alternating
high
tension currents can be supplied without inconvenience by
means of underground conductors if the work is properly
done; it has also been proved that this can be done with a
So far as I know it has not yet
potential of 2.400 volts.
been proved that a potential of 5,000 volts can be safely
This potential, however, is now under experiment.
used.
2. A Silvertown cable in an iron pipe has been in existence under a potential of 2,400 volts, underground in St.

lames" Park for about two years.
the character of the cables
3. 1 have already indicated
used.
^. There is in my opinion no reason whatever why high
tension alternating currents should not be used in the
street mains.
5. In my opinion there is practically no difference as regards tire risk between the converter system and the direct
current system.
f).
In my opinion a properly constructed converter with a
suitable cut-out is an effectual safeguard to the consumer
.\s regards lire the precauagainst danger from shock.
tions must be the same as with the direct current system.
7. In addition to the altern.iting current system stations
there are in this country certain direct current installations.
In London there are the St. James" company, the Chelsea
compiny and the Kensington Court company. In the
.So
provinces there is Bradford and there are other places.
far as
am able to judge there seems to be a somewhat
alternating
application
of
current
than
of
the
direct
larger
Taking the whole of the country it is difiicult
in London.
to say; it is proposed to apply each in many places.
of the high tension system is
S. The great advantage
that the generating station may be placed at a considerable
In cases where the
distance from the work to be done.
generating machinery can be put close to the work no
l>ut in large
doubt Ihe direct s)'stem would be adopted.
towns this is not infrequently impossible, not alone upon
the ground of capital outlay in real estate, but also on the
I
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ground that the powerful machinery required would be an
annoyance in the neighborhood. Thus, if high tension
currents were prohibited it would involve two things for
the public, a much greater cost of supply and the annoyance of machinery placed in a place where it is undcEirable.
g. The experience of the Grosvenor Gallery company
shows that high tension alternating cui rents can be safely
distributed by means of overhead conductors; this has
been attained by the use of thoroughly well insulated conductors carried upon independent bearing wires.

In my own practice I am guided in the choice of
high or low tension entirely by the consideration of where
If it can be conventhe generating plant is to be placed.
iently placed in the immediate neighborhood of the whole
work to be done, I adopt the direct system of supply at
low tension: if this is not the case, however, I advise the
adoption of high tension alternating currents.
10.

work

hand they would have been able to avert
city.
After comparing the
methods pursued in New York and London, William 11.

putes and controversies.

Preece, superintendent of the postal telegraphs of England,

one proposed

says there have been but tA^o deaths due to electric current

the accomplishment of the object intended to be produced

for the

in

the calamity that visited this

England, "and

in five years in

that even these were

due

by no means evident

is

it

high tension system."

to the

Commissioner Gilroy has about given up hope of having
Subway company complete its work in time to have him
proceed with the work of paving the streets of the city.
He said at the meeting of the Board of Electrical Control
Wednesday, that he would wait no longer, and that he
would refuse the companies permits to tear up streets after
they had once been paved.
Mayor Grant is again getting
the

New York
New

Vork, March
laws has made

general

the legislature on the

conducted under

supervision

its

with the object of securing information that would enable
regulate

the legislature to

The

stale.
itself at

electrical business of this

the

committee soon found

the

report states that

sea and was obliged to secure the services of an

electrical expert to assist

Johnson,

the Edison Electric Light com-

late president of

pany, and Mr. Bowker,

vice-president of the Edison

first

Illuminating company;

Edward H.

following:

W.

Geo.

the

Hebard, president of the

Electrical society upon the invitation of
Westinghouse company, was treated to a inspection of

the plant at the

Equitable

building

Wednesday

evening.

Advantage was taken of the invitation by a large number
members of the society and their friends. The
whole of the plant was in operation and an abundant
opportunity was afforded of making the practical acquainof the

tance of everv detail of the svstem.

have brought
tric

Accumulator company

and to

to

have a receiver appointed,

from interfering with the comSeveral years ago the company executed

restrain stockholders

pany's property.

upon

its

New York

to

secure

and New
mortgage

United Stales Lighting company; C. H. Jackson, president of the United States Illuminating company; Wm. H.

a mortgage for $1,000,000

Browne, manager of the United States Light t^ Power
company, Jacob Hess, commissioner, and Daniel L. Gibbens, late commissioner of the Board of Electrical Control
of the city of Xew York; Henry D. Kearney, engineer,

bonds, which have been issued to the amount of $957,400.
Default has been made in the redemption of the interest

and Schuyler D. Wheeler,

Edward Martin,

electrical expert of that board;

New Vork Health dethe New York Board of

inspector of the

partment; two representatives of

Fire Underwriters, Coroners Schultze and Levy,

Cosligan, chief clerk of the district attorney's

Thumas

office;

Plympton, professor of physics in the Polytechnic

and president of the Board of
Dr.

Henry Morton,

Prof.

institute

Electrical commissioners;

president

Stevens

of

Institute of

Technology, Hoboken, N.

J.; Dr. George H. Benjamin,
William Maver, Jr., electrician of

expert, and

electrical

&

the Consolidated Telegraph

of

New

The committee found

York.

Subway company

Electrical

New York

that sixteen persons

had been

killed

years, that

most of the victims were employes of
and that the accidents were due

in

City during the last three

lighting companies,

"It appears doubtful," says

lessness.

the

electric

to care-

report, "if

an

overhead system of wires carrying high tension currents
could be under any circumstances maintained in the crowded
streets of

New York

public."

It

Jersey property and

patents

its

first

coupons of June and December, 1SS9.
Mr. Trtux said
that the trustees were conducting the business of the company until a reorganization could be effected, which is
likely to

be completed in thirty days, and that the

affairs

would be in proper shape.

manager of the United Press assoarrangements for
the fast telegraphing tournament, and in a recent letter to
Manager Catlin contributes $too, in four prizes of ^25
Walter P.

Phillips,

ciation, has taken a lively interest in the

The

each, one for each class.

conditions of the proposi-

awarded to the contestants
have done the most finished and

tion are that the prizes shall be

who shall

be adjudged to

accurate sending in the quickest time.

The

while the granting^ of an

be attended with some delay in securing^

will

by the action of the board,

it will
in the end be much
more advantageous to the public that its interests shall be
clearlv and expressly limited here than to permit the con-

tract now proposed
which could not fail

be entered into to

to

expedient for

own

its

Louisville, Ky.

—

proportion than any other business by

Friday morning there was but one system of telegraph wires
city.
They were in the Panhandle depath of the tornado, and gave communi-

running out of the
pot, north of the

The Ohio Valley Telephone

cation with Indianapolis.

company had few

for

fit

Capt.

H. N,

was suspended
Clifford,

the rest of the week.

general manager of the Ohio Val-

Telephone company, says the

loss to his

city,

wire

and did not quite reach the center of the
in

path

its

but

Sir

Thomson.

William

Prof.

George Forbes,

made

deposi-

escaped

commjnication
with
the
was cut off. The strong
poles which supported the wires were wrenched off close to
the ground, and the wires entangled among the debris.
Telegraph

destruction

entire eastern

The

part

old material

of the

is

city

not worth the gathering.

Not a

single

had an open wire out of the city Friday morning
except the Pan Handle, and Manager Smith of the Western
Union early in the morning started his men across the
railroad

river to Jeffersonville

with their

The broken

patches.

lines

pockets

with dis-

filled

which came from the North to

Louisville were hooked to instruments in Jeffersonville,

and
and
Cincinnati and Indianapolis were soon flooded with news
a half dozen wires were kept going the rest of the day

for the East.

The

personal dispatches were

by the

filed

New

in the

patches of 10,000 and 15.000 words each to Chicago.

nature of a surprise to

all

concerned.

York and Boston dailies. The Western Union men worked
nobly and finally caught even with their work Sunday morn-

under the provisions of

its

contract with the Board of Elec-

latest

Control, thus overruling

trical

Judge Andrews'

decision.

"The

In his opinion, Presiding Justice \"an Brunt says:

ing at 3 o'clock.

Not till last night were telegraphic reports received from
damaged districts of Western Kentucky. Dispatches

the

were immediately sent to

who

adjoining states for ex-

the

all

many

by the Western Union men.

Dr. John ilopkinson and William H. Preece

will

Not a

city.

underground

those

tioned in the resolution, and

opinions.

company

be $20,000, and the Western Union did not lose so much.
The tornado swept across the northweftern portion of the

current year."

and power conductors not only in the metropolis, but
all cities of the state having 125,000 inhabitants and
over.
The committee did not rest with local experts, but
sent to the best European electrical engineers for their

and the municipal
The Green street

service,

alarm system was seriously crippled.

electric railway

ley

lines

light

electric

Thursday night's

tornado, which devastated such a large section of this city.

also in

all

T.

II.

Louisville, Ky., March 31. The telegraph, telephone,
fire alarm and electric street railway wires suffered more in

that day 5.000 messages were received

advises the immediate burial of

executed,

W.

inteiests."

immediate object of the board was that the subways should
be made to include the streets and avenues men-

without more or less danger to the

be

engender disputes, and would leave
it to the volition of
the S'andard company to construct
subways or not as it might after^vard determine to be most
to

hundreds, and special newspaper correspondents sent dis-

subway matter was in the
The Supreme court
to-day granted George E. Armstrongan injunction restraining the Standard Electrical Subway company from acting
development

And

injunction against the execution of a contract such as the

fire

Oliver J. Geer and D. Fahnestock, as mortgage trustees,
suit in the Supreme Court against the Elec-

Among

in its examinations-

it

the witnesses examined were the

be ex-

The New York

Notes.

report to

its

may

soon reached another outbreak

is

pected.

— The senate committee on

2g, 1S90.

result of the investigation

agreement

too plain or concise to prevent the possibility of future dis-

and unless an

huffy over the dilly-dallying of the companies
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be completed within the

to

But the accomplishment of

object

this

not secured by the terms of the present contract,

is

as there

no provision which binds the company to build such conduits as the board may direct, nor is there any specification
is

concerning the lime

which the work

in

is

to be completed.

perienced linemen,

restored

On

lines Saturday.

and 4,000 sent out

They were

all

short, inquir-

ing for and giving information about friends and relatives.

The bulk

of the

work was

specials

for

The

newspapers.

services of seventy-five messenger boys

were required and

some made as high as .$S apiece for the day.
The damage to the fire-alarm system made the loss by
fire greater than it otherwise would have been.
Fire Chief
Hughes notified the public to send alarms of fire to the
nearest engine house or telephone them to headquarters if

testimony presented the

Moreover, by inserting a clause making the members of the
board the persons to whom all disputes shall be referred for

committee expresses the conviction that both the high and
low tension systems can be made equally safe to life snd
property by the use of proper safety devices
The opinion

which invested the justices of the supreme and
superior courts, and court of common pleas, with power to

possible.

hear and determine

ager Clifford immediately dispatched to Cincinnati and Chi-

tiDus regarding the operation of electrical

In view

other side.

of the committee

may be summarized

statement taken from

mony

taken,

the

of all

we do

its

to form satisfactory rules

an industry which

report:

not think

is

it

companies on the

in

the

following

"Considering the

testi-

possible for the legislature

and regulations

for application to

not only highly technical, but con-

new

stantly developing and presenting

conditions, render-

final

adjustment, the contract was

made

to conflict with the

act of 1SS7,

ways.

The

all

disputes as to ihe use of the sub-

contract did not provide for

purchase of

the

the subways by the commissioners of the sinking fund,

required by the same act as last referred to.
are also pointed out

and the court

able features as follows:

"It

is

as

Other defects

refers to these objection-

true that

fundamental as to

some

of these de-

ing the rules proper this year, possibly obsolete next year.

fects are not so

There should, however, be some form of supervision by
over the com-

alone, the prohibition of the court that this contract should

now

nature as to involve an entire want of authority in the ac-

properly qualified state or local authorities

mercial use of electricity analogous to the supervision
exercised

over

steam

boilers.

Regulations

framed with competent expert advice

and

not be entered into.

justify,

if

they stood

One-third of the telephone service was destroyed.

cago for experienced workmen.
eral

men

Manager Stone

by the board.

These

be

tion authorized to be taken

intrusted

to

consist mainly of the omission to bind the Standard

attributes

Vice-President and Gen-

of the Cincinnati

company

sent

all

the

he had at hand.

It will require several

weeks' work with extra forces to

and fire-alarm

restore all the telegraph, telephone

lines in

B. A.

Louisville.

Kansas

But there are others of so radical a

should

Man-

Mo.

City,

Kansas City, Mo., March

29.

—The

Kansas City &
31, vote upon
to the amount

Suburban railway stockholders will, on May
the propositicn to issue first mortgage bonds

suggestion that no

company to the construction of the subways mentioned in the
resolution and to do that within the period of one year,
which in the judgment of the board, would be sufficient for

wire carrying over 250 volts be allowed to enter a building,

that purpose." In conclusion, the court says: "Experience

summer on Troost avenue, from the termination of
the cable line on that avenue to Waldo park and to Forest
Hill cemetery. The line will also connect with the Holmes'

might be well to call
the unbiased statements of English experts

has demonstrated the necessity of requiring corporations

street cable line at Springfield

in their contracts with municipal bodies or their officers

Fussell avenue to

who have power

modify them, so as to meet
the changing conditions which the rapid growth of the inauthorities

to

dustry' constantly brings about."

is

also offered.

attention to

The

In this connection

it

who were consulted by the committee, and on whose
mony so much stress was placed. One of these,
George Forbes, wrote:

testi-

clearly

Prof.

little

"If panic legislation were to stop

and

explicitly define their obligations,

and

to

leave as

as possible to future uncertainties, for after the agree-

ments or

privileges

may

be obtained the exacting disposi-

the use of high pressure currents of electricity the public

tion of the parties contracting with these bodies

would be largely deprived of a great boon." In relation to
the action of the local authorities, the same gentleman said
that had they not lost their heads and had they been fitted

to exclude all possible concessions or understanding which

may

is

such as

be essential to promote and protect the interests of

the public.

These contracts cannot be made

in

language

of ^100.000, for the purpose

of constructing

the electric

line this

field.

At Waldo

Southern road

avenue by goirg west on

Holmes and north on Holmes
station passengers

will

to Spring-

on the Kansas City

be transferred to the electric

line,

&

and

thence to the cable lines and to the Union depot.

Another suburban line that will connect with a cable line
Kacsas City & Blue\"alley Railway company's road, which will extend, when completed, from the
in this city is the

end of the Fifteenth

street cable to

Manchester, Centropo-

,
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lis,

and other pans

SheflTiL'ld,

On

the city.

in the l>luc \ alley portion of

upon

April I2 the stoi;kholdcrs will be called

over that of the preceding year, the net earnings applica-

earnings in iS37 were $20.80 per share;

tion.

is

The

Metropolitan Street Railway compiny wi'l

improve
on the Armourdale electric line by putting another 15-horse power motor upon each of the 10 motor cars
now in use and then attach extra coaches whenever necessary.
Ten summer cars have already been ordered and will
the ser\Mce

soon be delivered.

The North East
particular.

have been taken

railway

proving a success in every

is

paying from the

It is

off that part of the line

In a few days the

the Metropolitan railway system.

equipment of the

The new

Six arc already on the road.

make

cars necessarily
is

riding a

be running.

track

and the new

rough

little

full

will

electric line, ten cars,

at first, but

this

rapidly wearing away.

Charles

W.

Missouri

with the

& Kansas

Telephone company, claims to have thought out
four years ago the principle of Edison's recent scheme of
using instantaneous photography in connection with the
phonograph.
Mr. Hastings called his machine the

He made

"Photo-Phono-Trope."

his idea

being

public,

then a reporter, by writing up an imaginary interview with

an inventive drummer from a good old Yankee state.
This article was published in the Kansas City Journal,
Feb. 12, i3S6.

An

phonograph has been made by

application of the

Regan

register

is

sum of
under way
the

When

to the cash register.

show a

cart!

but cry out

Arrangements are

company here

for the organization of a

man-

to

the phonographic register as soon as

sell

it

become patented.

has

P.

19

possession of

new switch-

its

and Oliver

ciety of Arts last evening.

W.

may be

by means of which

dynamo

as a

utilized

"recharging

describing a

In

L. Stevens,

to recharge the

or act as a brake whenever the car was going

cells

has assumed quite an important feature

in the

down

hill,

amount of power so returned to the batteries
on the lieverly and Uanvers street railway, operated by the
Union Flectric Car company, was by careful measurement
he

that the

saivi

same

amount of power supplied was about 9 or lo per cent. Col.
Hewins exhibited gears which had done service over S,ooo
Stereopticon views were
miles on a street railway car.
shown of the details of the system.
He said that on the
Beverly and Danvers road the batteries were recharged
after the car

had run 30 miles.

The Board

Aldermen has passed an order limiting the
speed of the electric cars to 7 and 1.; miles per hour in the
crowded and suburban streets respectively.

U Johnson, in company with Messrs. Greenand Underwood, ga\e an exhibition test of the workconduits

ing of the interior electrical
theater in this city on

Wednesday

Tremont

the

at

of this week.

The New England Telephone and Telegraph company
has declared a divi jend of 75 cents per share, payable on
15 to stockholders of .\pril

In his lecture on

"The

1S90.

2,

Transmission of Power"

I-'lectrical

last Monday night, Capt.
Thomson Houston Electric

the

company was now turning out 50
in this city

week, and that

it

motors

car

street

had 1,100 motors on

per

order

unfilled

its

opening of the

electric

roads to the Soldiers'

I

Street

Railway company started some three weeks ago to run half
hour cars from
tance of

five

Home, a

northern terminus to the

its

miles for a through fare of

5

On

cents.

dis-

They

few days.

start its cars in a

will operate in

connec-

tion with the Fifth street horse car line.

The

who were in
on Monday morning at

Cornel' University students,

three days last week, left

this

city

8:30 for

O. H. M.

Providence.

D.

—

Boston, Mass., March 26, A
and students
eering department, traveling upon
university professors

tour, arrived in

Professors

Merritt,

—

Boston, Mass., March 2S. The annual meeting of the
Bell Telephone company was held in this city
this week.
The report for the year 1SS9 was mide public
and is of great interest, not only because of the splendid

of Cornell

party

large

engin-

of the electrical
their

annual inspection

The

party

numbers nearly

Morris,

Nichols,

and
Moler, Snow and
30,

system and power plants, and a visit
and engineering departments of the MassaThe evening was spent
chusetts Institute of Technology.

End

electric railway

to the physical

The

the great factories of the

handsome sum of

$:, ^'5^,739, out

of whi^h

stockholders

have received dividends amounting to iS per cent,

The

capital stock.

earnings for 1SS9 were equal

total net

1026.7 percent, of the capital stock.
decreased from $222,257

'n

The company's telephones

arc

patent account

of the year 1SS9 the

branch

Legal expenses have

188S to 1^144,567

company had 757

The

At the end

exchanges,

154.009 miles of wire on

offices,

miles on buildings, 27.117

1S89.

in

valued at $827,212.

credited with $10,432,362.

is

of the

poles,

471

11,484

miles underground, 603 miles

under water, or a

total of 193.-15; C'.TS'S employes,
1S5,003 subscribers, and 444. S61 instruments in the hands of
licensees.
The number of connections made daily in the

United States

030,000

in

is

estimated at 1,240,147, or more than 400,-

a year.

per subscriber,

The average number

is 6.7,

varying,

it is

said,

of calls

from 2

different exchanges, while the average cost per

from 2 to 13 cents.

Fifteen

psr day
to

call

15

in

varies

new exchanges were opened

during the year, and 33,350 additional instruments put into use.
At the end of the year the number of extra territorial lines
>'').72S

was

9'ig,

with 35,234 miles of pole lines and

miles of wire.

made on

The

these lines pir day

3,000.000 for the year.

average numbcrof connections

was 8,289. or a

January

r,

total of nearly

iS/>, the long distance

and 34 799 miles of
wire on poles and S05 milesof wire in cables.
AH of these
lines included i.QtS miles of pDle line

figures

show a marked increase

in the

company's business

The

matters.

"Electricity

is

very important in

question of getting an

to a

fire, will,

it

.Substitute for

stored

seems

the steam

electricity

hydrant,

or

mc, be solved

to

all

engine of the

greatest water throwing capacity with the greatest

by

celerity

electricity.

power of any modern
power conveyed

ehctric

engine

each

to

making of your engines a pump on wheels, and

you have lightness

itself

as regards

weight, with

unlimited power of throwing water.

This

THE ELECTRIC
The new

plant at Alamosa, Cal.,

is

almost

be the

will

engine of the future; so the prophets say."

fire

O. H. M.

LIGHT.
now ready

oper-

for

ation.

A new

electric

light

company has been organized

at

Montgomery, Ala.

The

construction of an' electric light plant at

ton, Ga.,

is

Washing-

contemplated.

Vernon (Tex.) will have a $0o,ooo electric
erected by a stock company.

light

plant

The

Pittsburg Development company will erect
plant at Carnegie City, \'a.

2i\\

elec-

tric light

Newport (Ark.) will have an incandescent plant of 650
and a 50 light arc dynamo.

lights' capacity

B. F. Draper of Ligonier, Ind.. will add
light arc machine to his plant.

a

Thomson-

Houston 20

Glasgow, Ky. is considering a proposition by Cincinnati,
0., capitalists to erect an electric light plant.
Stanford, Ky., has issued bonds for §20.000 to secure
funds for the erection of a city electric light plant.

The Vernon Electric Light Power company at Tallapoosa, Ga., will enlarge its plant at an early day.
Owenton, Ky. will have an electric light plant, A ccmpany composed of local capitalists will erect the plant.

The Queen

City Electric companv, of Cincinnati, O.,
stock from $50,000 to $200,000.

will increase its capital

20 years' franchise has been awarded L. Hirsch at
to operate an electric light and power

at the

iSi

Thomson-Houston company

After several hours spent in examining

Lynn.

at

con-

the

Thomson-Houston electrical machinery a
was made to the shops of the Thomson Welding
company. An hour was spent on Saturday evening at the
(ine station of the Edison Electric Illuminating company.
The party will remain in Boston over Sunday and will
struction of the
visit

leave for Providence on
at several other

Monday morning,

places of interest

made

stops being

on the route

New

to

Both students and professors arc enthusiastic
work, and are enjoying their trip immensely.

York.
their

A

party of 32, representing the city government

in

Lynn

one day this week and made a thorough examination of
the working of the electric system of the Lynn and Bos"Willows'" branch of the Naunikcag street railway

system

at

This

a

Salem, Mass.,

summer

is

again to be run

ro.ad leading

from Salem

Two

by

electricity.

to a seaside re-

ago it was
equipped and operated for one season by the Sprague sysThat electricity is to be resumed shows that the
tem.
two miles out

sort

of town.

management has abundant confidence

years

in that

means of

motive power.

The

report that the

West End

street railway

company

is

Mr. Bradford, who

was

denied by the com-

killed recently

On

by an

electric car, is

officials.

next

l.^st

company

week.

It

started

up

its

ma-

has 60 lamps on the

streets.

The capacity of the Badger Electric company at Racine,
Wis., has bctn increased by a Thomson-Houston 30 light
arc machine.

Opelika, Ala., Electric Light

power house

at

once and

^S;

install

Power company will
an arc and incan-

descent plant.

The

Central Electric

company

of Lexington,

Ky..

awarded a contract for an incandescent plant to be

has
in-

stalled at once.

The Shreveport, Gas & Electric company, Shreveport,
La., will install a 50 light arc machine of the ThomsonHouston system.

A Thomson-Houston

30 light arc dynamo has been
Mt. Clemens Electric company, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
atlded to the capacity of the

An

electric light plant will be installed at Stuttgart, Ark.
local
Improvement company, recently organized,

by the
with

!^i

50.000 capital stock.

The Brush

Electric Light & Power company at Savannah, Ga.. has awarded a contract to the Westinghouse
company for a 750 light dynamo.

An

electric light company has been formed in Bridgeport, t)., to build an electric light plant that willcost about
Its bid to furnish the town with 25 arc lights was
,^10, 000.

The Van Buren (Ark.) Investment company has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,000, to construct
and operate electric light, gas and waterworks. W. H.
Shibley, G. K. Wood and W. H. Ross are interested.
I-'lectric

company has been awarded

the contract ot furnishing alternating current apparatus to
increase the capacity of the lighting plant of the Nashville
Lighting & Power company to the extent of 3,000 incan-

descent lights.

Twenty-eight hundred lights' capacity of
Westinghouse apparatus is already in use by this company.

In addition to the order for incandescent machinery, the
Nashville company has placed with the Westinghouse
Electric company one for 540 arc lights.

The

Citizens' Electric Light & Power company, of LansClifton, Pa., has been organized, with a capital
stock of .'^125, 000.
President, James S. Austin; vice-president, S. L. Kent; secretary, W. J. Crawford; treasurer,
Charles L. Bartleson; directors, James S. Austin, John

downc and

to be indicted for causing the death of

pany's

Citizens' Electric Light

The Westinghouse

ton street railroad.

is

The

chines in East St. Louis

accepted by council.

and the

street railways of Worcester, Mass., paid a visit to

The

plant.

The

Congress street station of the Boston Electric Light
company. On Saturday morning the entire party boarded
Maine road and were soon inside
the train on the Boston

tal

lire

erect a

in

showing the company is able to make; but because of the mass of statistical information it contains.
earnings of the year were $4,044,704.71; the Xoexpenses. $1,355. 96'j.oi; leaving as net earnings the

by a

At a recent dinner of the Massachusetts Boot and Shoe
Commissioner John K. Murphy, in an after

an inspection of the West

Friday wa«; spent

financial

total

accompanied

is

club. Fire

and resident graduates Humphrey, Marks and

others.

American

cut

biographical sketch of the professor.

A

Boston Friday niDrning, and put up at the

United Stales hotel.
includes

Boston, Mass.

from a photograph of Pro-

The

Newport, Ark.,

Sun-

day afternoon the cars are run every 15 minutes and are
crowded to their utmost capacity. The Dayton & Soldiers'
Home electric road, which runs from the western city limits to the Home, about a mile and a half in length, will

reproduced

ci^t

Thomson.

fessor Elihu

,

lome, a distance of three

The White Line

miles from center of the city.

tains a large

Swanton & Clark of Santa Cruz, Cal have purcl ascd a
Thomson-Houston 650 light alternating current dynamo.

list.

two

New

Denver, of the

J.

of

Edward

May

1890

5,

England Telephone company upon "Induction and Tnterferencewith Telephone Service, from a Telephcnic View."
The Lynn Daily /'/v.o- of Wednesday, March ig, con-

ascertained to be about 14 per cent, of that taken out, while

the

W.

be entertained by a paper by

dinner speech, said:

r.

H. Ilewins. general manager of the Union Kleciric Car company, read a paper on
"The .\pplicalion of
Storage Batteries to .Street Car Propulsion," before the SoCol. K.

I'.ugene Gritlin said that

— Electrical traction

29.

125 000.

to

before the Harvard Electric club,

Dayton, Ohio,
Dayton, C, March

April

the corner of Milk

the key of the

giving the amount,

the customer's purchase.

ufacture and

May

about

streets,

field

pressed down, not only will the machine register

the amouDt.

The company expects to take
board in the new building at

of shares at present

the increased mileage resulting therefrom with

now connected

Hastings,

Patrick

113.039, wh'ch will be increased

the car motor

branch of

The number

been largely increased.

which was formline, a

$26.72 per share.

1SS9.

for

iSSS. $24.25

in

while the capital stock on which dividends were earned has

device" invented by

Independence avenue horse car

erly the

now reported

as against that

All the horse cars

start.

The

ble to dividends having, in fact, increased o per cent.

upon the proposition toin:reasc the capital stock of
the company from JJts^.CKK) to :f75,ooo. and to vote bonds
for the total amount, which will undoubtedly be done, and
will immediately be followed by the beginning of construc-

to vote

April

Monday evening

M. Shingley, James
Phillips, S. L.

the

Boston Electric club

will

The company

Garrett, Edward \'. Kane, Dr. j". M.
Kent, John Adams and Thomas Burwell.
begin work at once, and expects to be in

will

—
April

5,
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operation at both Clifton

and

Lansdowne

within

four
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cordingly decided to enlarge the station and install addimachinery.
Plans have been adopted and within a
short time it is hoped the new power plant will be ready.
Edison dynamos of 2,500 lights' capacity have been ordered and American arc machines, capable of operating
Besides lighting the city the
155 lamps, will be installed.
company will furnish power for manufacturing and other
purposes.
Motors of all sizes will be furnished from that
of one-tenth horse power to one large enough to run any
ordinary manufacturing business. The smaller motors can
be used in private residences for running a stwing machine
and many of them will be in use in a short time. The
presses of the Fairhaven Ifoald will be operated by one of
the larger motors.
tional

months.
(Tex.) Electric Light & Power
contracts to the Westinghouse Electric

comcom-

The Fort Worth
pany has

.

let

pany, of Pittsburg, Pa., for additional machinery.

The Thomson-Houston company of Atlanta, Ga., has
plant and
it necessary to increase the capacity of ils
has placed an order for machines for 1,000 incandescent

found

lights.

The Opelika (Ala.) Electric Light & Power company recently organized, has adopted the alternating system, and
awards the contract for its plant to the Westinghouse company.

The rapid development of electric lighting in Omaha,
Neb., and the application of electricity in other forms has
caused the city council to establish the office of city electrician.

The Grafton (W. Va.) Electric Light, Heating & Power
company has been incorporated with an authorized capital
stock of ^100,000, to erect an electric light plant.
franchise to light the town.

It

has

Saginaw, Mich., according to the annual address of the
illuminating its
city, has 131 arc lamps
The service has been greatly improved and addistreets.
tional machiner)' is being introduced.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Fort Worth (Tex.) & Arlington Heights Street Railway company has, it is reported, commenced the erection
of

Electric

company has been

power house.

Burlington, la., street railway lines will be transformed into an electric system. The council has granted
permission to make the change and the contract has been

awarded

The Thomson-Houston ElectricLight company of Mem-

mayor of the

The Warrensburg, Mo.

its electric

The

Tenn., has,

reported, increased its capital stock
$roo,ooo, and will erecta power house to furnish power to
the street railways.
phis,

it is

in-

corporated with a capital stock of $25,000, to generate and
power; incorporators
sell electricity for light, heat and
James H. Christopher, James D. Eads, Geo. B. Shaw.

The electric light plant at Huntingdon, Pa., was sucThe system used is
cessfully put in operation last week.
President,
the Thomson-Houston, and the officers are:
T. Simpson Africa; secretary, treasurer and superintendent,

The Grove street electric road at Oakland, Cal., will be
completed within a year. Work is already under way, and
it is hoped that the line to the city limits will
be finished
within three months.

An

B. F. Africa.

exchange says: Boston street cars are so pleasant,
speedy and convenient since the introduction of electricity
as a motor on the railways of that city, that they are becoming the fashionable vehicles for opera patrons.

The annual visitors to Bluff Point, N. V., may prepare
themselves for a surprise this summer, because this fashionable resort will have a central station alternating current

The stockholders of the Seattle Wash. Electric Railway
company have elected the following trustees to ser\'e during the ensuing year; L. H. Griffith, Angus Mackintosh,

The Westinghouse Electric company,
electric light plant.
of Pittsburg, Pa., was awarded the contract for furnishing
the machinery of the plant, which is to have a capacity of
1,500 lights.
The

lunatic asylum at Mimico, near Toronto, Canada,
illuminated by the incandescent light. When the plant
was started, so astonished were the inmates that one poor
Six large boilers
fellow bowed down and kissed the floor.
for lighting, beating and laundry purposes, were installed
An
Armington
& Sims enby Purdy & Co., of Toronto.
gine, of 35-horse power, making 300 revolutions per minThe plant was installed by the Ball Electric
ute, is used.
Light company, of Toronto. The lamps are 16 and 32

is

candle power.
councils in Allegheny City, Pa.,

At a meeting of

March

Superintendent Hunter reported that the work on the
The lower pornew electric plant is progressing rapidly.
tions of the foundations are all completed; 600 poles have
been set, all city buildings have been wired, and it is expected that the power house will be completed by April i,
and the plant will be ready for operation May i. This
plant is to be operated by the city. It will have a capacity
of 3,000 lights, and will be furnished with the Westinghouse alternating current system.
7,

A

gas journal prints the following complimentary notice
'"One of the best arranged and
of an electric light plant:
most capably managed electric light plants within the borders of the state of Georgia is that owned by the Athens
Gas &: Electric Light company; and it ought to be a good
one. for fso.ooo were expended in its construction and
equipment. It might also be said that the gas works are
modern and complete. The electric annex contains two
steel boilers of 70-horse power each, and two engines (one
of yo-horse and one of 50-horse) which operate one 50
light incandescent dynamo.
furnished by the Thomson-Houston
company, and it is handsome and complete. Forty arcs
are now in circuit, and the company has application for 300
incandescent lamps, which it is now arranging to supply
Dr. J. A. Hunnicut, president of the company, has great

light arc machine,

and one 650

The apparatus was

faith in its future."

A

Cleveland paper says:

&

''The ordinance granting the

company, the right to lay mains
and pipes in the streets will be bitterly opposed by the old
gas companies. President Morley, of the Cleveland Gas
Light & Coke company, called on the mayor Wednesday
morning, and expressed his disapproval of granting the
Mr. Morley claimed that the
new company a franchise.
organization of new gas companies never benefited the
Sooner or later they were either purcitizens of any city.
chased by or consolidated with older competitors, and
Citizens'

Gas

Electric

nothing was gained for the public in the way of cheaper or
^layor Gardner, after Mr. Morley had retired,
better gas.
expressed the opinion that the fight which bad been waged
every time a new gas company was proposed would be renewed. The incorporators of the company now asking
for privileges were good men, the mayor thought, and he

One of
was inclined to believe that they meant business.
the promotors was at the mayor's house earlier in the morning than Mr. Morley, explaining their plans to his honor.
The Citizens' company propose to light with both gas and
electricity."

An example of western enterprise is presented at FairIn January last
haven, Wash., a "city" of six months.
an electric light and power company was organized with a
plant
of 500 lights'
An
incandescent
capital of ^100,000.
capacity, and an arc machine for 55 lights were installed.
When the company got its machinery ready for operation
it was found that the demands for light and power service
greatly exceeded the capacity of the plant, and it was ac-

D. T. Denny,

Dr.

E.

C.

Kilbourne, V.

Hugo

Smith,

upon which

be placed the wires for
Sedalia's electric railway system was planted March 19, a
thousand or more people being present to witness the ceremony. Addresses were made by Mayor Crawford, G. W.
Barnett, Henry Lamm, W. S. Shirk and Judge -D. C.
Metsker, of Topeka, Kan., the president and superintendent of the Sedalia, Mo., Electric Railway, Light & Power
company, which is building the road.
first

pole

will

Experimental trials have been made on the Southwark
in London, with the electric locomotive, by which
the trains oh this new underground line are to be worked,
and highly satisfactory results have been obtained. With
a train of three carriages, carrying 100 persons, the maxiload to be carried by any train when the line is open
for traffic, a speed of twenty miles an hour was obtained,
and the locomotive alone ran at the rate of thirty miles an
hour.

subway

mum

The Transcontinental Street Railway company, which
has the most exensive system of street railways in Portland, Ore., has decided to supplant horse power by electricity, and will adopt the overhead wire system.
Objection
has been made by property owners to the erection of poks
and the stringing of wires in the streets of Portland by the
electric

companies now established, and it is feared oppobe developed against the Transcontinental com-

sition will

pany.

The Laredo.

Tex., Electric Motor Street Car line commenced running to the bridge across the river March 12,
and that city can now boastof having the only international
electric motive power connection in the world.
The large
steam plant, consisting of boilers and engines, to be used
in connection with the electric motor street car power
house to furnish the additional power required for 2,000 incandescent and 200 arc lights, will be put in posiThis gives Laredo two of the largest election at once.
tric light plants in the state, and insures an abundance of
light.

Contracts have been awarded at St. Louis for most of
the work on the Lindell Railway extension, and it is expected that the entire line will be completed within the next
The total cost of the extension will be
three months
about $1,200 ooc. The power house building alone will
cost $150,000, and will contain four engines, having a capacity of 1,600 horse power.
One hundred motor cars and
250 coaches will be used along the line. The first work on
the extension will be from Manchester road to Forest Park.
In Forest Park a pavilion will be erected at a cost of
825,000.

One

of the most important franchises

recently granted

in Kansas City, Kan., was that to the Enright-Thayer company to build and equip seven miles of double track elec-

The

overhead system will be adopted.
Ten
be operated with trailers.
The road will
This line will extend through Argentine,
Armourdale, Kansas City, Kan., to Kansas City, Mo.,
crossing a long viaduct.
The right of w?y has been secured and everything is now in readiness excepting the
franchise for two miles in Kansas City, Mo., but no trouble

tric railway.

motor cars

will
cost ^300,000.

is

the tracks in which a pinion connected with the motors engaged, in order to secure the necessary traction. With the
new equipment this arrangement is found to be unnecessary, and the Sprague cars have no difficulty in rscending
the grade with the aid of no other traction than that which
the wheels secure fram the rails themselves.
There are
now over 30 cars in regular operation upon this line.

The Rae system of electric railways is in operation in
Fort Worth, Tex and a local paper makes the following
flattering allusion to the operation of the line: "The Houston street electric car system has bten universally voted a
grand success by the public, but with the new improvements in the way of trucks, etc., etc., which were added
to-day, it is absolutely perfect. The cars now run smoother
and faster than before, and there is nothing to mar or iar
the progress of these chariots of the people.
There is not
in the United States a more perfect system of electric locomotion than that now adopted by the Fort Worth Land and
Street Railway company, and the city is to be congratulated
on its public spirit and enterprise."
The same system of
electric propulsion is in operation in Saginaw,
Mich.,
,

it is equally satisfactory.
The mayor of the latter
annual address, made the following reference to
Rae system in that city:
"I believe we did a wise act
when we granted the street railway company the right to
change their system into the electric power. Rapid transit
is demanded by the public, and in giving the right to the
company to change their motive power from horses to electricity, we enabled the company to give better communica-

where

city, in his

the

tion to all parts of our city.
I believe that our city to-day
as far as street car service is concerned is second to none.
I believe that we stand head and shoulders above all our

neighbors."

THE TELEGRAPH.
Two

telegraph operators have been arrested in New York
City for "tapping" pool room lines over which returns
from races were received. They will be prosecuted by the

Western Union Telegraph company.

Andrew Abbott.

The

being over a mile. With the old original equipment this grade
was considered too steep to be ascended in the ordinar)'
manner, and at the steepest part a rack was used between

anticipated at this point.

The managers of the Federal Street & Pleasant Valley
which has been operating
25 motor cars on the Sprague electric system for some time,
are so well pleased with the operation of the cars on that
road that they have ordered an additional equipment of 14
motor cars. Each of these cars will be equipped with two
Sprague improved railway motors. The grades surmounted
by the electric cars upon this road are quite severe, being
in one place about 1232 P^^ cent., the length of the grade
street railway of Pittsburg, Pa.,

The Laredo (Tex.) Improvement company
for the statement that the business of the

is

authority

Western Union

Telegraph company at that point last year showed an
crease of 97 per cent, over the previous year.

in-

The Inter-Ocean Telegraph company has been incorporated at Alexandria, Va., with D. H. Bates, of New York
president, and J. F. Hood, of Washington, D. C,
secretary, to construct and operate telegraph and telephone
lines.
The capital stock is $100,000.
city,

The Western Union Telegraph company has purchased
the plant and franchise of the Sandy Hook, Quarantine
and City Island Telegraph company which was organized
by several of the members of the Maritime E.xchange for
the purpose of getting information at New York concerning
incoming vessels, but it has been operated by the Western
Union.

Miscellaneous Notes,
George Cutter of Chicago, has gone to Boston on a two
weeks' business

trip.

The American

Electric Supply company has been incorporated at Chicago, to manufacture all kinds of electric
apparatus; capital stock, ^250,000; incorporators, F. E.
Shaw, William Martin, W. O. Johnson.

The Ohio Gas Light association, which convened for
sixth annual meeting at Toledo. March 19, considered
a number of questions of interest to electric light men as
well as gas companies.
Among the papers prepared for
the occasion were these:
"Municipal Control of Lighting," H. Wilkiemeyer, superintendent Gas Light & Coke
company, Portsmouth, O.; "Combination of Gas and
Electric Lighting in a Small Town," George W.
Bowers,
secretarj'^ Gas & Electric Light company, Hillsboro, O.
Among the subjects presented for special consideration
were:
"In a lighting territory covered by illuminating gas
and the incandescent electric light, which seems to be in
the ascendancy?"
"Does a fine gas of 23 to 25-candle
power help check the invasion of the incandescent electric
its

"What system of electric lighting
adoption by gas companies?"
light?"

is

best

for

The surplus of the Paris Exhibition of iSSg, amounting
to 331,4.05 francs, has been applied to the establishment of
an electrical laboratory under the auspices of the Society
Internationale des Electriciens. For some time the Society
have for the sake of economy accepted the kind offer of
MAL Menier and established their laboratory at the works
The Paris municipal
of this firm in the Rue Crenelle.
council have just conceded to the society a site for the better establishment and development of this laboratory', free
of all charge, save a nominal one of one franc a year, for
the period of 60 years, on the conditions that after this
period the whole building to be erected shall become, with
its permanent fixtures, the property of the council, and also
that the society shall reserve gratuitously two scholarships
for electrical students designated by the council for practical course in the laboratory, and that one municipal councillor shall be on the committee of the laboratory.

Although we do not hear ver}' much about the discovery
of practical methods of generating electricity direct from
coal without the intervention of dynamos and moving machinery, it must not be supposed that workers in the field
It will be
are idle, says the London Electrical Engineer.
remembered by scientists that a silver medal was awarded
at the time of the Inventions Exhibiticm for an apparatus
of this sort, in which an electrical pressure was obtained
from incandescent hydrogen occluded through platinum
tubes at a very high temperature. These experiments are
being continued, and the results seem to justify the idea

—
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though in what lime il is hardly possible to say— that a
Prof. Terrj- has alpractical solution will be arrived at.
ready publicly announced his belief that the experiments
will result in a practical msthod. and these are not the only
workers in this extended field.
University of Pennsylvania has issued a pamphlet
advantages of a course in mechanical engineering in that institution ani explaining the details of the
In reference to the dcpirtment of electrical cn;;isame.
"As the greater part of the education of
neering. il says:
an electrical engineer must be mechanical, and as no meengineering
education is complete without a good
chanical
working knowledge of electrical engineering, a course, extending over parts of two years, has been established in
The work begins in senior year with a
this department.
discussion of quantity, potential, current, resistance, elec-

April

Claims thirteen and twenty-six are:
"In an electric locomotor, a swinging collapsible
for supporting the motor.
"The combination, with an e'ectric-raihvay car. of a
propelling electric motor therefor, supported at one
end upon the axle of the vehicle and borne at its other
end by an elastically-sustained sliding support."

.Minneapolis, one 35 hoisc power Ideal engine; Fit/gerald
Plaster company, Springfield, 111., one O5 horse power Ide
J. T. Waterhouse, Cedar Rapids, la., one 30 horse
power Ideal engine.

frame

engine;

Electrical Patents.

The

relatinj; the

measurement, magnetism and magnetic measurement, electro-magnetic measurement and the units adopted
The course then treats of the measurement of
in practice.
tro-static

currents, the construction, calibration and use of galvanometers, the measurement of difference of potential, quantity, resistance, a study of batteries, insulation tests and

the apparatus used, the constructing, testing and advantages of different ammeters and voltmeters, measurement of
power and efficiency of dynamos and motors, and the etViThe theor>' of
cicncy and life of incandescent lamps.
d)-namo-elcctric machines is taken up. and the characterisMotors arc
tics of each of the different types are studied.
studied in their theoretical and practical aspects. Lectures
are given on electric lighting, wiring on the different systems, and the theory and practical management of accumuThe course in the electrical laboratory covers the
lators.
use of all the test apparatus for measuring currents, resistances, insulation and capacity, the testing of dynamos
and motors, storage batteries and commercial ammeters
The apparatus in this department is beand voltmeters.
ing rapidly increased, and now contains galvanometers, resistance boxes, keys and other apparatus from the best
American and foreign makers. The classes are limited in
size, thereby having the woik of each student carefully
overlooked by the instructor in charge."

Business Mention.
R. T. Whi'te of 12 Pearl street. P.oston, has just issued a
catalogue, descriptive of his improved material for the
construction of all kinds of street railway roadbeds.
little

The Elgin City Street Railway company, which has contracted for the Sprague electric system for its lines, will use
two tandem compound liall engines of 150 horse power
The order for the engines was obtained by W. li.
each.
Pearson, the Chicago agent of the Ball Engine company.
Electrical Supply company of Chicago has issued a
list of Habirshaw wires, cables and cores for which it is
Western agent
These wires and cables are specially

The

adapted for electric lighting of high or low voltage, underground or under water as well as aerial. Telephone and
telegraph cables are furnished on demand.

Motor company of Baltimore, reports trade
.Sales of 10 horse power and half horse
encouraging,
power motors for Milwaukee, and 4 horse power for

The

IJaxter

The company is negotiating with
the Johnstown Electric I-ight & Power company to install
generator
with full equipment of motors.
horse
power
a 150
Toledo, are reported.

The United Edison Manufacturing company. Leonard &
Izard, agents, have esr.-iblished
street, iJctroit, Mich.,

with

an

oflice

Wm. M.

at 202 Griswold
Porter, late of the

Westinghouse company, as representative, and F. A. Carr,
of the Edison company, as superintendent of construction.
The object is to have the wiring upon which the Edison
lights a-e to be operated done directly by the Edison
company, so that the responsibility for all construction will
They hope thus to secure belter
rest directly upon them.
results for their patrons and at the same time feel better
satisfied themselves that the work is properly done.

Among

the recent sales of engines of A. L. IdeOv: Sons,
College Park electric
III., are the following;

Springfield.

Sherman. Texas, one too horse power Ideal enForest City IClectric Light comgine, boiler and fixtures.
pany, Kockford. 111., one 150 horse power Ideal engine.
Ilodgkins
tS:
Clarge,
Syracuse. N. V., one 100
Moffelt,
horse fwwcr Ideal engine (second order); ICnglish, Morse
& Co., Kansas City, Mo., one 25 horse power and one 40
horse power Ideal engine and two 50 horse power Ide engines; Muscatine. la., Gas & Electric Light &: Power
company, one 65 horse power Ideal engine; Jacksonville,
one 80 horse power
111., Gas, Light \ Coke company,
belt line,

engine (third order); Carroll iS: Powell, St. Louis.
(second order) one 100 horse power Ideal engine; Greenview Coal company. Greenview, III., one 50 horse power
Ideal engine; \V. J. Wilcox I>ard & Refining company.
New York, one 50 horse power Ideal engine; State Institution for Deaf &: Dumb. Jacksonville, III., one 50 horse
power Ideal engine; Colorado Electric Supply & Motor
company, Denver, Colo., one 15 horse power Ideal engine;
Peter Schmidt, Milwaukee, one 80 horse power Ideal engine; Detroit Electrical works, for street railway at Fort
Worth. Texas, two 150 horse power Ideal engines;
Kcwancc Electric Light & Power company, Kewancc, III..
one So horse power Ideal engine; United Edison Manufacturing company, Denver, Colo., two 35 horse power
Ideals for Ames building at Omaha, Neb.; Medical &
Surgical Sanitarium, iJattle Creek, Mich., one 25 horse
power Ideal engine (second order); (ireen, Kimble vV Tallman, \'crnon Center. Minn., one 40 horse power Ide engine; Thomson-Houston Electric company, Chicago, 80
Ideal

horse power Ideal engine; Springfield (III.) Woolen mills,
50 horse power Ideal engine; J. Kennard & Sons Carpet
company, St. Louis, one 50 horse power Ideal engine;
Springfield (111.) Electric Light & Power company, one 125
horse power Ideal engine, and one 125 horse power Ideal
compound engine; Bloomington Avenue Presbyterian church

424,,082.

Issued iMarch 25, 1890.

Constant Current Motor. Wm. IJaxter, Jr.,
Baltimore, Md.
The invention consists in a constant current motor
having the field magnetized by a current shunted from
the commutator through two brushes attached to the
terminals of the field coils and adapted for changing
the electrical relation of the brushes to one another
automatically by a centrifugal governor rotated in unison with the motor armature, and therefore affected by
the load upon the motor.
Multiplex
Synchronous
G. Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Synchronous

423 ,903
(i.

Robert

Telegraph.

Robert

Process of Blasting Rock.
Oberlin, Ohio.

423 ,908.

423 ,912.

Commutator Brush.

Cooley,

Diehl,

Elizabeth,

Robert Ross, Ver-

Theodore

Apparatus.

Valve-Controller.

Flihu

Thomson,

Apparatus for Electric Soldering and CementEiihu Thomson. Lynn, Mass.

423 ,975.

Controller for Electric Motors. Merle J. Wight-

man, Lynn, Mass.

The sixth claim is appended:
"The combination, with an electric

motor, of a cirin the connection between the
source of energy, short-circuit
connections for a coil or conductors on the field-magnet of the motor, and a supplemental switch to whose
contacts such connections are carried, said supplemental switch being actuated by the first at the instant before the rupture of the circuit of the motor.

424,991.

a

and closer
suitable

Dynamo-Electric Machine.

Ferranti,

Hampstead, County

Telegraphy.
424,006.
don, Eng.

Charles

Electro- Medical Chair.
424,012.
Utica, N. V.

Sebastian Z. de
of Middlesex, Eng.
Langdon-Davies, Lon-

Marian A. MacMaster,

Igniting, \pparatus for Gas Engines.
624,027.
F. Roberts, Rochester, N. "S

Edward

Electro-Magnetic Motor.
Nikola Tesia, New
York, X. \.
The second claim is:
"In an alternating current motor, the combination,
with an armature-core circular in configuration, of a
supporting-frame, field-cores extending therefrom over
portions of the periphery of the armature, and energizing-coils surrounding said armature, and partsof the

424,036.

field-cores.

it."

Underground Conduit

for Electric

Wires or Ca-

Charles

(i. Gilman, Eldora, la.
invention relates to underground conduits for
and it consists in the combination, with the metallic pipes arranged to contain
wires
or
the
cables, of an insulating sheathing and an
intermediate filling.

bles.

The

electric wires or cables;

Claim one is:
"An underground electric conduit-pipe consisting of
an inner metallic pipe inclosing the wires, an outer
tube of porous earthenware, and an intermediate layer
of asphaltum."

iJynamo-IOlectric Machines.
Chas, D. Jcnney,
424.065.
Indianapolis, Ind.
The last claim is appended:
"4. The combination, in a dynamo-electric machine,
of the field-magnet core, an armature located to one side
of said core, and pole pieces secured to the ends of
said core, expanding in the direction of the axle of the
armature, and extending from the ends of said core in
substantially the natural direction of the principal lines
of force of the field-magnet to near said armature."
Electric Locomotive.
424,070.
Boston, Mass.

Rudolph M.

Vehicle

Electrically-Propelled

Quadruplex Relay.

W.

P'rancis

Jones,

New

19.

Alarm

Electric

Wesley G.

Letter Boxes.

for

John A.

Fuse-Plug.

New

Seely,

York, N. Y.

Electro-Magnetic Watch-Clock. Rufus B. Carr,
Boston, Mass.
Electric Time-Dial.

Charles A. Colby and Jas.

424. 295.

424 298.
City.
424 310.

Hyde

Electric Stop-Motion for Knitting-Machines.
P. Haslam, Wilmington, Del.
Electric Railway.

Henry,

C.

Multiple Switch-Board.
Park. III.

Electric Meter.
phia, Pa.

424 33S.
424 339.

John

Kansas

Mo.
Milo

G.

Kellogg,

William McKinney,

Philadel-

Isolated System of Electric Lighting.
Pa.

James F.

McLaughin, Philadelphia,

The
dynamo

invention

ondary

battery

consists of a hydraulic motor, a
generator driven by the same, a secadapted to be discharged by the
dynamo and to discharge into the light circdits. and a
combined switch and valve for simultaneously controlling the circuits and the feeding water for the
motor.
electric

Electric Railway. James F. McLaughlin. Phila424,340.
delphia, Pa.
The eighth claim: "In an electric railway, an
underground conduit disposed below the center of the
road-bed and parallel therewith, said conduit being
composed of spaced metallic ribs connected by webs
at their lower ends, with slots in each rib and metallic
sheathings sprung into said slots, and constituting the
walls of the conduit."
424,3^'4.

Electric Railway.

Edmund

P. Slentz, Idlewood,

and James B. McGrew, Pittsburg.

By this invention the conducting strips from which
the car takes its power are rendered dead or inactive
throughout the entire length of the route, except for a
short distance corresponding, approximately, to the
length of the car, which (the car) as it advances over the
track gradually and automatically, shifts the active portions of the conducting strips from one section of the
same to another from the beginning to the end of the
The protrack, and in advance of the line of travel.
gressive "rendering Ective" by sections of the conducting strips which supply the car with power for its
propulsion is accomplished automatically and mechanically

by the car

New

Stephenson,
424.372.

itself.

Removable Truck

424.371.

Car Truck.

Electric

John

for Electric Cats.

Yoik, N. Y.

John

Stephenson,

New

York, N. Y.
424,373

Electric

New

Car Truck Frame.

John Stephenson,

York, N. Y.

Trolley-Bridge. John Stephenson, New York,
N. Y.
Combined Conduit and Overhead Sjslem for
^ 24 380.
424,374.

Electric Radiator.
Henry R. I'.utterfield and
Willis Mitchell, Waterville, Me.
Claim three reads as follows:
"In combination with an inner open frame, a wire
openwork surrounding the same and insulated to guard
against short circuiting, the wire of said openwork
forming part of an electric circuit as one continuous
conductor and allowing the free passage of air through

424,047.

424,057.

M. Hunter,

Reed, Toronto, Ontario, Can.

424. 273.

W.

ing.

same and

Dempf, Washing-

Rudolph

York. N. Y,

Lewis D. Conner,

423 ,966. Method of Electric Soldering, Cementing, etc.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
The invention consists in passing a heating electric
current through a conductor contiguous to the work,
but electrically insulated therefrom.

cuit breaker

Wardwcll, L:ikc

II.

Hunter, I'hiladclphia, Pa.

John

423 956. Electric Forging-Machine.
gennes, \'t.

423 ,967.

424,,207.

424. 268.

X. J.
Claim or.e is as follows:
"A commutator-brush consisting of a tube or receptacle and a series of loose contact devices therein."

423 965, Electric
Lynn, Mass.

Harris,

C. Strong. Buffalo, N. Y.

Philip

423 959. Therapeutic Galvanic
Schmauser, Allegheny, Pa.

Harry

424 206. Electric-Railway Car.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Gur-

Henry

Regulator for Dynamos.
Boston, Mass.

423 909.

Samuel

Joseph A.

Circuit-Closer
424,,]S2.
ton, D. C.

424, 229.

Process of Separating Magnetic Particles.
Falls, N. Y.

don Conk'ing, Glens

Trolley Wires

for

Secondary Battery.
4-4.,i';2
Village, N. IL

424,

Multiplex

Coupling

Cleveland, Ohio.

424, 209.

Telegraph.

B'-own, Brooklyn, N. Y.

423 .907.

4'4.,110.

Robert

Telegraph.

Synchronous
423 902. Multiplex
0. Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Waittr Thompson, Meridcn,

Electric Railway.

Conn.

23897

423,,901.

1890

5,

George W.

Mansfield,

I'Zlectric Rai ways.
Charles J. Van Depoeic, Chicago, 111.
Of the twenty-four claims the last is given:
In an
electric railway, the ccmbination, with a suspended
conductor, of a vehicle having a contact-carrying rod
or arm extending to he suspended conductor, a tensionspring engaging the lower portion of said arm for imparting upward movement to its outer end, a weight
connected with said spring for placing the same under
tension,
and a removable supper I for sustaining
the weight when said contact-arm is not in use."
'

l

42-1 ,381.

Arm for Electric Railway Cars.
Depoele, Lynn, Mass

Trolley

J. N'an

Burglar Alarm.
Mich.

42) ,387.

Electric
424 ,401.
Ga.

Meter.

Charles

Nelson M.

Watson, Ecorse,

William

Bagby,

J.

Atlanta,

Cooking Device. Henry R.
Me.
Henry R. Bulterfield and
424 ,404. Electric Flat-iron.
Willis Mitchell, Waterville. Me.
424 .;o6. Commutator. William F. D. Crane, Philadel^24 ^03. Electric Heating and
Buttcrfield, Waterville.

phia. Pa.

424 431.

Municipal Signaling-Box.
York, N. Y.

I'Vederick

Pearce,

New
424 436.
'

Electric

New

Railway Motor.

Frank

T-

Sprague,

York, N. Y.

4-4 441. Method of Manufacturing Projectiles by Electric
Welding. William M. Wood, Washington, D. C.
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CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.

Self Oiling.

Unequaled Regulation.

Underground or Submarine.

Simplicity,

Perfection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
IDE & SON, Manufacturers
SPBIWeFIEIiD, llil,.

A. L.
In a letter from the Inspkctob of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Cnion, nnder date of Marcb
Tliorouglily Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every 'Respect."
W, 1886, be says : "
Tbe robber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially cbemlcally prepareii, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate^ oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weatber
and not affected by beat. Tbe Insulation Is protected from mecbanlcal Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked witb Clark's Patent Compound, which Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Out insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad«

A

to order.

^

Clilcago Office:

Magnetic Vane Ammeters

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

121 La Salle Street.

St. Louis Office:

313

Olive Street

Voltmeters.

and

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENRY

A.

CLARK,

«

General Manager.

HERBERT

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Our

light Doable

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Belts are alirays made from centers of irhole
hides extra stretched.
I

I

.a.a-ElTTa

Entirely by

for

the

Direct Currents.

Mather Electric Co.

Special Sizes

U/^
MAEIC

Chicago,

Boston,

made under

Contract for Central Slation Use.

PHILADELPHIA.
& CO.,
INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
!Maln Honee,

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Instrument

H. SALISBURY & CO.j Chicsgo, III.
A. H. QARDINEE CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. Lonle, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOBSE &. CO., Kanf ae City, Mo.

Indianapolis.

QUEEN

Makers,

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
^TBADE

Adopted and used

W.

Branch Honse, Memphis, Tenn.
"
"
Chattanooga, Tenn.

vLO

The New Slation

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Dynamo

f

T^ESTESaiT

H. ETJSTIS, Electrician

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY,
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

ECDY EMCTRID

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHmC COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

H OTOBS

BTOMATIC E LECTBIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DITNAIVIO ^ SIjiXSCTRIC «

mACHINSS

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
new
DDinm AOniPPUrriUIli
DAMltn

The

yORK,33ChimhSt.;
KANSAS cm,

BOSTON, 111 Arch
nialto Building:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

PHILADILPHIA, 506 CommerceSt.;
ORLEANS, 106 Caroiidelet St.

St.;

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn,

—

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

BAGGOT,

K>E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Steam-Feed Water

StJlwell's Patent Live

Removes
Entirely

prevents

IN

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

SCALE

'"

Steaia

Catalogue on appliciition.

Boilers.

/

1890

April 5

STILWELL&BIERGENFG.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

OEORGE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,

Etc., Etc.,

80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

Madison Street and Fifth Avenne,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ON ARC

CHICAGO.

CIRCUITS.

BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

Write fou

WILLIAM S.BATES.

— IS THE
Best Appointed Line
— FOR RE.\CHrNO THE

NoYES Bros.,

PATENT LAWYER,

MASrFAiTUnKiL? up

2o4

Electric Light

and Combination

17

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE Courts. ..

West, Norttiwest and Sontliwest.

Fixtures.

Telephones and

Weiiiakt* aepeclalty of furnlBhinijt'-'e trade with
Electric Brucketa. Aleo Electroliers, FortableB.
ComblD&truD bracketa, and Small Flxtarea of a 1
kinds.
Beiu^maoaficturers, we can give loweetpriieB.

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
85 & 87 riFTH AVE, OHIOAGO,
Send

Infoi!M.\tion.

plies of

ElgiB TejephoDe and

!r.y.sw

ELGIN,

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.
Electrical

ILL.,

t'npply Co.-

U.S.A.

ILL.

for descriptive circulars.

SYNOVIAL DYNAIVIO

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

lA^A^

C

SECOND TO NONE

SOLICITOR of ELECTRICAL PATENTS
THE ONXT COMPLETE SET OF TJ B.
ELECTRICAL PATENTS IN CHIOAOO.

Free from Ernni or acids. By reQlteiing can be
need continoally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.
S.

1007-3-5-7 Opera House Block, CHICAGO

TAUSSIG.

Agt.,

Write

45 River

St., Chicago.

Prices and Saniiiies.

((ir

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

A
^

£t,gcTRO-PLATING..ANJ)
fOR EXPERIMENrALUSE. AUJO KIOTO H5.

-t.lGar'lNa,

.M.\NDFACTUREKS OK THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
LOW

for Circular

and

91 Gtiswold

St.,

-

2.

3.

List.

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

AUTOMATIC

ENGINES.

TENSION.

Coinpoiind,

Simple,
1.

I'rlce

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

RICE

-OF-

HIGH OR

IfleasurlDs Instrnnient.

Itfcif'

Send
Afiv': aHJ)/ lNCANJ)BSceNT ili<^rf[\ c

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve raonthe.
That the new sperry Improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
Tbdt any number of lanipB from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cat Id or out of

Compound-Conden sing.
circuit,

Blngly or In i;roapB. with perf'vct eafety, and without sparkine at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power Id t-.Tact proportion to namter of liybte borninE.

DOM
EDO
IjlJ

"^'''^OCK INSPIRATORS,

FEED WATER HEATERS,

Etc.

LtllOi ^* make a Specialty of Erecting Complete Qfpom Pjantc
S3IITS-VAIZJE Steam Pumps for every purpose.

I

1.

The new Aotomatlc Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

In

pltitlency those of

any other

make.

That there Is greater economy in operating the oew Sperry System than any other.
3.
That oar aotomatlc regnlatfon has no equal: no rheostat, no wall bozeei, no solenoid or
duh-pot.
4.
That If you will visit onr factory we can show yon the best arc lighting apparatus In existence.
2.

We

THE

invite

mm

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
ST. 1.01118.

ELECTRIC

CO,,

13S

to

207

South Canal

Strest,

CHKACO

ILL

DEKVER.

^^'^^^^
^^'i
T%
r"
^^Jones tJaOS-tLECTRICCor

CHICAGO.
OMAHA.

&

CO.,

KAMI9A8 CITY.
fST.

PArl..

DVfJA/NAO R^FAif\iNG^ Jobbing-

Cincinnati, Ohio.

April

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

iSgo

s,

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CEL.F.
1VIIE:e:L as particularly adapted to their use,

BRAXFU "WAXEK
and

remarkably

»»tea.<lv motioxi, liisrli Speed
ffreat Efficiency, and larg^e Capacit^y, for its diameter,

on account

of

its

double the I»ower of most wheels

of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction, I n the economit is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, oi useful effect $:;^uu
teed.

being

number

use of watep

ical

ran

i$KXI>

Our
and

FOB CATALOOl'E

Horizontal "Victor"

is

highly

AXI> PARTICriiARS.

recommended, as no geai~ are required

can be belted directly lo dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
XIJRBIi^E!* arranged on a horizontal shsufi, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substautiai cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
stricily first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
it

VICTOR

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them,

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

-

DAYTON. OHIO.

HAYIDENS,
HOLMES,FACTORIES:
BOOTH
&
WATERBURT, CONN.
BIAIirVFACTVBEBS OF

bars:

and insitxiAtzsd i^ire.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Worn. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

Slllc,

Cotton and

.'j'.'M'a'jr.'tf

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

Light,

K." LINE

Electric Railways,

WIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

ADC^ MADRON

1

CO., MAKERS

OF

NEW YORK.

HIGH -GRADE

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Rookery,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

So. Clinton Street,

MANUFACTUBEBS OF THB

eELDINB ELECTRIC MOTORS

>

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest XafBciency Gruaranteed.
All Parts Interchang'Qable
Correspondence Solicited.

ABSOLUTELf NO HEATING.

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

THE STRON&EST ARMATORE MADE,

-

Even

to

Aeents Wanted in

Commutator.

all

the Principal Cities.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD GARDON COMPANY,
^f
XWXaxa.iifa.ot'vurera

H-

-as

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
-b'ONDA"
uunuH

THE GREJT
TELEPHONE

BATTERY FOR GAS LISHTING,
Etc. Etc., IT IS UNEQUALED.

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECTRIC

GOLD MEDAL,
!v^,,

;

TRADE

GONDA
""mark

f

I

ISAMIIA The Standard
UUIIIIA
World.

Batteries

of the

JAN.

J
B

1

-'8*. JAN-'^

AUG.!!-.;!!-

MCH.Z7-8B.

BATTERIES.

1889.

I

PATENTS!

'-

EXPOSITION.

5fua
/*P'-

TMb Company

AXO

are also the sole mannfactmere of The Gonda Porous Cup Battery, which Is alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
greatly superior to the so-called Diaque Leclanche Batteries, with which the market is flooded.
Reject every cup unless stamped with the

trademark

"GOWDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149

W. 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

PERFECTION OF
" '*'^"
4Yn " THE
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE
TYPE.
BELLS, Elc, IT IS UNRIVALED

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 5

fSgo

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationsiry Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO, ^^l^^I^^J^r^^^.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

COMPANY.

Acknowledged by experts to be the Best Open Circuit Battery
the most diiruble and convenient for

Electric Bells,

New England

Office

BIdg. 180

Dry Battery.

Dr. Gassner's

Summer

Market,

in tlie

Qas Lighting, Telephones,
Signals, Electric Clocks,

St.,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

and many Other Uses.

Manufacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechani

and

cal purposes requiring Strength

ance

to

Resist-

Ko Liquid.

Ko Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

IVrite for Circniar.

PorSa,^hy^TheW..r„.,e^c.r;cro.

And

SCHOYERLING,

^^

SOLE AQENT AND MANTIFACTTIEEKi

California Electrical Works,

San Franciaoo,

Cal.

) 1 1

Chambers

New

Street,

York.

Wear and Tear.

OF UTMOST imPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The neceealty of meaanrlng the Electric Cnrrent by a correct and reliable meter hae long been felt, and varlona Inatrumenta have been put on the market and In actual use, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be Inefficient and nnrellable. The Electric Current Connter, Invented by Profeseor H. Aron, le nndoabtedly the oest and most reliable meter forthe purpoBP. T.ey
orks. uf
have been adopted by many eleciric light companies In Earooe, among which are Edlaoo Company, of Berlla; I4ieineii8& Halslce; Iflunlriptil Electric lilcht
Berlin; and are cxclaHively ueed in almosc all principal cities of Europe. They were awarded the fvold Sledal at the Alelbonroe Uxliibidon, 1889, and have recenth been
awarded the first prize by the Mnoicipallty of Paris, Fraoce. in competition with different other Counters. American Companies who have tried and use the Aron Counter
speak very highly of them. The oplnione of some of them are printed below. The Aron Electric Current Conotera.are bulltfor direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
currents, in sizee from 16 amperes np to any number of amperes. Every counter meaaares correctly the amoant of carrent confiumed, from a fraction of an ampere
to Its fall rapacity. They are now la use by European central etatlona measuring over scTenty 3Illllon Watts. Tue amount of current coneumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the Indbx being constructed on the same principle aa the ^as meter di%ls.

W

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
Dover, N. H.

We

We

H. W. Buboett.
Treaa. Dover Electric Ught Co.

its reliability.

Ltnh, Mass.

S&N Ebancisco, Cal.
is the beet instrument we h^ive ever aeea.
have thorougbly tested ihe Counter for alternating cur-

The Aron Counter

have tested the Aron Counter, and have no reaeon to

doubt

rent,

The Aron Counter works very

Thom-on-Houston Co.

and are satlsfled that it will work correctly.
Geo. H. Rob, Sec'y San Francisco Electric Light Co.

New York,

Prof.

abUity.

Brookltn, N. Y.
We have four Aron Counters in use for some mouths, during which time no trouble has been experien'^ed In regard to
care of same end satisfactory readings have been obtained.
C. (f. Field, Uen. Man. Edison Illuminating Co.

Wu. H. Anthony.
Mather Electric Light Co.

have

which will enable any

A.

to the increased demand for the Aron Countsrs in Europe, the cost of manufacture haa bean considerably reduced,
company to employ t&era In preference to any other meter. For prices and particulars, ai^dress

BARTHMANN,

i22,

1889.

In use at the School of

IMPORT AWT.—Owing
figure

J uly

Mines, Columbia College, one
of Professor Aron's Coulomb Connters for three-wire system,
and find that It Is very sensitive to small aa well as large currents, and from observatloas made I Qnd it correct In every
particular.
L. H. Landy, Ph. D.
I

Mahchbsteb. N. H.

We Cnd that the Aron Counters regiaier af* accurately as is
neceasary for the purpose to which such meters would be applied. We have perfwtly satisfied ourselvES of their adapt-

satiefactorlly,

and

I

am now In

a position to offer

them

at a

:

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

New York.

NEW

15 Dey Street,

helmet!

ANO CUT-OFF

YORK.

send for 1889 CataloKve.
Beloit, Wis.

ECLIPSE WlHTDEJIfGOrE CO.,

SIRANIJ.^

WESTKKX

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

llimi.H- Foot I'..».-r
-i>l(>i

».t1(

mid
fnim

TJiiTts In
•

[.:itli.--,

»lx4-M,.xuit;il»lf

10 ilurcr.nl

fur nil

no

applli-atlim uf

IIAVR.-V

VLOOK

HARMOUNT,
:ONITOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MANAllKR

315-321

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER

IN

GENERAL

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES

rltt-tH*'« ..(

tlK'Blai'kHinUli (o ilicJcwcIi-r.

'•lal tn tl)e Fulvnt

NKW

»OTOBt«.

G. A.

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.

AIJKSIT

KI,KCTUICAl, DEPARTMESIT

OVXAMOS ANO

OF

COVFIilKClS.

Viae-IIke grip of clutches ootionalty gradual or sudden.
Large friction sutfacea prevent undue wear.
Dlsengaqement of clutches Is poaltlue.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
Tltay have a good record, running through five years.
Experts are Inuited to examine peculiarities.

kvRSTERSr A4iKXT
r. W. COLBURS'S

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

'"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.

Importer.

fimt

with
arc In

nn<<o Inllic-N. TItoiiHnndH uf tln-iii
iiifUil mill wuuil worktTH.
UiniKl UiMilJn, MIrh.. xn.vx: -I hIhIi tu nnv
land iiN-d twm.f your Nu, B foul ik»wit lullir'(lilt II ^
v('ar». Thf toulH linve bii-ii put to hunl lUid i-ori
»uik in my Inbonitur.v. HDd It trivm iiu* [lU-axlin.* to nut
t(j iIUh tlini-. no r»puli-n uf uny kind wliutcvt itiuvu bueii
needed. Indeed the tool,-' ivre all and niorv them wliiit y jU eltilin for theni.
My tlmi; lridevotc«i exclu-m-ly ti. inventlun lunl expfiliufntal work In ek-ftriflty- In doing till" It U neoe-*
»ary to'have aruunicy. i«nd wide riiii||!«- ot ndaplulluii tu dltri'renl wupk. TnuifXi-fllrnl lullivi) uud nupurli fuul
power Is all that t-ould be denln-d by miy unt- In nt-i-d of a. ttr>il-i'Iii»?' tool."
bend for t-txl.uloi;ue ul wuod ui'id iii'etul workers' outllta.
\t^ iif

r

WKNTKICN

ikih.-i"

V<'tui-l|H-<k-. iim-<I

ALFRED

FOK

A«.IK\T

F.
iKXrABLISHKD

MOORE'S
Iv.'n.

,

I'

.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

I

W.

F.

Ai

JOUN BAKNB8

CO., No.

7Q1 Ruby

St.,

Rockford,

111.

"

"'

'wioT Hiui

OHirc Wires.

V kitui of Wirt'

known

IriiJimdc'sct'nt iiml Buttery
lo tlio Klcftricjil Tntde.

CordS;

in

April

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S90

5,

"G.

V

&

402

$t

ELEGTRIG
GREENmCH

404

MOTOR GOMPANY,
STREET, IMEW YORK.

ALL STANDARD SIZES

How

Ovsr 6.000
IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS

in

Ujsg

THB

UNITED STATES,
BunniD^ Sewing Machines, Elevatore,

1-8

TO 40

R. P.

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H. F.

Tools, Etc.

Chicago OfRce, Phoenix Building.

New

Cincinnati Office, Smith Building.

Philadelphia Office,

England

Office,

148 High Street, Cor.
301 ArchStreet.
^

JOHN STEPHENSON

Oliver, Boston.

CO.,

]_ns^i-r:Ei3,

NE-W irORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

]o\\t\ ^'

Roeblings'

Zms Oq^
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

wr

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

ELECTRIC SDFFLT CO,
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Electric Llcht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Dynamos, Electric
motors. Primary and Storaee Batteries, Etc.

THE WEST AT OUR

""""A|e";;"tlr the

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake
WORKS, TRENTON,

St.,

IN

Ghicaeo.

Aluminum

94 Liberty Street,

Electric

Light Batteries

NEW YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

N. J.

THE LEONARD

<&

IZARD

CO.,

G-EHERJU^ JLO-EHTS "CEKTliJLX^ STATES DISTRICT."
(CASH

Iir8TiI.I.iLTIOir» DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Indnding Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in
All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD

ti

IZARD CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indi-

and Kansas ("Central States

District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

April

1S90

5,

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

"

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
the market.
Also
Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
SJieet,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand,

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primal^ and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International

Jury

atthe Universal Xxposition, Paris. 1S89."
Specially adai ted for Street, Commercial, and D3me3tic Illumination from Central Stations.
Plant may be lora'ed
where Power can b< secured Cheapest, even If miles distant from the Liehling. Safety. ROiabllity. and Financial Success
fully demonstrated. Plan of Wirine the Simples', Ctieape^t. and most E(fi ient.
Strlclly Series.
Noted for the Brilliincy
»nd Beauty r f the Liuht. Lamps, 10 to lnO Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening. G.eatest Production of Candle
Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Pcrftctly Automatic.

I^END

FOR

CIRCITJbAR.

COBKB|iPOSi»EXCE SOliICITED.

HZSISI^ZSR ZSImXSCTRIC I.IGHT COr
809-8I7 South 7th Street,

ST. LOUIS,

MO.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

""S'""''

"
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.

Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Oar Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY A MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET
Prom AjrST Manufacturer or

State that

you

WANT

WITH

Dealer,

IT SUPPLIED

standard Underground Catle

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD IN SIX MOUTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"S^yestem S-u.pply Hoiise,

Automatic

EI.ECTKICAI. ElSGrNEEKS

OMAHA.

AND JOBBERS.

Write for Samples, Prices
and Data.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MD.

R. T.

WHITE,

1^ Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

BoomO,

Manufacturing Facilities Unlimited.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
PatentedJan.

28[li,

No.

1890.

BEST BIATERIAI.. LO'WEST PRICES.
CORRESFONDEITOE SOLICITED.

^THOMAS ASHBURNER,

Westem

Office,

420,183.

Ag't,

Kansas

Cit;,

Mo.

54 AND 58 FRANKLIN

ST.

Large or small orders promptly

flUed. Sample Chair and Section of
Kail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Pm-chafiers.

DAISY CHAIB.

"REYISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO,
F. A.

ANNUNCIATOR,
HOTSIi
WITH BETIBX
AKD
FIBE-AIiARH.

CAIil,

SONI, Editor and Publisher.

A

"RE VIST TEIiEGRAFICA DE MIEXICO" is the only electrical paper published in Mexico
circulation all over that country and Central and South America. As an advertising medium
uoequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.
Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexican trade is cordially
in^ted, and samples of goods will be cheerfnlly received and kepi at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico," Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.
The

and has a wide
it is

Address:
P. 0.

F» ^-

Box31. orCalledelRefugIoNo.15.

i5^>SSrX«

entresuelo.

CITY OF MEXICO.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

mm

CO.,

litCUNCEE BAHEBY.
3*

are continually
increasing the efficiency of our

ileCLAHCHE 'batter?-
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33
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DISQUE
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FIRE.
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35
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36
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And Guarantee It

I*

^
F.'K FKICEs, HTT., ;Kt;

ulK

i.'

ATAIOGUE,

Catalogtiea and discount sheet will be sent to thoee in the trade
and bus'nesa card.

IN

THE MARKET.

FRANKLIN

xroncE.

AMES, CKERAE &
N.

ST.

PAUL,

CO.,

W. ASBNTS,
-

S.

CARTER.

CHARLES

M. WILKINS,
—TKADIMG A3—

E.

applicatloii

WARD

WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

MINN.

Write for Revised Prices.

npon receipt of

IN

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Sole Proprietore of the Patent Needle Annunciator,

Established

]

114 South Second Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Aprsl

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 'The

319 Ramge

Building.

in general use now about seven years, and has from the
taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
and durability. It is used wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas.
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries of
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

Has been

first

City.

its

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

90 Beverly Street,
GENERAL AGENCIES.

Curtis Regulator Co.,

New York, 109 Liberty at.
PHrLADELPHiA, 2035 N. Front

SPRCIAI1TIE8 :-The Armlncton .t

Plrae EnnInB. StPel Bollern. Ireson Link Belt. S'and4rd EocklBKUKi Sheffield UraU^e, Lowe Heater, Uy&tt PilU^r, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, eto.

I

reliability

The

Erected Ready for Service.
OF.XD

FOB li^TEHT CATALOGUES.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
SOLE

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

THE CURTIS

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas

1890

STEAlVf

Louis.

St., St.

5,

N.

li

st.

Boston, Mass.

CmcAGO, 218 Lake st.
Minneapolis, 210 Third

SDPFLI

st.

CO.,

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam Plants, and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALIi SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

THE

N.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

W. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
403

EDISON

AND 405 SIBLEY

ST., ST.

& SUPPLY

CO.,

PAUL, MINN.

M ANUFACT ORINGlO.;

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coisis:E:s:E=03^^E:n^cE!

JAMES

F.

KELLY

j

General Sales
Agent.

sox-icit'EId-

19 Dey

$t.,

NEW

YORK.
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CUARLES

lEONABD PAGET.

J.

KI.NTNEE.

PAGET & KINTNER^
and

Gbemlcal

Experts

Electrical

and

Electrical

MINNEAPOLIS

Engineers,

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

f

ST. PAUL, ST. LOUIS.
Three more Large Cities Fall Into Line.
All

the lines in Minneapolis and St. Paul and between
those two cities, comprising 200 miles of track, are
to be equipped with the Sprague Electric System.

(Statement of Mr. Ihos. Lowry, Frcst. of the Minnejpolis Street Railway.)

"New

Yoek, Feb.

19,

1890.

—

I

Sprague Electric Railway & Motor Co.

have to-day closed contract with
for the Electric

Street Railways in Minneapolis and St. Paul,

(Signed)

cities.

St.

Equipment

of the

and between those two

TH08. LOWRY,

Prest."

Louis follows with an order for sixty-eight car equipments forthe Lindell St. Railway in that city.

Total

nnmber

of Street

Railway Motors contracted for since

Jannaryi, 1890.--8IO.

SRRAQUE
Alsd Rawhide Lace Uatoer!'""^'

—lAGENTS

IN ALL

CITIESh

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Improved Primary Batteries

AND MOTOR

DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC
-ASO FOBScientific

NEW CATAIiOGTJE

JUST

and

Otiier

s.

TOU PRESS THE BUTTON, WE BO THE BEST,
OR TOU CAN BO IT YOURSELF.

manufacturing electrician,
Seyen

TOBNEB,

J

LESTfcR WOODBRIDGE.

and Contractors.

C091P^ET£ EQUIP3IENT OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Steam Plants

tor E'^ctrlc Light

and Power.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Designs and Estimates Submitted.
JS-tx-eet;,

•Z4 Ooz-'tXA.xi.cl.t

Uot^

"yorlat.

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC
1

anil Sizes

All Loaiel wllli Traispareiit Fllis.

THE EASTMAN COMPANY,

CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

^"'^^^Spo^'"'

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
OFE^IOBS:

Hew styles

The attention of Manufacturers, IMacliinlste, Builders, Architects,
Ensineere, Railroad Men, Mtneis, Jewelers, Painters, is invited lo
the Kodak aelhe means of obtaining; an inetantaneous photographic
pictare of any article whose form it Is desired to eitber carry with
you or send to distant points. Without any knowledge of photography any man can take instantaneons pictures of any article
thbt hBB form (-t that can be photographed. Education in photo^raphv is absolutely unneceseary and a child of ten can work the
Kodak Cameras. The efficacy of this for all men In any line of
manufactures or trade will be recog;nlzed at sight. For ea'e bv all
Photo. Stock Dealers. For full particulars and Calalogae, address

ITVOODBRIDGE & TURNER,

Electrical Engineers

YORK,

NEW KODAK CAMERAS.

120 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WM.

NEW

AND ALL COMMERCIAL CENTERS.

OTJT.

MASOX,

H.

18 Broad St,

Rialto Suilding, Chicago,

Purposes.

COBRBSPONDENCB SOLICITED.

JAMES

&

16

LIGHTING,

CO.,

CO.,

^^"''^-"^
Storage Batteries.

SO BroacL-vcnecy, ^Te-w TTorfe-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Cantilever
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Motor Truck

I

-M^-^p^-^^M^-irH r+ /#i^"W- r^v^ v\\vv^
\

The Strongest,

Simplest

MOTOR TRUCK

and Easiest Riding

in

Existence.

WARRANTED TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF GARS.
and

superiority of this Truck consists in its Great Strength, Patuerful
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
Cantilever truSS supports ends of oars,
car body, which rests natural!}' upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load a.nd positively prevents Oscillation of cars.

The

Wheels, and

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY,

DETROIT
Electrical

Works,

MANUFACTURERS.
In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should be wanting in style, workmanship or material to make them the
ever
put on the market.

BEST

who wish

themselves with
the best goods and the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECwhich have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughDealers

to identify

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,

out the country.
Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

Standard Hotel NeeiUe Annunciator
Milk

euear call and fIRC ALAXM ATTACHMtNTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,
X>X3rFZ1.0XTI?, 3MCXO:

April

5,
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAY SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SDCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Sliaht Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF

THE—

Ilioinsoii-Ionslo& tailway

Systa

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKINQ A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave,,

Gbicago,

lU.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 40S Sibley

St.,

St.

Panl, Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

A

HISfl
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GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

r»or"

r'or

Electric Lisht,

Concealed Work,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

Under Water, Underground.

Sample Board

On

of

Habirshaw Cores shown

at Ihc

recent Electric Light Convention. Kansas City, and

now on permanent

exhibition at the store

ol

The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago,

board are shown Habirshaw Cores made for the Broadway Theatre, New York;
the installation of the New Jersey Central Railway Depot opposite New York;
The Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Station; Harrisburg Electric Light
Co.; the Navy Department for the installations of the Interior
Department, Washington, and all the Government Cruisers.

this

Samples of Habirshaw Wires and Cores

will

be forwarded upon application.
List prices are

shown

in

our special

list

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

No. 618.

CO.,
RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

April

5,

1890
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO..

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,

The

"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARDONS FOR ARC LIGHTING. ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April

5,

1890

FORT WAYNE
ELECTRIC
CO
M
w
f*ox>t

Manulaclurers

SLATTERY

of

ek,-yxi.e,

XxxdlAxxa.

Ihe

INDUCTION

SYSTEM

out

The Most Carefully Workedand Complete Altemattna

Syetem of Electric Lighting

OF

!

BxiBtence.

INCAHDBSCEirr LIGHTIHG,

AND THE

ArmatureB

WOOD SYSTEM

Quaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Converter!

12—16 Candle Fewer

to the Mechanical

HorM

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SUICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
115

BROADWAY,
Boreel BIdg.

KMN

OFFICE AND WORKS,

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manasreri

CHICAGO OFFICE,

SAN

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
FRANCI8Co'oFFlci£r2r7 Sansome St.

I

CiTY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

BERG-lMiLITIT

6c

F.

ADAMS, SUCCESSOR.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LICIT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OP INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

)

Krc^iir
-W-t-W ^vrfcT>xr
ICUilJV

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

$S per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, APRIL

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MiNUPACTCREBS OP

O cents per Copy.
No. 15

12, 1890.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS
OF

OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOTS,
IN INGOTS, SHEETS, RODS.

1

CO.,'

IN

EVERYTHING
AL.
ELECTRIC
SEND FOB
CATALOGOE,

WIKE AND CASTINGS.

356-PA«|i;

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,
STEWART BUILDING,
S3 Chambers

St.,

New

PURE ALUMINUM. 111 Arch Street,
vpeniii /ibcretfco
trFuriFS
oreo/flt

ROLLING MILLS,
Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

i
.

BOSTON, MASS.

BAKER, BALCH &

^ p^^^^^

CO., Seattle, Wash.
Seileks Electbical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A fall line of our manafacluree can be found at onr Agencies.
Bktjsh Elkcteic Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, Fab. 25, 1890.

)
('

AN ORDER FOR
MAGNOLIA AliTi^FRICTION METAL

MILLION FEET OF GABLE AND WIRE

17

Gf).,

NEW

YORK.

Gentlemen:— Some months ago we

FOR ELECTRICKL PURPOSES.
AXJDDKEJSS

Standard Underground Catle

74 Cortlandt Street,

Co.

ordered a sample quantity of yonr Magnolia
metal, for the purpose of a comnarative test with the bast grades of other Babbitt
metal. We desired something for our Alternating Machine, which we are running at
1,125 revolutions per minute; after giving a thorough trial we found it beyond our
highest anticipation, the bearings being perfectly cool.
have found it to be Uie
best compound for journal bearings we have ever used.
are now using It in large
quantities, as you ate aware which verifies our statement that we have found it superior to all other metals we have ever put into our machines. Tours truly,

We
We

;

Westinghouse Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.
GEORGE WILEY, Manager. New

(FRED. DEGENHARDT, Manager, CHICAGO.

Or

York.)

POSSONS.

N. 8.

(Signed)

Supt.

(2121)

Standard
The

ELECTRIC

India-Rilier asd Gntta-Fercla Insilatiag

Vulcanized India-Rubeer Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Puke Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo
Wires and Cables, very pliable. Every
variety of INCANDESCENT Cores.

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

WM.

M.

Cores

Co.

to

Marine

any Millage

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

or

MARINE

Two- Circuit Concen-

MANUFACTURERS OF

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

Three

and

up

and Two-wire Caany specification

bles, to

Megohms

to S.ooo

ELECTRIC

cu

per

HABIR8HAW,

NEW

li---

Megohms per
Silk,

Cotton ani Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables oi High insulation
and Long Life, ail millage.

Offices: 159 Front Street,

F.C.
General Manager.

9,000

Navy Portables,

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

ts,

knot.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Pliable

Installations

Cables,
Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

lor

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sols Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
bcetrlc Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and

all

other

Branches of Signaling.

E.

B.

all

Sizes

B

B

C

A

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

All

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

for durable and high
by a record of over

m^^'m^'^'^

vMM^M^^^^i<A(^/^^/P'^^^^^

Subterranean Use.

Lead Encased Wires

CUT SHOWING STYLE OP INSULATION.

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

McGLEES, General Manager,

I6 Oey St,

Western Electric Co., Chicago, m,,

all

Locations.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the Weat.

^...Copper Wire.

B.

y,.„_Bnoy«.
WAKtKuuMs.

i 19

and 21

i^gg

a—Bnid«d CoM^
^_

A—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proop

Composition.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
•atntated with a Blacky

^^jj

Cliff St..

New

York.

^gg WabasH

THE EDISON MACHINE

Samples furnished

__

j
»„
upon apptacatxom. Pim* Km^
».

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

II.

ANSONIA, CONN.

WORKS

9

MANWACTZTREItS OF
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Ofllce Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Tinsel Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: 8CSENECTADT, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectrio
Ijighting Apparatus.

Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.
lis Michisfan Ave Ohkago, III.
115 Broadwav, Nbw York, N. V.
ai5 W. 4th St., CiN-cixxATi, Ohio.
N. Y. Life InR. Bldg., Kan.sas Ciiy, Mo.
1-21 N. 3d St.. St. Louis, Mo.
•i'M Montgomery St., Sax Fraxcisco, Cal.

ilSit

Electric Railxv^ay

,

No

CO.,

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus

an

be offered than the fact that of the 2 1 ,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

or

52 per

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
adjustment better than any other lamps on the market.

operation.
their

Arc l>vnauio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

in

its

lamps to be thrown on

of

the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Dirt-rt

Current IncandcfH-ent

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

<ir

Our incan-

life.

l>ynaiiio.

The problem of long distance incandescent lighting is practically solved by tlie
alternating current dynamo, and to meet the
demand for a machine of this character we
have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alteruater offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

efficiency,

and economy of

operation.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machirery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that

it is

uaaeoesiary to elabor.ite

struction of our motois

we

iu this direction.

feel that

In the con-

we have reached a point

where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ARBESTEH

-A]\ of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arreswhich we will fully guarantee to operate succefsfully in every
The 'ompany guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
instance.

ter,

(

Motor.

injured by lightning

where these

arresters fail to operate.

—
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VANCE
JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., THE MITCHELL VANCE
&
(Sacc«asorB to IIITCHEI,!,,

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

Combination Fixtures,

Insnlating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Incandescent Ligbting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

One H.

given Motive.

P. Constant Potential aiotor.

—AXAXi-u.f.aot-ULX'exrs

of

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^x* m^^^e:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,

oe*je*xce: :

224 S. ILLINOIS ST,

-

24 and 25th

IHDUNMIS,

St.

and

1

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

INI.

St.,

CITY.

©

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

INDIA

^EXT
*^

to

RUBBER INSULATION.
GUTTA PEBOHA,

insulator

is

the best

INDIA RUBBER;

but

known

it is

very-

refractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphur

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all -wires

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

compounds -where the
placed directly on the wire).

insulated -with rubber

canized coat

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

is

-vul-

In order to overcome these difficulties, we
coat the copper wire -with TIN; then with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOTJr SULPHTTR; then for protection, use the
-vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.
first

Central Stations for Power Distribution,

It is

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

to be liable to crack.

These -wires are the best made for

AERIAL

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES. ©

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South

115 BROADWAY,

Fourlli St., Piiiladelphia;

119 La

Factory: JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

SELLS OUR WIRES

YORK.

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

Chicago.

1

420-426 East 26th

St.,

NEW

^ORK.

CO..

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-

TTHE

April

1

;,

1S90

C^I^BOIV CO

lVA^ri:0][VA.i:.

Olevela-rLd., Oliio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS Ain, BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING CO.

JARVIS

ELECTRIC LIGHT

OLIVER STREET,

61

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anihraclle Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lOSTOIff.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

ECONOMICAL ARC LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
These lamps, burning in series, require about 50 volts and 8 amperes of current.
Electrical contractors can

make money by

acting as our agents.

regarding our

new and Improved

When

writing please state voltage and system used.
Multiple Arc, Multiple Series and Search Lamps, address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

Complet Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complete
221-1223 Union Ave.

[ NGLISH, MORSE & go;

CITY,

-

1

8 Cortlandt Street.

prices

New

and

information

York

City.

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.
KANSAS

CO.,

For

MO.

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

t'ii&n.

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY
Dynamos and Motors

.

for Special

value
to advettleera
any other publication
Issued.
plves tbe
name of every newspaper published, havicg a clrcul*tlon rating In the American Newspaper Directory of more than y5,{HH> copies each Ibs ae,
with the co&t per Hoe for Hdvertlalngln them. A
list of the best papers of local cfrculation, !n every
city and town of more than 5,000 population, with
prices by the inch for one mootli. sjpedal lists of
dally, country, village and cIa?B papers.
Barealn
offers of value to small adverMsera or those wishios to experiment judtcloufly with asmall amount
of money. Shows conclueivelv "how to get the
most service for the money," etc., etc. Sent postPsldtoany address for 30 cents. Address Geo.

Work

Coal Mining Uanlage
a Specialty.

built [0 Order.

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

BERG-KtJLlTIT

<&

of

AIIVrK IllUIIIUgvep
IaINIi
nUILII

lalectrical Expert^

Large

niirnfini ||n

I

CHICAGO,

ST.,

EdiClon Now Ready.
lirUJPDADrD AlV5tli
boob of over 2t0 pages,
BrWiirflirn

RowELL &

tising

Ag

U

Co., pQbltsbere and General AdverSpruce Street, New York City.

nts, 10

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT

lilOHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

&

XUHli.
-W-t-W TTTfc-Dxr
-ivT-E^TTr

j

CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and Inas made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

Cr IB tJJtEaUAiED

T,TTR.ATtTT.rr-9-

36 candle

power;

IN URB.

IVrite for onrCatalones.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

43 SOUTH JEPPERSON

ST,

FOR

Arc

UNPS

%

Incandescent Circuits

WOtUfD FOB ASY CURKJENT.

can be used in fer'es
on dynamo circuits
for all kinds of dec-

and

M

MOTORS

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

orations
plays.

4I

ELECTRIC CO.

214 to 40 volts.

TIISE

MILWAUREE, WIS,

Pulleys, Cears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Edison Lamps, EXCELSIOR
Y> to

CO..

ManufactarerB of and Dealers in

FOB ECONOMT OF FUBL, aEQUIiABITT OF

MOTION, AN1>

&

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION,

dis-

Highly

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE
OF LOW VOLT

WADSWORTH,

H.

UIMPS.

EDISON

LAMP

HARRISON,

CO.,

N.

Manager

AVBSTERX AXB SOUTHEBSI STATES,
J.

1

1

EAST ADAMS

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON - HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Street,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.
\

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.

Brnsh Copper, Commntator Bars, Copper lire.
Eastern Office:
W. D. Satgekt,

18 Broadway.

General Western Office:

Jodh A. Bareett,

rresldent.

Vice-Preaifiei

t

225

Gear

and Ccns. Electiicfan.

Trolley

Pinions,

Dearborn St„ Chicago,

[

Power

bottom Prices.

Wheels,

Plants.

Quick Shipments.

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

I-'rask A. Perket, Electrician.

E. H. Cdtleb, Treaa. and Mgr.

O^lxe Klelsitron JVIf g. Co.,
NEW

79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

YORK,

MAMUFACTURBKS OF THE-

FERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

in

Simplicity and Durability.

The Only Machines having

Laiiiateil Field Magnets of Softest Cliarcoal IroD.
BY MEANS OP WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ARE OBTAINKD THAN IS POSSIBI^E OTHEBWISE.

IIICHESX ATVARn AT PARIS EXPOSITIOI\.
Sizes and for all Pnrpcsea. Antomatic Dyramoa for Incardeecent Electric Ligblir.g.
Plants for Slores, Factories, etc., a t-'peclally. Moislure-Proof Motors and Dynamcs
for nae in Mines and Damp Places.

Antomatlc Motors of

OOMIDOIIMn
wwreil^WUnU,
^ IS Sizes,

B to 600 3. P.

CONDENSING OR
NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet ejnaled I7 an? form

of

Eieiie

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AMD SIMPLICITY,

STANDARD.

Stock.
3 to 250 H. P.

13 Sizes

in

3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH
EHSmE
AUIOHiTIO

Well Built

Economical,

6 Sizes

in Stocl(,

5

to

50 H.

p.

CHEAPEE THAH A SLIDE VALVE.
Reliable,

Over 300

sold the first year.

above Irailt stnctly to Gauge with Interchangeable Parts.
BevaiTS Carried in Stock. Send for Bltistiated OataloEuea.

Alljflie

all

SELLING DEPARTMENT
NE

W

YD R K,

IN

THE UNITED STATES,

17 Cortlandt Street,

BOSTON.
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

Hathaway

Westinghouse,

Building,
Church. Kerr
Westinghouse Building,
&O0.
156, 158 Lake Street,
608 Chestnut St.. M. R. MucklS, Jr.
Co.

&

ST. LOXJIS,

NORTH FOURTH

511

ST.,

WESTINCHOUSE,CHURCH,KERR
SALT LAKE CITY,
BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, GA.
DALLAS. TEX.

leolateii

Si.

CO.

Utah & Slontana
MacbinervCo.
SI and23 Fremont St., Parke & Lacy Co.
3:!, :!5N'. Front St., Parke & Lacy Moh. Co.
45&°^lrlt' [The D. A. Tompkins Co.
259 S. Main St.
E. Granite St.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

I

f

Keating Imp.
C. E.

£

Mch. Co.

James

& Co.
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MOTORS

AND GENERATORS.

:

UNITED STITESELECTIICllGIITIMCa
(WESTINaiOUSE ELECTRIC COMPAHT,

EQUITABLE BUILDING,

Lessees,)

NEW

Manufacturers of Direct Current Generators and Motors for
eighth horse power

Fan Motor up

to any size,

YORK.
all

purposes, from one-

and of any Electromotive force required.

Generators and Special Motors for Traveling Cranes, Elevators and Mining Purposes.
This

Company

will furnish

apparatus of

chaser's Specifications for General

Power

The Special Form of Motor made by

its

own

design, or will

Distribution,

this

Company

and
is

make Motors

for Electric

to Pur-

Railway Cars.

Superior in Design and

manship, and Unequaled in Efficiency.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Work-
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Knapp Electrical Works.

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE,

THE WIRE.
INDORSED BY THE LEADING COMPANIES.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
THE YOUNG ADTOMATIC CDT-ODT.

Knapp Electrical Works,
54-56

FRANKLIN ST„ d^ICJLG-O.
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THE BEST OF ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

W£ GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstructlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORRE^SFONIDEIICE SOI^ICITKC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
GEO.

B.

EAU CKAIRE, WIS.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH & CO., Genl, Ag'ts..
Seattle, Washington.
THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

City,

Girard Building, Fhiladnlphia, Pa.

L.

N. COX, Agent,

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
& CO., Oen'l Ag'ts.,

Mcdonald
Buffalo, N. Y.
141 East Seneca
METCALFjREED & CO., Western Agents,

LITTLE,

CHAS. M. BLANCHABD, Agent,
16 Fifth

St. S. E.,

W. N. GRAY, Special Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Ag'ts,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

St.,

Denver, Col.

Washington, D. O.

C.

E.

WILSON, Agent,
316 N. Ninth

St., St. liouls.

Ma
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Co.

The New Factory of the Okonite Company has Commenced
Operations, and the First Order Filled was Ours for:

FEET I OKONITE WIRE

1,000,000

300

]VlIIvE>» OF"

GANDEE WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
IN
This stock

is

SIZES TO SUIT THE DEMAND.

ACTUALLY ON HAND, and orders can be promptly filled.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO.

.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
Wire.

F exib e Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to hlehest grade of insulation made.
always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

fit

All

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

size

and style for two or three-

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any ef&ciency up to twenty
lamps to horse power.

Any size. Wo heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very
Volt Meters.

Every

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

Constant.

Never need

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,300. Any current from two amperes to

Dynamos.

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

recalibra-

Any reading desired.
3,000.

compound wound or shunt wound. Wo spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

at

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No

division of responsibility.

MAIX DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian District, Toronto, Canada.
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XI

THE

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING

system:

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Bt

Dpamos

for

500

to

Alternate Currents.

5,000 Sixteen Candle-Power Lamps' Capacity.

COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION MACHINERY.

MWESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Pittsburgh, Fa.,
BOSTON,

NEW

PORTLAND,

YORK,
CHICAGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,

IT.

S. A.
CINCINNATI,

CHARLOTTE.

ST.

DALLAS.

LOUIS,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April

12,

1890

Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps of the Sawyer-Man pattern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record
of from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."
Extract from report of Commander R.
B. Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d

St.,

NEW YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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41-

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
A.

HlternatiDg Systen)
UHPS

DOUBLE CARBON

of

Jire ItightlDg.

NO LONGER NECESSARY.

lamps running forty hours without renewal of carbons.
The rays from a lamp operated by an alternating current are horizontal.
Horizontal rays give twenty per cent, better illumination than can be obtained from lamps operated by a direct current.
The generator gives constant current without regulating devices. It has no
commutators^ and may be run on a short circuit continuously without injury.
Single carbon

All companies threatened with litigation on account of the use of double carbon arc lamps may profitably replace their existing apparatus by the new form.

An

alloivance

It is

made for

worth your while

and lamps replaced.
the claims we make for

the generators

to investigate

We

nating current arc lighting apparatus of ours.

solicit

this

new

alter,

correspondence.

MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS:

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.
Ixreixiola

MSTON,

NEW

YORK,

CINCINNATI.

PORTLAND, OREGON,

0£B.oes

stt-

CHICAGO,

DALLAS, TEXAS,

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

—

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

FOR SALE.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 •The

St., St.

Louis.

Electric
also

319 Ramge

Building,

Liu'ht

I'lant of

C'ty.

Omaha.

In

and well-established business.
Estate
must be settled up Is reason for selling,
For particulars, address,

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

LOIS

A.

HUDNUTT,

Erected Ready for Service.
It

llglils;

iiie

2 10-H.

WH

?.

1

50-H. P,

j

Electrical Engineers

Ideal Engines.

A. L. IDE

and Power.

DmliETiN

BONAaD

and

Arc and Incandescent Lights

K»l Iniates Sabniltted.

CllAitLES

PAGET & KINTNER^
VJ'o.

and

Experts

Electrical

and

A

Electrical

J.

Installftd.

ILL.

Engineers.

voong man,

experleoced as superintendent of KlectrlcLlt,'bt-

live

cities in

agent for each of the large
the U. S to represent a
,

leading Electric Motor and Dynamo
Co.
Address E. M. & D. Co., care
\\'estern Electrician:, Chicago, 111.

KINTNER.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

4S

rOHITIO« WASITBD.-A

l,Et.TtU WOUUUltlLliJK.

and Contractors.

PAUET.

Chemical

& SON,

SPRINGFIELD,

KqilPMEXT OF KLKt'TRIC BAIL.WAYS.

031P1.ETR

tor E'.-clrIc Light

Eogine.

exchange for

Belt. Sfand-

vvoodbridge: & turner.
4

Antomatlc

Russell

I'sed short time, taken In

Administratrix.

Anto-

IiA.TK8T CATALOGUEI^.

TL1;nKK

Steam Plants

& Sims

ArmiDgtOD

P.

Kd KocklnKftnd ShetUeM Urates. Lowe iletler. llyatt Kilter, Blake Pamp, KortlOR Injector, etc.

HEXD FOB

Engines.

matlc Engines.

Big Rapids, Mich.

Sinn EoEine. Stsel Boilers, Ireson Llok

New

Half-Prlce

of Big Rapids.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOK DRIVING DYNAMOS.

SPKCIALTTES :-Tlie Armlneton

10

Machine Shop and Foundry

FOR SALE.

Cllv
Population 7,000. Water
power unequuled In the State. Prosperous

RoiiKery," thicago.

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas

April 12, 1890

Idk Plants, desires to change loration.

pondence

Will be

Beei of refereiicee, corree

at liberty July let.

solicited.

Addreee ENGINEER.
Care Wbstekn Elkctriciak.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Voltmeters and Ammeters.
These instruments are the most
accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

SPEAKINd TUBES aii WHISTLES,
Oral.

Electric.

able

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

instrument

ever

offered.

A

arge variety of ranges to meet the

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

21,

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463
'

Send

for

New

Catalogl'e. out August

St.

requirements of

CO.,

New

York.
Send for

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SECOND TO NONE.

G.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

Free from enm or aclde. Bv reGiterlDgcan be
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Electric Percussion

The Marvin
which

shown

is

Power

Drill.

percussion power drill,
in the accompanying cut, is

electric

operated by a direct electric current. The drill
which has been needed in mining work, has been
recently perfected, and is adapted to all classes
of rock cutting and quarry work.
No class of machinery is subjected to greater

wear and abuse than rock power drills. The
construction of the device shown in the cut is
such that it can withstand such treatment. It
is very simple in its design; there are no electrical moving contacts about the machine, and
nothing corresponding to a valve action, as in
Bedrills now in use.

the steam and air power
ing compact and solid
with no exposed parts
it cannot be readil)'
injured in any way by
inexperienced hand-

No. 15

12, 1890.

The Cataract Construction company is an organization formed under the laws of New Jersey.
Its officers are New York men.
Edward
A. Weeds is president, F. L. Stetson vice-presi-

of

dent, and W. B. Rankine secretary.
The work
of constructing the tunnel will be begun, it is
said,
as
soon as the machinery can be

derground system has had much to do with this,
no doubt; and the watchfulness of City Inspector Haskins is another guard upon which much

procured.
The land for miles about the village has been
purchased by speculators, who expect to profit
by the boom which they are sure is coming. The
company is privileged by act of legislature to
furnish electricity for light, heat and power
throughout Niagara and Erie counties, and has
also obtained other valuable rights.
It has pur-

reliance

members

the

This

that anything will be

done.

due

to the fact tiiat Chicago has been
singularly free from fires, the origin of which
could be traced to electric wires.
Chicago's unis

is

placed.

The

question of inspection has been agitated
by Charles Squires, manager of the inspection
department of the Chicago Fire Underwriters'
association. In his last annual report he strongly
urges the members to consider this matter at
once.
His position is sustained by the president, and there seems to be no opposition in the
board, but the members have allowed the
matter to drift along,
as there appears to
them no reason for

ling.

immediate

possesses the
feature of automattically shortening its
stroke when withdrawn out of striking
range of the rock,
and reducing it to a
mere quivering mo-

The

question of compensation has likewise been discussed.
Some of the members
believe the city should

This result is
obtained without the
use of buffers of any
kind, being due en-

prospects of such an
innovation it is quite
likely that the association will be obliged
to pay the electrical
inspectors in the same
manner as those they
now
employ.
It
should be added that

It

employ additional

magnetic

in-

fluences.

The Marvin

drill

has a normal stroke
of about four inches,
but by feeding the

machine up to
rock, this

this

possible to start the

icy that has hitherto

obtained.

those fitted for the
heaviest open cutting
The machines are
and tunnel excavation.
controlled by the Sprague Electric Railway

and

will establish a

new

plant.

the Power of Niagara.

Chicago underwriters have been considering

proposes to build a tunnel around Niagara Falls,
and to run machinery in factories by means of
water power, signed contracts last week with
The conthe Niagara Falls Power company.
tracts are not to take effect until some minor
By this it may be
difficulties are overcome.
understood that some people still refuse to sell
The options on
their land to the company.
most of the land wanted expired March 31, and

the question of securing inspections of all electrical wires and appliances in buildings upon
which they have risks, and they have appointed
a committee to look into the matter, with a view
of employing special inspectors for that purpose.
The general introduction of the electric
light in office buildings, factories, salesrooms
and storerooms, as well as public buildings, hotels, etc., in Chicago, has led the underwriters to
give this matter their attention.
It is a complimentary tribute to the construction work of Chicago electric companies that the
necessity of this step has not impressed itself
upon the Chicago underwriters before, and even
now, although the question has been before them
for some time, it is not deemed probable by many

company were busy

representatives of the

until

after 2 a. m. on the following day.
Deeds showing the transfer of over §100,000 worth of propert)' to the Cataract Con-

struction
follow.

company were

office April

Western Electricwe would mainown independence, we must pay for the

representative, "and

i.\N

tain our

inspectors."

Proposed Inspection of Electric Plants by
Chicago Underwriters.

The Cataract Construction company, which

clerk's

"If we desire to
direct the action of
the inspectors,"
he
said, recently, to a

ELECTRIC PERCUSSION POWER DRILL.

chased the stock of the local water company,

Motor company.
Utilize

Mr.
saj'S he

partment
can
be
maintained is by following the same pol-

bore on a slanting
surface without handdressing, which gives
a great economy in
time and labor. Machines are built both
for the lightest plug
and feather work, and

To

is

by

Squires. He
believes the only way
the present efficiency
of the inspection de-

re-

duced to a quarter of
an inch. It is thus

&

latter course

advocated

the

may be

in-

spectors, but as there
are
no
immediate

tion.

tirely to

action.

i,

filed

in

the

county

and many more are

to

in

vogue

He

in the

throughout

if

did not approve the system

—especially

East

New England

in

Boston and

where the

salaries of
the electric companies.
He had given this question much attention, he
said, and had examined various methods and
propositions and had come to the conclusion that
it would be a good thing for the property
owners, the electrical companies and the underwriters to establish a system of inspection by experts under control of the underwriters, and
that these inspectors should be employed by the
association, and not dependent in any way upon
the electrical companies.

inspectors are paid

The Westinghouse

b)'

Electric company recently closed an
for a 750 light alternating current incandescent
to go to the town of Girard, Kan.
The company
buying the incandescent machine has also decided to invest
in a 25 light arc dynamo of the Westinghouse company's

order

dynamo
new

type.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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New Hawkeye' Dynamo.

Proposed Tariff on Mica.

The new incandescent dynamo of the-Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing company of davenport,

la.,

is

illustrated

in

the

accompaning

states that

type of dynamo, of which a front view

new
shown

its
is

Electric Railwfaysat Milwaukee.

of the McKinley tariff
bill is a proposition to levy a ta.\ of 35 per cent,
on all imported mica. This will work a great

.Vmong the provisions

electrical manufacturers in this
There are very few mica mines in the
United States, and the product of these is con-

injustice

cuts.

The Hawkeye company

April 12, 1890

to

country.

sumed by stove makers.
product of these mines

is

The quality of the
so inferior that it is

not suitable for electrical work, hence

it

will

be

The

first

electric car operated

in

the city of

Milwaukee was started last week and run
over the line of the West Side Street Railway
company.
The start was made in the presence
of a crowd of interested spectators who hailed
with delight the appearance of the motor car,
the first substantial evidence that the city had
After
secured a system of rapid transit.
the lines had been tested and some preliminaries
at last

necessary for them to

import mica or find a
There is no inclination on the part
of the stove makers to use the imported article,
and there is apparently no excuse for the present action of the McKinley committee.
.\ Chicago dealer in mica said a few days ago
.substitute.

to a representative

VIC. 4.

SEW HAWKKVE DVNAMO.

has proved an extremely efficient
machine. It is, the company asserts, nonsparking, whether lightly or heavily loaded and
Fig.
is automatic under all conditions of load.
2 gives a rear view of the dynamo.
Fig. 3 shows the armature, commutator, dynamo pulley and shaft complete. Fig. 4 shows
in

Fig.

I,

of the

"The market

Westkrn

Ei.eciri-

advance about 15 per
cent., I believe, on account of this proposed imposition of duty on the imported product.
-Nearly all the imported mica is used in the
manufacture of electrical apparatus, where a
superior grade of mica is required. The American product is of inferior quality and not suitable for electrical work."
"Mica
.\ writer in the New York Tiz/us saj's:
has always been on the free list, and it is further
a peculiar fact that the electrical manufacturers
cannot use the infant home-produced mica, even
nothing, whereas, the
if they were to get it for
stovemakers can use the home product. Now,
then, it is proposed to ta.\ mica 35 per cent..
L'lAN:

will

\7
FlC. 6.

NEW HAWKEYE

IiVXAMO.

FIG, 7.

had been arranged, the start was made with the
oiificials of the road and a few outsiders on the
car.
The trial trip was made without event,
and the system was then tested thoroughly.
This road is equipped with an overhead Sprague
system.
It has proved thoroughly satisfactory
thus far.
The Hinsey lines are not yet operating.

Method of Repairing Short-Circuited Condensers.
O'Connell, electrician of the Chicago Telephone
company, writes as follows in regard to crossed condensers:
"We have been obliged to abandon a considerable number
of condensers in telephone work because they became
crossed and short circuited. Lightning whenever it strikes
a condenser will almost invariably cause a cross.
While
e.Kperimenting recently I ascertained an easy way of removing a cross in a condenser. It consisted simply in
passing a current of about 20 amperes through the condenser until the tin-foil was fused at the point where the
cross existed.
The remedy has proven so effective that a
cross never reappears at that point in the condenser again.
After I removed crosses from a condenser recently by this
means, I endeavored by the discharge of an induction coil
to cause them to return, but found I was unable to do so.
A great many crossed condensers might be li.vied by this
simple remedy, so I present it for the benefit of the readers
of the Western Electrician.
I may say that I used 110
volt Edison current in the experiment."
J. J.

i-'ic.

the commutator, which

is

made

5.

NEW IIAWKEVE DYNAMO.

drop forged
used exclusively
of

copper bars. Mica insulation is
in the commutator.
The rocker arm and the new form of brush
holder are show in Fig. 5.
The brush holder

Quotations

which will have the effect of taxing the electrical manufacturers 35 per cent, on the use of
foreign mica, that they are bound to use, which
tax goes into the treasury, now overflowing with
a surplus; and on the other hand, it will raise

NEW HAWKEYE DYNAMO.
clamps the brush at a point about an inch from
It is possible to use the brush
the commutator.
Fig.
therefore, even when it has become short.
6 shows the brush holder with the brush in position, and in Fig. 7 the brush holder alone is
shown.

the price of home-produced mica 35 per cent.,
used by the stovemakers, for the benefit of the
home producers of mica. This is the innocent
little game.
True, the tariff swindle on this
article is small, but it is so sweet and so ludi-

crous

!"

No Longer

The Chicago Board

Furnished.

Trade last week discontinued
sending out quotations, hoping thereby to effect the closing
up of the bucket shops. .Ml the telegraph instruments
were removed from the floor of the board, but the outside
operators continued to secure quotations through some

unknown

channel.

Eio.

of

The only

effect

thus far apparent

is

2.

the inconvenience to members.
The New York brokers
claim that the action of the Chicago board will eventually
drive most of the business now conducted through Chicago
inlo other channels, anil they are accordingly jubilant.
'I'he New \'ork Sun says: "It is but another step in ihe
effort of the Chicago lioard of Trade to crush the bucket
shops east and west of the Alleghanies. All the New

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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York banking houses with private wires to Chicago and
representatives on the floor of the Board of Trade will continue to receive the quotations.
The Produce Exchange
managers were not at all disturbed by the news. In fact,
they said they rather liked the situation, and 'hey would
now put forth efforts to have the New York prices circulated all over the country, and do everything legitimate to
have these prices take precedence over the Chicago figures.
Another point was that they felt that New York speculators would now do more business on the Produce Exchange.
Most of the great orders have hitherto gone to

with the grid, the circuit is closed, and the
rodent's desire for the bait immediately departs.
There is no apparent reason why the trap
should not be effective, though it would hardly
pay to keep a high tension dynamo in operation
simply in the hope of playing an electric joke on
a rat.

Proposed Electric Railway at Aurora,

A number

Chicago."

New

Electrical Devices.
accompanying cuts are represented
two electrical devices recently put on the market
by the Western Electric company, Chicago.
In the

FIG.

t.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES — MULTIPLE CUT-OUT BOARD.
Fig. I shows a multiple cut-out board and Fig.
In the multiple cut-out
2 a lightning arrester.
switch all metal parts are secured to the base
by screws passing through the metal into the

209

III.

have been
visiting promising towns in Illinois with a view
of establishing electric light and power plants
and electric railways. A special dispatch from
Aurora says; "The prospects are good for an
electric street railway in Aurora within a few
months. Eastern capitalists have representatives
here who have submitted a proposition to the
city council, offering, in return for a few modiof

eastern capitalists

fications in the present street railway charter, to
build and equip twelve miles of electric street
The
railway in the city within twelve months.
system to be used will be the overhead trolley
system, and a speed of fifteen miles an hour
will be gained outside the fire limits. The poles
will be 135 feet apart and twenty-one feet above
ground, and in addition to this the company
proposes to furnish power and illumination."

The Walker

Electric Meter.
having a meter that will
correctly record greatly varying amounts of cur-

The importance

of

having the form of a curvilinear solenoid magnet, the core of which is more or less attracted
proportionately to the rate of consumption of
the electric current.
A photographic recording
device, shown in Figs, i and 2, prints on a roll
of chemically prepared paper a scale of amperehours, or lamp-hours, while simultaneously recording on this scale the position of a pointer
attached to the core of the solenoid.
The roll
of paper is continuously moved at a slow rate,

whenever current

is

being consumed, by means

of an ordinary clock movement.
This is automatically started and stopped, as well as wound
every hour when in use, by the current ti be

FIG. 3.

WALKER ELECTRIC METER.

measured. From the record on this slip of
paper, which is illustrated in Fig. 3, the quantity of current consumed during any predetermined interval of time may be ascertained
by a simple computation. As the whole current
to be measured passes through this meter, it is
necessarily free from those errors due to changes
in temperature, to which instruments depending
on shunt devices are liable.
The loss in operating the meter, too, is confined to the energy to burn one lamp in the
meter, which at the candle power used takes
This is the
one-sixteenth of an ampere.
maximum loss whether the current for one or a
thousand lamps is measured.

One

of

the

features of the machine is the
of the recording device.

frictioaless character

The difference between such an arrangement
as this and one in which the core or the pointer
is required to perform work, such as marking a
This meter is introduced by
line, is evident.
the Walker Electric company of New York.
Resistance of Conductors to Transient
Currents.

FIG. 2.

NEW

ELECTRICAL DEVICES

no bolts of any kind being allowed to pass
through the base. The bar or strip lying along
the lower edge of the board is provided with
curved spring switches which, when closed, are
held firmly in place by a slight indentation or
notch upon the lower surface of the contact
AVhenever it is desired to insert a fuse
base.
base,

— LIGHTNING

ARRESTER.

rent passing through it for an extended period,
is admitted by those interested in the distribuAmpere meters of various
tion of electricity.
kinds have been devised in which the needle or
indicating part of the instrument records its

Continuous current workers will find the following item
from the London E/ectriclan to be of interest: At the last
meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Sir William
Thomson read a paper recounting an accidental illustration
of the effective ohmic resistance to a transient electric curHe said that at the recent meetrent through a steel bar.
ing of the British association at Newcastle Lord Armstrong
had told him of an interesting incident. A bar of steel
about a foot long, which he (Lord Armstrong) was holding in his hand, was allowed accidentally to come in conHe instantly
tact with the two terminals of a dynamo.
felt a painful sensation of burning, and he let the bar drop.
He found his lingers where they had been in contact with
the bar severely blistered. The bar was found immediately

wire or to test a circuit, the spring switches
upon both the positive and negative sides,
can be, quickly opened for either purpose.
Special attention has been paid to the requirements necessary to insure safety, while at the
same time the construction is such as to render
it cheap
and serviceable. These boards are
manufactured in sizes to suit the varying requirements, ordinarily from four circuits up to
fourteen.
The lightning arrester is provided with a cutout, or safety strip, to prevent permanent shortcircuiting of the dynamos; also with carbon
discharge plates that will, it is claimed, withstand the effect of numerous discharges of
lightning with very little damage, at the same
time insuring protection to the dynamos from
injury by lightning.

An

Electric Trap.

Among

the American patents recently issued
was one granted to F. Scherer, a resident of
Paris, for an electric trap.
The device is designed to put a speedy end to all manner of obnoxious crawling and flying creatures.
The
trap consists of a lure or bait located behind a
grid composed of metal rods or wires, which
are arranged side by side, forming the positive
and negative wires of the circuit. When a rat,
for example, seeking the bait, comes in contact

WALKER ELECTRIC METER.
actions by

means

of a syphon pen or a pencil.

however, do not always work satisThe ink in the syphon sometimes
factorily.
A meter in
fails to flow, or the pencil sticks.
which, it is claimed, such defects are overcome

These

is

parts,

illustrated in

meter. Fig.

i,

The
the accompanying cuts.
consists of a current indicator.

afterward to be quite cold. This proved the outer surface
of the steel to have been intensely heated, and that not
enough of heat was generated to sensibly warm the whole
Lord Armstrong had sent him the bar and some
bar
There were two hollows burned out of
further details.
the metal at the points where the bar touched the
Lord Armstrong had held the
terminals of the dynamo.
It was perfectly cold
bar midway between the two marks.
The dynamo
three or four seconds after he dropped it.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
(javc a continuous current of ^5 :impercs. at a ditlerenct; of
Sir William Thomson then showed
potential of 103 volts.

the theory involved could be worked out by Maxwell's
He dislundamental equations of electro magnetism.
closed the theory at some length, and showed that there

how

in tooth brushes;
banner, pink satin with gold fringe, 'City Drug

.Store'

icines,

on one side and mortar and 'Patent MedDrugs, Putty, Glass,' on the other in

gold."

was a thermal analogy.

The Representative

wear of chamois skin trimmed

Duplex Rotary Engine.

of Electric Light.

The

greatest event in the history of Broolcings, South Dalcota, according to the local paper.s, was the Merchants' Carnival which took
During the
place in that city a few nights ago.
course of the festivities atthe opera house every
industrial enterprise in the thriving town was illustrated by a lady dressed in an appropriate
costume representing some distinct feature of
Of course the electric light comthe industry.
pany's e.xhibit carried off the honors of the
Its representative was Mrs. E. E.
evening.
Gaylord, wife of the manager and electrician of
The
the Brookings Electric Eight company.

The demand

for small
and compact high
speed engines has materially increased since the

introduction of electric lighting and electrical
Designers have, theredistribution of power.
fore, of late been bending their energies toward
the perfection of that ideal type of steam motor
."Vmong the types which
the rotary engine.
have been recently brought out is the Duplex

April 12, 189Q
valve, shown at tlie top, steam may be admitted
on either one side or the other of the abutment,

and the

direction, therefore, of rotation of the

E

engine clianged at will. This abutment
is
packed, as shown, and admits of the revolution
about it of the wheel casting, with but little
friction.
The joints between the sides of the
casing and the revolving casting are made by
a packing ring and sections of a ring set into the
wheel-casting, one on each side of the slot.

—

This machine is now being manufactured under the patents of J. S. Kiehl, F. Meyer
and .'\. Grant of Chicago, and is attracting conThe engine appears to be
siderable attention.
somewhat of a departure from the old and
beaten paths, and undoul)tedly possesses a numIt may be well to
ber of features of interest.
state that the inventors describe the engine as
in reality a piston engine, reversed, as it were,
and constructed as a rotary engine.
In order to understand the construction and
operation of the engine, it will be necessary to
The general design is
closely study Fig. 2.
shown in Fig. i. From the former it will be
seen that the casing incloses a circular or wheelshaped casting, in which there has been cut a
This casting is carried by
slot or steam space.
the central or main shaft of the engine, and revolves within the outside casing with a small
Projecting into the steam
clearance, as shown.
engine.

space, above referred to, which is indicated in
the illustration by the absence of section lines, is an
abutment E. This abutment is a part of the casing which was removed in the illustration in order
Within the
to expose the inside of the engine.
space inclosed by the circular slot, into which
the abutment projects, there is set a stationary
cam. .Attached to this cam are the four valves
and F. These are packed, as
or gates, F, F,

F

DUri.EX ROTARY ENGINE.

This packing is arranged concentrically with the
circular slot, and presses out against the lid, which
is removed in the illustration.
The operation of
the engine is as follows: Assuming steam to
enter through the casing to the left of the abutment, it forces the wheel around until the lower
valve of the four, shown in the cut, is withdrawn by the change in the relative positions of
This exhausts the steam.
the wheel and cam.
Meanwhile, however, that valve, which is represented to the left in the cut, has been pushed
across the steam space and has closed it.
The
steam, therefore, now acts on this portion of the

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPRESENTATIVE.

accompanying

portrait gives a

general idea

of

As a representative of the electric light Mrs. Gaylord wore a crown of incandescent lamps and her dress was decorated with
The lamps were all propthe same ornaments.
the installation.

connected, the wires terminating in the
heels of the shoes.
On the floor of the stage
were two small copper plates connected to a
small dynamo.
When Mrs. Gaylord reached the
plates the 21 lamps of her crown, banner and
costume instantly flashed up and she stood clad
without whose
in "nature's resplendent robe
vesting beauty all were wrapt in unessential
erly

gloom."

The dynamo which generated the current for
lamps was made by Mr. Gaylord three
the
years ago, and he writes that it is automatic in
action, and "the fact that the 21 lamps were put
in circuit and were cut out by the raising of a
heel plate from a floor plate and that there was
no variation in the three lamps at the station,
speaks well for the efficiency of so small a maThat the costumes worn by the ladies
chine."
at the carnival were e.xceedingly realistic maybe
judj,ed from the following description taken
from a local paper of a dress worn by the repre"Dress cream
sentative of the drug industry:
colored, trimmed with sponges, brushes, combs.
Necklace of 36 one dram bottles, each a different color; epaulets made of hairbrushes; head-

FIO.

2.

DUPLEX ROTARY ENC.TNE

indicated, and move endwise in their slots as the
relative positions of the cam and circular casting change. The steam inlet is at a point a little
to the left of the abutment E, while the outlet
for the exhaust is in a similar position on the
By moving the slide
right of the abutment.

wheel, as it did on the other portion.
manner the continuous rotary motion
duced.

In this
pro-

is

Di.\on, Cat, claims the distinction of having the
Edison central station in that state.

first
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Method

Measuring Alternating Cur-

of

rents.

Among the novel methods of measuring the
alternating current, which have lately been proposed, may be mentioned one recently inverted
by \V. Lowrie, C. J. Hall and H. W. KoUe of
This method may be described
London, Eng.
as one in which the current is measured by
potential, so to
differentiating the wave of
speak, so that there is a slight preponderance
upon one side of the neutral line. In other
words, the

m.

e.

f.

of the current

impulses

in

perts inside begin their performance, the tower is a thing
of almost indescribable beauty. When these performances
begin, however, the audience can readily imagine themThe effects produced are indeed wonselves in fairyland.
derful,

and

in

splendor outrank anything ever seen

in this

A

magic lantern of almost unimaginable power
casts upon the ceiling from the top of the tower such pictures as seem to be the actual performances of living beings.
From this tower as a center, wide aisles stretch out
as diameters of the room, and in the segments are elegant
mahogany tables, on which are some 500 of the marvelous
machines that have made Edison's fame. At each table is
a placard on which is printed a description of the machines
on the table, telling their uses and the principles of their
For the student of electrical science there is
constrtiction.

country.

-mimm

FIG.

one direction

METHOD OF MEASU RING

I.

increased while the e. m. f. of the
impulses in the opposite direction is retarded.
This difference between the potentials, the inventors claim, is available and may be utilized
for doing the work of measurement either by
mechanical means or by chemical action.
It is well known that alternating currents as
ordinarily applied will not deposit metal
But in
the meter in which this method is to be put in
practice, an alternating current of electricity is
made to deposit copper as a measure of the
amount of electric energy e.xpended in the lamp
circuit.

is

The manner

m

which

this is to

CtJRRENTS.

FIG. 2.

a greater opportunity than was ever before presented in this
country.
The machines on the floor below comprise an exhibition
of the telephone and phonograph, and such unfamiliar
things as the walking, talking dolls, the electric shoe-blacking machine, the marvelous contrivance-whereby one can
press a button and cook an omelet, aiid numerous other preposterous contrivances.
In addition to all these there is a most interesting exhibit
of processes elaborated by Mr. Edison in the woiking of

A

Misplaced Space.

A

misplaced space in a printed line often
effects a curious change in a writer's meaning.
A striking illustration of this fact was given by
the compositor who set up a portion of Dr.
Duncan's paper last week. The author mentioned the fact that a certain type of dynamo
had been tested in lighthouse work. The statement apparently did not commend itself to the
printer, for by transposing a space he made the
author say that the machine had been tested in
light housework.
The sentence appeared correctly in the Western' Electrician, thanks to
the proof reader, and the machine was not made
to do duty as a domestic one.

Arc Motor in a Grocery.
Those who believe arc light current to be
deadly might, perhaps, wonder at their own unnecessary fears if they had happened to notice
a i-horse power Excelsior arc motor at T. Moran 's coffee store on State street, Chicago. This
little machine has been running in the window
for about a year, and is supplied from an underground circuit of the Chicago Arc Light & Power
company. It drives the coffee mill as shown,
and also furnishes power, operating an adverNot only is it
tising device in another window.

be ac-

as follows:
Let it be
required to measure the current consumed by a
number of lamps on a lighting circuit. There
is placed in the lamp circuit a voltaic cell which
comprises two dissimilar metafs placed in an
When an alternating current is
acid solution.
passed through this cell and the. lamp circuit,
the flow of the current is alternately retarded or
assisted by the normal electromotive force set
up in the cell itself. This action causes a wasting of the positive electrode. As the resistance
of the lamps on the circuit varies according to
the number and kind used and the duration of
the flow of current through the same, so does
the current vary in the cell which acts upon the
This current is directly propositive electrode.
ponional to the electromotive force of the cell
and the resistance of the lamp circuit. The
action of the cell therefore becomes available as
a current measure. In illustration of the method
the reader is referred to the two accompanying
Fig. I shows a system arranged with a
cuts.
and a depositing cell in
constant e. m. f. at
In this system, it is stated, the
circuit at C.
differential action of
the current causes an
electro-deposition of metal in the depositing cell
Cby the influence of the electromotive force in
on the alternating electromotive force. As the
quantity of metal deposited is proportional to
the amount of electricity passed through the
lamps, it becomes a measure of the same.
In Fig. 2 the method is represented as applied
The diagram represents
to a converter system.
the converters with their primary coils connected
The sources i? and
in the main circuit.
of
additional e. m. f. and the deposition cells Cand
C are inserted in the secondary wires as indicated.

complished

explained

is

£

£

£

Edison's Exhibit at the

New York Wo-

men's Exchange.
Edison has contributed to his popularity in New York,
such a possibility be admitted, by his assistance in making the exhibit of the Women's Exchange, which was
opened Monday, the most interesting display ever given in

if

that city.

The

principal feature of this exhibit

is

the

mag-

nificent display of electrical machines and contrivances
which Mr. Edison has loaned the Exchange for the occaThese include all the devices which were displayed
sion.
by Mr. Edison at the Paris Exhibition and are valued at
It is stated that in preparing this exhibit for
$100,000.
the W^omen's Exchange Mr. Edison and his associates
expended $25,000. Every afternoon a special performance of an electrical character is given. Fifteen electrical

experts under E. W. Hammer perform fantastic tricks.
They are placed in an electric column in the center of the
It is 25 feet high, S feet in diameter and dressed like a
hall.
May-pole, adorned with natural flowers and greens, and 14
streamers of green are stretched from the top of it to as
In addition to these
many points around the room.
streamers banks of potted plants and flowers hide the base
The floral adornment of the
of the tower from sight.
tower, however, is really a minor feature.
Five thousand
electric lights in colored lamps are arranged in spirals from
the base to the summit of the tower, and as many more
are twined in the streamers, while from the top streams of
colored lights are shot forth, so that even before the ex-

ARC MOTOR
mines in North Carolina. One of the queerest tricks in
throwing light, by the way, is that which is used to illuminate a beautiful piece of statuary loaned to the exhibition.
This is Miss Lawson's "Birth of a Mermaid," which
adorns the main corridor.
It is placed so as to be in front
of a dark background, while every outline of the sculpture
is thrown out distinctly by a strong
light, the source of
which is invisible to the beholders. The effect is as if the
statue itself radiated light.

An electric

street railway nearly fifteen miles

long

be
constructed during the summer, connecting Ogden, Utah,
with the Great Salt Lake.
will

IN A

GROCERY.

running on the arc light wires but

it
is within
easy reach of the clerks in the store.
In spite
of this, however, no one gives himself the least
concern about the machine; no one has been
hurt
nor is likely to be.
The motor furnishes
a steady and constant power, the proprietor is
pleased with his possession, and the employes
understand that their business is to sellcoflfee
not to inspect motors.
It is an excellent illustration of the safe utilization of the high ten-

—

—

sion current.
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ran

number

of others for about
three miles, it had been noticed that a peculiar
pumping or beating took place in the lamps on
The pulsations of curthese particular lines.
parallel
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rent which at first he thought were caused by
irregular speed at the engine, were accounted for
by the fact that alternations of current on the two
circuits were nearly but not quite synchronous.
In other words, he discovered that the lines referred to were strung in such a manner that they
could act inductively on each other while the
remaining lines were so placed that they could
A change in the
neutralize their own effects.
relative position of the two sets of wires was
found to b;; an efficient remedy. The detailed
account of Dr. Wheeler's investigation will
doubtless prove to be of interest to our readers,
for a number have in all probability experienced
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a similar trouble.
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DOLMST has ever been entertained by the
electrical press that its efforts have contributed
in a substantial measure to the marvelous devel-

who

Still it is pleas-

of electrical industries.

ant to realize that this belief

pro.posed to load

is

electrical

returns, there are strong reasons for believing
Mica is used
the provision will become a law.
principally by stove manufacturers and electrical
concerns, and in each of these industries it forms
an important item. There are only a few unimportant mica mines in this country, in New Hampshire and North Carolina, and the product of
these mines is of such an inferior quality that
The
purposes.
it cannot be used for electrical
home product is almost exclusively used by the
stove makers, while the imported article is consumed by the manufacturers of electrical appaThere is absolutely no excuse for the
ratus.
It cannot
imposition of this duty on mica.
serve to divert the trade of electrical houses
from its present channels. The inferiority of
the American mica will make it necessary for
electrical concerns to look elsewhere for their
supply, and they will be compelled to import
this article unless something else is discovered
Until the quality of the
to take its place.
American product is greatly improved, it is evident the imposition of this duty on imported
mica will not serve to increase the sales of the
local concerns by turning the electrical trade to
There is, therefore, no reason why mica
them.
should not remain on the free list.

The
number

DEPART)! KM rS.

opment

an additional burden
manufacturing concerns of this
country by placing a duty of 35 per cent, on all
imported mica. This is the proposition of the
McKinley tariff bill now pending before Congress, and unless the good sense of the members
It

shared by those
newspapers.
At a

is

advertise in electrical
recent meeting of business men, a prominent
electrical supply man made these remarks which
"It is the broad
are well worth reproducing:
and liberal policy pursued by electrical journals
that has done more than all else combined to
build up the unparalleled prosperity of the electrical industries, and to place them in the front
rank of commercia'. industries." Referring to
his heavy advertising expenses, he said: "Of
course it costs money to advertise, but for every
dollar I have paid out I have received two, yes,
Liberal
sometimes ten-fold in return.
advertising not only stimulates purchasing, but
also stimulates hesitating capitalists into making
new investments that in turn benefit all."
.

.

.

In the discussion which followed the reading
of the paper entitled, "Some Tests of the EffiApparatus,"
ciency of Alternating Current
which was presented recently at a meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Dr. Wheeler
an interesting fact was related.
called attention to a curious electrical effect
which he had observed in connection with alterRestated that
nating current lighting circuits.

daily press has lately been circulating a
of vague rumors in regard to an alleged

Financial writers,
proposed electric light trust.
according to their own statement, have merely
indulged their fancies in speculation concerning
They have confessed
these indefinite reports.
their inability to state substantial facts.
basis there may be for these reports we
not.

This much we do know.

\Vhat

know
The formation

of a successful electric light trust must be a
Looking back
matter of the gravest difficulty.
over the events of the last few years one finds
little encouragement for those who would form
such a syndicate. The collapse of the carbon
trust is a single illustration in point. The failure

of the copper syndicate, formed to force all
users of the metal, and pre-eminently electrical
manufacturers, into paying more than a just
price for its product, is an illustration of the
difficulty attending such gigantic enterprises.
In this case there were many reasons which naturally afforded the projectors grounds for belief
in the ultimate success of their undertaking.

They
They had almost unlimited capital.
simply had to obtain control of a metal, the
world's production of which could be very fairly
A great many incidental conditions
estimated.
conspired in their favor, such as customs duties;
they had the assistance of shrewd financial lieutenants to aid them in their task at home and
abroad, but still their carefully laid plans came
to naught.
The trust was a disastrous failure.
The career of another syndicate in England is
The English
interesting in this connection.
Salt union was organized under auspices apparently the most favorable, but it has by no means
met with the success that those interested in it
felt themselves warranted in confidently prePrices were advanced, it is true, but
dicting.

the profits of the syndicate seem small when
figures mentioned in the
A single company which remained
prospectus.
outside of the trust has just declared a dividend
three times as large as any which the stockholders of the union have any reason to expect.
If such difficulties beset the projectors of enterprises whose object consists in merely controling nature's products, the supply of which is
fixed by necessary conditions, how much more
arduous will be the labors of those who attempt
to form a trust whose purpose is to control
prices of manufactured articles like electric
light machinery.
The patents held by any half
dozen companies in the country are not so fundamental, we think, that their ownership would
enable the possessor to prevent manufacture by
other ccfncerns.
An electric light trust, therefore, formed to raise prices, would doubtless
find that its organization had led to the formation of scores of small concerns whose competition could not be despised by a syndicate, no
matter how gigantic. These remarks are not
made to indicate our disbelief in the rumors, or
to show that there is any inherent improbability
in these indefinite reports, but merely to emphasize the statement that the organization of a
great electric light trust is an undertaking in-

compared with the

volving tremendous difficulties, and the gravest
risks.
Stockholders of manufacturing companies now doing a successful business, may
well hesitate before .giving their assent to such
a scheme.
The precedents are not in favor of
its

success.

In the last number of the d/iliiry Georges
Berger, director-general of the Paris Exposition,
considers the subject of "Suggestions for the
next World's Fair."
Mr. Berger's views are of
especial interest to the electrical fraternity, inasmuch as upon him devolved the active management of the International Electrical Exhibition in 1881.
Still, thinking of the glory of the
exposition of 1S89, Mr. Berger is inclined to believe that any date in the present century will be
too early for the next World's Fair; the magnificence of the Paris Fair will tend to overshadow
any exhibition which can be arranged in two or
three years.
Still
he concedes that, perhaps,
.\mericans can accomplish the stupendous task
of preparing a successful fair in so short a time
after the Paris Exposition.
Mr. Berger's first
suggestion is that the organizers of the fair shall
aim at "novelty and the extraordinary," but
"without neglecting due order and method." It
has become a recognized fact, he savs, that in
international fairs, the
"displays of
ideas"
should be considered as well as the material exhibitions.
He says on this point: "The primary
conception of such an organization of exhib'tions
came to me at the time when I was interested in
is8i with the direction of the International
Electrical Exhibition held in the Palace of the
Champs Elysees.
It occurred to me that an
exhibition of this nature could not fully attain
the ends sought if it were so restricted as to appeal only to the eyes of the public
that is, if it
were merely to display results to visitors in general, still ignorant of this newest branch of physical science, without giving them the means of
appreciating some of tlie researches which had
brought these results into being. Actuated by
this reasoning, I induced the government to call
together an International Congress of Electricians, for whom the exhibition became a masterful library, and the crowds of visitors to the exhibition manifested a redoubled interest in the
apparatus, and
the
experiments
displayed,
when these were explained to them through the
published accounts of the sittings of the congress, with all the prestige attending the foremost electrical authorities in the world." Mr.
Berger, therefore, urges
upon the Chicago
World's Fair directors the necessity of considering the ideal and economic side of the next
exposition as well as the mere material conception.
Mr. Berger evidently would advise,
though he does not say so in so many words,
the organization of scientific congresses.
He
estimates that the cost of the exposition will be
He makes a
a little more than §17,000,000.
number of practical suggestions, and incidentally says that the cost of electric lighting should
be included in the estimate of running expenses.

—
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Economy
An

of Electric Railways.

of a

lecture

follows:

Even were electricity as expensive as horse power, its
numerous advantages would ultimately result in its general
adoption, but as a matter of fact, it shows a very considerable saving over horse power.
we have one source of power

line,

is

to be expected.

power

station

If

— instead

the power at a less
we ought to
If we have efficient motors and a well-consti-ucted
we should expect to utilize this power with little waste.
(venerate

of a thousand,
cost.

This

— one

horse power produced in the steam engine, ninetytwo is converted into electricity and goes out of the station
over the line as electrical energy. The loss in the line need
not exceed 10 per cent., though in some cases it may be
economy to allow a larger loss. We thus have S2.8 horse
power delivered to the motor on the car. If the commercial
efficiency of the motors and geaiing be 75 per cent., we
have 62.1 per cent, horse power utilized in moving the car,
Of course, we may
or a total efficiency of 62.1 per cent.
The actual power required per car
fall below this figure.
speed,
the
curves, the kind
depends upon the grades, the
and condition of track, the size and weight of the car, the
average load, etc., conditions so variable that it is hopeless

Of 100

The power will
to try to determine any average figure.
range from 4 horse power to 9 horse power under ordinary
conditions, and may increase very considerably under exThe cost of power at the
traordinarily bad conditions.
station depends upon the kind and size of the engines, the
It
price of coal, the management of the station, etc
ranges as low as nine-tenths of one cent, per car mile,
and as high as seven cents per car mile. The latter is a
very extreme case and does not represent the actual cost.
This price is paid for power for a single car operated under
the most disadvan'ageous conditions; this car, however,
yields a better return to the railway company than any
This indicates that a high
other car on its entire system.
price is not always incompatible with economical results.
The cost of repairs depends very largely upon the care bestowed upon the apparatus, and any figures given without
a full statement of all the special conditions would be mis1 have known the cost of material for repairs on
leading.
a large road to run as low as nine mills per car mile for
one month, and I have known it to go very much higher.
Speed is noc only an important factor in determining the
value of electric railways to the public, but it is equally important to the railway manager as a source of economy.
If we average six miles per hour wiih horses and nine
miles per hour with electricity, it is evident that in the latter case one car does 50 per cent, more work with a corresponding saving in the item of wages of conductors and
drivers.

In the crowded city streets we cannot hope to gain much
speed
In the suburbs the gain is only limited by con-

From Harvard Square, in Ciimsiderations of safety.
bridge, to the end of the line, in Arlington, the electric
cars average about eleven miles per hour, including stops
better time than is made by the elevated roads in New
York city. O.i the Watervliet Road, between Albany and
Troy, the following is the record of one month's work:

—

MILEAGE OF WATERVLIET CARS, DECEMBER,
Average number of cars in diily service
Total mil-age, thtrty-one days
Average dally mileage
Average daily mileage, per car

On December

20, iSSy,

we have

iSSg.
yi/^

'*

"

45
46
bi

139

the following record of
Miles.
180
iqo
'90
'90
180

total of

"

*'

*'

"

Grand total
Average per car

On

January

3.

930
186

1890,

we have the

enormous.

On those loads or lines where the traffic is great and
constant, we will have larger cars.
By using the radial
truck or double trucks, we can handle 30-foot cars as
easily as our present standard form, and do away with the
annoying and destructive teetering inseparable from a long
car mounted on a 6-foot truck.
can nearly double the
seating capacity, and still use but one conductor and one

We

driver.

From the foregoing, it is evident that electricity admits
of many economical changes, and that, in many ways, we
may hope to reduce expenses by its use, at the same time
giving better service.
What we must look to, of course, is
Whatever may be sa:d
the ultimate commercial result.
pro and con, the commercial result must be the

We

rion.

are

now

receiving

some

light

in

this

final crite-

direction

from the annual reports of the roads in those states where
Such statistics are of
the statutes require such reports.
great value, for whatever difference may exist as to classi
fication and arrangement, the total expenses and the total
receipts are bound to appear in some form or other.
From
the reports of the Railroad Commissioners of New York
and Massachusetts for the year 1889, we extract the following:

ating expenses, thirty-three roads, 79.39 per cent
Average proportion of receipts to operElectric Roads.
ating expenses, two roads, 53.50 percent.

—

EXPENSES OF STREET RAILWAYS, MASSACHUSETTS, 1889.
Horse Roads. Average proportion of receipts to oper-

—

ating expenses, thirty roads, 82.87 per cent.
Electric Roads.— Average proportion of receipts to operating expenses, two roads, 55.50 per cent.
In iSSS, the gross earnings and operating expenses of
surface and elevated roads in three states were as follows:
REceit-TS

AND Expenses per Passenger,

1888.

Gross
Earnings.

Operating-

Net

Expenses.

Earnings.

Surface

Roads— New

York

Cents.

Cents.

Cents.

— New

Ynrk

Roads

5.01

2. 81

"

40

made a

State

4 94

4 oz

.92

4.92
5-59
S-io

3,18

2.14
2.41

4-70

2 71

1.99

Third Ward Electric Railway.
Surface Roads— Pennsylvania
Surface Roads— Massachusetts
Boston and Revere Electric

Railway (1889)

The column

of

.8i

operatmg expenses contains some very

significant figures.

Such figures are more convincing than ^ny labored arguIn time, as we have more of these reports, the
skeptical will become convinced, and the doubting will be
ment.

satisfied.

FIRST COST.
that i? claimed for it, then it is a
necessity in street railway work
If the railway president
investigates and finds that the claims are well supported,
that electricity is safe, is economical, is durable and is rereally good
liable, then he seeks to know the cost
Electric motors are good articles.
article is expensive.
The cost of equipment for a first-class double track road,
including iron poles (side suspension), fifty-six pound
girder rail, one 16-foot closed car and one open tow car to
each mile of track, suitable generator and steam plant
capacity, etc., would be approximately as follows:
If electricity

does

all

A

following record of five

42

"

44
60
62

"

total of

"

•'

"

"

"

-

Mi'es.
190
»9o
'90
180
180

Grand total
Average per car

One mile of track (paved street)
$10
One motor and one open tow car, generator and station equipments, line construction, including poles and steam

plant

,

930
186

an imposition upon the motors. It is requiring
more than we ask of the steam locomotive which runs under
conditions as to grades, curves and
favorable
the most
I give these figures as an instance of what can be
track.
done and what is done, not as an example of what should
be ^one. We must be reasonable and not work the willing
horse to death.
Increased speed is a great boon to the public, always
clamoring for rapid transit. By the aid of electricity we
have increased the average speed of the cars in Boston
from six miles per hour to eight miles per hour, and were
all the cars equipped electrically this increase alone would
make an annual saving to the passengers of 4,152,000
Think of this as one year's savhours or about 474 years
ing in one city resulting from the use of electricity as a
cars.
As a matter of fact, the gain
street
for
power
motive
in speed will be greater when all the cars are equipped, as
the average is now kept down by the horse cars holding
back the electric cars running on the same tracks.
The increased speed should not be lost sight of in comparing the cost of operating electric, with the cost of operatA comparison on the basis of car days is
ino- horse cars.
The comparison should be made on the
not a just one.
On the Watervliet road the daily milebasis of car m'les.
age per car has been nearly doubled by the use of elec-

This

is

tricity.

Another economical feature of the use of electricity is
can douthe ability to haul one or even two tow cars.

We

Some

Tests of the Efficiency of Alternating Current Apparatus.
last issue of the

Western Electrician was

pre-

sented a paper by Dr. Louis Duncan and W, F. C. Hasson
entitled, ''Some Tests of the Efficiency of Alternating
Current Apparatus."' The paper was presented at the
meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
After the reading the follow'ing discussion took place:
Nikola Tesla: Dr. Duncan has brought forward
some facts which have not been recognized before, for instance, the fact that the loss in the iron of the converter remains perfectly constant with varying loads. That has
not heretofore been acknowledged or known so far as I
have heard. But, on the other haiid, when we consider
the action of the converter, I think it ought to be.
In
convei ters in which the primary and secondary are put in
the closest possible relation, for instance in the Westinghouse, the increase of the primarj' and secondary is in an
almost constant ratio, and since the loss in the iron is due
to something like a difference in action of both currents I
think the loss of the iron ought to be constant within cer-

$20,000

A

double track road ten miles long would cost on this
basis $400,000, including twenty motor cars and twenty

tow

cars.

On

a road with very bad grades, greater power might be
If wooden poles be used, the cost of the line
would be very materially reduced.
And now a few words as to the future of electric railways.
The success of electrical propulsion has been established
beyond question. It is only a matter of time, and that a
short time, when it will replace the horses on th° majority
required.

It is only a matter of time, a somewhat longer time perhaps when it will be the propelling
power on all our elevated roads, for the elevated roads

of our street railways.

possess ideal conditions for the application of electricity.
It is within the bounds of possibility that our steam roads
electricity; certainly this power offers
for the suburban traffic in the vicinity of
The possible utilization of hitherto negthe large cities.
lected water powers will be one of the factors in determining the extension of electrical propulsion in this direction.
x\iready we see the beginning.
The West End company
of Boston, are building longer cars with radial and doublewill

With regard to the excessive loss in the dynamo mamay say this: In the armature that Dr. Duncan
has found, I think that most of us know that this loss is
not due to the fact that we must have that loss, but because we must sacrifice a certain amount for the regulation
Now, the same machine that Dr. Dunof the machine.
can has tested, any one of us couid cause to give a greater
output and with a loss in the armature of no more than one
But we must work with a highly
or two horse power.
saturated field in order to obtain a constant potential on
On the other hand, the comparison bethe converters.
tween the single circuit, allernaling current and the direct
current machine is just, and the proportions I believe are
substantially as Dr. Duncan found them; that is, if we
compare a single circuit alternating machine with a direct
current machine we will find, representing the output of
the latter by a number say 100, that the alternate current
machine with one circuit will give for the same speed and
But we must also conweight about 7S or perhaps less.
sider that we aie enabled with alternating current mawork
at
very
much
higher
speed and the simchines to
a
plicity of the apparatus allows us to work at a very much
On the other hand, if we
higher electromotive force.
operated an alternating machine wiihtwo circuits, then the
output of the machine will no longer be inferior to the
direct current machine, but it will equal it if not be greater^-I believe that Prof. Anthony some time ago told me that
he also found that the loss in the armature by higher field
saturation increased more rapidly than we would generally
I have also found if the field of a large gertsuppose.
rator is saturated very highly we may by only a few revolu
tioDS in a few minutes heat the armature so that the wires
I think the losses in the armature increase
will burn out.
Now, as revery greatly with the saturation of the field.
gards ihe general resuhs obtained by Dr. Duncan, I am
firmly convinced of their correctness, of courte, but I also
firmly believe that Dr. Duncan has not had the best conFor I have myself made tests, and others
verter in hand.
have made tests, where the efficiency of such converters is
shown to be much higher than is shown by Dr. Duncan.
With the improvements we have made lately I believe that
the new converters have now reached a much higher effichines, 1

PER MILE OF TRACK.

No

—

tain limits.
Elevated

cars:

Car

weight in the locomotive means an immense expenditure
for strengthening or practically rebuilding the roadway.
Cables are not feasible, as the strain on the grip would not
permit of long trains, and it wculd be difficult to combine
speed and safety with any considerable increase in the
number of trains. Cables would not permit of satisfactory
switching arrrangements at the termini and elsewhere.
Electricity offers the best solution.
Equip each car with
motors.
Flexible electrical connections can easily be
made from car to car as is now done 00 surface roads to
light the tow cars, and the whole train controlled by the
driver on the front platform of the leading car.
Electric,
vacuum, or air brakes can be used in the same way. It
matters not how many cars we have in a train one or
fifty. Each car adds its own power, and all work together.
There is no dead weight to pull, as in the case of the locomotive.
The passengers themselves furnish the weight for
traction.
The switching arrangements present no difficulwhatever.
The motors can be reversed and run equally
ties
well in either direction.
The train can be controlled from
either end and any increase or decrease in the number of
cars will not affect the controlling mechanism.
It is difficult to conceive of a more flexible system.
It
seems to be the ideal system for the elevated roads, and is
bound to be adopted in the near future.

In the

EXPENSES OF STREET RAILWAYS, NEW YORK STATE, 1889.
Horse Roads. — Average proportion of receipts to oper-

3', 340
1,011

five cars:

Car No. 43 made a
"
"
44

even treble our carrying capacity in case of emergency: and the extra plant kept for such purposes is in the
cheapest form, representing a comparatively small invested
capital, and subject to but little deterioration.
Compare
this with the cost of keeping extra horses sufficient to
double or treble our carrying capacity. The difference is
ble or

delivered by Eugene Griffin
Philadelphia, is appended.
Institute,
at the Franklin
After speaking of the general mode of operating electric
roads, he adverted to the economy of the electric system as
extract
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be run with

many advantages

The New York elevated roads are anxswiveled trucks.
iously seeking a solution to the problem of how to enlarge
their carrying capacity without rebuilding or materially alLonger trains are requisite
tering their superstructures.
The limit of the capacity
to meet the increased demands.
Increased
of the present locomotives has been reached

ciency.

We

had some theoretical discusH. Ward Leonard:
sion relative to comparative efficiency of the continuous
and alternating currents at Chicago a couple of years rgo.
At that time we had very little beside theory to wo:k on,
especially in respect to results in the alternating field
But I was a little interested in looking over the figures
which at that time were arrived at theoicticallyand comparing them with those which have been obtained. The claim
for the continuous current efficiency which was made there
was based on a maximum loss of twenty volts in a threewire system, on each side, that is 15 percent; and the averTherefore the average load was consicered 40 per cent.
age loss in the conductors was considered 6 per cent, for
twenty-four hours, that is an average efficiency of g4 per
The total efficiency of the continuous current
cent.
system was found to be 84.7 with the generators operated
at full lead, as they would be in such a system, such generators as were not needed being cut off and assuming an
efficiency for the conductor of 94 for the feeders, i per
cent, average loss in the mains, i per cent, average loss
With the alternating
in the service and inside wiring.
current system the lowest efficiency that was assumed was
S5 per cent.; the efficiency of the generator was claimed to

—

—
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be 98 per cent., of the fe€der, 90 per cent., of the convener.
99 per cent., of the services and inside wiring, which gave
I was not fortunate
for the total efficiency 74 per cent.
enough to hear the actual efficiency which the present
ihree-wire system showed; but 1 remember that the professor gave the efficiency of the alternating as 61 instead
I
think that a point which is perhaps the most
of 74.
peninent and which has been pretty wcil emphasized of
!aie, is the fact that the average load of a system of lighting generally through a city is a very small percentage of
I know of one instance where the
the connected devices.
lighting will be ultimately much greater than at present, but yet the average load for twenty-four hours is only
This, of course,
about 12 per cent, of the connected load.
brings into promintnce the question of the efficiency of deIn the case that I
vices under conditions of light load.
mentioned the maximum load is 30 per cent, of the con
oected devices, and the average load is 40 per cent, of that

maximum
Dr. Wheeler:

Although I may not be able to add
anything to the subject of converters, I might say something about the effect of alternating currents with parallel
know of a case in this city where lines ran
wires.
I
parallel for about three miles, and where the current
mmped up and down continuously, causing the lights to
beat just as if they were driven by a steam engine which did
not have a heavy enough fly wheel. After a ver>' extensive
investigation, it was found that the jumping of the lights
was due to the fact that alternations on two circuits were nearly but not quite sj-nchronous. When one set of waves caught
op with the set of waves on the next wire while passing
them, it first drove those waves ahead and then drove
This caused the energy of one circuit to first
them back.
pile up the energy in the other circuit and then force it
down and thus cause a pumping effect on the lights. That
was overcome entirely by placing the wires in pairs propThat is to say, the two legs of each circuit had not
erly.
been arranged side by side. One or two of the circuits
had been misplaced. But by bringing those together, so
that the negative side or leg of one circuit was right
alongside of the other leg of its own circuit and not
mixed up with the wires of any other circuit, the induction
was completely neutralized, and that left the lights perThe company had beenvery much troubled
fectly steady.
I had been formerly driving
to know what the cause was.
Edison dynamos with high speed engines and I laughed at
the people who were running the lights, assuming that
They suggested
their fly wheel was not hea\'y enough.
I made them buy a very
that I should try the fly wheel.
expensive speed indicator and put it on. and about as soon
as they got it running I made up my mind that the inertia
of the indicator mechanism would be too great to allow it to
respond quickly enough, that is to say, if the steam engine
made about 74 revolutions a minute, as it did, and if its
speed varied enough to show a flickering in the light which
would be about 2 per cent, variation in the middle of each
stroke oflhe engine, it would not be easy to get a speed indicator needle which would show such brief, rapid and
small variations as 2 per cent, variation on every stroke
I then tried
that is, in less than one second for each.
figuring out the weight of the fly wheel to determine how
much speed ought to increase or decrease between the
Assuming the fly wheel weighed thirty tons and
strokes.
had a diameter of thirty feet; that 500 horse power was being drawn off by the belt continuously and was being put
into the fly wheel twice in every stroke by a brief impulse
of the pitman with no source of power in the intervals, how
much would the wheel slow down in the seventy-fourth of
a second? In other words, how much would 500 horse
power slow down a thirty-ton fly wheel of thirty feet in
diameter in the seventy-fourth of a second.
About that
time I made up my mind that this would be a long matter
to figure out, I decided to try the plan of a substitution,
that is, to change all the elements of the system one after
for example the
the other until I found to which element
dynamo, the lines or the engine the trouble was due.
\Ve therefore tried driving the differ* nt dynamos by different engines and connecting different lines on different
dynamos. We then found that the trouble went with a
That surprised me. I counted the numparticular wire.
ber of pulsations in the lights, and found that they were
the
about eighty to
minute.
I
had inspections made and
found that there were only two parts of the city where the
lights pumped in this way. I compared the pulsations of
the other set of lights and found they also were eighty to
the minute. I then concluded there must be some reaction
between the lines supplying the two districts. Following
the wires out, I found that the two sets of wires that supplied these two groups of light were placed in a position
where they could act inductively on each other while the
remaining lines were so placed that they could neutralize
I suggested that one set
their own effects.
of wires be
changed. This was done and there was no more pumping.
It was clearly due to one set of alternations "beating"
with the set on the other wire.
Mr. Tesla: Dr. Duncan mentions the point that the
construction of the converters would be modified when
their size increased.
I had hoped that Dr. Duncan, whose
work in that line has always been so valuable, would give
It is evident to every one that it
us some pomts on that.

—

—

impracticable to increase the size of the converter in the
its capacity is increased, because as we
operate the converters at a constant number of periods, we
would render a long magnetic circuit transformer very inA plan was proposed by me a year or so ago to
efficient.
introduce in the construction of converters the same length
of magnetic circuit, no matter whether the converters were
large or ^mall.
I believe that this
would be the proper
way of constructing all converters on one system, and I believe that the present method of constructing converters is
incorrect, for every different capacity of converter has a
different length of magnetic circuit, and we know well if
one converter is adapted to. say 16,000 reversals, another
one with a different length of magnetic circuit is not
adapted to the same number of reversals.
started a
year ago, I think, to make all converters of the same
is

same proportion as

We
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length of magnetic circuit, so as to render them equally
same number of alternations, no matter
what their capacity is, and in such case, it we want, for instance, a converter that has ten times the capacity of a
small twenty-light converter we will practically put in one
converter so many multiple circuits as are required to
SVe will allow a somewhat
get the capacity ret)uired.
greater capacity to maintain the converters all at the same
temperature.
I believe that this plan should
be followed.
In general, I may ^iay that the results obtained by Dr.
Duncan refer to an apparatus considerable time in use, but
theadvances that have been made in that line, even in the
last year, are so enormous that we would not recognize this
plant at all.
For instance. I believe that the converters
at present can be made to have less than half the leakage
In other words, it means practithat they had previously.
the ma
cally, a converter can be run with a double load
chines are increased very nearly to double their capacity;
and when we consii^er the short inter\'al in which this has
been accomplished, we may fairly assume that in a few
years hence there will be little difference between the alternating and direct current, even on short distances.
Dr. Duncan: In respect to the construction of converters of course, in increasing the dimensions in the same
proportion, I was not following out the proper design for
every given converter. Every converter has its own proper
dimension, and all dimensions do not increase in the same
ratio.
But I think that Mr. Tesla's idea of keeping the
same length of the magnetic circuit is hardly proper. I
have worked out for my own amusement the design of a
number of converters, and I think that the same period
should be retained in the circuit, and a converter should be
designed which would give the maximum possible effiFor a converter of given c tpacity as far as I can
ciency.
ad.'*ptable for the

—

make

out,

you must have a

definite

period.

There

is

a

definite period, which, with the given proportions of iron

and copper, correspond to the given capacity of the converter, but if you simply increase the cross-section of the
iron without increasing the length of the circuit you keep
the same cross-section of copper, which is not a good practice.
Vou have to change both the copper and iron and I
did not think it would be very interesting to design a large
number of converters for any given output. As for the
efficiency of this plant which was teste.!, the plant was sent
on, I think, in November, and was supposed to be the
latest plant which was produced by the Westinghouse
company. I have since heard that the efficiency of converters has been greatly increased.
The losses in the converters could undoubtedly be greatly decreased, especially
for larger sizes.
As to the relative efficiency of the two
plants, it must be remembered that I have simply taken a

750 light plant, and one dynamo is supposed to be always
connected with the circuit in a station of ordinary capacity,
We would certainly
that is of more than twice 750 lamps.
have the advantage of having at least two dynamos, one of
which could be disconnected when the load had reached
its minimum and the efficiency therefore would be greatly
increased; and also in comparing the efficiency of alternating and continuous plants, we must remember that the
business that is catered to by these two plants is very different; that the load diagram of the alternating plant is
very different from the load diagram of the contitludus
current plant.
There is a great discrepancy beti.Veen the
An alternating plant
curves and the figures of the two.
takes up the cream of the business, so to speak.
It takes
up business in which the maximum output for a given
number of lamps wired is obtained, and in that way we
must not calculate the efficiency of the alternating and
continuous current plants in order to compare them. If so,
we are favoring the continuous plant very much. With
the alternating current plant it is simply a commercial
question.
If you can put into a continuous current station
an alternating plant which will get business that will pay
In the
you, it is undoubtedly proper to put that plant in.
same way if you have an alternating plant and it is so situated that you can run more economically with a continuous current plant, then put in a continuous current plant.
But as the business stands at present, a combination of the
two plants is undoubtedly theoretically the most
efficient.

O. T. Crosby:

I

should like to ask

if

the advances re-

ported are in the direction of increasing the efficiency of
the converter at all loads, or only at some normal loads?
Mr. Tesla: I said before that the leakage was reduced to one-half and I thought it was clear enough that that
applied as well to the working of the converters on the
When I speak of leakage I
full load as on the small load.
mean no load at all. But Dr. Duncan said just now
thought he misunderstood me in regard to the construction
of these converters
I proposed not to keep the length the
same and vary the section, but simply to vary the section
of the copper, at the same time varying the section of the
iron.
have plates, for instance, which contain so
many multiple circuits. These plates are so made that the
coils can be just as well put in as one single circuit transformer, a form of construction invented by Albert Schmidt
of the Westinghouse company.
In this way we have practically a number of independent transformers and the only
diminution of the capacity of such transformers is that we
have a somewhat smaller surface. Then we may allow a
little higher capacity for that diminished surface.
Frederick Daru.ngton:
There is one thing which I
think merits attention in the discussion of this question,
that is, that one system uses the 50 volt lamp and the other
system is forced to use a 100 or no volt lamp, and that by
the same skill of construction of lamps and the same advance in the art of manufacturing lamps, the 50 volt lamps
represent about 20 per cent, more efliciency upon the too
volt lamps.
That is found in practice. For instance, the
100 volt lamps which are being supplied now by one of the
large commercial manufacturers of lamps are six-tenths or
a fraction over six-tenths of an ampere, and 100 volts;
while the manufacturers of 50 volt lamps make a 50 watt
lamp and get 50 volts out of the lamp and a better service
for the time.
I can slate that the United States Illuminating company of New York are getting out of the total
,

—

—

We

amount

of lamps wired on a circuit five and eight-tenths
hours per lamp, whici is about 23 per cent. All those
points 1 think if taken intoaccount, will make the efficiency
of the alternating current come much h'gher than would
appear at first thought.
Mr. Tesla: Another point of great importance is the
fact that in the aUernaliog system you have apparatus of
almost ideal simplicity.
If the armature burns out it is
a matter of a few hours' work to remedy the defect and
the repair costs very little.
If any part of the apparatus
gives out it is easily replaced without trouble.
With a
direct current system I think on the average out of 100
armatures, if you take them on a year's run, there will be
about fifty that will have some trouble or other.
The
commutator will wear out in a few years, even with the
best attention
I speak of course of the average.
Lieutenant John Millis: I believe in all the alternating systems that are now in practical operation in this
country the rapidity of alternations, that is. the number
per second, is practically the same. I would like to inquire
what are the considerations which have determined this
rate of alternations, whether they are mechanical or electrical.
Will Dr. L^uncan briefly explain to us what they are,

—

also what the effect would be if the rapidity of alternations were varied.
He touched lightly upon the theory of
the effect that would be produced in the output or effi-

ciency of the converter

would

ask

if

the rapidity of alternations varied.

has been confirmed by
him, or to his knowledge by any one by practical experiment, and what the re-:ult of the experiment is?
Dk. Duncan: By the English system I think the rate
of alternation is determined very greatly by the size of the
unit in which the distribution is made.
For large units a
I

like to

this theory

if

rate is commonly employed.
You will find in most of
the Continental and English systems that the rate of alternations has been decreased as the size of the converter has
been increased.
For a large converter a comparatively
low rate should be used, as in this country small converters
have generally been employed; the rate is very much
greater than where ihe converter has been large.
TowNSEND Wolcott: Dr. Duncan referred to Prof.
Ryan's paper, and his idea in regard to diminishing the
energy absorbed by hysteresis by vibrating the iron.
Mr.
Kennelly seemed to have the same idea as Prof. Ryan that
ycu could get rid of the waste of energy very largely. The
diagram of the hysteresis for one period as drawn by sev-

low

eral

experiments

is

as

shown

in

Fig

11

of Prof.

Ryan's

paper, one point at the bottom and the other at the top.
Now. if you can come back by the sime path as you go,
of course the energy is zero.
But Mr. Swinburne divides
time hysteresis and ordinary hysteresis.
Previous to the
presentation of Prof. Ryan's paper I had the impression
that the whole hysteresis worked in the manner which Mr.
Swinburne calls viscous hysteresis; that is, like friction, it

would resist in both directions.
Mr. Swinburne's idea
seems to be that the energy absorbed depends to a great
extent upon the difference of phase between the magnetism
in the iron and the magnetizing fcrce of the current.

Dr. Michael I. Pupin: I would like to ask Dr. Dunean whether he knows of any experiments that have been
made lately for the purpose of finding out how much of
the lost energy is due to eddy currents and how much to
magnetic hysteresis. As far as I am aware, there has been
no experimental work of that kind done, and that has been
spoken of as a work which it is very desirable to do to
determine the ratio between the two.
I think that would
also give us a means of testing whether work lost on account of magnetic hysteresis is the same for every period
whether the same current is obtained as shown in the diagram referred to by Mr. Wolcott.

—

Dr, Duncan:
that,

because

I

I

am

am

not prepared to give any figure on
experimenting on it at the present

I am working now to weed out the eddy currents
to determine the effect of hysteresis for difftrent
periods of reversal.
There is no data at present to tell
whether the loss on the iron is due to viscous or static hys-

time.

and

we go through that change in magnetic force
low speed then hysteresis due to time hysteresis
will not come in at all.
If we go at the present speed it
will come in.
As I say at present my work is in trying to
weed out the eddy currents.
But I have not reached any
results; and it is not a part of the paper.
It is a very imIf

teresis.

at a very

portant question, though.

Mr. Leonard: I take the liberty of speaking for a
second on the question of a five hour load.
In New York
City, which of course is the most exceptional in the other
direction, the Edison station here has instead of i\ve,
nearer eight hours' average load which, however, may be
somewhat due to the advantages derived from the sale of
motive power
Justus B. Entz: I would like to inquire if the losses
due to eddy currents and hysteresis could not be determined by different thicknesses of disks. By taking two
readings and separating them, I think it could be determined the loss due to the eddy currents, of course vary-

—

ing as

the electromotive force.

If the thickness of the
is doubled, while the resistload in each disk, varied as the cube,
and if the disk in the converter were double in thickness
and the same amount of iron, and the loss measured in
the two cases, I should think they could be separated.

disk

is

doubled the potential

ance making a watt

Mr. Tesla; I should think that if hysteresis is a diselement in the loss of the converter it can be only so
because it is intimately connected with the generation of
the currents in the iron.
We cannot go beyond a certain
thickness of the iron say numbers 3S or 40, which may
be yet thick enough to give rise to the currents in the iron.
But the results that Dr. Duncan has to-day brought out
strengthened me in the idea which I always had, that ultimately the whole loss in the iron resolves itself into the
loss due to the currents.
The facts he finds show that the
principal loss is due to the eddy currents.
The loss in the
iron is constant at all loads; on the other hand, he finds
that the loss is proportioned to the square of the electromotive force, which would be precisely the case if the loss in

tinct

—

^
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the iron were due to eddy currents.
I think that is an
argument for this view.
Dr. Duncan: As to distinguishing between the hysteresis and eddy currents with different thicknesses of plate,
unfortunately Ewing has found that as far as this time hysteresis is concerned, it depends on the thickness of the
plate independent of the eddy current.
So, it would be
impossible to distinguish in that way.

Storas^e Batteries to the Rescue.*
By J. K. PUMTELLY.
Electricians and builders of dynamos, that seem to hold
electricity in check, and deliver it harnessed for work, may
ask nothing more; but the man who pays the bills for its
use, the householder, who must keep up this constant
motion in his engine, who watches the constant burning of
coal under the boilers, asks for some relief.
To the engineer, who watches hour after hour, day and night, its unvarying speed, so necessary to its perfect work, to the
stoker, who hangs over the fire for many hours, feeling
sure that if he fails in his special duty for a moment, the
steam pressure will drop, the piston move slower in the
engine, and the armature, that soul of the dynamo, lag in
its speed, and this electrical horse, so well harnessed, feeling no longer the spur, falls back in his traces; to these
now the storage battery steps in as a "rescue." And why?
Because it can store up this restive power.
No fair-minded man will deny the benefits derived from
securing the assistance of such an ally when current is to
be maintained constantly night and day. By its aid many
difficulties are avoided, and in many instances great economy is effected. It is unnecessar}' to say to you what the
general public may not so well understand, that to keep the
electric light constant for twenty-four hours without employing storage batteries necessitates constant motion, constant care, constant expense for coal, and relays of men in
charge of the engine and dynamo. It is still better known
to you, but not at all to the general public, that the motion
of a dynamo must be maintained constant, whether it is
carrying its maximum load or a much smaller load.
Steam
must be kept at a certain pressure, but the reduced consumption of coal is hardly perceptible. Of course, we
know that to-day such improvements have been made in the
self-regulating dynamo that it can adjust itself to the load,
but still the reduction in the amount of coal burned can
only be estimated at the end of a year's run when the
machinery is under the control of experienced engineer
and economical fireman. The "rescue" here is found in
the fact that the current generated by a dynamo but not
needed for lamps, can be passed through a set of accumulators and there create that potential energy which, lying
dormant until needed, gives back a goodly percentage of

The energy which

thus used for charging
cells might have been wasted in producing heat in a resistance coil. But the prevention of that waste of electrical
energy' is not the only advantage.
The energy is returned
in a most convenient form.
This accomplishment, the
saving of money, must be regarded as one of the most
efficiency.

is

accomplishments in this age. An old and
wise saying, dinned into our unwilling years, whenever we
were inclined to break into the little saving box, was
"Money saved is money earned."
Thus far we have referred only to the work the dynamo
has to do in maintaining lights.
But to-day there is another vast and increasing source of revenue made possible
by the dynamo. I refer to the electrical distribution of
power in which work the storage battery is a great aid.
The electric motor, which drives machinery situated many
thousand feet and even several miles from the source of
energ)', would often increase the profits of its owner if it
could be made to continue its work when it would hardly
pay to keep up steam and retain experienced labor over
Here is an opporhours, as overtime is always expensive.
tunit>' for the accumulator to come to the rescue.
Here,
too, is found a use for smaller dynamos which otherwise
would not be employed.
factory or machine shop, perhaps, has power to spare during the day.
pulley on
some engine running with light load can do extra work
without increasing the consumption of coal in any appreciable degree.
That machinerj' shuts down at 6 p. m.
The fireman, engineer and the majority of the workmen
go home; but a contract has been made to deliver work at
a certain date, and time is pressing. The contract is not
large enough or there is not money enough in it to warrant
the operation of the engine after hours, involving extra
pay for night firemen. The storage batter}' stands ready to
furnish the necessary power.
The engine that would otherwise have been running uneconomically all day doing light
work, calling for scarcely half its capacity, has been put to
its full duty, and we all know that both engine and dynamo
do their best duty when performing their full work. The little lo-horse or 4-horse dynamo, as the case may be, has
been kept running, generating electricity which has been
stored up.
When steam is shut off at 6 o'clock, the turner or the
driller whose extra work only is needed to complete the
contract is now enabled to continue his work by means of
power derived from the storage batteries, which also provide for him the light of noonday to aid him in his work.
So in the illustration which I have cited the contract is
saved merely at an expenditure of a small amount for the
No large engine with fireovertime of a single employe.
man and engineer is required.
Again, suppose it is desirable to run cars on city streets
where overhead wires are not allowed, or in some mine
where the vrires cannot be sufficiently protected from the
Does not the storage
constant dampness and drippings.
battery afford a solution of the problem? The thousands
of dollars which the wires would cost are saved, the engine
scientific of all

A

A

and dynamo may be operated in some convenient and
economical location, and there the batteries may be
charged.
I
I

have no doubt that

Read before the Chicago

every electrician and

Electric club> April 7, 1890.

dynamo

maker
if it is

Bitter

CORRESPONDENCE.

will concede the force of every point I have made,
assumed the storage battery is to be depended upon.

experience

perhaps has

many

caused

doubts to

You have hoped for the aid which the storage battery should afford, but you have been disappointed.
The
batteries heretofore tried have demonstrated merely how ad-

New York

arise.

vantageous a true storage battery would be by accomplishing everything claimed, but for a few weeks only.
These
facts must be admitted.
Our disappointment is mutual;
you who need this accessory, and we who make the batteries.

The

fault, like the fault of all

ser\'ation of

power,

is

want of

mechanism, for the con-

when the action
We know little of the
forced by a dynamo

durability,

constant and under a great strain.
tension of a current of electricity,
through the elements of a secondary battery, or of its
effect upon metals, when, if hypothesis is true, all the
atoms that compose the metal are being constantly torn
apart and reunited.
Still we have learned, by
costly experience, that some metals withstand this action more
permanently than others. To-day, we have a better
knowledge of the metals which can be used to the best advantage in a storage battery; we know how to avoid the
failure resulting from disintegration.
But time is necessary to convince capital that the storage battery which has
been a failure heretofore, is no longer a failure.
When it was first announced, five or six years ago, that
electricit)' could be caged, stored and sent
away to a distance in boxes, people went wild about it, and even
scientific men took it for granted that most wonderful and
even impossible things could be accomplished by means of
this stored energy, great expectations, far beyond the
possibility of accomplishment by the laws of nature were
entertained.
Money was wasted in trying to accomplish
the impossible.
But sober sense returned and knowledge came at last.
I trust we share in that knowledge; we at least realize that
the energy which a battery will yield cannot be greater
is

than that which was stored.
A coiled spring and compressed air both tend to return
to normal conditions.
As the normal condition is approached the capacity of the spring, and the compressed
air to accomplish work, decreases.
It is the same with the
elements of a storage battery.
In some mysterious way,
not yet understood, it reaches by means of a current of
electricity, a condition of great compression.
A moment
is reached when the energy
in the battery is equal to the
energy which forces its atoms outof their natural condition.
It begins to return to the normal.
It is like a ball shot
into the air; when the attraction of gravity has at last been
overcome the ball begins to turn toward the earth, and
falls faster and faster as it nears the ground, and
at last
rests quietly in its natural position.
What we have learned about batteries

is,

that the

work

we get outof them is in the fall. When first charged we
have energy, or electromotive force enough tu force a current of many amperes, through a long resistance coil, producing energy for light, or for motive power. Afterward,
and at time now well known, this energy grows less and less,
and does less and less work just as in the case of the uncoiling watch spring.
In the action of the watch spring,
an adjusting piece of mechanism is used to equalize this
effect, like the escapement lever.
We have learned to accomplish this with storage batteries, both in lighting
plants and driving motors for street cars.
The more perfect the mechanism for adjusting the fall of potential by
turning in fresh energy to aid it at the proper moment, the
will be the storage battery. We can protect
the material of which the elements are composed automatically, without
reducing its efficiency, if we refrain from
forcing it to do more than the work expected of it.
If the
battery is intended to drive a car which calls for ten horse
power, don't expect it to operate a set of gearing for which,
on account of the friction, fifteen horse power is needed.
Don't say in the latter case that the battery exhausts itself
too soon, merely running a ten horse power car, when the
fact is, the battery has been called upon to do a constant
work of fifteen horse power.
We believe in the storage battery. It has come to stay.
The many ways in which it has proved its usefulness, I
have not pretended to mention. Let, for one, the phono-

more successful

graph speak for it. The hum of machinery in many
places where the dynamo could not go. speaks of its
immense utility in performing a portion of the world's
work.

York, April 5. The question of awarding the
contract for subways was again called up before the Board
of Electrical Control this week.
Commissioner Gilroy. of
the Public Works department, protested anew against the
tearing up of the street after new pavements are laid,
which the delay
"If this

Electric Motive

Power

in St. Louis.

of the St. Louis city

council, seven
bills providing for introducing electricity as a means of
propulsion on street railway lines, were adopted. The ordinance granting a franchise to the Vandeventer line was
ordered to an engrossment which is equal to an approval.
This is an extension of the Lindell railway, of which it is
practically a branch.
Among the other bills favorably
passed upon were the following: The Lindell Railway bill;

the Eenton-Bellefontaine Railway

bill; the Forest Park and
Laclede Avenue Railway bill; the Missouri Railway bill;
the Mound City Railway bill; and the Union Depot Railway bill, all being applications for a change of motive
power to electricity. The Broadway Street Railway bill
was laid over, and will probably be passed at the next

meeting.

The Central High School of Pittsburg, Pa., has been
presented a 500 light electric plant. The Westinghouse
Electric company recently made the proffer of the plant to
the Central Board of Education, and this body immediately
took the matter under consideration.
decision was
speedily arrived at and the company received a formal acceptance of the gift, with a vote of thanks from the board.
The Westinghouse company gives the high school a 500
light dynamo.
Two hundred incandescent lights are sufficient to light the school with plenty to spare, and the
operation of the plant will cost much less than the price
paid for the present illumination.

A

in

awarding the contract seems to threaten.

money

permitted," he said, "the

is

ing will be wasted, for there

spent for pav-

scarcely a street in the city

is

exempt from the proposed operations of the electric light
companies. I have contracts for $1 ,000,000 worth of pavements ready to give out, besides others for s; 400 000 worth
to be laid by the authority of the Board of Aldermen."
On Thursday the General Term entered an order reversing
Judge Andrews' decision in the injunction proceedings

mayor and Board of

against the

Electrical Control.

This

order will have the effect of preventing the execution of a
contract with the Standard Electrical Subway company unthe

til

necessary

amended

amendments have been made.

As
among other considerations, should
Subway company to erect, equip and maintain

the contract,

require the

subways, other than those constructed or to be constructed
by the Edison Electric Illumination company, in certain

Board of Electrical Control may
shall sell and convey such subways to the city at any time after Jan. i, 1897,
specified streets, as the

require; second, the

Subway company

upon the demand of the Commissioners of the Sinking
Fund, at the actual cost of the subways, provided that if
the subways have not yielded a profit of 10 per cent, the
city shall make up the deficiency.
Another provision prohibits the company from mortgaging the subways when
built, for more than 50 per C2ut. of their actual cost, so
the city decides to buy them there will be some limit
bonded indebtedness to be assumed.
The meeting of the Board of Electrical Control, to consider the entering into an amended contract with the Standard Subway construction company, was to-day adjourned
until Tuesday next, because of the illness of Commissioner
Moss.
The Assembly Committee on Electricity listened to aro-u
ments on the Clark telephone charges regulation, bill at
Albany Thursday night. Frank S. Gardner, James Talcott and Simon Sterne of New York, counsel for the Telephone Subscribers association of New York city were
that

if

to the

present, claiming to represent 5,000 telephone subscribers

New York

and Brooklyn. J. W. Warner, Isidor
and Charles H. Shepard of Brooklyn were also
present.
Mr, Sterne made an elaborate address in which
he endeavored to show that a rental of ^So per year was
enough for a telephone in a large city.
He believed that
in

Strauss,

could

excellent service

be given at

this

rate

with o-ood

profit.

The

report of the committee which investigated electri-

cal matters in this city recently

The demand

Thursday.

was adopted by the senate

for the report

is

so great that

They have

000 additional copies were printed.

all

5,-

been

distributed.

Dr. Norvin Green,

president

Telegraph company, celebrated

of the

Western Union
golden wedding Wed-

his

nesday.

The

project to tunnel East river

assuming a tangible

is

New York & Long

Island Railroad com-

pany has taken hold of the matter.

This scheme was sug-

gested some years ago by Gen. John

Newton while he was

shape since the

engaged

in

channel.

At a recent meeting

Notes.

—

New

engineering plans which cleared the Hell
It will take

two years

Gate

to complete this tunn'el at

The electric motor will be apon account of its many advantfree from dust and cinders, and

a cost of about $5,000,000.
plied to this tunnel system
ages, being noiseless,

running.
The electric light will illuminThe matter now rests with the aldermen,
who have hitherto been the sole objectors, and now that a

economical in

its

ate the tunnel.

perfectly responsible corporation

is

back of the enterprise,

they should lend their hearty support.

The American

Institute of Electrical Engineers listened

Tuesday evening at Columbia College by Prof.
Elihu Thompson, president of the society, on the "Phenomena of Alternating Current Induction." Over 300
were present, among whom were noticed many of the older
members. The Hon. Seth Low, president of Columbia, in
to a lecture

introducing Prof.

Thompson gave a

brief statement of the

department of the college.

work

in progress in the electrical

Some

of the experiments with which Erof.

lustrated his lecture were remarkable in

Thompson

il-

showing the power

of alternating current induction.

On Monday evening

Prof. Chandler,

of Columbia Col-

gave a popular lecture on "Volts, Amperes and Ohms"
in connection with some interesting experiments with the
lege,

direct current.

Inasmuch as he had an audience

of

laymen

rather than expert electricians his lecture partook of the
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2l6
fundamental

am!

discoveries

first

laws

one time

copper to anticipate

the

the

new

arc

would be impossible from commercial
considerations alone, because the amount of copper would

a

on an Edison current were very satisfactory.
With the opening of the base ball season comes the announcement that the electric light will be introduced as an
light

appears impossible to satisfy the demand for
Besides the National League and
base ball in this city.
Krotherhood teams here, we have the Metropolitans and
adjunct.

ground

underlying

The experiments with

science of electricity.

April

It

at

future wants.

sufficient

increase as the square of the quantity of
mitted.

once

electricity trans-

company should bury at
possible future demands it

therefore, the Edison

If,

the wire necessary for

all

all

It

would involve an investment of unproductive

well-known organizations. Then again there are
professional
teams in Ilrooklyn the
three tirst-class
In NewBrotherhood. Association and the Bridegrooms.

ark and Jersey City professional clubs arc also maintained.

rent.

—

But

not sutVice.

this will

number

It

announced that a

is

be arranged about the

of powerful arc lamps will

Polo grounds, and that evening games
the scheme

is

be played.

undoubtedly

always crowded.

is

Murderer Keramler

If

numerous novelty seekers

prove a great attraction for the

now

is

at

be executed during the

will

will

put in practice the games will

with which this city

large

Auburn prison where he
week beginning April 28.

unless a stay of proceedings again interrupts the progress

His

of the legal machinery.
execution.

The second

week sentenced by Recorder
W. H. T.

last

May

to be executed

electrical

first

execution will probably be that of

Joseph Woofl. who was

Smvthc

be the

will

11.

Prof. Perry

a proper system

if

and

tical

—

pleted within

Thirty-

Lawrence. Curtis,

days along

si.xty

run

fourth avenue to Williams avenue, where cars will be

from West Denver across the
best paying routes

ver

Rio (Irande shops.

*!e

ends

tually

country and in England, had shown that the burial of

this

the wires

was not only a mechanical but an

subways usuiUy known as the "drawing in and out" conduits which could be built cheaply of
any size, and containing as many ducts as seemed necessary.
If one of these were once laid, it would never be necessary

up the

second time, either to increase the

streets a

to extend the

by side

could have

in separate

summer, yet

be built until this coning

not

will

Mr

Perry's views,

Dallas, Tex., April

5

— The

month was noted

progress of Dallas finds

construction of an electric railway, the

progress of erection on Liwrence

ugly cracks that gave

The

appearance.

a very insecure

it

in

street, displayed several

great arch settled and on the center being taken out cracks

were produced

pressed

the

in

brick

Accordingly

work.

was torn down, and

the entire affected front

rebuilt accord-

to be in conflict

Electric Railway

K. M. Dickson,

company

intention, they say,

if

Elm

charge of the electrical equipment,

gaged

to take

Owen

Ford of the Edison

officers of the

F. L. Martin, president; A. L. Lawton, secretary;

A. A.

Des Moines,

la.

5.— The Electric Railway company has ordered twelve new cars, which will be heavier
than any yet on the track. The iron for the north lines
has also been secured, and the work of putting down the
track

on the Sixth and Ninth

ten days.

The

street lines will

rails for these lines will

begin

in

5.

—

It is

make

terest in the local

thereby securing control of the city lighting.
tion over the

Brush contract with the

city

The

litiga-

promises to bring

out a formidable array of legal talent.

The

hearing of testimony

in

the matter of the conditions

under which the wires of the Edison General Electric company may be put under ground, was concluded Wednesday
evening.

The

franchise has been

granted, and in general

in alleys,

where

it

The

can be done, otherwise on both

first

of the electrical experts to be

by the city was N. W. Perry, E.M., who was on the
stand on Monday and resumed his testimony Wednesday.
In reply to questions, he stated that where electricity was
distributed at low potential, as proposed by the Edison
company, it would be impossible for them to lay beneath
called

to the Episcopal college

N.

5.— C.

RusUng

S.

Tucker, consulting engineer of the

IJ.

Laredo, to cost $50,000.

contract has been awarded to

the Thomson-Houston
company by the Consolidated Cities & Chelsea
Park Railway company for equipping with electric motors
Electric

four cars and putting in three miles of overhead construc-

The amount involved

tion.

work

will

be completed June

will

be about

Street Railway

was elected president.

There have been rumors

for sev-

days that the road had been sold and that the Chicago

syndicate ownicg and operating the Citizens', Cass Avenue, Northern Central and Vlnion companies were the purchasers.

that

The

result

of

election, however, indicated

the

James Campbell had swallowed up the property.

and runs from a point near Riverview station to
Kingan Packing company's plant.
Arrangements are pending between the American Elec-

tric

Light company and the Kansas City Gas Light

company, whereby the

latter leases to

power

two 500 horse power engines

The Gas works

out.

doubtless

will

more than 100 miles of

Hardin

electricity is proceeding.

Louisville Railway

street

All of the lines

company, has

II.

of the

Littell,

from an

just returned

He

ining the working of the various electric systems.

made

"We

expect as soon as the change can

to supplant the

mules with

cost about $100,000,000.

We

To do

electricity.

desire to issue

bonds

the money, and to do this legislative authority
If

we

do not expect

to

time, as

to increase

adoption of the electric system

want

is

at Carthage,

Mo., and the electric

for

all

keep pace with the progress of

stock of

$100,000.

on April

i.

The

light

from Fort

filed

with the

Malin and George

S. B.

will

to

The new company

following

Messenger, Carthage;

C.

15.

is

the

11.

A.

took possession

of stockholders:

list

Malin,

C.

11.

H.

Malin,

Campbell, Fort Scott.

They

make many important changes.

amount

were

At the same time
by the same persons as

filed

of

paid

stock, all

company for a
They will take the

Fuel

i^

up.

II. Christopher, proprietor of Peitle Springs, Mo., has
completed arrangements for constructing and equipping an
electric railway, to be operated between Warrensburg and

the Springs.
line will

The
city

to raise

road bed has already been graded.

The road

will cost

electric light plant of Slater, this

tory service.

The

The company two
The city
The plant is owned

pay for the lights after that day.

years ago was granted a ten years' franchise.

our means

will

paid $2,250 per year for the lights.

we
improvement. The
less

but

than those

power line, but the great expense of equipment
and the interest on the money invested must be taken into
W^hen we get the electric system on all the
consideration.
lines not a city will compare with ours in street railway accommodation. Three generating establishments will be

in the

on the company of a refusal

will

lines,

has closed

controversy recently culminated

city authorities serving notice

to

state,

we

our

The
I40,-

Trouble has existed between the company and the
for more than a year on account of alleged unsatisfac-

be

so will

The

be in operation by May.

000.

down.

our business by the

operating expenses of an electric line are
of a horse

capitalists

be known as the
Carthage Light and Fuel company, which has a capital

re-

necessary.

are not given the privilege of issuing bonds

We

stated

stock from f 100,000 to

Articles of incorporation have been

Scott.

extensive trip through the East for the purpose of exam-

cently said:

former

It is

Joplin gas works April 15.

— Louisville

have been consolidated and the work of supplanting mules
by

the

be added.

will

county recorder for a new corporation

like

is

& Coke

former part of

the

facilities.

plant of that city have been sold to

articles of incorporation

O,

Louisville, Ky.
5.

Kansas

in

is

the vicinity of the

stockholders in the Joplin Light

Louisville, Ky., April

The

!f4o,ooo.

The road

i.

City, Kan.,

—

April

the

$150,000.

5.
The Benton and Bellefontaine
company Tuesday had its annual election
of directors, the board chosen being composed of Charles
Parsons, James Campbell, John T. Davis, George E.
Leighton and Robert McCuUoch.
Later Mr. Campbell

Louis,

of

company, closed a deal yester-

Electric

proposition to increase the capital

Mo.

St. Louis,

permit.

sides of the street.

Mo.

City,

April

Notice has been given that a special meeting of the
stockholders of the Edison Electric Light and Power company will be held May 31 for the purpose of voting upon a

the trip from Market street

equip the various lines one at a

conduit

Kansas

day with William

The
T.

capital.

Kansas Citv, Mo.,
Thomson- Houston

manufactured.

be 500 lamps daily.

outset will

that

some matters in abeyance. What the company
wishes to do is to have the privilege of laying its style of
still

The capacity at the
company has ample

be located here.

will

supplies will be

will

the details of the work have been agreed upon, but there
are

secured the factory

is

All kinds of electrical

upward of $4,000 each,

railway operated by electric motive power.

company has purchased a controlling inBrush, Edison and Ilauss companies,

Electric Lighting

sum

that

twenty minutes.

in

V.

reported that the Cincinnati

compiny agreed to come here if furnished free factory
room and power for one year. Arrangements have been
made for securing the room needed in connection with the
large works of the Nebraska Planing Mill company.
The
accommodations will cost about ijii.aoo, and as soon as this
the

and

fall,

about

Cincinnati, O.
April

Mr.

granted the franchise, guaran-

that, if

have, before the year

Cincinnati

and thence through

be given to have the road running by

be 65. pound iron,

heavier than any of the others.

and began an active campaign to secure the industry. The
shipment on the machinery to Kansas City was delayed,
and after considerable correspondence by mail and wire,

will there construct additional

eral

la., April

in

the tract in the southeast part of the city, and

St.

are:

McGoveney, treasurer. These gentlemen, with E. J.
Eaton of this city and M. A. Leddy of Manitou, also conM.
stitute the board of directors.

Des Moines,

street,

en-

will

company

The company had
Omaha, Kansas City, or
Denver.
Before the Lincoln committee reached the manager, he had decided in favor of Kansas City, and the machinery was purchased and ready to ship to that place.
The Lincoln men were not daunted by this intelligence,
originally intended to locate

from Kansas City;

while

Manufacturing company,

The

superiniend the wiring.

been able to make gratifying progress

Burlen states that the capital for this undertaking comes

the coaches, which are to cost

of Denver has been

their

East Dallas, in the direction of the Episcopal college.

The Rapid Transit Electric Railway company is a new
The road will include
corporation tn Colorado Springs.
about i6 miles of track and the Sprague overhead system
F Downs

incorporators being
is

committee appointed by
new company, intend-

West, to consider the advantages of Lincoln, has

in the

granted the franchise, to build and

equip an electric Hne over

tees will

F.

charter at Austin for the

filed a

ing to the original plans.

has been adopted.

The Dallas

possession.

for

C. Burlen, and R. S.Vivian. It

II.

Last

solid project.

development of two undertakings,

for the

— The

5,

ing to engage in the manufacture of electric light supplies

A

new and

almost daily evidence in some

April

,

electric plant for

pleted to-the present terminus decided upon.

Telephone company building, now

Lincoln, Neb

the Real Estate exchange to induce a

Laredo Improvement company, for the purchase of an

Dallas. Tex.

which seem

front of the

and advised the
O.

along that avenuL' subscribe a reasonable subsidy the road
will be pjshed out that way immediately after it is com-

The

B. A.

class of wires

not be enjoyed where the proposed Edison ducts were used.

best to have

Lincoln, Neb.

appropriate insulation— features that could

its

is

the residents

if

and each

ducts,

order to

sufficient

It is

emergencies."

in-

the

side

lie

Wil-

out

line

This extension

liams avenue a couple of miles.

breaks in the insulation, or to

.Such a conduit, he said,
number of wires.
could be used by all comers on equal terms— the Edison
company included. High and low potential wires could

crease

French sustained

ompany

and a

there was a class of

course.

it

electrical

Continuing, the professor stated that

financial success.

Prof.

and Williams avenues,

to

dilli-

way, that whatever had heretofore existed
had already been met, and abundant experience, both in

same

travels

it

were no electrical

culties in the

through a

as

city,

at Thirty-fourth

the intention of the

be one of the

will

to be,

companies and

electric

testified that there

The road begins near the DenWest Denver, and while it vir-

the

in

thickly populated district.

This

city.

He

the public.

burial of

the

adopted, not only feasible but prac-

is

desirable, both to the

size of the wires, to repair

Denver. Col., April 5. The Electric Motor Railway
compiny building its line out Lawrence street is progressing finely. The comp3ny expects to have its road com-

he believed

that

both high and low potential currents

electric wires of

to tear

Denver, Col.

stated

power left to prevent semore than one station
be exempt from interference by lires and other
would be

rious interruption.

capital that

would render such an undertaking commercially prohibitory.
If, on the other hand, it buried its wires only as the demand for new ones increased, it would involve the reopening of the streets as often as such a demand became appa-

other

In case one should be accidentally rendered

necessary.
useless there

in

1890

J,

I

by a

New York

firm.

It

will

probably be bought by a

local syndicate.

The
Light
(

plant of the Chillicothe, Mo.. Waterworks, Electric

& Gas company

'.uriey in

to

has been sold

by

I\.ecciver

W.

E.

the suit of the bondholders for default of interest,

Alexander G. Black, a

New York

capitalist

and

presi-

dent of the reorganized company, for $50,000.

The

city council of

Neosho, Mo.,

the voters the proposition;

"Shall

will at

once submit to

we have waterworks

—
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and

The

electric lights?"

affirmative,

The

is

it

question wilt be decided in the

predicted.

preliminary

bill

granting to C. A. Walterhouse and

others a Iranchise for an electric motor or horse railway on
portions of St. Louis, JetTerson, Elm. Dollison and Cherry
streets, in Springfield.

Mo., has been passed by the city

council of that place, which has also granted a franchise to

the Springfield District Telegraph company.

Horace Keefer of

this city,

was surprised

the news that the thirteen miles of the

\'^alley

last

week by

Center motor

line in Wichita, which he tried to tear up the week before,
and which he was enjoined from interfering with, had been
torn up, and was in possession of the rival claimants, the
Wichita Electric Street Car company, who set nearly 200
men to work at different points on the road one night.

The

first

injunction suit

is still

pending.

P.
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company took the works on a contract with the
United States Electric Light company.

Electric

Mauch Chunk,
just

the capital

been provided with an

of the
electric

American Alps, has
plant, and how

light

much

the citizens are elated over the innovation in the
lighting of their streets can best be judged from the following which appeared in the Mauch Chunk Daily Times:
"The streets of the Switzerland are now illuminated by
electric light.
The arc dynamo was run yesterday evening
for the second time, and the forty lamps that are planted

throughout the ist and 2d wards and East Mauch Chuuk
shed lorth their brilliant rays until quite a late hour to the
delight and pleasure of all our people, ?nd to the evident
satisfaction of the managers of the Electric Light company."
As has already been stated in these columns, the system
used by the Mauch Chunk Electric Light company is the
Westinghouse.

The Westinghouse Electric company has recently received an order for 750 Shallenberger meters of various
which is the largest single order for these instruments which has come to the company since it placed the
meters upon the market.
The order comes from across
the Atlantic, having been placed by the Metropolitan
Electric Supply company of London, England, which several months ago decided to adopt the Westinghouse alternating current system for use in its large central stations in
the great metropolis.
When these meters are received in
London 1,100 meters of the Westinghouse manufacture
will be employed there.
The Metropolitan Electric Supply company first ordered 10,000 lights' capacity in dynamos
from the Westinghouse company, and about the ist of
February last placed a second order, for the purpose of increasing its capacity to 25,000 sixteen candle power lamps.
sizes,

THE ELECTRIC
A

LIGHT.

at Lexington,
Ky., has been awarded the Westinghouse company.

for a

contract

2000 alternating plant

confectionery store of John Kranz at So State
Chicago, will be lighted by 300 Thomson-Houston
incandescent lights.

The

street.

The National Electric Construction company will install
a 300 light Thomson-Houston incandescent dynamo in the
new Inicr-Occan building at Chicago.
The capacity of the Oakland Gas, Light & Heat company, Oakland, Cal., will be increased by the addition of a
Thomson-Houston

35 light arc

dynamo.

A. H. Revell & Co., Chicago, have exchanged their gas
engine for a Thomson-Houston lo-horse power motor,
which they will use for power in the future.

The San

Jose. Cal., city council has passed an ordinance
over the mayor's veto granting the Electric Improvement
company of that city a franchise and the contract for street

The Edison company is trying to get a franchise in
Oakland, Cal., and has applied to the city council for the
same. It promises to bury its wires and establish a !^35,000 plant.
The Cobb Electric Lamp company has been

incorporated

Chicago, with a capital stock of Sioo,ooo, to manufacture electric lamps; incorporators, C. E. Gaylord, C. K.
White and M. J. Treed.
at

The Ridgedale Electric Light &: Power company has
been incorporated by C. A. Lyerly, S. W. Divine. J. S.
O'Neal and others to erect electric light plants, power
house,

Tennessee.

etc., in

The Laredo Improvement company has purchased two
50 light arc and two 650 light alternating current incandescent machines from the Thomson-Houston Electric
company, which it will use to light the city of Laredo,
Tex.

The Thomson-Houston

Electric Light

Brush Electric Light company

at

company and

Memphis,

the

Tenn.. have

consolidated, thereby increasing their capital slock to $200.They will erect a power house to operate the street
000.
railways.

The Pavidson Theater, Milwaukee, Wis., is to be lighted
The Mather
with 1,600 incandescent lights and 10 arcs.
incandescent system will be used for the incandescent
The
lights and the Easton arc lamps will be employed.
order was secured by J. H. Reid. western manager for
the Mather and Easton companies.
The Brush company has

instituted

additional legal proceedings, according to a New York dispatch, which says:
Suits have been brought in the United States District court
by the Brush Electric company against the United States,
the Excelsior, the New American Arc Light, and the Ball
Electric Light companies to restrain them from using the
double carbon arc lamps, alleged to infringe patents owned

by the

plaintiff.

Some time ago it was announced that the plants of the
Batavia (N. V.) Gas Light company and the Consumers
Electric Light

& Power company had been

purchased by a

syndicate with a view to consolidating and reorganizing the
same. The companies have been reincorporated as the
Consolidated Gas & Electric company of Batavia, with
Messrs. Samuel D. Purdy, Henry Craft. Chas. H. Caldwell, Richard C. Garhart and Russell L. Kinney as the inThe capital stock has been put at ijiioo.ooo.
corporators.

annual report of the Board of Gas & Electric
Light commissioners of Massachusetts shows that there are
in the state seventy-five gas companies, of which twentysix have the right to supply both gas and electricity, and no
fewer than 100 electric light and power companies. The
number of public gas lamps continues to diminish in about

The

the

fifth

same

places.

as last year, electric lights taking their
coal gas companies lost ggg lights.
The year

ratio

The

was an active one for those engaged in the electric lighting
There were forty-four new electric light and
business.
power companies incorporated.

The property of the Weston Electric Light company,
which has been operated by the United States Electric
Light company in Newark. N. J., since iSSi, was formally
transferred to the United States Electric Light company
last week, and a mortgage for 1^750.000 was recorded as
given to Marcellus Hartley of New York, who, with H.
B. Hyde and Anson Phelps Stokes, has controlled the
stock for years, and is one of the vice-presidents of the
company. A little more than a year ago the Westinghouse

St.

Louis,

the Northwestern Improveof North

and the residents

Louis against the bobtail cars, which was to go into
effect April 2, has been declared off in view of the fact
that John Scullin has agreed to furnish conductors for his
cars the 1st of October, and to change the motor power
from horse to that of electricity. This action was agreed
upon at a public meeting and a resolution was adopted
containing the following provisions:
"In view of the fact
that the city council and assembly have seen fit to pass the
bills authorizing certain street railway companies to change
their motive power from horse to that of electricity, be it
therefore Resolved, That a
committee of three be appointed to call upon his honor, the mayor of this city,
to urge him to sign the bills referred to above at once,
thereby pleasing the members of this association and giving
the citizens of North St. Louis the much needed relief
asked for." Residents of other parts of the town, particularly Bryan's Hill and College Hill refused to follow the
example of their neighbors and the Union line will accordingly be boycotted until it has provided improved facilities.
St.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

supervisors of San Francisco, Cal.. have passed the
bill granting the Pacific Bell Telephone company the right
to establish an underground conduit service, despite the

mayor's veto.

The complaints in regard to the Paris telephone system
have induced the French minister of post and telegraphs to
decide upon the erection of a large telephone exchange in
the center of Paris, with accommodation for 30,000 subscribers.

The Westinghouse Electric company reports the following central station business for the month of March, iSgo:
Incandescent plants Tampa, Fia.. Soo lights (increase);
Bluff Point, N. Y., 1,500 lights; Kewanee, 111., 750 lights;
Warren, Ohio, 750 lights; Rochester, Pa., 500 lights;
Shelby, N. C, 500 lights; Methuen, Mass., 750 lights;
Nashville, Tenn., 3,000 lights (increase); New York, N. Y ,
Mt. Morris company, 1,500 lights (increase); Canton,
Mass., 750 lights
New York, N. Y., United Electric
Light & Power company,
15,000 lights (increase);
Hoquiam, Wash., 750 lights; Boston, Mass., 3.000 lights
(increase); Fort Collins, Colo., 750 lights; Girard, Kan.,
750 lights; Auburn, Me.. 1,500 lights (increase); Wilmerding. Pa., 1,500 lights; total, 33.750 lights; arc plants
Warren, O ,105 lights; Joliet, III., 65 lights; Methuen, Mass.,
40 lights; Nashville, Tenn., 540 lights; New \'ork, N. Y.,
125 lights (increase); Hoquiam, Wash., 50 lights; Cumberland. Md., .^5 lights: Girard, Kan., 25 lights; Boston,
Mass., 125 lights (increase); Harriman, Tenn., 60 lights;
Canton, Mass., 35 lights; total, 1.215 lights.

THE TELEGRAPH.

—

;

lighting.

The boycott inaugurated by
ment company of

The Hawkeye
Davenport,

Electric

Manufacturing

company

of

has just completed a motor circuit for the
Capital City Gas Light company of Des Moines, Iowa,
which is now running the only exclusively power circuit in
the state of Iowa. A 50,000-watt machine for this purpose
has been installed and already in the neighborhood of 50
horse power motors is connected thereto. A mong other work
just completed by the Hawkeye company are the plant for
the Bloomfield Electric Light & Power company at Bloomfield, la., of 700 lights; the city of Winterset, la., 700 incandescent and 15 arc lights; a plant of 300 incandescent
lights for the Drake Block, St. Paul, Minn.; 150 lights for
the Earhuff Organ iS: Piaqo company, St. Paul; 75 lights
for the Phcenix Mill company, Davenport, la.; Davenport Malt & Grain company, 75 lights; McCuUough Block,
Davenport, la., 150 lights.
The company has also enlarged the station capacity of the Kimball House and
Burtis Opera house, Davenport, from 400 to 650 lights. It
has in course of construction a plant of 300 lights for the
Sioux City Engine company, Sioux City, la., and is building a power and light station at Muscatine, la., which is
designed for a capacity of 3,000 lights.
The Hawkeye
company is employing about 150 men in its work, which
force they expect to enlarge this summer.
la.,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Electric launches are e.Kpected to supersede yachts on t he
Thames in a few years. At present there are about 30 of
these launches on the Thames river.

The North & South Rapid
will

Transit company of St. Louis,
route so as to avoid crossing
conflicting with the Cross Town Electric

be obliged to change

the tracks

and

its

Railway company.

At Rockville, Md. a company has been incorporated by
John E, Beall, Frank Walsh, H. B. Davidson, Spencer
Walkins and others for the purpose of building an electric
railroad to Tennallytown, D.

The Kansas

C, about

10 miles distant.

Mo., elevated road has been granted
construct an electric line two miles long over
City,

a franchise to
the Armstrong viaduct.

Four cars will be operated. The
will be adopted and the line wilt be finished August I.
The new line will be an extension of the
elevated road system, which is now 14 miles in length.
overhead system

The Davenport (la.) & Ft Scott Investment company
has just closed a contract for changing the street car line
in Ft. Scott, Kan., to an electric line.
The contract has
been let to the Sprague Equipment company, at a cost of
about S50-OO0.
local paper says the value of real estate
along the line has increased 50 per cent, and is still boom-

A

The Japanese government

perfecting an organization in opposition to stringing overhead wires for electric railway purposes. There are indications that the whole matter may go into the courts.

contemplating connecting

terests.

The Virginia legislature several years ago passed a law to
the effect that telegraph companies could build their lines
along any highway in the state without getting the consent
of property owners. The State Supreme court has just sustained the decisions of the courts below that the law is unconstitutional as it took private property without providing
compensation therefor, and that the Western Union company, which availed itself of the law, is now a trespasser
upon those lands.

Miscellaneous Notes.
At the meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers March iSth, thirty-two associate members were
elected.

The Northwest Electric Construction and Supply company gave its regular annual dinner at the Hotel Ryan,
St.

Paul,

Monday evening

last.

The American

Street Railway assDciation his appointed
the following gentlemen as the World's Fair committee to
arrange for an exhibit illustrating the industry:
George

W.

Pearson, Washington, D. C;
G. Hilton Scribner,
York, N. V.; Chades B. Holmes. Chicago, 111.; E.
B. Edwards, Philadelphia. Pa.; Henry M. Whitney, Bos-

New

Mass.; Thomas Lowry, Minneapolis, Minn.; Charles
Green, St. Louis, Mo.; Edward Lusher. Montreal, Can.;
William H. Martin, San Francisco, Cal.
George B.
Kerper, Cincinnati. O
William J. Richardson, Brooklyn,
N. Y. It is confidently expected that the street railway
exhibit under the auspices of the American Street Railway
association will be one of the most interesting at the Expoton,

;

;

sition.

Foote addressed the convention of the Ohio
Toledo recently on the "Municipal

Allen R.

Gas

association at

Control of Gas and Electric Lighting Plants." He said:
"i say to the people of all municipalities that have committed themselves to the principle of municipal ownership,
you have entered upon an economic policy that will ultimate in industrial slavery. \'ou sought escape from a
limited monopoly, and have established an absolute monopYou are levying a tax on consumption, instead of
oly.
This is the most inequitable form of taxapossession.
tion."
In conclusion Mr. Foote said:
"When the municipality owns the plant, the wage earner and the millionaire pay exactly the same rate for the gas they consume.
The profit on that gas compels the wage earner to pay a
tax a thousand times greater in proportion to his income
than the tax paid by the millionaire. The policy of municipal ownership of lighting plants can be successfully comLet the whole truth be known
bated upon practical lines.
regarding the accounts of such plants, let the people become thoroughly educated as to the workings and tendency
of such undertakings, and. speaking of one of them as
representing the whole, the sale of the Philadelphia gas
plant to

come a

private

ownership and

management,

will

be-

political necessity.''

ing.

At Springfield, 111., preparations are being made to convert a portion of the street railways of the city into electric
railways, and a preliminary meeting was held last week by
property owners, mainly upon Fifth street, with a view to

is

the Lin-Chin Islands by a submarine cable with Japan. It
is also proposed to establish a meteorological observatory
in the islands which occupy a pobition of considerable importance for observations in the course of the typhoons
which are encountered in the China seas. The system of
telegraphic communication contemplated will make these
observations of the greatest importance to the shipping in-

Personal Mention.
A. H. Gould of Sioux
Electric club last week.
It is

now announced

City,

la.,

visited

that Edison will

the

remain

Chicago
at

Char-

during the spring and develop his process of
lotte, N. C
He
reduction or concentration of gold ore by electricity,
also hopes to perfect a machine for picking cotton.
,

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

2l8

Business Mention.

Electrical Patents.

Supply company has issued a
bandy caialogue of ihc numerous devices which it handles,
and its welt-known specialties.

The New York

April 12, 1S90
two ventilating pipes entering said man-hole or subway at top and bottom, respectively, one of said pipes
Uing partially or wholly inclosed within the other and

Klcclrical

Noyes Brothers, Chicago, have issued a nicely illustrated
catalogue, showing their excellent line of electric light fixThere are many new designs shown,
tures to advantage.
and much that will interest electric light men and construction companies is presented in an attractive form.

Issued April

iSqo.

1.

Tablet for Telephones.
cinnati, O.

4=4. 493.
424. 535.

Electric Motor.

B.

Jr.,

New

New

neily,

York, N.

Lightning

424 ,562.

Morris,

Cin-

York, N. Y.

ing.

Don-

424,809.

Loomis,

4:4 Sio.

Alexander G.

N'.

Osborn

.\rresler.

P.

N. I., which
ments at Kansas City Electric Light convcniion, is about
completing arrangements 10 occupy four floors of one of
Newark's tinest factories. An increased demand for Mr.
Weston's accurate and sensitive products has necessitated
seeking greater accommodations.

The Keating Implement

cS:

Machine company of Dallas,

representatives of the
Abendroth A: Root .M.-»nufaciuring company of New York.
particularly
the celebrated
more
will
handle
The company
Kool new water tube boiler, and has already issued a neat
illustrated circular setting forth the merits of this popular
steam generator, which will be mailed to applicants.

has been

Texas,

appointed

the

Electric company, Chicago, has issued a
profusely illustrated catalo^'ue in which its incandescent

The Western

system is thoroughly described and its numerous advantages explained. When the system was perfected the apIt has since been
paratus was described in this paper.
given a practical test and has proven thoroughly satisfacIhe company has installed a large number of plants
lor)'.
and the system continues to grow in favor.

The D. M. Stewart Manufacturing company of Chattanooga, Tcnn., manufacturers of lava insulators, have
been obliged to more than double their facilities for turning out this class of work, so great has been the demand
The Thomson- Houston company alone
for these goods.
have orders with them nearly all the time for over 200,000
insulators.
The Brush company of Cincinnati in a letter
"\Ve desire to express to you our
to the company writes:
appreciation of the invaluable qualities possessed by the
We hive
patent lava insulators you have furnished us.
found it to be the only insulator that can stand the severest
tests, and have no hesitancy in expressing the opinion that
that an electrical insulator
it will stand any and all tests
can be put to."
The Pond Engineering company will furnish and erect a
complete steam plant for the Central Electric company of
Lexington, Ky., consisiing of five 75-horse power Armington tJc Sims' engines, six 125-horse power boilers, Lowe
heater, Buffalo pumps, etc. Power will be furnished tor an
electric railway and both arc and Incandescent lamps. The
Pond Engineering company will furnish Armingion &
Sims' engines to the Elgin (III.) street railway, and have
Imjust received the third order from the Laredo (Tex.)
three loo-horse power
Armington & Sims' engines (making five in all to the Laredo company), four boilers of 125-horse power each, Lowe
heater, duplicate boiler feed pumps, etc., including everything necessary to make the plant the most complete and
verj- substantial
best designed in the state of Texas.
power house will be erected; also a fine brick stack 100 feet
The electric railway and city lighting plants will be
high.

provement company.

It will furnish

A

driven from this station. The Pond Engineering company
are also putting in a 50-horse power plant, including an
Armington ^: Sims' engine, into the state priiiting office at

Lightning
424. 563.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
424.

City.

N.

tests to

H. G. Torrey recently made an extended
ascertain

the qualities of the
to work

when subjected

best

series of

known

anti

such as is in accordance with everyday practice. The tests were made
for the purpose of ascertaining the comparative merits of
the best known metals of this character under the severest
conditions.
Some thirty or forty metals were testetl, and
These
from these three or four were selected as the best
were then subjected to an extreme comparative test in
order to ascertain without doubt which was the best for
In each case in the final test the best oil was
the purpose.
used as a lubricant, extreme care was exe cised in fitting
the bearings and journals, and an accurate record was
taken as the test progressed.
With deoxidized genuine
babbit running 15 minutes, with a pressure of j.ooo
pounds per square inch, the metal wore considerably and
With Iloyt's genuine babbit metal for
(lowed at the side.
a run of 5 minutes, with 1,000 pounds per square inch, the
result was in a measure similar to the above.
With Posts'
zero metal for a run of 10 minutes, with 1,200 pounds to
the square inch, the metal showed extreme wear, and the
box was practically destroyed. With Magnolia and antifriction metal, under a test of 50 minutes, with
1,200
pounds to the square inch, this being followed 25 minutes
with 1,425 pounds to thesijuare inch, the bearing showed
only in a slight degree any evidence of the extreme duty it
In the six tests the diameter of the shaft
had to perform
was five inches, the velocity of the tubbing surface was
ptr
minute,
ami the revolution of :he shaft per
2,033
minute was 1.600. The load placed upon the metal varied
as given above.
The Magnolia metal showed that under
the most severe duty, running at an excessive speed and
far overloaded, it maintained its original form and showed
no evidence of undue wear or excessive heating. It will
be noted that this test is at least four times that required
by ocean steamers or by the government war ships, both of
which cases may be taken as showing the extreme practice,
or in other words, a metal which will stand the test above
given has a factor of safety of at least four when com
pared with ordinary practice; or. to express it in another
way, it will perform safely four times the work required
under the usual conditions.
friction metals

It-'t-'t

Loomis
Reed, Jersey

S.

J.

Regulation of Electric Motors. Sigmund Bergmann, New York. N. Y., and George B. Scott, Lakewood, N. J.

The sixth claim follows:
"The combination, with an

motor,

electric

of a

regulator consisting of arms pivoted in place at one
end and normally close together, a semi-cylindrical
projection on each of said arms together forming a
cylinder or wheel, a spring for drawing said arms together, and a lever or arm operated by the prujections
and having connection with the electric circuit."

Choking Electro-Magnet.
Ludwig Gutni.inn,
424.606.
Fort Wayne. Ind.
Claim three is as follows:
"In a choking magnet, the combination of a number of coils inclosed internally and externally by an
iron core, the said iron core having a smaller crosssection in its internal part than in the external portion,
and a movable core adapted to substantially fill the
central hole which is provided in said coils.''

Method of Operating Electric Railways.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.
The method consists in maintaining a circuit of constant potential and in shunting more or less of the current around said motors, according as the number of
said motors in circuit decreases or increases.

424.607.

Electric Call.
F'rank B. Wood, New York,
424,635.
N. Y.
Of the eleven claims we give the first:
"The combination, in an individual electric signaling apparatus, of two lines emanating from a central
station, step-by-step mechanisms at the various stations governed by electro-magnets in one of said lines,
adjustable arms controlled by said step-by-step mechanism, all of said arms being differently situated, signal receivers at the various stations governed by electromagnets controlled by the other line and bv the aforesaid adjustable arms, and a transmitter at said central
station governing the circuit of both of said lines."

424,665.

Safety Device for Electric Circuits.

Young,

New

York, N.

Charles G.

\'

The method consists in automatically electrically
separating the poles of the generator from the main
line when the latter becomes ruptured.
Pneumatic
Quebec. Can.

424,684,
424,695.

Telephone.

Joseph

Noreau,

G.

Suspended Switch and Traveling Contact for
Charles J. Van Depoele, Lynn,

Electric Railways.

Mass.

The

thirtieth claim reads:

"The combination, with a contact wheel for overhead conduc'or, of a supporting-arm therefor, having
a fender bridging the angle between the wheel and
arm."
424,699.

Prof.

Thomas

424. 595.

Tex.

Austin

Osborn

Arrester,

Electrical Insulation.

!;75.

Electric

Edward M.

Car Motor.

Bentley,

New

York. N. \.

The method consists in disconnecting the driven
mechanism mechanically from the motor, regulating
the freed motor to prevent nicing of the same, and,
finally, in
re-connecting the mechanism with the
motor,
703-

Electro-Magnet.

George D. Clarke,

Chicago,

III.

725.

Major D.

Electric Indicator.

Porter,

Newton,

Mass.
726.

Major

Electric Indicator.

t^.

Porter, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
729.

I'^lectric

Trap.

Francois

Scherer,

Paris,

France.
The invention consists of a lure of some kind, as a
light (for nocturnal insects), bait, etc.. to attract the
creatures, arranged within or behind an inclosure or
screen, formed wholly or in part of a species of grid
constructed of metallic rods or wires, placed side by
side, said wires forming parts of an electric circuit.
Electric Motor.
424.,734.
dence, R. I.

424,,739.

Electric Switch.

Brunswick, N.
424,,743

I'Mre

Lawrence T.
Charles S.

Smith,

Van Nuis,

Provi-

New

J.

Extinguisher for Car Stoves

Samuel S

Weinberg, Baltimore, Md.
Electrical Conductor.

424.,751

N. Y.
Arc Lamp.
Ralph
424,,752.
Claim two follows:

John A.

Barrett, Brook-

lyn.

11.

Beach,

St. Paul,

Minn.

"The combination

of the lower carbon holder, the
follower for depressing the upper carbon, the guiderods on which said follower slides, the solenoid, the
core of the solenoid, the tube connecting the solenoid
and said guide-rods, and the spring for assisting in
supporting the upper carbon holder."
\'enti!ating System for Electric Subways.
424 778.
William Gee, New York. N. V.

Claim one

"The

is

Edwin

Magnetic Pen-Holder.
Mass.

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.
Elfc'ric Locomotive.

Jam;s

F.

Read-

Hill,

.\.

of

James F.
McLaughlin,

Philadelphia. Pa.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrical Instrument company of Newark,
made such a splendid exhibit of their instru-

The Weston

at a different point above the surface
the ground or street."

424,786.

Leo Bock,

Marine Electric Light.

4M. 544.

each opening

John

appended:

combination, with a man-hole or subway, of

William

Patton, Chicago, 111.
424.817.
The invention consists in the combination, in a boat,
with the screw or analagous propelling means, of
mechanism for actuating the latter, comprising an
electric motor operatively connected with the propelling
means, a storage battery system connected with the
motor to drive it, a dynamo electric machine for charging the batter)', and an engine (and preferably, though
not essentially a gas engine) for driving the dynamo.
Boat.

II

424.818. Electric Railway
Brooklyn, N. V.

424. S27.
Electro-Medical Belt.
lumbia, Tex.

424,845.

Electric Railway.

Frank

Motor.

William

.\.

Pcrret,

J. Shelton,

Edward M.

Co-

New

Bentley,

York, N. Y.

Claim eleven reads:

"The combination, in an electric railway, of a common conduit, two conductors therein connected to distinct systems, and a branch in the conduit, the two
conductors following the two branches respectively,
and crossing each other at the branching point."

424 S4S. Electric Railway.
York. N. Y.

New

Francis O. Blackwell,

The

invention consists in utilizing the posts employed for supporting the supply wire to carry at the
same time an elevated railway structure.

Automatic Fire-Alarm.
Charles A. Cox and
Joseph F. Cox, Louisville, Ky.
Arc Light. Julien Dulait, Charleroi, Belgium.

S60.
424, 866.
424, 8S7.

Electric Railway.

Walter H.

New

Knight,

York, N. Y.

The first claim is given:
"The combination of a slotted

conduit, a conductor
contact device adapted to travel
along said conductor, and an insulated conductor extending into said conduit, and having a detachable
connection with said contact device."
inclosed therein, a

Electric Railway.
Walter H. Knight, New
^ork, N. Y.
The last claim reads as follows:
"10.
The combination of the conduit and inclosed
conductor wiih the pocket or inclosure opening upon
the street, having a glass shield and a removable protecting cover tor said shield, and devices connected to
the supply conductor housed in said inclosure."

424,888.

Method of and Apparatus for Measuring Al424,891.
ternating Currents of Electricity.
William Lowrie,
Chas. J. Hall and Harold W. Koile, London, County
Middlesex, Eng,

The invention relates to a method of measuring alternating currents of electricity; and it consists in
differentiating the wave of potential, so that there is a
slight preponderance upon one side of the neutral line
over the other. The difference of potential is available, and may be utilized for doing the work of measurement, either by mechanical means or by cbeinical
action.

Claim

thirteen

is:

"The combination of an alternating current circuit,
one or more converters, secondary circuits supplied by
the converters, and suitable differentiating and measuring media connected with the secondary circuit."
424,9 to.
Contact Device *nd Switch for Electric
Charles J. ^'an r)epoeie. Lynn, Mass,
ways.
Claim one is appended:

Rail-

"In electric railways, the combination of a main
conductor, a branch conductor united to andex'ending
therefrom, and a self-switching contact device comprising a grooved wheel provided with notched edges."
Electric Railway Motor.
424. 9I1.
poele, Lynn. Mass.
The first claim is given:

"A

frame

for

an

electric

Charles J.

motor,

Van De-

comprising side

arms and a magnetic yoke uniting the same, the arms
and yoke being integral with each other and formed
of magnetic material, and field-magnet cores removably secured to and magnetically united by said yoke."
424.921.

Electrical Heater.

John V. Capek,

New

York.

N. V.

Of the ten claims we give
"As a heating resistance

the fourth:
for

electrical

heaters,

hardened asbestos coated with graphite."
Electrical Cooking Stove, John V. C:ipck,
424.922.
York. N. V.

a

strip of

New

The invention comprises a backing or platform of
non-conducting material, a facing or filling of conducting material, and contacts for said conducting material

embedded therein.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

of graphitized iron or nickel

Electric Railway.
delphia, Pa.

424.928.

The object of the invention is to provide an electric
railway, with a branch track or turn-out. in which the
conductor or conductors for supplying the current to
the car are preferably separate from the rails for the
supporting wheels of the vehicle car.
Double-Faced Electric Clock.
424.929.
nau, Joliet, III.
424.935-

Cable Grip.

Edwin

S.

Reed,

Erick

W.

Linde-

New York, N. Y.

Eugene

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

April 12

W. H. Sawyer,

E. Phillips, President.

seo'j and Electrician.

AMEEICAU ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,
Patent Lawyer and Solic

I.

SPECIALTV, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

1001-3-5 7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

CHICAGO,

AU.

Incandescent Cords.

New York

MICA

Office. 18 Cortlandt street,
ACK£BinAN, Aeent.

EnGENE

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.

8ec'y.

Titasurer.

THE

OP

E. S.

—

D. S.

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE,™-"-

Bntterwortti, Hall, Browu & Siitli,
Patent .Attorneys,

CO.,

26-26 HONORE BUILDING,
Two complete sets of U. S.

-

-

CHICAGO.

Electrical Patents.

GREELEY ^ CO.,
of Lamps and

Instruments and Batteries of
ths Very Highest Grade,

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Preclsloa and Constancy,

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Late

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 and 7 OKS ST., NEIV VORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular

''Factory? ^St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANUPACTUREBS

BROWN,

EXAMIBER

PRIKCIPAL

218 Water St., New ITork.

(LIMITED.)

T.

Q1JAI.ITIES

EUaENE MUNSELL &

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THePATENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.'

FRANK

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

p. C.

John Carroll,

7

ILL.

Office

FARADAY CABLES.

2o4 Dearborn STreet, Chicago.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

WILLIAM S.BATES,

PATENT LAWYER,

tor.

OflBce

Lamp
Novelties

QnaUty and Finlsb, the

Best Is the WoTld.

upon

Catalogue of Standard Test InetromenlB
fornisbed upon application.

Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CLARK" SATIRE. Masnetic vane Ammeters
Insulation Guaranteed

?9,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

Adopted and used

Instrument

Entirely by

for

the

Direct Currents.

Mather Electric Go.

Special Sizes

:

specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be waterproof, and icill not deteriorate^ oxidise or crack., and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is prcected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
iphole sllcted with Clark's Patent Compound, -.vblch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
gauges and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocE. Cables mad«
K) order.
In Insulating

our wires and cables

QUEEN

61 and 63 Hanipshiro
CLARK,

"

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HBREEKT H. EUSTIS.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Contract for Central Station Use.

&

CO.,

Makers,

THi: IDEAIi

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
A.

made under

1b

We

HENBT

PHILADELPHIA.

EBTGIIffZ:.

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.,' CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Our light Sonble Dynamo Belts are alirays made

SEND FOK CATALOGUIE.

firom centers of '^hole

hides extra stretched.
f
I
I

TJT-ESXESaiT .^S-EITES

W

A. L.

H SALISBUKT &

CO., Chicago, 111.
A. H. QAEDINEK CO., Milwaukee, WlB.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. LoniB, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOBSE i CO., KaniBB City, Mo.
( Main HonBe, IndianapoUe.
Franch House, MemphlB, Tenii.
K. C. ATKINS & CO.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
.

.

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

tl.1..

Chicago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 3 13 Olive Street

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

sLON/^
MASK.

IDE & SON, Manufacturers

BPBITIieFIEI,n.

A

,TBADE

voltmeters.

The New Station

In a letter from the Tnspbctor of the Boston Ftre Underwriters* Cnlon, under date of Marcd
" A Thorouglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Kespect."
1836, be says

The rubber used

aim

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY, - - -

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ELECTRIC

Louisville,

St. Louis,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

MANUFACTUHIHG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

M flTflBS

UTGMATIC flECTBIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency , Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DiriffAIVEO

^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.
DVIVrn nDDlrri new
Dn&fltU UrrUflr,

The

YOIIK.SS church

KANSAS

St.;

BOSTON, in Arch St.: PHILADELPHIA, BOB CommerceSt.;
BuMlng: NEW ORLEANS, 106 CaronMet St,

CITY, Klalto

EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn,

(VESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABLISHKD IN 1861.

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water

BT^GGOT,

p^.fi^Or^E.

Removes

IN

Boilers.

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

1890

April 12

SCALE

Catiiloi^ue

on

in

Steata

jipplication.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILSDTRIC
FIXTURES.

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,
171 E.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,

Etc., Etc.,

80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ARC
ON

CIRCUITS.

-BRANCH 8T0RB-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

NOYES BROS.,
MAM

Electric Light

Telephones and

f.MTlEKR^ mF

Elgll Teltphone and

ELGIN,

85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE. CHICAGO,
Send for Nt^w

Sup-

ELECTRICAL

Supply Co..

Electrical

ILL.,

U.S.A.

BOOKS.

174-

fTlTtHBUKO

^AAIN

We make a specialty of f Qrolehing the trade with
Klectrlc Brackete, Electroliers, Poitables, Combiaatioo Brackets, and email fixttires of all kinds.
Being mannficturera we can eive lowest prlcee.
OPPU E AND PACTuRY;

Electrical

Every Description.

plies of

and CombloatioD Fixtares,

Write for Information.

Send for New and Complete

ILL.

WS&MSBii

Dej'criiilivf ("Ircnlars.

Catalo^ne,

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both

Advertiser

mentioning

Publisher

WESTERN

%/<A'CH'lNES

by

FoF^

ELEC-

AaCAMJ>,|NCANJ)E.SC£NTfl,t<;.l'fllC

writing to advertisers.

tiGHfiNG. ^kecTRO-PLATING-.AN;)
fOREXpERIMeNrALUSE. AUJO M0T0R5.

the

TRICIAN when

and

Electrician Publishing

Company,
The Rae "Horn" Ammeter

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P,

CO.,

6

LAKESIDE BLDC,

A

for Circular

91 Griswold

-MANnPACTDREKS OF THE-

St.,

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
LOW TENSION.

3.

CO.,
DETROIT, M/OH.

-

Works,
CLEVELAND, O.

Clutch

w^e: ^lja.i=?a.isit^e::
1.

List.

HILL

-OF-

'i.

and Price

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

HIGH OR

Instrument.

IVeiv Ifleosurlnip

Send

The new Sperry apparatiia fr^e from repairs for twelvf months.
That the new hperry Improved UynamoecaD he coupled in series with perfect safely.
That any niimlier of lamps from one to capacity of dvnsmo ran he cat in or out of

EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW VOIiK.

circuit,

IBC'ortlandtSt.,

eiDgty or In eroopH, with perfect pafety, and without sparking at the braahee.
4.
To absorb power Id t-xart proportion to number of lights burnloR.

-

Enginooring Onlce: 116 Fninlilin

St.,

BOSTON.
The Dew Aotomatlc Sperry Dynamos and Lamps ourpass

1.

make.
J.
•i.

CHICAGO:
In eiliclency those of

any other

2H So.

That there le greater economy In operating the now Sperry System than any other.
That our antoinutlc regnlatfon has no equal; oo rheostat, do wall boxes, no eolenold or

That

We

TBE

If

you

invite

will vlult

onr factory we can show yon the best arcUtihtlng apparatus

C0„

is:

to

207

Soutli

M

street,

St.

MINNEAI'OLIS:
Wj KiiBcita Building.

KANSAS en Y:
and isa tiDion Avennp.

hi eiletence.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and interested
people everywhere.

mm mm:

anal

1521

dftsh-pot,
I.

4.

CHICACO

ilesiVnril,

Ereclod

aiiJ

Furnislieit.

for new CataloRue
TrnnHfnlc^Blon Mftrhiurry.

Send

ILL,

Cnl'TRIGIlTED BY U. W.

nil.L.

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

andTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

•WEATHER PROOFSIMPLE)(OKONITEGRIMSHAW WIRES SINGLE^NDDOUBLE COTTON FIELDaNoARMATURE WIRE•FLEXIBLE CORD -ROSETTE S-CLEAT5-TAPEof »^'-KlNDS- SWITCHES CUTOUTS PINS- BRACKETSf>f°|NSULATORS•

_

.

-

THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANYWHERE,

ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

'^^JONESBRasELECTRIC-CO

28 30S^32West Court 5t.

Power

)

April
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12,

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO "WATER WHEEL,
on account

and

being

of

its

remarkably

ffreat Efficiency, and

CEL.EU

is called lo this
as particularly adapted to their use,

motion, bisrh Speed
largi^e Capacity, for its d»aniefer,
s*tea.dy

double the Poorer of most

number

wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In ihe economwater it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, o! use-

ical use of
ful effect

aruaranteed.
SEX1> FOB CATA1.0«rE

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

is

highly

AXD

PARTICri^ARS.

recommended, as no gea." are required

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
Tl'RBI.'^ES arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounied upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
it

VICTOR

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

DAYTON. OHIO.

•

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN
HASrUFACTrBEBS OF

BARE AND INSUIiATZSZ) ITITIRX:,
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Lino Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Masnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT "K.
For

Electric

K." LINE WIRE

Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25

^DIT r^ADRON

1

CO., MAKERS

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

o^

HIGH -GRADE

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY I28r-I30

Street,

The Rookery,

So. Clinton

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.
i

MAHXTFACTDBBBa OF THE

BELDINa ELECTRIC MOTORS

P

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest XafBciency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATORE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED,

ABSOLDTELY NO BEATING.

All Parts Interchang'eable -Even to Cominutator.
CorresT)on(lence Solicited.

-

Aeents Wanted

in all the Principal Cities.

CLEVELAND. OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON COMPANY,
^I
AXaxi.xiXA.o't'ULZ-ers

B-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
u u

11

uH

TELEPHONE

BATTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc., Etc.,
IT IS UNEQUALED.

GOLD MEDAL
TRADE

PATENTS

NOV.I6.I88O. MAf.g
-'84. J*ll-,

JAN.

I

MCH.27^'88.

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION,

BATTERIES.

1889.

,1

""GONDA
MARK
'"

FOR

PARIS

ONLY
.;.f

"

HIGHEST AWARD!

THE

/^Pl-'

AAftlllA The Standard Batteries

UUIIUA

Of the

TUb Company

World.

AXO

are also the sole manufactarers of The Gonda Porons Cap Battery, which Is alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
greaOy soperior to the eo-call^d Diiqae Leclanche Batteries, with which th'e market is flooded, fieject every cnp tinless etamped with the
trade mark "GOKDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W. 18tli Street,

NEW YORK.

AYn
"'*"

TYPE.
BELLS,

" THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR MEDICAL USE

Etc., IT

IS

UNRIVALED

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station liighting. Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

229 La

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

Salle

Street,

CO,

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS
PERFECTLY RELIABLE NO DANGEROUS CURREtlT^
.

COMPANY.
- XTRIC-LKJHT-'
Office

New England

Summer

BIdg. 180

poWEf\ Co.

St.,

jttA\iTpR light"

^

Manafacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechanical purposes requiring Strength and Resistance to Wear and Tear,

OF UTMOST imPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The Deceeelly of measiirlnt; he Electric Current hy a correct and rellahle meter has long been felt, and various Instrnmente have been put on the market and in actual use, which, however,
have Invariably [iroved to be InetUclent and aorellable. The Electric Current Counter, Invented by Professor II. Aron, te undoubtedly the nest and most reliable mei^r for ihe purpose. Toey
Works, of
have been ado'ined bj many electric Uu'ht companies in Earoue, among which are KdlHOo Compaoy, of B^tIId; Hit^meDNA Hal^ke; niunlripal Elecirlc
Bprlln : and :ire exciuHlvcly uBfd in almost all principal clttee of Europe. They were awarded tbe 4>ol<l ne<lal at the Alelbonrae l^xhibiilon, 1MN», and have recently been
awarded tht> llritt pruie by ibd rtnolripality Of Pari**, France. In competition with different other Countere. Aiuerieao Companies who have tried and use the Aron Counter
Bpeak very hii:hivnf them. The opinions of eome of them are printed below. The Aron Klectrlc Current Counters are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine- wire
nirrentP, Id ei/.^& irom
amperes up to any number of amperes. K very count "ir measures correctly the amount of current consumeil, from a fraction of an amoere
to Km fnP i-anuclty. Thev arc now In uee by European central stations meaeurlDfi over Heventy SllUion Watts> The amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the indts being coistru'cttd on the same principle as the ;,'a8 meter di^s.
I

U«ht

l.'i

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We
doubt

its rvllabllUy.

Truas. Dover Slectilc L.lght Co.

M iNCMESTEn,

We

A.

..Tiii'le

ti tliH incre!iflRd

nny company

BARTHMANN,

to

demand

employ tiem

of Professor Aron's

Wo have four Aron Counters In use for
ing which time no trouble has been erperleni'cd In regard to
care of same snd aa'iafactory readlncs have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Uen. Alan. Edison Ulummatlng Co.

in Europe, the cost of manufacture has bean considerably reduced, and
any other meter. For prices and particulars, address

Aron Counters

for the

in preference to

Manager. 21 Beekman

NEW

I

am now

In a position to offer

them

at a

:

St.,

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

New York.

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

'"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO,
15 Dey Street,

New York, July 22. 1S89.
have in uee at the School of Mines, Columbia Cullege, one
Coulomb Countera for three-wire system,
and find that it Is very sensitive to small as well ae large currents, nnd from observations made I tlod it correct in every
particular.
L. II. Landy, Ph. D.
I

Brooklyn, N. Y.
some months, dur-

we

IMPORT.VXT.— owini:

Batlpfactorllv,

Tbom-on-Houbton Co.

N. H.

find that the Aron Counters regla'er an accurately as is
ncceBsary for the purpnec to which such meters would be appll- d.
have perffclly satl-Owd ourselvEs of th:!lr adaptability.
Prof. Wm. II. Antbonv.
Mather JSiectric Lit;ht Co.

n^iire whlcli will

The Aron Counter works very

The Aron Counter

We

W. Bdbgktt.

11.

Ltnn, Mass.

S4N Francisco, Cal.
le the best Instrument we have ever seen.
have thoroughly tested 'he Counter for alternating currenti and are eatlefled that It will work correctly.
Gko. H. Rob, Sec'y San Fraociflco Electric Light Co.

Dover, N. H.
have (encrt the Aron Counter, and have no xeason to

AMI> CUT-OFF COUFlilNGS.

YORK.

Vise-like grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction sut faces preuent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches Is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haue a good record, running through fiue years.
Experts are Inolted to examine peculiarities.

Send for 1880

Catalojnie.

ECMPSEWIKDKXftlXECO.,

WKSTKKX AiiKNT
DEPARTMBSIT
NKW II.VVKN CLOCK

tVESTERSr AtiKNT
I.

EI-KCTItlCAI.

W. COI.BIJRM'!«

nVNAlIOS AND iUOTOBS.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

Barnes'
Speed, from

to

LIST.

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

New

Sensitive Drill

1600 revolutions without stopping

This lU'w ticnsilivc tlrill cinlKKlics
princii>lts not found in ollu-r tools of
its class, is simpler in cou^ilruction
nnd more cfTcclivc in opcratiun than
niiy sensitive <IriU in the ni.nrki-t.

The sptnl
l<e

of the

iiirrtiinicfl

drill

spindle

cnii

or tthnittinfu-d 4n-

Htniilly, or the tnolivji rrvrrtictl

without slopping

the machine or
ahiftiny bftt».
More or JpKt drivinff power
can be applied to the drill spindle, as

the size of the drill or the nature of
the work may demand,
We claim for this drill superiority
both in simplicity of construction.
which readers it less liable to derange-

Ihendjnslnicnts are made
possible loss of time.
It is smooth and almost noiseless in
operation, and entirely free from the
vibratory motion commonly found in
drills of Ibis class, wliere Ihe spindle
is driven by belt.
Sold subject to trial, with single or
multiple spindle. Send for Catalogue.

with

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

all

tlie least

G. A.

MANAGKIt

3I5--32I

WABASH
WIIOt.ES.VLE

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

DKALEB IN GENERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
''..

F.

& Jno. Barnes Co,
ROCKFORD,

Address, No.

ILL.

761 Ruby

F.
,t:ST,\BLlSllKI)

'

MOORE'S
l.vjn.

(

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.

Electric Light,

lin'.undescent and Batter.v Cords;
.Vnnunciator and Oltiie Wires,
every kind of Wire known lo the Ulectrienl Trade.

fact,

Street.

FOR

WEtiTEItN AfiKXT

ALFRED
.

W.

CO.

(he machine or shifting belts.

ment, nnd in effeeliveness of operaon accoinit of the vnrintion of
speed niul power being so completely
under the control of the optrator,
tion,

whereby

Boloit. ^Vim.

in
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V

1. &

402

tc

MOTOR COMPANY,

ELECTRIC

404 GREENWICH STREET,

ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
Ovsr 6.000

Kow

in

Uss

OP

ELECTRIC MOTORS

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevatoir,

1-8
Chicago

MP, TO

Office, PlKsnix

40 H.

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, B}o-w
ers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

P.

Tools, Etc.

Building.

New England

Cincinnati Office. Smith Building,

Office,

148 High

Philadelphia Office. 301

Street, Cor. Oliver. Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iivTi-rE:rD,

YORK.

ZTETKr

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECT RIC

MO TORS

CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

^^NT

WE CARRY THE URGEST STOCK

IN

WORKS, TRENTON,

St.,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Electric Usht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Dynamos, Electric
Motors, Primary and Storaee Batteries, Etc.

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake

ELECTRIC SDFFL7 CO,

Chicago.

""""S;s"flr the Aluminum Electric Light Batteries.
YORK.
94 Liberty Street,

NEW

N. J.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE LEONARD

<&

IZARD

CO.,

ci3:ic-A-a-o.
(CASH I>rSTAI.I^TIONS DrVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in
All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD

$(

IZARD CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, IndiDistrict") should be addressed to

and Kansas ("Central States

Rialto Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,
<>

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

»

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
the market.
Also
Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Sfieet,
Tubinw, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Pritnary and Storage Batteries.

The

cheapest and best Cells

in

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

BALL

"""ENGINE
CUT OFF
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.
15

Standard.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

Cortlandt Street,

H. M.

SCIPLE

&

CO.,

Third and Arch Streets, PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

COOLEY & VATER,

Tandem Compound

224 Washington Avenue, WINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W. B. PEARSON,

Cross Compound.
Triple

Room 403 H ome Insuranc e

^MAMA

Sheeley Building,

Expansion.

ENGINES
for
ONLY GOVERNOR

giving

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OM AHA, N EB.

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING
KANSAS

The

Buil d'g,

ENGINEERING COMPANY,
CO.

CITY, MO.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS and ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
ABSOLUTELY

the

SAME SPEED

under aU

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

CD
5>'

03

CD

° 1
CO
aa
o
t/i

u.

CD
B>

03
cn?

en

CO

to
CO
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

m
X
=
CO
CD
CO

CD

00

ST

~

5
=3

CO., "'""H'*"-
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.

Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent Execation of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MABK>

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

Prom AXY Manufacturer or
State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

standard Underground Cable

the

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD IN SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
"yvestem Stipply

Automatic

EI,ECTRICAI,

ENGINEERS

Ko-u.se,

OMAHA.

AND JOBBERS.

Write for Samples, Prices
and j)ata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser Bulldins,

BALTIMORE, MD.

R. T.

WHITE,

12 Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Room 6,

Manofacturinp Facilities Unlimited,

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
Patented Jan. 28lh, 1890.

BEST MATERIAI,.

No.

LOWEST PRICES.

54 AND S6 FRANKLIN

CORRESFONSEHOE SOUCITED.
THOMAS ASHBURNER,
DAISY CHAIR.

Western Ag't, Kansas

Cit;,

Large or smau orders promptly

filled.
Sample Chair and Section of
Eail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Pnrctiasers.

F. A. SONly Editor and Publisher.
"EEVTSTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO" is tiie only electrical paper

and has a wide
it

circulation all over that country and Central and South America.
is unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.

As

iHE

published in Mexico
an advertising medium

KING BELL
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Uexicaa trade is cordially
and samples of goods will be cheerfully received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico," Mr. Son! is solicitor of Slexicau Patents.
Patents applied for by Mr, Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.

SOM£THm& ENTIRELY NEW

invited,

3g",

Address:
P. 0.

ST.

lUo.

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO."
The

Ofl&ce,

420,133.

.£k..

Box31, orCaltederRefug!oNo.15.

J9^1KrX«

enlresuelo.

CITY OF MEXICO.

EASY OF ADJUSTMENT.
SOLID IRON BASE,

WESTERN ELECTRIC
NEW

CHICAGO.

CO.,
YORK.

MINCFACIUREBS OF

WEATHERPROOF
-AND-

NICKEL-PLATED GONG,
CUT TWO^HIBDS ACTtTAL SIZE,

Can be adjusted

before or

after placing in
position.

Working Parts
Completely Protected.
Neat, Reliable,
and Substantial.

UNDERWRITER'S

For

Prices, See

Our Catalogue,

BECTIONAL VIEW SHOWINS WORKING PARTS.

Catalogues and Discount sheets'will be sent to those in the trade
upon receipt of application and business card.

FRkNKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

AND WESTERN AGENTS FOR

PARTRICK & CARTER,
EUECTRICKU SUPPLIES.
Manafactnrera of and Dealers in Every Description of

A. C.

DAY'S

Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annnnclatore.

114 South Second Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SSTABLISaSD

1867.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
55.57 Gratiot Ave., DETROIT, MICH.
UNDERWRITERS'

Dvnamos,

WEATHERPROOF

Motors,

OKONITE

WIRES

ANNUNCIATOR

MAGNET

Inc.

Lamps,

Sockets,
Cut-Outs,
Switches.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.

M
a

our "

K.

F.

& W." WeatherproonSlre

viT."
IN

is

taking

tlie

Lead,

rosxsttje:

GET ODR PEICES BEFORE YOU BUY.

anu

cut-out,

PORCELAIN OR WOOD.

Young's Patent Automatic Circuit Cut-Oul.

Every We^l Managed Electric Plant Should Have These Cat-Outs.

IMMUNITY FROM ACCIDENTS FROM BROKEN CIRCUITS.
AUTOMATIC IN OPERATION.
OVERHEAD WIRES MADE SAFE.
NO MORE ARMATURE BURN-OUTS.
Send for Description or Sample.
Don't Wait Until You Injure Some One.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC

EDISON

CO.,

•

The Very Best

in

the Marliet.

Send

for Quotations.

DETROIT, MICH.

M ANUFACT URING

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coiei5E:si=03iTE)E]nsrcE]

JAMES

sou-iciteid-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

I

Ae:ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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m

BURNLEY

DURABLE,
BATTER!

EFFICIENT

(Patented January 21, 1S90.)

LEADS EVERYTHING

ECONOMICAL

YET PRODUCED IN DRY BATTERIES.
—IT

P

P

IS-

CONVENIENT.

One-Half
the Size

^^on.

and has nearly

Stationary or Railiay Work,

Twice the

E^O]

Mining or Engineering Operations,

Strength
OF THE BEST LECLMCHE.

Two Cells of BuEXLEY
Dey Battery will fit the
regular Bell Telephone Battery

Box

as usually

Sprape

contain one Cell Leclanohe.

gl Sample Cells

Electric

Motors

made to"

ARE UNEXCELLED.

for Trial

Free to Telephone ExSmall Fan and
changes and to Dealers. Circuits.

Pump Outfits

for

Arc and Incandescent

Sole Agents for the Crocker-Wheeler Constant Cniient

Motors.
As the

successful makers

of over 400,000 Cells of the

best

LECLANCHE BATTERY
we have

sold in America,

become
forms

satisfied that of all

yet attempted, the

BURNLEY DRY BATTERY
is

which

is

capable of success-

competing with our
Disque Leclanche Battery;
hence we are presenting the
fully

This Cut

is ttie Full

First Class
For Electric

Dry Battery
Gas Lighting, Burglar Alarms,

Bells, Telephones,

and

PRICE,

-

all

open

go

circuit

& Motor Co.,

16

ai

18

BROiD

Sf.,

FOR

DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC

work.

CENTS PER CELL.

DISOOTINT TO

NEW YOM.

Agencies in all Large Cities.

Improved Primary Batteries

former to the public as a

Size of the Battery.

Railway

Electric

the only one yet produced

LIGHTING,

THE TEADE,

-ASD FORScientific

J. H.

BUNNELL & CO.

NEW CATALOGUE
P

and Other Purposes.

JUST OUT.

COKRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Sole Agents and Manufacturers,

76

Cortlandt Street,

-

H. MASON, manufacturing
NEW YORK. JAMES 120
Park Avenue, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

electrician,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Cantilever

Motor Truck,

7^,-^fryippi4^f:^.{-^ ^+ ji/^

The

n-r v-vv-\tVv-v\r

and Easiest Riding MOTOit

Simplest

Strongest,

April 12, 1890

fiirWARRANTED TO PREVENT

TRUCK

in

Existence.

OSCILLATION OF CARS.
and

The superiority of this Truck consists in itH Chreat Strength, Powerful
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable JElaatic
Jf'heels, and the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to
equalizes weight of load and positively prevents OSCilltttion of carS.

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

&

AXLE COMPANY,

DETROIT

mil I

Electrical
|25_2t ,27
c

28_

82

I

,30

?l< 5L( y.< 5Lc 5Lc
(3

-< -•< —t.
1—.<

23^

G4

—t S5—

82

84

93

t

—<.

MANUFACTURERS.

n \

22

23

24

31

32

33_

50
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85
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Works,

61

78
-

69

'

7J

70

'

-.

In our Annunciators our aim has been that
nothing should he ivanting in style, workmanship or material to

make them

the

BEST ever

-

put on

the market.

Dealers

who wish

themselves with
the best goods and the safest policy, should
handle the products of the
ELECwhich have the highest indorsement of both dealers and consumers throughto identify

DETROIT

TRICAL WORKS,
out the country.

Write us for Illustrated Annunciator Chart.
RESPECTFULLY,

standard Hotel Needle Annunciator
Wllh eUESl CALL ant FIRE ALtRM ATTACHHINTS.

Detroit Electrical Works,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRIC

RAILWA7 SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Resularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

AEE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ibonson-Eouslon tailwi

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MA:KING

a

GB.ANB TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 MlGbigan Ayc,

Gbicago,

lU.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 106 Sibley

St.,

St. Paul,

Mlnp.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A HIGH GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

X^

WIRES.

^i^

S'or

r'or*

Electric LiEht,

Concealed Work,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

Under Water, Underground.

Sample Board

On

of

Habirshaw Cores shown

at the recent Electric Light Convention,

Kansas City, and now on permanent exhibition

at the store of

The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago,

board are shown Habirshaw Cores made for the Broadway Theatre, New Yorh;
the installation of the New Jersey Central Railway Depot opposite New York;
The Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Station; Harrisburg Electric Light
Co.; the Navy Department for the installations of the Interior
Department, Washington, and all the Government Cruisers.

this

Samples of Habirshaw Wires and Cores

will

be forwarded upon application.
List prices are

shown

in

our special

list

No. 6 8.
1

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
171

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

•P

April 12, iS$o
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A, Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,

The

"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIBHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND BENERATORS,

ALTERNATINB CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIBHTINB MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIBHTINB. ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Ajiril 12,

i8go

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO M
DF*oi"t

"Wa,yn©, XncLletrxa.

Manufacturers ol the

The Most Oarefully Worked-

SLATTERY

and

out

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

Oomplete

Altematliit

System of Electric Lighting
Existence.

INCiNDESCBNT LIGUTIHG,

AND

la

TlIK

ArmatiiTeB

WOOD SYSTEM
OF

and

Oonverten

12—16 Oandle Pow«r

Ouaranteed.

Iiamps to the Mechanical

ARC LIGHTING.

Hon*

Power Quaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK
I

OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

15

Boreel BIdg.

PITTSBURGH,

PA.,

533 Wood
M^^IN OFFICE

AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filt>ert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Managrer.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 2

TfliRE>-

1

7

Sansome

Street.

s

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS. Successor.

MEMPOm COMPM

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

OEY

THE

Motors for Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.

The au2}reonacy of *^THE

MOTOR

BAXTER MOTOR"
all

GIVING PERFECT

has

been

over
thor-

oughly established, and

tvc

now prepared

fill

are

SATISFACTION.

others

orders

to

x*'>'omptly.

ALL SIZES FROM
116

We
l>rlc<*^«

H.

TO 50

P.

wliull l»e

and

;ri«'4*

|»l«*UMi><l

nny

EVERY

H. P.

MOTOR
IS

to «jUote

<le*4ii*4>4l

GUARANTEED.

in-

loriiialion.

Office

^---THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Streets, and
Gollington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, APRIL

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Belting.

O cents per Copy.

1

No.

1890.

19,

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
OP AND DEALERS
MANUfACTITREKS

Patd. Kov. 16. '86.

Send for Ireson's Illnson Self-

trated Treaties

EBpeclally adapted for
parposes and
other hlgh-a peed machinall Biectiic

Adjnating Leather Link

ery.

Belting, famished grataltonaly.

IRESON, 97 High

L.

St.,

%56-PAeB

111 Arch Street,

Boston. Mass.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

CO.,'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL
SEKD FOK
GATACOGDE,
tPFPill nticni^ica
ioeNriFt
oreiz/flt

Manfd by CHARLES

16.

i
.

^

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, Wash.
-p^^^ Seilers Electrical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A full line of our manufactures can be found at our Agencies.

WATER-TUBE BOILER.^"

ROOT'S

EconomlMl.
Durabl*

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC
Adopted by the

PLANT

-

Edison

-

BOILER.

JBlectric I^lglit

Com-

panies
and

at Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paol, Colambna
Cincinnati ; aleo the Braah Electric Light Co.,

M

Louisville,

Standard Underground Cable
Westinghouse Building,

WILEY, Mmger. Ncw York.

G. L.

and others.

& ROOT

ABENDROTH

Co.,

MFG.

CO.,

38 Cliff Street, ITev 7ork.

FITTSBUB€rH, PA.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.
DEGENH ARDT, manager, Chicago. BRANCHES; Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans,

F. E.

Dallas.

(2121)

Standard
The

ELECTRIC

iQiiia-Rnlilier

asd

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables,
i-pecification up to 8,ooo Megohms per
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Giitta-Ferclia InsalatiDg Co.

to any
mile.

*

UNDER WATER

Wires and Cables,
variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M. HABIRSHAW, P.O.
General Manager.

any specification

bles, to

up

AND

CoNXENTRic Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,ooo Megohms per knot.

MARINE

TWO-CIRCUIT CONCENTRIC Cables, both circu ts,9,ooo Megohms per

MANUFACTURERS OF

THREE and Two-wire Cato 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

knot.

per

Navy Portables,

knot.

Cables oi High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

UNDER6R0UND.
S.

Offices:

1

Silk,

Cotton ana Hemp.

LICHT

Bell Wire, rubber covered, foi Marine Work.

Pliable

Cables, for
Search Lights.

Installations

59 Front Street,
YORK, U.S.A.

Marine

Cores

NEW

COMPANY,
ANSOMIA BRASS & COPPER
COWUES' PATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation.
Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

GEORGE

B.

Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and hlgrh
of over

all

A

B

C

by a record

electrical purposes.

Aerial Use,

Cl«etrle Light

Branches 6f Signaling.

-

,

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased W.res. «""r'"'
"r,Wiring
Concealed

PRESGOTT,

JR., Gen. Agt., 16

Western Electric Co.,

Cliicago, HI.,

Dey St.

In all Locationi.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWINO STVI.S Or INSULATION.

X—

Copper Wire.
•atutated with a Btecft,
trie

B.

B.—Two Braids, saturated with

Weather-Pro oP

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwnters.
Copper Wire, bate and covered, of every description.

WAREROOMS-

Fire-Proof Insulation.
.

,

. ,

,

.BnM«iCoM»
« j

Sam|»es farmshed upon appBcaaoi

FACTORIES:
New York.
ANSONI A,
Wabasli Ave., Cliicago, III.

J 19 a>nl 21 Cliff St..
1

33 and

1

35

CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTVBERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Cables.
Electric
Light
Telephone, Telegraph and

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

NEW

YORK.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent

i;20

£lectric

215

I^igliting

Apparatus.

Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

US

'i'M

W.

Equipment.

4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
N. Y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Loi:is, Mo.
Montgomery St., Sax Fkancisco, Cal.

No

Railway

Electric

Michiean Ave , Chicago, III.
115 B'oadwav, New York, N. V.

CO.,

Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

country, over

11,000, or

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

52 per

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn

their adjustment better than

Arc

steadily

and uniformly, and hold

any other lamps on the market.

l>yiianio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

rapidly gaining

is

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

its

features of

regulation

is

automatic, permitting any number of lamps to be thrown on or
off

without

in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

alternating current dynamo,

solved

by the

and to meet the

demand for a machine of this character we
have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest eflBciency,

and economy of

operation.
Alternating Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABRESTEB—AW
are protected from destruction and injury

of our installations

by our lightning

arres-

guarantee to operate successfully in every
ter, which we
The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
instance.
will fully

Slotor.

injured

by lightning where these

arresters fail to operate.

—

:
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

HAWKEYE

THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

-

^UI]_ED^I=?^

CO.,

IOWA.

CDF'

Complete Central Station
Lia-Z3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.

—

One

H. P. Constant Potential llotor.

of

aia:a,ia-u.fa.ot-u.ir©r*s

OUR DTXASIOS

are unsurpassed by any made for eiBciency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^F

Renowned Perkins Incandeseent Lamps,

Licensee of the

X'^x:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircults, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

Famous

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Stations;

any voltage, highest

for

RaUway

Circuits

and Central

efiiciency, all sizes.

OI'S'IOE

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, INC.

INDIA

^EXT
*^

OF PITTSBURGH,

PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

-

Prices Reasonable.

to

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

RUBBER INSULATION.
GUTTA PERCHA,

the best

known

INDIA RUBBER;

but it is veryrefractory unless vulcanized, and the sulphur
necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all wires
insulated with rubber compounds where the vulcanized coat is placed directly on the wire).
insulator

is

In order to overcome these difficulties, we
coat the copper wire with TIN; then with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOUr SULPHUR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.
first

6L0BESrr7SeADIS

It is

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.^
RICH CUT,

^^jg%
;£}«

„,

":^^_;"S

.-.#

These wires are the best made for A£RI.ALi

OPAL C LEAR, ETCH ED, ROUGHED, ETC.

AD-A.PTED TO

A.1L.1L.

729 BROADWAY,
(Cor.

WAVERLY

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

to be liable to crack.

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

SYSTEMS.

NEW

YORK.

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

^^
itS^^J^'

4

,^

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
490-426 East 86th

St.,

NEW

^ORK.

CO..
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CARBOIV tO

Clev-ela,rj.d., 01:i.io.

EIiECTRIC LIGHT

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.

--^^'^^^^

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERING GO.1

JARTIS
GIVES A CLEAR

gl

0|_|VER STREET
^^STOia".

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS boiler setting, to Burn

'

STATIONS.

Anihracile Oo>l and Cokt

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

iron

J^

LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Burning 2
Will

in Series on Circuits of
00 to 20 Volts
Use Only 8 Amperes of Current.
1

1

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Cortlandt

St..

&

NEW YORK

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

SUPPLY

CO.

CITY.

CO.,

^

/^

.K^r.":^,
^"'^ Mechanically.

^^"itaS^y^ ^^L^j^r!'*

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION

BERaKtiLITIT

^"''

CO., ^'iSJSie^

&

CO.,

ELECTRIC LICIT, GOHBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

TU-E^Tir -XT-fYDTT

-W-I^W

JCUHJl.

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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SOLB BUIL.DBFZS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

especially adapted for electric plants

of

all Icinds,

this field
IT IB UjreQtTAUBD

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

CO.

MILWAUKEE, WIS,

ManufactnrerB of and Dealers in

and has made a record in
which cannot be excelled.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

£

FOR KCONOMT OF FOBL, BEGITXiABITT OF
AND DUBABTLITT IW WB.

UOTIOK,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for our Catalones.

41 ail 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO. EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

I

ARC-LIGHT GIRCDITS.

Incandescent Circuits

VrOHIrD

FOB AS'F

CCBBEIirT.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE. DURABLE.
Tlie only safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside

Send

parts.

T^ADSWOBTH, Manager

H.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,
108070X0-, 620

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adams

Street,

and Economical.

Efficient

W£STEB1V AKD SOIJTBEBN STATES,
1

GEORGE CUTTER,

1

EAST ADAMS

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

THE CENTRAL THOMSON -HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

215 West Fourth

President.

ILL.

Agent

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Street,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Builders of Arc, Direct and Alternating: Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.
]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.

Brnsh Copper, Commutator Bars, Copper lire.

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.
W. D. Sargent,

General Western Office:

John A. Barbett,

President.

Vice-Preeldeiit and Cons. Electrician.

Pinions,
St.,

Ctiicago,

Trolley

Power

bottom Pnces.

[

Plants.

Quick Shipments.

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory: North East. Pa.

III.

B. H, Cutler, Treae. and Mgr.

Frank A. Pbrret,

Electrician.

O^lxe Kleljztroix JVIfg. Co.,
79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK,

MANUFACTUEBRS OP THE

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

in

Simplicity and Durability.

LaiDateA Field Magnets

The Only

IVIachincs

having

of Softest Ciiarcoa! Iron.

BT MEANS OP WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ABE OBTAINED THAST IS PO($8IBI.E OTHEBWISB.

HICiHESX

AWARD AT

PARIS EXPOSITION.

Sizes and for all Purposes. Automatic DyBamos for Incardeecent Electric Lightirg.
Plants for Stores, Factories, etc., a Specialty. Moisture-Proof Motors and Dynamce
for use in Mines and Damp Places.

Automatic Motors of

omuiDmiMrk
*'*'"lr WljniLI,
IS Sizes, 5 to 500 2. P.

SELLING DEPARTMENT

condensing or

NE

NON-CONDENSING.

Hot yet equaled ty any form

of

Engine

for

lUie

above

Economical.

THE UNITED STATES.
)

liuildin^,

Westinghouse Builoiog,
156, 158

Lake

60S Chestnut

Street,
St.,

M.

Westintrliouse,

Church, Kerr
(

&Co.

J

R MucklS, Jr. & Co.

/

6

Sizes in stock,

Reliable.

bnilt stnctlyto

Bepaus Carried in

Hathaway

Isolated

511 NORTH FOURTH ST.,
WESTINCHOUSE,CHURCH,KERR &. CO.
Utah i Montana
SALT LAKE CITY, 359 S. Main St.
MaotineryCo.
E. Granite St.
BUTTE, MONT.
f
SAN FRANCISCO, 21 and 23 Fremont St., Parke i Lacy Co.
PORTLAND. OR. *), 35 N. Front St., Parked Lacy Mch. Co.
CH.ARLOTTtN. C-f
g°^^^f^. }TheD. A. Tompkins Co.
ATLANTA. GA.

5

to

50

H. p.

EHaiHB CHEAPBS THA» A SLIDE VALVE.

Well Built,

All

IN

17 Cortlandt Street,

ST- LOUIS,

"stolsffH'*"^.'"

3,000 in pse in all parts of the Civilized World.

JUNIOR.
AH ADIOMTIO

W VO R K,

BOSTON,
PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND OlMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

all

Stock.

Over 300

sold the first year.

Gange vith Intercliaiieeable Parts.
Send for Ulnstiated Oatalognes.

DALLAS. TEX.
{

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Keatinff Imp. & Mch Co
Co.
C. E. James

&
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
Wire.
Flexible Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.
always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

flnlBh.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

fit

socket.

All candle powers,

any

size

voltage, and

and style for two or three-

any

efficiency

up

to

twenty

lamps to horse power.
All mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.
Any size. No heating or arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very
Volt Meters.

Dynamos.

any

Every

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

K^ever need recalibra-

Constant.

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected

methods and devices.

Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and

electric railway,

and

electro-metallurgical plants.
tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supp

ies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

No

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

M.VIX MISTRICT OFFICKS:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Canadian

Di8trict,|.Toronto,

Canada.
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rii

Knapp Electrical Works.

GRIMSHAW
WHITE CORE,

WIRE

•

INDORSED BY THE LEADING COMPANIES.

PERKINS INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
THE YODNG AUTOMATIC CDT-OOT.

Knapp Electrical Works,
54-56

FRANKLIN

ST.,

CHICiLGO.
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THE BEST or ALL
THE WHLTER

K.

FREEMHN

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATIOK, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstruction

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG.
GEO. B.

RAU QIaAIRE, WIB.
SHAW, - General Manag^er.

BAKER, BALCH & CO., Genl.Ag'ts.,
Seattle, Washington.
THOMAS WOLFE, Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hotel, Kansas

P. H.

CO.,

City,

St.,

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

L.

N. cox, Agent,

Mo.

POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

Omaha, Neb.

LITTLE, Mcdonald & CO., Oen'l Ag'ts.,
Buffalo, N. 7.
141 East Seneca
METCALF,BEED & CO., Western Agents,

16 Fifth St. S. E.,

Pittsburgh. Pa.

St.,

Denver,

Ool.

Washington, D. 0.

W. N. GRAY, Special Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Ag'ts,
0.

E.

WILSON, Agent,
S16 N. Ninth

St., St.

Louii,

Ma
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
IIU

118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHIGA6O.

Every Central Station man should have one of Davis' Hand
Books, containing 130 pages of just the right sort of information,
with 30 illustrations, all bound in convenient form for the pocket.

AMONG THE CONTBHTS

ARES ARTIGLiISS

Olff:

THE ARC LAMP,
THE INCANDESCENT LAMP,
BATTERIES,
BOILERS,

DYNAMOS,
ELECTRICAL UNITS,

GENERAL FORMULAE FOR WIRING FOR ANY SYSTEM,
THE STEAM ENGINE,
RULES FOR COMPUTING SPEED & DIAMETERS OF PULLEYS,
VARIOUS WIRE GAUGES,
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR,
RULES OF VARIOUS UNDERWRITERS' ASSOCIATIONS,
STORAGE BATTERIES,
All

compiled by a practical

man who knows from

Price in Cloth
Price in Leather

experience what

Is

needed.

$0.75.
$1,50.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO,
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps

of the

Sawyer-Man

pat-

tern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record

from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."-Extract from report of Commander R.

of

Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
B.

(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d St,

NEW YORK.

April 19

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

WESflBGHODSE ELECTRIC
J..

Pioneers in Electric Ligliting by Alternating Currents.
Incandescent

Dynamos

of 500, 760, 1,500, 3,000

and 5,000 16

c.

p.

lamps capacity.
Two Hundred and Eighty-five central stations
No electric lighting system for central station

using our incandescent apparatus.

purposes can be successful with-

Our Shallenberger meter

out the aid of an accurate meter.

is

incomparable.

Ivlglxting.
We desire to call particular attention to our
ing system.
By
Our

its

alternating current arc light-

use the double carbon lamp becomes a thing of the past.

single carbon

lamp runs

The operation of the lamp
The

new

is

forty hours without renewal.

attended by a

horizontal rays of the alternating

We

Please write for particulars.

minimum

of expense.

current produce the most effective light

are always happy

to

point out the

advantages enjoyed by those who employ our apparatus.

OUR MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS ARE AT

Pittsburg^ Pennsylvania, U. S. A,

We
BOSTON

NEW

YORK,

l3.£L-^7-e

^z*eL3a.olx

GINGINNATI,

PORTLAND, OREGON,

OfB.oes

CHICAGO.

DALLAS, TEXAS,

ctt

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

—

—
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ENGINEERING CO. F0REE(4a)BAIN,
707
709
Market

and

POND

427 "The

St., St.

Louis.

84 MARKET

Rookery," Chicago.
City.

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Omaha.

Building,

Special and Experimental

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

MACHINERY

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
ATd BockloKUld Sheffield Uratea, Lowe

V,

H

CATALiOGUEl^.

ALL
LESTER wooiuini In;

Electrical Engineers

l;

and Contractors.

COMPLKTK F.m II'.nK!kT OF ELECTRIC KAIL.WAV».

MICA

SIZES

AND

For Electrical Purposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL &

DeNlsrns and FatlniateH Huliiiiltled.

V-A CoirtX«,D.ci filtroo*. ^Jox^r TT^rlx..
CUARLES

IBOlfXRD r.*QET.

KINTNER.

J.

218 Water

St.,

Administratrix,

Big Rapids, Mich.

Now Ready.
over *A0 pages,
information

IVSlh Edition

nrWArArrn

Abookof

IfLfffUl Ml Lll

^^^g

,^^^..^^

value
to advertleera
a n||pnY|n|||n of
otber publication
AllVrn I IaINIi tban any
nUILIIIIUIIIUever
Issued.
It (rtvee the

name

of every neweniiper pnbllehid, havicf,' a clr-

ciilitlon rating In lue Amer'Cjin Newspaper Directory of more than v:5,(mio copies each Issae*
with the coht per line for sdvertlsInK In them
llet of the best papers of local circulation. In every
city and town of more than 5,000 pojuilation. wUh
prices by the Inch for one month. Special lie's of
d»llv, country, village and cla-js papers.
Bargain
offers of value to snaall advertisers or those w'ishIntr to experiment judlclouply with a email amount
of money. Shows conclnalveW "how to i:et ihe
most service for the monev," etc., etc. Sent poet*
P^idioany addrces for 30 Cfiita. Addreee Geo.
.

QUALITIES

Arc and Incand scent Lights Installed.

Plintt far Electric Light and Power.

HUDNUTT,

A.

UrUIC^DIDCD

lleftter,

woodbridge: & turner^

Stum

LOIS

a Specialty.

.1,

power unequaluJ In tlie State. Prosperous
and well-eet iblished business.
Estate
must be settled up is reason for selling.
For partlculuTs, address,

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Slmn Knclne. Steel Boilers, Ireeon Link Belt, StindUyatt Filter, Blake Tump, Kortlng Injector, etc

.t

MKXD FOR I,&TEST

FOR SALE.
Electric Li^-hl Plant of -10 u*c lights;
also Machinpi Shop and Foundrv in City
of Big Uapi(l9.
Population 7,000. Water

Large DynamoB and Mutore for Special Work
baiit to Urder.
Coal Mining Haulage

Erected Ready for Service.
PKCIAIjTIE8 :-Thi> AimlnBlon

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^

31 Waterworks Building. Kansas

319 Ramge

ST.,

CO..

New York.

.

RowEi.i,

& Co

tleinc A>;.-nt8,

,

Pobllebe^B

lOSoruce

ai

Street.

A

d General AdverNew Y'irk City.

PAGET & KINTNER,
and

Chemical

Electrical

and

Experts

Electrical

Engineers.

Tr<3.

4S

lro«Ka-c^7-j».-y,

:

3>TJJ

-

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral.

Electric.

and

NEWYORKBELTING&PACKINCCO
JOHN

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

W

H.

Treas., 19 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

CHEEVER,
Oldest

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics

WHISTLES,

FOR ME«H,\NI< AI.

I'lIKrOSES.

RUBBER BELTING PACKING AND HOSE.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W.

OSTRANDER &

R.

and 25 Ann

21, 23
for

New

Cataloci-k, out AuRUst

SECOND TO NONE.

Agt.,

Writi-

45

I'UlLADEI.rillA, »0S Clu'stniit
HdSTdN. SJ Slimmer SI.

Best Appointed
— FOK I1EACHI>'G THR

Sainiiles,

SI.

S.VLESROOMS:

I'lllCAlili, 1.^.1 l.iike SI.
ST. I.iiris. :«i7-!in N. Main SI.

IS

River St., Chicago.

f..r I'ric'-'.iinl

.SALKSKOOMS:

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

Free from iram or nrlde. Bv reflltering can be
need contiDiiallv. Adopted by tbe largest Slectric Plants of the Weet.

TAUSSIG.

Particularly adapted for Dynamo uses;
made of an/ width or length to
order, at a wreek's notice.

York.

Is:.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL

S.

New

DcKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Send

St.

ENDLESS BELTS
CO.,

I.ine

AT1..\NTA,

iiKNVKi;. riaii-iiiu IT1I1 St.
rllAHI.KsTiiN. IIJI Mi'.'liiiL'

IlKTKIlIT.

nj\iTIMnKK,

SI.
i:l!.\Nll K-\rillS.
M.Mini.. SI.
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Electrical Effects at the

New York Lenox

Lyceum.

of

brilliant

electrical

The

features.

building is admirably adapted to the display. The
hall is almost circular, and the walls which are

ne,

most beautifully decorated

in

Europe.

The

capabilities

of the long

The attractiveness of the Woman's Exchange
Exhibition, which is now in progress at the
Lenox Lyceum, New York, is enhanced by a
number

most eminent men

rise to

I.

distance telephone are illustrated
with great completeness, connections being
made with Boston, Philadelphia and other disBy means of the same instrument
tant cities.
the roaring of the Falls of Niagara can be distinctly heard.
The most striking object in the exposition is

ELECTRICAL EFFECTS AT THE

a considera-

ble height.

Mr. Edison has placed at the disposal of the
executive committee, his entire Paris exposition
exhibit.
The phonograph is shown with an
effectiveness never before approached, and the
vocal records reproduced include songs by celebrated artists and the sayings of many of the

No. 16
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tiny lamps extend to the sides of the hall.
The
effect of the sparkling tower is striking in its
beauty, and the whole arrangement constitutes a
beautiful exemplification of the possibilities of
electrical illumination.
The lamp receptacles on the tower are
mounted on pliable wooden mouldings and are
connected in parallel series of eight, and, as be-

NEW YORK LENOX LYCEUM- TOWER OF

the "Tower of Light," Fig. i, which stands in the
center of the Lyceum auditorium.
This is a
column twenty-five feet in height and eight feet
in diameter.
The tower is covered with forty
spiral rows of four candle-power incandescent
lamps with globes of varied colors. Its capital
is encircled with frosted i6-candle power lamps.
Above these, streamers of smilax dotted with

LIGHT,

wound spirally around the
terminals of the mouldings are carried to cut-outs on the inside of the tower. One
pole of each of these cut-outs is carried to a
common main wire, and thence to an equalizing
resistance at one pole of a main cutout.
The
other poles of the cut-out at the terminals of
the mouldings, are carried to single pole plug
fore described, are

tower.

The

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
switches, and at the same time to contacts on a
One side of these
circular commutator switch.
plug switches is connected to a common main,
which is bifurcated, one branch leading to the
center pin of the commutator switch, and the
By closing the
other to the main cut-out.
switches, all the spiral mouldings may be thrown
into circuit, and studded as they are by tiny incandescent lamps of many colors, the effect of
By
their illumination is remarkably brilliant.
removing the plug switches and turning the
commutator, each spiral is thrown into the cirVarying effects of light can
cuit successively.
be thus obtained, and the spectacle of fiery ser-

April 19, 1890

ing for which purpose the tower was primarily
While the tower has the appearance
designed.
of a permanent and solid structure it was erected in one week, and is only of a temporary
Those who have carried out the incharacter.
numerable details with such completeness and
T-. Stieringer
success are deserving of credit.
was requested by the e.xecutive committee of
the exchange to take charge of the entire electrical exhibit, and his plans have been most conscientiouslv carried out by Philip Seubel and his
assistants.

Current is taken from the tower on separate
leads for operating telegraphic and other instru-

Death of H. A.
H. A. Glasier died

Glasier.

residence, 3024
avenue, Chicago, Tuesday morning,
April 15th.
Heart trouble was the cause of his
death.
Mr. Clasier was born at Johnsburg, N.
He received a common school
v., June?, 1840.
education.
He pursued his studies, however,
after leaving school, and as he was a constant
reader, he was well informed on all current
topics.
He had more than ordinary ability, and
was an exceedingly pleasant companion.
During the late war Mr. Glasier served in the
I'nion army.
He enlisted as a private early in
his

at

l^rairie

the struggle,but later formed a company, of which
he was made captain, and was assigned to the
64th Massachusetts \'olunteers.
Mr. Glasier
made a creditable showing in the army, and was
proud of his record.
While ever willing to ashis comrades in arms, he was never connected with the Grand Army or any other simi-

sist

lar organization.

.Soon after the close of the war he went to
California, and engaged in the wool business. He

remained there a number of years but finally
returned to New York and was made vice-president of thejarvis Engineering company. For 15
years he was connected with that concern, but recently severed his business relations and established the western agency of J. A. (Jrant & Co. at
Chicago. He removed to this ciiy at that time and
had made it his permanent residence.
His long
association with interests allied to the electrical
industry had enabled him to acquire an extensive ac(|uaintance with the representatives of all
branches uf the business, and, as he was generally esteemed, he was a valuable salesman.
Mr. Glasier's wife and two sons survive him.
His death created a profound impression among
his associates who had no intimation of any illness.
He had complained of feeling unwell Monday,
but was at his office attending to business as
usual.
When he retired at night he appeared
improved, but early in the morning aroused his
wife and told her he was dying.
It was too late
to render him any assistance, and he soon expired.

He was

wife and

his

attended

friends,

in his last

M.

.S.

hours by his

Nicholl and E. H.

Britton.

Mr. Glasier was
Electric club, and

member

of the Chicago
the city was a regular attendant at its meetings.
.-Ks
soon as the
sad news became known a special meeting of
the board of managers of the club was called,
and a committee was appointed to take such appropriate action in connection with the death as
might be deemed advisable.
The committee,
which consisted of Alex. Kempt, chairman, F.
E. Degenhardt, W. A. Kreidler, C. H. Cone and
Fred Del. and, was empowered to act for the
club.
At the request of Mrs. Glasier, the committee made all arrangements for the funeral
.services

on

a

when

in

F'riday.

Chicago City Telephone Service.
The fire and police electric system of Chicago
undergoing a general overhauling by City
Electrician Barrett.
This system forms quite
an extensive electric plant, and includes telephone, telegraph and signal service for the
police and fire departments.
.\
large amount
of wire is being put in the conduits, and the system will be materially extended.
is

El.ErTUl'-AL

Gas and

Kl

pents writhing and winding their way to the top
of the column is most realistic, and the shaft
itself has the appearance of a block of scintilThe lighting of the festoons is
lating marble.
similarly controlled.

A separate dynamo has been set up in an adjoining boilding for the purpose of supplying
Provision has, however,
current to the tower.
been made to supply current, if necessary, from
the street system of the Kdison Illuminating
company, and for this purpose a change switch
of ample capacity has been provided, so that by
moving a lever the lamps of the tower and festoons may be thrown at any moment from the
2-wire to the 3-wire system.
In the base of the tower is a bank of lamps
which act as a resistance for operating a 50 ampere arc light. This lamp is to be used specially
for throwing kaleidoscopic effects on the ceil-

ments on exhibition

in

the

main

hall.

Promi-

nent among these is a miniature central station,
The current
run on the three-wire system.
operates a two horse power motor belted to two
small dynamo.s, which supply clusters of incandescent lamps. The working of the central station is illustrated in every detail, the plant including switchboard, feeders, junction box and
mains, with service attached.
A very picturescjue reminiscence of an historical incident is afforded by a life-size figure
of Benjamin Franklin, with the traditional kite,
drawing lightning from the clouds by means of a
This figure stands at the entrance
key. Fig. 2.
of the hall in a setting of palms, and surrounded
as it is by the remarkable inventioiis which have
followed its wake, is full of suggestiveness.
,\n cxtensi\e electric line

is

proposed for Vancouver, B. C.

Electric Light.

In the oflicial report of the Ohio tlas association's annual
meeting, it appears that much interest was manifested in
these papers ocail papers on electrical subjects, and that
The
cupied a large part of the attention of the members.
W. [iowers of Hillsboro
first paper read was by tleorge
on "Combination of Gas and Electric Lighting in a Small
Town." Mis experience leads him to very favorable conclusions regarding the advisability of combining these in"Now. as to the future:
In conclusion he said;
terests.
are here and in good shape, with anticipations that our
community will take hold of incandescent lighting, to no
disadvantage to our private gas consumption: as it is
known the country over that where one place of business is
well lighted the next door neighbor must have a belter
light, either with gas or electricity, and thus we hope to
increase either one or the other of our modes of lighting.
In regard to the people of smaller towns, it generally takes
some time to get them interested in any matter of this
kind; but we intend to treat them liberally, and hope by
next year to give a successful account of a paying investment of the arc and incandescent addition to gas which
makes a success nf "Combination of Gas and Electricity in
"

We

a Small Town.'
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Electrical Scenic Effects at the Chicago

Auditorium.

Many

of those wlio witnessed tlie performance
Chicago Auditorium during the season
grand opera, wondered at the brilliant
of
and startling scenic effects. Of the great maat the

ferring to the cuts it will be seen that the in
strument contains an arc lamp and there is attached to it, as shown, a circular shaped case or
box A. The arc lamp, it may be mentioned, is
hand-regulated and is supplied with current
from the incandescent plant in the building.

who felt a curiosity as to
the manner in which these effects were produced,
there were doubtless few who realized how
many were the result of the skillful use of the
electric current, and how simple was the apparaThe following description of
tus employed.
the devices was obtained through the courtesy
of Milward Adams, manager of the Auditorium:
Most of the electrical effects, with the e.xcep-

jority of the spectators

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EFFECTS AT
AUDITORIUM.

FIG, 4.

face of thin porcelain or a similar translucent
substance behind which are arranged, as shown,
six incandescent
lamps.
Three globes are
colored red, and three are of frosted glass.
They are arranged alternately. By the manipulation of a resistance box any desired intensity
of light may be secured, in either or both sets of
lamps.
For instance, the full moon as it rises
above the horizon has a reddish glow which
gradually changes to a silvery hue as it approaches
the zenith. This effect is produced by manipulating the resistance so as gradually to lower the
red lamps and brighten the white.
The six
lamps, shown in Fig. 5, are mounted on a cen-

THE CHICAGO

A contains a circular glass plate which
can be revolved by means of a small handle at
H. Upon this plate are miniature representations of the lightning flash
in other words,
there are on the plate a number of flashes, each
This construcso to speak, of a different type.
tion is represented in Fig. 3, which shows the
case and plate carrying the slides. These slides,
each representing a flash, might be described as
photographic "positives," in that, when one is
held between the eye and the light, the, line of
the flash appears as clear glass while the surrounding surface is opaque. When a slide is revolved by
means of the handle //into position in the instrument, that one particular flash may be projected
upon the canvas. In order that the representation
may be instantaneous and at the same time that
The box

—

FIG. 3.

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EFFECTS AT THE CHICAGO
AUDITORIUM.

tion of those obtained through the use of the ordinary incandescent lamp, were produced by the
manipulation of apparatus manufactured in

Dresden by

Hugg Bahr and

imported especially

With the asfor use in Chicago's great theater.
sistance of the accompanying diagrams from
which all unnecessary details have been eliminated, little difficulty will be found in understanding the action of the simple mechanism.

how

great a variety of effects
can be obtained by the skillful manipulation of
On acthe electrically lighted stereopticon.
count of the great breadth of the Auditorium
stage a most realistic effect can be secured in
the representation of the sky and sea.
Lightning effects, storm and other cloud effects of almost infinite variety, waves and ripples on the
water, and even the conventional representation
all these and many addiof a dream or vision
tional brilliant effects can be conveniently produced by the aid of the electric light and stereIt is

surprising

—

r£Sfc/j//ckc;mciA/

6.

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EFFECTS AT THE CHICAGO
AUDITORIUM.

socket which is carried by the base board at
the back, which is covered around the lamps
by a rough coating of tin foil.
The resistance
box is small enough to be carried about, and is
fitted with a reel from
which the conducting
wires are paid out to the lamps in the moon.
Where a moon of unusual brightness is desired
a face similar. to C, Fig. 5, is used in combination with an arc lamp and a parabolic reflector.
A curious piece of apparatus is represented
in Fig. 7,
It would be difficult to imagine the
use of this device from its appearance.
As represented in the cut it is considerably smaller
tral

c^

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EEFECTS AT THE CHICAGO
AUDITORIUM.

FIG. 5.

may have a quivering or vibratory effect
characteristic of lightning,it is necessary
to bring into service another attachment. This is
represented in Figs, i and 2 at M, and is simply
a disk, with three openings of different sizes,
which is hung in front of the lenses. When it is
desired.to throw the flash, the operator gives the
disk a twirl and catches it after one revolution. By
this movement a flash is produced which disappears in an instant. The disk J/ is of course only
In
required in the production of lightning.
producing cloud effects a case or bcs. Fig.
4, similar to box .4, is attached to the stereopticon.
The opening, R, is of course in
line with the arc light and lenses of the instrument. The glass disk or plate in this box carBy revolving
ries the several cloud "slides,"
this disk, therefore, and manipulating the tinted
slide 5, not only can clouds be projected, but
these at the same time may be made to vary in
the flash

which

is

appearance,

changing

both

form

and

color.

The appearance of rippling water is secured in
much the same manner. The case then con-

FIG.

I.

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EFFECTS AT THE CHICAGO
AUDITORIUM.

is nothing more or less
than an
improved magic lantern.
In Figs. I and 2 the stereopticon is represented as it appears when arranged to throw a
lightning flash upon the sky background.
Re-

opticon, which

tains three slides, all of which are in line with
Each of these slides is painted
the lenses.
with undulating black lines, and is moved past
at the same time and at a
the opening
Where
different rate of speed from the others.
moonlight on the sea is represented, this ripple

R

effect

is

most

The device

striking.

for representing the

moon

is

shown

It is a most simple apparatus.
in Figs. 5 and 6.
It consists of a
Its diameter is about 24 inches,

ELECTRICAL SCENIC EFFECTS AT THE CHICAGO
AUDITORIUM.

than in reality. By its use the fire-fly effect is
Quite a number of these devices are
produced.
located in various positions among the trees,in the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Each device represents one fire-fly
foliage, etc.
and is connected by small copper wires, with
what might be described as a commutator. By
moving an arm over the contact blocks of the
commutator, the operator can at will cause the
"bug" to flash. The action of the device may
be understood after a glance at the cut.
the current passes through the two
carbon points it energizes the electro-magnet.
This immediately pulls down the armature and
In workbreaks the arc between the carbons.
easily

The moment

April 19, i8go

position the arm is forced between two straps of
brass, giving a large surface contact on both

The

spring at the back holds
the arm away from the contacts when the switch
is opened, so that there is no danger of an acThe switch is placed on the
cidental contact.
market by the Central Electric company of Chicago.
sides of the arm.

Victory for Saginaw Electric Road.
Street Railway company of Sagi-

The Union

It is expected that many contests will
$25, J. P. Bradt,
be arranged within a short lime, as the city cracks" will
not rest content until they have another opportunity to try
The latter, after performing
their skill against Pollock,
his phenomenal feat, returned to his railroad office, and
continued at his post.
'

Electric Blower.

The

cut which is presented herewith gives a
view of a C. & C. electric blower, which is in use
on the United States cruiser Baltimore. The
blower discharges 1,425 cubic feet of air per

Mich., has just secured an important
victory in an injunction proceeding brought by
two property owners who opposed the operation
of an electric road in front of their property.
In addition to the usual claims that the system
would be dangerous to life and property, and
that the city officials had no right to grant the
company permission to substitute electricity for
horses in the operation of its lines, the complainants raised this point:

naw,

Whether in the event the railway shall be found authorized to nial<e use of electricity as a motive power, its occupancy of the street for the laying of its tracks, setting up
poles, stretching of its wires and operation of its cars,
foreign to the uses to which the public thoroughfare may
be properly subjected by the municipal authorities without
the consent of or compensation to the owners of adjacent
its
is

property.

The
stract

We

\esj-tfipl
FIG.

7.
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ELECTKICAI. SCENIC EFFECTS AT

THE CHICAGO

AIDITORIUM.

ing the

necessary to use resistance
order to secure a proper adjust-

fire-flies it is

in circuit in

ment.
In addition to the effects obtained by the use
of the apparatus described, a number of others
may be worked out by the skillful electrician in
For example, where it is desired to
charge.
produce, without a distinct and marked flash,
that peculiar quivering glow which is characteristic of the so-called heat lightning, the electrician draws an arc or flash by making and
breaking contact between, preferably, an old
rasp or file and a heavy copper wire connected
in circuit with the necessary resistance.
In the opera of "Faust," Mephistopheles
draws, with the point of his sword, a circle of
The manner in which this effect is profire.
duced will suggest itself: Sets of thin metal plate
are attached to the floor and represent 4- and
terminals on the incandescent circuit. A metallic
connection is made from the soles of the actor's
By standing on one set the
shoes to his sword.
circle of flame can be drawn by the movement
of the sword point across the other set.
For information as to these details the Wkst-

—

ERN Ei.vxTRiciAN

is

indebted to

J. J.

Fanning,

electrician of the Auditorium.

Single Contact Switch,
The accompanying cut illustrates a simple
switch that can be used when a single contact is

SINCLF,

COM ACT

SWITCH.

needed, but where the necessities of the case do
The
not justify the use of an expensive device.
In this
dotted lines show the switch closed.

was decided April 11, when the
was dismissed. The accompanying abfrom the opinion filed with the decision:

case

petition
is

by an amendment to the train
railway act, contemplated and authorized street railways
then existing to use steam, animal or other motive power,
if municipal authority should sanction its use.
The legislature may no' have heard of electricity as a motive power,
but they evidently contemplated that other motive power
than steam or animals might come into use.
It is contended by complainant's counsel that only animal power
was intended. We cannot agree with this construction. It
is not pretended that the railway can be put to any use,
either under its incorporation or under the grant of the
common council other than the transportation of passengers
within the limits of the street.
It is essentially for all purposes the street railway to which we have been accustomed
ever since the passage of the act of incorporation in 1867,
except that electricity instead of animals is to be used as a
The grant made by the common council
motive power.
of the city of Saginaw is full and explicit upon the use of
the electric system by this railway defendant, and includes
by specific enumeration the right to set poles, stretch wires
and maintain the other fixtures requisite to the operation
of its road, and we are therefore of the opinion that so far
as the right to make use of the motive power of electricity
is concerned, the question cannot be raised.
find the legislature,

Judges Gage and Edget reviewed the case
and prepared the opinion. L. T. and C. A.
Durand were attorneys for the electric road, and
AVisner & Draper counsel.

Fast Telegraphing Tournament.
r'ast Telegraphing Tournament at New \'ork

The

ELECTRIC KLOWEK.

Fastened to the ceiling of the dynamo
room it completely changes the air of the room,
it is claimed, once every two minutes, discharging
The entire
it at a distant point through a pipe.
machine is compact, and it takes up no space
that could be used for anything else; it does its
work so noiselessly, it is stated, that a person
standing near cannot tell without the closest obThe
servation whether it is running or not.
blower is manufactured by the C. & C. Electric
Motor company, New York.
minute.

New Telephone

Toll-Box.

In a recent issue of the Western Electrician there was presented an illustrated description of an automatic telephone toll-collector,
which had been applied to a number of tele-

last

week was an interesting contest, and was watched by many
prominent men who began life at the key and advanced to
more responsible positions. The first number on the programme was the lady's contest. The best score was made
by Miss l-Cittie B Stephenson of the Western Union company of New York, who made the creditable record of 217
words, 2,436 ticks, in five minutes, and secured as her reward S50. A number of special prizes were also handed
this lady.
Miss T. V. Freschel was awarded the United
Press prize of $25 for the best sending, speed and quality
This prize was duplicated by John J.
both considered.
Sabine, an old timer at 'P'risco. who had sent on a check
for 1^2:^ to accompany the U. P.'s award.
In the Old
Timers' class "Patsy" Ayres took first money, $50, and
also the special $25 for best sending.
The second prize of
I40 was awarded I-'red Catlin. In the free-for-all there
were 14 entries, and as many of the lastest senders in the
country were included in the number, it was expected that
a man of some reputation would be the winner.
To the
surprise of all, a "countryman" named B. R. Pollock, who

had come over from Connecticut without any flourish of
trumpets, scored 25S words. The old timers were astounded
and declared that Pollock didn't send good Morse. One
of the judges was absent during this exhibition, and the
other four were not of one mind, so it was decided to have
another trial in which Catlin, Soloson. Pollock and Gibson
alone should compete.
"The time of Catlin and Soloson,"
they said, "was phenomenal, and that of Pollock ahead of
ail records,
but the manipulation has been imperfect."
Pollock was the first one to renew the trial, and he even
surpassed his first attempt, sending 260 words in five minutes, two more than his previous recorti.
The "cracks"
could say nothing more, and they looked on despairingly
while one by one Pollock's competitors failed to surpass or
even e(|ual his truly remarkable record.
The judges delayed the decision until nearly i o'clock next morning, but
then they finally decided that Pollock would have to be
recognized even if he were a countryman, and gave him
lirst prize.
The second prize went to Mr. (iibson and the
third to F. J, Kihm.
W. L. Waugh took the United
Press prize for best sending in this class.
In class B, F.
L. Catlin sent 251
time, the best on

words and

I
character in the specified
record, saving Pollock's.
The prizes
went: First, .^85, V. L. Catlin; second, $65, W. L. Waugh;
third, $30, Frank English; special prize for best sending.

>EW

TEI.EIHONE TOLL-HOX.

Where this device is in
in Chicago.
service, those who wish to use the telephone
have first, to drop a dime in the slot, and then
which covers the mouthpiece of
lift a shutter
phones

In the apparatus here dethe transmitter.
scribed, the coin which is dropped into the slot
serves to form a portion of the circuit to the reThe details of the appaceiving instrument.
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ratus will be understood b)' reference to the cut.
The toll-box complete is shown to the left. A
side view of the rigging at the telephone suspension-hook is presented in the upper left-hand
corner
The lettered parts in the box are as
/Tis a chute which depends from the
follows;
Just
slot opening through the top of the box.
below the lower end of the chute is fixed an inThis is of metal, and is inclined rest or stop.
To the outer side of
dicated by the dotted line.

stop is attached the coin guardNear the stop is arranged the short
plate P.
end of the lever L. This lever is pivoted at F,
and extends through the box connecting, as
shown, with the rod R. The rigging at the
upper end of rod R, as was before stated, is rep-

the inclined

suspended, and had also taken precautions to
have the tickers removed from the floor. This
did not have the desired effect and the managers began to impose restrictions which it is
asserted they have no legal authority to enforce.
If a member disobeys the rules framed by the
managers he is liable to suspension, and as there
is no redress under the present system li organization the members are coerced into obedience.
It is evident, however, that a submissive policy
is not contemplated by many of the members.
One of the regulations the board adopted last
week was the ordering of the doors locked, with
the exception of one which was closely guarded,
to prevent messenger boys from carrying quotations to brokers' offices.
This resulted in arousing the indignation of a wealthy member who
broke the huge plate glass in one the doors and
then unfastened it. The managers have ordered
the telephones in the offices of the building cut
This
out during the board's hours of business.
of course they cannot enforce if the members desire to rebel.
It is probable an attempt will be
made to discontinue private wires, but this will
have the effect of provoking an immediate war
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automatically, and the load at the other
end of the cable remains suspended wherever it
happens to be. The motor of the hoist shown
in Fig. I, has a capacity of about four horse
power and is built to revolve in one direction at
a speed of 1,200 revolutions per minute. Movable
cranes constructed in the same general way
have been built by M. Guyenet for transferring
goods in warehouses and for work on the docks.
Fig. 2 shows the hoist as ordinarily used in a
warehouse, that is, located on heavy beams at
itself

the top of the building.
In this case the ropes
are used for controlling the operation of
the hoist.
As in the previous case the brake is
applied automatically.
Fig. 3 shows an application of a machine of this kind used in warehouses for piling up sacks. In this case a
counter-balance is used. The general operation
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between the managers and many of the most influential members of the board, and the managers hesitate about provoking this rupture. On
the whole, the high handed policy adopted by
the board has done much to provoke resentment
on the part of the members, and it is possible that
they

may

overtax the members with restrictions.

French Electric Hoists.
the Paris exposition a number of electric
hoists were exhibited by M. Guyenet.
general idea of the method of operating the several
kinds of hoists may be gained by an inspection
of Fig. I.
In this case the iron base of the machine rests upon four wheels so that the apparatus may be easily moved along the track. The
motor which is of the Gramme type is supported
upon a frame pivoted at the base of the machine
as shown in the cut.
The main shaft of the
hoist carries a drum on which the two lifting
cables are wound.
One cable uncoils as the
other is wound.
This shaft is also provided at
each end with a large friction wheel. These
two wheels are cast, as indicated in the illustration, each with what might be described as a

At

A

FIG.

2.

FRENCH ELECTRIC HOISTS.

resented more clearly in the side view in the
upper left-hand corner of the illustration.
The operation of the device is as follows: It
will be understood that the toll-box is interposed
in the length of the flexible cord leading from
t'tie telephone-box to the receiver.
This double
cord from the telephone-box comes in one side
of the toll-box, is connected, as shown, and goes
out the other side of the case to the receiving
telephone.
Now when the receiver is taken off
the suspension-hook and the outer end of lever
rises, as shown by dotted lines, the lever arm
L also rises in response to the spiral spring T,
and the inner end of lever L is thrown down
toward the coin-rest. The instrument is now in
condition for operation, except that the circuit
of the receiver is broken. This is closed by dropping a coin or its equivalent in the slot. This
coin C descending the chute, falls upon the inclined rest, and is prevented from falling out-

FRENCH ELECTRIC HOISTS.

motor and lifting mechanism is the same
as in the two previous cases.
For the illustrations of these hoists we are indebted to the Rn'iie Internationale ie V Electricite.
of the

Rochester's Electric Railway System.
The Rochester, N. Y., Electric Railway company is
pushing its worlc of construction rapidly. It has asked the
Brush, Rochester and Edison companies to furnish estimates for supplying power. Messrs. McTighe, Barry and
Brown are tlie experts for the road. Spealcing of the improvements during the year, the retiring mayor of the city
said in his last official communication to the common coun"The greatest achievement of the year, however, is
cil;
the agreement obtained by the city from the Rochester
City & Brighton Railroad company, as a consideration for

M

wardly by the^uard-plate P, and is prevented
from dropping down by the inner end of lever

The coin in this position establishes connection between the broken ends of the receiver
cord and brings the telephone into operative
When the receiver is hung up after
condition.
use, the descent of the suspension-hook forces
down arm yJ/ and lever Z, and the inner end of
the latter in rising releases the coin, dropping it
into the box and breaking connection again between the sections of the receiver circuit.
It may sometimes happen that after a customer has deposited his coin he may not be able
to get the use of the line on account of its ocIn that case,
cupation by another subscriber.
the customer reports the fact to the owner of the
office or store, and the latter is enabled to give
his customer the use of the line by a private
shunt circuit and switch without depositing
any further pay. For this purpose two wires
extend, respectively, from the coin-rest and the
lever-plate to a switch S, located at a distance,
or out of the observation of the customer, and
the proprietor, by closing this switch, can at will
close the receiver circuit independently of the
deposit of a coin.
This device is the invention of H. L. Cassard
of Baltimore, Md.
L.

Chicago's Quotations.
between the Chicago Board of
Trade and the bucket shops continued last week,
and the latter managed to secure quotations
despite the utmost vigilance of the board of managers. These gentlemen had ordered quotations

The

fight

ELECTRIC HOISTS,

groove at the inner side of the rim. The motor
spindle carries two friction rollers, one at each
end, and these revolve within the grooves in

The lever and rigging at the
the large wheels.
side operate to swing the motor on its pivot at
the base, throw the rollers against either one
side or the other of the groove, and at the same
time unlock a wedge brake. Thus by pressing
the lever in one direction or the other the large
friction wheel and the drum is revolved to the
right or left, as the case may be, and one lifting
When
cable rises as far as the other descends.
the pressure on the lever ceases, the brake locks

the granting of a franchise to that corporation for the
change of motive power from that now in use to the proIn pursuance of that
pulsion of its cars by electricity
agreement the tracks of the company will be e.\tended and
multiplied, the bob-tail vehicle superseded by cars of comfortable proportions in charge of conductors, which cars
will traverse, by rapid transit, the principal streets from the
business centers to the furthermost limits of the city. By
means of that franchise and the conditions under which
the grant was made, people living in the outskirts will be
enabled to go to and from their places of business with no
appreciable loss of time and without the payment of several
The outlying property of
fares for one continuous ride.

be greatly enhanced in value, and the benefits
and other ways will
dare say, even your present sanguineexpectations."

citizens will

which

will accrue to the people in this

exceed, I

;
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would furnish the world with all the rubThis item of news will be
ber which it needed.
unpleasant reading for the organizers of the rubber trust.
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The plan for utilizing the power of the Mississippi river at Minneapolis for the generation of
much has been

It ha.s
recently, has been abandoned.
been found that the use of water power would
involve so large expense that its utilization

written

would not be economical.

The

.\. Glasier of Chicago, which
another column, occasioned
genuine sorrow in electrical circles in Chicago.
Mr. Glasier was widely known in the elec,'\1highly esteemed.
trical world and was
ways courteous and kindly.he possessed hosts of
is

death of H.

announced

friends in

The

all

means.

The

high handed policy adopted by the Board
of Chicago in its fight against the
bucket shops has provoked considerable unfavorable comment. The last action of the managers
was to order a discontinuance of the use of telephones in offices of the building during the
This is
hours when the board is in operation.
intended as a check on the members who have
been furnishing quotations to the outside
brokers.
.\ proposition has been made to discontinue the private wires of members, but
should an effort be made to enforce this it is
prophesied that it undoubtedly would lead to an
open declaration of hostilities by many of the
most influential members who have heretofore
quietly submitted to the severe restrictions
already imposed.
of

Trade

The news

has been received that the opera-

which have been
run in Brussels for the last four years is to be
discontinued May i. The company which has
operated the cars states that it has come to the
conclusion that the system was not economical.
The company has been severely criticized by
the Brussels press, which asserts that there was
no necessity for abandoning the system. The
conditions under which the cars were operated
were particularly unfavorable. The capacity of
the cars was small, and the gradients on the line
were by no means easy. Moreover, although
only three cars were provided, the station was
arranged with machinery sufficient for working
eight cars, and this in itself was a disadvantage,
since the general expenses of eight cars would
be about the same as when only three were emtion of the storage battery cars

••«.

of which so

this

The average theater-goer in Chicago would
doubtless be surprised to learn the extent to
which electricity is used in producing scenic
That electricity is a
effects at the Auditorium.
wonderful agent all are willing to admit, but
a complexity of apparatus is usually associated
In producing various brilwith its application.
liant effects, however, in Chicago's great theater,
the apparatus employed is extremely simple. In
an illustrated article, presented elsewhere in this
issue, a number uf the devices are described.
Those of our readers who have not made a
study of the subject will, in all probability, be
surprised at the great variety of effects vhich
may be produced by a single device.

li^^ zzj

Correspondence
The Electric Light

scheme

charge by

inal
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Primary Batter>'
International Exhibition at

electricity, a

In several of the recent papers predicting the
use of electric motors in general railway work,
it has been
stated that an economy could be
effected at certain times when the motors could
be employed as generators, and thus give back
power to the line. The subject was referred to
in a recent Boston letter, which gave the results
On a storage battery
of p.-actical experiments.
line it was found practicable to use the motors
as generators when the cars were descending
It was
hills, and in this way to charge the cells.
stated that lo per cent, was added to the orig-

in

parts of the country.

development in the line of a nickelmachine is a telephone toll-collector.
This device can be applied to any ordinary telenovel feature consists in an
Its
phone set.
arrangement of parts so that the circuit to the
receiver is completed through the coin itself.
.•\s this is the simplest and- most ingenious machine of the kind which has yet been brought to
latest

in-the-slot

our notice, a full description of the details
given in another column.

is

Stanley, the explorer, according to a cablegram, was induced by a reporter at Brindisi to
make a statement which he declared he had intended to save for publication in his book. The
.Aruwhimi forest, he remarked, which belongs to
the Congo Free State, was enormously richer in
everything, especially in rubber trees, than the
Amazon forests. This section of .\frica, he de-

ployed.

The

construction of extensive systems of railBoston, St. l.ouis, Minneapolis and St.
Paul, Milwaukee and other cities, has awakened
general interest, and it is suggested that the
cross town lines of Chicago might be operated
The opposition
to advantage in the same way.
to aerial wires in the down town districts would
make it impracticable to operate by electricity
through the principal business streets by the overhead system, but there is no apparent reason why
overhead systems could not be operated on
Twenty-sixth, Thirty-first, Thirty-ninth
and
These
Forty-third streets on the South Side.
lines are not at great distances from the several
cable power houses, so that power would be

ways

in

It is (juestionable, however, whether
would be profitable to the companies to substitute electric motors for horses on the cross
town lines mentioned, inasmuch as few cars are
operated, and their trips are few and far between.

available.
it

The question whether the tractive power of
an electric locomotive is increased by passing

April 19, 1890

the current between the car wheel and rail, is
one which has awakened considerable interest.

be remembered that Leo Daft performed
of experiments in connection with his
work on the elevated roads in New York, which
appeared to substantiate the theory that the adIt will

a

number

coefficient
was materially increased.
recent experiments by others, however,
fail to sustain this view.
Indeed, in a recent account of experiments performed with a car on
the Brooklyn & Jamaica F^lectric railway, it was
asserted that the difference of adhesion caused
by the passage of the current, if any, was hardly
worth considering.
Undoubtedly this peculiar
effect, if existent to any considerable extent,
would have a most important bearing in a number of the problems involved in an application
of the electric system to a steam railroad.
In

hesion

More

article in another column, entitled "The
Problem of Substituting Electricity for Steam,"
we are brought face to face with a few difficulties relative to the
point above referred to,
which will have to be provided for. Attention
is called to the
fact that, after all, there have
been no tests, as far as is known, which may be

an

referred to as conclusive evidence that the gain
from this peculiar effect will be sufficiently
great to compensate for the necessary relative
lightness of the electric locomotive due to the
absence of a boiler and furnace. The importance of weight on the drivers, so fully realized
and appreciated by designers of steam locomotives, is dwelt upon, and the writer concludes
that electrical engineers will have to give a
thoroughly practical demonstration of the correctness of their assumptions before con.servative steam railroad men will consent to a consideration of the abandonment of the present
ideal unit power system.

The dispatches keep us informed of the fact
that "preparations for the execution of Kemmler
by means of electricity are progressing," at Auburn prison. AVhat is being done by way of
preparation it is hard to conjecture, inasmuch as
all the death-dealing apparatus was completed

and connected up some weeks ago.

now maintain

The

offi-

a mysterious silence in regard to the nature of these preliminaries. It is
understood, however, that the "preparations"
consist in the frequent consultations of authorities in regard to the admission of witnesses to
the execution.
The greatest pressure has been
brought to bear upon the ofticials, yet by law
they are compelled to limit the attendance.
It
is now stated that the .•Vuburn officials have determined that representatives of the press shall
have an opportunity to witness the execution.
Reporters of two press associations are to be admitted, but if they publish any account of the
execution they must violate that provision of the
law which states that no mention of an execution, beyond the mere statement that it took
place, shall be printed by any paper. Of course,
it is well understood that reporters, if admitted
at all, will be allowed the privilege for the simple
purpose of writing details. To give them an
opportunity to witness an execution, as the officials propose to do, and then say if they publish
any details they do so at their own peril, seems
very much like aiding and abetting persons to do
an unlawful act. It is interesting in this connection to notice that the Iowa assembly recently
repudiated a bill providing for electrical executions.
The legislators determined to await the
result of the experiment in New York state before committing the state to the same uncertain
method of inflicting the death penalty.
In regard to the admission of press representatives, the New York Sia: says: "If the people
of this state really believed that the existing
statute would prevent them from learning iiow
the new system of electrical execution works, the
popular demand for its repeal would be such
that the legislature would change the law within
a week.
As it i.s, however, we already find the
state authorities who are to supervise the final
execution, adopting a course which is admirably
calculated to render utterly ineffectual the provision against any disclosure of the details through
the press.
It is not pleasant to see officers thus
assist in the evasion of a statute, even though it
may eventually be held to be unconstitutional.
The right way is to strike the law from the statute book forthwith."
cials
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New English Dynamo.
accompanying cut represents a dynamo
built by Ciiarlesworlh, Hall & Co. of Oldiiam,
England. This machine was designed especially
As will be nofor service with a gas engine.
Tlie

ticed from the cut the dynamo is constructed
most substantially, and the bed-plate has been
extended to support the extra weight of a fly
wheel, which is thirty inches in diameter and

weighs about si.x hundred pounds. This wheel
is strengthened by a wrought iron hoop which
The main shaft of the mais shrunk around it.

225

in 1847 the two men entered into partnership, and laid the
foundation of the electrical works which at the present day
give employment to thousands of workmen both at Berlin
and Charlottenburg, and at several branch establishments.
Herr Halske left the firm in 1867. and since then has been
an active member of the municipality of Berlin.

Electric Light Asserting Its Superiority

Over Gas.
Among

the papers read at the Ohio Convention of Gas
companies at Toledo, was an interesting address by Charles
R. Faber, Ir.. superintendent of the Gas Light & Coke
company of that city. He called attention to the rapid
increase in the electric lighting business and said the gas

one inch

to three inches wide, coupled together
with steel rods. These rods work in horizontal
sockets running parallel with the rod, making
the link a perfect hinge. The wire used in these
links ranges from No. 8 to No. 12, giving the
desired strength, and the belt is capable of being
run perpendicularly, horizontally and twisted,
quarter, half or three-quarter turn.
Belts in all
these positions may be seen in operation in the
factory.
No trouble is experienced in extending or shortening a belt according to the requirements incidental to shifting machinery.
The manufacturers say that their experience
and that of their patrons warrant them in saying
that this belt is not affected by heat, and that
no trouble is experienced when it is run out of
doors.
It may be galvanized for this work or
may be plated with nickel, brass or copper.

The Problem

of Substituting Electricity

for Steam.
By Pr.actique.

Of

NEW ENGLISH DYNAMO.
chine

is

of hard steel,

and

is

two inches

eter in the bearings at the pulley end,

inches at the other end.

diamand J-s

in

The bearings

i

are of

aluminium bronze, each eight inches long. The
pulley is thirteen inches in diameter, and carries
an eight- inch belt. While there appears to be
little that is novel in the electrical portion of
the dynamo, a few of the more important details are given as follows:
The magnet cores
are of soft charcoal iron.
The pole pieces are
in one forging with the magnet cores.
The
armature frame is of aluminium brass. The
core, which is twelve inches in diameter, is
built up of soft charcoal iron disks, and has an
area of 40.5 square inches.
The commutator
has eight}" segments of hard drawn copper, and
is insulated entirely with mica.
The armature
is wound with 200 convolutions of wire, No. 8
B. W. G., and has a resistance of .045 ohm.
The magnet is shunt wound in that type of machine, which is used for charging accumulators,
and has a total resistance of 31.6 ohm^. When
supplying lamps the normal load is 150 amperes
and 100 volts at 670 revolutions per minute.

companies should not be content to stand still and see
their rivals push ahead of them, and show a very large increase of lighting business in the same territory the gas
companies have so long occupied. He concluded his remarks with the following pertinent questions: "If electric
light companies offer a light that answers the purpose
better than gas, then we must look for another market for
our product. If, to secure business, they make generous
concessions to very large consumers of light, then, if we
can afford to do so, we also should be prepared to make
concessions and secure the business.
If a large and
profitable increase of business is not to be secured to us in
the field of lighting, then is not the fuel and power field
the one for us to occupy? And is not the present the time
for us to make the necessary move to secure the same ?"
like

Wire Link

interesting installation of wire link belt
can be seen at the factory of George Kelly
Chicago.
Co., manufacturers of wire goods,
On the third floor of the building long lines of
shafting have been put up and here the advantages of the wire link belt are demonstrated.
All sizes of this belt can be seen in actual operation at the factory, and it is used for almost

&

every conceivable purpose and

From

Death of Johann Georg Halske.
The death is recorded at Berlin of Herr Johann Georg
Halske, the co-founder and for many years partner of the

the

the former, was able to work out his first inventions in telegraphy so as to bring them before the public.

skill of

in

every manner.

accompanying cut a general idea

of

It
the appearance of the belt can be gained.
shows an Eddy motor, belted up as it is in the
factory.
The firm utilizes electricity in many

NEW
well-known firm of Siemens & Halske. He was born at
Hamburg on July 30, 1014, and went to Berlin, where he
Soon after he made
set up an engineers' shop in 1S44.
the acquaintance of Werner Siemens, and it was in Halske's
workshop that Werner Siemens, assisted by the mechanical

Belt.

An

ways

in its factory,

electrical work.

The

it an opportucan be used in
advantages claimed by the

this gives

link belt

makers

for this wire link belting are, durability,
It
is formed of
and economy.
flexibility,

spiral

wire

links,

number

of articles have appeared in

—
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LINK BELT.

and

show how a wire

nity to

late a

the electrical journals on the subject of the application of electricity to general railway work.
There seems to be a concensus of opinion
among authorities that the electric motor as a
train mover will ultimately supersede the steam
engine.
As a consequence there has arisen considerable discussion as to the more important
details of a large and extended system.
From
data obtained through experience with the more
successful of American street railways, our
best-informed electrical engineers have been enabled to map out what, in all probability, will be
the railway of the future.
It is generally conceded that the "station-along-the-route system"
is the one which seems the most feasible and
practicable.
If, then, we may predict the adoption of such a system of electric motive power,
how may we look for the change to be effected
on roads already equipped with steam locomotives?
Up to the present time it has been a
question ijetween animal power and the electric
motor. The substitution of an electric system
of power transmission on an American steam
road means something more. The street railway
company builds its power station, strings an
overhead wire, equips each car with motors, and
goes ahead result, a large sale of horses with
but little loss, and satisfaction for all parties concerned.
The equipment of the steam road must
be considered from another point of view. Here
we find a system already ideal to the extent of
its operation with
units of power.
Each train
goes out equipped, if it may be so expressed,
with its own power station, fuel generator, motor
Advocates of the station-alongall in one.
the-route system, in considering the details of
the problem, find themselves confronted also
with a number of difficulties of a mechanical
nature.
These will all have to be surmounted.
The question is raised as to the tractive power
of the electric locomotive.
It is hardly to be
supposed that electric motors will ever be generally applied to the axles of the cars on a
steam road. The tendency even at the present
time on the street railway is in the direction of
an equipment with electric locomotives in prefIf such is
erence to motors beneath each car.

which are made

flat,

from

—
—

be the practice and it seems reasonable to
suppose that it will must not the relative lightness of an electric locomotive as compared with
the steam locomotive be taken into consideration?
Much has been written and said concerning an increased tractive power caused by the
to
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passage of the current between the car-wheel
rail.
Experiments have been made which,
15ut all exit is claimed, establish this as a fact.
perimenters have not agreed on this point, and
besides it is a question whether in actual service
and under all conditions the gain would be considerable, even were we not to take into account
the lessening of tractive power from the inher-

and

Si..ce
ent lightness of the electric locomotive.
the introduction of electricity on our street railways, a great deal of information has been volunteered as to this peculiar effect of the current.
it would be well, however, in our enthusiastic
willingness to believe all that is good and nothing that is bad concerning the electric system,
are prone to forget,
to remember one fact.
or rather to overlook, the fact that in most of
the practical tests which were made, and from
which we are led to believe in the effect above
referred to, the motor was beneath the car.
Without any wish to controvert the advantages
claimed to be due to an effect produced by the
passage of the current between wheel and rail,
we can but admit that the very circumstances
which are quoted, relative to the effect, may in
most cases, in all consistency, be brought up as
theory
that tiie
proof of the
substantial
increased adhesion is due more to the additional
(Jne
load on the wheels than to the current.
glance at the steam locomotive slipping its
wheels while getting under way on a track well
sanded, can but bring us to a realization of the
The writer is fully
great importance of weight.
aware that experiments which appear to substantiate the theory of the effect above referred to,
have been made with an electric locomotive.
But even admitting all this one can but question
whether this increased adhesion can be made to
compensate for the weight of to make it the
least
a huge boiler and furnace. It is, perhaps,
unnecessary also to point out that on an extensive system the motors will necessarily be operated with currents at a high pressure but of small

We

—

—

(|uantity,

and for this reason our electrical tracwould be lessened. Besides this, who

tive effect

that, all things considered, the conditions
not be such that the rail-return will prove
an unsatisfactory element in the system ? Here
then, is another difficulty which must be met.
To be sure, an auxiliar)- dynamo worked in connection with the locomotive might be employed,
but, if we may be allowed to theorize, can we not
bring up the question as to what will be the
effect in the long run of the continuous passage
of a current of large volume between wheel and

can say

may

rail?

Steam

men

are conservative, to put it
therefore must be
mildly.
met and overcome, and the results clearly demonstrated before we may hope for any substanrailroad

These

tial

development

difficulties

in this field.

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
Thf department of public works, Chicago,

has
secured a lot on Indiana avenue and Fourteenth
street, which has been selected as a site for the
new South Side powerhouse for the city electric
light plant.
A brick building similar to those
erected on the North and West sides will be
constructed, and apparatus with a capacity of
800 arc lamps will be installed. The underground construction on the South side was completed early last fall, when it was intended to
put a station on the lake front, but the plans of
the city had to be altered, it will be remembered,
and hitherto the department found it impo.ssible
to secure a desirable site.
As soon as the station is erected connection will be made with the
butt at Jackson street, and the South side will
be illuminated by electricity.
It is proposed to organize a city lighting department under the joint supervision of the
In
street department and electric department.
this way it is thought better results will be attained, as the gas and oil lamps will then be
under the same authority as the electric lights.
The appropriations this year are bunched, and it
has not yet been decided how much of the
money can be set aside for electric construction.

The Oregon (III.) Electric Light company was organized
last week to furnish light, heat and power, capital stock.
$5,000; incorporators, F. G. Jones, P. E. Hastings and J.
C. Fesler.
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Storage Batteries.
the meeting of the Cliicaq;o Electric club, April 7. a
paper on "Siorajie Ilatterics to the Rescue" was presented
.\fter the reading of the paper a disby J. K. Pumpelly.
cussion took place, of which the following is an abstract:
Mr. Haiier said electric train lighting in his opinion
could not be sucfessful without the use of the storage battery.
He cited ihe case of the Pennsylvania rond, stating
.\t

Chicago in tiie evening engines
were changed eight times before thi- train reached New
York.
Unless storage batteries were used to bridge over
the time while the engines were changed, the train would
that after the Limited left

be

in

darkness.

Again

in another part of the line the train

the baggage car was attached to
the rear of the train.
In this case also, it would be impossible to continue the train lighting unless storage bat
teries were used.
What was true on the Pennsylvania road
was true of course of a number of other lines. That the
Pullman company believed in the storage batter}' was apparent, Mr. Jiauer said, from the fact that it had invested
In reply to a quesso many thousands of dollars in them.
tion, why electric train lighting on the Atchison, Topeka
abandoned, Mr. liauer said it
tS; Santa Fe road had been
was a well known fact that the batteries had sufTered from
Inasmuch as the batteries were not
lack of attention.
pioperly cared for, it was not surprising that they were
The fact
found to be unsatisfactory and were abandoned.
that the road had changed management had some bearing
w.as run reversed, that

on

its

abandonment

Is.

of eleciric lighting.

Mr. Degenhardt asked why the

C, M.

-V St. P.

had

dis-

continued the use of storage batteries.
Mr. Bauer said he was unable to give an accurate answer to this question, but he expected to be able to explain
the abandonment of the accumulators at the next meeting

had continued the use of the storage battery he did not
think this unpleasant change would have been necessary.
Mr. Bauer thought that the instructions of the engineers
on the Milwaukee road was to run the electric lights alt
night.
He thought that it might have been very likely in
the case of which Mr. Leonaril had spoken that an accident had happened which had made it impossible to continue lighting by electricity.
Such an accident was of
course liable to happen at any time.
He wished to state,
however, that the Slilwaukee road had not entirely abandoned the use of storage batteries.
In a train which ran
to Omaha the batteries were carried as before.
President Beach said that from a telephonic standpoint
he was extremely glad to hear that the storage battery was
becoming so successful.
The single trolley system which
the electric railways were using was extremely disastrous to
all the telephone companies.
They were suffering and
hoping that something would be done to mitigate their
troubles. Therefore, he and all persons interested in telephony \vere greatly concerned In all investigations which
might lead to the perfection of the storage battery for
street car work.

Primary Battery.
Each branch

of electrical science appears to
have a certain number of workers who believe

that the future has great things in store.
Now
that competition among manufacturers of dynamos and motors, has become so strong, a number of inventors are devoting themselves to
branches as yet undeveloped, and as a conse-

of the club.
Ale.x. Kempt said that he had had some experience with
storage batteries, and he had yet to see a storage battery
used whenever it was possible to use a dynamo.
Mr. Sperry said that he sympathized with the remarks
of Sir Wm. Thomson that the electrical engineer should be
nine-tenths mechanical engineer. As Mr. Kempt had said,
he had never known of an application of storage batteries
when it had been possible to obtain current direct from the
dynamo. The case of the C, M. & St. P. road which had
been referred to, was an illustralion in point. Mr. Sperry
spoke of the means adopted in Philadelphia of operating
This method, he
street cars by the steam storage system.
said, was not a practical success, but he could not see why
the steam storage system might not be employed to furnish steam when engines were changed, and thus the use of
the storage battery could be discontinued. It seemed to him
that with proper engineering it ought to be possible to discontinue the use of storage batteries in train lighting, and
to obtain a current directly from the generator.
Mr. Bauer stated that he had found that the average life
of the storage battery was about two years in train service.
Sometimes It was as long as three years. He had noticed
In the storthat it went to pieces all at once ordinarily.
age battery used for train lighting there was a certain defiA set was charged with from
nite charge and discharge.
The current was taken out at
five to twenty-five amperes.
battery used in that way
the same rate of discharge.
ought to last indefinitely, but the great trouble was found
He had noticed in some trains lighted by
with joltmg.
electricity that the plates were all forced in one direction
following the jolting motion of the car.
Prof. Badt said that it was pretty generally true that if
an invention had a market value there was something In it.
Capitalists had been putting large sums into accumu'ators
and had spent a considerable sum of money in defending
He questioned whether these
storage battery patents.
large sums of money would have been expended unless
there actually was something of real value in the storage
He was confident that there was a value in the
battery.
present storage battery, In spite of the fact that some present who had spoken thought it possible to get along withHe had seen batteries that had given perfect
out its use.
It was true, as Mr, Pumpelly had said, that
satisfaction.
there was a limit to tlie life of a storage battery, but he remembered with great distinctness that when he came to
this
country the dynamo was not characterized by
When he had had his first experience with
longevity.
alternating current dynamos, their life, he was inclined to
believe, did not much exceed foui weeks, but there had
been a steady improvement in the dynamo so that it was
now a thoroughly durable piece of machinery. The Incandescent lamp had a limited life, but no one considered the
lamp valueless because of that fact. In the case of the
storage battery it was not a question of life, but a question
If the battery could be so constructed that the
of cost.
item of manual labor would be small, when it was no
longer useful for work, a large percentage of the original
cost could be obtained fiom the materials of which it was
i le had known of storage batteries which had
constructed,
been used with excellent success both in Chicago, America
and Europe.
He thought that the great trouble with them
at the present time was to be found in the fact that it had
been impossible to find men who could be trusted with the
care of accumulators, but such efficient men woukl be obStorage batteries had frequently been
tained eventually.
put up improperly and had been improperly cared for, and
naturally enough they did not give satisfaction. The same
fact was true in the cafe of dynamos when they were first
built.
They were often put into places unfit for costly
machinery.
Then too, there were not at that time efficient
dynamo tenders. Prof. Badt prophesied that the time
would come when accumulators would be generally used for
the operation of street cars. The time of the horse-car was
passed and in the future the storage battery would furnish

A

the power.
S. S. Leonard stated that he had ridden on both the
Milwaukee and the Pennsylvania trains which were lighted
by electricity, and both were beautifully illuminated. In the
case of the Milwaukee road he had noticed that after most
of the passengers were asleep the electric lights were
If the company
put out and the oil lamps were lighted.

I'KIMARY BATTERY.

quence the much maligned primary battery
For the
comes in for its share of attention.
benefit of those who may feel an interest in the
progress in this field, there are presented herewith a description and illustrations of another
This cell is the invention of
primary battery.
H. Mason of Brooklyn, N. Y.
J.
The inventor makes a number of strong claims
It is stated that the e. m. f. is
for the battery.

WlESHJ^ASOl
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I'RIMARV liATTERY.

high and constant, with a very low internal resistance.
No crystals form on the carbons and
there is little or no local action when the cell is
kept on an open circuit for a length of time.
The new xincs for the cell are prepared in such
It is
a way that they keep clean and bright.
further claimed that the action in the battery is
such that the solution instead of the zinc is
used up in other words, that it is necessary to
replenish the fluid more often than the zinc.
As the cost of the fluid is less than the zinc,
Mr. Mason considers this a feature of imporPerforated carbons are used.
tance.

—

International Exhibition at Jamaica.
The

attention of electrical manufacturers is called to the
an international exhibition will open at Jamaica

fact that

The
January, under the auspices of the government.
buildings are already campleled and the main hall is
an imoosing structure 511 feet in length. No charges
will be made for space in the exhibition building, nor will
duties be levied upon any exhibits unless sold in the Island.
The geographical position of the island and the salubrity
in

of the climate will undoubtedly attract a large number of
visitors from the neighboring islands and South and CenThere is
tral America, as well as from the United States.
constant and regular communication by steam between
New York and Jamaica, and the island is also connected

with the United States by cable.
In addition to the present accommodations for visitors, a
large hotel has been recently erected and opened, near the
The
exhibition grounds, under American management.
railroad system of the island, which has been recently
taken over by an American company, is rapidly being exIn view of the increasing trade between this
tended.

.
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country and Jamaica the committee have appropriated considerable space for American exhibits.
The regulations of the committee, and full information
as to the mode of shipment, rates of fare and marking of
exhibits, and all other particulars as to the scope and object of the exhibition, will be cheerfully furnished by the
secretary, Thomas Amor, 280 Broadway, New York.
Many American manufacturers of electrical apparatus will
undoubtedly be glad to take advantage of this opportunity
of displaying their products in a new field.

The New York Electric club will hold its annual election
Thursday evening, from 5:30 to 8 o'clock. The following
ticket, nominated at the club meeting March iSth, will un-

for

doubtedly be elected without opposition: President, O. E.

altered

Madden; vice-presidents, Grosvenor P. Lowrey, Erastus
Wiman, Gen. E. S. Greeley, W. D. Sargent; secretary,
Chas.

W.

New York
New

York,

12.

April

—'The

Notes.
manner

abrupt

very

in

which the Board of Electrical Control settled the subway
contract was somewhat unlooked for, and was no doubt a

At its last meeting, in the absence of Wheeler H. Peckham, counsel for the Standard
Subway company, the mayor said: "I think it amounts
big surprise to the public.

to this, that the Standard

company will not carry out its
The city has been acting

Chamberlain, H. L. Storke,

J. C.

vote of the board rescinded the resolution to enter

into

a

contract with the Standard company. This leaves the Con-

Subway company

go ahead
and build subways, as indicated by Commissioner Gilroy.
PermissioQ was granted the Edison company to construct
subways for its system as soon as the s reets were selected.
Commissioner Gilroy does not mean to have any of the

solidated Telegraph

streets torn

and

all

up

for

&:

subways

after they

companies interested

indicate which streets

in

free to

have been repaved,

subway construction

must be used

for

will

conduits to serve

ends and those of the public.

their

It is said that the first

electrical

The shops

of Lewis

&

railway cars, were badly

week, and

the

it

Fowler, manufacturers of street

damaged by

by an

will,

— The

money which

investing in electric systems
is

attracting attention

is

the chief

St.

Louis has indeed awakened to the possibilities

tric

railways.

The

matters vigorously toward the completion

Ties have

middle of August.

matter rests with

remain silent or

publish the entire proceedings on the ground that

of the legislature

unconstitutional from

is

cont lining the clause regarding publication
It rests

tion.

settle the

of the

execu-

with the newspapers and the legislature to

them

to

do

The whole

it.

tutionality of the act

of the clause provid

The

have an opportunity of disarrang-

this city

ing the plans of the authorities, but
for

act

of its

matter as to the constitutionality of the law.

newspapers of

n3w

the

the fact

it

is

test the validity

for a suppression of the details of

the execution.

The

elec-

pushing

all

the rolling stock

of

May.

is

and

days,

sixty

expected to be delivered by the

Sixteen electric motors of the

1st

Sprague system

The poles and overhead wires will
The power house, which is to be lo-

arrived last Saturday.

be put up in July.

Compton avenue, two squares

north of Chouteau avenue, will contain four engines, each
will

will cost all the

The power plant
The whole

be 400-horse power.

way from $125,000

to $150,000.

equipment.

for

There

electrical exhibition at

marvel, and the

Lenox Lyceum

is

Edison's private exhibit

Woman's Exchange

is

attracting
tru'y a

is

more than

fortu-

nate in securing this interesting collection of inventions.

The entire capital for the enterprise is furnished by citiThe motors will be used on the entire
zens of St. Louis.
system, both on the mainline from Third street and Washington avenue to Forest Park and on the Chouteau avenue
extension, which branches off from Fourteenth street and

Washington avenue
up Papin and on
avenue

south
to

on

The

Park.

and

street

west

route

its

Forest

to

Papin

to

street

Choufrom

the old Manchester road to King's highway,

by the Bates
and the Lindell Railway

statue, has never been opened,

people are trying to get the consent of the property owners in that vicinity to

open the street before

in order to facilitate matters.

main

line of the

boom

itable

road in the

it is

dedicated,

The real estate along
West End has taken on a

since the franchise

has become a settled fact that

was granted
it

will

the road,

the
ver-

and

it

The

be constructed.

value of real estate on this line has doubled within a week.
Several car lines which were

the

demands

boycott

for

somewhat tardy

improved service were

in

meeting

threatened

unless they provided conductors,

took

with

ofT their

and introduced electricity as a motive power.
Most of the companies complied, but others, failing to do
An officer
so, are now suffering from a spirited boycott.
"The drivers have been
of one of the companies says:
instructed that when any person refuses to put his fare in

make

spending a

then he will be ejected from the car- by the passengers,

The Jamaica & East New York Electric Railway
damage in its overhead trolley wire, and for

slight

by the

electric shock.

The members

Wholesale Grocers' Exchange of
Philadelphia held a special meeting last Wednesday, to
of the

tails

Bell Telephone company, and a
members was appointed to confer with

the boycott, a barber,

of the

organized

pay,

The Bentonelectricity before

One

whose shops

came

of the

to

light at

leaders

are near the

of

headquar-

company, complained bitterly that the employes
company, who were his main support, had boycotted
He
his shops since the movement had been incorporated.
had refused to put his fare in the box when an officer of
ters of the

warfare against the company.

incident in this connection

a meeting of indignant citizens.

committee of

other exchanges to devise plans for renewing an

be running by

to

within 18 months, anyhow."

take action against the
five

it,

September i, and the ordinance giving us the right to
change our motive power obligated us to remove the bob-

An amusing

repaired

courteously request

suppose, for no one will be hauled free-

Bellefontaine intends to

and the horse was
The wire was immediately

inside,

any person, under these circumstances, refuses

If

I

of which encountered the dangling wire

go

the change desired, and then put the fare in the box.

a

time last Tuesday there was danger to passing vehicles, one

killed

the box, to stop the car,

suffered

short

the

is

as thorough as possible, a

free ride was
and when the car started it was uncomfortably crowded.
The test was satisfactory in every

The

respect.

the time

trial

covered was

total distance

occupied about 36

minutes,,

miles,

five

including

and

several

The car rounded the curves very smoothly.
It is
proposed to run the extension by electricity and the company expects to be running right through to Fourth street
stops.

within a month.

O.

Topeka, Kan,
TOPEKA,

April 12.

—

J.

L. Beardsley ha^ begun suit in

Topeka Rapid Transit com-

the district court against the

pany

judgment

to recover

$5,000 for personal injuries
been received by him January 6, 1890,

alleged to have

for

when he was employed as a motorneer on the company's
The petitioner states that while running a motor his

road.

was caught between the fenders of two cars while he
was endeavoring to prevent a collision.
The work of constructing the electric system over the
lines of the old city railway company has begun and will be
pushed as rapidly as possible. To facilitate matters, the
North Topeka line will not run beyond Thirteenth street
until further notice, and passengers for the north part of
wrist

the city will be transferred at that point

to the electric

H.

cars.

Kansas

tion.

Thousands have already attended, and during the next six
weeks the opportunity of listening to fine music amid the
wonders of electricity, will afford a most delightful way of
leisure hour.

make

to the

The power house

fornia avenue.

be $100,000 worth of wire alone used in the construc-

will

bob-tails

the greatest interest.

from the power house

Monks' church on Caliin an advanced state
of progress, and prior to the trip visitors were taken over
it and the system explained.
The party then boarded one
of the 30 cars specially constructed for the Union Depot
line. It Is elegantly fitted, and is lighted by electricity. The
passengers included J. Scullin, H. SculHp, Thomas Barron, the assistant superintendent; Mr. Seaman, vice-president of the company, and several invited guests. In order
sion,

or

first

distributed

week they were delivered along Page avenue, and the
work of putting them down will begin soon. The cars for
the line have been under construction for

and that
had decided to use electricity as a motor power.
A large crowd witnessed a test of the new electric system on the Blue Line. The trial was made on the extenit

electric

its

last

question of the consti-

might be reopened to

ng

hardly possible

in

along Lucas avenue, from Compton to Grand avenue, and

teau

will

of

been

already

newspapers are inclined to publish such detailed account,

The

is

here.

system, and the road will be in operation about the

road will cost about $1,200,000

it

company

Lindel! Railway

over

all

company had

current to the effect that the

offered the spectators,

of conversation

topic

is

original intention of putting in cable,

its

to

the street railroad companies of this city are

the country, and

but a report

T.

amount of

immense

which a franchise has been recently granted. It has
been generally supposed that this line was to be cabled,

reach

Mo,

St. Louis,
St. Louis, Mo., April 12

MacDonald, be witnessed by representatives of the
Associated Press and the United Press.
The officials may
shield themselves behind the provision of the law which
permits the publication of the fact.
The law says, however:
"No account of the details of any such execution
beyond the statement of the fact that such convict was on
the day in question duly executed according to law at the
Yet, unless
prison, shall be published in any newspaper."
these reporters see fit to give in detail an account, and
the statute will remain unbroken.

will

W. H.

one of which

each individual newspaper whether

loss

|ioo,ooo.

arrangement of the superintendent of prison department,
the warden of the state prison at Auburn, and Dr. Carlos
F.

the early part of

fire

estimated that the

is

cated on the west side of

execution

Carty,

J.

ington.

in

good faith throughout this whole matter in hopes of getting
Now the board finds that its
a good contract executed.
action is retarded because the Standard company has no
This does not seem to me to be a proper
counsel here.
way of doing business." The contract as amended by the
court was therefore not carried into effect and a unanimous

J.

H. Herrick. C. H. Barney, H. U.
Stanley, Geo. B. Coggeshall, S. InsuU, John A. Seely, C.
E. Stump, A. H. Patterson, W. J. Morrison; committee
on membership, Henry Hine, chairman; Lieut. F. W.
Toppan. F. Z. Maguire, Geo. T. Manson, Geo. WorthJr., J.

ar-

rangement with the board.

Candee; board of

L.

Price; treasurer, Willard

managers,

Cyrus O. Baker,

CORRESPONDENCE.
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company was on

and since that time the men

Judge Wallace of the United States Circuit Court has
handed down a decision in the case of Thomas A. Edison
vs. Gilliland and Tomlinson, in which the demurrer made

the

by the defendant is sustained.
The Gas Commission received bids from the gas and
electric companies this week for city lighting.
The latter
advanced its prices 20 per cent., and stated this was due to
the fact that the companies had to pay rental for subways.
No action was taken by the commission.

the justice of the retaliatory

the car,

have not patronized his establishment.

He

believed

in

boycotting the street car company, but could not appreciate

measures

inflicted

by

the

stockholders of the

April 12.

—A

Mo.

communication from Nor-

ton Thayer and T. J. Enright accepting the franchise recently, granted for their proposed electric street railway on

was received at the last meeting of the
Kansas City, Kan. The communication was accompanied by a certified check for $5,000 and a bond for
Mr. Enright asked that the company be required
$5,000.
to put up a bond of $10,000 instead of a bond for half
that amount, and $5,000 in cash, but he was informed that
this could not be done without amending the ordinance.
The Thayer-Enright company will ask that the council
amend the franchise by giving them the right to run up
Seventh street from Kansas avenue to the boulevard, instead of jumping across to Eighth street at State avenue,
thence running -north along Eighth to Walker and back
The company will also ask that the
again to Seventh.
Seventh

street,

council of

franchise ordinance be

amended

in the matter of the

The road will probably be built this year.
The presentation of the petition signed by

a

bond.

number

of

business men, asking the city to dismiss the action pending

Kansas City Electric Light
company, was another impurtant feature of the Kansas
in the district court against the

City, Kan., council meeting.

The

petition recited that as

a result of the Kansas City company being prevented from
operating
off.

its

system, competition in electric lights was cut

Action on the petition was indefinitely postponed.

The Western Union Telegraph company, it is learned,
making experiments on a fast circuit to CaUfornia. It is
working on establishing a direct wire to San Francisco
from Kansas City, Mo.
President Mulvane of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone
company, while in Kansas City, Kan., last week, conferring with the mayor and chief of the fire department,
agreed to make a very liberal concession in telephone
In fact, Mr. Mulvane agreed to make the rate to
rates.
the city just one-half what the city has been paying for
At the present time the city has in use six
telephones.
It is protelephones, and the annual cost is about $6.
posed not only to place these at fifty cents on the dollar,
but also to make the same rate for any additional teleThe company also agree to
phones that may be ordered.
is

operate a

fire

alarm

circuit

viding the license on

pay for the wire

its

for the

and keep

poles
fire

is

alarm

it

in repair free, pro-

remitted.
circuit,

The
which

city will
will cost

about $50.

employes of that concern.

The

Kansas City,

City,

St.

Louis

Railway company

(Broadway line) re-elected Supt. Robert McCulloch and
Gerhard Droege directors of the road. This company
is soon to commence work on its proposed Broadway line.

The Kansas

City

&

Independence Railway company was

organized in 1884, but the construction of the road has not
been taken up, although the Independence avenue branch
of the Kansas

City cable railway system

may perhaps be
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considered a part of the

The company

line.

has given no-

a meeting to be held June 2. at which lime it will
be considered whether it is advisable to increase the capital

tice of

slock from $100,000 to !j4oo,ooo. and issue bonds for the

road

be a second line 10 Independence, and an electric

will

motor

line at thai.

The Kansas
ing

City Electrical society held

regular meet-

its

Saturday evening, and the proceedings were of a

last

The important paper

particularly entertaining character.

was on

of the evening

company

says there is no
pany accomplishing what

A

Light

the subject of "Electric

Union depot and

at ihe

reached by

portion of the city

The

amount of $400,000.

the

to

lloiting indebleilocss

person can take a car

possibility of the
is

it

contending

men

party of representative business

county, composed of Judge

any

will

come up again

The Union

will

be remembered,

to

ride

system.

its
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com-

People's

of Oregon, Ilolt

Lewis

George Anderson,

I.

Moore, Thos. Curry and Hiram Herstberger, were in the
week on a mission which will prove of
last
the utmost importance to the citizens of Oregon and Forcity

They

est Citv.

Union

paid a

and

Electric line,

to Secretarj' Steinacker of the

visit

him a proposition

laid before

for

Wiring and Insulation," and the discussion on the subject

ihe building of a line of electric railway to connect Forest

was quite

City and Oregon.

1*.

entertaining.

The

route has been surveyed and found

very practicable, a 6 per cent, grade being the

St.

Joseph, Mo.
look

ordinance was passed appropriating money to

make

the

payment and piy the e-tpenses of running the plant

first

The

be overcome.

— The council

up the
electric light matter two weeks ago. and after two hours' work
in a committee of the whole the plant was accepted and an
St. JosEi'ii, Mo.. April 12.

route will be a

highest

over three miles in

trifle

Mr. Steinacker made an estimate which

length.
isfied the

gentlemen that the plan was

to

fully sat-

The

feasible.

000.

This

number

will include a

Oregon and Forest

in

of arc lights to be used

D.

City.

on,

$48,668.60,

is

$2,084.40 credit having been given for a de6ciency in
The expense of running the plant for a month and
poles.

and ending March i. was $1,The
75.
486.11, making the cost per lamp per month
committee of the council reported ihat from the foregoing
figures it did not believe the cost in the future would be
a half, beginning Jan. 13

^

nearly as great as in the past.

At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the People's Street Railway ^; Electric Eight & Power company,

named

the following

were elected for the ensuing

officers

Boston, Mass.

a

Boston,

this

Nearly

cally.

all of the

which were

ter

were referred

in

at

—

orders introduced during the win-

any way connected with

once

electrical matters

committee on mercantile

to the

af-

and now this committee is devoting most of its time
to hearings upon a variety of "electrical" orders.
Hearings have been announced and are now in progress upon
fairs,

Supervision and

orders as follows:

control of overhead

and underground wires; requiring metallic return

circuits

W. T. \"an Brundt,
and general manager; Arthur J. Moulton,
secretary and treasurer, and the following named gentlemen
were elected directors: Col. Winslow Judson, Chas. B.
France, Chas. A. Shoup, Thos. Van Natta, J. A. Corbey
and Wm. T. Van Brundt all of St. Joseph, Mo.; and

and prohibiting the use of high tension currents; making
owners of wires responsible for injuries not caused solely

Wm.

control over poles

Lathrop R. liacon, president;

year:

vice-president

M.

Harriman, Isaac

Newcombe, Stephen S.
Thomas, L. R.

B.

by the negligence of the party injured; requiring wires

to

names of owners and

be tagged at short distances with

cities

and towns

and overhead wires; a commission

full

to su-

Palmer. Camilla Weidenfield, Thos. H.

pervise electric light wires; as to a state board of electric

Bacon and Arthur J. Moulton of New York.
The Union Railway company is still enjoined from operating its cars south of iJuncan street by electricity, and

control,

who

a ([uestion as to

it is

railway

win, the

will finally

or

telephone company.

Judge Henry

S. Kelley, attorney

the

for

railway com-

was issued

".V temporary injunction

pany, said recently:

by Judge Ramey by which the Union company is prevented
from operating its cars by electricity south of Duncan
This injunction was allowed on the (-.v parte statestreet.

ments of the petitioner without hearing the street car company's side of the case and it holds good until the case is
fully heard on its merits or until otherwise ordered by the

The answer has

court.

not been

we expect to
may be tried
number brought

yet but

filed

during the present term, so that the case

file it

The

next month.

suit here is

one of a

against the electric railway companies in different parts of
the country,

of which

all

involve substantially the same,

towns

and as

to

to supervise

appointment of
overhead wires.

cities and
At these hearings,
electrical companies

officers in

from day to day, all the prominent
owning overhead wires in Boston have taken part in the
discussions.
Arthur Lord appeared as counsel for the
Western Union company, Ferdinand A. Wyman for the
Westinghouse company, Geo. A. Bruce and Fred. H. Williams for the Bell Telephone company, Samuel L. Powers
for the New England Telegraph and Telephone company,
W. W. Gooch for the Edison company, and the Massachusetts Electric Lighting association was represented by E.
W. Burdett. Some legislation upon this subject will doubtless be recommended by the committee, though it is impossible to predict what it will be.
A petition was considered
a few days ago by the same committee which was presented
by Prof. F. M. Gilley and others of Chelsea, asking for the
appointment of a state inspector of
ters.

It is

expected that a

electric lights

and me-

be presented and

rec-

which provides for such an

ap-

bill will

and the

specified locations,

was made

fort

aldermen

of

petition

the

to

grant

to

petition being refused,

mandamus compelling

to secure a

the

desired right.

an

ef-

the board

was

It

held,

however, that the aldermen had not refused absolutely
grant the

company

was drawn

to

locations, but only in those places speci-

The

petition

now

before the aldermen

to avoid this difliculty,

and

if

fied in the petition.

the board, as

probably

it

refused

is

it

matter

will be, the

taken to the courts in the effort to compel

by

be again

will

a compliance

with the terms of the petition.

The Cambridge aldermen on Tuesday
way company

to

End

Street Rail-

run trains of two cars through the

charge of each

car,

week

night of this

forbidding the West

repealed the order

men

streets,

be placed

and that fenders be placed upon the
On Wednesday morning trains

were running again.
C. L. Edgar, general manager of the Boston Edison
company, has just returned from Europe, where he has
spent nearly two months in company with John I. Beggs
of

New

York, inspecting the operation of European cen-

tral stations.

F. E. Pettingell, of

the firm

Co. of Boston, has also been

His

a few days

trip

was

Pettingell, Andrews &
home from England but

of

one, and he

entirely a business

has been away but a few weeks.

Joseph Wetzler

paper on next

will read a

Monday

ing before the Boston Electric club on "Electric

The

Evolution."

lecture will

even-

Railway

be illustrated by lantern

slides.

M.

Prof. F.

records to be kept of same; dangerous electric light wires

kept alive during the day; granting

Its last

cars as soon as possible.

12.
At the Statehouse on
week has been an important one electri-

Mass., April

Beacon Hill

it

foot-

new Westinghouse alternatnow established

Boston Electric Light company.

in

cost of the plant, as agreed

a

opposed by the

is

the only important provision being that two

for the past three months.

The

obtain

effort to

board of aldermen was for permission to erect 861 poles in

es-

timated cost of building and equipping the line will be ^20,-

but

This company,

meeting.

making an

is

hold and install a plant of the
ing arc system,

for.

at the next

Chelsea high school,

Gilley of the

is

ex-

pected to read a paper before the Society of Arts next week

on the

central electric lighting stations of

London.

H. G. Balkam, superintendent of the Edison Electric
Illuminating company of Brocton, Mass., was in the city
this week.
He says his company is just installing a 175
horse power Edison 500 volt power generator to furnish
power for 500 volt motors, run from an exclusive power
circuit.
These motors are largely used in shoe factories.
Two 25 horse power motors are already in use. The electric railway in Brocton is furnished with power from Mr.
Balkam's

This

station.

is

now

operated with 7^^ horse
is soon to be fitted

power, old style Sprague motors, but

out with 15 horse power latest type of motors, and will be

extended to Whitman, a neighboring town.
is

convinced that the attractions of the

Mr. Balkam

electric railway

have

very largely increased the value of real estate along the line

and

in its vicinity.

The Thomson

Electric

supply welding plants

Welding company

at the

navy yards

in

arranging to

is

Brooklyn, Nor-

and Washington, and it is reported in a dispatch from
Washington that an item of $12, 000 has been reported to
folk

the house by the naval committee in the appropriation

of the other cases

ommended

advance of our suit that we expected de-

pointment.

for a chain

Commodore N. H. Farquhar, chief of bureau of yards
and docks, navy department, is to come to Boston soon to

case in Cincinnati differed from our case in

The State House of Representatives has concluded that
may not be any need of legislation to give cities the
right to operate their own lighting systems, and has asked

particulars,

the state attorney-general to give his opinion, "with reasons

factory.

Some

some of the same questions.

or

were so much
cisions in

that

would be useful

If

The

some important
and cannot be regarded as an authority here of

it

company claim

be a victory for them

it is

the

first

it

as a vic-

one

have

I

while the street car companies have defeated thera

of,

in every other case so far as

For

to us in the trial of our

not pressed a hearing at this term.

weight, but the telephone

tory.

heard

them

we have

case, so

much

in

it

know

months past the

several

company has been
whereby

I

trying to

or have heard.''

some arrangement

could reach the Union depot with

Some time ago

the People's

company proposed

its

its

from Messanic to Olive street and run over the I'nion
tracks to the Union depot, and made a proposition to pay

company

a reasonable

rental,

positively refused to entertain

This
all

refusal,

but the Union

people

however, does not seem to have drowned

hopes of the People's company, and several days ago

right of

way

to lay

The

common

council

to the

company
the Union

People's

for the

Union depot.

will

agree to lay tracks

parallel

is all

be granted.

company

If

the franchise

will Issue transfer

granted

the

and for their own use systems of
and (2) whether in connection

with such systems they

may

sell

gas or

electricity for private

use in such towns and cities."

The

present slow speed of the electric cars

by nearly every daily paper

it

and

in the city,

terms by the traveling public.
]imit set

in

ridiculed

is

very emphatic

Seven miles an hour

by the aldermen for the business

streets,

is

the

and now

has been discovered by the aldermen and the public that

even a much

made by

less rate of

On

the horse cars.

part of the

way

the electrics

speed than that ordinarily

all

of the lines, where for a

and horse cars are both running,
invariably detain the horse cars.
As was exelectric

pected, remonstrating petitions have been presented to the

A

public hearing

The passage of

upon the matter

the slow speed order

is

is to

be given.

credited to the

ad-

ness section of the

People's

checks to passengers, so that a

city.

It is said that

W.

the interests of the
is

soon

A

repeal

of the order

is

ex-

pected.

The committee on electric wires
men reported in favor of granting

have an opportunity of exhibiting the welding
I'rof. Thomson to a large gathering of Eng-

to

machines of

lish electrical

engineers.

of the
the

board of alder-

recently

submitted

Suburban Light & Power company for leave
S6t poles in Roxbury and Dorchester, the alder-

ity

Easter Monday, Dr. Phillips Brooks, rector of Trinchurch, entertained a large number of guests at his

One of the attractions placed in one of his rooms
was an Edison phonograph, which did much both to
amuse and astonish many of his parishioners.
home.

The New England Telephone company is soon to put
new metallic circuit line between Boston and Watertown, Newton and Waltham.
The company is doing a
in a

large

amount

of construction work,

The bankers who

standing.

bonds was

petition,

to

specify

pass the order at once by a vote of 7 to

5,

the
the

locations.

rules

and

and the matter

week sold

The

last

sale of the

at 104.

The annual meeting of the Thomson-Houston Electric
company's stockholders will be held next Monday. At
their special meeting on the 5th inst. it was voted to increase the

common

capital slock 120,000 shares, or $3,000,-

The official statement of the authoThomson-Houston company is as
Common stock authorized, $7,500,000; common

rized capital stock of the

to the

this

took the new bonds disposed

of the entire lot in less than a day.

to erect

board, however, refused to suspend

and has

$500,000 6 per cent, bonds to Blake Jv: Company, bankers.
There were already $500,000 of the company's bonds out-

000, reckoned at par.

The

Lynn

A. Boland, who is now in London in
Thomson European Welding company,

petition of the

men, according

the

at

On

vocates of extensive systems of elevated roads for the busi-

ready to be presented to

is

limits

foot,

the council, and that they have no doubt that the franchise
will

own

construct and main-

(i) to

side.

and it is claimed the People's cars could be operated in such
manner as not to interfere in the least with the operation of
the Union company's cars.
Messrs. Amick A: Brown, attorneys for the People's company, state that the petition

tain within their

aldermen.

line and six inches to either
Such an arrangement would only lessen the roadway a

with those of

it

double tracks and erect poles and wires

from Mcssanie street

and towns have the authority

this is

il.

started out with a petition to the

ies

bill

welding plant for the Charleston navy yard.

inspect the electric welding process here and

therefor," "as to whether, under the existing statutes, cit-

lines.

to extend

line

that

there

lighting by gas or electricity;

Railway

People's Street

perfect

for passage,

follows:

stock issued, $4,500,000; preferred

stock authorized, $4,000,000; preferred stock issued, $1,000,000; total stock

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 19, 1S90
fii,500,ooo;

authorized,

Of

issued, about half has

to be held

been sold

This stock

right to buy,it back.
issued,

authorized,

stock

company holding an option on

year, the

15,005, coo.

stock issued,

total

the $3,000,000 preferred

is.

it

but

not

trust for a

in

and having the

however, practically

making ^7 000,000 of issued stock out

of a total of

Thomson

Prof. Elihu

Thursday

on

delivered a lecture
the

Massachusetts Society of

The lecture
Arts upon "Alternating Current Induction."
was accompanied by experimental demonstrations similar
to those presented by the professor before the American
Inslitute in New York last week.
O. H. M.

Leavenworth, Kan.
Leavenworth,
sold.

Riverside coal mine,

D

.

12.

April

— The

dummy

line

has been

A. Bovard of Kansas City, president of the old

J.

S. F.

Neely

pending against

is

new concern, and
Parties who have suits

president of the

is

vice-president.

this line

have consented to withdraw them,

new managers may start up without being
handicapped in any way. The business men of this city
*
desire to see this road prosper.

so that

the

The dummy

line

system, that has

proper, or the part of the -Wyandotte

been purchased by this new company,

extend from Fort

will

cemetery.

be built

From the
a new and

Leavenworth

to

Mount Muncie

glucose factory to the cemetery' will
separate track, so there

will

be no

changing of cars or delays, but on the contrary the line will
These gentlebe a direct one between these two points.

men

are

now

negotiating with the electric light

this city wiih the

view of using

electricity as

company
the

of

motive

power, which will greatly enhance the usefulness of the
road.

If satisfactory

the electric light

arrangements cannot be made with

company

cern will put in a plant of

The
and

ordinances for this

in all probability will

for motive power, the
its

new con

own.

new

line are

now being prepared,,

No

efforts will

be wanting to

push the matter to completion.

F.

THE ELECTRIC
An

LIGHT.

Dallas, Ore., electric light plant will be enlarged.

electric light plant will

be erected at Greenville, Ala.

The Southern

Construction company is negotiating for
an electric light plant at Henderson, Miss.

The Morristown Electric Light company of Newark, N.
put a new 130-horse power engine in its plant.

J., will

The Winifrede (W.

\'a.)

question of adopting an

Coal company is considering the
electric system for light and

power.

The Belton (Tex.) Electric Light company has been incorporated to furnish light and power with a capital stock
of ^200, 000.
Salt Lake City is to have a lighting plant of the Westinghouse alternating current incandescent system. The initial
capacit)' of the plant will be 500 lights.

The capacity of the Manitou Electric company, Manitou Springs, Colo., has been increased by the addition of
Thomson- Houston 30 light arc and 300 light incandescent
machines.

The Grafton (W. Va.) Light, Heat & Power company
has purchased a site and will begin the erection of a power
house at once. It will be equipped with Thomson-Houston
apparatus.

The

Collinsville Electric Light.

Heat

& Power company

has been formed at Collinsville, 111., with a capital stock of
$25,000; incorporators, Louis Lumaghi, George Hadfield,
T. J. Thomas.
Several companies are endeavoring to secure a franchise
The city counfor an electric light plant in Atlantic, la.
There is some talk
cil will decide the matter next week.
putting
in
the
plant.
of the city

The Edison Electric Illuminating company, of Cumberland, Md., has just placed an orderwith the Westinghouse
Electric company, of Pittsburg, for one 45 light dynamo
of the new alternating current arc tj'pe.

W.

Wright, Alma, Mich., has purchased a plant of
20 arc and 650 alternatine current incandescent light capacity, of the Thomson-Houston system, to be used in the
sanitarium, hotel, and other public buildings.

A.

Electric company has been awarded
the contract for installing a new centra! station plant for
electric lighting at Portsmouth, Va.. with alternating current apparatus.
The plant will start with a capacity of

The Edison Illuminating companv of Rochester, N. V,,
has begun the construction of a new power house on the
river flats.
It will put in 300-horse power water wheels
and the same capacity of engines.
The Brush company
has installed a 6co-horse power Cooper Corliss engine and
steam plant as a reserve.

A

Fisher 40-light incandescent dynamo has been installed in a steam yacht at Detroit for illuminating the
cabin and berths.
The dynamo is belted direct to the engine, and the outfit is compact and weighs about 200
pounds.
The Fisher Electric company of Detroit made
the installarion and has several contracts for similar plants
on hard.

The

St Louis Municipal Electric Lighting company has
plant in order in the district south of Washington and
west of Jefferson avenues, and is completing its circuits
through other parts of the city. It is thought that the com
pany will be ready to undertake the fulfillment of iis conThe lights are in opertract by the middle of the monlh.
ation in the completed district.
its

Hoquiam, situated in the new state of Washington, is
nor a very widely known town, tut it is an enterprising one,
and may be heard from more extensively in the future. A
company to carry on an electric lighting enterprise was recently organized in Hoquiam and has placed with the Westinghouse Electric company an order for an alternating current incandescent dynamo of 750 lights' capacity, and a 50
light arc machine of the new alternating current type.
Electric Light company of St Louis, denies the statement that it has strung several hundred miles
of wire without permission of the Board of Public Improvement.
The company says that it has strung considerable wire, but only along the thoroughfares it is to light
The comwith electricity under its contract with the city.
pany claims that it cannot understand why the board was
so misinformed.
The Municipal Electric Lighting company has not yet informed the board when it will be ready
to have the relative advantages of the lamps tested.

The village of Saratoga Springs, N. Y., will be
illuminated with electric lights during the coming season.
The resort is to be furnished with a central station
plant of 3,000 lights' capacity. But besides that there will
Owing to the
also be an arc light plant of 120 lights.
fact that the lights will have to be distributed over an extensive area the machinery is to be of a special kind.
The plant
2,000 volt pressure is to be used on the line
will be furnished with the Westinghouse alternating current system.
The new Westinghouse arc light system will
be introduced.

A

A recent issue of the Birmingham (Eng. ) Daily Gazette
contains an acco'^nl of the introduction of electric light in
About seven years ago an attempt was made to
that city.
establish an electric light station in that city, but owing to
lack of financial support it proved an unsuccessful venture,
and not until the present time has any systematic attempt
been made to take advantage of this superior form of illumination.
Even now it is not considered advisable to
extend the service to street illumination.
correspondent
"That the absence hitherto of any
writes on this point;
illumination
scheme
of
electric
in that town
e.xtended
should be regarded as a thing not altogether to be regretted
in view of the valuable experience acquired at the expense
of more progressive people, is intensely characteristic of
English procedure.
In the case of any departure from
established business methods their maxim seems to be
"
'Try it on the dog.'

A

Another interesting proposition, though one that has not
yet taken definite shape, is the formation of a company for
the insurance of dynamo electric machinery from loss by
fire from any source, and especially from accidental shortcircuiting.
It is believed that the standard insurance companies will gladly welcome the establishment of a company
for this purpose, and will help it to success, while the local
companies should be not less willing to patronize a corporation composed of trustworthy and responsible men, and
There was a time
offering a fair scheme of underwriting.
when the burning-out of armatures was a most ordinary
occurrence.
Even to-day there is far too much of it; but
the improvement in construction has been so great during
the last year or two, and the manufacturing companies are
manifesting such marked improvement in this direction,
may
it seems reasonable to believe that the burn-outs
now be figured down very closely, and to an average small
London Electrician.
percentage.
that

The new arc lighting system of the Westinghouse Eleccompany is to be installed at Troy, N. V., in the near
The Westinghouse Electric company has received

tric

future.

an order from

that place for a

60

light machine.

National Electric Light & Power company of
sas City, Kan., han been incorporated with a capital
The directors are W. A. Thomas and
of $50,000.
Saunders of Guthrie, Oklahoma, and M. F. Bailey,
Hutchings and E. L. McDowell of Arkansas City.

The

Kanstock
J. F.
Chas.

The Monongahela Mining company is about to light one
The plant is to be ofa special
of its mines by electricitj'.
character so as to make it perfectly safe and economical.
current pressure of 300 volts will be utilized on the line,
and the lamps will be placed in series of three throughout
The arrangement in the shaft is such that three
the mine.

A

A

company is organizing to construct an electric
July 15.
road through South Seattle.
It is reported that a large grist mill will be built at Arlington. Ore., and operated by electric power generated at
the falls of the John Day river.

Joplin, Mo. has granted a franchise to O. B. Steen and
associates, organized as the Joplin Real Estate Invest-^

ment company

Fort Collins, Colo will soon enjoy the advantages which
an illuminating agent affords. The Westinghouse Electric company has just received an order from
Fort Collins for a 750 light dynamo, and the machine will
be shipped without delay.
electricity as

The Municipal

be presented before the council

at its next regular meeting.

The

The Westinghouse

,

week before

this

lamps can be extinguished at one time. The capacity of
the plant is 150 lights and the Westinghouse Electric company has the contract for furnishing the apparatus.

1.500 lights.

^1 1,500,000 authorized stock.

evening of
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THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Thomson-Houston company's

road at San Jose

is

completed.

The Stockton avenue line in San Jose will be equipped
with electric motors as soon as the line now in course of
construction is completed.
The Seattle (Wash.) West Street lS: North End Electric
Railway company has awarded contracts for grading and
bridging the whole line, which is to be completed by June
It is the intention to have the line in operation about
15.

to build

an

electric railroad of the

overhead

system.

The Thomson-Houston Electric company of Boston,
Mass has been awarded the contract for equipping the
new power house at Big Stone Gap, A^a. This vvill be one
,

of the largest plants in the slate,

W.

it is

claimed.

Kansas City, Mo.,
equipped with the Thomson- Houston system, was started
March n, with six cars. This is the only electric line in
Kansas City, Mo., which runs into the business center of
B. Knight's Northeastern road, at

the city.
Electric street railroads have proved not only popuUr
but paying in Tacoma, Wash-, and the surrounding districts.
There are now eleven miles of street railroads in
the city operated by electricity, and four more miles will be
added.
The suburban lines are also extensive.
It is proposed to convert the Lake park line into an electric system
at an early day, and it is quite probable other lines now
operated by steam will be changed to an electric service as
soon as the patronage will warrant the expenditure.

Dr. F. G. Hentig, general manager of the new Los
Angeles, Cal Electric Railroad company, has arrived in
that city to begin active operations in putting the road in
,

The officers of the company are Dan McFarland,
shape.
president; Byron Roberts of Topeka, vice-president; W,
W. Mouspeaker of Topeka, secretary and treasurer. The
company has purchased the franchise of the old company,
and proposes to utilize all the old plant possible. The
contracts for the rolling stock have already bet n let to the
Pullman company. The company will use the Sprague
Dr Hentig hopes to put the firs* section in opersystem.
ation by July.

An extensive system of electric roads is in process of
construction in and about Colorado Springs, Colo.

A

company oi" capitalists was organized in that city abcut one
year ago with the intention of building one of the finest
systems of rapid transit railroads in operation in the country'.
The company organized was called the El Paso
Rapid Transit company, and F. L. Martin, A. A. Lawton,
A. A McGovney and E. J. Eaton of Colorado Springs,
M. A. Leddy of Manitou, and E. W. Brady, A. L.
Hughes, A. B. Brady. W. M. Smith. C. A. Nebeker ai d
O. W. Brady of Davenport, la., became the principal
stockholders in the new company.
Thev went earnes'tly
to work and the result is that the city is being covered
with a network of tracks, and by May 15 electric cars will
be spinning through the streets. The city council gave
the company a franchise through the principal stieets and
the county commissioners gave them rights on certain
country roads. On March i the name of the company was
changed to that of the Colorado Springs Rapid Transit
Railway corapaoy.
few months ago the company purchased the stock, franchises and equipment of the Colorado
Springs-Manitou Street Railway road. The contract for
the electrical equipment of the system was awarded the
Sprague company. The power house will contain two 175
horse power Coriiss engines and four So horse power
Edison djnamos. Already si.xty miles of wire have been
strung.
Eighteen motor cars and as many trailers are
now in course of construction at the Pullman shops, Chicago, and will soon be ready for shipment.
In connection
with the approaching opening of the system the Gazette of
Colorado Springs, says: "It is difficult to realize the
great advantage of rapid transit or the value to our city.
In a few weeks it will be possible to visit Cheyenne Canyon
and Austin's Bluff in a very short time for the price of
five cents, whereas it now requires several hours to come
and go and costs at least $2. To the poorer classes who
may desire to take an afternoon outing in the mountains,
the road will prove a boon.
Colorado City, and eventually
Manitcu, will be a few minutes' ride of the city, while the
additions to the east, west, north and south parts will not
be so very inaccessible that they will be felt to be far removed from the city. The cars will travel at about the
rate of twenty miles an hour."

A

THE TELEGRAPH.
preposed to hold an international telegraphic conference in Paris this year, and invitations have been sent
to ail the telegraph companies in the world.
The date of
the conference is not yet fixed.
It is

A telegraph office was established at Ehutong during the
Sikkim, British India, expedition. It enjoys the distincbeing the highest in the world, its altitude being
13,500 feet above the sea level.

tion of

For

number

of years exhaustive information on elecwith special regard to the influence of
atmospheric electricity on the telegraph service and on telegraph apparatus, has been collected by the Imperial Telegraph department, Berlin.
At present goo telegraph
ofiices have instructions to keep a record of the cost, duration ai d direction of storms.
From the observations made
it appears that, while not altogether free from the influence
of atmospheric electricity, such influence is materially
smaller in the case of underground wires as compared with
In regard to town telephoce wires
wires above ground.
remark that, notwithstanding the violence
it is worthy of
of several of the storms in the towns having a telephone
system, the accidents from lightning compared with former
years were strikingly few, and the assumption does not,
therefore, appear to be without justification that the wires
stretched over the roofs afford effective protection in equalizing atmospheric electricity.
a

tricity in storms,
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Miscellaneous Notes.
A

mcctinK of ihc executive committee o( the National

Electric Lifthl association
the I4lh.

was held

at

New Vork Monday,

The Automatic Electric Exchange company has been incorporated at East St. I<ouis.ni., 10 manufacture electric apCapital stock, $100,000; incorp:;rators, W. U,
paratus.
Kord. A. Leslie and i!. Overstolz.

was connected in the circuit along with a commutator,
which was rigged to break continuously the circuit at the

of I'ndeiwritcrs has adopted all
of the New England Electric Exchange for
wiring of buildings, together with some new rules accepted
by them, but not yet promulgated.

The

the journal of the I'nivcrsity of Illinois, at
'*<^>uite a number of the mechanical
engintcring students will go to Chicago on April 24. They
will be accompanied by Professor \Vo<Ki and will visit the
Northwestern shops, the North Side waterworks, the
Western E'ectric ^hops. the I'nion Brass works, the rolling mills and other places of interest to an engineer."
///»«/,

Champaign,

Business Mention.

7 of Volume II of the Journal of the ElectriJapan, has been received at the ofIt is a volume of
of the Wk-^ikkn Ei.ectricia.n.
over 100 pages, printed in the native language. Two pacommunications
published
and
Shida
are
pers by Prof. K.

Number

fice

on "Thomson- Houston LampfS and Dynamos," by T.
liasegawa, and "Some Advantages of the Sounder." by

W.

H. Mason, are given. Considerable miscellaneous
ter is also presented in the pamphlet.

mat-

Mme.

Patti has always lesolutely refused to sing into a
phoncgraph. even for reproduction before the most exclu-

The madame was
audiences, says an exchange.
recently outwitted in San Francisco, however, for one of
Edison's agents caught the priceless notes of " Home,
Sweet Home," on a waxen cylinder. He placed the machine underneath the stage among the gas pipes and connected it with the prompter's box. where the diva's voice
It would seem as if the phonograph is
fully penetrated.
destined to arouse as much enmity among great artists as
sive

the autograph fiend.

Judge Sage of the United States court, recently imposed
a sentence of $500 and fifteen months' imprisonment on a

An English
sold "electric" belts in Ohio.
could do with Judge Sage in
electrical journal says:
It
this country as well as with the law he administers."
then goes on to state its inability to understand why the
English law concerning the obtainment of money under
false pretenses should be less operative in the case of the
sale of a three-and-sixpenny flannel belt as a five-guinea
swindler

Cleorgc

who

"We

warranted to exercise an utterly impossible influence, than it would be to punish any scoundrel who may
wheedle a foolish servant gir! out of her hard-earned wages
by means of plausible falsehoods.
article,

The Boston Ilerald says in reference to a new air pump
invented by Adolph Berrenberg. of Somer\'ilIe, Mass.;
"This is not a glass pump, but a metal one, and in many
It
respects a radical departure from the forms now in use.
is a machine for which failure has been predicted during
the time it was planning and building by expert mechanics
and those who were regarded as experts in such matters,
it being held that, as metal was porous, such a pump could
not be made to produce a vacuum. But the inventor thought
he knew bttter. and the result has justified his perseverAn exhibition of this pump was given at 109 Purance.
chase street yesterday to a number of gentlemen, among
whom were several representatives of the press. In their
presence a vacuum was produced in glass bulbs in five
minutes more completely than could be obtained in the
glass mercurial pumps in as many hours, and prepared glass
bulbs, with carbon filaments, were exhausted in about one
minute so completely that they could be lighted without
danger of destruction to the filament. Not only is this new
pump effective in its work but it has such a great power
of exhaustion that it will do alone what would require hunIt can exhaust
dreds of mercurial pumps to accomplish.
100 tamps to a point at which electricity can be turned on
minute."
to the carbons in not over one

An

interesting desciiptlon of a scheme for killing rats by
It seems that
electricity is given in the Amtruatt MilUr.
the engineer in a certain mill was troubled greatly by the
depredations of rats. The rodents were very_ plentiful in

the mill and were wary, having become educated to a full
knowledge of traps, cats and poison. In desperation the
engineer hit upon a scheme by which, through the aid of
electricity, he was enabled to thin very materially the ranks
The rats, as the story goes were in the
of the enemy.
habit of getting in and out of the mill through a hole in the
where
a steam pipe ran from one building to
brick wall,
The pipe was well covered with an asbestos
another.
coating, making a nice warm runway for the rats in cold
Two brass bands were put around the steam
weather.
pipe, about 4 inches wide, each band, and 2 inches apart.
These bands were then connected respectively with the
and — wires of the mill incandescent light circuit.
-tThe first rat that scuttled over the pipe got all the electricIt paralyzed him the instant he touched
ity he wanted
Instead of falling off the pipe, howboth pieces of brass.
rascal
lay right still and sizzled and cooked,
ever, the
and short-circuited the wires. Here now was an unlookedElectricity would do the work well enough,
for difliculty.
but one short circuit per rat, to say nothing of a number of
this would never do.
At last, howlights extinguished
ever, after a number of experiments our enterprising engineer produced a trap which, as he expresses it, "proved
double acting, automatic, and saved fully 33 ':j per cent, of
A small converter was borrowed from the
fuel used."
The secondary of this
alternating electric light station.

—

B

has been engaged to handle the

I'rescott, Jr..

Day wires, with headquarters at 16 Dey street. New \orl<.
The Elettric Construction
Supply company of New
\'ork reports that the new lamp for low tension incan•.'^

descent circuits is meeting with great success.
It is stated
that over Joo of these lamps are giving entire satisfaction
on the Edison system in New Vork.

The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company

sais:

cal Society of Tokio.

limb

writing point

slightly

heavier

than the

nib.

Madison M. Carver, Newark, N.
Ammeter. Madison M. Carver, Newark, N.
Voltmeter.

,o6S.
,069.

Pole for Electric Wires.

,071.

ton,

made

and a reservoir separate from the

other,

J.
J.

Levi R. Greene, Bos-

Mass.
Electrically Propelled

,076.

Vehicle.

Rudolph

M.

Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

The

rules

The annual meeting and election of the Chicago Electric
Reports of officers
club was held Thursday evening Ust.
and committees were listened to. T^e membership is
steadily gaining, and the club is in a Nourishing condition.

The primary

or fine wire
coil in the converter was then attached to the brass bands
on the steam pipe. This arrangement worked to a charm.
While the rats did not come up by the hundred to be
killed, more than forty of them died by electricity in two
nights.
When a rat sticks on the bands, after being hit,
a bell rings, and he is taken away.
rate of i,2So times per minute.

The Michigan Board

the

April 19. 1890

of

St.

have opened an oftice in Chicago in charge of Mr.
who has been connected with the company

I.ouis

A.

Erizzell,

St.

Louis since

He

started.

it

reports business

as

IC

at

quite

and the outlook as very promising.
The North West Electric Supply & Construction company, of Seattle, Wash., have just contracted to place the
Parl.ick iV Carter system of annunciators and fire alarms
brisk,

in the new Denny Hotel at Seattle.
The annunciator will
it, and the rooms will have return calls to the oftice. The new Park Hotel. Hot Springs,
will be supplied with a similar system by the same company.

have nearly 300 numbers on

Among the recent sales of engines by A. L Ide A: Son,
of .Springfield, III., are the following: Village of Sleepy
i
25- horse power engine; Duluth South Shore
Atlantic Railway company, Marquette, Mich., i 70horse power engine; Otto Voung & Co.. jewelers, Chicago,
I 45-horse power engine; E. Partridge, Chicago, {second
order), i lOO-horse power engine; John Kranz, Chicago,
(second order), i 45-horse power engine; Boonville, Mo.,
Electric Light company, i 80-horse power engine.

Eye, Minn.,

&

Interior Conduit & Insulation company of New
city, have taken up the question of underground conand have sold the system for Detroit lo the Electric

The
Vork
duits

Light

Power company of

The

following abstract from a letter written by Frank Kitton, insurance
inspector of Buffalo, N. V., and chief
operator of
the W^estern Union Telegraph company, explains itself:
"The use of your conduit tube provides great immunity
from the dangers that may arise through the development
of excessive heat in conductors of electricity, protects the
wires from mechanical injury, and excludes moisture. The
system i'' so fiexible, and possesses such engineering advantages as to commend its adoption to those seeking a systemaiic method of providing for the wiring of buildings in
the course of construction, as well as to others, more
especially concerned in the safety of electric light and power
&i

that city.

installations."

object of the invention is to provide an electrically propelled vehicle, with means fur arresting its
movement in the form of an electrically actuated
The motor and brake are operated from the
brake.
same source of electric power, which may be either
line-conductors or batteries.

425 ,077.

Issued April

Of the sixteen claims

8,

shaft
,078.

Edward A. Owen,

Switch Board.
naw, Mich.

424,995.

Register.

given:

axle.*'

Annunciator Drop.

Electrical

Martin

Hynes,

Boston, Mass.
,oS6
Central Oftice System for Autographic Telegraphs.
James H. Robertson, Rutherford, N. J.
The last •laim follows:
"3. The combination, with a number of conductors

terminating in a central or exchange office, of a battery, electro-magnet and armature, and a pile of carbon disks, all arranged in the conductor for connecting
the circuits, the armature being mounted to exert
more or less pressure on the pile of disks as the
strength of the current decreases or increases."

425 ,089.

Thermostat.

William F. Singer, Carthage, N. Y.

Support for Electric Railway Conductors. Conrad J. Kilian, Milwaukee, Wis.
The seventh claim follows:
"The combination, with a pair of posts, of a truss
consisting of an arched cross brace and a cross wire or
rod attached at the ends to said posts, and an electric

425 ,ior.

conductor suspended
hanger."

from said truss by a suitable

Electric Rotary Pump.
425 ,106.
Francisco, Cal.

Emory

I.

Nichols, San

Device for Shielding and Protecting Wires.
bert E. Penney. Minneapolis, Minn.

425 ,107.

Her-

The

invention consists in the combination, with a
wire, of a flexible trough shaped guard composed of
insulating material having sides extending below the
wire.

Electric Lighting and Advertising System.
Arthur Douglass, Danes Inn, Strand, County of
^
Middlesex, Eng.

125.

425 135.

Electrode for Galvanic

for

Machines.

Clocks.

Robert

Batteries.

William

P.

System of Telpherage. James E. Maynadier,
Taunton, Mass.
Claim four reads:
"In a system of telpherage, a car combined with a
plurality of sets of supports attached to it, in combi-

nation with a plurality of pairs of tracks, each set of
supports supporting the car upon one pair of tracks
until the plane of that pair of tracks shifts,
as described, to bring another set of supports into operation on another pair of tracks."
425.05*^Machine for Weaving Insulating Coverings on

Charles T. Stetson,

Electrical Conductors.

Hanson,

Mass.

Claim two

is

Ernest

P.

Warner,

Chi-

as follows:

"The

combination, with the pivoted telephone hook
or support having two lugs or bearing-pieces provided

upon the under

."iide thereof,
one of said bearingpieces being of insulating material, and the otlier of
metal, a spring secured at one end under saiii lever

end extending backwardly under
said bearings to permit said bearings to alternately
its

free

different

portions thereof as the lever

is

rocked or vibrated, whereby the electrical connection
between the spring and lever is opened and closed alternatively as the bearings are brought against different portions of the spring."

Lightning Arrester.
425,061.
cago, 111.

Balanced

Pen

for

John Moran, Adair, Mo.
Harry L. Cassard,

Method

of Electric Welding.

Charies

L

Balti-

Coffin,

Detroit, Mich.

process consists in placing the articles to be
welded in contact, connecting them with opposite poles
of a generator of electricity, passing a heating current
through them, simultaneously traversing the joint with
an electric conductor, one end of which is connected
with one pole of the generator, and the other end in
contact with the joint, and finally completing the weld

by pressure.
Switch.

Arthur R. Bush, Boston, Mass.

Electric Meter.
425 ,269.
Mass.

The

Milton E. Thompson. Boston,

invention relates to an electric meter dependent

upon the heating

425,038.

425,058.
Telephone Switch.
cago, III.

Burglar-Alarm.

425 164.

425 205.

Electric Alarm Device
425,004
Schmitz, Cleveland, O.

.125,066.

is

The

East Sagi-

Electric Stop Motion for \Varping
E. Brest, Northbridge, Mass.

upon

and

i8qo.

The last claim is given:
"5. In combination with an escutcheon and a coin
tube or chute, fixed and adjustable electrodes arranged
within apertures made in the sides and edges of the
tubes, with a switch-lever attached to and operating
the adjustable electrodes."

rest

the tenth

425 161. Telephone Toll-Box.
more, Md.

Telephone Toll Box and Connection
424,993.
Charles E. McCluer, Richmond, Va.

and having

M. Hunter,

"The combination of two axles, a car body or
frame supported thereon through springs, a motor
elastically supported on the axles independently of the
car body, and toothed gearing between the motor

425 143.

John

Rudolph

Pa.

Kookogey, Brooklyn. N. V.

Electrical Patents.

424,997.

Railway Car.

Electric

I'hiladelphia,

James D.
Autographic

liishop,

Chi-

Telegraphs.

Harry Etheridge. Pittsburg, Pa.

The invention consists in the combination, with the
receiving stylus or rod of an autographic telegraph, or
a fountain pen nib pivoted to said rod and having its

effect of the current, and consists in
the combination with any device for registering said
heating effects, of a plurality of heating coils produc-

ing two heating effects, whose difference shall be proportioned to the electrical energy which is to be

measured.
Electric Meter.
425 270.
Mass.

The

invention

Milton E. Thompson, Boston,

first, of an arrangement of
and wires, whereby a heating effect is
produced proportional to the electrical energy to be
measured, and second, of an apparatus for measuring
this heating effect, said apparatus consisting of
a differential thermometer dependent upon the expans-ion
of
a gas or liquid, and producing an autographic record.
Process of Manufacturing Metallic Electiodes
425 335.
for Batteries.
I'Viedrich Marx. Beriin. (lermanv.
The process consists in purifying from the presence
of salts the metallic deposit obtained by the electrolytic process or by precipitation with other metals
and
then rolling into the mass so purified, a wire-woven

consists,

coils, resistances

fabric or metal plate.

3S8.

Electric-

Railway Apparatus.

John

B.

Odell,

Chicago, HI.

The

object of the invention is, first, to improve the
construction of the conduit, within which will be
placed the conductors for current, and within which
will travel the contact brushes or wheels that ser\'e
to
deliver current from the conductors to the motors upon
the cars; second, to improve the construction of the
arm that carries the contact brushes or wheels and the
means for sustaining and operating said arm from the
car; third, to provide improved means whereby the

movement communicated from

the motor of the car to
the driving wheels can be graduated, in order to permit
the easy starting and.^topping of the car without necessarily diminishing the speed of the motor.

:
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Eugene

W. H. Sawtek,

Phillips, President.

IC.

jseo'y

and

xiu

Electrician.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

AMEUICAN ELECTRICAL WOIIKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.

I.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

OPEEA HOUSE BLOCK.
OHICAGO.

FRANK

Office

T.

TT.T.

.

BROWN,

Ute

Incandescent Cords.

PRINCIPAL

FARADAY CABLES.

D.

EXAMIHER

ELECTRICITY,

S.PATE11T OFFICE,--"-

New York

Office, 18 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBmN. Agent.

EuGESE

John Cabroll,

F. Phillips President.

EUGENE

F.

Sec'y.

Butterwortli, Hall,

Treasurer.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

PATENT LAWYER,

*F^ct.ryf [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.
OP

2o4

—
17

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A "Serw Measurlns

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Office

Insulation

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

In a letter from the Insphotob ol the Boston Fire Underwriters' Cnion, under date of March
he saya :
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in E»'ery Kespect."
The rubber used in Insulating our wires and cables is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
lo be waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or cracJc, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is prelected from mechanical injury by one or more bralda and the
whole sllclied with Clark'a Patent Compound, vhf ch is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation mill prove durable lohen all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stouK. Cables mad4
\ii,

x) order.

^

61 and 63 Haiupstairo Street, Boston, Mass.
A-

CXAKK,

HEKBEET

"

General Manager.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Our

RADVERTISING
PnZSe

Instrument

Entirely by

for

the

Direct Currents.

Mather Electric Co.

H. EUSTIS,

Special Sizes

QUEEN

made under

&

Contract for Central Station Use.

CO.,

Makers,

PHILADELPHIA.

UNGiiiri:.

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

f

.^s-xans

BROADWAY

NEW YORK.

Adopled and used

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

light Doable Dynazao Belts ore always made from centers of \rhole
hides extra Btretohed.

TTT-ESTEsaasr

Hi^vmrf.niii'j

UP
RAMSEY ENGRAVINC
NaLU.

DETROIT, IHICH.

-

the: idizaim

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

BEHBT

CO.,

The New Station

"A

1886,

Llet.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
St.,

wmm

Instrament.

and Price

for Circnlar

Dearborn Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THt^PATENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

Masnetic Vane Ammeters and Voltmeters.

99

cfi

Send

91 Griswold

FARADAY CABLES.

Smitli,

WILLIAM S.BATES,

(IiiniTKDO

— MANUFACTURERS

Brofi &

Patent A.ttomeyB,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING.
•
CHICAGO.
Two complete sets of D. S. Electrical Patents.

H. SALISBURY & CO^ Chicago, III.
A. H. GARDINBE CO., Milwaukee, WlB.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ENGLISH, MORSE & CO., Kaniao City, Mo.
Main Honee, Indianapolis.
E. C. ATKINS&CO.,^ Brancli Honee, M emplils, Tenu.

W.

A.L.IDE&S01(,MaiinfaGtiirers

I

"

vLOW/^

"

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

MASK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

and Telegraph,

Electric Light, Telephone,

X*or

.^.exrlal, tS-u.'bxuax-lxi.e, a.xid TJ'xxt^.erstroxxn.tA XJse.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
_THADE

Obicago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street

Ctiattaaooga, Tenn.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY,
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.
I

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDCY ILICTRID

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAKUFADTURIHG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

H flTflBS

A HTOMATIC i lECTBIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

Sigh Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

D7IffAIKEO « ZSIiiXSCTRIC

>&

IKE

ACHINZSS

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc,

DDmrn
DnAJlvIl

The

nOCirP. New
Urrildl.

YORK, 33 church St.;

KANSAS

BOSTOH,

TH

CITY, Rlalto Building:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

PHILADELPHIA, BOB Commerce St .:
ORLEANS. 106 Carondelet St.

Arch St.:

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn.

.

.VESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

Stil well's

April iq

Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

B7XGGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL DEALER

1890

Removes
Entirely

prcvonis

IN

Boilers.

all

Impurities.

SCALE

Catiilojjuu

in

Steam

on npplication.

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBIN ^TION

GAS AHD

ILlELCTRIC

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,
171 E.

GEORGE CUTTER,
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,

Etc., Etc.,

80 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ON ARC CIRCUITS.

-BRANCU 8T0RE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

NOYES BROS.,
MAM

Electric Light

>'.\iTrHJ.lI>

Write fok

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

elephones and Electrical Supplies of Every Description.

nr

and CombioatiOD Fixtures

^^^

Elgii
11 Telephone aad

ELGIN,

Dynamo

Supply Co.>

Electrical

ILL.,

Inforjiation.

U.S.A.

THE BEST

114

Oilers,
THE IMARKET.

Chamber Is (iited with square window
which are secnreil by tiraanoi.d p|ate.s, and
removed for lusprcilon. cleaning ur repairs

Sight
pniiea.

can

lie

uuy lime. wjOiout sii ppiiig the
the mactiine l9 luunlug.
at

oil

feed, while

MANOPACTURED BY

We makea ' pecialt? of f nrn Ishlne the trade with
Electric Bracke's, Electroliers, Potables, Comhloa'ioa Brackete, •(! tniall flxrnres of all kinds.
UelDg manaficareie we caa g.ve lowest prices.
OFFtCC AND PATTOKT:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

Send

for

New

THE

WIM.

POWELL

NOS. 50, 52 AND 54

CINCINNATI,

ILL.

CO.,

PLUM STREET,
O.

Please s>?nd for Prices and Discounts.

Descriptive Circulars.

CORLISS OR HICH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

BALLAr„MAyiC
MADE ONLY

NGINES

_..,,

/

jgh/ing., 5i,ecTRo -plating,, anp
fOREXPeRIMENrALUsE. AUJO M0T0H5.

SPERRT

Oh'

STSTEM

RICE

wUh perf<?cl eafety. and without Bparkint^ at
To abworb power In t-xart proportion to numler of lichle

w^e:

circuit,

HANCOCK INSPIHATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Eic.
a Specialty
^tpom PlontC

l)urnlnc.

I3e:l_ie:\7:e:
In efficiency those of

any other

make.
'I.

3.

Compound,

Cotnpound-Condensing.

the braahee.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos aod Lamps Burpase

AUTOMATIC

Simple,

The new Sperry apparahiB (ihfi from ri^palra for twelvi- mnnthe.
That the new ^llerry Improved DynanHiwcan Tie coupled in aerlee with perfect safety
That any number of laiiipM from one to caparity or dynamo ran he cut In or out of

tlDKly or tn croapw,

1.

MO.

ENGINES.

LOW TENSION.

<si_rA.r=?i=^isiTE:]

VST^]

4.

CITY,

TIIK

IIVIPROVED

HIGH OR

3.

KANSAS

CO.,

-OF-

1.

1221-1223 Union Ave.

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,
.MANUFACraKKHS

y.

Dynamos.

[ NGLISH, MORSE & GO.

Aft.<;AH;)/lNCANJ)E3CENT^Ug'f\lC

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
P.

Driving:

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

THEBAUENGrES"i°

D.

For

Etc.

of Erecticg Complete
BOILERS, We make
Smith-Vaile Steam Pumps

/- r fverij purpose.

That there Is greater economy In operatlUR the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regolatfon has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxen, no solenoid or

daah-pot.
•1.

That

We

If

you

invito

will visit

onr factory we can show you the

hee»t

arc lighting apparatus In existence.

corretpondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyert,and Interested

FAIRBANKS, MORSE

people everywiiere.

THE

\rm

HT.

\\Vm\

CD„

ISS

to

257

south

:anal

Street,

rrURES

CHICA'.D

ILL.

I.OIIII!).

REPAIRED^ REWOUND

(gMMUTATORS ^ot W^

CHICAGO.
OUAIIA.

ItKINVBR.

^

®

^^

.>

&

KANSAS

CO.,
CITY.

1ST. I'AI'I..

^^^^

^

-

(i^^^ Du* Tz^^iYm^HM
DVH/^/vvo I\£paiR!Hg& Jobbing
J3M>^
"TJ
T"
^^ JiOHES t)IVpS|iPCTHlC<^or Cincinnati, Ohio.
'f

•^^'''^^*'~

)
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
ELECTRIC

CELE-

COMPANIES
BRATED IVAXER WHEEr.
as
The

attention of

on account

and
being

of

its

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use,

remarkably steady motion,

c-reat Efficiency^and lar^e Capacity,

double the

Speed

hicrli
for

Power of most wheels of same diameter.

its

dtameter,

It is

used by a

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

number
ical

{guaranteed.
iSEND FOB CATALOGrE

ful effect

Our Horizontal
and

"Victor"

is

AND PARTICrLARS.

highly recommended, as

no

geai::

are required,

can be belted directly (o dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOI*.
arranged on a horizontal shaft, with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
it

Xl'ROI^ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of iheir use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

FACTORIES: WATERBURY, CONN.
aiAJHUFACTIIREBS OF

BARZS

AND INSUIiATED TTITIRZS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric LigrhtLlne Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Maenet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for Incandescent LIghtlnsr- Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station WorK. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

PATENT K,
For

Electric

Light,

K," LINE

Electric Railways,

WIRE

Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

TH OS.

SCO VI LL, New York Agent,

L.

26 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

CARBONCO-.^AKEB^^^^

LOBE
MVi^LEVELAND,
r-n Itr Lighting
OHIO.
BELDINC} MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,

^^

OFFICE 144 Adams

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

CHICAGOJLUU.S.A.

The Rookery,

So. Clinton Street,

I

MiLmwAcnmBRS of thb

BELDING ELECTRIC lOTORS

f

Perfect Automatic Regulation,
Highest Efficiency Guavanteedi
PERFECTLY BALANCED.

THE STRONBEST ARMATDRE MADE.

All Parts Interchang'eable
Correspondence Solicited.

-

Even

Agents Wanted

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

to

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARBON CDMPANY,
^I
Xkdaax'uXa.ot'u.x'erai

a-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
•

li U N
u
DH
A
11 U

" THE

Etc, Etc.,

IT IS

GREAT

TELEPHONE

BAHERY FOR GAS

HIGHEST AWARD!

THE

LIGHTING,

UNEQUALED.

PARIS

ONLY
GOLD MEDAL

GONDA
MARK
''

FOR

PATENTS

Nov.ie.isso.M'*'??
JAN.. --e^-. JAiJ:''I

AUG. II -'85.
MCH.Z7-88.

ftUffo
API-'

A
AMD A
UUIIIIA

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION,

BATTERIES.

1889.

The Standard
Of the

Batteries

World.

AXO

are also the eole mannfactnrere of The Gonda Porone Cup Battery, which ]b alone the Genuine Leclanche, and Is
greatly snperior to the eo-called Diaqne Leclanche Batteriea, with which the market is flooded.
Reject every cop nnlees stamped with the

This

Company

trademark

"GONDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W, 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

« '"*"
PERFECTION OF
aXn " THE
THE POROUS CUP
TYPE.
BELLS,

FOR MEDICAL USE
IS UNRIVALED

Etc., IT

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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i8i)o

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

^:Si^^I^^^J:T%^^,

CO.,

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS
f^^m^-' PERFECTLY RELIABLE HO DANGSFiauS CURRe/iT^
.

COMPANY.

^

sl

New England

Office

BIdg.

180 Summer

%,\-electric-li^ht-^^
Po\Amp\Co.

"Mac

St.,

iTtA\

]^R LIGHT

fe^i'i.

Manufacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechani-

and

cal purposes requiritig Strength

ance

Resist-

Wear and Tear.

to

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC^LICHT COMPANIES.
The neceeeltv of meaflnrine the Electric Current by a correct and reliable meter has long been felt, and varlooB Inetrnmente have been put on the market and in actual nee, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be inefficient and unreliable. The Electric Current Connter, invented by Profeseor II. Aron, )e nndoubtedlv the oest and most reliable meter for ihe purpoee. They
Company, of Berlin; Niemens Halske; Municipal Electric I..i«lLt >Vork8, of
have been adopted by many electric lin;ht companies in Eurooe, among which are
Berlin ; and are exclnt^lTely used in almost all principal cities of Earope. They were awarded the ferold Jlledal at ttie Melbourne Exhlbidon, 1S89, and have recently been
awarded the flrst prize by the Muuioipality of Paris, France, In competition with different other Counters. American Companies who have tried and nee the Aron Counter
speak very hiirhlyofthem. The opinions of eome of them are printed below. The Aron Electric Current Counters are hulltfor direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
CQirente, In sizes" from 15 amperee np to any number of amperes. Every counter measures correctly the amount of current consumed, from a fraction of an ampere
to Its full eapBclly. They are now in nee by European cantral etatlone measuring over seTenty Million Watte- Tne amount of current coniamed may be ascertained at a glance,
the iodtx being conetracted on the e&me principle as the gaa meter dials.

A

EdUon

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We
doubt

Dover, N. H.
have te?ied the Aron Counter, and have no reason to

H

Ite reliability.

.

W

.

Bubgett.

Treas. Dover Electric l^ight Co.

SAN Fbanoisco, Cal.
the beat Instrument we have ev6r seen.
have thorougtiiy tested he Connter for alternating current, and are satisfied that It will work correctly.
Geo. H. Rob, Sec'y San Francieco Electric Light Co.

Prof.

ability.

Wm.

H. Anthony.
Mather Electric Light Co-

Thomson-Houston Co.

New York, July 22, 1889.
have in use at the School of Mines, Colambla College, one
of Professor Aron's Coulomb Counters for three-wire system,
and find that It is very sensitive to small as well as large currents, and from observations made I find it correct In every
particalar.
L. H. Landt, Ph. D.
I

Bbookltn, N. T.
We have four Aron Countere in use for some montha, during which time no trouble has b-een experienced In regard to
care of same, end satisfactory readlnf^s have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Gen. Man. Edison lUuminatiug Co.

IMPORT AWT.—Owing
flcure

A.

satiefactorlly,

1

MANCft«STBB, N. H.

We find that the Aron Counters reglBier as accurately aa Is
necesaan' for the porpoee to which such meters would be applied.
We have perfectly satisfied ourselvEs of their adapt-

Ltnn, Mabb.

The Aron Counter works very

The Aron Conater is

We

to the incrQased demand for the Aron Counters in Europe, the cost of manufacture has bean considerably reduced, and
which will enable any company to employ tbem in preference to any other meter. For prices and particulars, address

I

am now

in a position to offer

them

at a

:

BARTHM ANN,

Manager, 21 Beekman

St.,

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

New York.

15 Dey Street,

NEW

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

TH^EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO,

AND crT-OFF

YORK.

Importer.

COUPIilNCiS.

ViBt-tfk€ grip of clutches optionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction suifacft prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive,
ruiley aiiaft automatically oiled.
Thty have a good record, running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

Bend for 1880 Cataloime.
Beloit, Wis.

ECI.IPSE Wi:!iri>E^GI3fE €0„
iVF.STEKN
I.

WII=?^.

ir^i*

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

THE BARNES WATER EMERY
Tool Grinder.
It

Kxipply
It

No

has napumps.

valves.

has

No
it

pipinij to

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

notliini; to pet
is

always

as easily inanag'cd as

inrh swinir, (i foot or S ftml
bed. These inacliincsare in;uie
a specialty in our factory.

a grinilslone and will
give vo-slly belter re-

found

It is

sults.

Sold

—

^^

W.

-siihjcrt

to

:ip-

Sendfnrfu'I
description and price.
prov.ii.

& John Barnes Co., Rockford, III..
Address No. 701 Ruby Street.

F.

MANAOKR

3I5--32I

They have ndvantaees
in

not
other machines in

for full destrintion

prires

lo

BARNES
III.,

W.

F. 4.

WEtSTEItSr A<iEXT

ALFRED

.-\adress

.No.76|KubysL

F.
IKSTADLISIIEI)

FOK

MOORE'
ISJC.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

;in<l

JOHN

CO., Rockford,

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.

thi:. line.
It will pay parlies
(icsirini; to ])iircliasc or know
more about these niachin<s to

s.n.l

WABASH

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

kn<;im: lathi:,
l.'t

ready for use.

HABMOUNT,
...ONITOR ELECTRIC

Barnes' Patent

Willi w;itcr.

out of order,

mm

20 to 33 inch suin^j, with bolli
worm and lever feed, self feeil
;md back-i-eared.

WESTKKS! AiiKXT
KliKCTItlOAl. OKPARTIIKIHT
NKW HAVES! OIiO«:K «0.

G. A.

Barnes' Patent

m\m

A«KXT

W. OOMIlIK^"S
DYKAMOelt ASin MOTORS.

hllectrio

Incanfk'scent ;ind Baltijry
Light. Annunciator and 0(Vu-c Wires.
fact, every kind of Wire known ro the KIcclrical Trade.

C'orils;
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"G.

&

MOTOR COMPANY,

G." ELEGTRIG
402

$t

404 GREENWrCH STREET,

ALL STANDARD SIZES

NEW YORK.
How

Ovsr 6.000

OP

IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS

in

Ujse

THE

UNITED STATES,
KunniDg Sewing Machines, Elevators,
Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blow

1-8 H. P,
Chicago

TO 40

ers, Coffee Mills,

H. P.

Polishing and Grinding

Tools, Etc.

Office, Plicsnix Building.

New England

Cincinnati Office, Smitli Building.

Office,

Philadelphia Office,

148 High Street, Cor.
301 Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

Oliver, Boston.

CO.,

i_iis^n~:Eiz>,

zarEiAT

iroRK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

R E>

BARE AND INSULATED

^\sr I
WE CARRY THE LARGEST

STOCK

IN

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake
WORKS, TRENTON,

St., Chicaso.

ELECTRIC SDFFLI
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Eleetrlc Ucht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Dynamos, Eleetrle
Motors, Primary and ^torase Batteries, Etc.

""""SsTor the Aluminum
94 Liberty Street,

N. J.

Electric

NEW

Light Batteries.

YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

<&

G-EIIE:h.JLL JLG-KHO^S "CEHTE-JLI^
(CASK I!(STAI.IA.TIONS

IZARD

CO.,

stacks XDISTE-ICT,"

DrTISIOIT.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
in

}

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES

THE LEONARD

Dealers

CO.

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.

All inquiries for EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas ("Central StatesJDistrictl') should be addressed to

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Rialto Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.

THE

33 Mercer Street,

NEVT YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

'

"

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
TubiniT, Insulator Hooks,

Key Knobs, Switch

Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantl)' on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCMDESCENT ELECTRIC LIOHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Migheat Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Jury

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located
where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from tie Liehting. Safety, Reliability, and Financial Success
fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest and most ElBcient.
Strictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy
nnd Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest Production of Candle
Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Perfectly Automatic.

t^END

¥OR

CIRCUtiAR.

COBBBSPONDElKCi: SOLICITED.

HEISIxZSR XSIiECTRIC lalGHT GO
809-8I7 South 7th Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

SCHUYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
SB

CO

CO
00

CO

=
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CD
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Pricess. Prompt Sliipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK.

AGEVrS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION

A

ANY Mannfacturer or Dealer,
State that you WANT IT SUPPLIED
Prom

WITH

Standard Underground Catle

the

FEET

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD IN SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
yyestern. Su.pply Ho-u.se,

Automatic

ELECTBICAI, KNGINEEKS

AND JOBBERS.

OMAHA.

M'rite for Samples, Prices

and

i)ata.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MD.

R. T.

WHITE,

'^irr

BOSTON,

IVIASS.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago Office,

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
No. 420,133.

Patented Jan. 28th, 1890.

BEST UATERIAI..

LCWEST PRICES.

CORRESFONBEirOi; SOUCTTED.
THOMAS ASHBURNER, Westem Ag't, Kansas Cit;,
DAISY CHAIK.

F. A. SONI, Editor and Publisher.
"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO" is the only electrical paper

and has a wide
it is

ST.

HOUSE ANNUNCIATORS,

'i±

liaree or small orders promptly fiued. Sample Chair and Section ot
Kail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Purchasers.

"REVISTA TELEGRAFICA DE MEXICO."
The

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN
Ho.

circulation all over that country and Central and South America,
unequaled in its special field.
Advertising rates are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.

2.

a >
published in Mexico
advertising medium

As an

O

Correspondence from electrical merchants and manufacturers desiring Mexican trade is cordially
and samples of goods will be cheerfnllj received and kept at the show rooms.
In connection with the "Revista Telegrafica de Mexico." Mr. Soni is solicitor of Mexican PatentsPatents applied for by Mr. Soni will be obtained promptly on the best terms.

invited,

IF, -A..

Address:

JSOXO'X.

P.O. Box31, orCalIedelRefugioNo.15, entresuelo.

a

o

CITY OF MEXICO

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

o

MANnFACTDRERS OF

^S

WEATHERPROOF

s:

"

CD

.^

o

d

g &
m a

I ^ §
S B
* n — 3
P
I

=

-AND-

to

FRANKLIN

UNDERWRITER'S

g.

CARTER.

?*

?5

CHAS. M. WILKIHS.

WARD

WILKIKS.

Partrick &. Carter,
MANUfACTURCRS OF AND DEALERS

AND WESTERN AGENTS FOR

E.

-XR.JLDI13C5- A.S-

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
SOLE PKOPKIETOES OF THE

Patent Needle Annunciators and Burglar Alarms.

A. C.

DAY'S

XSEHZTE WIRE.

114

S,

Second St^

-

Philadelphia, Fa.

ESTABLISHED

1867.

and Discount Sheets will be sent to tliose in the trade
upon receipt of application and business card.

CatalogTaes

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Aprsl

19,

1890

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
55-57 Gratiot Ave., DETROIT, MICH.
UNDERWRITERS'

Dvnamos,

WEATHERPROOF

Motors,

OKONITE
ANNUNCIATOR

WIRES

MAGNET

Inc.

Lamps,

Sockets,
Cut-Outs,
Switches.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.

M
a

our "

K.

F.

& W." Weatherproof Wire

IJir."
IN

is

taking the Lead.

GET ODR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY.

ROSETTE AND CUT-OUT,

PORCELAIN OR WOOD.

Young's Patent Automatic Circuit Cut-Out.

Every Well Managed Electric Plant Should Have These Cot-Outs.

IMMUNITY FROM ACCIDENTS FROM BROKEN CIRCUITS.
AUTOMATIC IN OPERATION.
OVERHEAD WIRES MADE SAFE.
NO MORE ARMATURE BURN-OUTS.
Send for Description or Sample.
Don't Wait Until You Injure Some One.

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC

EDISON

CO.,

-

The Very Best

in tlie

Market.

Send

for Quotations.

DETROIT, MICH.

M ANUFACT URING

CO.

J

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coieieEisiF'on^T^En^TCE]

JAMES

F.

KELLY

I

General Sales
Agent,
1

sou-iciteid-

9 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.
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DINAMO DURABLE

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

DYNAMOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C.

Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

P.

MOTORS.

EFFICIENT

CLAUS, Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164 W. 27th

63 Broadway.

p

P

St.

ECONOMICAL

P

CONVENIENT.
r'on.

Stationary or Railway Worl(,
OF'OH.

Mining or Engineering Operations,
Our Dynamo

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
is cast in

structible solidity

C. J.

TBOIIP8OW, 100 East Fonrth

St.. St.

Paul.

Illiiii„

Sprape

Motors

Eleclric

Jgent.

UIL

ARE UNEXCELLED.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

Small Fan and

Pump Outats

for

Arc and Incandesce.nt

Circuits.

Sole Agents for the Crocker-Wheeler Constant Current

Motors,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Electric Railway

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

16

M

18

BROAD

Agencies in

& Motor Co.,

ST„ NEIf YOBE.

all Iiarge Cities.

Improved Primary Batteries
Central Stations for Power Distribution.

DOMESTIC
ELECTRIC
LIGHTING

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE RATTERIES.

-AKD FOR-

Scientific
Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY,
St., Philadelphia;

1

19 La Salle

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW
St.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

New

and Other Purposes.

Catalogue Just Out,

JAMES

H.

Correspondence Solioitedr

MASON,

120 Park Avenue,

manufacturing electrician,

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.
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The Strongest,

Simplest
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and Easiest Riding

Truck.

r-vA^v\V\>v-v^

MOTOR TRUCK

in

Existence.

WARRANTED TO PREVENT OSCILLATION OF CARS.
and

The Buperiority of this Truck consists in itH Great Strength, Powerful
Simple Brakes, Interchangeable Elastic
If'heelSf and the facility with which Motors, Armatures and Wheels can be removed and repaired, together with the ease of motion imparted to the
car body, which rests naturally upon the springs disconnected from the motors and their connections.
Cantilever truSS supports ends of cars,
equalizes weight of load a-ni positively prevents oscillation of cars. For descriptive circulars, blue prints and price lists, apply to

THE PECKHAM STREET CAR WHEEL

239

The

&

AXLE COMPANY,

Detroit Electrical

Works

Electric Railway System.

CHEAPEST.
BEST.
SIMPLEST.
The Detroit

Electrical

Werks,

Detroit, Micli
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ELECTRIC

RAILWA7 SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL ANDJOMMERCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Tlioniso&-loiislo& tailway Syslein

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OP

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Hicbigan Ave,

Gbicago,

111.

Wall and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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A HIGH GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

F'or

IF'or*

Electric Liiiht,

Concealed Work,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

Under Water, Underground.

Sample Board

On

of

Habirshaw Cores shown

at the recent Electric Light Convention,

Kansas City, and now on permanent

exh'ibition at the store of

The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago,

board are shown Habirshaw Cores made for the Broadway Theatre, New York;
the installation of the New Jersey Central Railway Depot opposite New York;
The Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Station; Harrisburg Electric Light
Co.; the Navy Department for the installations of the Interior
Department, Washington, and all the Government Cruisers.

this

Samples of Habirshaw Wires and Cores

will

be forwarded upon application.
List prices are

shown

in

our special

list

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
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No. 6 8.
1

CO.,
RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO..

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort

The

••Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the o£B.cers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the J^st claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor,"

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARDONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE
W ELECTRIC
f^ox>t

Manufacluren

SLATTERY

ek,-yxx&m

XxidiAxxa.

CO.

P

Ihe

ol

out

SYSTEM

INDUCTION

Tho Most Oarefolly Workedand Complete Altematlai

System of Electric

OF

Liglitiiiff

la

Existence.

INCANDESCEIIT LIGHTING,

AMI THE

Armatures

WOOD SYSTEM

Guaranteed.

OF

Lamps

ARC LIGHTING.

and

Oonverten

12—16 Candle Pewur.

to the Mechanical

Hone

Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

BROADWAY,

115

Boreel BIdg.

PITTSBURGH,

PA.,

533 Wood

KMN

OFFICE AND WORKS.

FORT WAYNE,

PHII.AOEI.PHIA OFFICE,

IND.

907 Filbert Street,
G. A. WILBUR, Manasrcur.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

J.

185 Dearborn St., First Floor,
BUCKLEY, Manager.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. 2

1

7

Sans^e

Street.

»

St.

City of Mexico Office, F. ADAMS, Successor.

ToilRG«NnTPpGOiH
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Motors for Arc and Incandescent
The

THE ONLY MOTOR

Circuits.
supremacy of " THE

BAXTER MOTOR"
all

GIVING PERFECT

others

has

been

over
thor-

oughly established, and we
are

SATISFACTION.

now prepared

to

ftU

orders promptly.

ALU SIZES FROM

M6
We

H.

P.

TO 50

H.

EVERY

P.

pleaded to <iii<
prices, and K^ve any dcMired
lormation.

MOTOR
IS

alkali 1»e

GUARANTEED.

:

Office

A..ess,THE

BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Streets, and
Collington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.

.

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, APRIL

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MANirPACrUBEBS OP

O cents per Copy.
No.

26, 1890.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MASUFACTOEBKS
AND DEALERS
OF

COWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOYS,
IN INGOTS, SHEETS, RODS,

1

17.

CO.,
'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL
SEND

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

FOJB SSe-PAGE CATAI<0€rDE,

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,
STEWART BUILDING,
B3 Chambers

St.,

New

PURE ALUMINUM. 1 11 Arch Street,
tPFfiti /iuc«i,ico
AreuriFR
orzoiHL

ROLLING MILLS,
Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

.

J
^

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON,
MASS.
Wash.

CO.,

Seattle,

^^^^ Seh-ers Electrical Works, San

Francisco, Cal.

A full line of our manafactures can t© found at our Agencies.
Brush Elbctric Compamt,
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 35, 1890.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRIGTIQN METAL
74 Cortlandt Street,

>

f

CO.,

NEW

YORK.

—

Gentleitek: Some months ago we ordered a sample quantity of yonr Magnolia
metal, for the purpose of a comparative test with the best grades of other Babbitt
metal. We desired something for our Alternating Maf-hine, which we are running at
1.125 revolutions per minute after giving a thorough trial we found it beyond our
highest anticipation, the tiearlnga being perfectly cool. We have found it to be the
best compound for journal bearings we have ever used. We are now using It in large
quantities, as you are aware; which verifies our statement that we have found it superior to all other metals we have ever put into our machines. Yours truly.
;

Standard Underground Cable
G. L.

Co.,

PITTSBrKGH, PA.

Weslinghouse Building,

WILEY, Ma.ag.r, Ncw York.

F. E.

DEGENHARDT, Onager, Chicago.

POSSONS,

N. S.

(Signed)

Supt.

(2121)

STANDARD
The

ELECTRIC

Iniiia-Bnlilier

aDd Gntta-Percla iDsnlatiog
UNDER WATER

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very

pliable.

HABIRSHAW,

MARINE

up

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

Every

UNDERGROUND.

NEW

Two-Circuit Concentric Cables, both circu'is, 9,000 Megohms per
knot.

Silk,

Cotton anj Hemp.

LIGHT

Gables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, foi Marine Work.

Installations

Offices: 159 Front Street,

F.C.

General Manager.

MARINE

any Millage

Navy Portables,

knot.

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M.

any

bles, to

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Three and Two-wire Ca-

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

or

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubeee Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Co.

Cores

Pliable

YORK, U.S.A.

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

G0MFAN7,
ANSONIA BRASS & COFFER
COWLES* PATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

,

OAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather -Proof
The acknowledged Standard for durable and hlgrh
Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.
BMtrie

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Branches

ef Signaling.

Aerial Use.

All

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Lead Encased Wiret.

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

all Locations.

CUT 5HOWINO BTVLB OF INSUI.ATION.
— _„.^
ttaidaaOBM^
Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof InsolatioQ.
Copper Wire.
B.
aturated with a Blacky Weather-Proop Composition.
.
,
.
»
«
^
«t—
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwnters. Saxiples tbrnisnea open ftppocanom. ruf mmm
trie Copper Wire, hare and covered, of every description.

O—

A—

A—

-

GEORGE

B.

PRESGOTT,

Jr., Gen. Agt., I6

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111.,

Dey St,

Sole Agents lor

NEW YORK.
me

West.

w&Rrnnnii«
WABtHoums.

i 19

^^

a"^ 21

gg ^^^

Cliff
^

FACTORIES:
St, New YoriL
ANSONIA,
Ave., Chicago, III.

gg wabaiH

THE EDISON MACHINE

CONN.

WORKS

J

MAHrVWACTUJREItS OF

Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables,

PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liigliting

Apparatns.

Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Miohiiran Ave , Cukago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yobk, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., CiNoi.vNATi, Ohio.
N. Y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
334 Montgomery St., San FbajnXIsco, Gal.
1)20

No

CO.,

Electric Railxray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

or 52

per

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
adjustment better than any other lamps on the market.

operation.
their

Arc

J>}'nanio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

•

automatic, permitting any
off

without

in

its

many

Like the arc dynamo

number

of

its

features of

regulation

is

lamps to be thrown on or

the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

rapidly gaining

is

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

demand

for a

machine of

by the
meet the

this character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo—
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency, and economy of
operation.
Alternating Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNJNG ABBJE STUB— All

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.

instance.
Slotor.

injured
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JEMEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO., THE MITCHELL VANCE
(SncceBBors to 3IITCHEI,t.,

CO.,

VAKCE & CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Insulating Joints,

Combinatioa Fixtures,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Incandescent Ligbting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

One H.

P.

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

Constant Potential Motor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^x* rr^m-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, fi-om 1-S to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

St.

and

1

SALESROOIVi,
836-38 Broadway and 1 3th St,

0th Ave.,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CITY.

@

IDJL
ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

INDIA
]M[EXT

^^

to

RUBBER INSULATION.
GTTTTA PERCHA,

insulator

is

refractory unless vulcanized,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

the best

INDIA RUBBER;

but

known

it is

very-

and the sulphur

necessary for vulcanizing is a deadly enemy to
copper (as may be observed in samples of all wires
insulated with rubber compounds where the vulcanized coat is placed directly on the wire).

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

In order to overcome these difficulties, we
coat the copper wire with TDT; then with a
Rubber Cement; then Rubber Compound, WITHOUT SULPHUR; then for protection, use the
vulcanizing coat, and rubber tape or braid.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

first

•

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

It is

then vulcanized with great care, so as not

to be liable to crack.

These wires are the best made for

AERIAL

OR UNDERGROUND WORK.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES. ©

ERNEST HOEFER, "The
Executive Offices:

115 BROADWAY,

AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth-St., Philadelphia; 119 La

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle SI.

N.

J.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

SELLS OUR WIRES

IN

Rookery,"

CHICAGO,

THAT VICINITY.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
420-426 East 26th

St.,

NEW

YORK.

CO..
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THE
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CARBOIV CO

IVATIOI^Ai:.

Cle-\7-ela,r2Ld., 01n.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

-'-'^^--^^^--

ENGINEERING CO.,

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

OLIVER STREET
^€>Sa?Oia".

& POWER

'

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Cok*

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

JT

LIGHT.

gl

ELECTRIC LIGHT

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS boiler setting, 10 Burn

I^OR

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Burning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

1

00

to

1

20

Volts

of Current.

Please state Systeai and Voltag-e Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

PT PPTRTP AT ROnir^
/^Ti ATT T^TXTT^o
UJ all KIM Do.

^^'"'

'""^

CO.

^

/f

"**

..':'r.-rs„
""'' "«'=''a"l'=a">-

'^P'^'* catalogue.

'""'

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

BERaiSIJLITIT

<Sc

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTINa.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOn ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

XU11.JV
-W-t-W ^vr^-Dxr
-ivT-E^Tir

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.
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CHARLES

A.

CHEEVER,

President.

WILLARD

L.

CANDEE.

Treasurer.

THE PARK
OKONITE
NEW
ROW,

13

CO.

H.

DURANT CHEEVER,]

F.

CAZENOVE JONES,

Secretary.

Gen'l Supt.

YORK,

EXTENSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

«<1INSULATED
FOR

WIRES AND CABLESIX

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC LIGHT USES.

vlon/;:

oX. ^^'f?'

•¥"? '*xw "S^h

'^....je,9o

Y

0-tj(~ '^nlZZ '^xn^^jC'

c::^^

-^d^-.^^

TT^ff^ -A^^cl^o^ -^^^^^ct— ^-*-t^
•

-/«u^

—

'

-^^..^

>«^

'-^^-^t-^ <^3ir '^^-^JLtT

-n^^.^^^ ^«-^<^

^,

^J^:?^-^-^

BRANCHES

CB3srTi3-A-i_.
PHILADELPHIA,

Ez^^zcTieic CO.,
SAN

.BOSTON,

MINNEAPOLIS

FRaNCjSCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CEa:ic-A-a-o.

CINCINNATI,;^ LOUjS VII LE,

KANSAS

CITY.

OMAHA,
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
55-57 Gratiot Ave., DETROIT, MICH.
UNDERWRITERS'

Dvnamos,

WEATHERPROOF

Motors,

OKONITE
ANNUNCIATOR

WIRES

MAGNET

Inc.

Lamps,

Sockets,
Cut-Outs,
Switches.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISE.
and onr "

^'K,

F.

& W." Weatherproof lire

IJIT."
IN

is

taking the Lead.

ROSZSTTXS

GET OUR PEKES BEFORE YOU BUY.

AND

CUT-OUT,

PORCELAIN OR WOOD.

Young's Patent Automatic Circuit Cut-Out.

Every Well Managed Electric Plant Shonld Have These Cnt-Onts.

IMMUNITY FROM ACCIDENTS FROM BROKEN CIRCUITS.
AUTOMATIC IN OPERATION.
OVERHEAD WIRES MADE SAFE.
NO MORE ARMATURE BURN-OUTS.
Send for Description or Sample.
Don't Wait Until You Injure Some One.
Tlie

COWIIVIERCIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

EDISON

•

Very Best

in tiie

Market.

Send

(or Quotations.

DETROIT, MICH.

M ANUFACT URING

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
CO:ESI5E3Sr=02^^E33^CE

JAMES

SOU-ICITEIID-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

p

Ae:ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK,
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Til

SOL.B BUII_DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
adapted for electric plants
kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled,

Is especially

of

FOR ECOWOBffY OP FDKL,

MOTION,

ILEOTJliAAIT?
DTntABTT.TrY IN TJSB.

AMD

power;

36 candle

MILWAUKEE,

GEV

CHICAGO BRANCH,

for our Catalones.

FOE

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits

tVOCHD FOB AXIT CUKBEirr.

can be used In series
on dynamo circuits

PEEFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATIOF.

for all kinds of decorationa and displays.

Highly

and Economical.

Efficient

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE
OF LOW-VOLT

HARRISON,

N.

AU

WESTERS! Ann SOUTHEBN STATES,
J.

1

1

EAST ADAMS

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON -HOUSTON
A.

STUART,

LOADS.

^WADS^WOBTH, Manager

H.

UMPS.
CO.,

ST,

MOTORS

2Y% to 40 volts.

THESE LAmFS

LAMP

EPMSON

41 ail 43 SOUTH

ELECTRIC CO.

FOR BATTERY OR DYNAMO.

EDISON

fIS.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Edison Lamps, EXCELSIOR
Yi to

CO.,

MannfactnrerB of and De&lere In

all

IT 19 UaiEQTrAI*ED

&

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

215 West Fourth

President.

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Street,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
Bnilders of Arc, Direct and Alternating Incandescent Lighting Central Stations and Electric
Electrical Supplies of all Kinds.
]

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE ALWAYS ON HAND.
^ixX-y

ZkiXa.u'u.fct.otxuTex-s

of Z>iire O^xapeir

Brnsh Copper, Commntator Bars, Copper Uire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.

W. D. Sabgent,

President.

General Western Office:

John A. Bakbett,

Yice-Prealdent and Cone. Electrician.

Tem ijereca.

Pinions,
St.,

Chicago,

\

Power

bottom Prices,

Plants.

gulck ShipmenU.

for

Trolley

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

E. H. Cutlee, Trees and TSgj.
.

Feahk A. Pbebet,

Electrician.

"Tlae Klelsitron JVIfg. Co.,
79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK,

MAKOFACTTJKKHS OP THE

FERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

in

Simplicity and Durability.

The Only Machines having

LaiiBated Field Magnets of Softest Cliarcoal

Iron.

BY MEANS OF WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ARE OBTAINED THAST IS POSSIBIiE OTHEBWISE.

HI6HEST AWARD AX PARIS EXPOSITION.
Sizes and for all Pnrposes. Antomatic DyDamOB for Incaadeicent Electric LightlDg
Plants for Stores, Factories, etc., a Specially. Moisture-Proof Motors and Dynamos
for nse in Mines and Damp Places.

Automatic Motors of

OOMDnilMn
OVnyifUUraU.
16 Size!, 6 to 500 a. p.

all

SELLING DEPARTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES.
IT Ctortlandt Street,
YORK,
Westinphouse,
Hathaway buildine,
BOSTON,
Church, Kerr
Westinehouse Building,
PITTSBURGH,
&Co.
156,
158Lake
Street,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA, 608 Chestnut St.. M. B. MuoklS, Jr. & Ca

CONDENSING OR

NEW

non-condensing.

Hot yet ejnalei ly an? form of Zigine

for

HIGH FUEL DUTY AND SIMPLICITY.

STANDARD.

13 Sizes

in

ST. LOXJIS,

Stoclo

5 to 250 H. P.
3,000 in use in all parts of the Civilized World.

6
JUNIOR.
m
EKSWE
AUTOLIATIO

Well Built

AU the

EconomicaL

above

fiepairs

511

NORTH FOURTH

ST.,

WESTINCHOUSE, CHURCH, KERR Sl CO.
SALT LAKE CITY, 259 S. Main St
Utah & Montana
I

Sizes in Siocic

5

to

50

BUTTE, MONT.
SAN FRANCISCO,
PORTLAND, OR.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
ATLANTA, G A.

H. p.

CHEAPES TEAil A SLIBE 7AL7E.

Reliaile.

built stnctly to
in Stock.

Gamed

Isolated

Over 300 smd the

first

year.

GanEewith Interchangeable Parts. I
Sena for Ultistrated Oatalogues. I

PITTSBURGH, PA.U.S.A.

E. Granite St.
f
and 33 Fremont

21

ii. :55.V.

Front

36 College St.,
45 S. Pnor St.

DALLAS. Vex.'

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

St.,

Machinery Co.
St.. Parke & Lacy Co.
Parke & Lacy Mch. Co.

(.tt-.t)
The D.
t

.
Tomntins
Co.
Tompkms iX.
A.

'Imp. iSrMch. Ca
\ E. James & Co.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
Wire.
Flexible Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipnnent.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.
always carry a fuU stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Ampere Meters.

any

socket.

All candle powers,

and style for two or three-

any voltage, and any

efficiency

up

to

twenty

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Any size. No heating or arcing.
Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

Dynamos.

size

lamps to horse power.
All

Switches.

fit

Every

tion.

influence.

Constant;

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro>deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

Of every kind in stock at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts for Installation.

No

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

MAIN DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Ihicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian District, Toronto, Canada.

—
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THE

—

Knapp Electrical Works
Ttie

General Western Agents,

TO FIT

ANY

(Perkins)

instead of lasting

600 hours

have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim.
Chukch Gkeen Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

a73a:E]

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

follouing are a few ofbiir testimonials:

Your lamps

CO.

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are
Hejick's Opera

more than guaranteed, and
H. Heuck,

is

perfectly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

The lamps average their full guarantep, and-some have
Oaki,asd Papek Co., Manbeen burning 3,000 hours.
chester, Conn.

—

JSOCKET,

ALL CANDLE POWIHS,

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,200 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Ceaxe, Je., &

—

Beg., DaltoD, Mass.

The

ANY YOLTAGE,
ANY EFFICIENCY.

discolor.
trice,

light burns

—

I.

up

to 16

c.

D. Wilteout, O.

p., is

clear,

W. Holmes

and does not

Hospital, Bea-

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectaticn=, 8s they excel the guarantee by some 3,000 hours.
H. B. Claflin", Ne y York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
FOR

Mcl-Biri

Cais,

TELEGRAPH,
iihif 111

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT

McLennan

Switch.

Paiste S-wltcli.

Arc Lamp

.^c Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling- Switch.

GALES COMMUTE TOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
34

IT.

& 06

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, FranMin

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

,
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THE BEST or ALL
ITJLXION'

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

IS of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstrnctlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
EAU

QIaAIRR, WIB.

SXI.A.'VCT', CStoxi'l l\/T&,ja.SLs:Girm
BAKER,' BALCH & CO,

Qen'l Agts

CHAS. M. BLANOHARD, Agent,

,

Seattle,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hote), Kansas City, Mo.
P, H. POLGLASE, Agent,
305 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
LITTLE, McDonald &;C0., Oen'l Agts
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.

MBTCALF, REED &

Western Agts,,
1517 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.

CO.,

W. W. BRIQGS &

Qirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Waehington.

CO., Agents,

L. N.

COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Agts.,

W.

N.

New York
432 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

City.

:
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRAHKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Every Central Station man should have one of Davis' Hand
Books, containing 130 pages of just the right sort of information,
with 30 illustrations, all bound in convenient form for the pocket.

AMONG

THXS GONTBIUTS

ARE ARTIGLISS ON

THE ARC LAMP,
THE INCANDESCENT LAMP,
BATTERIES,
BOILERS,

DYNAMOS,
ELECTRICAL UNITS,

GENERAL FORMULAE FOR WIRING FOR ANY SYSTEM,
THE STEAM ENGINE,
RULES FOR COMPUTING SPEED & DIAMETERS OF PULLEYS,
VARIOUS WIRE GAUGES,
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR
RULES OF VARIOUS UNDERWRITERS' ASSOCIATIONS,
STORAGE BATTERIES,
All

compiled by a practical

man

wiio iuiows

Price in Cloth
Price in Leather

from experience wliat

is

needed.

$0.75.
$1.50.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
lis

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO.
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Incandescent Lamps and General Electrical Supplies.

"The lamps of the Sawyer-Man pattern in use on board (S. S. 'Omaha,') in
many instances have shown a remarkably long life, several having a record
of from 5,000 to 7,000 hours each."-Extract from report of Commander R,
B. Bradford, Inspector of Electric
Lighting, to the Chief of the Bureau of
Navigation, Navy Department, for 1889
(page 27).

GENERAL OFFICES:
510-534 West 23d

St.,

NEW YORK.
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THE UNITED STATES

Electric Ligbting ()0
(The Westinghouse Electric Co., Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED

ADMATIC DYNAMOS-PERFECT
More than 1000 Plants

DEVICES.

in operation in Factories, Hotels, Office

Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.

ELECTRIC

^

Direct Current

and

^^
^^^^M

MOTORS

™^^S

GENERATORS
for all purposes
1-8 H. P.

up to any power
required,

and at any
required E. M.

F.

New

Design

and

Workmanship

M:MM

mm %1b
=--^-==—

- --

uraiw V. S.

for

in

fPl^H

"

Send

Superior

gp^

vtsajjiiiiii^

and
unequaled
in

efficiency.

MOTOR.

U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

G&enex*».l CDfXloes:
Equitable Building, 130 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

'

—
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THE

GREELEY

E. S.

tt

CO.,

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
5 AOU 7 1>KV MT., KKW VORK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular
Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,

ud

Prectilos

Ccbiusct. Qsillt;

But

la

84 MARKET

Electrical Expert^
DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

upon

MACHINERY

Application.

MINIATUR£ INCANDESCENT LAMPS
and

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

TRICIAN when

Publisher

WESTERN

br

ELEC-

writing to advertisers.

EIMCINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery."

St., St.

Louis.

Waterworks Building, Kansas

1

319 Ramge

C^ty.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
A IX SIZES

AND
QDAXITIES

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 Water

Omaha.

Building,

St..

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
8PRCIAIiTIEB :-The Annlngton * Slmn Koulne, Steel BollerB, Ireeon Lluk Belt,

good business standing. Advertiser
has had eight years' practical experience in
electrical indu&tiies, and is prepared to
in

handle

00..

Address,

EqL'lP3IB:ikT

These^ instruments are the most

LESTER MOOUBBIDGE.

able

FMlmat«8

requirements of

all

A

meet the

kinds of work.

IHnbinitted.

Send for

— THE—
Best Appointed Line

Catalope.

lllnstrateil

ADDKESi^

IS

^FOR REACHING THB

River St., Chicago.

\Vrit>' f'T iTIcf-i nnil

offered.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

and.

Free from (fum or aclde. B}' refllterlngcsQ be
nsedcontinoally. Adopted by the largeet Electric Plants of the West.

45

instruments ever

large variety of ranges to

and Contractors.

and Power.

SECOND TO NONE.

Agl..

Western Electrician.

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

OF ELECTBIC BAILIVAVS.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL

TAUSSIG.

French and

"BUSINESS"

care

74 Oox-tlA^JO-d. Stroet, ]>J'ex'cr "Vor^Jx-m

S.

Speaks

anything.

accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

Electrical Engineers
DeMlsos

A position aa traveling salesman or
agent for a manufacturing or supply house

I.4.TBST CATAIiOCil7E8.
J.

for Electric Light

WANTED!

New York.

WOODBRIDGE & TURNER,
Steam Plants

HUD.NUTT, Administralrix,

Spanish.

Stmnd&rd RocklUE and Sheffield <iratea, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Eomnglnjector, t to.

COMPIiETK

A.

THE WESTON STANDARD

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

MEND FOB

L0:S

Big Rapids, Mich.

For Electrical Purposes.

Chicago.

power unequaV'J In tlie State. Prosperous
and well-estiblishu
business.
Estate
must be setfod up is reason for s.UlDg.
For particula's, address,

.

Large DynamOB and Motors for Special Work
boilt to Order. Coal Hitting Ilanlage
a Specialty.

MICA

FO R SA LE.
Electric Light Plant of 40 arc lightB;
also Machine Shop aod Foundry in Ciy
of Big Rapids.
Population 7,000. Walir
1

Novelties

Ut WoTll

3

CHICAGO,

Lamp

Catalofrat* of Stantl&rd IVet iDalromente
forolebeil LipOD 'tpi>licatluo.

POND

ST.,

of Lamps and

ul Flalih. tht

YOU WILL OBLIGE
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WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

Test, NortbTtst and Soitliiest.

Samples.

Quitman near Baldwin street.

CO.,

NCWSrlC, N« Ja

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
A.

New and Improveit method

3AFETY—Abeolote immtiDlty from electric

of Eqnlpplns Bnlldlngs nrlth an Insulated Tube Condnlt for any System of Electric Wiring,

'OOAC^XSS'ljCia'Grs
fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect acceee to concealed wires.
and freedom from fntare expenseECONOM Y^Siiiall coBt ot InBtallatloQ,
DURABILITY—Abeolately moUtare-proof tabe and appliances, Inenrinf; longevity of wires.
CONVENIENCE—Syeteme of electric wiring may be laid out on original plane in a manner eimilar to that employed for gae, water and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn in at pleasare.
FOB CIRCVI^BS. PBICK I.1ST AXD IHSTJEllJCTIOlfS, ADDBKS8,
154 AND 156 WEST 27TH ST., NEW YORK CITY.
INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION COMPANY,

-•r^cn-

ma

umm a

CHABlfSMUNSON.PREsr.

FRftNKGMossfSEcr &Tbeas.

PUSH-BUTTON

K civuLt ana

TORRINGTON, CONN.,

^

AND
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

_.^v(g>llllll

n

II 15

PlTTSBUF^GH

PAISTE PSi'; GUT-OUT

ROSETTE.

.

N^wYoRK.

^r

TRADE

^ ill 41 i J^W
(

28,30.32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

to its special

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

short lap,

CAP EiSILY DETACHED.

^

CANAL SI.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

THE

DOUBLE POLED.
-=-

MAfih.

#t»r irii-S^riv^^ri^k SanR^ANGISGO.
New Orleans.

Celebrated P.

^"^

B.

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.

A contact

of 10 amp. is guar-

between cap contact
arms and binding strips on base

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS.

anteed
Patented.

H T PAISTE,
.

Kept

in

block.
12th and.M^rket^Sts., Philadelphia, Pa-

Slock and tor Sale by

all

Prominent (upply Housts.

PAINT
THE STANDARD
SOLE

CO.,

1UA9ICFACT1TREB8,

59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, APRIL

Vol. VI.
Electric

Lighting Plant at Charlton,

la.,

city of Chariton, la., last fall, voted to bond
the municipality in order that an electric light-

The

The contract
ing plant might be established.
for the lighting plant was awarded to the Hawkeye Electric Manufacturing company of Davenport, la., and the plant is now completed and
The accompanying
is in successful operation.
illustration gives a view of the dynamo room.
The electric light plant consists of two Hawkeye incandescent dynamos of the new type.

The generators were guaranteed to generate
current for 500 lights each, but before the plant
was accepted a load of 1,100 lights was put on
The dynathe machines for an entire evening.
mos operated during the test to the entire satisThe machines are
faction of the city officials.
so connected that one or both may be operated
as the demand

No. 17

26, 1890.

members of the board, and a number of them
threatened to establish a competing line to New
York city.
This, it is generally conceded,
would scarcely prove a profitable investment,
and it is hardly probable that such a project will
be executed.

Chicago City Electric

Plant.

The Chicago

city council in its appropriations
year "lumped" the light fund, making it
necessary for the electrical department to be
extremely economical in order to get a fair sum
for construction work in the extension of the
electric light plant.
City Electrician Barrett
says he expects to begin work at an early day,
however, and he believes about §220,000 will be
expended on the plant. He hopes that the gas
lamps supplanted in the districts lighted by

this

Henry

B. Stone,

President of the Chicago

Telephone Company.
Henry B. Stone has been selected president of
the Chicago Telephone company and the Central

sume

Union Telephone company.
He will ashis new position June ist.
Mr. Stone is

35 years of age, a graduate of Harvard, and a
gentleman of ability and experience. He has
been practically at the head of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy system since the great strike,
and in that contest he showed a strength of
character that was truly marvelous.

may require.
They are coup-

When Mr. Stone finished his education he
entered the C, B. & Q. shops, and passed through
the mechanical department mastering all the
grades, until he became division master mechanic at Aurora. In rfiSo he was appointed
superintendent of the locomotive and car departments, and
in 1 88 1 became
general super-

led in multiple.
The power for

intendent. Two
years later he

operating
engines is
rived

manager,

manager.

eral

Upon

the ter-

mination of the
strike

er each.

made

The

plant is
located in a substantial
t,w o -

vice

traffic affairs of

the entire Burlington system.
His administration of the affairs of this corporation gained
for him the reputation of being
one of the ablest

The

upper story is
arranged as an
observation gallery. Visitors are

always welcomand they
ed,
have an excellent opportunity of observing
the plant from

railroad

The

country.
end of the conflict between the

company and
its engineers

em-

siderable trouble of late, most of which it has
invited by the rash action of its board of manWhen the managers decided to cut the
agers.
board off from the outside world and stop the
quotations, it ordered the Western Union Telegraph company to remove its wires and instruments, etc. Of course, the action of the board
cut off considerable business, and in order to
continue efficient service without loss, the telegraph company raised the rate. This aroused
considerable indignation on the part of the

mana-

gers of the

the gallery.

Proposed New Telegraph Line.
The Chicago Board of Trade is having con-

president,

charge of the
operating and

story brick

ploys for street
illumination 100
32-candle power lamps, which are suspended
in the middle of the principal thoroughfares. The
city supplies stores and residences with lights to
The price for light is
the number of 1,000.
calculated on the cost of operating the station
and the interest on the investment. It is not intended that a profit of the station shall be made.

-

he was
second

in

building, which
was erected by
the city especially for the cen-

city

and

shortly afterward was promoted to gen-

Myers engine of
1 20 horse power
obtains
which
its steam from
two steel boilers
of 75 horsepow-

The

as-

general

sistant

defrom a

tral station.

made

was

the

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT CHARITON,

lA.

pay for the operating
expenses of the present stations, but leave some-

electricity will not only

thing for construction of the city electric light
plant.
During this season he will direct his attention to establishing a South side station, and
adding to the present North and West side
plants.
No new city stations will be established
this year, as the South side plant cannot be
looked on as new plant. All the underground
work was done last year, and an effort will be
made to have the Commissioner of Public Works
hurry the new building to a speedy completion.
The plans have been completed, and everything
is

in readiness.

Edison has recently been granted a patent on a commutator and brushes having amalgamated contact surfaces.
He claims that the amalgamated surfaces have such an
affinity for each other that the resistance of the contact to
the passage of the current is low and the spark is very much
reduced.
As sparking occurs as the commutator bars
break circuit with the brushes, the mercury performs the
function of carrying off the spark heat by its vapor.

which engaged
the attention of
the country, left the financial affairs of the company not only greatly involved, but the system
thoroughly demoralized, its losses amounting to
Undismayed by these
three or four millions.
facts, Mr. Stone set to work to repair the forHow well he succeeded
tunes of the company.
Not only
was shown by the last annual report.
was all the debt wiped out, but there was enough
surplus at the end of 1SS9 to pay a dividend of
4 per cent., and the statements for January,
February, and March of this year show that the

improvement is still going on. The company is
almost as well off to-day financially, in spite of
frequent rate wars, as it was when the strike was
first inaugurated.
It will, therefore, be readily recognized that in
the selection of Mr. Stone the telephone companies secured a man of great executive ability,
whose knowledge of men and altairs will prove
of inestimable value in the direction of the affairs of these important corporations.
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National Direct Current

The new form

Dynamo.

April

Electric Lighting in Berlin.

direct current dynamo,
which has recently been put on the market by
the National Electric Manufacturing company
of Eau Claire, Wis., is illustrated in Fig^s. i and
'2.
The general construction of the machine is
not materially different from other well known
types.
The design is substantial, and while it

of

Emil Rathenau, general director of the General Electric company of Berlin, was in Chicago
on Monday last. He has been in .Vmcrica a little over three weeks, most of which time he has
been witli Henry N'illard, president of thedeneral Edison company. He has kept on the go, and
though he is taking the trip mainly for pleasure,

:-6,

1890

company. The machine works at Schenectady
and the lamp factory are models, and, in my
opinion,
world."

When
Iierlin,

superior

are

to

asked to speak of

Herr Rathenau

anything
electric

in

the

lighting in

said:

"The prospects for extension of electric lighting in IJerlin are extremely favorable. Our company now has four stations; at the end of this
year these stations will furnish current for 100,000 lamps. I'cfore next year is ended 180,000
lamps will be supplied. 'I'he engines which we
use are all compound condensing.
They were
built by Van der Kerchove, of Cihent, Belgium.
They are of the C^orliss type and they are connected direct to the dynamos. The dynamo
speed is slow 68 revolutions per minute. The
economy of these engines is very marked, with
15 pounds' pressure only 11 pounds of steam is
required per horse power hour.
We get an indicated mechanical efficiency of 95 per cent, at
the dynamo, so we lose in our dynamos and
engines only 15 per cent.
To give you an idea
of the condensing water used in the stations. I
will say that in a single station as much condensing water is used as is required for a city of 150,000 inhabitants. We get this water from arte-

—

1

sian wells, of

which we now have sixteen.

To

get rid of the water we use pipes about two feet
diameter.
The first station was opened in
1884 with 5,000 lamps. We have recently made
a municipal contract, according to the terms of
which we must increase the capacity to 28,000
horse power.
We will use in extending the

m

system accumulator sub-stations. The accumulators will be charged during the day and at

FIG.

embodies

I.
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the latest features in incandescent
dynamo work, the mechanical and electrical
construction has been very much simplified.
The armature, which is of the Siemens type,
is wound in a peculiar manner, and as a consequence, the size of the butts or ends is greatly
reduced.
The winding of the machine, it is stated, is
so calculated that all sparking at the brushes is
( )nly one layer of
eliminated.
wire is used on
the armature.
The bed plate and journal supports are cast
in one piece, thus insuring rigidity.
The field
magnets are secured to the base by means of
bolts passing through the entire length of the
magnets.
Two dowel pins prevent shifting of
the magnets and also insure the proper position
of magnets when the machine is assembled.
The field magnets and .seats for the journal
boxes are bored at one operation and the bases of
the bo.xes are turned to a corresponding diameter
so that the journals can never become out of
line.

all

The armature can be

easily

removed

devoting himself

is

plants.
said to

industriously to

the

and
power
Speaking of his trip Herr Rathenau
a representative of the Western Elec-

inspection

of

electric

light

trician:
'I have been greatly interested

in electric rail-

if

required, by simply taking off one journal. The
machine is provided with adjustable sight feed
oilers of an improved design.
The commutator is made up of drop-forged
copper bars, and is insulated throughout with
mica.
The hard wood table on top of the machine contains Ijinding posts for the reception
of the main wires and safety fuses.
The brush
holders are of a new design, and are provided
with adjusting springs by means of which the
tension of the brushes may be varied within wide
The holders are adapted for brushes
limits.
from one-fourth to one-half inch in thickness.
The dynamo proper is mounted on a sub-base
or sliding frame of iron provided with screw and
hand wheel, by means of which the tension of
the belt may be adjusted as required.
Fig. 3 shows a curve of the e. m. f. taken from
a 100 ampere, 100 volt over-compounded dy
narao at a speed of 1,350 revolutions per minute.

This machine was designed to supply 200 lights
of 100 volts with a drop or loss in the wiring of
two volts.
How well the object sought for has
been accomplished, the diagram shows.
These
machines may of course be used as motors if
desired.
The company claims an efficiency of
96 per cent, for all machines of over 50 amperes
capacity.

he

night the central stations and sub-stations will
give us a capacity of 1,200,000 lamps.
We determined to use accumulators after we had tested
This battery has
the Tudor storage battery.
been tried for seven years in the central station
at Darmstadt and other places, and has given
excellent results.
Our company and Siemens &
Halske, the noted electric firm, bought the battery. The latter are putting up a factory for the
manufacture of the batteries, at a cost of five
million marks. The battery, I may say, is formed
to a certain extent, like the old I'lante battery.
We have the greatest confidence in this system
of distribution by storage battery sub-stations.

NATIONAL DIRECT CURRENT DYNAMO.

America. We of course have no such
ways
Our company has
railways on the other side.
actjuired the rights for the Sprague system for
We
all Europe, except England and France.
are about to introduce electric railways of the
American system in all the great cities of Germany. I have been greatly interested in inOur company, as you
specting Edison plants.
may know, is a shareholder in the parent Edison
in

We

expect to show that it is economical to light
a large territory by this means."

The Rochester. N. v.. Electric Railway company has determined to establish a line on East avenue, the most fashionable drive in the Flower city, provided it can secure the
right of way.
Many efforts have been made to establish a
horse car line on this thoroughfare, but without success.
The present movement is favored by the property owners
on the avenue.
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Death of E. S. Hewson, Chicago.
The announcement of the death of E.
Hewson,

Chicago,

will
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350 segments separated from one another by fiber to within thirteen centimeters of
the shaft. The periphery of the disk is furnished
with a steel rim, insulated from the disk itself,
and widened out on either side of the disk, so
as to serve as a colle;tor.
The first machine
of this type made by M. Polechko gave 25 volts
and 2,oco amperes when running at 1,500 revolutions per minute; its weight was 1,140 kilos.
M. Polechko is engaged upon the construction of a new pattern of his machine, which will
be almost of similar dimensions, but will be furnished with a metal more suitable for the magdially into

S.

be received with uni-

Mr. Hewson
was attacked by la grippe during the holidays,
He
suffered a relapse, and never recovered.
sank rapidly during the last few weeks and died
Saturday night. April 19th. He was attended
throughout his illness by his wife and at the
time of his death his parents and brother were
The body was taken East, the inalso present.
versal regret by his old associates.

b

elected as follows: President, Alexander P. Wright; secretary and treasurer, H. H. Fairbanks of Worcester; directors,

A

W. S. Hill.
New England

E. H. Hewins, H. C. Spauldingand

number

of representatives of the

In-

surance Exchange who were present were called upon to
give their views on certain questions in which both organizations had a mutual interest.
The first speaker was S.
E. Jjarton, who said that the insurance companies were
disposed to abolish the custom of making inspections on
their own behalf where stations were established and man-

aged under the direction of the New England Electric Exchange, and he trusted the same conditions would obtain
in all sections of the country.
E. C. North said that if the
insurance companies felt sure every piece of wire entering
a building was properly insulated, and the work thoroughly

netic circuit.

""'"

Correns' Accumulator Plate.

s

There are

at least three claimants for the invention of that general form of accumulator

grid

shown

in the

accompanying

cut.

A

plate

almost identical to that shown in the illustration
was patented by H. G. Osburn of Chicago a few

*^

months ago, and was illustrated in the Western
Electrician of Jan. 14 last. An English paper
which commented on the article stated that a
plate substantially the same as that of Mr. Osburn had been patented by J. S. Sellon of England.
The cut here shown is reproduced from
the Elektrokiliiiische Zcitschiift, which speaks of

.

Wtsj

FIG. 3.
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terment being made at his old home, Newark,
He was
X. J. Mr. Hewson was 28 j^ears of age.
born at Newark, N. J., and was educated there.
He entered his father's factory but continued his
studies, devoting much attention to chemistry
and mechanics. He became interested in electrical matters and entered the factory of the old
When the United
AVeston company at Newark.
States company assumed control of the Weston
business and established an office in Chicago,
Mr. Hewson was sent out as an expert and continued in that capacity for a number of years.
For a time he was stationed at Philadelphia but
returned to Chicago.in 1886 and was soon promoted to the position of superintendent of construction, which he held at the time of his death.
When the Westinghouse company assumed control of the United States company's business
Mr. Hewson.was one of the few men continued
at the Chicago office.
Although a young man,
Mr. Hewson was looked upon as one of the pioneers in electric lighting in Chicago.
He was a
member of the Chicago Electric club, and had
done much to contribute to the success of the
organization.
Mr. Hewson was married about a year ago at
St. Louis, to Miss Josie Slattery of that city.
At a meeting of the board of managers of
the Chicago Electric club .\pril 22, acommittee
was appointed to take suitable action on the
death of Mr. Hewson.

Polechko's Dynamo.

The

presented herewith illustrates the
general design of a new disk dynamo constructed
cut

the plate as the essential feature of a new accumulator recently constructed by E. Correns of
Berlin.
An outline and description from the
same paper are given herewith.
The plate is
composed of two half grids which are so placed
against each other that each square on one grid
is crossed by the edges of the square on the
other grid.
The active material consequently is
held in a firm homogeneous mass by the cross
strips of the two grids.
The edges of the
squares are tapered so as to hold the oxide in
place.
This method of construction, it is

FIG.

T.

TROLLEY GUARD.

done, the risk from fire in this connection would not be as
great as that from kerosene.
The great danger, however,
resulted from inexperienced persons employed by sub-companies.
He wanted the two exchanges insurance and
electric
to come together and labor for the benefit of both.
Capt. W^illiam Brophy, electric inspector of the New England Insurance Exchange, said his duties were continually
growing less onerous, owing to the Electric Exchange.
There was less danger to be feared from electricity in causing fires than from ariy illuminant.
New England was
taking the lead in everything that appertained to this great
industry, and marking out a way for the rest of the coun-

—

—

try to follow.

Secretary H. B. Ctim, of the Electric Exchange, wanted
know, providing the insurance Exchange abolished its
system of inspections, where the Electric Exchange would
obtain authority for enforcing its rules.
He looked to the
legislature if an emergency of this nature should arise.
to
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CORKKNS ACCCMULATOR PLATE.

claimed, makes it possible to use in constructing
plates a material which is not itself a conductor.
The inventor of the Correns' accumulator therefore uses plates made of hard rubber or celluloid for street car work. In batteries with plates
of such construction the weight of the material
is of course considerably greater in
proportion
to the weight of the cell, than accumulators in
which ordinary grids are used. A battery weighing I kilogramme with 2 volts potential, has a
capacity of 25 ampere-hours, and one of 15 kilogrammes in weight will give i electrical horse
power for an hour. Grids made for stationary
batteries are formed of an alloy which is similar
to that used in the Julien accumulator.

Annual Meeting
Electric

of

the

New

those electric ^-ailways in which current is
supplied to the motors from an overhead conductor through an arm extending from the top
of the car, the slipping of the trolley-wheel from
the wire is oftentimes a source of annoyance.
When it is remembered that the lamps in the car
as well as the motors, take current through the
trolley-wheel, the importance of a safeguard to
prevent the inconvenience resulting from such
a mishap, will be appreciated.
In the accompanying cut is represented a
simple device which has been designed by Prof.
Elihu Thomson, of the Thomson-Houston company,to prevent these disagreeable consequences.
The guard is so simple that a glance at the cut
will enable the reader to understand its action.
While the particular function of the guard is to
prevent the trolley-pole from swinging up beyond the wire, thus breaking connection and
also interfering with the cross suspension wires,
the inventor makes a point of calling attention
viz, its effito another very important function

—

England

Exchange.

The anoual meeting of the New England Electric Exchange was held in Boston April 14. President P. H.
Alexander presided and in his yearly address, traced the
growth of the exchange from its inception, and alluded to
the work it had accomplished.
The financial success of
the entei prise, he said, was assured.
That the insurance
underwriters entertained the idea of discontinuing inspections of electric light plants indicated how much good the
exchange had done. When it began two years ago the insurance and electrical interests were antagonistic; to day"
the insurance companies say:
"Obtain a license from the

New England

POLECHKO

S

DYNAMO.

by M. Polechko and described by him

at the
eighth congress of Russian naturalists.
The inventor seems to have attempted to design a commercial dynamo on the principle of
Barlow's wheel. The armature of the machine
is made from a single piece of metal, one meter in
diameter, insulated from the shaft, and cut ra-

Electric Exchange, and we feel certain that
no further inspection is needed from us." In closing, the
president urged upon the members the necessity of continuing a policy of progression.
Following the address of the
president came the reports of the secretary and treasurer.
By the former it was shown that the present membership
is 93, while the latter report gave the receipts of the year
as ^851. expenditures, §667. and the cash on hand, '^183.
By the license statement it appeared there had been 354
applications for license, all of which had been granted
after due examination.
Officers for the ensuing year were

FIG. 2.

TROLLEY GUARD.

maintaining the current through the
lamps in the car after the wheel has left the wire.
As the extinguishment of the lights is a source
of annoyance and alarm to the passengers, and
as such an occurrence at night oftentimes prevents the replacing of the trolley without considerable difficulty and delay, the value of this
function will be understood. In addition, therefore, to the mere mechanical portion of the deciency in
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vice which

is

shown

in

Fig.

i,

Prof.

Thomson

has patented a number of methods through
which the lamps may be automatically disconnected from the main trolley-conductor and connected to the guard or supplementary conductor
whenever the circuit of the former is interrupted
by reason of the trolley getting off from the
main conductor. One of these methods is repIn this
resented diagrammaiically in Fig. 2.
provided with a supplementary
is
the guard
conductor /,, leading down to the magnet Af,
and thence to the opposite side of the circuit.
The magnet Af is of considerable resistance and
will become energized when the guard comes

F
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It may be operated by a primary ur
of 2 volts.
secondary battery; the latter is preferred for use

affording facilities for recharging, although the primary battery furnished with the
instrument is easily mounted, and yields sufficient current for about 30 hours' use with one
charge.
In Fig. 2 the governor is represented.
This is remarkable both for its simplicity and the
accuracy with which it controls the speed of the
On the wooden base is mounted the
motor.
vertical frame of the governor, in which is journaled a spindle, having near its lower extremity
a pulley for receiving the belt from the pulley,
To the upper part, and
E, on the motor shaft.
on opposite sides of the spindle, are secured two
Their lower
springs which extend downward.
To
ends are secured to the flanged sleeve, a.
the iron frame of the governor is secured a
brush, /', which bears continually on the sleeve,
The regulatmg device, //, consists of a
a.
curved spring supporting the brush, c. Above
in places

is arranged aspring arm which
upon and change the position
brush, c, by turning the milled nut, </.

brush

this

to bear

is

economy and convenience

to the entire community.
It is
owing to a lack of
give any consideration to matters of the kind at
present, but I am persuaded that improvements in the line
referred to are within the range of probabilities in the near
future.
Upon the subject of electric light, however, I feel
that in addition to street lighting the citizens should enjoy
the privilege of the service suitably adapted for private
This could be met by the comparatively small addiuse.
tional expense of increasing the engine and dynamo power
at each plant, and a consecjucnt proportionate increased
consumption of fuel.
The same buildings and corps of
attendants that are now required to furnish 100 lights could
perform the work necessary for 2.000 or more lights. I am
informed that whenever a sufficient number of lights are to
be generated at one plant they will cost less than gas, and
in time public lighting may, like our waterworks, become
a boon to our citizens, be self-sustaining, besides bringing
a handsome revenue to the citv."
to be regretted that our city can not

funds

—

—

McLennan

Single Contact Switch.
accompanying cut is shown the Mc.ennon switch, manufactured by the Knapp
In the

made

of

the

When

the flange on the sleeve, n, touches the
the entire current of the battery flows
unimpeded through the motor, but when the
speed of the governor increases in the slightest
degree, the balls are thrown outward by centrifugal force; thus bowing the springs outwardly
and lifting the flanged sleeve, a, from the brush,
causing the current to flow through a small resistance arranged underneath the base of the
governor, thus diminishing the current, consequently preventing any increase of speed in the

brush,

FIG.

I.

ill-

"NOGKAl'H M'^TOR.

When
contact with the main conductor.
this occurs the armature of the magnet will be
attracted, and the normal circuit throu.ijh the
lamps O and by the armature to contact-point
and the main trolley-conductor, will be interrupted and a new circuit established from the
lamps O by the armature to contact-points X, to
the wires L. to the guard, and the conductor.
By this arrangement the lamps O will be in circuit whenever the guard comes against the main
conductor.
into

P

"

The Phonograph Motor.
be remembered that Mr. Ildison, while
engaged in the work of improving the phonograph early realized the necessity of having a
motor that would maintain a perfectly constant
He experimented with a number of difspeed.
It will

adopted the form of
machine illustrated in the accompanying cuts.
In Fig. I the motor is shown removed from
the case and with a portion of its supporting
plate broken away to expose the commutator.
As may be readily seen, the field magnet, A, is
formed with four polar e.xtremities, and the armferent types,

and

finally

ature consists of a ring, />', of the Pacinotti
The field magnet
type, with a laminated core.
extremities are alternately of north and south
The armature shaft is journaled at the
polarity.

c,

(.-,

motor.
Usually this sensitive governor keeps
up an incessant shifting of the current, giving
the armature a succession of little impulses
whose effect is to maintain an almost absolutely
constant rotation phonograph cylinder.

Chicago's Electrical Department.
Mayor

Cregier, in his annual message to the Chicago
gave considerable attention to the electrical
The following abstract contains his comments
and suggestions:
"The fire alarm or electric department of the city is a
bureau of the tire department. This branch of the sercity council,

department.

always important and conspicuous for its efficiency,
becoming more so as electric science advances. The work
of constructing and operating the public electric lights is
assigned to this bureau.
Three hundred poles and about
60 miles of alarm-wires have been added to the annexed
districts during the year.
The city now owns and operates
three in'?ependent light plants, two of which were constructed and put in operation during the last year.
.\
fourth plant is about ready to start.
Within these four
districts there are sufficient conduits and cables in place to
serve 1,000 lamps. At present, however, there are only 550
in use, but this number is being constantly increased. The
city is divided into twelve districts.
District No. 1 is fully

M LENNAN
Klectrical

Works

NIACT swrrcH.

This device has
where a single con-

of Chicago.

proven thoroughly

efficient

is desired, and where this alone is required,
has taken the place of more elaborate switches.
.\s represented in the cut the switch is opened,
the arm being held by the spring at the back.
M'hen it is desired
switch
to
close
the
the arm is forced
the
left,
between
to
the two straps of bras.s, which afford ample
contact surface.
The position of the arm
when the switch is closed is indicated by the
dotted lines.
K. McLennan, of Chicago, is the
inventor of this device.

tact
it

vice,
is

equipped with conduits, etc., at a cost of about .'J;30,ooo.
The lights would have been put in operation several months
ago, but the city was enjoined from erecting the necessary
power house in the rear of the E.xposition building, and as
there were no funds for purchase of ground elsewhere the
work done in district No. I is idle.
This branch of the
work will be utilized at an early day by locating the power
bouse on the city's property at Fourteenth street.
"The total expenditures for public electric lights is about
$429,500; about one-third of this amount, for subway
works, is not yet in use.
The 550 electric lights now in
operation have displaced l,.';4i gas lamps costing for gas
$20 per annum, making a gross reduction in cost of gas of
nearly 131,000.
The subject of general use of electric
lights, not only for the streets of our city, but also
for
dwellings and other private uses, is alike interesting and
important, and invites the consideration of our city authorities.

as the

up

The

ratio of cost per light decreases in

Cut-Out for Series Incandescent Lamps
The accompanying illustration, represents a
new cut-out for series incandescent lamps,
which has just been patented by Mr. Edison.
The main object of the invention is to construct
and arrange the parts of a cut-out, so that all
the mechanism will be entirely contained in the
lainp itself.
In other words, so that the metal
parts of the socket will not be required to form
part of the cut-out apparatus.
Upon the lower end of the lamp is secured a
plaster -of-paris base.
This holds a metal band

proportion

number is increased by the power of any one plant
ma.\imum capacity. The city electrician states in

to its

from 16 to 20 candle power gas costs the
$20 per annum, or at the rate of about
$1 per candle power per annum.
Under the present unfavorable economic conditions 2,000-candle power electric
lights cost $80 per annum, or at the rate of
cents per
candle power per annum.
While this statement discloses
an enormous difference in cost per candle power, to say
nothing of the advantages of electric light over gas for illuminating public highways, under the present unfavorable conditions the actual cost of electric light is about the
same as gas. This is based on the fact that where one
electric light at a cost of $80 per annum is in operation it
displaces four gas lamps at |2o each.
In my judgment
the municipality should own. control, andoperate all works
that produce that which is indispensable to its own and the
general public necessities and which could be furnished at
little or nothing above cost.
Chicago supplies her citizens
with water.
She provides channels of drainage.
It is
his report that
city

HG.

2.

rHONOGRAPH MOTOR.

bottom in a step formed in the yoke of the field
magnet, and at the top on a point, C, supported
by an arm projecting upward from the base
provided with a
pulley, E, which drives the governor, F, and
with a small pulley arranged below the pulley,
E, and connected with the pulley, G, on the
horizontal phonograph shaft by means of a belt
whose direction is changed by two guide pulThe ring and the commutator are divided
leys.
into 24 sections, the connections of which are
arranged to produce four poles in the armature.
The commutator brushes are held 90° apart by
a curved vulcanite bar, D, supported by an adThe motor is shunt-wound, and
justable arm.
adapted to a 2-ampere current having a pressure
plate of the instrument.

It is

from $iS

to

-i

equally proper that the city should furnish her citizens with
light for household purposes as well as public use.
Nor
should we stop here.
To furnish heat, power, and intramural transportation are not only within the scope of legitimate legislation, but the practical establishment and operation of such under municipal control would meet a great
public want, be a lasting benefit, and prove a source of

CUT-OUT FOR SERIES INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

E, the screw-threaded collar

F

on the outside
of the base, and in a recess formed in the bottom
of the base, the metal thimble T.
The base is
formed, as is well understood, by pouring the
plaster into a mould around the lainp-neck. This
holds in place the two rings and the small
thimble T.
At the bottom, and covering but
not touching the thimble T, is the cap C.
The
electrical connections, disregarding the cut-out
mechanism, are as follows: Current enters at
cap C, passes up through the filament, and
thence to the other terminal
of the lamp.
The band
has no electrical' connection with

E

F
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the circuit.
The arrangement of the cut-out will
now be readily understood. Referring to the
illustration it will be seen that in the glass between the lamp wires there is sealed a piece of
platinum wire IF. This e.xtends up between
the terminals of the lamp filament, and has its
lower end formed into a hook, as shown. Attached to this hook is a fine fusible iron wire,
If, which extends down, and is soldered to a
small button sliding in the thimble T.
Between
the button and the bottom of the thimble is a
^mall spiral spring. The fusible wire passes

FIG. 2.

DEL.\NY

S

RECEIVING .\rrARATUS FOR CABLE
TELEGRAPHY.

through this, as indicated, and is attached to the
button so as to keep the spring under compression.
The action of the cut-out will now be understood: The lamp being placed in series with
a number of others, if the filament breaks, an
arc usually forms across the vacuum between

When this occurs, the
the filament terminals.
platinum wire ff and the fine iron wire H. which
is connected with the circuit outside the lamp,
receive so much current that wire Jf is fused.
This releases the spring, and the button is forced
and connects it
down against the terminal
with thimble T.
This action completes a shunt
around the broken filament.

G

Electrical

Data for the Census.

R. Foote announces that the work of compiling
concerning
the
electrical
industry
the
statistics
official
census is progressing rapfor
the
next
the
following
schedules
have
idly.
He says
been completed: Manufacturers of electrical apparatus,
instruments and supplie.*^; electric light and power central
stations: fires caused by electric currents: fatal casualties
occurring on electri
circuits, fires caused by eleciric cur-\llen

:

rents; special investigation in cities of lo.coo population
fatal casualties occurring on electric circuits;
special investigation in cities of 10.000 population and
over; isolated electric lighting and power plants, educa-

and over:

tional institutions, electrical engineering courses.
Manufacturers of electrical apparatus have been solicited
to furnish information for a chapter en the article- which

they are making, and mention is desired of any ro el fea
tures of special uses to which the apparatus will be put.

Delany's Receiving Apparatus for Cable
Telegraphy.
The invention illustrated in the accompanying
is intended to be used on lines or cables
where the Thomson or siphon recorder is now
employed. Its purpose is to insure a distinct reception of the delicate signals by means of ordinary telegraph instruments. That is, by such
apparatus as is now employed on land lines.
This receiver was specially designed to operate
with a system of cable transmission, previously

cuts

B

an oscillating

coil such as is ordinarily used
recorder.
Attached to the coil is
a light arm or finger C, made of aluminium. The
end of the finger is bent so that its platinum
point will strike on one of two insulated metallic
contact plates, £> and Z>'.
Between the point of
the finger and the coil
there is arranged as
shown an electro-magnet £. The circuit of this
magnet is interrupted by an automatic vibrator
/ whose rate and amplitude of vibration may be
changed by shifting a small weight on the arm.
Directly over the magnet E, and attached to
the finger C, is a small iron piece or armatiire.
This is attracted by the electro-magnet at each
closing of Its circuit, and by this means the light
finger C is kept in continuous vibration at right
angles to its plane of oscillation.
The object of
keeping the arm in constant vibration is to relieve it of friction against the contact plates
and D'. The normal position of the finger-point is
on the insulation between the contacts/? and £>'.
The local "split" battery S B. the polarized relay /' J!, and an ordinary sounder are connected
with the instrument as indicated.
The operation of the receiver is as follows:
When no current is on the line, the finger C
vibrates on the neutral space between contacts
and £>'; the lever of the polarized relay in
circuit with finger C will be against its stop; and
the sounder circuit will be open.
If now the distant transmitting operator closes
his key, a current of positive polarity will be
sent into the cable, the impulse being automatically terminated as soon as the key reaches its
down limit. The effect of this impulse at the
receiving station is to cause the suspended coil
B, which is connected in the line, to turn upon
its axis
say to the right. The point of the
vibrating finger now leaves the neutral space
and vibrates on the segment D', completing the
local circuit of the polarized relay, reversing the
position of its armature, and closing the sounder
circuit. If the sending operator is transmitting a
dot, he raises his key promptly in the ordinary
manner, and a negative current of the same duration as the preceding positive current, is sent into
the cable.
The effect of this negative impulse at
the receiver is to cause the coil and vibrating
finger to swing quickly to the left-hand segment
This reverses the polarized relay, and opens
Z>.
the sounder circuit, thus denoting a dot on the
sounder.
If the transmitter's key be left up, the
vibrating finger assumes the neutral position,
and the tongue of the polarized relay remains
where last placed, and sounder circuit is open.
If an operator desires to send a dash, he
simply holds down his key, as usual. While the
transmitted impulse is of no longer duration than
that used for the dot the vibrating finger returns
to the neutral position slowly, owing to the
"failing" or gradual diminution of the current in
the cable.
In this manner dots and dashes may
be received in the usual way by means of an oris

in a

Thomson

B

Fig. 2 shows the form of the batteries in
which lightness is the only desideratum. Twelve
cells are grouped in the mounting frame B.
The positive plate, which is of platinized silver,
is rolled into the form of a tube C.
The use of
the platinized silver reduces the weight, volume

D

D

—

RENAKD

HAl'lER'i^.

and

internal resistance in a considerable degree.
The thin, unamalgated zinc electrode is shown
at D.
The weight of the battery is 26.8 pounds,

and

its capacity 220 watts.
Tests which have been made of the battery,
demonstrate, it is claimed, that it is the lightest
generator of electricity known. Although the
cost of such batteries is high, they can be employed to advantage in a limited way in certain
cases where lightness is an indispensable element, as in aerial navigation. M. Renard states
that electricity cannot yet solve the problem of
aerial navigation.
To obtain a speed of ten
meters a second for an hour with a balloon such
as La France, it would be necessary to carry
2,680 pounds of the Renard battery. This as he
is sufficient in itself to show that the use of
the battery is not practicable.
However, he remarks that we must not lose sight of the fact
that the batteries are extremely useful in making it possible to conduct certain tests for the
measurement of resistance to aerial crafts.

says,

dinary sounder.

Renard Battery.
The accompanying

cuts represent a battery
originally by M. Renard
for the propulsion of his balloon. La France.
The several cells which are grouped as shown,
are composed either of a cylinder of carbon or
of a plate of platinized silver for the positive
pole and a pencil of zinc for the negative pole.
The zinc is not amalgamated. The depolarizing agent is composed of chromic acid, hydochloric acid and sulphuric acid mixed in certain
proportions in accordance with the character of
work which is to be done.
Renard designed the battery in order to
secure lightness.
It is now made in two forms,
one of which, Fig. i, is intended to furnish current for light, but not, it may be said, economically.
The zinc C and carbon elements
are
placed in a glass or porcelain tube -like vessel, A,
which is sealed to the cover of the air tight
containing jar.
At the lower end of the tube
is
The battery represented in
a hole O.
the cut is composed of seven cells.
When
air is forced into the jar by means of the bulb,
/, the depolarizing liquid rises in the several
cells.
There is a stop cock at d, so that the
height of the liquid, and as a consequence, the
internal resistance and the amount of current,
can be controlled.

which was designed

FIG.

I.

DELASY'S receiving APPARATUS EOR CABLE

TELEGRAPHY.
invented by Mr. Delany. The system referred
to provides for the transmission of impulses of
equal duration and alternate polarity, and also
for the use of regularly alternating, neutralizing,
or clearing impulses after the signal impulses to
neutralize the static discharge of the cable. The
arrangement permits of rapid signaling and a
uniformity of movement of the receiver, which,
it is claimed, is not obtainable by any other system.
Figs. I and 2 are respectively a plan view
with connections represented diagrammatically,
and a side view of the instrument alone.
Referring to the cuts, ^ is a permanent magnet and

B

FIG.

2.

RENARD BATTERY.

Such tests, he says, prove conclusively that the
problem of controlling and propelling balloons,
though not solved, is not one that is altogether
Utopian. The cuts are reproduced from La A'ature. M. Renard has just been granted an American patent on his battery. Two claims are allowed the first relating to a galvanic cell, consisting of a cup containing chloro-chromic acid
and silver electrodes, platinized on both surfaces, and the second, relating to a single fluid
cell, having
an exciting liquid composed of
chromic acid and hydrochloric acid combined

—

with sulphuric acid.
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statements were confirmed by Mr. A'illard
public speeches at the banquets given

April 26, 1890in

in

his
his

He e.xplained, howhad not confirmed the repbeen made to him in regard to the amount of water power available at
Meeker's Island in the Mississippi river. As
stated in the Wksikkx Ei.kctkician last week
he would be obliged to abandon this scheme,
therefore, for the present at least, but he assured
the business men of both cities that he was
In another
deeply interested in their progress.
column is presented a report of Mr. Villard's
speech in which he unfolded his electrical plans.
honor

in the

Twin

cities.

ever, that his experts
resentations that had
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Mayor

Cregier's recommendations to the
Chicago city council in his annual message contained several interesting allusions to the electrical department which, under the able administration of Prof. Barrett, has become one of the
most efficient branches of the city's government.
That portion of Mayor Cregier's message referring

where

to this department
this issue, and is

in

reproduced elseworthy of careful

is

perusal.

.

is

Henry

B. Stone, who is to be president
the Chicago and Central Union Telephone
companies, is well-known throughout the land
as one of the ablest railroad managers in the
country.
It was through his efforts and under
his personal direction that the great Burlington
of

system was practically rebuilt. It had passed
through a terrible ordeal, a protracted strike
which involved the loss of nearly four millions
of dollars, and diverted trade into other channels, and to Mr, Stone was intrusted the work of
placing the system once more on a sound finanThis he has already accomplished,
cial basis.
for not only is the debt wiped out and the era of
dividends returned, but the business of the company is much better than at any previous time.

Mayor GRANTof New York is reported assaying that "nothing can convince" him that the
electric light companies of the metropolis have
not formed a combination and the gas commission has refused to make contracts with the elec'I'he comtrie companies for the ensuing year.
panies have offered to refer the matter to any
impartial electrical engineer, and if the municipal authorities refuse this proposition they alone
will
be responsible for the condition of the
At present there are but ^71 electric
streets.
lights in the streets of New York.
Henry Villard's movements in the Northwest have been the subject of much newspaper
It was anspeculation during the last year.
nounced that he had invested largely in enterprises in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and would
e.xpend large suras of money in developing the
electrical interests in those cities.
All of these

1

be remembered that a legislative com-

will

New York

recently

was instructed

tO'

lighting employed in the Empire
with a view of recommending rules for the
restriction or regulation of the industry.
This,
committee devoted considerable time to the investigation, it is stated, but accomplished nothing; in fact, in its report to the senate it says it
found the subject was one that required technical knowledge, which the members did not possess, and it frankly acknowledged that it "did
not think it possible for the legislature to form
satisfactory rules and regulations for application
to an industry that is not only highly technical,,
but constantly developing and presenting new
conditions, rendering the rules proper this year,
This was a frank
possibly obsolete next year."
admission, and as such commended itself to all
who were fully acquainted with the difficultieswhich must be encountered in an attempt to
Despite this
regulate the electrical industries.
admission, however, the committee has decided
to continue its so-called "investigation," and is
now in session in New York considering the
question of electric street railroads.
It is expected at the conclusion of this inquiry it is tobe hoped it will end somewhere another report
will be made to the senate in the same line as
the first.
Why then, continue these fruitless investigations which merely entail
a waste of
public funds without apparently serving any
of

electric

state,

In another column is presented an interview
with an officer of the General Electric company
of Berlin.
He speaks with considerable enthusiasm of the bright prospects of electric lighting
It will be noticed that the plan of
in that city.
distribution which has been adopted involves
Tests
the use of accumulators on a large scale.
which have been made of the storage battery
which is to be used, warrants the company, says
Herr Rathenau, in believing that its system will
be successful. He thoroughly believes that the
solution of distributing electricity in cities is to
be found, not in the employment of high potentials, but in using low pressure with many accumulator sub-stations. The installation will be
most extensive on which accumufators have been
used, and the progress of the company's work,
therefore, will be watched with interest.

Thl Pan-American

congress has adjourned.
has recommended much, but has done little,
and its recommendations if adopted, cannot be
Legislative acput into effect at an early day.
tion is necessary on all of these recommendations, and this, it is thought, cannot be secured
For instance the Chilian
in less than two years.
congress sits during June, July and August, and
as the Chilian representatives will not reach
home until the latter part of August it cannot be
expected that anything will be done until the
The same is true in other counfollowing year.
tries.
One of the most important measures proposed was the improvement of communication
by telegraph and cable between this country and
the republics of Central and South America.
This topic, while of great interest to all industries in any way connected with South American
trade, is of special importance to the electrical
fraternity, as it may involve the construction of
additional cable and telegraph lines.
It is hardly to be expected that the proposed
measures will be accepted by the several countries without many changes and, however unimportant they may be, they will entail additional
diplomatic negotiations, all of which requires
much time, consideration and discussion. In
It

—

—

good purpose?

We
been

23s
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Hauherg Dynamo,

feared that the labor troubles in Chicago
the
contractors and workmen reach an understanding soon.
The carpenters went on a strike first
and 6,000 members of their labor organization
The
paraded the streets of Chicago last week.
fact that these men have quit work will of course
The
greatly retard other branches of industry.
bricklayers and stone masons also threaten to
strike May ist unless their demands for advances
.\11 of this of course will operate
are granted.
It is to
against the progress of electrical work.
be hoped that a speedy solution of the trouble
may be reached.

It

will seriously affect electrical interests unless

235

235

Editorial

Henry

234

1

mittee in

conduct an investigation of the several systems-

W. n. Templs, Manager.
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the meantime, however, the visit of the delegates
to this country must have a good effect.
The
visitors have had their eyes opened to the advances that have been made in the United
States and the people of this countr)- have been
impressed by the fact that there is in Central
and South .Xnierica a fine market for the products of their skill and genius.
Representatives
of electrical industries are alive to this fact, and
the development of this new field may bs confidently expected.

the rumors which have
concerning the failure of a

regret to say that

in circulation

portion of

system
tiated.

Ferranti's high-tension

underground

London appear now to be
In his report to the London

in

Supply

corporation.
frankly admits that

Limited,

some

Mr.

substanElectric
Ferranti

the mains have
proved to be utter failures, and as a result, he
says, the company is not at present in a position
to operate more than one-quarter of the station's
capacity.
Another set of conductors which Mr.
Ferranti states has been most carefully and
severely tested, is shortly to be laid, and then he
expects to supply current to the full capacity of
the Deptford plant.
In an editorial in reference to the affairs of
the Deptford company, the London Electrical
Reiiiew rather throws cold water, so to speak,
upon what it designates as the "10,000 volt
scheme." While our contemporary may be in a
position to watch the progress of the Ferranti
system, we are still inclined to the view that it
American
lacks the humble virtue of patience,
electricians who know just how great and numerous are the troubles encountered in underground work, would hesitate to say that currents
at 10,000 volts' pressure could not be successTime and again, on this side
fully distributed.
of the water, it has been abundantly proved that
persistence has wrought wonders in the electrical
of

and especially in underground work.
Americans will not find in the failure of a few
Ferranti cables' any cause for discouragement;
they will rather regard the failure as something
field,

perfectly natural in the execution of a new enIt must be remembered that Mr. Ferranti is in one sense a pioneer, and hence is
without the experience of others to guide
him.
He has undertaken to distribute alternating currents at a pressure far in excess of anything yet attempted. It is to be expected, therefore, that he will find in his path many difficulterprise.

He is thoroughly in earnest
ties, big and little.
and apparently determined to overcome these
All high-tension workers in this
country admire his pluck, and trust that he will
find a speedy solution of all the vexatious problems that present themselves.
obstacles.
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Hauberg Dynamo.

A

view of the Hauberg dynamo, which is
made at Copenhagen, is given in the accompanying cut. The machine is shunt wound, and
has a capacity of 500 amperes at 112 volts, with
The
a speed of 500 revolutions per minute.
maker states that the weight of copper in the
armature is about 260 pounds, and that of the
shunt winding 282 pounds. A high efficiency is
claimed for the machine, the manufacturer stating that only 4 per cent, of the energy developed
,

lost

is

heat.

in

The

field

magnet

is

easily

wound, as the length of the bobbin is the same
as the width of the space between the pole

On account of this construction the
magnetic circuit is interrupted only by the air
space which separates the poles of the magnet
from the body of the armature. In this machine
The
the magnetic circuit is almost circular.
curve of the magnet, which is, as indicated,
quite small, consequently the magnetic reIn spite of the weight of the
sistance is low.
field magnet, therefore, there is only a small
amount of copper used. The cut is reproduced
from L' Elcctricite.
pieces.
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rence, and the chairman of the special committee appointed
by the board of managers to represent the club in connection with the funeral arrangements now in progress, will report to you direct.
"It is the policy of the management to strive constantly
for a higher standard of literary work and the efforts of ihe
management in this direction should be cheerfully seconded
by each and every member of the organization. As regards
the social opportunities afforded by the club, it is believed
that membership in this society is conducive in no small
degree to important advantages in this direction, and the
daily intercourse and exchange of ideas among the mem-

bers of this club, cannot fail to conduce to rapid developments in the electrical field. No other conclusion is possible when it is remembered that the club numbers among its
membership some of the most able and distinguished electricians in this country.
From present indications it is evident that this club will receive during the coming year a
strong representation from certain departments of the electrical industry which are at present but moderately represented on its membership list.
I desire to call attention to
the fact that the duties of the membership committee are
becoming more and more important ss the club progresses,
and the most cartful scrutiny is being given and will be
given in the future, to all applications for membership.
1 his amounts to a positive assurance as regards the character of all members admitted to the c'ub, a thing which is
of the most vital importance.
'There have been during the past year several very
pleasant entertainments given in the club rooms, some of
On two occasions it
them of quite an elaborate character.
has been the good fortune of the club to be able to extend
to representatives of the electrical industry from other sect'ons of the country, courtesies which those recei\'ing them
have taken pains to assure us were highly appreciated.
"I desire to bring to the full appreciation of the membership the fact that this club, maintaining no cuisine of its
own, and being to no risk or expense in this direction, is
able under the arrangements now existing to give its members a restaurant service equal if not superior to any club
Tliis is an important feature, and
in the city of Chicago,
one which should receive the full appreciation and support
This arrangement has been existing
of the members.
since the club secured the present building, and you are to

Kinlock; secretary, W. A. Kreidler: treasurer, F. S.
Terry board of managers, B. E. Sunny, M. A. Knapp, F.
W. Cushing, George O. Fairbanks, William Taylor, F. E.
Degenhardt, E. Baggot, F. W. Parker, George C. Baiky,
C. £1. Wilmerding; membership committee, C. C. Haskins. George Cutter, W. B. Pearson.
;

Henry

Villard's Plans for Minneapolis
and St. Paul.
Henry Villard was banqueted at the Hotel
Ryan, St. Paul, on his recent visit to that city,
and the enterprising business men of the Twin
cities assembled to learn what he intended to
do toward developing the natural advantages of
their cities.
In the course of his address he
said:

"Now. it is probably not known to manj' of you, but I
have had something to do with the practical application of
power for the last eleven years,
in that respect has not been so noisy as my
railroad activity, but it has been unceasing; in other words.
I have been identified with Mr. Edison, the inventor, ever
since he discovered the feasibility of electric light in 1879.
I have been honored with his friendship and have been one
The deof his active supporters and financial backers.
velopment of electricity as a creator of Hght and power was

electricity to the creation of

My activity

treasurer's report, which was here read in detail
financial department to be ably administered.
The receipts for the year were $10,707.48, the expenditures
The assets of
¥io.553-7S leaving a balance of Si53-7o.

not as rapid during the first five years after Mr. Edison
made his primary discovery as it has been during the
past few years, and I have been lately impressed with
the conviction that there would be an enormous development shortly in connection with the practical uses of
e'ectricity for power, and I set about some two years ago
to effect a consolidation of the various companies manufacturing lamps, dynamos, motors and other electric materials.
I succeeded in consolidating these companies,
and I succeeded further in raising a large fo:eign capital
for the consolidated company.
That company is known as
the General Edison Electric company.
It has a capital of
$30,000,000, of which $5, 000, 000 have already been paid in.
It was through connection with that company that I was
led to consider the two cities as a field of profitable exMy
ploitation in the matter of electric light and power.
attention was called to the possibility that a large and
cheap power might be obtained by utilizing the waterfall
between Minneapolis and St. Paul, so far as it was not used
by existing milling and other concerns in Minneapolis. I
employed a competent expert to ascertain the possibilities
That
in connection with this dormant natural resource.
investigation, I am frank to say, did not produce as satisfactory results as I was justified in expecting from the
statements that had been made to me as to the state of
existing unemployed water power, and as to the available
means of controlling that water. A conclusion was reached
by my experts, in the first place, that there was not as

the club amount to $2,750. without reference to the expenThe club is now on a payditure of Si 200 on the rooms.

much power as was stated you remember it was said that
there was a maximum of 25,00 J-horse power — our findings

ing basis.
"I am able to report a very handsome increase in memOn the first of
bership during the past twelve months.
April, a year ago, the club had a resident membership of
The memberloi, and a non-resident membership of 34.
ship to-day is- Resident 173, non-resident 57. showing a
memnon-resident
members
and
resident
23
net gain of 72
It is the present practice of the
bers or about 70 per cent.

showed that there was hardly more than between 6,000 and
A leading difficulty was also found in the fact that
7.000.
the power was claimed by at least three different companies;
and the cost of ulilizing it would be much larger than had
been anticipated.
Altogether, the outlook was not as encouraging as I was originally led to expect.
"But, nevertheless, I can say tc-night that a systematic
effort will be made by me to create and produce a liberal,
large suppl)' of cheap power for these two cities in connection with the development of electric light and power for
traction and manufacturing purposes; notwithstanding
that there is not sufficient encouragement, or does not seem

Chicago Electric Club.
The

third

Electric club

annual meeting of the Chicago
was held Thursday evening, April

It was the first annual meeting held in
new club rooms, and the members showed
their interest by attending m large numbers.

17th.

the

The polls were open during the evening and 112
When President Beach called
votes were cast.
the meeting to order he presented his annual report summarizing the events of the year, as follows:
"In this, the third annual report of your president covering the year closed to-night, it has been thought best to incorporate as one document the reports of the treasurer, secIt has been thought that
retary and board of managers.
this
less

method will make the report more concise and trespass
upon your time, besides beirg better adapted for future

reference."

The

showed the

management to promptly strike from the list the names of
members in arrears after giving them a reasonable time for
making payment, so that the above figures represent a solid
There never was a time in the history of the club when applications for membership were
coming in faster than at present, and I believe the prediction may therefore safely be made that the coming year will
see a further substantial increase in the membership.
"The lift of papers read during the past year is a most
It might be cited in this connection that the
excellent one.
Chicago Electric club is the only electrical literary society
paying membership.

whichT am aware, giving its members
two papers a month with the resulting discussions which
Highare in themselves of great additional advantage.
class journals both in this country and abroad continue to
m ike liberal abstracts from the proceedings of this club,
in thi country, of

The club has
frequently publishing the papers in full.
been particularly fortunate in having presented before its
membership timely papers bearing directly upon the subjects most interesting to the electrical fraternity at the time.
This has added to the value of the papers, and I think the
c'ub is to be congratulated in consequence.
"The nucleus of a library has been formed during the
A.s you are aware, the American Electriyear just closed.
cal society has turned over to the Chicago Electric club the
very valuable collection of books which can soon be seen in
This collection of
a suitable case in the reading room.
books is a very valuable one containing some particularly
It is impossible to overestimate the extent
rare volumes.
to which this club is indebted to the American Electrical
society for its courtesy an i kindness in this instance, and
appropriate resolutions of thanks have already been passed
by the board of managers and transmitted to the officials of
To this library will be added as fast as practhat society.
ticable, the best electrical publications, and indications are
that in the near future the club will have a very complete
and interesting library covering whatever is best in electrical literature.

"As most of the members are doubtless aware, the lease
of our present club rooms does not expire until May i,
We shall therefore continue to occupy our present
1891.
quarters until that time at least.
"It is with deep regret that I have to announce the death
of two of the club's most esteemed members during the past
year: Mr. King, of Jacksonville, 111. and Mr. Glasier, of
Chicago. Appropriate resolutions were passed in reference
to the late Mr. King and transmitted to his widow from
whom the club received an appreciative letter of thanks.
The decease of the late Mr, Glasier is of more recent occur-

—

HAUBERG DYNAMO.
be congratulated on the facilities which exist. This feature could, however, be developed and made much more
its members perhaps, and it is
members co-operate with the managethis direction by giving to the restaurant as much
The serpatronage as may be done consistently.

valuable to the club and

suggested that

ment

in

all

of their
vice is now believed to be as prompt as is the case with
most clubs, and with double the patronage which it now receives, considerable improvement could be made in this
direction.

"In conclusion,

add

my

hearty congratulations
to the other members of the club upon the gratifying
growth in the number and character of our membership
during the past year, and I feel assured that our constant
adherence to the principles and purposes upon which this
club is based, is destined to make it in the near future one
of the strongest and most influential social and scientific
associations in the West, and I feel that it cannot be too
strongly urged upon each individual member, that our
I
efforts and attention be not relaxed in this direction.
also desire to take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks to the officers and board of managers of this club
for their hearty co-operation and support during the period
wb'ch it has been my good fortune to act as your president.
My term of office having extended but a few
months I feel it my duty to remind you that a large part of
the growth and progress achieved during the past year is
due to the untiring efforts and liberal policy inaugurated
and carried out by my predecessor, S. A. Barton, who occupied the presidential chair of this club during a large
portion of the year covered by this report."
The reading of the report received marked attention, and
vote
at its close the president was heartily applauded.
of thanks was extended the retiring officers for the care and
fidelity which had marked their work during the year. The
president's report was ordered printed.
Alexander Kempt, chairman of the committee appointed
by the board of managers to make arrangements for the
funeral of the late H. A. Glasier, submitted- his report
which was accepted, and on his suggestion a committee was
It was composed
appointed to prepare suitable resolutions.
Messrs. Kempt, Kreidof the following named members:
DeLand and Cone. A number of the
ler, Degenhardt,
members took occasion to refer to the excellent character
of the late Mr. Glasier and the admirable qualities which
had endeared him to every member of the club.
F. S. Terry and F. E. Degenhardt who had been
appointed tellers for the annual election, reported that 112
votes had been cast, and the following named gentlemen
had been elected: President, F. G. Beach; vice-presidents,
F. B. Badt, Alex. Kempt, D. P. Perry and W. H. McI desire to

A

to

be sufficient encouragement,

ment of the water power

of the

the proposed developMississippi river.
I mean

in

to say that, to make myself more clearly understood, I have
a controlling interest in the existing Edison company here;
I have also acquired a controlling interest in the St. Paul
Gas Light company; not with a view of creating a monopoly, but on the contrary, with a view of furnishing the
people of this city the best light of both kinds and the
cheapest light that is furnished in any city of the United
States situated as this is with reference to the supply of
As I said, notwithstanding the fact that we have
fuel.
been somewhat disappointed in our expectations of the
possibility of procuring cheap power from the rapids of the
Mississippi, we shall go on and produce the power necessary to promote manufacturing interests, to furnish electric
we shall
light, and furnish power for traction purposes
carry out our programme in these respects to the fullest

—

extent.

"We propose to erect a large central power station in
from which electric lighting shall be done, from
which power shall be furnished to such of the manufacturing industries here as may need it at a rate so cheap that it
will be more desirable than steam, and moreover, we propose to furnish our friend Mr. Lowry. if he be willing, the
power for carrying his electric cars. As you of course all
know, Mr. Lowry is engaged in changing his present horse
I am confident that
car system into an electric system.
the proposed enterprise will furnish all you people of St.
Paul need to attract manufacturing industries here. It is
in our programme to provide Minneapolis also with a central power station, and to give to the people of both cities
the basis upon which to build up manufacturing industries
that so far do not exist among you, and the condition of
whose development is, in the main, cheap power."
this city,

Another reception and banquet was given at
West Hotel, Minneapolis, where Mr. Villard
was again called upon to refer to his plans.
After reviewing briefly the same subjects rethe

ferred to in his St. Paul address, he said:

"As many of you know, there was a striking exhibition
of what has been accomplished in the use of electricity
shown at the Paris exposition, known as the Edison exhibit.
But although it bore his name it was really the work of the

—
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Spraguc Electr'c company, of which I am the president.
That same exhibit is now on exhibiiion for the benefit of
one of the charities in New York City, and besides a great
deal more ar rang d since the exhibition, it comprises a
most wonderful display of incandescent lighting, the most
extraordinary display that has ever been made anywhere.
It also includes the greatest display of Kdison's phonographs and long distance telephones which exists. Now
as president of this company I place this exhibit at your
disposal for your coming exposition, and I hope you will
will be both inI am sure
it
find sufficient space fur it.
I
will be verj- glad to confer
structive and entertaining.
with whomever has charge of your exposition here."

perimental purposes in the laboralorv, of a battery of i.zSo
cells which, when iet up with Daniell ilemcnts, gives an
e. m. f. of about 1,400 volts, and whtn set up as a storage
battery, an e. m. f. of about -,3oo volts
Some intcresiing
results have been obtained from the CNperiments performed
with this battery.
There has just been erected in the mechanical engineer
ing department a hydraulic testing machine of 150.000
pounds' capacity, and it is tow to be used by the electrical
engineering students for a series of tests which, it is exl
pected. may be of considerable theoretical and practicamterest in electrical science.

Westinghouse
Electrical

Electric Railway

The new building which was erected for the accommodation of the Electrical School of Columbia College. New
York, has now been fitted up specially for the purpose, and
contains a number of interesting features.
The facilities for obtaining electiic current of different
kinds, and in large quantit'es. are particularly satisfactory.
Continuous current to the amount of 100 amperes under
pressure of either 1 10 or 220 volts ncay be had ^t numerous
points in alt the rooms from a specially installtd circuit of
the 3 wire system connected with the Ed'son Thiity-ninth
Available at adjacent points and parallel
street station.
to this circuit is another special circuit of equal capacity en
the two-wire system, coming from the Edison dynamos of
400 lights' total capacity in the cellar. A third special circuit also of 100 amperes' capacity has been put in to connect dynamos, motors, etc.. in the electrical workshop with
measuring instruments in the upper laboratory which is
devoted to delicate work. .\ storage battery circuit avai'able at convenient points in the various rooms is to supply
current under an e. ra. f. of a lew volts for testing purposes, galvanometer work, electrolysis and the many other
duties which are generally perfoimed in the laboratory by a
number of separate primary batteries wiih their attendant
inconveniences.
The buildings are lighted entirely by
electricity from the regular circuits.
Gas for healing and
other purposes may be had wherever needed from pipes
just
below the ceiling.
fitted around the walls of each room
The connection with the Edison central station is of
great convenience, as current can be obtained and experiments carried on continuously without regard to the usual
noon and evening stopping of machinery, which is such a
In one particular case
source of annoyance in this work.
a current was used with absolutely no interruption i ight
and day for almost a week. The connection with the
Manhattan company's alternating circuit has lately bten
cut off by the city authorities, but alternating current and
arc light dynamos are soon to be put in, in order to avoid
this unpltasant contingency.
To avoid as much as possible any jarring, the tables for the suppoit of instruments
have no connection \vith the floor, but are fastened directly
to the brick walls.
The course of instruction is oivided into branches
The study of mathematthe practical and the theoretical.
ical physics and the theory of electricity has been introduced as a necessary part.
The first session of the first year in the practical course
is given up to the study of the fundamental principles of
electricity, which deserve more attention than they generally receive.
In the theoretical branches of the subject ate
studied the theory of electric potential, electro-static distribution and induction, theory of the con'denser, dielectric
polarization, etc.
The theory of electrical measurements
starts with the principles of the conservation of energy.
then passes to the construction, perforlaw,
etc
and
Joule's
mance and use of electrical measuring apparatus of all
descriptions. Transmission djnamometersand the methods
Coordinate
of mechanical measurement are also treated.
with this theoretical instruction the entire afternoon of each
day is spent in practical laboratory work in electric measuring and testing.
In the second session the work is more advanced.
On
the practical side the construction and operation of dynamos
and motors are studied carefully and minutely: also arc and
incandescent lamps, telegraphs, telephones, primary and
In the mathematical theory the
secondary batteries, etc.
students take up the study of the laws governing constant
electric flow in linear conductors, theory of thermo electricity, magnetism, electro-magnetic induction, Maxwell's
dynamical theory of the electro-magnetic field, etc. The
instruction in the theory of the dynamo and motor includes the characteristic and current curves of the different
types of machines, construction and use of diagrams in
practical work, delCTminalion of the different efficiencies,
the theory of constant potential and constant current maThe laboratory work carefully follows up this
chines, etc.
instruction, and consists in the testing of dynamos, motors,
batteries, etc., and also gives the students practice in the
actual construction of simple electrical apparatus. Frequent
visi'.s arc made to electrical factories, plants and stations.
The practical lectures of the second year are devoted to
the management of dynamos, motors, engines, etc., electric
lighting plants and stations, electric power, the construction and use of submarine, quadruplex and other telegraphs, the extraction, 'leposition and purification of mttils
by electricity and the theorj* of primary and secondary batteries.
The mathematical course comprises the theory of
varying currents and alternating current induction.
The
theor)' of the dynamo and motor covers the study of the
alternating current dynamo and its characteristic periodic
measurement of mutual and self-induction,
currents,
methods- of measurement of alternating currents, transformers, etc.
In the laboratory and workship practice is
given in taking apart, putting together and repairing dynamos, motors, measuring instruments, and in the construction of electrical apparatus such as winding arma,

tures, etc.

Conferences are held one evening each week throughout
the course to discus { current electrical litcature.
The students have just finished the construction for ex-
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The Westinghouse

Electric Railwa)' company
has been organized at Pittsburgh, Pa,, with a
capital stock of §2,500,000, to construct electric
\Vhile the concern is organized unrailways.
der the laws of Pennsylvania and the capital
stock held largely by the Westinghouse interests, the project originated in Chicago, and the
business will be conducted by three men wellknown in electr.cal circles throughout the country, and especially in Chicago. It can, therefore,
be justly termed a Chicago enterprise, especially
as a large block of stock is held in the city.
The projectors of the enterprise aie C. C. WarBarclay.
ren, H. Mc. L. Harding and J.
L.
These men have all been prominently identified

with the Sprague-Edison interests. Mr. Warren
has been at the head of the Western department
of the Edison business, represented by the
Leonard ^: Izard company, since the reorganization.
His connection will cease May i, when
his
resignation
goes
into
effect.
Mr.
the
Harding has
been
one
of
princithe Sprague company ever
pal workers in
Last October, when the
since its inception.
Sprague and Edison interests were publicly consolidated, Mr. Harding, who had been formerly
connected with the home office, came to Chicago to establish the mining department of the
consolidated interests,. and give his special attention to the development of this branch.
Mr.
Barclay has been special agent of the Sprague
company in the West about three years. In that
time he has earned an excellent reputation in
the motor field, and has gained valuable experience.

company

was organized at
be conducted at
Chicago and New York, where the principal
The Chicago departoffices will be located.
ment will be directed by Mr. Warren, and
Messrs. Harding and Barclay will direct the
Although the

Pittsburg,

the business will

affairs of the

Eastern

office.

organization of the new company has been
quietly effected and only a brief announcement
of the retirement of Messrs. Warren, Harding
and Barclay from the Sprague-Edison interests
was made at the New York office, but much inIn Chicago where more was
terest was excited.

The

known

of the

movement, the announcement

will

The electrical franot occasion less surprise.
ternity of the West and of the country in general will unite in extending to the projectors of
the new enterprise their best wishes for its success.

The

appointment of successors to. Messrs.
and Barclay has not yet been anMr. Warrpn will be succeeded by S.
nounced.
D. Green of New York who has been associated
in the management of the United Edison company with H. Ward Leonard, formerly of this

Harding

city.

Ferranti's

Work

In

London.

In the annual report to the shareholders of the London
Supply corporation. Limited, S. Z. de Ferranti,
the electrical engineer of the company, makes a few genThe
eral statements in regard to the progress of his work.
report was substantially as follows:
"I have the honor to report that during the past year the
general works and buildings at your Deptford station have
yeen completed, and a large amount of machinery for supThere is now in
plying electric current has been erected.
complete working order a plant consisting of two 30,000light dynamos, with engines, boilers, and other accessories
to correspond.
In order to utilize this supply of current in London,
mains were purchased and laid in the early part of last year,
but I regret to say that some of them have proved a very
great failure, owing to which you arc not in a position to
utilize more than one quarter of the capacity of the DeptHad these mains succeeded you would now
ford plant.
have been in a position to utilize the whole of the Deptford
machinery above mentioned for the supply of »he corporaPClectric

'

tion's

customers in town.

"The Grosvenor

central lighting station has continued to
supply current to a large number of consumers during the

pait year, notwiihstandirg the great difiiculties attending
its position in a most populous and busy district, where
space and every other convenience are much limited.
Ifl
order to use the plant of this station to its full advantage,
and to secure the benefits of the riverside site, arrangements are now being made for its removal to Deptford,
where, before the autumn, it will be in a position to con
tribute to the supply of light in London in a more economical and efficient manner than now.
You will then possess
plant cap.-ible of generating power for 90,000 lights, with
which, after making most liberal allowances for reserve,
you will be able to supply 60,000 lights simultaneously.
"In addition to the above, two large dj namos of the
capacity of 200,000 lights each are being built.
These

machines will at first be used for 100, ceo lights each, and
the engines and boilers for this output are now completed,
and the machines themselves are in a fairly advanced state,
the heaviest and most difficult parts of them being well in
hand
It is expected that these machines will be completed abcut ihe end of the present year, when the productive capacity of the plant will be raised to 2qo,ooo lights,
and allowing for reserve in accordance with the requirements of the Board of Trade, you will be able to supply
some 16'^, coo lights simultaneously. At a later stage the
current for 200,000 additional lighls will be obtained from
these machines by simply adding the necessary engine
power.

"The

laying of distributing mains has been commenced,
progress made in a portion of the corporation's
area.
The manufacture of permanent trunk mains by the
corporation's own staff has been vigorously pushed forward,
but partly on account of the time occupied in getting a new
^ystem into working order, and partly owing to ihe great
difficulties experienced in meeting the varying requirements
of the several local and other authorities, none have yet
been laid. These mains have been tested on the corpoiation's own premises, and the results show that they are
capable of withstanding greatly more electrical pressure
than will be required in ordinary working, and also that
they are in every sense a practical and commercial success.
The defective mains now in use between I)eptford and
London will shortly be replaced by these permanent trunk
mains, when a supply of current to the full. capacity of the
machinery now erected at Deptford may be utilized.
"Duiing the past year great difficulty has been experienced in obtaining a satisfactory meler for the registration of current supplied to customers, and this difficulty has
entailed a certain amount of loss to the corporation.
Recently, however, several meters of a satisfactory type have
been put into use, and now more than half the corporation's
customers are supplied through these meters.
It is believed that before very long the corporation will be able to
supply all thtir customers by meter.
"It may be well here to remind the shareholders that in
erecting its works at Deptford on a site immediately adjacent to the Thames, and upon a sufficiently comprehensive
scale, the corporation has taken its lesson from the gas
companies.
These companies commenced with small
stations in the center of populous districts, but experience
has since shown that this was an undesirable method of
proceeding, and that the true way to secure both economy
and efficiency is to generate gas on a large scale on a commodious site at the water's edge, and at some distance from
the district to be supplied.
The corporation has followed
this eminently practical conclusion, and when the Deptford
works are further advanced the wisdom of following an
example proved to be so successful in an enterprise of a
kindred nature, will be apparent."

and

fair

Evolution of the Electric Railway,
At

tht meeting of the Boston Electric club April 14,
Joseph Wetzler read an unusually interesting paper on the
"Evolution of the Klectiic Railway."
After tracing
briefly the history of the electric motor. Mr. Wetzler spoke

of the possibilities
electric

for

railway system.

the

still

A

brief

higher perfection of the
synopsis of the latter

part of the paper follows:
faking up the generator,

I think it will be conceded that
has even to-day reached such a standard of perfection
that little may be expected in the future in the way of an
increase in its elficiency, and the changes which do take
place will be more in the direction of cheaper construction,
and possibly, as the tendency seems to be largely to-day^
toward reduction of speed.
it

P.ut when we come to the conductor by which the motor
fed with the energy necessary for its propulsion, we encounier the element which is indeed one capable of some
evolution, and when we use the word "conductor" we mean
not only the wire, but ail those elements which are subis

sidiary to it, and which go to make up what we may call
the conductor system as a whole.
I use the word "evolution" advisedly, in contradistinction to the word "develop-

ment," for while development in detail is naturally to be
expected, the process of evolution which the electric railway is passing through at the present time may make entirely unnecessary the existence of such a system of conductors.
I imagine that many of you have already divined
what I am about to call attention to, and that is, the presence and the possibly influence of the storage battery on
the progress of electric locomotion.
Though storage batteries may be said to be in successful
operation in a few instances at the present day, notwith-

standing the

dit'ficultits

which

their

employment

presents,

due, principally, to the large weight necessary for obtaining the required power, is it likely that the art of storage
battery making will remain stationary, and that no improvements in that direction are to be hoped for? I certainly cannot bring myself to believe that such is the case;
indeed, I am convinced that with the large number of
workers in this field, the next five years will produce a battery which will be adapted to railroad work, not only by
its construction and durability, but chiefly by its lightness
compared with the power which it is able to develop.
The question whether the conductors of the luture in
large cities will be placed underground, is, in a certain
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sense, problematical, in view of the fact before pointed out,
that the near future may make the consideration of conductors out of the question by the employment of storage
But
batteries as a secondary source of energy on a car.
again, on the assumption that storage batteries will not be
forthcoming, the paths open in the consideration of underground construction lead in various directions. Will it be
a pair of bare conductors from which current is taken and
returned by means of brushes attached to a car and projecting through a slot in the street? Or will it be one of those ingenious methods in which the conductor is insulated
throughout, but connected at intervals with the track which
it energizes locally at the spot which the car happens to be
traversing at any instant? These are questions which it

would be

difficult to

Still I think it is fair to assume that the overhead system
^vill continue in use for a considerable period of time, even
in the largest cities, and the evolution which maybe looked
for, is a thorough standardizing of all the details.
Taking up the employment of two motors, I think it is
not improbable that we shall find a reversion to the older
type to be the nest process in the evolution of the electric
railway; that is, that the motor will probably in the future
be employed to drive the car, connected to either one or

Let us see the reason for this. Although two
motors may be built by the same hands, it is a physical
This means that such
impossibility to build two alike.
motors placed on a car and connected to the same switch,
and as a rule, connected in parallel will act unequally,
one taking more current than the other, and introducing
irregularities in working which one motor alone would not
Again, the loss which takes place on starting the
produce.
car from rest to motion is almost double, when two motors
are employed, as compared with the case where but one is
employed, owing to the fact that at the low starting speeds,
the motor has not had time to obtain its maximum effi-

two

axles.

ciency of action.
Again, it not infrequently occurs that the car in starting
takes anywhere from 50 to 100 amperes of current through
the two motors; but I believe that experiments have demonstrated that if one motor alone is employed, the draft of
current at the starting would not be nearly so heavy as just
indicated.
Again, looking toward the future of heavy city traffic the
question also forces itself upon the mind whether accumulated experience may not prove that greater economy is to
be obtained in the use of individual electric locomotives or
motors, which shall draw a train of two or more cars, instead
of the present method of providing each car practically

with its own motive power equipment.
Passing on for a moment to the method of connection of
the motor to the car axle, I believe that those persons who
have had practical experience of electric railway operation
will agree with me that evolution in the direction of electric
car gearing will develop remarkable changes in a very
short time.
Again, as the high speeds employed in the motor are, in
a great measure, responsible for these troubles, the remedy
seems ob^nous, and is, I believe, already about to be applied in the employment of slower speed motors, and the
reduction in the number of steps in the gearing from two
pairs to a single pair; in other words, in the reduction of
speed from 12 to i to something in the neighborhood of
This will probably involve the evolution from the
5 to I2-pole motor to a 4, or more, pole motor on the car.
As regards the return circuit of the future, whether it
shall be overhead, underground, or through the earth, depends largely upon circumstances. In view of the rapid
spread of testheticism in this country, notwithstanding 'he
noble lead w-hich your own city has taken on the question
of overhead conductors, it seems doubtful whether in
many large cities that type of construction can be maintained, and granted that it is, will the present type of construction be continued? It is probable that if it is, it will
resolve itself into the system which is already gaining ground
rapidly, in which the main feeders will be placed underground, and the w^orking conductors placed upon poles
through the center of the street where double tracks are
employed. These poles will not only be available for the
suspension of electric railway conductors, but will also
serve as supports for the arc and incandescent lights used
As pointed out before,
in the illumination of the streets.
however, the question is one which, in view of the presence
of the storage battery, is difficult to discuss, so far as its
future aspect is concerned.
But finally, looking generally at the question of the
future of electric railroading, and speculating as to its
probable extension for traffic other than for street and suburban service, it is proper to consider whether the electric
railway will eventually replace the steam engine for trunk
While such a change is, of course, by no means
lines.
impossible, considered from every standpoint, it is probably one which will not come to pass for a long time, if for
no other reason than the conservatism of the average rail-

way man.

But aside from

analysis will, I think,

show

of the case, an
are certain defined

this aspect

that

there

beyond which electric railroading may not compare
I have not made a suffiwith the direct steam locomotive.
ciently close study of this aspect of the case to give any
actual figures, and I believe that we shall soon be afforded
some definite information on the subject.
But there is still a field for the electric railway beyond
mere city traffic, which will, I think, shortly develop into
considerable proportions, and this is in the operation of
branch lines to the main steam railway lines, and as conThere are many places where
necting links between them.
such lines, in many cases less than 50 miles in length,
could be economically worked on the electric system, and
limits

that the advantages afforded are already recognized is evidenced by the fact that the idea is already being put in
practice-

an equipment of Edison dynamos has
The
been awarded by the Asheville (N. C.) Electric Light &
Power company to the United Edison company.
contract for
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Andrew Campbell, the inventor, died in Brooklyn Sunday evening. He was attacked by heart disease while
walking on the street, and expired before he could be conveyed to his home.

an exceedingly

active

He was 6y years
life.
He came

genius was not confined to this

tive

gave much attention to the study of

field,

The
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cracks," and the boys might just as well acknowledge it.
Manager Catlin of the tournament, has received a letter
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the matter
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challenges for promiscuous contests.

.
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matter, so that

it

can be copied by a typewriter.

The proposed East Kiver Tunnel
spread interest and there

is

little

creating a wide-

is

doubt that the

soon have a connection with Long Island which

The

Brooklyn bridge.

will

through the tunnel

transit

on the bridge as

vastly superior to the service

city will
will rival
will

electricity

The accommodations

be the motive power.

be

to the

public which the bridge offers need to be greatly increased.

Rapid

for

transit,

immense
remote parts must

the accommodation of the

throngs of business people

who

live in

be effected in some way, and the building of tunnels,
bridges, and a system of railways is an absolute necessity.
In

all this

matter electricity

is

destined to play an impor-

tant part.

In Commissioner Giiroy's quarterly report the very astonthe streets and public places in the

in

now

in

and under

city,

the present arrangement these are likely to be extinguished.

Kemmler's case came up

when

intention of renewing its

has already de-

it

to regulate by legislative

its inability

this farce

interference.

was terminated.

Des Moines,
Des Moines,
company

April iS.

T.

la,

— The Des Moines Street Railway

making extensive improvements this spring, and
The power house
now contains two fine engines, one of 150 horse power and
is

expending a large amount of money.

the other of 20D horse pDwer. both

of

the Corliss type,

Aiothsr dynimo has been purchased.

and four dynamos.

The compiny has 22 electric
Some of them are

ent time.

cirs in opsratioa at the pres-

old horse cars fitted out with

soon to be replaced with
used on the old horse-car

electric apparatus, but these are

new

The

cars.

old

cars are

which are very hard oa

tracks,

Four of the

electric cars.

newer cars are equipped with Sprague motors and the others
are

of the

all

Thomson-Houston system.

The company

is

doing an enormous business.
One day last week, during
the G. A. R. encampment, 13,672 passengers were carried,
and the number would have been much greater but the
parade obstructed the cars for more than an hour.
car register showed 1,525 passengers during the day.

company has recently secured the

services of

W.

of Boston, as general superintendent of the road,
B. Hippee,

who was

secretary

S.

One
The
Jewell

and Geo.

and general manager,

confine his attention to the secretaryship.

The

of the road, the entire street railway system of

will

proprietor

Des Moines,

devoting his time almost entirely to the
old horse car lines are being rebuilt and new

J. S. Polk, is also

The

road.
lines

opened up

rapidly,

and the capacity of the road

for

business will be fully doubled this year.

ishing fact appears that only 871 electric lights are
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fast telegraphers are in a state
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about time that
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bids were laid

over indefinitely, and people will continue to stumble along

and

secured patents on several important devices.

clared

high rates."

He

however.

electrical science,

course of meddling with affairs which

give contracts at those

His inven-

civilized world.

was anything dishonest, but
a business combination has been formed by the companies,
and certain portions oi the city have been allotted to each
company to get the highest pay possible for the service. I
propose for my part to light the city by gas rather than
to say that there

now

nence as the inventor of an improved printing press,
in general use throughout the

city last

mean

and had led
promi-

of age,

into general

tion to increase the cost to the city of lighting its streets.

don't

proving a

W''ork, is

great success.

board that the companies have not entered into a combina-

I

every fore-

words or notes for the benefit of his audiences in the afternoon and evening. The exhibition, which is under the

the advance in price be referred to a competent electrical

engineer.

Lyceum

the

charge of the exhibit,

in

imprison some of their choicest

takes the opportunity to

Notes.

New York, April 19.— Another surprise was sprung
upon the very patient and uncomplaining public by the announcement of the Gas Commission yesterday that the

visit

Mr. Wangemann,

noon, and

streets will

answer.

239

for the last

District Attorney Rich,

Monday

time on

in behalf of

Attorney-Gen-

Tabor, made a formal motion to make the judgment
of the Court of Appeals the judgment of the Supreme
court, and Justice Dwight, who presided, entered the or-

eral

Des Moines has had an electric road in operation a year
and a half, and has never had a serious electrical accident.

On

workmen have been severely shocked,
One horse killed was the
few evenings ago Senator McCoy, who is

several occasions

but no one was ever injured.

A

most

serious.

a

man, was standing on a

tall

car platform.

street

To

steady himself, he caught hold of the roof. It was wet from

timore has been purchased by the Westinghouse Electric

and he received a charge which burned his hand
and caused him much pain.
The Des Moines electric road came into existence under
peculiar circumstances.
It was started as a horse line to
compete with an old company which had an exclusive

company.

charter for horse power.

der.
It is

reported that the Brush electric light plant

A new

electric corporation has

port, Conn., to

been formed

Bal-

at

Bridge-

at

be known as the Star Electric company.

has been established for the purpose of manufacturing
kinds of electrical supplies.
last nine

A. F. Spencer,

who

for

years has been foreman of the Bridgeport

It
all

the

Tele-

phone exchange, is one of the incorporators of the new
company, and has severed his connection with the telephone company to take active part in the new organization.
Schuyler S. Wheeler delivered an interesting address on
the "Practical Uses of Electricity" last evening, before the
Harlem Branch of the Y. M. C. A.
The official announcement was made this week of the
appointment of George B. Prescott, Jr., to the position of
Mr. Prescott
general manager of A. G. Day's business.
assumed

his position at once.

Among
vention.

New

They were deeply interested

in the long distance

Communication with Boston was secured and
Yisiconversation carried on with per/ect distinctness.
tors heard not only conversation and music from Boston,
but the operas, "The Grand Duchess" at the Casino, and
telephone.

"The

Pirates

fected

phonograph

of

Penzance"

at

the Broadway.

attracts quite as

long-distance telephone, and

severely

After a costly litigation the

new

company was compelled to take off its horses. Then it
was electricity or death, and electricity was tried. Such
was its success, that the old company was going into bankruptcy when all companies sold out to the present owner.
The men who started the electric line were made wealthy,
and four at least have invested elsewhere. R. N. Baylies
has gone to Rockford, III., where, with W. E. Andrews of
this city,

Ginkel
field

and

G. Van
took possession of the roads at Spring-

he will equip a road with electricity.

last

Monday

will

soon have electric cars running there.

John

Webber has purchased lines at Atchison, Kan., and Supt.
O. J. Chapman, with other Des Moines parties, has taken
charge of the lines at Keokuk. Only one member of the
old electric company has failed to re-invest in electric
street railroads.

Lenox Lyceum this week were
York State Associated Press con-

the visitors to the

the delegates to the

rain

some

much
of the

The

interest

best

per-

as the

things by

the best artists on the stage are reproduced with wonderful

During the recent G. A. R. encampment the use of elecdecorations was shown to perfection, and
the Grand Army veterans passed under many beautiful detricity for street

signs of colored electric points.

The
for

legislature,

which has just adjourned, considered

some time a proposition

to provide for equipping^ all of

the state institutions, such as the penitentiaries, asylums,
colleges, etc., with electric lighting plants.

It

was the de-

council

who advocated this measure that the executive
should be empowered to make contracts for equip-

ping

of these institutions, and that

sire of those

all

it

should

all

be done

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

24C
Nothing came of

under one contract.

movement for electric
will be done some lime.

lighting

the

A

it

was introduced

bill

by

legislature also, providing for executions

the time

not ripe for that, so

is

at this time, but

so strong that this

is

into the

electricity,

but

was postponed.

11

W.

O.

Wichita. Kan., April

Railway company was

Wichita Electric Street

the

to

The

passed.

franchise provides

The

Riverside

company

the

that

have eight miles of electric railway
four months.

railways will

At the meeting

electricity.

operation

in

Suburban

A:

line

mule power on the

ity substituted for

chise will be accepted

by

J.

city

electric-

The

city lines.

fran-

O. Davidson, president of the

A petition from the Wichita Electric Street Railway
company, asking for a twenty-one year franchise to ccjuip
and operate its lines by electricity, was read in the council
The company

was granted.

meeting and

a

pledged

provided the franchise was granted, to have

franchise

fully eight miles of electric street railway in operation with-

This company

months.

in four

is

& Suburban

formed by a consolida-

The new
company.
corporalion was chartered a few days ago with a capital of
$1 000.000.
to

mule

Electric Railway

estimated that

It is

will cost fully

it

the necessary alterations in changing

make

The

lines to electric lines.

$too,ooo
present

the

franchise specifies

that

cars shall not run at a greater speed than six miles an hour
in the business portion

and

of the city,

that

turning

in

corners the speed shall be reduced to three miles per hour,

nue

The

and Topeka avenue with electric cars.
It was specified that iron poles should be used along
Main street and Douglass avenue, placed in the middle of
It was specified
the street where double tracks are used.
that iron poles should be placed in the middle of Douglass

avenue from Fifth avenue, where the double track ends,

The

directors of the

The

decision in the case of the Missouri
vs. the city

& Kansas

Tele-

The

court

has been rendered.

on the agreement of the city lo refrain from interference with the company's property until
the case can be determined in the Supreme court. Twenty
days were allowed for making up the issues.
The Postal Telegraph company's wires have reached
Wichita. The local managers have leased spacious offices
refuses the injunction

and the

district

line will at

The

headquarters will

be

located

The

here.

once be pushed through lo Texas and Galveston.

directory

Wichita electric railway has de-

of the

cided to locate the power station of the

corner of Tenth and Wichita streets.

new system at the
The company has

secured a plat of ground, 120x400 feet on
Pacific tracks,

which

will

make a most

the

Missouri

desirable location

The

Riverside

&

Suburban

with 220 horse power.
station

station at present is supplied

There

-So horse power.

will

be added at the

new

The Thomson-Houston com-

pany is already commencing to figure on the plant, and
R.
is desired to commence work within a few days.

will

make other

exten-

horse runs

away and scares a second horse, and the second horse runs
away and knocks down a ladder, and the ladder strikes a
fat woman, who falls upon a small boy and crushes him,

whom

against

can the administrator of the boy's estate
the question

is

that the

young law students of Milwaukee are discussing.
Henry \'illard, who is at the head of the parent company in New York, visited the site purchased for the Milwaukee Edison IClectric company's plant and formally
approved

The

it.

site is located

company

the

The

will

on the northwest corner

IManager Tweedy states that

of River and Oneida streets.

be furnishing

by next

light

principally interested for

is

the streets of Milwaukee, will expire in about a
there

considerable question as to whether

is

One

newed.

tract will not

lamp per

thing

is

quite certain, and that

The

year.

be

re-

—$150

not likely to engage

city is

for a while at least, but

itself,

year and

that the con-

be renewed at the present price

lighting business

in

lighting

will

it

is

per

will

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, April

— The

i3.

of the wires

more than two

little

With a great

weeks ago have been replaced.

effort

all his lines, half

force of

and other

go, St. Louis, Cincinnati

The

which were rendered

of

The Telephone company has had an extraordinary
linemen at work.
They were secured from Chica-

useless.

service

on

ciiies.

the electric street railway

only two or three days.

was suspended

most important

All of the

lines

Western Union have been restored, though that
company has by no means as many working wires in the
city as it had before the tornado.
The railroad companies
have most of their lines in working order.
of

the

former employe of the Ohio Valley

Preston Wise, a

Louisville

company.

Light

Electric

wire which had been charged

way

Last

a serious electric shock

alleges, he received

by

electricity

—

Pearce, president of the latter company, says

rumor

The Rock Gas company and

absurd.

is

company have

several mutual

stockholders and the former agreed not to oppose the peti-

Gas company

tion of the Louisville

amend

its

plant, provided

the

legislature to

company to operate
Louisville Gas company

charter so as to enable

electric

to

the

would surrender

the

exclusive

its

manufacture

concessions are about to be

B A.

be no sale of plants.

will

fuel

Rock Gas company an opportunity

The mutual

made, and there

light to

PrnsiUJRO, April

19.

— There

is

in the

Union, where the people have so readily grasped the

great

advantages of

been

There has been quite a contest between
the Hinsey people and the West Side Railway company as
to which should get its electric system in running order
Ilinscy might have won
Both are overhead lines.
first.
elected to office.

had it not been discovered that his poles were too short and
weak. The ISoard of Public Works forbade the operation
Hinsey proceeded to put in new poles, which
of the line.

handsome trussed affairs, at rn expense of more than
$20,000. The work has just been completed and cars will
The Becker peobe running over the line by next week.
ple, on the other hand, did not strike any snag, and elecare

line

for several

days.

street cars,

as

the

in

scarcely

a year

street car

was

electricity as

ago,

first

the motive power for

"City of

Natural Gas."

since

the

project

in this

city,

broached

It

is

of an electric

and to day there

kind

the country,

in

going to

also

is

Thomson-Houston

motor system for the motive power of

electric

is

owned by H.

Sellers

lionaire glass manufacturer,

who

might be interesting

a Pittsburg mil-

at the

head of a syndi-

is

mention that

lo

its cars.

McKee,

cate controlling $20,000,000 worth of street
it

was

car lines.

It

at first intended

adopt the cable system on this road, but a closer investi-

to

McKee

gation very soon convinced Mr.

swer

that

purpose a great deal better to use

his

The Westinghouse

company

Electric

is

paratus for a large electric light plant in

The

the Pittsburg Post

remarks

would an-

it

electricity.

installing

ap-

its

the city of Alle-

construction work on this plant includes the

a large number of towers,

which are to be
About these towers

makes the following ostensibly

in its editorial

facetious

paragraphs:

electric Hght towers in Allegheny — veritable
— certainly are given an appearance of insecur-

"The new
sky scrapers

by being hoisted up and seemingly poised on a single
But timid people may reassure themselves with
the reflection that capital is traditionally conservative
and
as the fall of one of these contrivances would involve the
loss of many dollars, as well as the perhaps minor matter
of a few human lives, it is safe to say that the topply-looking towers are put up to stay.
They cost too much for
the company to take any chances of their falling on folks."
The Allegheny police committee met last night and electity

standard.

—

ed an electrician to take charge of the wires of the patrol
service, a

duty that

require

will

time for some

of his

all

months.

the

to

officer

makes an

arrest

now he

takes his prisoner

telephone and calls for a patrol wagon

nearest

from a patrol

office instead of calling

At the meeting a few days ago Mayor Pearson called
the attention of the committee to the matter, and handed in a
number of applications from persons desirous of being apbox.

The committee united on
H. E. Dillon, an electrician of ten years' exwho had a number of good letters of recommend-

pointed to look after the wires.
the

name

perience,

of

ation.

The Westinghouse

Electric

company has brought suit
company of Philadel-

against the Frankford Electric flight

phia to recover

JJ^T.SSs

material and

for

labor

employed

The New Brighton

<<:

Beaver Street

company

Ixailway

and the Beaver Valley Street Railway company have conThey will now build an electric line and extend
solidated.
teamsters of Pittsburg and

Pittsburg and

Allegheny.

The Sprague

system has been adopted by that

day of

its

operation until

line,

electric motor
and from the first

now the service has been greatly
The company has left no stone

appreciated by the public.

unturned to give
proved

style.

its

The

patrons rapid transit in the
receipts

of

most ap-

the road have correspond-

Only a few years ago the company decarry the main line to Bellevue, a suburb of Alle-

being extended.

cided to

Allegheny have

dis-

cussed in their local assembly the alleged carelessness and

men of the Pleasant Valley Street
They claim the men run their cars too fast
and will not give a teamster enough time to get his wagon
The drivers complain greatest of the fast
off the track.
running on Anderson street, Sandusky street and Fremont
insolence of the motor

Car company.

side, this city,

ly

Cream

in constructing defendants' arc light station in that city.

street.

ingly increased, and the operations of the line are constant-

— the

its

for an electric road.

horses and use instead the

its

motor system, with a capacity of 75 cars.
There is at first the Pleasant Valley Passenger Railway
company, with a perfect network of streetcar lines between

Houston system.
other street railways of the city

abandon

are no less than 25 miles actually operated by the electric

Becker uses the Sprague system and Hinsey the Thomson-

The three

corporations of

The

perhaps not another city

en-

have been running on the

and the intention is
The company has ordered 100 cars already, and it is expected to
have a part of the road in operation by next fall.
The Kirminghani Street Car company, one of the oldest
in PIttgburg.

them with tracks

to cover

their line to Beaver, a distance of seven miles.

Pittsburg, Pa.

has

tric cars

and avenue

alley, street

through the mayor's

now

has just

secured a regular omnibus charter, covering nearly every

when an

rail-

servatism than the metropolis of Wisconsin have been

man who

There are several smaller roads in operation by electricity
and a number are now being built. Among the latter is
the Duquesne Railway company's lines, which are operated
by the Duquesne Traction company. This corporation has

from a guy

from the

plant.

that the

an

Mii-WACKKE, Wis., April 19. The electric street railFor many years
car has taken Milwaukee by storm.
Milwaukee has depended upon mules and horses to haul
her street cars, although other cities which possess less con-

the people here feel like a

cars.

August, he

For several days reports have been circulated to the
effect that the Gas company had purchased the plants of
the Brush and the Louisville Electric Light companies.
Chas. D.

an additional number of

to order

Ever since the work has been given up by Chief
Jones of the fire department, the wires have been wholly
Lately they have become worse than ever, and
unreliable.

Telephone company, has brought a damage suit for $2,000
against the Central Passenger Railway company and the

way

come

pany has been compelled

Man-

ager Gifford of the Ohio \'alley Telephone company, has
restored about

such an extent that the com-

travel has already increased to

placed at certain squares in the town.

greater part

which were destroyed by the tornado

of four

The Thomson-Houston motor system has been inon this line.
The first car ran on April i. and the

gheny.

C.

Glenwood, a distance

street, Pittsburg, to

erection of

to compete.

turn

stalled

operated by the Second

is

Railway company, which runs cars from

Street

Market
miles.

the

in

there

be a competitor for the contract.

gas, thereby giving the

that Milwaukee's

other electric railway line

it

Milwaukee, Wis.

joying rapid transit, and

The

Avenue

This road

fall.

contract of the liadger Electric Light company,

which Chicago capital

the Louisville Electric Light

for a central station.

franchise

National ave-

its

"If an electric car scares a horse and the

company

are J. O. Davidson, Thos. G. Fitch, George L. Rause, E.
H. Campbell and C. A. Walker, all of Wichita.

phone company

Home, and

line to the Soldiers'

franchise requires

months from the granting of
Main street and Douglass avenue,

east to Hydraulic avenue.

western

sions.

that the company, within four

the franchise, shall etjuip

seeking a

is

City Railway will extend

while in the suburban portion of the city the speed shall
not e-xceed fifteen miles per hour.

of about

through the Fast and South sides to Hay View.

The Milwaukee

Wichita Street Railway company and the Riv-

tion of the

erside

along North avenue, and

and

city

Lake Michigan, a distance

maintain an action for damages?"

company.

itself,

to build

within

and the

be combined under one management and

line will

shall

city limits

gheny

The

Whitefish Bay, on

the ordinance granting a franchise

of the council recently

companies will each build several miles
Milwaukee ^: Whitefish company.

last

lines.

four miles, has secured a franchise to build to the

— Wichita street

19.

direct distance of seven miles.

Milwaukee City and Milwaukee

which runs between the northern section of the

Wichita. Kan.
be combined and operated by

The two

new

of

Whitefish Bay

City, and when that is completed the road will run
from the center of the business portion of Pittsburg, a

will

son.

&

begin using electric motors during the present sea-

City, the

—

April 26, 1S90

The Suburban

ICIectric

Railway company of the .South

has adopted a novel custom.

been placed

in the vicinity of the

It will

A

tute chartered cars for funeral carriages.

substi-

side track has

gate of the South side

cemetery, and on this side track the cars will remain during
the services in the cemetery.

The new apparatus
about completed.
East, looked at

New

\'ork,

for the

city

Chief Brown,

some

of the

bureau of

electricity is

during his recent

machinery

and he said the other day

at

that

trip

the factory in
it

all

will

be

shipped during the present month.

The

Zanesville Electric Street Railway has been incor-

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

April 26, 1S90

The

porated with a capital of 1^50,000.

H.

H*.

F.

Sturtevant.

S. Gates,

Werner, C. U. Shyrock and
establishing the plant.

has

announced

also

power

W. H.

Batemao,

11.

pany.

C.

The scheme for lighting the buildings at the Edinburgh
exhibition is an elaborate one.
The arc light circuits will
involve the use of considerably over twenty miles of wire.
The dynamo court measures 120 by 80 feetin the center of
the machinery hall. The B.ush Electrical Engineering corporation have contracted to light the buildings and grounds
by means of 351 arc lamps, each of 2.000 candle-power.
The current will be generated by thirteen dynamos of the

Shyrock of Baltimore,

expects to expend at least Sioo.ooo in

The company

Md.

additional 125 light machine from the Westinghouse com-

incorporators are

Wm.

The
'ts

present street railway

company
mnlc

of abandoning

intention

for electricity.

company has decided to go
The compmy has made all
commence the manufacture of the moThe present capacity of the works is to

The Westinghouse

Electric

into the electric road business.

the preparations to
tors immediately.

old Brush t\pe, each capable of running thirty-five lamps
and two of fifteen lamps each, which will be used for
King, Brown &: Co. of Edin"pilot" or police circuits.
burgh will introduce a special installation for the concert
hall.
This room will be illuminated by no sunbeam
lamps, each of 200 candle power. The current is to be
generated by four powerful dynamos of King. Brown &
Besides these arrangements, numerCo.'s manufacture.
ous private firms will contribute to the illumination of the
stalls and courts; while besides it will be arranged that
certain' portions of the grounds will be prettily decorated
with colored electric lamps.

be considerably increased.

The East End
about

extend

to

this city

than any other in the

light at night

The company

extend

will

this city is

degree that will make

operations to a

one of more

country.

company

Electric Light

its

of

its

operations

to

Hazelwood. Glenwood, fiomestead and Sharpsburg. A
plant will be built at the latter place, and President A. T.
Rowand has bought four acres of land at Hazelwood, where
a power house

is

When

to be erected.

all

capacity of

largest

has

now

electric

of

in operation

lights

The East End

Union.

Electric Light

a capacity of nearly 20,000

any

company

incandescent lights,

be doubled after these extensions are made.
The Allegheny County Light company, another corporation, operates now a plant of 30,000 lights, and it is also

which

will

constantly increasing

art

its

capacity.

Besides these there are

The two

largest,

however,

both using the Weslinghouse systems of

alternat-

several

companies.

smaller

H.

ing current incandescent and arc lighting.

THE ELECTRIC

LIGHT.

Harrisonburg, Va., will be lighted by

Mammoth

Springs Improvement

company, of

Mam-

moth Springs, Ark.

At the annual meeting of the

Little

Rock. Ark., Edison

Electric Light & Power company M. Q. Townsend was
re-elected president, and W. S. Allen having resigned the
vice-presidency, Nick Peay was chosen to fill the vacancy.
S. Van de Mark was elected superintendent.

A

Electric company has secured the contract
work in the Park Hotel at Hot Springs,
number Partrick i: Carter needle annunciator

The Levens

for the electric

Ark.
with

&

A 300

The Partrick
fire alarm and guest call will be used.
Caiter combination bell and push button will be in every

room.

Robert Commons has been appointed chief engineei; at
the United States government building, Chicago, to succeed .M. B. Bailey, who has held the position for twentytwo months. The change was made for political reasons.
During the last 433 days, Mr. Bailey states, the electric
Mr.
plant has been out of service only 28}^ minutes.
Commons, the new appointee, is a thoroughly competent enwatergineer, and has held a position at the West Side
works.

The Chicago Edison company will extend its mains
through Wabash avenue, so as to supply current to the
Hotel Gage, which is being refitted, and the Andrews
Furniture company. The Hotel Gage will have r, 100 inBoth
candescent lamps, and the Andrews building 700.
The Chicago
are being wired by the Edison companyEdison company has closed contracts with the following
named companies

for isolated plants:

Steel

Illinois

com-

pany. South Chicago, 400 lights; Otto Young, Chicago,
3:0 lights, and Rudolph Weber, Chicago, 500 lights. The
Hyde Park hotel, which has had a 375 lieht plant, will
soon replace the present machine with two Edison dynamos.
The new building will also be illuminated by electricity,
675 lights being used in the addition. A power house will
be constructed apart from the hotel buildings.
of the executive committee of the National
New York April 14th, the
resignation was received and accepted of M. D. Law, a
Denver.
C. II. Wilmerding of
member who has left for
the .-Vrc Light & Power company, Chicago, was elected in

At a meeting

Electric

Light association in

his place.

R.

W

Ryan was appointed

official

stenographer

F. T. Walton, A. J. DeCamp,
A. Seely and the secretary were apJ. J. Burleigh, John
pointed an entertainment committee, with power to fix the
date of the semi-annual meeting at Cape May next August.
SMessrs. Lockwood of Detroit, Wilmerding of Chicago, and
Mason of Boston, are to secure suitable papers for the
Cape May convention. Allan V. Garratt resigned his position as secretary and treasurer, to take effect June 15th,
for the next convention.

and Allen R. Foote was appointed

in his stead.

company, of New
York City, has just placed with the Westinghouse Electric
incandescent
current
alternating
an
company an order for

The United

Electric Light

& Power

apparatus to increase its present capacity of 28 000 hghtsto
To fill this order, five 3.000
the extent of 15,000 lights.
light dynamos will be as soon as possible shipped from

Once these machines are in the station of the
United company and in operation, that organization will
have the largest centra! station incandescent lighting plant
Its arc lighting business is likewise
in the United States.
growing with great rapidity; it is now employing the new
Westinghousealternating current arc lighting system to a
total capacity of i.Soo lights and last week was obliged,
in order to keep up with the demand for light, to order an
Pittsburg.

The Tacoma (Wash.)

has granted franchises
for the construction of four double-track overhead electric
The electric syslines on the principal streets of the city.

tem

growing

is

The

St.

in

city council

popularity in

Tacoma.

Louis Railway company has notified the Board

of Public Improvements that

and Washington avenue

will

its

crossings

at

Broadway

be after the plan approved by
Railway company.

the board for the Lindell Street

The St. Louis Merchants' Bridge Terminal Railway company have asked the Board of Public Improvements for
the privilege of placing their poles along their track instead
of along the curbing of the street, as prescribed in their
agreement with the board. As the city will gain by the
change, the board will probably grant the railway company
the privilege.

Fort Wayne & Elmwood Railway company at Detroit has been operating a storage battery car on its lines
The car is one of the finest ever turned
since April ist.
out by the Pullman company of this city, and is finished in
mahogany with white silk curtains over handsonve plate
It is operated on the Shawhan system,
glass windows.
Baltimore trucks and So cells of Woodward batteries. The
tests thus far have proved satisfactory.

The

electricity.

The Lowe-Geeding Electric company of Neosho. Mo.,
recently took a contract for installing a 50-light plant for
the

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

probably have the

tioned are illuminated, Pittsburg will

city in the

|

men-

these places

It would be singular if the first long-distance electric
road should be established in faraway Russia. Such a
thing, however, seems more than probable, for a project is
now on foot to connect St. Petersburg with Archangel, a
The enterdistance of 500 miles, by an electric railway.
prise, with which the name of Siemens is connected, is
backed by Archangel interests, and the estimated cost of
the road, including rolling stock, will be $15,000 per mile.

The Thomson-Houston con.pany has secured the contract
West Street and North
lines at Seattle.
The

for the entire equipment of the
End Electric Railroad company's

stringing of the overhead wires will be different from the
system now used in Seattle. Iron posts will be placed between the two tracks every 100 feet, with arms projecting
on each side over the tracks from which the wires will be

suspended. A cluster of five incandescent electric lights
will be placed on every other pole. The contract stipulates
that the entire system must be completed by July ist.
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and the principal points of

interest in the city.
After
leaving the center of the city, the street car tracks are laid
in the center of the boulevard in the residential districts in
which the roadway lies on each side. The center strip,
which occupies a space of about 60 feet between the roadways contains a double row of large elm trees running the
entire length of the boulevard, so that the poles required
for span work are almost entirely hidden by the foliage
and are so rendered unobjectionable even to the most critical eye.
The space between the tracks will be covered
with lurf, so that the tracks will not be noticeable at a litIt is hoped that five cars will be in operation
tle distance.
by May 15, and the rest of the equipment will be in opera-

tion

by June

distributed electric

West Colfax

lines.

The Tramway company has made

propositions for putting in electric railways, which are now
There are several routes
being considered by the people.
under consideration, one being on Ashland avenue, from
the tramway loop to the county line, a distance of two
miles.
Another line proposed is from Ashland to Sixth
street, thence along that line to Agate, and along the latter
This line the Tramway company offers
Sloan's
Lake.
to
Several deto put in operation for a subsidy of $20,000.
viations from these routes are being considered, but these
impossible
that
there will
are the favorites, though it is not
fce other lines.

Lindell Railway company of St. Louis last week
acceptance of the provisions of the ordinance
passed during the recent session of the municipal assembly,
giving the rait?/ay company the privilege of changing its
motive power to electricity. Work has already begun on
the erection of poles for the wires and the laying of rails
The oiher
Dreparalory lo the introduction of electricity.
railway companies that have succeeded in having ordinances passed by the assembly, giving them the right to

The

filed

its

their motive power, will probably soon file their acceptance of the provisions of the ordinances granting them
There are eight street railthe right to make the change.
ways having authority to use electricity along their lines,
through ordinances passed during the late session of the
municipal asserabl)'. Several have already begun to tear

change

up their tracks and lay the electric wires, and the whole
number will be at work before the first of next month.

Among the

recent contracts of the Sprague Electric Railis one for the equipment of the

way & Motor company

street railway, 'the principal street railway in AuThe equipment of this road, which will be in
gusta, Ga.
operation before long, will be first-class in every respect.
The cars to be equipped with electric motors are 16 in

Augusta

number, and each will carry two is-horse power motors.
At the station the generating plant will consist of two So,000 watt dynamos for supplying the necessary current for
The
the line, which will be more than 15 miles in length.
line of the route passes the Union Depot. Opera House,

power

for street railway

and general

in-

and light by both arc lamps and incandescent.
the incorporators of the company mentioned, are
E. H. Johnson, J. H. McClement, F. J. Sprague and E.
Although electric roads are now in operation
B. Hawkes.
pretty generally throughout the Northern and Western states,
the use of electricity as a method of propelling cars, has
not as yet, met with such wide adoption among the cities
of the Southern states.
There are, it is true, a number of
cities in the South where there are electric roads in operation, or in process of construction, but the horse and mule
are still relied upon in most cities for the operation of the
Northern capital, however, is rapidly develstreet cars.
oping many of the Southern towns, and a few years change
a locality from a condition of inertness to one of business
and enterprise.

dustries,

Among

It is stated that the Sprague Electric
Railway &
Motor company have closedalarge number of contracts for
the electrical equipment of street railways during the last
month. These contracts came from all over the country, a
large number of them being noticeably from street railway
companies which already have a number of cars in operaNo argument of the poption upon the Sprague system.
ularity of electric railways could be made more convincing
than this fact, which is so common, of additional equipments ordered by street railway companies where the system has been tried. A street railway company may be
dissatisfied by an electric system before the road has been
put in actual operation, but when a company continues to
order additional equipment there is only one conclusion to
The most
be drawn i. «., that the system is a success.
recent contracts of the Sprague company are as follows:
Augusta Street Railway, Augusta, Ga., 16 car equipment;
Paducah Street Railway, Paducah, Ky.. 9 car equipment;
Fort Worth & Arlington Pleights Railway, Fort Worth,
Tex.. 3 car equipment; Troy &: Lansingburgh Raihvay,
Troy, N. Y., 12 car equipment; Metropolitan Railway,
Portland, Ore.; Passenger & Belt Rail^vay, Lexington,
Ky 4 car equipment: Atlantic City (N. J.) Electric Railway, 1 car equipment; Detroit, (Mich) Rouge River .S;
Dearborn Railway, 4 car equipment; Union Street Railway, St. Joseph. Mo., 6 car equipment; Sioux City (la.)
Street Railway, S car equipment; Dallas (Tex.) Rapid
Transit Railway, i car equipment.
,

A

Denver correspondent writes: The popular agitation
of the people of North Denver for more direct communicaIt has been evition with the city is about to materialize.
dent for a long time that more car lines were needed, especially in the section between the Berkeley motor and the

15.

understood that a Northern syndicate has secured
control of the electric interests in the towns of Winston
and Salem in North Carolina, and that an electric line, connecting the two towns will soon be installed.
The line
will be five miles long, and will include six cars.
The
Sprague system of overhead wiring will be used. The
dynamos will be located in the electric light station which
will hereafter supply both light and power for the street
cars and general industries along the line.
This is probably the first station in the country from which will be
It is

THE TELEGRAPH.
A

decision has been reached in

the

case

of the

Great

Western Telegraph company's litigation over the attempt
to collect an assessment of 35 per cent, on the capital
The case in point was the first tried in Iowa, and
stock.
considered a test.
In 1S67 to iS6c) many citizens of
Iowa subscribed to the capital stock ot the telegraph comThe company soon thereafter contracted a large inpany.
debtedness and being insolvent passed into the hands of a
receiver in 1S74. In 1SS6 an assessment of 35 per cent, of
the stock was made, and the receiver brought this, the first
is

Iowa to collect the amount. There were many
defenses pleaded, and the issues involve many intricate
questions of law.
Judge Phelps gave the case a thorough
The
consideration and decided in favor of the defendant.
case will probably be taken to the Supreme court as a test
receiver.
case by the

action in

The -Chinese government is making rapid progress in the
For years the Chinese were
introduction of the telegraph.
aware of the advantages which foreigners derived from the
of telegraphy, but they did not think that the
conditions of the country required it, and it was not until
start
was made by the Great Northern Tele1S77 that a
graph company. The campaign of iSSo in Kuldja showed
the necessity of a speedier means of transmitting news to
the army, and the same thing was demonstrated in the
Since these dates great
troubles with France in Tonquin.
extensions have taken place, and now the Chinese telein Tonquin and
the
French
graph system adjoins that of
that of the Russians at Kiachta, and in a few months the
junction will be complete. While the militarj' uses of the
telegraph have always been kept prominently in view, it
has also become of great importance for commercial and
general purposes, and all the latest important information
is now sent from Europe to China, so that the telegraph is
likely to be a very important factor in the awakening of

employment

China.

Miscellaneous Notes.
A

simple method of curing creeping of salts on batteries
This is to smear the suris described by Ernest Gerard.
The
faces to be preserved with a thin coat of vaseline.
vaseline is unchangeable by air, is not attacked by most
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chemicals, applied easily, keeps in place, and
cover up from sight the parts to be protected.

Electrical- Patents,

does'not"

of

of

Siam has been induced

-'

electric,

ApHi i$.

i/tTif

is in

course of construction.

invention consists in the combination, with the
receiving armature rod of an aulograpliic telegraph,
of .a fountain-pen provided with a reservoir, said pen
pivoted (entrally.with reference to said reservoir to said
armature-rod and having its writing point end slightly
heavier-than -the other; whereby said pen will rest on
the paper -with the same slight pressure, whether the
reservoir is empty or filled.

A

letter from Ira Cornwall secretary of the exhibition of
John. N.B., stales: "I am instructed by the manufacturers' cQinmitlee of the exhibition, which is to be held
in this city daring the coming season, to inform you that
thev will be prepared to furnish space and power free of
charge, and to offer ever). facility for the display of electrical apparatus of all classes."

for electrical worjcers especially.

ii>

The

4^5.853.
thur

Distribution

425,470.

laboratories are thor-

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Francis

Contact Device for Electric Railways.
O. Blackftell, New York. N. Y.

425.488.

bine with his thooreticat discussion a practical application
The course in elecof the principles Under consideration'.
trical engineering is extehdiiig"con"Stantlv to meet the re'beginning with thorough inijuiremenls of the limes,
struction in the' theory of 'electricity, an extended course of
kciures is devoted la the consideration of the various technical applications of electricity to land and submarine telegraphy, the telephone, eleclric lighting, and the electrical
Instruction is given by lectures
transmission of power.
and laboralor)' exercises upon the processes of photometrj-,

Railway Contact.

Eleclric

New

Francis O.

Method of Transferring JJatteries.
425,493.
Cleveland, Cleveland,. O.
Electric Snap-Switch.
425,507.
Philadelphia, Pa.

William

Insulator.

Black-

W.

Jones,

New

Kookogey, Brooklyn,

P.

Thermo-Electric Battery. John Edelkamp,
York, N. Y.
High and Low Water Alarm for Boilers.
4-5.570.
bert C. Griggs, Wilmington. Del.

.

Electric Meter.

"Claim

was

in

Chicago

last

of Tartrick

:

^:

Carter,

Philadelphia.

,.

week.-

Jr.,

Business Mention.

The Wainwright Manufactuiing company

of Massachusetts reports that it has had large ordeis for its heater and
condenser during the last few months.

Controller.

Electric Car Motor.
425,627.
York, N. Y.

Edgar

4-?5,63i.'

Telephone

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company f f Windsor,
Conn., has opened an office at 329 Kookery, ChicagQ, for
western business. .The ofi'ice is in charge of O. A. Edward Kohler. who is well known to the electrical fraternity.

425.640.

,

leys.

Electrical works, Chicago, has just received

way Systems.
Claim

and Geo.

425,917.

Lamp

Socket.

Milwaukee, has been reorganized urjdcr the form.
and corporation name of "The .Edward P. AUis company."
The officers of the company are Wm. W. -\llis, president;
Allis of

,

Edwin Reynolds,
Allis, sec-

treasurer.

New

York, N, Y.

H. T. Paiste, of Twelfth and Market streets, Philadelphia, reports that he is doing a large trade in his porcelain
His factory for -some time
pendant cut-out and rosette.
has been crowded with orders from supply houses through'I'his cut-out has
been considered by
out the countr)'.
those who h^ve seei) It pneof t^t;; neatest ever placed onl
outside
of
cut-outs
made of porcelain
The
market.
the
is often disfigured by the screw that holds-the, brass parjs,
Mr. Paistcr, by an ingenious arrangetnent,
inside the cap.
has perfected a method by which he has entirely done
away with this.'

invention consists in an

425,957.

incandescing electric

,Cut-Out for Incandescent
Electric,
Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N.'J,,

Dynamo-Electric

for

Thomas A.> Edison,- Menlo
-''"nl

The improvement

conductors,

in

comprising

New

ICnight,

New

Gustave Phillippart,

Paris,

Walter H.

Electric Railway.

Secondary Battery.

Galvanic Battery.
Louis M.
Paris, France.

J.

C. C. Renard,

'

-

'

•

425,963.

New

York,

Electric .Switch.

Ernest P. Warner,

Chicago,

111.

Electric Railway System.
.425.964.
Baltimore, Md.

Lamps.,

Machines.

Evans,

Philip Seubel,

N. Y.

Park, N. J.

Thomas A.

Railway.

Electric Conductor.

425,961.

charged witli ejectricity' of such charneutralize the static charge imparted by the
when the lamp is in use.

T'^leclric

Eugenio Tortora, Florence,

Electric Conductor.

I'Vance.

tO'

I'Tnnrisfn,

Soldiers'

Mendon, near

425.762.

425,767.

Smith,

J.

^ork, N. Y.

statically

Commutator

Andrew

Engraving Machine. Charles C, Bruckner,
425,929.
York, and Samuel W. Balch, Yonkers, N. Y.

425 959.

425.763.

Conduit

"Claim. The mode herein described of operating asynchronous alternating current motor by starting the motor
without short-circuiting the magnet windings, and by
short circuiting them at each reversal of the current
when sjnchronism is reached, and introducing a suitaable resistance in the supplying circuit."

Lamp. 'Thomas A. Edison, Menlo

The

Detroit,

Peslh, Austria-Hungary,

six follows:

425,950.

lamp

Sill,

Method of Operating Synchronous Alternating
425,923.
Current Motors.
Carl Zipernowsky, Buda-Pesth,
Maximilian Deri, Vienna, and Otto T. Blathy, Buda-

"Claim I. Thccombinalion, in a system of electrical
distribution employing a complete metallic circuit, of
a meter located in circuit between one side of the
system, and the earth at the point of generation."

acter as
current

Richard Y. R.

jacent bo.x

J. Bradley,

"6. In an electric railway, a supply circuit extending along the way. traveling vehicles, eleclric motors
on said vehicles electrically connected to the supply
circuit lo propel the vehicles, and electric heaters to
heat said vehicles and connected in the supply circuit

'

Detroit,

tubes for inclosing
a series of glass
boxes of wedge-shaped or inclined side bases hermetically sealed or connected together, the narrow end of
one box being inserted in the widened end of the ad"

Trol-

Heating Apparatus for Electric RailMark W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.

Incandescent
425,761.
Park. N. J.

W'^ire

'Claim.

in series."

V.

Electric Railway.

electrical

James

Sill,

Italy.

Measurement of Electricity in Distribution Sys425,760.
Thomas A. Edison, Menlo Park, N. J.
tems.

used.

1

Electric

425,757.

.

Brill

Richard V. R.

consists in a conduit made of hollow
bricks and formed into a street curbing, certain of
said bricks having a vertically sliding removable shutter dovetailed into said bricks, whereby access may be
had 16 the conduit.

Henry George.

anil

Charles Batchelor,

Cut-Oat.

Incandescent
425,741.
Harrison, N. J.

Jas. if. Mason has established an.officc at 63 Broadway,
New York, where his celebrated primary battery can be inThe Empire City
spected from one to four o'clock i-. M.
Electric company is agent for New \'ork, and the prospect
summer
good,
as .Mason's moduring
the
is
for large sales
tor, fan and battery outfit are giving satisfaction wherever

A

John

Wil-

Home, Kan.
The invention

,

Elihu

Trolleys.

Electric Railwav.

Incrustation.

D. C.

Mich.

David H.

Safety Attachmert for Electric Railway
Franklin C. Wheeler, St. Joseph, Mo.

425,7-0.

a line line of incandescent globes and shades made from
This house also
special designs, for this establishment.
has secured the exclusive Western agency for the Crosby
dry battery for open circuit work, and is pushing it prominently to the front.

and

Conmction.

(luard for P'lectric Railway

425.726.

second vice-president and superintetident; Chas.

Rice, Lowell, Mass.

Trolley.
Wallace Porter
425.694.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.

for electric light stations.

Edward

and

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Motor Truck for Ca-s.
425.653.
M. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa.

of Chicago has issued a comprehensive circular illustrating and describing
the workings of the link belt disk friction clutch which it
It is claimed that it is particularly designed
manufactures.

late

New

4-5-9I3-

H

Preventing

motor.

Rice, Lowill. Mass.

The Link-Belt Machinery company

announced that the business of the

Bell

Emer H.

Peckham,

for

Porter, W'ashington,

Claim three is appended:
"In an electric railway, a car having its -.vheels insulated from their axles, a converter on the car having
its primary connected with two diagonal wheels of the
car, and its secondary with the poles of an electric
425.912.

David

Electric Call.

Appliance

H.

Mich.

Adolphus A. Knudson,

Electric Temperature
425.625.
Parker, Evanston, 111.

425,630.

retary

ing support."
4-5.903liam
425.911.

Compound.

National Engineering bureau has opened an office
Thomas <). Gricrand James A.
in the Uookcry, Chicago.
I.ouosbury, both competent engineers, are in charge.

The

P. Allis, Jr.. first vice-president;

Rice,

material and glycerine or other liquid by compression,
and applying the sheet thus impregnated to a conduct-

.

Insulating
425.615.
Brooklyn, N.' Y.
"

Edward

Thomson and Edwin W.

Rudolph M. Hun-

Gustave Philippart, Paris,

"Claim r. In the art of constructing secondary battery elements, the improvement consisting in impregnating a sheet of fabric with a mixture of active

Jacob B. Currier, Lowell, Mass.
Receiving Apparatus for Cable Telegraphy.
425,597Patrick B, Delany. New York, N. Y.-

Mai;nolia .Xnti-l'riction Metal companyis sending
out a handsomely gotten up book containing a short ro"Luxilla."
entitled
mance

It is

Yictor Popp, Paris, France.

;Electiic Call.

4-5.594-

The

The Knapp

Secondary Battery.
425.902.
France.

The combination,

Cut-Ou'. Elihu
Lynn, Mass.

425, 58S.

Emer L. White, treasurer of the Standard Underground
Cable company, Pittsburg, was in Chicago this week.

Maurice Ilofheimer,

Syra-

-

Electrically Propelled Car.
425,883.
ter, Poiladelphia, Pa.

with electric lights in
multiple arc, of a switch and magnet in the main circuit, a pneumatic clock, a controlling valve therefor, a
connection between the valve and the armature of the
electro-magnet, and a retractile spring, whereby the
time during which a group of electric lamps is in use
may be measured by a single apparatus."
2.

N. Y.

cuse,

Morris Martin, Maiden, Mass.

Signal Box.

,

Ward Wilkins

Cloth-Cutting Machine.
.Yqrk,.N. Y.

4-5. 579-

York,

Mark W. Dewey,

Electric Railway Car.

425,866.

Al-

'

Personal Mention.
E.

New

.

425.576-

New

J. Carty,

invention relates to telephone systems and conthe combination of a series or group of metaltelephone circuits extending each from a central
station to a separate sub-station, a telephone transmitter at each sub-station included in its own metallic
circuit, and an energizing battery for the said transmitters common to the group and connected with all
of the said nietallic circuits, the two wires of each of
the said circuits being connected with one pole of said
battery, thereby constituting jointly a practically single conductor for the battery current in multiple arc
or parallel circuit with the other similarly constituted
single conductors of the group."

William B.

425,568.

New

John

The

N. Y..

425,572.

York,

lic

.

.

New

J. Carty,

N. Y.

Cornelius J. Hamilton,

Telegraph-Transmitter. Francis
York. N. Y.

42^.';ii.

425.513.

Ar-

sists in

work with dynamo-electric machinery, together with a
course on the electrical testing of telegraph and telephone
provided.
The sdbiects -of -construction, specifi'Besides the
cations, and contracts also receivfe attention.
regular course of instruction, lectures are frequently given
by gentlemen who are professionally engaged in the several departments of- electrlcsd engineering, qr. especially
conversant with certain branches of applied electricity. In
order to pro\*ide for the needs of students seeking instruction in electrical engineering beyond that given in the undergraduate course, an advanced course has been planned,
which, if the student so desires, may lead to the degrees
of Master of Science or Doctor of ,1'hilosophy; To .this
end, in addition to guidance in the prosecution of experimental research, provision will be made for the further
study of the mathematical, theory pf electricity, of analytic
and applied mechanics, including the theory of elasticity,
the dynamics of rigid bodies, and hydrodynamics, and also
of advanced mathematics.

Telephone Purposes.

Orleans, La.

Telephone System.

425.863.

York. N. Y.

especially as applied to the measurement of el&ctric lights.
Advanced instruction in'elfectHcal measurements, including'

lines, is

Mc-

section of the through metallic circuit
which extends between the two stations of the superimposed circuit, serving jointly as a substantially single conductor, and having for its other side or conductor a separate and independent wire, also extended
between the said stations."

"The combination, in a contact device, of an upwardly-e.xtending rod and a spring actuating the said
rod about a center and pressing it upward with a contact-piece at tlie outer end of said rod having an independent spring and a pivotal attachment to the rod."
well,

F.

James

sides of that

Claim eight follows:

425.489.

New

McLaughlin.

F.

"Claim I A through metallic telephone circuit extending between two terminal stations and one or more
intermediate metallic electrical circuits superimposed
thereon, and extending between any two given stations
on the said through circuit, one of the conductors of
each superimposed circuit being formed of the two

Elihu

Currents.

Electric

of

Berne,

Godfrey,

N. Y.

Md.

oughly equippea'WHh apparatus for' tests and measurements
in electrical expenments. thiis enabling the student to com

James

Multiple Telephony. John

425.862.

William F. Stevens, Joppa,

Car-Telegraph.

425,466.

Electric Circuit for

W.

L.

Frederick Johnson,

Secondary Battery Electrode.
425.819.
Laughlin,' Philadelphia, Pa.

P'rush Holder for Dynamo-Electric Machines or
4-5.435Mutors.
Frederick' A. LaKoche, Philadelphia, Pa.

iwenly-fiftK annual catalogue of the

Technology, lloslon.

Secondary Battery.
425.818.
Philadelphia, Pa.

."

Massachusetts
an exceedingly interesting document to those inieresled in the work which this
excellent institution has been prosecuting so faithfully since
lis inception, and possesses more than ordinary interest

The

Selma,

Ezell,

William

Electric Lighting System.
425,801.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The

St.

Institute of

Frank

for Ships.

Electric Door Opener.
425,777Brooklyn, N. Y.

iSqo.

425.413. r.alaiiced I'en for Autographic Telegraphs. HarrjEtheridge. Pittsburg. Pa.
.

station

Table-Ware

425,768.
Ala.
.

to allow the intro
A," tele
apparatus in bis domain
and
an eleclric light
phone exchange has been established,

The King

duction

April 26. 1890

San

425,965.
-Md.

Electric Railway.

David G. Weems, Baltimore,

966.'

Electric Kailw.iy.

David d. Weems, Baltimore,

425

>
I

David G. Weems,

'Md;-'-'

"'"

.
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W. H. Sawtkb,

EtTQEME E. Phillips, Pi^ddent.

seo'y and Electriciao.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

AMERICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

Patent Laiyer and Solicitor.

I.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Pat«it Finished

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

CHICA&O,

FRANK

and AonuDciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

Office

FARADAY CABLES.
Eugene

OfHce,

John Carroll,

F.

Sec'y.

Treasurer.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

PATENT LAWYER,
2o4DecitDir,S^ree:. Chicago.

OP —
-

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

A Vew Meaanrlax
S«Dd

KAstrmmemt.

and Price

for Circular

:.rrp([^rc
'.

pliei of

TML Patent Office

ELGIN,

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.

Slgu Telef boie and

CO.,
DETROIT, mCH.

.

'N

COUNTS.

--t

Telephones and

Llit.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
91 Qrttuialil St,

FARADAY CABLES.

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co.i

U.S. A.

Masnetic Vane Ammetlrs and Voltmeters.

99
Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

The New Station

Adopted and used

Instrument

Entirely by

for

the

^^^^^H^^

Direct Currents.
Boston Fire Underwriters* Union, nnaer date of Uucb
Thoroughly Beliable and Desirable Wire in Ev^ery Respect."

In a letter from the Inbpkctoe of the
:

;

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter

Office

cc

..-.:;

'•

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Bays " A
The robber used In

CHICAGO.

8. Electrical Patents.

[St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MANtTPACTUREBB

^S, 1886, lie

Smtli,

WILLIAM S.BATES.

(tmiTBD.)

Insulation Guaranteed

Brown &

Patemt Attomeys,
26-2IH0N0RE BUILDING,
•
•
Two complete sets of O,

T^to"^^

Late

ELEGTSICITT,

D.i PiTEFTOFnCE, ">-<"

Cortlandt Street,

18

TTiT..

BROWN,

Bntterwortli, Hall,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

T.

m^lL WXSm

Incandescent Cords.

New York

OPEEA HOUSE BLOCK.

1001-3-6-7

.

Insnlatlng oop wires and cables Is Bpecially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracft, and wtl! remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or jnore braids and the
whole sUcfeed with Clark's Patent CompoQDd. -yhlch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to fumiah Single Wires of all
?anges and diameter of insulailon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK. Cables mad«

Special Sizes

made under

Mather Electric Co.

Contract for Central Station Vee.

to be icaterprooX.

QUEEN

,0 order.

'

61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.
HEBBEBT

*

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers

Out

liglit

of

CO.,

Makers.

XDEAii

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,*

SSNICT A. CLABK, General Manager.

&

PHILADELPHIA.

EiffGinrz:.

H. EUSTIS, ElectrldUl

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.,' CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.
SEITD

Doable Dynamo Belts are always made from oanters of irhele
hides extra stretched.
W. H. SALISBTTRT & CO., Chicago, IlL
r

STESar

.a.S-E15T3

iLIDE&SOH.Maniifactiiiers

A. H. GARDIUEE CO., Milwaukee, WlB.
TODD & STANLBT CO., St. LouiB, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOaSE & CO., Kantse City, Mo.
Main HonBe, IndisnapollB
E. C. ATKINS & CO. ,^ Branch HouBe, MemphlB, Tenn.

:

FOK CATALOGUE.

i

Cblcago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street

OoattanoogB, Tenn.

nlOIV/>

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone,

Z*^r .Serial,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
.T2ADE

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

.

TTae.

HEDAI. AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

Row,

13 Park

Cincinnati,

EDDY FLICTRIC

n c<

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD

UABK.

and Telegraph,

Mta.'bssi.MrljaLO, m.si.cI •P"»telorcr<oii

Louisville,

SL

Loiiis,

Kansas

NEW YORK.

City,

San Francisco.

and

MASUFACTURIHG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

UTGMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect BegtUation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Semarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc

DiriffAZIlIO « ElaEGTRIG $

MACHINES

For Eleotroplating, Hectrotyping, Copper Befining, Eto.

PDiam
nmnrV'
DtitS\in VrribC.

The

mcwromc.sseininitst.;

KAMtAS

boston, iii Anii

CITY, Klattt BulUIng:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

st.;

PHiiAoewHiJi. sot comminnat.i

MEW MUAMS, IM ConiHtlH

CO.,

-

St.

Windsor, Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes

mo IIPAIL0EA4.ER IN

WHOLESALE

;

Entirely
';'';*;'

all

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

pre%'ents

>

1890

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilere.

STILWELL&BIERCEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECmlLra^
COMBINATtbtSI '^^^^

fixtureI"

GEORGE CUTTER,

ELECTIRICandGASGIOEIES,

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES,

SHAalL^
171 E.

80

ADAMS STREET,
CHIOACO>n

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ON ARC

«

*'

.:.!

2134 Michigan

';]

CIRCUITS.

'

•

STREET, CHICAGO.

ADAIVIS

Ayc|n,ue|,i

White for Information.

NOYES BROS.,
MANUrACTUREKS OP
Electric Light

and Combination Flxtoies,
I

74

HILL

FiTtHBUaO

^AA!^I

Works,
CLEVELAND O.

Clutch
WemftbeftppeclaltyoffarnlehlPe the trade with
Electric Bracke'e, Electroliers, Po tables, Cofflbinaiion Bracttets, and small Uxtnree^^^U.^lDde,
Being manofactarera we can give lowest prices.

AND factory: ""'' ^'^^'^i'85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
OFFIi-E

Send for

New

0^

EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW YORK.

:-\,Jiti^^im

IB Cortlandt St.,

Engineering

ARC Ari;>

Electriciiii

81. CO.

iNCANj)tscENT ^U<:j'f\ic
-yCH.T'lNa, ^L,ecrR0-pl,ATINC5.,AND
foaExpCRlM£NrALUSE. AU^O KOTOf^S.

lEONABD PAGET.

0UABLE8

PAGET & KINTTiERf
Chemical

and

ani

Electrical, Experts

'^

and

li;i3

Union Avenne.

Deiigned,

COPYRIGHTED BY

Erected and

FutQisbed.

Send for new Cstalogae Power
Tranemleslon Machinery.

H. W. HILL.

'<
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

THE SPERRY ELICTRIC
PEBRI, Vice-President

MINNEAPOLIS:
305 Kasota Building.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

KINTNER.

J.

CHICAGO:

KANSAS CITY:

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES
P.

St.,

38 So. Canal SI.

1221

ElectriealvEiigineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS. >

D.

Franklin

BOSTON.

Descriptive Circulars.

Weitern

-

Oftice: 146

Completi Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complete
1221-1223 Union Ave.

CO.,

NGLISH,

and^enM Manager,

MORSE &

GO.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

-MANOFACTURERS OF THE-

THE RICE AUTOMATIC.

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

GUARANTEED
ECONOMY,

TENSION.

REGULATION,
1.
2.
3.

Tbe new Sper ry apparatiie Itce from repairs for twelve raontha.
That tbe new >perry Improved Dynainoecan be coupled In eeriea with perfect aafety.
That any nuiiU)er of lamps from one to capacity or dvnamo can.be cat in or out ot

BlnjEly or In
4.

croups, wltb perfect safely, aim without sparklDp at the broBhes.
in exact proportion to nomber of llgnta burninE.

.

DDRABILITY,
circuit,

SIMPLICITY,

-

To absorb power

SELF-CONTAINED.
•

'

J.
i'
3.

The new Anlomatlc Sperry Dynamoe and Lamps Burpaaa
economy

in efllclency those of

any other

We

le

greater

If yoti will visit

invite

In

C0„

ISSJto-SD?

Soutli

M

St Lo.is,
street,

CfllCAEO

303
T.

H. P. Pair

and Tandem Compounds.

NQ YEMFG.

CO.,

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE ^ CO.,

onr factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus In exIetODce.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm mm

to

THE JOHN

operating the new Sperry Sjelem than any oilier.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rbeoetat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
m''*'

dub-pot.
4.
That

TBE

there

8

Chicago,

Kansas

Denver.

City,

Omaha,

St. Paul.

ILL,

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

andTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

WEATHER PROOF-SIMPLEX- OKONITEGRIMSHAW WIRES SINGLE^>"'DOUBLE COTTON FIE LDaH^ARMATURE WIRE-FLEXIBLE CORD -POSETTES- CLEATS-TAPEofvi-KINDS- SWITCHES -CUT-OUTS -PINS- BRACKETS^f°lN5ULAT0RS—L.
THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANYWHERET. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
•

-

^^ones-BrosElectric-Co.

28

3

5^32 West Court 5t.

!

WESTERN
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)

ELEeTRICIA?N,

XVI)

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
,.,._-..-.

-

.

-

.

.

::^fjptx'''^,

-

"

•

The attention -"or ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELEBRATlEI>^^VATEK,WHEEt..^.particuIarly adapted to their use,
oh account of its remarlcably stieadT motioD, lusrli Speed
and fi^reat Efficiency, and large tapaoity, for its diameter,
being

double the

number

Pover

of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economwater it is without an an equEtr,' producing the highest per cent, of use-

ical use of
ful effect

-~-'-'" cfuaranteed.
SfEXD FOB CATAIiOGt'E

Our Horizontal "Victor"

is

highly

.

AXD PARTICUX-ARS.

recommended, as no gea^; are

and-jt can be beHedtiirectly' tor dynamo.
^-^ The accompanying ^engraving -represents

•

.

Xl'jRBI^ES

a pair of i2-inch

required,

TICTOl*.

arranged on a: horizontal shaft, with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-cIass in every particular.
We are now prepared to famish Victor
.

Turbines,either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their lase. we recommend them.

STILWELL^BtERCEMFCCO..

HOLIilES,

•

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
JUAIZIDEITS,
*ATEK6trlT,
<Sk

FACXOBIES:

Cblra'."

l!IAinjFASCT€BEBS

OF

BARE AND INTSUXiATEB 'VITIRK.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Lino Wire, handsomely flniiihed, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Worsted Cords for, Incandescent Lighting. Round and Flat Copper "Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron-Pressure Wire.

PATENT
-

K. K.^^ LH*E

WIRE

For Electric -Lighty-Electric Railways, 'Mntnr.s, Telegraph and -Txleplione Use.
AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON CO., CARBONS FORf ARC LIGHTINC.

TH QSrC SCO YILU New York Agent,

:.i:.L

•'

PLACE,

:,2B;PARIC

NEW YORK.

MADRON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
UQBE^^^rNa OHIO. <^</. i2'r„TS
/^DC^

1

OP

^MFO.

BELDING MOTOR

OFFICE 144 Adams.

FACTORY 128-130

Street,

The Roekefy,

So. Clinton Street,

COMPANY,
CHICAGO, ILL, U.S.A.

i

MAJTOFACTUBEBS OF THB

MOTORS

BELDINfi ELECTRIC

f

Perfect; Automatic Regulation,
Highest Xafflciency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATORE MADEr PERfItLT BALANCED,' ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING.

All Parts IiiW)^cIiaiigeable ,£ven to
CorrespbndMce

Solicited.

-

AeentsWanted

Commutator.

in all the Principal Cities.

GLEVELAND, OHIO,
THE STANDARD CARDON COMPANY,
«.otxkyy of
IVr «*Ti ixf

SB-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL
•

NDA"
UUnUH
li

BATTERY

Etc

FOi;

Etc.,

IT

THE GREAT

TELEPHONE

HIGHEST AWARD

THE

GAS LIGHTING,
IS UNEQUALED.

PARIS

ONLY
GOLD MEDAL,

A Mil A
UvllllA

'gond*.
MARX

IS

:

,

'"
'

PATENTS

NQv.is.iaso. M'^'fc

JAN.
AliG

I

II

--84. jAi;!-,
-.'85. AOC-^,

MCH.£7-'B6-

hi"--

ELEiHT^IC;

EXPOSITION,

1889.

The Standard

FOR

BATTERIES.

Batteries

World.

of the

Thte CoinpsQ7 are alBo the sole manafactarers' of The Otinda Fprona Cap Battery, wlilch-lB aloae the <?enain« LecUactifl. and li
eteatly saperioc to the lo-calltd Sl(q^e Ltcliatbe fiatttriei, wiUt whien (h«
jieject every ens aalete itimptd «HI) Ae
li Hooded,

f

muHt

&ademark"QOHDA,"

,

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149 W. 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

"AXO".TH|
TYPE.
BELL$.

.FOB
Etc.. IT

PERFECTION OF
POROUS CUP
MEDICAL USE
IS UNRIVALED
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For Central Station Lighting, Iaolat«d Plants, Rnnnlng Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Phyaiciana' Cautery Purposea.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

"° '' ''"' '•""'
- XUXj.
0^X0.^0-0,

CO..
i)

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

COMPANY.
Office

New England

BIdg. 180

Summer

St.,

Manufacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechanical purposes requiring Strength and Resist'
ance to Wear and Tear.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC^LICHT COMPANIES.
The oeeeMlty of meunrlSKi 4be Blectiic Corrent bj a correct and reUftbte meter bu long been telt, tnd VArloae Inatramente bave been pat on the market and tn actnal nee, wblcb, however,
have Invariably proved to be Inftpcient and unreliable. The Blectrlc Current Counter, Invented by ProfeiBor H. Aron, le undoubtedly the oest and most reliable meter for the purpoBe. Toey
hav« beenadoptedbymanyelec^ light companiea In Europe, among which are K41a*BComp«Hy, of Berlin; Hlemens
Halslse; Maalnlpal Electric lilaht Works, of
Berlin; and are exeln«lTe|f naed in aUnoat all principal cltlM of £iirop«. They ware awarded the ttold Hedal at the Ilelboarne Kxhlbidon, 1880, and havn recently been
awarded the first nrlxe by the Mmaleipallty of Pnrio,Franee,ln com»etitlOD wlthdlflerentother Coanters. American Coaipanies who have tried and nee tbe Aron Counter
apeak very highly of them. The oplnloni of some of them are printed below.
Aron Eleetrle
Gonnters are bulltfor direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
currenta, lu aizeB from 16 ampereaup to anv number of ampere*. Kvery eonnter Hteaomreo eorreetl^'^he amoont of current connnmetf, from a fraction of an ampere
to Its full capacity They axe now In oee by European central atatlons meaaorlng over MOTenty HllUon Watts. The amount of current coneumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the indbz being constructed on the aame principle as the gaa meter dlala.

A

Cnrnnt

The

.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES
DOVKB. N. H.

We

have tppted the Aron Counter, and have no reason to

doubt

H. W. Buboktt.
Treaa. pover Electric Ught oo.

Ite reliability.

.

We

>

We

Prof. W)i. H.

rent,

1

LtKn, Mass.

The Aron Counter works very

Antbont.

Mather Electric Light

Ca

TflOM- ON -Houston Co.

and are aadafled that it will work correctly.
Qio. H. Sob, Sec'y San Francisco Electric Light Co.
have in use

I

Bbookltn, N. T.
use for eome mouths, dar-

A.

which will enable any

at the School of

of Professor Aron'a

We have fonr Aron Counters in
ing which time no trouble has been ezperlenred In regard to
care of aame and aaHetactory readings have been obtained.
C. J. FiBLD, Qen. Man. Edison Illaminating Co.

and

and from obaervatlona made

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

L, H.

and

I

am now

Landt, Ph. D.

them

at a

Importer.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AHO CUT-OFF

NEW YORK.

correct In every

in a position to offer

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

'"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
15 Dey Street,

I find it

particular.

to the Increased demand for the Aron Countera in Europe, the cost of manufacture has besn considerably reduced,
company to employ them In preference to any other meter. For prices and particulars, afidreeft :

BARTHMANN,

New York, July 22, 1889.
Mines, Columbia College, one

Coulomb Counters for three-wire system,

find that it le very sensitive to small as well as large car-

rents,

IMPOBTAWT.—Owing
figure

satlpf actorllv,

he Counter for alterhating cur-

Haxc^istxb, N. B.

find that the Aron Countera x«^ix^T aa accurately aa la
neceeeary for the purpose to which lachmetera would be appll- d.
have perfectly intlefied ourselvaa of their adaptability.

Ban Fbanoj^co, Cal.
Tbe Aron Counter la the beat Inatrument we have ever aeen.

We have thoroughly teated

COUFIilKOS.

Vlae-Uka grip of clutches ootlonatly gradual or sudden.
Large friction aur facts pteuent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
Thty have a good rtcord, running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

Bend for 1889 Catalovne.
Beloit, Wis.

ECLIPSE TriHn>EI»rGOrE€0„

WKSTKKSI A4JKXT

WKSTKKSI A«iKXT
I.

W. <OM«l'KX'«
l»VXAllOH A.V» MOTOK»«.

KliKCTItlOAl.

DKPARTMKNT

I«KW IIAVEX OI.OCK «0.

HARMOUNT,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
MONITOR ELECTRIC
COMPLETE
G. A.

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR

CATALOGUE.

3I5--32I

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.
Bamos' Foot Powpr Lftthes, 16 different
and slcoi, BUltablo fora)l clftiiieH of
work from the Blockamlth to tU*; Jeweler.
There la no sppUcatlon of foot powor

WABASH

WIKil.HSAI.K

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

DKAr.I-.li

IN

laiNKUAL

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.

itylA*

rqaal to the P&tcnt Velocipede, uned with
th«ite latbci. Tbous&ndH of them are in
practical ui« in tbo shops of metal and wnod workem.
L. 0. Woollcy.of Grand Raplda, Mlch.,naTK: "1 wliih to say
foot power lathee
that 1 have owned and UM-d two of your No.
now aT>outflTc year*. Th» tooli have h*«n put to bard and conttniiourt work In my laboratory, and It (flTen me pleasure to nay
k thnt up to this time, no repairs of any kind wbatev«r hare been
needed. Indeed the tools are all and more than what y-ja claim for them.
3Iy time In devoted exclusively to Invention and esperlm«ntal work In electricity. In doing this It U nece*aary to have occarocy. and wide rang« of adaptation to different work. Your excellent lathei and luperb foot
powerlaall that couldbedeilrwlby any oatlDne«4er aflnt-claMtool."
eend fur cttalofue of woo4 aad aitUI «er)iar«' ftUlflU-

w.

F,

* jflNN aAimvd Mil

Nti ^1) filler ••• hs'IK'Ni

ftii

vnn

wi-MTKitN a<;kxt

ALFRED

F.
.Ixr.Mll.l^llKli

MOORE'S
l-.;(i

,

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Ii..ii.f

I.ijl.l.

.\iiriiitii i;il<if

[.111

:iri(l

c^.ty kiml

111

Win-^
Win- known

Ollii

i-

Iiii-:tinl(-^c('iil

lo iln- I'licii

ami Haltery
Tnidu

it.nl

C'onlS;

in
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a
C.

V

&

402
ALL STANDARD

$t

:

MOTOR COMPANY,

ELECTRIC

404 GREENWICH STREET,

SIZES

NEW YORK.
How

OvGr G.OOQ

OF
IN

ELECTRIC MOTORS

in

Use

TCE

UNITED STATES,
Running Sewing Machines, Elevators,

1-8
Chicago

TO 40

H. P,

Printing Presses, Ventilating Fans, Blowers, Coffee Mills, Polishing and Grinding

H, P.

Tools, Etc.

Office, Phtenix Building.

New

Cincinnati Office. Smitli Building.

England

Office,

'148 High

Philadelphia Office, 301

Street, Cor. Oliver, Boston.

Arch Street.

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

NE-W YORK.
STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

V^

WE CARRY THE URGEST

STOCK

IN

WOBKS, TRENTON,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

CO.,

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Electric Ushtt Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, I>ynanio9, Electric
Motors, Primary and Storase Batteries, Etc.

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake

ELECTRIC SOFFIT

""""Age'n;s"^rthe

St., Chicago.

94 Liberty Street,

N. J.

THE LEONARD

Aluminum

Electric

Light Batteries.

NEW YORK.

SEND FOR OATALOGUE.

<&

IZARD

CO.,

(CA.SK INSTAI-I^ATIONS DIVISIOIT.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiand Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.

THE

33 Mercer Street,

NEVT YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Of every

description, including the celebrated

Primary and

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Storage Batteries.

manufactured under

The

cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
KieVs Patents
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
(Kiel's
prices.
Tuhing
SJieet,
Handles,
Telephone
Receivers
Battery
constantly on hand,
Hooks,
Key
Knobs,
Switch
and
Syringes,
Tubing, Insulator
for

Rod and

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CMcago, 111.

BALL

AUTOMATIC

CUTOFF ^I^QIH^
SELLING AGENTS:
VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

C. R.

15 Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

H. M.

SCIPLE

&

CO.,

Third and Arch Streets, PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

COOLEY & VATER,

Cross Conipound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W.

Triple Expansion.

Room 403 Home

B.

PEARSON,

In su rance

B ulld'g, CH ICAGO

,

ILL.

OMAMA ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Sheeley Building,

Tandem Conipound

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEEL

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lighting.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

CD
53'

=• >^
CD

o 1

CD*

^
S o

CO

CO

03

"zz.

CU
03

OQ

m
X
S
CO

CO

CO
C/3

to
Ui
CO
03
CO
CO

CD
CO

CO
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE

MflfiK.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

Prom AWY Manufacturer or
State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

standard Underground

SUPPLIED

the

Cal3le Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

SOLD JN

SIX.

MOUTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO..
"Western. Stipply Hoiise,

AutomatiG
Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE,

R. T.

WHITE,

IMD.

"^r«"' BOSTON. MASS.

Manufacturing FacUitleB "Unlimited.

ElECTBICAI. ENGINE EKS

AND JOBBERS.

OMAHA.

"Write for Samples, Prices

and Data.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago Office,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL
FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
Patented Jan.

28tta,

1890.

No.

430,133.

BEST UATERIAX. I.O\7EST PRICES.
CORRESPONDEIIOE SOUCITED.
IS THOMAS ASHBURNER, Western Ag't, Kansas Citj, Ho.
Large or small orders prompUj

filled.
Sample CUalr and Section of
Rail Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Purchaaers.

DAISY CHAIR.

SPEAKIN& TUBES
Oral, Electric,

ant

WHISTLES,

54 AND 58 FRANKLIN

ST.

Style "C" Hotel Annunciator,
-^ITH RETU-RIT CALL.

Pneumatic, and Meciianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W.
2

1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 26 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

St.

CO.,

New

York.

DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1st.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

MANCTFACTCREBS OF

WEATHERPROOF
-AND-

UNDERWRITER'S
FOB PRICES,

FRANKLIN

AND WESTEBN AQENTS FOR

8.

CARTER.

ETC.,

SEE OTTR CATALOGUE.

CHARLES

M. WILKINS.
TRADING AS

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

PARTRICK & CARTER,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

A. G.

DAY'S

E31eotx*loetl STxp>-plios,
Sole Proprietors of the PATENT

NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS.

S. Second St., Philadelphia.
Catalogiaes and Discount Sheets "will be sent^ to those in the trade
upon receipt of application and business card.

Established

1867.

114

,
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NOW

NOW READY!

READY!!

Third Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight aohedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo

Tenders' Hand-Book,

Ist

2d
3d
"

Incandescent Wiring

BT
PRICE

106 pages,

$1.00.

cloth

fl.'xlble

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book.

page

Just the book for people

55^x3 Inches.

PRICE

97 lllustra-

selling, installing or

handling

electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or

fire

making 5,500

electric

gas

lighting apparatus,

electric heat apparatus, etc., etc.

f jr

now

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustrasize of type

page 5^x 3 inchts. Designed for dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and maJust

rine engineers.

to learn

bow

the book for
to operate

The only
English language.

for electric light installatioas.

book of the kind

in the

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
ELEMENTARY DATA.

Contact Series.
or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
Local Action.

Conductors and Insulators.

Fularization.

ARUANGEMENT OF POWER.
The Dynamo Room.

DESCRtPTION OF BATTBKIB8.
Battery.
The Grenet Battery.
Daniell Battery.
Grove Battery.
BuDsen Battery.
Caibon Battery.
Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Caibon Battery.
The Law Battery.

Gravity Batteries.
Bntteries.
Classification of Batteries.

ELEMENTARY DATA.

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

Current.

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected in Series.
Cells Connected in Multiple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Work.
Exteroal Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

Data Regarding Batteries.
Divided Circuits.
Electric Bells.

Single S'roke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.
Buzzer. !?
Indicating Bo.t Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
The Hess System.
The Western Electric Company's System.
The Double Wire System,
Parfrick & Carter System.
The Electro-mercutial Alarm.
1 he Metallic Thermostat.
Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.

Gds Lli;htlng Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Electric

A pparatus

for Residences.

A Novel

Automatic Burner,
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.
Electric Heat Regulators.

BUNNINO ELECTRIC WIBG8.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.
Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best Time for Wiring.
E.'ctra Insulation.

TESTtNO INSTEUMENTS.
Detec'or Galvanometer and the Magneto
Bell.
Tests for Faults.

Bell Hangers' Tools.

Wire Tables.
Specifications for

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

$1.00. Type page 5ix3 inches,
cloth binding, Ti pages, 41 cuts,
three of which are 12x18
inches.
Tnese tables give at Oiice and
calculations,
the size c( wire
^illlOut any
-•nu red In ea'h case for any percentage of
loss.
First edition exhausted, second edition containing additional matter now
ready, making 5,000 copies printed to date.
tahles,

A timely book,

containing full illustrations
for incandescent wiring and complete information concerning methods of running
wires, location of safety devices, splices,
insulation, testing for faults, wire gauges,
general electrical data, calculating sizes of
wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station plants

Wiring a Hotel.

of the kind published.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTORY.

Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.
Description of the

Dynamo.

Work.
Moulding Work.
Cleat

Work^
When the building

Concealed

Continuous Current Dynamo.
Series

a.

Dynamo.

Compound Dynamo.

OF SAFETY DKYICKS
SWITCHES.

LOCATION

New Dynamo.
Dynamo

in

Good Order.
The Commutator.

Ropairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OF DYNAMOS.
Non-Generation of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.
LAMPS.

AND

Safety Devices.
Switches.
Splices.

1C4 Illuetrations.

Price $1.50

a revision of the popular series

of articles which ran through the

Electrician under the

same

Western
title.

A

complete and comprehensive treatise on electric lighting

giving the latest practical facts

with the least amount of technicality and.

mathematical formulae; with

full

treatment

of the dynamo, the storage battery and the

and

principles of direct

alternate

current

lighting.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TiON. Frincitles OF THE Dynajio.
The Armature. The Commutator. Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Ma^ets, The Dynamo's Mode of Ac-

Insulation and Testing for Faults.

FIXTURES AND ELEVATORS.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL DATA.

Same
Coulomb.
Ampere,

Circuit.

INSTRUMENTS.

Alternate Current Dynaaios.
Frinciples of the Alternate Current Dynamo.
The Siemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The Weetinghouse Dynamo. The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos.
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo.
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Dynamo.
The Thomson-Houston Dynamo. The WestThe Ball Dynamo.
ern Electric Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele DyThe Hochhausen Dynamo. The
namo.
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units.

Electric Measurement.

Safety Rules.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.
Wire Gauges.

The Alternating System.

The Potential Indicator. The Deprez-Carpentler Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Ammeter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter, Ayrton
and Perry's Spring Voltmeters and Ammeters,
The United States Electric Lighting Co. 's Ammeter. Tlie Western Electric Co.'s Ammeter.
The Curdew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Perry's
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
The
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light
Unit. The Bunson Photometer.

The Arc Lamp.
Lamp. Arc Light
The Jablochkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.
Principles of the Arc

Carbons.

Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serriu
Lontin Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.

Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Volt-

Volt.

meter.
Current Regulator.
Switches.
Safety Devices.
Lightning Arresters.
Ground Detector.

Conductors and Insulators.

TuE Incandescent Lamp.

Ohm.

Reynier's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison Carbons.
The Lane Fox Carbons. The Cruto
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons, The Bernstein Carbons. General DeConstruction
tails of Filament Construction.
Position of
of the Incandescent Lamp.
Lamps. Renewal of Lamps.

Ohm's Law.
Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.

Work, Energy.

Switch-Board.

TuE Storage Battery.

ciRcniTS OR lSads
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.
Arc Circuits inside of Houses.
Incandescent Circuits inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installations.

CALCCLATING SIZES OF WIRES.
Plans and Symbols.

Drop

ATION OF ACCUM0LATOR8.
SAFETY RF.OULATI0NS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the CUcago Electric Light

Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the

of Potential and Loss of Energy.

Practical Rules for Determining S zes of

Wires.

Board of Eiecttical Control,
Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

—

Explanation of Tables.
Appendix I. Plon for

Wiring a Tall

Ollice BuildiDg.

Appendix
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

in

Battery.

Secondary

Cell.

The

Fluid.

Electric

Form-

Plates.
Electromotive Force.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of
Cell and Thickness of Plates.
Cause of
Bufckllng. Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
The Julien Accumulator.

ation of the

The Three wire System.

Table
Table
Table
Table
Table

Plante's Secondary Cell.

the Plante Cell. The
Faure's Secondary Cell.
Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell. Faults
The Improved Faure
of the Faure Cell.
Plante

II.

The

Interior

Conduit

System.

New York

Electric Storage.

Chemical Reaction

Safe Carrying Capacity.

Testing.

ACCCMOLATOnS.— DF.SCRIPTION AND OPER-

tem.
Construction Tools.

mo,
is

Electric Fotential. Electromotive Force.
Current.
Electric Induction.
Resistance.
Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and Intensity.
Electric
lation.
Units. The Volt. The Ohm. The Ampere.
The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Arc Lamps.
Suspension of Arc Lamps.
limming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Beiog Con-

In a Completed Building.

b.

Alttrnating Current Dynaiho.
Preparation of a New Dynamo for Opera-

is

structed.

Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.

S'aiting a
Keeping a
Brushes.

This book

PH. D.,

pared.

METHODS OP B0NNING WIRES.

Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.

The
The
The
The
The

260 pages, 12

A. M.,

tion. Difference of Fotential. Reversed CurCommutation. The Armature's Mode
rents.
of Action. Shunt and. Series Dynamos Com-

The Multiple Arc System.
iThe Three- wire System.

I

Induction Colls.

Electro-magnets.

PRICE

Ohm's Law.

"
"

Elements of Electric Lighting.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

BADT.

flexiblrt

and 5

tion.

Dry

P. B.

Copies.

13,000

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

The only book

Tne Voltaic

Smee

men

and care

The Electric Current.
Work.

The
The
The
The
The

edi-

ready,

2,500
2,500

(Just ready.)

Eighteen months

BY

boofcs printed to date, con-

1890.

-witliin

.

and second

First

third edition

tions, flexible cloth binding,

TABLE OP CONTENTS.
VOLTAIC ELKCTKICITT.

;

BADT.

taining additional pages and

who wish
alarms,

1100.

tions exhausted

schedule

engaged in

F. B.

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Boolj 2d Eiition
"
"
"
BeliHangers'
let
Total

2,500

BY

binding, ty^-e

1,000

(Just ready.)

BADT.

F. B.

Copies.
"
"

2,500

..,.3,000

"

'
"

Hanger's Hand-Book.

Bell

dop?,

1st

Edition

1,

Gauges

2,

Electric Light Conductors.

3,

50 Volt Lamps.

4,

75 Volt Lamps.

5,

110 Volt Lamps.

in Circular Mils.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Electric Distribution.
Arc Light Distribution. Series Installation.
Hefner von Alteneck's Regulator. Incandescent Light Distribution. The Direct Current System. Parallel Installation, Multiple
Series Installation. Series Multiple Installation,
Combined Arc and Incandescent Installation.
The Edison Tbree-wire System,
The Storage Battery System. The Induced
Alternating Current System. The Primary
Alternating Current System. Meters. Fuses.
Switch Boards. Lighthig Mines.
Installa^
tion Rules.

CO.. 6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.
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Primary Batteries
FOK

Honsehold, Experiiental, Scientific and

JAMES

H.

oilier

Porposes.

DURABLE

MASON,

MAXDFArTURINti EliECTRK

IAS,

63 Broadway, New York.
I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn.

EFFICIENT

Office,

Factory,

I

P

N. Y.

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.
Office

P

ECONOMICAL

and Domestic Lighting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.

P

Oaaranteeil as represented.
These Batteiies are in prac leal use,
and giving perfect satisfaction.

CONVENIE NT.
Dry

Dr. Gassner's

Battery.
For Stalloniry or Railway Work,

.Acknowledged by experts
the

Electric Bells,

to

be tbe Best

Open Circuit Battery

in the Market,

most durable and convenient for

Gas Lighting, Telephones,

For HlQlDg or Engineering Operations,

Signals, Electric Clocks,
Stationary Batteries for Physicians

and many Other

Ho Liquid.

Ho Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

Write for Circular,

For Sale by The Western Eleclric Co,

CtLicago,
And

TTses.

111.

SCHOYERLING,
SOLE

Cal.

Eloclric

Motors

ARE UNEXCELLED.

AQENI AND UANQFACITrBEB,

California Electrical AVoiks,

San Francisco,

A.

Sprape

111 Chambers Street, New York.

Sprape Stationary Motors
Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty DiflFerent Classes of
Industries.
Address
Also Rawhide Lace

Leiathdt^

—(AGENTS

correspondence

all

lo the

IN ALL CITIESi-

Electric

Railway

16 aiJ 18

BROAD

& Motor Co.,

SF„

NEIT lOEI.

MOTOR CO

THE CONNECTICUT

OFFICE AND WORKS:

PLANTSVILLE,

-

-

CONN.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL
Electric

Motors and Generators

l-S

TO SO HORSK FCSATER.

*'IRST-C1j.4SS

NEW YORK,

5 and 7 Dey St.

HiRTFOFO,

U

WOKKM.i^XSHIP A>I> HI«iH EFFICIEXCY.
BOSTON, 27 School
Slate St.

St.

NEW HAVEN,

PHILADEIPHIA, 17 N.
65 Prange St

COBBESPO>-DENCE SOLICITED WITH CENTBAL STATIOKB AND ISDIVlDnAL USERS,

Sixth Sf.
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DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By

'

This

LiKiT.

K,

ii.

l5\iiT

ANi>

I'lioF.

II.

S.

Lariiart.

a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding.

It contains PorFaraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

traits and

is

Bioc.KAriiiiis of

Ohm, Watt,

relative values.

IR

no Other Siosle Volo me crr this Rare Collect ion of Portraits be Fouod.

ELECrRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 lakeside Building. Chicago,

-

111.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

^y
656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary 'ncludes close upon 2,500

distinct

mD-^JSriX^ J.

Clotn Binding.

Words. Terms or Phrases.

^OTTS'TOKT,

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.
Each
|

of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopaedia than a dictionary.

The Scheme of Treatment Is aa follows:
The words, terms and phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise
1st.
definition, giving the sense In which they are correctly employed.
2d.
A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
which the definition Is fouLded.

e

.A.. 3VE.

It

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th.

^° "'*'
I

1

flTln

To

'' '^

facllitat'i

^^ ^^^y '"

^TACfin

studv, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
"•* definitions as tbe words, and aliases are readily detected

'''"'

^^

^

j^ ^ppjy,„g ^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^.^^^
^^^^ CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE
EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they shall also be SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE to
those who have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

ZSImZSCTRICIAN PUBImISHING
Xj.a.:^x]szx>s] ^Trxui^xzaoh,

The

_--.__

CO.,

o]isxo.A.<3-o, zxjXjZia'oisi.

Detroit Electrical

Works

ElECTRIt RlltWIl SISTEII.

CHEAPEST.
BEST
SIMPLEST.
Tlie Detroit Electrical

Works,

Detroit, Micii
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ELECTRIC

XXV

RAILWAY SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A HD COMME RCIAL SDCCESS,
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Thonson-lousloD tailwar System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GHANH TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELEGTRIG

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave,

GMcago,

lU.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl.

Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

DPor

F'<3xr

Electric Liftit,

Concealed Work,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

Under Water, Underground.

Sample Board

On

of

Habirshaw Cores shown

al Ihc recent Electric Light Convention,

Kansas

City,

and now on permanent exhibition

at the store of

The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago,

board are shown Habirshaw Cores made for the Broadway Theatre, New York;
the installation of the New Jersey Central Railway Depot opposite New York;
The Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Station; Harrisburg Electric Light
Co.; the Navy Department for the installations of the Interior
Department, Washington, and all the Government Cruisers,

this

Samples of Habirshaw Wires and Cores

will

be forwarded upon application.
List prices are

shown

in

our special

list

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

No. 618.

CO.,

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

i
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

The enjoining clause
Brush

company

is

as follows>-

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"Wayne
successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
officers,
with
the
"together
they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
be,
and
corporation,
"defendant
vending
any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
or
selling
using,
"making,
and
regulated by one and the same regulating mechanadjusted
independently
are
"carbons
"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

And

it is

Electric Light

"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor,"

ARC LIGHTINa APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CAROONS FOR ARC LIGHTING. ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WAYNE
FORT

FORT

April 26, 1890

ELECTRIC CO

TTITAVIffC IND.,

^luunfactnrers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
Incandescent Lighting,
AND THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete

OF

Alternating-System of Electric Lighting

Arc Lighting.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

in Existence.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

217 Sansome

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 633 Wood

ToARC^-lN

C, A.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

WOOD DYNAMO.

Street,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

IND.

F.

Filbert Street,

WILBUR, Manager.

Street.

ADAMS,

Successor.

MSCENTPDlRCOMPMES.

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Motors for Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.
The aujiremacy of " THE

THE ONLY MOTOR

BAXTER MOTOR"
all

GIVING PERFECT

others

has

been

over
thor-

oughly established, and we
are

SATISFACTION.

now prepared

to

fin

orders promptly.

ALL SIZES FROM
1-16

H.

P.

TO 50

H.

EVERY

P.

MOTOR

—o
IVe Hhall
prIcoN,

and

1>e

B:ive

IS

pleafK'd to quote

any desired

GUARANTEED.

in-

formation.
Office

A^^^^^^HE

BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Streets, and
Coliington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD,

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO, MAY^a,

Vol. VI.

Leather-Link

Self- Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

1

O cents'per Copy
No. 18

1890.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS
OF

F»td. Hov. le, '86.
Especially adapted for
pnrpoaes and
other high-Bpeea machinall Blectrlc

ery.

Send for IreBOn'B lllae*
traiadTieatles on SelfAdjUBtlng Leather Link
Belting, farnfBhed gra-

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL
SENO FOB

ta! tonely.

111 Arch Street,

iSSe-FAOK CATAIiOOUE,

tPFPiii HhCH^ica
irFuriFO
arco/flt

Manfd by CHARLES

L

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

Boston, Mass-

.

BOSTON,
MASS.
Wash.

i

BAKEK, BALCH & CO.,

1

p^^j_ Seilebs Electrical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle,

A fall line of onr mannfactaxes can be fonnd at oar Agenclea.

OF FINE CONSTRUCTION. ROOT'S

THE ACME

CO.,'

IN

WATER-TUBE BOILER.

Safe.

Economical.

Duiabl*

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC
Adopted by the

panies

PLANT

-

Edison

-

BOILER.
Com-

JBlectric JA$iht

at FhiladelphiS} Detroit, St. Paol,

Colamboi

and Cincinnati also the Brash Electric Light C*.,
LonlBTille, and others.
;

Standard Underground Cable
G.

L WILEY,

Imager,

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

Co.,

PITTSBUBOH, PA.

Westinghouse Building,

as OUff street,

tff

CO-,

New Twk.

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

Ncw Yopk.

F. E. DEGENHARDT,iianager.

Chicago.

BRANCHES;

Boston, Philadelphia,

New

Orleans, Pallas.

(2121)

n<Inilia-Mtier

ELECTRIC

it

Vulcanized India-Rubeer Cables,
specification up lo S.ooo Megohms per

Standard

to any
mile.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Wires and Cables,
variety of

WM.

very

pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concentric Cables, both

THREE and Two-wiRE Caany specification

bles, to

up

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

to any Millage
or Specification up to*
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNDER WATER

to 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

cuits, 9,000

per

Navy Portables,

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

-

Offices: 159 Front Street,

S.

NEW

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LICHT

Cables ol High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

Marine

Cores

InsnlatlBg Co.

liiilta-Perclia

Pliable

Installations

Cables, for
Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

C0MFAN7,
ANSONIA BRASS & GOFFER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof
for durable and hlgrh
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

The acknowledged Standard

Insulation.
Dtetrie Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and

all

Bnnchei of

GEORGE

B.

other
Signaling.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Lead Encased

PRESGOTT,

Subterranean Use,
Submarine Use,
Wiret,
Concealed Wiring in

Jr., Gen. Agt., 16

all

Locations.

Dey St. NEW YORK.

Western Ulectric Co., Chicago, HI., Sole Agents for the West.

B

C

Its

iMmmmmmm^

A

mmm''m'^<^i

CUT SHOWING STVLS OF INSULATION.
... - ,„
CoMilk
.4.— Copper Wire,
S, S.— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof lasulation.
aturated with a Blocft, Weather-Proop Composition.
., ,
,
•»
.
^
j
wb.^
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Sanples tumisned upon ftppncaooB. rw» Bi^
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

O—Bwnd

wftnrnnnMQ
wHKtKuuM».

i 19

^1

and 21

33 and

Cliff St..
1

New

York.

35 Waba»ti

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVWACTJJBEBS OF
WeatherproofWire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. OflB.ce Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Aiient. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric

lighting Apparatus.

•120

Atlantic ATe.,BosTON, Mass.

148 Michigan Ave , Chuago, III.
115 Broadwav, New York, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., CiNoixNATi, Ohio.
N. Y. Life In8. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Louls, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Gal.

No

Electric

3.

1890

CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this

are Thomson-Houston.

52 per

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

or

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
adjustment better than any other lamps on the market.

operation.
their

Arc Uynanio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

of

its

lamps to be thrown on or

in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Cnrrent Incandescent

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

by the
meet the

demand for a machine of this character we
have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical conand economy of

struction, highest efficiency,

operation.
Alternating; Cnrrent

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that

it is

unnecessary to elaborate

struction of our motors

where

we

in this direction.

feel that

point

their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBJSSTJEB—AW
are protected from destruction and injury

of our installations

by our lightning

arres-

which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every
instance.
The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
ter,

Motor.

In the con-

we have reached a

May

3,
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

IHE

HAWKEYE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IOWA.

•

Complete Central Station
..sa-33

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential llotor.

OUR DYNAMOS

are unsurpassed by any
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
-^x*

Licensee of the

•I'xzx:-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-S to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have 8elf-0iling Boxes.

224

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

made

for efficiency,

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,
Famous

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

for

Railway Circuits and Central

Stations; any voltage, highest efficiency, all sizes.

Prices Reasonable.

-

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

DJLF
ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
OF PITTSBURGH,
MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

PA.
LINE

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

GMBES^r^SBADES

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Gaotral Stalioos for Powor Distribution.

BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

ADAPTED TO
^
?5

^

^LL, SYSTEMTS.

729 BROADWAY,
(COH.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,

PLACE), and

43 SIXIH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

Factory:

115 BROADWAY.
St., Philadelphia;

119 La

JERSEY CITY,

NEW

Salle St.

N.

J.

,

YORK.

Chicago.
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C^RBOIV

IVATIOI^^L

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERIN6 CO,

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

ELECTRIC LIGHT

OLIVER STREET,

61

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

losTonr.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

F^OR.

LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Burning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

1

00

to

1

20

Volts

of Current.

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Cortlandt

St.,

&

NEW YORK

^xt.l-y IVXA.xx'ufA.ot'u.x-eK-s

SUPPLY

CITY.

Brush Copper, Commutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.

Guarantee
Electrically

and Mechanically.

of Ptix-e Oopper

General Western Office:

We
Them

CO,

^ezixpe3:*ec3.

Trolley

Pinions,
St.,

BERaiSIJLim

Chicago,

for

<&

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

JLUHJl.
-W-t-W TTTk-Dxr
ivt-i7ii7

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

May
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SOLE BUILDERS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
tills field whiichi cannot be excelled.

IT IS USBQUAIiED

AND

TtTTRA-RTT.TTV

IN

IILf AOKEE,

WIS.

MannfactarerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOB ECONOMY OF FDEL. BEOTTIiABITT OV

MOTION,

& CO.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

T7S"K.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

41 and 43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FOR

FOR

Arc

ARC-IMT

I

Incandescent Circuits

CIRCniTS.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

SIMPLE. RBLIABLB. DURABLE.
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

Highly

Efficient

and Economical,

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

W^ADS^WORTH, Manager

H.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

WESTEBX AJTD SOUTHEKX STATES,
1

CHICAGO OFFICE, 80 Adams

Street,

EAST ADAMS

1

ST.,

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON
.A..

GO,

STXJ.A.RT, rresideiit.

215 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS OF ARC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
CENTRAL STATIONS AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

SIMPLEX WIRE AND 6RIMSHAI ROBBER COVERED WIRE

W. D. Sabgeht,

Preeldent.

JoBK A. Eabbeit,

B. H. Cutler, Treae. andMgr.

Vice-Preeldent and Cone. Electrician.

Fbank A. Pebbet,

Bottom Prices.
[

Quick Shipments,

Electrician.

O^lxe E>lel5:tron JVIf g. Co.,
79 and 81 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK,

MANUFACTUKERS OF THE

FERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS.
Automaticaliy Regulated, Unexcelled

Lainatiiil Field

in

Simplicity and Durability.

Mapets

The Only Macliines

liaving

of Sollest Clarcoal Iroa.

BY MEANS OF WHICH

HIGHER EFFICIENCY, CLOSER REGULATION AND SLOWER SPEED
ARE OBTAINSO THAK IS FOSSIBI.E OTHEBWISE.

HICtHEST

^5^_^
[^-

Automatic Motors

of all Sizes

and

AWAKD AX

Plants for Stores, Factories, etc.,
for nse in

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC

CO.,

^'"''^J^^^l^^L^

THE JULIEN ELECTRIC TRACTION
©E^IFIOBS:

1

PARIS EXPOSIXION.

Amoniatic DynamoB for Incandescent Electric Lighting.
a Specialty, Moislure-Proof Motors and Dynamos
Mines and Damp Places.

for all Pnrpoees.

20 ^xoa*ca.-^?vnay,

Isolated

and

^'-''^-•°"^'

CO.,

Storage Batteries.

IfTe-w" "SToxls-

-
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.

Wire.
Flexible Cord.

We always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.
Of

all sizes,

and every

flnish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.

Cut-Outs.
To

fit

All

mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

Dynamos.

size

and style for two or three

any socket. All candle powers, any voltage, and any
lamps to horse power.

Any size. No heating or

efficiency

up

to

twenty

arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Very sensitive. Shielded from magnetic
Volt Meters.

Every

wire system.

tion.

influence.

Constant.

Never need

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to 1,200. Any current from two amperes to 3,000.
Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency, compound wound or shunt wound. No
ing.

spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three-wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants. Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Such as
Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws, insulating hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

Of every kind in stock

at

New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

4
We make contracts
Contracts for Installation,

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are dizectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.

No sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

MAIK DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. GO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Central
"
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Col.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal,

Canadian

District, Toronto,

Canada.

—
May

3,
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Knapp Electrical Works,

THE

General Western Agents,

The following are a few of our testitnonials;
Your lamps (Perkins) instead of lasting 600 hours

T-ECEl

have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. CHtJKCH Gkeest Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

ANY

—

CO.

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are
Heuck's Opera

is

more than guaranteed, and
H. Heuck,

perfectly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

The lamjis average their full guarantee, and some have
been burning 3,000 hours. -^ Oakland Paper Co Manchester, Conn.
,

SOCKET,

ALL CAHDLI POWIRS,

We have run all'our lamps (Perkins) over 1,200 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Ceaue, Jk. &

—

Brc, Dalton, Mass.
The

AHY VOLTAGE,
ANY EFFIDIEHCY.

discolor.
trice,

bums up to 16 c. p., is clear, and does not
D. Wilteout, O. W. Holmes Hospital, Bea-

light

—

J.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectathey excel the guarantee by some 2,000 hours.

tions, 8S

.

H. B. Claflin, 'New York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

McLennan

Switcb.

Faiste Switch.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling: Switch.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
54:&56

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

IT.

CHICAGO. ILL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO—CAPACITY, 600 16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

W£ GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to XTndertake the Oonstructlon of Electrical Plants of Whatever Magnitude.
CORIiKSP'OITDEIICEi SOX^ICITEC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
EAU

BAKER, BALOH &

QLwAIRE, WIB.

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

CO., Qen'l Agts,,
Seattle,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hote), Kansas City, Mo.
F. H. POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
LTTTLE, MCDONALD & CO., Qen'l Agts
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
,

HETOAIiF,

BBBD &

Qirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.

CO., Western Agts.,
1517 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.
W. W. BRiaas Sc CO., A«ents,

Ij.

N. COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. B.,

Washington, D. O.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 13 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa
NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Agts.,

W.

N.

New York

432 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco, OaL

City.
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO..
116

£

1

18 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICABO.

Every Central Station man should have one of Davis' Hand
Books, containing 130 pages of just the right sort of information,
with 30 illustrations, all bound in convenient form for the pocket.

AMONG THE

COIffTBHTS

ARS ARTICLiES Olff:

THE ARC LAMP,
THE INCANDESCENT LAMP.
BATTERIES.
BOILERS,

DYNAMOS,
ELECTRICAL UNITS,

GENERAL FORMULAE FOR WIRING FOR ANY SYSTEM,
THE STEAM ENGINE,
RULES FOR COMPUTING SPEED & DIAMETERS OF PULLEYS,
VARIOUS WIRE GAUGES,
THE ELECTRIC MOTOR
RULES OF VARIOUS UNDERWRITERS' ASSOCIATIONS,
STORAGE BATTERIES,
All

complied by a practical

man who knows from

Price in Cloth
Price in Leather

experience what

Is

needed.

$0.75.
$1.50.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
tlS£

118 FHANKUN STREET, GHICAGO.

!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE INCANDESCENT LAMP

WHAT USERS SAY
iil

five lamps out of a group of eight, which have burned 10 hours per day for
nine
months and 13 days, which makes a burn of 2,830 hours, with lamps
the last
looking almost as good as new."— East Liverpool, O., Western Electric Co.
I

have

Sawyer-Man lamps underwent the

severest test during the last two
months. They are the best and fmest in the market. No other lamps could stand
the heavy strain and vibration at the Fair building."— An Exhibitor at the American

''The

1889.
'*We have lamps still burning that have been in use ever since we put in the
plant."— Cowperthwait & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Our Sawyer-Man lamps have given remarkably good service, averaging over
hours, and with a good light."— C. H. Nichols & Co., Laurel Hill, L. I
,500
1
"We have lately been using your lamps, which give us better satisfaction than the
lamps in use heretofore."— West Point, Neb. Electric Light and Power Co.
"They give a splendid, white, well-distributed light."— Vancouver, B. C, Electric Illuminating Co.
"The average life of the lamps on our plant up to last June was 2,800 hours.
Since September we have lost very few lamps, so that the average life is very much
greater than this."— Dr. W. A. Drysdale, Philadelphia, Pa.
"We are highly pleased with the lamps, and think they will have much better life
make."— Hutchinson, Kan., Water Light and Te'ephone Co.
than the
"Some of the first lot of Sawyer-Man lamps, put In over two years ago, are still
in use." Saxton & Thompson, Troy, N. Y.
"The lamps furnished us under your contract have given excellent satisfaction.
We have quite a number of lamps now in use and burning brightly, which have been
in constant use, on an average of six hours per day, since January 2, 1888."— Port^
land Block, St. Paul, Minn., September, 1889.
*'We consider them superior to the lamp furnished us by others."— Electric and
Water Supply Co., NeillsviHe. Wis.
"One of the lamps has been burning sine August 1, 1888 making 16 hours
each day, and is still a good lamp. We think that as you make such a good
lamp, you are entitled to have their merits acknowledged by those who are dai^y
using them." F. E. Coward & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Institute Fair,

,

Sawyer-Man
New

Electric

Company,

Chicago,
Pittsburg, Pa.,
Cincinnati,
Boston,
York,
San Francisco,
Dallas, Tex.,
Portland, Ore.,
Charlotte, N. C,
3t. Louis^ Mo,
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ARC LIGHTING
ALTERNATE CURRENTS.
The Westinghouse Electric Company

desires

to

call

attention to

its

new

arc

lighting system.

Single Carbon

Lamps

are employed.

These lamps run forty hours without renewal of carbons.

The

of operation, as compared with the ordinary double carbon lamp,

cost

is

greatly reduced.

Better illumination

DVIMIIOS

OF

is

furnished.

2S, 40, 60, 125

AND

2i0

2000-G.

P,

UMPS

UPtGIIY.

LONG DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
The alternate current incandescent
Company has been in use three years.

lighting system of

Three hundred central station companies have seen
It

fit

The Westinghouse
to adopt

Electric

it.

employs the most perfect apparatus of its kind to be found in the world.

DYNAMOS OF

500, 750, 1500, 3000

ANO 5000

16-0. P.

LAMPS CAPACITY.

All desired infortnation
Please write for particulars.
promptly and gladly furnished.

will

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENH.,
BOSTON,

NEW

be

CO.,

U. S. A.

CINCINNATI,
SAN FRANCISCO.
YORK,
CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,
CHARLOTTE, N. C,
DALLAS, TEXAS.
PORTLAND, ORE.,

—

—

1

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
STEAlW

PRESSURE

THE CURTIS

general use now about seven years, and has from the
first taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
its reliability and durability.
It
is
u^ed wherever the pressure of
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas,
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries o'
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universaMy.

Has been

'1

REGULATOR

The

i New

in

90 Beverly Street,
GENERAL AGENCIE;.

Curtis Regulator Co.,

York. 109 Liberty

PnrL.MiKLniiA,

203.")

Chicago, 218 Luke st.
MiNNEArOLis, 210 Tbird

at.

N. Front

Boston, Mass.

St.

POND

427 "The

St., St.

F0REE(4a)BAIN, YOU WILL
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

ISlectrical Expert^

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

TRICIAN when

DESIGN ER AHD MANUFAC TURER.

MACHINERY
a Specialty.

2

Louis.

MICA

40-H

P.

New

Armlngton

SIZES

Ideal Engines.

& SON.

A. L. IDE

QX]ALITI£S

Springfield,

319 Ramge

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 Water

Omaha.

Building,

St.,

Engines.

50-H. P. Rnsseil Antomatic Engine,
Used short time, taken tn exchsDge for

For Electrical Purposes.

C'ty.

ELEC-

Sims Antomitic

Si

III.

FOR THB

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

by

Publisher

WESTERN

Engines,
1

AUJ

st.

OBLIGE

and

writing to advertisers.

Half-Prjce

.

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Uaalage

1890
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FO R SA LE.

Special and Experimental

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

May

Western

CO..

Electrician

SI.OO.

New York.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

NEWYORKBELTJNGScPAGKINCCO
JOHN

Erected Ready for Service.
Sims EnRine, Steel Boilers, Ireeon Link Belt, Standard Rochliig and Sheffield Grates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blak6Pamp,KortIng Injector, etc.

WIC.

9.

I^A.TE8T CATALOeiTES.

TtTRN'EB.

LESTER WOODBRIDGE.

WOODBRIDGB & TURNER^

and Contractors.
Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Deslfcns and Estimates Submitted.

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
SECOND TO NONE.
^m

13

Best Appointed Line

Free from
or acid e. By reflltering can be
need continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.
S.

TAUSSIG.

Agt..

Writ.'

f.-r

45 River

lYirf"^

—FOR REACHING THE

St., Chicago.

vQj

MECHANICAL PURPOSES.

z
^

RUBBER BELTING PACKING AND HOSE.

^^v^JijiPT

COMPLETE Ei^riPMBliT OF ELECTRIC BAILAVAYS.
Steam Plants for Electric Light and Power.

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOR

\

wl '^l
J.

Electrical Engineers

^11

"-.

-<:

ENDLESS BELTS

ro
»o
-u

s

Particularly adapted for Dynamo uses;
made of any width or length to
order, at a week's notice.

ism
^..^^
m,

uai
1PT
r-

SALESROOMS
PHILADELPHIA, 308 Chestnut St.
BOSTON, 52 Summer St.
CHICAGO, 151 Luke St.

^1-H^I
f~lT 3

ST. LOUIS, WirJlll N. JInin

DENVER,

1^

GRAND

SALESK<M)^lSr

ATLANTA,

St.

DETROIT,

l»ll-l{ill ITIli St.

CIIAliLESTON.

lu)

Hi Decatur St.
lii-JI

Wooihvard Ave.

BALTIMORE, 12N. 1,'harli's St.
BUFFALO. 1-JI-1-:K WasliiiiL'tiili St.

Mrptius

St.
RAPIDS, Jlnnroe St.
-JS S.iiiili^l St.
Y.r, Sii]i('ii(ir St.
17 Mnill St.
I

MINNEAPOLIS.
CLEVELAND,
SAN FRANCISCO,

West, Noitbvest and Sontlwest.

am! Sarnplrs.

Treas., 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

CHEEVER,
Oldest

8PKOIAI<TTES :-The Armlngton &

8EKD FOB

H.

NEW oi;I.l':ANS. S-l-^N.

I'fl,M-s SI.

K.\NSAS CITY,

l:',!:!

KtUllJIOND,

l:l'

1--1B'

,

iiurl

W.

l-'lli

Eiisl .M;,iii SI.

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
8APETY—

A Kew and ImproTed method of Eqnlppine Bnildingg with an Insulated Tnbe Conduit for any System of Electric
OOJVE^ZM'XXia'Gft-i
Abeolate immnnity from

Wiring.

electric fires.

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect accesB to concealed wires.
ECONOMY—S^&ll cost ot installation, and freedom from fatare expeneeDU R ABI LITY—AbBolntely moisture-proof tube and appliances, inenring longevity of

wires.

QONVENIENCE—SyBtems of electric wiring may be laid out on original plana in a manner eimilar to that employed for gae, water and eteam piping;

INTERIOR CONDUIT

AND INSULATION COMPANY,

AND

154

-

156

the conductors

WEST 27TH

may be drawn

ST.,

in at pleasure.

NEW YORK

CITY.
?

CHARLES MUNSON.PREsr.

DHiOH

luiwrn

c?

pRANKGMOSSfSECY MreAS,

[0.,

PUSH-BUTTON

SZ^ELI-iS.
A.GLE and

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

,.^

I

1

PlTTSBUF^GH

PAISTE P St! CUT-OUT

ROSETTE.

1

II

1

.

NiwYORK.

^v

^^mm^^i.

28,30,32,34 & 36. S.
to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

Every Belt adapted
to be pure
satisfaction.

SanFf(angisgo.

New

Orleans.

CANAL Si.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

THE

DOUBLE POLED.
CAP EASILY DETACHED.

Celebrated P.

4^

B.

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.

A contact

of 10 amp. is guaranteed between cap contact
arms and binding strips on base
block.

Patented.

H. T.

PAISTE,
Kept

in

Stock and

I2th

and Market

lor Sale

by

all

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prominent Supply Houses,

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS,
"fT^ifE^^i

THE STANDARD PAINT

CO.,

I^OIiE lH.4.NTIFACTirRBBIS,

59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Rae Generator,
In the accompanying cuts is shown a Rae 65000 watt generator manufactured by the Detroit
This dynamo
Electrical works, Detroit, Mich.
is

MAY

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

compounded

for

500 volts

at

a speed of 850

revolutions per minute but it is so constructed
that it will yield for a considerable length of
time 23 per cent, beyond the nominal output.
The field cores are cylindrical, and made of the
softest wrought iron.
The pole pieces and base
are of the best cast iron.
The shunt coils are of
double covered wire wound on brass sleeves
which are heavily insulated. These coils are
constructed so that they may be easily slipped
off the field cores.
Immediately above and below the shunt coils are cut grooves on the pole
These contain the series coils of insupieces.
lated copper ribbon.
The armature is of

3,

No. 18

1890.

same time

a burning coal fell into the manhole.
explosion followed, which threw the fire engine over on its side.
Mr. Beckwith estimated
the gas leakage in the lower part of New York at
about 20 per cent., and in the upper part of the
city at about 12 per cent.
This leakage, he
thought, could be reduced to 3 or 4 per cent.
In Paris wrought iron pipes wrapped with an asphalted covering were used, and the saving in
leakgae paid for the e.xtra expense of the pipes.

An

adopt the underground system.
Of course it
will be very expensive to make the change, but
the running expenses afterward will be much
less.
Then the change will silence many com-

and make

plaints,

citizens.

nicipal

I

is

of the

as the
pass the Mu-

Electric Lights

and Rents.

astonishing the effect which the electric
light has produced in rentals of buildings in the
A great many of
central portion of large cities.
the handsomest restaurants in Chicago are now
located in basements. Before electric lights were
generally introduced the basements could not be
used for this purpose to any great extent for the
simple reason that

Underground Wires

in St. Louis,
Postal Telegraph company has asked permission of the city council of St. Louis to grant
it a franchise for the construction of an
underground system. This is the first telegraph company in that city to make an effort to bury its

The

no matter how may
jets were used,
the rooms were always more or less
gas

It

dingy.

never

constructed of insulated
disks
of
imported
iron, in the following manner:
The
body is divided into
sections,
each
of
is

They could
be made at-

and consewas not
found a good investment to spend large
.sums in fitting them
up.
Within the last
year or two in which
rents have been enormously increased
there seems to have
been a general realiztractive,

.

which is insulated
from its neighbor by
cheese

shellacked

bill will

It is

drum type

and the core

safer for us as well

Assembly unchallenged."

very low resistance,
and is wound with

two layers of wire.

it

think that the

cloth and built up of
of
alternate
disks
paper.
iron
and
These iron disks are
.006 or .007 of an
inch
in
thickness.

I

quently

it

ation of the fact that
aid of electric
lights
these
base-

by the

ments could be made

drawn
together and clamped
by means of washers
and nuts, special pre-

in every way suitable
locations for many
kinds of business. It

caution being taken

walk

and

to insulate the shaft
the
to secure

streets

necessary
driving
pins which engage
the wire.
The bearings of

how

The whole

this

the

is

dynamo
latest

only necessary to
through
the
principal
business
is

to ascertain
great a change
has taken place in

amount

renting property has

are of
pattern,

and oil throwing has
been a v o d e d by

FIG.

I.

RAE GENERATOR.

i

careful design. The
connecting wires are colored black and are
highly polished, and give the appearance of

wires.

good workmanship and

the

finish.

"I

The local manager of the company says:
do not think that there is any opposition to
bill.

from the

Escape of Gas

into

Manholes.

idea of the amount of gas which escapes
from the mains in New York City and makes
the maintenance of an underground electric
light sers'ice so difficult, may be gained from the
following sketch of the testimony of Leonard F.
Beckwith, chief engineer of the Consolidated
Telegraph & Electrical Subway company, before
The gas
the senate investigating committee.
that escaped, he said, naturally filled up the
manholes, and formed a dangerous mixture with
The subway company had been trying
the air.
This danger in
to expel gas from the subways.
New York was such a threatening one that a
double set of covers was provided for each manhole.
Mr. Beckwith said that in one city provided with subways and leaking gas a fire engine
struck one of the caps of a manhole and at the

Some

A large
of valuable

this respect.

If

there

is, it

citizens, as

certainly does not come
now firmly in favor

We

taurants are located in basements.

they are

of putting the wires underground, both because
of the unsightlinessof the poles and on account
of the greater safety of the underground system. We will use two 3-inch iron pipes, in each
of which we will place a cable of about 25 wires.
Our underground system will be about a mile
long and will cost about $10,000.
The wires
will all be underground, the poles will be removed and the streets repaired within two
months after the bill granting us permission to
place our wires underground has been passed.
now have two main lines, but when we place
the wires underground we will have only one.
do this to anticipate legislation in the matter, as it will not be long before it will be compulsory for telegraph companies to place their
wires underground.
All the other telegraph
companies will follow the example set, and

We

been brought into the
market which formerly was used for
little else than purposes of storage.
Many of the largest and most
profitable and most expensively arranged res-

Kemmler's Execution Postponed.
Murderer Kemmler, who was to have suffered
the death penalty by the application of electricity during the week beginning April 27, was
given a new lease of life on Tuesday last.
Judge Wallace of the United States Court
granted
a writ
of habeas corpus, which
on
Warden Durston of the
was served
Auburn prison, where the execution was to have
.A. special dispatch
to the Westtaken place.
ern Electrici.vn states that the ground on
which the writ was granted is the proposed use

of a Westinghouse machine outside of the district
for which patent license was granted to original
owners.
The writ is returnable in June, and
Kemmler's execution is therefore postponed for
a considerable number of weeks at least.
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Muskegon, Mich.,

Electric Railway.

The directors of the Muskegon, Mich.,
way company have decided to extend the

Rail-

May

had witnessed the experiment expressed their
would prove a great success.

belief that the car

was given. There was no attempt by the defendant to identify the person with whom he held this converKven if there had been no testimony to the contrary, this would not have been sutTicient to justify the conclusion that it was the plaintiff.
Whilst the ancient common law rules of evidence are broad enough in their philosophy to adopt the modern telephone and reduce it to
service, yet the rules of evidence remain the same, and the
principle that a party who alleges a contract ought to prove
it with a
reasonable degree of certainty, still applies.
It
has never been held, so far as I am aware, that a telephonic
message merely purporting to come from a certain parly,
but with no other evidence of identification, was binding
on such party."
tract price

sation.

lines

of the road to Lake Michigan, and operate the
Five motor cars
entire system by electricity.
and trailers are operated on the road, and they
have proven so successful that the company and
citizens are thoroughly convinced of the advisaPresident Nims
bility of e.'ctending the system.
was instructed to purchase five additional motor
cars and award the contract for the e.\tension as

1890

3,

Contracts by Telephone.
The

by telephone and the question
of establishinjj the terms of the agreement were the subThe
jects of a legal controversy in St. I.ouis last week.
''Conopinion of Judge \'alient on these points follows:
tracts by telephone, when proven, are as binding as any
other contracts, but the difiiculty lies in the unceitainty of
the proof, and this uncertainty is chielly on the point of
identifying the person with whom the witness held the televalidity of contracts

The Book

Table.

fl

Elkctricai. iNii. hence Machines.
Sc.

& Co

By John Gray, B.
Published by b. Van Nostrand
234 pp.. 89 cuts.
New Vork and London. Price $1.75.
,

As the author

volume

of this interesting

re-

marks, static electricity has not

received from
investigators a fair amount of attention during
the last few years.
The explanation, of course,
is easily found in the fact that the commercial
application of dynamic electricity has required
the attention of the vast majority of electrical
The author of "Electrical Influence
workers.
Machines" believes that static electricity should
receive more general attention for the reason
that in the latest form of influence machines are
found ''generators of high tension electricity,
both simple and convenient, less expensive than
the induction call and almost equally reliable."

The book

clearly written, and is thoroughly
It is divided into three parts, comprising a general sketch of the phenomena and
principles of static electricity, descriptions of
is

illustrated.

influence machines and practical instructions for

constructing them.
Transactions ok the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Vol. VI.

Published by the Insti-

tute.

The

present volume of over 500 pages comproceedings of the Institute for the year ended Nov. 19, i88g. The year
was a notable one in the history of the organizaprises the verbatim

tion,

.t.NERATOR.

soon as the preliminaries are arranged. Two
new 200-horse power generators will be installed
in the company's power house, and the contract
for the equipment of the line and construction
President
of the road will be awarded at once.
Nims says the company is very well satisfied
with the change made from animal to electric
power, and as soon as other sections of the
city require street car service the lines will be
extended if permission will be granted by the

phonic conversation.
When a message by telephone has
been received there are many circumstances which may indicate who the person is that has spoken.
But until some
of these circumstances have been shown there is no proof
as to who the person is.
It has, for example, been held
that the testimony of a witness tp the effect that he was in
the habit daily of having communications by telephone
with a particular person, knew the number of the telephone
in his ofiice, and upon the occasion then in question had
called up that number and recognized through the telephone

and many papers of marked

interest

were

presented.
Appended to the proceedings are
Secretary Pope's monthly bulletins containing
indexes of periodic electrical literature, which
are becoming of great value to every investigator in the electrical field.

Derivation

ok Practical

Electrical

Units.

By

H. S. Carhart. 56 pp., 12
Published by the Electrician PublishPrice, 75 cents.
ing company, Chicago.

Lieut. F. B. Badt. and Prof.
illustrations.

This

little

book,

in

the main,

is

a reprint

of

council.

The

Patten Motor Car.

The accompanying

cut represents the

Patton

motor car which was built at Ihe Pullman works,
The comt.'hicago, and tested there last week.
pany which controls the patents on this apparatus in Chicago and the vicinity has been experIt
imenting with this car for three months.
thoroughly satisfied with the test which was
made last week. The car is 36 feet long and
weighs 14,100 pounds. It is a double truck, 8
wheel car and the apparatus is in the center and
arranged on the trucks so that ihe body of the
car can be rcmovetl at any time.
The car is operated by a 15 horse power C.
& C. motor, which is driven by a small Kdison
i.s

dynamo.

'I'his

dynamo

is

belted

direct to

a

There are also 55
double cylinder gas engine.
Pumpclly type.
cells of accumulators of the
The motor is geared for 10 miles per hour.
It is claimed that this car can be ()|)eraled at
an expense of 11 cents per hour. The inachinery occupies comparatively little space in the car,
and recjuires scarcely any attention.
The test which was made last week was thorIn addition to the regough in every respect.
ular car George M. Pullman had his vestibule
This weighs 12,000 pouiuls.
car attached.
There were 37 persons in the party, and they
were whirled about the curves at a rate of 10
In the party were (leorge M.
miles an hour.
Pullman, Henry Villard, Marshall Pield, NorI'rown, T. F. Wickes,
man B. Ream, George
A. B. Pullman, C. L. Pullman and H. G. Bird.
After the test an elaborate lunch was served by
George M. Pullman, and the gentlemen who
!•'.

I'ATTON

MOTOR CAR.

the voice of the person, was evidence tending to prove the
identity of the person who was in that case alleged to have
In the case at bar the defendant's tes
made the contract.
timony was to the effect merely that he called by telephone
a number, asked who it was and the answer came back
that it was the Paddock-Hawley Iron company; defendant
then asked the price of iron delivered through the month of
August, and the price which defendant claims as the con-

two articles which originally appeared in the
Wr.siKRN Electrician. Jiiographies and portraits of the eminent physicists whose names
have been selected as the designations of the
practical electrical units form the principal part
of the

little

book.

Information

in

regard

to

May

3,
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the lives of these great scientists has been exceedingly difiicult to secure heretofore, as those
well realize who have searched encyclopedias.
It is believed that in this little volume this information is made available for ready reference
Included in the book is a tafor the first time.
ble giving the data of the practical units, and a
chapter referring to the modifications to which
the units are subject.

FIllBfe

This

is

the second edition of Mr. Kapp's

valuable book.
extended since
thor's

New York:

method

bearings are used. The armature,
of the Siemens type, is wound with the
greatest care, and is thoroughly protected from
injury.
It is stated that the machine is so
Self-oiling

which

is

wound and proportioned that the neutral point
remains fixed under the brushes, and there is no
sparking at the commutator, even under extreme changes of load.
As an illustration of the durability of this

INSULATING CLEATS.

By Gisbert Kapp
D. Vaa Nostrand &

Electric Tr.\nsmissio\ of Energy.
34S pp., 124 cuts.
Co. Price, $3.

in-

motor, an example is cited of a machine that has
been running day and night in Indianapolis for
nine months, without a single item of repairs,
and with no appreciable wear on commutator.

The volume has been somewhat
The auit was first published.

for the pre-determination

245

are given.
An interesting illustration
of the wonderf j1 progress which has been made
in the field of transmitting power by electricity
Mr. Kapp
is given in the introductory chapter.
states that he has omitted in the present edition
particular mention of a large power station
which had been referred to as a striking illusThe reason for
tration in the previous edition.
the omission is to be found in the simple fact
that large installations for the transmission of
power are now so common that the particular
illustration which had been cited a few years
before was no longer extraordinary.

dynamos

graph factory.

Alternating Current Armature with Iron
Coils.

A

Phonograph

of the

characteristics of dynamos has been incorporated in the book. Descriptions of obsolete machines have been omitted, and data of new

or song to be repeated by the doll.
Upon the
same shaft with the record cylinder there is a
large pulley which carries a belt for driving the
fly-wheel shaft at the lower part of the phonographic apparatus.
The key for revolving the
cylinder is fitted to the main shaft in such a
manner that the cylinder can only be rotated in
the one direction. The fly-wheel tends to maintain a uniform speed.
-\bove the record cylinder is arranged the
diaphragm.
To this is attached a reproducing
stylus mounted on a lever in a similar manner to
the one employed in a regular phonograph. By
the simple operation of turning the crank any
child can make the doll say "Mary had a little
lamb," which it was taught to speak in the phono-

new

armature for alternating current dynamos, which possesses a number of

Doll.

style of

One
most

of the most popular, if not the one of the
useful applications of the phonograph, is

use for rendering dolls capable of speech.
of doll manufacture had practically reached its limit when the invention of the
phonograph made its further perfection possible.
Whatever may be the cause there is an irresistible attraction about a talking doll, even to those
whose years warrant them in wearing a solemn
its

The refinement

That

visage.

little

puppet

in

whose

interior

was

stored the talking mechanism shown in the accompanying cut has awakened the interest of
elders far more than it has excited the wonder of
the- young lady of four years who proudly claims
it as her property. The doll, of which the speak-

Fiber Insulating Cleats.

The accompanying

cuts illustrate a

new form

of insulating cleat which have been placed on
the market by the Electrical Supply company of
Chicago. These devices are neat, and as they

are smaller than wood cleats, and therefore not
so conspicuous, it is claimed the)' will prove
extremely useful in many cases. The openings
spring together so that the cleats may be fastened on before being put up, thus effecting a
saving in time.

Jenney

FIG. I.

ALTERNATING CURRENT ARMATURE WITH IRON
COILS.

novel features, has recently been invented by
Prof. Elihu Thomson and M. J. Wightman of

Lynn, Mass.
In this armature the

coils generating the line
current are composed of ribbons of sheet iron
This deor any other similar magnetic metal.
parture in the use of iron generating coils in an
alternating current machine, is alone sufticient
to make the invention one of decided interest to

Electric Motor.

The accompanying

cut illustrates a threequarter horse power constant potential- motor
manufactured by the Jenney Electric Motor

dynamo

company

of Indianapolis.
This motor is uniform in design with the other motors made by
this company.
Among the advantages claimed
for the jenney motor by its inventor are the
shape of pole pieces, and the method of connecting the wrought iron magnet core with
the pole pieces.
A practically perfect and
uniform path is provided for the magnetic lines
of force.
There are no angles with their attend-

builders.

and 2 show the general construction of
As will be readily seen, the body
the armature.
of the armature is supported on a spider carried
by the shaft. The armature core is made up of
Figs.

I

PHONOGRAPH DOLL.
ing
first

mechanism

is here shown, was one of the
ever constructed by the Phonograph Toy

company.

The

finished doll has substantially the same
dolls, but the upper part of

appearance as other
its

JENNEV ELECTRIC MOTOR.
ant loss of magnetism: and no imperfect joints
with their unavoidable high resistance. Only
one field magnet is employed, so that the magThese features it is
netic circuit is very short.
stated give a magnetic field of intense strength,
which is at the same time very economical to
maintain.
simple shunt winding is used; an automatic
regulation of speed being secured without the
use of compound winding, thus avoiding the danger of reversing when the motor is overloaded.

A

body

is

made

of tin.

The

interior

is

filled

with mechanism resembling that of the commerA
cial phonograph, but much more simple.
close inspection of the cut will reveal the simplicity of the talking mechanism.
The whole is
most compactly arranged and when in place the
ear piece extends up until its upper edge is flush
with the surface of the doll's breast. The opening is closed with a perforated cover which is
hidden within the loose folds of the doll's clothing.
The cylinder of the phonograph of the
talking doll is mounted on a sleeve which slides
upon the shaft, the sleeve being screw-threaded
so as to cause the cylinder to move lengthwise
along the shaft. A trigger is provided by which
the cylinder may be thrown out of engagement
with the segmental nut, and a spiral spring is
provided for returning the cylinder to the point
of starting.
The cylinder carries a ring of waxlike material, upon which is recorded the speech

FIG. 2.

ALTERNATING CURRENT ARM.ATURE WITH IRON
COILS.

plates or laminse as usual, and these are fastened
together by bolts, as indicated. Around the
core at suitable distances apart are wound the

These are the exciting coils for the
magnets of the machine. It will be noticed
that they do not extend the full length of the

coils E.
field

armature, but pass through spaces left near each
end of the armature, between the lamina; of the
Around the exciting coils marked E on
core.
the exterior of the armature are wound the aU
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May

and numbered in same way, just how the picture
might be platted. The several objects of the

These coils are internating current coils M.
dependent and are suitably connected together,
so as to be in series, as usual, and are in electrical connection with a current-gatherer as orThese
dinarily used in alternating machines.
last-named features, however, are not shown, in
order to avoid confusion. Between the alternating coils are placed strips of wood, W.
Bands are then placed about the armature to
hold firmly in place the coils and wooden strips.
The alternating coils are suitably insulated
from each other, and are composed of insulated
ribbons of sheet-iron or any other magnetic
The cross-section of the
metal instead of wire.
iron ribbons is made of such area as to render

Mayor Cregier and Municipal Control
of Lighting and Power Plants.

illustrated.

Bv Municipal.

The

Ra'iic Intcniatioiiale de L' Ehctricilc critiIn the first
cises this system ijuite severely.
place it questions whether by such a complicated
system of platting, a picture which any one would
Further, it criticises
recognize could be drawn.
the method for the reason that not only a long
dispatch would be required to describe a mere
outline, but that an extended additional message

his first message to the
advocated municipal conand favored the establishment by

.Mayor Cregier,

Chicago

in

city council,

trol of light,

the

city

"In

my judgment

of electric
the

power

FIG.

KLMIJ
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11
10

—

ruled, as the data necessary for

„,

numbers and letters of the lines
which show the location of the objects in the
picture.
Now suppose it is desired to send a
sketch similar to that shown in F"ig. i.
The
operator will telegraph as follows:
North G 14
River 20m. V. A. 13 S. 13 Bridge 6 7
Route No. 24 6 7 1. V 3 4 Route No. 45 7 L
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vented

in

England.
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The method

/>

I

1

a sketch which

it

consisted

by ordinatesand
was desired to send

The
wire, thus forming a sort of chart.
squares were identified by letters arranged along
Each square was divided

into five parts, which were identified by the figures I, 2, 3, 4 and 5. ICach of these subdivisions
was divided into two portions, each of which
was designated by the letter y. These divisions

of the chart made it possible for a sending operator to explain to the distant receiving operator,
who was provided with a chart ruled, lettered

p

I

SENDING PICTURES

by

the side of the chart.
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TELEGRAPH.

— X \%3 — Wood
U— Inn

I

L

10 12

— House

10

V — Mill

says:

3

4 D,
This telegram, equivalent to a dispatch
written
out
and
of
words, can be
25
minutes.
The retransmitted
in
five
indicated points, will
ceiver, guided by the
produce the sketch in the same time, and theresuit of the operation will be approximately the
The Ra'iic thinks this
outline shown in Fig. 2.
system is much less involved than the English
method, and therefore far superior to it.
We, however, fail to see anything in the
French beyond a mere refinement of the other

advocates municipal

control of street railways, heat and power plants,
and expresses his deep regret that lack of public
funds will not permit him to inaugurate a policy
almost fashioned after that which obtains in
Russia.
It seems strange in this progressive age to
find men advocating theories long since abandoned, returning to a policy inimical to all
private enterprise and competition.
It is essentially un-American.
It removes all inducement to improvement, for under it there is no
reason to fear competition. There can be no
question as to the result of this policy.
Wherever it has been attempted, it has resulted disThe latest prominent example is
astrously.
found in the experience of Philadelphia in the
management of the gas plants. There are many

why

experience

be repeated
adopted.
Municipal control cannot be expected to succeed
under the existing form of municipal governPolitics permeates every department of
ment.
reasons

Rcviic also insinuates very strongly that
the English inventor got his idea by visiting the
pavilion of the French postal and telegraph department at the Paris exposition. The paper
gives a description of a somewhat similar system which it thinks is much more simple and much
more effective. This method of sending a sketch
consists in tracing at the sending station an outin squares,
line upon a sheet of paper ruled
whose horizontal lines are designated by letters,
and whose vertical lines are indicated by figures,
Fig. I. There are sent therefore to the receiving
operator, who is provided with paper similarly

:^_^

\a^——
W
^^fr—_-

V(?

be

The

Sending Pictures by Telegraph.

^

picture would

a

filling in

necessary.

In the \VEsrKUN F;i.el:tkici..\n of March 22d
appeared an article describing a system of sending pictures by telegraph, which had been in-

14
13

OPQKS lUVXY

giving details for

He

control and operate all works that produce that
which is indispensable to its own and the general public necessities, and which could be furnished at little or nothing above cost.
Chicago
supplies her citizens with water.
She provides
channels of drainage.
It is equally proper that
the city should furnish her citizens with light
for household purposes as well as public use."

SENDING PICTURES BY TELEGRAPH

I.

the conductivity of the ribbons the same as that
of the ordinary copper wire used on armatures.
For instance, the iron ribbon can be made
three-quarters of an inch broad and three onehundredths of an inch thick, which will equal
These
the resistance of a No. 12 copper wire.
features will be readily understood after an inIt will be noted by
spection of Figs. I and 2.
this arrangement that the alternating coils constitute the pole-pieces or cores, as well as coils
It will also be evident that by this
or windings.
means the core of the armature is brought
nearer to the pole-pieces of the field magnets,
so as to increase the efticiency of the machine.
This arrangement is, in fact, an armature of the
Pacinotti type, and the alternating coils are arranged upon the exterior only, so that there is
no dead resistance in the coils.

plants.

municipality should own,

The mayor furthermore

ABCDEFGHIJ

1890

method.
Such an improvement, we think,
would naturally suggest itself to any one putting
the system to a practical test.

sketch could readily be located by referring to
In the article which was
the letters and figures.
presented in the Western' Elkctkichn the
method of sending a picture of Whitby harbor

was

3,

wherever a

this

socialistic policy

the public service, and

will

is

political influence rather

than personal merit secures appointment and advancement, This is not only true in Chicago,
but in all large communities, and it is only to be
wondered that there have not been even greater
failures where it has been attempted.
These
failures have been only too frequent, however,
to convince observing men that the whole sysis radically wrong and utterly impracticable.
Projects which under lively private competition
would have developed, flourished and reflected
credit upon the community, have been blasted
by municipal control.
The same experience will follow an attempt to
put into execution the comprehensive policy
suggested by Mayor Cregier, If the city should
conclude to go into the electric lighting business, it would be necessary to establish a new
department. The operation of numerous electric light plants would entail the appointment of
a small army of employes, and it is not to be
expected the qualifications of applicants for positions would be considered very closely if they
This refleccould command political support.
tion suggests a train of thoughts to every taxpayer, and to all who are acquainted with
"practical politics."
It is easy to picture to the
mind the service which might be expected from
a system thus operated.
It may be objected that the experience of the
city in establishing its street lighting plant does
not warrant these statements, but it should be
remembered that the present plant is comparatively small, and that its extension has been
This has enabled the city electrician
gradual.
personally to superintend its development. The
city has been fortunate in having at the head of
this department a man of such sterling ability
He, however, has not expeas Prof. Barrett.
rienced the difficulty that would accompany the
extension of the plant to the proportion required for supplying electric lighting to the genIf such a project were seriously
eral public.
contemplated or attempted, he would be overwhelmed with applications from ward heelers,
and would be subjected to political pressure
which could not be disregarded by a person
holding an office depending in a measure, at
This also leads to the
least, on political favor.
question of practicability of the scheme for
lighting houses as well as business blocks by

tem

May

3,
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This is the proposition of the mayor,
but it is hardly practicable at the present time.
Chicago, it must be remembered, covers an immense territory, 176 square miles. This fact of
itself would be enough to cause conservative

The Clark Automatic Safety

electricity.

men

to hesitate.

the city should establish power stations for
the business districts at the public expense and
furnish current at a price that would merely pay
the expense of operating the plant, the small taxpayers in the suburbs would undoubtedly protest against being ta.xed for building these stations and purchasing the machinery. If the city
in following the plan suggested by the raa3'or
should extend the system so as to furnish electric lights to residents of IMichigan avenue and
If

The accompanying

247

Device.

represents a
new form of automatic safety device, recently
placed upon the market, by the Clark Electric
company, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The object of this device is to prevent accidents from fire or shock, or, damage to a dynamo,
by putting the machine out of action the inThe cut shows the
stant the line wire parts.
apparatus as designed for series wound, arc
machines. The small electro-magnet shown in
the illustration is located in the main line and
as long as the current flows, its armature lever
is held firmly up, locking the switch in position.
Should the line break the current ceases instantly, and the armature of the electro-magnet
illustration

Street Railway Pole.

The

Milliken pole, for electric railways shown
in the accompanying cut, is formed of four sections of iron of the Phcenix shape, riveted together with the tie plates, which are equidistant.
Lacing is inserted at the point of greatest strain.
A taper is given at the same point,
as shown in the cut of the pole for the side of
the street. Fig. i, this construction giving the
pole great strength for the weight of material
used.
The pole was recently tested at Post & McCords Bridge Works in Brooklyn, and the pull
at the top measured by a Fairbanks dynamometer.
With a pull of 800 pounds the deflection was less
than 4 inches. The deflection took place in a regular curve and showed no irregular bending.
block and tackle were then attached at the upper
end of the pole and to the building and eight men

A

CLARK AUTOMATIC SAFETY DE\ ICE
Other fashionable districts the small tax-payers
would find in this discrimination another just
cause to complain. They would not feel under
obligation to build costly power houses in order
that their wealthy fellow citizens might be favored with electric lights, when they themselves
might not be in a position to avail themselves of
the superior illuminant, even though the city's
mains passed their doors.
It is unnecessary to consider the economic
question involved in the proposition of the
The fallacy of his argument is apparmayor.
It is not considered good policy for any
ent.
government to check private enterprise or subvert the public funds for the purpose of driving

On
from a legitimate field of industry.
the aim of American
it has been
statesmen to encourage private enterprises, even
to the extent of raising a barrier about them in
the form of a tariff to protect them from foreign competition. Would the city be warranted
in assuming control of the electric lighting industry? The Chicago companies, in common
with all other electric lighting companies
throughout the country, have been laboring for
years to place themselves on a solid foundation,
The men in charge of these
a paying basis.
plants are depending upon them, their money is
invested there, and it is natural that they should
conduct them on an economical system. Can it
be expected that the city would operate its
It is
plants on the same economic principles?
hardly probable when the employes know that
capital

the contrary

only as long as the
Politpartv to which they belong is dominant.
ical hangers-on whose chief qualification is experience in handling Jersey lightning, are not
generally considered desirable men for directing
the affairs of legitimate business enterprises,
nor does the peculiar training which they have
experienced develop in them those traits of
character which commend themselves to conYet this is the school from
servative men.
which will be selected the "electricians" to whom
the city will intrust this important industry if it
be decided to adopt Mayor Cregier's suggestion.
their positions are secure

Electric

Launches.

Electric launches for river use have become common,
but now an electric lauuch, which is stated to have sea-

going qualities, has been designed. The pinnace is 26 feet
6 inches by 5 feet 4 inches, and is constructed to carry
The storage batteries with which she is
fifteen people.
supplied are computed to hold sufficient electrical energy
to propel the boat for about eight hours at eight miles per
A clear space is left the entire
hour without recharging
length of the boat, which is said to be free from danger,
vibration and the disagreeable odor naturally associated
with steam launches.

The Girard Gas &

Electric

company has been formed

Topeka, Kan., stock $25,000;

directors. O.

Bendure, of Pittsburg: J. T. Leonard,
Austin Hawley, of Girard.

S.

T. Broa,
P.

J.

at

A.

Christian,

releasing the switch, which Hies back under
the influence of its spring.
The result of this
movement of the switch is to short-circuit the
field coils of the djmamo, thus depriving them
of all current, and, of course, rendering the
dynamo powerless.
The hard rubber knob at the top of the magnet is attached to a rod reaching through the
magnet core, and is used as a convenient means
of throwing the dynamo out of action at any
time, it being only necessary to force the armature away from the inagnet by pressing down
the knob, to put the machine quickly out of
action.
Another feature claimed for the device
is, that it works automatically every time the
dynaino is stopped or put out of action, and it
must be re-set by hand as the last thing to be
done when starting the machine on its load.
This in a measure insures its action when it is
called upon, for should it get damaged or out of
order the attention of the person in charge is
called to it, as he must operate it every night in
starting up.
The safety devices for shunt wound dynamos,
and for alternators vary somewhat from the
foregoing description in their electrical details,
but the above will show the general plan on
which all are constructed.
falls,

Incandescent and Gas Light.
The

question, "Does a fine gas of 23 to 25-candle power
help check the invasion of the incandescent electric light?"
was one of the topics discussed at the last meeting of the

Ohio tjas association. The question had been announced
advance and the members were primed for the debate.
The general opinion was favorable to electric lighting. In

in

the secretary's official report of the proceedings the following statement by C. H. Evans of Jackson, Mich., appears:
"In my judgment the incandescent electric light has its
field just as much as gas has, and there are people in certain manufacturing businesses perhaps, or offices, who would
pay a larger price for incandescent electric light than they
would for gas
Some complain of the heat. Others say
the electric light is preferable on account of its convenience
no matches, no danger of fire, touch a button and your
light is ready, touch another one and your light is out.
I
krow that in Jackson, in trying to win back a very large
consumer of the incandescent electric company, they
wouldn't have anything to do with gas whatsoever, because
a few years ago they had a fire.
It is a very large drygoods store, with drapery goods largely, and a few years
ago some lace happened to get into the gas flame and
ignited, and the loss was some $35,000. They were willing
to pay a larger sum for incandescent electric light, and in
fact, refused to have anything to do with gas whatsoever.
I think that condition exists more in large cities than in
small cities.
I don't think incandescent electric lighting is
progressive in small cities at all.
In fact, I think it is going down hill.
But in larger cities, where they can afford
to pay for the luxury and convenience of it, I think it is
advancing. I know it is in Chicago, and I made a great
many inquiries in that direction."
This is certainly a remarkable admission. Mr. Evans
endeavored to soothe the members by the statement that he
believed incandescent lighting was "going down hill" in
small cities, but this is not corroborated by his own experience, evidently, if the instance he cites can be taken
as a fair sample.
Surely he cannot look on Jackson as

—

such an enormous

city.

FIG.

I.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY POLE.

FIG. 2.

pulled on the rope. Unfortunately the concrete
was not quite dry and the pole moved bodily in
the earth, the top being displaced about six feet
toward the building, breaking the concrete up
When taken out of the ground the
in lumps.
permanent set was so sinall that the pole was
readily straightened in jaws.
The center pole for use between the tracks.
Fig. 2, has its longest diameter parallel with the
rails.
The cross-arms can be made separate
from the pole if desired so for shipment, and
.\ cast
bolted on after it is set in the ground.

keep wagon wheels from strikprovided at the bottom. This is
made in halves, bolted together on the inside,
and can be filled with concrete as shown in the
iron

bumper

ing the pole

cut,

if

to

is

desired.

Serrell,

New

The

pole

is

sold

by Lemuel W.

York.

The new Thomson-Houston

electric railway at Vichas been completed, and has proven so great
a success that a considerable extension is under consideratoria, B.

tion.
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Electrical Patents

An extract of a remarkably interesting address by Prof. Lodge is presented elsewhere in
this issue.
Me points out the scientific fields
which will abundantly repay exploration. What
will strike the attention of every reader in perusing the address is the enlhusiasm of its wriScientific research with I'rof. Lodge is not
ter.
laborious toil but a most absorbing and delightful occupation.
The fields of investigation to
which he points are certainly numerous enough
to occupy the attention of scientific investigators probably for some centuries to come.
Some months ago there was published in the
Western' Ei.ectrici.vn a note to the effect that

dynamo builders on the other side of the
water were looking about for a substitute for
copper and were experimenting with iron with
a view of adopting this metal instead of copper
in the armatures of their machines.
A patent
recently granted to Elihu Thomson and 1\L J.
Wightman would seem to indicate that .\merican
builders were not idle in this respect.
In the
patent referred to, the inventors describe an
armature for an alternating current dynamo in
which the generating coils are built up of -yiinch iron ribbo.T about .o^ of an inch thick,
The iron ribbon of this size is to take the place
of No. 12 copper wire.
A description of the
style of armature-core it is proposed to employ
ill
connection with ribbon coils, is given in
another column of this issue.
several

ADVERTISING.— Tub Western Electhician— f/ie only fjenernl eUctriral paper published in the FTeaf— thoroughly
cover* a territory exclunivfli, us own. This is a ci^im which can
BK made BT no other Ei.Ei_TRICAL .JolRNAL IN THE UNITED
States. Electrical merchant." and manufacturers </f>iViH<7 Westem trad* ^nll appreciate the LTiEQUALED value of this journal
Advertising ratea
as an advertleing medium In its special field.
are moderate, and will be promptly famished on application.

Dynamo

enact a law giving municipal control of lighting
plants to cities and towns.
This corroboration
of the views advanced in the article printed
elsewhere, is opportune.
Mayor Cregier and
the city of Chicago will find plenty to do in attending to the water and drainage i|uestions
which the mayor cites as precedents for engaging in the lighting business.
It should be remembered in this connection that the control of
these works by the city is granted as a sanitary
measure rather than for economic reasons.

250, 251, 252
253
".

253
254

The

"great activity among electrical inventors
again strikingly illustrated by our patent record this week. It will be noted that fifty-two
letters patent for electrical inventions were issued April 22d. In what other field of industry
is such activity manifested?
is

It will be noticed by an article in another
column that Judge Valient of St. Louis, has just

decided a case involving the validity of contracts
made by telephone. Although in the suit before them the judge found that the contract was

ground of the decision was that the
agreement alleged to have been made was not
proved; speaking generally, the court found that
"contracts by telephone, when proven, are as
binding as any other contracts."
invalid, the

MUNiciPAi. control of gas and electric light
plants has been thoroughly discussed, and it is
generally conceeded by those best acquainted
with the management of lighting plants that
governmental interference in their operation
would be highly injudicious. The recommendations of Mayor Cregier of Chicago, that the city
should engage in commercial lighting were published last week and they are reviewed in an article
In this connection it is
published in this issue.
also noteworthy that after e.xumining the condition of affairs at Richmond and Philadelphia a
committee from the Massachusetts legislature
has found it "inadvisable" for the legislature to

The Boston letter of this week contains an
abstract of an exceedingly interesting lecture
which was recently given by F. M. Gilley at the
Boston Institute of Technology. The lecture
was on the "Central Electric Lighting Stations
of London," and was illustrated by photographs
taken by the lecturer while on a visit to London
in the summer of 18S9.
Mr. Cilley mentioned
among other things, that almost every English
manufacturer of electrical machinery makes a
number of different systems instead of confining
himself to the exploiture of the system of a particular inventor.
A great deal of experimental

^[av

1S90

an electric railway system, has been effected.
At first the papers insinuated that a combination
had been formed; then, as they found no one
who would positively afti'iii or deny the rumor
which they had circulated, they settled down to
the firm conviction that such an arrangement
had been formed. After this convenient disposition had been made the press found that the
combination
which
it
had
formed
was
the

inspiring

cause

of

every

important

movement made in the electrical field. Thus it
was that when the announcement of the organization of the new railway company was made,
the correspondents at once jumpetl at the conclusion that between it and their combination
there must be some connection.
They have
been sending dispatches accounting for the birth
of the company on theories based on these inferences.
What reasons were active in causing the
formation of the railway corporation, if there
were any beyond the ordinary one of moneymaking, are immaterial here. It is merely our
purpose to emphasize the fact that the corporation was created entirely without regard to
a trust or a semi-trust or combination. It was an
independent creation. In regard to the reported
combination little can be said for the simpleand
all-sufficient rea.son that those who are possessed
of definite information have determined that it
is the better part of wisdom not to disclose their
plans at the present time.
It is safe to venture
this assertion, that the newspaper reports in regard to the matter, including the vague, indefinite and insinuating rumors, are certainly unreliable.

In this issue Dr. Paul Schoop again treats of
of Accumulators." His original article on this subject, which
appeared in the
Western Electrici.vn of March 8th, has atIn that article
tracted considerable attention.
Dr. Schoop devoted his attention mainly to combating the "sulphate theory," which he considered wholly inadequate to explain the operation
"

A Theory

According to his view,
of the storage battery.
the changes in the specific gravity of the electro-

work, he says, is in consequence done in commercial stations, and as a result the successful
completion of the plants is often retarded. He
makes another statement, which in all probability would not be admitted by English electrical
engineers, that is, that very few
their
of
Motors, he says, are
dynamos run cool.
not used to any great extent and most elevators
are run by hydraulic power from systems operating at 700 pounds' pressure.
A 60 foot elevator
is run by water at a cost of $36 per year, and
Rewith this the electric motor must compete.
ferring to the English experts, or "engineers," as
they express it on the other side of the water,
Mr. Gilley stated that the height of their ambition was to superintend practical work without
having first gone through the hard manual labor
necessarily attendant upon the aci|uisition of
thorough experience.
Manual labor is deemed
menial, he says, and the young men of the mid-

lytic fluid are due, not to the formation and reduction of sulphate, but to the formation and decomposition of water during the charge and disIn his first paper, Dr.
charge of the cell.
Schoop sought to explain the rise and fall of the
specific gravity of the electrolyte by referring to
the phenomena of the cathode; in the present
article he considers the anode.
The starting
point is that there is such a thing as an "electrical compound"
a combination which is stable
only under electrical pressure, so to speak. As
an illustration he cites the Hermite bleaching solution in which the oxygen formed by the application of the electric current, is far more efficient
for purposes of bleaching than that obtained by
purely chemical means. Applying this idea. Dr.
Schoop asks whether it is not reasonable to assume "that the oxygen of the black compound
on the anode of a lead accumulator is in more
effective position for exerting its power to deLir. Schoop emphavelop electrical energy."
sizes his belief that no chemical compound is
formed on the discharged anode, but according
to his view, a physical or electrical compound
may be formed, which remains unchanged while
in the electrolyte, but when removed and subjected to heat, it is converted into real sulphate
of lead.
Ordinary lead peroxide and electrically formed lead peroxide, though chemically
the same, are by no means identical in these
properties, says Dr. Schoop.
Continuing, he
says, in explanation of his theory, "There is certainly no reason for believing that the formation

dle classes shun

of electrical

it.

In the lastissueof theW'ESTKKN Ei.KiruK ian
was presented a somewhat detailed announce-

ment

of the organization of the W'estinghouse
Electric Railway company. Naturally, as a topic
of general business interest, the formation of the

company has been commented upon at considerable length in the daily press.
The conjectures which have been printed have been almost
without exceiition, erroneous.
These are days
in which much is said about the formation of a

among electric light companies.
daily press has settled it, at all events, that
practically a consolidation of the interests of two
electric lighting corporations, each controlling
combination

The

—

compounds

is

restricted

solely to

cases in which oxygen or gaseous elements are
present.
Fluids may be absorbed by solids similarly to the absorption of gaseous bodies, as
observed by Faraday.
The chocolate brown
substances on the discharged anode may be a
kind of physical compound of sulphuric acid and
oxidized lead, which perhaps is only obtained by
means of the electric current. A charged anode
may remain in dilute sulphuric acid without
change for almost an indefinite time. If external
energy, say heat, is applied to this physical and
at the same time electrical compound, a chemical action is effected, and the formation of real
sulphate of lead, white and insoluble, takes
place,"

a
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Dynamo and Engine for the Dutch Navy.
The combined engine and dynamo shown in
the cut were designed for the Dutch Navy by
Willem Smit & Co., of Slikkererveer, Holland.
The combination was constructed for operating
an arc light projector at sea. The dynamo has
an output of 70 amperes at 65 volts. The armature is Gramme wound with 3.5mm. wire. The
speed is 450 revolutions per minute, and is controlled by an electro magnetic governor interposed in the shunt circuit. An effort has been
made to reduce the weight of the machine as far
a^ possible in accordance with the demands of the
It is possible that this
Dutch naval authorities.
reduction in weight has been carried too far and
mav affect the efficiency and durability of the
The engine has 4in. cylinder, by 5in.
engine.
stroke, and works wiih loolb. to 1501b. pressure
The engine and dynamo together
of steam.
weigh S4olbs., and the 2oin. projector to match
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have now been discovered, and it is known that
a piece of magnetized iron is less easily attacked by an acid
than ordinary iron, provided, at least, the iron is pointed so
that its lines of force are very diverging, or its field rapidly
varying.
But many other facts remain to be ascertained in
connection with these subjects.
The electrical properties
of flame are only partially worked cut, and their power of

proximately slow speed, say by clockwork), so that the
same flash is depicted on both plates simultaneously, would
give much valuable information.
For some flashes a very
moderate [speed of rotation, or even a wiggling camera,
suffices, but for others a speed of 30 revolutions a second
gives an image apparently the same as if the plate were
still.
What is known as the Hall effect in various substances has not yet been exhaustively observed or measured.
It has not even been observed as yet in insulators, though
it ought, one would think, to be there; nor has its connection with the Faraday effect, the rotation of the plane of
polarization of light by magnetism, been at all satisfactorily
or finally made out; while its discrimination from, or

cal action

assimilation to, certain known thermo-electric facts is at
Perhaps, however, these
present hanging in suspense.
matters are rather too complex to be suitable for mention

illumination?

under present circumstances.
A simpler and more qualitative research is the effect of
magnetism on a number of things. For instance, on living
organisms,
A person in a magnetic field is not known to
feel anything.
Reichenbach thought he had found people
who were optically sensitive to a magnet, so that they
It
could see whether an electro-magnet is excited or not.
may be so, but subsequent observation has not gone to confirm it.
But, even if all persons are insensitive (by no

discharging static electritication has had fresh light thrown
it quite lately by some experiments
of Worthirglon.
The study of phosphorescent substances is yet in its infancy.
Why should not a phosphorescent substance give
out a really useful amount of light? What is the process
by which the glowworm maintains so brilliant a speck of

on

Many

amateurs possess an induction coil, having, inmade it themselves. Approximately the same
number of amateurs do not know what to do with it when
made.
They use it to illuminate vacuum tubes, which
they buy at a shop, nicely colored.
Well, .don't buy
them, but make them, and omit the colors.
Read the researches of Mr. Crookes, and other more recent investigations on the subject by Schuster, and Moulton, and Wiedemann, and others, and you viill find in the electrical phenomena of high vacuum an unlimited field for profitable
experiment.
More than this: A whole continent of practically unexplored territory has just been opened by the
discovery of Hertz that electro-magnetic waves in air can
be easily produced and detected.
Some may know and

deed, often

some may not know of these

brilliant investigations into
the propagation of electro-magnetic waves.
But any one
with an induction coil, an empty room, and some bits of
metal can repeat many of them.
And repetition of known
esperiraeots is the natural prelude to the discovery of new
ones.
The Hertzian receiver is a microscopic spark gap.
This serves, but it is by no means necessarily the best, as
it is certainly not the most metrical method.
Gregory has
tried a kind of metallic thermometer with some success.
In Germany. I hear a kind of bo'ometer or wire resistance
thermometer has been successfully used, (^uite lately.
Fitzgerald writes me that a galvanometer in circuit with a
simple wire makes these waves apparent.
This will simplify their investigation very much.
That is always the
way. Once a thing has been done, hundreds of ways of
doing it turn up. For instance, the telephone. The
transmission of speech by electricity seemed a mighty
achievement, and so it was; but now, almost anything will
transmit speech
a flower- pot full of cinders has been
made to talk. The great electro-magnetic waves excited by
any kind of electric discharge are now under easy control,
and they can be reflected by mirrors, refracted by prisms,
concentrated by lenses.
They can be polarized and an
aiyzed.
Diffraction and interference effect can be detected
Everything optical has its counterpart in this
in them.
new region, for they are to all intents and purposes light:
as Clerk Maxwell predicted nearly a quarter of a century
ago, from refined and abstract mathematical investigation.
The whole of this great field now lies open to the exHere and there a
plorer, and only a few have entered it.
mathematician, here and there an experimentalist, is at
work upon it, but there is plenty of room, and every fact is
These electric waves have been obtained as
of interest.
long as 2,000 miles and as short as a foot; they can easilv
If
be lengthened, they cannot so easily be shortened.
shortened to the io,oooth of an inch they would affect the
At present they belong to the reretina and be visible.
Whether they affect the human
gion of the infra-red.

—

frame

at all is

unknown Appaiently they do
may show that they do.

not, but fur-

ther experience

A
DYNAMO FOR THE DUTCH NAVY.
weighs 52olbs., or T,36olbs.
outside dimensions are 3ft.
high,

and

ift.

$}i

in.

total weight.
gin. long,

2ft.

The
6in.

broad.

Fields for Scientific Research.
of the Physical Society of LiverpDol. Prof. Oliver Lodge in his presidential address spoke
physicists would find it of
which
scientific
fields
of the
Following is an abstract of the
great interest to explore.

At the annual meeting

address:

Running over some of these open paths we come across
study of the effects of light on a great
That light affected chemical combinations has long been known, and it is the foundation of
photography, but we now find there is scarcely anything
which light does not affect. It affects selenium enormously, bringing down its electrical resistance to half or onethird what it is in the dark; it may affect other bodies in a
It affects metals, charging them electrically
similar way.
It seems
in a curious way, especially such metals as zinc.
disintegrate
or evaporate surfaces long exposed to it.
to
It affects the electric field, causing a short spark to occur
much more easily in ultra-violet light than in the dark.
And quite recently, by SheUord Bidwell, it has been found
to affect the magnetism of an iron rod in a sensitive condition.
Of none of these phenomena has the investigation
more than begun. Then, in the region of photography,
there is a good deal to be done, not only in understanding
the photographic process irself, but in photographing rays
The photography of ultra-red rays a
hitherto intractable.
good way below the visible spectrum is, so far as I know, in
the hands of Captain Abney, who discovered how to do it.
But others should now take it up and develop it. Celestial
photography, with plates sensitive to obscure rays, might
reveal a number of unsuspected and invisible semi-cool
worlds.
The electric spark has lately been a favorite
subject for photography, and much good work may be
done by obtaining judicious photographs of lightning on
A double-nozzled camera,
fixed and on moving plates.
with two plates, one fi.xed, the other spinning rapidly on an
axis perpendicular to its plane (kept spinning at an ap

a

fruitful field in a

number

of things.

means a likely conclusion without experimental proof),
Phosphorescent things
other animals may not be.
glow-worm, or some of the luminous sea beasts of Dr.
Herdman may be fit subjects for experiment. How,
again, does a gymnotus or electric eel behave in a powerful
magnetic field? I can imagine a fine field for a physicist to
encamp on Puffin Island, under the auspices of the Biological society, and bully some of the microscopic and other
animals with electric and magnetic and optical appliances.
Even if they declined to take any notice, the fact ought to
be ascertained; but if any of them were properly sensitive,
development of the fact might be surprising. Then,
again, plants; sensitive and other muscular plants are well
known to set up electric currents and to be under electric
control; magnetism might be applied to plants also; and
about their electric phenomena there is much more to work
out.
Heaps of experiments on plants and on germinating
seeds could be made by an ingenious physical experimenter,
and, though they might be more sluggish in their response
than animals, some remarkable development might ensue.
A change of physical surroundings in the course of a few
generations might bring about noteworthy changes of
structure.
Seeds growing under inverted circumstances as
regards ligtt have, I suppose, already been experimented
I am not familiar with the subject,
on.
I do not know.
and the biological suggestioi s I throw out are therefore
vague.
But this I feel, that so long as the origin of life is
wrapped in mystery, experiments on the simplest form of
protoplasm— subjecting it to a variety of kinds of circumstances, electrical, magnetic, optical, thermal, mechanical,
and chemical— may any day, though not perhaps for a few
centuries yet, result in an astounding discovery, which will
throw our present idea of evolution into the shade.

—

—

A number of experiments and observations can also be
made on crystals and crystal formations by those who have
The accidental formation of twin
suitable opportunities.
crystals, and the beautiful optical phenomena which develop themselves at the twinning surface, are matters of
So
quite recent discovery, or. at least, of recent attention.
also is the perfectly astounding fact that a crystal, such as
mechanically
twinned
or
be
for
instance,
can
Iceland spar,
pushed over 'into its perverted form by the pressure of a
Effects of magnetism on chemiknife judiciously applied.

Theory of Accumulators,
By Dr. Paul Schoop.

Accumulators," which the
*'A Theory of
writer advanced in a paper bearing that title, at
the Chicago Electric club, March 3d, has been
subjected to a certain amount of criticism.
After reading some of' these criticisms I came to
the conclusion that the statetnents which I made
were perhaps not sufficiently clear.
the accumulator is
one of such great interest that I have determined, even at the risk of repeating some of the
statements made in the paper, to consider the
theory from a somewhat different standpoint. I
noticed in the London Electrical Review of April
nth that a part of my paper was reproduced.
my theory was
Prof. Carhart's criticism of
printed by this paper somewhat more completely.
It seems to me that he overlooked the
essential facts stated in the paper, which tell so
My
strongly against the "sulphate theory."
suggestion, which is not new, as I have already
stated, was the outgrowth of a realization of the
at that time

The theory

fact that

of the action of

it is

utterly impossible

to explain

the

working of a lead accumulator on the theory of
the formation of known chemical compounds.
Even the critical professor seems to have been
convinced that the old theory can not stand
much longer. Although during the discussion
which took place after the reading of my paper,
he put himself on record as a firm believer in
a fortnight later in
ELr.CTRiciAx,
reactions in a
March
storage battery are undoubtedly very complex."
Subsequent to the appearance of this article
of Prof. Carhart's, I corrected an erroneous
the "sulphate theory,"
his

still

(see Western
22d), he finds that "the

remarks
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part in the lead accumulator, at least

on the

statement of the specific gravity of the acid,
which had led my critic to the most important

anode?

Certainly additional experiof his strictures.
ments arc needed to make these "complex reactions" comprehensible.

The great practical importance of a solution
of this question may lead to an investigation of
what we may call "tU\tiiial loiiipoiiiuls." One

The views as advanced by me in regard to
the lead accumulator had reference principally
to the kathode or the negative plate, leaving out
I
of the (juestion the reactions at the anode.
now desire to deal with the latter electrode
and consider eteclroilKmical or clcclriial niuIt may be confidently assumed
lions in general.
that no chemical compounds now known to the
science of chemistry are formed on either the
kathode or the anode of a good accumulator.
It is also true that the formation of water during
the combustion of hyilrogen on the kathode does
not alter the specific gravity according to experimental observation made to determine the
Perhaps it is possible to account for the
fact.
rise and fall of the specific gravity of the dilute
acid by considermg more closely the anode. In

may be mentioned: If bleaching
dissolved in water, a solution is formed
which having strong oxidizing qualities, destroys
organic colors.
It has been ascertained that the

endeavoring to do this, I desire, first, to speak
The term chemical-compound is an
generally.
It has been difficult for
extensive expression.
chemists ever since their science has been thoroughly established, to find a proper definition of
The popular
the term chemical-compound.
explanation has been that a body unites with
another by reason of a certain chemical reaction,
if the atoms come into proper relations, either by
penetrating into the foreign molecule, or by
their rearrangement in the same molecule.
The mtensity of chemical attraction between
bodies has often been measured by the amount
of heat or light set free during the period of
combination. The greater the amount of heat
developed, the greater ordinarily the stability of
the resulting compound, or in other words, the
more difficult to separate the components of the
compound. This stability varies in such a way
that perhaps no two compounds have exactly
There are bodies which rethe same stability.
sist every effort to decompose them, as, for inOther
stance, what we call elements to-day.
bodies are unchanged by the highest temperature, while others disintegrate as the result of
even a slow rise of temperature. Some compounds are stable when under a high pressure
and low temperature; they are resolved at once
into their constituent elements under normal
There are many reactions in which
conditions.
lO heat at all is evolved during the combining
The resulting compounds often conperiod.
tain the original substances almost unaltered in
their properties, if, indeed, it is proper in such a
case to speak of chemical combination at all.
Take for example, many alloys of metals, solutions of salts, acids and other bodies in fluids,
and gases absorbed by porous solids. In such
cases where a particular action upon the atoms
cannot be predicated, it has been asserted that a
mere />//r.(;V(// inmhimilion lakes place, or that an
attraction of the iiinliciilrs was elTected, while
No disthe atomic forces were left unaltered.
placement of atoms is supposed to have been
It is by no means unccmimon that a
effected.
combination of two substances may be produced
upon each other
if they are not liable to react
by mere contact, by applying a form of energy
from the outside, by heating a mixture, for example. Often the addition of a third substance
is effective in causing a change, although it apparently remains tjuite unaltered durin"' the comRecall for example Faraday's
bining process.
researches on the power of platinum to produce
a combination of gaseous bodies.

powerful agent in effecting
combinations, although chemistry, as a matter
of fact, has utilized it more for the purpose of
separating compounds into their constituent
elements.
has been observed that two substances
It
which will unite as a result of mere contact will
form a different compound if they combine durThe
ing the apolication of an electric current.
Hermite electric-bleaching process may be cited
There are comas an illustration in point.
pounds which can be olitained only by the use
of an electric current, and probably there are
other compounds which are stable only
still
under electric pressure, so to speak, and which
decompose the instant that pressure is removed.
May not such compounds play an important
Klectricity

is

a

1S90

with

the distance, the relative position of the
lines, the mass of the magnet and the
mass of the needle, the surrounding gas, etc.
Now bring the magnet clo.se to the needle and a
mechanical adhesion of the two takes place.
The force of gravity seems to be suspended. In
a similar manner the situation of the atoms in
the molecular combination is altered, if there is
any change in the environments of the molecule.
If the influence of the reaction is sufficiently
great another molecular combination will be effected, and if the disturbance is more powerful a

magnetic

illustration

powder

^rav

is

powder depends entirely
oxygen contained in
amount can be determined

efficiency of bleaching

upon the amount
the solution, and

of active
this

very exactly by chemical means,
.\fter having
used such a solution for bleaching a definite
quantity of cotton, it will be found that its useful power has disappeared,
.\ctive oxygen is no
longer present.
It has been
calculated that
one pound of active oxygen in the bleaching
powder solution can whiten about one hundred
pounds of cotton. Hermite took the solution which
had been used and which had been deprived of
its oxidizing ijuality by the work that had been
already performed, and passed through it an
electric current, using two platinum electrodes.
The water was decomposed and while the hydrogen escaped in bubbles in the water no escape
of oxygen could be detected.
The solution had
absorbed the oxygen. After current had been
passing a certain time just the amount of active

displacement and a new grouping of atoms will
be formed. An electric current affords the most

oxygen

the

added

is

to the solution that

before

originally

it

it

jiossessed

This fact

had been used.

may be demonstrated by chemical analysis. We
take now one hundred pounds of raw cotton and
bleach

with the

it

new

electrically treated solu-

interesting and easiest

method of acting upon
molecules antl atoms without changing their environments.
We must believe that there are as
many new compounds or combinations formed
by applying electricity as there have been
effected by adding water, for instance.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.
— In spite of the hard

New

ViiRK. April 26.

eltctricity

is

promoters

lative bodies, its

the storm and that

it

content that

feel

Mayor (Irant to a renewed
and the meeting of the Board of Electrical Contrcl
gave him an opportunity to fire a little hot shot at Kxpett
Wheeler, who had prepared a report regarding the effect of
interest

fected by its use in one-third the time and the
solution whitens not one hundred pounds but
one hundred and fifty pounds of cotton and yet
the electrically treated solution contains no more
active oxygen than before.
The only explanation of this interesting fact is that the electrically developed oxygen or the
electricallyformed compound{although chemically the same
as the bleaching powder) is still different from
and contains its oxygen in a "more active
it
The
form" than the pure chemical compound.
Hermite bleaching compound therefore, may be
regarded as an electrical compound, in distinction from the bleaching powder obtained by
purely chemical means.
But what do we mean
Would it
by "a more active form" of oxygen?
not be better to say that the oxygen in the electrically formed compound is in a better condition to exert its bleaching energy than in the

essarily

be affected by heat from

pipes.

Upon

compounds

is

restricted

solely

which o\ygen or gaseous elements
Fluids may be absorbed by .solids
are present.
similarly to the absorption of gaseous bodies, as
observed by F'araday. For example, sulphuric
acid or a part of its molecule may be absorbed
by the anode during the discharge of a lead
accumulator. The chocolate-brown substance
on the discharged anode may be a kind of
physical compound of sulphuric acid and oxidized lead, which perhaps is only obtained by
means of the electric current. A charged anode
may remain in dilute sulphuric acid without
change, for almost an indefinite period. If exto cases in

terior energy, say heat, is applied to this physical, and at the same time, electrical compound, a

chemical reaction is effected, and the formation
of real chemical white sulphate of lead takes
place.
As soon as that result takes place the
accumulator is utterly unfit to take up current,
to use the

common

Now

if

a

near them.

permanent

steel

magnet

F^ach needle deflects in

brought
accordance
is

Broadway.

in

In his re-

proximity to steam

its

referring to reports of electrical experts the

mayor directed that a new report be made, based on personal knowledge regardless of the aid of any electric lightThe ridiculous investigation of the senate
ing company.
committee has called out the following comment from the
Sun:
"The General Laws Committee of the State Senate
have come to town and will take testimony to-day as to the
effect of escaping gas and steam in the streets.
If any of
the members of the committee are doubtful as to the elTect
can mett at Fifth Avenue and
some other convenient place and
There is no doubtthat the
wait for a manhole to blow up.
subterranean steam of New York is able and numerous so
of escaping steam, they

Twenty

third street, or

As

to speak.

we

of escaping gas,

to the effect

sincerely

hope that none of the committeemen from the happy agricultural regions blew out his gas last night."

The

Metro-politan

Museum

of Art

closed, pending the

is

placing electric lights, the arrangement of which has been
carefully studied out by General diCesnola

and

is

The

and

his assistrnls

sure to enhance the beauty of the great paintings.
representatives of various electric light companies

which made bids

for lighting

make anything at

the price they offered, and that even at an

the city say they could not

advance of four cents a lamp a night New York would be
paying a less rate than any other Urge city. The city apparently proposes to hold to a return to gas light, and elec-

men

tric light

prices

named

city will

claim that they will be the gainers at the
In the event of a new deal the

in their bids.

be compelled to make even a better offer and pay

in proportion to prices received in other large cities.

The most conspicuous among
Crescent

,\thletic

Academy

of

club

electric arc lights,

decorations of the

the

entertainment

Music was a

mammoth

Brooklyn

the

at

crescent

formed

of

occupying the middle of the proscenium

arch.

Mrs. Olive ]•'. Friend, her mother, Mrs. Emily Howard,
George A. Ilalstcad and Orrin Ilalstead. who have been
confmed in the Tombs for alleged participation in the electric sugar swindles, have been released on their own recognizances.

however.

Howard,

The indictments will be
The leader of the gang.
is in

tence, his trial
last year.

held over the accused,

"Parson"' William E.
Sing Sing prison serving a ten years' senand conviction having occurred in June of

I'rof.

Henry

C.

who

Friend,

originated

Ihe

swindle, died before justice could overtake him.

In the State Legislature the committee on electricity
ported adversely on Mr. Clarke's

bill

I^lectrical

Subway company

of

New

re-

regulating telephone

charges, also adversely on Mr. Sullivan's

to

general application: If
juxtaposition each exercises an influence on the
other and each atom undergoes a change, just
as a number of magnetic needles show different
effects

on the underground wires

port Dr. Wheeler stated that a practicable cable must nec-

make a
two bodies come into

e.xpression.

from

agitation of the

senate committee hfs stirred up

heat

tion of electrical

The

established.

tion as before, and we see that a change has
been effected in its character.
Bleaching is ef-

chemical bleaching compound?
Now let us apply this idea to the action of the
storage battery.
Is it not apparent that the
oxygen of the black compound on the anode of
a lead accumulator is in a more effective position for exerting its power to develop electrical
energy?
The most oxidized lead known to
chemistry, viz., the ordinary lead peroxide or
anhydrous plumbic acid, has a lower potential in
contact with dilute sulphuric acid than the electrically formed lead peroxide.
The two bodies
There is
arc not identical in characteristics.
certainly no rea.son for believing that the forma-

will survive

it

will eventually reap great profits

now being

system

blows Ihat

receiving at the hands of municipal and legis-

bill

relating to the

W.

York.

II.

T.

Leavenworth, Kan.
Leavknwortii,
sas City, Mo.,

was

utes' consultation

Ivan., April 26.
in the city last

with the

—

A. Bovard of Kan-

J.

week.

mayor, he

After a few min-

left

the city greatly

thoroughly disgusted, with the inte«-view, the object being to obtain certain rights on Third

di satisfied,

if

not

May
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3,

new

street as to the construction of the

electric line,

which

was denied him. The Leavenworth Times says: "Now
comes J. A. Bovard with his associates to buy the dummy
over which the residents of Third street have been in-

line,

and claiming

stituting suits against

damages, when,

in fact, the

line

a blessing to them as

is

In this purchase, this gentle-

well as to the city at large.

man

each ca=e enormous

in

proposes to replace the steam motor with the noiseless

and has about completed

electric motor,

the purchase, and had even gone

Mr. Walker

his power, as

will

all

electric

turn

an improved

line into

its

tend

as

line

its

fort,

change was almost ruined, and nearly all wires were down
or hopelessly entangled.
Telegraph and telephone con-

It is expected to have the largest portion of the plant under
roof by the ist of June, giving the concern an opportunity
of manufacturing daily from 50.000 to 60,000 carbon

nection to outside points were entirely cut off for a time,

points.

and the Electric Light company's wires, which had hardly
been put into good working order, were all down on Main
and Poplar streets.

parative statement of

these schemes have been

who should

official,

us,

and should be person-

was almost wiped out by

it,

The

electric railway,

and

will ex-

grounds; and

fair

Home.

to the Soldiers'

26.

pany.

On

account of the alleged successful tests of electric

Metropolitan

hall,

where the

annual ball of the conductors and motorneers of the
Rapid Transit railway was given. When the guests were
ready to go home, there were electric cars waiting in front
It is exof the hall to speed them to any part of the city.
pected that the ball will net the men $^oo, which will go

The Rapid

new uniforms.
company determined some

for

Transit Railway

time ago to light

its trail

cars

by

electricity, as

well as the

motor cars; and although there were many obstacles
way,

it

has succeeded in obtaining the best

in the

Last

results.

week a train was made up with lighted trailers, and President Bartholomew and the other officers of the road pro-

A

trial will

The
tic

and

company

all

were greatly pleased with the
once equip

cars with this

The

results.

and motor
system, and the darkness which was so strik-

will at

all

ing by contrast last year in the

The Rapid

other

trail

cars

cars will be a thing of

trail

company is pushing work to
the full capacity in the repair and paint shops, and will
soon have all cars repainted and varnished.
The Brush Electric Light & Power company received a
letter last week from a number of merchants, stating that,
the past.

Transit

as their stores were closed each

evening at 6:30, except

Saturday nights, and the evenings of the Atchison, Tope-

ka

&

be seriously considering the

Western Kentucky Lunawas put in successful opera-

at Hopkinsville,

the i6th.

Cincinnati, O.
Cincinnati, April 24. The Birmingham,
officials

recently visited

different systt ms

They

of

inspect the

operation

in

and

Ala., city

Cincinnati to

railways

electric

here.

very favorably impressed with electric roads and

left

dummies and horses

say they will soon dispense with

in

Birmingham.
Belting

company intends

to operate

its

large factory with electric motors exclusively.

The telephone exchange,

Hunt

corner of

Broadway, was burned out recently
as a result of the carelessness

of

to the extent of $5,000
linemen dropping wires

on the Electric Railway company's

Work

wires.

has commenced on the extension of the Colerain

avenue route of the Cincinnati Street Railway company,
and the motor cars will be running from Fountain square
to Cumminsville

tem

is

by June

The Thomson-Houston

i.

sys-

used.

work is practically at a standstill here at
owing to the consolidation, of the different comAbout forty linemen have been laid off tempo-

Electric light
present,

panies

The Brush company
was out of the question.

were needed.

replied that a reduction

Judge D. C. Metsker of the Central Electric Light &
Power company of Topeka, and of the Sedalia, Mo., Electric Railway, Light & Power company, announces that he
be a candidate for the Republican congressional nomi-

nation in the Fourth Kansas

district, to

succeed

Harrison

Cincinnati, Covington

May

& Newport company

expect

Pittsburg, Pa.
Pittsburg. April 26. — Two of the most
car systems in the country have

extensive street

both have become the property of Pittsburg capitalists.
is

certainly an evident proof, that

people in this

the

have a great deal of confidence in the future of the
street railway business as an enterprise worthy of investcity

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky., April 26.— John Bartman,

member

of

the General Assembly from this city, has introduced a bill
to incorporate the Louisville Conduit

& Subway company.

incorporators are Charles F. Johnson, Dennis Long,
and W. B. Holdeman, of this city.
At the general council meeting a few nights ago the
Ohio Valley Telephone company's bill for the month's service was reported for approval, but Alderman Davis obThe amount was $159. He said the city
jected to it.
used more telephones than it needed and wanted an investi-

The

gation.

The

matter was referred to the finance com-

The

ment.

first

deal comprises the purchase of the

City passenger railway of Milwaukee.

The

Cream
was

transaction

concluded the other day for the consideration of $900,000,
which the Pittsburg syndicate paid for everything pos-

pects to have the road running

The

railway

23 miles in length, and

is

it

is

comprehensive system in Milwaukee.
of a recent dale,

The

and $3,000,000.

M.

at

is

it

least

The

W.

have sprinklers connected
has been the result of some

This movement

to their cars.

kicking, in which the

tall

citi-

zens have indulged latterly, on account of the dust which

constantly created by the running of the cars.

is

The

company

Squirrel Hill Electric Railroad

of this city

perhaps one of the most unfortunate corporations which

ever embarked

the electric railway

in

had

siderable time

it

in councils to

get the

to

The

business

company was chartered about two years ago.

For a con-

contend against strong opposition
necessary ordinances

At

pa-^sed.

however, owing to the energy and enterprise of the
promoters of the road, they overcame all opposition, and a
short time ago they were

allowed to go ahead and build
But apparently that did not seem to end their
trouble, because one of the contractors has just sued the
their line.

company

The

for $6,000.

has been that an execu-

result

against

the company, and the local

papers printed the announcement the other day that the
road is to be sold.
H.

Kansas

City, Mo.
24.—A syndicate of Kansas
City, Boston and New Haven capitalists, including the
Thomson Houston Electric company, have purchased the

Kansas City,

i\[o.,

April

Mo., Electiic Light & Power
company, and proposes at once to enlarge the plant and
expend at least $100,000 in improvements. This purchase
also includes the water power obtained from Grand Falls
on Shoal creek, from which the Electric Light and Power
entire plant of the Joplin,

company

received

surrounding the

its

power, and eighteen acres of land

The

falls.

syndicate

will

at

once begin

improvements by constructing a large electric light and
power plant, by which it will be enabled to increase the

made

Arrangements

the city.

new machinery

to put in

will

also

be

power to the
and crushers

for furnishirg

The

power.

syndicate proposes not only

present demands, but

all

anticipate

a

take care of

to

large

increase

in

the mining and manufacturing business of Joplin.

3,000 horse power can be obtained directly
Falls,

and

can be increased by the construction of

this

The

flumes.

Over
from Grand

long proposed construction of an electric

street railway in Joplin

and as soon as

affairs

The

consideration.

a part of the general scheme,

is

are

settled

price

be taken under

this will

paid for this plant and the

representing the stockholders of that city.

passenger

road

is

consid-

The Kansas

with other sales

worth between $2,000,000
Mellon,

fall.

considered the most

City

Pittsburg capitalists are:

Byers, A.

by next

roads in this city are about to

electric

The

ered extraordinarily cheap, and compared

Chalfant, A.

cable and

Grand Falls power is $55,000. The Kansas City gentlemen in the syndicate are E. L. Martin, A. E. Stilwell and
M. C. Curtis. E. P. Merwin of New Haven, Conn., is

The Cream

sessed by the corporation.

1889,1621,336.92.
is

mining companies for running their jigs, rolls
and everything else that can be operated by electric motive

changed hands, and

lately

figures

to be connected
with this city by an electric railroad. Work was commenced
a few days ago of laying the tracks, and the company ex-

lighting service of

with Short electric motors.

i

M.

This

F.

Kelley.

The

to start its cars about

The

cent.

and

street

rarily.

the time the lamps

follows: iSgo, |i,i [i. 970.41;
Wilkinsburg, a suburb of Pittsburg,

iSSg

quarter of

first

areas

tion has been issued

The Bradford

company has issued a com-

sales for the

its

last,

—

county

L.

.

Electric

and 1890, showing an increase of So per

is

electric light plant for the

on

Santa Fe railroad shop's pay days of each month,

they thought the price should be reduced in proporiion to

will

N, and other

&:

be made here shortly.

Asylum,

tion

ceeded to Oakland, to put the new system to the severest
test,

L.

The Westinghouse

question of using electric headlights on their locomotives.

first

toward paying

engines, the

local railroad lines are said to

— There were over 200 couples

at

Gas company
same time has

amended its charter, withdrawing its exclusive privilege to
make and sell fuel gas. This action settles all the differences between the Louisville Gas company, the Louisville
Electric Light company and the Natural Rock Gas com-

H.

Topeka, Kan.

The West-

April 21st.

state senate has granted the Louisville

headlights on railroad

ToPEKA, Kan., April
in attendance last week

fire

the privilege of electric lighting, and at the

proposes to extend the line northward to the

it

and southward

The works of the Washington Carbon company at
Washington, Pa., are being considerably enlarged, and the
capacity of the works will be correspondingly increased.

Heating company

&

southwest as the new driving park and
ultimately

main business portion

ern Union telegraph office was burned, the telephone ex-

west as Twentieth street and as far

far

least the

demands of the men, and they left their work last
Sunday morning. The company has since secured new
men, and the operation of the line was not the least interto the

of

Railway company proposes to

Street

Harrodsburg, Ky., or at

refused to listen

a day or two to

accountable for such acts."

The Leavenworth

fered with.

privileges to a de-

its

gree detrimental to the public.

the details of

either die or resign at once, as he has virtually driven 1men,

ally

posed amendment sought to enlarge

The company, however,

for

thwarted by the unofficial acts of this
manufactories and money from

instead of $1.63.

leave

All

line.

Gov. Buckner has vetoed the bill amending the charter
of the Newport, Ky., Electric Light company. The reason
assigned was that the provisions of the original charter
were amply generous to the company, and that the pro-

as to arrange for

A, Bovard, from which he would furnish the power

new

gone on a strike, because they were not satisfied with the
amount of wages they were getting. They wanted $2.00

far

with the view of selling the old Scott plant and machinery

for his

the Frankfort peniten-

electric light plant for

tiary.

so

purchase new machinery for the Light

to J.

an

stalling

25^

W.

L.

John W.

Van Kirk

City and Independence Railway company,
which mention was made last week, was organized

of

about

ham

four

being

ago,

years
at the

W.

J.

Smith and Robert

The

head of the enterprise.

Gill-

capital

mittee.

and John Moorhead.

In speaking of the matter, Capt. Gifford, of the Telephone company, said: "The city has about thirty tele-

chase of the entire street railway system of Louisville. Ky.,

stock of the company is $100,000.
It
company now to increase the capital

which has been acquired by the syndicate composed of H.
Sellers McKee, Murray Verner and E. H. Clark of Drexel,

and as soon as the bonds can be placed to build a firstclass double track electric road from the western terminus

Morgan &

of the

phones

for

which

the expense.

month

is,

There

in fact, just
is

no money

The

rate

is

about enough to pay for
in

it.

We charge $5

per

and $4.50 a month for
and Police Departments. The
not more than the expense of hiring a

for single wire telephones

each telephone

in the Fire

amount charged
bookkeeper.

month.

piys about $159 a month.

it

a reduced one and

The

is

The

rate

charged regular subscribers

twenty-three telephones in

Police Departments cost $103.50,

$6 a
the Fire and
is

and the other eleven

about $55."
T. B. Byrnes, expert electrician of EvansviUe, Ind., has

by request of a special committee of the
General assembly to make an estimate of the cost of ingone

to Frankfort

ter

is

other deal represents the pur-

Co., Philadelphia.

The

price

said to have been $1,200,000.

paid

for the lat-

Both roads are

to

be

Independence avenue

line

practicable, to Independence.

the plan of the

is

stock

to $400,000,

by the most direct

It

is

the

power house about

operated by electricity, but what systems are to be adopted

company

has not been decided

of the line, which will be not far from the Blue river.

The Westinghouse

yet.

Electric

company has

received the

contract for furnishing the entire electric equipment for a
street car

company

in

The street railway
company is now in operation

Lansing, Mich.

department of the Pittsburg

The

to build

last

electric

last

week.

the middle

preliminary step toward the construction of the

Kansas City and Blue

The

road,

\'alley electric

was also taken

stockholders voted to increase the com-

pany's capital stock from $50,000 to $75,000, and to issue

new bonds

and the motors and other railroad machinery are turned out day and night.
Some of the firemen employed at the power house of

built

the Pleasant Valley electric street car line in this city have

to Centropolis

at its full capacity,

an

line

intention of the

by

W.

to the

B.

amount

Knight,

of $75,000.

The

contractor, ant^

from the present terminus of the Fifteenth

by August

1st,

or at

will

road will be
be finished

street cable line

the latest by Septem-

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

25ber

be an electric

It will

1st.

be operated

will

It

line.

connection with the Fifteenth street cable

line.

in

only

It is

a matter of a very short lime uni 11 this line is extended to
Washington Park and finally 10 Independence.

The

roads with their cheap construction and

electric

operation will soon thoroughly

and the southern suburbs

the city and suburbs,
far behind,

An

any.

if

the eastern part of

thread

will not

be

subscriptions in ihe past

influx of

week has insured the immediate building of the suburban
electric line on Troost avenue, south to Brush creek and
west on Springfield to Grand avenue. The Ivanhoc Paik
company, now operating an electric line on Vine street
from Kightccnth street to Hrush creek, is only wailing
further developments in the new suburb of .Mbion, near
the Blue, southeast of the city, to extend a branch line east,

and as there

no possible doubt as to the completion

is

suburb according

this residence

of

the plans originally

to

proposed by the company, the extension

a

practically

is

ccrliinly-

Thcre are other street railroad schemes among the plans
of moneyed men and practical street railway men. enough
to show that Kansas City suburbs will soon be as accessible by rapid transit as are now the more central points.
W. B. Grimes, who is erecting a handsome office building on Main near Eighth street, has contracted with the
Thomson-Houston Klectric company of Boston, through

C.

&

Kusling.

S.

and Fairbanks, Morse
the motor and elevator departagent,

local

its

Co., special agents for

ment for a fast electrical passenger
the handsomest elevator yet placed
Interest in the proposed

This

elevator.

will

be

in this city.

West Side

electric line in

Kan-

sas City, Kan., has been revived, and there appears to be

some

likelihood of the line being

Two

prominent eastern

Shearmen, are

constructed

route with a view

in the city inspecting the

the enterprise,

to taking hold of

this season.

Messrs. Guernsey and

capitalists,

arrange-

satisfactorj*

if

May

duced, and mains and meters must be regularly inspected.

Japan,

Companies

of an electrical nature for the use of his government.

generous concessions, subsidies

receive

in the

must be furnished

Current

and

ever)' applicant,

at a

The two and

amount.

at

not

price

and

times

all

to

excess of a fixed

in

three wire direct systems are in use

The

only to a very limited extent.

competition

real

be-

is

tween the alternate current and the storage battery systems,
Competithe former having the larger number of plants.
tion has

been allowed and even favored by the Board of

Trade, especially where the competing companies operate
alternating and direct cur-

different systems, such as the

Most

rent.

of the slatijns are under the street, or under-

Many chimneys

ground

in the rear of large buildings.

built of

gla/ed brick, making them appear

are

nent as seen against the sky.

much less promiVery few dynamos of Fngin some cases being very hot.

make run cool, the iron
In the
Coal in some cases costs lfl6.oo per ton delivered.
Crompton station at Kensington High Bridge, the cost of
producing 1,000 watts was given as 2 cents. The Board
of Trade unit of measure is 1,000 watts, now adopted in
lish

country by one large company.

this

This

very nearly

is

equal to twenty 16 candle power lamp hours or 100 cu.

An

of gas.

being made to have the unit increased

effort is

to 10,000 watts, so as to

correspond as nearly as

to 1,000 cu.

London gas

and

1,000,

ft.

of gas.

the price charged

for

are in use.

With the newest

be less than

5

tric

now

have

batteries to

Many

storage cells
said to

is

One

firm guarantees

than 12 per cent, depreciation.

in

power distributed

A

at

its

ele-

700 pounds'

elevator run by this
and with this the electric
The Aron current meter is exten-

pressure per square inch.

63-foot

|!36 per year,

from Minnesota avenue north to Lafayette avenue, thence
west along Lifayetle avenue to the Quindaro boulevard,

belts,

New

from

returned

the northern city limits, has

York,

where he has been making arrangements for money to
Mr. Thayer met with good success, and
build the road.
it is

staled

within

power

days.

thirty
will

work on the road

that

It

be adopted

pressed air motor

is

although a

The

given.

street

the com-

of

trial

franchise

is

consid-

by the council,

ered the most valuable one" ever granted

inasmuch as Seventh

be commenced

probable that electric motor

at first,

may be

will

regarded as the principal

is

thoroughfare leading from the northern to the southern
The cost of building the road and equipping
city limits.
it

with the best rolling stock will aggregate over $500,000.
The company is not altogether satisfied with the fran-

chise,

although

it

has deposited a certified check for $5,000

with the city clerk as a guarantee to

and the council

will

the

fulfill

contract,

be asked to make a few changes.

T.

and

has resulted in the use very largely of direct

engines and dynamos.

coupled

London

this

the London stations and
shown of the incomplete

Giliey. a

member of

ture during his st.ay in

London

the

in

summer

of

After referring

after visiting the I'atis Kxposilion.

1S89,
to the

Kngland far surpasses the United States in redtape legislation, and pointing out the legal steps which it
was necessary for a company to take in order to become
fact that

properly authorized to transact an electric lighting business,
the lecturer said that in Kngland the business of manufact-

uring electric light apparatus

few large companies that

is

clusively under the patents of

made machinery

is

system and work ex-

some one inventor.

not to be found in stock.

engineering firm makes a
installations look alike.
in

not under the control of a

use one

variety

of

Ready-

.Vlmost every

systems, and no two

F-xperimental work

is

often done

commercial stations, and thus the successful completion

of the plants

is

often somewhat retarded.

trast are the careful laboratory

tests

In striking con-

new apparatus in
the same when satis-

of

and the ready supply of
Consumers' rights are carefully guarded, maxifactory.
mum price fixed, no dividends allowed in excess of S per
cent., unless the price to consumer is proportionately rethis count -y.

The report of instalment output of
company for the month ending April

Telephone
shows a net increase of 799 instruments over the corresponding month
last year.
In 1SS9 the gross output fo'- the month was
5.3H, of which 1,943 were returned. In 1S90 the gross
output was f>, 0^12, and the number returned was 1,892.
Since December 21. i8Sg, no less than iS,88i instruments
have been put out, an average of about 150 per day.

The committee on manufactures of the state legislature
to Richmond and I'hiladelphia,

to

examine the workings

in

operation there, has returned home, and

this

week

allowing

cities

plants.

The

and towns the
decision

Ferranti plant at

crease of
figures in

the

aggregated $S, 000, 000 against

ist,

and

for iS38,

i|i2,ooo,ooo for 1887,

of

profits

in-

and surplus account, and

Thomson- Houston

arc lights in use for each

No

tn

$

i82^
1885
1886
1887
18S8
J889

surplus.

'7.237
93,606
96,1^7
106,687
123,006

p.inies.

1 io,9.n

3

207,111

5<)

426815

100
171

750,411
1,411,240
1,685,415

303
419
587

.^'3.809

660.828
i,3a),i75

would be inadvisable for the

lamps

About 100

13.22/

21.840
36,936
51.621
68,203

400,000 incandescent

lines of electric railway are in operation,

years' operations in this department.
first

"ladies'

night"

at

the

Boston Electric club

passed very pleasantly and very successfully last Wednesday evening. About 150 persons were present. Among

was a handsome working model of an electric car motor, which was carefully examined by the ladies.
A phonograph discoursed music, instrumental and vocal,
and told laughable stories. Phonograph dolls assisted in
furnishing amusement by repeating Mother Goose and
the attractions

other childish tales.

A

banquet was served

rooms at 10 o'clock.
Frank Mansfield will read a paper
next

Monday

anJ

at

at

the club

the Electric club

evening, entitled "Single vs.

Houble Trol-

leys for Electric Railways."

City Engineer Jackson of

Boston, had a

ago from H. Igarashi, M. E.,

call

a few days

electrical engineer of

— their
— "that
size,

is

enact a law

to

electric light plants 10

and towns."

cities

The West End Street Railway company
power

at its Allston

crude petroleum

under the

oil

is

experimenting

with burners, for the use of

station

O. H. M.

boilers.

Boston, April

22.

— An

opportunity has been afforded

week to patrons of the long-distance telephone service
between Boston and New York to hear over the wires the
this

performance now being played

New York

city.

In this

Tokio,

various theaters in

Lillian Russell, singing

on the stage of the Casino

Gratii/ Diichiss

y//*:'

the

at

way Miss

New

in

York, has been heard and enjoyed by several Bostonians
while sitting in their

own

parlors, 240

This

miles away.

opportunity of testing the capabilities of the long-distance
is

afforded through the

medium

of the

E.xchange exhibition at the Lenox Lyceum in

The

theater stages are connected
at

the

Lyceum

hall,

and

the theaters of

this,

New

connection with the central exchange in
all

Woman's

New

Yoik.

with the temporary

tele-

through

its

York, places

"hearing distance" of

the city within

Boston subscribers.

Music transmitted from New York to Boston in this way
must be looked upon, however, as something of a luxury,
as it costs the listener $1.50 for each five minutes. During
the week Mayor Hart and other city officials at the Cuy
hall have listened to the music at the New York Casino in
It comes very distinctly over the wircFj and at
this way.
times,

it is

said,

even footsteps of these crossing the stage

At a meeting of the American Folk-Lore society, held
evening at the rooms of the Boston Society of Natural
History, Dr. J. A. Fewkes illustrated his lecture on the
Passamaquoddy Indians by phonographic reproductions of
This novel feature proved
songs and tales of that people.
Songs were reproduced, such as are
quite an attraction.
sung at sacred dances and at the election of the chief of the

One

tribe.

of these songs has. by the aid
it

der, containing

aggregating over 1,000 cars, as a result of less than two

The

after carefully

cities

legislature

giving municipal control of gas

piano or other musical instrument.

In addition to this enumeration of companies, about 400
are operating between 300,000 and

two

these

arc
lamps.
2,^78
5,867

1

operate municipal

to

committee,

the

No. of

3''5

5

$

3'3i59''

iSijo

of"

com-

Total

sent, be-

power, expense of operation and profit to the city
it

report

its

in the senate in relation to

right

graph, been set to music, so that

I. 188.1

"
"
"
"
"
'

an

interesting

the following table,

the report are contained in

number

Jan.
"

The most

TOO per cent, each year.

of

investiga'dng the plant in

last

ended February'

electric plants

made

The committee was

now pending

cause of the order

and

of the cltj' gas

the senate.

to

The annual report of the Thomson-Houston Electric
company was made public this week. The business of the
year,

the Bell

20th,

which went some time ago

can be heard.

about ^4,000,000

^2,928 have been expended upon

quarter of iSyo,

cussing electrical problems.

profits.

upon the "Central Klectric Lighting Stations of London."
Mr. Giliey collected the information embodied in his lec-

the

of

details

surplus from

the Boston Flectricclub,

Views were

their surroundings.

The photographs and lantern slides were all
made by Mr. Giliey himself, who seems equally well at
home with his camera, in the chemical laboratory, or dis-

Boston, Mass.

by V. M.

the exterior and interior of

Deptford.

Added

ture

first

phone exchange

the lantern, about 70 views of

New England Telephone

statement of the

construction alone.

some noted engineer, and superintend or
direct practical work without going through the hard work
and the experience himself. Manual labor is deemed
At
mental, and young men of the middle classes shun it.
the close of his lecture Mr. Giliey exhibited, by means of
to the staff of

year since 1S83:

—

in

'

acted on the amendment.

Boston. April 25. Quite a large audience gathered at
the Institute of Technology last evening to listen to a lec-

lights

not steady,

is

the

telephone

showing the statement of

1'.

light

tjuarterly

Telegraph company shows an increase of r.ct earnings of
During
$13,141 over the corresponding quarter of 1S89.
^;

The
never above candle power, but ts of a dull red color.
American "expert" has a counterpart in the English "engiThe height of his ambition is to become 'attached"
neer."

Knright stated that everything was in readiness to begin
work, but the matter would be delayed until the council

J.

Incandescent

The

are of inferior quality.

on a lour of inspection, seeking information

is

Elec-

Most

use to any great extent.

vators are run by hydraulic

power costs cmly

about

is

plant valued three years ago

valued at SSoo.
less

motors are not

lights

type, depreciation

One

per cent.

may be

60 cents per

costs

electric

equivalent to gas at St-5o per 1,000.

at $1,000, is

ft.

motor must compete.
There is great antipathy to the use of leather
sively used.

running from the old southern bridge over the Argentine
boulevard. Seventh street viaduct and Seventh street, to

The

form of contracts for street lighting, and land grants for
poles.

ments can be made with the members of the company.
The route of the proposed line is along Third street

and along the boulevard to nuindaro.
Norton Thayer of the Thayer ^: Fnright company that
secured a franchise from the Kansas City. Kan., council
some weeks ago to construct and operate a street railway

who

1890

3,

of the phono-

may be played upon

A

phonograph

a record of an Indian

narrative,

the

cylin-

called

"Black Cat," was used to illustrate the narrative style
Dr. Fewkes pointed out that the phonoof the Indian.
graph is destined to play an important part in the study of
the

language, affording, as
for

an

upon

it

indefinite period

does, exactness and preservation
of time of

the

matter recorded

it.

The meeting and
well attended last

address, illustrated

dinner of the Boston Electric club were

Monday
by many

lantern slides,

Railway Evolution," by Joseph Wetzler.
made upon the same subject by

were

general manager of the

an
upon "Electric

night, the attraction being

West End

Short speeches

Y

.

11.

Monks

Street Railway company,

and by George W. Mansfield of the Thomson-Houston
Klectric company's railway department.
The annual meeting of the New England Electric exchange was held on Monday at the rooms of the Boston
Electric club.

choice of

The

vote for

new

Alexander P. Wright

ofiicers resulted in the

for president;

H.

If. Fair-

banks of Worcester, secretary and treasurer; and of K. H.
Ilewins. II. C. Spaulding and W. S. Hill for directors.

The

treasurer's report

showed a surplus

in

the treasury of

$183.

The death of Benjamin Franklin Sturtevant, the wellknown inventor and manufacturer of the blowers which
bear his name, and to many of which electric motors

May
are

now
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1890

3,

home in Jamaica Plains,
was a curious coincidence

attached, occurred at his

Boston, on the 17th

inst.

It

that his death should occur

death of the inventor whose

on the looth anniversary of the
O. H M.
name he bore.

THE ELECTRIC
An

agitation
light plant.

The erection

LIGHT.
an

is

on

foot in Denton, Tex., for

of

an

electric light plant at Berkley, Va.,

electric

is

contemplated.

The Portsmouth,
company's plant

will

Heat

Light,

Va., Electric

& Power

soon be under way.

Middletown, Del., has a goo-Hght plant, and an
now being made to install another station.

The

Aurora,

111.,

Electric Light

Thomson-Houston 35

stall a

effort is

^ Power company will

in-

machine.

light arc

installation of an electric plant at Cameron, Tex.,
projected by capitalists interested in the town.

The Camden,

A $50,000 electric light plant will be erected at Falmouth, Ky., where a new company has been organized.
Progress Electric Light company at Mobile, Ala., is
adding new machinery and otherwise improving its plant.

The

Central City Electric Light & Power company has
at Radford, Va., and will erect a power

The

been organized
house at once.

The Standard Stamping company, of St. Louis, Mo.,
Thomson-Houston plant of 200 direct current

will install a

incandescent lights.

An
Fla.,

electric light plant will

be installed

at Douglassville,

A large

and operated by water power.

dam

is

now

in course of construction.

The Westinghouse

Electric

company has

order for a 750 light incandescent
Thomas (Ont.) Gas company.

The Thomson-Houston

Electric

outfit

just closed

from

the

an
St.

Electric Light company contemincandescent plant to its installation for

Ark.,

plates adding an
arc lighting.

Gas explosions in the subways in Paris are attributed to
the leakage irom the public mains, and steps will be taken
to cause the replacement of the present system by properly
constructed gas mains.
"Praclical Americans," so called,
who would abolish the use of electricity and continue to inhale impure air should consider this example.

The Ouray Electric Light company of Ouray, Colo., one
of the oldest alternating current central station plants of
electric lighting in the country, a few days ago contracted
The Westinghouse Elecfor an increase in its capacity.
tric company is now occupied with putting up one of its
750 light machines, making the total capacity of the plant
1,500 lights.

Fourteen new motor cars have been ordered by the Fedand Pleasant Valley street railway at Pittsburg,
Pa.
At present 25 electric cars are in operation, and they
are giving satisfaction to the public and the railway comThe Sprague system is in operation.
pany.

The organization of the Birmingham, Ala Electric company by the consolidation of the Ensley Railway company,
Birmingham Union Railway company and the Birmingham
& Bessemer Railroad company is contemplated, and it is
proposed to erect several electric power plants to operate
the roads by electricity.
,

The main lines of the Rochester, N. Y., Street Railway
company will be equipped with electric motors and in
The company has awarded
operation by November ist.
the contract for 100 motors to the Short company, and 100
new vestibule cars made by the Gilbert company, will be
put into service at that time.

the Atchison Gas, Electric Light it
light direct current incandescent machine.

Thirty-seven arc lamps are used to illuminate the streets
of Mt. Clemens, Mich., and 600 incandescent lamps are

used for lighting the stores and residences.

electric

system

local papers, the

new

the construction of

Sioux City, la.
According to the
road is giving satisfaction, the service

at

afforded being far superior to the cable line which was esThe construction work was sutablished some time ago.

perintended by

J.

M. Atkinson.

The commission appointed by

the St.

Louis council to

damages sustained by the Market street, Broadway, Union and Union Depot lines against the Southern
railway for occupation of their tracks from Sixth and Market streets by way of Broadway to Wash street and return,
appraise

Electric company of Clinton,
la., has increased its capacity by the addition of a i.ooo
light alternating current incandescent dynamo.

The Thomson-Houston

The East Chattanooga, Tenn., Land Improvement company is considering the question of erecting a power station
and furnishing electric light and motor service.

The

company has its plant
demand so great that its capacand new apparatus will have to be

Belton, Tex., Electric Light

in operation, but finds the
ity is

already overtaxed,

added.

Susquehanna, N. Y.,

The company which

is

is soon to be a well lighted town.
to do'the Rghting starts out with a

capacity of 750 Westinghouse incandescent lights, and 80
arc lights.

The Westinghouse arc lighting system has been adopted
by the Evanston Electric Illuminating company of Evanston, III.
The arc light plant will have an initial capacity
of 120 lights.

The Uxbridge & Northbridge Electric company of
Northbridge, Mass., has placed an order with the Westinghouse Electric company for an arc light machine of 60
lights' capacity.

Martin's Ferry, O.,

is

to

use the new arc lighting sys-

tem minufactured by the Westinghouse

Electric

An

the

order has just been placed
for a 40 light machine.

with

companv.
Westinghouse

company

Powell, of St. Louis, Mo., have purchased
complete lighting outfits for two steamboats.
They will
use the Thomson- Houston arc and focusing lamps, together with headlights and reflectors.
Carroll

.S:

For some months a 750 light alternate current incandescent machine of the Westinghouse manufacture has been
The company operating the main use at Sherman, Tex.
chine has just placed with the Westinghouse Electric company an order for an additional machine of 750 lights' capacity.

Electric Light & Power company of SpringMass., a few days ago ordered of the Westinghouse
Electric company an increase of 3,000 incandescent lights
The United company has in
capacity to its present plant.
use \\'estinghouse dynamos of a capacity of more than 5,-

The United

field,

0:0

lights.

Fifty-four electricians met in Boston recently and formed
a society to be known as the Massachusetts Electrical Engineers' and Mechanics' association. The following officers
were elected: President, John Dean, Jr.; vice-president,
James E Monroe; secretary, C. H. Tyler; treasurer, An-

are

now

investigating the claims of the contending corpo-

rations.

The

substitution of electricity for horses and mules on
the street car lines of St. Louis will place a large amount
It is estimated by the owners of
of stock on the market.
the lines that by July 4th the companies will be enabled to
dispose of 4,665 horses and mules, which are now utilized
These animals represent about $500,000
for hauling cars.

The official report of the proceedings of the eighth annual meeting of the American Street Railway association at
Minneapolis, has just been presented in pamphlet form.
Much attention was given electric systems at this meeting,
and the report of the convention should be secured by all
The next meeting will
interested in electric railwav work.
be held at Buffalo, N. Y., October 15th.

The New York Sun is responsible for
"The conductors and engineers on

the following
the Ottumwa
electric street railway have struck vainly for shorter hours
and the privilege of smoking while on duty. The latter
It indicates on the part of
demand seems rather curious.
certain citizens of Iowa an appetite which a consistent prohibition state should at once abolish or order to be abolished
by statute and constitutional amendment. '
note:

companies at Brookline, Mass., and
Johnstown. N. Y. have just concluded contracts with the
Westinghouse Electric company for special machinery for
long distance lighting. The Brookline plant is to have an
apparatus of goo lights' capacity and Johnstown of 500
lights' capacity.

The Citizen's Electric Light & Power company of Montgomery, Ala., has been organized and will install a Ball
plant.
The following named gentlemen have been chosen
for a board of directors:
H. T. Eeggs, F. Lilienthal, C.
G. Abercrombie, H. C. Davidson, P. E. Bibb, Alex. Rice,
and W. 11. Gesner. The board of directors elected the

one of the Edison company's chief experts.

heretofore gave little promise.
Trade journals report a
large demand for creosoted wood, and announce that the
use of this material in the manufaciure of underground
electric conduits has brought this branch into unexpected

prominence

in

commercial

circles.

Personal Mention.
Frank E Snow of the Detroit

Electrical

works,

is

in

Chicago.
J. S. Doe, of the Jeffreys Manufacturing company of
Columbus, O., was in Chicago last week.

A. Jackson, vice president of the Detroit,
was in Chicago last week.

Mich.,

Geo. F. Porter, Philadelphia representative of the West'
inghouse Electric company, was in Chicago Tuesday on

way

his

to the Pacific coast.

Among

recent visitors at the Chicago Electric club were
following:
E, Rathenau, Berlin. Germany; G. P.
Philadelphia;
A. E. Graham, Puebio, Colo. ; E. W.
Wilson,
Tucker. San Francisco Cal.; G. N. Black, Springfield,
III.; David Highland, Chicago,; J. F. Phillips. Chicago.

the

Business Mention.
Mitchell Vance company have just issued a new
catalogue, No, 3, containing sixty plates of beautiful designs of combination and electric light fixtures.

The

The New England

P21ectric

company.

New

England,

agent of the Sprague Electric Railway <S; Motor company,
has removed to its new offices 12 Post Ofiice Square, Boston.

The headquarters of the Storage Battery Motor company
has been established at 606 First National Bank building
This company is manufacturing the Detroit
of Chicago.
storage battery.

The Excelsior Electric company, Chicago, will shortly
move from its present quarters on ^Vdams street, and
occupy the suite of offices in the Rookery building recently vacated by the Leonard & Izard company.
will

H. M. Sciple & Co. of
J. W. Parker, late with Messrs.
Philadelphia, has taken the agency of the Ball Engine

company and has opened

his office at 3S S. Fourth street,
Mr. Parker has been selling the Ball engine
Philadelphia.
some years, and is well known to the trade.

for

E. E. Harbert, Chicago, dealer in general electric suphas recently removed his establishment from the
South side to the corner of Van Buren and Desplaines
Mr. Harbert, besides doing business in electrical
streets.
novelties of all sorts, is handling a mechanical telephone.
plies,

Jean A, Wetraore, of the Norwich Insulated Wire comMr. Wetmore has just
pany, was in Chicago last week.
finished putting in two miles of his wire with paper insulaHe
tion for the Chicago Arc Light & Power company.
left for Detroit Monday and wiirsuperintend the work of
construction of a four mile circuit for the Detroit Arc
Light company.
Bernard Lande of the Anglo-American Electric Light
of New York city, the eastern manufacturers of
the Sorley battery, statts that his company will soon move
The new
into its new factory at Kensington, Conn.
building is large and admirably adapted to this class of
work and the company will now be able to fill the orders
for their batteries, which have been accumulating for a
number of months past.

company

.

Board of Public Improvements, St.
Louis, last week, President Johnson of the Southern Railway company, submitted plans of the positions of the iron
poles along the line of the railway from Market street to
Russell avenue.
The Union Depot Railway company was
granted permission to lay a temporary "T'' rail along
Arsenal street, between Grand avenue and King's highway.
The track is to endure until eighteen months have expired, or until the street is improved

At a meeting

of the

The

Bellefontaine street railroad, St. Louis, will soon be
equipped with an electric system and placed on a first-class
Last week articles of incorporation were filed for
footing.
an organization to be known as the Motor company, witli a
The stockholders are James
capital stock of $10,000.
Campbell, Emerson McMillan, J. C. Van Blarcom, John
Mr. Campbell was asked
Scullin and Robert McCuIIoch.
what electric system would be used on the road, but he replied that he was making investigations of various systems
and had not decided, as yet, which one was the best. The
road will be equipped as soon as arrangements can be perfected.

Miscellaneous Notes.
The Chicago Aluminum Manufacturing company, has

electric light

is

The development of the electrical interests and the advances made in the transmission and app'icalion of electric
power has served 10 stimulate many olher industries which

capital.

drew Hanson.

The

Badt

Electrical works,

eral street

an

operation scon.
Last evening's train brought to this city
F. B. Badt, of Chicago, who will get the ponderous machinery at the refinery in motion within a few days.
Mr.

W.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

The Sprague company has completed
company has sold to
Power company, a 300

David-

and W. H. Gesner,

son, vice-president,

The
is

P. B. Bibb, president; H. C.
secretary.

following officers:
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been incorporated at Chicago; capital stock, S'.ooo,ooo;
incorporators, M. L. Marston, Franklin Babcock, F. B.
Medica.

The Electric Wheel company has been formed at Quincy,
111., for the purpose it is stated of manufacturing metal
wheels by the use of electricity; capital stock, $25,000:
incorporators, S H. Enery, Jr., Thomas Hill, and C. G.
Comstock.
The Anaconda, Mont. Standai-d says in its issue of April
The dynamos lately placed in the building erected
new refining plant in this city are veritable mon-

2ist:

for the
sters,

each representing 125-horse power.

They

will

be

in

The Pond Engineering company

will furnish the Streator

company, Streator, III., a complete steam
plant including two 125-horse power Armington & Sims'
engines, Hoppe's feed water heater, and pumps, pipe woik,
The company's Kansas City office
etc., erected complete.
will place a i-horse power Armington l^ Sims' engine, in
The comthe Washington Apartment House in that city.
pany's sales of Sheffield grate bars and Standard rocking
Electric Railway

grates are reported large.

The Taylor Manufacturing company

of Chambersburg,
orders for Beck automatic engines from
The Metiopolitan Street Railway
the following concerns:
company, Portland, Ore.; Randolph-Macon Academy,
Grand Rapids, M ich. Brass company;
Liberty, ^'a.
Augusta, Ga., Summerville railway; Hill City Electric
Light company, Vicksburg, Miss.; W. N. Brown, Mount
Pleasant, Mich.; Baslne Manufacturing company, Baltimore; Newcastle, Pa., Electric company; Muscatine, la..
Electric Light & Power company; Connell. Hall & McHotel Normandie,
Lester company, Nashville, Tenn.
C; J A. Clark, Morgantown, W. Va.;
Washington,
York
city;
Steamer St. John,
depot.
New
Central
Grand
Jersey City; Bank of America, New York city.
Pa., have receive

J

;

;

D

"The

South's Redemption," by Richard

pamphlet

in

which

is

H. Edmonds,

reproduced interesting

statistics

a

from

the Mauitfacturiii^ Record of Baltimore, has just been isThis interesting document reviews the commercial
sued.
progress of the South since the end of the late civil war.
At that time the Southern states were reduced to abject poverty, but the great natural resources of the country have since
been diligently developed, and now, it is claimed, they are
fast approaching the condition they were in immediately preMr. Edmonds presents valuable
ceding the struggle.
statistics and interesting information concerning the industrial development of that section, which may be studied
In no other departwith profit by Northern capitalists.
ment of industrial activity will this evidence of prosperity
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Southern District Telegraph & Electric company, Birmingham, Ala., to run printing presses; one i-horsc power to
Ro.moke Electric Light \ Power company, Roanoke, X'a.,
used in printing the Roanoke Daily IJcrald; one i-horse
power to Gentral Society of Mechanics A: Tradesmen, 18
E. Sixteenth street, New York, to run ventilating fan; one
I-horse power to St. John's church, Reading, Pa.; one 15horse power to William Silverman, the Wire liuckle Suspender company, Williamsport, Pa to run shop; one 5horse power motor to John J. Tuomey. Jackson, Mich.;
one 15 horse power to W. W. Bullock, Wilmington. Del-;
one 3-horsc power to l>. P. Gosline, 32 Oliver street, Boston. Mass., ventilating fan; one 1 5-horse power motor to
Queen City Electric Light company, Gadsden, Ala one
I-horse power to the Silvey Electric company, Lima, C;
one 2-horse power motor to Meyer, Singer iV Co., Lycoming I*ants Factory, Williamsport, Pa., to run sewing
machines; one 4-horse pjwer to D. Coughlin, 5 Mill
street, Lawrence, Mass., to run 28-inch saw; one i-horse
power motor to Trinity Episcopal church, W. Fourth
street, Williamsport, Pa., to run organ bellows;
one 7horse power motor to Mercantile Printing company, Wilmington, Del., to run presses; one 20-horse power to Perry
Woodworth, Smith building, Cincinnati. O.

be more joyfully received than in electrical circles, for the
progress of the South means the development of a pracnew field tor minufaciurcrs of electrical apparatus.

tically

Klcctrical Instrument company, will hereoccupy as its factory, the four-story brick building at
It is at present fitting
114 William street. Newark, N. J.
it up with a full line of machinery for the manufacture of a

The Weston

after

general line of electrical instruments, as well as its celeThese latter instruments
brated ammeters and voltmeters.
The
have been improved in form and increased in range.
demand for them is daily growing more general, owing no
doubt to the fact, that they have to a large extent been
adopted as standard instruments.

The

great feature of the battery manufactured
under the Sorley patents is (he plate. This plate which
was recently illustrated in the columns of the Wkstkrn
Electrician, it will be remembered, is made of leaden
tape worked into a peculiar shape 50 as to form spaces in
After the grid is
which the active material is coniaineil.
formed in the manner just described, it is passed to the
soldering room where it is strengthened in a manner which
makes it firm and keeps it in shape for receiving the active
material.
After the soldering process, the plate is conveyed to another department in the rear where the active
material is put in in the shape of a dry powder. The plate is
After leaving the
then conveyed to the forming room.
forming room the plates are assembled and the rubber
guards and bolts put in place, and the terminals soldered.
A point worthy
The battery is then ready for shipment.
of mention in the manufaclnre of this particular plate, is
that the leaden tape referred to above is purchased from
the lead manufacturers in a proper condition to be formed
From this it will be seen that the necessity of
into plates
having a foundry in connection with the establishment for
As a foundry is a
the casting of grids is dispensed with.
necessary adjunct to almost every other storage battery
company in the market, the value of this feature will be apThe current for forming the plates is furnished
preciated.
by a 220 volt Edison machine. J. li McDonald, president
of the company, states that he has a large number of orders
ahead for the dilTerent sizes of batteries. He also says that
a large number of the cells were recently shipped to the
It is claimed that these batteries
Detroit Motor company.
are admirably adapted for heavy street car service, and,
that in all cases where used thus far, they have given per-

York,

Charles

J.

consists in generating low tension currents, and conducting said low tension currents to a
point below the earth's surface and then converting
them into high tension currents and conducting said
high tension currents to outlying points through contiuctors located entirely beneath the earth's surface,
and then converting said high tension currents again
into low tension currents, and finally conducting the

same

to the

Wire

426.128.

consumers

James Knibbs, Troy, N. Y.
John

Cutter.

Electric Signaling Apparatus for Hotels.
J. Miller, Cleveland. O.

426,134,

Edmund Wagemann,

Converter.

4-6.t=;3.

Rock,

Little

Ark.

The invention consists of the combination of a secondary coil, and a primary conductor consisting of superposed plates of copper and iron arranged alternately with one another and surrounded by the said
secondary coil, the axis of the said coil being perpendicular to the planes of the said plates.
Electric

155.

Lamp Hood and

Warner, Chicago,
Issued April 22, iSqo.

Machine for Covering Wire, etc. Frank
425.990.
E Davis, Boston, and John Scott, Jr., Plymouth,
Mass.
Electric Motor.
Frank E. Davi?, Boston, and
425.991.
John Scott, Jr., Plymouth, Mass.

The

object of the invention

is

to secure

Electric Switch.

James

P.

Norton,

Detroit,

ard,

Incandescent Electric Lamp.
York, N. Y,

James W. Pack-

New

The invention consists in an incandescent electric
lamp, a stock for supporting the electrodes of said
lamp, which consists of the solid central stem of such
size th.'t it can be joined to the base of the lamp by a
flat seal, combined with four or moie tubular branches
from said solid central stem, together with the platinum electrodes embedded in the solid stem, and the
copper extensions to the same, located in the tubular
branches.
Fuse-Bjock.

426,057.

Thomas

able liquid.

154 W. Twenty-third street, N. \'., to run ventilating fan;
one 3-horsc power to Edison IClectric Illuminating company, 432 Fifth ave.. New York; one S-horse power to the
Solomon Lord building. Eighteenth street and Broadway,
running elevator; one i-horse power to "Thompsons." 25
E. Fourteenth street. New ^'ork, running ventilating fan;
one I-horse power to Warren ^^ Witherell, 201 Hanover
street, Boston, Mass.. to run coffee grinding machine; one
2-hor.ie jTOwer to St. Thomas church. Fifty-third street and
Broadway. New York, to run v.;ntila'.ing fans; one i-horse
power to Edison l-Uectric Illuminating company, ¥a\\ River,
Mass.; one i-horse power to C M. (lage, Champion Card
& Paper company, Pepperell, Mass one 5-horse power to
Fletcher & Co., Portland, Me., to run elevator; one 5horsc power to I >r. Kitbourne, president of Seattle Electric Railway iv Power company. Seattle. Wash.; one2-horse
power to Ryan Bros.. Applcton, Wis,; one i-horse power
to Court Journal Publishing company, 60S F street, Washington, D. C, to run press; one 2-horse power to P.. F.
Robinson. 21 Broadway, Lawrence. Mass., to run lathe;
one 5 horse power to I'cll kV Josephs, Wilmington, Del., to
run elevator; one 4-horsc power to Bradley Fertilizer company, N. Weymouth. Mass.; one 4-horsc power to Allen A:
Kenway, 220 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass., to run
ventilating blower; one 2-hor=e power to Howard iV Co.,
264 Fifth ave., New York, to run jewelers' lathe and polishers; one I-horse power to Trinity church, Easton, i*a.;
one 3-horsc power to Whiting Manufacturing company.
Union Square, New York, to run jewelers' lathe and polishers;
one 4-horse power motor to Prof. C. A. Young,
Halsted Observatory, Princeton, N. J to turn observatory
dome; one 5-horsc power to Eraser ^: Chalmers, Salt Lake
City, Utah, to run a dynamo; one 3horse power motor to
Leighton & Wilson, Phrenix building, Salem, Mass.; one
2-horsc power motor to Kobe, Japan; one s-borse power
motor to G. B. Grant. 137 Franklin street, P-oston. Mass
one 5-horse power to Snyder iS; Black, 92 William street,
New York, to run lithographic and printing presses; one
I-horse power to Wickstcad Umbrella company, 47 John
street. New York, running machine shop; one i-horse
power to Church of Holy Communion, Sixth ave. and
Twentieth street. New York; one 3-horse power and one
lo-horse power to W. R. Sanderson. I94 Water street.
New York, running printing presses; one 10 horse power
to Trask Milling Machine company, 118 South street, Boston, Mass., running machine shop; one t-horse power to
;

,

;

Insulator.
James F. Munsie, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Duct for Electric Conductor. James Y Munsie,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Current Indicator.

Frank

B,

Rae,

Detroit,

The invention consists, essentially, in the provision
of an insulating film somewhere in the safety or shunting ground wire, which insulating film normally separates or insulates two contacts or electrodes, but on
being punctured, pierced, disrupted, or otherwise affected by the high tension current leaking to the secondary or local, will permit or cause electrical connection to be formed between such contacts by arcing and
melting of the metal.
Claim one reads: "The combination, with a local
or independent circuit or conductor liable to accidental
connection with a high tension conductor, of a safety
ground connection formed by wires or conductors
adapted to carry the current of the high-tension circuit
without interruption, such safety ground connection
having interposed in it two contacts or electrodes separated from one another by a narrow insulaling-film
across which the high tension current may force its

way."

Binding- Post.

Railway Contact.

I-'rancis

O. Black-

York, N. Y.

sie,

Duct

for Electric

Conductors.

James

V.

Mun-

Brooklyn, N, Y,

Man-Hole for Underground
James F. Munsie, Brooklyn, N. Y.

426 206.

Conduits.

Electric

The man-hole

has low tension or battery wires passing through its upper portion, and high tension or
electric light wires passing through its lower portion,
a parallel conductor being placed between the two sets
of wires, which is intended to neutralize or minimize
the effect of induced currents.

Railway Signal.

Electric

George

Tower,

A.

Electro-Magnetic Instrument
426, 247.
lany. South Orange, N. J.

Patrick

Coin-Controlled Apparatus
William Gray. Hartford, Conn.

426, 266.
426, 269.

Electric

I!.

De-

Telephones.

for

Ludwig Gutmann,

Railway System.

Wayne, Ind.

McMahon,

426 304.

Thermostat.

426, 307

Electric Annunciator Call.

John

P.

Buffalo,

William

N. Y.
Paca,

S.

Md.

Coupling for Electric
426, 317.
Boston, Mass.

Louis Pfrngst,

Cars.

Armature for Electric Meters.
426, 335,
lenberger, Rochester, Pa.

Oliver B. Shal-

The invention consists in constructing the armature
of a ring of magnetizable material carried by a disk
of aluminium. The use of the aluminium disk renders
the armature very light.
This disk is spun into the
ring, and is provided with annular corrugations, which
serve to stiffen the metal.
426. 338.

Lightning Arrester.
C.

Arthur D.

Spear, Green-

ville, S.

426, 34S.

Dynamo-Electric Machine.
Merie
l'"lihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

J.

Wight-

man and
42f..

379.
City,

426, 350.
426, 351.

Electric

Railway Car.

John C. Henry, Kansas

Mo.
Electric

Motor and Dynamo.

John C. Henry,

York, N. Y.
Electric

Gas Lighter.

Charles H. Hinds,

New

York, N. Y.

Safety Device for Dynamos.

York, N.

Munsie,

F.

N. Y.
426, 205.

New
Electric

James

James F. Munsie, Rrooklvn, N. Y.
James F. Munsie. Brookhn,

Insulator.

416, 204.

Baltimore,

New

Compound.

Brook-

Richmond, Va.

Trolley Support. FVank B. Rae, Detroit, Mich
Safety-Connection.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

426,102.

lames F. Munsie.

Linini>-.

426, 203.

Mass.

New

Insulating
Y.

426 202. Insulating
Brooklyn, N. Y.

F'ort

426.066.
426,082.

426.108.

N

lyn,

Mich.

well,

N. V.

lyn.

426, 222.

suitable form of metal
hanger secured to an insulator, of a bell-shaped insulator and means for suspending the latter from a crosswire, consisting of two hooked arms attached to the
insulator by a clamping ring and clamping-screws."

426.065.

.

James F. Munsie, Brook-

Flexible Connector.

426 201.

Con-

The second claim is given:
"The combination, with a

James F Munsie, Chi-

426 198.

Patterson. Boston, Mass.

Insulating- Hanger for Overhead Supply
426.064.
Frank B, Rae, Detroit, Mich.
ductors.

Lamps.

Electric

N. Y.

The invention consists in the combination, with a
man-hole, of a series of ducts extending within said
man-hole, each duct being provided with an air exhaust port and with a separate cap piece, said cap
piece having an opening for the insertion of a congeal-

426, 200.

426,055.

H

III.

and Engine Indicator for Pilot Houses of
Steam Vessels. William E. Hadlock, Wenhani, Mass.
Magnetic Circuit-Closer. John von der Ram426,024.
mer, New York, N. Y.
Mich.

Porter. Stamford, Conn., to run elevator; one 2horse power to Edison 'Electric Illuminating company,
Newport, K. I.; one 10-horse power to Sunday Tt-Zty^'mm,
Harrisburg. Pa.; one i-horse power to First Presbyterian
church, Easton, Pa.; one i-horse power to J. II. Simpson.

Underground Conduit.

cago,

4^6, 199.

426,049.

Moto- company. New ^'o^k:
Edison Elec&
tric Illuminating company, Brooklyn, one 3-horse power
for venlil.ating station and one '2-horse power fan outfit;
One i-horse power to Tennsylvania K. K. shops, Altoona,
Pa.; one lo-horse power to .\merican Press association.
Chicago, III.; one r-horse power to Messrs. Gahl &
Lembke, 21 Union Square. N. V.; one 2 horse power to

197.

Process of Manufacturing Electrodes for Secondary Batteries. Ludwig Epstein, Berlin, Germany.
P.ell

i'hiladel-

James

cuit,

4:6.009,

Warrell.

Apparatus for Hauling through Electric Cables.
F. Munsie, Chicago, III.

196.

equality of

425.999.

Frederick G.

Holder for Incandescent
189.
Philip H. Klein, Jr., New York,

speed between several motors and to provide means
for stopping such motors simultaneously.
The invention consists in a plurality of electric motors having all
their armatures in the same circuit, in combination
with a switch in said circuit, and means for operating
the switch to successively insert resistances in the cirbreak the circuit, and short-circuit the armatures.
Electric Fan.
Philip Diehl, Elizabeth, N. J.
425,995.

Eniest P.

Support.

111.

156.
Fuse Block.
phia, Pa.

Electric

C. Kleclric

•

New

The method

Electrical Patents.

The appended list of sales is of unusual interest, inasmuch as it illustrates the extended use which is now being
made of electric motors. The sales were made by the C

1

1S90

System of Electrical Distribution.
426.127.
Kintner, New York. N. Y.

iS;

fect satisfaction.

T.

Erail F. Gennert,

3,

;

W

airy.

Insulated Joint.
426,121.
N. Y.

,

The Illinois Anglo .\mcrican Storage Battery company
has recently rented the upper floors of the building at 40
and 42
(Juincy street, Chicago, for the purpose of manufacturing storage batteries under the Sorley patents.
These patents the company controls in the stales of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois. Michigan and the entire west and northThe building which the company has chosen for its
west.
factory is admirably adapted for the purpose, being light
and

May

Ernest P Clark,
.

^'.

Rudolph M. Hunter,

Electric Railway,
426, 382.
delphia, Pa.

I'hita-

The

invention comprises an automatic safety device
for shunt wound dynamos, consisting of a switch arm
in the field magnet circuit and a spring ten<iin^ to
move the switch arm to break the circuit, a latch for
holding the switch arm closed, and a magnet in the
main circuit for holding the latch in engagement with
the switch.

426.109.

New
426.110.

New

Safety Device for Dynamos.
York, N. Y.
Safety Device for
York, N. Y.

Dynamos.

F'rnest

P.

Clark,

Ernest P. Clark,

Apparatus

426, 395.

for

Electric

Charles IL Rudd, Evanston,
426,,405.

Arc Light.

James

The

J.

Railway

Signaling.

111.

Wood, Brooklyn, N. Y.

invention consists in the combination, with a
carbon holding rod, of a carbon clamp having gripping jaws for engaging the carbon pencil arranged to
hoKl the latter with its a.\is out of line with the axis
of the rod, and connected to the rod through the
medium of a swivel connection, whereby it may be rotated relatively to the rod.

May

EuQBNE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

3,

W. H. Sawykh,

E- Phillips, Pi-eaident.

Bec'7 and Electrician.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

A.MEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.

I.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

FRANK

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

Office

Incandescent Cords.

Bntterwortli, Hall,

p. C.

Edgene

Jomj Carroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

Sec'y. Trtasurer.

Two complete sets of

Factory, ^jj

Qg|,fjg| [^^^^^
-

M\m\, Canada.

2o4
17

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.
Office

cc

Telephones and

List.

plies of

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
St.,

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

-

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

Elgin Telephone and

ELGIN,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Ammeters and

In a letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Tlioroughly Keliable and Desirable "Wire in Every Respect."
he says •'
The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and icill 7wt deteriorate^ oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
Whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, "vhlch is water. oil, acid and, toavery great extent. Are proof.
Our iiisulation wilt prove durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of lusulallon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocE. Cables mad«

»

:

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,*
61 and G3 Hampshire

HENRY

A.

CLAKK,

«

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. E0STIS,

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers

of

Portable

Co.>

made £rom

New

ComliiDauon

Currents.

With Galvanometer.

WE PAY

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATmG AIUMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue 1—66 of Electrtc Test Instruments.

QUEEN

THE

A

PHILADELPHIA,
idkaIm mffGinri:.
CO..

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

al'nrays

hpplj

Testing Sets

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Onr light SoaUe Dynaiao Belts are

Electrical

Direct and Alternating

A

order.

'''

Sup-

ILL., U.S. A.

Qneen's

Voltmeters for

ly, 1886,

Electrical

Every Description.

Standard Electric TEST INSTRUMENTS

99

Insulation Guaranteed

CHICAGO.

U. S. Electrical Patents.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEJ'aTENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.'

Sleasnrins lastrnment.

'S^'w

Send for Circular and Price

91 Griswold

FARADAY CABLES.

Smitli,

PATENT LAWYER,

MANUFACTUBEKS OF —

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

Ute

WILLIAM S.BATES,

(LiniTED.)

omce and

Brown &

Patent Attorneys,
25-26 HONORE BUILDING,
•

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

UiIi.

BROWN,

PATENT OFFICE,™-"-

D. S.

Office, (8 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBmAN, Agent.

T.

EXAHIKER ELECTRICITY,

PRISCIPAL

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

OPEBA HOUSE BLOCK.
CHICAGO.

SEND FOR CATAtOGIFE.

centers of whole

hides extra stretched.
f
I

•^J^ESXEiaa^ .^G-EITTS

:

W. H. SALISBURY &

CO., Chicago,

fi.L.

111.

A. H. GARDINER CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
ENGLISH, MORSE & CO., Kanf sb City, Mo.
Main Honee, Indianapolis.
E. C. ATKINS &C0.,-^ Branch Honse, Memphla, Tenu.
"

IDE & SON, Manufacturers

(

"

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

nlOIV/>

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
_TRADE

MASK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Cblcago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street

Chattanooga, Term.

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

Boston,

...

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EECY ILICTRID

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTURIIG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

A UTDMATIC E LECTRIC MOTORS
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DITNAIVEO

'

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc.
DDIVrn
APCTPP" NEW
DMHIiII urrlllCi,

The

YORK, 33 Church St.;

KANSAS

BOSTON, 111 Arch

CITY, RIalto ButWIng:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

PHILADELPHIA, BOS CcmmerctSt.;
ORLEANS, 106 Carondelet St.

St.:

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABLISHED IN 1861.

s^^-Oe'E. BAGGOT.

May

StilweH's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.
Removes
Entirely

prevents

Boilers.

^m^

i8go

3,

all

impurities.

SCALE

iu

Steaia

Catalot^ue on aiiplication.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.G0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

ilAU -^/V^ WORKMANSHIP
OP THE. BEST.

GAS AKD ILICTHIC

BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,
171 E.

Etc, Etc,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.
BRANCH STORE

HAM

Electric Light

»-.\|-TL'KJ;R-S

FOR

I)F

Taylor Mf"g

1^

2134 Michigan Avenue,

NOYES BROS.,

.<^^^

•

"^

Complete

SiEAlvi

SAIaE.

BARNES' FOOT

and Combination Flitnres,

50 volt Dynamo
flue 2.5-light 50 vult Dynamo
One 50-liglit 50 volt Dynamo
One 75-liglit 110 volt Dynamo
One 100-light 110 volt Dynamo
One 150-liglit 110 volt Dynamo
Including Lamps and Holders.
One

/

?

WemakearpecialtTo(fnrnIehlnE:tbetrade with
Electric Bracke'e, Electroliere, Po tables, CombtoaMon Brackets, Mod email flxrores of all l^tods.
Being maoofacareis we can g-ve lowest prices.

OFFICE AND FACTORTT
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,
Send for New Descriptive Circulars.

NEW

IVrRODrCTNG EXTIRELT

I.

POWER LATHES.

15-liglit

ILL.

PRINCIPLES.

^^

Ghambersburg,Pa.
Plants a Specialty-'^

Co.

W. COLBURN & CO..
FITCHBURC, MASS.

Barnus' Foot Powlt LiUIil-s, 10 diffL-rent
and nl/.es, suitiiblo for all classes of
work from thu BlftckKinith to theJewekT.
There is no npplicnlioii of foot power

Htyltrs

equal to the

I'atfiit

Velocipede, used with

Thousands of them are
and wood workers.

these lathes.
practical use in the shops of metal

in

Woo! ley. of Grand Rapidn, Mich., says: "1 wish to Bay
that 1 have owned and used two of your No. C foot power lathes
now about live years. The tools have been put to hard and continuous work in my laboratorj', and It (fives inc pleasure to say
tliiit up to this time, no repairs of any kind wliatevtr have been
needed. Indeed the tools are all and more than what y^^u claim for them.
Mv time Is devoted exclusively tu invention nnd experimenlnl work In electricity, in dolufr tbla it Is necessary to "have accuracy, and wide range of adaptation to different work. Your excellent lathes and superb foot
power is all that coui'd be desired by nny one in need of a llrat-ciass toot."
Send forcatalo^-ueof wood and metal workei-a' outfits.
L. O.

W.

F.

A:

JOHIV BVRNl!:s CO., No. 761

Il"l»>'

>*l.*

Rorklord,

III.

THE OLD STYLE.

THE ACME

LINK BELT

MAI>K ONLY

IS

J!V

THE

Tago Bolting Company, Concord, N. H.
lilCAM iiKs:

Rostnii.Nrw York,

Cliicai.,''",

S;in

Ftaiiclrtco.
Als4i. iiiiiniilaelurura of ail Ilm
^laplu erudes nf I.vuther lU-ltin^ anil Liidiiti.
.Srii.l
I'ur
IlliiJ'truiL'a Catuloijui;— a vuluublo

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

NGINES

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTUREKS OF THE

Complex Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complete
1221-1223 Union Ave.

E NGLISH, MORSE & GO.

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
HIGH OR

RICE

2.
3.

The new Sperry apparalua free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new >p6rry Improved DynamoB can be coupled in eertee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cat In or out of

S'^^^T'
circuit,

elHRly or In cronps, with perfect eafety, and without eparklnc at the bruBhes.
4.
To absorb power In r-xact proportion to number of liRhts burninR.

1.

make.
'Z.

3.

The new Antomatlc Sperry Dynamos aLd Lamps aurpasB

CITY,

MO.

AUTOMATIC

in elllclency those of

any other

Compound,
Simple,
Compound-Coiulfiisiug.

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Etc.
We malic a Specialty of Erecting Complete ^tpam PlQntc

BOILERS,
Smith-Vaile Steam Pumps for

fvert/

purpose.

That there Is greater economy Id operating the nt-w Sperry System than any other.
That our aatomatlc regntatlon ha^ no eoual: no rbeoetat, no nail boxes, no solenoid or

dssb-pot.
4.

KANSAS

ENGINES.

LOW TENSION.
i-J^jK^fc

1.

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

That

We

If

yoD will

invite

vlalt

our factory we can ehow yon the beet arcl'ghtlDg apparatas In existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

THE SFERRlf E:ESTR!C

CO,,

\\\

to

207

South

Canal

Street,

CHICAGO

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
8T.LOVIS.

.EPA! RED ^

CHICAGO.

nBNVEB.

ILL

REWOUND

^^ U^NES DFVOStJLECTHIC^^o;^

OirAHA.

&

CO.,

KANSAt^CITV.
ST. PADL.

®®

Cincinnati, Ohio.

May

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRATED "WAXEK M'HEEL.
on account of

remarkably

its

aod creat

Efficiency, and

CEL.E-

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use,

motion, bisrh Speed
lar;;;e Capacity, for its diameter,
•^iteady

double the Power of most

wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest p^r cent, of use-

being

number

ful effect

s;iiaranteed.

SE\I>

FOB CATALOOIE AXD PARTIITLARS.

Our Horizontal

"Victor"

is

highly

recommended, as no gea.: are required

"
can be belted directly to dynair.o.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOK*.
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-cIass in every particular.
We are now prepared lo furnish Victor

and

it

,

XI.'Rmi\ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

8TILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
<& HJLYDEKS,
WATERBURT,

HOLIilES,

CONN.

FACTORIES:

MANITFACTVBERS OF

BARZ:

AND INSUIiATISD TTITIRZ:.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC

THOS.

LIGHTING.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25

PARK PLACE. NEW YORK.

MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE

GLOBE CARBON
ci:«z:Trz:i.Aiari>

CO.,

ohio.

FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

The Rookery.

street,

FACTORY 128-130

So. GHnton Street,

\

'

III
11
C k
ILLij Ui Oi Ai

nUDnAPfl
tfllbAuU,

)

~

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

I

Perfect Automatic Regulation,

Highest
THE STRONGEST ARMATURE MADE,

EfiEioiency

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchangeable
Correspondence

Solicited.

Even

to

Agents Wanted in

Guaranteed.

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING

Commutator.
all

the Principal Cities.

THE STANBARD CARBON CO.,"'"^^r°
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
GONDA'

THE GREAT
1ELEPHONE

BATTERY FCR GAS LIGHTING,
etc, etc IT IS UNeQUALED.

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

ONLY

PARIS

«AYn"
HAW
TYPE.
BELLS,

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION,

GOLD MEDAL
."

TR/

"'GOND
:" MARK
""-

BATTERIES.

1889.

CONDA

i

PATENTS

N0V.l6.l8a0.

Mf*'<'-f?

-'8^. JAN-'*
JAN.
AUG.n-;85. AUG(,
Kl"-

Batteries

of the World.

This Company are also the sole minafacturerB uf The Gondv Porous Oup Battery, which is alone the Genuina Leclanche, and is
greatly eupeiior to the 60 called Dlaqne Leclaiiche fiatterlee, with which the market ie flooded. Reject every cup nnlees 8tam,)Ed with th9

I

MCH.27-88.

The Standard

I

trademark "GONDA."'

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO., 149

W. 18th Street,

NEW

YORK.

THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR WEDICAL USE,
Etc., IT IS UNRiVaLED.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Ma

Fop Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
•

Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

c^i^'I^cyTl-'i^^

'"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO,

NEW

15 Dey Street,

YORK.

PERFECTLY RELiaBLE NO DANGEROUS
.

|\,VElECTRlC-Ll(5hTI 8c PoWEf\ Co.

n

jlSCANDMCErtT^

94llBeF^TY St

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,
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Vlae-Ukt grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction sui faces preuent undue wear.
Dlsengaqement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
Thty have a gcod rtcord, running through five years.
Experts are Invited to examine peculiarities.
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OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The neceeeltv of meaBorln" the Electric Cnrrent by b correct and reliable meter haa long been felt, and various InatrnmentB have been put on the market and In actual nse, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be IneHUient and unreliable. The Electric Current Connter, Invented by Profeoeor H. Aron, is nndoubtedlv the nest and most reliable meit-r for the purpoae. Tney
have been adopted by maDyeiecirtc U^zht companies in Europe, among which are Edisoo Compaoy. of Berlin; Siemens A: Halske; Munlripil Elemric £il«ht Works, Of
Berlin ; and are excl naively n'efci iu almost all principal cities of Europe. They were awarded the tvold Uedal at the Melbonrne l^^xhlbi.ion, 1880, and have recently been
awarded the first prize by the MnnlelpaHty of Pariei,Frane.e, In competition with different other Counters. American Compaoies who have tried and nee tbe Aron Counter
speafc very highly of them. The opinions of eome of them are printed below. The Aron Electric Unrrent Counters are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine- wire
currents, in sizes Trom 15 amperes op to any number of amperes. Rvery coant<^r measnres correctly the amoant of current consumed, from a fraction of an amoere
to ItH fnP capacity. They are now in uee by European central stations measuring over seventy llllliou Watts- Tne amount of current consumed may be ascertained at a glance,
the IndfcX being coostructtd on tbe same principle as the gas meter dials.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We
doubt

Dover, N. H.
have tested the Aron Counter, and have no leason to
itfl

H. W. Bubgeit.
Tiuas. Dover Blectric Light Co.

reliability.
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have thoroufihly tested 'he Counter for alternating current, and are satisfied that it will work correctly.
Geo. H. Rob, Sec'y San Francisco Electric Light Co.

Ltnn, Mass.

The Aron Counter works very

satlsfsctorlly,'

TeoBeoN-HouBTON Co.

New York, July 22, 1889.
have In use at the School of Mines, Columbia College, one
Coulomb Counters for three-wire system,
and find that it is very sensitive to small as well as large Garments, and from obaervatioae made I find it correct in every
particular.
L. H. Landy, Ph. D.
I

H.

find that the Aron Counters rpgie er a" accurately as is
necessary for the purpose to which euch meters wnuld be apptl'd.
have perf>*ctlv sotl* fled ourselves of thjlr adaptability.

San Francisco, Cal.
The Aron Counter is the best Instrument we have ever seen.

We

Brookltn, N. Y.
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ing which time no trouble has been ezperlen'^ed in regard to
care of same end ea'iafactory readings have been obtained.
C. J. FiELP, Gen. Man. Edison Illuminating Co.
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N, J.
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EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
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MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.

All inquiries for EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to
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CO.,

Rialto Building, Chicago.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

ISEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

CELLS, manufactured under
Of every description, including the celebrated
The
cheapest
and
Also
best
Cells in the market.
for
Batteries.
Primary
and
Storage
Kiel's Patents
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
(Kiel's
Patent)
for
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
Rod,
Sheet, Rod and Tubing
TubiniJ-, Insulator

Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, lU.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTBIC LIGHT STSTEH.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the HigJieat Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Jury

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Central Stations. Plant may be located
where Power can be secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting. Safety. Reliability, and Financial Success
fully demonstrated. Plan of Wiring the Simplest, Cheapest, and most Efficient. .Strictly Series.
Noted for the Brilliancy
»nd Beauty of the Light. Lamps, 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest Production of Candl£
Power per Horse Power. Dynamo Self-Contained and Perfectly Automatic.

SEND FOR CIBGUIiAR.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Oar Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TR/VDE MARKKA.

GENTS.
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Standard Underground Catle
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Whittingham
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SIX

MOUTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
TATestern Su-pply

Automatic

ELECTKICAI, ENGINEERS

AND JOBBERS.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

R. T.

WHITE

I'Z

Pearl St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Room G,

^

Co.'s

Manufacturing Facilities Unlimited.

KCo-u.se,

OMAHA.

Write for Samples, Prices

and

i>ata.

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

mPROYED PATENTED MATERIAL

Chicago

Office,

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
Patented Jan. 28lh, 1890.

KESX UATHRIAI..

No.

420,133.

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

I.O'WEST PRICES.

CORRESFONDEHOE SOLICITED.
THOMAS ASHBURNER,

Western Ag't, Kansas

City,

Mo.

Large or small orders promptly

filled.
Sample Chair and Section of
Eall Sent, Express prepaid, to Prospective Purchasers.

DAISY CHAIB.

SPEAm&

TUBES
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and

ST.

BURGLAR ALAR
ANNUNCIATORS.

WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W.
2
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for New

1

R.
,

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO,,

Special Catalogues

on
Arc Lighting Systems,
Incandescent Lighting System,
Patterson Cable,
Furnished on Application.

FOB PRICES,
FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

ETC.,

SEE OTK CATAIiOGTJE.

CHARLES M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD WILKINS.

TRADING AS

MANUFACTURBRa AND DEALERS IN

ELBGTRIGAL SUPPLIES,
Sole Proprietors of the Patent Needle Annunciators,
I

CHICAGO.

NEW

YORK.

14

SOUTH SECOND STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

E=TAP.T.I-nED lSr.7Catalo^ues and Discount Sheets -w^ill be sent to those in the trade
upon receipt of application and business card.
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Third Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Thirteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dvnamo

TtnJers' Hand-Book,

Ist

"

"

2d
3d

Incandescent Wiring

"

Ut
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BY

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book.

PRICE
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106 pages, 97 Illustra-
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binding,
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page

Just the book for people
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electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,
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alarms, electric gas

fire

lighting apparatus,

and second edi-

f jr

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustra-
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of type

size

page 5ix 3 inches. Designed for dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and marine engineers.
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Just
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bow

the book for
to operate

book

s.

The only

of the kind In the English language.
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Household, Experimental, Scientific and other Pnrposes.

P

JAMES

H.

MASON,

MANUFACTURING ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, 18-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EFFICIENT,

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.

ECONOMICAL,

Office

and Domestic Lighting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
Oaaranteed as represented.

CONVENIE NT.

These Batteries are in practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

For Stationary or Railway Work,

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

For Mining or Engineering Operations,

DYNAMOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C.

Sprape Electric Motors

Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

63 Broadway.

P.

CUUS,

MOTORS.

Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

1.

IW

St.

ARE UNEXCELL ED.
Sprague Stationary Motors
Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty Different Classes of
Industries.
Address

all

correspondence

Railway

Electric
le

ffli

18

BROAD

& Motor Co.,

ST„

NEW YOl,
MEW HAVEN CtOCK

DTKA3IOS A»r» 3IOTOBS.

HARMOUNT,
;0]SriTOR ELECTRIC
G. A.—

Our Dynamo

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
THOSIPSOSr, 100 East Fonrth

WABASH

}liiiii_

Agent.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

COMPANY.

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Y^EiSTERSr

Office

New England

BIdg. 180

Summer

St.,

AGEXT FOB

F.
(ESTABLISHED

MOORE'S
ISiO.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Annunciator and Office Wires.
every kind of Wire known

fact,

Panl.

MANAGEB

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Electric Light,

St.. St.

CO.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

ALFRED

is cast in

structible solidity

C. J.

EI.KCTRICA1. DEPARTMEaiT

W. COIBIJKX'S

315-321

?

WESTKRST A«KNT

WESTEKX AQEXT
I.

lo Ihe

Incandescent and Battery Cords;
Trade.

to ihe Electrical

in

Manufacturers of Materials and Articles
for Electrical Insulation, and for Mechanical purposes requiring Strength and Resistance to Wear and Tear.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

3,

1890

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

9

EDISON'LALANDE BATTERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
00I2I5E!S^03:T3DE12^CE]

SOI1.ICITE3D-

JAMES

F.

The

Detroit Electrical

KELLY, °-.r.-- 19 Bey

St.,

NEW YORK.

Works

Electric Railway System.

CHEAPEST.
BEST,
SIMPLEST,
The

Detroit Electrical

Works,

Detroit, Micli.

May

3,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAI

SmEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SnCCESS.
Schedule Time Reaularly Maintained,

No
—ARE

Destruction of Apparatus,

Slight Cost for Repairs,
THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Iloinson-Soiislon tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
-MAKENG A GRAND TOTAL OF-

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave

,

Giiicago,

111.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St. Paul,

Minn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

xxiv

A

HI6ri

May

3,

i8go

GRADE OF RUBBER INSULATION.

S'or

r'or

Electric Lisht,

Concealed Work,

HIGH OR LOW VOLTAGE.

Under Water, Underground.

'wwi^'wp'
Sample Board

On

of

Habirshaw Tores shown

at the

recent Electric Light Convention, Kansas City, and

now on permanent

exhibition at the store of

The Electrical Supply Co., Chicago,

board are shown Habirshaw Cores made for the Broadway Theatre, New Yorh;
the installation of the New Jersey Central Railway Depot opposite New York;
The Brooklyn Edison Electric Light Station; Harrisburg Electric Light
Co.; the Navy Department for the installations of the Interior
Department, Washington, and all the Government Cruisers,

this

Samoles of Habirshaw Wires and Cores

will

be forwarded upon application.
List prices are

shown

in

our special

list

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
171

No. 6 8.
1

GO.

RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO.

9

May

3,

1890
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

xxv

CO.,

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
<'6.
And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,

The

"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric, lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 308. and also from making, using, selling or vending ahy electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sisth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC IIGHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND 6ENERAT0RS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LI6HTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LI6HTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

3,

1890

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT
IND.,
TTITAirNX:,

naiiufartnrerti of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting.
AND THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete
Alternating System of Electric Lighting

OF

in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

Arc Lighting.

CORRESPO NDENCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

OFFICE,

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

217 Sansome
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W.

To

Street.

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

WOOD DYNAMO.

IND.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

F,

ADAMS>

Successor.

ARO^^INGMMPp GOUPH
THE RAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Motors for Arc and Incandescent

Circuits.
Tlie supremacy of " THE

THE ONLY MOTOR

BAXTER MOTOR"
all

GIVING PERFECT

others

has

been

over
tJwr-

oughly established, and we
are

SATISFACTION.

now prepared

to

flU

orders promptly.

ALL SIZES FROM

M6
We

H.

P.

TO 50

H.

EVERY

P.

MOTOR
IS

be pleased to fjaote
prlceti, and Rive any denlrcd in.
formation.
Hliall

GUARANTEED.
Office

A.ress,THE

BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Streets, and
Collington Avenue, BALTIMORE, MD.>

I

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.
Vol

CHICAGO,

VI.

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MANTTFACTUBEBS OP

STEWART BUILDING,
63 Chambers

St.,

New

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTUBEES
AND DEALERS

PURE ALUMINUM. 1 11 Arch Street,
vpFPiii fli,c/vi,;cc»
tPFMrtPi
ire(//«j.

ROLLINC MILLS,
Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

';«sN*vvw''»'"

OUR

UXSSS^mSi.:

CO.,'

IN

J
.

-j

%56-PAeE CATAIiOCrCJB,

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON, MASS.
CO.,

Seattle, "Wash.
p^^^^ Seilers Electrical Wores, San Francisco, Cal.

A full line of our mannf Bctnres can be fonnd at onr Agencies.
Brush Elkctkic CokPAMT,
Cleveland, Omo, Feb. 25, 1890.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.
OUR

19.

EVERYTHING
ELECTRIOAL.
SEND VOH

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,

No.

lo, 1890.

OP

OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON OOPPEE ALLOYS,
IN INGOTS. SHEETS, RODS.

MAY

cents per Copy.

1

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRIGTION METAL
74 Cortlandt

Street,

(

f

GO.,

NEW

YORK.

Gentlemen: — Some

montlis ago we ordered a sample quantity of yonr Magnolia
metal, for the purpose of a comparative test with the best grades of other Babbitt
metal.
desired something for our Alteroating Machine, which we are running at
1,125 revolutions per minute after giving a thorough trial we found it beyond our
have found it to be the
highest anticipation, the bearings being perfectly cool.
are now using It in large
best compound for journal bearings we have ever used.
quantities, as you are aware ; which verifies our statement that we have fonnd it superior to all other metals we have ever put into our machines. Yours truly.

We

;

Standard Underground Cable
FITTSBVROH, PA.

Westinghouse Building,

G.

Co.,

L WILEY,img.r, New York.

F. E.

We
We

DEGENH ARDT, stager, Chicago.

N. S.

(Signed)

POSSONS,

Supt.

(3121)

Standard
Tie

ELECTRIC

Mia-Bolilier ami Gntta-Perclia Insnlatiog Co.

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,

Wires and Cables,
variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

Incandescent Cores.

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concentric Cables, both

THREE and Two-wire Cables, to any specification
up to 8,000 Megohms per
knot.

and

Concentric Cables, any millage, Fle.xible
Cords, Silk, hemp. Cotton, Dynamo

HICH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNDER WATER

UNDERGROUND.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.

Offices:

1

Cables o! High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

59 Front

NEW

General Manager.

Marine

Cores

Street,

ELECTRIC

cu

ts,

9,000

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

Na\'y Portables, Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Pliable

Installations

Cables, for
Search Lights,

YORK, U.S.A.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sola manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire

-

Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

Insulation,
Btetric Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,

A

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Subterranean Use,

Concealed Wiring

B.

B

B

C

Its

Submarine Use

GEORGE

,

PRESCOTT,

Jr., Gen. Agt., I6

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111.,

in all Locations.

Dey St. NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWINO STVLtt OF INSULATIOK.
g PrthUrt CoIMb
B. B.— Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulatioa.
We-^ther-Proop Composition.
- j_
__
u
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Sasiples forDished npon «ppBcaoo». rmm BM*
Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
Fi
FACTORIES:
19 and 21 Cliff St. New York.

—

.4.—Copper Wire.

—

tsttiratcd with a Blacky
trie

WARPRnnMCwHBtnuums.

i

^^33 ^^^ ^gg Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA,CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MJjrUJB'ACTUJREBS

OF

Weatherproof Wire, Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Cables.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anenl. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCSXHTECTADT, If. T.

NEW

YORK.

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELEOTRIG
Arc and Incandescent
ClArtmn
flXV^
_i

,

,

_

'^llf MithT^an lle'^'cfnrvoo, ill.
115 Broadwav, Nkw Yoek, N. Y.
215

l»M. 1.%,

_

'"'''

W.

4th

jj
.

J^lgoting Apparatus*

St.,

y

^^
T^nTII-n-m Allf
.Cll£llipiUOIl
l.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

j„3 Bijg^ Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.

No

St.,

|

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this

are Thomson-Houston.

or 52

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

per

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
any other lamps on the market.

their adjustment better than

Arc Uynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

of

its

lamps to be thrown on or

in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

demand

for a

machine of

by the
meet the

this character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternater offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency,

and economy of

operation.
Alternatini; Current

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the conwe feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
that

it -is

struction of our motors

LIGHTNING AUBESTEB.—A.\\

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arreswhich we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

ter,

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
instance.

.Ilotor.

1
I

1

Electi^ic Motors.

San FEAhxisco, Cal.

I

CO.,

Electric Railiiray

J ifg

-^^ Montgomery

10, ,189

May

lo.
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

THE MITCHELL TANCE
VANCE
A
(SncceBsors to

BHTCHKI^L,

CO.,

CO.)

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent
in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers, which

we

to the

Promptly Answer.

CombinatloQ Fixtures,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Pendants, Reflectors,

^ne

given Motive.

Incandescent Lighting,

H. P. Constant Potential Uotor.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
.^F T^3B-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
For both Arc and Incandescent Oircuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

MANUFACTORY,
24 and 25th

224 S. ILLINOIS ST,

-

St.

1

SALESROOM,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th St,

NEW YORK

INDIANAPOLIS, INI.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

and

CITY,

To Arc and Incandescent
POWER COMPANIES.
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
MANUFACTUKEKS

Motors

Electric

OF-

and Incandescent

for Arc

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR
GIVING PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

AH

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Sizes from.

M6H.P,to50H.P.

Central Stations tor Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,
The supremacy

of

"THE BAXTER MOTOR over all otners nas Dcen thorouglily
and we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.

E^crory XWXotoxExecutive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South

115 BROADWAY.

Fourtli St., Ptiiladelpliia;

119 La

NEW

Salle St.

,

YORK.

Chicago.

We

shall

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

±fi>

Gr-ua.r Axxteed.

be pleased to quote prices, and give any desired information.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

Factory:

established,

'

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Cliester and Cliase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

10,

1S90

TTHE IVAOTOICAt. Cr^RB OIV
Cle-velarLd., Olaio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERING

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, (0 Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lOSTOHr.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

E^OR.

LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Series on Circuits of 1 00 to 1 20 Volts
Will Use Only 8 Amperes of Current.

Burning 2

in

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.
^XLl-y

Tt/La.xt.-a.Ta.o't-VLi-ere

of

f*x<.x'e CJo-^i^exr

Brush Copper, Commutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.

General Western Office:

We
GO.

BERGlSIiLITIT

Electrically

and Mechanically.

Tezn.pex'ecl. fox*

Pinions,
St.,

Guarantee

Them

Chicago,

Trolley

&

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO Am? SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTLNQ.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

(

iM-riir -XTTkiyTr
JCUHJl.
-W-t-W

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i
\

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

May

16,
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SOL.B BUIL.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine
Is

of

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

& CO.,

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

MannfactarerB of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubber
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FOB ECONOMY OP FT3EL, BEGTrT iA TtTTY OV
KOnOK, AND TtTTTt.A-RTT.rrV IK TTS'B.

IT IB U1KEQT7A1ED

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for onp catalones

4I aid 43

SOnTH JEPFERSON

ST.

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO,,

o^xoillS=f,"riix.i..

K-I>-I-»-0-]V EXCELSIOR

ELECTRIC CO.

MOTORS

ELECTRIC LAMPS.
1-2 to 36 Candle Power.
For use with Batteries or Dynamos.

3

to

40

FOE
ti

Arc

i|

Incandescent Circuits

%

tVeUND 3FOB AH'F CUBBENT.

Volts.

PERFECT AUTOMATIC RECDLATIOK.

We

Send Free. Catalogue

Will

Which shows

prices of,

E,

Highly

and experiments with,

Edison Lamps, and gives directioES

How to Make
And how

to operate

a

them.

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

Cheap

Battery,
Any intelligent boy can

H.

^W^ADSWORTH, Manager

operate these batteries and lamps.

EDISON LAMP COMPANY,

Efficient

^VESTERIV AarD

Harrison,

N.

SOMTHEBX STATES,

425 "THE ROOKERY,"

J.

W.

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

John A. Babre,tt, Vice- Preside nt and Cons. Electrician.
D. Sabgent, President.
Frank A. Pereet, Electiician.
E. H. Cutler. Treasurer and Manager.

MFG.
THE79 andELEKTRON
Washington

LAIHIINAB FIBRE

81

St.,

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF TBE

A

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,

Rubber for insulating and
Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
or drilled into any desired shape.
Will take a very high
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light running machinery.
perfect substitute for Hard

mechanical purposes.

Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity and Durability.

Laminate!

HIGHEST

AWARD

Summer

St.. Boston,

lapets

BT MEANS OF WHICH

AT

Higher Efficiency. Closer Regulation,

PARIS

180

Field

OF SOFTEST CHARCOAL lEON,

and Slower Speed

Areobtalnrdlliaiils possible

EXPOSITION.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

Theonly Machines having

oilierwise.
of all sizes and for all purposes, Automatic Djuamos
for Incandescent Electric
^^^^Sfctei^^I^Sliting. Isolated Plants
*»for Stores, Factories, etc.,
^L^r?
a specialty. Moisture- prooE
Motors and Dynamos for
use iu Mines and damp
places.

\iitninitic

CO.,

—^
—_ ^

Mass.

THE CONNECTICUT

Motors

^y

MOTOR

OFFICE AND WORKS:

PLANTSVIIXE,

-

-

CO.
CONN.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL
Electric

Motors and Generators

l-S

TO so HORSE

i'lRST-Cl.ASS

NEW YORK,

5 and 7 Dey St.

HARTFORD, 14

FO"SArKR.
AVOKKMAKSHIP AXD HIGH EFFICIESiCV.
BOSTON, 27 School
State St.

St.

NEW HA\EN,

PHILADELPHIA. 17 N.
65 Orange St.

CORKESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH CENTRAL STATIONS AND INDIVIDUAL USEKS.
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SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER!
If

You Want Anything

Electrical,

Most Complete Stock.
Wire.
Flexible Cord.

Write to Us. Lowest Prices.
Quickest Shipment.

All kinds from bare to highest grade of insulation made.
always carry a full stock of wire of all the best makes.

We
Of

all sizes,

and every

finish.

Key sockets,

keyless sockets, push button sockets, receptacle sockets, porcelain sockets.
Absolutely water-proof and vapor-proof.

Sockets.

Cut-Outs.

Porcelain cut-outs, having plug or link fuses.
wire system.

To

Incandescent Lamps.

Switches.

Ampere Meters.

fit

t

socket.

and style for two or three

All candle powers, any voltage, and any efficiency

up

to

twenty

All mounted on porcelain. Absolutely incombustible.
Any size. No heating or arcing.

Accurate, constant, any range desired.

Meters.

sensitive.

tion.

Shielded from magnetic influence.

1,200.

Never need

Any current from two amperes to

Self-oiling bearings, highest efficiency,
ing.

Constant.

recalibra-

Any reading desired.

Any voltage, from one volt to

Dynamos.

size

lamps to horse power.

Very

Vo

any

Every

3,000.

compound wound or shunt wound. No spark-

Perfect in every detail.

Central stations on two-wire, three- wire, double three-wire, series and converter systems. Isolated plants, two-wire or three-wire.
Train lighting plants, having special dynamo and engine, and all perfected special
devices and methods.
Steamship plants, best plants afloat, special devices perfected in every way, and ap-

Kinds

of Plants.

proved by government.
Transmission of power plants.

Electro-deposition plants; wide experience, perfected
methods and devices.
Arc lighting plants. Every good and economical kind of plant.
Send for information and estimate to nearest District office.
Construction for all kinds of electric light, electric power and electric railway, and
electro-metallurgical plants.

Miscellaneous Articles.

Supplies.

Agents.

Such as tape, rubber tubing, insulators, pins, cross-arms, solder, cleats, screws,
ing hooks, insulating compound, always in stock, and sold at best prices.

insulat-

Of every kind in stock at New York, Chicago, Denver and San Francisco.

Can be had anywhere within twenty-four hours.

We make contracts
Contracts lor Installation.

No

for complete installation, construction

and

all,

and are diiectly re-

sponsible for everything about the plant.
sub-contractors. No division of responsibility.

MAIN DISTRICT OFFICES:

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO.

Eastern States, 65 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
"
Central
Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Mountain "
730 Seventeenth St., Denver, Co(.
"
Pacific
Chronicle Building, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian District, Toronto, Canada.

—

—
May

lo,
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Knapp Electrical Works
The following are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead of lasting 600 hours

General Western Agents,

have averaged over 1,000 hours without grov?ing black or
dim.
Church Greek Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

AHY

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are

CO.

Heuck's Opera

is

more than guaranteed, and

p=rfec'ly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—H. Heuck,

The lamps average their full guarantee, and some have
Oaklakd Paper Co , Manbeen burning 3,000 hours.
chester, Conn.

—

SOCKET,

"We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,300 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. CsAJfE, Jr. &

—

ALL CANDLS POWERS,

Bro., Dalton, Mass.

The

AHY YOLTAGE,
AHY EFFIOIMCY.

discolor:

\,

trice,

up to 16 c. p., is clear, and does not
D. Wiltrout, O. W. Holmes Hospital, Bea-

light burns

—

J.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectathey excel the guarantee by some 2,000 hours.
H. B. Clafliu, New York.

tions, as

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
= FOR =

Mcl-hrlCiBS

TELEGRAPH,
1

TELEPHONE.

On

ELECTRIC LIGHT.

McLennan

Switcla.

Paiste Switch.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling- Switch.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
34:&56

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

IT.

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE BEST or ALL
HE

ITJLXIOl^rJLL

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically,

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstrnction

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORHESFOmDEUCE SOLICITKE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
RAU

QL.AIRE1, WIS.

SXX.A.ATir,
"BAKER, BAIjOH

&

CO., Qen'l AgtB,,
Seattle,

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

Southwestern Agent,
Union Depot Hote\ Kansas City, Mo.
P. H. POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.
LITTLE, McDonald & CO., Oen'l Agts
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. 7.
,

Western Agts.,
1617 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.

CO.,

W, W. BRIQQS &

3Vfl:a,n.£t^©rQirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.

THOMAS WOLFE,

METOALF, REED &

Gron'l

CO., Agents,

L. N.

COX, Agent,

16 Fifth St., S. E., Washington, D. 0.
Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa
NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CO., Qen'l Agts.,

W.

N.

OR AY,

New York

432 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

City.

May

10,
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC
lit

£118

CO.,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegrapin Cable Company.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR
For suspending Arc Lamps over street
intersections.
The best thing of its
kind in the world. Over 7,000 of them

THE BRADY MAST ARM

now in use.
very best Insulated Wire made.
Guaranteed proof against moisture
and chemical action.

'^^^

^|.|^.|l^_ lifinr
IIKIINI
ffflllL.
L WIKr
UllUlll II r

The

highest grade of Weatherproof
Line Wire. A full stock of these wires
always on hand.

CANDEE WIRE.

We keep constantly on hand

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER

CO.

THE BURNLEY DRY BATTERY.
THE LOWELL WRENCH.

a

full line

of Tube, Rod, and Sheet Rubber, also
a full supply of Soft Rubber Tubing.

The neatest and most
Dry Batteries.

A new
in

reliable of all

labor-saving tool for putting

Lag Screws and

Bolts.

We

are selling large numbers of our new Lightning Arresters,
Central Spark Arresters, Tin Shades and Shade Holders, and

carry a

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICA60.

!

.
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WHAT USERS SAY
iil

five lamps out of a group of eight, which have burned 1
hours per day for
makes
and
days,
which
a
burn
of
months
13
hours,
nine
2,830
with lamps
the last
looking almost as good as new."— East Liverpool, O., Western Electric Co.
'^The Sawyer-Man lamps underwent the severest test during the last two
months
They are the best and finest in the market. No other lamps could stand
the heavy strain and vibration at the Fair building."— An Exhibitor at the American
I

have

1889.
**We have lamps still burning that have been In use ever since we put in the
plant."— Cowperthwait & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Our Sawyer-Man lamps have given remarkably good service, averaging over
,500
hours, and with a good light."- C. H. Nichols &, Co., Laurel Hill, L.
1
"We have lately been using your lamps, which give us better satisfaction than the
lamps in use heretofore." West Point, Neb. Electric Light and Power Co.
"They give a splendid, white, well-distributed light."— Vancouver, B. C, Electric Illuminating Co.
"The average life of the lamps on our plant up to last June was 2,800 hours.
Since September we have lost very few lamps, so that the average life is very much
greater than this." Dr. W. A. Drysdale, Philadelphia, Pa.
"We are highly pleased with the lamps and think they will have much better life
make."— Hutchinson, Kan., Water, Light and Te'ephone Co.
than the
"Some of the first lot of Sawyer-Man lamps, put in over two years ago, are still
in use." Saxton & Thompson, Trov, N. Y.
"The lamps furnished us under your contract have given excellent satisfaction.
We have quite a number of lamps now in use and burning brightly, which have been
in constant use, on an average of six hours per day, since January 2, 1888."— Portland Block, St. Paul, Minn., September, 1889.
"We consider them superior to the lamp furnished us by others." Electric and
Water Supply Co., NeillsviHe, Wis.
"One of the lamps has been burning since August 1, 1888. making 16 hours
each day, and is still a good lamp. We think that as you make such a sood
lamp, you are entitled to have their merits acknowledG:ed by those who are daily
using them." F. E. Coward dc Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Institute Fair,

I

,

.

Sawyer-Man
New

Electric

Company,

Chicago,
Boston,
Pittsburg, Pa.,
Cincinnati,
York,
San Francisco,
Portland, Ore.,
Dallas, Tex.,
Charlotte, IV. C,
St. Louis, Mo.

I

1890
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THE UNITED STATES

Electric Lighting Go
(The Westinghouse Electric Co., Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED

ADTOMATIC DYNAMOS-PERFECT DEVICES.
More than 1000 Plants

in operation in Factories, Hotels, 0£B.ce

Buildings. Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.

ELECTRIC
Direct Current

Superior

GENERATORS

in

and

Desien

MOTORS
for all

and

purposes

Workmanship

1-8 H. P.

and
unequaled

up to any power
required,

and at any
required E. M.

Send

for

in

efficiency.

F.

New

U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

CSrGXX&JTsil Of!H.o©s:

Equitable Building,

130

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

—

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

E. S.

GREELEY

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
S and 7 1>KV MT.. >»:W VOHK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

Fndtlon

ul

Cseitiac?,

UuilUy

ul rinlib.

Stiinilttrd

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Test Ineiranieote

MACHINERY

Application.

.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,
ROSE
TiaaE HAUTE, mg.-A school of engiheerihg.

Knn'ilnw.

.,r.-.u.il..;:ii.-;Ml.li.--i'

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
AI.I.

\-"..M l.il !

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

GEORGE

.

Large Dynamos and Motors for Special Work
bollt to Order. Coal Mining Haalage
a Specialty.

j<?MiM'JIMi

W«M

427 "The

St., St.

Louis.

Building,

MIGA

^ifust

un-

BARTON,

LAW OFFICE,
DEARBOKN STREET,

225

SIZES

CHICAGO,

AND
QIJAI.ITIES

P.

Patent

and

City.

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 Water

Omaha.

St.,

ILL.

Trademark

festem
00.,

ElectriciaB

8I.OO.

il

New York.

Cases.

rOK THK

For Electrical Purposes.

Rookery," Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

builder,

Special and Experimental

upon

fornlelifil [ipoD HpjiIiciitlDn.

dynamo

constiuct'ng Gramme armatures.
.None hut a coropclent man wanted. Single
man preferred. .Sddress. sating wages,
••M.\XrF.U"rUI!F.R8," care Western
Kr.F( TKioi.vN, <'liicago, Id.

Novelties

the

i'ii<l.>n<^l. «tH .qiiipiK-l iU-1'.irtrinnlK of >!
chnnii-iilnixl Civil Knciiu'tTiiii:. F.lritri.-iiy. Clietiii-Iry. r»ri»«iiii: Eitiiinivi- Slii.p- A l.nloTiil.Mi"*. K\-

practical

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^

Lamp

'

ST.,

iSgo

''cr.-tan<l

0/ Lamps and

i

Bitt iB the World.

CaUloetie of

84 MARKET

Illustrated Circular

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,

lo,

F0REE(4a)BAIN, T7s7'-^3iTT
A

CO.,

t(

May

THE WESTON STANDARD

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

Erected Ready for Service.
8PKCIAIiTI£8 :-Tbe Armlogton & Sims EDgine, Steel Bollere,

Ireaon Link Belt, Stand'
ard RocUnKaixd Sheffield Urates. Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Eortlng Injector, etc.

HKNn FOB

These instruments are the most

CATAIiOGUES.

IiA.Tf:9T

accurate, reliable and sensitive portJ.

LESTER WOODBRIDQB.

able

mrOODBRIDGE & TURNER^

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers
COMPLETE

E<(UlP.nBlHT

Sena

C,B.i£Q.R.R.
—

Free from gTim or aclde. By refllteilng can be
need contlnoallv. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.

Best Appointed Line
— FOK REACHING THE

Agt..

45 River

Writp fnr Trices

arnl

all

A

meet the

kinds of work.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

SECOND TO NONE.
TAUSSIG.

requirements of

Oeelcrns and Estimates Submitted.
Oox'tX^i'Xi.c^t iStreet;. INTe-CTCT- 'TT^xrJx-,

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL

S.

ofiEered.

OF ELECTBIG BAILWATS.

Steam Plants for Electric Light and Power.

74

instruments ever

large variety of ranges to

IS

St., Chicago.

Catalope,

ADDBE88

THE

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

lest, Nortbiest aod Soitliiest.

Samples.

for lllnstratcil

Quitman near Baldwin street.

NCWatk, N.

CO.,

J.

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
A IVew and Improved Method of Eqnipplne Buildings with an Insolated Tube
aoTix.:Bi:B^xvrc3ri

Conduit for any System of Electric Wiring.

_„ AbBolate
^
immnnity from electric Area.
SAFETY—

ACCESSIBILITY— Perfect accesa to concealed wires.
and freedom from futnre expense.
ECONOMY— Small cost ot inBtallation,
DURABILITY —Abaolutely moiatare-proof tube and appliances, insnring longevity of wiree.
Systems
of
electric
wiring
may be laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gae, water and steam piping; the conductors may be drawn in at pleaaure.
CONVEN lENCE—
FOB CIBCVK1A.B8. PRICK I.1ST AND INSTBCCTIONS, A.DOBKSS,
INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION COMPANY,
154 AND 156 WEST 27TH ST., NEW YORK CITY.

moi

umm

CHARIiSMUNSON.PREsr.

FRANKfiMOSSfSECr &TREAS.

to.,

PUSH-BUTTON

SHELLS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 CHAMBE RS STREET,

PAISTE P

Sr

NEW

YORK.

PlTTSBUF^GH

CUHOT

ROSETTE.

.

New York.
^'

^imm^

SanFfjangisgo.

28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted

to its special

to be pure Oak-tanned,
satisfaction.

short lap,

DOUBLE POLED.
CAP EASILY DETACHED.

New

Ofileans.

CANAL Si.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

— THE —

Celebrated P.

#"

B.

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.

A contact
anteed

of 10 amp.

bet'ween

arms and binding

is

guar-

cap

contact

strips

on base

block.

H. T.

PAISTE,
Kept

in

I2th

and Market

Stock and lor Sale by

all

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prominent Supply Houses.

ELECTRICAL COMPOONDS.

PAINT
THE STANDARD
SOLE

CO.,

JI.^SICFACTIJIIERS.

59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,
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Miniature Electric Railway at the Lenox

Lyceum

Exhibit.

most pleasing features of the elecnow being held at the Lenox
Lyceum in New York is the miniature electric
As the visitor descends the steps
railway.
which lead to the basement of the building his
ears detect the tiny roar of a train speeding

One

of

ttie

trical exhibition

The track enover the track at express speed.
an octagonal pillar, on whose mirrored

circles

sides are reflected the palms and ferns and mosscovered rocks, which increase the realistic effect of the arrangement.

W. Spicer. The
Bergmann & Co.
is

one of the

no

MAY

made and fitted by
The operating motor, which
Perret type, with worm gear, is run
cars were

being used as conductrunning parallel with the
rails, are rods of brass, from which trail connecting brushes that light the small signal lamps
One of the
which are placed along the track.
tracks is used as a return circuit for the storage
battery current up.in which the illumination of
the lamps depends.
In order to start the motor
slowly, so that the whole force of the current may
not be thrown on the worm, and thereby wrench
at

ors.

volts, the tracks

Along the

tracks,

IIATURE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT

train consists of an electric locomotive
and two cars, brilliantly lighted with bijou incandescent lamps, and as it scurries along in a
brisk and business-like way it lights the signal

The

lamps which are placed alongside the track, and
In the same
extinguishes them as it passes by.
of lights throughout the length of a
tunnel shine out as the locomotive enters, and
the departing train again leaves darkness be-

way a row

hind it.
This beautiful model was designed by H. V.
Stevens' Institute of
Parsell, a student of
Technolog)', for the purpose of illustrating the
possibilities of electric

train

lighting

and

sig-

naling, and the system is complete in every depart of the construction work was extail.
ecuted at Mr. Parsell's private laboratory by C.

A

No. 19

lo, 1890.

covered by the Metropolitan Electric
Light and Power company.
This corporation
has a contract with the city for ten years, and
the work of extending the system so as to take
in all the streets and avenues of the Mound City
will be continued.
At present there are 492
miles of Simplex wire strung on 4,500 white
cedar, 2,000 Norway pine and 500 cypress poles,
furnished by C. H. Holmes &' Co.
The longest
circuit is 18 miles, and has 57 lamps on it.
trict

The Wood lamp is
dynamos of 60 lights'

in

use.

There are

capacity, each

the current for the city

circuits.

39

furnishing

This station

THE LENO.X LYCEUM EXHi

the current is passed through a bank of
lamps, and a. uniform start can always be relied
upon.
The public never seem to tire of watching
this Lilliputian equipment as it forges its way
round and round, continually appearing to make
the "best time on record.''
it,

Louis City Electric Light System.
Louis has at last discontinued the use of
gas as an illuminant for its main business thoroughfares and handsome residence districts, and

has already been
paper.

described in

detail

in

this

The

boiler house is at the west side of Johnand the main building on the opposite side.
These structures are connected by

son

street,

tunnel under the roadway. Both were constructed for the present plant, and are admirably
adapted to its needs.

St.
St.

On May i the new
substituted electricity.
plant supplying the city with electric lights began operations, and it has proved thoroughly
There are now 1,613 arc lamps in
satisfactory.
operation on the streets of St. Louis in the dis-

Electric Railways

and the Census.

The census

investigation of the general subject of transportation has been assigned to Prof.
Henry C. Adams, statistician of the Inter-state

He has divided the
subject into several sections, one of which is,
This section has
"Rapid Transit in Cities."
been assigned to Charles H.Cooley, special agent.
Commerce commission.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
to

an inspection of the three different views pre-

compare the several kinds of motive power now
utilized, such as animal, steam dummy, cable and
electricity, to show their relative economic value.

sented in the cut.
A slightly enlarged view of
the cutting tool proper and its attached links is
shown in the lower left-hand corner of the illus-

The

plan of investigation to be followed

is

The

schedules for the section of rapid transit
include the inquiries to be made
regarding electric railroads. That part of the
schedules pertaining to the electrical branch of
the subject will be prepared under the supervi.sion of Allen R. Foote, special agent in charge
of the department of electricity, and that portion
of the report pertaining to the uses of electricity
as a motive power for street cars will be embodied in his report on the investigation of the
electrical industry, as well as in the report of
the section making the investigation.
Mr. Cooley is anxious to have electric railroad
men impressed by the fact that ihey can afford
him great help by filling out and returning their
schedules promptly.

tration.

in cities will

Fort

The

Wayne, Ind

Electric

.

10,
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Bright Outlook for Chicago.

The

labor troubles which so recently threatened the prosperity of Chicago and promised
seriously to retard all business operations have
happily been settled, and the danger is for the
present, at least, averted.
The prospect has
brightened considerably and there is every indication that the city is entering upon an era of
prosperity surpassing anything in its history. The
electrical industry, in conjunction with other de-

partments of

commercial

activity,

will

enjoy

great advantages, largely owing to the fact that
Chicago has been selected as the site for the
World's Fair. Electrical companies are especially
interested in the building operations and the
numerous immense commercial buildings and
hotels which are now in view, will afford the
electric lighting, wire and supply companies
plenty of work.
There is no doubt that the
unusual activity displayed in the real estate and
building market is largely due to the World's

Electric Club.

Club of Fort Wayne,

May

Fair.
For instance, a number of huge hotels
are contemplated on the South side, and all of
these will, of course, be lighted by electricity.

Ind., al-

though still in its infancy, is constantly growing
in membership, and extending its influence. Its
president, Charles C. Miller, announces that it
"expects to do as good work as any organizaThe club now has a
tion of this kind can do."
membership of 150 and has secured comfortaIt is deser\'ing the support of
ble club rooms.
who are interested in the dissemination of
knowledge of electrical science, and the new club

Probably the finest hotel in the country will
soon be in course of construction on the Peck
property, Quincy, Dearborn and Van Buren
streets, opposite the postofifice building.
This
hotel has already been described in this paper.
E. A. Bachelder, of the Southern Hotel, and
General Hascall, lesses, have concluded arrangements for the erection of a $500,000 hotel at

undoubtedly receive ample encouragement
and substantial assistance.

The

all

Michigan

will

Chicago Telephone Company and

Retail

Druggists' Association.
A project is on foot to organize a company in
Chicago to manufacture the D'Unger telephone,
explained in these columns.
the projectors of the company to establish a competing telephone service
The matter was discussed by the
in Chicago.
Chicago Druggists' association last week, and it
are
is understood members of that association
The scheme is advointerested in the project.
cated by Dr. D'Unger, the "inventor" of the inHe holds out flattering inducements
strument.
to investors and promises the druggists if they
come in at once to admit them to the company
on the ground floor. Some of the more conservative members expect by waiting they may be
admitted via the basement or cellar.

which has been

TOOL FOR CUTTING ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES.

fully

It is the intention of

The Chicago Telephone company and

the

Druggists' association of that city agreed to disagree some time ago, and they have been conducting their respective affairs on this plan eve""
The Telephone company considers itself
since.
thoroughly competent to conduct its own affairs,

To

operate the device it is hooked on over the
wire or wires to be cut and so as to bring them
within the jaws at the upper end.
The handlever, X, is then pulled down into the position
indicated by the dotted line and the cutter or
blade, by the combined action of the rod 7?, the
lever, Z, and the links at the top, is forced outwardly to make a shear engagement with the
face of the jaws, H.
This action cuts off the
wires.
The rod, R, being insulated, as is the
stem, 5, fully protects the operator from the

dangerous

effect of

an electric

light current.

avenue and

Twenty-second

street.

building will be ten stories high, and will
occupy iooxi6i feet. Arrangements are nearly
complete for the erection of another fine hotel
on Michigan avenue, between Harrison and
Twelfth streets. It is to cost $250,000. The
plans for the Hotel Metropole, Michigan avenue
and Twenty-third street, call for one of the finest
structures in the city.
It will occupy 100 feet
on Michigan avenue and iSo on Twenty-third
street, six stories high and fire-proof.
Ground
has already been broken and the structure will
be completed within a year. The cost will be
In apartment buildings there will be
$400,000.
two modern structures erected on the South
side,

one

at

Indiana

avenue and Eighteenth

of $300,000, and another at
Michigan avenue and Thirtieth street at a cost
of $100,000.
The plans for the South side office building, the Manhattan, have been fin-

a cost

street, at

It is to be located on the east side of
Dearborn, south of Van Buren. It will cover an
area of 68x68 feet.
There will be two fronts,
one on Dearborn street and the other on Third

ished.

Twenty-Five Horse Power Motor.
The accompanying cut illustrates the latest
form of the C. & C 25-horse power motor. The

1

and believes that as a public institution it is giving excellent service, and is deserving of the suchas a
It persists that it
cess it has enjoyed.
right to demand a reasonable return for the service which it gives the public, and believes itself
best fitted to determine what is a reasonable compensation, as an acquaintance with the cost of
plant, maintenance, etc., is necessary to make a
fair estimate.

The

dispensers of

pills

and tonics

They have been fighting
Telephone company for a long time.
mit

this.

will not adthe Chicago

They have

not been very successful, however; they claim
the contest has advanced their cause, but in what
way and to what degree can only be discovered
by the astute knights of the pestle and mortar.
It is not surprising then to see the druggists
interesting themselves in this proposed company.
It is not probable though, that they will be able
to proceed with the scheme until they have engaged in a protracted legal fight, as the Bell
company claims the D'Unger instrument infringes patents held by it, though long since discarded.

Tool for Cutting Electric Light Wires.

The accompanying cut illustrates an improved
It
was designed by J.
wire cutting device.
tnibbs of Troy, X. V., with the object of providing an efficient form of tool to be used for
cutting electric light, telegraph, or telephone
wires where they are so strung from poles that
they interfere with the operations of firemen
working about burning buildings. The general
construction of the tool will be understood after

rWENTV-KIVE IIORSE POWER MOTOR.

most striking feature of the machines is the
shape of the magnetic circuit which forms a circle around the center of the armature shaft.
This construction gives the shortest magnetic
circuit; it is free from corners and projections
where leakage may occur, and makes the motor
compact for a given power.
The advantage of this form of construction is
shown by the small amount of current absorbed
by the several sizes when running either with or
without load.
The speed of the machine is 850
revolutions per minute.

avenue. It will be 204 feet in height, and will
contain sixteen stories.
The main entrance will
be 50 feet wide with shafts of polished granite on
each side. The architectural design will be beautiful.
The interior will be elaborately finished.
The cost of the structure will be $500,000.
These are but a few of the many buildings
now under consideration in Chicago, but they
will serve to show the activity in the real estate
market and notify electrical concerns that the
prospects for business in this field are remarkably good.
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Safety of Ferranti Conductors.

An

interesting experiment was recently tried
with the Ferranti mains at Deptford, England.
The London board of trade had put forward an
objection that in case of a workman cutting the
conductor the act would be dangerous to life.
This was denied by the engineers, and the experiment was carried out to demonstrate that it

was not the case. A length of the main was
charged with the 10,000 volt current, and the
main was then cut through with a hammer and a
This was done in front of the visitsmith's set.
ors, without the slightest effect upon the workThe main was of
man who held the tools.
course short-circuited, and the fuse at the other
end went, but otherwise there was no accident.

Cardew Grounding Device

for Alternat-

ing Circuits.

The accompanying illustrations show the latof the Cardew earthing device as

Railway company, 32,940 trips, 211,623 passengers; LinRailway company, 107,014 trips, 1,175.094 passenMound City Railway company, 43,954 trips, 518,240
passengers: Jefferson Avenue Railway company, 36,294
trips, 340,672 passengers; Union Depot Railway company,
79,732 trips, 1,194,155 passengers; Citizens' Railway company, 83,334 trips, 1,617,935 passengers: Northern Central, 41,702 trips, 490,022 passengers; Cass Avenue Railway company, 50,982 trips, 75i':l72 passengers; Union
Railway company, 62,550 trips, 487,560 passengers: St.'
Louis Railway company, 58,582 trips, 1,695,080 passendell

gers:

gers.

An

Electric Torch.

In one of the brilliant scenes in the opera of
"Ascanio" at the Grand Opera house, in Paris,
Phcebus appears among the muses bearing the
shining torch of Genius.
The directors of the
theater, in order to introduce a striking effect,
determined to employ electric light to represent
This result was acthe burning of the torch.
complished by attaching to the upper part of the
torch frame a small incandescent lamp concealed

est pattern

& Gorham, of London, and
adopted by the London Electric Supply corporation.
The action of the device is to connect
the secondary circuit to ground automatically
whenever a dangerous difference of potential is
established between the lamp circuit and the
This result is obtained by interposing a
earth.
medium which will be of infinite resistance unof potential exists,
til a dangerous dift'erence
when a free passage for the leakage current is
modified by Drake

provided.
Li the Cardew device the static arrangement
is adopted, as it is found to give the best results.
This arrangement consists of two brass plates
Beplaced near but insulated from each other.
tween these lies a thin foil of aluminium, which
position by ebonite pegs, one
is retained in
plate being connected to earth and the other to
the secondary circuit. A flat projection is formed
on the upper plate over one end of the foil, so
that as soon as a dift'erence of 400 volts is established one end of the foil lifts by static attraction, and a metallic contact is made between
the two plates.
If there is a serious leak between the primary and secondary, and if the
primary is also completely grounded elsewhere,
the primary fuses in one or both of the houses in
These fuses
which the leaks occur are blown.
will, of course, blow with a current too small to
cause a fire. The plates are all made interchangeable, so that when the foil has acted it is
merely necessary to slide in fresh plates.
permanent
It has been suggested that the
earthing of the secondary does all that the static
Grounding the middle of the
contact will do.
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lieving that the staples would be here any way.
The multiplicity of the ways in which the elec-

current coupled with mechanical ingenuity
can be brought to the service of mankind was
never more forcibly demonstrated than to-day. It
has been truly said that we live in an electric
We do, and the thrill of eager wonderage.
ment and astonishment that permeates the public as these inventions tumble over each other
in getting through the Patent Office is the effect I am seeking to produce in St. Louis this
year.
People are tolerably familiar with the
electric light, they are learning more every day
of electric railways, and I want now to direct
their attention to domestic electricity."
One of the chief novelties which will interest
the community will be the system of purifying
water by electricity after the method of the
Stanley Electric company of Philadelphia. This
company, Mr. Whipple says, will have a plant
at St. Louis capable of purifying many thousand gallons of water daily by electrolytic treatment. This will excite more than local interest,

tric

and representatives of cities in all parts of the
country may be expected to witness the tests, as
polluted water seems to be a prevailing evil in
large communities.
progress that has been made in the application of electricity for heating purposes will
interest the mechanic and housewife.
Three
companies that have been engaged in this special line will display their devices, each striving
to outdo the other.
It is claimed in this line
that ordinary looking flat-irons to which flexible
all

The

cord is attached may be operated continuously
with no attention to anything but the work in
hand. Soldering irons similarly connected can
be used with no waste of time, by reason of put-

them

ting

in the fire-pot to

cooking dishes,

heat.

Tea

kettles,

pans and all the innumerable culinary articles may be placed anywhere
and their contents brought to a boil or well
baked in the time ordinarily taken in lighting a
tin

Another company will exhibit heating
which look like the average steam radiator.
I'hey can be placed anywhere and the atmosphere warmed by the hidden current. Improvements in street car heaters will also be
shown. There will be talking dolls, electric exercising machines,
danger signals, electric
fire.

coils,

valves, temperature controllers, etc.
Joseph Irwin, of Topeka, Kan., has promised
to make an interesting exhibition in the form of

ELECTRIC TORCH.

by stage jewels: As it was deemed inadvisable
to employ long conductors, it was decided to use
storage batteries for furnishing the current to
The general appearance of the torch,
the lamp.
as it was finally planned and the disposition of
the accumulators within its frame, are shown in
the cut. Six cells are used, three are arranged in
the upper part and three in the lower part of the
The plates are made of sheet lead, and
torch.
each has a surface of 35 centimeters exposed to
The plates are immersed in
the electrolyte.
The
slender glass containing tubes, as shown.
six cells have an output of three amperes at ten
volts.
A little push button at the right of the
torch, at the point where it is grasped by the
hand, serves to switch off or on the current, as
The cut is reproduced from La
desired.

a double track railroad, 60 feet long, with
moving trains, between which telegraph
patches will be sent. In this exhibition it
be explained how the engineer of one train

two
diswill

can

Nature.

Electrical Exhibit at the St. Louis
FIG.

I.

CARDEW GROUNDING DEVICE FOR ALTERNATING
CIRCUITS.

Louis Electric Railways.

The reports of the .Si.
to the city registrar show

Louis street railway companies

why

so

FIG. 2.

CARDEW GROUNDING DEVICE FOR ALTERNATING
CIRCUITS.

The management

secondary circuit reduces the stress on the secondary insulation, but admits of danger from
fire, as it only requires one leak to earth of the
secondary to make a short circuit.
With the
static contact two are needed.
It is evident that the apparatus can be modified to cut off both poles of the circuit, or to
ring a bell and drop a danger disk, as has been
arranged for the Chelsea Electric Supply company, where continuous currents are used.
St.

Expo-

sition.

many

applications

are

made

for franchises and for permission to substitute elecfor horses on the lines already established.
Here
are some figures taken from the official reports for the first

tricity

quarter including January, February and March; People's
Railway company, 39,574 trips, 693,355 persons; Arsenal

of the annual exposition at
much more
St. Louis has decided to make a
elaborate electrical display this year than heretofore, and already arrangements are making to
secure exhibits from the leading electrical manufacturers of the country.
The electrical display last year was in charge of Fred. H. Whipple of Detroit, and proved an attractive feature.
Mr. Whipple has again been retained by the

Exposition company, and has been given full
power over the forthcoming exhibition so far as
electrical apparatus, is concerned. He is already
at work and is now in communication with many
projectors of new enterprises, which he hopes to
have represented at the approaching exposition.
He has profited by his experience in handling
"It has been my aim,"
the display of last year.
he says, "in securing exhibits this year to include
as

much

as possible the electrical

novelties, be-

communicate with the engineer of a train two
miles ahead or behind, while both trains are goMr. Irwin will also
ing at the ordinary speed.
show his code of war signaling by electricity.
Already the Westinghouse Electric company
has applied for a large space in which to erect
an immense power plant for electric lights, motors and a street railway. The railway cars will
be operated by alternating motors, it is promised.

A storage

battery car will be operated by the
Accumulator company of New York.
Several types of motors for mining, drilling,
etc., will be shown, and there will be the usual
display of dynamos, motors and machinery with
which the general public is now fairly familiar.
Mr. Whipple says: "Gold, silver and bronze
medals will be awarded upon all classes of elecElectrical
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and a great many firms are entering their products. The committee on awards
will be composed of three leading scientists and
practical electrical engineers.
The .American
Institute of Electrical Kngineers has, at my
Carl Hering of
Philinvitation, appointed
adelphia, who was one of the judges at the last
Paris Exposition.
A similar invitation was extended to the National Electric Light association, and at its
last
convention E. R.
Weeks, of Kansas City, Mo., the retiring president of the association, was appointed. For the
third member I adopted the plan of having the
entire electrical interests vote for a choice, and
Presithe result will not be known until July.
dent Kennard of the exposition has entered into
the electrical work with his usual vim, and he
has said he desired to prepare a series of electrical tableaux and representations on the Music
Hall stage, which certain evenings would be set
It is needless to say that I
aside to produce.
shall act on his suggestion to the extent of my
trical appliances,

ability.

Altogether,

I

can

promise you some-

thing you have never seen."

Electric Motor.
}5v

I'OKKH Bai.n.

the strain has been so greatly improved within
the past few years, that it may be fairly said the
creations belong to the present day.
The modern electric motor in age is as an infant to a
patriarch, when compared to the modern steam
engine.
.\s a means for transforming energy
the electric motor has reached as near the acme
of perfection as it -is possible to attain in any
way or by any means. If the steam engine was
as nearly perfect in converting the potential
energy of coal into power as the electric motor is
in transforming electricity into power, then we
could produce about six times as much light
with a given amount of coal as we are now able
to do.
.'V
modern steam engine requires, say
2'j lbs. of coal per horse power hour.
This
consumption now produces 192 incandescent
candle power hours.
If the steam engine was
as perfect a transformer of energy as the electric motor or dynamo, then in round numbers
2'.. pounds of coal would produce, say 1152
candle power hours or about 72 i6-candle power
incandescent lights at a cost in coal and water
of one horse power, at present.
Going another
step farther, if we could convert the potential
energy of coal into light without first converting
it into so many transitions of force as heat and
light, power, electricity and heat, then 2j_i lbs. of
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crucible steel casting, with removable hardened
steel pin and cross-head slides.
The stuffing
boxes and glands are phosphor-bronze. The
guides are of liberal width, and are cylindrical.
The castings of the bed plate and other parts are
made of best charcoal iron, heavy, and well
The engine is shown mounted upon
braced.
heavy cast iron sub-base, or what is commonly
called "foundation box," upon which it is tested
in the works by running with brake and indicator.
This base reduces considerably the cost of
foundation.
One of the special features of the Ideal engine is the self-lubrication of every working part
of the engine.
The engine literally runs in oil,
splashing being prevented, as indicated, by a
casing around the working parts.
The oil
channels are large, and the flow of oil over
all the bearings is positive.
No oil is wasted
or thrown upon floors, but is returned to the
oil

chamber

be

to

withdrawn and

used over again by being

In the place of ten or
cups, found upon most engines, each
of which must be carefully watched to keep the
oil feeding drop by drop, this engine has but
one oil receptacle, from which all the oil is automatically delivered in streams to all parts of the
engine requiring lubrication. It is claimed that

twelve

filtered.

oil

A

device for transforming electric power into
mechanical power, in its broadest construction,
is an electric motor.
.Although we are congratulating ourselves that we are now living in an
age of great improvement, discovery and advancement, it is perhaps not generally known
that the electric motor which seems essentially a
creation of to-day, is much older in its origin
We ar,e told that Hero
than the steam engine.
of Alexandria in the Pnciimatica 130 years before Christ mentions and describes two devices,
by which the heat energy of steam was converted into mechanical motion.
From their
nature we must consider these devices as forms
In a form about as crude
of the steam engine.
we can trace the existence of the electric motor
to remote ages for, "in the sixty-fourth year of
the reign of Ho-ang-ti (2O34 B. C.) the emperor
Hiuan-yuan, or Ho-ang-ti attacked one Tchiyeon on the plains Tchou-lon, and finding his
army embarrassed by a thick fog raised by the
enemy, constructed a chariot (Tchi-nau) for indicating the south, so as to distinguish the four
*
*
*
(Klaproth
cardinal points.
etc."
I.ettre a. M. le Baron Humboldt sur linven-

de la boussole.)
This "chariot" was what we call a compass,
and a compass is unquestionably a device by
which electric power may be converted into
mechanical power, or in other words, an electric
motor.
In our earlier school philosophies we
were taught that the direction of the needle of
the compass was determined by a large magnet
tion

or loadstone situated somewhere in or near the
In this case the compass would be
north pole.
a magnetic motor, and not an electric motor.
We know now however, that the directive force
of the compass is due directly to earth currents

IIIKAL

KNGINES IN CHICAGO CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.

would maintain about 200 i6-candle power
power hours instead of
192 candle power hours.

coal

lights or 3,200 candle

of electricity, and indirectly to the polarization of
the earth as a whole, and that electric currents
acting upon the magnet of the compass give it
the power of motion.
It is indeed a primitive
motor; its efficiency is not high, and it would be
a difficult task to make a curve of its counter

Ideal

electromotive force, one thing at least may be
said in its favor; it does not spark at the commutator.
The ancients noticed that lightning affected
it,
"threw it into great distress," and thinking
that this disturbance was a manifestation of the
displeasure of some of the gods, the emperor immediately caused to be decapitated various
numbers of his benighted subjects, the quota no
doubt varying in proportion to the "distress" of
Who knows but that some amthe compass.
bitious Guy Fawkes who wishes to obtain cheap
notoriety may, even in our day and generation,
adapt the electric motor to some capital punishment device as has been done with the alternating dynamo? As we are living in times of keen
competition, this may serve as a "pointer."
The references cited in the case of the steam
engine or the electric motor can hardly be considered apt anticipations of the modern wonders
of perfection.
These latter are the outgrowth of
the generic germs that we have described, but

engines recently
Son, of Springfield, III,
in the new city electric light plants in Chicago.
These engines have each a capacity of i25-horse
power, with a 14x14 cylinder. The pulleys, it
Each has
will be noticed, are of unusual width.
a face 22 inches in width and is 66 inches in
diameter.
Two dynamos are belted to each fly
wheel, consequently one engine supplies power
In perfecting this engine it
to four machines.
was the intention of the builders to produce a
machine which would meet successfully the
special requirements found in driving electric
light and power plants, where perfect regulation
should be combined in limited space, and at the
same time furnish a reliable and economical
power.
This engine is notable for its double frame,
making it doubly rigid with double cranks and
shaft bearings.
The main shaft, crank pin, connecting rod, piston rods and governor parts are
all of high grade steel, and the cross-head is a

Engines

in

Chicago City Electric

Light Plant.
The accompanying illustration shows the gen-

there never has been an instance of an Ideal en"
gine stopping from hot bearings.
The working
parts are as accessible as in any center crank
engine without removing bolts or nuts.
The range of cut-olf is wide, and enables the
engine to carry a load largely in excess of the
rated power,

eral design of the twelve Ideal

installed

by A. L. Ide

&

Ferranti's
There appears

to

Work Not

a Failure.

be a difference of opinion .imong the

English journals as to the seriousness of the trouble with
Ferranti's high tension system in London,
The following
from the London Eleclricat J'lngiiu-cr would seem to indicate that this colossal enterprise is not such a great failure
after all:
r'urther reports, says our contemporary, of the failure,
past, present or future, of the Deptford station continue to

be rumored, and we suppose, will until the station is enopened.
As a matter of fact, the Deptford station is
working now. and has been working practically every day
since November last, supplying current for the drosvenor
circuit
at half pressure, but usually full current
Deptford
working as a reserve to the Grosvenor plant. .\ second
engine is now erected, and sundry small improvements are
being introduced into the second dynamo ttefore starling.
The reports of the failure of the Ferranti mains are devoid
of any foundation.
Recently a length of main, consisting
of some 30 or 40 lengths, and extending round the Deptford station, was tested with transformers up to i8,ijoo
volts without failure.
The mains are considered quite satisfactory, and tons of the lengths are being manufactured.
.Some miles are already laid along the route in different
parts.
Although more time has been taken than has been
expected, yet it is sufiiciently noteworthy that, with the extirely

—

—

^
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ception of inclosing the mains to satisfy certain authorities, the work at Deptford has all been carried out as originaUy proposed and determined, and the engineers avow
themselves thoroughly satisfied with the result, both of the
dynamos and the mains.

Signaling across Rivers
Bv

\V. F.

in India.'

Melhvish.

unfrequently happens that a river cable fails enor becomes imperfect at a time when, owing to the
force of the stream, a new cable cannot be immediately
laid, or when there is no ready-made cable available, or
when a considerable period must elapse before the new
To provide for these contingencable can reach the river.
It not

tirely,

cies attempts

have from time

to time

signal across rivers without cables.

been made

appear to have been discussed and attempted,

FIG.

I.

in

India to

Three different methods
viz:

i.

Sig-

SIGNALING ACROSS RIVERS IN INDIA.

2. Signalnaling through an imperfectly insulated wire.
3. Signaling without
ing through an ordinary bare wire.
any metallic conductor.
During May, June and July of the year iSSS Mr. Johnston made a long series of trials across the canal and the
river Hooghly, and the subsequent measurements and experiments led him to come to the following conclusions,
viz.: That up to 1^0 miles it is perfectly easy and practicable to signal through a bare wire under water; that for
greater distances, judging from experiments, it is not pos-

sible to signal in

this

manner.

In April,

1889,

W.

P.

[ohnston died, and the duties of electrician were intrusted
me. I resolved to change the class of signaling apparatus, and to continue the experiment. Discarding continuous steady currents and polarized receiving relays, I
adopted Cardew's vibrating sounder. I began from the
beginning, and tried to signal across a waterway without a
metallic conductor by laying down two earth plates on each
Readable signals having been exof its opposite banks.
changed, the distance separating each pair of plates was
varied with the view of ascertaining how close the plates
might be brought together, the signals remaining still readable.
Readable signals were exchanged when the distance
separating the plates was equal to the breadth of the river,
reading becoming more difficult as the plates were made to
approach each other, and clearer and more distinct as the
distance between the plates was made to exceed the breadth
of the river.
I learnt from these experiments that in order
to
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the bracket, standard or ground, or should the wire break
and both ends of it be lying on the ground or in a watercourse, communication could still be maintained by means
of the vibrating sounders.
The line wire which connects the town of Chandernagore
with Barrackpore is about loj^ miles long, goo yards of
which consists of a cable laid across the river Hooghly.
\'ibrating sounders having been joined up in the telegraph
offices at Barrackpore and Chandernagore, the insulated
conductor of the cable was thrown out of circuit, and the
line wire on each side of the river was joined to the iron
guards of the cable; thus for a length of half a mile out of
10^ miles the conductor was wholly under water, yet it was
found quite feasible to transmit messages between the two
offices.
From the success of this experiment it may be
reasonably inferred that in the case of certain cable crossings where the rivers are not too wide, should the copper
conductor of the cable make dead earth or become insulated
by parting, communication could still be kept up between
the two offices on either side.
The terminus of the Northern Bengal State railway at Sara
is separated from that of the Eastern Bengal State railway at
Damukdia by the river Ganges. The opposite banks of
the river in this locality are connected by two independent
cable crossings.
The length of one of these crossings is i
mile 610 yards, and of the other 4 miles.
The distance
which separates the two cable houses on the Damukdia side
is 3 mile^, 1,584 yards, and on the Sara side the cable
houses are only i mile 211 yards apart, giving a mean
lateral distance in alignment of 2 miles SSo yards.
The two cable houses on each bank of the river have an
insulated connecting land line.
The two cable crossings
and the connecting land lines form an irregular metallic
circuit somewhat resembling that given in Fig. 1.
The connectmg land lines having been joined to the iron
guards of the cables, two vibrating sounders were placed in
circuit, one on each side of the river, when signals so strong
were transmitted across that it was not difficult to read
them at a distance of 6 feet away from the receiving tele-

phone.

From the marked success of this experiment it may be
inferred that at all river cable crossings where the cables
are laid in separate alignments (and the farther apart the
better), should the cables become interrupted, communication may still be maintained from bank to bank by using
vibrating sounders, thus avoiding the delay, inconvenience
and cost of a boat service.
It should also be remembered in the case of such a parallel cable crossing, that besides the circuits afforded by the
copper conductors when these are in working order, there
is always an additional local circuit available by means of
the iron guards between the opposite cable houses, and that
this circuit should be used by means of the vibrating sounders as a talking circuit, in cases of necessity, without interrupting through working on either of the cables.
Each of these three experiments may properly be described as a delicate experiment.
With so much of the
conductor under water, the quantity of current which
reaches the receiving telephone is so infinitesimal that
signals could not be successfully transmitted if the vibrator
were joined up in the ordinary manner. It is desirable in
circumstances similar to these to reduce all the resistance
external to the actual connecting lines to as small a quantity as possible, and, therefore, when messages are being
transmitted, the telephone at the sending end should be re-

The Diathermancy

of Air in Relation to
the Efficiency of Incandescent Lamps.
By

F. Higgins.

know something of the state,
of the vacuum in incandescent lamps without injuring them
by perforating the bulb with electric discharges.
The property which air possesses of transmitting radiant
heat in proportion to its density, affords a means for obtaining this information.
I have not seen any mention of this property in works on
the subject which I have consulted, and do not know
whether my results agree with others which may have been
obtained.
In order to make some comparative tests. I obtained,
through the kindness of Major Flood-Page, a number of
lamp bulbs, fitted with similar filaments of platinum
iridium, as nearly as possible alike in length.
Some of these bulbs were exhausted to the highest possible degree, some left open to the air, and others exhausted
to a pressure equal to i-ioth inch of mercury.
With a sensitive thermoscope the different qualifications
of the three descriptions can be made apparent.
The lamps of each class being very similar in their behavior, it is only necessary to give the results obtained
with one of each tvpe.
The highest possible exhaustion is that which is supposed to be the condition of the electric lighting bulbs; the
i-ioth inch gives a vacuum like that necessary for the
Geissler tubes; the air bulb, as before mentioned, open to
the air.
By means of adjustable resistances and batteries the
three lamps were brought to the same degree of red heat,
as nearly as could be judged.
The potential at the filament terminals and the volume
of current flowing were measured in each case, with the
result that the air bulb required, to produce the red heat,
7-02 watts; the i-ioth inch vacuum, 5.336 watts; and the
highest possible .646 watts only.
With the same lamps in series the highest possible becomes white hot with a current which scarcely causes visible redness in the air bulb filament, and only dull redness
in the i-ioth inch vacuum.
The relative conductibility of the three bulbs, as
measured by radiation upon a sensitive thermoscope, was^
It is

occasionally useful to

Air, 325deg.

i-ioth inch vacuum, 25odeg.
Highest possible, 35deg.

When the same filaments were raised to incandescence,
that in the air bulb required 31.2 watts per candle, the
i-ioth vacuum. 15.20 watts per candle, and the highest
possible vacuum, 4 watts only per candle.
These results show that of two similar lamps one, merely
from imperfect vacuum, may require double the current
that is necessary in the other to produce the same amount
of light, and at the same time become dangerously hot.
The two extremes of my scale show, for example, the
absorption of nearly eight times the force in the case of the
air bulb that is necessary to produce the same effect in the
most efficient lamp with a higher vacuum.
It is possible that vacua produced by chemical absorption of carbonic gas may be more perfect even than this,
and advantageous to use. There is always some air left in
a vacuum produced by a pump; but

it is

possible to imagine

to obtain signals of sufficient distinctness for the practical
purpose of transmitting messages, it would be necessary to
construct a line on each bank of a river much longer than
the breadth of the river; and as the rivers along the coasts

became impressed with the
impracticable character of such an undertaking, and decided to strike out on a new line. This new line was the laying of two bare uninsulated iron wires across the waterway
parallel to each other, and separated by a certain distance,
the ends on each bank being looped together by means of
an insulated conductor. Hence, though much of the circuit was laid under water, it was nevertheless a continuous
Beginning first with a complete square by
metallic circuit.
laying the wires as many yards apart as the river was wide,
in India are extremely wide, I

signals were instantly exchanged that were incomparably
louder than those that were exchanged when the same area
was bounded by four earth-plates. The length of each of
the two wires under water was next gradually increased to
740 yards, and the distance separating them gradually
diminished to 35 yards, the strength of the signals diminishing proportionately, and ceasing to be readable when the
wires were further prolonged.
The conclusion arrived at
from these experiments was that for the practical and useful purpose of signaling messages across a broad river in
the absence of an insulated cable, a complete metallic cirActing on this conclusion, it
cuit was at least desirable.
was sought to apply it practically, and the following experiment was carried out: At a distance of 15 miles west of
river Hooghly,
Calcutta a cable is laid across the
which at this point is goo yards wide. The iron guards of
this cable were employed to form one of the metallic conductors, and at a distance 6i 450 yards down stream a
single wire, weighing goolbs. per mile, was laid across the
river to form the second metallic conductor, insulated land
lines having been run up to loop the two parallel conducThe experiment was quite a success, the
tors together.
signals being readable without difficulty.
number of other experiments were made as follows:
The local line from the central ofHce. Calcutta, to Garden
Reach is about four miles in length, and at about midway
Vibrating sounders having
the wire spans a small river.
been put in circuit at each end of this line, the wire where
it crosses the river was taken down and laid along the bed
Signals were loud and clear at both ends.
of the waterway.
From the success of this experiment it may be inferred that
on any ordinary line, should the wire from accidental
causes come off the insulator and make earth by touching

A

1

Abstract of a paper read before the London Institution of ElecEngineers.

trical

FIG.

2.

SIGNALING ACROSS RIVERS IN INDIA.

moved from

the circuit, so also should the vibrator from the
receiving end.
To effect this two-fold purpose, a special
form of signaling key, designed by the writer, is requisite.
This key. together with the complete set of connections for
a parallel cable crossing, is shown in Fig. 2.

Patton Motor Car,
Patton motor car
week in the W^estern
Electrician it should have been stated that the
motor car was 23 feet 6 inches in length, and was
carried on a single truck as shown in the cut.
The private car of George M. Pullman, which
was attached to the motor car on the trial trip at
the Pullman works, is 36 feet long and is an 8description of the

In the

which was illustrated

wheel

last

car.

The new

no gas will be left unabsorbed in the case of caustic
potash and carbonic acid gas being employed.
Lamps which differ much in the state of their surrounding medium differ also in their behavior when current is
applied.
Those which have a very perfect vacuum attain
incandescence slowly, and lose it in the same way; while
those which are imperfect start suddenly into incandescence, and as suddenly lose it.
that

city hall at St.

Louis

will

soon be

One of the features of the
construction.
be an elaborate electrical plant.

in course of

new building

The Prospect Park dummy line of Memphis, Tenn., will
be ready for the electric motors by the time the new electric light and power plant is completed, if the work goes
Beginning at McLemore and extending along
steadily on.
Rayburn toward the city to Walker avenue, rails and ties
are on the ground, and the poles for the wires are all up.
Capt. Hall, of Fort Clark Railway company, has
decided to put in an electric railway plant immediately on
the granting of the franchise by the city of Peoria. 111.,
which franchise is now pending, and will probably be put
on its passage at the next meeting of the city council.

will
1

Paper read at the London Institution of Electrical Engineers.
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be sure, a different state of affairs
still credit should not be withheld
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reported
as saying that telegraph companies will soon be
He believes that
obliged to bury their wires.
the reduction of expenses in operation will fully
compensate the company for the expense in-
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due.

part of the company whose wires will be put
underground. The Postal Telegraph company
has asked for a franchise to construct a conduit,
and it is probable permission will be granted.
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is

practical step toward burying electric wires in St. I.ouis has been taken, and it is
noticeable that the movement is voluntary on the
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Onk resolution adopted by the American Meteorological society which'met at Washington recently, is of particular interest to American
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Prof. Mendenhall moved that it be
of the opinion of the society
that, inasmuch as the electrical units have received the names of distinguished specialists
electricians.

;

the

CORIUESPONDENCE

or any of Its pracco-operation of all
Clear, conthinkers and workers earnestly desired.
cise, well written articles are especially welcome; and communication?, viewe, news items, local newspaper clippings, or anv information likely to interest electricians, will be thankfully
received and cheerfully acknowledged.
relatinir to electricity,
tical applications, is cordially invited, And the

electrical

expression

from all parts of the world, excepting .America,
one or two of the units yet to be designated
should have the name Franklin, Henry, or both.
The matter is likely to be brought definitely be
fore the International Electrical Congress during
the session to be held in this country in 1892,

ADVEHTISINQ.— The Western Electrician— (/te only general electrical paper published in the ire«(— thoroughly
covers a territory exctusivet'j Us oum- This is a claimwhich can
BE MADE BT NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JufRNAL IN THE UNITED
States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers desirinn Westerr, tradf uill appreciate the unequaled value of this journal
Advertieing rates
as an advertising medium in its special field.
are moderate, and will be promptly furnished on application.

Last week saw another advance

in

the price

which manufacturers of insulated
wire learned with interest.
It was announced a
few days ago that a purchase of 2,000,000
pounds of rubber, amounting to §1,550.000, had
been made by a few large manufacturers who
must have rubber to run their factories regard-

of rubber of
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The question whether electric light companies
are manufacturing concerns has again been considered by a Pennsylvania court.
\ summary
of the decision is given in the Pittsburg letter,
The case is of special interest to
in this issue.
all electric illuminating companies in Pennsylvania, inasmuch as a state law makes manufacturing corporations exempt from taxation.
The
conclusion of the court is identical with that
reached by a Pennsylvania court a year ago.
It is held that the term manufacture can be a])plied only to a material product.
Naturally
enough Pennsylvania companies think that this
distinction is rather arbitrary, though it must be
confessed that the decision is unquestionably
correct, if Webster's definition of the word manufacture is to be accepted, that is, "to make or
fabricate from raw materials by hand, by art or
machinery and work into forms convenient for
use."

264, 265

The Electric Motor
The Telephone
The Telegraph

265

Electrical Patents

266

265

265

The attorney-general of Massachusetts is a
determined opponent of municipal control of
As stated in our Boston letter,
lighting plants.
he has recently given it as his opinion that cities
in the Bay state have not only no right to sell
the electric current, but that they are not authorized to establish lighting stations for their own
His views are very much in accord with
use.
those of "Municipal," e.xpressed in an article in
last

in-

viting field for enterprising electrical companies,
and reports from that country confirm the good
impression already prevailing in this country.
Electric lighting has made but little progress
comparatively in Australia as was shown in an
article by Charles Flesch in the Westf.rn Electrician, Aug. 24, 1889.
The prospect at that
time were excellent, he said, in all departments
of electrical activity, and the experience of
operators during the last six months corroborates
In another place in this issue
these statements.
is presented an article by E. J. Erskine in which
he dwells on the recent activity in electrical circles in Australia.

258

week's issue.

"A Plea for the Unappreciated" is the heading of a short article, presented in this issue.
The writer calls attention to the fact that there
exists in almost all companies exploiting electric
systems, a department which, too often, receives
The expert department, he
little recognition.
greater appieciation.
thinks, is deserving of
While the article is evidently written from the
standpoint of one who has himself played the
part of "trouble man," and hence is perhaps a

A GLANCE over a few of the Parisian technical
journals reveals the gratifying fact that they are
all thoroughly interested in the World's Fair, to
La Naliirc has commenced a
be held in 1893.
series of extremely entertaining articles describing points of interest in Chicago, and in connection are presented several accurate views of
The really sigprincipal streets and buildings.
nificant fact which strikes one in perusing the
article, is that its writer views the location with

little biased, it calls to mind certain facts which
Those who were
are sometimes forgotten.
pioneers can appreciate, as they look back, the
innumerable difficulties which once beset the exI

1890

its distance from
which have thus far
appeared have described Chicago in a favorable,

favor,

is

not frightened at

The

the seaboard.

articles

not to say, flattering way.
La A^aliirc closes its
first article with the remark that, "The most interesting object of the Chicago Exposition will
be Chicago," LJ EU-Ltricite of Paris, in the introduction to an article on the World's Fair, says:
"The adoption of the bill which gave to Chicago
the Universal Exposition of 1S93 was the signal
for a burst of intellectual activity in this city,
"The burst of activity" expended itself in a
struggle to win the prizes offered by a journal as
rewards for the three best projects for making
the Chicago World's Fair noteworthy.
Two of
the proposals which have thus far been submitted contemplate the use of electricity.
One inventor proposes to build out into the waters of
the lake a sort of tunnel made of thick glass.
Electric light would be used on an extensive
scale, so that the waters on all sides of the tunnel would be illuminated for a considerable distance.
The inventor says the effect would be
'

,

similar to

though

gazing into an

infinitely

more

immense aquarium,

We

beautiful.

rather

however, that too few fish venture near the
city of Chicago to make the tunnel an interesting place to study the habits of the denizens of
the lake,
.\nother inventor proposes the construction of two towers, each about 400 feet
high, at a considerable distance apart.
He suggests that between the two heights an rerial
electric railway be built. It is stated that an :erial
road of this character is to be built between two
hills, about a quarter of a mile apart, at Zurich.
fear,

These

allusions to

the

fair

are

significant, as

tending to contradict the reports of eastern
papers that European countries are not interested in the international exposition.

holders of the balance of the

256

258, 259

India,

The
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In the last issue of the Western Electrician
the announcement was made that a writ of
habeas corpus had been issued upon the application of counsel for Kemmler, which acted as a
stay in the execution of the death sentence of
that unfortunate wretch.
The writ was granted
by a United States court upon the ground that
the application of electricity as a means of inflicting the death penalty was illegal under that
amendment of the federal constitution which
provides that cruel and unusual punishments
This is the same ground
shall not be inflicted.
upon which the fight was made in the New York
The provisions of the state and national
courts.
constitutions in regard to punishment are identical.
It is understood that the habeas corpus granted
by Judge Wallace of the United States Circuit
court was issued upon the distinct understanding that it was to be operative only until an application could be made to the United States
On Monday
Supreme court for a similar writ.
last the latter court refused a motion for a writ,
but consented to hear an argument for a writ of
There is no proberror at a subsequent time.
ability that the law will be found unconstitutional, however much we may wish that a fedThe law has
eral court would so regard it.
been before three courts in New York state and
in
each case its constitutionality has been
afiirmed.
The United States courts will have
no new points to consider apparently, inasmuch
as the provision of the national constitution in
regard to punishment is substantially the same
as that of the

New York

already stated.

It is

constitution as we have
a fact worthy of comment

change of sentiment concerning electrical
executions has occurred within the last year.
When it was proposed, the new law was considered as an evidence of advance in human civThat such is not the prevailing idea
ilization.
at the present time is shown by a number of
newspaper opinions quoted in another column.
There were advocates of electrical execution in
They are very quiet
several states a year ago.
Legislatures no longer seem in
just at present.
a hurry to follow New York's example in passing laws substituting a new means of inflicting
death in capital cases, but are content to await
the result of the experiment in the Empire state.
If there is as pronounced a change of public
opinion in New York state in regard to electrical execution as there has been elsewhere, the
legislature will be forced to erase the obnoxious
measure from the statute books.
that a

a

May

10,
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Plea for the Unappreciated.
Bv Practique.

and another

we may be allowed to imitate Bellam)', and
moment glance back over what is now too

generally referred to as the "phenomenal progress of the electrical industries," it must be admitted that the word "phenomenal," though
hackneyed, is well used. A number of electrical
industries have, indeed, advanced with the most
marvelous rapidity, until to-day there is invested

almost unlimited capital.
Reverting to the time when the electric light
formed merely an interesting laboratory experi-

in this field

—

ment and the electric motor a scientific toy
time we can all remember— and comparing the
advancement made in this line with that accomplished in other fields of industry, our conservative business man naturally wonders how such
great results were brought about in so short a
To him the policy of the successful firms
time.
In the imconstitutes an interesting study.
mense factories working to full capacity is found
evidence of the fact that good management will
effect wonders, but a glance about us brings also
a realization that the magic word "electric" is
not always synonymous with wealth. If our business man be a manufacturer himself, but not in
this particular field, and possessed perhaps of
some knowledge of engineering, he soon learns
that success in the exploiture of an electric system is not necessarily or wholly dependent upon
the superiority of that one system over others.
Should he be of an investigating turn of mind,
he will, in all probability, discover that for all
practical purposes, two systems may be equally
good, electrically and mechanically, yet one
from a commercial standpoint be a failure,
Naturally then,
while the other is successful.
is attributed to good business management, and as a consequence, there arises a curiosity as to the polcy pursued by the most
flourishing companies.

success

A

close study of the manner in which the business is carried on, and a careful consideration
of details of the management, will reveal to the
uninitiated that there exists one department in

every electric company which, although most
important in its relation to the successful and
extensive introduction of that particular system,
I refer to the expert
is as a rule unappreciated.
department which is now such a necessary adjunct to every electrical company.
Not many years ago when our electricians
were men who handled currents measured in
milliamperes, the name "expert" signified little.

many

cases the expert's chief qualification
for his work consisted in an ability to persevere.
In other words, the expert of those days was
only too often of the "try and see" kind, and
although, perhaps, a good workman as far as
skilled fingers were concerned, was in nine cases
out of ten a man who was at a loss when comNow all this
pelled to exert himself mentally.
The skillful handler of heavy curis changed.
rents and high voltages does but little trying
Tountil he has done considerable thinking.
day we find as experts in our leading companies,
men of education, and in many cases graduates
of our colleges.
But with all this, we find that
scanty recognition is accorded to the experts,
comparatively speaking. We learn of the sale
of a large lighting plant, or of the equipment
with electric power of an extensive street railway system. The public reads the accounts of
the "persistent efforts of Agent H. T. Blank,
who has equipped such and such a road," or
"started a lighting plant in the city of so and so."
Little thought, as a rule, is given to that humble
representative of the electric company, who follows Agent Blank, but in how many cases does
the success of the sale depend upon this one

In

man?

Agent Blank goes on

his

way

rejoicing,

the installation turns out to be a brilliant success, the company collects its bill without delay,
and Agent Blank is a great man so the papers
sa}'.
But where is the expert, and what has he
done? True, the company appreciates his services, but on the outside little credit is given
where, at least, half is due. .A. visit to the factory of one of our successful electrical companies
will reveal the extent to which the expert department is fostered. Managers, as a rule, now
recognize that it is one thing to sell apparatus,

—

—

to

make

it

run.

They have been

forced to realize that an agent's representation
as to the performance of apparatus must be substantiated.
They must look to their experts to
fulfill the guarantees. In the pioneer days of the
business when experts were "green," and agents
still "greener," how often was our young engineer deputed to perform impossible feats in
Many a story of tribuelectrical engineering!
lation could be traced directly to an imaginative
agent's failure to realize that the man who follows will in most cases be called upon to demAt
onstrate the truth of careless statements.
the present day, though, we find that greater
caution is e.xercised, and that the expert sails
in fairer weather, still each successful company
continues the far sighted policy of maintaining
The best
the efficiency of its expert corps.
talent is seized upon, and although perhaps, as
yet, but little developed practically, is given
every facility to become intimately acquainted
with every detail of the technical side of the
These young men naturally become
business.
attached to their alma mater, if that designation
may be allowed. They become veritable missionaries in their earnest efforts to make their

own

particular system successful.

note in this connection how
strongly attached many expeits become to their
system.
It is a curious and amusing fact that
man" or an "Edison man," who
a "T has worked his way through the factory or test
It is interesting to

H

room, and

is

turned out a full-fledged

finally

expert, rarely becomes completely convinced
that the sun does not rise and set in his particular system.
Just such loyalty as this it was
which in the early days kept the public from the
bad effect of a too intimate knowledge of many
an unsuccessful experiment. Had it not been for
the patience and indomitable energy dislayed
by a certain corps of experts in charge of the
equipment of a now well-known street railway
in

one of our Southern

not

now

electric

cities,

perhaps we should

see the present display of confidence in

motive power.

In conclusion, then, in meting out our praises,
without depreciating the value of other departments, let it not be forgotten that several
of our leading electric systenis owe their good
name, in part at least, to those men who lost
many a night's sleep in order that a burnt-out
armature might be as good as new in the
morning, and the manager of the embryo
company none the wiser.

Henry

B.

ings April 30, at which the resignation of

Rob-

Lincoln was accepted and Henry B. Stone
was elected to fill the vacancy in the board of
directors.
The directors then formally elected
Mr.
Mr. Stone president of both companies.
Stone is now in Europe enjoying a brief vaca-

ert T.

He will enter upon his duties as president
of the Chicago and Central Union Telephone
tion.

Another

Electric Street Railway for Mil-

waukee.

The

is

capital stock of the

new company

is

§100,-

000 and the following named gentlemen are
among the projectors of the enterprise: Paul
Betchner, Hugo Lovenbach, William D. Gray,
G. M. Hintley, Henry Moore, F. W. Henderson
and Charles L. Dana. Articles of incorporation
have been filed, and arrangements will be made
to prosecute the

work of construction

Death of Major O.
iel L.

Postponement
Every movement

of

Kemmler's Execution.
Kemmler

case is watched with
but throughout the civilobscure criminal has gained world-wide
notoriety oviing to the fact that he is the first person condemned to death under the new electrical execution law.
The case has been reviewed by the highest courts in the
state of Xew York, and the best legal talent obtainable has
been at the disposal of the condemned man. .\11 these efforts to have the law declared unconstitutional failed, however, ai d at the last moment, when the prisoner had become reconciled to his fate and everything was ready for
the execution, the fedeial court stepped in and ordered a
stay of proceedings pending a review of the constitutionality of the provisions of the law, by the Supr,;me Ccurt of
in the

interest, not only in this country

ized world.

An

the United States.

Roger M. Sherman, who obtained the writ of habeas
corpus from Judge Wallace of the United States Circuit
Court, postponing the execution, made an application in
the United Slates Supreme Court at Washington for a writ
of habeas corpus for Kemmler, under sentence of death in
New York, pursuant to the order of Judge Wallace of
Xew York, directing that he should make the application
The court denied the application for a writ
immediately.
of habeas corpus, but informed Mr Sherman that on the
19th of May the court would hear motion for a wTit of
error in the case, notice to be given the attorney general of
Xew York state This will permit the whole record to be
brought to Washington and the case argued. The court
follows the precedent established in the .-Vnarchist case.
As the court adjourns for the term on May ig, the decision
denying or granting the writ of error will be announced almost immediately after the argument. The writ of habeas
corpus issued by Judge Wallace is cancelled in the action
of the

Supreme Ccurt.

A Chicago

lawyer stated

to a
that there

representative

of

the

were many reasons why
the United States Supreme Court would not grant a writ of
habeas corpus, but if upon the application May ig the writ
of supersedeas is granted it will postpone the execution

Western Electrician

heard in October.
It is probable that
the case will be given immediate attention, and a decision
handed down as soon as possible, as criminal cases are
given precedence over civil actions.
While Attorney Sherman of Xew York was engaged at
Washington pressing the claims of Kemmler, Charles S.
Hatch of Buffalo, who conducted the murderer's defense,
secured from Judge Corbett a writ of habeas corpus, returnable at Auburn Saturday, May lo. Copies were immediately served on Warden Durston and District Attorney
Quinby of Erie county. Attorney Hatch has raised the
question as to whether the warden of the State prison at
Auburn can legally execute Kemmler. He contends that
nobody but the sheriff of E^"ie county could execute his
client.

ist.

announced that another street railway
operated by electricity will be built in Milwaukee, Wis.
It will be about 10 miles long and
will extend from the Northwestern and Union
It is
depot to the station at North Greenfield.
also proposed to engage in electric lighting.
It

member

until after the case is

Stone's Election.

The directors of the Chicago and Central
Union Telephone companies held special meet-

companies June

He wa.s a
and recently elected vice-president.
of the United States Electrical Conference and its
disbursing officer by appointment from the Secretary of
State, and member of the Board of E.xaminers International Electrical E.xhibition. Franlilin Institute, in 18S4.
Daniel L. Gibbens formerly one of the Xew York subMr
way commissioners, died of pneumonia May 2d.
Gibbens was bora in Wallham, Mass., thirty-one years
ago, was graduated from Columbia College and Law
School, and in l57g became a teacher of a school in Boston of which his father, E. A, Gibbens, was principal. He
afterward became private tutor to the son of Roswell P.
Flower, and upon the death of young Flower, private secHe took
retary to the father, who was then in congress.
an active part in politics during his connection with Flower
and thus attained his prominence in Xew York politics.
Mr. Gibbens was appointed counsel to the Subway Board
when Mr. Flower was a subway commissioner. \Vhen Mr.
Flower resigned this place in iSS6 he recommended Mr.
Gibbens as his successor, and Gov. Hill appoiiated him.
Mr. Gibbens became the leading spirit of the board, and
his encounters with Mayor Hewitt furnished a number of
lively chapters of municipal affairs until Mr. Hewitt deAbout three
clined to act any longer with the board.
months ago Mr. Gibbens resigned his office.

gineers,

at once.

E. Michaelis and DanGibbens.

The announcement is made of the death of Major O.tto
E. Michaelis at Augusta, Me. Ner\'Ous prostration, induced by his narrow escape from drowning in attempting
to rescue his children last winter, was the cause of death.
He was an expert io engineering and electrical matters, and
was a member of the American Institute of Electrical En-

.\nother point has been raised, though it is not mentioned in the applications now under consideration.
The
constitutionality is questioned of the provision of the law
directing the judge in pronouncing sentence to confer on
the warden of the prison the privilege of naming the day
and hour, within a week, for the execution. This question may be passed upon before the case is finally dis-

posed of.
In the course of an editorial on the new aspect of the
case the Chicago ll/:ra/cl says:
"Electrocution in New
York has unexpectedly been turned into a broad farce. .A
scientific and humanitarian reform has gradually degenerated into a business squabble between rival electric light
companies, which are shrewdly utilizing the federal courts,
ihe trembling criminal and the public sensibilities, for mere
advertising purposes.
In the meanwhile Kemmler might
just as well abandon all hopes of translation and prepare to
-^
^
die a lingering death like the rest of us.
In the
pause given 10 this proceeding by Judge Wallace's habeas
corpus the question will be asked anew whether this alleged
reform is not a humbug. Every one laughs at the story of
'^:"

the mother who was so tender-hearted that, when she was
forced to chastise her refractory son, she always chloroBut the substitution of euthanasia for
formed him first.
hanging is just as ridiculous, and for the same reason.
To make execution obviously painless and almost respectasay obviously
ble is to make it useless as a penalty.
painless, because, as a matter of fact, hanging is just as
painless as electrocution, while on account of its ignominy
and ghastliness it is a terror to evil-doers, which, theoretically, electrocution can never be,"
The Chicago Times, editorially, says: "Death by electricity may be painless.
Few of us are in position to speak

We
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But there is something as
aulhorilatively on that point.
cruel as it is unusual in Keramlcr's forced march up legal
hills and down legal dales, sometimes in the sunshine of
favorable decision, anon in the ver)' shadow of death,

comprebend what it is all about.
Kemmler can have his revenge only by dying slyly in his
"babbling o'
bed, 'an* if he were any Christom child"
green fields' as innocently when his time had come as jack

and without the

wit to

—

Kalstaff himself."

"Whatever may be the leThe Chicago Tribune says:
gal aspects of the case, or its future outcome as to the crueledricity,
the moral effect of the
punishment
by
elly of
law in Kcmmler's case is already lost, and it may yet occur to the public that the treatment of this man has been
even oppressive and that punishment of him at some future
time, in case the last hope of escape is removed, would be
Should the law be declared constitutional by
a barbarity.
the court of last resort other murderers may be promptly
executed by the new method, in case it does not fail, but
the constant delays and the alternate hopes and fears to
which this wretched man has been subjected are not a
It isdoubtful, indeed, whether there is
ple.<sant spectacle.
any phase of the new method that commends itself as superior to the old. or will induce other states to copy the

But for the change Kemmler
procedure of New Vork
would long ago have expiated his horrible crime at the gallows.
Now he bids fair to become eventually an object of
public commiseration."
In the course of an editorial on the recent legal fracas in

"Then let them reN'ork the Chicago Tribime says:
pea! their electrocution law and return to the old-fashioned
necks
of
murderers
and send
about
the
halter, and put it
their other rascals to the penitentiary with as few delays
and obstructions as possible."
Vork /('('r/a' concludes an editorial with this
The
remark: "In trying to substitute a clever for a clumsy

New

New

mode of execution this state has managed, apparently,
make murder a safe occupation for the next few years."
George Westinghouse.

Jr.,

to

has sent the following card

to the daily press:

The recent articles and editorials in the daily papers connecting the Westinghouse Electric company with the efforts
of Roger Sherman in the Kemmler case, and with the passage of the Curtis bill for the abolition of capital punishment, have caused a number of my personal friends to insist that it is my duty to make a public denial of these'
I therefore desire to say in the most emphatic
statements.
manner possible that neither I nor the Westinghouse Electric company, nor any person associated with me, has any
connection, direct or indirect, with the habeas corpus proceedings instituted by Mr. Sherman in the Kemmler case,
or with the effort to abolish capital punishment in this state
by legislative enactment. I make this denial without any
If there are any electrical
reservation of any character.
interests behind these movements it is not the Westingis
much more liable to be
Electric
company,
but
house
those electrical companies which, in the hope of injuring
the business of a rival, caused electric-lighting dynimos of
a particular manufacture to be adopted by the state for execution purposes, and now tind that the agitation which
they have instituted and kept alive is reacting against
George Westinghouse, Jr.
themselves.

New

Vork,

May

3.

The Progress
By

E. J. Erskine.

first

New

South Wales on account of
boroughs which called for tenders;
but perhaps the most important event of the year was the
introduction into New South Wales of the first alternating
current transformer plant installed by Messrs. KingsburjThis plant is on the Thomson-Houston
A: Co. in ^'oung.
system, and the success has been such that the firm have

central stations, and in
the number of country

received the
I

contracts

London Electrician.

should, however, be mentioned that although this is the
first introduction of the alternating current in New South
Wales, both the Thomson-Houston and Ganz & Co have
been working the system in Melbourne for some time with
great success.
So far as motive power is concerned there appears to be
a general leaning toward engines of the semi-portable type,
and it is an exception when a plant is erected with separate
lK>iIers and engines.
The standard of work done by firms
in Sydney has been gradually improving during the last
few years, and now it has reached a creditable pitch; the
installations at the office of the Daily Telegraph, and that
in the new hotel in IJent street
being the latest addition
in Sydney
are in every respect highly satisfactory; also the
temporary lighting of the Centennial Hail with arc lamps
refiecls great credit on the contractors.
Perhaps the lirst
thing that would strike an electrician coming here and going round the different Installations would be the deplorable lack of ventilation and space in the engine and dynamo
room, with one or two exceptions a state of things highly
detrimental to efficient working of the plant.
Architects
might be forgiven for not knowing that ventilation is a
great advantage in a dynamo room from a commercial
standpoint; but they should not lose sight of the fact that
the attendant requires air to make it possible for him to
look after his machiner)'.
In one case the attendant is
nearly suffocated by the fumes from some accumulators.
It seems to be the general impression that any hole is good

—

—

—

enough

for electrical machinery.
to the present there is no central station lighting in
Sydney; whereas in Melbourne there is a considerable
amount of lighting done from the stations in operation,

Up

are other stations in contemplation. The reason
for this difference in progress between the two largest
cities in the Southern
hemisphere may perhaps be accounted for by the fact that in Sjdney the gas company
have a monopoly of the lighting; and although two bills
have at different times been introduced to enable companies
to erect central stations and supply light and power, they
have never got beyond the first stages, and have then been
allowed to lapse.
In Brisbane there has lately been a considerable movement toward the electric light; and central
stations will, I think, shortly be an accomplished fact in

and there

Northern Colony. If so, Sydney will have been left
behind by all her neighbors, as at present there are no
rumors of a central station here. However, the New South
Wales country municipalities are, to a certain extent, making up for the indifference shown by the metropolis, as at
the present time there are two of the interior towns lighted;
in three others the work is in progress, and seven others are
the

either considering or calling for tenders.

cumstances

it

Under these

must be admitted that the outlook

is

cir-

very

for

I'enrith

and

Lambton.

It
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New York
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Vdrk, May

Tuesday

Notes.

— Since

the announcement last
Judge Wallace of the United States Circuit

that

3.

Court had issued a writ of habeas corpus for Kemmler
turnable June

most eager

the

to get at

mind

nearly of one

its

are

constitutionality will

State legislature

If the

easily overlook the

Electricians

facts.

pretty

regard to electrical e.tecution, and

in

are deeply gratified that

questioned.

demand

quite proper

is

can so

the unconsti-

execution law, regard-

tutional provision of the electrical
it

be again

Albany

at

for the repeal of

ing the liberty of the press,

that the fed-

government should rebuke the State legislature

eral

re-

Canandaigua. the public has been

17. at

in its

Brown's contract with the State has
probable that it will not be renewed. The

action in this matter.

expired, and

assembly

it is

Albany has already passed a

at

punishment, but

capital

is

it

abolishing

bill

hardly to be expected that the

senate will concur.
The vote in the Assembly was 74 for
and 29 against the measure. The discussion over the electrical e.xecution law has done much to attract the attention
of the people to

As

it.

Kemmler had been

New

the

killed

by the

Sun

\'ork

"If

truly said;

and by a

electric current,

man of scientific education, the whole civilized world
would have received a shock of horror, and the sentiment
would have done honor to the human race."
It is reported that there was much disappointment as
Auburn when it was announced that
Kemmler's execution would have to be postponed in compliance with the mandate of Judge Wallace.
It is further
stated that H. P. Brown was on hand with "assistants," and
well as surprise at

from

this

cution.

on learning
not even
if

inferred that he expected to conduct the exe-

is

it

It is

not recorded, however, what his feelings were
It is

that he gave expression to his thoughts, but

he did his words have been

much

Kemmler's behalf.

of the intervention in

known

lost

There

to posterity.

the execution taken

place at

appointed time Brown

the

would cease to be an object of

is

Had

speculation nevertheless as to his preferences.

interest even in the unenvi-

able notoriety he has attained, but he would

still

retain to a

promising.

certain degree a position as

So far as traction is concerned, very little has been done
Some time ago a trial was made
in any of the colonies.
of a car on the Julien principle, but, although the trial was
At the present
successful, nothing more was heard of it.
moment an electric tramway is talked of for Balmain, a
Sydney,
and
I
believe
it
is
to
be
on
the Sprague
suburb of
system.
\'ictoria once more takes the lead in the matter
of electrical tramways, having one at Box Hill which is
giving satisfaction, although I hear the rails through
which the return is made are not all that could be desired,
the joints being very primitive, and therefore the resist-

would be much the same as that of Jack Ketch.
McElvaine, of Brooklyn, under sentence of death, has
been granted a new trial, and thus another subject for elec-

ance

the Electric Light in
Australia.'

of

introduction of the electric light into New
South Wales was in iSSi. when Mr H, H. Kingsbury-,
who two years previously had introducedthe telephone into
this colony, carried out an. installation of arc lamps at the
Redfern railway station for the government. At the present time there are upward of 5,000 incandescent and 500
In 1SS3 the Legislative Assembly was
arcs in the colony.
lighted by the same lirm with incandescent lamps; Edison
machines were used with great success, but lately it has
been deemed necessar)' to increase the light, and new maBut it
chines of the Manchester type have been installed.
was really in 18S7 that the advantages of the electric light
In this year Her Majesty's
were properly recogni/.ed.
Theatre company decided to adoj)! this system of illumination for their new building, and a plant for 9(Xi lamps was
In 18S8
used.
installed, Manchester machines being
Messrs. Harrison and WhifTen appeared in the field as
agents for Crompton iV Co., and secured the contract for
lighting the town of Tamworth. where they installed a
plant on the continuous current system, which has given
satisfaction in the town.
In 18SS. also, an impetus was
given to the electric lighting business through the opening
of a number of skating rinks, in which the proprietors desired to have the electric light; but as these installations
were nearly all of a temporary nature, the work was not of
a character to be encouraged, switches, cut-outs, ampere or
It would
voltmeters being conspicuous by their absence.
be more satisfactory to all parties concerned if the fire
underwriters' rules were more stringently enforced; as, although we have so far been very fortunate in Australia,
having had no accidents that coukl be attributed to the
electric light, it is more by good luck than good management; and now that the number of installations is increasing, it is most necessary that every precaution possible to
prevent accidents should be taken.
East year was a busy year in electrical circles in all the
Colonies: in Melbourne on account of the extensions of

The

May

ver>' great.
There is one matter that is doing a considerable amount
I refer to the exagof damage to the electrical industry.
gerated reports that appear from time to time in the daily
papers, copied from home papers, of the dangers of electric lighting in general, and of overhead wires in particular.
Many persons in the country districts reading these articles
immediately imagine that the introduction of the electric
light is nothing more or less than the introduction of a new
kind of plague.
The subject perhaps most under consideration here at
present in the country municipalities is whether arc or incandescent lighting should be adopted for street lighting.
The great argument relied on by the advocates of arc
lighting is, that whereas it requires 500 horse-power to obtain 100,000 candle-power with incandescent lamps, the
same number of candle-power would be obtained with 50
Of course this is absurd;
horse-power with arc lamps.
but they will not understand that the two systems cannot
So far the
be compared by their nominal candle power.
'iwfi municipalities who have decided on
the electric light
have adopted the incandescent with good results, and it
certainly hardly seems necessary in towns of 6,000 inhabitants to go to an enormous expense of lighting the town
with arc lamps, the night traffic being quite insignificant.
In Victoria the railway authorities are turning their attention to lighting their trains by electricity, and once
more the younger colony will be ahead of New South
Wales, as the s\'stem now in vogue here is an elaborate
system of gas illumination, the installing of which involved a large outlay; and it is, therefore, not probablethat
the authorities will, for some time at any rate, consider the
(juestion of electric lighting, which would necessarily entail another large expenditure.
The prospects of electjic lighting in the other colonics,

New

Zealand and Tasmania, should be very good,
the abundance of water-power which is at the disposal of
viz.,

engineers giving every opportunity for the electric light to
compete with any other system of illumination.

a public character, though

pared for him.

The

responsibility

of

streets

this city

rests

light,

for

the

after

dangerous condition of the

nightfall,

appearance to an audience of many hunof the experiments will be a demonstration of the palpitations of the heart of a small animal.
in its real

dred students.

One

owing

to inadequate

Mayor Grant, who,

with

principally

after

crippling the electric light companies by his action and influence in the Board of Electrical Control has continued his

war on

companies through the Gas Commission. This
composed, under the law of 1S73, of the mayor,
commissioners of public works, and comptroller. Of course
board

the

the

is

mayor

does

dictates the policy of the

under his thumb, and his

A

commission

just as he
which are practically
associates are mere figure heads.

municipal

other

all

boards,

year ago the people of this city pointed with pride to the

Then

brilliantly illuminated streets of the metropolis.

city

had 1,328 arc lamps on

no reason

its streets,

The

for rejoicing.

but to-day there

the
is

electric light ser\'ice so far as

the streets are concerned has

been discontinued, and the
There are many complaints against
the high handed policy pursued against the lighting companies, and it is quite probable there will soon be a reaction.
It will be welcomed by all who have the good of the
city

mourning.

is in

city at heart.
fitting the

the world.
this

Let the streets be properly lighted,

metropolis of the most
Electricity

the

is

as

country

progressive

only agent through

bein

which

can be accomplished.

One good

result of the Investigation of the senate

mittee on general laws

mains

the faulty construction of the gas

I'Vcquent changes are

made

in this city.

in the features of

the enter-

tainments at the Lenox Lyceum, and additions are
constantly

made

to the exhibit of electrical

mechanical wonders.

and

8

at

night,

being

apparatus and

The musical performances

2 o'clock in the afternoon

com-

once more to

in calling attention

is

take place at

while between

hours there are several twentieth century stage exhibitions,
typical of moilern

The

advancement

case of Charles

W.

in electricity.

Pierce, superintendent

electric light station, indicted

account of the killing of Henry

shown

escaped the fate pre-

trocution has, temporarily at least,

Brush
Prof. Strieker of \"ienn.i will submit to the Congress on
Internal Medicine, now being held at \ ienna, a new electrical lantern, which will he of great service to lecturers
and medical students. By an ingenious combination of
lenses I'rof. Strieker contrives to project the magnified
images of objects on a white screen in their natural colors,
so that, for instance, a small pimple on a patient can be

it

current,

came up

Sessions.

for a

for

of the

manslaughter on

Harris with the electric

hearing in

the

Court

of General

After two days' proceedings Judge Cowing said

enough proof to give the case
was sorry that the people did
not have a belter case.
He gave it to the jury. In twenty
minutes a verdict of "not guilty" was returned.
The Western Union company advanced the rates from
$10 to $50 a day in the case of the pool rooms, and book
that he could not see even

to the jury, saying that he

May
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lo,

makers were obliged

to

This rate did

suspend yesterday.

not include extra services, which amounts to $20, and

it is

attitude on the part of the Western
work a reformation in this nefarious business.
In the United States Circuit Court yesterday Judge

ten miles long,

is double tracked all the way.
It will begin
Northwestern depot, thence run along Michigan

the

at

and Broadway

possible that this

street

Union

Pierce street, thence along the

will

Wallace entered an order, after hearing the lawyers for

Thomas A. Edison

both parties, allowing

amend

to

and

of complaint against Ezra Gilliland

bill

his

C. Tomlin-

T.

son to recover $175,000, as part of the purchase price paid

bv Jesse H. Lippincottforthe Edison phonograph patents to
Gilliland and Tomlinson, who Edison says, were his agents,
The court gives
but not accounted for to him by them

June to file their answer.
The announcement of the formation of the United Electric Traction company, capital stock $7,000,000, has creclaimed the new

is

it

corporation combines the Julien and Daft interests.

new combination

anticipated that the

It is

push ahead the

will

storage battery traction work.

Lineman Alfred

S.

Wescott

Chambers

lying at

is

Street

ceived while he was engaged in pulling

Chambers

He was badly
He was in

street.

down "dead"

wires

burned, although his

injuries are not serious.

employ

the

of

the

works has caused them to enlarge

Electrical

They have taken

ties in this city.

American

of the

their

facili-

the whole second story

Cortlandt street.

at 10

Philadelphia purporting to divulge

imnense syndicate formed for the purpose
of controUiog the gas companies of America and Europe.
W. W. Gibbs, president of the United Gas Improvement
company, is said to be at the bottom of the scheme, and it

The

claimed he has been assured of the support of the lead-

New York

ing capitalists of

and Philadelphia.

the

English

London and
Imperial Continental Gas company have made a propo

agents, representing Sir Julian Goldsrind

and

sition to join the enterprise,

once.

It is

this will

represented that the Imperial company, which

London twenty years

was organized

at

a syndicate of

itself,

nal capital stock

as

it

something of
controls companies whose origi-

amounted

to

cents above par.

On

is

$75,000,000, and the shares

London Exchange

Imperial are listed in the

in the

ago,

the other

100

at

hand the United Gas Im-

provement company, which owns gas plants

in forty

cities

of this country, the leading spirits of the old gas trust

the backers

of the street railway syndicate organized

Philadelphia, are
least

such

is

and

all

the report from Philadelphia.

It

in

At

earnestly in favor of the scheme.

claimed

is

the other

its line to

who have purchased

Pittsburg capitalists

into

it

the

Cream

an

electric

new linesof considerable length.
They have decided to extend both their East side and
West side lines to the northern city limits, to build a new

The company has
The new officers are:

Layton Park.

suburban business.

in

rather remarkable record, but

correspondent

a

a

with the

Qaeen City Electric Light company at Gadsden, Ala., to
the Sawyer-Man Electric company at New York, gives the
history of a

remarkable lamp.

have something wonderful in the

lamp

The
way

On July 4,
Among the

to report to you.

incandescent dynamo.

letter

of an incandescent

we

18S8,

lamps

in

more, which together, make

No

ing 7,gSo hours.

doubt some

ment, but nevertheless

lamp

is

it is

systems
City

Yice President Payne,

is

company according

Railroad

to

considering the different electric

systems and

will equip its entire line with some electric
system just as soon as the new extensions are completed.

age

batter^'

company would

system, but the cost

Milwaukee

when

his

is

adopt the

like to

stor-

the systems are

all

changed, and the new lines com-

The West Side Railway company, which
elecEriccars almost entirely, will duplicate

its

now running

is

e'ectrical plant,

The Milwaukee Edison Light company has commenced
work upon the building in which its plant is to be located.
In two months the Board of Public Works will receive
furnishing public

bids for

electric

seems certain that

position before

have

will

it

which

to the corporation

company's

Telegraph
Chicago,

to

An

effort is

that his contract gives

President

Badger,

of

here during the week, threatened

to fight anything of the kind in

the

He

courts.

him a monopoly of

believes

electric street

all

lighting.

I\[ay 3.

—

either

Pittsburg, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 3. Work on the construction of
the line for the Allegheny Crosstown railroad has been
commenced, and the company expects to have the electric
cars running within three months, the construction of
the road to cost $15,000.

The Second Avenue

sey of Milwaukee, or Hinckle)- of Chicago, the principal
owners of the Hinsey electric street railway, will probably
An option on the line, or on
sell out within two weeks.
the controlling interest, at any rate is in existence. Hinsey
has secured an option on the Milwaukee & Whitefish Bay
railway.
This road, which would dovetail very nicely with

Hinsey's East Side

line,

should the latter be built,

Hinsey avers that he has no intention

at $90,000.

is

held

of sell-

ing out, and that he secured the option of the Whitefish

Bay

line for his

of the matter
will stay.

franchises

is

own company.

cars

on April

have made

Now

i.

operation of the

the

O. people want to get even

with the electric railway people, and from the ist of
they have reduced the fares from fifteen to

A

large

ionable asphalt-covered thoroughfare of the city, are

A

on the East

side

diflicult

to

secure

and South side without Hinsey's

just

North Greenfield railway company and is well
The main line, which will be nearly

financially.

is

to

Commonwealth against the Philadelphia
company and the Brush Electric Light
company of the same city came up before Judge Simonton
the other day in Harrisburg. and the ju-^ge handed down
cases of the

Both companies claim to be manufacturintr
concerns and as such, exempt from taxation under the recent act taking the tax off manufacturing companies. The
opinion discusses at great length the means by which elec-

and electric light are produced, and quotes extenfrom the testimony of Prof. Henry Morton, president
of the Stevens Insritute of Technology, whose testimony as

an

electrical expert

was taken

in this case.

Judge Simon-

ton adheres to his opinion reached in a similar case about a

year ago stating that producing electric HghtisnotaspecieE

He

of manufacture.

held that neither electricity nor elec-

was a material substance, that there could be no
manufacture unless a material substance was produced. It
tric light

expected

is

case will be argued in the

the

that

meeting

its

proposes to run

road on that

its electric

company

equity has been filed against the

bill in

and the outcome of

this litigation

The

watched with great

is

plaintiffs,

tracks

its

on any

because

street,

from a special council, which

&

The

Baltimore

pleted

its electric

and there are

sixty of

up

all

obtained

its

franchise

allegtd to be illegal.

is

Ohio Railroad company has now complant

light

Glenwood

at

The

four miles from this city.
light

it

railroad

station,

The

about

people intend to

the stations between Pittsburg and

with arc and incandescent lamps.

McKeesport

wiring

in

Harrisburg

Supreme

in June.

tains

the

constitutionality

this

point the attorney general

is

now

be-

manufacturing building

M. Ferguson, a
building,

which

Pittsburg capitalist,
will cost

which
is

will

largely reduced

by the decision as

Kansas
Kaxs.\5 City, Mo.,

is

contain the
J.

the projector of the

f 200.000 when completed.

The
number of

May

sas City, Kan., had increased

$200,000 causedthe
to

Keller, C. E. Dunderdale, Austin
Merrill, Geo. Keller

and

Ready,

J. II. Ferris

its

&:

to the effect that

Power company of Kan-

capital from $100,000

to

correspondent

hunt up Ben Friedburg, the manager, and inquire into
When seen, Mr. Friedburg said:

the matter.

"It is true we have increased the capital stock of our
company from i^ltOD, 000 to $200,000, our purpose being to
increase the capacity of our plant in the same ratio.
We

new

intend to erect immadiately an entirely
to place in

it

and most improved

the latest

building and

ma-

electrical

we may keep up with the
times and the constantly increased demand for electric
We intend before snow flies again to
light and power.
chinery and appliances, so that

all

anywhere

and to be able
can be obtained

respects the best appointed plant

good

electric light sen-ice as

'We

in the world.

are

now

furnishing both arc

and incandescent lights cheaper than they can be obtained
in any other city, one-third cheaper than they can be obtained just across the state line, but

soon as our new plant

make

is

further, so as to

The outlook

we

intend this

electric light a

as

still

household necessity,

oil."

for street railway building in
is

fall,

completed, to revise our rates

Kan., thi? season

E

Mo.

—A report

Western Electriciax

they are desired.

Edwards, William

the invalidity of the

to

City,
3.

the Consolidated Electric Light

cheaper even than kerosene

Messrs. E.

The

possibly- appeal.

tax on patent rights.

basement of the structure is to contain a large
dynamos which are to generate the electric power for the
motors to be placed in any rooms of the building where

J.

may

amount of the commonwealth's claim against the Philadelphia Electric Light company is allowed with interest and
costs; but in the case of the Brush company the amount is

to furnish as

city,

except as to the

full

have in

light

of the tax

amount involved on patent rights granted by the United
States, which he holds are not subiect to taxation.
Upon

on by the 15th of May.
A magnificent office and

this

it was claimed made
Judge Simonton however, sus-

lack of uniformity

the tax unconstitutional.

ing rapidly pushed, and the lights are expected to be turned

in

The

corporations.

in

Duquesne Traction corapanny because

novel feature of supplying exclusively electric power.

it

The

fash-

and that Hinsey

find

May

up

that Hinckley will sell out

The company would

plant

per cent.

fifty

number of residents of Hiland avenue, a

about to be erected

been organized to build an electric
railway from the lake, clear through the city, to a point
near the western line of the county.
It is the National

Home &

&

Ohio

reasonable view

company has

backed

the B.

since

&

inroads on the re-

terrible

company

Baltimore

The most

aid.

A

Railway company, whose

Electric

line runs for four miles parallel with the

street.

Hin-

The

mines.

coal

has decided to
the purpose of

In
a great deal of evidence was taken to show the
unequal operation of the present tax laws upon different

them, claim that the traction company has no right to lay

It is said that

for

this case

this corporation

Milwaukee. Wis.

drills for

court on appeal at

C.

interest in this city.

Milwaukee, Wis.,

McKeesport

in

cost f 100,000.

tricity

operating under the Milwaukee

is

franchise.

who has been

described

T.

storage batterj'

in the eyes of those in au-

The Michaels Mining Machine company
erect a large factory

sively

already being made, in fact, to give a large special contract

The above

W. H.

said the

is

thority.

months yet,
overcome strong op-

for seven

secures another contract.

it

ceipts of the railroad

voltage."

It

stem has found most favor

The Badger

lights.

company's contract does not expire

arras against the

no

different electrical

his opinion.

in order to prevent delays in case of accident.

it

the

Electric Lighting

pleted.

but

of

investigation

Short and several others.
s

of this city, which

streetcar line with electrical apparatus.

its

has looked into the Thomson-Houston. Julien,

It

manufacturing

too high.

be a perfect network of electric railways

will

likely to follow.

is

The Birmingham Traction company

now making an

this state-

true.

The Pleasant Valley Electric Railroad company is said
down on organized labor. Nine of the motor men

to be

is

will discredit

a Sa\\'yer-Man i6-candle power,

capital ^6,000, was also chartered.
Both roads
be feeders to the Pleasant Yalley electric railway line
in Allegheny City.
will

W.

Lynn, Milwaukee.

railroad, is said to

665 days of 12 hours, equal-

company,

expected, and a strike

A. J. Lawrence, Pittsburg; general manager, A.

urer,

the

was one over the engine which has been running all night
long every night since, and is stiU running now. Counting
from July, iSS3, to July, iSSg, we have 365 days, and
from July 4, 1SS9, to May i, iSgo, we have 300 days

power in Allegheny City, was chartered in Harrisburg a few days ago with a capital stock of §roo,ooo. On
the same day the Allegheny & Bellevue Street Railway

about to equip

started our
station

Perry Street Railway company, to operate electricity

is

"We

says:

The

or cable

President,

—

made

themselves very flatteringly in regards to Pitts-

burg's electric lighting.

Britt,

John Wanamaker is down for $350,000 and
Edward Tuck S'. 000,000. W. W. Gibbs will take $5.Incandescent lamps have from time to time

pressed

Milwaukee; vice-president, Arthur Kennedy,
Pittsburg; secretary, C. C. MacConnell, Milwaukee; treas-

O. E.

the other day.

city

These gentlemen had been sent here as a committee from
their native town to investigate the electric light system of
Pittsburg.
They stayed here for two davs and were piloted
around the Westinghouse electric works, the Allegheny
County Light company's plant, and on going away ex-

were discharged a few days ago because they belonged to
an assembly of the Knights of Labor. There is trouble

that Postmaster

000.000 stock in the new syndicate.

of Connersville, Ind.. were in this

great faith

Seminary, and to extend the Mitchell

line to St. Francis

of

be considered at

line will

system, but will build four

the plans of an

is

from one end of

City railway not only intend to convert

Mr. Payne says

A stor}' comes from

past the

for five cents.

The Milwaukee

increasing business

constantly

to

to transport passengers

United States Illuminating company.

The

Mukwonago road,
North Greenfield. The other

Union depot and connect with the main line on
the South side.
If the new company obtains a franchise
on the Mukwonago road the Milwaukee City Railroad company will be prevented from extending its line to the
Soldiers' Home.
The new company, by the way, proposes

street line to

Hospital suffering from the efTects of an electric shock re-

in

Home

Soldiers'

South

side, thence to

South

the

to

start at the

the defendants until

ated considerable interest here, as

=63

very bright, and

it

is

Kansas

City,

probable that at

new lines will be added to the already long list,
making a network of roads all over the city. A large force
least three

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

264

men

work on the southern extension of the L
L road and Kiverview cable line, down Fifth street and over the new via-

fort to

duct in the Sixth ward.

This road will afford great relief
on the South side who wish to transact business at the city hall and court house, as it will require only
a few minutes to make the trip. The time consumed in
traveling from the North 10 the South sides of the city at
present is nearly an hour.
It is understood that negotia-

last

to the citizens

ThomsDn-IIouslon compiny. for additional dynamos

of

is

now

May

at

road, which runs from the junction of the

made with

tions arc being

company

the Consolidated Electric Light

power

to operate the road.

Mr. Fried-

burg, president of the electric light company,

said yester-

to furnish

day that such was a

and that

fact

company would

his

also

put in a bid to furnish power for the proposed Third street
line,

which

tap

will

This

of the city.

Thayer company

use the

in

new subscribers

of

furnish property of

own and

its

accommodaWhether to

facilities for

inadequate.

are

erect thereon a

fireproof

building or to lease for a long term a fireproof building to

be

erecteil for the corporation, are questions not yet settled

by the company, but they
In the

new

building

is

it

will

be within about sixty days.

proposed to put the shops along

with the business oftices and the operating department of

The basement and

the company.

the upper portion of the

building will be occupied by the company.

This would

The

leave a portion of the building to be rented.

business

wiK be conducted on the single exchange system,

with

The company has

places for about 4.000 instruments.

week with C.

The

do.vn town will be taken

it is

The

us;.

in

d^wn without any

These chinges

part of the city.

now

submitted to the board of police commissioneis

The

be put

made

The

TIic Kansas City Electrical society held an interesting
last week in the secretary's office of the Missouri &
Kansas Telephone company. A complete reorganization
was effected, the followiog officers being elected: President, Wiley W. Smith; vice-president, J. H. Aldrich; sec-

ond

vice-president,

D.irron; treasurer,

Thomas F. Clohesey; secretary, A. M.
Geo. W. Johnson; additional members

H. W. Ritterhoff, Paul W.
Mohahan, W. C. Moore. Meetings will be
held regularly hereafter Friday evenings of each week in
E.

the telephone company's general office.

Judge H. C. Koney

Ga., has recently rendered a decision on the question of
street railway franchises

which materially

Kansas City capitalists and railroad builders.
The dewas in the case of the Augusta ^: Summervillc Kailway company against the Augusta Railway company. The
latter corporation consists principally of Kansas City men,
Messrs. Jarvis and Conklin being the prime movers of the
Colonel D. B. Dyer, formerly of Kansas City,
enterprise.
is president of the company, and the electric roads for

a recommendation

and so

dynamo

point at the northwest corner of Florence
fore the C. B.

&

city,

be built by

right of

Be-

addition.

the road obtained from

way through

it

from the old

the county a

Atchison

city limits at

street to a point at the northwest corner of P'lorence addition,

from where they now ask the right of way, along the

The

lake road to the lake.
the People's line

is

terminus of

present southern

Eleventh avenue and Atchison

at

whence

to the northern

for the

company claims

end of the
to

streets,

way now asked

right of

have the right of way,

but

fuses to disclose the e.xact route to be followed, as the

way as

right to their use of such of this right of
city limits is questioned,

their object

pany

will

is

to

keep

it

and

is

inside the

until the matter is fully settled

Whether

strictly quiet.

has another route to reach the

it

is still

lake boule-

vard planned out.

R.

at

New

3.

— The

for putting
will

in

be

has

its full

for a

anxious to

river,

is

company
making ar-

The

an additional machine.

now

be placed in the building

quota of 50 lights

now

The

in use.

It

present machine

There

in use.

is

a

de-

number of additional lights, and the city
abandon about loo of the street gas lamps

all

is

in

3.— The Topeka Rapid Transit Railway company now has 30 motor cars, each equipped with two
The
is

without the approval of the legislature, and that the act of

streets

it is

the petitioning

is

He

void.

company has any

states

right to the

only for a street railroad to be operated by

horse or steam power;

motor power having
been unknown at the time the franchise was granted, this
company had no right lo use electric power or to prevent
others from using it.

Judge Koney,

that electric

after citing other decisions in support of
to

of Detroit

was

in the city

last

in the interest of the electrical exhibition of the St.

Exposition.

skilled labor or scientific

own

maintain within their

legislature for the right to

oper-

and 60

arc lights.

McC.

Thomson has

Professor Elihu

and magnificent residence

—

this

miles per hour; in certain specified semi-suburban dis-

Mr. Whipple says he

is

going

to

week
Louis

make an

ef-

corners

4 miles per hour. The new time tables of the electric lines
made necessary by these changes will go into effect to-day.

made by

an hour

semi-suburban

this order

in the streets of

is

the increase from 7

what may be called the

districts.

fioor of the

iS:

mission to the Boston Electric Light

2,

is

not yet

and

stable,

The house

companies,

in

His

company

be connected

will

old

colonial

stable,

the

surrounded by as

is

see.

The new Thomson-Houston electric locomotive intended
for use upon the West End street railway arrived in the
city last week.
It was drawn from Lynn to Boston by six
horses.

soon be put to service drawing one or per'
It is fitted with aa air brake worked by a

It will

haps two

cars.

radial car has airived at the central

20 on each

sengers,

This

steel.

with

is

12

The

side.

a closed

car,

will

truck

is

made

entirely of

but an open one of similar de-

60

seating

seats

running on our

will be

soon be

persons, will

be put in'o service.

It is

expected

17 of these cars

streets.

The Fitchburg Railroad running out

of Boston has re-

nearest suburban towns in

its

End

order to compete with the electric lines of the West

O

II.

M.

Indianapolis, Ind.
May 3. — The street car company is
work on the Illinois street electric line. The

iNfU.ANAi'OLis,

will

is

'l"he

completed and the boiler

is

now being put

engines and dynamos have been shipped

soon be

The motor

in position.

are

cars

nearly

W^ork on the track, portions of which are being

ready.
laid with

new

rails, is

being pushed day and

Massachusetts, has passed the senIt

is

re-

The

night.

poles are ornamental iron and are set in the middle of the

between the

street

stringing wire.

tracks,

and

The company

all

are in

expects

readiness

begin

to

for

running

May.
James Clark, an employe of the Indianapolis Brush
Electric Lighting company was killed at their station last
night while attempting to make a connection at the switchThe line he was attempting to make connection
board.
with

carried current for 67 arc lights.

This

is

the

first

accident that has happened at that station in the ten years

has been operated.

The
lines

Teieplione

along

company

Illinois street to

is

making some changes

in

its

prevent interference from the

new electric car line on that street. They report a large
number of applications for new connections; at present
they have something over r,2oo instruments

in service.

M.

to erect Si

ate and will be considered by the house this week.

la-

up, will be

fitted

The

grove of trees as one could wish to

fine a

new

into his

Mass.

granting per-

same territory as that covered by the
Suburban company's petition.
Tne bill providing for the consolidation of gas and eleclight

moved

just

Swampscott.

has been adopted for both house and

material used being brick.

it

At the same meeting the aldermen defeated the order
Power company the right
granting the Suburban Light
to erect 661 poles in the outlying districts of the city. This
is the final rejection of this company's petition for this
right.
This defeat was by a vote of 7 to 5, and was

tric

at

boratory for private use, which

in place.

street

electricity

draw."

pushing

Boston, Mass.

only change

petitioned the
sell

been given a polite but expressive "leave to with

all

power house

to 10 miles

manufacture and

duced the fare to some of

when turning

use,

gas or electricity for pri-

sell

that before the very hot weather begins

furn-

station has a capacity of 1,000 incandescent lights

10 miles per hour; and

own

their

nor can they, in

The towns which

vate use in such towns."

The City Electric Light company operates 1S5 arc lights.
The North Topeka Electric Light & Power company's

The

for

electricity;

connection with such systems,

have

and

limits,

systems of lighting by gas or

street railway.

poles in nearly the

Whipple

and the employment or particular application of
knowledge therein. And I am of
the opinion, for the reasons stated above, that under the
existing statutes, towns have no authority to construct and
capital

and 50 motors,

& Power company now

uphold monopoly, and to balk public improvement and advancement.
II.

have been authorized to enter into business of a commercial or private nature, such as requires an investment of

equipped and both

ates 90 arc lights.

tricts,

for

it

of the

is

make and
their own use.
to

"I can find no taw or statute by which towns

sign

li:

followed by the passage of an order, 10 to

Fred.

says:

capacity of

The company has now 20 miles of track.
Power company now
The Edison Electric Light

have granted the injunction proceedings against the electric company, would have been to
his ruling, says that

gas for private use, nor to make

He

1,000-horse

power.

7

legislature passed in pursuance thereof
if

sell

Another Robinson

Topeka, Kan.

trail cars.

He

and towns have no right

cars by the middle of

street.

any part of the state.
Waterman, yesterday sent to
request, an opinion upon the sub-

power house of the West End company. It has six wheels,
a 15-foot wheel base, and is capable of seating 40 pas-

TOTEICA, Kan., May

engines and boilers at the power station

will

it

small stationary motor placed in one corner of the "cab."

L.

Electric Light

cities

hour; in business streets included within specified limits,

it

In denying the petition Judge Roney says that the city
had no power to bind the public by ordinance or contract

further that

opinion that

the streets of the city, ex-

common coun-

entered into a contract with the company, giving

way over

the house, in reply to its

the business portion and put in 15 or 20 arc lights instead.

The Brush

in

with the house by an artistic bridge.

Electric Light

in operation within ninety days.

will

this bill pass

ject of municipal control of lighting plants.

style

Albany, Ind., just across the

new dynamo

mand

May

Ky.

Should

attorney general, Mr.

the

the fact that in the early days of the city the

Monument

do so by consumers

upon the second

Louisville, Ky.
Loursvii.i.E,

and house.

the business of the inspector to measure the candle
power of arc and incandescent lights whenever called upon
it

and

any of the petitioning company's tracks
without a just compensation. The action is based upon

cept

make

Boston, May 3. The Boston aldermen at their meeting
week considered the report of the committee to which
was referred the order relating to the increase of speed of
The recommendations of the committee
the electric cars.
were adopted, and an order was passed fixing the rates of
In the suburban districts 12 miles per
speed as follows:

streets of or across

exclusive right of

bill meets the approval of the stale board of gas commissioners and will probably meet with a favorable recep-

the com-

extend the Eleventh street line to the lake

uncertain as

refull

B. Knight, a Kansas City engineer.

prevent the building of any street railroad on any of the

cil

This

The
Car com-

would make possible a com-

it

.*\ bill has been reported to the legislature
making the inspection of electric lights and meters a part of the duties of
the inspector and assistant inspector of gas and gas meters.

to

property, south of Atchison street was

I.

with a total capacity of 625-horse power.

will

of

county court, asking for a right of way to Lake
Contrary along the present lake road and commencing at a

taken into the

form

in the state.

to the

ishes current for 6.000 incandescent lights

The suit brought
by the Augusta & Summcrville Railway company against
the new corporation was an application for an injunction to

capacity

with the county clerk, to be presented

filed a petition

cision

W.

to

be amended in several partic-

will

it

all franchises of all
the companies furnishing gas and electric lights anywhere

tion in the senate

is

Joseph, Mo.
May 3 —The People's Street

of

which the company has secured franchises

far in vain.

r.

St. Joseph, Mo.,

pany

likely that

bination to secure control of any and

St.

number

affects a

was

36^/ lights.

lo-horse power motors and 23

of the Superior court at Augusta,

to

Satur-

last

Exchange building

be increased at once by an additional

of the executive committee,
Iiossart,

five years,

electric light plant of the

rangements

meeting

made such

Chief Speers has

in.

lines

within a year.

contract

chief urged that an electric police signal system

about every year for the past

coercion on the

expected, will be

of Sedalia closed a

report of Chief Speers for the past fiscal year

day.

more than

ulars as in its present

S. Kusling, of this city, representing the

also determined to use the underground conduit system, in-

stead of the overheid conductors

than ever be-

fall

the extent of the lighting capacity of 650 lights.

also build an electric road running

now

2.6c6 instruments

company

electric light

The

be built this summer.

will

line

from Argentine through the Sixth, Fifth, Fourth and Third
wards of this city to the *^uindaro boulevard, but it is
thought that this company will build its own power house.
The Missouri & Kansas Telephone company has determined to remove from its present quarters at the northwest corner of Sixth and Delaware streets to quarters that
are adapted to its present increased business.
With the
tion

The

the territory in the northern portion

all

will

bring more novelties together this

fore in the history of electricity.

1890

10.

THE ELECTRIC
The Westinghouse company
liglit

is

LIGHT.

now manufacturing

a 25

alternating current arc machine.

The

incorporation of the Chicago Illuminating company
last week.
The corporation will furnish

was reported

May

ro,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1S90

electric lights.

It

has

a.

and the
Gooding and E.

having in that short time introduced T40 arc lights and
nearly Soo incandescents.
We have just closed a contract
with Joseph T. Carew for lighting his mammoth establishment with 100 arc and over r.ooo incandescent lamps."
The gentleman quoted, General Hickenlooper, known to
every gas man in the country, says the electric lamp in Cincinnati to-day gives "alight superior in steadiness and
brilliancy to any lights heretofore seen" in that city.

capital stock of $500,000,

F. S.

incorporators are:
M. Miles.

Wheatop, D.

S.

Work on a lo-story building on Clark street, Chicago,
was begun last week. The structure will be of iron and
pressed brick, with a frontage of 75 feet and 107 feet deep.
The cost will be $250, 000. The entire building will be
lighted by electricity, and a number of motors will also be
installed for operating elevators, etc.

The
111.,

The Omaha Fuel Gas company has purchased

the Counproperty is
The company has decided on the envalued at ^300,000.
largement of both the electric and gas plants in Council
An outlay of $25, coo for new buildings and"$50,Bluffs.
000 for the extension of mains will be made.

cil

Bluffs gas

and

electric

light

plants.

The Westinghouse alternating current arc light apparatus
was sold during the month of April to electric light companies for central station plants at Troy, N. Y., 60 lights;
Saratoga, N. Y., 60 lights; Salt Lake City. Utah. 25
lights;

The Thomson-Houston Electric company reports the
Son
Geo. Merritt
following sales for the past week:
Woolen Mill companv, 100 incandescent lights for their
woolen mill at Indianapolis, Ind.; C. C. Travis, Tecumseh. Mich., 50 1,200 candle power arc and 650 16 candle
power alternating current incandescents; Aurora Electric
Light &: Power company, Aurora, III., 35 2,000 candle
power arc lights: Camden Electric Light &: Power company, Camden. Ark., 650 alternating incandescents.
i.V-

Peoria Electric Light & Power company of Peoria,
formerly the Jenney Electric Light & Power com-

pany, has just completed and started its new station.
The engines were built by E. P. AUis & Co., of Milwaukee, one 250-horse power and one 450 horse power double
expansion compound condensing. The shafting, pulleys,
clutches, etc.
were furnished and erected by the Hill
Clutch Works. The dynamos running 450 2,000 candle

The

Evanston. HI., 120 lights; Joliet, III.. 60 lights;
Martins Ferry, 0., 40 lights; Oxbridge, Mass., 60 lights;
Oxford. C, 60 lights.

I

power arc lights, are of the latest improved ThomsonHouston make. The plant also includes 2,00c ThomsonHouston alternating incandescent lights. Also two 80horse power Westinghouse 500 volt generators for furnishing power; one 60-horse power generator Royal Electric
company's make. The switch-board is made entirely of
marble and cost ^1.750 before it was set up. Mr. Hadley,
of the Thomson-Houston company, superintended the
erection of the electrical apparatus in the central station.
The station equipment was furnished by the ThomsonHouston company except that for the Westinghouse generators.
This company is also remodeling its entire system of wiring. All the connections are to be resoldered,
and everything is to be overhauled. Thos. Coffey has

sold

its

alternate current

City. Utah. 500; Mt. Morris, X.
Y., 300; Brookline. Mass.. 900 (increase); Johnstown, N.Y.,
500 (increase); Springfield, Mass., 3000 (increase); St.
(increase). 1,500; Salt

manager.

The

lighting the city

by

appointed

and

is

company

Oakland, Cal.,

will

have an

electric

750; Ouray, Colo., 750; Sherman, Texas,
750: Detroit, Mich., 6.000; Susquehanna. Pa, 750; Elmira, N. Y., 750 (increase).

Thomas, Ontario,

Electric Light company of Muskegon, Mich., is one
of the marks of interest to the people of the town and they
point with no little pride to the efficiency of their ser\'ice.
At present the company has 209 arc lamps in operation, and
It also supplies power for motor
550 incandescent lights.
service, and this branch of the business is coming into
The power house is a large two story brick
prominence
structure, substantially built, containing six engines aggreSix 45 arc light dynamos
gating about Soo ho'se power.
and a 1,000 light alternating machine occupy the second
Petroleum is used for fuel and the
floor of the building.
company claims that it not only has the advantage of cleanliness, but it has also proved economical

The

The use of electricity enabled a photograph to be taken
recently under most exceptional and difficult conditions.
landslide occurred at a quarry in France, and a large number of workmen were buried in the subterranean gallery.
It was supposed that the men were entombed in one of the
galleries about 220 feet below the mculh of the mine; but
nothing certain was known of their position, and for an attempt at rescue to have any chance of success an approximate idea of their whereabouts had to be gained; The
difficulty was surmounted by sinking a shaft about a foot
in diameter, in the direction of the gallery, and through it
lowering, by means of a chain, a small camera, mounted
The camera was pivoted within the
in a metallic tube.
tube at its upper end, so that it might be fixed at any angle by tightening or slackening the connecting cord. Above
and below the camera were placed rows of incandescent
lamps, and when the apparatus had been lowered the camIn order
era was made to incline outward from the case.
to photograph the interior of the gallery all that was necessary was to turn on the current and light the incandescent
In this
lamps, the plate being exposed at the same time.
manner excellent results were obtained from a photographic
e.xposure
being
five
minutes.
the
time
of
point of vi:w.

A

railway on Grove

English electrical engineers are considering the question
An exchange says:
adopting a standard of light.
the light of glow lamps is spoken of as so many
In
candles, candles are ntver used in the determination.
London the Methven screen, or more recently the pentane
Electric
lighting,
being
a
new
and
employed.
is
standard,
interesting industry, has attracted the attention of a great
many unpractical and purely scientific men; and they have
brought out the square centimeter of solidifying platinum
Gas companies and practical gas analysis
as a light unit.
have no leaning toward square cenlimeters or solidifying
platinum, and such a proposal cannot but cause confusion.
The British association committee has defined the candle
in terms of the platinum standard; but unfortunately the
matter, from a commercial and legal point of view, is none
^Vhethe^ the vague
of the British association's business.
standard candle remains, or the definite pertane lamp
comes into use, the practical standard will not be made to
the new standard does not
fit the platinum unit; but if
come out the exact fraction of the platinum standard, it
is the British association unit that will have to alter, not
the new standard. "What is wanted is, not a definition of
unit light that has the appearance of having something to
do with the C.G.S. s}'stem, but a legally and accurately
defined standard whose exact value can always be reproduced."
of

"Though

Attention has heretofore been called to the introduction
of an electric light plant by the Cincinnati, O., Gas & Coke
company. The capacity of the system is 500 arc and 2,000
incandescent lamps. The Wood and Slattery systems are

employed. The company has made arrangements to double
A representative of the comthe capacitv of the plant.
pany said recently: "We have been in active operation
most encouraging results,
with
the
month,
only about a

construction of the Pittsburg electric street railway

The Pittsburg
at Pittsburg, Kan., was begun last week.
Electric Lighting company will furnish the power.
It is said that the first alternating current

motor

in Italy

The machine is of 5 horse power,
has just been started.
and is running at Alzano Maggiore. It is used to drive a
pump.

A press

"The directors
dispatch from Milwaukee says:
of the Milwaukee City Railway, at a meeting next week,
will consider a proposition of the Edison company to transform their street railway into an electric system, using the
storage battery instead of the overhead wires."
The

track laying for the electric railway at Sedalia, Mo.,
The company has eight car loads of rails on
has begun.
the ground near the power house on Broadway, and ties in
abundance
All the poles are in position along the route
indicated, and the work will progress as fast as skilled
labor and a large force of men can make it.

W.

Robison, of Peoria, 111., was in Chicago this
week for the purpose of purchasing electrical apparatus for
This power station
a new electric power station in Peoria.
he is intending to erect under the franchise formerly
granted to the Royal Electric company which franchise he
Chas.

reserves to himself in the sale of the Royal Electric

com-

pany's factory.

The Rochester, N. Y., Electric Railway company will
have its cars running oa Lake avenue, one of the most
prominent residence streets in the Flower city, July loth.
The company has asked permission to establish lines across
the new river bridges now in course of construction, but
the city £ur\'eyor opposes the proposition owing to the fact
that the specifications for the bridges were drawn without
reference to the electric lines, in fact before the electric
railways were in sight.

The

consolidation of the electric light and power de-

partment of the Birmingham (Ala.) Gas, Electric Light
&: Power company with the Birmingham Union Railway
company was effected recently, together with the placing of
the Ensley and Bessemer dummy lines under the consolidated management, the total mileage of these roads aggregating 39 miles; 15 miles horse and 24 miles single track
dummy line. It is now proposed to opeiale the entire sys-

tem by electricity, and the Thomson-Houston Electric
company, it is reported, has proposed to equip the entire
syj-tem with the overhead system for ^1,000,000 cash. First
mortgage bonds of the consolidated roads will be issued.
The Birmingham Union Railway company has been
granted a franchise for an electric road by the city.
In a published interview, a prominent Western capitalist
reported as saying after investigating the operation 'of
"Boston afforded the best opportunity of any city I stopped at to see how electric railways
worked.
There are probably more miles of electric street
car lines in Boston than in any other city, and so far as I
was able to learn, the system gives universal satisfaction.
The wires overhead, through which the current comes, do
not make any trouble, and nobody complains of them.
And, when electric cars can be run satisfactorily in Boston,
There
I am sure they can be run satisfactorily anywhere.
are no blockades by break-downs, and cars go as fast as
The sentiment in
the ordinances of the city will permit.
Boston is so generally in favor of the electric car service,
that new lines are being projected."
is

electric street railways:

The

electric railway is converting inquiring capitalists in

According to the Buffalo Commercial
Barse a capitalist of the City of Breezes who until
quite recently advocated the introduction of cable roads has
pronounced in favor of the electric system. He said in ex"Because I have
planation of his change of opinion:
thoroughly investigated the trolley system personally in
Boston, Atlantic City and other places, and I am entirely
satisfied that there is no system like it for the public use
and for the public benefit. I always like to own up when
every
Mills

direction.

W.

Buffalo's future."

The franchise
Thompson over a
the

for a street railway granted G. W.
year ago. from the present terminus of

Tacoma, Wash., Railway

&

Motor company's Eleventh

street track, out Eleventh street to the city limits, is
to be turned to practical account, according to a

paper.

Mr. Thompson

privilege to the

will build

about
local

the line or transfer the

Tacoma Railway & Motor company.

he
does the former, arrangements will be made, in all probability, with the Tacoma Railway & Motor company, to
operate it as a part of the present system.
The section of
the city over the brow of the hill out Eleventh and intermediate streets is being rapidly and steadily built up.
Street car facilities are badly needed, and they will doubtless soon be furnished them.
Work on the Thompson line,
it is said, will soon begin.
It has also been reported that
the Tacoma Railway ^c Motor company would operate the
Manning. Bogle & Hays line from Tisdale's addition east
to a cross line along N or O streets to be built by themselves.
This could not be confirmed, but it would easily
place a large section of the city tributary to a system now
in operation.
Definite action in regard to all these various
lines will be taken in a few days.
If

THE TELEGRAPH.
The committee recently appointed by Board of Trade
men at Chicago to consider the question of establishing a
new telegraph line between Chicago and New York, have

street.

centrifugal

two companies push the system right ahead you will see a
boom that will surprise even the most sanguine believers in

has

Lake

The

I am wrong.
I have fought the trolley system all along,
but the other day after I became converted I wired Mr.
Box that I had to acknowledge that the trolley system was
by all means the best available for rapid transit- If the

contract.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

incandescent apparatus

for central stations' electric lighting plants in the following
Portsmouth, Va., 1.500 lights; Saratoga, N. Y.
places:

been

lately

thirteen towers

During the month of April the \Vestinghouse Electric

company

26;

reported favorably on the project.
This is one of the results of the recent Board of Trade controversies.

The

lot of

the telegraph operator in

England

is

not a

happy one, and the "cracks" of

that country have organized
a Postal Telegraph Clerks' association.
The chief grievances complained of are insufficiency of pay, overwork, and

Another grievance is the deducpay during sickness, which seems hard when the
unhealthy conditions under which much of the telegraph
work of England is done is taken into consideration.
Owing to the lack of encouragement, so dissatisfied are
many telegraph operators with their present position and
prospects, that of late large numbers have left the service
and gone out to the colonies.
stagnation of promotion.
tion of

The recent telegraph tournament in New York has called
attention to the fact that many distinguished men have
been knights of the key, and many others have enjoyed
great prominence, though their notoriety did not gain them
wealth.
The New York Sun tells the following story
about the adventures of Milton J. Adams, who was once
distinguished as a "crack'
"He is the man who. during
the strike in 1S70, mounted a box in a San Francisco
street and sold patent medicine at large profic for the boys,
who were just then very hard up. From San Francisco he
went to South America, where he traveled with a lion show;
crossed the Andes selling maps to the natives, who could
not understand them, and made a fortune in the restaurant
business in Rio Janeiro in six months. He lost the fortune
on the Coffee Exchange in two days
He ran a newspaper
in the Kimberly diamond fields in South Africa for a lime.
One evening a party of prominent citizens, who had been
'celebrating' pretty freely, disp'ayed their patriotism by
singing, and insisted that Britannia was the boss of the
whole mundane show. Mr. Adams' paper came out next
day with an article in which he stated that, although Britannia might be under the impression that she ruled the
wave she could not rule the Yankees, who had whipped her
twice, and were ready to do it again on short notice.
He
also suggested that if the participators in the festivities of
the previous night were as zealous in imbibing information
as champagne they would be better citizens and more desirable neighbors.
An animated mass meeting was
promptly held, and the editor left before it was over."
:

THE TELEPHONE.
The department

of posts and telegraphs of France has
decided to erect in Paris a large central telephone exchange
with a capacity of 30,000 subscribers.
It is reported that "a new telephone has been brought
out in England, which is said not to infringe upon any exIt is of the most simple construction, conisting patent.
sisting of an electro-magnet and celulloid diaphragm, the
patent of George Lee Anders, which is working under concessions by the telephone company which has brought it
There is nothing which is likely to get
into the market.
out of order, and for domestic use it certainly appears to

answer its purpose well." The attention of representatives
of the telephone interests in this country have been called
to this matter, but they have no knowledge of the alleged
invention.

Miscellaneous Notes.
Taylor of London, writes the Western
that he has discovered a new insulating compound, "which," he says, "is only one-fortieth part of the
cost of gutta percha, while it offers a far greater dielectric
resistance.
The new material is very strong. It may be
made either flexible or rigid, and any desired color or meltpoint
may
be given to it."
ing
Dr. Purcell

Electrician

Herr Lueders of Goerlitz, has recently invented a thermometer for ascertaining the temperature depths of the sea.
Its action depends on the different electric conductivities
Inside a glass
of substances at different temperatures.
tube are fixed a spiral iron wire and a bar of carbon,
which only touch at their lower ends. Their other ends
are connected to copper wires, which constitute an electric

,
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and io this circuit there is a galvanometer wiiich
indicates the differences in the current due to the variations
the
temperature
in
of the contents of the glass tube.
circuit,

The Western Gas association will hold its thirteenth annual meeting at the Lindell Hotel, St. Louis, May 21-23.
the papers announced for this meeting is one on

Among
"What

Policy Should the Gas Interest Adopt in Connection with the Approaching World's Fair?" by Wrlton
Clark.
It is to be hoped that the Gas association will
show belter judgment than the newspapers of St. Louis.

Another application uf electric current to the race track
has reached a high state of perfection. The electric pool
This inregister will be generally introduced this season.
strument will register the number of tickets sold in the
dials.
On
eight
mutual race pools. It consists of nine
small dials are placed the names of the horses in the race
and the number of tickets sold on any particular horse by
any number of ticket sellers, and these separate items are
By means of this deall recorded on a large central dial.
vice a ticket seller in the grand stand can communicate any
transaction to the dials in the betting booth at any moment.
pleasant for an American to read such a paragraph
taken from the
London Electrical Engineer:
''Handsome posts carrying iron pipes to act as conduits
for electric wires are now being proposed for American
cities.
Nothing in the nature of architectural or wroughtiron ornamentation would, however, get over the obtrusive
features of large piping ramifying in all directions above
The method is brought forward in all
the foot walks.
seriousness, and has been patented, and it is stated there is
much likelihood for it to be introduced in some of the towns
It would seem from the above that
in the United States."
our transatlantic cousins are quite ready to believe that
the American electrical engineer is willing to tolerate any
sort of monstrosity in the line of electrical construction.
The writer of the lines quoted might, we think, spend a
few weeks in the States most profitably.
It is

as

this,

A

Washington news letter furnishes the following inter"An employe in the office of the architect
esting notes:
of the Capitol. Washington, has invented an electric musiThe
keyboard is similar to that of an ordical machine.
nary typewriter, and its keys are connected electrically with
a number of electric bells arranged beneath the table.
Pressure on each key closes the circuit of an electric bell,
and when the keys are operated by an expert any tune may
be played on the machine. * * * Electricity is applied to a device for the compilation and tabulation of census and other returns of a similar nature which require
summation and classification under various heads and in
different groups.
The method consists, essentially, in first
recording the data relating to each person by printing holes
in sheets or strips of paper and then counting or tallying
these data either separately or in combination by means of
mechanical counters operated by electro-magnets, the circuits through which are controlled by the perforated strips.
This system is a thoroughly practical one, and it is estimated that its use will save nearly $580,000 in compiling
the returns of the ne.xt census."

The New York Sun,
who are unable to take

ever alert in the interest of those
care of themselves hails with dethe electric station indicator for
It believes that it will prove a boon to

light the introduction of
city railway lines.

the "belated and weary" Gothamite who, it says, "can
now rouse himself from his ex tempore nap on the homeward journey, and by a glance upward, dispel all fears of
having passed his station, and the traveler on an unfamiliar line can possess his soul in patience in the blissful con
sciousness that the hopeless vocal distortion which the
railway conductor seems to regard as his rightful prerogative, has lost its terrors."
These in iicators have for some
time been in use on the cable lines of Chicago, and they
are now giving great satisfaction.
At first, however, they
played many pranks until the grip men became accustomed
to them, and only a short lime ago a band of small boys on
Wabash avenue, undertook to relieve the grip men of their
duty of ringing up stations, and made life miserable for
the patrons and employees of that line, and it is feared it
will re<]uire the united efforts of a large number of temperance orators to counteract the effct of their work.

May

ceived for nearly as many motors as were turned out last
season.
This indicates not only an active season for the
motor business but an increase in business for station companies.

The

Electrical

Supply company, Chicago,

is

handling

the Ajax dry battery and is meeting much encouragement.
Those who have given it practical tests pronounce it an excellent battery, and many dealers have given substantial
proof of its popularity by repeating their orders.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric Motor company, of New
"To meet the extraordinary demand for our
York, writes:
motors we have removed to the building bounded by Washington, Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets, New York. We
have been compelled heretofore to ask indulgence in filling
orders.
With our vastly increased facilities we are now
able to handle all business promptly."

An immense
4.800

lbs.,

of

roll

exhibited

vulcanized rubber belting weighing
in the windows of the New York

Park Row, New
York city, attracts considerable attention from passers-by.
It is the large vulcanized rubber main driving belt, made
Hudson
by the company for the New York Central
River Railroad company, to be used in their new elevator
"A." A card attached gives its weight as 4,800 lbs.; it is
350 feet long. 52 inches wide and S-ply thick.
Belting

Packing company,

-N:

No.

15

c'v:

The Northwestern Electric Supply & Construction comSeattle, Washington, has recently been reincorporated under the name of the Northwest Electric Supply
lS: Construction company, with a paid-up capital of $75,000.
This is the pioneer company in the far Northwest, and has
installed a majority of the electric plants in that section.
The Northwest company holds valuable agencies, carries
complete stocks of supplies in both Seattle and Portland,
and has a large trade in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
adjacent territory.
pany of

The

company reports the following shipThe Algonquin company, Dundee, N.

Ball Engine
of engines:

ments
J., one 25-horse power; Denver Electric Illuminating company, Denver, Colo., two 8o-horse power; Pueblo Light,
Heat & Power company, Pueblo, Colo., two 100 horse
power; U. S. Gunboat Concord, two i5-horse power; U.
S. Gunboat Bennington, two 15-horse power; House of
Correction, Chicago. 111., one 35-horse power; Philadelphia
& Reading Coal & Iron company, Pottstown, Pa., one 35horse power; Chicago House of Correction, one 80 horse
power; Guarantee Loan Building, Minneapolis, Minn., two
loo-horse power; Pennsylvania Depot, Chicago, 111., one
So-horse power; Albany Journal company, Albany, N. Y.,
one 35-horse power; Louisville Hotel, Louisville, Ky., one
80-horse power; Ferd-Heim Brewing company, Kansas
City, Mo., one 25-horse power; Willamette Bridge Street
Railway company, Portland, Ore., one 150 horse power;
Pennsylvania Normal School, Lockhaven, Pa., one 35horse power; 1 uscarawas Electric Light company. Canal
Dover, O. one loo-horse power; Manitou Springs Electric
Light company, Manitou Springs, Colo., one 100 and one
80-horse power; Cleveland Arcade company, Cleveland, O.
one 1^5 and two loo-horse power; Greenwich Gas & Elecloo-horse
tric Light company, Greenwich, Conn., one
power; Pensacola Eleciric Light & Power company, Pensacola. Fla., one lOo-horse power; The Devereaux Lumber
company, Charleston, W. Va., one 150-horse power; Tom
L. lohnson, Cleveland, O
one too-horse power.
,

Electrical Patents.

426.436.
field,

426.437.

ward

Trolley Equalizer.
Ohio.

i8qo.

was

Personal Mention.
& Turner. New

Turner of Woodbridge
Chicago last week.

in

York

city.

Messrs. Korbes and Jackson of the Michigan Telephone
company, Detroit, and Frank Kae of the Detroit Electrical
works, visited Chicago last week on business.

Myron A. Knapp of the Knapp Electrical works, Chicago and W. G. Halm of the Perkins Lamp company, were
among the passengers on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific

April

train,

30th.

which was wrecked
lioth

escaped serious

were badly shaken up, and Mr.

at

Chicago Tuesday,
though they

for

Corliss,

Mans-

Drew and Ed-

Overhead Wire.

John Kuehnle,

Telephones and Clamp Attachment
John B. Morris, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brush and Holder for Electrical Machines. Ed-

Tablet
Same.

for

for the

426,471.

Lynn, Mass.

Jr.,

invention consists in brush-holding mechanism
whereby there is secured at all times a good electrical
connection between the line and brush, while at the
same time the brush is free to play up and down should
it be necessary for it to do so on account of irregularities or roughness of the commutator.

426,479.

Knapp

sustained several

Business Mention.
The offices of the Chicago Arc Light iV Power company
have been removed from 76 Market street to 53 Dearborn
street.

Frank A. Wunder, western agent of the Schuyler Electric company, has moved from his old quarters on La Salle
street to room -156 Rookery building.

The Knapp Electrical Works, of Chicago, ^re preparing
10 meet the demands for fan motors which has grown to
The specsuch great proportions during the last season.
ial features of this outfit have already been described and
They have
illustrated
in the Wkstekn Electkician.
proved so efficient that dealers who handled them last year
are already filing their orders for. this season's supply, and
have been reit is a noticeable fact that already orders

Manufacturing Electric Light
Henry A. Tremaine, Cleveland, Ohio.

Apparatus

Carbons.

for

Measuring Electrical Currents.
Thomas H. Hicks, Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Train Signal.
George D. Burton,
426,522.
New Ipswich, N. H.
426,499.

injury,

abrasions.

by means of the drop in potential upon the line between each motor and the generator, and causing such
currents to traverse regulating coils upon the motors
in a direction determined in the case of each motor by
the distance of such motor from the generator.

Dynamo Electric Machine.
426,576.
Orebro, Sweden.

Jonas Wenstrom,

Edward M. Bentiey New
Y.
invention consists of the combination, iu an
electric railway, of an insulated supply conductor supplied with a series of movable exposed contacts normally housed in a position inaccessible to the contact
device, but brought successively into engagement with
the same as the vehicle travels over the railway.
Electric Railway.

426,580.

N

York,

The

Minor M. Davis, Brooklyn,

Switch Apparatus.

426,583.

N. Y.
Quadruples Telegraphy.
"S'ork, N. Y.

426,591.

New
426,621.

Electrical

Mackenzie,

New

Francis

Signaling

Apparatus.
York, N. Y.

Robert

Electric Engine.
land, Ohio.

426,650.

W.

Jones,

U.

James

W. Thompson,

Cleve-

Electric
phia, Pa.

Motor Car.

John A.

Brill,

Philadel-

Electric
phia, Pa.

Motor Car.

John A.

Brill,

Philadel-

426.657.

426.658.

426,660.

Lamp

Post.

William Carroll. Chicago,

Electric Fire Alarm.

Charles H. ShaiTer, Rock-

Electric

III.

426,688.
ford,

III.

Fire Alarm Telegraph System.
426,691.
John Speicher.
Jersey City, and Frederick T. Fearey, Newark, N. J.

Regulator for Dynamos. James

426,699.
lyn,

J.

Wood, Brook-

N. Y.

426.705.

Closing

Circuit

Hinge

for

Electric

Burglar

William M. Bleakley, Verplanck, N. Y.
Burglar Alarm.
John H. Bleoo, Brooklyn,

Alarms.
426.706.

N. Y.
426,708.

Electric

Railway Car.

John A.

Brill,

Philadel-

phia, Pa.

426,724.

Method

of Making Electrodes for Secondary
George E. Heyl, Charlottenburg, Prussia,

Batteries

Germany.
426,749.
skill,

Automatic Telegraph.
N. Y.

Frank Anderson, Peek-

426 778. Safety Hook for Electric Lights.
Danvers, Mass.

John Dalton

Electric Refrigerating Apparatus for Railway
426,781.
Mdrk W. Dewey, Syracuse, N. Y.
Cars.
The sixth and last claims read:
6.
"The combination of a vehicle, a suitable source
of electricity, and an electric cooling apparatus on the
vehicle in circuit with the source.
20. "In a system for cooling cars by electricity, the
combination of a plurality of cars coupled together, an

supply conductor on one of said cars, an
conductor having one or more parts adapted to
be cooled by a current and connected to the supply
conductor, a reservoir containing a medium and arranged to be cooled by the said parts, and pipes extending from the car containing the reservoir to one
or more of the other cars coupled thereto."
electric
electric

426.789.

George F.

Eleciric Heater.
Charles W.
K. Francis, Minneapolis, Minn.

Crossing
426, 4S2.
Detroit, Mich.
426,462.

If),

The

S

1890

Apparatus for Producing Sheets of Metal by
426.788.
Electro Deposition.
Moses G. Farmer, Eliot, Me.
Issued April

win W. Rice,

W.

lo,

426, 5^4.
son,

Device

for

Mes.sage Recording Instrument.
Boston, Mass.

Message Recording Instrument.
426,555.
son, Boston, Mass.
Induction
426,563.
Baltimore, Md.

Coil.

Anthony

M.

John C. WilJohn

C. Wil-

Frankenberg,

William
Regulator for Dynamos and Motors.
426,570.
T. Peel, St. Paul. Minn.
The invention consists of the combination, with a
series of immovable contact points representing the
terminals of the sections on the field magnets or a
series of resistances, of a contact brush mounted in a
peculiar manner and adapted to be moved over the
surfaces of the contacts.
426.573.

Controlling Device.
Great Barrington, Mass.

Potential

ley, Jr.,

William Stan-

Regulation of Electric Motors. William Stan426.574.
ley. Jr., Great Barrington, Mass.
The method consists in developing a flow of current

Apparatus for Forming Copper InMoses G. Farmer, Eliot, Me.
Duplex and Quadruples Telegraph. Francis W.

Electrolytic

gots.

426,819.
Jones,

New

York. N. Y.

Automatic Fire Extinguisher. Joseph Madden,
426,832.
Providence, R. I.
The object of the invention is to protect every room
in a building with a fire extinguishing device that will
be so sensitive to heat that on a rise of temperature to
a point which indicates that a fire has been started will
instantly open a valve and admit water or other fire
extinguishing fluid to the part of the room where the
fire is and extinguish the same automatically before
the fire can spread, or increase in volume.
426,917.

Thermostatic Circuit Closer. William H. ChamKy.

bers, Fulton,

Galvanic Battery.
426,932.
Gironde, France.
426,941.

Telegraph Key.

426971. Electrical Fuse.
Ohio.

Feinand Gendron, Bordeaux,
Oscar Kleber, Allegheny, Pa.
Hugo Tirmann, Cleveland

Apparatus for Electrical Communication. James
426,989.
L. Cutler, Piketon. Ohio.
Electrical Measuring Instrument.
Madison M.
426,992.
Garver, Newark, N. J.
Claim fourteen reads as follows:
"In an electrical measuring instrument containing a
vibrating pivoted index needle, a scale plate independently movable in the direction of a radius drawn from
the zero or initial point thereon to the pivoted center
of said needle, and means for holding said plate in ad-

justed position."

427,014.
erts,

Electrical Tell-Tale Device.
Edward F. RobRochester, N. Y,
invention consists in an apparatus by which one

The
or

more

tell-tale devices,

located at different points,

may

be operated by the index finger of an ordinary gas
meter or other registering device.
Electrical Measuring
Weston. Newark, N. J.

427,022.

427,024.

Circuit

Point, R.

I.

Closer.

ilenry

Instrument.

B.

Edward

Whitaker,

River

.

May
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and
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FRANCIS W. PARKER,

AMEHICAIT ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
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SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Pat«it Finished

1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

FRANK

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

Office

Incandescent Cords.

FARADAY CABLES.

D.

Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBMlRt Agent.

John Carroll,

F. i'HiLLiPS, President.

EUGENE

OP

2o4
17

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

OCBce and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Insulation

Sleasnrtns Instrnment.

NeTT-

Send

for Circalar

and Price

Telephones and
plies of

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

St.,

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

List.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
91 Grisuiold

ELGIN,

ilmmeters and

Portable

The rubber used
to be icaierproqf,

and

WE PAY

In Insulating our wires and cables Ib specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
wilt not deteriorate^ oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather

The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
iPhole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, -rhlch la water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prove durable when all others fail.
are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
^agCB and diameter of Insulallon for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Ltgnts from stocE. Cables mad^
M> order.

We

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,'
61 and 63 Hampshire

HENRT

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS,

JEWELL BELTING

hpplj

Co.i

U.S.A.

New

Combinalion

With Galvanometer.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATIKG AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue 1—66 of Electric Test Instruments.

and not affected by beat.

^

Sup-

Testing Sets

f

Cnrrents.
Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoronglily Reliable and Desirable Wire in Ei'ery Respect."

In & letter from the Inspkctob of the

"A

Klectrieal

ILL.,

Queen's

Direct and Alternating

:

Electrical

Every Description.

Elgia Telephone and

Standard Electric TEST INSTRUMENTS

33

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

aaya

CHICAGO.

S. Electrical Patents.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE Courts.

Voltmeters for

^9, 188S, lie

Smitli,

WILLIAM S.BATES,

Canada.

FARADAY CABLES.

Brown &

PATENT LAWYER,

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

cc

Hall,

Two complete sets of U.

(tlMITED.)

— MANirFACTUBBES

Late

ELECTRICITY,

Patent Attorneys,
26-26 HONORE BUILDING,
•
-

Sec'y. Treasurer.

*'F^^t„'^°? [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal,

HiI..

BROWN,

S.PATEUT OFFICE,---

Bitten ortli,

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

T.

EXAMER

PRINCIPAL

New York
Edgene

OPEBA HOUSE BLOCK.
CHICAGO.

QUEEN

THE

A

PHILADELPHIA.

CO.,

IDEAIi ENGINE.

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,
Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.
Our light Doable Dynamo Belts are alvays made &om centers of \rltole
Manufacturers of

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

hides extra stretohed.
f
I
I

•^S^TESXEXaiT .^G-EITTS

W. H. SALI8B0KT & CO..

A.L]DE&SON,Mannfactiirers

ChlcaEO, HI.

GARDINBH CO., Milwaukee, Wla.
&. STANLEY CO., St. Lonie, Mo.
ENGLISH, MORSE & CO., KanFSB City, Mo.
Main Houee, Indisnapolis
E. C. ATKINS & CO. A Branch Honse, Memptile, Tenn.
A. H.

TODD

(

"

"

(

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

4-0 N/;.

Electric Light, Telephone,
X*c>r .A-erlal, Siitaxxxairlxxe,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
.TBADE

MASK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Cblcago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street

Chattanooga, Tenn.

and Telegraph,

a.xic3. 'Caid.ex-sz-O'u.xi.ca.

XTse.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

A\7ARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ILICTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas

St. Louis,

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG DOMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

UTGMATIC E LECTRIC MOTDRS
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, JRemarlcable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc.
CVinriT ftDPirP- new
DS\ha\ia UniuEi.

The

VORK, 33 church St.;

KANSAS

BOSTON,

m

CITY, Rlalto Building:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

PHILADELPHIA, SOS Conmierce St.;
ORLEANS, 106 Carondelet St.

Arch St.;

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

.^^^^^^^^ ^^-^^~i *"^

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

BMGGOT.

E.

May

Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

/

ail

1

890

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

IN

lo,

Steam

iQ

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

CITY ELECTRIC CO,
GAS AHL ILICTRIC '"'EMPIRE
15 Dey Street, NEW YORK.
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

Etc., Etc.,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

171 E.

WIF=?^.

-BRANCU STORE-

feW^

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

2134 Michigan Avenue,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

NOYES BROS.,

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

MANI'FACTUREBs OF

Electric Light

and Combination Flitnies,

Wemakea'pecialtyof forDlshlnethetrademth

15-light 50 volt

One
One
One
One
One
One

2.5-light

.50

Tolt

.50-light

.50

volt

Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo

75-light 110 volt
100-light 110 volt
150-llght 110 volt
Inclnding Lamps and Holders.

Electric Bracke's, Electroliers, Poitables, CombloalloD Bracbete, snd email Qxtarea of all kiods.
BelDg maDufdCurere we can give lowest prices.

Acknowledged by experts lo be llio Best Open Circuit Buttery
the most durable and convenient for

Electric Bells,

New Descriptive

Gas Lighting, Telephones,
Signals, Electric Clocks,

I.

Circa lars.

W. COLBURN & CO.,
FITCHBURC, MASS.

and many Other Uses.

Both Advertiser and Publisher
ly mentioning the WESTERN

Yoa Will Oblige

ELECTRICIAN when

writing
For Sale by

to sdveitisers.

FRICTION

Ko Liquid.

ITo Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

Write for Circular.

The Western

Cliicago,
And

Electric Co.

111.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

SOLE A8EHI AND

Cal.

1 1 1

It

la poaltlve.
automatically oiled.

has no pumps.

valves.

Pulley shaft
7h$y have a good record, running through five years.
Experts are Invited to examine peculiarities.

No

Beloit, IVis.

W.

& John Barnes Co., Rockford. 111..
Address No. 70l Ruby Street.

NGINES

and Tandem Compounds.

NOYE MFG.

CO.,

BUFFALO,

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
St. Louis,

Chicago,

Kansas

City,

Denver,

$c

BARNES
III.,

& JOHN

W.

CO., Rockford,

Address No.76|Kuliybt.

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

[ NGLISH. MORSE & GO.

SELF-CONTAINED.

T.

in
line.

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

SIMPLICITY,

THE JOHN

not
other uiaehineji in

It will pay parlies
desiriny- to purchase or know
more ahoiit these machines to
send for full description ami
prices lo
F.
tlii:

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

DURftBILITY,

H. P. Pair

They have advantages
found

suits.

F.

REGULATION,

3O0

15 inch swinp, 6 foot nr 8 foot
bed. These miicliint-sare made
a specialty in our factory.

give vastly better reSold suhjcrt to approval, Send for fu 1
description aud priee.

ECONOMY,

to

Barnes' Patent

ENGIJVE LATHK,

a grindstone and will

GUARANTEED

mm

;

ase:isilv inanQgctI as

THE RICE AUTOMATIC.

1221-1223 Union Ave.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

N. Y.

CO.,

Omaha,

York.

20 to 32 inch swinj;. with both
worm nnd Icvir feed, self feed
and liack-ycared.

supply it witli water.
It has notliing to gel
out of order, isulwnys
ready for vise. It is

Cataloinie-

New

Street,

m\m

No

piping- to

Chambers

Barnes' Patent

Too! Grinder.

DIsengaaement of clutches

ECMPSE WIND ENGINE CO.,

SCHOVERLING,
MANDFACTUKEB,

THE BARNES WATER EMERY

Viae-Uke grip-Of clutches ootlonally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces preuent undue wear.

Send for 1889

A.

California Electriail Works,

San Francisco,

ANO CrT-OFF cor PIPINGS.

8

Market,

in the

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

AND FACTOBY:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
OPFH-'E

Send for

Dry Battery.

Dr. Gassner's

St. Paul-

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

'^ndtELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

;.

•WEATHERPRb0FSIMPLE)(0K0NITEGRIIy1SHAV\/. WIRES SINGLE^N''DOUBLE COTTON FIELD'»f"'ARMAfURE WIRE
•FLEXIBLE CORD ROSETTE S-CLEAT5-TAPEor *ii-KINDS- SWITCHES CUT-OUTS PINSBRACKETS^f °INSULATORSTHE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANrWHERET. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
•

^ij0NES-BRO5-EL.ECTRIC-CO-

2fi3os,32w.sTCouRT5T

«

May

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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10,

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attenrion of

remarkably

its

and sreat

double

CELE-

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRATED "WATER M'HEEE as
on account of

Efficiency, and

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use.

motion, hisrii Speed
larffe Capaciiy, forits rt'aroeter,
iiiteady

the l»o-\ver of most wheels of same diameter.
It is used by a
of the leading electric companies uith great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

being

number

ful effect

guaranteed.
FOB CATALOtirE

AXD PARTiriLARS.

SE.yU

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

is

highly

recommended, as no gea.; are required

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaJt with Cast-Iron Flume. Drai.
Tubes. End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victoi
it

VICTOW.

Tl'RBII^ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO..

-

DAYTON. OHIO.

^^^^^ & HiLYDElSrS,
—
FACTORIES: WATEBBHRY, CONN.
,

MANUFACTURERS OF

bars:

and INSUIiATZSD TTiriRX:.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT "K,
For

Worsted Cords

K." LINE WIRE

Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors,

Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CARBONS FOR ARC

CO.,

THOS.

LIGHTING.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

MAKERS o" HIGH-GRADE

GLQBECARBON^§;<=^

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

The Rookery,

i

So. Clinton Street,

\

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

-

CHICAGO, ILL,

U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
•RERS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS
Perfect Antoxaatic Regulation,

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRON&EST ARMATURE MADE,

All Parts Interchang'eable
Correspondence

Even

to

Commutator.

Agents Wanted in

Solicited.

THE STANDARD CARBON

ABSOLOTELY NO HEATING

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

CO.,

all

the Principal Cities.

•'^^^T™

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS AND BATTERY MATERIAL.
'

RnNRA"
aUnuH

GREAT
1ELEPH0NE

THE

BATTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc., Etc IT IS UNEQUALED.

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

FOR

ONLY

PARIS

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION.

GOLD MEDAL.
.

TRADE.

'

GONDi
MARK
"^

"

BATTERIES.

1889.

PATENTSf

NQV.I6.I88O. M**^!?

JAN.

I

AOG.n

-'S*.
-'85.

JAlJ-^g.

AU^.a

GONDA

The Standard

Batteries

of the World.

AXO

are also the sole msnafsctarere of The Gondi Poroaa Cup Battery, which Is alone the Genuine Leclanche, and is
greatly saperior to the eo-caUed Dieqne Leclanche Batteries, with which the market is flooded. Reject every cup unless stamped with the'

This

Company

trademark "GOIJDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY COoHgWJSthStreet. NEW YORK.

HhVn"
HAU
TYPE.
BELLS.

THE PERFECTION OF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR WEDICAL USE.
Etc., IT IS UNRIVALED.

;

iVESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

lEOMARD PAGET.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,
Chemical

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

and

Electrical

Experts

and

Electrical

J-

1890

KtNTNEB.

Engineers.

DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

-MANUFACTUKEKS OF THE-

SPERRT liUPROVED STSTEM
OF
HIGH OR

C1U.1U.es

PAGET A KlNTNERf

lo,

MATERIAL,

WORKMANSHIP
BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
"i.v^

OF TH t BEST.

LOW TENSION.

%

1.
Tbe new bperry apparatiifl free from repaire for twe!vt» monthe.
2.
That the new Nperry Improvptl Dynamoei can be coiiplfd in eeriee with perfect eafely.
3.
That any Dumber of lampe from one to capacity of dynamo can be cat In or out of circolt,
fltoKly or In rronpp, with perfect safety, and without eparkin" at the brnehee.
4.
To aoeorb poner In exact proportion to Domber of Ilgbte burning.

1.

The new Aatomaclc Sperry Dynamoa and Lamps enrpasB

in efticleocy those of

any other

Biake.
2.

3.

That there Is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our aatoniatlc regulation has noeqaal; no rbeoetat, no wall bo:;es, no solenoid or

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

If

you

invite

m mm

will vIbU

onr factory we can show yon the beet arcllghtlng apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers, Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

EIECTHIC

C0„

ISS

to

207

Soutli

M

street,

'->/j.,

.

Taylor Mf'g Co. Chambersburg,Pa.
„<;5^
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty-^

CHICAGO ILL

PEffFECTLY RELIABLE

m
Af^Ca

.

HO DANGEFIOUS CURREnT<^

ELECTRIC- Ll^HT-r

^^8c

PoWEf^Co.

INCANDEjCErtf/P^ 72.30 Cortlandt St.

Pf ^^W^QrtT{(^(5il|(

Hew

York.

^7/

MAKr.a^fvjicy

Also Rawhide Uce Lcather:

The

—

IAGENT5

IN

tg/?V i.iSvi^''^PK/ce:s

ALL CITIESh

Detroit Electrical

ElECTIIC

Works

RMLWII SVSTEM,

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST.
The Detroit

Electrical

Werks,

Detroit, Micii.

May

lo,
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&

C.

C.

xVi

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to
Over 8,000 Motors

fifty

C.

&

Motors

St.,

BOSTON.

PHILSDELPHA

ELECTRIC MOTOR

C.

for Hoist

and
Mining Tramways.

Equipment of Machine Shops, Printing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

operation.

OFFICE, 63 Oliver

OCfT^iniTs.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

H. P. in stock.

in actual

MEW ENGLJBD

r'.A.KT

OFfliE, 38

S.

Fiorth

402

St.

CHICAGO OFFICE, PhoeDix

Bnilding.

AND 404 GREENWICH

ST.,

CO.,

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

i_iis^n"E:rD,

NEIMT

YORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

KTESTTIT
)o\\ft

1^.

Roeblings Sons
Oo,
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

^s?sr

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

WOBKS, TBENTON,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

CO.,

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Eleetrle Usht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatns, Dynamos, Electric
motors. Primary and Storaee Batteries, Etc.

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake

ELECTRIC SDFFLy

St., Chicairo.

""""IfS^or the Aluminum
94 Liberty Street,

N. J.

THE LEONARD

Electric

NEW

Light Batteries.

YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

<&

IZARD

CO.,

(CASS i!rsTiU.A.Tioir8 Division.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in
All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiand Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.
33 Mercer Street,

N:EW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

Of every description, including the celebrated
CELLS, manufactured under
for
The
cheapest
and
best Cells in the market.
Also
Kiel's Patents
Primary and Storage Batteries.
(Kiel's
for
electrical
Patent)
purposes, at reduced prices.
Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Sheet, Rod and Tubing
Tubing, Insjlator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

For Sale by

BALL

AUTOMATIC^IIQIII^
CUTOFF
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK^

15 Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

J.

38 So. Fourth

W. PARKER,
Street.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

COOLEY & VATER^

Cross Con^pound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Xriple Expansion.

Ro om 403 Ho me Insurance BulidJ. CHICAGO, [LL

W.

B.

PEARSON,

OMAHA ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Sheeley Buildlng^OMAHA, NEB.

Tandem Compound l|p

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING
KANSAS

ENGINES

for

GOVERNOR

giving

The

only

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lighting.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

as

CD

53'

1-

^

"

CD

CO

M

CO

09

tr

E o
o>
03

C3

00

to
CO
CO

THE SCHOYLEB ELECTRIC

°^

DO

CD
CO

5
3

m CD
^X OQC
57
= ^'
CO

CO

o»

CO.,

"'"S"*"-

May

10,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Oar Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK-

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR OVER ONE MILLION FEET

A

From ABIX Manufacturer or
State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

SOLD IN SIX MOUTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
TATestern. Stipply Ho-use,

Automatic
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.
^^iLrr BOSTON. MASS.

Mamifactnrin^ Facilities Unlimited.

Chicago

FOR STREET RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
No.

Western Ag't, Kansas

City,

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

Oral, Electric.

M WHISTLES,

PARTRIGE & GARTER'S

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

2,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,
W.

R.

OSTRANDER &

21, 23
Factory, 1461 and 1463
for

New

ST.

Mo.

flJIed,
Sample Clialr and Section or
Eail Sent, Expre&s prepaid, to Prospective PnrcliaaerB.

SPEAIIN& TDBES

Send

Ofl&ce,

Large or small orders prompUy

DAISY CH41R.

"

and JOata.

420,133.

BEST MATERIAL. LO'WEST PRICES.
CORRESFONDEirOE SOLICITED.

^THOMAS ASHBURNER,

"Write for Ssimples, Prices

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

IMPROVED PATENTED MATERIAL
Patented Jan. 28lh, 1890.

OMAHA.

ELECTKICAL, J^NGINEERS
AND JOBBERS.

Switch.

WHITE,

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES

Whittingham

R. T.

standard Underground Cable

the

Catalogue, out August

and 25 Ann

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

4

AND

6

CALL

Patent Indicating Bells!

1st.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Catalogues and Discount
Sheets will be sent to those
in the trade upon receipt of
application and business card.

Special Catalogues

on
Arc Lighting Systems,
Incandescent Lighting System,
Patterson Cable,

Furnished on Application.

4-CALL BELL.
For Prices and Pmther Particulars Bee our

PaANKLIN

CHICAGO.

NEW

S.

CARTER.

Manufacturers of

YORK.

CHAKLES

M. WILKINS.
TRADING AS

New

Catalogue.
E.

WARD

WILKINS.

EI,ECTKICAIi SUPPLiDES,
Sole Proprietors PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

114 South Second

Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Batteries

FOK

Household, Experim ental, Scientific and other Purposes.

JAMES

MASON,

H.

MANDFACTDRINH ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EFFICIENT,

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.

ECONOMICAL

and Doiestic Lighting.

Office

f

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
Ouaranteett as represent*.!.

CONVENIENT.

These Batteries are in practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

HILL
For Stationary or Railway Work,

Works,

Clutch

CLEVELAND, O.

For Hlnlng or Engineering Operations,

EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW YORE.

ISConlandtSt.,
Engineering

-

Oftice: 146

Franklin

St.,

BOSTON.

Sprape

Electric

Motors

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

28 So. Canal St.

306 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and

1323

Union Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

UNEXCELLED.

JI/tE

a,

COPYRIGHTED BY

H. W. DILL'

Sprague Stationary Motors
Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty DiflFerent Classes of
Industries.

W.

all

correspondence

EliECTRICAI. DEPARTJIENT
NEW HAVEN CL,OCK

OOT.BURSI'!!i

DYSTAMOIS

AND MOTORS.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

V<».

G. A.

MANAGER

3I5--32I

Address

and FurniBbed,

WESTERN A«EXT

VESTERK AGENT
I.

Brectfld

Send for new Catalogue Power
Tranemlesion Machinery.

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

-

to the

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.
"'"^""^"

Electric

Railway

& Motor Co.,

WESTERN AOENT FOR

ALFRED

MOORE'S

F.
IK.STABL1SHED

is;

ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.
ilectric Light,

16 ail 18

BROiB

Sf.,

NEir YOBK.

AnDunciator and OlBce Wires.
every kind of Wire known

fact,

Incandcsceut and Battery CordS;
Trade.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
Tlie necoBBity of meaenrlnc "le Electric Cnrrpnt hy a correct and reliable melcr has lon^ been felt, and various InBtrnmente have hoen put on the market and In actnal aee, wlilch, however,
have iDvariahly proveil to be InelUclenl and anrellablu. The Electric Current Coantor, luvf»nl6d by Professor H. Arun, Is undoulitudlv the ue^t and mo^i reliable moLfr for the purpose. Tney
lltilHke; ifltinlripul Kleni ric Ijlslit WorkH, Of
have been adopted by many elecrric ll^'ht companies In EaruDe, amoDg which are Kdft§oo Company, of Berlla ; HiemcDH
Berlin; and are exciUHlvely uB'-d la almost all prlucl]>al citleij of Korope. They were awarded t[ie tilold Ueflal at the ITIeib9iirne I'lsliiblilon, lNNi>, and havn recently been
awarded tbf first prize by tbe Manlplpallty Of PariM. Frauee, In competition with different other Counters. American t'ompanieB who have tried ami nee the Aron Counter
cpeak very highly of them. Tbe opinions of Home of them are prlnt-'d bebiw. The Aron Electric Current Counters arc built for direct two-wire alteruatlnt; and three to nine-wire
currents, In BizeB from IT. amiiert^e op to aTiy number of amperea. Kvery coantor meoHares correctly the amouat of current conHumed, from a fraction of an ampere
to ItH full capacity Tbey are now In nee by European central statlone measurlQi: over Seventy Illllion WattB- The amount of current coneamed may be ascertained at a glance,
the indbx being coQetrucl*d on the eame principle as the ^aa meter dials.

A

.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
Dover, N. H.
We have tested the Aron Counter, and have no reason to
doubt He reliability.
H. W. Bdroett.
Treaa. Dover fllectilc Light Oo.

M&HOIEHTBB, N. H.
God tbat the Aron Coanters resieier an uccnrately as Is
necessary for tbe purpose to which each meters would be ap-

We

plied.
abUlty.

We

have perfectly
Prof.

ourselvES of their udaptU. Anthony.

Bfttlclled

Wm.

Mather Electric

LlL'ht Co.

San Francisco, Cal.
Is the best InBtroment we b<ive ever eeen.
have Ihorouu'hly tested ihe Counter for alternating cur-

Tbe Aron Counter

We

rent,

and are satielled that it will work correctly.
Geo. II. Roe, Hec'y San Francisco iilleclrlc Light Co.

We have fonr Aron Counters in use for
ing which time no trouble has beeo oiL'erien''cd In regard to
care of same, sud satinfactory readluL'B have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Uen. Man. Edlaon Illuminating Co.

IMPORT ABUT. —Owing
figure

A.

which

will enable

any

Lynn, Mass.

The Aron Counter works very

THOMeON-IIOUSTON Co.

New York, July 22, 1889.
have In aee at the School of Mines, Columbia College, one
Aron'e Coulomb Coontore for three-wire eyatem,
and Qnd that It Is very sensitive to email as well ae large currents, and from observations made I llnd it correct In every
particular.
L. U. Landy, Ph. D.
of Professor

to the Incrensed demand for the Aron Counters in Europe, the cost of minufacture has be3n considerably reduced,
company to employ them In preference to any other meter. For prices unci parllcuIarB, addreea :

BARTHMANN,

eatlefactorlly,

I

Brookltn, N. Y.
some months, dur-

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

and

I

I
ii

lo the Electriciil

am now

In a position to offer

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

them

at a

Importer.

I

May

lo,
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ELECTRIC RAILWAI SYSTEM
BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,

Slight Cost for Repairs,
ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Thoinsoii-loQsloD tailway

Systa

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED.
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Mlcbigan Ave.,

Gbicago,

III.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St. Paul,

Mino.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FOR SALE.
Incandescent

Lamp

Cord.

LU
DC

Weatherproof Rope.

CO

Extra Test Fuse Boxes.

Branch Fusible Cut-outs.

CO

Annealed Wire Lamp Cord.

Main Fusible Cut-outs.

High Insulation Brackets.

Detachable Rosette & Cut-out.

LU

Sleet-proof PuKeys.

Hoods

for Arc

Lamps.

CO
Double Pole Fuse Roselte.

Fuse Wire.

CO

Electric Light Brackets.

Fletcher's Wire Holders

Hard Rubber Tubing.

rsi

Electric Light Portables.

Ll_

o
O

Soft Rubber Tubing.

Kerite

Tape.

Okonite Tape.

DC
CL
DC
LU

Manson Tape.
Grimshaw Tape.
Rubber Tape.
P.

&

B.

Ball

CO

CO

Arc Switches.

Incandescent Shades.

White Light Carbons.
Ellis

Oil Fillers.

I

CO
CO

Wirt Standard Voltmeter.

CO

<
LU

Insulating Joints.

Incandescent Lamps.

CO

Compounds.

Electric Light Switch-boards.

& Socket

Standard Testing Sets.
Test Instruments.

CO

Tools of
^3dO

Incandescem Switches.

all

Kinds.

Speed Indicators.
Interior Electrical Conduits.

SEE OUR ILLUSTRATED ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER CATALOGUE

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
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RANDOLPH

NO. 560.

CO.,

ST.,

C-H-I-C-J^-O-O.

May
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

xxiii

CO..

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:-''6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling^ or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the-arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com-

The enjoining clause

"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIBHTINe APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND BENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LI6HTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIBHTIN6, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT
TTiTAirnri:, inz>.

naiinracturors of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting.
AKU THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete

OF

Alternating System of Electric Lighting

Arc Lighting.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-l<i
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

in Existence.

CORRESPO NDENCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
1

IND.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

217 Sansome

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,
CHICAGO OFFICE,
907 Filbert Street,
186 Dearborn Street, First Floor,
C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
W. J. BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 633 Wood Street.
WOOD DYNAMO.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

ADAMS.

Successor.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

J

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

—-MANUFACTURERS OF
PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coieieE]SX=02srnz)EniTCB

JAMES

F.

KELLY

soi-ioitbe>-

General Sales
I

Agent

19 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK.

^

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

ireson's

Belting.

MAY

cents per Copy.

1

17, 1890.

I

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AND DEALERS
MANUFACTTIRBR8 OP

Patd. ITor. 16» '8Q.

Sendfor Ireson's lUastrated Treaties

adapted for
EiectricparpOBesaod
^ r Mgh-speed machln-

fispeclftlly
.-^U
!

on

Self-

Adjastlng Leather Link
Belting, farnlshed gra-

EVERYTHING
ELECTRICAL
FOB
SESrO

vPKPiii Abcnuiccs
AfFuriFO
Ai-LU/iL

Manf'd by

.

CHARLES L IRESON, 97

High

St.,

Boston, Mass.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

CO.,'

IN

i
1

CATAIiOGDE,

ii56-FA6J<:

111 Arch Street,

taitonsly.

No. 20.

BOSTON, MASS.

BAKER, BALCH &

CO.,

Seattle,

"Wash.

p^^ Seilebs Electrical Works,

San Francisco,

Cal.

A fnll line of out manufactures can be found at our Agencies.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
ECONOMICAL.

SAFE.

DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC PLANT BOILER.
Adopted by the

Kdison Electric

panies at Philadelphia,

Cetroi^, St.

Com-

I^'elit
Paal, Colnm-

hos end Cincinnati; sIbo t^e Braeh Biectric Light
Co., of Loaisvllle,

Standard Underground Cable
G.

L WILEY,

Ncw Yopk.

Manager,

F. E.

ABENHROTH & ROOT MFG.

Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Westinghouse Building,

and others.

28

ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.

Cliff Street,

New

CO.,

York.

DEGENHARDT, bager, Chicago. BRANCHES! Boston, Philadelphia. Wew Orleans,

Dallas.

(2121)

Standard
TllB

ELECTRIC

Mia-Mlier and

Vulcanized India-Rubbee Cables,
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per

Gntta-Perclia InsnlatiDg Co.

to any
mile.

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,-

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

MARINE

Two -Circuit

THREE and Two-wiRE Cables, to

up

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage, Fle.xiele
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Carles,

to any Millage
or Specification up to
g.ooo Megohms per knot.

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNDER WATER

any

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

M. HABIR8HAW, F.C.
General Manager.

NEW

knot.

Navy Portables, Silk»
Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Offices: 159 Front Street,

Concentric Cables, both circu'ts,9,ooO Megohms per

ELECTRIC

per

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

Marine

Cores

Bell Wire, rubber cotered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Pliable

YORK, U.S.A.

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire

-

•cHe

ind Power,
and Telephone,
Railtny and all other

GEORGE

B.

Proof and Weather - Proof
B

C

Its

A

B

Aerial Vie,

Light

All Sizes

Teleflraph

Branchea si SIgnaUng.

*

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

insulation.

COWLES'

Subterranean Uie,

I anil Fn^ncail Wirat
'"Coseo »r/re».
*""'

PRESGOTT,

Submarine Use
concealed Wiring in

Jr., Gen. Agt.,

'Western Electric Co., Cliicago,

16 Dey St,

all

Locationt.

NEW YORK.

III., Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STVLB OF INSULATION.
., , _
BaUMdCoMak
B. .B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
.. .
.
^ .«.
«
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Saai^es tnrDished upon ^tpocaaoa. «••
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
__

O—

.^.-Copper Wire.

«
Wtm

Aarated with a JS/ocfc, Wbather-Proop Composition.

WAREROOMS:

19 and 21
I' 33 and

Cliff St..
1

New

York.

35 Wabath

FACTORIES:
ili.
ai^SONIA,

Ave., Chicago,

CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANUFACTZmUBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Qerman Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCHFNECTADT, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
Idgliting Apparatus.

020 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
N. Y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisc<i, Cal.

No

Electric Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

52 per

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

or

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn

their adjustment better than

steadily

and uniformly, and hold

any other lamps on the market.

Arc l>ynnnio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

of

its

lamps to be thrown on or

in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

I>ii c;

I

'.

11.

J

;

lit

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

Our incan-

life.

Incandescent Dj-nanio.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

by the
meet the

demand for a machine of this character we
have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency,

and economy of

operation.
Alternating Cnrrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the conwe feel that we have reached a point
cannot
but be admitted.
superiority
where their
that

it is

struction of our motors

LIGHTNTNG AUBESTEB—Ml
are protected from destruction and injury

of our installations

by our lightning

arres-

1

which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every
The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
ter,

instance.

--*!

.Tlotor.

i

May

17.
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JENNEY ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,

HAWKEYE

THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

DAVENPORT,

-

CO.,

IOWA.

-

Complete Central Station
Li>a°33

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
One H.

P. Constant Potential aiotor

OUR D7NAMOS

are unsurpassed by any
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC MOTORS
»x*

Licensee of the

ir^n-

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

Renowned
Famous

Stations;

224

Prices Reasonable.

S.

ILLINOIS ST.,

-

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

for efficiency,

JPerkina Incandeseent

Lamps,

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

For both Arc and Incandescent Circuits, from 1-2 to 100
H. P. All of our Motors have Self-Oiling Boxes.

made

any voltage, highest

-

for

Railway Circuits and Central

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

To Arc and Incandescent
POWER COMPANIES.
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

BLANTTFACTirREKS OF

Electric

OF PITTSBURGH,

Motors

for Arc

and Incandescent

Circuits.

THE CNLY MOTOR

Pfl.

GIVING PERFECT

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

SATISFACTION.

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

All Sizes from.

H6H.P.to80H.P.

GLOBES™ SHADES
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

ADAr»TED TO ALL SYSTEM
^V

729 BROADWAY, NEW^ YORK.
(Cor.

WAVERLY

PLACE),

The supremacy

of

'THE BAXTER
and

we

are

MOTOR"

over

now prepared

all

to

fill

others has been thoroughly established,

orders promptly.

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA,

We shall be pleased to

quote prices, and give any desired information.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-
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May
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CA R B O IV CO

I^AMOI^AIL

CleTrela,n.d., Ol:i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINB

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

CO.,
OLIVER STREET,

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screeningi.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

losaroxo'.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

E^OHL

LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Burning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

1

00 to 20

Volts

1

of Current.

Please state System and Voltag^e Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Cortlandt

^xil^

St.,

&

NEW YORK

IVCa.ai'U.fa.ot'ULx-ex's

of FTxre

SUPPLY

Gear
Dearborn

General Western Offlce:

Electrically

and Mechanically.

CJoT^-per Vezaxxaex-ecl. for

225

18 Broadway.

Guarantee

Them

CITY.

Brnsh Copper, Comutator Bars, Copper Wire,
Eastern Office:

We
CO.

Pinions,
St.,

BERG-KLJLiq^IT

Chicago,

Trolley

<Sc

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

ill.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIBIT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAHGES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

JCUltJV
-W-t-W •\7Tki>Tr
-ivtx^itt-

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

55

pjfth

Avenue.

CHICABO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

I

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SOUS BUILOBRS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

iMPROVE D Corliss Engine
Is

of

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.

&

ALUS

P.

CO..

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManafacturerB of and Dealers in

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cetton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

IS IB tJSEQTTAKEI) FOB ECONOMT OF FUEIj, HEaTHjAJtlTT OF
TJBB.
UOnON, ASD DTTRABTT.TTY

m

ritefior

OUT

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Cataloneia.

41 aii 43 SOUTH JEPFEESON

ST.

For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Bimning Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO..1
1

**'^"'

=='^°""'°

o^xo.^ca-0,

- zxjXj.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

Incandescent Lamp

MOTORS

Co,,

FOE

I9l2--19l40live Street, St. Louis, Mo.,
JJIAKUFACTUREBS OF

Arc

%

Incandescent Circuits

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATIOH.

INCAN DESCENT

L AMPS.

Highly

Efficient

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

Lamps Made

to Fit

H.

any Socket.

TVADSA^ORTH, Manager
TVESTEKS; AarD SOUTHEBai STATES,

Send us a

425 "THE ROOKERY,"

Satisfaction Gnafanteed.

trial order.

W.

CHICAGO,

-

John A. Babeett, Vice-PreBideot and Cons. Electrician.
D. Sabgemt, President.
Fbank A. Pebeet, Electrician.
E. H. CnTLEB, Treasurer and Manager.

LAM INAR FIBRE THE

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 81 Washington

St.,

A

Rubber for insulating and
Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
or drilled into any desired shape.
Will take a very high
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light running machinery.
perfect substitute for Hard

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

-JtANITPACTUEEae OF THE

mechanical purposes.

ILL.

-

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled in Simplicity and Durability.

j|^

HIGHEST

AWARD

^^P'*
PARIS

Lafflinatei

^

Field

lapets

OF SOFTEST CHARCOAL IRON,

^,,,,---'<'--iP™|^^

/w

The only Machines having

^^ means of which

j^P^^yP& iMMmlim.

iH|^^^ff*Wi||JPJ| Higher

wfelllH^^HlHkr

Efficiency. Closer Regulation,

and Slower Speed

EXPOSITION

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

all sizes and for all purposes, Automatic Dynamos
for Incandescent Electric

Automatic Motors of

CO.,

ir Stores, Factories, etc.,
a specialty. Moisture-proof

-

180

Summer

St., Boston,

Motors and Dynamos for
use in Mines and damp

Mass.

ii places.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON

GO,

215 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS OF ARC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
CENTRAL STATIONS AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
•'^'""'IJ.ViEs
OF ALL KINDS.

ji
(

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW ROBBER COVERED WIRE
-S OBT

c.A.zax>.

Bottom Prices.
Quick Shipments.
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Edison Manufacturing Co.

EDISON

LAMPS

The Pioneer System of

Supplied of any Candle-

Incandescent

Power and Voltage

Electric Lighting.

To Fit any Socket

DYNAMOS
Constructed of any Capacity, and for
every Description of

ELECTRICAL WORK.

CONTRACTS
made
No

for

Complete Installations.

Sub-Contracts.

No

Division of

Responsibility.

UNITED Edison Manufacturing
65 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK.

Gu.,

—
May

17,
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Knapp Electrical Works
The follotving are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead ot lasting 600 hours

General Western Agents,
Ti^Ei

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

ANY

have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Chukch Gbees Electkic Light Co., Bos .on, Mass.

CO.

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are

is

more than guirantepd, and
H. Heuck,

p'rfee ly white.
Heuck's Opera House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

The lamps average their full guarantee, and some have
OAiiLiXD Paper Co , Manbeen burning 3,000 hours.
chester, Conn.

—

SOCKET,

ALL CANrLI POWERS,

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,300 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Ckane, Jk. &

—

Bed., Dalton, Mass.

The

AHY YOLTAGI,
AHY EFFICIEHOY,

discolor.
trice,

up to 16 c. p., is clear, and does not
D. Wiltkout, O. W. Holmes Hospital, Bea-

light burns

—

J.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectathey excel the guarantee by some 3,000 hours.

tions, as

H. B. Claflin,

New

York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
FOR
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHOE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

McLennan

Switch.

Paiste Switch.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Ceiling' Switch.

"Wall Switch-

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

IT.

54 & 56

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

CHICAGO. ILL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
SYSTEM
TRilNSFORMER
INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
OF

DYNAMO— CAPACITY,

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

St)0

16-CANDLE-POWER LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Constrtictlon of Electrical Plants of Whatever Magnitude.
CORRBiSFOKriDEIICE SOIvIClTKC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
EAU

BAKER, BALOH &

THOMAS WOLFE,

CO., Gen'l Agts.,
Seattle,

CHAS. M. BLANOHARD, Agent,

POLQLASE,

Southwestern Agent,

li.

City,

16 Fifth

Mo.

Agent,
St.,

Omaha, Neb.

McDonald &

METOALF, BEED &

N. OOX, Agent,
St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
W.
Room 13 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa
CO., Gen'l Agts.
CONSTRUCTION
NATIONAL ELECTRIC
N.

205 N. 17th

UTTIiE,

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.

Union Depot Hotel, Kansas
P. H.

QLaAIRR, WIB.

CO., Oen'l Agts.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
CO., Western Agts.,
1517 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.

W. W. BEIGQS

«fe

00.,;Agents, 432

Tower Building. No. 50 Broadway, New York
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Oal.

City.

Mayi7,
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire

witFi

Postal Telegraph Cable

Company.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR
For suspending Arc Lamps over street

THE BRADY MAST ARM.
^|.f^.||—

nifllMI
Ulivlll

I
I

_t

L

intersections.
The best thing of its
kind in the world. Over 7,000 of them

now in use.
very best Insulated Wire made.
Guaranteed proof against moisture
and chemical action.

'^^^

lifinr

Wmi'
fffflllEi.

The

highest grade of Weatherproof
Line Wire. A full stock of these wires
always on hand.

CANOEE WIRE.

We keep constantly on hand

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.

THE BURNLEY DRY BATTERY.

The neatest and most
Dry Batteries.

TUC

^ ^^^

I

n\A/CI

I

I

ML LUtIlLL

\A/DCMnj

ffllLllUn.

a

full line

of Tube, Boa,
Rod, and sheet
-"^ube
Sheet Rubber, als
also
a full supply of Soft Rubber Tubing.

in

reliable of all

labor-saving tool for putting

Lag Screws and

Bolts.

We

are selling large numbers of our new Lightning Arresters,
Central Spark Arresters, Tin Shades and Shade Holders, and

carry a

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICAGO,

!
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THE INCANDESCENT LAMP.
.-o

WHAT USERS SAY
Hi

'I have five lamps out of a group of eight, which have burned 10 hours per day for
the last nine months and 13 days, which makes a burn of 2,830 hours, with lamps
looking almost as good as new."— East Liverpool, O., Western Electric Co.
"The Sawyer-Man lamps underwent the severest test during the last two
months
They are the best and finest in the market. No other lamps could stand
the heavv strain and vibration at the Fair building."— An Exhibitor at the American

1889.
''We have lamps still burning that have been in use ever since we put in the
plant."— Cowperthwait & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
''Our Sawyer-Man lamps have given remarkably good service, averaging over
1 ,500 hours, and with a good light." -C. H. Nichols & Co., Laurel Hill, L.
"We have lately been using your lamps, which give us better satisfaction than the
lamps in use heretofore."— West Point, Neb. Electric Light and Power Co.
a'They give a splendid, white, well-distributed light."— Vancouver, B. C, Electric Illuminating Co.
"The average life of the lamps on our plant up to last June was 2,800 hours.
Since September we have lost very few lamps, so that the average life is very much
greater than this."— Dr. W. A. Drysdale, Philadelphia, Pa.
"We are highly pleased with the lamps and think they will have much better life
make."— Hutchinson, Kan., Water Light and Te'ephone Co.
than the
'Some of the first lot of Sawyer-Man lamps, put in over two years ago, are still
Saxton & Thompson, Trov, N. Y.
use."—
in
''The lamps furnished us under your contract have given excellent satisfaction.
We have quite a number of lamps now in use and burning brightly, which have been
in constant use, on an average of six hours per day, since January 2, 1888."— Portland Block, St. Paul, Minn., September, 1889.
"We consider them superior to the lamp furnished us by others."— Electric and
Water Supply Co., Neillsvi'le, Wis.
"One of the lamps has been burning since August 1, 1888, making 16 hours
each day, and is still a good lamp. We think that as you make such a sood
lamp, you are entitled to have their merits acknowledged by those who are daily
using them."— F. E. Coward & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Institute Fair,

I

,

Sawver-Man
New

Electric

Company,

Cincinnati,
Chicago,
Pittsburg, Pa.,
Boston,
York,
San Francisco,
Dallas, Tex.,
Portland, Ore.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Charlotte, IM. C,

May

17,
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WESTIRGHOUSE ELECTRIC
A.

Pioneers in Electric Ligtiting by Alternating Currents.
Incandescent

Dynamos

of 500,750, 1,500, 3,000

and 5,000 16

c. p.

lamps capacity.
Two Hundred and Eighty-five central stations
No electric lighting system for central station

using our incandescent apparatus.

purposes can be successful with-

Our Shallenberger meter

out the aid of an accurate meter.

is

incomparable.

.A^ro Iviglxtlng.
We

desire to call particular attention to our

new

alternating current arc light-

ing system.

By
Our

its

use the double carbon lamp becomes a thing of the past.

single carbon

lamp runs

The operation of the lamp
The

is

forty hours without renewal.

attended by a

horizontal rays of the alternating

We

Please write for particulars.

^^

minimum

of expense.

current produce the most effective light

are always happy

to

point out the

advantages enjoyed by those who employ our apparatus.

OUR MAIN OFFICES AND WORKS ARE AT

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.

r

BOSTON

"V^e

NEW

YORK,

la.ek.'^rG

]Bx*£i.zio33.

CINCINNATI.

PORTLAND OREGON,

0£B.oes

CHICAGO.

DALLAS, TEXAS

skX-

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST. LOUIS,

CHARLOTTE.

N. G.

—

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Dynamo
THE BEST

IN

Oilers,

a Manufactory of
Electrical Apparatus in a Western city.
Ttie best references re^iulrt il as to characlur, experience as a skilled mtchanic and
electrician.
Apply to

Superintendent of

THE MARKET.

OliBiiiher Is tlitet] with s<jiiaro window
wliirti art* ^ecnr(•(l by IjriuiiM.il iilatp.'^, Hiid
i-aii t>t> rcni'ivrHl [or liLfpcrllou, clranlnRor rvpaln
at aiir Uiiip. wKii-Mit >itMppiii); tl)0 oil fepd, wbile

ambt

l>aii*"«.

tli(>

inaclimc

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN, CHICAGO,

ILL.

A

practical dynamo builder.
]\[ustunf'crotnod constiucfng Gramme armatures.
Monoliut a competent man wunled. Single
man preferred. Address, s Hting wages,

"MANUFACTUliKIlS.'
Ki.HcTRiciAN, C-hicago.

FOR

niQiiinK.

Is

The

HANUFAlTUKED BT

THE WM. POWELL
NOS. 50. 52 AND 54

and European

British

VVestekn

csrc

I'l.

SALiE.

PATENT AGENCY.

CO.,

New

Half-Price

PLUM STREET,

CINCINNATI,

1S90

17,

W^ ANTED.

c^

POWELL'S PATENT "SIGNAL"

May

(Hegietercd KD-rlish Piitt-at A-jent,
Ai:t of Purllament.)

O.

Please send lor Prices and Discounts.

^5;£

New

Broadway.

Engines.

According to

40-H

2

Vork.

P.

irmington & Sims Automatic

Eogioes.

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 'The

St., St.

"A good

invention is worth as much in Great
Britain as in the United States."

Louis.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

City.

Correspondence

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED

FOR.

Erected Ready for Service.

Vm.

S-

TURSKIl.

JOHN

H.

for Electric Light

III.

Treas., 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
and largest Manufacturers in the United Stateq of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
RUBBER BELTING PACKING AND HOSE.

LEHTER WOODBRIDOE.

and Contractors.

and Power.

& SON,

Springfield,

CHEEVER,
Oldest

WOODBRIDCB A TURNER^

Steam Plants

A. L. IDE

FOR MECHANICAL PURPOSES.
.1.

COMPLETE EqriPiflBHT OF ELECTRIC

exchange for

NEW YORK BELTING &PAGKINC CO

IiA.TE9T CATAIjOGITES.

Electrical Engineers

In

Ideal Engines.

eoliciled.

8PRGIAIjTIE8 :-Tbe ArroiDgton & SItdb ED^iDe. Steel Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt. Sfandvd RocklDKUid Sheffield Urstee, Lowe Ueater, Uyatt Filter, Blake Pamp, EortinglDJector, etc.

FOB

Antomatic Eogine.

Rnssell

Used short lime, taken

Omaha.

Building,

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

HEIVD

60-U. P.

1

Special terms allowed iiiveii'ora, alflo nl)tainlnL;
th«ir LT S. Patents throii^'li the Agency.

Rookery," Chicago.

319 Ramge

European Pati-nfs olitained at low rates, and sold
on coiimii-eioii tliroii^li Lundon Hoii^e.

ENDLESS BELTS
Particularly adapted for Dynamo uses;
made of any width or length to
order, at a wreck's notice.

RAIIi^VAV»!i.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

Desiirns and Estimates Sabniitted,

SALESROOMS:

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
SECOND TO NONE.
Free from eram or add e,

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

Agt.,

45 River

Writt' for iTic.

(

St., Chicago.

aiiU Samiilcs.

r.-J

clIlrAiiii,
ST. Mills,

SimiiiM'i- St.
i,„k,. SI.

SALESKOOIIS:

ir,i

!llir:ill

N. Mmii

ATLANTA,

St.

iiK.WKi;,

luii-iDii iriii SI.
l'llAI;l.l':s-r()N, IMl .M,.,. lint; St.
I.IIANII I^AI'IIIS,
ni". St.
M

Best Appointed Line
— FOR REACHINi.) THE

Bv

Qfled continaallv.
tric Plants of tlie Weet.

TAUSSIG.

I-ins'l'<iN,

IS

refiiteilngcan be
Adopted by the largest Elec-

S.

IMIII.A]iELl'lIIA.Hi)sflie!<lniit.st.

DETKliri',

ISALTI.MiiltK,

.

Siinlli

1-,'N. Ilmrlc-><.SI.

KE\\ iiKI.KANS. s i;n.
KANSAS IITV. 1:1', :!ii.l

St.
ii.i;vKi..\>:]i, r,i;siii,.Ti,,r si.
FlJAXIISCIl, ir .Mniii St.
-J.l

SAN

West, Northwest and Soathwest.

D.'CHliirSt.
W.i(i,hvartl.\ve.

BUFl-'Al.ii. I'l IJSWN-liiiiL'l.in St.

I

51INNKAI'lll,IS.->

li;

lll-'l

nil.ll.MliN'11, 1J»

i.:;isl

|',.i,.r..

l:;i:l

St.

W.

ICtli

St.

.Main SI.

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
A.

New and Improved Method

of Eqnlppine Bnlldlneg with an Insniated Tnbe Conduit for any System of Electric Wiring.

oonoi^Bxzia'xsa'G;-:

SAFETY— Absolnte Immnnity from electric
ACCESSIBILITY — Perfect access to concealed wires.
coet ot installation, and freedom from fntnre expense.
ECONOMY— ^oiall
DURABILITY—Absolutely moistnre-proof tnbe and appliances, ineuring longevity of wires.
CONVEN lENCE— Systems of electric \viring may be laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; tbe conductors may be drawn in at pleastire.
FOK CIRCVrABS. PBICK LIST AND INSTRUCTIONS. ADDBKSS.
16 ANU 18 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION COMPANY,
firea.

-the:Diioi

umm

^

CHARLES MUNSON, fREST.

FRftNKGMossfSECY

8t

—o

Treas.

CO.

PUSH-BUTTON

S^^inZLiZ-iS.
TORRINGTON, CONN.,
95 CHAMBERS STREET,

NEW

YORK.

%&sm^

SanFfsangisgo.

PAISTE R'.r; CUT-OUT

ROSETTE.

y/YoRK.

28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted
to be pure

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

New

Orleans.

CANAL SI.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

satisfaction.

THE

DOUBLE POLED.
CAP EASILY DETACHED.
ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.

A contact
anteed

of 10 amp. is guar-

bet'ween

arms and binding

PAISTE,
Kept

in

Stock and

contact

on base

block.

Pntontcd.

H. T.

cap
strips

12th

and Market

tor Sale

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

by all Prominent Supply Houses.

Celebrated P.
"

i^^

B.

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS.

THE STANDARD PAINT
ISIOI.K

CO.,

DIANCFACTrKRRt*,

59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

The Lighting

of the Auditorium Theater.
The Auditorium has been opened to the pub-

for several months, and few Chicagoans have
failed to examine the many features of interest
great deal, too,
in this magnificent building.
has been written and published concerning this
lic

A

This color
decorations.
most striking when the entire house is
suddenly illuminated. The quick change from
darkness to light, together with the harmonious
blending of colors, is striking in the extreme.
The hall appears as though filled in an instant
ing of the walls and

light furnished in this city
rible.

is

with sunlight.

have been published from time to time in
several of the daily newspapers, and a few poor
photographs may be seen, but these, while clear
enough to enable one to form a general idea of
the effects worked out by the architects, yet fail

dicate an
building.

theater;

still

No. 20

17, 1890.

effect

those who have not seen
the effect can form at best but a poor idea of
the actual appearance of the interior when brilliantly illuminated in the evening by electricity.
A number of pen and ink sketches of the inter-

immense

MAY

For the photograph from which the accompanying illustration was made, the Western

Electrician is indebted to E. S. Hand, Chiwho is preparing for the Auditorium syn-

cago,

Why,

I can't

by gas

read by

it.

is

simply hor-

At

6

o'clock

every night the gas companies put their force
pumps on and raise the pressure, pumping air
into the pipes instead of gas.
This is the article the city of Chicago gets for street lights
the
same for illuminating residences. No wonder
there is opposition to gas companies.
The city
cannot protect itself. It is the same in all other
large cities.
Gas companies are formed and
franchises granted them on promises of im-

—

THE LIGHTING OF THE AUDITORIUM THEATER.
ior

necessarily to represent much of the detail of
The engraving presented herethe decorations.
with is an accurate representation of the distribution of lights throughout the hall. The photograph, taken by Taylor of Chicago, from
which the engraving was made, was secured from
the first balcony, with the camera directed toward the stage. The effect of the lights in the
arches, of course, is most clearly represented,
but one loses a great deal by the absence of that
soft, golden tint which is the prevailing color-

illustrated

book descriptive

of

the

Municipal Control of Electric Plants.
City Electrician Barrett of Chicago is one of
the most earnest advocates of municipal control
He
of light and power plants in the countrj'.
has given the subject much attention, and is satisfied that it is the only solution of the problem.
Prof, Barrett becomes enthusiastic occasionally
during his discussion on this favorite topic, and
his predictions of the accomplishments of electricity would startle Bellamy.
"The gas company forced me to consider this
question," said the professor the other day,
when discussing the matter. "The quality of

proved service and reduced prices. They no
sooner get their pipes down than the old companies gobble them up, and there seems to be
no redress. I have watched this thing going on
for years, and I am convinced the only way to
is to build immense electric stations to furnish light and power, and use gas only for domestic purposes.
It isn't fit to use for light any
way, and it won't be used in Chicago ten years
from now, excepting for heating and domestic

do

purposes."
Prof. Barrett does not think there is any
ground for the belief that the city could not conduct a plant as cheaply and efficiently as a
"On the contrary," he
private corporation.
said, "there are to my mind good reasons for

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

z68
believing that

we could knock

the corporations

their

and

out.

"In the first place we could get a better class
Of course there might be riffof employes.
raff for helpers, but they can be (ound everyThere isn't a big corporation in Chiwhere.
cago that hasn't a lot of 'help' that is utterly
Positions re(iuiring skill and knowluseless.
edge of electrical machinery would be filled
only by the best men in the market, and we
could command this class of employes because
we pay better wages and the city employes have
an easier time in the matter of hours. You object that this would increase the cost of running
the plant: the pay roll would be materially increased, but the additional e.vpense would be a

measurement.

will

commend

The book is well written,
many readers.

itself to

Fli;.

The
the same way in an electric light station.
position requires a man of brains and training,
and such a man always takes pride in his
work. There would be little danger of incompetent service, I can tell you, and it would not
cost any more in the end, either.
"The electric companies of Chicago are making money. The best evidence is the fact that
The stockholders
they continue in business.
are not in for fun, and if they didn't get returns
they would soon pull up stakes and get out.
They pay large salaries, not only to employes,
but to oSicers; they pay good dividends on the
stock, and they support costly associations and
send representatives to conventions and exhiThese, of course, are 'educators,' but
bitions.
they cost lots of money."
Although I'rof. Barrett is earnestly in favor
of inaugurating the policy outlined in Mayor
Cregier's message, he fears it will be some years
.So far as enbefore the plan can be executed.
tering into competition with the local companies
is concerned, he says there is not the slightest
reason to believe that such a course would be
If the city determined to go into the
pursued.
electric lighting business it would have to buy
up the plants of the local companies, for the
public would not tolerate such an injustice as
the extermination of an enterprise that has
done so much for the city.

The Book

>n the

D.

Those who have handled

annunciator and

ofhce cotton-covered wire will appreciate the
value of a device, by means of which insulation
can be removed quickly, and with less trouble
and 2
than when a penknife is employed. I'igs.
illustrate a little tool which works most satisfactorily as a wire peeler.
Besides being useful for
removing the insulation, it works most effectively
In order to cut the wire, the
as a wire cutter.
tool is applied, as shown in Fig. 2, and given a
quick jerk up and down.
By this action the
i

FK:.
is

Warner Regulator for Constant Current Dynamos.
The cuts presented herewith represent an ingenious regulator for constant current dynamos.

io>iiMiM

rv^^

WARNER REGULATOR FOR CONSTANT CURRENT
DVNAMOS.

which has recently been designed by E.

P.

War-

ner, Chicago.

The

object of the invention

of the

shaft

is

1890

friction

a

This rotates in close proximity to a
plate, TV, on a short shaft, //.
This

Fig. i, with
the brush yoke of the dynamo.
The action of
the regulator may now be readily understood.
It is evident that the rotation of the screw in
the liquid will give the shaft, .S', a thrust toward
the circular plate on the end of shaft, //.
The
amount of frictional engagement will be determined by the thrust of the shaft, S, and this
thrust depends upon the current through the
motor, which determines the speed of the revolution of the screw in the iicpiid.
Thus, as
shown in Fig. i, when the current is increased
and consequently the frictional thrust, the
weight f/' will be wound up and at the same
time the brush yoke }', connected with the shaft
//, will be moved to carry the brushes forward.
If, however, the current falls below the
normal,
the weight. A', will act upon the brush-carrier
//",
and the shaft
and they will be carried in a
direction to move the brushes back far enough,
so as to increase the electromotive force and
bring the current up to its normal strength.

2.

notched, and can be readily broken off.
A man can remove the insulation from the
ends of wire with this tool, it is stated, in onetenth of the time required with a knife or pair of
pliers, and the work is more neatly done.
The
tool is the invention of F. L. Perry of Chicago,
and is handled by the Central Electric company
of Chicago.
wire

other end

17,

shaft, //, connects, as indicated in

Wire Peeler.

WIRE PEELER.

I.

Practhe aggregate cost of operation.
tical men will admit that it pays to keep good
men in such work and pay more for skilled laVou will save the difference, and more,
bor.
Vou wont have so many
too. in other items.
break-downs, your repair accounts will be diminished, and many other items of expense will
Don't you know that an
be materially reduced.
intelligent mechanic always takes pride in any
Well, it's
production of his skill or ingenuity?

f

disk,

circular

„,c,<V,''"-

trifle in

May

is

to

change the

brushes upon the commutator of the dynamo responsively to variations in the current strength,
so as to maintain the current practically uniform
under varying load.
The manner in which this is accomplished

Annual and General Meetings of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

The annual meeting

of the

American

Institute

Engineers will be held in New
York at the house of the American .Society of
Civil Engineers, 127 East Twenty-third street.
May 20th. Officers for the ensuing year will be
elected, after which a paper on "Electricity in
the Navy" will be read by Gilbert Wilkes, late
of the United States navy.
After the meeting
the members will assemble at the Grand Central
depot, and take the midnight train for Boston,
where the general meeting of the society will be
held on the following day.
The sessions will be
held in the "new building," corner of Boylston
and Clarendon streets.
The proceedings will be opened at 10 o'clock
Wednesday morning, with an address of welcome by Gen. Francis A. Walker, Ph. D., L.L.D.,
president of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
.Xfter a response by President Elihu Thomson, the following papers will be read:
of

Electrical

"Electric Ligliting in tiie Tropics," by Wilfrid II.
Fleming of New York City.
"Magnetic Data of the .Spraguc Street Car Motor," bv
H. F. Parshall of New York City.
"Note on a New Photometer, "by Dr. Edward L. Nichols
of Ithaca, N. Y.
"The Limitations of Steam and Electric Transportation," by Oscar T. Crosby of New York City.
At 1 r. M. a recess of one and a half hours will be taken.

Wednesday Afternoon

Session, 2:30

r.

m.

"The

Industrial Utilization of the Counter Electromotive Force of Self Induction." by Thomas D. Lockwood of

Boston.

Table.

Practicai, Notes for Electrical Students. By A.
London ElecE. Kennelly and li. D. Wilkinson.
trician I'ublishing and Printing Company.

The book

is

a

reprint

of

a series

of ar-

which appeared in the London Electrician under the caption of "Letters for LearnThe letters
ers and Unprofessional Readers."
were begun by Mr. Kennelly, who was compelled
on account of change of business location to
The work was
leave his task uncompleted.
finished in a creditable manner by H. I). Wilkinson.
It has been the object of the authors to
present their thoughts in plain, simple language,
For
omitting mathematics, as far as possible.
this reason the book will find many appreciative
Chapter i treats of the earlier ideas of
readers.
energy, chemical energy,
electricity, electric
ticles

electromotive force, difference of
rection of current, etc.

potential,

di-

The second chapter

is

devoted to batteries, and the third to electromotive force and potential. Chapter 4 relates
to resistance, chapter 5 to current, chapter 6,
current indicators, chapter 7 to simple tests, with
indicators; chapter 8 to calibration of current
indicators, and chapter 9, which constitutes
fully one-half of the book, to magnetic fields and

FIG. 2.

WARN.^.R regulator FOR

may be understood by

the aid of the diagrams.
Fig. I shows the regulating mechanism in position on a dynamo, while Fig. 2 represents the

apparatus somewhat in detail.
Referring to Fig. 2, yl/ is a small C. & C. constant current motor connected in the main line
The shaft, 5, of this motor is provided with bearings which permit of a slight longitudinal move-

ment or

thrust.

Upon

mounted a
a chamber con-

this shaft

is

screw, P, which is inclosed in
The liquid may be glycerine
taining a liquid.
The chamber is
or some similar substance.
constructed as shown to prevent the liquid from
rotating too freely with the screw.

CONSTANT CURRENT DYNAMOS.

"A Study of Arc Light Carbons," by Louis B. Marks
of Cornell tjniversity.
"The Practical Aspects of Alternating Current Theory,"
by Dr. Michael I. Pupin of New ^'ork.
"Automatic Electric Welding Machines" (with experimental demonstrations), by Hermann Lerap, Jr., of Lynn,
Mass.
Miscellaneous Business.

Wednesday Evening.
The members

of the institute will be the guests of the
Boston Electric club at a dinner, the hour and place of
which will be announced on Wednesday. A paper will be
read under the auspices of the club, by Stephen E. Barton
of Boston, on "Central Station Insurance."
The headquarters of the club are at 7 Park street, where
members will be welcome during their visit to the city.

May
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Testing Apparatus for Telephone Ex-!
change Switch-boards.
^

In telephone exchanges using multiple switchboards as ordinarily constructed, in order to enable the operator to make the test to ascertain
whether the line is "busy," the several terminals
of each subscriber's line, located in the various
boards of the multiple set, have been connected
together by a normally-open supplemental or
test circuit as represented diagrammatically in
Fig. I.
A spring-jack socket 5 at each terminal

with the supplemental test rings and circuit and
trouble from dirty or oxidized contacts at C is
obviated.
Fig. 2 shows the connections of the
testing outfit.
From this it will be seen that
three plugs are used.
Two of these are used
for making line connections, and the third plug
is employed in connection with
the operator's
telephone, for testing, ringing up subscribers,
and receivng orders. The subscribers' instruments are represented in both cuts at
and B.
In the cuts a number of details have been
omitted, but as the essential features have been
designated it is thought that the diagrams will
be self-explanatory.
It
may be mentioned
that the inventor claims for this system that it
may be applied with little change to metallic or

A

mixed

FIG.

I.

Kyz/ij/ j&CTfl/c/y/'^O//.

TESTING APPARATUS FOR, TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SWITCH-BOARDS.

was insulated from the body of the switch-seat.
Through the sockets or test rings S the test circuit was established.
In each operator's outfit a
test-battery was arranged directly in circuit with
the receiving telephone.
Upon applying one of

H

the switch-connecting plugs
to the test socket
of the line to be called, all of the other sockets
in the branch terminals of this particular line
had a ground connection through the supplemental circuit.
If such lines therefore were already in use through another board of the set,
an electric impulse from the operator's test-battery would pass through the receiving telephone
of the outfit and by the connecting plug and test
circuit to the line terminal in use. thence to line,
and so to ground at the subscriber's station, im-

Rheostat with Submerged Coils.
The accompanying illustration represents

a

form of rheostat which has recently been patented by Force Bain, Chicago.

The

peculiar feature of the device

is

the sur-

rounding of the %vire resistance coils with a
liquid which has the capacity of carrying off the
heat due to the passage of the current through
the resisting medium, but at the same time will
not materially reduce the electrical resistance.
The liquid used, which completely submerges
the coils or sections of the resisting medium,
may consist of water, oil, or other fluid, the
essential requisite being that it shall be a non-

circuits.

The Largest
The

4^
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Isolated Plant.

New York

has so long asserted
her superiority over her sister cities, that she
cannot reconcile herself to the thought of playing a subordinate part or stepping aside gracefully to acknowledge the justice of a rival's
claims in any department of human interest.
In spite of facts, she persists in her claims of preeminence with an earnestness and vigor that are
often amusing. When a New Yorker does something remarkable in the eyes of his neighbors,
the metropolitan press saj'S it was never surpassed "in the country," for they argue there is
nothing great or remarkable outside of New
York. It is not surprising therefore that there
were forthcoming the usual signs of calm selfsatisfaction at the opening of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art recently, when the structure was
illuminated by 3,000 incandescent lamps.
The
New York papers gravely announced the following day that this installation was the largest
isolated plant in the country.
This is a curious
mistake.
The little town of Elgin, 111., has a
S,ooo light plant in its watch factory.
But this is not all. The gentlemen who visited
the art display in New York, and were dazzled
by the 3,000 light plant, would probably turn up
their aristocratic noses if the)' were informed
that there are two plants in the Stock Yards in
Chicago of the same capacity and character as
that which they considered a marvel in the Museum of Art. Doubtless, had they known of the
existence of these plants in the packing houses
of Chicago, they would not think of desecrating
the temple of art by employing the same illuminating agent that guides the discriminating hand
of the unerring pig-destroyer. The public building occupied by the city and county offices is
illuminated by about 5,000 incandescent lamps.
city of

RHEOSTAT WITH SUBMERGED

COILS.

inflammable fluid, and capable of carrying off or
absorbing the heat generated in the resistance
coils.

Mr. Bain states that he has found from tests
that a resistance coil of, say. No. 20 iron wire
submerged in a vat containing water is capable
of carrying for an unlimited time a current of

one hundred and fifteen amperes. While, of
course, the water decreases the resistance of the
coils he finds this decrease is very small, being
practically not over two per cent.
The carrying
capacity therefore of the resistance medium is
increased many times, as it is well known that a
wire of this character exposed to the air will
melt under the influence of a current of a very
small number of amperes.
The water or other
liquid carries off the heat that is generated by
the passage of the current, and prevents the
fusion of the wire. Moreover, in case the resistance should become overheated the fluid prevents the liability of setting fire to the surrounding materia's.

The Rookery

building, used for commercial
purposes exclusively, requires a 4,200 light plant.
The Chamber of Commerce building has 3,s-'oo
lights, and this number will be increased shortly
to nearly 5,000 lamps.
The
ing, not yet completed, will

new

Alternating Current Motor.
In the accompanying cut is shown a view of
the alternating motor designed by Rankin Ken-

Leiter build-

have 5,000 lamps,
and the Wisconsin Central depot is another 5,000
light station.
Office buildings with one, two
and three thousand light plants are scattered
throughout the business districts, and within a
year large" plants than the "largest in the country" will be scattered all over the South side,
where immense hotel and office buildings are
now under way, which will require 3,000 lights

and over.
This would be enough

to show the absurdity
York's claims, but when it is considered
that its statement is made in the face of the fact
that there are in the Chicago Auditorium over
12,000 incandescent lamps, ridicule gives way to
pity for their lamentable ignorance.
of

New

)iiifs^^f/ic^fftc/ti/.^^

FIG.

2.

TESTING APPARATUS FOR TELEPHONE
CHANGE SWITCH-BOARDS.

Public Lighting
E.\-

parting a "click-signal" to the receiving telephone of the outfit, as is well understood. The
presence of the battery in direct circuit with the
operator's outfit made it necessary to employ
special sockets as shown at each branch terminal
of the series in the supplemental circuit.
In
order to improve on this system and avoid the
complication indicated in Fig. i, J. J. O'Connell
of the Chicago Telephone company has invented
the system illustrated diagrammatically in Fig 2.
In this new system plain plug sockets which are
used at the board make it possible to dispense

in St.

Louis,

estimated by the street lighting department of St. Louis that it will require an expenditure of §329,020.48 to light that city during the
ensuing year. Of this sum §176,000 will be expended for electric lights in the streets and §38-

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR.

It is

000

for electric lights in public buildings.

'I'he

employes of the electric light department and incidental expenses of the office
amount to $11,800. The remainder of the light
fund will be expended in the gas districts.
Park Commissioner Klemm has asked the
Board of Public Improvements to prepare an
ordinance appropriating funds for lighting the
public parks by electricity.
salaries of the

The machine

consists of two ordinary
dynamos, with ring or drum armatures (drum
armatures as shown in the cut), and laminated
field magnets.
Both armatures are on the same
shaft, their coils being connected together. One
of the machines acts as the motor, the other
takes the place of the commutator; there are no
brushes and no commutator, therefore no possi-

nedy.

bility of sparking.
It requires two currents, one at a quarter of
an alternation in advance of the other, but it
does not require any synchronizing, and it can
start with load on from rest; the two currents at

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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different phases are obtained from a transformer
or two line wires with a third for a common return, or from a coil wound on the field of one of

Larger machines are
the combined machines.
made multipolar. The cut is reproduced from
the London EUctrical Reiico.

Automatic Switch for Accumulators.
Bv Ch.xrles a. Pki.ugf.r.
The switch represented in the accompanying
cut was designed by the writer to facilitate the
charging of storage batteries. If this oper-

back into position 2 or 4, and is held by a
mechanical device. The lever can be released at
When lamps
the switch-board if convenient.
are used during charging hours, it will be necessary to employ resistance which, of course, can
be inserted automatically.
It is almost unnecessary at the present day to
speak of the fact that a storage battery installation is a most desirable and convenient means of
falls

sup|)lying electric currents.

Take

the case of a

country mansion, which it is desirable to illuminate by electric light. It may be very inconvenient to install a steam plant, but by using

May

17,
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the dynamo has an efficiency of 80 per cent.,
If wind
9 4-10 horse power hours are required.
power were employed, the battery should be at
least four times as large, because there will be
days when there will be no power available for
charging the cells. In this case, however, 200

ampere-hour cells would be sufficient. With
such a storage battery plant and an efficient
dynamo, the lighting of a small mansion could
be effected with great success. It is manifest
that the use of such switch as that described
would be decidedly advantageous in such an installation.

Clarke Elevated Railway System.
In all city streets where there are two surface
railway tracks there is a space between them of
little use except for direct crossing.
To utilize
this space is the object of the elevated railway
construction, shown in the accompanying cut.
It will be noticed that the two elevated tracks
are supported by a single line of iron columns,
which are placed between the surface tracks at
distances of about 80 feet apart.
The columns
carry triangular girders, to whose sides are riveted brackets, carrying the tracks, which are
matle purposely without cross ties and very open,
so as to obstruct light and air as little as possible.

The brackets are extended above the tracks
and carry longitudinal timbers which form safety
guards, entirely preventing cars from falling to
street in case of derailment.
The only
question that can arise is whether the unbalanced weight of one car or one train of cars,
with wind pressure added, can be resisted by a
To do this only requires that the
single post.
post should be stiff enough not to bend, and the
foundation large enough not to upset. With
the light rolling stock proposed, it is claimed,
this is not difficult.
The column is embedded
in a block of concrete during its construction.
This block is all below ground, and can be-made
The clear space left beas large as necessary.
tween street cars is about 2S inches, and an iS

the
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AUTOMATIC swrrcH FOR ACCUMULATORS.
ation can be rendered automatic, it
that the use of cells is made much

is

manifest

more

desir-

The automatic apparatus
able and convenient.
shown in the diagram is required to perform the
following operations: First, if the dynamo is
running at sufticient speed, the accumulators are
switched on; second, if the dynamo is running
too slowly, they are switched off; third, if the
dynamo is running too fast, the batteries must
be switched off; and fourth, they are switched
off when fully charged.
The switching apparatus, as shown in the cut,
consists of two coils, C and S, with cores, a
swinging arm or lever, with a counter weight,
four pairs of mercury contacts i, 2, 3 and 4, and
The coil C is inserted
a suitable resistance RO.
in circuit with the field magnets of the shunt
wound dynamo. It has from 100 to 200 ampereThe iron core of this coil
turns in actual use.
is attracted when the tension between the brushes
The
of the dynamo reaches a certain point.
coil S is inserted in the positive conductor leadIt has only ten ampereing to the battery.
turns, and the core hangs at a point which is
one-quarter the distance of the first core from
the balancing point of the lever.
The sW'ingmg arm may assume four different
positions, as shown by the heavy line and dotted
First, the arm is at rest
lines in the diagram.

a storage battery it may be possible to utilize
other power to great advantage.
Water power
can frequently be economically employed, and a
turbine wheel, developing fiom i to 3 horse
power, would in many cases be sufficient. Windmills can also often be employed to great advanvantage, though, of course, this power is extremely irregular. The plan of lighting a coun-

the dynamo stops, and consequently no
'I'he
current is flowing through the coil C.
mercury contacts i and 2 are interrupted, and
The
the mercury contacts 3 and 4 are closed.
second position of the arm is that which it takes

when

when

the

dynamo

is

starting

and

is

developing

The core in coil C is at120 volts.
Contracted and mercury contact i is closed.
tact 2 is open, and contacts 3 and 4 are still
A limited quantity of the current passes
closed.
through coil .S', then through contact 4, conthe
and thence to
tact I, resistance RO,
from

.100 to

dynamo.

The third position is that of charging.
dynamo is running at from 100 to 120

The
CLARKE ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM.

volts,

current is passing through coil .V, attracting its
core, closing contact 2 and opening contact 4,
and entering the battery. Contact 3 is still

The fourth position is that which the
switch assumes when the dynamo is running at
too high speed; contact 3 is opened, and the
main current to the battery is broken. The
closed.

swinging arm assumes its permanent position,
which must be released when the dynamo again
assumes its normal speed. If the battery has
been fully charged, its electromotive force is the
same as that of the dynamo, and no current,
The lever
therefore, is passing through coil 5.

such as has been referred to, might be
arranged as follows: Suppose 30 incandescent
lamps are rcipiired. Not over half of this number WDulil be required at any time, and these
would not burn over five hours on an average
each day. Current is furnished by a battery
which will have about 80 per cent, efficiency
under ordinary circumstances. About 45 amperehours will be taken out of the battery, each lamp
using 6-10 of an ampere at a hundred volts' pressure.
It will be necessary to use 5,600 watthours to charge the battery, and for this work
about •}}'• horse power would be required. If
try house,

inch wide post can be set between, leaving
5
inches clearance.
This would require wire
guards to be placed over the windows and along
the inner side of platform, as is done on many
cable roads. The superstructure is not designed
for steam locomotives, but is especially intended
for roads operated by electric power.
It will be
noticed in the cut that the surface car is electrically propelled; the overhead conductor is attached to the superstructure.
The construction
was designed by T, C. Clarke of New York.
The cut was reproduced from the Scifiilijic

America II.
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Self-

Binding Cleat.

With the growing demand

for

improvement

new

devices are conOne of the
latest wrinkles is a self-binding wood cleat,
Fig. i shows
which is illustrated in the cuts.
the cleat before it is placed upon the wires, the
strap is turned aside and the lugs moved out of
AVhen these
the way so as to receive the wires.
latter are placed in position, the strap is moved
back, so that its screw holes are directly over
The cleats are then
those in the lower portion.
screwed in place, and when the wires are drawn
taut, the lugs are pressed against them, holding

in electrical construction,

stantly being placed

on the market.

271

phosphorbronze sockets for receiving the plugs.
There are five rows of sockets, the space between
them bemg fill;d with asbestos. Each circuit is
provided with a Wood ammeter, which is located
at the bottom of the board, while a current indicator, furnished by the Lockwood Instrument
of Detroit, is placed at the top. From
the switch-board the wires pass to the fourth
floor, where the lightning arresters are located,
and thence to a tower or cupola on top of the
building.
Leaving it, the conductors go to a

company

the edge of the power
then branch into two main lines,
one running east and the other west. On the
distributing point on

house, and

be belted direct to two Ide engines,
plant will be started up May 25th.

will

The

Accumulator with Gelatinous Electrolyte.

The Ehctrotechmshe

and many other papers
have recently announced that the Oerlikon Engineering
Works, Zurich, Switzerland, have been experimenting
with an accumulator, the electrolyte of which is of a gelatinous nature, being formed by treating potassium or sodium
silicates with sulphuric acid.
The resistance, chemical reaction and method of charging, it is remarked, are about
the same as in the usual form of accumulator.
The efficiency of the cell is said to be from So to 95 per cent.
It
has also been stated that the value of the battery can only
be estimated roughly until further details are made public.
It may be added that the battery referred to, in which the
solid electrolyte is used, is made under the patents of Dr.
Paul Schoop, who gave many of the details of the battery
in his article on "Accumulators for Galvanoplastic Work"
in the

Western

Zeitschrift

Electrici.a.n of

March

22d.

Portable Photometer.
To meet the demand created by the rapid
adoption of the electric light for town and city
lighting, and consequent necessity of making
EIG.

SELF-BINDING CLEAT.

the wires firmly. Fig. 2 shows the cleat with the
A number of these cleats can be
wire in place.
put up and the wires tightened afterward with
great facility, each cleat being, in fact, an anchor.
They will take any size of wire from No. 14 to
Xo. 10. These cleats are handled by the Central
Electric

company

of Chicago.

St. Louis Electric Light Plant.
The new electric light and power station of
the Municipal Electric Light & Power company
of St. Louis, when completed, will be one of the

not the largest, electric light station
As stated in the last number of the
Western Electrici-^n, the plant was started
May I St. The station is situated near the corner
The boiler
of Nineteenth and Gratiot streets.
room is located on the west side of Nineteenth
street, and the engine and dynamo room are on
The boiler
the east side of the same street.
room was planned and constructed under the
The boilers are
supervision of Philip Roahn.
of the make of Roahn Bros., and great results
are e.\pected from them in the matter of economy of fuel and production of steam.
The cost of handling the coal has been reduced to a minimum, and herein lies one of the
greatest sources of economy in the arrangement
The coal is handled by machinery
of the plant.
from the time it leaves the car on the switching
track until the residuum, in the shape of ashes,
is again dumped on the car to be hauled away.
What is ordinarily a large item of expense in the
operation of an extensive plant is thus reduced
to a minimum.
The main steam pipes leading from the boiler
room to the engine pass under Nineteenth street,
under which a tunnel was built for the purpose.
The smoke stack is made of sheet steel, and
stands 2r3 feet from the top of the boiler house.
It is said to be the highest stack of the kind in
the country.
The power house is a substantial four-story
brick building on the east side of Nineteenth
street.
On the first or ground floor are located
six 100 horse-power Hamilton Corliss engines
built by the Hooven, Owens &: Rentschler comFrom the driving
pany of Hamilton, Ohio.
wheels of these engines run the 4S-inch main
driving belts, which were made by Charles A.
Schieren & Co. of New York. They run to the
second floor where are located at present four
rows of clutch pulleys extending along the entire
length of the building. These pulleys were made
and put in place by the Fall River Machine company of Cuyahoga Falls, O. Each row consists
of 16 double surface pulleys connected directly
to the dynamos located on the floor above.
On the third floor is the dynamo room. The
machines are of the No. S Wood type, made by
Each dythe Fort Wayne Electric company.
namo is capable of supplying 60 lights when running at 875 revolutions and 3,000 volts. The current is 9.6 amperes.
The switch-board, which is located on this
It is composed of
floor, is of a peculiar make.
strips of pine wood about one inch in width, set
on edge. Between the strips are placed the
largest,
in

if

the west.

fourth floor of the building

2.

is

located the stock

room.

now but a
already running satisfactorily.
The construction of the power house was superintended by G. M. Viernow. The engines were
erected under the supervision of Mr. Hooven of
the Hooven, Owens & Rentschler company.
E. L. Babcock superintended the erection of the
clutch pulleys; Messrs. O. Reilly and Parker
planned the dynamo room, and erected the
The line construction all over
switch-board.
the city was done under the supervision of Mr.
Heed. All the poles, both those of cedar and
Norway pine, were furnished by C. W. Holmes
& Co. The entire work was done under the
general supervision of Jas. I. Ayer.
The

plant has been in operation

few days, but

is

Chicago City Electric Light Plant.
The third power house of the Chicago city
electric light plant has

machinery

is

been completed, and the

now being placed

in position.

The

the corner of Rice and Lincoln
streets, and is a substantial brick structure similar in appearance to the other city power houses.
station

is

at

frequent tests for the purpose of conforming to
certain standard conditions, the form of Bunsen photometer, shown in the cut, has been designed.
The instrument is made especially for
street work.
The photometer is well made and
exceedingly compact. It is 5^4^ inches square in
cross-section, and 38 inches in length, and is
made of polished cherry. The lantern, as shown
in the cut, slips into one end of the box, where
it is firmly held; a small
adjustable holder carries the standard light, which may be either one
or two standard candles.
This adjustment regulates the heights at which the flame stands and
also its distance from the screen; by making this
latter distance exactly one foot, computation is
greatly facilitated.
Distances are measured by
a graduated bar which slides in grooves along
the side of the box.
To allow for the difference
in vision between the right and the left eye, the
instrument is made reversible i. e., it may be
turned completely over, so that the right eye observes the side of the disk. before observed by
the left, and vice versa.
AVhen not in use the lantern chimney slips out
and can be placed inside the lantern itself. The
entire lantern box may be pushed inside the
photometer, and the two ends and the sight
hole of the instrument may be covered with

—

photo.meter.

For the present the plant will consist of four
Brush machines, with a capacity of 200 lights.
Only 115 will be used, however, this year. The
territory to be covered by this plant includes
Milwaukee avenue, from Desplaines street to
North avenue. Wood street from Milwaukee
avenue to Indiana street, and Indiana street
from Milwaukee avenue to Wood street, making
a circuit of over thirteen miles.

The dvnamos

A

brass handle on one side makes
small slides.
it possible to carry the instrument as easily as a
If desirable, a small incandessmall hand bag.
cent lamp may be used as a standard instead of
TJie range of the instrument is
the candles.
from about 4 candle power up. It has already
been very successfully used in several tests involving expert opinions. The photometer is
constructed by Queen & Co. of Philadelphia.
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electrical appliances and machinery, but he
declined to accept the position as he feared he
could not give the necessary amount of time to
This will be one of the
the duties of the oflice.
most important committees, and its duties will
require the undivided attention of its members.
The mayor is a member of other committees
and therefore deemed it ine.xpedient to assume
It is to be hoped that an electhe new position.
trical engineer of prominence will be appointed

on
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Our

Boston correspondent this week ag.iinreaction talcen by tiie Massachusetts legIt is difficult to
islature on electrical measures.
conceive how the law makers find time to transact any general business with the multiplicity of
electrical bills crowded upon their attention.
views

tlie

TiiK daily |)ress is again coming to the front
with suggestions for abating the smoke nuisance
in Chicago. There seems to be lamentable ignorance of the fact that, through the agency of the
electric motor, power in practically unlimited
amounts can be obtained in Chicago, and without smoke, dirt or noise.

On the first page of this issue will be found
an engraving showing the distribution of lights
A
in the theater of the Chicago Auditorium.
number of views of this great hall have appeared, but up to the present time, we think it
may be truly said, no cut has been presented
that equals

in

accurate representation that

in

this issue.

The

organization

of

the

directors

It is well

known

that

Prof.

Barrett is opposed to the use of gas for illuminating purposes, and he is an.\iously awaiting the
day when gas will only be used for heating and
His views are presented
culinary purposes.
elsewhere in an interview.

For some
rumors
system
fects.

difficult

time there have been

in circulation

to the effect that Ferranti's

high tension

London had developed serious
Just how great the trouble may be

in

to ascertain,

owing

to

the

deit

is

conflicting

accounts which have been published from time
to time in the English electrical journals. To an

American it seems most singular that these journals do not make an effort to get to the bottom
Electrical engineers in general
of the matter.
are interested in the Deptford plant, and a reliable account of the progress made would be
highly interesting.

In another column is presented an article by
F. B. Crocker of Columbia college, in
which he describes a careful experiment which
was instituted to determine whether the resistance of a conductor was affected even in a
slight degree by changing the medium immediThe conclusion reached
ately surrounding it.
was that which was anticipated. The resistance
Prof.

was not altered in any appreciable degree. The
result, though negative in its character, is, as
Prof. Crocker states, important, "because the
most prominent problem in electrical science at
the present time is the action and relation of the
electric conductor and the dielectric."

1!.

Fire at the

Electricity

in his belief of

of

the

World's Fair and the appointment of committees
were effected last week. Mayor Cregier of Chicago was appointed chairman of the committee

Enough is heard of the mistakes of telegraph
operators, whose alleged errors lead to lawsuits.
As long as human telegraphers are employed, so
long errors will creep into their work, but it is
marvelous that in the rush of business, so few
inaccuracies occur in the transmission of mesIn most cases an incorrect message is,
sages.
at least, annoying, but in a cable dispatch from
England, a story is told of an error in a telegram
which proved to be a piece of unusual good fortune to the receiver of the telegram. The story
is told uf Lord Hammond, who recently died.
In 1S47 Mr. Gladstone offered him a baronetcy
by telegraph, but by some mischance the word
got changed in transmission to "barony," and
before the mistake could be rectified Hammond
In
gratefully accepted the proffered peerage.
order not to disappoint so old and faithful a
servant of the public, Mr. Gladstone induced the
queen to act as if no mistake had occurred, and
Lord Hammond never learned till long after
how much he was indebted to a telegrapher.

The London
following

F.leitiicnl EiigiiKcr

startling

statement:

makes the

"One

of

the

most interesting exhibits to electrical engineers
at the Edinburgh Exhibition is to be a set of
It
llucc coiisliint ciirniit iiiolois run in scries.
has been denied lluil this can he dune successfully,
but we are to see these machines working at the
exhibition.
A Statter dynamo delivering Gohorse power will be used to drive three iS-horse
power series motors. The generator gives o
amperes and i,ooo volts that is, will vary between the pressure required by the motors in all,
up to the maximum of i,ooo volts. The current
is absolutely constant. The motors are governed
by shifting the brushes by an arrangement of
dead-beat centrifugal governors." 'I'he italics
are ours.
Whoever wrote the lines quoted, manifestly has not visited the L'nited States of late

—
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If he will make the trip over the water,
or will even carelessly peruse American electrical
journals he will, perhaps, discover that large
numbers of constant current (arc) motors working in series on one line have been running in

years.

this

country for years.

Thk

between

St. Paul and Minneapvery striking illustration of
the jealousy born of this competition is given in
an article in another column in this issue. Extensive systems of electric railways are to be

rivalry

olis is proverbial.

built

A

by a company which controls the street

car privileges

the twin cities.
Public opinrapid transit
by means of
electric cars, for the cities are nothing if not
progressive.
The cable was not good enough
for their enterprising citizens, so the company
discarded the material which it had purchased
with the idea of introducing that system, and determined to in.'tall electric motors. The work
ion

in

demanded

has been commenced, and now St. Paul fears
that preference is given to Minneapolis; that
construction is going on more rapidly in the latter municipality than within its own limits.
Its
expression of its fears, as voiced by a local
journal, is reproduced in another column.
We
doubt not from all reports that have come from
the two cities, that they both will be provided
with ample rapid transit facilities. The management is not disposed to rush the work through,
but proposes to construct its electric lines so
carefully that they may serve as models for other

We are confident, therefore, that St.
Paul's fears, though natural, are entirely ground-

cities.

less.

In the argument before the Supreme Court of
the United States for a review of the Kemmler
case, a synopsis of which is presented in another
column, the attorney for the prisoner gave notice
of his intention to reopen the entire case with a
view of showing that there was no guarantee
that the execution under the new law would be
instantaneous and painless, but rather, under the
circumstances, that the preponderance of expert testimony showed it would be cruel and
might be exquisite torture.
Mr. Sherman said:
"We propose to show that unless the current be
applied in the best scientific manner there is not
only danger, but a probability of [irolonged torture, the most frightful ever devised by man,
and that death will not be painless because not
It is also contended that the
instantaneous."
provisions for solitary confinement, prohibiting
the press from publishing reports, thus depriving
the prisoner of a safeguard against cruel punishment, and of withholding from the condemned
man the exact date of the execution, were additional punishments, and essentially unconstituThe argument on these points will be
tional.
made May 19th, and will be awaited with interest not only by the electrical fraternity, but by
humanitarians and scientists throughout the
civilized world.
The charge that money had been used in the
New York legislature to secure the adoption of
the bill abolishing capital punishment has been
freely made by sensational journals in the metropolis, and as freely copied by contemporaries
throughout the country, but thus far not theslightest evidence has been produced to substantiate the accusation.
On the contrary, there
is every reason to believe that the action of the
legislature fairly represents the prevailing opinion in the Empire state at the present time,
though it can scarcely be said the people woukl
not be clamoring for a re-enactment of the law in
some form at the first outrage which would come
The present condition is the
to their notice.
result of the constant agitation on the partof the
electrical fraternity since Kemmler was sentenced
The people have become disover a year ago.
gusted with the horse play and advertising tactics that have been resorted to by those intrusted with the preparations for the terrible
event, and it is no wonder that they decided to
abolish capital punishment entirely.
The advocates of the measure included the leading
philanthropists of the day, and many eminent
men appeared before the senate committee and
urged the adoption of the bill passed by the
The hue and cry of corruption
assembly.
raised by sensational newspapers had had its
effect, and the bill was not sent to the governor.

May
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Four-Pole Drum Dynamo.
drum dynamo recently

four-pole

structed by Crompton
land, is shown in the

&

Co.,

The
The

cut.

pressed into a rectangular cross-section.

The

armature diameter is 22in. It is built of disks
keyed to a soft steel spindle. The spindle is
made in two parts, coupled by a cast iron
coupling, and fitted with a pulley for rope drivThere are three bearings, and these have
ing.
only the bottom brasses lined with white metal.

wound

with thirteen layers of
resistance cold
The magnets are 26in.
0.9 ohm, all in series.
by II '^in. There are four sets of six brushes
The opposite brushes are coupled toeach.
Each brush is 2in. wide.
gether in parallel.
The machine is mounted on a bedplate built up
of two channel girders of wrought iron, to which
the pedestals of the magnets and the bearings

copper

are

strip o.igin.

by

o.24in.,

are bolted.

Medium upon Re-

sistance.

Bv

Chelmsford, Eng-

accompanying

machine has an output of 50 volts and 2.500
amperes at 400 revolutions per minute. The
armature has 48 external conductors of 1S5
strands of No. 16 B. W. G. twisted and com-

The magnets

Influence of the

conIt

Fr.an'cis B. Crocker,
known that the dielectric or
which electrified bodies are im

has been well

medium

in

mersed plays a very important part in electrical
phenomena. The early experiments of Faraday
showed that the action of electro-statically
charged bodies upon one another is greatly affected by the nature of the mediumbetween them.
The recent e.xperiments of Hertz show that the
propagation of electro magnetic disturbances is
also influenced by the character of the medium.
Such being the facts the question very naturally
arises whether the resistance of an electric conductor might be affected even to a very slight
extent by changing the medium immediately
surrounding it.
With the object of definitely answering this
question an experiment was recently performed
at the suggestion and under the direction of
Dr. Pupin by Gano S. Dunn, student in electriThe fact
cal engineering at Columbia College.
that standards of resistance, as those of the
British association, have often been surround-

made

the experiment
was remembered that
the wires of the standards were very carefully

The armature conductors have faced joints,
and are screwed together with steel bolts and
nuts.
The whole armature can be stripped in

ed with paraffine,

four hours.
It does not require much longer to
put it together, and replace the bands.
repair, if necessary, could be executed in a very
short time, unless, of course it was necessary to
take off the bands.
This dynamo was designed

and tightly wrapped with several layers of silk,
which might keep the parafiine away from the
surface, which is by far the most active region,
and also that, to our knowledge, no experiment
has ever been made with this sole object in
view.
Two platinum wires, about No. 25 B. &
S. gauge, each having a resistance of 2.84 ohms,
were formed into helices and cleaned by glowing over a Bunsen flame.
Insulated copper
wires passing snugly through a rubber stopper
were soldered to the ends of each helix. Each
helix and stopper was then inserted in a test
tube and both test tubes into one water bath.
The "slide meter" Wheatstone bridge with
low resistance Thomson galvanometer was used,
in which bridge the helices described formed
the other two arms.
It was found impossible to
entirely eliminate errors due to thermo-currents,
a difficulty which was encountered by Professor
Chr3'stal when comparing the B. .\. units in

A

for smelting work.
Industries, from which the

cut is reproduced,
"We feel confisays in regard to the machine:
dent that the single magnet two-pole drum
dynamo now in almost universal use will give
way to the four-pole type for the larger sizes
of generators..
The four-pole machine seems
to

have everything

in

its

favor.

The end

couplings, which are the most troublesome part
of two-pole machines, are beautifully simple
when four poles are used, as the connections are
only a quarter round the armature, and do not
tend to foul the spindle or to block up ventilation spaces.
Besides this, they are infinitely
more accessible, a point of great importance
with reference to repairs.
If a four-pole machine has the same number of active conductors,
the loss by hysteresis in the armature is approximately the same as in a two-pole machine, for,
though the iron is reversed twice as often, there
is only about half the volume; or if, on the other
hand, the radial depth is kept as before, the inFor large currents
duction is very much lower.
the four pole drum is especially suitable, as the
current in each conductor is one-fourth of the
whole current, and the commutator sections are
more numerous than in the corresponding twopole machine."

at first

seem unnecessary; but

it

1S76.
In order to make these errors as small
as possible the scale with its lamp was placed at

a distance and read by a telescope near the observer; and the bridge was entirely covered with
three or four layers of tissue paper to keep its
parts at equal temperatures.
The whole apparatus after setting up was allowed to stand for
twenty- four hours that it might reach its normal
The temperature of the watertemperature.
bath was approximately the temperature of the
air.
The measuring current passed through the
helices did not exceed 1-30 amperei and was of
short duration.

273

The

bridge was balanced and after ten minwas again observed, to see whether it had
remained so. Without being disconnected one

utes

of the test tubes was then lifted out of the bath,
filled with melted paraffine, cooled for five minutes in another bath, and replaced.
At the end
of an hour the balance was found to be restored
to within three or four divisions of the scale,
and when obser\'ed the next day to within two

The balance was then destroyed by
moving the slider one millimeter, corresponding
to a change of resistance of 0.4 per cent. this gave
divisions.

;

a deflection on the scale of eighty divisions;
and since the deflection before was less than
two divisions, we may say that the change of
resistance, if anj', was less than 1-40 of 0.4 per
cent., or less than i-ioo of i per cent. This difference is of course within the limits of experimental error, therefore we conclude that the resistance of an electric conductor is not altered
to an appreciable e.xtent by changing the medi-

um

immediately around it from air to paraffine.
This experiment, though negative in its results, as we expected it would be, is nevertheless
wo:thy of record, because the most prominent
problem in electrical science at the present time
the real action and relation of the electric
conductor and the dielectric, and any work

is

bearing directly upon this question

Whatever

this relation

may

be,

it

is

important.

would appear

that it is not such that the electrical resistance
of a conductor is modified to any extent by the
presence of different media. It may be well to
point out, however, that our experiment was
only tried with continuous currents produced by
the ordinary gravity battery; with alternating
currents, the results

might be

different.

Fire at the Knapp Electrical Works.
Fire was discovered Tuesday morning about
3 o'clock in the factory of the Knapp Electrical
The fire started on the
at Chicago.

works

and communicated with the floor
above.
The fire department was soon at work
playing upon the flames, but before the fire
could be controlled the machinery and stock
throughout the building was thoroughly wet,
and the damage from water exceeded that
caused by fire. The building was stocked from
cellar to garret with wire, electrical appliances
of all kinds, annunciators, etc., and the damage
from water will necessarily be large. A portion
third floor

of the
in

machinery

is

ruined.

Myron A. Knapp, manager of the works, was
New York City when the fire took place. He

was at once notified and immediately started for home. The extent of the damage cannot be estimated until his return, nor can any
definite statement be made as to the loss sustained.
tirely

It is

believed that the

covered by insurance.

damage

is

en-
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The

Water Power.

by the use of electric motors
the power of waterfalls may be made available
fact that

awakened
has
a considerable distance
within the last (ew years a marked interest in
water wheels. Especially is this true in the west,
where some new plan for using the power of a
fall which has hitherto gone to waste oomes to
hand almost daily. In the accompanying cut is
shown the arrangement of the gearing in a
power plant recently installed by the Stilwell tS:
Bierce Manufacturing company of Dayton, O.
In many cases where turbines are employed for
ordinary milling purposes the gearing which
connects the wheels with the shafting proper is
supported on wooden framing. Where, however, the* power is to be applied for the production of the electric current, greater refinement
To meet this dein construction is required.
mand this firm has placed on the market the
gearing referred to.
In the installation which we illustrate, three
Victor turbines are used. All the framing for
the gearing is of iron, and is disposed in a manThis feature
ner to secure the greatest rigidity.
will be appreciated by those who have had e.xThe speed of
perience with wooden framing.
the wheels is controlled by a peculiar form of
governor.
This is one of the most important
at

^^ay

Paul needs the immediate substitution of electricity for
horse power on every line.
She needs the construction of
ever)' foot of road mentioried in the railway company's ordinance.
And one has but to patronize the Grand avenue
line, now in operation, in order to understand how imperatively she needs the addition of extra cars on existing
lines, and a more liberal and frequent service.
Her people cannot command Mr. I.owry to accomplish the impossible.
They expect more of him, perhaps, than they would
of a man less accustomed to success and less brilliant in his
business operations. Hut they will have fair treatment, and
they are watching the progress of street railway improvements in the two cities very carefully to see that they get it.
1 f all that has been promised can be performed, nobody can
complain.
Jiut if there should be any default, and the little that has been done up to this dale, when the season is
far advanced, seems to point that way, they will be found
in a rather uncompromising mood if they have not been
given their fair share of additions, extensions and improvements in the street railway service.

Proceedings
A

in

Kemmler's Case.

announcement was made in the last issue of the
Westkrn Electrician of the disposition of the Kemmler case which will be considered ty the Supreme Court of
brief

the United States, May 19.
The petition relates the circumstances attending the conviction and sentence and continues:
"The statute also leaves it to the warden to fi.\ the
day and hour of his death, and contains other features
which he here asserts are in violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment. These features abridge his privileges and
immunities as a citizen of the Unittd States, and deprive
him of his life without due process of law."
Roger M. Sherman, who appeared for the prisoner, said
he desired to facilitate the speedy disposition of the case.
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it would seek out the nerves and vital places, and that
would finally be given up as the result of exhaustion.
Mr. Sherman also spoke of the provisions for Eolitary
confinement, prohibitirg the press from publishing reports
which deprived the prisoner of a safeguard against cruel
punishment, and of the withholding from the prisoner of
the date of his execution, a provision which, he insisted,

that
life

deprived the prisoner of "due process of law." The case
of Medley, the colored murderer, who was released on
writ of habeas corpus, based on the ground that solitary
confinement, suspense as to the exact date of death, etc
were additional punishments, had gone pretty far in the
direction of Kemmler's contention.
In that case Justice
Miller had held that the grant lo the warden of direction
as to the time he should hang the prisoner was a departure
from the law, as it had always existed up to that time, and
that it was not an unprejudicial, but a prejudicial change,
and ex post facto and void.
Justice Bradley called attention to the fact that the Medley law was passed after the commission of the deed, and
that it was ex post facto.
Mr. Sherman said that there was no contention that the
law in Kemmler's case was ex post facto; but his contention was that when a law of this character is held to be
a material and prejudicial change against the condemned
man, it must, by a parity of reasoning, be held to be a departure from due process of law.
It was a departure in
,

one sense, because it is a departure from all settled law
prior to the passage of the act.
He thought that he had
now shown enough in a case of so much magnitude, in a
case which is such an entire innovation, to contend finally
with some confidence that these provisions ought not to become a part of settled law on a refusal to examine into
these questions by the denial of a writ.
To secure the granting uf the application for a writ of
contended, it will be necessary to show that a
was involved in the conviction and senother words, that the proceedings
conflicted with the provisions of the Constitution of the

error,

it is

federal question

tence of

Kemmler — in

United States.

The question as to the right of the warden of the state
prison to execute Kemmler will be argued probably in
At Auburn last Saturday the first step was taken
June.
when the writ of habeas corpus issued by Judge Corbett was
returnable. W. Bourke Cockrane, who appeared for Kemmler, said:
"The point now made is that the sentence is in
violation of the constitution in the following respect: That
the sheriff" is a constitutional officer, elected by the people;
that one of his powers from time immemorial has been to
execute capital punishment upon criminals condemned to
death, and that the legislature cannot take away those powers and delegate them to the agent and warden of the state
prison, who is an appointed officer, without doing violence
lo an article of the constitution."
Mr. Cockrane then slated that this application was made,
not for^dela^, but in good faith, and in order to get a final
and speedy decision of this question, with the consent of
ihe attorney general, a//v forma order should be granted
now overruling his demurrer, and remanding the prisoner,
and that an appeal should be taken at once to the General
Term of the Supreme court, where the order now made
should be reaffirmed immediately upon the meeting of that
court in June, and an appeal from that decision taken at
once to the Court of Appeals, where the matter might be
a-gued and finally decided, some time in June.
The attorney-general said that he should interpose no
objection to the step proposed, which tended to e.xpedite
matters.

UTILIZI.NG

WATER POWER—-VICTOR TURBINES.

features of the power machinery, as upon it, to
a great extent, depends the efficiency of the
The general construction of the goverplant.
nor is shown in the cut.

RapidTransit
The appended

in St.

extract

Pauland Minneapolis.

from an

editorial in the St. Paul

how jealous the twin cities
each other. The superiority of the

I'ioncir /'re-ss illustrates

of

Min-

electric
nesota are of
railway is generally recognized, and St. Paul seems to be
afraid its rival will get more than its share of attention
from the street car company operating in the two cities.

The

extract follows:

Work
dirt is

going forward actively in Minneapolis. The
Hying, and crowds of laborers are engaged in prois

new facilities for street travel. In St. Paul there
some movement along the University avenue line, and we
are told that iron is on the way for the trifling bit of road
from Kice street and Como avenue to the junction of Como
and Front street. Except for these assurances, nobody
would suspect that St. Paul was to have the electric system
viding the
is

that has been promised us so repeatedly and solemnly.
fully appreciate all the difticuUies that have to be
surmounted, and give to the management of the street railway system due credit for earnest effort to do what the
people expect.
An enterprise like this involves extraordi-

We

The raising of the necessary capital, though
nary labor.
in itself an immense undertaking, is. perhaps, the smallest
item.
There arc scor(s of contracts to be concluded, each
one of them involving the purchase of material and appliances whose relative efiiciency is scarcely yet ascertained.
And

all the companies in the countr)' engaged in the
manufacture of supplies for electric railways are so
rushed and crowded with orders, by reason of the sudden and immense demand for the introduction of electric
motors on street railwajs, that they cannot supply the demands made upon them. Knowing this, the public will be
inclined lo make any allowances necessary to the street

railway company, as long as they are assured that there is
no willful neglect. But what they do ask and expect, and
have a right to ask and expect, is. as we hive said before,
St.
that the two cities be treated equally in this matter.

and therefore preferred a writ of habeas corpus, returnable
.May 19 rather than a writ of error which would keep the
case open until October, and possibly might not be finally
determined for a year.
It was contended, he said, that the
infliction of death by electricity was a cruel and unusual
punishment, and that the limited privilege or immunity under the Eighth Amendment was by the Fourteenth Amendment extended and protected from encroachment by the
state.
He further maintained that even if the Eighth

Amendment

did not exist the writ should still be granted
under the Fourteenth Amendment, on the ground that it
deprived the prisoner of his life without "due process of
law, " by inflicting cruel and unusual punishment.
I

—
Sherman —>That

ustice

cruel.

Field

I

f

it

be

instantaneous

it

cannot be

Mr.
is an assumption of
fact.
We
propose to show that unless the current be applied in the
best scientific manner there is not only danger but a probability of prolonged torture, the most frightful ever devistd
by man, and that death will not be painless because not
instantaneous.

Continuing his argument, counsel expressed the belief
any inlliclion of sudden death must be more or less
cruel.
Even though electricity might inflict an instant
death, he contended that it was unusual and therefore unthat

I!ut there was a great deal of testimony
tending to show that whether death would be instantaneous
or prolonged depended upon the manner in which it was

It was then ordered by Judge Underwood, in accordance
with this understanding, that the demurrer to the return
be overruled and the prisoner remanded to the custody of
the agent and warden.

Storage Batteries at the Palmer House,
Chicago.
The

Electrical Accumulator company. New York, has
completed an interesting installation of 1:0 cells of
storage batteries at the Palmer House, Chicago.
This in-

just

creases the capacity of the plant to 1,000 lights, and the
system is extended to the barber shops, Turkish baths and
halls of the hotel.
The plant comprises four incandescent
dynamos and three arc machines of the United States company make. They supply current lo the offices of the
hotel, dining rooms and parlors, but not to the sleeping
apartments.
Mr. Palmer now has under advisement a
project for supplanting gas in all parts of the hotel.
He
is a believer in storage batteries, and
his experience, he
says confirms his belief in the efficiency of the system.
A
year ago he began lighting his palatial residence by storage
batteries, and when he desired to extend the hotel plant, he
immediately determined to employ the same agency. Accordingly, he placed an order with William Hood, Chicago, representative of the Electrical Accumulator company.

Electricity

constitutional.

applied.

On

this point there

was a great

difference

be-

this new law and the old.
The old law of hanging
prescribed the mode by which it should be done, and the
time. It did not authorize the warden to go into the prison at
any time A'ithin a wcekand there inflict death with a rope in
any manner he saw fit. This new law authorized the warden to kill the prisoner any time within a week, and gave
him aithority to provide such a current as he thought sufficient to kill him.
The law did not even require the warden to be an expert in electricity. It was entirely consistent
with the law that he might not only not be a scieniific man,
but might have no qualifications whatever. It was entirely
within the discretion of such a man lo delermine that 500
volts will be sufficient, and to begin with that current.
The concurrent opinion was that 500 volts would inflict the
most searching torture the ingenuity of man ever devised;

tween

and Music.

Electricity has been an important factor in the operation

of a great organ's curious mechanism for many jears, tut
few people outside the musical profession have understood
it.
The fact that electric motors have bten used for working the bellows that supply air to the pipes is common
knowledge; hut that the action of organs is conducted in
the same manner seems to have been unwittingly kept a

by performers and builders. Experiments in this application of electricity were begun in Cermany during the

secret

'Oos. and the introduction of it in American-built organs
was accomplished in i!:6g. The method then employed
was very crude compared with the present system, by which

every elTect desired by the player is attained by the aid of
eltclricity.
In Grace church, New ^'ork, there are two
organs, one in the chancel, the other in the gallery 150 feet
away.
Every key, pedal and stop in the small chancel
organ is connected with the big organ in the loft, and the
performer at the chancel organ by means of a switch may

—
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operate at will both organs simultaneously, or only the
smaller. When the new chancel organ was put in, the original key board and pedals of the old organ were left undisturbed, and to-day when the old organ is operating it
presents the ghostly phenomena of the stops, keys and
pedals moving without the apparent application of the
hand.
One of the main reasons for the employment of
electricity in organ action is the saving of time between the
pressing of a key and the corresponding answer from the
This time in the best mechanism is inconsiderable,
pipe.
but to musical ears it is sometimes noticeable. In addition
to the incomprehensible speed of the electric current, modern organs are so constructed that compressed air does all
the work of admitting air to the pipe chambers and of closThat
ing the vent when pressure from the key is removed
full of compressed air,
is, the wind chests are constantly
which, by mechanism too intricate to describe without
numerous diagrams, acts and reacts upon the valves without interfering with the operation of the keyboard.

Westinghouse Railway System.
Construction company of Pittsburg. Ta., has decided to engage in railway construction
work under the Westinghouse system. E. H. Wells was
in Chicago last week, and he said the company had just
concluded its arrangements for engaging in this department on a most extensive scale.
The Westinghouse system will be an overhead construction.
A special motor adapted to railway work will be u ed.

The North American

Naval Battle of the Future.
of the Font /a, Br a.ii\ey A Fiske
Warfare on
writes of the 'Naval Battle of the Future."
entirely revolutionized by the
been
the sea, he says, has
fact that modtrn inventions, among which electric devices
are not the least, are utilized to such an extent on shipboard.
He speaks of an encounter between two ships as

In the

-

May number

careful count of

Electric

Omnibus.

pork butcher.

CORRESPONDENCE.

—

-

—

—

—

—

metropolitan press, and

the

it

was

further charged that electrical concerns were interested in

rushing the

cal fraternity,
bill

but they persist in their

To

etc.

introduced the measure,

me

which

I

denial

George

of

has silenced the traducers of the

Jr.

being railroaded,

who

The manly

through.

bill

We&tinghouse,

lature of

be remembered that we created a great deal of interest, not only in this countiy, but in America and on the
Continent, by the announcement of the trial running of an
electric omnibus in the streets of London, says a London
paper. We are now able to state that in a few weeks a line
of electric omnibuses will be established, and commence
running for passenger traffic as ordinary omnibuses without
rails from Charing Cross to King's Cross.
The route will
be up Regent street and along the Euston road, so that
the fashionable world as well as the workers will have a
chance of seeing and riding in the cars. The omnibuses
will have 16 feet bodies, much of the same size as the usual
ones, but less in total length, taking in equal about half
the length of the horses.
Six inches more in seats will be
allowed to each passenger, a comfort to be largely appreciated
Seats will be both inside and out. and 26 passengers will be carried in each.
There will be six omnibuses
on the route, and a charging station is being erected at
King's Cross. The omnibuses are on the system devised
by Mr. Radcliffe Ward, and driven by accumulators.
Electric delivery vans for heavy traffic will also, it is expected, be introduced, and charging stations will probably
be erected at various convenient business centers. An
electric butcher's cart is now practically finished, and has
been constructed for, and will be used by, a well-known
It will

electri-

about the

silly talk

these charges Mr. Curtis,

"This

says:

has been

bill

each of the seven sessions of the legis-

in

have been a member, and

tention to the fact that in

present

the

would call
it war

I

session

atin-

troduced on Feb 4 and referred to the committee on codes:

was considered in that committee about four weeks,
one hearing given on it; that it was reported
for the consideration of the house, went on general orders,
was twice considered in the committee of the whole, debated by the introducer in the first committee and made a
special order for the second, when it was debated by its
friends, no one having any arguments to offer in opposition
It went to a third reading, came up reguto its passage.
larly in that order, and on account of the absence from the
house of many of its supporters, it was laid on the table,
where it remained about two weeks, subject to be called up
by its introducer, to do which no notice is required by the
rules of the assembly.
This is a course frequently practhat

and

it

at least

tised in

This should set at

both houses."

rest all state-

ments of the misinformed correspondents and unreliable
newspaper

W'.

writers.

St. Paul,

H. T.

Minn.

—

St. Paul, May 10
The street car compiny has started
work on a new electric- line to take the place of the old
Lafayette and Greenbrier horse car system. Since the

East Seventh cable has been in operation the cars of this

gfreat

A

greatly surprised

for result

charges of corruption and bribery were made, and

introduced by

follows:

In the event of a war between this country and any
commercial pow-er, a prominent feature would be the
dispatch of swift, unarmored, but well-armed, cruisers, to
prey upon the commerce upon which the enemy's greatness
rests.
Many of the merchant steamers of the enemy would
be armed with a few rapid-fire guns, but their engines and
boilers being above the water line, they could defend themcruiser
selves against similar merchant steamers only.
meeting one of these crafts would have an easy victory, if
she could catch her, or hit her with a shot from one of the
But suppose she meets a
six-inch or eight-inch rifles.
similar cruiser of the enemy bound on a similar err?nd; a
Each will
struggle to the death is the only possible result.
perhaps
clear for action as soon as the other is discerned
five miles away.
Each will probably slow down at first, in
order to gain time for preparation, and especially for getForced
ling the steam pressure up to the highest point.
draught will at once be started, and the subdued roar of
furnaces,
to
accelerate
comair
driven
through
the
the
bustion, and the whirr of the dynamos, will be added
to the clang of the gun-breech blocks, as they are swung
projectile
to
the breech, the
open to admit the
raising
powder
hum of the ammunition hoists
the
quiet,
firm
shell
the decks,
and
and
to
orders of authority.
On deck, the Catling guns and revolving cannon, and the rapid-fire guns in the tops, are got
noiselessly into readiness; the captain takes his place in the
armored conning tower, with the chief quartermaster and
his aid; the executive officer assumes charge of the battery,
and remains near at hand to take the captain's place in
case of his death or disability; the range-finders are got
into position, and the officer in charge begins to report from
time to time the distance of the enemy, now drawing closer.
Probably not a shot will be fired until this distance is
reduced to 2 000 yards, and probably both ships will keep
But now what
pointed toward each other until that time.
will the contestants do?
It has been held that both will
advance steadil> toward each other each commander hoping that some faise move on the part of his adversary will
enable him to rush forward, discharge his bow torpedo at
500 yards, and perhaps follow it up with his ram
until
and end
the
fight
at
once
they
have
approached so close, say 500 yards, that neither dares to
swerve lest he himself be rammed, and that the ships will
at length collide end on, and possibly both sink!
This
seems absurd, yet is it impossible? But if one commander
feels great confidence in his gunners, and especially if the
sea is smooth, he may turn his broadside toward the enemy, so as to bring his guns to bear in the most effective
way, and begin a careful cannonade, knowing that one
well-placed shot may rake the enemy fore and aft and disable his b^st gun. In cise the enemy adopts similar tactics,
fearing the effect of a fore and-aft raking fire, a longrange duel may be kept up, until one or the other scores a
sufiiciently effective shot to warrant closing and trying the
torpedo and then the ram, each hoping meanwhile to get
in a heavy shot near the water line, as the adversary rolls
the other way.
But in case both elect a closer range, we
may see the Kearsarge and Alabama duel re-enacted, each
vessel steering toward the other until so close as to fear a
raking shot, then sheering off toward the other's stern
not her bow, for fear of beingrammed and then each going
ahead with the helm over, describing a circle with a common
If the contestants, while possessing about equal
center.
strength, differ in one being stronger in fore-and-aft, and
the other in broadside hre, the former may keep pointed
toward his adversiry, using his bow guns, while the latter
will reply with the full strength of his broadside.
But
should this broadside fire fail to stop the other's advance,
it mast soon be discontinued, and the bow turned, to avoid
being rammed in the side. Here the judgment of the commander will have its fullest test, for if he delays too long
if he delays, for instance, until the
distance is down to,
sa}', 500 yards— he will not have time to turn his bow, and
will certainly be rammed and sunk.
He must know 10 a
nicety the exact turning power of his ship, and must keep

using to the

the distance, so that, while

utmost the powei of his formidable broadside, he mill always reserve ability to turn his ram to the enemy. He
must allow a margin, too, lest a sudden, even a temporary,
accident or disablement to the engines or the steering gear
The
should leave him helpless at ihe critical instant.
weakness of the side of the ship, and the time required to
turn, which is, on the average, almost two minutes for 90 \
show the advantage of bow fire, and of protection on the
bow against a raking fire

New York
New

York,

May

10.

— The

last

interested spectators,

of the

elec-

who

are able to

catch a glimpse of the wonders of electricity, and form a small
idea of the advancement in the solution of the

problems which

is

numerous

being made, even by a single

mind.

Glimpses of the "twentieth century," the talking dolls and
the electric railway are attractive features of the exhibit,

but perhaps the most welcome attraction was the presence
of Mr.

Edison.

He

received an ovation the evening es-

and even the musical program
was arranged with this thought in mind, as the "Phonograph Waltz," composed for the occasion, was a prominent

pecially devoted to him,

number.
Direct communication between New York and Nicaragua
was established yesterday. A telegram to the Nicaragua
Canal Construction company reports the arrival of a North
The route of
River tug, the "Millward," at Greytown
the telegram was from Greytown to Castillo on the San
Juan river, thence to San Juan del Sur on the Pacific,
where the Central and South American Cable company's
hne runs to Salina Cruz on the west coast of Mexico,

thence across the isthmus of Tehuantepec to Coatzacoal

by cable

cos, thence

the Western

to

Vera Cruz,

Union wires

to

New

and over

to Galveston,

Ganz & Co. of Buda Pesth, Austro-Hungary, have begun a suit in the United States Circuit Court against the
Edison Electric Light company for damages to the amount
of ^500,000. The Edison company bought the ZipernowskyDeri Blathy system of distributing electricity by means of
an alternating current for North America, and inasmuch as
the Edison company have not found it advantageous to install ih's S)sl€m, Ganz & Co., who are the owners of the
European rights, claim that the injury to their interests
abroad is directly owing to the indifference of the Edison
company in not making an effort to defend their patents,
which are said to infringe United States patents on
nating currents, but which Ganz

&

sustained in the United States

the proper

if

alter-

believed could be
e ffort

had been

made by the Edison company.
The experiment of l-ghting the Metropolitan Museum
Art by
be a

electricity

the

of

has proven entirely satisfactory, and will

who visit this
The immense

relief to the art-loving public

during

summer months.

collection
halls

and

spacious galleries were flooded with light from 3,000 incanin clusters under reflectors
and supplied by four large dynamos in the cellar of the

descent lamps, well arranged

building.

Now

that

it is

museum will be opened to
on Monday and Thursday evenings of each

men

is

now engaged

and Broadway, the intention being to have the new
from the terminus of the Oakland avenue line on
Fifth street running along Broadway to Tenth street to
Lafayette park where connection will bs made with the

line start

now

laid

some of the

wire, but

it

expected to reach here every

is

day, and will be put in position before the ballasting of the
line is

When

completed.

the poles and overhead wires are

erected the line will be put in operation, and the Lafayette

avenue cars

will

be taken

off the

affirmative

votes,

Then

cable line.

pas-

sengers for the Arlington Hills district can take any of the

Oakland avenue
and

will there

electric

cars going toward Smith

be transferred to the

plete route of the line

now under

new

Park

The com-

line.

construction will be from

Fifth street via Broadway. Tenth, Locust,

Sims and Greenbrier

to

Maryland

Lafayette ave-

St. Louis,
St. Louis,
council of

May

East

Mo.

— At

the last meeting of the city

Louis,

a franchise was granted the

10.

St.

D.

street.

& Power company to conand operate an electric road. The line will commence at the levee on Broadway, passing up that street to
Collinsville avenue, up Collinsville avenue to St. Clair
Cross
avenue, and down that street to Cahokia creek.
lines will also be maintained on Illinois avenue. Tenth
The fare
street and on Main street and Converse avenue.
to be charged will be uniformly 5c from and to any part of
the city. The company agrees to pay $5,000 cash into the
city treasury, and will have the lines completed and in runEast

St.

Louis Electric Railway

struct

ning order within sixty-five days from the completion of the
viaduct over the railroads on Broadway.

The committee on

public improvements reported to the

Louis municipal assembly favorably on the ratification
of the time extension to the Municipal Electric Light comSt.

R.

pany.

Boston, Mass.
Boston,

May

10.

— The committee on mercantile

of the Massachusetts legislature reported a

on Monday of

this

week

and

bill

affairs

to the

sen-

relating to the regulation

that the wires used shall be suitable

passed the Assembly by seventy

pledged to support the measure

rails

on Tenth street, and on Broadway from
Tenth to Ninth, and will probably reach Fifth street by
Monday night, as the work is being pushed very rapidly.
There has been some delay owing to the non-arrival of

are

last

bill

The

old line from that point to Greenbrier avenue.

during the

Curtis

Tenth

street

supervision of electric wires in

The

A

line.

laying rails on

this

and there were seven members
who were not present when
Less than half that number,
the bill was called up.
went on record as opposed to the act. This unlookedfive

large force of

question of abolishing capital punishment in

state has attracted considerable attention

week.

street,,

connect with the present Oakland avenue electric

ate

week.

The

Wabasha

train at

where horses were attached, to pull the cars the rest of the road to the barn on
Greenbrier.
Under the new arrangement this system will

proved that the collections can be

inspected by artificial light, the
the public

and hauled to Locust

street

nue, Collins, Burr, Minnehaha, Edgerton, Reaney, Payne,

York.

Co.

have been attached to the cable

line

days

Lenox Lyceum are bringing together

trical exhibition at the

immense throngs of

Notes.

The

cities.

bill

and

provides

and strong, suitably
and fastened

safely insulated at points of attachment

to suitable supports; that all wires shall

be thoroughly

sulated at points of entrance to buildings and,
electric light wires,

if

in-

other than

must be provided with a suitable auto-

matic cut-out: and that

all wires, except street

railway wires,
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The

be lagged at points of support with the name cf the

shall

Mutual Insurance company, of Boston, has

Electric

owner or user. The bill also provides for the appoinlment of an officer in each city of the state whcse duty it
shall be to supervise the electric wires, and who shall

been incorporated.

have power to direct the removal of such wires ss are dead

Everett \V. liurdett, directors.

or do cot conform to the r<()uiremenls of the law.
vision is made for the cnforccirenl of the law. and it

trical

take effect

upon

The

passage.

its

appointed

to

is

H. Fairbanks,

The
tute of

passed

if

at all

will

it

be

in

a very

The

bill

providing for the consolidation of gas and eleclast week with
no opposition, provoked a veiy animated discus-

companies, which passed the senate

tric

practically

sion in the house of representatives,

thinking they saw in the

The

light trust.''

bill

was sent back

bill

the rural

the possibility of

legislators

"an

electric

Technology

The

providing for the inspection of electric lights

bill

and meters by

the state gas inspector

was

referred back to

the committee, and a substitute with slight and unimpor-

changes has been presented by E. \V. Burden, the
representative of the Massachusetts Klectric Lighting asro-

tant

made

and meters can only be
and towns from which complaint is made by

Tests of

ciation.

in cities

All expenses for such tests are

20 consumers.

by the

electric lights

companies of the

electric light

not likely to encounter

The committee en

much

be paid

to

The

state.

bill

opposition.

has reported "inexpedient" upon

cities

the petition to give the board of aldermen of Boston
control over the ereclirr
electric wires

the

in

full

maintenance and removal of

.

is

The

city.

general

bill

all

referred

to

above was thought to be sufficient. For the same reason
Mayor Hart of lioston. was given "leave to wi bdraw" on
the petition that authority be given to this city to regulate
electric wires and the power they convey, and also on the
petition for a transfer to the city of the authority

and

ercised by the board of gas

electric light

now

ex-

The

bill

to allow the increase of the capital stock of the

Boston Electric Light company from one
passed to a third reading
12.

was stated

It

in the

to three millions,

senate by a vote of 25 to

that the additional capital

was needed

because of the company's intention of expending ^400, 000

equipment of the Atlantic avenuestation. and

for additional

^5o,oco

new

for a

station in

Roxbury, and to make other

needed extensions and improvements.
Quite a remarkable and unique form of contract has just

been recommended by the aldermanic committee on

and

street lights of

Holyoke, Mass., as the best

city to

adopt for the future electric lighting of the

streets.

In regard to the candle power of the arc

the contract

lamps of each
of

all

"The

thus specific:

is

circuit

considered by

the
city

lights-

average light of
itself

fuel

for

all

C. Curtis. T. Fox, R. R. Cone, and

A

measurement of the
ison,

oil

lamp

or other

be

possi-

made by compar-

Bunsen photometer,

through the use of a

standard

sperm candles weighing

electric light shall

of at

least

W.

be held July

will

its

from

with

a

20 candle power

I).

Taylor.

:|;io,cco to ^30,000.

possible

E. R. Weeks, general manager of the Kansas City Elec-

and
the method of ascertaining the actual candle power shall be
The light shall be measured in a direction
as follows:
making an angle of 45 degrees with and bslow the horizontal plane of the light; four observations shall be made,
each succeeding observation to be from the side of the
vertical axis of the lamp yo degrees from that of the pre
ceding observation, and the average of saiJ observations
shall be ascertained; successive observations shall be
until ten

ten averages shall

circuit shall

lights

be taken

The average

power.

made

such averages arc obtained, and the mean of such

of

agitating the question of having a

"With

capable electrician, honest, and with

common

a practical,

sense,'' says

Mr. Weeks, "we would not care how rigidly the law might

Wires from isolated plants are new strung
across highways and through private property heie at
pleasure.
These concerns are under no bonds to the city
to indemnify in case of damage resulting from injury done
by the wires, and, as some of the concerns are not responsible, the city might have to pay for damages done by a wire
The Kansas City Electric Light comcrossing a highway.
pany is under bonds to the city to indemnify in case of
be enforced."

damage, also properly

to construct the appliances.

P.

such

circuit,

month the candle power

and

if

shall

all

be found to be below that

month
Should the actual candle power be
for that circuit."
found to be less at any time than that called for, payment
for the actual candle power as
is to be made only
ascertained, the amount to be paid to be based pro rata upon the amount which would be paid were the candle power

called for hereby, the average candle

equal

to that

called for.

power

Another clause provides that

"the number of lamps on any one circuit
the number which the
run, and such
circuit,''

dynamo

dynamo

the running of arc light

is

shall

for such circuit

shall not be

a clause which

for the

is

rated

to

connected to any other

intended, of course,

dynamos

not exceed

in series.

to

prevent

directors of the Greensburg Electric street

the line, which

The

in the

fall.

National Electric company of Wilkinsburg has ap-

The concern

plied for a charter.

manufacture

The
The

railway

the contract for the building of

completed early

to be

is

let

to be a limited corpo-

is

10,000.

if

purpose

Its

to

is

electrical appliances.

Elizabeth Electric Light, Heat

Ilarrisburg

in

T.

directors are:

Power company

^:

recently; capital, ^10,000.

W. Martin, F. L. Bigham, P.
W. Lutes and J. N. O'Neil

T.

B. Shaffer, J.J. Hill, G.

of

Elizabeth, Pa., and L. E. Meyers of Pittsburg.

The annual meeting of the Weslinghe use Electric company was held on the morning of May 5, for the purpose
of electing the

members of

Henry M.

president;

George

contracts have been signed

Westinghouse,

Robert

Byllesby,

Caldwell, J. R. McGinley, Calvin
Pease.

The

The

board of directors.

the

election was:

result of the

Jr..

John

Pitcairn,

Wells and Charies
for

S.

the construction of

the Drexel Industrial Institute, an institution to be founded
in Philadelphia for the

by M. A.

girls

J.

education of boys and

industrial

The

banker.

Drexel, the millionaire

f 500,000, and the philanthropic donor
has also created an endowment fund of $1,000,000 for
building

to cost

is

The

the support of the school.
to

be one of the

of

its

structure of course

going

is

(Quaker City, and not the least

finest in the

magnificent details will be

the electrical plant to be

be located

in the central part of

to be installed

is

The dynamos will
They are

capacity of 1,700 incandescent lights.

the basement.

to be inclosed with a railing only because they will be used
for the instruction of the pupils.

The Westinghouse

Electric

held a similar meeting, and

iS;

Manufacturing company
the

elected

following board:

Henry M.
H. Jackson, G. W. Hebard,
M.
J. R. McGinley. Calvin Wells, H. R. Garden and A.
Byers.
The directors of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company have called a special meeting of
President, George Westinghouse, Jr.; directors,
Byllesby, Robert Pitcairn. C.

the stockholders for July

Pittsburg, Pa.
May 10. — The North

Pittsburg, Pa.,
Railway company of Allegheny

tric

Allegheny Elec-

City,

Pa., has just

been quietly organized, but the inccrporators have already

worked so

effectively that there

speedy completion.
J.

The

not

is

directors are

much dcubt

of

Flannery, lion. John O'Neil, Robert S. Frazier,

Swicker and

T).

its

James W. Breen,

S,

for the purpose

of voting for

On

tery lane.

Fred.

When

it

is

completed
at the

strangers visiting Pitts-

postcffice

electric cars right into the heart of

This

ducing center.

any other large

A

is

and ride

city in the

Seme

in

the

United States.
in

Wheeling,

W.

Va.,

pub-

is

electric

months ago a plan

six

Councils then appointed a committee to look the

being made

now

East end

district of Pittsburg

time system.

in his native

The

official in

soon have an

will

charge of the West-

ern Union Telegraph office at the stock yards in

country, he said:

'

We

have

railroads that are well equipped with the best of

East

the

end has about completed arrangements to give the correct
This concern will
time by wire from Washington, D. C.
be known as the Western Union Standard Clock System.
E.

Austin, Tex.
May 10. — Before leaving

Austin, Tex.,

Shipe, of Abilene, Kan.,
italists,

and

is

This increase of

is

who

II. II.

M. M.

.\ustin,

represents Kansas City cap-

and who was granted the franchise

for

an

electric

laid

matter up, but so far they have failed to make any report,

to

The

light-

was

be.ore councils for the establishment of a city electric light
plant.

be made.

company

a busy petroleum pro-

charged with retardirg the progress of

ing in that city.

fact of the

will

made advisable by the
company having decided logo into the manu-

something that cannot be said by

committee of councils

licly

Manufacturing company,
the capital stock of the

electric

O. Barr.

burg can get into a car

same

the

day the formal transfer of the business of the Westinghouse Electric company to the Westinghouse Electric &

facture of electric street railway appliances.
J.

the other day; and while speaking of the progress which

be taken to be the average power of

The

met a few days ago and

or against an increase of the capital stock.

on any two nights of any

candle

the

of

with apparatus of the Westinghouse Electric company of a

is

the

lietermining

Monongahela

In order to connect these

Light association

does not intend
it is now charged that the committee
make any report, either.
Kee Naa, a wealthy Chinaman, passed through this city

in

candle power of any six lights on any

These three

tric

city electrician or electrical inspector.

road will connect with the present Observatory Hill

while they are in their reg-

Mc-

projected between

connected with the institution. This plant

Barnes' tavern, and will from there run to the ceme-

mide

now

is

Light company and ex-president of the National Elec-

The

lights shall be

electric street railway

Keesport and Rtynoldsville and Dravcsburg.

tric

line at

ment of the

An

line,

was chartered

About a dozen propositions concerning new quarters for
the Missouri lS: Kansas Telephone ccmpany have been reduced I0 writing, and submitted to the company. No
The executive comaction, however, has been taken.
mittee of the company will mett Tuesday, May 22, and it
was stated by an officer of the company that this matter
would then come up for ccnsideralion. W, W. Smith,
secretary of the company, stated that he did not think anything would be done as far as determination upon a site is
concerned at the coming meeting.
The Thomson-Houston company, which has the contiact for putting in the "L" company's new electric line
from Riverview to the South side in Kansas City, Kan.,
has opened headquarters on Fifth street and Colorado avenue, acd the work of construction will begin at once.
A
large amount of the necessary materials has arrived, and it
is proposed to push the work of construction as rapidly as

anl determined by direct comparison with

ular positions in the street, and with the globes on.

its system.
There are 200 men at work
and the directors feel confident that they will
have the cars running by the first of October.

on the

ration with a capital stock of

standard candles of the standard aforesaid; the measure-

ascertained

abeyance for the present.
is now rapidly pushing

in

the completion of

to consider the proposition of

i,

capital stock

keep

course will be done.

meeting of the stockholders of the Gate City Electric

an increase of

to

places a bridge has to be built across the livtr, which

Mo.

City,

was decided

about 12 miles from Pittsburg.

the

120 grains of spermaceti per hour; the

ble, at the rate of

M.

!I.

it

1890

17,

The Duquesne Traction company

towns form a triangle on the banks of the

21.

—

and independent

pound each, and burning, as near as

one-sixth of a

Wednesday, May

Insti-

Kansas City, May 10. The Southwestern Electric
tV Water Power company has filed articles of incorporation.
This company is to furnish electric light and
power to Joplin and neighboring towns. The board of
directors is as follows:
E. L. Martin. A. E. Slillwell, M.

the others, shall constantly, while in operation, equal

that of not leis than Soo standard

Massachusetts

Light

commissioners

over electric wires.

in this city,

Kansas

company

vole of 109 (o 78.

T. C. Bates,

O.

to the committee by a

adopted

presi-

and these with F. A.
Wm. Brophy and

treasurer,

to be held at the

is

much amended

form.

Barton,

E.

are S.

general meeting of the American Institute of Elec-

Engineers

have no control over electric wires placed underground.
The bill has not )cl been considered by the senate, and it is
likely that

officers

Its

Gilbert, B. F. Peach, Jr..

I'ro-

would

ofticcr

dent; II.

May

Eng-

and American rolling stock and all ihe latest safety apThere are several hundred miles of telegraph
lines in the country, and we have electric lights in all the
lish

pliances.

street railway

this

in

city,

procured

further

from the county giving him the right of way

concessions

for ten

miles

outside ths city including connections with the site of the

proposed river dam, and right to transport freight as well as
passengers.

The

enterprise will be

known

as the Austin

&

Rapid Transit company. He expects to
file a charter from the state in the next ten days as soon as
In two
the company can organize and elect its officers.
months it expects to ccmmence laying tracks.
He has
gone north to arrange for material and supplies, and is
negotiating with Captain Mather of the Austin Light &
H.
Water Power company for electric power.
Travis County

larger cities."

The

directors of the

Birmingham Traction company met
Duquesne in this city for the

a few days ago in the Hotel

purpose of

letting contracts for the electric road

Thirty

Car company of Troy.
The Standard llnderground Cable company of this city obtained the contract for all the insulated wiie required by the

cars were ordered from the Gilbert

road.

The

question of the system of electric motors to be

Falls City,
Falls City, Neb., May
council have visited several

10

Neb.

— The members of our

cities,

and

this

week

vertise fcr bids for putting in the electric light

All bids are to be
tail,

The

city

ad-

plant here.

accompanied with specifications

though preliminary specifications are on

city clerk.

will

file

in

de-

with the

contractors are expected to put up a brick

May

17,
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1S90
pump-

building 16x30, as an addition to the present water
ing station, to be used as a power room; also,

furnish

to

and put up in shape an eighty horse power boiler, to
change the smoke stack on pumping station, to furnish
complete a sixty horse power, high speed, automatic cutoff engine, a

dynamo complete

than 600 incandescent

operate not

less

lights, alternating current; to

sup-

that

will

400 converters for standard sixteen candle power
-00 additional converters as

ply

lamps, and give prices on

needed; to furnish and put up the pole line with thirty foot
poles, save at street intersections,

call for

The

are to be put in at the street crossings.

work
within ninety days from commencement.
ine will be about three miles long; the

THE ELECTRIC
Greenville,

poles

and lamps of thirty-two standard candle

five feet higher,

power

where they

Tex

Barboursville,
soon.

.

wants an

Tell City. Ala., Iron &
to erect an electric light plant.

to

pole

be done

D.

LIGHT.

electric light plant.

Ky., will have an

The

is

incandescent

plant

Land company have decided

The Pennsylvania Railroad company has purchased a 90
Westinghouse arc plant

light

for use at Altoona, Pa.

The Bonhara, Tex Electric Light & Power company
has increased its capital stock from i{;25.ooo to ^50,000.
,

The

Indianapolis papers state that the Wood arc system
be manufactured at Fort Wayne instead yf at

will hereafter

Brooklyn.

The

Ala.,

JNIontgomery,

Citizens' Electric Light &
to furnish light and

Power company has been organized

The

power.

Ball system will be installed-

The Elgin Light & Power company of Elgin, 111., has
been incorporated, capital stock, ^100,000; incorporators,
I. C. Towner, William Fay and B. Hayelow.

The North Highland Land, Improvement & Manufacturing company of Columbus. Ga., proposes to erect an electric light and power plant and make other improvements. S.
A. Carter is president.

A

be erected at Grand
boulevard and Forty-first street, Chicago, at an expense of
incandescent
plant
will be installed, and
An
50,000.
l^i
gas will only be used for culinary purposes.
six-stor}-

apartment house

will

Westinghouse alternating current apparatus for central
five hundred incandescent
by a company which has
been organized at Windsor Locks, Connecticut.

station plants of a capacity of
lights has been contracted for

In the report of the finance committee of the

common

council of Rochester, N. Y^ it is recommended that an appropriation of f 143,000 be made for city lighting.
The
local electric light companies illuminate the streets of the
city

under contract.

The Ashley Wire company

has purchased the plant of
the Northwestern Tile company in the southwestern part
of Joliet, 111., and will begin the manufacture of nails.
The company has with its purchase a water power of 150
horse power and will also run an electric lighting system

and employ 250 men.
It will not be long before from the cliffs of the island of
Vancouver will shine the electric light and shed its brilliant
glare upon the shimmering surface of the Pacific ocean.
An electric light company has been organized at Van-

couver, B.

C,

for the

Westinghouse system

purpose of lighting the
be used.

city.

The

will

The Edison Illuminating company of Rochester, N. Y.,
has appointed the Rochester Irust & Safe company its
The latter company will
agent and registrar of stock.
register all transfers of stocks and make payments of diviThe Edison company recently increased its capital
dends.
stock to froo.ooo, subscriptions for a portion of which will
be received at the Trust company's office.

The Redondo hotel, Los Angeles, Cal., has been opened
to the public and the Evening Express of that city proIt
nounces the equipment thorough in every respect.
calls attention to the fact that hotel and grounds are
brilliantly illuminated by arc and incandescent plants, and
that a complete electrical service has been established.
Rhodes Keese, the local agents for the Thomson- Houston
company, installed the plant, which is valued at$i5,oco.
i!ic

The electric light is constantly growing in popularity in
The illuminating company of
the city of Elmira, N. Y.
that place, which commenced operations less than a year
ago, has since that time been obliged to twice increase its
capacity owing to the great demand made upon the light.
The Westinghouse Electric company, whose system of
alternating current apparatus has been in use there from
the first, received the third contract from the Elmira Illuminating company a few days ago, and the company has now
a capacity of 2,250 lights.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The

series electric railway for Rome. Italy, is now nearly
The last ship load of material will
it is stated.
Three cars will be run on this line.
this week.

completed,

be shipped

A short telpher line of

100 yards

is

also

to

be erected at

Rome.

A business
local

man at Rochester, X. Y., is reported by a
paper as saying: "I never realized how valuable elec-

tricity

was

until the

recent

fire

that partially destroyed the

Our shop occupied a portion of the building and was fortunate enough to escape serious damage
flames.
But the engine that supplied power to
the
from

Wagner

block.

277

the shop was buried under the walls of the south part of
the building and, of course, we couldn't run our machinery.
One of the firm suddenly remembered the electric motor,
and in about four hours' time our machinery was moving
along just as though nothing had happened."

The Tesla motor is to be introduced in the coal mines of
the state of New York.
The management of the Shawmut
coal mines has just made a contract with the Westinghouse
Electric company for seven of these alternate current
motors and one thirty horse power generator.
The apparatus is to be used in connection with the Hercules mining
machine.
special meeting of the city council of San Antonio,
week, a franchise was granted a Denver syndicate, headed by Edward McCrillis. for constructing an

At a

Tex.,

last

electric street railway

system

in

San Antonio.

The system

center on Alamo Plaza, and diverge from there to all
parts of the city.
It parallels the present horse-car lines on
many streets. The entire system is to be completed and in
operation within the next nine months.
will

The Rochester, N. Y., Street Railway company has just
closed a contract with the Ball Engine company of Erie,
Pa., for three 300 horse power triple expansion engines,
three Us-horse power Standard engines, and one 60-horse
power Standard engine, making a power station of ',335horse power in all.
The Ball engine company is also to
furnish everything except the boilers, which will be of the
This electric power station is expected
Heine type.
one of the most perfect stations ever built.

to

be

In an editorial on the recently opened electric road in
Wash., the Sunday Times of that city says:
electric power can be used, it is preferable to any
The peoother form of motive power for street railways.
ple of Tacoma have had an opportunity to foresee what the
The route up the hill is satisservice will be in future.

Tacoma,

"Where

factory at present and accommodates a large number of
residents and a far greater number than a cable on Ninth
or Eleventh streets.
The street railway company asks the
city council to be released from that clause of their franchise requiring them to build 10,000 feet of cable on these
streets and offer to build eight more miles of electric street
railway and as well equip the Tacoma Avenue route with
This is a fair exchange. Let the city
the electric service.
council grant the request."

Miscellaneous Notes.
The

State Phonograph company of Illinois has been incorporated at Chicago, to manufacture, lease and deal in
phonographs, etc.; capital stock. $250,000; incorporators,
E. L. Lobdell, G. Farwell and E. H. Pearson.

The government

of

Denmark has

erected

fifty

telephone

on the west coast of Jutland, for the use of
fishermen, who are thus able to communicate with .fish
dealers at a distance, and secure better prices.
All the
life-boat stations in the country are also connected by telegraph and telephone.
stations, chiefly

The telephone development in Austria during 1889 has
been very considerable. Apart from the numerous small
exchanges opened by the government in the smaller towns,
the existing exchanges have developed rapidly. In Vienna
the number of subscribers has increased to 3,000, and the
demand is so large that the A'ieuna company are enlarging
their central station to one of 5.000 subscribers capacity,
and are raising a large amount of new capital to run the
necessary cables.
This exchange is beautifully fitted up
with a multiple switch-board of the company's own design,
made by M. Schatfler, of Vienna, and the service is rapid
and good.
For some time cellulose has been used in the manufacture of paper, but its extended adoption has been retarded
by its high price.
Dr. Kellner, director of an Austrian
cellulose factory, has, according to the EhklroiLchniches
Echo, succeeded in reducing the cost by the following process: The shredded wool is put into lead-lined boilers with
a 5 per cent, solution of common salt, which is electrolyzed for three and a half hours.
The nascent chlorine
bleaches the wool fiber to a snow-white silky substance.
The operation is conducted at a temperature of 126 degrees
to 12S degrees C.
The process is expected to have an important effect on the trade, as the paper made from cellulose

is

of particularly fine texture.

Personal Mention.
Burns of the Findlay Glass & Carbon company of
Findlay, O., was in Chicago last week.
P. C.

P. L. Rose of the Rose Electric Supply company of St.
Louis, visited Chicago on busmess last week-

The work of improvement made necessary by the prospective substitution of electricity for horse power in the
street car system of Rochester, N. Y., has already begun.
The work now under way consists in the completion and
double-tracking of the line through Sophia and other streets
to the driving park, by way of Saratoga and Backus avenues.
It is expected that the work will be finished by the middle
of summer.
Eighteen car loads of heavy steel rails are
now on their way to Rochester from Johnstown, Pa.,
and track laying for the improved system will probably be
well under way the latter part of this week on the Lake
avenue line, upon which the electric cars will first be run.
These rails are much heavier and more durable than those
now in use. They are grooved, but the opening is not
large enough to admit a carriage wheel.
The ties for the
rails will be laid on from six to nine inches of broken stone,
with a layer of macadam on top.
The new tracks will
thus be laid in the most durable manner, and it is thought
that they will not need repairs for ten years.
In addition
it is thought that
the heavy new cars will glide over the
carefully prepared road-bed without jolting. It is expected
that the first of the poles for the overhead work will be
placed in position in about two weeks.
It has taken considerable time to get the material togeiher for the big improvement, but, once begun, the work will be rapidly
pushed until the motor cars are running on the Lake avenue
line.
Ten cars are now building for this route, and, if no
unforeseen accident occurs, they will be running about
lot lor the erection of a power house in the
July 1st.
central portion of the city has been selected. As has already
been stated, the Short system has been adopted, and every
effort will be made by the company to have the motor cars
ready at an early day.
Ball engines have been purchased,
and will soon be installed. The company has. decided to
use 500 volts, the standard accepted by other prominent
companies at the suggestion of the National Electric Light
association.

Arthur L. Eosley of the Heisler Electric Light company,
of St. Louis, spent several days in Chicago during the past

THE TELEGRAPH.

The Equitable Electric Railway Construction company,
Philadelphia, A. H. Chadbourne, president, Wm. Hazelton 3d, secretary and treasurer, and W. A. Stadelman,
chief engineer, will continue to transact their general construction business for railways and isolated plants, for both
lighting and power purposes.

A

The city of Rochester. N. Y., has been increasing the
efficiency of its fire alarm telegraph service under direction
of Superintendent Charles R. Barnts.
The city had outthe original system, and it was pointed out by the
superintendent that it would require but an accident of a
trifling nature to cripple the service so as to make it entirely
useless.
The executive board, acting under advice of Mr.
Barnes, decided to improve the system and in June last the
contract was let to the Uiica Fire Alarm Telegraph company, state agents for the Gamewell company of New
York. The work has just been completed. The old circuits were cut so as to comprise fourteen instead of eight

grown

week.

Business Mention.
The Chicago

offices of

the Daft Electric company, F.

T.

Baker, manager, have been removed to 456 Rookery building.

The

National Conduit Manufacturing

York has removed its offices
17, No 41 Park Row.

to the

company

of

Times building.

New
Room

The Lockwood Instrument company
nished

fifty

of Detroit has furcurrent indicators for the switch-board of the
&: Power company of St. Louis.

Municipal Electric Light

The Sprague Electric Railway -S; Motor company, has
temporarily discontinued its Philadelphia oHice, and all
business will hereafter, until further notice be conducted
directly from the New York office 16 & 18 Broad street.
The British & European Patent Agency is located at 252
Broadway, New York. European patents are obtained by
the agency at low rates. F. W. Barker, registered English
patent agent according to the act of parliament, is manager.

A. R. Hussey has opened an office at 211 Randolph
Special apChicago, for general electrical work.
paratus for telephone, telegraph, fire and police signal
work, annunciators, etc., will be designed and constructed
at short notice.
street,

The Gibson Gas Fixture works of Philadelphia are still
doing business at the old stand, according to the announcement of the circulars to the trade. This corporation has
become conspicuous in its fight against the "fixture trust,"
and apparently finds it not only a pleasant but a profitable
source of amusement.

Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co. of Philadelphia, formerly
general agents of the Sprague company of New York, for
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and Southern New
Jersey, have made arrangements with the Wenstrom Consolidated Dynamo & Motor company of Baltimore, as sole
selling agents for the United States.

Wind Engine company, Beloit, Wis., has
from the Detroit Electric Light & Power
company a second order for a rope transmission equipment; among the items more than a dozen large grooved
The

Eclipse

and about twelve miles of additional wire were added. The
cost of the improvements was $4,950 for inside instruments
and $1,000 for additional wires. Many valuable devices of

just received

great interest to telegraph men have betn introduced. One
of them is thus described by the Rochester Post Expj-ess:
"A large testing clock forms a part of the new system. It
was built at the suggestion of Mr. Barnes, and it is the
first of its kind used in this country.
By means of it the
circuits are tested every half hour without ringing the
gongs in any of the engine houses. When anything happens to any of the wires, it is recorded on a dial on the
clock, showing the time and the circuit on which the
trouble occurred.
Thus the clock gives a complete record
of any troubles that may occur each twenty-four hours.
Many times the changes of temperature would cause
trouble on the wires during the night that would not have
been known formerly at the central office, and this difficulty
is obviated by the clock."

rope pulleys, each with the Eclipse friction clutch attachment. Tlie company has recently nearly doubled the capacity of its foundry and machine shops, and installed
much new machinery, and yet it is found necessary to run
the works night and day to keep up with orders.

The Fidelity Carbon company of St. Louis held its anThe following staff
nual meeting on Monday, May 5th.
of ofiicers was elected for the coming year; L. B. Stephenson, president; Harry Baum, vice-president; Wm. Baum.
This
treasurer; S. G. Booker, secretary and manager.
company has recently greatly improved its facilities for the
manufacture of carbons of all kinds, and is meeting with
It has taken a numgreat success in the sale of its goods.
ber of large orders for arc lighting carbons, and is having
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a very heavy trade on

all

kinds and sizes of carbons,

\V. R. Molioard of the Baxter Electric Motor company
of Baltimore, is in Chicago in the interest »tf the company.
He states that the Baxter ccmpany is doing a lively business in sclttog motors throughout the country, and purjwscs
to extend its business, if push, capital ard a most excellent

motor can do

A

513

Elm

street.

St.

l^uis

office.

/j.t//(v/

427,032.

May

\'^<.)0.

6,

Force Bain.

Regulator or Rheostat.

Chicago,

Loop

Switch.

Charles

E.

Scribner,

Burton,

Boston,

a bar or rod of
The
the material to be forged by successive steps between
forging dies, subjecting the bar or rod to the softening
action of a current of electricity at such times as it is
free from the dies, and withholding the current when
said rod is in contact with the dies.
Claim fourteen is appended:
"l"he combination of two forging dies, a bar feeder
for feeding a bar to said dies, and adjustable electrodes for passing a heating current through said ba-."

invention consists in passing

1

Divided Multiple Switch-Board.
York, N. Y.

54

New

John

J. Carty,

The

-

invention consists in a metallic circuit telephone
line, including at the central office one coil of a converter, a branch from the center of this coil through
the individual annunciator at one division, and a circuit through the other coil of the converter, including
switching apparatus, and extending to the other division of the exchange and including the other individual
annunciator of the line, with means at the subscriber's
station for sending cunent from ground over the two
limbs of the metallic circuit connected as a single circuit to operate one annunciator or for sending current
over the metallic circuit line through the coil of the
converttr included therein to induce current in the
other coil of the converter, which other coil is included
in the circuit containing the annunciator of the sec-

ond

Multiple Switch-Board
427.155.
Carty, New York. N. Y.

John

Apparatus.

J.

Briefly stated, the invention consists in connecting
the telephone lines in pairs with the different switches
on the switch-board, a single series of spring jack
switches serving for two lines, one line being connected with the split g of each of its series on the different switch-boards, and the other line of the pair
being connected with the frame of the switches of the

same

New

series.

Telephone Exchange Apparatus. lohn
York, N.

tric

Method

of Introducing

Conductors.

David

Compositions into Elec-

Brooks.

Jr.,

Philadelphia.

f.

Carty,

Y

object of the invention is to provide means
whereby the different subscribers may connect themselves, one at a time, with the listening operator, the
invention being especially adapted for use in connection with metallic circuit systems when used in multiple switch-board systems, or in systems employing
single switch-boards.

Electrical Train Signal. George D. Burton, New
427.042.
Ipswich, N. H.
Erick E. Erickson, BosCeiling Fuse Block.
427.062.

ton, Mass.

427,070.

Electric Dental Plugger.

New York,

William

E.

Gibbs,

N. Y.

Multiple Switch-Board for Telephone Exchanges.
Milo G. Kellogg. Chicago, III.

427.087.

The

last claim follows:
"13. In a telephone exchange system, the combination of telephone lines divided into two classes, multiple switch boards for said lines divided into two
sections, a switch for each line of one class on each
board of one section and on a board of the other section, and 3 switch for each line of the other class on
each board of said other section and on a board of the
tirst-mentioned section, switch-connecting apparatus,
whereby an operator at any board may connect together any two lines which have their switches at her
board, and switch-testing apparatus whereby she may

H. Elkins,

Regulator for Dynamos.
Cambridge, Mass.

William

Regulator for Dynamos.
Cambridge, Mass.

William H.

427,i(')3.

427.i''i4.

Pa.

III.

By the use of this apparatus the switching device is
modified so that only one break is made in the united
circuit of the two lines when the generator is connected
to signal over either one of the two lines, the generator
being connected upon one side or the other of this
break, accordingly, as one or the other of the two
connected subscribers is to be signaled.
Arc- Lamp Attachment.
427,195.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Telephone.

The

John C. H.

Albert
Stut,

P.

Seymour,

San Francisco,

last claim is given:
'5. In a telephone, the dosed case having a diaset in one side or connected therewith, and the
contact points contained within the case, in combination with air or a denser gas under pressure contained

phragm

Electric

N.

Motors.

Automatic Electric Switch.
executrix. Chicago, III.

Mary A.

427,237.

The second claim

.Vrnold A.

\".

Kissell,

reads:

"']

he combination of magnets joined in separate
each including a source of electricity and circuit-closing device, armatures for said
magnets connected to each other, and one of them having
connections whereby its movements may be utilized,
and a cut-out comprising spring contacts forming
terminals of said circuits, and an arm adapted to be
moved from one of said contacts to the other by the
armature movement, whereby one circuit is broken at
electrical circuits,

j

movement, and a break

the close of said

in the

other

circuit is closed."

Electrical Collecting Device.
427.259.
Westminster, County of Middlesex,

Claim one

George Forbes,
England.

is:

"A contact maker or brush for establishing electrical
connection with parts in rapid relative motion— such
as
the collectors of
plate of carbon."

dynamo machines

Dynamo Electric Machine.
427,294.
Lincoln, Neb.

—consisting

De Witt

of a

B. Brace,

Joseph F. Buzby, Royer's Ford, Pa.
Trolley.
Willard F. Lewis, Swampscott. Mass.
4-7.333.
Electric Locking Attachment.
427,341.
Hermann J.
Meyers. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Insulator.

427,296.

Power Transmitter for Railway Signals. Joseph Ramsey, Jr., Cincinnati, O.
Railway Signaling Apparatus. Henry D. Win427,387.
427,361.

ton, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Iron Core for Dynamo Electric Machines. Mar427,405.
cel Deprez, Paris, France.

The second

claim follows:

"In a dynamo electric machine, an iron ring-core
composed of laminated hollow cellular segments."
Electric Signaling System and Apparatus for
427.429.
Railroads.
Charles H. Koyi and Jacob
Lattiir
*"

W

Easton, Pa.

Electric Signaling System and Apparatus for
427.430.
Railroads
Charles H. KoyI and facob W. Lattig,
Easton, Pa.

427,445.

Electrical Conduit.

George Sprague, Albion

N. Y.
Claim two reads:

'

"The combination of the elastic filling provided
with longitudinal cells or leads and lateral slits or slots
communicating with these cells or leads, and a removable casing or pipe inclosing this elastic filling."
Device for Unloading, Recharging and Reload427,459.
ing Electric Car Batteries.
Jacob C. Chamberlain
New York, N. Y.

Of the seventeen claims the

first

and sixteenth are

given:

In a device for unloading, recharging, and reloading electric car batteries, the combination, with a
source of electricity and an electric circuit, of a rack

having several horizontal and super-imposed charging
benches and a distributing hoist or carrier.
'16. In a device for iccharging electric
batteries,
the combination, with a lug that projects from the battery and is in tleclrlcal communication with the battery cells and with a rack or bench that leceives
and
supports such battery, of a contact plate in the electric circuit supported by springs, and held by bolts
upon such rack."
Electro-Galvanic Belt.
427,468.
Ohio.
427.480.

Ocean Signal

Wellfleet.

Station.

Alonzo Dow, Wooster,
Alvin F. Paine,

South

Mass.

Alternating Current Electric
^\eslinghouse, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

427 489.

Meter.

George

Electric Motor.

Louis Duncan, Baltimore, Md.
Electroplating Bath for Copper.
427. 5T3
William B.
HoUingshcad, Brouxville, N. Y.

427.503-

Key .Socket or Switch for Incandescent Electric
Lamps Arnold B. Holmes, Boston, and George F.

Gale, Winthrop. Mass.

Calling Apparatus for Metallic Circuit Telephone Exchange Systems. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-

427.204.
Cal.

for

^'ork,

427.514.
Elkins,

4:7,194.

cago.

New

•'I.

division.

427.156.

Commutator

Ingraham.

Apparatus.

Connector for Brake-Hose. William F.

Forgings by Electricity. George D.
Mass.

427.

Pa.

427.2^5.

111.

III.

427.039.

Electric Conductor Support
and
Protector.
Eben M. Boynton, West Newbury, Mass.
427 2.'5. Carburetor. James I. Cooper. Philadelphia.

427, 22r.

The

Electrical Patents.

for Testing Electric Lines. Benjamin
E. Waters, Brockton, Mass.

Chas.

Wamsley and Thomas Mcintosh, Walla Walla, Wash.
Method of and Apparatus for Making Rolled
427,151.

—

St.

Electric

427,13s.

The building
1912 and H)i4 Olive street.
admirably adapted to their purposes, each floor being

The boilers a-e placed
well lighted and well ventilated.
in the building at the rear entirely separate from the main
The engine, a 50 horse power Wcsting^house
factory.
junior, is placed in the basement, where it runs the dynamos
power for other purposes throu;,'hout the
furnishes
and
Three dynamos are in position one Edison and
building.
two Mayo, and the company are intending shortly to almost double this e<iuipment on account of the remarkable
The first floor is occupied by
increase in their business.
The
the general offices and store and packing rooms.
offices are very handsomely finished in oak with attractive
appointments, and are well lighted. Both second floor and
third floor are occupied by the glass blowers and air pumps
and the several testing rooms. The Columbia company
have met with great success in the introduction of their
goods, and have at no time since the opening of their factory been able to keep up with the orders they have received. They are increasing their facilities now as rapidly
as the necessary apparatus can be made and set up, and
will soon be in a position to take care of a very large share
of the incandescent lamp business in this part of the counThe business is in charge of J. II. Koethamel, who
try.
partner of the business.
is the president and managing
The company has recently opened an office in Chicago,
connected with the
formerly
Fizzell.
H.
managed by C.

phragm."
Apparatus
427,208.

is

Testing

i8go

17,

within said case, and acting upon one side of the dia-

the boards of
switched for

is

it

The invention relates to the construction of the loop
switches, and its object is to bring the loop keys within the smallest space possible.

tory, located at
is

feature of the invention

Electric
427.123.
Chicago, 111.

They

Louis.

all

The invention consists in placing a bu/zer in circuit
with the individual annunciator in each line in combination with circuits and testing apparatus, by means
of which, when a test is made, the buzzer will cause a
tone in the telephone if the line tested is free. In case
the line tested is already in use the circuit through the
telephone test battery and buzzer will be found open,
and hence the buzzer will not be set in vibration, and
no tone will be heard in the telephone.
Charles E. ScribMagneto-Electric Machine.
427.122.
ner, Chicago, 111.

'The Columbia Incandescent Lamp company of St.
Louis was organized a liltle less than a year ago. and
secured quarters at

connected to

Multiple Switch-Board
427.121.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago.

poration.

started the manufacture of an inc;indescent lamp of superior quality, and the merit of Iheir product was soon recognized to such an e.xtent that their facilities were not equal
to the vo'ume of their business. They have recently moved
from Elm street to a large three-story and basement fac-

is

a circuit breaker, one
circuit breaker being included in each line between the
contact point on the spring jack of the last board and
These cirthe test piece or frame of said spring-j;ick.
cuit breakers are driven constantly in any suitable manin any
as
no
plug
is
inserted
that
as
long
ner, so
spring jack of a line the circuit of said line will be
continuously interrupted. On inserting a plug in a
spring-jack of any line the portion of the line containing the circuit breaker will be left dead open at
the spring-jack in which the plug is inserted, and thus
the circuit breaker will have notlTect upon the line.

comprises over 100 pages, and is complete in every rtspect.
Mr. .\ndrae has lieen established 30 years in Milw.-iukce.
and his go.ods have a deservedly high reputation.

continue the electrical supply business at that address The
W. L, Scott, president
officers of the new company are:
and treasurer; J. F. Porter, vice-president; C. W. Brinck,
secretary.
In a circular letter, which the new company is
sending out, it states that it is its purpose to increase and
extend the business as much as possible, and that it will
endeavor to carry a full line of electrical supplies at all
times.
L F. Porter, vice-president of the new company,
favorably remembered as the president and
is well and
general manager of the Porter Construction company, and
late of the Central Electric Construction company, which
was absorbed by the Leonard ^; Izard company some si.\
months ago. Mr. Porter's energy and ability as a manager, and his wide experience and acquaintance in the electrical business, will guarantee the success of the new cor-

which

Test Circuit for Multiple Switch-Boards.
427.120.
E. Scribner. Chicago. III.

it.

The St. Louis Electrical Supply company, which was
recently incorporated under the laws of the slate of ^iissouri. have purchased the stock of the St. I.ouis Electrical
company at 403 North Eighth street, St. Louis, and will

line

her section, and determine whether
use."

Julius Andrat- of 225 Wtst Water street, Milwaukee, has
just issued an illustrated catalogue and price list of electrical
The catalogue
SMppttes. manufactured and jold by him.

English, Morse & Co.. engineers of Kansas City. Mo.
report recent sales of power plants as follows: Pittsburgh
Kan. Gas company, one 125 horse power Ideal engine;
Boonville t'ectric I-ight company of Boonville, Mo., one
So horse power Ideal engine, with steel boiler and complete plant; Abcrnathy Furniture company. Kansas City,
Mo., one 30 horse power Ideal engine, with boiler, dynamo,
motor and complete plant: Girard Klectric Light company,
The lirm
Girard, Kan., one 60 horse power steel boiler.
reports large orders for Lahman-Kirkwood rocking grate,
leather link belting, Hill clutch pulleys and Worthington
•team pumps.

any

test

brushes, etc.

May

427, C15,

E'eclrical Transmission of Power.
Rudolph
M. Hunter, Philadelphia. Pa.
Klectric Switch.
427.521.
Ocron S. Piatt and John M,
Orford, Bridgeport, Conn.

427.522.

Electric Switch.

Ocron

S.

Piatt,

Bridgeport

Electric Switch.

Ocron

S.

Piatt,

Bridgeport,

Conn.
427.523.

'

Conn.
427,530.

Electric

ner, Chicago,

The

Current Regulator.

Ernest P.

War-

III.

invention consists of the combination, with a
driven shaft provided with a propeller screw mounted
thereon and inclosed in a vessel containing H(juid, of a
rotating device in friclional engagement with' said
shaft, said shaft having a longiiudinal movement in
its bearings, the longitudinal thrust thereof,
and consequently the frictional engagement with the frictional
rotating device, being determined by the rate of revolution of the propeller screw in the liquid.

May

Eugene
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W. H. Sawyer,

Phillips, President.

F..

and

aec'y

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Electrician.

AMEHICAIT ELECTHICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

SPECIALTV, ELECTRICITY.

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

Eugene

EUGENE

F.

2o4

*Flct.r°? [St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada,

FOREE C4a) BAIN,
ST.,

D. S.

XSlectrical Expert^

MACHINERY

T.

ELECTEiciAif.

BROWN,

Late

EXAHDiER ELECTRICrTY,
PATENT OFnCE,--°-

Bntterf ortli,

Hall,

Brom

&

Snitli,

Patent Attorneys.
25-26 HONORE BUILDING,
CHICAGO.
Two complete sets of u. S. Electrical Patents.

Special and Experimental

Office

Westebn

PRIHCIPAL

CHICAGO,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

secure a good position by

FRANK

OP —

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

man can
care

Tu usurer
84 MARKET

kinds

all

A man that

addressing J. A. L.,

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
AND THE COURTS.

(LiniTED.)

— MANUPACTURERS

a

Dearborn Street, Chicago.
THEfATENT OFFICE

17

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

kinds, over-

of all

is capable of taking charge and running an electrical repair shop. Such

PATENT LAWYER,

FARADAY CABLES.
Hcc'y

is

haul arc lamps, and repair

WILLIAM S.BATES,

New York

John Uakkoll,

and

of electrical apparatus.

Jncandesoent Cords.

F. fniLLiPS, i^esiaeui.

one who
competent to re-

first-class electrician,

practical

wind armatures

TT.T,.

Office

Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBMAN, Agent.

A
is

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.
CHICAGO.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Eocased Wire, Telephone and

Magnet Wire,

WAIffTZSD.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.

.

Telephones and

Large Dynamos and Motora for Special Work
boiit CO Order. Coal Ulnlng Haulage

plies of

a Specialty,

ElglB TelephoDe and

ELGIN,

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.
Electrical

ILL.,

finpply Co..

U.S.A.

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CI. ARK'! ISTIRE. Standard
Insulation Guaranfeed

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Electric

ilmieters and

Qaeen's

Yoltieters for

'.S,

Id a letter from the Inspectoh of the Boston Fire Underwriterg' Union, under date of
"A Thorougtily Reliable and Desirable Wire in E^-ery Respect."
1836, he says

Marctj

Insulating oar wires and cables la specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and will not deteriorate ^ oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation is pro'ecied from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, -vhlch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, flre proof.
Our insulation will prone durable ichen all others fail. We are prepared to fumiab Single Wires of all
gaages and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocG. Cables mad«
%a order,

Testing Sets

Cnrrents.

With Galvanometer.

WE PAY

In

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,*
61 aad 63 Hauipshire Street, Boston, Mass.

'-

HBNUT

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

-

General Manager,

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATI^G AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Seod for Catalogue 1—66 of Electric Test InstrumeDts.

QUEEN

THE

&

PHILADELPHIA.

CO.,

IDKAXi

ENG'IIffi:.

H, EUSTIS. Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.; CONN.

Unequaied Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

light Double Dynazno Belts are always made froza centers of -vhole
hides exi;ra stretched.
f
I

1

T3\rES'r'EiaiT .a.<3'E1stos

:-^

W. H. SALISBURY & CO.,

fi.LlDE&SON,Haiinfactiirers

Chicago, lU.

A. H, GARDINER CO., Mllwankee, Wis.
TODD & STANLEY CO.. St. Looie, Mo.
ENGLISH, MQKSE & CO., Kantas City, Mo.
Uain Honee, Indianapolis.
E. C. ATKINS & GO.A Branch Honae, Memphia, Tenu.

8PRINeFIEI.D,

—

(

"

"

(

Combination

Direct and Alternating

:

The rubber used

Portable

New

Chattanooga, Tenn.

llili.

Chicago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 313 Olive Street

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
sLOIV/;s

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
_TBADE

MASK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

ATTARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - - 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.

Boston,

1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ELECTRIC

Louisville,

Kansas City, and

St. Louis,

San Francisco.

MAKUFACTURIKG COMPAHY,MANUFACTURERS OF

A UTOMATIC E lectric Mbtobs
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect RegtUation, Superior Workmanship, Mase of
Management, ^Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper EefiniDg, Etc,
DVIVrn
ADDirP. mew
DKAntll urrH/ll.

The

YORK, 33 Cliurch St.:

KAHSAS Cnr,

BOSTOK,

m

RIalto Binding:

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

Arch

PHILADELPHIA, 606 Commerce St.:
ORLEANS, 106 Carcndelet St.

St.:

NEW

CO.,

-

Windsor, Conn.
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Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

BAGGOT,

E.

/

Stil well's

1861.

Afay

Removes
Entirely

prevents

Impurities.

SCALE

i'l

Steam

Catiilogue on npplieation.

Boilei^.

IN

all

STILWELL&BIERGEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AKD ILECTRIC

'"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.

NEW

15 Dey Street,

YORK.

FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,
171 E.

Etc., Etc.,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

WI

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-BRANCH STORE-

2134 Michigan Avenue,

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.
CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS, Etc.

Onel5-llght .50
One io-light oO

volt U.viiaiiio
volt Dyiiainu

LIST,

For Driving Dynamos.

NGINES

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complet

One .50-1 isht .jO volt Dynamo
One ?5-li?lit 110 volt Uynanio
One lOO-light 1 10 volt Dynamo
One 150-li;;lit 110 volt Dynamo
Inelnilin!; Lamps and Holders.

[

NGLISH,

MORSE &

1221-1223 Union Ave.

GO.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

W. COLBURN & CO.,
FITCHBUBC, IVIASS.

I.
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for Circular

Instrniuent.

and Price

Compownd-Condensing.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUIHENT
St.,

CO.,
DETROIT, M/CH.

-

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS,
Erecting Complete ^fpQm
BOILERS, We make
Smits-Vaile Steam Pumps for
a Specialty of

NOYES BROS.,
Electric Light

ever;/ jutrpo.sc.

CO.,

&

FAIRBANKS, MORSE

New York.
Wemakeappecialtvof farolehlnethetrade

CHICAGO.

AND factoky:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

Barnes*
Speedj from

opKiiK

FRICTION

New

Di-HcriiitivH Clrruiiira.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

l«<'loit.

New

1600

.'^cnsilivi.'

inrri'ftttt'tl

drill

embodies

Of lihiihiinhed

iii-

a (frtv i it f/ po iver
tu the drill spindle, as
the si/e of tbe drill or the nature of

or

I r.s

can be applied

Wis.

tbe work may demand.
We claim for this drill sii])eriority
bulb in simpl icily of construct imi,
which leiukisitkss liable 1.. dernii;;^-

of this class, where the spiudle
driven by belt.
.Soldsnbject to trial, with single or
multiple si)iudle, Send for Catalogue.

is

W.

& Jno. Barnes Co.
nOCKFORD, ILL.
Address, No. 161 Ruby Street.
F.

MATURES
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ment, and in eflectiveiiess of operaon account tif the variatiou of
speed and puuer beiliy Bo completely
under the control of the operator,
Avhereby all the adjustmentsare made
with the least possible loss of time,
It is smooth and almost noiseless in
operation, and entirely free from the
vibratory motion commonly found in
tion,

drills

i

Mo rr

ST. PAI'l,.

Sensitive Drill

principles not funnd in otber tools of
its class, is sinipkr in construction
and more efTcctivc in operation than
any sensitive drill in the market.
Tbe spetd of the drill spindle can

be
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statilly, or tbe iiioiioii Ttvvrsvd
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for IHMO CatalOffue.
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Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO '%VAXER WHEEI^ as

CEI^E-

is called to this
particularly adapted to their use,

remai-kably steady motion, faisrli Speed
and fifreat Kflioiency, a.nd large Capacity, for its diaineter,
being double the Po^ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
on account

uumber

of

its

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economit is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

ical use of water
ful effect

c^uaranteed.

FOB

SESII>
CATAIiOOVE ARfD PARTICri^ARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly recommended, as no geai:: are required,
and

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
it

VICXOR

XURBII^ES

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

,

DAYTON. OHIO.

BOOTH
HJLYDEITS,
&
WATERBDRY,

FACXOBIES:

CO.,

•

CONN.

aiANITFACTUBBRS OF

BARE AND INSUXiATZSD ITITIBZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

Worsted Cords

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC

THOS.

LIGHTING.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

QimS^^^m^^f^i^
BELDING MOTOR & MFO. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

The Rookery,

)

So. Clinton Street,

I

Street,

FAGTORY 128-130

CHICAGO,

ILL,, U, S. A.

MANTJFAOTUKEKS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

>

Perfect Automatic Regnlation,

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATDRE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchang'eable

Even

to

Agents Wanted in

Correspondence Solicited.

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING

Commutator.
all

tbe Principal Cities.

THE STANDARD CARBON CO.,'"^^''
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHT CARRONS AND RATTERY MATERIAL.
'

RnNRA
UUnUH

THE

GREAT

TELEPHONE

BATTERY FOR GAS LIGHTING,
Etc., Etc, IT IS UNEQUALED.

THE

HIGHEST AWARD!

ONLY

PARIS

«4Yn"
"AU
TYPE.
BELLS,

THE PERFFCTIONOF
THE POROUS CUP
FOR IVEDICAL USE,
Etc., IT IS UNRIVLED.

ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION,

GOLD MEDAL
MARK

*
:

-3

patents:;

NOVJie.lBflO. Mft^fl
-8'.. JA'J-I'^'
JAN.

GONDA

BATTERIES.

1889.
The Standard

Batteries

of the World.

AUG.II>85.

ftUC-o..

are also the Bole manafactnrerB of The Gondt Porous Cup Battery, which Is alone the Genuine Leclanche, and la
greatly superior to the so called Dieque LeclaLChe Batteries, with which the martet is flooded. Reject every cup unless stamped with the

MGH.27-'86.

ftP^''

trademark

I

This

Company

"GONDA."

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY

CO.. 149

W. 18th

Street.

NEW YORK.

^i
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Our Establisliment

is

not Controlled by any

TRUST

1890

Gas Fixtures.

Combination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.

17

or

COMBINE.

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the Intimidating medium
of H.'Ei'^ A.'F'EUSy nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

THE TRADE.

-WE SELI. EXCLUSXVEL'F TO

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE WORKS,
No. 1426

CALIOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

I
AXERIAL
WORKMANSHIP
OF THE. BEST.
BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
-^/V^

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

CO.,

PERRT, Yice-President and General Manager,

-MANDFACTURERS OP THE-

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatua free from repairs for twelve montbe.
That the new Bperry improved Dynamos can be coupled In serlee with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity or dynamo can be cut in or out of
singly or in groupft, wlih perfect safety, and wUhoot sparking at the brnaheB.
4.
To absorb power In exact proportion to number of lights burning.

Taylor

'->/^

1.
2.
3.

"^

circuit,

qQv^
Chambersburg,Pa.
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty-'^

v^te: ]3e:l_ie:\7e::
1.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos aud Lamps aurpaea

in efliclency those of

<Mf"g Co.

SPEAKIN& TUBES

any other

mftke.

Oral, Electric,

That there la greater economy la operating the new Sperry System than ftny other.
That our automatic regulation haa no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
dub-pot.
4.
That If you will vlBltour factory we can Bhowyou the beet arc lighting apparatus in existence.
2.
3.

We

Invite

m mm

The

C0„

ISS

to

207

south Canal

street,

mm

IVIeclianical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
rxrxii.

correipondence with electrical engineers. Intanding buyers, and Interesled
people everywhere.

EIE:TR1C

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and

uiTE .A.x.T^r.&.-3r s .tit sxooic.
R. OSTRANDER & CO.,

W.
2
ILL
Send

for

New

1

,

23 and 25 Ann

St.

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Works
RjiiLwiir smEM,

Detroit Electrical

Electiic

CHEAPEST.
BEST
SIMPLEST.
The

Detroit Electrical

Werks,

Detroit, Micii.
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&

C.

xvu

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

C.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armat4jre
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to
Over 8,000 Motors

fifty

in

&

Motors

St.,

PHIL&DELPHIA OFFICE, 38

BOSTOF.

ELECTRIC MOTOR

C.

for Hoist

and
Mining Tramways.

Equipment of Machine Shops, Printing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

actual operation.
63 Oliver

OTJT^Ii'ITS.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

H. P. in stock.

DEW ENGLABD OFHCE,

0.

I'.A.KT

S. Fcurtli St.

CHICAGO OFFICE, PhoeDix

Bnilding.

402 AND 404 GREENWICH ST.
CO.,

JOHN STEPHENSON
NEW iro

CO.,

j^ii^i'T^ni,

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

*^oe''''"2s'
)o\\ft ^.

Sons Co.
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

^VNT I

le

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

K

WORKS, TRENTON,

Wm

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

CO,

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Kleettie Idcl^ti Telephone and Telegraph. Apparatns, Dynamos, fUectrie
aiotors. Primary and Storase Batteries, £tc

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake

ELECTRIC

St., Chicaso.

""""I'lint^tlr the

Aluminum

94 Liberty Street,

N. J.

Electric

Light Batteries.

NEW YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE LEONARD

<&

IZARD

CO.,

(CiSK IKSTAIXATIOirS Drvisios.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in
All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiand Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

NEW YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

manufactured under
Also
Standard
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
quality
Sheet,
Patent)
for
Rod,
(Kiel's
Tllhing
and,
Sheet,
Tubing. Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

Of every

description, including the celebrated

KleVs Patents

for

Primary and Storage

Batteries.

The cheapest and

best Cells in the market.

Rod

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
mCANDESCEM' ELECTBIC UGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

Jury

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
at the Universal E.rposition, Paris, 1889."

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domrslic Ilhimioation from Central Stalions. Plant may be located
.Safely, Reliability, and Financial Success
where power can he secured Cheapest, even if miles distant from the Lighting.
fuliv demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring ihc Simple t, Cheapes*, and most Ellicient. Strictly Series. Noted for the liriiiiancy
and IJeauly of the Light. Lamps lOto 100 Candle Power; L™g Life without Bladiening. Greatest Proilucllon of Candle
Power per Horse Power, Dynamo Self-Contaiaed, and Perfectly Automatic.

ISEWD

FOn

CIKCVIiAR.

CORREt^POSIWEHICE HOIiICITED.

ZSIiZSCTRIC IiIGHT' CO.,
809-817 South 7th Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

CD

3
=

o>

2;

^'

=i
c
3 CD
—y
c^ m
^
a
CO
^
^ c:

oa
^3
-^

3
cu

=3

OQ

m
X

t

CD
t/i

CD
CO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CD

OO

1

aa

^

CO., """i^"*"-
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,

^<fO^^/>,
TRAOE MAEiC

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY A MOTOR
From AKTF Hannfactnrer or
State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

DealeT,

iM^^

SUPPLIED

PEffFECTLY RELIABLE HO DAhlGEFtaUS
.

CURREm^

the

Whittingham

ELECTRIC- LI ^HT-^
8c poWEF\ Co.

Automatic

i

iNCANDCjCfcflT/

78-BO Cortlandt

Hew

St.

York.

Switch.
''?ElJrtA]triA^TJ^;-^

Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyaer Building,

i^j

BALTIMORE, MD.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago Office,

CO.,

Special Catalogues

on

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

Arc Lighting Systems,
Incandescent Lighting System,
Patterson Cable,

ST.

Furnished on Application.

OVER ONE MILLION FEET
standard Underground Calsle

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
SOLD rw SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO.,
yvestern. SU-pply Ho-u.se,
ELECTRIC AI. ENGINEERS
AND JOBBERS.
FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

OMAHA.

"Write for Samples* Prices

and X>ata,

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD

NEW

CHICAGO.

SRRGIAL

WILKINS.

TBE SALE OF

FOB.
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

YORK.
AGEINT^S

PARTRICK & GARTER'S

Electrical Supplies.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

AND SUPPLIES.

ANNUNCIATORS
NEW PATENT NEEDLE
-ANDBURGI.AR ALARMS,
I

14 South Second street,

•

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

and Discount Sheets will be sent to those in the trade
mpon receipt of application and business card.

Cataloenies

DNITED EDISON MFC.
N.

CO.,

WEST. ELEC. SUPPLY & CONS.

WOLFE ELECTRICAL
SODTHERN

San Francisco,

-

CO.,
-

CO.,

DIST. TEL.

& ELEC.

CO.,

-

Seattle,

Cal.

lash.

Omaha,

Birmingham,

Neb.
Ala.
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Batteries

FOB

Honsehold, Experimental, Scientific and

JAMES

17,

Purposes.

otlier

MASON,

H.

MAMDFACTDRISG ELECTRICIAW,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EFFICIENT,

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.

ECONOMICAL

and Domestic

Office

P

Ligliting.

GREAT rMPROVEMENTS.
Qnnrant«ed as repr«s«iit«A.

CONVENIENT.

These Batteries are la practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

For Stationary or Railway Work,
For Mining or Engineering Operations,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

Sprape

Electric

Motors

SIMPLE REUABLE.
.

DTJRABT.TB.

The only safe socket for series lamps, and the only
socket having Insulating material for the outside

ARE UNEXCELLED.

Send

parts.

for Illustrated Catalogue.

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

620

CHICAGO OFFICE. 80 Adami

Sprague Stationary Motors

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

Street,

WKSTKRX A<iKXT
DEPARTMKKT
NKW IIAVEX CLOCK

WESTERSI A«KXT
I.

W.

EliKCTltlCAl,

OOI.Bi;R.\"»i

DYNAMOH

AXI> :itOTORS.

HARMOUNT,
MONITOR ELECTRIC

CO.

G. A.

Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty Different ClasseB of

MANADKU

Industries.

315-321

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

Address

all

correspondence

to the

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WESTEUSI AG EXT FOR

Electric

Railway

& Motor Co.,

ALFRED

BEOAD

ST.,

HEW

1

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric

IB ill 18

MOORE'S

F.

lh>;TAULISllKT) Ism

T.iii;lit,

AnnuuciiUor
fiici,

TOEI.

jiini

OlVu-e Wires.

every kind of Wire

known

Incandt'scunL umi Buttery CnriiS:
to ihe Klectrical

Trade.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC^LICHT COMPANIES.
The neceselty of mcBaurlDc 'he Electric Current by a correct and reliable meter hae long been felt, and varlone InetrnmentB have been put on the market and in actual nee, which, however,
have Invariably proved to be InelUcienl and uu reliable. The Elnctrlc Current Coanter, Invented by TrofeBBor II. Aron, )s undoiit)tt*dlv the oest and raont reliable mou-r for the purpose. Tney
have been adopted by many oleciric Ilt^htcompaoie^^ In Carone, auionK wblch are KdlMOn CompaDy, of Berlin ; MlemenH JL llnlshe; iliunlclpitl Elecirlc LlKhC Works, Of
Berlin ; and ure exrlnHlvely UBf^d la almoucall priaclpal cltlea of Europe. They were awarded the Wold medal at the Alelbonrne Kxlilblilon, IHHD, and have recently been
awarded th.j flrnt prize by the Wunlrlpallty of Farl**, France. In competition with dlfTerent other CoanterB. American C'onipanleH who have tried and nee the Aron Counter
upeak verv blu'hly of them. The oplnlone of eomf of them are printed Iwlow. The Aron Klcetrlc l^iirrent ConnterM are built for direct two-wire alternatlnt; and three to nine-wire
currente, in 6i/.>*'4 Trom IT) nrouer>-B up to auy niiuiber of amperHs.
Kvery coanti^r meaHoreH oorreotly the amount ofenrrent conHnnied. from a fraetlon of an ampere
to Its fall capBcHy. They are now In oee by European central (ttatlone meaeurlDi: over Meventy Slllllon Watts. The amount of current consumed may be aacertalned ata glance,
the l&dbX being conBtrocted on the same principle ae the ^'oa meter dl%le.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We have
doQbt

tested the

Dover, 'S.H.
AroD Counter, and have no reason to
H. W. Buroett,
TreaB. Dover Electric Light Co.

Its reliability.

San Francisco, Cal.
le the beet Inetruraent we have ever seen.
havM thorouL'hly tested he Counter for alternating cur-

The Aron Connter

We

rent,

find that the Aron Counters refilsier ac accurately as le
neceseary for the purpose to which such meters would be applied.
have perfectly eatlefied ourselvEs of their adaptability.
Prof. Wm. II. Anthony.

I

We

Mather Electric Ll^ht

Ca

Brookltn, N. Y.
nee tor some months, dur-

We have fonr Aron Conntere In
inf; which time no trouble has been experienced in regard to
careof aame end satiafactory readings have been obtained.C. J. Field, Uen. Man. Edleon Illuminating Co.

PORT ANt— Owing

IBf
flgare which

A.

will enable

any

New York, July 22, 1889.
have in use at the School of Mines, Columbia College, one

of ProfesBOr Aron'sConlorab Counters for three-wire system,

and And that tt Is very sensitive to small as well as large currei)ts, and from obaarvationB made I And It correct In every
particular.
L. H. Landt, Ph. D.

to the Increaaed demand for the Aron Conntere in finrope, the cost oi mannfactnre has be^n considerably reduced,
company to employ them In preference to any other meter. For prices and partlcnlare, addresa :

BARTHMANN,

Manager. 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

satlefactorlty,

TbomponIIouston Co.

and are eatlBlled that it will work correctly.
Geo. U. Roe, Bec'y San Franclaco Electric Light Co.

MiNCnBHTBB. N. U.

We

Ltnh, Mass.

The Aron Connter works very

1

and

I

am now In

a position to offer

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

them

at a

importer.

in

:
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DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By

Lieut. F. B.

Badt and Prof. H.

S.

Cakiiakt.

F=F=2:^F= .A^IZD, :?'S

i^fricte:.

This is a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains Portraits and BiocRAPHiEs of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table af the Practical Electrical Units, with their
relative values.

In

no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

CO.,

111.

DAK
OOMPANY
NEW

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

SCHUMACHER,

C.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Offlce:

J

YORK.

DYNAMOS.

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Trcas.

P.

CUIUS, Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

63 Broadway.

MOTORS.

1.

27tli St.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
115 BROADWAY,

Executive Qflices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

St., Philadelphia;

Factory:

456 Rookery

JERSEY CITY,

NEW
BIdg

,

YORK.

Our Dynamo is cast in one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
the many objectionable features of the machines, heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small

Chicago.

wear of brushes

and commutator.
N.

J.

C. J,

THOaiPSON, 100 East Fourth

St., St.

PanI, minn., Agent.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS i PHRASES.
XHS'^JVITO' O".
3VE.
Cloth Binding. Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

t-y

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

This Dictionary deludes close upon 2,500 distinct Words, Terms or Phrases. Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopsedia than a dictionary.
The Scheme of Treatment is as follows
The words, terms and phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise
1st.
definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition is founded.

A

e

siszx>xa ^Tjxxji>zxa'c»-,

It

3d. When, from tlie complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations.
has been thought desirable to do so, an illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross Relerences has been adopted
ao that it Is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY' TO

THE

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

they shall also be

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all in eleotrleity, or are novices In the art.

PUBX.ISHING
-

CO.,
o^xo.^Gto, iXjXjisa-oxs.

—

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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READY!!

Tdird Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hini-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Fifteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Oyiwimo Tenders' HaodUook, Ul Edition
"
2d
"
"
3d
Incsndesccnt 'Wirinc;
"
"
1st

Hand Book.

Bell HaDger's

BV F
PRICE
tions,

flexible cloth

book

BY

binding,

type page

First edition exhausted, sec-

ond edition now

rf ady,

for people

engaged

total of
.lust

the

in selling, install-

ing or handling electric bat'eries, electric
bells, elCTators,

PRICE

|1

house or hotel annuncia-

burglar or

fire

alarms, electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat apparatus,

;

and second

third edition

now

edi-

ready,

printe(J to

date, con-

moonlight

93 pages, 70 illustrations, flexible cloth binding, size of type
schedule for 1890.

page 5ix 3 inches. Designed for dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and ma-

who wish

Just

to learn

how

the book for
to operate

and care

The only
kind In the English language.

for electric light installatlocs.
of the

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICrrr.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Work.

Contact Series.

Tne Voltaic or Galvanic CelL
GeneraOon of Current.

DESCRIPTION OP BATTBRIBS.

ARRANGEMENT OF POWER.
The Dynamo Room.

Battery.
The Grenet Battery.
Daniell Battery.
Grove Battery.
Bunsen Battery.
Carbon Battery.
Nickel- Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Carbon Battery.
The Law Battery.

Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.

Gravity Batteries.

Preparation of a

Smee

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

The
The
The
The
The

"

Elements of Electric Lighting.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

BADT.

Current,

New Dynamo

Direction of the Current.

Arc

Recapitulation.

Batteries.

Electro-magnets.
Induction Coils.
Electric Bells.
Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
The Hess System.

The Western Electrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System.
Partrick & Carter System.
Electro-mercurial Alarm.
Metallic Thermostat.

The
The

IJurglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences.

A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.
Heat Regulators.

RDNHINa ELECTBIC WIBE8.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY SISTEM
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO..

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

The enjoining clause
Brush

company
And

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Bandall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"Wayne
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

it is

Electric Light

"in the second^ third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIGHTINB APPARATUS,
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT WATTNE,
IlffD.p

]1Iiiiiiifiicturer8

of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
OF

Incandescent Lighting,
-AND THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete
Alternating System of Electric Lighting

OF

in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12--1C
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

Arc Ligliting.

CORRESPO HDENCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

OFFICE,

217 Sansome
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

W.

EDISON

Street.

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

WOOD DYNAMO.

IND.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

F.

ADAMS,

Successor.

M ANUFACT URlNOo:

EDISON'LALANDE BATTERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH "MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
OOI5I5E;S^=»02^IDE]3SrCE3

JAMES

F.

KELLY

SOX-ICITBID-

General Sales
p

Ae:ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MAKUPACTXTRERS OF

STEWART BUILDING,
63 Chambers

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS

PURE ALUMINUM. 1 11 Arch Street,
SPECIAL AGENCIES

ROLLING MILLS,

New York.

St.,

No. 21.

CO.,'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL
SBNO FOB

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,
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OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOTS,
IN INQ0T3, SHEETS, RODS,

MAY

O cents per Copy.

I

(

Bridgeport, Conn.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

\

%56-PAeK CATAI.OGDE,

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON,
MASS.
Wash.

CO.,

Seattle,

Paul Seilers Electrical Wobks, San

Francisco, Cal.

A full line of oar manafactureB can be found at oar Agencies.

MAGNOLIA METAL.
-I^IDORSKD

United States and

BV THX

German Governments.

BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL
-or

Dynamo, High-Speed Engine, Steamsi)ip, Car, and

Machin-

all

ery Bearings.

Standard Underground Cable
G.

L WILEY,

Ncw YorK.

nanager,

Co.,

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FBICTION METAL

PITTSBUBOH, PA.

Westinghouse Building,

F. E.

Owners and

DEGENHARDT,iimger, Chicago.

London
Chicago

75 Queen

Office:
Office:

CO.,

Sole Mannfaotnreis,

Victoria St.

74 COBTLANDT

41 Traders' Building.

ST.,

NEW YORK.

(2iai)

Standard
THe

ELECTRIC

IniiiaRiililier

aBd

Gitta-Ferclia Insalatiog Co.

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very

pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT Cores.

to

Marine

any Millage

or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MARINE

Two -Circuit Concen-

MANUFACTURERS OF

tric Cables, both

UNDER WATER

THREE and TWO-WIRE CABLES, to

up

and

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Cores

any specification

to 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

per

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

NEW

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

Offices: 159 Front Street,

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ot High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

Navv Portables,

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

cuits, 9,000

Pliable

YORK, U.S.A.

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPERPATENTED
Sols Manufacturers of

COWLES"

«

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

The acknowledged Standard

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

Insulation.

SieWe

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Branches of SlgnaUng.

GEORGE

B.

Aerial Uie,

All

"

I anil

PRESGOTT,

Sizes

B

C

Tts

B

Ji
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WssSsSasfJS/aSa^a,

Subterranean Uie,

COT SHOWING STVLE

Submarine Use
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^"""S""

Concealed Wiring in

Jr., Gen. Agt., i6

TFestem Electric Co., Chicago, HI.,

Dey St,

all

Locationt.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

.4.—Copper Wire.
Mtturated with a Blacky

B.

OF" INStn^ATIOK.

A—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proop

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

w&nPRnnM«
WAHtKuuna.

i

19 and 21

Cliff St..

New

York.

^^gg ^^^ ^gg Wabash

O^ttaidM CoMift
— __
j_
»
ruft

...

«
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»

FACTORIES:

Ave., Ctiicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUMERS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Qerman Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric

Lighting Apparatus.

C20 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave , Chicago, III.
115 Broadwav, New Yobk, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
N. y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas Citv, Mo.
121 X. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
•23i Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

Electric
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CO.,

Railway

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

country, over 11,000, or 52 per

The dynamo

by

cent,

entirely automatic in its

is

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn

their adjustment better than

steadily

and uniformly, and hold

any other lamps on the market.

Arc Uynanio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

its

automatic, permitting any number of lamps to be thrown on or
off

without

in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

demand

for a

machine of

by the
meet the

this character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo—
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency,

and economy of

operation.
Alternating; Carrent

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that

it is

unnecessary to elaborate

struction of our motors

we

in this direction.

feel that

In the con-

we have reached a

point

where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABRESTEB—AW

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arreswhich we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

Oiir

ter,

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
instance.
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ELECTRIC

MOTOR

C<"M''ANY,

THE MITCHELL VANCE
A
(SncceBBors to MITCHEE.!., TA.7iCK

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

Having no Special Agent

222

S.

ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CO.,

CO.)

in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers,

we

wiilcii

to the

Promptly Answer.

CoibinatloQ Fixtnres,

Insulating Joints,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

Pendants, Reflectors,

WHAT

IS

WITH

THE

given Motive.

for

Incandescent Ligbting,

THIS?

EVERY MOTOR

Automatic,
Beautiful,

GUARANTEED.

Cheap,
Durable,

manufactory,
24 and 25th

Send

Efficient.

DAK

St.

1

salesroom,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

for Catalogue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO

and

St.,

CITY,

To Arc and Incandescent
POWER COMPANIES.
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
MAITTJT'ACTUIIERS OP

Electric

Motors

for Arc

and Incanaescent

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR
GIVING PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

All Sizes from.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

M6H.P.to5flH.P.

Distriliution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,
The supremacy

ot

--THE

and

115 BROADWAY.

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

St., Philadelphia;

456 Rookery

NEW

YORK.

BIdg., Chicago.

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

established,

Utr&i-y ZkSotox- Is <3r-u.ctx-cix3.tee<:a..
We shall be pleased to quote prices, and give any desired information. Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

Factory:

BAXTER MOTOR" over all others has been thoroughly
we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE,

IMD.
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CO

TTHE NATlOr^JAL CA^KBOl^r
CleTT-ela-nca., Oli.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR
---^^^^"
& POWER
ENGINEERING CO.1 ELECTRiO

ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING

LIGHT

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

AND STEADY
LIGHT.

OLIVER STREET,

61

STATIONS,

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Anthracite Coal and Coke

Screening!.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

tO&'FOlDS^.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP
iron

J7

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
urning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

1

00 to 20

Volts

1

of Current.

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

i^-

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Gortlandt

St.,

&

NEW YORK

^^XLly l\Xa.xixi.fa.otiU7ers

SUPPLY

CITY.

#^

xn'rr.-S,,
*"** wiechamcaiiy.

if

9

of X^ure Ooppeir ^exuxaeired for

Brush Copper, Cominutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.

CO.

General Western Office:

Pinions,
St.,

BERGI^LiLITIT

Chicago,

Trolley

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

<&

Wheels,

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

-W-i^W "vrk-Dxr
ICUHJl.
ivT'c^Tir

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAQO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

\
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SOUB BUILDBHS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record in
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

IT IB

&

ALUS

P.

CO.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

USEQUAUED FOR ECONOMT OF ITJBIi, HEqTTT.ATtTTY Of
UOnOK, AND DTTKABTLITY IN T7SK.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Write for onr Catalognes.

41 aii 43 SOnTH lEPFEESON ST.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC

Incandescent Lamp
l9l2--l9l40liveStreet,

St.

CO.

MOTORS

Co.,

FOE

Louis. Mo.,

Arc

MAJfUFACTUKEBS OF

Incandescent Circuits

I

VFOCHD FOB AST CCKBKST.
PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.

INCflH BESCENT

L AMPS.

Highly

Efficient

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

Lamps Made

to Fit

H.

any Socket.

WADSWORTH,
WBSTERN AATJ

Send as a

425 "THE ROOKERY,"

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

trial order.

W. D. Sahgbnt,

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

John A. Baeeett, Vice-PreEident i-nd Cons.

Pieeidc nt.

Feank A. Pebbet,

E. H. Cutler, Treasurer and Manager.

LAM INAR FIBRE THE

Manager

SOUTELEBST STATES,

Electrician,
Electilclan.

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 8 Washington

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

St.,

1

-IIANUFACTUE^BS OP THE-

A

Rubber for Insulating and
mechanical purposes. Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
perfect substitute for Hard

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled In Simplicity and Durability.

Mapets

FieM

OF SOFTEST CHAKCOAl lEON,

AWARD

ET BtEANS OF WHICH

AT

ning machinery.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

MiM

HIGHEST

Will take a very high
or drilled into any desired shape.
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light run-

Theonly Machines having

Higher Efficiency. Closer Regulation,

PARIS

and Slower Speed

EXPOSITION.

.ire obtain'' d titan l8 possible

olberwlHe.
all sizes antJ for all purposes. Automatic Djuamos
lor Incandescenl Electric
iH.rTTTT:=rr-MlJebting. Isolated Plants
ffjr Stores,
Factories,
etc.,
=^ ^^ a specialty. Moisture-proof

Aatomadc Motors 01

CO.,

tr~^

180

Summer

St., Roston,

~fe.

Mass.

-

.

Motors and Dynamos lor

^nse

in Mines

and damp

^places.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE WEST

SEND FOR OUR NEW AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE,

ZSlectrician Publishing Co.,

6 liakeside Bldg.,

Chicago,

THE CONNECTICUT MOTOR
OFFICE AND WORKS:

PLANTSVILLE,

-

-

111.

CO..
CONN.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL
Electric Motors and Generators
TO SO

HOHlSE FOTflTEH..
l-S
FIRST-C1.ASS -n'ORKJIAXSHIP AX» HICK EFFICIEXCY.
NEW YORK,
a

5 and 7 Dey St.

HARTFORD, 14

BOSTON, 27 School
Stale St.

St.

NEW

PHILADELPHIA, 17
HA\EN, 65 Orange Sf.

N. Sixth

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH CENTRAL STATIONS AND INDIVIDIJAL USERS.

SL
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UIVI^KO
Edison Manufacturing Co.

EDISON

LAMPS

The Pioneer System of

Supplied of any Candle-

Incandescent

Power and Voltage

Electric Lighting.

To Fit any Socket.

DYNAMOS
Constructed of any Capacity, and for
every Description of

ELECTRICAL WORK.

CONTRACTS
made
No

for

Complete Installations.

Sub-Contracts.

No

Division of

Responsibility.

UNITED EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.j
65 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

—
May

24,
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THE

Knapp Electrical Works,

General Western Agents,
TiaES

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

TO FIT

ANY

The following are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead of lasting 600 hours
have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Chukch Gkeen Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.
The life of the lamps
when burned out they are
Heuck's Opera

is

more than guaranteed, and

perfectly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—H. Heitck,

The lamps average their full guarantee, and some have
been burning 3,000 hours.
OiKLiND Papek Co., Manchester, Conn.

—

•

JSOCKET,

ALL CANDLI POWERS,

AHY YOLTAGE,
AHY EFFIOIMCY.

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,300 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Ceaue, Jb. &

—

Bko., Dalton, Mass.

The
discolor.
trice,

up to 16 c. p., is clear, and does not
D. Wiltkout, O. W. Holmes Hospital, Bea-

light burns

—

J.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectations, as they excel the guarantee by some 2,000 hours.—
H. B. Claflin,

New

York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
FOR
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

McLennan

S-witcti.

Paiste S"witch.

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Arc Lamp

Ceiling- Swltcla.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
54:

IT.

& 56

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE BEST or ALL
HE

ITJLXIOmLL

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPAC»TY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Construction

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
EAU

BAKEB, BAIiOH & CO,

QI^AIRE, WIB.

Seattle, Washington.
Southwestern Agent,
ITnioa Depot Hote), Kansas City, Mo.
P. H. POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.

THOMAS WOLFE,

LITTLE,

Mcdonald &

METOALF, REED &

CO., aen'l Agts.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. 7.
CO., Western Agts.,
1517 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.

W. W. BBIGGS &

f

CHAS. M. BLANCHARD, Agent,

Qen'l AgtB.,

00.,. Agents,

Qirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. N.

COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati,
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,

W.

N.

O.

531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l AgtsTower Building, No. 60 Broadway, New York City,

432 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

May24,
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

&

lis FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO,

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Company.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR
For suspending Arc Lamps over street
intersections.
The best thing of its
kind in the world. Over 7,000 of them
now in use.

THE BRADY MAST ARM.

The very best Insulated Wire made.
Guaranteed proof against moisture
and chemical action.

OKONITE WIRE.

The

highest grade of Weatherproof
Line Wire. A full stock of these wires
always on hand.

CANDEE WIRE.

We keep constantly on hand

THE BUTLER HARD RUBBER

CO.

THE BURNLEY DRY BATTERY.
THE LOWELL WRENCH.

We

a

full

The neatest and most
Dry Batteries.

A new
in

are selling large numbers of our

Central Spark Arresters, Tin

a

full line

and Sheet Rubber, also
supply of Soft Rubber Tubing.

of Tube, Rod,

reliable of all

labor-saving tool for putting

Lag Screws and

Bolts.

new Lightning

Arresters,

Shades and Shade Holders, and

carry a

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET. CHICABO.

!
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THE INCANDESCENT LAMP.
^o

WHAT USERS SAY
<<i

lamps out of a group of eight, which have burned 10 hours per day for
the last nine months and 13 days, which makes a burn of 2,830 hours, with lamps
looking almost as good as new."— East Liverpool, O., Western Electric Co.
"The Sawver-Man lamps underwent the severest test during the last two
months
They are the best and finest in the market. No other lamps could stand
the heavv strain and vibration at the Fair building."— An Exhibitor at the American
Institute Fair, 1889.
"We have lamps still burning that have been in use ever since we put in the
plant."— Cowperthwait & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Our Sawyer-Man lamps have given remarkably good service, averaging over
1 ,500 hours, and with a good light."— G. H. Nichols & Co., Laurel Hill, L.
"We have lately been using your lamps, which give us better satisfaction than the
lamps in use heretofore."— West Point, Neb., Electric Light and Power Co.
"They give a splendid, white, well-distributed light."— Vancouver, B. C, Elec'I

have

five

I

tric

Illuminating Co.

"The average life of the lamps on our plant up to last June was 2,800 hours.
Since September we have lost very few lamps, so that the average life is very much
greater than this." Dr. W. A. Drysdale, Philadelphia, Pa.
"We are highly pleased with the lamps, and think they will have much better life
make."— Hutchinson, Kan., Water, Light and Telephone Co.
than the
"Some of the first lot of Sawyer-Man lamps, put in over two years ago, are still
in use."— Saxton & Thompson, Trov, N. Y.
"The lamps furnished us under your contract have given excellent satisfaction.
We have quite a number of lamps now in use and burning brightly, which have been
in constant use, on an average of six hours per day, since January 2, 1 888."— Portland Block, St. Paul, Minn., September, 1889.
"We consider them superior to the lamp furnished us by others."— Electric and
Water Suppiv Co., Neillsville. Wis.
"One of the lamps has been burning since August 1, 1888, making 16 hours
each day, and is still a good lamp. We think that as you make such a &:ood
lamp, vou are entitled to have their merits acknowledged by those who are daily
using them."— F. E. Coward & Co., Philadelphia, Pa,

Sawver-Man
New

Electric

Company,

Cincinnati,
Pittsburg, Pa.,
Boston,
Chicago,
York,
Dallas, Tex.,
Portland, Ore.,
San Francisco,
St. Louis, Mo.
Charlotte, N. C,

May

24,
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THE UNITED STATES

Electric Ligbting Co
(The Westinghouse Electric Co., Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED
E^leotrio IL^iglxl:

Plants,

AnTOMATIC

DmUOS-PERFECT

More than 1000 Plants

DEVICES.

in operation in Factories, Hotels, Office

Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.

ELECTRIC
Direct Current

Superior

GENERATORS

in

and

Desi2:n

MOTORS

and

for all purposes

Workmanship

1-8 H. P.

and
unequaled

up to any power
required,

and at any
required E. M.

Send

for

in

efficiency.

F.

New

U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

CSrGTXGirsil

Equitable Building,

130

Ofiioes:

BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

—

1

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
S and 7 DKV MT., XKW VIIIIK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT '""^trated Circular
ud

Cc:iusc7. Qaillt;
But In u* World.

of
Electrical Apparatus In a Western "city.
The best references required as to character, experience as a skilled mechanic and
electrician.
Apply to

\

^""'P
Novelties

\

Fi!:liloi

Superintendent of a Manufactory

'f '-"""'^ ""''

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade,

ud TMA, ths

|

WESlEtN ELECTRICIAN, CHICAGO,

Application.

,1

The

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS
w.ll •-.iiiipiK-1 Jii'artiii.i.l^ u( M.
rhmni.iiluiuM'ivil KnRlii<'t>riiik:. Kli-rtricily.Clioiiiii
••
iry. rtrawliii: E\i.n-«lvf StxT- A- Lnl.nrmori'-x Kx-

Western

.«.,!.

-<

Mt

K..r.:it:il..::i;

\

U^iM"

Bi

I

AVestebn

c.irc

POND

St., St.

319 Ramge

UAKKKR,

JJSa

Broadway,

to

York.

European Patents obtiiined at low rates, and sold
on comiiiiselon through London llouee.
*-A

Louts.

good invention

is

worth as much

in

Great

Special terniB allowed inven'ore, also obtaining
their U S. Paionih tliroiigh the Agency.

City.

Correi^pondence eoliciled.

Omaha.

WUconsin, Minnesola, Iowa and Dakcnot fc rffctting the famoup Excelsior
springs of Jllssouri. are more atlractiva
duiing the pr<sent season than tver before.
An illustrated Guide Book, descriptive
of a hundred or more of the choicest
spots of creation, on the Hues of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y, will
be sent free upon application to A. V. 11.
Caupkntkb, General Passenger Agent,
Chic* go,

111,

THE WESTON STANDARD

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

Erected Ready for Service.
8PRCIAI<TIE8 :-The Armineton

New

According

ta,

Britain as in the United States."

Building,

P. R. R.

The Northern Summer Resorts

Iflanagcr.

(Regleterod English Patient Agent,
Act of Piirllament.)

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

C, M. & ST.
of

ElectriciaD

SI. 00.

707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"

and European

British

1\ ^V.

ENGINEERING CO.

ard KocklDK and Sheffield

"MANUFACTrUEUS."

Electrician, Chicago. M.

PATENT AGENCY.

FOK THK

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
ROSE
INOINEERINQ.
fitlU HAUTE, INO.-A SCHOOL Of ENOINEERINQ.
Iien--.l.,,v

ILL.

A

pmctical dynamo builder.
Must un(^erataud constiucti ng Graname amnatures.
Xonc Imt a comp(.'tent man wanted. Single
man profLTrcd. Address, st'itini^ wages,

upon

1

.11.1.

1890

{

Calalocui" uf Slnndard Tf*t InpirDmcDts
tornlflR-d upon ipiihcallon.

Wvn

24,

WANTED.

GREELEY ^ CO.,

E. S.

May

SIme Knglne. Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt, StandGrat«a, Lowe Heater, Uyatt Filter, Blake Ftunp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SEND FOB

..t

Ii«.Ti:8T

These instruments are the most

CATALOGVEB.

accurate, reliable and sensitive portJ.

LESTER WOODBRJDGE.

able

WOODBRIDGK & TURNBR^

and Contractors.

Electrical Engineers

instruments ever

offered.

A

arge variety of ranges to meet the

requirements of

all

kinds of work.

COMP1.ETE E4triPJI8NT OF ELECTBIC BAIIiWAYtsi.
Steam Plants

and Power.
Deslfirns and

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.

(or Electric Light

Estimates Submitted.

74 Cox-tl^xxdt Stx-eet. ^Se-\xr ~Sf oris..
SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL.
Free from (jam or

arltJe.

S.

TAUSSIG.

45

Agt.,

IS

By reftltyilng can be
by the targeet Elec-

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

-KOU UE.\CniNll THE

River St., Chicago.

Wrllt' (nr I'ricfs unil

ADDBEBIS

— THE
Best Appointed Line

SECOND TO NONE.
used coiitinaallv. Adopted
tric Plants of the West.

Sena for lllnstratGd Catalope.

West, Northvest and Soatbwest.

Cffice

and Factory.

1

14 William

Street.

Saiiiplf.'*.

CO.,

NCWarit, N. J.

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
A New and Improved method of Eqnipplns Bnlldingg with
3AFETY—

an Insalated Tnbe Condnlt for any System of Electric Wiring.

.OOAX^ZX^IIia'Grs

•

Absolute immnnity from electric fires.
Perfect accen9 to concealed wires.
^tnall cost ot installation, and freedom from future expense.
Absolntely moisture-proof tube and appliances, insuring longevity of wires.
Syt^^s of electric wiring may be laid out on original plana In a manner similar to that employed for gas, water and steam piping; the conductors

ACCESSIBILITY—
ECONOMY—
DURABILITY —

CONVENIENCE—

INTERIOR CONDUIT

AND

FOR ClBCCI^AItS, PRICK I.1ST AND
INSULATION COMPANY,

may he drawn

in atploaeoie.

lIfSTRCCTIOM». ADDRESS.

16

AND

18

BROAD STREET, hEW YORK CITY.

-T^E-

nm

umm

CHARlfSMUNSON.rREsr.

eo,

FRftNKGMossfSEcr STreas.

PUSH-BDTTON

TORRINGTON, CONN.,
AND
95 C HA MBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

PAISTE P

SS

PiTTSBUF^GH

COT-OUT

ROSETTE.
1

—

i.i

^jy

Kepi

In

A contact

of 10 amp.

is

guar-

Every Belt adapted
to be pure
satisfaction.

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

CANAL ST.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

—

Celebrated P.

^ B.

between cap contact
arms and binding strips on base

I2th

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS.

anteed
block.

Patented.

PAISTE,

S*4Ia.'S^I:V'^»
28,30,32,34 &36. S.

SanFrangisgo.
New Orleans.

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.

'N^^ '—^l^^afi' J

H. T.

F

THE

^^^^^•^^
V^

"^

DODBLE POLED.
CAP EASILY DETACHED.

^^ ^^y

{^^ ITII 'i,i!T> tf^^^^

.

NJ\/Y0RK.

and Market

Stock and lor Sale by

ill

Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prominent Supply Houses.

PAINT
THE STANDARD
SOLE MAXCFACTrnEB*.
59 Maiden Lane,

-

NEW

CO.,

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.
Electric Generators at the Chicago Office of the Postal Telegraph Company.

regular service.
is

After an experience of two years at the New
Yorlc ofilce witli current supplied from dynamos
instead of batteries, tlie Postal Telegraph company recently decided to adopt this system in
Pittsburg and Chicago.
On May i a plant of
generators was started in the latter city in the
basement of the Phoenix building. The dynamos take the place of 9,000 cells which had been
in service at this point.
Through the courtesy of J. E. Petit, chief
operatur and electrician of the western division
of the Postal company, the Western ElecTRiciAX is enabled to present a few of the more
important details of the system.

ELECTRIC

The

installation consists of 16

and 2, in two sets one above
the other.
The motors are placed one at each
end of the line of generators, and belt as indiThe motors are fed
cated to a main shaft.
from two separate and distinct leads from the
Edison sj'stem. The shafting is provided with
clutches so that either motor can run one or
in

Fig.

i

The generators are especially wound
One dynamo in each

graph service.

fur-

nate the resistance in ohms.
Each disc on the
switch-board has an insulated plug on one side
permanently inserted to prevent the possibility
of short-circuiting the machines.
The short
city wires are supplied from the same generator
as the locals.
It may be mentioned that all the
leads from the dynamos connect with the instruments and hne, through resistance coils.
These coils are proportioned for the service
required on the lines, and are introduced as a
precaution against damage from the sudden
short-circuiting or grounding of a line.
These
resistances are figured at about 2 ohms to
i

mentioned a new
for

set

above the loop-jacks, the "quad chief" is enabled to connect any two circuits in the office,
whether quadruplex, duplex or single.
Referring to Fig. 3 which represents both
sides of a quadruplex set, 5
represents the
jack, which being closed, touches the rear metallic bar, M.
Between bar
and the front
bar i^ is a permanent resistance coil of 90 ohms.
A plug P is faced with metal on one side onty,

J

M

so that

insertion into the jack cuts out the 90
Throwing switches
to the left,
switches
to the right, and inserting the plugs
in jacks 5 J, changes the two sides into a repeater, and by inserting plugs of loop L (branch

ohm

B

A

P

office)

office

its

coils.

in

the

spring jacks

can be placed

in circuit.

S _/', any
The

branch

ease

with

NERATORS AT THE CHICAGO OFFICE OF THE POSTAL TELEGlRAPH COMPANY.

service.
all,

for tele-

nishes current to all the locals, loops, city wires
and call-box circuits. The seven others of a
set range from seventy to three hundred and fifty
volts for main line circuits.
In the quadruplex
and duplex service all transmitters and sounders
are wound to 20 ohms.
The generator for this
service gives a potential of 35 volts.
Fig. 2
shows the manner in which the dynamos are
arranged and the path of currents supplied to
the main wires, and to the local instruments.
The figures on the dynamos designate the voltage.
The figures on the resistance coils desig-

volt.

Although there are 16 generators in
machines is all that is required

other set of 8 machines

kept as a reserve.

both sets of generators. The switch-board is so
designed that almost any combination of currents can be furnished to the operating room,
thus insuring practically, certain and necessary

set of 8
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shunt wound

generators of the United States motor type,
and two lo-horse power 220 volt United
States motors.
These latter are of a type
well-known United States
similar
the
to
dynamo.
The generators are arranged, as

shown

The

MAY

one
the

In

mos

making the change from batteries to dynanumber of interesting features were in-

a

troduced into the system,

among which may he
By the use

style of loop-jack.

of this device in conjunction with the six-point
switches which are placed in the office just

which these changes are made makes the system
of great convenience, where the distance to the
branch office is great.
In the diagram
represents a transmitter; 5,
a sounder; R S, 3. repeating sounder; B^ and
B", termina bars;
P, a. polarized relay;
P,

y

N

P

neutral relay,

branch

SJ

and

S /',

spring jacks;

Z,

office loop.

The normal state of the switches is always to
the right except in repeating, then one is thrown
to the left.
Very similar to that just described
is the arangement for repeating from a single to
This will be readily
a "quad" or duplex circuit.
seen by tracing the current in the diagram
is a Morse relay;
marked Fig. 4. In this
S,3i sounder; T, transmitters; /"j?, polarized relay.
In this case the "line spot" on the jack plugs is
only large enough to connect with the rear bar
M, thus keeping the 90 ohm resistance cut in.
The system as now installed in the Chicago

MP
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covered by the patents of F. W. Jones,
manager and electrician of the

to Daupliin Park, which will be the western terminus for the i)resent. Later on we will branch

Postal company.
The re-wiring of the switch-boards and coil-

out and lay our tracks north on Cottage drove
avenue to the terminus of the cable line at
Crand Crossing, and also sou'h to Pullman. A
popukition of 30,000 will contribute to the road.
It will connect South Chicago with Pullman and
Dauphin Park, which will be a big advantage.
We haven't chosen yet between the storage battery and the overhead wire, but I think we will
conclude to use the Chicago storage battery sys-

office is

assistant general

boards was superintended by

J.

F. Butterfield.

Electric Railways In Chicago.

Many

made

to introduce
Chicago, companies
have been organized, franchises secured in some

attempts have been

electric street railways into

/?/"J/J/>»/VC^

ELECTRIC GENERATORS

way

.\T

THE CHICAGO OFFICE OF THE POSTAL TELlCEAril

obtained, but hereto-

instances and
fore some unknown agency has interfered, and
prevented the accomplishment of the design. At
last an effort will be made to construct an electric road, and it promises to prove more successIn this
ful than the attempts formerly made.
right of

instance all the formalities have been complied
with; the company has been incorporated as the
Cicero & Proviso Railroad company, a franchise
obtained from the town of Cicero before the territory was annexed to Chicago, the right of way
obtained, and the contract awarded to the

Sprague company.
The power house

tern.

The

Both Madison and Lake streets

will

This

is

the plan of the road as

"The road

will start in

given by Mr.

at

the

rolling-

South Chicago and will run west on
Ninety-third street through Calumet Heights
Stony Island to Stony Island
it used to be
boulevard, then north on the boulevard to
Ninety-first street and west on Ninety-first street
mills in

—

nected with that employment

in the copper mines, boarded
at the Fifth Avenue hotel, and set them up in the
banking business for life. There is no apology in the
world for the duty. Not the slightest. It does not protect
any industry, but it draws on every family we represent.
There is not a yard of wire, not a piece of copper in any
household in the land that does not pay tribute to these people.
That is not all. ,\Uhough they have the American consumers at their mercy, there is not a nation on the earth
the citizens of which do not buy .\merican copper cheaper
Nor is that all. Mr.
than the American citizens buy it.
Chairman, but having control of the copper market, in
1887 they organized a combine by which the supply of
American copper had to go back to American homes sifled
I am in favor
through the mercies of a French syndicate.
of protecting industries to the last and to the fullest measure
necessary, but I happen to know that these gentlemen have
It is not a
simply placed all our people under tribute.
I remember that Gen.
question of protecting the industry.
{.larfield in a speech said, and my friend will remember this
statement:
The trouble is that when you insist that we
shall not run to the extreme somebody claims that you are
not sound on the tariff. That is the output of a very feeble
mind. There are few men who have labored longer and
harder in the interests of protection than I have.
What I am saying is in defense of the system, and is
submitted in order that it may not come tumbling down
about our heads as a result of our attempt to shut out all
That is all. I am not
the world under a Chinese policy.
prepared to say that my honored friends have not vindicated the wisdom of the system in this bill, but so far as
I
these items are concerned, I insist that they have not.
am aware of the general outflow of rhetoric in the matter of
Do you know that one-third of the men
oppressed labor.
in the mines say that one-fourth of the men in the shops
to-day are not American citizens, and that a large percentage of them do not owe allegiance to our flag? The time
has come when we must concern ourselves about American
homes and American firesides. Why, in some of the mines
of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York, and in many of the
shops, they do not even go on the roster by their names, I
mention this to my Republican friends, because the time is
coming when the American boys and American girls will
begin to ask whether question of duties in certain lines are
in the interest of the so-called pauper labor of Europe or in
the interest of the boys and girls born in our own country.

them

last

the

of Ohio,

in

the

week, discussed

McKinley

tariff

In

Favor of the Electric Railway.

of Detroit, has handed downa decision in the
case of the Detroit City Railway company against certain

Judge Reilly
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$50,000.

Putterworth
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Tariff on Copper.

House of Representatives
some of the provisions in

will

double-tracked, while the cross lines on Harlem
avenue and along the "old city limits," which
are very short, will be a single track. The Johnston rail will be used.
Fifteen motor cars, each equipped with two
ic-hor.se power motors of the Sprague type will
be put on immediately, and additional cars will
be purchased at an early day. The line will be
It is in one of the most
eight miles in length.
The residents of
desirable sections of the city.
that part of town have been obliged to depend
upon a "dummy" line heretofore operated by
the Chicago, Harlem & Batavia Railroad company, and the lack of rapid transit, of course,
impeded the progress of the locality. Now,
however, real estate men look to a boom in that
The Ime will be in operation in
part of town.
'l"he Sprague company has
a couple of months.
been awarded the contract for the construction
and equipment of the entire system.
Another enterprise is promised by capitalists
interested in South Chicago and the Calumet
The Calumet Klectric Street railway
districts.
took out its papers of incorporation last week at
Springfield, and it will have its tracks down beThe incorporators are N. K. Fairfore July T.
bank, S. F. Gross, Joel D. Harvey, \V. V. Jacobs and Otto S. Gaither. The capital stock is

COMl'AiNV.

have been e.xperimenting with that
practicable and less clumsy than the

Congressman

The work
iio-horse power y';dison generators.
of construction is now under way.
The line of the new road will be virtually an
extension of the Madison street cable system. It
will e.xtend from the end of the cable line out
Madison street to Harlem avenue, thence to Lake
Connecstreet and back to the old city limits.
tion at this point will be made with Madison

Gross:

We

and find it
overhead wire system."

be located at the interIt will consection of Lake street and Harvey.
tain a 250-horse power Corliss engine and two

street.
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bill.

His remarks on the copper question

interest electricians.

He

will

said:

Mack street, a suit brought to restrain the defendants from interfering with the construction of an elecrailway.
The Detroit City Railway company secured
the right to build an electric line on Mack street in 1889.
Work was commenced last year, and at about the first
step which was taken to provide the necessary arrangements
for electrical propulsion, the company found itself opposed
by a small army of indignant householders.
Poles were
erected on each side of the street, and the householders Of
Mack street cut them down. The poles were erected again
and cut down again. Shotguns and a.xes prevailed on the
eastern thoroughfare for about two days, and then came a
Finally, the whole question narsiege of injunctions.
rowed down to one lawsuit brought by the Detroit City
Railway company against the Mack road residents, in
which the court was prayed to restrain them forever from
The
interfering with the electrical apparatus of this road.
residents of
tric

But there is another to which I wish to call your attencopper industry.
Why, sir, there has not been a
time in two decades when my countrymen have not produced copper as cheap as any other nation in the world,
and most of the time cheaper, and yet we have these people who on an investment equaling ^1,250,000 have taken
out over $60 000,000 in dividends in nineteen years, coming
and asking additional protection. Will you tell why the
duty on copper should be continued? Why not make copper free to all the people who are using it in this country?
Do you not know that every electrician in the country
petitions to remove the duty on copper?
Is it necessary to
Why, Mr.
protect this industry?
Is it an infant industry?
Chairman, it would be better if we had taken every man contion, the

.
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residents were willing

enough

to

keep

their

hands from the

wires, but they thought that the court ought to compel the
;ompany to pay them damages for having their street filled

ip with unseemly poles, etc.
The defendants claimed that the act under which the
City railway is organized was unconstitutional;
that it had no right under its charter to use electricity, and
Detroit

against the use of steam, natural gas, artificial gas, telephone wires and electric lighting wires.
"There is great danger in any intense force uniess managed properly, as we know from the everyday experience
of the world, as detailed in the daily press.
"From a full consideration of all the evidence submitted,
I think the granting of this franchise was clearly within the

sentatives from the nationalists, trades and labor
assembly and single tax league met last week to
discuss the proposed municipal control of street
lighting.
Alderman Potter was present, and he
explained the matter.
At present, he said, the
city pays $170,000 annually for street lighting
of which about §75,000 goes for electric lighting at a cost of $150 a lamp per annum.
His
scheme is to utilize the east and west side pumping stations as generating stations, and to equip
them at a cost of about §250,000. The annual
cost of operating this plant would be, he estimates, about §40,000.
He also submitted a
large number of estimates, which have already
been published. After some discussion the resolution was adopted asking those present to
urge their respective organizations to work for
the establishment of a municipal electric lighting plant in this city, to be owned and operated

by the

A

city.

was read from AV. J. Onahan, city
comptroller of Chicago, in which he said that
that city had 530 lights in operation at an annual cost of §66, or about 19 cents a night, and
that the number of lights would soon be increased to 1,000.

HALf ri)Y£ /ffff/ITf/^

letter

Rae's Switch for Compounded Railway
Generators.
In the accompanying cut is shown a compound
switch designed by Frank B. Rae and manufactured by the Detroit Electrical Works, Detroit, Mich.
The switch is used by the inventor
connection with the electric street railway
system which bears his name. It is well known
that when two or more compound dynamos are
to be worked together in parallel, it is necessary
in putting a machine into the live circuit to do
it in a definite way.
This may be done by two
or more switches which close respectively, the
ground circuit, the series winding and finally the
armature circuit.
Where a number of switches
are used, however, unless the connections are
made in a certain order a serious accident may
in

f/ ^//

£lfcr/ffc/A
FIG. 4.
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common

The
that in doing so it trespassed upon private property.
case was submitted to a long trial some time ago, and
Judge Reilly has given it much consideration before pass-

discretion of the

ing upon it.
In his opinion. Judge Reilly said that the principal question which he would consider was whether the common
council had the right to grant electric franchises to street
car companies without making compensation to property
owners along the street on which the street car line is built.
"This particular question has never been before the
Supreme Court." said Judge Reilly, "yet Judge Cooley
holds it to be proper legislative authority to permit a street
car track to be laid regardless of the consent of abutting
property owners.
So long as the occupation to be followed
by the street car remains the same, the motive power canIf steam were used then the company
not be questioned.
would propose to change the occupation of the road.
"The street railway here is operated neither by horses
nor steam, but by a new energy, not known or even contemplated at the time of the passage of the act under which
the Detroit City railway is incorporated, and hence it is
arg^ued that the legislature must have intended the use of
the only power then adapted for street car purposes.
But
I think that the law not only authorized the use of any
known force but as well any that might be devised by the
inventive genius of the world suitable for the purpose.
"Does electricity constitute a new servitude or burden
upon the streets? Is it a radical departure from horse power,
and does it injure property and discommode the public
more than the old horse power did?
"The only substantial difference is in the motive power.
Instead of horses we have a current of electricity communicated to the motor in the car from an overhead wire suspended over the track. The poles are slightly in the way
of travel, being placed as hitching posts, lamp posts, electric light poles, shade trees and telegraph and telephone
poles are, near the margin of the sidewalk, and when they
are properly planted, so as not to interfere with the usu.1l
use of the adjacent premises, they cannot be said to impose
a new burden upon the street.

Proposed Municipal Control

"But it is urged that these cars, moving apparently
without external force, frighten horses and render it unsafe
to drive along the street in wagons or buggies.
This is no
doubt true. During the past week I have had an experience
upon this ver}' street. My horse became frightened, and I
was ver>' much relieved to find a cross street- But my
horse became equally frightened at a pile of burning
stumps.
If these cars frighten
horses, then burning
stumps do also, and if one is restrained as a nuisance then
the other should be.
I have seen cable cars in Kansas
City and San Francisco moving along with great rapidity
through streets crowded with foot passengers, carriages,
wagons and other vehicles without creating any excitement,
but I have no doubt that when they were first introduced
they created a serious panic among the horses, which continued until they were accustomed to the new carriages
upon the streets. Even in our city to-day horses unfamiliar
with the sight of bicycles, fire engines, bands, horse cars
or large moring vans are frightened, and yet we cannot reserve our streets for the use of educated horses only.
"Upon the question of danger from the electric wires,
the testimony offered by complainant was in effect that the
current used by it is not powerful enough to cause serious
damage to any one coming in contact with it, while the defendants offered testimony showing that men and horses
have been injured, if not killed, by a current no stronger
than the one used by complainant, but each case grew out
of some accident.
The same objection might be urged

City Railway

The
under

company

is

council, and that the Detroit
entitled to a perpetual injunction."

in

Minne-

apolis.
subject of municipal control of lighting
discussion

in

Minneapohs.

is

Alderman

RAE SWITCH FOR COMPOUNDED RAILWAY GENERATORS.
Potter favors the establishment of a

city

plant,

and has introduced in the council a measure
with this end in view.
The question has been
Repreinteresting the trade unions of the city.

To prevent, therefore, any accident
which might occur through the carelessness of
an attendant when coupling two or more machines together, Mr. Rae has designed the
result.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
swilcli so thai

make

one movement

is all

that

is

neces-

proper order the several connections.
'I'he advantage of this feature will be appreciated.
I'he switch is substantially built and
so designed as to insure clean rubbing contacts.
sary to

in

Improved Carbon Brush.
The accompanying

cut

c.xplaiiis

itself.

Tlic

brush was designed by I.eo Haft, of Tlainfield,
N. J., to secure the beneficial results of the surface and conductivity of the carbon, together
with a lubricating (|uality not heretofore united
in one conductor.
The carbon portion of the
brush is made of compressed ground cemented

IMI'KOVKn CARllON

HKl'SII.

gas-retort carbon, or other form of non-lubricating carbon with pencils orpins of plumbaj;o,
inserted in the body asshown in the cut. Instead,
however, of inserting the plumbago in pencils,
powdered plumbago may be mi.\ed with powdered carbon, in proportion, say from 5 to 50
per cent,, using coal tar or molasses to hold the
mass together during baking. 'I'he object of
this combination is to form a conductor of a
substance of high conductivity and great lubricating power, so as to reduce the wear of the
commutator ami increase the smoothness of its
Where it is desirable to secure a
operation.
perfectly noiseless machine for light running
purposes, it will be founil beneficial to incorporate I or 2 per cent., by weight, of finely powdered silicate of magnesia in addition to the

May

Referring to the iliagram, the operation of
the apiiaratus may be described as follows: The
two groups of incandescent lights, .)/ and A',
are both normally connected to the ground by
switch O.
Suppose one of the main conduct-

becomes temporarily grounded at G.
immediately short-circuit the group of
lamps, .1/, so that, while before there was little
or no light given out by the lamps, their total
ors,

A,

This

will

resistance being too great for the potential of
the line, after the ground, Cr. is established, the
lamps, A\ will come u|) to their normal brilliancy, and at once indicate that the conductor,
A, is grounded. In a similar manner, if the
conductor, C\ becomes grounded, the lamps, J/,
will become bright and give an indication to the
operator.
The operator will then throw the
switch, J/, to one side or the other, according
to the conductor which is grounded, the position which is shown in the drawing being that
corresponding to a ground on conductor, A.
There will then be a circuit from conductor, C,
through lani|is. A', through the armature of X,
through the coil of /., through the lamps, A',,
to conductor, A.
This will cau.se the magnet to
its armature until
it
comes in contact
with the backstop, and the circuit will be from
conductor, C\ to lamps. A", to the armature, to

attract

Q^::<)s^

plumbago.

A Departure in Trolley Wheels.
The accompanying cut illustrates in section a
new type of trolley wheel which has recently
S. H. Short of Cleveland, ().
object of the invention is to provide a
wheel with a non-o.\idizable surface, to run in
contact with the wire, and also a trolley which
practically noiseless.
in its action is
The results are accomplished, it is claimed, by making
the body of the wheel of carbon.
In forming
the wheel a carbonaceous mi.\ture of the kind
known as "plastic" or "Hunsen" carbon, which
is now universally used for the
manufacture of
pencils for electric arc lights, is used. The wheel
is formed in suitable muiikls under great pressure,
so that the surface becomes very much more
dense than the interior, and constitutes in effect
a very hard skin, which envelopes the body of
the wheel.
The inventor claims also that by the use of

method of determining and locating grounds on an
electric railway by the aid of the telephone.
The invention consists in providing at the
central station an artificial groiiml cuiiTieclion, including a resistanre and a circuit interrupter,
through which an irregular current is .sent out to
thegrounded p(>inl,and thence returns to the artificial ground at the central station. .\ telephone
with an indicating coil is passeil along the line
in proximity to the conductor, and the location
of the ground detected by listening to the induction from the irregular current upon the
line.

illustrates a

l^^ t^^ Ksa

Al.TERNATlNt:

In this

cuts.

S5J^ R5^ R^
CURREM MtHOR.

machine the body in which the
induced, and which con-

I''oucault currents are

armature of the motor, is constructed
and copper combination, the iron form-

stitutes the

of iron

ing a solid or hollow cylinder C. while the copper is employed in the shape of bars B, or veins
embedded into the surface of the iron and connected together at both ends by conductors of
copper.
These bars are arranged in such position as to be transverse to the direction of motion of the rotating part of the motor, and also
transverse to the lines of force of the magnetic
field. 'I'he Copper does not require to be insulated from the iron, because the object of the
improvement is only to present to the Foucault
currents, in addition to the iron, a path which is
more conductive than the latter, and thereby to
increase the magnetic inertia of the armature.

Current.

come

well

known

this effect

and produce an electro-magnet

by means

of the alternating current, I.ieut. K. J.
Patten of New York has workeil up the method
which is illustrated in the cut. The constant

AI-l'AKATl'S

rOK l-OCATINr. IJROUNDS ON ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAYS.

is brought about
by winding the
electromagnet and connecting it to the source

current effect

lamps. A'", to the ground, thence to the fault on
conductor A, and by the conductor .-/, back to
the generator.
The magnet /,, being thus cut
out, its armature will be released and the first

There will thus be kept up a
vibration of the armature, causing an interrupted current to be con.stantly sent along conductor, //, to the ground.
As there are always four
circuit restored.

in series in this circuit,

corresponding

to

the normal potential of the line, there will be
practically no spark at the contacts, as in no
c.'i.se will there be more
current in this circuit
than what is permitted by the resistance of the
lamps. While the interrupted current is passing
over coniluctur, ./. the coil, /', is passed along
the line, the operator listening in the telephone.
He will constantly hear the induction until he
reaches the point, (/, where the ground is loThe sound in the telephone will then
cated.
cease, and he will know that he has reacheil the
MACNETl/.lNC. IRON WI

fault.

The combination

of apparatus

carrying
out the above method was recently patented by
V. II. Macloskieof Allegheny, I'a.
for

Apparatus for Locating Grounds on
Electric Railwrays.

cylinder is employed, a strong magnetic field is
obtained; but then the inconvenience arises that
the electric currents are conducted much less
than by copper, and therefore too great a resistance is presented to the currents. In order to
obviate these disadvantages M. Von-OolivoDobrowolsky, of Berlin, tiermany, has designed
a form of motor illustrated in the accompanying

that if an alternating current
be sent through the coils about an electro-magnet as ordinarily constructed, the magnetism of
the core will be constantly reversed and no perceptible polarity will result.
In order to over-

lamps

The accompanying diagram

a copper cylinder will, however, not produce a
high degree of useful effect, because the intensity
of the magnetic field is but small.
If an iron

It is

The

A llEI'ARTURE IN TROLl.EV WHKELS.
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Magnetizing Iron with the Alternating

been invented by

the carbon wheel sparking is prevented and the
wear on the line conductor lessened to a considerable extent.

24,

Alternating Current Motor.
.\ccording to the metluHl of producing rotative motion by means of alternating currents
proposed by Prof. I'"erraris in Turin, two or more
magnetizing coils placed at an angle to each
other are so connected that on one hand they
are traversed by alternating currents of dilTerent phases, and on the other hand, the resulting
magnetic field of the coils travels in a deter-

mined direction

of rotation.

If

in this

rotating

placed a cylinder of copper or
iron, it will be cau.sed to rotate by the reciprocal
action of the magnetic field and the Koucault
An
currents induced in the conducting body.
alternating current motor of this system having

magnetic

field is

111

THE ALTEKNATINC

c:i'RRENT.

Referring to the diaof current as indicated.
alternating current generator,
gram,
is an

G

provided with a contact ring, />', and two commutator rings, A and C. These latter are divided into a series of segments, while the ring, />',
is plain or undivided.
The main leads, .'/', A", C, have the termini
of the magnetizing helices connected to them.
On the middle or central lead, />", Hows a true
alternating current; but the main, ./', conveys
all the + currents out, say from the alternating
current generator, and they return along the
lead, /)'', and are indicated by single arrows
|)ointing along the helix + -f, from circuit. A',
to y>''.
The negative currents, indicated by
double arrows anti fiowing, of course, in the reverse direction as concerns the leads, come out
from the generator on the lead, B', and, passing
return on
through the heli.x designated

——
•

,
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C. But, as shown by the single and double arrows, both these currents are caused to circulate
around the bar, .V, S, in the same direction. As
these impulses, therefore, follow each other in
succession without break or interruption, they
maintain an unchanged polarity of the helices
and inclosed iron bar, yV, 5.

Progress In Spokane Falls.
A Traveling Correspondent.

Electrical

Bv

An eastern visitor traveling through the west
cannot fail to be impressed with the remarkable
developments which are everywhere noticeable
in the young
There is hardly a town
to-day of 2,000 people on the entire line of the
Northern Pacific railroad which has not its electrical plant or street railroad system, and some
of the.se plants would do credit to an eastern
town many times the size.
in the

progress of electrical work

and enterprising

cities.

Perhaps the best

illustration of

this

develop-

young

city

of Spo-

occupies

the lighting field in the city, and
plant is the most e.Ktensive individual plant
west of Denver, while the rates charged would
make, the average eastern customer of lighting
companies green with envy.
The I'.dison company started about three years ago, purchasing a
small plant of 300 incandescent lights, and 15
arcs.
In the great fire which visited Spokane
Falls on August 4th, the station was fortunately
saved from the conflagration, but the pole-lines
in the business part of the city were destroyed.
These pole-lines have since been duplicated in
splendid form; and the writer saw in Spokane
Kails some of the best outside construction that
it has ever been his good fortune to inspect.
its

The overhead work on Front street, Main street
and Riverside avenue on each of which the pole
line is fully a mile in length, is of a model charAll the poles are 50 feet in height with
10 inch tops, as straight as arrows, well painted,
bound with hoop iron and are stepped. At
the time of the fire the plant of the company furacter.

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN SPOKANE PALLS

ment

is

to

be found

in the

now

a bustling town of 25,000 people, the supply center of Eastern Washington,
Eastern Oregon and Idaho. This city is located
on the banks of the Spokane river which is the
discharge stream of the Coeur 'd Alene lake in
Idaho. The river makes a series of cascades
and falls within the city limits of some 124 feet
in height, gathering itself together for one final
plunge of 70 feet, and the power developed is
used for operating the industries of the city, the

kane

Falls,

electric light

and street railroad

plants,

and

in

Aceverything requiring motive power.
cording to Col. J. T. Fanning, the hydraulic
engineer of the Washington Water Power company of Spokane Falls, the power of the water
at the lowest stage is equivalent to 30,000-horse
power.
In the spring of the year the flow of
water often reaches 25,000 cubic feet per second,
and by a system of head-gates at the mouth of
the lake the flow could be so regulated as to
give a steady power all the year round of 50,poo-horse power.
The Edison Electric Illuminating company

fact,
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Some eighteen months ago the Washington
Water Power company obtained possession of
what is known as the main fall of the river.
This power has a head of 70 feet, and is a continence of various channels of the upper river.
According to the engineer's estimate 15,000horse power may be utilized.
This site was
selected by the engineers of the
Edison
company as the one place where absolutely reliable power could be had, where water could
always be obtained without danger of interruption from the breaking of dams or the washing
out of bridges, and where the station could be
enlarged to suit the capacity of a town of 100,000 people. The plans of the station were prepared by Henry A. Herrick, C. E., the hydraulic
engineer of the Washington Water Power company, under the superintendence of Col. J. T.
Fanning of St. Paul, consulting engineer.

An

examination of the views of the wheel

rooms will show how carefully the details were
worked out. The" building is 65 by 120 feet.

LIGHT STATION.

nished 1,200 incandescent lights and 135 arcs,
all run by water power in a single station.
Immediately after the fire the demand for light was
augmented greatly, two temporary stations were
constructed, and the capacity of the plant was
increased to 5,000 incandescent and 350 arcs.
The company uses the Thomson-Houston arc
system and the Edison incandescent. Four
Victor turbine wheels are operated in the temporary stations.
Every printing house in the
town is run by the current, and motorc are used
in most of the small manufactories and for the
bulk of the elevator work. The forty motors
now in use take about 125-horse power. The
company uses the Sprague, Thomson-Houston,
C & C and the Eddy motors, all of which give
The present stations of the comgood results.
pany are of a temporary character entirely. The
company is now building what is destined to be
perhaps the best water power station in the
United States; indeed, its arrangements are so
novel and unique that the plans are given in the
accompanying cuts and a somewhat extensive
description of their chief features follows.

two and a half

stories high.

It

is

of fire-proof

kind on the Pacific
coast.
The dynamo floor is of girder iron with
galvanized iron arches, filled in with concrete
construction, the

and

artificial

first

stone.

of

its

The

electrical

gallery

occupies one end of the building, the arc switchboard the other. The steam heating arrangements, work-shops, elevator, etc, are in ananne.x
The wheel room and foundato the building.
tions are built in granite obtained from neighboring quarries and 2,500 perch of granite alone
with 1,000 barrels of cement were used on the

The contract for the iron work
foundations.
including the iron floors, girders, water wheels
and flumes was let to the Stilwell & Bierce ManThe
ufacturing company, of Dayton, Ohio.
gross weight of the order of this one concern
alone amounts to 600,000 lbs.
The water is conducted to the station in two
immense parallel 5-16 inch steel pipes, 7 feet
each in diameter, and is taken from granite
gates at the dam, and carried 400 feet to the
building.
The two flumes are carried through
the building parallel, and six sets of wheels are
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The wheels used are
fitted up on each flume.
of twin horizontal pattern, lo-inch wheels being
used in the incandescent plant, and ijinch
wheels in the arc plant. The 12 sets of wheels
The 8 sets now
will give 2,700 horse power.

In the arc department
revolutions per minute.
the wheels have a capacity of .575 horse power
each, and will drive si.\ arc dynamos of 50 lights
each.
The shaft on these wheels will be
equipped with friction clutch pulleys, so that any

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN SPOKANE FALLS- ELECTRIC LIGHT STATION

being equipped will give i.^oo horse power. The
penstocks are equipped with gates on each wheel
shaft, so that any one of the twelve wheels can
be shut down without impairing the operation
of the others.

The

contract calls for the delivery

May
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on. They
make 675 revolutions per minute. Arrangements are made in the station for supplying
street railroads with current.
The electrical
equipment of the station, when the first wheel

one machine can be shut

off or

thrown

will

.'\t

present the

is

i8go

lighting the major-

and business houses of the
town.
The city is lighted under contract with
the company with too Thomson- Houston arc
lights.
The largest consumer of the company
is the Hotel .Spokane, situated
about 1,500 feet
from the station, where about 800 i6-candle
power lamps are used.
ity

of the residence

The total cost of this new station will be in
the neighborhood of $100,000.
The company is
able to state that it is running the only incandescent plant in the west day and night without
The works have not been shut
interruption.
down for months past, even though a great deal
of the new construction had to be made.
The capital stock of the company is $200,000,
of which $150,000 has been paid up.
The officers of the company are F. Rock wood Moore,
president; J. W. Chapman, vice-president; J. D.
Sherwood, treasurer; \V. S. Norman, secretary
and general manager, and J. B. Fisken, electriThe designs for the hydraulic part of the
cian.
station were prepared by Henry A. Herrick, C.
and the electrical appointments by Mr.
E.,
Fisken.
But the Edison station is not the only
plant of electrical interest in the city.
Spokane
Falls is the principal office of the Inland Telephone iV Telegraph company, a new organization controlling the telephone in Eastern Washington and F^astern Oregon. The officers of the
company are W. S. Norman, presiilent; Jno. I.
Sabin, vice-president; C. B. Hopkins, general
manager; A. B. Irwin, superintendent, and
The capital
Chas. Sidney Smith, secretary.
stock of the company is $300,000. The company
is putting in a multiple switch-board in the city
of Spokane Falls, where it has an excellent plant
It has several exchanges
with 350 subscribers.
in the adjacent country, and almost every point
in the territory is connected by territorial lines.
In the street railway department Spokane
Falls has a splendidly equipped road owned by
the Ross Park Street Railway company.
G. B.
Dennis is president of the company; H. N. Belt,
general manager; Chas. Scribner, superintenThe road is five miles in length, overhead
dent.
Thomson-Houston system. It is operated by
water power, and

is

now using

six cars.

r?

ff

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN SPOKANE FALLS

begin with, and the
foundations will be made for the full complement.
In the incandescent department each
pair of lo-inch wheels will drive a pair of No. 20
Edison dynamos or their equivalent of alternating machines.
These wheels will make 1,000

of eight of these wheels to

company

34,

— ELECTRIC
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— SECTIONAL

turned over, will be 8,000 incandescents and
500 arcs. The ultimate capacity of the plant is
figured at 12,000 incandescents and 1,200 arcs.
The building is located within 500 feet of the
heaviest lighted center, and the city spreads out
in all directions from the station.
is

is

VIEW.

The Spokane Street Railroad company, which
now operating horse car lines throughout the

business parts of the city, contemplates using the
power of the river for generating electricity to
take the place of horses and mules, and the
Rapid Transit company is now equipping four

a

May

24,
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miles of road under the
tem.

Thomson- Houston

sys-

The Spokane Falls Electrical society has just
been organized, with W. S. Xorman president.
This society exists for the purpose of promoting
the social, literary and scientific interests of its
members. Prominence will be given to the discussion of scientific subjects, and one of its
chief aims will be to spread the knowledge of
Its memelectricity by means of lectures, etc.
bership, which is now about thirty, is steadily on
the increase, and there is every reason to suppose that this society, like others of the same
kind in the east, will accomplish good work in
the future.

The Hotel Spokane has

— the

just

thrown open

its

brick hotel completed since the
The hotel is lighted throughout by elecfire.
tricity supplied from the central station of the
Edison company. The fixtures for the house
were supplied, through the Edison company,
bv Eergmann ^; Co. The elevator is run by a

doors

first

sen'ice of the miner and the metallurgist.
Since the first
application of tlectro-metallurgy at the Royal Smelting
works at Ocker, the electrolytic extraction of metals has
been successfully carried on in several foreign works.
At last Herr Alexander SoUz, the director of the smelting works in the Upper Hungarian Waldburgerschaft,
turned his attention to the scanty communications which
have appeared in journals and treatises on the electric extraction of fine copper, and encered upon the study of the
new process with a view of introducing it into the "Stefan"
works.
This was more easily said than done. At Ocker,
whither Soltz first went, an examination of the establishment was refused him, and the other concerns which had
introduced the electrolytic process kept the details a complete secret.
Thrown back thus upon his own resources,
Soltz turned with the greater zeal to the study of this important question, and after spending sotne years in experimenting, he finally succeeded in solving the difficult problems of the composition of the electrolytes and the strength
of current required.
The president of the Upper Hungarian Waldburgerschaft, Arthur Prostner, took up the matter, and, with his experienced eye, recognized the scope of
the new invention.
For a man of his popularity and intluence it was not difiicul: to gain over the board of directors of the Waldburgerschaft for the new process.
Thus
arose the installation for the electrolytic production
of fine copper at the "Stefan" wurks.
It has been in op-

ELECTRICAL PROGRESS IN SPOK.A.NE FALLS

power Thomson-Houston motor. The
rooms, 200 in number, were wnred by the Telephone company, and a handsome Western Elec15 horse

tric

annunciator adorns the office walls.

The

Electrolytic Extraction of

Copper

in

Hungary.^
The 14th of April, iSgo, will be remembered as an
epoch in the history of copper mining in Hungary. On
this day the first establishment for the production of electrolytic copper in the kingdom was opened, and in future
the electro-technical industry in Hungary will draw its supThis
ply entirely, or in great part, from native sources.
event is the more significant, as mining in Hungary
has latterly, especially
countrj' very rich in metallic ores
in Upper Hungary, been continuously declining.
This decay of the Upper Hungarian mining industry
has its especial reasons. In consequence of the growing
production of foreign m'nes and furnaces, a depression of
prices was unavoidable, and only those undertakings could
stand against the competition which bad some advantage
by reason of the character of the ores employed, of cheaper
fuel, lower wages, or especially of the utmost possible simplification of the entire process, and which could consequently put their produce on the market at lower prices
than others. In the last respect especially, the scientific
progress abroad had placed us at a serious disadvantage.
How complicated, tedious and costly is with us, <^. ^^ the
extraction of copper, almost the most important of all metallic elements, and especially the refining of black copper.
How well has it been understood abroad for years how this
process may be simplified by taking advantage of the most
recent advances of science, and enlisting electricity in the

—

—

,

iWritten by a ccrrespondent of the London Eledrical Review.

March

— ELECTRIC

turbine, supplied from the Krompach Hernader
Iron works, of 32 nominal horse-power, of which at present only the half is in use.
The same works have supplied
the ingenious apparatus for transmission and the iron columns. The current for electrolysis is supplied by a continuous current dynamo, made by Ganz ti Co.
This machine is generally constructed for a strength of 60 70 amperes and ICO
no volts. In this case the wrapping has
been so altered that the machine making 700 turns per
minute gives a current of 2^0 amperes, and of twenty-four
volts' tension. The strength of the current and the tension
are shown automatically by an ammeter and a voltmeter.
partial

—

—

A

hand rheostat serves to regulate the current.
The current has to pass all the baths in succession, so that the
same quantity of copper is dissolved and precipitated,
amounting to about 32S kilos daily in full work.
In each
bath there are eight anodes and seven cathodes, all connected with the conductors.
The copper sheets used as
cathodes are made at the works by precipitating copper to
the thickness of 2.3 mm. upon brightly polished sheets of
copper, slightly oiled and insulated at the margin with a
coating of asphalt or paraffin.
In three months the plates
of black copper are nearly consumed, and the cathodes
have become plates weighing 70 So kilos, not fibrous or
lumpy, but remarkably clean and pure.
The silver mud at the bottom of the baths, which is
about one-tenth of the weight ,of the black copper, is

—

LIGHT STATION— SECTIONAL VIEW.

but was only formally opened on
April 14. This is the first installation in which fine copper
produced
from
is
argentiferous grey copper ore by the electric current, and silver is also separated.
The process
leaves nothing to be desired on the score of simplicity.
The electrolytic process for refining black copper is conducted essentially as follows: Plates of black copper are
suspended in an acid bath of sulphate of copper (bluestone).
Between every two such plates there is suspended
a sheet of pure copper, and the current is passed froiA the
black copper to the pure copper.
Thereby sulphate of
copper is decomposed in snch a manner that the sulphuric
acid IS liberated on the plate of black copper (the anode),
combines there with an equivalent quantity of copper and
passes into solution, while the copper is deposited in the
metallic state on the sheet of pure copper (the cathode).
Admixtures of antimony, arsenic, lead and bismuth, as
well as the gold and silver present in the black copper, re
main as a mud at the bottom of the bath. The composition of the bath is not essentially affected by this process,
though in time it becomes poorer in copper. Still, the
bath used— as it has been proved by experiments at ihe
"Stefan" works can remain in use for years, though it
must be from time to time restored to its original concentration by the addition of sulphate of copper or of a solution of granulated copper.
The black copper is previously
submitted to a purifying process in a reverberatory furnace,
that it may be freed from iron which would contaminate
eration since

285

12.

—

the liquor.
The liquor, which circulates in forty-nine
baths, arranged like stairs in seven ranks, is pumped up
by pumps of hard lead out of the two large tanks into the
highest baths, and returns then to the tanks, after passing
successively through all the baths.
It is produced by dissolving granulated copper in hot dilute sulphuric acid, with
access of air.
The same apparatus is afterward used for
regenerating the liquor.
All the machinerj' has been made in Hungary.
The
motor for driving the machines is formed of a Girard's

pumped up

into a filter-press
extraction of silver.

Rapid Transit

in

and further treated

for the

St Paul and Minneapolis.

was stated in the last issue of the Western
Electrician that the residents of St. Paul believed that the street car company which controlled the franchises in that city and Minneapolis was pushing electric railway construction
more rapidly in the latter city than within its
own limits; that the company, in a word, was
showing too much favor to Minneapolis.
The
business men of St. Paul met to consider the
It

last week.
After considerable discussion
a committee was appointed "to ascertain," as a
local paper puts it, why Mr. Lowry "has such a
large crew of laborers
Minneapolis w'orking
upon the changing of the horse lines into electric and extending lines there, while in St. Paul
he is dallying along with a little gang of only
150 men, and to warn him that the least failure
upon his part in his contract with St. Paul will
be the occasion for a citizens' demand that the
utmost penalty be exacted from the street rail-

matter

m

way company."
It will be remembered

that Mr. Lowry entered
the terms of which were embodied in an ordinance, whereby he was to have
in operation by Nov. i, 1890, something over 30
miles of new railway lines, to be operated by
electricity or other power than horses.
into

a

contract,

;
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as advantages over the ordinary metal trolley
wheel, a practically non-o.\idizable contact surface and noiselt:ss action.
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not e.\pected, however,
petitions and protests of the electrical fraternity
will avail in the matter.
It is feared the McIt

sal.

is

Kinley bill will pass, and electrical manufacturers
will be obliged to pay the tax imposed by the
government, that a foreign syndicate may control the copper market.
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In

cities

where the moonlight schedule

is

in

always dissatisfaction experienced
by the citizens on nights when the moon, according to the almanac, is shining, though unfortunately its rays are obscured by clouds. This
force, there

mercy, so to speak, of a company whose circuits
although operated at a low tension are all underground, would seem to indicate that Chicago is
maintaining its reputation for efficiency in underground electrical work.

Many look upon the telephone companies as
grasping monopolies, and are prone to believe
that the service has been maintained with but,
comparatively speaking, little expense. Without
attempting to argue this question we would simply bring to the attention of the grumblers a fact
which hitherto has, apparently, been ignored.
In his address at the opening banquet of the
Wisconsin Electric club, J. D. McLeod of the
"Wisconsin Telephone company, reminds us that
the average life of the plant in the larger telephone exchanges does not exceed five years.
"Unlike a railroad or an insurance company,"
says Mr. McLeod, "who have the wear and tear,
or the average death risk computed to a certainty, we, on the other hand, meet the expansion of our business beyond a certain point by a
complete renewal of a plant which yields no
greater earning capacity until the enlarged facilities are employed.
The business district of
the Milwaukee exchange, has substantially been
rebuilt three times."

Many

telephone companies, perhaps, have
spare but the unlooked-for yearly
depreciation of 20 per cent, must have made a
serious inroad into profits.

money

this

week.

I.s

the Boston

letter

is

given a synopsis of

Prof. Elihu Thomson's paper on
He predicts that
the Future."

among

other

perform an important work
transforming crude materials into food.

things electricity
in

"Problems of

is

trouble existed in Omaha, and the murmuring
of the residents of the city became so pronounced that the city council committee on

determined to find if possible, some remIn accordance with its suggestion, on
edy.
nights when the schedule calls for the moon, but
that luminary is hidden behind the clouds, the
night captain of police has been authorized to
order on the lights. The city will always, therefore, be lighted without needless expense, although the lights must be on as many hours as
the schedule ca'ls for.
lights

will

There seems to be good reason to hope that
Chicago will soon have two electric street railways. Companies composed of well-known business men have been organized, and in one case
the contract for the construction and equipment
The particulars
of the road has been awarded.
are given in another column.

The formal opening of the new rooms of the
Wisconsin Electric club at Milwaukee, last week,
was an event of more than ordinary importance
to

the

descriptive of the new electric
lighting station at Spokane Falls, Wash., which
with inis presented in this issue, will be read
terest by those contemplating the use of water
power. As will be seen by the plans which accompany the article, the station is admirably arranged, and its details have been carefully

of

the

state.

The

business men, electrical experts in all departments; inventors anil students, and it will therefore be readily understood that the organization
is in excellent condition to engage in the work
of promoting the electrical interests of the state.
The club is formed after the style of the Chicago
Electric club, and a prominent feature of its prowill be a series of papers or lectures on
electrical matters,
An extended account of the
opening of the club rooms and the banquet will
be found in another column, from which an idea
of the purpose and character of the organization

ceedings

gained.

article

worked

out.

Carbon seems
terial for

contacts

growing in favor asamaheavy electrical work. The
this direction is a trolley wheel

to be
in

departure in
of carbon. In another column there is presented
a description of the wheel. The inventor claims
latest

interests

membership of the club includes many prominent

may be

An

electrical

to

In the last issue of the Western Electrician reference was made to the fact that St.
Paul business men were jealously watching the
progress of electric railway construction in their
city and Minneapolis, and were beginning to protest that the street car company was giving the
latter municipality too much attention, to the
injury of the former city.
It is interesting to
watch the actions inspired by the perfectly natural rivalry between the twin cities.
.\s stated
in a brief article which appears in another column, St. Paul business men have appointed a

committee

Skv KRAI, weeks ago there was presented in
the columns of the Western Electrician a
description of the current generating plant at the
Chicago office of the Western l"nion Telegraph
company. In this issue a similar plant, which
has just been installed by the Postal Telegraph
company, is illustrated. The Postal company
is now using the current from dynamos in preference to that from batteries, at New ^'ork,
Pittsburg and Chicago.
The Chicago plant is
operated by current from the power circuit of a
local electric light company.
The fact that the
telegraph company thus places itself at the

to

investigate

why Minneapolis

is

more favored by the railway company. One of
the members has already found evidence which
leads him to believe that a deep-laid conspiracy
exists, the object of which is to strike a blow at
St. Paul.
Residents of Minneapolis are the
originators of the plot, and of course the street
railway company is in league with these cunning
conspirators.
Every one knows how sensitive
St. Paul is on the subject of its population; it is
as jealous of the number of its inhabitants as of
its good name.
It is just here that the committeeman discovers the plot. The census enumerators will soon be at work, and St. Paul wants

be on hand to be counted. But
wily plotters of Minneapolis
done? They have made arrangements, according to the theory of this member of the committee, to cause a thousand workmen of St. Paul to
move temporarily to Minneapolis, so as to find
employment on the electric railway. They will
be kept there till the count is made, and "then
the gang can be transferred to St. Paul to do
the necessary work there.
If the scheme succeeds St. Paul will have, according to the census
returns, a thousand residents less than it should
have, while the neighboring city will have a corresponding increase. One can scarcely believe
that residents of St. Paul put faith in such a
ridiculous story, but the committeeman in an
interview makes the charge in these unmistakaable terms;
"I have an idea that there may be
something in the way of a connection between
the facts that Mr. Lowry has all his workmen in
Minneapolis, and that the government is about
to take the national census.
A thousand or two
of men taken off of St. Paul's population and
rung in on that of Minneapolis would go quite
a little ways toward makinga difference between
the two cities in the matter of population.
He
has to finish both the St. Paul and Minneapolis
lines, but he thinks that he can put these off
until his men are all counted as a part of Minneapolis' population."
Amid all these turmoils
all its citizens to

what

The development of the New South is the
theme treated by our Louisville correspondent

1890

—

These remarks are quoted
column, and will repay careful

question.

other

to

interest
to
the electrical
this
country the copper

24,

and

have

the

jealousies, plots

of construction

is

and counterplots, the work

progressing steadily, and

we

can express to the residents of the two cities our
congratulations that they are to have such
splendid systems of electric railways.
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The Lodge Lightning Guard.
The accompanying cuts illustrate tlie device
of Dr. Oliver J. Lodge for protecting cables and
apparatus from injury by lightning and
high tension discharges in general. Its chief
feature consists in placing a number of air gaps,
or their equivalent, between the line and the apThis principle, of
paratus to be protected.
course, admifsof a variety of practical solutions,
and in Fig. i is given a diagrammatic representation of one of the methods proposed by Dr.

electrical

The

central boss is connected to the brass case
by means of a rod down the center. Underneath, in the base of the instrument, is a screw
to which a direct connection with the earth is
made. The screw on the central boss at the top
wanted for
is only used when a handy earth is
an instrument. The first projecting rod is of
platinum, the second of brass, and the remaining three are of copper
I'his arrangement, it

be seen, is equivalent to that shown in Fig.
with the lower row of coils omitted. The cuts
are reproduced from the London Electrician.
will
I,

287
In order that the cable,
while being hooked, may not be caught and
lodge upon the top of the jaw piece D, the cast
boss is formed with a web which projects so as
to cover the jaw piece.
The caljle, it will thus
be seen, being caught by the grapnel, and
brought within the grip of the jaws CD, will be
effectually prevented from escaping until released
by hand after the recovered cable is suitably secured.
The grapnel was invented by Henry
Benent, of the Silvertown Works, England.

side of the figure.

Wisconsin Electric Club Banquet.
The AVisconsin Electric club formally opened

Cable Grapnel.
The object of the device shown in the cut is
to provide a grapnel which will not merely hook
a submerged cable, but

grip or hold the
essential feature
is the conversion of the flukes into automatically
acting gripping jaws. The stem or shank of the
grapnel is fitted with a boss which forms a guide
for leading the hooked cable into the position
to be gripped.
Below this boss the shank is
fitted with a thick plate carrying forked extensions standing out radially for the reception each
of a fluke which is pivoted thereto.
These
flukes may be described as bell-crank levers, the
short arms of which are intended to receive the
pressure of the cable as it is caught, and thus
cause the flukes which are in action to rise from
their open position and close upon the cable,
and grip it against the boss of the grapnel. By
this arrangement it will be understood that the
act of hauling in the grapnel will have a tendency to increase the grip of the grapnel upon
the cable which it has caught.

same
FIG.

LODGE LlGHTNl.NG GUARD.

I

E

L and

are terminals, connected respectively with the line and with earth; T^T.,
are terminals in connection with the instrument
A^, A„. A.^, A^ are air gaps, and
to be protected.
The air
.SjS,, .S.^,, 5,5, are impedance coils.
gaps, it will be observed, decrease in width, and
the wire composing the coils becomes gradually
finer.
The broad effect of this particular arrangement which, it should be added, is not
greatly insisted on by its author, is to present an
increasingly difficult path to the discharge in the
direction of the instrument which it is required

Lodge.

fast

when hooked.

will

The

club-rooms at Milwaukee Thursdaj' evening,
15th, under most favorable auspices.
The
club has been organized about three months, and
has steadily increased in membership until it is
now an influential factor in electrical matters in
its

May

the Cream city.
It includes among its members
representatives of every branch of electrical
science, and under the direction of its able president, Prof. A. J. Rogers, it may be expected to
do good service in the promotion of electrical
interests.

The rooms of the club are in the new Plankinton building, and they are admirably suited to
the wants of the organization.
In addition to
the assembly room, there are reception and coat
rooms, and the work of establishing a library
will be u.ndertaken at once. The meeting Thursday evening was the first in the new club rooms
and was attended by all the members and many
invited guests, including D. J. Whittemore, chief
engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee &: St. Paul
railroad; R. C. Spencer, E. H. Bottom, Milwaukee; John B. May, Watertown; A. C. Durborrow, Jr., and John B. O'Hara of the Western
Electrician, Chicago. Following the meeting
a banquet was served at the Commercial club.
In opening the proceedings. Prof. Rogers said:
Three months ago our club came into e.\istence. It
was, in a sense, a spontaneous generation, and its germinating material very heterogeneous.
Its individual units
are business men engaged in electrical enterprises, investigators and inventors in electricity, and sludtnts an.\ious to
know more of this great and growing science. The fusion
of these elements promises to give us a live ana energetic
club in Milwaukee, which may not only be of great value
to its own members, but also be a power for good in the
cily and s'ate.
can never develop a class of intelligent
electricians in this city unless an organization of this kind is
maintained.
The man who is searching after ideas in this
occult science never fully grasps them until he has communicated them to some one else who is in intellectual sympathy
We aim to have this intellectual sympathy with
with hiu.
each other in this club, and hope to be on common ground
when considering questions in the practice or the theory of
electricity.
There was a time when about the only practical electricians were the lightning-rod men and the medical quacks.
Now the practical electrician may be a repu-

We

FIG. 2.

L0D3E LIGHTNING GUARD.

and an increasingly easy path to earth.
The coils may be composed of the same wire
throughout, the air gaps may be of the same
width, and the terminals may be connected up in

to protect,

this form,

it ;s

table

A

lightning conductor of
obvious, offers great self-induc-

a variety of way:*.

tion on the one hand, and dielectric weakness
on the other, to the lightning, and air-resistance
obstruction on the one hand, and thick wire conduction on the other, to the useful current. The

CABLE GRAPNEL.

The annexed

shows in side elevation,
one of these improved grapnels,

figure

partly in section,

In this arrangewith a locking device.
ment, instead of using the fixed gripping surfaces forming part of the boss B, a second movable jaw, Z>, is provided, which, like the fluke
C, is pivoted within the supporting arms extendThe jaws £> are
ing horizontally from the boss.
severally connected with their respective flukes
C by interlocking teeth, which insure the simultaneous approach of the jaws C and
to grip
fitted

D

the cable

when

comes upon
Each
flukes.

receive a locking pawl d, and a tumbler </' situbelow the pawl, and designed to move it into its locking position and retain it therein.
These pieces, d d\ are pivotally connected to the
jaw Z>, and the end of the pawl, when in its
locking position, enters a nick in the gripping
The tumbler is so formed
face of the fluke C.
that, when not in action, its lower end will project somewhat from the gripping face of the jaw
D, as shown on the left-hand side of the figure.
This is for the purpose of enabling the cable, as
it slides in between the gripping surfaces, to tip
the tumbler d\ and thereby bring into position
the locking pawl ci, as shown .at the right-hand
ate

FIG. 3

LODGE LIGHTNING GUARD.

superiority of this device. over ordinary single
air-gap protectors, at any rate in the case of
powerful discharges from a large Wimshurst maIt is unnecessary to add
chine, is most marked.
that the self-induction of the coils is inappreciable for ordinary currents, and that they contain
no iron cores. In Fig. 2 is a perspective view
and in Fig. 3 is given a diagram of the connections of an actual protector of the circular pattern, as constructed by Dr. Ale.xander iSIuirhead.

the pressure of the hooked cable
the surface c of the tail of the
jaw is slotted longitudinally to

member

of

society,

and

his

calling is

coming

to

be

placed upon a par with the other professions. To facilitate
his advancement in the science and art of his profession,
our club has an important function to perform. The business man, too, engaged in electrical enterprises, needs
educating in the science he is applying, as well as the electrical expert who has to do with the technical details of his
business.
He must, at least, be able to distinfiuish between an intelligent electrician and a charlatan. How often
do we find the cautious, safe and successful business man
in the line he has studied and mastered, suddenly launch
out into some new enterprise which to him is oniy a speculative scheme and means failure, while to the man educated
in that direction, it means success.
There is no reason
why the great manufacturing city of Milwaukee, with its
wealth and enterprise, should not be a great manufacturing
center for electrical machinery and supplies if oniy its business men as well as electricians could be educated in that
This class of manufacturing is becoming very
direction.
extensive, and the profits are large, and yet Milwaukee
does practically none of it. Another mission to which we
are not bound, but which I regard as very important, is to
educate the public in electrical matters.
There is no dcubt
but the educated children of^the present generation will
understand the meaning and use of volts, amperes and ohms
as well as we of the present generation understand and use
But the great mass of the people at
pounds, pints and feet.
present know little or nothing of this great subject. A leading city official objected to the introduction of stieet railways
in Milwaukee on the ground that a horse or person
touching the iron pole supporting the wires wou'd meet
Many persons assert that they know
with instant death.
that they are very strongly aflfected by the electric current
when riding in the electric car; and a lady is reported to
have been obliged to get out of the car because o. the pain
experienced from the action of the current upon her artiA cautious and intelligent leading citizen and
ficial teeth.
business man complacently asserted to me that he was going
to get a chamois case to protect his gold watch from the
magnetism of the street car. Now to assist these people to
recognize electrical phenomena in their true light, to assist
the business man to learn the best applications of electricity to practical ends, to aid the specialist in his work and
the student in his investigations, are the chief aims and

.
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ends of our club. Up to the present time we have had no
'permanent quarters in which to earn,* on our work; and
now after three months of infant wanderings, we for the
first time find a resting place and home in these cheerful,
It is to be hoped that each member
light and airj' rooms.
will find here a veritable intellectual and social home, and
that he will make free to come at all leisure hours to enjoy
\Vc desire them to be a general headits hospitality.
quarters for those wishing to get and to communicate the
latest in electricity.
Here we expect to have permanently
on

tile

and accessible,

all

the most recent

and best

in

the

literature of electricity in all its varied 6elds of application.

be read and discussed by members and others
It
at stated periods in theoretical and practical electricity.
is to be hopsd that the rooms will be constantly occupied
We further exfor reading, conference and club purposes.

Papers

will

pect that no one in Milwaukee engaged in electrical work
or study can afford to be outside the pale and inlluence of
this organization.
are gathered here to-night for the
first lime in our cosy rooms to congratulate ourselves upon
the progress we have thus far made, and to express our
hopes for the future. For the club to reach its highest
success, its members must be mutually helpful, and feel a
personal responsibility in the work of the club, and give
I welcome
to our rooms
their best efforts to its <velfare.
the members of the club, and also the few friends we have
invited to assist us in enjoying the festivities of this occa-

We

sion.

Letters from prominent scientists congratulating the members on organizing the club were
read including messages from Elihu Thomson,
Prof. Anthony, Prof. Rowland of Baltimore, and
Many e.vcellent adProf. Davies of Madison.
dresses were made, all congratulating the members and expressing sympathy in the movement.
One of the most interesting speeches of the evening was that by John D. McLeod, on the "Telephone." An abstract of his address follows:
In the letters patent of March 7, 1S76, issued to Alexander Graham Bell, there was nothing, either in the very
brief text or modest diagram of his discovery to indicate at
that lime, the place it was destined to hold in the economy
and conduct of business, nor its thousand and one other
uses which give it, clearly, first rank as the most beneficent invention of the age.
We read in the specifications that his claim is upon the
discover^' of the conveyance of articulate speech by means
of an undulatory electrical current, and upon this fundamental principle his achievement stands. The medium for
its employment, together with a magnet and a wire, was
the full-fledged, perfect instrument we are using, without
modification, to-day.
When the telephone was on its young legs here, a few
years since, it was offered one of our discriminating capitalists who pooh-poohed it as of no commercial value, a toy;
but in a decade we have three hundred thousand miles of
wire, and four hundred thousand instruments in operation,
while the numbers enlarge at the rate of thirty thousand
per year.
It was related in my hearing recently that when our genial and scholarly friend.
Ilaskins, was developing the
swaddler it is but a few years since his assurance to certain capitalists was, that the Milwaukee exchange, in his
judgment, would not stop short of three hundred subscribers.
Telephone managers of that day would have
considered four hundred millions of exchange messages
per year, as the baseless fabric of a dream.
These early missionaries performed a monumental task
with their first and second subscribere, and we cannot begrudge the reward of their pluck and tenacity.
latter
day followers will seek in vain, but without envy, that
golden hue adorning the horizon of the Old Timer from
his point of view on the ground floor.
The operation of the telephone has to do with little
things, small details, upon which depend efficiency, the
refinement of methods, and the treatment and attention of
each line as if it were the only subscribers' line in the exchange.
It is made up of many pieces,
and every joint
must be honestly soldered^no slipshod work; it must not
touch a leaf, nor come in contact at any point with anything but glass no guesswork; its lightning arresters, a
fuse metal no larger than the finest thread, must be
carefully scrutinized at all cable heads; not one drop
of water within the sheath of the cable, or its whole
integrity is lost; not a moist finger upon any of the switchboard connections, or 25 per cent, of the efficiency of that
line is lost for an hour; not an instant's delay in answering
trouble calls, and no cessation of this vigilance any hour of
the twenty-four, or any day in the year, not excepting the
4th of July.
The public doubtless appreciates all this, but
it is the religion of
the telephone man, and in his conscience, barring a small stipend, lies his whole reward.
He
is the object of contumely, but in his experience with the
foibles of his fellows, hs has learned to be "not like unto
one of these." but in patience and long suffering, turns
the other cheek.
The graduate of the telephone school should bear no resentments, he should be conspicuous by the thoroughness
of all his work, and a sweetness of disposition under the
adversities of his calling
Troubles are his sole inheritance, and their remedy, his one pursuit in life
He has
been able, until recently, to control all the troubles incident to his business, aside from the troublesome subscribers
an J the effects of the elements, but to-day he is in the
sorest straits by reason of the new and disastrous factor in
the electrical world
disastrous only to the delicate organism
of the telephone and some early dispensation to mitigate
this trouble is earnestly hoped for.
It is desirable,
from
all points of view, that the Hon and the lamb lie down together, but it is equally desirable that the Iamb remain on
the outside.
I am reminded by an
incident in the experience of a
gentleman present, to say a good word also for the sub-

—

—
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scriber, and to acknowledge that the telephone, and its
quirks, is not always to him an unmi.xed joy.
An error of
one half an inch in the switch-board, called up this weary
citizen in the dead of night to answer perhaps a lunch

house, and we find it very difficult to compromise with
him, for either the senseless disturbance, or the carpet
tacks in his feet.
To err is human, to forgive is divine,
but in cases of this nature one's complete impotence before
the machine ends in an explosion, and the supercharge of
wrath is discounted on the spot and charged up to the telephone.
The maintenance of telephone systems has presented
many startling surprises to its investors, and confirms the
statement of the parent company, that the average life of
the plant does not exceed five years in the larger exchanges.
Unlike a railroad or insurance company, who
have the wear and tear, or the average death risk computed
to a certainty, we, on the other hand, meet the expansion
of our business beyond a certain point by a complete renewal of a plant which yields no greater earning capacity
until the enlarged facilities are employed.
The business
district of the Milwaukee exchange has substantially been
rebuilt three times, and it may be interesting to outline
brielly the present work in hand, as it means a very great
improvement to the city.
Our sub ways cover that district between Mason street
and Broadway bridge on the south, and from Jefferson
street to the river on the west.
The cables, now in place,
contain from 100 to 140 wires each, or in all 875 miles of
wire.
The necessity for a fire-proof building in connection
with this work was an imperative one, not wholly on
account of the danger of personal loss by fire, but to
assure the ser\'ice to the city, which could not in such an
event, be restored under four or six months.
have
been obliged, also, to provide a new switch-board which is
arranged at present for 2,400 subscribers with an ultimate
capacity of 4,000, together with all modernized apparatus
for tests, measurements, etc.
The cost of this board as
fully equipped for 2,400, will be ^40,000.
It is obvious that a plant of this nature cannot be built
for a day, but must of necessity provide for the growth of
years, consequently we have placed a generous number of
idle wires at each terminal head, and have constructed our
conduits for those who will follow us.
expect to be in
operation within thirty days, and the poles and wires in
this district are to be removed as soon as possible.
The
hub-bub of the operating room, under the early methods,
was worse than a kindergarden let loose, and the subscribers' connection depended upon the time it took a boy
to go on the double quick from the caller's end of the board
to the subscriber's jack at the other, perhaps sixty feet
away. The operator now sits comfortably at the board and
is enabled to connect instantly any two circuits in the exchange. The connection between sub-way cables and the
switch-board requires 264 miles of wire, and as each subscribers' line requires 47 solde-ed connections, we have,
therefore, including our toll table, 1 17,000 soldered connections within the building. When it is understood that it
requires the labor of twenty men for sixty days to connect
these wires alone, the business public may take a measure
of comfort, as we do, in the confidence it cannot be destroyed in an hour.
The need for the telephone, like the appetite for sin,
seems to grow by what it feeds upon, and it is reasonable
to expect, when it reaches years of maturity, we will have
it in every household and
converse across the continent as
readily as we now postpone lunch.
The long distance people have reached such a standard of
perfeciioo we can hardly look for much greater efficiency in
the future although they will not accept their present results as the limit of their expectations.
Their system is
very comprehensive, and is in operation to-day between
Buffalo and New York and along the coast from Boston to
Washington, with feeder lines in the several states. They
have given on their lines without a break absolutely certain
service, and equal to that now given in the short stretch between here and Chicago, regardless of distance or atmospheric conditions.
I have talked with utmost ease between
Buffalo and Boston, distance of about S50 wire miles, and
the Falls of Niagara can be heard in New York or Boston
with perfect distinctness.
They expect for it the annihila-
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He was

followed by E. 11. Bottum On "Electric
Shaw entertained the company with a
pleasing address, but carefully avoided explaining the
mysteries of "Electric Cranes."
D. J Whittemore found
the task of telling what he "dossn't know about electricity" too great and therefore abandoned it.
lie made an
interesting address, however, urging the members to work
in harmony for the advancement of the interests of electrical
science.
W. C. Schaeffer's response on the "Automatic
Fire Alarm" was received with favor, and Harry Sawyer's
remarks on "Electrocution" were appreciated.
His protest against the employment of electricity for inllicting
capital punishment was received with applause.
"The
Electric Telegraph" had a worthy advocate in Peter McGill, a veteran in the service, and his response was an eloquent effort. John B. O'Hara responded to the sentiment
"The Electric Press," and R. C. Spencer The People
and Electricity." Mr. Spencer, who has devoted his life
to educational work, said that the new field presented by
electrical science re(|uired the attention of all who were interested in the work of education.
The masses should be
made acquainted with the principles governing the application of electricity, and when they were informed on this
subject the bulk of the opposition to the introduction of
electricity would disappear.
II. D. Goodwin explained the
mechanism of the phonograph and the part it is destined
to play in comme'cial life.
This was followed by an exhibition of the machine in operation. After this the president
called on several members for speeches, and the proceedings were closed, every one voting the opening of the club
rooms an occasion for congratulation.
state."

Cranks."

A.

J.

'

We

Ayrton and Perry's Twisted Strip
Voltmeter.'
At the Physical society some years ago I announced that
a strip of material, to which a permanent twist had been
given, behaved in much the same way as one of our now
well-known springs; that is. when it was acted upon by
axial forces, there was a relative rotation of the ends; in

We

mere distance.
Ics usefulness is extending to many and diverse interests.
l"he factory, say 300 miles away, is in easy communication
with its New \'ork headquarters.
Partners in New York,
Boston or Philadelphia are practically as one in the sudden
turn of trade.
The railway manager arranges his time
card with his assistant across possibly several states, and
the news gatherer in a few minutes talks out his budget for
the day straight into the ear of the type writer at the home
After the weary grind of business it will then
office.
furnish you the restful diversion of any of the operas, and
that in cap and slippers under your own vine and fig tree.
Mr. Bellamy presents the telephone in "Looking Backward" as a principal factor in our future happiness, and
iritrodiJtes us to the "telephone room" where we have the
whole world within reach the various operas, the drama
and spiritual food of all creeds on tap. so to speak. Mr.
Bellamy did not in this instance puncture the future to any
great extent for while this Utopian dream was upon him, a
certain old lady in Brooklyn had in fact for some time been
enjoying her fa\ orile preacher at the end of a wire conThrough the medium
nected with the tabernacle.
of the Woman's Exchange exhibition at the Lennox
Lyceum in New \'ork within the last week, parties in
Boston were enabled, by the aid of a long distance teleplione, to hear the performances at the various New \'ork
theatres.
In this way Miss Lillian Russell in the "Grand
Duchess" at the Casino, offered enjoyment to several Bostonians sitting in their parlors 275 miles away.
can
say we have gone beyond the mere dawn of the art or that
the telephone will not in many ways now unknown to us
further ameliorate social conditions and offer us as many
surprises for the future as it has given us in the past?
John B. May responded gracefully to the sentiment
'"The advancement and application of electricity in our

FIG.

TWISTED STRIP VOLTMETER.

I.

As some people have a difficulty
in understanding what I mean by a twisted strip, I have
prepared Fig. i to illustrate my meaning.
The relative
rotation is perhaps better seen in a strip whose permanent
twist is right handed ai one end and left-handed at the
other.
If a pointer be attached to the middle, as shown at
A, Q, B, Fig. 2, and the ends are pulled out, the pointer
rotates.
This double- twisted strip we have applied to
weighing machines, aneroid barometers, and many other
instruments, such as wire-testing machines, and I can recommend its use in all cases where a force has to be measured, and where it is not advisable that theie should be a
considerable amount of yielding.
For example, spring
balances are sometimes used acting directly on specimens
as testing machines; but when the specimen breaks, the
recoil of the balance is likely to cause it to get out of order.
Again, if a double-twisted strip is used as a tension
piece in a jointed structure, a pointer set at its middle will
indicate the pull at any time.^
The only likely suppositions I could make in thinking of
fact,

the twist gets

less.

what occurs

in a twisted strip were, first, that two spiral
filaments symmetrically disposed relatively to the a.\is resembled the two threads in a bifilar suspension, if a sufficiently short length of strip was considered; second, that
the tensile stress was uniform over a cross-section of the
strip at right angles to the axis; third, that the resisting
couple was due to the torsional rigidiiy of the section of

tion of

—

.

TWISTED
the strip, still taken
lead to the result

STRII"

VOLTMETER.

rectangular.

These suppositions

where JV

is the axial
force, I the length of strip, ;/ the
of complete spires given by permanent set to unit
I'
the
breadth of the strip, and / its
length of the strip,
thickness, ^ being the small rotation produced by the small
load IV.
Now, such experiments as I have hitherto made on steel
strips point rather to some such law as the following being

number

roughly correct:

IV

Who

1

Read

at the British Association meeting by Prof.

-The above paper

When

it

given as
was written the author

fatigued strips. Six
firmed his views.

is

it

fell

was written

in

John Perry.
September

last

certa n of the constancy of the

months of further experience have since con-
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That is, the rotation seems to be independent of the
amount of twist originally in the strip, and instead of increasing as the breadth of the strip increases, it diminishes.
It is evident that the motion is a much more complicated
one than I had imagined. Now, I found that if a doubletwisted strip was placed in tension and its ends were fixed,
the pointer rotated if the temperature was altered, so that
its use as a pyrometer or thermometer was possible.
In this instrument before you (Figs. 2 and 3). we have
a tube, ^-1, II, D, C, i?, about two-thirds of whose length,

A,

//,

D,

is

brass,

and about one-third,

C,

B,

is

iron.

A

double-twisted strip of platinum silver is in tension in the
axis of the tube, with its ends fastened to the ends of the
tube, but one of them electrically insulated from the tube.
The tube just at the middle of its length, D, 6", becomes a
strong thin bracket, which enables a t>ointer, ^\ P, atand
tached to the strip to make a rotation of nearly 360
the arrangement of the bezel and dial will readily be un,

the frequency of alternation of current is 50 or 100 per
second.
This pleasing result was not altogether unexpected, but
it certainly was
unexpected to find that if a sufficient
quantity of iron is used in the transformer there is a constant ratio of transformation of current for quite different
frequencies of alternation.
Hence I find that this 2^-voit
instrument may be graduated as an ammeter up to 1,000
amperes or more, or a voltmeter up to 1,000 volts or more,
the transformer being the only variable thing about it.
I
need hardly say that with several transformers and resistance coils at the side of this instrument we may almost call
it a universal instrument.
Added later. Fig 4 shows our fuse arrangement T^
and T-i are the terminals of the instrument; current Hows
from Z"] through the short thin copper wire, T^, //, then
through the adjustable resistance coil. //. D, then through
the tightened platinum silver wire, D, E, C, whose ends
are fixed, and which is kept sagged and tight by the metal
spring, //, G; then through the twisted strip, B, A, to the
terminal, T^.
But should the voltage between 7", and 7'^
be so great as to be liable to hurt the instrument, the wire,
D, E, C, sags so much that the end. (y, of the spring
short circuits the instrument through (7, //, and the thin
copper wire, //, T^, the copper wire being instantly melted.

—

—

Telephone and Telegraph Wires Buried.
The Commissioner of Public Works of Chicago issued permits May 1 2 to the Chicago Telephone company to remove its lines from poles
and place them in a conduit between Polk and
Twenty-second streets on Clark street, and to
the Western Union company to run a conduit
for the same purpose on Canal street from Kinzie to Sixteenth Street.

Delany Binding Post,

KIG. 3.

TWISTED STRIP VOLTMETER.

B

A and
are
derstood without any further description.
caps to the ends of the tube; when the cap A is turned

In the accompanying cut is illustrated the DeThe screw of the
lany security binding post.
new binding post cannot come out. It backs
out just far enough to clear the hole, but no
further. The thread of the screw is on a shoulder
larger than the stem, and as the neck of the cup

the initial pull in the strip is altered, and this furnishes a
zero adjustment.
When the various parts of this instrument are all at the
same temperature the pointer remains in the same position,
whatever that temperature may be. When a current is
passed through the strip the pointer records the difference
of temperature between the strip and its case, and hence
Again,
the readings on the dial may be made in amperes.
the readings may be in volts for the potential difference
between the ends of the strip or the terminals of the instrument. These instruments before you read to two and a
half volts; they waste almost exactly one watt at their
highest reading.
By inserting resistance of platinoid or of German silver
we can increase the range of the instrument, but of course

we expend more energy in such a case.
That there may be no creeping or permanent
hysteresis, we find it sufficient before graduation of

TIT"
DELANY BINDING

POST.

turned over tight up to the stem, the screw
The binding posts are made
in all sizes.
One great advantage of the new
post is, that when wiring has to be done in dark
and difficult places, it can be known with certainty that the wire hole is clear when the screw
is withdrawn to the limit.
The E. S. Gree'ey &
Co., of New York, manufacture the binding post.
is

Gas Explosions

in

Chicago.

Commissioner of Public Works Purdy has sent
the following to all underground wire companies
TWISTED STRIP VOLTMETER.

revolution.
It is quite ivonderful to observe the complete change in
elasticity produced in a strip by this kind of fatigue.
The
stiip seems to undergo no alteration afterward by mere
use or disuse, but it is my intention to test this by many
months' experience before allowing these instruments to be
manufactured.
The two instruments before you are the
only two yet made.
I had hoped to be able to show you one in which the
strip is of flashed carbon.
Here are specimens of twisted
carbon strips, but unfortunately they are all too coarse for
a 50-volt instrument, which is what I intended them for.

For accumulator work the 2^-volt instrument is greatly
needed, and I prefer this form lo our hot-wire instrument,
because of its great simplicity, and its needing so very little
adjustment in manufacture.
For alternating currents this 2i-volt instrument may be
used through any range whatever by placing a small transformer on the base of the instrument. The little transformer before you transforms in the proportion of fifty volts to
one, so that the instrument may be used on the ordinary
100 or iio-volt circuits. By using a different winding on
the transformer the same instrument may be graduated for
a 1,000-volt circuit.
I find that this transfoimer maintains
the same proportionate transformation of voltage, whether

Electrical Society.

a synopsis follows:
The work of the society has been steadily progressing
during the past year.
The number of members now on
the roll is 250.
During the year 40 new members have
been elected, and there have been four resignations, so the
net gain in membership is 36.
The society has been able
to provide an excellent course of lectures, which have net
only been received with appreciation by the members and
their friends, but have secured from the press a recognition which is gratifying and encouraging.
A recapitulation of the subjects treated of at the various
meetings will enable you to judge of the manner in which
the society has endeavored to carry out its work.
W- !• Jenks gave a paper on the "Practical Working of
the Edison Three-wire System." A. A. Knudson spoke
on "Electrical Exhibitions." Joseph Wetzler told of what
they are doing in that line in Europe.
Our worthy president lectured on how to test electric motors.
S.
Dana
Greene gave us the "Development of Electric Street Car
1

part cannot pass.

FIG. 4,

New York

At the meeting of the New York Electrical Society. May
15, George H. Guy presented his annual report, of which

Traction." Joseph Wetzler ushered in i8go with his lecture on the electrical progress of the year, which has
ow
become a recognized feature in the society's programme.
Herbert Laws Webb broke new ground in his paper on the
"Construction and Laying of Submarine Cables," and a
very full house attended the "Phonograph Evening." T.
C. Martin read a paper on "The Social Side of the Electric
Railway." In consequence of the number of inquiries
about this paper the society has been induced to publish it,
and several thousand copies have been sold at cost to the
leading electric railway companies in the country for missionary purposes.- By way of giving a practical exposition

set or
the in-

strument to keep sending a current greater than the highest which is to be used on the instrument for seventy-two
hours, breaking and making the current once in every minute.
This process is performed by the second's hand of a
clock passing into and out of a bath, of mercury in every

country, and the nuisance thus caused is one of
the greatest evils which the city has to contend
with.
Streets are being constantly torn up, and
whether for the purpose of repairing gas pipes
or reaching sewer or water pipes or the electrical
conduit, the result is the same.
As soon as the
earth is disturbed, the offensive odor from the
escapitig gas makes life in the vicinity of the
opening almost unbearable. The effect of this
escaping gas on the public health is not salutary.
Then, again, this gas not only permeates the
earth, but reaches the cellars, and through them
the houses of the people.
It finds its way into
the conduits of the electrical companies, and the
action upon the cable is, of course, injurious.
But more than this, it is a constant menace to
life and property unless the greatest care is exercised on the part of the electrical companies
in ventilating the conduits. Explosions are liable
to occur at any moment in poorly ventilated
conduits with disastrous effects. Gas companies
should be held strictly accountable for any accidents that may occur.

in

Chicago:

"Owing

to the recent dangerous explosions
which have occurred at different manholes in this
city, I wish to call your attention once more to
this subject.
It has been claimed by various
companies owning and operating underground
wires and conduits that these explosions can not
be avoided, and they can suggest no remedy for
the same.
In this connection I wish to inform
you that Prof. Barrett, our city electrician, has,
by making connection with the chimney at the
city hall, created a draught through his conduits which carries off all the gases that produce
such explosions, thus proving that the explosions
may be avoided if similar precautions are taken
by the various underground companies.
"You are hereby urged and requested to take
the necessary precautions at once looking to the
avoidance of similar accidents. I would suggest
that you place yourself in communication with
Prof. Barrett upon this subject, and I would also
suggest that possibly the tall chimneys on build-

ings conveniently located might, with the consent of owners, be used."
The construction of the gas mains in Chicago
is probably worse than in any other city in the

of the alternating current, a subject that is now attracting
such universal attention, the society called its members together one evening at the Equitable building, and the
Westinghouse company made them welcome at its exhibition plant there.
The last meeting was held at the Lenox
Lyceum, to inspect the fine collection of Edison inventions
and apparatus, and a large number availed themselves of
the opportunity of seeing the beautiful electrical exhibition
there.
For the next season the executive committee has in
contemplation plans which it is hoped will more than maintain the prestige and influence which the society has so
honorably gained during its many years of existence as the
oldest body of the kind in the country.
I cannot close this report without a reference to Columbia College, at whose hall we meet to-night.
It is gratifying to see this seat of learning is discharging its duty to
the fullest degree when, in addition to following out the
developments of higher education it places itself in touch
and closest intimacy with such a society as this, which seeks
to make the latest researches of the scientist and the investigator common property and a benefaction to all.
The society elected the following ofticers: President, F.
B. Crocker; vice-presidents, Joseph Wetzler, Francis
Forbes, Dr. Otto A. Moses, T. C. Martin, G. H. Stockbridge, E. L. Bradley; secretary, Geo. H. Guv; treasurer,
A. Sinclair; trustees, C. O. MaiUoux, F. B Crocker,
Joseph Wetzler.

H

Great

A

Western Electrical Supply
Company.

been formed for the purpose of conof electrical supply houses throughout
known as the Gieat Western Electrical Supply company, and it will deal in every line of
Chicago has been selected as the center
electrical goods.
of this great combination, and it will be the purchasing and
The facilities for condistributing point for the system.
ducting this business in Chicago are obtainable at no
other point; moreover, this city is now recognized as the
electrical center of the west, and the project will be a
large building at Nos. 190
strictly western enterprise.
and 19J Fifth avenue has been leased for five years, and
It will occupy the
possession has already been taken.
entire building, which comprises five floors and a basement,
give
an
immense floor
This
will
go
feet.
each 42 by
space.
It is admirably arranged for the purpose to which
All the floors are provided with ample
it will now be put.
light.
An excellent opportunity is afforded for handling
fre'ght at the rear of the building and the freigh. elevator
will soon be supplemented by a fine passenger elevator
syndicate has

trolling a

number

the west.

It will

be

A

,
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Kveryihing will be done to
the store.
the place attractive to patrons.
rirsl floor will be tilted up for displaying stock, and
useil as a salesroom.
On the second iloor handsome
olfices will be furnished, and the rest of the building will
be tilled with stock.
George Cutter of Chicago will be manager of the enterprise and he his transferred his business to the new conc;rfl.
He is already moving into the new buildiog. Mr.
Cutter is well known in electrical circles throughlml the
He was associated with
country, particularly la the west.
Thomson-Houston interests in Chicago as electrical e.\.
He
p;rt and about a year ago started out for himself.
near the front of

make

The

electrical supply house on Adams street and secured the agency of several excellent lines and has proved
as energetic and able in the management of his commercial
enterprise as he formerly showed himself in his work

opened an

of
knowledge
His
electrical
engineer.
as
an
valuable
his
proved
in
has
electrical
science
experience during the last year, and much of his success
His friends throughcan no doubt be attributed to that.

country will be pleased at the new evidence of
prosperity, and all will earnestly wish him a continuance
of the success he has enjoyed during the last year.
out the

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

YoKK, May

— The

May

disappearing in I'ullon street thoroughis evidently showing how
Electricity has
had to struggle with municipal mismanagement in every
direction within this great corporation.
The New York papers have not yet lost interest in the
electrical execution law, and the S";/// conliiuics to pay its
street railways"

fare

to

in the metropolitan city.

respects to gentlemen who arc responsible for it.
The
question of solitary conllnement, which is undoubtedly opposed to the spirit of the constitution, is being aired in its
cohmins every day. Another feature of the law, by which
all knowledge of the day of execution is withheld from the
prisoner is opposed to the object which the projectors of
the new system declared they desired to attain.
The Sn/t
says:
"Irrespective of any question as to the particular

method by which death is to be inllicted, it has always
seemed to us a most cruel and inhuman device to leave the
convict uncertain as to the day when he is to die.
He
knows that he is to be executed at some time within a
After that week begins, any knock at his
specified week.
door may be a summons to the executioner's chair, or
merely an announcement that some meal is in readiness.
He may be forced to pass six days in a state of dreadful
suspense and anticipation, as cruel as it is needless."
Justice Miller of the Supreme court of the United States in
passing on that same question in the Medley case, expressed the same views.
W. IL T.

Notes.

Louisville, Ky.

May

— The

development of the
simply marvelous and almost incredible, except to those who have been in the heart
of the "boom" district within the past few weeks.
As all
these new towns are depending upon electricity for light,

the shadow of a combination scheme is always foll<.pvving
His instructions to Corporation Counsel Clark to
him.
send a letter to flov. Hill asking him to examine closely
the amendment to an act authorizing the consolidation of
manufactuiing companies as it might be a scheme of the
gas and electric light companies to effect a combination
against the city's interests, is certainly going to an extreme.
The f.ict that all the electric lights used by the city prior to

and

17.

street

light companies
I are still maintained by the electric
attesting the goo 1 faith of the companies to serve the
public, and their belief that the controversy with the gas
commission will bring the mayor to a recognition of the
The bid of the ."Standard
rights of the electric companies.
Gas Lighting company was opened during the week, and
on the motion of Commissioner Gilroy the bid was referred
It is said
10 the mayor with power to execute contract.
thit the city will save a considerable amount of money by
accepting the bid of the Standard company which did not
put in a bid at the annual letting on account of its charter
to light the city lamps at an annual charge of ^12.50 per
lamp. The new bid is for lamps which are costing the city

May

is

at the rale of $20, for which the Standard proposes to get

I13.04.
The meeting of the Board of Electrical Control was of a
nature still further to antagonize the mayor and the Subway
company. This time the police department is the complainant charging the Consolidated Subway company with
The
refusal and neglect to furnish a conduit for its wires.
Consolidated company desired that the police department
place its wires in the same conduit with the fire department
on the ground of its entire feasibility, as electrical experts
find that there

is

no danger of interference.

Fire

Com-

missioner Robbins wished to be put on record as saying
that the proposition of the Subway company is impracticathe police and fire department are compelled
to place the wires in the same duct the whole city will be
Mr. Lauterbach of the Consolidated comendangered.
pany says this idea is all nonsense. The .engineer and expert of the IJoard of Electrical Control will examine into
the matter and both sides are content to abide by the decision, although the mayor thinks that the police and fire
departments are the only judges of what they need.
At the previous meeting of the board it was understood
that [he electric lighting companies would be able to determine and report at ils next meeting what ducts were
necessary so that the contracts for repaving the streets
could be entered into, but the companies failed to find this
Mayor Grant's ire was immediately kindled, and he
out.
said that rather ihan wait any longer he would order Com-

and that

if

missioner Gilroy to go ahead with repaving without regard
to the subways, and that he would order every wire cut

down.

The

electric

companies

will

submit their revised

applications at the next meeting on Monday.
The closing entertainment of the Electrical E.xhibition
at the Lenox Lyceum drew an audience which filled every
The illumination of the
seat in the immense auditorium.
electrical tower every fifteen minutes during the evening,
and the presentation of a beautiful solid silver vase to
A. iJ. UeErcece. managing director of the exhibition, were
the features of the last evening of a most successful under-

taking

in the interests of the

Woman's Exchange.

of a copper mine at Hristol, Conn., is
a rich copper bearing stratum at the depth
bringing
A mass of rich ore has been struck, being a
of 180 feet.
vein ten inches in thickness, an assay of which shows 75
per cent, copper and 16 ounces of silver to the ton. This
vein scatters and the whole rock in either direction is
streaked with the same rich ore.
The New York Electrical society which has had such a
successful series of meetings during the current season
called together its e.xecutive committee on the 15th Inst, to
consider the relation of the society to the American Institute of which it has been for some lime the electrical secAfter a careful and thorough consideration of the
tion.
matter by a full board of officers and trustees of the society,
a resolution was passed by virtue of which the society
severs its connection with the American Institute and resumes all its functionsof self-government and independence
of action. The society is now doing excellent work, and is

The reopening
to light

in a

most flourishing condition.
last traces of the once "only

The

conduit

system

for

Louisvii.i.ic, Ky.,

17.

new South now taking place

is

many

cases for street car tramway lines and
"boom" is of great importance to the
Millions of capital from ICngland and
the East are seeking investment, and men for working the
mines, aod sawmills cannot turn out the products fast
enough unless they work day and night. Gas works are in
operation in only a few of the smaller towns, and even in
many of these places electric lights are being generally
substituted.
in a great

for other power, the
electrical world.

Including Louisville, Nashville and Birmingham,

which

are the representatives of the "boom" district, there are
forty-two "boom" towns, in nearly all of which there are
already electr'C light plants either in operation, in process
Most of the large
of construction, or under contract.
ones have power and street car companies that depend on
electricity, and it has been judged economical to use electricity on the coal and timber railways constructed through
the mountain spurs and the valleys.
Seven states are represented in the great development of the coal, iron and
timber region of the Appalachian system, one of which,
however —West Virginia is not represented by any considerably-sized town in the "boom."
The other states are

—

24,

1890

Milwaukee, Wis.

is

and the cross-town horse car

make progress

lighting question is
assuming a magnitude which cannot be easily settled.
Suspicion in every direction where a corporation is serving
the public has become so prominent a characteristic of the
mayor that nothing seems to him to be in good faith, and

ble,

"

—

MnAV.\fKi:K. Wis.. May 17. Two electric railway
lines have no»v b^en in operation here for several weeks,
but no trouble has been experienced by users of telephones.
It was predicted on all sides that the advent of the electric
car would seriously impair, perhaps destroy the city telephone service. Everybody supposed that the trouble at
Eau Claire would be repeated here. In the Eau Claire
case, which has become quite famous, the court decided,
in substance, that the public streets were maintained for
the purpose of travel, and that if the electric car interfered
with the telephone, the telephone company, not the railway
company, would have to stand the consequences. Had
the question arisen here, and such a decision been made,
the Wisconsin Telephone company would either have had
to bury all ils wires, at an expense of more than ^1,000,ouo. or retire from business.
The fact that the trjuble has
not materialized, probably delights everybDdy.
Your correspondent uses the telephone very frequently, perhaps as
often as anybody in the city, but has only experienced any
kind of trouble from the whirring three or four times.
In
but one case, so far as his knowledge goes, has the induction of the electric railway
telephone wire.

drowned conversation over the

On

the toll lines, however, the case is different.
These
lines have always tried one's ears more than the city wires,
and the dilficulty in using them has certainly been increased by the electric street railways.
There is some talk
of the telephone company putting in return wires.
If this
is done the telephone rates, which are now as low as $40 in
some cases, will be increased from Ipio to ^20.
A switch-board which cost about $40,000 is among the

improvements which the Wisconsin Telephone company is
putting in at its Milwaukee exchange.
It is about sixty
feet long, and is fitted up so as to afford connections for
2.400 telephones, about 200 more than are now in use in
the city.
Two wires have been provided for each telephone, so that every instrument may have a metallic circuit.
The company's new building is practically fireproof, and the valuable apparatus will be quite safe.
Iron,
fire-clay and brick have taken the place of wood in the
walls, floors and staircases.
The general plan of the new
building is the same as that of the Telephone exchange on
Thirty-eighth street, in New \'oik.
The Broadway front,
which at present hides the new structure in the rear, will
be raised soon so as to permit the completion of the work.
The company's underground system, in the business district on the east side, was to have been ready for use on
January i. but it will be July i before everything is completed.
The cables, thirty-two in number, extend from a
huge chamber under Broadway to the rear of the basement, and are so arranged that any particular cable can be
removed without disturbing the others. In the basement
each cable ends in a "head," and the wires, separated and
attached to numbered binding screws, are there connected

Kentucky, represented by eighteen towns; Tennessee, by
thirteen; Alabama, by six; Virginia by two, and Georgia by

with the switch-board.
The Milwaukee City Railway company is considering
the advisability of adopting a storage battery system for its

three.

cars.

Ashland, Ky., already has electric lights, and so have
Ovvensboro, Eordsville. IJeattyvilie. Clay City, Pineville,
Winchester and Middleborough, Ky. New Decatur and
Shcifield. Ala:; Barboursville, Ky., Cardiff and Peptford,
Tenn. East Chattanooga, Tenn. Grand Rivers, Ky.
Ilarriman aod Johnson City, Tenn., Piei-lmont, Ala., Rome,
Ga., Rockwood and South Pittsburgh, Tenn and Somer-

Cables and conduits for the Milwaukee Edison Electric
Light company are being shipped here from the east, and
the contract for placing the wires underground will be let
next week.
Work on the company's power house will he
commenced n about a week. The building will occupy

;

,

.

set,

Ky.

If the plants in all of these

towns are not

al-

Ashland
ready in operation they are almost completed.
has a large electric light plant, both for streets, business
houses and homes.
Among the first things provided by the Middleborough
company was an electric plant for street illumination. A
Thomson-Houston system was used, with a dynamo capacity of 100 arc lamps.
More than fifty are now in use. A
plant for furnishing incandescent lights is also contemplated in the near future.
In fact, a good portion of the
machinery
passenger

i

.

now

is

trallio

in position.

and coal

lines

An
is

electric

tramway

for

contemplated.

Owensboro has a large electric light plant and the streets
are lighted by electricity exclusively. There is talk of turning the street car system there into an electric line.
New Decatur has a splendid electric light plant. I>arboursville's plant was just completed a few weeks ago.
A
.'j;50,ooo light plant is contracted for at East Chattanooga.
Piedmont has an electric light plant in process of construcRockwood, Tenn., has an adequate plant. At Taltion.
lapoosa, Ga. is an Edison light plant employing ten hands.
iVIost of the following have plans under consideration
for electric lighting, and a number probably have contracts
P-ig Stone Gap, Ky., IJridgeport, Ala., Bristol, Va..
let:
and Tenn., Centralia, Ky., Cumberland Gap, Ky.. East
Big Stone Gap, \'a.. Palls of Rough, Ky., Eord, Ky.,
Kingston, (ia., Kiverton, Ala., Spring City, Tenn., Falmouth, Ky., and Marion, N. C.
In many respects Centralia is the most rem.irkable town
It is conducted on the soundest of business
of them all.
principles but it is solely for colored people.
N. K. Harlie
per, a colored attorney of this city, is chief promoter,
recently stated that his little city would have telephones,
electric lights, and the electric roads as soon as possible.
Centralia is atout fourteen miles from the city on the Louisville Southern.
Mayor Jacob has signed the ordinance granting to the
(iooch Electrical company the right to lay conduits and
The company's
wires through the streets of this city.
chief business is to supply power.
.\t the stockholders' meeting of the Cumberland Telephone & Teleg aph company at Henderson, Ky., the 13th
inst., James E. Caldwell was elected president and general
,

manager.
The Green street electric street car line, operated by the
Central Passenger Railway company in this city, will be
extended down Walnut street, and probably in other directions as soon as the pending suits in chancery are settled.
L.

100 feet on River street and 115 feet on Oneida street.
It
be of brick and iron, and two stories high.
The company's offices will bs located in the building.
The size of
will

the machinery plant will depend on the lighting contracts
made this summer, but it is intended eventually to provide
a very large capacity for furnishing light and power.
At
lirst only the incandescent light will be furnished.
Mayor Peck fears that the speed at which electric cars
are run, and the recklessness that the drivers sometimes
display in stopping on almost the very brink of the river,
when the bridge is open, may some day result in a car
plunging into the water.
He declares that electric cars,
unlike horse cars and mule cars, can go too fast.
He
states that he hears that some of the electric cars run at the
He announces his
rate of twenty miles an hour at night.
intention of reforming rapid transit if he has to invoke the
P.
aid of the law.

Des Moines,
Dks

MoiNiis,

May

— Not only

la.

there a decided adrailway and power business,
but the forwartl movement is noticeable all along the line.
A unique project is that of the o.vners of the water power
They are rebuilding and raising
of the Des Moines river.
the dam, and are at work on a fine large building to replace the old flour mill, and to be used as an electric
power l^ouse. The company expects to operate the present
Belt Line railway with electricity, and to furnish power for
machinery in all parts of the city. A large building will
also be put up to be used for factory purposes, floor space,
and power to bs rented out to companies starting in manThe water power is great, and the
ufacturing business.
plant can bi operated very cheaply.
The greatest addition to Des Aloines' electrical circles is
llie new power house of the Edison Electric Light company, a handsome brick structure 98x115 feet in size with

vance

15.

is

in this city in electric

office rooms, and complete dynamo and boiler
rooms. The building is linished, and all the machinery
Two Williams comwill be in place in another month.
pound condensing engines. 100 and 150 horse power respectively, have been placed, and a 150 horse power BuckThese will
eye will be brought from the present station.
drive four No. 20 Standard dynamos and two No. 12,
which will give a capacity of about 5.000 lights, though
Two 200 horse
the station is designed for 12,000 lights.
power Heine water-tube boilers are being placed in addi-

handsome

tion to

stack

one 150-horse power plain boiler.
125 feet high and six feet square

is

The smoke
The

inside.

company will make an expenditure of $70,000 or $So,ooo
on tliis plant, and clauns that it will have the largest and
The officers in the company
best station west of Chicago.
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are J.

H. McCIement,

president; J.

S.

Clark,

vice-presi

dent; J. G. Rounds, treasurer; J. A. Colby, secretary and
manager. The plant has been constracted by the United
Edison Manufacturing company of New York, under
direction of August Hansen, and the line work is in charge
of Wm. H. Bander.
The other Des Moines companies are the Capital City
Electric Light company, and the Thomson-Houston company, both having the same officers, viz.: S. T. Bodine,
president; M. T. Wright, treasurer; E. G. Pratt, secretary'; E. M. Cobb, electrician; Joseph Deemer, superinThese companies are identical with the gas light
tendent.
company which now owns them. An elegant power house
been
fitted
up since the consolidation, and the capacity
has
One Westinghouse So-horse power
has been increased.
engine, and four Armington X: Sims engines with a total of
used.
Seven Thomson-Houston dy346-horse power, are
namos are used with a capacity for 230 arc lights. Westinghouse and Thomson-Houston alternating systems are
used with a capacity for 1,640 lights, though 2,300 lights
The company has been extending
are now on the lines.
its circuits rapidly out into the suburbs, and has in contemplation a number of improvements.

The increased use of electric light and electric power in
Des Moines is noticeable. Nearly every printing office
and small factory in the city has abandoned steam engines,
and the

city is

being

covered with wires.

literally

O.

W.

Boston, Mass.

—

Boston, May 17. Massachusetts has but one storage
battery electric railway in operation at the present time.
This is the road between Beverly and Danvers, with onlv a
Another road is now projected, howsmall equipment.
ever, in a suburb of Boston, which will, if the plans are
carried out, be equipped with the system of the Union
Electric Car company, the same as that now in operation
The proposed route extends from i^Jewtonat Beve'rly.
ville to Newton Highlands and Newton Center, and returns
by a different street to Newtonville.
The West End Street Railway company has petitioned
the authorities in Brookline for the right to extend its
At a hearing this week, a protest was entered by
tracks.
F. A. Houston, who appeared as a remonstrant for the
New England Telegraph iS; Telephone company. He said
that he objected to the single trolley system on general
grounds.
In the state senate this week the bill relating to fenders and guards on electric cars was passed to be engrossed, with an amendment striking out the provision that
the act shall go into effect on its passage. The bill relating
to the regulation and control of overhead wires in cities
was also passed, to be engrossed by the senate without dis
cussion.
The bill concerning the inspection of electric
lights and meters was practically killed by the report of the
committee that it be referred to the next session of the
The mercantile committee reported "inexpelegislature.
dient" as to granting cities and towns full and absolute
control over poles and overhead wires used for the trans
mission of electricity for all purposes.
The committee on
manufactures has reported on the order as to the manufacture and

sale of electric lights

by

cities,

recommending

that

be referred to the next session of the legislature. The
committee reported a bill authorizing the
Nantucket Electric Street Railway company to do business
it

street railway

as a

common

carrier.

At tome}'- General Waterman has been asked by the Massachusetts legislature to give an opinion as to whether or
not, under the provisions of the constitution, cities and
towns may manufacture and sell gas and electricity. He
has already given his opinion in the negative as to their
The Supreme court
right to do so under existing statutes.
of Maine has just given a decision declaring that cities and
towns under the constitution have no right to engage in a
commercial business of any kind.
The first anniversary of the Thomson Scientific club of
Lynn was celebrated last Tuesday evening by a dinner at
Exchange Hall, at which about 70 members and guests
were present. This club was organized May 13, iSSg, and
is composed principally of young men employed at the
Thomson-Houston Electric company's factor}' and in the
works of the Thonlson Electric Welding company. The
present officers of the club are E, W. Rice, president; J.
E. Randall and O. W. Brooking, vice-presidents; L. T.
Robinson, treasurer; A. H. Carsley, secretary; and George
F. Curtiss, reviewer. After the dinner, speeches were
made by James F. Meech, Prof. Elihu Thomson, C. J.
Van Depoele, Dr. F. T. Hazlewood, A. L, Rohrer, J. E.
Mr. Meech said that in June
Randall and H. D. Sears.
Thomson-Houston electric railways would be in operation
in

in August one would be running in Dresalso stated that the total mileage of electric cars

Bremen, and

den.

He

on the West End road in Boston for the fourteen months
preceding March last was nearly 1,600,000 miles.
Prof.
Thomson's subject was "Electrical Engineering: The
Problems of the Future." He referred to the fact that

many problems

in electrical

engineering are

now

carefully

worked out that only a short time ago were the subject of "systematic" guesses.

One

of the problems

now in

Now a genthe construction of larger dynamos.
erator of 100 to 200 or 250 horse power is considered large,
but the time will soon come when we may confidently expect the construction of dynamos of 1,000 or 2,000 horse
power. An interesting problem in electric railroading is the
attainment of higher speeds and the application of larger
There is no good reason, he said, why we may not
powers.
expect to attain, with electric locomotives, a speed of 100 or
even 150 miles per hour. The professor referred to the possibilities of electricity as a means of transforming crude materials into food.
By chemical processes, he said, charcoal
may be transformed into grape sugar, and it is not extravagant to suppose that these chemical processes may be supplanted by electrical. Other problems, such as the production of electricity direct from coal, the production of light
without heat, and the more economical distribution of curhand

is

rents for lighting purposes, were also discussed
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by the pro-

fessor.

George

W.

Mansfield of the railway department of the
Thomson -Houston Electric company, delivered a lecture
upon "Electricity" at Gloucester, Mass., on May 13th, under
the auspices of the city Y. M. C. A.
The committee on street railways of the Massachusetts
legislature reported a bill on Wednesday of this week
granting the West End Street Railway company of Boston
the right to construct an elevated railway.
The bill pro
vides that the company may operate its cars by the use of
electricity, and may carry its electric wires for the operation
of its surface or elevated roads upon or over the elevated
structures.
The bill has not yet passed the legislature.
O. H. M.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The

Electric Railway company has been
Townsend, Wash., capital stock $150,000

Belt Line

formed

at Port

" The electric cars were unconscionably slow a-coming,
but they are simply greased lightning a-going," is the compliment of the Evi:ni!v^ JFisconsin to the Milwaukee elec-

The city council -of Milwaukee will grant the Cream
City street railway company the right to extend its lines to
It is the intention of the company to inthe city limits.
stall an electric system.
The Coupeville. Admiralty Bay & Chicago Railway company has been incorporated for the purpose of building an
electric railway from Coupeville to Chicago, Wash.
Work
be commenced at once.

The

cars on the Fourth avenue electric line, Minneapolis,
have ever since the starting of the line been lighted by
electricity, but an oil head light has been used.
This, however, has been done away with, and an electric light substituted which works to perfection.

A

telegram from Joliet, III., says: The penitentiary and
Oakwood cemetery extensions of the Joliet Electric Street
Railway company are completed. All parts of the city are
now connected, making the system one of the most extensive and complete in that part of the countr}'.

The electric railway companies of Milwaukee have exdifficulty in the matter of securing
suitable poles for their system. The numerous sharp curves
in the road place a great strain on the poles, and the old
new style
style of sectional pole was found inadequate.
of pole has been tested, and promises to be generally introduced on the lines now in operation. It is made in one
It is
piece, and tapers gracefully from the foot to the top.
made by a Milwaukee concern, and is giving satisfaction in
perienced considerable

A

the

Cream

A

ing.

Arrangements

for an electric light plant at Attala. Ala.,

are being made.

An

may

electric light plant

by the

Ala.,

be

The establishment of an electric
Gate, Va., is contemplated.
Boston

Highland,

installed at

city.

light

plant at

have decided to erect an

capitalists

Iron

electric light

plant at Chattanooga, Tenn.

An

The

A

company

light

is

and power

The
will

an assured fact at Mt. Sterling,
contracts have been awarded.

electric light plant is

Ky.

Citizens'

organizing for the erection of an electric

station at

Lonaconing, Md.

Gas Light company of

double the capacity of

The

Jacl-son, Tenn.,
plant.

its electric light

Gainesville, Ga., will hold an election to
bonds to purchase the Gainesville
electric light plant.
city of

consider the issuing of

tric lines.

will

LIGHT.

Sonora. Ca!., has granted a franchise for electric-light-

Carrollton, Ga., Light

tal stock of

.!ic

has been

electric light plant,

Power company,

to erect
incorporated with a capi-

$25,000.

The

California Electric Light company has just closed
its 32d dividend, making ^272,000
paid I0 stockholders
since September, 1SS6.

The Thomson-Houston company will install a plant at
Napa, Cal. The franchise of the Napa Electric L=ght
company has been repealed.
All the preliminaries for the Edison incandescent light
plant at Bainbridge, Ga,, have been completed.
The contract has been awarded to the United Edison Manufacturing company.

The Los Angeles,

Cal.,

Electric

company

has

con-

Westinghouse company to put in two 7^0
machines.
This is the beginning of
the incandescent system for that city.
tracted with the

light incandescent

The Bonham Electric Light company have placed an
order with Clower & Harris, Dallas, Tex for a 300 light
Heisler dynamo.
The company says the Helsler system
is giving satisfaction and this increase is a substantial corroboration of its assurance.
,

The

Electric Light company of Los Angeles, Cal., rechanged management. W. B. Cline is president;
R. Blackman, secretar}"; Jas. Warren, superintendent.
The company will put in a 1,500 light incandescent plant,
new boilers, etc., at a cost of about $15,000.

cently

W.

city.

Louis paper on May iSth says: In answer to a
from the Mayor of De Soto, Mo., City Counselor
Bell yesterday forwarded an opinion that the city of DeSoto has the necessary authority to contract for the lighting
of its streets with electricity for a period not to exceed twenty
The city council of De Soto has been considering
years.
St.

letter

the plan of using electric liglits for street illuminating purposes for some time but has been undecided whether the
city has the right under its charter, to make a contract for
Couna long period with an electric lighting company.
selor Bell's opinion will settle all doubts on that score.

A

Minneapolis paper says; The material for the con
struction of the street railway lines is just commencing to
Engineer Clift Wise says
arrive in sufficient quantities.
that the tardiness of some of the material in arriving has
caused a delay in the progress of the work. Monday work
was commenced upon the Washington avenue line at Cedar
avenue, and yesterday had progressed as far as Eleventh
avenue south, the tracks being widened, and conduits laid
The conduits used for carrying the feeders
all of the way.
consist of a paper tube, impervious to moisture, about
three-eighths of an inch in thickness, and 1^2 inches in
This tube is in turn laid in a box. Electric
diameter.
motors and broad gauge car trucks are on the way, and as
soon as the lines are completed there will be enough broad
gauge cars ready to equip them. Work is also in progress
upon the tunnel to supply the power house engines with
water while the beds upon which immense machines will
rest are now being constructed.

Theodore Moss, proprietor of the Star theater, corner of
Broadway and Thirteenth street. New York, after considering various plans for cooling the auditorium of the theater during the performances in the summer months, has
adopted the plan submitted by the Crocker- Wheeler Electric Motor company of Fourteenth and Washington streets,
through Mr. McCoubray, secretary and general sales agent.
trial of the apparatus on Monday. May 12th, in the presence of Mr. Moss and the staff of the theater, demonstrated
the complete success of the plant, and the patrons of the
theater during the warm weather will find the temperature
as pleasant as may be found at Newport, no matter what
The plant consists
the temperature may be on the outside.
of a large Crocker-Wheeler electric motor and an immense
pressure blower, an extensive ice chamber, various ducts
leading to the auditorium, and numerous registers for conOne of the peculiarities of the
trolling the flow of air.
system is the construction of the ice chamber, which is so
arranged that the drippings of the water from the ice is
utilized to cool the air before it comes in contact with the
The system is an assured success, and will keep
ice itself.
the atmosphere of the theater in a delightful condition,
even without the use of ice. It is proposed to use ice only
volume of
when necessary in extremely hot weather.
25,000 cubic feet of air per minute at a temperature much
lower than the outside air, is forced into the auditorium.
It is believed, too, that this is but the foundation of a system by which cool air will be delivered into houses throughWhen the several small electric fan
out cities and towns.
motors ordered by Mr. Moss, and which are a part of the
system, are placed in position, the plant will be complete as

A

A

designed by Mr. McCoubray,

The
an

Mayor Noonan

of St. Louis has ordered the tops of gas
St. Louis removed, and the whole
town is in confusion. It is said that many men who have
lived in the city for years have been unable to find their
homes owing to the fact that no provision was made for
placing labels on the corners when the lamps were removed.

lamps

in the streets of

A dispatch
way &

from

Merrill, Wis., says:

The

Merrill Rail-

company has decided to place electric cars
street railway to be built in this city, and has
let the contract for furnishing the electrical apparatus to
M. K. Goehnauer
the Westinghouse Electric company.
Lig;hting

on the new

of Appleton, to whom the contract was let for constructing
the road, begins the distribution of material at once.
The
railway will be ready for operation in seventy days.

At a recent meeting

in

Board of Fire Underwriters
tion of electric lighting.

New York

cit}',

the

National

had a discussion on the quescommittee, headed by Yice-

A

the Home Life-insurance
the various methods of
In response to an invitation from the National Electric Light association, the
board appointed W. A. Anderson, Superintendent of the
Fire Survey of the New York Board of Fire UnderwTiters.
to act in its behalf in a National Electric Insurance com-

President John H. Washburn of
company of that city, discussed
lighting and heating now in use.

pany.

A

There will be a great deal of
Cincinnati paper says:
of electrical affairs in this town
snow falls again.
The Cincinnati Electric
Light company, despite its recent deals with rival competitors, will have all the competition it wants before long.
The Cincinnati Electric Light .Jc Power company, a corporation with a capital stock of §r, 000. 000, does not seem
to have been organized for merely ornamental purposes.
It has advertised for bids for the construction of a plant,
which looks very much like business. It has secured the
right to lay conduits in the streets, and this is a valuable
It is denied with emphasis that the company
franchise.
wishes to dispose of this right at a large, round sum of
interest in the condition

before the

money.

At a recent meeting of the Oakland City street light
committee the plan for lighting the city for the ensuing
A representative of the Electric Light
year was discussed.
&: Motor company said that at an expenditure of
$10,000
the
appropriation
for gas and electric light
additional to
the city could be lighted by electricity with thirty times
The Gas, Light & Heat company congreater radiance.
sidered that to light the city with electric lights according
to the ideas of the city electrician would cost from $25,000
He thought it would take 450 lights to
to $30, 000 more.
The lighting of
properly light the city by this system.
To change the
the city last year cost about $31,000.
present combination system to an electric light system would
run the cost up to in the neighborhood of §80,000 in his
It was decided to ask for bids for lighting
estimation.
the city by gas, electricity and a combination of gas and
electricity similar to the system at present in vogue-
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Miscellaneous Notes.
The
at

San Francisco.

The Sacramento

Electric Construction

formed to do a general

company has been

electrical construction business.

The

Ik>nan/a Mining company of llatcsville. Ark., announces ii*^ intention of erecting a 20 ton electric concentrating plant.
Electric company has been formed
Los Angeles. Cal.: S. J. Keese, President; W. I. Keese,
I. H- Rhodes, vice-president.

secretary;

Platinum is going up alarmingly, says the New York
Herald. That metal so essential and well nigh indispensable to certain mschanical arts has risen 100 percent, in
value within the last year, and there is every prospect that
will
continue to ascend in the market.
Xo reason
it

seems to exist for supposing it will ever go
To-day platinum costs $1 1.50 a troy ounce.

down

again.
It is destined
in all probability never again to be cheaper— a precious
metal truly! This news is of most serious iraporlance to
electricians.

Business Mention.
company has

Electric

remarkably handsome catalogue, descriptive of
nating current arc light system.
and its typographical appearance
e.xhibition of the

Brown

It is
is

just issued a
its

new

alter-

profusely illustrated,

strikingly attractive.

Electric Protector

company

at Builders' Exchange. Philadelphia. May 10. was in every
way a complete success, and demonstrated the perfect protection to all kinds of electrical instruments which is needed.
The company is already doing a handsome business.

The Ashton Valve compiny,

Boston, reports a flourishing business, and has not missed paying a dividend quarThe company will equip the new
terly in manv years.
government cruiser, the Maine, with valves. It is equipIt is
ping several of the Brazilian government cruisers.
adding to its works new machinery, and an extra number
of machinists are necessarj' to keep up with orders.

Andrae

of Milwaukee,

is one of the pioneer electo-day in the rapid increase of
the electrical business, reaping the reward of his early exAt his store, 225 West 2d street, is carried one
ertions.
of the largest and most complete stocks of electrical sup-

Julius

tricians of the west

and

He

is

makes a specialty of contracting for all kinds of electrical work from installing an elecMr Andrae is
tric bell to an entire electric light plant.
the Milwaukee agent of the Mather Electric company and
has made a number of important installations of this excelplies in the west.

lent

also

system in that city.
His factory is located at 186 2d
where large quantitie? of electrical supplies are man-

street

ufactured.

The

Engine company of

Erie, Pa., has the following orders for their special vertical engines adapted for
Four vertical compound
electric lighting on shipboard:
engines for the United States gun boats. Concord and Bennington, ordered by the United Edison company; one ver\'ork \Mt Insurance comtical compound engine for

Ball

New

pany of Minneapolis, Minn., ordered by the Brush Electric
company; one vertical compound for new steamer for the
Brazilian Steamship company, ordered by the Complete
Construction company of New York; two vertical double
engines ordered by the Brush Electric company for the
United States steamship Miantonomoh; two vertical compound engines, ordered by United Edison company for
steamship Plymouth of Old Colony Steamship company.
interesting to notice that ijueen iV Co., the well
of electric test instruments of Philadelphia
have apparently outgrown their surroundings, and are
Until within the last
building up a wonderful business.
It is

known makers

the measuring apparatus
used in this country was imported, a popular feeling existof
an
instrument
that
the
value
was enhanced if a foring
Such is not the case now.
eign name appeared on it.
(
Queen iV 'ompany have demonstrated that they can n.ake
electrical test instruments at least equal in quality to the
They
best of foreign make, and as reasonable in price.
are hndinj customers for their standard resistance boxes,
portable testing sets, ammeters and voltmeters and their
other specialties, in all parts of the United States and have
even had inquiries from abroad. They report a recent
large sale in the Northwest comprising .\yrton jS: Perr)'
instruments, portable testing sets, Cardew voltmeters,
This is
tachometers, etc., to the amount of about ^1,500.
new and
a sample of the demand for their apparatus.
printer's
enlarged edition of their catalogue is in the
hands now. It will pay all who desire a copy to correspond

two or three years

William

Cars.

Electric

for

F.

Claim two follows:
"The combination, with an

.Alternating Current Apparatus.
luLvard
l-rank W. ileymann. Boston.

Iley-

Benjamin C. Howard,

Balti-

Electric Heater.

427,574.

Md

more,

Guide for Trolley Wheels.
Lynn, Mass.
Electro Magnet.
Francis
427,(1)6.
N. V
427. 5S9.

practically

all

A

Patten,

New

Marks.
Vork,

Switch-Board.

Test System.

Charles

E

Charles

Chicago,

Scribner,

427.623. Test Circuit for Multiple SwitchBoards.
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

Chas.

The

invention consists in testing apparatus placed at
the difTirent switc'i-boards, and the telephone line circuits and switching apparatus combined with a battery
in such manner that on making a test, circuit will be
closed from the battery through a telephone if the line
tested is free.

Multiple Switch-Board
427.624.
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

Test Circuit.

Charles

first

claim

is

Carbon Brush

427,674.

Rail-

for

wheel of carbon."
Motors. Leo Daft, Plainfield,

N.J.
Claim one reads as follows:
"A brush or contact maker for carrying an electric
current to a surface moving thereunder, consisting of
non lubricating carbon and plumbago."

George A. Goodson,

Electric Matrix Machine.
Minneapolis, Minn.

427. 6S1.

Composition for Supports for Secondary Battery
427,710.
Electrodes.
Walter F. Smith, Philadelphia. Pa.
Fire
Hedley V.

417,611.
427,7-»4.
ley,

Alarm Regulator. Clarence J. Spike and
McLeod, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Edward M. Bent-

Automatic Electric Cut-Out.
Vork, N. Y.

New

427.725.

Edward M.

Electric Railway.

New

Bentley,

Vork, N. V.

with a transverse contact piece of a length sufilcient to
make connection with the wire at any point along the
range of transverse movement of the vehicle relatively
to the wire.

New

Telephone Exchange .Apparatus. John J.Carty,
Vork. N. V.

The

invention includes a subscriber's station provided with a generator and switching devices, in combination with a branch from the center of the resistance
of said line at the central ofi'ice through an annunciator
to ground, whereby the subscriber may bring his generator into a grounded circuit, including said annunciator.

Conductor

Electrical

427,746.

Power.

William

for

427.748.
delphia, Pa.

the Transmission

Richmond,

J. Cordley,

Electric .Meter.

Stanley

C

C.

of

\'a.

Currie,

Phila-

luiu'J

Max

I

3,

]St)0.

Stopping Mechanism for Knitting
James T. Ashworth, Bristol, Conn.

427.540.
Ind.

Lightning

-Arrester.

Louis

Bell,

Machines.
Laf.iyette.

System of Electrical Distiibution. Louis Bell,
427.541.
Lafayette, Ind.
The invention consists in the combination with a
distributing conductor divided into sections with current limiting devices between each section, of an independent connection between each section and the
source of supply, with a current limiting device in
each of said connections.

of Measuring and Registering Electric
Stanley C. C. Currie, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Converter.
Sebastian /. de Ferranti,
427,7?!.
Ilampstead, 'ounty of Middlesex. Eng.
The la<it claim is:
"6.
The combination, with a converter having
primary and secondary coils, and a soft iron core within the coils, and also extending around them, of a
metal case with separate compartments provided upon
secit containing the connections of the primary and

Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, O.
The invention relates to an improvement in safety
fuses for electric systems of distribution, the improvement being specially applicable to electric railway systems.

427,548.

427.549-

Kan.

Fuse Block.

Electric Prod-Pole.

John M. Burton, Wichita,

ondary

circuits

respectively."

Electric Signal.
427,762.
tria-Hungary.

Josef Haas,

Electro Pneumatic Clock
Mahrhofer, Berlin, Germany.

427,781.

Jr., \'ienna,

System.

Aus-

Carl

A.

Electric Circuit Closer for Railway Signals.
Frank E. Morgan and Frederic A. Lane, New Haven,
Conn.

427,783.

Secondary Battery Electrode.
427,785.
Laughlin, Philadelphia. Pa.
427,789.
lyn.

Secondary Battery.
N. V.

427,823.

Conn.

Electric Indicator.

427.979.

Fuse Plug.

William

Thomas
A.

Frederic

Multiple Sffitch-Board.
427,917.
Chicago. 111.

Railway

Wires.

New

Lane,

A.

James

F.

Mc-

F. Nevins, Brook-

Anthony,

Hartford,

Charies

E.

Electric Train

427.953.

Signaling

B.

.Vpparalus for RailParis, France.

Eugene J.J. de Baillehache,
Method of Electric Welding.

ways

Scribner,

Thomas

Incandescent Electric Light Bulb.
427. 95t.
Atterbury, Pittsburg, Pa.

Charies L. Cof-

Detroit, Mich.

fin,

The

process consists in placing the parts to be welded in close proximity to a voltaic arc, protecting the arc
and the parts to be welded by a jacket of non-conducting refractory material, and after sufficiently heating
the parts, pressing them together to complete the weld.

Means

427,974.

for

phone Systems.
mott,

Effecting Communication in TeleJ. Crossley and Walter Emand John F. Harrison, Bradford,

Louis

Halifax,

County of \'ork, Eng.
The main object of the invention is to provide means
whereby a person desirous of using a telephone on a
telephonic system can effect communication with the
central office or exchange only by first depositing into
a suitable receptacle a coin or equivalent circular disklike device, representing a monetary value equal to the
toll or charge for the use of the telephone.
427,07s.
Alternating Current Motor.
Michael von
livo-Dobrowolsky, Berlin, Germany.

Do-

claim reads:

"In an

alternating current motor, the combination,
magnet, of an armature composed of an
iron body of rotation, bars, strips, or wires of copper
arranged transversely to the direction of rotation of
the motor, and also transversely to the lines of force
of the magnetic field, and copper conductors, whereby
the said bars, strips or wires are connected together
field

both ends."

at

427 984.

Automatic Lightning
Kansas City, Kan.

Claude

Arrester.

M.

Griffin,

Lantern for Electric Arc
Gwynn, Bucyrus, O.

427,986.
428,008.

Arc Lamp.

Lights.

John W.

Philip Lange, Pittsburg, Pa.

we give the last:
combination, with an electric arc lamp mechanism, of carbon electrodes for the lamp placed in the
same perpendicular plane and having extended confronting edges, and a generator of rapidly-alternating
electric currents having Its terminals connected with
Of

the ten claims

"The

the respective electrodes."

Process of Shrinking and Fulling Felt by ElecFrancis C. Taylor, Danburj', Conn., and
Hard, New \oxV, N. V.

tricity.

John

R

Electrical Target Trap.
James Wolstencroft
and William H. Soley, Philadelphia, Pa.

428,030.

Commutator Brush.

Evan

Bowen,

Akron,

Track Instrument for Railroad Signals.
428.041.
lon S. Conly. Hyde Park. 111.

Mar-

428,038.

II.

Ohio.

Method

of Producing Alternating Electric CurMarion S. Conly, Hyde Park, 111.
The method consists in first closing a local- battery
circuit in which is included a helix, thereby causing
the helix to become electrostatically saturated, and
then simultaneously opening the local circuit and in-

428.042.

rents.

troducing the line circuit therein, alternately reversing
the terminals of the local with the terminals of the
line circuit after each closing of the
local
circuit,
whereby the electrostatic discharge from the helix will
traverse the line circuit in alternately opposite directions.

428.046.

Method

(

427,534.

Bismarck.

The invention consists, essentially, of a guard wire
stretched over the transmission wire, of depending
wires connecting the same with the transmission wire
at suitable intervals, of guard wires stretched parallel
with the transmission wires at one side thereof, so as
to prevent broken wires falling across the same, from
coming in contact with the transmission wires.

428,026.

Contact Device for Electric Railways.
Edward
427.726.
M. Bentley. New Vork. N. V.
The invention comprises an upright piece pivoted to
the top of the vehicle and provided ut its upper end

427,742.

New

Kaylor,

Guard and Stay for Electric
Conrad J. Kilian, Milwaukee, Wis.

with a

given:

trolley or collector

John

427,878.

The

427,62s.
Trolley or Collector Wheel for Electric
ways. Sidney H. Short, Cleveland, O.

"A

lones,

111.

427,971.

The invention consists in making the tubular frame
of the spring jack switch in two parts, the front portion consisting of a hollow screw and the rear portion
being tapped out to correspond with the thread upon
the hollow screw.

The

rSgo

Haven, Conn.

111.

Energy.

Electrical Patents.

.\.

The invention consiits in the construction of the
terminal plugs of the flexible cords and in the connections between the cords and the operator's telephone.

427.749.

with them.

[.

Henry

The invention consists of two contiguously coiled
strands of wire, one of which conveys only positive
currents, and the other only negative currents, but in
such direction as to produce the same magnetizing effect within the coils.

42-, 622.

James W.

Water Alarm.

Telegraph Key.

427. S76.

electric car, of an arm
upon the lop thereof, an inclined
trolley arm supported thereon, and a trolley connected to the said trolley arm by a swivel joint."

horizontally pivoted

427,571.

Bilge

427,873.

24,

Vork, N. V.

la.

Multiple Srtitch-BDard
427,621.
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

The Westinghouse

The

Arm

Harriman, Pes Moines,

mann and

The Rhodes & Keese
at

Trolley

427.569.

company has been organized

Electrical Engineering

May

Terminal

agin, Chicago,

for Electric Cables.

Joseph A. Han-

III.

The invention is designed more especially for single
conductor cables, as, for example, those used in arc
lighting and designed to carry currents of high tension.
The Invention consists in placing a metallic cap
over each of the ends of the sections of the cable to
be uniteil, soldering the conductor to these caps, and
then locking the caps together.
428,050.

(.Iround Detector,

Charles H. Macloskie, Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Claim

five follows:

"The combination, in an electric distribution system, of a main generator, a line conductor having a
temporary ground, an

artificial

ground, and an inter-

rupter connecting the faultless conductor alternately
with the faulty conductor, and the artificial ground."

Manufacture of Telegraph Cables.
428,055.
Patterson, Chicago, III.

William R.

The

invention cons:sts in placing the core of insulated conductors, deprived of moisture, within the
pipe, and then forcing insulating filling into both ends
of the pipe.

428,057.

New

Pyromagneto
York. N. Y.

Electric Generator.

Nicola Tesla,

May

24,
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W. H. Sawyier,

EifOENE E. Phillips, President.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

seo'y and Electrician,

AMEUICAU ELECTRICAL WOUKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
SPECIALTV, ELECTRICITY.

I.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet

EUGENE

F.

2o4

Office. 10 Cortlandt Street,

John Carroll,

F. Phillips, President.

Sec'y.

17

Dearborn Street.GHicAGo.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

ST.,

and
factory:f iSt. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.
OF

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

MACHINERY

Office

BROWN,

T.

Ute

EXAMDIER ELECTRICFTY,

PRIHCIPAL

CHICAGO,

Special and Experimental

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Teleplione
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

kinds

all

A man that

Westbeit Electeiclan.

care

D. S.

ISlectrical Expert^

—

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

kinds, over-

of all

capable of taking charge and running an electrical repair shop. Such
a man can secure a good position by
addressing J. A. L.,

FRANK

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
84 MARKET
(LiniTBD.)
— MANUTACTUBEES

wind armatures

Treasurer.

Office

is

is

PATENT LAWYER,

FARADAY CABLES.
Eugene

and

haul arc lamps, and repair

WILLIAM S.BATES.

Incandescent Cords.

'

one who
competent to re-

first-class electrician,

practical

of electrical apparatus.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and

p. C. ACKEBDIAN. Asent.

OPEEA HOUSE BLOCK,
CHICAGO. ILL.

Wire, Office

New York

A
is

PATENT OFFICE,™--

Bitterwortli, Hall,

Brom

&

Snitli,

Patent Attorneys,
26-26 HONORE BUILDING,
Two complete seta ol

CHICAGO.

U. S. Electrical Patents.

.

Telephones and

Large Dynamos and Motore for Special Work
boiit to Order. Coal Mining Haulage

plies of

a Specialty.

ELGIN,

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.

Elgin Telephone and

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co..

U.S.A.

FARADAY CABLES.
cc
Insulaiion Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial,

99

Standard Electric TEST INSTRUMENTS

Underground or Submarine.

Ammeters and

Qneen's

Voltmeters for

Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of
Tliorongfaly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Si^ery Kespect."

In a letter from the Inspkctob of the
^9, 18S6,

he says

:

"A

Maixih

Combination

Direct and Alternating

Testing Sets

Currents.

litli Galvanometer.

WE PAY

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATING AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue I 66 of Electric Test Instruments.

—

The robber used

In Insulating our wirea and cables Is Bpeclally chemically' "prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by beat. The insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, -ivhlch Is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent. Are proof.
Our insulation will pr&ve durable when all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables mad«

Portable

New

to he

QUEEN

&

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

«) order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

HENRY

A-

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEKEEET H. EITSTIS,

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers

Oar

light Double

of

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.; CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.
Belts are alivays made from oentera of
hides extra stretched.

Oynamo

r
I

T^T-ESTE^asT .^Q-EinS:.^

W

Perfection.

SEND FOK CAT.\I.06UE.

\rliole

H SALISBURY & CO.j Chicago, lU.
A. H. GAEDINEKCO., Mllwaiikee, Wla.
TODD a STANLEY CO., St. Lonia, Mo.
ENGLISH, MOBSE & CO., Kaneaa City, Mo.
( Main Honae, Indianapolia.
E. C. ATKINS & CO.,.; Branch Honse, MemphiB, Tenn.
.

A.L,IDE&SON,Maiiiifactiireis

.

"

"

(

[

BFBINeFIEIiD, ILL.
Cblcago Office: 121
St. Louis Office:

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Electric Light, Telephone,
Z*ox* .A.ei-la,l, S-u.'bxnax-lxi.e,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
^TBADE

MARK.

BRANCHES:

Chicago,

313

Olive Street

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

slOIV/v
THE OKONITE

U Salle Street.

a.xxca.

and Telegraph,
TTaa.ca.ersroij.-n <ft

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

XTse.

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - - 3 Park Row, NEW YORK.

Boston,

1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

ECDY ELSCTRIC

Louisville,

St.

Louis,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTURIHG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

nTflWATIC ELECIRIC HflTORS
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Begulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, RemarTtdble Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DlTZff AIKEO ^ ZSIaZSCTRIC « IMC ACHINXSS
For Electroplating, Eleotrotyping, Copper Refining, Etc.

BRANCH

The

New YORK, 33 Church St.
BOSTON, 111 Arch St.
OFFICE; KANSAS CITY, Rialto Building. NEW ORLEANS, 101 Camp

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, 506 Commerce St.
CHICAQO, 329 Rookery Building.

St.

-

Windsor. Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABUSHSS IN

1861.

BKGGOT,

E.

May

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

/

all

prevents

IN

Boilers.

24,

Purifier.

impurities.

SCALE

Steam

'n

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD SLICTRIC
FIXTURES.
Etc., Etc.,

Barton,

OFFICE,
CHICAGO,

226 Dearborn Street
patent and trade mark cases

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

171 E.

P.

LAW

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,

George

FRICTION

ILL.

CLOTCH POLLEYS

AMD CUT-OFF

COUPI.IM€JS.

BKUTOH 6T0R£
Vise-like grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of dutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automaticaliy oiled.
They have a good record, running through five years.
Experts are Invited to examine pecuilarltles.

2134 Michigan Avenue,

FOR

SAImZ:.
50
50

Onelo-light
One 25-light
One oO-light
0ne75-light

volt
Tolt

Send for 1880

Cataloerne.

ECXIPSETVINBEXOIXECO.,

Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo

Beloit,

Wis.

50 Tolt
110 volt
One 100-light 110 volt
One 150-lighl 110 volt
Including Lamps and Holders.

W. COLBURN & CO.,
FITCHBURC, MASS.

I.

,g.3oolj| SIMPilCjTY-SELF-CONTAINED-

NOYES BROS.,
SLANUFACTUBEES OF

Electric

LigU and

REGULATIDN-DURABIIITY*

Gombinatioii Fixtares,

ffiagBpg^

THE

JOHN T.NOYE MFC

GO.

BUFFALO. N.Y.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE ^ CO.,
St. Louis,

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

Ne'fr

Send

Chicago,

Kansas

City,

Denver,

Omaha,

St.

Paul

Sleasarlns lastrament.
for Circular

and Price

Llet.

We make a specialty of f arniBhlne: the trade with
Electric Brackets, Electroliers, Portables, Combination Bracketa, and small flstnree of all kinds.
Being manafacturere we can Rive lowest prices.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
9t Griswold

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

St.,

OFFICE AND FACTORT:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

ALI. SIZHS

MICA

AND

Send for

EUGENE MUNSELL &
St..

Circulars.

QnAi.m£S

YOU WILL OBLIGE

For Electrical Purposes.
218 "Water

New Descriptive

ILL.

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

CO.,

TRICIAN when

New York.

and

Publisher

WESTERN

by

ELEC-

writing to advertisers.

BARNES' FOOT

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,
Chicago Office,

POWER LATHES.
Barnes' Foot Power Lathc-w, 10 different
stylus

and

wizen, sultablo for all clo.-iSfH of

work from the BljickHinlth to the Jeweler.
There Is no application of foot power
oqnal to the Patent Velooipetlf, used with
these lathes. Thousands of them are in
iirortlcol usf in the t*hopfl of metal and wood workers.
W-iollcv. «if Orand Rapid«, Mich., says; "1 wish to say
L
('.

that

1

tiniious
thill

nced^l.

ln.taJ

^ir

«n that

I.

S„na fur

''i,'S^;S,"J|LT,^n
,-..„f;i IK- J...lr,-,1

calalut-u.'

nr. F. ic
,

.)t

wi,u.l

liotd two of jonr So. B foot power lathes
live years. The tools have been )»ut to hani and eonplcnsun- to say
labonitory, and It Rives
in

have owned and

now about
up

my

work

to thLs lime,

me

no repaint of any kind whatever have been

in .Icrtriclly.
l;"" 'n.°i;.ramt i!,"^.rhn.'"r,t'«rwor'k

by any ono In n.-J „ » lh,t
and inilal wurk< r> I.1U1H--.

JOHN BAKNES

CO., No.

da™

In doing thl«

It I,

neco*

54 AND 58 FRANKLIN

ST.

TH'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC COi
15 Dey Street,

NEW YORK.

tool.

76I Hiibj

Rotklord.
,

SI.,

.,,
111.

OVER ONE MILLION FEET
standard Underground Cable

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
wif=?e:.

SOLD IN SIX MONTHS BY THE

SUPPLIES
NEBRASKA ELECTRIC CO., ELECTRICAL
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
"WTestern Su-pply Ho-use,

EI.ECTAICAI.

EKGINEERS

AHO JOBBERS.

OMAHA.

Write for Suuiples, Prices
and L>ata.

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

May

24,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO "WAXER tVHEEL. as
and
being

is called to this CElliEparticularly adapted to their use,

remarkably steady motion,

hisrh Speed
erreat Efficiency, and largre Capacity, for its d«anieter,
double the Po^ver of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a

on account of

its

number
ical

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of ire-

ful effect

Our
and

it

s-uaranteed.

SEMD FOB CATALOGUE AND PARTICri^ARS.
Horizontal "Victor"

can be belted

is

recommended, as no

highly

geai.::

VICXOS'.

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shait with Cast-iron Flume, Drafi
Bearings for Shaft, and' Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

XURBIi^iES
Tubes, End

are required,

directly to dynanio.

The accompanying engraving

a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

liOLIilES,

CO..

-

DAYTON, OHIO.

BOOTH
&
HJLYDXNS,
WATERB1IRT,

FACTORIES:

CONN.

aiANVFACTIIRKKS OF

BARE AND INSUIaATZSD TTITIRX:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

Worsted Cords

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

ACENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINC.

THOS.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,

L.

25

/^T

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

A DRON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRi
/\Dir r^
CARBON^,^
<^,cNSg,c™c
o^

GLOBE

BELDING MOTOR & MFG. COMPANY,
OFFICE 144 Adams

Street,

FACTORY 128-130

The Rookery,

So. Clinton Street,

)

CHICAGO,

\

ILL., 0. S. A.

MANUFACTUKBKS OF THE

BELDING ELECTRIC MOTORS

>

Perfect Antomatic Regulation,

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.
THE STRONGEST ARMATORE MADE,

PERFECTLY BALANCED.

All Parts Interchangeable
Gorrespondence

Solicited.

Even

to

Agents Wanted in

ABSOLUTELY NO HEATING

Commutator.
all

the Principal Cities.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
CARDDN
THEIVIanufacturers
STANDARD
CO.,
of Electric
Carbons and'^Battery

B/Iaterial.

laight

CORLISS OR HICH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

NGINES

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

Complet Steam Plants Furnished end Erected.
Complete
221-1223 Union Ave.

[ NGLISH, MORSE & GO.

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

andTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

•WEATHER PROOF- SirvlPLEXOKONITEGRIMSHAW WIRES

SINGLE^'*''DOUBLE COTTON FIELDaHoARMATURE Wlf?E'
-FLEXIBLE CORD-ROSETTES- CLEATS-TAPE'f "'KINDS- SWITCHES •CUT-0UT5-PIN5-BRACKETSff°INSULAT0RS-L^
THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANrWHERE. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
•

,

I'^^lnNre-RRnsFLECTRlcnn.

28 3os,32westcourt5t

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

Combination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.
Our Establishment

is

TRUST

not Gontroiled by any

24 1890

Gas Fixtures.
GOMBiNE.

or

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the intimidating medium
of ft.£3£t.A.TF£]S, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE WORKS,
No.

MARK.

U26 CALLOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHI i,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

PA,

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
OF

HIGH OR
1.
2.

3.

LOW

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatue free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new .'^per^y Improved Dynamos can be coupled in series with perfect safety.
That any number of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cat In or out of

circuit,

Blngly or in tfronps, with perfect eafety, and without sparking at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lights burning.

1.

The new Antomatlc Sperry Dynamos and Lamps surpass

In efticlency those of

SPEAKING TUBES

any other

make.
2.
3.

Oral, Electric,

That there Is greater economy Id operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regulation has no equal; no rheostat, no wall b03:es, no solenoid or

K^i\i\

daeb-pot.
4.

That

if

you

will visit

onr factory we can abow yon the beat arc lighting apparatus in eslatence.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BEILS.
f

We

THE

invite

X-CTI.I. XillTX: .^Tj-'TT-.^-Z S IIT

correspondence with electrical engineers, Intending buyerSgand Interested
people everywhere.

mm iim\:

The

co„

iss

to

207

soutb

m mi mm

ill,
"

Send

for

New

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

r ,

St.

SX002E.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out August 1st.

Detroit Electrical

Works

ElECTnit RllLWIT SlSTEM.

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST.
The

Dotroit Electrical

Werks,

Detroit, Micli.

I

May

24,
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&

C.

xvu

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

C.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to
Over 8,000 Motors

fifty

C.

Motors

St.,

ELECTRIC

for Hoist

and
Mining Tramways.

Equipment of Machine Shops, Printing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

in actual operation.
63 OllYer

OXJT^^ITS.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

H. P, in stock.

HEW ENGLOD OFHCE,

C.&

f^.^Sr

BOSTON.

PHILiDELPBIA OFFICE, 38

S.

Fcnrth

St.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Phoenix

Bnildlng.

MOTOR co.,'^!^",^^"''"""""""-

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

L-ns^i-rE:o,

ZTE\IV

YORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

]o\\^^.Roeblings' So/is

fio.
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

ATSr

WE CARRY THE URGEST

STOCK

IN

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake
WOBKS, TRENTON,

St,, ChicaEo.

ELECTRIC

mm

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

CO.

}

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
£leetric Ucht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, I>j^aiiios, Electric
motors. Primary aud Storaee Batteries, £tc.

"""A|en.?,lr the

N. J.

THE LEONARD

Aluminum

94 Liberty Street,

Electric

Light Batteries.

NEW TORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

<fe

IZARD

CO.,

CX3:iC-A-G-0.
(CA^SH IjrSTAULATIOXS DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Including Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers

in

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
DYNAMOS

All mquiries for EDISON
and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Rialto Building, Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

33 Mercer Street,
o

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

o

HARD KUBBEU BATTERY

Of every description, including the celebrated
CELLS, manufactured under
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.

For Sale by

BALL

AUTOMATIC

CUTOFF £|^Q|||£
SELLING AGENTS:
VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

C. R.
15

Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

J.

38 So. Fourth

W. PARKER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Street,

I

COOLEY &~VATER,

Cross Cowipound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W.

Triple Expansion.

Room 403 Home

B.

PEARSON,

Ins urance Buiid'g,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OMAHA ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Sheeley Building,

Xandem Compound

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEB^

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lichtiimc.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

SCIYLER ARC LIGHTING SYSTEM
O)
03

o S

3
^

-

£?

CD*

CD

CO
OS

Li-

o

03

C3

ea

CO

3
to

m
X
CO
CD
CO

CD

OQ

S^"

S
=1

03
CO

SO

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC CO, "'""H'*"-

,

May
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

From A3l\r Manufacturer
state that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

or Dealer,

SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham

electric-

povmf\

Automatic

N, ^-L-^-.^^^^^^'f^ 78mB0 Cortlandt
iPjmu(irtT(N(5llIK^
Hew York.

Switch.

'5tea\

e>:^\>^'^:msB^mm^^}%

foR LIGHT
,

Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE. MP.

The Standard
Open Circuit Batteries
of

WESTERN ELECTRIC

the World.

CO.,

PARIS
CONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDMEDAL

Special Catalogues

on

EXPOSITION

Arc Lighting Systems,
Incandescent Lighting System,
Patterson Cable,

1889

Furnished on Application.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

TRADE

THE ONLY

GGNDA

GeDDine Leclancbe Batteries

Made

or Sold

In

MARK.

America.

149 West 18th St

LEGLANCHE BATTERY
FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CO.,

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

NEW YORK.
E.

WARD

NEW

CHICAGO.

YORK.

WILKINS.

TliJLEIIia- JLS

PARTRiaK

&

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

GaRTEXR,
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

FOB,

THE SALE OF

PARTRICK

&;

CARTER'S

Electrical Supplies.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

ANO SUPPLIES.

NEW PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
-AXDBURGI.AR ALARMS,
I

14 South Second street,
Catalognes and Discount

apon

-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Slieets will be sent to those in the trade
receipt of appiication and business card.

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO,
N.

-

WEST. ELEC. SUPPLY & CONS. CO

WOLFE ELECTRICAL
SOUTHERN

& ELEC.

-

Seattle,

CO.,

Cal.

Wash.

Omaha,

CO.,

DIST. TEL.

San Francisco,

Birmingham,

Neb.
Ala.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

Primary

DURABLE,

24,
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Batteries

-FOR-

Honsehold, Experimental, Scientific and other Purposes.

JAMES

MASON,

H.

MANCFACTURISG ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, ll8-f20Park Avenue, Brooklyn,

EFFICIENT f

N

Y.

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.

ECONOMICAL

Office

P

and Domestic Lighting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
dnaranteefl as representetf.

These Batteries are in practical use
and giving perfect satisfaction.

CONVENIE NT.
For Stationary or Railway Worit,

ELECTRIC LAMPS.

For Mining or Engineering Operations,

1-2 to

36 Candle Power.

For use with Batteries or Dynamos.

3

Sprapo

Electric

We

Motors

Will

to

40

Volts.

Send Free. Catalogue

prices of, and experiments with
Edison Lamps, and gives directions

How to Make

ARE UNEXCELLED.

And how

a Cheap Battery,

to operate them.
Any intelligent
operate these batteries and lamps.

EDISON LAMP COMPANY,

nYNAlIOIil

boy can

Harrison,

N.

J.

WKSTKKSI A<iF.NT

iVESTERN AWKSIT
I. W. OOI/BURS'S

Sprague Stationary Motors

EI,KCTKICA1>

AND MOTORS.

MKPAKTMEST

HV.W II.VVKX CI.OVK

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC

<;<>.

G. A.

in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty Different Classes of
Industries.

Are

E.

Which shows

MANAGRR

3I5--32I

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

Address

all

correspondence

to the

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
WESTERN AtiENT FOR

Railway

Electric
16

aifl
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BROAD

ALFRED

& Motor Co.,

ST„

NEW

Ml

MOORE'S

F.
iKSTABLISHKI)
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ELECTRICAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Incandescent and Battery Cords;
Klectric Light, Annunciator anil Oltice Wires.
fact, every kind of Wire known 10 the Klectrical Trade.

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
Tbe neceselty of meaeurlDK the Electric Carrent by a correct and reliable meter has long been felt, and varlooB Inetrnmente have been put on the market and In actual ase, which, however,
have invariably proved to be Inetlklent and anrellatile. The Elwcttic Current Coonter, Invented by Profeeeor U. Aron, 1b iindonfitedly the best and most rellabl« metpr for the purpoee. They
have been adopted by many oleciric llt;ht companies In Karope, among which are Kdlsoa Compaoy^ of Berlin ; MlAmeDH Jk Halske; Muolcipal Kleciric Ijicht Works, of
Berlin; and iire exclUHivcly asi-d la almost all principal cltlea of Earojie. They were awarded the <irold Medal at the Mplbiiarne Kxlilliirion, m81>, and have recently been
awarded the flrst prize by the noDlclpallty of PariH, France, In competition with different other Countere. Amerlcaa (Companies who have tried and nee tbe Aron Counter
Hpeak very hi^'hly of them. The oplnlone of flomo of them are printed below. The Aron Rleetrlc Carrent CoanterM are built for direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
currontB, In bIzhb irom ifj amuen'B np to any nambar of amperes. Every coaiit<M' meaHores correctly the amount of carrent consaaied, from a fraction of an anioere
to ItH fall ranaolty. They arc now in nee by European cen^-ral Btatlone meaBurini: over seventy lIHllon Watts. The amount of current conenmedmay be BBcertained at a glance,
the indbS being conetructed on the eanie principle as the u'aa meter di-ile.

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We have
doubt

tented the

ite reliability.

DorER. N. n.
Aron Counter, and have no reason to
H. W. BonoETT,
Treae. Dover Blectilc Light Oo.

San FRANoraco, Cal.
Tbe Aron Counter ie the best instrument we have ever seen.
have thoroimhly tested 'he Connler for alternating carrent, and are eatisfled thai it will worlc correctly.
Geo. H. Roe, 8ec"y San Francisco Electric Light Co.

We

find that the Aron Counters reclaier an accurately ae le
neceesarv for the purpose to which Buch meters would be applied.
b&ve perfHctiy eatleHed ourHelvEs of their adaptability.
Prof. Wm. H. Anthont.

We

Mather Blectric Light Co-

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bome montha, dar-

We have four Aron Counters in use for
ing which time no trouble baa been exuerien''ed in regard to
care of eame. end saiisfactory readings have been obtained.
C. J. FiKLD, Uen. Man. Edison Illuminating Co.

IMPOBT.VXT.— Owlns
figure

A.

which will

entiitle

any

Thomson-Houston Co.

New York,

J nly 22, 1689.

have in uee at tbe School of Mines, Columbia College, one
Aron'sCoolorab Counters for three-wire Byetem,
and find that it is very sensitive to small aa well as large currents, and from observations made I Qnd it correct in every
particular.
L. H. Landy, Ph. D.
of Professor

to the increaeed demand for the Aron Counters in Europe, tbe cost of manufacture ha^* bean considerably reduced,
company to employ toem In preference to any other meter. For prices and particalars, addrees ;

BARTHMANN,

Batisfactorlly,

I

Manchester, N. U,

We

Ltnn, Kabs.

The Aron Counter works very

Manager, 21 Beekman

St.,

New York.

and

I

am now

in a position to offer

W. HACKENTHAL, Manufacturer and

them

at a

Importer.

in

:
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated

Plants,

Running Stationary Motors and Street Car I'raction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.

Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Pxirposes.

Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

^^.^'I^VTi^^.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL UNITS.
By

Lieut. F. B.

Badt axd Prof. H.

S.

Caehakt.

Ii=fre:i= j^iiD,

:^s c=:e:i^t^.

a very handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding.
It contains PorBiographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefylly prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

This

is

traits and

relative values.

In

no other Single Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTEICIAN PUBLISHING

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

CO.,

III.

HILL
Clutch Works,
CLi:V£I<AXD O.
EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW YORK.

18 Cortlandt St.,

Engineering

-

Office: 146 Pranlilin St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO:

MIN.SEAPOLIS:

28 So. Canal St.

S05 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

and

1223

Union Avenue.

.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Designed,

Send for

COPYRIGHTED BT

H. W. HILL-

Erected aod Fumisbed.

new

Catalogue Power

TransmieBloii Machinery.

Dr. Gassner's

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
OF ALL KINDS.
Send

for

New and Complete

ELECTRICIAN POBUSHING

Battery.

Acknowledged by experts to be tbe Best Open Circuit Buttery
the most durable !ind convenient for

Electric Bells,

<3ta,B

in tbe

Market,

Ldghting, Telephones,
Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

and many Other Uses.

Catalogue.

CO.,

Ho Liquid.

Ho Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

Write for Circular,

For Sale by The Western Electric Co.

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Dry

ClliCagO,
And

111.

A.

San Francisco.

SCHOYERLING,
UUrnFACTUBEB,
SOLE AGENT AND

California Electrical Works,

III Chambers Street, New York.

Cal.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
^

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

Cloth Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Words, Terms or Plirases. Each
of tiie great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons it deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopsdia than a dictionary.
The Sclieme of Treatment is as follows

This Dictionary 'ncludes close upon 2,500

1st.

The words, terms and phrases

distinct

are invariably followed

by a

sliort,

cancise

giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition is founded.
definition,

A

e

it

3d.
When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate, study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
80 that it is as easy to find the definitions as tbe word.i, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who have had no

THE

they shaU also be

SIMPLE AND INTELLIGIBLE

to

training at all in electricity, or are novices In the art.

ZSIiZSCTRICIAN PUBIfllSHING CO.
jLajBkJESi.'xaaxma :BX7XXjX>XMrGfr,

OBCXO.^a-0,

iZiZjiisa-oxs.

—
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Dynamo

Tenders' Hand-Book. with moonlight Bchedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Fiiteen ThouEsnd copies within Eighteen months, as follows:

Third Edition

Hani-Book with
Dynamo

Tenders' HanilBook,

"

Inrtndcsrent Wirins;

Bell Hanger's

BY
PRICE
tions.

F. B.

$1.00.

2(1

"

3d

'
"

1st

BADT.

BY
lype page

First edition exhausted, sec-

copies printed
for people

Just

to dale.

engaged

total of
tlic

in selling, install-

ing or hasdliDg electric batteries, electric
bells, elevators,

house or hotel annuncia-

burglar or

tors,

PRICE

F. B.

fire

alarms,

electric

gas

making

now

booBs printed to date, conmDonllght
1890.
93 pages, 70 illustra-

i!,.500

schedule

f jr

tions, flexible cloth binding,

size of type

page 5Jx 3 Inches. Designed (or dynamo
tenders and linemen, stationary and maJust

rine engineers.

who wish

the book for

how to

to learn

in the

"

Elements of Electric Ligbtlng.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON.

BADT.

F. B.

A. M., PIT.
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ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Ohm's Law.
Work.

Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.
OeneratioD of Current.
Local Action.
Polarization.

DESCRIPTION OF BA.TTERIKS.

Smee

Battery.
The Ore net Battery.
Daniell Battery.
Grove Battery.
Bunsen Battery.
Caibon Battery.
Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercur\' Bichromate Battery.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

ARRANGEMENT OP POWEB.
The Dynamo Room.
Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACEINES.

Dynamo.
Continuous Current Dynamo.
Series Dynamo.
Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
Compound Dynamo.
Alternating Current Dynamo.

Description of the

The Leclanche fiattery.
The Diamond Caibon Battery.
The Law Battery.
Gravity Batteries.

Preparation of a

Current.

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected Is Series.
Cells Connected In JIultlple Arc.
Recapitulation.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.

Data Regarding

Batteries.
Circuits.

Induction Colls.

Electric Bells.

Single S'roke Bells.
Long Distance CaJl Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.
Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Electric Alarms.
Hotel Fire Alarm and Room Call.
The He(3 Sysiem.

The Western Electrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System,
Partrick & Caiter System.
Electro-mercurial Alarm.
1 be Metallic Thermostat.

The

Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.

Apparatus for Residences.
A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems,
Electric Heat Regulators.

BUNNIKO ELECTBIC WIRES.
Proper Installation.
to Fish Wires.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Best 'Time for Wiring.

Extra Insulation.

TESTINO IN8TRn.«ENT8.
Detector Galvanometer and th3 Magneto
Bell.
Tests for Faults.

Bell Hangers' Tools.

Wire Tables.
Wiring a Hotel,

TABLE OP CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTORY.

Cleat Work.
Moulding Work.

Work

When

a.

the building

Is

Being Con-

structed.

In a Completed Building.

b.

for Opera-

Keeping a Dynamo in Good Order.
The Commutator.
Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for
'
Contact against Iron.
DISEASES OP DYNAMOS.
Non-Generation of Current by the Dynamo.
Excessive Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.
LAMPS,

SWITCHES.

Safety Devices.
Switches.
Splices.

Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

FIXTURES AND ELEVATORS.

Suspension of Arc Lamps.

Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Series Multiple System.
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.
Wire Gauges.

Coulomb.
Ampere.

LNSTRUMENTS.
Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
Pressure or Potential Indicator, or Voltmeter.
Current Regulator.
Switches.
Safety Devices.
Lightning Arresters.
Ground Detector.

Volt.

Ohm.
Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law.
Conductivity.

LfiAOS.

Incandescent Circuits inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp Installations.

ACCUMULATORS.— DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY RKOULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the

Board of

New York

Electrical Control.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

—

tem.
Construction Tools.

A

complete and comprehensive treatise on

elf c-

same

giving the latest practical facts

trle lighting

with the least amount of technicality and

mathematical formuke; with

full

treatment

of the dynamo, the storage battery and the
principles of direct and

alternate

current

lighting.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TiON. Principles of the Dynamx
The Armature. The Commutatoi. Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Mafrnets, The Dynamo's Mode of AcShunt and Series Dynamos Com*

Alternate Current Dynamos.
Principles of the Alternate Current Dynamo.
The Slemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The "Weetinghouse Dynamo. The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos.
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo.
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Djnamo.
The Thomson-Houston Dynamo. The WestThe Ball Dynamo.
ern Electric Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele DyThe Hochhausen Dynamo
The
namo.
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units.

Plans and Symbols.
Drop of Potential and Loss of Energy.
Practical Rules for Determining Sizes of
Wires.

Explanation of Tables.

Plan

I.

for

Wiring a Tall

Olfice Building.

Appendix

II.

The

Intetior

Conduit

System.

Table
Table
Table
Table
Table

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

the

Filament Construction.
Incandescent Lamp.

Construction
Position of

Renewal of Lamps.
TuE Storage Battery.

Electric Storage.

Chemical Reaction

Plante's Secondary Cell,
in the Plante Cell.

The

Faure's

Secondary Cell.
Chemical Reaction in the Faure Cell. Faults
The Improved Faure
of the Faure Cell.
Secondary Cell. The Fluid. Electric FormPlante

Battery.

Plates.
Electromotive Force.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of
and Thickness of Plates. Cause of
Buckling. Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
The Julien Accumulator.

ation of the
Cell

The Three- wire System.
Appendix

The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.
"Electric Measdhement.
The Potential Indicator. The Deprez-Car
pentler Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Ammeter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter. Ayrton
and Perry's Spring A' oltmeters and Ammeters.
The United States Electric Lighting Co.'s Ammeter. The Western Electric Co.'s Ammeter.
The Curdew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Perry's
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
The
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light
Unit. The Bunson Photometer.
Tub Arc Lamp.
Principles of the Arc Lamp.
Arc Light
Carbons. The Jablochkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.
Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serrin
Lontln Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.
TnE Incandescent Lamp.
Reynier's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison Carbons.
The Lane Foi Carbons. The Cruto
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons. The Bernstein Carbons. General DeLamps.

Safe Carrying Capacity.

Testing.

Western
title.

Electrician under the

of

CALCULATING SIZES OF WIRES.

Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.
Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.
Arc Circuits Inside of Houses.

a revision of the popular Beriea

of articles which ran through the

tails of

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

Switch-Board.

CIRCmTS OR

GENERAL ELECTBICAL DATA.

Same

Circuit.

The Alternating System.

Is

Price $1.50

Electric Potential. Electromotive Force.
Electric Induction.
Resistance,
Current.
Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and Intensity.
lation.
Electric
Units. The Volt. The Ohm. The Ampere.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.

Arc Lamps.

Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent or Glow Lamps.

This book

104 IllaetratioDs.

.

OP SAPETY DEVICES AND

LOCATION

Brushes.

mo,

pages, 12

of Action.
pared.

METHODS OP RUNNING WIRES.

Concealed

i^SO

tion. Difference of Potential. Reversed CurCommutation. The Armature's Mode
rente.

The Multiple Arc System.
The Three- wire Sys;em.

New Dynamo.

Stalling a

ELEMENTARY DATA.

Electro-magnets.

New Dynamo

tion.

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

once

Conductors and Insulators.

The
The
The
The
The

Dry

$1,00. Type page 5^x3 Inches,
flexible cloth binding, 72 pages, 41 cuts,
and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18
and
These tables give at
Inches.
without any calculations, the size t( wire
required In each case for any percentage of
loss.
First edition exhausted, second edition containing additional matter now
ready, making 5,000 copies printed to date.

wires, location of safety devices, splices,
Insulation, testing for faults, wire gauges,
general electrical data, calculating sizes of
wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators, buildings, isolated and central station plants
The only book of the kind published.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Contact Series.

PRICE

The only
English language.

VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY.

Specifications lor

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

A timely book, containing full Illustrations
men for Incandescent wiring and
complete In-

TABLE OF COXTENTS.

The

How

2,500 Cop'cs2,.'>00

1,000
15.001)

formation concerning methods of running

for electric light installations.

Divided

.(Just ready.)

Total within Eighleen moDllis

operate and care

book of the kind

ttc.

edl-

ready,

taining addlllonal pages and

lighting apparatus, electric heat apparatus,

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

.

.

BY

and second

third edition

;

etc.

The
The
The
The
The

Iocamlus"ent Wiring Ilaiul-Eooli, 3d Eil'tion.
'*
"
liell Hantrers'
Ist
"
••
2d

BADT.

First

$100.

tions exhausted

5t.\3 incbcs.

book

.(Just ready.)

IOC pages, 97 illustra

end edition now ready, msking a
3,2.'iO

.

.

Dynamo -Tenders' Hand-Book.

Hand Book.

eloth binding,

flexible

2.500 Copic.«.
2(100
3,000
2,500

t5t EJitioii.

1,

Gauges

2,

Electric Light Conductois

3,

50 Volt Lamps.

4,

75 Volt Lamps.

5,

110 Volt Lamps.

in Circular Mils.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Electric Distribution.
Arc Light Distribution, Series Installation.
Hefner von Alteneck's Regulator. Incandescent Light Distribution. The Direct Current System. Parallel Installation. Multiple
Series Installation, Series Multiple Installation.
Combined Arc and Incandescent Installation.
The Edison Three-wire System.
The Storage Battery System, The Induced
Alternating Current System. The Primary
Alternating Current Sysiem. Meters. Fuses.
Switch Boards. Lighting Mines,
InstallO'
tion Rules.
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAY SISTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Ihomsos-IousloB tailway Systa

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GBAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Michigan Ave

,

Cblcago,

111.

Wall and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

408 and 405 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

Minn.

.
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FOR SALE.
incandescent

Lamp

Cord.

LU
DC

Weatherproof Rope.

CO

Exira Test Fuse Boxes.

Branch Fusible Cut-outs

CO

Annealed Wire Lamp Cord.

Main Fusible Cut-outs.

High Insulation Bracl(ets.

Detachable Rosette & Cut-out.

LU

Sleet-proof Pulleys.

Hoods

for Arc

Lamps.

CO

Double Pole Fuse Rose'le.

Fuse Wire.

CO

Electric Light Brackets.

Fletcher's Wire Holders.

Hard Rubber Tubing.

rsi

O
O

Soft Rubber Tubing.

Kerile

Tape.

Okonite Tape.

DC
a.
DC
LU

Manson Tape.
Grimshaw Tape.
Rubber Tape.
P.

&

B.

Ball

CO

CO

Arc Switches.

Incandescent Shades.

Ellis

CO
CO

Oil Fillers.

Wirt Standard Voltmeter.

Standard Testing Sets.
Test Instruments.

CO

Tools of

}SD

all

Kinds.

Speed Indicators.
Interior Electrical Conduits.

Incandescent Switches.

SEE OUR ILLUSTRATED ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER CATALOGUE

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
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RANDOLPH

ST.,

C-H-I-C- J^-Gr-O

s^eiotones:-

Joints.

White Light Carbons.

CO

<
LU

& Socket Insulating

Incandescent Lamps.

CO

Compounds

Electric Light Switch-boards.

Electric Light Portables.

.A.'Dssosffi.A.,

oc^nrsr.

NO. 560.
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO
CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The enjoining clause
Brush

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

company
And

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjud^red and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry Q. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from,
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are Independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

it is

Electric Light

"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor,"

ARC LIGHTIN6 APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATIN6 CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

GARRONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT
TTITAYiyrx:, INDi.,

^aiiufnctDrera of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting,
ANL)

THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete

OF

Alternating System of Electric Lighting
in Existence.

Arc Lighting.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12- •16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPO NDENCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

217 Sansome

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

WOOD DYNAMO.

Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

IND.

BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

C. A.

Filbert Street,

WILBUR, Manager.

Street.

ADAMS*

Successor.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

f

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COieiSE:SE>03^IDEi2SrCE]

JAMES

SOZL-ICIITB^-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

p

Ae^ent,

19 Dey

St.,

NEW

YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

Vol. VI.

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

MAY

O cents per Copy.

I

No.

31, 1890.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AND DEALERS
MANUFACTTJHBRS OP

Patd. Nov.

16, '86.

Send for Ireson'B
trat«d Treaties on

Eepecially sdapted for
porposea and
other high-spepa machmall Blectric

Illaa-

Self-

Adjastlng Leather Link
InrnlBhed gra-

Belting,

ery.

L

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

VOB, SSe-FAQK

Boston, Mass.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

'

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIGAL
SEND
CATAtOGCE,
•iPFOiii fluiivo/co
trFuriFi
orci,/«t

Manfd by CHARLES

CO.,

IN

1 11 Aroli Street,

in Itonely,

22.

i
.

-^

BAKER, BALCH &
p^^jj^

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, Wash.
Seilers Electrical Woezs, San Francisco, Cal.

A full line of our manafacturee can be found at our Agencies.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL.

SAFE.

AN EXCELLENT

ELFCTRIC PLANT BOILER.
Adopted by the

Edison Electric

panies at Philadelphia,

Det^oi^

hlso ihe
Co., of LoniBville, and othere.

Standard Underground Cable
Westinghouse Building,

G.

L WILEY,

Ncw Yopk.

nanager,

28

Street,

Cliff

New

ELECTRIC

ROOT SECTIONAL PAFETY BOILER.

DEGENHARDT, naMger, Chicago. BRANCHES: Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans,

InfliaBilier and Gilta-Perclia Insulating Co,

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
tpecificaiion up to 8,ooo Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LICHT,

Co^•cENTRIC Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords. Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo
Wires AND Cables, very pliable. Every
Vdriely of INCANDESCENT CORES.

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

WM.

M. HABIR8HAW, F.C.
General Manager.

CO.,

York.

Dallas.

STANDARD
Tie

Com-

Paul, ColumJBicCtric Light

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

Co.,

PITTSBURGH, PA.
F. E.

Ltisbt

M.

Braeh

bQBtnd Cincinnati;

Cores

MARINE

Three and Two-wire Caany specification

bles, to

up

AND

to 8,000

Megohms

Concentric Cables, both circu ts,9,ooo Megohms per

ELECTRIC

knot.

p§r

Navy Portables,

knot.

Offices:

S.

1

59 Front

NEW

Street,

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ol High insulation
and Long Lite, all millage.

UNDERGROUND.

MARINE

any Millage

Two -Circuit

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNDER WATER

to

Specification up to
9,ooo Megohms per knot.

or

Bell Wire, rubber covered, foi Marine Work.

PLIABLE

Installations

Cables, for
Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES- PATENTED

,

sole IWanufaoturere of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire

-

Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and high
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledged Standard

Insulation.

flaelrle Light

and Power.

B

C

Its

'ml^mmm

Aerial Use,

Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

All
'

Branches el Signaling.

Sizes

Igari '="«'•'"<'
Enpasad
'•®'"'

A.

Subterranean Use,

Wirei
""™*-

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring in

all

Location..

CUT SHOWING STVLB OP INSULATION.
_ .. .„
O:^0niMaCoMft
Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Ituulfttiim.
B.
Copper Wire.
~Mituraled with a Bfocft, Weather-Peoop Composition.
-. ^
.
u—*!-- ^Vf BMV
sppBcattoa.
foniished
apon
Sftliples
Underwnters.
Approved by New York Board of Fire
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.
_

A—

A—

-

GEORGE

B.

PRESGUTT,

Jr., Gen. Agt., 16

Western Electric Co., Chicago, HI.,

Oey St.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

y,,np„„„y».
WAREROOHS..

(

19

1,

and 21

33 ^nd

Cliff St..
1

New

York.

35 Wabash

—

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MAHrWACTUBEItS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Gable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: 8CHENECTAI>T, JST. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liigliting

Apparatus.

Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Michigan Ave , Cukaoo, III.
115 Broadwav, New York, N. Y.
210 W. 4th St., CisriNNATi, Ohio.
N. y. T..ife Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
-'^U Montgomery St., San Fraxcisc(', Cal.
1130

No

CO.,

Electric Railmray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc appai'atus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in

this

are Thomson-Houston.

52 per

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

or

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn

their adjustment better than

steadily

and uniformly, and hold

any other lamps on the market.

Arc Oynamo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

of

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

its

lamps to be thrown on or

off without in the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Current Incandescent

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

demand

for a

machine of

by the
meet the

this character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest

efficiency,

and economy of

operation.
Alternating Cnrrent D>-nania.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
that

it is

LIGHTNING ABBESTER—KW

of our installations
are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
instance.

Hotor.

May
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JENHET
MOTOR

ELECTRIC

lii

HAWKEYE

IHE

ELECTRIC MFG.

CO""''ANY,

DAVENPORT,
222

1

"
.

y^

.

..ia-33
1

!

#
"

"'

^iju„.

^^H
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.

^

''>t^J^^^

-:^^^^
IS

-•^;-

^— .

-M

.

WITH

THE

THIS?

EVERY MOTOR

Automatic,

GUARANTEED.

HBeautiful,

Cheap,
Durable,
^Efficient.

ISOLATED PLANTS,

i

^'^•r^

'^"^^JBit"

Complete Central Station

m^di.^wj:'

£.-"-

WHAT

IOWA.

-

ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

S.

J

CO.,

Send

for Catalogue.

OUR DTIfAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

Licensee of the

Benowned Perkins Incandeseent
Famous

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Stations;

any voltage, highest

Prices Reasonable.

IJainps,

for long life without discoloration.

for

Railway Circuits and Central

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogiie and Price list.

To Arc and Incandescent
POWER COMPANIES.
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

UANUPAOTUSEBS OF

Motors

Electric

OF

for Arc

and Incanaescent

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR

PI TTSBURG H, Pfl.

GIVING PERFECT

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

SATISFACTION.

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT

All Sizes from.

l-16H.P.to50H.P.

filOBES*^ SHADES
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

ADJVFTED TO ALL SYSTEM^.

g^
5^"^

^^^
IJi

729 BROADWAY,
(Cor.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK,

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

^t

The supremacy

('?:>

M,

of

"THE BAXTER MOTOR" over all others has been thoroughly
and we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.

Exr©i-y AXot^x- Is

established,

Gr-u.etr-a.aa.'teeca..

We shall be pleased to quote prices, and give any desired information.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.,
Office

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Coliington Ave.,

BALTIIMORE, MD.
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CO

IVATKOIV^t, CAI^BOIV
CleTT-eland., OliLio.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
^tf%|B|nBB%|B|A
Af%
|l||
I Mil I Kl I I III Bill

CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

lNuIIilCIiIIiU uUii

electric light

'

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

AND STEADY
LIGHT.

^

^1
^TRFFT
fcr»i.*#irVfcKij
^ IVFI?

^1

& power

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

stations.

Anthracite Coal and Coka

national'rocking and Sheffield grate bars

^OS'FO'SS^.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP
E^Oa

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.

urning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

1

00 to 20

Volts

1

of Current.

Please state System aad Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Cortlandt

St.,

&

NEW YORK

SUPPLY

CITY.

Brush Copper, Commutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office: 18 Broadway.

General Western Office:

GO.

Pinions,
St.,

^^TtaWLILNN

Cliicago,

^

/^

Trolley

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

<&

T.*r=lil„
^"'' Mechanically.

CO.,

ELECTRIC U6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT LIGHTING.

ALL APPLIAICES FOR THE EDISOK ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues.

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

]

B,

j

XUHli.
-W-t-W -szfYDTr
-|vr-E«iTr

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

May

31,
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HEADQUARTERS OF

THE GREAT WESTERN
ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY COMPANY,
1

9D an J

1

9? FIFTH AVE,.

CHICAGO.

lOi

TO

MY

FRIENDS AND PATRONS:

have transferred my business and services to the above company. We have a fine large building which will be filled with an
I

assortment of Electrical Supplies.

We

have large stores in St. Louis, Kansas City, Texas, Denver, Portland, Minneapolis and St. Paul, from all of which we can
furnish Electrical Supplies at short notice and low figures.
I wish to extend my thanks to my friends for their good will and
patronage in the past, and solicit same for my successor.
will

GEO. CUTTER.
eOs

Gone from 80 Adams

Street*

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Edison Manufacturing Co

LAMPS

EDISON
—^—
The Pioneer System of

Supplied of any Candle-

Incandescent

Power and Voltage

Electric Lighting.

To Fit any Socket

DYNAMOS
•

Constructed of any Capacity, and for
every Description of

ELECTRICAL

WORK.

CONTRACTS
made
No

for

Complete Installations.

Sub-Contracts.

No

Division of

Responsibility.

United Edison Manufacturing
65 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK.

Cu,

—
May

31,
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m Knapp Electrical Works
The follovHng are a few of our testimonials:

General Western Agents,

Your lamps (Perkins) instead of lasting 600 hours
have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Chukch Gbeen Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

-a?BCEI

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

AHY

I

CO.

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are
Heuck's Opera

is

more than guaranteed, and
H. Heuck,

perfectly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

The lamps average their full guarantee, and some have
been burning 3,000 hours.
Oakland Paper Co., Manchester, Conn.

—

SOCKET,

ALL OAHDLS POWSRS,

"We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,200 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Crane, Jr. &

—

Brc, Dalton, Mass.
The

AHY YOLTAGE,
AHY IFFICIMOY,

discolor.
trice,

light

bums up

to 16

c.

clear, and does not
Holmes Hospital, Bea-

p., is

—J. D. Wiltrout, O. W.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectations, as

they excel the guarantee by some 2,000 hours.—
New York.

H. B. Claflin,

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
= FOR =
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

McLennan

&Arch..

Paiste Switch-

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling Switch.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

IT.

CHICAGO, ILL
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THE BEST or ALL
mLXIOITJLL

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO—CAPACITY, 500 I6-CANDLE-P0WER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstractlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

CORHESFOHDEErCE SOI^ICITKC

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
RAU

BAKER, BAIiOH &

CO., Gen'l Agts.,
Seattle,

QL.AIRR, WIB.
CHAS. M. BLANOHARD, Agent,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,
ITnioQ Depot Hote), Kansas City, Mo.
P. H. POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.

LITTLE,

McDonald &

METOALF, REED &

CO., Oen'l Agts.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. 7.
CO., Western Agts.,
1617 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.
CO., Agents, 432
W. W. BRIGGS

&

Oirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.
L. N.

COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0,

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l flgls

W-

N.

Tower Building, No. 50 Broadway, New York
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Oal,

City.

May

31,
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CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Company.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS FOR
For suspendiag Arc Lamps over street

THE BRADY MAST ARM.

new in use.

^^^ very best Insulated Wire made.
Guaranteed proof against moisture
and chemical action.

I^I«I|B|IYP lilinr

IIKIINIIr
UllVlll I k

intersections.
The best thing of its
kind in the world. Over 7,000 of them

WIKr
fffflllL.

The

highest grade of Weatherproof
Line Wire. A fall stock of these wires
always on hand.

CANDEE WIRE.

We keep constantly on hand
IIUUULII CO
UU.
THE
Ilk UU
HARD RUBBER
LLIl liniiU
BUTLER
I

I

THE BURNLEY DRY BATTERY.
THE LOWELL WRENCH.

a

full line

^f-^?^':s^^^i^is^^T:^ni.z'.z
a

full

supply of Soft Rubber Tubing.

The neatest and most
Dry Batteries.

A new
in

reliable of all

labor-saving tool for putting

Lag Screws and

Bolts.

We

are selling large numbers of our new Lightning Arresters,
Central Spark Arresters, Tin Shades and Shade Holders, and
carry a

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£118

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICABO.
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SOUS

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

B\^'IL.OBRS

ALUS

P.

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

IT IB

UWBQUAI.ED FOR ECONOMT OF
MOTION,

AMD

31, 1890

&

CO.,

MILWAOREE,

WIS.

MBQUfBctnrere of and Dealers In

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

FT3EL, KEQtJI,AKITT 00

DU&ABIlilTY IN USK.

Writ e

for

onr I'afnrocueH.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

41

el

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST.

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.

Incandescent

MOTORS

Lamp Co,,

-FOR-

l9l2--l9l4 0liveStreet.

St.

Louis, Mo..

Arc

MAAUFACTUKEBS OF

Lamps Made

to Fit

Incandescent Circuits

tVOVHD FOB AHV CCRBENT.

H

INCAN DESCENT

I

PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGDLATIOH.

Highly

IIIPS.

Efficient

and Economical.

CONSTANT SPEED UNDER ALL LOADS.

H.

any Socket.

^W^ADSWORTH, Manager
AVESTERN AKD SOVTHEBN STATES,

Send us a

trial order.

Satisfaction GnaraDteed.

425 "THE ROOKERY,"

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

WILL YOU BUY
claimed to take a SMALL AMOUNT of CURRENT
but which really takes DOUBLE THAT AMOUNT after a compara-

An Incandescent Lamp,
at first,

tively

SHORT SERVICE;

An Incandescent Lamp taking a MODERATE and UNIFORM AMOUNT
current,

and giving

LONG LIFE at its

of

rated candle power

YOU HAVE NO USE FOR THE FORMER.
WE MAKE AND SELL THE LATTER.

Sawyer-Man

Electric Co.,
510-534 WEST 33d ST., NEW YORK.
,EPAIRED# REWOUND

^VONES tJaOS-ttECTIlICCo.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

May

31,
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WESTIN6H0USE

ELimiG

IGO;S

Alternate Current System of Incandescent Electric Lighting war-

most careful investigation.
Three years ago half a dozen central station companies running a few thousand lights, had adopted it. To-day it is in use in
three hundred towns and cities, and about 600,000 sixteen candle
power lamps is the aggregate capacity of the 300 plants.
The first dynamos the Westinghouse Electric Company
made are still in operation, but the improvement since that time
has been great. Electrically and mechanically perfection has been
rants your

attained.

converters of the Westinghouse Electric Company have
the highest attainable efficiency, and are from ten to fifteen per
cent better in this respect than those of other manufacturers.

The

No central

station can be operated to

advantage without the

No gas company, however small, would
Shallenberger Meter.
think of operating a station without meters, and the same reasoning is applicable to all electric light plants. Send for special circular
on the Shallenberger Meter.
The Westinghouse Electric Company was the pioneer in the
manufacture of alternate current dynamos in America, and all of
its apparatus is celebrated in this country and abroad for its durability, efficiency and the satisfaction it has given to purchasers.
The Westinghouse Electric Company has recently utilized the alternating current
Send for special circular just issued. A simple single carbon lamp
for Arc lighting.
Dynamos of the following capacities conruns four nights without renewal of carbons.
stantly kept in stock, together with a full outfit of detail, apparatus

25,

No

40,

60,

and lamps:

125,

250.

wail fixtures are required in the Alternating Arc System.
The machine is inherently self-regulating from full load to short circuit.
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Electric Railway at East Saginaw,

The

used were placed 125 feet apart on the side of

one

the streets e.xcept in the business portion of the
towns where the cross supporting wires are
fastened to the sides of the buildings by a patent key.
The trolley wire is 18 feet above the
ground except at the railroad crossings where
the height is 24 feet.
Although the road has
been in operation in East Saginaw since about
the first of the year, the progress across the river
has been retarded by a number of suits with
persons owning property along the line who tried
to enjoin the company from operating the road
under various charges that an electrical road was
dangerous to life and property. As stated in

Rae S)-stem of electrical propulsion. This
road was originally owned by a company known
as the East Saginaw Street Railway company,
which, after completing its lines in East Saginaw, built across the bridge into Saginaw
City.
The company was subsequently incorporated under the name of the Union Saginaw Street Railway company.
Jacob Selthe

FIG. I.

of

East

Saginaw

controlled the corporation and after securing new franchises
in both towns, built an extension.
The road as
extended b)' him included seventeen and threefourths miles of track.
About the first of
August, 18S9, Mr. Seligman sold the road to a
number of Detroit gentlemen, among whom
were AV. A. Jackson, Frank E. Snow, W. H.
Stephens and others. They obtained a new
franchise from the cities of East Saginaw and
Saginaw which since that time have consolidated
into the single city of Saginaw.
They put in the
overhead electric sj'stem under the patents of
Frank B. Rae of Detroit. A considerable part
of the road was rebuilt and, the entire track was
changed to standard gauge, and a double track
was built on Washington Avenue from the barns
near Bristol street, where the road branched to
Saginaw City. The wooden poles which were

the
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street railway at East Saginaw, Micli.,

of the leading points in the lumber and salt industries of Michigan and one of the most progressive cities in the state, has recently been
equipped by the Detroit Electrical Worlcs with

igman

MAY

fusal necessitated the purchase of the bridge by
the railroad company, which completed the deal
about a month ago. The bridge is now being
put in shape for the use of the motor cars.
A view of the power house is given in Fig. i.
The building is located near the corner of
Washington Avenue and Whipple street. It is a
substantial brick building; it is light and airy
and was erected especially as the central station.
The electric power is supplied by four 65,000
watt Rae generatore of the type described in the

Western Electrici-^n

of

May

3d.

The

engine at present supplying the power was manufactured by A. F. Bartlett & Co. of East Sag_

ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT EAST SAGINAW, MICH.

Western Electrician

of April 19th these

were recently decided in favor of the company, and have been appealed by the defendants.
The opposition is said to come chiefly from a
rival horse-car line which is said to be paying
the expenses of litigation.
As a matter of fact
the people generally in both towns are perfectly
satisfied with the road, and believe that a new
era has come in the history, of their town since

suits

rapid transit has appeared.
The company formerly paid §600 a year for
the privilege of crossing a toll bridge leading into that part of the present city which was known
as Saginaw before the consolidation.
When the
electric system was adopted the bridge company,
for what it considered sufficient reasons, refused
to allow motor cars to cross the structure
although, it is said, several thousand dollars per
annum were offered for the privilege. This re-

soon to be replaced by a 300 horse
by the same firm. As soon
as this new engine is in place a power circuit
will be extended throughout the main part of
inaw;

it is

power

Corliss, built

A

demand is anticipated for
kinds of work.
The special features of the Rae system of
electric traction are a single motor of large
power attached to a rigid frame support, a disposition which secures, it is claimed, perfect

the

city.

motors for

large

all

alignment and freedom from noise. The single
motor is attached to both car axles.
All the
bearings are dust proof and friction is reduced
to a minimum.
The speed regulation is of extreme simplicity, and the controlling apparatus
occupies no useful space on the car platform
since a single lever controls the movement in
either direction, from either end of the car.
Fig. 2 represents a street scene on the Sagi-
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naw Union street railway on Washington avenue,
near Whipple street. The line construction is
shown, and the trolley fixture as well as the
supporting spring holding the trolley pole in
The trucks used on the line, as shown in
place.
The cars were
the car, are of the Manier type.
made at the Detroit shops of the Pullman corn-

May

features of the law whii h, he contended, were
to the constitution.
Attorney-General
Tabor of New York, opposed the motion, and
defended the constitutionality of the act.
The Supreme t'oiirt refused to grant the writ,
and Chief Justice Fuller, who delivered the
opinion, said: "The change in form of death was

opposed

Public Lighting

in

31,

1890

Chicago.

Comptroller Onahan, Chicago, makes the following statement in his annual report of the
city's finances:
"An important reduction in
price of street lighting was obtained from the
gas companies during the year, by which a practical saving of nearly §100,000 per annum has
been effected, and at the same time a reduction
in the price of gas to the general public in the

annexed

districts was secured, as shown in my
previous report to the city council on the subject.
'J'he
extension of electric lighting for
street purposes north and west m.iy be noted,
and the assurances can be given that the .South
side will .soon share largely in the advantage of
the city electric light plant and system.
It is
believed that private consumers can be supplied
by the city, and thereby reduce materially tht
general cost of the public street lighting.
According to the opinion of the law department,
the expense of lighting the parks and boulevards, heretofore paid by the city, is legally
chargeable to the respective park boards. This
subject has been brought to the attention of the
proper authorities, and no doubt a satisfactory
adjustment will be reached."

Dallas Rapid Transit Railvifay.

The

Texas has now two electric railoperation on the Sprague electric system, and others are in course of construction.
One of the roads in operation is the Dallas
Rapid Transit Railway, a view of which -is
ways

shown
power

ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT EAST SACIN.VW, MICH.

pany, and are very comfortable and serviceable.
While the road has always proved a paying
investment, a large increase in earnings followed the equipment of several cars with electric motors.
At first sevetal horse cars remained
on the road but the receipts of the motor cars
more than doubled those of the former, although
their earnings were not reduced by the change.
At present the entire line is operated by the
electric motors, and the increase in the receipts
and the decrease in the expenses are very gratifying to the owners.
In a short time the entire
line through Saginaw City will be in operation.
It is believed ihat the popularity of the line will
soon necessitate a very large increase in the
rolling stock.
Although the electrical equipment has been in operation since early in
December, there has not been a single instance
when delay from any breakage of the electrical
apparatus has occurred, and almost the entire
number of cars have run continually since they
were placed on the line.

sphere of the legislative
court cannot see that
the prisoner has been deprived of due process of
law.
In order to reverse the judgment this
court should be compelled to hold that the
within the legitimate

power of the

state.

The

state of

in

cut.
The motive
on this railway was
formerly furnished by a steam dummy, which
has now been abandoned for the more modern
power. The view shows one of the electric cars
drawing the old steam dummy. The engraving
was made from an instantaneous photograph,
and shows the ex-engineer of the steam engine
trying in vain to catch the train, which is going
so rapidly that he is left behind.
An interesting circumstance in connection
with the view, which shows very clearly the easy
manipulation of the electric car, is the fact that
the motor car is being operated by a young
lady who is in charge of the controlling switch,
while another young lady is acting as conductor.
By way of comparison it might be mentioned
in

the

accompanying

for operating the cars

Electrical Executions Constitutional.
The argument in the Kemmler case was heard

by the Supreme Court of the I'nited States at
Washington, May 20th. Roger M. Sherman, in
his application for a writ of error, made an elaborate argument contending that the statute was
unconstitutional.
He persisted that Kemmler
was liable to suffer the most exquisite torture

under the proposed method. Mr. Sherman followed this up by declaring that it was proposed
to give this man up to a lot of young experimenters whose knowledge was within very narrow bounds. He ridiculed the methods proposed by the state of putting wet sponges about
the points impinged by the wires, and said that
the sponges and all, it was shown, would be
burned up. He spoke of how the state had proposed to rectify this defect by having a man play
a stream of water upon the sponges until one
day a fireman received a severe shock at the
burning of an electrical apparatus works by the
current passing down the stream of water and
His object was to
felling him to the ground.
show the lack of certainty in the proposed
method of killing. He called attention to other

IIAI.LAS RAl'lD

TRANSIT RAILWAY.

Court of Appeals had deprived the prisoner of
his constitutional rights.
The court has no hesitation in saying it cannot do this."

that the steam dummy required an engineer
and fireman to run it, besides a conductor on
the train.
The electric road has proved very
popular in Dallas and has carried a large num-

Boston feels rebellious over the proposed limit of seven
miles an hour for its electric street car speed.
"We soon
learn to adjust our actions to new conditions," says the
Ilfnild, "and probably in a short time it would be found
that the loss of life or injury to persons due to the running
of hijjh speed electric cars was no greater than those experienced under past conditions."

ber of passengers since its installation.
The
method of overhead construction used is the
single bracket as shown in the illustration.
Western
electric

capitalists have determined
road at (ireenville, S. C.

to

construct

an

;;

May
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ANNUAL AND GENERAL
Meeting of the American

of

Institute
Electrical Engineers.

Theannual meeting^ of the American Institute of ElecEngineers T\'as held at the House of the American

trical

Society of Civil Engineers, 127 East Twentj'-third street,
New York, May 20. The annual report of the council was
submitted, showing an increase of membership of over one
hundred during the last year
The increased receipts of
the yearwere ^1,260.94, and increased expenses ^855.08.
The treasurer's report bhowed a balance in the treasury of
The officers elected for the ensuing year were as
$249.24.
follows: President, W. A.Anthony of Manchester. Conn.;
vice-presidents, Francis B. Crocker, Frank J. Sprague and
York; managers, P B. Delany of
Joseph Wetzler of

New

C Cham-

South Orange, N. J., Horatio A. Foster and Jberlain of New York; treasuier, George M. Phelps; secretary, Ralph W. Pope
The other members of the counVicecil who hold over in accordance with the rules are:

Edward Weston

Newark, N.

Dr.
J
Edward L. Nichols of Ithaca, N. Y. managers, Charles
Cutriss and George B. Prescott, Jr., of New York,
Thomas D. Lockwood of Boston, ^Villiam Maver Jr., and
Dr. F. Benedict Herzog of New York, Dr. William E.

presidents,

of

J., and H. C. Townsend of New
The vacancies caused by the death of Major Otho
E. Michaelis, vice-president, and the resignation of Henrj'

Geyer of Hoboken, N.
York.

Van Hoevenbergh, manager, will be filled by council.
The total membership of the institute is now 427,

to

which twelve were added at the last council meeting.
About June i theofficesof the institute will be removed from
5 Beekman to No. 12 West Thirty-first street, the house recently purchased by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. An arrangement for the joint occupancy of librar}' and auditorium, with separate offices for the secretaries, will, it is thought, be lound very desirable to the
members of both societies. The following paper was read:

Electricity ix the Navy.

I

U.

S.

N.

have taken as my title "Electricity in the Navy," and
my paper the general conclusions derived from

shall give in

live years' more or less intimate connection with the application of electricity in our naval service.
The electrical engineer has little to do with the placing
of the dynamo room, which is of necessity governed by the
arrangement of the ship as a fighting machine. I shall,
therefore, merely consider the power and apparatus of the
plant, commencing with the engines.
Both in this country and abroad, compound condensing
engines have been used, some having separate condensers,
some exhausting into the main condensers of the ship, but
the preference seems to be in favor of simple double-acting
high-speed engines, the reason being that the power used
for electrical purposes is so small in proportion to that of
the main engines of the ship, only about an average of one
per cent, that the saving does not pay for the additional
complication and cost
However, wiih a given plant, the
engine should be constructed to allow little variation of
speed under large changes of steam pressure, in order to
take advantage of the main condenser when possible.
In our service, both horizontal and vertical engines are
now in use, the preference in some cases being the result
of the shape of the available space. No data have yet been
obtained as to the most economical type, but both are doing
good service, the mishaps having been due to accidents.
Of late years all of the engines put in for electric lighting
have been high-speed, the largest of about twenty-five
horse power, and running at 400 revolutions.
The important points in the consideration of a marine dynamo art:

—

First
It should be direct driven.
The reasons are obvious as, not only is the space taken up by the belting
valuable, but in a sea way the danger of running belts
must be considered, especially when it is taken into account
that naval vessels are fighting machines and the possibility
of accidents must be reduced to a minimum.
Second It should be compact. This is a natural extension of the above.
Even now it is difficult to find room
for all of the machinery, stores and ammunition, besides
providing room for berthing the crew on a modern manof-war.
Thu-d It should be free from liability to injury by salt
water, and not too subject to mechanical damage.
In this
respect there remains room for considerable improvement,
the latest dynamo now better filling this requirement than
did the old "L" machine on the Trenton in 18S3, the first
dynamo afloat in our navy and which ended its useful
career in the great storm at Samoa last year, when it ran
until the water had put out the fires under the boilers. On
board ship, salt water and damp air get everywhere, and
within the- last year a number of cases of slight burn-outs
have occurred in armatures, which, when installed, measured high in the hundreds of thousands of ohms' insulation.
The dynamo should "not be easily harmed. The dynamo
room is now always low down in the ship, under the protective deck (if there is one), and when the light is not in
use, the room is ven^ dark, rendering careful inspection

—

—

difficult.

—

Fourth The dynamo should have small effect on the
compasses. This point has received little attention though
it is a matter of great importance, as the effect on many
is so large that, in order to work
necessar>' to know the hours during

vessels
it is

have been in operation.

up the day's

run,

which the dynamos

Complete deviation tables are
therefore necessary for the two cases.
In different types
of dynamos the effect with a twenty-horse power machine,
at a distance of twelve feet, will vary from less than onetwentieth of the horizontal component of the earth's
magnetism, to several times the strength of the horizontal
component. The latter is, unfortunately, rather the rule
than the exception, and in consequence, the position of
the dynamo room has to be well borne in mind in locating
the standard compass.

^

capacity.

—

Sixth It should be efficient and run cool, the former
in order to avoid the waste of energy and a corresponding

amount of the

coal supply and also in order to avoid overheating.
The dynamo rooms on shipboard are, at best,
warm, notwithstanding the motor fans, which are now
usually supplied and thus the safe limit of extra heating is
reduced.
At the same time consideration for the attendants
requires that the cramped space be kept as cool as possible.

,

;

BY GILBERT WILKES,

Fifth It shonld be easy in running and require but
little attention.
The machine should be non-sparking,
under constant load, and be able to stand sudden large
changes of load with little sparking.
This is necessitated
by the fact that the dynamos now supplied for incandescent
lighting are also used for search light work, and the conditions are aggravated by most of the search lights having
hand regulators only. Thus, with a 200-ampere machine,
not only are from 50 to 100 amperes thrown suddenly on
and off, but, at the moment that the operator at the projector brings the carbons together, the dynamo is suddenly
called upon to deliver over three-fourths of its total

Seventh

—The dynamo

should maintain a constant pois, of course,
accomplished by
compounding, and, as there is only about three per cent,
drop, it is usual to compound exactly or to only over-compound enough to allow for the decrease in the engine's
speed with load.
Eighth The dynamo should be light. The reasons are
obvious, but it is considered last, because usually a careful
study of the materials and arrangement of the plant, can
accomplish more toward reducing the total weight than the
strict adherence to a specification of watts per pound of
dynamo.
Thus, consider the difference between the
weights of a forty horse-power ship plant and a five watts
per pound specification, and upon a four watts specification.
Two 2Q0-ampere, 80 volt dynamos, with their share
of the bed plates, will only weigh about 7,500 pounds.
Twenty per cent, of this will be 1,500 pounds, an amount
a largeportion of which can really be saved in some cases by
more careful attention to the amount of wire and moulding
employed.
Naturally no one dynamo can best fill all of these conditions and while the order in which they are above arranged will usually approximate to their relative importance,
special cases arise which demand a re-arrangement. Thus,
on torpedo boats, the most important quality is small size.
With this in view, numerous devices have been placed
upon the market and faithfully tried, but none have to my
knowledge proved satisfactory. The requirements of high
efficiency, low speed and low heating, all give way in this
class of dynamo to the necessity of compactness and light
weight.
Good results were hoped for from the Parsons
turbo-electric generator; experience at Newport demontential at all loads.

This

—

m

strated that the turbine was so inefficient
its consumption
of steam as to place its use out of the question.
There is
as yet no apparatus to satisfactorily fill this want.
Up to the present all of our ship plants contain two or
more similar sets, each composed of an engine and one
direct driven dynamo.
The larger of these are of 200
amperes' capacity; a very convenient unit, but one which
can be doubled in capacity with advantage in ships which
are not light below decks and which are likely to soon have
extensive motor applications; for example, vessels of the
monitor type.
The voltage in use in the navy is eighty volts, this having been fixed upon as a mean between the most efficient
pressure for the incandescent system and the voltage necessary for the search lights, to which current is supplied by
the regular service machines.
The incandescent lamps
have given excellent results as to life from the very start,
owing in great measure t» the fact that low efficiency lamps
are always used, nothing more economical than four watts
per candle power being usually required.
Search lights of fifty volts and from fifty amperes up are
used, two or more being supplied, according to the size of
the ship.
Some of these are imported, others are made in
this country.
The two wire system has always been used in the naval
service, the ship never being allowed to form the return
circuit.
On acco int of the present beginning of motor
work on board ship and the future developments confidently looked for, the direct current has always been
used.
Motors have thus far been used only in driving
small fans up to one-half horse power, for hoists, and in
one case, a motor has been used for training one of the
large guns —on the "Chicago."
There are numerous

small engines about a man-of-war varying from one to
fifty horse power.
Some of the smaller ones might even
now be replaced with advantage by electric motors, but it
must be proved in each case that the motor not only does
the duty as well as the engine it replaces, but also that it,
and any increase necessary in the generating plant take up
less room and weigh less than the engine and its piping.
This, of course, will always be the case where very small
engines are replaced, and, as the tendency is to increase
the capacity of the dynamo plant, it may not be long
before motors may look for a larger field on board ship.
All circuits are water-tight from dynamo to a point of
distribution, the cut-outs having stuffing boxes through
which the lead-covered wires enter. Even the switches
and attachment plugs for portables are required, in certain
places, to be water-tight.
One electrical application that presents many advantages
on board a man-of-war, especially when on a foreign station, is electrical welding.
However, when it is introduced on ship board, the pressure of the generator should
be reduced to eighty volts, in order that in case of emergency it might be used for lighting purposes, while the
welders should have several sets of adjustable clamps.
Welding machines have not yet been actually used on shipboard, but it is to be hoped that their introduction is a
development of the near future. They cannot supplant
any of the existing dynamos, owing to the necessity of
motors, but must come in to occupy a place of their own
to almost entirely supplant the ship's forge and add to the
s^eneral useful equinment.
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Thus tne man-of-war is the proper field for Dearly every
form of application of electricity, and when the storage
battery becomes more suited to tb : service there required,
there is no doubt that it too wili come in tor its proper
share of usefulness.
As to the naval work on shore in the electrical field,
little need be said, as the practice at naval stations must be
similar to that in ordinary commercial work.
However, a
navy yard is an ideal place for the erection of a central
station for light and power.
The streets must be lighted;
closely grouped about the station are offices and large
shops needing light in the dark afternoons and power*for
motor work; then in an outer approximate semicircle lie
the officers' quarters, finally there are anchor chains to be
welded, boiler tubes to be repaired, and numerous other
similar operations which can be better accomplished by the
welder than by any other known means. This in an ideal
plant will call for arc lights, incandescent lights, constant
potential motors, a welding generator and welders.
The
complete combination will probably not be realized at any
one place within several years, but a good beginning has

been made in the arc light plant recently installed for outside and shop lighting at the Washington navy yard, and
the progressive plan adopted by the department leads us to
hope that the shore stations will rapidly receive the benefits
already enjoyed on ship board.
Owing to the usually close
grouping of the buildings and to the demand for motors,
probable that only in exceptional cases will the
is
alternating current be used extensively.
Good use is
already being made of small motors for drilling purposes
York
navy
yard,
where
at the New
several are in constant
operation, having driven out the portable steam engine,
countershafting and belting.
The applications of electricity in the navy have always
been on the increase, and any one who has served one
cruise with oil lamps and one with electric lights and
motors will understand the favor in which the increasing
use of electricity is held by the naval men.
it

THE GENERAL MEETING.
After the adjournment of the annual meeting the members proceeded to Boston, by the Shore Line train at midnight, in order to take part in the general meeting for the
reading and discussion of papers, which was fixed for the
2Tst of May, at the Massachusetts Institute of TechnolThis was the first time since the Philadelphia Elecogy.
trical Exhibition that a meeting of the institute has been
held outside of New Vork City. About one-third of the
membership is located in New York and vicinity, but the
wonderful expansion of electrical interests in Boston has
led to a corresponding increase in the eastern membership,
and it was this reason, taken in connection with the
official
term
of
President
close
of
the
Elihu
Thomson, that governed the council in arriving
been
an
exceedingly
at
what appears to have
wise decision. TheNew York delegation was met at 7 A. m,,
May 2 1st at the Boston and Providence station, by !NIessrs.
H. B. Cram and A. L. Ruhrer. a committee from the Boston Electric club, who escorted them to the Hotel Brunswick where the headquarters of the Institute were established in Parlor E.
The members and visitors registered were as follows:
Ralph W. Pope, Elizabeth, N. J.; A. L. Rohrer, Lynn,
Mass A. A. Knudson, New York, N. Y. Henry B. Cram,
Boston, Mass.; J. P. W^intringham. Brooklyn, N. Y.;
George G. Grower, Ansonia, Conn.; A. A. Dion, Moncton,
N. B.; Alex. P. Wright, Boston, Mass.; Francis B. Crocker, New YorkCitv: A. Floyd Delafield. New York City; O.
T. Crosby, New York City; Dr. Louis Bell, New York City;
M. J. Francisco, Rutland, Vt. Charles S. Bradley, Yonkers, N. Y.; Chas. R. Cross, Boston, Mass.; Edward L.
Louis B. Marks, Ithaca, N. Y.
Nichols, Ithaca, N.
F. A. C. Perrine, Trenton, N. J.; F. L. Pope, Elizabeth.
N. J.; R. W. Ryan, New York City; R. N. Bayles, New
York City; Kenneth R. Stewart, London, Eng. Wm. S.
Turner, New York City; R. F. Ross, Boston, Mass. L. S.
Dumoulin, Boston, Mass; Geo. A. Hamilton, New York
City; Elihu Thomson, Swarapscott, INIass.; Geo. W. L.
Blodgett, Auburndale, Mass. Geo. F. Curtiss, Lynn, Mass.
Geo. B. Prescott, Jr., New York^City; Wm. J. Hammer,
Newark, N. J.; Joseph Wetzler, New York City; Edw. C.
Caldwell, Boston, Mass.; Richard N. Dyer, New York
City; E. W. Mix, Lynn, Ma«s.; Caryl D. Haskins, Lynn,
Mars.; John S. Cobb, New York City: C. Wellman Parks,
Troy, N.Y.; D. C. Jackson, New York City; Robert J.
Pratt, Greenbush, N. Y.; Edwin H. Hall, Cambridge,
Mass.; S. Katogi, Japan; John Tregoning, Lynn, Mass.;
C. J. Spike, Halifax, N. S.; W. H. Sawyer. Providence,
R. L; H. Lemp, Lynn, Mass.; Herbert H. Eustis, Boston,
Mass.; Geo, M. Phelps, New York City; Charles Wirt,
New York City; W. H. Blood, Jr., Lynn, Mass.; Michael
L. Hooper, College Hill,
I. Pupin, New York City; W.
Mass.; J. A. Wilber, Providence, R. I.; ^V. A. Anthony,
Manchester, Conn
John W. Howell, Harrison, N. J.;
Francis E. Jackson, Newark. N. J.; C. A. Shaw, Boston,
Otis K. Stuart,
Mass.; E. Wilber Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass
Boston, Mass.; S. E. Barton, Boston, Mass.; G. L. Austin,
Dolbear,
College
Hill,
Mass.; W. I.
A.
E.
Boston, Mass.;
Barker, Boston, Mass.; George W. Mansfield, Boston,
;

;

;

Y

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mass.

At 10:15 A. M. the meeting was called to order, when
General Francis A. Walker, president of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, warmly welcomed the visiting
members with a brief and fitting address, which he closed
with a most eloquent tribute to the scientific achievements

The latter
of the retiring president. Professor Thomson.
in his response, spoke of the great value of the Technology
Institute to the country in training young men for the
increasing demand for their services in the electrical
field.

In the abThe papers were then read and discussed.
sence of Wilfrid H. Fleming of New York, his paper on
"Electric Lighting ia the Tropics'* was read by JosephWetzler.
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of the chief difficulties that an engineer experiences
calltd upon toinslatt a plant of any considerable
is the trouble of procuring any
kind of skilled labor for this particular class of work. Another difticulty is that he is so far from his base of opera
tions— the factor>' which wilt often lead him to depend
upon himself in overcoming obstacles that arise from time
Language and the heat,
to time as the work progresses.
as well as fevers, are minor affairs.
Electric lighting has already gain:d many warm adherents both in the East and West Indies, more especially in
the former, where plants of considerable capacity have
been in active operation for the past eight years. It is especially adapted for use in houses in warm climates, such
as that of India, where the old-fashioned "punkah" is in
daily and nightly use for cooling the rooms, accompanied
with its attendant noise as the "punkah wallah. "*a ser\-ant,
pulls it backward and foru-ard, causing the continual ilick
That sj-stem will, I hope, give
ering of the lamps or gas.
place to the noiseless motor fans and steady incandescents,
thus enabling the Anglo-Indian to read and rest ic com-

tributing the various circuits.
A point to be noted is that
the engineer should constr-jct his rain-gutters for taking off
the storm water at least double the size that is ordinarily
allowed for temperate climates.
Roofs and theoutsides of
the buildings are whitewashed.
To give an idea of the heat from the sun. 1 may menlion
that I had to replace considerable quantities of insulated
wire after it had been up only a short time, the insulation
in places sagging right away from the copper wire and
finally dropping off.
During the rainy season prevailing in
the West Indies in the months of June, July and August,
and in the East Indies, known by the name of the southwest monsoon, and prevailing from May to the latter part
of August, electrical storms occur almost daily
They are
often exceptional in violence, and much trouble and anxiety arises from possible damage to line, lamps and dynamos, even though protected by good lightning arresters.
While a heavy storm w;\s in progress one night last summer in the West Indies, I noticed when in the station a
curious effect of a flash that fused the lead stripes on an
ordinary saw-tooth arrei-ter connected with one of the incandescent circuits. The strips were entirely destroyed or
volatilized, and what was before a polished plate of brass
was now tarnished with a film of the lead vapor, and there

fort.

was

Electric Lighting in the Tropics,
by wilfkhj m. kle.ming.

One
who b

size in tropical countries

—

A central

station plant that the writer was engaged upon
btely in one of the chief cities of the West Indies, would
compare favorably in size and equipment with one situated
in a city of a corresponding number of inhabitants in the

United States. Alternating current dynamos of a capacity
of 4,500 i6-candlc power lamps were employed for lighting the chief stores, theaters and private houses, and 600
arc lights of 1 200-candIe power each lighted up the main

and parks.
was at tirst intended to run a small plant in connecwith the existing gas works, more as an experiment

streets
It

tion

than with a view to actual financial success, but in the
space of six months the station was more than trebled from
its

original capacity*.
The people look to

it from the start, paying cheerfully the
were demanded. To an indolent .race it was a
great boon.
Money to them, it would appear, was of less
account than the trouble and work called upon to go around
and light up the different oil and gas lamps, since all the
lights were switched on the different circuits at sunset.
In
the tropics, as is well known, there is no twilight.
Darkness comes on within ten minutes of sundown, and the
whole plant practically goes into operation at once.
The construction work on this particular plant was necessarily slow, as men unaccustomed to erect a thirty or
forty-five-foot pole took their time to do so, in which oper-

prices that

ation they received the appreciation of the usual army of
idlers.
Poles suitable for carrying a number of circuits
bad to be imported from the United States, as well as the
ornamental wooden columns for supporting the lamps ic
Poles of native growth
the parks and public squares.
could not be found straight enough, and even if of sufficient length, were weak.
Some poles could have been had
from a tree called the ironwood tree. This wood, however, is of so close a grain and so very heavy that it was
out of the question to use it.
Many of the business streets
were not more than from twenty to thirty feet across, including the sidewalks.
Moreover, as curtains or awnings
are stretched overhead from side to side, by the owners of
the stores, to shelter and protect their goods from the
sun's rays, it was impossible to trecc a pole line down these
streets.
I found it better to run a two-inch iron piping up
the side of the houses every 150 feet, to a point six feet
above the coping stone, and then attaching to the top of
this pipe a T, inserting in this
wooden cross-arms, to
which the insulators were attached in the usual manner. It
must be borne in mind that the houses are not of very
great height.
W^here this arrangement was impracticable,
owing to the varying heights of the houses, I inserted
strong iron brackets in the buildings, set in with cement
and well painted with rust-proof paint.
In India considerable care has to be exercised in putting
up a pole line. If you want your work to stand any
length of time, the base of the poles for one-sixth of their
length must be thoroughly well creosoted to resist as far
as possible the ravages of an insect called the white ant
or "termite." These insects live on wood.
They attack
even the woodwork of tfle houses, and soon reduce the
thickest timber to a mere shell.
They live in trees and
construct nests of great size, like small sugar casks, made
of particles of gnawed wood and cemented by a kind of
gluten.
They are so strongly attached to the branches
that they cannot be shaken down even by violent storms.
It is a good plan to paint the poles eight feet above the
surface of the ground with good gas tar if obtainable.
In
these climates special attention should be given to protecting the working parts of arc lamps, owing to the fact that
rain occurs only for about three months of the year, and to
make up for this loss the humidity of the atmosphere is
remarkable.
It is not at all infrequent to find early in the
morning the bottom carbon holders full of water, unless
provision is made for draining this off.
During the hot
season a breeze springs up between 9 and 10 o'clock in the

T

•

morning and the ground being dry, the dust is terrific.
Insects of a large size, much more so than those found in
the northern climates b.its and small birds attracted bv

—

the glare are found either in the globes or lying at the base
of the lamp posts in large quantities every morning, and
the wholesale slaughter that takes place nightly seems to
have no effect in diminishing these pests.
It was found better, therefore, on the arc service to give
a man about twenty-five lamps to trim and clean per day.
and the native intrusted with this work was held responsible, and if the lamps were found in a dirty condition he
was fined, which usually had a good effect.
In the construction of station buildings one is guided
much by the facilities for procuring stone, brick or other
suitable material in that particular locality.
Galvanized
iron is sometimes used for roofing, but more frequently
roofs are constructed of a sun-baked clay tile, provision
being made as is usual for an ordinary wire tower for dis-

distinctly marked as if photographed on the plate a
zig-zag streak, in all appearance like a photograph that
had been taken of lightning. Engineers, during the prevailing season of storms, should take particular pains that
their lines and machines Jre thoroughly well protected, and
that the arresters have good earth connections.
A sad case came under my notice that happened at a
temporary installation for illuminating a camp at Poonah,
in the Bombay Presidency, with arc lamps in honor of a
visit of an influential rajah.
While the festivities were
taking place in the evening, a heavy storm occurred. Lightning entered on the line, no provision had been made for
diverting its course, and it destroyed the dynamo, besides
killing the native oiler, who just at that moment was engaged in filling up the oil cups on the bearings. He was
either thrown or fell across the commutator end of the dynamo, as he was found in that position, his hands much
burnt as well as his feet.
In the year 1877 the first commercial arc lamp was in
use at the offices of the Bombay Thncs, and if I remember
correctly it was the first light shown in the Indian empire.
From that date on the demand for lighting has been
on the increase; but pretty nearly all the work has been
confined to isolated work and small central stations, cotton
mills, sugar and indigo plantations, government buildings
and large private dwelling houses. Places of business and
offices do not require lighting, as business is conducted by
the merchants only from
o'clock in
the morn7
ing till 4 in the afternoon.
The inhabitants of
hot climates necessarily spend much of their time
out
of
doors,
and are fond of social gaiety.
They have been famous for centuries for skill in
illuminating, and this fact has added much to the popularity of arc and incandescent lamps, which, as is well-known,
particularly lend themselves to artistic illuminating purposes.
From this knowledge, in the early part of the year
1885, I imagined that it would be a financial success to
get together a traveling portable electric light plant, consisting of a vertical boiler, engine and two dynamos, one
an 8 arc light machine and the other a 100 light incandescent, both mounted on a stout frame which rested on a pair
of bisel trucks.
This work was carried out, and I was
kept actively employed for many months in going round to
different large Indian estates and native palaces for the
fetes that attend the various religious and family ceremonies that the wealthy natives are fond of indulging in.
Large sums of money are spent, and the festivities often
last for a week or longer.
It turned out to be as I surmised it would, a regular "bonanza," until on one occasion
in bringing the unwieldy contrivance down a steep hill on
one side of which was a ravine, it fell over; and it is needless to relate, that the whole apparatus was seriously damaged.
I found it would not pay to patch it up again, so
after stripping everything that was portable I left the remainder to lie and rust in the tropical vegetation.
Owing to the high price of coal, which is a costly article
in the tropics, ranging from |8 to $50 per ton delivered, it
is well to employ the most efficient and economical engine
for motive power, more especially for central station work.
In the station previously referred to, we were running with
high speed compound condensing engines with satisfactory
results.

In

many sugar

installations are
this direction is

West Indies where the
of a comparatively small size, economy in
not practised as the amount of steam used
plantations in the

not missed, the boiler capacity on estates ranging from
loo II. P., to one at Cienfuegos, Cuba, of 2,500 II. P.
It
behooves the engineer, however, who has charge of a plant
to exercise considerable care and watchfulness over his
native firemen.
The natives, as a rule, I have found, if
treated with kindness and forbearance, show an aptitude
in learning and taking hold that is often remarkable, more
so than with some of their brethren of a lighter color who,
because they have been taught how to start and stop a
dynamo or trim an arc lamp, give themselves all the airs of
an expert in electrical matters, and have got beyond that
stage when they are willing to be instructed or to be obedient to orders, an unwillingness that sometimes leads to
is

disastrous results.
The types of machines chiefly in use in the East Indies
are those of English and French manufacturers, Siemens,
(iramme, Silvertown and other well-known types. Those
in use in the West Indies and South and Central America
are generally of American make, and the market is not a
small one.
The great strides that both the foreign and
home companies have made in the last two or three years
in the supply and equipment of electrical plants for these
distant lands are very evident signs that this particular
business is receiving great attention at the handS of local
merchants, planters and city or town officials and that they
are more and more influenced by the many advantages to
be gained by the use of electric lighting.
Planters find
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now

that it is much to their gain in a financial way.
In
former years, for example, the facilities of shipping their
produce were restricted, and the work was done in day.
light, and slowly.
Now with weekly and almost daily
sailings, it is an absolute necessity that
they should get
their produce ready with the quickest dispatch possible and
this they do with the aid of the electric light.
When an
engineer is called upon to install or lake charge of an
electric light plant, it will be well for him lo insist pretty

closely not only that

all the materials specified in the estimates have been shipped, but that every class of tool
requisite for constructional work is included.
Much time
is lost and much trouble is made when you find that your
outfit does not include "climbing spurs" or draw vises and
other important articles. I have known engineers who have
had expensive testing sets, Wheatstone bridges, reflecting
galvanometers and other delicate instruments sent out with
them, and then found that they had few or any icols to
work with, and that the nearest hardware store was many
miles away through a rough country, and even then, the
store when reached did not contain the requisite goods,
there having been no stock kept because there was no demand made for them. Spare armatures, complete sets of
arc lamp apparatus as well as duplicate parts of dynamos,
spare brasses and gear for engines and tubes for boilers
should always be included, and it should be seen that they
are shipped.
Apart from the vicissitudes incidental to life in the
tropics, there is, I think, always a satisfaction and pleasure
in the successful completion of an installation, knowing as
one does that it is a potent factor in the greater civilization
of those countries, demonstrating to the inhabitants, who
have heretofore depended on artificial illumination of the
same primitive character and manner as their forefathers
used through past ages, what science aided by her lieutenants "pluck and energy" can accomplish.

Louis B. Marks of Ithaca, followed with a paper on the
"Life and Efficiency of Arc Light Carbons," which was as
follows:

Life and Efficiency of Arc Light Carbons.
hv louis

i!.

marks, m.

e.

From the experimental

stage of arc lighting to the com
mercial application of the system to-day, little or no increase in the efficiency of the carbon points appears to have

been made.

Now

that our

dynamos and lamps have reached such a

state of perfection, the subject presents itself as pre eminently important.
The arc light pencil, considered as an
individual part of the plant, is indeed a small thing, but in
it undoubtedly lies the weak spot of the system.
It was with a view of studying the action of modern carbon pencils, that the investigations here to be described
were undertaken. The carbons experimented upon were
all of American manufacture, and were procured from five
companies (A, B, C, D and E.)
While the greater part of the research was upon the life
and efticiencyof the pencils, observations were also made

in other directions.

The

subject will be treated under the
Structure of the carbons.
2d. Life

1st.

following heads:
3d.

tests.

Effi-

4th. Candle-power measurements.
5th. Observations of the arc and carbon points.
It is well known that the life and efiicieticy of a carbon
depend upon the system in which is turned.
For
instance, "The requirements of the low tension system
seem to be a carbon that is hard, well plated and a good
conductor, the latter being the most important.
"In the high tension system, on the contrary, hardness
and conductivity seem to be of secondary importance.
There is a tendency to 'flame' and burn unsteadily when
a hard carbon is used in this system, and a softer one
sometimes becomes necessary."^
It is interesting to note the methods employed by carbon
manufacturers to attain the conditions above mentioned.
In one of our largest carbon works "forced" carbons, or
those made by "squirting" the plastic material through a
die. are manufactured for both high and low tension systems of lighting, to the exclusion of moulded pencils. On
the other hand, another company makes no forced carbons,
but claims that its moulded pencils are superior for either
From the classification given below, can be seen
system.
the t}'pes of carbons now upon the market for both systems:
ciencies.

High

Carbon.

A

Low

tension.

moulded
"
"

B

C

D

forced

g

tension.

forced

moulded
"
forced

(

moulded

}

\

forced

\

,,

One

of the first things that suggested itself was the
study of the structure of the various samples submitted.
For this purpose, thin transverse sections of all the specimens were cut and mounted on glass slides, and a microscopical examination made.
The accompanying photographs (Figs. 1-12) show the
appearance of a carbon under a magnifying power of
about forty diameters in the case of groups A, B and C,
and about eighty diameters in that of D and E. While
the views cannot give either the color or luster of the original, they are mainly useful
in conveying an idea of the
texture of the surface.
Examining the photographs we note that there is a
marked diffence between the structure of a moulded and a
forced carbon. In the high tension pencil of the brand A,
l-'ig. 1, the
structure is a loose one, while the low tension
rod of the s.inie group is marked by a dense homogeneous
structure; the si/; of the grains of carbon in the latter case
is very much less than in the former, and as seen under the
magnifying power of the microscope, the particles have a
more metalloid luster. Again there is probably considerable air space in Fig. i.
'G.

W.

Parker:

Proceedings Natioflfll

burg ConvcDtJoo, Feb., 1888,

p. 455.

EJec. Light Assoc'n^ Pitts-
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Thus it appears that Fig. i has the qaalifications of a
high tension carbon, i. e., looseness of structure, hence
comparative softness and high resistance; and Fig. 2 the
density, hardness
requisites of a low tension pencil, i. e
and low resistance. The resistance of the rod, Fig. i, was
measured and found equal to .199 ohm; that of Fig. 2
equaled .144 ohm.
The resistance of the plated low tension carbon was .0S4 ohm.
The structure of the carbon in group B (Figs. 3 and 4),
was found after close examination to be about the same.
To secure the requisite low resistance of Fig. 4 the pencil
was heavily copper-plated, the thickness of the coating being about i-io millimeter, while that of Fig. 3 was a little
less than 1-20 millimeter.
method different than either of those just described is
nsed in the manufacture of carbons C (Figs. 5 and 6). As
in the previous instance, moulded carbons are made by this
company for both high and low tension systems, but a
much greater pressure is applied to the moulds in manufactThis
uring low tension pencils than in the case of high.
accounts for the difference in structure exhibited in the
photographs; although a molded carbon. Fig. 6, thus approaches the structure of the forced pencil. Fig. 2.
Groups D and E are highly magnified. An attempt has
been made to mauufacture a carbon that will burn fairly
,

A

well

in

either

system.

Fig,. 8

shows

this carbon.

In

structure it is a mean between Fig. 7 and Fig. 9.
Besides
a difference in pressure used in constructing pencils of
group D, there is also a difference in the "mix" or composition of the carbon.

The dissimilarity in structure between carbon E, Fig.
II and E, Fig. 12 is apparent, yet both pencils are used in
high tension systems.
The efficiency of these types, as
well as of the others, will be discussed later.
Fig. 12, it
will be noted, is very similar in structure to Fig. g (carbon
D), in both cases the striations are marked and indicate
that the carbon is built up of strata lying longitudinally, or
in the same direction as the application of the pressure
used in manufacturing the pencils.
When examined with
the microscope, carbon D (Fig. 9), evinced more luster
than Fig. 12, showing that a greater quantity of pure carbon was used

in the manufacture of the former.

amperes and P. D. at 50 volts. For low tension
carbons the Weston lamp was used.- The pencils were accurately weighed before and after the runs, and the life is
calculated on the assumption that the carbons were homogeneous.
Each set of pencils was burned an hour. The
results of tests are given in Table i.
It has been stated that "with carbons of the same hardness and length but having different diameters, the larger
will undoubtedly outlive the smaller.
Of carbons of the
same </;*: w^^^r and length, but differing in hardness, the
harder will outlive the softer."''
This statement pre-supposes that the conductivity of the
carbon is directly dependent on the hardness or softness of

at 10

the pencil.

In order to examine more fully the relation between
diameter resistance and mortality of a pencil, six sets of
carbons of the brand B, varying in diameter from \ to \\
inches were carefully weighed, their resistance measured by
the Wheatstone Bridge method and the pencils burned with
a constant current of 10 amperes from a Gramme dynamo,
the P. D. at the terminals of the lamp being kept at 50
volts.
The diameters and resistances respectively of the
upper and lower carbons were in each case practically the
same. A mean of ten micrometer measurements of the
diameter, was taken as correct.
The duration of each run
was 60 minutes.

Following are the data:

From

the results given in Table 2, it appears that the life
of a carbon varies directly with its diavieie> and inversely
with its resistance. This law holds only for homogeneous
carbons of the same manufacture, type and structure, and
as stated before, for constant current and voltage.
Let us take the i inch (.505") and i inch ( 986") pencils as standards and from the relation above stated, calculate the mortality of the other carbons.

Table III gives a comparison of the actual and calculated
of the various specimens tested.

life

Thus it appears that the calculated life throughout the
series is larger than the actual when the i" carbon is taken
as a standard and smaller when the i" pencil is made the
basis of calculation.

The carbons of group B were not

LIFE TESTS.
If a carbon is burned with a small current its life will be
long, at a sacrifice of light-giving properties. If on the other
hand a large current is used, there may be a gain in effiThe question arises what is
ciency at a sacrifice of life.

—

the proper current to use? Of course circumstances deterto a large extent the answer, and generally such a
current is used as gives a fair mortality at a reasonable
efficiency of the carbon.
The high tension carbons submitted for test were designed to be burned at about 10 amperes and the low tension at about 20.
In the life tests a Thomson lamp was
used for high tension runs, current being kept constantly

mine

2These low tension runs were made with the Weston plant on the
University Campus. Ten lamps were run in series. Time of test
was 2^ hours in the case o£ carbons B and E, and 2 hours and 25
min.
the case of C.

m

perfectly round, a variation of 3° being at times found, between the ten measurements of the diameter of a pencil.
In determining the
resistance of the carbon rods, the tips of the latter were
copper plated when necessary and mercurial contacts used.
The lamp was adjusted to burn at fifty volts' potential difference for each set of pencils.
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curve for current and mortality of the pencil, when the
voltage is kept constant.
For this purpose a number of moulded high tension carbons of the brand E were used. To secure uniformity in
the plus and minus pencils, a i2-inch stick was broken in
half, one portion being used as the upper, the other as the
lower carbon.
The length of each run was an hour. Current and potential were read every two minutes, and the
mean taken.
Table 4 gives the data from which the curve for current
and mortality (Fig. 3) was plotted.
As will be seen, the range of current was from 6 to 13
amperes.
The greatest variation of the meane. m. f.,
for the several runs was one volt.
series of tests was now made with constant current
and varying voltage. The current in this case was maintained at ten amperes, and the range in tension was from
forty to sixty volts.
Carbons of the same type as in the
last instance were used.
In Table 5, are given the figures
for these runs, and Fig. 14 shows the curve for voltage and
mortality.
In the curves, Figs. 13 and 14, the ordinates represent
the life of an inch of carbon in minutes.
Reference is
made not to the mortality of the plus pencil, but to the
total amount of carbon burned in the lamp.
The last two
columns of Table 5 have been corrected for diameter and

A

resistance of the pencil, the
spectively of the carbon that

diameter and resistance re-

was burned

at 10

amperes and

45 volts having been taken as a standard, and the life of
the other pencils reduced to a common basis from this, according to the law previously stated.
Very little has been published regarding the relative life
Those books in which
of the plus and minus carbons.
the subject is alluded to, state as a rule with direct currents,
the life of the upper carbon is about half that of the lower,
provided both have the same length originally. In a recent
publication^ the general statement is made that "with continuous currents the plus wastes twice as fast as the minus
With alternating currents the upper wastes S per
carbon.
cent, faster than the lower if the carbons are vertical; but

same

if horizontal."
made upon arc light carbons fed
currents, but an investigation of the relative
loss of the plus and minus pencils with direct currents gave
Table 6 shows that the plus
quite interesting results.
carbon may burn away about as fast as the minus, or may
waste more than three and a half times as quickly.
Three sets of experiments were undertaken to determine

at the

No

rate

experiments were

by alternating

the elements that affect this ratio.

While every precaution was taken to avoid discrepancies,
it is clear
that from the nature of the substance experimented upon, and the extreme difficulty of maintaining

First.
Effect of changing the diameter and resistance
of the pencils with constant current and potential.
Influence of change of current with constant
Second.

constant conditions, errors are apt to creep into the work.
But the results given in Table 3 as well as later determinations undoubtedly poiiit to the existence of such a law as
has been quoted.

potential.

The relation between diameter and life having been investigated, experiments were then made to determine the
3G.

W.

Parker.

Third. Change of potential with constant current.
For determining the influence of diameter and resistance
upon the relative life of the plus and minus carbons, a
number of moulded high tension pencils of the brand
were used. The carbons were supposed to have been taken

A

*Munro & Jamison's

Electrical Rules

and Tables,

1889.
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from the same "batch" and were burDcd with a carrcDt of
10 amperes and a P. D.— 50 volts.
Examining Table 7, which j^ives the results of measure-

(Hf.

ments we note that

•

(lUe
lUe-j!

appears

candle powers and will be referred to in the discussion of
candle power measurements.
It may not be amiss to give here
an outline of the first
method employed. A Thomson lamp was mounted on a
movable frame and the rays from the burning carbons
allowed to fall on the face of a thermopile, the Litter being
in circuit with a sensitive Thomson galvanometer. The deflection of the galvanometer was taken as a measure for the

become greater

to

)

with increase of diameter of the carbon.
It is probable
that the inequality in the diameters of the -{- and
pencils respectively, as well as the difference in the resistances
of the two carbons of a set explains to a large extent the
cause of this increase in the ratio.
For, assuming that
under the conditions maintained, the life of a carbon
varies directly with its diameter and invf^rsely with its resistance, the data (Table 7). indicate that if the diameters
carbons were
and resistances respectively of the -f and

—

energy of the
the pile.

A

total radiation

which

containing a solution

cell

upon the face of
of alum was then in-

fell

terposed between the light and the pile, and the reduced
detleclion of the galvanometer noted.
On the supposition
that the alum celt cut off all the "dark heat*' and allowed
only the rays of the visible spectrum to reach the face of

—

Fig.

May

lOMIn.
CARBON E. Y
~-—^
UMln. VOLTAGE AND LIFE PEn|lNCH,

13.

1
1

1

1

~l

(

aiUn.
1

We

notice that the horizontal efficiency is very small
that relatively high efliciency
fontui high Uusion carbon is obtained only at the expense of life; that a m,mUh-ii czrhQii is, generally speaking,
superior to 2l forced for high tension and vice versa for low

compared with the maximum;
in a

tension.

A

B

In the case of the high tension carbons
and
the
diameters are smaller than those of the other pencils, hence
we are to expect a relatively higher etTiciency since, as was
shown last year, the "etViciency varies inversely as the
diameter."^
A point of interest brought out by these tests (Tables 10
and II and Figs. iS and ly), isthe fact that while the life
of a copper plated carbon is greater than that of an un-

*

_L

aOMln.

1890

31,

F

^

0"'r4.

Fig.

15.

1

20
1

Ifi
1

10

1

t

1

a

V'^'-lReference to the last column of Table 4 will
a change in the current, other conditions rethe same, probably has no effect on the ratio

Second.

show

th.1t

maining
'

\

.

^

-

J

For when a current of

.

the ratio

was equal

to 1.54:

it

amperes.

to 1.62; at 7

six

it

may be

A

amperes the ratio dropped
and decreased to 13

said that

if all

rf

4fl

r,\

r.il

was

mechanism

provided

by which measurements

could be made at various angles below the horizontal plane
without altering the distance between the center of the arc
and the thermo-pile.

amperes was used

For the high tension runs, the lamp was fed
of 9 amperes, the potential difference between

then alternately increased

Hence

"'1

the thermo-pile, the last measurement would give the true
value of the luminous energy emitted by the lamp.
But a
small percentage of the longer wave lengths passes through
the alum cell, and a large part of the luminous rays is cut
off by its intervention.
Corrections having been made for
these factors, the true values of luminous radiation resulted.

the same in each run, the ratio would be practically the
same for all sizes of carbons. This is brought out in the
last column of the table, which gives the correcteti values

of

snvoLTs.95

errors of obser-

by a current
its

terminals

plated carbon of the same diameter and type, the mean
spherical efficiency appears to be the same for both.
Two sets of pencils of the brand B, the one unplated
and the other plated, were burned to ascertain this relation.
The results show that the horizontal and the maximum efficiency of the copper-plated carbons were a little
greater than those of the uncoated pencils respectively,
and the mean spherical efficiency in the latter case was very
slightly less than in the former.
As can be seen from Table 16, the life of the "positive" plated pencil (12 inches
long) was 10.64 hours, while that of the naked carbon was
g.i6 hours, the current and r. D having been the same for
both cascs.
No positive explanation of this phenomenon has yet been
given but it appears that the actual amount of combustion
in both cases is the same, while the disititfgiafion caused
by the passage of the current is greater in the case of the
unplated carbon.

CANDLE POWER MEASUREMENTS.

The candle-power measurements consisted

chiefly in

the

determination of the hemi spherical candle-power of the
different pencils, and from this quantity, the watts per
spherical candle-power produced.
The runs were made under the same conditions as in the
efficiency tests.
For high tension carbons, current
9
amperes and p. d. := 45 volts. For low tension pencils, current
21 5 amperes and v. d.
30 volts.
To ascertain the candle-powers, themethodof the Franklin Institute committee was used.^
The photometric apparatus was somewhat different in detail from that ordinarily used in measuring the candle-power of incandescent
lamps and deserves a brief description.
The arc lamp was suspended from an arm which could
be rotated about an axis parallel to the photometer bar and
vertically above it.
By manipulating a rope connected with
the arm, the latter could be raised until it was at right angles with the photometer bar, or lowered until it was horizontal.
The arm being horizontal, the lamp \vas hung
from its extremity so that the arc was on a level with the
center of the photometer-disc.
It will be seen that when
the arm was pulled up, the arc described a vertical circle,
the axis of which was a line parallel to the photometer-bar,
and passing through the center of the disc. The center of
the vertical circle was at the point (Soo) of a scale graduated
into 1,000 divisions, and the radius equal to the length of

=

=

Fig.

CARBON

yOLO£D HIGH

TEN.

SPHER. EFFIC. -lO.Oi;;

SPHER. EFFIC.=II.7lS

vation, as well as those

due to

could be eliminated the
life

be constant.
Third. The
l

ife-

last

column

+

irregularities in the

being kept at 45 volts.
For low tension tests, current=
21 A amperes, and P. D.^30 volts.
Note that the amount
of energy expended in the low tension lamp was 21^X30
=645 watts, while the high tension required but
405 watts. Although normally the former requires from
520 to 560 watts, unsteadiness of the light when the lamp
was run below 2 ij amperes made accurate measurements
impossible.

carbons

would be found to
carbon

9X45=

of Table 5 contains the data for

Iwith different V. D.'s and constant current.

From

life

these calculations it appears that the ratio depends on the
P. D. and that the greater the P. D., the more nearly
does the former approach unity.
The curve plotted from
the figures in Table 5, is given in Fig. 15, the abscissa;
being volts, and the ordinates represer.ting the ratio of the
life of the minus to the life of the plus carbon.
Thus the causes that influence the relative life of pencils
of the same diameter, lie chiefly in the difference in the
resistance of the carbons and the variations of P. D.

Fig.

Tables 8-15

-^ive

diation

=

Z

—

These tables furnish the data from which

r
the curves Figs. 16-23 were platted.

s

/

^

-'*"'•.«.

'"^

\^
\„^^^

\
(

-—-^

V

life

)

+

while the

increased

life

of

the

minus pencil was not much affected.
EFFICIENCtES.

Two

methods of determining the efficiency of each set of
The first was the method used
pencils were employed.
by Mr. Merritt in obtaining the efficiency of the incandescent lamp^ and subsequently by
on the efficiency of the arc lamp".

Mr. Nakano in his work
The second dealt with

Some Determinatioiu of the Energrv of the
'E. G. Mcrritt:
LiRhtfrotn Incandesccol Lamps. Amer. Jour, Science, Vol. 37, p.
167.
*tt.

Nakano:

Inst. Elcc.

Efiicicncy of ihc

Eng. Vol. VI,

p. 308.

Arc Lamp; Transaction* Amer.

show the

i

J
/

^y^

-12.72JE

the ratio

radii

/

SPMEfl- EFFIC.

e.,

The

200 scale divisions.

At the zero of the scale was placed a Weston incandescent lamp, and a circular mirror of silvered glass, the axis
of which was horizontal and inclined 45 to the reflecting
surface, was mounted on the bar so that its center coincided

/

B.

HIGH TENSION

Judging from existing theories of the arc, it was thought
blowing the latter with a magnet during the runs
would relatively increase the life of the plus carbon. The
experiment was tried and the reverse found to take place,

In the col-

luminous radiation; the values of 7" refer to total radiation and the efficiency or luminous divided by the total rato

(PLATED)
MOLDED

that

the results of efficiency tests.

umn headed L are given the corrected values of deflections due

19.

CARBON

i.

17.

CARBON D.
FORCED HIGH TEN.

A.

~

MOLDED
HIGH TENaiON
6PHEH. EFFIC.

"V.^

V*

\y~\

positions for which measurements were taken and distances
meas\ired along these tines from the origin to the dotted
curves give the intensity of luminous and total radiation respectively in each position.
It will be seen that the distribution of total radiation differs considerably from that of
luminous radiation, hence the efficiency which is expressed by
luminous radiation
depends upon the angle of measurement.
total radiation
The full line curves Figs. 16-23 represent the efficiencies
of the various carbons.
In order to obtain the mean or
hemispherical efficiency the areas of thecur^-es of luminous
and of total radiation were found by means of the pianometer; now the ratio of the radii of two semi circles whose
areas are respectively equal to those of the curves of luminous and total radiation is the value of the mean spherical efficiency.
This value has been calculated for each set
of pencils and the results are given in Table 16; also in
Figs. 16-23.

——

—

exactly with the Sooth division of the scale.
Thus the distance between the arc lamp and the mirror was rendered
constant for all elevations of the former, and when the
mirror reflected the light of the lamp upon the disc, the
angles of incidence and rcllection were always equal to
The virtual image of the arc under these circum45
stances was at the i,cooth division of the scale. The Weston lamp was used as a secondary standard and maintained
by a storage battery throughout the runs at 115 volts; its
candle power was ascertained before and after the tests by
comparing it with a standard Methven "Board of Trade''
.

2 c. p. slit.

Photometer readings were made as in the case of the efficiency tests, at 0° and at 10", 20", 30", 40°, 50". and 60",
below the horizontal, the mean of twenty observations being taken for each elevation.

These measurements were

'H. Nakano.
"Reports
1884.

International

EIcctric.il

Exhibition of Franklin Inst.

Group B, Sections V and VIIL

May

31,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890
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ments givtn cannot be considered as absolute, but rather

multiplied by the candle-power of the secondary standard
and corrected for absorption of tight by the mirror.
Tables 17-23 give the corrected data, which form the
Disbasis of the candle-power, curves Figs. 24 and 25.

as relative values.
The conclusions drawn from the efficiency curves hold
generally, as will be seen by an examination of Table 24,
1000 e.p.

500 C p.

100 C.p.

This fact is not brought out in Table 16, for reference to
the latter shows the low tension pencils to have a rather
high efficiency, and in some cases considerably higher than
the high tension carbons.
However, when the energy expended in the lamp in the two cases respectively is taken
into account, the explanation of the high values for carbons A and B (Table 16, low tension) is apparent. Carbon
B (molded high tension. Table 24), it will be noted has
the highest efficiency of the group.
This due largely to
the fact that its diameter is smaller than that of any of

/
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From the latter it appears
for the candle-power curves.
that the efficiency of low tension carbons, and especially
of 7?7ottIded low tension pencils, is comparatively small.

tances measured along the radii from the origin to each
The
curve, give the candle-power for the variuus angles.
mean spherical candle-power for any case is measured by
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the others, for "the candle-power varies inversely as the
diameter."^
Similarly the relatively high candle-power of carbon
In
is accounted for by the small diameter of the pencil.
Table 24 and the candle-power curves, we again note the
comparatively small efficiency of forced high tension carbons.

D

The
™,

,

^^

10),

carbon A.

of

efficiency

,

Table

J u
measured
by

as

(moulded
i

)

total radiation

)

D;

yet the

TABLE

is

\

(

larger than that of carbon

high tension,

luminous radiation

-j

mean

spherical can-

2.

MOHTAI-ITT WITH DIFFERENT DiAMETBBS.

L
H
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moliled bigli ten
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6,19

21.38

986

.061

232.20
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20.15
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.059

339.57

10.14

33 49

than that of the former
explanation of this phenomenon (asto be correct), probably lies in

latter is greater

The

suming the measurements

2

3

difference in the quality of the light emitted."'
In some instances it is desirable to ascertain the mean
spherical candle power of a lamp approximately, without
taking the time to integrate the curve.

Pig. 27.

Form

of the Carbon Points

Constant Current^

1

the radius of a semicircle whose arc is equal to the area of
the c. p. curve.
Although great care was taken in ascertaining the candle

Amp.

5

While the

10 Amperes.

moulded high tension carbons are
as high as .q.c;3 and .888 watts per spherical candle or 783
and 840 candles per electrical horse power expended in the
efficiencies of

6

10

Amp.

The formula given by M. Gerard, namely, "spherical
candle power
i horizontal candle power -j- ^ maximum
candle power,"" is of sufficient exactitude for practical purposes.
Gerard gives the following table showing the observed and calculated spherical candle powers for seven
lamps.

=

TABLE

3.

Standard =.4'

Meao
Carbon.

inches.

B

raolded'light.
.,

,.

"
„

„

(

Slandard
(986

1'

•

505')

Actual

life

Diam.
CalculiUcd
hours.

life

Calculated
hoars.

life

10 64

463

10.93

9.33

.618

15 10

13.62

13 64

.739

21.58

1944

21,38

1.195

36.40

33,04

33.49

Taking the whole number of lamps, the average error is
"The angle of maximum intensity was
only 5 per cent.
about 45'^ usually, but in some cases it approached that of
30° or 60° from the horizontal."
Data collected from various sources, including the tests
of the Franklin Institute Committee in 1SS4, are given in
Table 26. From the horizontal and maximum candlepowers, the mean spherical was calculated by Gerard's
Comparison with the obser\'ed candle powers shows
law.
The
that in some cases the error is less than i per cent.
mean error is. however, larger than that obtained by GeHence, as was stated
rard, and reaches about 9I per cent.

Fonn

of the Carbon Points

:

powers, the difference in color between the light emitted
by the arc and that given by the standard was so marked
that the settling of the photometer-carriage was to a large
extent a matter of personal judgment; hence the measure-

Constant Potential=-')0 volts.
lamp, the efficiencies of low tension pencils of nearly the
same diameter as the high are as small as 1.255 and r.612
watts per candle, or 594 and 502 candles per electrical
horse powe-'.

9 M. Schreihage: Centralblatt fur Elektrotechnik, No. 22, 1SS8.
10 The reader is referred in this connection to, '*A Spectrophotometric Comparison of Artificial Sources of Illumination." Paper by
A A. S. al
Edward L. Nichols and \V. S. Franklin, read before
Cleveland, August, 188S.
Power of Arc Lamps:— Centralblatt fur
11 M.Gerard: Candle
Electrotechnik, also N. Y. Elec. World, Jan. 25, 1890.
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id cases of rough approximation.
Kcfcrence has been made to the fact that while the
curve for luminous radiation is similar to that of
candle power, the cur\'e for total radiation differs widely

before, the law is valueless except

from the

As

latter.

upon the

the efficiency depends

luminous radiation

t

™'»

i

rnot toa.rradiattoirhold for calculating

"

f

plam

.s

Ocrard

that

s

the mean spherical efhBut again,
ciency from the horizontal and the maximum.
for approximations a similar law holds. 1. r..
Spherical cll"iciency=i horizontal+J maximum.
Although the topic of efficiencies has been discussed in
another part of the article, it may not be out of place to
add a few words here, bearing upon the law in question.
Measurements of horizontal, maximum and mean spherical efficiency, made by Mr. H. Nakano and by the writer,

law

will

TABLE

wim

Live

•

minus pencil

to the point directly above in the center o
the crater of the plus.
From the figures (Tables 2S and 29), it seems that no
direct relation exists between the length of the arc and the
current and v. n.
In the case of the carbons tested, the
length of the arc wit^ constant potential increased very
"apidly as the current was changed from 6 to 9 amperes,
and then gained slowly from yto 13 amperes.
The nature
of the change was somewhat different in the constant cur-

EFFICENCT MEASUREMENTS.
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31, 1S90

7 of the type e The photographs of the carbons arc threequarters of (he actual size.
Examining the first three pencils, we see that with 5
amperes, there is a tendency to form a "mushroom" on
the lower or UL-gaiivc carbon; the latter is eaten away considembly just below the tip. With 10 amperes this tendency is not at all maiked and at i:. almost inappreciable.
Glancing at the upper or plus carbons, it appears that
the smaller the current, the move nearly docs the positive
pencil burn to a point, that is. the smaller the diameter of
the crater.
Itut though the width of the crater is less in
ihc case of low currents than with high, the depth of the
former is correspondingly greater. The photographs do
not bring out this point, but an inspection of the tip of
the lower carbon gives a clue to the facts
Note thai with
small currents the negative electrode terminates in a
pointed, sometimes globular projection.
As has been
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OnsKKVATioNs OF THR Arc anh thr Carbon-points.
With a given potential difference between the terminals
of the lamp, the length ol the arc depends upon the current
flowing, and increases as the current becomes greater.
If
length of the arc inI'nc

arc for both cases.
In order to measure the length of the arc, a lens was so
mounted as to ih'-ow the magnified image of the former
upon a surface carrying a vertical scale.
Then, after
measuring
the
distance
between
the
magnified
points, and
applying
the
proper
reduction
factor,
an additive correction was made for the depth of the
tip of the
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arc given in Tabic 27. and the last law mentioned applied in the calculation of the spherical cfiiciency.
In some
cases the error is exceedingly small, while in others it is
comparatively large; the mean error of fourteen tests is not
quite S per cent.
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rent runs, the length of the arc increasing more nearly as
the square of the voltage.
After each of the runs noted in Tables 28 and 29, the
cirbon-points were t:xamincd, and it was found that the
latter assumed particular shapes depending upon the current
and P. IJ used. .Another scries of tests was made with

carbons c. and k. (moulded high ten.), in which the current
ranged from 5 to 15 amperes, the r. i>. being kept constant
at 50 vohs.
Kig. 26 shows the form of the points with different currents.
Nos. I, 2 and 3 are pencils of the brand c: and 4, 5, 6 and

stated before, this lip becomes Itss noticeable with increase
of current, a fact which is brought out by inspecting Nos.
In No. 4, burned at 15 amperes,
7, 6, 5 and 4 (I'lg. 26).
the end of the lower carbon is blunted; the depth of the
In Nos. 5, 6 and
crater in the upper was pracii7:ally zero.
7, burned at i^, 9 and (f amperes respectively, the depth
of the crater increasts as the current diminishes.
With high currents, the carbon is disintegrated to a
greater distance above the point than with low.
Fig. 27 shows the form of the carbon points when the
The
latter are burned with constant currcnt=io amperes.
range in p. i). was from 40 to 60 volts.
Just as the peculiar burning of the tip distinguishes a
pencil fed by a low from one burned at a high current, so
the form of the carbon point differs in the case of a pencil
burned with low voltage than with high
In Nos i, 2, 3,
4 and 5, Fig, 27, the gradual change in the formation, from
a sharp projection at -40 volts to a blunt end at 60 volts, is
noticeable.
The "mushroom" which invariably forms in carbons
burned at a low current and high voltage is absent when

.;
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31,

the pencils are burned at high current and low voltage. ^
In the former instance the ihin neck of the "mushroom"
often breaks, thus arresting the current and e.\tinguishing
the arc.
In the latier case the end of the caibon is prone
(See No.
to so burn away as to leave a concave outline.
Fig.
I,
=7).
^
^
At -10 volts the depth of the crater measured .051 inch.
At 60 volts the crater disappeared; the carbons also
.

"flamed"

at this

high voltage.

With a given current there

for every

is

TABLE
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263
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186

220

Thomson-Houaton.

227
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425

383

(60 ligbll

L. E. Marts..

is too high for a given carbon, the walls of the
crater break away, allowing the arc to play on the outside
surface of the carbon.
This action is always accompanied
by a flame, which shoots from the negative carbon. On
placing the negative pencil above and the positive below,
the flame shoots down. With soft-cored carbons, well
centered, one cause of flaming, viz., liability of the arc to
play laterally.
is obviated; and if the pencils be burned
with the proper current and voltage, there seems to be
no reason why this disagreeable feature of the arc lamp

tension

—

should not be entirely overcome.
There is not so much liability to "hiss" in a high tension
system as in a low, for from the formation of the carbonpoints when the pencils are burned in commercial low tension lamps, it appears that the minus carbon terminates in
The breaking of this pellicle
a small mushroom-button.
of carbon and the consequent action of the lamp mechanism
potential
reduce
the
rise
in
due to the rupture, invariably
to
result in the "hissing" of the arc.
Most of the irregularities in the action of arc-lamps
probably result more from the unsuitableness of the carbon
than from defects in the lamp mechanism or changes in the
strength of the current and P. D. in the line.
The remedy lies with the carbon manufacturer. A careful study of the relation between the microscopical structure
of the pencil acd the action of the latter in a given case
would be likely to bear fruitful results. Of course the field
for experimentation is large, but the improvements which

must necessarily follow conscientious research will undoubtedly be of great scientific as well as commercial value.
In the present state* oT the art of carbon-manufacture, it
is the central station manager who must exercise great discrimination in the selection of arc light pencils for his
plant.
E. F. Peck has recently shown how a "comparative
test of the best known carbons in the market" resulted in
'a savi ng of f^.\ 73 electrical horse-power in a station burning aihousand arc-lamps. "^^
But the e is no reason why the carbon manufacturer,
givei the condition of a lighting system as r« gards current,
tension, required tight and life of pencils, etc., should not
be able to produce a carbon specially adapted to the needs
of that system.
When the root of existing defects is thus struck at. the
solution of the arc light carbon problem will be at hand.
The experiments published in this paper were made under the direction of Prof. Edward L. Nichols, in the laThe writer is indebted to
boratory of Cornell University.
A. B. Levy,
G., for valuable assistance in the work.
'
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29.
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P. D. volts.

Length of arc

10

inches.

40

.073

45

.095

50

.141

55

186

60

.216

a certain voltage, above wh'ch. if the pencil be burned,
'flaming" will result. A simple trial is sufficient to deAgain there is a voltage,
termine this critical point. ^^
below which, if the carbon be burned, "hissing" takes
carbons there is no diffiperfectly
centered
With
place.
culty in ascertaining the latter point.
Careful observation of the arc

shows that when the

the carbon is iropure and contains a large amount of silica,
the laiteris often deposited in the form of a glass bead on the point
alluded to in the text,
of the negative pencil. The "mushroom'
does not refer to this deposition.
130. G- Prilchard: Electric Arc Light Carbons, London Elec.
March aisc and April 4th, 1890.
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2When

which the Bunsen method

photoraetr)"

in

is

strictly appli-

cable, the instrument may be used as a simple photometer,
the setting for any wave length whatever giving the candle

For

this purpose alone, viz., for the comparison of
similar character, the instrument offers certain
advantages over the various forms of the Bunsen
photometer.
In the course of the present paper I shall
present some definite data concerning the relative sensitiveness of the two instruments when used in this way.
When the lights to be compared differ both in intensity
and quality, ordinary photometric indications possess no
perfectly definite significance.
In this, which is the more

power.

lights of
rhanifest

general case, the relative brightness of the spectra of the
two sources varies with the wave length. For each region
of the visible spectrum, however, a position upon the photometer bar can be found at which the brightness of the
two spectra in that region will be equal, and the obser^'ations thus obtained, when extended over the entire spectrum,
will afford data by means of which the differences in quality
of the two sources of light may be definitely expressed.
In a recent paper read before the Institute (Transactions
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Vol. 6,
p 183), for a considerable range of temperature at least,
the ratio between the intecsities of a certain wave-length of
the spectrum of glowing carbon, is identical with the ratio
of candle powers, as determined by the Bunsen photometer.
The wave length in question, determined from the intensity of the spectrum of incandescent lamps at various candle powers, 1 had found to be approximately
600.
M. A. Crova, in an important paper since presented at the
late electrical congress at Paris,' has pointed out the importance of this method of measuring the light from
The wave length which
sources differing in temperature.
5S2, which behe has indicated for this purpose is
longs to a region lying slightly farther toward the green
than the one which I had adopted.
When the wave length of this region has been established beyond question, the photometry of lights which vary
''-

?>-

=

=

have been reduced to a definite scientific
Instead of attempting to use the Bunsen photometer in measurements to which it is not adapted, we shall be
able to deduce the relative candle power of two sources of
in color, will

basis.

R

N

Y., read a paper
Dr. Edward L. Nichols of Ithaca,
entitled "Note on a New Photometer," as follows:

Note on A New Photometer.
BY EDWARD L. NICHOLS.
Methods of photometry, which take no cognizance of
differences of quality, are so ill adapted to the study of
sources of lighr which differ from each other widely in
temperature, that the introduction of some instrument by
means of which both the character and intensity of an illuminant can be readily determined, would be a desirable
adjunct to the equipment of our photometer rooms.
The instrument which it is my purpose to describe, has
been designed to meet this need. Existing types of the
spectrophotometer may be made to give good results, but
they are expensive instruments, and so difficult to use that
of considerable expeit is only in the hands of observers
rience that accuracy is assured.
The new apparatus, the "horizontal slit" photometer, is,
in point of fact, a spectrophotometer, in which the polarizing device is entirely done away with In it the extremely
simple principle of the Bunsen photometer is applied successively to the various regions of the visible spectra of the
direct vision
source of light which are to be compared.
spectroscope of Browning's form is attached to the usual
car of a Bunsen photometer, from which the disk and mirrors have been removed. The optical axis of the collimator
is horizontal and at right angles to the photometer bar.
The slit is horizontal and lies in a straight line joining the
sources of light, which are set up in the usual manner at
The bar itself is preferably of conthe ends of the bar.
siderable length— in the case of the one upon, which the
original instrument under consideration was mounted it
was 500 c. ra. long and should be divided into 1,000 equal

A

—

parts.

In front of the spectroscope slit are placed two right
angled prisms of the same s'ze, and made of the same glass,
Their vertical adjacent edges bisect the slit, and
(see cut).
light traveling from either end of the photometer bar is
totally reflected by them, and enters the right and left hand
end of the slit in a direction parallel to the optical axis of
the collimator tube
The two sets of rays thus gathered into the spectroscope
from the lights at the end of the bar are vertically dispersed
by the Amici prisms, and appear in the field of view as two
Equal wave lengths
vertical spectra standing side by side.
are in the same horizontal line, and any desired region may
be brought into the center of the field by an angular movement of the occular telescope. The telescope moves along
the arc of a suitably divided semicircle, to which it may be
clamped by means of a set screw. Wave lengths, correspoDding to the various circle settings, are determined once
for all by observation of the more prominent of the Fraunhofer lines.
When the instrument thus mounted is placed at the middle of the photometer bar between lamps which are identical in intensity and quality, the two spectra are of equal
brightness throughout, wave length for wave length, from
If the two lamps differ in intensity but not
red to violet.
in quality, the two spectra will differ in brightness by the
same amount from end to end, and a position may be found
upon the bar for which they will be identical throughout.
Under these circumstances, which are the only ones in

light from the comparison of a single wave length, and we
be freed from the uncertainty arising from differences
of color and from the personal errors due to the independThe determination
ent use of the two eyes in observation.
of candle power will then be an operation of precision,
even when the sources of light to be compared vary widely
It is in the opportunity of performing
in temperature.
such observations upon the photometer bar itself, under
which
do
away with many of the sources of error
conditions
inherent in the usual methods of spectrophotometr}% that
the chief advantage of the new photometer will be found to
shall

lie.

The following set of observations, taken with the new
instrument, may serve to indicate one of the uses to which
The data are taken from an investigation
it may be put.
now in progress in the physical laboratory of Cornell uniThe object in view was to compare the spectrum
versity.
of a novel type of gas burner with that of an ordinary argand burner. The two lamps were set up at the ends of a
photometer bar five meters long, the bar, as already stated,
being divided into i.ooo equal parts. Readings were taken
The purposes being to exat six points in the spectrum.
press the relative brightness of the two spectra, wave
length for wave length; the intensity of that due to the argand burner was taken as unity throughout, and the
brightness of each region of the spectrum of the flame
under investigation was obtained in terms of that of the
corresponding region of the spectrum of the argand.
The
results are given in table i:

Table

I.

Comparison of the spectrum of a Welsbach burner with
that of an ordinary argand burner by means of the "horizontal-slit

Color.

photometer."

Wave-

Light

length.

Welsbach
Argand.

Red

702

Yellow

5Sg

1.476

558

1.760

0.709

Green
Blue

500

2.395

466

2.738

Violet

439

3.090

Probable error of
a single observa-

ratio,

+
+
+

tion.

.017

4

+
+

2.45 per cent.

.017

1.14

.023

1-34

.047

1.99

.036

1.30

.073

2.35
1.76

(Average.)

From

Ten

observations by Miss Ida

observations were

M,

made

Hill.

in

each region.
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Correspondence
The Electric Light

.\ PAPER of
more than ordinary interest by
Wilfrid H. Fleming, was read at the general meeting of the American Institute of Electrical EnHis topic was "Electric Lighting in
gineers.
The incandescent lamp is e.\the Tropics."
tremely popular in warm countries, he e.vplains,
for manifest reasons.
The fact that it does not
cause the temperature of ai y apartment to rise
to any appreciable e.xtent, of course constitutes
a powerful argument in its favor in countries
where the heat is intense. Electric light companies are reaching the conclusion that tropical
countries will prove eventually an excellent market for their apparatus.
For this reason Mr.
Fleming's summary of many of the difficulties to
be encountered in installing plants and
of
means of overcoming them, will be read with in-

Amonc. the papers read at the general meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers was one by O. T. Crosby on "The
Limitations of Steam and Electricity in Transportation."
Mr. Crosby treats his subject with
a thoroughness which can only be appreciated
after a study of the paper.
The paper is replete with calculations antl tables, and it is evident that the writer's aim was to handle his sub.\
perusal of the
ject in the light of facts.
paper can but give the reader the impression
that Mr. Crosby is thoroughly famiTar with the
best |)ractice in steam as well as electrical engineering.
In considering the capacity of the electric locomotive to haul any given load, Mr.
Crosby again calls attention to the fact, already
referred to in another paper by the same author,
that "the adhesion coefficient seems not increased
in any practical degree by tfe mere passage of
the current from wheel to rail."
In this connection it is to be noted that considerable data
are presented as to the dead weight necessary for
Bearing in
hauling a ton at different speeds.
mind the fact of the relative lightness of the
electric locomotive as compared with the steam
locomotive, a
fact
which the majority of
writers on the subject seem to have ignored, the
value of the various data presented will be apThe author concludes that a slowpreciated.
speed armature placed on the car axle would
place the electric motor in the lead at all service
speeds, and also, that for speeds above 70 miles
per hour an electric motor of 90 per cent, efficiency working through gearing of 90 per cent,
efficiency would prove more economical than
the steam locomotive, save in cases of very infrequent service on very long lines.

terest.

The last

murderer, Kemmler,
execution law pronounced
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of the
United States, has failed. The motion for a writ
effort to save the
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portion of

the

present issue of the

devoted to the presentation of papers read at the general meeting
of the American Institute of Electrical Engiis

The meeting was perhaps

the most im-

portant ever held by the society, and the papers
are of a high order of merit.

The

topics treated

are in the main subjects of great interest in the
electrical

world at the present time.

graphs.
ident for
tration

is

the society will

standing

Mention of

made in succeeding paraProf. W. A. Anthony was elected presthe ensuing year.
Under his adminis-

several of the papers

it

has gained

maintain the splendid

under Prof. Thomson's

able leadership.

Thomas

D. Lockwood's paper on "The InUtilization of the Counter Electromotive force of Self-Induction" bears evidence of
the author's elaborate researches, and study of
the subject, and the care exercised in the preparation of the article.
.Mr. Lockwood has succeeded in compiling a vast amount of information on this subject, and he has presented it in a
In view of the fact
simple and attractive form.
that Prof. Henry was the first to study and discuss self-induction, it is generally believed that
he was the first to notice its effects, and it is to
correct this false impression and furnish historical proof of its inaccuracy that Mr. Lockwood calls attention to the fact that an experi-

dustrial

electrical

was argued at Washington last week
and was denied, Chief-Justice Fuller presenting
the opinion.
It was held by the court that inasmuch as the legislature of the state of New
York in substituting electricity for the rope had
been guided by a desire to lessen the brutality
of the proceeding, and as the system adopted
was favored by a commission specially appointed for the purpose of learning the most humane
method of inflicting the death penalty, it was to
be presumed that the legislature acted intelligently in the matter.
This assumption, however, will be considered unwarrantable by those
of error

who are best acquainted with the proceedings
of that unique body of solons.
So far as the
right of the legislature to change the mode of
inflicting the death penalty is concerned, the
court holds that the legislature did not overstep
It is claimed that another effort
the bounds.
will be made to secure a review of other points
in\olved in this interesting case.
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Western Electrician

neers.

Welding
is electrical
welding. * * *
machines have not yet been actually used on
shipboard, but it is to be hoped that their introduction is a development of the near future."
The paper contains many interesting details,
and will repay a careful perusal.
station,
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The Electric .Motor
The Telegraph
ThcTelephone

A LARGE

'

presenting the first analytical notice of the electromotive force of self-induction.
Beginning at
this point Mr. Lockwood records the results of
the investigation on this subject down to the
present day.
The paper is especially valuable
from a historic standpoint.

and have the

trical

man-of-war that might be advantageously replaced by motors.
"One electrical application,
he says, "that presents many advantages on
board a manof-war, especially when in a foreign

VABftocIate Editors.
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DL'RBOROW. JR.,

Eastern Office 534 Teitple Court,Ne w 5f obk.
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1
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Prof.

May

"The applications of electricity in the naiy
have always been on the increase," says Gilbert
Wilkes in the course of his paper before the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, pubThere are reasons
lished in another column.
for the popularity of the many forms of applicaelectricity on shipboard, and as Mr.
tion of
Wilkes remarks: ".\ny one who has served one
cruise with oil lamps and another with electric
light and motors, will understand the favor in
which the increasing use of electricity is held by
the naval men." The requirements of an electrical plant for naval work are concisely presented;
an ideal plant, filling all these requirements, is
described, but Mr. Wilkes says it is not to be
Many of the systems possess
found to-day.
numerous points of advantage, but in each, according to Mr. Wilkes, there are likewise shortcomings in a word, an ideal plant for naval
Many of the
uses is yet to be presented.
features which .Mr. Wilkes describes as essential
to a plant of this character are, it may be said,
desirable in all installations, but he particularly
In
insists upon several important conditions.
the first place, it is considered necessary that the
dynamo should be driven direct, that the plant
should be compact and light, and that the machines should be proof against the injurious effects of salt water, and "not subject to mechan-

—

The reasons for these requireical damage."
ments are obvious. In torpedo work the most
important features of the dynamo are compact
form and lightness. The advantages of electric
motors for ship work have already been recognized, and it is said "It may not be long before
motors may look for a larger field on board
ship."
Many small engines are now in use on a

to produce an
high standard of excellence, might
peruse with profit L. B. Marks' paper on the
"Life and Efficiency of .Arc Light Carbons."

Cari!On manufacturers, aiming

article of a

The

writer states that the investigations which
he describes were undertaken with a view of
studying the action of modern carbon pencils.

The

greater part of the research was upon the
and efficiency of carbons, and the pencils
experimented upon were all of American manulife

facture.

names

It will

be noted

in this

connection that

brands tested are withheld.
This is to be regretted. While the tests
were apparently most thorough, and from a
scientific point of view exceedingly interesting,
Under the head
they are practically valueless.
of life tests, it is stated that: "If a carbon is
burned with a small current, its life will be long,
If, on the
at a sacrifice of life-giving properties.
the

of the several

other hand, a large current is used, there maybe
The
a gain in efficiency at a sacrifice of life.
question arises what is the proper current to
.\ hypercritical electric light man might
use?"
wonder at the writer's reason for considering the
question of adapting the current to the carbon
when the carbon, as a rule, is purchased to be
The invesused with a given constant current.
tigator found that the life of a carbon varies directly with its diameter, and inversely with its
resistance.
In considering the efficiencies Mr.
Marks notes "that relative high efficiency in a
forced high tension carbon is obtained only at
the expense of life; that a moulded carbon is,
generally speaking, superior to a forced for high
tension and vice versa for low tension." He also
points out that while the life of a copper plated
carbon is greater than that of an unplated carbon, the mean spherical efficiency appears to be
The record of candle power
the same for both.
tests substantiates Prof. Nichols in the opinion
that methods of photometry, which take no cognizance of difference of quality are ill adapted
to the study of sources of light differing from
each other widely in temperature."

—

;
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iotroduce these measurements here simply as an illustration of one line of work to which the instrument under
consideration is adapted. A full description of the research
of which they form a part, and which covers many
other questions pertaining to the very interesting class of
lamps with which it deals, will doubtless be published in
due time
As will be seen from the column of probable errors the
sensitiveness of the instrument is greatest in the region of
line {/the
sSg), and least in the extreme red and
violet, where the light intensities are small
set of ten determinations made by the same observer
with the Bunsen photometer gave for the total light ratio of
I

=

D

A

the two lamps:

Welsbach
Argand

_

,
,
:= 1.701

„,_
.015

,

-t-

error of a single observation in this series
to 0.S9 per cent., a value somewhat smaller than
that obtained with the new photometer in the yellow of the

The probable

amounted
spectrum.

The number of observations is too small to afford a close
estimate of the relative sensitiveness of the two instruments, but the results suftice to show that the "horizontalslit" photometer does not differ appreciably in accuracy
from the Bunsen photometer when the latter is used in the
comparison of flames of the same color.
When it comes to the measurement of sources of light
that differ widely in temperature the comparison is decidedly in favor of the "horizintal slit" photometer, the sensitiveness of which is not affected by differences of color.
The error of the Bunsen photometer in candle power
measurement of the arc light, for instance, calculated from
ten observations recently made upon the same photometer
bar, the reference standard being an argand gas burner,
was 2.65 per cent, (probable error of a single observation),
a value more than twice as large as that of the "horizontalslit"

photometer.

A comparison

of the performance of the new photometer
with that of a polarizing spectrophotometer of the type
recognized as affording the highest decommonly
which is
gree of accuracy, is decidedly in favor of the former. Taking as a basis eight observations made by Mr. Franklin
and myself in the study of a bat's-wing gas burner,^ the
observations covering eight regions of the spectrum, I find
the error of a single observation in the va-ious regions to

have been as follows:

Table

II.

Probable errors of a single observation with a polarizing
spectrophotometer, calculated from sets of ten observations
upon various portions of the spectrum of a gas flame.

Wave

Probable error of a
single observation.

lengths.

7.9

753
66S
6o3
557
51S
492
46S

4-9
4.5
5.4

6.4
7-0
3-0
2.4

450

5.2

percent.
" "
' "
*'

"
"
"

"

"
"

"
"

per cent, (average.)

of a fluctuating illuminant, such as
the gas flame, is a line of investigation by no means
adapted to exhibit any photometric instrument at its best
but as the errors of the horizontal-slit photometer, already
given, were calculated from sets of ten observations upon
such flames, I have selected for comparison similar sets of
ten upon sources of the same character.

The measurement

The

averages: viz.:

particular class of errors to which attention was called in
that paper are undoubtedly obviated by the use of the horizontal-slit photometer; what new ones the latter instrument may introduce remains to be determined.
Papers on the "Practical Aspects of Alternating Current

Theory," by Dr Michael I. Pupin, of New York, and
".\utomatic Welding Machines," by Herman Lemp, Jr.,
were also presented. In the absence of Thos. D. Lockwood of Boston, his paper on the "Industrial Utihzation
of the Counter Electromotive Force of Self-Induction''

was read by

the secretary.

W.

R.

Pope, as follows:

Utilization of the Counter Electromotive Force of Self Induction,

The Industrial

by thomas

d.

lockwood.

as well be confessed at the outset that, although
my production has cost me considerable thought, it does
Its claims to atnot claim to advance any original ideas.
tention are based solely upon its merits as a chronicle.
modern
race
of electricians
among
the
to
be
There seems
not a few who regard that species of counter- electromotive
force which is the subject oi this paper, as being the only
While of course this view is erspecies in the genus.
roneoos, it is easily accounted for by the notorious fact
that the American electricians as a class have little time to
The fact, however, while it is indeed as I have
study.
termed it, "notorious," is still to be deplored; for it is certain that were electricians fully informed not only of the
researches which took place before their own, together

may

with the results of the said researches, whether these results took the form of success or failure, there would be
much less valuable time wasted in supposed original research; there would be far (ewer valueless inventions produced; and there would be a much smaller amount of subsequent vexatious and useless litigation.
While counter-electromotive force generally speaking, is
a genus; the counter electromotive force of self-induction is
a species, and while an illustration of this statement will no
doubt to most of us be an operation something in the
nature of carrying coals to Newcastle, or water to the Mississippi valley, I cannot believe that it will be a waste of
time, since doubtless we have many members who have
not fully considered the subject.
Consider for a moment a definitionof electromotive force.
What shall we say it i--? It certainly is not a natural force
like gravitation, and I do not think we can do better than
concede that we call it a force, simply because it is convenient so to do; and define it as any agency tending to set up
that form of motion or vibration which we call electricit>
or if you please, any agency tending to the manifestation
of electricity.
are constantly hearing that a current of electricity is
the result of a difference of potential between two points
connected by a conductor, but though this statement
through constant repetition has come to be as it were
"human nature's daily food;" I am inclined to consider it
as being after all but a mathematical way of saying that a
current of electricity is the necessary result of an electromotive force provided with a closed conducting circuit.
For it is the electromotive force which first determines the
difference of potential, which therefore may be considered
Following out this train
as being a kind of initial result.
of thought, it appears then that electromotive force is a
function of the source or instrumentality which develops
the current, and expresses the totality of difference of
potential in the entire circuit; and while we may properly
speak of the difference of potential, or fall of potential be
tween any two points on the circuit, I think we can not
with equal propriety speak of the e. m. f., in any other way
than as something pertaining to the source.
And further consideration of the same idea, shows the
incorrectness of the popular phrase often used of late
years even by many eminent and able electricians, "a current of so many volts," the electromotive force being in no
sense, near or remote, an attribute of the current.
To run counter to anything, is to run against it, to run
in opposition to; to act opposedly; and so a "counter
electromotive force" may be defined as any agency tending
to develop a current of electricity in a circuit, opposite in
direction to that of the current excited therein by the initial
electromotive force.
A familiar instance is that of connecting up in an electric circuit a certain number of cells in opposition to a
number of other cells. This constitutes a primary counterelectromotive force and its inclusion in the circuit reduces
the current in two ways; first, by reducing the acting electromotive force to a value equal only to the algebraic sum
of two opposing forces; and secondly, by adding internal
resistance of the value of the cells added in opposition.
Another familiar illustration is found in that ingenious
class of dynamo regulator, which acts by causing the opposing brushes to creep around the commutator and
according to the work which is being done in the external
circuit, to include in the circuit (by increasing or decreasing the lead of the brushes) a greater or less number of
armature coil sections exerting an elect oraotive force in
opposition to the electromotive force which is developing
the working current.
In these cases a utilization is made of counter electromotive forces deliberately organized for the purpose, but
they are not counter-electromotive forces due to ielf-icduc-

We

At a very early period in the history of voltaic electricity
it was discovered that there was some deteriorating force at
work in every voltaic battery which depreciated the cur
rent to a much greater extent than exhaustion of the
liquids or consumption of the solid elements could account
for; and in iSoi, Gauiherot found^ in this phenomenon
which has foolishly been called "polarization." the germ of
He discovered that wires of platinum
the secondary cell.
or of t-itver which had been used to decompose salt water
acquired a power of themselves yielding a current when
placed in acidulated water and could cause muscular contractions of a frog's leg and produce the galvanic test.
And subsequently it was ascertained that the operation of
a voltaic battery tended to coat the negative plate with
hydrogen which tended to set up a counter-electromotive
force between the hydrogen and the surface of said plate,
which thus reduced the available energy of the battery,
and that this action could be transferred to the electrodes
of the same battery, if placed in a separate decomposing

and there tended to form electrically opposed surfaces which could themselves be used to develop a current in a direction opposite to that of the original current.
As we all know, this operation, long regarded only as an
cell^

evil, is now utilized in the formation and
operation of cells adapted for the electrical storage of
energy.
The counter-electromotive force of self-induction distinct
from the foregoing, is that discovered by Professor Henry;
and its most important use is that which has been mainly
brought out in association with the employment of alterBy
nating or other currents for the purpose of regulation.
reason of the fact that this utilization has proved to be
overwhelmingly important, the electrical fraternity has partially lost sight of many earlier and contemporary instances
of the useful employmeut of self-inductive electromotive

unmitigated

which is indeed a close analogue in its character,
of generation, and capabilities of use in regulation to
and utilized in the operation of electrodeveloped
that
force;

mode

motors.
American Joomalof Science, Vol. 38, p 100 See also Transactions of the American Institute o£ Electrical Engineers, Vol. 6, p.
1

Transactions oi
Vol. 6, p. 335-
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tion.

Error of horizontal-slit photometer 1.76 per cent, (average for spectrum.) Error of polarizing spectrophotometer
5.20 per cent. (Average for spectium.) doubtless afford a
fair indication of the relative performance of the two instruments in this peculiarly trying line of work.
At the last annual meeting of the institute I had the
privilege of presenting a brief study of certain personal
errors pertaining to the use of the Bunsen photometer. The

It

;

the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Firstly

—

published in 1S32; but I have in my researches on the subject dug out the fact that this is not so.
I find that an experimentalist, Vassali-Eandi by name, records that with
a pole of fifty pairs he found that the fluid passed along a
copper wire plated with silver, 1.151 fe< t in length, in a
time incommensurable; the shock in this case was three
times as strong as that experienced by immediately touching the two extremities of the pile.
''

The above

point out that though

Manual du Gdlvaaisme, Pari%

XXIV.

p. 185.

Henry was

1804^

and

Phil.

the

Mag.

isolated

statement of facts stands

I believe

and there is no record that it led to further research.
Henry on the contrary perseveringly pursued, and made
himself master of the subject; and the record of his original observation, brief though it is. details ihe appearance of
a vivid spark on the breaking of a baiterv circuit, if a wire

alone,

length be included in that circuit;
increased by coiling the insulated
wire into a helix; and that the effect dtpends in some
measure on the length and thickness of ihe wire. The
note concludes with these lemarkable words: "I can account for these phenomena only by tuppo.sing the long wire
to become charged with electricity, which by its reaction on
itself projects a spark when the connection is broken,"
This, though brief, is then the first analytical notice of
the electromotive force of self-induction, 50 long erroneously demominated after its result, the "extra current."
It is unfortunate that Prof. Henry did rot for some time
pursue the subject, and we do not hear from him again
until March, 1S35.
Meanwhile his great conlemporarj', Faraday, had taken
of one William Jenkin,
it up pursuant to an observation
and showed self-inducion to be a corollary of his former
masterly experimental researches in magneto electro inducthirty or forty feet in

shows that the

effect is

tion.

Faraday notes
exists in

simply

though not to

*

the

following points:
as well as in

helices

"Self-induction
electro-magnets,

the same degree.

Helices are superior in developing induciion to straight
wires, and long wires to short ones.
Self-indue I ion practically disappears when the conductor
is permitted to inductively act upon a neighboring closed
circuit.

That the amount of self-induction depends on the length
of wire exposed to inductive action.
An iron core within helices much e.x,aUs the action of selfinduction.
The self-inductive effect depends not "upon a permanent
sta'e of the core, but on a change of state."
Henry now again takes the matter, and in a consecutive
series of papers, practically runs it to earth.
In a paper^ of March, 1S35, he gives more in detail some
of the conditions of the development of self-induction.
long wire is better than a short one; a helix better than a
He also describes a shockstraight wire of equal length.
ing coil, and aiso a deflagration coil of but one wire in
which self-induction is involved.
A little latei*' he elucidates Ihe origin and properties of
self-induction, and records that some additional energy appeared when iron was used as a core, but not much, be
He
cause his coils were flat, and not elongated helices.
ascribes all of these effects to dynamical induction, and
in
a coil of a number
of
convolushows that
tions the convolutions act iriductively on each other, and
inferenlially that the energy of the self-induction is the sum
of that of the different coiN.
In a third paper" further experiments in self-induction or
with the extra current, as it was then called, are discussed.
learn that the electromotive force of any self-induction
coil within certain limits is dependent upon the length of
the coil.
That the form of the coil has considerable influence on
In the experiments of Dr.
the intensity of the action.
Faraday, a long cylindrical coil of thick copper wire inclosing a rod of soft iron, was used.
This form produces the greatest effect when magnetic reaction is employed.
The "e.\tra current of self induction developed in a coil
is controllable by the presence of an immediately adjacent
It is energetic when the circuit of the
independent coil.
adjacent coil is open but absent when the adjacent circuit
is closed."

A

We

Of course it is impossible in this paper even to indicate
the many good things which are spread before the reader of
They are well
the researches of both Faraday and Henry.
worth study, and in fact they laid a solid foundation for the
work which is being done now.
Both discovery and invention are displayed in their work,
much of which has only found its sphere of action within
the last four years; for it is emphatically true as has been
said by Mr. W. H. Pretce, "that though we are accustomed
to hear that necessity is the mother of invention, the child
is, as a matter of fact, often born before its parent,"
As is frequently the case with electrical discovery, selfz.
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first to study and discuss self-induction, he was not the first
to notice its effects.
Until quite recently I. together with nearly everj' one else,
had supposed that the earliest published notice of this
phenomenon was Henry's account - of his obser\'ation.
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was long recognized, that is, for the most
and by the generality of electricians only as an unwelcome guest who?c pining wjs to be speeded
It was manifested mainly by an undesirable spark appearing upon the break of electric circuits in telegraphic, scienltt'ic and medical apparatus, and lending to burn away or
oxidize, contact points; while in the case of the two wire
induction coils it<> effect was 10 reduce the spark parsing
between the terminals of the secondary: and many have
been the expedients, wise and otherwise, which were deinduction

part,

Many of these were patented;
vised for its banishment.
more were not; inasmuch as the fever for patenting evtryihinz from a solar system to a thought, had not then come
into fashion.
Examples of this class of expedient are respectively:
British Patent No. 12,772, September 20, 1S49, granted
to those old heroes of electric lighting his:ory, Staile and
Pclrie. which had for its iSth clause a mode of "preventing the soark when breaking contact in galvanic circuits.
A thin platinum wire may slill convey some poition of the
current after the main circuic is broken, or a series of

conductors may break contact, one after
I mg
the other." The preferred way, in plain English, waste
connect a fine wire as a shunt round the break, and thus
to furnish a closed circuit in which the self-induction circulated its current of breaking.
United Stales Patent No. 33.269, granted to J. E.
Smith, September 10. 1S61. for a means of preventing the
spark between the local points of a relay on breaking the
circuit: shunting the break by a wire having two terminals
sufficiently

dipping into a bottle Cif water.
Moreover, as is well-known in the ordinary induction
coil the action is emphasized by shunting the primary
break by a condenser as first suggested by Fizeau\ This,
as

I

out

shall point

later, is a

real iobtance of

the indus-

of self-induction.
Other early investigators in this line reduced the spaik
of breaking the circuit by wire shunts also.
Although as I have stated, the recognitions of self induction were n ostly recognitions of an adversary, there were
one or two early instances where the enemy was sub
trial utilization

The
jugaled. and made to expend his energy usefully.
most notable instances of this are the single wire spark
coils of Page and Callan*' which were made especially wilh
a view to exalt the self-inductive effects and with which
metals were fused, ard electrolytes were decompostd.
These were the forerunners of the spark coils used at
the present day in electric gas lighting and comprising a
single long coil wound to a suitable length upon a long
core of iron wires.
There can. however, be no doubt that the principal
attempts to make useful the counter-electromotive force of
self-induction, and likewise the principal successes achieved,
have been in the line of controlling, regulating or modifying the original, initiatory, or primary currents from which
it has been developed.
the transposition of a given
I have compared this to

number

of battery cells.

however, imperfect, since in cells of
battery we may for the sake of argument legard the e. m.
Certainly they will in no
f. as being practically constant.
sense regulate themselves in accordance with conditions

This analogy

is,

inductive resistance will do this.
For it is dependent for its eflkiency as a generator upon
Therefore, if
the strength of current ilowing through it.
the current through it due to the impressed eleclruraolive
counter-eUctromotive
reason
falls,
the
any
force from
force will also diminish, and thus will permit a greater
amount of the initial force to act; or in other words, will
automatically,

but

the

the impressed energy to become more effective.
Suppose we have in the main circuit of an alternating
dynamo, supplying a number of incandescent lamps in
bridges uniting its mains, an adjustable resistance; and
suppose the inductive resistance, which we may also regard
as a counter e. m. f. generator, to be initially adjusted, so
that all of the lamps burn brightly; then within limits of

permit

considerable range the current will be kept steady even
though the applied e m. f. /all or rise, or though the external resistance of the circuit be varied by lighting or
extinguishing lamps.

For if lampi be extinguished and their branch circuits
be opened, the external resistance rises, and the current
It is true that the reduced current has not now so
falls.
many branches to divide through, and that therefore selfregulation even without counter e. ra. f., might be expected but in systems of considerable magnitude it is not
found to act practically, as well as it theoretically should.
Hu' here the useful effect of our self-induction regulation
comes into play; and since the current acting upon the
regulator is lowered, it is caused to develop a counter
e. ra. f. of less value, and thus to oppose less energetically
the applied e. m. f., which therefore is brought to a greater
extent into action to overcome the increased resistance,
and to maintain the normal current for the remaining
work. So, if the applied potential falls, the current in
consequence falls with it, and the counter e. m. f. c'cvi loped
falls also, and enables more of the applied e. m. f. to come
And the converse is true, if the current in
into action.
Such an appliance
the circuit from any other cause rises.
would be still more convenient in connection with an arcurrents, and
alternating
lamps
fed
by
rangement of arc
connected up in parallel circuit, since the resistance of
arc lamps would constantly be changing.
This has been so prominently brought before us by its
most modern improvement, namely by iis wel'-nigh involuntary use in the distiibulion of electricity by means of
alternating currents and iransformers or converters having
their primaries connected in parallel between the two mains
of the source: and bv the inductive resistance regulating
device, patenletl by John Ilrpkinson, in England. August
3, 1881, No 3.362; and in the I'nited Stales, Novembtr
5, 1889, No. 414.541, that many persons have actually
been led to believe that such use is really a new thing.
Vol. XXXVI. p. 418,1853.
8.
9. Sturgeon's Annals, Vol. 1, pp. 290-303.
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The employment,

in the regulation of electrical distribulounler-clcctromolive forces set up by the working
currents themselves and proportioning themselves automatically to the work bting done, is one of the most valuable and interesting features of modern electrical work;
ami, thouj;h such regulal'on nquircs to be supplemented
by auxiliary arrangements and though the tclief of some
tluit it could be attained absolutely without any waste has
not been completely lealized. slill. by availing ourselves of
this feature we arc enabled to control electricity with a
facility and under conditions which otherwise would bs
unattainble.
The Ilopkinson invention consisted in associating with
an arc or glow electric light circuit emploving alternating
This in one form
currents, a variable inductive resistance.
was made by coiling a ribbon of thin slietl iron into a ring
form, the different layers being separated by an insulating
layer, and then by winding a number of coils of Insulated
wire on this ring, their adjacent eniis being connected wilh
plates between which contact plugs could be inserted, so
that any number of the coils could be introduced or cut
Another form embodied the same
cut from the circuit.
principles, hut had not a closed core.
This form had a
horseshoe core made of an tlectro-magnet formed of lasers
The legs of the
of sheet iron insulated from each other.
core are surrounded wilh the coils, a' d the said core h;-s
an armature also made of insulated la)ers of sheet lion.
In this form the armature is clamped down; but the regulability of the appliance is attained by moving the magnet
core further inl(j or wiihdrawing to a greater or less extent
from the surrounding coils. The form first described, is
in the British Patent shown as being included in circuit
with the two mains of a dynamo; incandescing lamps being
in cross bridges between the said mains; while in another
figure arc lamps are in parallel circuit wilh mains, an inductive resistance being included in each branch for each
Lmp, and acting as an equalizer.
The iron core closed on itself to form a complete magnetic ring in which the lines of force are ccncentrated
through the coil, and forced to cut all convolutions when
exposed to reversals; the laminations at right angles to the
currents, acting to facilitate magnetic change, to diminish
hysteresis, and to prevent the circulation of eddy currents;
and the insulation of the said laminations aiding in the latter function; all tend to show that this is a very highly
organized appliance, and is not only well adapted to produce a very high degree of self-induction, but combines
most of the best arrangements tending to that end, and it
is therefore not surprising that this invention and use made
a strong impression upon the electrical mind, and caused a
revival of the idea that regulation on these lines was capable of being accomplished, to use the words of the patent,
"without wasting energy." Without materially wasting
energy would perhaps be more strictly accurate, for by its
use a small amount of actual resistance coil is enabled to do
the work 01 a very much larger amount.
I have certainly no desire to detract from the great merit
of ihis application, but an honest chronicler has no choice
and must say what has been done, and it must therefore be
stated that inductive resistance and other self induction
appliances had long been used both experimentally and
commercially; no doubl often with but an imperfect conception of their mode of operation.
PoggL ndorff's'" researches into the action of induction
coils disclose a remarkable state of affairs for so early a
These show that one induction coil was employed to
date.
send a current through the secondary helices of two others.
The first coil thus acted as an alternating generator, and
the two others as inductive resistances.

tion, of

The primaries of tvvo induction coils were connected in
When, to
parallel, and also in series at different times
quote Poggendorff's own words: "Two instruments (induction coils) .1 and j5, were so combined Ihat the current
traversed the two primary coils one afler the other, the induction coils (secondaries) however were separated and A
was allowed to give sparks, whilst B remained unclosed
and without a soft iron core; the introduction of the latter
into B, weakened the sparks of .7, and the subsequent
metallic closing of /j reproduced their former strength
The proper arrangement of induction coils is then discussed and whether the primaries should be connected in
.

It is shown that the latter way
series or in parallel circuit.
Then the paper goes on to
is the proper one. and why.
say:
"Wilh respect to the cause of these phenomena it is
no doubt to be sought in the extra or inner induction cur-

The outer induction current which is produced by
breaking the inducing current, has the same direction as the
latter, whereas the extra current which is at the same time
excited in the induction wire, whose tendency is to weaken
the hrsl induction current, and the more so the strongerthe
extra current, which latter is especially strengthened by the
rent

soft iron core

"Consequently when the primary coils of .7 and S are
connected one after the other, it is clear that the insertion
of the soft iron core inlo that of />', will strengthen the extra current in that of ./, and therefore weaken the induction current of the latter instrument
"ily connecting the instruments side by sideaclosed circle is at once formed by them, and the extra current produced by the insertion of the soft iron core into />' acts
against that in ./, and may therefore, when both arc etiiial.
completely neutralize it. when the outer induction current
of ./ will necessarily be strengthened.
"Without the circle formed by this combination, /. < in
the wire leading back to the voltaic battery, the two extra
currents act, of course, in the same direction and
strengthen one another, in consequence of which the sparks
''
at the current breaker are still very active
These considerations of Poggcndorff, show that even at
this early peiiod a g eat Hash of light was thrown into the
darkness which hitherto had obscured the reactions of selfinduction, and though we have largely failed to use that
,

light until quite recently,

same
for

31,

1S90

this

is chietly attributable to the
that there was really liltle call
was soon hid underthe bushel of the results
other subjects of more immediate interest.

oft recurring reason

hence

it;

it

of research on

The

statement which I last quot» d brings me again to
the application by Fiztau of the condenser as a shunt to
the vibratory break, and to

its operatic n.
I.ord Kayleigh '' the eonilenser operates bv
electrical oscillations, and in iis action the spark

A? shown by
producing

at the contact breaker is greatly decreased and the spark
between the secondary terminals greatly magnified, because
at the break the condenser is virtually an inductive reservoir,

being an eleclroslatic shunt. And being an electroenergy it momentarily absorbs is returned

static shunt, the

reversely to ihc primary circuit, jubt as in the discharge of
a secondary cell, and increases the inductive variation in
the secondary circuit during the brief period of lime immediately after the break
And as the electromotive force
in the secondary is thus exalted it is not diflicult to see
why the condenser increases the spaiking distance
As early as Dec. 6, 1S62, a pat'Ut lor cable working.
No. 3.453. was taken out by C V. \'arley. which describes
th'i use of a self-induction resistance.
This patent says:
"A second circuit from the cable to the earth independent
of the receiving instrument is formed by means of a resistance coil with a large iron core
It may be advisable
to connect ihe cable to earth through an induction coil consisting of a large bundle of iron wire, surrounded by a
long length of Hne wire, the action of which is as follows:
On reversing the battery connections the inducticn plates
(condenser) and battery combined, send a short impulse
into the cable, which divides; one portion inlo the cable,
the other through the Induction coil to the earth.
At the
first momer.t
the iron of the core opposes the passage of
the curient. consequently during the first instara of lime,
nearly the whole force of thecurienl is applied to the cable.
As the iron becomes
goetized to its maximum, this opposition ceases, but the pla'es have been charged in the
oppt site diieciion, and tl ere is no longer anj-curienl passing from them into the cable to maintain the magnetization of the iron the demagnetization of
which
induces a cunent in the coil, and discharges the
cable.
In
this
way each impulse
is
followed
a
short
impulse
by
in
the
opposite direction
One of the figures of the patent shows that the wires of the
core are made lorg. and are turned back on all sides over
the wire of the coil, so as to entirely encase it.
This
ftature was in conformity wilh a previous Iiritish patent
No. 3,059 of 1S56. The arrangement, however, clearly
shows a use of a self-induction coil as a current controller,
and indicates the function of a large iron core.
next find the ccunter e. m. f. of self-induction coming
into use in connection with fast telegraph systems. Arrangements for its uve are shown in the United States Patents
granted to Mr. Edison. These are respectively. No. 135,531
of February 4. 1873; No. 14', 773 of August 12, 1S73, and
No. 147,143 of February 10, 1874.

m

;

We

The first and second disclose a shunt circuit including
an electro-magnet connected round the receiving instrument
The first also shows a leak to
of a chemical telegraph.
earth ficm the line, which leak includes an electro-magnet.
In both cases the object is to utilize the discharge current
developed by the electro-magnet in the regulation of the
operation, and to produce sharp and clear signals.
The third describes the use of electro-magnets in shunt
circuits round the transmitting and receiving instruments
of an automatic telegraph system and is said to be an improvement on the first.
A number of electro-magnets are
shown and by means of a switch one or more of these may
be introduced.
In other words, the inductive resist.^nce is
here adjustable, and is operated by breaks, not by reversals.

British Patent No. 3.935, Nov. 14, 1S74, to Alexander
Melville Clark for a chemical copying telegraph, uses induciion and other coils lo clear a line by the self-inductive
counter e. m. f.
By the decrement or cessation of the impulse (as the patent states), the strongest dept iarizing
effects are produced, and the line is successfully cleared.
Next comes four other patents to Thos. A. Edison,
These are U. S. Patent No. 168,243 of Sept. 28, 1875, for
an automatic telegraph.
This, as in the previous u;c!=,
employs an electro-magnetic shunt.
U. S. Patent No. 168,385 of October 5, 1875, Duplex
Telegraph.
This is an excellent example of self-inductive
regulation.
The countere. m. f. is developed from electroin a changing electric circuit and the coils have
cores closed on themselves.
The next two, No. 173,718 of February 22. 1876, for
automatic telegraphy; and No. 178,221, May 30, 1876,
Duplex Telegraphy, involve no new principles and are like
the preceding ones.
Much information regarding the subject and further
examples of its practical application can be found in a
particularly able paper'- on "Shunts," read by ^^'illiam II.
Preece before the Society of Telegraph Engineers in 1887.
The subject of the counter e. m. f. developed in electromagnets is discussed, and the increase of the same, when
the iron core is crdless, is determined and pointed out; a
good many instances of the practical uses of the self-induction shunt are described.
U. S. Patent No. 207.724 of September 3, 1S7S; granted

magnets

Duplex Telegraph, shows an

to Thos. A. Edison for a
electro magnetic coil and

closed magnetic circuit core
placed in each branch of a Wlieatstone Bridge duplex telegraph, to counteract by its counter e. m. f. of self induction the discharge of the electro-magnels in the bridge
circuit.
In Culley's Ilancibock of Practical Telegraphy,
London. 1S7S, pp. 303 to 304, also pp. 305 and 411, the
regulation of cuirenls by inductive resistances is considered.
instance, the counter e. m. f. of an adjustable
electro-magnetic coils is used to delay the disin a duplex system.
This is closely
analcgf-us to the function of the Hopkinson device, and is

In the

first

series of

charge of a condenser

in PoRgcndorff's Annak-n, Vol. XCIV. , p. 2 and London and Edinburgh and Dublin, Phil. Magaamc, 1855, Vol. 10, 4lh scries pp..

11.

13^. '37-

lajourndl of Society of Teleg. Bngineers, London, 1877, pp. •fo-G^.

Phil.

Mag. Vol.

XXXIX
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p. 428. et seq.
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The reference on page 305 sta'es that
ven^ suggestive.
"static discharge can be entirely compensated for by the
use of an induction coil, or a series of electro magnets
irstead of a condenser."
U. S. Patent No. 227.039 of April 27, iSSo, to Muirhead and Winter, for a <^uadruple.\ Telegraph, describes
e'ectro-magnetic shunts for reversing keys and relays,
which are to coumeract by their dis. harge electrostatic
retardation.
The specification says, "The electro-magnets
may be of the well known closed horseshoe form, or they
may consist of a single rod of soft iron with flanges of soft
iron and a cylindrica! casing of iron closing over the wire
and connecting magnetically flange with flange."
U. S. Patent 231,904, September 7, iSSo, 10 Joseph E.

Fenn, Duplex Telegraph, uses an electro-magnetic generator of counter e m. f. in the line circuit to counteract
effecis of discharge.
It is made with a closed magnetic
circuit, a separate coil being on each leg of a multiple pole
ore, several of these poles are made with yokes and the
combined yokes can be made magnetically continuous or
d'S oninuous at will by means of iron plugs which can
unite the different sections of core.

A

in rSSo by Louis Schwendler and enInstructions for Testing Telegraph Lines, and the
Technical Airangements of Circuits,'' vol. 2, pp. I-14-147,
gives a description of an electro-magnetic shunt and its
operation
It is made like an ordinary electro-magnet, but
has an adjustable wedge-shaped armature in contact with
cores
This,
of course, operates by utilizing the counter
the
e. m. f. of self induction which develops currents that
circulate through the shunt, and sharpen the signals.
In telephony also, as in other fast systems, employing
rhythmical currents, the counter e. m. f. has by no means
been idle.
As in telegraphy our early acquaintance with
it, was an unpleasant one.
Many of the earlier telephone
lines connected with a number of stations, and at each
station there was, of course, an electro-magnet to operate
In some cases this was a telegraph relay, and in
the call.
other cases a bell magnet. But in either case it was found,
as indeed might hare been anticipated, that the telephone
currents had a deci'led repugnance to pass through the
inter\'ening electro-magnets on their way Irom one station
To quote the graphic words of one of the
to the other.
patentees of devices intended as remedies for this trouble,
electro-magnets weie to a large extent
it was found that
''opaque to telephone currents."
Of course this is due to self-induction. The resistance
of the line or the magnet coils had little or nothing to do
with it. The convolutions however, had, since it is clear that
the electromotive force of the self-induction was proportional within certain limits to the number of convolutions.
The same difficulty appeared also in exchange work
where between any two connected lines was interposed an
annunciator, to give from either end station a disconnecting signal.
Several de\'ices have been suggested for
the removal of this difficulty, and some of them have been
patented.
Elisha Gray shunts the several interposed magnets by
condensers
vide United States Patent, 203,264, of May
7, 1S7S.
F, W. Jones, attacking the same difficulty, shunts the
interposed magnet by a non-inductive resistance controlled
See United
by the armature of the signaling magnet
States Patents, 238.399, of March i, 1S81, and 238,912,
of March 15, 1S81.
Other devices have also acted to shunt the bell or annunciator magnets in different ways ; and still other suggestions have been to surround the iron core with a
brass sleeve, or with a closed circuit consisting of one
but these last, while certainly
layer of insulated wire
reducing the retardation, reduce also the magnetic power
of the appliance.
And there is no remedy so effectual as
the absence of the interposed electro-magnet.
The service rendered by self-induction in telephony,
and that which still may be expected, fortunately will
probably outweigh the ills which it introduces. In many
switch-board installations for metallic circuits, the super\-ising telephones are looped or bridged across between
the two conducting links which unite one of the two
metallic circuits with the other, and their self-induction
Where from some
prevents a material loss of current.
condition of the service, such for example as the requirement of supervising both metallic and earth return circuits
at the same switch-board it sometimes becomes necessary
in bridging the telephones to attach an earth branch to
the connecting link on one side of the instruments
in
this case it has also been found necessary in practice to
place coils containing iron cores on the other side of the
earth branch, so that not only the resistance but also the
self-induction may be balanced.
It has also been ascertained that many telephones can
at different stations be placed across from one wire to the
other of a metallic circuit without any perceptible dim
This is one of
inution of the effect at any one of them.
the most important results of the self-regulating attribute of
self-induction.
Perhaps, however, the most valuable instance of turning an electrical enemy into an electrical ally, is the way
in which by the proper use. construction and arrangement of electro-magnets, a plurality of either telephonic
or partially telephonic and partly telegraphic messages
may be transmitted over the same circuit at the same
time.
The pioneer in this kind of work was C. F. Varley,
who as early as 1S70 took out a patent. No. 1,044 in

book published

titled,

:

;

;

England, for a combined simultaneous ordinary Morse
and harmonic Morse transmission over the same wire in
this system the straight Morse was worked through electro-magnets, while the harmonic branches were led off
from the main line from points outside of the electro;

magnets.
Carrying on this line 'of invention, Mr. \ an Rysselberghe of Belgium, and Dr. Rosebrugh of Toronto,
Canada, have worked out systems whereby telegraphy and
speaking telephony can be at the same time operated over
the

same

circuit.
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Since, however, there is enough in either system to fill
to them exclusively, and since this
paper is already too long, I find it impossible here to
describe them in detail, leserving this possibly for some
future occasion.
Self-induction has also been caused to aid in eliminating the disturbing results of extraneou!? induction

brushes can be shifted an angle of 20 degrees without ser-

up a paper devoted

ious sparking.

United States Patent
203 o'g, of April 30, 1S78. where a
telephone circuit is freed from external influences by
combining it with an induction coil connfcted with the
disturbing circuits in such a manner that the direct discaused by parallel

of Mr. Edison,

circuits, as in the

No

turbances received in virtue of the parallelism of the contiguous circuits is neutralized by an equal and opposite
induction received also from them through the induction
coil.
This however, is not a practical expedient.
Closely analogous to the self-inductive regulation of
which I have been speaking, is that upon which the effiThis
was first
ciency of the electromotor deperds.
observed by Jacobi'- who says
"Experimenting on the magnetic force of a bar of soft
iron for which I could in no way account I sometimes
found considerable differences for which I could in no
way account. I was curious to know if these differences
proceeded from the nature of the iron, or from the weakening of the electric current produced by a voltaic pair of
For this reason I placed
half a foot square of surface.
in the circuit, a galvanometer so distant as net to be affectdirect
magnetism
of
the
bar.
I was much ased by the
tonished to see the needle recoil on placing the armature
and advance on removing it, for it was the first time I
had known the double quality of the connecting wire,
viz., that of constructing the voltaic current, and at the
same time representing an ordinary wire subject to the
The spiral producing a
action of a magnet in motion.
magnet by the voltaic current is at the same time a magnetic electrical spiral in which a magnet is placed.
:

"Hence

The other noticeable points are the cast-iron side
brackets, the width of the yoke and its comparative thinness.
The method of getting the ratio of the lines of force in
one part to the lines of lorce in another was the usual one.
Coils of a few turns were v^Lund around these parts, and
connected to a ballistic galvan* meter, ard when the
needle was s'anding at zero, a kncwn iragnetizing force
wa"^ suddenly reversed
The galvanometer used was an Edelmann with a heavy
ring form of needle very slightly damped.
1 he deflections being small, it was assumed that the first throw was
proporf'onal to the induction through the measuring coil.
The magnetizing coils were those commonly tsed on this
motor.
Each coil was wound approximately to a depth of 4 centimeters, and alorg the cores 8.5 ccntimtteis
Coils were as follows:
First. Nearest the pole piece 28 turns per layer, 11
layers.

Second. 31 turns per layer,
Third. 31 turns per layer,

solution of the uniform velocity of the
For being set in motion by the magneof
a
voltaic current it represents simultaneously
power
an apparatus composed of magnets in motion, and capable
of producing a magnetic electrical current in a direction
opposite to that of the voltaic current."
Jacobi in a subsequent paper, practically elucidated the

1

1

layers.

13 layers.

the

magnetic machine.

tizing
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principles of the operation of counter e. m. f. in electro
motors: even as now understood, although he possibly
But he clearly
did not state them as we now would.
showed that a motor may be regarded as a dynamo acting
to develop an electromotive force, opposite in direction to
That the resultant force was of
that acting upon it, £.
course E-e, and that this, together with the resistance of
That the
circuit determine the strength of the current.
motor utilizes C <? of the electrical power supplied
and he fnthermore showed that the power developed by
the motor C e, is at its maximum when e equals one-half E.
It may be thought by some that considering the title of
the paper the principal utilization to which I have referred, viz., the use in regulation of systems of alternating currents operating converters should have been
discussed.
It does not seem to me that it is necessary
this
has often been done, and will again often "be done by
others much more competent than myself to handle the
subject.
But it does seem right that one should be found
of
to give due credit for those who, in the same line
thought are "not lost, but gone before," and I am glad
in
position
so
that I am
a
to do.
There seems little need for me to cite any more instances, showing that like nearly all new arts, the art of
regulation by means of self-induction and of otherwise usefully employing the counter e. m. f. due thereto, is not quid
new, and that while we can congratulate ourselves upon the
achievements of the present, we should not fail to respect
the foundation layers of the past, for of a truth there
were giants in those days.
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The following paper on the "Magnetic Data of the
Sprague Street Car Motor," by Ed. H. Parsball, of New
York, was read:

Magnetic Data of the Sprague Street Car Motor.

By

h. f. parshall.

Figures giving the ratios of the lines of force through
various parts of the magnetic circuit to the lines of force
through the armature have occasionally been fully published, the most noticeable being those given in a paper by
Hopkinson some years ago. These ratios vary in the
same type of dynamo or motor with any change of proportion; or, to put it in another way, in order that these
ratios may remain constant in the same type, the rarios of
the magnetizing force in the one part of the magnetic circuit ro the magnetizing force in the other parts, must also
remain constant.
In making calculations on various motors made by the
Sprague company, I have found it necessary to confirm
the assumed values of these ratios by measurements.
It is
the object of this paper- to give the results of tht measurements made on the street car motor, together with sufficient description, to make the values found of some use to
If I had had any intenthose engaged in similar work.
tion of publishing these results, I would have endeavored
to make them, in some ways, more complete than they
now are, but so little detailed information exists on this
subject, I have decided to give the result of my work up to
date on this particular motor. The conditions under which
this work has been carried on have not at all times been
the most favorable for accuracy, but in the main, the results have been satisfactory.
Fig. I shows the various peculiarities of the magnetic
circuit, and gives dimensions of the several parts.
The

most noticeable points are:
The bell mouthing of the pole pieces shown in the secThis bell mouthing greatly lessens the
tion "a h a."
sparking, as does also cutting away of the tips of the pole
With these modifications the
pieces, as shown in "a e."

This gives 2 104 turns for both cores, or with a current
of 6.75 amperes, which was used throughout a magnetizing force of 14,200 ampere-turns.
By noticing the curves in Fig. 2 it will be seen that this
is the part of characteristic upon which the motor is most
frequently worked.
With different values of magnetizing
force, different values of the ratios would be found.
This
becomes evident when we remember that the resistance of
the gap remains constant, while the resistance of the iron
increases with the magnetizing force.
P"or this reason the
curves of magnetization of the different parts of the magnetic circuit are not given.
The measuring coils were 4 turns of wire wound
around the armature core at e, f., on the pole piece; at
A. 1;., on the magnet core, midway between the ends and
on the yoke ate, h; had it been possible a coil would
have been wound around both the yoke and side brackets.

The

following values were found:

Lines through magnet
1.45

Lines through armature
Lines through middle of yoke
1.27

Lines through armature
Lines through middle pole piece

)

Lines through armature

)

\
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assistance

he
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has

indebtedness to G. J.
given me in making

The plate shows two forms of pole piece; one has a full
This is the cast iron; the dotted line shows the
wrought-iron pole piece.
At the afternoon closing session the newly-elected president, Prof. W, A. Anthony of Manchester, Conn., occuOscar T. Crosby of New York, read the
pied the chair
following paper on the "Limitation of Steam and Electric
Transportation."
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taking the number of revolutions, with a driving current of
one ampere through the armature.
The lower curve has, by comparison, been found to be a
close approximation to the characteristic when the armature is run wiih currents for which it was designed.
Fig. 3 shows the characteristics of two motors, one with
the wrcught-iron pole piece, and the other with the castiron pole piece, the gap being 2.S5 Instead of 3.2. (he side
The difference between
brackets being on in each case.
these two characteristics is somewhat striking, and carries
its
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from the side brackets is shown
upper curve being the characteristic with

eflect of the leakage

in Fig. 2, the
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Limitations of Steam an]> Electricity in
TRANSI'OkTATlON.

0.9

RY

O. T.

CROSHY.

0.8
1

a?

"Do

you expect eh ctric engines entirely to displace
steam locomotives on all railroads?" That Is a question
which has doubtless been propounded to many electrical
Its answer has doubtless been made, in generengineers.
boundless possibilities of dial, by wise reference to the
rect production of electrical energy from heat, and to Bel-
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them removed, and the lower curve being the

Lines through middle of yoke

characteristic

curve shows the
magnet cores are sooner saturated with the brackets on.
with brackets on.

Lines through armature

i-

The dropping

of

the

It would be somewhat greater
difference is small.
These curves
did not the brackets reinforce the yoke.
were first obtained by separately exciting the fields, and

The

Lines through middle pole pieces

Lines through armature

B

lamy's "Looking Backward" storage batteries.
To make some study of the boundary line dividing the
province of steam locomotion from that of electric locomounder existing conditions of producing electric ention
ergy is the object of this paper.
In the light of present achievements I may state, without argument, the following propositions:

—
—

First

ing the

— It

is

possible to construct motors capable of dorequired to-day in transportation.
possible continuously to generate electri

maximum work

.Second— It

is

—
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energy equal to the capacity of any number
tors.

Third

—At

any

mo-

of such

ton, as per indicator card in the eighty-six mile run. was
only 13.4 pounds.
According to Searle's formula, adopted
by Wellington, it should be sixty-nine pounds, engine and
tender being taken at fifty tons.
The load of 347 tons
was carried at eighty-six miles per hour by an expenditure
of r,o6S horse power
this on a level.
The engine was

and over any desired dissupply by the running contact meth-

desired

loss

tance it is possible to
od, the necessar}' current, at considerable pressure, for the
working of such motors.
Should there slill be question in the minds of any as to
the value of the running contact method at speeds much
higher than those commonly used, I may state that I have
seen seventy-five amperes at 500 volts thus continuously
supplied to a car moving at more than no miles per hour.
These premises being established, further discussion divides itself into three parts:
First, as to the mere possibility, wnlhout reference to the
economy, of steam and electric propulsion under given

—

compound.

Would it be possible to attain a speed twice as great, or
say 150 miles per hour?
driver twenty-four feet in circumference would require
to revolve 550 times per minute in order to travel 13.200
feet per minute, or 150 miles per hour
this without slip.
Since in the case considered the revolutions per minute
reached 309, and since in the Reading case a much higher
rate must have been reached, the drivers being smaller, and
since on a stationary engine a speed much above 550 revolutions per minute has been attained, it seems beyond
question that from this point of view the supposed case is

A

—

conditions.

Second, as to to the relative cost of exerting, in a locomotive, any unit of power by electric, as compared with
direct steam motors.
Third, as to the relative amount of power required by
the two agents to transport a given paying load under given
conditions.
In using the word steam, as above, I have in mind only
The
the direct application of steam power on the tracks.
case of cable propulsion is not here compared, as that has,
within its restricted field of application, already been compared with horse, steam and electric power.
The limiting possibilities of locomotion may be understood by considering a prolongation of the lines of present
practice in the direction, first, of loads handled; second,
grades climbed third, speeds attained; fourth, length of
continuous runs.

QM

;

I

The

absolute values given, while corresponding quite
closely with those of received formulce in the neighborhood
of the velocities heretofore experimentally attained, depart
widely from those assumed for velocities higher than thirty
miles per hour, and calculated by the quadratic relation
between velocity and pressure. Using the more trustworthy values, I have been able to separate more nearly
than has heretofore been possible the atmospheric from all
other resistances met at high velocities.
Some inaccuracy
still remains, by reason of the difficulty of obtaining exact
measure of the resisting areas in a train, but I have been
able, by study of careful tests made by others on the New
York Central and on English roads, to find that over the
range from about forty up to eigtty miles per hour the tonnage coefficient seems practically constant at eight pounds.
This, of course, applies only to first-class road bed and
rolling stock.
Whether this coefHcient remains constant
at higher speeds we do not know.
There is no reason to
assume, as has often been done, that it increases with the
square of the velocity, and ou the other hand it will not be
safe to assume constancy.
From experiments made with a
single 2.5 tons car at about 100 miles per hour, the ton-

I
I
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0.1

1
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Since the effect of grade, as compared with line, is simply to increase the tractive effort required for a given load
and speed, it need not be separately treated, except that
there has been some question of increase of adhesion, in
the ground return method, which in extreme cases might
appear as an advantage for electric propulsion. The matter is not of great importance, and I will refer to it only so
far as to say that interpreting my own general experience
and some special tests, the adhesion co-efficient seems not
increased in any practical degree by the mere passage of
the current from wheel to rail.
The capacity of an electric ergine, like that of a steam
engine, to haul any given load, will be measured by the
tractive effort possible to be produced and the relation between weight and adhesion for given track conditions. The
ready multiplication of cylinders in the one case and armatures in the other, while maintaining mechanical unity as
to drawbar division and the ready coupling of distinct locomotive units, renders the whole question of capacity to
exert a given horizontal effort, without regard to the time
element, unimportant and indefinite.^
It goes without
saying that, if desired, a single armature may be constructed capable of exerting as great a drawbar strain as any lo-

nage resistance at that speed seems to be about twenty
pounds per ton. Though this value seems quite high
as compared with the eight pounds at eighty-five miles
per hour, the difference is in large part to be explained by the poor condition of the track used for the experiment, and a constant curvature which would call for
about four pounds per ton.
Until betttr evidence can be
had it will be safe, at least, to assume a value of 20 pounds
per ton, on a first class track, with good rolling stock, at
125-150 miles per hour.

Having made

comotive now in Lse.

As

to limiting speed,

it

is

not easy to-day to

make "an

educated guess" either for steam or electric propulsion.
The high figures for steam that have been recently presented, both from England and America, are higher than
the limiting figures as they would have been given by many
competent authorities only a few years ago. Eighty-six

K
C

t
s.
TO

Areas exposed per ton
1.0

0.75

2.6
5.2

1.95
3.90
5.55
7.80
9.75

0.5

1

in SQ.

0.25

7.8

12
15
20

13.0
15.6
18.2

i

I

—

Rate of work

0.2

0.1

0.26

2

0.65
1.3

0.52
l.CM

0..52

1.95
2.6

1.56
2.3
2.6

0.78
1.01

1L70

3.9
5.2
6.5
7.8

13.65

9.1

3.01

miles per hour in England on the Northeastern railway,
eighty-seven miles per hour in this country on the Reading
railway, have both been reported since January i, i8go.
These runs are noteworthy, not only for the fact of unusual
speed, but because, as shown by indicator cards in the
English case, and as may be deduced from the considera-tion of the maximum cylinder power in the American case,
the train resistances are far below the values that would
have been predicted by even the most liberal of the received formulae on the subject.
The total resistance per

lAs an

interesting txample of an unusual load in steam service, T
may refer to one consisting of 156 loaded cars and two cabooses
hauled over the Mississippi Valley lailway, December, 1885. The
load consisted of

Pounds.
Cotton weighing
Cars weighing

Engine and tender weighing

3,226,000
3,239,000
147,000
6,612,000

Speed was about ten miles an hour.

return

produce the speed 50, instead of 86. The area cannot be
thus reduced, but by assuming a greater reduction in
say to 100 tons, or to little more than engine and

weight

ft.

312

we may

and state that by reducing
weight and area, both to something less than one-half the
original values in the 86 mile run, the same effort would

1.3
2.6

3.25
3.9
4.55

this necessary digression,

to the matter of stea'm supply,

Horizontal ofibrl.
s

20

The

coal figure

is

ver)' close

to

actual practice.

The water figure is less, but makes allowance for scooping water at convenient intervals. 'Continuous scooping is
not considered practical or economical.
Columns 27 to 29
inclusive show weight of steam locomotive and tender required to generate the required h. p. per toa, under the
assumption of 100 pounds per horse power and go per
cent, efficiency.
Only three cases of exposed area are
taken; that is, one foot, one-half a foot, and one-tenth of
a foot per ton. The weight of steam locomotives is not
calculated for any other efficiency figure than 90 per cent-,
TABLE
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0.835
0.855
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91
0,936
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1,015
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0,825
0,819
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1,015
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1.039
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1,07

1.03
1-076

1.28

1,35

1,30
1,38
1,54

,1,57

as this seems to bs quite constantly attained or surpassed.
The assumption of loo pounds per horse power is closely
true for many good types of locomotive when working at
speeds from 60 to 80 miles. At lower speeds this figure is
too low, but it is assumed that for any ruling speed engines
may be built of minimum weight for that speed. In passing through lower than ruling speeds, both electric and
steam motors work at low output per pound of weight,
hence the assumption of constant weight per horse power
will not introduce error materially affecting comparative results.
At higher speeds than 80 miles existing engines
would show less than 100 pounds per horse power; but as
their boiler capacity is reached at that speed, the necessary
increase for any regular work would carr}'' the weight figure to very nearly the figure given for the 60 to So-mile
running.
Columns 30 to 32 show weight of steam locomotive and tender, plus weight of fuel and water, per ton
hauled, also weight of load-freight and freight car that
may be hauled by such weight of motive power, the load
figures being obtained by subtracting the motive power
weights from 2,000 pounds. Columns 33 to 41 show corresponding figures for electric locomotives under the assumption of 60 pounds per horse power, and at the three
efficiencies, go, 80 and 60 per cent.

2

and

3

It 20 per ecr

2

and

0.70

1..54

2.35
4.27
U.37
9.75

2.00
3.90

4.90
8.32

5.84

12.21
17.80

1.77
3.15

&95

To attain that speed, from rest, might require such original weight of fuel and such length of favorable track as
to make the feat practically impossible with steam.
This
leads us to inquire into the dead weight necessary for
hauling say one ton at different speeeds.
From the table of horse power required for exerting the
tractive effort for one ton at various speeds, at various
efficiencies, with various values of cross-section per ton,
and with the two agents steam and electricity:
Column I. shows speed in miles per hour from 20 to 140.
Column 2, corresponding tonnage coefficient, or resistance,
in pounds per ton inclusive of atmospheric resistance.
Columns 3 to 8 inclusive show horizontal effort needed for
overcoming atmospheric resistance under various assumptions as to area exposed per ton. for i square foot to .1
square foot per ton. The former figure corresponds nearly
to the case of a heavy locomotive propelling itself alone.

2.42
2.52
3.85
2.G2
2.77
3.10
2,87
3.00

17,

V4
IS
12
21

70

1.67

case.

—

21
13

1.05

—

30'J

100

M

0.43
0.99

tender maintenance of the higher speed becomes possible,
with nearly the same steam expenditure as in the recorded

HOUR. -

Capacity Of station.

a

H. P.

2

6J
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X
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cent. loss.

2

III.

TOTAL OOST.OP ONE H.

12

0.02 10.015 o.noi 0.0010. oni 0.001
0.475,0. 475:0.475 0.475 0.475,0.1750. 175 0.475
0. 03

I

depreciation

motive.

• '

I

O.on;

to atmospheric resistance, efficiency of locomotive being taken at 90 per cent. Columns 15 to 17 inclusive show h. p. per ton for the extremes and middle cases
of exposed area, and for locomotive etttciency of 80 per
cent.
Columns iS to 20 inclusive show same for efficiency
of 60 per cent.
Columns 21 to 26 inclusive show weight of
coal and water per ton carried for one hour, assuming 5
lbs. coal and 15 lbs. water per h. p. hour on a steam loco-

n^
%3

I
1

io.30 lO.lO lO.OG
denco
'0.475,0.475 0.475
Coal
Oil, waste &.
water
,0.15 0..15 0.15
Interest and

Ob-

other ratios are formed.

of woik in
area exposed

speeds.
Total resistance to motion should be sharply divided into
classes: the resistance due to motion through air, and
that due to friction and blows between vehicle and track,
and to friction and blows between parts of the vehicle.
For the most part those who constructed the formulas
now found in texl-books, worked on road beds far inferior
to the best work of to-day, at speeds much less than those iS
now attained, and with wrong values for at least one of the "3=
species of resistance, the atmospheric.
On this point I SiN
have recently been able to present as the results of experiments at high velocities, made by Benjamin. J, Dashiell, Jr., and myself, a formula showing the pressure to be
a function of the first instead of the second power of the ...
velocity as ordinarily assumed.
A convenient datum point
may be given, stating that at 100 miles per hour the press- 100
ure on one square foot, normal to the direction of motion,
is thirteen pounds, while proper shaping of the front may
so
reduce this 6.5 pounds.

Dvnamo

SupermtcD-;

it,

supposed to be reduced to equivalent

two

I

I

put on behind

is

Columns 9 to 14 inclusive show rate
horse power per ton, for the various cases of

Considering the matter of steam supply, we are again
brought to consider the whole matter of train resistances at

000 6,'' CO
,000:1.500,2,000 .^ooo 4.000
Capacity
100| 303|
'0.1
lOlSiO.CS
.01 ;o.oi o.w 0.04 '0.04 lO. 01
Bnt'inecr
,IJ3 ,0.n3
0.03 0.03 10.03 0. 03 '0.03
rireman. -....lO.S ;0.10 loSG
mainO.4 jO.ll ]().(is
,U4 'O.OJ o.ni 0.01 :o.04 'n.1.01 :0.04
Helper
10.25 ;U.US 0.05 t0.03l,0.,o-^5,n.o_'.'i|o.(rjj 0.(K5 0,025 0..025 0.025
500

I

load

lique surfaces are

normal surfaces.

all

HOUR, ELECTRIC.

P.

As

quite possible.

;

TABIiE II.
BLBMENT3 OF THE COST OF ONE H,
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t.

5

H. P. at 40 per cce t.

loss.

2

and

8

2

and

3

0.07
1.40
2.37

0.55

0.93

1.12
1.77

039

3.50

2.37
4.42
6.6S
10.17

6.15
9.12
13.5

4.20
6.53
11.1

16.3
23.6

2

and 5
0.8
1.86
3.2

loss.

2 and 8
0.73

8.16
12.2
18.0

The 60 pounds per horse power cover weight of containing car for motors.
I cannot here go into detailed figures
on this point, but believe that any investigation will find
the figure safe, supposing always that the unit be, say,
I also know of experimental
25-horse power or more.
work uow progressing under most competent direction,
which gives fair promise of leaving this figure much
Columns 42 to 53 inclusive show the horse
too high.
power required to be exerted for hauling one ton of load,
car, the relation between these
for
either
steam or
the same
hence not necessary to enter here.
These columns apply to steam at 90 per cent., and to electricity at 90. So and 60 per cenf., and for the three cases of
exposed area. They are readily obtained from the previous columns by making allowance for the horse power
i.

e.,

two

freight

being

electric

and freight

taken

as

propulsion,

necessary to haul that part of everj' ton,

total

weight,

which must go into motive power, machinery and fuel.
Columns 54 to 62 inclusive show the ratios between horse
power required by the two agents for hauling a ton of load

1
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3o8
and freight
and area relations.

car) at the different speeds,

(freight

May

\N'ilh Table II as a basis, Table HI has been calculated,
giving total cost per horse power hour in stations of various
capacity, working at various percentages of full capacity
and for 24, 18 and 12 hours per day, respectively.

efficiencies

It is plain that if we can now obtain the ratio of cost
per horse power hour, as given by the two agents in the
corresponding cases, we can easily determine the speeds at
which the one or the other agent becomes the most
economical.
Let us first obtain the cost in electric propulsion.
For this, form Table 11., showing the elements in the
cost of one horse-power hour in stations of various capacity

A

31,

1890

and power possible to be transmitted.
For one year the
possible horse power hours=365X24.
Take annual interest and depreciation at j'^ the investment and ratio of
actual to possible power transmitted per annum at 1.0, 0.8,

glance at the table shows that in a 100 h. p. plant the
cost varies from 2.^2 cents for a 24-haur run at full capacity, to S.06 cents for a 30 per cent, output continued only
12 houis per day.

0.0,0.4,0.2, 0.1,

This extreme case would doubtless be ameliorated by
dropping the superintendence and combining engineer and

sion.

0.05, then the divisor of the tabular
140,160, 112,128, i>4,o^6, 56,064, 28,032,

number becomes
14.026 and 7,ooS

respectively.

remains to obtain values for the distance of transmis-

It

M = number of miles of

Let

supplied from one

line

station.

/i=horse poA-er required for unit locomotive.

-A'=:maximum number locomotives per mile
any time.
« h A'=total power to be transmitted at time of A'.
.^=percentage of dynamo power lost on line.
71 h
=maximum power to be generated.

.

1.

5"

K

S

\
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a.

V

\<iQ-A

" I.

n h

\

e
w

\

2.

A
/'—cost of generating one

s

sV

1.

line.

horse power hour in

station.

^-~

—

Sfc

r=ratio of average power required to ma.ximum
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~ ~ DO—1—— U1

_
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1

\

1

power

-

FOR 2| HOU

:

required.

and

Z=inlerest

on

depreciation

supporting

structure.
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This

c
l

s

1

1

1

i

1

-

a

IfIt

%i%

M!!

1\\is'i\

I

1

CAPACITV

S

;

1

the calculation, determining division of line into sections, since it remains the same.
whatever that division may be. Omitting this, the expression for cost of transmission becomes:

i

1

fireman
capacity

This
unions might object.
smaller than need be considered for any steam-

is

this the

The minimum

cases, fractional engineers, as for a 1.500 h.

3,000

this for a

cost

working

full

is .816 cents,
capacity 24 hours

per day.

The next element

of cost— that of the conductors for the

obtained from Table IV, showing investment in
the copper required to transmit one h. p. a
distance of one mile, at varying initial and final pressures.
current-

is

dollars for

f

I,

„

+
>

(100

A

— ^/)ioo

(loo

7

f

n h k

/i

/.

—

^
(2)

--/)ioo

Sqpposing that Ihe lime schedule of trains. H. P. required per train, and efficiency of motors be known, and
that the initial e. m. f. be in all cases taken as high as the
state of the art permits the only variables remaining in this
expression aie «, /' and .7.
This latter, the value for the
drop on the line, will generally be determined by conditions
V.

10 per cent.

40 psr cent.

20 per cent.

cntjine.

W

'^/

Tonnage and
nrrcar re-

/

2&?

:'.

5 2ft

f.-

fl

2«:3

2

,

& 5' 2 & 8 2 & 3
1

2

& 5 2&8

lation.
1

Speed.
1

LI

__j
1

'/.

.

r

/.

/i

{E—i-)l

Efficiency of
electric

(

//

b

TABLE

^A^^

//
/1

A' /

Ratios of cost of motive potcer.

vy^ y^
el [.

«3

^--

"^

t so*

//

— r) 7'Xi40, 160

t;.42

given by the table

h. p. plant,

-^^

'la

{E

=

line service.

p. plant, but
such complication has been avoided by assuming a constant
value per unit of power in ihe pay-roll elemeot in plants
exceeding i.ooo h. p. Firemen and helpers are taken at
30 and 25 cents per hour, respectively. Superintendence,
at 30 cents per hour, is apparently low, but is equivalent
to 60 cents for daylight hours, since the plant is able to

may be omitted from

760,320 «'

— though to

Engineersand dynamo-men are
assumed 10 receive 40 ctnts per hour, and to suptrintend a
maximum of 1,000 b. p. This would produce in some

s

i

last

HORSE POWER

IN

h. p,

I:

on

100-.-/ 100

V

V

"

K

lost

\

N

1-

—from 100103,000

at

\—\

j_jt-t oT 71«

20
40
CO
80

!.2>
1.33

130
140

2.57
10.03

1.15
l.!!l

1-M

PER H.P PER HOLTl rUN

1.16
1.19
1.24

1.16
1.17
1

III

1.22
1
:k
1,17
1,87

1.32
1.12
l.SH

3,S2

0,92
0,05
1,00
1.(17
1

f.\

i,i;6

7.35

0.85
0.95
0.95

0.85
0.95
1.00
1.03

0,n|

1 20
1,49
2,83

l.(l.i

1.13

1,46

1

1

0.56
0.57
0.58
0.59
0,66
0,80
2.72

'

:

:

1

50
0.57

0,58
0.59
0.65
0,78

0.55
0.56
0-.55

0.57
.i9

0,(4

11.36:0.72

1

The

run 24 hours with the same general superintendence as
It is further supposed that the total of this
for J2 hours.

constants for this table were thus obtained: Taking a
live wire, I find that from No. 4 to No- oco B.
the average weight-ratio of insulated to bare wire,
per unit of length, equals .S84.
^^ hen bare copper sells
at 15 cenis, this insulated wire sells at 20 cents=22.5 cents
well

TABLE IV.-FOR

known

W, C,

item will not require increase until the capacity reaches
3,000 h. p., beyond which it remains constant per unit of
power.
As no other element of cost is supposed to vary
beyond this point, the table shows here a minimum total
cost per unit, and a constant cost beyond it.
Coal is assumed to cost $3 per ton, and to be consumed
at the rate of 32 pounds per electric h. p. in the dynamo.
A very slight error is made in taking the rate of consump-

on the copper alone, when insulated.
If,
iheiefore, we
lake copper at 25 cents per pound we provide for a very
good insulation.
The cost of one mil mile is thus foundto be % .004.
Ccmbining this with the familiar Icr
mula

DOUBLE METALLIC

COPPER INVESTMENT FOR TRANSMITTrRO OKE
Motor efficiency --= 00 per cent.
Initial E. M. f.

OlItCUlTS.

H. P.

60O

1.0^

.,M0

19.00
13.01
19.C0

8.11

M2

4.80
3.0)

3.42
2.12

320

1.72
i.a)
1.10

2.0W

2.500

3,000

3600

3.20

2.00

2.20

l.GI
1.20

KM

4,000

4,500

5,000

5,500

1.80

1.44
11.78

1.40
0.70
0.48
0.31
0.30
0.2C
0.22

6.000

7,000

8,000

9,000

10.000

1.28

1.10
0.56
0.36
0.28
0.23
0.20
0.10

0.93
0.48
0.32
0.2!

0.81

0.76
0.33
0.J6
0.20

volta.

100'
2i»
3110

luo
5/0
CJO
700

S!

3.00
3.i.
3.60

in

iM

134
1.10

&.41

1,00(1

1.50
2.12
5.42

i.ioo
i.ino
l.COO
1.800
2.000
iJfJQ

4.00
2.12

XXA
I.fJO

0.92
n.w2
0.80
1170
0.70
O.RO
0.00
2.12

0.92
0.76
0.06
u.eo

OM

O.hO

IP.6S

l.GO
o.»s
0.60

0,72
0.00

0.0:'

0.52
0.40

O.lt
0.36

0..54

0.12
0.38
0.31
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.21
0.24
0.28
0.38
0.78

0..34

0.32
0.28
0.26
0.22

1.3t

0.16
0.13

0.51

a40

0.50
0.<8
0,48

0.30
0.34
0.33
0.34
0.31

0.00

a30
3.20

(I..5J

134

sImJ

1.11

O..i0

3,000
I.ooo

I

no

0.32
0.30
0.28
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.20
O.IS

O..^
0.40
n.iA
0.23
0,21
O.I!

0.20
O.IR
0.10

0.20
0.18
0.18
0.16

U.I4
0.11
0,12
0.12
0.12
0.i2
0,12
0.14

016
0.15
0.11
0.10
0.18
0.22

(i.ia

0.20
(122

S30
0.51

4,»0

9.60

i,000
6,000
7,000
S,O0U
9,000

0.28
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.18

ma

hi
0.11
0.12
0.12

It will

tion as constant while

br convenient to draw curves of oquoj coat.

city,

•

changing the capacity of the engines.

Cost of steam plant is laktn to vary from !f£o per h. p.,
This
in a small plant, to ^20 in a plant of 1,500 h. p.
latter figure may seem loo low to some, but 1 have recently
Sco
h.
plant,
in
a neighboring
seen the figures for an
p.

12
0.10
0.0!

11.

S12
11,10

OM

O.IO

fi.lO

OCO

n.io

0.O8
0.08
0.08

11.10

u.1,9

o.io
0.10
0.12
0.16
0.30

0.C6
0.06
0.06
0.00
0.06

0.fl8

0.0s
0.08
0.10
O.lj

which

cost, in place, at the rate of

I22

Thoy wiM

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.12

C M=

be, roUKhly. arcs of circles

i6.6coXh.
E.

M.

20

OJC
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.10

0.03
0.03
0.06

0.06
0.06
0.00

O.INl

(1.051

0.05

0.018
0.01
0.01

0.0::

O.O.j

0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01

S:!S
0.10

0.10
0.03

03

O.032
0.030

o.aiij

('.01

0.C3S

0.00
0.10

0.01

0,n.«

0.(1.'.1

0.016
o.ooe

Xdistance

^^^

volts lost

on

in feet.

line

X

motor

been determined from the

re-

760,320

Dynamo

plant is taken to vary from $50 to $:o per h p.
going from KO to 1,500 h. p. I know that machinery
good design can be manufactured for theje prices.
The cost of buildings is taken to vary from ^25 to $10
per h. p.
This is the most indelinite item Interest, mainenance and taxes, are roundly assumed at 10 per cent, per
nnum on the whole plant.

X

loft-

efficiency,

the tabulated values have
sulting formula,

Cost=:

(1)

(/:-/') /'

in

which E^Y.. M. F. at station, 7'=volts lost on line,
motor efliciency is taken at go per cent, and distance at
in

The tabular figures give the investment.
To
5,2So feet.
reduce to actual cost per horse power hour, rate of interest
and depreciation, and

ratio

We

minimum

/>

-

oni
0,038

conve x toward tbo

p. transmitted

F. at motor

p.er h. p.

of

11.14

0.45
0.28
0.22
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.03

0.08

In UBing thn tab^c

Massachusetts

0.41

a20

strictest economy, as shown by
value for cost of transmission.
must have a reasonably uniform e. m. f. all along the
line, in order that the motois may work satisfactorily.
It
will not be wide of the mark to assume 10 per cent, as a
limiting variation of line potential.
This is the figure
generally assumed in calculating wire for street railwa}s.
The cost of one h. p. hour must vary with the capacity
and conditions of working of the station; hence it is a
function of ;/— /. (. length of unit section of ./, and* of that
inexpressible variable
the condition^ of the service.
This
stands in the way of obtaining any perfectly general definite expression for ;/, which, but for this, would result
from placing the first differential coefficient of C, with
respect of «, equals to zero, and solving to find the
value of « giving a miniir.um value for C.
If trains
be run at very short intervals, increase of /i would be
followed by proportional increase in capacity of station;
but as above shown, this need not go beyond 3,000 h. p.
unless the service be so heavy as to require practically contiguous stations of that capacity.
If we suppose a case of
this short-interval servfce, so short that a change in // will
not be followed by any change at the station in the
between maximum capacity and average outrelation
put, or in the number of working hours,
but only
in the norma! capacity, the relation
between /' and
/I
for two cases of average output and working hours
The equation of the 50 per cent,
is shown by Fig. i.
curve from 200 to 1,000 h. p. seems to be very nearly

getting a

—

OMK MILE.

Drop on
Uiio.

otherthan those of the

between power transmitted,

— gS«-H 1,000
I2(« — 100)

If the trains be run at very long intervals, we may require
for 20 than for lo-mile sections;
but the relation of output to normal capacity will vary and
possibly the number of hours during which the working force would require to be kept on pay.
ing force would require to be kept on pay.
Taking the case of a change on average output only, for
a I.ooo h. p. station, we have the curves in Fig. 2, for 24,
18 and 12 hours' work.
T heir equations are nearly of the
same form, and are approximately the equations of arcs of
circles referred to an origin outside the circle.
But each
would contain different constants, and would vary more or
less from the exact formula for the circle.

no greater station capacity

If, in the application to a particular case, the algebraic
expression for /', above given, or any other resulting from
any of the pcssible progressions through Table III, be
substituted in Fig. 2, we may, by differentiation, solve
that particular case for the mcst economical value of w.
If the relation between /' and m cannot be algebraically
expressed, then the proper value for ?; may be determined

"
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by a few trial values, the corresponding values of b being
taken from the table.
For the present purposes of comparison, we will assume
a case not more favorable than might often be met on
busy steam lines, ^ e., a station of 2,ocQ-h. p. normal
capacity, working iS hours per day at ^o percent, of its
normal output, the cost per horse power beirg 1.25 cents.
I'o obtain the cost of the line, we will assume that the
average distance of transmission is five miles.
This would
correspond to one station for every twenty miles of road.
We will. also assume 5,000 volts initial e. m. f. and 10

chinery, 30 per cent.; lagging and painting, 12 per cent.;
smoke-box, etc., 5 per cent.; tender (running gear. 10 per
cent.; body and tank, 3 per cent.), 13 per cent.; total, 100

station for every h.

per cent.

respectively.
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4SU
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440
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m

«0

11. re

11.85

9.1

480

440

10.0
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5

1

i
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c

h

c
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2.30
0.04
0.09
O 14
0,22

1

}
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.

-
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•75
0.04
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3
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S6
0.042
o.og
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Structure fur same

nearly level.

'ruACic

5.

0)
(3.

B
u3

i

for total;

Conductor system

the running gear will be less in quantity.
The wear will be less, due to the use of lotary instead
of reciprocating effort.
It will then be fair to reduce this
item by half, making another saving of 10 per cent.
So

1.

a

Then,

Station

,

nciUiiKj ox STKKin'-CAii Tn.\cnoN.

hour actually delivered to drivers

p.

being supposed constant at 10 per cent. We
should then have in the station 1.56, 1.75 and 2.30 cents,
line loss

Of these items we may at once, and with certainty,
smoke box, etc and tender, thus dropping 3S per cent, of the total.
Having no bciler to carry,
strike out boiler,

c
c

t.

309

2l.'o

4.OB

550

550

185

10

B.'J2

iiJ.n

4-G

6f0

COO

HO
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6 30

27.5
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4.0

550

200
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6.0

COO
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5 31

500
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15

8.37
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4.5

G50

C.03

1.83

77.4

53.C

1

2.4

78.0

C5.7

51.5

2

0.7

82.7

87.8

72.7

3

1.0

0.87

83.1

82.1

68.0

4

1.91

1.31

79.0

82.0

64.8

5

taken.

1.07

0.85

85.2

88.0

73.0

6

cuit.

1.98

1.89

76.3

V0.4

53.7

7

motor

serpaiioiis

were made.
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2. Si unci
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Ai-mtture of motor *'B"
taken out for tuis and trip
No,

oj

Dynamometer between mo-

^1

roturu.
20

1.07

115

r3i:

m
7.0
2.81

115

3.5
6.31

7.83

10.0

480

440

7.85

83

4S0

440

12.26

10.9

480

iu

7.68

55^

15.7

=3

12.2c

<^

U.2

I.IC

123

600

123

Motor "

3M
640

118

61

B

" cTdt

out of

cir-

Separate ammeter in each
circuit and in main.

May

2Traction co-efficicut also taken from April 20, as track was in same condition. Losses in motors cannot he given with
Note.—Voltmeter readings taken April 3 and 20. assumed same values
loss
jjcrtect accuracy, as tbcy liavo not bccu determined for ^vido ranges of condition by shop tesls. Va'iuea for hysteresis, etc.. here taken correspond closely with sevoral shop tests. Except C-K,
Goes not vary Jargely v.i;h current flowing in practice, as with a low current, a very large armature induction is effected. The "R"in C^R cannot be known accurately, as it Lon3tantly changes with clianse
fair average of switch position was obtained from observation. TotaJ error in motor losses probably not greater tban 10:1. Run No. 7 not introduced l":re for discussion of lii'Kjrenctt
in position or switch.

mour

ol"

action of motors

A
A " «ii(i

'•

H

'*

-

Average
efficiency vrhole meehanism, two motor6=55.9 per
'
"
*'
"*
one motor =71.9
"
*'
one motor alone
,
=t3.G
*'
" ' two motors "
=77,6
*'
"
two sets gears alone
=71,8
one set gears

per cent. drop. From Table IV the copper investment is
found to be 34 cents for one mile. Then for five miicb
Making assumptions as to serinvestment equals $8.50.
vice corresponding to those for the station, we have cost
of'dhe horse power hour equaling f 8.50 h- 20,000
.042

=

cents.

The
for

carrying the conductors may be built
Interest and depreciation would then

structure for

$2,000 per mile.

become $200 per annum.

This

almost wholly

total is

in-

=85.3

Coal and \yater for oiio hour

1

' Witcr.

Ij

s

Of the

machinery item, there can be no question that with
the rapid advance toward slow-speed motors, reducing,
gearing, and sounder insulation methods, the great advantage of having only one moving pa>t in the motor itself
must operate to very largely reduce the repair figure,
probably to half its value in a steam locomotive, leaving
it at 15 per cent.
In lagging and painting the omission of
boiler and other parts must again effect a reduction, say
to 6 per cent.
The total reduction thus plainly indicated

^^hole amount, it is to be noted that the station
three fouiths.
Taking the most favorable case
shown bv the table 3,000 h. p. capacity, .working for
twenty-four hours at 100 per ct nt. of capacity— these figures
become 1.5, 1.62 and 2. cents nearly, the reduction in the
other items being still a little indefinite, without making
another series of independent assumptions.
The cost of one h. p. hour with steam locomotives,
is to be obtained only by some circumlocution, the reports.

in the

TABLE

i

cent.

item

is

—

VII.

1

Weight machinery,

Locomotive and tender
at 100 Iba: per H. P.

/

and

Wt. machinery and

fael

load, steam.

load.

a nd load- Machinery and load, elcc,
40 per cent.
per cent.

Wt. machinery
elec., 20

electric.

1
2&3

j2

and

and

4,2

5

2&

2and6

7

S

12.3

11.G6

10.65

10.12

9.9

s

30.8

27.9

24.6

21.3U

2'..U7

2S: 8

2

61.6

9.6

i

and

5 2

and

8

2

and

3

69

53.3

43.1

133.7

99.0

1815

1931
164
1836

332

285

185

40
00

8

55.4

18.0

35.0

4I.S

19.8

ll

30.S

3.1,1

151

277

213

151

1668
517
1483

1

B»

8

8.26

73,9

61.3

49.3

17.1

4M

131

370

210

XOO

12

14.65

131.2

10S.2

89.0

SI .3

77.S

73-3

630

3S9

120

15

215.4

IS7.S8

100.

133.0

127.1

116.8

1078

939

581

MO

m

313.5

276.0

237.

201.0

195.1

179.1

1507

1380

895

X

^

X

1122
1293
707
1830
120

1881
1S5

1815
252
1748
477
1523
701

.

Power

1

f.

I

c

-.-

rrn

PoTwr

1

freight ai'- rc'., .team
10 i<c:- tcbl.

and

power

and

5

32-

1926
73.8
1875

and

8

2

1060

1287

910.2

712.8

483.

181.8

84.

1858

189.0

112.2
1750
210.0
1631

and

90
1S58

111.6

ISOS

666.

4S9.6

1022
978
584
1416

126S
732

93i

1190
810

610.2

390

and 8

1956

1738
262
1608

1453

2

5

1952

142.2

547.2

IOCS

2

1858

1263

369

and 3
1911
55.8

33.

132.6

499.2

2

8

1933
C7.2

1892
10C2
1858
142.2
1735
265.2
160O
399.G

291
1500

120.

176G
234
1650
350.1
1517

36.

1811

and
1967

1916

1U6.2

1706

1S80

18.0

2

19C1

42.

92.4

1S20

and 5

2

1891

59.4

1676
32!
1518

and 3
1958

lUOS

125.1

1741
259.2
1561
139.2
1354
G46.2

2

1971
28.8
1911

1968

16S2

354
1469

1080'

810

cent.
cost of repairs to-day on steam locomotives is,
on the P. R. R., nearly .75 cents per h. p. hour, as will
later appear.
Reducing as above, this figure becomes 22
cents for electric traction.
This refers to engines of considerable power, say from 400 to 1,000 h p. capacity. The
figure for both steam and electric motors would go up for

being based on train-mile.
As quoted by AVellington, the coal consumed per passenger train mile on the
Pacific Railroad, is very close to 50 pounds, and an average
performance will show 5 pounds coal per horse-power hour,
while ufn/c:f 2vay.
This shows that one train-mile equals
10 horse-power hours. The coal consumption for a freight
train mile is much higher, but ihe divi.sor would also be

smaller powers.
The interest charge results from considering the cost of
electric locomotive as I50 per h, p. and the duty as si.K

a

The actual

an

Tor

trie ai

ono Ion dec-'
2'J

PoWer

per cent.

40

for one electric

per

of cost

higher, on account of the greater number of stops, or at
least of backing and switching, and greater delays while on
tiip, thus increasing waste of coal.

VIII.

Ratio ecjualB

,

an/l car clec10 per cent,

tiic.

2

3

1961
3S.6
1906
93.0
1831

I

frejtht
1

1299
1074
926

2

must be then very nearly 70 per

TABLE
iC

2 and 8
57
1913
119

1715
432
1668
744
1256
1099
901
1617
383

878

1

dependent of the power transmitted, hence the cost per
unit of power will vary directly with the number of units
transmitted.
Assuming a constant distribution of one
500 horse power train for every 20 miles of line, we have
cost of this item for one h. p. hour:
20,000 -T- 365
25
24
.09 cents.
Reaching the locomotive, we must add, supposing an
average output of 500 h. p., ,08 and .06 cents respectively for driver and his assistant.
The latter is necessary
only as a substitute for his principal in case of emergency,

and 5

2

73
1937

cent. loss.

Steam

Steam

10

Sfram

per cent

Elec. 20 per cent.

Electric 10 per cent.

10 rer

t

ent.

Elcc . 10 per ccot.

i

2

8

and
0.C33

3,32
5.f3
13.05

3 2

and 5 2 and

and

0.49

62

1.34

1.P5
1.70
2.28

1.C3
3.02
4.96
9.38
15.9
1295.6

2.M
3.82

8C0
17.8

21:0.3

8 2

0.55

620

5.12
9.0
19.3

32
!

.-ind

0.54
J. 27

5 2

and 8

0.68
l.llj

1.61

3.3
6.44

2.13
4.12
7.U8

10..",

and 32 and

102

2.23

1S.1C

2

0.48

5-

3 48
.'i.71

11.8

3.91
7.5t
12.5
22.7

2

and

and

S

0.56
1.15

0.95
2.55

1.87

4.8

2.5.S

812

609

16.6

8.35
li.63

3L8
803

0.82

0.75

1.01

2.0
3.54
5.34
10.8
19.25

1.57

1.05

2.65
3.51
7.17
12.0

3^1

22.1

3

2

1.1

1.17
1.39
1.91
8.8

and

2

5

1.02
1.05
1.09
1.16
1.33
1.7
3.35

and

3

1.02
1.03

0.88

1.0 i
1.07

0.95

lis

1.17
1.58
7.00

1.27
1.61

0.91

L02

2

and 5
0.81
0.9S
0.95
0.93

l.U
1.42
2.7

2 and 8
0.87
0.91
0.91
0.0)
1.00
1.08
1.39

2

and

3

2

and

5

2

and 8

0.66

0.67

0.67
0.69
0.71

o.r,7

O.Oil

0.63

0.66
0.65

'0.78

(.95
3.2

0.71
0.8
0.92
1.6

0.65

0.71

0.75
0.85

1

but as such he would doubtless always be placed on trains
of corsiderable value.
Repair on electric locc motives is not as yet well defined.
That the repair bill must be far less than in the case of
steam locomotives follows almost necessarily from the
great reduction in the numbtr of parts, especially of moving parts.
From Arthur Wellington's ver)' valuable work on
railways, I take the figures showing percentage distribution of locomotive repairs, by parts.
.Boiler, 20 per cent.; running gear, ?o per cent,; ma-

hours per day full capacity.
The average duly of steam
locomotives is only akout three houTS.
The higher figure
from a smaller number of repairs necessary, due to

results

greater simplicity of parts.
Interest for h. p.

Then,
S50 00X.05

hour=

=i.ii cents.

365X6
Before summarizing we must know something of the
efficiency of the system,"
If the locomotive be of go per
cent,, or So per ctur., or 60 per cent, efficiency, we must
generate, respectively, 1-25, 1.4 and 1,85 h. p. hours in the

Again, the Pacific Railroad repons show cost of fuel
per train (mail) 5 cents. The cost of coal to that company,
Hence it
as nearly as I can learn, is about $(.50 per ton.
would appear that 66 pounds per train mile are consumed.
As the terminal losses of fuel and delay (getting up steam
and drawing fires, etc) are known to be in the neighborhood of 25 per cent, of the total consumption, we have 6.6
pounds as the divisor, and the same ratio again appears.
The cost of one train mile— as to motor power alone is
given by the Pacific Railroad as 22 cents. And this is
practically equal to the average for the North Shore,
The
.

—

—
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itemized statement is very carefully
to cover everything except interest

made up, and seems
on the engine invest-

ment.

Knowing the annual mileage per locomotive to be about
20,000 and the cost to bc|;io.ooo. interest charge per trainmite (not quite, but nearly equivalent, to engine mile) becomes 2.7 cents. Total cost b-comes 24.7 cents, or 2.47
cents per horse power hour, efficiency being constant at
100 per cent.

We

safely use this figure in the comparison to be
in the calculation of coal
per horse-power hour, or negative error in horse-powcr
will
offset
be
by the difference in cost
hour* per train-mile,
of coal per ton to the racific Railroad as compared with

may

made, since any posiltve error

the value assumed in Table III.
At $3. instead of |ii. 50. the full item would be 10 cents
and the total motive power 29.5 cents. Leaving the staactual

cost,

tistics

of

Table

III., nearly the

we may
same

reach, by the

method of

figure, ccfnsidering the

locomo-

tive as a 1,000 horse power steam plant, of low first cost,
burning 6 pounds coal per horse-power hour, and working
The
at one-third capacity for about three hours per day.
10 per cent, higher, but the
result thus reached is about
2.47 cents seem most reliable.
These values muttiplicd into the corresponding values in
the last nine columns of Table i, give the fonoftin_5 values

of:

Power
Power

units,

steam

units, electric

cost per unit, steam.
cost per unit, electric.

%'alue being greater than unity indicates greater
electricity than by steam, and vice versa.
glance at the table shows the dominaiing necessity
of increasing the etficiency of the mechanism delivering
We cannot
energy from the electric line to the vehicle.
count upon a higher efticicncy than 90 per cent, for the
Hence, save in the case of putting the armature
motor.
directly on the axle, we cannjt hope to reduce the total
than 20 per cent. a case permitting one set
less
to
loss
and
{/. e. two gross) of spun gearirg between armature
As the ordinary reUiions between tonnage and rea.xle.

This

economy by

A

THE BANQUET.
After adjournment the members reassembled at the
Parker 1 louse,
where they
were
the
guests
of
The ample reception
the
Boston Klectric Club.
filled
the
members of
room
was
well
with
both organizations, who spent an exceedingly pleasant
half hour in exchanging greetings, renewing old acquaint.\bout 200 sat down to a
ances and forming new ones,
ver>- elegant banquet sen'ed in the main dining room of the
Parker House.
The tables were presided over by Henry
li.
Cram, president of the club, who acquitted himself
most creditably in announcing the various speakers of the
evening.
On his right sat Past- President Thomson, and
President .'\nthony, and on his left Secretary Pope of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and President
Prilchard of the New England Gas Engineers association
As the occasion was also the closing meeting of the Boston
Electric club for the reason, a paper was read bv Mr. S.
E. Barton devoted to the relations between the insurance
It was full of weighty arguments
and electric companies.
supporting the view that electricity was the safest method
of artificial lighting.
Mr. Barton was frequently interAlthough no disrupted with most vigorous applause.
cussion was arranged for, the speakers who followed could
not refrain from expressing their pleasure in listening to it.
The calls of the chairman were promptly responded to, and
Among the speakall passed off smoothly and pleasantly.
ers were Professors Thomson, Anthony and Nichols, SenMetcalfe,
Messrs.
Pritchard, Duraoulin, North,
ator
\Vetzler, F. L. Pope, R. W. Pope, Capt. Griffin and
The assemblage broke up at about 11 o'clock.
others

On Thursday. May 22d. the members assembled at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where a profitable

May
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ing departments since the visit of the National Electric
Light association, were particularly noticeable.
Ground
was being cleared for another addition to the already extensive group of buildings in which 2,600 people are now employed.
The welding operations were especially fascinating to the visitors, and it was with diliiculty that the
scattered gr'jups could be gathered in time for the return
train at 4:15.
Thus ended the two days spent in Boston
and vicinity, the only time wasted, as stated by one of the
visitors, being that spent in sleeping.

A Motor-Dynamo.
The accompanying

ctit

represents

a 7-horse

power motor recently installed in the warehouse
of the Chicago Paper company.
The motor was
designed by P'oree Bain, Chicago, and is used to
operate a large freight elevator and paper cutting machine. A recent test shows, it is claimed,
an efficiency of 95 '4 per cent. The field magnet cores consist of two shafts of Norway annealed iron, one on either side of the armature.
These are equal in length to the total height of
They are clamped at either end by
the motor.
the double yoke pieces and midway between by
very heavy cast iron pole pieces. This construction secures a thorough union between the
The field is the consequent pole. type.
pieces.
It will be noticed the pole pieces are of equal

—

sisting area will lie between the econd and third columns
of each efticiencv tab'e, it appears that with a 20 per cent,
loss electricity becomes cheaper than sleam at about 70

miles per hour.
In tde case of forty per cent. loss our new agent betters
And yet this loss
the old only at (40 miles per hour.
40 per cent, — is about the bast we do with our present sysThis
appears
from the followpropulsion.
electric
tems of
ing tabulation of results obtained by me on the Brooklyn
& Jamaica Electric railwav
Considering the very short life of the art, these results are
In^^eed. <*xceltence is shown in tbe m^re fact of
excellent.
success in competing with horses under conditions very
trying for any aechanism not made of India-rubber or
How jjieat that success has been I need not
whil-Ieather.
But the s:eim locomotive is a loeman more
here proclaim.
wotthy of our steel, or rather of our annealed soft iron and
Q9per cent, copper.
Consideration of all that precedes leads to the following

genera! conclusions:

A slow-speed armature placed on the car a\ie would
I.
place the electric motor in the lead at aU service speeds
2
For speeds above 70 miles per hour an electric motor
of 90 per cent, ethciency, working through gearing of 90
per cent, efficiency, would prove more economical than the
steam locomotive save in cases of very iofrcquent service
on very long lines.
On lines for heavv traffic steam would be more eco3.
nomical than electricity if motor and gearing have a combined eflRciency as low as Co per cent., up to 100 miles per

—

hour.

At 5pccds of 100 miles per hour and upward, neither
4.
steam at 90 per cent, nor electric apparatus at 60 per cent.
efficiency is commercially practicable.
Inasmuch as the saving of coal in stationary, as
5.
compared with locomotive engines, is one of ihe chief
causes of the greater economy of electric propulsion at any
speed, this advantage will increase with that difference and
also with the price of coal.
6.
Any cause other than inefficiency of motor which increase the power required to haul a ton of freight, increases the advantage of electricity, since it enlarges the value
of the coal difference and the dead weight difference.
Thus bad roadways and large areas exposed to atmospheric res'Stance, as in street railway work, lower the speed

any efficiency become cheaper
than steam.
small
locomotive units, the electric
to
descending
In
7.
motor loses less, relattvelv. of its advantage another
reason for success on street lines.
Multiplying the number of motors should be as far
8.
as possible avoided
In special cases cleanliness and compactness of elec9.
tric machinery may be of great value; in case of very frequent stops the possibility of returning to the line the energy now wasted in brakes may be of considerable value.
This, however, can be obtained only by sacrifice in the
matter of dead weight, as normal working is implied to be
Loss due to low
at comparatively low magnetization.
efficiency in starting can scarcely be avoided, either in sleam
at which electric motors of

—

or electric engines.

Other minor pros and cons may be enumerated, but
general economic results
I believe that in considering the
of the two s> stems we reach more definite conclusions.
of
station
working has been
condition
While only one
taken for final comparison, that case is an average one, and
comparative results would be but slightly affected by
10.

Kxtreme cases may be readi y deterordinary variations.
mined from the tables and formulas presented.
1 1.
Some differences of opinion as to the proper values
for the various constants are to be expected, but I believe
these diflerencts. taken all along the line, would nearly
balance between positives and negatives, leaving the general results and the method unchanged.

A MOTOR-DYNAMO
hour was spent visiting the thoroughly equipped physical
laboratories.
At 10 a. m, they became the guests of the
West End Street Railway company, which had provided
carriages in which the members weie taken to the great
central power station, the massive granite foundations for
which are now being prepared
Under the guidance ot
Messrs Mansileld and Dumoulin, the party was escorted
through the temporary power house, the car sheds where
open cars are being rapidly equipped with motors, and
finally to the engineer's department where the plans of this
great work had been placed on the wall and thoroughly explained by Engineer Pierson.
Places in the carriages were
then resumed, and at exactly 11:30 o'clock, two special
motor cars, one hauling an open trail car, received the visitors at Park Square.
The proposed trip was to Chestnut
Hill and return.
The weather was perfect, and the e.v:cursion was enjoyed most heartily by all who had the good
fortune to participate.
Every detail of the constiuction
and operation of the Boston electric railways is carefully
looked after, and the visitors were enthusiastic over this
triumph of electrical engineering.
At 12:35 t^c party returned to the Parker House where
Ample lime had
a bountiful lunch had been provided.
been allowed for enjoying it. and as at this point the trip
to Lynn was lo be entered upon. President Anthony
rapped for order, when a hearty vote of thanks was
tendered to the West End company upon motion of Mr.

and weight, and conse(|uently of equal mag-

The armature, therefore, is not
netic density.
pulled harder against one side of the bearing
than another. It Boats so to speak, in a field in
which the magnetic lines are etfually and properly distributed.
The double magnetic circuits
The coils are wound on
are extremely short.
The spools
spools, and slipped over the cores.
are only three inches long on this size motor.
The bearings are self oiling.
The armature produces 1.4 volts per foot of
active wire, with a conductor velocity of 4? feet
per second.
The field is maintained with less
The motor runs
than one-half an ampere.
quietly and at a very nearly constant speed with
variable load.

The designer calls this type of machine a
motor-dynamo, not that it is a separate motor
and dynamo combined in one machine, but for
the reason that it may be used as either a motor
This type of
or dynamo as may be desired.
machine is built in sizes from 5 to 100 horse
power.

Hammer.
Pedestrianism was then reported

size

and at 2 p. m. a
special car on the Revere Beach Railway conveyed the
party of 60 to Lynn, where three barges were in waiting to
The
carry them to the Thomson-Houston factory.
growth and development of the railway motor, and weldto,

The Westinghouse

Electric

company

M

recently sold to an

company in Las Vegas, N.
a 500 light incandescent machine and a 40 light alternate current arc dynaelectric

mo.

,
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Spray Feed Lubricator.

fore the pavers get there, the permit

to

lay

it

311
be

will

re-

The electric light companies designated which
streets Ihey wanted for ducts, and it looks now as if everything rests with the Subway company to complete the conduits at the earliest possible moment in order to give the
voked.

By means

of the spray feed

trated in the accompanying
C, a steam pipe in the form

lubricator, illuscut, oil is forced into
of spray, and thus is

atomized and mixed with steam before reaching
This is accomplished
the parts to be lubricated.
by a forcing current of steam which passes
through the pipe 7" and out of the spraying nozThe device is provided with a needle
zle A".
for guiding the oil drops as they leave the nozzle
In applying the lubriin the sig.it feed glass.
cator the steam pipe is tapped in two places;

relief to the city

which only good pavements and

electric

can secure.
The new quarters of the New York Telegraph club, 32
Cor>land street, were formally opened Monday evening.
The handsome rooms, fitted up at an expense of $3,000,
were thronged with members who thoroughly enjoyed the
event.
The club's own orchestra, quartet and soloists gave
W. T. Dealy of the
a most delightful entertainment.
Western Union, and G. H, Usher of ihe Postal Telegraph,
made speeches. The club is in a prosperous condition. It
lately received a contribution of $1,000 from the Western
Union company. The club membership includes Norvin
Green, Andrew Carnegie, ex-Governor Cornell, T. A. Edison and George Gould.
A New York syndicate has purchased two street railway
lines at Lancaster, Pa., to which electric traction will be
W. H. T.
applied.
light

Kansas
Kansas City, May

City,

Mo.

—An

interesting meeting was
held by the Kansas City Electrical society last week. There
was considerable discussion on the subject of insulation for
electric light wires, and the erection of other wires adjacent
The opinion of the society was that a city offito them.
cial to inspect insulation and construction was absolutely
necessary, and the society appointed the following committee to draw up an ordinance to present to the council for
T. F. CIothe appointment of an electrical inspector:
Prof. A.
hesy, A. M. Barron and W. H. Woodring.
drawing
his
improvement
on the
Barrett presented a
of
Hale fire alarm system and explained it at length. He
claims that by his improvement an alarm is transmitted
directly to the fire department and registered automatically
one acting as a check
in addition to the telephone service
on the other and allowing for two channels to transmit the
His system is quite complicated, and may not
alarm.
piove practicable in use although it appears well theoretically.
It is proposed to offer the system to the city shortly.
B F. Hobart. a director in the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Trust company, and president of the Missouri &
Kansas Coal company, has telegraphed to the trust company that he has closed the contract for an electric street
railway at Pittsburg, Kan., with the Westinghouse Electric
company. The trust and coal companies are both interested in the project, and propose to make the Pittsburg
George H.
lines equal to the electric railways in this city.
Clarke, of this city, is now in Boston organizing a party
of Boston men for an excursion to Pittsburg, Kan., to
solid train of Pullmans
reach there Thursday, May 22.
The peowill run through from Boston to the new town.
ple of Pittsburg are putting forth every effort to make the
2 2dagaladay.
Excursion trains will also be run from
here.
The damage suit of John Higgins against the Kansas
City Electric Light company has been dismissed, as it was
compromised out of court. Higgins was sitting on a back
porch of the Turf exchange on Delaware street one day in
the summer of 1SS8, when he put out his hand suddenly,
Pie happened to catch
to save himself from toppling over.
an electric light wire, which so badly burned his hand before he could let go of it that two fingers had to be ampu22.

Westinghouse Electric company against M. M. M.
Wayne Electric company.
The Thurmound Coal company of Thurmound, Fayette

the

Slattery, of the Ft.

county. West Virginia,
plant in tbat state

erecting the first electric mining
plant completed will cost about
be supplied with electric lights
and electric mining machines. The dynamos will have a
capacity of 350 amperes of current which is equal to about
ninety-four horse power.
They are so constructed that
accidents to human life will be practically impossible.

.$20,000.

The mines

E.

SPRAY FEED LUBRICATOR,
for a half-inch pipe for the oil discbarge
shank, and second, at a point higher up for the

condenser pipe. The condenser is connected
To fill and opwith the steam pipe by pipe H.

K

D

are
and
erate the lubricator the valves L,
closed; the cup at 7^ is drained and filled with
oil.
is opened and after the sight
The valve
feed glass
is filled with water by condensation
of oil
the valve
is opened, and the dropping
The lubricator is
is regulated by the valve L.

D

P

K

manufactured by the Lunkenheimer Brass Manufacturing

company

of Cincinnati.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York,

I\Iay 24.

Atchison,
street railway
system was sold last November to John Weber of Des
Moines, la., by W. L. Chaliiss for i^lSo.ooo.
Last week
Weber sold the road to a syndicate for $115,000.
Weber
retains a one-eighth interest, Chaliiss takes the same share,
while the remainder of the stock is owned in Boston by
men who are represented by H. J. Ranson of Des Moines,
who is also one of the syndicate.
The transaction was a
cash one. It is the intention of the new company to change
the motor power as soon as possible to electricity.
Within
The South Fifth
30 days the work will be in progress.
street line will go to Midland college, or close to it, and
the North Fourth street line will wind around the hills into
thickly settled community north of Division street.
The Tenth street line will be extended as far as the buildings extend on that street, at least six or eight blocks northwest of its present terminus.
expert will be sent here
by the company within the next two weeks to decide just
where the extensions will go, and to make arrangements
for the relaying of the tracks.
He is now' superintending
the construction of a line at Keokuk, la.
The overhead
wire system will be adopted but it is not probable that cars
will be operated by electricity before September.
The

the

An

Sprague system

About 25 propositions concerning the providing of new
quarters for the Missouri &: Kansas Telephone company's

was produced
papers that

by the announcement in the
Walter K. Freeman claimed to be the inventor of the incandescent lamp, and that he openly charged Edisoii with
sharp practice. Mr. Freeman's claims have long been
daily

in this city

known

to the electrical

fraternity, but

the

general public

has not been honored with this information.
is

now made

States

in connection

company

The charge

for alleged breach

of

contract.

Freeman
if

he would refrain from publishing these statements, and
discontinue his claims.

The

cable road

bill

gives

the local authorities the right

what kind of power shall be used on its street railways, and it is to be hoped that the electric companies will
take advantage of this fact and establish electric roads in
the upper portion of the city, which is now entirely withThis is certainly an excellent field
out street car facilities.
to say

for electric roads, and should be developed at once.

The subway

fight

is

at last

ended in the

filing of

a notice

Board of
Electrical Control to prevent the awarding of the subway
It is
contract to the Standard Electric Subway company.
reported that the electric light companies have reached an
agreement by which they bind themselves not to endeavor
to get control of more ducts in the subway than are actually
needed, and inasmuch as any electric light company can
get all the subway accommodation it needs by filing the
necessary application, with bonds for the performance of
the contract, it is not probable that any ccmpany is going to

of discontinuance of the suits brought against the

pay
that

$r,ooo per mile per
does not need.

at the rate of
it

annum

for

a

duct

of the Board of Electrical Control Monday
renewed the contest between Commissioner Gilroy of the
Department of Public Works and the Subway company.
The board consented at last that the commissioner should
begin to repave Broadway at once, and if the additional
subway, which is proposed for Broadway, is not down be-

The meeting

e-xchange have been received by VV. W. Smith, the comNo action has thus far been taken, and
pany's secretary.
none will be taken for at least sixty days. The company's
officers are not fully determined in their own minds as to
what the future demands of the city will be, and they have
come to no definite conclusion in regard to the details of
They do not want to go
the plans for the new exchange.
into a new exchange and then find that they have anticipated the necessities for a quarter of a century, or underP.
estimated those of the next two years.

with the suits against the United

goes so far as to state that Edison offered him $50,000

will

R.

be adopted.

Plattsmouth, Neb.
Plattsmouth. Neb., May

—

22.
At a recent meeting of
the Plattsmouth Gas ^ Electric Light company the cipital
of that concern was considerably increased.
The pu'-pose
of this was made apparent Saturday evening at a joint
meeting with the Piattsmouth Electric Lamp company
when a proposition was made and agreed to by both parties which resulted in the purchase of the land, the power
house building, the engines, boilers and dynamos used in
furnishing electric light for the city, for the sum of $7,500.
The result of this purchase is that the whole electric light
property, together with the power, will be in the bands of
the Gas & Electric Light company, of which J. G. Rickey
and C. D. Jones are the principal stockholders. Contracts
were also entered into for furnishing power for the electric
lamp works and to the dynamos of the motor car company.

M.

THE ELECTRIC

LIGHT.

Central City, Ky., Lighting & Power company has
applied to the legislature at Frankfort for a charter.

The

The Johnson City, Tenn., Electric Light company has
purchased new buildings and will install an entirely newplant.

The

& Coal company has awarded
Thomson-Houston company for an elec-

Cardiff, Tenn., Iron

a contract to the
tric light plant.

tated.

Notes.

— Quite a sensation

A

H. H.

Atchison, Kan.
Kan., May 22. — The Atchison

—

first,

is

The

will

Pittsburg, Pa.

—

Pittsburg, Pa., May 22
The Second Avenue Electric Railway company of this city is going to establish
a ferry over the Monongahela river between Glenwood and
Homestead, in order to accommodate the inhabitants from
the latter place and afford them rapid transit to the city.
Superintendent Mead of the Pittsburg Bureau of Electricity is about to make a complete change in the wires of
the local police and fire bureau, which will consist in substituting two twisted wires where one is now used to convey the sound.
This alteration will cost $3,000. It has been necessitated by the large introduction of electric street railway
wires in this city which have seriously interfered with the
telephone lines.
The work on the new electric light plant for Allegheny
Already
City is being rapidly hurried to completion.
there have been thirty-five of the towers erected, and the
other seventeen it is expected will be up about the first of
The one hundred and sixteen mast arms have all
June.
been fitted up and will be placed in position at the rate of
The work at the power house is
twenty-five per day.
This is to be furnished with smokeless
nearly all done.
furnaces and the Roney stoker of Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co. The company proposes to burn slack in
the furnaces, and the residents surrounding the plant have
The
been assured of an absolute absence of smoke.
The plant will have a
lights are to be turned on July i.
The
capacity of 3,000 incandescent and 540 arc lights.
Westinghouse system is used.
According to advices received from Washington, D, C,
Judges Bates, Clark and Stocking of the patent office have
just affirmed the decision of Examiners Johnson and
Morris awarding priority of invention of the alternating
current system of distribution to William Stanley, Jr., of

The Westinghouse Electric company recently sold to a
newly-formed company in Youngstown, 0., a 2,250 light
incandesctnt plant.
Lo> Angeles, Cal., is to have an electric lighting plant
the Westinghouse alternate current system of 1,500
The work of construction is to
16 candle power lamps.

of

begin immediately.

The National

Electric Manufacturing

company

Claire, Wis., has secured coniracts at Asheville,

of

Eau

N. C,

for

TOO arcs and i.coo alternatirg incandtscents, and at AnThegco
derson, S. C,. for 750 allernaling incandescents.
light direct current plant which the company is installing
in the Hotel Norraandie in Washington, D. C, will be in
operation in a short time.

In an article in the St. Louis Globe Detnoci-at on the lighthouse the following in regard to electric light appears;
Many experiments have been made with electricity for
lighthouse purposes, but they have not been entirely satisSeveral years ago the government erected a skelfactory.
eton iron tower at Hell Gate the tallest lighthouse on the
coast.
The height was 255 feet. Nine electric lights, each
As a show
of 6,000 candle power, were placed at the top.
The iron work could not
the tall tower was magnificent.
be seen and the lights seemed to be suspended in the
heavens.
But instead of showing up the intricate and dangerous channel this g-'and illumination blinded the pilots.
The latter could see nothing beyond a restricted circle. On
the petition of those who had originally asked for this lighthouse it was abolished. The tower was sold for old iron
The electric lights
and was thrown down by dynamite.
on the statue of Liberty on Bedloe's Island in New York
miles
out
at sea.
But they
twenty-five
harbor can be seen
In the narrows the
are no part of the lighthouse system.
channel is marked by two lines of buoys. These buoys are
The logs
made of juniper, one of the best woods to float.
A cast iron sinker weighing 4,500 pounds
are 45 feet long.
is fastened to the butt, and that makes the log stand at an
The top is made conspicuous and is
angle in the water.
A
also protected by a cage, in which is an electric light.
strong cable connects with the buoys, and when the elecdouble
line
tricity is turned on at the Sandy Hook plant the
The lamps on one side have red
of buoys is lighted up.
glass.
Driftwood or ice may run over the top of these
buoys and carry them below the surface of the water, but
they bob up again, cage, light and all, ready for duty.
The same apparatus which serves the buoys with a current
This is the extent
also lights the beacon at Sandy Hook.
to which electricity is now used in the service.

—
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THE TELEPHONE.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
An

between Cornelia, Ga.

electric road

,

and Demorest

be constructed.

will

the City

reported that

It is

an

struct

electric railroad at

Lanstn];.

Land company

will

con-

Columbus, Ga.

is to have an electric street railway
by the Westinghousc Electric Railway

Mich.,

which will be
company.

built

*

It is stated that the Nashville, Tenn., Electric Railway
& Power company will commence the construction of its
road as soon as the right of way can be secured.

The Home

Railway company, Macon, Ga., has
been incorporated by R. F. Lawlon. R. L. Henry, W. A.
Doody, W. B. Sparks and others, for the purpose of constructing an electric railroad. The capital stock is $50,000.
Electric

for an electric street railway at North
Wash., has been jjranted by the council to
Ferguson, L. MacLcau.C. V. Massey and others
of Spokane Falls, who ha%'e recently been investing largeThe work is to begin at once.
ly in Yakima property.

The

franchise

Yakima.

Wayne

Transit company
has been incorporated at Austin. Tex., and will build an
The Austin City railroad company will.
electric railroad.
exit is reported, at once double-track its main Hoes and
tend its road about eight miles, the road to be operated by

power.

The Westinghousc

Eleclric Railway

company

is

now

ed, and the whole
completion.

work

will

be energetically pushed

to

The following expression of fear was uttered by a resiThe electric cars now running in the
dent of St. I^uis:
city sometimes go at a speed which is somewhat alarming,
and if this continues when the systems are extended down
town there will be trouble. Some years ago. when steam
locomotives were first allowed on " tramways'' in Europe,
popular prejudice was overcome by a brake which applied
automatically he moment the speed exceeded the maximum allowed by law. Such a safeguard on eleclric trains
would do away with much opposition, and probably prevent
I

much

loss of life.

D. J. Whittemore, Chief Engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee iV St. Paul Railroad company, is authority for this
When the electric cars were first introduced in
story;
Milwaukee they created considerable attention. While the
sj'stem was being tested and trial trips made, a resident of
the Cream City, who was watching the experim nts, said
he didn't believe they had yet conceived the correct idea
That overhead work he
about running electric cars.
"You can't expect." he said,
thought not strong enough.
"to get good ser\'ice while you depend on such ilimsy conInstead of a wire, they ought at least have a
struction.
bar nearer the size of a rail, and a driving wheel would do

much better service than that trolley wheel. That's my
Mr. Whittemore recommended the possessor of this
idea."
idea to lose no time in applying for a patent upon it.
Judge Reiily, of Detroit, has given a decision against
the residents of Mack street, who have been opposing the
Secreconstruction of an electric railway on the street.
tary Currie, of the Detroit City Railway -company, announces that in the event of the Supreme court affirming
Judge Reiily 's decision in the Mack avenue case the railway company will at once take steps to introduce the single
trolley electric car system on all their line's in this city.
Some months ago the company engaged an expert engineer
in England to make a thorough investigation of rapid
transit, and recommend the best system. This engineer reports that the storage batteries which have been in use in
Brussels for four years past have been abandoned, because
the expense of charging the batteries and keeping therri in
repair exceeded the receipts of the cars. Nevertheless, Mr.
Currie says his company is ready to give Detroit's storage
battery a trial if the promoters will guarantee its successW. W, Humphrey said yesterday that the
ful operation.
storage battery company would make the Detroit City Railway company a definite proposition next week, and it is
understood that they will give a satisfactory guarantee.
The works of the motor company have been r*;moved from

Howard

street lo Franklin street.

Personal Mention.

&

F, B. Hadt, superintendent of construction of the Leonard
Izard company, Chicago, has jubt returned from an ex-

tended Western
\V. E. J.

trip.

Deming has been appointed

of Minneapolis.

C.

C

city wire inspector

Haskins of Chicago conducted a

competitive examination of applicants for the position
'n all

— and found

Mr. Deming well

— 12

([ualified for the posi-

tion.

THE TELEGRAPH.
A police

patrol system has been decided upon for Georgethe contract for the construction and

town, D.-

C, and

electrical

equipment

will

soon be awarded.

said that the Western Union will build a line from
The Great Northwestern will
Seattle to Blaine, Wash.
take it up there and carry it to Westminster and Vancouver,
whence a cable will be laid to Nanaimo and a wire strung
It is likely that a line will be built
from there to Victoria.
It

is

to Port Angeles.

It

New

Electrical Specialty company oi
to the business of Alfred A. McCreary.

The Bishop Gutta Percha company report exceedingly
The East River l\lectric Light com-

It is

will use this cable in Broadway and Houston streets.
giving general satisfaction.

Harry Baum. vice president of the Fidelity Carbon company of St. Louis, spent last week in Chic:igo, introducing
lie reports a
the arc light carbons made by his company,
very good business and good prospects for large sales in
the near future.

The Detroit Electrical Works report a new contract
closed up by them in Fort Worth, Texas, for what is known
as the Sylvania line owned by E. C. Chase and others, and
will equip it with the Frank B. Rae system as soon as the
track is completed.
The Electro-I >ynamic Company of Philadelphia has issued a neat catalogue and price-list, which is of interest to
the trade.

The company makes

candescent

lighting,

storage

a specialty of direct inbattery lighting, and arc

and manufactures electrical measuring instruments
and general electric supplies. Its electric cars are also
favorably known, and its electric drills are in use by the
Government.
lighting

Madison

McCreary

large orders of lale.

pany

cultural Laborers' bill.
It appears that when the Conservative whips went to the telephones to summon a long list
of members from the clubs for a hurried division, they
found the instruments in possession of I'arncIHte members,
who held conversations over the wires with fictitious friends
until the division bell rang, when of course it was too late
for the whips to secure the aid of the missing members,
the stratagem of the I'arnelHtes defeating the government
on the motion to adjourn.
Mr. Balfour allowed the bill lo
go to a second reading without a division.

generator.

1890

York has succeeded

According to a Dublin dispatch, the telephone has been
The cableplaying an important part in English politics.
gram says; The J^rf<rmari's Jour/ttr/ cxuhs over a Iritk that
was played upon the Conservatives Wednesday while a division was impending in the House of Commons on MrRussell's motion to adjourn the debate on the Irish Agri-

called a

.

generates nothing."

One

The Rockford
increased

Through
building an electric railway at Pittsburg, Kan.
the business portion of the city there will be a double
suburbs.
Materials
single
track
for
the
for
with
a
track,
the tiack aie on the ground, cars and machinery will be
ready when the track is, a handsome station is to be erect-

at Friend,

Miscellaneous Notes.
Buell says;
"A dynamo is sometimes

31,

Business Mention
The

Neb., on the night of May
II, the lightning ran into the telephone ofiice and caused a
fire which destroyed
the telephone apparatus.
A. E.
Moeller, ihi: superintendent of the telephone office, has gone
Fast to arrange for a new switch-board.

During a storm

The Austin and Travis County Rapid

electric

May

its

(111.)

Electric

of the largest orders for belling that has been
in the West during the year was that in connection with the street lighting plant at St. Louis. Two main
driving belts, 4S inches wide, and 1,600 feet of dynamo belts

Manufacturing company has

awarded

capital stock to .$[00,000.

It will be remembered that on the occasion of Henry
Villard's visit to Minneapolis he promised the businessmen
of the city that the Edison electrical exhibit, now displayed
at the Lenox Lyceum in New York city, would form one

were supplied by the Munson Belting company. This company also secured the order for two 44 inch three ply belts,
139 feet each, from the American Wire Works, Cleveland.
Both contracts were secured through the Chicago office, of
which J. H. Shea is manager.

of the attractions at the Minneapolis exposition next fall.
A Minneapolis paper prints the following dispatch from
New York in regard to the exhibit; All the details and arrangements for the Edison display, conlaining almost
everything that was in the display at Paris and several additional exhibits which recent inventions have enabled them
to make, have been satisfactorily completed and the display that will be made at the Minneapolis exposition this
fall will be the very finest electrical display that has ever
been made up to date, and will be under the personal care
and supervision of experts from Mr. Edison's laboratory.
One feature alone requires 7,500 incandescent lamps, of
various colors, which will be arranged so as to keep time
to ihe music of the band in the exposition, and a phonograph containing records and speeches talked into them by
distinguished statesmen, artists, singers and people of
prominence all over the country, will be included in the
exhibit.
The Edison company and the gentlemen in charge
of the various departments have entered most heartily into the plan, and have promised Mr. Regan the most attractive features of their various departments.

Geo. Cutter was very busy last week moving his large
stock of electrical supplies from his late store at 80 Adams
street to the new headquarters of the Great Western Electrical Supply company at igo and 192 Fifth avenue, ChiIn addition to this large stock orders have been
cago.
placed with the manufacturers for one of the largest stocks
of electrical supplies that has ever been brought to the
Mr. Cutter's business for the past year
city of Chicago.
has shown month by month a most gratifying increase, and
the new company will at once take a high standing in the
electrical interests in the west,
The new stores to be
located in a number of the western cities, will be rapidly
gotten in readiness, and within a very few weeks the company will be prepared to handle all the business that may
come in. The new store at igo and 192 Fifth avenue is
admirably adapted to this use. It has five floors well
lighted and well ventilated, with basement, and unusually
good facilities for prompt and rapid receipt and shipment
It is possible that some light manufacturing
of goods.
may be done on the upper floors in the way of small specThe offices will be located on the second floor and
ialties.
will be handsomely finished, and the appointments will be
first-class in every respect.

In referring to the opening of a permanent chemical exhibition at Manchester, the London Electrical Enginea

"Bat perhaps the most novel and interesting exis that
of Ernst Fahrig, St. Helens Ozone Works,
Plaistow, of ozonized products produced by the generation of
ozone by means of electric currents. Esparto pulp is shown
bleached by the ozone manufactured by this method.
Where this agent is employed, absolute whiteness and
fixity is assured: in fact, an imperfectly bleached material
will become whiter by standmg, as though the residual
ozone were slowly spending itself, and gradually bleaching
the fibers. Ozonized water is shown, suitable for killing
microbes and for sterilizing purposes generally. Ozonized
oil is used in medicine and in the preparation of linoleum
and lloor cloth. A further specimen shows what is called
'ozone ammoniated lime,' the peculiarity being that a considerable quantity of nitrogen is said lo be fixed in combination with the lime, and 'czone oxidized mangan,' a high
oxide of manganese, is formed by the action of ozone on a
lower oxide.
A bleached solution of sugar is shown, the
liquor of which, before treatment with ozone, was jet
black.
The bleaching may be performed either before or
after boiling, and is also applicable to dry sugar of all
grades.
may mention that the electrical production of
ozone in immense quantities, evidently capable of many
important chemical applications, is receiving considerable
attention from chemists and electricians both in this country and on the Continent."
says:
hibit

A

Detroit paper says: "The largest contract for electriapparatus ever given out in this city has just been let
by Daniel Scotten for the new Cadillac Hotel to the Fisher
The amount of electrical work to be
Electric company.
done involves an expense of nearly $5,000, and it is plain
to be seen that Mr. Scotten is determined that the new hotel shall be thoroughly equipped with a very complete outapparatus found so necessary in buildings in
fit of the
The securing of such an important
these modern days.
contract is decidedly a gay feather in the cap of the Fisher
comparatively
young company, but a decided
company, a
Guests at the new Cadillac can rest assured that
hustler.
in the way of illumination, fire alarm and call bells, they
Here is the list; First come
will have nothing to ask for.
1,500 incandescent lights, the wiring to be done for the
Then there will be a 350 number annunEdison system.
ciator.
Then there are 356 return call bells, followed by
350 mercurial fire alarms There will be fifty 12-inch alarm
gongs to ba placed in the hallways, and a 25-station watchmen's time detector. Watchmen will be stationed in the
halls, and at stated intervals will push a button notifying
the ofiice that they are attending to duty and not asleep.
Any failure to signal would result in a posse to find out
what was the trouble. The Grimshaw white core wire will
be used, and taken altogether it will be the most complete
electrical outfit ever put into a building in this city."

cal

We

New York, has just issued a "circuinformation" about its school of mines. This socalled "circular" contains more than 100 pages of printed
matter, but much more than that would be required to give
any idea of the good work that is being conducted at that
excellent institution.
Its electrical engineering course,
under the direction of Prof. Francis B. Crocker, has become one of the most important branches of the institution.
It covers every department and
occupies two years, including experimental work and shop practice.
A graduation thesis on some special electrical subject will be recjuired at the end of the second year.
Students who desire the degree of electrical engin<er will be rcijuired to
pass examinations, at the end of the course, in the general
construction of boilers, engines, and other machinerj', and
in the principles of dynamics
of engineering and thermodynamics relating to the same if they have not already
pursued these subjects in a previous course of study.
During both years the students will have workshop
practice in the actual making of electrical apparatus.
Frequent
visits
will
be made to electrical factories,
stations.
and
plants,
and
evening
conweekly
ferences
will
be
held
on
electrical
litcurrent
Graduates of colleges and technical schools,
erature.
and other applicants of adequate
attainments and
mature age, who are not candidates for a degree, may be
admitted to partial courses on giving satisfactory evidence
to the faculty that they are able to pursue with credit and
advantage the special topics or studies to which they wish
to devote themselves for one year.
Columbia College,

lar of

I

The Illinois Electric Material company has been recently
incorporated and has opened ofiices at 341 Rookery buildThis company will do a general electric
ing in this city.
light and power supply business and will carry a large and
Their storeroom is located in the basecomplete stock.
ment of the Rookery building and is large and accessible,
and the stock to be carried will comprise everything necessary to the erection and maintenance of electric light and
H. S. Winston, the president,
power plants of all kinds.
firm of
is well known in Chicago, being formerly of the
Ferguson & Winston, which has been in the insurErnest Hoefer,
ance business in this city for many years,
the vice-president and manager, was formerly connected
with the Electrical Supply company of this city, and for
the past year has been the agent of the Bishop Gutta Percha
company of New ^''ork. In this line he has been very successful and has secured a large business in the celebrated
Some months ago Mr.
P.ishop white core and other wires.
Hoefer completed arrangements for representing the Trinidad-Heimann wire, and has already placed many large orE. L. Clark, the secretary, has for
ders for this specialty.
the past year been the western agent of the Walworth
Manufacturing company of Boston, and has also made a
specialty of handling telegraph and telephone poles, as
The company starts out
well as ties for electric railways.
with every assurance of success, and will doubtless soon
command a large share of patronage from the electrical
fraternity.
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EtiQENE E. Phillips,

W. H. Sawyer,

Pi-esident.

and

isco'y

FOR SALE.

Electrician.

AMEEICAIT ELECTHICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

A

practical dynamo builder,
JIust un''erotand constiucting Gramme armatures.

I.

Xonebut a competent man wanted

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

man

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

preferred.

Address,

MANUFACTURERS,"

care

Electrician, Chicago,

1.

1

Single
wages,

stating

Western

New

Half-Price
2

40-H

k Sims Automitic

Armingtoa

P.

Engines.

Engines.
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Magnet Wire,

1

50-H, P.

Us'd

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.

FARADAY CABLES.
New York

Office. 10

p. C.

EuGESE

ACKEBinAN,

F.

Agent.

John Carroll,

1/.

e and
•^s;„^"*
Factory,

,

\

84 MARKET

D. S.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

and Annunciator Wire, Kubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.
Office

PRIBCIPAl

CHICAGO,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

MANUFACTUREKS OF -~

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Magnet Wire,

ST.,

Xalectrical Expert^

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada,
-

FRANK

F0REE(4a)BAIN,

(i.iaiiTKi>o

III.

Hili.

Sec'y- Treasurer.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

Engine,

A. L. IDE & SON,
Springfield,

OPEEA HOUSE BLOCK.
CHICAGO.

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

1001-3-5-7

Antomatic

time, taken in exchange for

Ideal Engines.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Cortlandt Street,

Rissell

j^hort

T.

BROWN,

Late

EXAMISER ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE, ^^-o--

Ml,

Bntterworth, Hall, Brown &
Patent Attorneys,
26-26 HO^ORE BUILDING,
•
CHICAGO.
Two comi:lete sets of u. S. Electrical Patents.

.

Telephones and

Large Dyoamos and Motors for Special Work
built to Order. Coal Mining Hanlage

plies of

a Specialty.

Eljia Telepbone and

ELGIN,

ELECTRIC LICHT REPAIRING.

Electrical

Sup-

Every Description.
Electrital

ILL.,

Enpply Co.-

U.S.A.

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CLARK'^ 'IXTIRE. Standard
Amieters and

Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Electric

(jneen's

Voltmeters for

In a letter from the IxsPECTOH of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Reliable and Desirable Wire in E.rery Respect."
^S. 18S6, he says : '*
The rubber used in Insulating onr wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to be icaterproof. and icill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The insulation is projected from mechanical injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound. :vhich is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our Insulation will prove durable lohen aU others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
gauges and diameter of Insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric LigQts from Btoc£. Cables made

Testing Sets

Currents.

With Galvanometer.

WE PAY

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATING AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue I 66 of Electric Test Instruments.

—

QUEEN

order.

^

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire

HEIfKr A. CLARK, General Manager.

»

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEKBEET H. EUSTIS,

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

£

PHILADELPHIA,
iDizAi. zsNGinrz:.
CO.,

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO., CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

Double Dynasio Belts are al\rays made

liglit

Combination

Direct and Alternating

A

'jo

Portable

hides ezctra stretclied.
W H SAIISETJET & CO.,
f
.

I

•^TT-ESTssaar ,^<s-^asrssz\

.

Perfection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUi:.

&0111 centers of trhole

Chicago,

New

tLIDE&SOH.Maimfactnrers

111.

A. H. GARDINER CO., Mllwankee, Wis.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. Lonis, Mo.
English, morse &co., Kansas city, 110.
Main Honse, Indianapolis.
E. 0. ATKINS & CO.,.! Branch Honse, Memphis, Tenn.
"

BFRIKCiFIEIiD,

11,1,.

(

"

nLON/>

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,
Electric Light, Telephone,

^oxr

T RA.n E

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD

lilAB IC

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

and Telegraph,

.A.ex-laX, S-u.lszxi.a.z-lia.e, a.xic3. TTaa.dex-sx-o-u.xi.d XTse.

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
-

Cbicago Office: 121 La Salle Street.
St. Louis Office: 3 13 Olive Street

Chattanooga, Term.

-

MEDAI. AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
-

-

Minneapolis,

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

1

Cincinnati,

IDDY ILECTHIC

3 Park

Louisville,

Row,

St. Louis,

Kansas

NEW YORK.

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

UTOMATIC E LECTRIC MflTflRS
from One-half H. P. Upward.

In all Sizes

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, MemarkaMe Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

n^NAVHO

'^

ISIaZSCTRIC

:^

IXE

ACHINZSS

For Electroplating, Eleotrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc.

BDJUnn
Dnnl'ILlll

The

nrrTnU' new
UiliLlD.

YOHK, 33 Otiirch St.
city, Rlalto Bunding.

KANSAS

m

boston,
Arch St.
NEW ORLEANS. 101 Camp

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, 50e Commerce St.
CHICAGO, 329 Rookery Building.

St.

-

Windsor. Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

May

Stilwell's Patent Live

BKGGOT,

E.

Steam-Feed Water
Removes
prevents

Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

all

Boilers.

31,

1890

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

C!it:iloi;iie

'" Steam
on application.

STILWELL&6IERGBMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,
COMBINATION

GAS AHD ILECTRIC
FIXTURES.
ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

SHADES,
171 E.

Etc., Etc.,

THE PERKINS
ELECTRIC LAMP
COMPANY,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

Chicago Office,

-BRANCH STORE-

54 AND 56 FRANKLIN

2134 Michigan Avenue,

50

Onel5-Iight

volt
Tolt

25-light 50
One 50-light 50
Oiie

Tolt

Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo

One 7o-liglit 110 volt
One lOO-light 110 volt
One 150-llght 110 volt
Including Lamps and Holders.

W. COLBURN & CO.,
FITCHBURC, IVIASS.

I.

OVER ONE MILLION FEET
standard Underground Calsle

Co.'s

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
SOLD IN SIX MONTHS BY THE

NEBRASKA
ELECTRIC CO.,
yvestem
Su-pply Hotise,

EiECTRICAIj KNGINEEKS

OMAHA.

AND JOBBERS.

Write for Samples, Prices
and Data.

NOYES BROS., '"'EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC
15 Dey Street, NEW YORK.
SLAXUFACTUnEBS OP

Electric Light

ST-

CO,

and CombioationFlxtaies,

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

JSevr lleasuriiiff

Send

for Circular

InHtroment.

and Price

List.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
9t Griswold

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

St.,

We make a epecial ty of f arniehlo^ the trade with
Electric Brackets, Electroliers, Poitablee, Combioation Brackets, end small fLxtaree of all klDds.
Being manufacturers we can give lowest prices.
OFFICE AND FACTOTtT:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

IMRODrCIVG F.XTmElI XEW PRIXCIPIES

-Send for

New

AU.
TIIL

THE ACME
Itoitiii^

llHANrni:.s
Fraiirt.-'co.

s.n.l

r..r

trcail-L-

«>ii

.'^TVLt:.

lim: belt

THE
Coiiipuny, CoDcord^

IS MAl'i:

Pa^c

OLD

<l>LV

i:V

>'•

MICA

SIZES

AND
QTJAI.ITIES

Hn-lon.

:

Al:*«»,

Cutuloijuu— a valuuble
LcUiug, True.

Illiotiaicfl

EUGENE MUNSELL &
218 Water

St.,

New

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

For Electrical Purposes.

H.

Niw York, ClilfilKn. .Sjm
iiiiimiliiclururs ui itll tlm

ILL.

Descriptive Circulars,

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST.

00.,

York.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

AXO CrX-OFF

COIII'l-IX«».

Vlte-like grip of clutches ootiona'ly gradual or sudden.
Large friction suifocea prevent undue wear.
Dlaengaaement of clutches Is positivePulley shaft automatically oiled.
They haoe a good record, running through five years.
Experts are invited to examine peculiarities.

Bend

Speed, from

to

New

1600 revolutions

RICE

for 1HH9 Cataloffne.

ECriPSKWIXDFX<aXK CO..

Barnes*

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

ENGINES.

Roloit. AVis.

Sensitive Drill

This iitw scnsitivt drill milKxlies
principles not found in other tuolsof
simpler in construction
and more efTcctive in operntion than
nny sensitive drill in the ninrkct.
The speed of the drill spindle con

he inrreamf<l or tUmhtinhed itttttaittlfff or the tnotion Terrmetl
without stoppiiiK the machine or
eltifting bvUn.
Store or ten9 driving power
can be applied to the drill spindle, as
the size of the drill or the nature of
the work may demand.
We claim for this drill superiority
both in simplicity of coiistniction.
which renders it less liable to derange-

nunt, and in elTtctivtness nf operaon account of the variation of
speed and power being so completely
under the control of the operator,
whercbv nlUhe adjustments are made
with the least possible loss of time.
It i.s smooth and almost noiseless in
operation, and entirely free from the
vibratory nuition commonly found in
drills of this class, where the spindle
is driven by belt.
Sold subject to trial, with single or
multiple spindle. Send Tor Catalogue.

Cotnpound-Conrlensing,

tion,

W.

F.

& Jno. Barnes Co.
nOCKFORD,

Address. No.

BOILERS,

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS, Etc.
We make a Specialty of Erecting Complete Cfogin Plonfo

S3IJTH-VAILE Steam Pumps for every pttrpoae.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
ST.IiOUIS.

ILL.

761 Ruby

Street.

Compound,

SiiiijUe,

withoiut stopping Ihc rrachire or shifting belts,

its class, is

AUTUMATIC

DEIHVKR.

&

CHICAGO.

KANSAS

OHAHA.

8T. PACI..

CO.,
CITY.

—
May
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED "WAXEK
and

M'HEEL.

is

called to this

CEr.E-

as particularly adapted to their use.

remo.rka.l>ly steadv motion, lusrli Speed
creat Efficiency, and lar;>'e Capacity, forits dlametejr,

on account

of

its

double the Poorer of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

being

number
ical

g'uaranteed.
!$EXD FOB CATALOGUE

ful effect

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

it

can be

is

beltejl directly to

AND PARTICCLAKS.

recommended, as no geai- are

highly

dynamo.

required,

VICTOR

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

XURBIi^ES

Tubes, End
a substantial cast-iron bed

plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either smgle or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

We

strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

DAYTON. OHIO.

CO., -

THEIKfanufacturers
GARDON CD.,''^^:^
STANDARD
of Electric Light Carbons and Battery
IKIaterial.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

OIL.

SECOND TO NONE

^m

Free from
or aclde. By refiltering can be
used continually. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.
S.

TAUSSIG,

Agt..

45 River

St., Chicago.

Write for Prices and Samples.

SPEED WITH BOILERS,
VMOIMEO ^^''^^^
Driving
Dynamos.
For
rNulNtu
Complete Steam Plants Furnished end Erected.
°'* **^^**

C.,B.£Q.R.R.
—

Etc.

la

i

—FOR KEACHISG THE—

LNGLISH, MORSE & GO.'t;:rr,ro.

West, Northwest and Sonthwest.

WOODBRIDGB & TURNER^
„:o.ol«''T OFF ENGINE

Electrical Engineers
COBIPEiETE EttTTIPaiBNT

THEBALLENe«NE^C0

WILLIAM S.BATES,

PATENT LAWYER,

and Contractors.

OF ELiECTBIG

Steam Plants lor Electric light and Power.

THE

Best Appointed Line

2o4

BAIIiTVAYIS.

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
17

Designs and Bstimates Submitted.
^ffe-co- "y^rls..

T-A Oortl«.D.<it Street,

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE-PaTENTOFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON
.A..

STXJ.A.KT,

CO.,

^resi<a.en.t.

215 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND

CONTRACma

BUILDERS OF ARC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
CENTRAL STATIONS AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES
OF ALL KINDS.

/^i

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIM8HAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE
iA.iM-sjsr.A.^s-ia

/\Dir

r^ A

xtajtp.

OBB-

DRON CO.,

Prices.
'•""-!!
|
)

MAKERS

or

Quick Shipments.
Shi

HIGH -GRADE

GLOBE £^Na OHIO. <S5<iS5^irsi
HOLIilES,

BOOTH
HiLYIDEITS,
&
WATERBURT,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

aiANITFACTUBKRS Of

SARZ:

AND INSUXmA.T'ZSD TTITIRE.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LICHTINO.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

Our Establishment

is

TRUST

not Controlled by any

1890

Gas Fixtures.

Combination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.

31

or

COMBINE.

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the Intimidating medium
of ft-£3]3.A.TFE]S, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE WORKS,
No. 1436

CALLOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

PA,

CO.,

PEBRY, Ylce-Presldent and General Manager,

P.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED STSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR LOW TENSION.
1.
2.
3.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve months.
That tbe new >perry Improved Dynamoe can be coapled in serlee with perfect safety.
Th&t soy namber of lamps from one to capacity of dvnamo can be cnt In or out of

circuit,

singly or In croapff, with perfect eafety, and wlthoot sparbiDg at the brushes.
4.
To absorb power In exact proporrlon to nnmber of lights burning.

w^e:
1.

]3e:]_ie:\7e::

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos at d Lamps surpass

In efticlency those of

SPEAKING TUBES

any other

make.
'Z.

3.

Oral, Electric,

That there Is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That oar automatic regulation has no equal: no rheostat, no wall boxes, do solenoid or
That

We

THE

If

you

invite

mm

will visit

oor factory we can ehowyou the best arc lighting apparatus in exletence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers^and Interested
people everywhere.

ElECTHIC

The

:0„

\\\

to

207

U\

Canal

Street,

mm

WHISTLES,

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

dash-pot.
4.

and

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

W.
2
ILL,
"

Send

for

New

1 ,

R.

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

St.

CO.,

New

York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Catalogue, out Aueust 1st.

Detroit Electrical

Works

ElECTMt lUlLWII SISTEN.

CHEAPEST.
BEST.
SIMPLEST.
The

Detroit Electrical

Werks,

Detreit, Micli.

May

31,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRIC MOTORS.

C. 8c C.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to fifty H. P.
Over 8,000 Motors

in

&

Motors

OFFICE, 63 Oliver

St.,

for Hoist

and
Mining Tramways.

Equipment of Machine Shops, Printing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

in stock.

ELECTRIC

C.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

actual operation.

MEW EN6L4HD

C.

F'.^KT OT3"Tr'ia?S.

BOSTOK.

PHILiDELPHIA OFFICE, 38

MOTOR

S.

Fourth

St.

CfflCAGO OFFICE, Phoenix BnUding.

402 AND 404 GREENWICH

ST.,

CO..

JOHN STEPHENSON

CO.,

j-irvrn-iEiD,

YORK.
STREET CARS
XTEIW

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

^o\\ft ^'

Roeblings' Sons
Co.

W IRK
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

WE CARRY THE

LARGEST STOCK

IN

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake
WOBK8, TRENTON,

St,, Chicaso.

ELECTRIC SDFFL7 CO,
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
£leetTic Ucht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatns, Dynamos, Uleetrie
Motors, Primary and Btoraee Batteries, £tc.

""""St'LTor the Aluminum Electric Light Batteries.
94 Liberty Street,
YORK.

NEW

N. J.

THE LEONARD

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

<&

I^ARD

CO.,

(CASH I>ISTAI.I^TXON8 DIVISION.)

EDISON Patented Devices, Indnding Bergman Fittings, Always
EDISON Lamps, Regular Make, and to Fit any Socket.
Dealers in
All inquiries for

in Stock.

MISCELLANE OUS ELE CTRICAL SUPPLIES.
EDISON DYNAMOS and EDISON PATENTED DEVICES In

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri

LEONARD ^ IZARD

CO.,

Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiand Kansas ("Central States District") should be addressed to

Rialto Building, Chicago.

WESTERN

THE

ELECTRICIAN.

May

890

31,

BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO.
NEVT YORK,

33 Mercer Street,

MANUFACTURERS OF

o

o

HARD RUBBER BATTERY CELLS,

Of every description, including the celebrated
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries The cheapest and
Sheet, Rod and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices.
Tubing. Insulator Hooks,

Key

manufactured under
Also
Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.
best Cells in the market.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago, 111.

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCAHDESCEST ELECTRIC

LlflHT SYSTEM.

UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the BigTiest Distinction, a Gold Medal, by the International
at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Jury

Sprcially adapted for street, Commercial, and Domestic Illumination from Oen'ral Staiions. Plant may be located
where power can ^e secured Cheapest, even it miles distant from the L'ghtlng.
Safely, Reliability, and Financial Success
f allv demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring ihe simple t, Cheapes*, and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Noted for the Brilliancy
and Beauty of the Light. Limps 10 to 100 Candle Power; Lmg Life without Blackening. Greatest Production of Candle
Power per Horse Power, Dynamo Self-Contained, and Perfectly Automatic.

SEND FOR OIBCUIiAR.

GORRESFONDEIIICE SOIiIClTJED.

ZSEiZSCTRIC IjIGEIT CO.,
809-8 7 South 7th Street,
1

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

CO., "'""iS"*"

May
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.

Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent Execution of Orders, Our Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

From AJU
State that

IC

you

Mannf acturer or

WAKT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

the

p'eyi^iirMinu/lPAfif^

Whittingham

electric LKjHT-

Automatic

u,,

JCANDCjctrtT^^^

a

ija^so CortkDdt St.

,^t.^OTi?^Qj)T^^;|ni

^^^

York.

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.
Arv£KV~rsvi

age)

Automatic Switch Co.,

'

No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIMORE.

'

IWD.

The Standard
Open Circuit Batteries
of

WESTERN ELECTRIC

the World.

CO.,

PARIS
CONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLD^MEDAL

Special Catalogues

on
Arc Lighting Systems,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

Incandescent Lighting System,
Patterson Cable,

1889

Furnished on Application.

TRADE

THE ONLY

GONDA

66DQiQe Leclancbe Batteries

Made

or Sold

in

MARK.

America.

149 West 18th St,

ELGLANCHE BATTERY
FRANKLIN

S.

CO.,

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

CARTER.

NEW YORK.
E.

WARD

NEW

CHICAGO.

SRKGIAL

WILKINS.

YORK.

AGBINO:^©

FOK THE SALE OF
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

PARTRICK

&;

CARTER'S

Electrical Supplies.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

AND SUPPLIES.

NEW PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
-AKDBURGIiAR ALARMS,
11

4 South Second street,

-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

:E3ST.A.Biiis:H:BinD issv.
CatalogrneB

and Disconnt Slieets will be sent to those in the trade
receipt of appiicatioii and business card.

mpon

DNITED EDISON MFG. CO,
N.

San Francisco,

-

WEST. ELEC. SDPPLY & CONS.

WOLFE ELECTRICAL CO,
SODTHERN

DIST. TEL.

& ELEC.

-

CO.,

CO.,

Seattle, Wasli.

Omaha,

-

-

Cal.

Neb.

Blrmingliam, Ala.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

31,
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For Oentral Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
W.

229 La

Salle Street,

CO.,

Jhun A. Babrktt, Vic*-Pre*idPDL i>rnl Cone. Electrician.
D. SARiiENT, I'repldf nt.
E. H. C'uTLEK, Treaeiirer and Manager.
Kkank A. Pkrbet, Electrician.

LAMINARFIBRE THE

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 81 Washington

St.,

CO.,'

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

-MANDFACTUREB8 OF THE -

A

Rubber for insulating and
mechanical purposes. Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
perfect substitute for Hard

Will take a very high
or drilled into any desired shape.
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light run-

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Aulomallcilly Regulated, Unexcelled In Simplicity and Durability.

Theonly Machines having

LamiflateJ

HIGHEST

Mapets

FieM

OF SOFTEST CBAKCOAL IRON,

AWARD

BV MEANS or WHICH

AT
PARIS

ning machinery.

Higlier Efficiency, Closer Regulation,

and Slower Speed

EXPOSITION

LAMINAR FIBRE aOODS
180

Summer

St.,

CO.,

01 all sizes and for all purposes. Automhtlc Dynamos
for Incandescent Elertnc
Is'tiated Plants
Llehtlinrlor Stores, I'acturles, etc.,
i^ aspeclalty. MolKlure-prtmr
r Mot4jr3 and Dynamos for

Automatic Motors

Boston, Mass.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

_::

use in Mines and

=

places.

damp

THE WEST

IN

SEND FOR OUR NEW AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE,

ZSIectrician Publishing Co.,

DAK

6 Iiakeside Bldg., Chicago, III.

COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.

ITNAHOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas,

P.

CUUS,

Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

63 Bioadf ay.

MOTORS,

V.

27tli St.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distriliution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
Our Dynamo

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
NEW YORK, the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
Bldg., Chicago.
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
C. J. THOKPSOnr, 100 Eut Fonrth St., St. Paul, Hlnn., Asont.
Btructlble solidity

115 BROADWAY.

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

St,, Philadotphia;

Factory:

456

JERSEY CITY,

Rooitery

N.

J.

is cast in

:

May
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Primary

Batteries

FOB

DURABLE,

Honsehold, Experim ental, Scientific and other Pnrposes.

JAMES

MASON,

H.

MAXPFACTPKINe ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyrit N. Y.

EFFICIENT,

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOB
SMALL STORES.

ECONOMICAL

and Domestic Lighting.

Office

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.

P

OnaTABteeiK as repre8«iit«tf.

These Batteries are in practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

CONVENIENT.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO.

For Stationary or Railway Work,
For Mining or Engineering Operations^

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOR

ARC-LIGHT CIRGDITS.
SIMPIiE

.

TtiaT.TATtLE.

DURABU!.

Tlie only safe socket for series lamps,

Sprape

Motors

Electric

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

ARE UNEXCELLED.

6S0 ATIiANTIO AVKNTTS,
CHICAGO OFFICE. SO Adams Street, GEORGE CUHFR. Agent

%VESTEKX
I.

W^.

WESTKItX a<;kxt
A«,;li:XT
EI,KCTKICAIi OKPARTMEST
COIBVR.VS
."SKW IIAVKX CLOCK
DYXAMO^i AXW MOTORS.

HARMOUNT,
__ONITOR ELECTHIC

Sprague Stationary Motors

CO.

G. A.

MANAGER

14-9

WABASH

Industries.

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER

IN

GENERAL

Address

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
F.
iKSTABLlSUEi)

all

correspondence

MOORE'S
Hjn.

1

Electric

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Kleclric Light,

Annuuciator aud OHife Wires.
everv kind of Wiro known

fact,

to the

for

WESTEitur a<,;ext

ALFRED

Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty Different Classes of

1

Inf;inilescL'Ut and Buttery
to xhv. Kk-rtiical Trade.

C-mlS;

Railway

& Motor Co.,

in

16

ii

18

BROAD

ST„

NEW

YOfiK,

OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES.
The necessity of meaanrlng the Electric Cnrrent by a correct and reliable meter has long been felt, and various Jnetramente have been put on the market and Inactnal nse, which, however,
have invariably 'proved to be inefficient and anreliable. The Electric Current Connter, invented by Profesaor H. Aron, le nndonDtedlv tbe oest and most reliable mew-r for the purpose. Tiiey
have been adopted by many electric light companies in Europe, among which are £dl8oa Company, of BerllD ; KiemeDS
fiCalske; Hualc.lpal Elecirie LlaKt Works, of
Berlin : and are exclusively used in almosc all principal cities of Earope. They were awarded the ^iroid Biedal at the nelboarae 10shibi< ion, 1S$9, and have recently been
awarded the first prize by the nnnicipallty Of Paris, France, in competltloa with different other Coontera. American Compantee who have tried and nee the Axon Counter
below.
speak very hi^hlv or them. The opinions of some of them are printed
The Aron Eieetrle Cnrrent Gonntere are bulltfor direct two-wire alternating and three to nine-wire
currents, in sizee from 15 amperes up to any number of amperes. Kvery counter measucea correctly the amount of current conanmed, from a fraction of an ampere
to its full capacity. They are now in nee by European central etatlone measuring over seventy lUlUon Watt8> The amount of current coneamed may be ascertained at a glance,
the indbs being constructed on the same principle as the gsa meter dials.

&

OPINIONS OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIES:
We have tested the Aron
doubt

its reliability.

H. W. Bubqett,
Treae. Dover Electric Light

Co.

The Aron Counter

the beet Instrument we have ever seen.
Counter for alternating current, and are saosfied that it will work correctly.
Geo. H. Rob, Sec'y San Francisco Electric Light Co.
is

We have thorousbly tested ihe

Hakchesteb. N. H.

We find that the Aron Counters reeisier a»< accurately as is
necessary for the purpose to which each meters would be applied. We have perfectly satisfied ourselvKs of theli adaptability.

Prof.

Wm.

HfPOfiTAIVT.— Owing
figure

A,

H. Anthosy.
Mather Electric Light Co.
to the increased

Lynn, Mass.

San Francibco, Cal.

Doves, N. H.
Counter, and have no reason to

Bbookltn, N. Y.
use for some months, dur-

We have four Aron Counters in
ing which time no trouble has been experienced in regard to
care of same, end satisfactory readlnjgs have been obtained.
C. J. Field, Gen. Man, Edison lUominating Co.

The Aron Counter works very

Thomson-Houstok Co.

New Yobk, July 22,

rents,

and from obeervatlons made

St.,

New York.

W. HACKENTHAL,

I find it correct in every

L.

particular.

demand for the Aron Counters in Europe, the cost of manafactnre has bean considerably redaced, and I am now
Tor prices and partlcnlars, addresa

Manager, 21 Beekman

1889.

I have in use at the School of Mines, Colombia Collej^, one
of Professor Aron's Coulomb Cotmters [or three-wire system,
and find that It Is very sensitive to small as well as large cur-

which will enable any company to employ them In preference to any other meter.

BARTHMANN,

eatlef actorlly,

fi.

Landt, Ph. D.

in a position to offer

them

at

a

Manufacturer and Importer.

—
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READY!!

Third Editioa Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1880. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Eani-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rap'.d and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Filteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dviianiu Teniler:>' IlaDtllivuk, 1st
'
•
2(1

Wiring

loraiidcscent

BY
PRICE
tions,

"

"

l«t

"

BY

eloth binding,

PRICE

type page

First edition exhausted, sec-

copies printed to dale.

book for people engaged

total of

Just the

in selling, Install-

ing or haodling electric batteries, electric
bells, elevators,
tors,

house or hotel annuncia-

burglar or Are alarms, electric gas

making

;

now

third edition

books printed

to

date, con-

moonlight

schedule

11,500

f ir

93 pages, 70 illustra-

1890.

tions, flexible cloth binding,

Designed for dynamo
marine engineers.
Just the book for men
who wish to learn how to operate and care
page 5^x 3 Inches.

tenders and linemen, stationary and

tlie

The only
English language.
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VOLTAIC BLECTKICITT.

ELEMENTARY DATA.
The Electric Current.
Work.

Contact Series.

The

Voltaic or Galvanic Cell.
Generation of Current.
I.<ical Action.
FoUurizatlgn.

The Grenet

Battel;.

Daniell Battery.

Nickel Plating Battery.
Fuller's Mercurj- BIcbTOBWrte Battery.
The Leclanche Battery.
The Diamond Carbon Bottoy.
Battery.

ARRANGEMENT OF POWER.
The Dynamo Room.
Motive Power.
Shafting and Pulleys.
Foundations for Dynamos.
Belts.
DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINES.
Description of the Dynamo.
The Continuous Current Dynamo.
The Series Dynamo.
The Shunt or Derived Circuit Dynamo.
The Compound Dynamo.
'The Alternating Current Dynamo.

Preparation oi 1

Gravity Batteries.

Dry

ELEMENTARY DATA.
Current,

Conductors and Insulators.
Direction of the Current.

Arc

Recapitulation.

Work.
External Resistance.
Rules for Connecting Batteries.
Data Begirding Batteries.
Divided drcuiis.
Electro-magnets.
Induction Colls.
Electric Bells.
Single Stroke Bells.
Long Distance Call Bell System.
Pufh Buttons.

Buzzer.
Indicating Box Bell.
Annunciators.
Hotel Fire Alarm and
The Hess Syslem.

New Dynamo

New Dynamo.

Keeping a

Dynamo

This book

These tables give at once and
without any-oalculations, the size cf wire
requ red In eaf h case for any percentage of
loss.
First edition exhausted, second edition containing additional matter now
ready, making 5,000 copies printed to date.
timely book, containing full illustrations
for incandescent wiring and complete Information concerning methods of running
wires, location of safety devices, splices,
insulation, testing for faults, wire gauges,
general electrical data, calculating sizes of
wire, wiring of fixtures, elevators, buildings. Isolated and central station plants
The only book of the kind published.
Inches.

A

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Electric Alarms.
Call.

Partrick & Carter System.
Electro-mercurial Alarm.
Metallic Thermostat.

Burglar Alarms.
Desk and Safe Alarms.
Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus.
Portable Gas Lighters.
Apparatus for Public Buildings.

Apparatus for Residences.
A Novel Automatic Burner.
Connections of Gas Lighting Systems.
Electric Heat Regulators.
RtUraiNa ELECTRIC WIBES.
Proper Installation.
How to Fish Wires.

Wiring Fixtures for Gas Lighting.
Wiring Elevator Annunciators.
Bpst Time for Wiring.

Extra Insulation.

TESTINO tNSTRtJMENTS.
Detector Galvanometer and the Hagneto

in

Brushes.

Good Order.
The Commutator.

Repairs to the Armature.
Repairs to the Field Magnets
Testing the Wire Coils of a Dynamo for
Contact agalost Iron.
.DISEASES OP DYNAMOS.
Non-Genera' ion of Current by the Dynamo,
Excet'blve Sparking of Commutator and
Brushes.
LAMPS.

A. M.,

PH. D.,

Wiring a Hotel,

METHODS O" BtnWINO WIBEB.
Work.
Moulding Work.

Work

When

a.

the building

is

Being Con.

structed.

In a Completed Building.

b.

SWITCHES.

Suspension of Arc Lamps.
ilmm*ng and Cleaning Arc Lamps.
Incandescent cr Glow Lamps.
Multiple Arc System.
Multiple Series System.
Scries Multiple System. _
Arc and Incandescent Lamps on the

Splices.

Safety Rules.
Insulation and Testing for Faults.

Wiring of Fixtures.
Wiring of Elevators.
Wire Gauges.

I

Coulomb.
Ampere,

meter.
Current Regulator.
Switches.
Safety Devices.
Lightning Arresters.
Ground Detector..

tric

lighting giving the latest practical facts

with the least amount of technicality and

mathematical formulse; with
of the

full

treatment

dynamo, the storage battery and the

principles of direct

and

alternate

current

lighting.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Electricity a Mode of Molecular Mo
TioN. Principles of tue Dynamo.
The Armature. The Commutator. Closed
Circuit and Open Circuit. The Brushes. The
Field Magnets, The Dynamo's Mode of AcShunt and Series Dynamos Com*

Alternate Current Dynamos.
Principles of the Alternate Current Dynamo.
The Siemens-Halske Dynamo. TheLontin Dynamo. The Gordon Dynamo. The Weetinghouse Dynamo, The Converter.
Direct Current Dynamos.
The Edison Dynamo. The Weston Dynamo.
The Sperry Dynamo. The Brush Dynamo.
The Thomson-Houston Dynamo. The Westem Electric Dynamo. The Ball Dynamo.
The Mather Dynamo. The Van Depoele DyThe Hochhausea Dynamo. The
namo.
Wood Dynamo.
Electric Terms and Units.

meter, Ayrton and Perry's Voltmeter. Ayrton
and Perry's Spring Voltmeters and Ammeters.
The United States Electric Lighting Co. 's Ammeter. The Western Electric Co. 'a Ammeter.
The Curflew Voltmeter. Ayrton and Perry's
The
Meter. The Forbes Coulomb Meter.
Edison Current Meter. The Standard Light

The Bunson Photometer.
Tue Aro Lamp.
Arc Lamp, Arc Light
Carbons. The Jabloehkoff Electric Candle.
The Jamin Electric Candle. The Sun Lamp.

Volt.

The Incandescent Lamp.

Ohm.

Reynler's Lamp. Early Experiments. Incandescent Light Carbons. The Edison Carbons.
The Lane Fox Carbons. The Cruto
Carbons. Swan Carbons. The Weston Carbons. The Bernstein Carbons. General DeConstructioa
tails of Filament Construction.
Position of
of the Incandescent Lamp.

Ohm's Law.
Conductivity.

Divided Circuits.
Work, Energy.

Switch-Board.

crRcmrs or i,6ads.
Outdoor Leads for Arc Lighting.

Lamps.

CALCULATING SIZES OF WIRES.

Outdoor Leads for Incandescent Lighting.
Arc Circuits inside of Houses.
Incandescent ClrcuitB Inside of Houses.
Size of Wires for Incandescent Lamp In-

Practical Rules for Determining S'zes of

stallations.

Testing.

ACCDMULATOBB.— DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF ACCUMULATORS.
SAFETY REGULATIONS.
Rules of the Boston Underwriters' Union.
English Regulations.
Abstract of the Chicago Electric Light

New York

Electrical Control.

Table of Electric Light Conductors.
Lamp Lighting Schedule Moonlight Sys-

Drop of Potential and Loss

of Energy.

Wires.
Safe Carrying Capacity.
The Three-wire System.

Explanation of Tables.

Appendix

Plan for Wiring a Tall

I.

Office Building.

Appendix

II.

The

Interior

Conduit

System.

Renewal of Lamps.
Tbe Storage Battery,
Plante's Secondary Cell.

Electric Storage.

Chemical Reaction

in the Plante Cell.

The

Faure's Secondary Cell.
Chemical Reaction In the Faure Cell. Faults
The Improved Faure
of the Faure Cell.

Plante

Plans and Symbols.

tem.
Construction Tools.

A

complete and comprehensive treatise on elec-

Automatic Adjustment of Arc Light Carbons.
The Foucault-Duboscq Lamp. The Serrln
Lontln Lamp. The Brush Arc Light Lamp.

Conductors and Insulators.

—

Western
title.

Unit.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL DATA,

Same

Current Indicator or Ampere Meter.
PreEsure or Potential Indicator, or Volt-

Board of

same

Principles of the

Circuit.

Laws.
Rules and Regulations of the

Electrician under the

The Ampere Hour. The Coulomb. The Farad.
The Microfarad. The Watt. The Electric
Horse-Power. The Joule.
Electric Measurement.
The Potential Indicator. The Deprez-Car
pentler Ammeter. Ayrton and Perry's Am-

f

Switches.

Aic Lamps.

Price $1.50

Electric Potential, Electromotive Force.
Current.
Electric Induction.
Resistance.
Magnetic Induction. Conductivity and InsuQuantity and Intensity.
Electric
lation.
Units. The Volt. The Ohm. The Ampere.

The Tree System.
The Closet System.
"Safety Devices.

1C4 IlloctratlODe.

a revision of the popular series

of articles which ran through the

of Action.
pared.

Cleat

Concealed

mo.
is

tion. Difference of Potential. Reversed CurCommutation. The Armature's Mode
rents.

FIXTURES AND ELEVATORS.

Bell.

Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools.
Wire Tables.

INTRODUCTORT.

The Multiple Arc System.
The Three- wire System.

LOCA'nON -OF SAFETY DEVICES AND

INSTRUMENTS.

The Western Eleetrio Company's System.
The Double Wire System.

Specifications for

SfiOpagee, 13

-

S'atting a

The Alternating System.

Room

inches,

Type page 5^x3

$1.00.

for Opera-

tion.

Batteries.
Classification of Batteries.

Connecting Batteries.
Cells Connected In Series.
Cells Connected In Slultlple

PRICE

flexible clotn binding, 72 pages, 41 cuts,
and 5 tables, three of which are 12x18

Ohm's Law.

Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer and Magneto Bell.

Grove Battery.
Bunsen Battery.
Carbon Battery.

The Electric
Ohm's Law.

Elements of Electric Lighting.

BY PHILIP ATKINSON,

BADT.

F. B.

Conductors and Insulators.

DESCBIFTION OF BATTKBIBS.
Battery.'

type

size of

book of the kind In

The Law

15,(i00

Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book.

edl-

ready,

taining additional pages and

for electric light installations.

ttc.

Smee

2,500 Copies.
2,500
1.000

Total within Eighteen months

BY

and second

First

|1 00.

lighting apparatus, electric heat apparatus,

The
The

"

BADT.

etc.

The
The
The
The
The

2d Edition,... (Just ready.)
"
Ut
"
2d

106 pages, 97 Uluslra-

end edition now rtady, making a
3,2.50

F. B.

lacaiidescent Wiring Iliiiul-Book,
"
"
Hell Hangers'

"

2,000
2.500

Dynaio- Tenders' Hand-Book.

tions exhausted
5i.\3 inches.

3000

;

(Just ready.)

BADT.

F. B.

$1.00.

flexible

•

3d

Hand Book.

Bell Hanger's

2,500 Copies.

Ediliiiii

"

Battery.

Secondary Cell. The Fluid. Electric FormElectromotive Force.
ation of the Plates.
Resistance and Current of Cell. Weight of
Cell and Thickness of Plates.
Cause of
Buckling. Variable Resistance of Electrolyte.
Inspection. Formation of the Faure Battery.
The Julien Accumulator.

Electric Distribution.
Arc Light Distribution. Series Installation.
Hefner von Alteneck's Regulator. Incandescent Light Distribution. The Direct Current System. Parallel Installation. Multiple
Series Installation. Series Multiple Installation.
Combined Arc and Incandescent InThe Edison Three-wire System.
stallation.
"

Table No.

Table
Table
Table
Table

No.
No.
No.
No.

1,

Gauges

In Circular Mils.

2, Electric Light Conductors.
3,

50 Volt Lamps.

4,

75 Volt Lamps.

5,

110 Volt Lamps.

SENT POST PAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE. ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

The Storage Battery System.

The Induced

Alternating Current System. The Primary
Alternating Current System. Meters. Fuses.
Install*,
Switch Boards, Lighting Mines.
tlon Rules.

CO.. 6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.
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ELECTRIC

BAILWAI SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SDCCESS.
Schedule Time Resularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Slight Cost for Repairs,

^AEE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Thonson-kslos Kailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OP

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELEGTHIG
MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC
148 Michigan Ave,,

Giiicago,

111.

Wall and Lloyd

Sts.,

AVE.,

Atlanta, 6a.

GO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
403 and 406 Sibley

St., St. Paul.

Minn.
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^MK
^^^^

171

RANDOLPH

ST.,

31,

1890

L/^

C-H-I-C-^^-G-O.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES
]\ri3

GENERAL ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Catalogues or Quotations upon Aoplioation.
NO CHARGE MADE

CUSTOIVIERS

FOR EXPERT ADVICE.

stocl^ of Stiield Bra.i\ci a.nci
Ha.lDirslia.^Kr ^HTires consta^ntly on
IXSLXld-

May
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The

enjoining clause of

Brush

Electric

company
And

is

tiie

the case of The
vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

Decree of the Court

company

in

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the ofiBLcers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

it is

Electric Light

"in the second^ third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIGHTING APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

May

31, 1890

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT

ITITAYBrXS,

IND.,

:^IanuiactiirerM of thr

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting,
AND THK

SUHERY

WOOD SYSTEM

DYNAMO. LAMP AND CONVERTER.

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete

OF

Alternating System of Electric Lighting

Arc Lighting.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12- 16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

in Existence.

CORRESPO NDENCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

15

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

217 Sansome

Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

WOOD DYNAMO.

Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

IND.

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

F.

ADAMS,

Successor.

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.

J

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
C0ieie:BS:E=03iTIDE]liTCEl

JAMES

sox-iciteiid-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

p

Ajsent.

19 Oe«

St.,

NEW YORK.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$8 per Annum.
VoL

CHICAGO, JUNE

VI.

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MAKUTACnmEBS OP

53 Chambers

St.,

New

No. 2J,

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUf
DEALERS

PURE ALUMINUM. 111 Arch Street,
tpeniAl nbcni-ica
ARENCIFH
arc^,lHL

ROLLING MILLS,

J
.

Bridgeport, Conn.

York.

CO.,'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL
SEND FOB

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,
STEWART BUILDING,

1890.

7,

ACTTJKERS OF AJTD

OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOTS,
IS INGOTS, SHEETS, RODS,

cents per Copy.

1

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

-j

iSSS-PACiB

BAKER, BAICH &
p^^^^^

CATAIiOerE,

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, Wash.
Seilehs Electrical Works, San Francisco, Cal.

A fnll line of our mannfactures can be fonnd at our Agencies.

MAGNOLIA METAL.

CTDOBSKD BV TKB
United States and German Governments.

BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL
For Dynamo, High-Speed Engine. Steamship, Car, and

Machin-

all

ery Bearings.

Standard Underground Cable
Westinghouse Buildtng,

L WILEY,

G.

Ncw Yopk.

Manager,

F.

Co.,

PITTSBTTBGH, PA.
E. DEGENHARDT, Wager, Chicago.

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FBIGTION METAL

CO.,

O^mavB and Sole Mannfaoturersi
London
Chicago

Office:

75 Queen

Victoria St.

74 CORTLANOT

41 Traders' Building.

Office:

ST.,

NEW YORK,

(2121)

The

ELECTRIC

Iniiia-Biililier

ni

Standard

Iiiitta-Percla InsnlatiDg Go.

UNDER WATER

Absolutely Puke Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very pliable.

MARINE

Two-Circuit Concentric Cables, both

Three and Two-wire Cables, to

AND

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.

up

any specification

to 8,000

Megohms

ELECTRIC

cu'ts. 9,000

UNDERGROUND.

INCANDESCENT Cores.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.

S.

per

NA^'Y Portables, Silk,

NEW

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Pliable

installations

Offices: 159 Front Street,

General 'Manager.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

knot.

Every

Marine

Cores

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

YORK, U.S.A.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES' PATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

for durable and hlgrh
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledgred Standard

Insulation.
Dtetric Light and Power.
Telegrapli and Telephone.
Railway and all other

Branches of Signaling.

GEORGE

B.

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Lead Encased

PRESGOTT,

A

B

C

Its

/AU/^^M^^^W^M///////////////,//////yy''''-

Subterranean Use,

Submarine Use
Concealed Wiring

Wires.

Jr., Gen. Agt., 16

Western £Iectric Co., CMcago, 111.,

Dey St.

in all Locations.

NEW YORK.

B.

5.—Two

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

„.«Pnnniiis
Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STVLR OF INStH^ATION.

A—

Copper Wire.
ttturated with a Black,

Cliff
i '9 a"'' 21

1133 and

1

St.

New

York.

35 Waba»h

,

-

.

,

O—BttUadCeMtt
«

.»_

Sanoles funushcd opott appBcanom.

FACTORIES:
ANSOiMIA,
III.

Ave., Chicago,

««

—

.,

P«»s Bi*

CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUREIiS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire. Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Office Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

Ceneral Sales Asent. - 19 Dey Street,
WORKS: 8CBMNECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIO
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
liighting Apparatus.

080 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Michii^an Ave , Ciikago, III.
115 Broadwav, New Yokk, N. Y.
215 AV. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
N. Y. Lite Ins. BIdg., Kansa.s City, Mo.
121 N. 3d St., St. Loris, Mo.
234 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

7,

189O

CO.,

£lectric RailTiray

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this country, over

are Thomson-Houston.

The dynamo

or

11,000,

is

52 per

cent,

entirely automatic in its

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
adjustment better than any other lamps on the market.

operation.
their

Arc Uynanio.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

in

of

its

lamps to be thrown on or

the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

Direct Carrent Incandescent

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

Our incan-

life.

Dynamo.

The problem
cent lighting

is

of long distance incandespractically

solved

alternating current dynamo, and to

demand

for a

machine of

by the
meet the

this character

we

have coQstructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency,

and economy of

operation.

Alternatine Carrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the conwe feel that we have reached a point
but be admitted.
cannot
where their superiority
that

it is

struction of our motors

LIGHTNTNG ARRESTER.—KW

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
instance.

Motor.

June

7,
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JENNEV
MOTOR

^^^^^^^'

ELECTRIC

THE MITCHELL VAHCE
VANCE
A
(Successors to BflTCSKI^Z.,

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS

AND COMBINATION FIXTURES.

Having no Special Agent

222

S.

CO.,

CO.)

in

ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
witli

^^^^tttosi^mJlA

^

Buyers,

we

r^

M
WHAT

IS

given Motive.

InsnIating Joints,

and All Fittings for

Electroliers, Brackets.

Incandescent Lighting.

Pendants, Reflectors,

m.

THE

WITH

XSVERY

Automatic,

Beaut

to the

Promptly Answer.

Gombinatioa Fixtnies,

i^m^S

Fidelity

wliicli

THIS?

mOTOR

GUARANTEED.

ful,

Cheap,
Durable,

manufactory,
24 and 25th

Send

Efficient.

St.

and

1

salesroom,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

for Catalogue.

St.,

CITY,

To Arc and Incandescent
POWER COMPANIES.

Co.

Electr ic Tractio n

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC NIOTOR

CO.,

HANXTFACTUEEKS OF

Electric

Motors

for Arc

and Incanoescent

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR
GIVING PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

All Sizes from.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

M6H.P.to50H,P.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,
Ttie

supremacy

of

"THE BAXTER IVIOTOR" over all others has been thoroughly
and we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.
IVZotozT Isi C3rti.a.r«.ia.*©«ci..

established,

E-w©ry
115 BROADWAY,

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South

Fourtli St., Pliiladelphia;
1

1

1

Water

NEW

456 Rookery BIdg

,

YORK. We shall be pleased to quote prices, and give any desired information.

Clilcago.

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

St., P.ttsburgli, Pa.

Office

Factory:

Address,

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE,

IWD.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ITHE

Jnne
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1890

TVA!

Olevela-rLd, OikLio.
-MANUFACTURERS OFand

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS

BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENCINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

lNGINlERINu uOii

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

AND STEADY

^

LIGHT.

elegtrig light

& power stations.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

^1 f\t
^TI9FFT J
KI*.»*llVfcifc
X^tlIVFI?
tOSM^OlSr.

Anihracile Coal and Coke

NATIONAl'ro"ck'nG AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP
K^Oa

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.

Burning 2
Will

in Series on Circuits of
00 to 20 Volts
Use Only 8 Amperes of Current.
1

1

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

GO.

^

/^

T.':r=S.
^"'^ wiechamcaiiy.

^xxl-y IVCa.zxtifAot'U.r-ex-s of Ftire C30T;»i3&r Teaxxpex'ec3. for-

Brnsi Copper, Cominutator Bars, Copper lire.

Gear

225

Cearborn

Eastern Office:

35 Bioadway.

General Western Office:

Pinions,
St., Ctiicago,

BERGlKLiLim

Trolley

<&

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

"

CO.,

ELECTRIC LI6HT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO AIJY SYSTEM OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTINa.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOn ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

|

B,

iux^itt irrk-oxr

-Wxi-W

YUllJi.

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

|

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

June

7,

1S90

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

HEADQUARTERS OF

THE GREAT WESTERN
ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY COMPANY,
190 and 192 FIFTH AVE.,

CHICAGO.

;0=

TO

MY
I

FRIENDS AND PATRONS:
have transferred my business and

services to the above com-

pany. We have a fine large building which will be filled with an
assortment of Electrical Supplies.
will have large stores in St. Louis, Kansas City, Texas, Denver, Portland, Minneapolis and St. Paul, from all of which we can
^furnish Electrical Supplies at short notice and low figures.
I wish to extend my thanks to my frier ds for their good will and
patronage in the past, and solicit same for my successor.

We

GEO. CUTTER.
eO=

Gone from 80 Adams

Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Jnne

7,

1890

EDISON MANUFACTURING
65 Fifth Avenue,

NEW YORK.

ARC LAMPS
-

OKT

INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS.
1,200

1.200 C.P

G. P.

AND-

-AND

2,000

2,000

C. P.

C.

P

PERFECTLY STEADY. NOISELESS ARC.
SOFT, BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT.
WRITE FOR ESTIMATES.

United Edison Manufacturing Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO.
CHICAGO. DENVZZR.
"TORON-rO.

CANADA.

—

—
June

7,
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THE

Knapp Electrical Works

General Western Agents,

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP CO.

TO FIT

ANY

I

The folloioing are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead o£ lasting 600 hours
have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Chuech Gkeex Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.
The life of the lamps is more than guaranteed, and
when burned out they are perfectly white. H. Heuck,

—

Heuok's Opera House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The lamps average their full guarantep, and some have
Oaklaud Papek Co , Manbeen burning 3,000 hours.
chester, Conn.

—

SOCKET,

ALL CAHLLI POWERS,

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,300 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Ceane, Jk. &

—

Bko., Dalton, Mass.

The

AHY YOLTAGE,
AHY IFFICIEHCY.

discolor.
trice,

light burns

—

J.

'_

up

to 16

c.

D. Wiltkout, O.

Neb.

p., is

and does not
Hospital, Bea-

clear,

W. Holmes

^^^^^

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectations, as they excel the guarantee by some 3,000 hours.
H. B. Claflin,

New York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
FOR
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT

McLennan

S-witcli.

Paist© S"witcli.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switcli.

Ceiling^

Switch.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIQHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

IT.

54:^ 36

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, ^Fr^f^klin

St.

CHICAGO, ILL

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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li^QO

THE BEST or ALL
I^JLXIOITJLL

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstruction

of Electrical Plants of

CORRESFOHCEUCE

Whatever Magnitude.

SOIvICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
EAU

BAKBE, BALOH &

QLwAIRE, WIB.

CO., Qen'l AgtB,,
Seattle,

Washington.
Southwestern Agent,
TTnioa Depot Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
F. H. FOIiOLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neh.
LITTLE, McDonald & CO., Oen'l Agts
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.

THOMAS WOLFE,

METOALF, REED &

Western Agts.,
1617 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.
. W. BRIGGS
CO., Agents, 432

CO.,

W

&

CHAS. M. BLANOHARD, Agent,
Qirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. N. OOX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Agis
W-

N.

Tower Building, No. 60 Broadway, New York
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Oal.

City.

June

7,
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THE

NEW

OKONITE FACTORY

Having five times the capacity of the
mill, is already being crowded

old

to fill its orders.
have just received an order for
feet of one size of

We
ONE MILLION

Okonite wire from a company that had
grown tired of experimenting w^ith inferior imitations. This proves the superiority of this great wire.
Candee wire holds the same relative
position among weatherproof wires. We

have

full

stocks of both.

ELECTRIC CO.,
CENTRAL
GENEBAL
mrBSTERN AGSIffTS,

116

£

lit FRANKLIN STREET, CHICABO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Company.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

AMD

2--I9U

DTTRABTLITT IN VWS.

Write for onr

Cataloen**'*.

Co.,

CHICAGO BRANCH,

1-2 to

M

43 SOUTH JEFFERSON

ST,

36 Candle Power.

3

to Fit

41

For use with Batteries or Dynamos.

MAXUFACTrKEBS OP

Lamps Made

WIS.

ELECTRIC LAMPS.

Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.,

INCHN BESEENT

MILWAUKEE,

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Incandescent Lamp
191

CO.,

Munufactarere of and Dealers In

JJWEW3A1XU FOR ECONOMY OF FDKL. &EOni.AJUT7 09
MOTION.

&

ALUS

PELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

D

1890

SOLB BUIL.DBF2S

THE REYNOLDS

tX

7,

We

L AMPS.

Will

to

40

Volts.

Send Free, Catalogue

E,

Which shows

prices of, and experiments with
Edison Lamps, and gives directions

How to Make

any Socket.

And how

to operate

a Cheap Battery,
Any intelligent boy

them.

can

operate these batteries and lamps.

Send ns a

EDISON LAMP COMPANY,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

trial order.

Harrison,

N.

J.

WILL YOU BUY
claimed to take a SMALL AMOUNT of CURRENT
but which really takes DOUBLE THAT AMOUNT after a compara-

An Incandescent Lamp,
at

first,

tively

SHORT SERVICE;

An Incandescent Lamp taking
current,

and giving

a

MODERATE

LONO LIFE at its

and

UNIFORM AMOUNT

of

rated candle power

YOU HAVE NO USE FOR THE FORMER.
WE MAKE AND SELL THE LATTER.

Sawver-Man

Electric Co.,
510-534 WEST 33d ST., NEW YO^K.

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

andTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

WEATHER PROOFSIMPLEXOKONITEGRIMSHAW WIRES
.

•

SINGLE^N°DOUBLE COTTON FIELDaHdARMATURE WIRE-

•FLEXIBLE CORD -ROSETTES CLEATS-TAPEofA^'-KINDS- SWITCHES CUT-OUTS- PINSBRACKETS^f°lNSULATORSTHE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANTWHERE. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.

lll^lnKircDDncITi
rr^TDir^.^n
^^Jones-Bros-ElectricCo,

?« ?»n«.ci9wr<;Trn„DT^-r
28
3 5^32 West Court 5t.

June

7,
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THE UNITED STATES

Electric Ligbting Co
(The Westinghouse Electric Co., Lessees.)

ARC AND INCANDESCENT ISOLATED

AUTOMATIC DYNAMOS-PERFECT DEVICES.
More than 1000 Plants

in operation in Factories, Hotels, Office

Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.

ELECTRIC
Direct Current

Superior

GENERATORS

in

and

Desien

MOTORS

and

for all purposes

Workmanship

1-8 H. P.

and
unequaled

up to any power
required,

and at any
required E. M.

Send

for

in

efficiency.

F.

New

U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

<3lonor"£tl

Equitable Building,

130

OEBoes:

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

E. S.

GREELEY

tt

WANTED.

CO.,

GENERAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
S mtm 7 DKV MT.. >KW V<IKK.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT Illustrated Circular
?r<:iils8

ud

Coasuscj. CoiUty

Lamp

farnleliMl iipoD <«pplicatloo.

Apply

upon

ILL.

1S90

I

A

practical dynamo buiider.
]VIu8t un('crstand consttucting Gramme armatures.

Noncbut acompelcut man wanted. Single
man preferred. Address, stating; wages,

"MANUIWCTIKKHS.'

to

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN. CHICAGO.

Novelties

ud riaiat. tke

BMt la tti Worll
CatAloeoe of Standard Tect Inpiroait^Dle

electrician.

7,

X E3 ^)

"^7^ -A- 2Sr

Buperintendent of a Manufactory of
Klcctrlcal Apparatua in a Western city.
Phc best references required as to character, experience as a skilled mechanic and

of Lamps and

Instruments and Batteries of
the Very Highest Grade.

June

Ki-EiTHici.\N, t'liica-ro

Wkstkbn

care

I

1.

THE WESTON STANDARD

Application.

MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS
rOK TBK
Western

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

Electrician

$1.00.

These instruments are the most
accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

ENGINEERING CO.
707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"

POND

St., St.

Louis.

requirements of

M

Erected Ready for Service.

S.

THE

Gatalope.

for lllnstrateil

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

EhkIub. Steel Boilers, Ireson Link Belt. StandFilter, Blake Pamp.Kortlng Injector, eto.

CO.,

Lowe Heater, Uyatt

8RXD FOB I.ATB8T CATALOeVBB.
II.

kinds of work.

ADDRK«I8

^

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
CirAtee,

meet the

City.

319 Ramge Building, Omaha.
ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

ard Rocklneand Sheffield

all

A

offered.

large variety of ranges to

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

ilPRCIAI.TIEB:-Tfae AtmlDi^on £ Sims

instruments ever

able

and Factory. 114 William Street.

Clficc

NCWark, N.
EKNEST

EHNEST HOKKKR.

WINSTON.

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC

J.

L. CL.\1!K.

MATERIAL

CO. 9

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER SUPPLIES.-POLES.

Bishop White Core Wire
for Incandescent Wiring.

84 X fLO OE^ElZ^'Sr

1?^
Itil

For Pole Work,

TRINIDAD Moisture-Proof Wire.

0SCX0.A.C3-O, XXiXiXXtrOXS.

r^XJXXjXSXKO'O,

Interior Conduit and Insu lation Company.
A New and ImproTed method of Eqnlpplne BnlldlnsK with

an Insulated Tube Conduit for any System of Electric Wiring.

OOAX^XM'ZSrG;^:

8AFETY—

Abaolote immnnity from electric flree.
Perfect access to concealed wiree.
^^^11 coi'i ot inetallatioD. and freedom from ftitare expense.
Absohitt^ly moisture-proof tube and appliancep. iDsarinc loncevity of wires.
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One-Movement Switch

for

Railway Dy-

namos.

7,

Chicago Telephone company will be of great
him
in
the
new
project.
to
He is now in the East examining the
details of the systems of Boston and New York,
and he will combine the best features of these
plant.
with the Chicago sj-stem in the new
While passing through Chicago the other day,
Mr. Jackson informed a representative of the
Western Electrician that he expected to have
ten miles of wire buried in San Francisco with"The Telephone company's wires in
in a year.
the business district," he said, "will all be placed
underground as soon as possible. We will push
value

Where compounded machines worked

in parare used to supply cnrreni to raihva)- circuits, unless care is taken in starting to make
the connections in a certain definite order, there
To prevent trouble
is a liability to accident.
which might result from the carelessness of an
attendant in thus coupling generators in multiple, Frank B. Rae of Detroit, has designed a
special form of switch, which operates in such a
manner that all connections are made by one
movement and in the proper order. This switch,

allel

No. 23

1890.

and the electric lighting and motor fields will no
doubt be thoroughly developed.
Coal is very
expensive in the coast region and this explains
in part the failure of capitalists to go into electric lighting and power companies where there is
not abundant water supply.
"It is remarkable, however," said Mr. Jackson, "how the small towns between Chicago and
the coast region have taken to electric lights and
street cars as well as the motor business in general.
Every town feels it a duty to have half a
dozen arc lamps on its 'Main street,' or about the
town hall or pump, and wherever a horse car

ONE MO^'EMENT SWITCH FOR RAILWAY DYNAMOS,

was designed by Mr. Rae
especially for service in the system which is now
being exploited under his name. The design
being exceedingly simple, will be readily understood.
The switch is substantially built and so
constructed that good rubbing contacts are inillustrated in the cut,

sured.

Burying Telephone Wires

in

San Fran-

cisco

The

wires of the telephone exchange of San
Francisco will soon be buried.
The company
has been making numerous tests, and is thoroughly satisfied with the results. E. M. Jackson of Chicago will have charge of the work of
burying the wires.
His experience with the

the work as rapidly as conduits can be built to
receive the cable.
The San Francisco exchange
is one of the most important in the country.
It
now has 4,000 subscribers and the field is not
yet fully worked. Then again, the town is growing and it is bound to be a great city all of
which means increased prosperity for the telephone company, and all other electrical interests
for that matter."
The present condition of electric lighting and
motor interests on the coast is a surprise to all
electrical people from the East.
Electric lighting is practically in its infancy there in fact, it
has not yet got a good start and the motor business is insignificant.
At present, however, there
is a stir in all branches of the electrical industry,

—

—

can be supported the electric motor must be
In all of these towns there is great
local pride in these public works, and they are
I
the subject of no little blowing and puffing.
believe the coast will soon be well supplied with
electric lights andevery other department of electric development will be as well represented."
line

substituted.

Advancing Prices of

Belting.

and
meeting of
the belting manufacturers of the United Stites,
at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, last week, it
was decided to notify all dealers that prices
would be raised and that the new list would go
into effect on July i.
It will

be of interest to

power companies

to

know

electric lighting

that, at a

;
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Device for Locating Flaws

metal

mav

Phonograph Corventlon.

in Shells.

certain industries it is exceedingly important that means be found for detecting slight
Haws in metal below the surface. 'I'his is especially true in the manufacture of shells, in making which defects are liable to occur, inasmuch
Nothing on
as the steel is rapidly tempered.
the surface indicates the existence of these soWhen the metal
called fissures within the shell.
is tapped by a hammer unquestionably dilferciit
sounds are given out by the perfect and imperfect portions, but the ear is not a sufliciently
delicate instrument to detect slight changes in
sound caused by minute internal flaws.
Captain Louis de I'lace, professor of fortification and applied science in the cavalry school at
Paris, has utilizeil the microphone for discoveringthise little internal fissures in metals. Ilecombines the microphone with a mechanical striker
and a phonometer, and has designed an instrument which he calls a schiseophone. The prinWhen the
ciple of the device is simply this:
striker makes a blow against the shell, a person
by means of the microphone is able to determine
by the sound the point at which a flaw in the
Ill

e.xist.

A

conference of enthusiastic phonograph men
was held at the .Auditorium hotel, Chicago,
Wednesday and Tluirsday of last week. 'I'he
gathering included representatives of the North
-American Phonograph company, of companies

1890
company. Mr. Hoit, E. A. Benson, Mr. Dickinson; Michigan I'honograph company, Mr. Freeman, manager, Mr.
Swift, secretary: Old Dominion Phonograph company,
J. H. McGilvra, president: Tennessee Phonograph company. J
Italleras, president; lleorgia Phtinogr.-iph company. J. C. Clarkson, president; Texas Phonograph company. U. Sellers, president. Thomas Conington. genetal
manager: Ohio Phonograph company, Jas. L. .Andem,
presiilent; Wisconsin IMionograph company, H. I>. Goodwin; Minnesota Phonograph company, C. 11. Chadbou: ne;
Missouri Phonograph company, J. C Wood, \V. J. Mor?e,
Geo. I, Wood, W.. Clancy, vice president J
C. Elliot
New England Phonograph company. A. N. Sampson,
president: New >'ork Plionugraph
company, John P.
Haines, president; Metropolitan Phonograph company,
Chas. A. Ghcever, piesident; Kelix l.;ottschalk: New Jer'cy
Phonograph company, W. L. Smith, general manager;
.

.

FIG.

.1.

1>I-.VH-K 1-OR

I.OCATINC.

M.AWS

IN SHI-:|

:

Montana Phonograph company,
A. Ilenson; Soulh
Phonograph coinp;my, Henry I.acey;
Pacific
I*honograph company. West Coast Phonograph company,
and Spokane Phonograph company. Louis (ilass; Florida
Phonograph company, Mr. Clarkson: Iowa Phonograph
l*).

I.S.

holding franchises from that corporation, and of

The object of the gatherA. Kdison.
ing was general.
The representatives nut to
consider matters relating to the general policy
of the companies, to devise means for introducing the instruments into more general use, and
to make suggestions to the parent company in
reference to improvements in the machines.
'l"opics of this nature were discussed in the meetThomas

which lasted from early morning until late
The reports of the meeting were recorded the first day by the phonograph-graphophone, and the second day by the improved
ings,

l^akota

company, Whitlield Stinson, G. A. Beach, manager; E. P.
Stone, treasurer: Nebraska Central Phonograph company
and Nebraska Phonograph company. F. A. ben^on; Colorado & Utah Phonograph company, S. W. Cantril. manager, John Barber, president; Illinois .Slate Phonograph
company, G. F'arwell, W. II. Hubbard. Ed I.obdell;
Wyoming Phonograph company, M. S. Lindsay, manager;
Ka tern Pennsylvania Phonograph company, Jas. O. Clephane, president; Western Pennsylvania Phonograph com

at night.

phonograph with excellent

results.

The

MICROPHONE AND HAMMER.
illustrated the method of testing a
operator at the left has in charge the
striking apparatus and the microphone.
The
operator at the right is located in an apartment
The principle uncalled the "hearing room."
derlying the instrument is shown in diagram
Fig. 4.
.5 is a block of metal to be examined,
in which it is supposed that the flaw, /, exists.
A circular microphone of special form and construction is used, and on its face is a striker 7^,
which is worked by a very simple mechanism,
not shown in the cut.
The battery is put in circuit with the microphone and a coil />', fixed at
the zero point on the graduated scale ./? A''.
Upon the scale a second coil />" can he moved,
and in circuit with the latter coil arc two telephones, which are held, as shown in Fig. 1, by a
.

In Fig.

shell.

I

is

The

l-IC.

3.

F'EA'ICE

FOR LOCATING FLAWS

IN SHELLS.

pany. J. 11. Friend, secretarj Columbia Phonograph company. Washington, E. I>. Faston, ptesident; K. I-'. Cromelin. secretary: W. H. Smith, treasurer.
The following officers were elected;
President, W. Clancy.
Secretary, R F. Cromelin.
Treasurer, W. D. c:oodwin.
Reporters. W. 11. Smith and H. D. Goodwin.
;

It has been stated that the phonograph men
They believe that ISellamy has
are enthusiastic.
not begun to describe all the possibilities of the
"The fact is," said one
perfected phonograph.
of the representatives at the convention, "we

head piece

at the operator's ears.
the little hammer strikes a blow
upon the sound portion of the shell, such as
//', Fig. 4, the coils being in contact, the telephone will yield a certain sound which will decrease as the operator separates one coil from
the other.
At a given point there will be entire
silence.
Now if the examination with the
striker is continued, and the fault / is reached,
the little internal fissure or cavity will act as a
sort of minute sounding box.
A soiiml will be
heard in the telephone, and the fault can be
located.
The instrument is contained in a box of four
apartments, which contain, first, the scale with
its two coils; second, the telephones; '.liird, the
striker and its microphone, and fourth, six dry
/.a A'aliiii-, from which the cuts were
batteries,
reproduced, states that a number of interesting
tests have recently been made with the instrument at F>mont. A considerable number of
little

reporter of the proceedings
talked
his record of the meeting into his instrument.
As a speaker addressed the meeting
the reporter repeated the remarks in a low tone,
so low, in fact, that his voice was inaudible a
few feet away from his desk, but loud enough to
make a phonogram. The words which were
recorded on the phonograph cylinders can be
put on paper by the typewriter whenever it may
be desirable. "There will be no danger that
his notes when cold cannot be tran.scribed,"
remarked one of the attendants at the convention.
The phonograph men made a great point
of this method of reporting proceedings.
It has
been stated that it would be necessary to speak
so loudly that the reporter'? voice would disturb
a meeting.
This belief was disproved by the
success which attended the use of the instrument last week. Again, whenever it is desirable
that a written report of proceedings shall be
completed as soon as an adjournment takes
place this is easily accomplished.
The reporter
turns over his phonograms to a typewriter or a
number of typewriters, if necessary. The latter
can keep up with the report, and have it finished
almost at the moment that the last word is
spoken in a meeting.
Several stenographers
who, as stockholders of phonograph companies.

It is plain, if

rails were tested, and faults which were found in
them were indicated with red paint. Subsefpiently the rails were broken, and it was ascertained
that at the points indicated, flaws more or less

serious existed.

ATING II.AWS

were present were delighted with this means of
reporting the proceedings of a deliberative
body.
Following is a list of the companies represented and their representatives:
North
pincott.

A

incandescent plant has been installed by the
450
Chicago Edison company in the sugar relincry at Twelfth
street, Chicago.
This plant is an addition to the 250 light
plant already in operation at the refinery.
light

American

New

N'otk;

I'honograph company, Jesse H. LipAmerican Graphophone company. Wash-

Col. J. G. Payne; Samuel Insull representing
Thomas A. iulison; .Alabama Phonograph company, Chas.
A. Cheever, president; Kansas Phonograph company, (Jeo.
E. Tewksbury, president; Chicago Central Phonograph

ington,

IN SHKLI.S.

have made more progress than any great organization which ever had upon its hands so great a
We are three years ahead of the telework.
phone company when it had reached our present
We think there is money in the phonoage.
graph.
The company in which I am an ofificer
is already paying dividends.
There is an immense amount of work to be done but we believe
the instrument will be so successful that we will
be repaid for all the wot'k required of us."

—
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Portable Testing and Resistance Sets.
The accompanying cuts illustrate the new serportable testing and resistance sets which
are just being put upon the market by Queen &
Co., Philadelphia.
These sets were all designed
to meet the requirements of electric light men,
telephone line construction, dynamo and motor
ies of

manufacture, and

shown

in

general

testing.

i

is

set

the

and is
where considerable accuracy

series

The

most complete of the
recommended for all kinds of work

Fig.

required.
The
coils in this set are arranged in four rows, each
row being made up of ten coils of the same deis

.0023 for each degree centigrade of temperature
variation.
They are adjusted by Prof. Wm. A.

Anthony

to an accuracy of from [-5 to 1-10 of
percent. The bridge arms themselves are adjusted to a still higher dsgree of accuracy. The
wire is of several hundred ohms' resistance and
is wound so as to have a maximum effect
upon
the needle.
The needle is an astatic one and
is delicately suspended by a very fine cocoon
fiber, so that there is practically no resistance to
any deflecting force. By means of a very weak
controlling magnet sliding upon the suspension
tube the needle can be made almost perfectly
I

this purpose,

however, a small set screw is used,
which allows the needle to be lowered when not
in
use.
The galvanometer is permanently
mounted in the case and is without the control
magnet. The keys are combined into the regular double contact form.
This set has but three
rows of resistances, viz., the units, tens and
hundreds. It is made with an additional row of
thousands, and is also made without the galvanometer.

The Wright-Ferranti Alternate-Current
Meter.

The

a description, from the London Electrician, of an ingenious form of alternate current meter which has recently been devised by Arthur Wright and S. Z. de Ferranti:
The meter in its latest form consists of a pair of
vertical electro-magnets, the magnets having divided iron cores. To the poles of these mag-

following

is

WRIGHT-FERRANTI .ALTERNATE-CURRENT METER.

FIG.

I.

PORTABLE TESTING AND RESISTANCE

nominations.
The blocks in each row are numbered from left to right and from zero to ten,
while the longitudinal bars underneath have engraved upon them the denomination of the coils
of that row.
The connections of the coils are
such that but one plug is required for each denomination. B}' inserting a plug in any block
as

many coils of that denomination are thrown
may be indicated by the paiticular number

in as

engraved upon the block.

For instance, as the

cut represents it, there are in circuit 369 ohms
i. e., no thousands, three hundreds, six tens and
nine units.
Another special feature of the set

astatic

will

SETS.

show an appreciable

deflection

from 1-3,000 to 1-5,000
The brass box containing the
of an ampere.
needle and coil is movable about a vertical axis,
so that the former can always be brought to zero
whatever the position of the box.
The whole
galvanometer lifts out of the case, and can be
used independently if desired.
Three screws
for currents as small as

provided for leveling
when so used.
closing the cover of the box the weight of
the needle is automatically taken from the fiber
and the latter protected from injury.
The batare

By

tery

IGS. 2

the arrangement of the bridge arms which are
These are combined with reseen at the left.
versing bars so that the proportional arms may
be instantly interchanged, an operation which is
absolutely necessary in many special methods.
An additional advantage is that but six coils are
necessary in the bridges instead of eight, as
usual, to get the proportion of i to 1,000 or i,000 to I, thus making the set smaller and more
portable.
The bridge coils are i, 10 and 100 on
one side, and 10, 100, and 1,000 on the other.
To effect this reversal it is only necessary to
change two plugs. The use of this reversing arrangement in testing sets is claimed as one original with Queen & Co.
The coils are wound of platinoid wire, which
has a very high specific resistance, changing but
is

and

and galvanometer key are seen

AND

3.

in

the front

PORTABLE TESTING AND RESISTANCE

SETS,

box and are independent of each other.
The whole is mounted in a polished mahogany
box with leather handles and lock and key, and
measures when complete but 18 inches long, by

of the

inches broad.
2
is
a cut of the same
instrument
without the galvanometer.
These sets have
a ranged
measurement from 1-1,000 to 10
63-2

Fig.

megohms.
Fig. 3 shows one of the other sets of the series, which is of much the same general character.

The

coils are

made of German silver
They are not quite so

in-

stead of platinoid.
accurately adjusted, and this set is without the
reversing arrangement found in those just de-

The galvanometer is also fiber-suspended but without the automatic release. For

scribed.

nets are attached curved horns of divided iron
which lie in a horizontal plane. These curved
horns are magnetically throttled at intervals
along their length with copper bands.
The
curved horns embrace a circular space in which
can revolve a light copper or iron shallow cyhnder of thin metal. This cylindrical band forms
the periphery of a light wheel capable of rotation on a vertical axis.
Geared to this axis is a
counting mechanism. The axis also carries a
vane having mica blades.
The principle may be thus briefiy described:
The throttling of the curved iron horns causes
the rapidly reversed magnetism to take the form
of a lateral diffusion of lines of force from the
In effect a series of opposides of the horns.
sitely named magnetic poles travels along the
horn from the base, where it is in contact with

the top of the electro-magnet, to the tip.
These
poles are represented by a series of bunches of
lines of force, setting out laterally from the
sides of the horn, and traveling up it.
The lateral passage of these lines of force through the
metal band which forms the rim of the movable
wheel generates in it eddy currents. These are
continually repelled by the moving field producing them, and hence a motion of rotation is given
to the wheel by the alternating magnetism of the

magnetic poles.
The speed of rotation, being retarded suitably
by the vanes, can be made to be proportional to
the current strength of the current exciting the

magnets, and hence the total turns of the wheel
in a given time to the total electric quantity
flowing through the meter.
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Method of Measuring

Electric Currents.

In the accompanying cuts

is

presented a novel

device for measuring electric currents, invented
by E. \V. Rice. Jr., of Lynn, Mass. The invention consists in alternately heating two expansible rods of solid material by the agency of an
flowing alternately in two
electric
current
branches of a circuit, automatically switching
the current from one branch to the other by the
movement of the expansible bars, as they alternately heat and cool, and registering the number
of movements of expansion and contraction of
the pieces.
The cuts are a diagrammatic representation of
shows its general arrangethe apparatus. Kig.
1

ment

in perspective,

and Fig.

FlGS.

I

2 is

AND

an end view.

2.

June
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conductor /Kis closed. The current now flows
in the conductor It' and heats the same.
The
heat thus developed is communicated to the bar
//.
This bar now expands in the well-known

and

manner and communicates a movement to the
lever O.
This movement is also noted, or regis-

can be removed without disconnecting the highpressure, and of the arrangement by which steam
may be used in either cylinder without employing

tered, and on its completion
reversal of the switch and a

followed by the
the
operations described occurs, beginning with the
heating of condULtnr //''.
is

repetition of

is

so arranged that

it

cannot be tightened

to the ))oint of cutting.

F.ngineers will particularly appreciate the fact
that in this engine the low-pressure piston head

the other.

The John T. Noye Manufacturing company,
Buffalo, N. v.,

is

the builder of Rice engines.
are Fairbanks, Morse & Co.,

The western agents
Rice Automatic

Tandem Compound Con

densing Engine for Heavy Duty.
The Rice automatic tandem compound
densing engine as
horse and under,

is

is

Chicago.

Electric Lighting in Canton, China.

con-

powers of 100
a familiar machine.
The ac-

it

built for

METHOD OF MEASURING ELECTRIC CURRENTS.

In the diagrams /T indicates an expansible rod
made as a compound bar.from two pieces of material, having different coefficients of expansion,
so that when it is heated its free end will bend.
//' is an electric conductor forming the path of
the current to be measured, and applied tu the
bar so that heat developed in the conductor by
the passage of a current will be communicated
The movement of the bar // is imto the bar.
parted to an arm which, as indicated in Fig. 2,
communicates movement to a register train. The
movement of the bar /f, sufficient to move the
wheel one tooth, will correspond obviously to a
given or determinate amount of flow of current
in the circuit, including the conductor IK
By
causing a repetition of such movements, the

7,

companying cut illustrates an engine of the
same type, but modified to meet the demands of
higher duties, for electric tramway and power
and the like.
presented is of the back, and is preferred because it shows clearly not only the
valve motion and the governor, but also the cylinders and frame. The low and unusually heavy
frame will be noted; it is about 25 per cent,
heavier than that of the standard engine.
With two exceptions, the frame and the governor this heavy-duty Rice engine is practically
identical in construction with the standard tandem compound engine already referred to. The
crank disk being too small for the governing
mechanism required on so large an engine, it
plants, rolling mills

The view

H. Ormerod, an F.nglishman, who claims to
have been residing in China for some years, was
in Chicago last week.
He told an interesting
story about the introduction of electric lighting
in Canton:
"Several months ago," he is quoted
as saying, "a big syndicate controlling American
and English capital started to put in an electric
light plant in Canton.
The news was heralded
over all the world, and many Americans and
Englishmen eagerly took stock in the venture.
Not until after the necessary money and the
franchises had been obtained did it appear that
the scheme would be impracticable.
The city
of Canton is dead after 7 o'clock in the evening,
and only those who have business to attend to
are allowed to pass up and down the streets.
There is no more need of lighting the streets of
Canton at night than there would be of burning
J.

the lights here in the afternoon.
Then, again,
the streets are so narrow that it is with the
greatest difficulty that the lines can be put up.
But as the work was begun it was deemed best
to continue it.
few weeks ago the big boiler
came over from San Francisco, and it was
carted toward the electric light establishment.
When about half way to its destination it stuck
fast in one of the narrow streets.
And there it
is now.
It can't be moved either way, and a
smaller boiler has been sent for.
Why, the
streets are so narrow that a New York alderman could not walk about the town. And it is
in this place that they are trying to put up an
electric light plant.
It will be several years yet
before the Chinese will read by electric light."
Mr. Ormerod's story is interesting, but there
are good reasons to believe that he is misinformed, or at least that his statements are

A

KICE AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

current consumed through an extended length of time may be registered or
measured. For this purpose a switch O is employed in connection with the conductor IV, so
that it may be thrown alternately into and out of
circuit.
The switch O consists simply of two
arms or contacts A and />' joined to one terminal of the circuit and adapted to dip alterIn the
nately into the mercury-cups Af N.
operation of measuring, the current flows first
//''', for instance, and heats it.
through conductor
This heat is communicated to the same bar //',
and causes an expansion of the same. This
movement of expansion is registered, as before
shown. When the current has flowed a determinate length of time, the lever O is moved by
the bar to such an extent that the circuit through

amount

of

the conductor

W

is

broken and that through

has been found best to place the governor in the
fly-wheel, or, in some cases, in a wheel of its
own. The valve is then driven from a separate
eccentric on the shaft; both valves being driven
automatically by the governor. The valve itself
is of the gridiron pattern, with four ports, and is
so nicely balanced that it can easily be operated

by hand when under
The main bearing

inaccurate, though he certainly should know
something of the country in which he has been
living.
.\ year ago a distinguished
Chinaman,
a member of the imperial government, visited
Chicago in company with a representative of the
Chinese legation at Washington. Their mission
was to investigate, and among the subjects of
inquiry was the development of electrical science
in this country.
The visitor from the Orient
was a practical electrician, and showed a fa-

steam pressure.
provided with quarter
boxes, in order that the wear may be taken up in
any or all directions. These boxes are lined

miliarity with central station practice that could

with Babbitt metal.
The connecting rod is of forged steel, with a
loop to contain the brasses for the crank-pin.
This construction is more costly than that in the
standard engine, but is warranted by the additional safety and strength which it gives.
The crosshead has a suitable take-up for wear,

not have been obtained in a laboratory or schoolroom.
He said there were a number of towns
in China in which electric lighting was quite extensively adopted, and not a few of these
boasted of street lighting systems.
He declared that China was ahead of Japan in this respect, and that in a few years it would outrank

full
is

June

7,
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New

The Washington repthe European countries.
resentative of the Chinese government, Mr. Koo,
who acted as interpreter, said that there were
many cities at that time making arrangements to
From a reintroduce electric lights for streets.
port of the interview published in the Western
Electrician May 4, 1889, the following is
taken:
"Three years ago, when I left China," said
Mr. Koo, "electricity had been used

for street

Electric Railwray

The Brooklyn
which a view

Work.

&

Coney Island railroad,
shown in the accompanying

of
il-

completed by the
Thomson-Houston Electric company.
This
road consists of sixteen miles of track, which is
equipped with center pole double bracket suspension, the trolley wire being suspended from
poles placed between the tracks 125 feet apart,
and provided with ornamental iron brackets.
lustration,

i

is

317

has just

been

way, San Jose, Cal., is also given. This road is
interesting, not only from its excellent construction, but that it is the first railway in California
equipped by Thomson-Houston system. The
road consists of nine miles of track on which
the double overhead construction has been used,
and will operate six double motor cars.

Electric Club Organized at

The

interest in

New London.

electrical

investigation is increasing, as is attested by the formation of numerous electric clubs throughout the country.
The latest candidate for favor is the Electric
Club of New London, Conn., which was only recently organized.
The officers are Ernest W.
Bruch, president; James R. Troland, treasurer,
and Clarence W. Ford, secretary.
President
Bruch says: "We have been doing good work
lately, and expect to increase our membership
rapidly, although it is rather small at present."

Electrical Execution.
now thought

that the case of ICemraler will be
fought over again on new grounds the first point to be
raised will be the unconstitutionality of the provision substituting the warden of the state prison for the sheriff as
the executioner.
This question will be argued before the
It is

—

General Term and then carried through the several stages,
delaying the final decision as much as possible.
The fight
in the Supreme Court of the United Sta'es may not yet be
abandoned. When Judge Wallace made his order sta}ing
proceedings in Kemmler's case, he did so on the understanding that counsel would immediately apply to the highest tribunal for a writ of habeas corpus, and thus obtain a

.\E\V

ELECTRIC RAILW.W WORK.

and they were introducing incandescent
systems for business houses, residences and
lighting,

now quite extensively used in
Peking, Hong Kong, Shanghai,
Canton and other cities have a great many electric lights.
I read in Chinese papers that electric lighting is becoming general in all the large
cities, and is also gaining a foothold in the
smaller places.
Mr. Ku (the visitor from
China) confirms these statements. I have no
doubt that electric railways will soon be introduced into China, now that they have both railroads and electricity."

workshops. It
man}' districts.

is

The car equipment consists of twelve double
motor cars, and others will soon be added. The
power station is provided with the necessary
boilers for supplying steam to three 200-horse
power engines, and the usual heaters, pumps.

final decision upon
the constitutional objections raised
against the proposed mode of execution.
Judge Wallace
announced that he granted the writ solely in order 'o save
the prisoner's life until the constitutional points at issue
could be decided by the Supreme court.
This court declined to hear Mr. Sherman's application for a writ of
habeas corpus for the reason that it could not regularly
take notice of an original writ in such a case.
Judge Wallace had made no decision on the writ, and therefore there
could be no appeal upon which to allow the Supreme court
For the purpose, however,
to act in its appellate capacity.
of securing a speedy determination of the question involved the Court directed Mr. Sherman to make application
for a writ of error from the findings of the Court of ApThe Court ha\ing decided the quespeals of New York.
tions at issue against Kemmler, Judge Wallace, when his
writ becomes returnable on the third Monday in June, will,
of course, rule against Mr. Sherman on the matter of the
Counsel have the undoubted legal
habeas corpus writ.
privilege of appealing from the decision of Judge Wallace
next month, and, as the Supreme court has adjourned for
the term, a hearing could not be had until next October.

In this connection another circumstance may
be recalled which tends to corroborate their report of the progress

made

in the

empire.

They

spoke of the negotiations pending at that time
between representatives of Chinese capitalists
and a well-known American company for the introduction of the latter's system of lighting.
Shortly after the announcement was made that
company had closed a contract to supply tie
apparatus for the central stations referred to,
the statement
was made that the machines were in readiness.
Another item of interest that will be remembered by readers of
daily papers is the fact that when the first machines were shipped at San Francisco, the
"honest Chinamen" counted out in gold the
amount due for the machines, and as the sum
was quite large, the representatives of the American company, according to the press dispatches,
were rather surprised at the proceeding, and did
not relish carrying the gold about. This initial
installation was followed by orders for additional
machines, and a number of American experts
accompanied the apparatus to China, and are
there now superintending the work of installing it.
It will, therefore, appear that the gentleman,
whose statement is quoted from the daily
There is
papers, is misinformed as to his facts.
no question that electric lighting has been successfully accomplished in China, and that there
are in operation in that country to-day several
commercially successful plants. This advancement is largely due to the energy and ingenuity
of Americans, and this fact may have something to do with Mr. Ormerod's failure to seethe
plants, or, at least, appreciate their importance.
this

NEW

The

ELECTRIC RAILWAY WORK.

apparatus consists of six
loo-horse power Thomson- Houston railway generators of the four-pole type, and switch-board
with the usual fittings.
A part of the station is
used as a car house, and is provided with eight
tracks with pits underneath, thus rendering the
cleaning and repair work an easy matter.
A view of the San Jose and Santa Clara railetc.

electrical

Whether

or not, in view of the fact that the questions at
issue have been settled and of the probability that the court
very
severely censure the bringing of such an appeal
would
for the sole purpose of delaying execution, counsel will
insist upon staving off the day of execution, is the
question which remains to be determined.
Another name has been added to the list of condemned
prisoners awaiting the result of the legal contest over
still

Kemmler's

case.

Frank Fish, of Canandaigua, was sennew law at Auburn, July 12.

tenced to be executed under the
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mentioiKil pinfuahk- liekLs.
It may be that this
substantial eviilciu c which impressed the American manufacturers of electrical apparatus is not
at the command of the English companies, but
surely they must know that there are electric
light stations in China, and that the remark that

.Among the many curious applications of electricity might be mentioned one which has lately
been put in practice by a professor in the cavalry school at Paris.
This gentleman has designed apparatus in which he utilizes the microphone in connection with a mechanical striker
and a phonometer for detecting slight flaws in
bombshells.
The instrument which is called a

selves of electricity,

"schiseojjhone"
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Represf.ntatives of phonograph companies
throughout the country held a conference in (Chicago last week to discuss inalters of interest relative to the instruments which they are putting
on the market. The most interesting feature of
the meeting was the reporting of the proceedings by phonograph, whicli is referred to in an
article in another i:olunin in this issue.
TiiK Board of Public Works of Kansas City
seems to be indefatigable in obtaining statistics.
The board acts on the e.'icellent principle of
utilizing, as far as possible, the experience of
other cities.
A year or more ago it secured figures showing the cost of public lighting in a
number of large cities throughout the country.
This table has served its day and the secretary

has been of late again engaged in securing figuHes showing the cost of lighting at the present
time.
Some of the statistics which he has obtained are given in the Kansas City letter.

Hermann

I.emp's paper on ".Vutomatic Elecat the
last general meeting of the .Xmerican Institute
of Electrical Engineers, is given in another column. Mr. l.emp treats his subject most exhaustively and the readers of the Wesierx
Ei.ic tRiciAN who are in possession of welding
machines of the type referred to by Mr. l.emp
will doubtless find the paper to be a most interesting one.
fear, though, to the majority of
the readers the article will prove rather unsatis-

tric

Welding Machines," which was read

We

1890

factory owing to a lack of illustration.
In view
of the fact that this paper was written on a subject of such great interest to electricians and engineers in general, it is to be regretted that the
author did not see fit to illustrate more thoroughIv the manv details referred to.

it

CHICAGO

6 Lakeside Building.

7,

is

described in another column.

stated that a number of rails tested by
means of the device were afterward broken and
Haws were found to exist at points indicated by
the apparatus,
.Such an instrument as this if
proved thurouglily reliable would be utidoubtedly most valuable in certain lines of work.
For instance, in steam locomotive construction
the parallel rods when finished, but before they
are placed in position on the engine, are submitted to a most careful scrutiny to ascertain
whether a flaw exists.
This is only one case
out of many where a reliable instrument of this
kind might be of the greatest utility.
It is

Tiir. announcement has been made time and
again that inventors were almost ready to give
to the world the details of their schemes for
economically producing electricity directly from
heat.
Time wears on, and these plans do not
materialize.
.\ new claimant for the
honor of
discovering inexpensive means of generating
electricity directly by means of heat has been

found

by the daily press. According to the
dispatches the inventor is H. B. Co.x at present
a resident of Hartford.
His apparatus, which is
not yet described, is so simple that he refrains
from attaching to it the dignified name of machine.
The dispatches state that "by Mr. Cox's
method heat has been changed to electricity as
simply as water is changed to steam. From
glowing coals comes the subtle current, without
the aid of boiler, engine, or dynamo."
With the
exceedingly meager reports that have thus far
been published one has no basis for forming any
conclusion whatsoever in regard to the alleged
invention.
Certainly no one would be warranted in denying the possibility of such an invention for the brightest minds in the electrical
field confidently expect that this problem will be
solved, ultimately, just as they anticipate the invention of a lamp which shall rival the glow of
the fire fly, shedding light but emitting no heat.
Still we think no one is looking for these inventions quite yet, and boiler makers, engine builders and dynamo manufacturers continue their
work and give little thought to the possible invention of an iconoclastic machine which will
enable the electrician to dispense with all their
wares.
Ei.i''.cii<ic lighting in China has formed
the
subject of many newspaper articles of late, and
that country has been generally considered a

promising field. Last week, however, an "English merchant from Canton" stopped in Chicago
long enough to tell a reporter that the prevailing ideas were erroneous.
This gentleman gave
an interesting description of Canton, which must
be a very sleepy place indeed, if correctly reprethe picture he presented,
It is to be
noticed, however, that the
statements subsequently reported do not inspire implicit confidence in the Englishman's judgment, assuming,
of course, that he is a gentleman of veracity.
About a year ago there was a distinguished Chinese official in Chicago, and his report of the
progress of electrical interests in the Orient was
more highly colored than those made by .American exploiters.
He said that electric lights
were then in use in ("anton, and that they had
been in operation in that city and elsewhere in
the empire for three years at least.
His familiarity with the operation of central stations supported his claims for he had not been in this
country long enough to acquire knowledge of
this kind.
If further proof were needed it could
be found in the records of large .American electrical concerns which have found in the cities

sented

in

will

be long before the Chinese avail
is absurd.

Mention

is

made

them-

in'the Pittsburg letter of

week, of the fact that the .Allegheny County
Eight company has fitted up a photometer room
as an accessory to its central station.
This is
somewhat of an innovation. Photometric work,
as a rule, has been confined to the lamp manufacturer.
The lighting comjiany has rested content with the maker's guarantee of candle
power.
Now, however, that competition is rife,
there is arising a gradually growing tendency
toward a refinement of the old go-as-you-please
In this connection, too, it may be
methods.
mentioned that the establishment of a photometric department by the .Allegheny company
brings to mind the form of contract which was
recently recommended by an aldermanic committee on fuel and street lights of Holyoke, Mass.
Without again going over the details of
this unitpie contract which was referred to in
the Bosion letter of May lo, we may say that
the committee proposed among other things that
the measurement of the lights should be made
by comparison through the use of a Bunsen
photometer.
It
was required, also, that the
tests be made while the lamps were in their regthis

Such action as this
ular positions in the street.
seems clearly to indicate that consumers are
awakening to a realization that arc lights may
sometimes be fed with a current of 9 amperes
when to develop full candle power they require
10.
The consumer naturally wants tD know
whether value has been received. To say the
least, then, his knowledge that the lighting company tests the lamp furnished would in itself be
something of a guarantee of fair treatment. The
action of the Allegheny company is to be commended, and the more far-sighted of our companies might do worse than to follow the example thus set.
It

is

now intimated

electrical

their la.st
fight will

that the opponents of the
execution law have not discharged
round of ammunition, and that a lively

occupy the attention of the New York
courts during the warm summer months.
The
provision of the new law substituting the prison
warden as executioner, in place of the sheriff of
the county in which the crime was committed,
will be the first question to be considered.
The
recent decision of the Supreme court settles all
doubts as to the constitutionality of electrical
execution as a penalty for murder. The expediency of the new method and its practical
working is still questioned, not only by those
engaged in electrical pursuits, but by many able
and influential leaders in the Empire state, and
every opportunity of assailing the obnoxious
measure will be embraced. It is not at all improbable that some enterprising metropolitan
journal may take a hand in the fight on its own

The Sun remarks: "The elecexecution law will come before the courts
again after the fir.st execution under it if the
authorities attempt to enforce the prohibition
against the publication of the details by newspapers; and then will arise a very interesting
responsibility.
trical

constitutional i|uestion as to the liberty of the
press."
This, it may be remarked, is the unanimous sentiment of the metropolitan dailies.
The (piestion of substituting the electric current for the guillotine has recently been dis.Among the authorities whose
cussetl in Paris,
opinions have been solicited, there is a unanimity
of sentiment against electrical execution that
does them credit. It is of interest to note that
they object to the substitution on the same
grounds which led the legislators of New York
state to make a change
by motives of humanity.
The former think electrical execution barbarous and the latter think it the most civilized
method of inflicting the death penalty.
While
we dislike to subscribe to a foreign judgment in

—

preference to an .American conclusion we must
concede our belief in the correctness of the
French opinion in reference to electric execuion.

.
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Automatic Electric Welding Machines.'
Among the latest achievements in electrotechnics, stands
prominently Prof
Thomson's electric welding process.
The broad underlying principl-e has so often been described
and exhibited by its able discoverer and others, that to reThe
peat it again would ht imposing upon your patience.
evolution of a new process and its reduction to practice for
commercial purposes. especiaHy if the leading elements of
its working are novel in tB'em; elves, must necessarily open a
vast field for investigation.
Such is the case with electric
welding and with a view of showing the commercial apparatus of to-day,

it

will

necessary for

be

me

and mechanical requirements which

to state the
led to its con-

struction.

The

reason for which machines have been invented, has
purpose of reproducing faithfully and constantly a set of conditions necessarj' to obtain a certain reWhen the conditions in aiy case are few and the
sult.
product simple, geierally one design of machine will bs

been

for the

'

f'

-

^

1

b,

;;';

..

increased number of conditions, however, the complexity of the apparatus increases rapidly and
demands in many cases subdivision into different processes
What constitutes
to be executed by separate machinery.
skill, in a working man for instance, is the ability to coordinately reproduce a number of operations or movements;
to be, in other words, a perfect machine, or to produce the
same result, even if other conditions than those previously
contemplated should arise.
To secure uniform results in the practice of a difiicult
operation, there are two ways possible.
To employ skilled help for the complex portion of
1.

With an

the work alone.
2.
To substitute for the more complex portion of
the operation, one more readily controlled.
The ordinary welding process requires the greatest skill
at the hands of the blacksmith for heating the metals to
the proper temperature and at the right spot, while preventing the accumu'ation of cinder or scale. While skill
may be successful with metals of high melting points and
low conduc ivity for hear, easily fusible metals and especially good conductors batHe all attempts as long as an exterior heating source is employed.
The electric welding process, has as you know, not only
made it possible that operators not particularly skilled in
the art of blacksmithing can produce good substantial
welds, but has created an art equally adaptable to all
metals and combinations of metals.

METALS.
the metals, alloys and corabioations so far actually welded with success by the Thomson
process: Wrought iron, cast copper, antimony, aluminum,

The

fo'lowing are

r

all

^

wrought iron

to

cast

made above ordinary welding and ea'ly recogn'zed the importance of a machine in which all conditions for successful operations are mechanically controlled to produce uuiform results, by rapid working, and require little or no
attendance.
Such machines, now known as automatic welding machines have proved to be of special importance in connection
with easily fusible metals, enabling the successful welding

"~

\EXCITER

In some other forms, the field magnet is the movable
part in which case no heavy currents have to be carried
through collector and brushes. Xo direct welders are
built at present for currents larger than 4,odo amperes.
The indirect method of distribution is almost exclusively
used to-day. It consists, in its simplest form, of one alternating current dynamo, self or separately excited, and one
welder which is a transformer with the necessary clamping
and operating appliantes. The self-exciting dynamos used
are from 1,000 to 20,000 watts output and may be regulated
by means of a rtactive coil to give a varying e. m. f. never
to exceed 300 volts.

aluminum, silicon and aluminum bronze, wh'ch require
even with the electric process a considerable skill.
Before entering into a detailed description of the
automatic welder, a few general data on welding will be in

They are substantially built to withstand sudden strains,
have self-oiling bearings, brushes are never to be moved
and are perfectly sparkless, requiring no other attention

order.

The winding on the transformer being once for all set,
variation in the e. m. f. has to be obtained either by varying by hand the initial e. m. f. of dynamo or to excite a
dynamo to the lowest potential required, it being so compounded as to give with the maximum work the increased em. f., or finally to maintain a constant e. m. f. at dynamo

of

The Thomson

process of electric welding can and has
been worked by means of continuous or alternating cur
rents; secondary batteries or unipolar machines may and
have been used.
There are such conditions as transportability absence of motive power, situation in continuous
distribution district, etc., which may make it advisable to
The alternating currents have
use the continuous current.
so far been the best adapted to be economically produced
They are easily and ecoof large volume at low e. m. f.
nomically controlled, can be distributed at high presFure
with small conductors and it may be reduced to working
They have ho vever, another
pressure wherever needed.
beneficial effect,

1
sufficient.

steel,

wrought iron to German silver, wrought iron to
nickel, tin to lead.
But Prof. Thomson was not satisfied with this progT"ess
brags,

By Hermann Lemt.

electrical

wrought iron to crescent

steel,

3'9

which

is

except cleaning.

of importance in all welds of large

sections.

a well-known fact amongst manufacturers of incandescent lamp filaments of large section that the inner porIn treating filation in a filament is apt to be overheated.
ments as used in the now commercial series lamp, in hydrocarbon atmosphere, the writer thought once to produce an
extra good quality of carbon by starting with an extremely
thin base .004 inch thick and obtaining a filament go to 95
per cent, of which consisted of hard, gray, lustrous carbon.
He thought to extend this process to the manufacture of
arc light carbons, and even produced pencils of about }
What was his surprise, however, to find
inch in diameter.
that although the lustrous surface presented at all times a
dense gray structure, the core lost this character after a
carbon had been deposited. In
certain thickness of
fact, a number of concentric layers would be discovered
inmost
graphite
to the dense gray, semi-crystalfrom the
It is

ine at the O-it^ide.
This action can in my mind only be attributed to the
simioverheating of the carbon particles in the inside.
lar action takes place in a bar of iron if heated by an elecThe surface exposed to radiation will be at a
tric current.
It is true that the heatlower temperature than the core.
ing of the metal will increase its resistance and thus tend to
By
eqalize the temperature, but not enough in all cases.
the use of alterualing currents we gain, however, an assistself-induction.
The
effect
of
the
latter
is
especance in the
ially marked and has a tendency to concentrate the heat on
the surface.
If there is any place which receives more current than
another,
the effect of the self-induction is emphasized
by the fact that the surrounding part is cool and its
permeability is greater than the part traversed by the sur-

A

all loads and vary the e. m. f. at the transformer by
interposing a variable resistance or preferably self-induction.
The transformer itself may be built so as to give a
different ratio of conversion, either by moving the primary
and s=condar}' relatively to each other or by shunting lines
of force by means of an iron bridge between primary and
secondary, or by altering the number of turns in primary
or secondary' by a switch.
When a single p'ant is used, viz., one dynamo and one
welder, it is the dynamo generally which, if separately excited, is regulated by means of a rheostat in the exciter
circuit or by a reactive coil inseries with excitiogcoil on the
Diagram Xo. i shows the
the armature if self-excited.
connections used with a separately excited machine.
The only thing different from similar installations is
the break switch wh'ch is operated by a foot treadle,
and automatically opens the circuit when foot pressure is

under

removed.

This prevents any mishaps when operated by uninitiated
persons, as all action ceases when one leaves the apparatus.
The primary voltage never exceeds 500 volts with 100
alternations or 50 complete cjxles per second.
Xothing
but the very best insulation is used in the primary wiring.
It is deemed necessary' to protect the customers not only
against any shocks, but even against the scare of on^ and
we recommend the permanent grounding of the secondary
which in welding apparatus constitutes virtually the table
and pressure devices.
Diagram Xo. 2 shows the connections used for a selfexclted composite dynamo, which has two windings on th_
armature, a longer main and shorter exciting coil.
Bot
are wound in the same direction and currents generate
,

RESISTANCE

IRON FRAME OF

WELDER CONNECTED TO
WATER OR STEAM PIPE.
IRON FRAME OF WELDER
AND REACTIVE COIL CONNECTED TO WATER OH
STEAM PIFE.

manganese, cast

magnesium, mall,
wrought copper, zinc, bismuth,

iron, lead, cobalt, silver,

iron, tin, nickel, platinum,

gold (pure)..

ALLOYS.
Various grades of tool
steel castings,
crescent steel.

steel,

various grades of mild steel,

chrome steel, musshet steel, stubs steel,
Bessemer steel, cast brass, gun metal, brass

composition, fuse metal, type metal, solder metal, German
silver, aluminum alloyed with iron, aluminum brass, aluminum bronze, phosphor bronze, silicon bronze, coin silver,
various grades of gold.

COMEIX.ATIONS.
to brass, copper to wrought iron, brass to German silver, brass to tin. gold to platinum, silver to platinum, copper to German silver, brass to mild steel, copper

Copper

to gold, copper to silver, brass to wrought iron, brass to
cast iron, tin to zinc, tin to brass, wrought iron to cast
iron, wrought iron to cast steel, wrought i-'on to mild steel,
wrought iron to tool steel, gold to German silver, gold to
silver, wrought iron to musshet steel, wrought iron to stub
I

Read before the general meeting of the American

Electrical Engineers. Boston,

May

21, iSjo.

Institute of

With very

large and especially wide
unevenness of distribution may be
remedied by approaching iron masses to create at a
given spot a greater self induction or counter e. m. f.,
diverging thus the current from that section
Prof.
Thomson has early recognized the importance of and

plus of current.
metal pieces the

patented a device to prevent the heating of the metal
at a given spot by creating locally increased self-induction
or magnetic effects.
In view of this, an experiment almost daily witnessed by
us, 't is interesting to note the paper controversy between
parties disputing the priority of a device which is to produce exactly the opposite result with, however, the same

means and

conditions.

Two

methods of distribution are in use, the direct and
the indirect. In the former an alternating current dynamo
is used, having two windings on the armature, one of which
furnishes currents rendered continuous by a commutator to
excite the field magnets and is controlled by switch and
rheostat; the other consisting of a single turn of hea^'y
copper cable furnishes the welding currents, which is led
through collector and brushes to movable copper clamps
suitable to receive and guide the welding specimens during
the operation.

multiple commuted through the shunted
magnet, thence through line Xo 2, controlled by a
break switch and split, one returning through reactive coil
and line 3, the other through welder and line i to their
respective windings.
The exciting effects of each circuit
add themselves. The reactive coil is conveniently placed
The dynamo is regulated from minimum
near the welder.
to 300 vo'ts and excited for each weld anew.
For some work which must be done at great speed, the
second method is resorted to, that is. to keep the field constantly excited by fixing a variable reactive coil in a given
position just enough to produce about 150 volts, the lowest
The proportion of the field magnets,
e. m. f. required.
the e. m. f. of the exciting coil and the resistance of a
shunt to the field are such as to produce an overcompounding of 100 per cent, in this case with largest current in
therein pass in
field

the primary-.

This method of regulation is very nice as it is absolutely
automatic, responds quickly, the field of the dynamo not
requiring to "build" everj* time from residual magnetism
We sometimes call it "cutic compounding," as it
alone.
produces a constant heating effect for variable cross-sections and variable lengths as well.
With this modification
the wiring of diagram Xo. 4 is slightly altered, the break

.
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su-itch
circuit

breaking only the main
permanenily closed.

circuit, leaving the exciting

The methods s^ far described are only used when a
It was early
single welding machine is to be operated.
recognized ihtt if the process is at all to be used on a commercial basis that at least the generating of the necessary
currents <ihou!d be limited 10 as fetv machines as possible.
It required, in other words, a dyramo giving a nearly
constant e- m. f. of sufficient capacity to feed a number of
welders while mainlaining for each absolute independence.
Since all welding for a long while to come will probably
be operated in isolated plants, the dynamo is to be placed
in the hands of an engineer generally, not an expert in
electrical matters, and has, therefore, to be easily attended
and free from all the little faults and kinks which are at
present the sole consolation of the dynamo tender.
One of
Its prime requirements fs clo5e automatic regulation under
all

Constant potential, self-regulating dynamos are manufactured in various sizes and are self-exciting up to 30,000
watts output
l:)ynamos vith large output are separately
The methods employed
excited, but also self-regulating.
to obtain regulations are novel and will form the subject of
another paper at some future date.
either constant potential or a
I would simply state that
per cent, inciease with load can be obtained and that the
Kiir.

.-

m

[Bn

some respects

influence the heat by forcing the bars

into

each other at either higher or lower temperature, and by so
doing cause the action to be interrupted at an earlier or
later period, as may be required.

The pressure required varies with the material and is approximately i,Soo lb., per square inch for steel; 1.200 lbs.
per square inch of iron; 600 lbs. per square inch of copper;
it varies also with the area of cross section as indicated by
its being expressed a function with the surface as one of
the factors.

The interruption of the current as soon as the weld
completed is important for all easily fusible metals.
two copper wires are welded together the welded
portion being increased in cross-section owing to the end
4.

is

Fi

ipr^

Fia .7
:-N

fe~^ ^-

pi

sary to prevent injury to the coil in case of such a rupture.
The movable clamp, in order to follow the softening of the
metal, has therefore, to have as little friction as possible,
and yet has to make a good contact to carr)' the heavy currents.
The clamp is furthermore required to move in true
guides, so as to abut thi small conductors with their axes
in line.
The heating necessarily brought about when
rapid and continuous welding is done must not interfere
with the bearing and cause the carriage to stick through
expansion.
All these conditions have been complied with in using
the V-bearings, the carriage being helJ down in contact by
means of a heavy spring and a number of copper rollers
being interposed between the carriage and the bearing,
Fig 10. The copper rollers are simple short pieces of '4inch hard rolled copper wire, rounded at the ends
There
are sixteen altogether, eight toward the front and eight toward the back of carriage, equally distributed on both
sides of the bearing.
stationary rod at apex of the bearing prevents the interference of the two rows of rollers.
Between the two sets
of rollers in front and in back, a bolt passes, applying the
spring pressure, forcing the carriage into contact with the
bearing.
pressure of forty pounds may be employed, and

A

A

gap-

The

current should, therefore, be interrupted as soon as
the weld is completed
It is also sometimes required that
the parts to be welded should be of a certain predetermined
length, in .which case the interruption of the current as
soon as the allowable distance has been reached is

Fl

J'

A'l these conditions are maintained constant in the autoler before u"?, which is the first commercial type
This welder is not entirely automatic in the
of its kind.
The degree of automatic action
s'.rict sense of the word.
has to be considered for each individual object separately.
This machine contains however, the leading features as
covered by Professor Thomson's patent, June 26, iSS3,

material constant.

,

1890

1

'

-

1

matic wel

2.
The e. m. f. required depends upon the projection
aid the resistance of the material to be welded. For
larger cross-section, the specific self-induction plays an important role, and indirectly the shape of the specimen.
Another factor affecting the e. m. f. is the resistance
between clamps and material and the resistance of copper

p£l

pressure, if the current is not interrupted a large portion
of the conductor on either side of the weld, including the
latter, become heated and will melt and be torn asunder
before any pressure device could follow and bridge over the

7,

essential.

regulation will respond even if the load consist of selfinduclive translating devices.
I lay some stress on the regulation of the dynamo for the
reason that the generators are nol to be placed in the care
of special attendants as in the case of a central station, but
have to deliver their currents under constant pressure whatever may be the conditions of work they are subjected to;
even an automatic regulator would hardly be able to follow
the rapid variation of load.
The following conditions influence the perfection of the
work and ate variable with different materials and sizes:
Projection of the abutted pieces in the path of the
1.
current.
2.
E. ra. f. of welding current as controlling the strength
of current flowing.
End pressure applied to force the abutting ends into
3.
each other at welding heat.
Interruption of current at proper time.
4.
The projection of the abutted pieces varies with the
1.
It has been found that for copper, a projection
diameter.
of two times the diameter for each clamp gives the most
With steel and iron, the most economeconomical results.
ical projection equals the diameter, and is for brass one
and one-half times the latter
The projections sensibly effect the energy required and
the most economical one depends upon the heat-conducting
properties and specific resistance of the specimens.
Accordingly high conducting bodies require longer projections,
ones
short
projections.
resistant
Conductors
highly
of
larger and smaller diameters may be welded by giving to
In the same manner may
each its respective projection.
wires of different materials be joined to each other.
It is easily understood ^hat since unequal projections on
different sized conductors produce the proper heating of
both at their junction, equal projection of equal sized conAll other conditions neglected,
ductors will be required.
it is important to keep the projection for a given size and

fi]

should have been too strong, the time necessary for welding
alone is affected, and in this case shortened.
The bars
will, however, be united at the same temperature and with
the same force, whatever the time may have been used to
bring about the plasticity necessary.
The pressure will in

When

loads.

m

June

,„

,

^•o- 3S5 022, with a few improvements in mechanical construction.
The cap3city of the machine is nominally
copper wire No 6 to No. 17 A. G.
It will, however, weld

Urger and smaller sizes. It weighs 130 pounds complete;
the secondary is one solid copper casting of a cross-section
resembling a hollow, square box with one of the sides
removed.
This cast'ng

A

is firml) screwed to an iron table.
saw
cut at right angles to the plane of loop creates the two
poles one in-ulated from the table, the other constituting
a V-shaped bearing suitable to receive a sliding clamping
device
The hollow part of the secondary is to receive the primary coil which is separately wound in a form and insulated
with special care.
Two U-shaped laminated iron cores
embrace the primary and secondary.
It has been found that the best form of the transformer is
the one in which the primary and secondary coils are coax'ally
placed in an iron core, so as to cause all lines of force
generated by the former to cut through the latter.
If the
two windings are placed side by side on an iron core, or on
opposite legs, as shown in sketch Fig. 3. there is a tendency to form consequent poles at the point where the two
windings meet, due to the leakage of lines of force.
The
leakage will depend upon the distance between the two
legs, and upon the length of magnetic circuit.
It has been
purposely increased and turned to advantage by Prof.
Thomson, for obtaining constant current in the secondary,
while the primary i.s supplied with constant e. m. f.. Fig.

4.

When, however, constant

e.

m.

f.

in secondary is

yet the carriage will move freely.
These sixteen rollers
have to transmit a current of approximately 3,000 amperes.
They absorb about 20 per cent, of the total energy^, which
loss is, however, fully balanced
by the reliability and simplicity of the device
This loss is, moreover, only on the
maximum sizes, and becomes insignificant on small work.
An adjustable coiled spring pulls the sliding clamp toward the stationary one. In front and pivoted on a lever
is the distance gauge, which may be inserted
between the
two clamps. This gauge carries on a central disk a number of steel pins of varying lengths, but equal of projection
on either side of the disk. These projections, if inserted between the two clamps, give the necessary distance required
for a given size of wire, the disk against which the wires
are abutted insuring equal projection of both ends to be
joined.
On the back of the apparatus a switch is located in
the primary circuit, which is normally held open by a
spring.
By moving the handle to the right the primary
will be closed and the switch locked by a little catch unpin fastened to a movable clamp wilt
derneath the table.
lift the catch
and release the switch, thus opening the

A

circuit.

An

intermediate lever between catch and pin. operated
rule, which serves also as an index, permits of
varying the point of cut-off, which has to be in a certain
relation to the distance between clamps.
The position of

by a sliding

re-

quired, it is important that this leakage should be decreased
to a minimum.
\'arious forms of secondary may be employed to work
consistent with the above principle.
few of these are
shown in the diagrams, Figs. 5, 6. 7 and S. In these cases
the secondary is preferably a solid copper casting.
The
forms shown in Figs. 8 and 9, however, permit hard rolled
copper plates to be used.
For mechanical reasons an J convenience the forms shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 are mostly used, and actual experience
shows practically no leakage This construction permits of
removing the primary without disturbing the secondary in
the least.
It also gives the least possible self-induction for
a given cross-sec ion.
It is often found stated that when large quantities of alternating currents have to be conveyed through copper conductors, it is important to have the same laminated or subdivided in smaller conductors to reduce self-induction.
This may be true to a certain extent. The shape of crosssection is, however, far more important than the lamina-

A

tion.

-J
m

conductors.
The e.
for iron and steel is
f. required
nearly double that for copper and would be four times if
equal projection were used for both.
A certain drop of e.
f. will be found from the clamps
This drop is rather low on materials
to the specimens.
having naturally bright surfaces, as for instance copper,
brass, german silver, tin or even cold rolled iron and steel.
For a large class of work, however, especially in carriage
hardware, the surfaces to be used for contact have a light scale
left after passing through the rolls, which has cither to be
removed by grinding or filing or to be overcome by the e.
m. f. of the current. In a good many cases, the introduction of a special process of cleaning is deemed to be more
expensive than to use a little extra power to work through
the scale.
For uniformity of result the end pressure required
3.
to press the abutting specimens into each other at welding
heat is of more importance than any of the former agencies;
this is, in fact, the one which controls and rectifies any inaccuracies in the former conditions.
If the pressure necessary for a given size and material is used, the weld
cannot be performed until the metal has acquired the necessary plasticity to yield to the pressure. If, for one reason
or another, the e. m. f. and, consequently, the current

m

An experimental compound conductor, consisting of a
number of flat copper ribbons in parallel, showed a selfinduction of t/irt'c- when the ribbons were closely packed,
of ^7i'o when separated into two paris^ and o/ic- when spread
open

like a fan.

The

explanation for this was given to the institute last
year by Prof. Thomson, when he showed self-induction to
depend mostly upon the length of the Hoes of force surrounding a conductor when traversed by intermittent or alternating currents.
Returning to the subject before us, we find that the pole

which

insulated from the table constitutes the slationary
clamp.
The uninsulated pole, which is considerably larger,
has on its upper si le a long \'-shaped groove parallel with
the axis of the secondary. Fig. 10.
movable copper
block, also \'-shaped, fits in the bearing and can be slid in
the same forward and backward.
This movable block carries the second clamp
The current necessary for welding has to pass through this sliding
contact.
The welding of small copper wire, or any other
easily fusible metal, is a ven>* difficult thing if special apparatus Is not used.
The current required is very large,
several hundred amperes for wire not larger than No. 17
is

A

A. G.
The metal, when it reaches welding heat, readily melts
away, and has to be followed by the movable clamp, so as
to prevent the breaking of the circuit.
This latter action

when

it

occurs

is

so violent that a special device

is

neces-

between clamps corresponding to each other are marked with the same figure,
which is also inscribed on a wire gauge fastened to the
welder.
By inserting a wire into the gauge the number
cut-off tension of spring, distance

read will give the necessary adjustments at once.
If by imprudence the switch should be moved to the
right while no stock is inserted, and the clamps in contact
with each other, the switch cannot be locked, and the fuse
in the primary' will

be blown without, however, causing any

damage.

The insertion of the distance gauge between clamps locks
the switch so that primary can only be closed after withdrawing the gauge.
The operation is as follows; ist. The wires to be welded are gauged. 2d. The distance gauge and cut-off are
set

tocorrespond withthenumberonthegauge. 3d.

Themov-

4th.
able clamp is moved to the right and gauge inserted.
Both wires are securely clamped, care being taken to abut
5th. The gauge is
the ends squarely against the disk.

June
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withdrawn
-th.
6th- The switch is moved to the right
The reactive coil moved toward a position of minimum reaction, and restored to maximum after weld has been completed.
Sth. The clamps are opened and the weld removed, after which the operation can be repeated again.
If a good many welds of the same sized material are to be
made, the reactive coil may once for all be set in a given
position, and the switch alone be operated.
_^\Velds made with the automatic machine have attained
a uniformity not obtainable with very skilled operators
working without it. In fact, small, easily fusible wires can
scarcely be welded with certainty with ordina'y apparatus.

For aluminum

especially,

the

automatic

apparatus

is

needed.

The

reactive device used in connection with welders is
the type recently described by Prof. Thomson, in which a
cast is made to more or le;s cover the p'imar}', the self-induction of which is to be altered.
To obtain still a large
¥

Tha Beck Twin Compound Engine.
The cuts presented herewith illustrate a new
compound engine which has recentlj' been designed by the Taylor Manufacturing company of
Instead of placing the cylinders one in front
of the other, as in the style known as the "tandem,"they are placed in this engine side by side
with the common wall between, hence the name
"twin."
Each cylinder has its own piston, and
both are attached to one common cross head
which in turn is connected by one single connecting rod to the crank pin.
val.-e

prevent loss of heat from the exhaust steam in
the chamber.
Still further protection is afforded
the exhaust steam by passing it through the
hollow piston valve of the high pressure cylinder,

which

Chambersburg, Pa.

The
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chambers are

also

placed side by

is

surrounded by

live

steam from the

boiler preparatory to being distributed into the
high pressure cylinder. The exhaust chamber
is also of such proportion as to receive the steam

without back pressure and prevents unnecessary
expansion of the steam before entering the low
pressure cylinder, the importance of whieh is
readily understood by engineers.
The pistons used in this engine are fitted with
steam packing; the valves are of the hollow
piston type, provided with L shaped packing
rings that are adjusted by steam.
The valves of
the two cylinders are operated by one eccentric
which is the same as used on the plain engines.
It

may be mentioned

single cylinder

also that the plain style of
made by the same firm

engine

can be changed to a compound by simply putting on new cylinder, cross head and rocker arm
to connect with the valve stems.
The manufacturers guarantee as economical
performance of the engine in regular service as was
obtained in tests made at the shops, and which
are detailed below.
The conditions of test were
not made with special arrangements, but by using simply a common return tubular boiler, with

good draft and with plain setting, good bituminous coal from the Cumberland regions, feed

FIG.

I.

BECK

TW IN COMPOUND

range, the windings of primary can be coupled in series or
multiple series, or multiple by a switch in the base of the coil.
As mentioned before, the welding of easily fusible metals
may sometimes cause a rupture of the secondary circuit,
which, owing to its violence and volume of energy, may
cause a burn-out of the primary' if not guarded against.
This danger is not very great in the automatic machine,
since the end pressure does not depend upon the attention
special device is, however, used as an
of the operator.
extra precaution against all emergencies.
Breaking a high tension circuit rapidly is not easily done.
An arc generally follows the break, and this lengthens the
time of the rupture. If the voltage of the circuit to be
broken is so low that over the slightest distance an arc canThis is the
not follow, the break will be instantaneous.
case with the secondarj' circuit of the welding transformer.
would,
even if
ordmarily
only
one
volt
The voltage being
Howincreased ten fold, not be able to maintain an arc.
ever, multiplied in the primary it will cause e. m. f. sufficient to pierce through the insulation as ordinarily used.
This actioa is similar to a Ruhrakorff coil in which the interrupter is caused to break under oil or water.
This discharge is taken care of by a special apparatus,
the description of which I reserve also for another com-

A

ENG:NE.

side beneath the cylinders, with a chamber between them into which the exhaust steam from

the high pressure cylinder is discharged through
the port or opening between the valve chambers,
as shown in Fig. i.
cap or bonnet, removed
in the cut, serves as a connection between the
end of the valve chamber of the high pressure
cylinder and the port of the receiving chamber.
Each end of the chamber is fitted with a bonnet,
thus making a very short distance for the steam
to pass from the ports of the high pressure
From the chamber it
cylinder to the chamber.

A

water heated to 208 degree-, all live steam pipe
covered, ai»d cylinders of engine not steamjacketed. The engine tested had an 8 in. diameter
high pressure cylinder and a 13J/2 in. diameter
low pressure cylinder with 15 in. stroke. The
tests were made with a friction brake.
During
a continuous run of 15 hours the engine worked
at an average maximum load of 90-horse power
on a little less than 2 pounds of coal, and 24
pounds of water per horse power per hour, with
boiler pressure of 100 pounds.
During another
continuous 15 hour run, 40-horse power was
developed with 2}^ pounds of coal and 27
pounds of water per horse power per hour, with
100 pounds boiler pressure. During a continuous run of II hours the engine developed 25horse power on 3 pounds of coal and 35 pounds
of water per horse power per hour, with 100

pounds

boiler pressure.

Columbia Theater,
Chicago.
The new management of the Columbia the-

Electric Ligh'iS in the

ater,

Chicago, on taking possession of the house.

munication to the institute
^Vhile the machine before us is only one type embodying
the principal features contained in a'.l, others have been
manufactured, or are in process of construction, in which
the automatic character has been carried out even farther,
I am not permitted
as in the welding of rings and chains.
to give a detailed account of these latter at the present time,
but would say that the present model in its first form is
able to produce 250 feet of chain in a day without any attendance to speak of, the plain wire being fed into the machine at one end and the complete chain coming out at the
other.

The automatic principle is, however, not confined to
have welders with 40,000 watts
small conductors.
output, capable of welding I inch copper or 2-'.nch iron,
The projecconstructed and working daily on that plan.
tions are determined by adjustable stops, the pressure, the
most important of all, is hydraulic, and regulated by an
automatic reducing valve, the exhaust being used for cooling clamps at the same time. The primary is controlled
by adjustable reactive coils from a constant potential circuit, and is interrupted at the proper time by the clamps
While not all machines to-day a e operated on this plan, I
am convinced that the evolution of the welding process
tends in that direction, and that the welding in future will
be in the full sense of the word a purely mechanical operation.
This cherished idea of Prof Thomson's, uttered a
few years ago, has well been borne out by the experience
gained in actual operation on a commercial basis.

We

The city council of Racine, Wis., recently adopted an
ordinance regulating the placing and maintaining of poles,
wires and all other appliances for the transmission of electrical energy, and making rules and providing all the deAt their last sesof inside as well as outside wiring.
sion the council unanimously elected Prof. R. C. Hindley as
city electrician, to act under the ordinance.
tails

BECK TWIN' COMPOUND ENGINE.

chamber

of the low pressure
cylinder, and thence into the cylinder proper
where it exerts the expansive power still remaining after having done its work in the high presThe wall or side of the exhaust
sure cylinder.
receiving chamber next to the valve chamber of
the high pressure cylinder is exposed to the live
steam from the boiler before it enters the high
This arrangement helps to
pressure cylinder.

passes to the valve

decided upon making many radical changes,
one of them being the system of lighting. This
theater was the pioneer in isolated plants in
Chicago, and one of the first in the country to
adopt electric lighting. An Edison plant of
It gave excellent re1,000 lights was installed.
sults, and added greatly to the attractiveness of
It has been decided, however, to
the theater.
take out the machines which are of the old type.
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hereafter secure current frum the Edison central station on Adams street. It wasalso
deemed advisable to rewire the house and change
The Chicago Edithe system of distribution.
son company secured the contract, and during
the last week, while the theater was closed, a
large force of men were employed wiring the
When the th:,*ater was opened, the
house.
home was brilliantly illuminated throughout.
A thousand incandescent lamps were distributed
throughout the house, and everything worked

and

entirely

satisfactorily.

The management

also

four electric motors to operate
The contract was
ventilating fans and a pump.
awarded the Detroit Motor company for one 2horse power, one 10-horse p:)wer and two 5During the summer seahorse power motors.
son, therefore, the patrons of the house will have
no occasion to complain of heat.
One advantage from the new system of lighting will be the absence of noise from the machinery. The new plan will also prove economthought, as a few lamps required
ical,
it is
during the day will not cost nearly as much as
the expense of operating a dynamo.

decided to

install

Magnetic Boiler Cleaners.'
By William

B.

Bull.

Some weeks ag5 I was requested by our secretary to pres:nt a paper to this convention on the subject of cleaning
boilers by electricity; by means of magnetism it should
have been stated as electricity may or may not be a direct
factor in the operation.
Those of you who were present

at

the convention at

Louisvi'lc may recall sjme statem;n'.s there mide by me.
dtscrip:ive of a device which I had gotten up for use on
my o.vn boilers, and which had done good wor< for quite a
period.
It consisted, you may remember, of an electric
magnet attached to the mud drum of a boiler, another elect'O-magnet attached to the steam drum, and an iron yoke
connecting the t^ro magnets which were excited or made
active by a current of electricity generated by a small dy-

namo, which

in its turn

was operated by a small Tu^rk

motor.

Some one asked what my

theory was concerning the operation of this device and I said that the best theory I had
been able to devise was that the operation was a mechanical one. the result of rapid polarisation and depDlarization
of the boiler by means of an interrupted or alternating current, setting up something like a vibration in the shell and
tubes, which prevented a lodgment of scales upon their
surfaces, the mineral being kep: as it were dancing like a
I
stated also that an
head.
grain of sand upon a
eminent electrician had concurred with me in this view of

dum

the matter.

after the convention, however, I
a paragraph in a newspaper giving an ac-

The month

stumbled upon
count of some chemical changes which had been observed
to occur in the field of a magnet by a Californian named
Frazer, and which he had turned to account by inventing a
machine for ageing wines and spirituous liquors, that is to
say, he produced in wines, etc. by the action of powerful
electro- magnets, those changes which had heretofore only
His method was
been attiined by age or patient waiting
to place the wine in tanks which were surrounded by gr,at
coils of insulated wire; he then passed a current of electricity over his coils of wire, and this established a strong

magnetic field in the space which they included, and which
was occupied by the wine, the effect upon the wine being
distinctly noticeable.

Here was a decided suggestion that the operation of
migncls upon sieam boilers was not a mechanical but a
chemical one, and that it was the water in the boiler and
I accordingly
not the boiler itf>elf which was affected.
constructed a simple device, consisting principally of a
tubular or hollow e'cctro-magnet, operated by a dynamo as
heretofore, through which the feed water was made to
Fortupass on its way from the feed pump to the boiler.
nately I was able to attach this apparatus to a new boiler.
and alter nearly a year of use it has been pronounced by
the inspector on his sub equent and recent inspection as
This
being entirely free from scale, both shell and tubes.
is one of my own boilers and part of a battery which has
given more or less trouble from scale until I began employing magnetism as a preventive.
A wish to stiil further simplify this machine and to
render it perfectly automatic and independent of attention
on the part of the engineer, led nic to experiment in the
direction of substituting permanent steel bar magnets as a
source of magnetic energy in place of the mere complicated
dynamo and the electro-magiiel, so that as I now prefer to
construct the machine, it consists of an iron cylinder ten
inches in diameter or less, dependent upon the service it is
This cjlinder is
to render, and about twelve inches long.
strong en-5ugh to resist all reasonable pressure; hasllanged
heads and is set on the feed pipe, preferably before the
feed water enters the heater, if there is one, as a current of
hot water Howingover the mignets which arc kept in posiWater of the
tion by th; cylinder, is weakening to them.
temperature of 100 degrees or less does not impair the
strength o'' the magnet, which, if treated in accordan cwith
a few easily met conditions, may be considered as substantially indestructible.

The
their

life of a compass needle may be cited as a type of
The magnets are arranged
probable durability.

within the cylinder just referred to, in sheaves or bundles;
they are made of straight bars of hard steel, not horseshoe
in shape; are somewhat separated to allow of their proper
1

Read before the American Water Wcrks' Association
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at

Chicago

relation to each other and to permit an uninterrupted passage of the feed water. In a cylinder of the size referred
to 10 inches in diameter, there are about 150 magnets
made of
steel one inch in width and of varying lengths,
from 3 to 10 inches
The apparent effect of the process— that is to say. of
passing the feed water through an intense magnetic field
thus produced
is to change the relation prtviously existing between the water and the mineral impurities held b/
p-oducing propit in solution, so as to destroy their scale
erties, and the mineral impurities seem to be thrown down
An
to the bottom of the boMer in what I call "slush."
excellent opportunity for a test presented itself in the shape
of a boiler in use in a lime burning establishment near
Quincy, III. The boiler in question was fed from a well at
the edge of a limestone quarry, the water being perfectly
clear and to the eye free trom organic matter and all visible impurities^ but under the usual well-known tests showing excessive ) ardness even for well water in a limestone
region.
It was in fact so bad that the tubes in this particular boiler are renewed twice a year as a rule on account of
the scale which forms on them.

^

—

The proprietor of this boiler told me that in cleaning it
every fortnight he usually found some loose scale in the
bottom, which unequal expansion and contraction had
detached, and a small quantity, less than a handful, of
what looked like s nd. After the use of the magnets for
ten days, a heaping shovelful of this sand or disintegrated
scale was taken out, and after two more weeks not less
than three shovelsful of the same was removed, mi.sed with
fragments of friable scale; this was at the last cleaning
about ten days ago. The boiler, I ought to say, was a
small upright boiler, and the scale which they were in the
habit of removing, was as hard as Portland c ment; it
In
broke with difficulty, and had almost a cutting edge.
contrast to this the scale which came down under the
motion of the magnet was so friable that it crushed easily
between the fingers and could be reduced in one's hand to
the condition of fresh mortar or plaster, it b;ing of course,
wet when first taken from the boiler. Insice the boiler
reaching through the hind holes it could be scraped off
the shell, with bare fingers, much as one would scrape
fresh mortar or plaster from a newly plastered wall.
The sand-like deposit which was found in the bottom of
this boiler was quite free from any mixture of mud as the
feed water was perfectly clear, and the deposit afforded excellent opportunities for examination.
Under a microscope the particles seemed to be crystalline
in structure, the crystals having more length than breadth,
like fragments of dog-tooth quarlz.

The scale that was thrown down if carefully handled on
account of its great friability and weakness, presented
under a strong glass the most interesting illustration of
what was taking place. The best comparison that I can
think of is a block of ice which has s'.ood in the sun until
it has become as we say, "needled" and is ready to break
up in long spicuire or needles, something we have all seen
So it appeared with these scales. A
a thousand times.
little pressure of the finger on the palm of the hand would
reduce them to the sandy particles which made up the
mass of what came out of the boiler. Scales from the
same boiler and fe. d water, it should be noted in this con
nection, before the use of the magnets, were like hard fine
grained sandstone, and showed under the glass a homogeneous structure. In a word, the action of the magnetized wattr upon the scale already formed in this boiler,
and also in another very dirty boiler to which I successful'y applied the magnetic purifier, was to destroy the
"bond"

of the scale so that

worthless mortar or

it

cement,

became weak and rotten like
and in condition to readily
slush or fine particles under

disintegrate and fall down in
the action of the currents in the boiler or otherwist.
am called upon to
I am sorry on some accounts that I
read a paper of this sort to this convention at this time. It
is only three months since I began experimenting with the
particular form of magnetic device, the operation of which
1 have just referred to, and such experiments being made,
not in a laboratory, but upon steam boilers that must go
from a fortnight to a month before the experimentor can
see whether he is on the right track or not. necessarily
If I had six months longer to
take a good deal of time.
experiment in this matte" with different waters and under
varying conditions I should probably have had material for
a more interesting and exhaustive paper, but enough has
already occurred under the critical and skep'ical observation
of myself and others, to make it apparent that in the field
of the magnet certain chemical changes of a practical
utility to steam users do occur, affecting some and perhaps
all waters carrjing mineral in solution, and that with a
good deal of confidence one may say that another useful
application of electricity, or its associate, magnetism, has
been added to the daily lengthening list.

Another Electric Railway at Rochester,
N. Y.

The

success of the electric road at Rochester,
N. Y., has led to new enterprises in the same
line, and electric roads to all the numerous summer resorts about the Flower City may be exRecently the property owners
pected soon.
along the route of the proposed "Rochester and
Windsor JJeach Electric railroad" held a meeting at the Windsor Jleach hotel to talk over the
situation.
There was a fair attendance, and

much

discussion.

The scheme

is

to

connect

with the North St. Paul street cars, and there
was considerable debate as to whether the road
beyond, which is, for the distance of one and
one-half miles, only three rods wide, should be
widened one rod to make it equal with the rest.

June
If

it

not,

be so widened, two tracks
one track with switches.

will

be

1890

7.

laid

—

if

There seemed

to be a general disposition
the property owners present to grant the
right of way in view of the many advantages to
be derived from increasing the facilities for
reaching the lake on the east side of the river.
The general opinion seemed to be that the route
would be shorter and pleasanter than that orv
the west side.
It was also agreed that it would boom property, as the value of land along the boulevard
on the west side has more than doubled since
the increased facilities for reaching the heart of
the city and the lake are at hand.
It is proposed to have the electric road run along the
river bank, giving the passengers an opportunity
to view the finest scenerv in western New York

among

Utilizing

the Power of Niagara.

The prospect

of utilizing ihe water power of Niagara at
Buffalo leads the E.xprtss of that city to indu'ge in the following:
Imagine this system of electric distribution throughout
the city: Electro- motors in every manufacturing establishment, large or small, wherever power is required; electric
lamps for light and radiators for heat, an ranges for
The latter is one of the new devices: A cooking
cooking.
range in which the current is passed through 'resistance
coils' of German silver and heats them red hot.
All the
ordinary cooking operations of a range can be performed
by means of this electric fire.
The process. is. cf course,
ver)' clean, as the heat is pure and free from smoke and
From cooking to the table is an easy step; the
gases.
hostess can delight her guests at a dinner party by
marking their places with full-blown roses, tracing
their names in a delicate white line on the leaves; by sending a current through the point of the stylus in wilting it
changes the color of the 1< af.
will also have power to
run street railways and power for everybody and everything; with electric sockets at every street corner, so the
wires can supply power for fire-engines that have motors
for that purpose.
This will obviate the great delay of getting up steam after an engine arrivesat the scene of a fire."
Id reference to the results anticipated it says:
"The vast
machinery throughout the city, which was but a moment
before in a state of death-like inactivity is aroused to all the
energy of its wondrous life, every part of the complicated
organization taking its own peculiar mode of activity, and
evolving its own special product, in virtue of the share
it receives of the one general force
distributed through the
'

1

—

We

entire aggregate machinery."

Electric Tanning.
The
is

following, taken from the

given for what

it is

London

Review

Eic<:trkal

worth:

"On May

14, the British Tanning
o.vn the Bri[ish patents of M. M.

company

(limited),

Worms and Bale,
members and press of the tanning,
and allied trader, to inspect their works at Rothsay street, Bermondsey, and see the process of rapid elecwho

issued invitations to the
electrical
tric

tanning in operation

A

considerable party of visitors,

numbering nearly a hundred, were present, including
eral

well-known tanners.

They were

first

shown

a

sev-

drum

containing tan liquor of the required strength, into which
a pack of Australian salted h'dcs, unhaired and cleaned in
The drums employed are 11
the ordinary way, were put.
feet 6 inches in diameter by S feet wide, and contain an
electrode running round the interior of one end or head,
from which the current passes through the liquor to a simi
lar conductor on the other head
'"The drum was set in motion, and a current of 10
amperes passed through the liquor, The action of the current which is applied is partly to promote diffusion and
partly to electrolyze the liquor. Both these effects, aided by
the rotation of the drum, are no doubt the explanation of
the remarkable saving of time elTected by this process, it
being possible thus to tan skins and hides in from 24 to 144
hours, ao;ainst 4 to 15 months by the old process of
A drum was opened which had been runsleeping in piis.
ning for a little over five days, sections of the hides
(salted Australian) were cut and examined by tanners presThe visitors
enl, and found to be thoroughly tanned.
then inspected the drying sheds and shops above, where
leather was seen in all stages, roiled for sole leather, curried, etc., a'so some hides prepared for machine belting, as,
according to some tests sho.vn us by Gonad I-'alkenstein,
manager at Kothsay street, ihe tensile strength before
breaking, liking the average from a number of samples,
was equivalent to 4,305 pounds per square inch for the
electrically tanned leather, aga nst 3 570 to 3,800 for
The leather is now
leather tanned by the ordinary prcces=.
being sold in the ma'ket, and is steadily taking its place in
The company has an exhibit at
every branch of the trade.
the Edinburgh Exhibition, where samples of rough and
dressed leather tanned by this process are on view."

A rtc nt dispatch from St. Louis sajs: A company has
been formed there for the purpose of manufacturing and
The inventor of
introducing a hydraulic street car motor
the motor is A, C Atwood of St. Louis, and the new concern

is

pumps

known

as

the

Atwood

Electric

company.

The

with which the hydraulic pressure is exerted are to
be operated by electriciiy. and the hydraulic engines are to
be connected directly to the axles of the trucks of the car,
thus obviating the heavy gearing that is used in the electric
motor.
Two tanks, each containing about one-half a
barrel of water, will be used on each car.

June

7,
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been able to provide an excellent

far the society has

course of lectures which have not only been recei^-ed with

New York
New

Vork. May

31.

system of

necessity of a

rapid transit to the upper end of Manhattan Island and
the almost insurmountable difficulties attending the construction of such a system

is

directing the attention of the

The Rapid Transit commission held a meeting Wednesday at Steinway
In twenty-five
Ilall, and all the members were present.
days mor the route and character of the road to be built
people to the advantages of electricity.

must be determined and within thirty days thereafter the
corporation may be formed and the stock books opened for

Each member

subscription.

commission has

the

of

system of rapid transit and the obstacles which

are to be overcome point clearly to the adoption of elecIt is definitely

tricity.
is

determined that a four track road

necessary lo insure genuine

tem which

conclu-

this

suggestion of a viaduct sys-

extend the entire length of the island

shall

ideal project but

it

impracticable as

is

Inasmuch as there

buildings.

streets available for

is

an

would necessitate

it

way through

the purchase of the right of

immense

and upon

relief,

The

sion rests every scheme.

solid blocks cf

are

no remaining

an elevated system, engineers are con-

scheme for an underground road.
William Steinway, one of the most active workers on the
commission, says: "All the difficulties seem to point to an
best

the

siderino'

uadergrouad road, or partly underground road

at

least,

as

the only practxal plan, the only solution of the problem.

But then when you speak of an underground road, th-pre
are so many people who have traveled on the underground
road in London, and these hold up their hands in holy
Think of the gas and the smoke and
horror and exclaim:

but have

their friends,

secured from the general public a recognition which

The

gratifying and encouraging.

is

public profits by these

meetings, as the employes of the various companies meet

and discuss

their e.xperiences

and troubles, and an increase

in efficiency of the electrical service

President

the ne.xt meeting.

W. W.

Gamp

Smith, L. H.

and E. Monahan had the close attention of the society for
two hours during which they dwelt upon electric light and

fortunate in securing as superintendent C. C.

horrible

smelU — and the darkness which

is

only emphasized

by the pale flickering gas lights in the tunnel and the
Thev knov of no other kind of underground railtrains *
road and

to

fail

appreciate what

electricity

may do

for us

both in illuminating such a tunnel and in supplying motive
to do away with such objections to an underground

power

.At a meeting of the representatives of the manufacturers
goods in the United States it was determined that owing to the reduced receipts and the in-

of mechanical rubber

creased consumption of crude rubber, prices on manufactured goods should be increased ro per cent, to take
The New York Belting & Packing comeffect June 2.

pany, the Boston Belting company,

Gutta

the

A
up

cussed the question of a further advance to

can't talk to-day in

I

Staten

immense dem^nstratioa
lights

in

the

streets

Island,

About

the

plumbers working

in the cellar

It is

The

it.'

the

if

of lead

coil

her that

I told

might,

it

A

guarantee that she stopped the workmen.

I'll

lady

on the East side telephoned the other day saying: 'The

to celebrate the advent of

of

place.

that

It is said that

more

than 5,ODO persons gathered along the line of march, and
nearly all the houses along the line were gaily decorated

Rockets and fireworks

with Chinese lanterns and bunting.

of every description vied with the electric lights which were

The parade was nearly threeand passed through the principal
Port Richmond, Erastina and Elm Park.
W. H. T.

turned on for tha

first

time.

quarters of a mile long,
streets of

Mo.

City,

—

inquiries conCi^rning the cost of street

which have

elicited replies

from

been tabulated.

The subjoined

paid per night by the

the

of

officials

The statements

which they were addressed.

table

named

cities

candle power arc lights burning

all

many

lighting,

in

Kansas

leans,

twenty year franchise to operate telephones

for a

was taken up

City, Kas.,

at the last

meeting of

the council in that city and toyed with by the councilmen.

The twenty

\

term was cut down

ears'

company

the section giving the

cities

exhibits

then

just one-half,

the exclusive right to one

was ruthlessly slaughtered. The company was restricted to the use of alleys whenever those narThe use of the top arm
row thoroughfares could be used.
on all poles was demanded for the city. The company
agreed to furnish the city two free telephones, and to only
charge one-half rate for

cumstances

will the city

all

pay over $50 per year

Davison, of this
that

the

city,

and

Adam

by

trust

an

for

week under

Hammett &
Mr. Hammett stated

$22,500.

bought the

firm had

sold last

Given, trustee,

city, for

cir-

then passed.

The Moberly, Mo., gas works were
deed of

Under no

others in use.

The ordinance was

to

electric light plant of that

and the gas works would be con-

that this plant

solidated,

A

large force of

men

property for residences.

Pittsburg, Pa.,

has been engaged

NO. OF LIGHTS.
114

Louis
Philadelphia
New Orleans

'o"?

St.

.-I1O45

Omaha
Denver

....

Buffalo
Pittsburg
Proridence, R.
Cleveland, O

.-

I

Memphis

-

.473-10
.53
.40

Duluth
Syracuse
Gaiesburg

.4

500

.44
.38
.40
.aS

.2854

-27%
.50
.35
.40

186

304
118
loo

Birmingham

The Kansas
session last week.

City

Electrical

The work

society

o

850
902

607
75
520
100

.

2o!4
-47%
."^43-10

lOO

Ealtimore..
Sioux City
Toledo

gtessing,

634
log
216
1,296

Montreal

PRICE.

$.55

met

.32^
.3 i}^

in regular

of this society is steadily pro-

and new members are constantly being

enrolled.

Street Rail-

been organized

just

in this city

purpose of building a new street car line up Mount
Washington. The only road leading up this mountain is a

winding path, and the incorporators are

very steep

and

now

investigating the relative advantages of the cable

closely

The

systems for their project.

electric

ngham

be

line will

substituting

in

street car line..

L. B. Siillwell. electrician of the Westinghouse Electric

company,

left a few days ago for England where he will be
some time occupied with the Westinghouse Electric
company, limited, of London.

for

The

chief of the department of public safety in Pittsburg

him the
and

right to proceed against the

trees

$15,000 to $20,000.

light

he says h; intends to enforce

The
h

this ordinance.

company

Elizabeth Electric Light

broken ground for the erection of

IS

A

telephone, telegraph

companies whenever they injure any
or shrubs, while putting up poles for their wires, and
electric

charter has been granted to

of Elizabeth, Pa.,

its

the

plant.

Tarentum Traction

Passenger Rai'way company of Tarentum, Pa.
ital

stock isSso.ooo.

an

to build

The

surrender their telephones as they do_ not belong to that

company and are infringements upon its patents.
The case^of the Pittsburg Traction company against the
Duquesne Traction company came up be''ore Judge White
of this city a few days ago.

In this suit the

former cor-

poration asked the court to

enjoin the

from laying

on certain

latter

they had

streets in the city because

The judge

in a lengthy opinion

refused

S.A,LT

is

now

Lake

work

— the Salt

29.

been for

Two

electric

in

principal

outlook for rapid

A

million dollars

equipment of the

street

companies are doing

of

A

Lake company and the Rapid Transit com-

Lake company has already laid two miles of
Warm springs, and is placing a double track
on Second south and on Sixth east to the Rio Grande
Western depot. The First south line runs from Seventh
Nevada railway.
east to the Utah
There is also a
Salt

few days ago,

of

electricity

J.

has

it

now almost

E. Powell, superintendent

treasury department,

the

make

arrived here to

W^ashington,

preparations, for the wiring of the

building.

this

pany.

The

fifteen years in progress of erection, is

completed.

— The

city is encouraging.

being invested

railway lines.

May

City,

L.'VKE

transit in Salt

the

and the case has gone to the Supreme court.
The new government building in this city, which has

injunction,

gained a questionable yet national notoriety because

City.

is

A dozen citizens and business men of Washington, Pa.,
had a notice served upon them a few days ago by a private
detective of the Bell Telephone company that they must

P.

Lake

cap-

and the object of the organization

electric road.

their tracks

On Monday, May

&

26, the stockholders

company

This

to .'j;3,ooo,ooo.

one of the oldest and most prosperous
in

of the Pittsburg

Allegheny Traction company held a meeting to increase

the capital stock of the

track to the

street car

is

companies

Western Pennsylvania, and the increase of the

capital

necessitated for the purpose of converting the line

into

is

an

electric road.

iS:

line,

The

next

move

will

Ward

be to equip the Sixth

which runs on Fifth south

Liberty

to

Park

with

This company has 25 miles of road
miles of which was constructed this year,

electrical apparatus.

is

in possession

cover forty miles.

running regulariy eighteen electric

cars, but the latter will

the electric cars.

The

soon be taken
old

as fast as possible into

Kansas City

Pittsburg, Pa.
May 26.— The Hill Top

for the

prior rights.

to

night:

R,

way Traction company has

About 300 miles of copper
company's system in this city.
wire will be put up within the city limits.
The cost will be

in operation, five

nominal 2,000

for

The equipment
add much to the

prosperity of the city and increase the value of suburban

copper for iron wires for the Western Union .Telegraph

and the franchises now

the prices

car companies of

street

commendable.

of the roads with electrical apparatus will

side of the street

of

received have

by the

certainly

has recently unearthed an ordinance which he says gives

east.

Kansas City, Mo., May 31. Secretary Ray of the
Board of Public Works recently sent out a great number of

is

company

is

switch three blocks long running from Second to Fifth

Kansas

and

about three milss long and serve as a feeder to the Birm-

an

electric

Upman, who

chief engineer,

and the wires slacken.
This interferes with my conversation, and I wish you
would fix it.' A lady living on Grand Avenue recently
wanted the wires taken off the metal roof of her house.
Her complaint was that last week some of the electricity
had dropped down and burned a hole through ihe roof."
The application of the Missouri & Kansas Telephone
pole on which our wire

Salt
of

activity displayed

Lake City

Salt

because the

know

to

with a great

pipe would hurt the telephone.

living

rain.

this

same time another one wanted

take effect in

was the scene

its

one time was the superintendent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

know

'I

wires carries the electricity with

off the

June.
Port Richmond,

Burlington as

at

me

called

day during a storm, and remarked;

water dropping

and

"One lady

telephone operator said recently:

the o'.her

why

&

Percha

Rubber Manufacturing company, the New York Rubber
company, the Boston Water Hose company, the Trenton
Rubber company, the Mercer Rubber company, the Cleveand Rubber company and B. E. GoDdrich i: Co., dis-

em-

is

telephone problems.

instrument.

road as are encountered in London."

&

served the Chicago

'

the steira and the oil and the indescribable combination of

The company

line.

ploying S5 men, and will construct during the season thirteen miles of road and expend 1^150 000.
The company is

T. F.

the result.

is

Clohesey's paper on "Electrical Tests" was postponed until

set

himself personally to the task of solving the problem of a
practical

members and

appreciation by the

Notes.

— The

the single line goes to the city

cars,
off

and

to

six

It

mule

make way

for

G. H. Blaxter, the general manager of the Allegheny
County Light company, will leave for Europe early next
week.
Mr. Blaxter will be absent for six weeks visiting the
haunts of his youth in the county of Devonshire, England.

The
This

cars.

Twenty new

electric

third electric road is

The

a bad condition, and had a

The double

track will extend from Eagle gate to Seventh south, and

city.

lead-

During the very heavy thunderstorm last week, a good
damage was done to the local police, fire alarm and

electric wires generally.

week.

this

deal of

will give

State road at the rate of over a mile a

in operation in

miles.

cars are

on the way, which, with the two extras on hand,
them a rolling stock of forty cars. Five of the
new cars will be open excursion coaches, and are supplied
with double motors.
Both single and double motor cars
will be operated on this company's lines, the double motors
drawing a trail car.
"Every preparation is being made,"
said J. S. Wells, secretary and treasurer of the company,
"to?raise |6oo,oco to pay for improvements already made
and those contemplated." The power station has been
greatly improved and the capacity enlarged by the addition
four
dynamos of loo-horse power each.
of
This
company supplies power to the sewerage pumping station
and to other concerns for manufacturing purposes.
The Rapid Transit company is forging south on the

now

a feeder of the Pittsburg Traction company,

ing from Oakland to Linden, a distance of one and a half

mule cars are being converted
trail

is

fire

fire

alarm especially was in

occurred immediately suc-

would have been great difficulty
Prompt attention, however, was
paid to the defective wires and all the damage repaired. A
large part of the force of the bureau of electricity worked
at night to do the necessary repairing.

ceedixig the storm, there
in

sending in an alarm.

A
tric

&

few days ago testimony

in the suit of the

Light company against Westinghouse,

Co.

New

of

New

Jersey,

Gamble

York, which

is

pending

in

Edison Elec-

Kerr

Church,

the courts of

was taken before United States Commissioner

in this city.

The

case involves the alleged in-

fringement of a patent for an invention used in the

distri-

bution of electricity by the continuous current system.

By

was endeavored to show that the
same patent had been used in the gas and water system of

testimony taken here,

it
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Pittsburg previous to the time at which the patent in ques-

had been invented by Edison.
Among the latest improvements made by the Allegheny
County Light company of thb city is a photometer room,
tion

somewhat of an innovation »s an accessory to a
The company has given this expericentral station plant.
ment a thorough test and finds it to meet with great appreThe company not only
ciation on the part of its patrons.
tests the vacuum and candle power of all new lamps, but
also returned lamps are examined and if the carbon is found
to be still intact the lamp is quickly put into working order
Over 100 lamps are thus tested each day.
again.
Tljc new switch board of the company has quite a numwhich

is

ber of advantages, but

it

compactness, and the

its

be handled and

for

The board

con-

a lower front part, which is
one arranged behind covering an enthe lower front portion of the switch-board

sists of

two separate
and

parts,

a larger

On

dynamo

are the

especially

itself

with which everything can

systematic arrangement.

its

smiller.

tire wall.

recommends
facility

Wesiinghouse alternate cur-

dynamos. Behind and above this are the circuit regulators for 20 circuits of 2.000 lights each.
There are, however, three 3,o30-Iight machines of the
rent

company run from the Allegheny branch of this station.
affording in this way facilities for regulating dynamos of
lights' capacity

33.000

and a

of 40,000

regulation

circuit

lights.

The Second Avenue & West End
pany of

When

this city is

now mapped

plans

compiny

this

will

This

system

is

will

with g-eat

It is

rapidity.

have been completed

out shall

West-

line in

West l£nd

the intention to run the

and Mansfield, a distance of ten miles.

Crafton

line

Railway com-

Street

its lines

have the longest street car

ern Pennsylvania.
line to

extending

at present operated

by horses but the

electric

be placeJ in use with the least delay possible.

The Second avenue

line is to

be extended to Homestead,

ten miles distant from Pittsburg and just across

from Glenwood. the present terminus of the
all this is done, a passenger can get in a car

and ride to Homestead, 20 miles
one corporation.

the

river

Once

line.

at Mansfield
on the cars of

distant,

E.

H. H.

Louisville,

May

27.

— The

They

Evening Post

authority

is

the

after

is

There are two com-

are the Louisville City Railway and Central

Passenger Railway companies, the
electric

line

owning the only

latter

Including subuiban

operation here.

in

combined companies operate and own 151 miles
and carry annually 20,000,000 to 30,000,000

tracks the

of

now

lines,

people.

The

Central Passenger Railway

company now owns

only belt line in practical operation.
miles long and traverses
is

now being arranged

all

It

the

about seven

is

the best portion of the city.

The

for electric cars.

The

streets

along the belt are being now torn up in many places for
overhead system

will

It is

known

not

be used or not.

A

yet whether the

great deal

of ob-

was made by the telephone people and the public
generally at the overhead wiies on Green street.
The Brook and Seventh street, or belt line, will be
made an electric line in any event, whether the deal with

jection

the Eastern syndicate

is

made

or not,

editorially that, in addition, the

made,

is

but the

meaning of the

the use of electricity for

all street

railway

if it is

lines in

the city.

The

trouble experienced by the telephone

company from

induction by reason of the electric railway circuits has been

overcome
system.

in

a

great measure by an underground conduit

All the telephone wires in this city are being put

under ground as rapidly as possible.

There
gas

is

serious talk here of substituting

in this big city.

when

this will

It

seems

electricity

to be only a matter

be done, and a great

many

think

it

for

of time
will

not

be long.

At Richmond, Ky., Messrs. Woodbury, Moulton and
Ttoardman have purchased the gas works, water works and
Electricity will probably superelectric light franchises.
sede

gas

houses

entirely,

except

for

Citizens' Electric Light

light alternate current

consumption

In

dynamo.

private
L.

During the convention of the American Waterworks
association at the Grand Pacific Motel. Chicago, last week,
the delegates had an opportunity of examining the alternating system of the Thomson-Houston company.
The
Chicago office had fitted up one of the hotel parlors with
an elaborate display of incandescent lamps in colored
shades, brilliantly illuminating the room and the hall leading to it.
It attracted much attention, and evidently made
a favorable impression on the delegates.

Connersville, Ind.. is to have the electric light.
An
company recently organized at Connersville,
Ind., has closed negotiations with the Westinghouse Elec-

tric

40

The Westinghouse

incandescent light is to be employed
Bar Harbor on the coast of Maine. The Westinghouse
company has just closed an order for 2,250 lights.

Electric

is:

Power company has been formed

Chicago, to buy and operate electric machinery, etc
capital stock, $25,000; incorporators, A. L. Baker, E. F.
at

;

Bunyan and

S.

T. Parks.

^^

The Chicago Edison company has
Young ^: Co. "s store on

installed an isolated
State street, Chicago.
270 light dynamo, driven by a 45 horse power Ideal engine, has been placed in the basement of the building.

plant in Olto

A

The Koyal Electric company is making rapid progress
The last
introducing electric lighting in Canadian cities.
victory achieved was at Three Rivers, where a contract for
The installation will cost
a plant was given by the city.
$35,000.
claimed that the electric lighting companies of New
have increased their business more during the
last year than many previous years, despite the hardships
encountered through the opposition of the Board of Electrical Control.
It is

\'ork City

H

Laconia. N.
has recently shown her enterprise in the
organization of an electric light company, which has since
awarded the contract to the Westinghouse Electric company
for the furnishing cf alternating current apparatus of 1,250
lights' capacity.
,

From the present outlook it is quite probable that many
of the residences on the principal streets of Wooster, Kan.,
will scon be lighted by electricity, as the Wooster Electric
company have decided to increase the capacity of their incandescent plant.

The trustees of Middlebury, Vt., recently decided to
adopt electric lights for illuminating the f-treets of the village.
1 he first bid received in connection with the new
system was from an office seeker who desired the position
of

"lamp

lighter."

new 750

light

The company has

machine, Westinghouse

alternate current incandescent system.

The following are among the recently established central
station electric light plants operating the Westinghouse alternating current system:
Grafton, W. Va., 500 incandescent lights; Lebanon, Miss., 500 incandescent and 40 arc
lights; Emaus Borough, Pa.. 25 arcs;
Negaunee, Mich.,
25 arcs.

Owing to the rapid increase in the business of the Brush
company of Baltimore, that organization has found

Electric

the capacity of its incandescent
it necessary to increase
plant by the addition of a Westinghouse 3,000 light alterThis machine will be shipped imnate current dynamo.
mediately.

The Salem

Stales,

type.
is

The San Antonio

(Tex.)

Gas company, having purchased

the plant of the Electric Light ^i Power company of San
Ant'inio,
is
remodeling its electric light department
throughout.
It
has contracted for a 320-horse power

Westinghouse compound condensing engine and 700-horse
power llolyoke Deane condenser, and two 750 light Westinghcuse alternating dynamos. The erection of the plant
will be under the direction of J. H. Gates, general agtnlof
the Westinghouse Electric company.
The I js Vegas
(N. M.) Gas company has recently placed an order with J.
H. Gates, general agent of the Westinghouse Electric company, for a 750-light incandescent alternating dynamo, a
40-light alternating arc machine, and a loo-hoise power
Westinghouse compound engine. This company has obtained the contract lor the street lighting.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The New York

/r(>r/(/

opposes the granting of franchises

companies in the metropolis. It calls attention to
the fact that the Westinghouse company has entered the
field of electric street railways, and anticipates lively comto cable

petition.

Gotham badly needs

electric roads.

The Chicago Arcade Rapid Transit company has been
incorporated, and it is claimed that |;S,ooo,ooo stock has
been subscribed. This company announces its intention
of constructing an immense system of overhead and underground railroads in Chicago. Definite plans are not obtainable, however.

George M. Pullman has been in New York recently,
and George Westinghouse, Jr., has been in Chicago within
the last few weeks.
Neither of these gentlemen have announced their plans to the public, nor is there any probability they will, yet the newspapers have been presenting
"information from reliable sources" about the plans of these
The most singular thing about these reports is
gentlemen.
that the "reliable sources" present conflicting statements.

in its electric light plant.

just contracted for a

for a 750 light incandescent dynamo and two
dynamos, all machines to be of the alternate
J. W. Huston, treasurer of tlie United
the president of the Connersville company.

company

light arc

current

Fort Dearborn Light

1890

electric light

750 light incandescent dynamo.
at

7,

Burkhart, 196 \V. Twelfth street, Chicago, 35 direct incandescents; C. Hebard ^: Son, Pci)uaming, Mich,, 150
light incandescent motor type dynamo; .Marysville Electric
Light vV Power company, Alarysville, Cal., 650 light alternating; Swanton iV Clark, Santa Cruz, Cal., 650 light alternating; D. C. Metsker, Sedalia, Mo., 650 light alternating.

Saco, Me., has adopted ihc Westinghouse alternate curThe initial plant at Saco will consist of one
rent system.

Electric Light,

Heat

& Power company

of

Salem, N. J after having for nearly three years been running a very successful incandescent plant has just decided
to go into the arc lighting business also. The company has
just contracted with the Westinghouse Electric company for
one of its new arc machines.
,

The Electric Light & Power company of San Antonio,
Tex. has been in operation since 1887, and it was one of
the pioneer plants in this country adopting the Westinghouse alternating current system. The company has lately
been obliged to make some enlargements in the plant and
added new Westinghouse apparatus of 850 lights' capacity.

Post says
sale,

111.

company of Braddock, Pa.,
has purchased of the Westinghouse Electric company a 750

It

rails are be-

ing connected with wires as fast as put down.
reconstruction purposes.

The

City Electric company of Wilmington,
Delaware, has for some time been contemplating extensive

panies which, after years of fighting, are practically combined.

stale at Springfield,

improvements

an Eastern syndicate

entire street car system of this city.

Cicero Gas Ov; Electric Light company has filed a
certificate of increase of capital stock with the secretary of

The Wilmington

Louisville, Ky.
for the statement that

LIGHT.

The

ma-

regulators, representing the regulating

chinery for eight 3.000-light

June

The Lowe-Geeding

Electric company of Neosho, Mo.,
for lighting the railway platforms
The system includes both arc
at Neosho Junction, Mo.
and incandescent lights. The company has sold a 50-light
plant to the Freeman Machine company of Joplin, Mo.; a
25-light plant to the Galesburg Milling company, and a 50light plant to C. W. Likins, Everton, Mo.

have recently sold a plant

The prospects of electric lights for Lebanon, Mo., filled
the residents with so much joy that they got up a celebration.
A dispatch says: The Knights Templar band in full
uniform is parading the streets to-night and filling the air
with music in ratification of the adoption of the electric
light franchise.
The unanimity of the citizens upon the
adoption of this measure, there having been but four votes
cast against it in a total of 322, is something remarkable.
The city is to have 23 arc lights, and nearly every resident
will take the light, while no business house will be without
it.

The Thomson-Houston

Electric

company

reports

the

following sales: Hammond Milling company. Hammond,
Ind., 50 direct incandescents; Kalamazoo Electric comKalamazoo,
Mich., 650
alternating
pany,
and 50
arc
Gratwick.
Smith & Fryer Lumber company,
Oscoda, Mich., 350 direct incandescents; J. P. Anderson, Trenton, Mo., 30 arc and 650 alternating incan;

Wheel company, Joliet, 111., 5 arc;
descents; joliet
Moffett, Ilodgkins & Clark. La Grange, 111., 650 alternat
ing incandescents; Battle Creek Electric company, Battle
Creek, Mich., 35 light arc; Salt Lake Power, Light &
Heating company, Salt Lake City, Utah. 30 light arc and
four 650 light alternating incandescents; G. F. <S: £. A.

A. Davis, formerly of the North Shore Rarlway, has
completed plans for an elevated electric railroad for Montreal, and has secured patents for the inventions which are

The track is
the distinguishing features of the system.
Single
elevated on a series of single posts 60 feet apart.
girders, resting on these pillars and sunk 6 inches into
distinctive feature of the
their heads, carry the rails.
system is the provision for supplying the motive power to
the cars.
The cable for conveying the electricity runs
The cross-ties, instead
along the top chord of the girder.
of being fastened to the top of the girder, are passed
through the lattice work, so that the upper portion of the
girder projects to within an inch of the bottom of the cars.
The motor is fastened under the center of the car, and the
electricity is conveyed to it by two wheels, which grip the
cable and can be regulated from the interior of the car.
The wheels are also completely free from brake friction, as
the brake system consists of a pair of shoes adjusted so as
The
to grip the top chord of the girder on either side.
motor can be made to work direct by steam-propelled
electricity.
cable or by

A

Henry C. Payne's visit to New York has given rise to
the story that he was negotiating the sale of the Milwaukee
City Street railway to the syndicate represented by Henry
"It is ruVillard.
The dispatches from New York say:
mored that besides the sale of the street railway the Edison
Electric Lighting company of Milwaukee is to be transferred to the syndicate and both operated under one management, of which Mr. Payne will be the executive chief.
It is understood that the Sprague system of propulsion will
be introduced as soon as possible, and that the cost will be
about :§«)50,ooo. The price paid for the two properties is
The Milwaunot knortn, but it is said to be !iii,5oo.ooo.
Chas.
kee dispatches do not positively deny the rumors.
Kay, president of the Edison Illuminating company of
Milwaukee, said that so far as he knows there is nothing in
the reported sale of the Milwaukee plant to Henry Villard.
The sale of the Cream City street railway to a Pittsburg syndicate was consummated May i, and at the time
cf the sale it was currently rumored, and the rumor was
given considerable credence because of Mr. Villard's presence in Milwaukee at the time, that Mr. Villard represented
Since the transthe syndicate which purchased the road.
fer of the road there is noone in Milwaukee whocanspeak
with authority.
Henry C. Payne retired from the presidency of the Cream City road when it was sold."

The Thomson-Houston Electric company has recently finished the equipment of the following roads on which ihecais
Georgetown \ Tenalleytown Street
are regularly running:
railway, 6 cars and 6 miles; Vancouver Electric railway.
Vancouver, B. C, 4 cars and 3.50 miles; Utica Belt Line
Railway, Utica, N. Y., 25 cars and 20 miles; Milwaukee
Cable company, Milwaukee, Wis., 12 cars and 15 miles;
Knoxville Street railroad, 5 cars and 3.40 miles; North
Side railway. Fort Worth, Tex 15 cars and 15 miles; Atlleboro, North Attleboro vS: Wrentham Street railway, 5
cars and T). 50 miles; the Albany railway, Albany, N. Y.,
32 cars and 14 miles. The power station at Albany is one
of the finest which has been built for electric railway purposes.
It is a substantial brick building, divided by a brick
wall into two rooms, one containing the battery of boilers,
and the other engines, generators and electrical appliances.
,
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boilers are ten in number, and have a total of 1,250horse power.
There are six engines of 200-horse power
each.
The generators are twelve in number, two being
belted direct to each engine, and are capable of producing
So-horse power each.
The boilers, engines and dynamos
rest upon brick foundations, which are supported in beds
of concrete two feet in thickness, which obviate entirely all
tendency lo vibration which is usually found in the operaThe plant throughout in every
tion of heavy machinery.
detail is constiucled in the most thorough and substantial
manner, and this, as well as the motor cars, have given the

The power house was
utmost satisfaction since the start.
designed by and built under the direction of L. H. McIntire. the engineer of the Thomson-Houston Railway
Engineering Department.

THE TELEPHONE.
The Bell Telephone company of Canada has concluded
a contract for the construction of metallic circuit between
The lines will run
the Dominion and provincial capitals.
over Montreal, and when they are completed conversation
can be carried on over 230 miles, the longest distance yet
attempted in Canada,

The Wisconsin Telephone company had an unpleasant
experience at its Milwaukee exchange Thursday. May 2gth.
One of the telephone wires broke and dropped across the
The result was that a
electric railway company's wire.
section of the switch-board at the telephone exchange was
burned out and the service greatly impaired, temporarily.
The operators were thrown in confusion by the accident,
and all were thoroughly frightened. It was unquestionably
the most serious disaster that ever happened the exchange.

THE TELEGRAPH.
bucket-shops which have given up the ghost
within the last seven weeks, it is said, have paid an aggregate of nearly f 1,000.000 per year for telegraphic service
rendered by the Western Union. The retiring of the rest
will probably make as much more difference in the receipts
of that company, and it would seem to be only a question
of a little mo'"e time when they will all go.

The 600

says: "A large block of commerstock has been sold to a London syndicate composed of capitalists interested in the Canadian Pacific railway, and to-day Sir Donald A. Smith, W. C. Van Home
and C. R. Hosmer of Montreal, and Thomas Skinner of
London, were elected directors to represent this interest.
John W, Mackay still personally holds more than one-half
of the capital stock."

A

London cablegram

cial cable

G. Doran, president of the recently collapsed Doran
Wright company. New York, whose failure created quite
a sensation among brokers in all parts of the country, was
a poor telegraph operator not many years ago. He was
known as "Doc" Doran among his associates, and the
S.

&

name clung

to

him

in

his

more prosperous

days.

The Worrall

his old position in financial circles.

A. B. Chandler, president of the Postal Telegraph company, is reported as saying that the lines of that company
At present the
will soon be extended in every direction.
Southern states are receiving special attention, and the
vigorously
pressed.
A large
work in that section is being
circuit which is soon to be completed extends from Cincinnati to Louisville, to Chattanooga, to Rome, Ga., and also
from Chattanooga to Nashville, to Memphis, to Meridian,
Work on
also Jackson and Vicksburg to New Orleans.
The Posthat route is being pushed as fast as possible.
tal is also building a line from Kansas to Topeka, to Hutchmson, to Pueblo, to Denver, and an important consultation will be had in a few days of the officers of the
company. The purpose of the company is to determine
how soon wires from Denver will be extended to Salt Lake
and then to Ogden. At present the feeling among the officers of the company is to begin work at once, but it may
be delayed until next j'ear. After Ogden is reached the
The Pacific Posquestion of tapping California is simple.
tal Telegraph company has an extensive network of wires
through the state and the Postal will undoubtedly come to
some arrangement whereby the whole system will come unWhen California is reached by the
der one general head.
central route, as it will be known, the Postal people say
that their facilities for handling business will be greater
They intend to use
than that of the Western Union.
good copper wire and the poles will be well set and close
They will build under the government law^ of
together.
1S66.
They will not build alongside the Union Pacific
but somewhat south of it, on the highway. This, Mr.
Chandler thinks, will be an aid as the service then will not
be so much subiect to interruptions by storms. Besides
surveying routes throughout the countr\' and constructing
new lines, the Postal is negotiating for the purchase of
Negotiations
private and railroad lines wherever possible.
with the railroad company in the south for the sale of a
have
just
and
that
with the
closed,
stretch of 900 miles
right of way with the poles and wire and instruments is
now the property of the telegraph company. The Postal
now relies in the main on the Canadian Pacific Railway
company for dispatch of its business to the West. The
Postal, of course, will still use that route in conjunction
with the proposed new one.

in the early part of this

company has been

A

Washington correspondent writing about the curiosipatent office, says much wonder is expressed by
on beholding the marvels of electric welding exhibited there.
The new process is illustrated by a large

visitors

number

of examples.

New York Electrical society from
the American Institute, of which it has for some years been
the electrical section, has put an end to a somewhat emThe resemblance between the titles
barrassing confusion.
"Electrical Section of the American Institute" and the
"American Institute of Electrical Engineers" resulted in a
great deal of inconvenience to each body, not to mention
the puzzling difficulty frequently experienced by the public
The New York Elecin distinguishing between the two.
trical society will henceforth be known by the distinctive
The

title

severance of the

unde: which

it

began

its career.

A game of

base ball will occupy the attention of the representatives of the Westinghouse interests in Chicago durchallenge to a combat
ing the remainder of the season.
has been passed from the Westinghouse, Church, Kerr &
Co.'s men to the Westinghouse Electric company's representatives, and the latter have signified their intention to
It is expected the game will be played
accept the call.
In the meantime W. H. Pearce
before the World's Fair.
and F. E. Degenhardt are exchanging compliments, and
from a glance at the correspondence there is no indication
of failure of either gentleman's vocabulary.

A

"This is the day of big things," says the Enghieerin^
anJ A^itiing Journal. This is true especially in regard to
electrical and steam engineering, according to the same
authority, and it cites, as an illustration, the fact ihat there
was recently built a Corliss engine "of 5,000 horse power,
It is devertical type, and stands forty-eight feet high.
signed to drive the Ferranti dynamos, forty-five feet in diamer. The West End Electric railway station in Boston is
They
to have thirteen engines of 1,000 horse power each.
are to be triple compound, with cylinders 21, ;p6 and 52
The
power
is
transmitted
by
two
belts
diameter.
inches in
Steam will be
for each engine, each belt five feet wide.
furnished by twenty-four water-tube boilers, each rated at
500 horse-power.'* Other instances are cited as follows:
"The Ferpanti dynamos used in the Deptford lighting staTwo dynamos of ]o,ooo-lamp
tions weigh 500 tons each.
capacity are being made for Berlin, each of which will reThere are no data now
quire about 1,000 horse power.
existing which will enable any one to predict what will be
the size of boilers, engines, dynamos, steamships, bridges,
cars, locomotives, office buildings and other structures ten
years hence.'

week and

will be rapidly arranged
Mr. Cutter has arranged a temporary office at the west end of the second floor where he
is transacting business, and feels very much encouraged by
the outlook.
C. G. Armstrong has accepted the position
of manager of the electrical house goods department.

on the
in-

ties of the

different floors.

A

fire in the building occupied by the Sperry Electric
Chicago, cut off
the
power recently but
did not damage any of the machinery.
The company is
now comfortably located on Canal street, Chicago, between
Jackson and Van Euren streets, and has one of the best

company,

factories in the country.
Both shops and offices are well
lighted and ventilated, and there is ample room and every
facility for shipping.
The company has a number of large

orders ahead, and the prospects are unusually inviting.

The Ball Engine' company of Erie. Pa., recently shipped
the Northwestern Guarantee Loan company of Minneapolis,
Minn., two 100 horse power engines for electric lighting
for the company's beautiful block now in course of construction.
The Cleveland Arcade company of Cleveland,
O.. is putting in three large Ball engines.
The Rockport
Water company of Rockport, Ind., has just received from
the Ball Engine company a 60 horse power engine.
The
Greenwich Gas & Electric Light company of Greenwich,
Conn., is just putting in a 100 horse power tandem compound engine, supplied by the Ball company. The Pensacola Electric Lig^t company of Pensacola, Fla., has just
added to its plant a 100 horse power Ball engine. The
Manitou, Colo.. Springs Electric Light company are putting in one So and one 100 horse power Ball engines. The
Tuscarawas Electric Light company. Canal Dover, Ohio,
are putting in a too horse power Ball engine.

W.

R. Molinard of the lately reorganized Baxter Electric

Motor company of Baltimore, Md., has made arrangements with Chas. H. Cone, Chicago, to represent his company in the West.
Mr. Cone is well known to the fraternity and the arrangement will doubtless prove satisfactory lo
all parties concerned.
It will be remembered that the Baxter motor was on the market some time ago and built up a
reputation lor

As

machine.

itself in

Chicago as a thoroughly high grade

company now stands

the reorganized

the position co place

The National Galvanic Battery company of Cincinnati
has removed from 239 and 241 Main street to 175 Plum
street, between Fourth and Fifth.
The Central Electric company of Chicago has recently
The
taken an order for 1,000,000 feet of okonite wire.
company also has soid an entire Candce wire equipment
railway
system.
for an electric

The entire business of the Leonard & Izard company
has lately been transferred to the Central States district of
the United Edison Manufacturing company. The Leonard
& Izard company has therefore ceased to exist.
H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia, left New York on the
steamer Teutonic last week for a four months' business
His principal object is to introduce the
trip in Europe,
He has already started a factory at 11
Paiste switch.
street,

London.

James W. Queen &

Co. of Philadelphia have just issued
a new. catalogue and price list of electrical testing appaSpecial attention should be called to the standard
ratus.
reiistance boxes, portable testing sets and photometers.
The firm will send the catalogue to those interested.

The

proceedings of the National Electric Light association, at its recent conventions held at Niagara Falls and
Kansas City, will be published shortly by the association
The Manufacturers' Advertisin two handsome volumes.
ing Bureau & Press Agency, Hi Liberty street, New York,
has charge of the advertising.

The Baxter Motor company

Md

Baltimore,
state
,
that th- y are very well pleased with the increase in business
During the past two weeks their shipments
in the West.
to this section of the country have been unusually large,
and have, if anything, shown larger gains than with the
The outlook for the
Eastern or Northern shipments.
future is very encouraging, especially for the arc motor.
of

C. H. Holmes &: Co., of St Louis, report sales of cedar
poles for the electric street railway at Springfield, Mo.,
They have
also for the electric road at Pittsburg, Kan.
about completed their contracts for poles with the Union
Louis,
and
report the
Railways
of
St.
Lindell
Depot and
demand far in excess of last year, both for street railway

and

electric light poles.

of the Great Western Supply company,
igo Fifth avenue, Chicago, is being rapidly put into shape
The carpenters and cabinet makers are
building the necessary bins for stock and are fitting up the
new and handsome offices which will occupy a portion of
This company has now on the way from
the second floor.
the manufacturers over five full car loads of goods, comThese are expected
prising all kinds of electrical supplies.

The new store

for business.

in

credit to the manufacturers.
The company is now preparing for an e^tensive^agency system.
It purposes having a
resident representative in every important city and town

where cuirent is available, so that consumers of power in
small quantities will'have every opportunity of being sapplied with a satisfactory machine and of having their interests cared for after its installation.

The Westinghouse alternating current apparatus for central station plants has been installed in the following places
outside of the United States and Canada:
London, England, 25,000 lights; Canton, China, 1,500; Halifax, Nova
Scotia, 1,400; Havana, Cuba, 4.500; Juiz de Fora, Brazil,
S. A., 1,500; Santa Anna, Salvador, C.
500; Sansonate, Salvador, C.
500; Shidznoka, Japan, 1,500; Van,
couver, B. C, 750.
The Westinghouse alternating current incandescent system has now bt en established in nearly
three hundred central station plants throughout the countr)', with a total capacity of almost six hundred
thousand
i6-candle power lamps.
Of these stations the following
have a capacity exceeding 1,000 lamps: Albany, N. V..
1.5CO;
1,300; Allegheny, Pa
13.000; Allenlown, Pa
Amherst, Mass.. 1.500: Annapolis, Md
2,250; Aspen,
Col., 1,400; Auburn, Me., 2,250; Austin, Tex., 5.200;
Baltimore, Md., 5,000; Batavia, N. Y., 1,250; Bath, Me ,
1.400; Bay City, Mich., 1.500; Beaver Dam., Wis.. 1,300;
Binghamton, N. Y., 3. coo; Birmingham. Ala., i.ooo;
Boston, Mass.. 3,750; Bristol, Pa., i.ooo; Buffalo, N. Y.,
3,250; Butte, Mont.. 2,250; Carbondale, Pa., 2,050; Cedar Rapids, la., 2,050; Chattanooga, Tenn 1,^60; Clinton, 111., 1 400; Colorado Springs, Colo., 3,450; Columbus,
O., 2,600; Conshohocken, Pa., 1,300; Connells^nlle, Pa.,
1,500; Cornwall, Ontario, 1,300; Council Bluffs. la,
2250; Dansvil e, N. Y., 1,000; Denison, Tex, 1,501;
Dennison, O., 1,000; Denver, Colo., i6,Soo; Des Moines,
la
I, coo; Dubois, Pa.\ i.coo; Duluih, Minn., 2,Sco; Eau
Claire, Wis. 'i. 300; Elmira, N. Y., 1,500. Englewood, 111-,
2,250; Flint, Mich., 1,150; Evansville, Ind.. 1.300; Fort
Worth, Te.x 2,Soo; Galveston, Tex., 1,300; Greenshurg,
Pa., 1,350; Hagerstown, Md
1,300; Halifax, N. S., i,Hamilton, Ont., 2, coo; Hartford, Conn , 4,750;
400;

A

Union Mews, Union

it is

machines on the market in better
shape than ever. With an efficient representative in Mr.
Cone it is prepared to supply a machine that will be a
its

,

A

Business Mention.

started out

sume

Electric Construction

corporated to construct and maintain electric plants; capital
stock, ^500,000; incorporators, C. E, Gajlord, M. J. Frost
and C. T.White, of Chicago.

He

from Iroquois, Canada, about fifteen years ago,
He did
with a few thousand dollars, to make his fortune.
not succeed at once, however, and was soon left lo his own
After two or three unsuccessful ventures he
resources.
learned telegraphy and secured employment in Rochester,
N. v., where he first atarled in the brokerage busm ss. He
had learned the business while acting as telegraph operator
in a bucket shop in Rochester, and with the assistance of
E. R. Thompson opened an office under the firm name of
Doran & Thompson. Since that time he has occupied a
prominent position in the financial world. He has been
generally successful, and it is thought that he will soon re-
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Helena, Mont., 1.500; Hoboken, N. J., 1,300; Kansas
Mo., 3,000; Kansas City, Kan
1,500; Lincoln,
Neb., 1,950; Little Rock, Ark., 2.250; Louisville, Ky.,
3,000; Mansfield. O., 1,400; Mauch Chunk, Pa., 1,500;
Media, Pa., 1,500; Minneapolis, Minn., 4 500; Moline,
111
i,roo; Montgomery*, Ala., 1,300; Morristown, N. J
1,300; Nashville, Tenn., 5,500; Newark, N. J., 2,250;
New Bedford, Mass., 5,600; Newburg, N. Y., 1,500; New
London, Conn., i,-40o; New Orleans, La., 6, 500: New York,
N. Y., 53.500; Oakland, .Cal., 1,300; Ottawa, Oct., 300;
Oxford O., 1.000; Parkersburg. W. Va., 1.950; Peekskill, N. Y
1,300; Philadelphia, Pa., 2,700; Pine Bluff,
Ark 1,300; Pittsfield Mass., 1.650; Pittsburg, Pa.. :6,City,

,

.

,

,

,

Plainfield, N. J., 3,900; Plaltsburg, N. Y., 1,500; Port Jervis, N. Y.. 1,400; Portland,
Ore., 6,000; Pottsville, Pa.. 1,500; Providence, R. I..
7,500; Pueblo, Colo., 2,Soo; Richmond, Va.. 6,950; Salem,
N. J., 1,000; Salem, O., 2,050: San Francisco, Cal., 1,300;
Sandusky, O., 1.300; Saratoga, N. V., 1,500; Savannah,
Ga., 3,350; Schenectady, N. Y., 4,100; Seattle, Wash,
1.500; Sheffield, Ala., 1,300; Sing Sing, N. Y., 1.300;
Sioux City, la., 1.400; Skaneateles, N. Y., 1.500; Springfield, Mass., 4,300; Springfield, O., 1^950; Stapleion, N.
v., 5.300; Sterling, 111., 1,000; Steubenville, O., 2,250;
St. Joseph, Mo.. 3,750; St. Louis, Mo.. 15.000; St. Paul,
Minn., 4,100; Tampa, Fla., 1,150; Torrington, Conn.,
1,300; Trenton. N. J.. 3,900; Troy, N. V., 1,300; Tyrone, Pa.. 1,700; Washington, Pa., 1,250; West Superior,
Wis.. 1.500; Wheeling. W. Va
1,950; Wilmerding. Pa.,
1,500; Williamsport, Pa., 2,250.
.^50;

Pittston, Pa.. 1,200;

,
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Issued

Arc Lamp.

428.066.

May

428,499.

20 and 27, iSqo.

Charles V. Breesc.

York, N. Y_

Harold

Trolley System for Electric Railways. Haro'.d
428.072.
lirown. New York, N. Y.

I*,

MacDonald,

Archibald J.

Battery.

Trolley Arm Support for Electric
B. Rae. Detroit. Mich.

Frank

Railways.

Henry N.
Elevated Conduit for Electric Wires.
428,145
Ruttan, W'innipeg, Manitoba. Canada
Walter H. Knight,
Electric Motor Regulator.
42S,t69.
New York, N. Y.
The invention consists in providing a reversing
mechanism for the motor with a stop or lock, so that
it
can be operated only when there is a sufficient
amount of resistance inserted 10 prevent injury, and
it, furihermDre. consists in providing a stop or lock for
the resistance controller or regulator of the machine,
the reversing mechanism is
neutral pDint, ths resistance cannot be cut out.

by which when

Telephone.

423.174.
Cal.

John C.

the

at

428,189.
est P.

F.

McLaughlin,
Ern-

Three-wire Multiple SA'itch Bjard System.
Warner. Chicago. III.

Machine for Covering Wire. Frank E Davis,
425,231.
Boston, and John S:olt. Jr.. Plymouth Mass.
Electric Railway.
428.210.
delphia, Pa.

RudDlph M. Hunter,

Phila-

Electric Railway.
428.211.
delphia, Pa.

Rudolph RL Hunter,

Phila-

Francis

j.

Patten,

Multiplex Telegraph.
423,22:.
York, N. Y.

Francis

Multiplex Telegraphy.
428.223.
York. N. Y.

J.

New

Patten,

Francis J. Patten,

New

P'rancis J.

Process

428,604.

Synchronous Multiplex Telegraphy. Francis J.
New Yo:k, N, Y.
Synchroious Multiplex Telegraphy. Francis J.
428.226.
Patten, New York. N. \.
Magnetic Lock. William W. Fenner, Kansas
428,247,
City,

Mo.
[ohn Schneider.

Magnetic Lock,

New

York,

N. Y.
4:8, 2Sx

Electric Meter.

A'milurc for
428.289.
Allegheny, Pa

Jacob F. Mehren,. Chicago, III.
Dyaamos. etc. Albert Schmid,

Electric Meter.

428.293.

Emit W. von Siemens,

Nathin

428.358.

Cur-out.

42^,378.

Ele:tri: Fu-nic: for M;liin^

New

Berlin,

Coacord, N.

P. Siev.-ni,

Metals.

II.

Edward

Haven, Conn.

Electric Inductioa

New Haven.
428.380.

Device.

Edward

.\.

Colby,

Electric

Machine or

Electric Motor.

Edgar Croasdale, Pniladelphia, Pa.
Device for Elevatin;^ and Lowering Electric
Lamp>. John B. Morris and George Voll, Cincinnaii,

428,401.

Ohio.
428,420. Voltaic Armor.

AIb;rt

I.

Scott. Allegheny, Pa.

RobRegis:ering Atiachmsnt for Telephones.
ert J. Storey, John T. Storey, Albert E. Fox, and
George J. Hill. Buffalo. N. Y.
Robert T. Walton. PhilElectric Ills Lighter.
428.433.
adelphia, Pa.
Alternating Current Arc Lamp.
George Wesl428,435.
inghouse. Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.
The claims read:
In an alternating current arc Ump, confront"I.
ing electrode* having extended edges, the upper electrodes being of greater thickness than the loArer.
"2.
The combination, in an arc lamp, of a lower
flat carbon of a given thickness and an upper Ilit carbon presenting an extended edge to the lower carbon,
and o; greater thickness than the lower caibon."
Electrical Heater.
John I. Ashbaugh, Chatta428,443.
428,427.

nooga. .Tenn.
425,454.
land,

l*;iectric

Moior.

one piece with a groove adapted

to receive the

primary

conductor.

Method of Welding Rings by

Edwin

of Measuring Electric Currents.

Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.

Turn-off for Alternating-Current Circuits.

Eli

hu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Casing
Lynn, Mass.

for

Thomson,

Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

Electric Meter.

428.650.

Alternating Current Magnetic

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
Of the seven claims we give the

Elihu

Device.

induction whose
phase."

of alternating

differ or are displaced in

parts

S/stem of Electrical Distribution. Elihu ThomLynn, Mass.
The invention consists in a system of distribution by
alternating currentr, in which compensating coils or

transfer devices for alternating currents are placed between alternilin^ supply miins. wires or circuits, and
induction coils or converters of ordinary description
for converting currents of high into currents of lower
tension are p'aced with their primaries in the mains or
wires leading lo the various parts of the compensating

William

H. Chapman,

Processs of Welding Metals Electrical ly. Charles
428,459.
L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.
Electric Motor or Generator.
Henry Groiwith,
428.481.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Low Water Boiler Alarm Orange
Guss,
428.482.
Lima, Ohio.

Incandescent

Lamp

Socket.

Thomson

Elihu

and Giorge H. Alton, Lynn, Mass.

We give
"An

Claim five is:
"A commutator current collector or block consisting
"
and finely divided copper

428.651.

N. Y.

Process of Manufacturing Thin Sheets of Nitro-

Edmund

N. Todd, Newark, N.

Electric Locomotive.
ton, Mass.

428,669.

Arthur E. Colgate,

Galvanometer.

428, 746.

New

York,

N. Y.
Device for Maintaining Electrical Connection
between Separate Railway Trains.
Donophan M.
Fike and Joseph HufTman, Des Moines, la.
Coin- Actuated Attachment for Phonographs.
4=3, 750.
Louis Glass and William S. Arnold, San Francisco,
428, 748.

Cal.

428 751. Coin-Actuating Attachment for Phonographs.
Louis Glass and William S. Arnold, San Francisco,
Cal.

Edwin Hayward, Brooklyn,

Burglar Alarm.
S. Sims,

New

and Edward
nati,

428,

York, N. Y.

John

Galvanic Battery.

428, 781.

Nowotny, Cincin-

S.

O.

Motor or Dynamo Electric Machine.
782.
Stephen M. Potter and Harry E. Morgan, PhiladelElectric

phia, Pa.

4=S Si8. Attachment for Telephone
Schram, Milwaukee, Wis.

Desks.

Coin-Released Telephone Lock.

Md.
428 ,854. Electric Programme Clock.
Waynesborough, Pa.

Berthoid

Harry L. Cas-

sard, Baltimore.

.Solution for Galvanic
428, 8S8.
Burt, Paris, III

John L. McCaskey,

Batteries.

Edwc^rd M.

consists of
an exciting solution
formed of carbonate of potash and other soluble salts
derived from the ash of the Indian-corn cob.

invention

Register

423 ipQ.

for

Gas Meters.

Leo

Electrically Propelled Vehicle.

428, 917.

Ehrlich,

St.

Arnold A.

In-

Mo.

Louis,

New

graham,

York, N. Y.

Suspension Hanger for Electric
428, 929.
P. Morris, Cincinnati, O.

Lamps.

Suspension for Trolley Wires.
4-8, 930.
ris, Cincinnati, O.

Elmer

Elmer
P.

Mor-

Electric Switch.
428, 934.
delphia. I'a.

James

F.

McLaughlin, Phila-

Electric Switch.
428, 93^.
delphia. Pa.

James

F.

McLaughlin, Phila-

Arc Lamps.

Holder for Electric
428, 942
lowski, Cincinnati, O.
System of Circuits

Eiectiic

for

Jacob PawSemaphores.

Frederick Stitzel, Louisville, Ky,

eltciric

cellulose, etc.

Willafd L. Candee, Brooklyn,

Electric Cable.

42S, 745.

42S, 970.

the second claim:

lamp base having a contact terminal
conposed of a screw-tlireaded bushing eyeleted in a
noa-jonddcting washer secured to the lamp collar."
Guard Wire Protector and Lightning Arrester
^ -8,653
Elihu Thomion, Lynn, Mass.
for Electric Railways.
J.

Edward Dummer, New-

Electric Insulator.

42S, 979.

Geoi-ge B. Watson, Boston,

Mass.
42S, 989.

New
429 012.
ville,

429, 033.
oria,

Globe for Electric Lamps.
York, N. Y.

Magnetic Tool,
Ky.

William H. Wilson,

Charles F. Carpenter, Louis-

Watch Demagnetizer.

Ferdinand F. Ide, Pe-

111.

Process of Assembling .Secondary Battery Electrodes.
James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.
Device for Suspending Electric Conductors.
429. 058.

429 049.

Electric Circuit Closer for Clocks.
428,676.
Karr, Washington, D. C.

Henry C.

Method of Preparing Battery Zincs. James H.
Mason, Brooklyn, N. V.
The zincs are first heated and then immertied in a
solution composed of mercury and acid, whereby ihe
zinc is amalgamated.
428,688.
Electric Low Water .Vlarm.
John Morehead,

423,684.

Detroit, Mich.

Homer
429 ,067.

Pierce,

I

Charles

II.

Lynn. Mass.

Electric I-iglits and Conductors,
Simmons, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Support

for

Apparatus

on .Sin.VrthurM.
Thompson, Crewe, County of Chester, England.
Kudolph M. Hunter, PhilaElectric Railway.
4^9. 093.
429,,074.

Staff

gle Line KaiKvays

for Controlling Traffic

I-'rancis

W. Webband

delphi.i. Pa.

Regulator for liynamo-Electric Machines. Elihu
Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The object of the invention is to supply current to
from one or more suspended conductors extending along a railway, be they
elevated above the vehicle, on a level with the roof of
ttie vehicle, or under the vehicle.
Electric Motor.
Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila429,094.

The regulator consists of a motor geared lo the
brush carrier in combination with a counteracting device of constant effect which operates to reverse the

Underground Conduit for Electric Wires. Erich
429,104.
L. Witthaus, Baltimore, Md.

Cord

Multiple
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago,

428,698.
Port-

Me.

G

425.652.

or Block for Dynamo
Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, O.

Electric Machines.

The

first:

"The combinition, with an alternating inductor, of
an induction modHier or retarder located to one side of
the genrra! magnetic axis, and serving to produce a
field

Block for Dynamo
Charles F. Brush, Cleveland, O.

Commutator Collector

428, 743.

428 828.
Elihu

Induction-Coils.

428.649.

compound

J.

Machines

The object of the invention is to provide a commul
talor current collector or block having an electrica
conduciivity sutVicienily high to prevent it from becoming unduly heated when in use and of such form
and material as will insure an extended and intimate
conlact with the commutator, and be capable of long
continued use without renewal.
The invention consists in a commutator current collector or block consisting of carbon and metal of good
electrical conductivity, intimately associated and combined together.

428, 774.

During the operation of forcing the parts to be
welded toward one another, the continuous parts of
the ring are brought into proper form.
Reactive Coil.
Hermann Lemp and Walter S.
428.620.
Moody, Lynn, Mass.

W.

Frank

Generator.

York, N. Y.

Electric Machines.

Her-

Electricity.

coils.

Conn.

Dynam)

Her-

son.

Regulator for Electric Current Genera'ors. GusPfannku:he, CleveUnd, Ohio.

A. Colby,

Apparatus for Welding Rings.

mann Lemp, Lynn. Mass.
Transformer for Heavy Currents. Hermann
428.618.
Lemp, Lynn, Mass.
The secondary consists of a bar of copper cast in

Method

and

Jeffers,

of graphite

Sliding Clamp for Electric Welding Apparatus.
Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.

428.619.

New

L.

Commtitalor Collector or

428,742.

Mo,

The method consists in applying the carbon to a
bath of gasoline lu prevent the penetration of the ordinary copper coating.

Elecirical

Clarence

Brush Holder for Dynamo Electric
428,735
Franklin A. Weller, Lynn, Mass.

Charles

Manufacturing Carbons.

428.651.

Germany.

428.379.

of

lieisler, St. Louis,

413.648.

Patten,

428,256.

428,73-.
Sprague,

Mass.

428.647.

428.225.

tav

Electric Semaphore Apparatus. Frederick S.itzel
and Charles Weinedel, Louisville, Ky.
428,583. Watchman's Time Recorder. Charles E. Egan
and Henry F. Gray, Columbus, Ohio.
George H. Alton, Lynn,
Double Pole Switch.
428,586.

Motor

Electric

portions of the coils simultaneously."

428,633.

.Synchronous Multiplex Telegraphy.
428.224.
Patten. New \'ork. N. Y.

F.leciric Light Hanger.
Manchester, N. H.

423.576.

mann Lemp, Lynn, Mass.

Synchronous Multiplex Telegraphy.
New York, N. Y.

428.221.

42S,3i7.

|

Will-

Electrical Converters.

first

428,723.

425.616.

Lidwig. Sin Francisco
lam:s

New

iam Stanley, Jr , Great Barrington, Mass.
Claim two is:
"The method of building electrical converters having laminated cores, which consists in lirst winding
and forming the coils of the converters and subse
quently building up the cores of lamin.v around the
coils by applying each of the lamina- to two different

428.617.

Elec ric Locomotive.
428.175.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Kennc-

Jenks,

falls

claim follows:
" The combination, with the adjustable commutator
for a dynamo maihine. of a rotarj' electric motor having a constant lortjue for a given current traversing its
coils and driven by the current from the machine, and
a counteracting or retracting device of constant effect
in the various positions of adjustment."

Y.

Method of Building

428.575.

The

Railway Trains.
J.

1890

7,

motion of the parts when the power of the motor
below normal.

Williams,

William Stanley, Jr.,
Electrical Converter.
428.574.
Great Barrington. Mass.
The invention is composed of thin plates of soft iron
and sheets of insulating material pasted or otherwise
fastened lo one surface thereof.

i*a.

North Tiverton, R. L
428,136.

Yok, N.

William

Cut-out.

Electrical

428.564.

E.

.\ndrcws,

Electric Communication with
428,562.
Thomas J. Houck, Baltimore, Md.

Commuiator Brush for Dynamos. Lewis Van
brown, Ashevtlle, N. C.
Ben
Apparatus for Delecling Waste of Water.
428,075.
jamia S. Church. New York, N. Y.
Alpbonse Frager. Paris, France.
Electric Meter.
425.084.
Davis Garrett,
Process of Electro-Deposition.
425.057.
Kansas City. Kan.
Electric Signal Circuit. Orlando W. Hart. Fall
42S,o<)5.
River. Mass.
Rudolph M Hunter. PhilaElectric Railway.
42S.04>S.
Gilvanic

Emery

Electric
428,545
bunk, Mc.

42.^,073.

delphia,

Robert

Brush.

Insulator.

ic^g and John

P..

I*.

UrowD.

428.116.

Bath

Electric
Dallas, Tex.

428,540.

New

Insulator for KIcctitc Railway Wires.
New York, N. Y.

433.071.

Jerome

Electric Railway.
Nile, St. Louis, Mo.

Electrical Patents.

June

428,70^.

.Single

Electric Switch.

Switch-Board

System.

111.

Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

428,705.

electrically propelled vehicles

delphia, Pa.

June
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ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Office and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire. Lead Encased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

York Office.

10
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Cortlandt Street,
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F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.
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EXAMIBER ELECTRICITY,

OP
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in

Great
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410.

Boiilii

IS

_

t

CO.,

Voiii'l lilil'u.

!!>t.

CO..

York.

C.,B.«£Q.R.R.
— THE

Etc., Etc.,
T.»ley:''n|>l'

New

St.,

Louis,

Mo.

West, Noribvest and Soatbwest,

-BRANCa STORE-

SI

34 Michigan Avenue,

FOR

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

ANO CUT-OFF

SAImE.

COCFl^IKGS.

Vise-like grip of clutches ootlonally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.

Onelo-light 50
One 35-light 50
One 50-light 50

volt

Tolt
volt
One75-liglit 110 volt
One 100-light 1 10 volt

Disengaqement of clutciies
positive.
Dynamo
Pulley shaft automatically
They have a good record, running through fiue years.
Dynamo
examine
peculiarities.
Experta are invited to
Dynamo
Send for 1889 Cataloffne.
Dynamo
ECMPJSEWIWDEHTGIXE €0„ Beloit, Wis.
Dynamo
Barnes' Patent
Dynamo THE BARNES WATER EMERY
is

oiled.

1 50-light 110 volt
Inclnding Lamps and Holders.

One

m\m

Tool Grinder.

I.

W. COLBURN & CO..
FITCHBURG, MASS^

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

as easily

worm

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A

Bfeif'

Send

and Price

List.

MACHINERY

91 Grisivold

wsf nRs

St.,

-

&

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

Large DynamoB
bailt to Order. Coal Mining Uaolage
a Specialty.

Send fnr'fu'l
di-'scription and price.

not ftraottlng the

An

prtseiit

Electric Light

rj

season than tver before.

The

New

Illustrated

a hundred

Chicago,

F. A.

JOHN

CO., Rockford,
st.

PRESSURE

REGULATOR

in

90 Beverly Street,
GENERAL AGENCIES.

Curtis Regulator Co.,

York. 100 Liberty

Boston, Mass.

CmcAGO, 318 Lake

st.

PnrLADEirniA, 3035 N. Front

or

Carpknter, Oeneral Passenger Agent,

W.

Address .\o.76lKul.y

general use now about seven years, and has from the
first taken the lead of all others, and stands unrivalled to-day for
used wherever the pressure of
is
It
its reliability and durability.
steam or any other fluid NEEDS TO BE REDUCED AND CONTROLLED on Steam Heating and Drying, Electric Light Plants,
Marine Engines, Railroad Car Heating Steam, Pumps, Natural Gas,
Air and Water, in the United States, and in the leading countries of
Europe, and is sold and endorsed by the trade universally.

Has been

and Combination Fiitnres,

famouf Excelsior

Guide Hook, descriptive
more of the choicest
spots of creation, on the Hues of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y, will
be sent free upon application to A V. II.

of

III.,

THE CURTIS

NOYES BROS.,

springs of Missouri, are more attractive

during the

BARNES

STEAiW

Work

MANLrFACTUBKRS OF

of

prites to

& John Barnes Co., Rockford, 111..
Address No. 701 Ruby Street.

F.

The Northern

ta,

It will pay parties
desiring to purchase or know
more about these mncliines to
siiul for ftdl description and
Oii;; line.

Sold subject to ap-

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

Si. ^. R. Ra

Summer Resorts
WlEConaln, Sllnnesola. Iowa ami Dakr

Tliev have advantages not
in other machines in

found

.

and Motors for Special

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

ini-h swinjf, ti foot or 8 foot
bed. The^e luacliines are in;idc
a specialty in our factory.
]r>

as

Special and Experimental

Mea^urlns InHtraiuent.
for Clrcalar

Barnes' Patent

proval.

W.

!;c-;n-ta.

ENGINE LATHE,

.ind will
g'ive vastly butter results.

Electrical Expert^

Willi liolh

fiml lever fiu.l, self K-cJ

iKuk

;ind

a errindstone

CHICAGO,

DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

managed

mm

aitn:i2iDch swinsr,

has no pumps. No
valves. No piping I"
supply it with water.
It has nolhinfj to gd
out of order, is always
ready for use. It is

It

st.

st.

Minneapolis, 210 Third

tt.

We make a rpeclalty of f arnlshliiK the trade with
Electric Brackets, Electroliers, Poi tallies, Combioation Brackets, and email llxturcs of all klnda.

Being manufacturers we can (;lve lowest
OFFICE AND FACTOltV:

]>rlct?B.

85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

111.

Send for

New

ILL.

DeHcriptivo ClrctilarB.

TH^EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
15 Dey Street,

NEW

YORK.

REGULflTIDN-DURABIllTY-

"^-^^^^^^^^

IsooiTpi SIMPLICITY-SELF-CONTAINED

wif=?e:.

SUPPLIES
ELECTRICAL
DESCRIPTION.
OF EVERY

SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST.

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

THE

JOHN T.NOYE MFC

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
St. Louis,

Chicago,

Kansat

City,

Denver,

'^
CO.

$c

BUFFALO. N.Y.

CO.,

Omaita,

St. Paul:

June

7,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXKO M'AXER ^VHEEL. as
and

remarkabTy

is called to this CEL.!!particularly adapted to their use.

»>teady motion, hisrh Speed
ffrcat Kfliciency, and lar^^e i^^apacity, for its d*ameter,

on account

of

its

PoMer

double the

It is used by a
of most wheels of same diameter.
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

being

number

ful effect

cruaranteed.
!$E^D FOB CATALOGUE

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

highly

is

AXD PARTItTLARS.

recommended, as no

geai::

are required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICTOIi'.
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.
it

XURBI."%ES

We

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., •

DAYTON, OHIO.

CLEVELAND,

THEManufacturers
OHIO.
STANDARD
CARBON
CO.,
of Electric Light Carbons and'^Battery

Ittaterial.

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

NGINES

BADT, $1.00.

ELEMENTS

of

SI. 00.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING,

ATKINSON,
All three

E NGLISH, MORSE & GO.
WM.

3.

cash

with

Free from E:nm or aclde. By refllteringcan be
nsed continnally. Adopted by the largest BlecWest.

CITY,

tric Plants of the

MO.

River St., Chicago.

WILLIAM S.BATES.

PATENT LAWYER,

and Contractors.

2o4

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
17

Designs and Estimates Submitted.
"Z-A

45

LBSTBB WOODBRIDQE.

OF ELECTBIC BAILWAYI^.

Steam Plants for Electric Light and Power.

Agt.,

Write for Prices and Samples.
J.

Electrical Engineers

G LAKESIDE.BUILDING^CHICAGO.

TAUSSIG,

S.

mrOODBRIDGE & TURNBR,
COalPIiETE K<tIIIP]|IBST

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

KANSAS

OIL.

SECOND TO NONE.

1221-1223 Union Ave.

TUKNEK.

$1.50.

one addrese,
order, $3.00.

Booke, to

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Complex

DyiaiBO Teiflers' Hand-Book,
BADT,

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

Cortl«,xi.cit JS.tx-eel:. XSg-v^ "yorlaE..

Dearborn Street. Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENC E IN THEPATENTOrnCE
AND THE COURTS.

THE CONNECTICUT MOTOR CO
OFFICE AND WORKS:

PLANTSVILLE,

-

-

COUN.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL
Electric

Motors and Generators

l-S

TO so HORSE FCyVEIl.

FIRfST-CliASS

NEW

YORK, 5 and 7 Dey

tVORKKAKSHIP

AIVD

BOSTON, 27 School

St.

HARTFORD, 14

HIGH EFFICIKNCY.

St.

NEW HAVEN,

State St.

CORBESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH CHNTBAL STATIONS

/^i

/^DI^

r^

A

DRON CO.,

MAKERS

or

PHILADELPHIA, 17
65 Orange St.

N. Sixth St.

AJJD INDIVIDUAL USERS.

HIGH -GRADE

<^<ViaXST~l;
GkQM
£^Na
HOI-lKtES, BOOTH & HAYIDEKS,
OHIO.

PACTOBIES: WATEBBUBY, CONN.
aiAKUFACTITBJEBS

BARZS

OF

AND INSUIiATXSD ITiriRS.

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC

THOS.

L.

LIGHTING.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26

PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

.VESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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June

Our Establisliment

is

not Controlled by any

TRUST

1890

Gas Fixtures.

Combinatioti Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.

7,

COMBINE.

or

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the intimidating medium
of 'Ft.±is±i.A.'FJEMS, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE WORKS,
No.

Wid CALLOWHILL

STllEET,

PHILADELPHIi, PA.

WORKMANSHIP
BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
lAI-

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

P.

-^\^

or THE. BEST.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

MANUFACTUREKS OK THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OF

HIGH OR LOW TENSION.
<?"?

The new Sperry apparatiie free from repairs for twelve monthe.
i That Ihe new >perry iaiprovetl Dynamoecan he couplpil in series with perfect safety.
3.
Thatuny naralier of lamps from one to capacity of dvnaoio can be cut In or out of
1.

3>^
circuit,

elD^ly or in i:roup5, with perfect safety, and without eparkinf; at the brnshee.
4.
To absorb power In exact i»ropnrllon to number of liKbts burniDR.

1.

make.
*'.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamoe and Lamps Borpaae

In efliclency those of

T8E

If yoii

We

invite

will visit

onr factory we can show you tbe best arc lighting apparatus

Oral, Electric.

The

C0„

ISS

to

W

mi

M

street,

•

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers, intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm mm

Co.

SPEAKIN& TUBES

any other

That there la qreater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regnlatlon has no equal; no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
That

^

t

^.^<^^

Chambersburg,Pa.
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty-"^

dssb-pot.
4.

Taylor Mf'g

CHICAGO

ILL,
Send

for

New

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

Factory, 1461 and 1463
Catalogur, out August IsL

Detroit Electrical

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

Works

[LECTMC R«LWtr StSTEM,

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST.
liie Detroit Electrical Werks, Detroit, Mich.

June

7,
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&

C.

C.

xvu

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to
Over 8,000 Motors

fifty

in

&

C.

Motors

St.,

ELECTRIC

for Hoist

Equipment

of

and
Mining Tramways.

Machine Shops,

Print-

ing Oflfices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

actual operation. *=
63 Oliver

O'CTTIf'ITS.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

H. P. in stock.

NEW ENGLAHD OmCE,

C.

It'.A.Kr

PHILJDELPBIA OFFICE, 38

BOSTON.

MOTOR

S.

Fonrth

402

St.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Phoenix

Bnildlng,

AND 404 GREENWICH

ST.,

CO.,

CENTRAL STATES DISTRICT.

United Edison Manufacturing

Co.,

CASH INSTALLATIONS DIVISION.
99

44

(FORMERLY LEONARD
^o\vt\K.Roeblings' So/is

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

VST

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

THE WEST AT OUR

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake
WORKS, TRENTON,

St.,

Ghicaeo.

N. J.

IZARD COMPANY.)

Co
"

MANUFACTURERS OF

tc

ELECTRIC SOPFLI CO,
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Eleetrlc Usbt, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus. Dynamos, Eleetrle
Motors, Primary and Storase Batteries, Etc

""""SsTor the Aluminum
94 Liberty Street,

Electric

YORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

Liglit

Batteries.

NEW YORK.

SEND FOR RATALOQUE.

JOHN STEPHENSON
ZrETMr

IN

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

June

890
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

Of every description, including the celebrated
CELLS, manufactured under
Kiel's Patents for Pritnary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Tllhing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing. Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,

For Sale by

BALL

Chicago, 111.

*c"uTo*^°ENGINE
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

15 Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

J.

38

W. PmRKER,

PHIUDELPHIA, PA. ~

So. Fourth Street,

COOLEY & VATER,

Cross Coinpound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W.

Xriple Expansion.

B.

PEARSON,

Room 40 3 Home Insurance

Buiid'g,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OMAHA ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Sheeley Building.

Tandem Conipound

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEB.

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lichtiimg.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

THE SCHOYLER ELECTRIC CC,

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

"'•iS''*"'

:

June

;
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CC.

Intelligent Execation of Orders, Oar Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE HABK-

TRADE mark;

AGENTS.

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

Prom AWX Manufacturer or
State that

WANT

you

WITH

Dealer,

^;a^^*«-^

IT SUPPLIED

PERFECTLY RELIABLE. NO DANGEROUS CURHEni'^

the

Whittingham

,VELECTRIC-Ll(3Hf-'

^8c PoWEf\
jNCANDEiCEMT'^

Automatic

Co.

78mS0 Cortlandt St.

YorS. ""J;! I
SS^r^^^^st " Hew Y^^'
Ss^EA\ >R LIGHT &:, ,..^t^-mmmm^^

Switcli.

^

Send for Catalogue.

HEP AT l/£Ry~LSV,

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser Building,

BALTIWIORE. MP.
The Standard

Open

Circuit Batteries

of

WESTERN ELECTRIC

the World.

CO.,

PARIS
CONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDMEm

Special Catalogues

on
Arc Lighting Systems,
Incandescent Lighting System,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

Patterson Cable,

1889

Furnished on Application.

TRADE

THE ONLY

GONDA

GenniDe Leclanclie Batteries

Made

or Sold

in

MARK.

America.

149 West 18th St,

ELGLANGH^ BATTERY

GO.,

NEW YORK.

NEW

CHICAGO.

YORK.

ELECTRICAL WORDS, TERMS PHRASES.
\

ty

656 Pages. 397

Illustrations.

X:X3'\7CXriJ'

Clotti

Binding.

Price, postage prepaid, to any part of the world, $2.50.

Words, Terms or Plirases.
Each
of the great classes or divisions of electrical Investigation or utilization comes under
For some reasons It deserves rather to be
careful and exhaustive treatment.
called an Encyclopedia than a dictionary.
The Scheme of Treatment is as follows

This Dictionary 'Deludes close upon 2,500

distinct

The words, terms and

phrases are Invariably followed by a short, concise
giving the sense in which they are correctly employed.
general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on
2d.
which the definition is founded.
1st.

definition,

A

e

.A., Sia..

O".

it

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations,
has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or Diagram of the apparatus is

given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of Cross References has been adopted
so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the words, and aliases are readily detected
and traced.
In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure CLEARNESS, to the
end that while the definitions and explanations shall be SATISFACTORY TO

AND

EXPERT ELECTRICIAN,
those

who

ZSIaZSCTRICIAN PUBIiISHING CO.
tT7ZXjX>ZJN-Gi^,

THE

they shall also be SIMPLE
INTELLIGIBLE to
have had no training at all in electricity, or are novices in the an.

CXO.^G>-0, XXjXjXM'OXS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

7,
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

.^^'I^Vr'j^^.

CO.,

\V. D. Sar.;ent, PreBldf nt.
Juiin A. ilvRiiKXT, Vice-Prepid.'iit Bnd Cona. Klectrician.
! hank A. Pkrukt, Electrician.
K. II. CuTLEK. Treasurer and Manager.

LAIVI INAB F IBRE THE ELEKTRON
79 and 81 Washington

St.,

MFG.

CO.,'

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

-MANLIPACTUREBB OF THE-

Rubber for insulating and
mechanical purposes. Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned

A

perfect substitute for Hard

Will take a very high
or drilled into any desired shape.
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light run-

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Automallcally Regulated, Unexcelled

In

Simplicity and Durability.

MiM

HIGHEST

AWARD

FieM

liaving

Mapets

"f SOFTEST CDAKCOAL lEON,

--»--'*'^5S'iiill'%iii»»«_

BY MEANS OF WHICH

AT
PARIS

ning machinery.

Theonly Machines

Higher Efficiency. Closer Regulation,

and Slower Speed

Areobtalnrd than Ik possible

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

otliemrlHe.

CO.,

all sizes and for all purposes, AutoQiailc Dynamos
for Incandescent Electric
Isolated Plants
for Stores, l-'actorlcs, etc.,
a specialty. Moisture-proof
Miilurs and Dynamos for
use In Mines and damp
places.

AiUouiatic Motors 01

UKhthiK.

--

180

Summer

St., Boston,

^

Mass.

1

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE WEST

FOR ELECXRICJLL

lBOOJ^&.

SEND FOR OUR NEW AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE,

6 Iiakeside Bldg., Chicago, III.

ZSIectrician Publishing Co.,

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC CO.
MANIIFACTIIBBRS OF

Arc^ilnGandesGent Apparatus [iLigiiting,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT MOTORS,
Electro-Plating and Electro-Deposition
Distinctive Features:
LIGHTEST WEIGHT,

LARGEST OUTPDT,

LEAST POWER REQUIRED,
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY AND LEAST FLOOR SPACE.

MOST PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.
New Arc liighting System of this Company
ECONOMICAL on the market.

The
and

For

WESTERN
No. 425,

THE ROOKERY,

estimatc^i

the

and other information,

MOST SIMPLE, PERFECT

addro^ts:

NEW YORK OFFICE:

OFFICE:

CHICAGO,

is

ILL.

115 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

June

7,

Western electrician.

i&ges

Primary

Batteries

FOB

Honsebold, Experimental, Scientific and other Purposes.

JAMES

3[Z1

DURABLE

P

MASON,

H.

MAW0FACTURIS6 ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn,

N

I

EFFICIENT

Y.

P

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STOEES.
Office

and Domestic

ECONOMICAL

Ligliting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.

P

Gaaranteeit as represented.

These Batteries are in practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

CONVENIE NT.
For Stationary or Railway Work,
For Mining or Engineering Operations,

Sprape
Alsd Rawhioe Lace Leatho?^

VESTEBK AOEKT
I.

HV.

^'

si;i.(>iJis.Mo;
LN

ALL CITIESf

'WESTERN ACiENT

.

EliECTBICAIi DEPARTSIBNT

COIiBlJRX'S

MEW HAVEN CJLOCK CO.

BYJSAMOS AND MOTORS.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC
G. A.

WABASH

Sprague Stationary Motors
Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty Different Classes of

MAXAGEK

149

Motors

ARE UNEXCELLED.

'

—I AGENTS

Electric

CO.,

Industries.

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

Address

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

all

correspondence

lo Ihe

WESTERN ACENT FOR

ALFRED

MOORE'S

F.
cKSTABLISHED

IS'iO.

Electric

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES,-.
Slectric Light,

Annunciator and Office Wires.
every kind of Wire known

fact,

Incandescent and Battery CordS;
Trade.

Railway

& Motor Co.,

in

to the Electricfil

16 aJi 18

BROAB

ST„

NEW

YORK.

Northwest Thomson -Houston Electric Co.,
SOLE

N.

W. AGENTS FOR

THE THOMSON - HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.,
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS

of complete Electric Light
Electric Street Railways.

and Steam

Plants,

and

NORTHWESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
SUPPLIES FOR ALL SYSTEMS KEPT CONSTANTLY IN STOCK.

ESTIMATES SENT UPON APPLICATION.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE NORTHWEST THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
ACk^
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CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

HILL

George

Works,

Clutch

EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW VORK.
.St.,

Engineering

Ofllce: 110

Franklin

CHICAGO:

CHICAGO,

ILL.

SI.,

BOSTON.

PATENT AND TRADE MARK CASES.

MINNEArOLIS:

Sc

3S So. Caual

1890

OFFICE,

225 Dearborn Street

-

7,

Barton,

P.

LAW

CLEVELAND, O.
18 Cortlauat

June

3(6 Kasota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1231

and liH l!nlon Avenue.

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS
Destgoed,

Erected

and

OF

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

BT PHII.IP ATKINSON,
260 Pages, Cloth Bindine,
This book

the iMarket,

Signals, Electric Clocks,

Stationary Batteries for Physicians

Ph. D.

Illustrated,

in

Qas Lighting, Telephones,

Electric Bells,

ELEMENTS

Battery.

Acknowledged by experts to he the Best Open Circuit Buttery
tlie most diMHlile !md cuuveiiient for

Send for new Catalogue Power
TranamleBloQ Hachinery.

tOl'VRKillTBD BY n. W. niLL

Dry

Dr. Gassner's

FurniRtied.

and many Other Uses.

Price 81.60.

an elaboration and revision of the popular series ol articles which ran through the
under (he same title. It treats of: Principles of the Dynamo; Alternate
Current Dynamos Direct Current Dynamos Electric Terms and Units Electric Measurements'
The Arc Lamp; 'Ilie Incandescent I.amp; The Storage Battery; Electric Distribution.
Sent, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.
is

Ko Liquid.

Ho Glass.

Highest Testimonials.

>Vrite for Circular,

Western Klectrician
;

;

;

For Sale by The Western Electric Co.

A.

Cliicago, 111.
And California Electrical Works,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

San Francisco,

o Lakeside Baildlne. Chlcaeo

SCHOVERLING,
OLE AQENT AND

Cal.

1 1 1

UAKUFACTTTSEB,

Chambers

Street,

New

York.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ONITS.
By

Lieut. F. B.

Badt and Prof. H.

S.

Carhaet.

r=>F=2:^F=>.A.iiD,

:^s czErr^Tr^.

a verj' handsome book of 60 pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding.
It contains PorBiographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

This

is

traits and

relative values.

In

no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

CO.,

ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

111.

CO.,

High Grade Wires, Weatherproof Wir^s, Pins, Brackets, Cross Arms, C. & W. Mica Railway Insulators, Cut
Mica, Sheet Mica, Fuse Wire, Soldering Salts, Tapes, Tubing, Class and Porcelain Insulators, Sleet Proof
Pulleys and Arc Light Windlasses, Incandescent Lamos, Porcelain Cut-outs and Switches, Everything Electrical
Required for Electric Light, Power and Railway Companies. Agents for Novelty Electric Supply Co.'s Specialties,
and Could & Watson Co.
Write for Quotations.
Favor Us with Your Orders.
North 8th Street, ST. LOUIS,

MO.

403

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

E.

WARD

Partriqk

&

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

Garteir,
EVERr DESCRIPTION OF

AGKNTS

SPEIGIAL

WILKINS.

TRADIHO AS

FOR THE SALE OF

PARTRICK

&.

CARTER'S

Electrical Supplies.

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

AND SUPPLIES.

NEW PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
•ANDBURCLAR ALARMS,
114 South Second Street,

-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CatalosrueR and Dlncount Sheelti ^ill be Rent to those In the tratio
HpoQ receipt of application and buslneaacard.

UNITED EDISON MFG. CO,
N.

WEST. ELEC. SUPPLY & CONS.

WOLFE ELECTRICAL
SOUTHERN

San Francisco,

-

-

CO.,

DIST. TEL.

& ELEC.

Seattle, Wasli.

Omaha,

CO,,

CO.,

-

Cal.

Neb.

June

7,
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ELECTRIC

RAILWAI SYSTEM

BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME RCIAL SUCCESS.
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,
Sliaht Cost for Repairs,

^ARE

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Thonsos-loiisloD tailway Syslem

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Hicbigan Ave

,

Gbicago,

lU.

Wall and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, Ga.

403 and 406 Sibley

St., St.

Paul. HIdd.

.
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171

RANDOLPH

ST.,

l/ff

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES
-A^nxroD

GENERAL ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Catalogues or Quotations upon Application.
NO CHARGE MADE CUSTOMERS FOR EXPERT ADVICE.

JL

large and

^oLrell

assorted

stocl^ of Sliield Brand and
HaTbirslia^xr 'HTires constantly on
liand-

June

7,
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"VESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.
CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows>"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, 1^.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LIGHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANBESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

A'ESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT waitnt:, iNn.,
Mannfactnrers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting,
V.ND TliK

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully AVorked-out and Complete
Alternating System of Electric Lighting

OF

in E.\istence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12--16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

Arc Lighting.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

2 7 Sansome Street.

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

1

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,
.

W.

EDISON

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

WOOD DYNAMO.

IND.

F.

ADAMS»

M ANUFACT URING

Successor.

CO.,

EDISON'LALANDE BATTERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
COI5I5ES^=0:LT^E13SrCB

JAMES

SOIL-ICITEinZ)-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

j

Ae:ent,

19 Oey

St.,

NEW

YORK,

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, JUNE
Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Ireson's

Belting.

lO cents per Copy.

14, 1890.

No.

THE HOLTZER-CABOTDEALERS
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTtTEEBS Or ANI)

Pfttd.

Nor. 16,

'86.

Send for Ireson's Illastrated Treaties on SelfAdjnsting Leather Link

Sspecially sdapted for
purposes and
otberhigh-Bpepdmachinall Electric

fnialshed gra-

Belting,

ery.

SEBTD

<SPeniil floi/voico
An.ENriF<i
o/-et,/«L

Manfd by CHARLES

L

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

Boston, Mass.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

CO.,
'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL
FOB
356-FACiB: CATAIiOCiCE,

1 11 Arcli Street,

tnltonsly.

24.

BAKER, BAICH &

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, Wash.
p^pj^ Seileks Electrical Woeks, San Francisco, Cal.

i
.

^

A fall line of our mannfactnres can be fonctd at our Agencies.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
DURABLE.

ECONOMICAL.

SAFE.

AN EXCELLENT

ELFCTRIC PLANT BOILER.
Edison Electric Ijisbt ComPhlladelpliia, Detroif, St. Paul, Colamend Cincinnati; aleo the Bioeh Klectric Light
Co., of LonisvJlle, and otbere.
Adopted by tbe

Sanitsat
[18

Standard Underground Cable
G.

L WILEY,

Ncw Yopk.

Manager.

ABENDROTH & ROOT MFG.

Co.,

PITTSBUKGH, PA.

Westinghouse Builaing,

F. E.

28
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.
boston, Philadelphia,

DEGENHARDT, manager, Chicago. BRANCHES:

New

Cliff Street,

new Orleans, Dallas

and Chicago.

Standard

n'lQiiia-Iiiililier

ELECTRIC

Vulcanized India-Rueber
specification

up

to 8,000

aDd Gitta-Ferclia Insulating
UNDER WATER

Absolutely Pure Rubber Cables,

LIGHT,
HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

WM.

very pliable.

MARINE

Every

up

UNDERGROUND.

M. HABIRSHAW, F.C.
General Manager.

S.

Offices:

1

Marine

any Millage

tric Cables, both
any specification
8,000 Megohms per

bles, to
to

ELECTRIC

'

Silk,

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work.

Installations

59 Front Street,
YORK, U.S.A.

cir-

Megohms per

knot.

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables ol High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

NEW

cuits, 9,00a

Navy Portables.

knot.

INCANDESCENT Cores.

to

Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

Two -Circuit Concen-

THREE and Two-wiKE Ca-

AND

CoNXENTRic Cables, any millage, Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cottok, Dynamo

Wires and Carles,

Cores
or

MANUFACTURERS OF

to any
per mile.

Cables,

Megolims

Co.

CO.,

York.

PLIABLE

Cables, for

Search Lights.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWUES* PATENTED
Sole Manufacturers of

»

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire - Proof and Weather - Proof
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.

for durable and htgrh
merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

The acknowledgred Standard

Insulation.
Bwtrie Light and Power*
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and

all

other

Branches el Signaling.

GEORGE

B.

Sizes

Subterranean Use,

submarine u.e
Concealed Wiring

Lead Encased Wires

PRESGOTT,

A

^^m

Aerial Use,

All

B

B

C

Its

JR., Gen. Agt., I6

'Western Electric Co., Cliicago, HI.,

Dey St.

in all Locaiioni.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

CUT SHOWING STVLE OF INSULATION.

X—Copper Wire.

B.

tlturated with a Blacky

5.—Two

Composition.

Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwaters.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

wAKtKuuMb.

;

19

and 21

^
n^dtdCeM^
O—-l_,.
.

Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.

Weather-Proof

Cliff St..

New

York.

^^gg ^^^ ^gg Wabajlj

.,...,

« ^

Sanples fiiniished apon appfiealloau

.

«.
ema»

—
-_
n»

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUBEBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
Qerman Silver Wire. Oface Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Asent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBKS: SCHENECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
Electric

Idghting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Miohii^an Ave., Chicago, III.
115 Broadwav, New York, N. Y.
iia W. 4th St., CixriNN-ATi, Ohio.
N. Y. Life Ins. lildg., Kan.sas Citt, Mo.
115 N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
2.34 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

No

14,

1890

CO.,

Railway

Electric

Equipment.
Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this

are Thomson-Houston.

country, over 11,000, or 52 per

The dynamo

is

cent,

entirely automatic in its

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
adjustment better than any other lamps on the market.

operation.
their
Art-

Uyuniuo.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
favor with practical electric lighting men, as

rapidly gaining

is

its

many

excellence are recognized.

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any

number

off

of

lamps to be

without in the least affecting the others in

throvs^n

service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

features of

regulation

its

is

on or

Our incan-

life.

Direct Current InoaiKlescont Dynamo.

The problem of long
cent lighting

is

distance incandes-

practically

alternating current dynamo,

demand

for a

machine of

solved

by the

and to meet the

this character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency, and economy of
operation.
Alternating Current Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNTNG ARBESTEB—AW
are protected from destruction and injury

arres-

which we
The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
ter,

instance.

notor.

of our installations

by our lightning

will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

June

14,
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JE1T1TE"Z"
ELECTRIC

MOTOR

HAWKEYE

THE

ELECTRIC MFG.

CO""''ANY,

DAVENPORT,
222

S.

-

CO.,

IOWA.

-

ILLINOIS ST.- INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Complete Central Station
.A.JSrX3

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATUS.
OUR DTNAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for eiBeiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

Licensee of the

WHAT

IS

WITH

THE

THIS?

EVBRY MOTOR

Automatic,

GUARANTEED.

Beautiful,

Cheap,
Durable,

Send

Efficient.

for Catalogue.

Renowned Perkins Incandescent JOamps,

Famous

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
Stations;

any voltage, highest

-

Prices Reasonable.

Railway Circuits and Central

for

efficiency, all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

To Arc and Incandescent
w-^

THE DAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

BLiNTirAOTXTKERS OF

Motors

Electric

for Arc

and Incanoescent

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR

OF PITTSBURGH,

PA.

GIVING PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

LINE

OF
All Sizes from.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

H6H.P.to50H.P.

ClOBES^ SHADES
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL, CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

ADAPTED TO
^^'•''^i

„^,

..

.,"'^

ALX. SYSTEMS.

729 BROADWAY,
(Cob.

WAVERUY

NEW

YORK.

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA.

4

Th3 supremacy

of

-THE BAXTER

MOTOR'

over

ail

and we are now prepared to

("'

E-^T-ory

i

Mot^ar Is

Send for Price

Lists

others has been thoroughly established

fill

orders promptly.

C=rxi.«.r«n«.*©©ca.

and Testimonials.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE, MD.
CHAS.H. CONE, Western

Agent,

113 Adams

St.,

Room

8, Chicago,

III.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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pr^rri.oiv>%.i:i c:;.a.rb

Jnne

14,

'89°

oiv

Cle-^ela,n.d., OIzlLo.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS Ain> BATTERY MATERIAL
CONTRACTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR
—-^-^^-^^-^
ELECTRIC
& POWER
ENGINEERING CO.

ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING

-

LIGHT

'

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

AND STEADY
LIGHT.

^

OLIVER STREET,

61

STATIONS.

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
JARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

Anthracite Coil and Coka

Screenings.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

OSTTOBO".

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP
li^OR.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.

Burning 2

^

/

Will

Series on Circuits of

in

Use Only 8 Amperes

PIea*«e Ntate

System and Volta;^e

1

00

to

1

20

of Current.

U*«ed.

Addre««s

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.
^yx^l-y ]\XA.xa.izfa.ot'Uj7ex-8

of

Z'vi.re

Gear

225

Dearborn

General Western Office:

#

CO.

We

Guarantee

Them

Electrically

and Mechanically.

^f'

9

CJojaper Texaixsexred for

Brnsh Copper, Commntator Bars, Copper Wire,
Eastern Office: 35 Broadway.

Volts,

Trolley

Pinions,
St.,

EERGIilJLim

Cliicago,

<&

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO ANY SYSTEM OF INOANDESCENT UGHTINQ.

ALL APPLIAHCES FOR THE EDISOU ELECTRIC LIGHT,
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

)

B,

-W-t-W 'vrk-oxr
JCUilJl.
-ar-E^TYr

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO,

THE NORTHWEST.

ILL.

June

14,
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ELECTRIC

«

t
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£19?

zm

Y

CHICAGO.

Fifth Ave.

ILL.

WE HAVE JUST REFUSED AN ORDER FOR

1.000.000 Feet
SIMPLEX RUBBER WIRE

Of one size

of

OFFERED

would not cover cost

lower the quality, and this

busy

fillings

tions to

we

of

customers.

We

PRICE

manufacture unless we

will not do.

orders for first-class goods, and

ALL

because

Our

we

factory

is

very

give low quota-

do not wish to give one com-

pany an advantage over another

in price

paid for our rubber

known

wire.

Therefore buy a wire which

class,

and which places competing firms on an equal basis.

is

well

to

be

first-

SEND FOR PRICES ON

SIMPLEX VIBES.

WESTERN ELECTRICL*K.

June
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EDISON MANUrACTURING
66 Fifth Avenue,

NEW YORK.

edisonIystem
DYNAMOS!

WIRING!
|||

INSTRUMENTS!

LAMPS!
50=

Complete Installations Contracted for Any Capacity.

^so^

IMO
NO

SUB-CONTRACTORS,
DIVISION

OF RESPONSIBILITY.
EOi

UNITED Edison Mandfagturing Co.,
YORK CITY,
DCMVZSR.
SAN FRANCISCO.
GEIICAGO.

NEW

TORONTO, CANADA.

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE Best Solid Rubber Core Wire
o^^^^
In order to meet the demand for

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE YET
LOW-PRICED solid rubber core-wire,
an

The Edison Machine Works have
duced a new

made up
No. 20.

line of this class of

in all sizes,

pro-

goods

from No. 0000 to

equal in quality, finish
and durability of their other well-known
w^ires.
Once tried, it will alw^ays be
used in preference to any other.
It is the

IT IS

THE NE PLUS ULTRA.

FOB PRICES, SAMPLES, AND OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
JAS. F. KELLY,

Gen. Sales Asent, 19 Dey Street,

NEW

YORK,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST OF ALL
HE

ITJLXIOITiLlL

TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO—CAPACrTY, 500 16-CANOLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARAITTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstmction

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

COHHElSP'OErEEIICE SOLICITED.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO M
EAU

QLaAIRR, wib.

SXZ.^A7«r, CSron'l
BAKER, BALCH &

THOMAS
P. H.

Ii.

City,

St.,

REED &

Omaha, Neb

CO., Qen'l Agta.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N.
CO., Western Agrts.,

1517 Larimer

St.,

W. W. BRIQGS &

N. COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

Mo,

7

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room IS Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO., Gen'l Agts

W-

McDonald &

ME'''aALF,

Girard Bviilding, Philadelphia, Pa.

Waehington.

Agent,

206 N. 17th

LITTLE,

CHAS. M. BLANOHABD, Agent,

CO., Gen'l Agts.,
Seattle,

WOIiFE, SouthweBtern Agent,
Union Depot Hote), Kansas

POLQLASB,

:Di/£ELTXSLG:&ir.

N.

Denver, Colo
Tower Building, No. 50 Broadway,
CO., Agents, 432 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

New York City.
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THE

NEW

OKONITE FACTORY

Having five times the capacity
mill, is

of the old

already being crowded

to fill its orders.
have just received an order for
feet of one size of

We
ONE MILLION

Okonite wire from a company that had
grow^n tired of experimenting w^ith inferior imitations. This proves the superiority of this great wire.
Candee wire holds the same relative
position among weatherproof wires.

We

have

full

stocks of both.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
GXSIffEBAL VgXSSTBRIff

116

£118

AGBNTS,

FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable Company.
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SOUB

THE REYNOLDS

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.
IT IB

1890

0\_nL.DBF2S

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

14,

&

CO.

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

MaDiifactarerB of and Dealera in

U»EQDA1^D FOR ECONOMT OF FDEL. KEODUJUTY
MOTION, AUD DURABILITY IN U»B.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Enijine Supplies of Every Description.

Oi

%Vrlle for "nr

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC

CHICAGO BRANCH,

4'iitiiloiriit*N,

4I

aM

43 SODTH JEFFERSON

ST,

CO,

ELECTRIC SDFFLI GO,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FOK

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

ARC-LIGHT CIRCDITS.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES

SIMPLE. EELIABLB. DURABLE.

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
The only

safe socket for series lamps,

and the only

Klectric Ucht, Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus, Dynamos, Eleotrle
motors. Primary and tutorage Batteries, £tc.

socket having insulating material for the outside
parts.

Send

620

for Illustrated Catalogue.

""""AgentTflr the

ATLANTIC AVENUE,

Aluminum

Electric

94 Liberty Street,
CHICAGO OFFICE.

190

Fillh Aye.,

Light Batteries.

HEW YORK.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

GEORGE CUTTER, Agent

WILL YOU BUY
claimed to take a SMALL AMOUNT of CURRENT
but which really takes DOUBLE THAT AMOUNT after a compara-

An Incandescent Lamp,
at

first,

tively

SHORT SERVICE;

An Incandescent Lamp taking a MODERATE and UNIFORM AMOUNT
current,

and giving

LONG LIFE at its

of

rated candle power

YOU HAVE NO USE FOR THE FORMER.

WE MAKE AND

SELL THE LATTER.

Sawver-Man

Electric Co.,
510-534 WEST 23d ST., NEW YORK.
the:
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Alternate Current System of Incandescent Electric Lighting war-

most careful investigation.
Three years ago half a dozen central station companies running a few thousand lights, had adopted it. To-day it is in use in
three hundred towns and cities, and about 600,000 sixteen candle
power lamps is the aggregate capacity of the 300 plants.
The first dynamos the Westinghouse Electric Company
made are still in operation, but the improvement since that time
has been great. Electrically and mechanically perfection has been
rants your

attained.

converters of the Westinghouse Electric Company have
the highest attainable efficiency, and are from ten to fifteen per
cent better in this respect than those of other manufacturers.

The

No central

station can be operated to advantage without the
gas company, however small, would
Shallenberger Meter.
think of operating a station without meters, and the same reasoning is applicable to all electric light plants. Send for special circular

No

on the Shallenberger Meter.
The Westinghouse Electric Company was the pioneer in the
manufacture of alternate current dynamos in America, and all of
its apparatus is celebrated in this country and abroad for its durability, efficiency and the satisfaction it has given to purchasers.
The Westinghouse Electric Company has recently utilized the alternating current
Arc lighting. Send for special circular just issued. A simple single carbon lamp
Dynamos of the following capacities conruns four nights without renewal of carbons.

for

stantly kept in stock, together with a full outfit of detail, apparatus

25,

No

40,

60,

and lamps:

125,

250.

wall fixtures are required in the Alternating Arc System.
The machine is inherently self-regulating from full load to short circuit.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENH.,
BOSTON,

NEW

CO.,

U. S. A.

SAN FRANCISCO.
CINCINNATI.
ST. LOUIS,
CHICAGO,
YORK,
DALLAS, TEXAS.
CHARLOTTE, N. C,
PORTLAND, ORE.,

—
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POND

JOHN
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St., St.
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Building,

a competent man wanted. Single
p'eforred. .Vddress, stiting wages,
cire Western

"MANUFACTURERS,"
Electrician, Chicago,

1

1.

Treas., 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
and largest Manufacturers in tho United States of

I'lItl'OSK.S.

RUBBER BELTING PACKING AND HOSE.

Louis.

ENDLESS BELTS
Particularly adapted for Dynamo uses;
made of any -width or length to
order, at a wreek's notice.

C'ty.

Omaha.

SALKSBOOMS:
PHILADELPHIA. SOS Chestnut BL
BdSTON. W Simunor St.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.

illlrAc.o.
NT.

Erected Ready for Service.

I.I

i.-,i

H' IS,

NVKI!.

St*el Boilers, Ireson Link Belt, Standard Rocklne and Sheffield Urates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, KorUng Injector, etc.

ATLANTA,

N, Mnin St.

i;ii Sii|.iTi.jr

SAN FKANCISfO,

Decatur

St.

1-:

KEW

ciKLEANS.

KANSAS

St.

flTY,

BICIIMOND,

IT .Main St.

ERNEST

ERNEST HOEFER.

WINSTO.S.

Hi

DETRdIT, Hi Jl Woodwiinl Ave.
BALTIMIIHE,
X. t'luul.'s SI.
BUFFALO, V,M |-> \V,i>liiML'lMii SI.

ITIh St.
1

l.IiVKLAMi,

c

8EXD FOB I.ATE8T CATAliOGUES.
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SI.
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'.«i7:ill

Illll 11111

ril AlIi.KSTD.S, ll«lMr..|iii(;St.
(;i( ANIl IlArijIS.
Mi.iin.c SI.
:illNNK.M''i|.ls, -.s S(. Illll 2.1 St.

BPKCIAIiTTEB :-The Armlngton & Slm8 Enelno.

S.

man

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
rOK M1X'H.\NH-.VL

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

U.

None but

CHEEVER,
Oldest

Chicago.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

319 Ramge

A

practical dynamo bu'lJer.
]\Iustun("cr^tand consttucling Gramme armatures.

NEW YORK BELTING&PAGKINC CO

I<ine

ENGINEERING GO.
707 and 709 Market
427 "The Rookery,"

i8go

T7^-^D^TE3^I

mston Arc

'NEW SOUTH,"
Wkstkrn Elixtrician

Care of

West, Northwest and Sonthwest.

^fii
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14,

New York.

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE

Telrgriiiili

C. H.

St.,

Thomson

ehtuloiiii for

and Alternating P,8ut. Sate experience
and salary reijulred. Addriss

For KlectricHi PiirpoMes.

EUGENE MUNSELL &

June

L.

s

ION. r.l.i>

l:l'. aii.l

la»:

St.

1:|13\V.

East Main

12th St.

SI.

CLARK.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC MATERIAL

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER SUPPLIES.-POLES.

For Pole Work,

Bishop White Core Wire
for Incandescent Wiring.

TRINIDAD Moisture-Proof Wire.

Interior Conduit andJnsulation Company.
A New and Improved Method of Eqnlppine Bnlldineg with
8 APETY — AoBolQte immnnity from eleclric fires.
ACCESSIBILITY — Perfect accees to concealed wires.

ECONOMY— ^niall coet ot

inetallatlon,

an Insulated Tube Conduit for any System of Electric Wirins.

^ooAciBxzia'zsa'ca-:

and freedom from future es^ieneetube and appliaocee, insuring longevity of wires.
may be laid out on original plans in a manner similar to that employed for gae, water and steam piping; the condnctors

DURABILITY— Absolutely moistnre-proof

CONVENIENCE—Sy^teme of

electric wiring

f OS C1BCULA.R8. PBIC£

INTERIOR CONDUIT

E.1ST

may he drawn

In at pleasure.

AXD IBISTBUCTIOIVS. ADDBK8S.

AND INSULATION COMPANY,

16

AnU

IU

BROAD STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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PAISTE
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N^WYORK.

CUT-OUT

ROSETTE,

New

\

28,30,32.34 & 36. S.

Every Belt adapted
to be pure
satisfaction.

to its special
Oak-tanned, short lap,

CAP EASILY DETACHED.
ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED.
of 10 amp.

CANAL Si.

work, and guaranteed
and to give perfect

THE

DOUBLE POLED.

A contact

Orleans.

i^'

is

guar-

between cap contact
arms and binding strips on base
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B.

ELECTRICAL COMPOUNDS,
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Chicago City Electric Light Plant
The new West side station of tlie Chicago

city

system on Throop street is the
in the municipal street lighting
system, and one of the most complete and attractive stations in the country. This plant is in
the territory first lighted by the city from the
Jefferson street station, and since its completion
the old power house has been abandoned.
The
accompanying cuts give two excellent views of
the dynamo rorm.
In Fig. i is shown one
electric light

largest plant

portion of the room and part of the switch-board,
while Fig. 2 represents the other half of the
room. At present there are 20 dynamos of the

the intention of the

station,

FIG. I.

in a

Si-xteenth street.

be seen that the streets now lighted by
from this station, form what might be
called a skeleton, which in a few years will be
filled out,comprising a most complete system for
lighting the whole territory included.
As soon
as the South side station is completed, the streets
now supplied with light from the West side
station will be cut into the South side plant.
The enlargement of the West side plant is esIt will

electricity

pecially noteworthy, as it furnishes substantial
proof of the success of the underground system
of street lighting which has attracted so much
attention to Chicago.
When the city started its

loth.

There arc

13 circuits connected with this
comprising 75 miles of underground

CHICAGO CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT- DYNAMO ROOM, THROOP STREET STATION

the plant to 1,000 lights' capacity as soon as the
city's finances will permit the purchase of additional apparatus.
There is plenty of room for
the additional machinery, the station having
been constructed with the idea that the present

demand would be doubled
The new power house is

from Randolph to Van Buren, Desplaines from
Randolph 10 Harrison, Halsted from iMadison to
Harrison, Milwaukee avenue from Harrison to

&

May

to increase

No. 24

1890.

the excellent management of Frank Flynn, the
station presents a neat and attractive appearance.
The arrangement of the dynamos is clearly
shown in the illustrations.
They are belted
direct to the engines on the floor below, and by
means of an adjustment of the carriage of each
machine, the belt may be tightened when necessary.
The machines have given the most satisfactory results, and City Electrician Barrett is
well pleased with the plant.
The engine room on the first floor contains. 5
Ideal engines of 125 horse power each, manufactured by A. L. Ide
Son, Springfield, 111.
This type of engine was illustrated in this paper

Western Electric company's make in this station.
Each machine has a capacity of 35 lights. It is
administration

14,

very few years.

located on the west
side of Throop street, just south of Van Buren.
It is a substantial two-story brick structure of
the same dimensions as the North side plant,
recently described in these columns.
On the
ground floor are the engines, and op the floor
In the rear of this buildabove, the dynamos.
ing is the boiler room, and behind this the coal
Everything about
house and storerooms, etc.
the station is conveniently arranged, and under

cable

— Patterson, Standard, Okonite, Kerite and

Cobb Vulcanite being included

system.
On these circuits there are 354 lights at the
present time.
These include all the South side
electric lights and the river lights, with the exception of a few on the North side, which are
connected to the North side station. The lights
are distributed on the following streets: Throop
in

the

from Harrison to Madison. Harrison
from Throop to the river, Madison from Michigan avenue to Western avenue, Washington, on
the West side from Desplaines to the river, and
on the South side from Market to La Salle, Van
Buren from Fifth avenue to Halsted, Michigan
avenue from the river to Jackson street, Randolph from the river to Franklin street, Canal
street

I

underground plant for street lighting on
Christmas, 1888, there were not a few who entertained honest convictions that the system
could only end in failure. The splendid results
thus far achieved, however, encourage the belief that the project will stand the test of time
and bear witness to the wisdom of the projectors
of the enterprise.
To Prof. Barrett, the city
first

electrician,

and

knowledgment

his faithful assistants, the acof the success of the undertaking

is the best reward they can desire.
They are to
be congratulated upon the result of their laborl
The South side station will be built this year
at the corner of Fourteenth street and Indiana
avenue.
The lot secured by the city at this
point is i6i feet long and 44)^ feet wide.
This

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

3=3
will

make

it

necessary to change the style of the

which also gives an

e.xcellenl idea of the genof belting adopted in the city
plants.
Hack of the dynamo and engine house
is the boiler room in which
there will be si.x
boilers of a capacity of 840-hor.se power.
These
boilers will be 7; inches in diameter and 18 feet
long.
It is now proposed to install 16 dynamos each

house somewhat from the original design, and
plans have accordingly been prepared to meet
the new requirements.
The new station will be
about 8 feet narrower than those on the north
river.
Some trouble was
the other stations through vibrae.vtra precautions will be taken to

and west sides of the
experienced
tion,

and

manner

eral

in

iSgj
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thorough discussion the board was authorized
to make the arrangements suggested in the report.
Ale.x. Kempt was unanimously chosen
chairman of the house committee. It was further agreed to close the season with an appro|iriate entertainment and ban<iuet, and the(|uestion was referred to the banciuet committee composed of Fred Degenliardt. !'. S. Terry, W. |.
Huckley, W. \. Kreidler and .\le.\. K.em|)t. Tlie
banquet will be held the last of this month.

Telegraph Tournament at
The

St. Louis.

western tournament of fast sending
telegraphers was held at St. Louis June 8th, and
proved highly successful. The attendance was
large and the exhibitions
highly creditable.
Numerous instruments were arranged about the
hall, so that every telegrapher in the "audience"
could understand the transactions. C. P. Higgins of the Western Union, acted as time-keeper.

The

first

results

Class A,

were announced as follows:

first

section

— Highest

readable

speed.

First

McAndrew, Tostil Telegraph company,
22G words: A. T. Ellis same company, second. :|t3o, 224

prize 1^50. J. .M

words:
words.

J. C.

Mcllvaine,

Western

Union,

third, $20, 221

—

Class A. second section
For highest speed combined
wilh the most perfect Morse:
A. T. Ellis, Tostal, first.
$.15, 224 words: T. M.
Eckert. Western Union, second,
f 15. 212 woids: F. C. Ritchie, Associated Press, third |lo,
210 words.
Class 1! (for ladies)
Highest readable speed First prize,
$25, Miss Mollie Landrigan, Postal, 206 words; second,
^15, Miss Katie Biggins. Western Union. 202 word^:

—

:

Western Union, third, igr words
(old-timers who were in the telegrafih service
1S65) - Highest readable speed: C. E. Turntr,

iMrs. F. I. Potter.

Class
prior to

C

first, $25,
199 words; M. D. Crain. second,
words; James W. Cook, third, |llo, 179 words.

KIG. 3.

guard against

CHICAGO CITV ELECTRI
this

in

the

;

I.IGHl'

PLANT

new power house.

be a two story brick
structure faced with Indiana brick.
The lower
walls will be 17 inches thick, while the upper
will be 13 inches.
A slate roof, supported on
iron tru-sses will cover the structure, while a
corrugated iron roof on iron trusses will be employed in the boiler house a one story structure attached to the engine and dynamo house.
The engines will be arranged on the ground
floor.
They will be larger than those now in
use in the present city plants.
The old 225horse power Wright engine at the Jefferson
'I'he station

proper

will

—

— DYNAMO

of a capacity of 60 lights.
This will give the
South side the largest plant in the city .service.
When the plant is completed the lamps on the
will

now

fed from the

West

J97

There was considerable good-natured rivalry
between the employes of the Western Union
and Postal companies, which served to arouse

ROOM, THROOP STREET STATION.

South side

1^15,

side station

be cut into the South side plant.

The cut representmg the sectional view of the
South Side station is a photographic reproduction of the official tracings on file in the city engineer's office, Chicago, where contractors, desiring to present bids for the work, may see the
plans and secure specifications.
The Lincoln street power house has been
brought into service though all the machinery

additional interest not only in the operators, but
also arnong the officers of the company, as each
was desirous of making a fine record. In the

number of prizes honors were equally
The Postal, it will be seen, carried off
prizes in Class A, both for fast sending

divided.
the first

and

be.st

Morse, combined with

highest speed, and that
company's representative in the lad'es' class led
her fair competitors in a close and exciting race.
The Postal secured second prize in Class A also.
This is an unusually good showing. Poth companies may well feel sstisfied.
Compared with the recent performances in

I

00^ 000

,

ejj
MSft^f'' OfCf/tlClAf/fi'^l,

CITY

be removed to the South side
station, and there will be two more, each of 200horse power.
Directly above the engines is the
dynamo room. The floor of this room will be
supported by two rows of 12 inch posts of
Cicorgia pine, resting on piers 3 feet .s<|uare.
On these posts rest 14x14 inch timbers supporting 8x12 white pine timbers, 4 feet apart.
(he
flooring is laid on this and it is 4 inch white
pine, matched and dressed.
The arrangement
of the dynamos and engines is shown in Kig. 3
Street plant will

I-:i.ECTRIC l.ICriT

has not yet been installed,

PLANT
lirush

—

SOL'TII-SIIH-:

STATION.

machines are

used.

Chicago Electric Club.

A

meeting of the Chicago Electric
club was held Monday evening, June 9th, Vicespecial

|)resident ISadl presiding.
The secretary read
the leport of the board of managers on the
(piestion of making arrangements wilh Kinsley
for continuing the restaurant service.
After a

New York city, the western "cracks" made a
good showing, though their exhibition was not
up to the standard set by Pollock, who surprised the world by his marvelous sending, and
then retired to the woods.
The New Yorkers
could not approach this young man's record, and
manyofthem fell far below the St, Louis standard.
i\Ii.ss Kittie P. Stephenson retains her position at the head of the lad)' operators of the
country, her record at the recent New York
performance being unsurpassed.

June
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Phonograph Convention.
number of the Western Elec-

In the

last

trician was printed a report of the recent convention of representatives of phonograph companies in Chicago.
The accompanying illustration is reproduced from a photograph taken during one of the sessions of the convention.
The
reporter of the proceedings, who is seen at the
phonograph table at the right of the picture, was
photographed in the act of talking his report of
the meeting into his instrument. A reference to
the advantages claimed for the
phonograph
method of reporting meetings was given in connection with the account of the phonograph convention last week. Jesse H. Lippincott, who controls the North American Phonograph, Co. stands

329

saved from drowning. The former dies exactly from the
same cause that kills a drowning man that is, by asphyxia.
I have thus killed and brought to life again the same dog
ten times running, and at the end of the experiments he
was just as well as before I commenced them. I imagine
that no more hideous death than this can be inflicted, and
I will tell you why.
Electrical asphyxia, as I may call it,
does not resemble death by other kinds of asphyxia in
which in almost every case consciousness is entirely sus
pended and the victim glides insensibly from life to death.

—

Is it not terrible to think that when the condemned man is
removed from the lethal chair he may be as conscious of
what is going on around him as any man present?
I,
for
my part, believe that he will be so unless by rare good for-

tune the operator has been able to determine the right spot

on the man's head against which to direct his current. And
is it not more terrible to think that this
fearful torture of
death in life may be prolonged for several hours? No.
I

am

distinctly

opposed to

neither practical nor

this innovation.

I

consider

humane, and above everything

it

it

is

who ignore the truth that to the man in the expectation of death time is infinitely longer than under ordinary
people

circumstances.
One second to the man under the knife of
the guillotine is a long period of suffering a fact which is
known to every physiologist who has studied the question.
It is, therefore, nonsense, to say that death will be so quick
as to be painless."

—

Maxime Cornu.of the College of France, said
that while he greatly admired the inventiveness
of Americans, he could not congratulate them
on this last departure. He said:
"Science has nothing to do with the shambles.
If the
death penally has to be inflicted the old methods are decidedly preferable.
I have not heard a single confrere of
mine express a contrary opinion.
look upon this as a

We

I am aware that some people contend that it
done from a merciful feeling, that it has been invented

costly farce.
is

expressly in order to accelerate the death of the condemned
man; but surely the guillotine, the gallows and the garotte

THE rilC-NOGRAPH CONVEMIOX.
at the right of the reporter in the group.

right behind the table

Opposed
The New York

At

his

stands President Clancy.

to Electrocution,

Worias foreign correspon-

dents have been interviewing scientists on the
other side of the water in regard to execution
by the application of electricity. Dr. D'Arsonval of Paris expressed his objections to electrocution in the following terms:
"I

am

opposed to the plan of execution by elecsaid.
"I consider it impractical, illogical, and,
uncertain, and this is the opinion of every one
of mv confreres with whom I have spoken on the subject.
I do not deny that death can be produced by these appliThe only cases in
ances, but not definitely in ever}' case.
which I have been able to produce death irrevocably have
been where I have laid bare the spinal cord and directly
applied the current to the naked mass.
Of course it will
not be practicable for the executioner to do that, for that
tricity,"

above

entirely

he

all,

would be downright torture, and it would be infinitely simpler for him just to thrust into the spinal cord the knife
with which he laid it bare. That would have exactly the
same effect as the electric current, namely, that of disorganizing the ner\'e tissues so completely as to cause death.
Say I have electrified two big dogs. I leave one alone and
begin to practice artificial respiration on the other.
In a
very few minutes the latter is as well as if he had been

That

is the opinion of us all.
Dr. Brown-Sequard only a day or two ago said: 'It is scandalous that
an unknown agent should be used for such a purpose.' The
responsibility of the men who passed that bill and that of
those who will carry out its provisions is a terrible one.''

purpose admirably. After all, the death penpunishment, and I ask why should its penalty be
diminished when at the same time a great danger is incurred that the condemned man may be unnecessarily tor-

Dr. De Boer, editor of Electricitc, said his
great objection to electrocution was to be found
in the fact that it was *'too beautiful to be subjugated to such work as that." He continued:

M. Joubert expressed his objections to electrocution in this way:
"When I first took up the study of electricity I was well
aware that its aid would be required for a very large num-

uncertain.

"We have frequently talked about it in the office and I
have not heard one man express himself in favor of the innovation. The principal objection that I have heard
against it, apart from the sentimental one, is that it cannot
be stated positively that this machine is absolutely certain.
M. Joubert, who was in here a few days ago, said that in
three cases out of five in which he had experimented on
animals with the lethal apparatus, similar, so far as he
could judge, to the one that is in readiness for Kemmler's
execution, the current had to be twice delivered before producing the desired effect. What was a matter of little importance with rabbits as victims, becomes naturally of very
serious importance indeed when the life of a human being
is in question.
We understand over here that in America
it was considered that death inflicted by electricity would be
much less painful than that of the gallows. I am not at
I imagine
all certain of the correctness of this opinion.
that the passage of the current through the body of the
condemned man would produce hellish torture. It is contended, I am aware, that death will be so rapid that the
victim will feel nothing; but this argument is urged by

effect their

alty is a

tured?

ber of things, but that of execution by electric shock
hardly occurred to me.
Now, this is a subject into which
not only a lot of sentiment enters, but also, I think, a
We get attached, as it
strange kind of conservatism.
were, to certain ways of putting a criminal to death, and
once that attachment excuse the prostitution of the word
is formed, one does not care for any new-fangled idea.
In many countries hanging is considered the acme of excellence as capital punishment, while we Frenchmen have
grown accustomed to the guillotine."

—

—

The opinion of Dr. Werner von Siemens was
decidedly different.
"What queer people you Americans are," said the pro"Why are you not content to hang your criminals
or behead them?"
"Because," was the answer, "some people in America
think that killing by electricity is more humane than hanging.
Others say that it would be cruel torture.
What do
you think about it?"
"It is nonsense to talk about torture," said the profesLet a practical
sor, "if the work was thoroughly done.
fessor.

—

"
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make his preparations carefully and the man
die as easily as though he were struck by lightning.
It all
latter,
you know, is a painless form of death.
The
electrician
vrill

depends upon the way the thing

is

The man who

about the guillotine.

There

done.

is

no pain

executed docs not

is

no pain in hanging if you manage
There is less pain in electricity
if you apply it properly and use enough power.
"flow strong a current do you think is needed to kill
surely and swiftly?"
" Five thousand volts at least, I should say.
Nothing
the knife.

feel

There

is

to break the victim's neck.

are fixed on the revolving gear // the magnetized hub will tend to follow the revolving gear
wheel,
.^s a result thecaraxle will be revolved
slowly at first, but more rapidly as the magnetic
attraction gradually increases, until in the revolution of the car-axle the relative position of

magnet, and

each

changed

—

armature becomes unthe gear wheel and the armaits

that is,
ture are revolving at the

same speed.

Herr von Helmholz spoke

in

the

following

strain:
that all your preparations arc perfect, that the
is powerful enough and that it comes like a
Hut
stroke of lightning, death will be swift and painless.
if the shock is not lightning-like the victim may die a most
Unless you kill your man instantly lelnnus
painful death.

charge

and he will die in dreadful convulsions. lie will
be choked to death, in fact, in a manner ten times worse
I
should scarcely
than when launched from the gallows,
It cannot
think that a dynamo would answer the purpose.
will set in

FIC.

I.

NOVEL en TCH.

accumulate force enough to strike like lightning. Vou
would need a powerful storage battery one such as the
late Warren de la Uue, of London, construcled, which is
80 yards s»(uare. Accumulate the electricity from that and
Then you may
then discharge the whole of it at once.
I should think
that nothing
rely upon killing your man,
less than ; ,000 or 6,000 volts discharged at once would
The cruelty of a death sentence
lead to immediate death.

—

But,
execution but in the anticipation of it.
The galafter all, why take a new and untried method?
lows, the guillotine or the axe, all are merciful and comparatively painless.
If you want to take the easiest means

not in

its

and Bogus

Spiritualists.

some new
and ingenious application of the electric lamp.
In a recent issue the New \'ork /rwA/ published
an interesting story of tlie manner in which a
n^ted bogus spiritualist of lirooklyn was exposed.
The medium, a Mrs. Cadwell, was apparently
one of the shrewdest of her kind and it was
only through the aid of the storage battery and
incandescent lamps that the exposure was made
F.vcry

"Granted

electric

Electric Light

day seems

to bring to

light

completely successful. Two small storage cells
of such size that each could be conveniently
carried in a man's hip pockets were secured by
the reporters and were connected as shown, by
flexible cables, to a small handle carrying a couple of 5 candle power incandescent lamps. Two
sets similar to the one described were provided,
and on the day fixed upon for the grand exposure two reporters etpiipped themselves each with
one of the electric torches, and with batteries,
wires, etc., well concealed in their clothing, sallied forth to mingle with the crowd of "believers" at Mrs. Cadwell's.
Without going into the
details of the seance it will suffice to say that
the reporters waited only long enough to see that
all was in full blast and then commenced action.
What followed may be better described in the
words of a prime mover in the plot:
Mrs. Cadwell is a large, tall woman.
The spirit so
boldly advancing into the room was apparently small and
and it was contended that there could be no decep-

slight,

knock the man on the head,"
"Knock him on the headi Is that not very brutal?"
"It sounds so; but in reality, if the blow is delivered
with enough force, death is perfectly painless,"

IVactical

Box.
men who have had charge

panying cut.
This fuse box

the invention of C, E. KamElectric
Manufacturing company, Eau Claire, Wis,
It
was designed with the object of reducing the
danger attendant upon the insertion of safety
fuses in live circuits.
The cuts represent two forins of the device.
Fig, I shows a form of fuse box adapted for service in the primary and secondary circuits of an
alternating current system.
A glance at the illustrations will enable the reader to understand
is

meyer, superintendent of the National

FIG,

I.

KAMMKVEli FUSE

form of box in
so as to slide into place
instead of being hinged, as shown in Fig. 1.
lid is

made

Impending Patent
EJilor

Legislation.

Wesikun Electrician:

.'Vltention of inventors and the general public is invited
through your widely circulated paper to what many will
consider the vexatious and unnecessary section 13 in H, K.
bill 10,637 now before Congress,
This section is in the

cuts presented

the electric street car, where it is advantageous
to have the motor run continuously, so that the
car may be easily started
with a minimum
amount of current,
Kig. I shows the general arrangement of the
device when applied to an ordinary electric car.
Fig. 2 represents the clutch more in detail, and
Fig. 3 is a section of Fig. 2.
Referring to the cuts It will be seen that the
These motors
car is provided with two motors.
are connected in the usual manner, except that
the large gear /K runs loose on the axle. Within
A
this wheel is placed the magnetic clutch,

nO.\,

the peculiar feature of the invention.
By constructing the box, as shown, with the binding
posts for the fuses attached to the lid, a strip
may be inserted with but little trouble and without the slightest danger of a shock, or a short
Fig. 2 represents a modified

Novel Clutch.
herewith represent diagrammatically an ingenious apparatus, which
has recently been invented by W, 1). MacQuesThe invention might be delen of New York,
It was designed
scribed as a magnetic clutch.
more particularly to be used in connection with

of incan-

descent circuits will appreciate the advantages
claimed for the fixture illustrated in the accom-

which the

/.,

The

1890

circuit.

de Ferranti, of the London Electric Supply corporation, stated that he was decidedly
opposed to electrical execution.
J.

14,

Kammeyer Fuse

',

than that will do,"

less

lies

A
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There were expressions of astonishment.
Then some one invited any one who wished to do so to
advance and look into the spirit's face.
"Now's your time!" the writer hastily drew his electric
light from his sleeve and cleared away the wire ready to
turn the switch and close the circuit.
It was a trying moment
Were the conneclions all right?
Had not the trip up in the elevated disarranged the wires?
Would the current do its work?
To fail now was to court
about

tion

this.

physical injury.
All these questions presented themselves
with the rapidity of lightning.
There was no time for deThe word had been given to act and already the wolay.
man reporter had advanced to the side of the spirit. Oth-

words following:
Sec 13, Tliat, within five years from and after the date of issue of
each patent ffiraa invention or discovery hereafter granted, somr person interested in or under the same shall pav a lax of TEN DOLLARS upon the same to ihe commissioner of nalenls, or such patent
shall terminate and expire at the end of such five years. Within len
years from and after the date of issue of each patent for an invention
or discovery hereafu r Efanted, some person interested in or under the
samesliall pay an additional lax of 'JWENTV-FIVE 1)01 LARS
upon the same to the commissioner of patents, or such patent shall
ti rmlnale and expire at the end of ten years.
This provision renews the attempt made some twelve
years ago to levy a like impost on the creators of conveniences.
Strong reasons both of right and expediency were
then urged against the measure, and the bill (or rather
bills, for there were two of ihem. one in the house and another in the senate)
notwithstanding some good clauses
failed to become a law.
In like manner the good features
of the present bill are, in the opinion of many, handicapped

—

had gathered around her.
"Well! well!" was the expression of the writer, as if
surprise had overcome him, but it was the signal which
told the artist that the reporter was going to the cabinet
and that it was his time to act.
He was on his feet in an instant. At the same moment
the reporter, who had advanced to the cabinet, was seized
violently by Delerec on one side and Mrs, Richardson on
ers

the other.

NOVEL CLUTCH.

FIG,

3.

close inspection of Fig.s. 2 and 3 will show that
the clutch is made up of a series of electro-magnets M, forming part of a cominon hub securely
Each magnet has cofastened on the axle.
operating with it an armature // forming part of
the gear wheel.
These armatures extend around
the inner periphery of the gear, and are magnetically separated from each other.
The wheel itself is supported, as indicated in the section.
Fig. 3. by two cylindrical hubs, //and //', fastened on the axle.
The operation of the device will now be readily understood.
When it is desired to start the
car with the motor running at full speed, current is switched into the coils in the clutch.
This energizes the core.s, and as the armatures

"Keep out of the cabinet!" they both shouted.
It was the work of an instant to grapple the two,
who
were bent upon protecting the cabinet.
Suddenly the reporter shouted, "Wonderful! wonderful!!" the signal which was to send the artist to the cabinet.
He understood it immediately and a second later he
h.id taken the guards on their llank as they struggled with
the reporter and signali/ed his victory by shouting:
"There's nobody in the cabinet but me!"
Simultaneously both lights were Hashed. The electric
current did its work grandly.
The reporter had llung the
tw") confederates from him and his light illunrinated the
quaking form of the spirit.
was Mrs. Cadwell.

I'rom the cabinet the light held
shot out its scintillant rays, illuminating every
master of the situation. The utmost
confusion reigned.
Some of the women shrieked, and ran
from the room.
It

by the

artist

crevice.

He was

Arrangements have been about completed for building a
motor street railway system in Heatrice, Neb.
The enterprise is backed by abundant capital, and it is authoritatively
slated that the line will be in active operation within sixty
days.

FIc;,

2,

KAMMKVER

I'ISF IIOX,

l-IG, 3,

by the section in question, To.discuss all the arguments
/•;(' (/ con would lake up more space than the writer has
present time to give, or you might care to accord,
few
only of the many considerations bearing on the subject

A

must

siiHice.

1,
There is nothing in the constitutional clause (.'\rt. l,
Sec, 8) on which our patent legislation is predicated, which
gives ground for the belief that its framers contemplated
It was
such grants being made a means of revenue.
"to
promote the progress of the useful arts." not to levy a lax
all
the
form
least
of
in
vexatious
of
a
upon such progress;
deferred payment, which will fall due at a lime when the
franchise will have become distributed among more or less
numerous holders, not personally known to one another,
and who will be under no legal ot)ligalion to recoup one of
their number who shall have the vigilance and generosity
to pay the mulct out of his own pocket,
2.
Why should such a tax be levied? The last repofl of

June

14,
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the commissioner of patents shows the bureau to have been
not only self-supporting, but to have annually paid into the
public treasury amounts which now aggregate about
venture to
^5,000,000 in excess of its expenditures.
say that the prosperity and renown of these United States
are mainly due to its inventors, and that in spite of

We

The proposed
blundering and meddlesome legislation.
measure, if it becomes a lavv, will n.ake respectable by comparison, the act of Esop's peasant who in a moment of
blind thriftiness slew the bird that laid his golden eggs.
Much more might be said and it may be hoped will be
said, and that promptly, by gentlemen who both in knowledge of the subject and by their position, are much better
qualified to influence legislation.
I^ew York, June g, 1 Sgo.

Geo. H. Knight.

Carpenter Electric Soldering Iron.

A number

of inventors are at worlc devising
apparatus tiirougli which the heating effect of
The cut
the electric current may be utilized.

Stutsman county.

The

331
to leave an open interval between the two and
carried up higher than the inner wall, and of a
glance at
cover constructed as represented.
the illustration will show that the upper edge of
the outer wall
is brought to the level
of the

attorney prepared the

Acting under
case, submitting it to Judge Roe.
his powers the latter refused to call the grand
jury together, on the ground that an extra ses-

would entail too much expense.
Thus matters stand now. The next

A

D

sion

terra of the court will

the Western

renew

open

in

ground or pavement, so that the top of the
cover J^, fitted within it, shall be at the same

regular

September, and
that they will

Union people declare

level.

The cover F, when

protects the vault

their efforts to secure an indictment.

in place,

completely

V from

the possible inflow of
or flowing over the cover.

water falling upon
Any of the water which may work its way
through the joint between the cover and the
outer wall Z) will drop into the drip-chamber E,
and thence percolate and be carried off from the
bottom through the ground.
This cover is the invention of J. Stafford, New
York.

Hagen Accumulator

Plate.
The efforts of makers of accumulators tend in
two directions. They wish to make a plate in
which the active material will be held firmly in
position, and at the same time they desire to decrease the weight of their cells by making the
grids as light as possible. -Dr. E. Sieg, in an
article in the Elcktrotcchiiishe Zeitschrifi, calls at-

Postal Telegraph Project.
generally understood at Washington, according to recent telegraph dispatches, that
there will be a report on the question of establishing a postal telegraph system this session,
though as yet there have been no means of ascertaining how the members consider the project.
Dr. Green was recently invited to make a statement as to the cost of maintenance of the proposed system, and furnish such figures as his
experience in the telegraph business might suggest.
He has consented to do this, and a meeting will soon be held at which the question will
be considered. On the other hand the postmaster-general will review the testimony taken
by the committee, and will make an argument
in favor of his pet scheme.
The bill originally
suggested by the postmaster-general, authorized him to enter into a contract with responsible persons to connect a certain number of postoffices for telegraphic purposes by leased wires
and instruments, to be operated by postoffice
employes to carry messages for the government
and the people. It is now proposed to change
the original bill by substituting a clause providing that the instruments leased by the government shall be operated by employes of the contracting company and not by federal employes.
The friends of the bill say this change meets
the objection that has always been raised to
postal telegraphy, that it would enormously increase the government's patronage.
This, however, is not the case.
The opponents of the
bill will find additional reason for complaint under the proposed change, for in it they cannot
fail to see an effort on the part of the governIt is

CARPENTER ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON.
presented herewith illustrates one of the latest
improvements in the line of electric soldering
irons. The invention is quite simple. The body
of the tool is provided with an annular peripheral recess.
In this is wound about the core,
first, a layer of thin asbestos paper, or some
other suitable electrical insulating material, capable of withstanding the action of intense heat.
Upon the asbestos is wound, in a spiral coil, a
wire resistance, the volutes of the coil being sufficiently separated to prevent short-circuiting.
Over this conductor is wound a thick sheet of
asbestos, which acts both as an electrical and
heat insulator to prevent the dissipation of heat
by radiation. The whole is bound together by
a winding of asbestos thread, which serves to
retain the elements in close relation to each
other and to the iron body or core under pressure, so as to utilize to the maximum degree the
heat generated by the passage of the current.
The asbestos and the coils are covered on the
outside with a metallic sheath or jacket which
extends beyond the inner end of the body-iron,
so as to furnish a recess for an insulating layer
This asbestos is interposed beof asbestos.
tween the end of the body and a ring attached
by means of screws to a hollow handle. I'he
conducting wires pass down through the hollow
handle, as indicated.

tention to a new form of grids, constituting the
characteristic feature of the Hagen storage battery system, which he says more nearly fulfills
the conditions of retaining firmly the litharge
and of lighter weight than any cells yet manu-

'"c:E]CLuci::r^_

unu c c n c tjip

"TT

The appointments
to shift responsibility.
be controlled by the party in power at
Washington, and therefore it makes little difference whether the employes are paid by the government directly, or through the contracting
company. The objection of the opponents of
the bill is based on their opposition to governmental interference. They object to the government having anything to do with the service,
no matter how remotely. When the project was
first presented in its present form it found many
supporters who were attracted by what they
considered the novelty of the plan, yet it has
been rejected successively by many former administrations.
The tendency to-day is against
the measure.
The newspapers of the country
are generally opposed to the project, and a
careful scrutiny of the forces shows that Mr.
Wanamaker will be obliged to contend with the
ment
will

The Telegraph and the
.\

Lottery.
great many charges have been made against

the Louisiana Lottery company in connection
with its attempt to secure a charter in North
Dakota. It is alleged that the lottery company's agents by bribery were enabled to secure
the services of several telegraph officials in order
to secure the speedy transmission of these dispatches, and to effect the delay of their opponents.
On the night of Feb. 4 the wires of the
Western Union were cut about two miles east of
Jamestown. Two operators, along with a railroad employe were supposed to have done the

work, and they appeared to have operated under
At that time telewell-defined instructions.
grams went flying thick and fast, both for and
The enterprising
against the lottery scheme.
agents, it is said, managed very cleverly to "sidetrack" the unfavorable telegrams, and to rush the
others through. They were also charged with furnishing the contents of the anti-lottery people's
telegrams to a friendly lobby in advance of their
proper delivery. Those on the inside had good
reason to wear a sanguine front. The lottery
crowd was put in possession of the plans and
secrets of its opponents in advance and communication was established for it in every part of

HAGEN ACCUMULATOR PLATE.

The

general features of the plate are
cut.
In the ordinary Hagen cells the proportion of the active
material to the weight of the plates is stated to
be 1:1, though the weight of the grids can be
materially reduced when batteries, in which
light weight is the great desideratum, are de-

factured.

shown

in

the

accompanying

sired.

Improved Cover for Subway Vaults.
The new manhole cover

represented in the
cuts was designed with the object of preventing
the inflow of surface-water into a vault or sub-

way.

/

—
\^-.v\

Petitions and lists of names in its
the state.
favor were promptly forwarded free of charge.
All papers otherwise drawn up were purposely
delayed and overcharged, or sent too late to be
of

any

effect,

it is

alleged.

The Western Union woke up
The charges of tampering and

with

a start.

collusion were
Its service would

too specific to be overlooked.
The public would lose all confidence in
suffer.
.-\fter
a rigid investigation it presented
it.
a statement of facts to the county attorney of

IMPROVED COVER FOR SUBWAY VAULTS,

The novel feature of the invention consists in
the combination with the inclosing-wall of a manhole of an outer concentric casing placed so as

1

I

I

ablest journalists and the most conservative
business men in the country if he endeavors to
force the question to a discussion in Congress.
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pliances, such as those illustrated in the numerous cuts presented, together with the desire to
"see for himself" will enable many an ambitious
student of alternating current effects to post
himself on a subject as yet practically unknown
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Thk e.xecutive committee of the National
Telcplione ICxchange association has fi.\ed upon
September 9th as the date of holding the Detroit
convention of the organization. Many matters
of interest are to come before tlie association,
and it is predicted that the convention will be of
a most interesting character.
In a communication published in another
umn, Oeorge R. Knight argues against a

pend on

railways, will eventually

de-

electric power.

The Chicago

City
illumination

electric

light

system for

was inaugurated about
eighteen months ago by lighting a few streets
on the West and South sides of the river from
the Jefferson street power house.
The undertaking was largely in the nature of an experiment but it proved successful. The system
gained in popularity and was gradually enlarged
street

until to-day the city has the nucleus of a firstclass underground electric light system for street
illumination.
In this issue two views of the

dynamo room

of the new West-side power house,
which replaced the original station are given,
together with the plans for the new South side
building which will be erected this summer.

The New York IVcrM, in a recent issue,
gives an illustration which is entitled, "A
Prophetic Illustration of One of New York's Busiest Streets as it Ought to Appear before Many
Years.
The distinctive feature about the view
is the fact that the walks for pedestrians have
been elevated, so that they are on a level with
the second stories of the buildings. It is noticeable, too, that wires have disappeared.
There
is one fatal defect in the picture.
Street cars
are drawn by the same sleepy horses that are
now seen on the streets of the metropolis. Long
before such a radical innovation is made as the
elevation of the walks, horses for drawing cars
will have disappeared and rapid transit will be
effected by electricity.
The

insertion of a fusible strip into a live in-

candescent circuit, either alternating or directis, to say
the least, not a pleasant operation.
One is apt to be in too great a hurry. With a

prevails,

great majority of inventors will share
Mr. Knight.

in these oi)inions of

In another column is presented an interesing
account of I'rof. Klihu Thomson's electro-magThese experinetic induction experiments.
ments which were recently repeated by I'rof. J.
\. I'leming of University (College, London, bethe Society of Arts, illustrate, as I'rof.
I'leming says, "Some highly remarkable and
interesting facts in electro-magnetic induction."
It might be well to say in this connection that
just such simple experiments as these warrant
The student of to-day feels
the closest study.
himself to be a progressive individual and is too
prone to believe that time is wasted unless
devoted to the study of the more comple.x
problems of his science. A few simple apfore

jority of elevated

in

col-

assuming its validity, he can
good reason for levying a ta.N on invent-

The

of papers of

Chicago was
soon to be operated by storage batteries. Much
as we shouW like to confirm the report, we are
obliged to state that there is no immediate probability that an elevated storage battery road will
be in operation in Chicago. It is more than likely
that trains on the alley road will not even employ electric motors at the outset, though it is
doubtless true that this road with the great maroad

sec-

section, but even
ors.

number

number of lights cut out, and a vivid realization
of the fact that a customer's complaints will increase as the cube of the time that darkness

tion in a bill introduced in the House of RepreIt is proposed
sentatives relating to patents.
that the patentee pay to the government a certain ta.\ after the issue of a patent. Mr. Knight
iiuestions the constitutionality of the proposed

sec no

It has been stated in a

"
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Club

Correspondence
The Electric Light

Inventors working on the problem of electric
braking will find this description of a magnetic
clutch, presented in another column, to be sugIn this device the inventor proposes to
gestive.
utilize the pull of an electro-magnet, and thus
do away with mechanical friction.

late that the alley elevated

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPTMOHT. — Not onlv the title, but the entire cont<uU

Prof. Elihu
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certain necessary precautions very
be neglected.
It is more satisfactory,
to express it very mildly, to have a fuse blow a
little while after insertion than
when between
one's fingers.
The practical reader, then, will
appreciate the idea suggested in the construction
of the fuse bo.x, described in another column.
Mr. Kammeyer's device is as simple as it is ingenious.
The building posts for the fuse are
attached to the lid of the outer case. This lid
is hinged or made so that it may be slid
into
Until the lid is in place no electrical
place.
connection is established.
Shutting the box inserts the fuses into their respective circuits.
likely will
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.\mong the recent significant utterances on this
point by gas managers, that of President I'"aben
of the Western das association is noticeable. In
his annual address he admits the superiority of
the arc light for street illumination, and says:
"It has no eijual."
The incandescent light is
gaining ground he admits, and he thinks the
meter system should be generally adopted. In
the iiuestion of investment Mr.Faben, as a practical business man of course, is greatly interested.
He does not look upon the industry under the
system of charging for lamps rather than the
current consumed as a profitable investment, at
least that may be considered a fair inference
from his remarks. It should be noted, however,
that the owners of securities in electric lighting
concerns are not desirous of disposing of their
holdings.

A glance over the patents on electrical apparatus, allowed during the last year, shows that
a number have been issued for electrical heaters.
It is noticeable, however, that there exists a lack
of originality in the methods employed by the
patentees.
Heater after heater has been designed, but still the larger number of the inventors have apparently done little more than remodel apparatus already well covered by claims
previously allowed.

Untiuestionably there is a
be developed in this direction. The
most efficient heater yet |)roduced cannot be
said to be economical, yet there are many cases
where the advantages of this method would more
than counterbalance the increased e.xpense of
operation.
In small devices where heat is required on tap, so to speak, as for instance, in the
soldering iron, the convenience and other advantages of the electric method are obvious.
With the present comprehensive and rapidly extending systems for distributing current, we see
no reason why an effort in this direction would
not bring encouraging results.
The lighting
companies, both incandescent and arc, as well
as the electric street car companies, are in the
market to sell their product, and from them the
field to

exploiter of
a scccessful heater
would receive every assistanea. It must not be forgotten
when we hear the cry "uneconomical," that incandescent electric lighting, now successful in every
respect, was from the start and is now in one
sense uneconomical as compared with gas. The
people, however, have learned to weigh other
advantages as well as that of cost.

Ei.sfwhere in this issue are presented the
opinions of a number of distinguished European
scientists relative to the intliction of the death
penalty by electricity.
No one will be surprised
to learn that with one exception the gentlemen
whose views are presented condemn electrocution very vigorously.
Dr. Werner von Siemens
while he does not condemn the substitution of
the electric current for the rope, still thinks the
Americans are a very tjueer people to desire to
make a change. The grounds on which the
Europeans based their objections to electrocution are by no means novel. Their reasons sound
very familiar to those who have lollowcd the
arguments of counsel in the Kemmler case. In
brief they object to the employment of the eleccurrent on the ground that it is untric
certain and that its application very likely would
cause the condemned criminal to suffer the most
excruciating torment.
Dr. D'.Xrsonval develops
this idea in an exceedingly interesting way.
It
was stated at the Kansas City convention of the
National Electric Light association, and" the
statement was doubtless correct, that the citizens of New ^'ork state desired to have the new
method tested, in spite of the almost unanimous
protest of electricians.
This determination is so
is no probability that a change
the law will be made very soon.
The expressions of opinion from the other siile of the
Atlantic, while they will have no particular

fixed that there

Managers

of gas plants have furnished proof
of the growing popularity of electric light on
many occasions during the last year, and it is a
significant fact that the most progressive men in
that department are giving the subject their
close attention.
In this connection it should be

considered that gas men show great reluctance
in admitting publicly the superiority of electric
lights, and the advocates of the latter are certainly justified in making the most of utterances
which in many cases are so grudgingly given.

in

effect

in

argument

New York

state, will

be a

powerful

deter other

legislatures from following the example of that of New York.
Hills
providing for electrical execution have been introduced in the legislatures of many states, and
to

be presented again next winter.
will greatly strengthen
the opposition to them.
very likely

will

These European protests

'
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Thomson's Electro-MagElihu
netic Induction Experiments.^
Bv J. A. Fleming, M. A.
PART

I.

In the Paris Exposition of iSSq, and in the United
Stales Court, many present will, perhaps, recollect to have
seen a collection of electrical apparatus, contributed by
These
Elihu Thonason as his private exhibit.
Prof.
pieces of experimental apparatus constituted the appliances for illustrating some highly remarkable and interestIt is more than
ing facts in electro-magnetic induction
probable that very many persons interested in electrical
discovery either did not find, or did not happen to see in
action, these instruments, or perhaps had not the opporBy the kindness of Prof. Elihu
tunity to see them at all.
Thomson, to whom I am indebted for the loan of the
apparatus, it is in my power to repeat some of these experiments before you to-night; and my obligations are likewise especially due to Ernst Tburnauer, the engineer of
the European Thomson-Houston Electric Light company,
for affording me his valuable aid in bringing them before
you, and to Mr. Garfield, of the

Thomson

Electric

such an alternating current traverses a primary circuit,
induces a secondar)' alternating current of the same
frequency in an adjacent secondary circuit, and this secondary periodic current may be made to induce in another
circuit a tertiary current of like frequ- ncy, and this, again,
a quaternary current; and so on: these successive orders
of induced currents being as it were, the children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of the primary parent
If

it

current to which they owe their birth, Fig. 2.
The same large spool of insulated wire will provide us
I
with the means of illustrating another important fact.
into one length, so as to
join up the two wires, A and
form one continuous bobbin of wire, and connect this
great spiral of wire with a couple of glow lamps, one being in series with the wire spiral and the other being
On sending a steady current
parallel with it, Fig. 3.
through the system, it divides between the wire spiral, S,
and the lamp, Z.', and I adjust the strength of this current
On interso that the lamp, D, is barely visibly red hot.
rupting suddenly this electric current, the lamp. /.', flashes
recognize that we have here to conup for a moment.
sider an inertia effect familiar to us as the eflect of "self-

B

We

Weld-

ing company, for assistance in preparing the experiments.
A few introductory-remarks will be essential, in order that
me in subI may carr)- the whole of my audience with
sequent explanations; and these remarks will refer to that
which is so very familiar a subject to every electrician, viz..
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I will

now ask you

what would happen if the
were traversed by an alternatFurthermore, we shall first suppose that the
to consider

coils of the electro-magnet

ing current?
copper ring has a zero time constant, that is to say, the induced currents in the ring rise up and sink down in
strength in exact synchronism with the changes in the inIf the curductive electromotive force acting on the ring.
rent flowing in the coils of the electro-magnet is represented as to changes in strength by a simple periodic cun-'e, we
may suppose that the magnetism of rhe core and the magIt is
netic induction through the ring follow a similar law.
very easy, then, to show that the induced electromotive
in
the
ring
circuit,
and
hence
the
current
in
force acting
the ring follows a similar law of fluctuation, but that the
instant of maximum current in the ring coincides with the
instant of reversal of magnetism in the electro-magnet.
Under these circumstances we can represent the changing
strength of the magnetic field in which the rirg is immersed by a simple periodic curve, J/, and the changes of
current strength in the ring circuit by another simple periodic cur\'e, C, shifted backward relatively to the first by a
quarter of a wave length, Fig. 5.
By Ampere's law, the force acting on the ring at any instant is proportional to the product of the instantaneous
value of the surrounding field and this current strength.
If we multiply together the ordinates of these two cur\'es,
J/ and
and form a third curve, P, whose ordinate at
ever>- point is proportional to the product of the ordinates
of the other cur\'es. Fig. 6, at these points, we obtain a

C

FIG. 3.

Before me lies a
the mutual induction of electric circuits.
very large bobbin, or spool, wound over with two insulated
copper wires. These wires were wound on the spool together, and for convenience sake we will distinguish them
by calling them .r/ and j9 Fig. i. Bear in mind that the
wires or circuits are insulated from each other throughout
their entire length, but lie closely adjacent on the bobbin.
I can at pleasure insert a large bundle of soft iron wires
tied up together into the hollow split brass tube which
The ends of one wire, say
forms the body or the spool
A, are connected to the terminals of a glow lamp, and I
can pass or interrupt an electric current which traverses the
other circuit, B, and a second glow lamp in series with it.
will note at once what happens when I start or slop
The lamp connected
the electric current in the circuit B.
to circuit --/ flashes up momentarily at the instant when the
current begins to flow in circuit B. and also when it
ceases to flow; but while the current flows steadily in the
circuit B, and illuminates the lamp in series with it. the
lamp in series with circuit A is not illuminated at all.
have here a lecture experiment illustrating the familiar
classical discovery of Faraday of the mutual induction of
two electric circuits, viz that the starting and stopping of
an electric current in one circuit induces at the instant of
commencement or cessation a brief secondary current in
I shall not take up time
another closed adjacent circuit.
by dwelling on the historical details of this fundamental
fact.
Vou know them well. If, instead of starting and
stopping a continuously flowing electric current through the
circuit B, and obsen'ing at each "make" or "break" a
brief secondar)' current in circuit --/, we supply the circuit
B. with an alternating electric current, one of which the
direction is rapidly reversed many times in a second, and

Vou

Audiences in this
induction" in the long coil of wire.
room have been so carefully informed on many past occasions by brilliant and capable teachers, that I may spare
you a reiteration of eleraentar>'^ facts concerning the selfinduction or inductance of conducting circuits, and take it
for granted that every one here is intimately acquainted
with them, and that you will recall to your rccoUection
that when an electromotive force acts upon any closed
electric circuit generating in it an electrical current, this
self-induction exhibits itself by delaying or retarding the
rise of the current strength to its full or its maximum
value; aud that, similarly, when the electromotive force is
withdrawn, it operates to give the current a persistence, or
to retard the rate of reduction of the current strength.
The convenient term "lime constant" of a circuit is employed to denote chat time, expressed in fractions of a
second or any other unit, which must elapse before a
current rises to a certain definite fraction of its full value,
when a steady electromotive force acts upon that circuit.
I will next beg you to turn a moment's attention to the
electro-dynamic actions or forces which are brought
into play when a circuit of any kind is subjected to electromagnetic induction in a magnetic field. Consider, for
instance, a ring of copper hanging in front of the pole of

We

,

connect as before a glow lamp in series with circuit A, we
find that this lamp glows continuously whilst the alternating
current flows in circuit B. This also is familiar to us all.

If in our first experiment we had employed, as a current
in the secondary circuit, not an incandescent
lamp, but some kind of galvanometer capable of indicating
the direction of the induced electric current, we could
easily have established for ourselves the fact that at the
instant when the continuous electric current begins to flow
in the circuit B, it generates an oppositely directed induced secondary current in the circuit A, which is merely
At the instant when the continuous
transient current.
current is intenupted in circuit B, it gives rise to a simicurrent in the
larly directed transient induced electric

detector

—

Read

^

111

FIG. 4.

having the plane of the ring perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force proceeding out
the
pole.
Let
the
magnet
from
be an electro-magnet, and
let the pole be suddenly made a north or marked pole.
Lines of magnetic force are thrust into the aperture of the
This magnetic flux, in accordance with a well-known
ring.
law, generates an inductive electromotive force which
causes a transient current to flow round the ring in a
counter clockwise direction, as looked at from the north
magnetic pole.
The ring becomes virtually a magnetic
slidl, having a north pole facing the north pole of the exBy the fundamental laws of action beciting magnet.
tween currents and magnets established by Ampere, the
ring experiences a slight repulsive force, due to the electrodynamic action between the current in the ring and the
magnetic pole. The generation of the momentary induced
current in the ring is accompanied by an electro dynamic
impulse tending to thrust it away from the pole. Suppose,
next, that the electro-magnet is demagnetized. The ring has
generated in it a reverse induced current flowing in the
same direction as the hands of a clock move when looked
This is also accompanied by
at from the magnetic pole.

an electro-magnet Fig.

4,

A

are called the
A. The momentary currents in
inverse and diiect secondary currents, induced by the
the
continuous
primary
commencement or cessation of
If the primary current is rapidly
current in circuit B.
reversed, as in the case of an alternating current, then the
secondary current consists likewise of a rapid succession of
Inmost of our expericurrents alternating in direction.
ments this evening we shall employ an alternating current,
having a "frequency" of 90 per second that is to say,
changed in direction in the circuit iSo times in a second.
circuit

1

*^

befoie the

London Society of

Arts,

May

14, 1890,

curve which represents the fluctuation of force at ever>' inThis curve, P, is also a wavestant acting upon the ringlike cur\'e, lying symmetrically above and below the horizontal line.
The positive and negative areas of this curve
included between the i;ur\'e and the horizontal line represent the impulses or time integrals of the forces which act
upon the ring. These impulses are alternately positive
and negative. This is equivalent to saying that under the
circumstances assumed the ring gets a series of small
pushes and pulls, or repulsions and attractions, which succeed each other at the same rate as the changes of magnetic

polarity of the magnet.

series of rapidly alternat-

FIG. 7.

within certain limits, more pronounced, other things being
You
equal, the grealer the time constant of the circuit.
see clearly, therefore, that a ring or disk of copper, in
which the induced currents lag behind the inducing electromotive force in phase must experience a repulsive forte
when this inducing electromotive force is caused by a rapid
flux backward and forward of lines of magnetic forces perThe realization of this
forating through the ring or disk.
inference in a striking manner is the first of a series of remarkable experiments on this subject due to Prof. Elihu
have on the table an eleclro-magnet suitaThomson.
ble for these experiments, which consists of a core of divided iron, surrounded by a coil in which I can cause to
circulate a powerful alternating current of 40 to 50 amperes.
Let us, however, begin with an experiment in
which we employ a continuous current to energize the core.
I give you, in Prof. Elihu Thomson's own words, an account of this preliminary experiment:
"In 1SS4. while preparing for the International Electrical Exhibition at Philadelphia, we had occasion to con-

We

an electro-dynamic attraction of the ring toward the pole,
but which is much more feeble than the previous
repulsion.
These attractions and repulsions are well seen
when small discs of copper or aluminum are suspended in
front of the poles of a powerful electro-magnet, which is
They have been
alternately "made" and "broken."
particularly investigated by C. V. Boys.

The

ing and equal impulses would result in leaving the ring apparently unmoved.
No real conducting ring can. however,
behave in this fashion, because every ring has a sensible
Let us next see how the above state"time-constant."
ments will be modified if the ring has such a sensible selfinduction that the current induced in the ring lags behind
Repeating the
the inducing electromotive fo:ce in phase.
above construction for a force curve, on the assumption
that the instant of maximum of the current in the ring occurs later than the instant of reversal of magnetism in the
magnet, it is easy to see that the force cur^-e consists now
of two very unequal parts.
It is not symmetrically situated with respect to the horizontal lines, Fig 7.
The area
of the hummocks (shaded portions) which lie above the
datum line, and which represent the repulsive impulses on
the ring, are much larger than the area of the hummocks
below the datum line, and which represent the attractive
impulses acting on the ring.
This means to say, that the
ring when possessing self-induction experiences on the
whole a repulsive force, or a series of repulsive impulses,
when immersed in such an alternating magnetic field radiated from a magnetic pole; and this repulsive force will be,

,
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struct a large electro- mag net, (he cores of which were
abcut six inches in diameter and about twenty inches long.
They were made of bundles of iron rod about
of an
When complete, the magnet was enerinch in diameter.
gized by a current from a continuous-current d)namo, and
magnetic effects. It was
it exhibited the usual powerful
found, also, that a disk of sheet copper of about
,'« of
anfinch in thickness and ten inches in diameter, if dropped
llat against a pole of the magnet, would settle down softly
upon it, being retarded by the development of currents in
the disk, due to its mo%'ement in a strong ntsgnetic field,
and which currents were of opposite direction to those in
the coi's of the magnet.
In fact, it was impossible to
strike the magnet pole a sharp blow with the disk, even
when the attempt was made by holding one edge of the
disk in the hand, and bringing it down forcibly toward the
magnet. In attempting to raise the di>k quickly off the
pole, a similar but opposite action of resistance to movement look place, showing the development of currents in
th? same direction as those in the coils of the magnet, and
which currents, of course, would cause attraction as a reThe experiment could be tried in another way.
sult.
Holding the sheet of copper by one edge, just over the
magnet pole. Fig. S. the current in the magnet coils was
There was felt an attraction of
cut off by shunting them.
,"..

FIG. 9.

the disk, or a dip toward the pole.
The current was then
put on by opening the shunting switch, and a repulsive action or lift of the disk was felt.
The actions just described
are what would be expected in such a case, for when attraction took place currents had been induced in the disc
in the same direction as those in the magnet coils beneath
current in
it, and when repulsion took place the induced
the disk was of opposite character or direction to that in
Now let us imagine the current in the magnet
the coils.
coils to be not only cut off, but reversed back and forth.
For the reasons just given, we find that the disk is attracted and repelled alternately; for whenever the currents induced in it are of the same direction with those in the inducing or magnet coil, attraction will ensue, and when they
are opposite in direction repulsion will be produced. Moreover, tbe repulsion will be produced when the current in
the magnet coil is rising to a maximum in either direction,
and attraction will be the result when the current of either
direction is falling to zero, since in the former case opposite currents are induced in
the disk, in accordance with
we'.i-known laws; and in the latter case currents of the
direction will exist in the disk and the magnet coil.
disk might, of course, be replaced I y a ring of copper
other
or
good conductor, or by a closed coil of bare or insulated wire, or by a series of disks, rings, or coils superposed, and the results would he the same."
We have already seen that in an alternating field the
electro-dynamic impulses so experienced by the disk or
ring are alternately attractive and repulsive, and that
when the circuit possesses a sensible self-induction, the
repulsive impulses overpower the attractive ones, and their
repetition constitutes a repulsive force. Before adding a few
more words of explanation, permit me to show you some of
these tlectro-dynamic repulsions produced by an alternating electro-magnet. Here is a copper ring, and I lay upon
it the top of this eleciro-magnet,
having a divided iron
On
core, and excited by a powerful alternating current.
energizing the magnet, the ring jumps up in the air. Fig.
If a copper plate is hung like a scale pan from a balQ.
anced beam, and placed over the magnetic pole, it gives
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hind that of the inducing

or

equal, this

in C.
This was
first form of device in which I noticed
the phenomenon of repulsive preponderance in question. The tendency is to thrust the plate. B. out of the slot in the ring,

field, and, other things being
proportional to the conductivity of the circuit.
I will pass before your view a series of diagrams intended to represent various cases and modes of production
of these repulsive effects, giving you descriptions of them
in Prof. F.lihu Thomson's own words.
He s^ays:
"This preponderating repulsive effect may be utilized or
may show its presence by producing movement or pressure
in a given direction, by producing angular dtlleclion as of
a pivoted body, or by producing continuous rotation in a
properly organized structure.
'"In Fig. 12, C is a coil traversed by alternating currents.
is

portion of the ring, will be opposed by a repuls-

ili\iili,d

ive ^iTort

when alternating currents pass

the

excepting only when its center is coincident with the magnetic axis joining the poles of the ring between which

B

placed.
"If the axes of the conductors. Fig. 15, are not coincident, but displaced, as in Fig. 18, then, besides a simple
repulsion apart, there is a lateral component or tendency,
as indicated by the arrows.
Akin to this is the experiment
illustrated in Fig. itj
Here the closed conductor, />'. is
is

plane at right angles to that of C, wound
The part
tends to move toward the
center of the coil, f, so that its axis will be in the middle
plane of (.', traverse to the core, as indicated by the dotted
line.
This leads us at once to another class of action, i.e

placed with

its

B

on a wire bundle.

,

dellective actions.

"When

KiG. 14.

a copper case or tube surrounding it, but not exactly
over its center.
The copper tube, />', is fairly massiAc. and
is the seal of heavy induced currents.
There is a preponderance of repulsive action lending to force the two conductors apart in an axial line.
The part
may be replaced by concentric tubes slid one in the other, or by a
pile of flat rings, or by a closed coil of coarse or fine wire,
insulated or not.
If the coil, C, or primary coil, is provided with an iron core, such as a bundle of fine iron wires,
/>'

is

B

FIG. 8.

June

the effects are greatly increased in intensity, and the repulsion with a strong primary current may become quite
vigorous, many pounds of thrust being producible by apparatus of <[uite moderate size.

one of the conductors, as B, Fig. 20, is composed of a disk or better, of a pile of thin copper discs, or
of a closed coil of wire, is mounted on an axis. X, transverse to the axis of coil, C. through which coil the alternat-

B

ing current passes, a deflection of
to the position indicated by dotted lines will take place, unless the plane of
is at the start e-vactly coincident with that of C.
If slightly inclined at the start, deflection will be caused as stated.
It matters not whether the coil, C, incloses the part B, or
be inclosed by it, or whether the coil, C, be pivoted, and
B fixed, or both be pivoted. In Fig. 2i the coil, C, surrounds an iron wire core, and B is pivoted above it, as
shown. It is deflected, as before, to the position indicated
in dotted lines.*
"It is important to remark here that, in cises where deflection is to be obtained, as in Figs. 20 and 21, it had
best be made of a pile of thin washers or a closed coil of

B

"The forms and relations between the two parts. C and
B, may be greatly modified, with the general result of a
preponderance of repulsive action when the alternating
currents circulate.
Fig. 13 shows the part />' of an internally tapered or
cone form, and C of an externally cone form, wound on
an iron wire bundle, /. The action in Fig. 12 may be
said to be analogous to that of a plain solenoid with its
core, except that repulsion, and not attraction, is produced; while that of Fig. 13 is more like the action of
tapered or conically wound solenoids and taper cores.
Of
course it is unnecessarj' that both be tapered.
The effect
of such shaping is simply to modify the range of action and
the amount of repulsive effort existing at different parts of
the range.
"In Fig. 14 the arrangement is modified so that the coil,
C, is outside, and the close band or circuit, B, inside and
'

insulated wire, instead of a solid ring.
This avoids the
lessening of effect which would come from the induction of
currents in the ring, B, in other directions than parallel to

same

its

The

circumference."

Returning for a moment to the theory of these repulsive
and deflective actions, it will repay us to consider it in the
form placed before us by Piof. Thomson, in his first paper
on the subject, read before the American Institute of Elec-

He says:
Engineers, May iS, 1SS7.
may be stated as certainly true that, were the inin
the
closed
conductor
unaffected by any
duced currents
self-induction, the only phenomena exhibited would be alternate equal attractions and repulsions, because currents
would be induced in opposite directions to that of the primary current when the latter current was changing from
zero to maximum positive or negative current, so producing repulsion; and would be induced in the same direction
when changing from maximum positive or negative value
trical

FIG. 16.

"It

arcund the core, /. Electro-inductive repulsion is produced as before.
"It will be evident that the repulsive actions will not be
mechanically manifested by axial movement or effort, when
the e'ectrical middles of the coils or circuits are coincidciit.
In cylindrical co'ls, in which the current is uniformly distributed through all the parts of the conductor section,
what I here term the electrical middle, or the center of
gravity of the ampere-turns of the coils, will be the plane
at right angles to its axis at its middle, that of
and C in
Fig. 14 being indicated by a dotted line.
To repeat, then,
when the centers or center planes of the conductor, l''ig.
14, coincide, no indication of the electro-Inductive repulsion is given, because it is mutually balanced in all directions; but when the coils are displaced a repulsion is manifested, which reaches a maximum at a position depending
on the peculiarities of proportion and distribution of current at any time in the two circuits or conductors.
"In Fig 15
represents a copper ring, and (Tan annular
coil placed parallel thereto; and an iron core or wire bundle
placed in the common axis of the two coils, shows the repulsive action whtn an alternating current is passed through
C.
may be simply a disc or plate of any form, without
greatly affecting the nature of the action produced.
It
may also be composed ef a pile of copper washers or a
coil of copper wire, as before indicated.
"An arrangement of parts somewhat analogous to that
of a horseshoe electro-magnetic and armature is shown in
Fig. 16.
The alternating current coils, C,
are wound
upon an iron wire bundle bent into U-form, and opposite

B

B

to zero, so

producing attraction.

"This condition can be illustrated by a diagram. Fig.
22.
Here the lines of zero current are the horizontal
The wavy lines represent the variations of
straight lines.
current strength in each conductor, the current in one direction being indicated by that portion of the curve above
the zero line, and in the other direction by that portion below ir. The vertical dotted lines simply mark off corresponding portions of phase or succession of times.

"Here

it

will

be seen that in the

rent descending from

M,

its

positive primary
to the zero

maximum,

curline.

B

/'

£^

evidence of being strongly repelled the moment we pass
the current through the coils of the magnet, Fig. 10.
Instead of employing copper rings or copper plates, we can
use closed coils of thick wire, cither insulated or not.
If,
however, our plates or rings have a radial slit made in
them, or if our coils of wire are not closed-circuit coils, all

C

,

FIG. 21.

the effects vanish.

So strong
light

is this repulsion, with proper appliances, that
copper rings tethered by strings may be held sus-

pended

in the air against the force of gravity, the upward
elecfro-magnetic repulsion overcoming their weight, and
holding them, like Mahomet's fabled coffin, floating in the
air. Fig. It.
In cases where we are dealing only with impulsive effects, aluminum rings or disks give most niarktd
results, because aluminum has the highest conductivity per
unit of mass; but in the cases like those just considered,
where what is required is the greatest force effect, copper
or silver gives a better result than aluminum, because they
have the highest conductivity per unit of volume. In Mr.
Hoys' experiments, if I remember rightly, he found aluminum the best to employ. In these cases of electro-dynamic repulsion, the force effect depends essentially upon the
lag of the induced current, or its retardation in phase, be-

FIG

17.

FIG

iS.

poles is placed a pair of thick copper disks, />, B'
which are attracted and repelled, but with an excess uf repulsion depending on their form, thickness, etc.
"If the iron core takes the fo-m of that shown by /, /,
Fig. >7, such as a cut ring with the coil, C, wound thereon, the insertion of a heavy ccpper plate, B, into the slot
its

the secondary current has risen from zero to yl/', its maximum. .Vtlraction will therefore ensue, for the currents are
in the same direction in the two conductors.
When the
primary current increases from zero to its negative maximum, vV, the positive current in the secondary closed circuit will be decreasing from /)/ ', its positive maximum, to
zero; but. as the currents are in opposite directions, repulsion will occur.
These actions of attraction and repulsion
will be reproduced continually, there being a
repulsion,
then an attraction, then a repulsion, and again an attraction, {.luring one complete wave of the primary
current.
The letters A' A, at the foot of the diagram, Fig. 22, in•Tliis detleclioii by an alternating current of a copper disk suspended within a coil with its plane inclined to tlic plane of the coils,
notictrd indcpendenlly, in March, 1887, and subse(|tiently
I myself
dest ribcd a copper disk galvanoscope for alternating currents, based
KLKCTtiiciAN, May 6, 1887).
I
fill this fact -see the
did not, at the
time, know how thoroughly Prof. 'J liumsfin had explored the phcnuincna, but the substantial explanation of it had already occurred
to nic.

—
June

14,

i
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dicate this succession.
(The shaded portions in the diagrams represent the time during which the force between
the priniars' and secondar}- circuits is a repulsive force.)
•'In reality, however, the effects of self induction in
causing a lag, shift, or retardation of phase in the secondary current, will considerably modify the results, and especially so when the secondary conductor is constructed so
In other
as to give to such self-induction a large value.
words, the maxima of the primary or inducing current will
no longer be found coincident with the zero points of the
The effect will be the same as if the
secondary currents.
line representing the wave of the secondary current in Fig.
22 had been shifted forward to a greater or less extent.
This is indicated in diagram, Fig. 23. It gives, doubt
less, an exaggerated view of the action, though from the
effects of repulsion which I have produced I should say it
is by no means an unreliable condition.
It will be noticed that the period during which the cur-

Suits against the Chicago
Charles and

Albert

335

Telephone Co.

the ice dealers,
in the Circuit court

Piper,

i

;

-J

i\

\

J

/i

\

-+-

J„ a — i-.r..

r

.ft. .J

r.

..!

Wayne

Fort

Electric Club.

rents are opposite, and during which repulsion can take
place, is lengthened at the expense of the period during
which the currents are in the right direction for attractive
These different periods are marked ;, a, etc., or
action.
the period during which repulsion exists is from the zero
of the primary or inducing current to the succeeding zero
of the secondary or induced current; and the period during
which attraction exists is from the zero of the induced cur(It will be S2en that
rent to the zero of inducing current.
the shaded portions in diagram 23 have been widened out
at the expense of the unshaded parts )

But far more important still in giving prominence to
the repulsive effect than this difference of effective petiod.
'

Frtmarr

+
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FIG. 23.

the fact that during the period of repulsion both the inducing and the induced currents have their greatest values,
while during the period of attraction the currents are of
This condition may be
small amounts comparatively.
otherwise expressed by saying that the period during which
repulsion occurs includes all the maxima of current, while
the period of attraction includes no maxima.
There is,
then, a repulsion due to the summative effects of strong opposite currents for a lengthened period against an attraction due to the summative effects of weak currents of the
same direction during a shortened period, the resultant effect being a greatly preponderating repulsion.
"It is now not difficult to understand all the actions before described, as obtained with the varied relations of coils,
magnetic fields and closed circuits. It will be easily understood, also, that an alternating magnetic field is in all
respects the same as an alternating current coil in producing repulsion on the closed conductor, because the repulsions between the two conductors are the result of magnetic repulsions arising from opposing fields produced by the
coils when the currents are of opposite direction in them."
is

Electrical Exhibition at Frankfort.
Arrangements are making for an elaborate electrical exApplications
hibition at Frank fort-on-the-Main next year.
are on file from manufacturers of electrical apparatus in
A Zurich firm will display an
every country in Europe.
capable of carrying ico persons.
Current
will be furnished to operate the craft by accumulators.
This boat, which will be artistically fitted and furnished
of course with electric light, will ply on the River Main
to serve as aid in the traffic between the interior of
the cit}' and the eastern part, where the exhibition will be
situated.
In view of the scope offered for the use of an
electric boat service on the lakes in South Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, this part of the proposed exhibition
will be regarded with especial interest.
It is also understood that the Electro-Technical Society of Frankfort has
decided to organize an international electrical congress at
the time of the exhibition, at which numerous practical
questions will be discussed.
electric boat

now

run.''
Unless the legislature passes an act. President Erower said that he would never favor any motive
power other than horses.
Gen. Slocum replied that he

would have

was unable to attend. Mr. McDonald
the most enthusiastic supporiers of the

To these committees can be attributed the success of the
dedicatory arrangements: Entertainment committee John
T. ICelly, F. S. Hunting, A. Hadden; reception committee
W. S. Hulse, Fred Keiker, Wallace Kendall, D. S.
Meyers, D. C. Davis, A B. Collier, R, F. Harding; floor
managers Harry McKinley, W. E. Jenkinson, T. W.

—

—

—

Houlihan.

"there are

that

United States using electric
Beacon street, Boston, and in

and

cars,

New

whether he wanted

150

now

cities

in the

and they are run in
York avenue, Washing-

they are good enough

for these fine thoroughthey are good enough for Fifteenth street, the meanif

Brooklyn,"

est street in

has bten one of
club during the critical period of formation.
The organization has begun well, and it will no doubt prove an important factor in electrical matters in Fort Wayne.
The
officers are:
Chas. C. Miller, prtsident; Harry McKinley,
vice-president; Eugene McLachlin, secretary; Lewis Freyer,

The Jones

fixing the

bill

$1,25 per 1,000

in

feet,

price

of gas

Brooklyn

New York

in

and

|i. 50,

at

at

in cities

between 100.000 and 200,000 population at ^2, has been
signed by the governor, with the following memoran:]um
attached:

have heretofore recommended the creation of

I

'

a State Gas Commission (which also should include in its
jurisdiction all telephone and electric light companies) to be
invested with limited powers somewhat similar to those
possessed by the railroad commission over railroads.

have approved during the past few years several

I

regu-

bills

lating the price of gas in various cities, but

more than once
more such
bills until such commissions should be created, by which
the propriety of such measures might be carefully investigated and legislative action might be based upon the recommendations of such commission. The regulation of the
I

have intimated

my

reluctance to approve any

price of gas as well as

the charges for electric lights and

telephones in different cities by legislative power is liable to
abuse, and should only be exercised after proper investigation

by a competent board.

Corruption,

prejudice, fickle-

ness, unfairness or favoritism are too apt to characterize or

accompany

legislation

upon such an important

subject,

particulariy in the absence of a semi-judicial investigation

Carpenter Storaga Battery.
Electric & Storage company of Denver,
putting a new form of storage battery plate on the
market, which has thus far given excellent results in operation.
These plates consist of red lead and metallic lead,
the former being inclosed within the latter, the dry red lead
being packed around numerous steel rods projecting
through the metal casing. The case or envelope is then
sealed by burning the joints with a hydrogen fl^me; the
steel rods are withdrawn, leaving a solid plate of dry red
lead, encased with metallic lead and perforated with numerous small holes. The pUtes are then placed in dilute
sulphuric acid and charged.
The change from the old
method of pasting batteries under the Faure process,
it is
claimed, has proven successful.
Under the present
system the active matter is encased by metallic support.
so the numerous perforations being uniform.
Attention
has heretofore been called to the experiments of this
company in car lighting It is lighting a chair car
in daily service between Denver and Chicago over the
Union Pacific and Northwestern roads. The car is
equipped with sixty cells and ten 16-candle power Perkins
The battery cases and trays weigh 1,600 pounds,
lamps.
and have maintained the lights for over sixty nights, ght
ing the car four nights without jecharging, and requiring
no attention whatever. The battery can aho be utilized for
motor work and traction purposes. A motor is now in
course of construction for street cars.

The Carpenter

Colo.,

to fall in line with progress

to or not, arguing

club

Electric

treasurer.

FiG. 22.

to run the eleccars across the circle at that point where the horse cars

fares,

his regret that he

V

:

/:

tric

Coney Island

men who drive
dollars.
I may as well

ton;

A

0|_

take horse cars to

consideration as the

cases.

formally opened
last week.
The dedicatory exercises were of an elaborate character and befitting the oc
casion.
hundred incandescent lamps brilliantly illuminated the hall, which was tastefully trimmed, while on the
stage there was a profusion of plants and cut flowers.
An
excellent orchestra furnished music, and speeches were
made by the following named gentlemen: Hon. Robert
S. Taylor, Prof. C. R. Drjer and M. M. M. Slattery.
Charles C. Miller, who acred as master of ceremonies, said
he was commissioned by R. T. McDonald to extend the
assurance of his hearty support of the club, and express

+

much

spans of horses worth thousands of
say that I shall soon apply for permission

The Fort Wayne, Ind..
its handsome new parlors

lodiicing

who

of people

brought two suits last week
against the Chicago Telephone company.
It is
alleged that the employes of the defendant went
on the land of the plaintiffs near Willow Springs,
on the Chicago and Alton railroad, without permission and cut the branches from several trees
while they were putting up a line.
One suit is
for $5,000 for trespassing on the land, and the
other is for $3,000 for debt, and is brought
under a statute which allows damages in similar

'

Secondnry

"The mass

deserve fully as

is

of the conditions and circumstances which should naturally
affect its determination.
I am still impressed with the desirability of

such a commission as

trust that another

have suggested, and

I

may

legislature

in

its

carefully-guarded measure carrying out

wisdom pass a
recommenda-

this

end that the possibility of hasty, arbilran- or illmay be avoided.
The present bill, however, as I understand it, made very
slight changes in existing prices and in the present statutes
tion to the

considered legislation upon this subject

applicable to the various cities of the state; and

as s::ch

changes seem to be in the right direction and reasonable,
it is believed upon the whole that the public interest will be
best subserved by approval of the measure.'

The

rapid transit commissioners, together with eminent

engineers, have practically determined upon a route for an

underground system.

Mr. Steinway claims that if the
becomes a law, the company will have
legally putting a road under the Park, and

Cable Railway

no trouble

in

bill

after a careful consideration

of the

bill,

says that he does

1

New York
York, June

tion

is

at last

and

it

is

tant

confidently

when

—

Notes.

The

all

application of

the

Presi-

dent Lewis of the Brooklyn City company for permission to

near completion in London.

on the Third avenue line has
aldermen, and the company is

and

built

is

The

the surface.

plans and

Articles of incorporation

and Harry A.

is

on many of the lines in the heart of the city. The
property owners readily acquiesce and have given permission along Fulton street, Flatbush avenue and Third
avenue to use electricity. The Atlantic avenue company
is also in the line of progress, and desire to substitute

City,

Richardson

has

made an application to the city authorities for the change.
The Coney Island & Brooklyn company, whose overhead
system of

giving perfect satisfaction,

electric traction is

anxious to extend the

is

President Slocum has obtained

line.

permission of the Park Commissioners to rebuild the tracks
of the Prospect Park and

Ocean avenues.
the horse cars

Flatbush line

In order to

make a

from the eastern

in

Franklin and

better connection with

district,

permission was

asked to rebuild the road around the circle where it crosses
the Ocean Parkway, but Park Commissioners Erower and

Luscomb objected on
driving to and from

the

the ground of

Park.

General

interfering

Slocum

with

replied:

with the Secre-

Hudson

fire,

telegraph and

The new company

county.

the American District Telegraph company, with a capital

stock of ^50,000.

President

filed

Parker of Jersey City for the purpose of

preparing an application for permission to use electric trac-

horse power.

work are

Theodore L. Parker

Farrier.

operating a general messenger, police,

been sent to the board of

for

have been

Horace H.

tary of State by

electrical business in

tion

description of the

also furnished.

substitute electricity for steam

electricity

inter-

Greathead, sent a communication through his attorney to

not far dis-

be the motive power on

surface and elevated systems.

it

This tunntl is 3^ miles
from 40 to 60 feet below the surface,
thus avoiding the network of sewers and conduits beneath

It

is

how

under discussion by the
The eminent English engineer, Jas, H.

commission.

long,

expected that the time

electricity will

not a safe measure, and

feres with the kind of rapid transit

now

would seem that electric tracobtaining a footing in New York and vicinity
7.

it is

the commission in regard to the great Southwark tunnel

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

not see wherein

The

service will

extend through Jersey

Hoboken, Bayonne, the townships of Kearney and
Harrison, West Hoboken and Union Hills.
It is rumored that another elevated system is under headway, which will be a great improvement over the present
Electricity

structures.

is

to be

the motive power,

and

all

the disadvantages of noise, obstruction to light and air will

A

be removed.
back of

this

the system

syndicate with unlimited capital

is

at the

scheme, and an exhibition of the working of

is

soon to take place.

The decision of Judge Underwood of Auburn, in
Kemmler habeas corpus, was affirmed last Tuesday by
General Term of the Supreme Court, and this allows
case to

go

at

legally execute

The

the
the

once to the Court of Appeals, which shall de-

Auburn

termine whether or not the warden of

Electric

the

assignee of certain English

Sugar

prison can

Kemmler.
company,

treasurer Robertson §17,000

stockholders

in

the

get

back from

on the ground of

false repre-

in

his suit

to
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sentations.

The

trial

again stirring up the electric sugar fraud.

is

before Judge Patterson brings to the light

now on

the claim thai there was an electric refining

process, the

W.

which died with "Prof." Friend.

secret of

Kansas

Mo.

City,

up and

wires already put

consisting

boilers, a franchise

poles, oftict furniture

from

some

this city,

fixtures,
live

lamps and

electric

and some accounts, a

electrical sundries

and

steam engines and

two

of

valuation

total

The Southwestern

Light

Klectric

\ Power company

has

determined lo issue bonds to the amount of $:oo,ooo to

motor power

The

plant

propel

lo

dynamos

deiermined to increase the

Current for light
It

is

by the expenditure of
supply the various mines

facilities

the proceeds of the bonds and to
in the vicinity with light

by a

furnished

is

by this company.

already furnished

is

T. F. Clohesey of this cily has closed a contract to furCounty Electric Power company with a

power

The

plant.

Motor company

Detroit

furnishes the plant and 150 motors, ranging

from

to

five

twenty horse power, were included in the sale. The pKint
Webb City will be placed in position and openiiion at

at

power

2oo-horse

once;

be

will

The

balance in ninety days.

operation

in

power

days, an additional soo-horse
the

01:^150,000.

all

thirty

and

the plant

of

price

in

days,

sixty

in

The Jasper County Power company has

|jjS,ooD.

is

a stock

paid up, and expects to have 2.000-horse

power of motors in operation inside of a year. The company has a thirty years' franchise, and its ofTicers are: lion.
\V. P. Monroe, Nevada, president; Judge I). P. .Stratton,
Nevada, counsel; O. K. Caldwell, Nevada, treasurer: T.
F. Clohesey, Kansas Cily. secretary and electrical engineer.

The power

will

be distributed over a radius of one-half to

and will be used
pumping, jigging, tramming,
Mr. Clohesey has
for the mines.

three-quarters of a mile from the two cities

crushing,

in hoisting, ore
etc.

and furnishing

left

on a

light

purpose of purchasing ten

for the

trip cast

50-

horse power generators and copper wire for the distributing

A.

system.

Detroit Eleclric

came

lo

Kobinson

.\.

of Detroit, general

Kansas City

to

The Thomson- Houston

Klectric

Kansas Cily attorney.

I>elbert

The

lie

approve the contract made by T.

and generators.

F. Clohesey for the sale of electric motors

its

agent forthe

Motor company, has returned home.

desk and chair.

company has presented
a

llaff.

J

fine

madi through

present was

otl'ice

com-

the

was

Capt. William Hrophy of IJoslon,

the city

in

last

week.

Captain Prophy

Electric

Mutual Insurance company of Poslon, of which he

is

on a tour of inspection for the

lie has been traveling over ihe country

chief inspector,

invesligaling the electric lighting stations with reference to

etjuipmcnt and

construction,

stations

visited the largest

Ohio.

Nebraska.

New

The

service.

New

in

York,

Michigan,

Kansas,

Illinois,

very simple

it

*'Edison's Inventions" was the subject of

social meetings.

an interesting

Clohesey.

F.

phonograph,

the

particular

by T.

talk

lie described

in

quadruples telegraphy and

The remainder

incandescent lighting.

occupied by a general discussion of

evening was

of the

troubles or

electrical

disturbances on telephone and telegraph wires.

After the

members visited in a body the telephone exchange and the home telegraph ofVices, on the inSmith and

vitations of Superintendents

People's

was

line,

He

July Sth.

We

9-

efforts

"The

said:

a period of nearly six weeks, and over

has

Pennsylvania.

Wisconsin,

His

Jersey and Missouri.

capt.iin

trip

Iowa,

hascovered

stations have

fifty

Hesides representing Ihe Electric Mutual
been inspected.
Insurance company, he also represents eight electric com-

the

franchises asked

No

expire

for

do we contemplate mak-

such application

now and

be made.

will

named
in the franchise to do the work of construction.
The
line to South Park has been constructed, and the olhtr two
will be. according to the franchise.
The ties for the exhave ample time between

and

tensio.is are cut

piled, ready

the

limit

shipment within 24

for

hours."

The
way

made by

only application

now

pany,

before the courts,

for an extension to

and the work

The

the People's Railway competition

a

is

Lake Contrary.

for a right of

be granted

It will

street lighting

struggling with an important

work

of

piece

now.

just

after they

and take care

all

the

lamps

had been put in at an annual cost of $7,500.
more machinery into the power house, it

mittee has about

lo

come

executive committee of the Missouri

& Kansas

the conclusion

that to put in 30

more electric lights would scarcely pay when the cost and
the amount of light to be obtained was taken into considInconsequence, Mr. Iloagland's offer is receiveration.
ing favorabU* consideration, and will so be reported to the
council, so that residents of South Park, Wyalt Park and
Walker's addition,
get

who have been clamoiing

for light, will

shape of gasoline lamps.

in the

it

K.

consideration.

The West

Side Railway

company

of Kansas City. Kan.,

has been reorganized with E. D. lirown as president and
R.

work
is

is

both of the

Ford, vice-president,

now being prosecuted by

The new

organization

who

is

will

Earnest

new company, and

the

it

It

municipal lighting system.

way,

before

the

street lights, at the

common
meeting

The

matter

last

.\n

new

road.

w-is declared

that the committee, besides

ordinance for

the desire of the society

drawing up and presenting the

ordinance, urge upon the mayor the selection

capable electrician, one

who

is

of the

of

a

highest

pracinteg-

pending, in a

is

The committee on

council.

evening, recommended Ihe

Ilinsey will

that

amounts

line

so

East

his

understood

is

Bay

railway stock,

electric

build

It

with

Mil-

the

deal

that

to a consolidation.

City Attorney Austin has decided that the city has no

and telegraph poles
and can only secure the removal
of any of them by formally declaring them public nuisances.
control over the erection of telephone

on the

He

and

streets

alleys,

intimates that the common council may have exceeded
power repeatedly by granting railway and electric light

its

franchises.

Home

National

North Greenfield Railway com-

^:

council for authority lo build lines on the East,

between

The company,

sides.

The
Railroad company

and the Milwaukee City

it

carries out

if it

about twenty miles of road.

build

will

its

fight
for a

franchise to build on that part of National avenue west of
the

city,

The

has already begun.

Its intention is said to

franchise.

company has

latter

organized an independent corporation and

is

seeking the

be to charge

Home.
The West Side Railway company

an extra

faie to the Soldiers'

its

lines

preparing to extend

is

on Washington avenue.

P.

Pittsburg-, Pa.
PiTTsmrno,

June

Pa..

7.

— The directors of the Wresting-

house Electric company held a special meeting inthe West-

inghouse

building,

this

resolutions to the effect

June

city.

and passed the

4,

a meeting of stock-holders

that

be held on July S to transfer the business of the Weslinghouse Electric company to the Weslinghouse Electric ^:

Manufacturing company; and

to vote for

or against

the increase of the capital stock of the company.

was also learned that

It

at this

stock of the Weslinghouse
ferred to the

meeting

Weslinghouse

Electric

all

of the regular

company was

I'Hectric

trans-

Manufacturing com-

i\:

pany, so that at the time of the meeting merely formal
action

may

The aggregate

be taken.

house Eleclric company and
to

$4.36^,000

months

in

the year

its

and

1SS9,

Westing
amounted

sales of the

leased companies
for

the

crease over the

same period

of last year

three

first

of this year in the lighting business alone,

the in-

was about So per

Beginning with the month of May, the company has

have already been closed during the one month for
upward of $200,000 of material, with negotiations well advanced for more than four times that amount.
The Duciuesne Traction company of this city h.as been
tracts

in the courts twice during the

last

week.

arose out of a suit brought against the

company which

Traction

The

case

first

company by

the

passage of a resolution instructing the city attorney to

Pittsburg

defendant company had taken possession of certain streets

aldermen for approval, to empower the

completion.

largely attended meeting of the

City.

buy out the Badger Electric Light company and use the company's plant as the nucleus of a

I*'ast-

lo

features of each will be used in framing the

tical,

virtually

rail-

inio an e'ectric road.

that he paid for stock in the Whitefish

City

a con-

Whitefish Bay

vv:

Side and North avenue lines this year.

waukee

secured

finally

Milwaukee

in the

taken orders for the supply of railway equipment, and cona pcssibilily

is just

that the city will

backed up by a number of

push the road

Kansas Cily Electrical society last Friday night considciablc interest was
manifested in the report of the committee on drawing up
an ordinance for the appointment of an electrical inspector.
Copies of the ordinances under which the inspectors of
other cities operate have been sent for, and the principa
Kansas

— There

draw up a

in ihe route of the

At the

7.

days.

begin within

amending ordinance was introduced in the city council last
week and laid over one week, allowing certain changes to
be made

M[i.U"At;KKK. Wis., June

thirty

reported that operations will

crn capitalists

city.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Tel-

meet here Tuesday, June 24, and the
matter of new quarters for the company will come up for
will

representation has

way and will convert it
It is now (|uite likely

cent.

ephone company

.\.

The Hinsey
trolling interest

The com-

enlarge that structure.
to

por-

common

Lamp

the

of

a

It

received estimates

put in 40D Iamp5, bearing

in

tion of the city.

pany, the new suburban road, has formally requested the

In order to put

would be necessary

being intended lo start on a small

it

Twice within less than a week telephone wires have
upon the unguarded trolley wires of the Ilinsey
road, the result being great excitement and some little
damage at the telephone exchange.
The Wisconsin Telephone company's cable house on
Third street, was set on fire, and a cable containing 200
wires was melted.
The pecuniary loss is not great, but

plans,

The committee

was

cost

fallen

power house were of sullicient capacity to operate
forty or fifty more lights, if necessary, without any difficulBut Superintendent Stewart assured them that, while
ty.
the engines could be made to operate thirty more lamps by
the use of another belt, it would be straining them to a
dangerous point, and it would be more advisable to put in
It was also ascertained that, while one of
a third engine.
the engines could at a pinch operate all the lamps now up
in case of accident to either engine, the aildition of more
lights lo the circuits would necessitate the cutting off of one
or more circuits in case an engine had become disabUd.
The cost of putting in thirty more lights would entail a first
cost of between ^6,000 and |lS.oo>. and a subsequent cost
from Mr. Iloagland, manager of the Globe Street

furnish

to

The

is

light

to

was

The cost would exceed $500,000 according to the estimate,
and instead of carrying out that idea the plan of purchasing the Badger plant was originated.

West and South

cost of putting in the same,

idea
Side.

and increase the plant by expending from $25,000 to
$30,000 a year. That proposition was buried.
Then the
Board of Public Works made an estimate of the cost of a
plant that would furnish light for all the streets in the city.

has been generally supposed that the engines at the electric

of about ^1,500 a year.

The
West

plant

scale,

The

committee of the common ccuncil

panies.

The

estimated at :f4o.ooo,

begin immediately.

will

lighting

eleclric

street lights for a portion of the

a slntement about

for

secure an extension of

to

an

to

1890

14,

each lime the telephone service has been injured
of

have m.ide no application to the county

ing such application.

We

V.

— President \'an Rrunt

week asked

last

the company's alleged
franchise.

Itarron.

Joseph, Mo.

St.

St. Joseph, Mo., June

company, who offered

pany's local manager. Charles S. Rusling.

is

society thinking

court for an extension of time, nor

and power.

nish the Jasper

i.ooo-horse

alarm S)s-

fire

side of the organization, b\it decided to set .ipart nights for

and the

Joplin

located at

ts

the

waterfall about four miles from Joplin.

and motors

society to the reports that the Parrett-IIale

secured upon the com-

fifleen years at six per cent.,

pany's property.

electrical sense,

Objection was made by the

society adjourned the

estimated at $6,000.

run

an

puller in

In reorganizing, the society has not forgotten the social

Kansas CiTV, Mo.. June 7.— The Inter-statc Eleclric
company assigned last week to \Villi.im Allbrittain. The
properly consists of a number of cells of storage b.ilicries.
machinery,

and common sense, a wire

but not in a political one.

tcm was complicated— the
and cffeclivc.

T.

II.

rity

June

in the

sum

bill

and present

as soon as possible,

to

it

the

bonds

cily to issue

of $600,000 for the purpose of purchasing the

Badger plant and maintaining

it

as a municipal system.

Manager Wall, of the Badger company, has

offered

the

plant to the city for $400,000. a large portion of which

sum

represents the value of the franchise granted

pany by the

city.

indebtedness

is

However, the

time.

The

it

the

report of the committee

is

limit

was

not
for

combonded

the

limit of the city's

nearly reached, and

thai the legislature will increase

to

very

likely

some

little

laid over.

For some time ihere has been considerable agitation in
Milwaukee over the project of establishing a municipal
lighting system.
About two months ago the Hoard of
Public Works, in accordance with a resolution of the com-

mon
the

made an estimate of the cost of converting
abandoned water pumping works on Chestnut street in
council,

and started

way

to lay tracks thereon,

when

claimed

in

that

the

reality the right

This case
was argued before Judge Pa.'con of the Supreme court in
Harrisburg last Wednesday, June 4, and the defendant

of

did not b^'long to

company cams out
suit

it

but to the plaintilT,

of the struggle victorious.

The

other

involved the cjueition whetlier the Duquesne Traction

company had any

right

of that street,

to tear

who

Juige White of

p^titioled

the plaintiffs a preliminary injunction

'I'he

Troy

Hill

corporation which

is

pending the hearing

to take place within a

Electric
Iia^

this city to

The judge granted

prevent the construction of the road.
of the case, which

The

up Hiland avenue.

were a large number of the residents

plaintiffs in this case

few days.

Railway company

only lately been

is

organized

a
for

new
the

purpose of building an electric road in Allegheny City and
several

adjacent

boroughs.

This enterprise involves

a

"

June
la»-ge

will
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and comprehensive system of a railway circuit which
So far the preliminaries

caver fifteen miles of track.

have only b^en arranged, but as soon as the necessary

by councils, the construction
commenceJ.
Business is booming with the St. Clair Electric Railway
company of this city.
To the end that its patrons may be
properly accommodated, tiat company has just placed
privileges have been granted

of the road will be

new

several

An

cars

upon

its lines.

was delivered

interesting address

in'

the

rooms

of the

National Association of Stationary Engineers the other
evening by James Hunter of the Allegheny County Light

The theme

company.

Mr.

of

Hunter's talk was

"The

alternating current system for incandescent and arc light-

ing and the direct current for motor service."

Some

Pittsburg capitalists are asking for rights to lay

a

from Braddock, ten miles distant from Pittsburg, to Wilmerding. the new Westinghouse Air Brake

street railway

town,

The matter

miles beyond.

five

is

now

before the

Electricity will be the motive

councils of Braddock.

power

E. H. H.

in case the road is built.

THE ELECTRIC

LIGHT.

The

Central Electric company of Sacramento. Cal.. has
petitioned for an extension of time in which to complete its
system.

Clowei & Harris of Dallas, Tex., have just sold to the
Wasahachie. Tex., Electric Light company a Heisler plant
of a capacity of 250 32-candle power lamps

A company recently formed in Oregon, III. has placed
an order with the Westinghouse Electric company for a 5C0
light alternate current incandescent

dynamo.

railway in the latter city will be in operation by the 19th of
June, and he has fixed upon that date for the excursion

A

special train, via the Rock
Island ^: Missouri Pacific, will leave Topeka on the morning of June 19th, conveying prominent capitalists from va
rious parts of the west.

from Topeka to Sedalia.

According to a St. Louis paper Thomas T. Eckert, vicepresident of the Western Union Telegraph company, and
R. C. Clowry, M. C. Bristol and F. J. Scherrer of Chicago, were in that city looking for a suitable building in which
to establish permanent local quarters. Vice-President Eck"We have not yet fully decided where the office
ert said:
will be located.
are here looking over the field and
making an examination of several buildings. The matter
will be settled in a day or two."

We

Last week clearly demonstrated the ability of the electric
system of street car propulsion to take care of enormous
loads
In the cities the amount of travel imposed upon
the electric cars was far in excess of that for which they
were intended but in spite of the enormous loads carried in
each case the operation of the cars was successful in every
particular.
At Cleveland on May 30 occurred the ceremonies connected with the dedication of the Garfield Memorial and the city was crowded with strangers who look
the electric cars to the park.
The greater part of these
people were carried by the Sprague electric cars on the
East Cleveland Street railway though many passed over
the line of the other two street railways in Cleveland.
1 he
cars on all three lines were crowded with passengers.
Many of the cars ran trailers, and both motor car and
In Buffalo on
trailer were taxed to their utmost capacity.
the following Sunday the four electric cars in operation on
Street
railway
ran
all
day
long,
draining one
the Buffalo
or two trailers each, and are credited with c rrying in all
It is said that the managers of
over 15,000 passengers.
the roads in both of these cities are very enthusiastic over
the operation of the cars, and the press of the city has
spoken in the highest terms of the performance under the
most trying conditions.

The

proposition to put in electric lights was defeated in
Cameron, Neb., last week by a vote of 170 for and 156
against, a two-thirds majority being required to carry the
proposition.

The Apollo Iron &: Steel company of Apollo, Pa., has
decided to illuminate its works by electricity. The new
arc lighting system of the Westinghouse Electric company
will be used.
The Westinghouse

company

about

ship to
Moundsville, W. Va., a 500 light alternate current incandescent dynamo to fill a recently received order from a new

company

lighting

Electric

is

to

there.

The Oakland, Cal., trustees have granted a new franchise to the electric light and power company of that place.
The Edison company has also been granted a franchise for
an underground conduit.
The

Pcoria,

III.,

Gas

&

Electric

Light company has

been incorporated to operate a gas and

el.-ctric light plant;
capital stock, $750,000; incorporators, F. C. Crowley, Marion Pickett, W. C. Boune.

The Quincy, HI., Gas & Electric Light company has
been incorporated to construct and operate an eltctric light
plant; capital stock. §400,000; incorporators, F. C. Crowley, W. C. Boune and Marion Pickett.
Lebanon, Mo., voted on the electric light proposition
week, and the result is in favor of the electric light.
There was a heavy vote cast, and only four against it.
The franchise was granted to B. F. Hobart and associates,
St. Louis capitalists, who have bought all the property and
interests of the Lebanon company.

last

A Milwaukee correspondent writes: John A. liinsey has
purchased ihe Badger electric light plant in ihis ciiy.
The
terms of sale and the consideration are private, and Mr,
Hinsey refuses lo talk about the matter further than to say
that he considered that the plant was a good investment,
and that while he was in the electric business he might as
well be in it all over.
Among

the recent sales of J. 11. Reid, manager of the
the Mather company, are the following:
and Bush apartment house, Denver, 1,600 incandescent and 10 arc; Windsor Hotel, Den-

Chicago

office of

New Broadway theater

900 incandescent and 20 arc; Eureka, Kan., ,^00
incandescent; Liberty, Mo.. 200 incandescent; Kansas
City, Mo., 400 incande-cent; Webster City. Iowa, incandescent plant as follows;
400 commercial lights, 89
32-candIe power lights and 400 lights for residences.

ver,

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
Transit company of Salt Lake City has pura power house, and will build immediateThe lines now in course of construction will soon be
ly.
finished, and in a short time, it is expected, there will be

The Rapid

chased a

site for

The Syracuse Consolidated

Street Railroad company has
filed articles of incorporation with the secretary of state at
Albany, N. Y. The road is to run through Syracuse and
The road is to be
the towns of Geddes and Onondaga.
40 miles in length and to run over nearly all the principal

capital

The road vAW probably be run by
is

electricity.

The

:|i,25o,ooo.

A

Galveston, Tex., paper says: There are now in the city
representatives of three electric motor companies in conference with the Galveston Railway company, with a view to
introducing electric motors on the street railway.
These
gentlemen are here in answer to a summons of the City
Railway company, which recently decided to substitute
electric motors for horses.

Judge D. C. Metsker of Topeka, Kan., at the head of the
Electric Railway company, states that the

Sedalia, Mo.,

The

franchise provides that the cars are not to
run more than three miles an hour over the bridge, and
they are not to be moved by any power but horses until the
new bridge is built. 1 he company is to pay one-third of
the cost of re-flooring the present bridge and of keeping it
Any other company to which the
in repair generally.
council may grant a franchise shall have the same right to
run over the tracks of the city railway, and use its trolley
wire from Second street to Gordon street, the lines are to
be consolidated as far as their differing gauges will allow
for that distance; a third rail will have to be put down for
The compensation any other company
the rapid transit.
using the Topeka City Railway company's tracks shall pay
to the latter may be settled between them; if they cannot
agree, the mayor and council are to decide it.
The city
railway must accept the franchise within thirty dajs, pay
$2,500 to the city treasurer, and have the road equipped
wiih electiicity within six months thereafter. The company
is to light Kansas avenue with electricity from Tenth to
of 7 to 3.

Gordon.

The Thomson-Houston Motor company of Boston has
put in operation an electric coal cutting machine which has
attracted attention from raining men throughout the country.
The machine is in practical operation near Osceola,
Pa.
The plant consists of a 7-horse power steam eagine
belted direct to a 7-horse power generator.
The electric
current is conve)et! througn the mine to the coal cutter, by
a wire suspended along the roofs of the chambers.
Tne
cutter in this case is nearly a mile from the generating
5-horse power motor operates it and is compactly
plant.
placed on the same bed plate with the machine.
The cutter itself consists of an iron frame 24 inches high, S feet
6 inches long, and 30 inches wide.
Nine auger shaped
drills similar to those noff used in mining are placed in the
lower part of the frame.
Between each drill is a steel cutter bar which cuts all coal left between the holes drilled by
the auger bits.
On the underside of each cutter bar are
attached several scrapers which harg loosely and pull all
the coal back as fast as it is cut or drilled, keeping it out
of the way and making the opening clear.
AH ccal taken
out of this cut is coarse and none is wasted.
The height
The machine makes two cuts in
of the cut is 4 inches.
five minutes, as it is easily handled, and needs only to be
pushed along the breast by lever bars. The switches and
controlling devices are so placed that one man easily operThe machine is provided with twin wire
ates the cutter.
cable which is long enough to extend along any ordinary
chamber and does away with the need of permanent wiring
except in the headings.
suitable truck is provided for
the cutter upon which it may be carried abt-ut the mine
ease.
An
ingenious
device
will be provided on future
with
machines, by means of which the motor will pull itself and
the cutter off and on the track as required.
The weight
of the complete machine is a little over one half a ton.
One strong point in favor of this machine is the readiness
with which it accommodates itself lo varying hardness of
strata. The motors are wound for 220 volts' pressure. The
capacity of the machine is 180 tons of coal per day of ten
hours in a 4-foot vein. Several improvements on the first
machine will be embodied in the regular apparatus which
is now being manufactured at the Thomson-Houston Mo-

A

A

fifteen cars in operation.

streets.

The ordinance granting the Topeka City Railway company the right to operate its lines by electricity was taken
up at the last council meeting, and its consideration called
out the usual debate upon the section relating to the occupation of the tracks from Second street to Gotdon street by
the Topeka City Railway company and the Rapid Transit
company. After an hour's debate the section was passed,
providing for joint occupancy and use of the track by a vote

tor

company's factories

A St.

at

Lynn, Mass.

Paul paper says in regard to the electric railway
work in Minneapolis: ''The impression prevails quite generally among those who have taken special interest in
street railway matters in Minneapolis (and that includes

357
ever)' taxpayer in the city) that the work of putting
new lines, or of getting ready to put them in, is
progressing rather slowly, and that the contemplated improvements will not be completed anywhere near as early
as was at first expected.
While Mr. LoA^ry did not mate
any very definite promises as to when the new lines would
be running, he did say some of the lines wouM be in operation by July 1st.
This was the date which patrons of the
motor and Washington avenue lines had in mind. It is
evident the work is more extensive and the processes of reconstruclion less speedy than Mr. Lowr}- and his associates
had any idea of. There has been quite a serious delay in
the shipment of wire and some other material, and the
delay in the work is due in large measure to that.
The
wire is now coming in good shape, and General Manager
Goodrich is well pleased with the way things are going.
The power plant ought to be in by July ist. The first
engine may not be here before that time, however.
It will
take two or three weeks to put the engine up.
It can be
made to run at a capacity of about 1,500 horse power. The
work of lowering the railroad tracks at Fourth avenue
north will possibly be begun the latter part of this week.
The laying of the tracks will be done as quickly as possible, of course.
The idea is to close all the thoroughfares
affected by these improvements, and to drive all the travel
and traffic to Washington avenue while the lowering and
bridging is being done.
It is proposed to construct a
couple of temporary bridges at the Washington avenue
crossing.
These 'false works' will be on the other side of
the avenue, and so constructed as not to interfere with the
work of building the permanent bridge at that point. The
street cars could pass on one of these temporary' bridges.
The closing up of Third, Fourth and Fifth streets will of
course concentrate a tremendous traffic at the Washington
avenue crossing, but the inconvenience will not last long
whea the work gets well under way." A Minneapolis paper,
in commenting on the criticism, says; "The street railway
people naturally did not take kindly to this criticism, because the work is being pushed as rapidly as possible, and
while Engineer Clift Wise did not care to make any predictions, he said that the work would be completed in the
requ red lime. About July ist the motors will be taken off
the Firtt avenue line, and from then until about August
1st the patrons of thac line will be compelled to use the

about

in the

Fourth avenue electric line to Thirty-first street. The
change from steam to electricity will occupy about a month.

THE TELEGRAPH.
The

Postal Telegraph Cable company has increased the
number of its directors by placing John W. McKay of
Virginia City. Nev. James W. Ellsworth of Chicago and
William C. Van Home and Charles Hosmer on the board.
The other directors are George S. Coe. A. B. Chandler.
Hector De Castro, John O. Stevens. William H. Baker,
Edward C. Piatt and George G. Ward.
;

A

cablegram says: The International Telegraph Conference in session at Paris has rejected the proposal to increase from three to five, the number of figures now
charged for as one word by the cable companies.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

Metropolitan Bell Telephone company, says the
New York If'or/t/, has just completed arrangements lor the
benefit of f e girls in its employ.
A large sunny sittingroom has been provided, with wide windows, affording
lovely rivtr and harbor views.
Tuik'sh rugs cover the
floor and lounges and rocking-chairs invite repose
Three
large tables are laden with cups, sauctrs, pla'es. spoons,
sugar and milk, whili behind two immense urns stands a
woman supplying tea and coffee to those who wish either
Besides the noon hour each operator has
All this is iree.

two recesses a day known as

One

"reliefs."

portion of the dressing

room

is

divided into lockers,

having one to herself.
All this is in sharp contrast to the semi-dark basement, the rows of pegs, with
dangling hats and sacks, and the lunches eaten from brown
paper bags and swallowed in conjunction with close air and
tepid water, with which most working girls are familiar.
Electrical concerns have had thus far little trouble with
employes, but it is hardly necessary to point out tha: such
treatment as this serves as a good antidote for strikes.
every

girl

Miscellaneous Notes.
Lightning played havoc throughout the country last
week. There were electrical storms in all sections of the
country and great damage was done, though in no particular instance

was the

loss very great.

Transmitter company of Chicago
to manufacture electric transmitters; capital stock, ^i. 000. 000; incorporators. William
F. Sherman, William S. Brewster and Stephen P. Gardner.

The

Illinois Electric

was incorporated

last

week

The Sacramento, Cal., E'ectric Construction company
has applied to the trustees for an underground conduit
It is proposed to rent out the
franchise for electric wires.
conduit, and to furnish the city free use for telephone, fire
Work will be begun at once if the franalarm wires, etc
chise can be secured.
Ciel H Tcrre mentions an Italian precursor to Franklin,
a doctor of the name of Ignario, who in 1746, at Padua,
produced a book on "Electricity and the Electric Force of
In this volume he describes the effect of the
the Body."

Leyden jar. and says: "Who shall deny that lightning is
other than a subtle electric matter carried to the greatest
degree of force? What fatal surprise would await the experimente- who, having found the artificial means of producing lightning should succumb a victim to his curiosity?"
Articles of incorporation have been filed bythe American
Telegraph company of Minnesota. The principal
business will be located in I^uluth, and the capiIt is the purpose of the concern to
tal stock is .$50,000.
District

office of

build telephone

and telegraph

lines,

pneumatic tubes and
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other accessories to a general message transmitting business.
The incorporators are Henr)' *^- Hrpe. \Vm. II. S

Wright, James B. King, Simael 13. McConnell, Samuel
Dearing. Salon I- I'errin, of St. Paul, and Geo. C. Howe,
of Dulutb.

An enterprising wine merchant

of Paris has made his
fifth capture of burglars under the following circumstances.
There is no porter for his premises, so he has caused his
shop to be connected by means of an electric wire with the
room occupied by his wallers. When the burglars enter, an
electric bell rings in the waiters' room and they are thus
The wine
warned of the entrance of the thieves.
merchant's experiment it is said has been so successful
that several other traders in the vicinity have adopted the

same scheme.

A

correspoDdent of an English exchange writes that an
on board the German ironclad "Preussen," in conjunction with the engineer of that ship, has invented an
electrical steering apparatus about which there is much
By means of this apparatus
talk just now in naval circles.
the captain can control the rudder from the bridge or from
any point on the deck an important advantage in the noise
That the invention is regarded
of a storm or in action.
by the authorities as one likely to prove of great importance
is shown by the fact that the ironclad "Koenig Wilhelm,"
on the verj- next day after her return with the Mediterranean Squadron, was sent to sea to lest it.
officer

—

Personal Mention.
Walter K. Freeman of
last week.

New York

was

City

in

Chicago

J. Elliott Smith, superintendent of the fire alarm and
telegraph ser\-ice of
York city, was in Chicago last

New

week.

Business Mention.
The Fitch liattery
to its new factory its

A: Flectric company having moved inaddress in the future will be Oneida,

N. Y.
Cleverly, of Philadelphia,

is

alive to

the

situation,

and

sends his numerous friends useful compliments of the season in the shape of handsome blotters.

The United Edison Manufacturing company has just issued a handsome pamphlet illustrative of the Edison elecIt is compiled with more than ordinary
tric light system.
care, and gives an interesting account of the operation of

Luehrmann Hotel, Memphis. Tenn.; Scottdale
Light it Power company, Scottdale. Pa.

June

It is stated by the United Edison Manufacturing comit would appear
that the electric light business In
isolated plants and small central stations continues to grow
in a very marked and satisfactorj- manner. The Increase on
the sales of dynamos by the cash installation division of
the United Edison Maniifacturing company during the

of April this year

shows 204 per

cent,

more than

summer months show an unusual

Electric tramways in mills and factories have grown in
favor during the last year to such an extent that the manufacturers of electrical apparatus are giving this subject
The Thomson-Houston company
considerable attention.
has ju<:t issued a circular descriptive of ils system which
will interest mill

falling off both in regard
lamp sales and installations. But from the anount of
business that is being done and the orders that arc being
placed with this company there will be an exception to the
rule this summer at least, a? far as the Edison company is
concerned.

Apparatus for Rectifying Electric
Frank Anderson, PeeksklU. N. Y.

The
this is

in various parts of the building, so that if a fire occurs at any place one of the boxes will be released
and the number of the box will be signaled at the office of the building or elsewhere.

New

been mentioned In the Western
FZl.F.CTRiciAN that the John A. Rcebling's .Sons company
of 17? Lake street. Chicago, received the big wire order,
amounting to ^250.000, from the -Minneapolis Street Kailway company. This was probably the largest single wire
order ever glveti by an electric company, but it seems that
even that did not cover the entire amount of wire required,
as this same company has just been favored with another
order for ^jo.oco.
These two sales amounted to over
The Roebllngs are certainly to be congrat1300,000.
ulated on such a handsome sale.

Watchman's Time Recorder.
Laughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Magnsto Telephone.
Fuse Box.

Process of Separating Metallic Impurities from
Graphite.
Myron W. Parrish, Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Clock Winding Mechanism.
A. Ward, Waterbury. Conn.

We

The Taylor Manufacturing company,

of

Chambersburg,

Pa., reports sales of the Beck automatic engines within the
few weeks to the following: Reeds Lake Electric

last

Railway company, of Grand Rapids, Mich., for electrical
railway service; Norfolk & Western Railroad company,
Roanoke. Va.; South Baltimore Foundry company, Curtis
Bay, Md.; Citizens F^lectric Light ^; Power company, of
Lansdowne, Pa.; Tiffin. Ohio, Edison Electric Illuminating company,; H. A. & T. C. Gooch, Louisville. Ky.,
(second order); Virginia Electric Light iV Power company, Richmond, Va.; J. M. Badger, St. Paul, Minn.;
Cedartown, Ga., Ball Electric Light company; Sears'
Building, Boston, Mass.; Read & Hovalt. Weatherley,
Pa.; P. E. Blalack. Newton. Miss.; Elephant Club, Brooklyn, N. v.; Steamer Grand Republic, New York City;

Noe' B

Ginochio,

Kammeyer,

Lamp.

John

Electric

Qussten,
Jr.,

John

Indicator for Elevators.

233.

New
255.

New

Eau

New

P.

New

Railway System.
York, N. Y.

Multiple Telegraphy.
York, N. Y.

William

E J ward N

D.

Mac

Dickerson.

Cover

Electric

for

Subways.

John

StafTord,

York, N. Y.

Machine

for

Magnet

Little

for

Dynamos.

Edmund Wage-

Rock, Ark.

Manufacture of Carbon Filaments.
Achilles
de Khotinsky, Geinhausen, Prussia, Germany.

Manufacture of Carbon Filaments.
Achilles
429.535.
de Khotinsky, Geinhausen, Prussia, Germany.
Electric Heating Apparatus,
penter, Minneapolis, Minn

Electric Heating Apparatus.
429.560.
penter, Minneapolis. Nllnn.

Electric Soldering Iron.
429.561.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Method of Electric Heating.
penter, Minneapolis, Minn.

29.573Ohi.

in Pipes.

Electric Conductor.
I*;iectric

ton.

429.577.
L.

Wit-

ton,

Conductor.

B.

Cobb, Wilming-

Henry

B.

Cobb, Wilming-

ton, Del.

Joint for Electric Conductors.

58::.

IIcnryB Cobb,

Wilmington, Del.

The method consists in bringing together and securing the ends of the wire, inclosing the said con-

Arc Lamp. Chauncey F. Keller, Lima,

Printing Telegraph,

Andrew T. McCoy, Bos-

Mass
Printing Telegraph,

Andrew T. McCoy, Bos-

Mass.
Electric

Railway Signal.

Homer

A.

Parrish,

Jackson, Mich.
429. 5S3.

Henry

Electric

Charles E. Car-

tension of the springs.''

429.

Leaks

Car

"Claim i: In an electric lamp, the combination,
with electro magnets, movable core, and a pivoted
frame having loose connection with the core, of a
spring bearing on each side of the pivoted fiame. and
thumb-nuts or equivalent devices for regulating the

Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Carl Hering,

for Detecting

E.

Charles E. Carpenter,

429.562.

Carl Hering, Philadelphia,

Rosenlield, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Charles

Claim one reads as follows^
"In an electro-heating apparatus, the combination,
with an internal layer or card of incombustible electrical insulating material and resistances lying on one or
both faces thereof, of a layer of electrical insulating
material covering each of said resistances and exterior
heating surface plates."

429.576.

Apparatus

Charles E. Car-

429.559.

Carl Iler-

ton, Del.

306.

Field

mann.

Covering Cables. James D. Bishop,

Secondary Battery.

Ham W.

,305.

Chas.

The objects of the invention are not only to enable
the engineer to control the train from the main station.
but also automatically to Indicate the speed and location of the train to him at that point.
These ends
are attained by using a three-rail track or way, each
properly insulated In well known ways one of which
rails constitutes a conductor for the actuating or direct
current which passes through the motor and returns to
the generator through the other two rails upon which
the supporting wheels of the locomotive respectively
ran.

York, N. Y.

Electric Tramway and Car.
Alexander
277.
Lineff. Chiswick, County of Middlesex, England.

304.

Franklin P. Hoeneman and
York, N. Y.

Electric Railway Signaling Apparatus.
H. Rudd, Evan.?ton, 111.

Cushing, Bos-

Philadelphia, Pa.

286.

Blau-

New

429,483.

Mor-

Pa.
,274.;

S.

J.

Interlocking Electric Railway System.
Joseph
Ramsey. Jr.. and Frederic C. Weir, Cincinnati, O.

Claire,

Irwin,

II

Electrode for Secondary Batteries.
272.
ing, Philadelphia, Pa.
"73.

Warren

Trolley for Electric Railways.

Asbury Park, N.

429 47S.

New

251.

Charles

429,396.

Mass.

Chicago,

We

E.

Carl

Portable Electric

iqg.

M. English, New Orleans,

La

ton. Pa.
i8g.
ton.

Shirley

429,386

Wis.

,

Merchandise company of 11 Adams streec,
writes as follows:
"We have purchased the
merchandise business of the Sprague Electric Equipment
company, and shall carry on the same at the above
address.
shall continue to manufacture appliances of
all kinds for use by electric railways, irresptclive of system
used, and shall carry a large assortment and complete
stock of all devices used by the respective systems In
station, car or line work.
have in process of manufacture many improvements in car fittings, line material,
etc.
It will be our earnest endeavor to have the very
best material In the market at the lowest price and guarantee promptness in delivery.
Our catalogue and discount
sheet will be mailed on application."
W. R Mason is
general manager of the company.

Telegraphy.

4-9-377-

Mc-

fames F.

429,;^6o.

York. N. Y.

,172.

,

429.534.

the nineteen claims the sixteenth follows:
"The combination, in a transmitter for a printing
telegraph, of key levers, sunflowers controlling the
circuits governed by said key levers, and a stop lever
adapted to be forced by said key levers In the path of
a moving part of said sunflowers."

,133.

Voting Apparatus. Turney
and .\xel H. Reed. Glen-

Process of Maintaining a Uniform Current in
Electric Circuits.
Julien M. Bradford. Portland, Me.
The method consists In causing two or more regulating devices or other compensating agents to act accumulatively, each with a progressively increasing effect the instant the current varies, either by increase
or decrease.

Boston,

Burry,

Sprague,

429,333.

Of

129.

D

M. Wilkins,
Minn.

429 490.

John

T-

coe,

Brown, Boston,

Mass.

fact has already

Electric

Benjamin F.

Telegraph.

Printing

429. 115.

Electric Call and
Miller, S.

429,330.

Currents.

Mass.

Frank

York, N. Y.

The Invention comprises a wheeled truck or vehicle
having an equalizing bar extending from one movable
axle box to another, of an electric motor carried by
such equalizing bar, and having its armature shaft
mechanically connected with an axle of the vehicle.

invention relates, generically. to procuring in
one of which Is auxiliary to the
other, of twj alternating electric currents, with any
required difference of phase of undulation of each current relatively to the other.

Trolley Carrier.

Railway Motor.

Electric

429.327.

electric circuits,

429. 113.

invention is especially designed for the protecsuch as factories and hotels, and
accomplished by placing dlfi'erent signal bo.\es

tion of buildings,

The

of Chicago working up this territory In the interest of this
company
lie has succeeded in establishing a number of
agencies in which he has enlisted the services of active and
energetic men.
Mr. Molinard feels highly elated at his
success so far, and is enthusiastic over the prospects for the
future.
The Baxter company is very well pleased with the
way in which business has been Increasing in this section,
particularly with the arc motor.

William

Alarm and Extinguishing AppaCharies E. Ongley, Yonkers, N. Y.

ratus.

weather.
.109.

D.

Electric Fire

429,318.

the motor from the effects of dust and exposure to the

two

Tension Bracket for Tro'ley Wires.
MacQuesten, New York, N. Y.

\y.

Wil-

William

429.316.

Medical Battery.
William A. Hoeneman,

Richard N. Al-

The aim of the invention is, primarily, to provide a
practical and efficient means for imparting the motion
of the motor to the driving wheels, and for protecting

owners.

Electric Railways.
York, N. Y.

429.447-

iSqo.

3,

Wires.

Electric

for

New

MacQuesten,

velt,

Electro Magnetic Locomotive.
len, Cleveland, O.

R. Mollnard of the Baxter Electric Motor company
has been passing the last three or four weeks in the vicinity

The

June

Insulator

429.315.

429,413.

Electrical Patents.

W.

The

Underground Conduit for
Henry B. Cobb, Wilmington, Del.

to

429, 107.

inclosing the

Continuously Operated Electric Motor.
429.314.
liam D. MacQuesten, New York, N. Y.

for

the corresponding month in iSSt). together with a greater
percentage of lamp capacity of the dynamos. The dynamos
have been installed in all parts of the Union, from the
Golden Gate City to small villages in Maine; from New
Orleans, the Queen City of the Gulf of Mexico, to the newly
settled districts in the far Northwestern territories.
The
lamp sales have also vastly increased; the percentage of increase for the month of .Vpril being 116 per cent, more
than for the corresponding period last year, showing that
the policy of the company in mounting Edison lamps with
bases to lit the various sockets that are in use. thus
enabling consumers operating plants other than the Edison
to employ the Edison lamp, has been a wise one.
The
United Edison Manufacturing company for the past eight
months has been gradually getting its business in shape to
attend to all construction itself and to supply plants with
the various materials they need.
All construction work for
the Edison system throughout the United States and Canada Is now done by the company itself under a very comprehensively organized construction force.
The company
has also established a depot of supplies in Chicago,
Denver, San Francisco and Canada, in addition to a New
York depot, and now carry in each one of these localities a
complete stock of dynamos, lamps, sockets, switches, cutouts, wire of all various makes, in fact, alt materials which
are used in connection with electric light and power plants.
This arrangement is proving extremely satisfactory to the
purchasers and owners of Edison plants, as the company
IS now enabled to install a plant upon short notice and is
able to furnish any supplies required Immediately from
slock at a short distance from the purchaser.
It has been
accepted generally by the electric light companies that the

Issued

insulating material, and
formed in metal.

429.307.

pany

month

in

joint thus partly

plants.

Chadbourne, Hazelton & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., have
issued a neat circular describing the electrical apparatus of
the Wenstrom Consolidated I)ynamo A; Motor company of
lioth concerns
Baltimore, Md., of which they are agents,
are favorably known in electricul circles.

nected ends

Electric

1890

14.

Electrical

Gustav

Converter.

Pfannkuche,

Cleveland, O.
'I"he last claim Is given:
"3
In a converter, the combination, with a core
provided with ventilating spaces extending transversely through It. of a secondary coil encircling the
core, and insulating corner pads for forming ventilating spaces between the core and secondary coil."

429.584.

Fuse Box.

Nathan

S.

Possons, Cleveland,

O.

une

14,
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W. H. Sawtkb,

EtiaENE E. Phillips, President.

and

sseo'y

Electrician.

AMEUICAIT ELECTHICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

j

I.

xii'

OFFICIAL notice-No.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Pablished by authority of the
of the city of Milwaabee.

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Office and AnnuDciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead EDcased Wire, Telephone and
Incandescent Cords.

wautee, May

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
CHICAGO, HL.

FRANK

FARADAY CABLES.

D. S.

New York

Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. AGKEBtniN, 4.gent.

Eugene

John Carroll,

F. Phillips, President.

EUGENE

F.

Sec'y.

T.

BROWN,

EXAMER

Treasurer.

Brown &

Patent Attorney s^
25-26 HONORE BUILDING,
•
Two complete sets ol U.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

Late

15th 1890.
Snch lighting, wiring and all other work necessary thereto to ba done under the regclation of
Euch ordinancee and reaoluiions as ba^e been or
may hereafter he passed by the common council
of tbe ( ity oE Milwaukee.
All bide must bp^ cify the kind of Lght to be farniched, and most he accompanied by a good and
eatisfactory bond in the penal enm of §50,000.00,
approved as to form and execution by tne city
attorney.
All hfds received will be submitted to the common conncil for consideration.
All bids must be stated in writing and in figures.
yigned.
G. H. BEnzenbeEG,

ELECTRICITY,

PATENT OFFICE,--"-

Bntter¥ortli, Hall,

Smitli,

CHICAGO.

S. Electrical Patents.

(I,I!tIITED.)

W

aiANUFACTUREEB OF

TuHNCR Brass Works

—

Make
Anything

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

.

Wire, Rubber
OflSce and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Teleplione
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

IN

FRED

BRA55

Telephones and
plies of

Electric

In a letter from the Inspectob of the Boston Fire Underwriters* tlnion, under date of March
he saya : *'
Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

A

The rubber used In Insulating our wires and cables 1b epeclally chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
waterproof, and will not deteriorate, oxidise or cracky and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and n'lt affected by heat. The Insulation is pro'.ected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
pbole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, .vhich is water, oil, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Otir insulation will prone durable when all others fail.
We are prepared to fumiah Single Wires of all
^uge" and diameter of iusulatiun for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK, Cables mad^

Ammeters and

^

Sup-

Electrical

ILL.,

Supply Co..

U.S.A.

Qneen'i

Portable

Combination

Direct and Alternating

Testing Sets

Currents.

Witli Galvanometer.

WE PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATING AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue

to be

M) order.

Electrical

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Voltmeters for

^y, 15S6,

WILDE,

Every Description.

ElgiB Telephone and

THE "CI.ARK" ISTIRE. Standard

F.

Deputy Comptroller.

CHICAGO.

ELGIN,

Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine,

O'CONNOR,

CommisBloners of Public Works.
Couute signed Way 20, 1890.

LA5AL[£AVE

FARADAY CABLES.
Insulation Guaranteed

P.

P. TRAEUMKR,
GARRETT DUNCK.

GEO.

**Fiet.ryf }St. Gabfiei Locks, Montreal, Canada.
-

Mil-

20, 1890.

Scaled propopala will hq receiir'ii at this office
until Taeaday, Jaly 1, lliflO, at 10:30 ocloct A. M.,
for furnisbin?, eiectine «ncl maintaining /CO or
moreele trie lights ot 3 0(»n Domioal candle power,
Jor lighting the streets of the c ty of Milwaukee
for a tPrm of ttiree years, commeacino; Ddcemher

MagDet Wire,

PRIHCIPAL

87.

Council

Wanted— Electric liightins.
OFFICE BOARD OP PUBLIC WORKS,

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Maaufacturers of Patent Finished

Common

QUEEN

&

1—66

CO..

of Electric Teat Instruments.

PHILADELPHIA.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61 and 63 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

HENKY

A.

CLARK,

HERBERT

General Manager.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

H. EUSTIS, Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.,' CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Soable Dynamo Belts are alvays made from centers of ^rbble

light

hides extra stretched.
r
I

I

V7x:s'rEI^lT .^s-eiti=

H SALISEUHT & CO.. CUcaKO,
W
A. H, GARDINER CO., Milwankee, WlB.
.

.LlDE&SON.Maimfactiirers

111.

.

TODD & STANLBTCO., St. Louis, Mo.
BNGIISH, MORSE & CO., Kantas City, Mo.
Main Honee, IndianapoliB.
E. C. ATKINS & CO.,.! Franch Hones, MempMB, Tenu.
(

Chicago Office: 89.Lake Street.
SI. Louis Offloe: 313 Olive Street.

Cliattanooga, Tenn.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

4.0 N/^

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
.

THADE

MABK.

THE OKONITE
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
COMPANY, - - •
3 Park Row, NEW YORK.

Boston,

1

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ILECTRID

Louisville,

St. Louis,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

MANUFACTURIHG DOMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

AujojiAiii E lectric motors
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect Regulation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Memarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

Tor Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.

BRANCH

The

NEW YORK, 33 Olrirch St.
BOSTON, 111 Arch St.
OFFICE; KAMSAS CIIY, Rialto Building. NEW ORLEANS, 101 Camp

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, 506 Commerce tf.
CHICAGO, 329 Roohery Building.

St.

-

Windsor. Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.

Tune

Stilwell's Patent Live

Steam-Feed Water

BT^GGOT,

E.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

Removes
Entirely

IN

prevents

Purifier.

Impurities.

SCALE

STILWELL&BIERGEMF&.GO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

COMBINATION

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

GAS AHD ILICTHIC

ANI> CUT-OFF COUFL.I\'€lS.

CIS .a-ia A CXEKISTMC S :
Vlae-tlke grip of clutches ootionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction suifi-cea p'euent undue wear.
Dlsengaoement of clutches is poaitlue.

FIXTURES.

Pulleif shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good rtcord, running through fiue years.
Experts are inuited to examine peculiarities.

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Bend for 1880

Cataloffne.

ECIilPSEWIXDENGIXE CO.,

Beloit,

Etc., Etc.,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

Wejlen

Wis.

THK

FOIC

171 E.

Steam

in

Cutiilogue on api)lication.

Boilers.

ELECTROLIERS,

SHADES,

all

1S90

T4,

Electrician

SI.OO.

NOYES BROS.,

BRANCH STORE

2134 Michigan Avenue,

MANUFACTUBERS OP

Eiectilc Liglit

and CombiDatioo Fiitoies,

F0REE(4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^
DESIGN ER AND MUNUFAG TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY

.

Large DynamoB and Motore for Special Work
bolit 10 Order. Coal Mining Ilaolage

Onelo-light 50
One 2o-ligiit 50
One 50-liglit 50

volt
Tolt
volt

One75-liglit 110 volt
One 100-Iight 110 volt

One 150-iiglit 110
Incluiling

a Specialty.

volt

Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo
Dynamo

Wemalrea'peciattvof faraishlrgthetradewith
Electr'c Bracke

Being manufic ureiswe can R.ve lowest prlcee.
OFFiCE AND FACTORY
:

85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,
Send for

Lamps and Holders.

I.

W. COLBURN & CO., The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A. STew measurine Instrnment.
FITCHBURC, MASS.
Send for Circular and Price
Llet.

THE

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT

OLI> STYLE.

91 Griswold

THE ACME LIM BELT
IS SIAUE ONLY HV THE
Coinpaiiy, C'oucord, N.
IHtANiUKS: Rontuii, New York, Cliiciifjro,

rage Bolting
Fnmcl.-tuo.

j\I;*o.

iimniilucturers of ull

HS;in

!i^.f*."S.=

St.,

Ktnple prmloH of Luuthcr Belting uml LaclnKSend n>r niiistnitca Cutalot'uc— u valuable
Ircutiov: Ull bcUiiiy, iVce.

CO.,
DETROIT, MICH.

-

YOU WILL OBLIGE
Both Advertiser
mentioning the

lli<^

TRICIAN when

and

Publisher

WESTERN

by

ELEC-

writing to advertisers.

J. H.

Room

NEW

P. R. R.

The Northern Summer Resorts
of ^Visconsin, Minneflniu,
ta,

lowaaEd Dikc-

not ftrjxettlng the famous Exeelslor

springs of Missouri, are more atlrictivs

dating the prts?nt season than tver before.
An illustrated Guide Book, descriptive
of a hundrjd or more of the choicest
spots of creation, on the lines of the
Chic)go, Milwaukee &, St. Paul R'y, will
be sent free upon application to A. V, H.
Cakpenter, General Pdss3nger Agent,
Chicago,

111.

CHICACO.

RICE

YORK.

-

ILL.

Circulars.

REID, General Acent,

9. NletroDolitan Block,

^"^EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO,
15 Dey Street,

New Descriptive

C, M. & ST.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.
DURonrciNo f.mireit new prixcipies

Electroliere, Po-tables, Comemail Gxfares of all kinda.

e,

hifia ion Brackets, find

AUTOMATIC

ENGINES.

5

Compound,
Compound-Con flfutihif/.

Simple,

on

1 1

iJlJ

I

EDO

LCBIOi

f^^'^^^O^'^

"^^''"'^TOfS, FEED

WATER HEATE/IS,

Etc.

^*^ make a Specialty of Erecting Complete ^toQin Pljintc

S3IITH-VAILE StJEAM JPuMJPS /» r every purpose.

WI

£)u£CTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
ST.I.OIII8.

VESIVEB.

CHICAGO.
OUAHA.

&

CO.,

KAWSA8CITY.
«$T.

PADIi.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXEO AVAXEK
and

M'HKKt.

C£I^E-

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use,

remsirlca-bly •riteady motion, Usrli Speed
sreat Efliciency, and lar^re Capacity, for its diameter,

on account

of

its

double

PoAver

the
of most wheels of same diameter. It is used by a
of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the econoniuse of water it is without an an equal, producmg the highest per cent, of use-

being

number
ical

g-uaraiateed.

ful effect

!^MI>

FOB CATALOtJrE

Our Horizontal

"Victor"

highly

is

AIVD PARTICUI/ARS.

recommended, as no geai^ are

required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume, Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substanlial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor

and

it

VICTOB'

TIIRBII^ES

Turbines, either single or

in

pairs

on horizontal

shafts,

and where the

situation

admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

CO., -

DAYTON, OHIO.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
THEIVIanufactuvers
CO.,
STANDARD
GARDON
Carbons awd'^PaHery Material.
of
ESlectric laight

VMHIIICO

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

Etc.

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO OIL
SECOND TO NONE

I|

Dynamo Tenders' Hanfl-Bool
1

SPEED WITH BOILERS,

For Driving Dynamos.

rNulNtu
Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.

BADT, $1.00.

BADT, S

<^°>''-l^^ °'* **^'^**

LNGL

.00.

SH.

Free from ffnm or acids. By refilterlng can be
used continnally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plant3 of the West.

MORSE & CO.'tzr.r..

S.

TAUSSIG,

Agt.,

45 River

St., Chicago.

.

ELEMEKTS

of

ELECTRIC LI&HTING.

ATKINSON,
All three

one address,
order, $3.00.

Books, to

WM.

8.

TUBNEB.

Sl.50.
caeh with

J.

Electrical Engineers
COUPIiETi:

WILLIAM S.BATES,

PATENT LAWYER,

and Contractors.

KQCIPMENT OF KLECTBIC RAIIiWAYS.

Steam Plants for Electric Light and Power.

ELECTRrCIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

LESTER WOODBKIDGE.

WOODBRIDGE A TURNER,

2o4

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
17

Designs and Estimates Submitted.

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

Dearborn Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE.PATENTOFriCE
AND THE COURTS.

'

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON CO;
.A..

S'P'Cr.A.U'X, E=xesi(~Leiit.

215 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS OF ARC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
CENTRAL STATIONS AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
ELECTRICAL
SU1»PLIES
np ULL KINDS.

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW ROBBER COVERED WIRE
..AuXj'^T^.A.'S'S

OSO"

=^'"-^"*f

Quick Shipments.

C.A.T<r33.

ADDON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
f.£^Na OHIO. <^<« iS^'iSS^
--

/^

HOI-InIES,

o^

300XH
<& HiLYUEITS,
WATEBBURT,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

aiANUFACTUBEBS OP

BARS AND INSUIiATXSD ITITIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT "K.

K." line wi re

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC

THOS.

L.

LICHTINC.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Gas Fixtures.

Combination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.
Our Establisliment

is

TRUST

not Controlled by any

COMBINE.

or

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the intimidating medium
of XX£3i^.A.M?£IS, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE WORKS,
No.

U26 CALLOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHI i, PA.

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P.

MANUKACTUKEKS OF THE

SPERRT

IIVIPROVED

STSTEM

-OF

HIGH OR

LOW

TENSION.

The new Sperry apparatus free from repairs for twelve montbe.
That the new ^pe^^y Improved Dyoamoe can be coupled in eerlea with perfect safety,
TbBt any nnmber of lamps from one to capacity of dynamo can be cut In or out of
elnglj or In croopa, with perfect eaf<*ly, and without sparking at the brashes.
4.
To absorb power Id exact proportion to number of lights burning.
1.
2.
3.

circuit,

v\rE: :^e:i_ie:\z:e:
1.

make.
•2.

3.

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos acd Lamps eurpaas

SPEAKIE TUBES

In efticlency those of any other

Oral, Electric,

That there Is greater economy la operating the new Sperry System than any other.
That our automatic regolailon has no equal; no rheostat, no wall bosee, no solenoid or

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS,

dash-pot.
4.

That

We

THE

If

you will vIbU oar factory we can show you the best arc lighting apparatus in exletence.

invite

correspondence with electrical engineers, Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm mm

The

:l

iss

to

w

south

m mi mm

and WHISTLES-,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 26 Ann

r ,

Factory, 1461 and 1463

ill.

t^^ Send

for

New

Catalogue, out AugTist

CO.,

New

York.

Ist.

Detroit Electrical

ElECm RllLWH

St.

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y,

Works

SISTEH.

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST.
The

Detroit Electrical

Works,

Detroit, Mich.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C. 8t C.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efTicient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to fifty H. P.
Over 8,000 Motors

&

C.

Motors

and
Mining Tramways.
Print°

ing OfTices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.
BOSTON.

St.,

ELECTRIC

for Hoist

Equipment of Machine Shops,

in stoclc.

OFFICE, 63 Oliver

OXa^TIB'ITS.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

in actual operation.

HEW ENGLAND

C.

r'-A-KT

PHILiDELPBIA OFFICE, 38

MOTOR

S.

Fonrth

St.

CfflCAGO OFnCE, Phoenix Bnilding.

402 AND 404 CREENWrCH

ST.,

CO..

CENTRAL STATES DISTRICT.

United Edison Mandfacturing

Co.,

CASH INSTALLATIONS DIVISION.
99

44

(FORMERLY LEONARD ^ IZARD COMPANY.)

OOMPANY
NEW
YORK.

DYNAMOS.

SCHUMACHER,

C.

Office:

Pres't.

VICTOR SCHALLER, Treas.

63 Broadway.

P.

Electr ic Tractio n

J

Go.

MOTORS.

CLAUS, Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

W.

27tli St.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for

Power

Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES.
Our Dynaino

one piece, and combines indestructible solidity with the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest efficiency with a total absence of
115 BROADWAY,
the many objectionable features of the machines heretofore Executive Offices:
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth St., Philadelphia; 456 Rookery
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
Ill Water St., Pittsburgh. Pa.
is cast in

and conunutator.
C. J.

TBOaiPSON, 100 East Fourth

St., St.

PanI, aUnn., Agent.

Factory:

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

NEW
BIdg

,

YORK.

Chicago.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

Of every description, including the celebrated
CELLS, manufactured under
for
The
cheapest
and
best Cells in the market.
Also
Batteries.
Patents
Kiel's
Pritnary and Storage
electrical
purposes,
at
reduced
prices.
Standard
quality
Sheet,
for
Rod,
(Kiel's
Patent)
Sheet, Rod, and Tubinff
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,

^o\^u^.Roeblings' Sons

(»o
'

MANUFACTURERS OF

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

VST
WE CARRY

THE LARGEST STOCK

IN

Chicago, lU.

Incandescent Lamp

Co,,

l9l2--l9U0live Street. St. Louis, Mo.,
MANUFACTUKEKS OF

INCAH BESCEHT

L AMPS.

THE WEST AT OUR

Lamps Made
Warehouse, I7M73 Lake
WORKS, TRENTON,

to Fit

any Socket.

St., Chicago.
N. J.

Send ns a

trial order.

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CO., "'""i!!"*"-

r
June

14,
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and

CO.

Intelligent Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,

^>f°'^^/>.
TRADE MARK.

TRADE MARK.

AGENTS.

AGKNTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

Prom AKY Manufacturer or
State that

WANT

you

WITH

IT

Dealer,

SUPPLIED

PEffFeCTLY RELIABLE

.

NO DANGEROUS CURREflT^

the

Whittingham
Automatic

^. T^\,VELECtRIC- LI ^HT- fj
'\\>^:^^ & PoWEf\ Co.
^.^.JT^^'^^^^'^W^ 78«30 Cortlandt
g|FWaQm^,,5'i"
Hew York.

St.

N1

Switch.
Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switcli Co.,
No. 8 Kejser Building,

,j

BALTIMORE. MP.

The Standard
Open Circuit Batteries
of

WESTERN ELECTRIC

the World.

CO.,

PARIS
CONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDMEDAL
.

1889
TRADE

are

Washburn

tli8

Exclasive Western Agents for the sale of

&

Moen's

Galvanized Iron Wire,
Galvanized Steel Wire, and
Hard Drawn Copper Wire.
Prices on Application.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

le

THE ONLY

GONDA

GeDQine Leclancbe Batteries

Made

or Sold

in

MARK.

America.

149 West 18th St.

ELCLANCHE BATTERY

CO..

NEW YORK.

CHICAGO.

NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
i_iR.^iT^n),

XTEIAT

irORK.

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

YORK.

CO..

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Correspondence Solicited.
229 La Salle Street,

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
W.

CO.

D. Sai'i.bkt, rrenidi nt.
K.

11.

CuTLEii, TrtaBurer and Manager.

LAM INAR FIBRE THE

JuiiN A. UAnnETT, \'lce-l'retidt*Dl bnil Cone. Eleclrltltin,
Fiiank. A. Peiiret, Electilcian.

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 81 Washington

Rubber for insulating and
Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished In sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
Will take a very high
or drilled into any desired shape.
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light running machinery.

A

perfect substitute for Hard

mechanical

purposes.

St.,

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled

In

Simplicity and Durability.

Iheonly Machines having

LaiDiDatefl

HIGHEST

Mapets

Fielfl

OF SOFTEST tllAKCOAL IKON,

AWARD

BY MEANS OK WHICH

AT
PARIS

Higher Efficiency, Closer Regulation,

and Slower Speed

AreobtAlnra llian

EXPOSITION

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

1h

posalbl«

oilierivlHe.

CO.,

Automatic MuUirs

ni all sizes ,inil for all purroses, Aiiloiiiatic Dynanius
fur liiciinilf'sceiit Elrclrlc
Isolated Plantti
for Stiirfs. Fiiplorlps. etc..
a specialty. Mnlslure-pruof
Motors and Dynamoti for
LlKlitliii.'.

180

Summer

St., Boston,

Mass.

use

ill

Mines and

damii

places.

ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

CO.,

High Grade Wires, Weatherproof Wir^s, Pins, Brackets, Cross Arms, C. & W. Mica Railway Insulators, Cut
Mica, Sheet Mica, Fuse Wire, Soldering Salts, Tapes, Tubing, Class and Porcelain Insulators, Sleet Proof
Pulleys and Arc Light Windlasses, Incandescent Lamos, Porcelain Cut-outs and Switches, Everything Electrical
Required for Electric Light, Power and Railway Companies. Agents for Noveliy Electric Supply Co.'s Specialties,
and Could & Watson Co.
Write for Quotations.
Favor Us with Your Orders.
North 8th Street, ST. LOUIS,

MO.

403

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
HANUFACTCREB8 UV

Arc

aHil

Incaodescent Apparatus
FOR

LICHTIIMG,

ArcMolncandescent Motors,
Eiectro-Platiog and Electro-Deposition Hacbines.

Distinctive Features:
LIGHTEST WEIGHT,

LARGEST OUTPUT,

LEAST POWER REQUIRED,

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY AND LEAST FLOOR SPACE.

MOST PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.
New

The

Arc Lighting System of this Company

is

the

MOST

SIMPLE, PERFECT and ECONOMICAL on the market.
For CMtimatcM and other information, addreMM:

NEW TORK OFFICE:

•WESTERN OFFICE:
No. 425,

THE ROOKERY,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

115 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.
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Primary

Batteries

FOR

HoBseliold, Experimental, Scientific and other Purposes.

JAMES

DURABLE

EFFICIENT P

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.
and Domestic

P

MASON,

H.

MAXDFACTDRINK FLECTRtClAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, 18-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N- Y.

Office

t%i

ECONOMICAL

Ligliting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.

P

Guaranteed as represented.
These Batteries are in practical

and giving perfect

use,

CONVENIE NT.

satisfaction.

BARNES' FOOT
POWER LATHES.

For Stationary or Railway Yfork,

Barnes' Foot Power Lathes, 16 different
styles

and

sizes, suitable for ail classes of

work from the Blacksmith to the Jeweler,
There is no application of foot power
equal to the Patent Velocipede, used with
these lathes. Thousands of them are in
use in the shops of metal and wood -workers.
L. G. Woolley, of Grand Rapids, Mich., says: '! wish to say
that I have owned and used two of your No, 6 foot power lathes
The tools have been put to hard and conf about five yeaj-s.
tinuoiiy work in niv laboratorj', and it trivet me pleasure to say
up to this time, no repairs of any kind whatever have been
claim
for
what
y-Jii
them.
nioiv
than
V>c-\<
-.n-'.all
ami
Imiet'ii
the
needed.
Slv timeisdevoied exuiiiMvcl v to invention and experimental work in electricity. In doing this it is necessary to "have accuracv.and wide range of adaptation to different work. Tour excellent lathes and superb foot
power is all that could be desired bj- any one in need of a Hrst-class tool."
Send for catalo^e of wood and metal workers' onttits.

For mining or Engineering Operations,

)ractical

,

I

W,

F.

&:

JOHN BARNES

CO., No.

761 Ruby

St.,

Roekford,

III.

Sprape

Motors

Electric

ARE UNEXCELLED.
WESTERK
I.

WESTEKSI

AtiESfT

DYXAMOS

A.<iE!VT

ET.EGTRICAI. DEPARTUEIHT

W. COIiBIIRX'S

NEW HA VEX CI.OCK CO.

AJTD 3IOTORS.

HARMOUNT,
MONITOR ELECTRIC

Sprague Stationary Motors

G. A.

Are in use in more than One Hundred
and Fifty DiflFerent Classes of

MANAGER

149

WABASH

Industries.

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN GENERAL

Address

all

correspondence

lo Ihe

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.^
\

WESTERN AGEXT FOR

ALFRED

F.
I

faTABLISHED

^

MOORE'S
IS

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
Electric Light,

Annunciator and Office Wires.
every liind of Wire known

fact,

FRANKLIN

S.

CARTER.

Incandescent and Battery Cords;
Trade.

&

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

E.

WARD

Garteir,
EVERY DESCRIPT.ON OF

14 South Second street,

-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Catalogues and Discount STieels -will be sent to those in the trade
upon receipt of appilcation ana business carfi.

If

S!„

TOBK,

SPECIAL. AQEINTS
FOR THE SALE OF

PARTRICK

&,

GARTER'S

PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE

NEW PATENT NEEDLE ANNUNCIATORS
-AKDBURGLAR ALARMS,

BEOAD

16 aii 18

WILKINS.

Electrical Supplies.

I

& Motor Co.,

Railway

in

lo the Electrical

CHAS. M. WILKINS.

Partriqk

Electric

".

AND SUPPLIES.
DNITED EDISON MFG.
N.

CO.,

San Francisco,

-

WEST. ELEC. SDPPLY & CONS. CO,

WOLFE ELECTRICAL
SODTHERN

CO,,

DIST. TEL.

& ELEC.

-

CO.,

Seattle, lasli.

Oiaha,

-

-

Cal.

Neb.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY S7STEM
BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A HD COMME RCIAL SOCCESS,
Schedule Time Regularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,

Slight Cost for Repairs,
ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

noDSon-IoDslon tailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GRAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
148 Micbigan Ave

,

Gbicago,

III.

Wall

and

Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta, 6a.

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St. Panl,

MinD.

—
June

14,
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THE

—

Knapp Electrical Works
The following are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead of lasting GOO hours

General Western Agents,

have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Church Greeji Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

ANY

GO.

The life of the lamps is more than guaranteed, and
when burned out they are p rfec ly white. H. Heuck,

—

Heuck's Opera House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The lamps average their full guarantee, and some have
been burning 3,000 hours.
Oakland Paper Co , Manchester, Conn.

—

SOCKET,

ALL CANDLI POWERS,

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,300 hours
and none of' them have given out yet. Z. Crane, Jr. &

—

Bro., Dalton, Mass.

The

AHY YOLTAGE,
AHY EFFIOIEHCY.

discolor.
trice,

light burns

—

J.

up to 16

c.

D. Wiltrout, O.

p., is

and does not
Hospital, Bea-

clear,

W. Holmes

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectations, as they excel the guarantee by some 3,000 hours.
H. B. Claflin,

New

York.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
FOR
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT

McLennan

Switch.

Paiste Switch.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling"

Switch.

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
54:

IT.

& 36

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

CHICAGO. ILL
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O^HK
^ty^

171

RANDOLPH

ST.,

^ff

C-H-I-C-^^-Gr-O.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES
ixriD

GENERAL ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Catalogues or Quotataons upon Application.
NO CHARGE MADE CUSTOMERS FOR EXPERT ADVICE.

la.r^e aind ^oxrell assorted
stools: of Siiield Bra.nd a^rid
JJL

HsilbirsliSL^Kr 'ISTires
tLa.nd-

consta^ntly on

June

14,

i8go
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO
CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry Q. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent, No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"inthesecond, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

IRC LIGHTINE APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING. ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT WAITNE, IND.,
nnnnfactnrers of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
OF

Incandescent Lighting,
-AND THE-

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete
Alternating System of Electric Lighting

OK

in Existence.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12~16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

Arc Lighting.

T#_

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

15

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,
Broadway,

217 Sansome

B'oreel Bldg.

907

185 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 633 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

EDISON

Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

IND.

F.

ADAMS,

Successor.

MANOFACTURiNno:

EDISON'LALANDE BAHERY.
(UNDER AUTHORITY OF THOMAS

A. EDISON.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PRIMARY BATTERIES for TELEGRAPH ''MAINS" and "LOCALS,"
ELECTRIC MOTORS, TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS,
ELECTRO-PLATING, ELECTRO-MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
ANNUNCIATORS AND BURGLAR ALARMS
AND ALL CLASSES OF CLOSED AND OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
coi5isE]si=03^iZ):E:n:TCEi

JAMES

sox-icitbo-

General Sales

F.

KELLY

p

Ae:ent>

19 Dey

St.,

NEW YORK.

^

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol. VI.

CHICAGO, JUNE

ALUMINUM BRASS AND BRONZE COMPANY,
MANUTACTUKEBa OP

21, 1890.

No. 25

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
AND DEALERS
MANTTFACTURERS OP

OOWLES' ALUMINUM AND SILICON COPPER ALLOTS,
IN INGOTS. SHEETS, RODS,

SESrO

STEWART BUILDING,
63 Chambers

St.,

PURE ALUMINUM. 111 Arch Street,
^PFOllt Abcni-ica
AnenriFl
oreo/zit

ROLLING MILLS,

New York.

^v^wysw^^*""

^

S56-PAeE CATAIiOeCE,

BOSTON, MASS.

BAKER, BALCH & CO.,

Seattle,

Wasli.

p^^^ Seilers Electeicai Works, San

Francisco, Cal.

A foil line of our mannfactureB can be found at our Agencies.

MAGNOLIA METAL.
-IHDOBBKD

United States and

OUR

W)SB»«

i
.

Bridgeport, Conn.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.
OUR

CO.,'

IN

EVERYTHING
ELEOTRIOAL
FOB

WIRE AND CASTINGS.

Sheet Copper, Sheet Brass,

cents per Copy.

1

JS^ TE

German Governments.

BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL
For Dynamo, High-Speed Engine, Steamship, Car, and

Machin-

all

ery Bearings.

Standard Underground Cable
Westinghouse Builaing,

G.

L WILEY,

Manager.

Ncw YorR.

Co.,

MAGNOLIA ANTIFBIOTION METAL

PITTSBURGH, PA.

F. E.

Owners and

DEGENHARDT, ii«ger, Chicago.

London
Chicago

75 Queen

Office:
Office:

CO.,

Sole ManufaotnrerB,

Victoria St.

74 CORTLANDT

41 Traders' Building.

ST.,

NEW YORK.

(2121)

Standard

»<Iniia-Bn1)l)er

ELECTRIC

aBd Gitta-Fefclia Insalatiog

Vulcanized India-Rueeer Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.
Absolutely Pure RtreEER Cables,

LIGHT,

UNDER WATER

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

variety of

W¥.

M.

very pliable.

Every

INCANDESCENT CORES.

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,ooo Megohms per knot.

MARINE

Two -Circuit

Three and TAvo-wire Caany

bles, to

up

AND

to 8,000

specification

Megohms

Concentric Cables, both circuits, 9,000 Megohms per

ELECTRIC

knot.

per

Navy Portables.

knot.

UNDERGROUND.

HABIRSHAW,

F. C. S., Gen'i Mgr., Offices

Western Agents:

THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

:

1

59

Front

St.,

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO,

.

S.A.

Silk,

Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables of High insulation
and Long Life> all millage.

CO., 171 Randolph St.,

Marine

Cores

MANUFACTURERS OF

Concentric Cables, any millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

Wires and Cables,

Co.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Work,

Installations

Pliable

Cables,

for

Search Lights.

ILL.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES* PATENTED

c

Sole Manufacturers of

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire

-

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE.B

The acknowledged Standard for durable and high
Insulation. Its merits proved by a record of over
quarter of a century. Adapted to all electrical purposes.

kWc

Light and Power.
Telegraph and Telephone,
Railway and all other

Branchei el Signaling.

GEORGE

B.

Proof and Weather - Proof
B

C

A

Aerial Use,

All Sizes

Subterranean Use.
S"i"narine u.e
Concealed Wiring in

Lead Enoased Wire*.

PRESGOTT,

JR., Gen. Agt., 16

Western Electric Co., Chicago, 111.,

Dey St,

all

Locations.

NEW YORK.

Sole Agents for the West.

Cirr SHOWING STYLE OP INSUI^TION.
S. B.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof Insulation.
jt—Copper Wire.
aturated with a Blocfc, Weather-Proop Compositipa.
.. .
,
.
« ^
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters, Samples fimushed Dpon appBOMitw.
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

WARPnnntt«
wAKtKuuBs.

1 19

li

and 21

33 and

Cliff St..
1

New

York.

35 wabash

« —
Vmmmtm
.

FACTORIES:

Ave., Chicago,

III.

ANSONIA, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVX'ACTZTBEItS OF

WeatherproofWlre. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Annunciator Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
German Silver Wire. OflBlce Wire.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCOBNECTADY, N. T.

NEW

YORK.

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric

lighting Apparatus.

620 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Michii^an Ave , Chicago, III.
115 Broadway, New Yobk, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., CiNcixxATi, Ohio.

Montgomery

No

St.,

1890

CO.,

Electric Railway

Hqnipment.

N. Y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ll.'i N. 3d St., St. Louis, Mo.
X'34

21,

Electric Motors.

San Feancisco, Cal.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this

are Thomson-Houston.

52 per

country, over

11,000,

The dynamo

entirely automatic in its

is

or

cent,

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn steadily and uniformly, and hold
any other lamps on the market.

their adjustment better than

Arc Dynamo.

Orr direct current incandescent dynamo
Like the arc

automatic, permitting any

number

off

without

in

of

its

lamps to be thrown on or

the least affecting the others in service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

I>ii-e<'t

C'nrreiit

rapidly gaining

many features of
dynamo its regulation is

favor with practical electric lighting men, as
excellence are recognized.

is

Our incan-

life.

Inrande^ont Dynamo.

The problem
cent lighting

is

of long distance incandes-

practically

solved

by the

alternating current dynamo, and to meet the

demand

for a

machine of

this

character

we

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternator offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical construction, highest efficiency, and economy of
operation.
Alternatins: Cnrrent

Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the conwe feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.
that

it is

struction of our motors

LIGHTNJNG ARBESTJEB— AW

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arreswhich we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

ter,

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
injured by lightning where these arresters fail to operate.
instance.

.Hotor.

June

21,
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JEITITET
ELECTRIC

MOTOR
OI'I'ICDB

222

S.

COIVIPANY,

THE MITCHELL VANCE
&
(Snccesaora to 3IITCBEI.I., "VAJICm

DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

AND COMBINATION FIXTDRES.

ARTISTIC ELECTROLIERS
Having no Special Agent

:

ILLINOIS ST.. INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CO.,

CO.)

in

Architects' and Decora-

Chicago for our

Goods,

we

tors'

Solicit Cor-

Designs and

Suggestions Carried Out

respondence from
with Fidelity

Buyers,

we

wtiioti

to the

Insulating Joints,

Combination Fixtnres,

and All Fittings

Electroliers, Brackets.

IS

WITH

THE

THIS?

EVBRY MOTOR

Automatic,

Beaut

for

Incandescent Lighting,

Pendants, Reflectors,

WHAT

given Motive.

Promptly Answer.

GUARANTEED.

ful,

Cheap,
Durable,

manufactory,
24 and 25th

Send

Efficient.

St.

and

1

salesroom,

0th Ave.,

836-38 Broadway and 13th

NEW YORK

for Catalogue.

St.,

CITY.

To Arc and Incandescent

Go.

Electric Traction

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

MAmrFACHTREES OF

Motors

Electric

and Incanoescent

for Arc

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

GIVING PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.

All Sizes from.

f-16H.P.to50H.P.

ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE BATTERIES,

The supremacy

of

"THE BAXTER MOTOR" over all others has been thoroughly
and we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.

EtT-or-y- XLIotoxSend

MS BRUDWAY, NEW

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South

Fourtli St., Philadeiptiia;
1 1 1

Water

Factory:

456 Rookery

St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

JERSEY CITY,

BIdg

,

YORK,

Ciiicago.

for Price Lists

Is

Grix«.r*».aa.te©ci.

and Testimonials.

J.

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

BALTIMORE,
N.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

established

CHAS.H. CONE, Western

Agent,

113 Adams

IMD.
St.,

Rocm

8, Chicago,

III.
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TTHE IV^TIOr^^L
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21,
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CARBOIV CO

Clex^ela,n.d., 01:i.io.
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS Ain> BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENGINEERINB CO.

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER.
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

STATIONS.

Anthracite Coil and Coke

Screeningi.

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lOSTOKT.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY
LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Burning 2
Will

Series on Circuits of 1 00 to 1 20 Volts
Use Only 8 Amperes of Current.
In

Please state System and Volta;;e Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY
18 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK CITY.

KELLY, General Sales Agent, 19 Dey

We
CO.

Street,

Them

Guarantee
Electrically

and Mechanically.

NEW

YORK.

June

21,
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*K'-/-4!

»^^^

«

ELECTRIC
'I

190

£192

Y COttt
CHICAGO.

Fifth Ave.

ILL.

WE HAVE JUST REFUSED AN ORDER FOR

1.000.000 Feet
Of one

size of

OFFERED

SIMPLEX RUBBER WIRE

would not cover cost

lower the quality, and this

busy

filling

tions to

we will

of

customers.

We

not do.

Our

in price

factory is very

we give

do not wish to

pany an advantage over another

PRICE

manufacture unless we

orders for first-class goods, and

ALL

because

low quota-

&:ive

one com-

paid for our rubber

known

be

wire.

Therefore buy a wire which

class,

and which places competing firms on an equal basis.

is

well

to

first-

SEND FOR PRICES ON

SmPLEI

WIRES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
FR&NKLIN

CARTEB.

a.

C1I&8. H. WILKIN8.

— TRADING

E.

WAHD

ol

and Dealers

In

Every Description

PARTRICK

at

runs of tuk

1

Catalacaeii and DlHconnt MheetN will be Meat to thfiMe Im the trade
upoB receipt or applleatlOD and bunlneHU rard.

and
N.

^Xi.'l.-y XkXa.xi'u.faot'u.x-exrs

SOUTHERN

of

J.

Room

Swpplies.
San Francisco,

CO.,

Gear

225

Dearborn

General Western Office:

-

Seattle,

Cai.

Wash.

Omaba,

CO,,

DIST. TEL.

& ELEC.

CO.,

Neb.
,

Ala.

H. REID, General Agent,
9, Metropolitan Block,

I*ta.r© C3o%ygiGTr

Commutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Eastern Office: 35 Broadway.

CARTER'S

WEST. ELEC. SUPPLY & CONS. CO,

WOLFE ELECTRICAL

:si=.:=^^^t^

Copper,

SC

alarms.

14 S. Second St., - Philadelphia, Pa.
ESTABLISHED 18S7.

Brnsli

i8go

Patent Needle Annunciators
UNITED EDISON MFG.

n:w patent needle annunciators and burglar

1,

rOR THE SJLB OP

Electrical Supplies.
siii.K FKui-iili:

line 2

SPEIGIAL AGB.NXS

WILKINS.

AS

PARTRICK ^ CARTER,
Manulacluren

I

^exupez-ed. for

Pinions,
St.,

CHICAGO.

Chicago,

Trolley

Wheels,

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

TheWeslern Power Construction Co.
CAPITAL $500,000 PAID UP.

SPECIALTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLETE POWER PLANTS FOR

Electric Light.

MclNTOSH

Railway Dn ty and Power,

& SEYMOUR

ENGINES.

COMPOUND AND HIGH PRESSURE.
WALDO

P.

ADAMS,

General Mnnngcr.

""
OFFICE:

144 Adams

St.,}

=

CHICAGO.

June

2 1,
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& INSULATION CO.

CONDUIT

A NEW DEPARTURE IN INSULATION.
THE OLD PRACTICE
INACCESSIBLE

abandoned because
and COSTLY.

UNSAFE, UNRELIABLE,

THE NEW METHOD accepted instantly, because SAFE, RELIABLE,
ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE and CHEAP.

A SIMPLE SOLDTION OF THE WIRING PROBLEM.
Companies, Wiring Contractors, Architects, Builders,
Insurance Inspectors and Owners

Electric Light

TAKE NOTICE!
'

You have one and

been asking for a System of Wiring that would
relieve you from the annoyance, discredit and cost of existing methods.
Such a System is hereby presented to your attention, and you are invited

to give

it

all

your careful consideration.

UNDERGROUND CONDUITS.
WORK
THIS Conduit has
promptly as

and

for

been adopted for UNDERGROUND
as
REVOLUTIONARY
Interior Wiring, with not less

SUCCESSFUL

results.

Cheapness, High Insulation and Durability Afforded.
Total Abandonment of Costly, Cumbersome and Perishable Cables.
Your Investment is in Copper Only.

THE INTERIOR CONDUIT AND INSULATION COMPANY are Manufacturers.
Their Policy is to Deal only with the Trade, Selling on Commercial
Discount Basis to all, without Restriction of any kind.
FOR FBICB

lilST,

8A31PI.es

AND 6KNEBAL.

ISIFOBSIATIOST,

AODRBSli

INTERIOR GONJiniT
16 and 18 Broad

St.,

li

INSULATION CO,

NBW YORK.

Edward

H. Johnson, President.

WESTERN ELECTiaCIAN.
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EDISON MANUFACTURING
65 Fifth Avenue,

NEW YORK.

edisonIystem
DYNAMOS!

WIRING!
|||

LAMPS!

INSTRUMENTS!
502

Complete Installations Contracted for Any Capacity.

^=0^

NO SUB-CONTRACTORS,
NO

DIVISION

OF RESPONSIBILITY.
:05

UNITED EDISON MANUFACTURING
YORK CITY,

NEW

TORONTO, CANADA.

CO.,

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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21,
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THE Best Solid Rubber Core Wire
iOi

In order to meet the demand for

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE YET
LOW-PRICED solid rubber core-wire,

an

The Edison Machine Works have
duced a new

made up

line of this class of

in all sizes,

pro-

goods

from No. 0000 to

equal in quality, finish
and durability of their other well-know^n
Once tried, it will always be
wires.
used in preference to any other.

No. 20.

It is the

IT IS

THE NE PLUS ULTRA.

FOB PRICES, SAMPLES, AND OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS
JAS. F. KELLY,

Gen. Sales Anent,

19

Dey

Street,

NEW

YORK.

>
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THE BEST or ALL
HE

«l Hi»U .HI

ITiLXIONiLL

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMER
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
'

f1

I

L
SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATIOK, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstructlon

of Electrical Plants of

Whatever Magnitude.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
EAU

"BAKER,

BALCH &

THOMAS WOLFE,

CO., Gen'l AgtB.,
Seattle,

QLaAIRE, WIB.
CHAS. M. BLANOHARD, Agent,
L.

SouthweBtern Agent,
City,

Mo.

H. FOLOLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th

LITTIiE,

St.,

McDONAM) &

ME'T'OAIiF,

REED &

Omaha, Neh.

CO., Qen'l Agts.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. Y.
CO., Western Agts.,
1617 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.
CO., Agents, 432
W. W. BRIQGS

&

Oirard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.

Union Depot Hotel, Kansas
P.

9

N. COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. O.

W- N. aRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa
CO., Gen'l Agts
CONSTRUCTION
NATIONAL ELECTRIC

Tower Building, No. 60 Broadway, New York
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

City.

June

21,
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Chicago, May 19th, 1890.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

&

116

118 Franklin

Street,

CHICAQO.

Gentlemen:
Please furnish this company

1,000.000

FEET

& S. braided Okonite wire.
CHICAGO EDISON CO.,

No. 14 B.

By

Chas. B. Holmes,
Purchasing Agent.

THAT'S

WHAT

The Chicago Edison

Co.

TALKS.

have tried all the lowpriced imitations of Okonite, and the above order comes as the
result of dearly bought experience.

A^N^l^SV!!
C
\MX^AMA^KMXM
proof wires.

We

^yiltEl
jrWjAJEVfiJI

'^o^^s

the

position

same

relative

among weather-

are General Western Agents for both.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
lit

£118

FRANKLIN STREET,

GHICM

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALUS

RELIANCE WORKS.

especially adapted for electric plants
of all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled.
Is

tv rite for

nnr Catalocoes.

ELECTRIC LAMPS.
will

Send Free. Catalogue

How to Make
to operate

I9l2--igi40rive

WIS.

41

M

43 SODTH JEFFERSON

ST,

Lamp Co.,

Street, St. Louis, Mo.,

MAKUFACTUKEKS OF

INCAN DESCENT

with

a Cheap Battery,
Any intelligent boy

them.

can

Lamps Made

operate these batteries and lamps.

EDISON LAMP COMPANY,

MILWAOKEE,

E.

prices of, and experiments
Edison Lamps, and gives directioLS

And how

CHICAGO BRANCH,

Incandesceiit

36 Candle Power.
For use with Batteries or Dynamos.
3 to 40 Volts.
1-2 to

We

CO.,

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

SON

Which shows

&

MaDufuctarers of and UealerB ia

0VSQUA1.£B FOB ECONOMY OF FUEL. HEOULAIUTT OV
MOTION. AMD DPKABn.ITY IN U»B.

K-I3-I

1890

SOUS BV/IL.DBRS

THE REYNOLDS

IT IS

21,

Harrison,

N.

to Fit

L AMPS.

any Socket.

J.

Send ns a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

trial order.

WILL YOU BUY
claimed to take a SMALL AMOUNT of CURRENT
but which really takes DOUBLE THAT AMOUNT after a compara-

An Incandescent Lamp,
at

first,

tively

SHORT SERVICE;

An Incandescent Lamp taking a MODERATE and UNIFORM AMOUNT
current, and giving

LONQ LIFE at its

of

rated candle power

YOU HAVE NO USE FOR THE FORMER.

WE MAKE AND

SELL THE LATTER.

Sawver-Man

Electric Co.,
510-534 WEST 33d ST., NEW YORK.

OFX'ICEJS TIT

-A-X^I-

the:

^'miTCIE'.A.Xd OITJES-

HEADQUARTERS
ELECTRIC LIGHT

CINCINNATI

'^ndTELEGRAPH SUPPLIES.

•WEATHER PROOF- SIMPLE)(0K0NITE-6RIMSHAW WIRES SINGLE^nodquBLE COTTON FIELDaOoARMATURE WIRE
•

<

.

-FLEXIBLE C0RD•R0SETTE5•CLEAT5•TAPE°f"'•KINDS•SWITCHE5•CUT0UT5•PIN5•BRACKETS^f°lNSULAT0RS•
THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK TO BE FOUND ANYWHERE. ASK FOR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
^

BBOSELECTRIC'CO-

28 30S,32WestCourt5t

—

^

June
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THE UNITED STATES

Electric Lighting Co
(The Westinghouse Electric Co., Lessees.)

ARC AND INGAIIDESGENT ISOLATED

AUTOMATIC DYNAMOS-PERFECT DEVICES.
More than 1000 Plants

in operation in Factories, Hotels, Office

Buildings, Theaters, Etc.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS.

ELECTRIC

ft^^

Direct Current

GENERATORS

Superior

T%i^^^^^llnH^
^!i8M|fasBn^MS9HHr

^^^k

Desi2:n

l^^ffl

Workmanship

and

MOTORS
for all purposes

up to any power
required,

and at any
required E. M.

I

fj'gj^^^
F.

—

New

^

n ^B

^=naW---=.===-=,-,-_--

jnSW

for

and

a

1-8 H. P.

Send

in

A&stxSKUS^ml^^^mj^ik.

U. S.

<iSBS

and
unequaled
in

efficiency.

MOTOR.

U. S. Catalogues on Incandescent Lighting and Motors.

CStonorgtl Ofaoes:
Equitable Building, 130 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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AIJ. SIZES

WOOD. F0REE(4a)BAIN,

ELECTRICAL

84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^
DESIGN ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY
Large DynamoB
Trirliliuiir
Klrl-lrir I.ie>><

CROSS

L

E

'

Knoln

ARMS

HOLMES
& CO.,
C
111).

'I

Ht. I.OllU,

Itlil'k'.

ELECTRIC LIGHT REPAIRING.

YOU WILL OBLIGE

Mo.

Both Advertiser
mentioning the

SUPERINTENDENT,

WANTED Who
^,C00

In stcck

ment of the

TRICIAN when

will Invest about

Its size in

Michigan.

Plant new. paying good dividends, good

Must have good

of .5.000 inhabitants.

Address

and

CO..

Electhician,

New York.

New

Voltmeters and Ammeters.

by

These instruments are the most
accurate, reliable and sensitive port-

able

storage

batteries,

instruments ever

offered.

large variety of ranges to

requirements of

all

kinds of work.

and

ADDBES8

A conif lete

and thorough course in general machinery

ELEtTiiiciAU,

electrical engineering.

Send

for cata-

JPnrdae University,

logue.

La Fayette,

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
Cffice

Ind.

and Factory,

1

14 William

Street,

NCWark, N.
ERNEST

BRNEST HOEFER.

WIN'STON.

L.

CO.,

J.

CLARK.

THE ILLINOIS ELECTRIC MATERIAL CO.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER SUPPLIES.--POLES.

Bishop White Core Wire
for. Incandescent Wiring.

34X

THE

A

meet the

Send for lllnstrated Gatalope.

laboratory, fitted with best appli-

6 Lakeside BulldlDg, Ciiicaqo,
S.

Cliicu!;u, III.

THE WESTON STANDARD
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Dynamo Room

in

the Kansas City Elec-

tric Light Company's Station.
In the accompanying illustration is presented
a view of the upper d_ynamo room in the arc
li^ht station of tlie Kansas City Electric Light
company. This station is located in what is
termed by Kansas citizens as "the hollow," and
The building is of red
is close by the railroad.
brick, rather dingy and smoky in appearance,
and may be distinguished from a distance by its
tall
brick smokestack.
The plant is so ar-

above mentioned are belted direct to ThomsonHouston machines on the lower or ground floor
and on the floor above. As will be noticed from
a close inspection of the cut an alternator and
two direct current incandescent machines are
running on this floor. From this it may be
judged that the company finds both the alternating
and direct current to have its place and respective advantages.
The plant taken as a whole
supplies current for 893 arc lamps, 800 direct
current i6-candle power incandescent, and 500

nV\A>[0 ROOM

ranged that the boilers and engines are on the
ground floor where are also located a number of
Thomson-Houston arc machines. The room

The offices of the
illustrated is just above.
superintendent, lamp rooms, etc, are also on the
second floor. The steam plant consists of K
boilers and 5 engines.
The battery of boilers
consists of five of 125-horse power nominal capacity and four of 75-horse power.
Eight of these
are tubular and one is a Babcock & Wilcox.
The engines in operation are one 150-horse
power Corliss, five 60-horse power Ide, one 75horse power Corliss, one 75-horse power BuckWith
eye, and one 150-horse power Buckeye.
the exception of the larger engines all those

No. 25

21, 1890.

IN

THE

K.ANSA.S CITY

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY

S

Of the 893 arc
alternating incandescent lamps.
lamps 70 are used for city lighting. All the
machines are of Thomson-Houston manufacture.

chise.

The terms

to the

law department.

This, however, is not the first case of the kind
that has appeared, and these have been in like
manner referred to the law department, but all
to no purpose.
It has been found necessary to
honor the action of the old town boards.
The
objection to all these grants is that they give
the holders of the franchises permission to con-

STATION.

struct overhead electric wires. It

Electrical Franchises.
Enterprising capitalists who secured franchises

from Hyde Park, the Town of Lake and other
suburban districts, just before annexation, will
soon reap the reward of their shrewdness.
Within the last few days applications for permits have been made to the commissioner of
public works by three different companies, two
of them holding electric light franchises granted
by the old towns of Hyde Park and Lake, and
one which possesses an electric railway fran-

is

claimed that

many electrical franchises are held by speculators who are keeping them until a favorable opportunity presents

Chicago

of each ordinance are so lib-

and

their passage so closely preceding annexation that each application has been referred

eral

form a stock company
a consideration. A
build an electric plant in

itself to

and unload the grant

company organized

to

for

Chicago would have less trouble raising money
and disposing of stock at a good figure than one
whose operations would be in Hyde Park or Cihence the haste with which the ordinances
cero
were pushed through the town boards on the
It is not to be thought,
eve of annexation.
however, that these franchises are not valuable
property; such an impression would be erronThey are excellent investments, and all
eous.

—
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more valuable because they are Chicago en-

the

terprises rather than village ventures.

:

Shaping Filaments of Incandescent
Lamps.
When the looped-shaped filaments of incandescent lamps are straightened by a weight during the period in which the air in the bulb is
exhausted the removal of the weight is found to
be a rather delicate operation. In straightening the filaments in this manner it has ordinarily
been found necessary to attach to each lamp
bulb an e.xhaust tube longer than usual, .\fter
the operation of exhausting has been completed
this tube is first sealed some distance from the
globe, and the lamp removed from the pump.
Uy manipulating the lamp the weight is unhooked from the loop and dropped into the
from the
then sealed off
tube, which is

The accompanying diagram

lamp.

lamps manufactured by the defendants, the Sperry I'.lectric
company, and produced before the couit, vi/. One marked
"Complainant's Kxhibit New .Sperry Double Carbon
Lamp." wherein the twopairsof carbonsare independently
actuated and adjusted and burned successively, the feeding
carbon of one pair having a supplemental clamj) or device
whereby it may be manually latched up and retained, separated from its mate during the burning of the other pair,

illustrates

an improved method of handling the weight by

the latched-up carbon being then automatically released,
and the arc established and maintained between the second
pair of carbons until consumed; the other lamp, the construction of which is shown in defendant's drawings, numbered 7 and 8, and wherein the two paiis of carbons .'ire
independently actuated and controlled and burned successively, and in which the feeding carbon of the idle pair
up to insure such sucis required to be manually latched
each embodies the incessive burning of the two pairs
vention of Charles F. Brush, as described in said f-ettcrs
Patent Xo. 21 g,2oS, and specified in the first si.\ claims
thereof, and that the complainant is entitled to an injunction, as prayed for, restraining the defendant company
from manufacturing, selling or using either of such infringing lamps until the final hearing Of this cause.

Tune

3

1,
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Ventilating Fan.

The

ventilating fan illustrated in the accompanying cut is put on the market by the Central
Electric company of Chicago.
The fan is made
by the Globe Fan company of New York. It is
made entirely of metal nicely nickeled; it is
light and ornamental in design, and especially
adapted for use in residences, offices and stores,
'i'lie fan is run in connection with a small motor
and the Edison-Lalande battery.
The motor

—

It is, therefore ordered, adjudged and decreed, that the
defendant, the Sperry Klectric company, its officers, agents,
attorneys and employes be, and they are hereby enjoined
until the final hearing of this cause, from directly or indirectly making, selling, offering for sale, or using any
double carbon lamps, like or similar to those mentioned in
the finding above set forth, or any arc electric lamps in
which two or more pairs of carbons are independently adjusted and regulated, and are burned successively to secure
the continuous burning of one pair of carbons prior to the
establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially as set forth and claimed in the first claim of Letters
Patent No. 219,208, and also from making, 'ising or selling any electric arc lamps containing the inventions set
forth and claimed in the second, third, fourth, fifth and
si-xth claims, or
any of said claims in said patent No.
2IQ,2oS.

VENTILATING FAN.

by the current from an
where this is obtainable, but

can, of course, be run
electric light circuit

for

sick-room and residence purposes the bat-

tery furnishes the necessary power.

Diamond Combination Switch and Fuse
Box.

Train Dispatchers' Convention.

The accompanying cuts illustrate the Diamond combination switch and fuse box, which
placed on the market by the
Works, Chicago. This device,
however, has stood the test of practical service
in the plant at Armour's packing house, and it
now in use in several large installations in
is
It is intended for use in alternating
Chicago.
current plants.
The device should be placed
between the main circuit and the converter, enabling the operator to cut out the converter
without shutting down the entire system. For
outside work the switch is placed in a watertight iron bo.x and the key is so arranged that it
can be removed if necessary. Another feature
consists in the fact that the device can be
operated right or left. The sliding contact
points prevent any accumulation of dirt and inMoreover, it is claimed that
sure good contact.
in breaking the connection no spark is caused.
In the cuts the device is shown open and
has just been

Knapp

FIG.

FIG. 2.

I.

SHAPING FILAMENTS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

A

glance at Figs, i and 2 will show
The small
of the operation.
weight shown in the tube and hung on the filament is made of iron or other magnetic material.
By this construction it is only necessary to use
a magnet as shown in Fig. j or a solenoid as
indicated in Fig. 2, and the weight may be maIt is evident, too, that the
nipulated as desired.

magnetism.

the

simplicity

magnetism of the solenoid or permanent magnet
may be employed to increase or diminish the
This insures a
strain or pull on the weight.
delicacy of adjustment otherwise unattainable.
This method of weight manipulation in the
above mentioned process is the invention of R.
N. Dyer of New York.

Litigation

over Double Carbon Arc

closed,

Electrical

and a

.glance will

show the operation.

The Train

Dispatchers' association held a convention at
Louis last week, 100 delegates attending. Many practical papers were read, and matters pertaining to the work
St.

A

members discussed.
large number of new members were admitted, and altogether the meeting was one of
the most important ever held by railway telegraphers. Toledo, 0., was selected as the place for the ne.\t convention,
which will be held in June, 1891. The election of oflicers
resulted as follows: J.
McEwen, Oswego, N. Y., president; R. B. Woolsey, Terre Ilaute, Ind., vice president;
C. B. Case, Toledo, O., secretary; J. A. Weldon, MoberBureau, 111., members of the
ly. Mo., and J- F. Mackie,
Committees were appointed on the
executive committee
following subjects: To prepare papers for discussion at the
next meeting; train rules for moving of trains by telegraphic
orders; to continue examination into the working in practical use of the general time convention code of rules by
telegraphic orders; to investigate causes of accidents.
of the

H

Electric Road in Chicago.
The Cicero & Proviso Street Railway company has made a formal application to the commissioner of public works of Chicago for a
permit to construct an electric street railway,
with overhead trolley wires, in the western part

Lamp

Patents.
Electric company is prosecuting
claims to the exclusive right to manufacture
double carbon arc lamps, and last week secured
H. A. Seythree favorable decrees at Chicago.
mour, of Washington, argued the cases before
Judge (Iresham. Two of the cases were against
users of the Indianapolis Jenney lamps, the
Nordyke iN: Marmon company and the IndianIn these cases
apolis Union Railway company.
the defendants claimed that they were operating
under an old contract between the Brush company and the parent Jenney company which enthe Jenney company to manufacture
titled
double carbon arc lamps ard therefore protected
The comjilainant denied this and
its patrons.
each case a preliminary injunction was
in
granted, restraining the defendants from operating, selling or making lamps similar to those
Judge Creshdisplayed and described in court.
am's decree pronounces this lamp an infringe-

The Brush

its

ment

of the Brush patents.
last case was that

The

against

the

Sperry
Barker

F. W.
Electric company of Chicago.
appeared for the defendant. In this action
ludge Blodgett was called in by judge Grcsham
and both gave the case the closest attention.
The injunction was granted. Judge Blodgett
concurring in Judge Gresham's opinion which

follows:

The

court finds as

folluivs:

That the double

c.irbon

UIAMONIJ CO.MIUNATION SWIIIH

The fusing attachments are located below
When the
the lower contacts of the switch.
switch is thrown off all danger of fusing is removed. This is an important feature, especially
in bad weather, and where the converters are
The same
located outside or in bad places.
style of switch is made in different sizes.
.'\.
Shillinglaw, the electrician at the Union
Stock \'ards, Chicago, is the inventor of the
device.

AM

This company secured a franchise
of the city.
from the town board of Cicero just before that
Up to the
district was annexed to Chicago.
present time the people living in that vicinity

Now,
have had no street car service whatever.
however, the new company is ready for business.
recently announced in the Western Ei.kcTRrciAN the Spraguecompaii)' has been awarded
The material is already on the
the contract.
ground, the power house is under way, and the

As

June

21,
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cars are nearly completed.
The petition for a
permit has been referred to the law department,
but as it has heretofore been decided in similar
cases that the city must honor the acts of the
old boards, it is probable there will be no delay
about granting the application.

Japy Arc Lamps.
The accompanying cuts illustrate two forms
of arc lamp, designed by Henry Japy of Paris.
The object of the inventor, according to Paul

34'

carbons, more current passes into the shunt coil
S.
Its core is attracted and draws down the
lever B^ which unlocks the escapement and sets
free the clock work.
It is easy to see what then
happens. One extremity of the chain on the
lamp carries the upper carbon. The other passing over the toothed wheel is attached- to the
lower carbon carrier, which slides in the rods w,
///.
The carbons are thus fed toward each other
at an equal rate.
In order to increase the sensitiveness of the regulating apparatus, one of the

Gahery, who writes the description in La Nature,
to construct a lamp in which the regulating
apparatus would occupy only a small space.
P'ig. I represents an arc lamp, in which, it is
stated, the feeding of the carbons is controlled
by a shunt regulator. The complete lamp is
shown at the left in the cut, and the regulating
apparatus is represented on a larger scale at the
right.
It will be noticed that a link belt, which
passes over a sprocket wheel, is substituted for
a rack. This wheel engages, as shown, with the
wheels of clock-work. At the left of this mechanism is a coil whose core works upon a lever
arm. The lever has at one end a toothed metal
piece which is held by a spring, shown at the
right of the cut, against a tip on the top of an
escapement. It is apparent that as soon as the
current in the shunt coil increases as the result

was

of separating the carbons, its core is drawn into
the solenoid, and overcomes the pull of the
spring; the arm of the lever is raised; the escapement is freed; the clock movement is set in
motion, being actuated by the weight of the solenoid which carries the carbons, and the feeding
of the carbons is effected.
The last-named solenoid is held by two insulated sliders between
the two rods of the lamp.
Fig. 2 shows the regulating mechanism of the
differential lamp.
Its operation will be readily
understood by referring to Fig. 3. The current
enters at a, passes through the main coil, and
thence to the upper cross piece of the lamp,
where it divides. A small portion passes into
the shunt coil S, and the main current flows by
the rod m to the brush //, to the electro-magnet
S'\ which attracts the plate /.
This holds the
upper carbon C. The current thence passes
through the carbons and out at a'.
The shunt coil and main coil have cores A
and A\ which are attached to the brass lever B,
pivoted at O.
Attached to the lever on the

with total efficiency, from engine to car axle, of only 5 5 per
cent.
Such a system would pay for its extra cost, simply in
fuel saving, in less than 4 years; while its other advantages
are so obvious, that as soon as railroad managers can be
convinced of its practicability, electricity will supersede
steam.

Municipal Ownership of Plants.
The question

of municipal ownership of public lighting
plants is attracting as much attention abroad as in this
country.
According to English exchanges, many cities are
contemplating the introduction by the municipality of electric light plants for street illumination.
The London
Ehcdical Review s2Cjs\ "As many towns will shortly be
adopting electric lighting on their own account, it would
be well if attention were drawn to the figures which occasionally reach us from America.
In answer to inquiries
made in a well known town in the States which has been
lighted by the municipal body for a few years past, it appears that electric lighting has not been so great a success
as the opponents of private enterprises claim.
The town
authorities distinctly state that with their experience they
favor of cities doing their own lighting in conseare not
quence of political preferences and frequent changes in the
management which means great expense. It further states
that incompetent engineers, linemen, and trimmers are kept
in place for political or other purposes, and what with poor
carbons, lack of attention generally, grounding of wires,
breaking of globes, infringements of patents, constant repairs, etc., the system is not only expensive, but of an unknown amount, till the working year expires. On the contract
plan one pays for what he gets only, and we know what to
provide for in the estimate for the tax levy. In conclusion,
they would not undertake the lighting of the city if it were
to be done over again.
This is the somewhat bitter experience of a town which has supplied its own light for a considerable period, and coming from the country of electric
lighting par excellence, we should imagine it ought to carry
some weight with those venturesome vestries who anticipate that their electric lighting schemes are easy of execu-

m

tion."

FIG

3.

JAPY ARC LAMPS.

cores A' is made hollow, so that its weight may
be adjusted delicately by introducing lead filings.
The spring
serves for further adjustment.
In testing the lamp, Mr. Gahery states
that he has found that the brush H, leading
from the rod to the carbon carrier S" does not
operate entirely satisfactorily.
As shown in the
cuts, the positive carbon which is consumed
more rapidly than the negative carbon, is twice
as large as cross section.

R

Accumulators for Telegraph Work.

It is to be regretted that our contemporary did not specify
the town from which these interesting figures and statements
were received. Chicago has been looked upon as the pioneer in the field, as it is really the only city in this country,
at least, that has attempted to piovide a permanent electiic
lighting system, and it is safe to say that no one connected
with the administration who coald furnish authentic figures
made any such statements as those alluded to. It is to be
regretted that the system of municipal government in this
country furnishes only too good grounds for the apprehenIn the matter of appointments political
sions expressed.
preference must always exercise a detrimental influence
over the efficiency of any department where mechanical or
technical skill is required.
At present the electrical department of the city of Chicago is of minor political importance
so far as the number of employes is concerned, and City
Electrician Barrett has succeeded thus far in keeping it out
of politics.
As the department develops and the number
of employes increase he will find it much more difficult to
maintain the efficiency of the system as the demands of
politicians for patronage will become more pressing.
The
future prosperity of the department depends largely upon

Electrical Society of Berlin
Strecker, chief engineer of the goverment telegraphs,
read a paper on the use of accumulators in telegraph work.

At a recent meeting of the

M.

He favored the employment of secondary batteries, because
he said they furnished the most reliable and most simple
means of obtaining current for a telegraph system. The
German telegraph department had become interested in the
subject, and after instituting tests for several years, determTwenty five
ined to employ secondary cells regularly.
cells of the Tudor accumulator were installed in one of the
telegraph offices in Berlin.
The batteries had a capacity
of 25 ampere-hours.
They are charged by a Siemens &
Halske shunt dynamo which is driven by a four horsepower Otto gas engine. The current is led from the telegraph office to the central office, a distance of about a mile,
by means of a cable and is used in operating sixty-eight
One charge of the batteries is sufficitnt to last from
lines.
thirty to forty days.
The batteries are charged without
The cells
interfering w ith their use in telegraph work.
were introduced in October last. Their operation has been
so satisfactory that it has been decided to employ them on
an e.xtensive scale in the telegraph department.
Electric Elevated Roads.
W. N. Smith of Sibley College of Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y,, prepared an interesting thesis on electric
power on elevated roads, and its application to the projected
Chicago lines. The aim of the writer is to show the feasibility of substituting electricity for steam on the elevated
roads, as a step toward its general application to longerlines
After reviewing the work in this line by the
of railway.

most promising experimenters and investigators, he

JAPV ARC LAMPS.

right is a toothed metal piece -£", which holds
tightly the tip of the escapement.
When the
current enters the main coil its core A' is drawn
in and holds the escapement of the clock work;

the electro-magnet at
the upper carbon, and
As the resistance to
increases by reason of

.S"

is

operated and

lifts

the lamp is lighted.
the passage of the current
the consumption of the

dis-

cusses in detail the principal considerations affecting the
problem, and presents original designs for motors and
The writer thinks the motor car prefertrucks to be used.
able to the separate locomotive, and would adopt a 3-wire
overhead system, the track being the neutral conductor, and
Each motorcar is
the copper lines being over each track.
of about 1 76 horse power, and will haul two loaded coaches
In the proposed system the power station
of the usual type.
is equipped with triple expansion engines of 500 horse
power and two multipolar Crammering dynamos to each
Practical conditions are taken in Chicago for the
engine.
three lines, and the cost of equipment, both steam and
It was
electrical, are estimated on a mathematical basis.
found, Mr. Smith says, that the electrical equipment of ten
miles of elevated railway trains to run at a maximum rate of
30 miles per hour, and 3 stops per mile, would cost about
$1,078,000 more than the steam equipment; but the saving
in fuel by an electrical system would be about $Soo per day,

FIG.

2.

JArV ARC LAMPS.

separation from politics.
hold good in other large cities.

its

entire

The same

rule will

City Electrician Barrett, of Chicago, recently recomthat the electric lighthouse at the crib" be furnished with a blue light instead of a white light, in order
to avoid confusion among vessels entering the harbor. The
recommendation has been under the consideration of the
Light House Inspecting board of Washington, and has

mended

been approved.

'

"

.
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Wire Calculator.

1-

instance is shown to be No. 10 for a 5 per cent,
drop, No. 13 for a 10 per cent, drop, and No. 14
for a 15 per cent. drop.

One

of the most important problems to be
solved by the practical wire man is that of proportioning the size of the wire necessary to carry
safely and economically the amount of current
requisite for a given number of incandescent
lamps.
A number of charts and tables have
been prepared with a view of helping wire-men
in this difficulty, but these at the best have a
number of disadvantages. With the object of
meeting the demand for something which would
present the advantage of enabling the wire-man

The
The

Utica Belt Line Railway.

t'tica licit l.iiic

railway, which

is

here-

with illustrated, has recently been put in operation imder the Thomson-Houston electric railway system. The total length of the track is
20.37 miles; 15. S4 miles single, and 2.27 miles
double track. Seven and eight-tenths miles of
single track are located near the curb line, on

The Chelsea

Electricity

I,

1S90

Com-

Supply

pany's Station and Sub-Stations.
The system of distribution aiiopled by the Chelsea
Electricity .Su|)ply company of England in which storage
batteries are provided of sufficient capacity to supply the
whole demand for current, says the London KUctrician,
is worthy of careful study and attention: because, although
at first siglit. it is free from the
objections which have been so strongly urged against other

somewhat complicated
systems.

The system

consists essentially in the establishment of a
sub-stations, which are distributed over the area
of supply, each furnished with a large storage battery,
which is divided into two parts, so that one may be charged
while the other part is feeding the distributing network.
At the time of greatest demand both halves of the battery
are coupled U[> in parallel with each other to the distributing

number of

network.
When being charged the half-battery at each
sub-station has its cells coupled in series throughout, and
the several sub-stations are also connected in series by the
charging cable so that a high tension current is employed
to effect tile charging.
The discharging halves of the batteries have their cells coupled in sets of 55 for 100- volt circuit,
which are then coupled in parallel to the distributing network.
Continuous current transformers are to be put
down at each sub-station. In some tests which have already been made with this machine the elllciency was 75
to So per cent.
I'he transformers absorb the full power
of the engines and dynamos, and are intended to be coupled
to the distributing feeders, parallel with the batteries, at
the time of nia.ximum demand during the winter months,
they will be regulated so as to work at full load
that is,
their e. m. f. will be slightly higher than that given by the
batteries, the object of which is to avoid running the engines with light loads, and to maintain the batteries as fully
charged as possible. It wasstated at the meeting of the Chel-

—

LCULATOR.

to obtain i'esults with greater rapidity and much
more conveniently, E. S. dreeley iV Co. of
New York have just put on the market the little
The instrument
device illustrated in the cuts.
is called by the inventors an automatic wire calIt consists of two disks of stiff cardculator.
boaid of uneiiual size, the smaller one being
mounted in the center of the larger, and made
On the back of the larger
to revolve thereon.
cardboard are full directions for the use of this
unique and useful tool. The one shown is
arranged for the calculation of wire for a curvolts, and it is understood another is
rent of

no

preparation arranged for 55 volts.
The process of calculation is shown in the
illustration.
I-'ig. i represents the two disks
in
their normal position and Fig. 2 shows the position of the disks after the calculation to determine the size of wire suitable to carry a current
The lamp5,000 lamp-feet has been made.
feet are obtained by multiplying the distance in
feet by the number of lamps; that is, 50 lamps
in

l'l<J.

2,

which the single bracket suspension is used; on
the remaining track cross suspension is employed with one or two exceptions. There are
32 turn-outs aggregating 6,200 feet in length, 18
single and one double track curves, and eight
steam railroad crossings. The maximum gradient is 8 per cent, and occurs at a distance of
about 1,500 feet from the power station, and e.\tends a distance of about 300 feet.
There is
one curve with a 50 foot radius, which has a
grade of s per cent. The station is a handsome
one story brick building, equipped with necessary
minor apparatus for a first class power plant.
It is well built, finely lighted, and the arrangement of the apparatus is admirable. At present
three 200-horse power Armington & Sims compound condensing engines are in place, and a
battery of 4 boilers for supplying the necessary
steam is employed.
The station is admirably
situated as far as coal and water supply is concerned, the water being obtained from a large
canal on one side, while the coal is dumped

SWfc

Flu.

I.

CHELSEA

5

LUMrA-N-i S

SVSiL.M.

consumption per
board of trade unit delivered to the customers was, on the
average, about 11 pounds, which is a much lower figure
than that recorded with any other system of supply, and
which may be accounted for by the fact that the plant is
never running e.xcept on full load.
One of the features of the system is that the number of
charging dynamos in operation always equals the number
The dynamos and half
of half batteries being charged.
batteries are connected all in series, and when a battery be
comcsfully charged and is cut out of the charging ciicuil the
corresponding dynamo is stopped at the generotingstation.
This will be effected automatically eventually; but at
present it is done by the attendant, who sees by his voltmeter and ammeter the moment when a batleiy is cut out

sea

company

in

February

last that the coal

of circuit.

The number

I

THE UTICA
at

100

feet,

or

10

lamps

at

500

)IK[.T

or

l.ISF.

RAILWAY.

directly from the

steam railroad cars on the
80the boiler room.
Si.x
power Thomson-Houston railway gen-

500
lamps at 10 feet. It is then only necessary to
turn the inside dial until the figure 5 on the

other
horse

disk comes opposite the
upon the outside disk. This
operation is shown completed in Kig. 2.
When
this has been done the arrow upon the inside
disk will point to the size of wire which it is
desirable to use, and which in the present

switch-board which contains the au.\iliary electrical api)liances is very handsome and finely
constructed throughout. The car equipment
consists of 25 cars each equipped with two 15horse power Thomson- Houston railway motors.

scale

of

the

arrow which

inside

is

feet,

erators

side

into

arc

now

in

daily

use.

The

station

ic. 3.

of charging

dynamos a'ready

CHELSEA COMl'ANV

S

fi.xed

is

live,
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four in operation, that being the number of sub-stations,
and one spare. The dynamos are mounted on the same
bed plate and coupled direct to Willans compcund engines,
lle.xible couplings are employed, and the dynamo spindle
is insulateil from the engine by the interposition of an
The dynamos are of the X'ictoria
ebonite disk and collars.
type, giving an e. m. f. at their terminals of about 530
volts and 75 amperes, at a speed of 424 revolutions per
minute.
The field magnets of the charging dynamos are
CKcited from a separate dynamo driven by a small engine.
exciting d>namo is compound-wound for constant
difference of potential, so that no variation is caused by
off the magnets of one or more of the charging
dynamos. The armatures of the charging dynamos are
variable resistance
coupled in series as before explained.
is provided in connection with the field coils of each, so
that the e. m. f. can be adjusted independently on all the

The

switching

A

—
June
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When

both halves of a battery become fully
charged, and are consequently cut out of the circuit, the
exciting circuit of a dynamo is broken, and the armature
afterwards short-circuited.
For a moment, then, the
charging current flows through the inactive armature; but
The
it will be seen that this has no objectionable result.
switches which control the excinng and armature circuits

dynamos.

—
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mains and thrown onto the distributing feeders parallel
with the first half.
To prevent the charging circuit being
broken a carbon resistance is automatically connected
across the terminals of the charging mains before the
charged half of the battery is disconnected, and remains
connected until the second half of the battery is connected
in for charging.

The regulation of the e. m. f. delivered to the distributing feeders is performed as follows by means of counter
m. f. cells. By this arrangement the whole of the cells
uniformly discharged, a condition essential to the
These regulamaintenance of the battery in good order.
ting cells are automatically switched in and out of circuit.
For this purpose a pair of pilot wires are brought from the
point on the network where it is desired to maintain a
These pilot wires are connected at the
constant e. m. f.
sub-station to the terminals of a governor, Fig. 3, which
e.

are

mercury switch, Fig.

When

a sufficient

A

m
\

J

—

ingeniously comconsists of a high resistance solenoid
pensated for temperature variations with a balanced core,
the
top
of
which
is
attached
a
cross
arm,
carrying four
to
contacts.
When the e. m. f. is normal the cross arm remains in a central position between four other contacls.
If the cross arm is pushed upwards consequent on an increase in the e- m. f., the top contacts on the cross arm
close a relay circuit, which operates a step-by-step device,
Fig. 4, which at each step causes a back e. m. f. cell to be
introduced into the circuit, through the intervention of the

—

of the other through the intervention of the current regulator. Fig. 5, which comsists of two solenoids formed by
cutting a spiral out of a piece of copper tube.
The
spirals are placed side by side, and the current from each
half of the battery passes through them.
The solenoids
pull down either one side or the other of a balanced contact rim, which causes, through the medium of the relay.
Fig. 5, and the step-by-step device. Fig. 4, a back e m. f.
cell to be switched out of the half-battery which is not
supplying its share of current.
large main switch and ammeter for the discharge cir-

\
\
"'

V.

6.

number of

cells

has

\

\

r

been introduced

^

-^

>A

HOURS

—

CHELSEA company's SYSTEM CURRENT CURVE,
COTT PLACE STATION.

DRAY-

and an ammeter for the charging circuit is provided,
and also a smaller ammeter having flexible leads and a
wedge contact, which when forced between the proper contact plates diverts the current from any group of 55 cells
cuit

through the ammeter.
FIG. 4.

CHEL-'EA lOMI'AxNY
STEP DEVICE.
:

— STEP

TEil

The present capacity of the station and sub-stations is
about 10,000; but the ultimate capacity, reckoning the
continuous current transformers, will reach 30,000 S to 10
candle-power lamps. The company find that S tu lo candlepower lamps give very satisfactory lighting, and that if
16 candle power lamps are put in, the customer complains
The charge is made
of the bill at the end of the quarter.
by meter the Aron being generally employed.

BY

of each dynamo are ranged side by side; and a star wheel
placed between them prevents the possibility of the armature being short-circuited before the exciting current has
been broken, or the exciting- current being put on before
the armature has been thrown into the charging circuit.
In order to avoid a back current flowing from the bat
teries through, the armatures of the charging machines consequent on any mistake on the part of the attendant, or a
mishap, such as the sudden stoppage of the exciting current, a gravity switch, which breaks circuit if the current
falls below a minimum value, is inserted in each of the
charging leads; and to avoid disastrous consequences,
should these fail to act in event of a sudden reversal of the
It consists
current, a safety device is introduced. Fig. i.
of a magnetic cut out, set to act at So amperes, which is
connected in the charging circuit; a fuse wire, which supports the heav}' copper switch bar, is connected in parallel
circuit with the maguetic cut-out.
The four sub-stations cow in operation are situated at

Clabon Mews, Egerton Mews, and PavilThe last named is just being started. Each
ion road.
sub-station contains 454 E. P. S. cells of the size known as
31 L, i e., 440 for supplying the lamps and 1+ back e. m. f.
Each cell stands on a separate wood tray, which
cells.
again rests on oil insulators. A light traveler is fitted
up in each battery room, with the help of which any of the
cells can be removed for inspection or repair.

—

The mains are laid underground on the Callender- WebTheir experience shows that when a separate
ber system.
channel is provided for each cable, as is the case in this
system, long lengths of heavy cable can easily be drawn
in or out.
cable, 2 in. in external diameter, 400 yards
long, was recently drawn into a channel 2|^ in. diameter

A

100,

"~

'^~

/^
\

CHELSEA COMPANY'S SYSTEM

— MERCURY

SWITCH.

Upon commencing

the day's charging the attendant at
the generating station turns on a small switch for each substation, after which he switches the charging dynamos inEach small switch controls a relay at the subto circuit.
station connected with the operating magnet of a large
transposing switch, Fig. 2, which is provided for each
half battery.
The function of the transposing switch is to
connect the cells of the half battery either in series and to
the charging main, or in parallel and to the distributing
feeders, which it does by means of a number of contacts
which are mounted on a rocking framework. When the
rocking frame is down on one side, the set of contacts on
that side dip into the set of mercury cups and connect the
battery in series for charging; and when it is down on the
other side the other set of contacts dip into the other set of
mercury cups and connect the battery in parallel for disSuppose, then, that the attendant at the gencharging.
erating station has turned on the switch which sets the
automatic apparatus in operation, the transposing switch
of the flrst half battery is thereby thrown over from disIn
charging to charging side, and the charging proceeds.
order to automatically cut the battery out of the charging
circuit as soon as it is fully charged, a single negative
plate in the half battery is selected, and a cap is arranged
The gas is led
to catch the gas given off by the plate.
through a bubbling bottle into a small gasometer, which
is adjusted so as to make a contact when the cells are
properly charged, which operates a magnet on the transposing switch, causing it to rock over, and connect the
The movecells in parallel onto the distributing feeders.
ment of this transposing switch makes a contact which
causes the transposing switch of the second half battery to
rock over from the discharging to the charging position,
and the charging goes on until the gasometer, which in
the meantime has been emptied by an electrically operated
valve, has again risen high enough to make contact, when
the second half battery is disconnected from the charging

•

\

\

\

Draycott place,

FIG. 6.

t\.

V

FIG.

5.

CHELSEA CO.MPANY S SYSTEM
LATOR AND RELAY.

— CURRENT

REGU-

the core moves down breaking the contact, and the action
ceases.
Similarly, if the e. m. f on the network falls, the
core of the governor descends, the cross arm makes
another pair of contacts, and the reverse action cutting
The solenoid of the
out back e. m. f. cells takes place.
governor, through which the current from the pilot wire
passes, is compensated against the effect of the surrounding temperature, which would otherwise cause considerable
Invariation in the %'oltage maintained on the network.
stead of both ends of the operating solenoid being connected directly to the pilot wires, one end is connected
through a carbon rod about 1-32 inch diameter, which introduces resistance. This carbon rod passes down the
center of a small glass tube which is partly filled with
mercury. The mercury is in connection with a closed
chamber filled with alcohol, the expansion and contraction
of which when the temperature of the room varies causes

A.

^

y

AM

V^^>
HOURS

CHELSEA company's SYSTEM

MEWS

— CURRENT

\

l°«

CURVE, CLABON

STATION.

being drawn 200 yards each
Thirteen men were emway from a central opening.
If a separate iron pipe
in.
the
cable
pulling
in
ployed
were employed for each cable the cost would be too great;
and experience has shown that even if a large pipe is used
the cables drag very heavily one on another if several are
drawn into the same pipe. The charging mains are about
two miles in length, and the charging e. m. f. reaches
The boilers are the Babcock-Wilco.x type of
2,200 volts.
100 horse-power nominal. The feed- water is supplied by a
without

difficulty, the cable

Worthington pump, and, in addition, injectors are fitted
to each boiler in case of the pump failing from any cause.

CHELSEA company's SYSTEM
the mercury to rise or fall in the tube and to short-circuit
more or less of the carbon rod. This device is adjusted to
keep the total resistance always the same, and thus compensate for variations of temperature.
If the difference between the currents delivered by the
two halves of the battery exceed 10 per cent, on the whole,
back e. m. f cells are introduced into one half, or cut out

A^

—TRANSPOSING

SWITCH.

In this connection are given some supply curves
taken from two of the sub-stations, a glance at which will
show that the current consumed during the daytime
though it would result in a loss if it necessitated constant
running of plant yet bears no mean proportion to the
whole supply, and might make all the d.fference between
a good dividend and none at all.

—
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Some

Jap, in all probability, has been imposing
on the credulity of the correspondent.

Thk Kansas City letter in this issue contains
matter of considerable interest to municipalities
considering the electric lighting question. .'V
committee of Kansas City councilmen has been
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One of the members of the Western Gas
association has recently been interviewed in regard to a subject which has caused considerable
interest in the National Electric Light association. In speaking of the papers read at the recent
convention of the Gas association he said:
"The discussion following the reading of papers
was not as full and free as might have been expected.
The papers were more than usually
readable, but it is true that the discussions
lagged.
To get the best results, technical
papers should be printed and mailed to members in advance, and time given for discussion.
Papers are frequently read that contain entirely
new and sometimes surprising matter, which the
gentlemen present are not prepared to discuss.
The object of these technical conventions is to
get the benefits of an interchange of ideas, and
I see no other way to secure the best results
than to adopt my suggestion for the future."
This plan was tested in a limited way at the
Kansas City convention of the National Electric
Light association, and several of the most interesting discussions were provoked by papers
which were not read but were presented to the
convention in pamphlet form.
By

the close of

summer a

large

number

of

new

be in operation.
The fact is
referred to by Bradstreef s in this way:
"The
activity in street railway matters this spring has
been unprecedented.
More roads are building
than ever before. More roads are projected. More
roads are changing their motive power.
More
transfers of ownership have been made or are in
progress.
The chief cause of this is the spread

electric roads will

Correspondence
T'ne Electric Light

The Electric Motor
The Telephone

investigating this subject, and from its report it
it might
not be a great
while before that city would begin to imitate
Chicago and have a plant of its own. The committee was most decided in its recommendation
that the city control its own lighting system.
From information received from other municipalities the committee reports that, generally
speaking, the cost per light is less where the system is owned and controlled by the city authorities.
Attention was also called to the singular fact that it found in those places where the
greatest number of arc lights was employed for
city lighting the highest price was obtained per
light.
The tables compiled by the committee
are embodied in the Kansas City letter.
The
fact that the figures were obtained at a recent
date makes the matter the more valuable.

would seem as though

347i 348, 349

349
349
j

349

350

In this issue is presented a continuation of
A. Fleming's paper on Prof. Elihu Thomson's
electro-magnetic induction experiments. As was
stated in the discussion after the reading of the
paper, these e.xperiments were to some extent a
repetition of those performed by Prof. Thomson himself at the Paris Exhibition. We will
reiterate, though, a suggestion made last week.
Let our readers not be contented with a mere
perusal of the paper.
Many have at hand the
means for making simple experiments with alterJ.

nating currents. The value of a knowledge obtained i- 'his way will only be realized when the
attempt is made to investigate the more complex

phenomena.
Fro.m time to time mention has been made of
the use of electric lights in Japan.
Heretofore we had" supposed that the work of introducing electric light on a large scale in Japan
was the result of .'\merican enterprise. \ correspondent of a New York paper, who writes
from Tokio, has had new light on the subject.
He ni.ikes this remark: '-No city in the United
States has a belter system of electric lighting
than Tokio.
The exhibition of electric apparatus is superior and almost all of it is manufactured in Japan.
Nearly all the civil and electrical engineers of the country are educated in
America. There is no patent on the electric apparatus in Japan, and electric lighting is consequently almost as cheap as kerosene, which Sir
Edwin .Arnold says is the 'light of .-^sia.' "

of the belief in the economy and general desirability of the electric motor."
The importance
of these improvements in street car facilities in
a city is referred to by a Cleveland paper which,
in commenting upon the electric railways of that
city, says:
"Cleveland has had its share of all
this, and here, as elsewhere, the great progress
made during the last few months toward general
rapid transit on street railways has had a marked
effect in the building up of outlying residence
territory, and in checking the tendency toward
tenements and apartment houses. For this reason it is a most beneficent change in the conditions of life in large cities.
The effect of better
street railway facilities is more homes, in the
best sense of the word, more fresh air and green
trees for people of modest means, and a greater
aggregate of comfort and happiness."

In

presented a description of a
of devices employed in the accumulator
system of the Chelsea company, England.
this issue is

number

A

number

of sub-stations are located

the area
to be supplied and each is furnished with a
large storage battery.
The set of accumulators
in each station is divided into two part.s, so that
one half may be charged while the other is feeding the system. The cells are charged in series
and the sub-stations are connected in series
with the main or charging plant. By this means
the advantages of a high tension charging curin

21,
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rent are secured.
There are a number of
features about the system which will prove to
be interesting to accumulator exploiters on this
side of the water.
Apparently our English
cousins are coming to the front in this line.
It
is stated that the present capacity of this station
and sub-stations is about lo.oco lights but it is
expected ultimately to supply current for 30,000
8 to 10 candle power lamps.
The fact that the
lamps used are only 8 to 10 candle power is surprising to an -American, but it is stated that consumers are satisfied with the light obtained.
The company finds that if 16 candle power
lamps are put in the customer complains of his
bill.
In this connection we can not refrain from
remarking that judging from this statement it is
no wonder that electric lighting progresses
somewhat slowly in England.

Thk attention of the people of the country is
regularly attracted to New York and its system
of conduits by explosions in the subways. Last
week's developments in this line were far more
sensational than usual.
.As a result the people
are crying for reforms, and the newspapers, as
usual, are echoing the popular indignant protest.
A prominent correspondent, writing on the subject, refers to the fact that the people are just
now aroused, but adds they will in all probability soon lose interest in the affair.
Continuing,
he says:
"It is now, however, only too plain a
fact, even to the average indifferent citizen, that
the method of laying pipes underground, and,
also, the present method of managing the companies that lay these pipes, are nothing more nor
less than criminal.
These pipes have leaking
spots all over the city.
The steam heating conduits are a dangerous nuisance.
And, as to the
for electric light and otherwires, they are

subways

poorly constructed, while the subway commissioners themselves are looked upon as unutterable dunces.
What with gas volcanoes under
us, subway manholes blowing sky-high at unpleasant intervals, and various other internal disturbances, the pavements of New York are not
the safest surfaces in the world.
It is only a
question of time when a most serious disaster
will visit this city
and it will visit us from below
our dirty and ill-constructed streets."

—

The

Judge AVallace in the Kemmler
remanding the prisoner to Auburn prison for execution by electricity, adds
another to the already numerous complications
in which the case has become involved.
It will
be remembered that the proceedings before
Judge Wallace, by which the arrangements for
case

action of

last

week

in

the execution of the death penalty were overturned, were based upon the objections that the
proposed move was unconstitutional. In granting the application for a writ of habeas corpus
Judge Wallace said that it was with the explicit
understanding that the case would be immediately brought before the Supreme court of the
United States for decision as to the constitutionality of the law.
The Supreme court declined
to hear the application for a writ of habeas corpus for the reason that it could not regularly
take notice of an original writ in such a case.
Judge Wallace had made no decision on the
writ, and therefore there could be no appeal
upon which to allow the Supreme court to act in
its appellate capacity.
For the purpose, however, of securing a speedy determination of the
question involved the court directed that an application be made for a writ of error from the
findings of the Court of Appeals of New York.
This was done and the questions at issue were
passed upon, the court refusing to sustain the
objections of Kemmler's counsel.
Now, however, that Judge Wallace has made a ruling
Kemmler's counsel undoubtedly has a legal
right, it is stated, to appeal again to the Supreme
court, thus delaying the execution, but as the
Supreme court has already passed upon the case,
though through a different proceeding, no further advantage could be obtained.
It is, therefore, hardly possible that this course will be pursued.
Counsel for the condemned man has already begun proceedings on a different plan,
setting up the claim that the provision of the
new law naming the warden of the state prison
the executioner in place of the sheriff is unconstitutional.
This will practically reopen the
case and delay the final decision.
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Elihu
Thomson's Electro-Magnetic Induction Experiments.^
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By

J. A.

Fleming.

Part

II.

of the most beautiful of Prof. Thomson's experiments illustrating this repulsion can, I think, be shown to

One

you now.

An

attached to the terminals of a
floated in water or hung
from a scale beam. Fig. 24, over the pole of an alternating
magnet. The coil and lamp form, as it were, a balloon and
car floating in space, and placed in a magnetic field. When
that magnetic field is rapidly alternated by exciting the
magnet, the induced currents created in the coil make

incandescent lamp

coil of wire,

and the

coil

is

and lamp

repetition of this action, as each portion of the plate becomes in turn the seat of maximum inductive action, results
Two pivoted discs
in a continual revolution of the plate.
may be used instead of one, and it will be found that they
may each "shade" a portion of the pole, and if made to
overlap, they will pull each other round and revolve in opposite directions when the alternating pole acts upon them.
This principle of "shading" a portion of the magnetic
pole, and hence causing an unsymmetrical distribution of
induced currents in a conducting body, capable of revolution on a pivot, has been developed by Prof. Thomson in

many

extraordinary ways.
Floating, for instance, a hollow sphere of copper on the
surface of water in a glass vessel, he places this over an alIf the pole is placed directly
ternating magnetic pole.
under the sphere, the electro-magnetic action would, as before explained, result in a repulsive force acting upon the
disc.
If, however, a sheet of copper is placed half over
the pole, so as to "shade" a portion of the copper sphere,
the currents induced in it are unsymmetrically situated with
respect to its center, and react upon the current induced in
the plate.
Hence, the electro-magnet action resolves itself
into a torque or couple, causing the ball to spin rapidly
upon its center, and take up a rapid rotation. So considerable is the rotational force brought to bear that the ball
will rotate when merely laid on a sheet of copper, even
overcoming the friction of such rotation on its equatorial
line, provided that the ball and supporting plate are so
held over an alternating pole that the plate shields a portion
Given this principle, that by propof the sphere, Fig. 26.
erly "shading" a pole from a portion of a solid body capable of revolution round a line or axis, it is easy to see that
countless forms of electromotor can be designed.
sort of anemometer, with copper discs for cups, resembling the cross of a Crooke's radiometer, can be set in
rapid rotation by an alternating pole, if a copper screen is
placed so as to shade one side of it.
This unsymmetrical development of the induced currents
can be produced by a suitable disposition of the magnetic
pole alone.
Thus we may place a cone or wedge of iron
on the alternating pole, and hold near it a copper ring
mounted so as to be able to revolve, Fig. 27. The copper
cylinder or wheel revolves rapidly under the action of the
periodic field, and its direction of motion is such that it
seems to be blown around by a blast from the end of the
magnetic cone. Prof. Thomson has constructed a curious
electrical gyroscope as follows:
vertical pivot projects
from the center of an alternating pole. Fig. 28 upon which
is pivoted a horizontal rod bearing a counterpoise, and a
copper wheel, preferably with an iron core attached to it,
gyroscope fashion, by means of a copper frame. The copper frame is placed in an inclined position with respect to
the horizontal.
Under these circumstances a vigorous rotation is communicated to the gyroscope wheel when the
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These currents, persisting into the period of reversal
of the field in virtue of self-induction in the conductor, will
cause the portion of the conductor in which they are set up
to be continuously repelled, and hence to take up a motion
ring of cast-iron, having a closed coil
of rotation.
wound on it at one point, is held so that another point on

it.

A

circumference, 90^ removed from the closed coil, is on
an alternating magnet. An iron disc, centrally
pivoted and held concentric with the ring, is rotated when
the magnet is energized by an alternating current.
It is
not even necessary to have a closed coil on one part of the
active magnetic bar, provided that this bar is not laminated,
or, better still, is made of hard steel.
In these cases there
is a lag in magnetization, due to either eddy currents setup
in the bar or to hysteresis, and the result is a lateral escape
of lines of force out of the bar.
When it is held with one
extremity on an alternating magnetic pole, there is in these
cases an action which is a true "magnetic self-induction."
In the case of electric circuits, if we join in parallel two
circuits, one having very small ohmic resistance and very
high self-induction, and the other very large ohmic resistance and small self-induction, a sudden flow of current
chiefly selects the path of least self-induction for its flow
during the variable period, although during its steady
period it will chiefly flow by the path of smallest ohmic resistance; so in the case of a magnetic and conductive cirits

the pole of

A

themselves evident by illuminating the lamp, and the repulsive electro-dynamic action shows itself by lifting the lamp
and coil upward through the water or the air.
The same experiment renders it possible to show the
effect of magnetic screening very prettily. If I introduce a
plate of copper between the magnet pole and the induction
coil attached to the lamp, the copper "screens" the coil

from the inductive action of the pole, and the light of the
lamp disappears. I must next direct your attention to some
curious effects which are found to exist when two conducting circuits are exposed to the magnetic flux from an alternating magnetic pole, and which depend upon the inter-action

A

Prof. Thomof the currents induced in each respectively.
these facts now to be considered in four laws,
briefly stated as follows;
1. If two or more closed circuits are similarly affected
inductively by an alternating magnetic field they will attract one another, and tend to move into parallelism.

som embodies
which may be

Iron or steel masses placed in an alternating field give
magnetism or lines of force moving latertherefore, act to move closed circuits in the
path of such shifting lines.
3. Closed circuits in alternating magnetic fields or fields
of varying intensity give rise to shifting magnetism, or
lines of force moving laterally to their own direction, and
may therefore, act to move other closed circuits in the
path of such lines.
4. Iron or steel masses may, when placed in an alternating magnetic field, interact with other such masses, or with
closed electric circuits, so as to produce movement of such
masses or circuits relatively, or give rise to tendencies to
so move, the effects depending on continual adaptations of
shifting magnetism and retained magnetism relatively.
It is a simple matter to illustrate these principles; and
the experiments, which are designed so to do, bring before
us some striking peculiarities of the action of magnetic
force upon closed circuits, and upon masses of conducting
and magnetizable matter.
Returning, first, to the simple experiment of a copper
ring repelkd by an alternating pole, we find that if we add
a second ring under the first, they both attract one another,
and the two rings are supported and repelled as if they
were one ring. It is obvious that at any instant the induced currents in both rings are in the same direction, and
hence they attract one another.
Such an attractive action can be made to produce continuous rotation.
have only to place a copper ring or
plate over the alternating current coil or pole, and then
bring a copper disc, free to revolve on pivots, into proper
2.

rise to shifting

ally,

and may,

We

position

relatively

thereto.

This

by placing the ring or plate so as

to

can best be done
be somewhat to one

FIG. 26.

The copper frame shields
alternating field acts upon it.
one side of the wheel more than the other, and as a result,
the induced currents in the copper wheel are unsymmetrically placed with respect to its axes of rotation, and it experiences a violent torque.
These experiments can. by a little ingenuity, be endlessly multiplied when once the fundamental principle is
grasped.
Bodies can be made to rotate and move, taking
their movements from the magnetized space in which they
are placed, and without being supplied with current from
an external source.
Prof. Thomson has, however, studied some curious cases
of magnetic motion, in which rotations are obtained when
iron or copper pivoted discs are placed near to iron or steel
bars, in which the propagation of magnetism is throttled by
If a longitudinally laminated iron bar has
closed circuits.
a closed copper band or coil placed round it at one point,
and if such a bar is made magnetic by a periodic current
traversing a magnetizing coil embracing another part, this
structure becomes capable of rotating iron or copper discs
The explanation of this effect is probably to
held near it.
be found in the fact that the closed embracing coil tends to
throw off the magnetic lines of force laterally at that point.
B, in which lines of magnetic
Consider a bar. Fig. 29,
to B.
force are being established in the direction from
That is to say, let magnetic induction be increasing in the
there
from
to
B,
at
C
let
be
a
closed
bar in a direction
Coil embracing the bar, the magnetic induction during its
period of increase is setting up in this circuit an electromotive force which establishes in the circuit a current whose
lines of force are opposed to the primary induction inside
the coil, and therefore, in the iron included in the coil,
but in the same direction outside the coil, and therefore,
The result is as if the lines of primary
outside the iron.
magnetic induction in the iron were shed off laterally and
escaped round the coil. When the magnetic induction in
the iron, due to the magnetizing coil, is made periodic,
this action will create a kind of lateral pulsation of the
magnetic lines of force in the neighborhood of the closed
coil.
If, ihen, a movable conductor is held near such a
magnesically-throttled bar, it will be subjected to a displacement of lines of magnetic force through it laterally,
and will hence have eddy electric currents generated up in

A

A

FIG. 29.

low magnetic and electric resistance (iron), shunted
by a path of high magnetic and electric resistance (air),
rapid variations of magnetic induction bring about a state
of things in which the magnetic induction seems to chiefly
select the path not of least but of greatest magnetic resistance during the variable period. Time will not permit me
to develop at greater length the analogies of the magnetic
and electric circuits under the conditions of rapidly periodic
magnetic induction and electric current; but there are
many suggestive ideas which arise when we place before
our minds the notion of a magnetic self-induction which is
the consequence of a time element coming into action in the
setting up of induction in a magnetic and conductive circuit, and due to the production of electric eddy currents,

cuit of

just as the electro-magnetic or ordinary self-induction
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By laying a large file flatwise against the alternating magnetic pole at about the middle of the file, discs of copper or
iron may be kept revolving if held over those portions of the
file which project from the pole of the magnet. Fig. 30.
In this case the magnetic retardation in the bar is brought
about by its own physical structure, and not by embracing
it with a
closed conducting circuit.
The result is, however, the same in kind; there is a sluggishness in the establishment of the magnetic induction on the steel or iron
under the action of magnetizing force, which partly depends on the eddy currents in the mass of metal, and partly
hysteresis.
As a consequence, we have a periodic latdisplacement of the field.
The question of a magr etic
leakage depending on a retardation of induction deserves
special attention in the case of commercial alternate curTime will not permit me to enlarge on
rent transformers.
but I may obsei-ve that in the
it here to any great extent;
design of closed-iron circuit transformers this magnetic
leakage should not be neglected.
In a closed iron circuit embraced at one part by a magnetizing coil, and subjected to rapidly reversed magnetic
force, the magnetic induction does not confine itself wholly

on

eral

Q.O

M

A

side of the pole, so as to "shade'' part of it, as it were,
while a part of the pivoted disc is placed under or over it,
The disc then begins to
in front of the alternating pole.
little consideration
revolve rapidly on its pivot, Fig. 25,
shows that in this case the fixed copper plate shields a porThe currents induced in the
tion of the pivoted plate.
fixed plate attract the non-sym metrically placed induced
currents in the other disc, and exert a tangential action or

is

consequence of the time element coming into action in the
setting up of an electric current, and due to the production
of a surrounding magnetic field.
Just as the rise of current strength under an impressed electromotive force, acting in a conducting circuit, is retarded by linking that conductive circuit with a magnetic circuit, so the rise of
magnetic induction under an impressed magnetizing force
acting on a magnetic circuit is retarded by linking that
magnetic circuit with an electric conducting circuit. I am
under the impression that Oliver Heaviside has developed
these notions in a mathematical form, but am unable at the
moment to place my hands upon the results. The effect,
however, of a bar of unlaminated iron when surrounded by
a magnetizing coil at one end, and traversed by a periodic
current, is to cause rotation in copper or iron pivoted discs
held near it, or when such a bar of non-laminated iron is
abutted on the pole of an alternating magnet.
A bar of
steel, even if not laminated, is able to cause brisk rotations
in copper or iron discs under the same circumstances
With hardened steel the action is more marked. Here the
hysteresis retards the propagation of the magnetic wave.

FIG. 30.

FIG. 31.

Oi
FIG.

32.

to the path of least magnetic resistance, viz., the iron path,
but takes a short circuit in part across the interior air space.

This waste field may, in badly designed transformers, be
something considerable. I believe that an important point
to hold in view in transformer construction is to subject the
iron circuit uniformly to the magnetizing force, by embracing all portions of the iron circuit with primary windings, and not locating the windings simply at one part.
There is then a tendency to check the production of waste
field by the lateral budging out of the magnetic lines of
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In Fig. 31 is a dia^am illustrating
fcrce from the iron.
the arrangement of primary and secondary coils, most
favorable for the production of waste field, and hi Fig. 32
ihe arrangement least favorable for the same.
The foregoing experiments are of such % nature as ob\'iousIy to force on us the thought that useful and perhaps
important applications can be made in electro-magnetic
machinery.
Prof. Elihu Thomson has, as you can imagine,
not been slow to do this; for in him is united both a keen
scientific sagacity and that clear mental vision, which enables him to pursue toils logical issue in practice the conHe has already applied
sequences of scientific discovery.
these principles to the construction of alternating current
indicators, alternating current arc lamps, regulating devices
f-)r alternating currents, and to rotary motors for such currents.
For current indicators, a pivoted or suspended copper band or ring, composed of thin washers piled together
and insulated from one another, and made to carry a
pointer or index, has been placed in the axis of a coil conveying alternating currents, whose amount or potential is
Gra\'ity, or a spring, is used to bring the
to be indicated.
index to the zero of a dirided scale, at which time the
plane of the copper ring or band makes an angle of, say,
15' to 20° with the plane of the coil.
This angle is increased by deflection more or less gre&t, according to the
The instrument can be calicurrent traversing the coil.
Time would not permit
brated for set conditions of use.
of a full description of these arrangements as made up to
the present.

In arc lamps the magnet for forming the arc can be composed of a closed conductor, a coil for the passage of cur-

nated iron, in the interior of which the armature revolves
with its three coils. B, B-, B^, wound on a core of sheetiron discs.

The commutator

coils in succession in

short-circuits the armature
the proper positions to utilize the re-

pulsive effect set up by the currents which are induced in
them by the alternations in the field coils. The motor has
no dead point, and will start from a state of rest and give
out considerable power, but with what efliciency is not yet
known.
curious property of the machine is that at a
certain speed, depending on the rapidity of the alternations
in the coil. C, a continuous current passes from one commutator brush to the other, and it thus performs the function of converting some electric energy from an alternating
to a continuous form.
small motor of a curious type has beem made, utilizing
A
the principle of "shading" the pole by closed circuits.

A

A

I
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The

repulsive action upon
the closed conductor lifts and regulates the carbons in
much the same way that electro-magnets do when continuous currents are used.
The electro-inductive repulsive
action has also been applied to regulating devices for alternating currents, with the details of which I cannot now

and an iron wire

core.

deal.

For the construction of an alternating current motor.
which can be started from a state of rest, the principle has
also been applied, and it may here be remarked that a number of designs of such motors is practicable.

One of the simplest is as follows: The toils, C, Fig. 33,
are traversed by an alternating current, and are placed over
coil. B, mounted upon a horizontal axis transverse to the
axis of the coil, C
The terminals of the coil, B, which is
wound with insulated wire, are carried to a commutator,
The
the brushes being connected by a wire, as indicated
commutator is so constructed as to keep the coil, J5, on
short circuit from the position of coincidence with the
plane of C. to the position where the plane of
is at right
angles to that of C/ and to keep the coil, B, open-circuited
from the right angled position or thereabouts to the position of parallel or coincident planes.
The deflective repulsion exhibited by
will, when its circuit is completed by
the commutator and brushes, as described, act to place its
plane at right angles to that of C, but being then opencircuited, its momentum carries it to the position just past
a

laminated ring, Fig. 36, is wound over with wire, but has
a slot cut through it, dividing the ring, and causing it to
present two pole- faces opposite to each other at the cut
part.
Each pole is arranged by a set of closed copper
bands to be "shaded " A copper disc, free to turn on a
shaft, is introduced by one edge into the air gap in the
magnet, and turns rapidly when the magnet is excited.
A
silver coin held just at the edge of the air-gap in such an
alternating magnet with shaded poles, is drawn into the
interpolar space and propelled with some force through the
same; but a lead disc or coin of base metal is not acted
upon nearly by the same force, owing to its inferior conductivity.
I have left myself but little time to speak of

was described to you here quite recently by Prof. Forbes.
There is. however, a new form of meter, designed by
Messrs. Wright and Ferranti, which exhibits in a most
beautiful manner a practical application of some of these
principles which have briefly occupied our attention.
In
It consists in its
^'g- 37 ^ve have a diagram of this meter.
latest form of a pair of vertical electro-magnets— magnets
having divided iron cores. To the poles of these magnets
are attached curved horns of divided iron, which lie in a
horizontal plane.
These curved horns are magnetically
throttled at intervals along their length with copper bands.
The curved horns embrace a circular space, in which can
revolve a light copper or iron shallow cylinder of thin
metal.
This cylindrical band forms the periphery of a
light wheel capable of rotation on a vertical axis.
Geared
is a counting mechanism.
The axis also cara vane having mica blades.
The electro-magnetic
principle may be briefly described thus: The throttling of
the curved iron hoins causes the rapidly reversed magne-

to this axis
ries

B

B

and so on.

each of these coils in succession, and twice in a revo
and for a period of 90 of rotation each
The field
coiU surround ihe armature, and there is a laminated iron
completing
the
ni3gneiic
circuit.
structure
field
In Figs. 24 and 35 we have diagrams which will give an
C, C
idea of the construction of the motor referred to.
are the field coils or inducing coils, which atone are put into
lution,

the actuating alternating circuit,

i,

i

is

a

mass of lami-

of Electric Lighting.

of the Western Gas association at St. Louis, President Charles R. Faben in his an-

nual address devoted considerable attention to the developof electric lighting and its relation to the gas
His remarks will prove interesting especially in
view of the fact that some gas men persist in the statement
that the electric light is in an experimental stage, and
superior in no respect to gas lighting.
The oflicial report
of the president's address furnishes the foUo'ving passages;
"The electric light as a competitor to gas, for purposes
of light, presents a solid front.
The arc light has
established itself as the best means of lighting large areas,
and for street lighting purposes it has no equal. The
incandescent electric light is making good fair progress in
many places, and I might say generally. It presents some
few advantages over gas that the promoters never fail to
appreciate, and they always call the attention of possible
patrons to these various little advantages.
naked flame
is a dangerous thing to have exposed in many situations
where gas jets have been used; but with the incandescent
electric lamp quite a display is often made in show
windows, stores and private houses, with the light placed
and distributed in some unusual manner, the e(Tect of which
is novel, and at once taking to the average person.
'How very profitable to investors these electrical undertakings may be, I question.
Frcm statements rectntly
made, I find that out of about 100 electric lighting companies in Massachusetts only 15 declared dividends in
the past year.
Of these 15 companies 10 declared dividends of from 1 to 6 per cent
and only 5 declared
dividends above 6 per cent.
Leaving out the Boston companies, which, by reason of the extent and value of their
territory, enjoy a greater demand for their light than exists
in smaller places, the average dividends paid by the electric
light companies in the state, who paid dividends at all, has
been only 4.9 per cent.
''Another fact in this connection is that no fund has been
created by these several electric light companies to compensate for wear and tear.
No depreciation has been charged
off.
The usual and necessary repair is supposed to represent all of the depreciation, so that the dividends paid are
virtually taken from the plant itjelf, or its value.
Electric
light companies are, as a rule, opposed to having any
depreciation charged ofl[ other than the cost of repairs and

ment

interests.

,

renewals actually made.
"The use of incandescent electric light has demonstrated
to my mind the tendencies of the times in the matter of
distribution of light.
A few years ago many consumers of
gas complained of the light produced from burning gas,
that it was not of sufficient intensity, and they resorted to
the arc light.
In many of these situations since that time,
the arc light with all of its intensity and other desirable
qualities, has been discarded, and a great number of incandescent electric lamps are used in its stead, so that the
present tendency seems to be in the direction of the use of a
large number of small lights for indoor illumination, giving
to the general illumination something more of a starry
effect.

"The custom and practice with incandescent electric
companies, in the matter of computing and establishing rates for lighting service, is certainly faulty.
No
matter how careful and conscientious a consumer may be,
the privilege of the free and unlimited use of an article of
light leads to great wastefulness.
This wastefulness is an
item of expense to some one. and, under the conditions
cited, it must be a very serious item to the producer.
"The question of whether or not gas light companies
should engage in the supplying of electric light, is a purely
business proposition, and is determinable only by local
In some situations, yes; in others, no."
conditions.
light

Interior Conduits.
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At the recent annual meeting

which moment

is again short-circuited,
it
capable of very rapid rotation, but its energy is small. He has extended the principle to the construction of more complete apparatus.
One form has its
revolving portion or armature composed of a number of
sheet-iron discs, wound as usual with three coils crossing
near the shaft.
The commutator is arranged to short-cir-

parallelism, at

Gas Man's Opinion

21,
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numerous applications of these principles in alternating current meters.
The well-known meter of Mr. Schalienberger

rent,
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Fir,.

37.
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tism to take the form of a lateral diffusion of lines of force
from the sides of the horns. In effect, a series of oppositelynamed magnetic poles travels along the horn from the base.
where it is in contact with the top of the electro-magnet, to
the tip. These poles are represented by a series of bunches
of lines of force setting out laterally from the sides of the
horn, and traveling up it.
The lateral passage of these
lines of force through the metal band which forms the rim
of the movable wheel generates in it eddy currents. These
are continually repelled by the moving field producing
them, and hence a motion of rotation is given to the wheel
by the alternating magnetism of the magnetic poles.
The
speed of rotation, being retarded suitably by the vanes,
can be made to be proportional to the current strength of
the current exciting the magnets, and hence the total turns
of the wheel in a given time to the total electric quantity
flowing through the meter.
A beautiful adaptation has
here been made of the principles we have been briefly
studying, and much more might be said in explanation, or
rather, in elucidation of the action of this meter did opportunity permit.
It would take me beyond the limits of the time during
which I am permitted to trespass upon your attention, if I
were to attempt to exhaust the list of eleclro-motor applications that have been made of these electro magnetic repulsions.
That is a subject important enough to deserve
a separate treatment.
In Ikrlin. not long ago, I saw a
most ingenious form of self-starting alternating current
motor, the invention of Herr von Dolivo Dobrowolsky, in
which the rotating portion was merely a solid iron cylinder
constituting a commutatorless armature, revolving in an alternating field, and which acted in a perfectly marvelous
manner. The region of practical invention here opened is
a very wide one. and I have, therefore, ventured to direct
your thoughts to it to-night, confident that its character in
this respect deserves all the attention it can obtain, afid that
a firm foundation for such work is laid in these interesting
researches of Prof. Klihu Thomson.

At the present time much'jnterest is taken in every new
plan for the insulation and protection of electric wires.
A
little pamphlet has just been issued by the Interior Conduit
& Insulation company of New York City, which describes in a most interesting way its method of disposing of
conductors and conduits. A portion of this description is
appended. The company's president is Edward H. Johnson; the vice-president, gigmund Bergman; the secretary
and treasurer, W. A. Willard; and the electrician Edwin
T. Greenfield.

Following is an abstract from the pamphlet:
"All insulations which can be so affixed are of necessity
of oils, gums or other flexible and adhesive

compounded

n.aterials, all of which are readily affected by heat.
Vain
have been made to find a new elementary material,
or to compound known materials which shall have the
multifold property of high insulation, great resistance to
heat, extreme flexibility and proof against acids, gas, etc.
The great value to the art of an insulation possessing these
naturally diverse (|ualities has been of late years so keenly
appreciated as to concentrate the inventive mind on the
line of its pursuit to the exclusion of any consideration of
other methods of protecting the wires.
This is the only
explanation of the failure of the inventors to evolve a natural and elTective solution of the problem.
Necessity has
been well said to be 'The Mother of Invention.' and it was
by virtue of the necessities of himself and the numerous
friends who depended upon him for advice in such matters
that Edward 11. Johnson was led to suggest the total
abandonment of the old practice, and the substitution
therefor of an inclosing tube, separate from, but forming

efforts

a channel for conducting wires, continuous throughout their
every ramification, thus fully protecting everj' inch of wire
and rendering it accessible for periodic inspection or renewal, and by the same means absolutely confining within
the safe limits of a non-inflammable channel the possible
heat development.
"The practical efficiency of such a method scarcely needs
to be supported by argument or demonstration.
Its very
simplicity appeals at once and alike to the intelligence of
the expert and the layman.
"The elimination of the element of extreme flexibility as
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an essential requisite of insulation simplifies the problem,
and permits of the employment of a variety of materials
not at

all available in the practice of afiixing the insulation
to the wires.
Thus the door is opened and the inventor
now comes forward to provide the requisite perfection of
detail.
In this respect the industry' is extremely fortunate
in the chance which has brought to its aid Edwin
Greeufield, a man of wider experience in the old method, and
therefore more keenly appreciative of its weakness, than
any man in this or any other country; to the thoroughness
with which JMr. Greenfield has done and is doing his work

T

due the already high perfection of the new method and
the guarantee that it will at once afford superlatively the
elements of safety, economy, durability and conveniejce.
"In further pursuance of the conditions of safety, Mr.
Johnson has incorporated with the new system a special
is

conductor upon which he has been at work for some years,
the function of which is to convert conditions favorable to
a prolonged heat presence into conditions of instanlanQOUs
action hereinbefore described as a factor of safety.
"This conductor is so constructed as to convert all defects
which may develop in the wires, such, for illustration, as a
break, a leak, an imperfect union or other faults common
to all systems of energy distribution and which is techniThis is a fault which
cally known as a 'short circuit.'
develops instantaneously an abnormal concentration of
energy and in consequence effects the immediate destruction of the weakest link in the chain which supports the
current.
Much has been said and written of the device

known

as the 'safety fuse,' and rules and regulations enIt is introduced as a link in
forcing its use are universal.
every electrical chain and is designedly made the weakest

—

hence a 'short circuit' simply means the destruction or giving way of this link, thus insuring by the
breaking of the chain the total and absolute cessation of
This
the electric current previously supported thereby.
weak link is, of course, located within safe pockets where
the somewhat violent results of its disruption are smothered
or otherwise rendered abortive.
"Contrary however, to popular belief, this device does
Its failure to do so arises
not pro\'ide absolute protection.
from the fact that it is only affected by an overloading of
It is. of course, apparent that a partial break,
the chain
an imperfect union or a leakage of the current may develop
a sufficient degree of heat to effect the ignition of inflammable materials, and yet not sufficiently increase the curThe
rent strength to overload and fuse the safety link.
object of the special conductor herein alluded to is to convert with absolute certainty all defects, whether a break, a
leak or other fault into a 'short circuit' and the consequent
The effect of a
overloading and fusing of the safety link.
'short circuit' is generally apparent at the point of its occurrence in the form of an instantaneous flash, hereinbefore
alluded to as ineffective of much damage because of its
brief duration.
It is possible, however, to have present
conditions of extreme inflammability, as for instance gases,
inflammable powder, as in a flour mill, lace or other
delicate fabrics, or even the insulation of the wires themselves.
It therefore becomes a matter of considerable
importance to safely localize even this flash, and it is obvious that the inclosing tube does this to perfection, in that
everv inch of the wire is completely encased within the safe
confines of its fireproof interior.
"In finding a solution of the problem of insulating and
protecting wires for interior use, the equally vexed problem of protecting and insulating wires underground has
also been solved, demonstrating that the problem of electrical distribution, whether interior, srial or underground,
link therein

one and the same, and may all be comprehended in two
The high insulaviz.: Insulation and accessibility.
low cost, great durability and flexible character of the
company's safety tubes, suggested at once their fitness for
forming ducts for underground conduits, whereupon a
special size and weight of tube was made and at the same
time a system of laying and sealing them so as to completely exclude moisture, gases, etc., was thoroughly
worked out- The system thus devised has met with high
approval acd prompt acceptance, and is being rapidly
is
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the times are combining as rapidly as possible the two sys
tems.
It is too late in the day to combat the supremacy o'
In fact many manaelectric lights for street illumination

—

gers of gas companies and it might be noted they include
have
the most sagacious and successful in the country
taken a step further and introduced incandescent plants as
well as arc systems in conjunction with their gas works.
Another point which is made in the report is the comparative increase in the cost of city lighting where electricity has been introduced.
It should be borne in mind
that in most of the eastern cities where electric lights were
introduced they were substituted on the principal streets for
gas lamps, and these were removed to the outskirts which
had been supplied with oil lamps or not lighted at all. In
one eastern city in particular in which it is stated the cost
was increased three-fold by the introduction of electric
lights, there are many important facts omitted from the report.
In the first place the city was never before properly
lighted, many residence streets having no light whatever.
Now, however, the electric lights e.^tend to the city limits
and incandescent lamps are used in unimportant cross
streets, etc., and there is twice as much territory supplied
The people appreciate
with light as under the old regime.
the advantage they received in the introduction of electric
light and the few remaining gas lamps are being replaced
The
as rapidly as possible by the superior illuminant.
Flower City is considered the best lighted in the country
and if the question were put to a popular vote the probamaterially increased
bility is the present cost could be
rather than return to the old order at the reduced expense.

by the Oakland (Cal.) Gas,
containing statistics on street
lighting in the United States, gathered by the publishers
from the lighting companies in the cities listed. It is not

& Heat company

strange, in view of this fact, that errors have found their
way into the work, but there appears no excuse for the evident hostility to electric lighting, which marks the concluThe acknowledgment that
sions drawn by the compiler.
"electricity has established itself as a method of street
lighting,'' is of interest when it is considered the figures
furnished in the report show that 65 cities are lighted by
electricity alone, as against 21 cities in which gas retains
Moreover there are 63 cities in which gas
absolute sway.
has been obliged to share the patronage with electricity.
Four cities use the tower system exclusively, while 19 combine the towers with single lamps, and 100 employ single
lamps on poles or arms. The Thomson-Houston system
is used in 62 cities, the Brush in 23, while all other systems
The report concombined are represented in 43 cities.
cludes:
"As a conclusion from the facts above set forth it
ist. That electric lighting for cities by
is safe to assume:
means of single lamps is the most effective system.
2d.
That a combination of gas and electricity gives the best re3d. That electric lighting is 50
sults for the least money.
per cent, more costly than gas." It is furthermore urged
that replies to queries indicate that "if the same amount of
capital invested in lighting cities by electricity was expended in gas more satisfactor}' results would be obtained."
It would be interesting to learn from what sources these reThe absurdity of the claim in the face of
plies came.
Gas
facts is too apparent to requre any extended notice.
men of experience acknowledge the superiority of the arc
system for street illumination and those who are abreast of

Tuesday

The

ablest counsel support the

to

make

The Western Power Construction company has been
organized by Chicago capitalists, with paid-up capital
The headquarters of the company will
stock of $500,000
The company will confine its business
be in Chicago.
principally to the construction of power plants for electric
light and railway companies, from the Alleghany mountains
It will serve all systems alike in
to the Pacific coast.
this respect, having no connection with any particular company, but being in the field for business from whatever
specialty will be made of the
quarter it may come.
Macintosh & Seymour engine. Strange as it may seem, it
is believed o be the only power construction company in Chicago devoting its efforts solely to erecting electric power
plants.
It certainly has a big field, and that the venture
The general manwill be a success cannot be doubted.
ager of the company is W. P. Adams, whose experience in
electric and steam engineering is amply sufficient to justify
The comhis appointment to so responsible a position
pany's main ofiices are at 144 Adams street. Rookery buildformerly lepresenting J. A. Grant &
ing.
J. E. Wilson,
Co. of Boston, takes a proninent position with the new

A

1

company.

fmrther

Rapid Transit commis-

sion in the determination to find a route
in spite of the

number

through the city

that Forty-second street

is

free

It

is

now

for the use of the

settled

commis-

sioners whether they wish to build above, below or through
it.

The proposed

route is now determined upon rather
and the report will be presented June 21,
Judge Cephas Eogart is endeavoring to settle with the

definitely

&

Passaic, Garfield

Clifton Electric Railroad

company

The

company think

electric

judge's property 25 per cent

that the road will enhance the
,

but are willing to allow him

$r,ooo for seeming damages.
It is

reported that a syndicate of Philadelphia capitalists

has subscribed $S, 000,000 for investment in street

ways

The

cities.

city council of Elizabeth

has granted this syn-

Newark

dicate a franchise to extend a branch from

These great combinations

to secure electric trac-

Michael Abrahams, a messenger boy in the service of
the

Mutual

District

of $4 against

The

Messenger company, secured a verdict

former employers in a

his

civil

action last

had been intrusted with the delivery of
a huge glass sign which he had the misfortune to demolish.
The company deducted $4 from the lad's wages, and he
immediately began an action to recover, mth the result
week.

lad

mentioned.

Judge W^allace has vacated and dismissed the writ
habeas corpus in W^illiam Kemmler's case.

he recites the facts of issuing the

Supreme court

writ,

Kemmler

sentence under which

law and that he

is

not held and

decided that the

held

is

is

due process of

detained contrary to the

constitution of the United States, the writ

dismissed, and

and as nearly fireproof as the better class of buildings in
New York but there was enough combustible material to
make a lively fire. There are 26 dynamos valued at from
$3,000 to $5,000 each which were damaged, the aggregate
All the commercial disloss amounting to about §40,000.
north of Eightieth street

is

lighted by the

Manhattan

and the down town lights along Broadway as far as
Leonard street; also Sg city lights. The turning off of the

lights will

be only temporar)', as the damaged plant

will

working order again.
horse valued at $3,000 was instantly killed at Plainby stepping on a high tension wire that had become

shortly be in

The driver received a
loosened and fallen to the ground.
shock also. A suit against the Plainfield Electric Light
company has been bejun to obtain the value of the horse
which was killed.
The gas mains, the steam heating pipes and the electrical conduits at the corner of Fulton street and Broadway
demonstration Thursday of the danger
beneath our feet by such an explosion of
manholes and pouring forth of blazing gas and steam that
one could easily imagine himself at the crater of a volca,no
Eight gas mains met at this point; the subin eruption.

gave a pretty

fair

lies directly

the east side holds six

pany's cables and two of the

of

the United

States

com-

Mount Morris company's,

while the Steam Heating company's pipes are beneath all.
It is said that the fault is due to the failure of the steam

Kemmler remanded

is

recalled

coming ignited, explosions

followed.

The

electric cables

were greatly damaged and there was serious hindrance to
nearly 24 hours by the lighted gas which blazed

traffic for

the

and

W^arden Durston's

to

custody in order that the judgment of the Court of Oyer

City,

height of eight feet at times.

The mayor

visited

scene with Chief Engineer Birdsall of the Public
of the Board of

Works Department and Engineer Kearney

T.

Mo.

— The greater part

of the

time at last week's sessions of the council was taken up in
a consideration of the report of the joint committee on the
relative cost of street lighting in the various cities

The

of the

was adopted by the upper house.
The lower house referred it to the finance committee and
The committee reported that 'Kansas
city comptroller.
City is lighted by four private companies the Kansas City
Gas Light &^ Cable company, the Kansas City Electric
Light company, the American Electric Light companyand
The electric
the Missouri Valley Vapor Light company.
light plant is owned by the two companies, and the city
makes contracts with them for lighting monthly. In order
to fully inform the council what is being done in other
country.

leport

—

we submitted the following questions to about sixty
whom we received replies. The questions were
'Is the plant owned by city
in regard to electric lighting:
How many street lamps are mainor private company?
tained? What is the candle power? Are they lighted every
night and all night?'
places
cities,

from

"The

use of gas for lighting streets

continued, but

many

cities, like

7 hat gas

unexpired contracts.

is

rapidly being dis-

our own, are fettered with
will

not continue to hold

shown by the number of important places that have entirely abandoned it, among
which are: Akron, O., Duluth, Pittsburg, Pa, Columbus,
O., Galesburg, Portland, Denver, Los Angeles, St. Joseph,
Detroit, New Orleans, Salt Lake City, Galveston, Peoria,
* * * There has been appropriated
111., and Sedalia.
even

its

present position

to the gas fund

for

Without putting

in

the

is

sum of $95,000.
we had on June 2

year iSgo the

any more

lights than

the lighting of the city for the current year will cost a;

lows

fol-

:

$37.Sco
30-6-0
24,291

For gasoline
For gas .

-

Electric lights

The gas
heating trenches to support the earth above.
mains in consequence sagged, and leaks occurred which be-

to a

of

In the order

and now, since the

of the United States has

Kansas City, Mo., June 14

York, June 14. The terrific electric storms of
the week and the unusually heavy rainfall have caused much
damage to electric wires and plants in the vicinity of New
York and several serious accidents are the consequence.
The Manhattan electric light plant at Eightieth street
and Avenue B was greatly damaged by lightning which
struck one of the wires and followed it into the building
The building is almost new
setting fire to a switch-board.

up

thus

tion are proving sources of profitable investment.

Kansas

Notes.

—

New

way on

the

to
is

and Terminer may be duly executed.

New York

that

rail-

Newark, Buffalo and Rochester in addition to
many miles of electric roads which it now owns in these
in

W. H.

A

for

$10,000 damages to his property by running the overhead
system on the side of the street instead of the center.

CORRESPONDENCE.

field

and

of enactments on rapid transit

the seeming barring of several streets.

covered.

plant,

A circular has been issued

a meeting of the

called

for

inquiry into the matter.

—

Western Power Construction Company,

trict

Light

Board of Electrical Control

Elizabeth race track and quite a valuable territory

introduced throughout the country."

Street Lighting in the United States.

The mayor

Electrical Control.

$92,710
"It

is

passed for more

mains

no ordinances should be
The most we can do is to see that
on streets before paving is done and

therefore imperative that

for

light.

gas are

laid

defer lighting.

"Turning now to electric lighting we present a table of
which are lighted by private companies:

cities

....

—

1

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
All along the projected route the people are unani-

line.

mous
.\arac of City.

Schedule.

'

I'ower.
.1

All nighl.
|AII night.

sure the iiiimedialc passage of the

Md

All night.
.

tcnver,
lUiluth.
!

40

123'

36
23
40
3S

2,00a
2,000

the council c^inpil

2. coo

storage battery system

2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

company.
The North East

i

100
l,29^>

O

100
216
186
210
180
100
QO

All night.
All night.
All night.
Minn
All nighl.
Iack5on. Mich
.Ml
nighl.
Lowell, Mass
Memphis, Tcnn.
-MI night..
New Bedford. Mass.. All night.
New Haven. Conn.. All night.
All night.
Richmond. Va
All night, .j
St. I.ouis,
Moonlight.
Scdalia,

Cleveland,

607
|

All night.
All night.

.

2,000

Colo

.

53
35
24
50
50

»34

Mo
Mo

JAIl night..
'All night..

Kan

Wichita.

"From

9'|

no

Moonlight.

Ill

V

Troy. N.

.587

this table

wc

learn

I

000

2,000
2,000

39H
30

cities

with

many

the

that

If this

lights.

nancially sound then electric lighting

is

is

fi-

an exception to

all

other business— for increased production usually means de-

Kansas

creased cost (except electric lighting in

not pleasant to notice that Kansas City,

is

single city

City).

It

even at these

by 2 cents per light, except the
of San l-'rancisco, which obtains coal from all

high figures, heads the

list

over the world.

"We now present
tric light

a

and

list

plants,

it

their

own

elec-

can readily be seen by comparing

this with the previous schedule

mands

own

of cities that

sound economy de-

that

the council should secure a

plant

this

for

city

at

once.

"Cities supplying their

Name

own

electric light:

Cost of each light

of City.
ce

\u

bj saved trouble in the future should

will

underground

electrical

also being

is

Street Railway

company

experiment before purchasing any for

also the

using one of

The new barn

avenue, and

now

in use will

to be

will

be 75x150 feet in dimensions, and

will

The

P.

14.
W. M. Venowine, superintendent
Kansas Telephone company, died at the
Ensworth hospital in this city shortly after noon June 7.
For some time he had been suffering from a tumor at
the base of the brain, and for a month no hope of his recovery had been entertained by his relatives.
Mr. Venowine was thirty-two years old, and was born in
Keokuk, la. He was a practical electrician and live years
ago was appointed manager of the St. Joseph Telephone
exchange, and last year was made superintendent.
In
1S87 Mr. Venowine organized the District Messenger Service company and was its president at the time of his death.
He was also president of the St. Joseph Electrical Supply
company, having organized that concern in iSSg. In 18S2
Mr. Venowine married in Carthage, Mo., Miss Mary Eas-

St. JosF.rii, June

of the Missouri

.^

H.

Di:s MoiNiiS, }unc 14.
into

its

new

bank

208 2,000
i84|2,ooo

of the

— The

building.

The

Ues Moines

The wiring

best pattern.

located

is

The
methods of lighting we
would say thii there is no office or place in this city where
It is no one's
the subject of lighting is under control.
business to koOw whether the lamps and lights paid for are
in [josition, or whether ihey are lighted and cleaned, so that
we not only pay higher figures than any other city In the
country for our light, but we do not even know' whether the
Besides, to properly govern this
goods are delivered
branch of public affairs some one should have an intelligent knowledge of it.
"We therefore recommend that in the construction of
the new city hall an electric light plant be laid in the basement sufficient in power to light with electricity the whole
building and the streets and alleys of the business part of
the city; that the board of public works

be

instructed

to

is

new, and the

all

as the

city of Des Moines now uses but few electric lights,
company which operates the arc lights has the con-

tract for the

gas supply, but the board of public works

soon advertise for bids and a change
quence.

may

will

be the conse-

large

tract

of land

where machine shops as well as a power plant can be
located.
.\ good building will be built, and will be well
equipped.
New cars are being added constantly and the
extension of the lines goss on.
The pay roll of the company last month was over $10,000, and the end has not yet
been reached.

The use
is

be at once put under the board of public works, as per

with a population of from 2,000 to 5,000 find the electric

accounts for lighting be credited

by said

The
tricity

new Coates house

lighting of the

throughout, and the plant

isolated plants in the city.

will

is

to

The new

switch-board

made with

the

by elec-

There are four Kdisin dynawill

central

3<j<j

lights ca-

be so arranged that

case anything happens to the Coates house
tion can be

be

be one of the largest

mos, two of 800 lights capacity and two of
pacity.

of the electric light in the smaller cities of Iowa

becoming quite as general as

light a

in the larger cities

good thing and cheaper than gas would

In Winterset, 2,200 people, the town built

board."

in

plant connec-

sution of the Edison

plant and has had
lighted with

rj

it

in

its

operation about a year.

arc lights and

cost

Places

them.

own light
The city is

66 32-candIe incandescents.

all

and 50 incandescents.

The company

the

a year for the service.

Fort Dodge, with 5,000 people, has

be lighted by 1,600 incandescent bulbs,

opera house by 500 and the remaining

throughout the two Coates homesteads.

loo distributed

William

T.

borne, the electrician of the house, has superintended
distribution of the wires.

The

36 32-candle incandescents on contract from a company.

The

the

arc lamps,

question as to whether the

city of (Irinncll, with

8, 000

and more

will

laid underground or over poles is now being considered.
Mr. Osborne says that it is more than likely the connections
will be made by means of small iron poles neatly painted.

lighted with a

jusl

matter of great importance to

now

is

Kansas

the early completion of the

City,

West Side

Kan.,
electric

streets.

lighted with 20

Marshalltown, with

its own and uses from 60 to 80
Newton, 2,000 people, has been
dozen arc lights on contract, but many of

arc lights in the streets.

A

be added.

is

people, has a plant of

wires connecting with the opera houseand homcsteadsshall

be

2,500 people,

lights

paid about .$1,000

20 arc lights and a number of incandescents on the

Os-

the citizens want the city to build

its

own

plant.

1,500 people, uses about a dozen arc lights.

Knoxville,

In Chariton

the 1,500 people are content with about a dozen arc lights.

These are by no means

all

Iowa

Iowa are rapidly driving out

Electric street railways in

were

electric cars

lowed

The most

suit.

successful

and

electric railway franchise

Keokuk Dei Moines

at

The

first

DavenpKt, and then Des Moines

at

of the

electric

the one at Council Bluffs, crossing the river.

an

has

city that

horse cars in other cities as well as Des Moines

is

Dubuque has

soon have the cars,

will

are

capitalists

rapidly trans-

Ottumwa

roadi^.

fol-

lines

is

now using

and Sioux City has them in prospect. Burlington and Cedar Rapids are large cities yet without them.
There are other good points in Iowa where electric cars
might pay, such as Oskaloosa, Waterloo, Boone. Fort
the electric cars

Creston.

There was a commendable movement in Des iNIoines
toward the formation of an electric club but it never materialized.
There are a half dozen electricians in the city
devoting their whole time to the subject, and now many of
the employes of the companies are becoming well informed
on electricity, so that next fall a good club can be formed

which

will

b; of great advantage to

O.

all.

W.

Louisville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.. June 14, 1S90.— The street railway
deal by which the entire consolidated lines of this city pass
to an Eastern syndicate

was completed last week. E. E.
Denniston. the Philadelphia banker who was here representing E. W. Clark ^; Co., bankers of that city, said that

the First National

Bank and

the Fidelity Insurance

Trust

Safety Deposit company, both of Philadelphia, were interested.
The deal involves $4,000,000. Mr. Denniston
iS:

people will be given a chance to go into the company,

ville

One-half the lines
by

will be

of the cities that are using elec-

equipped with

One hundred motors have

fall.

motors
been ordered

electric

already

Thomson-Houston company, and one has reached
The cars will be 16 feet in length and will draw

of the

the city.

Mr. Denniston said

trail cars.

erably over 230 cars to

and the
cal

make

it

would take considwhat it should be

the service

be secured as soon as possible.

rest will

management

will not be

changed.

In

The

lo-

order to allow

accidents there will be three power houses.
One
be in the East End, one in the West End, and one
South.
Large real estate holdings of the company will
fully for

will

The 2,500 mules of the companies will
be thrown out of employment.

thus be utilized.

The United States Signal Clock company, Gen. John B.
Castleman, president, Theodore Harris, secretary, and S.
L. Ewing, treasurer, last week made an assignment. The
patent rights franchises will be sold.
The assignment was
made

to the Louisville Trust company.
model of a World's Fair structure has been forwarded
to Chicago from Jacksonville. It contemplates a pyramidal
structure 1,200 feet at the base and 1,200 feet high, with

A

electric railways

bottom.

winding around the building from top

The proposed

next six months, unless

retained in ready connection with the switch board.
is to

under way to have

is

Every

plant has been well pleased.

pay expenses and put probably ^2,000 a year into the sinking fund.
Pella, 2.000 people, has its streets lighted with
Oskaloosa, with 3,000 people, has a half dozen arc

the hotel

own

and iron.
There is

is

A movement

station.

and the people arc well pleased with the result. The commercial lates are for i6-candle power light, 80 cents down
The income of the business will
to 30 cents per month.

company. The Coates property is all lighted by central
station power now, and the wires will not be taken out but
In

built its

four

machinery, to be built on a

and held an indignation meeting which

own

its

JJ

The improvements on the Des Moines electric railway
continue.
Two new dynamos have just been put in place
and another rso-horse power engine has been ordered. The
company has just taken out a permit for a permanent home
for the

it

broke up the schemers.

however.

make new contracts with regard to all three methods of
lighlinj and report the same; that the lighting of the city
ch.arter; that all

zens did not like

terested are J. ^^ W. Seligman *S: Co., Kidder, Peabody &
Co., and Brown Bros, iv; Co., all New Vork bankers. Louis-

old poles and wires have been abandoned.

reference to the three

city

and
and

of the latest

is

of the streets

for

on the

river in the heart of the city,

every piece of machinery on the circuit

franchise

and made a contract which would bind the
to pay them about $2,000 a year for lights.
The citi-

was $1.90 for Louisville City Railway company's slock and
I2.72 for Central Passenger Railway company's stock, the
two companies oA^ning the consolidated lines. Others in-

Edison company has just
has one of the finest

It

building

coun-

city

the alder-

of

says that $r, 000, 000 will be expended in gradually substituting electric motors on the entire system. The price paid

la.

,

Os-

lights.

The
all

interested a twenty-year exclusive

forming the linesintoelectric

will

Missouri Valley

which nearly

in

i8go

21,

electric lights,

Dodge and

plants in the country.

Topeka

men were

Creston,

in a peculiar fix.

to

Joseph, Mo.

St.

is

granted to a company

cil

and

present

then be used entirely as a power house.

56.2,000

Madison, Ind
Joseph, Mo

ceola, a city of 3.000,

is

be large enough.

not

be built cither of brick or corrugated iron.

barn

added

Clarinda,

Waterloo and others are securing the

Jefferson,

cars as an

trail

its

With the new cars

power house.

the line the house

962,000

St.

"With

is

the Metropolitan Street Railway company's

moved

1102,000
S5 2 000

Kock

Little

by the

investigated

P-

1 34 2.000
220 2,000
52o|j,ooo

Me

Lewiston,

The

service.

tricity for lighting.

the city build

Des Moines,
BayCity. Mich
Btoomington, 111
Chicago
Hannibal

it

be selected, and

ton.

per night.

3

used but

to be

cated on Lexington avenue, near Prospect

smaller cities and towns using fewer lights are supplied at

cheaper rates than

company

will

The

franchise.

J, 000

2,000

astonishing fact

t!ie

understood that the conduit system

in-

2,000
2,000
1,200

2

279
go

understood

own line.
They
work successfully and the North East company will place
an order for several of them.
This company is about to
begin the construction of a new car barn at Burge park, the
eastern terminus of its line.
The present car barn is lo-

J, 000

40
48
40
20 i4
24 H

.

.Springfield.

is

thus the

.

|

nin^hanuon, N. Y...[An night..
Biroiiaghani, Ala.
Buffalo, N. V

55

amended

upon the system

not decided

114
.|

is

it

such pressure to bear upon the council as to

company has
Kansas City
Atlanta. Ga
Baltimore,

approval of the scheme, and

in their

will bring

O

June

still

structure

a great deal

pany's electric plant.

of

is

talk

Mayor Lyons
there

is

be of

to

steel,

to

glass

about the gas comsays that

delay

in

within

the

getting in

its

whole central portion of the city from Preston
street to .Seventh will be lighted by electricity.
Last Saturday night at Lexington, Ky., a large force of
plant, the

hands went

to work on the construction for the electric
Main street and Broadway. The reason for the
rush by night was that St. Louis and Ne\vVork capitalists,

railway on

minority stockholders, did

were

expect*,

The

i

to get out

not favor an
an injunction.

electric

line,

entire street railway system of

said, has just

Savannah, Ga.,
been purchased by Nashville people,

found the substitution of

electricity for

mules

in

that

and

it

is

who
city

The parties interested are Messrs. I. T. Rhea,
Rhea, Thomas W. Wrenne and J. H. Fall, and they

paid well.
B. S.
will

equip the Savannah lines with electricity at once.

The

Louisville

Gas company has secured a

controlling

June

31,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

Wednesday,

Directory election,

THE ELECTRIC

At the

nterest in the Louisville Electric Light company.
the complexion

of the

Board was almost entirely changed, live of the seven directfrom members of the Gas company. The
Gas compiny will guarantee the bonds of the Electric
Light company and all the stockholders who have not sold
out will be given a chance to do so at the price paid the

Apalachicola, Fla., contemplates

The Light company's plant on Third street will be removed to Sixth and Green streets, as it is now on leased
ground, and it will form a part of the Gas company's plant
to bi established there at

but eventually

once,

the

light

water

plant will be removed to the river front where

and

coal can be obtained cheaply.

The Brush

company

the only one reHowever, there is
talk of it, though President Muidoonsays the Gas company
has not even made an offer yet.
He says the Brush com-

maining, but

pany
to go

Electric Light

it

is

has not yet sold out.

will sell for

'^165,

The Gas company

000.

into the electric light business but did

Morris said, bacause the

did not care

President

so.

The Gas

was enlarging.

field

company, of course, gets the good will and all franchises
of the Louisville Electric Light company, which is capiL.

talized at $90,000.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, June

— The

14.

Badger of Chicago

S.

in

the

whole

interest

of S.

Badger

Electric

Light

company of this city has passed into the hands of
John A. Hinsey. The announcement of the sale, which
Hinsey himself, caused
has been confirmed by Mr.
The Badger is the pioneer
a great deal of surprise.
It had great diffielectric light company of Milwaukee.
culty, some five or six years ago, in getting a charter and
might not have succeeded in the end had it not been for
Hinsey. The latter was at that time, as he has been since
one of the aldermen

until quite recently,

common

council

much

—

president of the

He

of the time in fact.

did

yeoman

Badger concern and has always stood up for
For some time the gossips have
it through thick and thin.
had it that Hinsey had a large block of stock in the corporation.
Bs that as it may, Badger and Hinsey were
service for the

interested together in other business

surprise caused

engaging

in the electric light

electric street railway,

it

to

and the
Hinsey

business, but to the fact that

Badger had transferred all his
now at the head of an electric
an

enterprises,

by the recent deal was not due

Being
company, as well as
supposed that Hinsey will

interest to Hinsey.

is

light

soon give up his position as special agent of the St. Paul
On the other hand, however, a movement is on

railroad.

bond the city so as to allow it to purchase the Badger
and it may be that Hinsey considers that his owner-

foot to
plant,

ship of the system will be as short as

it

promises to be

profitable.

Hinsey denies a report that he
the Whitefish
tion

Bay

of beginning

branches of his

Dummy

Line.

work on the

failed to secure control of

He

is

and south

electric

An

be put

electric light plant will

in

Trinity

College,

Durham, N. C.

The Tampa

(Fla.)

Bay Hotel

will

have a 2.000 incan-

descent lamp plant.

The Athens (Ga.) Electric
plating enlarging its plant.

The Richmond
an

Light company

(Ky.) Light

electric plant as

The

& Water Works

contem-

is

will

put in

soon as arrangements can be perfected.

Vanderbilt Steel

&

Iron

works at Birmingham, Ala., with
its machinery by motors.

company

electricity,

light

will

its

and may operate

Residents of Cleburne, Texas, have formed an electric
company and also made a contract with the Westinghouse Electric company for one of its 500-light alternating
current machines.
light

It is stated that G. H. Van Etten, representing a Canadian syndicate, has purchase'd the plant of the Edison Electric Light company at Little Rock, Ark., for ^65,000, and
will make extensive improvements.

Articles of incorporation

Grand Forks Water, Light

were

filed

last

week

& Power company

of

by the

Grand

Forks, Minn., to construct electric light and power plants
The capital stock is $100,000, and the inat that place.
corporators are L. P. Ordway, Charles S. Rogers. John M.
Gillman, James A. Haight, N. M. Thyson, all of St. Paul.

The Royal Electric company of Montreal, which handles
the Thomson- Houston company's apparatus, has closed
several large orders of late.
It will install a 2oo-light incandescent plant in the popular summer resort Vaudreuil.
The governors of Notre Dame hospital have made a move
in the right direction by adopting electricity for the lighting of the hospital throughout, says the Montreal Gazette,
As a sanitary measure, superior light and more comfort
for the patients, it will be a great improvement over their
present system of illumination.
The municipal assembly

of Karlsbad has decided to conand has placed an order
The alternating sysfor a plant of 5.000 lights' capacity.
tem will be used and in a short time one of the most popular watering places in Bohemia will be illuminated by
electricity and will moreover own the plant.
As a reason
for the installation of the works, it is stated in the report
of the council that Karlsbad, as a world-famed watering
place, could not remain behind towns which have already
introduced the electric light.

an

struct

A

electric lighting station

paper says T. H. Tyndale has
arrived from Portland with the books of the Seattle Electric Light company and instructions from Henry Villard
directing him to reorganize the company, placing the capMr. Tyndale conferred with the
ital stock at $500,000.
officers of the company, and the following were named as
T. H. Tyndale. James
the trustees of the new company:
A. McWilliams, John A. McWilliams, J. M. Frink and J.
McGraw.
Another
meeting
will
be held in a few days,
H.
when the officers of the new company will be elected. The
reorganized company will improve and largely increase the
Seattle,

Wash.,

present electric plant, will add all kinds of electric power
and machinery used by the Edison companies, and will
The changes and implace all wires underground.
provements will be made as soon as plans can be prepared.

understood that they have been

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

side

electric railway.

is so have an electric line railway. The
ht known as the Salt Lake & Bountiful railroad,
begin at the Warm Springs, running via the Hot

Bountiful, Utah,

trj-ing to

induce

and convert it into
an electric system, on the same conditions that govern the
deal between Villard and the Milwaukee City Railroad
Villard to take an interest in their road

line will

and

will

Springs to Bountiful, a distance of eight miles.

Lake

The

Road for Baltimore.

The Baltimore (Md.) Traction company has applied to
the city council for a franchise to use electricity for street
This company has for some time been
car propulsion.
building cable lines and the application for the franchise for
an electric line aroused considerable interest. It now appears that two representatives of the company recently purchased for the company the line of the Baltimore, PimliCO & Pikesville railway, seven miles long, and it was deThe
cided to substitute electricity at once upon it.
Maryland Agricultural association grounds are on this line
about half way out, and this fact alone shows that the cable company has implicit confidence in electricity, else it
would not introduce it on such an important line.

also included in the consolidation, but this was denied by
Mr. Hinsey on his return from the East
Both the Cream

City and Milwaukee City lines will now be transformed into an electric system.
The National Home and North
Greenfield railroad company and the Milwaukee and Wauwatosa Motor line are about to pool issues and operate
both systems under one management.
The new deal contemplates the building of eleven miles of e.xtra main and
spur tracks at an additional cost, including equipment, of

about ^250,000."

The people of Salt Lake City have begun to realize the
benefits to be derived from the electric motor for street
railway service, and they are now eager to utilize it in every possible case.
Negotiations are pending for an extension of the ser\-ice to Liberty Park.
With the object
of suppl)ing thisser\'ice to the people of that neighborhood the Salt Lake Rapid Transit company has laid its
track down State road to Seventh South street; thence east
to Ninth East and thence again south on Ninth East to the
intersection with the Utah Central track running to Park
City.
The Rapid Transit company is now continuing its
line from the last-named point to the center of Forest
Dale.
The contract provides that the track shall be completed within the nest ninety days, and that electric cars
shall be run to Forest Dale as soon as the necessar>' electrical equipments can be furnished for any part of the
company's system; time not to exceed six months.

A St. Louis paper says Charies Sutter insists that if the
municipal assembly will give the Dorsett conduit, in
which he is interested, a fair chance and no favor, the subway company will complete its work within a year. By a
"fair chance" he means that the Bell telephone and St.
Louis conduits, for which bills are now pending in the
assembly, be saddled with the same restrictions and obligations as those already imposed upon the subway company.
The Dorsett conduit, as far as completed, comprises
Chestnut from Fourteenth to Tenth streets, south to
Market, east to Broadway and north to Christy avenue.
The remainder of the work contemplated includes the levee
from Franklin avenue to Spruce street. Mr. Sutter made
a strong argument recently before the council committee on
public improvements, in which he urged the iniquity of
granting valuable franchises for conduits to the corporalions now seeking them, without exacting the same conditions

compensation as were imposed upon the
The committee still has the matter

under consideration.

THE TELEPHONE.
The

wires of the Bell Telephone were badly shaken and
twisted by the hail at St. Louis last week.
Six hundred
and nine lines were down Thursday night.
number of
the wires were either broken or knocked down, while others
were twisted or torn from the poles in places and hung almost to the ground without being entirely torn down. A
large corps of men were put to work repairing the wires.

A

A dispatch from New Haven, Conn., says: "A novel
telephone has been placed in the New Haven house.
It
cannot be used unless a fee is paid.
There are five slots
in the machine for the reception of a nickel, ten-cent piece,
quarter, half dollar and dollar, respectively. These amounts
cover the rates charged for telephoning to various places in

and out of the state. To use the telephone it is first necessary to call up the central, ason an ordinarj- telephones. The
objective point is then asked for, and when this if reached
the party who rings up is told to put the necessary fee in
the slot.
If a dime is dropped in a bell of high tone rings.
For twenty-five cents the tone becomes lower, and for half
a dollar the sound is like that of the average doorbell.
The dollar sound is similar to that of a fire-a'arm gong.
The sound of the bell is the signal to go ahead and talk.
The contrivance is the invention of William Gray of Hartford.
A company has been formed for the manufacture of
the instruments."

Salt

passengers made.

Recent New York dispatches concerning Chicago securreport an unprecedented boom. One of these financial
"The feature, however, among the specialreports says:
ities

was Pullman's Palace Car stock, which is up 63^.
rise was coincident %vith talk about enormous earnings
from the World's Fair, of an expected decision in an important land suit, and of a new stock issue in connection
with the Westinghouse-Pullman electric car plant in Pittsties

The

burg."
the electrical equipment of the Utica &
Mohawk Electric railway at Utica. N. Y., is being prosecuted as rapidly as possible, and it will not be long before
The motors and line
the cars will be ready for operation.
equipment have already been shipped, and the final shipment of station equipment it is expected will be made in a
Each car will be equipped with two 15-horse
few days.
power Sprague improved electric motors with all the latest

The work on

the feasibility of substituting electric power for cable power
for the propulsion of cars on the Brooklyn Bridge, said
that there would be no particular difficulty in superposing
on the bridge an electric system, if desired, or replacing
the cable system by an electric system.
Prof. Thomson,
however, added that he has always been of the opinion that
the Brooklyn Bridge presented conditions specially favorable for the working of the cable system, yet the people
who depend upon this system are anything but satisfied

Miscellaneous Notes.
is assuming its proper position in
the University of Pennsylvania, and the course in that dewill be most complete in all respects.

Electrical engineering

partment next year

The Inter-MoiDitain Mining Review is the name of a
weekly journal which made its first appearance at Salt
Lake City last week. It announces ihat it will give considerable attention to electrical machinery which is becoming such a prominent factor in mining.
The Reviexo is a
bright, newsy sheet, and promises well.
Salt Lake City is fast coming to the front as a consumer
and user of electricity as a useful and potent agent of industrial progress, says a local contemporar)'.
A telephone
system embraces the city proper and all the surrounding
towns, mining camps, mills and smelters, with a list of
more than i,Soo patrons. Telegraph lines lead in all directions from the city and are well and liberally patronized.
One of the finest street railroad systems in the country is in
operation, the motive power being electricity.
Another
electric line is under course of construction and will be in
operation in a short time.
An electric light company supplies the city, as well as the public business houses, public

buildings, and all residences,
light of excellent quality.

press dispatch from Milwaukee says:
"The consolidation of the Milwaukee City and Cream City railways has
been effected.
Both roads are owned by Eastern syndicates, and the deal is said to have been consummated in
the East.
It. is reported that the Hinsey electric line is

whose owners prefer

it,

with

Personal Mention.
James C. Hobart,

of Cincinnati, and Miss Lucretia
Winchell were married June 4 in the New Jerusalem
church. Cincinnati.
Mr. Hobart is connected with the

Triumph Compound Engine company

with the service.

A

and

Dorsett enterprise.

Warm

Springs, and
street car line is already at the
the Bountiful line being made the same gauge can have its
cars brought into the city on its tracks or an exchange of

improvements.
Prof. Elihu Thomson, on being questioned regarding

company.

Electric

an

reiterates his inten-

east side

Henry Villard has acquired quite a large interest in the
Milwaukee City railroad, and that line, which is the
largest in the city, will be equipped with the Sprague
Henry C. Payne, the vice-president of the Milsystem
waukee City railroad, who has just arrived home from New
York, states that about fr, 000,000 will be expended in
The road will be
converting the road into an electric line.
entirely rebuilt and Mr. Payne states that when the work is
completed the line will be second to- none in the country.
It is expected that seventy-five motor cars, with trailers,
will be in operation on the line about January i.
During the absence of Mr. Payne, it was reported that
the Milwaukee City and Cream City systems were to be
consolidated, but Mr. Payne pronounces the story untrue.
However. Messrs. Sproul and Kennedy of the Cream City
Street railway, have been in New York for some time and
it

LIGHT.
installing

light plant.

ors being chosen

others.

349

of Cincinnari.

Business Mention.
The

Central Electric company of Chicago, last week,
sold a customer roo miles of improved Candee weatherproof wire.

Eugene Munsell

&

Co.

of

New York

report unusually

!

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

35<^

lar^e sales of mica in consequence of the proposed increase
in the tarifl.

The C &

C. Electric Motor company has just is u»l a
descriptive of the motor work in

handsome pamphlet

church organ blowing.

The John Stevenson A: Co. celebrated cars are becoming a feature in electric railway sen*ice and the factory
is taxed to its fullest capacity to keep up with the orders.
The Bishop (lutla I'ercha company of New Vork recently received an order from Chicago for thirty ml'es of cable
I'retty quick
to be mide and delivered in thirty days.
work
The Electrical Safety company of Boston announces
that the Cartwright protector for electrical instrumenls.
which it handles was recently tested by the Boston fire
This company also
untlerwriters' board and approved
owns

anil controls other devices for protecting electrical in-

stnjmcnis and

circuits.

The Standard

company of Vermont (Boston)

Electric

announces that it has had an unusually prosperous season
ami furnishes a list of plants installed by it agy^regating
The company's work has been
10.450 lamps capacity
contmed heretofore to the eastern states, but it is now
ready to lill orders in any part of the country.
General Agent W. E. Sheldon, of the Schuyler Electric
company, reports the following recent sates and installaBlacksburg. .S. C. 30 arc lights, to be running July
Buena Vista. Va., 50 arc lights and 500 incandescent.

tions:
I;

The
This plant was started up last Saturday night.
III., plant, with 30 arc lights, was started this week.

I'olo,

New

(leo, B, Prescott, general agent for A. G. Day of
\'ork has just issued a neat new price list of kerite insuThe little book contains a number
lated wires and cables.
of cuts descriptive of the various cables and also a set of
new tables relating to copper and iron wires. On the
back of he list Is an interesting half lone view of the Day
I

factory at Seymour, Conn.

The Electrical Merchandise company hive recently
rented the large store at 11 Adams street, Chicago, and are
busy putting these premises in shape for the conduct of
their business.
They are sole agents for the sale of the
lattice iron poles of the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron company.
These poles are in use by a large number of the leading
electrical railways in the countr>'.

The

Central Electric companvof Chicago has just completed arrangements with the Butler Hard Rubber company
to handle the latter company's product in hard rubber.
Samples of this new material are exhibited showing that it
can be easily turned, and takes a beautiful finish. This
rubber is made in the usual forms of sheet, rod and tube,
and a large demand is predicted for it.

The Page

Belting

Gardner. Cook tS: Son, Laconia. N. 11
l.>ansvine Electric
Light company. Dansville, N. V.; OrriS: Co., Troy, N. V.
(second order).
Orders for three bells were received from
Richmond. Va., and orders from the Empire Mills company. New \'crk; R. Dudgeon. New York; K. Iloe, New
V'ork; Lackawanna Iron & Coal company, Scranton, Pa.
(second orderj were taken.
;

Since taking the western agency for the Burnley dry
battery, the sales of the Central Electric company have
reached up in the thousands.
This batter)', is being extensively used by companies and individuals who have been
looking for a dry battery of merit. The enormous demand
for ok^nite remains unabated.
Larger stocks than ever
arc carried of all kinds of electrical specialties, and the

company seems crowded

for

room.

The open-handed

patronage the Central Electric company receives from all parts
of the country, and the good feeling existing with its customers, is evidence of the personal popularicy of the officers of the company, as well as the high standing of goods
it turns out.

The ^(assachusetts Electrical Engineering company of
Bosloa has issued a circular explaining the work it engages
Its

in.

U

.

consulting engineers include:

electrician,

American

Bell

W.

\V. Jacques. Ph.

Telephone company:

S.

W.

llolman, S. B., professor of physics, Massachusetts Insti
lute Technology; Edward Sawyer, C. E., mill and hydraulic engineer; Geo. W. Biodgett, S. B.. ctectncal engineer. Boston iV Albany R. R.; Arthur L. Plimpton, S B..
engineer. West End Street Railway company.
With this
excellent staff the company is prepared to furnish disinterested advice and information upon all electrical matters.

Other special

lines:

Electric light and power plants deand installation superintended;

signed, estimates obtained,

made upon

appara'us as to economy, efiicicncy, adaptability to its proposed use. etc.; the
validity of inventions examined and reported upon.
practical tests

Port Townsend, Wash., one 300-horse power double compound; Southern Railway company, St. Louis, Mo., live

igo-horse power tandem

all electrical

The

Ball Engine company of Erie. Pa
have furnished
engines for thirty-six different electric railways, aggregating 9.700-horse power.
Among orders recently received
are. Elgin Street Railway company, Elgin, 111., two 150.

horse power tandem compound; Johnstown Passenger Rail-

way company. Johnstown, Pa
three isohorse power
engines; Winston Electric Railway company. Winston, N.
C, two 150-horse power engines; Rockford Street Railway
company, Rockfoid. 111., one 150-horse power tandem com,

pound; Binghamton Street Railway company. Binghamion,
N. v., one lo-ohorse power engine; South Side Land
Improvement company, Richmond. Va., one loo-horse
power engine; Rochester Street Railway company. Rochester, N. \., three 300-horse power triple expansion engines;
Rochester Street Railway company. Rochester. N. ^^
three 150 horse power standard engines; Rochester Street
Railway company, Rochester, N. V., one ^>o-horse power
standard engine; Beit Line Electric Railway company.

compound

engines.

attractive.

The Sperry
moved to oflices

Machine company has
205 S. Canal street. Chi:ago.
A. L. Sweet has sold his inierest in the company and resigned the presidency, his place and interest being taken
by W^ D. Ewart. who is president of the Link Belt Machinery company of Chicago.
A. D. Dana, treasurer of
Electric

Electric Connection

429 745.

Charles

Mining

in its factory,

the Link Belt, becomes treasurer of the Mining Machine
company, and H. E. Goodman retains his office of secretary and manager, while Mr. Sperry still serves the company as electrical engineer. The company has twenty of
its standard machines in process of construction. For these
the Link Belt Machinery company furnishes the iron parts,
the motors being added and the machines being put together at the factory of the company under the supervision
of Mr. Sperry.
Mr. Ewart, well known as the inventor of

the link belt, will be especially valuable to the company as
consultingengineer, and the increased manufacturing facilities will make it possible for the Mining Machine company
to care for its increasing business.
The plant of the ten
machines furnished one shaft of the Chicago, Wilmington
\'ermiIlion Coal company
<i
at Streator, III., is well
known to be a working success, and the company is at the
present time installing an electric pumping plant in the
No. 3 shaft of the same company.

Van Depoele,

J.

Lynn, Mass.
Railway Motor Truck
429..746.
Depoele. Lynn. Mass.

Charles J.

Van

Van Depoele.

Chi-

E'ectric

The new store of the Great Western Supply company a(
190 and 195 Eifth avenue, Chicago, is bsing rapidly filled
with the large and complete stock of electrical goods of al!
kinds.
Geo. Cutter has completed the employment of his
leading assistan's.
Chas. G Armstrong. Kite connected
with the Monitor Electric company, has charge of the
house goo<ls department, and a gentlemin recently connected with a leading railway supply house, will h tvc control of the department of street railway supplies, and the
iale representative of a prominent eastern house will liave
the management of the fi.^tures department. The company
has received during the past week at its store a large quantity of wire, and one of the largest stocks of glassware for
electric lighting purposes that has ever been brought to tlie
West.
Mr. Cutter feels much encouraged by the outlook,
and slates thai orders are already coming in to the company
in a most sa isfaclory way.
Tlie arrangement of Ihc shelving and show cases of the 'irst lloor is practically com^
pleted. and the oflices on the second fioor. which are most
conveniently arranged, will be ready for occupancy in a
few days. The signs in the front of the building are very
handsome, and the lettering on the windows is unique and

Telpher System

4-9 747.
cago.

Charles

J.

III.

Meter

Electric

429, 751.

John

Barnard, .Vsheville.

II.

N. C.
Broadly considered, the invention consists in a
meter containing a train of wheels impelled by a string
or weight and operating a register and governed by a
device operating on the principle of a pendulum, but
in which the attractive force of an electric current or a
magnet energized thereby is substituted for the attraction of gravitation.
Electric

429 ,787.

Arc Lamp.

Carl

Coerper, Ehrenfeld.

Germany.
Telephone.

429 801.
429, Si

Cable

5.

N.

William Vogel, Chicago,

Terminal.

John C.

III.

Brooklyn.

Reilly,

\'.

429 817. Electric
Chicago, 111.

Galvanometer.

Shubert,

Edmund Wagemann,

429 825. Electric Regulator.
Rock, Ark.
429. 8S7.

Harold C.

Burglar Alarm.

Arthur E. Colgate,

Little

New

York,

New

York,

N. V.
429 895.
N. Y.

Galvanic Battery.

429. S96.

Electrode

George H.

Porous C;ll for Galvinic Batteries.
York, N. Y.

George H.

Solution

George H.

Felt,

New

New

Felt,

Galvanic
York, N. V.

New

for

for Galvanic Batteries.
York, N. Y.

429 S99. Railway
Chicago. III.
429 912.

II. Felt,

Batteries.

429. 897.
Felt,

429, 89S.

George

Signal

System.

Leroy

Firman,

B.

Secondary Battery,

Carl Ilering. Philadelphia,

Secondary Battery.

Carl Hering, Philadelphia.

Sacondary Battery.

Carl Hering, Philadelphia,

Pa.
429. 913.

Pa.
429. 914.

Pa.

The accumulator consists of a pile of plates of actmaterial, conducting sheets, and non-conducting
sheets placed horizontally and serially superimposed
ive

and juxtaposed.
Machine for Turning Dynamo Commutators.
Horace G. McLean, McPherson, Kan.

946.

Electrical Patents.
Issued June

company of Concord, K. H., manu-

facturers of leather belting, both staple grades and specialhave recently received orders from the following
among many parties, from whom ordurs have come for
the Acme link belt: Alexander Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.;
ties,

June

Galvanic
5Q6.
River. Mass.

John

Battery.

599.

Electric Annunciator,

cago.

111.

Beattie,

Fall

Jr.,

James D. Bishop, Chi-

sectional working conductors connected at their ends to adjacent sections by
an insulating support and electrically connected to
each other by a fusible connection which spans the in-

Mechanical Telegraph Instrument.
Waterhouse. St. Louis, Mo.

Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Richard N. Dyer, New York, N. V.

fialvanic

Rudolph M. Hunter,

Battery.

Jose

Siliceo,

Jr.,

Phila-

Mexico,

Mexico.

Lightning Arrester.

Lodge.

Oliver J.

Liver-

County of Lancaster, England,

Generator for Electrically Reciprocated Tools.
Harry N. Marvin, Syracuse, N. V.

729.

Electric Drill System.

Harry N. Marvin, Syra-

N. V.
Each drill has two oppositely acting

coils included,

respectively, in independent circuits, into which are
delivered in alternation current impulses or alternations by a suitable generator or source of current.

Electric Drill System.
429, 731.
cuse, N. y.

Harry N. Marvin, Syra-

Generally stated, the invention consists in a transformer adapted to convert direct or continuous currents of a given potential into pulsating currents of
the same or another potential, which ik to be connected

any desired point in an electric circuit, and which
may be used to operate one or any desired number of
reciprocating drills.
at

Generator for Electrically Reciprocated Tools.
Harry N. Marvin, Syracuse, N. V,

•129 ,732.

.\n object of this invention is to provide means for
oper.ating the drills at a lower rate of speed relatively
to that of the generator than has heretofore been

done.

Dynamo

Electric

Francis J. Palten.

Machine.

Richard

New

rfinul,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The invention contemplates the direct conversion of
the alternating currents generated in the armature of a
machine through the agency of a converter or trans
former whose primary

coil

is

mounted

upon

and

revolves with the armature shaft and is connected
directly with the coil or coils of the armature, and
whose sccondarj' coil is stationary, thus permitting of
the direct connection therewith of the wires of the con-

sumption

circuit.

4>9 737. Impression D.;vicc for Matrix Making Machines.
Casper L. Redfield, Minneapolis, Minn.

Henry

Klad,

St. Louis. AIo.

Of the eleven claims the ninth is appended:
"The combination, with man-holes and enveloping
pipes connecting these man-holes, of a drip-pipe in
the lower end of each section of enveloping pipe and a
pipe for indicating the presence of water within the
pipe."
Electric Railway.
025.
delphia, Pa.

Switch Board.
054
Mass.

Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

Johan M. Andersen, Boston,

05S.
Method of Separating Ores Magnetically.
Clinton M. Ball. Troy, N. Y., and Sheldon Norton,
Hokendauqua, Pa.

The process consists in mingling water with the
mass, then subjecting the latter to the simultaneous
action of magnetic attraction and centrifugal repulsion, while at the same time causing a current of air to
impinge upon the separated iron or ore.
System of Electrical Distribution.
43O: ,060.
Bentley, Boston, Mass.

Edward M.

The

invention consists, in general, of means whereby, upon the occurrence of any variation in the number of lampi in one group, the surplus current which
is not used by the smai.er group may be employed to
assist the main generator.

Claim

2 reads as follows:

"The combination,

with a multiple arc group of
translating devices in series with a similar group, of
an electric motor in circuit with one of the groups and
connected with the main generator to assist in driving
the same."

Key Board

430: 065.

D. Case and Clark

Multiple Telegraphy.
York, N. Y.

735.

,736.

Underground Electric Conduit.

010.

608.

6S7.
Electric Railway.
delphia, Pa.

Eugene R.

982.

device.

730.
cuse.

Charles J.

sulating support.

invention consists in inclosing each coil in a
soft iron shell, with which shell is magnetically connected an armature which extends centrally through
the coil and serves to operate the visual or other signal

727.
pool,

Conductor System.

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.
The invention comprises

The

703.

Electric Railway

gSr.

1890.

10,

Electric

430.'of)6.

Self Playing Attachment.

W. Evanr,

Piano

Plainfield,

Player.

N.

Joseph D.

Joseph
J.

Case and

Clark \V. Evans, Plainfield, N. j.
Galvanic Bailer}'.
Charles A. Hitchcock, North
430, 075.
East, Pa.
Electric Railway.
430. 076.
delphia, Pa.

Rudolph M. Hunter,

Tool for Truing Dynamo Commutators.
D. Spencer, Baltimore, Md.

430. 094.

Automatic Electric Cut-out.
York, N. V.

430, 096.
dell.

11,0^3.

Phila-

Allen

Montgomery Wad-

New

Electric Railway.

Waller IL Knight, Newton,

Mass.
11,084.

Electric Railway.

Mass.

Waller

II.

Knight, Newton,

.

June

Edokne
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21,

W. H. Sawtkr,

E. Phillips, President.

»eo'y and Electrician.

AMERICAIT ELECTHICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE.

R.

«

I.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Publlehed by autliority of the

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,

FRANK
D.

New York

OfYice, 10 Cortlandt Street,
p. C. ACKEBKI&R, Aeent.

John Carroll,

BROWN,

Late

S.PATEMT OFFICE, --0-

Brow

Bfltterwortl, Hall,

&

Sinitli,

Patent Attorneys,
Sec'y.

Treasurer,

25-26 HONORE BUILDING.

Two complete sets of U.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,

F.

T.

EXAMIHER ELECTRICITY,

PRIHCIPAL

FARADAY CABLES.
F. Phillips, President.

CHICAGO.

•'

-

S. Electrical Patents.

(I.IIIITEI>.)

''F^et.ry?

I

OF

Lighting.

FFICE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
wautee, MiiySU,

Mil-

1890.

Sealed propoeals will be receiv« d at thia office
uulil Tneeday, July 1, 1890, at 10::}0 o'clock A. M.,
for furnisbine, erecting and maintaining :00 or
moreele trie Ifghte ot 2.000 nominal candle power,
for lighting the streets of the c.ty of Milwaukee
for a term of three years, commencing December
15th, 1890.
Such lighting, wiring and all other work necessary thereto to ba done under the regulation of

ench ordinances and reaoluiions as have been or
may hereafter be paesed by the common council
of the city of Milwaukee.
All bids must Bpecify tbe kind of light to be farniehed, and must be accompanied by a good and
satisfactory bond In the penal enm of $50,000.00,
approved as to form and execution by tne city
attorney.
All b.ds received will be submitted to the comcouncil for consideration.
All bids must be stated in writing and In figures.

—

TuRMCR Brass Works

Make
Anythinb

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
and Annunciator Wire, Rubber
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Magnet Wire,

Council

mon

St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— aLANUFACTURERS

WANTED-Electrlc

O

Office

Incandescent Cords.

EUGENE

OPEKA HOUSE BLOCK.
CHICAGO, ILL.

and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telepbone and

Edgene

Common

of the city of Milwaukee.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRICITY.

Manufacturers of Patent Finished

Magnet Wire,

OFFICIAL notice-No. 87.

G. H.

.Signed.

CHICAGO.

GARRETT DUNCK,

Office

Commissioners of Pabllc Works.

BRA55

IN

BENZENBERG,

W. P. O'CONNOR,
GEO. P. TRAEU3IEK,

I;A5ALI£AVi:

Countersigned

May

20, 1890.

FRED

F.

WILDE,

Depnty Comptroller.

FARADAY CABLES.
cc
Insulation Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial,

99

Standard Electric TEST INSTRUMENTS

Underground or Submarine.

Ammeters and

Queen's

Voltmeters for

In a letter from tbe Ihspkctob of the Boston Fire UnderTpriters* Union, under date of March
Thoroughly Keliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."
he says : "
The rubber used In Insulating oar wtrea and cables Is specially chemically prepared, and is guaranteed
to he waterproof, and loill not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clart'a Patent Compound, which is water, oil, acid and. to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our iTisulation will prove durable token all others fail. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
saugee and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lignts from stocK. Cables mad«

A

?9, 1S86,

Testing Sets

Cnrrents.

litb Galvanometer.

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RECALIBRATING AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue 1—66 of Electric Test Instruments.

QUEEN

^EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,'
'^

61 and 63 Hampshire

QENRT

A.

CLARK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HERBERT H. EUSTIS,

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

light Double

PHILADELPHIA.
EDTGinrz:.

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.,' CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SEND FOK CATALOGUE.

Belts are always made from centers of whole
hides extra stretched.

W. H. SALISBURY & CO., ChlcaEO, III.
A. H. QAHDINBR CO., Milwaukee, WlB.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. LooiB, Mo.
ENGLISH, MORSE & CO., Kant S8 City, Mo.
E. C.

ATKINS 4

A.L.IDE&SON,Haniifactiirers

BFBIHreFIEIiD,

( Main Honee, IndianapollB
CO.,/ Branch Honse, Memphis, Tenn.
"
"
Chattanooga, Tenn.
(

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
MASK.

THE OKONITE
Chicago,

11.1..

Chicago Office: 89 Lake Street.
St, Louis Office: 313 Olive Street.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

sLON/^

BRANCHES:

GO..

Dynamo

"^SSTSSSST .^S-ESTX^

.TBADE

&

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

f

Combination

Direct and Alternating

WE PAY

to order.

Portable

New

and Telegraph,

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY, - - -

Boston,

Philadelphia,

Omaha,

IMY

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

ELIGTRIG

Louisville,

St. Louis,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

M OTORS

UTOHATIC E LECTRIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H. P. Upward.

High Efficiency, Perfect SegtUation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Itemarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

DiriffAiaO

<^>

XSIiZSCTRIC

<^

INI

ACHinrES

For Electroplating, Eleotrotyping, Copper Kefining, Etc.

'-=^A

BRANCH

The

NEW VORK, 33 Chirch St.
BOSTON, 111 Arch St.
OFFICE: KANSAS Cirr, RIalto Building. HEW ORLEANS, 101 Camp St.

EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, S06 Commerce St.
CHICAGO, 329 Rookery Building.

-

Windsor. Conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Established in 1861.
''-

June

Steam-Feed Water

Stilwell's Patent Live

B AGGOT,

E.

Removes
Entirely

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

IN

FRICTION

GAS AHD ILICTEIC

Vlae-IIke grip of clutches ootlonally gradual or sudden.
Large friction sut facta prevent undue wear.
Disengagement of clutches is positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
They have a good record, running through fiue years.
Experts are invited to examine pecullarUiea.

Etc., Etc.,

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.
BRANCH sTone

d

I

FOR

Ka Rb

•

SAIaE.

The Northern Summer Resorts

One 1 5-light 50 volt Dynamo
One 25-light 50 TOlt Djnaniu
One 50-light 50 volt Dynamo
One 7 5-light 110 volt Dynamo
One lOO-light 1 10 volt Dynamo
One 1 50-light 110 volt Dynamo
Inchidiug Lamps and Holders.

of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Dikota, not formtUng the famous Excelsior
springs of 3[lssouri, are more attractive
during the present season than ever before.
An illustrated Guide Book, descriptive
of a hundred or more of the choicest
spots of creation, on the lines of the
St. Paul R'y. will
Chicago, Milwaukee
be sent free upon application to A. V. H.

&

CABPB.NTER, General
Chicago,

Passanger Agent,

Bend for 1889 Catalosne.
Beloit, Wis.

ECLIPSE IVIXDEXGINE CO.,

2134 Michigan Avenue,
OC

ENCrNEERINC CO.
707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

319 Ramge

Building,

BEST ROUTE

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
BPKCIAIiTIEB :-The ArmiDgton J; Sims EDEine.

Steel Boilers, Ireenn Link Belt. Standard Socking and Sheffield Urates, Lowe Heater, Hyatt Filter, Blake Pomp, Kortlng Injector, etc.

SSND FOB IiATEST CATAliOeUESI.

NOYES BROS.,
MiNUFACTUEKRS OF

FOR THE
to the

Western

North and North West.

Qiiy.

and CombiDatioo Fiitares,

W. COLBURN & CO..
FITCHBURC, MASS.

I.

D. R. R.

From CINCINNATI

Louis.

Kansas

Building,

Electric Light

$c

St., St.

Rookery." Chicago.

31 Waterworks

III.

C. H.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

COrFLIX<]}».
C^T-A-ia^ CTEI&ISTaCS =

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Iwl

Steam

i"

Catalogue on npjtlication.

ANO CrT-OFF

FIXTURES.

C»f

Purifier.

STILWELL&6IERGBMF&.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

COMBINATION

171 E.

1890

Impurities.

SCALE

prevents

Boilers.

ELECTROLIERS,

SHADES,

all

21,

We make a "pecial ty of f DrnlBhln^ the trade with
Electric BnickelB, Electroliers, Par tables, Combioaiioo Brackete, and email Qstures o< all kinds.
Being manufdcturers we can give lowest prlcee.

Electri.ciaD

8 1. 00.

II

OFFICE

AND FACTORY

T

85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,
Send for New Deecriptiyo Circulars.

TH^EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO,
15 Dey Street,

NEW

ILL.

THE MONON ROUTE

YORK.

Airiirds ctuilct
way, cc

nf J'mir

(

llIllt'lK'lllt,'

I) l'';iyt

.Iiuif

I,

Truliis

each

l.^tlO.

EVERY DAY AND SUNDAY. TOO
III

inilliiian'8

Patent Perfected Safety Vestlbiiled UutTet
and Chair Cars Ijotwt'eu

Sleejicrs

CHICAGO and

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A. 'Se'w Sleosurliiff

Send

for Clrcnlar

Instrnmcnt.

and Price

Llet.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
91 Grisu/old

EI.ECTRICAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

St.,

-

CO..
DETROIT, MICH.

C.,B.i£Q.R.R.
— THE—
IS

Best Appointed Line
—FOR

REACniNCl

THE—

the

OHIO RIVER.

These are alt solid Pulliuan trains of latest de.slg:Q
and Improvements, consisting of Kleiiant Day Coaches,
Chair Care. Composite Cars, DlninR Cars and the very
tlQBSt o( UiifTet SleeplnR Car», eiiulpped with Pullman's
Perfected Safely Vestibules.
Trains from Cincinnati and tlio Sovithonat, and from

Loiiisvlllo and the Simth, arrive at Chlcauo In ample
lliiit^ to connect with Ihp uiurnlng and evening fast
trains for Milwaukee. Mlnneajtolls, St. Paul, Umaha
and all points hi the Northwest.
MornlnK and evcnhiK ciinncrlliins luarle both at
Liiulsvllle and Cincinnati with the Fast Kxpn'sti Trains
connecting lines for ^leniphls, Knuxvillc,
>r
Oriean.s .lacltsonvllle and all points South.
At indianapuHs connections are made with all
diverging lines.

Now

Special Features: Steam Heat. Kleclrlc Light, Perfected Safety Vestibules.
For rate's, through and local schedules, address any
Ticket Agent of the Moiion Route.

West, Northwest and Southwest.

Win. F. liliick, General Manager.
W. H. l\I«-D(iel, TralUe Manager.
.lunies J$arker, Genenil Passenger Agent.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO
II

Adams

St., pui m^^tling. CHICAGO. ILL.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

EECONOMY-

Electric Railway Supplies.
standard and Spesial Devices lor use on all roads
IRRESPECTIVE OF SYSTEM USED.
Correspondence Mollclted.

Otaloicncs Furnished.

Office

and Salesroom,

1

1

Adams

Street.

REGULATION-DURABILITY-

km^

.^IffiflNDElg^^

W.

R.

MASON,

-

Ceneral Manager.

'E

JOHN T.NOYE MFC

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
St. Louis,

-

SIMPLICITY-SELF- CONTAINED

Chicago,

Kansas

City,

Denver,

CO.

$c

BUFFALO. N.Y.i

CO.,

Omaha,

St.

Paul

June

21,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

BRAXED "WAXER >VHEEL as
on account

and

being

of

its

is called to this CEIL.E:particularly adapted to their use,

remarkably steady motion,

g-reat Effioiency, and larsre Capacity,

number

liicrli
for its

Power of most wheels of same diameter.

double the

Speed

diameter,

It is

used by a

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economwater it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

ical use of
ful effect

sTuaranteed.

S!iE3ID

FOB CATALOUliE AXD PARTICltAKS.

Our Horizontal "Victor"
and

is

highly

recommended, as no

gea.::

are required,

can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of 12-inch VICXOH',
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-Iron Flume. Draft
Tubes, End Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon
a substantial cast-iron bed plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
strictly first-class in every particular.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor
it

XIJRBIi\ES

Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use. we recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

DAYTON, OHIO.

CO., •

CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
GARDON CO.,
STANDARD
THEManufacturers
of Electric Light Carbons and 'Battery

Ittaterial.

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

NGINES

BADT, $1.00.

Dynamo Tenlers' Hand-Bool
BADT, SI.OO.

ELEMENTS

of

ELECTRIC LI&HTIN&.

ATKINSON,
All three

cash with

E NGLISH, MORSE & GO.'
WM.

S.

KANSAS

CITY,

Free from ctim or acide. By reaiterlng can be
used continnally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.

TAUSSIG,

S.

MO.

J.

for Electric Light

74

UKE'IDE BUILDING. CHICAGO.

River St., Chicago.

WILLIAM S.BATES,

PATENT LAWYER,

and Contractors.

and Power.

45

LESTER WOODBEIDOE.

WOODBRIDCE & TURNER^

Steam Plants

Agt.,

Write for Trices and Samples.

TURliEB.

Electrical Engineers

OIL.

SECOND TO NONE

GOMPIiETE K<tUIFIIIBKT OF ELECTBIC BAXI/^FAYS.

ELECTRFCIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.
Completi
221-1223 Union Ave.

$1.50.

oDe addiesp,
order, $3.00.

Books, to

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

2o4 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
17

Designs and Estimates Sntunitted.
Oox-tlA.xic3.t jStzreel;. 3>3'e-c\7- "VorTx.,

THE CONNECTICUT

Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THtPATENTOmCE
AND THE COURTS.

MOTOR CO P

OFFICE AND WORKS:

PLANTSVILLE,

-

-

CONN.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL
Electric Motors and Generators
l-S

TO so HORSE

FOTZSTER.
HIGH EFFICIEXCY.

FIRST-CIiA!$S IVORKSIAafSHIP A]VI>

NEW YORK,

BOSTON, 27 School

5 and 7 Dey St.

HARTFORD, 14

St.

NEW HAVEN,

Stale Si.

PHILADELPHIA, 17 N.
65 Orange St.

Sixth St.

CORBESPONDENCE SOLICITED WITH CKNTEAL STATI0K8 AND INDIVrDUAL USEES.

I

^Dir

r^ A

HOLiaES,

DRON CO.,

MAKERS

o-^

HIGH -GRADE-

BOOTH
<& HJLYIDEITS,
WATEBBUKY,

FACTORIES:

CONN.

aiASriTFACTirBEBS

OF

BARE AND INSUIiATZSD TTITIRZ:.
Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, liandsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.
for Incandescent Lighting.

PATENT

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING.

THOS.

L.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
25 PARK PLACE,

NEW

YORK.
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Our Establishment

is

TRUST

not Controlied by any
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Gas Fixtures.

Cotnbination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.

21,

COMBINE.

or

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the intimidating medium
of HEI^-A.T3E1S, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods,

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE ^WORKS,
No. 1426

CALLOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHI i,

PA.

ATEBIAL
WORKMANSHIP
OF TH
BEST.
BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
-"/Vi)

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

e.

CO.,

PERRY, Vice-President and General Manager,

P.

MANUFACTUREKS OF THE

SPERRT IMPROVED SYSTEM
-OF-

HIGH OR LOW TENSION.

we:
1.
'i.

3.

(SLJj=^F=2.A.rsrT:EE::

The new Sperry apparatuB free from repairs for twelve months.
That the new sperry Improved Dynamos can te coupled in eerlee with perfect eafety.
ThHtany number of lamps from one to capacity ot dvnamn can be cut In or out of

%,
circuit,

elngly or In eroape, with perfect eafety, and without eparkinK at the hrasheB.
4.
To absorb power in exact proportion to number of lighta burnluf;.

1.

The new Aatomatlc Sperry Dynamos and Lampa snrpaes

in

eRlclency those of any other

make.
•i.
That there Is greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
3.
That our aatomatlc regulation has no equal: no rheostat, no wall boxes, no solenoid or
dub-pot.
4. That if yoQ will visit onr factory we can show yon the beet arc lighting apparatus in existence.

We

THE

invite

Taylor Mf'g

^S

SPEAKING TUBES
Oral. Electric,

U •b^^^.

The

C0„

19S

to

207

Soutli

M

street,

CHICASO

OSTRANDER &

W.

R.

2

23 and 25 Ann

1 ,

Factoiy, 1461 and 1463

ILL.
Send

for

New

Catalogue, out August

CO.,

New

St.
DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

York.

1st.

Detroit Electrical

ElECm

M WHISTLES.

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Interested
people everywhere.

mm mm

!>^

Chambersburg,Pa
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty"^
Co.

Works

RllLWIt SlSTEM.

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST.
The

Detroit Electrical

Works,

Detroit,

Mich.

i
June

21,
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ELECTRIC MOTORS.

C. 8c C.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to fifty H. P.
Over 8,000 Motors

in

&

C.

Motors for Hoist and
Mining Tramways.

Equipment of Machine Shops,

stock.

63 OllYer

ox3^t:fits.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

Print-

ing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings vvith Electric Power.

actual operation.

KEl ENGIJHD OFHCE,

0.

in

x^.^iia'

St.,

BOSTON.

PHIL5DELPBIA OFFICE, 38

BALL

CHICAGO OFFICE, Phoenix Bnilding

402 AND 404 GREENWICH

MOTOR

ELECTRIC

S. Fenrtli St.

ST.,

CO.,

AUTOMATIC

CUTOFF pi^QIII^
SELLING AGENTS:
C. R.

VINCENT & CO.,
NEW YORK.

15 Cortlandt Street,

Standard.

J.

38

W. PARKER,

PHILADELPHIA, PA. =

So. Fourth Street,

COOLEY & VATER,

Cross Compound.

224 Washington Avenue, MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

W. B. PEARSON,

Triple Expansion.

Room 403 Home Insurance

Buiid'g,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OMAHA ENGINEERING COMPANY,
Sheeley Building,

Xandem Compound

KANSAS

ENGINES

for

The only GOVERNOR

giving

OMAHA, NEB.

KANSAS CITY ENGINEERING

CO.

CITY, MO.

Electric Railways and Electric Lichtiimc.
ABSOLUTELY

the

Same Speed

under

all

CHANGES OF LOAD

or

BOILER PRESSURE.

DR. GASSNER'S
IDRY BATTERY
iaiaHHHianijaiasHHHssHiansnia!

FOR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
The Batteries are now made

the following sizes:

in

No.

P^»-^MBEpl5i

,

1

8.

1

7.

1

6.

Ce'l),

'

Cyllndeical (Enameled),
"

15.
10.
19.

Oval,

02.

Eectangular,

A.

Width,

Height.

Rkctakgctlab (Double

"

SCHOVERLING,
111 Chambers

7i in
7*

3f
3j

in.

7
7

3
3
3
3s

ip.

5i
6i
4|

X 3*

in.

H"
diam.

X

in.

2i

X IJin.
"
X

U

Also Rawhide UcElEATHO^^ft^'

—I AGENTS

IN

ALL CITIESf-

Sole Agent and Manufacturer,

St.,

New

York.

DERIVATION OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL DNITS.
Bt

Lieut. P. B.

Badt a^d Prop. H.

S.

Carhart.

a very handsome book of 6o pages, printed on fine heavy paper, with neat cloth binding. It contains PorBiographies of Ohm, Watt, Faraday, Joule, Gauss, Weber, Sir William Siemens, Dr. Werner von Siemens,
Volta, Ampere, Daniell, von Jacobi, together with a carefully prepared table of the Practical Electrical Units, with their

This

is

traits and

relative values.

In

no other Sinsle Volume can this Rare Collection of Portraits be Found.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO
33 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD RUBBER BATTERY

Of every description, including the celebrated
CELLS, manufactured under
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Rod and Ttlbinff (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constant!)' on iiand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Chicago, 111.

KILL
Works,
CLEVELAND O.

'

MANUFACTURERS OF

Clutch

IRK

BARE AND INSULATED

AV

EASTERN OFFICE.
NEW YORK.

ISCortlsndtSt.,

Engineering

-

Franklin

Oflice: 146

St.,

BOSTON.

CHICAGO:

MINNEAPOLIS:

Q» So. Canal St.

305 Eiisota Building.

KANSAS CITY:
1221

WE CARRY THE URGEST STOCK

IN

and

I'^iH

Union Avenue.

THE WEST AT OUR

ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTS

Warehouse, 171-173 Lake

Designod,

St., Chicaso.

TFOBKS, TRENTON, N.

J.

COPYRIGHTED BY

H. W. HILL-

Erected

aod Furniabed.

Send lor new Catalogue Power
TiansmlsBlon Mactunery.
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THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.

Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent Execution of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE

^ON//.

MARli.

TRADE

AGENTS.

MARK".

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

From Ajnr Manufacturer or
State that

you

WANT

WITH

IT

Dealer,

PERFECTLY RELIABLE. NO DANGEROUS CURRE/iT^

SUPPLIED

the

Whittingham
Automatic

^^niW/lPATTe/\Y$
ELECTRIC- LI^HT8c poWEf\ Co.

W'^\W-

CANDEjCEfir^-' 7S

30 Cortlandt St.

Hew

A

York.
'^J

Switch.

'5TeA\

foR LI&HT

~P°^^F\^

Send for Catalogue.

sTi,

Z^f^

Automatic Switcli Co.,
No. 8 Keyser Building,

f

BALTIMORE, MP.

The Standard
Open Circuit Batteries
of

WESTERN ELECTRIC

the World.

CO.,

PARIS
GONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GDLDMEDAL

We

Washburn

the Exclibiye Western Agents for

&

II18

sale if

Moen's

Galvanized Iron Wire,
Galvanized Steel Wire, and
Hard Drawn Copper Wire.
Prices on Application.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

EXPOSITION

1889
TRADE

are

THE ONLY

GONDA

Genaine Leclancbe Batteries

Made

or Sold

in

MARK.

America.

149 West 18th

ELCLANCHE BATTERY

CO.,

NEW YORK.

St.,

CHICAGO.

NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
i_i]s^it:eid.

YORK.
STREET CARS
NEIAT

-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

YORK.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Specially adapted for Physicians' Cautery Purposes.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
W.

D. Sahi.kst. rre!'id( tit.
E. 11. CuTLCii, Tctiaflurer

LAMINAR FIBRE THE

CO.,

.^.^1^7-°'^^^.
Juqn A. Barrett,

\'ice-Preeident and Cone. Electrician.
Frank A. Pkriikt, Electilclan.

and Manager.

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 8 Washington
1

St.,

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

-MANUFACTaRERB OF THE-

Rubber for insulating and
mechanical purposes. Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned

A

perfect substitute for Hard

Will take a very high
or drilled into any desired shape.
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light run-

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,
Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled In SImpllcKy and Durability.

Lamiiatefl

HIGHEST

AWARD

FieM

lapets

BY MEA.NB OF WHICH
Higher Efficiency, Closer Regulation,
and Slower Speed

Are obtained tlian \n poBslMe

EXPOSITION

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

Machines having

OF SOFTEST CHARCOAL IRON,

AT
PARIS

ning machinery.

1 he only

oiliern-lKe.

CO.,

Automatic Motors

180 Sumnier St., Boston, Mass.

ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

oi all sizes and for all purpnsps, Automatic Dynamos
for Incandescent Elfctrlc
LiglitlnK. Isolated Plants
fur Stores, raetiirles, etc.,
asiieclally. Mulslure- proof
Motors and DjTiamos for
use In Mines and damp
places.

CO.,

High Grade Wires, Weatherproof Wires, Pins, Brackets, Cross Arms, C. & W. Mica Railway Insulators, Cut
Mica, Sheet Mica, Fuse Wire, Soldering Salts, Tapes, Tubing, Class and Porcelain Insulators, Sleet Proof
Pulleys and Arc Light Windlasses, Incandescent Lamos, Porcelain Cut-outs and Switches, Everything Electrical
Required for Electric Light, Power and Railway Companies. Agents for Noveliy Electric Supply Co.'s Specialties,
Write for Quotations.
and Could & Watson Co.
Favor Us with Your Orders.
Notth 8th Street, ST. LOUIS,

MO.

403

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
atj%NUrACTCH£K8 OF

Arc aHd Incanilescent Apparatus
FOR LIGHTING,
ArGM°lnGandesGent Motors,
Electro-PlatiDg and Electro-Deposition Maciiines.

Distinctive Features:
L&RGEST OUTPUT,

LIGHTEST HEIGHT,

LEAST POWER REQUIRED,

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY AND LEAST FLOOR SPACE

MOST PERFECT AUTOMATIC REGULATION.
New

The

Arc Lighting System of this Company

is

the

MOST

SIMPLE, PERFECT and ECONOMICAL on the market.
For CHtimatoM and

otiicr inrorniation, adilress:

NEW YORK OFFICE:

-WESTERN OFFICE:
No. 425,

THE ROOKERY,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

115 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

.
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DURABLE.

Primary

EFFICIENT.

ECONOMICAL.
CONVENIENT.

Batteries

FOB

Household, Experimental, Scientific and other Purposes.

JAMES

H.

MASON,

WAXDFACTPRING ELECTRICIAN,
Office, 63 Broadway, New York.
Factory, I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.
Office

and Domestic Lighting.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
Ouaranteed as represented.
These Batteries are ia practical

and giving perfect

use,

satisfaction.

THE BARNES WATER EMERY

Barnes' Patent

has no pumps.

20 to 32 inch swing, with both
worm and levtr feed, self feed

No

valves. Nopiping^lo

and back-geared.

supply it with wiiter.
It has nothing to ^el
out of order, is always

ENGIXE LATHE,

Barnes' Patent
15 inch swing, 6 foot or 8 foot
bed. These machines are made
a specialty in our factory.

ready for use. It is
as easily m.inaged as
a grindstone :ind will

They have advantages not
found in other machines in
thi; line.
It will pay parties
desiring to purchase or know
mnre nhoiit these machines to
Semi fur full description and

g-ive vastly better results.

Sold subject to npproval. Send for fu'l
description and jirice.

W.

F.

&

John

mm

m\m

Tool Grinder.
It

Barnes Co., Rockford.
Ruby Street.

prir..^

In

BARNES

II!.,

Acidress No. 761

ill..

W.

F.

& JOHN

CO., Rockford,

Address No.76(Ruby

St.

For Stationary or Railway Work,
For Mining or Engineering Operations,
X'JbLJfJ

IVESTEBN AGEXT
I.'Vr.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

G. A. ^ HARMOUNT,

'

MAXAGEIt

-

ONITOR ELECTRIC

ARE UNEXCELLED.

149

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLES.\LE DEALER IN GENERAL

Spravne StallOMrj Motors are la use in more tban One Knadred and Filiy
Different Classes

WESTERS! A4.1EXT

COI.BVRX'S
EI.ECTRICAIi DEPART3IEIKT
DT'lVAMOS AXn HOTOBS.
STEW HA VEX CI.OCK CW.

ELEC TRICAL SUPPLIES.

of Industry.

WESTERN AGEXT FOR

Sprague Electric Railway & M(

lALFRED

C0m.pa.n3r,
16 and 18 Broad

Si,,

NEW

F.
.

f>T.ABLISHED

MOORE'S
l.fiO.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.

YORK.

Electric Light, Annunciator
.

"fact,

and Office Wires.

every kind of Wire

known

Incandescent and Battery CorJs;
the Electrical Trade.

in

lo-

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHT SYSTEM.
UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distinction, a Gold Medal, hy the International
at the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889."

Jury

Specially adapted for Street, Commercial, and Domestic Dluminatlon from Central Stations. Plant may be located
where power can he secured Cheapest, even it miles distant from the L'gbting.
Safely. Reliability, and Financial Success
fallv demonstrated.
Plan of Wiring the Simple t, Cheapes', and most Efficient. Strictly Series. Nmed for the Brilliancy
f nd Beauty of the Light.
Lamps 10 to 100 Candle Power; Long Life without Blackening. Greatest Production of Candle
Power per Horse Power, Dynamo Self-Contained, and Perfectly Automatic.

SEKD FOR

CIBCITI/AR.

CORRESPONDENCE

SOJblCITED.

XSIiZSCTRIC ImIGHT CO.,
809-8I7 South 7th Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ELECTRIC RAILWA7 SYSTEM
BY THE VERDICT OF OVER FIFTY RAILWAY COMPANIES HAS BEEN DECLARED

A PRACTICAL A ND COMME BCIAL SDCCESS.
Schedule Time Reaularly Maintained,

No

Destruction of Apparatus,

Slight Cost for Repairs,
ARE THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE

Tlioinson-lonslon lailway System

I

FIFTY ROADS IN OPERATION.

THIRTY ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION.
TWENTY CONTRACTS JUST CLOSED,
MAKING A GEAND TOTAL OF

ONE HUNDRED ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
USING THE THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.
Illustrated

and Descriptive Pamphlets Furnished to Prospective
Purchasers.

THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC

CO.,

MAIN OFFICE: 620 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
US

Michigan Ave,

Gbicago,

111.

Wall

and Lloyd

Sts.,

Atlanta,

6i

403 and 406 Sibley

St.,

St.

.

Panl,

Minu

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

THE

Knapp Electrical Works,
Uie following are a few of our testimonials:
Your lamps (Perkins) instead ot lasting 600 hours

General Western Agents,

have averaged over 1,000 hours without growing black or
dim. Chuecii Green Electric Light Co., Boston, Mass.

-TiHCES

PERKINS ELECTRIC LAMP

TO FIT

AHY

GO.

The life of the lamps
when burned out they are
Heuck's Opera

is

more than guaranteed, and

perfectly white.
House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The lamps average their
been burning 3,000 hours.
chester, Conn.

full

guarantee, and some have

— Oakland

SOCKET,

ALL CANDLE POWERS,

Paper

Co.,

Man-

We have run all our lamps (Perkins) over 1,200 hours
and none of them have given out yet. Z. Crane, Jk. &

—

Bro., Dalton, Mass.

The

AKY YOLTAGE,
AHY EFFICIEHCY.

—H. Heuck,

discolor.
trice,

bums up to 16 c. p., is clear, and does not
D. Wilteout, O. W. Holmes Hospital, Bea-

light

—

J.

Neb.

They (Perkins lamps) have more than met our expectations, as

they excel the guarantee by some 3,000 hours.—
New York.

H. B. Claflin,

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE
TELEGRAPH,

TELEPHONE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT

McLennan

Switch.

FaiBte Switch.

Arc Lamp

Arc Lamp Wall Switch.

Ceiling-

Switch-

GALES COMMUTATOR COMPOUND
NO ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT
54:

IT.

& 56

THE KNAPP ELECTRICAL WORKS, Franklin

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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171

RANDOLPH

June

ST.,

ii,

1890

^O

C-H-I-C-^^-O-O.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BARE AND INSULATED

WIRES AND CABLES
-A-]xri3

GENERAL ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Catalogues or Quotations upon Application,
NO CHARGE MADE CUSTOMERS FOR EXPERT

ADVICE.

la.r^e arLd ^wrell a^ssortedl
stock: of SlxieldL Brartd a^xid
-ZL

HsLtoirslia.'Wkr IZSTires

consta^ntly

oxi
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

enjoining clause of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Brush Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light
company is as follows:—
"6. And it is hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
"Wayne Electric Light company, Henry G. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,

The

"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent. No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."

ARC LieHTINB APPARATUS,
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS,

ALTERNATINC CURRENT APPARATUS,
INCANDESCENCE LIGHTING MACHINES,

CARBONS FOR ARC LIGHTING, ETC.

THE BRUSH ELECTRIC

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CO
FORT WATTNE,

IND.,

MniinrartarerH of the

SLATTERY INDUCTION SYSTEM
-OF-

Incandescent Lighting,
AUD THE

WOOD SYSTEM

The Most Carefully Worked-out and Complete

OF

Alternating System of Electric Lighting
in Existence.

Arc Ligliting.

Armatures and Converters Guaranteed. 12-16
Candle Power Lamps to the Mechanical Horse Power Guaranteed.

CORRESPO NDEHCE S OLICITED.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, FORT WAYNE,
NEW YORK
I

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,

OFFICE,

2 7 Sansome

15 Broadway, Boreel BIdg.

1

907

r85 Dearborn Street, First Floor,

Filbert Street,

C. A. WILBUR, Manager.
BUCKLEY, Manager.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 533 Wood Street.

J.

CITY OF MEXICO OFFICE,

WOOD DYNAMO.

Street.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
W.

IND.

BERGlMiLlTIT

F.

<&

ADAMSi

Successor.

CO.,

ELECTRIC LIGHT, COMBINATION
ADAPTED TO AinT SYSTEM OF INOAKDESCENT UQHTINa.

ALL APPLIANCES FOR THE EDISOH ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Illustrated Catalogues,

Designs and Estimates Furnished on Application.

and Works,
292-298 Avenue

Office

T.

W. WILMARTH

[

B,

JCUHIV.
J^-t-W "vrfcT^xr
ivtx'tit-

j

& CO.,

227 State

AGENTS FOR OUR FIXTURES

IN

i

Correspondence

Solicited.

Show Rooms,

\

Street,

65

Fifth

Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL

THE NORTHWEST.

$8 per Annum.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Vol

CHICAGO, JUNE

VI.

Ireson's

Leather-Link

Self-Adjusting

Belting.

28, 1890.

'86.

Send for Iieson'e lUaatrat«d Treaties

Especl&Uy sdaptod for
SlectricporpoBes and

eli

on

Self-

AdjnBtlsg Leather .Link

otberhigh-spftea machin-

Belting, furnished grain If onely.

ery.

No.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTUKERS OP AUD DEALERS
-

Patd. Uov. 16»

L.

IRESON, 97 High

St.,

EVERYTHING
ELEGTRIOAL
SEKO FOB
aSe-FACE GATAIiOeCE,

1 11 Aroh Street,
i
.
-J

Boston. Mass.

THE ACME OF FINE CONSTRUCTION.

26.

CO.,'

IK

_

ipenui i^fac/vuico
AneuciFl
orcoi^t

Manfd by CHARLES

cents per Copy.

1

BAKER, BALCH &

BOSTON, MASS.

CO., Seattle, "Wash.
p^^j^ Seelers Electbicai, Wokks, San Francisco, Cal.

A full line of onr manafactuies can be found at our Agsnclea.

ROOT'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.
SAFE.

ECONOMICAL.

DURABLE.

AN EXCELLENT

ELECTRIC PLANT BOILER.
Adopted by the Edison Electric Iilerltt CoHt*
Sianieeat Philadelphia, Detroit, St. Paul, Colnmas and Cincinnati; also the Brash Electric Light
Co., of Lonievllle, and others.

A6ENDR0TH & ROOT MFG. CO.,
Co.,
28 Cliff Street, New York.
FITTSBUBCrH, PA.
ROOT SECTIONAL SAFETY BOILER.
E. DEGENHARDT, bager, Chicago. BRANCHES: BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA, NEW ORLEANS, DALLAS and CHICAGO.

Standard Underground Cable
Westinghouse Builaing,

G.

L WILEY.imger. Ncw York.

F.

(2iai)

»Iniliii-Riilil)i!r afld Gntta-Ferctia

ELECTRIC

Co.

UNDER WATER

Absolutely Pure Rubble Cables,

to any Millage
or Specification up to
9,000 Megohms per knot.

MARINE

Two -Circuit

Three and Two-wire Cables, to

up

AND

CoNXENTRic Cables, anv millage. Flexible
Cords, Silk, Hemp, Cotton, Dynamo

any specification
Megohms per

Wires and Cables,
varien- of

WM.

v^rj-

Every

pliable.

INCANDESCENT Cores.

UNDERGROUND.

M. HABIRSHAW,F.C.S.,Gen'( Nlgr., Offices: 159 Front
Western Agents: THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.. 171 Randolph

ELECTRIC

St.,

knot.

Nai^' Portables, Silk,
Cotton and Hemp.

LIGHT

Cables oi* High insulation
and Long Life, all millage.

St..

Concentric Cables, both circuits, g.ooo Megohms per

to 8,000

knot.

'

HIGH OR LOW
VOLTAGE.

Marine

Cores

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vulcanized India-Rubber Cables, to any
specification up to 8,000 Megohms per mile.

LIGHT,

Standard

\wMm

NEW YORK,
CHICAGO.

U.S. A.

Bell Wire, rubber covered, for Marine Woric

installations

Pliable

Cables, for

Search Lights.

ILL.

COMPANY,
ANSONIA BRASS & COPPER
COWLES* PATENTED
Sola Manufacturers of

,

DAY'S KERITE INSULATION. Fire -Proof and Weather -Proof
The acknowledged Standard
Insulation. Its merits proved
quarter of a century. Adapted to
•eirie

Light and Power.
Talegraph and Telephone.

for durable

and high

by a record

of over

all

Subterranean Use,

CUT 5H0WIKO STYLB OF INSULATION.

Concealed Wiring ki

B.

PRESGOTT,

A

'm^^m^

Wji^^/fUM^/^^^^^^^'^'^''^^:

Aerial Use.

All Sizes

B

C

electrical purposes.

Submarine Use

GEORGE

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE.B

Jr., Gen. Agt.,

Western Electric Co., CMcago, HI.,

16 Dey St,

all

Locations.

NEW YORK.

B. £.—Two Braids, saturated with Fire-Proof loGnlatioa.
J.—Copper Wire.
atorated with a Blmlt^ Weather-Pkoof Composition.
. .
^
,
.
Approved by New York Board of Fire Underwriters. Sanples furnished opos
trie Copper Wire, bare and covered, of every description.

y,._PP-n-Sole Agents for the West.

*

"

<

19 and 21 Cliff

'1

33 and

1

St. New York.

35 Waba$ti

FACTORIESj

Ave., Ctiicago,

III.

ANSONI A, CONN.

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
MANVFACTUREBS OF
Weatherproof Wire. Insulated Iron Wire. Magnet Wire, Rubber Covered House Wire.
Flexible Brush Holder Cable.
Annunciator Wire.
German Silver Wire. Oflace Wire.
Flexible Cords.
Gas Fixture Wire.
Arc Lamp Cords.
Tinsel Cords.
Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Light Cables.
PARAGON TAPE.

JAMES

F.

KELLY,

General Sales Anent. - 19 Dey Street,
WOBK8: SCMENECTADY, N.Y.

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

THE THOMSON-HOUSTON ELECTRIC
Arc and Incandescent
£lectric
Iiighting Apparatus.

G20 Atlantic Ave.,BosTON, Mass.
148 Miohiifan Ave , Cuicaoo, III.
115 Broadwav, New Yoek, N. Y.
215 W. 4th St., CixrixxATi, Ohio.
N. Y. Life Ins. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
11. N. 3d St,, St. Louis, Mo.
:.'o4 Montgomery St., San Fkancisco, Cal.

;S,

1890

CO.,

Electric Railway

Equipment.

'i

No

Electric Motors.

better proof of the superiority of our arc apparatus can

be offered than the fact that of the 21,000 arc lamps operated by

Gas Companies

in this country, over

are Thomson-Houston.

The dynamo

or 52

11,000,

is

per

cent,

entirely automatic in its

regulation, perfect in mechanical construction, and economical in
operation.

The lamps burn

their adjustment better than

Arc

steadily

and uniformly, and hold

any other lamps on the market.

Dviiiiniu.

Our direct current incandescent dynamo
favor with practical electric lighting men, as

its

Like the arc dynamo

automatic, permitting any

number

I

n<iiii<lesfcnt

its

features of

regulation

is

lamps to be thrown on or

of

without in the least affecting the others in

service.

descent lamps have an unequaled record for long

1 iirrciit

many

excellence are recognized.

off

Oirect

rapidly gaining

is

Our incan-

life.

Djnamo.

The problem
cent lighting

is

of long distance incandespractically

solved

by the

dynamo, and to meet the
machine of this character we

alternating current

demand

for a

have constructed what is unquestionably the
most perfect alternater offered the public today, embracing as it does, all the features
that combine to make a perfect dynamo —
automatic regulation, perfect mechanical conand economy of

struction, highest efficiency,

operation.
Alternating Cnrrent Dynamo.

The employment of electric motors for driving small machinery is becoming so common, and its advantages so well known,
that it is unnecessary to elaborate in this direction. In the construction of our motors we feel that we have reached a point
where their superiority cannot but be admitted.

LIGHTNING ABBESTUB—All

of our installations

are protected from destruction and injury by our lightning arrester, which we will fully guarantee to operate successfully in every

The Company guarantees to repair or replace apparatus
by lightning \«here these arresters fail to operate.

instance.

motor.

injured

June

28,
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JEITNET
ELECTRIC
222

S.

MOTOR

HAWKEYE

IHE

ELECTRIC MFG.

<^0'M''ANY,

DAVENPORT,

CO.,

IOWA.

ILLINOIS ST.. INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

Complete Central Station
i-KTU

ISOLATED PLANTS,
ARC AND INCANDESCENT APPARATDS.
OUR DYXAMOS

are unsurpassed by any made for efficiency,
automatic regulation, and general workmanship.

Licensee of the

WHAT

IS

WITH

THE

EVERY MOTOR

Automatic,

GUARANTEED.

Beautiful,

Cheap,
Durable,

Send

Efficient.

for Catalogue.

Renowned Perkins Incandescent Lamps,

Famous

THIS?

for long life without discoloration.

ELECTRIC MOTORS

for

Stations; any voltage, highest efficiency,

Prices ReasDnable.

-

Railway Circuits and Central
all sizes.

Write us for Catalogue and Price List.

To Arc and Incandescent
THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR

CO.,

MANUTAOTtrREES OF

Electric

Motors

for Arc

and Incanoescent

Circuits.

THE ONLY MOTOR

OF PITTSBURGH,
MANUFACTURERS OF A FULL

GIVING PERFECT

PA.
LINE

SATISFACTION.

OF

All Sizes from.

ELECTRIC LIGHT

M6H,P.toS0H.P.

ClOBESr:? SHADES
BOTH ARC AND INCANDESCENT.
RICH CUT, OPAL. CLEAR, ETCHED, ROUGHED, ETC.

ADTVPTED TO ALL
The supreiinc

729 BROADWAY,
(COH.

WAVERLY

NEW

YORK.

PLACE), and

43 SIXTH AVE, PITTSBURGH, PA.

of

THE BAXTER MOTOR' over all othc , ien thoroughly
and we are now prepared to fill orders promptly.

established

(''^""

^L^

Send

for Price lists

and Testimonials.

Address,

THE BAXTER ELECTRIC MOTOR
Office

BALTIMORE,
CHAS.

H.

CO.,

and Works, Biddle, Chester and Chase Sts., and Collington Ave.,

CONE, Western Agent, 103 Adams

IMD.
St.,

Room

8, Cliicago,

III.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-

THE

Jnne

TV^TIOTVA.L CJWI^BOIV

28,
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CO

CleT7-ela,rLca., OltLio.
-

MANUFACTURERS OF-

ELECTRIC LIGHT CARBONS and BATTERY MATERIAL.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS FOR ERECTING
COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS FOR

ENBINEERINe CO.

JARVIS
GIVES A CLEAR

61

ELECTRIC LIGHT

& POWER

NATIONAL FEED WATER HEATER,
lARVIS BOILER SETTING, to Burn

OLIVER STREET,

Anthracite

~

Screenlngi.

STATIONS.
Cul and Coka

NATIONAL ROCKING AND SHEFFIELD GRATE BARS

lOSTOHB".

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

THE ONLY COMMERCIAL ARC LAMP

AND STEADY

-F^OFL

LIGHT.

INCANDESCENT
CIRCUITS.
Series on Circuits of 00 to 1 20 Volts
Will Use Only 8 Amperes of Current.

Burning 2

in

1

Please state System and Voltage Used. Address

THE ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
18 Cortlandt

St.,

&

NEW YORK

SUPPLY

We
CO.

Guarantee

Them

Electrically

and Mechanically.

CITY.

CLEVELAND,

THEManufacturers
STANDARD
CO.,
OHIO.
GARDON
of Electric Light Carbons and 'Battery

lUIaterial.
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JAS.

F.

KELLY, Genera Sales Ag^nt, 19 Dey

Street,

NEW

YORK.
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£192

CHICAGO,

Fifth Ave.

ILL.

WE HAVE JUST REFUSED AN ORDER FOR

1000.000 Feet
SIMPLEX RUBBER WIRE

Of one size

of

OFFERED

would not cover cost

lower the quality, and this

busy

filling

tions to

we will

of

customers.

We

Our

not do.

in price

factory is very

we give

do not wish

pany an advantage over another

PRICE

manufacture unless we

orders for first-class goods, and

ALL

because

low quota-

to give

one com-

paid for our rubber

known

wire.

Therefore buy a wire which

class,

and which places competing firms on an equal basis.

is

well

to

be

first-

SEND FOR PRICES ON

SIMPLEX WIRES.

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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CROSBY DRY BATTERIES
FOR

OPEIT CIRCT7IT "WORIS.

ELEdKOMOTlVK FOIUE,

CUUHENT.

OLTS.

1.55 A

1

TO

10 AMPEI<ES.

.ADVANTAGES OF THE CROSBY DRY BATTERY
FOR OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
THE CROSBY DRY BATTERY
Open

Battery

Circuit

pjts.ssas

i?

the best

market.

the

in

appearance, and easily broken and injured.

It

The Crosby Dry Battery

Ihe adv;inlai.'cs claimed for

all

In addition to this.

most compact, most durable and simplest
yet diicovered.
it

It la

quires

cell

£o constructed that

by
and we are prepared to
any time that Its power of recuper-

not destroyed or seriously injured

is

short

Crosby
Electric Company.

circuiting,

prove

at

proportionately greater than that of
any other. For Electric Bells, Gas Light.
log. Burglar Alarms. AnnuDclators, Teleation

is

Purposjs, Electrical Clocks, and

all

^CHAftCCQ

soM

semi-charged.

the only

The

CROSBY DRY BATTERY,

until

provided the amount of working
rcfjulred

be obtained.
been

except the Crosby Dry Battery,

work

slant supply

able

Wet

of

Open

ol

which

This Battery

public,
will

To

do

SLOWLY

Balteries and give a con-

Electricity

Circuit

the

liefore

pla<;e<l

work

at

times.

The

nse.

advantages of a Dry Battery are obvious,
because

Wet

Batteries, of

Ftilly

is

If

— Remove

Charge Sattery

.the saine

In a few minutes the

manner

To

the

ONE GILL

found necessary, after a long period of

recharged in

whatever form,

Open

accide

recoups

it

t,

only intended

Is

Work.

Circuit

If,
however,
becomes Short

itself.

This cannot be

said with equal truth of

any other Dry

it

and forms, to suit

sizes

different

the needs of

The

different purchaae's.

quantity of current required for any given
work can le secured by a change in the

cover

and pour

in

rec'angular form

The quantity

of pure water, divided

Ijattery will

be ready for

service, the battery

may

be

prevent corrosion, care should be takeo

not to wet the brass connections.

are constantly giving out olTenslve odors

Is

Dry Eatteries varies from one to ten ampsres,

according to Ihe size and shape, while the
electromotive force remains constant at
1

55 volts.

To use Ihe Crosby Dry Battery
satlsfacticu.
teries

SIZE IN IHCBEB.

r^

Ileiuht.

No. ».
Ho. a.

N.

....

It will

Is

to ap-

give perfect

Comparison with other
its

bat-

superior qualities.

S'ZE IN INC11P8.

StZE IN INCIIE!*,

Dlam.

Height.

shows

it.

TKLEPHUnrE.

KECTANUVIiAR.

CYL.INI)RICAL,.

the tetter.

of current in Ihe Crosby

prove and Indorse

and spoiling everything with which their
fumes come in contact. They are disagreeable and un cleanly machines, unsightly in

Wo. 3

intended.

but in Instancci where very low internal
les'stance Is t'eslred, as In telephone work
and for medical electrical purposes, the

Sold Semi-Charged.

through the holes in the top

equally between the two boles.

sufficient for reliall

It Is

Cylindrical Batteries are to be preferred;

and a constant current can
No form of Dry Battery has

as yet

which

The Crosby Dry Battery

form and size of the bat'ery. For ringing
bells and work of that character, the

should always be givtn to the

power

the

(Patented April 2d, 1889.)

preference as between liquid and Dry

latter,

for

is

it

work

The Crosby Dry Batteries are manufact-

wanted.

Batteries

temperature; whether hot or coH,

equilly capable of performing the

ured In

Dry Battiry

does not work

It

the

Battery known.

fensive crystallization and perlecl cleanliness"
Is

re-

while

whatever,

attention

Circuited,

be put, it has no equal, whether It be com
pared with Liquid or other Dry Batteries.
We guarantee depolarization, absence ol olThe Crosby Battery

no

through an

the

which Open Circuit Batteries may

Ufi28 to

clean,

Liqu'd Batteriei are frequently in need of
being cleaned, and the solution used must
constantly be renewed.
The Crosby Ba'iery is not affected by

for

Microphones, Jledical Electrical

phones,

perfectly

once leing properly connecttd,

after

the most reliable,

Is

It

is

emits no destructive gases or acids, and,

any Open Circuit Battery, and is capable
of pjifomiln^ more work than any other.

Width.

5

IM

X

«

Hi

.X

Lencth.
4u:

8

Lnpth.

Width.

n-lijlit.

LonK •stance

7W

x

Z'.i

Telrplione

7)4

x

ii

;

4'i
4ii

Pilce.

aie

•

o

ISO

B.-OTHKK SIZKS AKD MHAl'KN TO SUIT PURCHASERS.
Office of Flk.mminq's ELECTiio Medical Instrument MANUFACTonY,
No. 1001) Arch Streb.t, Philadelphia, Jiarch 8, 1890.

|iopv.
I

"*

CROSBV KLKl-TRIC OOWP.VWY. Kew
—

York.

The opportunity of expressing to jou my views In reference to the Dry Cells made by your firm gives me great pleaeure, and I do not hesitUe in describexperience with some of them. I charged and connected one of your No. J 6i|uare cells with one of my rapidly Interrupted 4 ohm resistance primary colls, starling it
.lun M, IH'.I3, at 4 P.
kept running all night and following day. .Ian. 211, when at 4 1'
P. M.
Ittwcame accidentally short circuited, and remaining so until
The cell
was then released and allowed to recuperate till .Ian. 80; 7:10 A. M., started again, and left running till Feb. i;i, slopping during night time. Thus, in defiance of a two hour
shirt circuit, this cell functionated —371 consecutive hours, a result never before attained In all my experience with open circuit battery cells. The same cell, being recharged
afterward, still retains Its working capacity, apparently as good as previous to its testing.
Very respectfully,
(iKNrLEMBN;

log

my

M

M

,

(Signed)

OTTO FLEMMING.

The Crosby Electric Co.,
Judse Buildins,

Fifth

Avenue and Sixteenth Street,

NEW

YOJIK.
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NORTHWEST

THOMSON-HOUSTON
ELECTRIC
403-405

Sibley St.. ST.

PAUL, MINN.

CO.,

PORTLAND, ORE., Branch, 266

First

St.

SOLE NORTHVCEST A6KNTS FOR

Thomson Houston Apparatus.
ARC AND INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

Electric Street Railways.
COMPLETE CE NTRAL STAT ION PLANTS.
Arc Plants, Alternating Incandescent Plants, Direct Current
Incandescent Apparatus for Isolated Plants.

ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAYS
SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATES.
We

carry the largest and most complete line of Electric Supplies in
the Northwest. Send for catalogue and discount sheet.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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EDISON MANUFACTURING
65 Fifth Avenue,

NEW YORK.

edisonIystem
DYNAMOS!

WIRING!
|||

INSTRUMENTS!

LAMPS!
502

Complete Installations Contracted for Any Capacity.

-^=0^

IMO
NO

SUB-CONTRACTORS,
DIVISION

OF RESPONSIBILITY.
50;

UNITED EDISON MANDFAGTURING CO.,
YORK CITY,
SAN FRANCISCO.
DSMVZSR.
CHICAGO.

NEW

TOROigTO, CANADA.

June
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THE Best Solid Rubber Core Wire

In order to meet the demand for

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE YET
LOW-PRICED solid rubber core-wire,

an

The Edison Machine Works have
duced a new

made up
No. 20.

line of this class of

in all sizes,

pro-

goods

from No. 0000 to

It is the equal in quaUty, finish

and durability of their other well-known
Once tried, it will always be
wires.
used in preference to any other.
IT IS

THE NE PLUS ULTRA.

FOB PRICES, SAMPLES, AND OTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS

THE EDISON MACHINE WORKS,
JAS. F. KELLY,

Gen. Sales Asent, 19 Oey Street,

NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE BEST or ALL
TRANSFORMER
SYSTEM
OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.

SELF-CONTAINED ALTERNATING CURRENT

Our Apparatus

is of

DYNAMO— CAPACITY, 500 16-CANDLE-POWER

LAMPS.

the Highest Efficiency, Mechanically and Electrically.

WE GUARANTEE ITS OPERATION, AND

We are Prepared to Undertake the Oonstruction

of Electrical Plants of

CORRESFOUEEUCE

Whatever Magnitude.

SOIvICIXEE.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO
EAU

BAKER, BAIiOH &

CO., Qen'l Agts.,
Seattle,

QIaAIRE, WIB.
CHAS. M. BLANOHABD, Agent,

THOMAS WOLFE,

Southwestern Agent,
Unioa Depot Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
P. H. POLGLASE, Agent,
205 N. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.

LITTLE,

MCDONALD &

METOALF, REED &

Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington.

CO., Gen'l Agts.,
141 East Seneca St., Buffalo, N. T.
CO., Western Agts.,
1517 Larimer St., Denver, Colo.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

L. N.

COX, Agent,
16 Fifth

St., S. E.,

Washington, D. 0.

GRAY, Special Agent,
Room 12 Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati, O.
PITTSBURGH ELECTRIC CO., Special Agts.,
531 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MFG. & CONSTRUCTION CO.,

W.

N.

Tower Building, No. 50 Broadway, New York City.
CO., History Building, 723 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

June
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Chicago, May 19th, 1890.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
116

&

118 Franklin

Street,

CHICAGO.

Gentlemen:
Please furnish this company

1,000.000

FEET

& S. braided Okonite wire.
CHICAGO EDISON CO.,

No. 14 B.

By

Chas. B. Holmes,
Purchasing Agent.

THAT'S

WHAT

The Chicago Edison

Co.

TALKS.

have tried all the lowpriced imitations of Okonite, and the above order comes as the
result of dearly bought experience.

CA.N^)ESSS
WmjLjnjKM
^^^^^^^^^^^ ^yTT^TE
proof wires.

We

^o'^s

^^^

position

same

relative

among weather-

are General Western Agents for both.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
116

£

118 FRANKLIN STREET, CHIGA60.

Connected by Private Wire with Postal Telegraph Cable System.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

EDW.

Improve d Corliss Engine

P.

ALLIS

RELIANCE WORKS.
Is

n

IS

1890

SOL.B BUIL.DBF2S

THE REYNOLDS

of

28,

especially adapted for electric plants
all kinds, and has made a record In
this field which cannot be excelled,

&

CO.

9

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

ManuftictorerB of and Dealers Id

UVBQUALZD FOR SCONOHT OF FT3BL, REGUltABITT
MOTIOIf, ASD DOTtABTI.lTY IH UHK.

Pulleys, Gears, Shafting, Hangers, Leather, Rubbei
and Cotton Belting, Lubricants, and Mill and
Engine Supplies of Every Description.

Of
%Vrlte for our 4'BtaloerneH.

CHICAGO BRANCH,

41 anJ 43 SODTH JEFFERSON

ST.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC CO,

^

ihcandbscent lamps

iRCRHdesceflt Laflip
l9l2"l9l40liveStreet.

The only

Send

for Illustrated Catalogue.

620 ATTi ANTIC
CHICAGO OFFICE,
OFFICE.

AVENUE,
190
90
1

J.

and the only

socket having insulating material for the outside
parte.

1

RELIABLE. DURABLE.

safe socket for series lamps,

Fifili

Ave

.
,

Mo..

St. Louis,

MAKLFACTURERS OF

arc-lmtcIrcdits.
SIMPTiTJ.

Co,,

INCANDESCENT

CS^±

>^!^^-0\.
e^^Sll^^i^^^^^a.

Lamps Made

to Fit

LAMPS.

any Socket.

^^^TP^K^^'^
GEORGE CUTTER,

Send ns a

Agent.
Agenl.

Satisfaction
uuviuauuiivu Gnaranteed.
uuuiuuivuu,

trial
order.
<."!»» vi-vx.

WILL YOU BUY
SMALL AMOUNT of CURRENT
DOUBLE THAT AMOUNT after a compara-

An Incandescent Lamp, claimed
at

first,

tively

but which really takes

to take

a

SHORT SERVICE;

An Incandescent Lamp taking a MODERATE and UNIFORM AMOUNT
current,

and giving

LONQ LIFE at its

of

rated candle power

YOU HAVE NO USE FOR THE FORMER,

WE MAKE AND

SELL THE LATTER.

Sawver-Man

Electric Co.,
510-534 WEST 33d ST., NEW YORK.

OETICEIS IIT

-A-X^Xj

XH^

I=E,I3SrcrE'.A.I-

yEPAIREDlJ^

REWOUND

®@

CITIES.
^

^

-^

=

^

'^^^^^^ DVrJ/^/^0 F^^PAlHlHG^JoBBl^(G•
r^
Ti
JONESDFtf>S•IlLECTHIC(^c^ Cincinnati, Ohio.
'

^'i
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WESTINGHOUSE ELEGTRIG GO;S
Alternate Current System of Incandescent Electric Lighting war-

most careful investigation.
Three years ago half a dozen central station companies running a few thousand lights, had adopted it. To-day it is in use in
three hundred towns and cities, and about 600,000 sixteen candle
power lamps is the aggregate capacity of the 300 plants.
The first dynamos the Westinghouse Electric Company
made are still in operation, but the improvement since that time
has been great. Electrically and mechanically perfection has been
rants your

attained.

The

converters of the Westinghouse Electric Company have
the highest attainable efficiency, and are from ten to fifteen per
cent better in this respect than those of other manufacturers.

No central

station can be operated to advantage without the
No gas company, however small, would
Shallenberger Meter.
think of operating a station without meters, and the same reasoning is applicable to all electric light plants. Send for special circular

on the Shallenberger Meter.

The Westinghouse

Company was

the pioneer in the
manufacture of alternate current dynamos in America, and all of
its apparatus is celebrated in this country and abroad for its durability, efficiency and the satisfaction it has given to purchasers.
Electric

The Westinghouse Electric Company has recently utilized the alternating current
Send for special circular just issued. A simple single carbon lamp
for Arc lighting.
Dynamos of the following capacities conruns four nights without renewal of carbons.
stantly kept in stock, together with a full outfit of detail, apparatus

25,

No

40,

60,

and lamps:

125,

250.

wail fixtures are required in the Alternating Arc System.
The machine is inherently self-regulating from full load to short circuit.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH, PENN.,
BOSTON,

NEW

CO.,

U. S. A.

YORK,
CHICAGO,
CINCINNATI,
ST. LOUIS,
SAN FRANCISCO.
CHARLOTTE, N. C,
DALLAS, TEXAS.
PORTLAND, ORE.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICAL

WOOD. F0REEC4a)BAIN,
84 MARKET

ST.,

CHICAGO,

Electrical Expert^
DES16N ER AND MANUFAC TURER.

Special and Experimental

MACHINERY
LvRe Djoamoe

June

AIX

MICA

SIZES

YOU

AND
QUALITIES

EUaENE MUNSELL &
218 Water

St.,

mlHlake

ynu

If

SupiillfK Iruni f.

duii't hiiy

your Electrlc^il

Clcvvlainl, O.

ti h'.,

LOOK AT TKKf^B PRICKS:
f2.(Kl

Dry

IJi'llM,

:vinrh,

I(aU<«rlcs. larffc 8lzf>. fiXI; fJ.OO Iruii B<ix
4'.H-.; 75c. Brium- P»t*ti Uiittiins, iSc; 'iSc.
Kiitttins, iisBiirH'il. Ic.; ^fh". Switches, 0110
piilnl. UK-.; Uh-. 14«ll llmiK'-nt" SUiplcs, imt lb. He.; fl.00
U-rlaiiclif UnlUTlfN. lifhl iiiittlc, +K'. f;).7,'iSpiirk C'>tlK.
Miifllii-.H. fl.'M; (iliiiKJ ,Mi-.llcal
ltiitl«'il(!.H, (:!.50.
Si'iid
Inr ('iHjilok'Ue No.U,

W'hkI ruMh

For Electrical Purposes.

.

niiiko a

1890

28,

;

CO.,
Fletcher &, Fletcher Electric Co., Cleveland, 0.

New York.

and Mutors for Special Wurk
Coal Mlolog Ilaolage

baiit CO Order.

Trlrjcraiih
'•'rlrphuur
KIri-lrir Llchl

C. H.

a Specialty.

CROSS

L

E

'

ARMS

HOLMES & CO.,L^nlS, Mo.

Knoin IIU, Court

lllil'i:,

A

HI.

practical

builuer.

3Z>

JOHN

I

H.

Oldest

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics
FOR MEOHANItAL

•MANUFACTURERS,"

RUBBER BELTING PACKING AND HOSE.

PURPOSES.

Western-

care

III.

PURDUE SCHOOL

ENDLESS BELTS

ELECTRICITY.
New
ances,

Electrician Publishing

storage

and thorough course

made

batteries,

SALKSROOMS:

and

I'ini,AliEI,I'IIIA.:»lsCheBlnut!Sl.

laiSTUX,

A com) lete

in

general machinery

Send for

IIK.NVKK.

SArr.SKtK)

l.M l.ith- St,
OiV'.llI N. Main St.
Iiail-IIMI irtli Sc.

IIIAUI.KSTUN,
cata-

La Fayette,

liill

CU.'ANI) IIAI'IIIS,

M INNKAPcil.ls,

Purdae University,

CHICAGO.

-,^Sii„nii,T St.

lillCACII,

ST. I.dl'lS.

electrical engineering.

logue.

Dynamo uses;
of any width or length to
order, at a week's notice.

Particularly adapted for

laboratory, fitted with beet appli-

dynamos,

apparatus from best makers.

and

Company,

Treas., 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

CHEEVER,

Must un-
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Mining Locomotive.
The accompanying; cut illustrates an

electric

locomoti\e in service at tlie Shawnee mine, in
Ohio.
The motor employed is a constant potential machine and is of 25-horse power capacIt is series wound.
ity.
Speed is regulated by
means of the resistance bo.x shown in the cut.
This box is conveniently placed so that it is a
very simple matter to manipulate the contact
lever.
The reversing gearing consists of a simple rigging, by which a second pair of brushes
is brought into play to change the direction of
the current through the armature.
This locomotive is geared for a speed of si.\ miles per
hour.
The plant supplying current for the operation of the system is located about 1,200 feet
from the mouth of the mine. It consists of a

elation at Cape May, N. J.,
Full details of the
19th.

No.

28, 1890.

on Tuesday, August
arrangements made

be published at a later
Allen R. Foote has entered upon the
duties of secretary and treasurer of the associafor the convention will

date.
tion.

World's Fair Rapid Transit Projects.
The selection of the site for the World's Fair
Chicago is occupying the attention of the
people of that city and the country generally.
Residents of Chicago are of course deeply interested in this subject, as the decision of the
commissioners means much to them in a business way.
At present there appears to be an inclination to name the Lalce Front as the site.
If this is done, the Illinois Central Railroad corn-

at

off unless

something

is

done

26.

to provide trans-

portation for the people of these sections.
It is reported on excellent authority that the
North Side Cable company, anticipating this action on the part of the commissioners, has been
preparing plans for an immense tunnel extending from a point north of Ohio street to the exposition grounds.
This would be an immense undertaking, but would undoubtedly prove a good
investment.
An entirely new railroad system
will be constructed if this is accomplished, and
will, of course, be operated in connection with
the present north side system.
Electrical engineers will be interested in knowing that the
officials of the company^ favor the introduction
of an electric system, provided one adapted to
the city's needs can be found.
Overhead wires

MINING LOCOMOTIVE.

75-horse power Beck engine, and a 60 horse
power 240-volt generator of the Manchester type,
From the power
built by Foree Bain, Chicago.
house copper feeders supported on poles carry
current to the trolley conductors. These latter
are channel iron weighing three pounds per foot,
with a gutter of about i inch depth and width.
The trolley is constructed as shown and runs
between the positive and negative conductors. In
addition to furnishing current for the locomotive
the plant supplies three electric coal cutters and
about 50 incandescent lamps. The cutters are
each fitted with a Bain raining machine motor.
The lamps are connected, three of 80 volts or
two of 120 volts, in series.

The Twelfth Convention

of the National
Electric Light Association.

At a meeting of the executive committee, held
June i6th, it was decided to convene the twelfth
convention of the National Electric Light asso-

pany

will

fill

in

between Randolph and Four-

teenth streets, so that the part between these
points will be over a mile wide; that i.s, it will
extend from Michigan avenue, east, about a
The railroad company will
mile and a quarter.
be obliged to remove its tracks to the water's
edge, occupying relatively the same position that

does now.
In this connection a glance at the rapid tranThe south
sit facilities of the city is timely.
side cable service to-day can scarcely accomit

modate the public depending upon

it,

while the

suburban trains have all they
can do. There is but one cable line on the
North Side, and this is not able to meet the demands of the residents of that populous district.
The horse lines are little better than nothing at
river may, thereall, and the west side of the
fore, be said to be positively without rapid tranTherefore, if the fair is held on the Lake
sit.
Illinois Central

front, as the indications at present point, the
north and west divisions will be practically cut

will not be tolerated within the city limits, and
the managers will not consider any other system
now in the market for surface roads. It is,
therefore, suggested that the lines connected
with the tunnels be elevated.
If this be done,
electric motors can be used and the objection to
overhead wires overcome. This proposition may
seem impracticable on account of the first cost.
There is no question that it can be accomplished without much trouble from an engineerIt is conceded that elevated
ing point of view.
roads must be introduced in Chicago on an exAside from all questions in contensive scale.
nection with the fair, it will be necessary for all
lines to reach the business center of the city,
ard the north and west districts can do this only
by crossing the river, a plan which of course involves the construction of tunnels.
Now, if this
is so, steam engines on these elevated roads connected with tunnels must be abandoned.
Then
there is no good reason why the electric motor
should not be
operated on the line.
It
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may be

a novel scheme, and it would require a
heavy investment in tunnels and elevated structures, but

it

has

many commendable

features

which deser\'e careful consideration.

New

Regulator for Constant Current

Dynamos.
method

current
machines, illustrated diagrammatically in the
rut, consists in the application of a set of demagnetizing or opposing coils around the armature, in combination with a device for varying
the current in the coils or varying the number
of convolutions through
which the current
'I'he

of

regulating constant

passes.

In this
tains so

machine the core of the armature con-

much

become saturated

iron as not to

^

T

1

^^^\

M-vvvvvvvvvvv^^wv*! f

r
REGULATOR

when under

F,-R

load.

CONSTANT CI.KRENT DYNAMOS.

The

field

tion.

The

if

magnets are wound

graphophone have been put

in the rooms, and
everything has been arranged for the comfort of

members and their guests. The club
composed of all the leading electrical men
the city, and a number of honorary members
the

in

other parts of the state.

Double Carbon Arc Lamp

Litigation.

Tlie Urusli KIcctric company brought suit in
the United .'-itates Circuit court. in bt. I.ouis last
week against the Municipal Klectric Lighting
The suit is
and Power company of that city.
instituted to enjoin the defendant corporation
from using a double carbon arc lamp alleged to
bean infringement on the patents of Mr. Brush.
The bill filed by the plaintiff makes allegations
substantially the same as those presented in
actions previously instituted to restrain companies from using the double carbon arc lamp.
It states that the electric arc lamps in use by the
defendants, and by them leased to others for
use, are substantially the same in their construction and mode of operation as those which
have been adjudgeci to be infringements in other
parts of the country; that the Municipal company is now engaged in using and renting large
numbers of these lamps, and has realized large
profits; that its action has induced and encouraged others to infringe on the right of the owner
of the patent; that it has been notified to desist
from using or infringing on the right of the
complainant, but refuses to do so.
The bill
also asks for a writ of injunction provisionally
restraining the defendants from using the patent during the pendency of the suit.

field coils

Machinery Versus Hand Labor.
Not content with an extensive application

1890

shaft with one end attached directly to the armature spindle and the other end fitted with a revolving polishing brush; a small push button beneath the foot for throwing on the current from
the Edison system
this is the outfit which
seems destined to cause dismay in the hearts of
so many of Chicago's little workers in the black
art.
The gentlemen who hold themselves responsible for any labor trouble which may result
from the introduction of their "electrical bootblack" are A. D. Major, inventor, and W. S
Ciooding, Chicago.

—

An

English

Dynamo.

The

small machine illustrated in the cut is being introduced, it is stated, in England.
It is
called an "infant" dynamo, and was designed by
H. -Austin of Armley, Leeds. The machine is
manufactured in sizes ranging from 50 watts

club of .\tlanta, (la., has been
recently organized, and club rooms have been
(jpencd in the business section of the city.
They arc very tastefully furnished, supplied
lights,
with incandescent Thomson- Houston
They
ver)' beai:tifully and unifpiely arranged.
were the gift of the local company. A longdistance telephone, telegraph instruments connecting with the Postal and Western Union ser-

MAClllNKKY

\-S.

HAND

l.AHOK.

AN ENGI.ISU DYNAMO.

in

the higher arts, electricity has found its way into an humbler sphere.
The days of the bootblack are numbered, perhaps, and the skillful
handlers of the brush must either organize and

Atlanta Electric Club.

The

is

o:

28,

not

quite, to saturaare connected in multiple,
and are placed, as shown, in the main circuit. In
order to prevent, as far as possible, sudden
changes in the magnetism of the fields, Prof.
Elihu Thomson, who is the inventor of the regulator, proposes to make the field magnetism the
resultant of the magnetizing effect of two or
more field magnet coils. These are to be placed
in separate circuits having different self-induction.
The difference of self induction in the two
coils of the branches may be obtained by giving
a different number of turns to the coil. 'l"he
current which passes in the two coils may be
made equal by having the coil resistances equal,
or by adding resistance to the coil branch which
has the least resistance, as is indicated to the
The main portion of the
left in the diagram.
regulator consists in the stationary set of coils
wound about the armature. These when in circuit convey current in a direction to neutralize
or tend to neutralize the induced magnetism of
the armature as produced by the field magnets.
It is only requisite that this opposing action have
a value such that under any conditions the machine yields its normal current and an electromotive fo'ce just sufticient to maintain that normal current. A moving arm at the top slides
over a set of contacts connected with the sections or successive turns of the coils, as shown.
''his cont.ict-arm is controlled by a lever, actuated by a magnet core against the counteraction of a balance-weight and spring.
The
last-named coil is made responsive to the varia'I'he connections are
tion of the main current.
such that when the current on the circuit increases above the normal, the arm at the top is
shifted to bring into action the stationary coils
about the armature. This produces an effect
which opposes the effect of the magnetism of the
field upon the armature, and cuts down the elecWhen the current falls, the
tromotive force.
regulator acts to cut out turns of the stationary
coils.
This gives stability of current strength
under varied conditions, either with all the lights
in circuit or with a lessened number.

so as to operate nearly,

June

capacity to 1,000 watts.
The armature core is
made up of thin Swedish charcoal iron rings
No. I? B. W. G., accurately turned both inside
and outside. The sharp corners left on in turn-

— ELECTRICAL

HOOT-llLACKINC MACHINE.

I'^lectric

vice, call bo.\es,

phonograph and phonograph-

throw a certain machine into the river or be
content to labor against "ruinous competition."

Out

illustration

tells

the

story.

An

electrical

blacking machine is at least a novelty and as
the apparatus is the first to be put into .service
on the streets of Chicago the illustration is of

The outfit is simplicity itself. A
small C iN; C motor concealed in a bo.x beneath
the foot rest of a boot-black's chair, a flexible
interest.

carefully ground

off each separate
then coated on both sides by a
varnish made up of very thin shellac, in which
is
mixed fine Paris plaster.
The core is
then built up to the required depth, the separate pairs of rings, while under pressure, being
carefully tested for insulation, and mounted on
a strong spider of hard brass.
The core is well
insulated, and wound in the Gramme fashion

ing are
ring,

all

which

is

June

28,
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The commutator
^brass

insulated

is

made up

witli

magnet cores

of

segments of

asbestus or mica.

made

The

Swedish iron,
carefully annealed, and are screwed into the
pole-pieces
the pitch of thread being almost
microscopical a method which gives a very
good contact between the two surfaces. The
yokes are very massive, having a sectional area
field

—

are

of

—

three times that of the cores.
The bearings are
of very hard phosphor bronze.
The armature can be taken out for examination in a few moments, it only being necessary
to take off the nut at the pulley end of the
spindle.

The L'esegang Phonograph.
In a recent number of the Elektrotechnischer
Anzeiger of Berlin, R. Ed. Liesegang, of Freiburg, describes a device which he has invented
for recording and reproducing sound.
It differs

from the American form of phonowhich the sound reeord is made on wax

essentially

graph

in

U

curved form

in order to compensate for the
resulting from the fact that the lever
arm describes an arc.
In operation this device is laid flat on the paper as shown, so that
one of the copper pieces will rest on the straight
lines and the other on the sound record.
The
platinum wire inclosed by the bent copper pieces
is thoroughly insulated, and
is also
in contact
only with the lines in 'the record. The operation
of the device will be readily understood.
The
current first passes, we will say, into the
marked c c. It divides, passes down to the metallic line, and feeds in from both sides to the
platinum resistance.
As the device is of similar construction at both ends the connections at
bb are necessarily the same.
From this it will
be seen that the movements of this I'ttle curved
piece as it passes over the paper with its metallic lines cause the resistance of the telephone
circuit to vary according to
the amount of
wire inclosed between the lines.
As the
battery is of constant electromotive force, and
as the movement of the device over the paper
causes variation in the resistance of the circuit,
it will be
readily seen that vibrations corresponding to the sound record will be produced
in the telephone.
in

error

U

Steam Pipes and

Electrical

An ordinance was introduced

I.

THE LIESEGANG PHONOGRAPH.

In the Liesegang instrument the
record ma}' be made on any thin membrane, such
as paper.
The manner in which the device is
operated is shown in Fig. i. Connected with the
diaphragm, as shown in the cut, is a lever at the

cylinders.

end of which is a pencil or pen. When the diaphragm is thrown into vibration by the sound
waves the pen makes a record on a roll of paWhen sound is
per or a pane of smoked glass.
to be recorded the paper or the glass is moved
along uniformly by clockwork.
As shown in the cut a second pencil, attached
to the end of a rigid arm, describes a straight
line on the paper or glass as it is moved along.
If the record is to be made directly on paper a
pen filled with ink made of a metallic salt which
can easily be reduced, is used. If smoked glass
is used an enlarged photograph of the lines is
made on silvered paper. The lines traced with
a metallic salt become metallic in the photographic process, and form conductors for the
electric current.

The wave lines, which represent the sound
record, are converted into sound waves by means
of the device which is shown in Fig. 2.
The
current of the battery which proceeds from one
of the two metallic lines on the paper to the
other, encounters a certain resistance,
the
amount of which is determined by the distance
between the lines.
The current varies in

FIG.

2.

THE LIESEGANG PHONOGRAPH.

strength, therefore, if the electromotive force is
maintained constant.
This difference in current produces in the
diaphragm of the telephone vibrations which
correspond to the sound record. Speech is thus
reproduced. The mode of operation is represented in Figs. 2 and 3.
very thin platinum
wire, a, which is somewhat longer than the perpendicular distance at any point between the
two metallic lines, that is the straight line and
the sound record, is used as a resistance.
Fig.
3 shows the construction of this portion of the
instrument.
Fig. 4 is a section through Fig. 3.
In this ^ /5, is a
of thick copper wire, and c c,
is of the same shape.
These two U-shaped

A

U

Western Electrician called

accident, another

regard

"There is such an ini;ention being developed in Hartford now, but many of the biggest
manufacturers take no stock in the new enterprise.
Wonders and miracles are claimed for

said:

new process, but little is actually known of
The machine is supposed to be something
like an oilstove, and from the numerous jets
the heat is concentrated, and by some means an
electric current is obtained.
The owners have
the
it.

b

AND

in

4.

a b

THE LIESEGANG PHONOGRAPH.

Hartford.

from heat

If electricity

manner it
discovery, but what can be
in this

can be

made

of course a great
actually done as yet
is known only to the inventor
a Mr. Cox from
Cincinnati
and a few stockholders. It is certain that the people of Hartford have not gone
daft over the invention as I have heard reported."

—

Method

is

—

of Synchronizing

Alternate

Current Machines.
It has been the common practice to make the
multiple connection of alternating current generators or motors after the impulses are observed to synchronize, various devices being
used for determining the times of synchronism.
In the method, which is the invention of E. W.
Rice, Jr., of Lynn, Mass,, two or more alternate
current dynamos or motors which are developing or running on circuits of approximately the

same potential difference, may be coupled in
multiple at any time without any special preliminary observation.

In a few words, the invenbringing the two machines to
synchronism by interposing a reactive coil in the
tion consists

armature

in

between the machines to be
In order that the operation of the
method may be the more easily understood, it
may be explained that the electrical activity displayed in this reactive coil depends ii-pon the
amount of current flowing through it.
This
circuit

connected.

METHOD OF SYNCHRONIZING ALTERNATE CURRENT
MACHINES.

amount

in turn

depends upon the difference

in

the phases of the currents passing to the coil.
The effect of this action is to retard or accelerate one or the other of the machines until the
phases of the impulses coalese, because this is
the condition of least resistance in the combined
circuits.
Referring to the diagram which illusis an alternating current
trates the method,
dynamo, and D' is another and similar dynamo
These are connected, as shown, with
or motor.
a variable reactive coil, C.
Switch arms
are insulated, one from the
other, but are connected through a smaller reac-

New

D

The frequency with which the company's pipes have
been raising sections of lower Broadway of late has led the
way to avoid trouble is to
refusal to do so would
at once.
The
perennial line of lawsuits upon them.
street in front of the Knox building is being dug up, so
that the leak may be located, and the driveway will be
partially blocked for some time to come.
to believe that the best

in

the invention.
Arthur S. Hyde, a manufacturer of Hartford, was in Chicago last week
and was asked for news in regard to the device
about which so much has been written. He

than

attention

man was able to see his hand before his face. There was
a rush for the fire escape, tables and chairs were overturned, and the men ran into each other, but all got to the
windows and safely down the fire escape. At the same
time the steam was filling James Mack's restaurant and
kitchen under Knox's store with a hot, vile-smelling vapor.
All the material provided for the restaurant had to be
thrown away. Several persons who were waiting for breakfast together with the waiters and cooks, were driven into
The pipe which burst was in Fulton street, in
the street.
front of the store of the Scott Stamp company, ne.xt door to
building.
The heat cracked the plate -glass
the Knox
window and ruined several stamp albums. In Knox's
The
store the damage was confined to the upper floor.
workmen's clothes were ruined, and their valuable steel
implements were covered with rust. Window glass was
cracked with the hot steam, and the walls and ceilings on
It was an hour and a half
the third floor were ruined.
The Steam Heating combefore the steam was shut off.
pany made an examination of the steam pipes in Fulton
Workmen made a big excavation
street a few days ago.
yesterday, and partly blocked Fulton street all day and all
last night.

damages

sensational dis-

to

the enterprise as the invention of the
age, and more is heard of it outside of the city

There was another e.xplosion of the Ne.v York Steam
Healing company's underground pipes at Broadway and
Fulton streets yesterday. The 150 workmen of Kno.v the
hatter had assembled on the top fioor to go to work when a
A column ot steam that had
hissing sout]d was heard.
rushed up the elevator shaft burst into the room, and not a

settle the

The most

patches have been sent from Hartford

FIGS. 3

ferred to a committee where it rests to-day.
Several attempts, however, were made to resurrect it, and as the passage of the ordinance
would mean the granting of a valuable franchise, it is hardly possible that it will be permitted to rest.
The dangers arising from the laying of these
steam pipes under the pavements and their damaging influence on the gas pipes and conduits
have already been pointed out. If these statements needed any corroboration, the recent exThe
perience of New York would furnish it.
recent terrible explosion on Broadway is attribThe latest explosion
uted to the steam pipes.
reported in the New York papers shows that the
dangers arising from the operation of this system
are not entirely of a monetary character, but
Here is an acthreatening to life and limb.
count from a met''opolitan daily:

company

from heat.

directly

boomed

should be taken to keep
the
steam pipes at a considerable distance
from the electrical subways. The city electrician
supported these views, and the petititn was re-

this

Heat.

in the city

to the fact that care

Commenting on
York paper says:

From

the last number of the Western ElecTRici.-VN a reference was made to the
report
that a resident of Hartford had discovered an
economical method of generating electricity

of

time the

bring

Electricity
In

Subways.

counChicago some time ago providing for the
granting of a franchise to a steam heating company Operating a system similar to that in New
York, Boston and other eastern cities. At that
cil

FIG.
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are fixed together and connected as
shown, the thin platinum wire in the center
being insulated from the copper
pieces by
thin strips of gutta percha.
The device is made

pieces

A

down a

A

tive coil,
j

5

C.

These arms can be moved over

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Assuming that
the numbered contact plates.
is de.sired to
it
is running, and
the dynamo
divide its work with the machine D' , or in case
desired to throw on the mach ne B' as a
it is
motor, the method of procedure is as follows:
The arms A, which, when the machine D' is
idle, are supposed t;) be resting on the contact
that is, open-circuited— are
pieces 1 and .;
moved, so that the lower arm connects with the
contact piece 3 In this pos tion the working circuit of the machine D' is closed with the circuit
through the reactive coil
from the machine
C. This coil, with the lower arm in the position
circuit, and is
just mentioned, has all its wire

D

—

D

m

June

on the armature would asalternately north and south polarities. The
Now
field coils are connected in a like manner.
passed through the
if an alternating current be
field-coils C, the motor will not start to rotate
whether its armature circuit be practically open,
or whether the coils be on closed circuit; but it
will continue to rotate in either direction if it is
once started, if the armature colls arc placed on
closed circuit, and the current fed to the coils
In the motor shown, the
has sufficient energy.
alternating current which passes through the
field is made at the start to.circulate through the
In the initial condition of the motor
armature.

coils the projections

sume

C

ma.ximum counter elecNow, by moving the levers
tromotive force.
from contacts-lo contacts, a current from one
machine or the other is permitted to act gradually so as to accelerate or retard the machines
and bring the alternations into perfect syntherefore developing

its

chronism before connection is made through the
ordinary conductor of practically no resistance
If it is desired that one machine
or reaction.
shall take a larger portion of the load than the
other, the reactive coil C may be left in the cirThe funccuit connecting the second machine.
tion of the smaller reactive coil is to prevent
sudden fluctuations of the current when the
arms are moved over the contacts.
Electric

Motor

known

in

a Printing Office.

the highest
class work in engraving and printing re<iuires a
power which is at once steady, reliable, and under prompt control. The presses must run with
perfect regularity, and at constant speed, and to
supply these conditions electric motive power
In the accompanying cut is
stands unrivaled.
shown a view of the press rooms of the Boston
It is

well

to printers that

Bank Note & Lithograph company, in which all
the power used is supplied by a lo-horse power
This machine is belted directly
running the length of the
room from which are run the presses, folders,
Only a part
cutters and other machinery used.
of the presses used is shown in the view, the
shafting extending a considerable distance
beyond the limits of the engraving. It is interesting to note in this installation the relatively
electric motor.

ALTERNATING CURRENT .MOTOR.

The leading Industry of the Rocky mountain
region is mining.
In the mining, concentrating,
and reduction of ores much varied, complicated,
heavy and expensive machinery Is used. In
many Individual cases several hundred, and in
the aggregate many thousands of horse power
are used.
It is usually, in
fact almost invariably, the
case that the situation of a mine is in a locality
difficult of access, high up on a mountain or In
some side gorge, and if there is a mill of necessity it is separated from
the mine.
Wherever
machinery is used it is usually run by means of
steam and often by more than one boiler and
engine, one for the mill, perhaps another for the

:

the motor is made to assume its normal working
condition and to continue its rotation without
the commutator by short-circuiting the armature
by any desired means. These changes of condition may be made by devices manually operated; but the Inventor prefers to bring them
about automatically by the operation of some
device responsive to the change of speed of the

armature.

Natural

Sources of Power
Rocky Mountains.
Bv Frank C. Loring.

in

the

That series of mountain ranges extending in
almost every direction, but as a whole having a
general northwesterly and southeasterly trend,
and known as the Rocky mountain system, con
the most extensive and the most efficient system of water-storage reservoirs in Amerstitutes

1890

elevation, extensive forests and deep canons of
the Rocky mountains thus collect and furnish a
never falling supply of water to the four great
river systems of the west. This supply of water,
though varying greatly at different seasons of
the year, Is constant from year to year and for
similar reasons being greatest in the spring and
fall, and least in the summer and winter. The waters which form the Missouri, Columbia, Rio
drande and Colorado rivers at the beginning of
their journey to the sea form the countless clear
and rapid creeks of the mountains. These creeks
are never failing and, owing to their great fall
and the ease with which they can be appropriated and utilized, afford the cheapest, best,
and most tractable water power in .America.

the brushes are set backward or forward into
proper position, where the armature will begin to
rotate. When a certain speed has been obtained,

to the line of shafting

small size of the electric motor, compared with
the amount of machinery kept in motion.
\
steam engine of this size would reijuire from ten
to fifteen times as much space without counting
the room required for boiler, etc.
'I'he motor
occupies a sp ice of less than i.S cubic teet.
There are now about twenty Sprague motors
used in the city of Hoston for operating presses
alone, while the total number is in the neighborhood of 200.

I'U:.

2S.

hoist,

power

another for pumping, and still another for
drills where they are
The use of
used.

these drills Is becoming more and more general,
for in no labor connected with mining Is there
such a waste of energy as in the pounding of a
drill.
In short, where power is used its application necessitates many and often minute subdivisions.
Where steam is used the vast forests of
pine, fir and tamarack furnish the fuel,
.\fter
the mine has been operated a number of years
the question of obtaining fuel Is an important
one.
Soon all of the timber obtainable with a
down-hill pull is exhausted and then comes the
weary horse-destroying and expensive task of
getting wood from below or from a distance.
In Gilpin county, Colo., where was once a
dense forest, the wood must now be hauled a
distance of from eight to fourteen miles, and
the cost of hauling is often greater than the
original cost of the wood.
The wood supply Is

Alternating Current Motor.

The accompanying

cut illustrates diagrammatically an alternating current motor, recently
patented by Elihu Thomson of Lynn, .Mass.
Rotation in this motor is due to the reaction between an alternating current field and a locally
short-circuited armature.
This class of motors

when running at normal speed is capable of
sustaining speed in synchronism, or nearly in
synchronism, with the alternations of the feedingwire, but is incapable of starting.
The invention consists in commencing to run
the motor with a different circuit arrangement
for its armature from that which it will have
under the condition of steady normal working.
This primary condition is one adapted to give
When up to speed Ihe motor is run
a torque.
with the armature on continually-closed circuit.

In the accompanying cuts, Fig. 1 is a side
elevation of a form of motor to which the invention may be applied.
Kig. 2 is a diagram of the
circuits and connections of the apparatus.
In
the figures, /' represents a laminated field magnet
frame having projections upon which are wound
coils C, as many as si.\ in number.
These projections extend inwardly toward a revolving
laminated armature.
Upon the shaft of the
machine is a commutator A', consisting of si.\
segments, each alternate segment being connected, so that there are in reality but two divisions of three segments, each fitted together.
The armature coils are so connected, that if a
continuous current were passed through the

ELECTRIC MOTOR IN A
ica.

'I'he

moisture-laden winds from the Pacific

ocean, the (iulf of Mexico and the Misslssipi)l
valley after crossing any portion of the Rocky
mountain system, become the dry west wind
of Colorado, Wyoming and Montana, and the
dry east and southeast winds of Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Utah and Arixona.
The great

I'RINTINi; OITICE.

soon exhausted. Year by year the cost of running the machinery becomes a heavier Item In
the expense account of a mine. Often Itchanges
dividends into as.se.ssments, for it quickly runs
up into the thousands. All of this time, while
honses and mules are dying, the dividends decreasing and the demands for power increasing,
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possibly, in fact generally, running to
perhaps within half a mile, seldom five
miles away, power ^sufficient to run the machinery of the mine ten times over, and its use
could be made possible at an original cost certainly no more than that of steam power, and a
subsequent cost of almost nothing. In Gilpin
is
much more than
there
county, Colo.,
sufficient water power not utilized within four
miles of the mines to supply all their wants.
In no industry can electrical energy be produced so cheaply and be utilized so advantageously as in mining, and nowhere else has it
been so little used. The necessity for minute
and varied subdivisions of the original power,
the contracted space necessitating compact ma-

there

is

waste

355

which a stream of water is directed upon the
whole width of the falling stream of particles.
Within the tank is a revolving magnet wheel.
Fig. 2, which consists of a cylindrical drum If of
brass or other non-magnetic material. Within the
is the iron ring /having a series of radial
projections A' each of which is wound with inelectro- magnetic
sulated wire so as to form
On the same shaft with the drum is a
poles.
commutator which connects with and through
which current is supplied to the magnets of the
wheel.
These latter are divided into four sets,

drum

each containing

five

magnets

in

series.

Influence of Electricity
The

but rich placers, now valueless, upon which by
taking advantage of the flow of some stream,
perhaps miles away, water can be forced from
some neighboring creek, and ground now valueless can be made to produce thousands of dollars.

Some

of the large rivers of

the

west are

in

deep canons, back from the brinks of which extend smooth tracts of land having a rich soil,
but producing nothing because of no water. A
very small portion of the river, perhaps a hundred, perhaps a thousand feet below, would con-

life

of to-day has derived its

most

— rapidity — from the wondeirful

JVIain.

Although Germany was the original home of the telegraph, the methods of quick telegraphy that have done
more than anything else to create this age of electricity
have been developed in England and America. In the past
year the Wheatitone apparatus, which is capable of transmitting from ^6o to 600 words a minute, was first introduced into our country. Similar mechanisms are in use in
France, among them the Baudot multiple printing instrument, with which from 216 to 252 dispatches of 20 words
can be forwarded on a single wire; whereas with the Morse
instrument the limit was 25, and with the Hughes instrument 60 messages. These improvements in the apparatus
have been accompanied by a remarl^able economy in the
wires since Siemens, Frischen and Edison have developed
the method of multiple telegraphy.
It is now possible to
send several messages simultaneously on the same wire,
and even in opposite directions. In a short time the entire
globe will be encircled with the telegraph, as the San Francisco Board of Trade have resolved in favor of laying a

Most mount-

In placer mining and in reclaiming the vast
arid region of the west electricity is bound to be
an important factor. There are many high, dry,

Life.'

We

ain

enumerated.

Modern

essential characnatural force, electricity.
are living under the sign of electricity; and
yet the science that has brought it about is very young.
The coming year will witness its twenty-Sfth birthday only;
for there cou'd be no talk of a technical utilization of electric currents prior to the invention of the dynamo machine.
And ne.xt year will give us, as has been finally decided, an
international
electrical
exhibition in Frankfort-on-theteristic

the rare e.vception in the near future.
I know of few mines in Colorado, Montana,
and Idaho now using steam, within five miles of
which there is not many times more power going

streams have a grade e.xceeding 4 per cent.
Taking a stream of 500 cubic feet of water a
minute, consider the length of the stream and
that there are hundreds of streams carrying many
times as much water, and a dim idea of the available natural power of the Rocky mountains can
be gotten.
In my own section of Northern Idaho much
interest is being taken in electricity in mining.
There are now, however, several steam plants in
the process of erection or in contemplation,
where steam has all of the disadvantages and
electricity all of the advantages which I have

in

By Franz Bendt.

energy to make steam

to waste than will ever be needed.

the chutes /".
As at this point the circuit of
each set of magnets is broken the material is
readily scraped off and fed away through the
chutes.

The

chinery, the changeability of the points of applineed
demands, the
the
varying
cation,
ground where
air
under
pure,
cool
of
but
is
usually
warm,
temperature
the
is
furnished
the
power
all
that
above
by nature in its most economical form, and is
free.
All portend that enough of the millions
of horse power now going to waste will be

converted into electrical

on by the. current and leave the tankthrough the outlet C. The ribs Ji are. provided
4t the sides of the tank to prevent the material
from getting past the wheel at the sides instead
of- passing under it.
As the wheel revolves in
the direction indicated by the arrows in the
drawings, the magnetic particles are carried up
out of the water until they reach the mouth of
ried

FIG.

2.

connections are such that as the magnet wheel
revolves the circuit of each set of magnets is
closed for three fourths of the revolution and
the commutator is so arranged that the circuit
of each set of magnets is broken when it reaches
the highest position on the wheel, or thereabout.
The operation of the. apparatus is as follows:
The hopper being filled with the mingled mass
of magnetic and non-magnetic
of particles
material, discharges in a wide thin stream
through the bottom of the hopper into the tank,
which is partly filled with water as shown. On
falling the material meets the stream of water
from the pipe F, which assists in separating the
Water being conparticles one from another.
stantly introduced at one end of the tank and
running out through the outlet C at the other

end, there

is

by way of Honolulu and Tutuila.
Another memorable advance is the bringing of widely
distant places into direct oral communication, as by the
Rome and London line that has been in operation since
December I, 1SS9. During the year iSSS-'Sg the number
of cities provided with the telephone increased from 174 to
200, and the number of telephone stations rose to 38,769.
an increase of 7,444.
For generating currents for electric lighting tljroughout
the world about 1,000,000 horse powers are employed, caPacific cable

EDISO-\ MAG.XETIC SEP.A.RATOR

a sufficient current in the tank to

...

pable of a total illumination of 200,000,000 standard candles.
The floating capital employed amounts to $400 000,000.
In the United States alone 5^625,000,000 are invested
In eLctrical conduits Germany
in the electrical industries.
leads all nations, even the practical Americans, as no less
an authority than Edison has acknowledged. Central generating establishments exist in the great cities, not merely
for the purpose of supplying illumination, but for conducting electrical currents for other purposes into the houses of
consumers; and here a prospect is opened for electricity to
play an important part in the domestic and social economy
With the growth in the number of consumof the future.
ers and improvements in insulation and dynamos, the supply of power is becoming constantly cheaper, and the time

valueless desert into a garden. By using the power of the stream to pump
a small portion of itself to the plains above this
can be done. Often the point of taking out the
water and the point of utilizing the power are
separated, as will ofteii be the case in the
With electricity the
Snake river of Idaho.
problem is solved. The desert is reclaimed. The
vert

the

world

is

Most

bleak,

made

richer.

Edison Magnetic Separator.
of the readers of the Western Elec-

aware of the fact that Mr. Edison
invented some timp ago a process of magnetic
In this process in which
separation of material.
-the mingled material is allowed to fall past the
poles of a magnet, which alters the direction of
falling of the magnetic particles, effectual separation is sometimes prevented by particles beTKici.-iN are

coming massed together. This is especially the
case when the particles are very small and light.
In the improved separator the inventor makes
use of water for causing the dispersion of the
particles.
The magnets are so arranged that
they act by their attraction, not only to separate
-the magnetic material from the rest, but also to
remove it from the water-chamber. The general arrangement of the machine will be understood by reference to the illustrations. In Fig.
I
is a tank having an outlet C at one end.
At the other end is an inclined board or chute
having a
jD, and above this is the hopper
which the
the
bottom through
slit
at
Below the hopper is a water
material falls.
pipe J^ extending across the tank and provided
with a number of orifices at i, by means of

A

£

EDISON MAGNETIC SEPARATOR.

carry the particles toward the magnet wheel. In
the water the magnetic and non-magnetic particles become completely separated from one another, so that as such particles come within the
field of the magnets in the tank the magnetic
particles are attracted to the drum // and held
there, while the non-magnetic particles are car-

when the artisan will be enabled to drive his
machines with the electric current, relieving his muscles, and placing it in his power to develop a manual dexterity that in certain directions can pioduce results beyond
Thus it is
the attainment of manufacturing processes.
not far off

is

little

seen that there is virtue in electricity to aid in the solution
of some of the social questions that are stirring the world.
I

Unsere
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avenue,

etc.
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Certainly electricians living in a

town which so honors the great names in electrical science ought to be inspired and stimulated.
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At the meeting of the Association of Railway
Telegraph Superintendents, of which a report
is given
elsewhere, a paper was read by W. V.
Taylor on electric lighting at railroad wrecks.
He gives several interesting illustrations of the
rapidity with which the illuminating apparatus
was put in operation, and states that the employment of the system has proved invaluable to the
company which uses it.

:

\V.

II.

Temple, Manaser.
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remaining overhead on those thoroughfares. He
added that the companies had had ample opportunity to comply with the policy of the board
They had
and place their wires underground.
been warned from time to time that this rule
would be enforced and where they had omitted
to avail themselves of the opportunity to get
into subways, they must stand the consequences
Of course if it is proved that
of their neglect.
companies have been at fault they will not be
the recipients of much sympathy, but it is not
entirely clear that the fault does not lie with the
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in

summer months.

Hartford."

The instrument is described
column.
We think, though, the
The theory of
rivalry will not be dangerous.
the action of the new instrument is most ingenious, but unfortunately it has the quality of being impracticable except as a scientific toy. The
manner in which electricity is made by the in
ventor to play a most important part through
the agency of the telephone is interesting and

man

in

He

was, to say the least, not encertain," said he, "that the
people of Hartford have not gone daft over the
invention, as I have heard reported."
"It

is

-,

'

A GREAT many municipalities lay
name of "electric city," and many

claim to the

of them deciuestionable whether
any one of the number will be able to prove its
right to the title after a certain little city in

serve the honor, but

it is

Pennsylvania is thoroughly organized.
.'\s our
Pittsburg correspondent announces, a town is to
be founded by a manufacturing company which
is to be electrical from the outset.
The streets
have been already laid out and named. Among
the names are Ampere street, Volt street, Watt

failure

to

Edison has a rival in the person of R. E.
Another
Liesegang of Freidburg, Germany.
phonograph has been devised, and this gentle-

Those who are looking for a revolution to be
caused by the Cox invention in Hartford, by
which electricity is generated directly by heat,
will be apt to discount the sensational reports
after learning the opinion of A. S. Hyde, a
manufacturer of that city. Mr. Hyde states in
an interview presented elsewhere in this issue,
that "more is heard of it outside of the city than
in

subway company

provide conduits for
The mayor, if the report is correct,
the wires.
stated that this fact was not essential; he was
going to have the pole lines chopped down. In
the previous raids on the poles gross mistakes
were made and it would not appear that in the
coming crusade the rights of the companies are
to be respected to any great extent.

tions to be disposed before electrocution can be
tested, and there is no probability that this new
candidate will suffer the death penalty during

thusiastic.

which the delay had been caused by the

of the

A.10THER murderer has been sentenced in
New York to die by the application of electricity.
August 4th next was named as the day of exeThere are a vast number of legal quescution.

the

thus reproduced

original sound,

in

it is

cir-

claimed,

the telephone.

It seems to be about decided that the World's
Fair will be held on the Lake Front in Chicago.
By filling in, the World's Fair directors expect
to make enough land so there will be abundant
Inasmuch as the site has been about despace.
cided upon, the question of transporting the
people to the Lake Front from all parts of Chicago is already being discussed with considerable interest.
In an article in another column
is presented an outline of one of the rapid transit schemes which a local railway company has
under contemplation. It is certainly to be hoped
that by the time the World's Fair opens in 1K93

Elect Kiel -\Ns are paying more and more attention to mining work and this field will unquestionably be one of great importance to
In
electrical companies in the next few years.
the present issue of the Westkrn Ei.f.ctkician
two articles relating to mining will be read with
interest.
On the first page is illustrated an
electric locomotive which is now used in a mine
Considerable attention is being dein Ohio.
voted, both at home and abroad, to the development of the electric locomotive. Some interesting experiments were recently made with a
machine of this kind on the Southwark subway,
London. Highly satisfactory results were obWith a train of three carriages carrytained.
ing one hundred persons the maximum load to
be carried by any train when the road is opened
a speed of twenty miles an hour was
for traffic
obtained and the locomotive alone ran at a
speed of thirty miles an hour. It is possible
that before the subway is formally opened for
improvements
traffic in the spring, that further
in the electrical plant may be made by which
the speed may be still further increased.

353

Electric Motor in a Printing Office, Illustrated
Alternating Current Motor, Illustrated

is

The

Mayor Grant of New York, has ordered
that the city axes be sharpened preparatory to
another onslaught on the poles in the metropolis.
At the last meeting of the Board of Electrical Control he announced that as soon as he
obtained the lists of streets in which new pavements had been laid it was his purpose to proceed at once to tear down all poles and wires

352

Method of Synchronizing Alternate Current Machines,

and consequently the resistance of the

cuit, will vary.

Chicago

352, 353

Heal

lines

The increased adhesion between the wheels of
a locomotive and the track caused by the passage of electricity was the subject of a paper
read by Charles Selden at the recent meeting of
the Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents. An abstract of the paper is presented
Mr. Selden referred to an
in another column.
electro-magnetic method of increasing the tractive power of a locomotive, but in the main the
paper was devoted to an explanation of the
theory of E. E. Ries' experiments.

352

Illustrated

The Liesegang Phonograph. Illustrated
Steam Pipes and Electrical Subways
Electricity from

executive committee of the National
has decided to hold
the Cape May convention on August iQth. The
official announcement is given elsewhere in this
issue.
It is stated that many matters of interest
will come before the convention, and that the
meeting will be unusually enjoyable. The committees are at work arranging for papers of
which there will be a number of marked interest
to the members of the association.

351, 352

New

An

The

Electric Light association
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wire may be laid across and brought in contact
with the lines and then moved along always in
a position perpendicular to the straight or base
line.
.-Xs current from a battery is made to pai^s
from the record lines to the platinum wire and as
a telephone is also in circuit it will be readily
seen that as the wire is rubbed along over the
|)aper the length of wire, included between the

is

the creator.

another

A

record of sound waves is propaper or in the well-known
manner on smoked glass. 'I'he record is simply
wavy lines. It is drawn by a pencil or pen attached to a lever which is moved in conformity
to the vibrations of a diaphragm.
\^ the paper
moves along, a perfectly straight line at a short
distance from the wavy line is drawn on the
paper.
The two lines constituting the record
are then enlarp-ed and so treated that they are
made metallic and therefore conductors of elec-

suggestive.
duced on a

tricity.

strip of

The reproducing apparatus

a simple arrangement by

which a

consists of

fine

platinum

will

operating

its

be utilizing an electric system for
street cars.
No one now questions

that the electric

method of moving cars

is

the

system of the future. Within the next year or
two it should be adopted on an extensive scale
Such a system would be most inin Chicago.
teresting to all visitors, especially to those from
Unless Chicago can boast of a splenabroad.
didly equipped electric motor system foreign
electrical engineers will almost consider their
visit to the World's Fair city a flat failure.

—

—

Elsewhere is presented an article by Frank (;.
Loiingon the "Natural Sources of Power in the
Rocky Mountains." Mr. Loring is a resident of

Wardner, Idaho, and as he has investigated very
carefully the subject of which he speaks, his

The creeks of
will be read with interest.
the Rocky mountain region, he says, afford the
"cheapest, best and most tractable water power in
America.' He speaks of the great objections to
the use in mines of steam power, which is at the
present time generally employed, although there
is"generally running to waste, perhaps within half
a mile, power sufficient to run the machinery of
the mine ten times over," Were a plant for utilizing the water power installed, the original cost
would be no greater ihan in the case of steam,
while the subsequent expense would be ainio-it
Of the advantages attending the emnothing.
ployment of electric motors in a mine, Mr. Loring
says: "In no industry can electrical energy be
produced so cheaply and b; utilized so advantageously as in mining, and nowhere else has it been
so little used. The necessity for minute and varied subdivisions of the oiiginal power, the contracted space necess tating compact machinery,
the changeability of the points of application,
the varying demands, the need of pure, cool air
under ground where the temperature is usually
,varm, but above all that the power is furnished
by nature in its most economical form, and is
millions
."VH portend that enough of the
free.
of horse power now going to waste will be converted into electrical energy to make steam the
rare exceotion in the near future."
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The Association

of Railway Telegraph
Superintendents.

The ninth annual meeting of the KaiKvay Telegraph
Superintendents" as=ocialion was held at Niagara Fall'?,
The following members
N. v., on June iS and ig
were present: C. A. Darlton, presiiient, \\''ashington. D.
C; P. W. Drew, secreary, Chicago, I!!.; C. W. Hammond, St. Louis, Mo.; C. Selden, Eallimore, Md. A. R.
Swift, Chicago, HI.; G. L. I-ang, Boston, Mass.; G. C
Kinman, I'ecatur. III.; G. T. Williams, Cleveland, Ohio;
M. li, Leonard, Richmond, Va. R Stewait, Elizabeth, N.
J.; A Ramseur, Atlanta, Ga.; T. T. Dyer, St. Joseph. Mo.;
Lt I. Fry. Milwaukee. Wis.; H. C Reed" Milwaukee,
N. J.; M. Magiff, St.
\ris."; J. K. Stewart, Weehawken,
AlbaoP, Vt.; W. J. Holmes, New York. N. V.; W. W.
Nichols. Chicago. Ill W. F. Taylor, Altoona, Pa.; O.
Green, St. Paul. Minn.: W. E. Lewis, Long Island City,
C, M. Dugan,
N. v.; H- C. Sprague, Kansas City. Mo
B Foley. New York, N. Y.; C. B.
Jackson, Tenn.; L
Jones. Chicago, III.; A. R iJingafelt, Topeka, Kan.; E.
A. Smith. Boston, Mass S. K Buliard, Sedalia Mo T.
W. Siacey, Marshall, Tex
The first session of the meeting was called to order by
President Darlton on Wednesday at 10:15 a n^- After the
reading of the annual report the following new members
were elected: J. C. Ford. St. Poul, Minn.; W. J Stonebromer. Two Harbors, Minn H. D. M on. Tt.xarkana,
Hough. La
Tex.; ].Y Goode, Kansas City, Mo.; P. U
II. B Briggs
Crossed Wis G. N. Gish.Marshalltown, la
Parks. Tyler, Tex J N. Miller,
Rtdwing Minn.; T.
Dallas. Tex W'. D tlendiickson, Lorg Branch. N. J.;
Pollcck (the woild champion sender), Hartford,
B. R
Conn and L. Horton, Jr St Paul, Minn.
The following officers were elected fonhe ensuing ytar;
George T Williams of Cleveland, president; George M.
Drew of Chicago, secretary
Dugan vice-president; P.
and treasurer. M. B. Leonard, Chailes Tilden and G C;
Kinsman were appointed a committee on time and place of
next meeting
As the attractions of Niagara are available only by daylight, it was decided to devote the afternoon to a tour along
the American and Canadian shores of the falls and rapids,
and substitute an evening session for that usually held in
the afiernoon.
The first paper of the evening, of which the following is
an abstract, was read by Robt Stewart, Supt. of the C R.
R of J , on the "History and Developmentof the Block
System " Mr. Stewart was the first railroad telegraph
superintendent to introduce this system of signaling in
America.
He was at the time connected with the Camden
& Amboy railroad, over which nearly all the Eastern
A rear collision, which
troops passed during the war.
occurred at Bristol, Pa., in the summer of 1S63, causing
the death of a large number of soldiers and the fireman of
the engine, led to an investigation of an English block
system, and Mr. Stewart was instructed to experiment with
and put in use a signal by which trains could be notilied
without being stopped on the track whether the next point
was clear. After some experimenting he placed in opera
tion 7 block stations upon the 25 miles of road between
Trenton and Kensington, using the banner signal in conThere were
junction with the regular telegraph offices.
two fixed glasses, the upper two white and the lower red,
with two independent lamps, one for east and one for west
bound trains, which were operated by hand, with a rope
attachment- This arrangement proved defective, and a single lamo with a movable red fiannel shield was substituted.
A record of the trains was kept on a board with pegs. The
telegraph cperators used the regular Morse system for
notif>ing adjacent stations that trains were in or out of the
block.
The experiment proved so successful that it was
extended from Trenton to New Brunswick, covering 26
Shortly after, upon the
additional miles of road in 1S64
formation by consolidation of the united railroads of New
Jersey, the system was extended to Jersey City, making
it complete from Philadelphia to Jersey City, excepting beIn iSyoa
tween the cities of Newark and Jersey City.
connecting road from Fraikfort Junction to Mantua was
From the
equipped, making a total distance of go miles.
establishment of this system up to the date when the road
was leased by the Pennsylvania Railroad company no rear
collisions of any kind occurred, a clear record which he
attributed to the fact that only the "positive" block was
used, in distinction from the "permissive" block, afterward introduced by the Pennsylvania Railroad company,
by which two trains were permitted upon a block
In 1873 the
at the same time, by observing caution.
Pennsylvania R. R. b'gan the introduction of the system
to a limited extent, on the Pittsburg division of the main
Its extension was very slow until the winter of
line.
1875-6, when it was rapidly extended over the entire main
line.
Its use was stimulated by the approaching Centennial Exhibition, and in spite of the enormous increase of
traffic, the protection was so complete that no accident ocAs origincurred, which could be attributed to its failure.
ally introduced, the blocks were of considerable length,
depending upon local conditions; but on the main line the
The signal now
distance varied from six to ten miles.
used is the standard semaphore. The Pennsylvania R. R.
Co. has now a continuous block system from Jersey City
to Pittsburgh and from Philadelphia to Washington, the
most extensive in this country, also on the Northern Central division.
The officers pronounce it a great success,
and an absolute necessity to the road. On the C. R. R.
of N. J., the electric pneumatic block signal system of
the Union Switch &: Signal company, was put into operation in April, 1S90, between Jersey City and the Newark
Bay draw, a distance of eight miles. The blocks ranging
from 1,00:) to 1,800 feet are operated on four tracks. At
the commencement of each block, signal posts are erected,
one for each track, carrj'ing two semaphores. When the
upper semaphore is at right angles, it indicates that a train
When it projects in this way, the
is on the next block.
lower one is also set as danger'" or "caution." As the train
leaves the block thus protected, the upper signal falls, but
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the lower remains at caution until the next block is passed
and the train is two blocks distant. These stmaphores
are operated by pneumatic pressure controlled by elec
tricity.
Those on one block are insulated from the preAt one end of the block
ceding and following blocks.
first touched by a train, the right and left hand rails are
connected
connected by a wire
in the circuit of two cells
At the other end of the block the
of gravity battery.
same rails are connected through an ordinary re'ay.
When no train is on the block a current passes through
this rail circuit holding the armature of the relay in conWhen a train
tact, forming a circuit for the local battery.
enters the track its wheels and axles short-circuit the batreleasing the armature of the relay and breaktery,
ing the local circuit, whch has a batiery of tight
cells.
The local battery operating the semaphore
magnet, when its circuit is cicsed forces open a valve
which admits compressed air into the semaphore cylinder
and the piston is driven down forc'ng the semaphore into a
With the entry of a train upon a block
"safety' position.
the relay being thrown out of action the local circuit is
opened and the semaphore is drawn by weight into
"danger position. W^here the 'home'' and "distant"
signals are both operated under these condition*:, the arrangement of circuits is more complicated. The supply
of compressed air is furnished by a plant of compressors
communicating by pipes with a series
of
reservoirs placed along the lines at the foot of the signal
from
poles,
and pipes
are
connec ed
there
to
The ordinary lies are found to afthe semaphore signals.
ford sufficient insulation for the rails, but the fish-pUte
joints not being ample, conductivity is re-enforctd by iron
wire connections.
Between the blocks the rail ends are
insulated.
Mr. Stewart then described the various systems of block
signals which had been actually introduced, beginning
with the Hall system which was first used on the eastern
railroads in 1S71, ard has since been greatly improved
'

The Chicago, Milwaukee ^: St. Paul Railway company
has a block system in operation on 146 miles of its Chic go
and Council Bluffs division, using double aim semaphons
placed in a position to be seen Irom both directions.
It
Morse
is operated bv hand in connection with an ordinary
telegraph.
The cable eleciric signal is being experimentThe
ed with on the Staten Island Rapid Transit Road.
Chesipeake & Ohio Railroad use a system similar to that
covering all tunnels and trains going
of the P. R. R
down both sides of the Allegheny Mounta'n?, using the
,

Hudson semaphore signal.
The Chicago, Burlington

^: Quincy has practically three
different systems in use, all non-automatic, the difference
being mainly in the manner of connection between offices.
The main line from Chicago to Pacific Junction, 4S2 miles,
is now operated, under what may be called the 'permissive"
The New York Central Railroad has begun the introduction of a pneumaiic-electric system on that part of
its track between Woodlawn Junction and the Harlem
River, the same as that used on the Central Railroad of
New Jersey, The New York Central is also equippirg
fifteen miles of track near Poughkcepsie with the Hall
system.
The New York, Lake Erie Sc Western uses a
block system on 232 miles.
Other railroads using vaiious
block systems are the Boston & Maine, Philadelphia, W^ilminglon & Baltimore, the Missouri Pacific, the Canadian
Pacific and the Lake Shore Railroads.
In closing his exp'anatcry paper Mr. Stewart said
that the system of blocking trains has and could be
improved, and that the time is not far distant when upon
all the main trunk lines of the country the business will
have grown to such an extent that in order to move all
trains at a higher rate of speed, especially freights, it will
be ne"essary to locate signal towers at such distances as
will permit the use of the "absolute' block to govern all
their movements.
Speed and safety are so closely allied
in the successful operation of rail*-03d£:, that whatevertends
to their accomplishment the progress of the times would
If a simple and inexpensive aunot permit to be ignored.
tomatic system could be devised for operation between the
main block stations, a long step in advance would be
taken.
"Permissive" signaling might then be used with
absolute safety at the main stations, as the auxiliary would
act as an "absolute" intermediate block.
Charles Selden read a paper upon the increased adhesion
between the wheels of a locomotive and the track caused
by ihe passage of electricity, based upon the experiments
and patents of Elias E. Ries, of which the following is
'

block.

an abstract:

"From competent authorities on motive power, it has
been determined that a locomotive, having a weight of
100.000 pounds, has a tractive power upon the rail, when
but 25.000 pounds.
And when the
by reason of the weather, is in a bad condition, the
power amounts to only about what an engine of
In other words, on
15,000 pounds' weight should have.
good rail, by non- adhesion, the locomotive gives but
twenty-five per cent, and on bad rail, but eighteen per
cent, of the power which, theoretically, should be had
from it.
in best condition, of

rail,

tractive

"Efforts were made some fifteen years ago, by an Englishman named Wederman, to overcome the non-adhesion,
by winding the spokes of the driving wheels with wire,
thus making a magnet of the wheel, with the view of attracting, by magnetism, the wheel to the rail, thus increas
ing the friction, and thereby, the adhesion to the rail on
the part of the locomotive.
Having but a primary battery,
as not
it is plain to be seen that the results were so slight
There was another cJ""-'':f'on, even
to be appreciable.
had the dynamo been used. In order to secuie sufficient
magnetism to be of benefit upon such an immense machine as a Icccmotive, the magnets vculd have lo be very
large, and the winding upon the spokes of the drivers
would have necessitated a change in the construction of
the engine, so that as the bobbin was revolved by the
wheels there would te room to clear the firebox on the
inside

and the side-rods of the locomotive on the

outside.

This, of course, would render necessary a longtr crank
pin for the bars, and. being longer, it must necessarily be
stouter in order lo stand the increased leverage.
device
of this character therefore, for the locomotive engine would
not be economical, and would necessitate the reconstruction of all locomotives using it.
This inventor filed patents in this country and several others followed in h's
footsteps, but nothing practical has yet been evolved from

A

that method.
"Recently, Elias E. R'es, an American inventor," the
paper continued, "secured letters patent upon his method of
increasing the adhesion of the locomotive to the rail, by
the use of eleclr'cily, and he took a wide departure from
the path pursued by former inventors.
Mr. Ries proceeded upon the hypothesis that an electric current of large
volume, if properly employed, could be used to weld
metals
Acting upon this theory, he proposes to arrange
upon a locomotive a dynamo of sufficient power to be
run by a small auxiliary engine, and to pass the current
from the dynamo, to the driving wheel of the engine along
the rail to the next driving wheel, through its axle and the
other wheel, to the otherrail and back to the first driver,
thence to the dynamo, thus making a local circuit, so to
speak, which would travel with the locomotive, passing a
current through the drivers and along the rails as indicated.
For this purpose, by a very simple method, he
insulates one pair of the driving wheels.
By this means
the inventor proposes to cause an incipient weld between
the driving wheels and the rails. I say incipient because
the wheels, being in motion, the weld, if any, is being
made and broken by the revolution of the wheels, therefore a perfect weld is not attained; nor, of course, would
it be desirable except for brake purposes, as in descending
a grade for instance.
"If the theory advanced by Mr. Ries can be made a

success, practically, it means a great many things to the
railroad world.. If by n^eans of this invention the tractive
power of a locomolive is increased, say even iwenty-five
per cent., it means ten additional cars on a forty car train.
It means a large gain in the hauling capacity on high
grade railroads. It means increased speed for passenger
trains.
It means a saving, indirectly, of fuel.
It means
the employment of lighter locomotives to do the same
amount of IT jrk as the heavier ones, thus being easier on
the road-beds and bridges.
It
means the mounting of
grades that wtuld not be considered possible at the
present lime.
All this, provided that in practice on a locomotive the theories advanced shall hold good. Another
feature of this invention is that it is not necessary to keep
tlie current flowing all the lime unless you need it, but when
you stop the train and want to start it, your locomotive, at that
time, not being in mot'on, a more perfect weld is obtained
thus enabling you lo start at once, without slipp-ng, and afteryou have gotten your train under headway. your current,
if desired, may be switched c ff
So much for the pulling
power and so much for the motor."
.

The statements made by Mr. Selden were questioned
by Mr Nichols, and a model motor and track were introduced to prove the assertions claimed by the inventor.
The experiments made were entirely satisfactory and convincing to the mo^t skeptical the only question being as
to the practicabiliiy and economy of the application on a

—

large scale.

W.

F. Taylor followed with a paper on "Lighting at
After referring to the importance of powerful
tfe clearing away of wrecks at
night, Mr. Taylor gave a description of the electric light
car used by the Pennsylvania railroad.
The car itself was
an ordinary box car. having an end door with a small extended platform and windows.
15 horse power boiler
at one end is surrounded with water tanks of Soo gallons,
capacity. Near this is a coal box holding two day's supply
of fuel.
At the opposite end of the car is a 15-horse
power W^estinghouse engine, making 300 revolutions per
minute.
Near the center of the car is a lo-light Weston
dynamo making 1,000 revolutions per minute. Suitable
receptacles are provided for tools, lamps, etc.
On one
side of the car two reels of wire are permanently fastened
one of which contains a wire which is run out as a feed
wire, the oiher being connected to the last lamp of the
circuit a' d is used as a return wire.
The lead wires are
connected with a brush which connects with the axles of
these reels, thus giving a path for the current. Upon the top
of the car are carried tripods and tools for hanging the
lamps.
The car is manned by a crew of one engineer and
four linemen.
In starling for a wreck the regular crew is
always preferred as the men are thoroughly drilled. Arriving upon the grounds the first thing is to locate the car,
then determine the number and location of the lamps.
Then a man is started out with the end of wire from the
small reel, followed by another cairying pole, a pike and
hammer, or tripod, as required; then the third man with
the lamps and a short section of wire, continuing till the last
lamp is reached, when ihe wire on the larger reel is run out
and connec'ed with the last lamp, thus completing the circuit.
The lamps are swung from the most available
These are
points, portable poles being used if necessary.
usually made of 4x4 hickory 18 feel long with the lamp.
At the bottom a piece of i-inch gas pipe is clamped to the
pole.
To erect the pole a sieel bar is driven into the
ground, and the pole is then lifted up so that the gas pipe
will go over the sieel bar.
In the bracket at the top of the
pole is a pulley through which a rope passes and tbusdraws
The pole is more easily handled than a
up the lamps
The time occupied in starting up the lights is
tripod.
shown in the following instances: Wreck No. i, 7 lamps,
mile
of
wire— started in 1 hour; No. 3, 7 lamps, J mile
f
wire, i^ hours; No. 4. 6 lamps, i mile wire. 35 minutes.
The cost of equipping a car ready for service was about
§2,5co.
In operation it costs about §1 per lamp per hour,
but even if it cosies per hour it would be worth it.
Mr. Leonard on "Electric
Papers were
read by
Lighting in Railway Service," by Geo. C. Kinman on

Wiecks."

artificial lights to facilitate
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"Train Despatching, its L^ses and Abuses." and "Correct
Time, How Shall we Maintain it?" by Prof. H. S. Frit-
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Washington University,

of

St. Louis.

The

adjourned Thursday evening to meet next year

in;;

mecl-

at Cin-

cinnati

There was a larger number of exhibitions than usual,
imon;; them being the Halt signils. Kdison phonoplcx
-yslent. >'Ncill crossing signal, Edison LaUnde L-iUery.
jnd those of the Klcclric Secret Service company, Pennsylvania S eel company. Molecular Telephone company
I*.
Elecirlc company, the
H. Delany and t^e Dcsart
Blown KIcciric Protective ci-nnanv. Philadelphia, Pa.
<

Opening

of the Electric
Indianapolis.

Railway

in

The electric
roao company

cars ot' ihc Citizens' Street Railof Indianapolis made their first
trip last week.
On the trial trip several trains
were run, which were occupied by guests of the
company. A band occupied one of the cars.
"The ride to Kairview was greatly enjoyed, as
the rapid travel after getting out of the crowded
part of the city gave a cool breeze," an Indianapolis paper says.
'^The pretty scenery and nature in her greenest hue had a restful cfTect.
Scudding smoothly through wooded lanes and
around the sharp curves, now laboring up hilt or
speeding down grade, watching the approaching
train around the curve, moving by invisible
power were noticeable features of the trip,
which awakened emotions of pleasure. In order

—

to have everything work as smoothly as possible,
the best motor men of the Richmond line were
brought over, and placed in charge.
They
handled the cars dexterously and safely."
The annual meeting of stockholders of the
Citizens' Street Railroad company resulted in
the re-election of the following directors: Samuel
\V. .Allerton, J. J. Mitchell, E. K. Butler and W.
H. Walker of Chicago, and J. C. Shaffer of Indianapolis.
The reports of the president and
treasurer were submitted, showinga highly-satisfactory condition of affairs.
The directors organized by re-electing the old officers, namely;
President, J. C. Shaffer; vice-president, Samuel
W. Allerton; secretary, A. A. .Anderson; superintendent, \Vm. T. Steele
The stockholders
went over the various lines during the day.
"We are all much pleased with the working of
the new line," said J. P. Rumsey, one of the
large stockholders, "and believe that it is going
to run smoothly.
This line is going to develop
a fine territory, and greatly increase the value of
property along it.
In a shiirt time it will all be
built up with pretty ho;nes.
It also furnishes
the city with someth ng heretofore lacking,
that is, a means of getting to the country without having to depend on horses and carriages.
This will be greatly appreciated by thousands of
people who heretofore have been unable to get a
breath of fresh air, because they could not afford
to hire carriages.
There will soon be a demand
for rapid transit over all the lines, artd that will
work a disadvantage to us because we cannot
afford to make the desired change until we are
assured that the situation warrants such an extensive investment."
The Thomson- Houston

system

is

employed.

The Copper Age.
A

targe part of Hoston smiles when copper stocks rise
says the lioston Transcript
Uur numcrnus shareholders
in Michigan mines feel ttiat it is a legitimate boom that
larger demands for the metal are now causing.
Here are a
few illustrations of the increase in the demand, as wit-

nessed in operations in progress in this city.
There is the
Edison Lighting company now taking its innings at digging up Hoylston street.
During the past four years they
have been extending their underground system in the
Hack hay district and about I'crt llill sc{uare
Kach foot
of piping put down for this purpose contains live pounds of
copper,
in the first three years about twenty miles were
laid; while during the present spring as much again has
been put down. This means a total of 530 tons ot copper
buried in our streets by this one company, or li>^ tons in
the year just past.
There arc many other cities where as
much more has been done by this company, and several
other companies which have not been idle in new construction.
The telephone companies are aliO being forced to
bury their wires. This system requires copper wire
The
New Englanti Telephone & Telegraph company at the
close of 188.S had but 1.5S0 miles of line buried; at the
end of i8Sy it had increased the underground mileage to
Th's means atout 260 tons more of copper put
3.509.
back into mother earth. Another voracious consumer of
copper is the long-distance company the American Tele
phone iv Telegraph compiny^with about 30,000 miles of
line in Eastern United States, of which io,<x)o miles, more

—

or less, are last year's con^^truction.
One hundred and
eighty pounds of copper goes into the mile of wire used by
this company.
This would represent about tjoo tons.
Then, again, there are the electric railroads. The Thomson-Houston alone is credited with putting 574 miles of
this kind of road in operation within the past two years

June

Each mile of wire used weighs i,6S2 pi'uiuK, while each
mile of single track road requires two of wire, one overhead and one buried in the ground; with double track
roads a single underground wire sufticcs for two tracks.
three miles only being reijuired for one mile of double
track. Twenty-live thousand pounds would be a pro.\imale estimate of wire per track mile. Mere, therefore,
was use for about 718 ions of copper in two years. Of
the consumption in other branches of manufacture of the
new electrical appliances it seems impossible to make any

purposes admit that they cover

1,500 tons per
annum. All these are among the new uses of copper, be
it remembered, and represent only the additional call upon
the Michigan production; and the old standard uses continue the same as ever.

Sugar

Battery Work.

in

A

correspondent writes to the riiloriuii liUitr'ual
Tflei^rtiphic Jouriuil as follows;
"I became aware of a
wrinkle lately that I am confident will be a novelty to
many of your reailers, and also of use.
One of our
telegraph inspectors gave it to me.
He came to my
station, and found that the battery was not up to his idea
lie look it down, and reof what a battery should be.
newed it. When it was put up again he asked me to
favor him with a little sugar.
Surprisedlv I asked him
what he wanted with sugar, thinking lie liad made some
mistake.
He ([uielly laughed, and said, "Get some, and
I will show you what it is for."
It was got, and he began
to wash his hands in the usual way with soap and water,
but after rubbing the soap, he added the sugar, and immediately a good lather came. He washed his hsnds twice,
and told me to do likewise. I did, and to my pleasure
my hands came out of ihe wash clean and soft lie told
me always to do so when working with magnesia or copper-solutions, and the nasty dry feeling that usually ise,\perienced when working with a battery is quite done

away

An

with.

Feature of the

Optical

Lightning

Flash.'

By Eric Stuart Bruce.
In the lirsl report of the ihundtrstorm committee, which
dealt with phutographs of I'ghtning llashes, the commlt'ee
tha*^ there is nor ihe sligli'est
called attention to the fact
evidence in the photographs of lightning lUshcsof llie angular zig-zig or forked torms commonly seen in pictures."
Tbey also referred to the paper that James Nasmyth communicated to the British Association in 1856, In wliich Mr.
Nasmylh says that a llash of lightning appears to him to
be more correctly represented by an intensely crooked ne,
and he seems to doubt the existence of artist's lightning.
To these apparently conclusive condemnations of the conventional idea of a lightning llash might be added the
words of Mr. Ruskin in "iModern Painters." when criti
Slonehenge." lie says:
cising Turner's
''The while
lightning, not as it is drawn by less observant or less capable painiers in zig-zig furlilica ions, but in Us own dreadIt Is noti cable that
ful irrr-gularilies of streaming lire "
these words were written of Turners p'cture many years
before ilie publication of Nasmyih's paper.
But on the other side there was the evidence of one's o.vn
eyes, and those of many others, as having at times seen a
zig zag llish something very like the depiction of the artist,
added to a conviction that In the conventional representation handed down from ancient times there is probably some
element of truth.
It occurred to me that the explanation would be found
not the
not to be an optical Illusion, but an optical reality
flash itself, but the optically projected image of the Hash
But why should the projection Hash be
formed on clouds.
Because the clouds on which the proin angular zig-zags?
jection is cast are often of the f«w/////.rtype so as to afford
an angular surface.
The image of the flash takes the angles of the uneven
Having formed this theory In my
surface of the clouds.
mind. I proceeded to experiment, and succcedetl in reproducing something very like the conventional lightning by
ca*rllng the projection of a photograph of lightning on model
'

1

'

—

clouds.
I have arranged on the table some model clouds presenting an angular s^urface.
Let the incandescent lamp represent a tl.ash of lightning
When the
at some distance from the screen of clouds.
light is flashed on and olT, there is the simulation of sheet
lightning on the cloud screen; now to transform the sheet
To do this there must
lightning \\\\o prtijcition lightning.
be an addition to the arrangements a cloud with a small

—

opening

in

It,

somewhere between the

flash

and the surface

Let a screen
of cloud upon which the projection is cast.
with one small opening lepresent such a cloud; when this
is placed In position and the light flashed on, there is no
longer ihe sheet lightning, bjt the image of the incandesa distorted image as It falls upon the uneven
cent carbon
The sides of the hor.-eshoe of
surface of the clouds
white hot carbon appear to be /Ig-zagged.
And now to go one step further. If we make another
opening in the model cloud, there will be two images
formed of the incandescent filament of carbon, and likewise In nature a multiplication of openings will produce a
May this not explain
multiplication of images of flashes
the forked appearance =0 often depicted?
It may be objecteil ih il it seems inconceivable how this
peculiar type ol flash came to be regarded as the only type;
for the image is probably not nearly so fre(iuently seen as

—

i'erhaps
the flash itself,
lightning flash would not
the brilliancy of the flash
I f any brilliant source of
I

Ab»tr.'ict of

London.

the fact that the Ini.age of the
have that intense and dazzling
itself

may

light,

such as the arc

explain this.
light,

be sud-

p»per read before the Royal Mctcurogical Society,

1890

denly fl shed upon he average human eye, that organ would
not recognize the form of the source; but if the im.age were
not flashud upon a screen. any eye would distinguish the Image
of the white hot carbon points, and so the projection would
lose the bewildering brilliancy of the llash, and its disitorted
form would be impressed upon the mind. The diminution of brilliincy probably also explains that other objcctioa— that no photographic plale seem»to have yet regisI

tered ihe zig-zag

definite estimate; but suffice it to say that i.>ne lioston
lirm who have a peculiar process for insulating wire for
electrical

28,

The

" projection

Julien Storage Battery.

The Consolidated
York has

" flash.

Electric

just issued a

Storige company of New
the coarse of whicli it

circular, in

sajs:

"We take this means of informing you that this company
has been organized for the manufacture and sale throughout the United States of the Julien storage battery.
To
thai end, it has acquired those storage battery patents
which. In its opinion, control the manufacture and sale of
storage batteries for the United States.
In order that you
may understand the scope of those patents, we will describe In a few words what constitutes a storage battery as
at p-esent universally made.
Gaston I'lante, whose storage battery was the first to attract public attention, used
the following method:
He employed two plates of lead,
which he immersed in a solution of sulphuric acid and
water; he then applied a current of electricity which had
the tlTect of creating on the surface of the plates, by disintegration of its substance, a spongy substance, known as
active matter or absorptive material, being spongy reduced
metallic lead on one plate and peroxide of lead on the opposite plate.
This process required several weeks and
sometimes months of charging. Invo'vinj loo much labor
and expense to make the I'lante battery one of commercial
value.
Radical and fundamental Improvements were
needed to make the storage battery what It is to-day. To
Charles F. fJrush of Cleveland. ()., has been awarded, both
by the United States I'atent otVice and the United Suites
Circuit court, priority of Invention of those Improvements.
* * * Mr. Brush applied for patents for his inventions
He was put in interference with Camllle A. Faure, who
made similar claims to invention, and after a long and bitter contest for a period of four years before the patent comm'ssioners, Mr. IJrush was awarded priority; and on
March 2, 1SS6, United States patent 337,299 was issued to
him.
This patent covers broadly the mechanical applica
lion in any form (whether powder or paste) of the active
matter or absorptive substance to a support plate.
1 his is
the decision of the United States Circuit court In the case
referred lo.
Any irethod of application by hand or ma
chine Is 'mechanical,'
The court also decides that the
words 'aciive n.atter' and 'absorptive substance,' as used
by Mr. Biush. are synonymous, and include not only lead
oxides but every other substance that Is absorptive (and It
must be absorptive to be of any value), applied to a 'conducting suppoit.'
It does not matter what shape or size
the conducting support may take, whether it be smooth,
perforated, woven wire, flat, cylindrical, etc., so long as it
'conducting support,' it is an Infringement of the
ts a
above patent.
In addition to this broad invention, this
patent also covers, exprc-sly and by specific claims, the
support coated with mechanically-applied metallic oxide,
oxide of lead or equivalent lead compound, and red lead,
and also such a support when provided with 'receptacles'
filled wi h the mechanically-applied o.xide of lead or other
active material.
The word receptacles was found by the
couit to include perforations extending through the plale.
'This patent has nearly thirteen years still lo run, and is
controlled by this company.
Another important patent
now controlled by this company was sustained by the
United Stales Circuit court, viz.: Patent No. 266,090, covering a support with 'cells,' 'cavities,' 'slots' or 'perforations,' and the words 'cells or cavities' were held by
the court to include perforations as well as cavities of other
forms.
"I'atent No. 260,654, also controlled by this company,
covers the application of the 'absorptive substance' to the
'conducting support' by 'pressure,* whether exerted by
hand or a machine. * * *
"This company has also acquired United Slates patent
of ICdniond Julien, No. 347,300, covering an inoxidi/able
conducting support. " "^ * To guard against imposition by persons who may pretend to have tiscovcred a new
battery, we wish to Inform the reader that it is universally
adniiited ihat so far as scientific research has gone, only
the metals and their salts (metallic oxides), may be employed lo make a commercially useful storage battery, and
only those metals and their sails may be employed which
The elements
are practically insoluble in the electrolyte.
or electrodes of a commercially useful storage battery confirst,
'support,'
and second, an
sist of two parts
a
'active' or 'absorptive' substance applied and secured lo
Gold and |)Iatinum, but for their costliness,
the support.
wtuld be the most useful metals to employ for the support,
as ihuy are practically inoxidizable in the electroljle, or
exciting fluid or solution of the battery. Of all the cheaper
base metals, lead possesses in the highest degree this immunity from attack by the exciting fluid or solution, and
for this reason it has been chiell/ employed where a simple
metal has been used for the support plate.
"The alloy of lead, antimony and mercury patented lo
lildmond Julien is, however, far superior to lead in this respect, and approaches more neaily than any other metal or
alloy, the cost of which would permit its use, to gold and
platinum.
"Many attempts have been made lo use various metallic
compoimdii ,r the active cr absorptive substance to be apThese have been applied In various
plied to the supports
ways, but no commercial success has yet been reached by
any experimenter in the use of any substance or by employing any method of application except reduced (or
spongy) metallic lead and Its oxides, mechanically applied
and secured to the support plate.
"This company has also acquired United States patent
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No. 383,757 and 408,986 of Henry G. Morris and Pedro
Messrs. Morris & Salom have been engaged,
G. Salom.
for some years past, in devising suitable machinery for the
effective and economical manufacture of storage batteries.
These patents cover a machine known as the mechanical
Prior to the invention of this machine, the active
matter was applied to the 'conducting support' by hand.
The method was laborious and expensive, and the work
generally uneven and unsatisfactory
The mechanical
filler obviates all these difficulties.
By its use each machine dispenses with the labor of from thirty to forty men,
and fills the plates uniformly and far more effectually than
can be done by hand. It is the first and only machine of
the kind that has ever, so far as we can learn, been invented or claimed to have been invented, and as it is both
novel and highly useful, we deem the validity of the patents
unquestioned.
These patents have about sixteen years to
run."
filler.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New York,

June

ig.

fact of another ex-

Wednesday, with the
immediate vicinity has caused Commissioner Gilroy,
of the Department of Public Works, to write to the mayor
denouncing the Steam Heating company as a public nuiin the

damages

Knox

to his store

company

has sued the

much damage from

taurant

is

nation at this state of affairs

company

is

lower part of the

city,

be done away with.

his

tion to the solution

of

Mayor Grant

personal atten-

their

The

great problem.

this

it

route

is

determined upon and the construction will be partly under-

ground, and

thought that the Vanderbills

it is

street for the extension of the

the remote districts above

New York

lower

Harlem

The

this

manner

suggestions of Mr. Stein-

by

house company

which they

as

and inasand fraudulently

alleged, to the approval of the patentee

it is

it is

claimed that Brown

illegally

obtained the possession of these dynamos,
interesting question

if

will

it

prove an

by the West-

carried into litigation

W, H.

inghouse people as reported,

T.

Nashville, Tenn.

conduits in

electrical

the steam heating

already
the

apparatus should

Commissioner Gilroy, after a careful

statement of the facts in the case and suggestions as to
remedies, adds:

"Unless the suggestions as to the conlrol of the Steam
company's pipes shall be consented to by said company,

Nashville, June 20

— The

electrical industries in

number, and

to but a limited

Of

the wonderful progress

all

industries

none has equaled that of

known

appreciated by none.

fully

made

lines are

all

in recent years in other

electricity,

and the

field

broadens and becomes more promising every week
There
is no section of the world that offers better inducements to

steps should be taken for the revocation of the company's

manufacturers of electrical machinery and appliances, for
the simple reason that it is virgin territory and burdened
with fewer monopolistic franchises and protected co-'pora-

charter or franchise, at least so far as that part of the city

tions to be fought

Chambers

on the ground that
the company's business as now conducted there is a comsou-.h of

mon

street is concerned,

nuisance prejudicial to public health,

destructive

of

property and actually dangerous to life."

A

the mayor's office

Wednesday.

at

under-

in

permits were granted

which would interrupt the progress of repaving or which would result in
the tearing up of any new pavements in the construction of
subways. There was much disappointment that the experts and engineers of the board did not render a report of
Broad-

the result of their investigation of the explosions in

way

as

it

was supposed that the mayor

The

for this purpose.

pipes with the electric

thorough investigation, and
insist

upon

fair

play and

panies a recognition in

steam heating in the

meeting

the steam heating

conduits

it is

give

the

called

interference of
lighting

worthy of a

is

the board

the duty of

to

comview of the dangers accompan\ing

streets.

the

electric

Police

his pre:ented his claims again for

police wires, but his efforts,

lighting

Commissioner Voor-

a separate conduit for

though strenuous, were with-

out avail and the board refused to grant his request.

The

company

to

apply to the railroad commlssioQers for leave to change

its

permitting any railroad

motive power on the consent of one-half of the property

owners

is

constitutional, puts a

new

aspect

rjihvay business and the cable railway

made

their efforts

York

ver>' blight.

to

the

street

men have through

the prospect for electric traction in

They have not only

build a cable system on

New

secured the right to

Third avenue but any other

sl:reet railway company in the city can change its motive
power by obtaining the consent of one-half of the property
owners. One of the most desirable routes for the electric
system would be through Eighth avenue to Fifty-ninth
street and thence up the Boulevard as far north as is desir-

able to relieve the west side residents.
tined

to be

down town

New York

This route

is

des-

the popular thoroughfare for driving from
to the upper part of the city

and

in

no

street in

could an electric system be better operated than

in the Boulevard.

sit-

and convince the most conservative that the next
will witness an astonishing progress in the rise of

few years

A

brief review of

overcome and the way made clear for future operations.
This is among the oldest, most important, commercially
and financially, and third in population of the cities in the
section above na ned.
B iing an important military post it
emerged from the war with probably the worst municipal
government ever kaown in the South. Ruled for years by
scallawags, ward

bummers,

following, her most

members
ly

sal lonists

and

making

impossible, to

their irresponsible

valuable franchises were given to the

'ring" for long terms

of the

gality, thus

with a lavish prof'i-

and expensive, and frequentestablish improvements
A powerful gas
it

difiicult

monopoly, with an iron-clad charter and paying enormous
dividends on a very poor service, fought off all new ccmtrs

Mule car

monopoly of all the principal streets while the telephone and the telegraph companies c'aimed a monopoly of pole erections.
But a great
change has been effected. Several }ears ago the citizens,
for years.

lines held a

regardless of political parties,

rose

might and

their

in

cured an entire change of government.

The

se-

existing gov-

ernment is a model one the city's debt has been reduced,
and her bonds, bearing a low rate of interest, command a
premium. The city is excellently lighted in its principal

company

portions by electricity, while the gas

still

covers

the other parts.

The

decision of the Court' of Appeals that the act of the

legislature last year

key to the entire

necessary to show what formidable obstacles have been

a certainty that these two

pecple had the hardest fight and

electric street car

The

gained the most signal victory.
sisted

of

eight

lines,

and each collected

its

all

own

under
fares.

car mule has been sent to the
the entire system
satisfac:ory
city

is

street car service con-

separate

management,

Already the

corn and cotton

last street

fields,

and

operated by electricity, under a highly

and popular management

Five lines

proper have been consolidated under the

Electric Street

in the

name "United

Car company," and give transfers from one
Three lines across the river in East

line to all the others.

Nashville are under one management, and though they lack

about

fifty

in this case

yards of connecting with the main system, they

East Nashville

by

the City

In adoition to these, a

Rapid Transit company, has

laid

new company,

several miles of

grade of a certain

been consolidated with the
and has been operated

has

It

a profit for three months past.

time in

numerous

its

The company

litigations.

en-

joined the United Electric street car people from operating
its lines

wUh a single trolley wire, claiming that its service was

ruined by induction, and demanding that the car

The

use a double trolley

result, after

company

an exhaustive

suit,

and much expsrt testimony, was a decision that the double
trolley was impracricable in this city.
The telephone company is no.v putting up a return circuit wire on all its lines
that follow or cross the trolley wires, which includes nearly
all

of them.

Stock books have been opened here for the Molecular

Telephone company

connection with another electric

in

corporation, to be called the Capital

The molecular

telephone

is

and

company.

Electric

claimed here to be the perfec-

and

tion of the old Shaver system,

operated with

is

much

central station very

a re-

There
is in this city a line about a mile in length operated on the
Shaver telephone patent that is said to work well. Two
miles is said to be the limit to which this telephone can be
worked on a single wire.
B.
like the Bell.

Nashville, June 21.— Capitalists of Nashville, Tenn..

among them
chased

Isaac T. Rhea, vice-president of the

Railway

Electric

company

only street

the

of

car

that

line

United

have

city,

pur-

Savannah,

in

Ga.

and will equip it with electric motors
The streets of Savannah are very wide with a double row of trees in the
middle.
The houses abut on the sidewalks without any
sort of door yards ai d the lots are only 30x90 feet, thus
oflfering the best

conditions for the construction and opera-

tion of electric car lines.
It is

reported

that

the street

car

of Vicksburg,

lines

Miss, have been bought recently by Nashville, Tenn.,
capitalists

and

their friends

and

will

be operated by elec-

tricity.

A

colored

electric light

workman employed by the Nashville, Tenn..
company made the superintendent, Mr, Dahl

green, a very ^ingu'ar and unexpected present on the iSlh

of June.

them

It

in the

settled the

was a sack

hood of an

honey bees. He found
lamp where the swarm had

of

full

electric

B

day before.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, June
now in the fight for a

20.

— Three

different

ccmpanits are

franchise to build an electric railroad

to coDnect the city with the Soldiers'

corporation, the Wauvvatosa

&

Home.

Soldiers'

The

Home

third

Railway

company, has just been organized by John Johnston,
Frank R. Falk, Charles Cuppei and others, who own land
The capin the territory that such a line would traverse.
The new company, like the others,
ital stock is '^40 000.
would like o build on the National Avenue read, but has
no present intention of going to North Greenfield, as the
corporation that wants franchises to build

in

the

as

city,

well as outside, proposes to do.

The

original

progress,

other

135 miles of track.

to be in regard to the

with about i 300
paying subscribers, has recently met with a defeat for the

is

vast improvement, and
by a patronage that exceeds by
threefold that given the mule cars.
There are fifty miles in operation at present, with about

the

electric car system,

electricity at

The

citizens are jubilant over this

signed by seventeen of

The Cumberland Telephone company,

that

The

seems

to the stockholders.

five

testify their appreciation

is

influential citizens of the citv.

The Main street and I^ischy avenue dummy line, built
two or three years ago, was operated for a year or more,
and abandoned because its operation involved a dead loss

give transfers to

all other lines, and allow the passengers
minutes to present their tickets to the transfer agent.

petition

street.

ceiver

comparatively new industrial factor,

ground construction. The denial of applications to string
overhead wires and the revocation of permits for subways
which did no: come within the operations of the commissioner of public works was simply a repetition of previous

No new

Nash-

it is

interests will seriously interfere with each other

records.

electricity into

fully written, furnish a

this

by the commission appointed by the mayor, the

It ia

if

Elm

board granted the subway company permission to build a
subway in Elm street, and in Fourth avenue from Fi.ur
teenth to Thirty-second.

history of the introduction of

would,

In spite of the selection of

a route for rapid transit through Fourth avenue and
street

The
uation,

meeting of the Board of Electrical Control was held

through the courts and the legislatures,

or to be bought out at fictitious prices.

ville

The

and most

Another company, the Nashville Electric Railway &
Power company, submitted its proposed route to the Board
of Public Works and Affairs last week, and that body will
make a personal inspection this week. The only trouble

first

advantages offered by the

Southern states lying east of the Mississippi river for the

development of

lines,

new

dynamos which Harold P. Brown
purchased for the state.
The right to operate a dynamo
in another district from which it was originally run is sub-

much

Most of the line is on streets not covered by other
and quite a large proportion passes over private

miles

in this

obtain again the three

ject,

company. The route asked for bisects the city from north
to south and from east to west, embracing both sides of the
river, and covers a running distance of more than fifteen

wealthiest

a writ of replevin to

will get

city council a petition was introduced asking the right of way for a new company chartered under the name of the Rock City Electric Railway

property.

be taken by the Westing-

electricity will
in

It is restrained

by the last of next month.
At the last meeting of the

un-

reported that the final step to prevent the execution

rolling stock.

its

from further operations at present by a temporary injunction, but confidently expects to have its line in operation

and

electricity

doubtedly destined to play an important part

and has purchased

track

is

in the lighting

and

be considered,

will

In

river.

regard to the use of electricity

in

motive power

Westchester and

into

line

be brought into close connection with

will

the upper resident portion.

way

give

will

consent to use their great viaduct above Forty-sixth

their

Public indig-

endangered and unless such

mass of gas pipes and

existing

bring will be an enJuring testimonial to

such that the franchise of

is

possible as shall not interfere with the

is

will

commission who have given

which

relief

and the employes nar-

rowly escaped being parboiled by the steam.

a system

suf-

the last explosion that his res-

entirely uninhabitable

the Steam Heating

^50,000

for

and building, while James Mack

fered so

and the genuine

transit,

359

getting

fairly certain of

and

It is

Broadway and Fulton street,
attendant damages to business houses

Hatter

New York was

if

a system of rapid

of murderers

plosion at the intersection of

sance.

looks as

enterprise.

Notes.

— The startling

now

It

may

Wauwatosa

line,

upon which work

to be constructed

Wauwatosa

in

is

in time build a spur to connect with the

line

along the National avenue road.

railway project seems to be in abey-

ance for the present.

The suburban

railway business of Milwaukee

ing large proportions and
ually
city,

new

railroad

is

assum-

schemes are contin-

coming to the surface. The chances are that the
which will soon be cove:ed by a network of electric

street

car

lines,

will

have suburban railways running

m
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Only one such

ever)' direction.

now

tine is

in e.\ii>tcact:,

some of

but nearly a dozt-n have assumed definite form,

Ihem having been decided upon by city railways.
The Whitcfish Hay dummy line is suffering heavily as a
result of the running of Sunday excursion trains to the bay
has
Its Sunday business
by the !jkc Shore railway.
always been the dummy line's principal source of income
and the Like Shore trains take the bulk of the Sunday
crowds.

dummy

expected that when the

It is

line is con-

verted into zn electric system, and runs through cars to

the various sections of the city,

among

The

the misses

roniz: the regular railroad

will regain its popularity

it

many people

reason that so

do not

that they

is

like to

pat-

change

— The

be the pioneer building of

It will

country, and

and there

sides,

be room to

will

of space.

feet

with

supplied

let

all

power.

general C:>nstruction will be of the most improved and

substantial kind,

A

provements.

and it will be supplied with the
number of prominent Louisville

and business men are backing the

capitalists

The

enterprise.

im-

latest

cost of

going to have another big

city is

The amendment
allowing

bi located on

and Green

has at

company would

the

plant will

railroad, twelve miles from Pittsand here the company intends to put up the works
and also build a new town for the residences of the em-

burg,

iSijo.

Whiimore Man-

lately started a mill in this city for

The company

the purpose of turning out electric light poles.

has already a large number of orders ahead and from the
pre>ent outlook it is thought that the venture will be a

living

The power house

lighted places in the country.

some

with stone trinimlngs.

brick s'.ructure

built to

answer

the requirements of a

all

The

the

ofte of

in

is

best

a hand-

has been

It

perfect

central

on the ground
floor.
The boiler room contains si.\ Eric boilers and an
In the engine room are
equal number of Koncy slokers.
seven 00 horse power compound engines, one =,<> and four
the Westinghouse type.
I S-horse power engines of
The
station plant.

machinery

entire

is

The former

lights.

3.000 incandcsci:nt and 450 arc

are represented by three i.ouo-light

Westinghouse alternate current
consists

plant

of

nine

machines of the

enameled brick,
design and

The second

floor will

partment, and

'i

on a foundation of

he switch-board

arrangement

is

is

of

the

e.xceedingty

PmsiiiRt;, Pa., June 20.

phoae company of

The

— The

of

lights

also

the

in

this

plant

portion

will

of

mast arms.

25

though the plant has not started

the city government

yet.

alieady discussing an increase of the

capacity

for

Al-

the

purpose of furnishing the private houses and stores with

WooJ

Essick Printing Telegraph

establish

an e.xchange

in this city

company

is

about to

and expects to

tute its instruments for telephones in

many

substi-

cases between

Pittsburg and neighboring towns.

The

use of the electric mining machine in the

coal district
trial

is

immediate.
there aie

rapidly

made with

has been

becoming general.
the appliance,

Pittsburg

Wherever a
been

success has

Ac the Summerhill mines, Woodville station,
five Hercules mining machines iu operation,

now

United States

Military

Telegraph Corps

are:

W.

R.

Plum of Chicago, president; William H. Wilson, Holmesburg, Pa., vice-president, and J. E. Pctiit, Chicago, secretary and treasurer.

The

military corps has for the past

ing an effort to have Congress in

few years been mak-

some way recognize

its

lost sight of. The National committee appointed at the
convention lu look after this congressional recognition

been
last
is

composed

Rosewater.

ho.vever,

local

The

company

the

accommodation of

for the

contract calls for the completion of the

few days

property ad-

the

The com-

gas within a few days and

ago

the

ing to renovate the devastated

drilling

reach of

had

already

Railway company

Electric Street

Main

some

of this city has for

thus hopes to have that valuable fuel within easy

is

help-

town by laying a double

and erecting a very handsome

street

power house.

The

company

Citizens' Electric Light

of Braddock,

I'a.,

Westinghouse alternate current system, has let the contract
for one of the handsomest electric light stations in West-

When

ern Pennsylvania.

linished

is

it

the

company

in-

tends to add two more boilers, one 125 -horse power engine
50-light

arc

machine and a

75" "g^it incandescent.

The

first

introduction in this city of the

anti-induction

made a few days ago

telephone appliance was

Eleventh ward paUce station.

This

has

rao/e

the

in

become

necessary for the purpose of cjuateractin^j the street noise

and adds more p>wer

to the telephone.

peculiarly funny incident occurred in

the other night

wnen

m3t

c:>jn;i!s

fying the contracts for lighting
buildings by electricity.

been gone over,

it

After

the
all

Allegheny City

the purpose of rati-

for

and town
had
no provisions had

municipal

the difTirent items

was discovered that

been made for lighting up the power house of the city's
electric light, thus doo ning to darkness the very fountain
head of the city's illuminant. The mistake was quickly
rectilied

by ordering the wi.ing of thai building.

The Duqiiesnc

fraction

company

has just

stated before in this correspondence, this

As has been
corporation has

one of the most extensive systems of street car lines in
Western Pennsylvania, and the power house is going to be
a structure of grand proportions.
The buiU'ing will be
erected of brick and stone and will be about loo feet front
and 125 feet in depth. The location of the power house

Ben Venue, on the Pennsylvania

Kittanning, Pa.,

is

railroad.

about to have an electric

for the illuminilion of its streets

light

plant

and residences.
E.

Kansas
Kansas Citv, Mo., June

City,

II.

L.

C.

Weir,

"The Elms

held at

J.

O.

Cincinnati,

manner.

fitting

"

An

excursion

to

been arranged, and a banquet will be
on the evening of that day. Fully

400, and perhaps 500, will attend.

p.

nual joint convention of the

21.

— During the

second week
tenth

an-

Old Time Telegraphers'

so-

the

and the United States Military Corps. The former
composed o( veteran telegraph operators who sat by the

ciety,

key when the art of telegraphy was

made up

in

its

The
men who

infancy.

exclusively of the

served in the government telegraph service during the war.

.\khough the two are

THE ELECTRIC
An electric
W. Va.

light

plant

is

distinct societies, they

always meet

members of the Old Timers are, in the
main, also members of the military corps.
The meeting
last year was held in Louisville, and the 450 who attended

logciher. as the

were royally entertained by the old veterans of the

Kails

City.

There are only four regularly organized branches of the
Washington, D. C,

military corps, which are located in

550-light plant at Morrison.

LIGHT.

contemplated at Buckhannon,
has closed a contract for a

III.

Falls City. Neb,, has just contracted for a
ing plant of Goo lights, Brush system.

The Jasper

Electric Light

lS:

new

alternat-

Power company of Jasper.

Mo., has been incorporated; capital stock ^150,000.

The insiallation of the 600-Iight Edison plant at the
Southern Indiana Hospital for the Insane at Evansville,
Ind.. is completed.
The Hamilton Electric Light company of Hamilton, O.,
has contracted for a 5oo-light Westinghouse alternating
current incandescent dynamo for its plant.
Hiawatha, Kan., is to have an electric light plant of 500
lights.
The Westinghouse system of alternate current incandescent lighting will be operated in the plant.
Vinton, Iowa, is one of the latest central station plants
to be furnished with the Westinghouse alternate current
apparatus.
This plant will start with a capacity of 500
sixteen-candle power lights.
Marcelinc, Mo., has decided to bond the ciiy to buy the
light plant of the Thomson-Houston company
that has been in operation for the last year.
The proposition was carried by a vote of 7 to i.

electric

The W» stinghouse Electric company has received the
contract for the installation of an alternating current dynamo of 750 lights in Sag naw, Mich., where an electric
light company was recently organized.
Articles of incorpora'ion of the Lebanon,

Mo..

Electric

Light \ Waler company have been filed for record.
It is
composed of St. I.oais capitalists, and has a capital stock
The company will assume the contract to
of .^100. OOP.
furnish light for the city.

The San Jose Construction company has applied to the
San Jose. Cal., trustees for a conduit franchise. The company agrees to expend ^10.000 within twelve months, and
city 2

per cent, of

its

net earnings;

also to furnish

city free use of conduits for city wires.

The

Evansville Gas

Electric Light company of Evanscontemplaies extensive improvements in its
building is to be erected, addiiional dynamos are lo be installed, and a new 500 horse power engine
will be put in.
It is stated that the improvements will cost
about JfiEoo.ooo.

ville,

i.\:

Ind.,

plant.

A new

President

Moran and Manager Eil/gerald of the Detioit
iV
Power company, have been served wilh

lOlectric l.i^ht

papers in a suit
pany, charging
projjoses to use
Brush company

begun by the Brush Electric Light comthat the towers which the Detroit company
are infringements on those on which the
owns patents.

11.

Mo.

of September there will be held in this city

is

a

E.xcelsior Springs has

pay ihe

closed nego-

power house.

tiations for the erection of its

is at

York;

putting forth every effort to entertain

The United Edison company
company

Electric

e.\p;cts to strike natural

track along

is

their guests here in

structure by July. 1891.

A

branch

E.

English

handsome seven-story building

pany

New

Emerick.

II.

Lutheran church on Seventh
avenue, and the telephone people propose to erect a very

The East End

of W. J. Dealy, chairman. New York;
Omaha; W. B. Wilson. Ilolmesburg. Pa.;

Tele-

upper portion of the

the

Rscently,

street.

purchased the old

latter organization is

electric lights.

D.

J.

and D. A. Williams, secretary and
treasurer.
Mr. Smith is president of the National Old
Time Telegraphers" society. Barney Hughes of Memphis
is vice president and W.
J. Dealy of New York, secretary
and treasurer. The oflicers of the N.ational Society of the

quarters.

its

National iJank building on the corner of Fifth ave-

I'irsl

be distributed

lights will be used in connection with

The

District

the

throughout the city on towers of which there aic so far 52
placed at different points throughout Al egheny.
Arc

is

Central

about to change

this city is

now occupies

corporation

nue and

very

simple.

of the

officers

president;

Cruise, vice-president,

The

be used for a repair and testing de-

the ofliccs are

The

building.

its

new
There

system.

light

arc t*vo direct current exciters erected
line

and the arc

machines,

so-light

Westinghouse alternate current arc

latest

distinguished

electric

1

plant.has a capacity of

The

Smith,

vaiious times in the lower house, but they have eventually

A

Within a few days, the Allegheny City Klectric Light
commence operations and the citizens of Pitts-

Day K.

are;

nomenclature.
There are .Xmpere street,
Watt avenue and so on throughout the place.
The plant, it is said, will cost $1,500,000 when it is fmished.
The dimensions of the main buildings will be
60x276 and the other four will be 6ox5o feel in size.
E. IL II.

great success.

plant will

I)ranch

1890

service during the war. Several bills have been introduced at

be especially

will

and two more dynamos, one

— The

Kansas City, Omaha, and Denver.
liical

28,

by

The Johnstown

Pittsburg, Pa.

burg's twin city are hopeful of

of which

all

reached a depth of 500 feet.

L.

company has

place has alrcidy been laid out in streets and

Presbyterian church

the streets.

ufacturing

The

ployes.

located

PiTTSBi'RG, Pa., June 21.

The

Brinton sta-

near

on the Pennsylvania

tion

work of tearing down

streets, the

on the island an J near
the point where the S A. & O. crosses the island.
The building is Si-MO feet, and at the start there are 750
incandescent burners for residences and 50 arc lights for
is

of this city

works out of town.

its

large tract of land

the boilers.

The Thomson- Houston Lighting company, of Boston,
has turned over the new plant and has turned on the
Gap, Va., one of the "boom"
lights at Big Stone
Th:: plane

decided to remove

management owns a

the building for that purpose having already b.:gun.

towis.

last

joining the electric light plant on Broad street.

the site of the old First

building. Sixth

electric light plant.

The mammoth

avail itself of the right at once.

mines.

its

The Standard Underground Cable company

meeting yesterday after-

at a special

President Morris stated that

noon.

putting several of these machines into

time been engaged in drilling a well on

to sell electricity for

it

miners in the MonongaMononguhela Gas Coal company is now

to the scarcity of

Gas company's charter
lighting and power was

to the Louisville

unanimously adopted

Owing

pany.

hela Valley, the

their oHices-

the building will be about $150,000.

This

motor of the Westinghouse Klectric com-

kind in this part of the

its

contain 70,110 square

will

it

Louisville

building will be so arranged as to have light on

The
The

20.

alternate current

Volt street.

Steam &
Electric Motor Tower company has been organized and
Plans
proposes to locate a power plant on Third street.
The power building will
have already been accepted
oCvUpy a space of 60x263 feet, and will be six stories high.
Louisville, Ky., June

mine 4S tons of coal per

slated to

machines are operated with the Tesia

.\ll

their

Louisville. Ky.

is

these

day.

avenues

1*.

cars.

machine

;ind e.ich

June

The electric light has evidently found, favor in the state
of Washington.
A company which started in the town
of Tacoma less than a year ago wilh a 750-light plant
has already been obliged to make arrangements for an
increase of its capacity.
A contract was awarded the
Wesiinghousc Electric company for alternating current
apparatus of 1.50U lights' capacity.
Citizen's Gas company. Rochester, N. V., recently
to the city council that inasmuch as the gas
lights in the slructs were conllned to the outlying districts
since the introduction of electric lighting it was lound necessary to charge more for each gas lamp.
The light conimillce of the council decided to rep'ace a number of the
gas lamps referred to by electric lights. Should the gas

The

announced

company

persist in its claims it is probable that incandescent lamps of 300-candle power will be substituted.

A

few days ago the Westinghouse Electric company received cable advice from England that it had been awarded
the contract for furnishing a complete outfit of its alternate
current apparatus for the establishment of a plant in
Barnsley, Yorkshire.
At a recent meeting oi th.; town

June

28,
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councils, that body decided to discontinue Ihe use of gas as
an illuminant. The plant is to have a capacity of 6,000

sixteen candle power incandescent lamps and one hundred
arc lights of the new Westinghouse alternating current arc
lighting system.

was hoped that the Edison company wculd soon be
able to begin work in San Francisco, but it now appears
that it will not secure a franchise under the present appliIt

cation.
It is claimed that in its present form the franchise
will permit the use of overhead wires; that there are no
specifications whatever about the place in the street where
these conduits shall be laid, or how deep or in what manner the work shall be done; that the usnal bond as security

against damages to property owners
and no time is set for beginning work.

is

not provided

for.

Building operations in Chicago promise an unusually lively
time for electrical construction companies and manufactLast week a building perurers of electrical apparatus.
mit was issued for the new Masonic temple which will be
will
cost above $2,000,000
high.
The
building
18 stories
and will be lighted throughout by electricity. The Northern hotel company, which will construct a fourteen-story
structure on Dearborn street. Chicago, will put in a large

A

new

theater on Jackson street is
also one of the early futurities, all of which goes to show
that there will be unusual activity in electrical circles in
Chicago, for a few years at least.
electric light plant.

Perhaps no more significant evidence of the onward
ci\'ilization could be afforded than the lighting by
of Guikwar of Baroda in India,
that, too, on a scale of unstinting splendor, says an exchange. The interior is lit with 215 sixteen candle power
The large hall is illuminated with
incandescent lights.
two large twelve-light electroliers, made in bronze and
hcquered work, while the light is softened and diffused by
Single lights are also pendent from the
dioptric shades.
In the numerous
ends of the columns of the gallery.
rooms are three and four-light electroliers, made in a

march of

50,000 watt machine and an exciter. Work on the central
station will begin at once.
At present the palaces, outbuildings and hospital will be supplied, and as soon as pos
sible two more machines will be added to the installation.
The main primary lead will be carried to a distance of two
kilometres as an aerial conductor and from it the leads to
the several buildings wili branch off at eleven places,
for which three transformers of 7.500 watts each, four of
3.750 each, and four of 1.S75 each, will come into use.
The order for this installation of transformers was given in
consequence of the very satisfactory results which the
imperial court inspectors had obtained after a year's experimental working at St. Petersburg.
The experimental
installation serves for lighting the Imperial Marien Theater,
By the adoption by the imperial court of the transformer
system with aerial Ifads. a question which has been for
some years at issue is decided for Russia.
A commission
of specialists appointed by the government had been
engaged with the question whether the use of aerial leads
for high tension alternating currents should be officially
permitted or suppressed.
But up to the present date the
commission had arrived at no conclusion, though at
Odessa a transformer central station with aerial leads,
erected by the town, had been at work for three years.
Since the imperial government has applied high tension
alternating currents with aerial leads on an imperial estate,
its permission in Russia, if not yet officially announced,
seems to be de facto decided. It is likely that the transformer system will soon find satisfactory extension in
Russia.

electricity of the palace

variety of designs to suit the surroundings.

The employment

of the electric light on steamers traversing the Suez canal has greatly facilitated work there according to the English consul at Port Said, who gives a detailed account of the great saving that must ha^e resulted

361

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.
The Detroit Jfotor company has

increased

its

capital

stock from i^2oo,ooo to 1:^300,000.
reported that the Short Electric Railway company
equip the Essex electric railway of Salem. Mass.

It is

will

Negotiations are now pending with Ihe Tacoma Railway
& Motor company for an extension of the electric system
out Eleventh street to the eastern boundary of Section 6.
Electric railways are booming in Tacoma, Wash. Eleven
miles of rails have been ordered from Pennsylvania by the

Tacoma &

to steamship

Steilacoom Railway company, which was recently incorporated.
Work on this new motor line will be

new

begun

owners from the use of the new light. The
regulations for the use of electric light came into
operation on March ist, 1SS7, and since then the number
of vessels traveling by night has increased remarkably.
In 1S87 only 3g5 steamers used the electric light, but in
18SS the number rose to 1,611, and in iSSg a total of 2,445
Mail stearaeis only
vessels so navigated the Suez canal.
were allowed to make the night trips before the introduction of electric light.

A

dispatch from Yankton, S. D., says: Yankton
usually so amiable and peaceful, is all agog over a gas
Two weeks ago the city council passed an
franchise.
ordinance granling to Tracy W. Pratt
Co. of Chicago
the right to establish and mainrain a water-gas plant within the corporate limits, and agreed to take several hundred
gas lamps for a terra of ten years. Last week an injunction restraining the city from entering into the contract
was served on the council, and charges of boodleism
The electric
against certain aldermen are openly made.
light company, composed of local capitalists, is kicking the
hardest, and it is not improbable that the council will refuse to pay for electric lighting, and the city will go it
The gas franchise is considered a wholeblind for a time.
giving to the gas company all
sale robbery scheme,
privileges for an indefinite time, without precautionary
provisions for the pro eciion of the city.

&

The Oakland,

Cal., trustees recently called for

bids

for

Only one proposition was received, the
Meat company having no oppoOakland Gas, Light
The company said it would be impossible to
sition.
lighting the city.

v\:'

secure apparatus for lighting the entire city by electricity
and have the plant in readiness by the time the present
For lighting the ci v by a combination
contract expires.
For
of gas and electricity, the company bid as follows:
the lighting of not less th3n 100, nor more than 140 electric lamps, including the sixty-nine lamps at present in
use, each and every night until i o'clock a, m.. in combi
nation with gas lamps to be displaced within their illuminating radius during the lime in which the electric lamps shallbe lighted, 40 cents per lamp per night, and for gas lamps
in combination therewith, lu cents per night per lamp;
public buildings, ^2 per thou=and feet of gas. and §12 per
month for each arc electric light to be lighted till i a. m.

To those intimattly associated with, or who have followed the advances made in the manufacture of gas, the
increasing value of gas works properly of ihis country is
It is
settled bey?nd all question, says Prv^-ressiz'e y^ge.
now positively kno*vn that the introduction of electricity
has really cut no important figure so far as to curtail the
gas output, and it is well known that since the introduction
of electricity for street illumination the loss to gas companies of a few street gas lamps have, in all cases, been
more than offset by the marked gains from increased private consumption, directly traceable to the demand for
more light in order to equal the strong high candle-powers
of the electric arc lights and the dazzling brilliance of the
Reliable statistics, however, will
incandescent lamps.
show that there are probably, throughout the country, as
many street gas lamps in use to-day as before the introduction of electric i lumination for street lighting, a contrary
impression having become general because of the disappearance here and there of a familiar street gas post and
The growth of American
the substitution of an electric.
cities is so rapid that a great number of gab lighls are annually erected in suburban and outlying sections.
announced that the alternating system has been
adopted by the Russian government for lighting the buildings of Zarskoe-Selo, and the department of imperial
It is

palaces has placed an order with a St. Petersburg firm for a

at

rails will

an early day, and the delivery of the
be made in July.

first

of the

Articles of incorporation were filed last week by the
Northwestern Street Railway company of Omaha, Neb.

The

capital stock is i^rao,ooo.
In its right of way is
included nearly every street in the city.
The cars will run
from Wilcox's addition on the south to a point beyond the
present past site on the north.
The incorporators are C.
F Goodman. O. P. Goodman, H. J. Penfold, Hiram G.

and Joseph

Bell

Bell.

The Union Depot Railroad company

of St. Louis put a

force of men at work last week to erect poles and electrical
equipment on Broadway northward from Pine street to
Christy avenue, for the loop of the line running up to
Union Market on Broadway and back on Sixth street.
The work will be completed in a week or two. The
branch of the Union Depot line extending to Tower Grove
park is now operated by electricity.

The work of cable construction in St. Louis, which on
certain streets has stopped the running of the electric road,
is now about completed, and the St. Louis Railway company expects to send its cars cut again the last of this
If permission can be had from the city council,
company will place on the line several of the Short
Electric Rsilway company "fl)'ers," one of which is in
daily service on the Brooklyn line in Cleveland, where,
after more than a year's trial of electric traction, the public
demand greater speed than is allowed on the streets of any
other city in the United States.

month.
this

The Aberdeen & Flcquiam
have been granted a

Electric

Railway company
and wili com-

street railway franchise,

mence the construction of an electric street railway system
in Aberdeen, Wash and extend it to lloquiam, four miles
distant.
By the terms of the franchise one mile of the
track must be ready for operation in three months, and all
,

of

it

—

six miles

— in

twelve

months.

The

lands between

Aberdeen and Hoquiam being subject to overflow by high
tides, and covered with timber, there is no communication
except by water between the two towns, and this electric
road will not only answer the purpose of rapid transit, but
open for homes a large scope of country now unoccupied.

The Muskegon, Mich.. Railway company, after a few
trial of the electric road equipped by the Short
Electric Railway company, has given orders for two extensions of the main branch and will have the Lake Michigan
line put in operation at once.
The Muskegon Heights
division will be started ar soon as the Short company can
get out the apparatus, while a third extension to tap the
When
factory end of the town will be completed by fall.
the electric road had been in operation a few days, the
application of the railway company for an ex'ension of
franchise was granted by unanimous vote, and the company requested to choose its routes, an invitation which it
has not been slow to accept.
weeks'

Accord'ng to the San Francisco papers, Michael Skelly,
superintendent of the North Beach and Mission street car
line, reports that the road will be transformed into a cable
system.
The company has a franchise for a route from
East to Folsom street, along the latter street to California
This is
avenue, on the extreme southerly end of the city.
exclusive of the cross-town route, which begins at Bay
The other departstreet, and terminates at Townsend.
ment of the road extends from East and Market streets,

up California to Kearney, where it is to join the line from
North Beach. The present line will also be operated by
The change in the roadbed and equipment will

cable.

cost about $2,000,000.
The plans of the road are not yet
completed, and the Pacific Liimberman says:
do not
think that a cable road will be built on this line.
Elec-

"We

tricity will

A

probably be used."

Louisan makes this comment:

St.

"There

will

soon

be over 100 miles of cable and electric roads in St. Louis,
and the old mule is going to have a rest. But the mule,
with all his faults, seldom goes very fast and is always willing to stop very promptly.
Hence verv few people have
got run over by cars propelled in the old *^tyle
But in the
new rapid transit system the danger is increased in proportion to the increased speed.
Most of the cars have a
fender to catch those who happen to fall on the track, but
the safeguard does not seem to act when it ought to.
An
inventive genius has devised a fender which seems to be a
street sweeper and a saver of human life at the same time.
It has a strong rubber guard ahead of it, and although the
rubber will give way to rocks and stumps, it is rigid enough
to push a man, woman or child out of the way.
It would
be very fortunate for mankind in general, and street car
riders in particular, if the invention should turn out a success and be generally adopted."

A

Melbourne, Australia, paper announces the trial of one
new Reckenzaun cars on the Sandhurst & Eaglehawk Tramway company's line. The trial, it is said, was
entirely successful.
The machinery consists of two 8horse power Reckenzaun motors, each driving an axle
through the medium of worm gearing. The motors are
collectively capable of yielding 24 horse power.
The field
magnet coils of each motor are divided into four equal sections, which, by means of a commutator, may be coupled
in a variety of ways, so as to produce four different speeds
and powers. The motcrs are placed under the floor of the
car, being only 26 inches long, 22 inches wide, and 12
inches high.
The storage cells are 72 in number, each
made up of 17 plates, giving a capacity of 160 amperehours.
They weigh, with tray, etc., two tons. The car,
when loaded with 30 passengers, requires five electrical
horse power, to run at seven to eight miles per hour, and
nearly four times that power on a grade of
in 15 rise.
The car is beautifully finished, and lighted by incandescent lamfs.
It was equipped by Stephens, Smith & Co. of

of the

[

London

The

Richmond, Va.,

will always be remembered
as being the place where the supemethods as a means for propelling street cars was first demonstrated.
Although the
apparatus installed at Richmond for street railway work
was almost the first which had been designed for operating
a street railway of any considerable size, the results were
such as to call forth the admiration of street railway and
electrical engineers, and was the direct precursor of the
great impetus in electrical equipment which has since folExperience has taught a great many things, and
lowed.
there have been a large number of changes made in the design of electrical apparatus, but it is interesting to note
that Richmond is still enthusiastic over electric traction,
and that the two other important roads in the city of Richmond Richmond City railway and the Richmond & Manchester railway— have decided to supplant animal power by
These contracts, the one with the City
electric power.
Railway company being for ten cars, and the Richmond &
I^anchesler company being for five cars, were closed by the
Sprague Electric Railway & Motor company last month.

by

city of

street railway

men

riority of electricity over other

—

Rochester N. Y. has long been a leader in electric
and now it bids fair to become as disThe first road, built
tinguished for its electric railways
by the Thomson-Houston company, connects the city with
Ontario Beach, the favorite summer resort of that section.
So successful was the operation of the line :hat it was determined to substitute electric motors for horses on all the
city lines, and accordingly an order was placed with the
Short company, which is now building the motors. The
reconstruction of tracks and the erection of the overhead
wire^ is now in progress, and within a few months it is
During the last
hoped several lines wmII be in operation.
year companies have been organized for the purpose of
building electric roads between the city and several favorite resoits vihich are within easy reach of the Flower City.
The last and most important undertaking has just been
announced.
It is the substitution of electricity for steam
on the Bay railroad. This line has been operated by dummies and the people of that city object to further use of
steam since it has been demonstrated that electricity can be
successfully applied to long railway lines. Commenting on
"Electric mothis movement a local contemporar)' says:
It is a good suggestion.
tors for the Bay railroad trains
These suburban lines should be run by electricity wherever
The hissing, snorting, screaming iron horse
it is feasible.
was well enough in his day and he is still essential for extensive railroad traffic, but short passenger lines can now
In time he will folvery well dispense with his services.
low the honored and remiu'scent coach horse and the still
visible street car horse into a state of innocuous desuetude.
The day is coming when electricity will carr)' our freight
as well as passengers at lightning speed across the country;
when it will be harnessed to the wheels of our steamboats
and great ocean steamships; when it will run the machinery in our factories, propel our bicycles, tricycles and carriage and furnish heat as well as light for our homes.
The world has had its stone age, its bronze age and its
but it
iron age.
It is now in the age of steam and steel;
will not be long before the age of electricity and aluminum
will relegate steel and steam to the number of things once
gloriously useful but no longer needed in the presence of
things vastly brighter and better."
lighting and power,

THE TELEPHONE.
following is taken from a recent number of the
Washington Star: A test was made this afternoon of the
electric railway signal of the Universal Electric Railway
Signal company of Richmond. \'a. About three miles of

The
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the track on the Baltimore & Ohio has been provided with
system by way of experiment. The apparatus
consists of an eltctric circuit formed by a single iron rod,
which is laid btlwecn the tracks, and a wire brush attached
to cacb engine in connection with an electric gong and teleThe two engines approaching each other on the
phone.
>anie track come into circuit at the distance of one mile and
a half or more according lo strength o( the battery, and at
once the telephone bells ring. This is a si^nial for the
this si;inal

trains to stop, and '.he engineers may talk with each other
on the telephone to discover the trouble, whatever it may
Two tnitns were sent out on the lta!linn>re ^V ( >hio
be.

with a party, including several gentlemen
Washington and Virginia, and correspondents of

this afternoon

from
newspapers in different parts of the country.
were nude and proved highly satis fait <>n'

The

tests

dynamo is attached to the large boiler and the
work goes on as before.
"In this way it is claimed that but 25 per cent, of the
power of the large boilers will be required 10 furnish 40 horse power, leaving three-fourths of the power to be apIt is claimed thac the power can
plied to oiher purposes.
be supplied in this manner to any required amount. The
40 horse power could be used after starting to start up a
moving without any cost
I'm) hor^e power and keep it
whatever outside of keeping up the machinery. This is
the first instance on recoril where power could be increased;
nature has always worked the other way and demanded
that a stronger should work the weaker, as the 40-horse
|)Ovver to drive 10, and if this proves asuccess. asisclaimcd,

driving the

the

power

was brought

demption of the bonds
made.

will

itself."

The

in the Supreme court in New York last
week by the Farmers' Loan and Trn-it compmy. as trustee.
lo foreclose a mortgajje given in July. iS33.bythc Hankers'
& Merchants' Telegraph company lo secure an issue of
$300,000 divisional mortgage bonds, payable in 1913Joined as defendants arc the United Lines Telegraph company, the Postal Telegraph \ Cable company and John
W. Mackay. By the conditions of the mortgage the mortgager was lo pay the trustee ijiio.ooo a year for the re-

Suit

Only one such payment has been

.According to a lelegrara from Baltimore Judge Bond in
the United Stales Circuit court signed a decree June 12
for $4,156,385 in favor of the Hoslon Safe L>eposit and
Trust company, and against the American Rapid Tele
This was the final decree
{rraph company of ISaltimore.
of foreclosure and sale under a mortgage for $5,000,000.
Telegraph company of
Rapid
American
given by the
Connecticut, and auxiliary companies formed under the
same name in different stales, to the Boston Safe Deposit
and Trust company as trustees, to secure the payment of
bonds issued for the purpose of improving and developing
the telegraph system belonging to the companies.

general has issued an order fixing the
on Government telegrams for the Hscal year, beginning luly i. 1S90. These rates are exactly the same as
That is, on day mesthose of the present fiscal year.
sages, ten cents for ten body words, fornot over 400 miles,
and half a cent for each additional word. Fifteen cents
for ten words between 400 and 1,000 miles, and threequarters of a cent for each additional word. For a greater

The postmaster

rates

1,000 mites half a cent extra for each
word added to the price of the message for between 400
and 1. 000 miles. For night messages fifteen cents for
twenty body words for all distances, and half a cent for
each additional word.
distance than

circular recently issued by Purdue University, LaFayette, Ind., describes the course of study in electrical
engineering in that institution and the advantages to be
The new electrical laboraderived by those who follow it.
tory was illustrated and described in the Wkstekn Ei.ecPresident J. H. Small says:
TKlciAN. June 22, 1SS9.
"To meet the demands for instiuction in the industrial applications of electricity, the trustees of this institution offer
10 its students a special and complete course in electrical
An appropriation by the state for the purengineering.
pose has made possible the starting of the school on a liberal basis, and it is believed that the institution now offers
opportunities in this department not excelled. The building has been designed and constructed for the department,
and is supplied not only with rooms for the elementary experimenls, but also with rooms and piers for the most adslcara engine of 22
vanced and delicate investigations.
horse power is devoted solely to the use of the department,

A

series of dynamo machines and electric motors give
the best facilities for studying the various types of machines used in arc and incandescent lighting, and for

and a

power.
The lulison, Brush, Thomson-Houston, Sprague
and Baxter systems are represented. A compound wound
dynamo, designed in the department especially for the experimental study of the dynamo, is being constructed by
students in the shops of the university.
A Julien storage
An
battery gives opportunity for studying the system.
alternating current dynamo will be available for next year.
The department is well supplied with electrical testing in-

struments

James

"

P.

Personal Mention.
of New York and

McQuaide

The
son.

Joliet. 111., Klectric

CE

Clock compa-y has been incorJohn Ander-

—

Benson and Chas. Anderson.

Development company ha« been
organized at San l-'rancisco by (Jeorge A. Davis. John C.
Turner, Henry C. Miller, Charles D. Cushing and C. J.

The National

Electric

The company will enTallon; capital stock. $500,000.
in a general cleclric, engineering and contracting

gage

business.

Anelectrical storm visited Cincinnati last week, and the
lelephone and electric ll^ht wires suffered greatly in conseAt Vanilalia. Ohio, a church was struck by light
quence.
At Paris, Ky,,
ning. and considerable damage was done.
two men were killed and 01 hers badly injured by lightning.
A resident of Maryville. Ind.. was killed by lightning
while cutting grass.

A writer

the Clumische 'Aeitun.: is responsible for the
following: One evening in a stearin and ceresiu, manufactory in Italy four va's of white ceresin which is a paraffine obtained from ozokerite containing about ;<kj kilograms each, were being siirrcd to cool. When the point
of solidification was nearly reached, the electric light of
the place accidentally went out; and. lo the surprise and
alarm of the rather ignorant workman, the mass of ceresin
was observed to give pale spaiks on the slightest motion.
If the hand was brought near, long sparks nearly two
The phenomenon lasted over
inches long were obtained.
half an hour.
in

A

story comes from I.ockporl. N. V., about the effects
Here is
of lightning upon a family living near that city.
an extract: "The house seemed to he enveloped in a
baits
of
tire
danced
hazy
light
and
along
the
lops of
bluish,
chairs and slid over mantels or chased each other up and
It was a terrible sight lo
a hanging lamp shade.
There were no lighls in
the members of the household.
the house, and the terror of the inmates was greatly
increased by the total paraljsis of their muscles.
They

down

were unable
their

lo

move and sat like mummies, fearing that
The storm lasted four hours, and as

end was near.

vanished, and
it departed the electricity
limbs and arms returned."

the

use of

their

following from the New Orleans T'tnes- Democrat
given as an illustration of the value of the daily press
The
as an educator on electrical mechanical and subjects.
"To a battery of two 20-horse tubular
italics arc ours:
boilers, a lo-horse engine and boiler is temporarily connected to heat the water in them; steam is first raised in
the small boiler, and a dynamo used to produce electricity.
The flues in the lari^e hoiier ate filled with asbestos, the emis
are connected with tin; dynamo, and the passa\;e of the electticity through the asbestos heats it to an intense degree,
cansim; a rapid taisim^ of steam.
When the required
pressure in the large boilers has been attained, the engine

The

is

S.

Business Mention.
of the Crosby Electric

company

of

New

who

has just returned Irom an extended tiip through
the West, reports an unprecedented business, as he has
sold 55,000 cells of the Crosb)' dry battery since .March i.
This speaks well for the reliability of this battery.
^'ork.

Miscellaneous Notes.

Ernest C. W^ebb, patent solicitor, makes the announcement that hereafter his principal offices will be located at
iSi Broadway, New \'ork City, with branch offices at 22
Cliff street. New York City, and Pacific Building, Washington, D. C.
lie has associated with him l-.dward R.
Knowles, and l''redeiic Carragan.
Mr. Knowlcs will have
charge of the offices at 181 Broadway, and Mr. Carragan
will be in charge of the Washington branch.
C. IL Holmes iv Co. of St. Louis are in the market with
an octagonal wood pole which will be of interest to street
railway companies.
Many of the larger cities compel the
street railways to put up iron poles on which to suspend
trolley wires, owing lo the unsijjhtly appearance of the orIL Holmes iV Co. make their poles
dinary wood pile.
octagonal and tapering from 7 inches at the top to 12
inches at the ground fine or within 5 feet of the bult of a
2S foot pole.
It is claimed tliis will reduce the cost of elecliic railways from $1,200 toi{!i,5oo per mile, and it is much
The firm reports ttie
less dangerous than the iron pole.
sale of poles for the electric street railway of East St.

C

Louis,

Issued

Telephone,

June

diaphragm ami

its

Signal for Electric Railwajs.
Bentley, Washington, D. C.

wellyn Park, N.
430,

Thomas A.

Magnetic Separator.

430.275.

M.

Edison, Lle-

J.

Voltaic Battery.
lyn Park, N. J.

.179.

Thomas A.

Edison, Llewel-

The

invention consists of an electrode and a supporting frame therefor having a hinged part, whereby
the electrode may be easily inserted and withdrawn.

Magnetic Separator. Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park. N. J.
Insulator.
Samuel Oakman, Melrose, Mass.
430.296.
430. 2S0.

Underground

430.297.

terson, Chicago,

The

William

Electric Cable.

R. Pat-

III.

invention relates to electric cables, and

its

ob-

reduce the static capacity, and make it possible or convenient to remove the core, or the greater
ject is to

may

removal

portion thereof, whenever such

be de-

sired.

Claim 3 is:
"A section of telegraph cable filled at each end with
an insulating substance, llie portion of the cable between said filled ends containing air or gas held under
pressure by the insulatingtilling."

Method of Synchronizing Alternate Current
Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass.
Electric Lamps.
430.326.
Elihu Thomson and Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn,
430,320.

Machines.

Electro-Magnetic Cut-Out for

Mass.
430.327.
ihu

Regulator for Dynamo-Electric Machines.

El-

Thomson, Lynn, Mass.

The first claim is given:
"The combination in a dynamo-electric machine of
a demagnetizing coil or set of coils wound over the
armature, and means responsive lo current charges in
the circuit supplied by the machine for varying the
current in or the number of turns of said coil or set of
Alternating Current Motor.

430,323.

John IL Irwin, Morton, Pa.

electrode.

Elihu Thomson,

Lynn, Mass.

The invention consists, broadly, in arranging the
motor so that as a structuie its armature will have different circuit arrangements at the start from those
which will e.\ist when it is up lo speed or well started
in rotation.

Electric Railway.

4.1O.320.

ford,

J.

Wightman. Hart-

Elihu

Thomson, Lynn,

Merle

Conn.

430 357- Electric Arc
Mass.

Lamp.

"Claim 6:
The combination with the step by step
mechanism of ihe vibratory ai mature, a drivingpawl, a circuit controller for the motor-magnet, a magnet and armature by whose contacts the electrodes of
the circuit controller are held from movement during
movement of the armalme, and a spring for producing
a separation of the electrodes to their full exient and
independently of the motion of the parts by which the
magnet and armature are detached."
feed

Burglar
waukee, Wis.

430,373.
430,432.

Electric

Alarm.
Meter.

Stephen

Broichgans,

Mil

Joseph Oulton and Joseph
of York, England.

Kdmondson, Bradford, County

The device consists of a train of clock work having
a torsion balance, the vibrations of the balance being
accelerated or retarded by the current lo be measured,
the difference between the known normal speed of the
clock work and its speed when infiuenced by the current indicating the amount of cuirent consumed.
Incandescent
Hartford, Conn.

Lamp.

Frederick C. Rockwell,

Process of Meliing or Reducing Metals by ElecThomas L, Willson, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Means for Preventing
William B. Bull, (>incy. 111.

17, i8<)0.

The last claim reads:
"4.
In a telephone transmitter an insulating block
secured to the tiiaphragm, and carrying an elastic arm,
to which is securetl an electrode mainlaineii in contact
with another electrode mounted directly upon the

Electric
(30, 462.
Bull, (Juincy,

Incruslalion

William B.

Preventer.

111.

Incandescent Lamp.
Hartford, Conn.
Electric Crane.

Rockwell,

I'Vederick C.

430, 48.S.

430, 4S7.

Incrustation.

Boiler

Alton

J.

Shaw,

Milwaukee,

Wis.
43O11,515.

Electric

Railway.

Electric

Meter.

Daniel

B.

Devore, U. S.

Army.
430: 5^1

George IL Wade,

Atlanta,

Ga.

diaphragm."
Electric Car.

Edward

430.-%-

tricity.

invention consists in mounting the second
electrode upon an adjustable clastic weighted arm,
which is free at one end, and insulated as to the

Louis Pfingst, Boston, Mass.

Manufacture of Incandescent Lamps.
430. '5''L. Voelker, Morton, Pa.

Williain

The method consists in sealing the electric conductors into a gldss support, tiien scaling the glass support into a lower section of the globe, iheu sealing
said lower section to the upper section of the globe.
Combined Fire Alarm Telegraph and Gas Light430,175ing Device.
Charles H. Crockett and Chancellor C.
Allen, Boston, Mass.
Electric Railway.
delphia,

430,208.

Conn.

invention is designed to produce an arc lamp
composed of a few moving parts, and having, first, an
automatic feed device which imparls a practically continuous feed to the upper carbon, such device being
controlled by the electric current, and, second, an
au omatic compensating balance: for the upper carbon.

430, 461.

The

430,252.

The

430, 453.

Electrical Patents.

430.147.

Alfred U. Allcock and Henri Ga-

Melbourne, Victoria.

lopin,

430, 437.

ill.

430,128.

Arc Lamp.

430,260.

189^

2S.

coils."

Miss Sara

Parke were married at the residence of the bride's parents,
Sea Girt, N J., June 26.

H. C. Whitney

porated with capital of $5,000; incorporators

the biggest discovery ever made in
rank next to the discovery of steam

company have

America, that

THE TELEGRAPH.

June

Electric Switch.

Rudolph M. Hunter, PhilaJohn A. Norton, Bridgeport,

Coin Controlled Telephone Guard.
Dowst and I'Vank H. Ilosmer, Chicago,

430, 569.

Samuel M.
III.

Claim reads:

"In comliination with a telephone, a gate or door
adapted lo close the moulh-piece thereof, a catch to
engage and lock the iloor in closed position, a coinchute, a bar controlling said catch and protruding
into the coin-chute and obstructing the passage of the
coin therethrough, and a second bar also adapted to
protrude into the coin chute at such distance from the
lirst bar that the selected coin
may simultaneously
contact both said bars and constitute means for transmitting movement from the second lo the first."
Electric Railway.
delphia, Pa.

430,580.

Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-

June

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1890

28,

ISJOENB K. PhIliJFS,

W. H. Sawtee,

Plresident.

Ijeo'y

and Electridan,

AMEUICAIT ELECTEICAL WOEKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

J

I.

Pabllehed by autbority of the

Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
1001-3-5-7

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
and Annunciator Wire, Rubber Covered
Wire, Lsad Encased Wire, Telephone and

FRANK

Incandescent Cords.

D. S.

Office, 10 Cortlandt Street,
ACKEBmAH, Agent.

F. C.

John Cabkoll,

F. Phillips, President.

T.

F.

waufeee,

Late

PATENT OFFICE,---

25-26 HONORE BUILDING,

•

wiring and all other work necessary thereto to be done under the regulation of
Bnch ordinances and resolaiions as have been or
may hereafter be passed by the common cotmcU
of the city of Milwaukee.
AH bids must specify the kind of light to be furnished, and must be accompanied by a good and
satisfactory bond in tlie penal sum of $50,000.00,
approved aa to form and execution by tne city

S. Electrical Patents.

PHILLIPS ELECTRICAL WORKS,
(tIMITK».)

attorney.
All bids received will be submitted to the

mon council for consideration.

**FlSt.^f }St. Gabriel Locks, Montreal, Canada.

— MAJnTPACTTTEEES

OF

All bids

TuHHER Brass Works

—

must be

ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRE,
Wire, Rubber
Office and Annunciator
Covered Wire, Lead Encased Wire, Telephone
and Incandescent Cords.

Signed,

G. H.

BENZENBERG,

W. P. O'CONNOR,
GEO. P. TRAEUMER,
GARRETT DITNCK,
Commissioners of Public 'Worka.

Brass

IN

com-

stated in writing and in figures.

4 LA5ALI£AVi:
Make
CHICAGO.
Anything

Magnet Wire,

Mil-

1890.

15th, 1890.
Snch lighting,

CHICAGO.

-

May 20,

Seaied proposals will be received at this office
until Tneeday, Jaly 1, 1890, at 10:.30 o'clocfe A. M.,
for furniBbing, erecting snd maintaining iOO or
more electric lights ot 2,000 nominal candle power,
for lighting the streets of the city of Milwaukee
for a term of three years, commencine December

Bntterwortli, Hall, Brown & Smitli,
patent .A-ttomeyBf

Sec'y. Treasurer.

Lighting.

OFFICE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,

BROWN,

Two complete sets of U.

EUGENE

WANTED-Electric

TT.Ti.

EXAMIBER ELECTRICITY,

PRIKCIPAL

FARADAY CABLES.
Eugene

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.

CHICAGO.

TVire, Office

New York

Common Conncil

of the city of Milwaukee.

SPECIALTY, ELECTRLCITY.

Manufacturers of Pat«it Finished

Magnet

OFFICIAL NOTICE-No. 87.

FRANCIS W. PARKER,

Countersigned

May 20,

1890.

FRED F. WILDE,
Depnty Comptroller.

FARADAY CABLES.

THE "CLARK". ^KTIRH. Standard
Guaranteed Wherever Used, Aerial, Underground or Submarine.

Insulation

Electric

TEST INSTRUMENTS

AiMeters and

Queen's
Portable

Voltmeters for

Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, under date of March
Thoronghly Reliable and Desirable Wire in Every Respect."

New

ComMnation

Direct and Alternating

Testing Sets

Currents.

With GalYauometer.

In a letter from the Inspectob of the
^9,

1S86, lie says

:

"A

WE PAY

In Insolatlng oar wires and cables Is specially chemically prepared, aud is guaranteed
waXerproof. and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold weather
and not affected by heat. The Insulation Is protected from mechanical Injury by one or more braids and the
whole slicked with Clark's Patent Compound, ^hlch Is water,oIl, acid and, to a very great extent, fire proof.
Our insulation will prom durable when all others fall. We are prepared to furnish Single Wires of all
?angea and diameter of insulation for Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Lights from stocK, Cables mad«

»

order.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,

^
HENRY

61 and 63 Hampshire
A.

CLAEK,

General Manager.

Street, Boston, Mass.
HEKBEET H. EUSTIS.

JEWELL BELTING
Manufacturers of

Oar

SPECIAL AnENTlON TO RECALIBBATING AMMETERS AND VOLTMETERS.
Send for Catalogue I 66 of Electric Test Instruments.

—

The rabber used

to be

QUEEN

&

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA,

IDEAI.

-

XSIffGIIffX:.

Electrician

Self Oiling.

HARTFORD,
CO.,' CONN.

Unequaled Regulation.
Simplicity,

Perfection.

SHORT LAP, PURE OAK LEATHER BELTING.

SEND FOR CATAI.OGTJE.

SoaUe Dynamo

Belts are bIwbts made from centers of whole
hides extra stretched.

lieht

r

^TlSSSTSSSiaiS .^S-BXTVa

W.H. SAIISBUBY&CO^ Chicago, 1)1.
A. H. GAKDINBR CO., MUwankee, Wla.
TODD & STANLEY CO., St. LoniB, Mo.
ENGLISH, M0B8E & CO., Kansas City, Mo.
Main Honee, Indiaaapolis.
E. 0. ATKINS & CO., ^ Branch Honse, MemphlB, Tenn.
'

"

Chattanooga, Tenn.

*'

Electric Light, Telephone,

CANDEE AERIAL WIRES,
THADE

MABK:.

BRANCHES:

Chicago,

llil..

Chicago Office: 89 Lake Street.
St, Louis Office: 3 1 3 Olive Street.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES,

nLQW//
.

BFRINeFIEIiD,

(

(

THE OKONITE

A.L.IDE&SOIi,Haniiractiirers

and Telegraph,
MANSON PROTECTING TAPE.

OKONITE WATER-PROOF TAPE,

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
13 Park Row, NEW YORK.
COMPANY,

Boston,

Philadelpliia,

Omaha,

Minneapolis,

Cincinnati,

EDDY ELICTRID

Louisville,

St. Louis,

Kansas

City,

and

San Francisco.

MAHUFACTUHIHG COMPAHY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

M OTOBS

a nTOWATIC FLECTBIC
In all Sizes

from One-half H.

P.

Upward.

Kigh Efficiency, Perfect JtegtUation, Superior Workmanship, Ease of
Management, Remarkable Simplicity, Etc., Etc.

D7IffAIVIO ZSXiECTRIC « IVI ACHIBTZSS
<^

For Electroplating, Electrotyping, Copper Eefining, Etc.

BRANCH

The

NEW YORK, 33 Chirch St.
BOSTON, 111 Arch St.
OFFICE: KANSAS Oirv, Rialto Building. NEW ORLEANS, 101 Camp St.

EDDY ELECTRIC MFC,

CO.,

PHILAOEWHIi, 506 Commerce St.
CHIC A 00, 329 Rookery Building.

"

Windsor. Conn.

—

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
ESTABLISUKD IN 1861.

June

Steam-Feed Water

Stilweli's Patent Live

B7XGGOT,

E.

Removes

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER

_^^,y

IN

Boilers.

SHADES,
171 E.

CVT-OFF COUPlxINCiS.
cz£ .^^^.^cr S^XSXXCS:

Vlae-llke grip of clutches optionally gradual or sudden.
Large friction surfaces prevent undue wear.
Dlsengaaement of clutches la positive.
Pulley shaft automatically oiled.
Thty have a good racord, running through fiue years.
Experts are inulted to examine peculiarities.

ADAMS STREET,
CHICAGO.

2134 Michigan Avenue,
P.
C, M. & ST.
Summer

FOR

R. R.

Resorts

Passenger Agent,

One 15-liirht 50 volt Dynamo
One 2.5-light 50 TOlt Dynamo
One 50-liiht .50 volt Dynamo
One75-light llOTOlt Dynamo
One lOO-light 110 volt Dynamo
One 150-light 110 volt Dynamo
Including Lamps and Holders.

707 and 709 Market

POND

427 "The

Louis.

St., St.

Rookery." Chicago.

319 Ramge

Building,

City.

Omaha.

ENGINES, BOILERS, ETC., FOR DRIVING DYNAMOS.

COMPLETE STEAM PLANTS CONTRACTED FOR.
Erected Ready for Service.
SPKCIAIiTIEB :-The Armln^on & Sims Engine,

Steel Boilers, Ireaon Link Belt, Standard Kocklngand Sheffield Urates, Lowe Heater, Uyatt Filter, Blake Pump, Kortlng Injector, eto.

SEND FOK

CATAIiOGIJEB.

I.A.TE«IT

BLECKERT & NELSON,
MANUI^ACTORERS OP

W. COLBURN & CO..
FITCHBURC, MASS.

I.

Beloit, AVis.

31 Waterworks Building, Kansas

111.

.\EW PRINCIPLES.

Cataloffne.

ENGINEERING CO.

SAI^ZS.

Iowa and Dako-

not ft reciting the famous Excelsior
sprlaga of Missouri, aie more attractive
during the present season tlian ever before.
An illustrated Guide Bonk, descriptive
of a hundred or more of the choicest
spots of creation, on the lines of the
Chlcsgo, Milwaukee i St. Paul R'y. will
be sent free upon application to A. V. H.
ta,

Hend for 1889

ECI.IPSEAVIXDEXGr]VE CO.,

Etc., Etc.,

BIUNCU STORE

KTRODrCKG E.MIBEtY

Steam

ABI1>

ELECTRIC AND GAS GLOBES,

Chlc.KO,

in

ajiplication.

CLUTCH PULLEYS

FRICTION

GAS AKD ILICTEIC
FIXTURES.

C.XRPENTER, General

on

Catjiloiiue

COMBINATION

^i^^

of WIecodsId, Mionesiila,

SCALE

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTROLIERS,

t--^V/^ -^^^^Z

The Northern

Purifier.

Impurities.

all

prevents

Entirely

1890

28,

Electric Light

and Combination Flxtmes,

TUE OLD STYLE.

THEACMElimbelt
IS >L\I'K

ONLV

IIV

THE

Company, t'ooford, N. H.
ItKAMllES: Boston, Xiw York.ClilcaBo, S:[ii

Page

Ilrlliiit;

FnincL'*co.

Btaplu Knules
St'nd

for

trvuUsc ua

THE

tH"'

MADE ONLY

We make a epecial ty of f ornlshln? the trade with
Electric Brackele, Electroliers, Portables, Combioation Brackets, and email QxtQiee of all kinds.
Being manufacturere we can give lowest prices.

iiiunuliicturerd of all tlio
of Leatbi-r neltiii); uiul I.iiclnL;.

Alst).

CaluloBUu— a. valuable

lllii»!i!it(.<l

Uultiui;,

OFFICE AND FACTORY:
85 and 87 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO,

l^ec.

Send for

EMPIRE CITY ELECTRIC CO.
15 Dey Street,

NEW

New Descriptive

ILL.

Circulars.

THE MONON ROUTE

YORK.

AiroRls cholof or Fniir (11 Fast Trains each
way, commencing Jime 1. l^iyo.

EVERY DAY AND SUNDAY. TOO
In PulliiKiQ's Patent Perfected Safely Vesltbuled Buffet
Sleepers and Cbalr Cars between

CHICAGO and

The Rae "Horn" Ammeter
A New
Send

Measuring Instnuuent.
for Circular

and Price

List.

LOCKWOOD INSTRUMENT
91 Griswold

CO..
DETROIT, MICH.

St.,

the

OHIO KIVER.

Th.-st" :in> iill s.iJitl rulliiiiui Ir;ilTiH nf lalcHl fiesUru
inipi-HMTiH-iits, ('.nslsliiiK' <ii Kli-k'ant Day i'uaclios,

ami

Clialri'ars, CutniinHilc Cary,
llTii'st Ml

isuilfi Sift'itlrii:

Iliiiiiit;

Vms,

Cars ami llie very
Pullman's

ctiuipijed wllh

I'lTfccifii saifi> \.--ill.iilos.
Tiiiiiis tmiii ciii.iiiTiail and the Southeast, and frnm
isvitic ami ilic Smitti, arrive at ChlcaKo In ample
I
liiiH' 111 cnitiifi.-t \silli tlu' mi.>nilnir and cvenhm fast
ir-atiis
Jiiii]

Mihvauk.-t'.

li.r

all ["liiil.s

111

llii>

.MhuicaiTulls,

SI.

Paul, Omalia

Nnrlhwesl.

ami I'vi'iiltiK romifctlons made both at
and (.Utflriuall «Hh the Fast Express 'lYalns

MonilTik'
Liiulsvllk'

EI.ECTRIGAL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
SEND FOR WIRE PRICE

LIST,

OR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

C.,B.«£Q.R.R.
— THK
IS

Best Appointed Line
— KOK ItEACIIINC. THE
West, Northwest and Sonthwest.

ELECTRIC MERCHANDISE CO
II

Adams

St.. Puii:rBundi„g,

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

standard and Special

Devices for use on

all

ILL.

roads

IRRESPECTIVE OF SYSTEM USED.
Correapandence Mollclted.

CatalOEDes Fnmisbed,

Office

W.

R.

and Salesroom,

MASONt

1

1

Adams

Street.

C^neral M?inager>

.llvcrK'Ins lltifs.
SiM'clal Kealiircs: Steam Heat, Electric Light, Perli'cltHi Salt'ly \'<i,4tnpules.
For rales. Diniu^h and local schedules, address any
Ticket Afc'cnt of the JIuuoii Itnute.

Will. F. Illiick, Geucral Manager.
W. H. M<-l>iM-I, Traffic Mauauer.
.Inines Hiirkrr, Oent-ral PassenRcr Agent.

RICE

AUTUMATIC

ENGINES.

IN

Electric Railway Supplies.

if
ciHiTircIiiiK' lirii>M
fur MeniphlB. Knoxvlllo. New
Oilcans. -lacks-iiivlllG ami all points South.
At Imliaiiaimlls connections aio made with all
I

Compound,
simple.
Comjiound-Condensltig.

^^'-..

HANCOCK INSPIRATORS, FEED WATER HEATERS,

Etc.

CDC We make a Specialty of Erecting Complete ^tpom PljintC
Lt
nUi
Smith -Vailh Steam Pumps for every purpose.

Dnil
Ijll
I

FAIRBANKS, MORSE
t»T. ILOIIIS.

PENVEB.

CHICAGO.
QMAIIA.

&

CO.,

K AW8A8 CITY,
»X. P^Cfr

Jane

28,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL
The

of

and great

being

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

attention of

BRAXED
on account

CEL<E>

is called to this
as particularly adapted to their use.
hisrli.

"W^ATER ^VHEEL

its

Speed

remarliably steady motion,

Efficiency, and largre ^'apacity,

for

diameter,

its

double the Po^ver of most wheels of same diameter.

It is

used by a

of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economuse of water it is without an an equal, producing the highest per cent, of use-

number
ical

ful effect

e-uaranteed.

SEXD FOB CATA1.0CITE AX» PARTTCriiARS.

Our Horizontal
and

it

"Victor"

recommended, as no geai- are

highly

is

can be belted directly to dynamo.

required,

VICXOR

The accompanying engraving

represents a pair of 12-inch
arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast-iron Flume, Draft
Bearings for Shaft, and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon

Xl'RBIi\ES

Tubes. End
a substantial cast-iron bed

plate. The entire arrangement is very complete and
every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor
Turbines, either single or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation
admits of their use, we recommend them.

We

strictly first-class in

STILWELL & BIERCE MFG.

/^T /\r5E^

Hangers' Hand-Book,

Bell

Dpaino Teniers' Hani-Book,
BADT, $1.00.
of

ELECTRIC LI&HTING,

ATKINSON,
AH

three

one address,
order, $3.00,

o^

cash with

III

CORLISS OR HIGH SPEED WITH BOILERS,

EC

S

J.

Free from gum or acid e. Bv refilterlDgcan be
used contiiinally. Adopted by the largest Electric Plants of the West.
S.

TAUSSIG,

Steam Plants for Electric

2o4 Dearborn

Arc and Incandescent Lights Installed.
17

Designs and Estimates Bnbmltted.

UKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

River St., Cliicago.

WILLIAM S.BATES.

and Contractors.

and Power.

45

PATENT LAWYER,

EqCIPMBST OF ELECTBIC BAU0WAY8.

liglit

Agt.,

LE8TEB WOODBRTOQE.

WOODBRID6B & TURNBR^

Electrical Engineers

L

SECOND TO NONE

CO.'^^I^srr.r,.

TUBNEB.

COalPIiETE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

SYNOVIAL DYNAMO

Complete Steam Plants Furnished and Erected.

LNGLISH, MORSE &
WM.

1

Etc.

For Driving Dynamos.

rNulNbu

$1.50.

Books, to

6

V kin
1

BADT, $1.00.

ELEMENTS

^
DID ON CO., MAKERS HIGH -GRADE
CARBON^in <^,„NSj2c™^^^^^
ft

GLOBE,

DAYTON, OHIO.

CO., •

'

Street, Chicago.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THEPaTENT OFFICE
AND THE COURTS.

'

THE CENTRAL THOMSON-HOUSTON

CO.,

215 West Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS OF ARC, DIRECT AND ALTERNATING INCANDESCENT LIGHTING,
CENTRAL STATIONS AND ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
'^^""?JpV,es
OF ALL KINDS.

!

SIMPLEX WIRE AND GRIMSHAW RUBBER COVERED WIRE
oxr

ja.ij-\7e-.A.-srs

(

^^.A-xa-n.

Brush Copper, Commutator Bars, Copper Wire,

Gear

225

Dearborn

Eastern Office:

35 Broadway.

HOI-IilES,

General Western Office:

)

Pinions,
St.,

Prices,
="""-

I

Chicago,

Trolley

Wheels,

Quick Sliipments.

Bearings.

Factory; North East, Pa.

III.

BOOTH
<& HiLYDEKS,
WATERBURT,
CONN.

FACTORIES:

aiANUFACTITBEBS Of

bars:

ANU INSITXaA.TZ:D JKTlRTi,

Underwriters' Copper Electric Light Line Wire, handsomely finished, highest conductivity. Copper Magnet Wire, Flexible Silk, Cotton and Worsted Cords
for Incandescent Lighting.
Round and Flat Copper Bars for Station Work. Insulated Iron Pressure Wire.

>T>T».'A-»:'ATjaTj.j,Tj'A»^«>A^^A-gA-j'A'A'A'*-x-^'AT>Tk-.fc-A'^»j.'

PATENT

fa fa

^B ^H

K

^H ^H

lk'^l'A'A'A''^'jaTyATgfc''.gA'^AT>T**.PA'tfA'A''^^^

LINE WIRE

K. K.

For Electric Light, Electric Railways, Motors, Telegraph and Telephone Use.

AGENTS FOR THE WASHINGTON CARBON

CO.,

CARBONS FOR ARC

THOS.

L.

LICHTINC.

SCOVILL, New York Agent,
26 PARK

PLAC&^.W

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

Our Establishment

is

TRUST

not Controlled by any

1890

Gas Fixtures.

Combination Fixtures.

Electric Fixtures.

28,

COMBINE.

or

Dealers are not asked to furnish Capital through the intimidating medium
of H.E!:]B.A.TrE3fil, nor to submit to Dictation regarding where they shall

purchase goods.

WE SELL EXCLUSIVELY TO THE TRADE.

GIBSON GAS FIXTURE

^W^ORKS,

U2G CALLOWHILL STREET, PHILADELPHI i,

No.

PA.

1IA1_
WORKMANSHIP
OF the: eesT.
BECK AUTOMATIC ENGINE.
'^'vi,

THE SPERRY ELECTRIC
D.

CO.,

PERRY, Yice-President and General Manager,

P,

MANUFACTUKERS OF THE

SPERRY IMPROVED SYSTEM

.^BCHIGHXdics-szTiira-,
OR LOW
TENSION.

'O/^

1.
The new Sperry apparatua free from repairs for twelve monthe.
2.
That the new Sperry improved Dynamoa can be coupled in eerlea with perfect safety.
3.
That any number of lampe from one to capacity 01 dvnamo can be cut In or out of circalt,
singly or In groapB. with perfect eafety, and without eparkin" at the hroshea.
4.
To abeorb power In exact proportion to number of lighte burninc.

^

we:

1.

Taylor Mf'g

SPEAKING TUBES

The new Automatic Sperry Dynamos and Lamps eurpaea

lu ediclency those of

any other

zoftke.
i'

3.

Oral, Eleclric,
there ie greater economy In operating the new Sperry System than any other.
m^*'
That
oiir aalomatlc regulation has no equal: no rheostat, no wall bosee, no solenoid or
1
'

That

Wa

If

you will

invite

visit

©nr factory we can show you the beat arc lighting apparatus in existence.

correspondence with electrical engineers. Intending buyers, and Inleresled
people everywhere.

m mm miE

The

:0„

19S

to

W

M\

M

W.
2

street,

CHICAGO

1 ,

R.

M WHISTLES,

Pneumatic, and Mechanical

OSTRANDER &

23 and 25 Ann

Factory, 1461 and 1463

ILL.
"

Send

for

New Catalogue,

out August

St.

CO.,

New

York.

DeKalb Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Is;.

Detroit Electrical

EiEcm

q'^^

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

.

dteb-pot.
I.

Chambersburg,Pa.

Co.

Complete Steam Plants a Specialty'^

Works

RiiLWir Sistem.

CHEAPEST.
SIMPLEST.
BEST
Thfi iiRtroit Electrical

Works.

Detroit, Micli.

June

28,
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OOMPANY
NEW

Go.

Electric TractiflB

C

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

SCHUMACItER,

J

YORK.

DYNAMOS.

Pres'i.

VICTOR SCHALLER,

Olce: 63 Broadway.

Treas.

P.

CUUS,

MOTORS.

Gen'l Manager.

Factory: 162 and 164

1.

27tli St.

STREET OR TRUNK LINES.
ELEVATED OR UNDERGROUND.

Central Stations for Power Distribution.

STATIONARY MOTORS.
STORAGE RATTERIES.
Our Djoiajno

one piece, and combines indewith the greatest simplicity of design and
compactness; the highest eflBciency with a total absence of
NEW YORK. the
many objectionable features of the machines heretofore
BIdg Chicagn.
in use. No outside magnetism. Current generated without
sparking, therefore steady light, and small wear of brushes
and commutator.
is cast in

structible solidity

115 BROADWAY,

Executive Offices:
AGENCIES, 13 South Fourth

St., Philadelphia;

Ill Water

Factory:

456 Rookery

St., P.ttsburgh, Pa.

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J.

,

C

.).

THOMPIiiOlV, lOO East Fonrtb

St.. St.

John A. Roebling'sw Sons
Tvr

A TvrTTTn /x t-i'T'TTW=t t;^i=»

Panl, mini.- Jteent.

Co.,

of*

BARE ^ INSULATED WIRES
ALSO WESTERN AGENTS FOR

SAFETY INSULATED WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY'S

SEAMLESS RUBBE
RUBBER

many

attempts during the last ten years to make a reliable
INSUL4TED WIRE none has been so successful as that of the SAFETY INSULATED WIRE. Investigate the merits of this WIRE and you will become convinced of its great insulating qualities.
Of the

We Carrv

the largest Stock of the above Wires

WAREHOUSE,J

171-173

Works, Trenton, N.

in

the west at our

LAKE STREET, CHICACO,
f

J.

GEO.

C.

f

ILL.

BAILEY, Manager.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

June

2$,
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BUTLER HARD RUBBER CO

THE

33 Mercer Street,

NE^W^

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

o

HARD BUBBER BATTERY

Ofevery description, including the cefebrated
CJELLS, manufactured under
Kiel's Patents for Primary and Storage Batteries. The cheapest and best Cells in the market. Also
Sheet, Bod, and Tubing (Kiel's Patent) for electrical purposes, at reduced prices. Standard quality Sheet, Rod,
Tubing, Insulator Hooks, Key Knobs, Switch Handles, Telephone Receivers and Battery Syringes, constantly on hand.

HARD RUBBER SPECIALTIES OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER. SEND FOR PRICES AND ESTIMATES.

For Sale by
FRANKLIN

S.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
ClliB. M. WILKINS.

CiRTER.

— TRADING

E.

WARD

WILKINS.

AS

PARTRICK ^ CARTER,
Manufacturers

of

and Dealers

In

Every Description

of

SPmCIAL
AQEINTS
FOR THE SALE OF
PARTRICK & CARTER'S
Patent Needle Annunciators

Electrical Supplies.
patent needle annunciators and burglar

and

alarms,

N.
1

14 S. Second

St.,

-

Supplies.

DNITED EDISON MFG. CO,

SOLE PBOfRlETORS OF THE

n:w

Chicago, 111.

San Francisco,

WEST. ELEC. SDPPLY & CONS. CO,

Seattle,

Cal.

Wash.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SST ABLISHBD

WOLFE ELECTRICAL

1867.

CataloBoes and Dlseoont l^theelN -will lie sent to thoBe in Ihe trade
npon receipt of application and bnHlneaa card.

SOUTHERN

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

DIST. TEL.

IN

Omaba, Neb.

CO.,

& ELEC.

CO.,

Bimingbam,

Ala.

THE WEST

FOR ELECXRICJLL

SOOKIS.

SEND FOK OUR NEW AND COMPLETE CATALOGUE,

Electrician Publishing

<^

CA
CO

Co.,

6 Xiaheside Bldg., Chicago, 111.

-E3

^aip

THE SCHUYLER ELECTRIC

CO.,

"'""H"*"

June

28.
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SOUTHERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Of Every Description at Bottom Prices. Prompt Shipments and Intelligent £xecntion of Orders, Onr Specialties.

823 LOCUST STREET,
TRADE MARK-

TRADE MARKi

AGENTS,

AGENTS.

WHEN YOU BUY

MOTOR

A

Prom AUTY Mannfactarer or
State that you

Dealer,

WAI^T IT SUPPLIED

WITH

^^^

PERFECTLY RELIABLE HO DANGEROUS CURREtiTZ^
.

the

Whittingham

-ELECTRIC- LI^HT-^^
8t PoWEf^ Co.
\

Automatic

78-30 Cortlandt

Hew

Switch.

St.

Tork.

fs

^
,fL

i^.5TE'^ foR LIGHT''"'
.^^1,1

Towers.

Send for Catalogue.

Automatic Switch Co..
No. 8 Keyser BuUdlng,

BALTIIWORE, MP.
The Standard

Open

WESTERS ELECTRIC

Circuit Batteries

of the

World.

CO.,

PARIS
GONDA

AXO

HIGHEST AWARD!
THE ONLY

GQLDMEDAL

We

Washburn

EXPOSITION

1889

sale of

Moen's

THE ONLY

GONDA
.,

&

llie

Galvanized Iron Wire,
Galvanized Steel Wire, and
Hard Drawn Copper Wire.
Prices on Application.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

TRADE

are tbe Exclasive Western Agents for

Genoine Leclancbe Batteries

Made

ELGLANGHE BATTERY

or Sold

in

MARK.

GL

America.

149 West 18th

NEW YORK.

St.,

CHICAGO.

NEW

JOHN STEPHENSON
]_ii«Ti-rE:iD,

XTEIKT iro

STREET CARS
-FOR-

ELECTRIC MOTORS
CARS ADAPTED TO ALL SYSTEMS.

YORK.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

C. 8c C.

June

Over 8,000 Motors

fifty

in

C. &

C.

Electric Blowers for Ship Ventilation.

Motors

St.,

BOSTON,

PHIL4DELPBI4 OFFICE, 38

ELECTRIC MOTOR

S.

Fonrtli St.

George

LAW

BEST ROUTE
to the

North and North West.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Phoenix

Bnilding.

ST.,

CO..

J. H.

From CINCINNATI

and
Mining Tramways.

402 AND 404 GREENWICH

Room

C. H. ^ D. R. R.

for Hoist

Equipment of Machine Shops, Printing Offices, Factories and Entire
Buildings with Electric Power.

H. P. in stoclc.

OFFICE, 63 Oliver

oxjTr'iTJS.

i^ua-jsr

actual operation.

NEW ENGLJMD

iSgo

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

The only motors in which the magnetic circuit forms a perfect circle
around the center of the armature
shaft, thus making the most compact
and efficient form of machine that
can possibly be devised.
One-eighth H. P. to

28,

REID, General Acent,

9, Wletropolitan Block,

CHICAGO.

P. Barton,
YOU WILL OBLIGE
OFFICE,
and
WESTERN ELECCHICAGO, ILL TRICIAN when
Both

Advertiser

mentioning

Publisher

by

the

225 Dearborn Street
patent and trade mark cases

writing to advertisers.

The Western Power Construction Co.
CAPITAL $500,000 PAID UP.

SPECIALTIES
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLETE POWER PLANTS FOR

Electric Liglit, Railway Dn ty and

MclNTOSH

& SEYMOUR

Power

ENGINES.

COMPOUND AND HIGH PRESSURE.
WALDO

P.

ADAMS,

C^nernl itlanager.

WAIN
OFFICE:

«
144 Adams St., »= CHICAGO.
-inn

IIHnmA

ROokery

June

2S,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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For Central Station Lighting, Isolated Plants, Running Stationary Motors and Street Car Traction.
Send for Circulars and Prices.
Specially adapted for Fhysicians' Cautery Purposes.
Correspondence Solicited.

PUMPELLY STORAGE BATTERY AND ELECTRIC MOTOB
W.

CO.,

cSl^'I^':T'i^^.

John A. Baerktt, Vice-Preeident SDd Cons. Electrician.
D. Sargent, Preetdpnt.
E. H. Cutler, Treasurer and Manager.
Fuank A. Pkrret, Electiiclan.

LAMjNARFIBRE THE

ELEKTRON MFG.

79 and 81 Washington

St.,

-31ANUFACTURZBS OF THE

A

Rubber for insulating and
mechanical purposes. Thoroughly homogeneous, and
practically indestructible. Furnished in sheets and tubes
of various lengths and thicknesses. Can be cut, turned
perfect substitute for Hard

or drilled into any desired shape. Will take a very high
degree of polish. Is also a perfect bearing for light run-

Automatically Regulated, Unexcelled In Simplicity and Durability.

180

Summer

St., Boston,

Theonly Machines having

Lamiaatefl

HIGHEST

Mapets

Field

OF SOFTEST CHARCOAL IRON,

AWARD

BY MEANS OF WHICH
Higher Efficiency, Closer Regulation,

and Slower Speed

Are o1>talne(l tlian Is possible

EXPOSITION.

LAMINAR FIBRE GOODS

-

PERRET ELECTRIC MOTORS AND DYNAMOS,

AT
PARIS

ning machinery.

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

oilierivli«e.

CO.,

all sizes and Tor all purposes. Automatic Dynamos
for Iricandpsceut Electric
IsolatPd PlanUi
Liglitiiii;.
for Stores, factories, etc.,
asppcialty. Moist ore- pruof
Motors and Dmamos for

Antoinatlc Motors 01

^^
7^^^^]

Mass.

-

usp

ill

Mines and damp

places.

ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

CO.,

High Grade Wires, Weatherproof Wir^s, Pins, Brackets, Cross Arms, C. & W. Mica Railway Insulators, Cut
Mica, Sheet Mica, Fuse Wire, Soldering Salts, Tapes, Tubing, Class and Porcelain Insulators, Sleet Proof
Pulleys and Arc Light Windlasses, Incandescent Lamos, Porcelain Cut-outs and Switches, Everythint; Electrical
Required for Electric Light, Power and Railway Companies. Agents for Novel y Electric Supply Co.'s Specialties,
Write for Quotations.
and Could & Watson Co.
Favor Us with Your Orders.
North 8th Street, ST. LOUIS,

MO.

403

EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC
OF

aiAItriJFALTrBEBS

Arc aHd IncoHilesceHt Apparatus
FOR LIGHTING,
Arcmlncandescent Motors,
Electro-PIaliDg and Electro-Deposition Hacbines.

Distinctive Features:
L&RGEST OUTPDT,

LIGHTEST WEIGHT,

LEAST POWER REQUIRED,

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY AND LEAST FLOOR SPACE

MOST PERFECT AUTOMATIC BEGULATION.
The New Arc

Lighting System of this

Company

is

the

MOST

SIMPLE, PERFECT and ECONOMICAL on the market.
For estimates and otber information, address:

NEW YORK

'WESTERN OFFICE:
No. 425,

THE ROOKERY,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

115 BROADWAY,

OFFICE:

NEW YORK.

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Primary
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Batteries

FOK

Honsebold, Experimental, Scientific and

JAMES

ELECTRIC RAILWAY

;8,

otiier

Purposes.

MASON,

H.

MANDF,VCTt]R[N(; KLECTRKIAN,

63 Broadway, New York.
I8-I20 Park Avenue, Brooklyn, N Y.

Office,

Factory,

I

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR
SMALL STORES.

More than one hundred

diflFerent

street railways in operation
or in course of construction.

Mm
fesSt&t'ij

and Domestic Lighting.

Office

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
Onaranteed as representctf.
•-*.''.V

These Batteries are in practical
and giving perfect satisfaction.

use,

BARNES' FOOT

More Than

POWER LATHES.

175

Barnes' Foot Powi-r I,alhu»,

work from the Blaoksmltli
There
cfjiial

Street

Railways

for

Electrical

of

to the Jeweler.

no npplleatton of foot power
to the I'atcnt VcIociiwcU?. used with
is

these lathes. ThoustttiUs of them arc In
and wood workers.
Grand Knplds, Mleh.. wvys: "l wbh to say
that I have owned and used two of yotir No, 6 foot power lathen
now aliout live years. The tools have been pnt lo hanl and continuous work In my laboratory, and It srives me ple;Rttire to say
i lliat u|) to this time, no repaii-s of any kind whatever have t»een
needed. Indeed tho tools are all and more than what yuu elaiui for them.
My time is devoted exclusively to invention and experimental work in electrieity. In dolnptlils^l is necessary to'havL- aecuraey, and wide ranKe of adaptation to dllTerent work. Your excellent lathes and superb foot
power is all that could be desired by any one in need of a rii-st-elass tool."
Send for caUilogTie of wood and inetnt workei-s' outllts.

separate orders
From

18 ttlffvrcnt

stjii!} niid sizci*. ttuitalilo fiir lUl (.-laxscit

practical ugc In the shops of mutat
I,.

Equipments.

W.

p.

A:

JOHN BIRNES

0. Woolley.of

CO., No.

761 Ruby

St.,

Rockl'ord,

111.

The Sprague Electric Railway System has
been proved to be the most

DURABLE,
RELIABLE,

WESTKRX A<;EXT
UKPARTMEXT

WE««TERSI AtiESIT

ECONOMICAL

I.

F.I.KCTItlCAL.

IV. OOI.BIJRX'!>>

DYNAlIOtS

AXn

NKW

MOTORt».

IIAVKV CI.Oi-H CO.

HARMOUNT,
ONITOR ELECTRIC
G. A.

CONVENIENT.

MANAliKIt

149

WABASH

CO.,

AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHOLESALE DEALER

IN

OEXERAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WKtstTEItN A4;KXT

ELECTRIC RAILWAY & MOTOR

ALFRED

COMPAIffV,

F.
iKSTABLISIIKI)

l6andl8Bro3d$(„ NEW YORK.

FOR

MOORE'S
Ivjn.

ELEGTRIGAL WIRES AND GABLES.
jtiteclric

Light, Annunciator and OllUe Wires.
Incandescent and Buttery ConlS;
fact, every kir.d of Wire known lo the Klectiicnl Trade.

j

THE HEISLER PATENT LONG DISTANCE
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC

UGHT

SYSTEH.

UNEQUALED FOR DISTRIBUTION OVER WIDE AREAS.
"Awarded

the Highest Distiiirtion, a Gold Medal, by the International
at the Universal E.tposition, Paris, 1889."

Jury

Sp cislly adapted for Strict, Commfrc'al, and Domeslic Illuraination from rentnil Stft'ionp. Plant may b« located
powtr can ^e fcrued C'hfiapeit, fven if miUs distant from the L'pbtlng.
Safety, Reliability, and F narc'nl Success
fiillv demonstrated.
Strictly S'tIcj.
Noted for the Brilliancy
I*,an '^f "Wiring the Hfniplc t. Cheapest, and most Efficient.
lieauly
r.nd
of the Light.
Grea'est Produc'ion of Candle
I, 'imps 10 to 100 Candle Powor; Ling Life without Blackecing.
Power per Horse Power, IJynamo Self-Contained, and Perfectly Autcmalic.
\vhf»re

SEND rOR eiHCVLiAR.

CORRE8POSIUENCE

HOI<IClTEI>.

I.IGEIT CO.,
809-8I7 South 7th Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

in

—
June
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NOW

NOW READY!

READY!!

Third Edition Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book, with moonlight schedule for 1890. Second Edition Incandescent Wiring
Hand-Book with additional chapters. An astonishing record: The rapid and continued demand for Lieut. Badt's practical hand-books has compelled us to print Fifteen Thousand copies within Eighteen months, as follows:
Dynamo

Hand Book,

Bell HaDger's

BY
PRICE

ond edition

2,0

"

type page

ready,

making a

3,250 copies printed to date.

book for people engaged

total of

Just the

in selling, install-

ing or handling electric batteries, electric

DynaiDO- Tenders' Hand-Book.

tors,

house or hotel annuncia-

burglar or

fire

alarms,

electric gas

lighting apparatus, electric heat apparatus,
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THE BRUSH ELECTRIC CO.
CLAIMS THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO
MANUFACTURE, SELL OR USE

The enjoining clause
Brush

of the Decree of the Court in the case of The
Electric company vs. The Fort Wayne Electric Light

company
And

is

as follows:—

hereby ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said defendants, the Fort
company, Henry Gt. Olds, Perry A. Randall and Ranald T. McDonald,
"together with the officers, successors, or assigns, agents, attorneys and employes of the
"defendant corporation, be, and they hereby are, perpetually enjoined and restrained from
"making, using, selling or vending any arc electric lamps in which two or more pairs of
"carbons are independently adjusted and regulated by one and the same regulating mechan"ism, and are separated and burned successively, to secure the continuous burning of one
"pair of carbons prior to the establishment of the arc between the other pair, substantially
"as described in the specification, and claimed in the first claim of said letters patent. No.
"219, 208. and also from making, using, selling or vending any electric arc lamps contain"ing the invention, or inventions, substantially as described in the specification, and claimed
"6.

"Wayne

it is

Electric Light

"in the second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth claims, or any of said claims in said patent, No.
"219, 208, or any imitation, or substantial equivalent thereof constructed substantially as
"described in said specification, and as claimed in the said first, second, third, fourth, fifth or
"Sixth claims, and that an injunction issue forthwith accordingly. And it is further ordered,
"adjudged and decreed that the defendants pay the cost herein to be taxed, and that the com"plainant have execution therefor."
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